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CLINICAL SUEGEET.—No. IV. 
-- 

ON HIP DISEASE. 

By THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S., 
Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

That disease of the hip-joint differs in no single pathological 
point from disease of any other articulation is the most im¬ 
portant point a Surgeon can have before him when commencing 
its consideration, for authors upon this subject have hitherto 
been too much disposed to lead their readers to look upon it as 

a special or peculiar affection, and to believe that it is both 
pathologically and clinically distinct from the diseases of other 
joints. 

It has also with too much confidence been described as a 
“ strumous disease,” as if all diseases of the hip-joint or of any 
joint are generally of this nature, or are found only in subjects 
of a strumous diathesis, and have a constitutional, and not a 
local, origin. 

To look upon hip-joint disease as a strumous affection is 
unquestionably wrong, pathologically as well as clinically. 
It is found in the so-called strumous subjects as frequently as, 
but not more frequently than, any other affection. It is always 
a local disease, and is too frequently set up by local causes. 
Moreover, it is as amenable to local treatment as any other 
local affection. 

It is not, in the true sense of the word, a constitutional 
disease, and the sooner that idea is got rid of the better it vyill 
be for the Profession as weU as for our patients. “ The affection 
occurs very frequently in strumous cliildren,” says a recent able 
author (Mr. Holmes), “ a circumstance which has led to its being 
denominated ‘ stnimous,’ but it seems to have no necessary 
connexion with struma, unless so wide a signification be assigned 
to that somewhat vague term as would render the designation 
itself unmeaning. If by struma be meant a state of the sj^stem 
which renders the subject of it prone to the deposit of tubercle 
in the viscera, I think that there is good reason for asserting 
that morbus coxarius often attacks children who are not 
strumous—who display no such tendency to the deposit of 
tubercle—and therefore that no decisive proof of any strumous 
tendency is afforded by the presence of the affection. If, on 
the contrary, struma be defined as that condition of the system 
which disposes its subjects to the development of low inflam¬ 
mations of various kinds, then it is difficult to see what is the 
significance of the desig-nation.” In these remarks I cordially 
agree. It would, therefore, be well to get rid of the eiToneous 
notion that liip disease, or any other joint disease, has its origin 
in a constitutional cause, for till that is effected the local treat¬ 
ment is hkely to be disregarded, or only regarded as being of 
secondary importance, when all who have much experience in 
the treatment of these cases will admit that local treatment 
cannot be made of too prominent importance. 

Hip disease should therefore clinically be looked upon as a 
local affection, and be treated principally by local means ; such 
constitutional treatment being employed as the general condi¬ 
tion of the patient may appear to warrant, the same princijiles 
of practice being in these cases applicable as are found of value 
in the treatment of any other joint affection. 

Hip disease is unfortunately a very common affection. My 
own statistics of joint cases tell me that it forms about 30 per 
cent, of the joint cases admitted into a metropolitan Hospital. 

It is also an affection of child hfe, for out of 360 cases, of 
which I have notes, 62 per cent., or nearly two-thirds, occurred 
in children under 10 years of age, and four-fifths in patients 
under 20—that is, it occurred during the growth and develop¬ 
ment of the bone, and not during the period of its full maturity. 
This point will bo seen on reference to the following table ;— 

Table shoieuirj the Ages at ichich Hip Disease commenced. 

. .1 _ -1 1 223 cases, or 61- 
j per cent. 

Four j'ears and under . 
Between 6 and 10 years of age 

>> 11 ,, 20 ,, 
» 21 „ 30 ,, 
„ 31 „ 40 „ 

Above 40 j'ears of age 
VoL. II. 1869. No. 992. 

126 cases 
97 
86 
27 
13 
11 

or 23-8 per cent, 
or 7-d „ 
or 3-6 „ 
or 3 „ 

230 of these eases were collected by me when acting as Registrar 
to Guy’s from 1853 to 1861; 130 are from the notes of oases 
which have been under my own care. 

Hip disease is found in equal proportion in the male and the 
female subject. But it seems to attack the left Umb more fre¬ 
quently than the right, 60 per cent, of my cases haffing 
occurred in the left side, and 40 in the right; this proportion 
being very similar to that published by Mr. Lonsdale in the 
Lancet for September 8, 1855, where, out of 112 cases of de¬ 
formity of the hip, 65 were of the left side and 47 of the right. 

_ With these prehminary remarks we will now proceed to con¬ 
sider briefly the pathology of the disease. 

Pathology of Hip Disease. 

^ It has been already stated that in a pathological point of 
view hip disease differs in no single respect from that of other 
joints, and that it is not a strumous affection, although it may 
occur in strumous subjects. It may bo said also—as it has been 
said before—that it is a very rare thing to find strumous or 
tubercular matter in a diseased joint, and the hip-joint forms no 
exception to this remark. Disease of the hip-joint means 
therefore—excluding new growths involving the part—inflam¬ 
mation of the bones or soft parts entering into the articulation. 

Few points in the pathology of joints have been more dis¬ 
puted probably than the seat of the disease in hip-joint 
affection ; but, I take it, the difficulty has been entirely raised 
upon the mistaken notion that it had a special origin, and that 
the natm’c of the affection was different from other joint dis¬ 
eases. We have never heard much importance placed upon the 
point in diseases of the knee, shoulder, or other joints. The 
question has never been very wannly discussed as to the origin 
or not of disease of the knee in the crucial ligaments, or of the 
shoulder in the long tendon of the biceps. And yet we find men 
-—good men and true—gravely discussing the question as to the 
origin of hip disease in the ligamentum teres. My late respected 
teacher, Mr. Aston Key, laid great stress upon this point, and 
believed that it was from that ligament and its attachments 
that disease of the hip-joint generally proceeded. Pathology 
has, however, made great advances since those days, and we now 
know that disease in a joint (hip or other) may have its origin 
in the bones which form the joint or in the soft parts or liga¬ 
ments that hold them together. Experience has told us that we 
may have an acute inflammation of the sjmovial membrane of 
the hip-joint rapidly going on to complete disorganisation of 
the ligaments, cartilag-es, and soft parts of the joint, and even 
cau.sing death of the bones entering into its formation. The 
inflammation may be so acute as to render it difficult at the 
post-mortem examination of such a case to read the patholo¬ 
gical facts coiTectly, for when such changes take place as have 
just been indicated, it is fairly open to the question whether 
the inflammation originated in the synovial membrane, and 
from such a centre spread to the bones, cartilages, and liga¬ 
ments causing their destruction, or began in an osseous centre 
and extended to the joint. In some cases the disease may have 
been so severe as to cause a separation of the pelvic bones into 
their original segments, or a dislocation of the epiphysis of bone 
forming the head of the femur from its normal attachment to 
the neck. 

Under all these circumstances, the ligaments and soft parts, 
with the articular cartilage, will h.avo been completely destroyed, 
and the exact locality in which the disease originated will be 
difficult to make out. When we find all the bones of the 
joint ecxuaUy involved in such acute disease, it is probable that 
the disease began in the synovial membrane and spread to them 
in the same way as we meet with diseases of bone as a result 
of acute periostitis. But when we find one bone more diseased 
than another—e.g., the femur than the acetabulum, or vice versti 
—it is probable that acute inflammation originated in it and 
spread to the soft parts. These points, indeed, are to be 
looked upon as only feeble indications upon which an opinion 
may ba formed, and not as definite guides. Nevertheless, 
they are based on observations of cases. In chronic disease 
of the hip-joint, however, the question as to the seat of 
the original disease is not so easily answered, and yet, from 
what I have observed chnically and pathologically, I do not 
put the question down as being one which it is impossible to 
answer. It may be difficult, in some cases it may be impos¬ 
sible ; but, in the majority, I believe an opinion can be formed 
by a careful attention to clinical facts and pathological con¬ 
ditions. 

When we find a joint disorganised, with its ligaments and 
cartilages gone and articular surfaces of the bones exposed, 
and perhaps diseased, there may be some difficulty in deciding 
as to the particular tissue in which the inflammation originated; 
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but when a section of the hone is made—the head of a femur, 
the head of a tibia, or any other bone—and a cavity is fonnd 
communicating Avith the joint, a seqnestrum of necrosed bone, 
or a suppurating bone, jprobabilities certainly point to the bone 
as being the original seat of the disease. 

These cases do occur, and they are not far from common. I 
have the notes of many such now before me, and the different 
miAsenms contain more. But it may be said that no one doubts 
the cause of the joint disease in such instances, and that the 
pathological conditions found to exist clearly prove it; yet the 
clinical histories of such cases differ in no single point from the 
clinical histories of others in which, perhaps, the same very 
marked evidence of disease is not to be seen—that is, by the 
pathological examination of the joint from its surface only. 
Indeed, to examine a pathological specimen of a bone or of a 
diseased joint it is absolutely necessary to make a vertical section 
through the bone ; to look at it from the joint surface is most 
fallacious, and an opinion formed from the appearance thus 
acquired is too likely to be wrong. 

If we make, therefore, a section of the bone, we shall in a 
large number of cases of disease of the joint, particularly in 
the young subject, find hyperaemia of the articular extremity 
of the bone, condensation from chronic iuflammatory action of 
the bone, if not suppuration or necrosis—in fact, marked 
eAudence of articular ostitis in one of its stages, for this is 
in my experience the most common form of disease Avhich pre¬ 
cedes joint mischief, and from which joint disease proceeds in 
the great bulk of cases during young life. This opinion is 
also well supported by the fact that in our museums almost 
eA"ery specimen of chronic joint disease reveals extensive bone 
mischief—mischief that extends beyond the surface of the bone 
and generally involves more or less of the articular end of one 
or more entering into the formation of the joint. In our own 
Hospital museum this point is very strongly displayed, and on 
looking over other museums and very extensive notes of joint 
cases the same truth comes out very clearly. 

This pathological observation must be looked upon as being 
one of great cluneal importance, for if the majority of cases of 
joint disease are to be attributed to the extension of inflam¬ 
matory action from the articular extremity of a bone to the 
other tissues, it becomes a question of immense importance to 
recognise the disease of the bone in its early stage, and thus, 
if possible, to prevent its jArogress to the true joint—that is, to 
the tissues upon which the integrity of the joint itself depends 
—and clinically there is good reason to believe that such can 
frequently be done. In the liip-joint this point may be a 
difficult one to settle ; that is, it is more difficult than it is in 
disease of other articulations, such as the knee, that are not so 
well covered in Avith soft parts. NeA-ertheless, even in the hip it 
is to be made out by care and discrimination. And perhaps it 
may be well to consider here the clinical points upon which 
our diagnosis is to be determined. They are not numerous. 

The first clinical point to which I propose to draw attention 
has reference to synoAutis; for inflammation of this membrane, 
of whatever kind, always shows itself Avithin a few homs or 
days of its origin by effusion, and consequently by distension 
of the articulation. In the knee, ankle, elbow, AATist, shoulder, 
and other joints, this clinical condition, as a rule, makes itself 
manifest in a way which cannot be misinterpreted. The 
synovial sac becomes enlarged and distended by the effusion, 
so that it bulges between the bones and giA^es an outhne to the 
joint, which is unhke that furnished by any other condition. In 
the hip-joint similar changes take place, but they are not quite 
so palpable: they can be made out by a careful examination, 
and particularly by a comparison of the affected Avith the sound 
side—a point of practice which should never be omitted in the 
examination of any injured or diseased joint. The soft parts 
in front of the joint will in synovial mischief be more prominent 
and full; pain will be produced by gentle pressiu’e made upon 
the part, particularly behind the great trochanter; a soft 
swelling AAdU also exist in lieu of the natural depression; and 
to the eye a greater fulness will be visible. Even fluctuation 
may be detected through the joint on careful palpation. At 
any rate, to the eye and hand there will be clearly some extra 
fulness of the soft parts, enough to lead one to suspect the 
true nature of the disease. This fulness or swelling is always 
an early symptom of the disease, for in a clinical point of Anew 
synovitis is in its earliest state indicated by enlargement of the 
affected joint. 

In disease of the articular extremities of the bones a different 
clinical condition will be found to exist. At the commencement 
of the disease, and sometimes for a lengthened period, Avhich 
varies in each case, an acMng of the part is the only local 
symptom. This aching may be of greater or less intensity, the 

pain depending much on the severity of the disease. It 
is too often looked upon as “ groAving pains ” or as rheumatism. 
But what I Avish now to note is that local pain is the first 
clinical symptom, and not effusion: there is no enlargement 
of the affected joint. As the disease progresses, an enlarge¬ 
ment may be detected. It may in the hip be made out by 
manipulation; in the knee or other joints it may be visible to 
the eye. It Avill, however, be an enlargement clearly of the 
bone, a thickening or expansion of the osseous structure unlike 
that existing in synovial disease. There AviU be no fluctuation, 
no soft yielding of the parts, but clearly an expansion of the 
osseous structure—an enlargement of the articular extremity 
of the bone. The soft parts Avill, as a rule, be quite natural 
over the enlarged bone. "Vyith this aching of the part there 
vrill also be increase of heat, this increase of heat being also an 
early symptom. It AriU not be con.stant, although tolerably 
uniformly so ; it vrill be intermittent, and, as a rule, it will 
show itself as a general periodical flushing of the part. 

At this period of disease other symptoms generally exist, 
which likeAvise differ in the two great classes of cases. 

In chronic synovitis, which leads to joint changes, the 
joint may probably be moA^ed quietly withoixt exciting pain 
in the part, and vrithout exciting spasm of the muscles that 
move the articulation. Pressure upon the part with the fingers 
win. probably excite pain, although moderate pressure may be 
made between the two surfaces of bone vrithout giving rise to 
any indications of distress. In disease of the bone entering 
into the formation of the joint, these clinical conditions do not 
all exist. The joint may be moved quietly, it is true, without 
exciting pain, but the attempt will, as a rule, excite spasm of 
one or more of the groups of muscles which move the articula¬ 
tion. Moderate manipMation also will be well borne. Firm 
pressure upon the bones or between the two surfaces of bone 
will always excite pain—not the pressure produced by a jar, 
such as in the liip is caused by a sudden blow upon the foot or 
trochanter, for such a mode of investigation must be looked upon 
as a rough and somewhat uncertain one ; indeed, it is almost sure 
to excite a start of the patient and an expression of pain—but 
the pressure which is produced by a steady force applied by 
the hand to the trochanter towards the pelvis, or through the 
foot to the artierdar extremities of the bones, a pressure which, 
in synovial disease, rarely, if ever, gives rise to pain, but in 
osteal disease invariably excites it. 

These symptoms in the two classes of cases appear clearly to 
indicate the two distinct affections in their early stage. They 
apply to all articulations, and may be thus summarised :— 

In synoAual disease swelling is the earliest clinical symptom, 
vrith more or less fluctuation, each joint showing this in its 
own Avay. As a rule, this swelling is unattended with much 
pain. Pre.ssure on the joint causes pain, although gentle 
movement may be made without increasing it or exciting 
spasm of the muscles which surround the joint. Interarticular 
pressure can generally be tolerated. 

In articular ostitis pain is the earliest and most constant 
symptom—pain of an aching character, varying in intensity, 
generally increased by Arm local pressure. There Avill be no 
visible enlargement of the part for some weeks or months, and 
no fluctuation. Gentle movement, as a rule, excites spasm of 
muscles about the joint, and interarticular pressure always 
increases it, and causes pain. Increased heat also exists about 
the parts, and is of an intennittent character. 

When disease can be arrested in these first stages a complete 
recovery of the patient may ensue, for joint disease has not yet 
been established, and the cartilages are probably sound, and 
no irreparable organic change has taken place in any of the 
tissues. The first series of cases I propose to publish will 
illustrate this. 

Should, however, diseased action originate in a joint as a 
result of accident, in a hip joint as the result of a strain upon 
the teres lig’ament, or in the knee upon the crucial; should 
local disease be set up from any cause upon the articular 
extremity of a bone, either at the root of attachment of liga¬ 
ments or at other parts; should articular ostitis of a portion 
of a bone take place as the result of accident, the changes 
which a joint may undergo as a secondary consequence vrill 
probably be more rapid, and consequently more serious : for it 
is through the bone that these changes occur—through those 
that take place in the articular cartilages, Avhich are so inti¬ 
mately connected Avrith the articular lamella of bone; and in 
cases of local disease of the articular extremity of the bone, 
these changes are very rapid. When a bone is inflamed, 
and this inflammation attacks the articular lamella of bone, 
wholly or in part, the articular cartilage sooner or later becomes 

1 involved. As long as the vascular supply of the bone is good. 
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and the nutrition of the cartilage which rests upon it is not 
interfered with, all goes on well; but as soon as the nutrition 
of the bone is impaired, the cartilage on its surface which rests 
against it undergoes granular degeneration, loses its coimesion 
with the bone, and is either cast off or shed as a foreign body, 
wholly or in part, or degenerates more slowly, and assumes 
a^ perforated worm-eaten aspect. It wiU always, when thus 
diseased from bone affection, be readily stripped off the bone. 

When those changes have taken place in the cartilage to any 
extent, disorganisation of the joint exists, or is not far off; sup¬ 
puration, however, may not show itself, (a) A complete recovery 
of the articulation is probably impossible, and certainly im¬ 
probable—that is, a recovery with movement. Anchylosis, more 
or less complete, must, under such circumstances, be regarded 
as a natural cure. 

These remarks have been made in this place to illustrate the 
necessity of recognising the disease of a joint in an early stage, 
and, if possible, its original seat, for when the disease has set 
up changes such as I have just indicated a very different series 
of questions have to be considered, and practical points decided. 
These points wiU, however, come under our consideration as we 
proceed. I propose at present to apply these general remarks 
to diseases of the hip-joint, and to illustrate, as far as I can, 
their truth by the quotation of cases. I shall commence by 
^ving some few examples of early hip disease in which the 
bone alone appeared to be involved, and in which recovery 
took place, following these up by some examples of early 
synovial disease in which the same good result ensued, and 
making some remarks upon both classes of cases at the end of 
each section. 

(To he continued.) 

oriqinal communications. 
--- 

LOCAL PERITONITIS AND 
DEATH RESULTING FROM A KICK IN 

THE EPIGASTRIUM. 
By J. FAYRER, M.D., C.S.I., E.R.S.E. 

Pi'ofessor of Surgery, Calcutta. 

E. W., aged 21, a slight delicate-looking East Indian sailor 
was admitted on April 12, 1869, suffering from the effects of a 
severe kick in the epigastric region, inflicted by a comrade in 
a drunken quarrel twelve days before admission. The pain and 
exhaustion had at length made him seek relief in the Hospital. 

On admission there was a marked fulness occupying the left 
hypochondriac and epigastric regions, which was painful on 
pressure and dull on percussion. He looked low and depressed, 
with an anxious countenance and a quick and feeble pulse. His 
stomach was irritable, rejecting quantities of bilious frothy 
fluid; the thirst was great, and he drank quantities of iced 
water, for which he had an incessant craving. There was no 
blood in the vomited matters. He never made any material 
improvement, and died on April 22. 

The vomiting and pain continued unabated throughout, but 
it was not until the 19 th that a marked change in the tempera¬ 
ture and pulse took place. The pain at this time began to 
decrease. The thermometer rose from 94° to 102° in the 
axilla, though the body and extremities felt cold and clammy 
to the touch. The pulse rose from 108 to 130, and in this state 
he remained, excessively restless, until the 22nd, Avhen he died 
with limried gasping breatliing, in a state of complete ex¬ 
haustion. 

The treatment consisted of opiate enemata and local warm 
applications. Very small quantities of fluid food were given; 
nourishment was attempted by the exliibition of beef-tea 
enemata. The opium was also, on account of the irritability 
of the stomach, given by enema. Ice and milk were frequently 
given. Soda-water was very grateful, but everything was 
rejected, and each act of vomiting ejected with the fluid a 
quantity of dark-green bile. 

My impression was that rupture of the left lobe of the liver 
or perhaps of the gall-bladder had taken place, the effused 
matter being circumscribed by a local peritonitis. Such was 
the diagnosis that I made by the bedside; the post-mortem 
proved that I was wrong. 

Autopsy.—On laying open the abdomen, it was found that 

(a) The second series of cases I propose to publish will illustrate the 
cure by anchylosis without suppuration. 
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there was gi-eat congestion and some thickening of the great 
omentum, with loose recent adhesions involving all the left half 
of the greater peritoneal sac. The adhesions were firmest 
posteriorly, w'here there were dense, firm fibrinous bands 
matting the gastric, hepatic, and pancreatic peritoneal cover- 
ings together, and a large and thick-walled cyst was formed by 
adhesions between the transverse mesocolon and the stomach, 
so closely adherent that at first it looked like an abnormal dila¬ 
tation of the stomach itself. This had been the focus of the 
inflammatory action, and the sac contained a quantity of 
serous fluid with granular matter and inflammatory lymph. 
The cyst itself was dense and lined throughout with thick 
layers of fibrine. The quantity of fluid it contained could not 
have been less than two quarts. It lay immediately below the 
stomach, and partly behind it; hence the pressure which caused 
the incessant vomiting. There was no rupture of any abdominal 
organ, but in the right lower and anterior aspect of the peri¬ 
cardium there was a well-defined patch of ecchymosis about 
an inch and a half square. On opening the heart, the imme¬ 
diate cause of death was seen in a firm white ante-mortem clot 
in the right ventricle, which not only obstructed the tricuspids, 
but extended far into the branehes of the pulmonary arterv. 
The remaining thoracic and abdominal viscera were quite 
healthy. 

The chief ijoints of interest in this case are the occurrence of 
deep-seated peritonitis after an injury inflicted on the surface. 
The symptoms are easily explained by the pathological condi¬ 
tion. The constant pressure of the rapidly increasing peritoneal 
cyst accounts for the constant vomiting, and that for the in¬ 
cessant regurgitation of bile into the stomach. The poisoned 
condition of tiie blood resulting from or accompanying the 
Xieritonitis explains the depressed pulse and nervous system, 
and accounts for the condition of the blood, which rendered it 
liable to form fibrinous coag-ula in the right side of the heart, 
so causing death. 

ON THE EARLY PROGRESS OF ARMY 
SANITATION IN INDIA. 

By C. A. GORDON, M.D., C.B., 
Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

{Continued from page 330.) 

Hill Stations. 
The question how best to utilise liill climates for the benefit of 
our troops in India appears to have been discussed for the first 
time in 1824, (a) and since then various places have at intervals 
been occupied, either as convalescent depots or as ordinary 
stations for regiments—namely, Landour in 1828, Kussowlie in 
1842, Dugshai in 1849, Darjeeling in 1849-50, Murree in 1851, 
Nynee Tal in 1858, and Senchal in 1860-1. 

The very year in which Landour was first occupied. Dr. 
Cathcart urged the necessity of only sending to that place 
carefully selected cases of men suffering from disease ; (b) in 
1829 siiqilar views were urged by Mr. Sandham,(c) and in 1832 
by Dr. Bui'ke, who expressed his oi:)inion that “ hill stations 
ought to be regarded for the prevention of relapses and the 
total breaking-up of already debilitated constitutions, rather 
than for the cure of acute or chronic disease.” (d) Four years 
later he recurs to the subject, and, as the result of experience 
gained in the interim, observes that “ the climate has been pro¬ 
ductive of good in all the cases selected with care and sent at 
the proper time.” (e) During foiu- yea,rs more—namely, from 
1836 to 1840—observations made by Medical officers at diffe¬ 
rent points of the Himalayas induced them to believe that 
exaggerated views had .already begun to be entertained reg.ard- 
ing the advantages of hill stations in general. Thus, Mr. J. 
Murray expressed his opinion that “there is nothing more 
likely to bring the Indian hill stations into disrepute, and to 
deprive them of the reputation they now deservedly enjoy, 
than an over-estimate of the merits of their climates and Dr. 
Allan V/ebb reported “ that the Simla group of hills do not 
afford immunity from the fevers of the plains; that intermit¬ 
tent, remittent, and contimxed fevers oidginate in Simla in 
those who never h.ad fever before in India.” (f) 

Soobathoo and Kussowlie seem to have been first occupied 

fa) Memorandum of Sanitary Improvements in India up to 1867, p. 27. 
(b) Inspector-General’s Keport for 1828. 
(c) lleport for 1829, p. 224. 
(d) Report for 1832, p. 55. 
(e) Report for 18;36. 
(f) Cbevers, “ Means of preserving Health,” etc., pp. 206-208. 
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as stations for troops about tlie same time. In 1845 the 1st 
Bengal Europeans were located at tbe former place, they 
having been sent to it from Kumal, where they suffered dread¬ 
fully from epidemic sickness. Cholera seized the regiment at 
this hill station; the men suffered severely from other diseases. 
The entire mortality among them during the year was in the 
ratio of 130 per 1000, of which a proportion of 42 was by that 
epidemic alone, (g) In 1847-8 the 29th Begiment was at 
Kussowlie, to which it had been sentjn a weakly condition, 
after undergoing a period of great sickness in the plains. Dr. 
Taylor, C.B., at the time Surgeon of the corps, reported, regard¬ 
ing the effects exerted by the chmate upon the condition of 
the soldiers, that “ the healthy acquired bodily vigour, but to 
the unhealthy, particularly those suffering from dysenteric 
disease, the winter season was fatal.” It is true that the 
sanitary conditions of the place were very unsatisfactory. Dr. 
Taylor made due allowances for the pernicious influence exerted 
by them, but adds, “ It is difficult to believe that an elevation 
which makes a difference of eleven degTees in the boiling point 
of water can have no obvious effect upon the system.” (h) The 
same very able Medical officer prepared a table, the purpose of 
wliich was to show that although the mortality by diseases of 
the stomach and bowels was considerably greater than it had 
been during any of the preceding five years that the regiment 
had served in the plains, the general influence exerted iipon the 
health of the men was beneficial. Dr. Chevers gives us the 
table in question, (i) but unfortunately it does not record the 
number invalided from the regiment, so that we are in a 
measure left -without knowledge of the actual cost in men at 
which the benefit to the health of the corps was obtained. The 
value of the information thus omitted will become more appa¬ 
rent when we come to the report of the 42nd Highlanders. 

Dr. Chevers next gives an illustration (k) of the effects of hill 
climates uj)on the health of a regiment under more favourable 
circumstances than those just related of the 29th. The 60th 
Eifles had in 1846-7 suffered severely from cholera at Km'ra- 
chee; the regiment, however, continued at that station till 
1848, when it moved to the Punjab, and in 1849 proceeded to 
Peshawar. After that epidemic the corps continued in a satis¬ 
factory state of health, and in that condition was sent to 
Kussowlie and Soobathoo in 1850. It remained at those places 
two years, in the first of which fourteen men died, of whom 
thirteen by diseases of the bowels, and in the second thirty-six, 
of whom twenty-seven from the same class of affections. These 
results were at the time considered satisfactory; but, as in the 
case of the 29th, we are uninformed regarding the number in¬ 
valided. We learn, however, that, taking the years subsequent 
to the occurrence of the cholera epidemic in the regiment, and 
in which the deaths amounted to 121, the mortality was as 
follows—namely, in 1847-8, at Kurrachee, 23 ; in 1848-9, at 
Kurrachee and in Punjab, 32 ; and in 1849-50, at Pesha-wur, 
55, so that the mortality during the second year of residence in 
the hills was greater than it had been in either of the two 
immediately succeeding the cholera epidemic, although during 
both of them the regiment remained in a very trying part of 
the plains. 

Polio-wing the chronological order which, for the sake of 
convenience, I have adopted in the arrangement of these notes, 
I observe that in 1850-51 Dr. CuiTie, then of the 22nd Regi¬ 
ment, reported (1) of Dugshai that “ in the cold weather, and 
especially when the snow fell, the intensity of the cold was 
acutely felt by the weakly men and those who had pre-^dously 
suffered from fever complicated with organic disease; ” and 
also that in 1852-53 the 01st Regiment was stationed at 
Kussowlie and Soobathoo, to which places it had been sent 
direct from Pesha-wur, where the men had suffered severely 
from dysentery.(m) The Surgeon reported that, “although 
for hepatic complaints generally the chmate of the hills was 
much better than that of the plains, yet the cases of those 
affections sent there were not cured, and that those of the 
men who had been affected -with dysentery at Pesha-wiu’ 
suffered most from diarrhoea in the hills.” 

Early in 1854 the 32nd Regiment arrived at Kussowhe, much 
broken in health, from Peshawur. (n) During the remaining 
part of that year 62 cases of dysentery occtu-red among the 
men, although oidy 4 proved fatal. In the same period, how- 

ig) Clievers, 075. cit. p. 265. 
(h) See Annual Eeport of the corps. Also “ Gordon’s Army Hygiene,” 

p. 330. 
i) “Means of preserving Health,” etc., p. 225. 
k) Ibid. p. 226. 

(1) Op. cit. p. 229. 
m) Medical report of that regiment. 
n) Regimental report; also Chevers, p. 227. 

ever, there were 339 cases of diarrhoea treated, of whom 12 
died, the older soldiers being those among whom these diseases 
chiefly prevailed. In the succeeding year, at the same place, 
there occurred 97 admissions for hill diarrhoea and 16 deaths. 
We are unfortunately -without information now in regard to 
the extent of prevalence of and mortality by other diseases in 
the regiment, as well as of the numbers invalided. Dr. Scott, 
however, alludes to the liability of the men to attacks of 
rheumatism, and he expressly states that he “ doubted the 
salubrity of Kussowlie, more especially for troops whose health 
had suffered much from fever and ague, as all those coming 
from Pesha-wur had done.” He moreover goes on to record 
his opinion “that the climate of hill stations is not well adapted 
for troops the first year after leavdng Pesha-wur; ” that in the 
interval stations -with a more equable climate would suit them 
better, in both of which -views he was, to my personal know¬ 
ledge, fully supported by Dr. Dawson, the Inspector-General. 

In the Annual Report of the 98th Eoot at Dugshai for 1852> 
the Surgeon stated that most of the men of that corps who 
laboured under chronic diseases when they arrived at the 
station became worse during the rainy season, that several 
were inv'alided to England, and that a good many more must 
now be so, although the regiment had then been two years in 
the hills, to which it had been sent direct after suffering from 
fever at Pesha-wiu’. With regard to the effects of a hiU climate 
on the men of the 53rd Regiment, the Surgeon of that corps, 
in his report for 1855, and -with reference also to Dugshai, 
expresses it as his opinion that “ the sudden change to such a 
climate from Peshawur does not appear a judicious arrange¬ 
ment,” and, in illustration, records the fact that “ on the 
setting in of the rains towards the end of June a great number 
of both men and officers became affected -with what is called 
‘ hill diarrhoea,’ and it was then remarked that the worst cases 
occurred in those men who suffered from the fever of Peshawur, 
complicated, as that fever invariably was, -with affections of the 
liver and spleen.” The Surgeon of the 92nd Regiment, in his 
report for 1860, observes, with reference to the climate of Dug¬ 
shai, that “ many cases are of course unsuited to it, such, for 
instance, as rheumatic affections with a syphilitic taint,” and, 
fiu’ther, that it is unsuited to cases of dysentery of a scorbutic 
nature or in strumous constitutions. In his report for 1861 he 
recurs to the same subject, and adds that “ it is highly desirable 
that men suffering from organic disease of the lungs or heai-t 
should be kept in the plains.” It -wiU be remembered that in 
1861 the 42nd Highlanders suffered severely from fever at 
Agi’a. The Surgeon, in his report for that year, states that the 
corps was sent from that station to Dugshai, only halting at 
UmbaUah for a period of about three months. On arriving in 
the hills the fever almost completely disappeared, but ‘ ‘ reappeared 
with increased -violence when the regiment had been settled 
in quarters, and the novelty of the scene and of arrival in 
the hills was over.” In the report for 1864, after much and 
extended observation of the effects of residence at Dugshai on 
the health of the men who had arrived there in a debilitated 
condition, he wrote thus;—The regiment “ left Dugshai in 
November, 1864, in perfect and robust health, with only twelve 
sick; and this continued till the end of the year. But (he 
asks) at what cost did it become thus healthy? Eorty-six men 
died at Dugshai, and seventy-seven were invalided to Netley.” 
That is, 123 of 850 who had come up from the plains, or about 
14 per cent., were lost by death and invaliding. It would almost 
seem, therefore, that Dr. Eorlong was justified in making the 
comments that he did. “If,” so he -wrote, “ Dugshai be the 
bracing and health-restoring climate it is said to be, it ought 
to effect it at a less expense of life and loss of ser-vice. It made 
the 42nd a healthy corps by killing off and invaliding aU those 
who came up -with weakened stamina and organic disease, and 
restoring and keeping in health all those who came up well and 
but slightly or functionally diseased.” This Medical officer 
thus winds up his remarks on the station :—“ From what has 
been stated, I think it may be said that Dugshai is a healthy 
station, and well fitted to preserve our regiments in the most 
robust state of health if sent direct from England, or after 
short periods of residence in the plains. Those who are 
beginning to suffer, or whose constitutions ha^m already been 
lowered by residence in the plains, will generally be benefited 
by a change to the hills ; but to those organically diseased, or 
-v\dth constitutions greatly debilitated, a change to Dugshai will 
not be beneficial.” 

Dr. Hanbury, writing of Mount Aboo in 1859,(o) observes 
that “ in a few years, when it comes to be seen that the hill 

(o) Hep. Blue Book, vol. i. p. 203. 
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stations are the natural and pro^jer residence, when practicable, 
of Europeans in this country, it may -well be imagined that 
motives both of humanity and of financial^cconomy may induce 
the Government to form an extensive depot or depot brigade 
of troops, and especially of young or recently arrived soldiers 
at Aboo.” He further remarks that, “from experiment and 
observation, it appears that considerable judgment is necessary 
in adapting and timing the benefits of hill sanatoria to Euro¬ 
pean soldiers and invalids ; ” and adds, “ Certainly, as far as 
experience yet extends, the effect of remo'vnng an old service- 
worn regiment to the hills is by no means desirable, as visceral 
congestions are almost sure to occur in a proportion of the 
men. Suffice it to remark,” he says, “ that hill stations seem 
admirably adapted for the acchmatisation of European troops, 
for the quartering of newly arrived di-afts and regiments, for 
the strengthening and training- of recruits and jmung soldiers 
under the age of 22, for the recovery of convalescents and soldiers 
weakened by certain forms of disease, and, in a striking degree, 
for the rearing of European children.” He also mentions that 
the following forms of disease did not appear to derive ad¬ 
vantage from the climate of Aboo—namely, rheumatism, 
secondary syphilitic complaints, acute or chronic, pulmonary 
affections, and disease of the heart. 

A summary of reports by various Medical officers on hill 
stations is also given in the Departmental Blue Book for 1862, 
and from them we extract the following remarks—namely, 
t.aat, taking it for granted “ that the residence in the hiUs may 
either produce actual benefit to health or afford the invalid a 
bettor chance of passing through the hot season” (p. 324), 
“ in other cases often little or no expectation can be held of 
improvement,” “and to some they are positively inimical, 
under which conditions removal there is opposed to the inten¬ 
tion of their establishment.” It is also argued (p. 325) that 
the room at those jilaces “ would be most hkely required for 
men who would probably derive great benefit from the change.” 
“Numbers of men of every regiment” in the plains “are 
pale and anaemic.” These men are in a state of health that 
any epidemics visiting the station are prone to attack, and to 
such men removal to the liiUs “ is usually of material ad¬ 
vantage.” It is fui'ther stated (p. 328) “ that the character 
attached to the Simla group as a residence for soldiers is less 
decidedly favourable than had been anticipated,” although the 
writer qualifies his statement by saying that “this has re¬ 
ceived explanation upon grounds recognised and conceived in 
a great measure remediable in future arrangements.” But the 
fact, as first stated, is not thereby controverted. 

Reverting for a little to the opinions expressed by Indian 
Medical authorities on the subject of hill stations, I would 
observe that, in the Bengal Medical Regulations for 1851, a 
code of instructions was laid down for the proper selection of 
suitable cases of men to be sent to such places. According- to 
the opinion expressed at the time by the Medical Board, (p) 
hill climates are beneficial in every point of view to men who 
have sustained in the unhealthy months one or more attacks of 
disease not sufficiently severe and debilitating in their effects 
to have unfitted them for an average performance of duty 
during the healthy season ; to men who are known, as many 
are, to be liable to suffer from particular diseases during the 
hot season; and also to young men, some of whom are to be 
met with in every corps, whose constitutions are not yet con¬ 
firmed, or were not originally robust, and who, although 
not suffering from actual disease, are obnoxioiis to its access, 
especially during the enervating heat of the hot winds and 
rainy season in the plains. 

In 1853, Dr. John Maepherson, of the Indian service, turned 
his attention to the subject of hill stations. “It has been 
argued,” so he wi-ote,(q) “ that a regiment, after being 
stationed in the hills for some years, requires, on descending to 
the plains, to be again acclimated, and must pass through the 
same process as a regiment just arrived from Europe, and that, 
if required to act in the plains in the hot season, it would suffer 
more than a regiment already cantoned in the plains.” “ This 
Hew,” he observed, “ was taken by many men of experience, 
and in particular by that very able and energetic officer, the 
late Inspector-General Murray; ” and he adds, “ We believe 
that we were expressing the general feeling on the subject 
when we said that hitherto the liill stations for European 
soldiers had been found somewhat disaj)pointing.” 

In 1859, Dr. Chever8,(r) in adverting to the choice of proper 
sanatoria in the hills, observes that “ under this head it 

becomes the duty of the sanitarian to seek for and recommend 
(1st) elevated positions to which convalescents and regiments, 
so much reduced by sickness and fatigue as to be unfit for duty 
in the plains, should be sent for recovery ; and (2nd) stations 
in the hills in all respects so favourably situated, both in a 
military and sanitary point of view, that the troops stationed 
there may retain tht ir health, and may be readily available for 
service. There cannot be a doubt,” he observes, “that our 
higher mountain sanatoria afford to those who have never been 
the subjects of malarious fever considerable immunity from its 
attacks, and that those who have siiffered from fever in the 
plains obtain here the best hope of recovery that India affords.” 
Ho observes, however, that such benefit occurs in subjects of 
intermittent fever, and that, according to Mr. Murray, “ the 
hill climates of India generally arc hurtful in continued and 
remittent fevers.” He observes, regarding the plain of the 
Bhabur, near Nynee Tal, that it had proved very healthy to 
troops, and that from this place Dr. Wilson suggests they could 
be sent to the plains for exercise in the cold weather, (s) He 
expressed his opinion(t) that hill stations of less elevation than 
6000 feet cannot be healthy if bounded by a terai; and quotes 
from M. Von Miihry that regions below 3000 feet of altitude 
present exactly the class of tropical diseases that prevail in the 
plains, with a diathesis the i-everse of plethoric, and with the 
blood poor in quality and diminished in quantity. 

He expressed his own opinion(u) that “the hills afford at 
best a prospect of temporary relief in the cases of old, worn- 
out, and intemperate men who have been frequently and long 
diseased and the subjects of organic lesions.” He quotes the 
views of Dr. Baikie, to the effect that upon the subjects of the 
atrophy of advanced years, conseciuent upon long residence in 
this country and Indianised habits, the cold of the hills acts as 
a complete extinguisher, and quotes those of Mr. Murray, that 
liill chmates are of doubtful efficacy in any form of rheumatism, 
and are generally injurious when the disease is attended by 
irregular febrile symptoms, as Avell as in cases of morbid 
in-itability of the bowels, neuralgia, and affections resulting 
from sjq^hilis and mercury, in inflammatory diseases, in fevers 
of the continued and remittent types, and in organic diseases, 
as also that they are “in the last degree unsuited to cases of 
dysentery, diarrhoea, and cerebral affections.” 

Among his remarks on indi-v-idual hill stations, he tells us, 
Avith reference to Soobathoo, that during the ten years from 
1846-47 to 1855-56 the annual mortality has fluctuated from 
17-85 up to 62-45 and 76-58 per 1000, and adds that “there 
cannot be a doubt that hitherto a lengthened trial has proved 
Soobathoo to be the least healthy of the hill stations.” (x) Ad¬ 
verting to Kussowlie, he observes that “ the generally weak and 
broken regiments sent there have, upon a general average, 
suffered a rate of mortality much higher than that which has 
prevailed during the same tei-m in many of the larger stations 
of the plains, as Jullundhur, Agra, and Meerut ’ ’ (y)—a statement 
the correctness of which he had ali-eady(z) given us the means 
of verifying in an elaborate table, from Avhich I extract the 
aA-erage annual mortality per 1000 dm-ing ten years at the 
folloAving stations—namely, Kussowlie, 40-37 ; Dugshai, 42-89 ; 
Soobathoo, 45-17; Meerut, 37-88; RaAAml Pindee, 29-12; Jul¬ 
lundhur, 29-13; Agi-a, 35-80; Wuzzeerabad, 34-79. 

Einally, haA-ing summarised the oxDinions of Medical officers, 
he thus expresses himself:(a) “Most authoritie.s concur in 
belioA-ing that EurojAean troops who have suffered much from 
disease in the PeshaAvur valley should be sent to RaAvul Pindee, 
a change which they maintain Avould be more beneficial than 
that to Murree, Dugshai, or Kussowlie, Avhere regiments moA'ed 
direct from PeshaAvur have by no means gained so much 
advantage as was anticipated by the change.” 

That hill stations are by no means, as a ride, exempt from 
outbreaks of epidemics Avhich dcA-astate those in the jilains, is 
now matter of notoriety, as is also the fact that some at least 
are A-isited by diseases peculiar to themselves. A fcAv illustra¬ 
tions in point must serA'e our present pm-pose. CheA-ers tells 
us(b) that “ spots between scA^en and eight thousand feet aboA^e 
sea leA-el are not by any means seciu-e from visitations of 
malarious fever, and occasionally suffer most severely from 
iiiA-asions of epidemic cholera;” “ small-pox rages Avfith great 
A-indence and destructiveness among the natiA^es of all the hill 
regions of India;” “measles is of rare occurrence in the hills, 
but when it does apjjear it seems to be A’iolent;” “epidemics 
of croup and malignant sore throat (dijAhtheria) arc liable to 
appear in the highest inhabited ranges;” “ fatal tyjAhoid 

(p) ChCA-ei-s, “Means of pi-eserving Health,” page 218. 
(qj See East India Army Magaeine and Military lieview. 
(r) Op. citat. page 208. 

(.s) Page 241. (x) Page 265. (a) Page 263. 
(t) Page261. (y) Page-2‘27. (b) Pages 207 et seq 
(u) Page 218. (z) Page 133. 
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remittent fever Tvas not uncommon among Europeans at Dar¬ 
jeeling some years ago.”(c) In 1849 Mr. A. Grant witnessed 
ttvo cases of malignant typhoid fever in officers at Simla. 
According to Dr. Webb, hepatitis is equally met there among 
Europeans and natives, as are scrofula, caries, and phthisis. 
In 1845 cholera attacked 138 men and carried off 38 in the 9th 
Foot atKussowlic, and in 1858 an epidemic of the same disease 
raged fatally at Murree. On the Madras side it has also pre¬ 
vailed at Coonoor and Jackatallah. In the Neilgherrio gene¬ 
rally dysentery occurs in an obstinate form ; hill diarrhoea 
prevails, although not nearly so generally and with such 
obstinacy as in the Simla range. At Landour “ hooping- 
cough, croup, and measles are not unfrequent. ”(d) 

The Royal Commission which, from 1859 to 1863, sat to 
inquire into the sanitary condition of the army in India col¬ 
lected much valuable information regarding the value of hill 
stations and the best means of utilising them. It will not be 
necessary on this occasion to refer to the views of all the able 
officers. Medical, military, and civil, who expressed themselves 
on these important points ; they may be seen at length in the 
precis of evidence attached to the report of the Commission, 
but it is desirable that some of the more distinct of them be 
here alluded to, in order to indicate how strong is the evidence 
furnished as to the class of persons most likely to derive benefit, 
and those least so, or, in fact, who may experience injury from 
residence at those places. Sir Ranald Martin believes that the 
present liill stations are often too high as well as too wet, that 
injury has often been occasioned by sudden removal from a diy 
heat to cold and damp, and that if troops on arrival in this 
country were sent to the hills, they would be maintained in 
health and vigom’. Dr. Pinkerton, with special reference to 
Nynee Tal, considers that invalids sent there should be selected 
with reference to their diseases. Dr. Cohdn thinks that although 
the troops from Simla were, in 1857, remarkably healthy before 
Dellfi, with the exception of cholera, yet men previously firing 
in the plains are more capable of bearing heat than those fresh 
from the hills. According to other authorities, however, the 
extent to which, on that occasion, the regiments were sent down 
from hill stations suffered was very great. Dr. Chevers tells 
us (e) that on May 13, 1857, the 1st Eusifiers marched from 
Dugshai. A few days after the regiment had reached 
Umballah it was seized with cholera in an epidemic form. 
On May 14, the 2nd Fusiliers marched from Dugshai, and 
shortly after reaching the plains the men were also seized with 
cholera. So also with the 75th Regiment, which marched 
towards Delhi from Kussowfie, circumstances which, although 
not stated before the Royal Commis.sion, deserve to be men¬ 
tioned in this place. It is right to add, however, that Dr. 
Moore (f) is not prepared to admit that every regiment removing 
from the hills to the plains would suffer in like manner. In 
the work to which reference has already been made, the author 
quotes from Dr. Morehead somewhat largely, and we, in turn, 
may summarise the vieAvs expressed. “ Doubtless,” says Dr. 
Morehead, “ Europeans permanently residing in a hill climate 
would retain much of their native vigour, but they would not 
be efficient for the contingencies of military service in India. 
If suddenly called to the plains for service in the hot season, 
there would be a heavy sick-list from seasoning fevers and 
biliary derangements, and a rapid loss of stamina would 
result.” These resrrlts did, in fact, occur in the case of the 
three regiments just named ; but Dr. Morehead thinks the evils 
would not stop here. “But it is argued,” he says, “that on 
the conclusion of the service ” in the plains, “ on the regiment 
being moved back to the hills, exhausted by heat, fatigue, and 
sickness, the re-sult would be much mortality and invaliding 
from congestive inflammation and organic visceral disease,” as 
did actually take place between the years 1840 and 1850 on 
the transference to the Himalayan hill stations of several 
European regiments weakened by service, climate, and disease.” 

Dr. Maclean expresses his belief that the hills will not 
restore health. Dr. McCosh considers them more valuable for 
prevention of disease than for cure, and that consumptive, 
dysenteric, fiver, and rheumatic patieuts should not be sent 
thither. Sir John Lawrence was of opinion that the weakly 
and delicate should be sent to the hills every year, and the 
robust kept below. Thus, out of eveTy 1000 men 300 should 
be in the hills as a reserve; or, in regard to our army in India 
generally, that with 70,000 men 10,000 might be in the hills ; 
were the forces 80,000, there might be 20,000 so located. Dr. 
Bird, alluding to Mahabaleshwur, found the climate of that 

(o) Page 208. (d) Page 218. 
(e) See Moore’s “ Health in the Tropics,” p. 88; also Chevers, p. 232. 

(f) Ditto, p. 87. 

place less beneficial than had been expected, especially in 
affections of the lungs and bowels. Colonel Campbell wordd 
say that a regiment should go to the hills first rather than 
afterwards, that they are better for preserving than for restoring 
health, and that it is beneficial to send invalids there. Mr. 
Elliott is of opinion that they should be used both for recruits 
on arrival and for sick in a majority of cases; and, according 
to Mr. A. Grant, every regiment should have a convalescent 
depot on the lulls to which the weakly men and officers may be 
sent, who would soon be set up and ready as a reserve—a plan 
which Colonel Durand considered would be exceedingly useful. 
Dr. Dempster agrees with Sir Ranald Martin that newly 
arrived troops should be stationed in the hills, say for three 
years, descending only occasionally into the plains during the 
cold season; and he adds, as the result of his experience, that 
“ sound adults and children retain their health there, and the 
young reduced by illness rapidly recover, but the old and worn 
usually find their complaints aggravated in the hiUs.” 

[To he continued.) 

DEM AN HA IE IN STOMACH. 
By T. INMAN, M.D. 

A SIMILAR case to that recorded in this journal (June 26) 
occurred in the practice of the late Dr. Dickinson, of Liver¬ 
pool. The patient was a lady about 34, and died with very 
obscure symptoms. The stomach was found full of human 
hair matted into one mass, of the shape and size of the riscus 
when distended by a full meal. The preparation exists, I 
believe, in the museum in the Royal Infirmary Medical School. 
The lady was in the habit of cleaning her comb, after using it 
to her hair night and morning, with her fingers, and then 
swallowing the hair. Both cases are remarkable as illustrating 
the powerles.sness of the gastric juice to dissolve hair. 

12, Rodney-street, Liverpool. 

EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

TWO CASES OF HERNIA, WITH OPERATIONS FOR 
THEIR RADICAL CURE. 

{Under the care of Mr. JOHN WOOD, F.E.C.S.) 
[Eeported by J. Beswick Peekin.] 

Oase 1.—E. H., aged 25, pilot at Calcutta, admitted into 
King’s College Hospital on January 15, under the care of Mr. 
Wood, with left scrotal hernia of the size of the closed fist. In 
1862, then in India, he ruptured himself. In 1864 he was ope¬ 
rated upon in Calcutta by Wutzer’s method for radical cure. 
The plug was kept in for ten days. The rupture returned a 
fortnight after the operation in India to a larger size, and less 
controllable by a truss than it was before the operation. On 
admission the rupture was found to be of a large size, the open¬ 
ing into the abdomen very large, lax, and direct, with scarcely 
any obliquity of the canal. On January 16 Mr. Wood per¬ 
formed his usual operation, by the use of copper wire silvered, 
for the radical cure. After the operation a considerable amount 
of action occurred in the sac of the hernia; an abscess subse¬ 
quently formed and discharged pus freely through the scrotal 
aperture. This continued for a fortnight, and resulted in the 
complete obliteration of the sac below the external ring. The 
general symptoms throughout were slight. The patient soon 
lost the febrile disturbance which set in with the suppuration. 
The wires were removed on February 9, and by the 15th the 
wound had completely healed. On the 17th he was discharged, 
wearing a horseshoe truss. On May 15 he showed himself at 
the Hospital. He was carefully examined in the theatre. The 
external ring seemed to be obliterated ; the contracted remains 
of the sac were felt in the scrotum, which was somewhat tucked 
up, so that the testicle was higher instead of lower than its 
fellow. On coughing, a small bulge could be seen opposite the 
internal ring, where it was firmly arrested. On the other side 
also a weakness was apparent to a greater extent rather than 
on the side operated on. He was advised to continue wearing 
for some time longer the double horseshoe pad truss. 

Case 2.—^W. B., aged 28i, a mulatto, native of Jamaica, 
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•ehip’s .steward, was admitted on January 15, 1869, also under 
Mr. Wood’s care, suffering from right inguinal hernia, with 
extensive sinuses in the scrotum and groin, the result of 

■abscesses. The history of the case was briefly as follows:— 
In 1867 he was operated upon at Calcutta by Dr. Dayrer for 
the radical cure of scrotal hernia of a month’s date, wires 
being passed subcutaneou.sly through the pillars of the ring, 
twisted and cut off short, and left in the tissues. Seven weeks 
after the operation, being anxious to goto sea, he left the Hos¬ 
pital contrary to the ■wishes of his Surgeon. Ho was supplied 
with a truss, which he wore for ten weeks. The truss breaking, 
he was obliged to go without one. Thiiteen weeks from the date of 
the operation the site of the operation became inflamed; suppura¬ 
tion, %vith abscess formation, ensued. This was opened by a 
Surgeon in London. A second abscess followed, and the 
patient removed a piece of twisted wire three-eighths of an 
inch long from the part. He afterwards suffered from a series 
of successive abscesses until a short time before his admission 
into the Hospital. He consulted an eminent Surgeon in 
London on account of the sinuses which resulted from the 
abscesses, which caused liim considerable annoyance and 
inconvenience. He was advised to consult Mr. Wood. 
On admission, he was found to be suffering from extensive 
ulceration of the soft parts in the right groin, and near the 
external ring the subcutaneous structures were riddled in 
various directions with sinuses, extending do'wn into the 
scrotum and along the descending branch of the pubis as far 
as the root of the penis. There were also cicatrices of old 
openings over the saphenous aperture. Mr. Wood opened up 
every sinus, and removed from the side of the scrotum a con¬ 
siderable portion of the thickened and cribriform unhealthy skin. 
A thick flap of skin was then laid over the abdominal ring, the 

, margins of which were laid bare "with the hernial sac by the 
dissection. The skin was then held in place by sutures, and a 
thick pad and Ann spica bandage applied, and the patient re¬ 
moved. Mr. Wood stated that there was much room to hope 
that the firm attachment of the flap of skin to the pillars of 
the abdominal ring would restrain the rupture from again ap¬ 
pearing. The scrotal incisions were stuffed -with oiled lint, so 
that granulation might take place from the bottom of the 
wound, and injected daily -with sulpho-carbolate of zinc lotion 
to check the somewhat immoderate suppuration. The patient 
continued in the Hospital until April 3, when all, -with the ex¬ 
ception of one small sinus, had healed. When discharged, a 
small projection was stfll seen in the site of the inguinal canal; 
but no protrusion whatever occurred through the external ring 
or passed into the scrotum, wliich was firmly braced up and 
consolidated. 

Remarks.—These two cases were operated upon in King’s 
College Hospital the same day, and both had previously 
undergone an operation at Calcutta—the one by the wooden- 
plug method, the other by passing ■wires into the tendinous 
structures of the external ring, and allowing them to remain 
■with the hope that they would become encysted and not afterwards 
troublesome. These cases are illustrative of the lesser value of 
the one operation, and the greater inconvenience of the other. 
Wutzer’s operation has been abandoned in this country. 
The modification adopted and practised by Dr. Fayrer seems 
to have few of the advantages, but all the disadvantages, of 
that method. Of the two cases here given, the first failed in a 
fortnight. In the second, the operation was followed by 
extensive suppuration and the formation of abscesses, which 
might naturally be expected from the presence of wires in the 
site of the truss pressure, under which the contained wires 
would necessarily give rise to severe irritation, and, as the results 
showed, without curing the rupture, the formation of abscesses 
considerably impaired the patient’s health, if it did not seriously 
endanger his life. Dr. Fayrer justly remarks that his usual 
method of procedure (which seems to be identical with that of 
Professor Syme) is of a somewhat uncertain character, and that 
it requires some care and confidence for its effective completion. 
It is somewhat remarkable that ho has tried various operations 
—Wutzer’s, and his o-wn modification of Mr. Syme’s—aU of 
wliich are admittedly inferior to that of Mr. Wood; and yet he 
seems, from his paperpubhshed in your journal of March 8,1869, 
to have even never heard of the operation which goes by Mr. 
Wood’s name. According to the statistics furnished by Dr. 
Fayrer in that paper, of 67 cases operated upon, 11 failed 
altogether, 9 were relieved, 1 died. Of the 46 reported suc¬ 
cessful, it would be interesting to know their condition six 
months afterwards. It is of course, in the nature of things, 
impossible to trace these cases for years afterwards, but many 
of Mr. Wood’s cases have been exhibited in the theatre of 
King’s College Hospital five, six, and seven years after the 

operation, and after lea'ving off the wearing of trusses. In 
many of these the side operated on was better than the oppo¬ 
site. Mr. Wood’s operation is admitted to be the best as yet 
deidsed for the radical cure of hernia, not only in this country, 
but also on the Continent and in America. The practice of 

'with a piece of wood the inguinal canal has never 
been looked upon with favour by the Profession in this country. 
It has the bad effect of opening wider the ah-eady dilated canal, 
and makes the case, when it returns, worse than it was before. 
It is a very painful and clumsy method, the unscientific cha¬ 
racter and fallacious results of wliich should long ago have re¬ 
moved it from the category of justifiable operations, and which 
has done more than any other to bring distrust upon operations 
for the radical cure of this most troublesome infirmity. 

THE LONDON HOSPITAL. 

HSTTERESTHSTG CASES. 

(Under the care of Mr. MAUNDER.) 

Case 1.—A patch of ecchymosls. A male adult, while lying 
on his right side, was struck on the left hip by a heavy bale of 
wool falling upon him. When seen a week after the accident, 
the only objective symptom was a patch of ecchymosis, situated 
at the upper and inner part of Scarpa’s triangle. The patient 
appeared to be unable to lift the left heel off the bed, but he 
could slowly and ■with pain flex the left thigh upon the pel'vis. 
Turning in bed gave pain, as did also pressure upon the left 
hip when the man was on his right side, or compression of the 
two hips. Pain was always referred to the inside of the right 
groin. Mr. Maunder pointed out the importance of noting 
even an apparently trifling symptom, such as a small patch of 
ecchymosis. The existence of this led him to make a careful 
examination, and his opinion was that the pubis had sustained 
fracture. 

Case 2.—A lad who some fourteen days before admission had 
been seized -with pain, and swelling, and redness about one 
ankle-joint, and with no history of accident. Was the case one 
of rheumatic inflammation of the joint or of acute periostitis 
of the lower end of the tibia ? The symptoms, for some days 
severe, varied from time to time. At no time was the swelling 
markedly annular immediately opposite the ankle-j oint, although 
three-quarters of the line of the joint were obscured by swelling 
on one or two occasions. At one time the lower end of the 
tibia appeared swollen, and was exqui.sitely tender on pressme ; 
at another time the pain and swelling and redness were over 
the lower end of the fibula. At all times the lad could raise 
the limb from the bed and allow the foot to hang -without sup¬ 
port, and more or less passive movements at the ankle could be 
made with less pain than would result had the joint been 
the chief seat of inflammation. In favour of acute periostitis 
was the fact that the femur had been similarly affected 
some time since, and an open sinus exists in the thigh now. 
But the chief sweUing and pain varied its position so much, 
being one day over the lower end of the tibia, another day 
more nearly corresponding to the line of the joint, and then 
again referred to the fibula, that the case must probably be 
rheumatic. The acute symptoms have subsided, and no swell¬ 
ing exists over the line of the articulation, but rather above 
it, about the tibia and fibula, but there is no evidence of sup¬ 
puration under the periosteum. 

Case 3.—Fluctuation in the stomach. A female adult, 
greatly emaciated, ■n-ith a tumour occupying the mid region of 
the abdomen and reaching up under the loft hypochondrium. 
Fluctuation has repeatedly been easily detected in the tumour, 
and Mr. Maunder believes it to be the stomach greatly dis¬ 
tended. 

June 28.—At a post-mortem to-day, the lesser curva¬ 
ture of the stomach and the pylorus were found to be infil¬ 
trated by a cancerous deposit, causing obstruction, and thus 
verifying the diagnosis. 

BSAHJON HOSPITAL, EEANCE. 

TWO CASES OF SATURNINE EPILEPSY TREATED 
BY BROMIDE OF POTASSIUM, (a) 

Case 1.—A man, aged 30, tinner by profession, entered Pro¬ 
fessor Gubler’s service at the Beaujon Hospital on January 27, 
1869, for a species of shaking palsy of the thoracic members. 

(a) We are indebted for these observations to M. Landrieux, the interne 
of the service. 
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These troubles have only manifested themselves since the last 
four days. Nothing hereditary; no excesses of alcohol. The 
patient is antemic; presents a soft systolic souffle at the base of 
heart, and the blue line along the teeth and gums characteristic 
of lead poisoning. In fact, the man has Tvorked at his pro¬ 
fession for fifteen years, and makes use of an alloy containing 
from 40 to 60 per cent, of lead. He has had a first attack of 
lead colic two years ago ; and a second one, quite severe, last- 
ing_ eight days, in the month of December last. The inco¬ 
ordinate movements of the superior extremities are not those 
of shakmg palsy ; they resemble more those of chorea. They 
oonsist in an indefinite and irregular series of contractions, 
which have their seat alternatively in the extensor and fiexor 
muscles. These oscUlations continue in spite of the patient’s 
efforts to the contrary. They are much lessened, however, by 
a continued current of electricity of moderate intensity. The 
power of extending the arms upon the posterior portion of the 
trunlr is much lessened; there exists a slight analgesia of the 
affected members, but not the least paralysis of the extensor 
muscles of the fingers. He complains of severe myosalgic 
pains, which seem to be most intense about the point where 
the radial nerve leaves the spiral groove of the humerus. No 
other abnormal symptoms; no constipation; urine free from 
albmnen. 

Jan. 29.—Dead colic. 01. ric 20. gram., ol. tigl. 2 gt. produce 
no effect. 

On the morning of the 30th we find the patient’s physiognomy 
much changed; he has passed a sleepless night, complains of 
obscure vision and a strange uncomfortable feeling. While 
relating this, his face turns deadly pale, and without a cry he 
is seized with an epileptic fit which lasted four minutes. The 
clonic convulsions were of so violent a nature, existing in the 
diaphi-agm and the muscles of the larynx as well, that for a 
moment death from asphyxia seemed inevitable. Six grammes 
of bromide of potassium are administered during the day. 
Towards evening the patient had an attack of vertigo of short 
duration. Cephalalgia. Pulse 100, slightly intermittent and 
of great tension under the sphygmograph. The coheky pains 
lasted up to February 3, although several alvine evacuations 
had been procured. Bromide of potassium is continued. The 
muscidar pains of the superior extremities are not lesselled. 
The dose of bromide of potassium is gradually reduced to three 
and Wo grammes per day until March 4, when its use is dis¬ 
continued altogether. 

The choreiform contractions are now very slight, and the 
paralysis of the extensors exists no longer. In order to correct 
the muscular disorder and the paresis of the extensor muscles 
yet remaining, M. G-ubler orders the syrup of strychnia, and 
which in the course of twelve days produced most brilliant 
results. The patient left the Hospital March 22, 1869, seven 
weeks and a half after his entry, cured. 

This case certainly speaks strongly in favour of the use of 
bromide of potassium in saturnine epilepsy. The intensity of 
the attack and the profound poisoning of the system permitted 
no other than a very doubtful prognosis. The medicament 
seemed to have acted as a sedative to the circulation, accelerat¬ 
ing at the same time the denutrition of the tissues. 

Case 2.—A man, aged 36, carriage painter, entered Professor 
Gubler’s service January 16, 1869, with a complete paralysis 
of the extensor muscles of the right hand, the first symptoms 
of which began to manifest themselves about eighteen months 
ago. The supinator radii longus is not affected. The patient 
complains of headache and inappetency. No analgesia; no 
constipation; no muscular pains. He has had a first attack of 
lead colic some six years ago, and a second some six weeks ago. 
Tlie blue line upon the gums is not much marked. 

January 17.—Colic during the night; urine contains albu¬ 
men. Pulse and temperature normal. 

18th.—Two stools. The patient has had three violent attacks 
of epilepsy between five and six o’clock in the morning, and at 
the visit we find him in a state of coma. No trace of paralysis. 
Pulse 130. Thirty grammes of compound tincture of jalap ; 
six grammes of bromide of potassium during the day. Two 
more attacks of epilepsy in the evening. No headache. 

19th.—Three more attacks during the night, but less severe, 
and of short duration. Coma in the morning. Pulse 120. 
Brom. of pot. has been continued as above. Two more attacks 
during the day; great prostration. 

20th.—Complete paralysis of superior extremities. Pulse 114. 
21st.—Intelligence clear ; urine still albuminous. Pulse 112. 
22nd.—A little delirium during the night. There exists a 

certain degree of hemiplegia of the left side, and the affected 
members are in an almost complete state of anaesthesia. The 
dose of bromide of potassium is reduced to 4 grammes per day. 

24th to 30th.—Great amelioration of all symptoms; pulse 80. 
Brom. of pot. is discontinued. 

February 2.—The patient is greatly exhausted ; a veritable 
t^hoid state has set in. Tonics are of no avail, the prostra¬ 
tion continues, and death takes place February 13. 

At the autopsy we find nothing of interest except a granular 
degeneration of the right radial nerve and a destruction of its 
cylinder axis upon several points. 

This case, although ending fatally, may be recorded as one 
where the administration of bromide of potassium has been of 
efficacy in allaying eclamptic convxdsions ; these had been 
completely checked for a period of twenty-two days, and the 
pulse from 130 reduced to 80 during the treatment. But the 
system of our patient is in a state of profound senemia ; nutri¬ 
tion takes place no longer, and he dies, we might say, without 
any lesion other than exhaustion and inanition to explain the 
cause of death. 
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DEMONIACAL POSSESSION AND MIRACLES IN 

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

At the present moment one of the most popular books with the 

religious world is the life of Monsieur Vianney, the cure or 

parish priest of Ars, a i^etty village near Lyons. The events 

of the Cure’s life were simple enough. The son of a petty 

peasant proprietor, of a fanfily noted in their humble way 

for devotion and charity, he attracted the attention of the 

parish priest, who took him from the plough and sheepfold, 

educated him, and sent him to an ecclesiastical seminary, 

where, after much difficulty, he succeeded in passing his 

examinations, and was ordained. It is impossible to conceive 

of anythhig more charming than the piety, the hrmiifity, the 

perfect charity, and heavenly-mindedness of this man. These 

are qualities which are entitled to the respectful admiration of 

persons of every nation or creed. Our present purpose is to 

point out certain physiological errors committed by this excel¬ 

lent man, and some of the consequences to wliich they led. 

Error the first consisted in the idea that sanctity is pro¬ 

moted by everything that starves, mortifies, punishes, and 

abases man’s mortal body. There is no conceivable kind of 

self-chastisement which tlfis excellent man did not inflict on 

himself with this idea. As to his food, he tried as hard as 

possible to go without it. Bread and potatoes, with a little 

milk, formed his common fare; but as for his -bread, he gave 

away aU that was new and nice to beggars in exchange for 

the foul and moxddy crusts in their wallets; he cooked potatoes 

once a week, and used to eat them quite mouldy. Once he 

attempted to live on grass and roots. 'It is asserted that 
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througliout one Lent lie ate only two pounds of bread; he 

often went without food for a whole day, and even for two, 

and during one week only took three meals. As for delicacies, 

which were sometimes pressed upon him by his friends, he in¬ 

variably gave them away. His clothing was old, threadbare, 

and tattered ; once his clerical friends subscribed to buy him a 

pair of velvet gaiters, but he gave them to the first beggar he 

met. His house was dusty and disfumished; his “ rusty grate 

unconscious of a fire ; ” he began by discarding a comfortable 

mattress, and slept almost on the bare boards, and, as if this 

were too good, he left his bedroom to sleep on the floor in the 

garret. Of his instruments for self-discipline—that is to say, 

self-scourging with knotted and wired ropes—the accoimt 

makes one’s blood run cold. 

"We need not comment gravely on the violation of physical 

law involved in well-meaning proceedings such as these. Man 

has work to do in this world both of mind and body; work 

cannot be done without food; the work of the world would 

come to a standstill if all men were to imitate the Cure d’ Ars, 

and there is httle use in setting that up as a standard of 

sanctity which the world cannot follow. The Cure at times 

was almost too feeble to crawl, or to speak with an audible 

voice. He might have done better work had he treated what 

he called liis cadavre as becomes so exquisite a piece of Heaven’s 

workmanship. How he contrived to live till his seventy- 

fourth year (he died in 1859) is wonderful. 

But starvation brings worse consequences than mere feeble¬ 

ness ; the brain suffers as well as the muscles; hallucination 

follows, and the Cure d’Ars was no exception to the rule. He 

began to believe himself the object of persecution by evil 

spirits. The way in which these malicious beings showed their 

spite was various, but consisted chiefly in noises at night, 

loud knocldngs, shakings of the cvu’tains, vociferations in the 

courtyard, sometimes as if knocking in nails, chopping wood, 

or sawing planks; sometimes beating the devil’s tattoo on 

the table or le pot d eau. Sometimes the devil seemed as if 

he were driving a flock of sheep through the room, some¬ 

times as if a troop of horses were galloping upstairs, 

or as if rats ivcre jumping on the bed and were racing over the Cure's 

face; sometimes the poor man heard himself reviled and in¬ 

sulted by name; once he felt liimself lifted off the bed and 

rising in the air; many times was he tumbled out of bed on 

to the floor ; many times he found a favourite picture of the 

Annunciation bespotted with filth and ordure; and once his 

bed was set on fire—aU, as he believed, by the Arch Enemy, 

who, finding he had no chance of burning the Cure himself, 

revenged himself on his bed. Now, if we express our convic¬ 

tion that this diabolical tumult was partly caused by the rats 

which inhabited the neglected old house, partly by the throb¬ 

bing of empty arteries, by vertigo, and by the dreams of a 

starved brain, we are but expressing the opinion which was 

formed by his bishop and his clerical brethren (and the French 

clergy are inferior to none in shrewdness and judgment, nor yet 

in piety). “If,” said they, “ the Cure d’Ars would live like 

other people, and take food and sleep, this infernal phantas¬ 

magoria would soon vani.sh.”(a) 

With a brain so starved and so troubled, there is no room 

for wonder that further prodigies manifested themselves to 

him, of which we may say, without any disrespect, that we 

hold neither the chief personage nor those about him to have 

been in a condition to judge clearly. We pass over other 

miracles, however, to speak of miraculous cures, which we 

claim the rig-ht to take cognisance of. 

So great was the ^cure’s reputation for sanctity, that during 

the last twenty years of his life the sick flocked to him from aU 

quarters that he might pray for their cure, and at last was be¬ 

lieved to have the miraculous gift of healing. Many pages of 

lus biogi’aphy are filled with details of these cases and with 

pieces justifeatives and testimony sufficient to satisfy any one 

(a) Lc Cure d’Ars, Vie de M. Jean-liaptiste-Marie Vianney. Par 
I’Abbe Alfred Mormiu. 4* ed. Paris : Douniol. 1861. Pp. 398. 

who has a predisposition to believe in them. We find, on 
what is called “ excellent testimony,” cases of disease, acute 
and chronic, removed at the bidding or intercession of the 
holy man. A poor woman whose son had wounded his head 
put on the child one of the Cure’s old caps; the wound was 
healed that night. A poor woman suffering under a chronic 
affection of the larjmx, reduced to a skeleton, and given up 
by the Doctors, was cured in a few days. A phthisical priest, 
a woman who had lost her wits for three years, the rheu¬ 
matic mother-in-law of a penitent, a cliild with dislocated 
hip from scrofulous disease, a woman with acute hepatitis 
and dropsy, a child the bones of whose legs were so soft 
that one could wring them like linen, a man with congestion 
of the eyes, a man of quality attacked with a malady “ que 
les medecins ne savaient definer”—these and scores of others 
are recorded as having been miraculously cured by the Cure. 
Of some of them it is said that they had tried homoeopathic as 
well as legitimate medicine ; most of them are alleged to have 
been given up by the Doctors, or to have derived no benefit from 
their skill. Yet although the excellent Cure rebuked one patient 
(an hysteric woman) for seeking Medical aid, which he said 
retarded her recovery, he advised another (a young man with 
a cancer) to go to Lyons to be operated on. The operation 
succeeded well, and the success was credited to the Cure, who 
certainly showed considerable slirewdness in the choice of 
his cases. 

Out of these circumstances we may extract food for reflection. 
In the first place, human natui’e does not change. There are 
crowds in every country who readily believe these or even 
greater wonders. Next we would notice the fact that a great 
many persons in these, as in other narrations of extraordinaiy 
cures, are said to have been “ given over by the Doctors.” The 
phrase has two meanings. If it means, as is sometimes clear 
from the context, that “ the Doctors declare that a patient has 
not an hour to live,” it shows that such declarations are some¬ 
times made incautiously and on insufficient data; if the patient 
gets well, the Doctors are laughed at. But if it means that, in a 
long illness, the Doctor says drugs are of no service, but diet 
and care and change of scene may do much for you in time, 
we call that Doctor an honest man. Only such are the patients 
who furnish the best subjects of wonderful cures of all sorts. 

As for the reality of the cases, we can only say that evidence 
equally respectable is always forthcoming for any set of cui’es 
worked by means respectable, or the reverse. Concerning the chief 
actor, we know in what state his nervous system was. As to 
the wutnesses, they were on the look-out for marvels, and cannot 
be supposed to have scrutinised facts too closely. The Cure’s 
biographer believes in table-turning and spiritualism, and that 
both are manifestations of the Evil One ; and, like most enthu¬ 
siasts, believes too much to be a good witness. In most chronic 
cases, such as those narrated, Medical men now hesitate to say 
that the recovery of the patient was due to their remedies. 

Lastly, as regards the moral bearing of the whole subject. 
The liistory of the Cure d’Ars furnishes one instance the more 
of the readiness of people to believe in any unusual means of 
cure, and to cast a slur at poor slow Physic and the Doctors. 
But we would plead that Physic is a religious science and art, 
inasmuch as she humbly strives to find out the laws which 
the Creator has impressed upon Nature, and teaches people to 
observe them. Physic is a moral science, and believes that a 
sound mind depends upon a sound body, and the converse. 
She teaches the futility of expecting to be able to sin without 
suffering. Whether this be not better for mankind than a 
system wliich leads people who disobey Natural Law to look 
out for a miraculous short cut to recovery, we leave for men of 
sense to decide. 

Dr. TiiOMrsoN Dickson, Medical Superintendent of 
St. Luke’s, is giving a com’se of lectures on mental diseases to 
the students of Guy’s Hospital. 
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COEONERS AND THEIR DUTIES. 

A CASE has occiirred at Richmond, Australia, and reported fully 

in the Australian Medical which is of great importance 

with respect to the powers and conduct of coroners. A woman 

had died in childbed in consequence of rupture of the uterus. 

A midwife had been in attendance for some hours, and re¬ 

peatedly stated that all was going on well. When the husband 

insisted upon going for a Doctor, the midwife decamped. Dr. 

Stillman, who came, made an examination, and discovered that 

the uterus was ruptured, and the child high up. On a con¬ 

sultation with Dr. Wilson, it was determined to deliver by 

turning. This was effected by Dr. Wilson, who “ passed his 

hand, he believed, through the rupture gradually up towards the 

feet of the child, brought it down gradually, and delivered it.” 

Under the circumstances of the case, Mr. Stillman and Dr. 

AVilson declined to give a certificate of the cause of death with¬ 

out a post-mortem examination. The coroner decided that the 

post-mortem should be made by some other Medical man than 

those engaged in the case, and requested Mr. Stillman and Dr. 

Wilson “ to nominate tliree or four Medical men in Melbourne, 

the employment of any one of whom in this matter would not 

be distasteful to either of them.” This suggestion was de¬ 

clined, and Drs. Reeves and Stewart, of Richmond, made a 

post-mortem examination without the authority of the coroner, 

and found that “ death was caused by rupture of the uterus.” 

Dr. Wilson and Mr. Stillman hereupon gave a certificate to 

this effect; but the coroner was not satisfied, and ordered a 

second post-mortem to be made by Mr. Beaney, of Melbourne. 

This fully corroborated the examination first made. We 

now come to the extraordinary charge of the coroner, who at 

some length charged the jury and reviewed the facts of the 

case and the evidence before the jury. 

“ In reference to the first post-mortem examination, he 
thought it had been undertaken throug'h a misunderstanding 
on the part of Messrs. Wilson and Stillman regarding his 
reasons for proposing other Medical men to make it. He made 
it a practice never to allow the Medical men who were in 
attendance on a deceased person before death to take part in 
any subsequent post-mortem examination of the body. This 
was done for obvious reasons, and he thought the rule would 
commend itself to ‘ aU men of delicacy and proper feeling.’ 
The precedent which Messrs. Wilson and StiUman would wish 
to set up would be a most dangerous one, and he should be 
sorry to see the principle it contained adopted. 

“ The jury deliberated for about an hour, and returned the 
following verdict:—‘ We find that on April 3, 1869, at Rich¬ 
mond, Margaret Bardon died through rupture of the womb. 
We find that Anne Patten Avas “ guilty of cidpable neglect ” 
in not sending for Medical aid when first requested to do so by 
the deceased.’ 

“ The Coroner: Am I to understand that her negligence is 
short of manslaughter ? 

“ The Eoreman ; Yes ; short of manslaughter. 
“The Coroner, addressing Anne Patten, said: The jury do 

not intend by the terms ‘ culpable neglect ’ to mean man¬ 
slaughter, and therefore you not be committed to take 
your trial.” 

Is it possible that the coroner is a Medical Practitioner ? 

The Australian Medical Gazette says:— 

“ We are unaware whether the district coroner is the Mr. 
Curtis Candler who, in the old palmy days of ofiicial favourit¬ 
ism, assumed the style and title of Dr. Candler, but the ab¬ 
sence of whose name from the new Medical Register we remark.’ ’ 

Whatever be the profession of the coroner, his summing-up is 

scandalously offensive to the Medical gentlemen of his district. 

It is, moreover, directly in contravention of the law as it pre¬ 

vails in England, in which the Medical Witnesses Act directs 

in ordinary cases that the post-mortem should be made by the 

Practitioner who saAV or attended the deceased before 

death. Mr. Candler sets at defiance the common rules 

of politeness when he sneers “by implication” at the 

Medical gentlemen of Richmond—A'vhere there are seve¬ 

ral—when he summons a Surgeon from Melbourne to 

perform a duty which every qualified Practitioner is presumed 

to be capable of carrying out. In England, such conduct as^ 

that of Mr. Candler would not be tolerated. When the Medi¬ 

cal Witnesses Act first became law, some coroners, acting under 

a discretionary clause, ordered post-mortem examinations to bff 

made by some personal friend, or the parish surgeon; but this 

practice raised such a storm of opposition and indignation that 

it is almost altogether dispensed with at the present day. In 

the few instances in which it is now carried out, it is regarded 

as exceptional and improper, reflecting credit neither on the 

coroner nor his selected Medical witness. The case at Rich¬ 

mond has attracted much public attention, and we hope that it 

may lead to the practice of the Coroner’s Court being assimi¬ 

lated to that of England. AVe hail with much satisfaction the 

appearance of our young contemporary the Australian Medical 

Gazette, which has treated the subject of the inquest in all its 

bearings Avith consummate ability and unflinching courage. 

WHAT IS THE USE OE SANITARY MEASURES ? 

Theeb exist—and Ave suppose there always will exist—among 

the educated and intelligent classes certain gloomy individuals 

Avho, whatever proposition comes before them for ameliorating 

the physical, social, or spiritual condition of their neighbours, 

invariably have some argument to prove that it can by no pos- 

sibihty succeed in its object or come to any good in the end. 

So long as epidemic floods do not reach their own home¬ 

steads, they see in them only the natural counterbalance of 

an overcrowded population. They dread the arrival of 

the time when the means of subsistence vdll be in defect for the 

mouths that are to be fed, and deprecate everything likely to 

promote the multiplication of the people, or dii’ected toAvards 

lessening the death-rate of infants. It is from such as these 

that we hear the remark that if infants should not be carried 

off by scarlet fever, smaU-pox, or measles, they Avill most assu¬ 

redly die of something else; that these diseases clear off the 

weakly, who, if spared, would only live to be a burden and a 

curse, and probably perpetuate a race as weakly and helpless as 

themselves. Now,even assuming that a check upon epidemic de¬ 

vastation woidd thus prolong the lives of the infirm, we are by 

no means prepared to admit without a good deal of proof that 

the weakly in body are necessarily burdensome and useless in 

the commimity of which they are members. It Avould without 

question be better that all children shoidd grow up strong and 

fit for bodily as well as mental labour; but incapacity 

for the former by no means implies disqualification for the. 

latter. The shreAvd and calculating intellect of the invalid of 

the family has often been known to do good serAuce in the 

domestic circle; and the genius which has drawn forth the 

admiration of the world has not rarely been a guest in a frail 

tenement. 

It is a great mistake, however, to suppose that the pri- 

maiy object of sanitary science and art is to keep people 

alive. The diminution of the death-rate of the population is but 

an accident of improved public health, and, from its being an 

accident of pretty constant occAirrence, it is used by statisticians,, 

in lack of a better, as an index of improA’ements effected in 

public health. 

The efforts of the sanitary reformer haA'e for their object the- 

production and maintenance of a population strong to labour,- 

slow to decay, strong to resist the invasion of physical, 

enemies Arithout, and strong in moral force to combat Avith 

spiritual foes within. As a philosopher he has no fear of 

population increased beyond the means of its subsistence, for 

experience has taught him that this, in the working of affairs 

in the world, is a chimera. “ Give the people of this nation 

health,” says Dr. Farr, in his letter to the Registrar-General, 

“ and if the increased numbers cannot be sustained on sub¬ 

sistence by their industry within the shores of these islands, 

the births AviU naturally decline; but the natural remedies are 

increased industry to command produce from abroad, and emi- 
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gration to seek after subsistence on the vast trans-oceanic 

territories.” Work demands health, if it is to ho good and 

■effectual Tvork, and hence, to enable workers “ to command 

produce from abroad” for their subsistence, we must make 

them idgorous and keep them so. Again, the operation of 

emigration is to take out of the country those who are healthy 

and strong. None but such would undertake the task of sub¬ 

duing uncultivated continents to the sendee of man. Hence 

the fact of emigration going on, as our natural remedy for 

an overflowing population, lays upon us the greater cause to 

provide for the eflBciency of the workers who remain at home. 

Sickness, and particidarly epidemic sickness, does something 

else than kill a certain number; for one MUed, how many are 

woimded and maimed for life! “The very conditions,” says 

Hr. Farr, “ which diminish the numbers killed in the battle of 

life diminish the numbers wounded ; and as every single death 

by idolence implies the injury or mutilation of survivors, so 

nearly all the zymotic diseases leave irreparable traces in the 

blind, the deaf, the weak in body or brain. By remo\dng the 

discovered causes of death you at the same time remove con¬ 

ditions which prevent the progress towards perfection of the 

English race. We have, therefore, everything to hope, and 

nothing to dread, from measures of public health and of 

public safety.” 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SHEGEONS. 

The annual election of Fellows into the Council of this in¬ 

stitution took place on Thursday last, and excited considerable 

attention, as it was well known that a provincial Fellow 

intended to break a lance with the President touching the 

presumed rights of the constituents to question the candidates 

as to “ their intentions ” on taking office as Councillors. We 

.say presumed rights, for had Hr. Morris studied the charters, 

by-laws, and standing rules with a tithe of the attention he 

bestowed on his Professional studies before he so successfully 

passed the FeUowsliip Examination, he would have discovered 

that neither the President nor Council had the power to 

sanction the disenssion so much desired by himself and a 

section of the Fellows. The hour of meeting was, as usual, 

fixed at 2 o’clock, long before which time the Fellows 

began to assemble—some in small knots to discuss the merits 

of the candidates, but more to examine the large and valuable 

additions about to be made to the Museum, which were on \dew in 

the theatre of the College, and an account of which appears in 

another column of the Medical Times and Gazette. Pimctually 

at the time appointed, the President, Mr. Quain, accompanied 

by the Senior Vice-President, Mr. Cock (the Junior Vice- 

President, Mr. SoUy, having to stand a re-election, was seen 

amongst the general body of Fellows, being no longer in office), 

and other officials, entered the library, and at once, having ex¬ 

plained the objects of the meeting, called on the Secretary to 

read the advertisement convening the meeting, and those i:)or- 

t’ons of the by-laws and ordinances relating to the election of 

Fellows into the Coimcil. This having been done. Hr. Morris, 

of Spalding, said:— 

“ Sir,^—-With a desire to show every respect for the chair, I 
approach you with the greatest confidence, for the purpose of 
aslang you a question relative to the particular business of this 
day. Sir, I hold in my hand a notice from your secretary, 
informing me that we were to meet to-day for the purpose of 
electing three members of ComicH. Now, the question I wi.sh 
to ask is this—lias ever a proposition been made to the Council 
to the effect that reporters should be admitted, and did Messrs. 
Solly and Adams support it? Those gentlemen who are 
retiring in rotation refuse publicly to give any account of their 
stewardshij), and your reply will much affect their position as 
candidates. In asking for this information I infringe upon no 
rides, break no laws, but simply do it to obtain information 
that shall guide me in the choice of candidates who will best 
represent my views within the Council Chamber.” 

The President explained, in a plain, firm, and dignified 

manner, that the proposed discussion could not legally be 

allowed, and stated moreover that counsel’s opinion had been 

taken on the subject. The general body of the Fellows 

supported the chair with acclamations. The election then 

proceeded uninterruptedly until six o’clock, when, the last 

Fellow having duly recorded his vote, the scrutiny commenced, 

and at its close the President declared that Mr. Solly was re¬ 

elected, and Messrs. Erichsen and Gay elected. 

The following were the numbers polled:— 

Samuel SoUy, Savile-row 
Votes. 

222 
Plumpers. 

20 
John Eric Erichsen, Cavendish-place . 199 19 

John Gay, Finsbury-place . 161 14 

Henry Lee, Savile-row.... 138 7 
William James Erasmus Wilson, Ilen- 

rietta-strect ..... 126 3 

J ohn Adams, Finsbury-circus 87 2 

OPENING OF THE GENERAL MEHICAL COUNCIL. 

The main point in Hr. Burrows’s address at the opening of 

the Medical Council was undoubtedly the decided opinion he 

expressed, and in which he said he was supported by the Com¬ 

mittee of Education, as to the necessity of instituting a conjoint 

examination for each of the three kingdoms. This position, 

which, in truth, has been held by all the most enlightened 

Medical reformers, and now enunciated by the President of the 

Medical Council, is, we beheve, the only tenable one. Of 

course it will be opposed by the upholders of vested interests, 

and by those who object to all change for the sake of objecting. 

But we believe that the speech of the President ras rung the 

knell of separate examinations, and of those unnecessary 

divisions into which the healing art has been spht up. The 

hope which is held out of a Medical Amendment Bill next year 

is truly a deferred one; but whenever it be realised, the amal¬ 

gamation of examinations must be one of the chief provisions 

of the Act. "We must reserve our comments on the further 

events of the first day until next week. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The Council of the Royal College of Physicians have decided 

that the first Baly Medal should be given to Professor Owen. 

We believe that this award wili take the Medical world 

by surprise, and that it will surprise no one more than those 

who were principally instrumental in founding the medal. We 

believe that the medal was founded in Baly’s memory, to be 

given to the physiologist who has most distinguished himself 

in “the two years particularly” preceding the award, which is 

to be made every second year. Now, with all deference to the 

Council of the Royal College of Physicians, we do not think 

that this description of the person thus to be honoured applies 

to Professor Owen. We yield to none in respect for Professor 

Owen’s fame and name, and in reverence for the grand biolo¬ 

gical work which he has done. We hold him facile princeps 

amongst European anatomists and palaeontologists. But he 

is not distinguished as a physiologist in the sense that 

Haller, Wifiiam Hunter, Hewson, Midler, ay, or Baly liim- 

self, were physiologists. Professor Owen’s knowledge of the 

dead structure of animals, living and extinct, has equalled, if 

it has not surpassed, that of Cuvier. His demonstrations of 

the plan pervading the vertebrate sub-kingdom, and his grand 

vision of the archetypal skeleton, have tluown into the shade 

all previous attempts to grasp the unity wliich underlies diver¬ 

sity. His fame as a philosophical anatomist is destined, we 

believe, to outlive many of the species he has described, but it 

cannot be increased by this award. That fame is far too secure 

to be damaged, but if anything could damage it, it would be this 

mistaken award. The incongruity is as great as that of bestowing 

the civil decoration of the Bath on the hero of a hundred fields. 

The Fellows of the College have approved the recommendation 
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of the Coiincil, but only, we are informed, by a very narrow 

majority. There was a general feeling that if the medal 

was to be given to a distinguished naturalist or anatomist no 

claims could be put into competition with those of Professor 

Owen ; but if, as previously announced, the medal was to encou¬ 

rage physiology and physiological researches, the award Avas 

altogether in a wi’ong direction. "We should be sorry to think 

that the Council of the Poyal College of Physicians was incom¬ 

petent to decide or indifferent as to the grounds of its decision. 

But we cannot but tliink that they have erred g-ravely in dis¬ 

charging their trust. 

As Medical journalists we have nothing to do with the moral 

aspects of the Hosier-lane tragedy. But in the interests of the 

public we would ask how and where the man Duggan obtained 

the two bottles of Scheele’s prussic acid with which he murdered 

his wife, his six children, and liimself. "We would ask of what 

use is the Pharmacy Act if such things are possible ? Do all 

chemists, like Mr. William Voiiey, believe that prussic acid is 

lAsed in tin and silver plating, and sell it to any workman in 

those trades who signs his name in a book P If so, Ave can 

understand that the Pharmacy Act confers a comfortable 

monopoly on the Pharmaceutical Society and its members, but 

we do not see that in any appreciable degree it protects society 

or throws obstacles in the way of would-be criminals. The 

wretched man Duggan’s condition probably justified the jury 

in finding him of unsound mind. Dr. Powell, of Newington¬ 

causeway, testified to his habitual despondency and his morbid 

anxietyfor the future. He was in the first stage of pulmonary 

tuberculosis. 

The debate in the Dublin Statistical Society on Dr. 

Mapother’s paper on the purchase system in the Dublin 

Hospitals has come to an end AAuthout any defiihte result. 

It seems pretty clear, however, that the prevalent feeling’ 

was against the custom of paying’ for Medical and Sur¬ 

gical appointments. To Englishmen it only seems surpris¬ 

ing that such a system should find defenders. That no 

man should be elected on the staff of a Hospital, whatever his 

ability or fitness for the post, unless he can pay so many 

hundreds to the funds of the charity and so many more to the 

retiring Medical officer, seems to us simply incredible. It is 

no argument in favour of such an abuse to say that under 

it, or in spite of it, the Dublin Hoispitals have been officered by 

men like Stokes and Corrigan ; neither is it to the purpose to 

shoAV that other modes of election are not unattended by evil; 

and we demur—at least, in great part—to the doctrine enun¬ 

ciated by Sir Dominic Corrigan, “ That celebrity in the Medical 

Profession is the result of appointments, whereas in the law 

and the church appointments are the result of celebrity.” 

Many men at the top of the tree in London practice won their 

spurs before they obtained Hospital appointments, and at least 

one of the foremost Medical schools in London has owed far 

more to its Professors in College and Hospital than its Pro¬ 

fessors have ever owed to it. Where would the reputation of 

University College have been had it not been for its brilliant 

professorial staff, beginning Avith such names as Sir Charles 

Bell, and Liston, and Turner, and EUiotson ? Look again at 

the history of the Edinburgh School, and see how entirely it 

has been moulded and raised by the genius of a few Pro¬ 

fessors from the days of Monro primus onwards. It is no 

more true that in the Medical Profession the celebrity of a man 

depends upon his appointments than it is of the laAvyers and 

clergy. Are bishops and puisne judges always selected as the 

most briUiant ornaments of their professions, or are they not 

sometimes illuminated by their seats instead of illuminating 

them ? Any one who reads Sir Dominic Corrigan’s speech as 

published in the Dublin papers, in which he defends Avith much 

skill of fence the purchase system, cannot fail, however, to be 

amused. Sir Dominic Corrigan’s great point was the picture 

he gave of other modes of election—a pictm’e not less amusing 

from being draAvn by the Liberal candidate for the City of 

Dublin. We cannot refrain from extracting a few lines 

“ Sir Dominic then examined at length the different electing 
bodies. Eirst, there Avas the popular election by 400 or 500 
A'otes. When seeking election by such a body, he (Sir Dominic) 
had to enter the shop of a shopkeeper, who, though very rich, 
could not Avrite his name. ‘ Pardon me,’ said the shopkeeper, 
‘ I must attend the lady first.’ When he (Sir Dominic) 
turned round whom did he find the lady to be ? Why, his 
mother’s cook. (Laughter and applause.) His next experience 
Avas at Jervis-street Hospital, Avhere the electing body consisted 
of about 200. Suddenly there was that development of latent 
philanthropy and Christian charity Avhich usually takes place at 
contested elections, and several of his friends rushed in to become 
governors. (Laughter and applause.) He next had to go be¬ 
fore a board of fifteen. A single vote became of the greatest 
consequence, and this vote he obtained by bringing to bear on 
a gentleman, who intended to oppose, some pressure from that 
gentleman’s biU discounter. (Loud laughter.) The fourth 
mode of election—that of a Medical Board—was the worst of 
all—(hear)—because in this despotism must prevail. The next 
mode of election was that in which the Medical Board recom¬ 
mended, and the ladies chose the candidate. 

“ Dr. Mapother : They adopt the candidate. 
“ Sir Dominic Corrig-an went on to ask what chance would 

he or a dozen ‘ old fellows ’ like him have against Dr. Mapother 
before such a tribunal as that ? (Loud laughter and applause.) 
Sir Dominie then created much amusement by addressing- Dr. 
Mapother in the words of Hamlet—‘ The front of Jove himself 
—an eye like Mars,’ etc. He protested against a Medical 
Board, but he protested a thousand times over against a 
tribunal of ladies. (Laughter and applause.) He at one time 
was in favoiu’ of the selection of candidates by concursus ; but 
tliis, he found, gave the very worst Doctors to the Hospitals 
that ever they had.” 

The whole picture has a rich Milesian tint which is delightful, 

Mr. KiiatchbuU HiAgessen, acting, we presume, on the part 

of the Government, has given notice of a Bill on Criminal 

Lunacy. 

The report of the Royal Commission on the water supply of 

the metropolis will soon be in circulation. The moral of the 

report seems to be mainly that we are to be thaiJrful for the 

goods—if not the good—the water companies give us. At all 

events, we are not encouraged to look farther off than the 

Thames for our supply, and Mr. Bateman’s plan of bringing 

water from Wales is simply shelved. The Commissioners, 

hoAvever, say that measures must be adopted “ for excluding 

the sewage and other pollutions from the Thames and the Lea 

and their tributaries, and for insuring perfect filtration.” The 

Commissioners allow that the companies fail in filtration, and 

that a large amount of sewage finds its way into the Thames 

above Teddington. The most damning thing about the Thames 

that has come out lately is a plate in the last edition of Pro¬ 

fessor Parkes’s “ Hygiene,” in which are shoAvn not merely 

parcmecia, and other living evidences of impurity, but fibres of 

clothing, scales of epithelium, and other (feiris of animal bodies. 

HEALTH OF THE OUEEH. 

The public will haA^e seen Avith satisfaction that her Majesty 

has been able of late to take a greater share in public cere¬ 

monial than has been her wont since the lamented Prince 

Consort’s decease. We are not revealing Medical secrets, but 

simply stating’ Avhat is well known to all her Majesty’s inner 

circle, that the presence of a crowd or the succession of persons 

who are presented at Court produces on her nervous system the 

giddiness and other symptoms common to landsmen at sea. 

Considering her Majesty’s habits of punctuality, and the hard 

labour and anxiety she has undergone during her happily pro¬ 

tracted reign, it cannot be matter of surprise that the nervous 

system should become fatigued. 

THE VACCINATION ACT. 

It is to be regretted that resistance to the provisions of the 

Vaccination Act has become common. Three cases are recorded 
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in the journals of last week, in wliich parents have been fined 

for refusing to allow their children to be vaccinated, on the 

ground that the operation was injurious to health. We can 

make allowance for the prejudices of the ignorant and unedu- 

tated in relation to this matter, and we doubt the policy of 

fines and imprisonment, but there can be no excuse for a 

hledical Practitioner for such recalcitrant conduct. The Bclw 

of Tuesday last states that—“ At Derby, yesterday, a Surgeon 

who said he had been thirty-five years in practice was fined for 

having refused to have Ids child vaccinated. He stated that he 

had seen the evil effects of the system, and did not vrish to have 

Ids cldld ‘ jioisoned.’ ” 

THE OrUTHALMIC DEPAETMENT AT ST. MAEY’S HOSPITAL. 

It is understood that Mr. Haynes Walton permanently under¬ 

takes the duties of the Ophthalmic department of St. Mary’s, 

in addition to those which he fulfils as Sui’geon to the Hos¬ 

pital. On the sudden retirement of Mr. Ernest Hart he volun¬ 

teered to perform the functions of the Ophthalmic Surgeon 

during the vacancy, and Ids offer was unanimously accepted 

by his Medical colleagues, and confirmed by the Medical 

Committee and Board of Governors. It cannot be doubted 

that the arrangement is the best possible, as it secures an ex¬ 

perienced clinical teacher whose whole energies will now be 

devoted to the pupils of the St. Mary’s School. It is under¬ 

stood that he resigns the Central London Ophthalmic Hos¬ 

pital, where he has laboured for many years. 

A VILLAGE MUSEUM. 

The village of Thornhill, in Dumfriesshire, has been em-iched 

by the addition of a museum of natural history, art, anticiidties, 

and science. The museum is the work of one industrious col¬ 

lector, Dr. Grierson, who, during twenty-eight years, has 

laboured with equal assiduity in the arduous duties of Profes¬ 

sional life and the more pleasing though scarcely less arduous 

task of seeking, preparing, and gamering the natural curiosities 

of his native land. The foundation-stone of the Grierson 

Museum was laid at ThornhiU on June 22, on land given for 

the pm-pose by the Duke of Buccleuch. Within the stone is 

deposited a document, quaint and simple, written by Dr. Grier¬ 

son, wherein the object for which the building was founded 

is described. The ceremonial of laying the stone was an event 

in village history perhaps without a parallel. 

A FATAL CASE OF HEEPES ZOSTEE. 

In the Tmnsactiotis of the Amcriccm OxMlialmological Society, 

recently published, will be found an interesting article on 

herpes zoster ophthalmicus, by Dr. Joy Jeffries, of Boston. 

The patient was a healthy old lady, nearly eighty years of 

age, and in December, 1867, she was seized-with a \dolent pain, 

supposed to be neuralgic, in and about the left eye, extending 

on to the forehead and one side of the nose. The temporal 

artery became enlarged, and the conjunctiva greatly inflamed. 

Five days after the occurrence of pain an eruption made its 

appearance: thick crusts formed on the forehead and side of 

the nose, none, however, extending beyond the median line; 

one large crust was seated over the exit of the frontal nerve. 

Crusts and scabs were also expelled from the left nostril. The 

conjunctiva was greatly reddened, and discharged a muco¬ 

purulent material. The pulse was tolerably good, but above 

100 ; in fact, the most prominent characteristic of the disease 

was the intense pain experienced by the sufferer. She seems 

to have been a remarkably self-wiUed and intractable patient, 

every form of treatment being distasteful to her. The disease 

ran its course in six weeks ; the pain ceased about four weeks 

after its first occurrence, but the patient did not rally. She 

was feeble and emaciated; her appetite broke down, and during 

the last ten days she would take hardly any food. She died 

on the forty-fourth day from the beginning of the disease. 

Before death the eyelid had recovered its normal appearance, 

as had the side of the nose, but emsts remained on the fore¬ 

head and scalp. Unfortunately, there was no autopsy. 

THE POPE AND THE EOMiAN DOCTOES. 

We are glad to find that a statement which has recently ap¬ 

peared in many English j ournals is probably a misrepresentation 

of the facts of the case. We allude to the monition said to be 

issued by the Pope to the Physicians of Rome, enjoining them 

in no case to continue their attendance upon patients who are 

dangerously ill unless they have made their confession within 

three days after the doctor’s first visit. In one of the church 

papers a correspondent from Stuttgart last week enclosed the 

following translation of an article in the Deutsches VolJcshlatt, a 

Wui’temburg Catholic newspaper :— 

“ Our correspondent in Rome writes to us under date of 
May 24 :—‘ The Cardinal Vicar has issued a circular by which 
the Physicians and Apothecaries are reminded of the old law, 
which imposes upon them the duty of urging sick persons, 
Avhere life may appear in danger, to confer with their con¬ 
fessors ; it has frequently happened lately in Rome that people 
have died without the sacraments, who it was by no means to 
be supposed would have neglected confession had they been 
informed of their situation.’ ” 

TEMPEEATUEE AT GEEAT DEPTHS. 

On Saturday last, Mr. G. J. Symons, who has been for some 

months engaged in experiments in the deep (1302 ft.) boring 

of the late Hampstead Waterworks, in the Highgate-road, 

invited a number of scientific gentlemen to see what had been 

done and to hear a few particulars of the rcsidts obtained. 

The old well is a quarter of a mile deep, and the bore passes 

through 236 ft. of London clay, 88 ft. of other tertiary strata, 

586 ft. of challi, 72 ft. of upper greensand, and 130 ft. of 

gault, and, lastly, about 37 different strata of sandstones, 

clays, etc., amounting in depth to 188 ft. 6 in., in all 1302 ft. 

It will be observed that the lower greensand was wanting, and 

that although the upper greensand was bored through it did 

not prove a water-bearing stratum; the result was not only no 

water, but ruin to the company. For thirteen years this well 

has been imtouched by human hands, and affords an excellent 

opportunity for taking the rate of increase of temperature 

at low depths, as many sources of fallacy, wliich are necessarily 

jiresent in mines, etc., are absent in this boring. So far as the 

experiments go at present, Mr. Symons has shown that there 

is a steady rate of increase of temperature of 1° Fahr. for 

every 52 ft. of vertical depth the thermometer at 1100 ft. being 

nearly 70'’ Fain-., or, should the temperature continue to rise at 

the same rate, it would amount to 100° Fahr. for every mile of 

vertical depth. The water that rushed up from the depth of 

1800 ft. at GreneUe, under the superintendence of Arago, had a 

temperature of 82°, which is at the rate of increase of 1° Fahr. 

for every 60 ft. of descent. The thermometers used are 

Casella’s, and their delicacy is equal to that of Aikin’s clinical 

thermometers, one-tenth of a degree being equal to one-fifth 

of a lineal inch. Everything connected with the investigation 

at Highgate is highly interesting—the liistory of the well, its 

geological character, depth, water, and, lastly, the ingenious 

contrivances which Mr. Symons has extemporised in Iris hut 

to insure accuracy. The well is in the Highgate-road, on the 

left-hand side, just after passing the old inn called the “ Bull 

and Last.” 

THE “CHICAGO MEDICAL TIMES” AND THE BENNETT MEDICAL 

COLLEGE. 

We have now received three numbers of the Chteago Medieal 

Times, which is further described as “ a monthly journal devoted 

to the interests of Eclectic Medicine and Surgery.” The 

names of John Forman, M.D., and of R. A. Gunn, M.D., 

appear on its title-page as editors. It would further seem that 

in the same city there exists an institution called the Bennett 
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Medical College, in which John Forman is described as Pro¬ 

fessor of Clinical Medicine and Pathology as well as Dean of 

the Faculty, R. A. Gunn being Professor of General and Clini¬ 

cal Surgery. Now, it may be fresh in the minds of our readers 

that at the last meeting of the General Medical Council an 

individual called Forman, and who had for some time practised 

in a Scotch village called Fettercairn, had his name expunged 

from the official register under circumstances sufficiently dis- 

gTaceful. We have reason to believe that this individual and 

the Professor of Clinical Medicine and the Dean of the Faculty 

of Bennett Medical College, Chicago, are one and the same. 

He would seem to have lost no time, for the Bennett Medical 

College has already turned out one set of graduates, who, it 

seems, had been in training over the protracted period of four 

months. This precious college is further provided with a Pro¬ 

fessor of Obstetrics, who would seem to be at the same time 

the head of a drug firm. This, indeed, we suspect to be his 

normal occupation. We know nothing as to the other pro¬ 

fessors (so called), but certain of their productions in tliis 

journal would lead us to suppose them ignorant almost beyond 

conception. The following notice, which appears in No. 3, 

speaks for itself :— 

“ The Bennett College Medical and Surgical Clinics will be 
continued during the summer at the office of the editors of the 
Medical Times, 163, South Clark-street. Wednesday and Satur¬ 
day forenoons have been set apart for clinic days, and we trust 
that all students in the city wiU endeavour to attend, and thus 
become familiar with that most important department of 
Medical teaching.” 

Here we have a clue to the whole affair. One or two unprin¬ 

cipled and ignorant men may meet together in some little back 

room, constitute themselves a college (we wonder it was not a 

university), and forthwith proceed to assume their proper 

function of selling degrees. No wonder that some of the best 

men in America despair of Medical education, and that they 

are driven to their wits’ end to obtain a cure for these unseemly 

exhibitions—no wonder, still fiu’ther, we may say, if om- 

General Medical Council are jealous of whom they admit to 

the English register. But on a subject so distasteful we have 

said more than enough. 

FBOII ABEOAD. — THE AMEEICAH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION — THE 

OPTHALMOSCOPE IN DISEASES OP THE SPINE. 

It is pleasant to have to record that the what seemed a some¬ 

what bold experiment of holding the twentieth meeting of the 

American Medical Association in a Southern city has been 

attended with marked success. In the first week of May more 

than 300 of its members met at New Orleans with a hospitable 

and gratifying reception ; and the four days seem to have been 

very usefully employed in considering Professional questions of 

general interest. Certainly, if a complimentary appreciation 

on the part of the press indicated the general feeling as to the 

remarkable character of the meeting, this must have reached a 

very high pitch, as may be judged from the following “ omnibus 

eulogium.” 

“ The assemblage of the Association on their twentieth session 
presents an appearance which comprehends vast intelligence 
and worth in the Profession. The general physiognomy is 
suggestive of native talent and extensive culture, and almost 
every individual has marked features that attract more than 
ordinary attention. The evident student appearance of the 
mass indicates that each individual is a man of prominence of 
either a general or local character. The temptation to 
individualise is very great, but where there are so many notable 
names of gentlemen who are prominent in the Profession it 
would be invidious to attempt the task and leave out any one of 
the members. It seldom occurs in the sessions of deliberative 
bodies Avhich sit in our city that such profound attention or such 
warm eulogy is elicited as is exhibited on the part of t.bia 
intelligent assembly of Medical gentlemen.” 

The subject of Medical education occupied much of the time 

of the Association. Some of the State Medical Societies had 

sent up memorials, and the entire subject was referred to a 

special committee. The practice of underselling each other on- 

the part of the various colleges was stigmatised as mischievous, 

and derogatory, and it was resolved that no Medical school 

charging less than 140 dollars for a single coiu’se of lecture® 

should be allowed to send representatives to the Association. 

It was stated that the schools of New England, New York, 

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, 

Alabama, Texas, Tennessee, and Columbia now charge “ com¬ 

paratively remunerative fees,” and that the low system is 

chiefly confined to the “ Middle States.” The President, Dr. 

Baldwin, in an address which is characterised as very able, but 

which has not yet been published, suggests the mature digest¬ 

ing of a plan to be laid before Congress for the establishment 

of one or more National Medical Schools or Universities, having 

the very ablest professors that can be procured in the widest 

field of selection, and whose ample salaries shall not be 

dependent on the number of the students. Evidently the 

subject is exciting the most lively interest, and we do not doubt 

that, with the tranquillity likely to follow the blessing of peace, 

means will be found to meet the evils which were so forcibly 

depicted by various speakers. 

Another subject that engaged the attention of the Associa¬ 

tion was the “ Nomenclature of Diseases ” recently issued by 

our College of Physicians. A committee was appointed to take 

it into consideration, and reported that it was desirable that a 

special committee of fifteen should be appointed to deliberate 

as to what alterations may be required to adapt it for general 

use in the United States, and to secure the co-operation of the 

Surgeon-General of the Army, Superintendent of the Census, 

and other official persons. In the meantime, the committee 

recommends “ that the committee of publication be authorised 

to publish for general distribution 1000 copies of the English 

and Latin portions of the Nomenclature, under the designa¬ 

tion of the ‘ Proposed Nomenclature,’ prefacing the same with 

such remarks as may be deemed necessary to secure the criti¬ 

cism and co-operation of as large a number of American Medi¬ 

cal men as possible.” 

This is a judicious course, for it is quite certain that the 

“ Nomenclature ” -vvih need considerable emendation before 

it can be recommended for final adoption. A reviewer 

of it in the number of the Boston Journal (May 27), whence we 

have derived the foregoing account, referring to the deputation 

which went to the Government to secure the gratuitous distri¬ 

bution of the “ Nomenclature,” quotes the plea urged by its 

spokesman. Sir Thomas Watson, “ that many members of the 

Profession, especially in the provinces, could not, from their 

needy circumstances, be expected to buy the book, though 

called upon by the law to give gratuitous certificates of death,” 

and naturally adds that tliis exhibits “ a picture of the pitiable 

condition of the Profession hardly to have been expected even 

in England.” In fact, it ought neither to be exjiected nor to 

have been expressed ; for it was, to say the least, a very great 

exaggeration to state that many, if any, of the Profession 

could not, if it were desirable, afford to pay the few shillings 

the book was sold for. The true and indeed the sole ground 

for the application was not the poverty of the applicants, but 

the justice of their demand. Called upon to perform a public, 

and often an unpleasant, duty without any remuneration what¬ 

ever, they surely had the full right to be put in the possession 

of any instrument enabling them to execute it effectually. 

M. Bouchut, as a candidate for the next prize in Medicine 

and Surgery at the Academie des Sciences, has presented an 

additional memoir founded on his prolonged researches with 

the ophthalmoscope in diseases of the nervous system. He 

comes to the following conclusions:— 

“ 1. Diseases of the spinal cord, as acute myelitis, spinal 
sclerosis, locomotor ataxy, etc., frequently induce a congestive 
lesion of the papiUa of the optic nerve, which at a later period 
becomes atrophic. 2. The lesions of the optic nerve produced 
by diseases of the cord are the result of a reflex ascending con¬ 
gestive action, the great sympathetic nerve acting as the inter- 
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medium. 3. The presence of hypertemia of the optic nerve, of 
reddish suffusion {diffusion) of the papilla, and of a total or 
partial atrophy of this part, coinciding with weakness and 
numbness of the lower extremities, indicates the exi-stence of 
an acute or chronic disease of the spinal cord.” 

PAELIAMENTARY.—THE PURIFICATION OF THE SERPENTINE. 

In the House of Commons on Monday June 28, the House 
went into Committee of Supply. On the vote to complete the 
sum of £128,877 for Royal parks, along debate on the condition 
of the parks took place. In the course of it several speakers, 
iimongst whom was Mr. Sclater Booth, objected to the sum of 
money to be spent on the purification of the Serpentine. 

Mr. Layard remarked that the ptu’ification of the Serpentine 
had been imdor consideration for a very long time, and it had 
been postponed so often that it now became a matter of neces¬ 
sity. The hon. gentleman opposite was probably tmaware that 
for a very long time aU the drainage of that part of London 
emptied itself into the Serpentine, and that the depth of the 
mud and filth was almost incredible. The bottom was, besides, 
full of holes, which were the source of frequent accidents to 
bathers and others. In point of fact it was absolutely necessary 
that the Serpentine should be cleansed and the bottom reduced 
to one uniform depth, although he by no means insisted that 
that depth should be four feet. 

GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL 
OF 

EDUCATION AND EEGISTEATION. 

TWELETH ANNUAL SESSION, 
HELD AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. 

First Day.—Thursday, July 1. 

The Council assembled punctually at 2 o’clock in full numbers. 

Dr. Acland being the only absent member. This was in con¬ 

sequence of his attendance at the Royal Sanitary Commission; 

latterly, however, he was enabled to be present. The Registrar, 

Dr. Hawkins, read the appointment of Dr. Macrobin as repre¬ 

sentative of the Universities 

whereupon Dr. Macrobin was 

Dr. Mexander Wood, and the 

There were present— 

Dr. Biutows. 

Dr. Bennett, 
Dr. Christison, 
Dr. Sharpoy, 
Dr. Storrar, 
Sir Dominic Corrigan, 
Dr. Aquilla Smith, 
Dr. Apjohn, 
Dr. Leet, 
Dr. Macrobin, 
Dr. Thompson, 
Mr. Fleming, 
Dr. Parkes, 

of Aberdeen and Edinburgh; 

introduced to the President by 

business of the session began. 

, in the chair. 

Dr. Andrew Wood, 
Dr. Alexander Wood, 
Dr. Embleton, 
Mr. Hargrave, 
Dr. Rumsey, 
Dr. Quain, 
Mr. Cooper, 
Mr. Caesar Hawkins, 
Dr. Paget, 
Dr. Acland, 
Dr. Stokes. 

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

Tlie President said : Gentlemen,—I shall venture to trespass 

upon you, for a few minutes, before we proceed to the public 

business of the session. The interval between our two sessions 

has been somewhat longer than usual, because no pressing 

public business has compelled me to summon you hither at a 

season when, I know, it wovdd have been very inconvenient for 

many of you to leave the scenes of your public and private 

duties. If the recess has thereby been made longer than usual, 

it has certainly by no means been a period of inactivity to the 

majority of the members of the Comicil. It is in the remem¬ 

brance of you all that, at our last meeting, we appointed two very 

important and largely constituted committees—the Committee 

upon Medical Education and the Committee on State Medicine 

—and those committees have continued their labours tluough- 

out the interval. They comprise no fewer than fourteen members 
of our body; and of the great labours of those committees I can 
speak officially—not that I have joined in them; not that I 
wish to take any credit to myself for any part of what they 
have done—but that I have been officially cognisant of their 
laboui’s. Those labours have been incessant, and have been 
continued, throughout the recess, up to the very hour of 
our assembly in tliis hall to-day. They have collected 
a vast amount of information to elucidate the subjects 
which they were appointed to inquire into. The materials 
collected from various sources are no doubt of very un¬ 
equal value. They are heterogeneous, you will say, and per¬ 
haps in some points they are actually discordant; so that it 
must unquestionably require great discrimination and great 
labour to winnow the produce, to separate the grain and the 
chaff, and to draw up a report which will form the basis of 
future action. Let us hope that the gain which is to be realised 
from the reports of those committees may be, in some degree, 
commensurate with the great—and I ought to add gratuitous 
—laboiu’s of their members; and likewise let me say of the 
probable heavy expenses which will be entailed upon this Council 
in collecting the materials, and in embodying the mformation 
obtained in printed reports. 

Gentlemen, among the duties deputed last year to the 
Executive Committee was the very responsible one of com¬ 
municating with the Government upon the Medical Amend¬ 
ments Act. "When this question was brought before the 
Executive Committee, I thought it right to press upon their 
attention the views wliich I had expressed to this Council 
at the opening of the last session. I am not going to 
detain you with a vain repetition of those views ; but the gist 
of them was to this effect—that it was more within the province 
of the President of the Privy Coimcil than of the Home 
Secretary to undertake the required legislation for the amend¬ 
ment of the Medical acts, inasmuch as the Privy Council and 
the Medical Council had been associated vrith the Legis¬ 
lature in the work of the Act of 1858 ; and, moreover, 
it appeared to me that there was a ^eater probability of 
successfully initiating Medical legislation in the House of 
Lords than in the House of Commons. The Executive Com¬ 
mittee adopted my suggestion, and appointed a deputation of 
their members to wait upon the Privy Council. That deputation 
consisted of your Treasurer Dr. Sharpey, Mr. Csesar Hawkins, 
the Registrar, and myself. Our deputation was received by 
LordDe Grey, Mr. Foster, and the President and Vice-President 
of the Education Department of the Privy Council, whilst those 
Ministers were attended by the Clerk of the Council Mr. 
Arthur Helps, and by their Medical Officer, Mr. Simon. As 
your President, I had then an opportunity of putting before the 
Government the reasons why we applied to the President of the 
Privy Council for his assistance in Parliament, and of pointing 
out the increasing and urgent necessity which there was for 
some amendment of the Medical Acts. My report on the result 
of that deputation unfortunately is very similar to that which 
I have had to make on former occasions. In fact, the account 
of that interview might also be stereotyped^—a courteous recep¬ 
tion, an attentive, and apparently a willing, listening to a rather 
long statement and to many arguments, ending with an expres¬ 
sion of profound regret that the pressure of business would 
not allow of Medical legislation in the present session. After 
some further pressure from my part upon the President of the 
Council, I subsequently received a letter—a very important 
one—from the Medical Officer of the Privy Council, written 
by the direction of the Lord President, and annoimcing the 
intention of the Government to go, during the next session 
of Parliament, more deeiily into the question of Medical 
legislation than was implied by the more amendment of the 
Medical Act of 1850, as had been suggested by this Council. 
This letter, gentlemen, will veiy speedily—almost immediately 
—bo laid before you, and you -wfil find it contains suggestions 
which wiU require carefid, and I fear very prolonged, con¬ 
sideration on your part. 

On Monday you will be called upon to exercise one of 
the most delicate and responsible functions which have 
been intrusted to you by the Legislature; you vdU have 
to decide whether an individual, whose name is upon the 
Medical Register, has been guilty of infamous conduct in 
any Professional respect, so as to deserve the erasure 
of his name from the Register. This function, gentle¬ 
men, must always be exercised with the greatest pru¬ 
dence, and only under the guidance of sound legal 
advice. The Legislature has not thought proper to give u.s 
the power of so arresting the progress of notorious quacks and 
impostors, but it behoves the Council to use its powers of 
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purging the Medical Register of this country of persons whose 
proceedings are more in accordance with the habits of quacks 
and vendors of nostrums, than with the etiquette of the Medical 
Profession. Should the facts Avhich Avill be laid before you not 
require the extreme sentence of expunging this Practitioner’s 
name from the Register, I feel sme the discussion of the merits 
of the case Avill have a beneficial influence in a moral point of 
view, and will assure the members of the Profession at large 
that this Council does not timidly slirink from the performance 
of a jpainful and sometimes invidious duty. 

No public body in this country is, or ought to be, exempt from 
criticism either by the press or the other recogiused modes of ex¬ 
pressing opinion, and the Medical Council cannot expect to be an 
exception to the general ride. Those who have only an imperfect 
knowledge of the state of Medical education, and of the exami¬ 
nations carried on by the boards of the numerous licensing 
bodies, when tlus Council commenced its labours, can form no 
just estimate of the beneficial influence which has been exer¬ 
cised upon Medical education, both prehnunary and Profes¬ 
sional, and upon examinations throughout the United King¬ 
dom. (Hear, hear.) It would be invidious and unbecoming 
on my part to advert to the improvements wliich have taken 
place in any particular institution, but there must be few, I 
think, who woidd not candidly admit the value of the sugges¬ 
tions made to them by visitors from this Council upon the 
mode of conducting examinations. The fruit springing from 
the good seed sown can hardly yet be ajjpreciated, and 
cannot arrive at maturity until a new generation of Prac¬ 
titioners has succeeded those who are gradually fading away. 
Because young men are still found to be very imperfectly edu¬ 
cated, Avhen put to the test of a searching examination, and 
especially those examinations wliich are instituted for admis¬ 
sion to the public service, it has been inferred that tliis Council 
has not done its duty, and has not brought the standard of 
education up to the jioint which we all shoidd desire to see 
attained. Those who arrive at such a hasty conclusion can 
know but very little of the practical working of the Medical 
Schools and other places of education. A system of education 
may be good; the teachers may be zealous and efficient and 
highly informed; but regard must always be had to the 
material they have to work upon. Young men are now 
what they always have been, and probably ever will be. 
It matters not whether it be at a pubhc school, a Uni¬ 
versity, or a Medical College—a large number of those who 
are entered as pupils vdll not be students in the proper sense of 
the term. Some, no doubt, are below the average standard of 
intellect; some are indolent, some are devoted to athletic sports, 
although not wanting in ability. Of these classes many must 
necessarily fail in examination, and those of such classes who 
are fortunate enough to pass have probably gone through 
the ordeal of what is called “ cramming ” in one place, 
and “coaching” in another. No doubt these evils are 
gi-eat. Can they be overcome ? Possibly they may be 
lessened. The Medical Council, or any other pubhc body 
authorised to issue regidations for examination in educa¬ 
tion, has no power to make the young men industrious and 
zealous in the acquisition of knowledge ; and, in my opinion, 
aU regulations and plans of education, and defined modes of 
teaching, whl, unaccompanied by other measures, always fad 
with young men who are unfitted for their Profession. The 
most successful method for accomphshing the object which we 
have in view will, in my opinion, be the establishment of a 
good examining board—of a joint examining board for 
each division of the United Kingdom—(applause)—and the 
institution of examinations of such a character as to require 
the amount of knowledge which every candidate for a licence 
to practise Medicine ought to possess. Although rides and 
regulations and curricida of study may be properly laid doum, 
for the information and guidance of those who propose to 
offer themselves for examination, it wdl be, in my opimon, 
examination, and that alone, which wdl estabdsh the standard 
of knowledge among the candidates. According to the weU- 
estabhshed law in free, civilised, and commercial countries, 
supply wdl always bear direct ratio to demand, and this law 
utII be found, I believe, to apply to the conditions of Medical 
education. If the examinations are complete, efficient, and 
wed conducted, those, who are desirous of passing them suc- 
cessfudy, wid resort to those sources where they can most cer¬ 
tainly obtain the thing they are in need of. On the other 
hand, those, who are anxious to codect around them a body of 
students, must necessarily make such arrangements, and 
afford such instruction, as ivid enable industrious stu¬ 
dents to obtain the wished-for knowledge which is to 
enable them to pass successfudy the examinations re¬ 

quired of them. I feel sure, then, it wid not be by 
fixed, precise, and defined methods of teaching particu¬ 
lar branches of science, that the standard of knowledge of 
Medical students wid be improved. Much liberty may and 
ought to be adowed in methods of teaching, and still more in 
methods of learning. (Applause.) There must be a certain 
liberty also adowed in the details of the ciUTiculum of study. 
(Hear.) But let us have one good estabdshed and uniform 
examination in each division of the United Kingdom for ad 
Medical students, and the standard of knowledge amorg them 
wid soon corresj)ond to the requirements of the Examining 
Board. (Applause.) After an experience, gentlemen, of ten years 
as a member of this Conned, and acknowledging-, as I have fre¬ 
quently and pubdely, the great improvements effected by our 
regulations and suggestions, I have, nevertheless, arrived at 
the conviction that, even if this Couned were armed with more 
extensive and arbitrary powers, it would be imxiossible to 
accompdsh ad those improvements in predminary and Profes¬ 
sional education, and examinations at the various deensing 
boards, which are required to insure the quadfications of those 
who are to be admitted to practise the Medical Profession. The 
most simple and the most certain method, I thiuli, of effecting 
this great object would be the establishment of one joint pubdc 
examining board in each division of the kingdom. Gentlemen, 
I may say I had determined upon giving expression to these 
sentiments before I had the opportunity of perusing a draft 
report of the Committee on Medical Education; but, having 
now had an opportunity of seeing that report, I am rejoiced 
to find that I had arrived independently at a conclusion similar 
to that contained in the document I have referred to. The 
observations in that dra,ft report are very much to this effect: 
that the time has now arrived when, leaving universities and 
corporations full hberty to deal as they please with honorary 
distinctions and degrees, the Medical Council should insist upon 
a joint examining board for each division of the kingdom, 
before which each person should appear, and by which he 
should be examined upon all subjects of Professional education. 
I certainly do think—and thinking I feel bound to express 
my thoughts—that by tills method a licence or diploma 
would be granted Avhich would guarantee to the pubhc (and 
we liai-e to think of that, gentlemen) that every registered 
Practitioner was properly qualified upon every branch of 
Medical knowledge. 

Gentlemen, if you refer to the printed programme which 
is before you of the business to be transacted dui-ing- this 
session of the Council, you AviU find the list of agenda a 
very long one, embracing many large and comprehensive 
subjects, which wiU require much dehberation, and will 
no douht give rise to much discussion. That seems to be 
inevitable; but I would suggest, in the interest of the 
whole Council, both of the members individuahy and also 
of our body—I may say financiahy—that we should have a 
tacit, but weU-understood, agreement that each member, in 
addressing the Council, should endeavour—honourably endea¬ 
vour, I Avould say—to condense his observations and arguments 
as far as jJossible. I am afraid that those digressions and illus¬ 
trations which sometimes take place, however amusing- (and, I 
admit, adding much to rhetorical effect) they may be, haA-e very 
little influence on the judgment and the decision of the gi-aA^e 
and reverend seigniors avIio sit around this table. (Hear, hear.) 
Gentlemen, I hope that these obserA'ations or remarks will not 
be regarded in any sense as iiersonal. I offer them to you as a 
friend. They are made solely as amicus curim, and with a desire 
to facilitate the transaction of our business, and also Avith the 
desire, if possible, of enliancing the reputation and authority 
of this Council Avith the Profession and Avith the imblic out of 
doors. (Loud applause.) 

Sir Dominic Coeeigan hereupon said that he beheved Dr. 
Burrows Avas not now legally their President. At the end of 
the last session Dr. Burrows had resigned Ms office, which would 
not have terminated otherwise till the end of Eebruai-y. If he 
had not resigned then, considerable inconA^enience Avould have 
been entailed on the Council by their haifing to come up specially 
to vote for the office of President. His impression Avas that 
Dr. BurroAvs had resigned then, and been only re-elected till 
the first meeting of the present session. Their first duty, 
therefore, was to elect a President. He had been canvassed 
for Professor Syme, and he beheved that he would be elected. 

The Peesiuent said that he considered himself to be properly 
their President, and called upon those who had informed him 
of the wishes of the Council to state theii- opinion. 

Mr. CiESAE Haavxins, Dr. Cheistison, and Dr. Anbeew 
“Wood concui-rod in saying that Dr. Burrows had Avished to 
resign office, but that, to suit the convenience of members of 
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the Council, ho had consented to he re-elected tiU they should 
have fixed upon a new President. Yet no limitation was ex¬ 
pressed as to the length of his time of office, and ho was, 
therefore, legally re-elected for five years if he (the President) 
chose to retain his office. 

Dr. Aqitilla Smith agreed. 

The Pbesident said that he woidd not have accepted ofiice 
nfith an exj)resscd limitation. Ho had accepted it to accom¬ 
modate the Council. 

The foUewing committees were appointed :— 

Business Committee. 

Dr. Andrew Wood. 
Dr. Embleton. 
Dr. Aquilla Smith. 

Finance 

]VIr. Caesar Hawkins. 
Dr. Leet. 

Committee. 

Dr. Sharpey. 
Dr. Quain. 
Dr. A. Smith. 

Dr. Fleming. 
Mr. Cooper. 

Fducation Committee. 

Dr. Embleton. 
Mr. Caesar Hawkins. 
Dr. Aquilla Smith. 

Dr. Fleming. 
Dr. Thompson. 
Dr. Sharpey. 

It was next moved by Dr. Qttain, and seconded by Dr. Stoeeae 

—“That the communication from the Privy Council (which 
had just been read to the Council) he entered on the minutes.” 

Dr. Andeew Wood thought it quite evident that the com¬ 
munication was not enough. The subject of a new Medical 
Act was one of the largest questions they had to treat, and it 
should bo entered on as early as possible—say to-morrow, the 
very first thing. He woidd then propose the formation of a 
committee to consider the amendment of the Medical Act. 

Dr. Alexandee Wood explained why he opposed the former 
draft. It was too cut-and-dry; and ho was glad that there 
was a prospect of a much more liberal measure. 

A coinmunication from the Garioch and Northern Medical 
Association of Scotland was then read. It urged an enlarged 
representation of the general body of the Profession in the 
Council. The system of indirect representation was advocated. 

hlr. C.ESAE Hav/'kins suggested that only a portion of this be 
inserted in the minutes. 

Dr. Paoet thought that the recommendations alone shoiddbe 
put in the minutes, not the reasons, as some of these were im- 
sound, and others far from complimentaiy to the Council. 

Dr. Aouilda Smith moved, and Sir D. Coeeigah seconded, 
that it should be whoUy inserted. 

Tlie motion was withdrawn, and the amendment c.arried. 
Another communication from Dr. Prosser James to the 

same end, long and tedious, ivas then read. 
Dr. A. Smith thought it would be a most mischievous 

practice to encourage such representations from solitary 
individuals. He moved that its receipt be acknowledged 
merely. 

A third from Dr. Bell Fletcher, a.sking when it woidd be 
convenient to receive the Birmingham memoiial on the same 
subject, was then read. 

Dr. Paget moved that the deputation be received on Wed¬ 
nesday July 7, at 3 o’clock. Dr. Stoeeae seconded. 

Sir D. CoEEiGAH gave notice of motion as to the proprietv 
of having a commission of inquiry previous to doing anything 
with regard to the Medical Act, but postponed or withdrew it, 
as the Government had imposed on them the duty of making up 
their minds as to what was required in the new Medical Act. 

The Executive Committee made certain recommendations 
respecting the expenses of the Councils, main and branch, in 
printing, which would materially lessen these. 

The Registeae then read the list of examining bodies whose 
examinations in preliminary education had satisfied the Execu¬ 
tive Committee, and which was accordingly ordered to be 
printed for the use of the Council prior to voting on it. 

Dr. Cheistison asked if the local examinations of the Uni¬ 
versity of Edinburgh had been considered. He intended to 
make inquiries on the subject. 

^ Dr. Bisdon Bennett wished to make a motion at the proper 
time, that nowadays, seeing that these public examining bodies 
had so much increased, it was desirable to separate them from 
Medical institutions altogether. 

Reports were then read from Branch Councils and various 
other bodies on the subject of preliminary education. 

Dr. Fleming proposed to refer the subject back to a com¬ 
mittee. 

Dr. Alexandee Wood thought that this was one of the most 
important questions they had to encounter. The Bill intro¬ 

duced by Sir James Graham contained provisions for central 
boards of examination. He strongly urged its adoption as the 
basis of any new BiU. 

Dr. Andeew Wood was most anxious to see the boards give 

up their separate examinations in Arts, but not till something- 
better than the recognition of the long list of examinations now 
recognised could be adopted. 

Mr. Haegeave thought students were worse trained in pre¬ 
liminary education now than they were years ago. 

Dr. Stoeeae opposed the motion of sending the question 

back to committee. 

Dr. Risdon Bennett held that a special examining board 
for Medieal students, as far as preliminary education was con¬ 
cerned, was now a days useless. There were quite enough ex¬ 
amining boards already in existence ; those in connexion with 
the English Universities were good examples. Besides this, 
under the new system the young men were not required to leave 
their homes. 

Sir Dominic Coeeigan thought it would have to come to a 
commission at last—at least the views of certain members were 
totally antagonistic to each other. They themselves had not 
the slightest eontrol over a number of the examining bodies, 
and for this reason they ought not to accept their certificates. 
There was no example of a body of jirofessional men net 
exercising a control over the preliminary education of those 
who intended to join them. (This was vehemently denied.) 
He referred to a body of examiners who were appointed by 
Government who had published a series of absurd questions 
and directions, to which he referred as samples of uncontrolled 
education and examinations, and of what they ought to avoid. 
They ought to keep the education of the young men in their 
own hands. 

Mr. Ccesar Hawkins, Mr. Cooper, Dr. Stokes, Dr. Embleton, 
Dr. Storrax-, Dr. Chri.stison, and Dr. Aquilla Smith, also took 
part in the debate on this subject. In the end Dr. Fleming’s 
motion was carried, and the foUowiiig committee was ap¬ 
pointed :—Dr. iklexander Wood (chairman). Dr. Fleming, Dr, 
Risdon Bennett, Dr. Leet, Sir Dominic Corrigan, Dr. Paget, 
and Dr. Storrar; whereupon the Council adjourned till Friday 
at 2 o’clock. 

REVIEWS. 

-«- 

On Varicose Disease of the Loicer Extremities and its Allied Dis¬ 
orders, Skin Discoloration, Diduration, and Ulcer. By John 

Gay, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Great Northern Hospital, 
Consulting Surgeon to the Earlswood Idiot Asylum, etc., etc. 
London; John ChurchiU and Sons. 1868. Pp. 171. 

A Manual of the Pathology and Treatment of Ulcers and Cutaneous 
Diseases of the Lower Limbs. By John Ejent Spendee, M.B. 
London, Surgeon to the Mineral Water Hospital and to the 
Eastern Dispensary, Bath. London: John Churchill and 
Sons. 1868. Pp. 89. 

[Concluded from.'page 689.) 

Me. Spendee’s work on “ Ulcers and Cutaneous Diseases of the 
Lower Limbs” is intended to prove that ulceration of the leg 
proceeds from weakness and disease of the vascular structures, 
and that a thick chalk ointment is the best g-eneral remedy for 
the various forms of this frequent affection. Appended to the 
body of this book is a sketch of diseases of the skin affecting 
the lower limbs, which the author is induced to give as, in his 
opinion, “ the therapeutics of the matter appear to need im¬ 
provement,” and he has “ some suggestions to offer which may 
merit a little attention.” The improvements suggested by the 
author consist in bandaging, and the application of the modified 
chalk ointment, whi(!h appears to be, in Mr. Spender’s practice, 
an unfailing remedial agent in all forms of cutaneous eruption. 

In his chapter on “the eauses of uleer of the leg,” Mr. 
Spender advocates the view that the affection is generally 
due to degeneration of the cutaneous tissue, arising, in a large 
number of cases, from the existence and progress of varicose 
veins. Ulcers are of four kinds—the varicose ulcer, and the 
syphilitic, the scrofulous, and traumatic ulcers. Of these, the 
author holds, the varicose ulcer is the most common. On this 
point Mr. Spender is at direct issue with the author of the pre¬ 
ceding work, and, it must be allowed, has much to bring 
forward in its favour, both from his own observations on this 
subject, and from the recorded views of Mr. Critchett and 
Mr. Chapman. 

With regard to treatment, Mr. Spender seems to look with 
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no favour upon two important and, as many Surgeons believe, 
valuable methods for the cure of the affections with which he 
deals. We allude to the application of blisters recommended 
by Mr. S-^une, and the curved incisions about the ulcer so 
warmly advocated by Mr. Gay. By the first method Mr. 
Spender has changed small ulcers into large ones. Mr. Gay’s 
operation he has never yet performed, “ simply because he has 
never yet had a patient who has allowed him to do so.” We 
think patients are reasonable sometimes. 

Although the pathology of Mr. Spender is a little old-fashioned, 
and the special treatment he so repeatedly advocates as a 
panacea for aU kinds of ulcercannot be better describedthanin his 
own words, in reference to a common form of dressing, as “ down¬ 
right nasty,” we can recommend this little work very cordially 
to the notice of active Practitioners. The descriptions of the 
different forms of ulcer are clear and concise, and the chapter 
on the propriety of healing an old trlcer of the leg contains 
some valuable remarks upon an important point in Surgical 
practice. It is impossible to recommend too earnestly the 
perusal of Chapter VII., on general principles, in which he 
justly condemns certain applications to wounds, and among 
these the highly injurious plan of washing granulating siufaces 
with cold water. Speaking of another much-abused remedy, 
the poultice, Mr. Spender writes as follows, with much force:— 

“ This may be truly called the refuge of ignorance and of 
neglect. Often it is prescribed without discrimination, and 
continued for the very bad reason that we know nothing- better 
to do. Consider what an ordinary poultice is. It is a vehicle 
of heat and moisture—a combination of physical agencies cal¬ 
culated to dilate and to weaken the structures to which it is 
applied. Its effects are at utter variance with those principles 
which I have tried to prove to be the foundation of the rational 
treatment of varicose ulcers of the lower limbs. Incomplete 
sloughing is the only case in which an apology can be offered 
for the use of poultices, and even then I believe that a quicker 
result would be always attained by the bold and early use of 
compression. Under all other circumstances a poultice can do 
scarcely anything but harm, and must be condemned in 
emphatic terms. The character of an rdeer is deteriorated, 
healthy granulations become soft and bloodless, and the edges 
of the ulcer are rendered pale and unorganisable. Further, the 
protective layer of purulent secretion is absorbed and taken 
away, and hence the reparative process is proportionately re¬ 
tarded. In few and decisive words, the application of a poultice 
is nothing less than a mischievous interference with the natural 
healing operations.” 

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE. 

-#- 

AFSTEIA. 

Vienna. 

The Midwifei-y School of Vienna enjoys such a wide-spread 
fame, the statistics which are furnished by it yearly are so 
well known, and the opinions of its eminent professors are so 
eagerly looked for, and meet with so much respect at the hands 
of the whole Medical Profession in England, that it seems 
almost superfluous to make any reruarks on an institution 
which most of your readers know, by reputation at least, so 
well. Lying-in Hospitals are so few and far between in Lon¬ 
don, and high death-rates and internal squabbles have and are 
doing, so much to bring into disrepute what few there are, that 
the London Practitioner has A^ery little acquaintance Avith such 
institutions. I have therefore determined (even at the risk of 
telling your readers what they may possibly already know 
better than the Avi-itcr of this letter) to give a few facts con¬ 
cerning the Lying-in Hospital of Vienna, in which between 
8000 and 9000 women are delivered annually. There are three 
departments—(1) a klinik for Medical students and Physicians, 
at the head of which is Professor Karl Braun; (2) a klinik for 
midAvives, presided over by Professor Spath; and (3) a depart¬ 
ment into which women of a superior class are admitted, and 
who pay for their attendance according to a regular fixed tariff. 

The yearly Medical report of the Lying-in department for 
the year 1867 has just been published. By this it appears that 
8615 pregnant women Avere admitted in that year. These were 
thus divided: 4306 were admitted into the khnik for students 
and Physicians, 3638 into the midAvdves’ klinik, and 671 into 
the private departinent. The average number of births per 
diem is rather more than 23. For the ten years ending De¬ 
cember 31, 1867, the number of patients amounted to 90,633, 

the gTeatest number in one year being 9694, and the minimum 
8301. These numbers cannot fail to astonish those who have not 
perused the “ Vienna Reports,” and the question of death-rate 
naturally suggests itself. In the year 1867 the death-rate was, 
Avith one exception, lower than it had been in any year during 
the previous decade, reaching only to the marvellously small 
amount of 1-13 per cent. The exception alluded to was in 
1864, for which year the death-rate is reported as reaching 
only to 0-95 per cent. These figures are wonderfully low, and 
redound immensely to the credit of the Medical ofticers. I 
shall give a short outline of the general management of this 
institution, that your readers may be able to see, in some degree, 
how these results are obtained. 

My observations have been made chiefly in Professor Spiith’s 
department, and to the courteousness of the Professor and of 
his assistant. Dr. Riedel, most of my infoi-mation is OAring. 
There is, however, no essential difference between the manage¬ 
ment of this and of the other khniks, and remarks made on 
any one of them apply equally to the others. In primis, the 
ventilation is perfect; it is effected by means of Meissner’s 
apparatus, which, I regret to say, is of rather too complicated 
a nature to describe adequately Avithout diagrams. The chief 
points about it are—that the air is warmed during the Arinter 
months by passing through a heating apparatus placed in each 
ward; that the amoimt of air admitted can be regrdated by 
means of valves placed in the flues ; that these valves are fur¬ 
nished Avith indicators, which are let into glazed recesses in the 
walls of the ward, and which show at a glance the state of the 
valve and the amount of air passing by it; and, finally, the 
whole apparatus is under lock and key, and, once haA-ing been 
regulated by the Professor or his assistant, it is put beyond the 
reach of any meddlesome interference on the part of patients 
or nurses. Professor Spath has six wards, and they are so 
arranged that one of them is always empty and undergoing a 
complete cleansing, and no fresh set of patients is admitted 
into a ward which has been previously occupied unless it has 
been thoroughly aired, scrubbed from top to bottom, and, if 
need be, whitewashed. The result of this is that the wards 
always smell perfectly fresh, and even in a big room containing 
upwards of thirty recently dehvered women I have never 
noticed any unpleasant odour. The personal cleanliness of the 
patients, one need hardly say, is most carefully attended to. 
Each patient is placed upon four or five layers of draw-sheets, 
and as soon as one becomes soiled it is ArithdraAvn, and gives 
place to the clean one underneath it. In tliis way, too, all 
unnecessary disturbance of the patients is obAdated. The Pro¬ 
fessor and all placed under him are alike exceedingly careful to 
thoroughly cleanse the hands after examining a patient and 
before proceeding to the next. This is done not by merely 
dipping the fingers into cold water and giving them a couple 
of rubs with a towel, but by means of fine sand and water and 
a nail-brush. Sand can be rather more quickly used than soap, 
and is very effectual in cleansing every furrow of the skin. It 
is one attendant’s duty to be always at the Professor’s side 
with the sand and water, and it is almost an automatic act Avith 
him to tirni round and go through vrith the hand-washing 
process. 

All these trifling details are no doubt the essentials Avhich 
keep the rate of mortahty so Ioav ; but there is one thing in 
particular which one must not forget to mention—viz., the 
manner in which these details are carried out. If they were 
performed in a careless and sloveidy manner, if they were left 
to the discretion of nurses and underhngs to do or not to do just 
as they thought fit, they might probably be as well left undone 
altogether. This, however, is not the case; Professor Spath 
makes a lengthy -visit every morning and thoroughly inspects 
each patient, and the slightest breach of discipline on the part 
of the nurses, and especially any want of cleanhness on their 
parts, or any neglect of the prescribed sanitary precautions, 
however shght, does not go unrebuked, and, having once oc¬ 
curred (unless the offender were a senseless block), would thus 
be very unlikely to recur a second time. It is this “ perpetual 
keeping people up to their work,” and the continual presence 
of the master’s eye, in which the whole secret of the success 
lies. New schemes of ventilation and fresh sanitary reforms of 
all kinds are often taken up -vigorously at first to be quickly 
cast aside again as useless, just as a child casts away its new 
toy when the charm of novelty is gone. This, however, has 
not been the case at Vienna. There is a general belief abroad 
that very strict rules are in force here as to the non-admission 
to the Ijung-in wards of those engaged in anatomical or patho¬ 
logical studies. These rules are not so strict as is supposed; 
the Professor and his assistants regularly attend the post¬ 
mortems of their oAvn cases, and I know several men who attend 
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lectures on pathological anatomy in the dead-house during one 
part of the day and regularly visit the lying-in wards at 
another. It will be seen above that about eleven patients die 
in every thousand. Of these eleven seven die from “ puerperal 
process,” and four from other causes. Isolated cases of puer¬ 
peral fever are not uncommon, but it is very uncommon for it 
to spread, and a reference to the reports will show that the 
number of deaths arising from this cause is extended nearly 
equally over the whole year. Before leaving this subject one 
may mention that in Professor Spiith’s wards out of 368 women 
delivered during the month of March only three died, and I 
find a remark in my note-book that on April 12 the Pro¬ 
fessor mentioned to us that he had not had a death 
in his wards since March 17. Most of the children who 
are brought into this world in the lying-in department of 
the Krankenhaus are, I regret to state it, illegitimate. 
It seems natural, therefore, to accompany these unfortunate 
infants a short way on life’s joiumey, and, before taking leave 
of them, to give a short account of the institution to which the 
greater part are transferred from the Ki’ankenhaus—the Found¬ 
ling Hospital, or, as it is called here, ‘‘ Findelhaus.” The 
“ Findelhaus ” is a Hospital for infants, and not an institution 
like our Foundling, where illegitimate children are taken care 
of. I have said that nearly all the children who are bom in 
the Krankenhaus are transferred to the Findelhaus. They go 
in batches from one institution to the other. They are then 
examined medically, and if found healthy, are sent into the 
coimtry to persons who are willing to nurse them and bring 
them up for sixty florins a year (about £5). They are, in fact, 
“farmed” until they are ten years old, when the payment of 
the sixty florins ceases, and what becomes of them after that I 
know not. I made many inquiries as to the number of these 
children who reach five years of age, but no information on 
this point was forthcoming. An insurance office would, one 
would fancy, ask a very high premium on the life of a farmed 
foundling. I have somewhere read that the number of ille¬ 
gitimate children born in Vienna is equal to 51 per cent, of the 
total births; and although these figures are enormous, yet, from 
what I have seen and heard since I have been here, I should 
fancy they were correct. The female population of Vienna 
is very fair to look upon, and it has the reputation of being as 
frail as it is fair. All the sick infants are retained in the Fin¬ 
delhaus to be nixrsed until they are considered well enough to 
be sent to one of the “ farms,” or until death terminates their 
brief existence. The Findelhaus has 280 beds, which are 
usually filled. Every alternate mother is retained in the house, 
and has to nurse two children—her own and another—and I 
have heard it stated that a practised eye will easily detect which 
of the two children is the offspring of the nurse, since it is 
iisuaUy plumper and better favoured than its rival. The most 
common ailments among these little patients are subcutaneous 
abscesses, pneumonia, bronchitis, syphilis, and diarrhoea. 
“Thrush” is very rare, since great attention is paid to cleanli¬ 
ness, but simple stomatitis is by no means uncommon. The 
children are not allowed to sleep in the same beds with their 
mothers or nurses, but a separate crib is provided for each 
child. It is Professor Spath’s opinion that much of the puru¬ 
lent ophthalmia of children is due to their sleeping with their 
nurses. They lie generally with their faces towards their 
nurses, and with their cheeks and eyes nibbing against the 
nurse’s breast, so that the irritating secretions of the latter 
(perspiration, sour milk, etc.,) readily pass through the eyelids 
and thus give rise to the ophthalmia. The syphilitic children 
are alone brought up by hand, and any child the offspring of a 
syphilitic mother, even though it have no signs of syphilis at 
the time of its admission, is retained in the Findelhaus for 
three months, or longer if the disease becomes manifest during 
that time, and is nursed artificially. One strong healthy child 
is always retained in the house for the purpose of vaccination. 

There are two lunatic asylums in Vienna, an old and a 
modem one, and they serve well to illustrate the revolution 
which has taken place in the treatment of lunatics in the last 
half-century. The old establishment is called the Irren Thurm, 
and is one of the gloomiest and most dismal-looking buildings 
imaginable. It is built of stone in the form of a short circular 
tower, with loop-holes for windows. It has a look of great 
strength, and more resembles a fortification than a Hospital. 
Tlie interior is as curious as the exterior. Each patient is kept 
by himself in a separate cell, or, at the most, two in a cell; 
the doors of these cells are provided with strong locks and bolts, 
and in each is a small trap-door through which the attendant 
may watch the inmate of the cell. On the stone floors of some 
of the cells are strange relics of the past—viz., ring-bolts, to 
which in former times it was customary to lash the luifortunate 

maniac when he became more than ordinarily troublesome. 
This institution is still used for the purposes of a lunatic 
asylum, and everything is done for the comfort of the patients 
which it is possible to do in a place so ill contrived; but, in 
spite of every effort, it has far more the appearance of a prison 
than an asylum, and would be far more useful for the former 
than for the latter purpose. The new asylum presents us with 
an entirely different picture. It is a fine, spacious building, 
standing in a beautiful park in one of the most delightful 
quarters of the city. It contains 500 beds, equally divided 
among the male and female patients. It is light, cheerful, and 
airy, and everything is done for the welfare of the patients 
that science can suggest or money procure. Billiard-tables, 
pianos, games of aU kinds, gardens, a small swimming-bath, 
and workshops in wliich those who are able may pursue their 
various trades and occupations, are aU provided for the use of 
the patients. There are three classes of lunatics admitted 
here. The first class pay sixty gulden a month, and for this 
each patient is provided with a separate bed-room and sitting- 
room, and a most liberal diet. The second class pay forty 
gulden, and are provided for rather less liberally, and the 
third class, by far the largest—the pauper lunatics, in fact— 
pay sixty kreuzers a day (one shilling), or rather, I should say, 
that sum is paid for them either by their friends or their 
parish. Besides these two public asylums there are several 
private ones in the neighbourhood of Vienna. Both public 
and private are under the surveillance of Government inspectors. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-♦- 

SCAECITY OF SUBJECTS FOR DISSECTION. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I am glad you have taken up this topic in your columns. 
When I was suffering from this scarcity I received the 
following information from a gentleman whose position enabled 
him to collect the facts for himself. 

There is no doubt that an ample supply of unclaimed bodies, 
might be had for dissection if it were not for the railway 
authorities and the public. The former make such exorbitant 
charges for conveying corpses that they have virtually 
established a prohibitory tariff. In explanation they say they 
are obliged to adopt this course, as the public would not tolerate 
“ traffic in human flesh,” but how this opinion was elicited does 
not appear. 

Wlien the Anatomy Act was passed, our present system of 
railways and telegraphs was of course not dreamed of, but it. 
has always seemed to me a pity that we cannot make use of the 
facilities they offer in some such manner as this :—Let a short 
Act be passed to amend the Anatomy Act, ordaining that 
whenever a hody is unclaimed notice shall be given to the 
coroner of the district, who shall telegraph to the Inspector of 
Anatomy. 

Not merely certain workhouses and gaols, but all the un¬ 
claimed dead in the kingdom, should be liable to the operation 
of the Act, so that the Inspector could easily by telegraph 
supply every Medical school in the realm on the shortest 
notice, if the railways were compelled by the Act to convey 
dead men at the same rate as dead sheep or cattle. 

Bodies acquired in vacations might be injected and kept in 
.spirits at the several Medical schools, so that dissection might 
begin at the beginning of the session instead of towards the 
middle as at present. There would thus be bodies enough to- 
teach anatomy and Surgery thoroughly after the following 
manner:— 

1. Let a man dissect a part, say the lower extremity, at first 
roughly, doing only muscles, fasciae, and the biggest vessels^ 
and nerves, cutting away all the smaller. 

2. Let him dissect another lower extremity carefully, getting 
out everything, immediately after No. 1. 

3. Immediately afterwards, while the anatomy is fresh in his 
memory, let him have another lower extremity on which to- 
perform all the usual operations. 

4. Let him go through the whole body in this way, and I 
am sure both anatomy and Surgery would be learned more- 
easily, more thoroughly, and with far greater jjpterest. 

June 27, 1869. I am, &c. F.R.C.S. Eno. 

De. Grainger Stewart is a candidate for the office of 
Professor of Pathology in the University of Edinburgh. 
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REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 
-- 

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
Tuesday, May 18, 1869. 

Eichaed Quain, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

Eepoets from the Committee on Morbid Growths were read as 
to Dr. Payne’s specimen of rdceration of the trachea, on Dr. 
Salter’s specimen of diseased liver, and on Mr. William Adams’s 
specimen of mammary tumom*. 

Mr. Pick showed for Dr. Fuller a specimen of Abdominal 
Tumour which occurred in a man. He had noticed it six 
months before he came under treatment. It grew very rapidly, 
and he sank and died ten months after its appearance. The 
body was emaciated, and the abdomen contained an enormous 
mass extending from the fourth rib to the symphysis of the 
pubis. It was rather more to the right than to the left. The 
colon and peritoneum were both in front of the swelling, which 
was solid and fatty, weighing more than 28 lbs. 

Mr. Hulke asked what kind of a tumour this was, whether 
Epomatous, or a changed condition of some other gTowth. 
Lipoma did not grow so fast as this. 

Mr. Pick could find nothing except fat. AU the other organs 
were healthy. 

Mr. Myees showed for Mr. Trotter a Horny Protuberance of 
long growth which had been removed from the arm of a soldier. 
After its removal, an epithelial growth followed in the spot. 

Mr. CuELiNG showed a Urinary Calculus, having as a nucleus 
a mass of human hair. It was removed from a man aged 30 
who had suffered from symptoms of stone for eighteen months. 
The stone was elong-ated, flat, and phosphatic, with a nucleus 
of short dark hair. In 1861 he had suffered from retention of 
urine, and had a swelling in the rectum. The fluid removed 
from it was fatty, and contained hair. After tliis he was well 
tfil recently. There was now induration in the site of the cyst. 
The passage of the hair into the bladder was difiicult to explain. 

Mr. T. Smith said that Mr. Paget, of Leicester, had ex¬ 
hibited a stone formed round a pubic hair. 

Mr. CuELiNG also exhibited a Diseased Testicle with fibroid 
deposit in its substance and covering. It had been supposed to 
be tubercular, and had been removed. Jarjavy had described a 
form of disease like this where there was distinct projection of 
the mass. He had not^seen it before. 

The same gentleman also brought forward a specimen of 
Chronic Arthntis of the Knee-joint occurring in a male aged 
18. _ Five years ago he had suffered from acute rheumatism, 
which was cured; but four months after he injured his knee, 
and he relapsed. Gradually it got worse till resection was had 
recourse to. The patient recovered well. The ago was early 
(23) for such a disease. The cartilage was quite gone in some 
parts. In reply to Mr. Adams, he stated that there was no 
osseous formation. 

Mr. Bieketx exhibited the Knee-joint of a girl, aged 23, which 
had been removed by amputation. The disease had lasted 
twelve years, and she had been very ill. The articular siufaces 
were a good deal destroyed, and new articular surfaces formed. 
The patella seemed to consist of three portions, the bone being- 
laid down parallel with the fibres enclosing the bone. 

Mr. Hulke asked what the new bony outgrowths in the j oint 
were covered by. It was answered, by a tissue resemblina- 
cartilage. =■ 

Dr. Dickinson showed some portions of Malignant Growth 
passed by the urethra during life. He had often examined the 
vaginal discharge in malignant disease, and also that of the 
kidney and bladder, but had found that cells were rarely thrown 
off. In the case referred to small pieces of tissue the size of 
peas were passed by a healthy gentleman aged 50. In these 
were found a large quantity of encephaloid cells with masses 
of nuclei. He passed a considerable number of these, but at 
first there were no other symptoms. Latterly there was much 
pain and frequent micturition. 

Mr. Gay had recently seen a similar case. 
Mr. Mosely exhibited two specimens of Myeloid Disease of 

the lower extremity. The larger was from the head of the 
tibia. The patient complained of pain in walking in 1865, 
when Sir W. Fergusson amputated his limb. Four inches of 
the tibia were absorbed in the disease, but the joint was not 
affected. ^ The mass was encapsuled in periosteum. The other 
occurred in a man aged 20, who sprained his ankle. A swelling 

followed, which was punctured. Fibro-plastic and myeloid 
cells were found, and the limb was amputated. 

Dr. John Mueeay showed two Parotid Glands in a state of 
diffuse Suppuration from a woman aged 28, who was admitted 
into the Middlesex Hospital with amyloid degeneration of the 
liver, spleen, lungs, and intestines, and who ultimately suc¬ 
cumbed to a severe attack of cynanche parotidea. The rarity 
of death from mumps induced him to bring the specimens. 

Dr. JOHN Mueeay also exhibited a specimen of Dissecting 
Aneurism of the right side of the Heart taken from a man who 
had enjoyed apparently excellent health up to the day of his 
admission into the Hospital. The patient was found in a state 
of syncope in the street, and brought to the Hospital. He was 
then faint, but quite conscious and intelligent. He then stated 
he had risen that morning in good health. After the admini¬ 
stration of some stimulants, he was sent to Dr. Goodfellow’s 
male ward. He appeared to revive a little for the time, his 
pulse became quite distinct, and his heart’s action was strong, 
but irritable. He suddenly became Avorse, and died about an 
hour after admission. After death the pericardium was found 
generally and firmly adherent. Immediately above the aortic 
valves, and in the anterior aspect of the aorta, was an aneu- 
rismal sac the size of a small orange. Tliis was bound down 
by the adherent pericardium. The aneurism had burst under 
the visceral pericardium, and very gradually formed a large 
sac, at the expense of the wall and cavities of the right side of 
the heart, which were pressed upon and almost obliterated by 
fibrinous and loose black coagida. The walls of the sac were 
dense, and probably of at least some months’ standing. The 
patient had apparently died of a sudden increased effusion of 
blood into this sac on the day of admission, which had obstructed 
the flow of the blood by pressure on the right side of the heart. 
The case was of great interest pathologically, and also clinically, 
as showing to what extent serious cardiac mischief may take 
place without any marked symptoms of discomfort to the patient. 

Dr. Ceisp exhibited two specimens of Incipient Aneurism, 
one in the innominata, the other in the ascending aorta. In 
both the progress of the aneurism appeared to be arrested by 
the presence of ossific plates, which Dr. Crisp believed were 
formed after the disintegration of a portion of the arterial 
wall, for he did not believe in the existence of the so-called 
“ true aneurism.” He believed that these ossific plates often 
served to strengthen the parietes of the sac. As was well 
known, aneurism was a very rare disease in the lower animals. 
In horses he had seen aneurism of the aorta from violence, and 
in these specimens the sac was generally covered with ossific 
deposit which had been formed after the fracture of the artery, 
and so, he believed, in many examples in the human subject. 
Aneurism might occur from violence in an artery perfectly 
healthy. The well-known fact that the occurrence of aneurism 
in old age (when atheromatous and os.sifio deposits were so 
abundant) was comparatively rare, served to strengthen the 
opinion that in a great number of examples these ossific dej)osit8 
in the sac took place after the occurrence of the aneurismal 
dilatation. 

Dr. Risdon Bennett asked why he assumed that the ossific 
matter was formed after the aneurism. 

Dr. Ceisp had made most careful inquiry. He thought it 
could not be disputed in the horse. 

Mr. Myees had brought specimens of aneiuism where there 
was apparently no atheroma. This was common enough among 
soldiers. According to the statistics of St. George’s, they tvere 
mostly attributable to violence. 

Mr. Biekett asked if popliteal aneiu-ism was as common now 
as it used to be said to be in post-boys. 

Mr. Myees had studied thoracic aneurism only. 
Dr. Ceisp said the notion as to the prevalence of popliteal 

aneurism in post-boys was quite a mistake. In 182 British 
cases that he had tabulated only one had occurred in a postilion. 

Dr. Robinson thought that statistics were yet wanting to 
shoAV that Mr. Myers’s views were right. There was no doubt 
a gi-eat deal of heart disease in the army. 

Dr. Chuech thought it excessively difficult to say whether 
atheroma was found before or after the aneurism in some cases. 
The most frequent case of aneurism, in the pulmonary, was 
obstruction. 

Dr. Bastian said it was aj)parently assumed that the disease 
causing aneurism is atheroma; not so, it was rather fibroid 
change. He had seen this in aortic aneurism, and the notion 
was further borne out by the small aneurisms in the brain. 

Dr. Geeen pointed out that atheroma was essentially fibroid 
in its first stage. This fibroid material might become fatty or 
calcareous, or it might soften, but it was always fibroid fi.rst. 
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Mr.^ Htjlke thought Tve should clearly understand the sense 
in which we use the term athei’oina. If Dr. Crisj) meant merely 
the earthy plate, then every one would concede this to the 
later stages, but tissue changes may and do precede this. He 
had yet to .show that this took place subsequently to the for¬ 
mation of the aneurism. 

Dr. Bastian proceeded to show some specimens illustrative 
of the formation of bacteria in blood. He alluded to the 
notions of Salisbury and Hallier, and said ho had lately 
examined the blood in many morbid states. He had never 
found anything which could be called a spore, but he had found 
small moving particles in certain diseases, as typhu.s and 
chlorosis. In a case of chlorosis he found that these particles 
were ajqjarently produced by protrusions from the red blood- 
corpuscles. In tj^phus they were probably foniied in the blood 
plasma. In one case many were found in the pia mater. If a 
decaying vegetable tissue be examined, bacteria will probably 
be found in the cells of it. Bounded protein masses were also 
often seen where bacteria were being" formed. 

Dr. Dyce Duckwortii showed a Single Kidney with Com¬ 
pensatory Enlargement. The woman died of phthisis. The 
kidney was the right one, and weighed 9 oz. It was the sixth 
which had been shown. 

Mr. Gay showed a Eecurrent Cystic Tumour from the 
Mammary Kegion, from a young woman aged 27. Four years 
ago he removed a portion of her breast, when the growth was 
shown to be cystic. It returned in a year and a half, when 
the whole breast was removed. The other day, eighteen 
months after, two others were removed from the site of the 
former masses. He also exhibited the Half of the Under Jaw 
of an elderly woman. The tumour had grown sjjecdily, and 
there had been much pain. It was removed, and death fol¬ 
lowed. The bone was almost entirely absorbed. 

Mr. De MoRG^Aisr exhibited a Tumoiir of the Femur, removed 
from a girl. A swelling formed above the knee, and the bone 
was fractured by a fall. The tumour increased, and the limb 
was removed high up. The mass consisted of uniform-sized 
cells, Avith a delicate intervening tissue. He also produced a 
Testicle affected with Malignant Disease of twelve years’ stand¬ 
ing. The tumour had been three years growing, and was 
painful. A mass formed in the abdomen. He removed the 
testicle for the pain, but the man was sinking from the mass in 
the abdomen. It was much like the other in texture. Both 
referred to Committee. 

Mr. De Morgan also shoAved a Colloid Tumour from the 
Breast. It Avas adherent to the skin, and the glands were 
enlarged. It resembled cancer. This land of groAvth Avas not 
common in the breast. 

Mr. Arnott showed a specimen of Enchondroma from the 
Parotid region. It occurred in a yoimg" man, and Avas of six 
years’ groAvth. There was a glutinous matter like myxoma 
between the cartilage colls. 

Dr. Green exhibited a Tumour from the Cerebellum of a boy 
aged 9. He believed the mass to be a glioma. Its probable 
duration was one year. It Avas of the size of a small orange, 
and was softened. 

Dr. Tuckavtell, of Oxford, showed the teeth of a choreic 
patient, Avhich had been forced out after being ground doAvn. 
Also, a specimen of Ulcerative Endocarditis, Avhere one cusp 
of the aortic Amlves was gone. There Avas an embolus in the 
kidney. 

Dr. Sejtple showed an Aneurism of the Basilar Artery. The 
patient Avas seen Avith sjouptoms of extravasation on the brain, 
but lived three Aveeks in a comatose condition. 

Sir Duncan Gibb showed a Tumour growing from the back 
of the Tongue. It had lasted five years, and had grown faster 
during the last two. The larynx and eiiiglottis Avere free. The 
patient died of suffocation. 

Mr. W. Adams shoAved the Heart and Ankle-joint of a child 
8 years of age, which had died at what was said to be the eighth 
day of rheumatic fever. There was a httle thick grumous fluid 
in the joint, Avhich externally seemed much swollen; the effu¬ 
sion was consequently outside the joint. 

Hypodekmic iNJEcrioif OF Moephia iisr Strangpt- 

LATED Hernia.—Dr. Eavoth relates some cases with the view 
of caUing the attention of Practitioners to the great assistance 
to the taxis which may be derived from a subcutaneous in¬ 
jection of morphia, Avhich facilitates the reduction of the 
hernia surprisingly.—Berliner klin. Woch., June 7. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 
-- 

E. F. BLACKBEE’S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING 
SEEING PESSAEY. 

[Made by S. Maxo and Son.) 

Blackbee’s patent self-adjusting spring pessary professes to 

be constructed in direct reference to the anatomy of the pelvis. 

It possesses, from its peculiar construction, a double self¬ 
acting spring—that is to say, laterally and transversely—and 
thereby presents the following practical advantages —Upon 
being introduced per vaginam, it immediately adjusts itself to 
the lower ends of the two lateral branches, arriAung at a founda¬ 
tion or resting-place on the inferior margin of the foramina 
ovalia, whilst the upper extremities act as crutches, one before, 
the other behind the cervix uteri. Thus they give entire 
support to the uterus Avithout undue pressure on any part, and, 
at the same time, the pessary is in such a state of freedom, 
and is so light, and so yielding to the movements of the body, 
as to render its presence almost unknown to the wearer. 

PULVEEMACHEE’S GALVANIC CHAINS AND THE 
ADVEETISING QUACKS. 

We must confess that we had heard of Pulvermacher’s 
galvanic chains and belts for some years, but had never 
examined them, regarding them as so many semi-scientific 
baubles of apocryphal merits. We have, however, had sub¬ 
mitted to us the evidence taken in certain proceedings _ in 
Chanceiy by Mr. Pulvermacher against certain advertising 
quacks of the obscene order, and this has led us to examine 
into the matter, and to form a very different opinion of at least 
one of Mr. Pidvermacher’s apparatus. The galvanic chain is 
really an instrument of most ingenious and beautiful construc¬ 
tion, and is one of the handiest and most effective which the 
Medical Practitioner can employ. It is in the form of a 
flat, flexible chain, and comprises 120 separate pairs of 
galvanic elements. These consist each of a small zinc 
tube for the electro-positive portion,'jsurrounded Avitli copper 
rings, which form the electro-negative. The copper of one pair 
of elements is hooked into the inner side of the zinc tube pre¬ 
ceding, whilst it is isolated from the zinc of its own pair by a 
simple but most ingenious set of stitches of thread. This petty 
flexible battery of 120 pairs is excited by simply dipping it 
into vinegar, and the links are near enough to retain sufficient 
fluid by capillary attraction to keep up the action for some 
time. There is thus constituted a battery gelding a very small 
quantity of galvanism OAAung to the small size of the individual 
elements, but high intensity OAving to their number. It easily 
decomposes water, and of course saline solutions, and may bo 
used to demonstrate the process of electrolysis. For Medical 
purposes it yields a direct current, which is the desideratum for 
neuralgic affections, very decidedly but not violently. By 
attaching a little vibrating spring in the course of the con¬ 
ductor it gives a succes.sion of interrupted shocks, such 
as are useful for muscular and paralytic affections. Most 
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of the cheap and handy electro-mag-netic machine?, as is 
well known, give only the interrupted, but not the con¬ 
tinuous. The obstetric Practitioner will find it not too cum¬ 
bersome for his bag, if he desires to have means at hand of 
resuscitating stillborn children, or contracting a lax and 
bleeding uterus. This chain is an instrument of power, and 
precision, and convenience, and as such we recommend it to our 
Medical brethren for the cases in which galvanism is known to 
be of use. There is another apparatus, called a belt, also 
flexible, and containing about forty elements of zinc and copper 
wire ingeniously interlaced and isolated, and this is the thing 
that the quacks pirated. No doubt a feeble galvanic current 
is given off from the poles of this belt, but as to the virtues 
thereof we have no evidence. The evidence given in Vice- 
Chancellor Malins’s Court of the tricks of the quackish fraternity 
elicited the strongest possible expression of disgust on the part 
of the learned judge. 

VALS WATER. 

The waters of Vais are at once a delicious article of diet and an 
effective medicine, and seem to be vastly popular at present. 
Their taste is briskly alkaline, certainly not so soft as Seltzer, 
but much more exhilarating, and more alkaline than Vichy, 
and yet not so heavy on the stomach. Supposing a patient 
with scanty and loaded urine, the difficulties of drinking a 
glass of Thames water an hour after breakfast would be great; 
it might lie heavy on the stomach, and produce a feeling of 
nausea for an hour. Not so the Vais ; it is as light as a feather 
and exhilarating, and wo speak from personal experience. 
Although tonic, it does not affect the head, and, if taken in 
liberal doses, is usually found to cause slight and comfortable 
purgation. There is fashion in most tilings; certainly the 
fickle goddess has some sway in Physic. Not crinoline nor 
chignons can be more evanescent in popularity than the repu¬ 
tation of some remedies ; but certes,Ysla water is in the height 
of the mode at present, and the Practitioner who prescribes it 
will be marked by the patient as combining some of the diilce 
with the utile. Obstinate dyspepsia, red urinary sediment, 
nettle rash, and chronic rheumatism are the cases to try it on, 
and the most generally useful source is the Precieuse. 

OBITTTARY. 
-^- 

THE REV. JAMES HENTHORN TODD, D.D., 
Senior Fellow and Regius Professor of Hebrew in Trinity College, and 

Precentor of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin. 

Uneee ordinary circumstances, the possessor of the above 
distinctions would not be entitled to a place in the obituary of 
a Medical journal, but we may surely claim a share in one 
who was in many directions closely and honourably connected 
with our Profession. The nephew and name-child of the 
venerable James Henthorn, one of the founders and original 
Members, and, if we mistake not, the original and, for upwards 
of half a century, the active Secretary of the Royal College of 
Surgeons in Ireland; the eldest son of a distinguished Surgeon, 
Charles Hawkes Todd, Surgeon to the Richmond Hospital, 
and Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in the Irish College of 
Surgeons ; and, above all, the elder brother of our late lamented 
and distinguished confrere and fellow-citizen. Dr. Robert 
Bentley Todd, of King’s College, London^—the learned divine, 
whose death we now deplore, had a still more personal 

■claim to a place in the grateful memory of every lover 
of the Profession of Medicine. This claim is derived from 
the heartiness and goodwill, and from the earnest zeal, with 
which Dr. Todd, in the influential position of a member 
of the governing Board of Trinity College, Dublin, advocated 
and supported every measure brought before that learned 
body for the improvement of Medical and Surgical educa¬ 
tion, and for the elevation of the status of the Profession, 
for nearly twenty years. His death, though sudden, was not 
unexpected—in fact, his Medical advisers were surprised that he 
was so long enabled to struggle against a complication of 
naaladies under which he had for many years laboured. The 
subject of hepatic disease of the same nature as that which 
proved fatal to Dr. Robert Todd, the mode of death in the 
two brothers was marked by a sad and striking coincidence. 
On Sunday, the 27th ult.. Dr. Todd was well enough to walk 
nut in his garden, but in the course of the day he was seized 
with violent hematemesis, which proved fatal soon after mid¬ 
night. He had long laboured under dropsy, and for many years 
had suffered from diabetes, but this was the first occasion on 
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which his disease manifested a htemorrhagic tendency. This 
is not the place to enter into an examination of the extensive 
labours by which Dr. Todd has so largely and usefully added 
to the stores of antiquarian and theological learning. We shall 
therefore conclude this brief notice b^y quoting the eloquent 
words of Sir William Wilde, when seconding the motion 
of Dr. Apjohn for the adjournment, in consequence of Dr. 
Todd’s decease, of the ordinary meeting of the Royal Irish 
Academy from Monday June 28, to that day fortnight, in 
which he trifly described his lamented friend as “ a loving son, 
a g-ood brother, a faithful friend, valued and admired by all in 
social life who knew him well. A gentleman and a scholar, a 
distinguished theologian and divine, a learned antiquary, and 
a tme-hearted Irishman, Dr. Todd sustained the well-deserved 
reputation of Trinity College, and shed a lustre upon the 
Royal Irish Academy by his untiring labours in the elucidation 
of our national history and monuments. He joined that 
learned body in 1833, after he had gained his Fellowship, and 
was elected upon the Council in 1837. He fiUed the office of 
Vice-President from 1840 to 1844, and at many subsequent 
periods. To him we chiefly owe the revival of the Committee 
of Antiquities and the resuscitation of our museum. In 1847 
he was appointed Secretary to the Academy, and he subse¬ 
quently filled with effect the high office of President of the 
Academy. The Transactions and the Proceedings of this learned 
society contain about fifty of his communications on antiquarian, 
literary, and scientific subjects, and he ever lent a willing hand 
to the purchase of Irish manuscripts and antiquities. From 
Rome to Upsala, throughout the libraries and museums of 
Europe, his name was known and revered, and his great emdi- 
tion appreciated. He was a patriot in the fullest sense of the 
word, whose life and labours were above all things devoted to 
whatever coidd advance the spiritual and mental progress of 
his fatherland.” 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

An Introduction to the Elements of Pharmacy and the Minor and Major 
Examinations. By E. Harwood Lescher, Pereira Medallist. London : 
John Churchill and Sons. Pp. l&S. 
*** This work is arranged in a tabular form, and is drawn up in six sec¬ 

tions. The lirst deals with Materia Medioa, the second with botany, the 
third with chemistry, the fourth with pharmacy, the fifth with prescrip¬ 
tions, and the sixth with dispensing. It will probably be found most 
useful as a kind of remembrancer after the student has made himself 
tolerably famUiar with these topics. 

Half-yearly Abstract of the Medical Sciences. Vol. XLIX. January- 
June, 1809. London : John Chui'ohill and Sons. 

Braithwaite’s Half-yearly Retrospect of Medicine. Vol. LEX. Januarj'- 
June, 1869. London : Simpkins. 

*** Our regular onward progi'ess in Medical knowledge is -tolerably well 
represented, especially as regards English works and periodicals, in these 
volumes. It cannot, however, be concealed that, as far as foreign litera¬ 
ture is concerned, the “ Abstract ” is much superior to the “ Retrospect.” 

The Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra and Urinary 
Pistulfe. By Sir Henry Thompson, F.R.C.S., .Surgeon-Extraordinary to 
H.M. the King of the Belgians, Professor of Clinical Surgery, and Surgeon 
to University College Ho.spital. Thii’d Edition. London : John Chiu-chill 
and Sons. Pp. 336. 

*** The present issue of Sir Hemy Thompson’s well-known work is 
notable in more than one respect, in none more than that its bulk is less 
than on former occasions. This diminution Sir Hemy has been able to 
effect by the withdrawal of cei-tain controversial portions now useles,s, and 
of illustrative cases w'hich Sir Hem-y has thought good to suppress in 
favour of a more didactic fonn of teaching. The labour of bringing out a 
new edition of such a work is considerable, and must have severely taxed 
one whose time is so fully engaged. 

The Baths of Nassau, "Wiesbaden, Schwalbaoh, etc. By Edwin Lee, M.D., 
etc. Fifth Edition. London : John Chm-chill and Sons. Pp. 165. 

*** The present edition differs from its predecessors in containing an 
appendix on Hombourg and Nauheim. 

The "Wholesale and Retail Di-uggists’ Price Book. Compiled and revised 
by D. Elliott according to the New Pharmacopoeia. Third edition. H. 
Silveriock, 17, Earl-street, London. 1869. 

An alphabetical list of articles, with blanks for wholesale and retail 
prices. 

New T3T3e Composing Machine. By C. E. Reeves, B.A., M.D. Melbourne: 
Charles Troedel, printer, 100, Swanston-street. 

A short description of a machine for abridging the work of setting 
type. 

Medical Benevolent Society established in 

Biemingham.—At a quarterly meeting of the directors holden 
at Mr. V. W. Blake’s residence. No. 6, Old-square, on Wednes¬ 
day evening, June 30, grants amounting to F60 ■were made— 
three to -widows of Medical gentlemen and one to a single lady, 
the daughter of a deceased member, each left without adequate 
means of support. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 
-- 

ErxiTEE,.siTY OF Dtjblix.—At the examinations for 
Medical and Surgical degrees held last week in Trinity College, 
the follo'svdng gentlemen, whose names arc arrang-cd in the 
order of merit, were successful:—■ 

For the Degree of Bachelor in Medicine. 

1. Battersby, Wm. Edward. 
2. O’Farrell, George P. 
3. Gregg, Wm. Henry. 
4. Parsons, George. 
5. Tomkins, Ai-thur W. 
6. Fawcett, Wm. James. 
7. Eobin.son, Thomas. 
8. Alexander, James. 
9. Traill, Anthony, LL.D. 

10. Gray, Charles Edward. 
11. Joynt, Hemy W. 
12. Jevers, Eyre. 
1.3. Davoren, J. Eucius. 
14. Torvnsend, Kichard H. 

1.5. llainsford, Richard. 
16. Fawcett, Edward. 
17. Purefoy, Richard D. 
18. Bii-d, John D. 
19. Wall, Robert M. 
20. Lloyd, William. 
21. Stoke.?, Ilenry. 
22. Fergu.son, William C. 
23. Majme, Charles C. 
24. Archer, Edward J. 
25. Smith, Gilbart. 
26. Minchin, Richard. 
27. Boyd, John C. 

For the Degree of Master in Surgery. 

1. Gregg, Wm. Henry. 
2. Robinson, Thomas. 
3. Collins, Edward Wolfenden. 
4. Wall, Robert M. 
5. Gray, Charles Edward. 
6. Sheirard, David J. 
7. Mayne, Charles C. 
8. Alexander, James. 

9. Minnitt, Joshua R. 
10. M'Nalty, Francis C. 
11. O.sbiune, Thomas. 
12. Hooter, Robert B. 
13. Traill, Anthony, LL.D. 
14. Biddulph, Robert W. 
15. Bradshaw, William H. 

The following were recommended for the Travelling Prizes 
recently founded by the Board. In the course of the examina¬ 
tion for the Medical prize, the candidates were summoned to 
the Royal Military Infirmary, Pheenix-park, where five cases, 
to which they could not possibly have had previous access, were 
submitted to their investigation for diagnosis, prognosis, and a 
statement of the treatment they would consider advisable. It 
is intended that henceforward a similar plan shall be adopted 
in the adjudication of the Surgical Prize. 

Medical Travelling Prize. 

G. P. O’Farrell, senior moderator in Experimental Physics at the exa¬ 
mination for the degree of B.A. in 1866. 

Surgical Travelling Prize. 

W. H. Gregg, Medical scholar, 1867. 

On Monday and Tuesday, June 28 and 29, the candidates re¬ 
commended from among fifty-four gentlemen who presented 
themselves at the recent “Previous Medical Examination’’ 
were re-examined for the vacant Medical scholarships. The 
following were successful:— 

Medical Scholars. 
Messrs. Drapes and Moriarty. 

Junior Medical Exhibition. 
Mr. Dobson. 

At the Summer Commencements, held in the examination hall 
of Trinity College on Wednesday, Jime 30, the following 
degrees in Medicine and Surgery were confei'red : — 

Baccalaureiin Medicind. 

Jacobus Alexander. 
Edvardus Johannes Archer. 
Nicholas Gulielmus Banington. 
Gulielmus Edvardus Battersby. 
Chiche.ster Alexander Bell. 
Johannes Craig Boyd. 
Johaimes Lucius Davoren. 
Gulielmus Claudius Ferguson. 
Carolus Edvardus Gray. 
Gulielmus Hemieus Gregg. 
Robertus Barry Hooter. 

Jacobus Alexander. 
Robertus Waller Biddulph. 
Gulielmus Hanna de la Main Brad¬ 

shaw. 
Carolus Edvardus Gray. 
Gulielmus Hemieus Gregg. 
Robertus Barrj- Hooter. 

Carolus Johnson. 
Gulielmus Lloyd. 
Carolus Ci-awford Maj-ne. 
Georgius Plunkett O’Farrell. 
Thomas Osbirme. 
Thomas Robinson. 
Henricus Haldane Stokes. 
Arthuru.s Wellesley Tomkins. 
Ricardus Hungerford Townsend. 
Antonius Traill, F.T.C.D. 
Robertus Morton Wall. 

Magistri in Ohirurgid. 

Carolus Crawford Mayne. 
Josua R. Minnitt. 
Thomas Osbunie. 
Thomas Robinson. 
David Johannes Sheirard. 
Antonius Traill, F.T.C.D. 
Robertus Morton Wall. 

Doctores in Medicind. 

Nicholas Guliemus Barrington. 
Arthunis Edvardus Leeson (dipl. 1863). 
Ale.xander Haldane Stokes {slip. con.). 

Tlie fec.s for the degree of Doctor in Medicine were remitted 
in Mr. Stokes’s case in consequence of his having got double 
first place at the examinations in Medicine and Surgery in 
Hilary Term, 1868. 

Apothecaries’ Hall. — The following gcutloman Sassed his Examination in the Science and Practice of 
[edicine, and received a Certificate to practise, on Thursday, 

June 24, 1869 :— 
Hubbard, Thomas Wells, St. Lawrence, Isle of Thanet. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines :_ 
Davies, Samuel Richard, Newcastle Emlyn. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Examination:— 

Hazel, Wiliam Francis, King’s College. 
Jones, Theodore Johnston, 8t. Mary’s Hospital. 
Paramore, Richard, Guy’s Hospital. 
Roose, Edward C. R., Guy’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENT. 

The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, infonnation as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Kitchener, Thomas, M.D., M.R.C.S.E.—Medical Officer to the Jersey 
Female Orphan’s Home. 

AHLITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

War Office.—The following appointments have been made :—05th Foot: 
Staff Surgeon William Langford Fanner, to be Surgeon, vice Patrick 
Andrew M'Dermott, appointed to the Staff. 

Medicai, Department.—Surgeon Patrick Andrew M'Dermott, from the 
95th Foot, to be Staff Surgeon, vice William Langford Farmer, appointed 
to the 95th Foot. 

The undermentioned officers who have retired upon full pay to have a step 
of honorarj' rank as follows To be Deputy Inspectors-General of Hos¬ 
pitals : Surgeons-Major Cliristopher Preadnell Craske, Madras Esta¬ 
blishment, and Matthew Kane, M.D., Madras Establishment. 

BIRTHS. 

Goodwin.—On June 28, at Ashbourne, Derbyshire, the wife of Robert 
Dooksey Goodwin, F.R.C.S., of a son. 

S.VBBEN.—On June 23, at Northumberland House, Stoke Newington, the 
wife of J. F. Sabben, M.D., of a daughter. 

Sequeira.—On June 24, at 34, Leman-street, Goodman’s-flelds, E., the 
wife of Mr. James Scott Sequeua, M.R.C.S.E., etc., of a son. 

WioMORE.—On June 24, at 21, Inverness-road, Bayswater, W., the wife of 
William Wigmore, M.R.C.S.E., of a son. 

Y'arrow.—On June 25, at 87, Old-street, E.C., the wife of G. E.. Y'arrow, 
M.D., of a daughter. 

M^IRRIAGES. 
Dove—Button.—On June 23, at St. George’s, Tuffnel-park, by the Rev. 

J. V. Button, M.A., uncle of the bride, assisted by the Rev. W. McCaul, 
M. A., J. R. Bathui’st Dove, M.B., to Agnes, daughter of W. Button, Esq., 
late of Cliff House, Lewes. 

Land—Dudgeon.—On June 10, at Littleham, Devon, William J. Land, 
M.R.C.S.E., of Exmouth, to Annie, younger daughter of D. Dudgeon, 
Esq., of Claremont, Exmouth. 

Rbnshaw—Knowles.—On Juno 22, at the Cathedral, Manchester, Charles 
J. Renshaw, M.D., of Beech Hurst, Ashton-upon-Mersey, to Susan 
Fanny, daughter of John Knowles, Esq., of Manchester. No cards. 

DEATHS. 
Maclachlan, Ann, the beloved wife of D. Maclaohlan, M.D., F.R.C.P., 

late Physician to the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, at Claremont, Ventnor, 
Isle of Wight, on June 22, in the 58th year of her age. 

Regan, Frances, the beloved wife of William Regan, M.D., at Dublin, on 
June 10. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in tlie Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Birmingham and Midland Eve Hospital.—House-Surgeon; must be a 
Member of one of the Colleges of Surgeons of England or Ireland. 
Applications and testimonials to the Chairman of the Medical Committee 
on or before July 3. Election on July 13. 

Bp.oadmoop. Criminal Lunatic Asvlum, Wokingham, Berk.s.—Assistant 
Medical Officer; must be a single man, and be legally qualified. Appli¬ 
cations and te.stimonials to the Superintendent on or before July 10. 

Dental Hospital op London, 32, Soiio-scjuare, W.—Dental House- 
Sm-gecn and Assistant-Secretarj". Applications and testimonials to the 
Honorary Secretary, on or before J uly 10. 

Dental Hospital of London, 32, Soiio-square, W.—Assi.stant-Dental 
Surgeon; mu.st be a Licentiate in Dental Surgery of Royal College of 
Surgeons of England. Applications and testimonials to the Honorary 
Secretary, on or before July 10. 

Hay Union.—Medical Officer; must be legally qualified. The gentleman 
appointed will be required to reside in Hay. Apiilications and testimonials 
to Mr. C. Griffiths, Clerk to the Guardians, on or before August 4, elec¬ 
tion on Aug^ust 5. 

King’s College, London.—Demonstrator in Natural Philosophy and 
Lecturer in Science. Further particulars on application to Mr. J. W. 
Cunningham, Secretary at the Hospital. 

Lincoln County Hospital.—Physician; must be F. or IM.E.C.P. Lond. 
or Edin., or be F.K.Gi.C.P., not practising pharmacy. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary on or before July 5. Election on J uly 8. 

Middlesex County Lunatic Asylum, Colney-hatch.—Assistant Medical 
Officer for the female department. Applications to be made on a printed 
form which may be obtained of Mr. J. S. Scaife, Clerk to the Visitors, on 
or before July 10. Election on July 13. 

Royal General Dispensary, 25, Bartiiolomew-close.—Honorary Phy¬ 
sician. Candidates will be requu-ed to attend at a meeting of the Medi¬ 
cal Sub-committee on the 1.5th inst. Particulars of the duties can be 
obtained of Mr. Rowsell, offices of the Malta and Mcditcirancan Gas 
Company, 60, Gracechuich-street, E.C. 
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Eoyal South London Ophthalmic Hospital, St. George’s-circus, S.E. 
■—Honorary Surgeon; must be F.R.C.S. AppUoations and testimonials 
to the Secretary, on or before July 5. 

St. Mary’s Hospital and Dispensary for "Women and Children, Man¬ 
chester.—Honorary Pliysician ; must be a graduate of one of the uni¬ 
versities of Great Britain or Ireland, and a Fellow or Member of one of 
the Royal Colleg-es of Great Britain. Applications and testimonials to 
the Board of Management, at the Hospital, Q,uay-street, Manchester, on 
or before July 9. 

Sheffield General Infirmary.—Assistant House-Surgeon; must be a 
Member of one of the Eoyal Colleges of Surgeons of the United King¬ 
dom, and L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Applications and testimonials to the 
Medical Staff of the Inth'mary, care of the Secretary, on or before July 10. 

SiiEPTON Mallet Union.—Medical Olficer for the Third District of the 
Union. Candidates must be qualified according to the rules and regula¬ 
tions of the Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to G. M. 
Mackay, Clerk to the Guardians, Shepton Mallet, on or before July 12. 

Sunderland Infirmary.—House-Sm’geon; must be legally qualified. 
Applications to the House-Surgeon, C. D. HUdbury, Esq., M.B. 

University College Hospital.—Resident Medical Officer. Applications 
and testimonials to John Robson, Esq., Secretary to the Council of 
University College, on or before July 17. 

University College.—The Professorship of Medical Jurisprudence will 
be vacant at the end of the present session. Further information may 
be obtained of the Secretary. 

York Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; mu,st possess both Medical 
and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials to the Secre¬ 
tary, Dispensary, York. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
\* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
Cfuisborough Union.—Mr. John Wilson has resigned the Danby District; 

area 25,240; population 2046; salary £25 per annum. 
Merthyr Tydfil Union.—Mx. Watkin Rhys has resigned the Rhigos 

District; area 5420; population 822 ; salary £5 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Bellingham Union.—William Rogers, M.B. Glas., M.C. Glas., totheTIiird 
District. 

EastAshfiord Union.—Edward W. Thurston, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.E., to 
the Second District. 

Spalding Union.—Thomas H. Tidswell, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 
Moulton District. 

Woodbridge Union.—Robert Hughes, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Seventh 
District. 

The address of Mr. MattLeiv Coates, R.N., whose name 
was included in the list of those who had passed the examina¬ 
tion for the Fellowship of the Royal Colleg-e of Surgeons, should 
have been H.M.’s Dockyard, not St. John’s Wood, as inserted. 

_ Dr. J. Braxton Hicks has been appointed full Phy¬ 
sician-Accoucheur at Guy’s Hospital, vice Dr. Oldham, resigned. 
Dr. J. J. Phillips succeeds Dr. Hicks as Assistant Physician- 
Accoucheur. Dr. Oldham retains connexion with Guy’s as 
Consulting Physician-Accoucheur. 

Professor von Graeee.—We regret to hear that the 
health of this distinguished ophthalmologist, which had so 
improved during his residence last year in Italy, has again 
become bad, and that he will be necessitated to shortly make 
another prolonged stay in a southern chmate. 

Small-pox is raging at Dewsbury, Yorkshire. 

Mr. F. St. Quintin Bond.—The following resolution 
was passed at a special meeting of the governors of the West 
Sussex, East Hants, and Chichester Infirmary, held for the 
purpose of appointing a successor to Mr. Bond, who had held 
the offices of House-Surgeon and Secretary for eleven years :— 
“ That, in the opinion of this meeting, Mr. Bond merits the 
best thanks of the governors, and the highest testimony to his 
many able services during the time he has occupied the posi¬ 
tion of House-Surgeon and Secretary of this institution, and 
especially for his great attention and kindness to the patients 
under his care; and that the best wishes of the g-overnors be 
recorded for his future success in his Profession.” 

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, — Examinations, 

1868-69.—Senior Scholarship in Medicine, Surgeiy, and Thera¬ 
peutics : H. E. Haynes and C. P. Skriinshire (equal). Senior 
Scholarship in Anatomy, Physiology, and Botany : 1, W. J. 
Walsham; 2, A. H. G. Doran. Jealfreson Exhibition: A. 
Wall. Bentley Brize : J. T. HartiU. Kirkes Medal: T. H. 
Hendley. Practical Anatomy, Senior—Foster Prize : W. J. 
Walsham; 2, A. H. G. Doran; 3, C. Hutson; 4, H. Hind; 
C. J. Newton and J. Willcocks (equal) ; 7, 0. T. Jones; S. T. 
Huggins, A. A. Gillithe, and C. P. S. Wayman (equal). Wix 
Prize : J. T. HartiU. Hichens Prize: J. Shaw. Practical 
Anatomy, Junior—Treasurer’s Prize: W. Furner ; 2, G. W. 
Burn (Exaroiner’s Prize) ; 3, E. Skaife; 4, M. Groves; 5, W. 
Eairhank; A. Godfray and A. 0. Horner (equal) ; 8, P. W. G. 
Nmin; 9, W. Odell. 

The Board of Guardians of the Rathdrnm Union, at 
their last meeting, increased the salary of Dr. Hatch, Medical 
officer of the Anamoe Disiiensary District, from £90 to £100 
per annum; and passed the following resolution with reference 
to the late Dr. Manning, Medical officer to the Workhouse :— 

That the gmardians desire to express their deep sorrow on 
account of the death of their Medical officer, the late Dr. 
Manning, who for a period of twenty-seven years discharged 
the duties of his office under the hoard with a zeal, efficiency, 
and success rarely equalled ; and it is hereby resolved that the 
deep sympathy and condolence of the guardians he conveyed 
to his bereaved vddow and family.” 

A DEPUTATION from the Medical Club waited upon 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in Downing-street, on 
Thursday, July 1, by appointment, to impress upon hun the 
necessity of considering the important sanitary questions in¬ 
volved in the erection of the proposed new Law Coiu’ts. The 
deputation was introduced by Dr. Brady, M.P., accompanied 
by Sir John Gray, M.P., and Dr. Lush, M.P., and consisted of 
the following gentlemen :—Dr. Lory Marsh, Mr. Nunneley, 
E.R.C.S., Dr. Richardson, E.R.S., Dr. Stamms Hughes, Mr. 
Booth, Dr. Sahben, Dr. Allen, Dr. Rogers, of RainhiU, Mr. C. 
J. Burgess, Mr. Field, Dr. Prosser James, and others. The 
deputation was courteously received by Mr. Lowe, and on 
retii'ing he promised to support the views of the dejintation, 
and invited the Club to send a representative to appear before 
the Select Committee appointed by the House of Commons to 
consider the general subject. 

King’s College Hospital.—On the 25th ult. more 
than fifty of the old students of this Hospital met at an 
excellently served dinner at the Freemasons’ Tavern, under the 
presidency of Professor W. A. Miller, F.R.S. Several of the 
Medical professors supported the distinguished chaiz’man, 
amongst whom we observed Professors Sir William Eergnsson, 
Bart., Partridge, Cartwright, and Soelberg Wells. A large 
number of gentlemen holding positions of distinction both in 
the ju’ovinces and the metropolis attended this agreeable riunion. 
The country men “mustered strong,” amongst whom were 
Drs. Allfrey (of St. Mary Cray), Brace (of Bath), Bradley 
(of Greenwich), Bridgwater (of Harrow), Playne (of Maiden¬ 
head), Rhodes (of Huddersfield), Walters (of Reigate); Messrs. 
Thomas Jackson (of Mottingham), Alfred Mathias (of Bridg¬ 
north), W. P. Swain (of Devonport), etc. Amongst the Lon¬ 
don men were—Professor Bentley, Drs. Anstie, Druitt, Duffin, 
Easton, Hood, Kelly, Sansom, Symes Thomjison, Way, Messrs. 
Bell, Pyas, Fairlie Clarke, Frederick Mason, H. Smith, Watson, 
etc., etc. A cordial vote of thanks was accorded to Dr. Buzzard 
and Mr. Francis Mason for the admirable manner in which 
the arrangements were carried out. The speeches were few, 
short, and to the point, and at intervals during the evening 
some of those present volunteered a song. These were really 
well sung', and were accompanied on a magnificent grand piano¬ 
forte kindly lent for the occasion by the well-known firm of 
CoUard and CoUard. 

Queen’s University in Ireland.—At a meeting of 
this University held in Dublin Castle on Friday, June 25, the 
foUoAving degrees, etc., in Medicine and Surgery were conferred : 
—Degree of Doctor in Medicine : Isaac Henry Anderson, Queen’s 
College, Belfast; Michael CuUinan, Cork; George William 
Daly, Belfast; John William Davis, Cork; Peter J. Dwyer, 
Galway ; John F. Enright, Cork ; William J. Hastings, Cork ; 
John R. Hayes, Cork; Francis Healy, Cork ; Michael Kearney, 
Cork; James J. MacNamara, Corli; William M'Conaghey, 
Galway; Daniel N. Martin, B.A., Cork; John Harrisson 
Nason, Cork; Francis Nunan, B.A., Cork; Augustine D. 
O’Connor, Cork; Thomas O’Sullivan, Cork; Joseph Smyth, 
Belfast; Wm. E. Sweetman, Cork; J as. L. Sweetman, Cork ; 
Alexander B. Tronsdell, Cork. Degree of Master in Surgery : 
Dr. Michael O’Malley, Cork; Dr. MacMahon Browne, Cork; 
Dr. Humphrey J. Donovan, Cork; Dr. WiUiam J. Hastings, 
Cork; Dr. John R. Hayes, Cork ; Dr. Francis Healy, Cork ; 
Dr. Daniel N. Martin, Cork; Dr. Thomas O’Sullivan, Cork; 
Dr. A. D. O’Connor, Cork; Dr. Joseph Smyth, Belfast; Dr. 
WiUiam F. Sweetman, Cork ; Dr. James L. Sweetman, Cork ; 
Dr. Alex. B. TrousdeU. The foUowing gentlemen received 
certificates of having passed the first University Exhibition in 
Medicine: H. J. Adams, Belfast; Thomas Middleton Arm¬ 
strong, Galway; Leopold J. J. Barnes, Galway; Richard J. 
Barry, Cork; Robert Blood, Galway; John ICing Brigham, 
M.A., Belfast; John Martin Browne, Galway ; Andrew Lang 
Browne, Belfast; S. Burnside Boyd, Belfast; WiUiam Con- 
cannon, Galway; Alfred Davy, C.E., Galway; Benjamin 
Derham, Cork ; WiUiam Derhani, Cork ; John Dick, Belfast; 
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Robert Drurj', Galway ; William Douglas, Belfast; Daniel 
Fegan, Belfast; John Gay French, Galway; Charles Henry 
Haines, B.A., Cork; William E. Johnson, Belfast; Samuel 
Johnson, Galway ; Samuel Johnston, Belfast; Edward Henry 
Joynt, Galway ; James Kerr, Belfast; Johu Knox, Belfast; 
Moore ICLllen, B.A., Belfast; Christopher Lloyd, Cork ; James 
Lawless, Belfast; Redmond Lee, Galway; John M'Conaghey, 
Belfast; Alexander Obcrhn M‘Kellar, Belfast; Peter J. 
M'Quaide, Belfast; Joseph Mark, Belfast; John Marshall, 
B.A., Galway; John Morrow, Belfast; William N. Mun-ay, 
Belfast; Joseph O’Brien, B.A., Cork; Patrick James Norris, 
Galway; Thomas O’Donnell, Cork; Robert Riddell, Belfast; 
William Ritchie, Belfast; Robert Saunderson, Galway ; James 
E. Smith, Galway; Frederick H. Smyth, Cork; J. B. Spencer, 
Galway ; Joseph Wilson Steele, Belfast; Hugh A. Torrens, 
B.A., Belfast; William Rattchffe Tolerton, Cork; Francis J. 
Tuobeg, Cork ; Thomas Wallace, Belfast; Alexander M‘Weir, 
Belfast; WiUiam Williams, Galway; John Wilson, B.A., Bel¬ 
fast; Joseph Wilson, Cork; William Wilson, Belfast. 

Action by a Medical Practitioner. — An action 
was brought last week in the Malton County Court by Dr. 
Scholefield, of Pickering, against Rev. T. Simpson, master of 
the Thornton Grammar School. The sum claimed was £5 11s. 
for Medical attendance on the defendant’s family during the 
year 1867. Defendant had paid £2 6s. 6d. into court, and re¬ 
sisted payment of £3 4s. 6d. on the ground that the death of 
defendant’s son had been accelerated by the neglect of the 
plaintiff. The boy had suffered from diarrhoea, and Dr. Schole¬ 
field had attended him mostly twice a day. Dr. Wright, of 
Malton, was also called in. A sudden change ha^'ing taken 
place in the condition of the patient. Dr. Scholefield was sent 
for, and foimd him to be rapidly sinking. Dr. Wright was 
telegTaphed for, and arrived before death. Neghgcnce was, 
however, pleaded, which defend ant held was sufficient to justify 
his non-payment of the Medical charges. After hearing the 
Medical testimony, the judge said the Doctors virtually agreed, 
and no charge had been made out against the plaintiff’s Medical 
skill. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff. The judge 
allowed costs. 

The Hltnterian Museum.— One of the important 
features in connexion with the amiual election of Fellows into 
the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons is the interesting’ 
collection of preparations which have been accuniidating by 
donation and purchase during the past collegiate year; these 
were displayed in the theatre of the College, and attracted the 
particular attention of a large number of the Fellows. The 
pathological collection has received a considerable share of 
attention during this time, and has been augmented by as many 
as sixty-seven new specimens, and 140 preparations have been 
remoimted. Several Fellows and Members have contributed 
some most valuable additions, particularly Sir Wm. Fergiisson 
and Messrs. Hilton, Hancock, Cm-ling, Adams, Solly, and Cock, 
Partridge, Carr-Jackson, Nunneley, and Dendy. Of the most 
noticeable preparations are a myeloid tumour of the tibia, with 
a section of the same ; a sprouting medullary cancer of the 
foot; an interesting specimen of necrosis of the j aw, showing 
the destructive effects of exposure to phosphorus fumes, and 
another exliibiting the dangers incurred by “ smashers ” in 
swallowing counterfeit coins, and described as ulceration of the 
oesophagus, with perforation of the aorta, from lodgment of a 
coin in the former; a skeleton of a new-born infant affected with 
rickets and hydrocephalus ; a very large bihary calculus. Sir 
Duncan Gibb is a large contributor to this valuable department 
of the museum. In the physiological series we find the 
principal contributions from the Council of the Zoological 
Society, and, as showing the interest t.’jken in the museum by 
learned foreigners, we find amongst the contributors Professor 
Peters, of Berlin, Professor Van Beneden, Sig. Maximo Ferjoro, 
Dr. Haast, and, last not least, H.R.H. the Crown Prince of 
Prussia. ^ The TJniver.sity of Louvaine and Administration of 
the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle de Paris are also amongst 
the donors. In the osteological collection the improved 
method of articidating will be seen to have been caiTied 
to great perfection in a skeleton of a very fine French 
bloodhound prepared from an animal presented by Mr. 
Samuel Lane. This skeleton not only shows the general 
form and proi^ortions of tlie animal, but is arranged to take 
to pieces, so that the articular surfaces of almost evei’y bone 
can be separately studied ; and it is e.specially deserring 
of mention, and must be very gratifying to Mr. Flower, the 
able Conservator of the Museum, that this method of mounting 
skeletons, as well as many processes for preserving and display¬ 
ing soft structiires which were originutud in the College of 

Sm’geons, have been already adopted in many museums both 
in this country and abroad, and we are told that frequent 
applications for information on aU these subjects are made of 
the officials—a satisfactory proof that the CoUege Museum not 
only maintains its own reputation, but is also doing good by 
diffusing generally the knowledge acquired in its somewhat 
large experience, and thus improving the general standard of 
museum work. Amongst the new specimens exhibited are 
some carefully executed dissections of the muscles of the face, 
neck, and extremities, the work of Mr. WiUiam Pearson, one of 
the attendants in this department of the museum, in which his 
father and gTandfather so long and faithfully performed 
their respective duties. This exhibition of additions about to 
be made to the museum will remain open for a few days for the 
inspection of the Members of the College, and wUl well repay 
a visit. 

Relief to the Sick and Wounded in Times of 
Maeitime Wae.—Peize Essay.—The Prussian Central Com¬ 
mittee for the Relief of the Sick and Wounded in Times of 
Maritime War offers a prize of 100 frederics d’or (equal to 
about £85) for the best essay on the foUowing questions :— 
In what circumstances, under what form, and with what 
success, during the maritime wars of the past, has private 
charity assisted in saving the shipwrecked and taking care 
of the sick and woimded of the beUigerent fleets ? To 
what extent and under what conditions can the relief 
societies undertake this task with a probability of success ? 
Wliat arrangements ought to be made in time of peace, in 
order to obtain such results as may satisfy the wishes of 
philanthropy in this respect ? Would the realisation of these 
wishes be hastened or secured if the Permanent Relief Com¬ 
mittees, whose duties are to aid the Hospital and ambulance 
service of armies in time of war, were to estabhsh a practical 
understanding with the existing life-hoat institutions ? The 
essays, written in German, French, or Enghsh, must be sent to 
the Prussian Central Committee not later than May 1, 1870. 
They must be without signature, but distinguished by a motto, 
and accompanied by a sealed note reproducing this motto, and 
giving the name and residence of the author. On Septem¬ 
ber 30, 1870, the bii’thday of her Majesty the Queen of Prassia, 
the prize wifi, be awarded to the essay to wliich it shall have 
been adjudged by a jury nominated by the committee. The 
author will have the right to publish the essay which shall gain 
the prize, but if within six months after the date of the decision 
the author has not availed himself of his right, the Prussian 
Central Committee may dispose of the essay. 

Composition and Quality of the Metropolitan 
Watees in June, 1869.—The follovring are the returns of the 
MetropoHtan Association of Medical Officers of Health :— 
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Boding. 

After 
Boiling. 

Thames Water Com- Grains. Grains. Grains. Grains. Degs. Degs. 
panies. 

Grand Junction 19-33 0-077 0-090 0-000 14-5 3-7 
West Middlesex 17-83 0-065 0-096 0-003 14-1 4-1 
Southwark & Vaux- 

hall 17-93 0-077 0-038 0-001 14-2 3-3 
Cliolsea 18-10 0-082 0-128 0-000 14-0 3-3 
Lambeth . 17-47 0059 0-128 0-001 14-0 3-9 

Other Companies. 
Kent.... 27-33 0-006 0-190 0-000 19-8 6-1 
New River 16-33 0-035 0-102 0-001 14-0 3-3 
East London . 18-87 0-053 0-120 0-000 14-6 4-2 

The average quantity of vater supplied daily to the metropolis in the 
month of May last was, according to the returns of the Water Companies 
to the Medio.al Officers of Health, 92,830,840 gallons, and the number of 
liou.ses supplied was 464,001. This is at the rate of 31’5 gallons per head 
of the population daily. 

Note.—The amomit of oxygen requhed to oxidise the organic matter, 
nitrites, etc., is detei’mined by a standard solution of permanganate of 
potash acting for tlu-ee hours ; and in the case of the metropolitan waters 
the quantity of organic matter is about eight times the amoxmt of oxygen 
requh-ed by it. 

Ethnological Society.—The last meeting of the 
present session was held on Jmie 22, Professor Huxley, presi¬ 
dent, in the chair. The subject brought forward was by Dr. 
King, the founder of the Society, entitled, “ The Cranium and 
its Deformities in relation to Intellect and Beauty.” Dr. Bang 
arranged the deformities of the craniiun as artificial and 
natural. Of deformity artificial the flat-heads afford an example. 
They comprise several tribes in the neighhoiu-hood of the 
Columbia River of North America. This custom of flattening 
the head is prevalent along the north-west coast of America, 
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from Salmon River to Unqua River, but it has also been ob¬ 
served in other parts of America, and is known to have pre¬ 
vailed amongst the ancient Peruvians. The burying-ground 
of the flat-heads is the disputed island of San Juan. It is 
a mere rock, with but a few trees. The flat-head was 
maintained by Tiedemann, Pentland, and Morton to be a 
natural formation upon examination of the flattened skulls 
foimd at Titicaca. It has since been found by an Arctic 
traveller, Ross-Cox, that it is an artificial deformity, and 
the process adopted for producing it is accurately described 
in his travels, and in all the works on ethnology—by Cathn, 
for example. The natural deformity was the main point of 
the paper, and Dr. King maintained it was going on in civil¬ 
ised life, and that, in the artificial deformity, there was “ uni¬ 
formity of error,” in the natural deformity there was non¬ 
conformity. It was the mode of nursing that gave 
rise to it. The child, for instance, is nursed on one 
side, there being a loss of one breast, or the mother has 
twins, and she nurses one child on one side, and the other on 
the other side ; or she is a wet-nurse, and she nurses her own 
child on the one side, and her foster-child on the other. This 
mode of nursing necessarily inclines one side of the head 
downwards—^it may be the right side, or it may be the left 
side. Now, as the brain necessarily forms the brain-case, as 
the nut forms the shell, the brain in its growth, which is 
very rapid in early hfe, necessarily carries the several bones of 
the head, now incomplete, to the depending side, and thus the 
head of the child is larger on the depending side than the 
opposite for life, if not corrected before the several bones of the 
head are consolidated into one mass. Thus, the cranial vault 
is deformed, and, in proportion as the cranial vault is deformed, 
so is the face. The cranial vault of the European is well 
represented by the egg of the turkey. The forehead represents 
the apex of the egg, and the back head the base of the 
egg; reverse this, and the base of the egg will represent 
the forehead of the face, and the apex the chin. Deformity of 
face is therefore necessarily the resrdt of deformity of the 
cranial vault. A further deformity of face takes place by the 
child sucking its thumb, the index finger being placed as a rest 
on the nasal bones, that inclining them to one side, either right 
or left, as the child takes to its right or left thumb to suck. 
Dr. King believes that intellectual deficierrcy is due to this 
cranial deformity. In order to obviate it Dr. King has taken 
a hint from the Esquimaux. He found in his visit amongst 
them that they nursed their children from their back. The 
child is placed at the back, and by a shrug of the shoulders is 
brought under the right or left arm as the mother desires; thus 
the right head and left head are depending alternately. Mr. 
Baynton and Messrs. Cole and Williamson exhibited a series of 
di'awings illustrative of deformity of European heads, and 
amongst them several heads of acknowledged ability. 

The Vienna Academy of Sciences. — Some recent 
elections into this celebrated body have given great satisfaction 
to the Medical Profession. Professor BiUroth has been made a 
Corresponding Member, and Dr. Hering, Professor of Phy¬ 
siology at the Josephinum Mihtary Medical School, has been 
advanced from the corresponding to the ordinary membership. 
But, best of all, Baron Rokitansky has been elected, by a large 
majority. President for the coming year. “We have a good 
right,” says the Wiener med. Wochenschrift, “ to rejoice in a 
choice which does so much honour to the entire Profession in 
Austria. Here we have a Medical Professor placed in the 
post of highest scientific honour in Cisleithan Austria—a 
choice which is also another intimation to the ultramontane 
party.” The .ZciYwwy, while stating that this choice has 
created the most gladdening impression in both Professional 
and non-Professional circles, hints a suspicion that the worthy 
recipient is accumulating rather too many ofiices in his person 
to admit of the satisfactory performance of their duties. “ Pro¬ 
fessor of Pathological Anatomy, Medical Jurist to the Town of 
Vienna, savant, Member of the House of Peers, Medical Referee 
of the Minister of PubHc Instruction, member of a whole 
army of committees. Examiner in the Rigorosen, and President 
of the Academy of Sciences, constitute an accumulation of 
posts the duties of which cannot be fulfilled by any one man, 
and some of wliich clash with each other.” 

Caution to Ovaeiotomists.—Professor Braun, of 
Vienna, relates a case of ovariotomy {Wiener Wochenschrift, 
Nos. 23 and 24) wliich proved fatal from haemorrhage twenty- 
three hom-s after the operation. At the post-mortem a piece 
of sponge was found which had been left in the cavity of the 
abdomen, but aU present were agreed that it had in no wise 
contributed to the fatal issue. As all the sponges used were 

numbered, it is supposed that this piece must have broken off 
from one of them. At all events, had the patient lived it might 
have given rise to unpleasant complications. We presume this 
is the case which gave rise to the report that Professor Billroth 
had left a sponge behind after ovariotomy, and for spreading 
which he brought an action against Dr. Kraus, editor of the 
Wiener med. Zeitung, notwithstanding the apologies and regrets 
for the error which he offered to publish. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

---o- 

I'^at £ju£stioi«<!j imulj sljall harn mu£^.—Bacon. 

Papier MdcM.—1. The exammation for the L.E.C.P. Eng. is more theoreti¬ 
cal, and that for the L.S.A. more practical, and of a somewhat different 

character.—2. No botany is required.—3. As a rule, not. 

W. G., Chiswick.—He is an Edinbiu’gh man, but has the M.R.C.S. Lond. 
in addition to three or fom- Edinburgh qualifications, has served in the 

Navy, is a Fellow of the Obstetrical Society, and writer on midwiferj’, 
and ought to be a man thoroughly to be relied on. 

M.D., Weston-super-Mare.—The result of the recent Arts Examination 

will not be made known for a fortnight. There will be an examination 

at the Hall in September next, on passing which your son could at once 
enter on his Professional studies. 

Dr. M.—A metropolitan Fellow will occupy the chair at the next festival. 

The election of President of the College of Surgeons will take place on 

Thursday next, when it is expected that Mr. Q,uain will be succeeded by 

Mr. Edward Cock, of Guy’s Hospital. 

A Great Sufferer.—We cannot recommend pai'ticular Medical men. If 

pressed to do so, we recommend such as hold high office, such as the 

President of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, Mr. Quain, 32, Cavendish- 

square ; Mr. Partridge, New-street. Spring-gardens; Mr. Holton, 10, 

New Broad-street. 

M.D.—1. It is not absolutely necessary for a Surgeon in a merchant vessel 

to have a double qualification. Many now afloat have only one ; some, 
perhaps, none.—2. We should say that a M.D. would be ehgible for 

such an appointment.—3. The appointments rest with the owners or 

their agents. Mr. Moore, of Tower-hiU, acts, we believe, as a Medical 
agent for such appointments.—i. The pay varies greatly. In emigrant 

ships it is so much a head for each passenger landed. 

We have received a note from “ A Medical Student ” at one of our largest 
schools. He amply confirms what has been already said by oxu former 
correspondent as to the scarcity of subjects for dissection. The matter 
is now engaging our earnest attention. 

li.S.—Yes, if he be qualified. 

A Pupil will be obliged to pass the preliminary examination. 

M.P.C.S., &c., can deduct the amount of the necessary expenses to which 

he is subjected in carrying on his Professional business from his return 

of income. 

A. Z. cannot claim a fee under the cucumstances stated. 

Chirurgus.—A master is not liable for the payment of Medical charges for 
Medical attendance upon liis servant imless he specifically contracts to 

be so hable. Many cases are on record in proof of this. An action 

might be brought in the case submitted to us, but we think it would be 

unsuccessful. 

M.D.—It is a matter of taste. A Medical Practitioner who renders im¬ 

portant Professional services to one of his bretliren has every claim to be 

treated with kindness and respect. If an attempt be made to remunerate 

liim with a paltry present, it woidd not be weU for him to resent the 

insult, but it would be better for him to “ pocket the affront.” 

A County Coroner suggests that in the clauses 10 and 11 and following of 

the BOl now before Parliament relating to the office and appointment of 

county coroners, etc., the salary should be fixed on the average of 

inquests held for two years previously. What objection can there be to 
this reasonable request ? 

“ Hurried to Death.”—Under this title, the Echo of a day or two since had 

an article which “ ran with the hare and held with the hounds.” It was 
a notice of a recent work with the above title ; but it was a notice unworthy 

of one of the most popular evening journals. Surely it was not necessary 

for the wi’iter to sneer at the “ Doctor.” Why, the Doctors have done more 

than all the other classes of the community put together to prevent dis¬ 
ease. The great sanitary reformers have been Doctors. Even their worst 

enemies cannot say that, in then desire to preserve and protect the 

public health, they have been actuated by selfish motives. Quite the 
contrary. Why, then, should a public writer think it necessary, in order 

to write smartly, to ignore the claims of “Doctors” to the gratitude of 
the community for their disinterested efforts in the cause of the public I 

It was members of the Medical Profession who first showed the evils 

of railway travelling, its influence upon i)ersons affected with heart 
disease, the evils which resulted from hurrying to the train, the 
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mischief which ensued from being borne upon the line at the rate of fifty 
miles an hour. In its next article on “ Hurried to Death,” it is to be 

hoped the Echo will take counsel with itself and aet justly. 

Singular Method of Recovering from the Effects of Immersion,—A correspon¬ 

dent of the Norfolk News states that, on Sunday week, about noon, a lad 

named Wilson fell from Mr. Nash’s Staithe, Charing-cross, Norwich, 

into deep water. George Wames, without waiting to strip off a single 
article of his Sunday attire, plunged in, and, quickly sighting the lad, 

who had sunk the third time, caught him by the arm, and swam with 

him to shore, taking care to keep the lad’s head under water, and thus 
avert the peril of an embrace. On reaching the staithe (a high one) he 

placed the death-like lad upon it, while he himself stood in the river. 
Pinding that the lad seemed full of water, he rather forcibly struck his 

swollen and hardened stomach, causing him to open his mouth, where¬ 

upon Wames thrust two of his fingers as far as possible down the lad’s 
throat, and at once caused him to eject at least a quart of water. His 

next treatment was to commence rubbing the chest, whereupon, in the 

space of about a minute or two, the lad’s consciousness, and with it his 
sight, returned, and .he exclaimed, “O Mr. Wames, didn’t I fight 
hard ? ” Brandy and salt, hot blankets, etc., were afterwards used. By 

Tuesday the lad seemed to have quite recovered from the shock to his 
system. 

Purification of Sewage Water by Iron. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir, I learn that the Dutch Water Commission recommend sewage 
water and Dutch river water to be pui-ified for drinking by the addition of 
perchlonde of u-on, FeaCU, in the proportion of 0-032 grammes to a litre 
of water, which must be allowed to stand twenty-four hours or more, and 
then be filtered before drinking. Can any of your readers give me practical 
information on this point ? I am, &c. D. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Mr. W. B. Woodman; M.D. ; Mr. Matthew Coates; F.E.C.S. Eng.; 
Mr. W. Tallack ; Dr. T. Kitchener ; Mr. James Bird ; Mr. Sequbira ; 

Dr. J. Braxton Hicks ; Mr. Dalton ; Mr. James Kelso ; Mr. W. T. 
Gr.a.n-t; Mr. Bellamy; Dr. Inman; Papier Mache ; Dr. Ker; Mr. 
Maunder; Dr. Christie; Mr. Bankart; Dr. Thorowgood ; Dr. 
Britton ; Mr. Henry Arnott ; Mr. Morrant Baker ; A Great Suf- 

FBRER ; A Medical Student ; Mr. J. C. Dempster ; Dr. John Murray ; 

Mr. J. F. Clarke; Dr. B. W. Richardson; Mr. J. Chatto ; Mr. 
Taylor ; Dr. Letheby ; W. G.; Dr. Murray. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Half-yearly Abstract of the Medical Sciences—Journal of Cutaneous Medi- 
cme, July Lewins on the Identity of the Vital and Cosmical Principle— 
Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal, No. 25—Report of the Binningham 
Medical Benevolent Society—Journal of Mental Science, No. 70—Pliar- 
maceutieal Journal, No. 121—Practitioner, No. 13. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

New York Medical Gazette—Newcastle Daily Journal-Medical Press and 
Circular. 

EIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, June 26, 1869, in the 
following large Towns:—• 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2100 1462 1381 73-4 41-4 54-3 0-20 20 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 110 76 *64 71-8 42-0 56-5 0-00 0 
Bii-mingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 238 175 125 73-2 42-3 54-8 0-05 5 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 375 295 265 70-3 46-4 56-2 0-00 0 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 232 210 *167 71-0 42-7 55-7 0-00 0 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 108 60 48 73-4 39-7 55-0 0-01 1 
Sheflield (Borough). 239752 10-5 193 126 97 74-0 43-7 55-2 0-00 0 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 130 71 50 70-0 45-6 56-5 0-00 0 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 227 129 118 72-0 45-0 56-3 0-00 0 
Hull (Borough) 126682,35-6 87 59 57 
N wcstl-on-Tyne, do. 1.30503' 24-5 61 69 43 71-0 44-0 52-7 0-00 0 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002140-2 157 86 121 71-7 39-0 59-0 0-00 0 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 395 268 313 
Dublin (City and 

some suburbs) 320762 32-9 107 158 110 76-1 46-3 59-4 0-03 3 
Total of 14 large 

Towns . 6546587 36-5 4520 3244 2959 76-1 39-0 56-0 0-03 2 
Week 
ending Weekending June 19. 

(1863) June 19. 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... 334 ... 1 61-7] ... 

At the Royal Observato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-967 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29-80 in. at the beginning of the week to 30-08 in. on Wednesday, June 23. 

The general direction of the wind was N. and N.N.E. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

APPOINTMENTS POE THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, June 26, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1080; Girls, 1020; Total, 2100. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1904-2. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years ia58-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

698 
598-3 

683 
552-0 

1.381 
1150-3 
1265 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

.Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Wlioop- 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 4633as 4 11 2 11 5 7 
North . 618210 2 15 26 13 G 

... 
Central 378058 ... 2 , 5 1 9 6 3 

... 
East . 571158 8 19 1 10 8 4 

... 
South . 773175 1 7 15 2 20 6 8 ... 
Total . 2803989 1 23 65 6 76 38 28 "T7 

METEOROLOGY. 

• From Observations at the Greenwich 
Mean height of barometer .... 
Mean temperature. 
Highest point of thermometer .... 
Lowest point of thermometer .... 
Mean dew-point temperatuie . . . . , 
General direction of wind. 
Whole amount of rain in the week . 

Observatory. 

. . 29-967 in. 
. 54-3 
. 73-4 
. 41-4 

. . 49-2 
. N. & N.N.E. 
. 0-20 

July 3. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, OJ a.m.; Kirg’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

5. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2^ p.m. 

Royal Institution, 2 p.m. General Monthly Meeting. 

6. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1J p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

7. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, If p.m. ; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s IJ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Obstetrical Society. 7j p.m.: Coimcil Meeting. 8 p.m.: Dr. West- 
macott, “ On the Use of the Whalebone Loop.” Dr. Lawson Tait, “ A 
Case of Reduction of Chronic Inversion of the Uteius by sustained 
Pressure.” Dr. Selby Norton, “ On Teething.” And the adjourned 
Discussion on the Report of the Infant Mortahty Committee. 

Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers op Health, 4 p.m. 

Meeting for Election of Officers. 

Westminster Hospital School op Medicine, 11 a.m. Mr. C. Carter 
Blake’s Lectui-es on the Comparative Anatomy of Warm-blooded Verte- 
brata—Lecture V.: The Class Mammalia. 

8. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University CoUege Hospital, 2 p.m. 

9. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CHOCOLAT-MENIER. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

^ The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
*•. Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition, 

^ ; ^Nunadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

' Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

- 
Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 

London. 
Eetail by all respectable Houses. 

MUSCULINE-GUICHON, 
A preparation of Eaw Meat combined with cooling Fruits, in tbe form of Sugared Tablets, manufactured at the Monastery of Notre Dame des Dombes 
Ain, France, under the superintendence of the Inventor. ’ 

The “MUSCULINE ” is strongly recommended as a nutritive and restoiing agent. It is one of the most powerful aids in combating the debility 
consequent upon Consumption, Diabetes, Aneemia, Cancer of the Stomach, Chronic Diarrhoea, Dyspepsia, &c., &c., and in protracted convalescence. 

The “ MUSCULINE ” is superior as an invigorator to the various extracts of meat. 

Introduced into England by THOMAS TOMLINSON, Chemist, 6, Lower Scjunour-.street, Poi-tman-square, London, W., Sole Agent for Great 
Britain, of whom it may be obtained Wholesale and Eetail; also of Messrs. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street, and Messrs. Newbery, 44 and 45, St. PauTs-churchyard. 

In Boxes, 2s. each ; by post, 2s. 2d. 

LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR 
Prepared strictly from tbe Formula of 

Baron Liebig, by 

HOOPER, 

HIFAI^TS ^ HALIDS. 
Sold in Tins, 1 lb.. Is.; 3 lb., 2s. 6d.; 6 lb., 5r., 

by all Chemists and Druggists, 

and direct from Mr. Hooper’s Establishments, 

7, PALL MALL EAST, 
OPERATIVE CHEMIST, TRADE MARK And 55, GEOSVENOR STREET. 

Wholesale of Barclay, Edwards, Newbery, all Patent Medicine Warehouses, and Wholesale Druggists. 

LIEBE-LIEBIO’S NOURISHMENT IN SOLUBLE FORWI, 
For INFANTS, WEAK CHILDEEN, and CONYALESCENTS. 

Ypepared by J. PAUL LIEBE, Apothecary, Dresden, 
husk, no wood fibre, can derange the child’s stomach, and no difficulty in cooking will impede the salutary effects of Baron von 

Sold by all Chemists. Wliolesale from all Wliolesale Drug and Patent Medicine Houses. 

Sole Wholesale Agents for Great Britain—A. and M. ZIMMERMANN, 7, Pen-court, Penehureh-street, E.C. 

JP .A. T E IN' T E ZK. T 12. ..A. C T, 
FOR PREPARING 

LIEBIG’S CONCENTRATED PATENT MILK, 
WITHOUT BOILING OE STEAINING. 

The only genuine substitute for mother’s milk, and the acknowledged best Pood for 
INPAWTS and INVALIDS. Perfectly free from husks. 

This food entirely differs from all kinds of farinaceous mixtures, with or -without Liebig’s name. By simply dis- 
sol-ving it in milk and water in given proportions, it juelds a food, as experience has proved, and as testimonials can 
show of a highly satisfactory nature. Price Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. 

Sold by all Chemists and Patent Medicine Vendors, and by the Manufacturers, LIEBIG’S CONCENTEjITED 
PATENT MILK COMPANY (G. MELLIN, Manager), 16, Tiohborne-street, Eegent-street, London. 

EF nOYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

DR„ HASSAL_L_»S FLOUR OF MEAT. 

B E E F “ T E A, 

Vniversalhj approved by the Medical Faculty. 

FOR THE IMMEDIATE PREPARATION OF 
CONTAINS THE WHOLE OF THE CONSTITUENTS OF THE MEAT, 

Including Fibrin, Albumen, and Gelatine; is more nourishing than many times its weight of Haw Meat, requires no 
mastication, and is easy of digestion. 

Invaluable for use in the Ai-my, Navy, a,nd Merchant Service, to Travellers, Toiuists, and Sport.smGn, and it is of vital importance to all Hospitals 
and Asylums in T^ich the sick are coi^eg^ed, and to Invalids generally, especially those suffering from Dyspepsia and Debility arising from Defective 

JPEE-traA made with the FLOUE of BEEP is FULLY EIGHT TIMES STEONGER and MOPE NOURISHING 
A MANNER, and far more nutritious than the Beef-tea (so called) prepared with LIEBIG’S 

DAiilACT, which does.ISOT contam Pibnn, Albumen, Gelatine, or Pat—the very principles which give the body its size, weight, and strength. 

over-estimate the importance of the Concentrated Flour of Meat.”—The Lancet, 
iho Committee has every reason to beheve that this is a preparation of considerable value.”—Society of Arts. 

ELOUE of BEEF for BEEF-TEA, Packages 2s. and 4s. John Bell and Co., 0.xford-street; Savory, Moore, and Co., Bond-street; Fortnum, Mason, 
and Co., PiccadiUy; and all Druggists and Itaban Warehousemen, and Wholesale of 

CROSSE & BLACKWELL, SOHO-SQUARE, LONDON. 
»** This wfil be found a most delicious relish as a Sandwich, or spread on Toast or Biscuit. Mix a portion with the Butter before spreading. 
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GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL 
OF 

EDUCATION AND EEGISTEATION. 
-♦- 

TWELFTH ANNUAL SESSION, 
HELD AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICLARS. 

First Day.—Thursday, July 1. 

In addition to the verbatim report of the President’s addres.s 

and the summary of the debate thereon which we pubKshed 

in last week’s Medical Times and Gazette, we now give some im¬ 

portant extracts from the minutes of the first meeting of the 

Council on Thursday, July 1. The following communication 

from the Government regarding the amendment of the Medical 

Acts was read :— 

Medical Department of the Privy CounoU Office, May 14, 1869. • 
Sir,—With reference to the Draft Bill which you recently brought under 

the Lord President’s notice, as proposed by the General Council of Medical 
Education and Registration, for amendment of the Medical Act, 1853, Iris 
Lordship dhects me to inform you that, with every wish to assist the 
Medical Council in accompUshmg its important duties, he does not feel 
that he could undertake to bring the proposals of the Draft Bill separately 
before Parliament, as a measure recommended by the Government, unless 
he regarded them as covering aU the gromid where amendment of the 
Medical Act is wanted; for, considering that the Act has at present been 
more than ten years in operation, the Lord President presumes that a fair 
judgment can now be formed on its success and merits as a whole, and he 
thinks that a judgment of this more comprehensive sort must be the basis 
of any amending Bill to be introduced on the part of the Government. 
The Lord President would bo glad to have the fuUest possible exirlanations 
with the General Council on this larger aspect of the case, and, though the 
requisite consideration could not be given to the subject in time for legisla¬ 
tion in the irresent far-advanced session of Parhament, his Lordship would 
hope to be able to deal with it next year in the light of such information 
as he may meanwliile receive. 

On the present occasion the Lord President does not propose to enter 
minutely on the question of the working of the Medical Act, but there is 
one point which his Lordship would wish to bring specially under yom' 
attention. His Lordship is advised that the Act is seriously defective, as 
not providing for a satisfactory and uniform minimum standard of admis¬ 
sibility to the Medical Register, and as not enabling the General Council to 
issue regulations in this respect. The state of the law in the United 
Kingdom (unlike that which obtains generally in Europe in the same 
matter) aUows a minimum qualification in Surgery to be registered without 
any qualification in Medicine, and simUaiiy a minimum qualification in 
Medicine to be registered without any qualification in Surgery; and, so 
far as may be judged from a recently published analysis of titles contained 
in the Mediced Register, it would seem that persons practising on those 
half-qualifications are to be counted by thousands in the United Kingdom. 
Cases are not infrequently brought under his Lordship’s official notice 
where persons possessing only such half-qualifications undertake neverthe¬ 
less to act in all departments of professional practice, and even obtain 
engagement as salaried attendants on the sick poor in relation to whatever 
diseases or injm-ies may affect them. The Lord President regards this 
state of things as open to serious objection, and his Lordship doubts 
whether Government could sanction any amendment of the Medical Act 
wliioh should leave so great an existmg evil undealt with. The Lord 
President is of course aware that at the present time most of the Examin¬ 
ing Boards which confer half-qualifications voluntarily extend then- exami¬ 
nations beyond the limits of their titular quahfication ; but liis Lordship 
doubts whether that mode of action, at its best, can supioly more than a 
very imperfect substitute for complete legal qualification, and whether, if 
it were univemal and permanent, it would not itself tend to develop con¬ 
siderable now difficulties. 

The Lord President understands that the General Council will now very 
shortly enter upon its annual session in London, and he accordingly directs 
me to suggest that perhaps you would bring the above branch of the 
subject under the particular consideration of the Council, with a view to 
his being favoured with any recommendation wliioh the Council may be 
disposed to make in regard of it. 

His Lordship fm-ther directs mo to suggest that the same opportunity 
would be favourable for eliciting the opinion of members of the Council, 
whether, if now legislation is to take place, it would be desirable to change 
in any respect the constitution of Council which the Act of 1858 established. 

I have the honour to be, Su’, your obedient sen'ant, 
(Signed) John Simon. 

Dr. BmTows, F.R.S., President of the General Medical Comicil. 

The foUowing communication from the Garioch and Northern 

Medical Association respecting the roiircsentation of the Pro¬ 

fession in the Medical Council was also read, and afterwards 

ordered to be inserted in the minutes :— 

Inverm-ie, Aberdeenshire, May 1, 1869. 
To the President and Members of the General Council of Medical Education 

and Registration of the United Kingdom. 

Gentlemen,—At a meeting of.the Garioch and Northern Medical Associa¬ 
tion, held here tlii-s day, the subject of the want of direct representation 
of the Medical Profession in the General Medical Council was considered 
by the Society, and it was resolved to communicate to you the opinion of 
the Society, that provision for such representation should be made in any 
amendment which may be proposed on the Medical Act. 

The Association begs leave respectfully to submit the following state¬ 
ment and reasons in support of this oiiiuion. 

VoL. II. 1869. No. 993. 

As the Council is now constituted, three-fourths of its members are 
elected by the licensing corporations, the remaining fourth being nominated 
by the Crown. The result of tins constitution of the Council is that tlie 
interests of the licensing bodies are represented rather than those of the 
Medical Profession at large. The admitted evR of so many examining 
boards (nineteen in number) conferring diplomas by equally numerous and 
sometimes confiicting examinations is thereby perpetuated. Be.sides the 
inconveniences to the student, and the ohstaoles thus created to a better 
system of Medical education, the standard of preliminary and Pi’ofc.ssional 
examinations cannot be raised, as the competition among so many Rcensing 
bodies is naturally a competition downwards. 

Moreover, the funds by which the expenses of the Medical Act, including 
those of the General Medical Council, are met, are provided not by the 
licensing corporations nor by Government, but by a direct tax on the 
members of the Medical Profession. Thus those are represented who are 
not taxed, while those who are taxed are not represented. 

One of the methods by which it has been proposed to accomphsh the 
object in question, is by adding to the Council members elected by the 
direct votes of registered Practitioners, arranged in districts. In the event 
of tliis method being adopted, the members thus elected, together with 
those nominated by the Crown, should not be less in number than those 
elected by the corporations. 

Tlie other method which has been proposed is that the representatives 
of the corporations, instead of being elected as at present by the governing 
or admitting body, should be elected by the members or graduates; those 
for the colleges by the fellows, members, or licentiates; those for the 
imiversifies by the graduates. 

The latter would be at once the more simple and the more complete of 
the two methods. It would avoid increasing the number of the Council; 
it would requu’e sunply a declaration to the effect that all registered 
members or graduates of the corporation shall be entitled to vote in the 
election of its repre.sentative ; and by it there would be secured the 
repre.sentation both of the Profession at large and of what is good and of 
public interest in the corporations. 

The Association therefore respectfully expresses the hope that, in any 
amendment of the Medical Act, clauses wUl be inserted by which the 
object in question—the direct representation of the Profession in the 
General Medical Comicil—will be seom’ed. 

I have the honom.’ to be, Mr. President and Gentlemen, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signed by order of the Association) John STmiTHEiiS, Chairman. 

A letter from Dr. Bell Fletcher, of Birmingham, requesting 
permission to attend with a deputation to present a memorial 
from nearly 2000 of the most ch.stinguished teachers, writers, 
and Practitioners in England, Scotland, and Ireland, setting 
forth the necessity of obtaining an Act of Parhament to amend 
the Medical Act of 1858 and subsequent Acts, was also read, 
and ordered to be placed on the minutes. 

On the motion of Dr. Paget, seconded by Dr. Storrae, it 
was unanimously agreed that the request of Dr. BeU Fletcher 
should be acceded to, and the deputation received by the 
Medical Council on Wednesday, July 7, at 3 p.m. 

A number of recommendations of the Executive Committee 
respecting the expenses of the Council in printing were also 
read, and adopted seriatim, on the motion of Mr. CiESAR. 
Hawkins, seconded by Dr. Paget. 

The Registrar then read the fohowing fist prepared by the 
General Medical Council in 1866 and 1867, and intended to 
come into operation after October 1, 1868, of examining bodies 
whose examinations shah fulfil the conditions of the Medical 
Council as regards prehminary education:— 

I.—Univeksitie.s of the United Kingdom. 

Oxford.—Examination for a degree in arts. Responsions. Moderations. 
Local examinations (seniorh certificate to include Latin and mathematics. 

Cambridge.—Examination for a degree in arts. Previous examination. 
Local examinations (senior), certificate to include Latin and mathematics. 

Durham.—Examination for a degree in arts. Examination for students 
in their 2nd and 1st years. Registration examination for Medical students. 
Local examinations (senior), certificate to include Latin and mathematic*. 

London.—Examination for a degree in arts. Matriculation examination. 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews.^—Examination 

for a degree in arts. Prehminary examination for graduation in Medicine 
or Surgery. . 

Dublin.—Examination for degree in arts. Entrance examination. 
Queen’s University (Ireland).—Examination for a degree in arts. 

Entrance examination. Examination for the diploma of licentiate in arts. 
Previous examination for B.A. degree. 

n.—Other Bodies named in Schedule (A) to the Medical Act. 

Royal College op Surgeons of Engi.and.—Examination conducted, 
iKider the superintendence of the College of Surgeons, by the Board of 
Examiners of the Royal College of Preceptors. 

The Society of Apothecaries of London.—Examination in arts. 
Royal College of Physician.s, Edinburgh: Royal College of 

Surgeons, Edinburgh.—Preliminary examination in general education, 
conducted by a board appointed by these two coheges combined. 

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow.—Preliminary 
examination in general Uteratm'e. . . 

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland.—Preliminary examination, 
certificate to include mathematics. 

Apothecaries’ Hall of Ireland.—Preliminary examination in general 
education. 

m.—E.xamining Bodies, in the United Kingdom, not included in 

Schedule (A) to the Medical Act. 

Royal College of Preceptors.—Examination for a fii’st-class certifi¬ 
cate. 

IV.—Colonial and Foreign Univep.ritif.s and College?. 

UxiVEitsiTiE.s or Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay.—Entrance e vainm"-* 
tion, certificate to include Latin. 
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Univebsity of M'Gill College, Montreal.—Matriculation examina- 
lion. 

^ Universities op Toronto ; King’s College, Toronto ; Queen’.s 

College, Kingston ; Viotobia College, Upper Canada.—Matriculation 
examination. 

Univer.sity op King’s College, Nova Scotia.—Matriculation examina¬ 
tion. Eesponsions. 

University op Fredericton, Nevs^ Brunswick.—Matriculation ex¬ 
amination. 

University' op Melbourne.—^Matriculation examination, certificate to 
include all the subjects required by the General Medical Council. 

University' op Sy'dney'.—Matriculation examination. 
Codeington College, Barbadoes.—1. English certificate for students 

of tYvo years’ standing, specifying the subjects of examination. 2. Latin 
certificate, or “testamur.” 

Tasmanian Council op Education.—Examination for the degree of 
Associate of Aids, certificate to include Latin and mathematics. 

Reports from the Branch Councils of tlie Medical Council, on 
the appointing a board for the examination of students in prelimi¬ 
nary education, were also read. The Branch Council for Eng¬ 
land reported that such a power would not conduce to a more 
cfrlcient and satisfactory system of preliminary examination. 

The Branch Council for Scotland strongly recommended the 
appointment of a joint board for the purpose, over which the 
Medical Council could exercise direct control. 

In bringing forward their report on the preceding remit, the Branch 
Couneil have to observe thp.t tlie Medical Act does not authorise the 
Medical Council directly to e,stablish an examining board, but tliat it is 
competent for the Council to recommend the formation of such a board by 
the licensing bodies jointly. 

In this view the Branch Council have adopted the following report, as 
embodying the recommendations which they are of opinion might be made 
on the subject:— 

The importance which the General Medical Council attach to the pre- 
limmary education of Medical students is evinced by the constant attention 
which the subject has received since the institution of the Council. Not- 
withsta-nding, however, the strenuous efforts wliich have been made to 
ascertain that students about to enter on the study of Medicine possess an 
adequate Imowledge of tliose subjects which the Medical Coimeil have laid 
down as a miiiimuin standard of general education, there can be no doubt 
that the variety in the syistems of examination recognised has failed to 
seem-e the desu-ed result. In proof of tliis, the Scottish Branch Coimcil 
have only to refer to the reports of the Committees on Pi-cHminary Educa¬ 
tion, which will be found at p. 215 of vol. v., and p. 248 of vol. vi. of the 
Minutes of the Medical Council. 

It appears to this Branch Council that many of the imperfections 
attending the preliniinaiy examinations arise from difference, both as to 
the subjects of examination and the modes of conducting it, existing at the 
different recognised boards. The educational bodies recognised by the 
Council are too numerous, and the certificates they grant are based upon 
standards, in some cases liigher, in others lower, than are recommended by 
the Council. The analysis of preliminary examinations prepared by Dr 
Hawkins, which will be found at vol. iv., p. 75, of the Minutes (May 21, 
1866), may be refeived to in confirmation of tliis statement. It thus 
appears that equality in the standard of proficiency cannot be obtained 
with so great a variety of boards, implying also so great a variety of judges 
Under the system in operation, it is impossible to secure that the natui’e of 
the questions set, even on the same subject, at the various boards, can be 
of similar value; or that the opinions of the examiners as to the merit of 
the answers can so harmonise that an approach to an equal or balanced 
estimate of proficiency can be looked for. It is evident from the reports 
on preliminary education already referred to, that none of the boards 
except those specially instituted by the licensing bodies have made any 
attempts to adapt their examinations to what the Council require from 
intending Medical students. It has been proposed, as a means of ascer¬ 
taining that the recommendations of the Medical Council are can’ied out 
by the national educational boards, to institute a system for visiting and 
reporting on the examinations conducted by them, similar to that which 
lias been adopted for the preliminaiy and professional examinations of the 
licensing bodies. TVTien it is borne in mind, however, that these boards 
hold a position quite independent of the Medical Council, there can be little 
doubt that many of them would decline to admit any extraneous super¬ 
vision ; but, in any' case, the exercise of a supervision so extensive would 
involve serious difficulty and expense. 

In these circumstances, the Scottish Branch Council suggest that the 
General Council should recommend to the licensing bodies a system 
over which direct control could be exorcised, and which might from time 
to time bo adapted to the proper standard of preliminary education. The 
Branch Council are of opinion that in Scotland there are no insuperable 
difficulties in the way of establishing a joint board, such as is here pro¬ 
posed ; and, if the Medical Council shall think that such a board would 
constitute a more conY'eiiient and efficient means of conducting the pre¬ 
liminary oxaininations than at present exists, the Branch CouncU have to 
suggest that the licensing bodies in each division of the kingdom should be 
invited to express theii’ opinion on the subject of the contemplated 
recommendations. 

The Branch Council for Ireland report “ that this Branch 
CounciL is of opinion that it might he very desirable, if the legal 
rights and privileges of the several licensing bodies permitted 
it, were the preliminary examinations conducted by an exa¬ 
mining board for each division of the United Kingdom.” 

The Branch Council for England also reported that “ while 
recognising the advantage of instruction in logic as part of 
the education of a Medical man, it does not recommend the in¬ 
troduction of logic as a necessary subject of the preliminary 
examination of the Medical student.” 

Ultimately, on the motion of Dr. Fleming, seconded by Dr. 
AiE:^NDEE Wood, it was agreed that a committee should be 
appointed to consider these reports on the subject of aboard or 

hoards for conducting preliminary examinations, and to report 
their suggestions on the subject. 

The following petition, presented to both Houses of Parlia¬ 
ment in pursuance of a resolution of the Council of July 6, 
1868, praying for early legislation on the subject of secondary 
education in Scotland, was also read :—• 

To the llonouvable the House of Commons iyi Tavliament assenibled: 

The humble petition of the General Council of Medical Education 
and Registration of the United Kingdom 

Showeth,—That the Council was established hy the Medical Act passed 
in 1858 (21 and 22 Viet., cap. 90), and was by a later Act (25 and 26 Viet., 
cap. 91) made a body corporate. 

That one of the principal duties of the Council is to keep and publish a 
register of such persons as have obtained, or may obtain, licences or other 
legal qualifications to practise Medicine or Surgery from bodies whoso 
qualifications are recognised by the Medical Act, to the end that “persons 
requh’ing Medical aid should be enabled to distinguish qualified from un¬ 
qualified Practitioners.” 

That, for the purpose of scouring that all persons who shall be entitled 
to have their names and qualifications placed on the register shall have 
been duly educated and tested by examinations, certain powers of inspec¬ 
tion and of representation to her Majesty’s most Honourable Ihivy Council 
should need be conferred on the Council by the Medical Act. 

That the Council are of oiiinion that the interests of the nation require 
that the education of Medical Practitioners should he raised above its pre- 

' sent standard, and that it is their duty to the extent of their powers to pro¬ 
mote its improvement. 

That the Council are in the belief tliat a solid groundwork of prelimi¬ 
nary general education is of the utmost hnportance to the successful prose¬ 
cution of Professional stud}', and that the greatest impediment to sound 
Professional education is to be found in the defective early mental disci¬ 
pline of Medical students. 

That, notwithstanding the desire of the several Medical corporations 
and universities of the United Kingdom to comply Yvith the recommenda¬ 
tions of the Medical Council that all persons, previously to being recognised 
as Professional students, shall pass an adequate examiuation in general 
knowledge, the Council have reason to apprehend that the maintenance of 

sufficient standard is rendered exceedingly difficult, owing to the defec¬ 
tive and limited education generally given in secondary schools. 

That the views of the Council as to the defective state of secondary 
education is fully confirmed by the reports of the Commissioners on 
Secondary Schools. 

The General Medical Council therefore pray your honourable House, 
without delay, to pass such laws as may seem to yom’ honom’ahle House to 
be best adapted to remedy the existing defects of endowed schools, and 
otherwise place the secondary education of the United Kingdom in a satis¬ 
factory state. And yom’ petitioners will ever pray. 

The Council then adjourned to Friday, at two o’clock. 

Second Day.—Eeidat, July 2. 

The Debate on the Amendment oe the Medical Acts. 

SiE John Geay and the Medical Council. 

Dr. Andeew Wood, in moving the first resolution—“ That a 
committee be appointed to consider the que.stion of the amend¬ 
ment of the Medical Acts, and that to this committee the 
communication from the Government on the subject be 
referred ”■—said: Whatever you may call this upon the minutes, 
any man who reads the communication must believe that it is 
a commimioation from the Government. And I am glad to 
think that it is so for tliis reason—that we have been going on 
from year to year knocking’ at the doors of successive Govern¬ 
ments, one Government not a bit better than the other, 
whether Whig or Tory, and all we have got for our trouble 
has been a great deal of courtesy and very little material 
assistance. There is an old Scotch story that illustrates this, 
of an old elder who used to attend church, and as it is the 
happiness of Scotland to have a plate for collecting the offering's 
at the church door, he “was one of those who took upon him 
that office. Now a certain Lady Beity, when she passed the 
elders who stood at the door, used always to give them a most 
elegant curtsey, and one day the old gentleman of wdiom I have 
spoken, said, “AUe need mair o’ yer banbees, Lady Betty, and 
less o’ yer menners.” (Laughter.) However, now the G-o- 
vernment have not only put themselves in communication 
Avith us, hut they have actually pointed out to us several 
matters which they wish us to take under our consideration ; 
and I think this is a favourable opportunity of saying something 
as to the working of the Medical Act of 1868, because it must 
be known to the members of this Council that last week in the 
House of Commons a most furious tirade was made against 
the Medical Council and the Medical Act hy my friend Sir 
John Gray. The Medical Council have always been alive to 
defects in the Medical Act; we have evidence of that in the fact 
that from a very early period of their sittings they have set 
themselves about the task of amending that Act, and, had they 
obtained more assistance from the Government in former days, 
that Act would have been amended long ere this. I wish to 
state that I think there is far too great an impression on the 
public mind that Medical legislation concerns more the 
Brofession than it does the general public. That I deny. 
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(Applause.) The object of Medical legislation is not directly 
to benefit the Medical Profession, though indirectly it does so, 
but to benefit the public ; because, if you read the preamble of 
the Medical Act, you find that the object ■which a paternal 
Government had in sanctioning that Act was to enable the 
public to distinguish between qualified and unqualified Prac¬ 
titioners. There is another thing that I will allude to— 
we often see in the Medical journals great attacks on 
the Medical Act, and gi-eat opprobrium is thrown upon it 
because it is sometimes said, “ This is the Bill of the corpora¬ 
tions.” There cannot be a greater mistake. That Act, -with 
all its merits and demerits, is not the Bill of the corporations, 
but a Bill brought in in defiance of the corporations. The 
corporations, before this Medical Act was passed, met together 
and elaborated a Bill, which was called Mr. Headlam’s Bill, and, 
notwithstanding Dr. Storrar’s denunciation yesterday, I have no 
hesitation m saying that if Mr. Headlam’s Bill had been passed, 
it would have gone a great length in carrying out the ■wishes 
of the Government ■with regard to the amalgamation of exa¬ 
minations. With regard to Sir John Gray’s remarks, I feel 
that this Council is bound to vindicate itself, because he made 
a speech in the House of Commons extending to three columns 
and a half of the newspaper, which he has been kind enough 
to send me in order that there may be no mistake in any com¬ 
ments that I may make upon it. This speech was made in the 
course of the debate upon the super animation of Medical 
officers in Ireland, and Sir John Gray, who seems to have been 
very full of the speech, and who seems also to be very proud of 
his speech, took the opportunity of bringing in, apropos of the 
matter, the whole question of the Medical Council and of 
Medical education in general. I think, if my friend had 
devoted a little more time in ascertaining ,what the real facts 
were, he might have saved himself from conveying a very false 
impression (I do not say he did it knowingly ; I know he did not; 
he is a man of honour) to the House of Commons, by whom 
he was very loudly cheered, in regard to the Medical Profes¬ 
sion and in regard to the acts of the Medical Council. He was 
making some remarks with reference to the age of candidates for 
the Poor-law ser'vice, and I will now read you two extracts from 
Ids speech :—“ Sir John Gray felt indebted to his lion, friend 
for calling his attention to that Act, which he did not hesitate 
to say was a grievous failure. It was true there was some petty 
tinkering under that Act [Well, there is some truth in that], 
but the changes made, though tending to afford greater oppor¬ 
tunities for the acquisition of knowledge and increa.sing the 
expense to the student, failed to enforce a sufficient test as to 
the fitness of the candidate for being' licensed to practise, or, 
more properly speaking, to experiment upon the lives of the 
subjects of the Queen.” Those are the terms in which 
Sir John Gray speaks of our Profession. Then he goes on and 
makes complaints against the licensing bodies in regard to 
their diplomas, and, speaking of the Army Board, he says:—- 
“ That board accepts any registered holder of a diploma in 
Surgery as a man who had given evidence that he had received 
a good preliminary Medical education, but they accept his 
diploma—and they are right—as proof of no more ; and before 
they allow the holder of that degree (whether he has one or 
ten) to practise—to make experiments upon the valuable lives 
of the soldiers—they take him to the bedside and satisfy them¬ 
selves that he is more likely to cure than to kill before they give 
the men over to his charge. (Hoar, hear.) This is not done by 
the several licensing bodies, and he (Sir John Gray) complained 
of the gross neglect of their duty by the Medical Council in' 
not ha-ving forced the licensing bodies to do this long ago.” 
It is all very well to talk of forcing licensing bodies to do this 
long ago, but if Sir John Gray had studied the Medical Act 
before he made this speech, he would have known that the 
powers which had been communicated to the Council are not 
of so strong a nature as to enable them to carry out their reso¬ 
lutions when they are made. Then he goes on to say some¬ 
thing else which astonished me—he said that one of the gi’eat 
advantages which were held out for the passing of the Medical 
Act was that the Medical Council would visit the several 
lie ;nsing- boards with a view of ascertaining whether they were 
doing their duty; and he went on to say that this is a duty 
which the Medical Council have completely neglected. (Loud 
laughter.) Now, I think it would be doing a service if a copy of 
the various reports on the visitation of examinations were to be 
sent to Sir John Gray, and I think it would be a very good 
dose for him to swallow to road the whole of them from begin¬ 
ning to end. (Laughter.) With regard to the visitations of 
examinations, I now state publicly that this duty has been 
most conscientiously and laboriously fulfilled for years past by 
the Council, and not only that, but fulfilled with the effect of 

producing great improvements in examinations —(hear, hear) 
—and I do .sincerely trust that tliis Council will continue to 
practise that ■visitation, because it seems to me that that is the 
only real and efficient control which was given by the Medical 
Act, and that, if they neglect that part of their duty, they 
neglect the most important part of all. Well, at all events, 
we have done what Sir John Gray says we have not 
done in that respect—have we done nothing more ? He 
says that Sir Benjamin Brodie made a loud denunciation 
against the state of the Profession in his day, especially as 
regards preliminary, but also as regards professional, education. 
Well, I must candidly admit that at that period the state of the 
Profes.siou, especially as regards preliminary education, was most 
deplorable. It was an intolerable thing that at that time you 
could get the degree of a university, the highest honour in 
Medicine, with no other test of prehniinary education than the 
reading of a small passage in Latin. Has the Council done 
nothing since then 1 (Applause.) Why, Sir, if we look at the 
recommendations of the Council, we find that they require that 
every Medical student before he can be registered shall have 
gone through an examination in the Eng-lish language and 
arithmetic, including vulgar and decimal fractions, algebra, 
including simple equations, Euclid, including the first two 
books, and anyone of the following subjects :—Greek, German, 
natural philosophy, and mechanics, including hydrostatics and 
pneumatics. I know it has been said by the British Medical As¬ 
sociation, who sent remonstrances up to this Council, that though 
we have instituted preliminary examination, we have pitched it 
very low. I do not admit that. The standard to which they 
would raise us is, it seems, the examination of the University of 
London. Well, I respect the examination of the Univ'ersity of 
London, but I say that for any sane man to require that as a 
preliminary entrance into the Profession is totally out of the 
question. I am quite sure that if we did pitch our requirements 
too high one of two effects would be produced : either the 
examination would become a sham, because you would not 
insist upon one-half you asked, or else you would .starve the 
public of a proper supply of Medical Practitioners. I believe 
we have gone as far as we possibly can go, and I cherish this 
hojie, that in a few years, when we have raised the character 
of the Medical Profession and operated as we are doing now by 
our examinations irpon the lower schools of the country, we 
shall be able to insist upon a higher test of preliminary educa¬ 
tion. I recollect two or three years ago the Medical Council 
rather hastily adopted the resolution that Greek should be 
made compulsory. Well, there is no man that would put the 
education of a Medical man higher than I would if I could see 
my way to do it; but I was glad when the Council 
went back with regard to that and resolved they would not 
make it compulsory, because I knew as well as possible, 
and every man of experience among Medical students 
knew, that that was a thing which could not be in¬ 
sisted upon. Under these circumstances I say that when 
the Medical Council is accused of having done nothing for the 
Profession, there is left out of ■view the fact that they have, by 
their moral suasion, or by their regulations, or in some way or 
other, produced this effect, that I believe there is no licensing 
board in this country that is not insisting upon a preliminary 
examination. That was not the case in the days of Sir Ben¬ 
jamin Brodie. (Applause.) Then, again, we are told by Sir 
John Gray that it is all very fine to examine upon anatomy, 
and chemistry, and botany, and all those scientific things, but 
that ■will not enable a man to practise at the bedside; and he 
makes a great accusation against the Council that they have 
done nothing in the way of influencing the corporations to 
adopt clinical examinations. He is -wrong there also, as he 
would have found if he had made a little more inquiry. I can¬ 
not speak exactly for England or for Ireland—they will be able 
to speak for themselves—but I can tell him this, that there is no 
board in Scotland that does not adopt a clinical examination. 
There is no quahfication given without a clinical examination. 
The Edinburgh College of Surgeons, the Edinburgh College of 
Physicians, the Edinburgh University, the Glasgow University, 
the Glasgow Faculty, aU require it, and the same in the case of 
Aberdeen. I say, therefore, that here again Sir J ohn Gray has 
misled Parliament for want of knowledge, and that if he will 
read our Visitation of Examinations, which we shall have the 
honour of sending liim—(hear, hear)—he will find that there 
also the Council has not been so neglectful as he has stated. 
Again, is it nothing that the Medical Council has also esta- 
an Imperial Pharmacopoeia—a Pharmacopoeia which, I believe, 
is now admitted on all hands to be as good as there is in the 
world ? (Applause.) I come now to the question—Is there, or 
is there not, need of amending the Medical Act, and, if there 
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is, Tvliat are the chief tilings that need to be amended in it ? 
The Council in former days had recommended the substitution 
of a clause for clause 40 in regard to the penalties upon those 
practising under false titles, and they have adopted also a 
clause enabling us to register colonial degrees. 'We all know 
there has been a very great outcry on the part of Medical 
Practitioners that the Medical Act has not protected them suf¬ 
ficiently—as if the Medical Act had been framed for any 
such purpose. I deny that the Medical Act was made to 
protect Medical Practitioners from quacks ; and I say, 
if it had been so intended, most unquestionably it would 
haA^e failed in its operation. Any man may attempt as 
much as he lilees to put down the quacks in this country; 
but no amount of registration or anything else will be effectual 
so long as there are men who are wiUing to be quacked. But 
in the Act of 1858 the words were so obscurely stated that there 
has been a miscarriage of justice, and frequently men Avho were 
assuming false titles and sinning against the spirit of the Act 
coidd not be convicted under the letter. But I believe the 
clause sug-gested some years ago, which enforces registration 
and makes the register the j)roper evidence by which a judge is 
to discriminate who is qualified and Avho is not, Ayill remedy that 
defect. With regard to colonial d:\fiomas, that Avas a matter 
taken up at the request of Sir George Grey. We adopted a 
liberal policy, and I thinlc, if we can get an enabling clause, we 
shall have shoAvn our symiDathies with the colonies and our wish 
to do them justice. (Applause.) But, notwithstanding all our 
labom’S, most unquestionably much more is required; and with 
rega,rd to the commiAnication from the Government recom¬ 
mending the amalgamation of the examinations, it is what I 
have ahvays thought to be a most important matter, and it is 
a matter which we sought to obtain in former Parhaments. 
In Sir James Graham’s BiU and in Mr. Headlam’s BiU tliis was 
the very cream of this measure; but in the present Act there is 
nothing more than what anatomists would call rudimentary re¬ 
mains of development—there is a sort of permissory clause. 
There is but one opinion held now, whatever may have been held 
informer years—that there should be but one portal of entrance 
into the Profession, and that it should be required of every man 
that he should have been educated and examined in every in¬ 
dividual part of his Profession. I trust, therefore, that in the 
Bill about to be brought in by Government there Avill be some 
additional arrangements hke those contained in Mr. Headlam’s 
BiU, or at aU events a permissory clause by which we shoidd bo 
enabled at least to form an examining board in each part of 
the country. It would be a great boon to the hcensing boards, 
who are not at aU anxious—I may tell my friend Dr. Beimett 
that, as he seemed to be very wamr upon the subject yesterday 
—to retain power over the preUminary examinations, but are, 
on the other hand, most anxious to get rid of that responsi¬ 
bility altogether as soon as they can see it ifiaced in 
good hands, as not germane to their ordinary functions. 
I have only one word to add, and that is Avith regard to the 
constitution of the Council. I have already freely stated my 
opinions on the subj ect at the la>st meeting, and I have reaUy 
nothing to add except this—that we must now go into the matter; 
we must now consider the constitution of the Council, and we 
must be prepared to give an answer to the Goverment, stating 
either that we beUeve the constitution of the Council to be 
perfect at present, or that we beheve it requires to be modified—■ 
(applause)—and in the latter case Ave shaU have to state to the 
Government how we think that modification should be carried 
out. You are quite aware that several projects have been 
entert-ained for this pui’pose. There is the project of adding to 
the Medical Council men directly sent by the fra.nchise of the 
registered Practitioners ; and there is also another, which I have 
never been able to approve of myself because I think it un¬ 
workable and clumsy. I mean the sending of two members to 
tins Council by the different corporations and universities 
through the means of every large constituency, such, for example, 
as the College of Sm’geons of England, Avhich I think would 
amount to about 15,000 voters. These are matters v/hich would 
require carefid attention, and I do sincerely trust that you AviU 
agree with me that a committee at aU events may be appointed. 
(Applause.) That committee will have pretty hard work before 
it, and very difficult work, but I think the members vdU 
be greatly aided if they wiU only refer back to the previous 
attempts at legislation and alloAV us to get a Bill of such a 
character as that it Avill have some permanency—(applause)— 
because I do not think it is conducive to the interests of the 
Profession or of the pubhe to have from time to time small and 
imperfect bills which require tinkering uj), thus keeping us in 
a^ state of constant agitation. It seems our motto for legisla¬ 
tion shoidd be “thorough; ” I think the Government should 

take the matter up, and I trust that they Avill take it up in such 
a manner as that, when once they show their desire to benefit 
the pubhe and the Profession, they aaoU also show that we are 
not prepared to take any violent means which ndght have the 
effect of cripphng, much less of destroying, these valuable 
institutions, the coUeges of this country, which are pecuharly 
British institutions, and which, notwithstanding the abuse 
frequently lavished uiion them, I beheve have conferred great 
benefit upon the community and upon the Profession. With 
those words I beg to submit my motion. 

Mr. C^SAE Haweins (who was very imperfectly heard) 
seconded the motion. Referring to Mr. Simon’s letter, he 
pointed out there would be no necessity for reqidring students 
who desired to take the higher quahfications conferred by the 
universities to undergo the examinations for loAver qualifica¬ 
tions. Ep to the present time there vms nothing to prevent a 
man from practising Medicine or Sm-gery Avithout any chploma, 
although he could not adopt any of the recognised titles. Before 
the Act of 1858 even this restriction did not exist, and there 
were not a feAV men of good position, who could without 
difficulty have passed the examinations, but who, from various 
causes, had nei'er done so. He believed the Apothecaries’ 
Society was the only body Avhich did not now examine for the 
double qualification. 

Mr. CooPEE said that, as allusion had been made to the 
Apothecaries’ Society, he had great pleasure in saying that 
the suggestions of the Council had been carefully foUoAved by 
the Society in their examinations, and he appealed to the gentle¬ 
men who had visited those examinations whether they did not 
reflect gTeat credit upon the Society. 

Sir Dominic Coeeig.4.n reminded the Council that the question 
before them was whether or not a committee shoidd be appointed 
to consider the amendments of the Medical Act. Mr. Simon’s 
letter had been criticised by Mr. Hawkins, but he (Sir D. Cor¬ 
rigan) thought the Government ought to be met in a fair spirit. 
Pie took it for granted the committee would be appointed, and 
he therefore would not take up their time by making a speech 
in support of the resolution. But he felt bound to reply to some 
observations of Dr. Andreiv Wood. He was sorry to hear the 
attack that had been made upon Sir John Gray, who was not there 
to answer for himself, and if no one rose to answer the criticism 
of Dr. AndreAv Wood, it might be said that the whole Council 
agreed in them. Sir John Gray was a warm friend of the Pro¬ 
fession. He had graduated in it himself, and even if he had 
fallen into a mistake and used rough words in the House of 
Commons toAvards the Council, allowances ought to be made 
for what was said in the heat of debate, and the fault shoidd 
be attributed not to Sir JoMi Gray himself, but to the sources 
from which he obtained his information. Dr. Andrew Wood 
had accused him of saying that the Act was a perfect failure. 
Was there a man at that time who could say he was wrong in 
that? [Dr. Andeew Wood: I do.] Dr. Andrew Wood may 
object to the word “perfect.” Omitting that word, nobody 
would deny that the Act had been a failure. Sir John Gray 
said the Council had not succeeded in providing the country 
with well-educated Practitioners for the care of the poor ; that 
the army and navy and Indian boards had been obliged to 
throAV overboard altogether qualifications issued by all the 
licensing bodies in the kingdom and to examine for themselves. 
Was that or AA'^as it not the fact ? and if so, did it not bear him 
out in the statement that the Act had been a failure ? Next 
he charged the Council Avith not enforcing its own recommenda¬ 
tions. Well, Ave might say the Council had not the pov.’er. 
Repeated assertions had lieeii made at that board that the 
Council had the power, although he (Sir D. Corrigan) had 
always controverted the statement. Well, if Sir John Gray 
Avas under the impression shared by a great number of the 
Council that the power did exist to enforce the recommenda¬ 
tions of the Council, he was quite right in charging them AAuth 
a dereliction of duty in not liaAdiig done so for the eleven years 
they had been in existence, for there was scarcely a licensing 
body in the kingdom that had not laughed at the regulations 
of the Medical Comicil. [“ No, no,” from Dr. Paget.] If 
they would hear him out, he would prove his words. One of 
the very first recommendations Avas that no man should obtain 
the lugh degree of M.D. vdthout going through a degree in 
arts. What Avas the first body to tell the Council to mind its 
OAATi business, that it had no concern in the matter, and could 
not enforce it ? Why, the Unii'ersity of Edinburgh. (Laughter.) 
Did the Queen’s University obey that ? It did not. Did the 
University of Glasgow obey it P It did not. Did the Univer¬ 
sity of St. Andrews ? It did not. Either the Council had the 
power or not. If it had, after having issued that recom- 
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mendation, Sir John G-ray tras perfectly right in stating that the 
Council had neglected its duty in not having applied to the Privy 
Council to enforce its views. The Council was placed in a 
dilemma if it said that it had the power of enforcing its recom¬ 
mendations, because during the eleven years of its existence it 
had never done so, and he would go further than that and say 
that it had never attempted to do so. Dr. Andrew Wood 
stated that the visitation of examinations had been most 
laboriously and efficiently carried out. (Hear, hear.) He took 
leave to deny that, and he thought there was abundant evidence 
on the papers before them to support liim in that denial. He 
found a careful calculation of the number of times the visitations 
had been made, and in the prospectus of one of those immacu¬ 
late bodies in Scotland there v/as one little line which stated 
that if a young man paid ten guineas extra he coiild have a 
special examination in the evening. (Laughter.) Dr. Andrew 
Wood said the qualifications had been raised; he (Sir Dominic 
Corrigan) maintained tliat it had been lowered by the Medical 
Council. Prom the very foundation of the AiDothecaries’ Hall 
in Ireland no j’^oung man had ever been permitted to be bound 
apprentice to an apothecary without preliminary examination 
in Greek, whereas last year, when it was suggested that Greek 
should be made a universal requirement, and that it should 
date from the year 1870, that suggestion had been dis- 
coimtenanced by the Council, who thought that 1870 was too 
early a period to require a knowledge even of the Greek letters. 
(Laughter.) Again, they had excluded from their list the 
subject of botany. Was that advancing ? The Army Board 
required it, and rejeeted students for ignorance of it. Again, 
Dr. Andrew Wood was certainly the last man that he would 
have expected to have heard uttering the sentiment that 
it was unwise to place quahfications too liigh. [Dr. Andrew 

Wood : Preliminary education.] And what was his reason ? 
That if you demanded too high a standard, then there wordd not 
be a sufficient supply of educated Practitioners furnished to the 
countiy. (Laughter.) [Dr. Andrew Wood : No, no.] Tlien 
it was that you would not be able to supply a sufficient number 
of Medical men for employment in the country. How very 
liberal boards of g-uardians were in paying Medical men! And 
was it to be said, because beggarly boards of g-uardians wanted 
to reduce the emoluments of Medical officers to a ridicu¬ 
lously small sum, that the Council were to bow to their parsi¬ 
mony and educate their students accordingly ? He remembered 
once saying to a member of an Irish board of guardians, who 
could not see why they should not get their Doctor as they 
got their baker—(laughter)—" It would be all very weU if you 
would confide to the same gentlemen to whom you are going to 
hand over the poor the lives of yourself and family ; but if you 
have only a toothache you -svill come up to Dublin for advice.” 
(Laughter.) In place of such wretched suggestions let them 
keep their standard high, and let beggarly boards of guardians, 
if they did not wish to pay for well-educated men, find that 
the Council would not furnish them with iH-educated men. 
He would never forget the answer of the late Abraham Colles 
when examined before the House of Commons. On being 
asked would it not be right, or possible, or prudent to educate 
an inferior grade of men for the care of the poor, he answered, 
“ I know of no mode of ciuiiig a poor man different from that 
of curing a prince.” (Applause.) And yet they were now 
called upon to let in an inferior class of men in order to j)lease 
niggardly boards of guardians. (Laughter and applause.) The 
learned Baronet then, in support of liis assertion that j)reliminary 
education had advanced but little, read some returns from the 
navy boards, shoA^fing the number of rejections, and stated 
that, with such examples before them, it was scarcely possible 
to support the censure jDassed iipon Sir John Gray, or to main¬ 
tain that the Council had improved either the preliminary or 
the Professional education of the Profession. (Cries of “ Oh ! 
oh! ”) " Oh! oh ! ” was neither an argmnent nor a fact. Dr. 
Andrew Wood stated, with a gveat deal of pride, that there 
was not an examining board in Scotland which did not examine 
in clinical Medicine and Surgery. (Applause.) But was it 
not the fact that one of the Scotch universities gave degrees 
■nfithout any examination at all ? (Loud cries of “ No ” and 
interruption.) He had papers somewhere which would prove 
it. They gave degrees to men over forty years of age. [Dr. 
Alexander Wood : But they examine them.] They co.a- 
ferred ten degrees per year upon men who were able to 
satisfy the examiners of their proficiency, proAuded they got 
certificates from gentlemen in the Profession that they were 
well-behaved men. (Laughter and “No, no” from Dr. Alex¬ 
ander Wood.) Dr. Andrew Wood, again, had been wrong in 
saying that no degTce was given in any Scotch university 
without a clinical examination in Medicine and Surgery. 

Dr. Andreav Wood : I mentioned Edinburgh, Glasgow, and 
Aberdeen, but I did not mention St. Andrews. 

Sir Dominic Corrigan : You began your observations by 
saying that in Scotland there was not an examination, etc. 

Dr. Andrew Wood : I was Avrong, then, in that. 

Sir Dominic Corrigan : At St. Andrews it was given Avith- 

out any teaching body at the university, without any exa¬ 
miners resident on the spot; and as to Clinical S-argery, there 
was no Hospital in the town. What could be said, then, as to 
the criticisms of Sir John Gray, with these facts staring them 
in the face P In place of attacldng Sir J ohn Gray, it would 
have been much more prudent to confine themselves to discuss 
the amendment of the Medical Act. Having now defended Sir 
John Gray as far as he ought to be defended, and as far as 
he (Sir D. Corrigan) felt it his duty to defend liim, he would 
conclude by stating that the resolution had his hearty support. 

Dr. Alexander Wood was not at all surprised to find Sir 
Dominic Corrigan defending his brother baronet. Sir John 
Gray, because he found the Freeman’s Journal, about which Sir 
Dominic knew something, advocated opinions very similar to 
those of Sir Dominic himself. He hoped before long to see 
the learned baronet sitting beside his friend in the House of 
Commons, and delighting lion, members Avith that eloquence 
which had been so often admired at the Medical Council. 
The learned Doctor then made a spirited reply to the remarks 
of Sir Dominic Corrigan as to the failure of the Medical Acts, 
and the neglect of duty on the part of the Medical Council in 
raising the standard of education. For illustrations where 
corporations had set the requisitions of the Council at defiance 
they must look to Ireland; and again, as an example of re¬ 
cusancy on the part of members of this Council who refused 
to visit examinations, Sir Dominic Corrigan furnished in his 
OAvn person an illustration of defiance towards the require¬ 
ments of the Council. A more serious charge could not be 
brought against the Medical Council than that it had lowered 
the standard of prehminary education. Having been perhaps 
more engaged Avith that particular question than any other that 
had come before them, he might be allowed to say a few words 
in defence of the Council upon that point. Sir Dominic 
Con-igan had alluded to the non-requirement of Greek as a 
subject of preliminary education; well, at all events the 
Council had added seA-eral modem languages, and had improA^ed 
the examinations in preliminary education as far as they had 
the power. They had visited them, and they had collected a 
vast body of evidence with regard to their present state, and a 
committee was at present sitting for the very pm-pose of 
endeavouring to act upon the information so obtained. Sir 
Dominic Corrigan had held up Irish Apothecaries as a model 
because they had been examined for years in Greek. It wotdd 
have been rather more to the purpose if they had been examined 
in something which would render their licentiates better Practi¬ 
tioners. (Laughter.) In former years the learned baronet had 
been the first to criticise the licentiates of that Society, and now, 
when it suited his purpose, he held them up to the Council as 
models, as angels of light. The Council had given a good 
reason for not requiring an examination in Greek—namely, 
that they did not consider the state of education in the schools 
of tills country was such as to warrant them in exacting it; but, 
to show their'anxiety to raise the standard, he woidd remind 
the Council of the petition presented to Parliament upon the 
subject of general education. That was the true way to go to 
work; by the other method nothing more than a smattering 
would be acquired, and the baneful system of cramming woidd 
be encouraged to the uttermost. This was_ the very thing 
the Council from its experience Avished to avoid, and therefore 
they had decided not to exact a knowledge of Greek until they 
could hope that such a knowledge would be thorough as far as 
it went. (Applause.) Sir D. Corrigan had quoted the navy 
returns for the same purpose—namely, to show a decline in the 
state of preliminary education. It was an insult upon the 
Council to say that they had lowered the standard in that respect 
when it was manifest that they had done their very utmost to 
raise it. With regard to the charge that the University of St. 
Andrews was entitled to confer degrees upon a certain number 
of graduates every year who brought certificates of proficiency, 
if it meant anything it meant that it AAms done Avfithout examina¬ 
tion. Such was not the case. It was done after full and care¬ 
ful examination, as would appear from the report upon the 
examination returns signed by two g-entlemen not at all likely 
to be partial—namely, Professor Syme and Dr. Fleming. Upon 
the whole he felt the Council would agree that Sir Dominic 
Corrigan had entirely failed to make out his case, had entirely 
failed to defend Sir John Gray from the charges brought 
against liim Ly Dr. Anclrc^v tut tliat lie liad succeeded 
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most ftillv and completely, as lie had often done before, in cast- 
in,i? i spersions on the work and character of the Medical Council. 
{A pplause.) 

llr. Thomson, as representative of the University of St. 
Andrews as well as of Glasgow, called the attention of the 
Council to the rules contained in the St. Andrews University 
Calendar, in explanation of the charge brought by Sir Dominic 
Corrigan against that institution. lie would read the regula¬ 
tions -ndth reference to the degree of M.D., which the 
University was empowered to confer upon candidates of forty 
years of age :—“ The Degree of Doctor of Medicine may be 
conferred by the University of St. Andrews upon any 
registered Medical Practitioner above the age of forty years, 
whose Professional position and experience are such as, in the 
estimation of the University, to entitle him to that degree, and 
who shall, on examination, satisfy the Medical examiners of the 
sufficiency of his Professional knowled.ge. Provided always 
that degrees shall not be conferred under tliis section on a 
greater number than ten in any one year.” He would also 
call the attention of the Council to the fact that the printed 
paper which he held in his hand, and from which Sir Dominic 
Corrigan had quoted, contained the very same regulation with 
regard to the examination required of candidates for the degi’ees 
in question by the University of St. Andrews—viz., “ and shall 
on examination satisfy the examiners”-—and in conclusion he 
drew their attention to the fact that the report of the visitors 
of their examinations was a highly complimentary one. 

Dr. Debt felt bound to protest against the aspersions which 
had been cast upon the Apothecaries’ Society of Ireland by Dr. 
Alexander Wood in replying to Sir Dominic Corrigan. The 
students had to undergo a most stringent and lengthy examina¬ 
tion, and he coidd assure the Council that as Practitioners they 
had the confidence of the Irish public. Moreover it was found 
that candidates from different educational bodies had gxeat 
difficulty in passing those examinations, and frequently com¬ 
plained of their severity. 

Dr. Cheistison was glad to find that the charge brought 
against tlie University of St. Andrews had been disproved. 
At the same time, if anybody might be spared the test of an 
examination, he thought it would be Practitioners of known 
standing, and forty years of age. However, he had no doubt that, 
even supposing such a practice to exist at St. Andrews, the 
governors of that body woidd at once comply with any sugges¬ 
tion of the Comicil upon the subject. As to their not having 
a Hospital for clinical examination and study, there was one 
close by at Dundee, and he supposed it would not be gravely 
contended that residence on the part of the examiners was 
necessary to an efficient carrying out of their duties. 

Dr. Andeew Wood desired to say a few words in reply to 
some misrepresentations on the part of Sir Dominic Corrigan. 
A great grievance had been made of the fact that he had criti¬ 
cised the speech of Sir John Gray when he was not here to 
defend himself. W ell, Sir J ohn Gray had made a f arious attack 
upon the Medical Council when they were not present in the 
House of Commons to defend themselves. He (Dr. Andrew 
Wood) only wished he had been in the House of Commons, 
for in that case he v/ould have broken a lance even with Sir 
John Gray. It was a foul calumny to represent that the 
Medical Coimcil was a coUoction of delegates whose object 
was to advance the purely pecuniary interests of the bodies 
■whom they represented, and ho felt bound, when such sugges¬ 
tions^ were made in the House of Commons—especially as a 
fictitious importance was lent to them from the place where 
they were spoken—to take the earliest opportunity of protest- 
ng against them. 

The motion was then put from the chair, and carried nem. con. 
The foUowin.g members were nominated to servo upon the 

committeeThe President, Dr. Bennett, Mr. Hawkins, Dr.' 
Paget, Dr. Andrew Wood, Dr. Apjohn, Sir Dominic Corrio-an, 
Bart., Dr. Parkes, Dr. Quain, and Dr. Cliristison. 

It was then moved by Dr. Paget, seconded by Dr. Andeew 

Wood, and agreed to, that the communication from the Garioch 
and Northern Medical Association, and the letter of Dr. 
Prosser James, be referred to the committee just appointed. 

The following letters, addressed to the Registrar in conse¬ 
quence of a resolution passed by the General Council on July 6, 
1868, in reference to those licentiate bodies in Ireland who do 
not require the preliminary examination to be passed before 
Medical study is begun, were then read by the Registrar:—• 

King and Queen’s College of Physicians in Ireland, 
Dublin, March 10, 1869. 

My dear Sir,—I am directed by the President and Pellows of the King 
! College of Phy.sioiaus to inform you that they had under con¬ 

sideration at their meetmg on Friday, the 5th inst., your letter of August 22, 

ent losing a resolution relative to preliininai’y examination which was passed 
by the General Medical Council on J uly 6, and that the f ollo'ndng resolution 
was adopted by the College :— 

‘ ‘ That the Council is in error in representing that throughout England and 
Scotland a complete uniformity has been brought about by the adhesion of 
the licensing bodies to the recommendation of the General Medical Council 
—viz., that ‘ the preliminary examination should be passed before Medical 
study is begun; ’ and, moreover, that the College is of opinion that the 
plan proposed by the General Medical Council of substituting a preliminary 
examination to be undergone prewously to the commencement of Pi’ofes- 
sional study, instead of encouraging an education in arts carried on for one 
or more years, is not calculated to advance the acquh'ement of a good 
general education.” I am, dear Sir, yours truly, 

(Signed) James Little, M.D., Fellow and Eegistrar. 
Francis Hawkins, Esq., M.D., Registrar, General Medical Council. 

School of Physic, Trinity College, Dublin, June 15, 1869. 
Sir,—In reply to your letter of August 22 last, and the resolution of the 

General Medical Council therein enclosed, I am instructed by the Bear’d of 
Trurity College to forward the enclosed reply, and am 

Your obedient servant, 
(Signed) Samuel Hauguton, Medical Eegistrar. 

Dr. Francis Hawldns, etc., etc. 

In reference to a conrmunication from Dr. Hawkins, Eegistrar of the 
General Medical Council, to the Medical Eegistrar of Trinity College, 
enclosing a copy of a resolution passed by the General Medical Council of 
the United Kingdom on July 6, 1868, viz.:— 

“ That the Registrar be requested to address a letter to those licensing 
bodies in Ireland ■syhich do not require the preliminar-y examination to be 
passed before Medical study is begun, representing that throughout Eng¬ 
land and Scotland a complete uniformity has been brought a&nt by the 
adhesion of the licensing bodies to the recommendation of the General 
Medical pouncil in this respect, and that it is highly desirable that 
students in all the three divisions of the kingdom should be placed on the 
same footing by the Irish licensing bodies using every means to obtain the 
necessai’y powers to enable them to require that preliminary education and 
examination shall be really preliminary to Medical study ”— 

the Board of Trinity College, having consulted vdth the King and 
Queen’s College of Physicians, is not at present prepared to recommend a 
change in the existing airangements in the subject of.preliminary education. 
Tlie board desires also to direct the attention of the Medical Coimcil to the 
following resolution of the College of Physicians :— 

‘ ‘ The College is of opinion that the plan proposed by the General Medical 
Council, of substituting a preliminary education to be imdergone previously 
to the cornmencement of Professional study, instead of encouraging r.n 
education in arts, canied on for one or more years, is not calculated to 
advance the acquirement of a good general Medical education.” 

June 14, 1869. Johx Toleken, Reg-istrar, Trinity College, Dublin. 

Queen’s University, Dublin Castle, June 26, 1869. 
Sh',—In reply to your letter of August 22, 1868, enclosing a resolution of 

the Medical Council of J uly 6, 1868, respecting preliminary education, I am 
desired to express the opinion of the Senate that a mere preliminary ex¬ 
amination is not a sufficient test of extra-Professional education. 

I may also observe that the matriculation examination passed by the 
Medical students of this university constitutes only a part of the test in 
general education to which they are subjected. 

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, 
G. JOHNSTONK SroNEY, Secretary. 

Francis Hawkins, Esq., M.D., Eegistrar. 

A motion was then unanimously agreed to that these letters 
should be placed upon the minutes. 

Dr. Apjohn, Dr. Aquilla Smith, Dr. Stokes, Dr. Andrew 
Wood, Dr. Alexander Wood, Sir Dominic Corrigan, Bart., Dr. 
Storrar, and Dr. Parkes then entered into a long discussion 
upon this correspondence; an attempt being made on the part 
of the English and Scotch representatives to get a categorical 
answer from Sir Dominic Corrigan and Dr. Aquilla Smith as to 
the practice of the Irish licensing bodies with regard to their re¬ 
quirements in the matter of preliminary education. 

^ The hour of six, however, struck before any decisive conclu¬ 
sion was arrived at, and the debate was adjourned, on the 
motion of Dr. Paget, until Monday, the oth. 

Thied Day.—Satuedat, July 3. 

The Council met at 1 o’clock with the intention of pro¬ 
ceeding at once to committee business, but the minutes of the 
last meeting having been confirmed, 

_Dr. Alexandee Wood moved that the report of the Com¬ 
mittee on State Medicine be received. 

Dr. Acland (the chairman of the committee) said: I proceed 
to lay before you the report which has been drawn up by the 
Commitee on State Medicine. The report itself consists of 
only two pag-es, and probably it will save the time of the 
Council if I read it at once. 

Report or Committee on State Medicine. 

The State Medicine Conunittee appointed June 27, 1868, beg leave to 
reiiort that, in pui’suanoe of the instructions they received, dated July 8, 
1868, they have forwarded to various persons at home and abroad the fol- 
lowmg letter and questions :— 

“ Office of the General Coimcil of Medical Education, 
. “ 32, Soho-square, London, W., 1868. 

ou’,)—^ comnuttee of the Medical Council has been appointed to in- 
quu'e_into and ‘to report on the steps proper to be taken, if any, for 
granting diplomas or certificates of proficiency in State Medicine, and for 
recording the same in the Medical liegister, due regard being had to the 
interests of existing health officers in the several parts of the kingdom.’ 

” The committee have decided that such diplomas or cei’tificates ought 
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to be R-rauted, after due examination, to persons who arc already, or shall 
hci’eafter be, entered upon the Medical Register, and to no others. 

“ Tlic committee are about to draw up a report on the education which, 
in their judgment, is proper for such persons, the time it should occupy, and 
the mode of examination. 

“ The committee would feel much obliged to you if you would give to 
them your opinion on these points, and on any others which may appear to 
you proper to bo discussed by them. 

“ In order to assist you in arranging your aiLswer, I venture to append a 
list of questions, by no means intending to limit the fonn or extent of your 
communication, but to indicate in certaiu detail the information the com- 
juittcc do sire to obtain. 

“ A memorandum ch-awn up for another purpose is also enclosed. 
“ Of course the committee do not presume to trouble you to answer those 

inquiries with which you may not be familiar. 
“ The committee desire me to express to you their hope that the national 

importance of this quc.stion may prove a sufficient excuse for the trouble 
lliey are giving to you, and that you will be land enough to return an 
answer before November to mo at the above address. 

“ I am. Sir, your obedient servant, 
(Signed) “ Hexuv iV. Aclaxd, Chainnan of the Committee.” 

“ Questions. 
“ 1. Various subjects, such as forensic Medicine, toxicology, morbid 

anatomy (human and comparative), ijsychological Medicine, laws of 
■evidence, preventive Medicine, vital and sanitary statistics. Medical topo- 

■^fraphy, and portions of engineering science and practice, have been sug¬ 
gested as those in which examinations should be passed by candidates for 
a diploma or certificate in State Medicine. Would you state what are the 
subjects wliioh, in your opinion, should enter into a programme for this 
l)iU’I)ose! 

“2. What is the time which should be exclusively given to these subjects, 
supposing it to be commenced after the completion of the ordinaiy period 

■of Medical study ? 
“ 3. "Wliat might be the order of such studies 1 What should be the 

method of study adopted ? 
“ 4. In which of these subjects of study wordd practical instruction 

appear necessary ? 
“ 5. To what extent should the study of these subjects respectively be 

carried ! Can you suggest any books which furnish an approximate stan- 
d.itd of the knowledge you wo'.ild recommend ! 

“ 6. What are the deficiencies which you have obseiwed in Medical wit¬ 
nesses ? 

“7. How would you propose to remedy them 1 by what education—legal 
or scientific ? 

“ 8. How should a court of examiners in tliis subject be constituted 1 ” 
The committee de.siro to record their best acknowledgments for the groat 

attention that has been paid to then- request by the eminent persons who 
have replied to the questions. 

Immediately following this report is an analysis of the answers from 
English correspondents. It has been thought desirable to keep this analysis 
distinct from the observations of the foreign authorities, whose letters can- 
-iiot advantageously be dealt with in the same manner. 

Tiro answers from home and from abroad are all printed iti extenso in an 
appendi.x. 

_ Dr. Runisey has favoured the committee with detailed personal observa¬ 
tions on the evidence, and, although the committee have not thought it 
desirable to embody those remarks in their report, they have thought it 
right to place them before the Council. 

Tire committee are unanimously of opinion that the evidence subnritted in 
these documents warrants, and, indeed, demands, that the Council should 
insert the requi.site clauses for providing a qualification in State Medicine 
in any amended Bill which may hereafter be prepared for Parliament. 

Sliould the Council see fit to agree to this recommendation of the com¬ 
mittee, the individual members of the Council will be able to give before 
the next session of the Council their serious attention to the details they 
would wish to see embodied in any scheme or by-laws for carrying such 
druses into eft'ect. 

This seems the more necessary, because, although there is a uniform testi¬ 
mony among all the correspondents of the committee, that grave attention 
i s due to the condition of public Medicine in the present state of this king¬ 
dom, there is great discrepancy as to the duties to be assigned to officers 
for forensic and sanitary purposes, and as to the conditions under which 
these officers are to be appointed. The committee are agreed that the 
thorougli discussion of the question of appointments and duties in the 
qmblic Medical civil service has become essential for the progress of social 
•.administration and organisation; and they thinkit reasonable that Medical 
students or Practitioners (however few they may bo who wish to devote 
themselves wholly to this branch of the public ser’vice) shall obtain a 
diploma, eci’tifj’ing the possession of knowledge adequate to the end in 
view—viz., the prudent and skilled care of the public health and the solu¬ 
tion of forensic questions. _ ... 

As the Council will have the opportunity, at some future period, of dis¬ 
cussing the documents now submitted to thein, the comniittee do not 
-consider it desirable at present to oifer any detailed observations of their 
own ; they recommend tliat the report and appendix be forwarded to the 
licensing bodies and other persons interested in the question of State 
Medicine. Henry W. Acland, Chairman. 

Eobert Christison. 

George E. Paget. 

Edmund A. Parke.s. 

H. W. Ecmsey. 

Aquii.la Smith. 

William Stokes. 

July 2, 1869. Allen Thomson. 

in answer to tliis, replies were sent from Dr. Arlidge, Robert Baker, 
■Esq., Dr. Lionel Beale, F.R.S., Dr. Bond, the Lord Chief Justice (Sir W. 
Bovill), Dr. W. Farr, F.R.S., D.C.L., Professor Guy, F.R.S., Dr. George 
Harlev, F.R.S., Rev. Professor Haughton, M.D., F.R.S., D.C.L., etc., 
P. H. Holland, Esq., Gillliam Hewlett, Esq., Sir William Jenner, Bart., M.D., 
F.R.S., Dr. Lankoster, F.R.S., Dr. Letheby, the Right Rev. Lord Bishop 
of Limerick, Dr. Maclagan, Dr. Mapother, Dr. Henry Maudsley, W. H. 
Michael, Esq., Pi’ofessor Rainy, Arthur Ransome, Esq., M.B., M.A., Dr. 

Lockhai*t Hohertson, .Tolm Simon, Esq., F.R.S., D.C.L., R. Ang^s Smith, 
Esq., F.R.S., Ph.D., Dr. J. A. S>Tnonds, Dr. Alfred S. Taylor, F.R.S., 
Ro^rt Travers, Esq., Dr. Buchanan ‘Wiishboum, Right Hon. Sir "VV. Rage 
AVood (Lord Hatherlcy) ; Dr. G. Van-entrapp, Frankfort; Dr. L. Pappen- 
iieim, Westplialia; Professor Rokitansky, Vienna; Dr. N. Geissd, Bad- 

Ems; Dr. Max V. Pettenkofer, Munich; Prussian Sanitary Code; Report 
by Dr. Geisse on State Medicine in North Gei'mauy.(a) 

Dr. Acland proceeded: The question was one which might 
be described as one of the growing questions of the day; a 
year or two ago it was very little understood, and he (Dr. 
Acland) had been made the subject of a con.siderable amount 
of chaff for proposing to make what were called “ Doctors 
in State Medicine.” On the other hand, within the last 
two or tliree weeks he had had to undergo a small amount 
of chaff, as chairman of the committee, for having been 
so tardy in carrying out the recommendations as to making 
State Medicine Doctors. Thus had pubhc opinion grown. 
(Applause.) The committee had collected information from 
some of the most skilled persons in this matter both at homo 
and abroad, a list of whom would be seen when the report was 
laid on the table. There were communications from the present 
Lord Chancellor and other persons of eminence, as well as from 
some of the most scientific and eminent persons in Europe. 
It was true they were few, but their opinions were of 
great weight. He felt bound to thank Dr. Eumsey, 
Avho had been of the greatest service in preparing the report, 
and who had added an analysis, as an expres,sion of his own 
opinion, wliich would be found to be of the utmost service in 
studjdng the documents. The committee thought they would 
be going too far if they had pressed upon the members of the 
Council any particular course ; therefore they had decided to 
do no more than prei^are this document, and respectfully to lay 
it before the Council. He trusted that at the next meeting of 
the Council (the committee having discharged any further 
duties which might be assigned to it in the course of the present 
session), the Council would feel itself in a position to introduce 
some such clause, as had been recommended by the committee, 
into the Medical Act. With regard to that clause, it Avas 
thought most desirable to suggest simply that the requisite 
clauses should be adopted in any Medical Act, without defining 
Avhat those clauses would be; and the reason for that was that 
there Avas already a “ Medical Acts Amendment ” Committee 
sitting, and it Avas thought some trouble would be saved if the 
matter were placed in the hands of that committee. With these 
remarks he would simply present the report to the Council. 

It was then moved by Dr. Paoet, seconded by Dr. Andeew 

Wood, and agreed to, that the petition from the Lothians’ 
Medical Association be received and entered on the minutes and 
referred to the committee on the amendment of the Medical 
Acts. 

The folloAving returns of examinations from the Medical 
Departments of the Army and Navy, and from the India Office, 
Avere then laid before the Council, and on the motion of Dr. 
Macbobin, seconded by Mr. Coopee, Avere ordered to bo entered 
on the minutes. The following is an analysis of the returns 
Avhich Ave have prepared in order to save space. 

The standing orders were then suspended, and the Council 
proceeded to committee business, adjourning its formal sitting 
until Monday at 2 o’clock. 

[Anala'sis op the Degrees, Diplomas, and Licences op Candidate.a 

FOR Commissions in the Medical Departments of the Arma', of 

THE Navy, and of the Indian Army, 1868. 
Examined. Passed. 

Licentiate of Royal College of Physicians, 
London . 1 f 

M.R.C.S. England .24 18 
Lie. S.A. Loudon .14 11 
Lie. R.C.P. Edinburgh . 36 23 
Lie. R.C.S. Edinhui'gh . 33 23 
Lie. K. and Q. CoU. Phys. Dublin. 10 12 
Do. Mid. do. 4 2 
L. R.C.S. Ireland .23 17 
M. R.C.S. do. 3 2 
Lie. Apo. Hall, Dublin 
Lie. Faculty P. and S. Glasgow 
M.D. Univ. Glasgovif ... 
M.B. do. 
M. Chir. do. 
M.B. Aberdeen. 
M. Chir. do. 
M.D. Queen’s Univ. Heland.. 
M. Chir. do., do. 
M.B. Trill. Coll. Dublin 
M. Chir. do. 
Lie. Med. do. 
M.B. Univ. Edinbm'gh 
M. Chir. do. 
M.D. do. 

4 4 
2 2 
3 2 
1 0 
4 2 
9 8 
9 S 

22 20 
13 13 
10 S 
7 5 
1 0 
6 0 
8 6 
4 1 

Rejected. 

0 
7 
3 

13 
iO 
4 
2 
ti 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 

1 
0 
2 
3 

256 192 64 

(a) These, together with remarks on the above documents by H. W. 
Rumsey, M.D., arc printed at length in the Appendix, which foi-ms a volume 
of 96 pagc.s. The pith of the Avhole Appendix vail be found admirably- 
condensed in Dr. Rumsey’s laborious analysis and remarlis on the evidence 
at the end of the pamphlet, and to this useful digest V'e advise aU mterested 
in the matter to resort. 
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These returns are gathered from the Passed. Failed. 

Army examination, August, 1868 . 37 21 16 
indian array, February . 24 20 4 

„ August.22 10 12 
Hoyal navy . 38 30 8 

121 81 40 

It must be remembered that from the 40 candidates 'who failed 16 would 
have been accepted had there been appointments open to them in the 
English or Indian army, and that one naval candidate was disqualified 
physically. Thus the number who failed for wa.nt of Imowledge is reduced 
from 40 to 27. Only 7 of the naval candidates were well acquainted with 
Xiatin. It vdll be seen that the candidates had more than two diiilomas • 
apiece on the average. It is said of one who had three qualifications that 
he was deficient in aU subjects. The subject in which the greater number 
-were not sufficiently qualified was anatomy.—Ed. M. T. and <?.] 

Foukth Day.—Monday, Jiily 5. 

Tlie minutes of the last meeting having been confirmed, 
Dr. Apjohn and Dr. Paget spoke upon the adjourned debate 

"With reference to the motion to place upon the minutes the 
letter from the Medical^ Registrar of Trinity College, Dublin ; 
and contended that, as it had turned out upon inquiry that this 
letter was written without the sanction of the college autho¬ 
rities, it should not be placed upon the minutes, but merely 
acknowledged by the Registrar. 

Dr. Stoeeae upon this, with the consent of the Council, with¬ 
drew his motion. 

Dr. AaiJiLLA Smith then moved—“ Tliat the report of the 
committee appointed by the Branch Council for England, 
xespecting certain preliminary examinations (Minutes, vol. vi., 
p._330), be printed in the minutes and referred to the Com¬ 
mittee on Preliminary Examinations.” 

Sir Dominic Coeeigan seconded the motion. 
Dr. Alexandee "Wood said the report of that committee had 

been ah’eady drawn up, and this communication, therefore, 
came too late. If Dr. Smith would confine his resolution to 
tte printing of that report on the minutes, he thought the 
Council generally would accede to it. 

Dr. Aquilla Smith having amended his motion in accord¬ 
ant with this suggestion, it was unanim.ously adopted. 

Dr. Stoesae presented the following report of the committee 
appointed by the Branch Council for England on Nov. 25, 

to inspect the papers on general (preliminary) education 
(Minutes of the English Branch Council, vol. vi. p. 330) 

J.1, ■ Report. 
Of the papeiy applied for by the Registear, those relating to three only 
the recognised examinations have been received—viz. the Cambridse 

local exanmations, senior; the College of Preceptors, first-class certificate ; 
the Koyal CoUege of Surgeons of England, preliminary examination. 

As regards the papers sent from the College of Preceptors, the Chairma.n, 
finding they ■were not in sets, and otherwise not such as were wanted, 
returned them, through the Registrar; but no others have as yet been for¬ 
warded in then- place. 

The papers of tiie Cambridge local examinations, senior, comprised :— 
Enghsh, Latm, Greek, French, German, mathematics (geometry and 
algebra), and anthmotic. ■' 

The examination represents a liigh standard. The best answers are 
excellent, and even the worst afford proof of fair knowledge acquii-ed 
^0*^°^ ^raining. The composition and spelling of Engfish axe 

The papers of the Royal College of Surgeons of England (preliminary 
^ammariqn) comprisedDictation, English grammar and composition, 
English history, geography, Latin, Greek, French, Gei-man, arithmetic, 
Etmhd, algebra, mechanics, chemist^, and natural liistory 

Thestandard of this examination is not a high one, hut the questions are 
good, and -would, if v/eU answered, be an adequate test. The best answers 
are generally good, some of them excellent. The worst are, however, 
otten had some so had that it is not easy to see why they should have 
been held to be sufficient, the spelling being often bad, and the answers 
frequently such as to show an absence of all real knowledge of the subiects 
to which the questions relate. John Storrae, Cliairmm. 

It was then moved by Dr. Paget, seconded by Dr. Stoeeae, 

and agreed to “ That a committee be apjioiuted to rearrano-e 
the recommendations and opinions of the Medical Counen on 
education, examinations, and registration.” 

Tim committee appointed consisted of Dr. Paget (Chairman') 
Din Embletoii, Dr. Eleming’, and. Dr. Leet. ^ 

On the motion of Dr. Alex^indee Wood, seconded by Dr. 
Raget, tlie name of Dr. Macrobin was added to the Committee 
on Preliminary Education. 

• Cheistison then moved—" That the Edinburgh Univer¬ 
sity Calendar for Local Examinations for 1868 he submitted to 
the Committee on Preliminary Examinations, with a view to 
tne Council receiving the report of that committee as to the 
sufhciency of the said local examinations to qualify students to 
coinmence their Medical studies.” 

Sir D. Coeeigan seconded the motion, which was unani- 
monsly ndoptod. 

V ^^SIDBNT announced that the hour of three had arrived, 
but Mr. Rattison was neither in attendance in compliance 

with the order of the Council, nor had his solicitor appeared on 
his behalf. In a matter of such importance and delicacy, the 
Council had thought it right to take every precaution, and had 
accordingly sent to Mr. Pattison’s solicitor to ascertain the 
cause of this delay. Certain formal business was meanwhile 
transacted. 

The reports of ■visitation of exa,niinations at the Queen’s 
University in Ireland were read, as follows:— 

Report op the Visitation of Examinations at the Queen’s 

Dnwersitv in Ireland. 

The examinations in Medicine for the primary part, and for degi’ocs, 
commenced on Monday, June 14, and were continued daily to the 24th of 
the month. 

The primary examination occupied the first week, and the pass examina¬ 
tion the second week. 

I attended on two days in each week, and carefully noted the questions 
and answers, both -mitten and oral. 

The questions, as usual, were judicious and well diversified, and the 
ans-vvers in general "were very good; but, in the absence of practical tests 
from important subjects, it is difficult, if not impossible, to say-n'hGther the 
candidates possessed “the requisite knowledge and skill for the efficient 
practice of theii- Profession.” 

At these examinations _ fifty-five passed the primary part, twenty-one 
obtamed degrees in Medicine, and tliirteen attained to the degree of Master 
m Surgery. 

This university still permits stiidents to enter upon their Medical studies 
without^having passed an examination in arts; and with regard to the 
recommendations of the General Medical Council “as to the method of 
conducting Professional examinations ” (see Mmutes, vol. vi. July 6,1868), 
I find that those numbered respectively 1, 7, 8, v/itli the former part of 
number 4, are followed at these examinations, and that those numhered 
2, 3, 6, 6, with the latter portion of number 4, have not been adopted. 

June 26, 1869. 0. H. Leet, M.D. 

Report of the Visitation op Examinations at the Queen’s 

University in Ireland. 

_ Ha-ring inspected and reported on the first-part of the Medical examina¬ 
tions of the Queen’s University held in Jime last, I since visited the exami¬ 
nations On the second part of the course, or pass examinations for the 
degrees of M.D. and M.Ch., held in September and October following. 

The subjects comprehended in this part of the examination are anatomy, 
physiology, Medicine, Surgery, Medical jurisprudence, and mid-wifeiy. 

The examinations were conducted oraUy and by printed papers, and the 
anatomy and Sm-gery were further carried on by demonstrations on the 
skeleton and on the dead subject. There were about fifty candidates pre¬ 
sent ; they -were allowed three hours for answering the printed questions 
on each subject, and from ten to fifteen minutes for oral questions. 

The questions wore clear and definite in form, and afforded a fair test of 
the theoretical knowledge of the candidates. Of 72 candidates who were 
examined for the degrees of Doctor of Medicine during the collegiate year, 
52 passed, and 22 of the number attained to the degree of Master of Sur¬ 
gery. There is more of the practical element than formerly introduced 
into these examinations, but it is desirable that it should be extended to 
other important subjects, especially to Medicine; and I think that, untR 
adequate means are a-vailable for conducting examinations at the bedside, 
certificates from clinical teadhers in Hospitals should not he received 
unless they testify for the proficiency of the candidate in the diagnosis and 
treatment of disease. 

March 16, 1869. C. H. Debt, M.D. 

Moved by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Dr. Andeew Wood, 

and agreed to—“ That tlie reports of -risitations of Professional 
examinations at the Queen’s University, Ireland, now read, be 
entered on the minutes.” 

Dr. Paekes -wished to call the attention of the Registrar to the 
following report of the Committee on the Visitations of Exami¬ 
nations with ^reference to the Queen’s University in Ireland. 
In vol. V. page 247, of the minutes, were these words—“The 
committee are informed that the student may follow his Pro¬ 
fessional studies two years before passing his preliminary 
examination in arts.” The Council directed the attention of 
the university to the evil of tins, as permitting insufficiently 
educated persons to enter on Professional studies. Again, at 
page 90, these words appear—“ Information has been received 
from the Secretary of the Queen’s University in Ueland, 
stating that the report of the Medical Council on the -visitation 
of examinations had been referred to the Committee of the 
Senate, which had not yet reported on the subject.” He 
■wished to ask whether the report of that Committee of the 
Senate of the Queen’s University had been yet received by the 
Council. 

The Registeae : It has not. 
Dr. Pj^KES then gave notice of motion for the next day, that 

the Registrar be requested to wi’ite to the Queen’s University 
for the report of that committee. 

Sir Dominic Coeeigan said the letter read from the Queen’s 
University in answer to a similar inquiry was a sufficient answer 
to the question put by Dr. Paget—namely, that that university 
declined to accede to the view of the Medical Council until they 
suggested some better course for carrying it out. At present 
they thought their own course the best, and they told the 
Council so. Therefore he thought no more information was 
required upon the matter. The learned baronet then referred 
to a statement by Dr. Leet in a report which he had dra-wn up 
(referring to certain colleges in Ireland) that there was an 
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excellent preliminary examination. He ■would like to kuo'w 
■whether Dr. Leet had ever inspected a single paper or taken 
any other steps to ascertain what their examinations were. 

Dr. Leet said he got his information from the professors of 
the colleges. 

Sir Dominic Coeeigan : Oh! The reason he dwelt upon the 
matter was that, being a member of the Senate of the Queen’s 
University of Ireland, he was unable to endorse Dr. Leet’s state¬ 
ment. The Senate had no control over the colleges except 
when the student came up for examination, and the Senate of 
the Queen’s University found themselves unable to trust to 
college examinations, but recommended the student to go 
through an education and examination in arts during the first 
two years of Medical study at the university. They trusted 
so little to those wonderful prehininary examinations which 
Dr. Leet had lauded from knowing nothing whatever about 
them—(laughter)—that, no matter what college professors 
might say to them, they did not accept the certificates of a 
single student who came before them for examination. While 
upon the subject of the Queen’s University he might remind 
those who had made attacks upon it that if they studied the 
army and navy returns they ivould find there was scarcely a 
single graduate of the University who had been rejected. 
Therefore, looking “upon this picture and upon that,” the 
critics would do well to turn their attacks elsewhere. 

Dr. Bennett thought Sir Dominic Corrigan’s explanation was 
exceedingly unsatisfactory ivith reference to the practice at the 
Queen’s University. The recommendation of the Council was 
that all students, before commencing Medical education, shall 
have passed a preliminary examination in arts, and it was for 
the Co-anoil to judge whether the answer wliich had been 
returned by the Queen’s University was a sufficient reason for 
not acting' in accordance ■with the recommendation. 

Dr. Alexandee Wood was perfectly prepared to second a 
motion upon the subject if Dr. Bennett would put his remarks 
in that form. He hoped the Council would not be satisfied 
with questions from that side of the table and answered by 
the learned baronet on the other. Something further was 
required in order to penetrate the mystery which ■wrapped round 
the Queen’s College of Ireland, and he would suggest that a 
series of questions should be framed, and should be submitted 
by the authority of the Council, through its Registrar, to the 
official representative of the Irish college, with a request that 
they should give definite and jirecise answers thereto, upon 
which the Council could proceed in a business-like manner. 
Sir Dominic Corrigan seemed to mistake altogether the object 
of the Council insisting upon preliminary examination taking' 
precedence of the commencement of Professional study. He 
seemed to think the sole object was to secure that the full- 
fledged graduate should be qualified in Arts. That was not 
the real intention of the Council. It was to secure that the 
kledical student, before commencing his Medical study, should 
have such an ajnount of general iiiformation as would enable 
him profitably to attend the lectures of his Medical teachers. 

On the motion of Dr. Fleming, seconded by Dr. Andeew 

Wood, the foregoing reports were entered on the minutes. 

De. Pattison’s Case. 

The Peesident then announced that it had been discovered 
that Dr. Pattison’s communication had been sent to the office 
in Soho-square, and hence the delay. He felt they had, there¬ 
fore, done well to wait. The circumstances of the case were 
welt known to the Council, haidng been published in the news- 
jiaper reports of a motion for a criminal information against 
Dr. Pattison in the Court of Queen’s Bench. Upon that the 
proceedings of the Council were founded, and, in the first in¬ 
stance, the solicitor’s attention had been called to it, and he was 
now in attendance to give them advice upon the subject. 

Mr. OxjVEY stated that, by direction of the Branch Council, 
he had summoned Dr. Pattison to appear before the Medical 
Council to answer a charge of misconduct under the 24th 
section of the Act. At first he had desired to appear by 
counsel, but, that being refused, he had sent in a ■written state¬ 
ment to the Council. The evidence in support of the charge 
consisted of an office copy of an affidavit by Charles Frewen, 
Esq., filed in the Court of Queen’s Bench, and under which 
the rule nisi for the criminal information was granted. Upon 
the ride coming' on for argument, hlr. Frewen withdrew from 
the charge on the defendant apologising and paying the costs 
of the information. The affidavit filed was a joint deposition 
of Mr. Freiven and Mr. Langham, his solicitor, and it stated 
at length the circumstances under wMch Dr. Pattison had 
been guilty of the conduct complained of. It appeared 
that he had attended Mr. Frewen’s wife for cancer, and 

had received fees amounting to £164 diu'ing her lifetime. 
Upon her death he sent in a further demand for 100 guineas, 
and, upon tliis being repudiated by Mr. Frewen, he threatened 
an action against him. This action was not proceeded 
with, but an irritating correspondence was kept up on the 
part of Dr. Pattison until Mr. Frewen ■wrote requesting that 
tliis should cease, and that the action should bo proceeded 
with. Thereupon Dr. Pattison again wrote to Mr. Frewen, 
enclosing liim jiroof sheets of his late wife’s case, and stating 
that, as he was about to pubhsh a book upon cancer, he thought 
it right, as Mr. Frewen was so fond of litigation, to give liim 
notice of what he was about to publish. The case was de¬ 
scribed in the coarsest way, and in a manner calculated to 
wound the feelings of a man of honour in their most sensitive 
part. The judges of the Court of Queen’s Bench, when they 
found Mr. Frewen had consented to a compromise, said that 
this was one of the cases which made them regret the absence 
of a public prosecutor. It was impossible for the court to make 
the rule absolute without placing themselves in a false position; 
but the case appeared to come clearly ■within the criminal law, 
and they could only regret that the applicant had been satisfied 
with the arrangement which had been effected. 

Sir D. CoEEiGAN said he felt it his duty to give expression to 
the opinion of the Council that the conduct of Dr. Pattison 
was certainly infamous in a Professional point of ■view, and 
justified the Council in striking off his name from the Reg-ister. 
He therefore moved “That John Pattison, of 10, Cavendish- 
place, St. John’s-wood, M.D. of New York, is judged by this 
Council, after due inquiry, to have been guilty of infamous 
conduct in a Professional respect.” 

Dr. Rumsey seconded the motion, and congratulated the 
Council upon being able to purge the ranks of the Profession 
from such a man. 

The motion was then put to the vote, and carried nem. con. 
Dr. Bennett then moved “ That the said JohnPattison, having 

been judged by the G-eneral Council, after due inquiry, to have 
been guilty of infamous conduct in a Professional respect, the 
G-eneral Medical Council do hereby adjudge that the name of 
the said John Pattison be erased from the Register, and do 
by Ibis order direct the Registrar to erase his name from the 
Register aforesaid.” 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Hawkins, and unanimously 
adopted. 

On the motion of Dr. Stokes, seconded by Mr. Haegeave, a 
copy of the Council’s orders, signed by the President and 
countersigned by the Registrar, was ordered “ to be trans¬ 
mitted to the said John Pattison.” 

The following communication from the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England respecting vaccination was then read ;— 

Royal College of Surgeons of England, November 18, 1868. 
Sir,—I have laid before the Council of this College your letter of the 

22nd of July last, transmitting, by direction of the General Comicil of 
Medical Education and Registration of the United Kingdom, copies of 
t-wo recommendations issued by that Council relating- to vaccination, 
together -with copies of the report of a committee of the General Medical 
Council on the same subject, and expressing the hope of that Co-uncil that 
these recommendations ■will be adopted by all the bodies mentioned in 
schedule (A) of the Medical Act; and I am desired to acquaint you that 
the Council of the College, having fully considered the recommendations, 
adopted them, and, at the same time, resolved that the regulation 
restricting the grant of the certificate of instruction and proficiency in 
vaccination to Surgeons holding the appointment, or possessing the 
opportunities enumerated in the second recommendation, be applicable to 
candidates commencing their Professional education for the diplomas of 
this College on or after October 1, 1868. ■ 

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, 
F. Hawkins, Esq., M.D., etc., etc. Edwaed Trimuer, Secretary, 

Ou the motion of Mr. Caisae Hawkins, seconded by Dr. 
Maceobin, tliis communication was received and entered on the 

minutes. 
Communications from the Medical Teachers’ Association of 

London were then read, received, and referred to the Committee 
on Medical Education. 

A certified extract ha-ying been read from the minutes of a 
meeting of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, at 
which meeting Lima Abraham La’Mert was deprived of the 
licence of the College, 

Dr. Alexandee Wood moved—“ That the Registrar do forth¬ 
with erase from the Medical Register the qualification of Lima 
Abraham La’Mert as a Licentiate of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians of Edinburgh.” The College ot Physicians^ had been 
very much blamed for allowing this name to remain so long 
upon their register. It was removed from the College of Sur¬ 
geons of England some years ago, and it would have been 
removed from the Edinburgh College of Physicians but for a 
technical difficulty in the way. As a justification he would 
mention that that body, however, was the first to stir in tha 
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matter, and the Conncil owed to them the great advantag'e that 
they were able to remove the father of this individual from the 
Register some year or two ago, and also that they were able to 
get rid of another of the fraternity, who kept an indecent 
museiim in the immediate neig’hhourhood of the College of 
Physicians. Lima Abraham La’Mert applied for a licence to 
the College of Physicians, and underwent an extremely satis¬ 
factory examination. But his name was not a sweet one, and 
the College took the unusual precaution of requiring him to 
sign a document that, in the event of the College giving him a 
licence, he woidd not j oin any advertising' firm. He immediately, 
however, joined a firm of which his father and brother were 
members, and the College tried to put in force the document 
which he had signed, against him, but they were advised that 
it was an illegal contract, and therefore they were foiled in that 
particular. They afterwards cited La’Mert to appear before 
the College on account of a publication which he had issued, 
and in which his name was publi.shed. He appeared before the 
College by counsel, who endeavoured to screen him by putting 
forward a statement that the father was the author of the book, 
and had put his son s name to it without his knowledge, and 
subsequently against his protest. Upon that the College im- 
memately got a justice of the peace and made Mr. La’Mert 
make an affidavit to that effect, by means of which the Medical 
Council had been able to remove the father from their Register. 
(Laughter and applause.) Meanwhile, the son had taken his 
departure^ to India, and the only evidence that could be got 
against him was given by himself in a police-court, and was 
quite conclusive against him ; but, being advised that they 
could not proce^ upon a newspaper report, it was found neces- 
sary to send to Calcutta and get authorised extracts from the 
proceedings of the court. This was done at great expense: but 

which contained them, unable to bear 
the filthy burden, went to the bottom, and the affidavits were 
lost. (Laughter.) The College then determined to go upon 
the newspaper reports, and he did not think their proceedings 
could be chaUenged. However, the great fact remained that 
Mr. La Mert was no longer a member of the College of Physi¬ 
cians of Edinburgh, and that therefore the last tenticle which 
bound him to the Profession was severed. 

The resolution was seconded by Dr. Embleton, and carried 
unanimously. 

Aquilea Smith stated that Mr. La’Mert was still a 
Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries of London, and he 
hoped the representative of that body would di-aw attention to 

An a,pplication from Mr. George Peterson Bernard, whose 
name, it appears, had been erroneously erased from the Reo'ister 
in consequence of a mistaken obituary notice, was then 
unanimously acceded to. 

The Re^strar then read an application of Mr. Evan Thomas, 
who had been removed from the Register for perjury, to be 
reinstated. The documints in support of his application were 
numerous, and it was proposed that a committee shoidd be 
appointed to consider them. 

Dr. Ale:^ndee Wood felt bound to oppose the appointment 
ot a comrmttee. The removing of the name from the Registei 
was not hke the sentence of a court—a punitive measure, which 
after having been suffered for a time might be withdrawn—but 
the Council had declared itself determined to keep the ranks oi 

^ Tj clear, and he did not think any lapse of time 
would be si^iffioient to warrant the restoration to the Rea-ister of 
a person who had been guilty of perjury. There were some 
offences which might justify a reconsideration of the Council 
such as the offence of a man who had given a wron« 
age; but when a man had been convicted of a crime bv the 
courts of the country, and had been deposed from the ranks of 
the Profession on that account, he thought no application for 
reinstatGineiit should ho listened to. 

Smith then moved, and Dr. Cheistison seconded, 
that the apphcation be refused. 

Dr Qhain and Dr. Axdeew Wood strongly urged that they 
should hear what the man had to say,„ either by counsel or bv 
the appointment of a committee. ^ 

The Registeae accordingly proceeded to read a number 
OI documents, including memorials praying for the re¬ 
instatement of Mr. George Peterson Bernard. Among 
others was a letter from Mr. Baron Martin, the jiidgl 
who tried him, and a memorial signed by the Board of 
Guardians of Manchester and a committee of magistrates of 
the Carlisle Infirmary. There was also a petition signed by 

College of Surgeonspraying 
that the Council would reconsider their sentence. A newspaper 
veport of the case was also read, and 

Dr. Quaih and Dr. Andeew Wood expressed themselves 
perfectly satisfied that the application should be refused. 

Dr. Bennett inquired how it came that Mr. Bernard was 
still a member of the Apothecaries’ Society. 

Mr. Cooper stated that an inquiry had been made on a 

previous occasion, and the Society found they had not the power 
to erase his name. 

Dr. Paget : The Amended Medical Act gives you the power 
now. 

Dr. Alexahdee Wood : You reaUy must use the scrubbing 
brush. (Laughter.) 

A similar application from Thompson WhaUey, whose name- 
had been erased from the Medical Register for fraudulently 
obtaimng certain policies from a certain insurance company 
with intent to cheat and defraud (for which he suffered fifteen 
calendar months’ imprisonment with hard labour in the House 
of Correction), was also read by Mr. Ouvry, together with a 
certificate of good behaviour from the vicar of the parish, and 
a memorial signed by twenty Medical men. 

Mr. C.ffiSAE Hawkins moved, and Dr. Paget seconded, a 
resolution that the application be not complied with. Carried 
nem. con. 

A communication contained in a letter to Dr. Acland from 
the Bishop of Christ’s Church, Hew Zealand, respecting the 
educational regulations of Christ’s College in New Zealand, was 
then read, _ and ordered to be referred, with the documents 
accompanying it, to the Committee on Preliminary Examinations. 

An application from the Principal and Vice-Chancellor and 
the Dean and Faculty of Medicine of the M‘Gill University 
for recognition of the degrees of that University, similar to 
that granted to the University of Melbourne by the General 
Medical Council during its last session, was then read. 

Dr. S:^BPEY said the Council had no power to accede to such 
an application. It was founded upon a mistaken idea as to the 
recognition granted to the University of Melbourne last year. 
It had been agreed that when the Medical Act was amended 
the graduates from the University of Melbourne should be 
exempted from the year’s residence required before they could 
be put on the Register. 

Dr. Embleton remarked that this was the second application 
of the kind which the Council had received. 

Dr. ^ Shaepey said that it would be unnecessary for the 
Council to come to any formal resolution upon the matter_ 
that a letter from the Registrar explaining all the circumstances 
would be sufficient. 

Dr. Paget thought it would be more courteous to refer the 
communication to the committee sitting upon the Medical Acts 
amendment, but 

Mr. C. Hawkins urged that it woidd be better to adopt Dr. 
bharpey s proposal, as the Council knew they had no power to 
grant the application. 

"The horn- of six having arrived, the debate was adjourned, 
and the Council rose until the morrow 2 p.m. 

Fifth Day.—Tuesday, July 6. 

TFe business of the day commenced with the adjornmed 
debate upon the application from the M'GiU University for the- 
recogmtion of its degrees. 

Mr. C^SAE Hawkins moved, and Dr. Shaepey seconded, the 
f oUowing resolution: —“That the Principal and Vice-ChanceUor- 
and the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of 
M‘Gill College be informed that they have not correctlv under¬ 
stood the proceedings of the General Medical Council in its 
Hst session relative to the University of Melbourne ; that the 
Council have no power under the Medical Act to place on the 
Register the graduates in Medicine of any foreign or colonial 
university not practising Medicine or Surgery in the United 
Kingdom before the passing of that Act, but that, should such 
power be conferred on the Medical Council, the claims of the 
gi-aduates of M‘Gill University will receive due consideration.” 

Gamed unanimously. 

A letter from the Parliamentary Committee of the British 
MemcfQ Association was then read, and ordered to be referred 
to the Committee on Amendments of the Medical Acts. 

Mr. Cooper, referring to the degree which Mr. La’Mert was 
reported to hold from the Apothecaries’ Society, stated that, 
hainng considted their legal adviser upon the subject, he found 
they had no power to strike any one off from the list of their 
hcentiates. He very much regretted this, because he felt that 
any man who was unworthy to be on the roll of the CoUeo-e uf 
Surgeons was equally unworthy to be reckoned among the 
hcentiates of the Apothecaries’ Society. (Applause.) 

Mr. C.ESAE Hawkins, in moving “ That Mr. Ouvry be re- 
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quested to examine the evidence on which Mr. La’Mert had 
been deprived of his diploma by the Royal College of Surgeons 
of England, and of his licence by the College of Physicians of 
Edinburgh, in order to ascertain whether this Council AviU be 
authorised to erase his name from the Register, under the 29th 
clause of the Medical Act,” stated that he feared the CoiAncil 
would be powerless to remove Mr. La’Mert’s name until their 
next session, as certain formalities would be required to be 
gone through which would occasion that delay. 

Dr. Bennett then moved “ That the standing orders be 
suspended, and that Mr. Ouvry be at once consulted with a 
view to ascertain whether the Council could not proceed to 
strike Lima Abraham La’Mert’s name off the Register during 
the present session of the Council.” 

The motion was seconded by Dr. Alexandee Wood, and 

carried nem. con. 
A letter from Dr. Buhner respecting Canadian degrees was 

then referred to the Committee on the Amendments of the 
Medical Acts. 

The same course was adopted with regard to a letter from 
Dr. Forster respecting registration in the Channel Islands. 

A letter from the Danish Minister announcing the presenta¬ 
tion by his government of a copy of the Pharmacopoeia Danica 
to the Medical Council was then read, and a vote of thanks to 
the Danish Government was unanimously accorded by the 
Council. 

A somewhat lengthy commimication from the Royal College 
of Surgeons of Edinhurgh was then read. 

Dr. Alexander Wood inquired from the representative of 
that body whether the communication was ex proprio motu, or 
whether it had been invited by the Council. 

Dr. Andrew Wood stated that it was sent ex proprio motu 
from the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. 

Dr. Alexander Wood, under those circumstances, felt 
bound to raise the question whether this communication should 
be entered on the minutes. Nobody would deny the right of 
any body connected with this Council, or any individual inte¬ 
rested in the matters which came before them, to address any 
communication they pleased ; but there was extreme inconve¬ 
nience in the course which the Edinburgh College had pursued. 
It might be very gratifying for the Council to know that the 
Committee of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh 
highly approved of their conduct in certain respects. It might 
possibly influence their debates to know that the same body 
disapproved of their proceedings in certain other respects; but 
what he wanted to point out was the extreme incon¬ 
venience of the Council suffering itself to be lectured by 
other bodies in this way. He thought that it would 
be quite sufficient if such a communication was ordered 
to lie upon the table, and should certainly vote against 
its appearance on the minutes. The College of Surgeons of 
Edinburgh had a most able representative at the Council, and 
any opinions which they had to express were expressed most 
ably by him in debate. That was the projjer Avay for 
bodies^ having representatives on the Council to approach the 
Council. But the College of Sm’geons of Edinburgh, not 
content with that, had added a sort of review or criticism of 
the proceedings of this Council. It put him in mind of the old 
story of the slave who, when his master was beating him and 
lecturing him at the same time, said “ If preachee, preachee, 
and if floggee, floggee, but no xjreachee and floggee too.” If 
every body who had representatives at that table Avere to follow 
such a course, their minutes would be overloaded Avith com¬ 
munications of that sort, and the greatest inconvenience would 
arise. 

Sir D. Corrigan moved that the communication be placed on 
the minutes. If he Avished to hear sentiments expressed 
calculated utterly to destroy the Council, he could not Avish for 
anything further than what had just fallen from Dr. Alexander 
Wood—namely, a denial of the right of any body to address 
this Council. 

Dr. Alexander Wood : I said no one can deny the right 
of any body to address this Council, but as to the convenience 
of such a course, I expressed very considerable doubts. 

Sir D. Corrigan : The statement made was that it was in¬ 
convenient for any body to come and lecture the Council. In 
other Avords it was proposed that the Medical Council should 
place itself in privilege above the House of Commons, and above 
the House of Lords; for although every man in the country 
and every district had a representative in the House of 
Commons, the humblest individual in the country, to say 
nothing of an important corporate body, had the right to send 
a memorial to Parliament. Instead of looking upon such a 
thing coldly, he (Sir D. Corrigan) was disposed to regard such 

communications AAuth great favour, and the proposition laid 
doAvn. by Dr. Alexander Wood was so extraordinary that he 
felt it his duty to take an exactly opposite line, and to move that 
this commmiication be inserted upon the minutes. 

Dr. Andrew Wood felt obliged to Sir D. Corrigan for taking 
up this matter, and replied to the very unprovoked attack made 
by Dr. Alexander Wood upon the College of Surgeons of Edin¬ 
burgh. In order to justify the document, he would call the 
attention of the Council to its contents. They had been put in 
as concise and distinct a form as possible, and had, in fact, 
included eight memorials in one. First of all, having failed to 
obtain redress from the Government in the matter of lunacy 
certificates, the college had memorialised the Council to take 
action in the matter. So far from that being any slight upon 
the Council, it appeared to him to be the strongest expression 
of confidence possible to give, because they came to the Council 
asking them to help them and to redress their grievances. Again, 
upon the subject of A'accination, was there anything disrespect¬ 
ful to the Council in telling them that they had agreed to adopt 
the directions issued by the Council upon that subject, and were 
taking means to carry them out ? (Applause.) Or Avith refer¬ 
ence to the visitation of examinations, the visitors having reported 
some defects in the examinations of the College of Surgeons, 
was there anything wrong in coming to the Council and telling 
it that its suggestion had been attended to, and that the matters 
complained of had been removed ? (Applause.) The next 
matter was a matter in which certainly the college had declined 
to follow the recommendations of the Council; but he thought 
there was no disrespect in coming’ and giving their reasons for 
maintaining their OAvn opinions. On the contrary, he thought 
there was something honest in it, and he only Avished Sir 
Dominic Corrigan, on behalf of the body which he represented, 
would give as distinct a statement Avith reference to the subject 
of preliminary examination. Or again, Avith reference to the 
returns of the Army and Navy and India Medical Boards, 
the college stated their conviction that these reports and 
returns gave false impressions Avith regard to many licensing 
boards, and that, from the way in which they were framed, 
an erroneous idea went forth as to the qualifications of various 
candidates : they asked at the same time that these defects 
should be remedied; and, further than that, they had a very 
decided objection to the Army and Navy Boards being placed 
as a sort of revising body over all the Medical boards of the 
country, being unable to see anything in their constitution 
wliich would seem to give them such a pre-eminent position. 
The college, moreover, expressed its opinion that the proper 
method of superAusing Medical examinations was that pro Added 
by the Act of Parliament—namely, the sending down o: 
visitors by the Council, whose suggestions the Medical boards 
throughout the country were always ready to obey. There 
was nothing disrespectful in that, but rather the contrary: and 
if they had passed an opinion that they were opposed to the 
institution of diplomas in State Medicine, and gave their rea¬ 
sons for it, they might be worth very little, but they were honest 
statements, and the Council could give what weight to them 
they liked. The only remaining topic touched upon was the 
report upon preliminary education, in reference to which the 
communication stated that the college had already adopted the 
regulations of the Medical Council; that they highly approved 
of its decision in not making the study of Greek compulsory, 
but at the same time hoped that the time would soon come 
when, from the improved state of education in the country, 
they would feel themselves in a xiosition to do so. He would 
tell Dr. Alexander Wood that he would like to have something 
of the same sort from the body which he represented, for such 
frank communications between licensing bodies and the Medical 
Com\cil did a great deal more g’ood than apathy and want of 
interest and disregard for the recommendations of the Council. 
He believed he might claim for the body which he represented 
as high a respect for the Medical Council as any other body 
entertained, and he looked upon tliis communication as merely 
a form of testifying that respect which was entertained by the 
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh for the Medical 
Council. 

Dr. Bennett said he would not oppose the motion if Dr. 
Alexander Wood thought the College of Surgeons would ex¬ 
pect the Council to put their communication on the minutes. 
At the same time he could not help seeing that it would have 
the effect of encumbering the minutes. 

Dr. Andrew Wood said that, after the remarks which had 
been made by Dr. Alexander Wood, he considered it necessary 
to press the motion. 

Dr. Fleming, while admitting’ fully the right of everybody 
to memorialise the Council, x^ointed out the extreme incon- 
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venience "wliicli would result if such, a privilege were generally 
indulged. It appeared to him strange that the College of Sur¬ 
geons should criticise the report on State Medicine, which was 
in an unfinished state, and which they could never have seen. 

^ Dr. Ankeew Wood replied that they had taken the informa¬ 
tion from the proposal of Dr. Acland. 

Dr. Alexander Wood had no desire in the remarks he made 
to cast any slur on the College of Surgeons of Edinbm’gh ; it 
was simply yvith a view of protecting this Council from what 
he believed to be the beginning of a most inconvement practice. 

Dr. Cheistison, while feehng bound to vote for the motion 
if it were pressed to a division, would be glad to see it with¬ 
drawn if Sir D. Corrigan and Dr. Andrew Wood could see 
their way to so doing. 

Dr. Stoeeae wotdd encourage every form of petition and 
communication between the ficensing bodies and the Coimcil; 
but at the same time the Council must always exercise its own 
Judgment in regard to placing such commumcations on the 
minutes or not. He did not thmk that this commmfication was 
one which ought to be placed on the minutes. 

Sir Dominic Coeeigan rephed, and pointed out that many 
other communications of much less importance had been 
already admitted on the minutes during the present session. 
He therefore could not consent to withdraw his motion. 

The President, in putting the motion to the vote, stated that 
he had no intention of voting upon it, but he felt bound to 
express great regret that the suggestion of Dr. Christison had 
not been acted upon, and the motion withdrawn, for he cer¬ 
tainly did feel that extreme inconvenience would necessarily 
arise by the introduction of a document of this kind, which 
certainly was an invitation to coiporate bodies each year 
to send in communications containing reviews or criticisms of 
the proceedings of the Council. 

The motion was negatived by a majority of one, the 
numbers and names being as follows :— 

Ayes. 
Sir Dominic Corrigan. 
Mr. Csesar Hawkins. 
Dr. Embleton. 
Dr. Andrew Wood. 
Dr. Aquilla Smith. 
Mr. Hargrave. 
Dr. Apjohn. 
Dr. Parkes. 
Dr. Christison. 

Noes. 
Dr. Bennett. 
Dr. Storrar. 
Dr. Alexander Wood. 
Dr. Fleming-. 
Dr. Macrobin. 
Dr. Thompson. 
Dr. Leet. 
Dr. Sharpey. 
Dr. Rumsey. 
Dr. Stokes. 

Declined to vote, 2—Mr. Cooper and Dr. Paget. 

A letter from Dr. Maclagan, of Bervrick-upon-Tweed, respect¬ 
ing lunacy certificates having been read, 

Dr. Andrew Wood moved that a communication be addressed 
to the Home Secretary upon the subject, calling upon G-ovem- 
ment to redress the grievance. He pointed out the great 
inconvenience which existed in the present state of the law, an 
instance of which had lately come under his notice, where a 
gentleman travelhng in England having been taken mad at 
Preston Railway Station, his friends were actually obhged to 
send to Scotland for a Medical Practitioner before they could 
get a certificate which would enable them to remove him to a 
Scotch asylum. 

Dr. Maceobin seconded the motion. 

Dr. Bennett suggested it would be desirable to communicate 
■with the Lunacy Commissioners before taking any step in the 
matter, and after some remarks from Dr. Fleming the motion 
was put to the vote and carried unanimously. 

A memorial from Practitioners in Lanarkshire respecting 
misconduct on the part of a registered person was about to be 
read, when the Council requested the reporters to withdraw, it 
being doubtful whether the matter contained in the memorial 
were hbellous or not. 

Dr. Paekes then moved—“ That the Registrar be requested 
to write to the Secretary of the Queen’s University in Ireland, 
asking for the report of the committee of the Queen’s Univer¬ 
sity, to which the report of the committee of the Medical 
Council on the visitations of examinations was referred.” The 
question he wished answered was whether the Queen’s Univer¬ 
sity had complied with the recommendation of the Council 
respecting prehminary education. He found that every other 
licensing body had complied with the request of the Council 
except the Queen’s University, from whom the answer had 
come that the matter had been referred to a committee, which 
committee, however, had not yet reported on the subject. The 
object of the motion was to obtain the report of the committee, 
and he would propose, by leave of the Council, to add the 

following sentence“ That if this committee have not re¬ 
ported, the Registrar be requested to write and require a defi¬ 
nite reply to the passage in the report of the Committee on the- 
Visitation of Examinations which referred to the preliminary 
examinations of the Queen’s University.” 

Dr. Embleton seconded the motion, and said that what he 
wanted was a distinct answer in writing as to what the Queen’s. 
University intended to do. 

Dr. Stoeeae quite concurred in the general spirit which had 
actuated the mover and seconder of this motion, but he thought 
the time had gone by when it was desirable to put it in force, 
because, although no direct reply had been obtained from the 
Queen’s University to the question put to them some two years 
ago, the Council was nevertheless acquainted with the fact 
from Dr. Leet’s visitation of the examinations, and in other 
ways, that the Queen’s University stfil persisted in allowing 
students to commence their Medical studies before they 
had passed the arts examination, which the Council de¬ 
clared ought to be prehminary. Without indidging in any 
rhetorical display, he would call the attention of the Council 
to a simple statement of the facts upon this question. Some 
years ago—almost indeed from the commencement of this 
Council—it was decided that it was important students should 
pass an arts examination preliminary to the commencement of 
Medical study. It took some time to bring the examinations 
of all the bodies in conformity with this recommendation ; but 
in England and in Scotland it might now be said that all the 
bodies in Schedule (A) had conformed to it. The only difficulty 
was in bringing the standard of examination up to the point 
desired; but there was no dispute either in the English or 
Scotch colleges as to the prehminary examinations. In Ireland 
it was otherwise; and, particularly, the Queen’s University had 
distinctly declared that that was not the practice there, and that 
they did not approve of the course suggested by the Council. 
This matter ought to be settled one way or the other. Either 
the Council was wrong or it was right, and without any severe 
remarks of a personal kind, or directed towards any particular 
college, the time had now arrived when it ought to be made 
clear whether the communications of the General Council were 
to be attended to or not. He had, therefore, a motion to propose, 
which was an amendment upon Dr. Parkes’s—“ That tliis 
Coimcil having- issued recommendations to the bodies enume¬ 
rated in Schedule A of the Medical Act—-riz., that no Medical 
student shall be registered until he has passed a prehminary 
examination, as required by the General Medical Council,’ and 
‘ that no hcence be obtained at an earher period than after the 
expiration of forty-eight months subsequent to the registration 
of the candidate as a Medical student’—and this Council havino- 
leamt that the regulations and practice of the Queen’s Uni^ 
versity of Ireland are not in accordance with these recommenda¬ 
tions, the Council request the attention of the Queen’s 
University to this want of accordance, and express the hope 
that, before the next annual meeting of the Council, the Uni¬ 
versity may be able to announce to them that their regulations 
and practice are in conformity with the aforesaid recommenda¬ 
tions, and thereby avoid the necessity of a representation being 
made by the Council on this subject to her Majesty’s most 
Honourable Privy Coimcil, under the 20th section of the Medical 
Act.” 

Dr. Bennett felt the importance both of the motion and of 
the amendment, because this question of preliminary education 
lay at the root of aU progress. AU the licensing bodies, -with 
the exception of the Queen’s University, had carried the re¬ 
commendations of the Coimcil into effect sooner or later, and at 
aU events had acknowledged the good sense of the regulations 
and the desirabihty of enforcing them—manifesting in that 
way their readiness to assist the Council in carrying out its 
functions. In the case of the Queen’s University it appeared 
they had not only done so but distinctly expressed an opinion 
which was not in unison with that of the Council. Without 
considering the question whether the Queen’s University had 
or had not good gTounds for holding that opinion, it was quite 
clear on their own confession they declined to act in accordance 
with the regidations of the Council; and the Council was placed 
in this position—that a regulation which it considered to be the 
very foundation of all progress in Medical education was dis- 
tinctlyrepudiatedbyoneof the ficensing bodies. Under these cir¬ 
cumstances theCoimcilwouldbe guilty of thegreatest dereliction 
of duty if it failed to obtain obedience to its regulations, and to 
avail itself of the power conferred by Act of Parliament of ask¬ 
ing the interference of her Majesty’s Pri-vy Council. He trusted 
that Sir D. Corrigan and the Irish members would see the 
extreme desirableness of preventing the necessity for any such 
application, but he (Dr. Bennett) did not hesitate to declare that 
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he should be quite prepared to support any motion for referring 
this matter to the Privy Council if it was found that all efforts 
were vain to enforce obedience to the Council’s regulations. 
He believed they would have the support of the Profession at 
large in such a step, and certainly they would have the support 
of Sir John G-ray, after the oration which he made in tne 
House of Commons. (Laughter and applause.) 

Sir D. CoEEiGAN would not have risen but for the threat 
that the proceedings of the Queen’s University would be brought 
before the Privy Council. Speaking as the representative of 
the Queen’s University, he accepted the challenge, and, as far 
as his influence went, he would refuse to accede to the recom¬ 
mendation of the Council on extra-professional education, 
because he believed the Council was wrong, and that the Senate 
of the Queen’s University was right, upon that subject. It 
must be remembered that the question was not one of whether 
a preliminary examination should or should not be gone through; 
the question was which system of preliminary education was 
the best, and he warned the Council to look well before they 
dared to bring the Queen’s University before the Privy Council. 
1)1 linime they would be met with tlus objection, that no 
man could be summoned to undergo a penalty for not 
following a recommendation. The authorities might recom¬ 
mend travellers to proceed by one of two roads, but there could 
be no penalty for choosing one rather than another. The 
Council had not yet issued a regulation upon the subject— 
why not ? Because they were afraid. So that upon the very 
threshold of the Privy Council they would be turned out upon 
that law point. The only question upon which the Queen’s 
University could be taken before the Privy Council was one 
upon which he (Sir Dominic Corrigan) was quite ready to meet 
the Council—namely, whether the plan laid down for educating 
a body of persons for the Medical Profession by the Council 
was better than the plan followed by the Queen’s University. 
That was the question; and the very first document he would 
produce on the table of the Privy Council would be the returns 
from the Army and Navy Boards, which showed that, from the 
commencement of those returns up to the present time, not a 
single graduate of the Queen’s University, as far as he knew, had 
been rejected. [A voice : That is not so.] Perhaps he was wrong 
in saying not a single one; but at any rate the numbers rejected 
of graduates of that university were far less than those from 
other quarters. There was a test upon which he would meet 
them before the Privy Council as to whose system was the best. 
It was not fair to say that the Irish bodies neglected extra¬ 
professional examinations. It was true they did not require 
their students to go tlirough such a wretched preliminary ex¬ 
amination as that which was visited by Dr. Storrar. And what 
was his report upon it ? “ Very often bad—some so bad that 
it is not easy to see why they were allowed to pass.” And 
then they tallced about taking the Queen’s University 
before the Privy Council to disfranchise it because it did 
not follow their wretched plan, for he could not call it any¬ 
thing else. He would like to see them there. What did the 
Queen’s University do last year when a man was examined and 
passed his Professional examination in Medicine and Surgery 
and all Professional subjects, but was reported at the Senate to 
have been deficient in liis extra-professional papers ? Why, 
they sent him back for a year. Was that neglecting extra¬ 
professional education ? The Queen’s University admitted no 
man to pass its examination who had not undergone the most 
strict examination in arts. They contended that their plan of 
education in arts was better than that recommended by the 
Council, which persisted in receiving crude little boys of 14 or 
15 years of age who had passed a most imperfect preliminary 
examination, which was to test once and for all his proficiency in 
general education. The Council had passed the second lmt)'U))i of 
its existence; from the course they were pursuin g they would never 
see a third, if he was at all able to read the signs of the times. 
The Council accepted the certificates of other bodies npon extra¬ 
professional subjects, and he would call attention to the papers 
at the Cambridge local examinations for boys not exceeding 
fifteen years of age, which were received as a sufficient founda¬ 
tion for subsequent Professional study of the man, with¬ 
out any requirement of future examination in arts. The 
question was wliich mode was the best of preliminary study, 
that recommended by the Council or that pursued by the 
Queen’s University. He was qiiite prepared to meet them at 
the Privy Council, especially upon such examination papers as 
those issued by the Cambridge and Oxford local examiners, whose 
certificates the Council accepted. The learned baronet then 
proceeded to cite some amusing instances of sentences with¬ 
out verbs, and of questions involving “bulls” and other 
inaccuracies. For instance, the Oxford papers gave the 

following sage advice:—“Candidates ai’e recommended not 
to dwell too long upon any single question, so as, if possible, 
to answer all upon the paper; ” and the Cambridge professors 
required to know “ the male of heifer.” He had been charged 
by Dr. Alexander Wood with thwarting the Council in refusing 
to bring a recalcitrant body before the Privy Council on a 
former occasion. Dr. Wood alluded to the case of the College 
of Surgeons of London, ag-ainst which there was at that time 
the same personal feeling as now existed against the Queen’s 
University. The resolution which was opposed by liim was a 
gross libel upon a body which had produced a Cooper and a 
Brodie, and which was then singled out by them as a 
sort of hke noire, just as they now sought to make a 
hete noire of the Queen’s University. The Medical Coun¬ 
cil had, by lowering the minimum of education, lowered 
the maximum of qualification for the Profession, until 
at the present moment the certificate of any educational 
establishment from Nova Scotia to the Cape of Good Hope 
that a preliminary examination had been passed by any boy 
before the age of fifteen, was considered a sufficient founda¬ 
tion for after Professional study. And then to talk of haling 
the Queen’s University before the Privy Coimcil! He accepted 
the challenge, and was quite prepared to stand or fall by any 
comparison which might be drawn between the one system and 
the other, especially if the army and navy returns were consulted. 

Dr. Alexandee Wood, in reply to the remarks of the last 
speaker, said that, while always admiring the talents of Sir 
Dominic Corrigan, there was one gift which he did not 
admire, and which he was thankful not to possess, and 
that was the perverse ingenuity with Avhich, on almost every 
occasion upon which he addressed the Council, he covered up 
the real question at issue, and raised other suggestions 
and illustrations for discussion which had nothing Avhatever 
to do with the subject on hand. The learned baronet had 
boasted his accuracy of reference, but he (Dr. Wood) remem¬ 
bered an occasion upon which a calendar was telegraphed for 
from Edinburgh, to settle a dispute upon a matter of fact with 
Dr. Syme; and Sir D. Corrigan, when he found he was wrong, 
refused to apologise. Again, during the present session he had 
read a document and omitted a portion of it which told in 
favour of his opponent. Dr. Thomson. As to the charge that 
the Queen’s University had been singled out for persecution, 
the truth was that it was Sir D. Corrigan himself who had 
singled out the body whom he represented by stating that 
under no circumstances, as far as his influence could affect its 
decision, would the Queen’s University accede to the recom¬ 
mendations of the Council upon this subject of preliminary 
examination, and he had just expressed himself prepared to go 
even before the Privy Council breathing the same defiance 
which he had breathed at the Council table to-day. He felt 
the time had now arrived when the Council should take some 
decisive action in the matter. 

The hour of six having arrived. Dr. Embleton moved the 
adjournment of the debate, and the Council rose until Wednes¬ 
day, 2 o’clock. 

CAUUNCUii^ Myutiformes. — M. Demarquay, com¬ 
menting upon the case of a young woman sent to his Hospital 
from the country, in order to have some malignant tumours re¬ 
moved from the genital organs, observed that on examination 
everytliing was found in a normal condition Avith the exception 
of the carimculce my)'tifor)nes, which, being someAvhat eiflarged, 
were mistaken by the Practitioner for epithehoma. It is, he 
observed, by no means rare for him to have similar cases sent 
to him by Practitioners who are not accustomed to the constant 
examination of the organs like himself.— Unio>i iUeV/., June 20. 

Iodine and Aconite in Periodontitis.—We quoted 
in our number for February 20 a statement by Professor 
Abbott, of New York, to the effect that of all the remedies 
for periodontitis he had found equal parts of officinal tincture 
of iodine and tincture of aconite root applied to the gums by 
far the most effectual. He applied it with a camel’s-hair brush 
or a piece of wool at the end of the stick, in the early stages of 
the inflammation once a day, and in very severe cases twice. 
Unfortunately, he did not state the dose, but this omission he 
has supplied in a communication to the Dental Cosmos, in which 
he also states that he is more than ever satisfied Avith the 
remedy. In each application from tAVO to three drops of the 
mixture are used—^that is, one or one and a half drop of the 
aconite. He adds that “ the fluids of the mouth should bo kept 
from it until the alcohol is sufficiently evaporated to prevent its 
being- washed from the part to Avlflch it is applied. This requires 
about a minute.” 
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ORIGINAL LECTURES. 
-c- 

BY DIEECTION OF THE EADCLIFFE TEHSTEES. 

LECTURES ON 

THE GERMINAL OR LIYING MATTER 
OE LIVING BEINGS. 

Deliveeed in the Museum at Oxfoed 

By LIONEL S. BEALE, M.B., E.R.S., 
Fellow of the Royal College of Pliysioians, Physician to King’rt 

College Hospital, and Professor of Physiology and of Morbid Anatomy in 
King’s College, London. 

OF MENTAL NERVOUS ACTION. 

OF MENTAL AS COMPAEED -WITH MECHANICAL ACTION-OF 

THOUGHT AS A EBSULT OF CHEMICAL ACTION-IS THE BEAIN 

TO BE LOOKED UPON AS A VOLTAIC BATTBEY ?-ON EXPEESSING 

THOUGHTS—OF THE NBEVE MATTEE CONCEENED IN MENTAL 

ACTION-OF THE CHAEACTEE OF THE GEEMINAL MATTEE—OF 

THE NATUEB OF "WILL, AND OF THE LIFE OF GEEMINAL MATTEE 

TAKING PAET IN MENTAL OPEEATION3. 

{Continued from Vol. 1.18G9,paffe 622.) 

0/ Mental as compared with Mechanical Action. 

If a macliine could be made "wbicb would chang'e from time to 
time, of its own accord, the kind of work it performed with¬ 
out any alteration being' made in its mechanical arrangements, 
a rough comparison might be drawn between such a machine 
and the brain, but a machine of the kind supposed exists not, 
and is not conceivable. 

Do the actions of the mental apparatus exhibit any analogy 
to those performed by a vast number of highly complex 
machines so arranged as to be imder the influence of^'one 
person, this or that being made to work according as he willed ? 
In this case we must further suppose every machine to be 
constantly wound up ready to be brought into operation on 
the instant, and capable of being stopped with facihty. Or can 
we imagine an immense telegraph system which, besides com¬ 
municating information, shall be capable of effecting mecha¬ 
nical work ? The supposed macliines must have no breaks 
or any of those arrangements to prevent injury or over-action, 
as in the various kinds of apparatus made by us. And further, 
our machine ought to be made of soft material, like brain- 
matter, and every portion of it should be capable of gradual 
renovation. Such conditions, however, we know, cannot possibly 
be fuMUed, and therefore no true analogy exists between any 
machines made by us and the nervous mechanism concerned 
in mental action. But admitting that they might be, and 
without laying stress upon the fact that the nervous 
apparatus, unlike the machine, keeps itself in order and in 
working condition if only the rest needful for its repair and 
renovation be granted, we have still to discover the hand that 
guides the mental engine, its superintendent, who bids the 
wheels revolve or stops them, who allows the work to pro¬ 
ceed or checks it, as he wills. What sort of a guide can we^d 
in the case of the mental machine, where is he seated, and how 
does he influence the complex apparatus under Ids immediate 
care and sole control ? In what spot in the brain are we to 
search for him ? But is not the structure of the grey matter 
such as to preclude the possibihty of the existence of anything 
exhibiting an analogy to any mechanical arrangements known*? 
We nnderstandits con.struction sufficiently to justify us in con¬ 
cluding that the nervous matter operates in a mamier different 
in principle from that of any known mechanism. 

It has been said that in the brain we have “molecular 
machinery huilt by the sun, but no one has shown what this 
opposed molecular machinery is Hke, what is its structure, how 
it acts, or how it is formed. Molecular machinery is a term 
which conveys no idea whatever to the mind. No one could 
draw or make a model of the supposed molecular machinery. 
We may have molecular matter, and we may have machinery 
but there are no machines the molecules of which are active’ 
and there are no molecules which act like machines—in fact’, 
there is no molecular machinery, and it is scarcely necessary to 
say nothing whatever has been built by the sun. The expres¬ 
sion is altogether incorrect, is calculated to mislead, and, there 
18 reason to think, has led many to accept conclusions utterly at 
variance with estabhshed truths. 

Of Thought as a Result of Chemical Action. 

k^ome have expressed the opinion that thought was to be 

explained by the oxidation of chemical compounds in the brain. 
Judging from some of the remarks which have been made con¬ 
cerning the supposed chemical changes in nerve matter, one 
would infer that the brain, instead of consisting of millions of 
separate anatomical units exhibiting an elaborate structure and 
arranged in beautiful order, was but a mass of fatty albu¬ 
minous pulpy material, rich in phosphorus, the action of which 
was determined by the oxidation of certain of its component 
elements, particularly the last, the oxygen being carried to the 
nerve pulp, and the products of chemical change being re¬ 
moved from it by the blood circidating in the vessels freely 
ramifying in the substance of the pulpy mass. But although 
there is no doubt that in the expression of thought chemical 
changes take place in the nerve matter, it has yet to be proved 
that thought itself results from chemical change. It would be 
more in accordance with what we know to conclude that 
thought preceded and determined the chemical change occurring 
in the brain matter, than that it was a consequence of it. 
Chemical chang'e will not alone account for any vital acts 
whatever. If the movements of part of a mass of living 
matter in advance of other parts were due to chemical action, 
such movements woidd soon be produced in the laboratory, but 
chemistry has not yet advanced one step in this direction. The 
special action of any particular apparatus is not usually ex¬ 
plained by asserting that it is due to the disintegration and 
oxidation of its constituent parts—of its wheels and cranks, 
for example—and yet some -will have it that the action of the 
cerebral apparatus is to be satisfactorily accounted for by the 
disintegration and oxidation of the matter of which it is com¬ 
posed. 

Is the Brain to he looked upon as a Voltaic Battery ? 

“ Another hypothesis, to the legitimacy of which no objection 
can he, and one which is weU calculated to hght the path of 
scientific inquiry, is that suggested by several recent writers, 
that the brain is a voltaic pile, and that each of its pulsations 
is a discharge of electricity through the system. It has been 
remarked that the sensation felt b^y the hand from the beating 
of a brain bears a strong resemblance to a voltaic shock, and 
the hypothesis, if fohowed to its consequences, might afford a 
plausible explanation of many physiological facts, while there 
is nothing to discourage the hope that we may in ti-mp suffi¬ 
ciently understand the conditions of voltaic phenomena to 
render the truth of the hypothesis amenable to observation and 
experiment.” (a) By adducing in its favour such a statement as 
that about the resemblance of the beating of a brain to a voltaic 
shock, Mr. MiU condemns his favoured hypothesis, for it is cer¬ 
tain that if there be any resemblance between a brain and a 
voltaic pile it is not of the kind imphed. 

Mr. Grove has recently (b) remarked that in “ a voltaic battery 
and its effects ” we have “ the nearest approach man has made 
to experimental organism; ” but surely it should be sho-wn in 
what particulars a voltaic battery resembles an organism. All 
organisms come from pre-existing organisms, and aU their 
tissues and organs are formed from or by a little clear trans¬ 
parent structureless mo-ving matter which came from matter 
hke itself, but may increase by appropriating to itself matter 
having none of its properties or powers. Now, voltaic batteries 
do not grow or multiply, nor do they evolve themselves out 
of structureless material, nor, if you give them ever so much 
pabulum in the shape of the constituents of which they are 
made, do they appropriate this. What, then, does Mr. Grove 
mean by asserting that a voltaic battery is the nearest 
approach man has made to experimental organism ? Has 
man yet made any approach whatever to experimental or¬ 
ganism ? Wbat does Mr. Grove mean by the term experimental 
organism ? If any apparatus we could contrive developed all 
possible modes of force—motion, heat, light, electricity, mao-- 
netism, chemical action, and any number of others to be dis¬ 
covered—that apparatus wotdd stiU present no approach what¬ 
ever to any organism known. Of course such a thing might 
be called an organism, just as a watch may be called a creature 
or a worm a machine; but everything that lives, every so-called 
li-dng machine grows of itself, builds itself up and multiplies, 
while every non-fl-ving machine is made, does not grow, and 
does not produce machines like itself. Mr. Grove further says 
that in the hiunan body we have chemical action, electri¬ 
city, magnetism, heat, hght, motion, and possibly other forces 
“contributing in the most complex manner to sustain that 
result of combined action which we callhfe.” Here it seems to 
be affirmed that forces sustain the result of their own combined 
action, but surely this is only asserting that these forces sustain 

(a) Mill’s “Lo^c,” p. 18. 
(b) British Medical Jou,rnal, May 29, 1869, p. 486. 
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themselves. Heat, light, electricity, etc., sustain the result 
of the comhincd action of heat, light, electricity. It is, more¬ 
over, said that what we call life is the result of the combined 
action of motion, heat, light, electricity, etc., which are but 
different forms or modes of one force. But, as every one loiows, 
we may have any and all modes of force withorct life. Life, 
therefore, it would seem, involves something besides force, or 
is something different from it. 

But it may be that each little brain cell with its connected 
fibres in some way resembles a minute voltaic battery with its 
wires; the matter of which the cell is composed undergoing 
chemical change, in the course of which slight electrical currents 
are developed. These being transmitted by the fibres ramifying 
to different parts exert an influence upon tissues and organs 
among which they ramify. In this case some further arrange¬ 
ment is required by which the action of particular cells and 
fibres is determined or prevented. Perhaps the closest analogy 
we can draw between cerebral action and that of an electrical 
battery is the following:—"VVe may suppose multitudes of 
delicate conducting wires or threads ramifying over ex¬ 
tensive tracts of tissue, the action of which is determined by 
the currents traversing the wires. Situated among these 
wires or threads, we may suppose little bodies connected 
with one another which are capable of undergoing altera¬ 
tions in form. Not the slightest movement can occur in any 
part of these bodies without an effect being produced upon 
the currents traversing the delicate wires which impinge 
upon them. Points in a vast number of circuits differing 
widely in their ultimate distribution are thus brought, as it were, 
within the influence of these little bodies, and the rate of trans¬ 
mission of the current through many different wires having dif¬ 
ferent destinations and acting upon diverse machinery may thus 
be affected at the same moment, determining a variety of actions. 
But if it be admitted that the brain in structure and action 
resembles such an arrangement of minute voltaic batteries and 
conducting wires, we have to explain how all these were formed 
and made to take up the positions they occupy in relation to 
one another and to other organs before we can give an account 
of its action. For the kmd of work performed by a machine 
is due to its structure as well as to the forces by which it is set 
in motion. And further, the movements occurring in the little 
bodies supposed to aet upon the currents transmitted by the 
threads must take place spontaneously, which in any artificial 
arrangement is of course impossible. 

On Expressing Thoughts. 

But in considering the nature of mental nervous action, 
it is necessary in the first instance to distinguish clearly 
between the mental action—the actual thought—and its 
expression. The conversion of thoughts into symbols which 
others can appreciate is due to a highly elaborate me¬ 
chanism working in the most perfect manner, but it by 
no means follows that if we iinderstood exactly the 
manner in which the mechanism works, we should therefore 
be able to form an accurate conception of the nature of thought 
itself. Thoughts and ideas may, and in some cases do, un¬ 
doubtedly exist, although they cannot be expressed in any way 
in consequence of the destruction or derangement of the me¬ 
chanism concerned in expression. And in certain forms of 
cerebral disease intellectual action is performed, although the 
mechanism concerned in expression is completely deranged. 
Ideas are formed by the mind, and although the person ean 
indicate this and convinee us by his gestures that he has the 
idea, he is quite unable to express it and make it intelligible to 
others. The mechanism concerned in expressing thoughts con¬ 
sists of a nervo-muscular apparatus arranged with such con¬ 
summate skill, and occupying so small a space, that it is possible 
for the mind to form but a most imperfect conception of the 
arrangement of even a very small part of it. 

It is difficult in many cases to decide to what extent the 
apparatus concerned in expressing ideas is engaged in silent 
reasoning and cogitation. When we think over complex 
matters, and reason upon them, we work with certain mental 
images or symbols of the things, but certainly not with the 
verbal expression of them, nor even with their representatives, 
but with something far short of either, though sufficiently 
distinct and exact nevertheless. A great number of these 
images may be marshalled, as it were, before the mind almost 
in a moment, and conclusions arrived at which would require 
the greatest cleverness and a long time accurately to express. 
And in but too many instances, after making the greatest 
efforts, we only succeed in conveying to the minds of others 
the roughest, coarsest representation of a mental image which 
to us is distinct, clear, and perfect in all its details. And it is 

well known how much more fatiguing is the operation of ex¬ 
pressing than that of thinking and drawing conclusions mentally. 
The results of a few hours’ thinking, obtained without any 
perceptible exhaustion and without any conscious effort, may 
require many days’ hard labour to reduce to a form intelligible 
to other minds, and in this operation even the health may suffer, 
as well as the mental vigour be impaired. It would therefore 
seem as if thinking and cogitation belonged to the class of 
actions I have distinguished as vital which are performed 
without waste or change in constitution of material substance, 
while the expression of thought undoubtedly involves material 
changes of the most active kind. We may roughly compare the 
first to the acts of an engineer who directs and controls a machine, 
and the last to the work of the machine itself. The engineer 
or superintendent, it may be said, merely exerts a directing 
and controlling influence which has nothing whatever to do 
with the combustion of coals or the falling of the weights, 
uncoiling of the spring, etc. He contributes nothing that can 
be weighed or measured towards the work performed by the 
machine. He can exist without the machine, and the latter 
may act without him, yet we all know how very much the 
result produced, as regards quantity and quality of work, is 
due to his interference. 

{To le concluded.) 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

<- 

NORWEGIAN NOTES. 
By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the London Hospital, to the Ophthalmic Hospital, and the 
Hospital for Skin Diseases. 

{Continued from Vol. I. 1869, page 683.) 

I SAW at the Christiania General Hospital several other cases of 
much interest in reference to the treatment of syphilis. Among 
them were two infants suffering most severely from the con¬ 
genital form. 

Syphilitic Eisease of Viscera in an Infant. 

One of these, an infant, aged eight weeks, was very ill. Its 
liver was much enlarged, and probably the spleen also. Dr. 
Bidenkap told me that he had begun with syphilisation, but, the 
inoculations not taking, he had abandoned the plan, and was 
now contenting himself with giving iodide of potassium to the 
mother. The mother’s history was interesting. She had never 
been syphilised, nor had she taken mercury or any other specific. 
Her primary disease was at the time believed to be local, and 
she had double suppurating buboes, but never any rash what¬ 
ever. Tlie fact that her infant has suffered with such iinusual 
severity cannot be considered encouraging to the adoption of 
the merely expectant plan. It will probably die. 
Severe Congenital Syphilis after Cure of the Mother by Syphilisation. 

The other infant also presented severe symptoms, and I should 
think its recovery doubtful. Dr. Bidenkap was adopting the 
syphilisation plan of treatment, and was inoculating every 
second day. I inquired as to how its mother had been treated, 
and was informed that she had gone through a complete course 
of syphilisation by Professor Boeck two years ago; that after 
fourteen weeks’ treatment, all symptoms having disappeared, 
she was discharged “cured,” and had remained well ever since. 
She was a young unmarried woman, and looked now in good 
health. 

At first sight this is a clear fact against the idea that syphi¬ 
lisation really eradicates the taint, for here we have a well- 
“ cured ” woman becoming the mother a year later of a 
wretchedly diseased child, just as we see so often after other 
methods. It is only fair to the plan, however, to suggest that 
the taint may have come from the father’s side also. The 
Christiania Surgeons, however, and the Professor himself, I 
believe, amongst them, fully admit that syphilisation-cures do 
not prevent the cured from becoming the parents of tainted 
offspring. Dr. Bidenkap said to me, “ We have had a large 
number of mothers who, after such cures, have borne healthy 
children, but in many it has happened otherwise.” Dr. Fayes, 
in a report from the Lying-in Hospital, has recorded eighteen 
cases in which syphilised women became mothers afterwards, 
and states that almost all their childi’en died with more or less 
distinct syphilitic symptoms. Some have even asserted that 
“ the offspring of syplffiised women are invariably sjrphilitic.” 
The most that Dr. Gjor, the very intelligent Surgeon to the 
Christiania Lock Hospital, and an advocate of sj-philisation. 
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can assert for it, in this respect, is that its results are not worse 
than those of other methods, (a) 

Cure hy Si/philisation does not prevent Transmission to Offspring. 
We may, then, I think, take it for proven that sypliilisation 

can make no boast as to preventing the occurrence of trans¬ 
mission to offspring’—one of the main objects of all plans of 
treatment, and perhaps the very best test of the reahty of a cure. 

Our^ Norwegian confreres have great advantages over us in 
inquiries of this kind. Their towns are small, and, the popu¬ 
lation being stationary, their patients cannot escape them. 
These advantages have been put to use with the most praise¬ 
worthy^ zeal and industry. Eecords are kept at each public 
institution, and if a woman should be delivered in the Maternity 
of a pocky child, her antecedents can, in aU probability, be 
easily ascertained by reference to the archives of the General 
Hospital. So far as a strang-er could appreciate, it also appeared 
to me that there is an amount of friendly co-operation in these 
matters from which we in England might well take example. 

The Male Venereal Words—Patients under Lock and Key. 
The feature which first called for notice in passing to venereal 

wards for men was that they were all as carefully locked as 
those of a lunatic asylum. Dr. Bidenkap told me that “ other¬ 
wise the men would escape.” 

“ Then,” I asked, “ have you power to keep them here against, 
their wills ? ” 

“ Certainly,” he replied. 
“Do you really mean,” I urged, “that you can make any 

man who has syphilis come under treatment whether he wishes 
it or not.” 

“Certainly,” he said, “we do not con,sidt them about that. 
If I know that a man has sypliilis, it is at my discretion to 
order him into the Hospital, and to make him stay there till 
he is well. If I think he may be trusted not to risk the spread¬ 
ing of the disease, I allow him to remain at large; otherwise 
I take him in.” 

^“Then,” I asked, “can you go to a man whom you suspect 
01 having the disease and compel him to submit himself to 
your examination ? ” 

“ I would not go to him. I would send a policeman, and 
make him come to me.” 

Dr. Bidenkap, I must state, in addition to his Hospital ap¬ 
pointment, holds the office of Medical Director of sanitary 
matters to the town, and is thus especially concerned in carry¬ 
ing out the laws against contagious diseases. I gathered from 
our conversation that it is not unusual to enforce them in the 
case of males amongst the poorer classes, and in females it is 
of course constantly done. Subsequently, dui’ing my visit to 
Bergen, Dr. Hjerdal confirmed the above statements as to the 
stringency of Norwegian law, but he thought that it was rarely 
enforced in the case of men. In the Bergen Syg’ehus, or General 
Hospital, the venereal wards contained much fewer patients 
than those of Christiania, and none of them were locked. 

Syphilisation in the Male Wards. 

iMmost all the men whom I saw were under syphilisation 
treatment, and most of them were doing weU. Dr. Bidenkap 
said that three months was an average stay in Hospital, and that 
they were never allowed to go until well. No treatment is ever 
adopted until honu fide secondary symptoms show themselves. 
Dr. Bidenkap appears to believe firmly, though not enthusias¬ 
tically, in its comparative advantages over other methods. He 
does not consider it so efficient against tertiary as against 
secondary symptoms. I saw a man named Johan O., now aged 
27, who had syphihs eight years ago, and tertiary ulcers in the 
throat two years ago, for which latter he was syphilised and 
got well. He is, however, now again iinder care for the same, 
though in a milder form. Sarsaparilla is now being’ tried. 

I shall recxir to the subject of the treatment of syphilis when 
I have seen the Bergen Hospitals and those at Christiania a 
second time. It will be seen that two very important experi¬ 
ments are being tried here, and tried, too, boldly, on a large 
scale, during a long series of years, and with special advantages— 
the first^ the plan by syphilisation, and the second that by the 
entire disuse of mercury and other specifics. It is po.ssible that 
®yP^^^®^tion is, as many believe, only expectancy in reality. 
At any rate both are well worthy our attention. 

(a) I have taken some of these facts-from the printed report of a discus 
Sion at the Chnstiama Medical Society, at a meetmg held in the besinnini 
01 the present year. It contains the opinions of many observers, and, as i 
took place after tlie rcpoit to oiir OT\m Medico-Chirui'g'ical Society by IVIi 
Lane and Mr. Lascoyon, has additional value. The opinions are ver 
variou.?, and some of them strongly against syphilisation. Dr. Boeck has 
v-ith his charaotoristie love of truth and of full investigation, had the whol 
report translated into English. 

Prevalence of Cryptoganiic Skin Piseases. 
I inquired of Dr. Bidenkap as to the relative prevalence of 

the several forms of cryptoganiic skin disease. On most parts 
of the Continent these are, I believe, much more frequent than 
in England. He told me that Norway was no exception to 
this rule. Tinea versicolor he regards as so common that 
“almost every one who wears woollen has it,” and it is not 
thought worth treating. Both ringworm and true favus (here 
skurv) are, I said, very frequent. 

Alopecia areata is reported not common. Dr. Bidenkap does 
not believe that it is cryptogamio. There was no case of favus 
in the Hospital. Professor Boeck also reported favus as fairly 
common, and as I do not in London, in the practice of the Skin 
Hospital and the London Hospital both together, see more than 
one or two a year, I think we may feel certain that it is far 
more frequent in Norway. 

Parity of Molluscum Contagiosum. 
The curious malady known as Molluscum sebaceum or con¬ 

tagiosum is, on the other hand, I believe, almost an English 
disease. It is very rare in Paris and in Berlin and Vienna, and 
no Continental atlas with which I am acquainted contains a 
portrait of it. Professor Boeck told me that he did not tbiuk 
he had ever seen it, and Dr. Bidenkap had seen only one or 
two oases, and had obtained no evidence as to its contagiousness. 

On the Frequency and Severity of Scabies. 
I have not as yet seen any case of unusually severe scabies 

(Scabies Norvegica), and am told that they are very rare. Of 
scabies in its ordinary form there are plenty of examples. 
Oliver Goldsmith, when he travelled through Norway, observed 
that almost aU. the peasants had the itch, and I fear that the 
last century has but Uttle mended matters. Neglect of ordinary 
cleanUness, difficulty in obtaining Medical advice, and the 
habit of shaking hands on all possible occasions, may perhaps 
combine to explain this prevalence. If you give a Norwegian 
peasant anytliing, and he wishes to express his gratitude, he 
wiU shake hands with you. Thus you have to shake hands 
with aU the waiters, chambermaids, and carriole-boys with 
whom you have business, and may thus enjoy the opportunity 
of inspecting many hands in the course of a day. Even to the 
most cursory glance a large number of them show signs of the 
disease. At a little roadside inn (Haeg) I gave a smaU present 
to each of five children in succession, in order to have an oppor¬ 
tunity of seeing their hands, and aU of them had most unmis¬ 
takable itch. In some districts, however, I see but Uttle of it. 
AU the Surgeons with whom I have conversed admit its ex¬ 
treme prevalence. It is almost a pity that the Government, 
which is parental in many matters, and is zealous in its efforts 
to improve the condition of the peasantry, does not take 
measures to put the means of cure of scabies w^ithin the easy 
and gratuitous reach of aU. 

The Prurigo of Jlehra. 
Hebra has restricted the old name “prurigo” to one single 

gi’oup of cases, of which he has given a very clear descrip¬ 
tion. (b) Its special features are extreme itching without proven 
cause, the appearance of a Uchen rash, usually placed in 
certain definite positions, and arranged symmetrically. It com¬ 
mences in cliildliood, and lasts, in .spite of all treatment, through 
life, 'without tending to shorten it, unless, adds the Professor, 
its intolerable annoyance causes the sufferer to commit suicide. 
Its cause is unknown, but it is to be taken for granted that it 
is not an external one. I think it wiU be granted by EngUsh 
observers that cases fitting with this descrijition are very rare. 
I have myself been carefuUy on the look-out for such, and have 
found very few indeed. Two recently under care,, to which I 
was disposed for some time to give this name, were afterwards 
proved to be attended by body lice, and in aU probability caused 
by them. Yet in Vienna Hebra speaks of the disease as fre¬ 
quent, and refers to an experience of thousands. 

Dr. Bidenkap, who formerly studied under Hebra, showed 
me two patients in whose cases this diag-nosis had been given. 
One was a girl of about 15, and the other a lad a year or two 
older. Both had suffered for years, and in both, from scratch¬ 
ing, etc., the sldn had become thickened, of a deep bro-wn from 
pigment, and spotted over with small whitish but indistinct 
scars. 

In both patients I thought there was good reason to suspect 
scabies; indeed, in one it was known to have been present, and 
both were to me suspicious of pediculi. We tallied over these 
conjectures, and Dr. Bidenkap alleged, with much force, that if 
any large proportion of the cases of Hebra’s prurigo are really 

-Cb) See New Sydenham Society’s translation of his work. 
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badly cured scabies or pedicularia, then ought that malady to 
be very frequent in Norway, whilst in truth it is very rare. 

The state of skin in Dr. Bidenkap’s two patients as regards 
pigmentation and evidences of scratching very much reminded 
me of some of Hebra’s plates illustrating the eruption conse¬ 
quent upon lice, and I cannot help still feeling some suspicion 
that after all a local, and not a constitutional, cause may pos¬ 
sibly be at the bottom of the matter. 

No Out-patienU' Department. 
I did not see much of interest amongst the other patients in 

the wards for skin diseases. There is no out-patients’ depart¬ 
ment, and thus I had no opportunity for seeing in rapid suc¬ 
cession a largo number of “ common cases.” 

TREATMENT OF URETHRAL 
STRICTURE BY FORCIBLE DILATATION 

WITH MR. B. HOLT’S INSTRUMENT. 

By J. FATHER, M.D., C.S.I., F.R.S.E., 
Professor of Surgery, and Senior Surgeon Medical CoUego Hospital, Calcutta. 

I HAVE on former occasions described certain cases of stricture 
in which this mode of treatment was practised, and have 
expressed my impression that it is a valuable addition to our 
Surgical resources in the treatment of this disease. It is 
unnecessary for me to repeat what I have already said generally 
in favour of forcible dilatation, but I may add that with 
greater experience I have acquired greater confidence in this 
mode of treating urethral strictures. The force which is 
necessarily used in the operation is suggestive of danger, and 
I confess that I had considerable misgiving as to its propriety 
at first; but I have now no hesitation in using the instrument, 
and I believe it to be generally attended with as httle danger 
of causing constitutional mischief as may be the j)assage of an 
ordinary bougie through a tightly contracted and irritable 
stricture. I certainly have seen as severe an attack of urethral 
fever follow the latter as the former operation. In the Medical 
Times and Gazette of August 18, 1866, I recorded three cases of 
stricture treated in this way, and in the Indian annals I have 
described thi’ee similar cases. In an address on Surgery to the 
British Medical Association, in speaking of urethral fever, 
March, 1868,1 also described a case which proved fatal after the 
operation, and it is therefore unnecessary to recur to them. I 
shall, however, give an abstract of other cases since treated 
which serve to confirm the favourable opinion I have formed 
of the operation. 

Case 1.—T. S., a Swiss cook of a ship, aged 52 years, a 
healthy-looking man, admitted on March 4 with a tight ina- 
table stricture of ten years’ duration. For some time the ordi¬ 
nary treatment by dilatation was tried, but the progress made 
was very slow. On May 8, the stricture was ruptured by the 
passage of Holt’s largest dilator. Very little bleeding followed, 
and comparatively slight constitutional disturbance. A full-sized 
catheter was passed immediately after the withdrawal of the 
dilator, and repeatedly afterwards imtil he was declared cured 
on July 25. 

Case 2.—L. A., an East Indian, aged 50, was admitted on 
Jidy 27 with stricture of one year’s duration. The urethra 
was stricturod in two places—one in front of the scrotum, the 
other just in front of the bulb. He was otherwise in good 
health. The director having been introduced with some diffi¬ 
culty, the largest dilator was at once passed. A large catheter 
was passed immediately and daily afterwards. The constitu¬ 
tional symptoms were very slight, but he had incontinence of 
urine for some days. He rapidly recovered, and was discharged 
cured on August 8. 

CdgQ 3.—B. C. Gossamee, Hindoo, aged 40, admitted June 22 
with stricture and urinary fistida, combined -with scrotal ele¬ 
phantiasis. Tlie stricture was very narrow, and just in front 
of the bulb. The stricture was spht with the largest-sized 
dilator, and kept dilated with a full-sized catheter. The sinuses 
closed, and the scrotal tumour was then removed, from which 
having recovered, he was discharged. 

Case 4.—S. G. G-., a Hindoo boy, aged 5, was admitted on 
August 14, 1866, with a contraction of the urethra near thb 
neck of the bladder, the result of lithotomy performed two 
years previously. The director having been introduced into 
the bladder with some difficulty, the smaller dilator was passed, 
and a corresponding catheter was passed immediately after. 
He,attended for some time as an out-patient, and appeared to 

be cured. 

Case 5.—D. I., a healthy-looking young Hindoo, aged 24, 
admitted on September 3, with a stricture in the usual site. 
It was not very tight, nor of long duration. It was split with 
the fuU-sized dilator the same day, with comparatively little 
pain or heemorrhago. He would not remain in Hospital, but 
attended as an out-patient for a few days mitil he was cured. 

Case 6.—M. C. B., Hindoo, aged 60, a trader, was admitted 
on September 5, with stricture of some years’ duration, 
situated in front of the bulb. The director was passed with 
great difficulty, and the full-sized dilator passed on the 8th. He 
recovered rapidly, attending as an out-patient until he was 
cured. 

Case 7.—E. S., an American, steward of a ship, aged 32 
years, admitted on September 7, with a tight stricture of ten 
years’ duration. The stricture was ruptured with the fidl- 
sized dilator. He woidd not remain, but attended as an out¬ 
patient until cured. 

Case 8.—F. K., a Mahomedan servant, aged 44 years, 
admitted on March 11, 1867, with stricture in the usual situa¬ 
tion of eighteen months’ duration. No. 4 catheter was passed 
with difficulty on March 11, the stricture was spht with the 
fuU-sized dilator; this was followed by a full-sized catheter. 
He did well, and left the Hospital on March 17 of his own 
accord. 

Case 9.—A., a Malay klialassie, aged 25 years, was admitted 
on Apiil 29, 1867, with a very tight almost cartilaginous 
stricture just in front of the bulb, of three years’ duration. 
Catheters No. 2 and 4 were passed with great difficulty until 
May 2, when the stricture was at once split by the passage of 
the full-sized dilator. Tliis was foUowed, as usual, by a full- 
sized catheter, which was passed daily until May 27,. when he 
was discharged cured. 

Case 10.—J. O., European, aged 36 years, admitted December 
21, 1867, with stricture of ten years’ dm-ation, the stricture 
just in front of the bidb. It was spht on December 24 with 
the fuh-.sized dilator; this fohowed, as usual, by a fuh-sized 
catheter (No. 12). He Avas discharged cured on February 15, 
1868. On admission, catheter No. 2 was passed Avith difficulty. 

Case 11.—R. B., Mahomedan, aged 30 years, admitted 
Jidy 6, 1868, Avith strictm’e of six years’ duration. Had 
several times been in great trouble from retention of urine. 
The stricture was spht with the fuh-sized dilator on the 7th, 
and he was discharged cured on August 1, No. 12 passing 
easily. 

Case 12.—-W. A., sailor, European, ag’ed 33 years, admitted 
on August 18, 1868, Avith stricture of eleven years’ duration. 
The stricture came after gonorrhoea, was in front of the bulb, 
and very narrow. It was spht Avith the full-sized dilator on 
August 22, and he was discharged cured on September 6, 1868. 

(To he continued.) 

Pharmacehticai, Congress.—It is announced that an 
International Pharmaceutical Congress is to be held at Vienna 
next September, at Avhich numerous questions of great impor¬ 
tance wih be discussed. Among others a project for a universal 
pharmacopoeia is to be brought forAvard, -with the vieAv of 
preventino- the serious inconveniences which so often arise 
from the making of prescriptions by foreign Physicians. 

Transfusion of Non-Febrile Blood in Acute 
Teatjmatic and Stjppueative Fevee menacing Life.—Professor 
Hueter, of GreifsAvald, pubhshes a preliminary communication 
in which he suggests the propriety of this treatment Avhen life 
is seriously menaced by the febrile action set up after accidents 
and operations. He refers to three cases in his own Chnic in 
Avhich the practice Avas resorted to, and although it did not save 
the patients each transfusion was followed by remarkable 
temporary amendment. From half to a whole pound of blood 
was throAvn in by arterial transfusion, the radial and tibialis 
postica being selected ; and when there is not anaemia present 
he thinks some venous blood should be at the same time 
abstracted from the opposite extremity.—Centralblatt, May 22. 

Passage of an Iron Shaft through the Skull.-— 
With reference to the extraordinary case Avhich Ave noted in 
our number for April 24, page 444 (a man living for several 
years after the passage through his skull of an iren bar 
3 ft. 7 in. long, and weighing 13 lbs.), the Dosto>t Medical 
Journal adds “ that the tamping iron entered by its pi inted 
end the left side of the face, immediately anterior to the angle 
of the lower jaAV, and, passing obliquely upwards and l ack- 
wards, emerg'ed in the median line, at the back part of the 
frontal bone, near the coronal suture.” The cranium and bar 
are both deposited in the Museum of the Harvard University. 
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{Free by post.) 
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SATURDAY, JULY 10, 1869. 

-- 

THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL. 

Our eostly little Medical Parliament is now once more in full 

session, and we doubt not that the opening address from its 

President, which we were enabled to publish last week, has 

been eagerly and carefully studied by the Profession in order 

to gain some knowledge of what are likely to be the most im¬ 

portant subjects of consideration and debate. For ourselves, 

we have read Dr. Burrows’s clear, able, and weighty speech 

with very great satisfaction, for he set forth in the most 

forcible manner his carefully considered opinion that the most 

important and successful method that can be adopted for the 

improvement of Medical education “ will be the establishment 

of a good examining board—a joint examining board for each 

division of the United Kingdom.” Strongly as we have felt 

and urged the necessity and importance of such a step, it has, 

we confess, been always with a feeling of despair of its attain¬ 

ment. But now, when the President of the General Medical 

Coimcil has so decidedly and openly pronounced in its favour_ 

when the expression of his opinionhasbeenreceivedby the Council 

with applause—^when he informs us that the Committee on Medical 

Education have arrived at a similar conclusion, and we find that 

the Lord President of the Privy Council, in his most important 

communication to the l\Iedical Council, urges the need of reform 

in the same direction—when we see such an agreement of opinion 

by aU the most weighty authorities, we cannot doubt for a 

moment that the desired reform wiU shortly follow. Of course 

there wiU be much opposition, our old friend “vested interests” 

will be active and noisy, and many serious difficulties and 

obstacles will have to be overcome, but the work wiU be accom¬ 

plished, and the scandal of nineteen examining boards com¬ 

peting downwards for the sale of Medical and Surgical diplomas 

must ere long be wiped out. 

The whole of the communication from the Privy Council is 

of great importance, and not the less so because, while made in 

the name of the Lord President, the voice may probably be 

considered to be also the voice of the “ obedient servant ” who 

signs it the Miedical Officer of the Privy Council, a gentleman 

whose opinion must have great influence and weight with 

that august body on such a matter as Medical education. 

The Lord President holds out a hope that next year Govern¬ 

ment will take charge of a Medical Acts Amendment Bfil, but 

intimates that if such is to be the case the BiU must be no 

attempt at mere partial and piecemeal amendment, but a large, 

weU-considered, and statesmanlike measure, “ covering aU the 

ground where amendment of the Medical Act is wanted,” and 

he asks the zealous co-operation of the Council in the prepara¬ 

tion of such a measure. His Lordship also invites the Council 

to consider at the same time whether its own constitution may 

not also be reformed and amended. 

With such subjects for deliberation, put forward in such a 

way, it wdll be admitted that the present session of the Council 

will be one of the most grave importance, to a degree, indeed, 

which it would not be easy to exaggerate; they are subjects 

demanding most careful, and probably, as Dr. Burrows fears, 

“ very prolonged,” consideration, and the manner in which 

they are handled, and the decisions arrived at on them, must 

very largely influence the future of the Council, and the con¬ 

sideration and weight it will possess with the Profession and 

the Government. 

With a fine national instinct for the possibility of a row. Sir 

Dominic Corrigan seized the earliest opportunity for expressing 

his belief that the President was no longer legally in existence, 

and, with exquisite courtesy and candour, added that he 

himself “had been canvassed for Professor Syme, and believed 

he would be elected.” By reference to the minutes of last 

year’s proceedings it was easily shown, however, that the Pre¬ 

sident had been re-elected for the full term of five years; and we 

do not doubt that the members of Council heartily congratulate 

themselves on having, at this the most important period in the 

Council’s existence, so highly valued and thoroughly proved a 

guide and ruler as Dr. Burrows. 

The Council will not be left in any doubt about the wishes 

and feelings of large numbers of the Profession as to what 

amendments are needed in the Medical Act and in its own 

constitution. Already on the first day of the session it received 

a communication on these points from the Garioch and Northern 

Medical Association, and a request that a deputation might 

present a memorial on the same subjects from a large body of 

the Profession, “including many of the most distinguished 

teachers, writers, and Practitioners in England, Scotland, and 

Ireland;” and doubtless many other bodies vsdU follow suit. 

The Profession, which pays aU the expense of the Council, 

win notice with approval that the Executive Committee has 

made several recommendations for lessening the expenses of 

the Council in printing, and that these recommendations were 

adopted. 

The rest of the first day was occupied by the subject of 

preliminary education. Reports were received from the 

Branch Councils, in answer to a request remitted to them by 

the General Council last year, that they woiild consider how 

far it might be desirable and feasible to appoint a board by the 

General Council, or by each Branch Council, to arrange and 

conduct, tmder their supervision, the examination of students 

in preliminary education. The Branch Council for England 

shortly expressed an opinion that such a step would not in 

England conduce to a more efficient and satisfactory system of 

conducting the examinations in preliminary education. The 

Branch Council for Ireland stfil more curtly opined “ that it 

might be very desirable, if the legal rights and privileges of the 

several licensing bodies permitted it, were the preliminary exa¬ 

minations conducted by an examining- board for each division 

of the United Kingdom,” while the Branch Council for 

Scotland sent up a somewhat lengthy and elaborate report to 

the same effect as that from Ireland. The Council discussed 

these conflicting opinions, and at last sent them to a committee. 

The Branch Council for England, also, in answer to the 

question how far it might be desirable to add logic to the sub¬ 

jects of preliminary examination, reported that while they 

recognised the advantage of instruction in logic to Medical men, 

they did not recommend its being made a necessary subject of 
their preliminary examination. 

On the second day a committee was appointed “ to consider 

the question of the amendment of the Medical Acts,” 

and to it are referred the communications on the subject 

from the Government and from various more or less impor¬ 

tant Professional bodies. The resolution to appoiut this 
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committee was introduced by Dr. Andrew "Wood in a rather 

lengthy defence of the Medical Council in reply to what he was 

pleased to call the “furious tirade” made against it in the 

House of Commons by Sir John Gray. This led to a mutually 

recriminatory and by no means short discussion by the Scottish 

and Irish members ; some of it was amusing, and sometimes it 

was decidedly warm, as became the nationalities chiefly engaged, 

but we venture to think it was as decidedly a waste of time. 

No doubt Sir John Gray’s statements were exaggerated, and 

his information anything- but perfect or correct; but a very 

plain, concise, and simple notice of his mistakes as to facts 

might, under the circumstances, have satisfied Dr. A. Wood, 

and saved much tune. Had that learned member of the 

Council been addressing the same audience that Sir John Gray 

spoke to, it would have been a very different matter; he 

might then have given the fullest and freest play to his 

eloquence. He might even have exceeded the “ three columns 

and a half of the newspaper” which he mentions, -with some 

en\-y probably, as the length of Sir J. Gray’s speech. But we 

cannot, much as we admire him, flatter liim with the idea that 

gentlemen of the House of Commons -will read his speech. 

And if any M.P. who heard Sir J. Gray should by any happy 

fortune look at this discussion in the Medical Parhament, he 

will certainly pass on from Dr. Andrew AWod’s speech to Sir 

Dominic Corrigan’s, and then, with a shrug of the shoxdders, 

will suspect that Sir John “ was not so far out after all.” How¬ 

ever, we quite agree with Dr. A. Wood that it would be a very 

fair punishment were Sir John Gray made to read from 

beginning to end the whole of the various reports on the 

visitation of examinations. 

The remaining part of the second day’s sitting was devoted 

to the consideration of some communications from the King- 

and Queen’s College of Physicians in Ireland, Trinity College, 

and Queen’s University, Dubhn. It appears that these bodies 

do not require the preliminary examination to be passed before 

Medical education is begun, and the Registrar of the Council 

had been directed to address a letter to them, “ representing 

that throughout England and Scotland a complete unifoimity 

has been brought about by the adhesion of the licensing bodies 

to the recommendations of the General Medical Council in this 

respect,” and that it is highly desirable that the Irish hcensing 

bodies also should require that preliminary education and exa¬ 

mination “ shah, be really preliminary to Medical study.” The 

Registrar of the King and Queen’s College of Physicians re¬ 

plies, in the name of his College, first, that the Council is in 

error in representing that a complete uniformity prevails in 

this matter throughout England and Scotland; and secondly, 

that in the opinion of the College the plan proposed by the 

Council “is not calculated to advance the acquirement of a 

good general education.” The Registrar of the K. and Q.C.P.I. 

does not condescend to specify any exceptions which might 

justify his denial of the complete uniformity which the Council 

had declared to exist in England and Scotland, and we are 

not able to supply this rather remarkable defect, as it seems 

to us, in his letter. 

The Secretary of the Queen’s University -wi-ites that the 

Senate considers that “ a mere prehminary examination is not 

a sufficient test of extra-Professional education.” And the 

Board of Trinity College, “ having consulted with the King and 

Queen’s College of Physicians,” is not prepared at present to 

recommend any change in the existing arrangements on the 

subject of prehminary education. 

Several of the Enghsh and Scottish members of the Council 

endcavom-ed to obtain from Sir D. Corrigan and Dr. A. Smith 

distinct information as to the practice of the Irish hcensing 

bodies with regard to their requirements in the matter of pre¬ 

liminary education, but without any clear or satisfactory result. 

On Monday the subject again turned up on a notice of 

motion, by Dr. Paget, for some further information from the 

Queen’s Univcr.sity in Ireland, and Sir D. Corrigan observed 

that the letter above mentioned was sufficient; he did not say 

it was satisfactory happily, bxit remarked that “ at present the 

Queen’s University dechnedto accede to the view of the Medical 

Council.” “ They thought their o-wn course the best, and they 

told the Coiincil so. Therefore he thought no more informa¬ 

tion was required on the matter.” He then alluded to “ a 

statement by Dr. Leet in a report which he had drawn up 

(refen-ing to certain Colleges in Ireland) that there was an 

excellent preliminary examination.” He wished to know the 

grounds for that statement; had Dr. Leet ever inspected any 

of the examination papers ? 

Dr. Leet replied that “ he got his information from the Pro¬ 

fessors of the College!” Upon which, Sir D. Corrigan, who 

is a member of the Senate of the Queen’s University, informed 

the Council that that University utteidy distrusted the college 

examinations ; that “ no matter what college professors might 

say to them, they did not accept the certificates of a single 

student who came before them for examination,” and tha.t 

therefore they recommended the student to go through an 

education and examination in arts during the first two years 

of study at the University.” 

The whole affair seems very Irish, and would be very amusing 

but for the waste of time it causes in the Council, and as show¬ 

ing the wilfuhiess and obstinacy with which some of the licens¬ 

ing bodies stiU resist the recommendations of the Council. It is 

an excellent example of the difficulties the Council have to deal 

with, and of the vanity of “moral suasion.” AA^e must hope 

that the amended Act—that beautiful but most vague vision 

of a very dim future—will give the Council power to enforce 

their recommendations when moral suasion has failed. 

On Saturday, the third day, the second report of the Com¬ 

mittee on “ State Medicine ” was received. The rejjort itself 

is very short, but is accompanied by a copious appendix con¬ 

taining information from some of the most skilled persons in 

this matter both at home and abroad. AA^e must defer our 

remarks on this subject to a future opportunity, only noting 

now that the Committee are unanimously of opinion that “ the 

Council should insert the requisite clauses for providing a 

quahfication in State Medicine in any amended Bill which may 

hereafter be prepared for Parhament.” 

The returns of examinations from the Medical Departments 

of the Army and Navy, and from the India Office, were also 

received, and a condensed table of them wih be found in our 

report of the Council’s proceedings. 

On Monday Dr. Storrar presented a report from the com¬ 

mittee appointed by the Branch Council for England to inspect 

the papers on prehminary education. Papers relating to three 

oiJy of the recognised examinations had been received. Those 

from the College of Preceptors were imperfect and insufficient 

for the purpose of the committee. AVith the “ Cambridge 

Local Examinations, Senior,” the committee was highly satis¬ 

fied ; but their report on the prehminary examination papers 

of the Royal Cohege of Surgeons of England is anything but 

flattering. The hst of subjects is very long, and the com¬ 

mittee state that the questions are good, the best answers good, 

and some of them excehent, but that the worst answers are 

often bad—“ some so bad that it is not easy to see why they 

should have been held to be sufficient, the spehing being often 

bad, and the answers freqiiently such as to show an absence of 

all real knowledge of the subjects to which the questions 

relate.” Comment on this would be supeifluous; we leave it 

to the digestion of the Members and Fellows of the Royal 

College of Surgeons of England. 

A considerable part of the fourth and some of the fifth days 

were occupied in matters of justice. John Pattison, M.D. New 

York, had been summoned before the Council on a charge of 

“ infamous conduct in a Professional point of view.” Ho did 

not choose to appear either personally or by counsel, but sent 

a written defence. Mr. Ouvry read to the Council all the evi¬ 

dence in support of the charge, and Dr. Patlison’s written 
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answers, and the Council, having first resolved that the charge 

was fully proven, then ordered that Dr. Pattison’s name shoidd 

he erased from the Register. Our readers will, no doubt, re¬ 

collect enough of the case Prewen v. Pattison in the Court of 

Queen’s Bench to make it unnecessary for us to load our 

pages with Dr. Pattison’s letter to Mr. Prewen, and his state¬ 

ment of the lady’s case, which he threatened to puhhsh. 

We will only add to Mr. Ouvry’s statement that not only was 

the patient’s case most coarsely described, with imputations of 

neglect, meanness, and parsimony on the side of the husband, 

hut the names of the patient, with all addresses in town and 

country, were given at full length. The quahfication of Lima 

Abraham La’Mert as a Licentiate of the Royal College of Phy¬ 

sicians of Edinburgh was ordered to he erased from the Medical 

Register. 

Applications from Mr. Evan Thomas and Mr. Thompson 

Whalley to be reinstated on the Register were considered and 
refused. 

On Tuesday, the fifth day, a long report was received from 

the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and a long’ fig’ht 

followed to determine whether or not it should he placed on 

the minutes. Dr. Alexander Wood objected to its insertion, 

and we think that the minutes certainly ought not to be laden 

■with the memorials, addresses of advice, etc., that any college 

or other body may choose to send to the Council; but the 

Doctor contrived so to tread on the toes of the representative 

of the College, and on the coat-tail of Sir Dominic Corrigan as 

the representative of Liberalism, that they moved the insertion 

of the document, fought the question, and lost it by one vote. 

The conduct of the Queen’s University in Ireland with 

regard to preliminary examinations was then brought forward, 

and Dr. Parkes made a nfild and genteel motion to ask for 

further information. Dr. Storrar, however, thought the time 

had arrived for something more than a repetition of pohte 

requests, and he proposed a resolution ending with “ the hope 

that before the next meeting of the Council” the University 

would be able to announce to them that they had complied 

with their recommendations, and so “ avoid the necessity of a 

representation being made by the Council on the subject to 

her Majesty’s most honourable Privy Council.” This was, of 

■course, fiercely fought over, and the debate was adjourned to 

Wednesday, when tliis show of vigour was refused, and the 
■original motion passed. 

THE REPORT OP THE WATER-SUPPLY 
COMMISSION. 

The report of the Water-Supply Commission deals with the 

means whereby London is to be provided with water, and the 

first portion of it considers the propositions which have been 

made for obtaining a large supply of pure water from the 

Welsh mountains or the Cumberland lakes. Both of these 

schemes the Commissioners decidedly reject. The chief ground 

of objection is the expense, which in the one case is estimated 

at £11,000,000 and the other at upwards of £13,000,000. It is, 

therefore, to the Thames that London must look for its water 

supply, but supplemented by the River Lea, either directly or 

indirectly through the New River, and the chaUc weUs. It is 

noteworthy that the objections which have been raised to the 

Thames are found, on careful investigation, either to vanish, 

or, at all events, to be balanced as regards the rival schemes. 

The first thing to be considered in any question of water 

suj)ply is quantity. It has been contended that the Thames 

supply is insufficient, and that a much greater quantity 

might be procured from Wales or Cumberland, but this is 

not exactly true. AU our great water-gathering grounds 

are in the west, for it is the west and south-west winds wliich 

carry with them most moisture, and it is in the west country 

where our highest IfiUs, those winch are most likely to condense 

these rain clouds, are to be found. It is well known that what 

we term springs are only the restoration to the Surface of the 

water which has sunk into the soil during the prolonged winter 

rains; consequently, where the ground is tolerably level, we 

should expect to find these supplies most permanent. There 

is no doubt whatever about the large quantity of wa,ter which 

might be collected in Wales, but the mountains there are steep 

and rugged, the rain which falls upon them is speedily shed off 

them, and, were there no means of storing this winter supply, 

we should be worse off than with the Thames. This river 

has a most extensive watershed, and, as a consequence, is less 

affected by droughts than any other river in the kiiig’- 

dom, so that if dams or tanks, or gxeat reservoirs, are to be 

necessary, why not have them on the Thames rather than in 

Wales ? Moreover, the Thames is a natural conduit which is 

not liable to leakage, whereas either of the other schemes im¬ 

plies an artificial channel of enormous length, which could not 

fail to entail loss both by leakage and by evaporation. Other 

considerations point the same way, such as the injustice of ren¬ 

dering the whole kingdom subservient to London. Then 

again, there is the fact of the low pressure with which the 

water from Wales or C’amberland would reach London, ren¬ 

dering pumping quite as necessary as it is now; whilst finally 

it may be remembered that a very large quantity of water is 

daily pumped from the Thames into the watershed of the Severn 

for the supply of a canal. This we might certainly claim as 

ours by right. There cannot, therefore, be a doubt about the 

possibility of oiu’ procuring quite as much water as we want 

from the Thames itself; but there is also the question of j;ro- 

priety, for if it can be clearly shown that the Thames water is 

unfit for use, we should not be justified in introdixoing it into 

oiu’ dweUings, provided better could be got, for after aU such 

cases are relative. The Americans out in the plains are forced 

to use water so strongly impregnated with soda, that to us it 

would be undrinkable, whilst they not only habitually use it, 

but, like George the Eirst with his stale oysters, come to like 

it. And so of many others. Fortunately, we are not reduced 

to such straits, for the water with which we may supply our¬ 

selves is both plentiful and excellent. 

The two objections urged ag-ainst the Thames water are— 

first, that it is hard, and, secondly, that it contains organic 

impurities. No doubt Thames water is hard as compared with 

mountain water, wliioh, as a rule, is soft; but hardness is not 

noxious. The hardness of a water depends on the presence in 

it of one or more salts of lime, as the bicarbonate or the sul¬ 

phate. The former is obtained by the gradual percolation of 

the water through a chalky or calcareous soil, such as that 

which constitutes a great portion of the Thames valley, and 

maybe got rid of without any very gTeat difficulty. The other 

is a tougher customer: it is that found in Paris water, and 

cannot be easily removed. For drinking purposes, the presence 

of a small quantity of calcareous matter is of no great conse¬ 

quence ; but for washing and manufacturing purposes it is 

wasteful, occasioning the consumption of more soap than does 

soft water. When, however, the water is boiled, much of the 

calcareous matter is thrown down, forming what is called a 

fur in the boiler, but the water is thereby softened. Most of 

our mountains are slaty or gTanitic, so that water falling upon 

them is not thereby hardened, but acquires p)roperties vAich, 

as far as cities are concerned, are more serious. The fact is 

that soft water acts much the more readily on leaden pipes, for 

the salts in the hard water combine with the lead, and give it a 

ixrotective covering like that of varnish; but the soft water 

carries off the lead with it, entailing in those who use it care¬ 

lessly all the risks of gi’adual lead-poisoning. 

Glasgow and Aberdeen have water of this soft character. 

That of Glasgow is procured from Loch Katrine, aiid is as 

nearly as possible pure; that of Aberdeen is from the Dee, and 

also contains remarkably little impurity, except occasionally a 

dingy tinge of peat water. But either of these waters, if 

allowed to stand in a leaden cistern for forty-eight hours, would 
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be dangerous: they would contain a quantity of lead which 

would surprise those who saw the water tested for the first 

time. Hardness, therefore, is not altogether a disadvantage, 

nor softness an unmixed advantage. 

The other objection to Thames water—Hz., that it contains 

organic impurities—is a much more serious one, and, if sus¬ 

tained, would show it to be unfit for its purpose. It would 

seem to be almost absolutely certain that some diseases—as 

cholera and typhoid fever—are more readily propagated by 

water than by any other medium. Further, it is maintained 

that human excreta, when thrown into rivers, have themselves 

the xiower of inducing- disease in those that dwell below and 

drink of its waters. Enough, at aU events, has been proved 

to make us exceedingly wary of a water which contains organic 

nitrogenous matter of an animal origin. But running water 

is a powerful oxidising agent, and sub.stances exposed to its 

influence speedily combine with its oxygen. The fact that 

Thames water is purest at Kingston tells strongly in this way. 

Under such circumstances, bodies containing nitrogen exhibit 

that element as a nitrate of something or other, and in this shape 

it is harmless. Sometimes, however, water contains nitrogen in 

another form—that of ammonia—and this is always to be looked 

upon with suspicion. Still, the modern tests for ammonia are so 

delicate, that a few dead cats and dogs, with such other animal 

debris as are never wanting in our rivers, would go very far 

to explain the trace of ammonia in the almost infinitesimal 

quantities which Thames water exliibits. But, after aU, the 

towns in the Thames valley above the London intake do pour 

their sewage into the river. The Thames Conservancy have 

the power to prevent this, and it is oiu- interest to see that it is 

so. Wlien this has been done, the Tliames water will be 

altogether unobjectionable as a water sujpply. The quantity 

it can yield is more than enough for our wants. Wliat more 

is required ? 

Such are the general conclusions of the Commissioners as to 

the Thames. If they had sat fifty years ago, when Londoners 

di-ank water taken opposite Hungerford-market, they might 

have come to somewhat similar conclusions. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

Sir Johh Gray seems destined to establish the benefit which 

Medical Members of Parliament are caxiable of rendering to 

the public as well as to the Profession of Medicine. Of 

course the speech in which Sir John Gray first attacked the 

present .system of Medical education and examination was not, 

to use a favourite simile of Mr. Lowe’s, a neutral picture. 

Lights and shadows were pretty thickly laid on. But it is 

impossible to deny that it was such an exposition of the real 

state of things as was likely to arrest the attention of the House 

of Commons. This, after all, is what is needed. The question 

which he asked on Tuesday, as to the “qualified” “Sm-geons 

and Physicians ”—we notice that there are very few qualified 

apothecaries—who are rejected by the army and naval boards, 

and the answer elicited from Mr. Bruce cannot be disregarded 

as a sign of the times either by the Medical Council or by the 

examining boards. There is no doubt that if the House of 

Commons are once convinced of the necessity of a higher and 

more uniform standard of Medical education and examination, 

the thing will be accomplished, and the Profession and the 

liubLLc will be the gainers. The best proposal, and that by 

which no injustice can be done, is that of a conjoint examina- 

nation board in which each division of the Profession shall bo 

duly represented, and before wliich each student shall be 

obliged to present himself at the end of each period of study ; 

and no Hcenco to practise in any special branch, or degree in 

Medicine, should be granted by any university or examining 

body unless the diploma of the conjoint board have been pre¬ 

viously obtained. 

If the decision in committee on the Bill for the Super¬ 

annuation of the Irish Poor-law Medical Officers, that the 

necessary funds should not come out of money voted by Par¬ 

liament, imply diminished security and diminished super¬ 

annuation allowances, we hope that an effort will be made 

to give the Bill its original shape either on the third reading- 

or in the upper House. Had the interests at stake been those 

of railway contractors, or architects, or lawyers, or almost of 

any other Profession than that of Medicine, there would, we 

suspect, have been a fuller House to decide the question. 

The traditions of the party represented by the present 

Government in reference to the treatment of men of science— 

alive or dead—seem not likely to be forgotten during his tenure 

of office by Mr. Lowe. A Conservative Premier could appre¬ 

ciate the services of and the national veneration for Faraday,, 

and,-disregarding any custom to the contrary, could assert the 

propriety of giving such a man a national monument. The 

Liberal Chancellor of the Exchequer raises a questionable 

lirecedent into a rule in order to jirevent the nation, as a nation, 

paying a tribute of respect to the memory of perhaps the 

greatest philosoxiher of modern time. The French Emperor, 

if we mistake not, has called a street by the name of Faraday. 

The English Liberals wfil not vote a sixpence to engrave his 

name on a stone. 

We omitted to state last week, in noticing Dr. Grainger 

Stewart’s candidature for the chair of Pathology in Edin¬ 

burgh, that Dr. R. Sanders is also a candidate. Dr. Sanders is 

AveU knovvTi for his numerous and valuable contributions to the 

Edinburgh Monthly Journal. 

Dr. Rutherford has been elected to the chair of Physiology 

at King’s College, vacant by the resignation of Dr. L. Beale. 

An inquest has lately been held by Dr. Lankester which has 

terminated in the censure of a Medical Practitioner—Mr. 

Harley, who is a district Medical Officer of St. Pancras, and 

has held a temporary office under the new Board of Guardians 

in St. Pancras Workhouse. The case was that of Mary Allen, 

who died in St. Pancras Workhouse on June 25. On May 28 

she had been sent into the workhouse by Mr. Harley, in con¬ 

sequence, according to one account, of scarlatina, according to 

another of catarrh. On June 4 Mr. Harley discharged her, 

believing her, as he said, to be well. Other witnesses, how¬ 

ever, affirmed that he had confessedly discharged her to clear 

the Infirmaiy, as he said he was sent by the guardians to 

diminish the number of patients in the Infirmary. This Mr. 

Harley emphatically denied. After the woman left the In- 

fii-mary it seems jiroved that she improved in health up to a 

certain period, justifying, as Dr. Lankester observed, Mr. 

Harley’s opinion of the case. On June 9 she complained of 

having hurt herself by carrying a basket of linen. Mr. Harley 

had continued to attend her after she had left the Infirmary, 

and on Jime 13 it is said that she asked him to send her back. 

It appears that erysipelas came on, and on Sunday, June 20, 

Mr. Harley sent her into the Infirmary, where she died 

delirious on the following Friday. Now, from this plain 

statement of the case, we do not see that Mr. Harley has been 

in any respect to blame. 'Tlie woman had out-door relief and 

constant Medical attention after she left the Infirmary, and 

when her case assumed a serious aspect she was sent back. 

The complaint against Mr. Harley was that he had tinned her 

out too soon, and that in consequence her death had been 

brought about. But this view, as Dr. Lankester showed in 

his summing up, was not sujiported by the evidence. The 

woman’s improvement after she left the Infii-mary confii-med Mr. 

Harley’s view of the case. The jury, however, were only pre¬ 

vented by Dr. Lankester from returning a verdict which would 

have been equivalent to manslaughter against Mr. Harley, and 

as it was they appended to a verdint of “ Death from natural 

causes” a rider, in which the conduct of Mr. Harley in order- 
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ing Mary Allen out of the Infirmary before she was wholly 

■cured was described as improper and dangerous—a censure in 

winch Dr. Lankester said he did not agree. From all the facts, 

it seems clear that Mr. Harley has been made the victim of 

parochial quarrels. It may be that he has allowed himself to 

be too much a partisan, but, from the published evidence in 

the case of Mary AUen, we do not think his conduct justifies 

the imputations cast upon liim. 

We are glad to see that a committee has been organised, and 

subscriptions are already coming in, for the purpose of render¬ 

ing assistance to Mr. W. O. Berry, of Wimbledon, in defraying 

the legal expenses which he has incurred in consequence of the 

abominable attack recently made on his character. Our readers 

V iU remember that Mr. Berry was charged by a servant girl 

with having committed a capital offence. The evidence proved 

that Mr. Berry was not even in the house at the time when the 

offence was alleged to have taken place; and Mr. Berry was 

immediately discharged by the magistrate who heard the case. 

He subsequently prosecuted the girl for perjury, and she was 

proved gmlty, but acquitted on the ground of insanity; but 

in thus clearing his character he incurred a considerable ex¬ 

pense, to liquidate which the present movement has been set 

.on foot. We ai’e sure that the appeal of the committee to the 

Medical Profession will not be made in vain. 

The Birmingham papers contain the report of an important 

meeting of the Birmingham Medical Registration Association, 

convened on Saturday last under the presidency of Dr. Bell 

Fletcher, to obtain amendments of the Medical Act. A pre¬ 

vious meeting had taken place, in which a memorial had been 

agreed upon for presentation to the General Medical Council 

n,nd to the Secretary of State. To this we shall hereafter refer 

in our notice of the proceedings of the Medical Council. 

The increased mortality from scarlet fever in London excites 

some alarm. The deaths during the second quarter of the year 

from this one disease were 644, or 49 per week; and now 75 

deaths were registered for the week ending July 3. 

A SECOND MEDICAL CONGEESS OF ATT, NATIONS. 

Undismayed by the somewhat problematic success of the last 

General Medical Congress, our Continental brethren are en¬ 

gaged in attempting to secure a second grand meeting, this time 

■to take place in Florenee, the eapital of modern Italy. The 

Congi-ess win be opened on September 20, a time when Florence 
is not the most enjoyable spot on earth, for the heat is gene¬ 

rally rather oppressive. The honorary Presidency has been 

•offered to Professor Bouillaud, who occupied the chair at the 

former meeting in Paris during the time of the Exhibition. 

The programme has not been badly selected, and the questions 

proposed for discussion are of considerable importance. The 

first deals with marsh miasm, a subject with which unfortu¬ 

nately modem Italian Physicians are likely to be only too well 

acquainted. This is to be considered with reference to the 

conditions which favour its development, its effects on man, 

and the most efficacious measures for destroying its causes and 

■effects. The second theme is the therapeutic value of our 

methods of treating cancerous affections locally, their indica¬ 

tions and their counter-indications, as well as the proper value 

ei geneial treatment. The answers here are sure to be 

unsatisfactory; the most promising of aU methods—Broad- 

bent’s—has not turned out as well as we could have de¬ 

sired. The treatment of gunshot wounds, especially with 

reference to modern warfare, is next proposed for discussion. 

The experience of our recent great wars has thrown new light 

on this interesting topic, and much information has been col¬ 

lected, especially by American and German authors. The 

question which is now being so much discussed in this eountry 

the relative value of domestic and Hospital Medical assistance 

. follows next. On this Sir J. Simpson’s researches have 

thrown a flood of light. The tolerably well-worn topic of the 

influence of railway travelling on health is that next proposed 

for discussion. Unfortunately it cannot be separated from a 

number of other conditions all more or less inimical to health. 

The conditions which favour the production of endemic or epi¬ 

demic maladies in our great towns, the means of preventing 

them, and the advantages which can be draivn from great rivers 

or the sea which washes them is the sixth subject proposed, 

whilst, finally, the rigdits and duties of a Medical man ivith 

regard to the legislation of different countries, and the ameliora¬ 

tion which may be reasonably expected, constitute the last 

subject of discussion. As above hinted, we do not expect 

anything very great in a scientific respect from the Congress ; 

but if it only gives an ujiward impetus to Italian Medicine, we 

shall exceedingly rej oice. The country which boasted some of 

the greatest of our Profession has fallen lamentably behind. 

Since the union of Italy there have been many signs of a 

resuscitation, one of the most promising being’ a prospectus of 

an elaborate dictionary of Medical science. The specimen Ave 

have seen was not one to gloat over, still to be viewed with 

favour as full of promise for the future. 

THE HEEBEET HOSPITAL. 

It has at last been determined that the Herbert Ho.spital at 

WoolAAich, hitherto conducted on the general Hospital system, 

shall be entirely under Medical control. Colonel H. J. Shav.^ 

retires permanently from the post of governor on August 1, and 

it is stated that Mr. Hawtree, the present captain of orderlies 

at Netley, proceeds to Woolwich, to assist the principal Medi¬ 

cal medical officer in his new administration. This change 

cannot fail to be acceptable to the Medical officers of the army. 

"W e have frequently remarked upon the anomalous relative 

positions of the mihtary and Medical authorities of the Herbert 

Hospital. The more fact that the entire accommodation for the 

latter within the precincts of the Hospital consists of a single 

room for the Medical officer on duty, Avliile the quarters occu¬ 

pied by the military commandant became, by a gradual process 

of absorption of rooms originally intended for Medical officers, a 

most extensive suite of apartments, and that the principal and 

other Medical officers were compelled to live at a considerable 

distance, in barracks or hired lodgings, was sufficient to strike the 

ordinary mind with amazement. The necessity of a commandant 

for the Army Hospital Corps is supposed to be the reason assigned 

that a similar change of administration is not yet effected at 

the Royal Victoria Hospital, Netley, but Ave can hardly see 

on what grounds a Major-General with extra staff pay sho’old 

be retained for the military command of two or three hundred 
Hospital orderlies. 

EOOE-LAW MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

The Medical Officers of unions and parishes in England should 

endeavour to secure for themselves a boon similar to that which 

their brethren in Ireland seem in a fair way to obtain. The 

Medical Officers’ Superannuation (Ireland) Bill proposes that 

annual allowances shall be granted to Medical officers of unions 

and Dispensary districts, even though the officer shall not have 

devoted his entire time to the service of the union. Therein lies 

the whole gist of the matter; for although, as the law now 

stands, boards of guardians in England are empoAvered, under 

27 and 28 Viet. cap. 42, to grant superannuation allowances to 

Medical officers, as to other persons, they can do so only when 

the officer has devoted his whole time to the serAUce of the 

union. This restriction has hitherto precluded the guardians 

from any extensive exercise of their poAver, but should the 

Medical officers isrocure for England and Wales an Act remov- 

ing this barrier, one of their chief causes of complaint would be 

done away. The Irish Bill, which consists of but two clauses, 

has been issued as amended in committee. It bears the 

names of Mr. Brady, Mr. Pim, and Mr. Trant Hamilton. 

The folloAving is the text of the Bill as amended in committee. 

It is entitled “ A Bill to proA’ide for Superannuation Allow- 
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ances to Medical Officers of Poor-law Unions, and of Dispen¬ 

sary Districts of such Unions, in Ireland.” 

“ Whereas it is expedient that provision should be made to 
enable superannuation allowances to be granted to Medical 
officers of Poor-law unions in Ireland, and of Dispensary dis¬ 
tricts of such unions, who become disabled, either by infirmity 
or age, to discharge the duties of their offices, be it therefore 
enacted by the Queen’s most Excellent Majesty, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Lords Sj)iritual and Temporal, and 
Commons, in this present Parhament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as follows :— 

“ 1. That the board of guardians of any union in Ireland 
may, at their discretion, with the consent of the commissioners 
for administering the laws for relief of the poor in Ireland, 
grant to any Medical officer, including in that term a Surgical 
officer, of such union, or of any Dispensary district in such 
union, an annual allowance, under and subject to the 
jjroUsions of the Act to j^rovide for superannuation allow¬ 
ances to officers of the union in Ireland, passed in the 
twenty-eighth year of the reign of her Majesty,notwithstanding 

■such Medical officer shah, not have devoted his entire time to 
the serUces of the union, and such allowances shall be paid 
out of the rates of the union exclusively. 

2. This Act shall be called ‘ The Medical Officers’ Super¬ 
annuation Act (Ireland), 1869.’ ” 

EXHIBITION OP HOSPITAL APPLIANCES IN HOLLAND. 

The Central Committee of the Dutch Association for the Care 

of Sick and Wounded Soldiei’s has resolved to hold at the 

Hague, in September, an exhibition of objects connected with 

the^ transport, treatment, victualling, and lodging of sick and 

wounded persons, and inHtes both contributors and visitors to 

it. Contributors should give notice before August 4 to Dr. 

L. H. Verwey, Secretary of the Association, of the objects they 

may intend to send. The European Statistical Congress is to be 

assembled at the Hague on September 6, and the Hospital 

exhibition is intended to be opened at the same date. 

COP.ONEES’ FEES TO ARMY MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

The rule, that in cases of coroners’ inquests on persons who 

have died in Hospitals, the resident Medical officer in 

actual attendance on the patient during life is not entitled to 

any fee from the coroner for his attendance during the inquiry 

as to the cause of death, and for such evidence as he maybe 

able to give, has, we are informed, been extended in its applica¬ 

tion to the Medical officers of the army in a manner which we 

consider to be hardly fair. It has been decided by the authori¬ 

ties that in case of an inquest held by the civil power to investi¬ 

gate the cause of death of a soldier or of any member of his 

family, the military Medical officer is not entitled to receive any 

fee from the coroner for such evidence as he may give before 

the court of inquest. It may, of course, happen that an inquest 

may be occasionally necessary in the case of soldiers dying while 

in Hospital under the treatment of the Medical officers of the 

regiment, and in all such it is only right that the military Medical 

officer should be on the same footing as his civilian brother, but 

it also happens not unfrequently that soldiers meet their deaths 

not only out of Hospital, but out of barracks, and from causes 

quite independent of any disease for which they may ever have 

been under the treatment of the Surgeons of their regiments, 

or may die in Hospital in consequence of accidental or malicious 

injuries. Now what we wish to advance is that, if under such cir¬ 

cumstances the Surgeon of the regiment be summoned before 

the coroner for the purpose of giving his Professional opinion as 

to the cause of death, he is fairly entitled to the usual fee. To this 

it may be objected that a Military Surgeon may be ordered by 

liis commanding officer to attend the coroner’s court and to 

give liis evidence. To tliis we reply that the fact of the civil 

power having taken up the investigation, and being in all 

respects, under our constitution, paramount to mihtary autho¬ 

rity, all militarj" witnesses come before it in a i)urely civil 

capacity, and as such are entitled to all the fees which it is the 

custom of the law to allow to civilians; and that although the 

military authorities, as such, may order their servant, the 

Military Surgeon, to attend the inquiry, and to give his evi¬ 

dence as to questions of fact, they should not expect liim to 

give a Professional opinion, which they could not obtain from 

a civil Practitioner without paying liim for it. Wo should 

like to see this question made the subject of judicial con¬ 

sideration and decision, particularly as wo are strongly of 

opinion that the view which we have above advanced is the 

correct one. 

FROM ABROAD.-BIOSTATIC IMMUNITIES OF THE JEWS—M. LE 

FORT ON VENEREAL DISEASES. 

M. Legoyt terminates with the following conclusions an elabo¬ 

rate paper which he recently read at the Paris Statistical 

Society on “ Certain Biostatic Immunities of the Jewish Paco 

in Europe — 

“ The facts which are here collected, and which are nearly 
all derived from official sources, are almost unanimous in 
demonstrating that the Jewish race is distinguished from the 
other European races, in a biostatic point of view, by the 
following phenomena:—1. Its general fecundity is less. 2. So 
is it, at least as a general rule, with regard to its legitimate 
fecundity. 3. It is especially so in relation to its natural or 
illegitimate fecundity. 4. In an equal number of births, there 
are fewer children bom dead, which indicates that the Jewish 
woman passes through her period of gestation more favourably 
than the Christian woman. 5. But the most remarkable privi¬ 
lege of the Jews is, without contradiction, their relative low 
mortality, and that even when they are members of the lowest 
classes of society. This lesser mortality is not (and we cannot 
too much insist on this point) the natural consequence of a 
lesser fecundity, as, with an equal number of births, they count 
fewer deaths, and that by calculating on Halley’s method—that 
is, in supposing the births equal to the deaths (taking place at 
the same ages)—it is found that they have a mean and probable 
life which is longer than that of the autocthonic races. It 
would not be correct to say that this difference in mortality is 
due to a large relative preponderance of adults, since in 
Prussia, which is the only country in which this portion of the 
population has been enumerated by age, there is found to be a 
greater number of cluldren in it than in the Catholic and Evan¬ 
gelical population. 6. We have, moreover, seen that, as a 
consequence of this characteristic physical aptitude, the J ewish 
race becomes acclimatised everywhere, and propagates itself 
under every latitude. 7. Finally, we have shown that the Jews 
are possessed of a special aptitude enabling them to struggle 
against infected media, and protecting them against eontagious 

diseases.” 

After discussing the various explanations of these immunities 

offered by different observers, M. Legoyt states that he believes 

the greater longevity of this race may be explained by the fol¬ 

lowing considerations :—1. The Jews marry earlier than the 

Christians, and thus derive at an earlier age the advantages 

which statistics show are incident to the married state. Still, 

from their well-known prudence and circumspection, it is not 

to be supposed that they enter upon this until prepared to meet 

its exigencies. Among them hasty and rash marriages, which 

are alike hurtful to the health of parents and children, are rare. 

2. The fecundity being less, they can pay much more attention 

to the preservation of their children. 3. By reason of the 

small number of illegitimate children they have, they escape 

the exceptional mortality which sweeps away such children. 

4. The Jew does not pursue any calling which demands very 

hard labour. He is neither an agriculturist, a labourer, me¬ 

chanic, sailor, nor miner. Before all things, he is the shop¬ 

keeper, merchant, banker, artist, savant, man of letters, or public 

functionary, o. The Mosaic law contains ordinances which, 

being purely hygienic, must exercise a favourable influence on 

the health—e.g., the verification of the condition of slaughtered 

animals, the frequency of ablution, the practice of circumcision, 

and the separation from the husband until a week after men¬ 

struation, etc. 6. The strength of the family feeling among the 

Jews. It is only when it is absolutely impossible, and without dis¬ 

tinction of rank, that a Jewish woman does not suckle her child. 

The children, too, are the obj ects of incessant and most vigilant 
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care, whicli indeed is returned by the respect and solicitude 

■which these manifest for their parents, especially when aged or 

infirm. This is probably one cause of the rarity of suicide 

among the Jews. 7. The sobriety of the Jews is incontestable. 

8. Throughout the entire Jewish community, a warm feeling 

of charity for the indigent and miserable prevails. 9. The 

religious Jew is remarkable for his great serenity of mind, and 

his deep-seated faith in Providence and the high destinies of 

his race. The constancy, ih.e perennite of the Jewish tempera¬ 

ment, is well refiected in his religious faith, which has remained 

immovable for so many ages. 10. The morality of the Jews, 

as deduced from criminal statistics, seems to be real, and is only 

an indication of those regular habits of life wliich exercise so 

great an influence on the duration of fife. 

A paper relating to the “ Clinical History of Venereal Dis¬ 

eases,” read at the Societe de Chirurgde, a short time since, by 

M. Leon le Fort, but which we were then unable to notice, 

is one of considerable interest. The materials have been ob¬ 

tained during the two years 1866-67, when the author was 

Surgeon to the Midi, and consequently had a great number of 

cases under notice. After submitting these cases to dilig’ent 

analysis, he finds that there are 4987 sufficiently precise and 

reliable to enable him to come to an opinion on various interest¬ 

ing- points. 

1. Blennorrhagia.—The number of cases treated amoimtedto 

2583—i.e., 597 in-patients and 1986 out-patient.3—and the points 

investigated were the frequency of the affection, the duration 

of the period of incubation, and the epoch at which orchitis 

appeared and its relation between this complication and the 

treatment employed. («) Its frequency in Paris must be very 

considerable, seeing that in this one service 2583 patients were 

treated in seventeen months. Among this number, 914 had 

already had gonorrhoea, 129 with orchitis, 19 with ulcers not 

followed by sypliilis, and 27 vyith chancres followed by syphilis. 

Less than one-half and more than a third of these patients 

had had one or more blennorrhagias before, and the same may 

be observed with regard to the other patients treated for the 

various forms of syphilis; so that among the 4987 patients, 

4287 either were under treatment for blennorrhagda or had 

already had it once or several times. (5) Incuhation.—The 

necessity of eliminating doubtful cases reduces the number in 

which the duration of this could be ascertained with any 

approach to exactitude to 2070. Among this number, 50 

patients observed the first signs of the gonorrhcea at the end 

of twenty-four hom-s, 149 after two days, 327 after the third 

day. The highest number corresponded to the eighth day, 

which probably included some cases which really appeared on 

the seventh or ninth. Classifying' the results by periods of 

four days, it was found that there were 778 within the first 

four, or 37-5 per cent, of the total; 869 from the fifth to the 

eighth, or 41 per cent.; 276 from the ninth to the twelfth, or 

13 per cent.; 112 frord the thirteenth to the sixteenth, or 5 per 

cent.; and from the seventeenth to the twentieth only 17 

patients. From the fourth to the eighth day is, then, the 

period during which gonorrhoea ordinarily appeared, and during 

the first eight days it had appeared in more than tliree-fourths 

of the cases—1647, or 79-5 per cent. As to the long incuba¬ 

tions of six weeks of which Hunter speaks as ocemring, no 

example of them was met among the 2070 patients, and in 

only 35 out of the whole 2070 did the incubation exceed the 

fifteenth day. (c) Blennorrhagic orchitis.—Of the proportionally 

largo number of cases (645) observed, the complication appeared 

only in 24 during the first week, in 93 dming the second week, 

in 182 from the fifteenth to the tliirtieth day, and in 150 

between the first and second month. The patient is not secure 

from an attack until a much later period. Thus in 42 it ap¬ 

peared between the second and third month, in 26 after the 

third, in 14 after the fourth, and in 25 after the sixth. As to 

the side affected, this was, in 540 cases in which this was speci¬ 

fied, the right in 269 and the left in 227, corroborating the | 

general observation that the affection is rather more frequently 

found on the right side. In 44 of the 540 cases the orchitis 

was double. As to the influence of various modes of treatment, 

as injection, etc., in inducing the complication, M. le Fort 

denies it, and he explains the greater frequency of its occur¬ 

rence in cases that have not been treated at all by the fact that 

the duration of the blennorrhagia is in consequence more 

prolonged. 

2. Chancres.—M. leFort found in 1805 cases of chancre 967 soft 

or simple, and 838 indurated chancres. How great a discrepancy 

prevails among observers in estimating the proportion may be 

seen from M. Puche’s 10,000 cases observed in the same Hos¬ 

pital, among which he fomid 8045 simple and 1955 indurated 

chancres. As to the nuniber of chancres, M. le Fort finds it 

specified in 736 soft chancres, as single in 456 and multiple in 

280. As to the incubation of soft chancre, an examination of 

661 cases in which this could be ascertained with some exacti¬ 

tude leads M. le Fort to believe it to be in general very short. 

In 209 it appeared within the first four days after coition, and 

in 301 during the next four days, making 510 out of the 661 

cases within the first eight days—i.e., 77 per cent. In 131, or 

19 per cent., the chancre appeared during the second week, and 

in 20 only was it delayed longer, and never beyond the 

thirtieth day. In fact, the duration of incubation is still less 

than represented above, for, owing to the habitual neglect of 

cleanliness by Hospital patients, the chancre may exist several 

days before being noticed by the patient. Of the 838 indurated, 

chancres in only 438 could reliable accounts of the period of 

incubation be obtained, exhibiting a marked contrast with soft 

chancre. Thus, only in 5 did it appear between the second 

and fourth day after coitus, in 60 between the fifth and eighth 

day. In 77 per cent, soft chancres appeared dm’ing the first 

week, and only 11 per cent, of hard did so, while but 3 per 

cent, of soft chancres appeared between the seventeenth and 

tlnrtieth day to 30 per cent, of indurated. Taking the total 

of 1099 cases in which the duration of the incubation was 

noted, it was found that the indurated chancre had a mean 

duration of nineteen days, and the soft non-syphihtic chancre 

one of seven days. 

After a comparative view of the seat of soft and hard 

chanci’e, M. le Fort terminates his paper with some observa¬ 

tions on inoculation. This he strongly recommends being per¬ 

formed just above the umbiheus, instead of at the lower part 

of the abdomen or on the thigh. In these latter situations it 

is by no means uncommon to find inoculation followed by great 

detachment of the sMn, or even phagedmnic ulceration, acci¬ 

dents he has never observed in the situation indicated. 

PAELIAMEXTAEY.-THE EEPOET OX NAVAL HOSPITALS-THE PEO- 

POSED MONUMENT TO FAEADAY-VOTES FOE THE UNTVEESITIES 

OF LONDON AND GLASGOW-MEDICAL OFFICEES’ SUPEEANNUATION 

(iEELANd) bill-MEDICAL EDUCATION-CONTAGIOUS DISEASES 

(animals) bill. 

In the House of Commons, on Monday, July 5, Mr. Alderman 
Lusk asked the First Lord of the Admiralty if he had any 
objection to lay upon the table of the House the recent report 
of the Civil Commission on Naval Hospitals, and if he could 
state the cost of that Commission. 

Mr. Childers said that the report of the Civil Commission on 
Naval Hospitals had been under the consideration of the 
recently appointed Medical Director of the Navy. The report 
would be laid upon the table of the House in a few days. 
The cost of the Commission was £353 13s. 6d. 

. Dr. Lyon Playfair asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
whether the following extract of a letter pm-porting to be 
written by him, dated May 5, 1869, and read at a public 
meeting on June 21, was correctly reported:— 

“ I do not in the least doubt the signal merits of Faraday, 
and I hope that a monument may be erected worthy of so 
great a man; but I cannot consent to appropriate public money 
towards the monument of a private citizen, however illustrious. 
I do not make this rule—I find it.” 

And, if it were a correct extract, whether he would state to the 
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Hou.se the exact terms of the rule to wliich he referred, and 
the date at which it was made. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer ; The extract is perfectly 
correct, but I am soriy to say that I am not able to stats the 
exact terms of the rule to which I referred. I find that the 
statues in London, putting aside the Kings, have been erected 
by means of funds proHdcd in the following manner:—That 
of Lord Kelson was paid for by public subscription and by 
Parliamentary grant, and that of Sir J. Franldin by Parlia¬ 
mentary grant only. All the other statues have been erected 
by subscription only, and I deduce from these facts the rule 
that it is not the general custom for Parliament to make grants 
for this pui’pose. Of course. Lord Nelson was an exceptional 
person, who does not appear twice, perhaps, in the history of a 
nation. The only other exception was the recent one of Sir 
John Franklin, whose strange and tragic death and the feeling 
occasioned by it may well account for his case being made an 
exception. I think, also, that the history of England shows 
that it has not been customary for us to erect moniunents at 
the public expense to private citizens, however illustrious they 
may have been. Take the catalogue of illustrious names— 
Shake.speare, Milton, Newton, and Locke—and yoai will find 
that no monuments were erected at the public expense to their 
memory. Without any disrespect, therefore, to his memory, 
I think that Faraday may be well content to be jiassed by in 
such company. (A laiagh.) I will say, further, that the 
principle of this country has been to have its citizens actuated 
by a feeling of duty rather than of glory, and that the nation 
is not in an ascending scale rvhich is prodigal of its rewards. 
(Hear, hear.) 

In Committee of Supply, the House voted £30,000 for build¬ 
ings for the University of London, and £20,000 for Glasgow 
University. 

The House went into Committee on the Medical Ofiiccrs’ 
Superanuu-ition (Ireland) Bill. 

Mr. Aja’ton moved the addition of words at the end of clause 
2, xrro-vdefing that no payments towards the objects of the Bill 
should be made out of moneys voted by Parliament. 

Mr. Synan protested against the amendment. 

The Committee divided, with the following result:— 

For the amendment . . . . .44 
Against it . . . . . . .10 

Majority ...... 34 

The provision was therefore added to the Bill, which jrassed 
through Committee. 

In the House of Commons, on Tuesday, Jrdy 6, Sir J. Gray 
asked the Secretary of State for the Plome Department 
whether the General Council of Medical Education and 
Pegistration, appointed under the Act 21 and 22 Victoria, cap. 
90, had “ represented ” to the Privy Council that the official 
reports forwarded to the Coimcil for their information in the 
years I860, 1866, 1867, and 1868, by the heads of the Military 
and NavpJ Medical Departments, complained of the “ igno¬ 
rance ” of a large proportion of the licensed Surgeons a,nd 
Physicians who ammally presented themselves as candidates 
for Medical employment in the army and navy; and that the 
returns show that within the period embraced in the reports 
named more than 150 licensed Surgeons and Physicians who 
wore entitled to hold any Poor-law or other civil Medical 
appointment in the empire were rejected by the Military and 
Naval Medical Boards. 

Mr. Bruce : No such representations have been made by the 
Medical Coiincil to the Privy Council either with respect to the 
Medical men rejected upon examina,tion by the Military and 
Naval Medical Boards, or with respect to the granting of 
licences to the 160 rejected candidates ; but I have reason to 
know that the fact has come under the notice of the Medical 
Council and excited their serious attention. I am informed 
that the Privy Council is at the present time in communication 
with the Medical Council with a view to considering whether 
the Medical Act may be so amended as to iiism’e a higher 
efficiency in the Medical Profession of the United Kingdom. 

The Committee on the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Bill 
was taken at a morning sitting’. Some hours were occupied 
in fighting over again the battle of last year on an amendment 
to clause 15, moved by Mr. C. S. Read. It required the 
slaughter at the port of landing (uith certain exceptions) of 
aU cattle imported from countries in which the disease has 
existed within the last eighteen months, and it was rejected on 
a divi.sion by 220 to 160. Progress was then made with the 
Bill up to clause 44. 

EESTIVAL OF THE EELLOAVS OE THE 
COLLEGE OE SHEGEONS. 

On Thursday, July 1, after the election of the members of 

Council, the annual dinner of the Fellows of the College took 

place as usual, at the Albion Tavern, Aldersgate-street, Mr. 

Nunneley, of Leeds, in the chair, and upwards of one hundred 

Fellows were present on the occasion. 

The usual loyal and patriotic toasts were drunk with marked 

enthusiasm. 

Dr. Aemsthong, Director-General of “ The Medical Depart¬ 

ment of the Navy,” acknowledged on behalf of that branch of 

the public service. 

Dr. Mottat, C.B., responded for the “ Medical Department 

of the Army.” He repudiated the traditional distinction of 

combatant and non-combatant officers, he having had repeated 

occasion to do liis duty, under fire of the enemy, in various 

parts of her Majesty’s dominions. Alluding to the honours 

which the great Napoleon I. had showered on his Medical 

officers. Dr. Mouat regretted that the services of the Medical 
department of the army in this country were not equally 
recognised by the Government. The War Office had a novel 
mode of promoting the Medical officers in reward for efficient 
service—namely, by placing them on half-pay—and thereby 
practically ejecting them from the service. Having adverted 
to the success of Surgical practice in the army, although per¬ 
formed often under disadvantageous circumstances, he par¬ 
ticularly noticed the success which had attended excision of 
the shoulder-joint in eight cases. (Cheers.) 

Dr. Moeeis, of Spalding, after repeated calls, on rising to 
acknowledge for the “ Volunteers,” was received with rounds 

of applause. 
The “Medical Council” and the “Medical Corporations” 

were then duly honoured. The Chairman observed that the 
Medical Council had that afternoon received a most important 
communication from the Government bearing on the subject of 
Medical education, and on the constitution of the Council as 
the representative body of the Profession. (Loud cheers.) 
Quackery could not—should not be put down by penal laws, 
but by elevating the standard of the Profession morally and 
inteUectuaUy, a far better remedy. (Hear, hear.) 

Dr. Macnamaea, President of the Royal College of Surgeons 
in Ireland, on the part of that corporation, cordd truly say that 
they had endeavoured to uphold the interests of Surgery, by 
raising the standard of preliminary education and of the prac¬ 
tical study of Sm’gery, emulating in these respects the great 
example set them by the English College. Holding out the 
right hand of good fellowship, he woidd assure them that 
whenever any Fellow or Member of that College might visit 
Ireland, and do him the honour of knocking at his door, he 
wiU find that he has no stranger to meet. (Great applause.) 

Mr. Solly, in responding for the Royal College of Surgeons 
of England, took occasion to acknowledge, in graceful terms, 
his thanks for the proud position in which, by the favour of 
the Fellows, he had that day again been placed. Having 
offered some apologetic remarks for any shortcomings in the 
reform of the College of Sm-geons, he resumed his seat amid 
great applause. 

Mr. Gay and Mr. Eeichsen, both of whom were very warmly 
received, briefly acknowledged the honour conferred on them 
by their election as members of the Council. 

“ The Provincial Schools” followed, coupled with the name 
of Mr. Turner, of Manchester. He alluded, in feeling terms, 
to the memory of Mr. Hodgson, and liis high character as a 

Surgeon. . tit-h • 
“The Metropolitan Schools” were represented by Sii’WiUiam 

Fergusson, who, on rising, was greeted with a prolonged burst 
of applause. He took occasion to expatiate on the high dis¬ 
tinction of provincial Surgeons, and of their influence on the 
history of Srirgcry. Hey, of Leeds, and Pax’k, of Liverpool, 
were names that would never be forgotten, for their labours 
had stamped a mark on Surgery which wordd be felt in its 

consequences to the end of time. 
“The Health of the Chairman” was then honoured with 

three times three cheers and one cheer more. 
Mr. Nunneley, in returning thanks, regretted that unavoid¬ 

able circumstances had prevented the chair being occupied that 
day by one of the greatest Surgeons which the world had ever 
produced. He need only mention the name of Mr. Sjune. 
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Mr. Clifton gave “The Stewards” and Mr. Wiblin, of 
Southampton, who briefly responded, and the Honorary Secre- 
tary, Mr. T. Carr Jackson, whose exertions had so largely con¬ 
tributed to the success of the meeting. 

Great interest was taken in the election, and Fellows 
attended from the most distant provincial towns. The fol¬ 
lowing we believe to be a correct list of the provincial 
Fellows who were present and voted:—Messrs. Adams, 
of Maidstone ; Aldridge, Dorchester; Baker and West, 
Birming-ham; Baker, Leamington ; Balding, Rayston; Bartlet, 
Ipswich; Bartrum, Bath; Messrs. J. V. and W. Bell, Brown, 
and Hutchins, Rochester; Bleeck, Warminster; Bulley and 
May, of Reading; Burke, of Malta; Byass, Cuckfield ; Cadge, 
Copeman, Crosse, Dalrymple, M.P., and Nichols, of Norwich ; 
Carter, of Pewsey; Carter, Cattlin, Furner, Humphry, Oldham, 
Hugg, and Taafe, of Brighton ; Ceely, Aylesbury; Cousins, 
Portsmouth; Dalton and Rumsey, of Cheltenham; Davies, 
Newport, Mon.; Duncan, Tunbridge Wells; Embleton, New- 
castle-on-Tyne ; Foster and Procter, of Bradford, Yorkshire ; 
Foster, Huntingdon; Fox, Derby; Green, Bristol; Hall, 
Sheffield; Hammond and Humphry, Cambridge; Harris, 
Worthing; Heane, Cinderford; Hearne and Wiblin, South¬ 
hampton ; Hussey and Symonds, Oxford ; Jones, Brackley; 
Jordan, Lund, and Turner, IVIancliester; Lush, W^eymoutli; 
"I^Dougal, late Bishop of Labuan; Maurice, Marlborough; 
Morgan, Defynog, Brecon ; Morris, Spalding; Mouat, New 
Zealand; Nankivell, Torquay; Nicholls, Chelmsford ; Nunne- 
Dy, Leeds; Paget, Leicester; Prall, West Mailing; Shillitoe, 
Hitchm; Shipman, Grantham; Sleman, Tavistock; G. Hill 
Smith, Stevenage; T. H. Smith, St. Mary’s Cray; Spooner, 
Blandford Stone, We.st Lavington; Swain, Devonport; 
iaylor, Guildford; Thompson, Biggleswade ; Thomson, Ross ; 
White, Ryde; Winchester, of Maidenhead; Wood, of Shrews- 
bury ; Wotton, of Great Malvern, etc. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 

-<>- 

THE LATE ELECTION AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE 

OF SURGEONS. 

Letter feom Me. Erasmus Wilson. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir, It having come to my knowledge that in .several instances 
I was voted against at the late Council election of the College 
of Surg'eons becauso I had offered to endow a Professorship of 
Dermatology in the College with a view to the study and in¬ 
vestigation of an important branch of Surgical Medicine, and 
as I intend to present myself as a candidate for the Councilship, 
for the fifth time, at the next Council election, in right of my 
seniority as a Eellow of the College, I venture to explain briefly 
the circumstances under which my gift to the College was 
made, and the time at which it was offered. I need hardly say 
that my gift to the College, of itself, could not, as I understand 
the matter, raise an opposition to my claim ; but the inference 
has been drawn, and has been spoken in so many words, that I 
intended to bribe the Fellows to vote for me by a donation to 
Medical science of £5000. It certainly never occurred to me to 
calculate the money value of a seat at the Council Board, 
although such a sum as that mentioned would have gone far to 
return me for Parliament had such been my ambition, nor can 
i conceive that, to the mind of a man of honom-, such a suspi¬ 
cion could arise. - 

The facts are simply these. In the autumn of 1868 I first 
became acquainted with the remarkable models of diseases of 
the skin constructed by Baretta for the St. Louis Hospital 
Museum in Pans. I perceived at once how valuable these 
inodels would be to the students and Practitioners of Medicine 
ot my own country, and my friend Dr. Bishop, of Paris, veiw 
kindly undertook to examine the models for me and obtain a 
list ot all that had been made. Dr. Bishop’s report was so 

that I gave an immediate order for a series 
ot illustrations of the more common forms of these diseases, and 
on January 4, 1869, I received a large case from Paris contain¬ 
ing twenty-seven models. 

The most suitable mode of disposal of these models for the 
purposes which I had in view was the question to which it 
became necessary I should next address my attention. I 
d^ired that they should be placed within the reach of the 
whole Profession, whether Physician, Surgeon, apothecary, or 
student, and the best mode of effecting this object, as it 

appeared to me, was to place them in the University of London,, 
and to endow a Professorship in conjunction with them, in that 
institution. I made this offer to the University through Dr. 
Carpenter,^ and I foimd, greatly to my regi'et, that the charter 
of the University prohibited the foundation of any Professor¬ 
ship in that institution. 

It was then that I turned to the College of Surgeons, but 
not before I had ascertained that the Museum of the College 
of Physicians was not adapted for the display and preservation 
of the models, and that my conditions of access to every mem¬ 
ber of the Profession might not be acceptable to that body. In 
making my offer to the College of Surgeons, I was under the 
impression that, in case of its acceptance and of niy appoint¬ 
ment to the iiroposed chair, I should be disqualified from 
occupying a seat at the Council Board ; but this consideration 
did not weigh with me for an instant. On the one side there 
was, as I believed, a public good, on the other a jirivate desire 
—the latter I put away as unworthy of a thought by the side 
of the greater issue. Subsequently, however, to my decision and 
to my offer, I was informed that the holding of a Professorship 
in the College was no disqualification to the occupation of a 
seat at the Council Board—that Mr. Le Gros Clark and Mr. 
Hancock both held the double appointment of member of 
Council and College Professor, and therefore, and under these 
circumstances, I could see no objection, nothing dishonourable, 
and nothing undigTiified in claiming my right of candidateship 
to a vacancy in the Council of the College. 

The large number of votes polled in my favour at the last 
election, and utterly without canvass, leads me to hope that my 
next candidature may not be un.successful, and that, besides 
the Hospitals and provinces, there may be elected on the 
Council a representative of the unattached portion of the Pro¬ 
fession. I am, &c. Erasmus Wilson. 

July 5. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-- 

Apothecaiiies’ Hall. — The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received a Certificate to practise, on Thursdav, 
July 1, 1869:— xr , j, 

Ashby, Alfred, Staines. 
Hitchcock, Henry Knight, Devizes. 
LjTie, Henry, Plymouth. 

As Assistants in compounding and dispensing medicines :— 
Cape, J. S., Wellington. 
Miohell, E. J., Eahnouth. 
Hobson, J. C., Darlington. 
Sequeira, B. C., Brazil, S.A. 
Wilkinson, T., Bishop Auckland. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Examination :—■ 

Madeley, E., King’s College. 
Smith, W. B., St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
MitcheU, W., Westminster Hospital. 
Wilhams, J., University College. 

At the Competitive Examination held in June for the Prizes 
in Botany annually given to Medical Students by the Society 
of Apothecaries, the successful candidates were:—(First) 
Ebenezer Geer RusseU, of Guy’s Hospital, a Gold Medal ^ 
(second) Alexander Wynter Blyth, of King’s College, a Silver 
Medal and a Book. “ 

JNAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

Admiralty.—The following appointments have been made :—Fi-ederick M. 
Rajmer, Staff-Sm-geon, to the Asia; Dr. Wilham L. Gordon, Staff- 
Surgeon, to the Duke of Wellington^ for tAiQ Revenge; Erancis M’Aree, 
Surgeon to the PembroTce; and John B. Nicoll and Richard S. P. Griffiths, 
As.sistant-Surgeons, to the Duke of Wellington, for the Revenge. 

War Office.—The following appointments have been made 14th Foot: 
Staff Surgeon Randolph W ebb, to be Surgeon, vice Suiveon-Major John 
Elhott Carte, M B., C.B., appointed to the Staff. Rifle Brigade : 
Surgeon Henry Martyn Fraser, M.D., having completed twenty yeai-s’ 
f^-pay sepuce, to be Surgeon-Major, under the provisions of the Royal 

1867. Medical Department: Surgeon-Major John 
Elliot Carte, M.B., C.B., from the 14th Foot, to be Staff Sm-geon-Major, 
vice Staff Surgeon Randolph Webb, appointed to the 14th Foot 

BIRTHS. 
Dowsom.—On July 1, at 117, Park-street, W., the wife of Dr. Edward 

Dowson, of a son. 

Moore.—On Jime 30, at the Royal Dockyard, Portsmouth, the wife of Dr 
George Moore, Surgeon, Royal Navy, of a son. 

Owens.—On June 28, at The Firs, East Farleigh, Kent, the wife of Dr 
Owens, of a daughter. 

Rolston. On June 25, at 10, Clarendon-villas, Plumstead-common, the 
wife of P. W. Bolston, Surgeon, Royal Navy, of a son. 
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WiLi.TA5r30x.—On June 20, ab 44, Mildinay-pai-k, IST., the wife of James 
AViUiamsoi), IM.D., of a son. 

MAERTAGES. 
Fixlay—Paterson.—On July 1, at Wardle-villa, nearEdinbni'f>-h, 'William 

irinlay, F.ll.C.P. Edin., to Catheiine, daughter of the late jludrew Pater¬ 
son, S.S.C., Edinhmgh. 

lIir.TON—IIawtiiorne.—On June 29, at St. Miehnels-in-the-IIamlet, Liver¬ 
pool, Thomas Hilton, Esq., of 'Wigan, to Rosa Elizabeth, daughter of 
the late George Stuart Haw-thome, M.D. 

Jones—Benham.—On June 30, at the parish church of "Westhury-on- 
Trjm, Francis Ralph, eldest son of George Jones, Esq., of Stoke-villa, 
Stoke-upon-Trent, to Emily Ada, younger daughter of Dr. Benham, of 
Camden House, St. MichaeTs-hill, near Bristol. 

Rayneb—Coles.—On July 1, at St. John’s, Hackney, John Rajmer, M.D., 
of Highbury New-park, to Frances S. Cole.s, only child of the lute 'W. B. 
Coles, of Curry Rivel. 

DEATHS. 

Bolton, John, M.R.C.S., for m.any years Government JJcdical Officer for 
the District of Savane, at Souillac, Mauritius, on May 11, aged 4.5. 

Godfrey, Nathaniel, Surgeon, atTurvey, Beds, on July 4, in his 64th year. 

Phillips, Philip Lovell, Esq., of Toiwille, Torquay, South Devon, at 
Exeter, on July 2. 

Ryan, Frances, tlie beloved wife of 'William Ryan, M.D., and daughter of 
T. Driscoll, Esq., King’s Counsel, at Dublin, on Juno 10. 

Watson, George Henry, M.E.C.S.E., eldest son of the late George Henry 
SVatson, Esq., of Charterhouse-square, London, at his residence, 
Hounslow, on June 3, aged 38, deeply regretted by his family and friends. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
requu’ed in the Candidate, the person to whom application should bo 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asylum, Wokingham, Berks.—Assistant 
Medical Officer; must be a single man, and be legally qualified. Appli¬ 
cations and testimonials to the Supeiintcndent on or before July 10. 

Dental Hospital of London, 32, Soho-square, W.—Dental House- 
Siu'gecn and Assistant-Secretary. Applications and testimonials to the 
Honoraiy Secretary, on or before July 10. 

Dental Hospital of London, 32, Soho-square, W.—Assistant-Dental 
Surgeon; must be a Licentiate in Dental Surgeiy of Royal College of 
Surgeons of England. Applications and testimonials to the Honorary 
Secretary, on or before Judy 10. 

Dorset County Lunatic Asylums.—Assistant Medical Officer; must be 
duly qualified and be registered. Applications and testimonials to the 
Committee of Visitors of the Dorset Lunatic Asylums, on or before the 
31st inst. 

Hay Union.—Medical Officer; must be legally qualified. The gentleman 
appointed will be required to reside in Hay. Applications and testimonials 
to Mr. C. Griffiths, Clerk to the Guardians, on or before August 4, elec¬ 
tion on August 5. 

Middlesex County Lunatic Asylum, Colney-hatcii.—Assistant Medical 
Officer for the female department. Applieations to be made on a printed 
form which may be obtained of Mr. J. S. Scaife, Clerk to the Visitors, on 
or before July 10. Election on July 13. 

Middlesex Hospital Medical College.—The Lectureship on Materia 
Medica and Therapeutics will be vacant at the end of the present se.ssion. 
Applications to the Dean on or before the 14th inst. 

North London Consumption Hospital.—Visiting Physician ; must be 
M.R.C.P., and reside within one mile of the office. ATiplications and 
testimonials to the Secretary, 216, Tottenham-com’t-road, on or before 
the 13th inst. 

Royal General Dispensary, 25, Bartholomew-close.—Honoraiy Phy¬ 
sician. Candidates will be required to attend at a meeting of the Medi¬ 
cal Sub-committee on the 15th inst. Particulars of the duties can be 
obtained of Mr. RowseU, offices of the Malta and Meditcn-anean Ga.s 
Company, 60, Gracechurch-street, E.C. 

Royal Sea-bathing Infirmary, Margate.—Resident Surgeon ; must be 
legally qualified. Applications and testimonials to Mr. John Thompson, 
Secretary, 1, Q,ucen-street, Cheapside, on or before July 23. 

Royal Surrey County Hospital.—Dispenser and Assistant-Secretaiy, 
Further information may be obtained of the House-Surgeon at the Hos¬ 
pital. Applications and testimonials to the Honoraiy Secretary, on or 
before Judy 19. 

Sheffield General Infirmary.—Assistant House-Surgeon; must be a 
Member of one of the Royal Colleges of Siu'geons of the United King¬ 
dom, and L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Applications and testimonials to the 
Medieal Staff of the Infirmary, care of the Secretary, on or before July 10. 

Shepton Mallet Union.—Medical Officer for tlie Third District of the 
Union. Candidates must be qualified according to the rales and regula- \ 
lions of the Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to G. M. 
Mackay, Clerk to the Guardians, Shepton Mallet, on or before July 12. 

University College Hospital.—Resident Medical Officer. Applications 
and testimonials to John Robson, Esq., Secretary to the Comicil of 
University CoUege, on or before July 17. 

University College.—The Pi-ofessoi-ship of Medical Jurispnidence will 
be vacant at the end of the present session. Further infonnation may 
be obtained of tlie Secretaiy. . 

Westminster Hospital.—Surgeon and Assistant-Surgeon. Candidates 
for either office must be F.R.S.C.E., not jiractising pharmacy or mid¬ 
wifery. Applications and testimonials to F. J. Wilson, Esq., Secretary, 
on or before July 20. Election on Jnly 30. 

rOOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*»• The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
Darlinglon U7iicn.—Dr. Lunilcy has resigned the Haughton-le-Skerne 

District; area, 10,987 ; population 1628; salaiy £17 10s. per annum. 

Ton-iiir/ton Union.—Mr. W. Risdon ha.s resigned the First Dolton District; 
area 11,927 ; population 2240; salary £42 3s. 4d. per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Cieohur;/ Mortimer Union.—Geoi’go G. Bothwcll, L.R.C.P. Edin., 

M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Seeond liistrict. 
Conwny Union.—'William M. Wfiliam.s, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S.E., to 

the Creuddj'n District. 
Ilawnrilen Union.—Wfiliam C. AVatson, M.R.C.S.E., L.R.C.P., to the 

Second District. 
Hollinnhmirn Union.-—John Fitzpatrick, M.D. Abcr., M.R.C.P. Lond., 

M. R. C. ^. E., to the Fourth District. 
Noi'thaliertoti Union.—William B. Giiffith, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.R.C.S. Edin., 

B.A., to the 0.smotherlcy District. 
St. Thoman Union.—Edward Mercer, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Colaton 

Raleigh and Otterton Districts. John E. G. Coxwell, L.K. and Q,. Coll. 
Phys. He., M.R.C.S.E., to the Heavitree District. John T. Langley, 
M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Withycombe Raleigh District. 

Woodhridge Union.—Charles F, Covey, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Seventh 
District. 

Dr. Protheroe Smith lias been elected a correspond¬ 
ing' member of the Gynoecological Society of Boston, U.S. 

IbioFESSOR Owen will distribute the prizes at Cbaring- 
cross Hospital School of Medicine on Monday, the 12th inst., 
at 4 p.m. 

W. J. Eichards, L.R.C.P. Edin., of Ecdrutb, has been 
thrown from his horse, and received some severe wounds in the 
head. 

Sir E. Murchison was present at the last sitting 
of the French Academy of Sciences, and returned thanks for 
his nomination as foreign member in place of Michael Faraday. 

The Convalescent Hospital at Cookbridge, near Leeds, 
will be ready for the reception of patients on Friday, the 
IGtli inst. 

The LATE Dr. Manning, of Eathdrum.—Ilp-wards of 
£300 has already been subscribed towards a substantial testi¬ 
monial to the widow and family of the deceased gentleman. 

Dr. Trench, the Medical Officer of Health for Liver¬ 
pool, has declared the Workshops’ Regulation Act to be “ the 
most impracticable and unworkable piece of legislation that he 
ever got hold of.” 

The Belfast Board of Gruardians have increased the 
salary of Dr. Johnson from £120 to £150 per annum. 

The distribution of prizes at the. London Hospital 
Medical College wfil.tske place on July 19 at 2 p.m. The 
Right Hon. J. Joachim Goschen, M.P., President of the Poor- 
law Board, will preside. 

It will be seen, on reference to our advertising columns, 
that arrangements have been made by the Comicil of the 
St. Andrews Medical Graduates’ Association to afford the 
members an opportunity of spending a day at St. Alban’s on the 
20th instant, and dining there. 

The Social Science Association hold their annual meet¬ 
ing- this year at Bristol, on September 30. The special subjects 
for discussion in the Health Section are the restraint of con¬ 
tagious disease, the cost of sanitary measures, and the treat¬ 
ment of dipsomaniacs. 

The pastor of Bohle, near Hagen, in Westphalia, has 
been working, or said to work, miraculous cures, and omni¬ 
buses and country carts have been conveying crowds of invalids 
from the nearest stations. From 200 to 500 persons visit the 
place daily ; lodgings are hardly to be had for money, and the 
inns in the neighbourhood do a thriving trade.—Guardian. 

At Whitefield, William Hilton, aged 14, went to Dr. 
Birnie to have two teeth extracted, and immediately alter the 
operation had been performed he fell back in a fit of epilepsy, 
from the shock to the system, and died. 

A BUTCHER and sausage-maker of Little St. Androw’s- 
street. Seven Dials, was at Marlborough-street on Monday fined 
£20 for having meat on sale unfit for human food. 

The annual general meeting of the Metropolitan Asso¬ 
ciation of Medical Officers of Health was held on Wednesday 
last, July 7, when the following officers were elected for the 
ensuing year :—I’resident: Dr. Robert Druitt. J'lcc-I^renidetiis . 
Dr. C. J. B. Aldis ; Dr. George Buchanan ; Dr. John W. Tripe. 
Treasurer: Dr. C. J. B. Aldis. Secretaries: Dr. J. Northcoto 
Vinen ; Dr. Thomas Stevenson. General Purposes Committee : 
Dr. E. Ballard ; Dr. Henry Lotheby ; Dr. William Hardwicke ; 
Dr. W. T. Iliff; John Liddlc, Esq. ; C. F. J. Lord, Esq.; Dr. 
W. T. G. Woodforde; Dr. J. J. Rygate. 

Eoyal Institution of Great Britain.—At the 
general monthly meeting, Monday, July 5, 1869, George Busk, 
Esq., in the chair, William Vaughan Murray, Esq., Albert Lewis 
Newdigate, Esq., M.A., were elected Members of the Royal 

Institution. 
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Eotal Victoria Hospital, Netley.—Tlie staff and 
regimental Medical officers entertained the Mayor and other 
officials of the borough of Southampton at a banquet in the 
mess room of the Hospital, on Wednesday in last week. 

A MEETING of the Eoyal Sanitary Commission was held 
on Monday, July 5. Present:—The Eight Hon. C. B. Adder- 
ley, M.P., in the chair; the Earl of Ducie, the Eight Hon. 
Lord Eohert Montagu, M.P., the Eight. Hon. Eussell Gurney, 
M.P., Q.C., Sir Thomas Watson, M.D., E.E.S., Lieutenant- 
Colonel Ewart, C.B., E.E., Mr. J. E: M‘Lean, M.P., E.A.S., 
Mr. E. M. Eichards, M.P., Mr. F. S. Powell, Mr. Benjamin 
Shaw, Dr. Acland, E.E.S., Professor Christison, M.D., Dr. 
Stokes, E.E.S., and the secretary, Mr. W. H. Birley. 

Dr. William Jones Williams.---The House Com¬ 
mittee of the North Eiding Infirmary, Middleshorough-on- 
Tees, in notifying to the quarterly court of governors the 
resignation of Dr. Williams, the House-Siu-geon, took occasion 
most cordially to “ express their regret at losing one whose care 
for the patients, unwearied assiduity, and uniform courtesy 
and kindness had endeared him to many of those who had 
experienced his skill, and rendered him a much-valued co¬ 
worker with the committee. 

The meeting of the British Medical Association will 
take place at Leeds on the 27th and three following days of 
the present month. Dr. Acland will resign the chair to Dr. 
Chadwick. The Addresses in Medicine, Surgery, and Mid¬ 
wifery, will he given by Sir W. Jenner, Mr. Nunneley, and 
Dr. Beatty, respectively. Dr. Gairdner, Mr. Hey, Dr. Arthur 
Earre, Dr. Hughes Bennett, and Dr. W. Earr, wffil preside in 
the sections of Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, Physiology, and 
public Medicine respectively. 

Cholera in Havannah.—From a statistical account 
of the municipal jurisdiction of Havannah published in the 
Gaceta de Cieneias Medicas of that city, we find that the number 
of persons attacked by cholera morWs from November, 1867, 
to November, 1868, amounted in all to 7259, of whom no less 
than 4215 died. The greatest mimber attacked in any single 
month was 2558, which occurred in the month of July, 1868. 

Direct Eepresentation of tub Profession in the 
General Medical Council.—The Lord President of the Privy 
Council has consented to receive at the Privy Council Office, on 
Monday next, the 12th instant, at 3 p.m., a deputation from 
the Committee of the British Medical Association, appointed at 
the annual meeting held at Oxford in August, 1868, in order to 
obtain direct representation of the Profession in the General 
Medical Council. We are requested to state that the Committee 
will be glad of the support of such members of the Profession 
as may approve of the movement, and can make it convenient 
to attend. The committee will assemble at the residence of 
Dr. Sibson, 59, Brook-street, at 1 o’clock on that day, and Dr. 
Sibson will be happy to receive supporters of the deputation. 

Eoyal College of Surgeons.—The annual election 
of officers of tliis institution took place on Thursday last, when 
Mr. Edward Cock, of Dean-street South, the senior Surgeon 
and lecturer on Clinical Surgery at Guy’s Hospital, was elected 
President, in the vacancy occasioned by the retirement in the 
presciibed order of Mr. Eichard Quain, F.E.S., and Mr. Samuel 
Solly, E.E.S., of Savile-row, the senior Surgeon and lecturer on 
Surgery at St. Thomas’s Hospital, and Sir William Fergusson, 
Bart., E.E.S., of George-street, Hanover-square, Serjeant 
Surgeon to her Majesty the Queen, Surgeon and Professor of 
Surgery at King’s College Hospital, were elected Vice- 
Presidents of the College. At this meeting of the Council 
Messrs. John Gay, of Finsbuiy-place South, senior Surgeon to 
the Great Northern Hosj)ital, and Mr. J. E. Erichsen, of 
Cavendish-place, senior Surgeon and Professor of Clinical 
Surgery at University College Hospital, the recently elected 
members of the Council, were sworn in and took their seats. 
Mr. John Birkett, of Guy’s Ho.spital, was elected Professor of 
Pathology and Surgery; Mr. W. H. Flower, E.E.S., Con¬ 
servator of the Museum, Professor of Comparative Anatomy 
and Physiology; and Mr. J. W. Hullie, of the Middlesex Hos¬ 
pital, Lectm-er on Anatomy and Physiology. The Examiners 
in Medicine, Drs. Peacock and Willis, were re-elected; as also 
those in Midwifery—yiz., Drs. Arthur Earre, Barnes, and 
Priestley. 

WoRKHOHSE Medical Officers.—By the order of the 
Poor-law Board dated April 4, 1868, certain additional duties 
were prescribed for Medical Officers of Workhouses, amongst 
others that of reporting half-yearly to the board on several 
matters relating to the appliances for the treatment of the sick. 
The hoard have now issued the following circular as to a pro¬ 
posed modification of their order :—{Cojmj.)—“ Poor-law Board, 

Whitehall, 29th June, 1869.—Sir,—The Poor-law Board have 
had under their consideration certain representations which 
have been made to them with respect to their General Order of 
the 4th April, 1868; and they have decided on rescinding 
Article 5 of the order, which requires the Workhouse Medical 
Officer to report to this hoard ; and to require him in future to 
report specially to the guardians, on or about the 1st January 
and the 1st July in every year, upon the several matters set 
forth in the ‘ Statement ’ appended to the order. I am directed 
by the board to inform you that they will in a few days issue 
an order for effecting, this modification of the existing order ; 
and that in the meantime they wish the statement in respect of 
the 1st of July next to he addressed to the guardians, and not 
to the Poor-law Board.—I am. Sir, your obedient Servant, 
(signed) H. Fleming, Secretary. To the Workhouse Medical 
Officer.” The report for the 1st inst. must therefore bo sent to 
the guardians, instead of to the Poor-law Board. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that reports as to sudden and acci¬ 
dental deaths in the workhouse must, as heretofore, be sent to 
the Poor-law Board, within twenty-four hoiu’s of the receipt of 
information of their occm’rence. 

NOTES, QTJEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
--- 

tl^at tjnjstianeilj- wiadj sljall barn nnulj.—Bacon. 

Mr. Cooper Forster, Mr. Bellamy, Mr, Morant Balder, Mr. Bainey.—Thanks, 

Does Ishmael want to buy or sell 1 

H. M. A.—^We do not know of any such work in English. 

A Smoher.—^You might try Carrera, Princes-street, Lcioester-square. 

C. H. S.—"We are always willing to attend to any suggestion of the kind ; 

but sometimes one out of a multiplicity of names slips out of notice. 

3I.R.0.8. Salishury.—The columns of the Times are frequently made the 
medium of publishing qualifications to which the decorated are not 

entitled. The person named is not a Member of the College. The Post- 
office Directory wfil in future only iiublisli the names of Physicians and 

Surgeons, as such, whose names appear in the Register. 

F.B.G.8. Exam.—It is evident that the article was written .by ova sharp 
contemporary before the election, and in the full expectation that Mr, 

Solly would not be re-elected. The prognostication was as incorrect 

(that gentleman heading the poll) as the other statement that “the 
number of examiners without seats in the Council had been increased to 

four.” There are only three—viz., Messrs. Skey, Partridge, and Adams, 

Disgust.—High profession often goes along .with low practice. The 

Record newspaper, the organ of the unco' guid amongst the clergy, admits 

the advertisements of that fii-m of advertising quacks whose proceedings 

with regard to a sham galvanic belt excited so much disgust iu Vice- 

Chancellor Malins’s mind. Wliat fills us with wonder is the reason why 

advertisements relating to the vilest misuse of the generative functions- 

are inserted in a newspaper intended for the most pious of clergjTnen 

and other “professing” personages. 

8tudens.—Tlie case is related in fidl in Liston’s “ Operative'Surgery.” 

A Fatient.—The contract is binding; you must pay the fee to the Medical 
gentleman who is engaged to attend. 

Inquirer.—Dr. Sims was President of the Committee of Licentiates of 

the College of Physicians, and Dr. Holland Secretary. 

Governor of British Lying-in Hospital.—In due time we shall notice pro¬ 

ceedings mentioned by our correspondent. It is to be hoped that the 

valuable institution will not be injured by the disagreements which have 

lately taken place. 

A Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of England can recover at 

law for attendance and medicine supplied in a “Medical” case. 

Dr. P.—The purchase-money should amount to two years’ actual receipts 

from the practice. 

University College.—Dr. Elliotson retired.from the chair of Medicine in 18.37. 

Dr. Cookie wa.s elected to the office pro tempore. Dr. C. J. B. "Wilhams 
was virtually successor of Dr. EUiotson, and was several years lecturer 

at the College. 

P.—The objection to women practising Medicine, it is .stated, dates back 
to 1421, when a petition was presented to ICing Heiu’y V., that “na 
woman use the practyse of fisyk, under pajme of long imprisonment.” 

A Disciple of John Hunter.—On the occasion in question the Hunterian 

Oration was not delivered at the College of Siu'geons. Dr. Jordan 

Lynch, however, delivered an oration in that year at Exeter Hall. 
The address he delivered upon that occasion was brilliant and 

solid. This highly gifted member of our Profession died in the 
prime of life from fever contracted in the discharge of his duty as 

Medical officer of the West London Union. Ho was a contributor 
to the original Medical Times. He was an ardent refoimcr, and 

when it was proposed to found a College of General Practitioners, 
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he gave the scheme his strenuous and most powerful opposition. “With 
the natural ardour and genius of his countrymen, he was the first, we 

believe, to discover that the establishment of such a college would lower 
its members in the estimation of the public. He denounced the plan on 

the ground that Surgeons in general practice would be deprived of 
their legitimate title of Surgeon, and placed at once in an “inferior 

grade.” IVe must state, for the information of om- correspondent, that 

the late gifted Albert Smith made his lu’st appearance as a -miter in the 
Medical Times of that day. He contributed a series of most amusing and 

able articles, entitled “ EeooUections of a Dissecting-room Porter.” Mr. 
Smith was the son of a Surgeon in general practice at Chcrtsey, but left 
the Profession for a much more remunerative calling. By his -writings 
and popular lectm-es ho amassed a considerable fortime. He married a 

daughter of the late Eobert Keeley, comedian. His brother Arthur was 

a dentist, and practised for some years at Percy-strcet, Bedford-square. 
Not-withstanding this secession from a Profession in which he was 

educated, Mr. Albert Smith always entertained and expressed a high 

opinion of its members. 

Mental Unsoundness in Advanced Life. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Wliat can be done in a case like the following ? An aged person, 
in respectable circmnstances, li-ving by herself, becomes somewhat deranged 
—fancies she is poor—denies herself food. She lives m a comfortable home, 
and it seems a needless cruelty to send her to a lunatic asylum. But wha-t 
measures can be taken to get at her money, so that payment may be made 
for necessaries and nursing ? I am, «&c. Imperitus. 

Berry Defence Pund. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—The Committee of the above Fund -will be obliged byyour publica¬ 
tion of the foUowing (first) list of subscriptions. I am, &c. 

Edward Sandwell, L.E.C.P.Ed. and M.E.C.S.Eng., Hon. Sec. 
10, Charles-street, Soho, W., July 7. 
N. H. Clifton, Esq., Islington, £1 Is. ; W. Travers, Esq., Kensington, 

£1 Is.; E. B. Moore, Esq., Wolverhampton, £1 Is.; T. A. Tiuyier, Esq., 
Chelsea, £1 Is. ; D. E. Sandwell, Soho, £1 Is. ; E. Child, Esq., New 
Malden, £1 Is.; Dr. Maoldnley, Isleworth, £1 Is.; H. Wooloott, Esq., 
Charing-cross Hospital, £1 Is. ; Dr. Skegg, St. Martin’s-place, £1 Is.; Dr. 
S. S. White, Brixton, 10s. 6d.; W. Naughtin, Esq., Baker-street, 10s. 6d.; 
Dr. Farr, Waterloo-road, lOs. 6d.; J. F. Clarke, Esq., Gerrard-street, 10s.; 
E. Bayley, Esq., Kingston, 10s. 6d.; Eev. F. W. EusseU, Charing-cross 
Hospital, 10s. 6d.; Dr. Langston, Broadway, Westminster, 10s.; W. G. 
Sutcliffe, Esq., Battersea, 10s. 6d.; E. A. Linnecar, Esq., lOs.; J. A. 
Hayden, Esq., Stepney, 10s. 6d. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 
Mr. J. Cooper Forster; Mr. Gaskoin ; Dr. Heywood Smith; Dr. D. 

Mackintosh ; Dr. Finucane ; Mr. J. S. Cumming ; Mr. J. Hutchinson ; 

Dr. Dowson ; Dr. Althaus ; Mr. W. H. Ollby ; Mr. G. E. L. Pearsb ; 

A Smoker ; IProfessor Quinlan ; Professor Longmore ; Dr. E. Sand- 

-well; Dr. Prosser Jambs; Mr. Stone; Mr. Burrows; Dr. Edward 

Waters ; Dr. Lankester ; Deltius ; Ishmael ; Dr. A. Henry ; Dr. 
B. W. Eichardson; Mr. T. Bryant ; IMr. J. Fettes. 

BOOKS EECEIVED— 

Quarterly Jom-nal of Microscopical Science, July—British and Foreign 
Medico-Chiriugical Eeview, July—We.stminster Ee-view, No. 71—Edin¬ 
burgh Medical Jornmal, No. 169—Clark’s Memoir of Dr. Conolly— 
Anahsis de las Aguas Minerales de Azuage—Monthly Microscopical 
Journal, July—A Woman’s Work in Water Cure and Sanitary Educa- 
•tion—Dunn and Drysdale’s Cases of SyphiUs—Des Fistules Urdthrales 
chez I’Homme, par le Dr. Cocteau—New Sydenham Society’s Biennial 
Eetrospect of Medicine and Surgery, 1867-8. 

NEWSPAPEES EECEIVED— 

Journal of the Society of Arts—New York Medical Gazette—Birmingham 
Daily Gazette—Medical Press and Circular. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, July 3, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1046; Girls, 973; Total, 2019. 
Average of 10 corre.sponding weeks, 1859-68, 1940'7. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 654 577 1231 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 626-8 679-7 1206-5 
Average corrected to increased population . ... 1327 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 1 1 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 1 4 1 12 8 5 
North . 618210 2 2 14 1 26 8 
Central 378058 2 8 ... 4 5 7 
East . 671158 1 5 31 2 24 8 4 
South . 773175 1 12 18 24 11 4 

Total . 2803989 4 22 76 4 90 40 20 ... 

METEOROLOGY. 
From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperatiu-e . . . 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Mean dew-point temperatiu'e . 
General dii-ection of -wind . 
Whole amount of rain in the week 

. 30'053 in. 

. 66-9 

. 75-0 

. 42-6 

. 48-4 
N.E. &N.N.E. 
. 0-00 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
dui’ing the "Week ending Saturday, July 3, 1869, in the 
foUo-wing large To-wns:— 
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. Deaths. 
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London{Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2019 1462 1231 75-0 42-6 56-9 0-00 0 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 102 76 •55 76-8 43-7 57-0 0-00 0 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 226 175 134 ... 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 609052 99-7 327 295 263 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 245 210 *153 80-0 46-0 58-9 0-00 6 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23 1 79 60 52 77-5 45-5 58-0 0-00 0 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752110-5 167 126 85 74-1 41-0 54-7 0-00 0 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 92 71 63 72-1 47-4 56-6 0-00 0 
Leeds (Borough) 253110!11-7 229 129 99 75-0 43-0 56-8 0-00 0 
Hull (Borough) 126682)35-6 87 69 48 65-0 38-0 51-2 0-00 0 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503124-5 136 69 46 72-0 44-0 54-7 0-32 32 
Edinbm-gh (City) . 178002140-2 122 86 108 72-7 46-0 69-3 0-00 0 
Glasgow (City) 458937 90-6 402 268 286 74-8 46-7 60-1 0-00 0 
Dublin (City and 

some suburbs) 320762132-9 173 158 126 78-5 42-6 59-4 0-00 0 
Total of 14 large 

To-wns . 6646587 35-6 4406 3244 2738 80-0 38-0 57-0 0-03 3 
Week 
ending Weekending June 26. 

(1863) June 26. 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... ... 326 ... 1 67-9| 1 — 

At the Eoyal Observatory, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 30-055 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
30-00 in. at the beginning of the week to 30-15 in. on Monday, Jime 28. 

The general direction of the -wind was N.E. and N.N.E. 

NoJe.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

July 10. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9.J a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Free, Ij p.m. 

12. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
■for Diseases of the Eectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2^ p.m. _______ 

13. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1| p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

14. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Maiy’s, II p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Epidemiological Society, 8 p.m. Meeting. 
Westminster Hospital School of Medicine, 11 a.m. ivlr. C. Carmr 

Blalie’s Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy of Waim-blooded Verte- 
brata—Lectui-e VI.: The Class Mammalia (continued). 

15. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m.; Central London OjAthalmio, 1 p.m.; 
Eoyal Orthopmdic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Ho.spital, 2 p.im_ 

16. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CHOCOLAT-MENIER. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
, Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition, 
••unadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

Retail by all respectable Houses. 

MUSOULINE-GUICHON, 
A preparation of Haw Meat combined with cooling Fruits, in the form of Sugared Tablets, manufactured at the Monastery of Noti-e Dame des Dombes' 
France, under the supermtendence of the Inventor. ues momoes. 

The “ MUSCULIME ” is steongly recommended as a nutritive and restorative. It is one of the most powerful agents in overcoming the debilitv 
consequent upon Consumption, Diabetes, Ansemia, Cancer of the Stomach, Chronic Dian-hoea, Dyspepsia, &c., &c., and in protracted convalescence. ^ 

The “ MUSCULINE ” has been found far more strengthening than the various extracts of meat. 

_ Iptroduced into England by TBTOMAS TOMLINSON, Chemist, 6, Lower Seymour-street, Fortman-square, London, "W"., Sole Agent for Great 
Britain, of whom it may be obtamed Wholesale and Eetail; also of Messrs. Sanger, 150, Oxford-sti-eet, and Messrsl^Newbery, 44 and 45, St. PaM’s-chmehyS! 

In Boxes, 2s. each ; by post, 2s. 2d. 

HueeucK’s pure oxioe of zing. 
See Pharmaceutical Journal of May 1, 1856. 

Sold in Stamped Boxes of 14 lbs. eacb, by tbe following Wholesale Druggists:— 
Messrs. Baiss Brothers & Co. 

,, Barron, Harveys, & Co. 
„ Battley & Watts. 
,, Burgoyne, Burbidges, & Co. 
,, Cox, Gould, & Co. 

Messrs. Geo. Curling & Co. 
„ Drew, BaiTon, & Co. 
,, Evans, Lesoher, & Evans. 
,, Evans, Sons, & Co. 
,, Samuel Foulger & Son. 

Messrs. Hearon, Squire, & Francis. 
,, Herrings & Co. 
,, Hodglduson, King, & Co. 
,, Hodgkmsons, Stead, & Treacher 
,, Langtons, Scott, & Edden. 

Messrs. Pi-eston & Sons. 
,, Southall, Son, & Dymond, 

Mr. James Woollev. 
IMessrs. Wright, W. V., & Co. 

„ Wyleys & Co. 

HOOPER’S 
WATER BEDS AND CUSHIONS, 

(ototainetl tUe IPi'ize AXeclal, ^ 

USED BY 

THE ROYAL FAMILY 

AND ALL 

CLASSES OF INVALIDS. 

Full Length Water Mattress. 
In sending an order the Width of the Bedstead should he stated. 

ALSO IN 

H.M. ARMY AND NAVY, 

AND THE 

INDIAN PRESIDENCIES. 

HOOFEE, Operative and Manufacturing OLcniiit, 7,Fail-mall East, and 55, Grosvenor-street, T o ido 
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GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL 
OF 

Adjoubned Debate upon Dr. Paekes’s Motion and Dr. 

Storeae’s Amendment with reference to the Queen’s 
University. 

EDUCATION AND EEGISTEATION. 
->- 

TWELETH ANNUAL SESSION, 
HELD AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICLANS. 

Sixth Day.—AVednesday, July 7. 

The roll having been called, and the minutes read and con¬ 

firmed. 

Dr. Alexander Wood called attention to a question which 

had been put by Sir John Gray in the House of Commons to 

the Home Secretary, and to the answer given by that func¬ 

tionary ; and asked the President whether the Government had 

communicated with the Council before returning such answer. 

The President replied in the negative. 

Dr. Alexander Wood requested that this question and 

answer might be recorded on the minutes. 

The President then stated that Mr. Ouvry had been con¬ 

sulted as to the possibility of removing Lima Abraham 

La’Mert’s name from the Register during the present session, 

and had given his opinion that “ the General Medical Council 

cannot, by any suspension of standing orders or otherwise, deal 

with Lima Abraham La’Mert’s case this session.” 

Sir Dominic Corrigan, as a matter of personal explanation 

upon an issue of fact between himself and a member of the 

Council, called attention to the fact that the propoi-tion of 

students rejected (as stated in the Army and Navy Retm-ns) 

was 25 per cent, from the University of Edinbiu'gh, 23 per 

cent, from Trinity College, and 6 per cent, from the Queen’s 

University of Ireland. 

Dr. Alexander Wood and several other members of the 

Council objected to these returns being brought forward in 

such an irregular manner. 

Sir Dominic Corrigan said it was merely in consequence of 

an issue of fact which had arisen between himself and a mem¬ 

ber of the board. He had taken the returns for the last five 

years. 

The President ruled that it would be irregular to refer to 

other bodies. 

Sir Dominic Corrigan said that in reference to the navy 

he found no graduate from Queen’s ITniversity had been 

rejected during the last five years. AVith regard to the army, 

the small number of 6 per cent, had been rejected.(a) 

(a) Sii- Dominic Conigan has handed us for puhhcation the following 
comparative tables, for which, a-s they have been extracted by himself from 
the Army and Navy Retmns, he alone is responsible :— 

ARypy. 
Edinbcroii University. 

Holders of degrees in Medicine and 
Surgery. 

Total No. 
examined, rejected. 

1864 . 16 2 
1865 . 6 2 
1866 . 3 2 
1867 . 3 1 

1868 . 0 0 

28 7 

25 per cent, rejected. 
Trinity College, Dublin. 
1864 . 12 3 

ISftl. 28 10 
1866 . 10 0 
1867 . 6 0 
1838 . 4 3 

NAVAL 

Edinburgh University. 

Total No. 
examined, rejected. 

1864 ... ... 6 2 
1865 . 1 0 
1866 . 1 0 
1867 . 2 2 
1868 . 2 0 

12 4 
33 per cent, rejected. 

Trinity College, Dublin. 
1864 . 0 0 
186;>. 0 0 
1866 . 1 0 
1867 . 2 0 
1868 . 2 0 

70 16 
None rejected. 

Queen s University, Ireland. Queen’s University, Ireland. 
1864 . 18 1 1864 .. ... 1 0 
1865 . 14 2 1865 .. ... 0 0 
1866 . 10 1 1SG6 .. ... 2 0 
1867 . 21 1 1867 .. ... 5 0 
1863 . 13 0 1868 .. ... 15 0 

76 5 
6 per cent. rejo<;ted. 

VoL. II. 1809. No. 994. 

23 0 
None rejected. 

Dr. Embleton called attention to a statement made by Sir 
Dominic Corrigan yesterday, from which it might be inferred 
that the University of Durham was not loyal to the Coimcil 
with regard to preliminary examinations. He therefore ex¬ 
plained the circumstances imder which the recommendation of 
the Council had not been fulfilled, and added that there was 
every intention on the part of the Durham University to act 
loyally towards the Council. 

The debate was continued by Dr. Paget, Mr. Hargrave, Dr. 
Thompson, and Dr. Andrew Wood, the latter suggesting that 
this was a favourable opportunity of trjdng what their powers 
were of appeal to the Privy Council, and he trusted the matter 
would not be allowed to drop. 

The amendment was then put to the vote, and negatived, 
the numbers being as follow 

Majority, 14. 
Mr. Hawkins. 
Mr. Cooper. 
Dr. Acland. 
Dr. Embleton. 
Dr. Fleming. 
Dr. Macrobin. 
Dr. Thomson. 
Dr. A. Smith. 
Dr. Leet. 
Dr. Apjohn. 
Sir D. Corrigan, Bart. 
Dr. Parkes. 
Dr. Rumsey. 
Dr. Stokes. 

Declined to vote, 5—The. President, Dr. Andrew Wood, Dr. 
Sharpey, Dr. Quain, and Dr. Christison. 

Dr. Parkes’s original motion was then imt, and carried 
nem. con. 

The Reception op Dr. Bell Fletcher and a Deputation 

UPON THE SUBJECT OF THE AMENDMENT OF MeDICAL AcTS. 

At 3 o’clock a deputation consisting of Dr. Bell Fletcher, 
Senior Physician to the General Hospital, Birmingha,m; Samp¬ 
son Gamgee, Esq., E.R.S. Edinburgh, Surgeon to the Queen’s 
Hospital, Birmingham; Ai'thur Oakes, Esq., M.R.C.S., 
L.R.C.P. Edinburgh; and D. C. S. Owen, Esq., M.R.C.S., 
were received by the Council, and presented tiie following 
memorial:— 

The undersigned members of the Medical Profession re.spectfully submit 
to the General Council of Medical Education and Registi’atiou of the United 
Kingdom the necessity of obtaining an Act of Parhament to amend the 
Medical Act of 1858, and the Acts subsequently passed with a view to 
amend it. 

The Act of 1868 affirms that “ it is expedient that persons requiring 
Medical aid should be enabled to distinguish qualified from unqualified 
Practitioners.” The experience of the past ten years has iiroved that the 
Act is practically inoperative as a guide to the public in distinguishing 
legally qualified members of the Medical Profession. A large number of 
men are practising Medicine and Surgery in different parts of the country, 
not only without any legal qualification, hut without having undergone any 
regular course of Medical education. In some places men ai’c practising 
under fictitious names, assuming the title of doctor, and obtaining con¬ 
siderable sums of money from weak persons by intimidation and extortion. 
The Medical Act of 1858 is practicaPy inoperative. in restraining these 
offenders. 

It is capable of proof that some legally qualified men have lent their 
names to persons without qualification, to enable them to practise Vledicine 
and Surgery without incurring UabUity to prosecution. Such a proceeding 
is regarded as a fraud on the pubhc and the Profession; and it is suggested 
that in any futm'e Bill greater powers he given to the General Medical 
Council to remove from the Register, and deprive of then’ Professional 
rights, qualified men who shall aid and abet Ulogal practitioners. 

The present state of the law touching certificates of death greatly 
favours the succe.s.sful practice of secret poisoning and iufantici<le. It is 
suggested that tlie certificate of a legally qualified member of the Medical 
Profession, in the absence of a coroner’s order, shall he mdispen.s.able as a 
proliminaiy to every burial. 

The Jledioal Act of 1858 purports to constitute the General Medical 
Council for the pui-posc of regulating Medical education and registration 
tliroughout the LTnited Kingdom ; but composed as the Council is, mainly, 
of the members of the Medical coi-porations who grant licences to practise, 
the control of the system of Medical education has proved fo be very 
imperfect. 

Tlie undersigned arc of opinion that the system of Medical education 
should ho revised, so as to insure the possession of a thoroughly scientific 
and practical acquaintance vith Medicine and Surgery on the part of 
pci-sons applj-ing for the legal qualification. 

To this eiid, it is held to be necessary to substitute for the present 
system of examination, and for the many fonns of licence to practise now 
granted, one high and unifonn standard of examination, and one legal 
quahfleation. 

Minority, 5. 
Dr. Bennett, 
Dr. Paget. 
Dr. Storrar. 
Dr. Alexander Wood. 
Mr. Hargrave. 
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The practical part of the course of Professional study stands in special 
need of improvement, and the undersigned would gladly see theregrdations 
made stringent, to insure the attendance of students on a thorough course 
of practical .study in Hospitals; but in the event of any student engaging 
in private practice on his own responsibility before he is legally qualified, 
it is suggested that he forfeit the year, or years, as a student diuing which 
he has so practised. 

It is respectfully, but very earnestly, submitted that the influence and 
power for good of the General Medical Council would be greatly extended, 
with the Profession and the public, if provision were made in a new Act of 
Parliament for the representation on the Council of the general body of 
Practitioners of Medicine and Surgery, who are now, for the most part, 
deprived of any Professional franchise. 

In any future Act of Parliament it is suggested that pro-susion be made 
for instituting prosecutions under it by a public prosecutor or other public 
functionary, on behalf of the General Medical Council, instead of leaving 
the voluntary enforcement of the law to individuals. 

The imdensigned desire to obtain no privileges for the Profession without 
giving the public commensurate advantages, and they submit that an Act 
of Parliament so framed as to raise the standard of Professional efficiency, 
to protect life, and prevent the obtaining of money on false pretences, is 
an Act as much needed in the general interest of the community as for the 
welfare and honour of the Medical Profession. 

Dr. Bell Fletchee said: Mr. President and Gentlemen, 
Mr. Gamgee, Mr. Oakes, and Mr. Owen, who accompany me 
as a deputation, have, with myself and others, performed the 
duty of drawing up and obtaining signatures to the memorial 
W8 have now attended your hoard to present. We vouch for 
the truth of the signatures, for all of which we have written 
vouchers. There are already upwards of 5200 names appended 
to this memorial, and we have reason to believe that in the 
course of a few days several thousands more will he added, as 
for some days we have received 500 assents on the average. 
The memorial is so explicit, and the signatures to it are so 
influential and numerous, that we feel no words can add to its 
importance. If, however, you should have any questions to 
address to us, or desire information explanatory of the objects 
of the memorial, we shall endeavour to comply with any request 
with which you may honour us. 

The Pebsident : If you wish to enforce any particidar part 
of this memorial by any explanation or remark, the Council 
are anxious to afford you an opportunity of doing so. 

Dr. Bell Fletchee : I do not think it is necessary. 
The Peesidbnt : It may possibly be that the Council may 

wish to put one or two questions to the deputation, wliich 
perhaps you will kindly answer Taking the memorial in the 
order in which it stands, it has been suggested to me that the 
first paragraph requires a little explanation. “ The Medical 
Act of 1858 is practically inoperative as a guide to the public 
in distinguishing legally qualified members of the Medical 
Profession.” Now, first, there is the Medical Register of this 
Council, affording a list of persons who have properly under¬ 
gone examinatioiLS, such as are approved of by this Council, and 
the names of all properly qualified Practitioners are to be found 
on that list. I think, therefore, when it is said that the Act is 
inoperative in enabling the public to distinguish properly 
qualified members of the Profession, that requires a little 
explanation. 

Dr. Bell Fletchee mentioned a case which recently occurred 
in Birmingham, in which the stipendiary magistrate, Mr. Kin- 
nersley, said that a Practitioner having a qualification from 
some place in America was perfectly qualified to practise, and 
to style himself a Doctor in this country. 

Mr. Gamgee explained that one great reason why the 
Medical Register failed was that registration was not compul¬ 
sory, and the fact of a name not appearing on the Register was 
no evidence of the Practitioner not being a qualified man. 
Again, it could not be supposed that persons would purchase 
the Register for themselves so as to make the proper inquiries. 
It had also been found in the legal courts that in consequence 
of the numbers of the qualifications, and in consequence of the 
vagueness and uncertainty of the Act, stipendiary magistrates 
had failed to convict in cases where clearly the person was not 
qualified under the Register. In other oases in London, where 
Mr. Henry had granted a conviction, it had been quashed in 
the superior courts. Practically the memorial called attention 
to the fact that persons who practised by intimidation and 
extortion under false names could only be fined to such a small 
amount, and the prosecution was so much more expensive to 
the persons instituting it than to the accused, that a practical 
impunity to a system of intimidation and extortion throughout 
the country was the consequence. 

The Peesldent asked for an explanation of the following 
clause in the memorial:—“ To this end it is held to be neces¬ 
sary to substitute for the present system of examination, and 
for the many forms of licence to practise now granted, one 
high and uniform standard of examination and one legal quali¬ 
fication.” Did the memorialists mean to suggest that aU the 

high degrees of Medicine and Surgery should be done away 
with, and that all Medical Practitioners should simply have one 
qualification ? 

Mr. Gamgee ; We would destroy nothing. We would take 
from no university its position or its privileges, nor would we 
deprive it of doing the good which it does. When we say 
“ one high and uniform standard of examination and one legal 
qualification,” wo mean by “ high ” that no person shall gain 
admittance into the Profession with insufficient knowledge, 
which now we beheve to be the case. By “ uniform ” we mean 
that it shall be a comprehensive quahfication of a high standard, 
which shall require that a man shall know all his subjects, and 
under which it shall no longer be possible for a man to be ad¬ 
mitted as a Surgeon who does not know the science of Medicine 
as far as a diligent student should know it. By a uniform 
standard and one legal qualification, we mean that there shall 
be only one entrance into the Profession, no matter how many 
fellowships and degrees may be gained in other ways. 

Mr. Oakes made some remarks upon the imperfect state of 
education among graduates. It was found by many Practi¬ 
tioners that they could obtain unqualified assistants of a much 
more efficient character than gentlemen willing to act in that 
capacity who held degrees. He mentioned the case of a 
M.B. of the University of London who positively was not 
capable of recognising a case of measles. 

In answer to a question referring to the paragraph of the 
memorial respecting certificates of death, Mr. Gamgee stated 
that it was customary, where there was no certificate from a 
Medical man, to put in the words “ not certified.” The memo¬ 
rialists were therefore of opinion that the system of registration 
itself required alteration, and that certainly the matter ought 
to be altered authoritatively by Parliament. 

The Peesident : Supposing a part of the country very 
sparsely inhabited, would you require a member of the Profes¬ 
sion to go a distance of, say, five or six miles, in order to give a 
certificate of death, without payment ? or, if payment is to be 
granted, where is such payment to come from ? 

Mr. Gamgee : We do not mean that he should go without 
payment; but while we affirm the principle, we leave the prac¬ 
tical carrying out of it to the advisers of the Government. 

The Peesident : I am requested to ask you whether you are 
aware that the Sanitary Commissioners are now examing wit¬ 
nesses in order to ascertain how a more exact registration of 
deaths may be effected. 

Dr. Bell Fletchee : No. 
The Peesident : Ought you not to communicate with the 

Commission upon this subject ? 
Dr. Bell Fletchee was understood to say that the matter 

shoidd receive the attention of the deputation. 
In reply to a question put by the Peesident referring to the 

suggestion that the general body of Practitioners should be re¬ 
presented on the Council, 

Mr. Gamgee said: We believe generally that the power for 
good of this Council with the public could not but be strength¬ 
ened by an active alliance with the Profession. We submit 
that the bulk of the Medical Profession in this countiy is almost 
alone amongst the learned bodies of Europe in ha\dng no Pro¬ 
fessional franchise whatever. We point to the franchise of the 
older Universities and to that recently extended to the Scotch 
Universities, and we say that if the Professional men in this 
coimtry had the franchise they would take a greater interest in 
the proceedings of this Council. You wfil find them a body of 
hardworking, well-meaning, well-thinking men, who would be 
well quahfied to assist your endeavours for the advancement of 
the Medical Profession and the interests of the public, and we 
submit that it is difficult to point to a reason why we should 
continue without any franchise or representation. As to the 
means of carrying it out, we hold to the principle, but leave the 
practical part of it to your determination. 

The President then dismissed the deputation with an assur¬ 
ance that every possible attention should be given to their 
suggestions. Many of them had been already anticipated, and 
committees were sitting upon several of the subjects mentioned 
in the memorial. 

The deputation, having thanked the Council for the courteous 
reception which had been accorded to them, then -withdrew. 

The motion, notice of which was given by Mr. Ccesar Hawkins, 
for the returns from the Irish Branch Council of the names of 
all persons entered on the Register for qualifications obtained 
by examinations, for less than four years registration on the 
Students’ Register, was -withdra-wn. 

Dr. Stoeeae then made the usual motion of thanks to the 
Director-General of the Army Medical Department, to the 
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Director-General of the Navy Medical Department, and to the 
Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India, for their 
kindness in furnishing to the Council the returns of the 
examinations of candidates for their respective services. 

Dr. Embleton then moved that the list of examining bodies 
whose examinations fulfil the conditions of the Medical Council 
as regards preliminary education be printed and sent to the 
licensing bodies. 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Hai’grave, and carried 
unanimously. 

The Peesident requested that Dr. Bennett should take the 
chair during his absence. 

• CONSBDEEATION OF THE RePOET OX StATE MeDICINE. 

Dr. Acland said, if it had not come to his knowledge on a 
previous day incidentally that some influential persons, includ¬ 
ing the representative of one of the important bodies which sent 
a member to the Council, was strongly opposed to the granting 
of this qualification State Medicine in any sense whatever, it 
would have been hardly necessary to make an observation upon 
the subject. The recommendation of the committee was that, 
in any future amended Medical Bill, the Council shoidd insert 
the requisite clauses for providing a qualification in State 
Medicine. It was simply a permissive measme, and therefore, 
of course, pressed hard upon no one. It was simply for the use 
of those who desired to avail themselves of it, and, that being 
so, it seemed enough to disarm all possible opposition to the 
measure. Within the last twenty or twenty-five years the 
subject called “ State Medicine ” had been very much discussed 
in various forms and under various aspects by different persons 
in this country—^by jurists, and Medical jurists, and persons 
skilled in all departments bearing on the subject. It therefore 
appeared to be a question which it was the duty of the Council to 
endeavour to solve. At present the Council Avas not entrusted 
with the conduct of examinations, biit was simply charged with 
the duty of seeing that any examinations or qualifications 
which may be held by any of the corporations or universities 
were such as were suitable to the wants of the country and 
adequate to their purposes. The committee was unanimously 
of opinion that the time had now arrived when the Council 
could not, without a dereliction of duty, refrain from offering 
to the licensing bodies the opportunity, if they de.sired, to 
certify to the posses don of certain knowledge and skill in the 
matter of public Medicine, and the Council was willing to take 
steps to register their graduates in that department of science. 
If it was said that none of the licensing bodies would desire to 
institute such examinations, the practical answer was that, if no 
such examinations were held, no such qualifications would be 
panted ; but until the Council knew that there would be none 
it was their duty to give the opportunity for such studies to be 
pursued and recognised. When the list of subjects was perused 
he had observed it had provoked a smile in one of his colleagues, 
especially when it ended in requiring a practical knowledge of 
certain portions of engineering science. But it must be remem¬ 
bered that opinions had to be expressed on all kinds of ques¬ 
tions involving engineering skill by Medical men, whether 
they were competent or not to answer them. It was 
only'*^ within the last few days that he had had to give an 
opinion (or else he would have been obliged to refuse an opinion) 
as to the construction of drains and the disposal of sewage, and 
various questions of a purely architectural and engineering 
kind connected with Hospitals. Medical men were expected to 
possess a knowledge about these matters, and the Medical 
Council itself might at any time be put in the position of 
having to give a definite judgment on points of this nature. 
The letters and answers which the committee had received were 
deserving of the most serious attention. There Avere two 
analyses of them—one prepared under the superintendence 
of Dr. Stokes, and the other by Dr. Rumsey. Besides these, 
there was a commentarj^ by Dr. Rumsey, who was, as aU knew, 
one of the earliest and most systematic of comprehensive 
writers upon that matter, and Avho ought properly to have been 
the person to have taken up this question before the Council. 
With regard to the practical conclusion arrived at by the com¬ 
mittee that it was desirable to insert such a permissive clause 
in any future Medical Acts Amendment Bill, he confessed him¬ 
self again utterly at a loss to see Avhat valid objection could be 
advanced. The committee did not think it desirable to point 
the attention of the Council in detail to the criticisms and 
opinions which had been given upon the matter, the mere 
canvassing of which must occupy a great length of time. 
Therefore it was that they had laboured at one point—namely, 
the bringing out of the exact question upon which the Council 

would give either an affirmative or a negative answer—^whether 
or not they would make it possible (because nothing more was 
involved in the recommendation of the committee) for bodies 
who desired to grant this qualification to do so. In conclusion, 
then, he would move “ That in any amended Medical Bill which 
may be prepared for Parliament by the Council, it is desirable 
that the requi.site permissWe clauses for providing a qualifica¬ 
tion in State Medicine be inserted.” 

Dr. Cheistison seconded the motion. He said the class of 
Medical officers which this motion contemplated would become 
an absolute necessity in the country. The question, therefore, 
Avas whether the demand which must pi’esently arise can be met 
by the spontaneous studies of Medical men in the different divi¬ 
sions of the country. Immediate action on the part of the 
Council was therefore necessary; for rmless the bodies were 
encouraged to come forward in the matter there was great 
danger that this important branch of Medical practice woidd 
be taken out of the hands of the Council altogether. There 
were at present great facilities for the appointment of such 
Practitioners by the Ainiversities ; and he alluded especially to 
the University of Edinburgh, which already gave the very high 
degree of Doctor in Science, this qualification being based upon 
three branches of study, natural and physical science, mental 
science, and philology. He had no doubt the universities gene¬ 
rally Avould act upon the suggestions of the committee. 

Dr. Maceobin agreed Avith Dr. Christison that immediate 
action Avas necessary, and that the uniA^ersities would act in the 
matter. 

Dr. Andeew Wood said the Council was asked to act too 
hastily in the matter. The committee had only a few days 
after their appointment, last July, jumped to a conclusion on 
the subject, as was manifest from the circulars which were sent 
round by them. And if Dr. Alexander Wood had not objected 
to the communication from the College of Surgeons of Edin¬ 
burgh being placed on the minutes they would have seen Avhy 
that body objected to being forced into a conclusion upon a 
matter which had been evidently prejudged by the com¬ 
mittee. He was not arguing that this step should not 
be taken at some future time; but he contended that the 
licensing bodies are not in a condition at this time to say 
they are prepared for the establishment of this new quali¬ 
fication. He had a very good witness at hand, whose 
evidence he would call in aid, and that was Dr. Maclagan’s in 
his reply to the committee’s questions upon this matter. It 
was a most logical statement, and earnestly put forward, and 
that gentleman, who had more practice perhaps in the particu¬ 
lar branch of study to which this motion was directed than any 
man in England, warned the Council to be wary and cautious 
in educating a body of specialists, lest they should forget to 
educate the whole body of Medical men in this important branch 
of science. He trusted, therefore, that Dr. Acland would see 
that his duty was to give the Council an opportimity_ of 
examining this question in aU its bearings, and above aU to give 
an opportunity of consulting with the various licensing boards 
in the country, and taking their opinion upon it, and then, next 
session, a deliberate judgment might be formed. This was the 
course intended to be piu’sued by Committee on Education. 

Dr. Alexaxdeb Wood again called attention to the words of 
the memorial which had proceeded from the body so ably 
represented by Dr. Andrew Wood. The Council had received 
two extraordinary communications during the present session 
^—one to the eflcect that a committee was going to sit and watch 
its proceedings with a view to giving advice ; and another was 
that of the Committee of the College of Surgeons disapproving 
of the appointment of a committee to investigate the subject 

of State Medicine. 
Dr. Andeew Wood : No; Avhat they objected to was the 

establishment of a special class of Practitioners in State Medicine 
in the manner and at the time suggested by the Council. 

De. Alexandee Wood hitd great respect for the representa¬ 
tives of licensing bodies ; but he felt, like Sir Dominic Corrigan, 
that an official document—^(a laugh)—and especially one 
emblazoned Avith a broad seal, was sooner to be believed than 
the mere statement of a representative. The truth Avas it was 
not for licensing bodies to lecture the Council upon its duties; 
it was the duty of the Council to lay doAvn for the guidance of 
the licensing bodies what it considered to be for the good of the 
Medical education of the country, and it was because he felt 
that this was the true duty of the Council that he would sup¬ 
port the resolution which had been so clearly put forward by 
Dr. Acland. He referred to the sorry figme so often cut by 
Medical men in the Avutness-box, and when face to face Avith 
some of the most astute minds in the country, whose object 
was to make them look as ridiculous aspossible, and he attributed 
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this failure to the fact that Medical men "were frequently ex¬ 
pected to possess information upon all sortsof subjects connected 
■with State Medicine "with which they were wholly unacquainted. 
As an illustration of the low standard of technical knowledge upon 
this subject, he mentioned the fact that when, three weeks ago, 
ho was asked the question by a conmiittee of the House of 
Commons “ Would you think it advisable to appoint the j)oor- 
law officers throitghout Scotland to be officers of health ? ” he 
said he could not, in the present state of Medical education, 
recommend that, because there are very few of those Poor-law 
Medical officers who are educated in those special subjects 
which an officer of health ought to know. And when he was 
asked whom he vrould recommend for the appointments, he 
was obliged to answer that there were not, 'vvithin his know¬ 
ledge, a sufficient number of persons specially educated upon 
that subject to be officers of health ; and when he gave that 
answer he had in view the efforts which the Medical Council 
■^vere making, by the laboui-s of their Committee on State Medi¬ 
cine, to remedy a state of things so derogatory to the character 
of the Medical Profession throughout the country, their aim 
and object being to establish a class of men upon whom 
the public could place some dependence in regard to questions 
of that kind. 

Dr. Stokes said the Committee on State Medicine had been 
accused of precipitancy and presumption in the manner they 
had carried out their duties. He would point out to Dr. 
Andrew Wood the resolutions under wliichthey were appointed. 
Pirst, it directed them to consider what steps, “ if any,” should 
be taken to carry out the suggestions for the establishment of 
a special qualification for State Medicine, and that committee 
had done notliing more than their duty. He vindicated the 
committee from any dogmatism or attempt to direct the 
Council in the matter, and strongly supported Dr. Acland’s 
motion. 

Dr. AorntLA Smith, as a member of the committee, was 
quite taken by surprise at the course which the discussion had 
taken. ^ He was altogether unprepared to enter into the con¬ 
sideration of such matters as Dr. Christison introduced respect¬ 
ing’ a most important branch of the subject—namely, as to 
what bodies the creation of these contemplated qualifications 
.should be entrusted. 

After some few remarks from Dr. Maceobih, 

Dr. Stoeeae said the London University did not feel satis¬ 
fied that the time had arrived for carrjdng out this measure, 
and that it should be rather an outg'rowth at the top of Medical 
science, and not as a specialty. The gentlemen who had occu¬ 
pied themselves in the jiosition of health officers had up to the 
present time studied not only pathology, general and special, 
but cnomistry and jffiysic—indeed, what is commonly called 
Medical jurisprudence. Within the last few years a Chair of 
Hygiene had been establi.shed at the London University, and 
a young and distinguished Oxford graduate had just been 
appointed thereto ; but no one would say that the whole sub¬ 
ject of the science of hygiene had been so di’awn together as 
to put the matter on an intelligible basis, so as to form the 
foundation for a new degree. The University of London was 
thoroughly in advance upon this question, but 'without ven- 
turing to speak on its behalf, and speaking simply his own 
opinion, he entertained very considei’able doubts as to whether 
he could point out a special curriculum of study for a degree 
in State Medicine apart from any other kind of qualification. 
It might come to that, but ho thought the time had not yet 
arrived. With these reservations he would hold up his hand 
for the proposal, which would simply give the Council the 
piower of registering such a qualification should it be esta¬ 
blished by any of the bodies. 

Dr. Axdeew Wood moved, as an amendment, “That the 
Coimcil come to no^ decision in the present session as to the 
desirability of inserting in any amended Medical Bill permis¬ 
sive clauses for providing a qualification in State Medicine, 
but that the matter be delayed till next session ; and that 
during the recess the report of the Committee on State Medi¬ 
cine, with the evidence appended, be sent dnwn to the Licens¬ 
ing Bodies for their con-sideration.” 

Mr. Haegeave seconded the amendment. 

Dr. Bijmsey moved the adjournment of the debate. 

The Council rose at the usual hour until the morrow, Avhen, 
it was announced, the day would be cleA’oted to conmiittee 
business. 

Seventh Day.—Thhesday, July 8. 

The Council met at 2 o’clock, and, after a short discussion 
upon the propriety of adjourning the debate on State Medicine, 

it was agreed that it should be postponed till Friday, and the 
present sitting devoted to committee business. 

Dr. Andeew Wood then moved—“That certain communica¬ 
tions from Dr. John Harley, Mr. Courtauld, Dr. Macloughlin, 
and Dr. Edwards Crisp be referred to a committee, which shall 
report as to their nature, and the answers which it sees proper 
to return to them.” 

The motion was seconded by Dr. Paekes, and carried imani- 
mously. 

The committee appointed for this purpose were Dr. Thomson, 
Dr. Aquilla Smith, Dr. Rumsey, and Mr. Cooper. 

Standing orders were then suspended, and the Council ad¬ 
journed to to-morrow, 2 o’clock, to enable committee business 
to be proceeded ivitli. 

Eighth Day.-—Feiday, July 9. 

The Council met to-day at two o’clock, the President Dr. 
Burrows in the chair. 

The adjourned consideration of the report of the Committee 
on State Medicine was resumed. 

The motion of Dr. Acland, seconded by Dr. Cheistison, 

upon this report was as follows:—“ That in any amended 
Medical Bill which may be prepared for Parliament by the 
Council, it is desirable that the requisite permissive clauses for 
registering a qualification in State Medicine be inserted.” 

To this the follo'wing amendment was moved by Dr. Andeew 

Wood, and seconded by Mr. Haegeaat];:—“That the Council 
come to no decision in the present session as to the desirability 
of inserting in any amended Medical Bill permissive clauses 
for registering a quahlication in State Medicine, but that the 
matter be delayed tUl next session ; and that during the recess 
the report of the Committee on State Medicine, 'vdth the 
CA'idence appended, be transmitted to the licensing bodies for 
their consideration.” 

Dr. Rumsey said he thought that much of the misconception 
which had arisen from defective information upon this subject 
might have been averted, had it been possible for the resolution 
passed last year to be carried out, viz.—“ That the committee 
send in their report, so soon as it may be ready, to the Executive 
Committee, and that the Executive Committee have power to print 
and circulate the report among the members of the Council.” 
If the committee had been able to place the appendix in the 
hands of the members earlier, a great portion of the debate 
might have been unnecessary. He believed the first report of 
the committee, which contained the resolutions passed last year, 
was never placed in the hands of members. Those resolutions, 
however, were referred to in substance by Dr. Acland in a 
letter which he addressed to various persons at home and 
abroad. In the second pa,ragraph of that letter it was stated, 
“ The committee have decided that such diplomas or certificates 
ought to be granted after due examination to persons who are 
already, or shall hereafter be, entered upon the Medical Register, 
and to no others.” That was a very important resolution, 
and it had not been clearly understood by the Council. 
The whole of the resolutions were, however, read in detail 
by Dr. Stokes on Wednesday, and therefore he (Dr. Rumsey) 
trusted that full information as to what was done last year was 
now fully before the Council, and that it would be admitted 
that these resolutions showed that the Committee had made 
known the fact that there existed a demand for a qualification 
in State Medicine ; that they felt bound to suggest a mode of 
meeting that demand ; and that it would involve a course of 
study and preparation which it would be utterly in vain to 
include in the general minim'um qualification now required for 
Medical Practitioners. The committee had seen plainly Avdiat 
he trusted the Council would admit—that, however much the 
education of all Ri’actitioners might be improved by better 
elernentary teaching and better methods of study in various 
subjects, there lay beyond all tliis a wide field of study to be 
cultivated, the cultivation of which shoidd be verified by a 
special examination. He thought he was speaking for all liL 
colleagues, the committee, when he said that these qualifications 
coidd not be imposed upon all Medical students without inter¬ 
fering AAuth studies of j)aramount imjDortance which must be 
pursued in the curricidum of four years. Now, it had been 
said that the committee had decided this question. He replied 
that they had only admitted a principle, and that they had not 
at all laid doAvn any rales or formed any conclusion beyond. 
To postpone the preparation of the clauses to another session 
would be to lose a good opportunity. It woidd be esteemed 
by the Government as an admission that they felt themselves 
incompetent to undertake the matter. With respect to the 
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university question, he was pleased to have read that letter 
from Dr. Storrar on Wednesday. If he would refer to his (Dr. 
Rumsey’s) work in I860, “ On the Necessity for Certificates 
and Qua,lifications,” he would see how fully the effort which 
the London University had made in that dii'ection was acknow¬ 
ledged ; hut that university had not proceeded to embody the 
various subjects in one special qualification. He could show 
several matters of great importance which the University of 
London did not require. The older universities in the United 
Kingdom were setting a most valuable and important example. 
If proof were required that there existed a public demand for 
this measure, he could produce evidence that could not fail to 
convince. He supposed no one would question the necessity 
of appointing pubhc health officers if they knew the facts which 
were being producedbeforetheRoyalSanitary Commission. Yet, 
when those who had advocated this question applied to Govern¬ 
ment to organise a sufficiently numerous staff of such officers, 
what were they told ? The answer was—■' ‘ It is true the thing ought 
to be done, but where are the men ?” They said—“We cannot 
insist upon a general appointment of aspecially qualified staff until 
we know that there are a sufficient number of persons so quahfied 
in the kingdom to complete the organisation.” This wasthe sub¬ 
stance of the reply wliich he had heard again and again, and it 
had sometimes been expressed in terms wliich were perhaps terse 
enough, but not always very flattering to the Profession. Now, 
should they be said to lie longer under this imputation ? Should 
they, by dechning to aid in the preparation of a measure of this 
kind, afford the legislative an excuse for inaction ? Should they 
repudiate what he ventured to call their public habilities ? 
Should they postpone tliis question from year to year until the 
Government took it into its own hands and set aside the Council 
in the matter ? Dr. Eumsey then adverted to opinions of the 
Registrar-General expressed in Ms 27th Annual Report, and to 
a resolution passed at the CongTess of the National Association 
for the Promotion of Social Science held at Birmingham. He 
asked, were the conditions and qualifications suggested to be 
judged of by the Government or recommended by this Council ? 
Personally he was indifferent as to which of these alternatives 
was to be chosen, but he would say that it was a matter which 
very gravely and deeply affected the honour and position of the 
Council. The Council was being watched by persons of 
influence who would not fail to note what they might consider 
to be a dereliction of its duty. What Avere the authorities on 
the other side ? There was, as they had heard, the College of 
Surgeons at Edinburgh and Dr. Maclagan, whom Dr. Wood 
quoted with very great delight. Now, con.sidering that this 
report had only just been tabled and that the members of the 
Council had had very little opiDortunity—many of them none at 
aU—to examine it, it gave him (Dr. Rumsey) a great idea of 
Dr. Wood’s power that he had so readily discovered from this 
mass of evidence the only opinion on his side of the question. 
Dr. Wood said nothing about the recommendations of the 
twenty or thirty other gentlemen whose opinions were con¬ 
tained in the volume—gentlemen, some of Avhoin were not a 
whit less distinguished than Dr. Haclag-an, and all more or less 
in favour of the proposal. Not only had Dr. Maclagan’s ob¬ 
jections been answered categorically, but Dr. Maclag-an had 
answered them himself by giiung some very useful advice in 
the event of the Council pursuing a course which he strongly 
adiused them not to pursue. In conclu.sion Dr. Rumsey ex¬ 
pressed his belief that prompt action ivould redound greatly to 
the credit of the Council and increase its influence with the 
Government. 

Mr. Hargeave said he thought they ivere going a little too 
rapidly. It had been found to be of very groat advantage in 
Ireland to appoint a Professor of Hygiene to give lectm'es. 
These lectures were attended by large numbers, and a good 
deal of information Avas circidated. He AV'ould advise the 
Council not to be in a hurry, but Avait and see what could be 
done next session. 

Dr. Benxett said it would be impossible to take into con¬ 
sideration the whole of this very A’aluable report at tliis portion 
of the session. There was no doubt, he apprehended, in the 
mind of any one that special studios would be required, and 
that those studies Avere very extensive and varied. Were the 
Council noAv prepared, or not, to commit themselves to the very 
serious question of oiicning the door for the admission of new 
quahfications to be entered on the Medical Register ? If once 
that Avas done, it was difficult to knoAV where it would stop. 
There Avas a very strong di.spositiou to force upon them special 
quahfications in reference to all sorts of things. He thought 
they ought to bo as feAV as possible. He was not di,sposed to 
fling cold Avater upon any effort A\diich could be made to 
encourage the study of State Medicine. On the contrary, he 

would encourage everything that should facilitate any gentle¬ 
man in devoting his attention to the subject, and lead him to 
acquire information, but that was a very different question 
from seeking to add a quahfication to the Register as it now 
stood. He did not see his Avay clearly in that direction, and 
therefore he must vote for the amendment of Dr. Andrew 
Wood. 

Dr. Fleming said he had not time to look tlirough the large 
mass of e-vidence which had been laid upon the table. In the 
multitude of counsellors there was safety, and in the multitude 
of opinions Avisdom. Although he was strongly of opinion 
that sometMng ought to be done, he was not disposed to sup¬ 
port the motion of Dr. Acland. 

Dr. Qtjain said he quite agreed that the Coimcil were going 
a little too fast in this matter, and when people were going too 
fast they could not veiy often see where they were going to. A 
man might be very well qualified for a special duty Avithout 
there being any indication in an official form of Ms qualifica¬ 
tion, but he understood that what was asked for was an ex¬ 
press quahfication in State Medicine—in fact, a Doctor of State 
Medicine. If it did not amount to that at present, it would 
come to it, and he protested against making additional special 
quahfications appear on the Register. If it was State Medi¬ 
cine to-day, to-morrow it woidd be Obstetric Medicine, and 
the day after it would be something else. The matter had 
been referred to a committee, and they Avere asked to report on 
the “steps proper to be adopted, if any, for granting diplomas.” 
Now, in the report j)resentsd to the Council, full of information 
as it was, was there one single Avord to infonn them what the 
prox^er steps were, if any, for gnanting these diplomas ? The 
only opinion expressed by the committee was that the Council 
should insert the requisite clauses for providing a qualification 
in State Medicine in any amended bhl which may hereafter be 
prepared for Parhament. This was going too fast, for it 
might weh be said, “ Do not, before a man has the means of 
being educated, secure a x>lace for him on the Register.” 
Therefore he was not prepared, until he had a fuller report and 
more defimte information on the subject, to vote for the re¬ 
cognition of a new qualification. One paragraph in the report 
contradicted another—-as, for example, on the subject of the 
dm’ation of study, one opinion was that .six months was 
required, and others were that two or three or four years were 
necessary. There Avas nothing at all to show what the qualifi¬ 
cation was to be, nor Avhat the subjects were in which ordinary 
Medical Practitioners were so very deficient. It was said that 
there were sometimes a want of knowledge and loose notions, 
and one gentleman abused the Profession for flippancy of 
manner and giAung hasty ansAVors. Lord Chief Justice Bovill 
said they were too much in the habit of making themselves 
partisans, and another gentleman stated that Medical men 
exMbited a want of knowledge and a want of care, and, as a 
remedy, suggested the study of his oato book. After com¬ 
menting upon the various opinions contained in the appendix, 
and showing how they differed. Dr. Quain said the committee had 
favom’ed the Council with two recommendations. One was 
that to which he had already referred—viz., the insertion of 
clauses in any amended bill, and the other was to the effect 
that, as the Council would have the opportunity at some 
future period of discussing the documents now submitted to 
them, they recommended that the report and apx^endix should 
be forwarded to the licensing bodies and other persons in¬ 
terested in the question of State Medicine. He (Dr. Quain) 
cordially approved of this last recommendation, while he 
should certainly vote against the fir.st. His ox>position to 
the first was founded on the want of information. It struck 
him that Avhen the committee AA^ere requested to state what were 
“ the steps x)rox)or to be taken, if any, for gTanting diplomas or 
certificates of x>roficiency in State Medicine,” etc., they should 
have made a more definite rex)ort on that point. He should be 
prex^ared, in case of Dr. AndreAV Wood’s motion being lost, to 
move another amendment. 

Dr. Embleton said his imxiression was that the Council could 
not do much in the matter until amxfle time for studying it had 
been afforded. The licensing bodies had not yet had an 
opportunity of seeing the report at all, and therefore could not 
yet give any opimon upon it. Before the Council met again 
there woidd be x>lenty of time, and if there was an early session 
next year something might be got ready and brought before 
Parliament in very good time. He shoidd therefore A'ote for 
the amendment. 

Dr. A. Smith supported the motion. 
Dr. Shaepey said it avouM be necessary for the licensing 

bodies to express themselA'CS as to the form or shape of the 

qualification. 
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Mr. C.®SAE Hawkins thought it would he an advantage that 
persons who were to he employed in special pursuits should 
have the special knowledge requisite, but he was not quite cer¬ 
tain that the plan proposed by the committee could be adopted. 
As the necessity for knowledge in regard to State Medicine 
became more apparent a greater number of persons would 
^PP^y themselves to the necessary subjects, and he thought 
there would be a sufficient number without the Council going 
out of its way to add this qualification. But then, on the other 
hand, he was imjiressed with the thought that, being a Medical 
subj ect to a certain extent, it would hardly be right for them to 
throw it over and say that it should not be added. One point, 
however, he was quite certain of, and that was that the motion, 
if accepted at all, must be altered by the insertion of the words 
“ in addition to the general quahfication.” He understood 
that that^ was what was intended by the committee, but the 
motion did not express it. He thought they ought to guard 
themselves against any misconception on this point. He should 
wish to know more of the details of the scheme. 

Dr. Thomson pointed out that there were several difficulties 
in the way of the committee coming to a conclusion as to what 
the precise _ proposition should be. He thought it would be 
very undesirable that the matter should be set aside by the 
amen(^ent of _Dr. Andrew Wood. It would be setting aside 
an opinion which he believed to be unanimous in favoiu’ of 
some such qualification being estabhshed. He would suggest 
that, rather than Dr. Andrew TV^ood’s motion should be adopted 
in its present form, there should be a modification expressing 
merely the opinion of the Council as to the importance of im¬ 
proving the knowledge of State Medicine, and their favour¬ 
able disposition towards the insertion of such a quahfication 
in the Eegister. To that could be added the direction to send 
tne rejiort and appendix to the hcensing bodies. 

Dr. Acland then replied. He said the committee had every 
reason to be satisfied with the discussion which had taken place 
in a matter in which it was clear that the Council was very 
much divided. It would be a very great disappointment, after 
all the labour wliich the comirfittee had undergone to lay the 
fullest information before the Council, if the matter should be 
thrown on one side. With regard to the opinions which had 
been xorwarded in reply to the questions of the committee, he 
begged to say that if he read them it would be seen that the 
quotations which had been made by no means represented the 
opinions which were held by the different persons. 

Dr. Quain said he made these quotations not as being 
against the proposal in regard to the quahfication in State 
Medicine, but to show the variety of opinions that existed on 
the subject, and the necessity for further investigation. 

Dr. Acland said it was evident that it was a difficult matter 
to deal with. The committee had done the best thev could in 
the matter to arrive at a clear decision. There had hardly 
ever been a question raised of more vital consequence to the 
cnaracter of the Council than this. Therefore the committee 
were entirely justified in the course they had taken. With 
respect to the necessity of the matter, it was stated by Dr. 
Thomson that, whatever might have been the previous his¬ 
tory , there had got to be in the public mind an idea that some¬ 
thing ought to be done. That being so, it was stated that they 
proceeded in the wrong way. He did not know what the 
opinions of the Council might be as to their particular func¬ 
tions, but he knew this, that most of the gentlemen in the uni¬ 
versity with which he was connected were willing to abide by 
the decision of the Medical Council, and said, “ We will do it 
directly if they wish it; it is for them to give us the cue as to 
the course to be pursued.” Well, supposing the Council had 
waited until all these different corporations and universities 
had spoken, they would have waited a long time, and would 
have had, no doubt, an equally diversified opinion as that now 
presented before them. He maintained that the committee 
had acted respectfully towards the Council and towards the 
corporations in presenting the matter in its present shape, and 
in recommending, as they had done in the last clause of the 
report, that the documents should be sent for the consideration 
of those bodies, and that in the meantime the Council should 
give them the assurance that, as far as the will and desire of 
the Council went, if they wished to institute qualifications and 
to have those qualifications registered, the Council would not 
be neglectful of its duty, but would give a kind of pledge to 
carry it out. He was struck with the different ways in which 
honest men viewed the intentions of their fellows if they did 
not quite agree with them. One gentleman had remarked upon 
the mystery that lay behind the italicised words “ it is desirable.” 
With regard to the question of time, the conunittee discharged 
its duty towards the Council as quickly as it could; it had not 

had, perhaps, as much labom as that committee of which Pro¬ 
fessor Syme had been chairman, but at all ei^ents it had acted 
with all reasonable despatch. It would be seen, moreover, that 
the matter did not suffer in the slightest degree by the neces¬ 
sary delay which had taken place. According to Dr. Wood’s 
proposition, what was it the Council were to answer ? They 
were to say they could not make up their minds. Now, that 
would be eminently unsatisfactory. In case that amendment 
should be lost, then arose the question whether, by adding 
certain words or modifying the resolution, it could be put into 
a form in which it would be more acceptable to the Council. 

The amendment of Dr. Andrew Wood was then put to the 
Council and lost, the numbers being—For 9, against 13. 

The Peesident then put the original motion, when 
Dr. Quain moved another amendment—“ That the Council, 

whilst expressing their entire approval of an improved educa¬ 
tion in State Medicine, and of a definite recognition of the 
attainment of individuals in the subj cct by certificates of special 
proficiency or otherwise, recommend that the report and 
appendix be forwarded to the licensing bodies, with a request 
that they would favour the Council with their opinions on the 
following points :—(1) The facilities that might be afforded for 
extending and improifing the education of persons wishing to 
study the subjects comprised in this report. (2) As to the 
desirability of granting certificates of special proficiency in any 
or all of these subjects. (3) As to the desirability of granting 
a special degree or diploma in this subject.” He said there 
was certainly no hurry for a decision in tliis matter. No Act 
of Parliament could be obtained—no Bill could be brought into 
Parliament—this session; there was no reason, therefore, for 
the Council committing themselves to a definite statement. 

Dr. Bumsey said the omission to ask whether they should 
not be put on the Begister was, in his opinion, a most fatal 
omission in this amendment. It cut away the ground from all 
those who were to move in the matter, for the object was to 
place in their hands the means of distinguishing those who were 
qualified and those who were not. 

The Peesident asked Dr. Acland to explain whether he 
meant the quahfication of State Medicine to be entered in the 
Begister as a sole and separate one. It was very important for 
the Council to understand that. 

Dr. Acland said it was proposed to be an additional qualifi¬ 
cation for persons who had already had a quahfication on the 
Begister. The committee mig-ht be wrong, but that was their 
unanimous feehng. 

Dr. Andeew Wood said he understood that no man was to 
be aUowed to take this quahfication of State Medicine until he 
had been registered as a Medical Practitioner. He took that 
for panted, and, taking it for granted, he would second Dr. 
Quain’s amendment because it was going in the right direction. 
They would not be pledging themselves to the particular mode 
of recognising superior knowledge in regard to State Medicine, 
but the thing would be left open so that the hcensing bodies 
might state what they thought of the matter. Instead of 
going to those bodies for indefinite information, they would be 
giving them categorical questions to which they would request 
categorical answers. This would bring out a very large amount 
of information. The Council would act judiciously if they 
took this course, because, although this question was very 
famihar to the members of the Committee on State Medicine, 
who had been devoting a great many months to it, it was not 
famihar to others, and certainly it was not famihar to the 
hcensing bodies, who required to be correctly informed and who 
would be ^eatly benefited. They would not find fault with 
the Council for delaying the matter in this rational way, but 
they probably would have found fault if the Council had rashly 
given an opinion on a subject in regard to which they had not 
had an opportunity of consideration. 

Dr. Stokes thought there had been abundant time to state 
plans and express opinions for or against the proposal ©f the 
committee. This was one of the greatest opportunities of 
connecting the Medical Profession with the general govern¬ 
ment which had ever been presented. (“ Vote, vote.”) 

Dr.^ Quain’s amendment was then put to the Council and 
negatived, the numbers being—For 9, against 13. 

'The Peesident was again about to put the original 
motion, but 

Dr. Thomson said he thought he might make a compromise, 
because there were several members who probably would object 
to vote for Dr. Acland’s motion. He would do this entirely 
with the view of promoting the object which Dr. Acland, as 
chairman of the committee, had in view. “ That the Council 
recognises the importance of improving the knowledge of 
licensed Medical Practitioners in State Medicine, and is favour- 
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able to the recognition of superior attainments in that 
department in the Medical Register. And with a view to 
obtaining the opinion of the various licensing bodies as to the 
mode in which these objects may be best accomplished, they 
resolve to send the report of the State Medicine Committee, 
and the e^ddence contained in it, to the several licensing bodies, 
with a request that the Council may bo favoured with their 
opinions on the subject.” Dr. Thomson explained that tliis 
amendment differed from that of Dr. Quain, because it contained 
a very important point which Dr. Qitain had left out. 

The amendment was seconded by Dr. Andeew Wood. 

Dr. Aclaxd said this amendment pledged the Council to 
what the opponents of the measure objected to—namely, the 
desirability of a recognition of superior attainments in the 
Medical Register, but it fell short of the original motion by not 
providing means for practical action. (“Vote, vote.”) 

The amendment was then put to the vote and negatived, the 
numbers being—For 9, against 11. 

Mr. C.ESAE Hawkins then moved that the following words be 
added to the original motion :—“ In addition to the qualifications 
sanctioned by the Medical Act.” (“ Agreed, agreed.”) 

The amendment was put to the vote and carried. 

The original motion as amended—“ That in any amended 
Medical Bill which may be prepared for Parliament by the 
Council, it is desirable that the requisite j)ermissive clauses for 
registering a qualification in State Medicine be inserted in 
addition to any of the qualifications sanctioned by the Medical 
Act ”—was then put as a substantive motion and carried, the 
numbers being—For 13, against 2. 

The Peesident then rose and said : Last year the Council 
did me the honour of re-electing me as President. I accepted 
the compliment; but I informed you that I could not do so 
upon the usual terms—that is to say, of holding the office for 
five years. There has been some misapprehension on the 
point by some members of the Council. My intentions, when 
I accepted your compliment, though known perfectly to my¬ 
self, were possibly expressed rather vaguely to you. I stated 
that I could not undertake to perform the duties for the usual 
period of service. I fully made up my mind to hold the office, 
in gratitude to this Council, until the commencement of the 
present session, or for as much longer as might suit the con¬ 
venience of the Council. Since the commencement of this 
session I have intimated my intention of resigning, but various 
complimentary speeches have been made urging me not to 
resign my office, and to remain a little longer in the Presidential 
chair. Hoivever, having from the very first moment made up 
my mind as to the course I should pursue, I do not think 
there is anything which should induce me to deviate from it. 
I am averse, both-if or private and public reasons, from holding 
the position longer. The private reasons I have mentioned to 
various members of the committee who have kindly spoken to 
me on the subject. With respect to the public reasons which 
have actuated me, there are many members of the Council who 
Imow perfectly well what are my principles of action in a 
question of this kind. I do not think that when any man has 
had the good fortune to obtain such an honourable and distin¬ 
guished post as I have occupied now for six years, he shovdd 
continue to hold that office beyond a certain length of time, so 
as to lead any one to imagine that he holds it simply for 
personal glorification or personal interest. By your favour I 
have been raised to the distinguished post of President of the 
Medical Council; but I do not see why I, having reached that 
position, should in anywise stand in the way of other men, who 
are as good or better than myself, arriving at that distinction, 
and it is on that gi’ound that I am averse to continuing to 
occupy the position wliich I have held hitherto with great 
pride. When I resigned the office last year I expressed deeply 
my thanks to the officials and members of the Council for the 
great aid they had given me; I renew these thanks again for 
the assistance rendered during the last year. But last year I 
felt there was an omission on my part, and before I leave you 
to-day I am anxious to supply that omission, and it is more 
particularly with reference to the pubhc press, and especially 
the gentlemen who sit at that table as the reporters of that 
press. I cannot retire from this chair without expressing to 
them my admiration of the accuracy, the fidehty, and the im¬ 
partiality of their reports. I cannot help also expressing my 
gratification at the extreme prudence, and tact, and circum¬ 
spection with which the conductors of public jomaials have 
adverted to proceedings which have sometimes taken place in 
this Council. I have notliing more to say except that I hope 
that in leaving you I leave a fair name behind ; and I trust 
you may condone and make allowance for any shortcomings 

which you may have observed in my performance of the duties 
which have devolved upon mo—duties which have been on many 
occasions responsible and arduous, and sometimes even painful. 
I thank everybody for having supported me as President in my 
endeavours to conduct the public business and to maintain 
order. That has been done, I believe, without exception, even 
by those who differed from me in opinion. With these words 
I bid you farewell, and resign into your hands the honourable 
office which I have held so long, and I have no doubt, when you 
have had time and opportunity for conferring together, you 
will decide upon some one who will uphold the honour, and 
utihty, and reputation of this pubhc body. (Loud applause.) 

Dr. Burrows then withdi’ew, all the members of the Council 
rising in token of their respect. 

On the motion of Dr. Andeew Wood, seconded by Mr. 
Haegeave, it was agreed that Dr. Stokes be requested to take 
the chair. 

The chair was then taken by Dr. Stokes. 

Mr. Cjesae Hawkins moved “ That the warmest thanks of 
this Council be given to the late President for the able and 
admirable manner in which he has so long conducted the 
business of the Council, for the kindness and impartiahty 
which he has uniformly displayed towards the members of the 
Council, and the determination he has shown on all occasions 
to conduct their discussions with the Hew to the improvement 
of the education of the Medical Profession, and the welfare of 
the public ; and that tliis motion be communicated to the late 
President.” 

Tliis resolution was seconded by Dr. Cheistison, and carried 

by acclamation. 

The Council then adjourned till 5 o’clock. 

On resuming its sitting. Dr. Stokes in the chaii’, the reporters 
were requested to retire. 

From the minutes it appeared that the Council then proceeded 
to elect a President in the room of Dr. Barrows, and that on 
the motion of Dr. A. Smith, seconded by Sir Dominic Coeeigan, 

it was resolved that Dr. Paget be appointed President. 

Dr. Paget then took the chair, and the proceedings were 
adjourned till the following day. 

Ninth Day.—Satheday, July 10. 

The Council met to-day at 1 o’clock. 

The chair was taken by the newly elected President, Dr. 
Paget. 

The first business on the programme was the election of the 
Executh^e Committee. A ballot having been taken, the Presi¬ 
dent announced that the following members were elected:— 

Dr. Bennett. 
Mr. Hawkins. 
Dr. Acland. 
Dr. Andrew Wood. 
Dr. A. Smith. 
Dr. Sharpey. 

Dr. Shaepey, Chairman of the Finance Committee, presented 
the following report :— 

The Finance Committee beg leave to present, in the subjoined table, a 
statement of the estimated and actual income from ordinary sources, and 
of tbp estimated and actual expenditure, for the year 1868, also an estimate 
of the income and of the expenditm-e, so far as the committee are able to 
judge, for the year 1869. 

In estimating the expenditure for 1869, as compared with that of 1868, 
the committee have made a deduction of the expense of visiting examina¬ 
tions, which has not been incurred this year, and have also had in view 
the saving that may probably be effected on the ordinary account for print¬ 
ing, in consequence of the adoption by the Council of the measures of 
economy recommended by the Executive Committee; but, on the other 
hand, they have had to allow for a considerable extra charge for printing 
and other expenses incmTed by the two special Committees on Education 
and State Medicine appointed last year. The result is an estimated excess 
of expenditure over income of £375. __ 

In last year’s report it was stated that the sum remaining due to the 
Council on the 5th January, 1868, for advances on account of the Pharma- 
co-pezia, was £712. Since then, the receipts from the sale of the work, 
after deduction of all expenses, have produced £735 163. Of tliis sum, 
about £500 will be required to defray the charges for a re-issue of 5000 
copies of the Pharmacopceia, ordered by the Executive Committee, in con¬ 
sequence of the original impression of 20,000 copies being well nigh ex¬ 
hausted. The money balance in hand, together with what may be expected 
from the sale of the remaining stock and the whole of the new issue, 
after deducting various expenses, may be reckoned at upwards of £1500, 
which, after covering the outstanding debt due to the Council, will 
eventually yield a balance of £800. 

W. SuABPEY, Chainnan. 
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Fees received by— 
Branch Council for England 

,, Scotland 
,, Ireland 

Dividends received by— 
Branch Council for England 

„ Scotland 
,, Ireland 

Sale of Registers . 
Penalty . 

Expenses of— 
General Council . 
Branch Council for England 

,, Scotland 
,, Ireland 

Estimated Income for the Year 1868. 
& s. d. £ s. d. 

2400 0 0 
650 0 0 
SOO 0 0 

630 0 0 
80 0 0 
60 0 0 

3850 0 0 

770 0 0 
300 0 0 

actual Income for the Year 1868. 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

2492 15 0 
757 0 0 
837 15 0 

■- 4087 10 0 

617 10 10 
67 6 10 
62 7 4 

747 5 0 
284 9 6 

10 0 0 

estimated Income for the lear 1869. 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

2450 0 0 
700 0 0 
800 0 0 

*670 0 0 
65 0 0 
60 0 0 

3950 0 0 

796 0 O’ 
280 0 0 

Estimated ExpendV.nre for the Year 
1868. 

£ s. cl. £ s. cl. 
3400 0 0 

800 0 0 
345 0 0 
300 0 0 
---- 1445 0 0 

Actual Expenditnre for the Year 
1868. 

£ s. cl. £ s. d. 
4044 1 3 

622 9 7i 
264 1 6 
259 12 1 

■- 1146 3 2J 

4845 0 0 
Balance in favour of) a a 

Medical Council ... ( ^ ® 

Total expenditure ... 5190 4 Si 

Total income. 5129 4 6 

£4920 0 0 Excess of expenditiuc ) 
over income.I 

1869. 
£ s. d. 

700 0 0 
300 0 0 
300 0 0 

Estimated income 

Estima,ted excess of ex¬ 
penditure . 

£5025 0 O’ 

for the Year 

£ s. cl. 
4300 0 0 

1300 0 0 

5400 0 0 

5025 0 0 

1 £575 0 0’ 

* The estimated increase on tliis item is in consequence of £2000 Three per Cent. Stock having been pui-chased during the year 1868. 

Hr, Andrew Wood said he felt that the time had come ■when 
the Council must take some action in a most important matter. 
It would not do for them to g'O on year by year exceeding the 
income by the expenditure. It was calculated that there would 
he an excess of expenditure to the amount of £575. Now, if 
tUs were the case in regard to their private household accounts, 
they would certainly look about and see how they could econo¬ 
mise and save themselves from getting into difficulties. There 
was another reasou why he thought they should look very care- 
fully into this question. He looked forward, and hoped he was 
rightly looking forward, to a veiy considerable expense being 
incurred, during the coming year in the shape of the visitation 
of exaimnations. It was one of the charg'es which had been 
erroneously brought against them that they did not visit the 
examinations. He need hardly say that they had visited them, 
and he had no hesitation in asserting* that they never spent 
their money better than for that purpose. He believed 
this course had been productive of greater results than 
any recommendations which had emanated from the Council. 
Another thing he might mention was this. They had 
now begun a new system, and it was a good system. He 
must, in justice to his friend Dr. Acland, say that 
when some years ago he proposed that there should be standing 
committees to work during the recess, he (Dr. Andrew Wood) 
was rather disposed to object to the proposal. He was no-w 
completely converted to Dr. Acland’s way of thinking, and he 
had no hesitation in saying that the Council would be able to 
accomplish by the adoption of this plan a great deal more than 
it had done hitherto.. Now it was clear that this important 
labour of the committee must be attended with additional 
expense, and he should be very sorry indeed to think that 
either the committee must be starved for want of funds, or that 
if they were not, and the money were laid out as it would 
require to be laid out, the Council would be running into debt. 
There was no way of economising*, as it appeared to him, that 
was open to the Coimcil but one, and that one the Council 
shoidd now adopt. When he looked into the accounts he f^d 
that a very large proportion of the sum expended was for the 
fees for attendance at the meetings of the General Medical 
Council. For example, he found that last year, 1868, the fees 
paid to members for^ attending the General Medical Council 
amounted to £1412 5s. That was irrespective of what was paid 
for travelling expenses. Now a very good suggestion had 
been made by his friend Dr. Fleming, whose modesty prevented 
him from bringing it forward. They were all aware, and he 
(Dr. Andrew Wood) had long felt it, that a great deal had 
been said out of doors -vrith regard to the expenses of the 
members of the Council in attending the meetings, and it 
was insinuated that the meetings were prolonged and that 
large fees were paid. Now he did not much regard these 
very ungracious insinuations, because he did not believe 
that there was a man sitting at the Council table who was in¬ 
fluenced by any mercenary motives in coming to perform his 
duties. On the contrary, he held that, ivith the great mass of 
members, a very large pecuniary sacrifice was made. (Hear, 
hear.) At the same time he felt that the Council had many 

important objects to carry out, and in order that they might 
have the means, without w*^hicli their efforts would be entirely 
unavailing, there should be some modification in the payment 
of fees. What extent it would be ultimately necessary to go¬ 
to, he could not say, but in the meantime he would propose, 
what would show that the Council were anxious in every way 
to economise their expenses, that each member of the Council 
shall be allowed five guineas a day for seven days, or whatever 
number of days under seven, on which the Council might sit, 
and that, whatever the duration of the session, the sum paid tu 
any member shall not exceed thirty-five guineas. Fiu'ther, 
that when a member was absent without the pei*mission of the 
President from any meeting after the seventh, he should for¬ 
feit the sum of three guineas for each day of such absence. 
He did not know whether this wo'uld be popular with the 
Council or not, but, at all events, there would be a very con¬ 
siderable annual saving. He did not believe there was any 
meruber of the Council who was not willing to make a great 
sacrifice. Two or three guineas more or less would really be 
no object to them, and it would be very satisfactory to be able 
to take away from those who cai*ped at the Council the oppor¬ 
tunity of doing so. 

Dr. Quain said he had great pleasure in seconding* the motion. 
Dr. Parses said he thought they ought to reduce the number 

of days to six. It should be understood, however, that the sum 
paid was really in the shape of an honorarium, and that the 
Council were not supposed to receive it as an adequate 
consideration. 

Sir Dominic Corrigan rose to oppose the motion. He said, 
although Dr. Quain had seconded the motion, he was happy to 
find that as seconder he had not a word to say in its favour. 

Dr. Qtjain said that remained to be seen. 
_ Sir Dominic Corrigan said, of course Dr. Quain had the 

right to reserve anything that he might hke to say, but he had 
not as yet said a word in favour of the motion; it remained, of 
course, to be seen whether he would find anything* to say by- 
and-by. Now Dr. Parkes had gone farther than Dr. Andrew 
Wood, and he had sug*gested a smaller sum. That was just 
what one might expect when one was prepared to forfeit a 
portion of the fees. Now his (Sir Dominic Corrigan’s) practice, 
and it was the practice of any gentleman who had a respect for 
his o'wn character and the wants of the public, had been this— 
he either gave his advice gratuitously, or he charged something- 
like a reasonable sum. He saw no step between reducing the 
fees to nothing and alloiving* them to remain as they were. 
He would not be a party to the step proposed. If it were the 
feeling of the Council that they could not afford to pay the 
members what was in fact a mere honorarium which they had 
paid, and to which the members had assented when they took 
their seats, ho was anxious to go with the majority and give 
his time for nothing, but he would not accept a smaller sum. 
Were there no other ways of reducing the expenses ? He 
contended there were. There was not an example before them 
of any board ha’ving been treated as they were by the Cro'wn, 
that took seats at their board, and sent its representatives there, 
and yet left the Coimcil without a roof to shelter it if it had not 
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been for the kindness of the College of Physicians. If the 
Cron-n sent its representatives, let the CrovTi pay its representa¬ 
tives. There was another way. Wliom were they representatives 
of ? There were representatives of London and other univer¬ 
sities ; let each pay the sum which their representative ought 
to be paid. He had no objection to go to his own university 
if he were backed up by a resolution of the Council, and say, 
“ You must pay me; I will not go for nothing.” If the Council 
desired him to do that, he would do it. 

Dr. ALEX-iNDEE. Wood said, if Sir Dominic Corrigan would 
move an amendment to the effect he had suggested, he would 
second it. 

Sir Dominic Coerigan said he was not prepared to do that. 
Dr. Alexander Wood said it would be in the recollection of 

those who were members of the Council originally that, when 
it came to discuss the question of fees, it was proposed that the 
fee for attendance at the Council should be ten guineas. He 
did not think there was a single gentleman at that table who 
would think ten guineas a day was too much for the labour 
and for the sacrifices made in leaving their homes and their 
own duties in order to attend this Council. But then the 
thing was tlfis—that there was no fund to pay them adequately 
for their attendance; therefore it was proposed on that occa¬ 
sion that the Council should come to the resolution that, though 
ten guineas or fifteen gnineas, or any sum they liked to 
name, was an adequate remuneration for attendance, yet, the 
funds not allowing them to take that, they would accept a 
composition. The reason was, that he felt satisfied that if it 
was said they were willing to come up to town for such small 
sums, it would affect their incomes in another way, and it 
would be said, “ Oh! if you can go to London for five guineas, 
you can go elsewhere.” Now, the proposition made by Dr. 
Andrew Wood was that they should reduce the sum wliich 
they received for attendance. He never could consent to the 
proposition in that shape if they were to reduce it this year in 
a paltry, peddling, mercantile spirit that would ruin their posi¬ 
tion in the Profession. His opinion was that to offer to the 
gentlemen sitting at that table thirty-five guineas for the labour 
they underwent was like an insult to them, and rather 
would he say that he would come there and attend to the high 
and honourable duties they were called to discharge entirely 
gratuitously than that they should be paid in that sort of way. 
He was told that they could not do it—that the Act said they 
should be paid such fees for attendance as they might deter¬ 
mine and the Privy Council approve of. 

The President said Dr. Alexander Wood was referring to 
section 12, where it was stated that the members of the Council 
should be paid such fees for attendance and such reasonable 
travelling’ expenses as should from time to time be allowed by 
consent of the Council, and approved of by the Commissioners 
of her Majesty’s Treasui'y. 

Dr. Alexander Wood said he saw nothing in that which 
compelled them to pay themselves, and he had no hesitation in 
saying that if they came to the resolution to discharge their 
duties gratuitously, her Majesty’s Privy Council would not 
interfere and force the money upon them. He did not like— 
h.e thought it was a bad principle—to allude to remarks out of 
doors. Whatever people said of them, he felt sure that no 
mercenary spirit had ever actuated the Council. His omi im¬ 
pression was that if they wei’e obliged to pass to-day a self- 
denying ordinance, they should do it in a self-denying manner, 
and declare that they would discharge their duties without fee 
■or reward, and he. thought that a number of gentlemen who 
were very clamorous out of doors to get in and obtain seats at 
the Council table would vei’y soon cease to be so violent. 

Dr. Bennett said he had never listened to any discussion, 
since he had had the honour of sitting at the Council table, 
more calculated to injure the Profession at large than that to 
which he had just been listening. Tliere had been comments 
out of doors on the general expenses of the Council, but never 
a single comment upon the sum awarded to themselves. How¬ 
ever, whether that were so or not, he believed it to be desirable 
for the general credit of the Profession that they should not 
pass the resolution now proposed. He was one who would 
wUliiigly attend there for nothing if it were necessary, but he 
would ask, what reason was there for it ? He quite agreed 
that the paltry sum they received was not worthy of considera¬ 
tion on the part of the men who sat round that table, but there 
wire many men who cared a good deal for the principle, and 
if any fee was awarded he maintained that the least possible 
sum was that which was now paid. But there was a much 
simpler way of I’educing their expenditure than that. Let 
them shorten their speeches. They might have transacted all 
that had been done this year in about one-third of the time 

occupied. There was no excuse for the amount of speaking 
which went on. They were called upon to listen to orations 
on this, that, and the other subject. No one could get upon 
his legs without making a long speech. Let them endeavour 
to reform their own proceedings. During the discussion which 
had just been going on upon this subject, he had been calcu¬ 
lating what the cost of it was, and it was considerable. On 
principle he should vote against the proposition, though lie did 
not care one straw whether he received the fees or not. 

Dr. Quain said he had been challenged by Sir Dominic 
Corrigan to say what could be said in support of this motion ; 
and it amounted to the fact that the expenditure of the 
Council now considerably exceeded its income. This was the 
simple fact, wliich had to be met. They must either reduce 
their expenditure or reduce their usefulness in the visitation of 
examinations, etc. The motion was calculated to shorten the 
proceedings, and it Avas Avith that feeling alone that he seconded 
it. If the duration of the meetings were restricted to six days, 
naturally it would follow that there would be in the minds of 
those who talked the feeling that they must not absorb time 
which belonged to others and for other objects; and if this 
expedient did not answer, he would Avili?sigly vote for limiting 
the length of time appropriated to the speeches. If that were 
done, the meetings could be restricted to six days, and just 
as much business could be done in that time, so that the 
scale of payment could remain as it was, and they could 
not be charged, as one gentleman had suggested, Avith dealing 
Avith the matter in any mercantile or paltry spirit. Time was 
more Amluable to many of them than money. Tins was the 
sole feeling with which he seconded the motion—auz., that he 
believed the inevitable result of the proposed plan would be to 
shorten the meetings, and to make them more useful. With 
regard to Sir Dominic’s suggestion that fees should be paid 
by the Crown and by the corporations, he should have no 
objection to that; but if they a.sked the Crown to pay its re¬ 
presentatives, and the various corporations to pay theirs, he 
believed it would confirm the feeling that the corporations 
had a very strong and very special interest in sending repre¬ 
sentatives whom they paid to support those interests, and for 
no other purpose. 

Dr. Stoeeae said there was a great deal of work, which was 
done by the members of the Council, for Avhich they received 
no reward at all. Sometimes a bundle of ansAvers would be 
sent to liim, and he had to spend hours on successive days, 
Avorrying his brains over good and bad answers, without 
getting anything for it. If the Council were just quietly to 
transact their business in a common-sense Avay and dispense 
with infiatsd addresses, a great deal of expense would be 
saA>-ed. 

Dr. Rumsey said the main object of the motion of Dr. 
AndreAV Wood was to reduce the expense. So far as that 
object was concerned, he for one would be most ready to con¬ 
cur in its advisability ; but ho thought a gneat deal would be 
gained in this direction if a resolution, which prevailed in 
some other bodies, could be adopted by this body, to the effect 
that a certain limit of time shoiild be imposed upon those who 
brought forward motions, and those who spoke for or against 
them. If this were so, there would be no need to make a re¬ 
duction of fees or impair in any way the honour and credit of 
the Council. 

Dr. Cheistison thought the Council would bear him out in 
saying that his speeches were not the longest. He was ready 
to propose the foUoAving amendment:—“That the amiual ses¬ 
sion of the Council be limited to six days, and that the poAvers 
of the Medical Act be extended, so as to allow any remaining 
business of the Council to be transacted aftei’AV’ards by the 
Executive Committee.” He kneAV this was the practice until 
other bodies quite as important as theirs. He had long felt 
that they might refer a good deal more business than they did 
to the Executive Committee, in order to save time and ex¬ 
pense. 

Dr. Thomson said he should be happy to second the amend¬ 
ment whenever it was the proper time to bi-ing it forward. 
The accusation which he had ahvays heard made against the 
Council Avas that they were remarkably sIoav in their proceed¬ 
ings, and by that it aa’us meant that they shoAved A'ery little 
Avork for the amount of time taken up by the meetings. With 
regard to the length of the sxieeches, it Avas not so much that 
they Avere extremely long speeches, but that there AA’ere so 
many speeches on topics that scarcely deserved a single I’e- 
mark. He should be happy to second any motion for limiting 
the duration of the sessions, and he quite agreed Avith the 
principle of throAviug into the hands of the Executive Com¬ 
mittee more poAver to arrange the business. It was in conse- 
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quence of a want of preparation that very much time was 
expended. 

Dr. Alexandke Wood, referring" to the remark of Dr. 
Dennett that there had been no fault found with the amount 
of fees paid to the Council, drew his attention to a correspon¬ 
dence with the Treasury recorded in the minutes. 

Dr. Stokes thoug'htit would heverymuchbetterto serve gratui¬ 
tously than to have to pare down the fees year by year. He 
was not one of those who supported the principle of gratrdtous 
services, for this reason, that though the sum paid was a very 
trifling sum, still experience showed that it had an influence in 
insuring the attendance of members. This was seen in regard to 
large numbers of insurance boards. The one or two guineas was 
nothing, but thereception of those small fees was found by expe¬ 
rience to produce a regular attendance. He was qirite in favour of 
some improvement, if it could be made, in the mode of transacting 
the business of the Council. He thought a very short time 
would be sr^cient for the sittings. He had never attended any 
board meeting which was so useful and businesslike as one in 
which it was proposed by the President and agreed that each 
speaker should be limited to five minutes. 

Dr. A. Smith said allusion had been made by Dr. Andrew 
W^ood to the want of funds, but there was no indication of it. 
He did not think it was fair to the Cormcil to bring such an 
important motion forward at the end of the session without any 
notice. It was a motion that involved a gveat many important 
points. The fair way of deahng yvith it would be, first, to 
appoint a committee to take into consideration the whole 
question calmly and clearly. He hoped the Council would not 
allow it to be said that they were yielding to clamour. Let 
them meet the thing in a proper way, and not be taken by 
surprise. 

Dr. Andeew Wood claimed his riglit to reply to what he 
regarded as most unwarrantable remarks. It had been said 
that to pass this motion would be yielding to clamour from 
without j he thought it was wise to listen to pressure from 
within. The pressure was this—that they woidd exceed their 
income by their expenditure to the extent of £575 this year, 
and he could not understand how there was anything very 
mean or very mercenary in a body like this, or in private 
individuals, when their expenditure exceeded their income, 
taking the only means that could bring them into a proper 
pecuniary position. The Council had just had some lectures 
on long speaking, and amongst others from Dr. Bennett. His 
(Dr. Andrew Wood’s) recollection went to this—that Dr. 
Bennett had occupied no inconsiderable part of the time of the 
Council by his own speaking on various occasions. (“ No, no.”) 
He did not say that he had taken up too much time, because 
lie always spoke to the point. Then Dr. Storrar told the 
Council of inflated speeches. When Dr. Storrar launched out 
upon his favourite hobbies in regard to education, he generally 
started with considerable inflation, though by the time he came 
to the end there was a considerable collapse. *W^ith regard to 
Dr. Thomson, he thought there was no member who was more 
careful to address the Council only upon necessary occasions ; 
but if any one should teU him that in an assembly of British 
councillors they would be able to put a gag upon the ex¬ 
pression of sentiment, he would reply that such a person did 
not understand the spirit of the British constitution. Of 
course they ought always to endeavour to make their 
speeches as short as possible, but they were not always 
able to give a short speech, nor would it be right to 
say that a man was to stop short in an argument because the 
clock indicated that the five minutes allotted to him had ex¬ 
pired. He should like to know what rational association in 
this country did that. It would not lead to any saving of time, 
and the results could not be satisfactory. Bassing from that 
point, there was a grand—he might almost say an inflated— 
proposal (for it had not been brought to the test) that members 
should come to the Council meetings for nothing. Why did 
not somebody propose that ? But he contended that they ought 
not to come there for nothing, because the Act of Parliament 
had provided money for certain purposes, and one of these 
purposes was the payment of fees to the Council for attend¬ 
ance. It would not be fair (although they did not look upon 
the money as a remuneration) that they should be out of pocket 
lor attending. But it was said it would be a mean and paltry 
thing to fix the fees at the sum he proposed. Why was it, 
then, that they allowed councillors of the General Medical 
Council to charge five guineas a day, and yet, when a man 
came from Ireland or Scotland to attend the Executive Com¬ 
mittee at aU times in the year, ei^en in mid-winter, he was only 
allowed two gmneas ? He did not complain of this sum, but 
he mentioned it to show that they must not estimate the fee 

which he had proposed should be the hmit as paltry on account 
of its smallness. There was another point he wished to refer 
to, and that was that the Council had a great object in saving 
money. How long were they to go on occupying lodgings S 
They met where they did by favour of a very distinguished 
body, which had kindly treated them in that way for elevem 
years, but he did not consider it was worthy of the Council to- 
occupy other than its own premises. Therefore they ought to 
endeavour, by economy, not only to make their income meet 
the expenditure, but to lay by such a sum as should enable 
them at a future time to get a hall of their own in which they 
could hold their meetings. 

Some members of the Council suggested that the portion of 
the resolution which regarded the infliction of a fine for non- 
attendance should be abandoned. 

Dr. Andeew Wood said he could not consent to that. He- 
would adopt the suggestion of Dr. Parkes as to the number of 
days, and his motion would be in the following form :—“ That 
the members of Council be allowed five guineas a day for six 
days, or whatever number of days under six the Council may 
sit. That, whatever the duration of the session of the Council, 
the sum paid to each member shall not exceed thirty guineas.. 
That when a member is absent without the permission of the 
President from any meeting after the sixth day he shall forfmt 
the sum of three guineas for each day that he may be so ab¬ 
sent. Tliat the travelling expenses and hotel expenses remain 
as at present.” 

Dr. Cheistison’s amendment, which was seconded by Dr^ 
Thomson, was first put to the vote. The numbers were—For 9, 
against 9. 

The Peesident declared that the amendment was not carried. 
It was such an important one that it would not be adHsable 
for him to vote for it until the matter had received full con¬ 
sideration. 

Dr. Fleming then moved the following amendment, which, 
was seconded by Dr. Thomson :—“ That it be remitted to the 
Executive and Finance Committees jointly to consider and to- 
report on the best means of lessening the expenditure of the 
Council.” 

This was put to the meeting and carried. It was also put as 
a substantive motion, and carried. 

Dr. Andeew Wood moved that the names of members who 
voted on Dr. Christison’s amendment be taken down. 

After some discussion as to this motion being made too late). 
Dr. Andeew Wood said he woidd withdraw it. 

On the motion of Dr. Acland, seconded by Dr. Stokes, the 
standing orders were suspended to enable the Council to con¬ 
tinue its sitting" until 5.30 p.m. in consequence of the length of 
time occupied by the preceding subject. 

The report of the Committee on Medical Education was 
brought up by Dr. Andrew Wood, Chairman. After setting 
out the resolution of the Council passed on June 26, 1868, 
whereby the committee consisting of Mr. Syme (chairman). 
Dr. Andrew Wood, Mr. Hawldns, Dr. Acland, Dr. Allen 
Thomson, Dr. A. Smith, Mr. Hargrave, Dr. Apjohn, Dr. 
Shai^ey, Dr. Christison, and Dr. Parkes, was appointed to 
consider and report how the various subjects of Medical educa¬ 
tion which had been deemed reqmsite by the Council might be 
taught with most advantage, in what order they should be 
studied, andhow the examinations on them ought to be arranged, 
the report stated that the committee had addressed a letter to 
various teachers, who they thought would give them the best 
information, in July, 1868. It continued:— 

We have to express our thanks to the 131 gentlemen "who have kindly com- 
plied “with our request, and "who have given us information of great value 
on the best modes of Medical education. Their names are given in 
Appendix No. 1, "where all the replies are placed under the several headings. 
In a second appendix we have placed three documents. The first is a 
report from^ the Council of the Medical Teachers* Association of London i 
the second is one from the Association itself, based on the former report i 
the document is an abstract of the systems of Medical education in 
North Germany, Austria, and France, by Dr. Beigel and the late Mr. 
Alexand^ Bruce, who drew up at our request an abstract giving a general 
"View 01 the system of Medical education in those countries. The third 
appendix contains observations on Medical education, by Dr. Christison. 

occupy space by analysing this evidence, or by enumerating 
Wm detects m Medical education, which are noticed in many of the answers.. 
Inere can be no doubt that during the last fifteen or twenty years verv 
considerable progress has been made in the improvement both of Medical 
teaching and examinations. The licensing boards have shown a laudable 
anxiety to further this object; the Medical Council has not been remiss in 
urging it forward, and there has certainly been a great improvement in the 
knowledge of Practitioners throughout the country. It must be admitted, 
however, teat there is room for improvement, and "w^etrust the Council "will 
find no difficulty in coming to an expression of opinion which will be 
satisfactory to the Pinfession, and will conduce to the benefit of the public 
at large. ^ 
. The Council by its resolution appointing the Committee did not intend to 
inquii'e into, or m any way to consider, the higher Medical quaUfications 
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given by the universities or corporations. The course of study, the method 
of examination, and the qualifications necessary to insm-e that the public 
.should be supplied with a properly educated and trustworthy body of 
general Medical Practitioners, are the points we have had in view. 

The substance of the recommendations of the committee 
was as foUow's :— 

1st.—That the ten subjects deemed necessary by the Council be further 
sub-divided, for the purpose.s of teaolring,a3 follows :—1. Physics. 2. Che¬ 
mistry. 3. Medical Chemistry. 4. Miatomy. 5. (reneral Anatomy. 
6. Physiology. 7. Pharmacy. 8. Therapeutics. 9. Medicine. 10. Sur¬ 
gery. 11. Pathological Anatomy. 12. Midwifery. 13. Porerrsic Medicine. 
14. Hygiene. 

2nd.—That physics, chemistry. Medical chemistry, anatomy, general 
anatomy, physiology and pharmacy (and botany if included) be studied 
prerdously to passing the first Professional examination. 

3rd.—That in the remaining period of the four years, the other subjects 
shall be studied—viz., therapeutics. Medicine, Sm-gery, pathological ana¬ 
tomy, midwifepr. Forensic Medicine, and hygiene, and that the second or 
pa.ss examination shall then take place. 

4th.—That the exact order, number of lectures, and amoirnt and kind of 
practical instrarction be left to the schools, a guide being furnished to them 
by a defirrition of the area in each subject over which the examination will 
extend. 

5th.—That the schools institute class examinations in all these subjects, 
and that the certificate of study shall attest that the student has undergone 
these examinations. 

If the Council approve the policy sketched out in this report, and decide 
on carrying it into effect, we suggest that a small committee, consisting of 
about five members, shall be appointed, and shall receive fuU powers to 
enter during the recess into communication with the various licensing 
bodies with respect to the limits of examination; and that this committee 
.shall present to the Council, at its meeting in 1870, a definite plan, showing 
the extent to which the licensing bodies propose to carry their examina¬ 
tions. This committee should also have pow’er to enter into the other 
matters noted in the report, especially into the possibility of foi-ming con¬ 
joint examining boards, before which every student shall appear to entitle 
him to receive a licence to practise. The Council wiU then be in a position 
next year to take definite action in the matter. 

Andrew "Wood, Chairman. 

On the motion of Dr. Andrew Wood, seconded by Dr.' 
Parses, it was agreed “ That this report be received and 
entered on the minutes, and that the appendices be added to 
the volumes of minutes of the Coimcil.” 

It was then moved by Dr. Andrew Wood, and seconded by 
Dr. Parkes, “ That the report of the Committee on Education 
be taken into consideration at the next session of Council, and 
that in the meantime the report, with the appendices, be sub¬ 
mitted to the various licen.sing bodies for their consideration 
and remarks, with a request that their remarks be sent to the 
Registrar on or before December 1, 1869.” Also, “That a 
committee of five members be appointed, to whom the com¬ 
ments of the licen.sing bodies on the report of the Committee 
on Education be referred, and shall have power to discuss with 
the licensing bodies the various points mooted in the report, 
and embody the results in a report to be sent to the Executive 
Committee at least one month before the next session of 
Council. The committee to consist of— 

Dr. Parkes (Chairman), Dr. A. Smith, 
Mr. Hawkins, Dr. Sharpey.” 
Dr. Andrew Wood, 

These resolutions having been agreed to. 
Dr. Parkes moved “ That copies of the report and appendices 

of the committee of the Council on Professional education be 
sent to the Lord President of the Privy Council, to the Secretary 
of State of the Home Department, to the Medical Officer of the 
Privy Council, to the gentlemen who have replied to the circular 
letter of the committee, to the chief Medical and other 
journals, to the libraries of the chief Medical schools, and to 
the libraries of some of the general educational bodies ; and 
that the Executive Committee have power to issue copies to 
such persons or institutions as they may deem fit, or to others, 
if so doing will aid the object the committee have had in 
view—viz., the improvement of Medical edrxeation, and 
provided that a supply of at least eighty copies be reserved for 
the future use of the Council.” 

Dr. Rumsey asked if there would be any objection to adding 
to Dr. Parkes’s motion some provision which should enable the 
work to be published and pmehased. 

Dr. Andrew Wood said the objection was that it was not 
yet a report approved by the Council. 

Sir D. Corrigan had no objection to coiiies being given away, 
but if a copy were sent to the Privy Council it would have to 
be accompanied by a letter something to this effect, “ We beg 
to send you this report, but it has not our approbation.” He 
would ask Dr. Parkes, under the circumstances, to withdraw his 
motion, it being understood that he or anybody else could get 
at the reports and send them out themselves. 

The motion was then withdrawn. 
The report of the Committee on Prcliminarj' Examinations 

WM read by Dr. Alexander Wood, the Chairman of the Com¬ 
mittee. It was as follows :— 

Eepoet of the Committer on Preliminary Examination. 

Your committee have considered the reports from the Branch Coimcils 
on the resolution passed by the General Coimcil on July 4, 1868 (Minutes, 
vql. vi. p. 259), refen-ed to them by the General Council on July 1, 1869, 
with the light of additional information. 

It appears that the Branch Council for England, after a full review of 
the subject of preliminary general education and examination, and of the 
report on “general education and examination ” adopted by the General 
Council on August 11, 1859 (Minutes, vol. i. p. 75), especially of the fol¬ 
lowing paragraph of that report, viz., “That the examination on general 
education be eventually left entirely to the examining boards of national 
educational bodies recognised by the Medical Council,” desire to adhere to 
the view thus expressed, and to divest at as early a period as possible all 
the Medical bodies of the duty of conducting preliminaiy examinations 
on general education. It further appears that the Branch Council for 
^gland have met with no difiiculty in exercising the privilege of inspect¬ 
ing the examinations of national educational bodies. Your committee are 
of opinion that the examinations conducted in England exclusively by 
national educational bodies justify the confidence placed in them by the 
Branch Council for England, and they would be well pleased to see the 
duty of preliminary examination in Aids entirely transferred to these 
bodies. 

The Branch Council for Scotland, on the other hand, desire that the 
General Council should direct the licensing bodies to establish a joint board 
of preliminary examination in arts, over which the Branch Council should 
have direct control. Your committee are of opinion that without greater 
legal powers than are at present possessed under the Medical Acts, it would 
not be competent for the General Council, or for a Branch Council, to require 
the establishment of such a joint board, but they consider the establishment 
of such a board by voluntary agreement to be highly desirable, and recom¬ 
mend the Branch Council to encourage its formation, provided the 
examinations are conducted by persons external to the licensing bodies or 
Faculties of Medicine, and free from all control beyond inspection by 
members of the General or Branch Council. It wordd nevertheless be 
satisfactory to yorrr committee that these examinations shoidd eventually 
be placed entirely in the hands of national educational bodies in Scotland. 

The Branch Council for Ireland are of opinion that the institution of a 
board of preliminary examination in each division of the United Kingdom 
might be very desirable if the legal rights and privileges of the several licensing 
bodies permitted it. In this case your committee can only suggest, in the 
event of no available examinations being established in Ireland by national 
educational bodies, that recourse might be had to the institution of a joint 
board by voluntary agreement, subject to the same conditions as have 
been suggested for Scotland. 

Your committee have examined the scheme for local examinations insti¬ 
tuted by the University of Edinburgh which has been referred to them, and 
recommend that the “ examination of (senior) candidates for honorary 
cer-tificates ” of that university be accepted as satisfactory evidence of 
general education, provided the pass certificates shall attest an examination 
on all the subjects required by the General Council. 

Yorrr committee have also examined the scheme for “ voluntary exami¬ 
nations” instituted by Christ’s College, Canterbury, New Zealand, which 
has been referred to them, and recommend that certificates of having passed 
the “ voluntary examination ” of Christ’s College be also accepted as 
satisfactory evidence of general education, provided such certificates shall 
attest an examination on all the subjects requir-ed by the General Council. 

Alexander "Wood. 

On the motion of Dr. Alexander Wood, seconded by Dr. 
SxoRRAR, the report was agreed to be received and entered on 
the minutes. 

Dr. Bennett then moved, and Dr. Storr^vr seconded, “ That 
ina.smnch as there are now, in England, national examining 
boards on subjects of preliminary education which are readily 
available by students throughout the kingdom, and whose 
certificates are in all respects deserving of the confidence of the 
Council, the time has arrived when the special preliminary 
examination in general knowledge instituted by the English 

Medical Corporations should cease to be recognised.” 
Sir D. Corrigan said the conclusion drawn from the preamble 

of this motion was extraordinary. The Council were to over¬ 
ride the Acts of Parliament under which Apothecaries and 
Surgeons had rights which this resolution stopped in and 
proposed to abrogate. As the resolution originally stood on 
the notice paper, it would have extended to Ireland, but the 
word “ English ” was now introduced. 

Dr. Andrew Wood moved, and Mr. Hargrave seconded, the 
following amendment“ That the Council consider that it 
would be desirable that in any new amendment of the Medical 
Act, a clause should be inserted enabling the General Council 
or the Branch Council of any part of the kingdom to establi.sh 
a board or boards for the examination of Medical students in 
general education.” This amendment wms negatived. 

Thereupon Mr. Ctesar Hawkins moved another amendment— 
“That the attention of the several Medical coi-porations be 
dranuL to the recommendation (No. 4 of the recommendations 
and opinions issued by the Medical Council), viz.: ‘ That the 
examination in general education ho eventually left entirely to 
the examining boards of the national educational bodies 
recognised by the Medical Council,’ and that their opinion be 
asked whether the time has not now arrived when this recom¬ 
mendation should be can-ied into effect.” This was seconded 
by Dr. Acland and agreed to. 

A communication from the Royal College of Physicians, 
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enclosing a form of licence, was read, and, on tlie motion of Dr. 
Bennett, seconded by Dr. Cheistison, was ordered to be 

entered on the minutes. 

Tenth Dat.—Monday, July 12. (Concluding Sitting.) 

The Council reaasembled at 1 o’clock. Dr. Paget, President, 
in the chair. 

Dr. Cheistison drew attention to the fact that at the last 
sitting of the Council they had omitted to include the following 
certificates in the list of certificates qualifying for Medical 
study. He therefore moved—“ That the ‘ examination of 
(senior) candidates for honorary certificates ’ under the local 
examinations of the University of Edinburgh, and the ‘ volun¬ 
tary examinations ’ of Christ’s Church, Canterbury, New 
Zealand, be added, according to the recommendation of the 
Committee of Council on Preliminary Examination in its re¬ 
port received on the 10th inst., to the examinations accepted 
by the Council as satisfactory evidence of general education 
prior to entrance on Medical study, provided that the pass cer¬ 
tificates of these examinations attest an examination on all the 
subjects required by the Council.” 

The motion was seconded by Mr. C^sae Hawkins, and 
agreed to. 

The following report was then presented by the Committee 
on Amendment of the Medical Acts; and, upon the motion of 
Dr. Albxandee "Wood, seconded by Mr. Coopee, it was resolved 
that the report be received and entered on the minutes :— 

Eeport of tue Committee on the Amendment of the Medical Acts. 

Committee. 
Dr. Paget, Ghairman. 
The President (Dr. Burrows). 
Dr. Bennett. 
Mr. Hawkins. 
Dr. A ndrew "Wood. 

Dr. Apjohn. 
Sir D. Corrigan, Bart. 
Dr. Parkes. 
Dr. Quain. 
Dr. Christison. 

The Committee on Amendment of the Medical Acts appointed July 1, 
1869, .in considering the subject remitted to them, have reviewed the various 
Medical Acts, and also the clauses of the Medical Acts Amendment Bill, 
agreed upon in former sessions of the Medical Council; and have paid 
particular attention to the suggestions in the communication from the 
Lord Pi-esident of the Council, dated May 14, 1869, and to the several 
documents referred to them by the Medical Council m the course of its 
present session, viz Memorial from the Garfoch and Northern Medical 
Association ; letter from Dr. Prosser James ; memorial from the Lotliians’ 
Medical Association; letter from Dr. Bulmer respecting Canadian 
Degrees; letter from Dr. Forster respecting Begistration in the Cliannel 
Islands ; memorial from Dr. Bell Fletcher, and numerous other members 
of the Medical Profession. 

The amendments of the Medical Act, which have been already much 
discussed and agreed to by the Council in former sessions, consist of clauses 
which relate—To the qualification of members of Council ; to regulations 
concerning the Eegister ; to the registration of foreign and colonial quali¬ 
fications ; to additions to the list of qualifications ; to the assumption of 
titles by um-egistered persons, etc. 

The committee recommend that all these clauses, except Clause XI., 
should be retained in their present form, in any Bill for amendment of the 
Medical Acts. 

With respect to Clause XI., which is as follows, the committee are of 
opmion that it should be reconsidered:— 

It shall be la'v^id for the General Coimcil, by special orders, to 
dispense with such provisions of the Medical Acts, or with such part of any 
reg^ations made by authority of the said Acts, as to them shall seem fit, 
m.t^voiu’ of persons who shall make applications to be registered under the 

11 V f oreign or colonial diplomas or degrees: provided such persons 
mall have resided in the United Kingdom for a period of not less than 
twelve months immediately prewous to making application to be registered : 
prodded the holders of those diplomas or degi-ees have a right to practise 
Medicine or Surgery in the conntries where they have been granted: and 
provided the Council shall receive satisfactory evidence that those degrees 
or mplomas, or licences to practise, have been gi-anted after a course of 
.study and examinations .such as to secure the possession by persons obtain¬ 
ing them of the requisite knowledge and sldll for the practice of their Pro- 

The Council are aware that the Secretaries of State in successive Govern¬ 
ments have, on former occasions, pressed upon the Council the necessity of 
^spensing with, or ^eatly relaxing its regulations (by which those who 
ODtain Bntisli qualiiicatioiLs are bound) in favour of persons boldinff 
loren^ or colonial diplomas or degrees. The Coimcil are aware that this 

appeared on foimer occasions as a sine qiid non to the consent of 
* mtroduce any Bill for amending the Medical Acts 

ihe con^ttee are of opinion that the object aimed at may be attained 
most simpl^y and safely by a slight modification of Section 46 of the Medical 
Act of 1858. This section empowered the Coimcil to dispense with its 
regulations in favmm- {inter alios) of “persons practising Medicine or Sur¬ 
gery within the Umted Kingdom on foreign or colonial diplomas or degrees, 
before the pas.smg of this Act.” ^ ’ 

Adopting the fom and provisions of the section now cited, the new 
clause would be as follows 

XI. “It shall be lawful for the General Council, by special ordei-s, to 
dispense with such provisions of the Medical Acts, or with such parts of 
any regulations made by the authority of the said Acts as to them shall 
seem nt, m favom of persons applying to have then- names entered on the 
MMical Register, m virtue of foreign or colonial diplomas or degrees.” 

become part of an amended Medical Act, it would 
Council to consider how far and in what way its 

should be relaxed in favour of any person or persons applying 
colonial diplomas or degrees. The Council 

would have to consider what is due out of Professional comity to graduates 

of trustworthy and distinguished colonial and foreign universities, and at 
the same time not to forget tb r regard that is due to tho rights and privi¬ 
leges of the holders of British diplomas and degrees, which have been 
obtained after com'ses of study and examinations supervised and approved 
by the Comieil. 

_ The commTinication from the Lord President of Coimcil invites the con¬ 
sideration of the Medical Uouncil to two points ; and on one of these an 
opinion is expressed that the Medical Act is defective. In this opinion 
your committee concur. 

They agree with the Lord President hi considering that the Act is seriously 
defective, in that it allows a minhnum qualification in Surgery to be regis¬ 
tered without any qualification in Medicine, and .similarly a minimum 
quahfication in Medicine without any qiialLfioation in Surgery. The Act 
indeed not only permits, but requu-es,- the Medical Council to place upon 
the Register any appheant possessing one such single qualification. The 
Comicil has no option or discretion in regard to such applications, but is 
bound by the Act to comply with them. 

The committee agree with the Lord President in regarding tins state of 
tilings as open to serious objection, the more so as the number of persons 
thus practising both Mediome and Surgery on a simple quahfication is 
undoubtedly very large. 

It appears, however, from Cio analysis of titles alluded to in the Lord 
President’s communications, that the number of such persons is decreasing 
at the rate of about sixty a year, although the total nmnber of jiersons on 
the Register is increasing in much larger numbers. 

The committee tlunk that the Lord President should be made acquainted 
with what the Council have ah'oady done in endeavouring to remedy this 
defect in the Medical Act. 

The Council have included both Medicine and Surgery in a list of sub¬ 
jects, wliich they have recommended to the licensing bodies as “subjects 
without a knowledge of which no candidate shoidd be allowed to obtain 
a qualification entitling him to be registered.” 

But the committee doubt whether the Medical Act would enable the 
Council to enforce the recommendation on any one of the licensing bodies 
that might refuse to adopt it. 

The Medical corporations and Universities have (chiefly within the last 
few years) made regulations which, by combining examinations of different 
bodies, or instituting separate examinations in both Medicine and Surgery, 
have done much towards insuring that persons shall not in future be 
placed upon the Register without an adequate knowledge of both subjects. 

But the committee are of oiiinion that the only adequate remedy for this 
acknowledged defect would be for the Council to accept, under an amended 
Mescal Act, such powers as would enable them in the future to refuse 
registration to any person, whatever his legal qualification may be, who 
has not passed sufficient examinations both in Medicine and Siu’gerjL 

_ On the other point on which the Lord President’s letter invites the con¬ 
sideration of the Medical Council, his Lordship expresses no opinion. 

This point, as_ stated in his Lordship’s communication, is, “ w'hether, if 
new legislation is to take place, it would be desirable to change in any 
respect the constitution of the Council.” 

In discussmg this question the committee have fiflly considered the views 
and wishes expres.sed in the memorials and letters which have been re¬ 
ceived by the Medical Council from members of the Medioal H’ofession. 

In reporting on a matter of so much importance as this—whether any, 
and, if any, what change should be made in the comstitution of the 
Council, the committee think it their duty not merely to lay before the 
Council the result of their dehberations, but to indicate also the principles 
and chief reasons by which they have been guided. There is one prhiciple 
which is obvious and indisputable—viz., that the constitution of the 
Council should be such as may best fit it for the discharge of its duties, what¬ 
ever these may be. In the Medioal Act the Council is styled “ The General 
Council of Medical Education and Registration.” The duties imposed on 
the Council by the Act are four—viz., the supervision of Medical education, 
the registration of qualified Medical Practitioners, the publication of a 
national Pharmacopoeia, and a certain judicial function by the exercise of 
which the name of any registered Practitioner “who shall be judged to 
have been guilty of infamous conduct in a Professional re.spect,” may be 
erased from the Register. 

With regard to two of these duties little need be said. The registration 
has been made in accordance with the Act, and with an acom’acy which 
has never been questioned. A British Phaimacopoeia has been published, 
which has been universally acknowledged to be one of the best in existence. 
In this work the task has been accomplished of reconciling the different 
views and varying practice of the three sister Idngdoms. The new British 
Pharmacopoeia is acknowledged in England to be an improvement on the 
old London Pharmacopoeia ; in Scotland it is preferred to the Edinburgh 
Pharmacopoeia, and in Ireland to that of Dublin. 

In regard, therefore, to those two duties of the Council, there is no 
reason (but rather the contrary) for proposing any change in its confstitu- 
tion. 

With respect to its judicial function thus much must be said—that a 
Council elected by the suffrages of the Profession, as advocated in the 
memorials, would be entirely out of harmony with the constitution of other 
courts of justice hi the United Kingdom, or indeed in any Em'opean State 
whatever. A Council which should be in any considerable pait elected by 
popular suffrages would not be allowed by the Legislature to retain the 
judicial power which is exercised by the present Coimcil. 

With regard to the last and most important of the four duties of the 
Medical Council—viz., the supervision of Medical education—the Council 
would observe that the powers and means by which this .supervision is to 
be exercised are defined in the Act, sections 18, 20, and 21. These are, in 
general terms, a power of requirhig from the licensing bodies infonnation 
as to the courses of study and examination to be gone through in order to 
obtain a qualification entitling a person to be registered, and a power of 
visiting the examinations, and, lastly, a power of representing to the Privy 
Council any serious defects in the course of study or examinations of any 
licensing body, and so depriving the said body of its privilege of granting 
qualifications until it shall have amended what was faulty or defective. 

It is seen, therefore, that all the powers possessed by the Medioal Coimcil 
in respect to education, are exercised on or through the medium of the 
Medical corporations and universities, which confer the qualifications 
entitled to registration. Through supervision and visitation of examina¬ 
tions, and the communication of recommendations, a certain degree of 
control over the licensing bodies is conferred by the Act on the Medical 
Council. 

Your committee are of opinion that these bodies, which are in a certain 
sense and degree governed by the Medical Council, are, for that very 
reason, entitled to be represented in the Council. This seems no more 
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than is requiied by justice. Experience has also shown its usefulness iu 
facilitating the adoption by the licensing bodies of the views and recom¬ 
mendations of the Medical Council. 

The committee would observe also that the universities and Medical 
corporations are all, in various ways, peculiarly conversant with education, 
and with the best methods of testing the acquirements of persons seeking 
to enter the Medical Profession, and are thus peciiliarly qualified for 
choosing the fittest persons for discharging those (the most important) 
functions of the Council which concemMedical education and examinations. 

The committee are of opinion that Crown nominees are a requisite 
element in any body which, like the Council, has not only occasionally to 
discharge judicial functions, but also to watch over and protect the in¬ 
terests of the Profession at large, and secure the welfare of the public. 

The committee are therefore of opinion that the Council as constituted 
by the Medical Act is well and suitably constituted for performing the 
functions with which the Council was invested by that Act. The com¬ 
mittee thinks it right to add their opinion that the Council, thus consti¬ 
tuted, has, in discharging its duties, met with a degree of success which is 
large in proportion to the period of its existence, and in relation to the 
work that had to be done, and the difficulties that had to be overcome. 
The variety in the views and practice as to Medical education and exami¬ 
nation which prevailed in the tlirce divisions of the United Kingdom 
before the estabhshment of the Council has of necessity added greatly to 
its labours. 

The committee have very fully discussed certain suggestions contained 
in the memoi’ials which have been received by the Council. One of these 
is, that in any amended Act the control of the Council over the licensing 
bodies should be strengthened and enlarged. If such additional powers 
were conferred on the Council, the committee are of opinion that this 
would be an additional reason for maintaining the representation of these 
bodies in the Council as at present. 

Another suggestion is for the extension of the powers and functions of 
the Council over a variety of objects relating rather to Pi’ofessional prac¬ 
tice than to education. At present the Council has no powers in such 
matters. Its powers are defined in the Medical Act, and, as already men¬ 
tioned, are confined chiefly to Medical education. The Council has no 
power to control the relations either between members of the Profession or 
between them and the Government, nor has it any means of regulating or 
interfering with in any way the remimeration of the Profession, whether 
for private or pubhe serwees. It may be a question whetJier it would be 
advantageous for the Profession that such power should be vested in the 
Coimcil, whatever the constitution of the Council might be. 

Put the committee are (unanimously) of opinion that, if the Legislatui’c 
should tliink proper to invest the Council with such extended powers and 
fresh duties, the members of the Profession at large, who would in that 
case be brought more within the sphere of action of the Council, should 
have a more direct influence than they have at present in the election of 
its members. In expressing this opinion, the committee are fully aware 
of the many inconveniences that woidd be incmTed, and the many diffi¬ 
culties that would have to be surmounted in any plan for representing the 
Profession in the Council otherwise than as it is now represented, whether 
by the plan suggested in the memorial presented in the last session from 
the Committee of Council of the British Medical Association or by the plan 
aUuded to in some of the documents refen-ed to this committee, or by any 
other measure. 

The committee observe that the Lothians’ Medical Association complain 
“ that the funds by which the whole machineiy of the Medical Act, in¬ 
cluding the General Coimcil (is carried on), are derived . . from a tax 
imposed upon each graduate or licentiate in Medicine and Surgery regis¬ 
tered under the Medical Act,” and “ that such taxation, without commen¬ 
surate representation of the body of Practitioners, is an act of injustice to 
the great body of registered Medical Practitioners throughout the country.” 

The committee would remark that there can be no difference of opinion 
as to the pi-inciple that liability to taxation entitles to representation in 
the taxing body. But they would further remark that the fee paid once 
for aU by Medical Pi-actitioners for entei’ing their names on the Eegistor 
cannot, in the ordinaiy sense of the words, be called a tax, and that the 
Council possesses no power whatever of taxing the registered Pi’actitionei’s. 

In the numerously signed memorial from Dr. Bell Fletcher and other 
members of the Medical Profession it is suggested that “ in any futm’e Act 
of Parliament provision be made for instituting prosecutions under it by a 
public prosecutor or other public functionary on behalf of the General 
Medical Coimcil, instead of leaving the voluntarj' enforcement of the law’ 
to mdiriduals.” The committee are of opinion that this is a suggestion to 
which the attention of the Government should be drawn. 

The committee recommend that the letter of Dr. Forster respecting 
regisriation in the Channel Islands be remitted to the Executive Committee, 
with instructions to institute further inquiries on the subject, and, if they 
think proper, make a suitable representation to the Secretary of State for 
the Home Department or other Government authority. 

The President explained that the appendix referred to was 
the draft of the Medical Acts Amendment Bill drawn up by 
the Council two years ago. . 

Mr. C.®SAR Hawkins moved, and Dr. Stoeeae seconded, the 
adoption of the last paragraph of the report. 

Carried unanimously. 
Dr. Bennett proposed the following resolution, which, he 

said, was in the precise terms in wJiich it appeared in the 
report:—“ It shall be lawful for the General Council, by spe¬ 
cial orders, to dispense with such provisions of the Medical 
Acts, or with such pai-ts of any regulations made by the autho¬ 
rity of the said Acts as to them shall seem fit, in favour of 
persons appljdng to have their names entered on the Medical 
Register in virtue of foreign or colonial diplomas or degrees.” 

The motion was seconded by Dr. Cheistison. 
Sir D. CoERiGAN moved the following amendment:—“ That 

it appears desirable, before any further attempt is made, to in¬ 
troduce amendments of the Medical Acts, that a Royal Com- 

(mission of Inquiry should issue to take ertdence from such 
members of the Medical Council, and such other persons 
as the Commission may see fit to examine, with a view of 
furnishing a report to serve as the basis for legislation.” 

In support of the amendment Sir Dominic said that it 
might at first sight seem odd that he should raise a 
discussion and propose an amendment on what seemed a very 
simple resolution, but he wished to give expression to his oppo¬ 
sition to the course which was being pursued by the Council in 
dealing piecemeal with the amendments of the Medical Acts. 
In relation to those amendments there were three ways of pro¬ 
ceeding. One was the appointment by Parliament of a select 
committee to examine witnesses prertously to passing a Bill. 
The second mode was the issue of a Royal Commission con- 
si.sting, as in aU similar commissions, of men selected by the 
CrovTi for their intimate knowledge of the subject in hand. 
The remaining mode of procedure was that which was now 
proposed by this Council, which was to furnish the Lord Presi¬ 
dent of the Privy Council with the draft or groundwork of a 
Bill for introduction into Parliament. The third mode of pro¬ 
ceeding, he (Sir Dominic) believed, was certain to end in dis¬ 
aster. From having sat on the committee, he could say that 
they were divided on abnost every clause of the report, so that 
the report now came before the General Council not as that of 
a committee who took a united mew of the subject, but as the 
report of a committee who were dimded on certainly the most 
essential clauses ; and he would venture to say that when reso¬ 
lutions embodying the various clauses of the report were sub¬ 
mitted to the Council, every such resolution would meet with 
discussion and division. If the Council agreed on the draft of 
a biU, it would be opposed by the various ficeusing bodies, who 
would be at variance with the Council; and certain members 
of the House of Commons, influenced by the universities and 
corporations, would oppose the Bill from political or personal 
considerations; and thus the Minister who had charge of the 
Bill would find a strong opposition against him without his 
having the least idea of what was right or what was wrong, 
and the result would be either the throwing out of the Bill or 
the passing, from considerations of personal prejudice or 
political or private interest, an Act which would have no 
reference to the merits of the subject with which it dealt. The 
course which he proj)osed was that a Royal Commission should 
be appointed for the purpose of inquiring into all the topics 
connected with the Medical Acts, that the views which had 
received the support of the majority of the Comicil should be 
laid before the commission, and that evidence should be given 
not only by individual members of the Council, but by the Pro¬ 
fession outside, with which the Council were at variance. There 
was no disguising the fact that the Council and the Profession 
outside were two opposing bodies. The members of the com¬ 
mission would be perfectly impartial men, and they would draw 
up a report in accordance with the evidence. It had been 
objected to this plan that great delay would ensue from it; but 
nobody could think that an amendment Bill could be introduced 
into Parliament until next session, and between that time and 
the present there would be ample opportunity for a. commission 
to sit and prepare a report. There was often delay occasioned 
by the reference of a BiU to a ParUamentary committee; but a 
royal commission of inquiiy Avas rapid in its action compared 
AAuth such a tribimal. A strong reason for the appointment of 
a royal commission was that it would be able, as Mr. Simon, 
the officer of the Privy Council said, to “ coA’er all the ground ” 
where amendments to the Medical Acts Avere needed. The 
present report of the committee did not coA’er all the gromid ; 
but Mr. Simon in his letter said, “ Considemig that the Act 
has at present been more than ten years in operation, the Lord 
President presumes that a fair judgment can now be formed on 
its success and merits as a whole, and he thinks that a judg¬ 
ment of this more comprehensive sort must be the basis of any 
amended BUI to be introduced on the part of the GoA’ernment.” 
One paragraph of the report was as foUows:— 

With respect to its judicial function thus much must be said—^that a 
Council elected by the suffrages of tlie Profession, as advocated ia the 
memorials, vrould be entirely out of harmony with the constitution of 
other courts of justice in the United Ivingdom, or indeed iu any European 
state v'hateA’er. A Coimcil ivhich should be in any considerable part 
elected by popular suffrages would not be allowed by the Legislatm’e to 
retaiu the judicial power Aidiich is exercised by the present Council.. 

He (Sir D. Corrigan) must confess with regard to that reason 
that he did not understand it. The House of Commons was 
elected by popular suffrages, and the House of Commons exer¬ 
cised the highest j udicial functions in the reahn; and yet the 
Council were told in this report that a Council elected even 
partly by popular suffrages would not be allowed by the Legis¬ 
lature to retain judicial power. It Avas not very easy to under¬ 
stand Avhat popular suffrage meant; but it was clear that there 
was no popular suffrage in the Medical Profe.ssion at aU, nor 
could there bo. The deputies of some of the bodies which AA’ero 
represented on the Council were elected by six or eight electors. 
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and others of the members of the Council were elected by six 
or eight hundred voters. He now came to the reasons which 
were given in the report for continuing the Council in its pre¬ 
sent state. 

Witli regard to the last and moat important of the four duties of the 
Medical Council—viz. the supervision of Medical education—the Council 
would observe that the powers and means by which this supervision is to 
be exercised are defined in the Act, sections 18, 20, and 21. These are, in 
general terms, a power of rcquii'ing from the licensing bodies information 
as to the courses of study and examination to be gone through in order to 
obtain a qualification entitling a person to be registered, and a power of 
visiting the examinations, and lastly a x^ower of representing to the Privy 
Council any serious defects in the course of study or examinations of any 
licensing body, and so depriving the said body of its privilege of granting 
qualifications until it shall have amended what was faulty or defective. 

The reason given was this :— 

Your committee are of opinion that these bodies, which are in a certain 
sense and degree governed by the Medical Council, are, for that very reason, 
entitled to be represented in the Council. This seems no more than is 
required by justice. 

Hence the reason was that, inasmuch as the licensing bodies 
might be called to the hoard of this Council to answer for their 
omission or their bad examinations, it was only required by 
justice that the men that were to be tried, or the bodies that 
were to be tried, should have their own representatives to try 
them. That seemed a most extraordinary kind of argument, 
and he sincerely hoped that such a line of argument would not 
prevail. 

The Peesident said that the question before the meeting was 
as to the 11th clause of the draft of the Bill for amending the 
Medical Acts. It was not within the scope of the amendment 
to criticise particular parts of the report, for the report was not 
yet before the Council. 

Sir D. CoEEiGAN said that he would bow to the decision of 
the President, but it was desirable that, if a royal commission 
of inquiry were appointed, aU matters relating to the Medical 
Act should come before it. The answer to the outcry which 
had been raised amongst the members of the Profession in 
consequence of their having to pay a tax to the Government, 
and being entirely without representation, had been that the 
sum of money which they had to pay for registration was not 
a tax, because it was paid only once in a life. A tax, how¬ 
ever, was, according to the meaning of the words, an impost, 
and this charge was an impost on the Profession. He beheved 
it was impossible for the Council to come to an agreement on 
the admission of foreign degrees, and this rendered a royal com¬ 
mission the more necessary, and brought him to the very clause 
which was proposed in the motion before the meeting, and 
against which he should vote, whether liis own amendment 
were lost or carried. To that clause he must give a decided 
negative. It was known that in every part of Germany, and 
in every petty kingdom extending from Denmark to he knew 
not how far southwards, the licensing bodies would o-ive 
diplomas on any terms, and they could send us no satisfactory 
evidence that the gentlemen holding the diplomas had been 
fuUy examined. Those diplomas would be brought here backed 
with certificates from the Enghsh Consul recommendino- the 
bearer for practice in this country. But on not one of those 
diplomas would those men be admitted by the State authorities 
to practise in their own countries. Yet the Council were called 
upon by the proposed resolution to admit those foreign diplomas, 
which did not entitle a man even in Bavaria or Hanover, or in 
any part of Prussia or Austria, to prescribe for the merest 
pauper. The Council were called upon to exercise their bene¬ 
volence, and let those men into the Profession. And the reason 
given for the admission of those men was that the Council had 
to “ consider what is due out of Professional comity to o-pa- 
duates of trustworthy and distinguished colonial and foreicm 
universities.” Now, it was very well to hold out the rio-ht 
hand of fellowship, but how were British Medical men treated 
if they went on the Continent and attempted to practise P They 
were hauled up and fined, and even within the last year men 
who had been in practice in England for ten years had been 
fined for practising in France. Before English Practitioners 
coxild be allowed to practise in Prance they must go and be 
examined before the Medical Faculty at Lyons, Strasbouro- or 
Paris. He would hke to be an advocate of good fellowship, 
but what the clause proposed was reciprocity aU on one side! 
The Council now had the power of making representations to 
the Privy Council in case they considered that the examina¬ 
tion of any hcensing body was insufficient. The clause which 
conferred the power was as follows :—“ In case it appear to the 
General Council that the course of study and examination to 
be gone through, in order to obtain any such qualification from 
any college or body, are not such as to secure the possession by 
persons obtaining such qualifications of the requisite know¬ 

ledge and skill for the efidcient practice of their Profession, it 
shall be lawful for such General Council to represent the same 
to her Majesty’s most honourable Privy Council.” The pro¬ 
portions of candidates issuing from the various licensing bodies, 
and who were successful at the Army Board examination, varied 
considerably. One licensing body had, in one instance, only 
3 per cent. _ of rejections, while another body had had 33 per 
cent, of rej ections before the same board; but in no case had 
any representation been made to the Privy Council of the exa¬ 
mination of a licensing- body being insufiicient, though it might 
let loose on the public large numbers of persons who could not 
bear the test of the Army Board examination. The attempt to 
unite licensing bodies in one system of examination seemed 
pierfectly useless. They could not agree upon the simple ques¬ 
tion of when the Medical session should commence. His re¬ 
commendation, therefore, was that there should be instituted 
an examination such as was practised in Germany, and which 
might be called a State examination. A body of State 
examiners might sit in London, Dubhn, and Edinburgh, and 
to them shoidd be committed the charge of examining aU men 
who had passed the examinations of the various licensing 
bodies. The State examiners shoidd be appointed by this 
Council with the approbation, if desirable, of the Privy 
Council. He would not prevent men from practising who had 
not passed the State examination, but he would disquahfy them 
for appointments in connexion ivith Hospitals, Dispensaries, 
Poor-law institutions, and emigrant ships. The effect of such 
a measure on the schools of Medicine and the licensing bodies 
would be to raise the standard of education and examination, 
and the various schools of Medicine would endeavour so to 
train their students that they would attain a high position 
when they went before the State examiners. He (Sir D. 
Corrigan) had now expressed his -views on the general subject, 
and it only remained for liim to again recommend his amend¬ 
ment to the adoption of the Council. 

Dr. Aouilla Smith seconded the amendment. They must 
eventually have come to a royal commission of inquiry. 

Dr. Andeew Wood said they had endeavoured to frame 
what they thought to be an equitable method of carrying out 
the wishes of the Crown. Commissioners had been sent over 
by the Emperor of the French, deputed to go through the 
various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, with a view 
of ascertaining what their system of education and examina¬ 
tion was, in order that the French Government might devisd 
some means of instituting a reciprocal registration in the two 
countries. The piresent proposal of the committee was not a 
proposal to register aU foreign diplomas or degrees. The 
clause was neither more nor less than an enabling clause, and 
would enable the Council to consider each claim separately and 
deal with it according to its merits. 

Dr. Alexandeb Wood said that he should support the 
amendment, for if the question of Medical reform were dealt 
with by the Imperial Parhament in the form proposed by the 
Committee, the Medical Council would be put in the false 
position of resisting what would be regarded by many as the 
legitimate demands of the Profession at large. 

The amendment was negatived, and the original motion was 
carried by a majority of 10. 

Dr. Cheistison moved “That it is desirable that in the 
amendment of the Medical Acts the General Council should 
receive powers to enable them in the future to refuse reo-istra- 
tion to any person, whatever his legal qualification may be, 
who has not passed sufficient examinations both in Medicine 
and Surgery.” He did not think it needful to say anythinf>- in 
recommendation of the resolution. 

Dr. Benxett seconded the motion. He said that if the 
Council carried this clause, they would have done one very 
important piece of business this session. It was very desirable 
to let the Government know that they were aU agreed as to 
the imperative necessity of such a provision. 

In reply to Dr. A. Smith, the Peesident said that the clause 
would have the effect of enabling the Council to refuse regis¬ 
tration to any person as a Physician unless he had passed an 
examination in both Surgery and Medicine. The object of the 
motion was not to require a Physician to take out a qualification 
as a Surgeon, or to require a Surgeon to take out a qualification 
as a Physician, but it was merely to guarantee that .both 
branches had been properly studied. 

Mr. CooPEE was understood to support the resolution. 

Dr. Alexander Wood said that as the motion stood it was 
not clear that the Council would not require everybody to 
possess the double qualification before being registered. 

After some discussion, the following resolution was suggested 
by Dr. Alexander Wood, and accepted by the mover and 
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seconder in substitution of their own form;—“ That in the 
opinion of this Council it is desirable that power be given to 
the Medical Council to refuse registration to any one who has 
not been sufficiently examined in both Medicine and Surgery.” 

Dr. Andrew Wood proposed the following amendment, 
which, he said, would carry out what he knew to be the inten¬ 
tion of the Privy Council:—“ That it is desirable that power 
be given to the Medical Council to refuse registration to any 
person who has not both a legal qualification in Medicine and 
a legal qualification in Surgery.” 

Dr. Embleton seconded the amendment. 

Mr. Cjesae Hawkins said that it would seem that the Council 
were going to put themselves at once under the power of the 
Privy Council. He saw no reason why all the powers of the 
College of Physicians and of the several universities should be 
taken away from them, and why all persons should be com¬ 
pelled to have a double qualification. It was perfectly right 
to provide that all persons should be examined in both branches, 
but he most strongly objected to every person being required 
to have a double qualification. (Hear, hear.) 

Sir D. CoEEiGAN said that the double qualification system 

would be impracticable. 

A vote was then taken. The numbers were :— 

Eor the amendment, 6 ; against, 8. 
For the original motion, 11 ; against, 7- 

The latter was therefore carried. 

Dr. Bennett moved “ That having carefully considered the 
objects of the Medical Act of 1858, and the constitution of the 
Council appointed under that Act to carry out its objects, the 
Council are of opinion that, for the purposes of the existing 
Act, the present Council is essentially well constituted.” He 
said that on this subject every member must have already 
formed an opinion, and he was sure it would be a needless 
expenditure of time to urge any argument in support of the 
resolution. 

The motion was seconded by Dr. Christison, and upon a vote 
being taken the numbers were—For, 9 ; against, 5. The reso¬ 
lution was therefore carried. 

Dr. Bennett next moved “ That the Council are of opinion 
that if the Legislature should think proper to invest the 
Council with extensive powers and fresh duties, by which the 
Profession at large would be brought more under the direct 
influence of the Council, then in that case the Profession at large 
should have more direct influence in the appointment of members 
of Council.” The committee, of course, refrained from saying 
to what extent this more direct influence should be carried, 
and still further did they refrain from saying anything 
more about the mode in which the influence should be brought 
to bear, or how the members of the Council should be elected. 
It would be impossible to give a rational opinion on such points 
until they knew to what extent the Legislature was likely to 
modify the existing Act of Parliament, and what were likely 
to be the powers conferred upon the Council by any new Act. 
He thought that the Government would see that it was a very 
reasonable suggestion on the part of the Council, and if they 
were invested by any future Act with new powers over the 
Profession, the Profession themselves should have a voice in the 
appointment of the Council to an extent which they had not 
now, although he was one of those who considered that the 
Profession had now a very decided voice in the appointment of 
the members of the Council. 

Dr. Apjohn seconded the motion. 

Dr. Alexandee Wood wished to enter his protest as an 

individual against this mode of legislating. 

Sir D. CoEEiGAN said that he should not vote on this resolu¬ 
tion, for if he were to vote for it he should be voting for what 
appeared to him to be an illusory promise to the Profession, 
and if he were to vote against it, it would appear as if he were 
voting against the further representation of the Profession. He 
did not wish to appear to be doing that, for at present the 
members of the Council were chiefly appointed by bodies which 
did not represent the Profession. The representative of the 
University of Dublin was chosen by only eight electors ; the 
representative of the University of London was sent by the 
Senate of that body; he (Sir D. Corrigan) himself, as repre¬ 
senting the Queen’s University, was elected by the Senate, and 
there might not be on that Senate a single Medical man. He, 
therefore, could not claim to represent the Profession. The 
same remark applied to the representative of the Apothecaries’ 
Hall in Dublin. It was true that the shareholders of these 
corporations were a most respectable body of men, but they 

were not the Profession. He considered the motion unneces- 
saiy, for he did not expect that further powers would be granted 
to the Council. Did anybody in his senses believe that they 
would get more extended powers than they had ? He was sure 
they would not, and therefore it was unnecessary to provide 
for what would happen in case they did. They might as well 
put into the resolution that if the sky fell they should catch 
larks. When a vote was taken on the resolution he should be 
neutral. 

Dr. Andrew Wood then moved an amendment showing 
—“ That it is expedient that in the Medical Council there should 
be represented all the licensing boards, whether universities or 
corporations, and that the Crown should also nominate a cer¬ 
tain proportion of the members ; but that it is also expedient 
that there should be a certain proportion of members sent by 
the direct votes of registered Practitioners residing in the 
United Kingdom. That the registered Practitioners, as con¬ 
tributing the funds by which the expenses of working the 
Medical Act are defrayed, seem well entitled to direct repre¬ 
sentation ; and that the addition of members so elected would 
widen the basis of the Council, extend its influence, awaken 
public interest in its transactions, and gain for it the confidence 
of the Profession.” He said that he thought that the Presi¬ 
dent would consider this amendment entirely ad rem. He did 
not think it unworthy of the Council to take this matter into 
consideration. The amendment further proposed that eight 
elected members should be added, and went on to an extra¬ 
ordinary length. It drew forth a rebuke from the President, 
Sir D. Corrigan, and Dr. Christison, Dr. Aquilla Smith, Mr. 
Hawkins, and Dr. Thomson, and, as Dr. Andrew Wood refused 
to withdraw it, the President declined to accept it. 

The original motion was then carried. 

The following motion was proposed by Dr. Storeae, and 
seconded by Dr. Aguilla Smith:—“That in any future Act 
provision should be made for instituting prosecutions by a 
public prosecutor, or other authorised functionary, instead of 
leaving the enforcement of the law to the voluntary action of 
individuals of the public.” 

The motion was supported by Dr. Christison, and agreed to. 

Moved by Dr. Bennett, and seconded by Mr. Haegeave— 

“ That the report of the committee be adopted.” 

Upon a show of hands being taken, there appeared, as 
counted by the President, 8 for and 7 against the motion. At 
the instance of a member of the Council, the names were 
taken down, and it was then found that there were eight votes 
on each side. A discussion then ensued as to whether the first 
or second vote decided the question. It was urged by the 
opponents of the resolution that the voting was not complete 
until the names were recorded, and that the written record of 
the votes must be accepted as decisive. The President ulti¬ 
mately adopted this view, and declared that the motion was 

not carried. 
Moved by Sir D. Corrigan and seconded by Dr. Aqhilla 

Smith_“ That the President be requested to write to the Lord 
President of the Council to the effect that, on the receipt of his 
lordship’s communication of May 14, it was referred to a com¬ 
mittee of the General Council appointed to consider the amend¬ 
ments of the Medical Acts, that the enclosed was the report 
submitted to the Council by the said committee, but not as a 

whole adopted.” 
The motion was carried unanimously. 

Dr. Bennett moved—That the President and Executive 
Committee shall be authorised (if it shall appear necessary) to 
confer with the Government on the subjects referred to in the 
Lord President’s communication, and report the results of any 
such conference to this Council at their next meeting.” 

The motion was seconded by Sir D. Corrigan, and agreed to. 

The Committee on Communications from Dr. John Harley, 
Mr Courtauld, Dr. Macloughlin, and Dr. Edwards Crisp, were 
of opinion that it does not fall within the province of the 
Council to interfere in the matters referred to in any of the 

letters. 
The following is an abstract of the report of Committee on 

the Registration of Medical Students^ 
The number of students registered during the year 1868 is 

1 * 

In England 
„ Scotland 
„ Ireland 

483 
266 
176 

Total . . .924 

** 
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Table foe 1868. 

Qualifications. 
No. Passed. 

1st Exam. 2nd Exam. 3rd Exam. 

Membersliip • ,. 20 
Licence . 4 82 
FeUowship 63 31 
Membership 403 341 4 4 . 
Licence in Mid-wifery ..4 26 
Licence . 203 198 78 
M.B. 1 3 ... 
M.D. ... 
M.B. 9 il 4 
M.C. 2 
M.B. 4 4 4 2 
L.M. 1 1 
M.C. 

( Prelim. Scientific 
1 ... 

M.B. ( for Med. Students 1st M.B. 2nd M.B. 
( »54 31 21 

Licence . 67 219 
Licence . 
Licence in Med. and ) 

4 40 

Surg. ) 
Licence in Med. and j 

62 74 ... 

Surg. j 10 18 ... 
Licence . 31 36 
M.B. 39 44 '41 
M.B. Passed in aU three Exams. 50 
M.C. 

( 
Ditto. 
Under New Stat., in aU three i 

41 

M.D. J Exams. . ... 11 

M.B. 
Under Old Stat., ditto. 12 

65 61 38 
M.D. 1 3 
M.C. 
M.D. 9 
Licence in Medicine 1 100 
Ditto in Midwifery 76 
Licence in Surgery 149 106 
Fellowship . 4 4 
Licence in Midwifery ... 5 5 
Licence . 17 26 
M.B. 13 44 
M.C. 25 
M.D. 66 49 
M.C. 22 

502 

Licensing Bodies. 

R. Coll. Phys. London. 

B. Coll. Surg. England. 
(1st Exam, only) 

Soc. Apothecaries, London ... 

TJniversity of Oxford. 

,, Cambridge 

,, Durham * 

„ London . 

B. CoU. Phys. Edinburgh 
R. Coll. Surg. Edinburgh 
R. Coll. Phys. and R. Coll. Surg., 

Edinburgh . 
R. Coll. Phys. Edin. and Eac. Phys. ( 

Surg. Glasg. j 
Pac. Phys. Surg. Glasgow . 
University of Aberdeen . 

,, Edinburgh 

„ Glasgow. 

,, St. Andrews ... 

K. and Q. Coll. Phys. Ireland 

R. Coll. Surg. „ 

Apotheearies’ HaU, ,, 

University of Dublin. 

Queen’s Univ. Ireland. 

Totals. 

No. Rejected. 

1st Exam. 

2 
8 

123 

36 

Prelim. Scientific 
for Med. Students 

45 
45 

4 

35 

6 

10 
11 

2nd Exam. 3rd Exam, 

1 
63 

26 

1st M.B. 
13 
80 
6 

33 

13 

18 
13 

Rejected in all three Exams. 
Ditto . 

Ditto . 

Ditto 
21 

1 

21 
1 

"s 
38 

"•40 

458 

16 

12 
10 
10 

1 

18 
17 

360 

1 
13 

2nd M.B. 
2 

59 

* Four of this number were examined in Physiology only, and six passed the 1st M.B. -without Physiology. 

The com^ttee have received from the representatives of the imder- 
named bodies the folio-wing observations, in reply to inquiries whether they 
require that any examination in general education shall be really prelimi¬ 
nary to the commencement of Medical education. 

King and Queen’s College of Physicians in Ireland.—In the regu¬ 
lations of this body respecting education, “ candidates are required to have 
passed, -within the period specified, an examination in general education 
held by some of the qualifying bodies, or by some one of the national educa¬ 
tional bodies approved by the college.” It does not clearly appear from 
the published regulations what “the period specified” exactly means, but 
for some years past it has rarely occurred that any candidate has presented 
himself for examination who had not already obtained a Surgical qualifica¬ 
tion or a degree in Medicine. 

The Royal College of Surgeons.—With the Royal College of Surgeons 
in Ireland the rule is absolute to require candidates to pass a preliminary 
examination before commencing Medical study. 

The Apothecaries’ Hall in Ireland.—The Apothecaries’ Hall requires 
in all cases the preliminary examination to be passed before Medical study 
is begun. 

University op Dublin.—The great bulk of the Medical class in Trinity 
College is composed of students in arts, and these are, as respects prelimi- 
nary education, entirely in accordance with the regulations of the Medical 
Council, for they have necessarily passed the entrance examination, which 
IS one of the examinations in preliminary studies recognised by the Council. 
A clause, indeed, in the School of Physic Act is imderstood to secure to extra 
students—i.e., to persons not students in arts—the privilege of joining the 
Me(hcal school and pursuing in it their Medical studies, and a few students 
avail themselves of such privilege. Such students, however, cannot get a 
degree or even a licence in Medicine from the Dublin University, and 
they are not included in the list which it forwards to the Branch Council 
with a view to registration. Nevertheless, the names of these students are 
found on the Register, so that, though their attainments in general educa¬ 
tion are not tested by the University, they must have satisfied the Registrar 
of the Irish Branch Council that they have passed a preliminary education 
in Arts conducted by some other institution. 

Queen’s University in Ireland.—No communication as to this body 
has yet been received. D. Embleton, M.D., Chairman. 

On the motion of Dr. Alexandee Wood, seconded by Dr. 
Fleming, it -was resolved that the report be received and 
entered on the minutes. 

Moved by Dr. Alexandee Wood, seconded by Mr. Haegeave, 

and resolved—“ That it he remitted to the Branch Council for 
England to investigate, according to the standing orders, the 
charges against Lima Abraham La’Mert, -which led the Royal 
College of Surgeons of England, and the Royal College of 
Physicians of Edinburgh, to deprive him of his licence from 
these bodies respectively. That in the event of the Branch 
Council for England coming to the conclusion that these 
charges can be substantiated, and involve infamous conduct in 

a Professional respect, the Branch Council shall report the 
same to the Executive Committee. That the Coimcil, by 
Clause IX. of the Medical Act, delegate to the Executive Com¬ 
mittee their powers of summoning Lima Abraham La’Mert 
to appear before them, and of striking his name off the Register 
if they see cause.” 

Moved by Dr. Alexandee Wood, seconded by Dr. Emble¬ 

ton, and carried unanimously—“ That the report of the com¬ 
mittee on the rearrangement of the recommendations and 
opinions of the Council on registration, education, and exami¬ 
nation, be received and entered on the minutes, and that copies 
of the recommendations be printed and sent as usual to the 
licensing bodies. That the foUo-wing be included in the list of 
examinations which are considered sufficient e-vidence of pre¬ 
liminary examination in arts:—‘Examination of (senior) 
candidates for honorary certificates under the local examinations 
of the University of Edinburgh; voluntary examinations of 
Christ’s College, Canterbury, New Zealand.’ ” 

After some formal business and the usual votes of thanks, 
the Council broke up. 

ERRATUM IN THE REPORT OF THE MEDICAL 
COUNCIL. 

Letter from Me. T. Meredith. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—In the hurry of -writing out the lengthy reports which I 
furnished to you of the Medical Council, I made the unfor¬ 
tunate error of substituting Mr. Bernard’s name for that of 
Mr. Evan Thomas. I am fain to hope that few would be mis¬ 
led who read the whole of that part of the report, because, 
taken -with the context—that “ Mr. Bernard’s name had been 
erroneously erased from the Register in consequence of a mis¬ 
taken obituary notice”-—the mistake is obviously clerical. 
Nevertheless, I feel that even this may have been felt by your¬ 
self and Mr. Bernard, and I oflFer my most sincere apologies. 
Trusting that these -ndll be accepted by Mr. Bernard and your¬ 
self, I am, &c. Thomas Meredith, 

Shorthand Writer, 87, Chancery-lane. 
Midland Circuit, Warwick. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
-^- 

CLINICAL SUEGEEY.—No. IV. 

ON HIP DISEASE. 
By THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S., 

Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

CASES OF ARTICULAR OSTITIS OF THE HIP- 
JOINT ARRESTED BY TREATMENT IN ITS FIRST 
STAGE—RECOVERY WITH SOUND JOINT. 

Paet I. 
The following cases have been taken from my note-book 
without any special reference to the chnical symptoms by 
which the disease was characterised, or to the treatment which 
was followed. They are given as types of the ordinary run of 
examples of so-called hip disease in its early stages. They 
form a group of cases which will readily be recognised by all 
who have had much experience in joint affections, and, to my 
own mind, are good examples of “ articular ostitis ; ” for they 
present clinical features which are very distinct from others, 
which wiU follow, of synovial disease. In all, recovery took place 
by treatment, the disease not having passed in any beyond the 
first stage of ostitis. In none of the cases was the joint, as a 
joint, afected. In the succeeding series I shall give other 
cases of more advanced disease, and indicate the treatment that 
is required, with its results. 

Case 1.—Hip Disease after Scarlet Fever—Articular Ostitis— 
Recovery. 

Tom C., aged 4, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
February 15, 1866, for some disease of the right hip. It had 
appeared after scarlet fever one year previously, coming on 
with pain in the knee and a marked hmp. These symptoms 
had existed with slight intermis.sions of severity ever since. 
When he came under care the thigh was partially flexed upon 
the pelvis, and rotated outwards. There was spasm of the 
flexor muscles of the hip and of the adductors, but no swelling 
could be made out about the hip-joint, and no thickening. 
The head of the femur could be made to rotate smoothly in the 
acetabulum, although the attempt excited spasm of the muscles. 
The child’s health was bad. Tonics were given, and fomenta¬ 
tions to the hip ordered, walking and standing being inter¬ 
dicted. In three months the symptoms had much improved, 
and by October 5, or in eight months, aU had disappeared. The 
joint could be moved freely without pain or muscular spasm, 
and firm pressure over the trochanter could be endured without 
suffering. On December 6 the child was stiU well, with com¬ 
plete movement of the limb. 

Case 2.—Hip Disease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery with good 
Joint. 

James C., aged 5, came under my care at Guy’s Ho.spital, 
on July 30, 1866, for disease of the right hip-joint. It had 
appeared as a direct result of a fall received two months pre¬ 
viously, limping and pain on the outer side of the thigh being 
the prominent symptoms. When he came under my care, these 
symptoms existed. The foot was straight. There was no 
thickening about the neck of the femur, or of parts about the 
joint, but pain was readily produced by pressing the trochanter 
against the acetabulum ; the head of the bone, however, moved 
smoothly in the pelvic cup. Rest, fomentations, and tonics were 
given, and by September 23, or in two months, all the symptoms 
had much improved. There was less pain in the part, and 
more freedom of movement allowed without exciting spasm of 
the muscles. By November 3 all signs of disease had dis¬ 
appeared, and by December 10 the child was allowed to use the 
limb with care. On January 4, 1867, the child could move the 
limb freely without pain or inconvenience, and in Apiil the 
report states the child was still well. 

Case 3.—Early Hip Disease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Ann F., aged 9, was brought to me at Guy’s Hospital on 

October 5, 1862, for some affection of the hip. She had been 
observed to limp when walking for about one month, and had 
complained of pain in her knee. When I saw her, the pelvis 
was tilted up on the sound side, giving the appearance of 
lengthening of the affected hmb. The thigh was fixed by 
spasm of the muscles generally, no special group being involved. 
Pain was produced on making firm pressure over the trochanter. 
There was no sweUing about the joint, but increase of heat. 
The child was directed to desist from walking or even standing. 
Fomentations were ordered, and tonics given. On November 10, 
all these symptoms had considerably improved. There was 

less pain and rigidity of muscles, and rotation of the limb was 
allowed. In another month the symptoms had disappeared ; 
she was not, however, allowed to walk on the limb for several 
months. A good recovery followed. 

Case 4.—Early Hip Disease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Catherine H., aged 3, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital 

on April 12, 1866, for some disease of her hip-joint. It had 
existed for eight or nine weeks, and had appeared -without any 
known cause. It came on with pain in the front of the knee, 
and lameness. The symptoms had existed up to the time of 
my seeing her. 

When seen, the affected limb appeared longer than its fellow 
from the tilting of the pelvis upwards on the sound side. There 
was some spasm of the muscles of the hip on any attempt being 
made to move the joint. But there was no swelling. Firm 
pressnre over the trochanter caused pain. Rest, fomentations, 
and tonics were prescribed, and in one month all the symptoms 
had improved. By June 5 the hip-joint could be moved freely 
without exciting spasm of the mnscles of the part, and by July 3 
the report states that the child was nearly well. On August 10 
she was pronounced to be cured, and on October 5 to be still well. 

Case 5.—Early Hip Disease—Articular Ostitis—Spasm of 
Adductor Muscles—Recovery. 

EUen N., aged 3, was brought to me at Guy’s Hospital on 
April 20, 1862, with some disease of the right hip-joint. It had 
existed for seven weeks, and had followed a fall. Pain in the 
hip and hmping followed the injury, and she had been unable 
to move the limb since. When I saw the child she was 
evidently in pain, and dreaded any attempt being made to move 
the hmb. She supported it with the foot of the sound side, and 
kept it partially flexed upon the pelvis ; it was also adducted 
to an extreme degree. Any attempt to move the joint cansed 
pain and severe spasm of the adductor muscles. Pressure over 
the trochanter increased the suffering. There was no swelling. 
Fomentations to the hip were ordered, and cod-hver oil with 
iron given, rest in bed being enforced. 

By May 26 all the symptoms had much improved, but the 
spasm of the adductors on movement was very marked ; it was, 
however, less in degree. By June 6 this spasm had disap¬ 
peared, and movement of the joint was allowed. In another 
three months the child was well. 

Case 6.-—Early Hip Disease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Edward M., aged 6, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital 

on June 2, 1862, with hip disease on the left side. Symptoms 
had existed three months, and had appeared without any 
known cause. The child had never rested. Pain in the joint 
and hmping were the prominent symptoms, which were put 
down as “growing pains.” When I saw the child the pelvis 
was tilted upwards on the sound side, and the left thigh was 
flexed on the abdomen. These muscles were also put into a 
state of spasm on any attempt being made to move the hmb, 
but the adductors were not similarly affected. There was no 
sweUing about the joint, but firm pres.sure over the trochanter 
caused pain. Fomentations to the part were ordered, with 
directions that the child shovdd neither stand nor walk, and 
tonics given. 

On June 30 ah spasm of the muscles had disappeared, and 
the movements of the joint were more free. There was also 
less heat, and pressure over the trochanter could be tolerated. 

By July 30 all signs of mischief had disappeared, and by 
October he was perfectly weh, with a sound joint. 

Case 7-—Early Hip Disease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Sarah T., aged 7, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 

July 1, 1861, for disease of her right hip-joint. It had come 
on about one year previously with pain, which had been re¬ 
garded as “ growing pains,” and occasional limping. No ad¬ 
vice had, however, been obtained. This had continued up to the 
time I saw her. The child hmped seriously, and complained 
of pain at all times. Tliis pain was increased by wallang, or 
by pressing the head of the bone against the acetabulum. 
There was some spasm of the muscles on attempting to flex or 
rotate the limb, but the head of the bone could be felt to move 
smoothly in its pelvic cup. The pelvis was tilted up on the 
sound side. There was no swelling about the joint. 'The child 
was ordered to abstain from standing or walking. Fomenta¬ 
tions were to be applied to the joint two or three times a day. 
Tonics were given, with good living. 

In one month, or on July 29, the report states that the 
symptoms had much improved. There was much less pain 
experienced on moving the joint. 

On October 28, or three months subsequently, all symptoms 
had subsided. In another six the report states the child can 
walk well, aU signs of disease having disappeai-ed. 
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Case 8.—Early Hip Eisease—Hrticular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Kate C., aged ■was brought to me at Guy’s Hospital on 

April 18, 1864, for some affection of the hip. The child had 
been observed to limp for five or six months, and to complain 
of pain in the part at times. When seen the limb -was appa¬ 
rently elongated from tilting of the pelvis on the sound side, 
and the head of the femur could be moved smoothly and 'with¬ 
out pain in the acetabulum. There was not any swelling about 
the joint, but any pressure over the trochanter or of the femur 
against the pelvis caused pain. There was also spasm of the 
muscles of the hip on any movement being made. The child 
was ordered to be kept off its legs, and tonics were given; 
fomentations were ordered to the part. On May 23 the child 
was no better, and had for the last three days complained of 
pain in its knee. On June 30 all these symptoms had subsided, 
the hmb being moved readily ■without causing spasm of the 
muscles, and the bones pressed against one another -without 
causing pain. 

In three months, the child, remaining well, was allowed to 
walk. No relapse took place, and a good recovery followed. 

Case 9.—Early Hip Eisease—-Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Jane C., aged 3, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 

March 1, 1867, with symptoms of hip disease on the right side, 
folio-wing immediately upon a fall some six months pre-riously. 
Pain in the part and limping followed the accident. When seen 
it was evident that disease existed, for the child limped dread- 
fidly. She complained of pain in the part, and there was much 
spasm of the muscles of the hip on attempting to move the 
joint. The limb looked longer from the tilting of the pelvis 
on the sound side. There was no thickening about the joint, 
although firm pressure of the bones caused suffering. 

Rest, fomentation, and tonics were prescribed, and by June 25, 
or in about three months, all the symptoms had disappeared. 
The child was watched for three months more, when it was 
pronounced cured, no return of the symptoms having appeared. 

Case 10.—Early Eisease of Hip-joint—Articular Ostitis— 
Recovery. 

Tom C., aged 10, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
June 2, 1861, for some disease about the left hip. It had 
appeared ■without any known cause, one year before, by pain 
and limping ; but after rest and medicine the symptoms dis¬ 
appeared. The symptoms, however, reappeared after a few 
weeks’ exercise, and had for six months steadily increased. 
When I saw the boy, there was apparent elongation of the 
affected Umb from tilting of the pelvis on the sound side, but 
no other external indication of disease. There was no swelling 
or thickening about the joint. The boy walked with the cha¬ 
racteristic limp of liip affection, and exercise caused pain ; firm 
pressure, also, over the trochanter or against the hmb produced 
suffering. There was some spasm of the muscles of the joint 
on making an attempt to move the part. Standing and walk¬ 
ing were forbidden; fomentations were ordered, and tonics 
given, such as cod-hver oil and iodide of iron. In one month 
all the symptoms were improved, and in three all had disap¬ 
peared. In six months he was pronounced well. 

Case 11.—Early Hip> Eisease—Articular Ostitis after Injury— 
Recovery. 

Ahce J., aged 12, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
July 30, 1861, for some affection of the hip. It had come on 
five months previously after a fall upon the part. Limping 
speedily appeared after the accident, and pain in the inner side 
of the thigh. When I saw her, the leg was apparently elon¬ 
gated, but this appearance was due to the tilting of the peMs 
upwards on the sound side, the child ha-ving walked since the 
accident. There was spasm of the muscles about the hip, and 
pain on pressing the bones firmly together, but no swelhng of 
tbe joint. The disease was clearly in the bone. The child was 
forbidden to stand or walk on the hmb, but was ahowed to 
move it. Fomentations were also ordered to the part, and 
tonic medicine given. By October 8, or four months after 
treatment, aU symptoms had subsided, and a convalescence was 
declared. Directions were given, however, that nothing like 
fatigue should be ahowed. This child was well one year after¬ 
wards. Both hmbs were ahke in ah respects. 

Case 12.-—Early Hip Eisease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Sydney C., aged 9, was brought to me from Croydon on 

March 27, 1867, for some affection of his right hip. It had 
appeared -mthout any distinct cause with pain, hmping soon 
making its appearance. When I saw the child the right leg 
was apparently longer than the left, this elongation being due 
to a thting of the pelvis on the sound side. Movements of the 
right femur were free and painless, no swelling or enlargement 
of the j oint existing. Pain was, however, at once produced by 

pressing the head of the femur against the acetabulum. 
Directions were given for the boy to & kept off his legs, and 
fomentations to be applied. Tonic medicine was also ordered. 
By April 15 the pain was less, and limping also scarcely per¬ 
ceptible. On May 2 aU symptoms had disappeared, and six 
months afterwards the child was well. 

Case 13.—Early Hip Eisease—Articular Ostitis—Recovery. 
Frederick H.,aged 5, came under my care on March 13,1867, 

for supposed hip disease. It had been coming on for four 
months, after a fall. Pain in the part of an aching character 
was the earhest symptom, ■with limping after exercise, and 
these symptoms had persisted. When seen, the thigh, to aU 
appearance, looked hke the other. There was no shortening 
or apparent elongation, and no swelling. The head of the bone 
rotated smoothly in the acetabulum -without increase of pain. 
The child limped perceptibly on walking, and firm pressure of 
the head of the bone against the acetabulum either through the 
foot or trochanter caused distress. The case appeared to be 
one of early inflammation of the bone—probably the femur—the 
joint being sound. Orders were given that the child should be 
kept off its leg's, and that the joint should be bathed-with warm 
water t-wice a day. Tonics were also given. In three months 
aU symptoms had disappeared, and a good recovery ensued. 

I propiose now to quote one other case of articular ostitis of 
the neck of the femur, which recovered as well as any of the 
cases I have just quoted, but in it some arrest of gro-wth sub¬ 
sequently took place in the neck of the bone, probably from 
disease in the epiphysial cartilage of the neck through which 
growth takes place. 

Case 14.—Articular Ostitis—Recovery with a Movable Joint— 
Subsequent Arrest of Growth in Thigh. 

Mary H., aged 5, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
Jan. 8, 1866, for some affection of her right hip. It had come 
on six months pre-viously with pain and hmping, but no swell¬ 
ing had been seen. The pain was of an aching character, and 
was worse at night. There was no history of a faU or injury. 
When I saw her the leg was apparently longer than the sound 
one from the tilting of the pelvis. The position of the foot 
was natural. The head of the femur could be made to rotate 
freely in the acetabulum, but the attempt excited spasm of 
the muscles about the joint—it excited no pain. Pressure upon 
the trochanter major, however, caused suffering. The neck of 
the femur was clearly enlarged; 
Rest and hot fomentations 
were ordered, tonics being- 
given. In six months the 
child was pronounced to 
be well; in another three, 
no relapse having taken 
place, she was allowed to 
walk. This child then dis¬ 
appeared from -view, but 
reappeared on April 29, 
1869, more than two years 
after she had been under 
my care, for some slight 
lameness, the mother stat¬ 
ing that it had been gra¬ 
dually growing worse as 
the child grew. The cause 
of this lameness was toler¬ 
ably clear, for on exami¬ 
nation the right thigh was 
found to be one inch shorter 
than the left. The pelvis 
was straight, or rather 
coidd be brought so. The 
trochanter major was half 
an inch nearer the anterior 
superior spinous process of 
th dhumthan on the sound 
side, and was e-vidently 
higher up than natural. 
The head of the bone ro¬ 
tated smoothly and natu¬ 
rally in the acetabulum. 
The leg was quite natural. 

Remarks.—It was e-vi- 
dent that in this case the 
femur had not grown in 
proportion -with the gro wth 
of the sound limb. The 
disease which had existed 

the soft parts were natural. 

Diavung illustrating the airest of growth 
in the right femur after ostitis. 
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in the bone about its neck had clearly caused some arrest in 
the growth of the bone, and shortening of the neck and 
consequent approximation of the trochanter to the middle line 
of the body and its higher relative position. Tlie epiphysial 
cartilage had probably been likewise destroyed, preventing 
growth. The drawing of the case, taken with the child 
standing, well illustrates these points. The obliquity of the 
pchus and shortening of the right thigh are well seen. 

Remarks—Brief Analysis of the Cases.—If we look at these 
cases as a whole, it will be difficult to arrive at any other con¬ 
clusion than that they are all examples of one affection, and to 
my own mind that affection is articular ostitis. The inflamma¬ 
tion had never proceeded beyond its earliest stage in any of 
the instances, and was fortunately aiTested by treatment in 
every case. In their clinical characters they are also very much 
alike. They all occurred in children. In some the cause was 
unknown, in others there was a distinct history of a fall; in 
one it followed a fever. In all it had existed only a few 
months ; in three only had twelve months passed. In aU pain 
existed of an aching character. This was fixed, in the majority 
of cases, in the hip ; in several it was also felt in the knee, and 
in one in the outside of the thigh. In all there was marked 
limping on any attempt to walk, and apparent elongation of 
the b'mb from the tilting upwards of the pelvis on the sound 
side. In some of the cases the position of the limb was natural; 
in some flexed more or less; in one flexed and rotated outwards ; 
and in others flexed and adducted. In all attempts at movement 
excited spasm of some one or more of the groups of muscles 
around the joint, in some the flexors acting the more power¬ 
fully, in one the adductors. In no single example was there 
any very perceptible enlargement or swelling about the joint, 
and in all pain was excited by the interarticular pressure test. 
These symptoms clinically may be accepted as true indications 
of articular ostitis of the bones of the hip joint. In the treat¬ 
ment of these cases it will be observed that neither splints nor 
weights were employed. They were not required; for the 
joint, as a joint, in each case was sound, and its natural 
movements, as far as the patient felt disposed, did no harm, 
but rather good, by keeping the muscles in health. The one 
practical point which was uniformly enforced was the preven¬ 
tion of any interarticular pressure upon the bones. No stand¬ 
ing was allowed under any pretence, and no walking. Tomenta- 
tions to the part were ordered, and tonics given. These principles 
of treatment ought always to be observed. 

[To he continued.) 

A CONTEIBUTION TO THE THEOEY OF 
DIATHESIS. 

By DAVID J. BRAKENRIDaE, M.D., E.R.C.P.E., 

Physician to the New Town Dispensary, Edinburgh. 

[Concluded from Vol. I. 1869, page 654.) 

0. The wider the range of the edueation, the more vigorous will 
he the health, and the greater the range of circumstances over which 
it may be preserved. 

Were the constitution limited to one constant unvarying set 
of influences, health would be incompatible with the slightest 
deviation from this. The provisions of nature secure a con¬ 
siderable variety in this respect. In the rotation of the seasons 
we have a constant succession of changes which check the 
tendency of the body to fall into a too narrow series of habitual 
activities. The width of education thus afforded renders it 
possible to move with comfort and safety to considerably 
distant localities at seasons when their climate aj)proaches in 
character to one or other of the seasons in the native climate. 
Thus we may indulge in a change to colder places during their 
summer if it is not colder than our winter, and to warmer 
places during their winter if it is not warmer than our summer. 

It is evident that the extent of this capacity for change must 
be regulated by the range of conditions to which the body has 
been accirstomed, being greater or less according to the varia¬ 
bility or equability of the developing climate. The development 
brought about by any one locality must, however, be, at the 
best, very limited compared with man’s capacity. Doubtless 
the craving for change which man feels with regard to many 
things is not without its physiological importance. 

Such deep-seated yearnings as the love of travel, and the 
great inventions to which, for its satisfaction, it stimulates 
him, liint that this local development, even where the balance 
of functional power is best presen-cd, by no means represents 

the highest state which he is capable of attaining. He 
possesses, in a rudimentary condition it may be, but none the 
less truly, powers which, were they aU fuUy educated, might 
render him cosmopolitan. Greatly increased rapidity of loco¬ 
motion is already doing much to extend the range of his physio¬ 
logical education, and, in addition, the blending of different 
races which is thus favoured, and the consequent intermarriages 
of those possessing constitutions widely different, will hasten 
the higher development of the whole race. For when we 
have the organs which in the one parent are highly trained, 
uneducated in the other, and vice versa, it is reasonable to 
suppose that the positive, and not the negative, properties cf 
each parent will have the greater tendency to be transmitted 
to the offspring; hence it will possess somewhat of the special 
powers and capacities of both. Thus the offspring of abori¬ 
ginal and Evu’opean parents in Hindustan is said to “ inherit 
from the native parent a certain adaptation to the climate, and 
from the European a higher development of brain” (“ Combe’s 
Constitution of Man,” p. 194.) Many examples might be 
adduced to show that mixed races of men surpass in vigour 
and in the tendency to multiply the parent-races from which 
they have sprung. It must to a considerable extent be re¬ 
garded as the explanation of the high vigour of the Anglo- 
Saxon race that in it there are blended together so many 
constitutions, originally very differently educated, and con¬ 
sequently possessing widely different powers. 

6. While this habitual condition of the body is the only 
onS compatible with health in the circumstances under the 
operation of which it has been developed, under altered circumstances 
it becomes the predisposing cause of disease, and is thus manifested 
as a diathesis. 

That very perfecting of the animal mechanism which secures 
its most efficient working under a given set of conditions, 
becomes, when these conditions are greatly altered, the source 
of derangement. For if unexpected demands are made upon 
the weak organs, and these are still further increased, as is the 
case in many instances, by the continued, although no longer 
necessary, activity of those organs which habitually work well, 
it is not surprising that deranged function, congestion, or in¬ 
flammation should be the result. For the sake of illustration, 
we may assume that in cold climates, while the kidneys, lungs, 
and organs connected with fat digestion are well developed and 
educated by activity, the skin, liver, etc., are deficient in 
functional activity and consequent development, this arrange¬ 
ment being necessary for the generation and conservation of a 
sufficient amount of heat. Let such a constitution be 
transplanted to a hot climate,'where the demands are exactly 
the reverse, and what must be the consequence ? The liver, 
skin, and bowels, comparatively untrained and weak organs, 
are suddenly called upon to act energetically to keep down the 
heat of the body, and functional or structural disease is the 
result. Hence that very condition of the organs which was so 
suitable for the maintenance of health under former circum¬ 
stances is here diathetically predisposed to diseases of the liver, 
skin, and bowels. What we have thus assumed to be the 
maladies most likely to affect those going from a cold to a hot 
climate are shown by the writings of the highest authorities 
to be the disorders which actually result from such a change. 
The converse of the foregoing has also been amply verified by 
experience in the case of natives of warm climates who have 
changed to cold ones. In these the lungs, kidneys, and diges¬ 
tive organs are most likely to suffer, and particularly from 
those tubercular disorders which result from the non-digestion 
of fats. These examples I have merely sketched for the purpose 
of illustrating my proposition. It is impossible, in so narrow 
limits, to discuss fuUy and exhaustively these and the numerous 
other constitutional modifications which depend on an equally 
great variety of influences. Suffice it for the present that I 
make my meaning clear. It is, I tliink, evident that while a 
diathesis becomes manifest as such only under circumstances 
which elicit its proneness to cei-tain diseased actions, it is 
formed under very different conditions. The diathesis, where 
its essential constitution has been built up, is a salutary relation 
of the body to surrounding agencies—a healthy response of its 
organs to all the demands made upon them. It is only when 
it is transplanted to an altered set of influences, that incon¬ 
venience from it begins to be experienced. 

Diathesis will manifest itself variously, according to the 
direction in which the change is made. A predisposition to 
quite different diseases, for example, will arise in the European, 
according as he moves northward or southward. It is well 
known that those whose ancestors have for generations been 
healthy inhabitants of a particular district, whose own health 
has previously been good, and who have inherited no apparent 
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predisposition to disease, invariably discover, on making tbeir 
first great change of climate, that they have weak points of 
■which they were until then ig-norant. Nor is a great change 
necessary. A hundred miles—often much less—may bring the 
traveller into a climate sufficiently new to be trying. It is the 
common experience of those coming from not distant counties 
to reside in the Scottish metropolis, that several years elapse 
before the constitution becomes adapted to its severe spring 
seasons. 

So numerous and various, however, are the diatheses which 
we encounter on every hand, that any attempt to unravel the 
tangled Aveb may well appear, at first sight, to be quite hope¬ 
less. Only by tracing out thread after thread can we do it 
successfully. By taking a diathesis, and thoroughly analysing 
its strength and its weakness, noting the diseases from which it 
is free, and those to which it is prone, and then ascertaining 
which changes of climate or of other conditions give rise to 
similar manifestations, we shall gradually arrive at such a 
knowledge of its probable causes and nature as may prove a 
useful giude to us in our treatment. 

7. The conditions under ivhich a diathesis is developed being the 
opposite of those under ivhich the diseases depending on the diathesis 
are generated, the means employed for the treatment of the latter 
ivill be the opposite of those necessary for the alteration of the 
former. 

The cure or removal of diathetic weakness resolves itself 
very much into the question of accliinatisatioii; for climate 
mnst be regarded as the chief cause of constitutionalmodification. 
It is,^ of course, quite unnecessary to attempt the removal of a 
condition of the body which is highly beneficial under certain 
circumstances, unless those circumstances are to be altered. In 
the latter case a rig’ht anticipation of the effects likely to be 
produced by any particular change may be of the greatest im¬ 
portance. Many might thus be deterred from exposing their 
bodies to risks of which they would otherwise be ignorant. 
Even in cases where great changes must be undertaken, to be 
forewarned is to a great extent to be forearmed. Much may 
be done to ward off danger, through a previous knowledge of 
the directions in wluch it is likely to assail. "We have already 
seen that all organs of the body are capable of a certain amount 
of ediioation. In this process the work must be gradually 
increased as the power to accomplish it increases. Great and 
sudden augmentation of effort will prove disastrous. Hence 
it is not surprising that, where extreme changes of climate 
have been at once attempted, acclimatisation has been pro¬ 
nounced impossible. The history of many a colony, and the 
high mortality among European troops sent at once to tropical 
stations, testify to the fact that without constant new arrivals 
a race thus transplanted would soon die out. The sacrifice of 
human life brought about by such sudden transitions is so great 
that it is of the utmost importance to imderstand how it is 
caused, and how alone acclimatisation can be safely accom¬ 
plished. In the adult great changes must in aU cases be 
regarded as unsafe. High prospects in a foreign land are, 
however, often held out to the youths of a family, and it may 
be the duty of the parents to train them up so as to be able 
to avail themselves of these advantages. Analog’y leads me 
to believe that, by a careful and gradual special education of 
the organs commenced in early life, much might be accomplished 
in this direction. We have seen that an internal organ, such 
as the lungs or liver, does undergo a development proportioned 
to its exercise, and it is probable that, by a carefully graduated 
scale of exercises, its functional powers might be developed as 
readily as those of the muscles or the organs of special sensation. 
Mr. Darwin speaks of “ an innate wide flexibility of constitu¬ 
tion ” as_ being “ common to most animals,” upon which 
“ adaptation to any special climate can be readily grafted,” 
which is, in reality, this readiness of the organs of the body to 
become educated so as to respond to new or increased demand. 
Such traimng, however, to be successful must be gradual. During 
their earlier years the children shouldbe cautiously moved through 
intermediate climates towards that in which they are vdtiinately 
to reside, a few years being spent at each in turn of a number 
of places by degrees approaching in climate to their final 
destination. Thus acclimatisation might, to some extent, be 
effected^ in one generation. Such a plan may appear quite 
impracticable ; but I fear there is no royal road over so great 
a difficidty. Again, the serious sacrifice of Life resulting from 
the system of garrisoning our foreign stations with recruits 
fresh from home demands the deepest consideration. If our 
tropical colonies are to be garrisoned by English troops, they 
should have a permanent army, consisting of men whose con¬ 
stitutions have, in early life, by a gradual removal from home 
through intermediate colonies, become educated and modified i 

to suit the new conditions. Or the recruits should be taken 
from acclimatised families in some of the intermediate colonies 
approacliing to the one alluded to in climate, these again 
being recruited from those still nearer home. Thus, a constant 
current of Anglo-Saxon blood, bearing ■with it Eng’lish ■vigour, 
ideas, and customs, would be maintained, passing safely and 
profitably to the most distant British possessions. It must, 
however, be borne in mind that acquired organic power caimot 
be so perfect as that which has, for many generations, been 
inherited. 

In the next place, the actual diseases which specially merit 
the name of diathetic ai'e those connected with the organs and 
functions which, in the particidar form of the constitution, are 
habitually weak. In most cases these disorders result from 
imusual augmentation of function, caused by change of cir¬ 
cumstances, and rest to the overworked organs is clearly in¬ 
dicated. This will be best obtained under the influence of 
conditions which make small demands upon their activity, 
and those under which the constitution has been formed are 
most likely to meet this requii-ement. While this is to be 
remembered in all cases, it is most clearly indicated when 
organic or functional disturbance has followed recent change 
of locality in a person not pre-viously so affected. Here it is 
highly probable that an alteration in the surrounding influ¬ 
ences is the cause, and it is e'vidently our duty to ad'vise a 
return, if possible, to the native air until the disturbance sub¬ 
sides, and then to direct our treatment to the careful cultivation 
of those weak points which have manifested themselves. By 
judicious management much may be done to mitigate the risks 
of change. This is, however, impossible, miless the nature of 
those risks be understood. I would here agam reiterate my 
belief that, in cases of partial loss of an organ, when the 
remainder is healthy and sufficient in amoimt to ward off 
immediate danger, we may hold out considerable hope of 
gradual recovery to the patient. The grounds upon which we 
ventm-e to anticipate such a result will make us careful to see 
that such a gradual process of recovery is favoured. The reason 
why such recoveries are so few is apparent. Undue haste, 
arising from ignorance of the pimciples upon which they are to 
be effected, often frustrates the possibility of such a happy 
result. If we are to succeed, both we and oiu- patient must be 
content to keep up our efforts and om- hopes for months and 
years instead of days and weeks. 

Wliat we often attempt -with medicines is to educate organs 
.—sometimes to perfonn their own functions better, sometimes 
to take up the functions of other organs which have ceased to 
be able to perform them. We do the former when we stimulate 
a sluggish liver into its proper activity. We do the latter 
when, in the case of org-anic disease of the kidneys, we admi¬ 
nister jpurgatives. Our treatment here is e'vidently an effort 
to teach the bowels to excrete those substances which have been 
wont to pass off by the kidneys. It is a practical application 
of the law of commimity of function, which Dr. Carpenter 
thus describes :— 

“ As in the simplest or most homogeneous beings the entire 
surface participates equally in the act of imbibition, so, in the 
most heterogeneous, every part of the surface re^tains some 
capacity for it; since, even in the highest plants and aninrals, 
the common external integument admits of the passage of fluid 
into the interior of the system, e.specially when the supply 
afforded by the usual channels is deficient. In the same manner 
we find that whilst, in the lowest animals, the functions of 
excretion are equally performed by the entire siu’face, there is, 
in the highest, a complex apparatus of glandular organs, to 
each of which some special division of that function is assigned; 
but as all these glands have the same elementary struct^ure, and 
differ only in the peculiar adaptation of each to separate a par¬ 
ticular constituent of the blood, it is in conformity with the 
law just stated that either the general surface of the skin or 
some of the special secreting organs should be able to take on, 
in some degree, the function of any gland whose duty is sus¬ 
pended ; and observation and experiment fully bear out this 
residt.” (“ Comparative Physiology,” p. 131.) 

In conclusion I venture to offer the following suggestions 
regarding climate, which plays so important a part in relation 
to health and disease. In change of climate we have un¬ 
doubtedly the most powerfid remedial agent of which we can 
avail ourselves in the prevention and treatment of disease. As 
it has, however, never been rightly studied, we at present know 
so little of its connexion with, and effects on, morbid action, 
that the prevailing opinions on those subjects are most con¬ 
flicting. If it is ever to be employed successfully, it must first 
be studied systematically, as other established remedies have 
been. It is not enough, although of great importance, ^o 
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know the physical characters of particular climates, such as 
their moisture or clryness, equability of temperatm’e, protection 
from certain winds, etc. Until the effects of definite changes 
upon particular diseases are carefully tested and settled by 
experiment, we shall not be in a position to avail ourselves with 
anything like confidence of this means of ciu’e. Nor is there 
any insuperable obstacle to such an investigation. Had we, in 
our large Hospitals, wards set apart for the purpose, and an 
understanding established between the principal Hospitals over 
the world, definite knowledg-e on tliis important subject would 
rapidly accumulate. Such an inquiry would throw much light 
upon the gveat question of diathesis and disease, and change 
of air woiild soon occupy the important place to which it is 
entitled in the treatment of disease. The expense of such an 
undertaking would not be groat. A single ward at each 
selected locality would be suflicient for a commencement; and 
patients, willing, for the great benefit to be derived from such 
a change, to pay at least their travelling expenses, would 
always, I believe, be fomid in more than sufficient numbers. 
It would not, moreover, be unreasonable to expect from the 
wealthier members of society some support towards an enter¬ 
prise from wliich they themselves would idtimately be the chief 
gainers. 

CASE OF 

DISLOCATION OF THE PATELLA 
ON ITS VEETICAL AXIS SUCCESSFULLT 

TEEATrD. 

By CAREY PEARCE COOMBS, M.B. Lend. 

E. H., aged 30, a strongly made country woman, was sitting 
on a heap of hay with her legs slightly bent, and resting on 
the heels. A young- man came and sat himself violently down 
on her extended legs, and caused her great pain in the left 
knee, where she felt something give way. When I saw her, 
an hour or two after the accident, the leg was kept straight, 
and the least attempt to bend the knee gave her pain. There 
was a prominent ridge running- vertically in front of the knee 
joint, produced by the outer edge of the patella, which might 
be felt under the skin, the bone being firmly fixed in the fossa 
between the condyles. 

Flexion of the leg was of no use in attempting to reduce 
the dislocation, so I resorted to violent extension in this way : 
—She was on a mattress on the floor, and I knelt by her side 
on one knee, resting her left heel on my other knee. I then 
made strong pressure on the lower part of the thigh with one 
hand, while with the other I pulled the edge of the patella 
outwards, when the bone slipped at once into its place. 

The case is recorded on account of the rarity of the accident 
and the failure of the method recommended for its cure. The 
crucial ligaments must have yielded to allow the leg to be 
extended beyond the straight line (if the expression is allow¬ 
able), but thej^ probably had been much strained in the acci¬ 
dent. No swelling followed the injui-y, and on the third day 
the knee had recovered so far as to allow the patient to iise it 
in walking. 

Castle Carey. 

TKEPniNiNG.—Baron Larrey, on presenting to the 
Academie des Sciences a copy of the memoir he has recently 
published in the 2[tmoires de la Societd de Chinirgie, observes :— 
“The analysis of more than 160 cases of traumatic lesions of 
the head, a portion of which have occurred in my father’s and 
my OAvn practice, enables me to come to the foUoAving conclu¬ 
sion^—viz., valualale as is the operation of trephining in the 
practice of Surgery, it stiU should be reserved for well-defined 
cases and precise indications, and not undertaken with jArocipi- 
tation and in doubtful conditions, under the penalty of aggra¬ 
vating the accidents and hastening a fatal termination, while 
the prompt and rational application of other therapeutical 
resources wiU, in the great majority of circumstances, second 
the marvellous efforts of nature for the cure of the most redoubt¬ 
able injmies. I may also remark, as I have done many times on 
other questions, that such treatment, which is essentially active, 
substituted for the removal of a portion of the cranium, consti¬ 
tutes in these cases true conservative Surgery (which is not to 
be confounded with expectation), to which I have devoted all 
my efforts during my career of thirty years.”—Union Med,, 
Jidy 10. 
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GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL. 

At the end of om- last Aveek’s revieAV of the proceedings in 

Council, we informed our readers that the debate on the mode 

in which the Council should deal Avith the conduct of the 

Queen’s University in Ireland, in respect of preliminary 

examination, had ended on V/ednesday in their accepting Dr. 

Parkes’s resolution on it rather than Dr. Storrar’s amendment. 

But the matter deserves a little fuller notice than we were then 

able to afford it. The Queen’s University steadily persists in 

refusing- to comply Avith the Council’s recommendation that 

the preliminary examination be always passed before Profes¬ 

sional education begins; and year after year the Council 

Avastes time in gentle remonstrances Avith the uniA''ersity, and 

mild requests for an explanation of its conduct. This year the 

subject cropped up again as usual, and, as usual, a most polite 

puid gentle remonstrance was, by Dr. Parkes’s resolution, pro¬ 

posed to be again sent to the university, notifying to it that 

nearly aU, if not all, the other licensing bodies had accepted 

and acted on the Council’s recommendation, suggesting that it 

should do so also, and most courteously requesting that, if it 

still refused compliance, it would, a-t any rate, state its 

reasons for its refusal. Dr. Storrar, thinking that the 

Council should not for ever go on merely making polite 

requests which were disregarded, proposed an amendment 

adding a hint that the Council possesses the power of summon¬ 

ing- recalcitrant licensing bodies before the PriA'y Council. This 

can hardly be said to be a very strong step to take after years 

of patient waiting, but it was too strong- for the Council. Sir 

Dominic Corrigan, as the representative of the University, made 

a long speech uttei'ly defying the Council, daring them to 

bring- the University before the Privy Council, and threatening 

them Avith disembodiment if they took such a step ; and the 

Council yielded, and rejected Dr. Storrar’s amendment, only 

five of them voting for it, and five declining to vote either for 

or against it. At first glance this may perhaps seem rather 

weak on the part of the Council, but after all, when one con¬ 

siders how entirely devoted the Irish are, as a nation, to the 

worship of “ moral suasion ’’—see among other examples their 

mode of convincing landlords—one should not be surprised 

that the majority of the Council objected to the employment of 

any ruder force against an Irish licensing body. But Ave 

would venture to suggest that the Council might have made 

their work more perfect by passing a standing order “ that the 

Registrar shoidd address to the Queen’s University in Ireland 

a delicate remonstrance on its conduct Avith regard to iirelimi- 
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nary examinations once in every year, till it may see fit to 

amend its ways in that respect.” Some such resolution vmuld 

save some trouble and much time. 

On "Wednesday afternoon the Council received a deputation 

of members of the Profession from Birmingham to present an 

important memorial on Medical legislation. The deputation, 

consisting of Dr. Bell Fletcher and Messrs. Sampson Gamgee, 

Arthur Oakes, and D. C. L. Owen, stated that the memorial 

had been signed by 5200 members of the Medical Profession, 

and that they believed “ that in the coui'se of a few days several 

thousand more signatures would he added,” as for some days 

it had received 500 assents on the average a day. The memo¬ 

rial will be found at full length in our report of the proceedings 

of the Council. It is an ably drawn-up document, and, sup¬ 

ported as it is by such a large number of the Profession, it well 

deserves the very full consideration and attention which the Pre¬ 

sident, in the name of the Council, promised that it shall receive. 

The deputation were content with presenting the memorial, con¬ 

sidering that no addition or explanation was necessary. The 

President of the Council, however, asked for some further informa¬ 

tion as to the exact meaning of some of the clauses, and remarked 

that “ there had not been that explanation of some of the points 

which it was thought likely would he given.” The memorialists 

have been satisfied with stating the principles which they think 

should govern any alterations and amendments of the Medical 

Act, leaving to the wisdom of the Council the details and modes 

of carrying out the principles stated; and these principles wfil 

most probably command very general assent. The memorial 

was, like many other documents on the same subject, referred 

to the Committee on the Amendment of the Medical Acts. 

The report of the Committee on State Medicine then came 

on for consideration, and Drs. Acland and Christison moved a 

resolution that, in any amended Medical Bill prepared by the 

Council, “ it is desirable that the requisite permissive clause for 

Tegistering a qualification in State Medicine be inserted.” To 

this. Dr. Andrew Wood and Mr. Hargrave proposed an amend¬ 

ment, to the effect that the subject should be delayed till next 

session, and in the meantime the report, with the evidence 

appended, should he transmitted to the licensing bodies for 

their consideration. The debate was then adjourned tiU the 

Friday, and occupied a great part of that day. The amend¬ 

ment above mentioned was negatived, and two other amend¬ 

ments to much the same effect, only directly acknowledging 

the importance of an improved education in State Medicine, 

were successively moved and rejected. Mr. Caesar Hawkins 

then proposed, and Dr. Stokes seconded, the following amend¬ 

ment :—“ That the following words he added to the original 

motion: ‘ In addition to any of the qualifications sanctioned by 

the Medical Act.’ ” This was carried, and the original motion 

with the added words was then agreed to. 

The whole debate was a very important and able one, but 

we confess that our sympathies are with Dr. Andrew Wood, 

Dr. Quain, and other members of the Council, who urged that 

at least further time for consideration was desirable before 

coming to a decision on such a matter. We feel extremely 

averse to the holding out of any temptation to a midtiplication 

of Medical qualifications, and we do not see that a clear and 

strong case has yet been made out in favour of this special 

new qualification. We think that the idea of making Medical 

men experts in all the subjects marked out by the committee 

to be included in State Medicine is entirely Utopian, and it 

appears to us that Dr. Acland was not so happy as usual when 

he instanced, as an arg-ument in his favour, the necessity some¬ 

times to Medical men of a practical knowledge of portions of 

engineering science. We are quite sure that when such ques¬ 

tions are brought to Medical men they had infinitelv better 

be referred to regularly educated engineers, just as the most 

eminent German wi messes called by the committee recommend 

that, even when there are State Physicians, chemical examina¬ 

tions for the detection of poison should not be intrusted to 

them, but be referred to professional chemists, or to Govern¬ 

ment professors of toxicology or chemistry. We believe that 

the deficiency dwelt on by the committee will be, in a great 

measure, supplied when all the desired improvements in the 

general and Professional education of Medical men shall have 

been attained, and we venture to tliink that the accomplishment 

of this is quite work enough for the Coimcil at present. When the 

typical Medical Practitioner has been constructed, the “ edifice 

may be crowned,” if it shall seem desirable, by a qualification 

in State Medicine, but till then we would not hold out any 

temptation for the formation of such a qualification. It might 

possibly, however, be not undesirable to insert in an amended 

Medical Act a general clause giving the Council power to 

admit on the Eegister any new qualification that might appear 
to them to be demanded. 

After the termination of the State Mediciae debate, the 

President rose and addressed the Council, and concluded with 

“ resigning into their hands the honourable office which he had 

held so long.” He reminded them that when he had accepted 

the compliment they last year paid him by re-electing him, he 

had informed them “ that he could not do so upon the usual 

terms that is to say, of holding the office for five years ; ” and 

he observed that he had intended resigning office at the com¬ 

mencement of the present session, but that various compli¬ 

mentary speeches had induced him to remain a little longer in 

the Presidential chair; he was averse, however, both for private 

and public reasons, from holding the position any lono’er, 

though he had hitherto held it with great pride. He renewed 

his warm thanks “ to the officials and members of the Council 

for the great aid they had given him,” and he added some 

words which we cannot deny om'selves the gratification of re¬ 

producing at length here. He remarked, “ Last year I felt 

there was an omission on my pai't, and before I leave you to¬ 

day I am anxious to supply that omission, and it is more 

particularly with reference to the public press, and especially 

the gentlemen who sit at that table as the reporters of that 

press. I cannot retire from this chair without expressing to 

them my admiration of the accuracy, the fidelity, and the im¬ 

partiality of their reports. I cannot help also expressing my 

gratification at the extreme prudence, and tact, and circum¬ 

spection with which the conductors of public journals have 

adverted to proceedings which have sometimes taken place in 

tHs Council.” We beg leave to offer Dr. Burrows our very 

hearty thanks for these expressions. We regard them as a 

very valuable and most grateful testimony to the way in which 

the Medical press has succeeded in discharging duties of net 
always the easiest kind. 

After the late President had retired, the Council carried, 

“ by acclamation, ’ a resolution expressing its warmest thanks 

“ for the able and admirable manner in which he had so lono- 

conducted the business of the Council, for the kindness and 

impartiality which he had so uniformly displayed towards the 

members of the Council, and the determination he had sho^vn 

on all occasions to conduct their discussions with the view to 

the improvement of the education of the Medical Profession 
and the welfare of the public.” 

This vote of thanks to Dr. Burrows wiU also be earned by 

acclamation by the Profession at large, and the most waz-mly 

and heartily by those members of it who have the most closely 

and narrowly followed the proceedings in Council durino- the 

years of his presidency. The ruler and president over such a 

body as the Medical Council needs to possess, if he is to he 

equal to the position, not only great soundness and readiness of 

judgment, but equal tact and discretion, and he must be not 

only com-teous and impartial, but also firm and decided, and 

all through the term of his presidency Dr. Burrows has more 

than well filled his office; he has adorned it, and has left his 

successors an example which it will be nobly difficult to equal. 

Dr. Paget, representative of the University of Cambridge in 

the Medical Council, has been unanimously elected President of 
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the Council; and this fact is such a perfect testimony to his 

fellow councillors having observed him to possess the qualities 

that high office demands, that any remarks of ours on his 

election would be out of place. 

On Saturday, the ninth day of session, the first business was 

the reception of the report of the Finance Committee. From 

this report it appears that the total expenditure of the Council 

for the year 1868 was £5190 and some odd shillings and pence, 

being one halfpenny less than £61 above their total income for 

the year; while for the year 1869 it is estimated that their 

expenses will exceed their income by the not small sum of 

£•575. This was regarded, and rightly, by some of the members 

as anything but a satisfactory state of things, and one demand¬ 

ing some decided effort on the part of the Council to lessen the 

expenditure. As the best way of attaining siich end, Drs. 

Andrew Wood and Quain proposed “ That the members of 

Council be allowed five guineas a day for six days, or whatever 

number of days under six the Council may sit; ” that, what¬ 

ever the length of the session, no member should be paid for 

more than six days; and that any member absent, without the 

leave of the Pre.sident, from any meeting after the sixth day, 

should forfeit three guineas for each day of absence. Travel¬ 

ling and hotel expenses to remain as at present. Drs. Christi- 

son and Thomson moved, as an amendment to this, “ That the 

annual session be limited to six days ; and that the powers of the 

Executive Committee be extended in the Medical Acts Amend¬ 

ment Bill, so as to allow any remaining business of the Council 

to be transacted afterwards by the Executive Committee.” This 

Avas rejected by the casting vote of the President. A second 

amendment—“ That it be remitted to the Executive and Finance 

Committees jointly to consider and to report on the best means 

of lessening the expenditure of the Council”—was then put, 

carried, and agreed to as a substantive motion. The discussion 

was long, and therefore expensive, and at times it was 

decidedly warm and amusing. Dr. Thomson observed that, 

“ Avith regard to the length of the speeches, it was not so much 

that they were extremely long speeches, but that there were so 

many speeches on topics that scarcely deserved a single remark.” 

Dr. Stokes “ thought a very short time would be sufficient for 

the sittings. He had never attended any board meeting which 

was so useful and business-like as one in which it was proposed 

by the President and agreed that each speaker shotild be limited 

to five minutes.” And Dr. Storrar said that, “ if the Council 

were just quietly to transact their business in a common-sense 

way, and dispense Avith inflated addresses, a great deal of expense 

would be saved.” To which remarks Dr. Andrew Wood feelingly 

replied that, “ if any one should tell him that in an assembly 

of British councillors they would be able to put a gag upon the 

expression of sentiment, he would reply that such a person did 

not understand the spirit of the British constitution. . . • 

It would not be right to say that a man was to stop short in an 

argument because the clock indicated that the five minutes 

allotted to him had expired. He should like to know what 

rational association in this country did that: ” while as for 

Dr. Storrar’s remark about infiated speeches, “ when Dr. 

Storrar launched out upon his favourite hobbies in regard to 

education, he generally started Avith considerable inflation, 

though by the time he came to the end there was considerable 

collapse.” 

Some of the members of Council are able to go on day after 

day doing good work Avith only rare or brief indulgence in 

speech-making, but Dr. Andrew Wood is not of this kind. He 

is a very able and willing worker, but his temperament, like 

the British Constitution, demands unbounded freedom of speech. 

If funds run short, he is ready to sit in Council and go on de¬ 

bating any number of days for nothing; but put restraints on 

speaking! never—better liberty even verging on licence than 

the faintest shadow of a gag on the British Councillor. 

The report of the Committee on Medical Education was then 

received, and it Avas agreed that it “should be taken into 

consideration at the next session of Coxmcil, and that in the 
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meantime the report, Avith the appendices, be submitted to the 

various licensing bodies for their consideration and remarks, 

Avith a request that their remarks be sent to the Registrar on 

or before December 1, 1869 ; ” and a committeeof five members 

was appointed to receive the comments of the licensing bodies, 

discuss with them the A^arious points raised, and report the 

results to the Executive Committee at least one month before 

the next session of the Council. We cannot now discuss this 

very important report, but must be content to assert that it 

recommends compulsory class examinations in the Medical 

schools, a primary examination at the end of the second Avinter 

session, and a pass examination at the end of the fourth year; 

that the exact order, number of lectures, and amount and kind 

of practical iustruction be left to the schools; and that a con¬ 

joint examining board be formed for each division of the king¬ 

dom, “ before which every person who desires a licence to 

practise should appear, and by which he should bo examined 

on all subjects.” 

The report of the Committee on Preliminary Examination 

was also received, and it Avas agreed that “ the attention of the 

several Medical corporations be draAvn to the recommendation 

‘ that the examination in general education be eventually left 

entirely to the examining boards of the national educational 

bodies recognised by the Medical Council,’ and that their 

opinion be asked whether the time has not now arrived when 

this recommendation should be carried into effect.” 

On Monday, the tenth day of session, the Council received 

the report of the Committee on Amendment of the Medical 

Acts. It is quite impossible now to even mention all the im¬ 

portant points in this report; it will require full consideration 

on a future occasion. Though received, it was not adopted by 

the Council as a whole, though some parts of it were agreed to, 

and a resolution was come to to send it to the Lord President 

of the Council, with the information that it had not as a whole 

been adopted by the Medical Council. A large amount of time 

was taken up by a discussion excited by a proposal of Sir D. 

Corrigan’s to refer the whole question to a Royal Commission 

of Inquiry—a candid confession of utter incompetence on 

the part of the Council to deal Avith it. The confession- 

resolution was, however, not accepted. The Council did 

agree Avith the committee that, after very careful conside¬ 

ration of the objects and purposes of the existing Medical 

Acts, they are of opinion that “ the present Council is essen¬ 

tially well constituted.” In another clause they add that, 

should the Legislature see fit to enlarge and extend the poAvers 

and functions of the Council so as to bring the Profession at 

large more directly under their influence, then they thought 

“ the Profession at large should have more direct influence in 

the appointment of the members of Council; ” and this clause 

also the Council agreed to. More about the report we cannot 

now give. 

The rest of the day’s work does not demand much notice. 

Reports were received from the Committee on Returns from 

the Licensing Bodies of Professional Examinations ; the Com¬ 

mittee appointed to Rearrange the Recommendations and 

Opinions of the Medical Council on Education, Examinations, 

and Registration; and the Pharmacopoeia Committee. The 

latter committee was reappointed, and a renewal of powers, 

etc., granted to the Executive Committee. All the usual A’otes 

of thanks were of course passed; and the Council, feeling it 

was not dignified to depend on charity year after year for 

lodgings, and that they never could hope to save money 

enough to buy a house themselves, instructed the Executive 

Committee to apply to Government “ for suitable apartments 

for the use of the Council.” The Councillors then rose and 

(as was said of an Eastern sage) went to their OAvn place. 

Madame la Pharmacienne.—A pharmade has ju.st 
been opened at Montpellier by Madame Deumergue, Bachelor 
in Science, this being the first establishment of the kind in 
France imder the direction of a lady. 
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ON THE TEACHING OE OPERATIVE SURGERY. 

Our readers are aware that we are devoting our attention, 

to an inquiry into the means of procuring a proper supply 

of material for dissection and Operative Surgery, and we 

fear that, until this want is remedied, we can do hut little 

more than offer some few suggestions with regard to the 

existing mode of obtaining instruction in Operative Surgery. 

At the present time the greater part of our students pass 

through their curriculum without ever performing for them¬ 

selves operations on the dead body, and all the practical 

instruction they obtain is from the cases they see on the operating 

day in the theatre, and chance remarks made by their anatomi¬ 

cal teachers ; and they therefore get no more than a general 

idea of the several stej)3 of the operation, and of the proper 

method of using the instruments. 

Setting aside what is termed “ style,” the requisite freedom 

of finger, wrist, and arm cannot be effectively taught merely 

in dissecting, which in most instances is a process of laborious 

“ picking,” although we think that every teacher of practical 

anatomy should inculcate as much as possible that the student 

should dissect as though he were operating, which is likely to 

prevent his subsequent operations from being more like dis¬ 
sections. 

Practically, the teaching of Operative Surgery lies in 

the hands of some few known instructors who have made 

themselves a name in this branch, and, of course, for private 

instruction, the student is at liberty to choose his own teacher. 

But every school should have its teacher of practical Surgery, 

an appointment which should not be the siuecuTC we know it 

to be in some Hospitals j and the course which figures so in¬ 

vitingly in the prospectuses>hould be carried out to the letter. 

A public course should be given in the summer session for 

the senior students, in which the teacher should go through, 

surgically and anatomically, the operations, explaining the why 

and the wherefore of every step and the proper handling of 

the instruments, making the pupils take it in turn to assist him. 

By this means they will also be taught their proper places in 

the operating theatre, and perchance give spectators a view of 

what is going on—another point dreadfully neglected in our 

theatres. We all remember the humorous sketch shown in 

Sir Wm. Fergusson’s college lectures, and we can vouch for its 

con-ectness. Every one should be shown what his place is in 

these demonstrations, who are to hold the instruments, where 

they are to stand, how the vessels should be tied, and where 

they are. The body or bodies for such a public course should 

be provided for either from the funds of the school or by a 

.subscription amongst the class. 

We cannot consider the course sufficient in itself. What 

further instruction the pupil requires he must, as things are at 

jiresent, obtain either privately or abroad. 

We are induced to make these few hints because we know 

this subject to be most irregularly carried out in our schools, 

and because the examinations at our examining boards have 

fprtunately become of such a practical nature that a more in¬ 

timate knowledge of Surgical processes is needed. The great 

point, however, is a better supply of material, although even 

with oui- present scarcity these matters might be greatly im¬ 
proved. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAY. 

The deputation from the British Hedical Association, who 

had an interview with the Lord President of the Privy Coun¬ 

cil, Earl De Grey and Ripon, on the subject of the direct repre¬ 

sentation of the Profession in the Medical Council, undoubtedly 

included some of the most highly esteemed of our provincial 

confreres, but, in spite of the advertisements which were cir¬ 

culated to induce them to attend, the Medical men of London 

were distinguished by their absence. The deputation, however, 

obtained the assistance of a fair sprinkling of members of Par¬ 

liament ; and, as may be supposed, the importance and politi¬ 

cal weight of the Association which the deputation represented 

lost nothing from the oratory of Dr. Waters and Dr. Sibson, 

who did the principal talking on the occasion. The proposi¬ 

tion urged on the Government by Dr. Sibson was the one 

agreed on at the Dublin meeting of the Association—viz., that 

eight members should be added to the General Medical Council 

as it at present exists, that the new eight should be elected by 

the Profession, four for England, two for Scotland, and two 

for Ireland—and the great reason Dr. Sibson alleged for this 

change is the imperfect condition of Medical education ; but 

how this is to be benefited by the addition of eight popular 

representatives to the ali’eady large Medical Council, it 

seems difficult to understand. We have not the slightest 

objection to giving the Medical Profession a new franchise, 

but Ave do object to an increase in the number of the 

Council, and we must honestly confess that we have no 

faith in direct representation producing the results that 

are expected from it. We thoroughly agree with Dr. Sibson 

and the gentlemen he represented, that the standard of 

preliminary education and examination might in many in¬ 

stances be raised with great advantage to the Profes¬ 

sion, that the number of separate examinations by different 

boards which the student is required to pass might with benefit 

be lessened, and that every student should be subjected to a 

ch’nical test before being let loose on the public. But how 

these objects are to be gained by adding eight talkers to the 

Medical Council, we cannot see. Why the establishment of a 

conjoint examining board in each of the three kingdoms should 

be more hliely to follow the direct representation of the Pro¬ 

fession by a small minority in the General Council, avc cannot 

conceive. It is simply a non sequitur. Desirable as these im¬ 

provements in education and examination are, they cannot be 

obtained without an Act of Parliament. Direct representation 

also cannot be obtained without an Act of Parliament. Do 

Dr. Sibson and the British Medical Association contemplate 

tAvo Acts of Parliament or one ? The idea of two Acts may 

be disposed of by referring to the last eight years’ experience. 

If one Act only is to be obtained, an increase of the Medical 

Council in order to imju'ove Medical education would be simply 

superfluous. It would be to send for the engine after the fire 

is put out. We quite agree with Dr. Sibson that it is not at 

all desirable that the examining boards of the Medical Pro¬ 

fession shotdd be appointed by the Executive Government, for 

the membex’S would be inevitably chosen by the responsible 

Medical adviser of the GoA^ernment, but we doubt whether 

this assex’tion of piinciple is likely to favour at the Privy 

Council Office the cause which the deputation repx’esented. 

The weekly returns of deaths in Paris are now furnished by 

tlxe French authorities to the office of the English Registrar- 

General in time to be incorporated vdth the Aveekly retxxrns for 

London and the tlxirteen other large toAvns of the United 

Kingdom, so that at a glance the death-rate for the same week 

in the popxdations of the two foi-emost cities in the world can 

be read. The returns for Berlin and Vienna which haA-'e 

already appeared in the Registrar-General’s reports have not 

been for the cxu'rent week, and have therefoi’e lacked some of 

the value and interest Avliich will be given by the Paris returns. 

It is satisfactory to know that a regular system* of international 

sanitary statistics has been thus begun, and it cannot be 

doubted that it is destined to be, as facilities for intercom¬ 

munication are increased, co-extensive with civilisation. Why, 

for instance, should we not have the weekly number of death.s 

in New York and St. Petersburg by telegraph to compare Avith 

our OAATi ? The Paris weekly bulletin is a single .sheet, con¬ 

taining the poixulation, the deaths fi-om the various epidemic 

diseases, and the total mortality. At present the seveiuty of 

epidemic disease appears, on the whole, greater in London. 

Last week we lost 29 from measles against 12 in Paris, and 85 

from scarlatina against 5 in Paris. 
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Eighty-four of the “ London charities ” are to receive £400 

apiece on account of the bequest made to the “ hospices ” of 

London and Paris by Lord H. Seymoiu-. This award is in 

accordance with the decree of the Master of the Rolls. .£33,600 

will be thus expended. We hope we shall not be deemed 

cynical if we suggest the query of how much pecuniary injury 

this bequest will do to the Medical Profession, and how much 

benefit it has done to the legal. 

A majority of twenty-nine peers threw out the Life Peerages 

Bill on the third reading. We have seen this result described 

as unexpected, but comsidering the tone of the debates on the 

Bill, the coldness with which the measure was received out of 

doors, and last—perhaps not least—the taunts wliich the picture 

of the House of Lords endeavouring to liberalise itself drew 

from a leading member of the Ministry, we can scarcely be 

surprised at the result. Friends and foes must acknowledge 

that the House of Lords has vindicated its claim to be the first 

debating club inEiu’ope in the recent debates, andweean scarcely 

wonder that a body which has achieved so signal a triumph is 

unwilling in a political crisis to renounce its privileges, or 

tamper with its constitution. We can, however, only look 

upon the introduction of life peerages as a measure postponed. 

Now that a Bill has been carried to the third reading in the 

upper House, and found favoru’ with many leading men on 

both sides, it is not likely that its principle will be buried with 

it. Earl Russell’s measure had been reduced to very small 

dimensions before it received the coup cU grace. Had it gone to 

the Lower House, it is impossible to say what shape it might 

have taken. The exclusion of the Irish Bishops must leave 

some vacant seats which it is at least likely the Ministry might 

have been glad to fill mth life peers of a different order. 

Mr. Justice Brett has recently shown a flaw in the provisions 

of the Act which permits the Secretary of State to send 

criminal lunatics to any asylum without public trial, 27th and 

28th of Victoria, cap. 29, sect. 2. This section provides that— 

“ If any person imprisoned under a charge of any offence 
shall appear to be insane, it shall be lawful for two justices and 
two Physicians to inquire as to the insanity of such person, 
and upon their certificate that such person is insane, the Secre¬ 
tary of State may direct by warrant that such person shall 
be removed to a lunatic asylum, and every person so removed 
shall remain in confinement in such asylum until it shall be 
duly certified to the said Secretary of State by two Physicians 
or Surgeons, etc., that such person is sane; the Secretary may 
then issue his warrant that such person may be removed to any 
prison to be dealt with according to law.” 

In the case of Bridget Hart, who was charged at the War¬ 

wick Assizes with the mm’der of Mary Ann Ackland, both 

the accused and her victim were lunatics in confinement at the 

time the murder was committed. Hart was committed to 

gaol by the magistrates on the charge of murder, but was 

removed to the County Lunatic Asylum on the warrant of a 

Secretary of State. Since then she has so far recovered that 

the Medical attendants of the asylum were enabled to give the 

following certificate, winch it will be noticed did not absolutely 

certify sanity:— 

“We hereby certify that we have seen and examined Bridg-et 
Hart, now confined in the lunatic asylum of the county of 
Warwick at Hatton, in the said coiinty, and we found that she 
answered questions rationally, and appeared perfectly to under¬ 
stand the same, from which wo consider her fit to be removed 
to the comity gaol, and to take her trial at the assizes now 
being holden. 

“ Given under our hands the 9th day of July, 1869. 

“Robert Jolly, M.D., F.R.C.S. 
“ Wm. IIopkixs, L.R.G. Phys. and M.R.C.S.E.” 

On the counsel for the prosecution, Mr. E. Bennett, presenting 

this certificate, and asking for an order to bring up the accused 

to plead, Mr. Justice Brett is reported to have said that— 

“ He did not feel at all certain that he could make such 
an order. If the prisoner were in gaol, ho could make an order 
to have her brought up here to plead; but the question was 

whether, now the accused was in a lunatic asylum, under the 
authority of the Secretary of State, he could make the order. 

“ Mr. Bennett said that he could find no authority either 
way upon the matter. 

“ His Lordship said it had been a great mistake to remove 
the accused under the warrant of the Secretary of State before 
she had been tried. The gi’eatest inconvenience might arise, 
because a person naight be in a lunatic asylum under the Act, 
and the Medical men might not be able to give a certificate to 
the effect that the person is sane, and yet such person might 
be sane enough to take her trial or to plead. Under the cir¬ 
cumstances he thought he could not make any order, and the 
better course would be that those who had procured the 
warrant of the Secretary of State had better forward the 
Medical certificate to him, and he would judge whether or not 
it was one upon which he could act.” 

The squabble between the Poor-law Board and the ex-officio 

and the newly-elected guardians of St. Pancras is a curious 

little episode in the history of pauper administration and local 

government. We retain om: opinion that the outlay to be met 

by the ratepayers of St. Pancras for new buildings was both 

extravagant and unjust, and we therefore can sympathise, to a 

certain extent, with the ratepayers, who appointed the neAV 

guardians for the express purpose of retrenchment. The inquest 

which we noticed last week, in wliich the censure of the 

coroner’s jury was recorded, unwarrantably as it seemed, against 

Mr. Harley for dismissing "a patient too soon from the asylum, 

appears to have been, in fact, an attack by the party repre¬ 

sented by the ex-officio guardians on the policy of the new 

guardians. The latter, however, are quickly making reprisals. 

The guardians have received a letter from the Poor-law Board, 

in which Mr. Harley is charged, on the report of Dr. Mark- 

nam, with having dismissed several patients suffering from 

serious illness or debility from the Workhouse Infiimary, 

amongst them Mary Allen, on whom the inquest was held. 

In answer to this, by a majority of eleven to five, the 

guardians have sent a defiant missive to the Poor-law 

Board, in which they assert that Dr. Markham has been 

“ whipped up ” for a specific purpose on this occasion, and 

inquire whether he had personally made himself acquainted 

with the cases mentioned. They have suspended the master 

of the workhouse for a month, because they believe him to be 

in league with the opposite side; and as they consider Dr. 

Ellis, the resident Medical officer, also a partisan, because he 

accepted an invitation to dine with Mr. Wyatt, the chairman 

of the late Board, they have determined, by a majority of eight 

to four, to apply to St. Luke’s Infirmary, where Dr. EUis was 

previously employed, to know why he was dismissed from that 

establishment. Of coiu'se notlung can be worse in taste, or 

more likely to discredit local government, than snch proceed¬ 

ings as these. The Poor-law Board have announced that they 

intend to institute an inquiry into the cases of the patients 

dismissed the Infirmary by Mr. Harley. AYe think that the 

Avhole history from beginning to end shows the rottenness of 

the present system of poor relief. 

Mr. Moore has been appointed the joint Lecturer on Surgery 

at the Middlesex Hospital, in place of Mr. Shaw, Avho has 

retired. 

Dr. Silver has been elected to the Chair of Physiology at the 

Cliaring-cross Hospital School, in place of Dr. T. Claye Shaw, 

who has resigned. Dr. Julius Pollock succeeds Dr. Silver in 

the Chair of Forensic Medicine. The Chair of Botany and 

the Chair of Midwifeiy are, we hear, vacant. 

A miscreant named Fowkes, described as a newspajAer agent, 

has been sentenced, at the Warwick assizes, to ten years’ penal 

servitude for the felony of attempting' to produce abortion on 

the person of a young woman named Susannah Bromfield. 

The sediicer of the girl, one Bailey, who took her to FoAvkes 

for the purpose, has been sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. 

The counsel for the defence tried to make the girl an accom¬ 

plice or consenting party, and urged that it was necessary that 
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corroborative evidence should be produced before a conviction 

could take place. The only corroboration that could be offered 

was the testimony of the police, who found medicines, books, 

and instruments on Fowkes’s premises, and who proved that 

when Fowkes was apprehended he asked, in Bailey’s presence, 

whether, if Bailey married the girl, the prosecution would be 

stopped. We are glad that the judge, in summing up, com¬ 

pletely disposed of this plea—first, by directing that, to make 

the girl an accomplice, she must have known that an instru¬ 

ment was to be used on the first occasion of her going to 

Fowkes’s shop; and that, even if the jury considered her an 

accomplice, the evidence of the police, and the admission im¬ 

plied in Fowkes’s c^uestion to the police, were sufficient to sup¬ 

port her story. We are very glad that the judge (Mr. Justice 

Brett) took this decided line. In too many of these cases 

some legal quibble has produced an acquittal, when the evi¬ 

dence of guilt to ordinary persons was quite clear. If the judges 

show themselves determined to uproot, in spite of legal diffi¬ 

culties, what we fear is an increasing crime, they will deserve 

the thanks of the community. 

Dr. Patrick Hei’on Watson is understood to be a candidate 

for the chair of Clinical Surgery in the University of Edin¬ 

burgh. Dr. Watson’s antecedents are such as fully justify his 

claims to the chair. He began his Professional career by serving 

in the Crimea, and has since uninterruptedly been teaching and 

practising the highest departments of Surgery at Edinburgh. 

DE. irVTNGSTONE. 

H. A. Chuechell, Esq., C.B., H.M.’s Consul and political agent 

at Zanzibar, has just arrived in this country on Medical certi¬ 

ficate. We are happy to hear that Mr. Churchill speaks with 

confidence as to the safety of Dr. Livingstone, from whom he 

has had letters of a date more recent than that of his reported 

murder. It is Mr. Churchill’s opinion that Dr. Livingstone, 

having heard of the discovery of the northern portion of Lake 

Albert Nyanza by Sir S. Baker, has directed his route in search 

of the southern boundary of that lake, and that in the course 

of a few months it is probable that further news will be heard 

from Dr. Livingstone himself. 

SUPEEANNTJATION TO COEONEES. 

At a recent meeting of the Marylebone Vestry a resolution 

was carried, “ That Mr. Thomas Chambers, M.P., be requested 

to oppose as much of the ‘ County Coroners’ Bill ’ as provides 

for the granting of superannuation allowances to coroners 

ceasing to hold offices.” A resolution was also carried asking 

for the co-ojjeration of other vestries and district boards. 

PEOFESSOE OWEN AT CHAEING-CEOSS HOSPITAL. 

On Monday last Professor Owen, who had kindly consented to 

give away the prizes to the successfid candidates in the Charing- 

cross Hospital School of Medicine, presided on the occasion, and 

exhibited that graceful eloquence which makes him at once one 

of the wisest and most pleasant of men. There was no lengthy 

and elaborate address, but the kind remarks made to each success¬ 

ful competitor could not fail to enhance the value of the gift from 

his hands. He alluded to the great variety of researches which 

might be pursued by Medical'men; to the time when he, as a 

Medical student at Edinburgh, studying under Barclay, Jamie¬ 

son, and Hope, first selected the career which he has so ardently 

pursued. He also spoke of the enthusiasm which filled Hope 

when he announced the discoveries of Sir Humphry Davy— 

those first fruits of chemical science which have since been so 

fully yielded in that department of knowledge. He alluded to 

the faint sketch of palaeontology which Jamieson used to give, 

and which was his own first introduction to that science and 

that line of research. At the conclusion of the meeting the 

Professor was saluted with a hearty round of applause. 

EATING OF HOSPITALS. 

De. Gibbon moved, at the last meeting of the Marylebone 

Vestry, “That a petition be presented to the House of Com¬ 

mons praying them not to pass a Bill at present before their 

honourable House, exempting Hospitals, Iiffirmaries, and Dis¬ 

pensaries from liability to rating.” A long and animated 

discussion followed. It was contended, on one side, that all 

property should pay its share to the parish funds, and that 

many so-called charities were useless, and did not relieve the 

rates by the assistance they afforded to the poor; on the other 

hand, it was contended that they did relieve the rates, that it 

was an act of justice to relieve such charities from rating, etc. 

Dr. Gibbon’s resolution was carried by 19 to 16. 

EOTAL lEISH ACADEMY. 

The closing meeting for the session 1868-69, which had been 

adjourned from the 28th idt. in consequence of the death of 

the Eev. James Henthom Todd, D.D., Senior Fellow, Trinity 

College, Dublui, ex-President of the Society, was held last 

Monday evening. Dr. Eobert McDonnell, in the unavoidable 

absence of J. M. Piu'ser, M.D., read Part I. of that gentleman’s 

Report on Cohnheim’s Researches on Suppuration. In this 

most interesting communication the author stated that he had 

been able to verify all Professor Cohnheim’s observations rela¬ 

tive to the passage of the wliite blood cells from the interior of 

vessels supplying an inflamed sm-face into the surrounding 

tissues. Dr. Purser’s experiments were made chiefly on the 

mesentery of the frog, but he also experimented on young 

rabbits for the purpose of comparing the course of events in 

warm- and cold-blooded animals. This he found to be, in all 

important respects, the same in the two classes. The paper 

was illustrated by drawings representing the so-called amoeboid 

movements of white blood corpuscles, as also the pavement 

epithelium and “ stomata” of blood-vessels. The importance 

of the subject, when viewed in connexion with Axel Key’s 

recent investigations on pneumonia and renal disease, cannot 

well be over-estimated. 

EEGISTEATION OF DISEASE. 

The committee representing the St. Andrews Medical 

Graduates’ Association, the Medical Society of. London, the 

Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers of Health, and 

the Poor-law Medical Officers’ Association, with Dr. Richard¬ 

son as chairman, have issued a “ memorandum on the advan¬ 

tages to be derived from a registration of disease, and the 

mode in which such a record may be obtained.” After com¬ 

menting on the expediency of having returns of sickness in 

addition to returns of deaths, they go on to say :— 

“ It is manifestly impossible, however desirable it might be, 
to obtain reports of all the cases of sickness as they occur in 
the United Kingdom. 

“ Most diseases, especially diseases depending on prevent- 
ible causes, strike hardest the poorer classes of the community, 
and a record of the diseases attacking them would be a very 
sufficient gauge of the proportionate frequency and of the 
actual character of the diseases afflicting the entire population. 

_ “ A very large number of the poor are recipients of public 
aid at the hands of the Poor-law Medical officers. They are 
visited at their own homes, or at the workhouse in the imme¬ 
diate neighbourhood, so that notice of the occurrence of disease 
amongst them would almost invariably come from the actual 
place where it had been incurred. 

There are about 3200 Poor-law Medical officers in the 
United Kingdom, attending annually, as nearly as can be 
computed, 3,000,000 cases of disease. 

“ Weekly or fortnightly, the 3200 Poor-law Medical officers 
furnish their respective boards of guardians with a return, 
imder several heads, of all the cases of sickness at the time 
under their care. 

“ These valuable returns serve now for a mere local purpose ; 
but the information they contain would, if collected and tabu¬ 
lated, furnish the data necessary for a knowledge of the dis¬ 
tribution of disease generally, the character of diseases special 
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to localities and occupations, and the presence and spread of 
ejjidemics. 

“ By the action and authority of the Poor-law Board, a re¬ 
gistration of disease, based on these returns, may be effected.” 

The committee have prepared specimens of a district Medical 

relief book and of a workhouse Medical relief book, containins- 

the columns of the present form of district Medical officers’ 

returns rearranged and added to, so as to consist of two parts 

separated by perforations, one part (A) containing all the 

information necessary for the board of guardians, the other 

jjart (B) containing the particulars needed for the registration 

of disease. 

“ Part (B) should be sent weekly or fortnightly by the 
several boards of guardians to the General Register Office, 
where they should be tabulated and classified. The weekly 
meteorological reports, obtained from the different stations of 
the United Kingdom, being sent to the same office, and the 
geological survey of the country being completed, the 
Registrar-General would be able, by periodical publication of 
the classified returns, to furnish the central health authorities 
and the public with accurate information concerning the 
dependence of disease on climatic conditions, such as moisture, 
cold, and soil; concerning the dependence of disease on bad 
hygienic conditions, such as overcrowding, defective sewerage, 
and dirt; concerning the special diseases of artisans, such as 
workers in lead, grinders, and miners ; concerning local preva¬ 
lence of disease, such as cancer, stone, and consumption; and 
concerning the earliest appearance of epidemics, such as 
cholera, diphtheria, and typhus. The existence or the great 
prevalence of these and suchlike diseases being known, im¬ 
mediate steps could be taken to ascertain their causes, and to 
remove them where possible ; and measures coidd be adopted, 
without loss of valuable time, to prevent the spread of in¬ 
fectious disorders to uninfected districts. 

“ The comparatively small expenditure required for this 
great national object would be abundantly repaid in the 
increased power which would bo obtained for the prevention 
of disease, and the consequent improvement in the general 
health and welfare of the community.” 

FEOM ABEOAD.—THE MEDICAL PROFESSION IN THE UNITED STATES 

—A GUADEIDATEEAL DISCUSSION AT THE ACADEMIE. 

A EECENT number of the Kew York Medical Record (June 15) 

contains an interesting letter from Professor Gross, whom so many 

of us have recently had the pleasure of seeing in this country, 

in reply to some severe strictures of the editor on the inferior 

position of Medical science in the United States as compared 

with Europe. In Surgery, at all events, he maintains that 

it heads the world, and this his adversary does not deny as far 

as manual dexterity, ingenuity of contrivance, invention of 

instruments, and successful results are coneerned; but when 

we come to the scientific and scholarly cultivation of this, and 

still more of the Medical branch of the Profession, he maintains 

that woful deficiency exists. The Professor does his best to 

show that many of the statements are exaggerated or erroneous, 

and to some extent he succeeds; but he has an opponent to deal 

with who, while able and acute, is endowed with the courage 

necessary for the enunciation of unpalatable statements, and 

an amount of information to base them upon that must command 

attention. That an editor of a Medical journal can use lan¬ 

guage so incisive and make statements so damaging to the 

consideration of the body amongst which he must hope for 

readers, spealts liighly for their willingness to have the malady 

laid bare as a necessary preparation for its removal. How 

thoroughly he goes to the bottom of matters may be judged of 

from a comment on an opinion expressed by Professor Gross 

that such statements must injure the Profession in the eyes of 

Europe:— 

“We regret that he lends countenance to our national 
feeling of conceit. Individuals, like nations, cannot create, but 
must earn, their reputations. In private intercourse unwar¬ 
ranted conceit always makes enemies and despisers, while 
genuine achievements, united with a dignified and independent 
self-confidence, in the long run, command respect, andby a law 
as sure as gravitation. Europe has despised America not so 

much because of her youth and ignorance as because of her 
disagreeable over-estimate of her achievements.” 

If, however, the critic’s statement be correct that a leading 

reason why the Profession of Medicine is in so inferior a posi¬ 

tion in the United States is that all the best men turn to 

divinity or law as the object of their attention, the remedy 

may not be very readily foiuid. 

“We must admit,” he says, “that our Medical schools, as a 
rule, contain the leavings of all other professions. They are, 
it is true, always redeemed by some noble exceptions. Enter 
any Medical college you choose, and you will find on the ave¬ 
rage less culture, knowledge, and genius than among any other 
body of young men that are gathered together for any educa¬ 
tional pui’pose whatever. This is a plain fact, often spoken in 
private ; and it is our right and duty, in our efforts for reform, 
to look it squarely in the face, and boldly express it in public. 
.Every year our leading eoUeges send forth each 
about one hundred students. How are these distributed among 
the professions ? In precisely the same way that a farmer 
sorts and divides his potatoes. First the fairest and the 
comeliest—with exceptions always—are picked out and given 
to the ministry. Then the lot is again assorted, and the best 
are assigned to the law. Business and teaehing take the few 
sound and fair specimens that are left. Last of all, the college 
basket, with all its leavings, its bhghts, its abortions, and half¬ 
growths, is emptied into the lap of Medicine. It is very well 
imderstood among college boys that after a man has failed in 
writing, failed in speaking, failed in every purpose for which 
he entered college—after he has dropped down from class to 
class—after he has been kicked out of college—^there is one 
unfailing city of refuge—the Profession of Medicine. On 
this subject we speak not from hearsay, nor from general and 
indefinite impression, but from long and special investigation, 
and with abundant opportunities of gaining information. We 
repeat again, with stronger emphasis than before, that in our 
American colleges Medicine is the most despised of the pro¬ 
fessions. On this subject we challenge contradiction, and we 
promise shortly to publish in these columns statistical evidence 
and testimony that shall put the question beyond the realm of 
di.scussion.” 

We may notice one other point dwelt upon by this caustic 

writer—viz., an approximate comparative statement of the 

number of books, pamphlets, etc., relating to Medicine pub¬ 

lished in Europe and America during the last ten years. 

“ Obstetrics and gynaecology, 500 to 25 ; ophthalmology and 
otology, 1500 to 25 ; electro-therapeutics, 40 to 2 ; aU depart¬ 
ments of Medical science, 4000 to 500. In this calculation 
translations or reprints are not included. If we simply com¬ 
pare England and the United States, nearly equal in popula¬ 
tion, the superiority of the former is wonderful. Between the 
Medical literature of the United States and Germany there can 
be no comparison, only contrast.” 

We hope that Professor Gross is correct in taxing his oppo¬ 

nent with exaggeration, or that his remarks have a more local 

application than the writer attributes to them. Still, as he 

undoubtedly indicates real defects, displays them in language 

of no mean power, and is evidently actuated by a warm desire 

for the elevation of the Profession, which at present he repre¬ 

sents as so depressed, we have no doubt that the criticisms he 

has put forth will in time yield good results. In the mean¬ 

time we are happy to acknowledge that, whatever amount 

of truth his picture may contain, the exceptions must indeed be 

numerous, and are glad to record Dr. Gross’s experience of how 

his confreres are appreciated among ourselves. Speaking of the 

alleged slights to which the American delegates were subjected 

at the Paris International Congress, he says :— 

“ My impression, from aU I have seen of the Parisian Phy¬ 
sicians and Surgeons, is that they intended no such slights. 
The Congress was essentially a French affair from beginning 
to end, intended to enable a few Frenchmen to ventilate them¬ 
selves, as I am told they did, to the great disgust of the dele¬ 
gates of other countries. Paris is the hub of the universe, and 
consequently aU outsiders are barbarians. The French are the 
most polite impolite people in the wide wide world. They know 
nothing of our language, and are as ignorant of our Profession 
as the Sioux Indians. Our Enghsh brethren, who know us 
mueh better, fuUy appreciate us, and speak in the warmest 
praise of our wonderful progress and elevated position.” 

We recoUect that, a year or two since, one of our Paris cow- 
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frercs, after spending some time of the heat of summer in our 

island, and observing how John Bull loved to give liimself 

relaxation during that period of year, on his return proposed 

to the Societe de Chirurgie that, in place of meeting week after 

week all the year round, a vacation should be declared. In¬ 

stead of agreeing to the proposition by acclamation, a com¬ 

mittee was appointed, which reported adversely, and that for 

the most advanced and cosmopolitan reasons :■ —What would the 

luckless strangers do who frequent Paris at tliis season of the 

year if they found the halls of the academies and learned 

societies closed, and their opportunities of enjoying French 

eloquence and imbibing French instruction cut off ? All we 

can say is, that if there are idiosyncrasies which can enjoy 

scientific discussions in the dog-days, they may have what is 

vulgarly called a “bellyful” tliis present year at the Academic 

de Medecine. Tliis learned body has, in fact, involved itself 

in a triangular debate. First came the discussion on purulent 

infection, the progress of which was interrupted by the reading 

of 11. Barth’s report on the recent epidemic of cholera, which 

will entail an endless debate. This, however, had not com¬ 

menced when the President recollected that a debate on M. 

Depaul’s report on animal vaccination, begun a year or two ago, 

had never been finished, and summoned M. Guerin to recom¬ 

mence it forthwith. A fourth discussion, on the mortality of 

new-born infants, also only postponed, is looming in the dis¬ 

tance ; so that here wo have the learned body fairly enclosed 

within a quadrilateral, and how and when it vdll extricate itself 

remains to be seen. Meanwhile M. Guerin, kept away from 

the Academy for some time by iUness, has returned hke a giant 

refreshed, and poured forth a torrent of argument and elo¬ 

quence which truly seems inexhaustible. Already he has 

occupied two meetings of the Academy vGtli a speech wliich 

fills thirty columns in Ids Gazette Medicate, and he is to have 

at least another day to fimsh up. M. Depaul will have his 

reply, and M. Guerin his rejoinder, to say nothing of the 

operations of their coadjutors. Certainly oiu’ sympathies are 

with the view taken by M. Guerin, although we cannot spare 

him our space ; for he reproaches M. Depaul with exaggerat¬ 

ing grossly every defect that can be imputed to the arm-to- 

arm vaccination, and, in place of seeking to perfect its per¬ 

formance and spread its application, drawing off public 

attention to superfluous and insufficient substitutes. Wlien 

this flood of eloquent talk has subsided, we shall endeavour to 

gather up the residuum for the use of our readers, if any such 

remain; for at present we meet with nothing but constant 

reiterations of well-known arguments and facts. Sometimes, 

while attending our own Medical societies, and observing the 

hesitation and awkwardness of many of the speakers, we have 

been tempted to wish that they were gifted Avith some of the 

fluency of our confreres d'outre mer. But, on reflection, Ave 

think matters are better as they are, and we prefer having a 

good practical fact stammered out, or the results of careful 

observation somewhat confusedly yet briefly detailed, to this 

avalanche of well-rounded phrases and epigrammatic periods 

which, rushing past you AAuth fearful velocity and endless re¬ 

petition, leaves you, as regards the acquisition of knowledge, 
very much where it found you. 

PAELIAMBNTABY.—LIFE PEERAGES-MEDICAL OFFICERS’ SUPEEAN- 

NUATION (iRELAXD) BILL—CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (aNIMALS) 

BILL—CRIMINAL LUNATICS BILL—BABY FARMING-THE INQUEST 

AT ST. PANCEAS—STILL-BOEN CHILDREN—THE COUNTY COEONEES 

BILL. 

In the House of Lords, on Thur.sday, July 8, on the motion to 
read the Life Peerages Bill a third time after discussion, the 
House divided when the Bill was rejected by 106 to 77. 

_ In the House of Commons, the Medical Officer^’ Superannua¬ 
tion (Ireland) Bill was read a third time and passed. 

On Friday, the House of Commons, at its morning sitting, 
made progress with the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Bill in 
committee, up to clause 90. 

A clause was introduced by Mr. Forster requiring railway 

companies, at the direction of the Privy Council, to provide 
food and drink for the cattle conveyed on their lines. 

On Monday, Mr. P. "Wykeham-Martin gave notice that when 
the Criminal Lunatics Bill came on for second reading he should 
move that it be read a second time that day three months. 

On Tuesday, in the Plouse of Lords, the Marquis Toavus- 
hend next jiroposed the second reading of a BiU which 
he explained was directed against “ baby-farming.” It was 
notorious that in many cases infants were intrusted to 
persons whose Avish was that their lives might come to a 
speedy end, and Avhose character Avas such that, but for the 
lowness of their terms, they would not be vested with so 
important a trust. Instances were but too common in Avhich 
infants thus perished from neglect or ill-treatment, and his 
proposal, therefore, was that every person taking charge of 
them should be licensed by a magistrate, and shoidd be required 
to give security for the proper discharg-e of her duties. 

The Marquis of Sahsbury regarded the BiU as a most ex¬ 
traordinary one, since it would make it unlawful for any 
person, including-, therefore, the mother, to take charge of any 
child under five years of age for the purpose of nursing 
without haA-ing- previously obtained the authorisation of a 
justice of the peace. (Much laughter.) He would advise the 
noble Marquis to subj ect these very numerous Bills to some 
more careful scrutiny before he submitted them to the con¬ 
sideration of the House. (Hear, hear.) 

The Marquis ToAvnshend remarked that the BiU AAmuld only 
apply to children placed out to nurse. After the way in which 
the BiU had been received it would be useless for him to press it. 

The BiU Avas accorcUngly withdrawn. 
In the House of Commons, Colonel Barttelot asked the 

President of the Poor-law Board Avhether it was the intention 
of the Poor-laAv Board to institute an incjuiry into the death 
of Mary Allen, aaUio lately died in St. Pancras Workhouse 
under circumstances Avhich caused an inquest to be held, as 
reported in the Times of July 7, and whether the Poor-law 
Board intended to hasten the furnishing of the neAV parish 
Infirmary at Highgate. 

Mr. Goschen : It is the intention of the Poor-law Board to 
institute an inquiry into the case referred to by my hon. and 
gaUant friend. With regard to the second part of the question, 
I may say that the progress of the fm-nishiug of the new 
parish Infirmary at Highgate must depend upon the action of 
the contractors and the Board of Guardians. The Poor-law 
Board has issued aU the necessary orders, and approA'ed the 
plans, but the carrying- of them out rests with others. 

The Contagious Diseases Animals (No. 2) BUI j^assed 
through Committee. 

On schedule 7, 
Dr. Brewer moA'ed an amendment to the effect that cattle 

affected Avith pleuro-pneumonia, and slaughtered under the 

proAusions of the BiU, should not be sold in the fresh state, but 
only after being salted. 

Mr. W. E. Forster remarked that this was a measure for 
checldng disease in cattle, and not one for checking disease in 
men. The Nuisances’ Removal Act would, he bcUeved, suffice 
to meet the case referred to in the amendment. 

Dr. BreAver then withdrew the amendment, stating- that he 
would reintroduce it on the report. 

On Wednesday, July 14, 

In answer to a question by Dr. Brewer in reference to the 
increasing number of stiUborn children alleged to be buried 
as stiUborn, 

Mr. Bruce said he was afraid the information possessed by 
the Home Department on this subject Avas defectiA^e. The only 
answer he could gNe to the question was that this subject 
formed an important part of the inquiry being- carried on by 
the Sanitary Commission, the members of which were prose¬ 
cuting their labours Avith a AueAv to remedy the defects in 
the Act. 

In ansAver to another question by Dr. Brewer as to the sus¬ 
pension of the master of the St. Pancras Workhouse, 

Mr. Goschen said that he had heard that the master of the 
St. Pancras Workhouse has been suspended from his office for 
one month. He made himself a party to certain alleg-ations 
to the effect that some of the patients Avere impi-oj)erly dis¬ 
charged from the infirmary before they were cured. He 
frustrated the efforts of the guardians by making rejiorts for 
which there Avas no foundation, and accordingly he has been 
suspended without a day’s notice. The workhouse has been 
entrusted in the meantime to the charge of a clerk. 

The House then went into committee on the CountA^ Coroncr.s 
BiU. 
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On Clause 1, 
Mr. J. Fielden moved an amendment, the object of -which 

was to entitle all electors on the Parliamentary register to vote 
for county coroners. He said that, as the clause stood, the fran¬ 
chise for the election of those coroners was given to freeholders 
only. As the inquiries held by coroners were most frequently 
in the cases of poor persons, he thought it would bo more satis¬ 
factory to the public generally to have the franchise in respect 
of election for coroners as wide as that in respect of the election 
of members of Parliament. 

Mr. Goldney, who had charge of the Bill, said that ordy 
freeholders were entitled to vote for coroners in boroughs and 
cities, and, for the sake of uniformity, he thought it would be 
well, in a Bill which only dealt with county coroners, to keep 
to the old franchise. 

After a short conversation, in which Mr. T. Collins, Mr. 
Young, Mr. Crawley, Mr. Bruce, and Mr. Hornby supported 
the amendment, and Sir J. Pakingfton spoke against it, 

Mr. Goldney said, if it was the general feeling of the House 
that the amendment should be adopted, he would not oppose it. 

The amendment was tlien agreed to, and the clause as 
amended was ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 2 was also agreed to, and the chairman was then 
ordered to report progress. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 

-^- 

ANIMAL VACCINATION. 

Lettee feom De. H. Blanc. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Allow me to refer to the very able article of your Paris 
correspondent on the subject of animal vaccination; not that I 
have anything to object against the conclusion he arrives at— 
on the contrary, I feel gratified that such an impartial witness 
should have come forward to testify to the truth, and expressed 
his conviction of the usefulness of a system of such -vital im¬ 
portance. But ha-ving in a former letter stated in the Medical 
Times and Gazette that lymph taken from the heifer does not 
keep well in tubes or on points, I must now somewhat correct 
that assertion. Regarding tubes, I am still of the same opinion, 
although I do not despair that some means vill be found of 
preserving it in its fluid state for inocidation into man. But 
as to the points—thanks to Dr. Ballard, at whose sugg-estion 
some further experiments were made—I am glad to say that 
out of the large number I have forwarded to different Practi¬ 
tioners only in one instance has a complete failure been re¬ 
ported to me. In most cases well-charged points, wrapped up 
as soon as dry in goldbeater’s skin, as reconunended by Mr. 
Hinds, of Birmingham, have produced as fine and normal 
vesicles as when fresh lymph is used. 

The question of the keeping of the virus seems in a good way 
of being satisfactorily solved. No doubt, when points are used, 
certain precautions must not be neglected. The foUo-wing plan 
seems to me the best:—A few scratches with the point of a 

lancet should first be made on the arm, like this "" "" When 
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the little blood that flows at first has been wiped off -with 
blotting-paper, both sides of the points should be well rubbed 
in, and the blood and lymph that have spread around the 
scratches should be collected with the point, placed and pressed 
upon the scratches, and there left to dry. 

With all these precautions, when heifer’s lymph is used, be 
it fresh or dry, -will failures still now and then occur P Yes. 
Were it otherwise, I could not believe in the specific action of 
CQ-w-pox. We know that some individuals are insusceptible to 
small-pox, a highly infectious and contagious disease proper to 
the human race ; in some instances the disease takes a highly 
fatal and confluent form, in others it is modified, and some 
have only a few scattered pustules. Must we therefore be 
astonished if we find individuals insusceptible to the inocula¬ 
tion of the small-pox of the bo-vine race P With fresh lymph 
direct from the heifer success is the rule, but still we find some 
individuals more susceptible than others, and the readiness or 
otherwise of recehlng the virus de^jends on the general health 
of the popidation—for example, when small-pox is prevailing, 
the results of vaccination -with cow-pox are then far above the 
ordinary average. In some children six punctures will deve- 
lope six fine vesicles, in some five, in some four, even loss in 
some few exceptional cases. But what docs this prove ?—that 
tlie lymph is bad or inferior ? No. The same Ij-mph—nay, 

the same vesicle—gives highly successful cases, and some appa¬ 
rently not so favourable. Cow-pox is but a disease, and must 
find a suitable soil for its development, and, above all things, 
the susceptibility of the individual must be present. 

Wlien human lymph is employed, either the vesicles are 
small, inferior, and have lost even their inoculative power, or 
they are fine, well developed, and possess the power of trans¬ 
mission to a high degi’ee in the human race. The very fact of 
this great, constant, xmfailing inocidative power shows how 
far such lymph is removed from the original stock. Jenner 
himself noticed that some cow-pox gave false vesicles, unpro- 
tective, but offering to a high degree the inoculative power at the 
j)resent day so much depended upon as a proof of good lymph. 

If we foUow the march of the best vesicles obtained -with 
human lymph, and compare it -with what we observe -with 
cow-pox direct from the heifer, then only shall we be able to 
understand the great difference existing between them. In 
the first instance, by the tenth day the vesicle begins to fade 
and dry, the areola is limited, the general reaction either 
missing or very slight. The vesicles, on the contrary, obtained 
-with cow-pox only reach their full development on the ninth, 
tenth, or eleventh day; for some days more they increase in 
size, the areola is well marked, the constitutional disturbance 
more apparent, and desiccation often begins only on the six¬ 
teenth or eighteenth day. An individual so vaccinated, should 
he even have but one vesicle, is, I believe, protected against 
smaU-pox more than yfiih.four due to human lymph. 

I am, &c. H. Blanc, M.D. 
9, Bedford-street, Bedford-square, W.O., June 28. 

CHLOEODYNE AND THE LIQUOR CHLOROEORMI 
COMPOSITES. 

Lettee eeom Me. P. Sqtjiee. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Mr. Davenport, in an advertisement which appeared in 
your journal on the 10th inst., has mentioned a case of poison¬ 
ing by that notorious medicine called chlorodyne, which appears 
to have been prepared from a published formula in the Canada 
Lancet, and contained four grains of morpliia in every ounce. 
Mr. Davenport then goes on to warn prescribers against the 
“ Liquor chloroformi compositus,” the formula for wliich is 
given in my “ Companion to the British Pharmacopoeia.” I 
may in reply say that in that formula there is only “ a quarter 
of a grain of morphia to the ounce,” and although it has ap¬ 
peared in every edition of my book, I have not had one com¬ 
plaint against it until now. It approaches very closely in 
composition the compost sold as chlorodyne, and enables Medi¬ 
cal men to prescribe a medicine they know the composition of. 
I therefore see no reason, in a therapeutic point of \Iew, for 
the warning given. I am, &c. 

Oxford-street, July 13. P. Squiee. 

OBITUARY. 
-^- 

JAMES YEARSLEY, M.D., M.R.C.S. 

James Yeaesley died on the 9th inst. at his residence, in Sa-vile- 
row, of cancer of the liver at the age of 64. He was bom, I 
believe, at Cheltenham, and became a pupil of Mr. Fletcher, 
of Gloucester, one of whose daughters he married. He passed 
his examination at the College and HaU in 1827, and subse- 
fXuently took the degTee of M.D. at St. Andrews in 1862. 

When Yearsley commenced practice in London as an aurist, 
he opened an institution for diseases of the ear in Sackville- 
street, Piccadilly. He had removed the tonsils in some cases 
of deafness associated -with stammering, and had been struck 
with the result of these operations. The stammerers, in some 
cases, were able immediately after the operation to express 
themselves distinctly, and without any con-vul.sive efforts. 
Yearsley, being fully under the con-viction that stammering 
might be cured by removal of the tonsils, published some re¬ 
marks on the subject. These attracted the attention of the 
Profession and the public, and the rooms in Sackville-sti-eet 
became thronged -with stammerers anxious to undergo the 
operation which was to relieve them of their -wretched^ in¬ 
firmity. I was present on one occasion when several patients 
-were operated upon. The late Mr. Pilcher was also there. 
Pilcher was not only an able Surgeon, but unquestionably one 
of the soundest physiologists of the day. In a conversation 
wliich we held, Pilcher deprecated the operation of removing 
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tlie tonsils, on the ground that it "was founded on no principles 
of physiology or pathology, and •would in the end prove 
to be useless. Yearsley replied—“ Well, the operation may 
be useless, but, at all events, it can do no harm.” “ I 
am not so sure of that,” said Pilcher; “ 'we have much to 
learn about the influence the tonsils exert tipon the system.” 
Several cases ■were operated upon that day ■with a skilfulness 
■which called forth the admiration of all present. The immediate 
effect was striking in the extreme, in one man in particular, 
■who had entered the room in such a state of convidsive agita¬ 
tion that it was painful to behold. The tonsils were removed, 
and he spoke calmly, deliberately, and ■without hesitation. 
Pilcher was struck ■with the result, and certainly was for the 
time astonished. “ If the effects,” said Pilcher, “ be permanent, 
yoii have made a great discovery, Mr. Yearsley; but I do not 
believe they ■will be lasting.” Pilcher’s opinion proved to be 
the correct one: in the course of a few days the stammerer 
stammered as badly as ever. At this time, the fame of Curtis 
having declined, there were two other Practitioners in the field 
besides Yearsley to compete for honours. Harvey and Toynbee 
appeared upon the stage. Toynbee, as I have said in a recent 
article, was more of an anatomist than a Practitioner. Harvey 
was a practical man, and in his wide sphere of observation had 
many opportunities of testing the effects of removal of the tonsils. 
He soon discovered that their removal in some cases was followed 
by a condition of the mucous membrane of the throat which 
became exceedingly annojdng' to the patient: the remedy, in 
fact, was worse than the disease. I am not aware that Toynbee 
did anything to counteract the opinion which prevailed in 
favour of the operation ; but Yearsley, who was a shrewd man, 
discontinued its performance, except in those cases of deafness 
"whicli resulted from closiu*e of tlie Eustachian tube by enlarg*ed 
tonsils. He subsequently, therefore, confined his operation of 
removal of the tonsils to these cases, and no unbiassed person 
■will deny that in this respect he conferred great benefit upon 
those who were suffering from the cause specified, and that he 
was mo.st successful in the treatment he pursued. Yearsley’s 
mind was higlily suggestive, and he deserves to be remembered 
for his invention of the artificial tympanum. It is scarcely 
necessary to mention, perhaps, that Toynbee claimed credit for 
being the originator of this mode of treatment in certain cases 
of deafness. The disputants are gone ; the facts remain. It 
IS only due to the memory of Yearsley to say that he fuUy 
established Ms claim to being the inventor of the artificial 
tympanum. 

Yearsley, in more than one respect, was a representative man. 
He ■was original in his ■views, bold in the expression of his 
opmions, and chivahic in the defence of his claims to be 
regarded as an inventor. But he was rash, often intemperate 
in language, and sometimes scurrilous. He was part proprietor 
of a Medical journal which at that time exerted some in¬ 
fluence on the Profession. In the conduct of this journal he 
■was associated with a gentleman of great ability and one of 
the most brilliant ■writers of the day. The gentleman in ques¬ 
tion had in times past done good sei-vice, not only to the 
literature, but to the status of the Profession. That the Medical 
Circular did not attain the high position to which it was 
entitled from the^ ability and energy with which it was con¬ 
ducted, was mainly due, I believe, to the really Quixotic 
character—or perhaps, to speak more correctly, the ob- 
sfanate conduct—of Yearsley. Yearsley was too apt to take 
ottence. His sword was too readily unsheathed ; his hand 
would appear to have been against every one, and, of course, 
everybody’s hand appeared to be against him. With more 
prudence, and less, we may possibly say, of the fighting 
element, the Medical Circular might have been a great power. 
Yearsley made a grave mistake in his calculation of the position 

ot the Profession when he estabhshed his journal. He believed 
that tlm time for what is called trenchant writing had not gone 
by. He knew that one of his contemporaries had fou«*ht 
his way to succe.ss by attacks upon individuals. Since the 
]oum^ in question was established, reform had advanced 
■with the steps of a giant. Above all things, the Profes.sion had 
repudiated to a man the attacks upon private character and 
the calling of nicknames. When I relate in the pages of 
this journal the early history of Medical reporting, the 
vicissitudes and dangers to which those who were foremost in 
the n^ht were exposed, the Profession will be in a position to 
avva,rd honour to those to whom honour is due. I have been 
behind the scenes from the advent. I propose to enlighten 
the Profession upon some most curious points in its history, 
in the future articles wliich I shall contribute to this 
journal I shall attempt to elucidate the secret and private 
motives which actuated the prime movers in the events 

of the^ day. Forty years since the state of the Medical 
Profession was very different from what it is now. Yearsley 
was never popular ■with his brethren. He had done much, 
whilst connected ■with the Circular, to alienate their good 
opinion. He was not of the “ high order ” amongst us. But, 
ho^Nvever, if he cannot be regarded as one of the elite oi the Pro¬ 
fession, it would be unjust not to give him credit for his 
suggestiveness, for his courage, and for the benefit he conferred 
upon us by his establishment of a work which is yearly in¬ 
creasing in importance, the Medical Directory. I have pur¬ 
posely avoided in this article any specific allusion to his quarrel 
■with Liston, and to his more serious dispute with a rival editor. 
These 'will be discussed in future contributions to this journal. 

J. F. C. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQIJES. 

Bathing; Ho'w to do it, ■when to do it, and ■where to do it. By Edgar 
Sheppard, M.D., M.E.C.P., Medical Superintendent, Colney Hatch Asy¬ 
lum. Third edition. London : Hard^wicke. 

Diaphoresis: A Powerful Aid in the Arrest and Eemoval of Human Dis¬ 
ease, and thereby prolonging Life. By Charles Clarke, M.A. Cantab., 
M.E.C.S.E. London: John Churchill and Sons. 

*** Dr. Sheppard’s remarkably popular pamphlet sees the light for the 
third time, in no material re.spect differing from its immediate predece.ssor. 
Dr. Sheppard is an enthusiastic, but by no means an injudicious, advocate 
for the use of the Turkish bath. His results in the treatment of certain 
forms of insanity by it have been most encouraging. Mr. Clarke ■would seem to 
esteem diaphoresis a panacea. The means of procuring it, he advocates, is 
not the simple apphance advised by Dr. Sheppard, but a combination of 
sweet spirits of nitre, ipecacuan ■wine, and tartar emetic. This, says he, 
is the best diaphoretic ■with which he is acquainted. 

A Biennial Retrospect of Medicine, Surgery, and their Allied Sciences for 
18G7-68. New Sydenham Society. Pp. 518. 

*** The present volume has as editor of the portion relating to Physio¬ 
logy, Mr. Henry Power; of Medicine, Dr. Anstie; of Surgerj', Mr. Holmes; 
of Ophthalmology, Mr. Bradenell Carter; of Obstetrics, Dr. Bames ; and 
of Forensic Medicine, Materia Medica, etc.. Dr. Stevenson. Of course 
such a work must vary in value 'with the value of the materials ; but that 
they have been judiciously chosen and carefully arranged we are ready to 
testify. No one ■who has not been engaged on such work knows the great 
labour a volume hke this entails, and what care and judgment are requisite 
to present, in one of its size, the advances made in Medicine dining a 
period of two years. 

Des Fistules IJrethrales chez I’Homme. Par le Docteur Cocteau, Prosec- 
teur des Hopitaux, ancien Interne Laureat des Hopitaux, Laureat de la 
Faculte. Paris: J. B. Bailliere et Fils. 1869. 127 pages. 

Of Urethral Fistulie in Man. By Dr. Cocteau, Prosector to the Hospitals, 
formerly Laureate Interne, Laureate of the Faculty. Bailliere and Sons. 

*«* The author treats his subject in four chapters. The first deals ■with 
the causes and modes of formation of these fistulte ; the second treats of 
urethro-rectal fistulte; the third of lu’ethro-perineal and urctliro-scrotal 
listulse; the fourth of penile fistulse. The whole is dlusti-ated ■with appro¬ 
priate cases. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-^- 

Eoyal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men passed their primary examinations in anatomy and physio¬ 
logy at a meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 13tli inst., 
and, when eligible, ivill be admitted to the pass examination :— 

Bamardo, T. J., of the London Hospital. 
Biggs, H. G., of Guy’s Hospital. 
Burger, Alexander, of Bonn. 
Chad-wick, G. J., of Guy’s Hospital. 
Chute, H. M., of Bristol. 
Da^vies, D. A., of University College. 
Doudney, Ed-win, of Charing-eross Hospital. 
Forbes, A. L. A., of the Dublin School. 
Fordham, J. 'W., of the London Hospital. 
Grant, G. M., of St. Mai'y’s Hospital. 
Griffiths, R. G., of the Dublin School. 
Harding, A. W., of University College. 
Healey, T. St. C., of the Hull School. 
Holder, ’VViUiam, of the HuU School. 
Kelly, William, of Livei^pool. 

« Matcham, Alfred, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Manson, R. T., of Newcastle. 
May, Walter, of the Dublin School. 
Morgan, James, of the Dublin School. 
Morison, B. P., of Guy’s Hospital. 
Seymom’, Francis, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Wallis, E. D., of University College. 
Webb, C. F., of King’s College. 
Wybrants, R. B., of the Dublin School. 

Tlie foUo^wing passed on the 14th inst:— 
Barnes, E. C. A., of the Birmingham School. 
Cart-wright, J. P., of St. Bartholomew’s Ho.spital. 
Dempsey, M. J., of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Hoadley, Robert, of the Middlesex Hospital. 
Holden, A. F., of University College. 
Johnson, F. P., of University College. 
Moore, H. C., of the Birmingham School. 
Norman, A. B., of St. George’s Hospital. 
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Passmore, F. Q., of Guy’s Hospital. 
Power, Thomas, of Dublin. 
Priestley, Henry, of Sheffield. 
EajTie, C. A., of University College. 
Heed, James, of Guy’s Ho.spital. 
Eoberson, Edward, of Charing-cross Hospital. 
Tosswill, L. H., of St. Bartholomew’s Hopital. 
Walpole, A. H., of Newcastle. 
Westcott, W. W., of University College. 
Whitfield, Monkhouse, of Charing-cross Hospital. 
Wilson, D. D., of Glasgow. 
Wolverson, Thomas, of the Birmingham School. 

The following passed on the 15th inst. :— 
Atkinson, Walter Mark, of the Charing-cross Hospital. 
Hayes, Aylmer Ellis, of St. Mary’s Hospital. 
Fisher, John, of King’s College Hospital. 
West, Maurice Thomas, of St. Bartholomew’s Hosi^ital. 

Apothecaeies’ Hall. — The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
July 8, 1869 :— 

Ballautine, George, Westboume-square. 
Drew, Alfred Stanbanks, Stow-on-the-Wold. 
Hallam, Arthur, Sheffield. 
Hudson, Hubert Ernest, Cranbrook. 
Jones, Eichard Mansell, Denbigh. 
Manby, Alan Eeeve, East Eudham. 

As Assistants in compounding and dispensing medicines: — 
Airey, George, Wigan 
ChilweU, Joseph, Tamworth. 
Masson, George, 43, London-bridge. 
Stooke, Arthur, Old Ford. 
Twemlow, Eichard, Manchester. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Examination:— 

Deshon, F. P., Middlesex Hospital. 
Leigh, J. T., Charing-cross Hospital. 
Lucas, T. P., Westminster Hospital. 
May, Thomas, Westminster Hospital. 
MugUston, H. B., London Hospital. 
Parsons, S., University College. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
*** The Editor will thanlc gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 

lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Edis, Arthur, M.D.—One of the Honorary Physicians at the British 
Lying-in Hospital, Endell-street. 

Hodges, F. H., M.E.C.S. Eng., L.E.C.P. Ed.—House-Surgeon to the Bir¬ 
mingham and Midland Eye Hospital, vice Henry Denne, L.E.C.P. Lond., 
M.E.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond., resigned. 

Horsfobd, T. S., M.E.C.S.—House-Surgeon to the London Hospital. 

Lloyd, John, L.E.C.P.L., etc.—House-Surgeon to the North Eiding In- 
flimaiy, Middlesborough-on-Tees, vice Dr. Williams, resigned. 

Macah.ster, Alexander, M.D., L.E.C.S.—Professor of Zoology and 
Director of the Museum of the University of Dublin. 

O’Donnell, H. J., F.E.C.S.—Honorary Surgeon to the Eoyal South 
London Ophthalrnic Hospital. 

Oppenheim, Lewis, M.E.C.S.—Honorary Assistant-Sui’geon to the Eoyal 
South London Ophthalmic Hospital. 

Smith, Heywood, M.B. Oxon., M.E.C.P., Assistant-Physician to the 
Hospital for Women—Physician to the British Lying-in Hospital. 

NAVAL AND MILITAEY APPOINTMENTS. 
Admiralty.—^The following appointments have been made :—Edward W. 

Leet, Assistant-Surgeon, to the Mercury ; Staff Surgeon Cree, promoted 
to retired Deputy-Inspector. 

War Office.—^The following appointments have been made:—21st 
Hussars: Staff’ Assistant - Surgeon Edwin James Fairland, to be 
As.sistant-Surgcon, vice John Munday, who exchanges. 25th Foot: 
Staff Surgeon St. John Stanley, to be Surgeon, vice Surgeon-Major 
Houry Vereker Bindon, M.D., appointed to the Staff. Medical Depart¬ 
ment: Surgeon-Major Henry Vereker Bindon, M.D., from the 25th 
Foot, to be Staff Surgeon-Major, vice Staff Surgeon St. John Stanley, 
appointed to the 25th Foot; Assistant-Surgeon John Mimday, from the 
fftst Hussars, to be Staff Assistant-Burgeon, vice Edwin James Fairland, 
who exchanges. 

BIETH8. 

Alcock.—On July 3, at Lord Weymouth’s Grammar School, Waiminster, 
the wife of Dr. Alcock, of a daughter. 

Cuolohan.—On July 10, at 9, Grange-road, Bermondsey, the wife of H. 
Cuolohan, M.D., of a daughter. 

Gane.—On July 7, at Surat, Bombay, the wife of Dr. H. J. Gane, of a 
daughter. 

Goode.—On July 7, at Derby, the wife of Henry Goode, M.B., of a son. 
Mitchell.—On July 8, at 5, Lowther-cottages, Liverpool-road, Holloway, 

the widow of the late T. H. Mitchell, M.E.C.S., of a sou, stillborn. 

Eichards.—On July 10, the wife of F. W. Eichards, M.B., Winchester, of 
a .son. 

Ward.—On July 7, at the Eoyal Ai-senal, Woolwich, the wife of William 
Pearson Ward, Surgeon-Major, Eoyal Artillery, of a son. 

MAEEIAGES. 
Good—Daa'.—On July 1, at Alvediston, Wilts, Joseph Good, M.D., of 

Wilton, to Hamette Elizabeth Anne, eldest daughter of W. Day, Esq., 
of Alvediston House, Salisbury. No cards. 

Gunter—Chadwick.—On July 6, at All Souls’, Hampstead, the Eev. 
William Gunter, Chajilain, E.N., to Caroline Com-an, eldest daughter of 
the late Frederick Chadwick, M.E.C.S., of Burnham, Somerset. 

Kennedy—Kennett.—On July 10, Alfred Edmund Kennedy, L.E.C.P., 
to Hester Dehna, daughter of the late C. Kennett, Surgeon, Farleigh. 

Eiddell—Gosling.—On May 20, at St. Stephen’s Church, Ootacamund, 
Neilgheny Hills, East Indies, George Dalziel Eiddell, Assistant-Siu-geon 
3rd Infantry, Hyderabad Contingent, to Laura Mary, youngest daughter 
of the late Major-General H. C. Gosling, Madras Army, formerly com¬ 
manding the Pegu Division, British Burmah. 

Shute—Young.—On July 13, at Henfield, Sussex, Gay Shute, F.E.C.S., 
Croom’s-hill, Greenwich, to Margaret V. 8. Young, only daughter of the 
late William Young, Esq., of West Stoke, Sus.sex. 

Wendt—^Aylw^ard.—At St. George’s Catholic Cathedral, Southwark, 
Adolph H. T. Wendt, of Hamburg, to Fanny S. Aylward, only child of 
the late Dr. Aylward, of Chislehurst, Kent. 

DEATHS. 
Fullerton, Mary, wife of Mr. J. C. Fullerton, Surgeon, at 32, Ellington- 

street, Bamsbmy, on July 10. 

Lee, Henry, M.D., at Weatheroak-hill, Alvechurch, on July 10, in the 
77th year of his age. 

Eeid, Alexander Daniel, younger son of Daniel Eeid, M.D., at Hazel¬ 
wood, Banffshire, on July 5, aged 8 years. 

Snaith, Frederick, B.A., M.D., at Boston, Lincolnshire, on July 7, in 
his 63rd year. 

Whitfield, Henry, M.E.C.S., at Ashford, Kent, on July 7, aged 63. 

Yearsley, James, M.D., at his residence, 15, Savde-row, on July 9, aged 64. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in the Candidate, the person to whom apphcation should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Dorset County Lunatic Asylums.—Assistant Medical Officer; must be 
duly qualified and be registered. Applications and testimonials to the 
Committee of Visitors of the Dorset Lunatic Asylums, on or before the 
31st inst. 

Hay Union.—Medical Officer; must be legally qualified. The gentleman 
appointed will be required to reside in Hay. Applications and testimonials 
to Mr. C. Griffiths, Clerk to the Guardians, on or before August 4, elec¬ 
tion on August 5. 

Queen Charlotte’s Lying-in Hospital.—Physician-Accouohem’; must 
be F. or M.E.C.P.L., or F. or M.E.C.S., not practising Pharmacy. 
Candidates to attend a meeting of the Committee of Management on 
Monday, July 19, or on Monday, July 26. 

Eoyal Sea-bathing Infirmary, Margate.—Eesident Surgeon ; must be 
legally qualified. Applications and testimonials to Mr. John Thompson, 
Secretary, 1, Queen-street, Cheapside, on or before July 23. 

Sunderland General Hospital.—House-Surgeon’s Assistant; must have 
passed his primary examination and have completed his third year of 
Medical study. Applications and testimonials to C. D. H. Driuy, Esq., 
House-Surgeon, on or before July 24. 

University College Hospital.—Eesident Medical Officer. Applications 
and testimonials to John Eobson, Esq., Secretary to the Council of 
University College, on or before July 17. 

University College.—The Professorship of Medical Jurisprudence will 
be vacant at the end of the present session. Further information may 
be obtained of the Secretary. 

Westminster Hospital.—Surgeon and Assistant-Surgeon. Candidates 
for either office must be F.E.S.C.E., not practising pharmacy or mid- 
■wifery. Applications and testimonials to F. J. Wilson, Esq., Secretarj', 
on or before July 20. Election on Jnly 30. 

WniTEHAVEN AND WeST CUMBERLAND INFIRMARY.—HoUSe-SuTgeOn ; mUSt 
have both Medical and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testi¬ 
monials toW. Wilson, Esq., Hon. Sec., Whitehaven, on or before Jidy 30. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
The area of the district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
EESIGNATION. 

Vlverstone Union.—The Ulverstone Distiict is vacant; area 8463; popu¬ 
lation 8759; salary £35 per annum. The Workhouse is vacant; salaiy £23 
per annmn. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Alderhury Union.—Humphrey P. Blackmore, M.D. St. And., M.E.C.S. 
Eng., L.S.A., to the Sixth District. 

Gower 77?n’on.—David T. Williams, M.E.C.S.E., to the Western District 
and the Workhouse. 

Newmarket Union.—Edward Watson, M.E.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the Ninth 
District. 

Itomford Union.—Francis H. Parsons, M.D. Glas., M.C. Glas., to the 
Third District. 

Saffron Walden Union.—Edward Harley, F.E.C.P., M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., 
to tlie Seventh District. 

Chaie of Pathology in the Univeesity of Edin- 
BTJEGH.—We understand that Dr. Andrew Smart, author of the 
“Reports on the Pathology of the Cattle Plague,” is a candi¬ 
date for this chair. 

Aets Examination.—The list of those gentlemen who 
have just been reported as having passed this ordeal at the 
College of Surgeons is much too long for publication in the 
Medical Times and Gazette. 
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EoYAii College of Surgeons Examinations.—At 
the recent primary or anatomical and physiological ex¬ 
amination for the diploma of Membership of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, just one-third of the thirty-six can¬ 
didates examined on the first day were rejected; on the 
second day, out of another three dozen candidates there 
were sixteen, and on the last, out of two score there ivere 
twelve, making a total of forty rejected candidates out of the 
eighty-eight who presented themselves. The questions suh- 
mitted on this occasion were as follows:—1. Describe the 
articular surfaces of the os calois; and mention the bone 
with which each articular surface is in contact. State the posi¬ 
tion and the connexions of the ligaments which hind the os 
calcis to other hones. 2. Describe the structure of a tooth. 
State the number of the permanent teeth, their classification, 
and the periods at wliich they commonly make their appearance. 
3. Name (in the order in Avhich they occur from the surface to 
the vertebrae) the parts included in the space hounded above 
by the hyoid hone and below by a line di-awn along the upper 
margin of the sternum and the sterno-clavicular joints. 
4. Describe the position and connexions of the duodenum; 
also the stmeture of its mucous membrane—viz., valvulee con- 
niventes, villi, epithelium, and glands. State the changes the 
food imdergoes in that part of the alimentary canal. 5. The 
ovary ; describe its position, connexions, and structm’e. 
6. State the fimctions assigned to the different parts respectively 
of the organ of hearing. The last examination for the present 
session inpathology and surgery takes place this day (Saturday). 

Collegiate Proceedings. —- The following are the 
only subjects of any interest in the report just suspended in 
the hall of the Royal College of Surgeons for the information 
of its Members and students ;—That a candidate rejected in 
Medicine be not admitted to re-examination in that subject 
until after the expiration of three months from the date of his 
rejection. A letter was read from Mr. Hammond, Under¬ 
secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, transmitting, by Lord 
Clarendon’s direction, a report drawn up by Dr. SiddaU, Phy¬ 
sician to her Majesty’s Legation in Japan,” of his proceedings 
while rendering professional assistance to the Japanese Govern¬ 
ment in attending on wounded soldiers. A letter was read 
from Mr. E. S. Hall, M.R.C.S., of Hobart Town, Tasmania, 
in reference to the skuU of the last male aboriginal of Tasmania 
(the renowned King Billy). Mr. HaU has been informed that 
the skull has not been received at this College. Mr. James 
Lithgow, of Weymouth, who was elected a Fellow on January 14, 
was admitted, and Mr. 'WTlliam Joseph Square, of Plymouth, 
was elected a Fellow of the College. 

King and Queen’s College of Physicians, Ire¬ 
land.—On July 7, A. B. Steele, Esq., Liverpool, and Joseph 
Godden, Esq., Birkenhead, were admitted Licentiates of the 
College by examination. 

Disease in the United States.—In consequence of 
the hot weather which has recently and suddenly come upon 
the United States, the thermometer verging towards 100°Fahr., 
numerous cases of sunstroke are reported, and disease is gene¬ 
rally prevalent. 

Medical Charities.—Mr. Peter Maze, of Portland- 
place, has left a contingent interest in £3.5,000 to several 
charitable institutiops, and, by his last codicil, he has made 
absolute the following bequests to Medical charities—viz., to 
the Bristol Infirmary £1000, and the Bristol General Ho.spital 
£100. Miss Jane Morris, of Connaug’ht-place, Hyde-park, has 
bequeathed £300 to the Great Malvern Hospital. 

A Medical botanist named John Kirby, of Halifax, 
has been committed for trial for unlawfully using an instru¬ 
ment with intent to procure the miscarriage of a young* woman 
named Elizabeth Sutchffe, who is dangerously ill. 

The Clifton Board of Guardians have decided to board 
out the orphan children now in the workhouse, upon the prin¬ 
ciple adopted throughout Scotland and the greater part of 
Ireland ; and a committee of ladies, resident in the neighbour¬ 
hood, has been formed to exercise supervision. The system has 
now been adopted in seven unions in England, and is rapidly 
making headway. 

Australian Meat.—The needed supply of animal 
food for consumption in England has been temporarily inter¬ 
fered with. The serious drought which prevailed last year in 
Australia has made the exportation of meat to this country a 
losing speculation. It is consolatory, however, to learn from 
the last^ despatches that plenty Avill soon reign in the colonies 
in question, and that they AviU in a short time be able to export 
large supphes of meat to us. 

The Scotsman says that it “ is understood that upwards 
of a hundred Medical students, principally seniors, have signed 
a requisition to Dr. P. H. Watson to become a candidate for 
the chair of Clinical Surgery in the University of Edinburgh.” 

Poor-law Medical Officers’ Associ.4.tion.—We beg 
to remind our readers that the annual meeting of this active 
and useful Association Avill be held at the Freemasons’ Tavern, 
on Wednesday, the 28th inst., at 5 p.m., for the election of 
officers and council for the ensuing year, and for the transac¬ 
tion of other important business. The annual dinner Avill take 
place at half-past six o’clock. The occasion promises to be of 
more than usual interest, as several members of Parliament, 
including Drs. Brady, Brewer, Lush, Lyon, Playfair, C.B., 
Messrs. Corrance and Torrens, and other influential gentlemen, 
vdU be present. 'We would urge aU Medical officers to join 
the Association, Avhich numbers nearly 800 members, and is 
ably and successfully carrying on a good work, in which the 
Profession generally takes deep interest. The Association year 
commences on August 1. 

What is Pure Water ?—Our contemporary Scientific 
Ojnnion gives vent to the generally felt dissatisfaction at the 
late Report of the Royal Commission on Water Supply. It 
shows that the visible and physical qualities of water are no 
proofs of its wholesomeness ; and that mere chemical analysis 
is equally deceptive, since waters containing like amounts of 
carbon and nitrogen may differ most widely in their effects, 
through the physiological action of the matters they contain 
in a living state. Admitting the weU-knoAvn facts which the 
Commissioners tell us of the practical pui-ity and generally 
sufficient quantity of the Thames water. Scientific Opinion 
accuses them of shirking the main question, which is how to 
practise filtration so as to insm-e immunity from the effects of 
cholera dejections and similar organic matters. 

Charing-cross Hospital.—-The following prizes were 
awarded on Monday, the 12th inst.. Professor Owen in the 
chair:—The Governors’ Clinical Silver Medal to Mr. Kidd. 
Botany : A silver medal to Mr. Noakes, and certificates of 
honour to Mr. Leigh, Mr. Drake, and Mr. Graham. Materia 
Medica: A silver medal to Mr. Atkinson, and certificates 
to Mr. Leigh and Mr. Noakes. Midwifery: A silver medal 
to Mr. Towt, and a certificate to Mr. Connolly. Pathology 
and Morbid Anatomy: A silver medal to Mr. Hyde, and a 
certificate of honour to Mr. Connolly. Porensic Medicine: A 
•silver medal to Mr. ConnoUy, and a certificate of honour to 
Mr. Rix. Practical Chemistry : A silver medal to Mr. Leigh, 
and a certificate of honour to Mr. Noakes. Senior Anatomy : 
A siUer medal to Mr. Leigh, and a certificate of honoiu to 
Mr. Walker. Junior Anatomy : A bronze medal to Mr. Routh, 
and a certificate of honour to Mr. Taylor. Chemistry : A silver 
medal to Jlr. Lea, and certificates of honour to Mr. Taylor and 
Mr. Whitelam. Senior Medicine : A silver medal to Mr. Gosse, 
and a certificate of honour to Mr. Towt. Junior Medicine : A 
bronze medal to Mr. Gravelle, and a certificate of honour to 
Mr. Leigh. Senior Physiology : A silver medal to Mr. Noakes, 
and certificate.s of honour to Mr. Drcike and Mr. Buri’oughs. 
Junior Physiology: A bronze medal to Mr. Chittenden, and 
certificates of honotu’ to Mr. Crouch, Mr. Cheesewright, and 
Mr. Taylor. Surgery : A silver medal to Mr. Hyde, and cer¬ 
tificates of honom* to Mr. Towt and Mr. Kidd. 

Rewards for Services performed during the 
Peevalence of the Choleea.—The Gazetta Medica di Torino 
publishes the names of more than a hundred Medical Practi¬ 
tioners v/ho have received silver medals for their services in 
the various provinces of the kingdom of Italy during the 
cholera epidemic of 1867-68. Another list of more than 300 
Medical Practitioners and farmacisti who have received menzioni 
onorevoli is also given. We are surprised that we have heard 
nothing of the scientific history of this epidemic from some of 
so numerous a body as that which has gained these distinctions. 

Prom_ filth, insufficient food, and bad water, all the 
animals in the city of Joudpoor have become affected with 
mange. The hundreds of dogs thronging the streets diuing 
the day, and making night hideous by their bowlings, are one 
and all victims of mange. The affection exists in every shape 
and form, from, slight falling of the hair to the foiauation of 
sores over the whole body. I have frequently seen puppies 
ten or twelve days old with mange. The Brahminee bulls, 
roaming over the city, are with few exceptions diseased; also 
nearly every camel, and the great majority of the horses and 
working bullocks. UTien riding through the narrow streets, 
it requires all one’s attention to prevent contact with one or 
other of the mangy animals one meets ; the slightest touch is 
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iadeed sufficient to convey the disease. But neither Joudpoor 
dogs nor Brahminee bulls understand giving place to human 
beings. The former lie in the middle of the street, and decline 
moving unless actually driven away by blows. The latter, 
trusting to their weight, size, and tliickness of hide, bore their 
way even through crowds, whenever fancy dictates. Of course 
the people generally give place to these favoured quadrupeds, 
and the European, having in wholesome dread the probability 
of his horse becoming mangy, is glad to do so likeAvise. Not¬ 
withstanding all care, every horse I have had at Joudpoor 
has sooner or later contracted mange.—Marwar, the Land of 
Death, by W. J. Moore, of the Political Agency, Joudgwor. 

Compressed-Air Baths in Asthma.—M. Gueneau 
de Mussy and other Physicians, at a recent meeting of the 
Societe de Theragmitiqne, bore witness to the gveat advantage 
derived from the treatment of asthmatic patients by compressed 
air at the estabhshment opened for the employment of this 
agent by M. Gent.—Gaz. Med., July 10. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

-c—- 

qucstioiul^ maclj sljall hara math.—Bacon. 

The old students and teachers of University College have issued an appeal 

on behalf of one of the most meritorious of their former students, 

J. Owen Evans, M.D. Lond., M.R.C.S. Dr. Evans for some time acted 

as Medical missionary in India, and on his retm-n engaged in the most 

laborious general practice, first at Shoreditch, and afterwards at Eratton, 

near Portsmouth. Tliis he is imahle to cany on from a succession of 

deplorable illnesses, and his friends now' appeal for ftmds to enable liim 
to take a twelvemonth’s rest. Commimications may be made to J. T. 

Clover, Esq., 6, Cavendish-place, London, and to H. Biuford Korman, 

of Southsea. 

Ishmael.—Apply to Mr. H. K. Lewis, 136, Gow'er-street, W.C., or Kimpton, 

High Holhom. 

Constant Subscriber.—Much depends on the coimty court judge. In case 1 

you ought to recover, according to the precedent of Dr. Lawes’s case for 

breach of contract; in case 2 also, a fortiori. A question might arise 

whether the qualification of M.R.C.S. covers midwifery; hut this is a 

point not decided, and may not he raised. 

Medicus.—^We think that if Medicus reads that article with care, he wifi, 
not put such an interpretation on it as liis note conveys. IVe admiie the 

subject of it and his devotion intensely, hut comment on Ids mistakes 

because it is the duty of a Medical man to warn the world against such 

mistakes. What advice would Medicus have given to this holy mjin ? 
The same that St. Paul did to Timothy, “ Use a little wine for thy 

stomach’s sake and thine often infirmities ”—the same that the venerable 

bishop and all the clergy of the diocese gave him. With respect to 

alleged ndraculous cm’es, our coiTCspondent must know the lumdliations 

and annoyances to which our Medical brethren in France are often ex¬ 

posed by popular credulity on this score. Which are ive to rely upon— 

Medicine or miracle ?—Medicine being in reality the search after, and 

obedience to, the laws which the Creator has impressed upon animated 
beings. 

A Sufferer.—Any respectable Medical Practitioner can treat the cases. 

Quacks and advertisers sho'.dd be avoided. 

A new publication called the Shadow, published at Manchester, contains in 

its last number a very able article on the question of vaccination. If the 
public 'press generally wore to foUow the Shadow, they woidd render 

substantial service to the public. 

M.D.—A memoh of the late Dr. Joseph Bidlar, of Southampton, has been 
published by Mr. Henry Daj'man, F.R.C.S. Dr. Bullar .was the author 

of the chai-ming little volumes entitled “ Evening Thoughts ” and “A 

Secohd Series of Evening Thoughts.” 

The following, which we extract from the Pacific Medical Journal, is at 

least amusing:— 

The writer of this article was once called upon to visit a sick infant in 
consultation with Dr. C-—, a regular Practitioner then residing in this 
city, who had emptied his purse in a long series of experiments on the 
properties of “alcohol as food.” On arranging for a second risit. Dr. 
C—— was unable to attend between the hours of eight in the morning and 
six in the evening. Such a strange announcement requii'ed an explanation, 
which was given about as follows :—“ I am occupied in the service of Dr. 
Young. It is mortifying to me as a regular graduate to confess it, but the 
nece.ssities of my family have compelled me to take the position. Dr. Yoimg 
gives me $250 a month for prescribing for his patients, and I am under 
obligation to remain in his office from eight in the morning till six in the 
evening.”—“ And does not Young prescribe for his patients 1 ”—“ Oh, no! 
I thought everybody knew that. He sits in the front office at his desk, 
keeping the books. \^en the patients enter, he receives them and passes 
them into my room. I examine and prescribe for them, they supposing 
always that I am Doctor Young. I give them the prescription, which they 
take to Young, and he settles with them and receives the money. I pass 
for the Doctor and he for my clerk.” 

Advertiser should read a forcible letter in the Examiner and London Peview 

of lust Saturday on the subject. It has been w'ell said that “ those who 

Uve in glass hoirses should not throw stones.” Protestations of purity 

seldom come from the pure. “ When a lady talks about her virtue, we 

may well suspect her chastity.” Mrs. Partington tiled to keep back the 

sea with her mop. She was simply laughed at by all sensible persons. 

The Medical Mrs. Grundy scolds “naughty people” who advertise in 

any other than Medical jom-nals. It may well be asked, upon whom has 

the mantle of Ceesar descended ? 

Women Doctors.—Under this heading, the Clobe of Wednesday contains an 

able and interesting article, which concludes as follows :—“There is not 
the f3lighto.st need that people w'ho hold ‘ advanced opinions ’ upon the 

power and rights of womanhood should be perpetually deafening us with 

a nan-ation of the marvels acliieved by the female brain. We quite 
believe it aU. But the greater the admiration that is felt for these splendid 

examples, the more strongly must it also be felt that they are exceptions. 

Does anybody expect that every Hospital nurse is to develope into a 

Florence Nightingale 1 And because Madame du Chatelet translated 
Newton’s ‘ Principia ’ into French, without the original losing an atom 

of vigour in the process, is every female dabbler in ‘ Euclid ’ to be accepted 
as a safe exponent of astronomical wi.sdom 1 It is quite natural that 

women should like to keep these dazzling examples before their eyes as 
witnesses of the height to which female intellect maj' aspire, but they are 

bound in all sobriety also to remember that the common consent of 

cirilisation has reserved certain fields of science for the exploration of 
masculine minds, and that, though women may lawfully work as 

amateurs, they cannot be tolerated as professors.” 

Alpha, of Liverpool, makes the following queries : — 

“ For the office of honorary Physician to the Liverpool Northern Hos¬ 
pital there are four candidates (A., B., C., D.), and all possess the necessary 
diplomas. 

“ But A. is Surgeon to a volunteer corps, and B. is Medical officer to a 
local dispensary, wherein he is expected, by virtue of his appointment, to 
undertake the treatment of both Surgical and Medical cases; therefore the 
query—Are A. and B. pure Physicians ? 

“Now, supposing neither A. nor B. has, within the last six months, per¬ 
formed a Surgical operation, are they (considering the facts that they still 
hold their aforesaid respective appointments, and consequently, directly or 
indirectly, by holding these appointments, profess themselves ready to 
act as Surgeons when required to do so) eligible for the office of honorary 
Physician to the Liverpool Northern Hospital in the face of the following 
rule:— 

“‘21. Physician’s Qualification.—A Physician cannot hold office in 
this Institution who is not a Fellow, or Member, or Licentiate by examina¬ 
tion, of the Royal CoUege of Physicians of London, Edinburgh, or Dublin, 
or who shall not have taken his Medical degree at one of the following 
Universities, viz. Oxford, Cambridge, London, Dublin, Edinburgh, or 
Gla.sgow; nor can any Physician be eligible who practises, or within six 
calendar months shall have practised. Surgery, pharmacy, or midwifery.’ 

It depends entirely on the interpretation put on the rule. Does the 
holding of the appointments mentioned constitute practising Surgery, 

supposing the private practice of the holders has been that of pure 

Physicians, and that they receive no fees ? We have no doubt but that 
A. may. 

The Registrar-General of Scotland, in his Report for June, says :— 

“ As throwing light on the causes of disease, and on the high mortality 
which has prevailed during the month, it is worthy of remark that, except¬ 
ing dui-ing the first week of June, not a day passed but the wind blew 
more or less from the north or east. This unusual prevalence of cold 
northerly and easterly winds not only reduced the temperature far below 
ts mean, so that over the greater portion of Scotland the hUl-tops were 
covered ivith .snow on the 15th, 16th, and ITtli of the month, but largely 
increased the mortality. This increase was not confined to diseases of the 
re.spiratory organs, but in almost the same proportion extended to all 
classes of disease, and in especial to those considered as epidemics viz., to 
fever, scarlatina, measles, and hooping-cough.” 

The York Star, issued from the Asylum, Bootham, York, contains, in its 
number issued July 1, several very curious and instructive papers. 

Medical Officers of Asylums and the County Administration Bill. 

TO THE editor OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE, 

question that has been in abeyance ever since the celebrated Bucks 
controversy has just cropped up in a very unexpected quarter. I allude to 
the dciiendent and precarious position held by superintendents of English 
county asylums. It has heen made the subject of remonstrance^ to Mr. 
Bruce, the Socretaiy of State. A deputation of Middlesex magistrates, 
consisting of Mr. Pownall, Chauman of Quarter Sessions, Mr. Turner, 
Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee, and others, have had an inter¬ 
view W'ith the right honourable gentleman, and the second of them ex¬ 
presses his feai-s that, in the event of the County Administration BiU 
passing*, old servants, good officers of tho county, might be disturbed with¬ 
out compensation, and he tinisted that provision would be made for them. 
This gentleman, while objecting to others having disturbing powere over 
the Medical superintendents, would, however, reserve it to hjmself and 
his compeers. The 10th clause of the County Admmisti-ation Bill provides 
that the executive powei-s of the County Board may be delegated to J com¬ 
mittee, but such committee shall not be deemed to be duly constituted 
unless it consist of an equal number of official and elected members, the 
latter of whom must be elected members of boards of guardians in the 
county. The security, fortunes, and honoiu* of a considerabm number of 
Medical men are thus placed absolutely at the disposal of this delegate a 
committee, without any power of appeal to, or redress from, any supenc r 
board or authority whatsoever. That the Meihcal journals, the vano^ 
associations, the General Medical Council, and othere mterested in the 
general or material prosperity of their Professional brethren should have 
so long overlooked this definite and pressing gi-ievance, must be a matter of 
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surpri.se. The subject, nevertheless, had not escaped the scrutiny of some 
gentlemen of high standing, authority, and acquirements so far back as 
1859, her Majesty’s Cominissioners of Inquiry into the state of the Irish 
asylums. In their valuable and instructive report, page 9, the opinions 
and recommendations on the subject of asylum appointments are fully 
recorded; and, with regard to this particular question, the power of dis¬ 
charging the chief officers, they report to her Majesty that the Grovernment, 
and not the visiting committees, should have a power of removal founded 
on full investigation of the officer’s incapacity or misconduct. The docu¬ 
ment is signed by Sir Thomas Eedington, E. Andrews, Esq., Messrs. Lut- 
widge and Wilkes, Commissioners in Lunacy, and by Sir Dominic Corrigan 
—names that have done the State some service. The rights that ha ve been 
bestowed upon the Irish supeiintendents must surely be the due of the 
English, nor should the inferior position of the latter be allowed to rest 
without redress. The Poor-law Medical staff have been long emancipated 
from the power of the village guardians. Will they allow their less for¬ 
tunate brethren to come within their control ? Will they not rather render 
assistance in obtaining the insertion of a clause in the new County Admi¬ 
nistration Bill that no Medical officer of any asylum maintained whoUy or 
in part out of the public rates shall be dismissed without the sanction-of 
the Secretary of State being first obtained, and that founded on a fuE 
investigation into the officer’s incapacity or impropriety of conduct 1 

London, July 10. lam, &c. Aliquis. 

Berry Defence Fund. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sib,—The expenses incurred by Mr. O. W. Berry in defending the false 
charge recently brought against him, and his subsequent successful prose¬ 
cution of his accuser for perjury, have amounted to the sum of sixty guineas. 
The comynittee will be obliged by the insertion of the following list of 
subscriptions towards defrajdng the same. I am, &c. 

10, Charles-street, Soho, July 14. E. Sandwell, Hon. Sec. 

Amount acknowledged, £14 123.; Dr. Hyde Salter, Harley-street, £1 Is.; 
E. Canton, Esq., Montague-place, £1 Is.; Dr. Barr Meadows, Dover-street, 
£1 Is.; Dr. Head, Harley-street, £1 Is.; W. Adams, Esq., Heurietta- 
.street, £1 Is.; Dr. Calthrop, Netley, 10s. 6d.; Dr. Wilkinson, Shaftesbiuy, 
10s. 6d.; W. PoweU, Esq., Tenbury, 10s.; W. Cox, Esq., Mitcham, 5s. 

Subscriptions may be made payable to H. Woolcott, Esq., Charing-oross 
Hospital (Treasurer), or Dr. SandweU, 10, Charles-street, Soho (Hon. Sec.). 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Mr. Eivington ; Mr. Duval; Dr. Steele; Dr. J. C. Murray; Dr. B. 
Stone ; Dr. A. Macalistbr ; Dr. Beatson ; Mr. A. T. Norton ; Mr. 
C. P. Coombs ; Ishmael ; Aliquis ; Mr. E. A. S. Prosser ; Dr. Fay'rer ; 
Dr. Edis ; !Mr. E. Mills ; Mr. John Lloyd ; Mr. T. S. Horsford ; Mr. 
T. P. Pick; Dr. Dudfield; Mr. P. Squire; Medicus ; Mr. Thomas 
Meredith; Dr. F. G. Eubio ; A Constant Subscriber; Mi'. John 
Wood ; Mr. J. Hutchinson ; Dr. Eumsby ; Dr. B. W. Eichardson ; Dr. 
OuAiN; Mr. Spencer Wells ; Mr. J. F. Clarke ; Mr. J. Chatto ; 
Dr. J. W. Kirk ; Dr. Sandwell ; Mr. W. Francis ; Dr. T. H. Hodges. 

BOOKS EECEIVED— 

Elam’s Physician’s Problems—Bible Animals, Parts 19 and 20—Lee’s 
Menton and San Eemo—An Answer to Mr. J. Stuart Mill’s “Subjection 
of Women”—Mapother on the Dublin Hospitals—Cobbold’s Entozoa— 
Dayman’s Memoir of Dr. Joseph Bullar—Eeport of the Belfast District 
Hospital for the Insane—On the Supply of Animal Food to Britain— 
American Medical and Surgical Eeporter, Nos. 22, 23, and 24—United 
States Sanitary Commission Memoirs—Chicago Medical Times, No. 6— 
DesDyspepsies, par leDr. WUlieme—Ai-chiv fur Ohrenheilkunde—Davis 
on the Surgical and Therapeutical Uses of Carbolic Acid. 

NEWSPAPEES EECEIVED— 

Indian Medical Gazette—The York Star, vol. ix. No. 3—New York Medical 
Gazette—Scotsman. 

VITAL STATISTICS OR LONDON. 
TFeek ending Saturday, July 10, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 

Births of Boys, 1022; Girls, 974; Total, 1996. 

Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1869-68, 1861'5. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

643 
641-6 

636 
586-0 

1279 
1227-6 
1350 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

1 
Whoop¬ 

ing- 
cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 466388 2 10 13 6 3 
North . 618210 i 4 13 2 17 12 6 
Central 378058 3 11 3 13 Q 9 
East . 571158 5 32 1 15 11 10 
South . 773175 3 15 19 11 7 2 ... 
Total . 2803989 4 29 85 6 69 1 42 30 1 ... 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 
Mean height of barometer.29'951 in. 
Mean temperature.64'2 
Highest point of theimometer.SO'O 
Lowest point of thermometer.49-1 
Mean dew-point temperature.55-3 
General direction of wind.W.S.W. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.O’OO 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, July 10, 1869, in the 
following large Towns 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 1996 1462 1279 80-0 49-1 64-2 0-00 0 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 101 76 *65 74-0 46-7 61-4 0-38 38 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 217 176 113 75-3 50-6 61-5 0-05 5 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 609052 99-7 337 295 220 73-5 53-0 61-4 0-10 10 
Manchester (City) . 370S92 82-7 2171 210 *186 79-7 47-0 61-1 0-50 51 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 72 60 38 74-8 50-1 60-7 0-48 48 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752,10-5 165 126 86 73-7 50-0 6I-5 0-12 12 
Bradford (Borough) 13S522 21-0 102 71 57 76-6 54-1 62-6 0-07 7 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 103 129 117 76-0 49-0 63-3 0-00 0 
Hull (Borough) 126682 35-6 56 59 52 79-0 47-0 61-1 0-14 14 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 71 69 59 74-0 52-0 60-1 0-12 12 
Edinhm-gh (City) . 178002:40-2 130 86 114 71-7 49-0 59-3 0-10 10 
Glasgow (City) 458937 90-6 330, 268 265 71-7 50-9 60-1 0-81 82 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 320762 32-9 173 158 101 75-6 ;46-0 62-5 ;o-i9 19 1 

Towns . . ^, 6546587, 35-5 4070'3244 2752 80-0 46-0 61-5 0-22 22 
Paris (City) 1889842 787 

Week 
ending Weekending July 3. 

(1863) July 3. 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 660000 304 ... 1 ... 1 64-9| 

At the Eoyal Observatory, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29'961 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29'72 in, on Tuesday, July 6, to 30‘24 in. on Saturday, July 10. 

The general direction of the wind was W.S.W. 

Abie.-The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

Judy 17. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Free, Ij p.m. 

19. Monday. 

Operations at the MetropoUtan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Eectum, 1| p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2j p.m. 

20. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1^ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

21. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, 11 p.m. ; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, Ij p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s IJ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. ' 

Westminster Hospital School of Medicine, 11 a.m. Mr. C. Carter 
Blake’s Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy of Warm-blooded Verte- 
brata—Lecture VII.: The Class Mammalia (concluded). 

22. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m. ; 
Eoyal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

23. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CLINICAL SUEGEET.—No. IV. 
-❖- 

ON HIP DISEASE. 
By THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S., 

Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

CASES OF ARTICULAR OSTITIS OF THE HIP- 
JOINT ARRESTED BY TREATMENT IN ITS FIRST 
STAGE—RECOVERY WITH SOUND JOINT. 

Part I. 
{^Continuedf7-ompage 77.) 

We •wiU now proceed to quote some few instances of early 

synovial disease to contrast them with those which have been 

just given. 

Case 15.—Disease of Hip-joint {Sij)wvial)—Mecovenj. 

William W., aged 4, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital, 
July 30, 1866, for some affection of the left hip-joint. It had 
existed for six months, and had come on without any known 
cause; pain in the part and limping were the prominent 
symptoms. When seen these symptoms still existed. There 
was much thickening about the neck of the bone and in 
front in the groin ; pain was caused by pressure both behind 
the trochanter and in the groin; the glands in the groin were 
also enlarged. The foot was everted. The head of the femur 
moved smoothly in the acetabulimi, but pain was caused by the 
attempt. There was not much spasm of the muscles about the 
joint. A long splint was apphed, fomentations ordered, and 
tonics given. By October 8 the symptoms had materially im¬ 
proved. On January 14 the joint could be moved freely without 
pain or exciting spasm. The thickening about the joint had 
much subsided. On March 25 all signs of disease had disap¬ 
peared. The child was allowed to use the Umb. On May 20 
the hmb appeared to be quite sound, and the child could walk 
well. In October the reiDort states the child was quite well. 

Case 16.—Hip Disease {Synovial Disease)—Recovery with Sound 
Joint. 

Mary H., aged 4, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
February 26, 1865, for some affection of her right liip-joint. It 
had existed for five months, and had come on without any 
assignable cause. Pain in the part and hmping were the early 
symptoms. When I saw the child there was clearly much 
thickening about the articulation, swelling around the articu¬ 
lation, and pain on pressure over the part; the joint, however, 
moved smoothly, and there was no spasm of the muscles of the 
articulation. 'There was increase of heat in the part. The 
pelvis was tilted upwards on the sound side, giving the appear¬ 
ance of elongation to the limb on the affected one. Rest with 
fomentations and tonics were recommended, and in three 
months the symptoms had much improved, all increase of heat 
had disappeared, and the thickening about the soft parts and 
trochanter had much diminished, the mobility of the limb was 
gfreater, and the pain less. On September 20 the joint was 
pronounced to be sound, all signs of disease having’ disappeared. 
The child was allowed to use the limb to waUc. In December 
she was still well. Six months later the joint was sound. 

Case H.—-Early Disease of Hip-joint—Synovial Diflammation— 
Reeovery with Good Joint. 

EUen W., aged 3, came under my care at Guy's Hospital on 
April 20, 1863, for hip disease. It had existed for seven weeks, 
and had come on after a fall upon the part. Limping suc¬ 
ceeded the injury, accompanied -^vith pain and some swelling 
of the joint. The thigh also became shghtly flexed and drawn 
inwards. When I saw the cliild the adductor muscles of the 
right thigh were in a state of Holent spasm. Any attempt to 
abduct the limb excited severe pain. There was some fidness 
in the groin, and also behind the trochanter major, and any 
pressure upon these parts gave rise to suffering. There was 
also some surgical fever. Fomentations were ordered to be 
applied to _ the hip, and absolute rest enforced. Cod-hver oil 
was also given. In one month these symptoms had much im¬ 
proved, some movement of the limb being permitted. By June 6 
the spasm of the adductor muscles had disappeared, and by 
September 10 all signs of mischief had passed away; the 
joint cmdd be moved readily without pain, the fidness about 
the articulation had gone, and no signs of disease remained, 
bix months later the child was still well. 

Remarlcs.—I have not deemed it necessary to quote many 
VoL. II. 1869. No. 995. 

examples of early sjmoHal disease of the hip-joint: in young 
subjects they are not so common as articular ostitis, yet they 
occur, and are to be recognised by well-marked chnical cha¬ 
racters. They are frequently the result of some injury, as a 
fall, and are invariably accompanied with pain and swelling of 
the affected part. A distinct thickening of the soft parts about 
the affected joint can always be made out in these cases in 
their earliest stage, and it is by this symptom that the Surgeon 
should be guided in his diag-nosis ; for in articular ostitis pain 
without swelling indicates its earliest appearance, whereas pain 
with swelling always accompanies early synovial mischief. 
The treatment of these cases of early synovial disease differs 
also from that of articular ostitis when attacking the hip-joint, 
for in the latter class of cases it has been shown that recovery 
may take place without the application of any splint or weight 
—the removal of all interarticular pressure, by abstinence from 
walking or standing, being the only essential practical points 
to be observed — whereas in hip-joint disease from early 
synovial disease it seems advisable to apply a splint in most 
cases, if not in all; for any movement of the joint unquestion¬ 
ably affects the diseased tissue, and as a consequence tends to 
interfere with a reparative process and retard recovery. The 
weight and pulley may be used instead, or^any other mechanical 
contrivance by which the limb can be kept quiet. The con¬ 
stitutional treatment of these cases must be conducted upon 
ordinary rational principles. , No special treatment is required. 
In two of the ca^es recorded, however, it will be observed that 
splints were not used. In one its application was postponed 
on account of the severity of the local symptoms, and when 
these had subsided the use of the splint did not appear necessary. 

ORIGIK-AL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-o- 

LAEGE MULTILOCHLAE CYSTIC TUMOUE 
OE THE LOWEE JAW EEMOYED 

BY EXCISION. 

By W. B. BEATSON, M.D., F.R.C.S., Cml Surgeon, Nagpore. 

Pyk^uee, a Hindoo cultivator, aged about 35 years, made 

application at the Nagpore City Hospital in April, 1868, for 

relief on account of a tumom’ of the lower jaw, causing great 

pain and difficulty in mastication and deglutition. Three years 

previously he had first noticed a small swelling of the gum 

close to the molar teeth on the left side, which, in the course of 

a year, attained the size of an orange. It was now as large 

as a child’s head, and extended from the zygoma to the clavicle, 

caiTying the car backwards and outwards, almost filling the 

cavity of the mouth, and forcing the tongue, soft palate, and 

alveolar process of the upper jaw over towards the right. The 

mouth remr.ined constantly open from the upward pressure of 
the tumour, which appeared on the mouth as an epitheho- 
matous mass, containing loosened teeth. The external surface 
presented several convexities, indicating the existence of sepa¬ 
rate cysts, was uniformly smooth and tense, and gave to the 
finger the feeling- of crepitation which arises from the presence 
of fluid beneath thinned and distended bone. As he was 
suffering terrible pain from distension, a trocar was im¬ 
mediately introduced into the two most prominent cysts, 
one of which gave sixteen, the other twelve ounces of thick 
grumous and straw-coloured fluids. No diminution took place 
in the size of the tumour, but the relief of tension was so great 
that pain almost entirely abated, and he was able to eat rice. 
Excision of the diseased bone was proposed to Lim and agreed 
to, but as he felt much better after the tapping, and as the pro¬ 
ceeding had to bo postponed for some days on account of the 
severe illness of the operator, the patient left the Hospital, 
promising to return when he had buried his mother-in-law, 
whose demise he declared had just occurred, 

Nothing more was seen of him until the end of March, 1869, 
when he reappeared little altered in appearance. The tumour 
had, however, grown considerably; an exten.sion of it was 
passing up under the zygoma, and commencing to distend the 
temporal fossa, and the cavity of the mouth was so i4iuch 
encroached upon that mastication was impossible, and 
deglutition very diffic\ilt. He was, of coiirse, far from robust in 
condition ; but as littlo was to be gained by delay, and the de¬ 
cease of his mother-in-law might be again expected at any 
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moment in the event of his heing’ frightened, the operation was 
performed with as little delay as possible on March 30, 1869. 

A strong ligature was first passed through the point 
of the tongue, the first molar tooth on the right side 
was extracted, and, the incision having been commenced, 
the bone was divided at that point with saw and nippers. 
The incision was then extended to the articulation on 
the left, and the facial flap dissected upwards. Forcible 
depression now brought into view the soft portion, extending 
into the temporal fossa, and this being divided disarticulation 
was effected without any trouble, no real joint existing, and 
the tumour rapidly dissected from the submental portion of 
integTiment. Lastly, the detached portion was enucleated from 
the temporal fossa. The bleeding Avas not great, and that from 
the facial vessels appeared to cause just sufficient faintness to 
check hEemorrhage from those divided in the later stage of the 
operation. Chloroform had been administered by Dr. John 
Law, of the Madras Medical Service, and all vessels were 
promptly secured by my assistant. Baboo Gopal Chunder Roy. 

The tumour weighed four pounds eleven ounces, and con¬ 
sisted of a number of cysts developed between the laminae of 
the bone, mingled with an exuberant growth of epithelioma. 
The cystic dilatation of the bone extended beyond the sym¬ 
physis, and stojAped just short of the point of division by the 
saw. Of the body and ramus of the left side, no form was left, 
the whole, including the eoronoid and condyloid processes, 
being expanded into cysts, the smooth surface of which, arti¬ 
culating with the glenoid cavity of the temporal bone, had 
replaced the maxillary joint; hence the ease with which dis¬ 
articulation was effected. 

The pulse, after the operation, remained for some time im¬ 
perceptible ; but he rallied and took stimulants. At 4 p.m. 
reaction had fully set in ; pulse 160. On the following morn¬ 
ing the ligature, which had never appeared necessary, was 
withdrawn from the tongue. There was high fever and a 
pulse of 150 at 4 p.m. After this the progress of the case was 
(One of gradual improvement, the afternoon febrile exacerbation 
gradually diminishing and the wound healing by first inten¬ 
tion, except at the point of exit of the ligatures. On April 7 
the ligatures had all separated. Speech and power of degluti¬ 
tion improved daily, and at the end of the month he left the 
Jlospital to proceed to his home in satisfactory condition. 

A SnoBT Prize Essay.—“ The Massachusetts Medical 
Society having offered a prize of 50 dollars for the best disser¬ 
tation which shall describe in plain language, briefly, an effective 
and ready method of ventilating sick rooms, one that can bo 
put in operation at once, at the momeni needed, with least difficulty 
and expense, in houses of ordinary construction, Ave hereby offer, 
as the only possible way of fulfilling all the conditions de¬ 
manded, the folloAving essay :—■“ Tull down the %oindo%o sash and 
leave the flreplnce open.' The prize may be sent to the publishers 
of the Medical Gazette."—Mciv York Med. Gaz. 

TREATMENT OE URETHRAL 
STRICTURE BY FORCIBLE DILATATION 

WIIH MR. B. HOLTS INSTRUMENT. 

By J. FAYEEE, M.D., C.S.I., F.R.S.E., 
Professor of Surgery, and Senior Sui’geon Medical CoUege Hospital, Calcutta. 

(^Continued from page 45.) 

Case 13.—J. K., West Indian, carpenter, aged 34 years, 
admitted on December 6, 1868, Avith stricture of ten years’ 
duration. It was a very bad case, for the stricture seemed to 
extend throughout the whole canal from the anterior extremity 
to the membranous portion, and water was passed vrith great 
suffering. After long trial, No. 4 was passed. The canal was 
dilatgd on December 28 with the full-sized dilator, and No. 12 
passed immediately afterwards. I have not the date of 
his discharge, but he left the Hospital perfectly cured. 

Case 14.—A. A., a Mahomedan, aged 56 years, was ad¬ 
mitted on EebriAary 17, 1869, Avith stricture of six months’ 
duration. No. 3 was passed with great difficulty, and the 
stricture was split Avith the full-sized dilator on February 21. 
No. 12 passed easily after the operation. The patient suffered 
little or no constitutional disturbance, and left the Hospital on 
the 26th apparently well. 

Case 16.—C. M., an East Indian, aged 52, has had stricture for 
six years. Catheters have been passed from time to time, and 
about three years ago No. 12 was passed. He was admitted 
on March 9, 1869, with return of stricture, and no instrument 
could be passed at the time. In a few days a small bougie 
was passed into the bladder, and on the 12th the full-sized 
dilator was passed, and, immediately after it. No. 12 catheter. 
He had no fever, and since the operation has been doing well, 
and full-sized instruments pass easily. He has no difficAilty 
in micturition, and is quite cured of the stricture, though up 
to this date (May 28) he is detained in Hospital by an ulcer on 
the leg. This is healing, and his general health has much 
improved. 

Case 16.—W. C., an English sailor, aged 43, admitted on 
April 23, 1869, with stricture which followed gonorrhoea 
about eight years ago. For the last eighteen months has been 
suffering from difficulty in passing water, and when he was 
admitted he had complete retention, which was relieved by 
placing him under the influence of chloroform and passing a 
small catheter. No. 5. On the 24th, the next morning, the 
stricture was ruptured with the largest-sized dilator, and a full- 
sized instrument passed immediately and Avdthout difficulty. 
As he was CAudently of an irritable constitution, a dose of 
quinine gr. v. and tinct. opii inxxv. was immediately ad¬ 
ministered ; but notArithstanding this he had, the same after¬ 
noon, a scAmre rigor and subsequent fever. This fever continued 
to return for three days, remitting in the morning, and caused 
great prostration, but there was no local mischief. The use of 
catheters was discontinued, and he began to recover, though 
looking wretchedly broken doAra and aged, Avith a profuse 
herpetic eruption on the lips and great irritability of stomach. 
He continued to pass a full stream, and has not had the least 
inconvenience since. He is stiU in Hospital, being rather 
weak from the prostration caused by this lU'ethi-al fever, but 
he is perfectly well as to the stricture. 

The history of these .sixteen cases has been recorded very 
briefly, but sufficiently, I think, in detail to prove that the 
method of treatment illustrated is not only a good and expedi¬ 
tious, but a safe one. I have on a former occasion pointed out 
what I believe to be a peculiar tendency in the subjects of 
stricture to suffer from fever after the passage of instmments; 
and I attribute this, to some extent, to that peculiar state of 
the nervous system found in the residents of a malarious 
climate like Lower Bengal, which may be considered to in¬ 
crease the proclivity that exists more or less in all to this 
urethral fever. Such being the case, it was not unnatural to 
suppose that the violence used in forcibly rupturing the 
stricture, and the open wound so caused, woMd to a great 
extent add to a danger which is sometimes of a formidable 
character even where no violence at all has been used in the 
passing of an ordinary catheter. The result of these cases 
shows that my apprehensions were almost groundless, for in 
the majority of the cases little or no constitutional disturbance 
followed. Most recovered rapidly; some would not remain as 
in-patients, and aU, on the whole, did well. 

In the last case, that of a man of a pecidiarly nervous and 
irritable constitution, urethral fever of rather a severe foj m 
followed; but he recovered, and I feel satisfied that similer 
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results might have followed the passage of an ordinary bougie 
through the narrow and irritable stricture. The nature of the 
relief alforded is, I believe, not unldce that which follows the 
.sphtting’or dividing of an irritable ulcer or fissure in the rectum; 
the di ision releases tension, and, so far from increasing irrita¬ 
tion, gives relief. 

I tlnnk the originator of what appears to me to be a very 
Buoceseful and rapid mode of treatment of a very painfid and 
distressing disorder has every reason to eongratulate himself 
on having conferred a real benefit on Surgical science. 

ON THE EARLY PROGRESS OF ARMY 
SANITATION IN INDIA. 

By C. A. GOEDOiSr, M.D., C.B., 
Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Hill Stations. 

[Coiitinuf.d from page G.) 

Soke discussion having lately taken place in regard to the 
question whether or not it is necessary, on military grounds, to 
retain a large proportion of our forces in the plains, it may be 
desirable to recount the opinions in reference to this important 
point that were submitted to the Royal Commission. Major- 
General Godwin considered that it would be advantageous to 
pla^e more troops at hill-stations, reducing the number in the 
pliins, as at JuUundhur, Umballah, Delhi, and Meerut. Accord¬ 
ing to the views of Sir John Lauwence, one regiment will hold 
a country vriiich would require ten to recover it if lost, and 
bcheved that had more troops been stationed at Delhi and 
Cawnpore in 18o7, those places would never have been lost. 
“ Tho natives of Beshawur,” he remarked, “ are very observant, 
and the whole valley might be lost in twenty-four hours. It is 
not possible to foresee what may occur.” “ Disarming the 
populace can only be effected to a very limited extent.” “ It 
requires great manngeinent. There are greater difficulties on 
all these questions than people can conceive.” “ The troops 
should be placed Avliere the natives are most warlike.” Colonel 
Greathcad thought it “of the first importance to keep bodies 
of troops at the main strategical points.” “ It would,” he 
adds, “ be a gi-eat thing to ha^m the men in the hills, cotdd it 
be done Avith equal advantage, politically speaking.” Brigadier- 
General Russell was of opinion “ that the withdrawal of the 
troops from the plains v'ould render a larger force necessary. 
The sheathed sword must alwaj^s be in A’iew of the natives.” 
He Avould “ place the troops where they Avould be likely to 
enjoy the best health, pro Added the security of the country was 
not sacrificed.” Sir P. Cautley considered “ that troops 
are sent to India to be usefully employed, but if they 
are too much out of the way in the Himalayahs they 
Avould be of no use.” Colonel Campbell was of opinion 
that “ it would not bo safe to leave the great cities without 
garrisons. Railways might make a difference. Has no doubt, 
from the number of troops in India, that a great reduction 
might be made in the plain stations A\dthout abandoning really 
important posts. They could be better kept in bodies not too 
largo as reserves.” Mr. Elliot thinks “ thei’e Avould not be the 
slightest difficulty in Madras in administering the poKce of the 
country so that a considerable portion of the troops might be 
quartered in the hills, loaAdng comparatiA^ely small garrisons at 
the plain stations.” Colonel Durand “ thinks it would endanger 
tlie security of the country to place large bodies of troops per¬ 
manently in the liills.” “ Any surplusage of reserAms beyond 
Avhat are necessary for the quiet occupation of the country 
may bo obtained in the hills, especially AAdien the railroads are 
completed; but the key points—c.y., Allahabad—must not be 
given up, the country being hold practically by the sword, and 
small posts must be aAmided.” Sir Charles Trevelyan Avas of 
opinion that “the plain stations must bo held,” and “that 
troops occupying those stations are in some degree acclimated, 
and better able to act effectiA^ely than they would be if suddenly 
brought doAvn into the plains.” “ Small posts would be a 
source of Aveakness ; ” and Sir A. Tnlloch “ considers the placing 
of troops on high ground is very important as far as it can be 
done consistently AA'ith purposes of defence.” 

On such evidence, and much more to the same effect, the 
Royal Commission considerod(a) it as proven that these stations 
are useful chiefly for prevention, but not always for the cure, 
of disease ; that they are suitable for children and for healthy 
or aiUug men, but not for unhealthy regiments, thus confirming 

(a) OctaA-o Report, page 164. 

the opinions that had been expressed by army Medical officers 
in their reports already quoted ; and accordingly, among their 
recommendations of measures to be adopted, we read the two 
folloAving, namely;—“ 30. That the strategical points of the 
countiy which must be occupied be noAV fixed with special 
reference to reducing’, as far as possible, the number of im- 
healthy stations to be occupied. 31. That a sufficient number 
of lull stations on elevated g-round be proAuded, and that a third 
part of the force be located in these stations in rotation.” 

In 1864 the Sanitary Commission for Bengal was formed, 
one of the principal objects aimed at by its organisation being 
to indicate the best means of giving effect to the thirty-nine 
recommendations by the Royal Commission. No sooner had it 
been formed than, among other important subjects, that of hill 
stations came under its consideration, and in its first annual 
report (page 28) we find the various conchisions at which it 
arrived on the matter. These it is not necessary to give in 
detail. Two only Avill suffice, as they bear directly upon the 
Auews expressed in regard to the classes of persons most likely 
to benefit by those sanatoria. They are as follow, namely:— 

“ 3rd. That all makeshift arrangements for housing troops 
in the hills are objectionable, and tha,t good barracks and good 
sanitary arrangements are as necessary in the hills as in the 
plains. 

“ 7th. That it has been proA’ed by experience that the in¬ 
fluence of hill climates upon European constitutions is preser¬ 
vative against disease rather than curative, that to obtain the 
greatest amount of advantage the men who are sent to the 
hills should in all cases be selected, in preference to sending 
whole regiments, and that no general removal of sick men to 
the hiUs is proper. 

“ 8th. That it must be assumed, on military and political 
grounds, that no very large proportion of the army can be placed 
on the hills ; and that the oidy portion of the army that can be 
stationed in the hills is that which may be looked upon as a 
reserve, to be draAvn upon in emergencies, over and above the 
force Avliich is ordinarily necessary for the military occupation 
of the country; that after reducing as far as possible the 
number of unhealthy stations in the plains, a sufficient number 
of hiU stations should be provided, to which such portion of 
the troops as can be spared fi’om duty in the plains should be 
sent in rotation, and that all stations in the plains within 
practicable distance from the hiUs, should have their hill sana¬ 
torium to which a portion of each regiment should be sent.” 

The great importance to the army serA’ing in India of the 
question now being discussed will, I trust, justify me in briefly 
referring to my oaati views regarding it as expressed to the 
Sanitary Commission of Bengal, and subsequently published, (b) 
After quoting the grounds upon Avhich I arrived at the opinion 
expressed, I state my conviction that selection is the essential 
principle according to Avhich depots at hill stations should be 
supplied, and that the folloAving are the various classes of 
persons in Avhose cases removal to sAich sanatoria is most 
calculated to be beneficial—namely, 1. Some Avho are actually 
ill. 2. Old soldiers whose period of service is about to expire, 
and Avho are permitted as an indidgence thus to keep on to their 
pension. 3. Wealdy men, debilitated by continuous serAUce in 
the plains. 4. The recruits and young regiments on first 
arrival in India. And lastly the wives and children of soldiers 
as occasion may require. 

So far the vieAvs expressed have been unanimous in regard to 
the manner of utilising hill sanatoria in India, as to the classes 
who should be sent to such places, and as to the proportion of 
the total force in India Avho might in this way be withdraAvn 
from the plains, and kept in reserve. 

In the later numbers of the departmental Blue Book, how¬ 
ever, there occur A’ieAVS of an opposite nature to those of the 
Avi’iters and officers to whom I have alluded. In the volume 
for 1863 an endeavour is made to prove that entire regiments 
should, in accordanee Avith a roster, be sent to the hills, no con¬ 
sideration being given to the circAunstances in which each may 
have been previou.sly situated. Among other arguments adduced 
Avith this object, it is said(c) that, “ by sending regiments, 
they would cai’ry Avith them their OAvn institutions, officers, 
style of discipline; that a regiment is like a family, and that 
all these woidd be unimpaired, instead of being broken tluough, 
as they must be Ainder different circAAmstances, and that the 
idea of composite battalions presupposes a state of impaired 
health which is to be coi’rected, not prevented.” I have else¬ 
where (d) endeaA'Oured to show the fallacy of this objection, 

(b) “ Army Hygiene,” pp. 317 et seq. 

(c) Page 405. 
(d) Page 344. 
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and woidd now only briefly refer to what I look upon as its 
weak points. If by the “ discipline ” we understand tliemain- 
tenance of troops in a condition of physical fitness for service, 
surely that can better and more effectually be insured in a cool 
bracing^ climate, as that of the hills, than it can be under the 
exhausting influences of the plains, and men can under the 
former, much better than under the latter, be subjected to a 
system of drills and exercises adapted to the state of their 
powers. If, on the other hand, we are to understand by dis- 
ciphne the punishment for and rejiression of crime, there 
is no more difficulty in applying the one at a hiU station than 
there would be in the plains, while repression becomes far 
easier, inasmuch as inducements to and means of conunitting- 
offences are far fewer at our hill than at our larg’e military 
stations in the_ plains. Doubtless carefuUy selected officers 
would be required to command and take Medical charge of 
troops under the one circumstance as much as they in reality 
aro imder the other, but that such are to be obtained in suffi- 
cient numbers admits of not a doubt. Nor am I alone in these 

whom I have already several times 
alluded, observes, with reference to these objections—namely, 
that the men would suffer in their drill and fall off in their 
discipline “ With selected commanding officers, hoAvever, this 
need not be the case; and’even admitting that there were 
temporary deteriorations, and that the men returned to their 
corps a little slack in their duties, better this thair having to 

recruits; better that they should ajrpear a 
little round-shorddered, with the ruddiness of health, than be 
stretched out on Hospital cots.” Nor are there wanting oflicers 
of experience who believe that, in some instances at least, if 
indeed, not in a considerable number, the mere fact of a soldier 
hOTing a temporary change from a system of routine under 
which he has lived for years would itself be a sanitary measure 
of no mean importance. It is well to observe, however, that 
among the opinions quoted there are none adverse to the selec- 
tion, ill smtable cases, of regiments as such to be sent to the 
hms. It is possible that many would be benefited by the 
change; only that, as with individuals, so with them, careful 
selection is required. Hill climates, like many other remedial, 
agents, are valuable when properly used, as they are pernicious 
under opposite conditions. 

The next argument employed in the same Blue Book is to the 
effect that no regiment can be kejit in physical and military 
efficiency during ten years’ continuous residence in the plains, (f) 
and that, therefore, the recommendation is submitted that every 
regiment shall spend two years in the hiUs after every four in 
the plains ; but that “if the climate of the station at which a 
corps has been for the previous two years is a trying* one, such 
corps should be moved to an intermediate one—namely, one of 
3000 to 4000 feet of elevation, while for healthy regiments 
sent to the liiUs the elevation should be 5000 or 7000 feet.(g) 

It is necessary to observe, with reference to this paragraph, 
that not only did the regiments that in 1857 came to the plains 
irom hill stations suffer severely from sickness, as ah’eady 
observed, but that the corps Avhich best stood the brunt of the 
severe service during- that and the following year were those 
that had not been in the hills at all. We moreover laiow that 
^e regiments which during the Affghan, Gwahor, Scind, and 
Bunjaub campaigns performed very arduous sendee, had not, 

regiments, previously enjoyed residence at liill stations. 
Ihese facts are notorious in India. It is difficult now to 
obtain statistics of regiments in India for the desired periods 
but Dr. Ohevers, in his very valuable work from which 
1 have already freely quoted, gives particulars(h) from ivhich I 
am enaMed to indicate several regiments that actually retained 
better health during successive years in the plains than we 
have se^ others did at_ hiU stations. A very few examples 
mii^ suffice : The 3rd Light Dragoons had served continuously 
in the plains during seventeen years, and their average mor- 
tahty from 18o0 to 1853 was 20-9 per 1000; the 9th Lancers 
nad been continiiou.sly in the plains since 1842, and their 
average yearly mortality from 1850 to 1855 was 22-3; the 10th 
hoot had also been continuously in the plains from 1842, and 

Lf same years, at an average of 
34-5_; that of tne 24th Loot in the same period was 24-3 ; 87th 
Ke^ment, 39-9, and so with others that could be mentioned. 

At page 409 of the Blue Book already quoted, we read, that 
when a regiment has suffered severely from fever or bowel 

complaint, the first move, if such were practicable (I mean, if 
such staiions existed—I have no doubt there are plenty of such 
looahties), should be to a station of moderate elevation, with a 

“Health of the Tropics,” page 93. 
(f) rage40G. ° (gj Page 407. 

(h) Page 138. 
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dry, bracing, non-inalarious climate. For men who have suffered 
from the above diseases, a climate like Bangalore would be 
much more beneficial for the first eighteen months than climates 
such as those of Kussowlie, Dugshai, or Simla.” Undoubtedly, 
this is the case, and the sole matter of regret is that Bangalore 
is the only station in India which et^en approximately enj oys the 
requirements here enumerated. It is important, however, to 
obsm’ve that the unsuitability of ordinary liill stations for sickly 
regiments is conceded in the extracts made, not-withstanding 
that in the same pag-e it is stated that “ every regiment that 
has passed a full period (say two years) at Mooltan, Meean 
Meer, Peshawur Valley, Delhi (one year), Gwalior, or Agra, 
should go out of the plains on its relief.” Tliis is jirecisely 
such a case as the Bengal Samitary Commission desired to 
guard against. There can be no sanitary objection against, 
but, on the contrary, benefit must accrue from, sending 
a regiment from either of the stations named to the hills, 
provided the men are not in a low condition of health or 
haA^e not, as a body, suffered from epidemic sickness. In either 
case the Commission, adopting the Adews of the many emi¬ 
nent men Avho had AAuitten on the subject, would exercise dis¬ 
crimination ; and, indeed, that a similar method of selection is 
contemplated in regard to regiments imder such circumstances 
is indicated by the remarks in the preceding page of that 
A^olume, Avhere it is very correctly stated that “ after a corps 
has gone through a severe sickly season at such stations as 
Meean Meer, Agra, Mooltan, Gwalior, Delhi, Peshawur, or 
Allahabad, the removal of such corps either to a hill station, or, 
in the absence of suitable stations at an elevation of from 
3000 to 4000 feet (with a moderate rainfall), to such healthy 
plain stations as Hazarabagh, Bareilly, Hoy Bareilly, JuUund- 
hur, SeaUcote, or Rawul Pindee, is essential to the recovery of 
its health and efficiency.” 

(To he contmued.) 

NORWE&IAN NOTES. 
By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.E.C.S., 

Siu-geon to tlie London Hospital, to the Ophthalmic Hospital, and tho 
Hospital for Skin Disease.s. 

(Continued from page 45.) 

At Molde I visited the General Hospital. This institution is 
supported by the State, and receives patients from the toAvn 
and district. It is a roomy building newly built (seven years), 
and, as usual here, of wood. Everything- in it was clean and 
neat. ^ Several of the wards had no patients, althoug-h difiy 
supplied with beds. Dr. Sand told me that he had accommoda¬ 
tion for thirty-six patients, but that at present he had but 
fifteen in. 

Idaho of Syf)hilis to other Diseases. 
Out of the fifteen patients in the house no fewer than eight 

were syjAhilitic. I seav almost all of these; all were forms of 
constitutional syphihs, and one Avas an infant Avith the inherited 
form. When we remember that Molde is a small toAm of 
some fifteen hundred inhabitants, and that the Hospital 
patients come to a large extent from a thinly scattered rural 
population, this ratio of syphihtic disea.se strikes one as certainly 
high. Dr. Sand was kind enoug-h to show me his register 
(ven-y carefully kept), and from it I gathered that about a 
third of the patients were usually syphilitic. No leprosy is 
admitted here, there being a special asylum for it. 

Treatment of Syphilis—Desnlts of the Expectant Method. 
Several of the syphilitic cases were severe ones, and three 

had lost more or less of the palate. None of the patients had 
been syphihsed, and none, as far as could be ascertained, had 
ever taken mercury. 

I asked Dr. Sand his opinion of syphilisation, and he used 
strong- language in denouncing it, and stated that though 
sometimes urged to do so by his patients, he had always 
declined. I asked whether he eA’-er gave merctu-y. “ No, never 
to Norwegians ; they do not bear it. I believe it does good in 
England, but not here.” His usual plan w'as to employ the 
expectant method in the early stages, and iodide of potassium 
in the late ones. For the case of cong-enital syphilis under 

time of my visit, nothing was being done beyond 
the administration of iodide of potassium to the mother. 

One of tho syphihtic cases Avas pecuhar in that its subject, 
a girl of only 15 years, had already the disease in its tertiary. 
lorm. It was the acquired form. 

Frequency^ of Non- Txnereal Contagion of Syphilis. 
Dr. Bidonkap, in Christiania, had told me that cases of acci- 
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dental (or non-venereal) contagion of syphilis were not 
uncommon amongst the Norwegian peasantry, and a fact 
mentioned to me by Dr. Sand here confirmed that statement. 
Quite recently a group of cases, consisting of the father, 
mother, and three children, had been in the Molde Hospital, all 
presenting the symptoms of the secondary stage. My im¬ 
pression is that such occurrences are rare in English practice. 
A few weeks ago, I had in the venereal ward at the London 
Hospital a girl of foui- years old and her mother, both pre¬ 
senting syphilitic symptoms in precisely the same stage—that 
is, a secondaiy papular rash, sore-throat, and iritis. No doubt 
the contagion between them had been accidental. The source 
of the disease could not be ascertained from either, and they 
had shown symptoms ahnost simultaneously. In my own 
experience such occurrences have been very infrequent. Pro¬ 
bably the careless habits of the Norwegian peasantry and 
their neglect of early sjTnptoms may account for their in¬ 
creased risk in tliis direction. 

It may interest some to know what other kind of diseases 
besides syphilis are to be met with in the Hospital of an out- 
of-the-way Norwegian town. I may say that there were none 
of any great importance. A case of senile arthritis, one of 
whitlow, one of ulcer of the stomach, a case of severe ulcers of 
the cornea in a healthy-looking young man, and a case of 
phthisis made up the chief. 

Are the Nonvegians usually of Strong Constitution ? 

It seems to be the impression of aU the Medical men with 
w'hom I have conversed that the Norwegians are not of good 
stamina, that they readily succumb to depressing influences, 
and do not bear well any method of treatment which is deple¬ 
tory. It is, however, very difficult to get at the truth on such 
a matter. Those who give their evidence have rarely had the 
opportunity of forming an estimate of the comparative stamina 
of two dift’erent nations, and it is so easy to form the impres¬ 
sion that those Avith whom we have to do are especially feeble. 
My belief is, however, that the Norwegian Surgeons are in tliis 
instance right. Their Hospital patients certainly do to me look 
pale and sickly beyond what I haA'o been used to in home in¬ 
stitutions. Dr. Scott, of Shields, with whom I had the pleasiu’e 
of conversing on board steamer to Christiania, and who has a 
special connexion amongst the Norwegian sailors who frequent 
Shields, spoke strongly on this point, and said he was constantly 
obliged to use tonics and. quinine for his Norwegian patients 
earlier than he would have done for Englishmen. 

Almost all the peasantry are thin and pale, and it is rare to 
see any one who gives to an English eye the idea of robust 
and vigorous health. Those who have colour are rarely healthily 
iTiddy, and often exhibit the circumscribed patches of deep 
red wdiich imply debility rather than health. Phtlusis is 
common, and struma also. The scale of diet both in health 
and sickness is, to our ideas, low. In the Hospitals no beer or 
other stimulant is ordered excepting as an extra, and fish takes 
the place of meat with us. Out of Hospital, tobacco, coffee, 
fi.sh, cheese, sour milk, and oat and rye bread are the main 
articles of consumption. The chewing of tobacco, which 
appears to be almost nniversal and almost constant in the male 
part of the population, cannot but exercise some influence, 
good or bad, on the general health. My impression is that 
Norwegians, even of the labouring classes, are small eaters, 
and one may su.spect that tobacco and coffee do something 
to prevent the larger consumption of solid food. 

The Norwegians have a reputation for the immoderate use 
of stimulants, and especially of spirits. I saw, hoAVCA^er, but 
little to confirm this belief. If the peasantry in the mountain¬ 
ous districts were much in the habit of getting drunk, they 
would certainly all be drowned, so terribly dangerous are many 
of the roads, excepting to those in possession of aU their facili¬ 
ties. A larg-e company of navvies whom I had the opportunity 
of watching whilst engaged on a new road, took hot coffee ivitli 
their meals instead of beer. Of fresh meat the Norwegians 
get but little, and their fish and milk are often used in a state 
of partial decomposition instead of fresh. On the other hand, 
we must not forget that the entire population, males, females, 
and children, are engaged in outdoor occupations, and have 
tlie advantage of mountain- or sea-air or both. It is possible 
that these influences may enable them to resist the depressing 
effects of constant tobacco-chewing and habitual deficiency of 
nutriment in their diet, and may make coarse and otherwise un¬ 
wholesome articles agree fairly well. 

Dr. Sand did Ids best to impress npon me his belief “ that the 
human body in Norway is not so strong as in England ; ” but 
he was equally emphatic on the fact that when he had an 
English patient to deal with he was obliged to feed him much 

better than he did his eoimtrymen, thus ad.mitting that the 
Norsk constitution could rally and get ivell on a regimen on 
wliicli an Englishman would sink. We must clearly make 
great allowances for habit; and the circumstance that a man 
is fat, florid, and jolly-looking, although adding something to the 
pictorial effect of social life, by no means always implies cor¬ 
responding real vigour of constitution. 

SECO^^) Visit to Cheistiaxia. 

My second visit to Christiania ivas on July 9, just before 
returning home, and was only yqtj short. I had the oppor¬ 
tunity, however, of being made acquainted with some exceed¬ 
ingly interesting facts, chiefly through the great kindness of 
Professor Boeck and Dr. Bidenkap. 

I will mention first some cases to wliich I alluded in a letter 
wiitten just after my former visit. 

Cases of Inherited Syphilis in Infants. 
As a month had elapsed since I first saw the two infants(a) 

under Dr. Bidenkap’s care in ivhich syphilisation had been 
resorted to, I ivas anxious to observe what progress had been 
made. I may confess that I quite expected to hear that one 
at least was dead. Both were, however, improving, and appear 
likely to sui'viA^e. In the case in which syphilisation had been 
for a while abandoned it had been again resumed, and the little 
patient has certainly gained ground under it. In both cases 
the treatment has been complicated by the administration of 
iodide of potassium to the mother with the intention of its 
influencing the infant through the miUi. In neither has any 
mercury been given. Both are severe cases, and in one the 
child’s face is i^ery extensively ulcerated. As compared with 
our English cases, they are certainly more severe than we 
usually see. 

As regards inferences as to treatment, we have three courses 
open to us:—1st. To believe that the repeated syphilitic 
inoculations have done good. 2nd. To believe that the benefit 
is attributable to the iodide of potassium. 3rd. To consider 
that the disease is subsiding spontaneously. 

How best to estimate Real Success in the Treatment of Syphilis. 
Since it is noiv generally admitted that the phenomena of 

primary and secondary syphihs arc transitory stages of a 
specific disease and destined to spontaneous disappearance, the 
advocates of different plans of treatment must grant that there 
are special difficulties in the way of forming reliable con¬ 
clusions. Patients get rid of secondary sypliihs under mercury, 
under syphilisation, under iodide of potassium, under chlorate 
of potash, under an absolutely negative treatment. Individual 
cases differ so much in severity and in natural tendency as to 
duration, that the utmost caution is necessary before we infer 
that any given plan of treatment has been influential. Tliese 
remarks apply equally to the secondary syphilis of infants and 
that of adults. 

The prevalence and the severity of tertiary syphilis in any 
given community, the frequency of hereditary transmission, 
the severity with which tainted infants suffer, and the frequency 
of those peculiar diseases which we now consider to be charac¬ 
teristic of the tertiary stage of the inherited disease, are the 
data by which we can best hope to estimate the real and ulti¬ 
mate efficiency of any plan of treatment which is in general 
use. In Norway generally during the last ten or fifteen years 
mercury has fallen into comparative disuse. There are still 
some Surgeons who employ it, but my inquiries on this point 
convinced me that they are a small minority, and that, in addi¬ 
tion to the believers in syphilisation, there are many who dis¬ 
trust mercury, and prefer expectant treatment. On all hands 
it is admitted that tertiary syphilis has become much milder 
and more manageable. How stands the question as to the 
inherited disease ? I was very much interested in making 
inquiries on this head. Our Norwegian confreres may very 
fairly remind us in England that, in spite of our general use 
of mercury, we have notched teeth and syphilitic keratitis 
in tolerable abundance, and that if any one wants to study 
the infantile forms of disease he can find plenty of materials 
at any of our out-xiatient departments. “ Your mercurial 
plan,” they may remind us, “judiciously and temperately 
employed as it at present is by ahnost the whole British 
Profession, clearly does not eradicate the taint.” 

There are, however, more difficulties in the way of forming 
anything hke a truthful estimate of the relative prevalence of 
these diseases in different communities than might at first sight 
be expected. Cases of sypliilis in infants can easily be dia¬ 
gnosed and counted, and the ratio of mortality can be ascer¬ 
tained. The diagnosis of the later forms, however, is often 

(a) See Mdical Times and Gazette, July 10, page 43. 
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a matter individual opinion, _ and of much difficulty. The 
enormous differences in population may also easily mislead us. 
Thus the entire postulation of Norway is not two-thirds that 
of London alone, and those of its five or six largest towns 
added tog-ether amount only to 142,000, or much less than that 
of Edinburgh. 

Now the discovery of the real meaning of notched teeth 
and interstitial keratitis and of the nature and frequency of 
several other consequences of tertiary syphilis from inheritance 

ould certainly never have been made had it not been for the 
immense field of observation afforded by the liloorlields out¬ 
patients, for at our general Hospitals such cases are very infre¬ 
quent. There is no chance in Norway of obtaining any similar 
field in order to make a comparison. There are no out-patient 
departments, the Hospitals are of course comparatively small, 
and there are no ophthalmic institutions. ’ 

_ Having thus explained the sources of difficulty, I will men¬ 
tion such facts as I could get, and leave them to be taken for 
what they are worih. 

^ 1. Infantile sj'philis_appears to be both frequent, severe, and 
ratal. I saw cases of it in every Hospital I visited, even in the 
little one at Molde with its fifteen inmates. 

At a recent discussion in Christiania Hr. Fayes, Surgeon to 
Hospital, stated that eighteen infants born of 

syphilitic inothers all showed the disease, and almost all died. 
Bidenkap, whose experience of sjqihilis as it occurs in 

Christiania is very large, told me that he had been long look- 
ing out for syphilitic teeth, and could not find a case. 

3. At aU the Hospitals which I visited I looked about for 
the well-kuorra. physiognomy of inherited syphilis, for inter¬ 
stitial keratitis, and for notched teeth, nor would any marked 
example of such physiognomy have been likely to escape my 
notice if casually cncoimtered in the street The result was 
unat I did not until shortly before my return see a single well 
characterised case. It must be remembered, hoAvever, that the 
total number of individuals inspected was, after all, only small. 
Ill tlie country districts the jiopulatioii is very thin. I saw 
several doubtful cases and a single pronounced one (the ex¬ 
ception just referred to). In this last case the child’s features 
ivere much deformed. 

ithout going further, I think we may venture at any rate 
to believe that_ tlie remote results of inherited sj^philis are not 
more frequent in the Norwegian population than in our own. 

4. Tertiary sjqiLilis in adults from acquired disease is 
evidently common in INorway, and fairly severe. As I have 
already stated, everybody agrees that it is nothing now to 
what once it was; but before we accept this as evidence that 
the old mercurial treatment was bad, and that syphilisation and 
expectancy are both or either of them g-ood, there is somethinf*- 
else to be said. ° 

Radesyge. 
The Medical nosologist may haA'-e the pleasure of striking 

his pen through the word “radesyge.” The puzzling 
mystery concerning its nature and diagnosis is solA''ed. Every 
Norwegian Surgeon Avith whom I conversed on the subject 
agreed on this. “We have no such disease, and as a specific 
malady, distinct on tlie one hand from tertiary syphilis, and on 
the other from lejirosy, we never had. The name Avas from the 
beginning a mistake, and is now AvhoUy disused.” But there 
is room for more exultant triumph than merely in the clearing 
up of a point in diagnosis and the simplification of nosology. 
Not only is it now recognised that what was called “radesyo-e ” 
was really inveterate tertiary syphilis, but the disease itself 
has subsided into insignificance. The special asylums for 
radesyge are closed, and Avhen the stranger in pursuit of the 
Meffical curiosities of the country asks to be shown the disease, 
he IS told that there are no cases. What has worked the 
change ? “ The disuse of the poison mercury,” shouts a chorus 
of voices. “Syphilisation as a radical cure of syphilis” 
modestly but firmly suggest its advocates, (b) whilst the im¬ 
partial obserA'er is, I think, obliged to ignore both. 

{.To he continued.) 
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Ojs'e of the Smaller Lungs oe London.—There is 
some fear that Chesterfield House, Mayfair, with its old garden 
and the stately trees, vrith their rookery, wiU be destroyed to 
make room for a row of neAV houses. It'is said that Mr. Charles 
Magniac has purchased the site for £180,000 ; but, being rich 
enough to do this, there is reason to hope that he aauII be 
liberal enough to live in Chesterfield House himself, and so to 
save one of the few gveen and open spots left in London. ■■ 

(b) At the recent discussion in Chi'istiania, from Avhich I have re- 
peatedly quoted, Pi-ofcssor Voss prophesied that if sjqihilisation should fall 
into disuse, the radesyge asylums Avould soon have to be reonened. 

EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-^- 

HOSPITAL EOE DISEASES OE THE THEOAT. 

This is one of those special institutions the establishment of 
which has excited a good deal of antagonism—partly, perhaps, 
from the specialty, on the basis of "which it is founded, havingf 
been so recently created, and partly from its being the last of 
the special Hospitals of any note which has been instituted. 
When this Hospital was established many Practitioners felt 
inclined to regard it as the last straw on the camel’s back, and 
hence, in the contest between general and special Hospitals, it 
has, perhajjs too often for its OAvn adA'antage, afforded the 
ground on which the principle was to be fought. Whatever, 
however, may be the ultimate destiny of this little Hospital, 
there can be no doubt that it has already done gpood service to the 
Profession; for whilst it is probable that the special depart¬ 
ment for throat diseases recently established at some of the 
genei’al Hospitals would never have been founded if it had not 
been for the existence of the Hospital for Diseases of the 
Throat, it is certain that those departments have in their 
internal arrangements profited, either directly or indirectly, by 
the experience of the special Hospital. 

In all cases we believe that Dr. Morell-Mackenzie’s rack- 
movement laryngoscopic lamp is used, and this mode of illu¬ 
mination is in itself so advantageous that its general employ¬ 
ment must be regarded as highly satisfactory. 

As there are a large number of Practitioners who have 
neither the^ time nor the opportunity of visiting the special 
Hospitals, it is desirable that the manner in which Profes¬ 
sional work is done at these institutions should be made knoAvn 
in other ways. 

The Hospital now under notice is a large private house in 
Grolden-square, which, we believe, has previously been used for 
public purposes. It has been as well adapted to the use of a 
Hospital as is possible, and affords accommodation for 16 in¬ 
patients. The men’s wards on the first floor are large and airy, 
but the space for the women is rather contracted. Although 
the Hospital received and treated as many as 138 in-patients 
last year, it is especially to the out-patients’ department that 
attention will be called, where the employment of the oxy- 
hydrogen fight differentiates it from any other Hospital. The 
consulting-room is rather small, considering that there are 
generally in attendance—at least, on the demonstration days— 
the Physician and clinical assistant, each seeing cases, and a 
clinical clerk, besides several Medical Ausitors. There are three 
lamps at which patients are examined, and one of these is 
reserved for visitors. 

The oxyhydi’ogen fight consists of 'a lantern which contains 
the burner, and a long telescope-tube, in which the lens is 
placed for conveying the luminous rays to the patient’s mouth. 
The Practitioner sits directly opposite the patient, and the end 
of the conducting tube of the lantern is placed at the side of 
the Practitioner, so that the fight is thrown directly into the 
patient s mouth (not indirectly, as is the case when a large 
circular reflector is used). 

The lantern stands on the table, (which is three feet high, 
three and a half feet long, and only one foot broad; one end of 
the table is immediately behind the operator, and on each side 
of it two stools (the front lower than the back) are placed, so 
that four spectators in addition to the operator can look on to 
the laryngeal mirror at the same time. The conducting tube 
serves to direct the eyes to the right point of view, so that those 
looking on have no difficulty in seeing the laryngoscopic image. 
A fifth chair may be placed at the side of that of the operator, 
so that altogether six people can see at the same time. This 
chair, however, though perfectly convenient for a demonstra¬ 
tion fur et simple, is rather in the way when remedies have to be 
applied, as the instruments, brushes, solutions, etc., stand on a 
table at the right-hand side ; and, as the demonstration must, 
after all, remain secondary to the treatment of disease, it is 
dispensed with on ordinary occasions. 

The lantern is fixed so that the direction of the fight may be 
altered either horizontally or vertically, but of course the fight 
itself is a fixed point. A most brilliant and perfectly clear 
fight is easily throAvn on to the laryngeal mirror by focussing* 
the lens situated in the conducting tube, with the aid of its 
telescope arrangements. In the particular apparatus now being 
described, the tube is 37 iuches long, and a concavo-convex lens 
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is used, but of course the length of the tube must vary accord¬ 
ing to the focal power of the lens. 

This mode of illumination is by far the best which has yet 
been invented for laryngoscopic purposes—at least for demon¬ 
strations. Not only is the light superb, but the mode of illu¬ 
minating is much less fatiguing to the operator when a large 
number of cases have to be seen, and the heat, if not actually 

less, is less felt on accoimt of its being further removed from 
him. It may be weU to add that the accessory arrangements 
essential in this mode of illumination are well managed. 
Though the apparatus itself is rather large, it does not take 
up much room, the oxygen being kept under pressure in a 
yparHbtflC^'OTtMbsay^ht up through an ordinary gas-pipe, 

^ ^^ITiflfcljejhw^exed cut (Fig. 1), to which we also 

refer for other details already described, and, in place of hydro¬ 
gen, common gas is used. The two gases (H, hydrogen 
or common gas, and O, oxygen) are entirely distinct, and only 
become united in the flame. This precaution, which slightly 
diminishes the intensity of the iUumiuation, removes all 
possibility of an explosion. 

For ordinary laryngoscopy, but especially when the oxy- 
hydrogen light is used. Dr. Morell-Mackenzie recommends his 
laryngoscopic chair. A side view of this chair is shown in 
Fig. 1, and a more diagrammatic and direct view in Fig. 2. By 
reference to the latter cut, it will be seen that by pressure on 
the handle (a) a lever of the second kind is brought into^ plS'y 
through b and c, the fulcrum being at a:. No great exercise of 
poAver is reqAiired, for the leverage is very great, and the handle 
is so convenient that by merely leaning on it (as the operator 
is doing in Fig 1) (a), a man fourteen or fifteen stone in weight 
can be easily raised, and Avhen raised is kept in the desired 
position through the rack arrangement in the axis of the chair. 
On the other hand, by touching the pedal (d) with the foot, the 
catch of the rack is raised, and the seat of the chair is lowered. 
By means of this chair, the operator can easily and rapidly put 
the patient at any convenient height, without himself rising 
from his chair. 

Whilst recommending the oxyhydrogen light and accessory 
apparatus for clinical (or perhaps, more strictly speaking, 
educational) purposes, it is only right to say that for a simple 
examination, or even for a delicate operation, the ordinary rack- 

(a) Although the operator is seen to be using the IpTugeal mirror in one 
hand, and mising the patient with the other, this is really “ a draughts¬ 
man’s licence,” in order to show two processes which in practice cannot be 
conveniently carried on at the same moment. 

movement laryngoscopic lamp is probably more convenient. 
The oxyhydrogen light also requires so much management. 

Fig. 2. 
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and the manufacture of the oxygen involves so much trouble, 
that this mode of illumination is not likely to come into general 
use in private practice, though nothing can be better for 
Hospital purposes. The price of the apparatus, which is made 
by Mr. Millard, of Islington, is £15 15s., and the consumption 
of gas costs at the rate of about 2s. an hour. The chair costs 
another £G 6s., and can be supplied by Messrs. Mayer and 
Meltzer. 

Before taking leave of this Hospital, it may be well briefly 
to call attention to the principal Muds of local treatment which 
the Medical staff employ. There appear to be three kinds of 
local treatment which servo for the majority of cases. These 

—1st, aqueous solutions; 2nd, electricity; 3rd, mechanical 
means. The solutions mostly used are chloride of zinc (60 
grains to fl. oz.), perchloride of iron (120 grains of the salt 
to fl. oz.), and sulphate of coiqDer (15 to 20 grains to fl. oz.). 
Solutions of nitrate of silver are used in syphilitic ulceration 
alone, and in these cases Dr. Morell-Mackenzie much prefers 
the solid nitrate fused on to slender rods of aluminium, which 
can be applied to the exact spot. Carbolic acid (30 grains to 
fl. oz.) is strongly recommended in those obstinate cases of 
dryness of the mucous membrane which are so difficult to cure, 
looine is found to be most serviceable in syphilitic condylornata. 
In some cases of advanced syphilitic disease Mr. Evans, Sur¬ 
geon to the Hospital, prefers bark and nitric acid to the large 
doses of iodide of potassium commonly given. 

Electricity in its induced forms is used both in laryng'eal and 
cesophageal debility. In most cases, one pole is introduced 
within the larynx or oesophagus, as the case may be, the other 
being placed on the neck externally in the form of a collar. It 
is especially in the nervous forms of aphonia that the most 
striMng results are obtained. 

Under the head of mechanical means are included the 
removal of growths, scarifications, etc. Eorceps are principally 
used for the former p^pose, though we noticed also an e'eraseur 
just imported from Vienna. The most serious objection to the 
eevaseur is that the wire gets bent before the growth can be 
reached. ^ In Stork s recently invented instrument, however, 
the wire is placed in the groove of a small rigid loop of metal. 
It appears to be far preferable to any laryng'eal ecraseur liitherto 
used, althorigh perhaps, strictly speaking, it approximates more 
to a guillotine than an icraseur. IVe saw also some of Mr. 
Oakley Coles s ing'enious obturators worn by patients with 
defects of the palate, and they appeared to answer well. Mr. 
Coles s plan consists in closing' the aperture, but not allowing 
the instrument to jDass into the nares. 

We saw scarification performed in one case of cedema of the 
arytenoid cartila,ge, andAve saw another case in which the same 
operation had been done a few days previously with entire 
subsidence of the swelling. In addition to the local treatment 
already referred to, it may be remarked that inhalations and 
lozenges are largely employed. Amongst the former, creosote, 
compound tincture of benzoin, oil of wood-pine and turpentine 
are those most frequentlj'" ordered. Of the lozenges, tannin, 
rhatany, g'uaiacum, benzoic acid, and chlorate of potash are 
those most larg'ely given—gargles are r^ery httle used. 

In conclusion, we may call attention to the fact that free 
demonstrations are given every Thursday at half-past two; and 
as the a-verage attendance of patients on that day is from 80 to 
100, a visitor cannot fail to see some cases of imusual hiterest. 

ST. MAEY’S HOSPITAL. 

COMPOUND EBACTURE OF THE TIBIA TREATED 
BY LONG-CONTINUED TEPID IRRIGATION. 

(Under the care of Mr. HAYNES WALTON.) 

T. S., a strong healthy man, aged 37, a harness maker, was 
admitted into the accident ward of St. Mary’s Hospital, under 
Mr. Haynes Walton’s care, on March 16, 1869, with a severe 
compound fracture of the left tibia. While measm-ing a horse 
for a crupper, he received a Mck on the left leg a httle below 
the knee. 

On admission, there was a semilunar wound two inches 
wide, with the convexity of the curve upwards near the junction 
of the middle and upper thirds of the leg. At the bottom of 
the wound the tibia Avas seen spht up the centre, and above 
that point Avas another transverse fracture of the bone. The 
fibrda was uninjured. There Avas a good deal of htemorrhage 
at first. Three silk sutures were inserted, and the wound 
sealed up AAoth hnt soaked in collodion, the hmb being arranged 
on an iron back and two side sphnts. 

During the night much oozmg took place from the wound. 

and was arrested by a pad pretty tightly apphed, and Avith the 
aid of an opiate the patient passed a fair night. 

March 18.^ Has been bleeding at intervals since yesterday 
morning. PaaIsb 120, weak; tongue dry at tip; passed a rest¬ 
less night. More oozing occurred from the Avound, and during 
the next two or three days the leg and thigh became much 
swollen and red. The lint, etc., was removed from the wound, 
Avhence there was a free discharge of pus. Linseedmeal 
poultices were applied, and an abscess oj)ened on the outer side 
of the thigh on March 29. 

On the 30th he had a rigor in the morning, and felt very 
iU and exhausted during the rest of the day. Pulse 120, Aveak ; 
tong-ue furred. 

31st.—Mr. Walton removed tAvo bits of bone from the tibia 
—one from the anterior surface two inches long, and another 
measuring an inch and a half—the wound at this time looking- 
angry ancl sloughy, and the surrounding cellrdar tissue being- 
much inflamed. 

April 1.—Irrigation Avith lulcewarm water was commenced 
to-day, the water dripping slowly from a perforated bit of 
tubing fastened to the tap of a can which was suspended over 
the bed. 

5th.—Patient has felt gTeat comfort from the irrigation,, 
which has been constantly kej:)! up. The redness around the 
wound is now subsiding, and the sloughs are separating. 
There is no longer any anxiety of face; the tong-ue is clean ; 
he sleeps well, and the wounds in the thigh are heahng nicely. 
The irrigation ordered to be continued, with the addition of 
weak carbolic acid lotion to the water. 

l_6th.—-Has remained comfortable during the last fcAv days, 
taMng eight ounces of wine, with u’on and quinine, daily. 
Another bit of bone, an inch long, aa’es removed from the 
tibia yesterday. There is still free suppuration; appetite 
much improved; _ irrigation still continued, the patient ex¬ 
pressing great rehef from it, and complaining when the water- 
is allowed to get at all cold. 

20th.-—Mr. Walton opened several sinuses this morning. 
There is less suppuration now, and there seems to be good 
formation of new bone going on. The man, however, continues- 
weak and low, although eating well, and taMng noAV eight 
ounces of brandy in the twenty-four hours. 

23rd.—Another abscess in the thigh opened to-day. 
29th.—Same treatment is continued. Some more dead bone 

is^ seen at the bottom of the wound. Patient takes a good meat- 
dinner, with ale, daily. 

May 14.—The man continues tolerably free from pain; the 
granulations are healthy, and g'radually filling up the wound, 
at the bottom of which there is still some ragged and exposed 
bone. His general health is improving, and he feels a good 
deal stronger. 

22nd.—On changing the splints to-day there did not appear 
to be any firm bony union yet, but other-wise the patient is- 
going on well, the tepid irrigation being stiU continued. 

On June 2 the splints were again readjusted, but the Ainion 
seemed no firmer yet. More openings along the outer side of 
the leg' have been made. 

On the 28th the irrigation was discontinued. There was now 
not much redness and SAveUing left, and hardly any pain. The 
large hole left by the sloughing of the first Avound was nearly 
fiUed up, but some discharging sinuses remained in the leg for 
some distance around, and necrosed bone was felt. The patient 
had, however, quite regained his health, ate and slept AveU, and 
suffered very httle pain. The hmb was sthl kept in sphnts and 
slung up. 

Memarlcs bij Mr. Haynes Walton.—Druing hrigation the pro¬ 
cess of formation of new bone was established unusuahy 
quickly. Irrigation was continued until the neAv bone had 
nearly quite surrounded the necrosed portion of the tibia. It 
was considered prudent not to interfere with that piece of dead 
bone, because it had not yet been separated from the hving, no 
sequestrum having formed. The smah wound was after that 
dressed with cotton wool every two or three hours, so that 
while sufficient moisture was left for the purpose of the 
continuation of the formation of new bone, any super¬ 
abundance of pus was soaked up and taken away sufficiently 
often to prevent decomposition, and the air was excluded. 
During the treatment it Avas impossible to attend to the 
position of the hmb with reference to straightness, so that 
a httle distortion existed. This is being attended to now 
that some consohdation is setting in. The back iron sphnt 
with the foot-piece has been used throughout, and the appa¬ 
ratus, together Avith the leg, has been suspended in a leg- 
cradle. At fihst the question of amputation was seriously 
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entertained, and afterwards, two or three times, it seemed 
almost inevitable to save life ; but as the patient’s general 
health improved the alternative was postponed. 
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SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1869. 
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GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL. 

We have ever been anxious to think, speak, and hope the best 

things possible of the Medical Council. We have fully recog¬ 

nised and made the most of aU the difficulties they have had 

to contend with, from within and from without. We have 

carefully gathered up and enlarged upon every scrap of work 

they have done or really tried to do, and accepted aU with 

gratitude and praise. We have waited, hoped, suffered, and 

endured—have been animated, in short, by the truest spirit of 

charity towards them; but we must confess that in this last 

■session they have tried us very sorely, and that our charity has 

shown symptoms of failing. 

What has the session produced ? Some of the committees of 

the Council have done real work, and we hope shortly to be 

able to devote some space to the consideration of the reports of 

the Committees on Medical Education and on the Amendment of 

the Medical Acts. But what have the Council done besides cum¬ 

bering our pages with long and wordy discussions, tedious and 

vain to the last degree—vox et prccterea nihil ? Only one report— 

that on State Medicine—was discussed -with any final result, 

and the result in this case was only a resolution depending on 

remote contingencies—viz., that if an amended Medical Act 

can be obtained it is desirable that it should empower the 

Council to register a qualification in State Medicine, supposing 

they are ever a.sked to do so. The very warmest admirers of 

the Council, even those members of it who are most profoundly 

convinced that, “ for the purposes of the existing Act, the pre¬ 

sent Council is essentially well constituted,” can hardly con¬ 

sider, we must venture to think, that the passing of that one 

resolution is sufficient for one entire session ! And yet what 

else can be pointed out as work done ? Two or three judicial 

acts might] perhaps be named, but a much smaller and less costly 

machine than the Council could at least equally well perform those 

acts, and there is absolutely nothing else to quote as the result 

of the ten days’ sitting. The report of the Committee on Medi¬ 

cal Education was received, and was remitted to] the various 

licensing bodies for consideration and comment. The large 

majority of the Council are representatives of the licensing 

bodies, be it remembered; but it appears that they do not j)re- 

sume to know the opinions of the bodies they are supposed to 

represent, even on what must, or ought to, be such a familiar 

1 topic as Medical education. So the members returned by the 

licensing bodies send the report to those bodies—that is, to 

themselves sitting elsewhere—for consideration, and then it 

returns, ■with their o^wn comments, to be reconsidered by them¬ 

selves sitting in the Medical Council! About the report of the 

Medical Acts Amendment Committee the Council agreed to 

differ—i.e., they adopted the clause praising their o'wn consti¬ 

tution, and one or two other clauses, but refused to adopt the 

report as a whole, and then sent it to the Lord President of 

the Council as an only partially adopted report. They found 

it impossible in their twelfth annual session to come to any 

clear practical decision as to what should be stated as the most 

requisite amendments of the Medical Act. For years the sub¬ 

ject has been before them, and year after year they have been 

going, cap in hand, to Her Majesty’s ministers, begging them to 

take charge of a Medical Acts Amendment Bill; and now, when 

at last the Lord President of the Council holds out a hope that 

the Government will take up the subject, and deal with it in 

the largest and fullest way, and asks their advice and help, all 

they can do is to send him a report, saying “ Hero are some 

thoughts and opinions about the matter, but we do not agTee 

about them: ” in other words—We, the General Medical Council, 

have been in existence for twelve years, the matter about which 

you ask our counsel has been constantly before us, various 

bodies of the Profession have addressed us on it, we have ap¬ 

pointed committee after committee to report on it, we have 

discussed it year after year in Council, and since yom- letter 

especially asking assistance and advice from us, we have had 

another committee and another discussion, and the result is— 

that the subject is too great for us ; we must leave it to yoiu' 

judgment and wisdom, aided by such advice and help as you 

may be able to get from elsewhere. And God send the Pro¬ 

fession and the pubhc a happy deliverance! 

It is difficult to believe that the Council can have understood 

the tenor of the Lord President’s letter to them, or have re¬ 

membered that he has at his elbow, in the person of the Medical 

Officer of the Privy Council, a very able man of strong and 

pronoimced opinions on Medical politics. Do they -wish to play 

into that gentleman’s hands, and to make him dictator to the 

Profession ? 

Altogether the proceedings of the Council this year must 

have been noted with feelings of grievous disappointment, and 

closely aldn to despair. Each and all of them are dis¬ 

tinguished and eminent men in the Profession — which 

means that they are men of clear and sound judgment, 

of promptness, and decision ; but gathered together as a legisla¬ 

tive body in the Medical Council, a strange blight seems to fall 

on them, and their proceedings are chiefiy remarkable for dila¬ 

toriness, indecision, delay, loquacity, and self-satisfaction. 

Can it be that they are in some way infected by the 

air of the place in which they meet ? Of course we are 

not saying that each individual member of the Council under¬ 

goes this unhappy metamorphosis ; we speak of the total results 

of the actions of the majority of the Council as a body. Is 

there any hope of improvement? TV"e certainly fail to gain 

any gleam of it from the proceedings of this session, and, among 

other things, we cannot but think the somewhat sudden retire¬ 

ment of the late President as an event of gloomy omen. We 

know nothing about the motives for his resignation beyond 

what he has stated in his o'wn speeches, and perhaps we have 

no right to suggest anything more; biit we cannot help 

strongly suspecting that had he been able to see any hope that 

the Council would take a decided, active, and leading part in 

the preparation of an Amended Medical Acts Bill, and of their 

more worthily answering the expectations of the Profession 

and the public as the Council of Medical Education, he would 

have been willing to retain for a while longer his office as their 

President. He would have felt more than rewarded for aU his 

additional labom and trouble could he, on retiring a year or 

two years hence, have presented to the Profession as the latest 

achievements of the Coimcil a well-digested and fully and 
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largely amended Medical Act, and a settled, finished, and 

working scheme of Medical education. 

Be that as it may, however. Dr. Burrows’s retirement from 

the Council is a serious loss. But one of the worst symptoms 

about that body is their corporate self-satisfaction. This year 

again they have once more enumerated the good works they 

have brought forth in the twelve years since they first met. 

They have, year after year, published a more or less imperfect 

Begister of the Profession. WeU, a staff of clerks could have 

done that without the Council. They have improved prelimi¬ 

nary education. Grant it, though it is not undisputed. They 

have done some good by their supervision of examinations ; 

they have gathered together a mass of opinions about the im¬ 

provement of Professional education; and they have formed a 

British Pharmacopcoia—their magnum opus. WeU and good. 

They have been credited in no niggardly measure with aU this; 

hut we would venture to suggest that it is time they ceased to 

trade on it, or to bring it forward as a triumphant answer to 

aU detractors. One does sometimes meet v,dth a man who, 

having, by the help of tutors and “coaches,” achieved, in his 

youthful days, some coUegiate or university distinction, has 

expected to be worshipped, on the strength of it, as a great man 

and a genius for ever after. And such perhaps he has remained 

in his famUy circle, but the outside world is apt to value the 

work done in early years only as an earnest of stiU better work 
to come. 

THE CHAIE OF CLINICAL SUEGEET AT 

EDINBUEGH. 

Evee since Mr. Syme resigned the chair of CUnical Surgery in 

the University of Edinburgh, the future fate of that chair has 

been a subject of anxious thought and discussion among the 

Medical Profession in the northern metropoUs. The CUnical 

Surgery cnair has hitherto been protected by monopoUes above 

every other Medical or Surgical chair in the University. First, 

a few Professors contest for its continuance with aU these 

unique and exclusive privileges ; secondly, most of those who 

desire to see it retained hold, however, that (as in aU Medical 

schools in Scotland, England, and elsewhere) the other Surgeons 

and lecturers on Systematic Surgery in the Edinburgh In¬ 

firmary should be allowed to give quaUfying courses of CUnical 

Surgery; whUe, thirdly, many members of the Profession 

beUeve that, as the great and paramount object of modern 

Miedical educational reform is in the diffusion and extension of 

cUnical education, this end would be far more promoted by 

the total abolition of the chair than by any other measure. 

In this last case, aU the Surgeons of the Hospital would 

give the CUnical Surgical instruction, instead of one 

only; three or four of them now are lecturers on System¬ 

atic Surgery; but they are sternly and strangely prohibited 

from lecturing cUnicaUy, because they teach systematically 

the practice of Surgery. The anomaly produced, in other 

words, by the present exclusiveness of the CUnical Sur¬ 

gery Professorship is this—that whUe none of the Surgeons 

and lecturers on Systematic Surgery attached to the Edin¬ 

burgh Infirmary can give quaUfying lectures on cUnical 

Suigeiy, on the contrary, all the Surgeons and lecturers on 

Systematic Surgery in all the Hospitals, Universities, and 

Medical schools of Glasgow, Aberdeen, London, etc., can do 

so. The Edinburgh Chair of CUnical Surgery is the only chair 

of mere CUnical Surgery in the world. In aU other places and 

schools the Hospital Surgeons and lecturers on Systematic 

Surgery are the cUnical teachers, and can one and all give 

quaUfying courses of cUnical Surgical lectures to the pupUs 

of the University of Edinburgh, proAuded they themselves 

reside in any other city or Medical school than Edinburgh and 

are Surgeons to any other Hospital than the Hospital of Edin¬ 

burgh. Only one Chair of CUnical Surgery was ever, we 

beUeve, founded on the Edinburgh model—viz., the Chair of 

CUnical Surgery in University CoUege, London; but there 

matters have been entUely changed from the Edinburgh type, 

for whUe Professor Erichsen is the able Professor of CUnical 

Surgery, his Surgical coUeagnes in the Hospital and school. 

Sir Henry Thompson and Mr. MarshaU, lecture along with 

him on this subject, and give the students the advantage of all 

the Surgical cases in the Hospital and of aU the differences 

which may exist in their practice. In Edinbui’gh the Professor 

of CUnical Surgery has hitherto been successful in preventing 

any Ucence Avhatever of this kind and any such advantage as 

this to the students and the school. 

THE AEMY MEDICAL DEPAETMENT CIST ITS 

NEW FOOTING. 

Foe many years before the Crimean War our Army Medical 

Officers w'ere entrusted with the entire control and management 

of their own Hospitals when stationary, and with the control 

of aU matters belonging to their department in connection 

Avith forces employed on actual serAuce. That, Uke aU other 

branches of the army, our Hospital department should have 

broken down on that occasion is not matter of surprise to those 

who remember the general state of unpreparedness in which all 

were for the requirements of a severe struggle; but that, the 

first panic over, we shoidd have rapidly got aU establishments 

into complete and effective order as the campaign continued, 

while our aUies found their arrangements graduaUy become 

less and less efficient, surely indicated that, however faulty our 

system may have been, theirs was stiU more so. But, with a 

strang-e fatuity, nothing would please a certain set of persons, 

who unfortunately obtained “ the ear of the public ” when the 

struggle was over, but to demolish the system according to- 

which the Medical Department of the British army had been 

able to recover itself and act effectively, and adopt that of the 

French, the results of which have recently been communicated 

to us. The executive power, as that expression is understood in 

our serAuee, was withdrawn from oru- Surgeons ; they were de¬ 

prived of the power of ordering arrangements connected Avith 

the treatment, regimen, attendance, and accommodation of the 

sick, who would thus be but nominally under their charg’e. 

Governors and captains of orderlies were appointed to perfoim 

duties the necessity for which had not previously been dis¬ 

covered, and a class of officers called purveyors were appointed, 

but totally independent of Medical officers, to correspond direct 

with the War Office upon all matters connected AAlth the 

management of the sick, except alone the administration of 

medicine. New Hospitals Avere erected, and some existing ones 

altered so as to meet the requirements of what was called the 

improved system, and it may fanly be said that under it the 

powers of our Medical officers to carry out the purposes for 

which they were maintained were reduced to a Tm'm'TrmTn^ to 

the great injury of the service, and to the cost of the tax- 

paying public. At this juncture we receive some light upon 

the system, as it existed in its native country, which such 

persons would introduce into ours. 

Dr. Chenu, of the French army, has just published, in twa 

volumes, a report on the war in Italy, and in the course of his- 

work takes occasion to contrast the working of his own de¬ 

partment and that of the British army during the Crimean 

war. After referring to the losses by casualties in action and. 

by sickness in the two armies during each of the two Avinters 

the allies were before Sebastopol—showing that, whereas among 

his OAvn countrymen the losses were much greater during the 

second than the first, in the British the reverse was the case—■ 
Dr. Chenu remarks that “in Prussia, England, Italy, and 

America the Doctor is alone responsible for the manner in 

which he performs Ins duty; but in France the Medical 

officer is dependent on the administration, and is consequently 

merely an executiA'e agent.” He observes that on the occasion 

referred to the melancholy results which occurred among the 

French troops arose from the system under which so small an 

amount of power is vested in the Surgeons, and that, although 
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these "were quite as much devoted to their duty as were those of 

the English army, they were deprived of all initiative. Thou¬ 

sands of men were uselessly sacrificed because hygienic measures 

were unknown or unappreciated by the administration. 

It would seem, however, that the failure of this French 

system, after fourteen years of an experimental trial in our 

army, has been so signal that it has been determined to “ try 

back,” and restore the conditions as they existed before that 

time, and as common sense indicates that they should exist. 

The cumbrous military staff of the Herbert Hospital is to be 

dispensed with, the principal Medical officer being very properly 

placed at the head of that institution, the object of which— 

namely, the treatment of sick men—would seem, judging from 

its former manner of administration, to have been forgotten. 

What, let it be asked, would be thought of a system under 

which the paymaster and quartermaster of a regiment were 

both irresponsible to and independent of the commanding 

officer, and where the latter was supervised by a Surgeon in 

all that referred to discipline and routine ? No less anomalous 

has been the system of Hospital administration now aboli.shed 

at Woolwich, but still permitted to exist elsewhere. Yet in the 

changes now made there is an acknowledgment of past error, 

and, let us hope, a promise of stiH further changes, the result 

of which will be to give Medical officers that control in Medical 

affairs that military officers have in military matters. 

HILL STATIONS IN INDIA. 

That the climate of hiU stations in India is more healthy to 

Europeans than that of the plains is an accepted fact; yet 

when this fact comes to be applied in practice with reference 

to our troops several difficulties present themselves, a fuller 

account of which our readers may gather from the series of 

papers on army sanitation in India, piibbshed in this journal 

from the able pen of Dr. Gordon, C.B. One of the 

questions which have then to be answered is. What propor¬ 

tion of our effective force can, with due regard to military 

requirements, be permitted to occupy such places ? Another, 

What classes of men should be sent to them ? and on each of 

these very opposite opinions have been expressed by officers of 

great experience and high reputation. 

With regard to the first, which is principally military and 

political in its bearings, all that need here be said is that a 

proportion of 20 to 30 per cent, includes the extremes between 

which opinions have fluctuated, but it is with the second that 

we are more particularly concerned. 

It may be sufficiently easy to rule that one-third, one- 

fourth, or any other proportion of our soldiers shall be quar¬ 

tered in the hills, but it is by no means an equally simple matter 

so to dispose of that proportion as to confer the greatest benefit 

upon the largest number, and thus indirectly insure the very 

purpose for which an army is retained in the country. We 

can readily understand that, unless care be taken, many men 

may be sent to the hills whose condition is unsmted for their 

climate, and who would reaUy have continued in better health 

had they been permitted to remain in the plains ; while, by the • 

fact of their occupying the accommodation available, many j 

others, whose cases are of a nature bkely to derive benefit by i 
such a change, are forced to remain at their original stations, 

exposed to the various causes of disease from which they have 

begun to suffer. To act upon such a want of principle would 

really seem the height of carelessness, and yet this looks 

like the manner in which, for some years at least, 

troops have been sent to the hills, entire regiments, 

usually after having been visited by severe epidemics, 

or stationed during more than usually lengthened periods 

at unhealthy places, being for the most part sent direct 

to elevations varying from 6000 to 7500 feet, without any 

selection either of men likely to benefit by the change or of 

those—and they are manifestly not a few—who are equally 

likely to suffer by it. We must not, indeed, omit to observe 

that a small number have annually been selected from parti¬ 

cular regiments and sent to so-called “convalescent” depots, 

but under the system pursued very few of them ever after 

became effective, and, as proved by statistics and reports pub¬ 

lished from time to time in these pages, the rates of mortality 

and invaliding among the regiments at such places have been 

far greater than among corps occupying some of the stations 

in the plains. 

But a more enhghtened policy has lately been introduced. 

Men, carefully selected, have been taken from different regi¬ 

ments and sent to the hills, some as working parties on roads, 

others employed in the erection of barracks and the various 

duties connected with the formation of new stations, sites for 

which have been selected, and we cannot doubt but that the 

results of the measure •will be most successful. One of the 

arguments even very recently used against what has been 

called “the breaking up of regiments” which such a plan 

involved was that discipline would suffer. We cannot see its 

force. Military exercises can surely bo more effectually prac¬ 

tised in a cool than in a hot and oppressive atmosphere, and 

crime more easily repressed where there are few temptations 

and opportunities for its commission than at places where both 

abound, as they do everywhere in the plains. Nor is it difficult 

to understand that the temporary withdrawal of men, and, it 

may be, officers also, from the routine of some few regiments 

may be in itself a sanitary measure of no small importance. 

On the other hand, it is to be feared that exaggerated views 

prevail in regard to the salubrity of hiU stations themselves. 

Recent accounts have cast doubts upon the fair fame, in this 

respect, of at least two such places; but official reports have for 

years past expressed misgivings. Some of those highest in 

elevation and in latitude have been swept by -virulent epidemics; 

none would seem to be altogether exempt from the ordinary 

diseases of the plains, and the facts are notorious that in many 

instances persons in an impaired state of health suffer aggra¬ 

vations of their complaints by a sudden change to the hills. 

Others become affected -with maladies to which they were 

strangers in the plains, and all, on returning to the low gi’ounds, 

manifest a liability to endemic disease which was not apparent 

beforehand. What, then—it may be asked—Are hiU stations in 

India a dehision ? Very far from it. They are declared to be 

specially valuable for the restoration of health in a certain 

restricted class of persons, and, if less salubrious than Eng¬ 

land, to afford to the soldier a better chance of preserving 

health than he could enjoy in the plains. They are, moreover, 

well adapted for young soldiers and newly arrived men, and in 

all these respects may be, if utilised judiciously, of the greatest 

importance to the health and efficiency of our army, whereas, 

like many other things good in themselves, they may be rendered 

worse than useless. To avoid the e-ril and secure the good can 

only be done by carefully selecting men, whether as indi-riduals 

or regiments, to be sent to the hills, and by making a no less 

careful selection of those for whose conditions experience has 

shown that they are unsmted. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAT. 

The folio-wing is the list of Members of the Royal College of 
Physicians who have been selected this year by the College 

for the honour of its Fellowship :— 

John Thomas Arhdge, M.B. Univ. Lond., Newcastle-under- 
Lyme. 

John Cockle, M.D. Univ. R. Coll. Aberd., 13, Brook-street, 
London. 

Matthew Alexander Eason Wilkinson, M.D. Univ. Edin., 
Manchester. 

John Langdon Haydon Down, M.D. Univ. Lond., 39, Welbeck- 
street, London. 

William Alexander, M.D. Univ. Edin., Halifax. 
WiUiam Henry Ransom, M.D. Univ. Lond., Nottingham. 
Owen Daly, M.D., Univ. Dub., Hull. 
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Henry Hay, M.D. TJniv. St. And., Stafford. 
George Fielding Blandford, M.B. Univ. Oxford, 3, Clarges- 

street, London. 
Henry Maudsley, M.H. Univ. Lond., 38, Queen Anne-street, 

London. 
WiUiani Henry Broadbent, M.H. Univ. Lond., 23, Upper 

Seymonr-street, London. 

This list may perhaps be considered an improvement on some 

former ones; but on reading it through, it seems difficult to 

discover on what principle the Council of the College have made 

their selection. The two first names on the list are those of senior 

Members of the College, whom all will rejoice to see promoted 

to the rank of the Fellowship. We have then the names of 

several country Physicians, who are, no doubt, each and all 

worthy of the same honour, but are certainly but little known 

beyond their own towns and counties, whilst of the five 

London Physicians in the whole list, three of them have made 

their reputations in the specialty of mental diseases. We 

think that the list is calculated to give great dissatisfaction 

amongst the Members of the College who are practising in 

London, and although a part of the selections made must com¬ 

mand general approval, the list as a whole will do little to 

strengthen the College or to reconcile the Profession to the 

present mode of election. 

Hr. John Ogle, of St. George’s Hospital, has been elected a 

corresponding member by the Medico-Chirurgical Society of 
Edinburgh. 

The newspapers of last week contained a report of a prose¬ 

cution at the Lambeth police-court which we cannot help 

thinking was a vexatious misuse of the Medical Act. The son 

of Hr. Charles Taylor, one of the most respected Practitioners at 

Camberwell, was brought before the magistrate for the offence of 

placing his name, with the word “ Surgeon” on it, on a door¬ 

plate. The facts of the case are these :—Mr. Taylor is a student 

at Guy’s Hospital, he is a Licentiate of Apothecaries’ Hall, 

and has passed his first examination at the College of Surgeons, 

but he cannot present himself for the final examination until 

November next. In the meanwhile he is employing his spare 

time as his father’s assistant, and filling the ofl&ces of 

clinical clerk to Hr. Pavy, and dresser to Mr. Birkett, at the 

Hospital. He has not yet registered. We are assured 

that the name was placed on the door under the supposition 

that no law was infringed, and we are also informed that, on 

obtaining legal opinion to the contrary, the plate was removed 

—^before the case was heard in the police-court. Under these 

circumstances, surely a nominal fine of one shilling would have 

vindicated the insulted maj esty of the law! The police magi¬ 

strate, however, thought otherwise, and inflicted a fine of £5 and 

two guineas costs. We should be the last to defend illegal 

practice of any kind or sort, but we think in this case the 

letter, and not the spirit, of the law gnided the decision. In 

fact, if Mr. Taylor had been an arrant quack, practising with¬ 

out any diploma or Medical education, it is a hundred to one 

he would have escaped scot free. But being in everything’, 

except registration, a qualified Medical Practitioner, he is 

singled out by some informer for prosecution, and the magi¬ 

strate probably enjoys the joke of putting the Medical Act in 

force against a Medical man. 

Every paper just now contains a report of some prosecution 

for infringement of the Compulsory Vaccination Act. The 

other day a respectable butcher residing’ at Hammersmith was 

fined for not having his child vaccinated, his plea for delay 

being that he wished to have his child vaccinated from the 

cow. The recent inquest on a child who died from erysipelas, 

the result of vaccination, of which we publish a report this 

week, seems to afford strong evidence that a morbid poison 

besides the vaccine can be conveyed by vaccination. If this be 

true, we cannot wonder at, however we may regret, the dislike 

to the operation of timid parents who cannot calculate chances. | 

All reasonable objections would be silenced by the regular 

practice of animal vaccination. 

We would draw attention to an advertisement which appears 

in our present number in reference to the examinations for the 

Medical Hepartment of the Navy. The examinations for the 

future are to be comj)etitive, and are to be conducted before a 

board of examiners, who are to sit at Chelsea. The first exami¬ 

nation is to be held on Augaist 9. Candidates must present 

themselves at the Hirector-General’s office on the oth of next 

month. By this change, the examinations for the Naval 

Medical Hepartment -will be assimilated in character to those 

for the British and East Indian armies. Any regulation by 

which the three services are put on an equal footing cannot but 

be salutary. 

Readers in the British Museum—and we believe there are not 

a few metropolitan Medical men who sometimes endeavour, 

despite difficulties, to consult a book or a manuscript under Mr. 

Panizzi’s great dome—-will be glad to learn that part of an 

increase in the sum voted for the Museum in the present year 

is to be expended on improving the catalogues, and on 

providing an extra set of servants on Satiu’day afternoons, and 

at other times when the reading room is full, to fetch books 

■within a reasonable time for applicants. For men belonging 

to a busy profession like our o-wn, who may wish to consult a 

rare book and perhaps have only part of an hour to spare, it 

has hitherto been simply waste of time to go to the great 

national library. From the time the reader has a,rrived, 

searched the old catalogue, the new catalogue, the King’s and 

the Grenville, has -written his ticket, and sat do-wn to wait 

until the attendant appears -with the book, not less and often 

more than a full hour has been consumed. In the House of 

Commons on Monday night, Mr. Walpole spoke of complaints 

of members of Parliament, who have been kept twenty minutes 

or half an hour for books, but we believe that a much greater 

waste of time has been the general rule. Mr. Walpole hopes 

that for the future no applicant will be kept more than ten 

noinutes or a quarter of an hour. If the hope be reahsed, a 

great boon wiU have been granted, and will be appreciated by 

none more than by Medical readers. 

The squabble between the new guardians of St. Pancras, 

the ex-officio guardians, and the Poor-law Board, of which 

the Coroner’s inquiry in the case of Mary Alien is an 

outgro-wth, seems to be flo-urishing. The Poor-law Board fixed 

the 20th inst. to commence an inquiry into the matters in dis¬ 

pute, and have appointed Mr. Montague Bere, Q.C., to hold it. 

The new guardians, in answer, said that the Medical officer 

required at least a week to prepare for the inquiry; moreover, 

many of the guardians were engaged on that day, and they 

directed the attention of the Board to a resolution they passed 

to the folio-wing effect:—“ That no thorough impartial inquiry 

■will be effected by any official body short of a committee of the 

House of Commons, and that Mr. Thomas Chambers, M.P. for 

the borough of Marylebone, be requested to move for such 

committee at the earliest possible period.” The whole matter, 

as we said last week, is a proof of the defects of the present 

system of di-yided authority. At the same time some of the 

alleged grievances, whether true or false, point to the necessity 

for a proper system of Medical inspection of Workhouse In¬ 

firmaries, such as was recommended last year by a Select Com¬ 

mittee of the House of Lords, but which recommendation Lord 

Hevon chose not to adopt. 

We understand that the Chair of Botany at the London Hos¬ 

pital -will shortly be vacant by the resig-nation of Hr. Silver. 

An unusually large number of vacancies in Medical chairs 

have been annormced lately. The resignation of the chair of 

Medical Jurisprudence at University College by Hr. George 

Harley, in consequence of iU-health, is much regretted. 
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the chair of GENEEAIi PATHOLOGY IN THE UNIVEESITY OF 

EDINBURGH. 

When the Chair of General Pathology in the University of 

Edinburgh -was last vacant, it was proposed by some to do 

away with it altogether, and this intention was strengthened 

by the subsequent defection of Professor Henderson from the 

paths of legitimate Medicine. Up to a week or two ago some 

of the members of the Senatus still held to their former opinion, 

but we are glad to learn that aU have now abandoned the scheme 

■of destroying a chair which now-a-days is of such prime im¬ 

portance. The candidates are guarantees for the way the work 

will be carried on. 

HEALTH OF ALDERSHOT. 

Scarlet fever and measles are still lingering among the 

soldiers’ families at Aldershot. For more than two years cases 

of these diseases have been frequent among the women and 

children, and occasional among the men. During one week 

lately two cliildren died from scarlet fever; also two women, 

who were attacked shortly after their confinements, the disease 

in their cases most probably having assumed the characters of 

puerperal fever. Another woman had died from the same 

cause a short while previously. The matter is receiving 

the earnest attention of the authorities, and we believe that 

every means to prevent the further spreading of the disease, 

especially among parturient women, has been adopted. A few 

slight cases of sunstroke have occurred among the men during 

the recent very hot weather. 

WATER SUPPLY OF GIBRALTAR. 

The Gihraltar Chronicle of June 17 contains information of the 

discovery of two wells on the north front, from one of which 

72,000 and from the other 400,000 gallons of pure soft water 

can be obtained daily. They have been discovered by sinking 

only 10 or 12 feet. We have no information, however, as to 

the nature of the soil or rock from which the supply flows. 

Were it only for the purposes of ablution or flushing, such a 

large increase to the water supply ■wiU be a most valuable 

acquisition to the sanitary condition of the fortress. 

CHOLERA IN BENGAL. 

Since the commencement of the present hot season cholera has 

appeared in several of the military stations of the Bengal 

Presidency, chiefly at Allahabad, Saugor, and Morar. The 

latter station, although reported lately by Mr. Grant Duff, in 

reply to Sir D. Wedderburn in the House of Conunons, as 

being salubrious to Europeans, keeps up the evil notoriety 

which it attained in 1860 and 1861 as a cholera haunt during 

epidemic years, and we consider it very unfortunate that it 

should have been considered necessary, for political reasons, to 

increase the barrack accommodation at that station. A total 

of 143 cases of cholera and cholera-diarrhoea and 88 deaths of 

soldiers was reported up to June 7, of which 61 cases and 34 

deaths occurred at Moral-, and 67 cases and 43 deaths at 

Allahabad; women and children also suffer, but officers so 

far have escaped. 

DR. GAIRDNER ON THE DEATH-RATE OF GLASGOW. 

In the four weeks of February, 1865, the death-rate of 

Glasgow ranged at the frightful rate of 44, 41, 48, and 47 
per thousand of the population. Again, in March, 1869, 
it was 38, 44, 47, and 46 per thousand. The chief sources 

of mortality were the zymotic, the tubercular, the nervous, 

and the respiratory gi-oups of disease, and particularly the 

acute respiratory diseases of cliildren. Diarrhoea and dis¬ 

eases of the digestive organs were in abeyance. From one of the 

acutest and most complete analyses of the causes of death which 

we ever had the opportunity of studying, Dr. Gairdner di-aws 

one remarkable conclusion. It may bo said in general terms that 

the north-east wind was the cause of mischief. But something 

more was at work at Glasgow. Not only did other towns in 

Scotland stiU more exposed to the bitterest winds, as Aberdeen, 

not share the increased mortality, but those districts in Glas¬ 

gow itself which are most to windward did not suffer most. On 

the contrary, those suffered most into which the smoke and 

vapours of the manufactories were carried by the wind. Dr. 

Gairdner raises the “ question whether northerly and easterly 

winds loaded with manufacturing refuse are, or are not, notably 

more prejudicial to health than the like winds when blowing 

direct from the Polar Sea. In the meantime it may be sufficient 

to remark that, among the constant sources of high mortality 

in Glasgow, diseases of the lungs are always prominent—per¬ 

haps, indeed, next in importance to the epidemic group ; and 

that both in Edinburgh and Aberdeen we have examples of 

citiesfarmore exposed to the influence of these winds in their pure 

state than Glasgow, and in which, nevertheless, the pulmonary 

death-rate is not only lower at present, but is persistently lower 

than with us.” Therefore, some other cause must be sought, 

and Dr. Gairdner has probably detected the right one. Besides 

that, the victims were those also most suffering from physical 

and moral degradation and squalid unwholesome dwellings. 

CAPTAIN VIVIAN ON SURGEON-MAJOR TUFNELL. 

The questions put by Mr. Kirk to the Secretary of State for 

War on the subject of the long tenure by Surgeon-Major 

Trrfnell of the appointment of Surgeon to the Military Prison 

at Dublin, together with Captain Vivian’s reply thereto, vrill 

be found in our “ Parliamentary Intelligence.” The accuraey of 

the information on which Mr. Kirk framed Ids questions was 

fully testified to by Captain Vivian’s admissions of the truth of 

aU the statements implied thereby. It appears that Surgeon- 

Major TufneU obtained the appointment which he now holds, 

while still an Assistant-Surgeon in 1846, on the understanding 

that he should forego further promotion. Within a short period 

Assistant-Surgeon TufneU was appointed to the Begins Pro¬ 

fessorship of Military Sui-gery in the Eoyal CoUege of Sur¬ 

geons of Ireland, in order, we beUeve, that the Irish School of 

Medicine .shoidd enjoy advantages similar to those which the 

Scotch School had for some years derived from the i)rofessor- 

ship held by the distinguished military Surgeon, Sir George 

BallingaU. The selection for this professorship of an'Assistant- 

Surgeon who had never seen any military Medical service in the 

field remains among those tilings wliich many of our miUtary 

Medical brethren feel to be a grievance. Mr. TufneU held the 

professorship tiUits disestabUshment in 1860. There was, how¬ 

ever, no concurrent disendowment in his case, as he was pro¬ 

moted during the same year to the rank of Surgeon, as a com¬ 

pensation for the loss which he had sustained, and in 1861 he 

obtained liis promotion to the rank of Surgeon-Major. In other 

words, on the expiration of his twenty years’ sendee he reached 

exactly the position which, under the warrant of 1858, he 

should have enjoyed had he not for the greater portion of that 

time held his appointment as Surgeon to the DubUn MiUtary 

Prison on the understanding that ho was to forego aU promo¬ 

tion. And now Captain Vivian teUs us that he claims the 

right to retain his present postion as a fuU-pay Surgeon-Major 

on perpetual home seridce as compensation for the loss which 

he had sustained by the aboUtion of his professorship. We 

do not remember that it was even liintod at that he .should 

transfer his services as Professor of MiUtary Surgery to the 

newly estabUshed school at Netloj’’; the objections to such a 

proposal would have been so obvious that the idea could hardly 

have been entertained, and the fact remains that his service of 

twenty-eight years on fuU pay in DubUn is now advanced by 

Captain Vi\dan in the House of Commons as a reason for still 

retaining him in that position. His being on the supernumerary 

Ust is said to prevent any interference in the promotion of 

other Medical officers, but it is admitted that Ids retention of 
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the appointment of Surgeon to the Mihtary Prison excludes a 

half-pay Medical officer from that position, and we believe that, 

were it not for Mr. Tufnell’s residence in Dublin, a tour of home 

service for an Assistant-Surgeon in that city would be placed at 

the disposal of the Director-General. The fact appears to be that, 

as events have turned out, the Army Medical Department was 

made for Surgeon-Major Tufnell, and not Surgeon-Major 

Tufnell for the Army Medical Department. In Medical military 

circles it is held that Mr. Tufnell’s first promotion nullified in 

that particular the previous contract between him and the autho¬ 

rities, which, having been once infringed, became virtuallv 

void, and that, having accepted promotion, he became faiidy 

liable to aU the contingencies of foreign service consequent 

thereon, and that if he had been at that time detailed for duty 

abroad and had declined to go, he could have been put upon 

half-pay. It is said also that if Surgeon-Major Tufnell were 

now to retire, according to the regulations, on seven-tenths of 

his present rate of pay, or £343 per annum, with a step of 

honorary rank, he could not very weU complain of the amount 

of compensation for the loss of his professorship in 1860. 

CHARGE OF MANSLAUGHTER AGAINST A PHYSICIAN. 

At the assizes of the Coimty Down, held last week. Dr. 

Connolly, who was locum tenens for Dr. Murray, of the Belfast 

Union, was put upon his trial for the manslaughter of a woman 

of the name of Keenan, who had died during labour. The 

case had excited strong feehngs of animosity against Dr. 

Connolly, and some of the witnesses spoke against biTn with 

much bitterness. The newspaper reports do not furnish us 

with the particulars of this case, but the main charge against 

Dr. ConnoUy was for inattention in leaving the patient. We 

mention the case, however, chiefiy for the purpose of giving 

the summing up of the judge, Baron Deasy. Judges are not 

always so just to Medical Practitioners. Judge Deasy’s remarks 

deserve to be placed on permanent record. The case broke 

down, but not until an effort was made to address the jury on 

the part of the prosecution. The judge interfered, and said 

“ I wish to state my view. I have heard the evidence of the 
last witness, not because I thought it was requisite for the 
legal defence, but because I thought it right that there should 
be_ an explanation of the circumstances under which the 
prisoner went out, and the circumstances under which he 
returned. It now appears from the evidence of Mrs. Connolly, 
that when he came home in the evening and got the note he 
immediately went to this house, and remained there till three 
o’clock or so in the morning. During that period I am per¬ 
suaded there was no want of skill or attention whatever. The 
only thing upon which a charge could be founded was his 
going away; but, even if he went away, the Medical evidence 
would entitle him to an acquittal. But, if his leaving at the 
time he did imght be a ground of complaint, I received the 
evidence of his mother on that point. If her evidence be 
correct—and she is as likely to be correct as any of the other 
witnesses—he came back from waiting to change his clothes, 
and he was in the act of doing so, when a loud knocking came 
to the door. He went down immediately to know who was 
knocking, and then went into the shop, which would confirm 
what Mr. FaUcner said, that he went to take an instrument 
with him. He appears to have given every possible attention, 
and did not save himself. He remained in that wretched, 
miserable cabin, where there was no chair, the chair he used 
having to be brought from some other house. Under all the 
circumstances, I think he is not only entitled to a verdict of 
acquittal, but he is also entitled to it upon the highest grounds 
put by his counsel—namely, that there was no want of atten¬ 
tion and no want of skill. He appears to have been engaged 
previously in similar duties; and, according to the evidence 
of the relieving-officer, his conduct was most satisfactory. He 
appears also to have acted as a Physician during the cholera 
time, and we have it in evidence that he received a vote of 
thanks for his skill and attention to the poor. It is not hkely 
that a gentleman of that standing woidd risk his Professional 
future by an3rthing that might have the appearance of in¬ 
humanity, as his whole future Professional life must depend 
upon his skill and attention. I have heard this case fully, and 
I think it was right for the interests of Dr. Connolly that it 

should be investigated, and I have come to the conclusion that 
not only is he entitled to an acquittal because the charge is 
disproved in point of law, but also because the evidence shows 
that there was no want of sMU, no want of attention, no want 
of kindness on his part to tliis unfortimate woman ; and that, 
as a Medical man, he leaves this court wholly exonerated from 
the slightest imputation with respect to his conduct in this 
case. His Lordship then directed the jury to record a verdict 
of acquittal. 

“ Dr. ConnoUy was then discharged.” 

THE RIGHT HON. G. J. GOSCHEN, M.P., AT THE LONDON 

HOSPITAL. 

On Monday, the 19th inst., Mr. Goschen, the President of the- 

Poor-law Board, presided at the distribution of prizes at the 

London Plospital Medical CoUege. Mr. Eivington, Dean of 

the School, read a long and interesting report of the progress 

and jirosperity of the School, which is one of the most flourish- 

ing in London. The several examiners or their representatives 

then in turn gave their awards, whereupon the prizes-were 

handed to their recipients by Mr. Goschen. Most of the prizes, 

as wiU be seen by another column, took the substantial form of 

large sums of money. At the conclusion, Mr. Goschen ad¬ 

dressed those present, remarking how difficult it was for an 

outsider to take up a Medical subject from a Medical man’s 

point of view, and that, however great had been the discoveries 

of Medicine, they had not yet succeeded in finding out how to 

pump knowledge into an exhausted brain, or to give a man at 

all times appropriate ideas. He was, he said, from his official 

position being constantly brought into contact with Medical 

men, without whose aid he would be totally unable to stem the 

tide of pauperism, and he insisted on the valuable civUising effects 

such men had on the rude masses among whom they laboured. 

It was in East London that the great necessity for Medical skin 

was best seen, and it was there consequently they could best turn 

for the refutation of the modem doctrines wlfich were opposed 

to large Hospitals. Eor his own part he did not think that the 

Hospital accommodation in London was too large, or otherwise 

than inadequate to the wants of the population. It was, 

said he, extremely difficffit for outsiders to follow Medical 

studies ; they could only at a distance admire the skill acquired 

by them; they could recognise the immense boon they con¬ 

ferred on society ; they could admire the tact, the skill, and the 

delicacy of the experienced Practitioner, but there was much 

in such studies with which it was difficult to sympathise. Still, 

the student of Medicine felt he was dealing with tmths 

tangible enough; but it was not so -with pohtical economy, 

whose students found often no foundation in fact, but had to 

deal entirely with theory. There was no profession which so 

much combined practical pursuits with the duty of instruction 

as did that of Medicine. The students he addressed were also, 

in their turn, to become the apostles of health, and it was 

thus in their power to increase the material prosperity of 

their countiy. He tmsted that the time would come when the 

rewards for such services would be much more substantial than 

they now were. After a vote of thanks by Mr. Curhng to 

the chairman, which was heartily responded to, the meeting 
broke up. 

THE ELECTORS OP THE COLLEGE OP SURGEONS. 

To the late Sir B. Brodie the credit generally is given of hav¬ 

ing been the chief framer of the Charter of the Eoyal College 

of Surgeons. At the time it was issued there Avas a strong 

feeling of dissatisfaction throughout the Profession. Eeform 

had been demanded, and efforts were made to found another 

College, not of “ Surgeons,” but of “ general Practitioners.” 

The greatest difficulty which the framers of the Charter had to 

encounter was the selection of the first batch of Fellows, the 

future electors of the Council. It was determined to place 

upon the Fellowship, with but few exceptions, gentlemen only 

who were connected Avith Hospitals and Dispensaries. Perhaps, 
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Tinder the circumstances, this was the best that could be done. 
But it gave rise to heartburnings and jealousies which became 

so general that the Council framed the Supplemental Charter. 

This gave power to the governing body to select a certain 

number of Members for election to the Fellowship. At the same 

time the coffers of the College were benefited by the fees thus 

received. Twenty years have elapsed since the last Charter be¬ 

came law, and there has been during that long time a kind of 

“luU” in the political position of the College, so far at least 

as the franchise is concerned. But there are not wanting signs 

to show that this cahn state of things is not likely to be lasting. 

At every fresh meeting of Councillors the Members at large are 

reminded that there is a small body of “ privileged persons ” 

who rule the destinies of the institution. Like the “ freemen ” 

of the older corporations, they bear but a small proportion to 

the inhabitants generally. It does seem an anomaly, in this 

age of liberal progress, and when “lodgers” have become 

possessed of the franchise for the boroughs and cities of this 

kingdom, that many thousands of educated gentlemen have no 

voice whatever in the management of their own College. That 

management virtually is in the hands of the two or three 

hundred Fellows who vote at the elections. That this is not a 

satisfactory state of things all must admit. How it is to be 

altered it is difficult to say ; but surely some modification of 

the Charter might be effected, by which Members of a certain 

standing could be eligible for the franchise. The subject is 

one worthy of serious consideration, and which ere long will 

attract the attention of the “mass.” Reform will follow 

agitation. 

FROM ABROAD.—A VISIT TO M. NJELATON. 

Some recent munbers of the Journal de Medecine de Bruxelles 

contain a communication from M. Delstanche, of that city, on a 

visit which he paid to M. Nelaton last autumn. Although the 

article enters into a'familiarity of detail which we should sup¬ 

pose win be scarcely acceptable to its object, some of the 

opinions recorded are of sufficient interest to be reproduced as 

being those of a man so much esteemed among us as is M. 

Nekton. The writer commenced their exploration speedily 

enough, for while waiting his turn in the great Surgeon’s salon 

he so ingratiated himself with a lady he found there, the sub¬ 

ject of ovarian disease, that he obtained her permission to be 

present at the consultation. I was much surprised, he says, to 

hear M. Nekton say that had this been a unilocular cyst he 

would have first tried iodine injection, seeing how little success 

has attended this treatment in the hands of others, including 

Krassowsky, the most recent writer on the subject. He replied 

that he had perused Krassowsky’s work, but that Surgeon, in 

fact, had operated in a chance manner, without observing any 

i-ule, while he himself followed an indication which was weU- 

nigh certain. After having injected a large number of these 

cysts vith very various results, he came to the conclusion that 

when the fluid is sticky and thready between the fingers, like 

mucus or pus, the iodine injection has no chance of success, 

Avhile when it does not give rise to filaments, but resembles 

serum or urine, and whatever its colour may be—pale, deep, 

or sanguinolent—there is the same chance of cure as in hydro¬ 

cele. “ I agree,” he added, “that this is a somewhat empirical 

conclusion, but empirical means are not always to be disdained; 

and, moreover, the rule does not apply only to small and recent 

cysts, but has been found to hold good in those which date back 

several years, and have attained an enormous size. For the 

success of the procedure a trocar of not less than three milli¬ 

metres in volume, and from twenty to twenty-five centimetres 

in length, is essential.” In multilocular cysts, whatever maybe 

their contents, M. Nekton rejects injection. 

As to ovariotomy, he observed that the fact of his having 

imported it into France had been contested, but he had 

ample proof of that. How far we may trust academies 

was seen by the general cry of reprobation which was raised 

when the operation was first mentioned at the Academy of 

Medicine, and when they could not find terms harsh enough to 

stigmatise this savagerie. Soon afterwards he saw it practised 

in Paris itself, and now it becomes a question of who has had 

the honour of naturalising it. M. Nekton has himself per¬ 

formed it sixteen times, and nine times with success; and if 

his success has not been greater it must be recollected, he 

observed, that he commenced amidst the most vehement oppo¬ 

sition, and could only then venture upon cases reduced to the 

last extremity. Even in these desperate circumstances he suc¬ 

ceeded in more than one half of his cases. Although one 

of the foremost to testify to the ability of the English 

Surgeons, he maintains that much of their great success 

depends upon the fact that they operate in good time before 

the development of the cyst and repeated pimctures have pro¬ 

duced adhesions and damaged the constitution of the patients. 

Such is pre-eminently the practice of Spencer Wells; and now 

that French Surgeons, hke M. Nekton’s pupils, MM. Pean and 

Labbc, are beginning to follow in the same line, their success 

is not less striking. In explaining the poor results that had 

hitherto followed the performance of the operation in Belgium, 

M. Nekton observed that this might depend on various causes, 

such as the condition of the patient or that of the locality, as 

well as the mode of procedure. Of aU operations, ovariotomy 

is the one in which we meet with the most unexpected occTir- 

rences; and to execute it well it is necessary to have often seen 

it done and to have practised it oneself. It is by practice that 

simplification of its procedm’e has been attained, and that we 

have come to recognise the importance of things once deemed 

only secondary. But failure does not take place so much from 

the want of skill in the operator as from the constitution of 

the subjects and the vitiated atmosphere of Hospitals, death 

almost always taking place when the operation is performed 

witliin their walls. 

M. Delstanche had the opportunity of jjwitnessing an ovario¬ 

tomy and of examining four patients on whom it had been per¬ 

formed, but we have not space for various other of M. Nekton’s 

observations on this subject. Numerous other topics were 

discussed, and, among these, the circumstances upon which the 

efficacy of mineral waters depends. After alluding to the 

influence exercised by change of air, regimen, diversion of 

thought, etc., M. Nekton observed :— 

“ I think that generally, and whatever the place resorted to 
may be, these pretended auxiliaries act more efficaciously than 
do the waters themselves. Not unfrequently, and that in cases 
in which they seem best indicated, I have seen patients return 
at the end of the course of waters which they have followed 
suffering more than when they went to them. But the Doctors 
arrange all this in a very agreeable manner. This reminds me 
of what the Emperor said to me lately. We had advised the 
Plombieres waters; he thought little of them, and it was only 
with great trouble we got him to decide. Our only object was 
to get him away from the Tuileries, where there is for bitn 
neither truce nor peace. His health was suffering from this, 
and at last he left. On his return I hastened to inquire as to 
his state of health and the effects of the vilUgiature. ‘ Oh ! ’ he 
replied, smiling, ‘ these Doctors are charming fellows. After 
some days I found myself worse, suffering in the loins and 
limbs ; and when I sent for them and informed them of what I 
felt they at once began congratulating me, declaring that what I 
experienced was the effect of the waters, and was of good augury. 
I therefore resigned myself to persevere in the treatment, hut 
the pains, in place of diminishing, increased, and I again sent 
for them, detailing all that I STiffered, only again to receive 
their congratulations and the assurance that this was an effect 
of the water which I should hereafter recognise. Whenever I 
ventured an observation, my mouth was always stopped by this 
Tinanswerable argument. Really these Doctors are nice fellows.’ 
In relating the circumstance M. Nekton laughed heartily. 
* He does not seem to believe much more in medicine than his 
uncle did,’ I observed. ‘ Indeed,’ he is not much more its 
partisan,’ he replied.” 

Speaking of the Prince Imperial’s illness, M. Nekton 

observed that there had been a deep-seated abscess under the 

gluteus minimus, which was entirely raised up by it. “ The 
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hip-joint was not compromised, but the case was none the less 

dangerous, and I trembled for the life of that child. It was 

bruited about that there was caries, but this happily was not 

the case ; and now the cure is quite complete, the movements 

of the hmb being- in no wise less assured or less free than that 

of the opposite side.” M. Nelaton gave his visitor a particrdar 

account of his successful mode of treating coxalgia before the 

head of the bone has left the cavity. It consists simply in the 

effectual and carefiil employment of compression by means of 

a bandage and a large quantity of wadding, so that effectual 

and elastic compression is exerted on the j oint in every direc¬ 

tion without the movements of the cliild being impeded. 

Alluding to his successful career, M. Nelaton remarked:— 

“ The position of a Physician who is in the possession of a 
certain repute in a large town, and especially in Paris, rapidly 
leads to a fortune, for he is sought for not only in Paris, but 
by all France, and indeed by entire Europe. As regards 
myself (he added, with modesty) I have been very lucky ; for 
most of the Surgeons with whom I shoidd have had to divide 
my gains died young, as Sanson, Berai-d, Blandin, and others, 
so tliat I was left almost without any rivals.” 

In answer to the observation of his friend that homoeoi)athy 

and the other variable doctrines of the day do not interfere 

with the Surgeon’s practice as they do with that of the Physi¬ 

cian, he observed :— 

“ It is true that homoeopathy does not reduce fractures or 
operate for cataract, but nevertheless it yet finds means of 
getting at us. Take cataract, for example. The Surgeon 
oxaerates, but sight is not at once restored, remaining feeble 
and uncertain, especially during the first fortnight. "Well, 
that is just the moment spied out by the homoeopathist, who, 
getting hold of the patient, promises to complete the cure com¬ 
menced by the Sm-geon ; and as at last the vision, with time, 
is always more or less improved, he attributes, and has attri¬ 
buted to him, his share of success.” 

PAr.LIAMEXTAEY.-VACCINATION AMENDMENT-NITEO-GLYCEEINB- 

SIIPEEANNUATION MIEDICAL OFEICEES’ (iEELANd) BILL—SUEGEON- 

MAJOE TUENELL—M;BTE0P0LITAN POOB ACT AMENDMENT BILL. 

In the House of Lords, on Thursday, July 15, the Marquis 
Townshend withdrew his Vaccination Amendment Bill. 

In the House of Commons, Sir J. Play moved the second 
reading of the Nitro-Glycerine Bill. 

Mr. Bruce said that he should feel it his duty to carry the 
measure much further in committee, and to jirohibit either the 
manufacture or importation of nitro-glycerine except for 
scientific jiurposes. The only question v/as what to do with 
the supply already in this country. 

^ The Bill was then read a second time. 
On Monday, July 19, in the House of Lords, the Medical 

Officers’ Superannuation (Ireland) BiU was read a second time. 
On Tuesday, in the House of Commons, in reply to Mr. 

Kirk, Cajitain Vman said that Surgeon-Major Tufnell had 
Xierformed the duties of Medical officer of the military prison 
at Dublin since 1846, and was jiaid as Surgeon-Major ujponthe 
Medical staff. It was true that Surgeon-Major Tufnell had 
Xierformed these duties, not for twenty-seven but for twenty- 
eight years’ com^ileted service, but until 1860 he was only an 
Assistant-Surgeon, having foregone his xiromotion in order to 
retain this appointment. In 1860 he was promoted to the rank 
of Surgeon as comxiensation for the loss of a Regius Professor- 
sliip which he held in Dublin under a Royal commission. It 
was quite true that he was the oidy Medical officer on full pay in 
charge of a military x^rison; he held that position by 
virtue of his appointment to it in 1816 by way of com- 
Xiensation for loss of promotion. It was also true that he held 
ciAdl appointments in Dublin, and had an extensive private 
Xiractice; but there was no reason to supxiose that these 
apxiointments interfered with the xierformance of his official 
duties. He claimed a vested right in his xiresent appointment 
as compensation for the loss of the Regius Professorship; but his 
retaining the appointment on full xiay could not be said to stoxi 
Xiromotion, inasmuch as he was uxion a suxierannuation list. In 
1874 Surgeon-Major TufneU would have arrived at that period 
of service which would enable him, if necessary, to be comxiul- 
Eorily retired, but until then it was not hkely that he would 
resign the appointment. 

The House went into committee on the Metropolitan Poor 
Act (1867) Amendment Bill. An unsuccessful attempt was 

made by Mr. Torrens, Mr. T. Chambers, and other members, 
to obtain an alteration of the first clause, which dispenses -with 
the concui-rence of two-thirds of the guardians in the dissolution 
of any union. Clause 3 was struck out. The other clauses up 
to clause 5 were agreed to. 

EOBEET KEATE, E.E.C.S. 

A REMIlSriSCENCE. 

Many years since, when I was contributing biogTaphical 

sketches of living Physicians and Surgeons to one of the 

Medical journals, I had several interviews -with the late Mr. 

Keate, vsdth the object of obtaining particulars of his life and 

career. I had selected him in consequence of his having been 

Surgeon to four sovereigns. Surgeon to St. George’s Hospital, 

and one of the Examiners of the College of Surgeons. I had 

another reason for Avishing to obtain information from liim. I 

had been sui-prised, in talkmg with my Professional brethren, 

to find hoAV very few of them were acquainted personally vdth 

Robert Keate. A man who had occupied so important a position, 

I thought, could furnish me with many facts which his brethren 

would be glad to be made acquainted with. I had never seen 

him in any Medical society. He contributed little or nothing 

to the literature of the Profession; he had never held the posi¬ 

tion of a lecturer, but he had risen to the highest eminence in 

his Profession. Thi.s man’s career, I thought, was so excep¬ 

tional that it was worthy of being xilaeed on record. Accord¬ 

ingly I xiaid a visit to liim at his house in Hertford-street, 

Mayfair, in the ivinter of 1853 or 1854. It ivas a bitterly cold 

morning, and I was ushered into the consulting-room of the 

octogenarian, whom I found before a large fire in his di-essing- 

gown and slippers. On stating the object of my visit, I was 

received with the blunt courtesy so characteristic of the late 

venerable Surgeon. He said—“ I shall be happy to supply you 

with any information which you may require, but I have a 

strong objection to the publication of any biogTaphical sketch 

of me during my lifetime. I will tliink over the matter, and I 

shall be glad if you will call upon me again at the end of the 

week.” Upon seeing him according- to his wish, he said—“ I 

am anxious to furnish you with every x^articular with regard 

to my life winch may be either useful or instructive. There 

are many circumstances in my career which I think might be 

told to the advantage of the rising generation, and, Mr. Clarke, 

I will leave in the hands of my executor some paxiers that will 

be useful to you as my biographer when I am gone.” These 

Xiapers, I regret to say, I never received. That their contents 

were most interesting I have no doubt. Mr. Keate, how¬ 

ever, was not reticent upon some points, but spoke to me 

resxiecting them in the most open manner, under the xdedge, 

however, that I should not use any information which he gave 

to me during- his lifetime. I did not abuse the confidence he 

reposed in me. 

Mr. Keate was the son of a man who had rendered himself 

conspicuous in the last century as one of the Surgeons to 

St. George’s Hospital. Robert was sent early to sea, and 

was Assistant-Surgeon of the vessel of war in which Prince 

William Henry, Duke of Clarence, was placed as a mid- 

shiximan. They served together for some time, and the 

Duke of Clarence, who had received the kindest attention 

from Keate, promised him that if ever he (the Duke of 

Clarence) was Kang of England, Robert Keate should be his 

“ body Surgeon.” This promise was fulfilled, and Keate was 

the confidential Medical adviser of William IV. when he suc¬ 

ceeded to the throne. At the time that he was axipointed to 

this office Keate was justly proud of liis connexion with royalty. 

When a student I was present at an operation which he per¬ 
formed on Mr. S., an eminent solicitor, Avhohad then chambers 
in Clement’s-inn. Mr. Keate had to amputate a diseased 
testicle for Mr. S., who gave him a very handsome fee. Keate 
at that time said rather exultingly, “ Between you and Royalty, 
Mr. S., I am fully occupied.” Keate at that time thought that 
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his connexion with Royalty was the basis of his future fortune. 
I was a mere boy at that time, but Keate’s assistant was a young 
Surgeon who has risen to clistmction since. During the opera¬ 
tion a jet of blood spouted from one of the arteries involved in 
the operation. The spotless duck continuations of the young 
Surgeon unfortunately received a portion of this jet. Mr.- 
stopped in the middle of the operation to -wipe off the red fluid 
from his trousers. There was no chloroform or ether in those 
days, and the patient was keenly alive to the pain which he 
suffered. Mr. S. said to me afterwards, “ I meant to have 
given that young man twenty guineas as Keate’s assistant, but 
as he regarded the purity of his trousers as more important 
than my sufferings, I will not give him a farthing.” If Mr.- 
honours mo with the perusal of tliis reminiscence, he cannot 
fail to recognise the accuracy of my statement. Twenty-five 
years afterwards I again saw Mr. Keate. He was old, but not 
decrepid. His intellect was as shrewd as it had been so many 
years before, but his views wdth regard to liis connexion with 
Royalty had lamentably changed. “ Mr. Clarke,” he said, “ my 
connexion with Royalty has been my ruin. I have attended 
four sovereigns, and have been paid badly for my services. One 
of them now deceased owed me nine thousand guineas. The 
late King William IV. always jjaid me, but my joirmeys to 
Windsor to attend upon him and the Queen, as a ride, were a 
grievous loss to me. I have on many occasions, obeying a 
summons to the Royal residence, left a room full of patients 
anxious for my advice. The consequence eventually was that 
my practice declined with respect to the public, and now that 
I am more than 80 years old I am a jioor man. There is one 
exception, however, as regurds my connexion with Royalty. 
That exception is the Duchess of Gloucester, Avho is my imme¬ 
diate neighboiu’. I visit her daily when she is in town, and the 
fees I receive in consequence from her form the staple of my 
income at present.” I asked him if he woidd kindly furnish me 
with one or two anecdotes that I might make use of in the event 
of my surviving him. “ Well,” he said, “ I have no objection 
to relate to you one or two characteristic anecdotes of the late 
King. I Avas summoned doAvn to Windsor to see the Queen. 
As it was ‘ urgent,’ I immediately took post horses, and in 
two hours was at the Castle. I arrived so early that I was 
ushered into the breakfast-room of the Royal couple. The 
Queen was suffering from a pain in her knee, and she* gave me 
a hint that the presence of the King might be dispensed Avith. 
Accordingly I said, addressing the King, ‘ WiU your Majesty 
be kind enough to leave the room ? ’ ‘ Keate,’ said he, ‘ I’m 
hanged if I go.’ I looked at him for a moment; I then said 
quietly but firmly, ‘Then, your Majesty, I AviU be hanged 
if I stay.’ ’Wlien I got to the door of the apartment, the 
King called me back. ‘Keate,’ said he, ‘I believe you’re 
right; I’ll _ retire. You Doctors can do anything; but if a 
Prime Minister or a Lord Chancellor had presumed to order 
me out of the room, the next day I should have had 
to address Ids successor.’” “Once,” said Mr. Keate, “the 
Queen had determined to consult a homoeopathic practitioner. 
‘I hate humbug,’ said his Majesty, ‘and I won’t allow 
any homoeopath to prescribe for my Avife unless you are pre¬ 
sent.’ ‘ It is impossible, your Majesty,’ I said, ‘ that I can meet 
Dr. D-; there is nothing in common between us.’ ‘ Well, 
then,’ was the rejoinder, ‘will you overhaul the prescription of 
the medicine which he orders for her, and see if she can safely 
take it ? ’ I promised to do so, and on the prescription 
being handed to me I said, ‘ Oh, your Majesty, she may 
take it for seven years, and at the end of that time she 
Avill not have taken a gTain of medicine.’ Dr. D-, the 
prcscriber, avIio had been smuggled up the back stairs, retired in 
the same way, fancying no doubt that he had made a convert 
of the Queen. But in this he was mistaken.” As a matter of 
history, this fact should bo recorded, as I believe it is the 
only occasion on which a homoeopathic practitioner has had 
the privilege of prescribing for a queen or king of England. 

I may mention, en pasmnt, that the Queen at this time had 
rendered herself extremely unpopular by her real or supposed 
opposition to the proposers of the great Reform Bill of 1832. 
I am not in a position to state Avbether there Avere any just 
grounds for this accusation against her Majesty, but it is a 
matter of fact that her conduct at this time was commented 
upon Avith undue severity by some of the leading Liberal 
newspapers of the day. A circumstance related to me by the 
late Dr. W. F. Chambers, would seem to give some colour to 
the tnith of the charge made against the Queen. Chambers 
was _ in attendance upon her Majesty at the time that the 
elections wereproceedingthroughoutthe countryon the question 
M reform. Chambers was a freeholder of Middlesex, and the 
Queen, after a copsultation Avith her Physician, inquired how 

the election for Middlesex was going on. “I hope,” said 
Chambers, “ favoirrably to the Liberals. I have recorded my 
vote for them on my journey here.” The Queen v/as not 
pleased Avith the answer. 

Robert Keate was a great operator, and second to none of 
his time in the use of the knife. His diagnosis, as a rule, was 
accurate. He was a careful and sound Practitioner. If he 
took a lower Auew than some of his contemporaries of the value 
of the more philosophical and scientific aspects of disease, he 
was not ignorant of the advancement which Surgery had made 
in that direction. His mind Avas thoroughly practical, and he 
deserves to be remembered as a great Sm’geon and an honour¬ 
able man. In person he was below the common standard. He 
had a strikingly sensible face, somewhat large features, but 
AAuth an eye that denoted intelligence of the liighest order. In 
his manner he was bluff, as became a sailor—not rude, but some¬ 
times brusque. In later Life he was irritable and ready to take 
offence, but he was perfectly incapable of any meanness of 
conduct either to a patient or brother Practitioner. 

J. F. C. 

THE 

VACANT CHAIR OF CLINICAL SURGERY 
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. 

{From an Occasional Correspondent.') 

Edinburgh. 

To those who live in the greater world of London, the turmoil 

and angTy feeling excited by the vacation of a chair hke that 
of Chnical Surgery in the historic University of Edinburgh is 

scarcely credible. Our Professional circles are so much more 
contracted than yours, petty jealousies are so much more com¬ 
mon among us, political party feeling runs so high—above aU, 

the religious element never fails to insinuate itself into every 
dispute, so that you need not wonder that the resulting com¬ 
pound is of the hottest and bitterest description. I think, how¬ 
ever, I may safely say that, except among his personal enemies, 
Mr. Syme’s resignation is generally regretted tlu’oughout Scot¬ 

land. His name has been so long connected Avith Scottish 
Surgery, we have been so long accustomed to refer to him Avith 
IDride, that, whatever his faults—and no one contends that he 
was Avithout faults—we deeply regret his retirement, and stiU 

more its immediate cause. But it is not so much to refer to 

Mr. Syme and his retirement as to his probable successor that 
I take up my pen. As you have already intimated, there are 
three candidates in the field—Professor Lister, Avho holds the 
Chair of Surgery in GlasgOAV, and who is Mr. Syme’s son-in- 
law ; Professor Spence, the present inemnbent of the Chair of 
Surgery in the University of Edinburgh; and Mr. Patrick 
Heron Watson, who now lectures in Surgeons’-haU, Edinburgh. 
It may be at once said that each of these is a good man. 
Comparisons are always more or less invidious, and I shall not, 

therefore, presume to point out whom I consider the best, for 
opinions on that, as on other points, are sm-e to differ, and, 
after all, mine is only an individual opinion. I may, however, 
say that Professor Spence is the candidate most distinguished 
for his clinical work. He is well skilled in Surgery, has long 
been a teacher of Surgery, and now holds the more important 
chair of the two. Why he should want to leave it I cannot 
pretend to say. His published work has been aU practical, 
Avith the exception of the introduction to the “ Principles of 
Surgery,” which made its appearance not very long ago, and 
Avhich more clearly showed than anything else that Mr. Spence 
would shine more in the department of practice than in that of 
theory. He has for many years contributed accounts of 
cases imder his cai’e to the Edinburgh Medical Journal, and has 
Avritten other papers, aU bearing directly on questions of prac¬ 
tical Surgery. Of Mr. Lister it is impossible to speak in other 
than terms of the highest praise. His enemies aUege against bim 
that he is Mr. Syme’s son-in-law and an EngUshman. Neither 
of these, however, it seems to me, are crimes against good 
morals or rcUgion. But his work, however good, and nobody 
can say that it is not, has been rather aAvay from than in the 
direction of practical Surgery. I, of course, put out of sight 
the introduction of carbolic acid into practice, if, indeed, he can 
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be said to have done more than carry out the suggestion of the 
Frenchman; still it is averred that his suggestions and his 
mode of practice have not had time to be fully investigated, 
that they are still suh judice, and ought not therefore to count 
in his favour. His contributions to Holmes’s “ System of 
Surgery ” are known and admired, and his researches on the 
coagulation of the blood made him familiar to us as a man of 
science. In short, Mr. Lister is a man among men, although 
I do not say that this is'a sufficient reason for giving him the 
Edinburgh Chair of Clinical Surgery. 

Mr. P. Heron Watson is well known in Edinburgh and the 
South of Scotland as a rising and talented Surgeon. He 
began Professional life with military service in the Crimea— 
the very occupation calculated to set a Surgeon well on his 
legs. His monograph on excision of the knee-joint showed 
him capable of dealing with the most important Surgical 
operations with skill and expertness. He has treated and 
described every form of Surgical disease and injury, and 
worked hard at acupressure. But his fame is less than that 
of either of the other two. This I may say without in the 
slightest degree disparaging his claim to the chair. 

Unfortunately, were I able to say which was the best man, 
that, in the present state of affairs, would be very far from a 
guarantee that he would be the successful candidate. Party 
spirit runs too strong for that in Edinburgh. Our university, 
as is too well known, has been long celebrated for the contend¬ 
ing influences of the members of its senatus academicus, and two 
of its greatest members. Sir James Simpson and Mr. Syme, 
have for some time been bitterly opposed to each other. Nothing 
is more to be regretted, but the fniits of this opposition are too 
often manifest. Then, again, altogether apart from the feel¬ 
ings of the various professors, there is the unfortunate character 
of the electoral body as far as certain of the chairs are con¬ 
cerned, for this body is a composite one, including among its 
members office-bearers from the Town Council, and civic digni¬ 
taries are not, ex officio, among the wisest of men. It was one 
of these gentlemen who, on the occasion of Mr. Turner’s elec¬ 
tion to the chair of anatomy, recorded a solitary vote in favour 
of Professor Struthers, because, said he, Englishmen were not 
wanted in Scotland. 

But, putting aside all these unfortunate circumstances, there 
is another thing to be considered, and that is the mode of con¬ 
ducting the class of Chnical Surgery. Undoubtedly this must be 
changed. Many things have been overlooked in consideration 
of the great eminence of Mr. Syme; but it cannot be denied that 
his mode of teaching Clinical Surgery was not in accordance 
with modem notions. You in London are so much accustomed 
to free trade in teaching that you will be surprised to hear that 
every student in the University was compelled to attend this 
class, and that every other Surgeon in the Hospital was pre¬ 
cluded from’ giving such instmction as was deemed necessary 
by the University authorities. Now this is obviously opposed 
to the welfare of both Hospital and University. If students are 
let alone, they soon find out for themselves who is the best 
man for giving them instruction. Besides, as conducted by 
Mr. Syme, the name of the class was a mere farce—a class of 
even a hundred men cannot be accommodated round a bed, and 
Mr. Syme’s teaching was accordingly conducted in a class-room. 
Thereby clinical instruction loses half its force. It would be 
far preferable to have a smaller body of students and more ward, 
as contradistinguished from class-room work. It is not there¬ 
fore surprising that a proposal has been brought forward and 
influentially supported to do away with the chair altogether 
rather than allow the present system to continue. This, I 
think, would be a mistake, but we are aU agreed as to the desi¬ 
rability of effecting some change, and especially of removing 
the embargo on the teaching of others than the clinical professor. 

You who live in London have no conception of the extent to 
which religious opinions or belongings influence a man’s 
career in Scotland. In fact, it might be said that there are no 
politics in Scotland, only religion. The newspapers hold by 
one form of creed, and are more influenced by that than by 
political tradition; and this feeling invariably crops out in any 
candidature for office. The clergyman musters his forces, and 
marches them to battle. The Free-EIirk organ denounces the 
upholder of the Establishment, and the U.P. belabours both— 
in short, where pi’ivate feeling is not enough, and where 
political influence cannot be brought to bear, religious persua¬ 
sion is sure to carry the day. Under such a system, it is rather 
surprising that the best man is ever appointed than that he 
should not, as a matter of course, carry the day. 

Should Professor Lister be transferred to Edinburgh, there 
will be a sharp contest for the vacant chair in Glasgow ; but to 
that I must refer again. 

VIEW DAT AT ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. 

{From a Correspondent^ 

The annual inspection of St. Thomas’s Hospital took place on 
Tuesday last, when the Treasurer and Hospital officials met 
the Governors at Surrey Gardens, and conducted them over 
the temporary Hospital, capable of accommodating upwards 
of 200 patients. For more than seven years St. Thomas’s 
Hospital has been comfortably placed here, having extensive 
and prettily laid-out grounds, much appreciated by the con¬ 
valescent patients. The necessary alterations in the construc¬ 
tion of the old building have been very great, in order to fit 
it up as a complete Hospital, with all the appliances for out- 
and in-patients, museum, library, lecture-halls, etc. The 
internal arrangements, as may be supposed from its extreme 
compactness and limited space, are very complete. The main 
building is partitioned off into three tiers, corresponding to the 
two galleries, the central space being in each case boarded 
across—the upper floor for female patients. Medical and 
Surgical; the central floor for male patients. Medical and 
Surgical; and the ground floor for accidents and casualties, 
and out-patients’ rooms, surgery, etc. The Medical are sepa¬ 
rated from the Surgical patients by a low wooden partition six 
feet high. The advantage of this is that any noxious emana¬ 
tions from foul suppurating wounds are at once diluted and 
wafted upwards, and from the windows all round the building 
a constant current of air passes through the wards. The 
statistics of pyaemia, erysipelas, etc., will bear comparison with 
any one of our well-appointed London Hospitals. 

The proposal to substitute cottage Hospitals for our large 
metropolitan institutions has received the powerful support 
and advocacy of Sir J. Y. Simpson. It is but fair, however, to 
St. Thomas’s to state that they erected a cottage Hospital 
years before the present idea was thought of, and it has been 
in constant use ever since for contagious diseases, ovariotomy, 
etc. This building is constructed to accommodate four patients 
—two beds in each ward, connecting which are a kitchen, 
sisters’ room, etc. The walls and roof are of galvanised iron 
fined with deal. Although convenient and useful for special 
cases in connexion with a large Hospital, we could not recom¬ 
mend it as a substitute—^it is so readily affected by heat and 
cold. In the summer the temperature is often unbearable, and 
in the winter the cold is very severely felt in consequence of 
the thinness of the walls. 

After visiting the temporary Hospital, the governors were 
conveyed by special steamer from London-bridge to Lambeth, 
where they landed, and were conducted over the works for the 
new Hospital at Stangate. 'Those who were present last year 
had a good opportunity of forming an estimate of the progTess 
of the works during the past twelve months. Our readers are 
aware that this Hospital is being constructed on the block 
system; there are seven blocks, exclusive of the museum, 
lecture halls, etc. There are slight variations in the construc¬ 
tion of each block, but the general plan is the same, and they 
will all be completed at the same time. The walls have been 
carried up as far as the third floor, and the top wards are about 
to be commenced. The two- and three-story buildings at the 
back are being roofed in, and the chapel, which is in a very 
forward state, will shortly be roofed in. Specimens of some of 
the proposed internal fittings were carefully inspected by the 
governors. The large window-frames, which have been manu¬ 
factured in Sweden and sent over complete, are now ready to 
be fixed in their places and fitted with glass. The outside 
walls are faced with red brick; stone is also extensively used, not 
only for supporting the brickwork and giving additional solidity 
to the walls, but the river front is constructed to a great extent 
with stone facings. The inside walls will be coated with 
Parian cement, glazed, and tinted of a straw colour. Between 
seven and eight hundred men have been constantly employed 
at the works since their commencement fourteen months ago ; 
there stfil remains a great deal to be done. Mr. Currie informs 
us that he hopes to have it ready by October twelvemonth. 
The governors expressed themselves much pleased with the 
progress made, and those competent to give an opinion of the 
workmanship pronounced it very satisfactory. 
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ERYSIPELAS AND DEATH FOLLOWING 
VACCINATION. 

Ox Monday, July 19, an inquest was liold by Dr. Lankester 
on the body of a male child three months old, William Emery, 
who had died from erysipelas after vaccination. The Coroner 
said he could not permit a general discussion of the advantage 
or disadvantage of vaccination; it was established by law after 
careful inquiry and an experience of nearly seventy years, and 
it had succeeded in putting' a stop i o the ravages of small-pox, 
which, in the preceding century, had sweiit away millions. The 
present inquiry mu.st be confined to the particular case of 
William Emery, as to how the cliild came by his death, and 
whether any blame was to be attrib-ated to any one. 

Aaron Emory said; I am the father of the deceased, and 
carry on the business of ham and tongue dealer at 66, Great 
Portland-street. I have two other children who have been 
vaccinated; they are in good health. On May 31 the deceased 
was taken by my -svife to the surgery of Dr. Allen, 11, Soho- 
square, for the pm'pose of being vaccinated. I saw the child 
when he was brought back. There were four punctures 
on the right arm, and one of them had bled considerably. 
The child continued well, and all four places took very 
well. On June 7 the child was taken to the surgery for 
inspection, and was then well. Matter was taken from two 
vesicles and used to vaccinate several other children. On 
June 9, the tenth day of the vaccination, the arm became 
inflamed around the punctures, especially round those which 
had not been opened, and was gi'eatly swollen. The redness 
and swelling gradually spread up the ai'in, the neck, back, and 
afterwards over the belly and legs. Dr. Allen attended the 
child till its death, which took place on July 4, five weeks after 
the vaccination. I have not been influenced to demand an 
inquiry by any representations made by members of the Anti¬ 
vaccination Society, but since the death of my own child I have 
been informed of many cases where children have sustained 
injury from vaccination. 

Mr. Lewis, solicitor, who appeared for the father, cross- 
examined Mr. Emery to show that the deceased was in every 
respect a healthy child, had never had any illness from the day 
oJ its birth, was suclded by the mother, was well iiourishecl, 
and hved in a wholesome neighbourhood and in a, well-ventilated 
house. 

Mrs. Emery, mother of the child, said: I took the child to 
Dr. Allen’s on May 31, and saw Dr. Allen vaccinate my child 
himself from a healtby-looking baby. 

Dr. AUen said: I remember the deceased child being brought 
to my sm'gery on May 31 to be vaccinated. I was under the 
impression that my assistant, Mr. Matherson, vaccinated the 
child while I looked on ; but as Mrs. Emery says that I did it 
myself, I have no doubt that she is correct. I attended the 
deceased throughout Iris illness. The child had erysipelas 
commencing on the arm around the punctures and steal¬ 
ing gradually over the trunk and legs. The er3rsipelas 
was not of the phlegmonous kind; the skin felt baggy, and the 
inflammation was erratic. In the fifth week the child died from 
exhaustion induced by the disease. I have no doubt that the 
erysipelas was caused by the vaccination, net simply by the 
punctures, but by the irritation set up by the vaccine lymph. 
I have had a very larg'e experience in vaccination, and have vac¬ 
cinated as many as a hundred in a day in the East of London; 
but I have never before seen any serious evil, but, from my 
observation of the present ease, I have no doubt that the ery¬ 
sipelas was set up by the vaccine. It is a remarkable confirma¬ 
tion of tliis opinion that several children were vaccinated 
with Ij’inph taken from the deceased (who appeared to be ex¬ 
ceptionally healthy), and all of them were affected with ery¬ 
sipelas, and one of them died. 

Dr. Lankester here explained that the inquest upon this 
child Avas held by Mr. Bedford, and he (Dr. Lankester) 
Avas present. The vaccination Avas not successful — it, 
in fact, did not take, and ery.sipelas commenced around 
the punctures. The jury considered that the erj'sipelas 
was induced by the lAuiictures, and probably by some peculiar 
condition of the cliild, but did not think that the vaccine lymph 
was the cause. 

Dr. Allen then Avent on to explain that the child from whom 
the lymph was taken whereAvith to A’accinate the deceased, 
William Emery, was perfectly healthy, not only at the time, 
but at the present moment. 

The Coroner asked Dr. Allen if lymph could induce the 

vaccine disease and erysipelas at the same time. Dr. Allen 
thought it could. 

The Coroner: Coidd there be two poisons at the same 
moment in the lymph ? 

Dr. Allen : I think so. 
Mr. Massey Harding, E.R.C.S., said:—On Saturday, July 1", 

I examined the body of William Allen. It was the body of a 
remarkably well-grown infant. On the right arm I found 
four marks of vaccination of about the fifth week ; the scabs 
had fallen off, leaving the usual red mark. I made an incision 
through the skin and adipose tissue of the arm ; the gash filled 
AAT-th serum slightly tinged, but no pus exuded. I made 
incisions in the neck and back, but found no pirs. Upon ex¬ 
amining the body internallj’' I found the brain diffluent from 
decompo.sition; the membranes appeared healthy; the lungs 
were congested; the heart soft from decomposition, the right 
aui'icle full. The abdominal viscera were healthy. From the 
examination of the body, and from the eAudence that I haA'o 
heard, I am of opinion that the child died from erjAsipelas 
induced by vaccination. 

In reply to the Coroner, Mr. Harding said that he had been 
a public A'accinator more than twelve years, and had neA^er had 
a death from vaccination, whether from erysipelas or other 
cause, but he knew that in the practice of others fatal cases of 
erysipelas had occurred. For example, a relative of his, Mr. 
H-, a Medical Practitioner, had a case where the child, 
vaccinated Avith fresh lymjih from a healthy child, had ery¬ 
sipelas of the same erratic character, ending in death. Dr. 
Ballard had informed Mr. Harding that a series of cases 
occurred in Islington, Avhere all the children vaccinated from 
one vaccinifer had suffered from erj'sipelas, and one died. The 
vaccinifer appeared to be well on the eighth day, Avhen the 
lymph was taken, but erysipelas appeared tAvo days after¬ 
wards. These cases Avere parallel Avith the present. A con¬ 
sideration of all the circumstances led Mr. Harding to the 
eonclusion that the erysipelas was caused by the irritation set 
up by the vaccine lymph, and was not due simply and solely to 
the punciures. 

Mr. Lewis cross-examined Mr. Harding as to the prime 
origin of cow-pox, but Avas stopped by the Coroner, who con¬ 
sidered it irrelevant. 

In reply to a Amriety of questions, Mr. Harding explained 
that it was impossible for A'aecinators to recur to the cow for 
lymph, as the spontaneous cow-pox was almost unknown in the 
great dairy farms of England in the present day. The disease 
was called cow-pox, not becaiise it was noAV prevailing amongst 
coAvs, but because the matter Avas originally taken from 
cows by Dr. Jenner. Lymph taken from cows affected with the 
spontaneous cow-pox would not be less likely to cause erj'si- 
pelas; on the contrary, it excited more inflammation, and 
woAdd certainly produce erysipelas more frequently than Ijrniph 
taken from the human arm. Fatal cases of erysipelas from 
vaccination had certainly occurred; but their number, com¬ 
pared to the number vaccinated, Avas very small indeed. No 
account of the Avhole number of fatal cases of erysipelas has 
ever been collected ; but in all probability the fatal cases are 
not 1 in 50,000. Mr. Harding did not think that so small a 
number of fatal cases of erysipelas could be urged as a serious 
objection to vaccination. 

After a short deliberation, the jury brought in as their ver¬ 
dict that the deceased died from erysipelas brought on by vac¬ 
cination. 

It may be said that at the outset of the inquiry Mr. Emery, 
father of the deceased, said that he did not attach any blame to 
Dr. Allen, who had used every possible care, and it was under¬ 
stood throughout the inquiry that no blame was attributed to 
any individual, but solely to the action of the Ij-inph. 

Protective Power of Vaccination.—Dr. Edwin 
Snow, Officer of Health, Providence, R.I., says that dm-ing 
fourteen years, 1855-69, 10,464 cliildren have been vaccinated 
in his office ; and that, during the same period, he has issued 
certificates of vaccination to 16,332 children to alloAv of their 
entering to public schools. Probably in nine-tenths of these 
the vaccination scars furni.shed the sole evidence, but the result 
has been most satisfactory. During the fourteen years he has 
knoAvn of nearly every case of small-pox occurring in ProA'i- 
dence, and has never either seen or heard of a single case in 
any scholar of a public school who had received a vaccination 
certificate. If smaU-pox, he observes, is prevalent in California 
and the midland cities and New York at the jAresent time, it is 
not because vaccination has become less efficacious, but because 
it is neglected or imperfectly applied.—Boston Journal, 5\\ne 1ft. 
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RECENT WORKS ON OPHTHALMIC SURGERY. 

■A Treatise on the Diseases of the Dye. By J. Soelbeeg Wells, 
Professor of Oph.thalmolog'y in King’s College, London, 
Ophthalmic Surgeon to King’s College Hospital, and 
Assistant-Surgeon to the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospi¬ 
tal, Moorfields. London: John Churchill and Sons. 1869. 
Pp. 717. 

On Long, Short, and TTcah Sight, and their Treatment hy the 
Scientific Use of Sj^ectacles. By J. Soelbeeg Wells. London : 
John Churchill and Sons. Tliird edition. 1869. Pp. 243. 

The Theory of Ocular Defects and of Spectacles. Translated from 
the German of Dr. 'Heemann Scheeflee by Roeeet Bee- 
EENELL Caetee, E.R.C.S. Exam. London: Longmans, 
Green, and Co. 1869. Pp. 240. 

Diseases and Injuries of the Dye; their Medical and Surgical 
Treatment. By Geoege Lawsoe, E.R.C.S., Surgeon to the 
Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, Moorfields, and 
Assistant-Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital. London: 
Henry Renshaw. 1869. Pp. 339. 

Eiest Notice. 

The Professor of Ophthahnology in King’s College has given 
us a comprehensive treatise in which the affections of the eye 
and its appendages are fully discussed and systematically 
arranged according to anatomical order. Great care has been 
taken by Professor Wells to point out the great advances that 
have been made in late years by British and Continental ophthal¬ 
mologists ; modern views on pathology and treatment are given, 
and their value tested by the results of clinical experience. 
'The manner in which a great mass of accumulated informa¬ 
tion is laid before the reader in this well-filled volume 
leaves nothing to be desired. It is the production of 
one who seems to have the powei’ of giving, in very 
clear language, the results of long-continued devotion to 
the study of his subject in foreign cliniques, and, as a 
teacher and Assistant-Surg’eon in the chief ophthalmic 
school of this country ; it has, moreover, the gTeat advantage 
of being a thoroughly practical work, dealing not so much with 
disputed points or minute differences of morbid structure as with 
diagnosis and treatment. With this view the chapters treating- 
on special diseases are preceded by a clear and comprehensive 
description of the chief modes of examination of the eye, and 
also of certain commonly used remedies and appliances in 
ophthalmic practice. It is illustrated by 107 good wood cuts, 
many of which are ori^nal, and by some coloured ophthal¬ 
moscopic figures from Liebreich’s “Atlas d’Ophthalmoscopie.” 

Professor Wells has evidently studied with much attention 
the subject of granular ophthalmia, and details, in the first 
chapter, the most recently acquired information concerning the 
pathology, causes, and treatment of this intractable affection. 
We are glad to find that great importance is attached to the 
study and early recognition of a peculiar condition of the con¬ 
junctiva which, though fully described by many Continental 
Surgeons, has in this country been almost entirely neglected 
save by Dr. Frank and Dr. Marston, whose able articles on 
^‘Military Ophthalmia” contain almost all that has been 
hitherto written in the English lang-uage on this subject. This, 
the so-called vesicular condition of the conjunctiva, is charac¬ 
terised by the presence of a number of small spherical and 
tran.sparent bodies on the palpebral portion of the lining mucous 
membrane, which have been likened to grains of sago and to 
the smaller vesicles of herpes. Whether this vesicular condi¬ 
tion be an early stage of granular ophthalmia, or whether the 
sago-like bodies, which are formed by the hypertrophy of 
certain physiological organs known as the follicles of Krause, 
are or are not converted directly into true conjunctival granu¬ 
lations, as has been maintained by Bendz and Stromeyer, are 
questions which, according to Prof. Wells, cannot be definitelv 
settled without more extended observations. Prof. Wells holds, 
Kowever, “that whether we accept or not the theory that 
vesicular _ granulations are the first symptoms of granular 
ophthalmia, and may become developed into true granulations, 
there cannot be the slightest doubt that they must be regarded 
as a strongly predisposing cause of the latter.” It becomes, 
therefore, a matter of importance that the existence of the 
vesicular bodies should be detected at an early stage in large 
schools, barracks, and other places where numbers of persons 
are collected together, and that timely measures should be 
taken to prevent a common and contagious affection which ’ 

ought, with advancing civilsation, to be entirely banished from 
among us. 

In his remarks upon the treatment of chronic granulations 
by powerful local applications. Prof. Wells lays great stress 
upon the fact that cauterisation is not practised for the purpose 
of chemically destroying the granulations, but rather “ to 
maintain a certain degree of hypersemia and inflammation of 
the conjunctiva, in order to hasten the absorption of the 
granulations.” For this reason he objects most strongly to the 
use of undiluted liquor potassie, as this agent causes more or 
less destruction of the stroma of the conjunctiva, which results in 
the formation of dense and rough cicatricial tissue. 

In a very clearly written chapter on cataract. Prof. Wells 
gives a resume of the prinoixial arguments for and against the 
different operations for senile opacity of the lens, which we 
commend to the notice of all ophthalmic Practitioners for its 
practical value. The author gives his opinion of the recently 
devised and important modification of extraction knoAvn as 
Von Graefe’s modified linear extraction in the following words : 
•—-“It (Von Graefe’s oxieration) is, in my opinion, to be jire- 
ferred, as a rule, to any other mode of extraction, more espe¬ 
cially in Hospital practice, as the patient requires far less 
watching and attendance, and the after treatment is extremely 
simjple.” The indications for this proceeding are, according to 
Professor Wells, diabetic cataract, a nervous and feeble jiatient, 
or one suffering from severe cough and bronchitis, a small and 
rigid xmpil, and the coexistence with the cataractous lens of 
some choroidal or retinal lesion. 

Stellwag von Carion likewise regards with great favour the 
operation of modified linear extraction, which, in his opinion, 
is specially indicated in cases of cataract -with the cortical por¬ 
tion quite adherent and the capsule of normal consistency; 
where suppuration of the cornea is imminent from general or 
local conditions; and thirdly, where the condition of the jiatient 
renders a less strict regimen adi-isable, or, more particularly, a 
shortening of the time of confinement to bed. The Vienna 
professor thus expresses his views concerning the results of the 
operation :—“ Supported by a long array of cases, we may say 
that, in modified linear extraction, phthisis comeae is very much 
rarer than in flap extractions ; also that there is less fear of 
injurious reaction in the vascular parts, and that the capsule 
becomes more accessible, and consequently the detained por¬ 
tions of cataract may be more readily removed. Hence we 
may have less hesitation about operating on cataracts of 
normally consistent cortices or those which are adherent to the 
capsule, and in which the flap operation is very dangerous.” 

The plan of extraction devised by Dr. Wolfe, of Aberdeen, 
and performed by him with very good results in 94 out of 107 
cases, is intended to give a free and ready exit to the entire 
lens Avithout causing injury of the parts about the comeal 
wound or incurring any loss of the Autreous substance ; at the 
same time rapid union is insured. In ordinary cases of cata¬ 
ract, Dr. Wolfe perfomis iridectomy six weeks before the ex¬ 
traction. The oiieration is practised exactly in the vertical 
meridian of the eye, and, in correspondence AAdth the subse¬ 
quently formed flap, is made upwards in middle-aged subjects, 
and doAvnwards in jpersons of advanced age. In extracting, a 
small corneal flaj) extending to a line more than one-third of 
its circumference is made Avith a narroAv Beer’s knife in the 
usual manner; but just before the completion of the comeal 
section the edge of the knife is turned somewhat backwards so 
as to carry it under the conjunctiva, and form a central con¬ 
junctival bridge. In the second stage this portion of conjunc¬ 
tiva is divided by xn-obe-pointed scissors, and forms a flap 
which, according to Dr. Wolfe, heals in a fcAv hours, and 
secures the x^atient against bursting of the wound from mus¬ 
cular exertion, and against subsequent suppuration of the 
cornea in feeble and cachectic subjects. The formation of this 
conjunctiA^al flap, however, is not considered as an essential 
part of the oxieration, although it seems to be of great advan¬ 
tage in cases where rapid union is required. The different 
stages of this xilan of operative treatment are fully and clearly 
discussed in Dr. Wolfe’s pamphlet, and illustrated by a few 
woodcuts. The advantages of the operation are summed up 
by the author in the folloAring words :—■ 

“1. It is the safest; all the different stages of the operation 
may be gone through with xirecision, safety, and almost cer¬ 
tainty of success. 

“ 2. The chances of success being so high, we need not put 
off the operation until blindness of both eyes is complete, but 
may perform it as soon as one eye is blind, and the other 
becoming so. 

“ 3. It does not require long confinement, and does not dis¬ 
tress the patient. 
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“ 4. It is applicable to cases of local aud constitutional com¬ 
plications, in wliicli David’s operation is inadmissible.” 

(7’o “be, concluded.) 

PROVINCIAL CCRRESPONDSNCE. 

-«- 

LIVEEPOOL. 

July 18. 
The recently issued lialf-yearly health report for Liverpool is 
very encouraging-, and will serve, no doubt, still further to 
stimulate the corporation in their efforts to prevent the out¬ 
break and spread of disease by the adoption aud enforcement 
of sound sanitary measiu-es. Very much has been done ah-eady, 
and the fact that much still remains to be done proves only 
how gi-eat the evil Avas. There can bo httle doubt that the 
closuig of cellars, the Avidening aud opening- up of streets, the 
doing- aAvay Avith middens, and so on, haA’e done much toAvards 
raising- LiA-erpool from the very Ioav position which she occu- 
j)ied on the health scale. NotAvitlistanding the extremely 
unfavourable conditions that attach to her as compared Avith 
most of the other large tOAvns in the United lUiig-dom—her 
dense population, the very precarious natui-e of the employ¬ 
ment on Avhich a largo proportion of this population depends 
for subsistence, the Ioav rate of i-emuneration which it brings, 
and the pressm-e made on her already too contracted space by 
the never-ceasing tide of emigration that sets through her—she 
is steadily rising in health, and can noAV bear no unfavourable 
comparison Avith many cities whose circumstances are far more 
advantageous than hers. As many as 30,000 emigrants have 
passed thi-ough the port in a single month, and in one week not 
less than 94 have been sent sick to the 'Workhouse infirmary. Yet 
Avith this as a special and terrible source of possible epidemics, 
we have the gratification to find, from Dr. Trench’s report, a 
decrease of 863 deaths for the half-year, as compared with the 
average mortahty corrected for increase of i^opulation dm-ing 
the last ten years. 

Wilde Avriting- of the sanitary measures carried out in Liver¬ 
pool, it AA'Ould not be right to pass over a crying nuisance in 
the adjacent district of "Waterloo. It Avas only last year that 
this place and Bootle Avere visited Avith a fever of an enteric 
type, which spread rapidly through the poiiulation. Various 
conjectures were hazarded as to the source of that outbreak of 
disease, and the best means of preventing similar attacks in 
the future ; and although no very generally receiA^ed solution 
was given to the first point, there Avas a singular unanimity 
concerning- one preventive measure that ought to be adopted— 
viz., that of providing for the free discharge hito the river of 
the sewage, Avhich was then creeping lazily in a disgusting- 
stream over the fore-shore on the north side. The hot weather 
has come round once more, and still this most offensive nuisance 
remains unabated. With Avhom the onus of remedying it rests, 
whether Avith the Waterloo Local Board or with the Mersey 
Docks Board, does not seem clear ; but notliing- can be clearer 
than that it ought to be remedied, and that sj^eedily. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 

-<>- 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROSECUTION UNDER 
THE IREDICAL ACT AT WOLVERHAMPTON. 

Letter from Mr. R. A. S. Prosser. 

[To the Editor of the IModical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—The necessity of the amendment of the Medical Act of 
1858 has been made more patent by a decision of the Wolver¬ 
hampton stipendiary magistrate, by shoAving how unequal the 
statute is for the suppression of unqualified Medical Practi¬ 
tioners, and that the same seems to be inoperative (according 
to the decisions of the judges and stipendiary magistrates) for 
distinguishing the legally qualified Practitioner from the non¬ 
qualified Practitioner. 

I haA-e forwarded a svimmary of the cases brought against 
an accoucheur of the name of EdAvard Clews, of WolA-'erhamptcn, 
charged, on the information of Mr. Freeman, Surgeon, of the 
same toAvn, with the folloAving offences vinder the said Act:— 
First, that he did unlaAvfully, wilfully, and falsely pretend to 
be a Surgeon ; secondly, that IfC did falsely assume the name 

of an Assistant-Surgeon as a description, implying that he was 
recognised by law as a Surgeon; and thirdly, that, not being a 
person duly registered under the Medical Act, he did unlaw¬ 
fully hold an appointment. 

After the practising by the defendant, AARich was shoAvn in 
evidence, and the pi-oduction of the Medical Register, shoAving 
that his name did not appear therein. For the defence, it ap¬ 
pears that the coimsel for the defendant held that there was 
no evidence to shoAA^ that he held himself out to bo a Surgeon, 
and that all that had been shoAvn was that the defendant had 
Adsited the daughter of the Avitness BroAvn and given her 
medicine, as he (the counsel) might visit a sick friend and take 
him some medicine. The defendant’s counsel then quoted from 
the Lmv Times, vol. iii. p. 322, the case of Steel, appellant 
against Hamilton, Avho announced himself over and about the 
door of his house as a “Surgeon of the United States,” and as 
a “ Surgeon not qualified.” The case against him was that he 
had given a certificate of death, stating the nature of the 
disease that had resulted in death, and that he had attended 
the deceased in that case ; that the judges held that there was 
notliing in the Act which prevented a man acting as a Surgeon, 
and the only penalty for not registering was the inability pro¬ 
vided by the Act of recovering any fees for attendances, etc., 
or to hold certain offices, and that any person at the death, 
being then present, might give such a certificate as Hamilton 
had given, and that there was no eAudence to show that he was 
not a Surgeon. The defendant’s counsel also referred to the 
case of Pedgriff v. ChevaUier, 29 Laiv Journal, 225, wherein 
Mr. Justice "Williams remarked that if the Act had said that 
no person shall practise as a Surgeon if he Avere not registered, 
then the conviction would be right. 

The stipendiary magistrate, in alluding- to the reported cases, 
said the judgment must go directly against the present case, 
inasmuch as Cliief Justice Erie had pointed out in ChevaUier’s 
case, referred to above, that there was nothing to show that 
the appheant was not practising as a Surgeon before the Act 
(1815) passed, and Avas therefore exempt from its oxieration ; 
nothing to show that he did not possess a diploma from some 
of the various learned societies entitled to confer it; nothing 
to show that he was not recognised by law as a Surgeon en¬ 
titled to practise ; there was nothing indicative of his quaUfica- 
tion ; the only facts were that he caUed himself a Sui-geon, and 
was not registered. The learned stipendiary said the like ob¬ 
jections were fatal in this case before the court, and it must 
therefore be dismissed. This was held to decide the other case 
then before the court, and the thii-d case was adjourned to 
summon the secretary of a certain society for Ufe assurance to 
prove its existence and Mr. Clewes’s appiointment under it. 

Now, after the observations winch feU from the counsel and 
also the stipendiary magistrate in these cases, it seems that, 
under the ^n-esent Act of 1858, it AviU be necessary to produce 
evidence on the part of the jirosecution from the different col¬ 
leges or companies in Schedule A of the Act to show that the 
defendant has obtained no diploma or certificate to enable him 
to practise, and that the onus of this part of the jiroof will fall 
upon the prosecutor. It is certain that the Medical Act does 
not insist upon the defendant in any terms, express or impUed, 
to produce liis testimonials as to practice, and in default of the 
prosecutor proving by sufficient evddence from the different 
colleges or bodies able to grant such testimonials, the different 
cases for prosecution must fail. There is one remedy which I 
consider infaUible for distinguishing legaUy qualified Practi¬ 
tioners from unquahfied persons jiractising, and that is by com¬ 
pulsory registration, in which case no person could get upon 
the Register unless he was duly qualified, and that unless a 
person could get upon the Register he should be disqualified 
from practice, and, in case of practising Avithout registration, 
be liable to a certain fine ; and, indeed, according to Mr. Justice 
"Williams’s observation, as before referred to in the reported 
case of Pedgriff r. ChevalHer, that if the Act had said that no 
jierson shah, practise if he Avere not registered, then the con¬ 
viction would be right. 

The aboA-’e is but an abridgment of the cases before the 
"Wolverhampton Magistrates’ Court, and of the roxiorted cases 
refen-ed therein, made by me for the purpose of shoAving the 
insufficiency of the Medical Act and of its xiresent required 
amendments; and, therefore, any further information must be 
obtained from the local xiaxiers by reference thereto. 

I would suggest that the Apothecaries Act of 1815 may be 
usefully applied to suppress illegal Practitioners until the new 
Act comes into force. I am, &c. 

R. A. S. Prosser, M.R.C.S. and L.S.A. 
Birmingham, July 10. 
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OPEEATIVE SUEGEEY AT GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Lettee feom Messes. E. F. Gaitskell, Geo. Shipman, and 
C. D. Maynaed. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sib,-—^In your article “ On the Teaching of Operative Surgery,” 
of July 17, you state “ that a public course should be given 
in the summer session for the senior students, in which the 
teacher should go through, surgically and anatomically, the 
operations, explaining the why and the wherefore of every step 
and the proper handhng of the instruments, making the pupils 
take it in turn to assist him.” We think it only just to our 
own School—Guy’s Hospital—to inform you that Mr. Bryant 
has given us such a course for some years past, and for the last 
two he has demonstrated, as far as has been in his power 
through the pupils, every Surgical act and operation. The 
attendance upon his class, although a voluntary one, is suffi¬ 
cient to prove the estimate in which it is held; and, as some of 
those who took an active part in it, we think it only right to bear 
our testimony to the value of the mode of instruction adopted. 

We are, &c. E. E. Gaitskell, 
Geo. Shipman, 
C. D. Maynaed. 

Guy’s Hospital, London, S.E., July 21. 
P.S.—During this summer the average attendance on the 

class has been fifty, of whom twenty have performed various 
operations. 

THE USE OF CAEBOLIC ACID IN COLOMBIA. 

Lettee feom De. Felix G. Rhbio. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sib.-—I take the liberty to inform you that 1 have used car- 
bohe acid since it first came to my notice, about six or seven 
years ago. Allow me to tell you that this country is warm, 
damp, and has aU the propensities peculiar to evolve suppura¬ 
tion and gangrene, and to engender vermin of every descrip¬ 
tion, and to provoke tetanus; and I have always found carbolic 
acid to be one of the best anti-putrid and disinfectant, as well 
as the most useful, medicines in the treatment of wounds and 
foul and old ulcers of every description. It has given me the 
most flattering and satisfactory and speedy effects. The follow¬ 
ing is one of the many cases in which I have used carbolic 
acid:— 

Dionisia, a poor, miserable, wretched black woman, 
35 or 36 years of age, with filthy and scandalous habits, had 
suffered for many years from syphihtic ulcers, which had 
destroyed the palate, part of the upper Up, and the cartilage 
and septum nasi of the nose. She was shot lately in her right 
leg. An ounce lead baU entered clean through the upper and 
external third of the leg, some five or six inches below the 
knee-joint, passing between the lower part of the head of the 
tibia and. the internal side of the superior extremity of the 
fibula, without lacerating either of the two bones. I saw her 
soon after the accident, and, finding that there was but a sUght 
haemorrhage and very little chance to provoke adhesion by the 
first intention, I passed through the wound a tape dipped in 
simple cerate in the form of a common seton, with the object 
of provoking a suppurative heaUng action. I lost sight of 
this woman imtil two months afterwards. I was called to her, 
and found the leg completely gangrenous. I was told that this 
woman had been in a fair way for the first six or eight days 
after the accident; that one day a venomous fly—there are 
many of these in this country—sat on the wound, and dis¬ 
charged there a great number of maggots, which in due time 
all changed into as many vermin, wMch soon invaded aU the 
soft parts of the leg, and caused a complete sphacelus of the 
whole Umb. The foot and the leg up to the knee were now black, 
soft, and completely replete of vermin, which formed wave- 
Uke movements under the putrid skin, and made the most dis- 
^sting sight to look at. The smell was horrible. On the 
upper part of the knee, just at the attachment of the apex of 
the patella and the inferior extremity of the os femoris, there 
was a regular line of demarcation, showing plainly the boun¬ 
daries of the gan^ene. There cannot be anything more re¬ 
pugnant and horrible than the sight of this woman’s leg; and, 
notwithstanding the putrefactive and loathsome state of her 
limb, the nastiness in which she was inundated, both as to her 
body and clothing, and the great misery in which she was in¬ 
volved, she was fat, stout, and fleshy, as if she had been fed on 
her own filth. She was very hungry. I immediately ordered 
her to wrap up her knee with cloths dipped in a solution of 

carbolic acid (1 part) and cold water (30 parts), which in a very 
few hours disinfected the noxious knee, and three days after I 
separated the putrid limb. I washed well the raw surface with 
the same carbohe acid solution, and placed the lower fiap in 
apposition with the upper one, and kept them in situ by wire 
stitches. I ordered the carbolic acid solution to be apphed 
constantly to the ulcer, and two weeks afterwards the stump 
was well. I am, &c. Felix G. Rhbio, M.D. 

Barbacoas, United States of Colombia, 
South America, May 10. 

COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUMS AND THE HOUSE OF 
COMMONS. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—The Medico-Parliamentary question raisedinyour journal 
respecting the uncertain position and dependency of the 
Medical officers of Asylums under the new County Administra¬ 
tion BlU, prepared and brought in on May 11 by Mr. Secretary 
Bruce, Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen, and Mr. Arthur Peel, has 
assumed quite another aspect during the last week. 

In the discussion in the House on the night of July 12, Mr. 
Scourfield, M.P., complained of the dissatisfaction existing upon 
the subject of pauper lunatics, in which he was followed by the 
county magistrates and their friends on both sides of the House 
—viz., Mr. Kekewioh, the Chairman of the Devon Asylum, Mr. 
T. D. Acland, Mr. Gilpin, etc. They demand the interference 
of the Government, to have these institutions placed under the 
inspection of the Poor-law Board, on the ground of their being 
maintained out of the poor rates. 

On the other hand, the guardians of the unions are pressing 
upon the Government the fact that they are not represented 
upon the Committee of Visitors of Asylums, and urge the 
speedy passing of the County Administration Bill, whereby 
large powers of management of aU coimty offices and places 
are conferred upon them. 

Again, the ratepayers allege that they have no voice in the 
distribution of the county rates, and petition for a public audit 
of the accounts. 

The Medical officers of the county, who at present have no 
court of appeal iu cases of alleged incompeteney, are perfectly 
ignored under the Bill. The would doubtless prefer a reference 
to the Commissioners in Lunacy and the Secretary of State 
than to the Poor-law Board. Some change seems inevitable. 
The Medical press must take it up, for, as Sir Lucius O’Trigger 
says, “it is a very pretty quarrel as it stands.” 

London, July 17. I am, &o. Aliouis. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 

-♦- 

EOYAL MEDICAL AND CHIEUEaiCAL 
SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, May 25, 1869. 

Dr. Bubeows, F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

A PAPEE by Mr. G. G. Gascoyen was read on 

CASES OF lEITIS OCCUEEING IN SYPHILIS TEEATED WITHOUT 

MEECUEY. 

The paper contains a record of eighteen cases of syphilitic 
iritis which were successfully treated without mercury. Other 
symptoms of syphihs were present in all these cases; in seven 
of them there had been no previous treatment for the con¬ 
stitutional disease, and in eleven who were taking mercury 
when the iritis supervened, but who were not under its 
influence, the drug was at once discontinued. The treatment 
adopted was to place some drops of atropine solution, containing 
fom’ grains to an ounce of water, in the eye three or four times 
daily; this was continued until the lymph had entirely 
disappeared and the natural colour of the eye returned. The 
average time during wliich the drops were employed was 
twenty-four days, and no ill-effects of any kind attended their 
appHcation. Leeches were applied to the temple when there 
was much conjunctival redness, or, in less acute cases, blisters. 
Tonics, and to some debilitated patients wine, were given, but, 
when febrile symptoms were present, a simple sahne mixture; 
opium was freely administered if pain were present. In all the 
recent cases the eye perfectly recovered, but in five severe old- 
standing cases, where firm adhesions had formed before the 
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patient came under treatment, irregxilarity of the pupil remained, 
although useful vision was regained in each. Double iritis 
was present in four instances, and relapses occurred in two; 
they all, however, recovered completely under the same plan of 
treatment. Great stress is laid upon the importance of care¬ 
fully neutralising the atropine solution, and it is considered 
that inattention to this, and the very great frequency with 
which instillation of the drops has sometimes been practised, 
have, by irritating the eye, led to most of the untoward 
symptoms attributed to the use of atropine in recent iritis. 
The author considered that the large majority of cases of so- 

■caUed sypliilitic iritis commence with inflammation of the 
conjunctiva, which, like the other exposed mucous surfaces of 
the body, is peculiarly liable to congestion in syphilitic persons 
from very slight causes, and that the iris is attacked secondarily 
to this. The ocular portion of the conjunctiva is supplied by 
the anterior ciliary vessel as well as the iris ; engorgement of 
the conjunctival vessels, therefore, is followed by the same 
condition in the iris, and soon determines inflammation. 
Examples of this kind are met with during the earlier period of 
constitutional syphilis, and the symptoms they present are so 
similar to those of syphilitic iritis, that, unless other syphilitic 
manifestations be present, the specific variety cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the other. The author does not regard these 
as cases of true syphilitic iritis, but of simple inflammation of 
the aqueous chamber and surface of the iris, resulting from an 
extension of the conjunctival inflammation. Although excited 
bji tiiey are not dependent upon, the syphilitic taint, and in 
their progress they differ in no respect from ordinary inflam¬ 
mation of a serous cavity in any other part of the body, and 
possess the tendency to deposition of lymph, formation of 
adhesions, etc., which is characteristic of this affection. For 
such, mercury is not required unless the peculiar property 
claimed for the drug in controlling serous inflammation be 
admitted, and respecting this there is at least much difference of 
opinion. There are, however, other cases, fortunately not very 
nimerous, in which the iris is primarily attacked; these are 
incncative of a thorough and general contamination by syphilis, 
and^ are entirely dependent upon that disease. They occur 
during the more advanced period of syphilis, and are charac¬ 
terised by their painless chronic progress, and the formation of 
larj^ nodular masses in the iris without previous implication 
of the other parts of the eye. The opinions of the best modem 
observers with regard to the nature of these peculiar tumours 
of the ^ iris are considered; and although these authorities 
recogmse the identity in composition between them and the 
gummatous tumours of other parts, they yet class iritis with 
the secondary ^ affections of syphilis. The author, however, 
regards^ thi.s disease of the eye, which he looks upon as true 
sypliihtic iritis, as belonging to the more advanced, or so-called 
tertiary, stage of syphilis, and contemporaneous with ulcerations, 
nodes, etc., for which class of affections mercury is almost 
imiversally discarded, and therefore, although acknowledging 
the great value of mercury in many forms of syphilitic disease, 

its discontinuance in syphilitic iritis. 
Mr. Dixon said that, if Mr. Gascoyen had given mercury, 

he might have headed his paper “Casesc««‘ccf by Mercury.” Iritis 
^es not last for ever, but we want, if possible, to cut it short. 
He was certain that he had cured thousands of cases by mer¬ 
cury. The treatment recommended was dangerous. There 
was also a want of precision in the paper. They wanted a few 
cases well described—what type the patient could read at given 
times, and soon. P atches of adhesion might have been left. Many 
cases of so-called iritis were found to be not really so if the pupils 
were dilated and the ophthalmoscope used. If the inflammation 
was deep-seated, atropine would be useless, as it only affected 
the pupil. If mercury gave such undeniably good results, he 
could not see his way to throwing it overboard. Small doses 
of the remedy were quite sufficient. Bloodletting was useless. 

years^ ago^ he had written a good deal against the use of 
belladonna in iritis, but he had changed his mind now. 

Mr. Wyatt tljought that whatever doubts there might be as 
to the effects of mercury generally, there could surely bo none 
in iritis. _ We could see the gi-adual good result. No Surgeon 
would give give mercury to debilitated subjects. 

Mr. H. Lek said that they could not well consider mercury 
with regard to iritis alone. There was no structure affected 
mtli secondary sj-philis which might not get well of itself, but 
the question was. Will it recover sooner under the influence of 
mercury, and wuU it have a less tendency to relapse ? Cases show 
that iritis might get well without mercury, but the most important 
point was the future of the patient. If mercury be not given, 
they win relapse; ^^^th mercury a large jiroportion never relapse. 
He regretted the separation of secondary and tertiary symptoms. 

He differed as to the distinction in treatment recommended. 
Mercury did as much good in tertiary as in secondary syphilis. 

Mr. B. Caetee thought few ophthalmologists could go far with 
Mr. Gascoyen, although he concurred as to the existence of 
special deposits in tertiary syphilis. Superficial disease of the 
eye might run its course without deep-seated disease, and he 
did not know that inflammation was ever reflected by means of 
the blood-vessels. He believed iritis to be primarily a nerve 
lesion, of which there were three causes, rheumatism, sypliilis, 
and direct injuiy. The two former sets of causes act through 
the nerves. Pridgin Teale had already shown that atropine was 
sufficient as a remedy in about one half of the cases; in the 
other half mercury was necessary. He saw a case beginning 
the other day which atropine did not arrest. He asked if there 
were any adhesions left after the reported cure; if so, the disease 
would be apt to return. 

Dr. Deysdaxe had treated a good many cases without mer- 
cury. He thought that Professor Boeck would be pleased that 
he had induced Mr. Gascoyen to take up this subject. Without 
mercu^, iritis had often been successfully treated. Carmichael 
used oil of turpentine. He thought iodide of potassium useful. 

Mr. De Meeic said that Gascoyen had advanced the opinion 
that mercury was good for the general symptoms of syphilis, 
but useless for iritis. The paper, he thought, was inexact, and 
the trials were started with the intention of doing away with 
something. This was an age of demolition. The treatment 
adopted was not expectant; it was simply everything except 
mercurial. The paper did not try to establish a difference 
between common and syphilitic iritis. The question was 
whether to use mercury in syphilitic iritis or not. Most sym¬ 
ptoms will go by themselves, no doubt, but many with mercury 
never relapse. They might take a series of cases, and test them 
to the end. 

Mr. Holt Dttnn’s experience went against the use of mer¬ 
cury in iritis. Cases he had seen treated with mercury went 
bad, and an operation became necessary. Without mercury 
cases got well. 

Mr. Savoey asked what was the precise meaning of the 
paper ? What was the precise meaning of the word “recovery” 
used in it ? Who denied that certain cases would get well by 
themselves ? Would these cases prove that iritis was most 
effectually treated without mercury ? 

Mr. Gascoyen, in reply, stated that his cases recovered 
quickly as well as permanently. He gave mercury for secon¬ 
dary syphilis; not so for iritis. Tertiaries, as a rule, were not 
benefited by mercury, except the patients had taken too much 
before. In Teale’s cases, atropine was given for twenty-four 
hours; after that, if they did not do well, mercury was given. 

OBSTETEICAL SOCIETY OE LONDON. 
Wednesday, July 7. 

Dr. Geaily Hewitt, President, in the Chair. 

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows:—Dr. Cox, 
Theale, near Reading; Dr. Geikel, Ontario, Canada ; and Mr. 
Lowndes, Liverpool. 

Dr. Beaxton Hicks exhibited a new infant’s feeding bottle. 
It had one end large, over which an india-rubber cap fitted of 
the form of the breast, with the nipple in the centre. The other 
end of the bottle was supplied with a regulating valve for 
the admission of air. The conditions observed by the apparatus 
caused it to closely resemble in warmth, form, and mode of 
suction, the human breast. The inventor’s name was Perrett. 

Dr. Peotheeoe Smith exhibited an instrument made to sub¬ 
serve two distinct uses—viz., 1st, to aid the abdominal muscles 
in parturition ; 2nd, to form a fixed point to which pessaries 
and other appliances might be attached for the treatment of 
uterine flexions and versions, and by which also a catheter 
might be retained in the bladder. The advantages he claimed 
for it when used as an aid to parturition were :—1. That a 
fixed point is secured for the exercise of mechanical force by 
means of, as it were, an artificial pelvis, the immobility of 
which is secured by two pads—one sacral, the other pubic, 
retained in their respective places by lateral springs which em¬ 
brace the pelvis below the crista ilii. 2. Attached to the sacral 
pad are one horizontal and fwo vertical levers, the former of 
which is a strong spring buckled to a belt, closely adjusted to 
the abdominal walls. During parturition this belt may be 
tightened or slackened as may be desirable, and after delivery 
it may be used to maintain a steady uniform pressure. During 
parturition, too, the pressure of the sacral pad effectually sup- 
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plies- that which is usually siipplied hy the nurse’s hand. Thus, 
when the power of the abdominal muscles has been impaired 
by the constraint of dress, or rendered deficient under the influ¬ 
ence of anassthetics, it supphes artificially a force which simu¬ 
lates that of the abdominal muscles in a normal state. In a 
recent case of anteversion, as in many others, he had also found 
this instrument during labour of the greatest possible assistance. 
For the mechanical treatment of uterine ailments, this instru¬ 
ment acts in the following way :—The pubic and sacral pads, 
fixed by the lateral connecting springs, tend by their mutual 
reaction to alter the plane of the pelvis, if too horizontal, to one 
more oblique, and therefore more natural, and are aided in this 
by the shoulder straps. From the pubic pad, and attached to 
it hy a movable rackwork, a curved steel spring’ passes into the 
vagina, and can carry at its extremity any desired form of 
pessary. The advantage of such a uterine support is that, its 
point d’appui being the pelvis itself, the various motions of the 
body cannot in any way displace it. It had often struck him 
that in the majority of instances of displacement of the uterus 
not arising from structural disease, they occur chiefly in women 
deficient in normal curvature of the lumbar vertebrae in whom 
the sacrum stands vertically in relation to the body instead of 
projecting at an angle posteriorly. With a view to rectify 
this, a prone position had often been adopted hy obstetric Prac¬ 
titioners, among others by the late Dr. Pighy. This instru¬ 
ment, the residt of many experiments, by creating a fam point 
d’appui, allowed sufficient force to be gradually apphed to the 
lumbar spine to alter the position of the pelvis from the hori¬ 
zontal to the oblique, and that without necessitating the con¬ 
finement and constrained position of the prone couch and 
similar apphances. 

Dr. Heywood Smith gave particulars of a long-standing 
case of Procidentia Uteri, which he had successfidly treated 
with this apparatus, and spoke of its advantages in other cases 
of displacement of the uterus. 

Dr. Eras exhibited a Hydrocephalic Feetus, the head mea¬ 
suring 18^ in. in circumference. The first confinement of the 
mother occurred February 16, 1868; the child was hydi-o- 
cephalic, and Dr. Edis had had to complete delivery by per¬ 
foration. The second occurred on Februarj^ 10, 1869, and she 
again proved to be in labour with a hydrocephalic child (the 
one exhibited), and Dr. Edis had again to deliver after per¬ 
foration. The points of interest in this case were1. The 
coincidence of hydi’ocephalus in two succeeding pregnancies; 
2. The fact of the husband being phthisical; 3. The influence 
of past experience in any succeeding pregnancies in resorting 
to interference before rujiture of the uterus, a by no means in¬ 
frequent consequence, took place. 

Dr. Eras also exhibited a four and a half months’ foetus with 
encephalocele, the occipital bone being- bifurcated, and allowing 
the brain to protrude into a membranous cyst as large as the 
fcetal head itself. 

Dr. Lawsox Tait read a paper on a case of reduction of 
Chronic Inversion of the Uterus by sustained pressure. The 
patient, aged 31, had had two children. On the third day 
after her last confinement, which was seven months ago, inver¬ 
sion of the uterus followed a straining effort at micturition, 
accompanied by a profuse discharge of blood. It was reduced 
by a Hedical man,' but soon recurred, and continued, accom¬ 
panied by an almost constant loss of blood, aggravated at the 
monthly periods, until Hay 6, when Dr. 'Tait first saw her. 
She -was then extremely weak and anaemic, and suffered from 
repeated attacks of syncope. On May 7 Dr. Tait made a pro¬ 
longed hut unsuccessful attempt to reduce it. Various plans 
of procedure were considered, but ultimateljr, on the recom¬ 
mendation of Dr. Barnes, Dr. Tait determined to try the effect 
of sustained pressure by elastic bags. On May 14 he therefore 
introduced an elastic dilator into the vagina, and injected 
water into it until the patient complained of pain, which was 
relieved by the hypodermic injection of a quarter of a grain of 
morphia. On the 15th and 16th this was-repeated, and during 
those three days the bladder was regrdarly emptied by the 
catheter, and the patient kept recumbent. On the morning of 
the 17th she said she had felt severe pain during the night, and 
had vomited a good deal. On removing the bag’, Dr. Tait 
found the inversion reduced, and that the os readily admitted 
three fingers. The patient looked very exhausted, and had 
quite the appearance of having undergone a serious operation. 
She rallied then, but towards evening symptoms of fibrinous 
deposit in the heart supervened, and she (bed in forty'-eight 
hours from the time at which the reduction v^as effected. A 
post-mortem examination could not be obtained, but the author 
was certain that neither laceration nor peritonitis had occurred.. 
In conclusion, the author expressed his opinion of the high 

value of the elastic dilator, and his conviction that no case of 
inversion could resist it. 

Dr. Baenes was sure that Dr. Tjder Smith must be gratified 
at hearing this case. That the sustained elastic pressure was 
not the cause of the woman’s death appeared certain. Her 
condition before operating seemed hoiieless. Dr. Barnes, in a 
paper recently read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society, had 
cohected six cases treated successfully on Dr. T. Smith’s plan, 
and since then another had been pubhshed by Dr. Schroder, 
of Bonn. He felt certain that very few cases would 
resist this treatment. When it was insufficient, then the pro¬ 
ceeding which he himself had carried out—viz., of relaxingthe 
constricted cervix by longitudinal incisions—would enable 
sustained elastic pressure to be applied successfully. In this 
way he felt confident that the necessity of resorting to the 
barbarous practice of amputating the uterus would be abolished. 

Dr. Pbothbeoe Smith said that in a case in which in 1853 he 
had reduced an inverted uterus ivldch had existed for thirteen, 
months, he had, after gaining a rim of cervix by continued 
pressure, overcome the resistance by means of a dilator which 
he had exhibited to the Society on a former occasion. He 
thought his method a preferable one to that of Dr. Barnes in 
so far as that Ids left the organ entire; and that it had pro¬ 
duced no evil result was evident from the fact that his patient 
had since given birth to two children. 

Dr. Beaxton Hicks thought that it would have been of 
great assistance in Dr. Tait’s case if the exact cause of death 
had been ascertained. He thought that in these cases there 
may be adhesions of old standing broken down in and about 
the uterus which might cause interperitoneal heemorrhage or 
peritonitis. From the state of depression immediately- after 
operation in Dr. Tait’s case it was quite possible something in 
the neighbourhood had been rent by the uterine action at the 
moment of restoration. 

Dr. Westmacott then read a paper on the use of the Whale¬ 
bone Loop. The author apologised for bring’ing before the 
Fellows such an old-fashioned and trifling-looking instrument, 
but he did so, being’ convinced from experience of its usefulness. 
For the last foiu’teen years he had made use of an improved 
loop having’ two screws with nuts on one side of the handle, 
wliich, permitting one end of the whalebone to be removed, 
allowed it easily to slip over the head of the child. The author 
then gave a full description of the instrument and its mode of 
application in the various cases to which it was apphcable. He 
had never met with any accident in its use. He did not wish 
to place it in opposition to the forcejps, but he considered it 
might be of much value in country practice and in manu¬ 
facturing districts, where time was of so much imj)ortance to 
the Practitioner, especially as its use was both easy and safe.' 
The paper was illustrated by large diagrams, sho-wing the loop 
in situ during the passage of the child’s head through the 
pelvis and outer parts. 

Dr. Baexes said the loop was much used by several Practi¬ 
tioners in the east of London. He demonstrated, by reference 
to Dr. Westmacott’s diagrams, that the true action of the loop 
was that of a lever. For example, when the looj) was apphed 
upon the occiput to draw this do-wn, the forehead was fixed 
against the opposite side of the pelvis, forming a centre around 
which the occiput revolved. The whole head did not come 
doAvn at once. 

Dr. Peothbeoe Smith said that he formerly had frequently 
used the loop, but had discarded it in consequence of the diffi¬ 
culty often experienced in disengaging- it—a difficulty, how¬ 
ever, which, in Dr, Westmacott’s instrument, would appear to 
be obviated. 

Dr. Playfaie said the obvious risk of ah sorts of fillets was 
that, if strong traction were made, they might seriously injure 
the child. One such case was recorded by Merriman, where 
the head had actually been separated from the body, the fillet 
having been passed over the chin. It was clear that when 
j)laced oyer the face, or under the elfin, very serious results 
might ensue from strong traction if a good hold had been 
obtained, and, if it were not, the instrument would infallibly 
slip, and be useless. For these reasons the looj) appeared to 
him to be much inferior in every respect to the forceps. 

A paper was then read by Dr. Selby Noeton, on Teething. 
In this paper the author advocated the opinion that the mala¬ 
dies usually attributed to teething are due to the wide-spread 
and unphysiological practice of feeding infants on starch foods. 
He showed that starch was non-digestibleby the infant stomach, 
partly because no minute division of the starch granules could 
be effected in the infant’s mouth, and partly because, from the 
mode of feeding, the greater part, at all events, of the starch is 

I passed at once into the infant’s stomach without being rendered 
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soluble by the ptyalin of the saliva. The diseases usually 
ascribed to teething-—diarrhoea, convulsions, and bronchitis_ 
in the author’s experience never occurred in a naturally fed 
child ; and, on the other hand, they occurred sometimes in the 
first month, where the teeth obviously could exercise no baneful 
influence, and they occuiTed, too, when the gaims were quite 
cool and natural. ^ After considering- these diseases at some 
leng'th, and showing how often they could be directly traced 
to the irritation of bowel produced by starch food, he concluded 
by condemning altogether farinaceous food for infants, and ad- 
Tocating the sole use of cow’s milk diluted Avith water. 

The Peesidext, after remarking on the practical character of 
Dr. Norton s paper, said that as the subject of the paper was 
closely allied with the general subject of infant mortality, the 
^scussion on Avhich had been adjourned from the last meeting, 
it would be convenient that the discussion should now include 
both the present paper and the report read at the last meeting. 

Dr. T. Ballaed said he was pleased to see some one come 
forivard to support the “heretical” doctrine that teething was 
not a cause of infants’ disease—a doctrine he had advocated 
many years ago. Wliile so far, however, agreeing -with the author 
of the paper just read, he couldnot coincide in his idewthatstarch 
was such a patent cause of disorder. He did not think starch, 

se, was harmful, though, of course, it was not a substance 
on which an infant could be reared. With respect to the gene¬ 
ral subject of infant niortahty, he thought that practical good 
would result from the inquiry if the Society could agree upon 
some formula of dietary for general recommendation of a simple 
and intelligible^ character. He would also lay nmch stress not 
only upon the importance of sufficient food, but on the im¬ 
portance of not allowing the bowels to act more than twice in 
"the twenty-four hours. This could be effected by attention to 
the mode of giving the food; by not allowing an infant to suck 
"without obtaining the food it craA^es for (fruitless sucking), or 
to suck too hard to obtain it. In either case the bowels became 
disturbed, and diarrhoea was the result. Should this occur 
while the child is at the breast, the too frequent motions indi¬ 
cate the necessity of some supplementary feeding; or, if the 
infant be fed entirely from the bottle, there is probably some 
defect in its construction or action. WTiere maternal milk in 
sufficient quantity could be obtained, of course no other food was 
requisite. Next to this came the milk of some other animal, 
and, where circumstances required it, to this might be added 
some preparation of Avheaten flour. 

_ Dr. Phillips could not agree Avith Dr. Ballard, as he con¬ 
sidered it injudicious to give any farinaceous food to an infant 
under six months old. The practice Avas as physiologically 
incorrect as it was practically found to be hurtful. The paper 
read had not convinced him that no evils Avere ever caused by 
teething ; but he quite believed that the eA'H effects ascribed to 
teething were often caused or increased by improper feeding. 
At the Children’s Hospital instructions “Hoav to bring up 
Babies ” had been distributed Avith the best effect. 

Dr. Beuntox said that he also objected in toto to g-iAung a 
child farinaceous food up to six or eight months. Up to that 
age where suckling could not be carried out, he gave cow’s milk 
and water sweetened, increasing the proportion of milk as the 
child grew older. 

Dr. Routh said that on no point was there more evidence 
than against the use of starch for infants before they had teeth. 
Eor 1. The assimilation of starch depended on its conversion 
into sugar by the saliA’-a, but infants secreted no saliva for the 
first two 01”three months; 2. In infants dying after the use of 
starchy food, examination showed that it passed through 
the alimentary canal unchanged; 3. The alimentary canal 
of a baby Avas that of a carnivorous animal ; 4. The 
food supplied to purely herbivorous animals recently born 
was animal. Ergo, starchy food should not be given to 
infants until, at aU events, the appearance of teeth. He could 
not agree AAdth the recommendation of cows’ milk diluted "with 
water as a good food for infants. The milk, before it was pur¬ 
chased, was generally watered, deficient in cream, acid, and 
wanting in sugar ol milk. If used at all, it must be mixed 
^th lime-water, and sugar of milk added in the proportion of 
half to one ounce of lime-water, and a tea.spoonful of sugar of 
milk to every half-pint of milli Avith one-third water. It should 
be begun early, even from birth, in all cases where it Avas clear 
beforehand that the mother could not nurse long. The idea 
that it was wrong to mix two milks was fallacious, and his ex¬ 
perience had proved to him that the earlier it was begun the 
more readily the child’s stomach bore it, and in nine cases out 
of ten a child so prepared could be weaned readily and Avith 
safety. To one other point only would he refer—the congre¬ 
gation of infants in nurseries. This was a most dangerous 

practice. The atmosphere generated imder these conditions 
was most baneful, probably from the quantity of ammonia 
generated from the urine, as well as sulphuretted hydi-ogen 
and other noxious gases from the stools. Children requu-ed 
air, and pure air especially. Their respiration Avas more rapid 
than adults. Such congregation of infants was ahvays, there¬ 
fore, a great cause of infant mortality. Malignant thrush, 
muguet, and contagious diseases spread hlce fire in such 
atmospheres. 

The Peesidext commented upon the practical character of 
the discussion and the great importance of the subject. He 
expressed a hope that by the further efforts of the Committee, 
in conjunction "with the PeUows generally, some steps might be 
taken to bring the subject to some permanently useful issue. 

The Society then adjourned imtil October. 

CLINICAL SOCIETY. 
Feiday, May 28, 1869. 

Mr. Paget in the Chair. 

De. Moeell Mackexzie exhibited a male patient, aged 53, in 
whom considerable Dyspnoea accompanied Avith Stridulous 
Breathing of several years’ duration was apparently due to a 
morbid growth occupying the upper part of the anterior 
mediastinmn. The principal facts which presented themselves 
on examiiung him Avere the folloAving:—Fulness with dilatation 
of the veins at the root of the neck, prominence of the upper 
part of the sternum, Avith slight separation of the manubrium 
from the rest of the bone ; dulness of the projecting part on 
percussion, extending about three inches on either side of the 
manubrium; absence of the physical signs of aneurism or of 
disease of the heart or lungs. The general health of the patient 
is good, and has always been so. In his youth he resided in 
Derbyshire, and formerly was affected with bronchocele. 

Dr. Cholmeley brought under the notice of the Society a 
case of Oildema of one inferior extremity Avith Lymphon-hagia 
now under his care in the Great Northern Hospital. He 
exhibited the chylous discharge from the surface of the affected 
limb, and requested that a committee might be appointed to 
report on the case. The President nominated the same gentle¬ 
men who had reported on the similar case communicated at a 
former meeting by Dr. Day. 

Dr. Paaty again presented the Diabetic patient exhibited by 
him early in the session as ha-ring been successfully treated by 
opium Avithout restriction of diet, and demonstrated, by testing 
the patient’s urine in presence of the Society, that it was not 
saccharine. 

Dr. Paaty then communicated a second case of Diabetes. A 
man aged 29 was admitted into Guy’s Hospital, under Dr. 
Pavy’s care, on November 18, 1868. He had been suffering 
from diabetes for nine months, and during the first few days 
after admission, before being placed upon a restricted diet, 
passed as much as from ten to thirteen pints and a half of urine 
per diem, containing from upwards of 7000 to 12,000 grains of 
sugar. Under a restricted diet the urine was reduced to from 
five to six pints, and the sugar to about 3000. He was 
medicinally treated first Avith a fixed carbonated alkali and 
ammonia, and then with ozonic ether, but the urine failed to 
undergo any further improvement. According to the notes of 
the case, on Jannary 9 he passed 115 oz. of urine with a sp. gr. 
of 1035, and containing 3076 grains of sugar. He was noAv 
ordered one grain of hydrochlorate of morphia daily, the dose 
being gradually increased dui-ing the next three weeks. By 
the twenty-fifth day of treatment the sugar had entirely dis¬ 
appeared, the quantity of morphia taken daily being five grains 
and a quarter. This treatment was continued till March 4, the 
urine remaining free from sugar. Seven days after leaving off 
the morphia it again became saccharine, and on the 13th he 
Avas discharging 1667 grains in twenty-four hours. He was 
thereupon ordered opium, the daily dose of which was gradually 
increased up to thirteen grains and a half, by which time the 
urine again became free from sugar. During the whole period 
of treatment as yet referred to the diet was restricted, it having 
been found that the slightest deviation produced a falling back 
of the urine. The dose of .opium was still further increased, 
twenty-two grains and a half per diem forming the quantity 
at present administered, and he is now able to take four ounces 
of bread daily Avithont occasioning any appearance of sugar 
in the urine, the amount of which av’erages one pint and a half 
for the twenty-four hours. In this case the daily discharge of 
urea has been also determined, and found to be natural. The 
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patient lias gained in strength, weighs sixteen pounds and 
a half heavier than uxion admission, and has experienced no 
constipation or other ill-effect, except sometimes a moderate 
amount of drowsiness from either the morphia or opium. 

Dr. Sandeeson reported that his case continued to improve. 
The dose was noiv twenty grains a day. 

Dr. Mtjechison related a case of Cholera which had been 
treated by him in the Middlesex Hospital during the epidemic 
of 1866 by injection into the veins of a saline solution at a 
lower temperature than that of the blood. The patient, a 
pregnant woman, aged 43, was admitted in complete collapse 
of sev'eral hours’ duration. She had cramps, vomiting, and 
whey-like alvine discharges, which had first come on nine 
hours previously, the diarrhoea having existed more or less for 
several days. As no improvement resulted from other treat¬ 
ment, excepting in so far that the vomiting- and purging had 
cea.sed, it was resolved (five houi-s after her admission) to have 
recourse to saline injection, the patient being still profoundly 
collapsed, and having a temperature of D6'8° in the axilla and 
100-2° in the rectum. The process of injecting lasted forty-five 
minutes, the quantity used being two pints. Its temperature 
was not more than 100° at the beginning of the operation, and 
no means were used to maintain it. By the time that half the 
quantity had been introduced, the pulse, which was before im- 
loerceptihle, became distinct, the breathing easier, and the 
countenance more natural. The improvement, however, was 
transitory. Ho sooner was the injection completed than the 
Avatery evacuations returned Avith greater violence, and shortly 
afterwards the p.atient subsided into a state of more profound 
collapse than before, still retaining consciousness and asking 
for food. She died two hours and a half after the injection. 
Dr. Murcluson, in commenting on the case, indicated its hear¬ 
ing on the A'iews entertained by a Avell-known Physician as to 
the patholog-y and treatment of cholera, who attributes the 
extraordinarj'- effects of saline injections in restoring patients 
for a time from collapse to the high temperature of the liquid 
injected. In the present case, the effect could not be due to 
its temperature. Ho also pointed out that the subsequent 
relapse was preceded by purging, from Avhich circumstance he 
thought it might he inferred that there was a closer relation 
hetAveen Avatery evacuations and the algid state than some 
persons were willing to admit. 

Dr. MtmcHisoN further related a case of Gastro-enteritis 
from local irrit-ants, simulating cholera, and occurring twice 
in the same individual. The patient, a woman, aged 51, was 
admitted into the Middlesex Hospital on April 10, i867, suffer¬ 
ing from vomiting, purging, and cramps, which had come on 
suddenly, and had lasted for the preceding fourteen hours. 
IVhen first seen she was collapsed, the pulse being almost 
imperceptible, and the axillary temperature 96-8°. These sym¬ 
ptoms gradually subsided, no urine, however, being passed 
for the first 36 hours. In a foAV weeks she was dismissed con¬ 
valescent, but on July 23 was again admitted with similar 
symptoms—viz., watery evacuation, cramps, suppres,sion of 
urine, followed by temporary albuminuria and collapse, which 
subsided gradually, as before, under appropriate treatment. 
The first attack was apparently brought on by partaking- of 
cheese in an unusually decomposed state, the second by eating 
a preserved lobster. Dr. Murchison proceeded to observe that 
the completeness of the correspondence between such cases as 
the one he had related and those of cholera appeared to him to 
afford a further confirmation of the opinion he had already 
expressed, that the condition of collapse is brought about in 
exactly the same way in cholera as in the gastro-enteritis which 
is produced by certain irritant poisons—in short, that, in both 
cases, it is a consequence of the profuse discharge of liquid 
from the intestinal mucoiis membrane. 

Dr.^ Geeenhow said a lady took half a drachm of croton oil 
by rniistake. Siclmess and lAurging followed. Two hours after 
she Avas exactly as in a state or cholera collapse—he would 
have said she was suffering from cholera—and she died in ten 
hours. 

Dr. Stmes Tiioaison said that the observations as to salines 
recalled to his mind a conversation with Dr. Stevens, who Avas 
so fond of them. He considered temperature to be a matter of 
little importance. They might give rise to a return of the 
eAmeuation, but there was no reason for leaving them off. 

Dr. Chtjech had only once seen salines used; latterly the 
temperature must have been below 100° D. M^hatever was the 
cause of cholera, he believed gastric irritation to be the prime 
cause. Dui-ing last epidemic a man in St. Bartholomew’s 
Hospital who had gone through the crisis of the disease fell 
back and died, apparently from having eaten two imperfectly 
boiled potatoes. 

Dr. Geeenhow said they must endeavour to separate the true 
cause from any error of diet. He remembered, in 1852, certain 
cases brought on by aperients. 

The Society then adjourned tiU Friday, October 8. 

AEMY MEDICO-CHIETJEGIGAL SOCIETY 
OF PORTSMOUTH. 

May 5, 1869. 

Deputy Inspector-General C. A. Goedon, C.B., in the Chair. 

Tavo cases of Cerebro-spinal FeA^er which have lately occurred 
among the troops in garrison were brought before the Society. 
The first, described by Assistant-Surgeon J. Ross Murray, R.A., 
was that of a driver, aged 18, with five months’ service, of 
temperate habits, and well conducted. He Avas admitted to 
Hospital on April 15, 1869, complaining of lassitude, anxiety 
at prfecordia, and slight febrile symptoms. Aai eruption of a 
loetechial character having appeared on the legs an hour or 
two after admission to hi.s battery Hospital, as a precaution he 
was removed the same afternoon to the infection ward at 
Portsmouth. He stated that on the day previous he had been 
drinldug with a comrade (since dead from the same disease) in 
a public house in a Ioav and dirty part of Portsmouth. On the 
morning- of the 16th, when seen for the first time by Dr. Mur¬ 
ray, to whose care he was transferred, he had passed a restless 
night from severe and continual vomiting of a dark-green 
hiEous matter, and frequent xmrging ; he was slightly feverish. 
A diaphoretic mixture was noAv prescribed. On the 17th 
symptoms had developed which left no doubt as to the nature 
of the case. Delirium had set in, with intervals diu-ing which 
he was very apathetic, but answered questions rationally. 
There was now well-marked retraction of the head (opistho¬ 
tonos) , great pain in the muscles of the back, extending doAVTi 
to the lumbar region, and muscular debility of the lower 
extremities, almost amounting to paralysis. Pulse 84 ; tem¬ 
perature in axilla, 100 ; sldn moderately cool and moist. 
Qmnine gr. iv., calomel gr. ij., opium gr. R were now ordered 
in two pills every second hour. Ice to be applied to the head, 
a blister to the nape of the neck, and dry cupiAing along the 
spine. At evening- -visit the delirium was found to have in¬ 
creased, the retraction of the head was more marked, and the 
pulse had risen to 120. There was conjunotiAutis of the right 
eye. Temperature in axilla 101°; respiration 23. On the 
18th he was semi-comatose; the right cornea had become 
qidte opacpie; the eruption had commenced to fade, but the 
retraction of the head was stiU well marked. Some urine 
obtained for examination showed a sp. gr. of 1006, was slightly 
deficient in chlorides, but gave no trace of albumen. He got 
gradually worse towards evening, and was evidently sinking; 
pulse 92 ; respirations 23 ; temperature 100°. On the morning 
of the 19th complete coma had set in; the pulse was very 
rapid (152), small, and thready; temperature 105°; respira¬ 
tions 41; tongue dry, broAvn, and glazed. In addition to the 
petechise on the legs, a bruised appearance of the skin of the 
lower extremities showed itself. He died at 3.40 p.m. on tire 
19th, the 5th day. On post-mortem examination, twenty 
hours after death, the spinal suh-araohnoid space was found 
filled Avith a layer of greenish-yellow lymph, Avhich clothed 
the spinal cord from the medulla doAAuiwards ; the substance of 
the cord itself a]D]3eared normal to the naked eye. On reflecting 
the dm-a mater cerebri, an extensive deposit of greenish yellow 
colour, closely resembling pus as seen through the arachnoid, 
but proving, when cut into, to be firm lymph, folloAved closely 
the vessels of the pia mater, which were themselves much 
congested with fluid blood. The lateral ventricles were dis¬ 
tended with serum, and the crura, pons Varolii, and optic 
commissure were covered anteriorly by a thick greenish, 
gelatinous-looking lymph, which extended along the right 
optic nerve for aboAit a third of an inch. A layer of lymph 
coated the anterior surface of the iris of the right eye. A 
water-colour draAvung by Dr. Lamprey, 67th Regiment, Avas 
exhibited, shoAving very exactly the appearance of the cerebral 
lobes when the diAi-a mater was reflected. The second case 
read to the Society, by Dr. Park, Royal Artillery, was that of 
a driver of the 11th Brigade, a comrade of the former man, 
aged 29, service nine years, whose habits were temperate, and 
conduct good. He had been absent in Portsmouth for three 
days, the gr-eater part of which was spent in his company at 
the same public house. Pie returned to Hilsea on April 15, 
and was punished for absence by seven days’ confinement to 
barracks. He reported sick early on the morning of April 20,- 
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as he tvas unable to attend stables at half-past five in the 
morning, and complained of general feeling of malaise, with 
pains in the lower extremities, slight sore throat, pain at prte- 
cordia and extreme restlessness. His symptoms resembled 
those of the cold stage of ague, wdth marked “ cutis anserina,” 
eyes suffused, quickened pulse, and tongue coated with a 
whitish fur. A cathartic dose of infusion of senna and 
sulphate of magnesia was given, and the throat was swabbed 
with a solution of nitrate of silver. Two hours afterwards, at 
9 a.m., there was very great exhaustion; pulse 130, small, and 
wiry. He complained of coldness of lower extremities and 
great frontal headache; there was no eruption. At 3 p.m. he 
was still more prostrated and was more covered with large 
black patches of ecchymosis, the general hue of the skin 
being a dusky yellow. He was perfectly conscious and 
rational until about 20 minutes before his death, which 
took place at 5.20 p.m. rather suddenly. Just before death 
he ejected some bloody mucus from the mouth and nose. 
At 9 a.m. 5 grains of calomel were prescribed, and ordered 
to be followed by 5 grains of quinine every two hours. 
Beef-tca.and brandy were given. Post-mortem examination, 
forty-two hours after death, showed the membranes of the 
brain and spinal cord intensely congested and the sinuses 
enormously distended with dark fluid blood. There was 
con.siderable effusion into the sub-arachnoid space, and the 
cerebral ventricles contained an ounce of pinkish serum. 
The brain and upper part of the spinal cord showed nume¬ 
rous red points on section. The lungs were gorged with 
blood; the right side of the heart contained fluid blood, while 
the left was empty. The blood Avas everywhere fluid, of a 
dark colour, and apparently disorganised ; it continued to ooze 
out for some hours after the post-mortem was completed. 

The Honorary Secretary read a paper by Assistant-Surgeon 
Wales, E.. H. Artillery, on a peculiar form of Arthritis. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-^- 

Eoyal College of Surgeons of England.—The fol¬ 
lowing gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examina¬ 
tions for the diploma, were admitted Members of the College 
at a meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 20th inst. :— 
AUcliin, William Henry, Bay.swater, of University College. 
Archer, Thomas Brittin, Ely, Cambridgeshire, of St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital. 
Barraclough, George, Streatham, Surrey, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Bilham, James, L.S.A., Westboume-park-place, of St. Mary’s Hospital. 
Budd, Samuel P., L.S.A., Plymouth, of the Sheffield Hospital. 
EUis, Ellis Henry, L.K. and Q.C.P. Ire., Bangor, North Wales, of Dublin. 
Fumivall, Henry Wallace, Hutton, Somersetsliire, of the Manchester 

Royal Inflimary. 
Hallom, Arthur, L.S.A., Sheffield, of the Sheffield Hospital. 
Hitchcock, Henry Knight, L.8.A., Market Lavington, Devizes, of the 

Sheffield Hospital. 
Hood, Donald William Charles, Croydon, of Cambridge and Guy’s Hospital. 
Leckie, Walter James, L.R.C.P. Edin., Euston-road, of the Sheffield 

Hospital. 
M'AndreAV, James John, Castlebar, Co. Mayo, of the Charing-cross Hospital. 
Mackenzie, Stephen, Weymouth-street, Portland-place, of the London 

Hospital. 
Meagher, Joseph Stanislaus, Dublin, of Dublin. 
Miller, Frederick Montague, Stoke Newington-road, of St. Thomas’s 

Hospital. 
Monish, Richard Alfred, L.S.A., Ledbury, Gloucester, of St. Marj^’s 

Hospital. 
Owen, Simeon Holgate, Manchester, of the Manche.ster Royal Infinnary. 
Parker, Robert William, Ilford, Esses, of the London Hospital. 
Price, Thomas, L.K. and Q.C.P. He., Bangor, North Wales, of Dublin. 
Pritchard, Verban, L.S.A., Highbury, Middlesex, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Eobert.s, Arthur, L.S.A., Staleybridge, of the Manche.ster Eoyal Infirmary. 
Shipman, George William, L.R.C.P. Lond., Grantham, Lincolnshire, of 

Guy’s Ho.spital. 
Sloman, Samiiel George, Famham, Surrey, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Tliomas, David WiUiam, L.K. and Q.C.P. Ire., Festiniog, Merionethshire, 

of Dublin. 
Tomes, Charles Si.ssmore, Cavendi-sh-square, of the Middlesex Hospital. 
Wallis, Frederick M., L.S.A., BexhiU, Sussex, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Williamson, John Gover, Halford-square, W.C., of St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital. 

It is stated that four out of the twenty-four candidates ex¬ 
amined failed to acquit themselves to the satisfaction of the 
Court, and were consequently referred to their Hospital studies 
for a period of six months. The following gentlemen were 
admitted Members on the 21st inst. :— 
.^ningson, Joseph William, Burnley, Lancashire, of Manche.ster. 
Amstlcn, George, L.S.A., Highbury, Middlesex, of King’s College. 
Anffiews, Arthur, Hertford, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Ashby, rrifred, L.S.A., St.ainos, Middlesex, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Baxt >r, Ev.ans B., L.S.A., Gate-street, Lincolrr’s-inu-Fields, King’s College. 
Brougftton, R. N., Rujton, Salop, of Birmingham and St. Bartholomew’s 

Ho.spital. 
Cufande, Frank, Acle, Norfolk, of Edinburgh; 

Griffin, James, L.S.A., Banbury, O.xon, of University College. 
Guy, Freder-ick George, Plumstead, Kent, of King’s College. 
Herbert, Samuel Ljmas, L.S.A., Demerara, of Bang’s College. 
Mason, Hugh Herbert, Burton-on-Trent, University College. 
Rawlirrgs, John Adams, Swansea, of Birmingham and Guy’s Ho.spital. 
Smith, Jas. Adolphus, Winchcombe, Gloucestershire, St. Mary’s Hospital. 
Thomas, Andrew Appleby, Jamaica, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Thome, Frederick la Coque, Leamington. 
Wills, Charles, Narborough, Leicestershire, of the Middlesex Hospital. 
Urquhart, John, Forxes, N.B., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. Frederick Hall, L.S.A., of Leeds, was admitted to ex¬ 
amination under the old regulations, and, having passed to the 
satisfaction of the Court, was also admitted a Member of the 
College. It is stated that four out of the twenty-five candidates 
examined failed to satisfy the Court, and were referred for six 
months for further professional study. 

Apothecaries’ Hall. — The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
July 15, 1869 ;— 

Appleton, Robert Carlisle, Southampton-street, W.C. 
Attwater, Arthur William, Kilbum. 
Kesteven, William Hem-y, HoUoway. 
Leigh, Herbert Sidney, Bagaley, Northenden. 
Owen, Robert Humphreys, Carnarvon. 
Smith, Frederick, Grimsby. 
Smith, Richard Thomas, Hebden-bridge. 
Wheatoroft, Samuel Hanson, Sheffield. 

As Assistants in compounding and dispensing medicines:— 
Beasley, Frederick, Canterbury. 
Bennett, Henry, Rotherham. 
Emson, William NichoUs, Dorchester. 
Sandiland, Robert Burgess, jim., Winslow. 
Talbot, Thomas Henry, Collumpton. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Professional Examination :— 

Berry, Walter, King’s College. 
Hosegood, Samuel, Guy’s Hospital. 
Mayo, Alfred Charles, King’s College. 
Priestley, Hem-y, Sheffield. 
Walsham, William Johnson, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Wayman, C. P. Scott, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub- 

fishing’-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Cree, Edward Hodges, M.D.—Deputy-Inspector General of Hospitals 
and Fleets on the retired list. 

Tait, Lawson—As.si3tant-Sm-geon to the Clayton Hospital. 

BIRTHS. 
Beatson.—On June 21, at Nagpore, Central India, the wife of W. B. 

Beatson, M.D., Civil Surgeon, of a son. 
Coombs.—On July 20, at Castle Carey, the wife of C. P. Coombs, M.B., of a 

daughter. 
Dickson.—On July 12, at 33, Albany-street, Edinburgh, the wife of Francis 

K. Dickson, L.R.C.P., the Square, Buxton, of a son. 
Gordon.—On July 15, at Southesk House, Southsea, the wife of London 

Gordon, M.D. Edin., of a son. 
Knagos.—On July 15, at No. 5, Upper Craven-place, Highgate-road, the 

wife of Sydney Herbert Knaggs, M.R.C.S., of a daughter. 
Lindsay.—On July 14, at Hanwell, the wife of J. Mun-ay Lindsay, M.D., 

of a daughter. 
Moffitt.—On July 13, at Woolston, near Southampton, the wife of 

Andrew Moffitt, L.B.C.S.I., Staff Assistant-Surgeon, of a son. 
SiiAW.—On July 17, at Bedford, the wife of James Shaw, F.E.C.S., late 

Pi-incipal Inspector-General H.M.’s Madras Army, of a son. 
Small.—On July 18, at Colville-square, Bayswater, the wife of D. H. 

Small, L.R.C.S., on the retired list of H.M.’s Indian Ai-my, of a son. 
SuTCLiFF.—On July 16, at Wandsworth, Surrey, the wife of Edward Sut- 

cUff, M.D., of a daughter. 
Towne.—On July 19, at 354, Kingsland-orescent, the wife of Alexander 

Tov-ne, M.R.C.S., of a daughter. 
Turner.—On July 12, at 53, Devonshii-e-street, Islington, the wife of 

Duncan Turner, L.R.C.S., of a daughter. 
WoRGER.—On July 19, at 35, Chiswell-street, Finsbury-square, the wife of 

Thomas Hewlett Worger, M.R.C.S., of tivin sons. 

MAERL\.GES. 
PoRTEOUS—Way.—On July 15, at the parish church of Foxley, Wiltshire, 

by the Rev. Lewis A. M. Way, brother of the bride, H. W. Porteous, 
Esq., Inspector-General of Hospitals, H.M.’s Madras Army (Retii-ed), 
to Henrietta Cliarlotte, fifth daughter of the late Rev. George Way, of 
Tours. No cards. 

Stevens—Power.^—On July 14, at the parish church, Minchinhampton, 
Gloucestershu-e, George Gauntlctt Stevens, second surviving son of the 
late William Stevens, Esq., of Tutshill Lodge, to Eliza Mary, eldest 
daughter of the late J. J. Power, M.D., of Maidstone. 

DEATHS. 
Jones, Walter David, Fellow of the College of Phy.sicians, J.P. and D.L. 

for the counties of Pembroke and Cardigan, at his residence, Lancych, 
Pembrokeshire, on July 17, in his 78th year. 
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Peregrine, Eliza, widow of John Pryor Peregrine, M.D., formerly of 
Half-Moon-street, Piccadilly, on July 16, at 1, Westbourne-terracc, 
St. Saviour’s, Jersey, aged 79. 

Stephenson, James, M.E.C.S., L.S.A., at 461, llile-end-road, on July 14, 
aged 42. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as knowm) are stated in succession. 

Dorset County Lunatic Asylums.—Assistant Medical Officer; must be 
duly qualified and be registered. Applications and testimonials to the 
Committee of Visitors of the Dorset Lunatic Asylums, on or before the 
31st inst. 

Hay IJnion.—Medical Officer; must be legally qualified. The gentleman 
appointed will be required to reside m Hay. Apphoations and testimonials 
to Mr. C. Griffiths, Clerk to the Guardians, on or before August 4, elec¬ 
tion on Augilst 5. 

Isle op Man Hospital and Dispensary.—Besident Medical Officer. In¬ 
formation may be obtained by applying to the Hon. Sec., Mr. John 
Moore, to whom testimonials must be sent on or before August 11. 

Sunderland General Hospital.—House-Surgeon’s Assistant; must have 
passed his primary examination and have completed his tliird year of 
Medical study. Applications and testimonials to C. D. H. Drm’y, Esq., 
House-Surgeon, on or before July 24. 

University College.—The Professorship of Medical Jurisprudence will 
be vacant at the end of the present session. Further information may 
be obtained of the Secretary. 

"Whitehaven and West Cumberland Infirmary.—House-Surgeon; must 
have both Medical and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testi¬ 
monials toW. Wilson, Esq., Hon. Sec., Whitehaven, on or before July 30. 

Whitehaven and "West Cumberland Infirmary.—House-Surgeon ; 
must have both Medical and Surgical qualifications. Apxihcations and 
testimonials to Wm. Wilson, Esq., Hon. Sec., Whitehaven. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*** The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

EESIGNATIONS. 
Plomesgate Union.—Mr. Charles J. GreUett has re.signed the Orford Dis¬ 

trict; area 21,302; population 3277 ; salary £65 per annum. 
Tiverton Union.—Mr. Frederick Marsdin has resigned the Thorverton 

District; area 8126; population 1810; salai-y £31 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Alderhury Union.—Humphrey P. Blackmore, M.D. St. And., M.R.C.S. 

Eng., L.S.A., to the Sixth District. 
Ashby de la Zouch Union.-—Christopher John B. Johnson, L.E.P. and S. 

Glas., L.R.C.P. Edin., to the Whitwick District. 
Dewsbury Union.—^Wm. F. Watts, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the Dew's- 

bury District. 
Great BougMon Union.—'Wm. Charles Watson, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P. 

Edin., to the Workhouse. 
Manchester Township.—George Bowring, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the 

Workhouse Hospital and the New Workhouse. 
Pembroke Union.—John "Watts, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the Fourth 

District. 
West London Union.—AlfredB. Thompson, L.R.C.P. Edm., M.E.C.S.E., 

L.S.A., to the South District. 

University oe Cambridge.—There will be an exami¬ 
nation in natural science at Sidney College for two scholar¬ 
ships, of the value of £40 a year each. The examination will 
be open to any students who have not entered at the Univer¬ 
sity. Information can be obtained from the Rev. J. C. Ellis, 
tutor of the college. 

The Greneral Lying-in Hospital will receiye £400 under 
the will of Lord Henry Seymour. 

The next “ House dinner ” of the Medical Club at the 
club will take place on Wednesday, July 28, on which occasion 
Edwdn Saunders, Esq., will take the chair. 

Two bakers were fined on Saturday last, at the South¬ 
wark Police-court, for having furnaces so constructed as not to 
consume the smoke. 

Mr. Clews, of Wolverhampton, has resigned his ap¬ 
pointment as Surgeon to the People’s Eamily Assurance Com¬ 
pany. The summons against him for “ falsely pretending to 
be a Surgeon was withdrawn.” There is no doubt that the 
Medical Act is sufficiently clear on one point—that of “ falsely 
pretending to be registered.” Recent decisions have shown 
this. 

The annual business meeting of the members of the 
National Association for the Promotion of Social Science will 
be held at 1, Adain-street, Adelphi, on Friday, the 30th inst., 
at four o’clock, p.m., to receive a report from the Coimcil on the 
financial and other business of the Association, and to elect the 
officers and standing committees for the ensuing year. 

The International Medical Congress.—Dr. B. W. 
Foster, of this town, has been elected delegate member for 
England of the Medical Congress of All Nations, to be held 
in Florence, in September next.—Birmingham Daily Post. 
[*** With all respect for Dr. B. W. Foster, we cannot help 
asking—By whom has he been elected P] 

Smallpox in Suffolk.—This disease is raging in the 
neighbourhood of Wickham Market, Suffolk, and it is said 
that a visit from Dr. Seaton, the Government Inspector, has 
laid bare an imperfect condition of vaccination amongst the 
population. 

The St. Andrews Medical Graduates’ Association had a 
delightful day out on Tuesday at St. Alban’s. By the kind¬ 
ness and hospitality of their colleague. Dr. Lipscombe, they 
found, on arriving at their destination, the most perfect 
arrangements for their comfort and pleasure. All the prin¬ 
cipal objects of interest in the district were visited, including 
the ruins of the mansion where Lord Bacon lived and wrote 
many of his works. The abbey was another centre in which 
two or three hours were spent. Dr. Lipscombe acting as anti¬ 
quarian guide so ably that we doubt if the Society of Anti¬ 
quaries, which is about to meet in the same place, will easily 
find a more competent leader. After the excursions, between 
thirty and forty of the graduates and their friends dined 
together at the Peahen Hotel, the President, Dr. Richardson, 
in the chair, and Drs. Seaton and Day-Goss vice-chairmen. 
The dinner passed off merrily, and the visit altogether was a 
success wliich will not soon be forgotten by those who were 
present. 

Health of St. Marylebone Parish.—Dr. Whitmore, 
in his quarterly summary, states :—“ In the thirteen weeks of 
the second quarter of the year ending on the 26th ultimo, the 
number of births registered in the parish was 1241—viz., males 
610, females 631 ; in the same period the number of deaths 
registered was 982—viz., males 499, females 483. These were 
distributed over the six parochial districts as follows :—In All 
Souls they amounted to 213, of which number 66 occurred in 
the Middlesex Hospital, in Cavendish-square to 51, in the 
Rectory to 267, of which number 110 occurred in the Work- 
house, in St. Mary’s to 125, in Christ Church to 173, and in St. 
John’s to 153. Amongst children under 5 years of age they 
amounted to 375, between the ages of 5 and 20 years to 48, 
between 20 and 40 years to 150, between 40 and 60 years to 174, 
and from 60 years upwards to 235. The annual death-rate of 
the quarter, allowing for increase of population, was 24'09 per 
thousand, being 1-8 per thousand less than that of the winter 
quarter, but 1'7 per thousand above that of the spring quarter 
of last year. 

The London Hospital Medical College.—Prize- 
list, Session 1868-69.—Clinical Medicine; £20 Scholarship 
(given jointly by the Hou,se Committee and the Medical 
Council), Mr. Ashley Wm. Barrett; Gold Medal (given by the 
Governors, and deferred last year), Mr. Edmund Vialls. Clini¬ 
cal Surgery: £20 Scholarship (given jointly by the House 
Committee and the Medical Council), Mr. Stephen Mackenzie ; 
Honorary Certificate, Mr. Oswald Baker. Clinical Obstetrics: 
£20 Scholarship (given jointly by the House Committee and 
the Medical Council), Mr. William Leapingwell. Practical 
Medicine and Surgery: Duckworth Nelson Prize, value 
£10 10s., Mr. George Ernest Herman. Practical Midwifery : 
Special Certificate (given by the House Committee for attend¬ 
ance on more than 100 oases of Midvdfery), Mr. George Salt, 
Mr. William Leapingwell. Dressers’ Prizes (given by the 
House Committee for zeal and efficiency): £15 prizes, Mr. John 
Butler Edis, Mr. Arthur J. Moore, Mr. Alfred H. Parker ; £5 
prizes, Mr. Lionel Beech, Mr. John W. Fordhani, Mr. Charles 
W. Vickers. Osteology : £20 Scholarship (given by the Medical 
Council), Mr. W. L. Morgan; Honorary Certificate, Mr. Lewis 
Mackenzie. Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry : £25 Scholaiv 
ship (given by the Medical Council), Mr. Lewis Mackenzie; 
Honorary Certificate, Mr. W. L. Morgan. 

Quackery Served out.—Doctor and Patient both 
Dead.—A Kafir in the service of Mr. Otto, of Meiriiigspoort, 
fell sick some days ago, and by the advice of a friend took some 
castor oil, Avhich seemed to do him some good. But his father 
and brother, hearing that there was a coloured doctor in the 
neighbourhood, went to fetch him for their relative. The 
doctor was quite prepared to undertake to cure the patient, and 
at once proceeded to give him a decotion of Kcuidje-roer-my niet 
and the root of the “ Klappes-tosh,” the dose being half a 
cupful. Instead of being cured, the unfortunate patient was 
in two hours a corpse. The father and brother began to 
suspect that there was something wrong', or at least that the 
medicine was not tlie sort a doctor ought to administer. So they 
sent again for old Jop^ier—tliat was the doctor’s name—told 
him they suspected his medicine was nothing but xioison, and 
nothing would satisfy them but that he himself should drink 
as much of the decotion as the dead man had drunk. The 
doctor did his best to get out of the fix, but nothing could avail 
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him ; he had to drink his physic, and in an hour he -was dead. 
The last heard of the matter was that the district Surgeon had 
been directed to hold a post-mortem examination of the 
bodies.—Granf-Reinet Advertiser. 

Boston Eegistration Eetukns for 1808.—It is 
stated that, with a population of about 240,000, there were 
only 7102 live children (3-590 males and 3512 females) born in 
1863, the ratio being one birth to every 33'79 living persons, a 
birth-rate lower than that of any European nation except 
France and Belgium. There were also 482 stiU-born children 
during the year. The Eegistrar remarks that when it is re¬ 
membered that in 1851 there was one birth to every 26 persons, 
and that now there is only one to every 33-79, the fact is one 
well deser\dng of more attention than it has received. The 
number of deaths was 5519—2861 males and 2658 females. 
The death-rate in Boston is 1 to 43-48, in New York 1 to 44-19, 
and in Philadelphia 1 to 59-74.—Boston Medical Journal, ZvmQ 10. 

Brussels Eegistration Eeturns for 1868.—The 
population of Brussels on January 1, 1868, consisted of 
170,318 inhabitants, 82,492 males and 87,826 females, and by 
December the popirlation had risen to 174,678 (84,651 males 
and 90,027 females). During the year 5903 births were de¬ 
clared (2991 boys and 2912 girls). There were 1505 illegitimate, 
the sexes being equal, and 4398 legitimate, the twin-births 
amounting to 116—67 males and 49 females. During the year 
1695 marriages were celebrated and 18 divorces pronounced. 
The mortality for the year amounted to 5245 (2709 males and 
2536 females), including 429 children born dead, being a 
diminution of 575 deaths in the annual mean of 1862-67. The 
births therefore exceeded the deaths by 658. The number of 
persons dying at their own abodes was 3725, among whom 
1417 are returned as indigent. The remaunng 1520 died either 
in the Hospitals or prisons. The annual movement of patients 
in the four principal Hospitals was as follows :—Patients re¬ 
maining on January 1, 1349 ^ admissions, 19,993; discharged, 
18,610; deaths, 12,^0.—Bull, dc V Acad, de Med. de Belgique, No. 5. 

Vaccinal Syphilis.—The difficulty of identifying this 
affection, of which we hear so much from the Continent and 
see so little here, was exemplified at the last meeting of the 
Academie de Medecine. M. Alphonse G-uerin, who, as being 
Surgeon to the Lourcine, must be considered as one of the first 
authorities in this specialty, ijresented a little girl whom he de¬ 
clared to be the subject of vaccinal sypliilis. One of some forty 
children who were vaccinated at the same time, two out of 
three of the punctures which were made followed the 
normal course. The tliird was followed by a large deep exca¬ 
vated ulcer, with a deeply indurated base. It was accompanied 
by roseola and glandular engorgement. The child was also 
S rid to have had variola eight or ten days after vaccination. In 
some days’ time the chancre and induration disappeared, and, 
indeed, had done so before M. Guerin saw the patient ; but 
they have been followed by soft condylomata {^plaques miiqueu- 
ses) of the vulva, -with characteristic ganglionary engorgement. 
In M. Guerin’s opinion, there can be no doubt that this child is 
the subject of syphilis, and that the primary accident was 
produced at one of the points prrnctured; but whether the 
contamination was produced by the lymph employed, or oc¬ 
curred srrbseqrrently, he cannot affirm, although in this latter- 
case the short period of incubation becomes still more difficult 
of explanation. A great number of the members present, how¬ 
ever, protested strongly against M. Guerin’s conclusions, seeing 
in the child no signs of syphilis, and only the results of dirt 
and carelessness. As the child had not been as yet submitted 
to any specific treatment, they requested that this might be 
abstained from, anticipating a speedy errre without its aid.— 
Gaz. dcs Hop. July 15. 

NOTES, QIJEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

-c>—-- 

qntstbirctlj muc^ learn nntclj.—Bacon. 

Dr. Kane’s interesting case of poisoning shall be insci-tccl as soon as possible. 

Dr. Alcock’s paper on the Medical and Meteorological Histoi-j- of Fyzabad, 
Oude, has been received, and shall be inserted as soon as possible. 

Dr. Spender’s paper has been received, and shall be inserted as soon as -we 
can find space. 

The cases from the Driffield Cottage Hospital are in type, and shall be 
published dii-ectly. 

Dr. Richardson’s concluding Lectures on Electi-icity are in type, and shall 
be published immediately. 

Dr. Bishop, Sackville-streel.—We are glad to hear of your return. Please 

send in your paper. 

X.—Pray send us yom- notes on the lead colic. The subject is of immense 

interest. 

A. L. does write badly indeed. A proof shall be posted to him, provided 

the printers can decipher his address. 

Erratum.—At page 59 of our journal, in the table furnished by Sir Dominic 

Con-igan, an error occurs not, we believe, of Sir Dominic’s making. The 

column of the Army Retm-ns headed “ Holders of Degrees in Medicine 

and Surgei-y” should have been headed “ Qualifications,” since the 

Army Board sends in a return not of the munber of candidates, but of 

the number of qualifications examined. 

Bebut Defence Fund. 

TO THE EDITOB OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

SiK,—^You will obbge the Committee of the above Fund by inserting the 
following list of subscriptions :—Amount acknowledged, £21 1.3s.; H. Han¬ 
cock, Esq., £1 Is. ; F. Hind, Esq., £1 Is.; R. Barwell, Esq., £1 Is.; Dr. 
Essex Bowen, Bii-kenhead, £1 Is.; Dr. Dowse, 10s. 6d.; E. Dyer, Esq., 
Clerkenwell, 10s. 6d.; Peter Manshall, Esq., 10s. 6d.; W. Pretty, Esq., 
Croydon, 10s. 6d.; Dr. Au-ey, Camden-to-wn, lOs. I am, &c. 

10, Charles-street, Soho, W. E. Sandwell, Hon. Sec. 

A. B.—The double qualification is necessary. 

Liher.—^The case is recorded in the fifth volume of the Transactions of the 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society. 

General Practitioner.—The conti-act is binding on both parties, not-with- 
standing the mformality alluded to. 

X.—The College authorities have the power to admit the memorialist to 

examination. 

A New Speing Pessaey. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Allow me to draw the attention of your readers to the new spi-ing 
pe.ssary which is noticed in yom- impre.ssion of the .Srd inst., as it seems to 
fulfil all requu-ements. I have since used it in two instances, both patients 
expressing their surprise at its lightness and comfort. It appears to be a 
steel spring covered with india-rubber tubing. At fir.st I encountered^con¬ 
siderable difficulty in the attempt to remove it; but this was soon ob-vdated 
by the application of a stout endless white silk ribbon, such as is used foi- 
binding fiannel, slipped over each lower extremity, and worn with the in¬ 
strument. 

The repeated use of oily substances to india-i-ubber articles soon causes 
them to decay. An-o-wroot made -with water may be used as a substitute in 
introducing tliis. Patients say that a globular air pessary will not last 
longer tfiau thi-ee months. The above, though costing somewhat more 
(about 6s.), w-iU doubtless be more durable. 

It is un-wise to attempt its use continuously at ffi-st. The spring being 
film, a little careful pressure is requisite while applying it, to avoid givmg 
pain. If this be done, it will be found to tm-n and slide into its position 
v-ithout difficulty. . 

I have taken the liberty of dra-wing attention to these points, as there 
appears to be a needless prejudice on the part of many Practitioner 
against the use of such insti-uments, and yet the relief given by their 
proper use is so marked that it behoves us not to despise a valuable aid, 
and probably ultimate means of cure, because our first few trials may have 
been too prolonged. Two hours is often sufficient for the first day or two, 
or even less. I am, &c. J. Fenn Clark. 

18, York-toiTace, Leamington, July 21. 

A Friend is thanked. The subject shall receive attention next week. 

Stmlens can obtain the information he requii-es by application to Dr. 

Cai-penter, Secretary of the University of London. 

Dr. B. Lawrance.—The. name is fictitious. The real offender has been 

struck off the Medical Register. The circulators of such abominable 
pamphlets should be prosecuted. It is not the duty of the Medical 

Council to institute proceedings; and, in the absence of public prose¬ 

cutors, the offenders escape. 

Ants in Tropical Practice. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Can any of your respected readers inform me hoiy does a horse oi- 
cow’s’hair rope act as a protection from the invasion of wild ants and keep 
them away from a patient’s bed ? ^ 

The f oUo-sv-ing case may illustrate the questionOn the night ot Apnl 10 
last a man was taken to the Charity Hospital of this city, to which I am 
both Physician and Surgeon. This man had arrived that night froni 
Fumaco, where he had suffered, judging by what he said, a typhoid fever of 
a bilious form, which terminated in a bilious diaiThoea, which was_ so 
copious the night of his arrival that he often passed his fseces without bemg 
conscious of it. He was extremely weak before he left Fumaco, and 
his object in coming here was to get some Medical assistance. But th^e 
was another misfortune in ambush for him on the road. One day, as he 
was getting out of his canoe to land near a house, his right foot, still in the 
canoe, and the left ashore, the latter was entangled in someway ; his endea¬ 
vours to free it caused the discharge of a fowling piece that was in the canoe 
loaded with small shot, and he received a wound which shattered to pieces 
all his left knee-joint. Tliis accident happened two days previous to ms 
*n*riv3/l Ii0r0 « % 

As th0re was no spare bedstead in the Hospital, all being occupied by the 
dysenteric patients (it is the time now for this epidemic scoi^ge m^^is 
to-wn), he had to be placed on his own mattress spread on the 
niffht and two or three othei’s more he suffered horribly from the bites of 
wild ants which took possession of his bed. There was not a sin^o ant to 
be seen by daytime. We used kerosine, turpentine, and everything that 
w'e thought would prevent these night visitors, but notliing could keep them 
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away. One morning, as I was dressing the patient’s wound, an Indian man 
hinted to me that the best way to keep away tlie ants from any place was 
to surround it by a horse or cow’s hair rope. At first I paid no attention 
to the suggestion; but as I never despise any indication whatever that may 
be of some good to relieve our fellow-creatimes’ sufferings, I resolved to 
nraketho trial, and I did so that night. I sun-ounded tlie man’s bed with 
a long horse-hair rope at about 5 p.m., and not a single ant molested him 
dming the nig’ht. So far as ants ax-e concerned, the poor man had a good 
night and a few others more until he died of gangrene some eight or ten 
days afterwards. 

I have watched the ants as they approach the rope, which they do not 
avoid—on the contrary, they try to climb across it to get access to that which 
attracts them or where their instinct guides them—^but the great flexibility 
of the many loose and long hairs that hang around the rope does not allow 
them an easy and steady grasp, and the consequence is that they either 
slide down or desist climbing, and are all night in a constant movement 
from one place to another and making frequent attempts to cross the rope. 
This is the only reason I find for the protection that a horse or cow 
hair rope may give against the wild ants. No doubt other Medical gentle¬ 
men may have another explanation, or, being equally situated in a tropical 
country full of these tedious insects and under similar circumstances, may 
reap some benefit from so trifling an indication. 

The rope is to be taken away from the bed every morning, and, after it is 
well shaken to drive out any other noxious insects that might be in the rope, 
is to be spread again on the evening before dark around the bed with the 
two ends meeting. I am, &c. 

Barbaooas, South America, May 30, 1869. Felix Q. Rubio, M.D. 

R-—It is a mistake to suppose that Dr. Jolm Harley was a candidate 

for the lately vacant office of Professor of Physiology in King’s College, 
London. We said that it woidd be an act of grace on the part of the 
Council to elect him, ina,smuch as he had done good service to the College, 
and displayed in his researches on narcotics a great amount of the true 
experimental spirit... But we never said anything which would lead to 
the supposition that Dr. J. Harley had offered to serve again under masters 
who had proved so insensible to good service. 

Dr. Edwards Crisp probably has strong grounds of complaint, but, like 

every wise man, he will doubtless cease to parade a grievance when aU 
hope of redress is in vain. Qae diahle allait-il fairs dans cette galh'e ? is 

the question which most men will ask regarding his original entry into 
the competition ; and “It is of no use throwing good money, time, or 
trouble after bad” is a proverb that might well deter him from useless 
attempts for the redress of what he considers a wrong. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. H. S. Kaxe ; Mr. Nathaniel Alcock ; Dr. Whitmore ; Sir Dominic 

Corrigan ; Dr. Richard Lawrance ; Aliquis ; Mi’. R. A. S. Prosser ; 

Dr. Young ; Dr. Spender ; Messrs. Letts and Co. ; Dr. Charles Kidd ; 

Dr. Lory Marsh ; Mr. T. Bryant ; Mr. W. H. T. Power ; Mr. C. P. 

Coombs ; Dr. E. Sandwell ; Mr. Gaitskell ; Mr. Shipman ; Mr. May¬ 

nard ; Mr. J. Fenn Clark ; Dr. Mackaye ; Dr. Protherob Smith ; Dr. 
Edwards Crisp; Mr. Tufnell ; Inspector-General Gordon; Mr. J. 

Hutchinson; Mz’. J. Ciiatto; Dr. Morell-Mackenzie; Dr. Gervis. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Somerset County Pauper Lunatic ilsylum Report—Repoi-t of the Hospital 

for Diseases of the Sldn, Belfast—De la Contagion, par le Dr. Drognat- 

Landre—The Advance of Ti-anscendentalism. 

NEWSPiiPERS RECEIVED— 

Birmingham Daily Post—Medical Press and Circular—The Rock. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, July 17, 1860. 

BIRTHS. 

Births of Boys, 1030; Gu’Is, 1021; Total, 2061. 

Average of 10 corre.sponding weeks, 1859-68, 1914’8. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average coiTected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

685 
680-0 

6-28 
607-2 

1313 
1287-2 
1416 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula- 
Small 

1 
Mca- Scar- Diph- Whoop- 

Ty- Diar- Cho- 
1861'. pox. sles. latina. theria ing- 

cough. phus. rhoea". lera. 

West . 463388 3 6 1 5 3 IS 
North . 618210 1 6 14 1 17 14 97 
Centi-al 378058 6 14 1 8 2 14 
East . 571158 9 29 1 21 10 22 
South . 773176 i 12 14 26 13 21 ... 
Total . 2803989 2 35 77 4 77 42 i 102 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Grcenivich Observatory. 
Mean height of barometer..30'037 in. 
Mean temperatui-e.66 9 
Highest point of thermometer.SO'O 
Lowest point of theiTiiometor.49’4 
Mean dew-pouit temperature.57’7 
General du-ection of wind.V.ariablo. 
Wliolc amount of rain in the week.0T4 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, July 17, 18G9, in the 
following large Towns :— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2051?1462 1313 89-0 49-4 66-9 0-14 14 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 99 76 *55 85-2 44-5 63-2 0-08 8 
Bii-mingham (Boro’) 360846 4fi-l 224 175 120 86-3 18-2 65-3 0-03 3 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 343 295 253 
Manchester (Citv) . 370892 82-7 247 ; 210 *182 S9-5 47-0 63-9l0-O0 0 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 76 60 53 S7-8 45-7 61-9(0-00 0 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752,10-5 159 126 96 85-0 48-0 63'3 0-00 0 
Bradford (Borough) 138522:21-0 115 71 55 80-4 51-2 62-8 0-00 0 
Leeds (Borough) 25S110ill-7 165 129 101 82-0 49-0 63-1 0-01 1 
Hull (Borough) 126682! 35-6 78 59 48 ... ... 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503!24-5 78 69 42 80-0 52-0 60-9 0-00 6 
Ediuburgh (City) . 178002140-2 129 86 115 76-7 48-C 60-9 0-00 0 
Glasgow (City) 458937190-6 312 268 236 81-0 47-3 60-8 0-08 8 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 320762:32-9 148 158 103 82-3 43-C 64-8 0-00 0 

To-wns . 6546587; 35-5 4224 3244 2772 89-5 43-0 63-2 0-03 3 
Paris (City) 1889842 797 

Week 
ending Week ending July 10. 

(1863) July 10. 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... 1 1 ... 

At the Royal Observatory, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the w'eek was 30'037 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
30’24 in. at the beginning of the week to 29'89 in. on Monday, July 12. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belongmg to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries, 

t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK. 

July 24. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, Ij P-™.; St. Thomas’s, 91 a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-oross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

26. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Fi'ee Hospital, 2 p.m. ; St. Mark’s Ho.spital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, 1^ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2i p.m. 

27. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, Ij p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

28. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mai’}’’s, Ijp.m. ; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. IJartholomew’s, p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

29. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

30. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
-^-- 

ON DISEASES OF THE JOINTS 
CONNECTHD WITH 

PEOORESSIVE LOCOMOTOE ATAXY. 
By BENJAMIN BALL, 

rrofesseur-AgregS at the Paris Faculty of Medicine. 

[Continued from Vol. II. 1868, page 557.) 

Befoee bringing this paper to a close by a resume of the prin¬ 
cipal conclusions which flow from the observations we have 
brought together, it will be well to communicate certain new 
cases of this malady to which our attention has been called. 

The number of cases on which our general description is 
founded amounts ah’eady to eighteen—a sufficient proof that 
affections of the articulations in connexion with progressive 
locomotor ataxy are by no means so uncommon as mig'ht be 
supposed. Further researches will, in all probabihty, add to 
the number of cases, ■with which we are already familiar. 

Case 12.—Locomotor Ataxy of Five Years' Duration—Affection of 
Left LCnee. 

M. Gr., aged 50, has been suffering for five years from pro¬ 
gressive locomotor ataxy, characterised chiefly by darting pains 
in the upper and in the lower extremities. The disorders of 
the power of locomotion, which now exist in a very marked 
degree, have been principally developed since the month of 
September last, at which period a very sudden aggravation of 
the principal symptoms of the disease took place. It wa.s also 
towards the commencement of September that a considerable 
tumefaction, completely indolent in its character, manifested 
itself in the left knee. The leg and thigh both became swollen 
also. No kno'wn external cause could account for this. The 
right knee sympathised, to a certain extent, with its fellow. 
Professor Vemeuil gave it as his opinion that the patient was 
suffering from hydarthrosis of the two Imee-joints. 

Five months after this date (January 20, 1869), on being 
called to attend this patient, we diagnosed the foIlo-wing:— 
Tliere still exists a little general tumefaction of the left inferior 
member. The hydarthrosis is still evident, though it has 
greatly dimiminished during the last few weeks. A little 
puffiness exists also in the right knee. The patient ha'ving mea¬ 
sured the circumference of the two joints at the end of last 
month, we are in a position to compare their present dimensions 
with those that existed at that epoch. These results are as 
follows:— 

Circumference of right knee 
Circmnference of left knee 
Diameter of right patella 
Diameter of left patella 

December. Januaiy. 
Inches. Inches. 

151 14| 
15f 

It is evident that in this short lapse of time a notable diminu¬ 
tion in the volume of the affected joints had taken place. It 
is also evident that both were simultaneously affected, though 
in a different degree; we see, in short, that the patella of the 
right side was more bulky than that of the left, and had conse¬ 
quently shared in the increase of volume of the entire knee. 
In ad<fftion to tliis, the bones had also shared in the hyper¬ 
trophy, for the left femur presents an abnormal development 
near its inferior extremity, very much the same as that which 
we noticed in Case 2. The superior extremity of the tibia is 
also hypertrophied. The patient experiences, when walldng, 
a very well-marked cracldng in the joint, especially in the left 
one. This peculiarity is easily produced by passive flexion and 
extension of the affected joint. There exists neither lateral 
mobility nor deviation of the leg. We learn from the patient 
that the hydarthrosis was neither preceded by a blow nor a 
fall, and that he has experienced no pain, no fever ; but, hke 
many otlier patients labouring under locomotor ataxy, the 
pulse exhibits a sensible increase (108), and this -without any 
augmentation of the temperatiu'o. 

Case 13.—Progressive Locomotor Ataxy—Affection of Left Knee. 

M. S. was received January 2, 1809, into' the ward of 
M. See at Bicctre (Salle Prosper 15), suffering from ataxy of 
three years’ and a half duration. In the month of June, 
1865, he was seized, according to his own account, with a 
voluminous swelling of the loft knee, without redness, and 
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without any symptoms of reaction. This was followed by 
the impossibility of walldng. At the present moment the 
patient experiences cracking sounds in the left knee. So far 
as external inspection goes, there is no difference in the two 
knees, the articulation formerly diseased being no larger than 
its fellow. 

Case 14.—Locomotor Ataxy—Affection of Right Shoulder—Rapid 
Atrophy of the Superior F.ctremity of the Humerus. 

M. M., aged 46, entered July 4, 1865, the Hospital Sal- 
petriere (Salle Ste. Cecile 6) in the service of M. Charcot. The 
patient seems to have experienced the first symptoms of loco¬ 
motor ataxy seven years before her admission. Without 
entering into minute details of the history of the case, we shall 
content ourselves by remarking that the inferior members pre¬ 
sent well-marked disorder in their movements, and that the 
superior are affected also, though in a less degree. The patient 
is subject to gastric attacks extremely painful in their cha¬ 
racter, which recur from time to time. On November 15,1868, 
she first perceived that the right elbow was swollen, as was 
also the superior portion of the fore-arm. She admits, how¬ 
ever, that, for eight days previoixs, she had had cracking sounds 
in the shoulder. The dimensions of the superior members, when 
compared, give the folio-wing:— 

Right. Left. 
Inches. Inches. 

Circumference of arm on a level -with axillary 
depi’ession ....... Hi 8x 

Circumference of arm above bend . . • 9|- 
Circumference of forcaian at upper third . 8|- 7^ 

The circumference of the two -wi-ists is identical. 

Thxis we see from the foregoing figures that there exists a 
swelling of the upper third of the right forearm, while at the 
same time the arm itself, in its entire length upwards, is swollen 
in a more marked degree, and more especially at a point corre¬ 
sponding with the level of the shoulder. The axillary depres¬ 
sion is in part effaced ; the shoulder is rounded; the supra- and 
infra-spinous regions are swelled, as is also the anterior border 
of the armpit. The skin is deadly white ; veins imperceptible ; 
no pitting on pressure of the tumefied parts; no painful sensa¬ 
tion is experienced on pressure or movement. The arm seems 
to the patient abnormally heavy. Pulse 100, small and regu¬ 
lar ; no heat appreciable to the touch. The temperature of the 
armpit, taken in the evening, 98-8° Fahr., that of the rectum 
100-3° Fahr. 

On November 16, the oedema, which is not remarked on 
slight pressure, becomes very e-rident under a more considerable 
one, and it is easy to observe the depression produced on the 
hand being withdrawn. 

17th.—Cracking noises in the right shoulder and elbow are 
experienced; nothing of the kind on the left side. 

20th.—The inferior half of the right forearm is distinctly 
swollen. The right wrist gives a circumference of six inches 
and a quarter, the left one five inches and three-quarters. A 
few days previous their dimensions were identical. The move¬ 
ments of the right side had been perfectly normal till the com¬ 
mencement of the affection of the articulations. The left arm, 
on the contrary, was affected -with a weU-marked ataxy. At 
this latter date the right arm in its tiu'n exliibits u-regular 
and disordered movements. 

27th.—The swelling of the right wrist and of the forearm 
has almost entirely disappeared as seen by the present mea¬ 
surement ; but there exists a tension more and more marked 
around the right shoulder, especially below the deltoid, at 
which level fluctuation is distinctly perceptible. The cracldng 
per.si.sts, and may be, so to speak, felt at each movement. 

30th.—The swelling of the arm has almost completely dis¬ 
appeared, but there exists a very considerable tension of the 
synovial membrane around the scapulo-humeral articidation 
which forms two salient points—one in front towards the 
anterior border of the deltoid, the other behind. Fluctuation 
very distinct. On passive movements of the arm being 
effected, dislocation of the head of the lumierus forwards or 
backwards is remarked, according to the kind of movement 
given. Tlie head of the bone returns to its place very easily, 
but not -withoxit emitting a loud cracking sound. The accom¬ 
panying plate (Fig. 1) illustrates very accurately the appear¬ 
ance of the affected joints at this epoch. 

May 1, 1869.-^6 again saw tliis patient under the care of 
31. Charcot. AU swelling has disappeared, both from arm and 
shoulder, but there exists a permanent dislocation of_ the 
humerusbackwards ; it can be reduced with the greatest facility, 
but is reproduced immediately on the hand being withdra-wn. 
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Below the integuments the superior extremity of the hone; 
irregular in shape and partially destroyed, is felt. 

Fig. 1. 

Case 15.—Trogressive Ziocomotor jitaxy—xiffection of both JLnees— 
Enormous Uydarthrosis, 

Anne P., a widow, aged G3, porteress, was admitted to the 
Hospital Salpetriere July 10, 1865. The patient, whose mental 
faculties are greatly impaired, can give but a vague and loose 
account of her antecedents. All that can be gatliered from her 
is that her husband, who was a house-door porter, had been 
obliged for three years past to nurse her as if she were paralytic. 
For a very longtime she had scarcely been able to walk, and 
her husband used to take her in his arms to convey her from 
her bed to her chair. It is difficult to ascertain whether dis¬ 
order in the movements has existed in this case, hut she de¬ 
scribes very clearly the darting pains, the first of which dates 
very far back. 

Actual state April 27, 1869. The sight is good, the speech 
distinct; the patient is subject to gastric attacks attended with 
vomiting, occurring at irregular intervals, and which are 
generally accompanied by an aggravation of the darting pains. 
In the superior members the articulations are in a normal state, 
as are also the movements. In the inferior members, on the 
contrary, the movements are greatly disordered. It will, how¬ 
ever, be well to state that, in spite of the great change which 
has taken place in the knees, the patient can move the legs with 
ease. The patient is insensible to any change made in the 
position of the limbs; sensibifity slightly dimini.shed; pulse 115; 
no increase of temperature. In fine, we have to do with a case 
of locomotor ataxy in a very marked degree. Both knees are 
very voluminous, forming two swellings irregularly rounded. 
The circumference of these two tumours is much greater than 
that of the tliigh, as the following figures will show :— 

Right. Left. 
Inches. Inches. 

Circumference at the level of the popfiteal space 151 13f 
Do. immediately above the condyles of femur . Ilf 10^ 
Do. immediately below the tumom’ (upper 

portion of the tibia) . . . . .9-} 10| 

On the right side, the patella is in front of the tumour, and 
is very mobile. A distance of an inch and three-quarters 
separates it from the tibia. The articulation is filled with a 
considerable niunber of foreign bodies varying in size, the 
largest being of the volume of a walnut. There is complete 
dislocation of the tibia backwards, and movements of laterafity 
are easily effected. Generally the leg is directed inwards ; it 
can, however, be moved outwards so as to form a straight line 
with the thigh. The leg may be bent inwards to such a degTee 

as to form a right angle with the thigh, although, when turned 
outwards, it never exceeds the straight line. The movements, 
whether spontaneous or not, occasion no pain, but are 

accompanied by frequent crackings. On the left side the 
tumour is not so large, and the articulation contains fewer 
foreign bodies. The tibia is not dislocated backwards, and the 
knee is less deformed than is the right one. The attitude of 
the left limb differs slightly from the right; the leg is carried 
outwards, so that the two knees when brought together form 
two obtuse angles, the sides of which are parallel; they seem, 
as it were, adapted to each other. It is scarcely necessary to 
state that considerable liquid effusion fills up the two articular 
cavities. Fluctuation very well marked. The extremities of 
the bones which form the two diseased articulations are 
evidently thickened, and the patella even seems to have increased 
in volume. We do not, however, recognise any bony ridges 
around either knee. 

Fig. 2. 

The preceding observation presents the highest degree of 
arthropathy among persons aifiicted with locomotor ataxy 
which we have had occasion to observe up to the present 
moment. It is very annoying that the woman’s weakened 
intelligence renders it quite impossible for us to ascertain 
exactly either the origin of the malady or its progress. But it 
is impossible to attribute the disease of the articulations to any 
other cause than progressive locomotor ataxy. 

We must remark that if the two knees are affected the right 
one appears much more diseased than does the left one. It is 
therefore probable that the first-mentioned of these articula¬ 
tions has been attacked at an earlier period than its fellow. 

We also observe the complete conservation of voluntary 
movements, in spite of the enormous deformity of the diseased 
joints. In a word, it is interesting to notice in the two articu¬ 
lations such a great number of foreign bodies. 

As regards the diagnosis, it is curious to remark that this 
woman had sojourned nearly five years in the Salpetriere 
without the slightest suspicion of her being under locomotor 
ataxy. How was it, indeed, possible to recognise such a malady 
in a woman condemned to pass her life in bed, and who, besides, 
was incapable of giving any precise account of her pa,st existence f 

We see from this how easy it is to overlook articular affec¬ 
tions associated with locomotor ataxy, and to confound them 
with diseases of the joints of a totally different nature. 

[.To he continued.) 

Congress oe German Naturalists and Physicians, 

1869.—Professors Bembold and von Barth, of Innsbruck, the 
managers of the forty-third congress, have just issued the pro¬ 
gramme. It is to be held during the 18-24th days of September. 
Only those who have written on natural history or Medical sub- 
jects can be members with votes ; but all who are theoretically 
or practically engaged in any of the branches can be associates. 
All subscribe three thalers. The whole of natural and Medical 
science is embraced, seventeen sections having been formed. To 
some of these ladies are admitted, and musical entertainments 
take place on some of the evenings. Applications should be 
addi’essed post free to Professor Bembold, Innsbruck. 
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EXCISION OE AETICULAE 
EXTEEMITIES OE TIBIA AND EIBULA, 

and OE THE OS CALOIS, ASTEAOALES, 
AND SCAPHOID BONES. 

By J. FAYRER, M.D., C.S.I., F.R.S.E., 
Professor of Surgery, and Senior Surgeon Medical College Hospital, Calcutta. 

A DELICATE-LOOKING lad named Keramut, a Mahomedan, aged 
9 years, was admitted into the Medical College Hospital, on 
July 27, 1868, with extensive disease of the right ankle-joint 
of five months’ duration, the result of a sjirain some time 
previously. The joint was much swoUen, the swelling involv¬ 
ing the lower extremity of the leg and the foot as far forward 
as the metatarsal joint. It was full of sinuses, and a probe 
passed into the disorganised joint, and into softened and 
diseased bone. The hmb was wasted, and the general health 
much impaired. There was a profuse purulent discharge of a 
strumous character from the sinuses. With the object of 
improving his general health, he was ordered a generous diet, 
cod-liver oil, and ferruginous tonics. The ankle was placed at 
rest in a splint, and dressed with the usual carbolic acid and 
oil dressing. He improved considerably in general health, 
and the pain, swelling, and discharge from the ankle abated ; 
but as the disease was too extensive to admit of any hope of 
recovery, I proposed an operation, which was assented to, 
and performed on February 17, 1869, with the assistance and 
sanction of Mr. Cutchffe, Civil Surgeon, of Dacca, who was 
present. The boy had by this time improved very much in 
general health, and seemed quite capable of undergoing ;he 
operation. Two incisions were made, one on either side of the 
ankle-joint posterior to the malleolus, about five inches in 
length, and curved in direction. The tendons being exposed 
were turned out, the fibular malleolus first sawn off, the foot 
then turned inwards, and the ends of tibia and fibula removed 
to the extent of about half an inch, so much being diseased. 
The astragalus, being found softened and diseased, was next 
dissected out, and on exposing the articular surface of the 
os calcis it also was found to be extensively diseased. A 
vertical incision was accordingly made over the tendo 
AchiUis and heel, and the os calcis having been exposed was 
also dissected out. The scaphoid was next removed, as it also 
was much diseased. The other tarsal bones appeared to be free 
from disease. The wounds were stitched up with horsehair 
sutures, and dressed with the carbolic oil dressing, and the 
leg placed in a splint to keep it at rest. 

During the operation no vessel of importance was divided, 
and though the oozing from the vascular and diseased parts 
was excessive, no ligature was needed; neither was any tendon 
injured. The ligamentous structures were so much softened, 
if not disorganised, by the disease, that very little difiicidty 
was experienced in exposing and removing the bones. The 
little fellow has done very well since the operation. About a 
fortnight ago two small exfoliations took place from the ends 
of the tibia and fibula. The operation wounds have healed, the 
sinuses are closing, the discharge is diminishing, and the 
thickened tissues about the ankle are gradually resuming a 
more natural appearance. He is able to put his foot to the 
groimd, and to bear considerable weight on it. He lifts his 
leg and foot from the bed without aid, and moves the toes and 
the foot generally with comparative freedom. He takes cod- 
liver oil, iron, and a good diet, and is in good spirits 
and gradually improving health. Should no unfavourable 
symptom arise, he is in a fair way to make an excellent recovery, 
and it is remarkable how little the shape of the foot is altered 
by the loss of so much of its substance. 

Excepting a case referred to by Dr. Hodges, in which the 
ends of the tibia and fibida, the astragalus, part of the os 
calcis, and the three cuneiform bones were removed, I do not 
know of any in which so much of the foot has been removed 
as in this case. 

Horse-meat.—605 horses were consumed by the hippo- 
phagists in Paris between April 1 and June 30. 

The druggist who sold arsenic to the woman Fanny 
Ohver, who has just been sentenced to death at Worcester for 
poisoning her husband, was brought before the Dudley magi¬ 
strates on Saturday last, and fined £1 and costs. His name is 
Charles Hazard Gate. 
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SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1869. 

-^ 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE AMENDMENT 

OF THE MEDICAL ACTS, AND THE FUTURE OF 

THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL. 

The more we examine the report of the Medical Acts Amend¬ 

ment Committee and the proceedings of the Medical Council 

with regard to it, the more do they astound us, and the more 

do we wonder what effect the Medical Council expect them to 

produce on the mind of the Lord President of the Privy 

Council. His Lordship does not enjoy the reputation of being 

one of the strongest and most able members of her Majesty’s 

Government, but he has ever at his elbow two decidedly able 

and strong men—viz., Mr. W. E. Forster, Vice-President of 

the Committee of Council on Education, and an advanced 

Liberal, and Mr. Simon, the Medical Officer of the Privy 

Council; and these gentlemen are not likely to lose any oppor¬ 

tunity of helping his Lordship to form an opinion as to the 

value of a body that, after eleven years’ experience as a 

Council of Medical Education, and of the working of the 

Medical Acts, could do no more in reply to the letter he ad¬ 

dressed to them this session than send him this unadopted 

report. Nor wiU they be slow to draw his attention to the 

discussion on the report, and to point out that, even of the 

adopted clauses, but one or two were adopted with any¬ 

thing like unanimity. 
The report itself was given at page 70 of our number for 

July 17, and deserves some notice. The committee first recom¬ 

mend that all the clauses which they have formerly agTeed 

upon as desirable amendments of the Medical Act shall be 

adhered to, vdth the exception of that referring to the regis¬ 

tration of foreign and colonial quahfications. And instead of 

the existing clause on this point (Clause 11), they recommend 

the substitution of a permissive clause, investing the Council 

with the power of relaxing or dispensing with any, or aU, of 

the regulations of the Act “ in favour of persons applying to 

have their names entered on the Medical Register in virtue of 

foreign or colonial diplomas or degrees.” This new clause the 

Council adopted, and we venture to question their wisdom in 

so doing. The immense number of foreign and colonial 

diplomas and degrees, and the extreme difficulty of obtaining 

accurate knowledge as to their value, make it highly important 

that their admission to our Medical Register shmdd be guarded 

with great care and jealousy, while the ignorance and the pre¬ 

judices of the public regarding Medical education and know¬ 

ledge might lead to very inconvenient pressure being applied 

to the Council in favour of possessors of only questionable 
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foreign or colonial degrees. We cannot think the Council wise 

in seeking the power and responsibility that this clause would 

confer ; and wo greatly doubt whether the Profession has con¬ 

fidence enough in them to be willing to trust such a power in 

their hands. 

The committee next agTee with the Lord President in con¬ 

sidering the Medical Act “ seriously defective in that it allows 

a minimum qualification in Surgery to be registered without 

any quahfication in Medicine, and similarly a minimum qualifica¬ 

tion in Medicine without any qualification in Surgery.” They 

point out that they had no power to refuse tliis, but show what 

they have done in endeavouring to remedy it, and they recom¬ 

mend that in any amended Act power should be given to them 

“ to refuse registration to any one who has not been sutficiently 

examined in both Medicine and Surgery.” This clause also 

the Council adopted, though, as in the former instance, by no 

means unanimously. It wiU, however, no doubt, command 

very general approval. 

Nearly all the rest of the report is devoted to the considera¬ 

tion of the question, suggested by the Lord President, as to the 

desirableness, in the event of new legislation, of any change in 

the constitution of the Council. In discussing* this matter, the 

committee start with great boldness and force, for they at once 

enimciate one “ obvious and indisputable principle ”—viz., 

“ that the constitution of the Council should be such as may 

best fit it for the discharge of its duties, whatever these may 

be; ” and we shculd think that even the Council had not much 

difficulty in accej)ting’ this principle, and with unanimity. The 

committee then pi oceed to stats that the Council have admirably 

discharged two of the duties imposed on them—viz., the regis¬ 

tration of the Profession and the publication of a National 

Pharmacopoeia. The third duty of the Council is “ a certain 

judicial function,” and the committee do not say whether this 

has been well performed or not, but they observe that a Council 

elected by the sufirag*es of the Profession would be entirely out 

of harmony with the constitution of other coiu’ts of justice in 

the United Kingdom, or indeed in any European state what¬ 

ever,” a remark which appears to us rather gratuitous, as we 

are not aware that it has ever been proposed by any body 

that the entire Council, or even a considerable part of it, 

should be elected by the Profession at larg'e. 

The committee then come to the consideration of the fitness 

of the Council, as at jiresent constituted, for the discharg-e of 

the fom-th duty—the supervision of Medical education—and it 

appears to be the opinion of the committee that, as the licensing 

bodies—i.e., the universities and the Medical corporations— 

have to test the acquirements of persons seeking to enter the 

Medical Profession, their nominees are the fittest judges of 

the manner in which they perform that work I Eor this reason, 

and because the licensing bodies are “ in a certain sense and 

degree governed by the Medical Council,” they are, the com¬ 

mittee opine, entitled to be represented in the Council. The 

committee also consider that Crown nominees are a requisite 

element in such a body as the Medical Council. And the con¬ 

clusion come to is “ that the Council, as constituted by the 

Medical Act, is well and suitably constituted for performing 

the functions with which it was invested by that Act.” This 

opinion was endorsed by the Council by nine votes to five, 

several of the members having no opinion at all worth men¬ 

tioning on the matter. Having expressed their perfect satis¬ 

faction with the fitness of the Council, as at present constituted, 

to work the existing Act, the committee and the Council 

further stated that, in their opinion, if the Legislature should 

see fit “to invest them with extensive powers and fresh 

duties, by which the Profession at large would be brought 

more under the direct influence of the Council,” then 

the Profession at large ought to have more direct influence in 

the appointment of members of Council; but the committee 

offered no opinion as to what extent this influence should be 

carried, or how it should be exercised. They did, however. 

most unhappily as we think, proceed to deliver an opinion 

ag-ainst the idea that the Profession is taxed by the Council, 

and has therefore the right to be represented in it. They 

“would remark that there can be no difference of opinion as to 

the principle that liability to taxation entitles to representation 

ill the taxing body. But they would further remark that the 

fee paid once for aU by Medical Practitioners for entering their 

names on the Register cannot, in the ordinary sense of the 

word, be called a tax, and that the Council possesses no power 

whatever of taxing the registered Practitioners.” This appears 

to us simply puerile. We would remark that we must 

suppose that if Practitioners paid a few shillings a year 

for registration instead of a composition fee “once for all,” 

then the Council would allow that they were taxed ! And we 

would further remark that the principle quoted with approba¬ 

tion by the Council means, if it means anjdliing, that those 

who pay the funds by which a governing body is carried on 

have a right to representation in that body. 

About the report, it only remains to be said that when the 

resolution to adopt it was put, eight voted for and eight 

against it; all the rest of the Council feeling unable to express 

an opinion either way. 

After aU this, who can imagine that the Medical Council 

Avill in the future have much influence on the course of Medical 

legislation, and who can help more than suspecting that in any 

a.mended Medical Act produced by G-overnment the constitu¬ 

tion of the Council will be considerably altered ? The question 

is, what kind and degree of alteration wiU be most for the 

advantage of the Profession and the public ? And here we 

would, for our own sakes, that wo could speak with anything 

approaching the magnificent certainty and assm-ance of the 

British Medical Association and its representatives. It would 

be so comfortable to have implicit confidence in our own 

wisdom, to be able to map out, without the slightest hesita¬ 

tion, a new constitution Avithout a flaw—to provide “ perfect ” 

machinery for carrying- it into effect—to feel that we have a 

right to declare the mind of the Profession, “to a man,” on 

even any one subject—and to be able to set forth all this in 

language equal to the sublimity of the occasion. But, alas ! 

such greatness is not for us ; and we must content ourselves 

with the much more humble role of giAung, and veiy briefly, 

only an outline of what we think desirable. 

In the first place wo hold that the Medical Council must 

consist of Medical men, and of Medical men only. A rmnour 

has been heard of some proposition to abolish altogether the 

present Medical Council, and to appoint in its stead a Govern¬ 

ment Council, consisting mainly of members not belonging to 

the Medical Profession. But Ave cannot believe this: the failure 

of the present Council to do aU that has been expected from it 

would be no excuse or justification for such a change. 

Nextj we think that the Council might, with great advantage, 

be considerably reduced in number. And the two other prin¬ 

ciples we should bo inclined to insist on most would be, that 

some of the members should, as now, be CroAvn nominees, and 

that the principle of grouping the licensing bodies for repre¬ 

sentation should be carried to a much greater extent than at 
present. 

The Committee of the CoAincil on the Amendment of the 

Medical Acts went out of their way, we think, to defend the 

principle of Crown nominees sitting in the Council, for we are 

not aware that a single voice has been raised ag-ainst it. "VTe 

see no great objection to their constituting even a larger pro¬ 

portion of it than they at present do—A-iz., one-fourth; but we 

insist on their all being members of the Medical Profession. 

To what extent exactly the grouping of the unri’ersities and 

the Medical corporations should be can-ied we are hardly yet 

prepared to say. But we woffid suggest giving one representa¬ 

tive to the Universities of Oxfoi-d and Cambridge, one to 

London and Durham, one to the Scottish, and one to the Irish 

uniA^ersities, making four representatives for the universities 
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of the United Kingdom. Then comes the question of the 

Medical corporations—how should they bo grouped ? At 

present they return three roprcsontalives in each di^dsion of the 

Kingdom, and we see no great objection to grouping together 

the Physicians, Sui-geons, and Apothecaries in future to return 

one representative in England, one in Scotland, and one in 

Ireland. Of course many objections may be made to such a 

plan, and one would probably be that whereas at present the 

representatives of the corporations are to the representatives 

of the universities as 9 to 8, according to the a,bove scheme 

they would be only as 3 to 4. "Well, we are by no means sure 

that the chang-e would be a bad one, and we are quite sure that 

the benefit of contracting the Council would outweigh very 

many small objections to the mode of doing it. 

Suppose, then, that the universities and Medical coiyiorations 

return seven members of the Council; add to these four Crown 

nominees and a president, and we get a Council of twelve, and 

this woidd be, we are inclined to believe, a much more prac¬ 

tical working body than the present Council of twenty-four. 

We should indeed prefer its reduction to a stiU smaller number 

—as few as eight, or even six. 

But, it wiU be said, “ where are the I’epresentatives of the 

Profession at large ? ” We must confess that we are disposed 

to tliink that the Profession, or, if the phrase tickles the car 

more, “the Profession at large,” is not quite unrepresented 

even in the present Council by the Crown nominees, v/ho are 

all members of the Profession, or by the representatives of the 

universities and corporations, to which bodies every member of 

the Profession belongs. But we think that the influence of the 

universities and Medical coi’porations, as such, might be ad¬ 

vantageously weakened, and the influence or the Profession 

increased, by the system of grouping, and by enacting that the 

representatives of each group shall be retimied by all the 

members of the bodies included in it, instead of by their 

senates or coimcils only. We think, as we have already said, 

that the argument of the Medical Acts Amendment Com¬ 

mittee against the application of the representatiou-according- 

to-taxation principle is deplorably weak; but we are not 

therefore prepared to insist on the perfectness and beauty of 

representation of the Profession independent of the universi¬ 

ties and Medical corporations. We are greatly disposed to 

think that such a scheme would only result in the return of 

noisy orators and busybodies—of mere Medical politicians— 

instead of useful, practical, experienced men-—^men of admi¬ 

nistrative and organising power, such as arc needed in the 

Council. Every member of the Profession is a member of at least 

one of the licensing bodies; we would form these bodies into 

only a few groups, give to each group one representative, and 

to every Medical man who is a member of any body in a group 

a voice in the return of its representative. To say that such 

representatives would represent oidy the licensing' bodies, and 

not the Profession, appears to us more doctrinaire nonsense. 

THE LONDON WATER-SUPPLY QUESTION AGAIN 

As a kind of reply to the strictm-es contained in the “ Report 

of the Water-Supply Commission,” the Registrar-General has 

thought it right to issue a supplement to his weekly return, 

containing some comments on the question and a long letter 

from Dr. Erankland. The Registrar-General shows how im¬ 

portant a chemical examination of drinking-water is at all 

times, and how much good our improved Avater supply has 

■wrought. He tells us how the system of examination was 

introduced, and how it is carried on, and defends the plan of 

reporting employed by Dr. Erankland. The letter from Dr. 

Erankland constitutes, however, the most important part of the 

circular, and he defends himself on two counts of indictment 

—that of using the words “Total solid impurity” and the 

expression “previous sewage contamination.” 

With regard to the former of these. Dr. Erankland says that 

the term was not introduced by him, biit by his predecessors. 

Dr. Dundas Thomson and Dr. Hofmann ; stiU he assented to 

the 'principle, and endorsed its employment. He says he 

regards all solid constituents as impurities—first, becaiise they 

are useless; secondly, because they act injuriou.sly in several 

of the pi'ocesses for wliich London water is employed. It is 

in connexion with this part of his subject that Dr. Erankland 

makes the folloAving extraordinary statement:—“ It must be 

remembered,” he says, “ that but aVery small proportion of the 

water supplied to London is used for drinking purposes. A 

A^ery large proportion is employed for washing, and a consider¬ 

able one for manufacturing pm'poses.” Surely, if this were 

so, the manufacturers might safely be left to look after them¬ 

selves ; as for the Avashing, that only implies the expenditme 

of a little more soap. But it is exactly this small proportion, 

as Dr. Erankland ca.Us it, or that aU-importaiit portion, as we 

call it, which is used for drinking purposes, Avliich renders such 

reports 'as those of Dr. Erankland desirable; and it is this 

portion which renders the other phrase contended for by Dr. 

Eranldand, that of preAdous sewage contamination, either 

desirable or admis.sible. It is not desirable to confound all solid 

matters together—some are noxious, others harmless ; they can 

be easily kept apart, and ought to be so. If it Avere a good action 

to frighten people at the Thames water, the registration of so 

many tons of solid impurities weekly might be useful; but 

this, in the meantime at all events, should be avoided. By all 

means let the impurities be registered, but let the deleterious 

be separated from those Avhich are harmless to hmnan life. 

The term “previous sewage contamination” has also been 

objected to as an expression justly, as the expression of a 

fact unjustly. The term itself is Hable to misconstruction ; 

but the fact that a certain proportion (varying at different 

periods) of nitrogenous material is freqAiently found in potable 

water is worthy of all attention. We are agTeed Avith Dr. 

Erankland that nitrates are the products of animal detritus, 

at least to a very great extent, and that their presence in 

water always lays that water open to suspicion of having at 

some time contained animal refuse, and which may at any time 

bring doAvn that animal substance in a death-dealing form. 

StiU, sewage is not the only source of nitrogen in river or well 

water, for manures of va,rious kinds, such as are now so exten¬ 

sively employed for agricultural purposes, contain it in large 

quantity. It would therefore be preferable were the mere 

presence of nitrates in the Avater stated in the weekly returns, 

■with, of course, their varying prox^ortions. Scientific men would 

know what their presence meant, and could interpret the im¬ 

portance of their jAresence or absence ; and, upon the whole, 

this is better than blazoning abroad the thing to all the world. 

NotAvithstandingtheseremarksof ours, we are of opinion that Dr. 

Erankland has received but a scant measure of justice at the 

hands of the commissioners. It is notorious that the vieAvs of 

Dr. Letheby haA^e been almost universaUy adopted to the ex¬ 

clusion of those of men at least equally able to judge on matters 

of chemical analysis. As to the returns of Dr. Erankland and 

those of Dr. Letheby, which are here contrasted, there cannot 

be a doubt about the superior exactness of Dr. Erankland’s. 

Indeed, were Dr. Erankland to dispense Avith certain am¬ 

biguous jAhrases and express himself in jAlaiu terms, the value 

of his tables would be so incontestable that no one would for a 

moment think of assailing them. As it is, his fault lies in ex¬ 

pression, not in fact. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE D-VY. 

We congratulate the Poor-law Medical officers of Ireland on 

the safe passage of their Superannuation Bill through the 

Upper House. It is true that it found enemies in that august 

assembly, but it did not lack defenders. If Lord Redesdale 

condescended to caU it “ the greatest job he had ever witnessed ” 
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—a remark yyhich, as.suming' for an instant his Lordship’s esti¬ 

mate of Medical services and the opportunities of Medical men 

to be true, would show his Parliamentary experience to be a 

limited one—the Earl of Longford deserves thanks for the 

manner in which he vindicated the claims of the Irish Doctors. 

Lord Pedesdale’s pictureof Irish dispensaryDoctors coming and 

going when they please and engaging in private practice—as if 

it were the easiest thing in the world to obtain a moderate 

income in the Medical Profession—must have been painted from 

“the balloon ” of which we have heard so much lately. It is 

scarcely worth wliile, however, after the battle is won, to 

endeavour to enlighten one of our hereditary legislators upon 

the hardships, privations, and services, in consideration of which 

Parliament has granted sujierannuation. Lord Longford 

might well describe the pay of the Doctors as a starvation 

allowance. The victory gained for the Irish Medical men is a 

proof that the influence which the Medical Profession can bring 

to bear on the House of Commons is increasing. We hope that 

next session an attempt at least will be made to obtain the same 

justice for the English Poor-law Medical officers. 

Since the trial and execution of Catherine Wilson, whose guilt, 

from a scientific point of view, was at least doubtful, no case of 

poisoning has raised so much discussion as that of the woman 

Frances Oliver, who now lies under sentence of death for the 

murder of her husband by means of arsenic. The toxico¬ 

logical inquiry instituted in this case has been conducted by 

Dr. Alfred Hill, the Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in 

Queen’s College, Birmingham. Dr. Hill’s evidence, and the 

letter he published in the Daily Telegraph of July 24, will 

leave no doiibt upon the minds of any who have ever engaged 

in chemical investigation that he obtained from the liver of the 

deceased man Oliver a sufficient quantity of arsenic to pro¬ 

duce, by Marsh’s process, several metallic spots on wliite por¬ 

celain, and, by heating the glass tube through which the 

arseniuretted hydrogen was conveyed, a distinct metallic 

mirror. Of course the quantity of arsenic sufficient to give these 

results might be almost infinitesimal—so delicate is the process. 

But that the metal was present, it seems impossible to deny- 

Dr. Hill seems to have taken every precaution possible to in¬ 

sure the jjurity of his materials, and we think that the chemical 

proof of the existence of a minute quantity of arsenic in the 

body of the deceased man is as strong as the evidence of any 

one expert could make it. On the other hand, that the 

quantity of arsenic present was veiy small was proved by 

the fact that Beinsch’s test failed to detect it. The circum¬ 

stantial evidence is most conflicting. The woman Oliver bought 

arsenic, but then she was in the habit of using it in her business 

of bonnet making. She had corresponded with a former lover, 

but it does not appear that she was wanting in affection to her 

husband, nor is it proved that there was anything positively 

criminal in her relations with her fonner admirer. During her 

husband’s illness she, of her own accord, preserved the vomited 

matters for the inspection of the Medical attendant. The 

strongest x^oint of circumstantial evidence against her, in our 

opinion, is that when she purchased the arsenic she gave a 

wrong name, that of the man with whom she had corresponded. 

The connexicn of the purchase of arsenic with the assumption 

of a false name and the subsequent finding of arsenic in the 

husband’s body is a chain of facts wliich must bear strongly 

against the accused. On the other hand, how are we to account 

for the very small quantity of arsenic found, and what are 

the chances it was introduced accidentally ? 

The House of Commons, by a very large majority, have 

rejected the Bill for the Abolition of Capital Punishment, and 

there can be no doubt that, in thus doing, they have truly 

represented the will and the opinion of the nation. But we 

wish that our legislators would devise an equitable law for 

the xmnishment of child murder, which, by stopping short of 

the infliction of death, should, nevertheless, mark the heinous¬ 

ness of the offence, and should permit judges to sum up, 

and juries to give their verdict, according to the evidence. 

A young woman, a schoolmistress at Wimbome, Dorset, “of 

most respectable character,” has just been sentenced to two 

years’ imprisonment with hard labour for “ concealment of 

bu-th,” although there was ample evidence that she had killed 

her new-born child by cutting out its tongue and beating it 

with a stone. We know well aU that can be said to mitigate 

the punishment of infanticide, and we give full weight to it; 

but there is neither mercy nor justice in acquitting a woman 

of a crime which has been fully proved against her, and in 

finding her guilty of, by comparison, a light offence. The 

fact that she would be hanged if the truth were acknowledged 

may reveal a very deplorable blot in our jurisprudence, but the 

fact that in a British court of justice clear evidence is pur¬ 

posely, and with full intent, disregarded both by judge and 

jury, seems, in the interests of society, no less deplorable. 

It is proposed to divide the duties of the Clinical Surgery 

Chair at Edinburgh amongst the various Surgeons. The 

Edinburgh Daily Review of July 27, however, publishes a para¬ 

graph contradicting the statement that Professor Syme has 

resigned. At a recent meeting at the Royal College of 

Surgeons, Professor Turner is reported to have announced, on 

behalf of Professor Syme, not only that he has not resigned 

the Chair of Chnioal Surgery, but that he has so far recovered 

as to have again engaged in practice. All must rejoice that Mr. 

Syme is regaining health, but it is pretty certain that the 

Grovemment must have considered the chair vacant, or they 

would not have received applications from candidates. 

rOOE-lAW liEDICAL OFFICEES’ ASSOCIATION. 

The annual dinner of the “ Poor-law Medical Officers’ Asso¬ 

ciation” was held at the Freemasons’ Tavern on Wednesday 

evening last. Dr. Rogers, the President of the Association, 

was in the chair, and was supported by Dr. Brady, Dr. Brewer, 

Sir John Gray, Mr. W. H. Smith, Mr. Corrance, Mr. Torrens, 

and other members of Parliament. About sixty gentlemen sat 

down. After the usual loyal toasts the President gave the 

toast of the evening, “ Success to the Association.” He 

showed that, from a small body of 20 or 30 three years since, it 

now numbered 800 members. He stated at some length the 

objects of the Association (these are familiar to our readers), 

and concluded an able^ and eloquent address in calling upon 

Poor-law Surgeons throughout the country to xmite in carrying 

out the reforms in the Poor-law which were so much needed. 

Several gentlemen addressed the meeting; amongst the more 

prominent were Mr. Corrance, Mr. Torrens, Dr. Brady, and 

Sir John Gray. They aU cordially supported the objects of 

the institution, and promised their aid in Parliament to carry 

them out. What was wanted was unity and a reform of the 

corporate bodies, which presumed to be the rulers of the Pro¬ 

fession, but never lent a helping hand in defence of their mem¬ 

bers, however and wherever they might be oppressed. 

NECESSITY FOE COMPULSOEY EEGISTEATION OF BIETH. 

A EEMAEKABLE case has occurred in the neighbourhood of 

Liverpool, showing the importance of making the registration 

of infants, whether stillborn or otherwise, comimlsory. A 

woman was delivered by her own mother of a child, which was 

taken to the sexton of a neighbouring parish and buried in a 

mustard-box for its coffin as a stillborn child. The sexton, 

acting upon the authority of a certificate purporting to be that 

of a midwife who had attended the woman, buried the corpse 

without consulting the clergyman belonging to the church. 

Some suspicion having been excited in the neighbourhood on 

account of the secresy of the burial, inquiries were instituted 

by the police, the result being the exhumation of the body and 

the holding of a coroner’s inquest upon it. It was elicited at 

the inquiry that the child had been bom alive and had died 
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from suffocation, that no midwife had attended, the certificate 

being forged, and that the mother of the parturient woman was 

a skilled nurse, and not ignorant of the measures that were 

necessary to be taken to preserve the child on its entrance into 

the world. The jury brought in a verdict that “ the child died 

from suffocation, but how or by what means there was no evi¬ 

dence to show.” After the inquest, Mary Harrison and her 

mother were taken into custody on suspicion of causing the 

death of the child and for obtaining its burial by means of a 

false certificate. 

AEMY MEDICAL BOAED. 

We observe in the Daily Telegraph that, on the 26th inst., “Mr. 

Cardwell, in answer to Sir R. Anstruther, made a statement 

relative to the leng-th of service of the members of this Board 

and the nature of their appointments, but he was inaudible in 

the gallery.” On reference to the notice papers of the House 

of Commons, we find that the questions put by Sir R. Anstruther 

originally stood in the name of Viscount Bury, and were to the 

following effect;— 

“1. To ask the Secretary of State for War what are the 
names and length of service of the members composing the 
Army Medical Board, with the periods passed by each at home 
and abroad since 1858. 

“ 2. Whether the several appointments of the officers so 
employed are of a permanent nature, or in accordance with 
the system of staff appointments in the army. 

“ 3. Whether the Medical officers so employed at home have 
during their period of employment obtained any steps of pro¬ 
motion like other officers who are sent abroad in their regidar 
turn of duty, or are in receipt of a rate of pay above the rank 
which they hold, and whether such increased rate of pay is 
specified in the army estimates; if not, for what special service 
such increased rate of pay has been awarded to them, or upon 
what authority ? 

“ 4. And whether Surgeon-Major Crawford and Staff- 
Surgeon Fitzgerald have not been promoted to higher ranks 
while employed at the Army Medical Board, and whether the 
latter officer has been on foreign service since the termination 
of the Crimean campaign.” 

These questions contain allusions to matters wliich have for a 

long time been known to us as of very considerable interest to 

the officers of the Army Medical Department. Their proposer 

will scarcely be content with a reply inaudible to the reporters, 

and if the matter be again brought before the House we trust 

that the Secretary of State for War will have recovered his 

voice, or the reporters their powers of hearing. 

EEMTTMEEATIOX FOE MEDICAL SEEVICES. 

A CASE of some importance to the Medical Profession came 

before Vice-Chancellor James on Monday last. The case came 

before the judge in the form of a summons to vary the chief 

clerk’s certificate, by which a claim for Medical attendance upon 

the testator was not allowed. The testator. General da Pontes, 

during his last illness in February, 1865, was at Ryde, in the 

Isle of Weight, in the power of persons who were comparative 

strangers, and he expressed a great desire to have with him his 

old friend. Dr. Macloughlin. This gentleman was telegraphed 

for, as the patient seemed in extremis, and he accordingly went 

down to Ryde, and remained with the general from February 20 

to March 31. During this time he attended upon the patient 

Slight and day, and performed many kindly offices for him. It 

came to the knowledge of Dr. Macloughlin on March 11 that 

he was left by the viU of the patient £1000, and was one of his 

executors. Dr. Macloughlin felt a delicacy in going on with 

the case, and insisted upon sending for Dr. Burrows. Dr. 

Burrows accordingly came, and agreed in all that had been 

done. The testator expressed a strong wish to be buried at 

Orleans, and that Dr. Macloughlin should attend his funeral. 

This was done, and for the journey to Orleans Dr. Macloughlin 

had claimed, and been paid, £84. He now claimed his fee 

of £52 lOs., and £10 10s. a day from February 19 to March 31, 

1865, as his remuneration upon the ordinary scale for Medical 

attendance upon the testator. The claim was opposed upon 

the ground that Dr. Macloughlin had been summoned and went 

down to Ryde as an old personal friend of the testator, and not 

in his Medical capacity. At the bar Dr. Macloughlin, by his 

counsel, did not insist upon the charge of ten guineas 

a day after March 11, when Dr. Burrows, of London, 

was brougiit down to see the testator. Upon what grounds 

Dr. Macloughlin waived his claim in this particular we 

are at a loss to understand. The charge was strictly moderate, 

and that in law and equity he was entitled to make it we are 

fully convinced. The Vice-Chancellor overruled the certificate 

of the chief clerk, and said : “ If a rich man chose to send for 

a poor Medical man, and took his advice, and kept him at his 

bedside to the exclusion of all other practice, the Medical man 

was entitled to be paid for his services. The claim must be 

allowed for £273 (being the fee of fifty guineas and ten guineas 

a day from February 19 to March 11 inclusive).” This case 

is suggestive of the hardships to which Medical Practitioners 

are occasionally exposed in being regarded merely as “ friends,” 

and not in their Professional capacity. Mr. Liston was in the 

habit of relating a case which occurred to himself illustrative 

of this point. Liston was fond of hunting, and occasionally in 

early life accepted an invitation to “ a mount and a run with 

the hounds. On one occasion he was “done.” His “ friend” 

took advantage of his visitor’s presence, and got Hm to crush 

a stone in the bladder. The friend forgot to give Liston his 

fee, and, when applied to, cooUy remarked that he regarded the 

mount and the run with the hounds as a legitimate “ set-off” to 

Liston’s claim. Liston never afterwards accejited an invitation 

of this kind. 

PAELIAMEXTAEY.-COUNTY COEONEES—MEDICAL OFFICEES’ SUPEE- 

ANNUATION BILL—VOTES OF MONEY TO LEAENED SOCIETIES 

AND UNIVEESITIES-THE GENEEAL MEDICAL COUNCIL-DISTEICT 

ASYLUMS IN lEELAND—CONTAGIOUS DISEASES BILL-CAPITAL 

PUNISHMENT ABOLITION BILL. 

In the House of Commons, on Wednesday, July 21, the County 

Coroners Bill was withdrawn. 

In the House of Lords, on Thursday, July 22, 
The Medical Officers’ Superannuation (Ireland) Bill passed 

through Committee. 
Lord Redesdale, in reporting the Bill to the House, expressed 

his opinion that the Bill was the most monstrous job that he 
had ever witnessed. It could not be contended that Medical 
officers, who could come and go when they pleased, and who 
could carry on a private practice, were in any case entitled to 
superannuation allowances. 

The Earl of Longford felt convinced that the Bdl only did 
justice to a deserving body of men, who frequently did good 
service in return for what was merely a starvation allowance. 

The House of Commons in Committee on Supply voted 

£12,300 for the learned societies. In the discussion which 

arose upon this item, the grant was supported amongst others 

by Dr. Playfair, Mr. Dalrymple, and Dr. Brewer. £9449 for 

the University of London, £18,33/ for the Scottish universities^ 

£3210forthe Queen’s University (Ireland),and£4265onaccount 

of the Queen’s Colleges were also voted. 
The Contagious Diseases (Animals) No. 2 Bill was read a 

third time and passed. 
The Criminal Lunatics Bill was read a second time. 

On Friday, in the House of Lords, _ ^ 
The report of amendments in the Medical Officers Super¬ 

annuation (Ireland) Bill was brought up and agreed to. 

In the House of Commons, 
The Metropolitan Poor Act (1867) Amendment BiU passed 

through Committee. ,r ^ * 
On Monday, in the House of Lords, the Medical Officers 

Superannuation (Ireland) Bill was read a tliird time and passed. 
In the House of Commons, Mr. Graves gave notice of his 

intention to call attention to the constitution of the British 
Medical Council, established by the Medical Act of 1857, with 
the view of giving to the graduates and licentiates of the uni¬ 
versities and Medical coiqiorations the power of electing their 
own representatives on that Council, next session. 
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 asked tlie Chief Secretary for Ireland whether he 
had any objection to state if the Irish Government, in making" 
appointments to the ofiSce of Resident IMedical Officer of dis¬ 
trict asylums, would give a preference to candidates who could 
snow that they had acquired a practical knowledge of the treat¬ 
ment of insanity, provided that they were in other necessary 
respects as fully qualified as their competitors. 

Hr. C. Rortescue did not think it advisable to lay down any 
absolute and sweeping rules, which generally did more harm 
than good ; but his hon. friend might rest assured that the Irish 
Government, whenever there was occasion to make such appoint¬ 
ments, would not lose sight of the fact that pi’actical knowledge 
was of the last importance in such cases. He had certainly 
never contemplated the possibility of maldng any such appoint¬ 
ment without reference to that consideration. 

Lord Horthbrook proposed the second reading of the Con¬ 
tagious Diseases Bill. It liaving been found impossible to 
carry out in their integrity the recommendations of the Select 
Committee of this House which sat last session, a committee of 
the House of Commons was appointed this session, which had 
recomniended certain amendments in the existing Act and its 
extension to other military stations, the expense of which was 
provided for in the Estimates. 

The Bill was read a second time. 

On Wednesday, July 29, Mr. Gilpin’s Bill for the AboHtion 
of Capital Punishment was rejected by 118 to 68. 

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 
-—»- 

THIETY-SEVENTII ANNUAL MEETING, 
HELD IX LEEDS, JULY 27, 28, 29, AND 30, 1869. 

The Leeds meeting of the British Medical Association has been 

a very successful one. How highly these amiual gatherings 

are valued for the combined pleasure and instruction to be 

obtained at them is proved by the large number which a meet- 

even in so prosaic a place of business as Leeds, can attract. 

On the second day of meeting as many as 407 members had 

recorded their advent at the rooms of the Association. The one 

cloud over the meeting has been the sad bereavement which has 

overtaken the President, Dr. Chadwick, who was summoned 

away immediately after the delivery of his address, the cause 

of his leaving haidng been the illness of his daughter, which, 

we deeply regret to add, terminated fatally on Wednesday. 

The President-elect for next year is Dr. Charlton, of Newcastle- 

on-Tyne. The fareweU of the retiring President, Dr. Acland, 

the highly practical address of the President, Dr. Chadwick, 

and the admirable addresses of Sir William Jenner in Medicine, 

and of Dr. Farr on State Medicine, which we publish this 

week, will be best introduced by the following letters, which 

have been forwarded to us from the scene of action by well- 
known contributors :—■ 

Wednesday, July 28. 

{From an Oceasional Contributor.) 

It is an easy thing to promise to send you a literal and 

minute account of a meeting hke the present; but when one 

comes to attempt it the crowds of old friends who turn up 

from all quarters, the new friends to whom one gets the 

honour of introduction, the whirl of talk, and the profusion 

of hospitality, render it more than difficult for any but the 

strongest head to follow the proceedings, much less to steal 

a few quiet minutes to report them. Altogether this meeting 

may be pronounced quite successful. Three hundred and fifty- 

seven members have entered their names up to noon to-day, 

and the arrangements for their reception made by the muni¬ 

cipal authorities, and the amount of hospitality exhibited by 

the resident Physicians and Surgeons, are beyond all praise. 

^■f Leeds itself it is not needfid to say much. I know not 

whether it boast of a British, Roman, or Saxon foundation. 

Let it be as you please. Business and not beauty seem to 

have presided over its original organisation. Red and black 

are the prevalent colours; buildings of deep red, streets,, 
roads, and, I am afraid I must add, sky, all black. The 
population certainly not a handsome race, so far as the work¬ 
ing classes are concerned; many with wooden shoes, some 
with no shoes, the factory girls without bonnets, the middle- 
aged women coifed with coloured cotton kerchiefs, conveying 
an impression very different from that of the smugger but 
equally squalid artisans of Lambeth. Why the British work¬ 
man should not hold up his head and attempt a cleanly 
decent garb, I can’t dLune. It is evident that there is an under¬ 
current of business energy; new buildings are rising on every 
side, new streets, emulating those of London in their various 
and ornamental architecture, whilst the neighbouring hills are 
dotted with the villas of the merchants, where wealth and taste- 
reign supreme. 

The head-quarters of the present meeting- of the British 
Medical Asssociation are at the Philosophical Plall, a handsome 
building, containing a spacious theatre, in which the chief 
addresses are delivered, a reception and v/riting room, and a 
museum. Whether it is that one does not use the British 
Museum because one lives in London, I cannot say, but certain 
is it that one often finds in smaller collections like the present 
just the very objects which one is looking for, bearing on some 
of the latest questions of the day. For example, I know of 
few topics more fascinating, or on which probably your readers^ 
may have felt their imagination more excited, than the specu¬ 
lations as to the early existence of man, and the evidences of 
liis primeval state afforded by the fossil remains from caverns in 
various parts of the world. Well, here there meet us, on 
entering the Leeds Philosophical Collection, a set of cases- 
containing specimens of the breccia from the caves of the 
Dordogne, with bones and teeth of reindeer and wild boars,, 
and rude flint and bone implements of man, together with a 
capital collection of specimens from the Lake dwellings in 
Svdtzerland, portions of piles, bones, domestic implements, 
pottery, and remains of textile fabrics. These I mention as- 
having struck my eye at first, and as being objects showing- 
that the Leeds people are fully alive to the most advanced ideas- 
The Town Hall is also placed at the disposal of the visitors, and 
is this evening to be the scene of a reception by Dr. Chadwick 
-—that is, if circumstances permit; for Dr. Chadwick was 
suddenly summoned away from the general meeting in the- 
Philosophical Hall last evening, in consequence of the alarming 
illness of a member of his family. AU the institutions in Leeds 
throw their doors open; most of the leading manufacturers,, 
as Messrs. Croft, Fairbaim, Greenwood, Kitson, and Marshall, 
give free access to their workshops; the ruins of Kirkstall 
Abbey, a few miles up the Aire, transport one in imagination 
to a very different social and political epoch, whilst the annual 
museum opened at the Medical School contains a most useful 
exhibition of the material evidences of the advance of modern 
Medicine. Dr. Clifford Allbutt, Messrs. Teale, Nunneley, 
Wheelhouse, S. Smith, and Hey, besides many others, exhibit 
photographs, casts, and preparations, and stones extracted 
by lithotomy; new preparations of drugs and articles of food 
are shown by Harvey and Reynolds, Gibson, Brady (of New¬ 
castle), Hopkin and Williams, Duncan and Flockhart, and 
YewdaU; Messrs. Southall show their very useful Materia 
Medica specimens ; Mayer and Meltzer, Matthews Duncan, 
Deeming, Ernst, and Jung, exhibit nevv^ instruments ; so also 
do Harvey and Reynolds, whose firm seem to be engaged in 
photographic, microscopic, general scientific and Medical 
instrument-making, as well as in the preparation of drugs- 
and extract of meat. New books are exhibited by Long¬ 
mans, Churchills, Macmillan, and Williams and Norgate ; 
whilst, as a souvenir of the past, Mr. Hemingway exhibits 
Wiseman and Heister. 

The new Infirmary of course attracted a great number of 
visitors, not only from the grandiose merits of the building- 
itself, one of the first of its land to which the modem Gothic 
revival has been applied, but because it was made the subject 
of a few singularly touching remarks by Dr. Acland, and 
furnished Dr. Chadwick with the gneater part of the material 
for his address. I will not go over the President’s description, 
which, if it were difficult for him in a long paper without a 
plan, is impos.sible for me in a few lines. Suffice it to say that 
it is a building on the pavilion or detached block plan, and 
one story high—i.e., there are two tiers of wards one over the 
other, and no more. 

Forasmuch as the President's address consisted mainly- 
of a defence of the “palatial,” as distinguished from the cottage,, 
style of Hospital, and a pretty sharp criticism of Sir J. Y.. 
Simpson’s revolutionary notions on hospitalism, considerable- 
interest was felt when Sir James visited it this afternoon, in. 
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company with a body of gentlemen who were acntelj’-criticising 
it with Sir James. As for the general effect of the old English 
or so-called Gothic style, it was admirable; the slightly arched 
roof, the graceful windows, and the power which tMs irregular 
style of architecture gives of having the closets and lavatories 
entirely cut off, being placed in angular turrets, excited general 
admiration. The chapel, which is said to owe much to the 
munificence and care of Dr. Heaton, is beautiful. So is a 
<piadrangular court, roofed over with glass, which is to serve 
as a winter garden. But still I doubt if the essential is attained 
—viz., that no patient shall be able to damage another by 
communicable disease. The beds are too thick by half; two 
stand by every window pier, and of these one should bo re¬ 
moved. It was demonstrated that air could pass from one 
ward through the connecting corridors into another. There 
are close stools in the wards for patients who need them, but 
no earth-closets, which I hold to be the most sanitary improve¬ 
ment of the day. Spite of oak floors, polished walls, and 
ingemously opening windows, I doubt if the sanitary state of 
the new Infirmary is perfect. 

[To be continued.) 

{From another Contributor.) 

Leeds, July 28. 

The invasion of the town by the members of the British 
Medical Association commenced yesterday. During the day 
263 arrivals were entered. The Philosophical Hall in Park- 
row, a spacious and commodious building, has been given up 
for the use of the Association. Each member on arriving 
inscribes his name in the address-book, and receives a card 
entitling him to various privileges during his stay in the town. 
One very convenient arrangement is the provision of a room, 
with writing materials, to which members may drop in, and 
w'here they may cany on their correspondence. It was in the 
theatre of this institution that last night’s opening proceedings 
took place. At eight o’clock two or three hundred members 
assembled. Dr. Acland first occupied the chair. In a brief 
address he put into contra.st the circumstances of the meeting 
of last year and the present. Last year it took place at 
Oxford, amidst the calm influence of a university town, and 
its deliberations were necessarily more or less dominated by 
the genius loci. This year it meets amidst the evidences of 
material and physical progress in a busy manufacturing town. 
Yet even here he observed that intellectual progress was not 
neglected, while there were evidences in the public buildings 
of the town of the high place assigned to art and architecture 
in the estimation of the authorities. Dr. Chadwick, the 
President for the year, commenced his address at about twenty 
minutes past eight. He remarked that if the spirit of the 
Oxford meeting was naturally more or less speculative, it was 
equally natural that in a town such as Leeds it should 
partake more e.specially of a practical character. He desired 
to give this tone to his own address, and, as the most recent 
event in the town associated with our Profession had been the 
opening of the new Infirmary, he should take the subject of 
Hospital arrangement and administration as that best fitted for 
tlris occasion. The President, who road his address with great 
rapidity, first undertook the defence of what have been termed 
^‘palatial” establishments as against smaller and humbler 
establishments, such as Cottage Hospitals, for the treatment of 
the sick. He maintained, first, that a town site was not only 
convenient, and even necessary where, as in Leeds, a Medical 
school is attached, but that by its adoption alone could the 
present arrangements of an honorary staff of the most distin¬ 
guished Practitioners of a town be maintained. If the Hos¬ 
pital be situated in the country, it coiild not be expected that 
men whose position is such as to make them in demand among 
the public could devote the necessary time to attendance there, 
nnd the result would be injurious to the interests both of the 
institution itself and of the poor who should resort to it. The 
staff, if still honorary, would consist entirely of juniors ; or if 
paid, the remuneration would not be such as senior Practi¬ 
tioners could accept. Dr. Chad-wick next entered into a long 
and, to the minds of some present, a somewhat tedious descrip¬ 
tion of the new Leeds Infirmary, in which he pointed out some 
of the reasons which have led to a departure from the strict 
pavilion plan of arrangement and distribution of the wards. 
One advantage of a large Hospital he considered to be the 
greater economy -with which it could be conducted than a small 
one. He did not think that palatial Hospitals should be con¬ 
demned upon evidence drawn from buildings constriicted many 
years ago, but that the subject should remain sub judice until it 
be seen v.fhethcr erysipelas, pyaemia, and other Hospital diseases 

cannot be avoided by modern modes of construction and venti¬ 
lation, by antiseptic treatment in Surgical -wmrds, etc. One 
practice which Dr. Chadwick commended highly is that of 
periodically and successively holding vacant one ward in 'a 
Hospital—not only the ward, but the furniture also, being held 
vacant for some months. lie admitted, however, that at pre¬ 
sent they had been unable to compass this at Leeds. He then 
entered upon a panegyric of the out-patient system of our 
Hospitals as not .only most advantageous to the poor, but as 
calcfAated to advance therai^eutical knowledge. This was quite 
a new ground of defence to us who are too conversant with the 
hasty manner in which much of tliis practice is knocked off in 
some out-patient rooms in the London Hospitals. The argu¬ 
ment of Dr. Chadwickwas mainly this—that where amendment 
in symptoms of an out-patient took place it could not be 
dcjjendent upon any of those circumstances to which it might 
be attributed in an in-patient—such as judicious dietary, 
improved hygienic conditions, and so on—^but must be due to the 
drugs employed, for it could be due to notliing else, as all the 
surroundings of theindividual are unaltered. Hotookthis oppor¬ 
tunity of expressing- his satisfaction at what he conceives to be a 
return to the good old ways, and to a greater confidence in 
drugs as agencies in the treatment of disease. At the conclu¬ 
sion of the address Dr. Chadwick Avas unhappily compelled to 
quit the haU, in consequence of the serious illness of a member 
of his family, and he stated that it was doubtfid whether he 
would be able to fulfil his duties as President during the suc¬ 
ceeding days. This event has thro-wn a gloom over the meet¬ 
ing. Dr. Sibson acted as chairman on the retirement of the 
President. The report of the Council was then road. It gave 
rise to a good deal of discussion, especially that ijart of it 
which relates to the financial administration of the Journal. 
At one time the character of the meeting verged Aix)on the 
stormy, but the good sense of the majority prcAmiled over the 
disturbing elements. After the disposal of the report. Captain 
Galton and Dr. Bro-wn-Sequard were elected honorary members, 
and, being present, were admitted as such by the acting chair¬ 
man. The report of the Medical Benevolent Fund was then 
read and adopted, and the business of the first meeting came 
to an end about half-past eleven. To-day Dr. Jenner is to 
deliver the address on Medicine. 

The bill of fare for the sections which commence their meet¬ 
ings to-day is promising. In the Medicine Section for to-day 
we are promised a paper by Dr. Sanderson, on the Artificial 
Production of Tubercle; by Dr. Bussell Reynolds, on the Treat¬ 
ment of Rheumatic Fever by Perchloride of Iron; and by Dr. 
Fox, on Clinical Thermometers. In the Physiolog-y Section 
Dr. Hughes Bennett promises a paper, which apparently is to 
be supplementary to the Report on Mercury read last year at 
Oxford, on “Experiments to determine the Effects of Mercurial 
Preparations and various Irritants to the Origin of the Gall- 
duct in the Duodenum.” 

The piiblic breakfast wliich came off this monring in the fine 
Town Hall was well attended, and a success. To-night there 
is to be a soiree at the same place. The annual museum, an 
important featiu-e of the meeting, is being held at the Leeds 
School of Medicine, and contains many objects of great interest. 

1 P.M. 

Sir William Jenner has just concluded one of the most 
admirable addresses ever delivered before the Association. 
Taking as his subject the progress of Medicine, he set himself 
to prove this proposition—that not only has Medicine made pro¬ 
gress as a science, Avhich aU readily admit, but that during the 
past twenty-five years its progress as a practical Medicine, as 
an art, has been second to none. The illustrations which he 
adopted of this proposition were :—1. The separation now made 
between clironic degenerations and diseases, the former being of 
the character of changes nariirally occurring -with advancing 
age, and the improvements which this separation has intro¬ 
duced into our practice. 2. The recognition of elevation^ of 
temperature as the only test of the existence of p3Texia, enabling 
TAS, for instance, to recognise latent typhoid fever, and so 
to prevent, by judicious treatment, some of those fatal 
htemorrhages and perforations Avhich used formerly to occur 
whenpersons were merely regarded as more or less out of health. 
Another example of the practical value of this test is found in 
the recognition of acute tuberculosis. 3.^ The appreciation of 
the mechanicalconsequencesof primitiA'C diseases—e .y.,fibi-inou3 
deposits on the valves of the heart and embolism. 4. The im- 
proA'-ement of our acquaintance with fiuid blood poisons e.g., 
septicaemia, pyaemia, etc. 5. The greater care Avith Avliich 
special diseases have been described and so defined. Diagnosis 
is the gainer here by the separation of diseases foi-merly con- 
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founded.^ 6. The definition of diseases formerly unknown—e-g-, 
Addison s disease, and the recognition of parasitic diseases of 
the skin. 7. Abetter acquaintance with the natural history 
of diseases—that is, of the course of diseases, of the difference 
between the course of acute sthenic pneumonia and tuber¬ 
cular pneumonia, for example. 8. The better knowledge 
of the relation of local lesions to constitutional conditions. 
In all of these respects the increase of our knowledge has led 
to improvements in the practical art, direct and undeniable. 
9. Our art has advanced also through the use of special instru¬ 
ments. Sir Wilham illustrated this by examples drawn from 
the application of the microscope, the thermometer, laryngo¬ 
scope, ophthalmoscope, sphygmoscope, and balance. 10. The 
clear notions we have attained of the meaning in our use of the 
word “ cure, and the better distinction that is drawn between 
curing the patient and curing the disease. Sir William then 
alluded to the advances made in preventive IVIedicine, referrino’ 
especially to our recognition of fouled diinking water as a 
cause of cholera and of typhoid fever, and of dampness of soil 
as a cause of phtliisis. In both these cases the public has unde¬ 
niably gained by being put in possession of a mode of preventing 
both of these diseases. jOur knowledge of drugs also has increased. 
Not only have new drugs come into use, such as bromide of 
potassium, which has j)roved so valuable in the cure of epi- 
lepsy, carbohc acid, sidphurous acid, and sulphites, etc., but 
our acquaintance with old remedies has also improved. Lastly, 
be showed how our advances in pathological knowledge have 
led to improvements in the rational treatment of disease, so 
that the routinist has become converted into the Physician. 
The addi-ess was hstened to with rapt attention, and concluded 
amidst a burst of well-merited applause. 

_ Dr. Acland, Eegius Professor of Medicine in the Univer¬ 
sity of Oxford, the retiring President, opened the i^roceedings 
;mth the following address Gentlemen, members of the 

IVTedical jA-ssociatioii,-—Tlie period, for wliicli you "were 
pleased to appoint me your President has now come to a close. 
It remains for me only most gTatefuUy to resign into the hands 
of that most esteemed person. Dr. Chadwick—(loud applause) 
—the presidency of this Association. I only trust you will 
permit'me to say a few Avords in expressing a hope that nothing 
on my part in the year that is gone has checked your high and 
useful aspirations—(applause)—and that as the meeting at 
Oxford did not fail in the great objects, both social and scien¬ 
tific, of the Association, so the meeting in Deeds will far out- 
strip. in its results that and all other previous gatherings of 
this institution. (Applause.) I beheve—I do not knoAv it_ 
but I beliet'e some of our brethren from the other side of the 
Atlantic are present. (Loud applause.) I have at aU events 
a pleasing letter informing me that that would be the fact 
from Professor Gross, and wishing you aU success at Leeds, 
and that letter I shall place in the hands of the President¬ 
elect in a few minntes. (Applause.) Before, however, I 
retire, I feel that I owe it as a matter of respect and duty to 
you to allude to one or two circumstances in the previous 
year Avhich, although not affecting directly Medical science, 
still aflfect Medical administration in this country; and these 
are_ the appointment of a commission to consider the laws 
which affect the public health, and the promise of the 
Government to reconsider very fully the provisions of our 
Medical Act, and bearing in mind the deep interest which 
this j4.ssociatioii has taksn in both those questions—considering* 
that, being for the time your President, I thought it my duty 
to do the best I could under the circumstances of the case, and . 
I do not think yoAi Avill hereafter have reason to consider that 
this present year has been unfruitful of means hkely to be 
nseful to us as taking part in the social administration of the 
country. (Applause.) I am not aware that anything of 
special moment has occurred during the year of my office. I 

know that any great change has taken place which 
should bo recorded in the com-se of our Medical literature 
which would have turned our thoughts into any greatly new 
cnannels, or given to us any new special powers for observa- 
tion, and I don(t think, in the present state of knowledge, it is 
necessary. It is not in every epoch that great discoveries like 
those of BeU, or Sivan, or Barry, or great gifts hke those of 
chloroform or qiunine, are vouchsafed to mankind, or that any 
exceeding’great steps are taken in modern Hospital administra¬ 
tion. But it may be said that every year—now such is the 
state of our knowledge—that every year, in its large and 
honest as well as reckless criticism, some errors are exposed, 
some fallacies are detected, and some principles are reinvesti¬ 
gated ; and thus, by this process of mingled construction and 

repair, that the whole edifice of pathological knowledge is 
silently under our hands building up like the first temple of 
Palestine—■ 

“No workman’s steel or ponderous hatchet rings, 
But like some tall palm tree the noiseless fabric springs.” 

(Applause.) Therefore, gentlemen, it is not the duty of a 
retiling president to chronicle in detail that which he leaves 
for the higher and fuUer elucidation of his successor. Associa¬ 
tions such as ours do great good, or may do great harm, in the 
direction of the progress of knowledge. They may advance ifc 
by concentrating our powers and attention on objects of utility 
and in the pure search after truth ; they may retard it if they 
diverge aivay to more evanescent topics. May this nei'er be 
the case ivith an association whose brotherhood is in the wide 
world—whose sympathies are those of our common nature_ 
who have a common language and a common hterature, and 
common bonds of union, wherever culture and civihsation are 
known—and who know no other brotherhood but the common 
material Avelfare of the human race. (Applause.) Andnoivit 
remains for me only, after thanking you with a deep sense of 
gratitude for the honour which you bestowed upon me mo.st. 
unworthily more than two years ago in appointing me to succeed 
our eminent colleague. Professor Stokes—it remains for me 
only to re.sign the chair to our common friend, Dr. Chadvdek. 
And in doing so we cannot but remember that we are strangers 
come from all parts of the kingdom, and I have no doubt from 
other countries besides. Some of us may have come from places- 
redolent Avith abstract questions and ancient controversies, and,, 
as many in this age are Avont to think of bygone prejudices,, 
but as I would rather say of a place, not AVilling to throw aside 
the fight Avhich has heretofore lighted the Avorld. (Applause.) 
But be these opinions what they may—and I shall be pardoned, 
for holding my own—Ave come to one of the great world centres 
of industry and activity—one of those centres which some 
persons think to be too much given OA'er to material progress 
and commercial enterprise. I AviU detain you only to enter- 
my protest ag’ainst any such opimon, and to say that in centres 
of mental activity and material progress, such as that in the 
midst of which Ave are now situated, I, as a stranger, can at 
once appeal to this hall as evidence of the interest, of the 
world-acknowledged interest, of this haU as a centre of scien¬ 
tific progTess and instruction. (Applause.) I can further, 
before I sit doAvn, appeal to that ajsthetic taste residing in 
this place, and carried out in the selection of the mediseval 
architect Scott to decorate for them the new, well-considered 
hygienic Hospitad—(applause)—and thereby to set an example 
of appreciation of cultiu'e in works of manifest utility, which, 
I believe, has not yet been followed, and will not soon be' 
imitated, in other toAviis of the country. (“ Hear, hear,” and 
applause.) And if I turn to another question, which I, as a 
stranger, _m<y refer to before Dr. Chadwick, if I Avanted m 
Great Britain an instance of advanced philanthropy on the 
part of a merchant prince, I should send a sti’anger to examine 
the small village, in your neighbourhood, of Saltaire. (Applause.) 
Therefore, I resign Avith the utmost anticipations of increased 
success on the part of the Association, and of greater lustre 
than it was in my power in a smaller place to impart to it—I 
resigm the chair in confidence and in hope to your esteemed, 
and I believe here I may sa}"" your beloved, friend Dr. Chad¬ 
wick—(loud applause)—in whom I feel assured we shall find a 
respected and worthy successor to the names of Smith, of Hey, 
and of Teale. (Loud applause.) Thanking you for your 
kindness, I now resign to Dr. ChadAAdek the future conduct of 
the chair. (Applause.) 

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS, 

By Chaeles Chadwick, M.D., P.R.C.P., 
Bhj'sician to the Leeds Fever Hospital and General Infirmai’y. 

Gentlemen,—I offer you a cordial welcome to this our annual 

gathering; and I do this more readily, because I gi\"e it in the 

name of the entire Profession of this toAvn. In many instances, 

being of a partial character, the welcome has lost its heartiness, 

through the easily recognised absence of some of the notabili¬ 

ties of the place giving a degree of coldness to the otherivise 
cordial reception. 

We are fortunately unanimous in our desire to do honour to- 

our brethren, who will be, for a few days, our visitors; and, in 

honouring them, to recognise the high value and importance of 

the Association to which we aU belong. The exceptions to this 

remarkable unanimity are so singularly few, and, when exist¬ 

ing, in nearly every case on sufficient ground, that I feel it an 
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imperative duty to give the fact an emphatic prominence. 
There has been no party or individual jealousy ; and, whether 
we fail or succeed in the object we have ardently desired, all 
have frankly co-operated to deserve success. In the name, 
then, of the unanimous Profession of Leeds, I bid you welcome. 

I will not waste the precious moments which can be given to 
this address by speaking of myself. You, all of you, according 
to the dii’ection of your mental activity, form some estimate of 
the impress these meetings produce on the advancement of 
your common and individual interests, and so you may imagine 
how I regard, at once, the honour and the responsibility of 
presiding over you, and leading your councils. But few of you, 
and those only who have been recently similarly circumstanced, 
can know the anxiety with which we have prepared for this 
momentous week. The growing interest and the augmenting 
reputation and influence of the Association, and the natural 
desire, on our part, that this reception should not fall behind, 
or suffer in comparison with, those which have immediately 
preceded it, will readily occur to you. You Avill have fresh in 
your memories the delightful visits recently paid to two of the 
most celebrated seats of learning of the empire—the quiet and 
repose so congenial to, and productive of, thoughtful general¬ 
isation, and the remarkable addresses there delivered, taking 
their tone from the genius loci—so fuU of deep reflection and 
close reasoning, so well appreciated by their attentive auditory. 
When I remember these, the felicitous description of the Latin 
poet comes to my mind— 

“Conticuere omnes, iutentique ora tenebaut” 

—as indicating alike the worth of their matter, and the en¬ 
lightened estimate Avith which they were received. Neither 
will you have forgotten the cordial welcome, the kind and 
generous hospitality, which everywhere greeted your coming. 
In the course of events another annual assembly comes round, 
and you select for its locality a very different scene. Here you 
find activity and energy—the great and prevailing features of 
the busy community you visit. The steam-engine is the actual 
and figuratiA'e type of OAir condition, when fact is, in such 
rapid succession, pressing upon fact, that thought and general¬ 
isation become almost impossible, as in the former instances to 
which I have referred. So our proceedings here Avill, in a 
measure, take their character from the locality; the practical, 
as distinguished from the theoretical, AviU characterise the 
present meeting. 

Among the many objects which these meetings contemplate, 
none is more important than the estimate and record of our 
Professional advancement; and in no department has a forward 
movement been, of late years, more distinctly illustrated than 
in the construction, arrangement, and working of our Hospitals. 
You are all aware of the fact that in this town there has 
recently been completed a new General Hospital; and this, 
with the recent construction of some others in different parts of 
the country, constitutes an era—a marked and distinct step in 
advance in this important matter. Therefore, in the selection 
of the subject of my presidential address, I seemed to have no 
choice. It was forced upon me by the coincidence of the recent 
opening of the Hospital with our meeting here; and the vast 
moment and general interest in the subject seemed to demand 
that due and prominent attention should be given to it. As a 
further warranty of the correctness of my choice, yoirr Council 
have A'ery wisely inAuted Captain Galton, than Avhom no one 
is more competent, to give a fuller and more exact detail of the 
subject, from his own point of view, than I could have either 
the power or opportunity to compass. In the discussion which 
wdll follow Captain Galton’s address on Thursday, the subject, 
in all its bearings, aaoU find a complete elucidation. But this is 
not aU; in one of the sections, we shah, be favoured Avith a 
paper hy Dr. Crichton Browne, of the Wakefield Lunatic 
Asylum, on Hospital furniture, to AvLich A'ery necessary part 
of the general subject he has paid much attention; and I 
know we shall obtain much valuable knowledge from him. In 
consequence of these arrangements, my original design has 
undergone considerable modification. I propose to offer you 
a simple demonstration of what we have here accomplished, 
being, as I believe it to be, in exact accordance Avith the most 
improved principles of Hospital construction as yet arrived at. 
I 'shall here and there permit myself some comment on the more 
striking and interesting features of the building, and shall 
embrace certain opportunities of digres.sion when subjects of 
collateral interest arise. I must, from the very nature of the 
subject, aim only at plain practical statement; anything like 
dazzling brilliancy is inconsistent Avith its description. You 
must expect little that has not, in one form or another, been 
said before. There is nothing but what a more ambitious man 

might have considered trite and common-place ; and if, in these 
digressions, anything should appear out of date, and thus offend 
more advanced theory, it must be remembered that the 
practical is Avhat I aim at. 

Contrary to a somewhat prevalent (fafshionable, I had almost 
said) opinion, we have erected our Hospital Avithin the precincts 
of the town. In regard to the site itself, as a suburban one, it 
could not, under the circumstances, have been more favourable. 
It has a gentle southerly declension, the exact nature of which 
AA'ill be particularised when I speak of the building itself. ^ So 
far as regards our prevailing Avinds, it is situated to the wind¬ 
ward of the toAvn, at the gorge of a valley running directly 
east and Avest, and, in its elevation, is exposed to a free current 
of air, bloAving directly from the neighbouring moorlands, 
continuous with the hills whereon we find the most salubrious 
atmosphere of our district. At times the force of the Avind may 
be somewhat over-energetic ; but there is thus secured a purity 
which feAv town atmospheres can boast. I do not venture to 
dispute that, other things being equal, so far as purity is 
concerned, a country site vfould have adA^antages over this. 
But this is really the only valid argument hi favour of a country 
over a town location, except, perhaps, the cheapness of land ; 
whilst the preference which we have given to the latter is 
supported by a midtitude of advantages which far outweigh 
the admitted potency of the other. In arriAung at this 
conclusion, Ave were mainly influenced by centrality in the 
district whence the patients are derived, the immediate 
proximity to a railway station affording facile communication 
AAuth every part of those large liives of industry Avhich princi¬ 
pally supply the Infirmary Avuth inmates. 

The convenience of the honorary Medical officers, and the 
opportunities here afforded for Professional instruction, were 
not forgotten. In reference to the former, I think you will 
unanimously discard the insinuations to be found iiiAvritings— 
deserA'edly exercising great influence on the publie mind, but 
where such views should not have been propounded—that the 
degree of talent brought to bear on Hospital treatment is of 
little moment compared Avith other requisites, such as country 
site, perfect ventilation, and efficient nursing. To each of 
these I would give their due importance, but never by under¬ 
rating our constant self-denying and invaluable services. 
Fortunately, so long as these services are rendered gratuitously, 
the staff of any given Hospital will contiuAie to embrace a large 
proportion of the Medical and Surgical talent of the toAvn or 
district in which it is located. Bemove the Hospital to the 
countiy, and the whole plan of arrangement must be changed; 
honorary Hospitalattendancemustcease; the fully occupied, and 
therefore—it is fair to presume—most able officers will no longer 
attend. Adopt the alternative which has been proposed, and 
pay them for their serAUces, and, the remuneration being 
necessarily inadequate, the same result will foUoAV—a lower 
grade of Professional talent will supply the place, to the detri¬ 
ment alike of the public and of the Profession. Strongly I 
deprecate tliis possibility ; much of the honour and influence 
Avhich we have is due to the long-continued services we have 
rendered to these institutions, and therefore I dwell upon it 
Avith confidence in combating a general resort to country sites. 
I would adopt, as will afterwards be seen, aU the appliances 
which modern philanthropy has devised, and a Avise liberality 
has given, whereby the difficulties of toAvn Hospitals may be 
lessened. 

Much that has already been said applies with equal force to 
the hindrance of Professional instruction. It has been said 
that, in attendance upon country Hospitals, the students would 
be less distracted by various allurements than in over-crowded 
cities. The tendency to pleasure or to vice, when given way to, 
unfortunately overcomes all such obstacles as Avould thus be 
afforded, and the temptations of the neighbouring city would 
be little likely to lose their attraction when only a few miles 
distant. The party really deserving consideration, the pains¬ 
taking and diligent student, would have all the difficulties of 
his education materially augmented. 

But we have here a very momentous question to encounter, 
which, unless answered satisfactorily in the negative, involves 
a very serious dilemma—Are these palatial Hospitals, as they 
have somewhat derisively been designated, a mistake ? are they 
as detrimental to successful practice as, relying upon authentic 
statement, would at first sight appear ? The obj ection to them 
is not new. Brocklesby, the friend of Johnson and Boswell, 
the successor of Sir John Pringle, clearly entertained the notion 
that, at least for military purposes, in tents or hastily constructed 
huts, more satisfactory results could be effected for the sick and 
wounded than by the same practice carried on in regular or 
temporary Hospitals. The idea has long been entertained in 
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respect to civil Hospitals, and has again been recently revived 
by a distinguished I’eUow-Associate. His name alone gives an 
importance and authority to any opinions he may adojjt 
—opinions which it would he rash enough for us to dis¬ 
regard, except after the most satisfactory investigation. I do 
not mean to assert that we are prepared to negative his 
conclusions, but I do believe that there is sufficient to warrant 
a suspension of our judgment, and to prevent the pubKc from 
adopting- so extreme an idea, until proved to rest upon incon¬ 
trovertible data. 

Sir James Simpson has arrived at the utter condemnation of 
large Hospitals, relying on the military experience already 
referred to, and upon the more recent resnlts of Ho.spital 
treatment during the Crimean war. He also attaches great 
importance to the difference between the mortality in civil 
Hospitals, particularly as regards amputations, and that 
from the same operations performed in the houses of patients, 
however humble or circumscribed, or in those village Hospitals 
which are springing up so abundantly throughout the land. 
Sir James, writing in the Scotsman of Tuesday, January 12, 
says : “ I have collected the reports of 1000 and odd 
limb-amputations in country and provincial practice. Out 
of the 1000, the proportion of deaths was nearly 110, or 
1 in 9. But, out of 1000 similar amputations performed 
in the large Hosjutals of Edinburgh, G-lasgow, London, 
etc., the proportion of deaths is generally above 300, or about 
1 in 3. Eor example, Mr. Liston told me that for years 
after he was transferred from Edinburgh to the charge of the 
new Surgical Ho.spitalatUniversityCoIlege,London,his success 
appeared to himself to be astonishing. Mr. Potter published 
the statistics of the amputations in University College Hospital 
for the first five or six years after the Hospital was opened. The 
deaths amounted to 1 in 6 or 7 of those operated upon. In the 
last returns which I have seen published (1855-57), the deaths 
had more than doubled, for they had increased to above 1 in 3. 
In 1752, the first Professor Monro published the results of the 
first 99 or 100 limb-amputations performed in oiu- own infirmary 
here. Of the 100, only 8 died, or 1 in 12. The last tables 
published show a death-rate from the same operations of about 
30 in 100, or 1 in 3.” 

Now, regarding this question as one of much graver moment 
than as it affects the erection of a single Hospital at Leeds, 
though for us it is a sufficiently momentous consideration, it 
demands from this Association a very careful and a very candid 
investigation. We must not allow the operation of local 
interests, or the bias which may be engendered through personal 
prejudices, to influence our decision. We must remember that 
the country looks to us for an impartial verdict, as the con¬ 
sequences of that verdict may be the utter condemnation of all 
existing Hospitals, and the waste of a large amount of money 
expended recently, and now being expended, in the erection of 
several noble and carefully designed structures of the so-called 
palatial class. We will grant that the proportion of deaths 
after amputation is, to the full, as large as stated by Sir J ames 
in such Hospitals already contaminated through the protracted 
operation of agents which we shah, afterwards describe. We 
will adopt his statement of the diminished mortality in 
cottages and cottage-hospitals as he has given it; we will not 
just now insinuate that there may exist some serious fallacy in 
the way these statistics have been taken, nor will we at present 
quote some singular exceptions to these statements which we 
have met with in our inquiries. We know that the mortality 
has been very large. Nor will we, even good-humouredly, 
hint that the results of practice, whether private or public, 
stored up only in the memory of the Practitioner, and not 
reduced to the exactitude of recorded figures, cannot be imjfficitly 
relied on, with whatever good faith the statements may be made. 
We will admit that there seems to be made out a very strong 
case in this amputation test, and that the attempted explana¬ 
tion through a more careful analysis of these cases, as to their 
primary and secondary character, has failed, so far as this 
argument is concerned. 

We do not believe, however, that the question can be decided 
in this manner; and we must first inquire whether the improved 
principles, upon which Hospitals are now constructed, may not 
be the turning-point of the whole question. We use, therefore, 
as an important argument, the admitted superiority of Hospital 
results, during the earlier years of their history, as established 
by Sir James Simpson. We accept the statement of the late 
Mr. Liston, which he quotes, without question, believing it to be 
true ; and we regard as historical Monro’s record of the first 
hundred amputations performed in the Edinburgh Hospital, 
■with the mortality of one in twelve ; and we ask, with consider¬ 
able confidence, if these results, and better than these, may not 

be anticipated with the larger cubic space in which the Hospital 
patient now breathes, and the wider superficial area upon which 
he lies. Will not, likewise, the more perfect ventilation, the 
non-impreg-nation of the less absorbent materials employed in 
the construction of ward-wa,Us and floors, contribute to the same 
results ? And upon this wo will venture to assert that this 
large mortaUty, as it does not occur in the earUer years of the 
Hospitals, cannot be an inherent element of Hospital practice, 
and that the happier results, as exhibited in the experience of 
Mr. Liston and in the statements of Monro, wiU no longer be 
confined to the first few years of the Hospitals’ history, but 
will become a continuous and characteristic result of their 
statistics. To maintain the uncontaminated condition of the 
new Hospitals in perpetuity seems to be the great desideratum ; 
and may we not look to the great improvements in Surgical 
science—for I stiU concern myself with the amputation test—■ 
to contribute to this end, as weU as those other improvements 
in construction and management to which I have already 
referred ? And thus wiU be brought about a gradual assimila¬ 
tion of Hospital results with those obtained in private practice, 
in whatever grade of life. 

I have referred to the improvements in Surgical science ; and 
amongst many others to which I might refer, the antisex)tic 
treatment of Mr. Lister, of Glasgow, occurs to me as the most 
apposite. I would have it remembered that the larg-e propor¬ 
tion of open suppurating wounds in a Surgical ward may be a 
powerful aid to the contamination of its atmosphere ; and thus 
necessarily the more potent, the older and more deteriorated 
the ward itself has become. Now the treatment of Mr. Lister, 
as I understand it, entirely does away with this fertile source 
of mischief; and he assures me “ that some of the most un¬ 
healthy wards in the kingdom have become, through its adop¬ 
tion, all that could be desired, being quite free from pyaemia, 
erysipelas, and Hospital gangrene.” (a) Make what allowance 
you please for enthusiasm as to our own practice, and return 
upon me the argument I have already used as to the personal 
record (non-tabulated) of our ovm practice; stiU it must be 
admitted that the absence of these opprobria of the Surgical 
wards warrants the expectation of a greatly diminished mor¬ 
tality. 

Supporting the same line of argument, I mig-ht refer to the 
report of Dr. Bristowe and Mr. Holmes on the Hospitals of 
the United Kingdom ; at page 609 of which, I find a reference 
to the results of practice in the Leeds Old Infirmary, where 
the mortality is much less than in other Hospitals of the same 
class ; and these gentlemen go into an inquiry to explain the 
startling difference. Eor my present purpose, it is sufficient to 
find that, even in so imperfect and contaminated a Hospital, so 
marked a difference could exist. It proves that something 
more than the Hospital, its form, and its condition, has to do 
with the results obtained within it. 

I have also referred to the improved management of wards. 
The system of using wards in rotation will, if strictly carried 
out, prove a means powerfully preventive of contamination. 
By this I mean the plan of having at least one ward always 
vacant—not only the ward itself, but its furniture likewise. 
In our old Hospital we long ago adopted the theory, but were 
never able to put it in practice : the same wards, the same beds, 
and the same furniture might be in constant occupation, and 
without an interval, for years. What I contemplate is that, 
every six or seven years, every ward in its turn shall be left 
vacant for six or twelve months. 

Until we have put these anticipations and agencies to the 
test of experience, I must not join in the wholesale and pre¬ 
mature condemnation of these palatial erections. 

I have preferred in the above remarks confining myself to 
the Surgical illustration, simply because it has been so strongly 
relied upon ; but I might have found, in reference to other cases, 
a stronger support of our present form of Hospital: I might 
have referred to the smaller mortality, the safer and more con¬ 
venient management of many Medical cases, than can be 
effected in their own homes. Let us simply refer to scarlatina, 
typhus, and typhoid fevers, rheumatism, etc. These do not 
suffer, but the contrary, from Hospital treatment; but time 
will not allow me further to prosecute the illustration. And 
if I have thus made out a case for suspension of our condem¬ 
nation of the present form of Hospital, then indeed my argn- 
ments will have additional force, from their greater convenience 
and their less costly management. In the cottage Hospitals, 
spread over a large extent of surface, which could only be 
effected at a distance from a town, every species of attendance 

(a) I have pleasure in being' able to state that Mr. Lister proposes 
shortly to publish the results of his antiseptic treatment, as bearing upon 
the question of hospitalism. 
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must be more difficult and expensive; supervision would be 
impossible; the labours of the resident and honorary staff 
largely augmented; and Hospital instruction almost impracti¬ 
cable. I anticipate for a moment the objection which wiU 
shortly be taken to small wards, and which exactly applies to 
cottage Hospitals. They are, in fact, whether in one or two 
compartments, small wards ; if the latter, only the more objec¬ 
tionable. Angles and corners must necessarily preponderate 
in their internal space, and consequently stagnant air will be 
the normal condition of these corners, save by the employment 
of a forced ventilation, through the agencj'’ of strong currents, 
which, however harmless in other climates, can never with safety 
be adopted in our own. 

Now let us for a moment inquire what are the sources of 
this Hospital deterioration, of which we have heard so much. 
It is, I think, beyond dispute that, as Hospitals have liitherto 
been constructed and managed, they do, in process of time, 
undergo contamination. This arises mainly from continuous 
imperfect ventilation, and the concentration of morbific elements 
(gaseous and solid)—the latter contained in the vapoury 
exhalations from the lungs and cutaneous surface of diseased 
subjects. These have, over and over again, been demonstrated; 
the solid animal matter being separated from its solvent, the 
watery vapour, when condensed upon the windows and walls 
of the ill-ventilated wards. Little attention having been paid 
to the selection of non-absorbent materials for construction, 
the results cannot be wondered at. Another fertile source of 
contamination is the imperfectly constructed floors, and the 
improper methods employed in cleansing them. On floors of 
deal, the planks badly jointed, and being constantly soaked 
with water, there are collected, in process of time, large accu¬ 
mulations of solid animal and vegetable m.atter, which are 
deposited in the interstices of the planks. The walls, them¬ 
selves absorbent, carelessly whitewashed, and seldom submitted 
to efficient scraping, likewise become fertile sources of Hos¬ 
pital contamination, and, under favouring circumstances, give 
off morbific emanations, which, in addition to those which are 
regularly produced from the injured bodies of the inmates, 
cannot but prove seriously detrimental to the salubrity of the 
ward atmo.sphere. 

I might also with propriety include under this head the 
neglect of the very necessary precaution of throwing out of 
use in succession one of the wards—allowing it, both as regards 
furniture, bedding, and the ward itself, to lie fallow (to use an 
agricultural term) for a lengthened period, and thus securing 
a very efficient method of renovation. 

This and the Herbert Hospital at Woolwich are the first 
complite Hospitals built in England on the pavilion principle. 
I do not put it forward as an exact and perfect adoption of the 
pavilion plan ; but it so very nearly approaches to it that, for 
all essential pui’poses, it may be fairly so denominated. To 
have made it perfect, however, woiildhave involved us in many 
difficulties—the increase of our already expensive site, and the 
sacrifice of much facility of working. The pavilions here are 
not completely isolated; and this constitutes the difference 
between it and the true pavilion structure, as originally 
designed for and seen alone in the splendid Hospital at Bor¬ 
deaux. This plan was first proposed about seventy years ago 
by a French commission. The wards are approached by ex¬ 
ternal arcades, and you pass directly into them from the open 
air, both on the ground and the upper story. The Bordeaux 
Hospital, besides being the first, is also the most exact speci¬ 
men of the kind with which I am acquainted ; indeed, it was 
built from the plans recommended by the commission to which 
I have referred. The Lariboisiere at Paris, and the St. Jean 
at Brussels, so closely approach this, that it might be difficult to 
draw any marked distinction. In reference to this principle, 
Mr. Gwilt, in the “ Cyclopaedia of Architecture,” remarks:— 
“ One of the conditions prescribed by their programme was the 
complete insulation of each apartment, as well as easy com¬ 
munication by covered galleries round the building; and these 
were required to be of most extended dimensions, that the air 
around should be imobstructed and circulating in every part 
with freedom, thus affording a wholesome promenade for the 
patients.” One of the great defects of the Bordeaux Hospital 
is the small space between the pavihons, though I have not 
been able to find an exact measurement. Another defect, to 
which we shall afterwards advert, is the extreme height of the 
wards—viz., thirty feet. 

The Hospital is arranged on the normal plan of a cloistered 
quadrangle in the centre, from which the pavilions branch out 
north and south. The width of the ground only permits three 
pavilions on each side of the central court; and administra¬ 
tive requirements,other than the special objects of the Infirmary, 

necessitated the use of one of the southern spaces, so that the 
Hospital really consists of five pavilions. The site slopes 
twenty-five or thirty feet from north to south of the central axis 
—i.e., in the direction of the length of the pavilions. This 
introduces a peculiar and unusual feature, that the most con¬ 
venient point of entrance is not at the end of the central court, 
but at the lowest end of the ground, where the central southern 
paHlion would have been erected but for the valid reasons already 
furnitshed : hence the public entrance is placed in what would, 
in the usual arrangement, be the flank of the building, and on 
a level one story lower than that of the ground floor of the 
pavilions, so that, whilst the floor at the northern end of the 
site is on the natural gTound level, it runs out at the opposite 
end to a height twenty or more feet above the level of the 
grand entrance. There is, as usual, a gateway leading into 
the central court; but tliis becomes a secondary entrance, all 
comers to the Ho.spital using that in the centre of the flank just 
referred to, and proceeding thence, by a bold corridor, to the 
great staircase, which rises to the flank of the central court, and 
thence, by the upper cloi.ster, conducts to the pavilion floor. It 
will be seen that this arrangement gives to one-half of the 
building an extra ground story of full height. 

This is appropriated mainly to the several purposes of ad¬ 
ministration, including on one side of the central corridor the 
dispensary department and the extensive provision for the out¬ 
patients, to be afterwards particularly noticed; and, on the 
other, the culinary and domestic offices, with the apartments of 
the resident Medical officers, matron, etc. This arrangement 
actually isolates these departments for all de.sirable purposes; 
yet they are, as for convenient working they should be, brought 
into practical contiguity through the operation of the hoists 
which are attached to each pavilion. 

The cloister which surrounds the central court is repeated 
on this lower floor, for the purpose of carrying food and other 
requisites from the kitchen, and administrative departments 
generally, to the hoists. Through this corridor, also, patients 
entering by the main door or through the out-patient depart¬ 
ment, may be conveyed to the lifts, whenever canying them 
upstairs ivould be hurtful. There are also on this floor, and 
adjoining the central corridor, small wards for the immediate 
reception of accident cases. Here the seriously injured may 
remain, at the option of the Surgeon, until some important 
operation has been performed, or until he has sufficiently rallied 
from the shock of his accident; or, in case of shghter casualties, 
he may be immediately removed to the wards by means of the 

nearest hoist. 
It may be named, in passing, that the board-rooms and other 

offices for the use of the governing body are placed near and 
over the main entrance. Remembering the situation of the out¬ 
patient department, the kitchens, etc., it becomes at once 
apparent that those only who are concerned in the treatment of 
the sick need go up to the Hospital floor, while those who have 
to do with the administration proper need only visit those parts 
which are completely severed from the Infirmary. The result of 
this is that, on reaching the Hospital level, the entire space is 
devoted to the actual uses of the patients, and no culinary or 
other administrative work is transacted on this floor. 

The central space, occupied by the cloistered quadrangle, has 
been covered over by a light and elegant glass and iron roof, 
which may form a winter garden. This covered area presents 
itself as a striking feature of the institution, and may efficiently 
subserve its important purposes. The strictest care has been 
taken to secure its proper ventilation, so that it cannot form a 
medium for the transmission of contaminated Hospital atmo¬ 
sphere from one pavilion to another. This winter garden, though 
not an original portion of the desi^, now forms one of its 
most attractive characteristics, promising, besides its intrinsic 
beauty, to become, if successfully managed, an important 
adjuvant in the treatment of the sick. Some have feared that 
the lofty glass roof would seriously interfere with that due 
circulation of air around the exterior of the painlions which 
forms a distinctive element of the system. Any one who vdll 
inquire into this objection, on visiting the upper part of the 
Infirmary, wiU find that no extra corners or angles have been 
created; and, bearing in mind the normal currents of air in 
this elevated position, will be satisfied that no detriment of this 
kind need be apprehended. My own conviction is that, if any 
effect be produced by it, the influence is beneficial, rather than 
otherwise, for the objects supposed to be interfered with. At 
one end of the winter garden is an entrance gateway, before 
referred to, over which, and on either side, are the dwelhngs of 
the superintendent of nurses and her staff. This presents 
another important feature of the Hospital deseridng comment, 
in which our architect has successfully complied with his 
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instructions, and again illustrates the excellence of the design in 
the complete isolation of its different departments. I now refer 
to the very desirable separation, in aU similar institutions of 
the nurses from the other domestics of the administrative de¬ 
partment. This arrangement, I heheve, vdll materially facilitate 
the satisfactory working of the institution. 

Oitr nursing staff at present consists of one lady superin¬ 
tendent, sixteen head nurses, ten probationers, and four 
scrubbers, with one extra occasionally. Six wards only are as 
yet opened, containing beds for 180 patients, of which 60 are 
Medical cases and 120 Surgical. 

At the end of the winter garden, and opposite to the nurse 
house, is a very handsome chapel, in perfect keeping with the 
general architectural features of the Hospital, and liberally 
furnished and decorited by several generous benefactors. 

From the northern flank of the central quadrangle branch 
out three pavilions ; and from the southern flank, two. The 
central space in the last-named side is occupied by the grand 
staircase and central corridor leading from the south entrance. 
Behind the top of this staircase, and over a portion of the 
central corridor, is the operating theatre, upon which, both as 
to its lighting and general arrangement, our Siirgeons have ex¬ 
pended much careful consideration. The pavilions are of two 
stories, and one ward only occupies the entire length of a 
pavihon. "We have placed our wards one above another, 
thoiigh quite prepared to admit that Hospitals of one story 
possess many advantages. The non-transmission of Hospital 
atmosphere from one story to another is the main advantage 
realised in these erections. W^ith the perfect ventilation which 
we have secured, and with our spacious staircases, the objection 
is reduced to its minimum of force ; and various reasons, 
economical and otherwise, might he adAiced in justification of 
this selection. In fever Hospitals, particularly, single stories 
have still stronger claims for adoption; and I do not hesitate 
to affirm that in the neighbouring town of Bradford there is 
now in course of erection the most perfectly designed Hospital 
of this class in the country. In the new portion of the Oxford 
Hospital the same principle is adopted; and I do not doubt 
that our friends who practise there will find many palpable 
advantages in a single-storied building. It must he remembered, 
however, that this principle is only applicable in the case of 
small numbers ; the expense both of construction and of main¬ 
tenance will forbid its adoption in the larger Hospitals. 

The exact measurements of our wards are as follows:— 

Beds. Height, 
ft. in. 

Upper South 32 19 0 
Lower South 32 16 6 
Upper North 28 19 0 
Lower North 28 16 6 

Lengrth. Width. Cubic feet Area per 
ft. ft. in. per bed. bed, sq. ft. 

122 27 6 1992 104 
122 27 6 1870 104 
112 27 6 2555 108 
112 27 6 1782 108 

In our ward construction another prominent feature of our 
plan is manifested—large wards are preferred to numerous 
small ones, mainly on the following grounds:—1. They are 
more easily ventilated. 2. They are more effectually and more 
economically administered. First, then, nothing is easier than 
to ventilate a small ward, either by natural or by artificial 
means, no regard being had to the strength of current you em¬ 
ploy, or, in other words, to the di^aughts to which the inmates 
are continually subjected.. But, when the comfort and safety 
of the occupant are .studied, in the gradual and almost insen¬ 
sible introduction of fresh air, the angles and higher portions 
of the apartment are not affected; air stagnates in them, and 
gradually contaminates the whole. It becomes, therefore, im¬ 
portant that angles and corner spaces should bear as small a 
proportion as possible to the entire cubic contents of the ward; 
and this is most readily secured in large wards. In these, when 
windows are opposite, not too widely separated, and capable of 
being sufficiently opened, the most perfect ventilation may be 
kept up without any undue disturbance of the atmosphere of 
the ward by currents or draughts. I should not recommend a 
wider space between the windows than thirty feet; and even a 
somewhat smaller measurement may be allowed, as in our own 
Hospital, with advantage. Beyond thirty feet it has been satis¬ 
factorily proved that, between opposite windows, natural ven¬ 
tilation will not carry, save under exceptional circiimstances ; 
and, if a wider ward be adopted, some artificial method of ven¬ 
tilation must be employed. If, as is desirable, the head of the 
bed stand a shoit distance from the wall, and with the ordinary 
length of bed, ample breadth of central passage is secured to 
permit other requisite ward furniture to be aiTanged conve¬ 
niently. The height of the wards is a more important element 
than at first sight appears. From sixteen to twenty feet may 
be mentioned as appropriate to wards of 120 to 130 feet in 

length, and of a breadth of about 30 feet. This affords an 
ample floor area for each bed. I cannot help regarding the 
wards of the Bordeaux Hospital as much in excess in regard to 
height, being, as before stated, thirty feet high. I should fear 
difficulties arising from this height in the ventilation of the 
upper portion of the ward. The most striking instance of 
excess in this direction that I know is in the Hospital at Grhent. 
There I found an old church, or monastic hall, converted into a 
Hospital, con.sisting of one large ward. Its dome-like roof, at 
first sight, makes a strong impression on the visitor, in the 
belief that each bed must have a very large cubic space ; yet, 
when he flnds, in order to compensate for this, the beds crowded 
together so closely that purity of atmosphere cannot possibly 
be maintained, the illusion vanishes. This defect is further 
aggravated by the beds being divided from each other by high 
wooden partitions, constituting closed boxes, which cannot pos¬ 
sibly be ventilated. I dwell pai’ticularly on this illustration in 
order fully to assert the equal importance of area with cubic 
space in ward-construction. 

In the second place, large wards are more efficiently and 
economically administered. This question is altogether dis¬ 
tinct from the force required to nurse a ward large or small. 
It will not be disputed that whoever is responsible for the 
management of a given number of patients must have con¬ 
stantly under her eye the entire area of her work. This cannot 
be the case if 28, 30, or 40 patients be distributed in four or 
six wards ; and, allowing for waste of force in simply passing 
from one room to another, more subordinates will be needed 
when the patients are thus placed in several wards. It is 
pretty well imderstood that one head-nurse may properly carry 
out the care and oversight of from thirty to forty patients. 
And wards of this size, on this account, amongst many others, 
should be generally preferred; and, though I would not assert 
that small wards can altogether be dispensed with, their use 
should, for efficient management, be reduced to a minimum. 
A light screen, placed around the bed, will, in many instances, 
secure all the needful quiet and privacy required, and thus 
answer most of the intentions of a small ward. If these argu¬ 
ments are admitted to have the force which much thought and 
inquiry have given them in my mind, I need not refer to the 
difficulties which will embaiTass Profes.sional teaching in small 
wards and other minor objections which might be raised 
against their general adoption. I am aware, however, that 
some few cases, such as dchrium tremens and certain cases of 
diseases of the eye, imperatively demand separation ; and no 
well-arranged Hospital should be entirely without smaller 
wards. 

The large amount of window-space in this and in all modem 
structures affords a striking and advantag-eous contrast with 
those of earlier constmetion. The more correct principles now 
recognised call for a freer admission both of air and of light. 
Vigour of growth and perfection of structure and function are 
in the animal, as in the vegeta,ble, economy associated with the 
presence of light; and though there may be a few cases else¬ 
where instanced which require its exclusion, many more bene¬ 
fit by its abundant admission. Cheerfulness of the patients is 
a material element in their successful treatment, and this 
cannot be expected in a dark and gloomy wai’d. Moreover, the 
error, if it can be so denominated, is in the right direction. It 
is very easy to moderate exuberance of light on the few days 
when, in our gloomy climate, it will be complained of ; but we 
cannot, by any contrivance, improve its opposite, when due to 
faulty construction and insufficient window-space. There are 
eight windows on each side of the southern, and seven upon 
each side of the northern, wards, and one large window at the 
end of each. These are all divided by muUions, and so con¬ 
trived as to admit of opening and shutting as the need for venti¬ 
lation demands. The side ones reach from about three feet above 
ihe floor to within one or less than one foot from the ceiling. 
They are opened on the hopper principle, rebated together at the 
closing points, each set being joined to a weigh-bar by levers 
and connecting links. There is a toothed segment on the centre 
of each weigh-bar, which is acted on by a woim-wffieel fixed 
on a vertical rod or tube. This rod and the tubes are arranged 
on the telescope principle, and are carried on the centre mul- 
lion, the moving part being brought down to the sill level, so 
that each or any one of the tiers of lights can be opened to the 
required extent, and are held there by the screw. For this 
ingenious contrivance, which regulates the opening and closing 
of the windows, we are indebted to the Chairman of the 
Building Committee, Mr. Kitson, who has kindly favoured me 
with the above graphic description of its mechanism. I gladly 
avail myself of this opportunity of saying how much the 
charity has benefited from his unwearjing attention to its 
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interests during the entire period of the erection, and from the 
many intelligent suggestions he has afforded in every depart¬ 
ment. In addition to these freelj’'opening windows, there are ven¬ 
tilators in the ceilings communicating, by transverse channels, 
with the open air, on each side of the pavilion, and likewise 
grates, capable of being closed at wiH, upon the floors under 
the beds, for the admission of air to this frequently unventi¬ 
lated region. It will be seen, therefore, that we rely solely 
upon the open windows and these other means for ventilation. 
We have not adopted any suction or extractive apparatus, 
however simple ; and the only approach to artificial ventilation 
will be described in speaking of the ward stoves. Foid air we 
get rid of by constant displacement, or dilution, through 
abundance of fresh air admitted, likewise by the stove chimneys. 
Ordinarily, likewise, the ceiling apertures should favour its 
escape; but I have not sufficient faith in these, believing that 
they are inconstant in their operation, even when aided by 

atented inventions. At times they admit air, at others they 
ecome the medium of its escape—the relative temperature of 

the outer and inner air, to a great degree, explaining the 
uncertainty. 

So far as our experience has warranted a conclusion, the 
most perfect condition of ward atmosphere may be maintained 
with the means already adopted; and others for extraction, as 
by suction or other processes, for extra admission by various 
forms of ventilators, or for moderation of force, as by per¬ 
forated zinc plates, may easUy be resorted to when a conviction 
of their necessity arises. 

Standing in the central line of the wards are two detached 
and open stoves, by which alone the warming of the wards is 
effected; they have descending flues, which pass into chimney 
shafts Avithin the walls. They have been carefully constructed 
in every particular, and, having a large radiating surface, are 
well calculated to effect their purpose. By the use of hollow 
fire-bricks, a constant supply of warmed air flows through their 
perforated jackets into the wards. This is the only approach 
to artificial ventilation which we have entertained. 

The water-closets, sinks, lavatories, and baths are situated 
at the terminal extremities of the wards, and their arrange¬ 
ment differs considerably from that of any others that I know. 
The angles of the ends of the wards are canted off to a form 
resembling a portion of an octagon, and the projecting wings, 
for the above-named purposes, spring diagonally from these 
canted corners. I regard this design as most felicitous. It 
establishes, with many other instances which I might adduce 
from the building itself, the superiority of the Gothic style 
for erections of this character, admitting, as it allowedly does, 
great latitude of adaptation. In this particular case, a striking 
external beauty is utilised for a positive advantage in the in¬ 
ternal economy of the institution. In every case, a passage 
runs between the conveniences contained in these wings and 
the wards, which is thoroughly ventilated from end to end, and 
it is found, practically, that the ward atmosphere does not suffer 
from their contiguity. I have frequently observed that the por¬ 
tion of the wards nearest these conveniences is as free from 
smeU as any other part. 

The pavilions are ajjproached from the cloisters of the cen¬ 
tral court by means of lofty, well-proportioned halls, having 
the staircase on one side, the ward-nurse’s room and scullery on 
the other. These haUs, as I before explained, should not exist 
in an exact specimen of pa\ilion Hospital. The pavilion 
should terminate or commence at the door of the ward, ap¬ 
proached by an arcade or staircase. Constructed as these 
halls are, however, there is little chance of Hospital atmo¬ 
sphere, generated in the lower ward, contaminating that of the 
others. The floors are made of well-jointed oak, which, being 
waxed and dry rubbed, Avill yield a striking advantage over the 
deal washed floors of the old Hospital. There we shall, I trust, 
escape one of the most fertile somces of Hospital contamina¬ 
tion. The walls are faced with Parian or Keen’s so-called 
non-absorbent cement. Almost universal consent gives pre¬ 
ference to this kind of wall-covering, and warrants the supe¬ 
riority claimed for it, on the ground of its slight absoiqjtion of 
malarious matter, and its capabilities for being readily cleaned. 
My own preference would be for polished tiles, but they cannot 
be efficiently jointed. The spaces between the pavilions are 
about seventy-three feet wide, and looking into these are day- 
rooms and small wards ; and more of these latter are found on 
an upper story adjoining the pavilion staircases. Altogether, 
the small wards are ten in number. 

The drainage has been carefully designed, running entirely 
outside the building, and no important outlet from the wards 
or other parts of the Hospital proper crosses under the build¬ 
ing itself. 

The external features of the Hospital, which may safely be 
pronounced of an elegant and striking character, are furnished 
by a free adaptation of mediieval architectm-e ; and, amongst 
the architect’s many and important works, will not least serve 
to substantiate his claim to the very highest rank in his pro¬ 
fession. To say that he has handled his subject with consum¬ 
mate skill is doing little to explain the difficulties with which 
he had to contend. The site, previously pronounced by com¬ 
petent authority to be thoroughly unmanageable, he has bent 
to a very useful and efficient purpose, furnishing a very charac¬ 
teristic featm-e of the whole. In the form or plan of the 
building, whose peculiar excellence consists in the separateness 
of its various parts, he has, with consummate skill in the 
arrangement and concentration of the particular departments, 
secured efficient practical contiguity; so that, in the widely 
separated pavilions, he maintains the needful purity of atmo¬ 
sphere, yet keeps in view, as far as it is possible, and by the 
means I have already indicated, a large amount of adminis¬ 
trative convenience. 

I direct your attention to the out-patient department with 
considerable satisfaction. I cannot but regard this as a very 
important element in the operations of a charitable institution 
like our own ; and your inspection will, I anticipate, result in 
a verdict running up very closely to perfection. Irrespectively 
of the palpable fitness of its different parts to their special 
uses, I find in its isolation from the rest of the Hospital a very 
striking feature. There can be no contamination of the 
Hospital atmosphere by the large numbers periodically con¬ 
gregated here; nor can the in-patients be, in any sense, dis¬ 
turbed by the noise and bustle necessarily occurring. Irre¬ 
spectively of the absolute benefit to the community by out¬ 
patient work, and the field it affords for the selection of proper 
cases for clinical treatment and instruction, I attach a higher 
value, in a scientific point of view, to this part of our labours 
than is ordinarily given. I know that it is the fashion to deny 
its usefulness and to doubt the reality of the results. Not¬ 
withstanding the short time that is or can be given to the 
investigation of the cases treated, a very large measure of 
success is attained, I do not contend that, in the necessarily 
short examination of the individual case, a minute diagnosis 
can be formed; but in the first interview a general diagnosis 
may be arrived at, sufficiently accurate to direct successful 
treatment; and this, so far as the patient is concerned, is the 
great point. I further assert that a large proportion of these 
cases recover, allowing largely for phthisical and other instances 
of organic disease, having a necessarily fatal tendency. Of the 
curable cases, a very large proportion do well, and this is 
abundantly proved by the avidity with which our large popula¬ 
tion seek dispensary assistance. And these results are attained 
under circumstances confessedly most disadvantageous—the 
patients still dAvelling in the same unhealthy locality, still 
breathing the same contaminated atmosphere, still subsisting on 
the same unnutritious or ill-cooked fool, and still pm’suing the 
same wearying and exhaustive occupation ; the only difference 
being, so far as I can ascertain, the administration of the pre¬ 
scribed medicine. Now with the school of Practitioners 
who, as I believe unfairly, decry di’ugs, it is the fashion to 
attribiite much, if not all, the patient’s recovery to the rest 
and other altered circumstances of improved hygiene, still not 
hesitating to call to their aid the somewhat antiquated vis 
medicatrix, or restorative tendencies of the system. But in the 
instances with which I am at present dealing, it is impossible 
to assert the operation of these agencies in the production of 
the result; the sole causes capable of favourably influencing the 
morbid condition of the sufferer are the drugs which are intro¬ 
duced into his system. I am no apologist for over-drugging, 
but I deprecate the too prevalent weakness, Avhich is seriously 
detrimental to scientific progress, of hugging too closely the 
shores of ScyUa to avoid the perilous navigation of Charybdis. 
About the time when Forbes edited the British mid Foreign 
Medical Review, a great mistake was made, from the effects of 
which we are only now recovering. The apothecaries of the 
previous portion of the century had, no doubt, been guilty of 
many errors ; and the heroic sacrifice of these offenders was 
mistaken for a return to the tme standard of scientific Medicine. 
Scepticism as to the efficacy of any treatment became more 
general, and consequently empiricism flourished. Might not 
the outcry raised against Physic at that time be traced to an 
unworthy deference to the professors of certain fashionable 
heresies, and a pusillanimous trimming of our sails to meet, ex¬ 
plain, or reconcile the novel and very generally prevailing 
heresies with our own practice ? I am old enough to remember 
the time, and my opinion then formed has been confirmed by 
the events of our Profession’s subseqeient history. 
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A careful, and I believe an impartial, estimate of the results 
of out-patient work which has fallen to my lot has impressed 
me with a firm belief in the importance of its results ; and I re¬ 
joice to find that this field of inquiry, not merely for therapeutic 
mvestigations, but for the more general cultivation of scientific 
Medicine, is attracting serious attention. One of our most dis¬ 
tinguished associates has recently published a most valuable 
work, derived, I feel I am warranted in sajung, mainly from this 
neglected field of inquiry, (b) I am satisfied that those who can 
devote the time to its cultivation (and the remark applies mainly 
to the juniors of our Hospital staff) will reap an abundant har¬ 
vest. It is merely a question of time, which being granted, 
equal minuteness may be attained as in any other branch of 
investigation; and, though the circumstances in which the out¬ 
patient is placed interfere much v/ith the therapeutic result, it 
must be admitted that, when success is attained, the argument 
is g^’eatly strengthened. 

Fortunately, the current so long stagnant, or setting in a 
backward direction, has resumed its normal flow; and it should 
be one of the duties, and indeed the privilege, of this great 
Association to guide and moderate the stream in a legitimate 

Thomas Watson, in his address inaugurating the 
Olimcal Society, struck the true note of this subject when he 
pointed out the proper direction which Medical investigation 
must now take. “ Certainly the greatest gap in the science of 
Medicine is to be found in its final and supreme stage—the 
stage of therapeutics. We know tolerably well what it is we 
nave to deal with, but we do not know so well, or anything 
like so well, how to deal with it. We want to know distinctly 
what IS the action of drugs, and of other outward influences, 
upon the bodily organs and functions ; for every one now-a- 
days acknowledges that it is only by conducting and directing 
the natural forces of the body that we can reasonably hope to 
govern and guide its diseased actions. To me it has been a 
fife-long wonder how vaguely, how ignorantly, and how rashly 
drugs are often prescribed.” 

Our own Association has already done no mean service in its 
recently completed inquiry into the action of mercury; and 
amiough its negative results have not satisfied those who have 
a firm reliance on the effects of the mineral in legitimate 
practice, yet, as an investig-ation simply, it has very high claims 
on oim approval. It needs, no doubt, as many strongly feel, a 
supplementary inquiry, consisting of an extensive series of 
caretuUy conducted clinical experiments. The canine functions 

analogous with the human to secure 
iindoubtmg trust; and the morbid conditions induced in the 
experiments are felt by all as a bar to implicit reliance. Still, 
the investigation stands a high credit to our Association, and 
particularly to those members who so laboriously conducted it ; 
and, as a step in the right direction, and as a stimulus to others 
to follow in the track, its importance cannot be overrated. 1 
trust it will be by no means the last therapeutic inquiry which 
our Association will inaugurate or aid. That a portion of our 
funds may be legitimately devoted to these purposes, is to me 
more than clear; and I trust, without abating one atom of our 
support to those objects which we are already prosecuting 
(I refer here more particularly to the Journal), we shall not 
neglect or set aside this duty. Our treasurer may permit us, 
in an improved condition of our finances, to devote no mean 
sum to the aid of those who are willing to give themselves to 
these the most pres.sing necessities of the day. Much, no doubt, 
has likewise been accomplished through the praiseworthy 
labours of Drs. An.stie and Lawson, in their enlightened 
attempt to put tliis line of investigation upon its proper track. 
Albeit somewhat over-sensitive to avoid the stigma of patronis¬ 
ing drugs, so long as their labours are sustained to the level 
to which they have hitherto risen, they will command the 
support and gratitude of our Profession, and contribute largely 
to some of those important results which I am confidently 
anticipating' from the present direction of inquiry. 

Ho doubt perfection is attained by elevating therapeutic 
agents from the class of empirical specifics to that of rational 
remedies; by this, I mean when the known chemical or 
physiological effect distinctly or approximately explains the 
therapeutic result. In explanation of my meaning', I would 
refer to three drugs whose recent more general employment 
has rested upon these inquiries, or upon the warm discussions 
which have arisen in regard to them. Their effects in the 
removal of symptom or disease may fairly be exjjlained by their 
known chemical or physiological effects, so far as our physio¬ 
logical or chemical knowledge enables us to trace the action 

(b) “ On Clironic Bronchitis, especially as connected with Gout, Emphy¬ 
sema, and Disease of the Heart.” By E. H. Greenhow, M.D. London. 

of the remedies. It is sufficient for my purpose if they indicate 
the line of my argument, that a decided step is being made in 
a forward direction; and though I would not assert that the 
explanation is invariably perfect, it does not follow that the 
therapeutist is to blame. 

The effect of sulphurous acid and the sulphites in directly 
checking the formation of all matters characterised by the pre¬ 
sence of vegetable organisms, thus removing the symptoms, and 
it may bo modifying the morbid condition in which these 
organisms originate, as seen in pyrosis and the vomiting of 
sarcinse, and their much more extensive applicability which 
has been advocated by PoUi, Lawson, and others forms the 
first illustration I employ. 

I next notice the interesting extension of the irso of ergot of 
rye, founded on its action on the gravid uterus, to the treat¬ 
ment of haemoptysis and other forms of haemorrhage, for the 
efficacy of which my own experience affords abundant warranty. 
“ We may regard the effect of ergot of rye on the parturient 
uterus as exemplifying, on a very large scale, its principal 
physiological action, which is its power of exciting contraction 
of involuntary or unstriped muscidar fibre. This variety of 
muscular fibre Ave have existing in various parts ; and, what I 
believe is especially important to remember, in the middle coats 
of arteries. It is probable, I think, that the ergot of rye affects 
the muscular fibre, found in every one of these structures, in 
a greater or less degree.” So sjAeaks Dr. Meadows, in a highly 
suggestive paper in the Practitioner, and he quotes BroAvn- 
Sequard’s authority for its use, in aU cases of affection of the 
central nervous system in Avhioh it is desirable to diminish the 
quantity of blood by promoting, I presume, the contraction 
of these fibres of the vascular coat. To this influence I have 
attributed its marked effect in a variety of haemorrhages from 
lungs, stomach, bowels, bladder, and urinary passages, inAvhioh 
I have somewhat extensively employed it. 

The third illustration I shall give you is the now, through 
continued controversy, weU-knoAvn alkaline treatment of acute 
rheumatism, which, by Fuller, Garrod, and Dickinson, and by 
hundreds of others who have followed more or less exactly in 
their wake, is proved to have the strongest claim to our con¬ 
sideration both through the statistics advanced by all, but par¬ 
ticularly by the last-named of these gentlemen, and also through 
the scientific explanation which the action admits. In com¬ 
parison Avith this jAlan, and relying upon these, to me, conAuncing 
statements, backed by a personal pur,suit of the practice for 
many years, the expectant treatment utterly fails, and the 
severe bloAv thus aimed at enhghtened medication falls harmless. 

That such views wUl, through these and other agencies, be 
further e.stablished, I entertain the fullest confidence. The 
method of subcutaneous injection, now universally accepted in 
reference to some drugs, will find a much Avider field of applica¬ 
bility, and, in the greater simj)licity of results thus afforded, 
AviU tend most effectually to support the opinions I have long 
entertained. Time will not aUoAv me to prosecute this part of 
my subject further; but, in reference to this method of medica¬ 
tion, I would venture to make one suggestion, which the Avreck 
of many a fair proposal that I have in my experience witnessed 
warrants _me in urging. Do not let us, by a too enthusiastic and 
indiscriminating employment of the plan, damage its reputation, 
before we have made ourselves acquainted with its entire claims 
to our confidence. 

No town Hospital will hereafter be considered completely 
fitted for the discharge of its beneficent functions, unless there 
be associated with it a convalescent estabhshment at some 
distance in a country situation. Hither the recovering patients 
may be regularly transferred at once to make way for other 
u,dmissions, and more rapidly to accomplish their own restora¬ 
tion. Convalescent Ho.spitals may be of two kinds. Some are 
purely and properly so, depending solely for their results on the 
renovating influences of purer air. The protracted rest for the 
patient, recently treated in the toAvn Hospital, in whom the 
turn to conA'alescence has been thoroughly established, but 
Avho is not yet qualified to face the duties of his everyday life, 
constitutes another of the advantages afforded by these 
establishments. The second class is made up of those institu¬ 
tions where it is proposed to supplement the efforts of the 
Hospital Practitioners by the use of mineral and other 
baths, or by the internal administration of various medicinal 
waters. 

We arc fortunately so circumstanced, that, Avithin compara¬ 
tively easy distance, we have the justly celebrated springs of 
Harrogate and Buxton, both highly curative of many internal 
and external maladies. At Ilkley, in its pure waters and 
exqui.site mountain air, we possess a second Malvern—in no 
way inferior to its type, in the renoAmting residts produced 
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upon various forms of ailment. At each of these there are 
Ho.spitals for the reception of the poor; and at Scarborough 
and Coatham we have marine infirmaries, perfectly available 
for our many purposes. These latter institutions, it has been 
aaid,_ might have rendered unnecessary the estabhshment of 
special convalescent Hospitals; but the function of the one 
class will not be interfered with by the existence of the other; 
abundant claimants will ever appear for all the accommodation 
which these, in their separate departments, can afford. Of the 
former class, we have for some time had a temporary Hospital 
open, which will now be transferred to a larger and more 
extensive establishment recently completed. This has been 
erected ivithin a short distance of the to^vn, in a very healthy 
locality, at the sole expense of one of our distinguished fellow- 
townsmen, and by him dedicated to pubhc use. It is con¬ 
structed to accommodate one liundred convalescents, and is 
supplied, so far as I can understand, with every necessary 
apphance. The honest Hospital patient desires as speedy 
a return as possible to his remunerative toil; and many, no 
doubt, are tempted, under the pressure of family necessities, 
too soon to malce the effort. Before the sequehe of disease are 
thoroughly eradicated, or the consequent debility entirely 
recovered from, over-exertion favours relapse, or prevents the 
complete restoration of physical power. It may be that the 
premature return to tlie badly ventilated workshop, where our 
artisan patient endeavours to provide for the wants of those 
depending upon him for daily sustenance, or to the deteriorated 
atmosphere of his confined dwelling, in which he vainly seeks 
the renovation of his exhausted powers, tends to rekindle the 
scarcely extinguished embers of disease. 

To all these evils the Convalescent Hospital or the Watering- 
place Infirmary affords an efficient and ready remedy; and, 
when fairly and honestly adopted, it^ields to the community, 
whether giver or receiver, an unmixed good. But we must 
not shut our eyes to the fact that we have another and very 
different class of our Hospital popidation to deal with. All 
charitable institutions are liable to abuse, and none of these so 
much or so detrimentally, in my opinion, as the Convalescent 
Hospital proper. Care must be taken that the malingerer does 
not establish Ms residence; and ivith equal rigilance the incu¬ 
rable must be excluded. These, if allowed facile admission, 
will completely destroy the usefulness wliich these very valu¬ 
able institutions are capable of exercising, and convert into a 
crying abuse the otherwise beneficent agency of these adjuvant 
asylums. 

Wherever convalescent establishments are erected for their 
special purposes, they should be constructed on a plan as little 
resembling the regular Hospital as possible. The reasons 
warranting this are obvious. I cannot, however, endorse the 
directions of Miss Nightingale that, in convalescent Hospitals, 
the requisites for ventilation, and, to a very large extent, the 
abundant space estabhshed as necessary in regular Hospital 
construction, should be, or may be, disregarded. I do not 
assert that the same cubic space and superficia,! area are equally 
needful for the convalescent as for the invalid; but a large dif¬ 
ference cannot, in my opinion, be safely made. If small wards 
in Hospitals are objectionable on the ground of difficulty of 
ventilation, and if curtains are hkewise undesirable for the 
same reason, I see no excuse for their adoption in convalescent 
Hospitals ; and I am glad to find that, in the new institution 
to which I have referred, the mistaken views to which I have 
alluded have been discarded. Houses of tMs description may 
be erected, which will suggest very httle association to the 
mind of the convalescent with the painful memories of the 
Hospital which he has recently quitted; but, in attaining this 
most salutary result, we need not thoroughly abandon those 
principles for which we have contended as essential in the 
construction of the regular Hospital, and which, I believe, 
cannot be safely disregarded in designing these kindred esta¬ 
blishments. 

I had originally intended to make some further remarks on 
the cost of erection of these Hospitals. Time, however, forbids 
me to enter on it. The strict hmit as to the duration of these 
addresses, which I am commissioned by oui- executive to en¬ 
force, necessitates my careful observance of the rule. I will 
therefore only add that if, by this introductory opening of the 
subject, I have in any way facilitated its more complete discus¬ 
sion on the day devoted to it, the object I have had in view 
will have been accomphshed. 

Dr. Beatty (Dublin), at the termination of Dr. Chadwick’s 
address, proposed, in very eulogistic terms, that the thanks of 
the Association be given to Dr. Acland for Ms valuable services 
as President for the past year, and that he be elected a per¬ 
petual Vice-President of the Association. (Applause.) 

Dr. Thomas Smith (Cheltenham, formerly of Leeds) and Mr. 
Wm. Hey (Leeds) supported the proposition, which was carried 
unanimously. 

Dr. Acland acknowledged the vote. 
Dr. Chadwick then intimated that he had just received a 

message which he was afraid would neces.sitate him going to a 
distance immediately, and he feared, from the nature of the 
message, that he would not be able to attend any more of the 
meetings of the Association. Dr. Sibson would kindly occupy 
Ms place. 

Dr. Sibson having taken the chair on the President leaidng 
the platform, 

Mr. T. Watkin Williams, the general secretary, read the 
Council’s report:— 

nEPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1869. 

The Council look forward with pleasure to the as.sembling', at Leed.s, of 
the thirtj'-seventh annual meeting of the Association, under the presidency 
of Dr. Chadwick. 

The great meeting.-^ of DubUn and Oxford, presided over respectively by 
Dr. Stokes and Dr. Acland, taken together, form an important epoch in 
the history of the Association. 

The Council feel that the transition from these seats of le.arningto Leeds, 
the great centre of one of the largest fields of industry in Kngland, will 
load to results not less important to the vital growth of the Association. 
That meeting, to wliich so many are looking forward with interest, will 
bring the Association again into contact with the most active foims of 
human life; and present to them, on the spot, the effects upon health of a 
large assemblage of men engaged in manual pursuits requirhig both skill 
and exhausting labour. 

The Council have taken advantage of the opportunity afforded by the 
erection and recent occupation of tiie new Infirmary at Leeds, to bring 
before the Association, at its annual meeting, the question of Hospital 
construction, which will be introduced, more especially in its Medical 
aspects, by the futm-e President, Dr. Chadwick, in his opening addres.s. 
Captain Douglas Galton, C.B., on the invitation of the President-elect and 
Council, has undertaken to give an address, with a view to a subsequent 
discussion, on the proper construction of Hospitals. Captain Galton is 
pecuharly fitted to occupy this position, for he was a member of the Bar¬ 
rack and Hospital Improvement Committee, and to him the country is 
indebted for the plans of the Herbert Hospital, which has served as a 
model for many similar institutions of more recent erection. 

The Council are able again to report a considerable increase in the 
number of members of the Association. In the year 1868 there were 3702 
members, of whom 73 have died, and 104 resigned, and 39 have been 
removed for non-payment of subscriptions. At the present time the 
number of members amounts to 4095. 

The Treasurer’s statement, audited by Mr. Church, of Bath, and Dr. 
E. L. Fox, of Clifton, which has been published in the Journal, is 
appended to this report. 

Hastings Prize.—^Yom- Council regret to have to report that there ai'e no 
competitors for the Hastings prize this year. 

The Committee of Council have held their usual quarterly meetings, and 
one additional. It will be the duty of the new Council to elect a successor 
to Dr. Sibson, whose presidency of the Coimcil exphes at this meeting. 

The committee appointed at the last annual meeting for the pm-pose of 
promotin.g the direct representation of the Profession in the Medical 
Coimcil, have issued an address to members of the Legislature and the 
general public, which has appeared in the Journal, and been circulated 
among the several branches of the Association, along with a form of 
petition to the House of Commons. On July 12, a deputation, accompanied 
by a large number of members of Parliament, and consisting of many 
mombei's of the Association from various parts of the kingdom, was 
received by the Earl de Grey and Bipon, Lord-President of the Council, 
with whom was associated the Eight Honourable William Edward Forster, 
Vice-President of the Privy Council. The views of the Association with 
regard to this important que.stion, and the advantages that may be looked 
for from its adoption, were explained and illustrated by the Chairman of 
the Committee, Dr. Edward Waters, by the President of the Council, Dr. 
Sibson, and bj’' the President-elect, Dr. Chadwick. The deputation was 
courteously received, and the arguments put forward in favour of the 
direct representation of the Profession in the Medical Coimcil were 
listened to by the Lord-Pi’esident and the Vice-President with marked 
attention, and the assurance was given by his Lordship that the statements 
submitted to them should receive every consideration, Yom- Council have 
viewed with satisfaction the adoption by the MefScal Council of the 
principle of direct representation of the Profession in that Council, by the 
following resolution passed at their last session;—“ That the Council are 
of opinion that, if the Legislature should tliink proper to invest the 
Council with extended iiowers and fresh duties, by which the Profession 
would be brought more under the direct influence of the Council, then in 
that case the Profession at largo should have a more direct influence in the 
appointment of members of the Council.” 

Your Council are disposed to beheve that this interview will not be with¬ 
out its fruits, and theyti-ustthatthe Medical Council will be remodelled so as 
to embrace witliin itself members sent by the Profession, as well as those 
elected by the corporations and universities and those nominated by the 
Crown. 

The Council look foiward with confidence to the speedy attainment of a 
high standard of preliminary education, of one examining board for the 
admission of members into the Medical H’ofes.sion in each part of the king¬ 
dom, and of thoroughly practical and clinical examinations. 

These examinations can be properly conducted only under the eye of a 
body composed of Medical men, who are famihar with every want of the 
Medical Profession. 

There is reason to surmise that a serious proposal is about to be made to 
do away with the present Medical Council, and to substitute for it a Govern¬ 
ment Council, con.stituted mainly of men who are not member's of the 
Medical Profession, and a Govermirent board of exanriners. 

The Council atflim with confidence that members of our great Pr’ofession 
will never por-mit Medical education to be withdrawn from their oivn super¬ 
vision, and given over to a body of men exclusively appointed by the Go¬ 
vernment. Mediciire, hke the Law and the Chiu'ch, irill ever retain the 
direction of its own education arrd the control of its own examinations. 
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TV Eepresentation of the Profession in the 
Meaicai Council will present a full report of their proceedings. Reports 
also will be presented by the Committee on State Medicine, the Committee 

■n j and by the Parliamentary Committee, which 
wdl doubtless obtain the careful consideration of the Association. 

Ihe Council have to regret the resignation of the very able editor of the 
Journal. Arrangements have been made for cariying on the business of 
the JoMnal until the appointment of his successor, which it will be the 

new Committee of Council to decide on at their fli’st meeting. 
The sectional meetings have become an integral and well-organised part 

of the general meetings, the scientific character of which they have unques¬ 
tionably raised. The various sections draw men together who are interested 
in a common pursuit, give an impulse to inquiries into the many imper¬ 
fectly explored fields of Medical knowledge, and tend to advance Medical 
science. The Council are persuaded that the members wiU distribute them¬ 
selves freely among the different sections, and convey there to each other 
that precious knowledge acquired at the bedside, which so many observant 
and able men carry about with them untold for want of the onnor- 
tuQity of mutual cultivation. 

The branches are in a flourishing condition, and have been active in dis¬ 
cussing scientific subjects, as well as matters connected with the general 
welfare of the Profession. 

During the past year a new branch has been established for that portion 
of Gloucestershue not included in the Bath and Bristol Branch. 

The Cmmcil desire to offer to the secretaries and the various officers of 
the branches their warm thanks, since to them is due very much of the 
success of the Association. 

Your Coimcil cannot aUow their President to retire from the office wliich 
he has filled for the last three years without expressing their sense of the 
invaluable services which he has rendered to the Association by a rare de¬ 
votion of time, zeal, and ability. 

Your (^uncil recommend for election as honorary members Captain 
Douglas Galton, R.E., C.B., and Dr. Brown-Sequard, P.E.S. 

PiNANCiAL Statement fob 1868. 

The Treasarer of the British Medical Association in Account with the 
Association for 1868. 

EBCEIPTS. 

Subscriptions . 
Subscriptions, arrears ... 

Advertisements and sales 
Siindi-y and other receipts 

PAYMENTS. 
Jornmal expenses— 

Mr. Richards : Printing, stamps, postages, 
sundry printing, etc. 

Mr. Davidson: Commission on advertisements 
Mr. Butcher: Commission on advertisements ... 
Mr. Orrin Smith, engraver. 
Editor of Journal .] \ 
Sub-editor .' 
Contributors. 
Dr. Henry ; Salary for office work . 

Executive expenses— 
Secretary . 
Secretary’s petty cas 

collectors 
Clerk’s salary .,. 
Reporting proceeding 

sary expenses 
Stationery . 
Sundry other expenses 

Scientific and other grants— 
Public Health Committee 
Parliamentary Committee 

branch secretaries, and 

at Oxford and anniver- 

Balance due to Treasm-er (last year) 
Balance in Treasurer’s hands (this year-) 

£ s. d. 
3310 17 6 

183 15 0 

£ s. d. 

3264 4 2 
92 5 5 

163 10 0 
25 15 0 

250 0 0 
50 0 0 

802 8 1 
60 0 0 

370 0 0 

78 4 0 
62 10 0 

32 7 0 
16 15 0 
18 13 5 

43 13 0 
10 0 0 

s. d. 

3494 12 
2065 19 

11 5 

£5571 16 7 

s. d. 

4698 2 8 

9 5 

62 13 0 
41 10 7 

201 0 9 

TV -rrr ^5571 16 7 
WILBRAHAM Falconer, M.D., Treasurer. 

William J. Church, P.R.C.S., I . ... 
Edward Lono Fox, M.D., i Auditors. 

Apiil 1869. 

Assets, estimated, December 31, 1868 ... £1672 0 0 
i^i^iiities. ;;; ;;; ^ ^ 

Excess of estimated assets beyond amount of liabilities ... £166 0 0 

Dr. Ramsey proposed that the report of the Council be adopted. 
Dr. Geieeith seconded the motion. 
Dr. Davey expressed his satisfaction with the statement that 

there was a balance in hand, but took occasion to discuss the 
reasons why so many gentlemen had retired from their member¬ 
ship, and to criticise the expenses connected with the manage¬ 
ment of the Journal of the Association. 

Dr. R. WiLBEAHAM Faeconee, the treasurer, having replied 
to a question put by Dr. Seaton (Sunbury) with regard to the 
editorial expenses of the Joumal, a discussion took place, in 
wliich the speakers were Dr. Lingen, Dr. Stewart (London), 
Dr. Webster (Dulwich), and Mr. Nunneley (Leeds). 

The Ch.memaNj in submitting the resolution to the vote, ex¬ 
pressed his opinion that the time occupied in the discussion 
had not been lost. The motion was agreed to unanimously. 

Dr. Faeconee then proposed, and Mr. Wheelhouee (Leeds) 
seconded, that Captain Galton, C.B., of the Royal Engineers, 

and Dr. Brown-Sequard, be elected honorary members of the 
Association, and the motion was agreed to. 

Mr. Husband (York) moved, and Dr. Faeconee seconded 
the reappointment of Mr. T. Watkin Williams as general 
secretary. In rejily to Dr. BeU., Dr. Faeconee stated that at 
a meeting of the hnance sub-committee that moniing it had 
been resolved that in the event of the present general secretary 
being re-elected, his salary be fixed at ^300 per annum, but in 
the event of Mr. Williams declining to accept the appointment, 
they recommended that the election of general secretary be 
suspended until an inquiry had been made to ascertain if it 
was possible to secure more efficiency in the secretariat and 
the management of the Journal. Mr. Williams had agreed to 
be re-elected.—An animated discussion followed. Dr. Bell, 
Mr. Clayton (Birmingham), Dr. Gibbon, Mr. ISTunneley, Dr. 
VY^stee taking part therein. The proposition was carried. 

Mr. Clayton (Birmingham) proposed, and Mr. Nunneley 
seconded, that the auditors, Mr. Church and Dr. Fox, be re¬ 
elected.—Agreed to. 

Mr. W^iLLiAMS next read the report of the Medical Benevolent 
Fund, which stated that during the year 106 cases of distress 
had been relieved by grants varying from £5 to £20, the total 
amount thus expended being £855. The number of annuitants 
at present was twenty-seven, seven having died during the 
year. Iwo new ones only had been elected, the present rate of 
interest on the annuity fund being low. It was to be hoped 
that the committee would soon be able to proceed to the election 
of others, as the candidates were numerous, and many of them 
were in the most distressed circumstances. Dr. Broadbent, 
who had held the office of honorary secretary since 1864, had 
resigned, and the committee recommended as Ms successor 
Mr. Stamford Foster, who had kindly offered his services. Dr. 
Haee (London) proposSff the adoption of the report. The 
resolution was seconded by Mr. Baeton, and after Mr. Nunne¬ 
ley had pointed out that the members of the Medical Profession 
in this district had contributed largely for purposes similar to 
thMe for wMch the fund had been established, it w.as agreed to. 

Dr. Davey (Bristol) _ proposed an alteration in the eighth 
law, the effect of which would be to place twenty elected 
members on the Comimttee of Council instead of ten. 

Dr. Seaton having seconded the proposition. 
Dr. Richaedson moved as an amendment to the effect that 

a comimttee be formed to consider whether or not an entire 
altemtion should take place with regard to the constitution of 
the Committee of Council. 

Dr. Gibbon (London) seconded the amendment. 
Mr. Husband, Dr. Stewart, and Mr. Heslop having spoken. 
Sir W^iLLiAM Jennee appealed to Dr. Richardson to with- 

diaw so stupendous a proposition as the amendment he had 
moved, but that gentleman declined. Both amentment and 
resolution were rejected. 

The Rev. Dr. Bell and Dr. Arthur Loared then drew atten¬ 
tion to various matters affecting the Association, and the pro¬ 
ceedings did not terminate until twelve o’clock. 

On W^ednesday the cMef business of the day was the 

ADDRESS IN MEDICINE. 

By Sir William Jennee, Bart., M.D., F.R.S., 

Physician in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen. 

Gentlemen, There are special occasions when it is well for a 
man to review Ms mental progress, points in Ms life at wffiich 
he does well nay, is bound—to look back over the road he has 
travelled, to count his gains, the difficulties he has overcome, 
the advances he has made, and so be cheered in his present 
labours and stimulated to new efforts, gathering from the 
retrospect good hope for the years to come. The same is true 
of a profession. Its members should from time to time look 
back to their earlier days, scan the advances 'their profession 
has made, compare what it is now with what it was then, and 
weigh with unprejudiced eye the worth of its reputed progTess. 

Advances in practical sciences are not mere changes in ideas 
modes of expression, which may, as in regard of 

rehgion, indicate greater enlightenment of mind; but they are 
advances in knowledge, the addition to the science of new facts, 
the elimination of supposed facts, the more correct apprecia¬ 
tion of the bearing of old facts, and the application of this 
new knowledge to the advancement of the practical objects of 
the science. 

There are special reasons why the members of our Profession 
-—Practitioners of Medicine—should from time to time sum up 
the gains Medicine has been making as a practical art, for in 
the daily practice of our Profession so much is necessarily met 
to damp our spirits ; so many cases in wMch diagnosis, in the 
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present state of our art, is altogether impossible, or at the best 
doubtful; so many in which the practical difficulties in the 
way of diagnosis, though the art be perfect, are insuperable ; 
so many in which, the diagnosis being clear, we know that wo 
are impotent to cure ; so many in regard of which our appa¬ 
rently well-founded expectations of effecting a cure prove vain, 
that even the most hopefully minded must now and then be 
tempted to doubt if Medicine be really advancing as a prac¬ 
tical art. 

Again, the spirits of many have been damped by the idea 
that modem advances in the science of Medicine have led to 
scepticism in regard of the remedial powers of Medicine as an 
art, and especially as to the remedial power of drugs. “ I 
trust you Avill not cast doubts on the efficacy of medicines,” 
said a distinguished member of our Profession, speaking to me 
of this address. “They do not believe much in the Avorth of 
drugs at this Hospital,” wrote a reporter to one of the Medi¬ 
cal journals. Now, for myself, I desire to absolutely repudiate 
scepticism in regard of Medicine. I believe as confidently in 
the poAver of Physicians to treat disease successfully as I did 
wffien clinical clerk to one of the first practical Physicians of 
my youth. Extended knowledge and accumiAlated experience 
have only increased my confidence in the remedial powers of 
our art. Nor do I believe that others, on whom the impiita- 
tion of scepticism has been cast, are less firm believers than 
myself in the value of treatment. ^ 

Modern research has shown that a large number of acute 
diseases occurring in preAuously sound persons have a tendency 
to terminate in the restoration of health, even though no drug 
be given. This is fact—knowledge—not scepticism. Again, 
modern observation has shoAvn that certain acute diseases, 
formerly supposed of indefinite duration, run a definite course, 
i. e., end spontaneously at a certain date from their outset, and 
therefore that conclusions as to the efficacy of drugs to cut 
short these diseases—conclusions drawn before their definite 
duration was knoAvn—were founded on false premises, and con¬ 
sequently are not trustAA^orthy. All this is surely fact—■ 
knowledge—not scepticism. 

Again, advances in knoAvledge have frequently been attended 
by a more correct appreciation of the mode of action of drugs; 
and the expression of this has not unfrequently, though most 
erroneously, been taken as evidence of scepticism. Thus, if I 
beheve that sahne aperients do not act as formerly I supposed 
they did—viz., by increasing the escape of watery matter from 
the radicles of the portal vein—I am not in the least shaken in 
my belief that the symptoms which I attribute to over-dis¬ 
tension of the portal vein are relieved by their action, or that 
their action is followed by the disappearance of watery fluid 
from the peritoneal cavity and from the cellular tissue. 

Again, if it should be considered as proved by experiment on 
dogs that mercurials do not produce increased secretion of bile 
in man, it would not in the least throw doubt on the established 
facts in regard of the great flow of a yellow and green-coloured 
fluid from the bowel after the administration of a mercurial to 
man, and the relief to many distressing symptoms which fol¬ 
lows. A man’s bilious headache, as it is termed, would be none 
the less certainly cured by a mercurial, even though it should 
be shown to the satisfaction of the whole Profession that mer¬ 
cury does not increase the secreting power of the liver. Our 
modes of explaining certain facts in curatiA^e Medicine would 
be changed, but not the facts themselves. My conAuction, then, 
is that, although Avith regard to the virtues of this or of that 
particular drug, and to the mode of action of this or of that 
particular class of remedies, there is, no doubt, and ahvays Avill 
be, differences of opinion—the evidence that satisfies A. being 
insufficient, from the constitution of his mind, to satisfy B. 
AVith regard to the value of drugs in the abstract, Avith regard 
to the value of treatment, there is really little difference of 
opinion among Physicians equally Avell informed as to the pre¬ 
sent state of Medical knowledge and equally experienced in 
practice. When I say among men equally well informed, let 
me illustrate my meaning. I was one of three who met in con¬ 
sultation concerning a case of apoplexy. In the opinion of one 
of my colleagues and myself, the only treatment to be adopted 
was as follows :—To place the patient in the recumbent posi¬ 
tion, with head and shoxilders raised; to enforce absolute rest; 
to keep the bowels so far loose as to i^revent excitement and 
straining; to apply coohng substances to the head in the event 
of any heat of the part occurring ; to svipport the patient with 
light nutritiA^e food, having regard to his habits. The third 
gentleman protested against the modern system of doing 
nothing; he Avas anxious to bleed, to purge, to blister; and, 
when opposed, was not sparing of the term “ sceptic,” etc. 
Now, the difference of opinion in this case was not due to 

scepticism on one side, and faith—i.e., faith justified by know¬ 
ledge—on the other, but to knowledge on the one side, and 
absence of knowledge on the other. 

The case was one of degenerative change—retrograde meta- 
moi’phosis—of the arteries ; one had become so rotten that its 
wall had given way; its contents had escaped; a clot had 
formed, and, by its mechanical effects, given rise to the sym¬ 
ptoms. The heart shared in the degenerative changes; the 
bleeding had ceased. To those who understood the real nature 
of the case, the lesions present, and the mode in which they 
had been produced—in short, the pathology of the case—belief 
in the efficacy of so-called active treatment appeared to be not 
merely unjustifiable faith, foundationless faith, faith without 
knowledge, but to be faith in opposition to knowledge, which 
in Medicine is the worst form of scepticism, inasmuch as it im¬ 
plies doubt of truth and belief in error—doubt Avhich may 
prevent the saAdng of fife, and belief which, embodied in prac¬ 
tice, may kill. 

The present appears to me to be one of those .special occasions 
to which I have referred, when with advantage to ourselves we 
may look back and survey the progress which Medicine has 
made as a practical art in our own time—I mean during the 
time a large proportion of those here present have been engaged 
in the study and practice of their Profession. The time 
allotted to this addi'ess Avill not permit me even to enumerate 
the advances Medicine has made during the past tAventy-five 
years; I shall therefore limit myself to pointing out certain 
great divisions into which some at least of the great j)ractical 
advances of Medicine may be grouped, and to giving as briefly 
as possible such illustrations of its advances in each of these 
divisions as seem to me to be sufficient to justify this assertion 
—viz., that haAung regard to the attainment of its practical 
aims and objects a.s art, no science has advanced more during 
the period in question than has the science of Medicine. As 
an art, I say; for while Medicine is universally admitted to 
have advanced as a science, its progress as a practical art is 
freqAiently regarded as trifling, and often even denied. 

As I do not propose to enumerate all the advances of Medi¬ 
cine, so neither is it my intention to refer by name to those by 
whose labours the great adA^ances in Medicine have been made. 
And with regard to all the illustrations I shall give in confir¬ 
mation of the position I have taken—in fact, to all advances in 
Medicine) as a practical science—it must be remembered that it 
is rarely," very rarely, if ever, that any groat discovery, any 
great step forward, has been the direct result of the labours of 
a single man. All but invariably it has resulted from the 
successive labours of many men. And again, it must not be 
overlooked that, in regard of the advances of Medicine as a 
practical art, the silent workers render most efficient aid; the 
results of their unspoken experience confirming or refuting the 
published assertions of the few. It is to the experience of the 
mass of the Profession that we look for the final establishment 
of doctrine and of rules of practice. 

In the selection I am about to make in confirmation of the 
statement that our science in its advance as a practical art 
stands second to none, I am conscious that I shall pass by some 
facts which others Avill think of greater value than those I have 
chosen as illustrations, and that others would prefer to illus¬ 
trate the truth of the position I have taken by reference to 
more general and abstract principles. But I have been guided 
in my choice, first, by a de.sire to avoid disputed facts and 
theories; and, secondly, by a consideration of those things 
Avhich have aided me the most frequently and effectually at the 
bedside Avhen asking myself those two great questions which 
are hourly presenting themselves to the mind of the Practi¬ 
tioner—AVhat is the filnesB of the patient ?—AVliat will do him 

good ? 
Those points have been to me of the ^eatest practical 

service Avhen teaching the student at the bedside. It is clinical 
teaching that brings most closely home to a Physician the 
importance of every adimnce in our practical knowledge. By 
thus limiting myself, I feel that, while this address avlH more 
directly attain its object, it will be deficient in novelty and 
scientific interest, and so, as an address, be unAvorthy of its 
predecessors. Eor that I crave your pardon. _ 

Among the really great advances in Medicine may be placed 
the separation of chronic degenerations from diseases. By 
degenerations I mean—1. Retrograde metamorphoses; passive 
changes as distinct from living processes, and especially 
granular di.sinteggatiou, fatty degeneration and calcification, 
rotting and petrifaction; changes Avhich may and do occur in 
tissues and structures removed from the body, in tho bottle of 
the museum. 2. That change, accompanied by thickemng and 
diminution of elasticity, which occurs in certain tissues in 
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advancing life. The general diffusion of these degenerations 
is the characteristic of advancing age. It is, in fact, old age; 
so much so that, if a means of preventing these changes shoiild 
be discovered, that means vrould be the long-sought elixir of 
life. Rotting, petrifaction, and the special change in nutrition 
to which I have referred, although they occur as—so to say—■ 
natural changes in advancing life, may occur in the structures 
of the young, if those structures be damaged by active disease. 

As illustrative of the clinical importance of these advances 
in oiu: knov/ledge, I may refer to the modifications in our 
opinions and in our practice that have resulted from the applica¬ 
tion of this general knowledge to the changes that occur in 
special organs. Thus, our clinical knowledge, in regard of 
heart-disease, experienced advance with every step in our 
recognition of these degenerative changes. First, we became 
acquainted with the fatty metamorphosis of its muscular 
tissue—i.e., the real conversion, by interchange of chemical 
•elementary constituents, of the sarcous element of the muscle 
into olein, etc.—not atrophy proper, any more than is the 
resolution of a drop of water into hydrogen and oxvgen 
atrophy of the water, but a real decomposition—a decomposi¬ 
tion proper to advancing age. Then we learned the relation 
between this decomposition, rotting or fatty metamorphosis, 
and impediment to the flow of blood, to the textures of the 
Reart; and we saw that the impediment in many cases was 
•caused by calcification or petrifaction of the coats of the 
arteries. Subsequently we learned that whatever pathological 
conditions interfered with the nutrition of the muscular tissue 
favoured, to the same degree, this retrograde metamorpliosis, 
rearrangement of chemical constituents, decomposition or rotting-, 
which we call fatty degeneration. So we saw that mechanically 
mduced congestion of the heart was followed first by increase 
in muscular tissue and power, and then by such damage to the 
nutrition of the old and of the newly formed muscular tissue 
as to be followed by rotting—i.e., granular disinteg-ration—• 
and fatty degeneration ; and thus we learned why the hyper¬ 
trophied heart so often fails after a time to afford its proper 
physical signs, and is followed by its consequences. 

Again, learning that degeneration of the special structures 
and tissues occurred simultaneously in particular individuals at 
about the same time of life, we came to the knowledge of fatty 
heart and rotten vessels being connnonly concomitants; and 
our general stock of knowledge reached the level of his whoso 
statement, when I heard it made at any early meeting of the 
Pathological Society, was always received with shouts of laughter 
—viz., that fatty heart is often a preservative lesion. It is so. 
For the life of an aged person is in greater danger if the walls 
of his arteries are decayed while his heart retains its full power, 
than it is if the muscular tissue of the heart is suffering 
decay in proportion to the loss of resisting power of the arterial 
walls. 

Continuing the illustration from the heart, these advances in 
pathologico-anatomical knowledge have enabled us clinically to 
distinguish valvular lesions consequent on endocarditis from 
those degenerative changes proper to advancing age, and to 
attach their true sig-nificance to those secondary changes wliich 
occur in the valves of the heart of the young, the structure of 
which is damaged by acute inflammation. 

We have attained to this practical conclusion—viz., that, re¬ 
garded from a clinical point of view, structural chang-es in the 
valves of the heart are referable to one of three causes—imper¬ 
fection in development, acute endocarditis, degenerative 
changes. And yet further advance of clinical knowledge has 
shown that non-fatal acute endocarditis is almo.st limited to 
acute rheumatism; and that degenerative changes, sufficient 
in degree to interfere with function, do not occur in the valves 
of the heart till middle life, and rarely till advancing middle life. 

The importance of these facts in enabling us to estimate the 
clinical value of special valvular murmurs is evident. The in¬ 
fluence the acquisition of this knowledge has exerted on practice 
is well illustrated by reference to a paper in the sixth volume 
of the Transactions of this Society. In having regard to their 
clinical significance, the active inflammatory nature of these 
degenerative lesions of the valves of the heart is regarded as 
indisputable, and special treatment, in accordance with that 
opinion, is advocated. Again, the knowledge we have gained 
of these degenerative changes has enabled us to appreciate at 
their real worth—to attach to them their true pathological 
significance, and, by so doing, to influence diagnosis, prognosis, 
and treatment—those changes in cerebral textures which follow 
on degeneration of the coats of the arteries and capillaries ; to 
appreciate clinically the importance and signs of those changes 
in the coats of the larger arteries, which, circumscribed and 
considerable, by the diminution of elasticity and contractility 

they necessitate, lead to local dilatations—i.e., aneurisms—and 
to comprehend why aneurisms of the arteries of the trunk and 
extremity do not occur spontaneously in childhood or youth, 
why they are so often the concomitants of early, though 
advancing-, age, and so rarely commence in old age. 

A second great advance in Medicine has resulted from the 
knowledge that elevation of the temperature of the body 
generally is the only evidence of the existence of p3T-exia—of 
fever in the abstract; that if there be no elevation of tempera¬ 
ture there is no fever; and that the only mode of practically 
determining the existence of elevation of temperature, and of 
estimating its degree, is by the use of the thermometer. 
Although great elevation of temperature may be determined 
by*the hand of the observer, yet there may be very decided 
elevation of temperature without the hand detecting it. And, 
certainly, the hand of the ordinary observer gives no correct 
idea of the degree of elevation. The indexed thermometer 
ranks in importance Avith the stethoscope. 

I will illustrate the value to us as Practitioners of this ad¬ 
vance in our knoAvledge in regard to diagnosis by reference to 
its value in the diagnosis of these common diseases. 

There is a form of typhoid fever, with which we are all 
familiar, that has been termed latent typhoid fever—a form in 
wliich the patient is, from the commencement to the termina¬ 
tion of the disease, able to Avalk about, and even to folloAV his 
ordinary occupations. This is a form of the disease in which 
the patient not very infrequently dies from perforation of his 
bowel, or from intestinal hEemorrhage, even though, as is usual, 
the evidence of bowel-irritation has been trifling. The diagnosis 
of this practically important variety of typhoid fever is often 
all but impossible v.dthout the use of the thermometer ; Avith 
its aid, it is comparatively, and it may be absolutely, easy. 
The thermometer, in this case, enables the Practitioner not 
only to satisfy himself, but also to satisfy the patient and his 
friends that he is really ill—that he is the subject of fever, 
and not merely out of sorts, poorly. Accuracy in our diagnosis, 
in this class of cases, is all-important; for by it we are led to 
avoid the treatment Avhich some of the symptoms may seem to 
demand—treatment which, perchance, may lead, as it often 
has led, to a fatal result; while, by the ocular demonstration 
of the existence of the fever which we can give to the patient, 
wo can induce him to take those hygienic precautions so im¬ 
portant for his safe passage through the ailment. Hoav often 
have we all knoAro, in times past, a drastic purge administered 
by the Physician to remove the disordered secretions, and 
injudicious diet taken by the patient to remove the weakness, 
lead to death. 

A second illustration of the A^alue of the thermometer as an 
aid in diagnosis is afforded by cases of acute deposit of tubercle. 
This is a disease the diagnosis of which before the use of the 
thermometer was often impossible. Now, by a consideration 
of the continuous elevation of temperature—the degree of ele¬ 
vation and the alternations in the degree of elevation—the 
diagnosis can be made Avith comparative facility. A third 
illustration is afforded by the aid the thermometer gives in the 
differential diagnosis of pneumonia and tubercular pneumonia. 

So much in illustration of its value to diagnosis; but the 
thermometer also affords more valuable aid in prognosis—for 
example, in typhus fever, typhoid fever, pneumonia, and acute 
rheumatism—and it gives valuable aid in determining the pro¬ 
priety of the treatment pursued in special cases. . A third great 
advance in our practical knowledge has restdted from the 
appreciation of the influences of A'arious mechanical conse¬ 
quences of primary diseases. 

I may illustrate our advances in this kind of knowledge by 
the folloAving: —When speaking of the distinction wMch modem 
clinical Medicine draws between inflammatory and degenera¬ 
tive changes in the valves of the heart, I might have referred 
to the fact that both have a common effect—viz. roughening of 
the margin of the valves. By this roughened surface fibrine is 
mechanically separated from the circulating blood—whipped 
out of it—and to the presence of this fibrine on the valve the 
greater part of the post-mortem visible abnormity is due. For¬ 
merly all this fibrine mechanically whipped on to the valve was 
supposed to be directly exuded as the result of endocarditis. 
Again, portions of this fibrine are frequently detached mecha¬ 
nically—i.e., carried aivayby the current and arrested here and 
there in the substance of organs or in the larger vessels leading to 
or to parts of organs. Some of the effects of rheumatism figured 
in Rayer’s great Avork are now knoAvnto be capillary embohsm; 
while many cases of paralysis which were not long- since alto¬ 
gether inexplicable are now matters of everyday knoAvledge 
to the student, and their relation to embolism, to the washing 
of portions of fibrine from the valves of the heart and its 
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nrre.st in one of the arteries of the hrain, is matter of demon¬ 
stration. Late observations have even rendered it probable 
that, in a certain proportion of cases at least, that remarkable 
combination of symptoms to which we give the name aphasia 
is duo to this variety of embolism. 

Another illustration of our advance in practical knowledge 
in this direction—i.e., of the mechanical origin and conse¬ 
quences of special diseased states—is afforded by a considera¬ 
tion of a cause of death after tracheotomy in diphtheria. The 
patient, after the opening of the trach.ea, frequently, as is well 
knoAvn, suffers from disseminated lobrdar pneumonia; while 
the trachea may be opened in other conditions vrithout any such 
result. The lobular pneumonia under the conditions referred 
to is due to inhalation into the capillary bronchi and air-cells 
of disintegrated diphtheritic exudation from the larynx, and 
the mechanical difficulty to its expulsion resulting from the 
opening into the trachea, and thus mechanically arc estabhshed 
numerous centres of diseased action. This knowledge modifies 
practice most materially, and tends much to the saving of life. 

Another class of diseases, in the practical acquaintance with 
which we have made great progress during the j^ast few years, 
is that due to fluid blood-poisons—pyaemia, septicaemia, ichor- 
haemia, and the allied conditions. In illustration, I may refer 
to three common diseases, respecting wdiich our advance in 
knowledge in this direction has a marked influence, not only 
in enabling us to give an explanation of common secondary 
affections, but also in regulating treatment. 

it is now part of our daily clinical knowdedge that a very 
large proportion of the fatal cases of typhoid fever are fatal, 
not from the severity of the original disease, not from the 
direct secondary consequences of the original disease, but from 
the effects of absorption of decayed matter from the ulcerated 
surfaces of the intestine, and the blood-condition—septicaemia 
—resulting. From this follow secondary pneumonia, nephritis, 
hepatitis, etc. The practical conclusion is that one great point 
in treatment is to prevent this absorption by the use of remedies 
calculated to destroy the foetid intestinal contents. 

Again, in determining a fatal result in scarlatina, septicajmia 
often plays a most important part. Absorption from the ulce¬ 
rated surface of the throat leads to great enlargement of the 
lymphatic glands about the angle of the j aw, and then to general 
infection. The same is true in regard of diphtheria. The prac¬ 
tical conclusion hero is that one object in treatment is to destroy 
the absorbing surface (often quite practicable in scarlet fever), 
and to destroy foetid matters by the use of antiseptics to the 
pharynx. 

Among our advances in the same direction—that is, of the 
effects of the fluid blood-poisons, and ther consequences— 
should perhaps be classed those great strides forward in prac¬ 
tical knowledge whi(;h have followed on our study of Bright’s 
disease, its relation to local inflammations, to cerebral htsmor- 
rhage, and to hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the heart. 
This last addition to our knowledge has advanced cardiac 
pathology, not only by its direct addition to our stock of 
knowledge, but also by bringing under general laws some of 
the apparently most exceptional cases of hypertrophy of the 
heart. 

Another decided advance of modern practical Medicine has 
followed from the greater accuracy and minuteness with which 
the signs and symptoms of special cases of sf)ecial diseases 
have been observed and described, the care with which col¬ 
lections of such cases have been analysed, and the greater 
precision with w'hich special di.scases have in consequence been 
defined. 

Advances of knowledge which have followed are mani¬ 
fested— 

1. By the more correct appreciation, in regard of well-known 
diseases, of the relation between objective signs and the lesions 
found after death. Thus we have attained to a deggee of 
accuracy in the diagnosis of diseases of the heart, lung, brain, 
spinal cord, etc., which a few years ago wnuld have been re¬ 
garded as impossible. 

2. By the separation of diseases previously confounded as 
one. E. ff., Bright’s disease has been proved to include several 
distinct renal diseases, each requirhig its special treatment, 
and all entitled to the common name of Bright’s disease, only 
because they have as common conscqiiences lesions residting 
from the retention in the blood of imnary elements. To twn 
of these special diseases of the kidney I may refer in illustra¬ 
tion—viz., the gouty and the syphilitic kidney. Again,^ in 
recent time wo have attained solid grounds for distinguishing 
pulmonarj' collapse from pneumonia, gout from rheumatism ; 
and also for separating relapsing, typhus, and typhoid fevers. 
Tlie advance in our knowledge in regard to the diagnostic 

symptoms of the last-named of these diseases, conjoined to our 
new knowdedge of the symptoms of general acute tuberculisa- 
tion, and of the origin of the febrile disturbances generally of 
childhood, has enabled us to separate into its proper constitu¬ 
ents the most dissimilar pathological conditions, grouped, in 
times lately past, under the head infantilo remittent fever; and 
to discard the very name, unless we use it to the public as a 
cloak for diagnostic ignorance. 

3. By the discovery of the existence of diseases formerly 
unknoAvn—need I mention Addison’s disease, leukaemia, loco¬ 
motor ataxy, trichinosis, cerebro-spinal meningitis, and albumi¬ 
noid disease of the various organs ? The accurate definition of 
a new disease is not only a gain in itself, but it enables us to 
define much more clearly allied diseases. Thus the knowledge 
of the parasitic nature of a considerable number of the 
diseases of the skin not only established the existence of 
several well-defined genera on a firm basis, but enabled other 
genera to be more easily and clearly defined—e.y., the precise 
characters by which tinea tonsurans can be defined, make tinea 
decalvans, eczema, and herpes circinnatus more easily and 
clearly definable. 

The more accurate definition of special diseases has led to a 
more accurate knowledge of the course of special diseases— 
their natural history, if I may say so—a knowledge the- 
importance of which cannot be over-estimated. Acute sthenio 
pneumonia has been shown to have a course almost as definite 
as the acute specific diseases, and to have an almost certainly 
favourable termination in youth. The auserdtatory signs of 
tubercular pneumonia are not to be distinguished from those of 
ordinary pneumonia; hut the former as rarely spares the young 
as the latter kills them. The diagnosis between these two 
affections may be made absolutely by their course. The ^ow- 
ledge of the duration and course of diphtheria, the period at 
which the larynx is hkely to become involved, albuminuria to 
occur, and the nervous phenomena to supervene, has given us 
great advantages in its treatment. 

I may illustrate the foUy of attempting to estimate the- 
value of special treatment of a disease, before the natural 
history of that disease is known, by the following facts :—In 
1817-19, an epidemic of fever prevailed in Edinburgh. This 
epidemic met with a singularly able historian in Dr. Welche. 
His object was not to write a history of the epidemic, but to 
prove the great value of blood-letting in fever. Dr. Welche 
shows that the mortality from fever in Edinburgh, before the- 
employment of venesection, was very great, the j)ercentage of 
fatal cases very considerable; and he proves indisputably that, 
after the introduction of free blood-letting, the mortality was 
comparatively, nay, absolutely, trifling. So frequently did the 
fever cease after the blood-letting, so quickly did the cessation 
of the fever follow on the venesection, that to the man who 
employed the lancet boldly in the treatment of fever, Dr. 

,• Welche thought it might be said, “ O homo! jugulasti febrem.” 
Now the investigations of the Physicians of the past twenty- 
five years have proved that the disease which Dr. Welche 
supposed he had killed by blood-letting was a disease which 
runs a short and definite course, ends spontaneously on or 
about the date at which he thought he killed it by blood-letting, 
and terminates almost always in health under all treatment 
and without treatment. It is v/onderful to observe how few 
died, though, in the hope of killing the fever, 120 to 130 ounces 
of blood were taken from the arm in a few days in several cases. 

Another great advance in practical Medicine is the recogni¬ 
tion of the frequent relation of local lesions to chronic constitu¬ 
tional states. No Practitioner would now think of treating a 
local disease till the diagnosis of the constitutional state had 
been made. For example, in bronchitis in a child, both the 
progaiosis and the treatment will be greatly modified by the 
fact that the little one is the subject of tuberculosis, of stni- 
mosis, of rickets, or of constitutional syphihs. In Bright’s 
disease, both prognosis and treatment will be modified by the 
fact of the patient being the subject of constitutional gout, of 
tuberculosis, or of syphilis. 

So in regard of intracranial diseases—I mayinsta-ncememn- 
gitis, tumour, disease of arteries interfering’ wfith nutrition, as 
local diseases, for the successful treatment of which it is now 
admitted that a knowledge of the constitutional _ state is in 
every case essential. Surely this is a great stride in practical 

Medicine. ^ 
The increased accuracy of late attained in the definition or 

special diseases, and of their courses, has been greatly assisted 
by the use of special instruments for the detection of physical 
changes previously imperfectly recogmsable. Without the 
microscope, the existence of leukaemia could not have been 
established; to its aid is due the knowledge of the parasitio 
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cliaractcrs of tinea tonsurans, tinea favosa, chloasma, and 
thrush; it has yielded indisputable evidence of progTessing' 
destruction of lung-tissue; to it tve are indebted for the separa¬ 
tion of ^hydatid cysts from the various forms of simple cysts 
Tvith which they were so long confounded, as well as for a 
knowledg'e of the real nature of the former. The diagnoisis, 
pro^iosis, and treatment of Bright’s disease are all aided by 
the information the microscope conveys. 

The thermometer, to the clinical Physician, affords, as we 
have aheady seen, information of the highest practical value, 
whether regard be had to diagnosis, prognosis, or to treatment. 

The laryngoscope has enabled us to appreciate changes in 
the larynx which, without its aid, could not have been sus¬ 
pected, and to determine with certainty the presence of other 
lesions which without it coidd only have been susi^ected—e.q., 
growths within the larynx, paralysis of one or both vocal cords, 
small ulcers on the cords ; and in two of these affections to 
detect the disease with certainty is to be able, A^dth equal 
certainty, to cure the patient. 

The ophthalmoscope has afforded valuable definite informa¬ 
tion in aid of the^ diagnosis of some of the most obscure diseases 
of the brain and its membranes. 

. The siAhygmograph has accomplished something for Medi¬ 
cine as a science and an art, and promises much more. 

The balance is an instrument of great importance, as deter¬ 
mining the progress—that is, the advance or otherwise—of 
certain important diseases, and so the value of the treatment 
being pursued—c.y., diabetes and phthins. 

Another great gain to modern Medicine has resulted from 
the diffusion of more correct ideas as to the meaning of the 
word cure, and of the distinction to be drawn between curing 
the disease and curing the patient. 

The meanings of the Avord cure are best illustrated by refer¬ 
ence to some special diseases. We cure scabies. It is to be 
observed, however, that Avhen we cure scabies we do not cure 
the visible symptoms of the disease, but Ave destroy the agent 
the presence of Avhich calls forth the Ausible symptoms. "That 
agent being destroyed, nature cures the inflammation, vesica¬ 
tion, pustulation, etc. W^e do what the Surgeon docs Avhen he 
removes a thorn. He does not cure the inflammation excited 
by the thorn, but he removes that which keeps up the inflam¬ 
mation, and nature cures the inflammation. 

Ague is, again, a disease of another kind which we remove 
—that is, cure—by the use of certain drugs. The agrie fit, 
once established, is not curable—i.e., it runs its course, and 
then we prevent the recurrence of the ague fit. We cure or 
remove the condition which leads to the recurrence of the fit, 
over the symptoms and duration of which we exercise no 
control. We cure the disease. 

Epilepsy is another disease which we cure. Each fit, like 
the attack of ague, once be^m, runs its course uncontrolled. 
Epilepsy is sometimes occasioned by a special exciting cause, 
an irritant present at some one point—the thorn, so to say. 
Eor example, a man suffered from epilepsy. He passed joints 
of tapeworm, the worm was removed, and the fits did not 
recur. Years afterwards, the epilepsy recurred ; and he said, 
“_Oh, I must have another tapeworm.” A dose of male-fern 
did remove another tapeworm, and again the fits ceased. 
How, we may say the epilepsy was cured by the removal of 
the tapeworm; but it is to be noted that, although the excitant 
of the attacks was removed, the disease of the nervous system 
was untouched, as was shown by the recurrence of the mani¬ 
festation of the disease as soon as the special irritant was again 
applied. Again, we cure epilepsy, we say, when, by the ad- 
mimstration of ^ drugs, we so modify the nervous system that, 
on the application of the irritants which previously induced a 
fit, no attack follows. 

We cure patients suffering from the acute specific diseases. 
An acute specific fever is analogous not to ag-ue generally, but to 
a single fit of ague ; and as we have no drug that controls the 
•duration of the fit, so we have no drug that controls the course 
or duration of the acute specific fevers. W^e have no drug to 
cut short the fever—no drug that exercises, so far as is knoAvn, 
any influence on the specific disease. But, notAvithstanding this, 
there is probably no class of diseases in which we more fre¬ 
quently cure the patient—that is, by our knowledge of the 

■course of these diseases, of the dangers which threaten the bfe 
of the patient at each stage, and by the judicious employment 
of remedies, under which are to be included air, food, stimu¬ 
lants, and drugs, commonly so called—directly, positively, pre¬ 
vent the patient from dying. The treatment is not expectant; 
it is positive, and even often anticipating. We do not stand 
by and let the disease run its course unmodified. We interfere 
at every stage to prevent, control, or counteract the conse¬ 

quences of the disease. We restrain diarrhoea; we check 
hfemorrhage ; we prei^ent septicaemia ; and regulate, by giAung 
OT withholding stimulants and food, the powers of the patient. 
We cure, but how Ave know not, a jiatient suffering from local 
nerve-pain; we cut shoi’t the pain by the administration of 
drugs, concerning the mode of action of which we knpw 
nothing. We cure the most distressing sufferings of constitu¬ 
tional syphilis by the^ administration of drugs, concerning the 
modus operandi of which we are really ignorant. The distinc¬ 
tion between curing the disease and curing the patient is real. 

Though the science of Medicine had attained to such degree 
of perfection that the diagnosis of special diseases AA'as perfect, 
and the prognosis in indiAudual cases invariably correct, the 
public would have little practical interest in its spread. Its 
Practitioners woAild be engaged in solving puzzles, and in bttle 
more. So far as concerns the non-professional public, the aims 
and objects of Medicine ought to be— 

To prevent disease. 
To cure disease. 
To prolong life, and 
To alleviate physical suffering. 

But then it is manifest that the definition of special diseases 
must precede all attempts to determine their several causes and 
their modes of cure. Every adAunce, therefore, in the correct 
definition of special diseases, and in the diagnosis of special 
diseases, is a step in the direction of an advance of preventive 
and of curative Medicine. 

In illustration of the advances made in preventive Medicine, 
I will adduce the firm establishment of the fact that drinking 
water is one of the greatest agents in the spread of tAvo of the 
most fatal acute diseases of the present time—viz., cholera and 
typhoid fever. In the ten years ending 1866, 21,848 persons 
cbed from cholera in England and Wales, and 192,562 from 
fever. From the Begistrar-General’s Returns, it is not possible 
to say precisely how many of the 192,562 persons died from 
typhoid fever ; but, seeing that typhoid fever is the endemic 
fever of our country, and that typhus prevails as an epidemic 
only, and that in limited localities and for a short time, we 
shall be Avithin the bnuts of high probability when we say 
that 150,000 persons died of typhoid fever during the ten 
years in question, and that in no one year of the ten did less 
than 10,000 persons die of that disease. Now, Avith reference 
to cholera, the special facts collected by Dr. Snow proved that 
one of the great agents in the diffusion of cholera was 
drinking water; that every virulent local outbreak in a 
limited district of the disease was clearly coincident Avith 
pollution of the drinking water supplied to that district; and 
that persons liAung at a distance, if by accident they drank of 
the polluted water, suffered as certainly as if they dwelt in the 
district specially affected. The conclusion which follows from 
the facts collected by Dr. Snow is that, the conditions existing, 
be they atmospheric or other, which determine the epidemic 
disposition to cholera, the presence of minute portions of 
cholera excreta in the water supplied to a district for drinking 
purposes Avill be followed by an outbreak of cholera in that 
district. Careful investigations into the circumstances attend- 
ing local Adrulent outbursts of cholera during the last epidemic, 
have proved the tnith of that conclusion. I will refer to two 
such special investigations in confii-mation—viz., Mr. Radcliffe’s 
admirable researches into the relation between the water- 
supply and the spread of cholera in London, and to Dr. Ballot’s 
most conclusive observations on impure water as a cause of 
cholera in Holland. Dr. Snow’s investigations traced special 
individual cases and local outbreaks to one exciting cause. 
Mr. Radcliffe’s researches bear specially on the influence of the 
polluted water in determining excess of mortality in a large 
district of a great city. Dr. Ballot’s facts show that those 
towns and those parts of a tovra in Holland in which there 
was the greatest facility for the contamination of the water- 
supply by cholera dejections were those which suffered by far 
the most seA^'erely. (a) 

The spread of typhoid fever by contamination of the drinking- 
water supply is, if possible, less disputable than is the spread 
of cholera by the same means. Every new investigation has 
added new proofs to the strong presumptive evidence afforded 
by Dr. Flint’s cases. Solitary cases, outbreaks confined to 
single^ houses, to small villages, and to parts of large towns— 
cases isolated, it seems, from all sources of fallacy—and epi¬ 
demics affecting the inhabitants of large though limited 
localities, have all united to support by their testimony the 
truth of the opinion that the admixture of a trace of faecal 
matter, but especially of the bowel-excreta of typhoid fever. 

(a) See Medical Times and Gazette for June 12, 1869, page 626. 
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■with the -water supplied for drinking purposes, is the most 
efficient cause of the spread of the disease; and that the diffu¬ 
sion of the disease in any given locality is limited or other- 
■wise just in proportion as the dwellers in that locality derive 
their supply of drinking water from polluted or from unpol¬ 
luted sources. The proof seems complete, that a large propor¬ 
tion of those who drink water containing a minute quantity of 
the intestinal excreta from a person suffering from cholera 
will suffer cholera; and that a large proportion of those 
who drink water containing a minute quantity of the intes¬ 
tinal excreta from a person suffering from typhoid fever 
wiU suffer typhoid fever. These diseases occur like small¬ 
pox, scarlet fever, and measles, as epidemics, owdng to 
causes of which we know little or nothing; hut when 
epidemics, unlike small-pox, scarlet fever, and measles, a local 
outbreak of cholera and of typhoid fever will he detennined 
by the impurity of the drinking water. Had the water sup¬ 
plied to the east of London been as free from organic impurity 
as was that supplied to the west of London, the death-rate 
from cholera at the east would have been a little larger only 
than -was the death-rate at the west of London. Had the 
drainage and water-supply of Winterton, Terling, and Guild¬ 
ford, been what modern Medicine has sho-wn for health purposes 
they should have been, these places would not have sufered 
the terrible outbreaks of typhoid fever, of which the Medical 
Officer of the Privy Council gives such full details in the tenth 
volume of his inexpressibly valuable reports. The persons 
who died at these places from typhoid fever, and a large pro¬ 
portion of those who died at the east of London from cholera, 
were as certainly killed by the water they drank, and killed 
without need, as if the water supplied to them had been con¬ 
taminated with arsenic. 

And I am sure we all agree -with the most distinguished 
Medical Officer of the Privy Council, that “ the distribution of 
fouled water by the Guildford Board is as proper a case for 
judge and jury on action for damages by any of the five 
hundred people who had typhoid fever in that tovra as any 
case in which a railway collision brings some score of passengers 
into harm; and the fact that these water piu'veyors gave 
t5q3hoid fever to their customers would be brought home to 
their consciences, and be suggested as a warning to other water 
purveyors, in a far more conclusive and effective manner by 
such legal proceedings than it can be by any departmental 
statistics and remonstrances.” 

Another advance in preventive Medicine, second only in im¬ 
portance (even if il be second) to those just mentioned, has 
resulted from the knowledge, lately acquired, of the infiuence 
of dampness of soil in the production of phthisis. Dr. Bow- 
ditch’s and Dr. Buchanan’s independent researches have placed 
beyond question the relation between dampness of soil and 
phthisis, and have proved that di’jdng of the soil by proper 
drainage of any given locality is followed by remarkable dimi¬ 
nution in that locality of the death-rate from phthisis. By 
improved drainage, causing dryness of the soil, in Rugby, the 
phthisis mortality has fallen 43, in Salisbury 49, and in Ely 47 
per cent. 

Thus, by the advances of modern Medicine, the public have 
gained certain knowledge of the means of preventing, to a very 
great extent, the spread of two of the most fatal of acute 
diseases, and of preventing the occurrence, in a large number 
of cases, of the most fatal of chronic ailments. 

The advances of curative Medicine have been as decided as 
those of preventive Medicine. Not only have sounder views 

. of the rational treatment of special diseases, based on advances 
of pathological knowledge, been established, but new drugs, of 
great practical worth, have been introduced into our Pharma¬ 
copoeia, and old drugs have been found to possess virtues here¬ 
tofore unsuspected. How wonderful is the influence of bromide 
of potassium over diseases for the treatment of wliich we were 
but a few years since almost impotent! A dull, heavy-looking 
lad suffered for seven years from epileptic attacks, steadily 
increased from the first in severity and frequency till many 
occurred in the twenty-four hoiu’s. Eor a year he was treated 
by a Physician, on general principles, with little benefit. The 
case was in all particulars most unpromising; yet, from the 
time the boy took the first dose of bromide of potassium to the 
present—neai-ly three years—he had not had a single fit. 

Is this a solitary case ? Certainly not. We coiild all match 
it. But it illustrates well the power of a new drug over a class 
of cases which, not long ago, were regarded by practical men 
as almost as much beyond the curative influence of drugs as is 
a case of cancer of the breast. To one other of the powers of 
this drug I must advert—viz., its influence on the sexual 
organs—a power wliich enables us to exercise a real curative 

influence over a class of most distressing affections, for which, 
by drugs at least, we could formerly do nothing. 

Other illustrations of the strides made in drug-therapeutics 
are afforded by the influence of cod-liver oil on the cachexia of 
tubercular disease and of rickets; of iron on the cachexia of 
the aged; of digitalis as a cardiac tonic; of ipecacuanha in 
the cure of dysentery; of sulphites and sulphurous acid, and of 
carbolic acid, in the treatment of vegetable parasites ; and of 
Faradisation and the continuous current in some morbid 
states of the nervous system. 

The progress of pathological knowledge has been followed 
by an equal advance in the rational treatment of disease. 
Means Avere formerly sought to strangle a fever, to cut short a 
pneumonia. Increase of knowledge has taught us that these 
diseases always terminate -within a limited period, but are 
never cut short; while collections of facts have proved what, 
in the present state of pathological and physiological know¬ 
ledge, might have heen predicated—viz., that a larger propor¬ 
tion of these diseases terminate in health under restorative 
treatment than under depleting remedies. The propriety of 
the substitution of food and moderate quantities of stimulants, 
as routine practice, for the lancet, rests on the firm basis of 
results; and this firm basis is established without regard to 
the answer that may be given by science to the question. Is 
alcohol food, or heart-stimulant, or a nerve-power supporter ? 

But, while admitting this general conclusion, the Profes¬ 
sion as a whole have not forgotten that there is no one treat¬ 
ment applicable to aU cases of disease bearing the same name. 
They have not failed to see that the Practitioner is distinguished 
from the routinist by his ability to discern when, -with advantage 
to the patient, he may deviate from rules of practice generally 
applicable. No tables, however carefully compiled, however 
ably analysed, can teach a man how to treat the case of fever, 
or the case of pneumonia, now under his care. 

A good illustration of the help yielded to us in the rational 
treatment of a special disease, from adA^ances in our patholo¬ 
gical knowledge in regard of that disease, is afforded by chronic 
pulmonary vesicAilar emphysema. 

The diminution of the elasticity of the lung can in many 
cases be retarded; the exciting and determining causes of over¬ 
distension of the air-vesicles can be shunned; the causes of 
temporary impediments to the flow of blood through the pul¬ 
monary capillaries can be avoided; congestion of the heart, 
liver, kidneys, etc., can in this way be lessened, and, by direct 
remedies, still further diminished or removed. And thus suf¬ 
ferings are alleviated, serious secondary lesions of structure in 
organs, the integrity of which is essential to life, in a great 
measure prevented, and life itself indefinitely prolonged. 

The benefit derived from opening the trachea in croup is 
another illustration of the value of rational treatment in the 
prolongation of life. 

With reference to the power of our art to alleviate suffering, 
how great is the difference between the Medicine of to-day and 
that of our youth! Who that has suffered from a painfAil 
local affection can think of the alleAuation to his suferings 
which followed on the subcutaneous injection of an anodyne 
without gratitude ? Who is there that has had to submit to 
the knife of the Surgeon, whose heart does not overflow with 
ggatitude to those Avho introduced and perfected local and 
general anaesthesia ? The electric telegraph, the second greatest 
marvel of our time, was a thing which, in a rough way, scien¬ 
tific men had long thought possible; but to be cut for stone, 
and know nothing of the agony; to haA'e a leg removed, and 
smilingly ask, when the operation is over, “ When are you 
going to begin ? ” to have a toe nail tom away, and look on 
and laugh when that most painful operation is proceeding— 
these are marvels of which none dreamed. No extravagance 
of fiction equals tliis reality. The discoveiy of the value of 
the subcutaneous injection of anodynes, of local anmsthesia by 
ice and ether spray, and of general anaesthesia by ether, chloro¬ 
form, and nitrous oxide, are advances in alleAuative Medicine 
worthy to rank Avith the advances in preventive, curative, and 
prolongative Medicine to which I have referred. 

Keeping in Anew, then, those practical aims and objects for 
which Medicine is esteemed by the public—A’iz., its power to 
prevent disease, to cure disease, to prolong life, to alleviate 
suffering—I feel that I have said enough amply to prove the 
truth of my assertion that the progress of Medicine as an art has 
during the past twenty-five years(a) been second to that of no 
other science. And the present advanced state of Medical 

(a) Too narroAva limit must not be |fiven to the tAventy-flve years, as the 
Airiter intended rather to fix a time AVithin which the^ illustrations giyen 
had become part of the stock knowledge of the I^ofession, than to fix with 
accuracy dates when each fact was published by its discoverer. 
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education; the perfection of the means of physical research; 
the many new centres of knowledge being established in our 
colonial empire and in America ; the widely diffused acquaint¬ 
ance of the Profession with modern languages; the rapidity 
with which knowledge spreads; the confirmation, correction, 
or refutation whicii follows so quickly on the publication of 
novelties; the great ability; the absence of prejudice ; the un¬ 
tiring energy; and the truthfulness exhibited by the younger 
workers in the field of our science, render me hopeful that the next 
quarter of a century will be distinguished by far greater pro¬ 
gress than has the last, great though that be. And I can even 
now in mind realise the day when most of us, our faculties 
numbed by age, shall take but listless interest in the then 
present, or be, as is perhaps to be hoped, wdiere suffering has 
no place ; and when another, as full of sympathy for physical 
suffering, as anxious to relieve it, as we are now, shall stand 
in this place and tell how, twenty-five years before, one stood 
here and with exidting voice spoke of the advances of Medi¬ 
cine in the preceding quarter of a centiuy, but only to add 
that the sum of those boasted advances was but as nothing 
compared to the strides the Profession had made as a practical 
art since that far-away day. 

The meeting then broke up into the sections, which, as last 
year, were five in niunber—namely, those of Medicine, Surgery, 
Midwifery, Physiology, and State Medicine. Of the sectional 
work we can only this week give the following abstract of the 
able address by the President of the Section for State Medicine. 

SECTION E.—STATE MEDICINE. 

In this section, which met in the Council Chamber, Dr. W. 
Fake, F.R.S. , was the president. In his opening address, ho said 
public hygiene was in the same category as certain wants which 
could only be supplied by communities. The cost of roads, light, 
water, sewerage, could only be met by that company—the town 
—of wliich every ratepayer was a shareholder. Our toAvns, 
counties, and districts were only parts of that still grander 
community, the State, whatever might be its constitution, 
which had its duties to perform in watching’ over the public 
life. Hippocrates inaugurated the true philosophy of disease 
by annoimcing’ that all its phenomena were alike divine. 
Plagues were no longer traced to accidental antecedents, and a 
complete revolution in modem thought had been the conse¬ 
quence of that doctrine. Diseases as disastrous as ever awaited 
the Greeks before Troy befel the British army in the Crimea; 
but who would now accept the explanation that the gods slew 
the British army to avenge the insults offered by a prince to 
the daughter of a Greek patriarch ? The true cause was here 
traced to the incapacity of a Minister who was cast out 
of office. Amd quite recently the plague among cattle 
had given an opportunity of observing how easily a pesti¬ 
lence might become a Ministerial question. The Public 
Health Act recognised the responsibility of Government, 
and took a practical form when the Board of Health was 
ably administered by the Earl of Shafteshmy, Mr. Chadwick, 
and Dr. Southwood Smith. Eord Llanover, on its extinction, 
called into existence a great council of health, which inaugu¬ 
rated a system of scientific inquiries, which were prosecuted 
stiU further under the direction of Mr. Simon with the happiest 
results. Public health, local government, nuisance, and other 
Acts abounded in the Statute-book, and testified to the good¬ 
will of the Legislature, but there Avas no mastery of legislation. 
The community wanted a sanitary code, and one responsible 
man alone could produce such a code, to be accepted and sanc¬ 
tioned by Parliament. Sanitary law without sanitary officers 
was a dead letter, and sanitary administration could never be 
perfect without one supremo head. A Minister of Health must 
in the end be called into existence, but in the meantime his 
duties naturally devolved on the Home Secretary. The work 
divided itself into four great branches •— administration. 
Medicine, engineering, statistics—each of which should be 
organised so as to work in harmony with a Council of 
Health and executive heads. There Avas a disposition in Eng¬ 
land to create for all sorts of purposes new territorial dAi- 
sions, but for all large towns the organisation under the 
Mimicipal Act, Avith some improvements, would answer every 
purpose. The Town Council should nominate a Public j 
Health Committee, with a permanent chairman presiding 
over the sanitary staff, and representing it as a Minister repre¬ 
sents a department in Parliament. LeaA'ing out of considera¬ 
tion the large boroughs, grouped parishes, or unions as they 
Avere called, would form the best basis of sanitary administra- 
fion.. The identity of the administration with the registration 
subdivisions of the country would enable them in the case of 
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death and in sickness returns to folloAv step by stop the conse¬ 
quences of sanitary operations, and solid progress would 
become as apparent as the sun at noonday, blunders and 
failures Avould be revealed, and illusions Avould be dispelled. 
The appointnient of public health officers v/as prescribed by 
the Metropolitan Act, and that the institution Avas so far a 
success was unquestionable. All the larg’c toAvns would ere 
long have their town Physicians, and important questions had 
to be decided. Should the public Physician in a larore town 
engage in private practice ? Should he undertake the office of 
coroner in small boroughs ? Should he supervise the registra¬ 
tion causes of death, and inquire into every death tincertified 
by a qualified Medical attendant ? Should county magis¬ 
trates appoint a county Physician ? Public Medicine was 
now,on its trial; as it became appreciated it would open a 
great career to young- Physicians; but the public health 
Avas so AAdde a field and so difficult to cultivate that it rec[uired 
the aid of aU classes. They wanted help, and they asked for 
it from the chemist, the engineer, the naturalist, from the 
highest statesman and the humblest tovui councillor. The 
primary aim of Public Medicine was to preA'’ent disease, but it- 
also surrounded the sick Avith the conditions most favourable 
to recovery, and diminished the death-toll of the people. It 
prolonged earthly existence and carried numbers of souls 
through childhood, youth, and manhood to a ripe old age. 
Health gave rich and poor the fuU use of their faculties; it 
lessened sorroAv, and gave fortitude in the vicissitudes of life. 
These Avere great objects, and their attainment was difficult,, 
but not impossible, and to accomplish them was to bestow on 
mankind riches more precious than gold. The mean lifetime- 
in the healthiest parts of England was 50 years, but in Avhole 
towns and in entire classes it would often be found to be only 25 
or 30 years; in the United Kingdom it did not exceed 41 years. 
It was found undeniably that a high rate of mortality was re¬ 
duced by elementary sanitary measures. Pure air and pure water 
were indispensable conditions of existence. These Avithheld, 
the people would perish. The dangers of Avater once con¬ 
taminated Avith sewage were Avell knoAAm to CA’^erybocly, except 
to a well-knovTi class of scientific witnesses who had led a 
certain Royal Commission into calling such water a “ whole¬ 
some beverage.” Pure water might be supplied for ever to the; 
large toAvns at a fraction of the 600 millions sterling which the 
railAvays and the canals had cost. Arrangements might be made 
to preA^ent the diffusion of zymotic diseases, but the efficacy of 
the existing quarantine Avas questionable, while its eA-ils were- 
evident. Small-pox was replaced by other diseases in un¬ 
favourable sanitary conditions. But supposing aU the favour¬ 
able conditions to be supplied, even then some of the greatest 
problems of Public Medicine Avould remain unsolved. It was 
impossible to pass the population in revieAV at a census with¬ 
out observing in many graA^e defects, in many shortcomings,, 
in many organic degeneracies, in many criminal depraA-ities. 
Hoav out of the existing seed to raise races of men to a 
divine perfection was the final problem of Public Medicine. 
(Applause.) 

We reserve our notice of the animated discussion on Hospi¬ 
tals, which took place on Thursday, as well as much more of 
interest, until next week. 

REVIEWS. 
-^- 

T/ie Practice of Medicine. By Thomas Hawkes Tannee, M.D.» 
E.L.S., M.R.C.P., etc. In two a’oIs. Sixth Edition. London: 
Henry Renshaw. Pp. 656 and 645. 

Theee is a common character about the Avritings of Dr. Tanner, 
a character which constitutes one of their chief values; they 
are all essentially and thoroughly practical. Dr. Tanner never 
for one moment allows this utilitarian end to escape his mental 
view. He aims at teaching hoAV to recognise and how to cure 
disease, and in this he is thoroughly successful. Most of our 
well-known workson the practice of MedicinehaA’e a sjjecial cha¬ 
racter of their OAvn. Sir Thomas Watson’s elegant Avorkis a book 
pleasant to read, but not very easy to study; indeed, the student 
is apt to be led aside by the beauty and elegance of the diction 
from the more solid facts AA’hich underlie the easy and even 
flow of language for which these lectures are so remarkable. 
Dr. Aitken’s Avork, on the other hand, deals, one might say, 
more with the science than Avith the practice of Medicine. It 
is a book for the student rather than the Practitioner; pathology 
is its great groundwork. But in Dr. Tanner’s work Ave have one 
essentially on the practice of Medicine. Shunning controversial 
matters as much as possible, his teaching is mostly dogmatic, but 
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thereby the reader is enabled to form a clearer picture in his 
own mind than if he were presented with a multitude of con¬ 
flicting- views. The history of the book is also somewhat re¬ 
markable, in its gradual growth from a small pocket text-book to 
the two large, handsome, and beautifully executed volumes now 
before ir.s. The first of these contains general diseases, fevers, 
and diseases of the nervous system, of the lungs, and of the 
heart. The second treats of cliseases of the alimentary system, 
of the liver, of the pancreas and spleen, of the abdominal wall, 
of the urinary organs, of the uterine organs, of the skin and its 
appendages, of the blood-vessels, and of the absorbents. 
Finally comes one of the most important features of a good 
book of reference such as this is intended to be, a copious and 
accurate index. There can be no greater boon to a hurried 
Practitioner than an index which wiU enable him at a glance 
to find out the information which will settle in his mind what 
ought to be done in any particular case, and such a one is 
here supplied him. We might perhaps have wished a more 
thorough and complete revision of this work than Dr. Tanner 
has been able to accomplish in those portions of it which relate 
to pathology and pathological anatomy. So much has been 
done of late years in this direction that Avhat was I’ecognised as 
accurate and matter-of-fact not many years ago is now con¬ 
sidered, if not absolutelj^ in error, at all events as inexact. If 
we take the subject of apoplexy, it is clear that the old divi¬ 
sions of Abercrombie can no longer be retained, for Medicine 
has now a basis on morbid lesions rather than on symptoms 
alone. So ao-ain with phthisis. The complete change which 
this subject has experienced within a year or two is beyond 
measure strildng, and it is no easy matter for any one man to 
take cognisance of all these changes, to formulate them, and 
to compress them within the space available in a treatise of this 
sort. 

To criticise Dr. Tanner’s work in all its bearings would far 
exceed the scope of the present article, but we may give some 
passing notice of certain of its contents. He begins with describ¬ 
ing morbid states of the blood, but first of all deals with blood in 
its normal state; here we cannot clearly make out whether or 
not the recent vieyvs on the value of difl?erent kinds of food are 
entertained. Dr. Tanner gives in his account of these states 
a wonderfully good resume of what is known on each subject. 
Writing of pysemia, he refers to Polli’s mode of treating such 
diseases by means of sulphites, and this he decidedly con¬ 
demns, or declares, at all events, useless. In this Dr. 'Tanner 
is asstu-edly borne out by other authorities. Under the same 
heading he includes a chapter on hsematozoa. Such a group 
is, we think, a mistake. Entozoa do not grow in the blood 
alone, and the chief one cited—the Distoma hwmatohiuni or 
Bilharzia hemnatohia, on the presence of which depends the 
endenuc heematuria of certain countries—proves this. 

Shotdd there be in a work on Medicine, under a distinct 
heading, a chapter on dropsy ? It is questionable, but at all 
events the present system is convenient, and Dr. Tanner avails 
himself of it to make some very plain and practical observa¬ 
tions and explanations. His plan is to explain the nature and 
cause of the different forms of dropsy, and to reserve the dis¬ 
cussion of treatment until the various affections causing dropsy 
are discussed. Dealing with cancer, he uses the term “ car¬ 
cinoma” as its synonym ; perhaps the second term had better 
he dropped altogether. He also speaks of villous cancer in 
the bladder. Now, it is here, perhaps, that cancerous ele¬ 
ments are most difficult of recognition. The transitionary 
epithelium of the bladder is normally exactly like a cancer 
cell. Another division ^—fungus hsematodes — is merely a 
pathological accident, and had better be suppressed. Dr. 
Tanner adopts the system of classifying certain affections, 
as scrofula v-ith tubercle and scrofula without tubercle; we 
are, however, sufficiently far advanced followers of Virchow to 
believe that the two conditions have no necessary connexion. 
Then, again, when writing of the inoculability of tubercle, 
the researches of Dr. Sanderson are perhaps too much over¬ 
looked, Avhilst those of Dr. Andrew Clark scarcely get justice 
done to them, especially with regard to the priority which is 
duely lus. On am3doid degeneration, again, the remarks are 
good; but Dr. Dickinson’s and Dr. Grainger Stewart’s im¬ 
portant contributions to our knowledge of the disease are not 
included. Tliis is unfortunate, but much must have been done 
since the chapter was written. The notion that the disease 
depends on prolong-ed suppuration is hinted at, but the idea of 
its dependence on the removal of aUcalies from fibrine is not 
recorded. When dealing with gout. Dr. Tanner refers to the 
notorious gout liquid of LaviUe. He seems, however, to have 
bceu here led into error. The analysis which is given in the 
papers wiiieh accompany the liquid is only an ostensible one, and 

is not to be relied upon, as Dr. Tanner w^oiild seem to think, 
and one not reading it with care is extremely liable to fall into 
the same error. 

In the chai^tcr on inflammation we have the keynote to Dr. 
Tanner’s practice. He was a pupil, and is a follower, of Dr. 
Todd, whose sj'-stem of treatment he adopts. No one, we fancy, 
would now advocate any return to the old system of universal 
blood-letting; but there are a goodly few among us who also 
object to universal stimulation. Dr. Richardson has pointed 
out that there are cases where blood-letting maj' be employed 
with advantage on scientific grounds, and there are many wEo 
have seen benefit derived from its employment. To take an 
instance: Labourers in the harvest-field, at a period when 
heat is usually intense and when laboiu- is severe, are extremely 
prone to attacks of acute pleurisy, due frequently to sitting 
do\vn or sleejoing on the ground without sufficient clothing. 
They will suddenly complain of intense pain in the side, 
inability to draw a long breath—in short, of all the symptoms 
of acute pleurisy. Under such circiimstances they resort to 
the nearest Surgeon, who, in a majority of instances, abstracts 
from their arms a certain quantity of blood, and thej' return 
weakened, no doubt, but their pain is gone, and in a couple of 
days they are again hard at work. Is there any other plan of 
treatment which will produce a similarly satisfactory result in 
as short a space of time ? In similar cases, as also in those of 
aente pneumonia or bronchitis, the homoeo^jaths use aconite (not, 
however, in homoeopathic doses, for they use this remedy by 
the gallon), the orthodox Practitioner stimiilates perhaps, but 
the former treatment is the more successful of the two. Stfil, 
it is only a substit’ute for blood-letting, and acts in the same way. 

These brief notes on a portion of the book peculiarly ob¬ 
noxious to criticism vfill show the care with which the whole 
has been collated. It is, indeed, a wonderful mine of know¬ 
ledge, and although not absolutely exact in every particular, 
the rapid advance of Medical knowledge excuses what is 
almost impossible. 

It should not be forgotten that the work v.ras for some time 
ont of print, and the pressure brought to bear on a popular 
author under such circumstances is often too strong to be 
resisted. Dr. Tanner is, on the whole, we think, to be con- 
gratrdated on the care and thoroughness of the revision. It 
might, perhaps, have gone further with advantage, but, on con¬ 
sideration, we have every reason to bo satisfied. The appendix 
of formulae will be foiind useful, but we think the short 
notes on health resorts likely to be still more so, for it is 
curious how little real knowledge there is abroad on this, to 
many a patient, all-important topic. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-^- 

WHAT THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL 
OUGHT TO BE. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiH,—If most of the readers of your valuable journal shared my 
sentiments, they must, in the first place, have felt very angry at 
finding so many of jrour pages blocked up by the d—mn—ble 
iteration of the proceedings of the Medical Council. Yet, as it 
was your pleasure or policy to give them to us to read, so I and 
others felt it right to read them ; and, ha\dng done so, I must 
confess to having felt gTatoful, for the Council at last has surely 
committed suicide, and, I should hope, would never meet again. 
I may be weak, but I plead guilty to ha\dng felt some linger¬ 
ing respect for this body, some compassion for its struggles, and 
some hope that a time would come when e fumo daret lucem. 
But when on the tenth day of the twelfth session, apropos to a 
debate on foreign diplomas, I found Sir Dominic Corrigan, in 
defiance of all rules of argumentation, making what should have 
been an amendment in a matter of detail, a motion nullifying 
the existence, character, and powers of the whole concern, I 
felt, as every one else did with whom I conferred, that the 
Council was done for by its own act. The President has re¬ 
signed, and although a sense of duty may deter tho most 
eminent of the members from following his example, I am sure 
that their inclination must lead them to it, and that they must 
regret their connexion Avith a body whose discordant composi¬ 
tion seems to nullify all the talent, zeal, and business capacity 
of its members individually. As for adding more elements to 
such a chaos, it would but make confusion ten times worse con¬ 
founded. No infusion of fresh blood can rectify a thorough 
congenital deformity and want of organisation ; dissolution i.s 
the course which nature prescribes. 
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So far from wishing to cast disrespect on the members of 
the Council in their several capacities, I venture to say that if 
any three of them were selected, with definite objects to 
accomplish ^ and definite powers to match, I believe every 
evil complained of woidd be remedied in a short time, so far as 
they admit of it. 

What should those objects be ? Protection from quackery ? 
Alas ! the^ demand is hopeless. The people love quackery and 
will practise it, and we might as well attempt to put down the 
east wind. It were far wiser to ask nothing from the State, 
except to be let alone, and be allowed to follow our ow'ii calling 
in our own way. The prohibition against the assumption of 
titles by people who have no right to them is good enough in 
its way, and with that we may be content. 

The members of the Medical Council, instead of representing 
the corporations, should be men who have no interest whatever 
in these venerable monopolies. They should have power, by 
themselves or deputy, to visit and superintend examinations, 
or to submit aU men to one common minimum test, and to take 
care that the stamp of a diploma is not given to any base 
metal, and that no one can get on the Register without having 
pa.'^sel efficient and really searching examinations. 

Instead of erasing the names of a few small deer from the 
Register, what the Council wants is power to issue and publish 
in the London Gazette edicts like the following :—■ 

“ Whereas, by an Act passed in the year of her present 
Majesty, the G-eneral Medical Council of Education and Regis¬ 
tration were authorised and required to superintend the 
examinations^ of the various corporations and bodies Avhich 
exercise the right of giving diplomas and licences to practise, 
and to withhold from any such corporation the said right of 
issuing diplomas and licences upon proof that the said diplomas 
and licences were given after an inefficient examination ; 

“And whereas it hath been proved to the satisfaction of the 
said General Medical Council that the corporate body styled 
the _ . . . of . . . hath issued its diploma and licence 
to divers who cannot spell English, and who have never been 
shown to have a competent knowledge of anatomy, chemistry, 
and practice of Surgery : 

“ IVe, the said General Medical Council, by the powers of 
the said Act, do hereby declare that the said corporate body 
styled the • _ • of , . . is incapacitated, and is hereby 
deprived, of its right of issuing diplomas and licences for the 
space of three years—-any laws, charters, privileges, or customs 
notwithstanding. Given under our seal, etc., etc. 

(Signed) “E. Hawkixs, Registrar.” 

The names of the Medical schools, with their proportion of 
passes and plucks, ought also to be published. 

This, Sir, would he something like a Medical Council; and 
then, if teachers had liberty to teach when, and how, and where 
they pleased, and if examining bodies were afraid to pass 
incompetent men, we should have a state of things not to be 
attained under our present King Log. I am, &c. 

London, July 24. Emeeitus, 

THE AMENDMENT OF THE MEDICAL ACT. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,--The enclosed letter was sent by me to Dr. Bell Fletcher, 
of Birmingham, in reply to an application for my signature to 
a memorial respecting an amended Act. 

The subject is a large one; but, on your principle of audi 
alteram partem, if you incline to give the letter insertion, you 
are welcome. I am, &c. J. J. E 

Sii’j—I am obliged to you for sending me the copy of 
“memorial,” with view of amending the Medical Act of 1858. 
Tour desire (and the desire of those who are acting Avitli 
you) to improve the condition of the Medical Professio'u is so 
praiseworthy that I esteem you for it, and am truly sorry 
that, so far as I can understand the matter, I cannot unite 
with you in signing the memorial. 

That the Act of 1858 has been almost useless I allow, and 
this uselessness of it is specially annoying to us, because there 
is not one of us that has not had to pay for it more or less. 
Why has the Medical Act of 1858 been so useless .P Of 
course we have different answers to give to this question. To 
me one part of the reply consists in its having attempted 
by force of legislation, and especially by penal legislation, to 
enforce that which the public mind is not prepared for. Such 
attempts are always failures, and damage what might otherwise 

be the healthy action of any measure. Witness the mischief 
doing by the Vaccination Act just now, creating a prejudice 
that undoes in a short time what takes many years of gradual 
insinuation into the public mind to create. I deeply regret 
this. A wise statesman would legislate so as to encourage 
vaccination, facilitate it, and, in some measure, put a premium 
upon it, by making it necessary for all public employments ; 
acting in this way, the masses Avould slowly learn to appreciate 
its Amlue. As the law now stands, if uniformly put in force, 
the public wiU not stand it; if only occasionally and capri¬ 
ciously, it becomes an iiistrument of private spite. 

To a minor degree, the Medical Act of 1858 is open to this 
objection; and it is only that its penal legislation has been 
found unworkable (avIucIi I understand you to regret) that has 
prevented its coming into collision with the prejudices and 
habits of the English people. 

Do you desire this collision for us as a Profession ? Will it 
do us any good ? I think not. I tliink our endeavour should 
be to treat these prejudices and habits of the people—unAvise 
and hurtful as we may think them to be—with respect, inquire 
into their causes, the needs which do exist to give rise to them, 
and endeavour, in our legislation, to meet those needs. 

This is one part of the subject. In the worldng, or rather 
non-working, of the Act as regards Medical education and 
licences to practice, I should probably be more at one with you 
than I am in what I call its penal portion. These portions of 
the Act have not been satisfactory. The changes in Medical 
education seem to have been made in the interests of the old 
chartered licensing bodies rather than in the intei’est of the 
Profession. 

The Medical Council has ahvays seemed to me absurdly 
large. Look at the waste in salaries and in talk. A single 
well-paid functionary who had had Medical experience (but 
was dissociated from any Medical corporation), appointed by 
the ministry for a term of years, for wliich appointment they 
would be responsible to Parliament, a staff of three or four 
subordinates around him, for whom he is still responsible— 
these seem to me the likeliest arrangements to do our Profession 
good, as far as governmental machinery can. The existence 
of such an office, if at all respectably filled, AA’ould soon 
attract to itself the charge of various sanitary and other 
similar matters, wliich are now drifting about under “ any¬ 
body’s care;” so that the office would get more and more 
important, and, in course of time, would enter the legislature, 
if not the ministry—a change which Avould do much to 
improve the true status of the Profession, and still more 
the condition of the people. Can we hope any such residt 
from a collection of respectable Physicians and Surgeons 
(by no means statesmen) met once a year for a few weeks 
to talk away the time, and then separate ? 

Many others matters rise up as I glance over your memorial; 
but I have said enough to show that, Avith all respect for your 
desire to improve the Profession, I do not think I can unite 
with you in signing it. I am, yours respectfully, 

__ J. J. F. 

POOR-LAW SURGICAL QUALIFICATIONS. 

Lettee feom Me. James Robeetsox. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I am directed by the College to request that you will have 
the goodness to insert the enclosed in your first publication in 
order to remove any misapprehension Avhich may exist as to 
the rights which the licences referred to confer upon their 
possesssors. I am, &c. James Robeetson, pro Sec. 

Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, July 27. 

{Copy.) 
Poor-law Board, Whitehall, S.W., 10th July, 1869. 

Sir,—I am directed by the Poor-law Board to inform you, in 
reply to a communication which has been addressed to them by 
Drs. Andrew Wood and J. G. Fleming, that the diplomas of 
the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh and of the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow are recognised 
by this Board as conferring Surgical qualifications upon those 
Medical gentlemen who possess them. 

I am at the same time directed to transmit for your informa¬ 
tion a copy of the Board’s order dated the 10th of December, 
1859, prescribing the qualifications for the office of Poor-laAV 
Medical Officer, together AAuth a copy of the circular letter 
which accompanied that order. I am. Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
(Signed) H. Fleming, Secretary. 

The President, Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh. 
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THE LATE MR. KEATE. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

_I can fully confirm the statement of your contributor as 
to the character of the late Mr. Iveate—an excellent Sur^-eon, 
rouyh outwardly, land, and even generous, in reality. What 
a pity that no record remains of an experience so extensive and 
prolonged! I have heard him bitterly lament his connexion 
with the Royal Family, and once heard him say that after 
years of attendance he never received the smallest present, not 
even a toothpick, as a souvenir. Keate had his prejudices, 
amongst which may be reckoned the slight esteem in which he 
held Physicians, and the slight importance he attached to 
Medicine as distinguished from Sm’gery. 

I am, &c. E.R.O.S. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines:— 
Procter, Samuel James, Great Malvern. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Examination :— 

Aston, John P., Leeds Hospital. 
Batchelor, Ferdinand C., Guy’s Ho.spital. 
Baumgartner, John E., King’s College. 
Coombe, George A., Guy’s Hospital. 
Denne, Thomas S. H., Charing-cross Hospital. 
Greaves, William, Guy’s Hospital, 
Harvey, Thomas, Westminster Hospital. 
Hind, Henry, St. Bartholomew’s Ho.spital. 
Pearse Francis J., Westminster Hospital. 
Phillips, George A., St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Eose, William, King’s College. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub- 
hshing-oflice, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

-- 

Royal College of Suegeons of England.—The fol- 
loiving gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examina¬ 
tions for the diploma, were admitted Members of the College 
at a meeting of the Court of Examiners on July 22 :—• 

Box, William Heniy, L.S.A., Forest-hill, S.E., of Westminster Hospital. 
Daw'son, Frederick WiUiam E., L.S.A., Auckland, New Zealand, of the 

Westminster Hospital. 
Green, Charles Josephus, Little Ealing, Middlesex, of St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital. 
Hughes, WUliam, Carnarvon, North Wales, of Glasgow. 
Kesteven, William Henry, L.S.A., Holloway. 
Lucas, Eobert Harry, L.S.A., Burwell, near Newmarket, of the Middlesex 

Hospital. 
Martjm, Geoffrey Theodore, Dublin, of the Dublin School. 
Matthews, James FoiTester, L.S.A., Eoyston, Cambridgeshire, of the 

London Hospital. 
Peacock, Edward, L.S.A., Oldbury, of Bumingham. 
Power, John Joseph, Dublin, of the Dublin School. 
Sandiland, Artlnu' Hemy, L.E.C.P. Lond., Bicester, Oxon., of St. Bartho¬ 

lomew’s Hospital. 
Stuart, George Ballmgall, M.B. Ediu., Blairgowrie, Perthsliire, of Mel¬ 

bourne and Edinburgh. 
Shaw, Ollive Sims, L.S.A., Stockport, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Tait, George Walter, Knowle, Warwickshire, of Birmingham. 
Townsend, Thomas Sutton, Clifton, near Eugby, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Ward, William Simpson, L.S.A., Leeds, of the Leeds General Lifirmary. 

It is stated that of the twenty-five candidates examined only 
two failed. 

The following gentlemen were admitted Members on 

July 2-3 
Anderson, Eichard Benjamin, L.S.A., Theddlethorpc, Lincolnshire, of St. 

Mary’s Hospital. 
Atkurs, Francis D.ay, L.S.A., Dalston, Middlesex, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Bolton, Eichard E. N., Dublin. 
Burger, Alexander, M.D. Bonn, Finsbmy-place, of Birmingham. 
De Morgan, Edward, L.8.A., Haverstock-hill, of TJiriversity College. 
Hart, Eugene Jolm, L.S.A., Lee, Kent, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Hendley, Thomas Holbein, L.S.A., Charlton, Kent, of St. Bartholomew’s 

Ho.spital. 
Higgins, William Henry, M.B. Edin.,.Birkenhead, of Edinburgh. 
Jones, Thomas Derry, L.S.A., Fitzr-oy-street, Fitzroy-square, of Univer¬ 

sity College. 
Knowles, John, L.S.A., Beccles, Suffolk, of Kirrg’s College. 
Langford, Plrineas Pitts, L.S.A., St. Mary’s-square, of the Middlesex 

Hospital. 
Pater-son, AValter Hugh, M.B. Edin., Brigg, Linnolnshir-e, of Edinburgh. 
Prigg, Frederick, L.S.A., Bury St. Edmund’s, of St. George’s Ho.spital. 
Eoberts, William Lloyd, L.E.C.P. Edin., Festiniog, Nor-tlr Wales, of 

■ Glasgow. 

At the same meeting of the Court Messrs. Ferdinand Edavard 
Jencken, M.D. St. Andrews, and M.R.C.P. London, of Dublin, 
and John Wardleworth, L.R.C.P. Edin., Bury, Lancashire, 
passed their examinations under the old regulations, and were 
also admitted Members of the College. It is stated that of the 
100 candidates admitted to examination at this College during 
last week, 67 passed to the satisfaction of the Court and 
received their diplomas, 20 passed in Surgery, to whom 
diplomas wiU be granted when qualified in Me^cine. The 
remaining 13 candidates failed, and were referred for six 
months’ further Professional study. 

Apotiiecaeies’ Hall. — The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
July 22, 1869 

Brown, William, King’s Norton, Birmingham. 
Jones, Thomas Derry, University College. 
Porter, John, Fleetwood, Lancashire. 
Eoberts, Arthur Cople,ston, Southemhay, Exeter. 
Skrimshire, Charles Parnham, Holt, Norfolk. 
Thomas, David AVilliam, Festiniog, Merionethshire. 
Thome, Frederic Lacoque, Leamington. 

Glyxx, W. E., M.B. Lond. Univ. (late Senior Assistant-Phy.sician (^1- 
dren’s Infirmary, Liverpool).-—Physician to the Northern Hospital, 
Liverpool, vice Dr. Eoberts, resigned. 

Hodges, Frank H., M.E.C.S. Eng., L.E.C.P. Edin., late Eesident Physi¬ 
cian, Edinburgh Eoyal Infirmary—House-Surgeon to the Birmingham 
and Midland Eye Hospital, vice Henry Deime, L.E.C.P.L., resigned. 

Laking, Francis, M.D.—House-Physician to St. George’s Hospital. 
Ybld, Henry J., M.D., M.E.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. (Senior As.sistant-Surgeon 

Sunderland General Infiimary).—Surgeon, rice George Welford, M.E.C.S., 
resigned. 

MILITAEY APPOINTMENT, 
Surgeon Eobert Speedy, from half-pay, late 45th Foot, to be Staff Surgeon, 

vice Oliver Barnett, seconded on appointment to the Staff of His Excel¬ 
lency the Viceroy and Governor-General of India. 

BIETHS. 

Armstrong.—On July 15, at 196, Parrock-street, Gravesend, the wife of 
John C. Armstrong, M.E.C.S., of a son. 

Chambers.—On July 22, at 2a, Sutherland-street, S.W., the wife of Thomas 
Chambers, F.E.C.S.E., of a son. 

Haviland.—On July 2-2, at Biddenden, Kent, the wife of O. Haviland, 
M.K.C.S.E., of a daughter. 

Iles.—On July 25, at Watford, the wife of Wilsonlles, M.D., of adaughter. 
Eedfern.—On July 23, at Eosebank House, Donaghadee, the wife of Peter 

Eedfern, M.D., M.E.C.S., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in 
Oueen’s College, Belfast, of a son. 

Thompson.—On July 23, at Droxford, Hants, the wife of James Thompson, 
M.B., late Army Medacal Staff, of a daughter. 

Watson.—On July 23, at Little Huthwaite, Wortley, near Shefdeld, the 
wife of Alfred M. Watson, M.D., of a son. 

MAEEIAGES. 

Cresswell—Parker.—On July 23, at The Grange, Bothwell, Lanarkshire, 
by the Eev. John Eoxburgh, D.D., assisted by the Eev. J. Harper, 
Eichard Cresswell, M.E.C.S., L.S.A., youngest son of H. E. Cresswell, 
Esq., Lewisham, Kent, to Marion, the eldest surviving daughter of the 
late James Parker, Esq., Glasgow. No cards. 

Watson—Scott.—On July 27, at London, Eobert Watson, Esq., Staff 
Surgeon, to Jane Bertram, youngest daughter of David Scott, Esq., ot 
Montrose, N.B. No cards. 

DEATHS. 

Barlow, Lydia Martha, widow of Geoige Hilaro B.arlow, M.D., late 
Senior Physician to Guy’s Hospital, on JiUy 27, at Sydenliam. 

Brodrick, H. C., M.D., Acting Superintendent of the Ophthalmic Hos¬ 
pital, and a Professor of the Medical College, at Madras, on May 27 lasi, 
aged 37. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the ofttee vacant, the qualifications 
requii-ed in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Bournemouth General Dispensary.—Eesident Surgeon. Candidates 
must be registered, and must possess a qualification in Medicme as well 
as Surgery. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., to be sent, under seal, to the 
President of the Bournemouth Dispensary on or before September 9. 

East London Hospital eor Children.—Medical Officer. Applications 
and testimonials to be sent, before August 4, to the Hon. Sec., Eev. 
S. B. Burnaby, Eectory, Wapping. 

Hay Union.—Medical Officer; must be legally qualified. The gentleman 
appointed will be required to reside in Hay. Applications and testimonials 
to Mr. C. Griffiths, Clerk to the Guardians, on or before August 4, elec¬ 
tion on August 5. 

SLE op Man Hospital and Dispensary.—Eesident Medical Officer. In¬ 
formation maybe obtained by applj-ing to the Hon. Sec., Mr. John 
Moore, to whom testimonials mnst be sent on or before August 11. 

Ietropolitan Free Hospital.—Assistant-Physician. Canffidates must 
be Members of the Eoyal College of Physicians, or, if elected, pledged 
to become such within twelve months of the date of elsction. Applica¬ 
tions, with testimonials, diplomas, ete., to be sent mto the Hospital 
before August 5. 

lOYAL Portsmouth Hospital.—House Surgeon; must be a Medical 
graduate of a British imivei-sity or a M.E.C.S. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to be sent to the Secretary by August 4. 
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POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*»* The area of the district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

EESIGNATION. 
Pocldington Union.—The Sutton-upon-Derwent District is vacant; area 

14,718; population 2399; salary £26 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Alton Union.—John "Wood, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.M., M.R.C.S. Eng., to the 
Fourth District. 

Ckorley Union.—Edward Jackson, L.K. and Q. Coll. Phys. De., M.R.C.S. 
Eng., to the Biindle Workhouse. 

Tormigton C/hion.—Sloane Michell, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., to tlie First Dolton 
District. 

University of Ddblin.—The Chair of Zoology and 
Directorship of the Museum, m.ade vacant by the appointment 
of Dr. Edward Perceval Wright, F.L.S., to the Professorship 
of Botany, have been conferred on Mr. Alexander Macalister, 
L. K.Q.C.P. Irel., L.R.C.S.I. Mr. Macalister is well known as 
a most successful and original investigator in the various 
branches of practical, physiological, and comparative anatomy. 

Queen’s University in Ireland.—At a meeting of 
the Senate of the Queen’s University, held on the 21st inst., 
the following Examiners were appointed for the ensuing year: 
—In Medicine, Professor Cuming, M.D.; in Surgery, Edward 
Dillon Mapother, M.D.; in Materia Medica, Maxwell Simpson, 
M. D., F.R.S.; in Medical Jm-isprudence, Professor Hodges, 
M.D.; in Midwifery, G-eorge H. Kidd, M.D. 

International Congress of Alienist Physicians. 
—This is to be held either at Brussels or Ghent from October 4 
to 11 of the present year. The subscription is fixed at 20 fr., 
and M. Lunier, 52, Rue Jacob, Paris, officiates as general secre¬ 
tary, to whom communications are to be addressed. 

Medical Benevolent Pund.—At the monthly meet¬ 
ing, held on Tuesday • last, grants amounting to £100 were 
made to twelve applicants. A letter was read from Dr. Hare, 
the Treasurer, expressing his increasing sense of the value of 
the charity, both as to its objects and its mode of administra¬ 
tion, and enclosing a donation of £100. A cordial vote of 
thanks to Dr. Hare Avas passed. A donation of twenty guineas 
was also reported from Dr. C. Broclie SeweU, and £7 coUeoted 
at the annual dinner of the Bath and Bristol branch of the 
British Medical Association, at the instance of Mr. Crossman. 

Society for the Relief of Widows and Orphans 
OP Medical Men.—The directors held their quarterly court on 
Wednesday, July 14, Dr. Burrows, President, in the chair. At 
the meeting the large sum of £1427 10s. was voted for the 
half-yearly grants, being £177 in excess of the sum. distributed 
last half-year. Fresh applications were made from seven 
widows and twenty-six children, to whom the sum of 
£236 10s. was given. There are at present fifty-seven widows 
and forty-nine children receiving relief, an increase of five 
widows and twenty-six children during the half-year. One 
widow has died, another is no longer eligible, and three chil¬ 
dren, having attained the age of 15, have ceased to be eligible 
for relief. The directors avail themselves of this opportunity to 
urge the wealthier members of the Profession to assist them by 
their contributions, without which the funds of the Society will 
not suffice to meet the continually increasing demands for relief. 

Poor-law Medical Association.—The annual meet¬ 
ing of the Poor-law Medical Association took place on Wed¬ 
nesday at the Freemasons’ Taimm, Dr. Rogers, President, in 
the chair, and there was a good attendance of members. After 
the report of the Council was read, and some changes in by¬ 
laws^ considered, several honorary members Avere elected. The 
President _ then addressed the meeting. He referred to the 
work Avhich the Association had done, making particular 
reference to pauper lunatics, workhouse dietary, and dispen¬ 
saries. He pronounced a warm encomium on the long and 
valuable services of Dr. Griffin. He referred to the friendly 
co-operation of the Profession in Ireland, and expressed much 
pleasure at the course (worthy of imitation) which the Irish 
Medical corporations had adopted in support of the Superan¬ 
nuation Bill which had lately been passed for Ireland. He 
quoted statistical details to show the defects of the system 
pursued in England respecting Poor-law Medical relief, and 
concluded by moving the adoption of the report. Dr. Colborne 
spoke next, and expressed the hope that the Irish Medical 
Officers’ Superannuation Bill would next year be extended to 
England. He said that improvidence was encouraged amongst 
the people by the granting of Medical rehef as a right. Many 
guardians wished that pauperism should not be suppressed, for it 
gave them more poAver, as they were in most cases employers of 
labour. He hoped that the Medical Profession would be firm. 

and would shoAv to the guardians that they would not be their 
slaves. Dr. Dixon said that in London the members of the 
Profession could be more independent of the guardians than 
their brethren in the country. It would be Avell if guardians 
were more enlightened; but educated men would not, except- 
rarely, become guardians, lest they should be the mere tools of 
the Poor-law Board. He agreed with the previous speaker, 
that hahits of improvidence were encouraged by the present 
Poor-law system; and he expressed a preference for publio 
disjiensaries over the custom of dispensing medicines at private 
houses. The report was unanimously adopted. The President 
called attention to the valuable servdees which had been ren¬ 
dered to the Association by the Honorary Secretary, Dr. 
Dudfield. (Cheers.) The Honorary Secretary returned thanks, 
and said that the Association Avas making good way. He 
expressed much confidence in Mr. Goschen, the President of 
the Poor-law Board. A vote of thanks Avas movmd by Dr. 
Richards to the Chairman, who replied, and the meeting 
terminated. The members and some Parliamentary friends 
of the Association dined together the same evening. 

Quekett Microscopical Club.—TIig fourth annual 
general meeting Avas held on Friday evening last in the library 
of University CoUege, Arthur E. Durham, Esq., President, in 
the chair. A report Avas read, which showed that 142 members 
had been elected since the last annual meeting, making a total 
of 512. The Treasurer’s report showed that the finances of the 
Club were in a very satisfactory condition. In vacating the 
chair, which he had ably filled for two years, the President 
delivered a highly impressive address, which was listened to 
with marked attention tlu’oughout. The folloAving gentlemen 
were elected to fill the offices named for the ensuing year:— 
President: Mr. P. Le Neve Foster. Vice-Presidents: Dr. R. 
Braithwaite, Mr. W. M. Bywater, Mr. A. E. Durham, Mr. 
H. F. Hailes. Members of Committee: Mr. T. Crooke, Mr. 
B. T. Lowne, Mr. S. J. Mclutire, Dr. J. Matthews, Treasurer : 
Mr. R. Hardwibke. lion. Secretary: Mr. T. Charters White. 
Hon. Secretary for Foreign Correspondence: Mr. M. C. Cooke. 
A paper on the Ratio-micro-polariscope, by its inventor, Mr. 
James J. Field, was read, at the conclusion of which the 
instrument was exliibited. Ten neiv members Avere elected,-anci 
the proceedings terminated. 

Serious Charge against a Medical Practitioner. 
—We quote from an Irish paper the following report. It 
furnishes another instance of the dangers to Avhich Medical 
Practitioners are exposed in the honourable discharge of their 
duties. Dr. Wm. Bennett Forde was placed at the bar charged 
with a felonious assault. The prisoner had been put on his 
trial at the last assizes, but the prosecutrix havung ta-ken 
suddenly ill, and fainted in court, the jury Avere discharged. 
Messrs. Coffey, Q.C., and Gerald Fitzgibbon, for the prisoner, 
now put in a plea that the judge havung discharged the jury, 
under the cii’cumstances the prisoner could not be put again 
on his trial to this plea. The Crown answered, setting out the 
facts, and alleging that the judge, finding that the trial could 
not proceed, and that the cause was the sudden illness of the 
witness, Aidthout whom the trial coidd not proceed, had, in 
the exercise of his discretion, discharged the jury. His Lord- 
ship ruled with the Crown. Mr. James Green, Q.C., stated 
the case for the Crown. The prisoner Avas a Medical Practi¬ 
tioner at Queenstown, and the prosecutrix, Ellen Kearns, Avas 
a girl of 13 years of age, in the employment of a confectioner 
named Hammond. The girl complained of being ill, and her 
mistress sent for Dr. Forde, Avho came and took her back to his 
shop for the purpose of giving her a remedy. It was alleged 
that in his shop he committed the offence. He afterwards 
called at the house, and on each occasion the girl fainted on 
seeing him, and got an hysterical fit. When finally on examina¬ 
tion, she stated what had taken place. The girl Ellen Kearns 
was produced and examined by Mr. Waters, Q.C. She pro¬ 
ceeded to detail the facts at length, but in a manner so different, 
from her informations, that his Lordship stopjied the case and 
retired for ten minutes to consider it. On his return into 
court, Mr. Green, Q.C., said that, upon consultation with his 
colleagues, he thought it but just to withdraw from the pro¬ 
secution. His Lordship directed an acciuittal, and said that 
the story was evidently the offspring of the child’s diseased 
imagination, and the prisoner left court without a stain on his 
character. Fortunately for the honour of the Profession, these 
charges when investigated are generally found to be false, but- 
this trial, as well as many others which have taken place, 
inculcate the necessity of extreme caution on the part of our 
brethren.' Con.sultationS of a delicate kind should never take 
place except in the presence of a third party. The reputation 
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of a Medical Practitioner is like tliat of tlie wife of Caesar— 
it must be “ above suspicion.” 

Legacy to the Paris Faculty of Medicine.—A 
Tctired Paris shopkeeper has left by his will 150,000 francs for 
the purpose of founding a Professorship of History of Medi¬ 
cine, or, in the event of the Facility not approving of this 
destination, some other professorship. As, however, it is stated 
that the money is not sufficient to endow a chair (at least 
200,000 francs being required for this purpose), and as the 
testator insists that M. Cusco, whose specialty is ophthalmology, 
shall be the first person to fill the post, it is doubtful whether 
the Faculty can accept the donation, thus fettered.— 
Mild., July 24. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
--<>- 

tlpit qaestiaaef^ mnclj sljall Itani miTcl^.—Bacon. 

H. D. T.—tYe make it a rule not to recommend any special Medical man. If 
pressed to do so, we advise the applicant to have recourse to such a man 
as Mr. Quain, of Cavendish-square, President of the College of Sm-geons, 
or Mr. Hilton, Vice-President. 

Jaffa.—ln Copland’s Medical Dictionary. 

JVelldose-s/iuare.—Whiyit the Meti’opolitan Board of Works is lavishing 

its hundreds of thousands on very doubtful works, we agree with om? 

con-espondent that it is strange that they cannot afford £4000 to prevent 
Wellclose-square being built upon. 

A and B. enter into partnership A. is a Member of the Royal College of 

Surgeons, B. is a Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries. Question: 

Can a firm thus constituted legally claim chai ges made in their capacity 

as partnei’S for attendance and medicines supplied in Medical and 

Sui'gical cases ? We think not. A partnership is void in law imder the 

clause of the Medical Act and imder other .statute laws unless both 

partners are duly qualified. The partnership is, de facto, illegal because 
it does not fulfil the provisions of the statutes in existence. B. cannot 
legally assume the title of Surgeon. Contradictoiy decisions have been 
given in the inferior comts of law, but the weight of ewdcnce is against 

our correspondents. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Hr. H:recnMAN ; Mr. H. Shebwin ; J. J. F.; Mr. NATitANiEu Aucock ; 
Sergeant ; Dr. Frank H. Hodges ; Dr. D. Mackintosh ; Dr. T. R. 

Glynn 5 Dr. Fayrer; Mr. Samuel Oldiiam; Dr. Day; Dr. Protiieroe 

Smith; Mr. J. B. Blackett ; Mr. H. D. Townsend; Dr. Macleod ; 

Mr. Alexander Yule; Mr. Alexander Young; Mr. J. Robertson; 

Dr. Roberts Thomson ; Dr. F. n. Brown ; Dr. Felce; Dr. Dudfield ; 

Mr. J A. Ross ; Dr. Letheby ; Mr. T. C. White ; Mr. John Pollard ; 

Mr. V. Stone ; Mr. J. Chatto; Dr. Ballard ; Dr. B. W. Richardson. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Soul’s Reform of the Patent Law—Pope on the Drift of Modem Medicine 
Broadbent’s Attempt to apply Chemical Principles in Explanation of 

the Action of Remedies and Poisons—York Limatic Hospital Report- 
Report on the Sanitary Condition of the St. .GUes District—Medical 
Report of the Royal Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen—New Orleans Journal 
of Medicine, vol. 22, No. 3—New York Medical Journal, No. 52—New 
York Medical Record—Report on the Health of Glasgow. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

London Min-or—Tower Hamlets Independent—New York Medical Gazette 
—Indian Volunteer Gazette—Liverpool Mercuiy. 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 
Mean height of barometer.29'886 in. 
Mean temperature.. , . . eS’O 
Highest point of thermometer.90'9 
Lowest point of thermometer.51 •! 
Mean dew-point temperature.68'2 
General direction of wind. . . . . . . , Variable. 
Wliole amount of rain in the week.O'CX) 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
r during the Week,'* ending Saturday, July 24, 1869, in the 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2119 1462 1600 90-9 51-1 66-0 0-00 0 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 106 76 *76 89-8 51-4 65-4 0-00 0 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 210 175 100 87-6 49-0 65-0 0-00 0 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 323 295 265 79-9 53-3 63-3 0-01 1 
Manchester. (City) . 370892 82-7 185 210 *250 89-4 51-0 65-2 0-07 7 
Salford (Borough) . 119350'23-1 104 60 64 81-9 50-9 64-2 0-05 6 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752110-5 177 126 123 83-0 51-0 63-6 0-00 0 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 86 71 65 84-9 .51-1 64-0 0-00 0 
Leeds (Borough) 253110!11-7 211 129 123 84-0 52-0 64-4 0-07 7 
Hull (Bomugh) 126682,35-6 64 59 58 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503'24-5 82 69 49 79-0 52-0 61-8 0-00 0 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002|40-2 144 86 108 79-7 42-0 61-3 0-10 10 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 442 268 309 77-9 48-2 62-7 1-00 101 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 320762,32-9 185 158 99 79-4 46-5 64-2 0-17 17 
Total of 14 large . 

Towns . 6546687.35-5 4437 3244 3289 90-9 42-0 63-9 0-11 11 
Paris (City) 1889842 817 

Week 
ending Week ending July 17. 

(1863) July 17. 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 335 ... 1 66-oj I... 

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29'886 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
30'02 in. on Tuesday, July 20, to 29 75 in. on Thursday, July 22. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries, 

t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS FOE THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Weelc ending Saturdag, July 24, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1076; Girls, 1043; Total, 2119. 
Average of 10 con-esponding weeks, 1859-68, 1845-0. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

8-24 
715-6 

776 
660-6 

1600 
1376-2 
1514 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

West . 
North . 
Central 
East . 
South . 

Total . 

1 
Popula¬ 

tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Wlioop- 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

463388 1 3 9 10 5 35 
618210 2 10 It 14 9 96 
378058 1 11 15 2 28 
671158 3 28 10 12 , 50 
773175 2 6 13 4 18 15 44 

2803989 5 2.3 • ■■ 75 4 67 43 253 

July 31. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1| p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Tree, Ij p.m. 

August 2. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, 1| p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2.J p.m. 

3. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1| p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 
Great Fortland-street, 2 p.m. 

4. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, 11 p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m-.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1.4 p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital) 2.30 p.m. 

5. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopredic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

6. Friday. . 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CHOCOLAT-MENIER. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition, 
’unadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

Retail by all respectable Houses. 

BURGUNDY WINES. What more valuable therapeutic agent than a pure Wine rich in Aromatic properties, but free 

from an excess of Alcohol and Sugar ? Such is PIOT ERERES’ BEAUNE, 44s. per doz. 

judicious exhibition of easily assimilated Tonics and non-intoxicating Stimulants in the form of Wine pure and generous, yet very moderately 
often more efficacious than aU the fortiflants in the Materia Medica, is a truth that has become generally recognised with the advanced minds 

of the Profession; and which of the various juices of the Grape is calculated to be of the most active benefit—ihsieac? of the least harm—is. a question 
that demands the serious consideration of every Practitioner. 

quahties that render Burgundy emphatically the Wine for Invalids in this climate are its richness in aromatic properties, its freedom from 
acidity, and its comparatively great powers as an exhilarating and sustaining stimulant in proportion to the small quantity of alcohol it contains. 

c have the pleasure to submit upwards of thirty varieties of Burgundy Wines, and offer every facility and assistance to members 
01 the Medical Profession m selecting the Wines best adapted for various diseases, constitutions, and temperaments. 

PIOT FEEIIES, Growers and Factors of Burgundy Wines. London Depot, 282, Regent-street, W. 

JQ'ATURAL BROMO-IODINE WATER of WOODHALL SPA: a valuable 
Remedial Agent in cases of Rheumatism and Gout, Strumous and Glandular.complaints, Epilepsy, Lepra, and various diseases of the SMn, &c.,&c. 

See “The Lancet,” Feb. 22, 1868; “Med. Times and Gaz.,” March 21, 1868; “Brit. Med. Jour.,” June 27, 1868; and “The Public Health,” Sept. 1, 1868 

INGRAM & CO., 36, Bucklersbury, E.C.; BEST & SONS, 22, Henrietta-st., Regent-st., W.; MAYO, WATSON, & CO., 2, Bemers-st., Oxford-st W •' 
Chief Depot, W. H. COTTLE & CO., 6, Duke-street, Manchester-square. ’ " ’ 

^atoal Mineral Waters of Vais, Vichy, Carlsbad, Seltzer, Kissengen, Homburg, 
X 1 PULLNA, FRIEDRICHSHAXL, &c., direct from the Springs ; also the Artificial Mineral Waters prepared by Dr. Stimve and Co. at the Roval 
Germ^ Spa, Brighton, and the Natural Bromo-Iodine Water of Woodhall Spa, Lincolnshire.—Agents, W. BEST and SONS, 22, Henrietta-street 
Cavendish—Sijuare, London, ^ ^ 

E® 
NATURAL MINERAL WATERS OP VICHY, 

cacious in Stomach, Liver, and Renal Diseases 5 Gout, Rheumatism, 
„ , , , , „ Diabetes, &c. 

^^>^®Y®^®bLated OEEZZA MINERAL WATER, containing Iron, and which is extensively prescribed as an invaluable Tonic. 
VICH^^^I^^ ttie best Digestive Lozmges; and VICHY SALTS for Baths. Also, other French and German Natural Mineral Waters 

VICHY WATERS COMPANY (only Depot m Great Britam , 27, MARGARET-STREET, REGENT-STREET, LONDON W 

BONNES ENGHIEN MARIENBAD [ 
BUSSANG FACHINGEN OREZZA 
CARLSBAD FRIEDERICHSALL POUGUES 
CONDILLAC HOMBDURG PULLNA 1 
CONTREXVILLE KISSINGEN ST. GALMIER 
EMS KREUZNACH SCHWALHEIM 

SCHWALBACH 
SELTZER 
SPA 
VALS 
VICHY 
WILDUNGEN 

And all other NATURAL MINERAL WATERS and SALTS.-WEEKLY IMPORTATIONS.-PRICE LISTS and PAMPHLETS gratis. 
-DISCOUNT to the PROFESSION.-AGENTS for WOODHALL (BROMO-IODINE) WATER, LITHIA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER &c - 
GROWERS and IMPORTERS of WINES and BRANDIES. ’ ‘ 

VICHY WATERS COMPANY, 27, Margaret-street, Cavendish-square, London, W. 

DIABETES.—GLUTEN BREAD and BISCUITS are the only good 
Substitutes for WHEATEN BREAD. Used at all the MetropoUtan, Provincial, and Colonial Hospitals. 

VAN ABBOTT, Original Importer of Liebig’s Extract of Meat, Invalid and Infant Dietetic and Wine Depot, 
_ 6, PRINCES-STREET, CAVENDISH-SQUARE. 

BONTHRON’S DIABETIC BR^AD AND BISCUITS 
have been approved by the Profession and by Diabetic patients, contain no starchy matter, and are highly palatable and agreeable. 

Country orders punotuaUy attended to. 

Address—BONTHBON, 106, RE GENT-STREET, W., LONDON. 

F. Durroch, Manufacturer of Surgical Instruments and Trusses, by 
, ’ ^ Royal Navy, Greenwich Hospital, Guy’s Ho.3piial, Aberdeen Royal Infiimary, &c., &c., begs to inform the Rrofessinn thnf 
he continues to manufactme SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, TRESES, and APPLIANCES rf eveiyXscriptionrand that he 
reputation by the aj^roval ai^d patron^e of the most eminent Practitioners and Lecturers for the improvements made in various articles Gentlemen 

kTpt'ffi'Sj^S.'^EstebuLe'd MedXlf62!“'“' finished in the best and most modem style. Instruments made to Draydngs and 

..—. 3, St. Thomas’s-street, Southwark, London, nearly opposite Guy’s Hospital. Late Manufacturer to the leading Houses in the Trade. 
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 

-^- 

TIIIETY-SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETINO, 
HELD IN LEEDS, JULY 27, 28, 29, AND 30, 1869. 

ADDRESS IN SURGERY. 

By Thomas Nunneley, Esq., E.R.C.S., 
Surgeon to the General Infirmary at Leeds. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—Long years ago, when I first 

became a member of this Association—then in its infancy, and 

numbering only a few hundred country members, being, as its 

name implied, a Provincial Association—it was thought no 

small honour to be the person selected to read the annual 

Address in Medicine or Surgery. Now, when not only its title, 

but its constitution, is changed, and it is in fact, as it is in 

name, a British Medical Association, counting its members by 

as many thousands as in those times it did by hundreds, and 

embracing not only the elite of the pro\dnces, but many of the 

worthiest in each metropolis of the three divisions of the king¬ 

dom, many of the best men in our colonies, and honoured by 

the fellowship of numbers of the mo.st distinguished men in 

Europe and America; when, year after year, the Professors of 

most of om- oldest and largest universities, who, by themselves 

and their predecessors in their respective chairs, have made the 

study of our Profession an honour to the British name and a 

credit to human nature, have appeared in the ofii ie I am now 

called upon to fulfil, the honour is indeed great. But with that 

how greatly is the responsibihty increased! so much, indeed, 

that, had I not first been named by my Professional brethren 

amongst whom I live, and had not the selection been after¬ 

wards confirmed by oim governing Council, I should hardly 

have presumed to venture upon the office. Even now, in so 

doing, I must throw myself upon your favourable indulgence, 

and appeal to that kindly feeling which, I trust, the friendsliip 

engendered by our meetings through so many years will allow 

me to crave, not in vain, at your hands. That you appreciate 

my zeal in the cultivation of our noblest of professions, I feel 

assured ; that you will forgive and look favourably upon my 

present shortcomings, I presume to hope. 

Last year, the learned Linacre Professor of Anatomy in 

Oxford gave, as you well remember, an elaborate and interest¬ 

ing dissertation upon some most important questions in phy¬ 

siology—especially those in which modern science has made 
most progi’ess—and showed the Association hoAV great is the 
aid to be gained by the extended application of physical science 
to the unravelling of physiological problems. To have even 
attempted this a few years ago would have been not merely 
useless and impossible, but by many Avould have been denounced 
as presumptuous, irrational, and profane. How the advanced 
ideas laid before you by the learned Oxford Profes.sors, Drs. 
Acland and Rolleston, were supported, and even carried still 
onwards, by the profound reasoning, the extended learning, the 
mathematical calculations, and the chemical knowledge of the 
Dublin Professor, I need not remind you ; for no one Avho had 
the opportunity of hearing the address of Dr. Haughton can 
fail, even now, to remember how rvit and wisdom were con¬ 
joined, and to have been deeply impressed AAuth the fact that, 
if Medical men are to be capable of efficiently dealing rvith 
physiological and pathological questions, and the correct treat¬ 
ment of disease, they must bo something more than mere 
anatomists and routine administerers of drugs; that they must 
dive deeply into and quaff freely of that extended scientific 
knowledge to the importance of which all our seats of learning 
have at last become alive, and which they are making such 
praiseworthy exertions to afford facilities for enabhng* their 
alumni to acquire. 

Gentlemen, had I merely consulted the bent of my own feel¬ 
ings, I might have ventured, at however humble a distance, to 
follow in the same direction; for such inquiries have ever been 
amongst those which, from early life, have had attractive charms 
for me. I have ever regarded an extended acquaintance Avith 
the operations of nature as the true path by Avhich the laws of 

VcL. II. 1869. No. 997. 

fife, whether of man, animal, or plant; the production, increase, 
maturity, decadence ; the calling into existence and the passing 
into decay; the maintenance in health and vigour ; the lapse 
into Aveakness and decay; the advance or degeneration of the 
species; the restoration and improvement; the descent into 
feebleness and imbecility of both mind and body in the indi- 
A'idual—are to be learned and understood. I have ever felt 
that, in proportion to our knowledge of Nature, so wiU bo 
our power, both for good and for cauI, over her; and that, 
as man is but one manifestation of Nature, the better wc 
are acquainted Avith the laws of matter, so shall we, whose 
especial province it is to deal Avith matter in its noblest and 
most complex forms, be better enabled to perform our duty. 
Let us but know the properties and the innermost laws which 
govern what we call inert matter; and, depend upon it, 
ascending from the simplest forms of organic material through 
a more and more complex combination of atoms until we arrive 
at man, with his varied mental and corporeal powers and 
weaknesses, so shall we understand the laws by which he is 
created, maintained in health, cast doAvn by disease and decay, 
and finally returned to that dust whence he sprang. So also 
shall we be better able not merely to ward off those changes 
which constitute disease, but we shall be enabled to apply our 
means, whether it be by the appheation of hygienic laws or the 
administration of drugs—not, as at present, for the most part 
empirically, but with a knowledge of their specific effects, so 
that they shall act directly and certainly, accomplishing the 
purpose for which we employ them, even as now the chemist in 
liis laboratory manipulates his agents; and thus we shall raise 
our Profession to the dignity and precision of a true science. 
Chimerical as it may perhaps appear to those who are not 
familiar with the progress of the collateral sciences, those who 
know what has been done and is being done by modern scien¬ 
tific iiiA^estigations, avlII readily admit there are not wanting 
premonitory indications which, hke the rising cloud, now no 
bigger than a man’s hand, presag-e that such an era may ere 
long burst upon the world in full power, and bring with it 
changes as great and beneficial as did that little watery vapour, 
and far more universal. To mention no other fact; look Avhat 
Marshall Hall’s discovery of refiex nervous action, not more 
than thirty years old, follovdng as it did rapidly upon those of 
Bell and Magendie, has done for physiology. Why may we 
not reasonbly look forward to like advances in therapeutics and 
practical Medicine ? We have men amongst us this day who 
have done much, and who will certainly accomplish more. 
Why may not those great general laws which govern andregulatc 
the AAniA’ersal phenomena of graAntation, hght, heat, electricity, 
magnetism, galvanism, chemical and vital action, by wliich the 
face of aU Nature, not of this earth and its inhabitants alone, 
is changed and metamorphosed, be proved to bo more modifica¬ 
tions of one all-pervading principle which alike controls and 
explains the creation and distribution of distant worlds, and 
the origin and action of microscopic cells, and regulates the 
stupendous results of their various modifications and influ¬ 
ences ? When we consider how little was known of these sub¬ 
jects a century ago, and what is now understood and done with 
them, Avho shaU presume to say how soon and how much more 
knowledge may not be obtained P 

To-day, however, such is not my duty. While this lofty 
aim is ever to be kept in view as the goal which it is the duty 
of all of us—especially of those who are entering the Medical 
Profession, and of its younger members, who have leisure for 
the task—to strive to reach, we must not forget our present 
condition. We Avho are older have suffering humanity to re¬ 
lieve, health to restore, and disease to mitigate, Avith such 
means as we best can employ. As last year physiology Avas 
the theme, I have this year assigned to me what is to us and 
our fellow-citizens, as iiractical men, of at least as much imme¬ 
diate importance, the dirty of addressing you on Practical 
Surgery, and poiirting out, as far as may be in the limits of 
an address, the improvements and alterations Avhich in recent 
times have taken place in it, both as a science and as an art. 

This, considering the busy place in which we are assembled, 
can hardly be thought otherAArise than appropriate. The 
splendid Hospital Avhich the hberality of the town and neigh¬ 
bourhood has raised is a practical proof how pressing' and im¬ 
portant, in our every-day hfe. Surgery is. It must never be 
forgotten that the cnltivation of both science and art is essen¬ 
tial to the constitution of a good Surgeon. While he aaEo is 
really a dexterous and exquisite artist, or a mere “ practical 
Surgeon,” may, if he has not a competent knowledge of the 
scientific principles Avliich should guide and regulate his art, 
bo a most dangerous man, and really a bad Surgeon ; so, on 
the other hand, a man who has a profound knowledge of liis 
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Profession as a science, may, if his hand have never acquired 
or have forgotten its cunning, or if his mind be so constituted 
that he cannot apply lus knowledge to the case before him, be 
utterly unworthy to be trusted Avith the manipulation of dis¬ 
eased parts. Though it is undoubtedly true, that the more 
thoroughly the principles of Surgery are understood, the less 
the practice of it as an operative art aauH be required, I appre¬ 
hend the most Utopian dreamer will never figure to himself 
the day when operative Surg’ery will be otherwise than a 
necessary blessing to mankind. So long as a man is a machine, 
controlling and controlled by resisting matter, so long will he 
be liable to the laws of matter, and be subject to accident and 
disease which require manipulatory interference. Hence the 
great importance of all improvements, not only in our means 
of diagnosis, but in the practical treatment of disease. In this 
respect our Profession has no reason to be ashamed. G-reat as 
has been the advance in the various branches of scientific 
knowledge, I venture to say that in no single one has it been 
greater than in our oato. Let those who are acquainted Avith 
the history of our Profession—those who have adopted the 
excellent method of devoting some of their leisure to the study 
of the works of the many great men who have lived and Avorked 
in bygone days—declare the progress and improvements AAuthin 
even comparatively modern times. N ay, let those of only this gene¬ 
ration, men of my own age, recollect Avhat has been done AAdthin 
their OAvn day, and they Avill not blush ; for the progTess made is 
unsurpassed, and such as, were it set forth in full, would much 
astonish those who are merely au courant with the Professional 
opinions of the present day. It is my duty to lay some of these 
improvements before you ; and here the very richness of the 
material is a source of embarrassment. Of all it is impossible 
to speak even in passing words. "Where volumes would hardly 
suffice to indicate their value, I must, for the most part, be 
content merely to glance. 

I recollect the time when the stethoscope was almost an un- 
knoAvn instrument, and well remember the hesitation there was 
in arriving at an opinion as to its value as a means of diagnosis; 
yet it has done far more more for manlrind than many a battle 
fought and won, wlfich has ennobled and made famous its 
general throughout the length and breadth of the land. Forty 
years ago, the microscope was little more than a toy, as often, 
from its imperfections, its aberrations of colour and sphericity, 
and its feeble defining poAvers, leading to error as to truth. 
Now it has become almost perfect, and its most skilful and 
ardent manipulators are those of our Profession; while its 
employment, not only for histological-investigations, but in the 
daily diagnosis of disease and its treatment, has become almost 
as essential to the scientific Practitioner as is the telescope to 
the astronomer. The ojjhthalmoscope is of so recent introduc¬ 
tion, that it may safely be said that the majority of Medical 
men have not mastered the difficulties of its application; yet it 
has already revolutioifised the diagnosis and treatment of several 
of the most serious affections of the eye, and rendered our 
knowledge of much that was before confused, uncertain, and 
impossible to understand, clear and precise. So the laryngoscope 
has enabled us to illuminate the larynx and trachea, which 
until now were closed, dark, and unapproachable to any of our 
senses ; and thus not only can we see ffiseases which heretofore 
could hardly be guessed at, but, by operation and treatment, 
cure them. Though the endoscope has as yet not accomplished 
aU that its votaries have said in its favour, and in the hands of 
the practical Sui-geon has, I believe, so far failed to be of very 
much use in illuminating the deeper cavities of the body, it is 
doubtless the forerunner of improved instruments which wfil 
enable us to light up more than one of the hollow organs, and 
to see what is there going on. Nay, those are not wanting 
amongst us who anticipate the day as not very distant when 
we may be able to read as in a book the darkest recesses of our 
bodies; and I believe he who denies that this shall ever come 
to pass Avill be a bolder and a rasher man than he who believes 
in its realisation. Then, again, the sphygmograph, as a help 
to precision in estimating the true value of the variations in 
the pulse and the measure of the heart’s action, in a more exact 
manner than digital touch alone can accomplish, is an applica¬ 
tion of physiological and mechanical skill which is worthy of 
great praise. Nor must the employment of delicate thermome- 
tersfor ascertaining calorific variations, under different abnormal 
conditions, be passed over without mention, as in many cases 
tending to help diagnosis and prognosis. 

Thrombosis and embolism, as now understood, are com¬ 
paratively recent terms, by which are indicated conditions the 
most serious and dangerous, often suddenly fatal, which 
heretofore were utterly incomprehensible; and, thoAigh the 
study of these conditions may not, so far, have done all that 

could be Avished in enabling us to cure them when once actually 
existing in a scA^ere degree, it has taught us to understand the 
nature of the affection, and the caAxse of the great danger of it; 
to know what not to do, which formerly was, in ignorance, 
often done inj uriously ; and to do much to avoid the occurrence 
of the affection—even, if the attack be of lesser dimensions, 
and the obstructing plug be seated in the smaller vessels, or in 
those whoso j)atency is not essential to the immediate main¬ 
tenance of life, to greatly assist nature in effecting a cure. 

The term “ pysemia” is of modern introduction ; and, though 
much still remains to be solved respecting the true cause of the 
origin of the dreaded condition which it indicates, the very 
recognition of its existence shows a great advance towards 
precision of diagnosis, and throws a beam of light into that 
chaos of confusion which, Avithin our own times, enveloped the 
true cause of that fatal result which so often follows accidents 
and operations. Though much still remains to be elucidated, 
what is knoAvn is an important onward step towards that 
scientific precision which eventually will enable us to reduce 
the fatality following Surgical injuries, whether infiicted by 
accident or by operation, to the least possible proportion.^ 

At no very distant date, dropsy was most commonly, in the 
Medical mind, as it still is in the non-medical, an entity, a 
positive affection, to be treated as a distinct disease; whereas 
now even the youngest student knows that it is very rarely, if 
ever, otherAvise than a consequence of disease in organs often 
seated far away from the dropsical part; and that to cure these 
organs is to remove the dropsy, while merely to busy ourselves 
with the removal of the effused fluid, and neglect the abnormal 
condition which gives rise to it, is truly to let the patient die 
untreated. Though some distinction Avas recognised between 
two most dissimilar conditions giving rise to a like state of ab¬ 
dominal distension, and having-, on a cursoi-y examination, 
many of the same symptoms depending upon the effused fluid, 
the pathological nature of ascites and ovarian disease, totally 
differing as they do, was hardly comprehended—the one most 
commonly a mere consequence of disease; the other a serious 
local malady, but little, if at all, under the control of drugs, 
but amenable to direct Surgical interference. Until recently, 
the poor sufferer from ovarian disease was doomed to almost 
helpless distress, dragging a miserable, comfortless, and, for 
the most part, short existence after the disease had once been 
developed; the temporary relief obtained by tapping being by 
no means so dangerless as many imagine ; for I find, in looking 
over the record of operations in our infii-mary—and there is no 
reason for believing that the ratio is materially different from 
that of other Hospitals—that, of the last thirty-eight cases of 
paracentesis for ovarian disease, ten ended fatally. Now, as 
the result of modem Surgery, ovarian disease is a curable one. 
If, in any of the great achievements whereby mankind has 
been benefited. Great Britain is entitled to a foremost place, 
most assuredly she may assert her claim to it in this ; for her 
Surgeons may call the operation their OAvn. So bold was the 
conception, so surrounded with difficulties and dangers in the 
diagnosis and the execution was the proceeding, that no wonder 
the world stood aghast and incredulous at the proposition, or 
that those who were the pioneers were denounced and sub¬ 
jected to obloquy for their temerity. That at first, from many 
causes, deaths were frequent was unavoidable ; that ovario¬ 
tomy Avill always be one of the most important and serious 
operations to which a human being can be subjected is certain; 
but it has now fairly won its place as equally legitimate as any 
other of the great operations in Surgery. By it hundreds of 
women in this country and in America have been restored to 
all the blessings of health and all the functions of life; so that 
the operation is now practised wherever Surgery is cultivated. 
Even in France, Germany, Italy, and other countries which 
have been slow in adopting it, ovariotomy is now not A^ery 
unfrequently performed. The dangers of it are constantly 
decreasing; for, with continued experience, what cases are 
fitted for operation, and what are not, is better determined ; 
the kind of operative proceeding and all its surroundings, and 
the proper after-treatment, are better understood. I believe it 
would be no difficult task to prove that, in experienced hands, 
ovariotomy is a less dangerous operation than amputation of 
the upper thigh. Less than thirty years ago, a man Avho pro¬ 
posed ovariotomy was denounced by more than one of those 
who were then princes in Medicine and Surgery, as a dangerous 
lunatic. Now, in this country, it is of almost daily performance. 

From time immemorial, stricture of the urethra has been a 
terrible curse to the unfortxinate sufferer from it, and—shall I 
add ?—an opprobrium to Surgery. Now, if this be not entirely 
removed, it is certainly immensely mitigated. For generations, 
one device for the relief of stricture has followed another; 
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various forms and many materials have been employed, in 
instruments and chemicals, for passing along the urethra ; and 
operations without number have been invented for enlarging 
its constricted and tmyielding calibre; but, at the best, these 
contrivances have only been effectual iu the least severe forms 
of the malady; and not unfrequently, even in these, the im¬ 
provement has only been temporary; while, in the more severe 
and distressing cases, tedious and painful ciirative attempts 
have too frequently resulted in failure. Many of the sugges¬ 
tions for destroying the strictured part by escharotics, or for 
dividing the tliickoned membrane, whether from within or 
from without the urethra, have not been dangerless to life, and 
have so frequently failed in effecting a cure, that it is no exag¬ 
geration to say no practical Surgeon has been satisfied with the 
residt which he has obtained by the use of them. Now, thanks 
to the simple, innocuous, and, comparatively speaking, painless 
operation, and the ingenious instruments devised by Mr. Holt, 
in the gi'eat majority of cases, even those of the worst descrip¬ 
tion, a speedy and permanent cure may be obtained. Wherever 
a passag-e exists along the urethra, no matter how sma,ll, and a 
bougie, no matter how slender, can be got along it into the 
bladder, I believe that, with few exceptions, the complaint can 
be quickly cured. I have now done the operation so many 
times, without, in any one instance, any dangerous or serious 
symptoms supervening, that I can indorse all that Mr. Holt, 
in the last edition of Ms book, has said of it. In my opinion. 
Surgeons have only to give it that fair trial which it deserves, 
to secure for it very general adoption. Were it employed in 
an early stage of the complaint, I believe that those dreadful 
and yet not very unfrequent cases, where the perineeum is 
riddled with false passages, and the structures burrowed with 
hard gristly sinuses, would no longer be seen. 

During the last few years, great activity has been exhibited 
in Ophthalmic Surgery. Our greatly improved means of dia- 
gno.sis in affections of the retina, choroid, vitreous humour, 
and crystalline lens, since the introduction of the ophthalmo¬ 
scope, is an unalloyed good, when the diagnosis is founded 
upon sufficiently practical skill in the management of the 
instrument, and an accurate acquaintance with the precise 
appearances presented by the various tissues of the interior of 
the eye-ball in a normal, as well as in a morbid condition. 
To obtain this, however, in passing, I may venture to say, I 
suspect to require a more patient investigation than is always 
given; and hence, as with the microscope in the hands of the 
inexperienced, the instrument has not very unfrequently led to 
error, rather than to truth, from supposing all that appears to 
be seen exists in the eye ; whereas it may be merely an optical 
delusion, or a confounding of the really natural appearance 
of the normal structures with those wMch result from diseased 
changes in them. That the method suggested by O’FerraU, of 
removing the entire globe of the eye when it has sirffered 
destructive change, or when it continues in an irritable con¬ 
dition after mechanical injury or inflammatoiy action, so that 
its presence excites sympathetic mischief in the other one, 
leaving its muscles and fibrous capsule as a movable nucleus, 
is a great improvement over the old plan of merely removing 
the anterior half of the ball, all those who have frequently 
practised both will readily admit; for not only is the operation 
far less severe, but it is far more successful in its results. I 
must, however, presume to express a doubt whether operative 
dexterity and bold mampulation have not, in some instances, 
taken the place of true Surgical knowlege and acumen, and 
not unfrequently led to consequences the reverse of beneficial 
to the patient, in some of the many operations now so readily 
resorted to upon the interior tissues of the eyeball. I doubt 
not that occa.sional success has rewarded the operator when it 
might not have been achieved by the more cautious t rcatment 
of the older Surgeons; but I fear, not unfrequently harm, 
rather than benefit, has ensued when operations have been 
practised upon eyes so changed by disease as to afford little 
probability of restoration to healthy function. Of all the 
tissues of the eye with which an undue liberty has been taken, 
almost as though it had been uselessly placed in the organ, is, 
I think, the iris, which, if it coMd complain, would, I suspect, 
with some justice do so. Its physiological value seems to have 
been unduly ignored; and, in more than one kind of operation, 
it is now ruthlessly, and, I fear, sometimes unnecessarily, 
destroyed. Thirty or forty years ago our best and most suc¬ 
cessful ophthalmic Sirrgeons rarely touched it, if they could 
avoid it. Now it would appear as though it could not be too 
frequently excised or tom away, whether it be healthy or 
diseased. Experience must determine which of the two pro¬ 
ceedings is the best; but I must own to my judgment—perhaps 
some of my hearers may be disposed to exclaim, “ Your preju¬ 

dice ”•—inclining me rather towards the earlier than the more 
modern proceeding, (a) 

Operations for the closure of recto-vaginal and vesico¬ 
vaginal fistulte I need do no more than mention; for, as is 
Avell known, when successful, as they so often are, by rescuing 
the miserable sufferers from these horrible complaints, and from 
a life of forced seclusion and misery, in which existence is a 
burden to themselves and a nuisance to all about them, and 
restoring them to the enj oyment of companionship and activity, 
they are a benefit to humanity, and a triumph of modem 
Surgical skill. 

Though the introduction of lithotrity is not of so very recent 
a date, many of those now present were in active practice before 
it was known, and it is only within the last few years that im¬ 
provements in instruments, and the method of using them, can 
be said to have placed it upon a firm basis, and given it that 
hold upon Surgeons and the public which it now possesses. 
I am not about to enter upon a critical examination of its 
advantages, as compared with those of lithotomy, otherwise 
than to say that, while unquestionably it is in many cases an 
operation to be preferred to lithotomy, I am not altogether 
convinced it is so infinitely superior that in every doubtful case 
it should be selected, or that the mode which has sometimes 
been adopted in comparing the results of the two methods, is 
so correct and impartial as to give an exact and reliable com¬ 
parison of the true value of them. In selected cases, it may be 
perfectly certain there are very few of us who, were we our¬ 
selves the subjects of operation, would not prefer lithotrity to 
lithotomy ; yet I believe it to be true that in many cases the 
latter is the better operation of the two; and, taking every¬ 
thing into consideration, in comparing the results of them it 
will be found the ratio of recoveries after them approaches 
nearer than the advocates of hthotrity have sometimes striven 
to show. Those cases which are selected for lithotrity and do 
well would, so far as my experience goes, almost invariably do 
as well with lithotomy. In looking over the records of the 
two operations in our infirmary for the last sixteen years, I find 
that out of 111 lithotomy operations there were 97 recoveries 
and 14 deaths; while out of 25 lithotrity cases, 21 recovered 
and 4 died, showing a decided percentage iu favour of 
lithotomy. Upon many points these records are not sufficiently 
explicit to allow of a very accurate judgment being formed, 
otherwise than it is clear that the patients subjected to 
hthotrity were in at least as favourable a condition for recovery 
as were those who underwent the cutting operation. That this 
high percentage of deaths after hthotrity is decidedly in excess 
of what it ought to be, according to other and larger returns, 
is certain ; and were ah the details known it naight be possible 
to reconche and explain the very great discrepancy between it 
and those of several exceUent Surgeons, particularly Sir H. 
Thompson, which are much more favourable. Still the fact 
remains that, as a rule, the cases which are submitted to 
hthotrity are in a condition far more favourable for recovery 
than those which are lithotomised, independent of the opera¬ 
tions themselves, and two most important conclusions may be 
asserted without fear of contradiction—1. That many persons 
having large and hard stones, who could not be rcheved by 
hthotrity, do recover after hthotomy. 2. That many of those 
who die after hthotomy do so directly or indirectly solely in 
consequence of the great size of the stone. The size of the 
stone has, in my experience, more to do with the success or the 
failure of the operation, than any other single tiring. Age has 
grea,t influence, but the size of the stone has more ; and yet it 
is precisely these unfavourable cases which are subjected to 
hthotomy, and not to hthotrity. With a smaU stone and a 
healthy young subject ah experience proves hthotomy to bo an 
operation of very little danger—a fact which ought always to 
be borne in mind when canvassing the respective value of the 
two methods. 

The removal of the entire tongue is altogether a modern 
Surgical operation. Though, for time out of mind, greater or 
less portions of the tongue have been removed by cutting in¬ 
struments, escharotics, actual cautery or hgatures, the import¬ 
ance of the organ in deglutition and articulation, the difficulty 
of reaching its base, and especiaUy the fear of not being able 
to arrest the haemorrhage, owing to the depth of the wound, 
the size of the arteries, and their near origin from tlie carotids, 
have not unreasonably deterred attempts at more than partial 

(a) Let me not be understood as decrying operations for detaching 
adhesions of the iris when they will not otherwise yield to treatment, or 
operation.s for artinoial pupil when necessaiy, or even excision of a portion 
of the iris when it has been lacerated or bruised in cataract operations, 
but rather to the frequent removal of largc[portions of the iris in extraction 
of the lens, and in glaucoma, when the objects to bo achieved can be 
equally well attained vdthout such destruction of important tissue. 
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amputation of it. I believe it was Mr. Syme who fii'st sug¬ 
gested an operation for its entire removal, and performed it in 
the presence of niany members of the Association, when its 
meeting was held in Edinburgh. Unfortunately, that patient, 
as well as a second, died a few days after the operation; and a 
solemn warning was published by Mr. Syme, who declared that 
the operation was so serious that further attempts were not 
justitiable, as no one could recover from it. Subsequently, I 
believe, in a third case, Mr. Syme was, by a like proceeding, 
rewarded with success; and Mr. Fiddes, in Jamaica, and Dr. 
Gr. Buchanan, in Glasgow, have also succeeded by the plan laid 
down by Mr. Syme. However, believing that the severity of 
the operation depended far more upon the method of proceed¬ 
ing- than upon the mere removal of the tongue itself, I devised 
what I hoped would prove to be a less formidable one, and 
which experience has proved to be so. Up to the present time 
I have removed the entire tongue nineteen times, and Dr. 
Fenwick, (b) of Montreal, has done the same operation once, 
without any untoward symptom following in a single instance. 
In most cases, the patient has not required any after-treatment, 
being able to sit up the following day, and in ten days to bo 
con.sidered well. In the majority of operations not a drachm 
of blood has been lost. In two cases only has there been any 
hmmorrhagb, and in those not more than half an ounce of 
blood Avas lost. In one a point of hot wii-e, and in the other a 
ligature, at once arrested the bleeding. The little constitu¬ 
tional disturbance which follows this ojperation is smqirising; 
indeed, in the majority of cases, there is none. Now, I do not 
for one moment assert or believe that this operation will per¬ 
manently eradicate cancer of the tongue, or prevent its recur¬ 
rence, any more than the removal of the disease by the scalpel 
in any other part of the body will secure immunity for the 
future; but this I do declare, that, by affording an easy and 
safe method of getting freely beyond the disease, and demon¬ 
strating^ how very little incom^enience in articulation and 
deglutition is caused by the ablation of the entire organ, it will 
encourage much earlier resort to the operation than would 
otherwise be thought proper; and thus, so far as operation 
•can do, cure the patient. The importance of the subject, and 
the little opportunity which there has yet been of making the 
method known, wiU, I trust, be considered a sufficient excuse 
for my introducing a matter in wliich I am personally in¬ 
terested. 

_ Ever since the time of Tagliacotius, and more especially 
since John Hunter’s immortal work on “ Inflammation,” made 
Surgeons understand the rationale of the union of parts neAvly 
brought together, plastic operations, as they are now commonly 
called, have been practised more or less frequently, and with 
more or less success; but I doubt if even now their value and 
importance is ’sufficie ntly ajipreciated, or the enormous benefit 
which can be effected by them, when every other plan of 
treatment fails, in those dreadful contracted cicatrices which 
result from burns, is adequately recognised. Every Surgeon 
must knoAv of such cases. I have reason for believing that in 
the Leeds Infirmary such cases have been, and still are, more 
frequently and successfully treated by operation than they are 
in some places, and, perhaps, more commonly than some Sur¬ 
geons are awe.re of. 

In tabulating the records of operations done in the Leeds 
Infirmary during- the past sixteen years, I find one hundred and 
seventy-two cases of plastic Surgery entered. Of these, none 
were on the lower extremity; forty Avere on the upper, of AAffiich 
thirty-two Avere cured, six relieved, and two failed. These 
were, all contractions of the axilla, whereby the arm was tied 
down to the side; of the bend of the elbow, the forearm beino- 
groatly contracted on the arm; or of the wrist, palm of the 
hand, or fingers. Many of the cases were extreme and com¬ 
plicated, more than one contraction existing. Fifty were of 
the neck and face, whereof forty-one are entered as cui-ed, 
seven as relieved, one no better, and one as dead. Many of 
these, al^, were extreme, requiring more than one operation. 
Several were operated upon by the late Mr. Teale, and suiAplied 
the daia foj-his papers “ On Plastic Surgery.” Two cases were 
of the chest-, both being relieved. Staphyloraphy was per¬ 
formed four times, tAAm of the cases being cured, and two 
greatly improA-ed. In one a rhinoplastic operation improved 

(b) See a report of the operation in tlie Canadian Medical Journal for 
December, 1868; see also tlie Lancet for November 14, 1868, Avhere Mr. 
bampson Gamgce relates a case in viiicb lie removed the tongue by a dif- 
lerent proceeding—Itignoli’s ; terrible ha-morrhage ocem-red at the time of 
operation, and also sub.sequently, the patient dying of exhaustion and 
slougnmg of the parts. Diuing the last -veelc, Dr. Bell, of Otta-sv-a, 
Uanada, has taA-o-^red me Avith a visit, and infoimed me of a second suc¬ 
cessful case 'B'hich he and Dr. Fenwick have just had. 

the nose. The remaining seventy-six cases were either of the 
cheeks, eyelids, or lips, the majority being single or double 
harelip operations. It is, however, of cicatrices following deep 
bums that I wish more especially to speak, as I believe every 
other kind of operation than the transplanting of normal skin 
to be not unfrequently Avorse than useless. That occasionally 
some benefit may follow the stretching of the tender and in¬ 
elastic new cutis and the hard, rigid, fibrous bands under it; 
the dissecting the skin from the subjacent tissues, the simple 
diA'ision of it, the entire removal of it, and alloAving the gap 
so caused to granulate and cicatrise afresh Avhen on the 
stretch; or the attempt to form new cutaneous tissue by 
metallic setons, and Amrious other contrivances, I am not pre- 
j)ared to deny, after what has been stated by Surgeons to 
occur; but in my experience it has not been so, and I cannot 
but suspect that, if we had a fair account after the lapse of 
two years of most of those cases which at first appeared to 
have been benefited, we should find the condition of the parts 
very mAich less faA'ourable than at first they promised to be, for 
almost invariably contraction in the new tissue gradually goes 
on until a hard, unyielding cicatrix is again formed, as bad as 
it ever was. John Hunter long ago wisely remarked that 
Nature was more chary of forming iieAv skin, as thoiAgh it were 
more diffierdt for her to do it, than almost any other tissue in 
the body, (c) "When she does form new skin, after the entire 
substance of the dermis and subcutaneous tissue has been 
destroyed, it is, as every Surgeon knoAvs, a very poor apology 
for the original structure. The only effectual method for ob¬ 
taining a cure I believe to be the substitution of a portion of 
the neighbouring sound sldn for the cicatrix. That the attempt 
is not altogether free from risk is certain, for if the flap should 
slough, as it may do, the j)atient may be rendered worse than 
he was before. Dut in every operation there is some risk. 
The deformity to be remedied is often so distressing and serious, 
the cure in many cases is so complete, and the proportion of 
failures to cures is so small, that I am strong-ly impressed with 
the propriety of operating in every case where a satisfactory 
flap of sound skin can be obtained. The oxDeration is so im¬ 
portant, and frequently so tedious, that it is not to be under¬ 
taken without due consideration of all the proceedings to be 
adopted. Some of those which are necessary to success I will 
shortly call attention to in the Journal. 

Eveiy Surgeon knows but too well that fractures of the 
spine are not only amongst the most fatal, if not the most fatal, 
injuries Ave have to do with, but also that perhaps they are 
those for which Surgery has hitherto done the least. Though 
we occasionally hear of a patient who is supposed to have 
suffered from a fractm-e in some part of the spinal column 
recoA'ering, this exception to the nsual course is so A-ery rare as 
only to prove the truth of the rule, and in some,of the alleged 
instances it is permissible to inquire whether the symptoms 
may not rather have resulted from concussion of the cord, 
effusion of a small quantity of blood in its sheath, twisting of 
its ligaments, or some similar condition, than from fracture of 
and compression by displaced portions of the bones. I do not 
mean to question the possibility of recovery taking- place after 
fracture of the spine, even though nothing be done; indeed, 
there is sufficient evidence to prove that it has; but that it is 
to be looked for in any given case is more than any Surgeon 
would anticipate. So hopeless are these in jui-ies that Sir Astley 
Cooper more than once declared if one patient out of one 
hundred cases can be saved by operative interference, it is one 
saved from death. 

I believe Mr. Henry Cline was the first who actually tre¬ 
phined the spine, though, as Dr. McDonnell in his tAVO excel¬ 
lent pamphlets has pointed out, he was not the first to discuss 
the propriety of its being done.(d) The suggestion was first 
made by Dr. James long before,(e) and also by Louis; but I 
cannot find from the passage in “James’ Dictionary” that he 
had either seen or knew of the operation haAung been done ; or, 

(c) “ Skinning is a process in vliich Nature is always a gi-eat economist, 
and Avithout a single exception.” — FfMZitej-’s Worlcs, by Falmer, a'oI. iii. 
p. 501. 

(d) “A Case of Fractiue of tlie Spine,” in Avbicli the operation of tre¬ 
phining Avas perfoimed, Avith observations, by E. McDonneU, M.D., F.E.8., 
etc., 1865 ; “ On the Operation of Trephining in Case of IVactm-e of the 
Spine,” by E. McDonnell, M.D., F.E.S., 18C6. 

(e) “If the spinal mairoAv is wounded, death follows ineA’itably. Though, 
as it may seem cruel not to attempt the relief of one imder these unhappy 
circumstances, the Surgeon should lay the injured part bare by the knife, 
and elevate the fragments, Avliich press upon the medulla, in a proper 
manner; or, when they are quite loose, extract them in a proper manner ; 
then let him cleanse the wound thoroughly, and apply balsamic medicines, 
using the napkin and scapulai-y. He must continue this until the wound 
heal or the patient dies.”—James’ Medicinal Dictionary, London: 1745. 
Vol. ii. “ Fractrues—Fracture of the Yertebrce.” 
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from the report in the Archives Generales, that Louis did more, 
in the case of a fractured spine by a musket-ball, than intro¬ 
duce his finger into the wound whence a ball had been ex¬ 
tracted, and take away some loose fragments of bone, though 
both of them perfectly understood the rationale of the opera¬ 
tion ; and Louis actually discussed with M. Duplessis the 
propriety of making an aperture when there was not one. (f) 

Though Mr. Cline’s patient died, the case served to direct 
much attention to the operation, and, indeed, to divide Surgeons 
into two parties as to the propriety of the proceeding. Oppo¬ 
site opinions were expressed with very great bitterness, into 
which personal feeling largely entered. Sir A. Cooper expressed 
himself strongly in favour of the operation, (g) in which he 
was supported by several excellent practical Surgeons, such as 
Benjamin Bell, 'Tyi’rell, South, and others. (To these names 
may now be added that of one of the most distinguished 
living authorities on the structui’e and functions of the medulla 
spinalis, Dr. Brown-Sequard.) Sir C. Bell, John Bell, and 
Alexander Shaw, on theoretical grounds alone, denounced it 
in such unmeasured terms as to show that at least as much 
feeling and prejudice as Surgical knowledge controlled their 
judgement, (h) Though the operation of trephining the spine 
has occasionally been done in this country, in France, and 
Germany, and still more frequently in America, the statement 
will probably be regarded as near the truth that, from one 
cause or the other, the great majority of Surgeons have never 
entertained a sufficiently favourable opinion of the operation 
to induce them to perform it. For many years it seems to have 
been almost forgotten. Yet I cannot but think this neglect 
has resulted more from submission to habit, to traditional 
authority, and a want of a due consideration of all the facts 
connected with the subject, than from a full and carefid con¬ 
sideration of them. Doubtless the almost uniform fatality after 
fracture of the spinal column has greatly tended towards in¬ 
clining Surgeons to regard operative interference as useless. 

Dr. McDonnell, in the first of the two pamphlets to which I 
have referred, has collected all the cases he could find recorded 
where trephining of the spine had been performed. These are 
twenty-six in number, in seven of which, he says, life was 
preserved for some time. Since then. Dr. McDonnell has 
operated upon a man whose life was certainly prolonged by it, 
and in whom, for a time, marked improvement took place. I 
have operated upon four men, three of whom died, theinjnries, 
as shown by post-mortem examination, being such as not to 
allow of recovery taking place; but the other man, who most 
assuredly, judging from all the cases I have seen of fractured 
spine, must shortly have died, recovered, and lived for upwards 
of two years and a half after the operation, which was done 
August 1, 1866. He continued in excellent health; though 
weak and partially paralysed in the legs, he had full power in 
the upper extremities. His condition at the time of the opera¬ 
tion was most unfavourable; and after it he was most unfor¬ 
tunate, for he had a very severe attack of hospital gangrene, 
which was then prevalent in the Infiimary. This caused very 
extensive sloughing over the sacrum and where the wound had 

(f) Archioes Gentrales de Midecine, 1836, tome ii., p. 421. 

(g) “ !Mr. nemy Cline was the only person who took a scientific view of 
the accident. He considered it to be similar to fracture with depression of 
the cranium, and to require that the pressure should be removed; and as 
the cases had proved so unifoimly fatal, he thought himself justified in 
steppmg out of the usual course, with the hope of preserving life. He 
made an incision upon the depressed bone, as the patient was lying on his 
breast, raised the muscles covering the spinal arch, applied a small trephine 
to the arch, and cut it through on each side, so as to remove the spinous 
process and the arch of the bone, which pressed upon the spinal marrow. 
The only case in which he tried it did not succeed; and, unfortunately, he 
did not live to bring his opinion to the test of experience to warrant a 
decided judgment being formed. He was blamed for making this trial. I 
am not sure he would have been idtimately successful; but in a case other¬ 
wise without hope, I am certain such an attempt was laudable.” 

“ I beg the reader to observe that this operation is not mine; that I have 
expressed some doubt of its ultimate success, but I wish the trial to be 
made as the only means of deciding positively on its utility; and if it saves 
a life in one hundred, it is more than I have yet seen accomplished by 
Surgerj’.”—Cooper, on Fractures and Dislocations, 4to, p. 516. 

Refen'ing to the above passage in Cooper’s work. Sir C. Bell says : ” The 
man must be already dead whose condition is not made worse by such an 
operation as this. What sort of schooling mu.st he have had who does 
not bcheve that a man would be the worse for having a bone dug out from 
around the spinal marrow?”—Observations on Injuries oj the Spine, by 
Charles Bell, 1824, p. 22. 

“ Such are the sjTnptoms, and such frequently the manner of our 
atient’s death; and, not\vithstanding the bloody operation described in 
ooks of making incisions, finding the fractured or luxated bone, and 

di-awing it out by the spine or splinters, there is nothing practicable; and 
these very ignorant directions, given upon the liighest authorities, are 
dangerous to none but boys. The cutting into the fractured vertebra is a 
dream.”—John Bell, Principles of Surgery, 4to, vol. i., p. 626. 

(h) Mr. Le Gros Clark, in his Lectures on Surgery, just delivered at the 
Royal College of Surgeons of England, expresses an opinion decidedly 
.■vdverse to the operation. 

been made. Dr. Gordon, of Dublin, has had an equally suc¬ 
cessful case, (i) Dr. Brown-Sequard informs me of a case he 
saw in 1867 in Western New York State, where Dr. Potter had, 
with most satisfactory results, operated. Though the spinal 
cord had been completely crushed, life was saved in an enjoy¬ 
able condition. In May of this year I operated upon a third 
case, and again in June upon a fourth. Thus out of thirty- 
three cases of fracture in various parts of the spinal column, 
where trephining has been resorted to, life has been perma¬ 
nently saved in at least three of them, and considerably luo- 
longed in several others; while, in some who died, marked im¬ 
provement immediately followed the operation. Moreover, in 
no one of these successful ca.ses was the condition of the patient 
favourable. In all of them the accident had occurred some 
time before the operation was performed, so that pressure on 
the spinal marrow had been prolonged, and much mischief 
thereby done. In Dr. McDonnell’s case, the injury was in¬ 
flicted five weeks before the operation was performed. In my 
patient, who recovered, as long a time had elapsed. In my 
fourth case, the operation was done on the tenth day after the 
injury ; wliile in Dr. Gordon’s two months had actually inter¬ 
vened between the fall which occasioned the paralysis and the 
operation. I am aware this very length of time may, by those 
who are opposed to the operation, be adduced as an argument 
against it, and as favouring the assertion that these patients 
recovered in spite of the operation, rather than in consequence 
of it. However, before arriving at such a conclusion, I would 
venture to advise those who are inclined to iise it to make 
themselves acquainted with the details of the cases, when I 
shall be much surprised if they should continue to do so. If 
so, I should merely reply that if such a mode of arguing were 
allowed, it would render all observation useless. It would be 
a mere assertion, contradicted by every analogous fact. If Sir 
A. Cooper’s experience of these cases, when left to themselves, 
be true (and that it is so I believe all who have seen many 
such cases will coincide in), then I would declare the success 
which has attended the operations lately done is as satisfac¬ 
tory evidence of the propriety of them, in sixitable cases, as is 
that for the propriety of trephining the skvdl when fracture 
and depression of it have happened. 

The three gTeat arguments which may bo adduced against 
the operation arc: 

1. The difficulty in diagnosing between those cases in which 
the operation may be useful, and those in which it cannot 
possibly afford relief, owing either to the extent of the 
fractured bones, the impossibihty of removing the pressure, or 
of remedying the mischief which has ah’eady been inflicted 
upon the medidla spinalis or to other organs, as in my fourth 
case, where a good deal of blood had been effused about both, 
and within one, of the kidneys. That this is a serious question 
is undoubtedly true ; but it is almost cquallj’- so in fracture of 
the cranium and many other dangerous injuries involving 
important operations. If we are to bo deterred from operating 
in every case which is not free from doubt, we must abandon 
many operations which all agree ought to bo undertaken. It 
is a good argument for putting us on our guard, and for 
inducing us to carefully watch and minutely investigate every 
symptom; but it is not so for prohibiting operative interference, 
provided this be based upon soimd anatomical and jjathological 
knowledge. I believe careful attention and extended experience 
will enable us, in fracture of the spine, to determine with as 
much accuracy upon what cases are fitted for treiffiiuing and 
what are not, as it has done in fracture of the skull, and in 
selecting such cases of ovarian disease as may be submitted to 
operation, and such as ought to be let alone. 

2. The position of the fractured bone often renders it im¬ 
possible to reach it. It is said, wuth some truth, that commonly 
it is by the body or bodies of one or more vertebrae being 
broken and disifiaced, that pressure on the front of the medul¬ 
lary cord is caused ; and, as this cannot be removed, the mis¬ 
chief will not bo relieved by merely taking away the arches 
and sjjinous processes behind it. No doubt this is correct in 
many cases, but it is not so in all, and possibly not so commonly 
as is supposed. It not unfrequcntly happens when the fracture 
is caused by direct violence, as in this district it often is (and 
likely enough in others), applied to the part itself, as by the 
faUing of stone or earth in quarries and coal-pits, when the 
man is in a bent position, that the arches are broken and de¬ 
pressed upon the cord, causing pressure of it, precisely as a 
piece of depressed skidl presses upon the brain, (k) Now, why 

(i) Medico-Chirurg. Trans, vol. xlix. p. 21. 
(k) Even complete separation of the bodies of the vertebra docs [not 

necessarily destroy the cord. I have I'ecently had a very interesting case 
which proves this. A man on the roof of a budding nearly forty feet high 
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the elevation of the bone should not relieve the pressure and 
its effects, as it is expected to do in the other, I am at a loss to 
conceive. Such also, I presume, will be the effect where the 
pressure is caused by effused blood rather than by depressed 
bone. In the cranium, if blood be effused under the dura 
mater, even though we might not think of dividing the mem¬ 
brane, we should not hesitate to elevate the depressed portion 
of bone lying’ over the effused blood, in the reasonable hope of 
relieving the pressure, and so in the spine. If the blood be 
external to the membrane and immediately under the bones, 
the pressure would certainly be more effectually removed in 
the spine than in the cranium. It must also be remembered 
that in many instances it happens, even when the fractured 
and displaced portion is the body of one of the vertebras, that 
the offending piece of bone may be small and not greatly dis¬ 
placed, so that, by remomng the counter-pressure caused by 
the arches, which perhaps may also be displaced, the narrowing 
of the canal, though mainly caused by the anterior pressure, 
may be effectually removed. As the cord does not completely 
fill the bony canal, is not tightly strung in it, and is not in¬ 
flexible, there is no reason to suppose that it cannot recover 
from a slight displacement in any direction, or that it will not 
accommodate itself to its altered position, provided the calibre 
of the canal be not materially lessened, and the cord itself have 
not been injured. The brain recovers from temporary pres¬ 
sure, and I see no reason why the spinal cord may not equally 
do so. Indeed, we have ample proof that it does, in the 
frequent recoveries after not only lateral, but the most exces¬ 
sive and acute angular curvatures of the verfebrEe. When 
disease in the bones has ceased, we find the functions of the 
distorted cord are as perfectly performed as they are in the 
straightest vertebral columns. The degree of displacement in 
such cases of extensive caries of the vertebrae is often far 
greater than can occur in recoverable eases of displacement by 
in j ury. 

3. Destructive inflammation of the medulla and its membranes, 
set up by the operation, has been declared to be an almost 
necessary consequence of trephining the spinal bones, and has 
doubtless deterred many Surgeons from ventui'ing upon it. 
Upon this Sir Charles Bell and Mr. Shaw were particularly 
emphatic. Yet experience has proved that to a great extent 
the fear is imaginary; for, if the operations which have been 
performed have not been sufficient to remove all other objections 
to the operation, they certainly have been sufficient to prove 
that this one has been very greatly exaggerated. It must not be 
overlooked that, owing to well-known anatomical arrangements, 
the spinal cord is far more favourably placed than is the brain. 
The dura mater in the cranium, owing to its intimate connexion 
with the bones, is very much more likely to suffer when fracture 
occurs, than it is in the vertebral column, where it is not in 
close apposition with the bones ; and I need not remark upon 
what every Surgeon so well knows, that upon its integrity 
depends the condition of the arachnoid and pia mater. If it 
be opened they most probably wiU become inflamed and sup¬ 
puration follow; if it be not injured, their normal condition 
may be mantained, and the brain and cord substance escape 
inflammatory mischief. In my three cases where death fol¬ 
lowed, careful examination showed no trace of inflammatory 
action about the cord or its membrane. 

It has been asserted as a reason why the operation should 
not be performed, that it is a very difficult and painful one; 
that the wound could not heal, and that, even though the 
cutaneous and muscular one should do so, the bones cannot be 
reproduced, and thus the spine will be left too weak to siipport 
the head and shoulders. These are imaginary fears, which 
have been proved to be altogether groundless. That the ope¬ 
ration requires care is perfectly true, but so do most other 
important operations in Surgery. It is neither so delicate, nor 
involves so miich anatomical knowledge, as many which are 
constantly undei-taken. It is not a very painful one; the parts 
which are divided are not particularly sensitive, and even if 
they were so, there is, in the majority of cases, no reason why 

slipped, and fell transversely upon some iron palisading’. Two of the 
spikes penetrated the long muscles of the hack, fracturing the transverse 
processes of two lumbar vertebrae, and the floating ribs on each side, passed 
into the abdominal cavity and wounded the liver and other viscera. Yet 
the poor fellow retained complete sensation and motion in both lower 
extremities, and during the night actually got out of bed and walked round 
it. After death, the flbro-cartilaginous body between the second and third 
lumbar vertebree was found to be completely divided, and the spinal and 
transv’erse processes separated, the only connecting structm'es between the 
vertebrae being the ligaments. This specimen, with tluee others, taken 
from the fatal cases where trephining had been pei-formed, are exliibited 
in the museum. In more than one instance it will be seen that though the 
bodies of the vertebrae have been separated from each other, there has been 
no displacement of them. 

an anaesthetic should not be given. Whenever the fracture 
is below the middle dorsal region, so that respiration and the 
heart’s action are not interfered with, there appears no reason 
why such may not be administered. Chloroform was given in 
Dr. McDonnell’s and Dr. Gordon’s eases, as it was fully in 
three of mine, and pai'tiaUyin the fourth. The same argument 
would forbid nearly every operation. In all the cases which 
have recovered, the wounds have healed up well and quickly, 
and in the three which have permanently recovered, no weak¬ 
ness of the spine has been complained of, or is at all apparent. 
The man upon whom Dr. Gordon operated is following a 
mechanical occupation, and he upon whom I operated could 
easily have done so, as his arms and head were perfectly sup¬ 
ported, and moved; indeed his sister, with whom he lived, 
declared he was “wonderfully strong in bis upper parts;” 
while the man in New York State, operated on by Dr. Potter, 
enjoys life. Moreover, there is great reason to believe that 
breaches to a moderate extent in the vertebral arches may be 
filled, if not with ossific deposit, at least with strong fibrous 
tissue. This supposition is strongly supported by expei’imental 
inquiry uj)on animals ; for Dr. Brown-Sequard has been good 
enough to show me preparations, which he has taken the 
trouble to bring from Paris, of the spinal columns of cats and 
dogs, where, during life, he removed some of the vertebral 
arches and spinous processes, and after death found the spaces 
partially filled with deposit of bony material. The want of 
ossific deposit after trephining the cranium is not regarded as 
an argument against the operation where a portion of the 
skuU has been depressed. Other arguments pro and contra 
coidd easily be brought forward, were I writing a treatise 
upon the subject, wliich I am not, and for which this is neither 
the time nor place ; but I hope I have said sufficient to induce 
Surgeons to consider the subject impartially, and to give the 
operation a fair trial. That success will be frequent, I do not 
pretend to anticipate; the nature of the injury does not allow 
this to be hoped for; the fatality after similar operations upon 
the cranium alone would not justify this, but if one case in 
twenty should be successful, as I think may fairly be antici¬ 
pated, it would still be a great gain ; for Sir A. Cooper declared 
that if one in the hundred recovered, it would be the one 
snatched from death. So far, out of thirty-three operations, 
permanent success has been obtained in three cases, and pro¬ 
longation of life in several others. 

Abnormal conditions of joints and their treatment form no 
small or unimportant part of a Surgeon’s work. From time 
immemorial they have done so ; and there is no reason to think 
they will not do so in the future. Disease in the articulations 
has probably been the cause of important Surgical interference 
almost as frequently as disease in aU other parts of the body 
put together. Probably more limbs have been amputated in 
consequence of disease in, or accidents to, the joints than from 
all other causes conjoined. Hence, whatever improves the 
Surgery of the articulations is an immense gain. Not to dwell 
upon the gradual but immense' advance in the Surgery of rest, 
which for fifty years has been steadily growing, and which 
really was the true cause of much of the success of Scott’s 
treatment, though he himself was not fully aware of it, I think 
I may unhesitatingly claim your attention to two of the 
greatest advances in Surgery—the reduction of dislocated limbs 
by manipulation, and the excision of such joints as are hope¬ 
lessly diseased, instead of amputation of the whole hmb. 
These two great improvements could hardly have been made 
prior to our o"wn day, for, until anaesthetics were discovered, 
manipulatory reduction of dislocated limbs could only have 
been practised in very exceptional instances, and excision of 
joints would not have been frequent. 

Here I would venture for one moment to digress, to point 
out how the unity of all parts of our Profession is demonstrated, 
and the absolute necessity there is for those who pursue one 
branch to be educated in all. Nature has constituted vitahty 
one; and we who are the handmaids of Nature, helping her in 
her distress, putting her in the right when she is wrong, and 
assisting and encouraging her when she is right, must deal 
with her in her entirety if we would be good Medical men. 
To understand one condition, and to ward off the other, wherever 
the disease which causes it may be seated, we must know all, 
and discard as unphilosophical and dangerous errors mere 
specialties. Anaesthetics, when first introduced, were regarded 
as a blessing, by the saving of pain; but none of us then fully 
recognised how greatly they would extend our Surgical power, 
by enabling us to accomplish so much more than had ever been 
done before. True it is that dislocated bones have been put 
into their sockets from time to time by rude movements ; but 
such attempts have been conducted on no rule: in the great 
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majority of cases they altogether failed, and, -when they did 
succeed, it was more frequently by brute force or chance than 
by skill. 

In the whole round of Surgery, I know of nothing more per¬ 
fect than the reduction of a dislocated hmb by manipulation, 
as it has been not inaptly called. To those who have only seen 
a dislocated hip, for instance, replaced by the common method 
of extension and counter-extension with pulleys, and for the 
first time witness a few painless and comparatively gentle move¬ 
ments made with the dislocated thigh by the unassisted Sur¬ 
geon, the process very likely not occupying a minute, and find 
the limb restored to its normal condition, the proceeding must 
appear almost like magic. To Dr. Reed, of Rochester, U.S., 
we are, I believe, indebted for first directing attention to tliis 
plan, which he pointed out as applicable to two of the foiir 
varieties of hip-joint dislocation. The method is, however, 
capable of a far more extended application than Dr. Reed 
appears to have been aware of. In our Infirmary we have re- 
•duced not only every form of dislocation the hip is liable to, but 
those of the shoulder also. I have practised it in a man seventy- 
three years old, and I have assisted my colleague, Mr. T. P. 
Toale, to do so in a child of only two years. My own cases of 
success number upwards of twenty, and each of my colleagues 
has had several. Many cases have been reported by Mr. 
Birkett in Guy’s, Mr. Hutchinson in the London Hospital, and 
by other Surgeons in Hospital and private practice, so that the 
general value of the method may be regarded as fairly esta¬ 
blished. I may mention that its successful performance mainly 
depends upon attention to two things—1. Our anatomical 
knowledge, enabling us to place the bones and muscles in the 
most advantageous position; and, 2. On bringing the muscles 
into a proper condition, in which they shall have neither too 
much nor too little power of action, for either state will pre¬ 
vent success. If their action be too great, their resistance 
cannot be overcome; on the other hand, if it be entmely sus¬ 
pended, the head of the bone will not be drawn into or main¬ 
tained into its natural cavity. Hence the anaesthetic should 

■only be carried far enough to suspend volition and spasmodic 
action, leaving some little power of perception and contraction. 
When in this semi-passive condition, the limb should be firmly 
seized, put into gentle rotatory motion in such a direction as our 
knowledge of the attachment of its muscles tells us, when they 
net, wiU cause them to draw the head of the bone towards its 
socket, and then, by a sudden and more forcible action, they 
are roused into quick contraction, by which the bone is partly 
thrown and partly imlled into its socket. To every dislocation 
of the ball and socket-joints this simple method is applicable ; 
to the hinge-joints it is not equally so. 

Though excision of the knee, shoulder, and elbow-joints was 
introduced in the latter part of the last century, the operation 
was so little practised, and took so little hold, that, as a practical 
operation, excision of joints may fairly be claimed as of recent 
date. Mr. White, (1) of Manchester, appears to have the honour 
of being the Surgeon, in 1768, who first successfully excised 
the shoulder-joint, and, on theoretical grounds, to have sug¬ 
gested excision of the hip-joint, though he never performed it. 
It was, so far as I know, Mr. Park, of Liverpool, who first per¬ 
formed excision of the knee-joint, which he did in July, 1781, 
on a seaman who, after a long and dangerous illness, recovered 
so completely that he was reported to be able to perform the 
duties of a common sailor. In a second operation, the patient 
died. These two cases appear to have constituted Mr. Park’s 
experience. Soon after the publication of the successful case, 
the two Moreaus, father and son, in France, excised, with more 
or less success, not only the knee-joint, but the shoulder also. 
A few excisions were done in France and Germany. The 
residts, however, do not appear to have been very satisfactory, 
and for many years the plan seems to have sunk into oblivion. 
In 1827, Mr. Crampton, of Dublin, wrote in favour of the ope¬ 
ration, after which a joint was now and then excised; but still 
the feeling against the operation was so strong, that it was 
regarded as almost forbidden, especially of the knee. Mr. 
Syme(m) published a work on excision of joints, in which he 
spoke in favour of excision of the shoulder- and elbow-joints, 
but forbade exci.sion of the wrist and hip, E.nd spoke doubtingly 
of the knee-joint.(n) During the last tliirty years, and espe- 

il) White’s “ Cases in Surgery,” 1770. 

(in) “ A Treatise on Excision of Diseased Joints.” By James Sjnne. 
Bvo. Edinburgh, 1831. 

(n) The feeling against excision of the knee-joint was doubtless increased 
by the ill-success of those who practised it; for not only were many deaths 
caused, but long and tedious recoveries often only resulted in misshapen 
and useless trunks, so that no one appears to have realised anything like j 
the signal success reported by Park, and thus suspicion was raised in many | 
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cially the last five, excision of joints has come more and more 
into vogue, and at the present day many Surgeons practise and 
advocate it. Mr. Jones, Mr. Price, Sir W. Fergusson, Professor 
Humphry, and others may be named as advocates of it. Still, 
however, in many Hospitals it is not frequently performed; 
and many Surgeons look upon excision—except, perhaps, of the 
elbow—^with considerable distrust, and choose amputation as 
the preferable operation, believing the danger to the life of tiie 
patient to be less, and thus agree with Samuel Cooper, who, in 
his “Dictionary of Surgery” (6th ed.), says, after reviewing 
the operation: “ I see no reason for preferring excision to 
amputation. No doubt more limbs might be saved by the prac¬ 
tice than by that of amputation, but more lives would be lost.” 

One of the latest English writers on the subj ect, who ev'en 
proclaims himself an advocate for excision, says: “ I behevo 
excision of the knee to be a more severe operation than ampu¬ 
tation, more immediately dangei’ous to life, and requiring a 
longer time for convalescence.” (o) Dr. W. MacCormac, of 
Belfast, in a recent article, w^here he compares the results of 
excision of the knee with those of amputation of the thigh 
(speaking, however, it should be stated, more from the cases 
wliich he has tabulated from the practice of other Surgeons, 
than from his own experience), declares excision of the knee to 
be at least twice as dangerous an operation as amputation of 
the thigh, (p) On the other hand, in addition to the Surgeons 
whose names I have above mentioned as in favour of the opera¬ 
tion, must be placed that of Mr. Butcher, of Dublin, who 
speaks in the most decided terms of the advantages and com¬ 
parative safety of excision of the knee. Out of seven cases 
upon which he has operated, six made good recoveries; only 
one proved fatal. 

I think I am hardly speaking too decidedly when I say that 
nearly all Surgeons who have practised excision of joints agree 
that, whatever be its merits so far as the lower extremity is 
concerned, there can be no doubt of its advantages in the upper. 
I have now performed excision of joints so many times wdth 
success, and with so few failures, that, were I to speak only 
from my own experience, I should, in suitable cases, give an 
almost unqualified opinion in favour of excision of nearly every 
joint in the body, as compared with the corresponding ampu¬ 
tation necessary to get rid of the disease ; while I believe my 
colleagues, from their experience, would hardly be disposed to 
speak quite so strongly. I have successfully excised the 
shoulder-joint three times. The elbow-joint I have removed 
eight times. Five of the cases recovered with useful arms. 
Two of the cases died, one being a woman who, when nearly 
well, was carried off by erysipelas, then prevalent in the 
Infirmary ; the other was a man ivith compound comminuted 
fracture of the joint, caused by a fall from a great height Avith 
bales of wool; these fell upon him, and crushed his body: 
peritonitis was set up, and, I believe, was the cause of death. 
The remaining case was one of partial excision, which in the 
end required excision of the whole joint, and then did well. 
Twice I have removed the wrist-joint according to Lister’s 
excellent method. One case did exceedingly well; the other 
required amputation, the metacai-pal bones being found exten- 
sri'ely involved. The hip-joint I have excised six times, with 
only one death, and that from an attack of diphtheria seizing 
the boy three days after the operation. One operation, where 
long-continued suppuration of the pelvis had previously existed 
in a bad subject, was followed by great suppuration and very 
slow healing of the wound. The other four patients recovered 
quickly and well, with hardly any lameness, a high-heeled shoe 
being all that is required. I have excised the knee eight times, 
with uniform success. Some of the patients walk with no 
other lameness than a stiff knee. In two of these cases, the 
condition is quite equal to that reported of Park’s sailor. One 
man gains his living by selling coals, a sack of which he com¬ 
monly carries on his back. Excision of the various bones of 
the foot, one, two, or three being removed, where a while ago 
amputation above the ankle would have been adopted, I have 
done and seen done very frequently, with uniform success, so 
far 9,s immediate recovery is concerned, and, in the great 
majority of cases, with a permanently useful limb; but, to 

minds that the extraordinary usefulness of the limb in that case had been 
overstated. The unfavourable feeling towards the operation was certainly 
not lessened by the fact that in more than one instance where excision of 
the knee-joint had been done in children who recovered, the growth of the 
limb was arrested, and thus, as they grew up, one leg increased with the 
body, while the other remained that of a child. 

(o) Holmes’s “ Surgical Diseases of Children.” 8vo. London. 
(p) “Observations on Amputation of the Thigh and on the Merit of 

that Operation, as compared Avith Excision of the Knee.” By Wm. Mac¬ 
Cormac, A .M., M.D. [Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, August, 
1868.) 
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insure tliis, tlie greatest care must be taken to remove every 
affected bone. If this be not done, the probability is great 
that, in the end, amputation wili be necessary. Trom not being 
sufdciently careful on this point, in some cases, Syme’s or 
Chopart’s amputation has been required before the patient 
could be said to be w^ell. 

Thus, then, I think I am justified in declaring that, in my 
experience, excision of joints has been most satisfactory, not 
merely as regards the immediate effect of the operation, but 
in the after-condition of the patients. Their power of locomo¬ 
tion, when the lower extremity is concerned, and the retention 
of the hand and arm, Avith all their varied movements, in full, 
as compared with their maimed and coinxiaratively helpless 
condition when amputation has been performed, even though 
supplied with the best apparatus the skilled mechanician can 
furnish, contrast most favourably. The records of our In¬ 
firmary show that, in the last sixteen years, sixty-six excisions 
of joints have been performed. Of these, five died; one was 
relieved; in two, amputation was subsequently done; fifty- 
eight recovered. Of the sixty-six, thirty-eig'ht were excisions 
in the upiper extremity, and twenty-eight of the lower. Six 
of the upper extremity were primary, for accidents. Of these, 
five recovered, the average age being 22^ years ; the man who 
died was 43 years old. Of the tliirty-two pathological ex¬ 
cisions of the upper extremity, thirty recovered. One, aged 
30, was greatly benefited temporarily; amputation became 
necessary, which also relieved for a time, and was followed by 
death from phthisis. One, aged 55, died from exhaustion after 
erysipelas; while the averag’e age of the thirty who recovered 
was years. ^ Of the lower extremity, only five Avere primary 
excisions for injury, being all of the tarsal bones; fom’ of them 
recovered, the average age being 37; one died, aged 34 years. 
The pathological excisions were tAventy-three, of which nineteen 
recovered, the aA^erage age being 17 years ; two were relieved, 
of the aA^erage age of 22^ years ; two died, of the average age of 
19 years ; and a boy, aged 13, died of diphthei’ia, after excision 
of the hip-joint; the other, aged 25, after excision of the knee. 
These statistics do ^ not, I think, contrast mifavourably v\fith 
those of corresponding- amjDutations. 

The success of joint-excisions, I am convinced, very greatly 
depends upon the selection of suitable cases for the operation, 
the manner in which this is performed, and the after-manage¬ 
ment of the case. If the disease be principally in the synoAual 
membranes, lig-aments, or cartilages, or if the bones be in¬ 
volved o:^y to a moderate extent, and that OAving- to the dis¬ 
ease having extended from the first-named structures to them, 
the whole disease may be extirpated without the loss of much 
bone, and that which is left will probably be healthy. On the 
other hand, if the bones are the parts winch have been 
primarily diseased, or are extensively so, it is doubtful if the 
whole of the parts involved can be removed; so that the mis¬ 
chief may still go on; sinuses leading- down to carious bones 
are formed these g-ive rise to pain, inability to move, and exit 
to a large discharg-e of pus, by which the patient is worn out, 
or so much bone reqimes removal (as I have seen done), that 
the medullary canal is laid open and invoLed in the suppura¬ 
tion, by which pyaemia, in all probability, AviU be induced, and 
the unliappy patient soon carried off; or, should he struggle 
through, the limb will be rendered useless, from great shorten¬ 
ing or want of firm union, if the excessive suffering does not 
necessitate amputation. If the subject be young, and the 
epiphyses be i-emoved, thei-e will be great danger, if not cer¬ 
tainty, that the development of the limb will be arrested, as 
has happened not unfrequently. A very striking and interest- 
ing illustration of this i-esult has fallen under my own ob¬ 
servation in a girl 15 years of age, whose knee had been 
excised Avhen she was 6 years old, by which the grovrth of the 
thigh, as well as of the leg and foot, had been arrested; so 
that, when she was presented to me, she had one limb that of a 
•well-groAvn girl of 15, and the other that of a child 6 years 
old. Moreover, the union was very loose and impei-fect, and 
at so bad an angle that the limb was a useless burden. I re- 
excised the parts, and g-ot good bony union, with the limb per¬ 
fectly straight. , 

A second most important consideration towards obtaining 
success is, I believe, not to make the wound in the soft parts 
larger than necessary. This is a point tob often not attended 
to,^ and incisions far larger than necessary to allow of the bones 
being removed are often made. Now, I consider that any 
diAusion of parts larger than is necessary for the section and 
remoA^al of^ the diseased bone, AAuthout any roug-h handling, is 
a direct evil unnecessarily inflicted. Such large wounds lead 
to greater hsemon-hage, to greater danger of pyaemia, and to 
greater dram upon the system; for, as they invariably suppu¬ 

rate, the larger the wound the greater is the suppuration ; and 
thus, at the best, the recovery is thereby rendered more pro¬ 
longed. 

The after-treatment of the limb is of the utmost importance p 
though I^ cannot help thinking too great stress has been laid 
upon it in every case, at once getting the limb into an im¬ 
movably fixed and often rigidly extended position, and that 
very often a different one from what, possibly for many 
months, it had been retained in. The knee is the only joint I 
care to immediately ]Dut into an exended and fixed position, 
and even that much less rigidly than is said to be necessary. (q)< 
A few days before the operation, I have a piece of strong, fii-m 
sole-leather, extending- from the trochanter to the heel, and 
broad enough to encircle three-foui-ths of the limb, weU soaked 
in Avater, and accurately moulded to the sormd leg, upon which 
it is allowed to dry. Upon this splint, immediately the wound 
has been closed by iron sutures and wet lint, I lay the operated 
one, Avith a little padding of cotton-wool, which protects th& 
limb and absorbs the discharge. Two sand-bags, placed on 
each side of the thigh and leg, are sufficient to keep the whole- 
limb steady. This I find to be far more comfortable to the 
patient, and to keep the limb in a better position than the 
wooden box of Jones, Price, Butcher, and others, which, I 
think, has a tendency to tilt the end of the femur forwards, 
and the tibia backwards, and so to assist in union taking place 
at an angle, to which there is already a tendency. After 
excision of the hip and the elbow, I do not confine the limb in 
any apparatus. There is very little disposition to move it. 
After excision of the elbow, I commonly simply lay the limb 
in a semiflexed position upon a pillow. Children, after excision, 
of the hip, I allow to lie in the same bent position in which 
they have almost invariably lain before the operation. After- 
two or three weeks, or when the Avound has nearly healed, I 
slowly bring the limb doAvn by means of graduated weights 
suspended by the ankle. Union, whether by bone or ligament, 
does not take place before this time; and in the meanwhile the- 
patient rests much more comfortably in the position to which 
he has been accustomed, the wound heals much more readily 
than it would do in the constrained one of full extension, and 
strength is more quickly gained. 

It is yet a moot question whether, in excision of the knee- 
joint, the patella, supposing it not to be implicated in the dis¬ 
ease, should be left, or should in all cases be removed. Mr. 
Butcher, Mr. Holmes, and some others, are very decided in their 
belief that in every case it should be taken away. To deter¬ 
mine this question, I have not removed it in three cases; in 
two, where the cartilaginous surface was diseased, I have 
removed the whole inner half of it by a longitudinal section 
and in the remaining case I have taken it away altogether.. 
Indeed, in one case, which had originated in a fall upon the 
knee, the patella itself had been the chief seat of the disease, 
and had in a great measure disappeared. My mind is not 
fully made up on the question ; but I think, when the patella 
has been altogether taken away, the recovery has been some¬ 
what more speedy, and the limb has been more^ sightly after¬ 
wards. But, on the other hand, where the patella has been 
left, I think the anchylosis has been firmer and the limb 
stronger, though the patella forms an ugly protuberance. 
Provided the epiphyses are not removed, I see no objection to. 
excision, and much in favour of it, in children. Youths and 
young adults are the most favourable cases. After 40 years 
of age, each year puts the patient in a less favourable position 
for the operation; though even then, all other things being 
favourable, I would not hesitate to perform excision. I cannot 
but hope and believe, as cases are well selected, and due care 
taken in the operation and after-treatment, the plan Avill grow 
more and more into favour as its success becomes demonstrated; 
and the long delay which is now allowed before the operation 
is performed, during which the pain and discharge enfeeble 
the patient, Avill be considerably shortened; by which, though 
possibly some patients may be subjected to excision of a joint 
who mig-ht have recovered by anchylosis, I am by no means 
sure even such AAfill not have been gainers by the operation 
while^ I am confident many others Avill be saved a vast amount 
of misery and confinement, and be restored to health and 
actiAuty who otherwise would not be. 

I need not remind this assembly, so learned in all that relates 
to Professional lore, by what slow steps our forefathers pro¬ 
gressed in attaining that knowledge and practice by which 
bleeding from a wounded artery is now, in ordinary cir¬ 
cumstances, so easily arrested; but the mere student of the 
present day practice alone, who, seeing a divided or open artery 

(q) Butcher, “ On Excision of the Knee-joint.” 
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simply tied by a thread, and the hfemorrhage at once cease, 
likely enough considers the process so easy as almost to have 
been intuitively adopted even in the earliest times, should refer 
to works of a former day, when he will find that, ever since 
Surgery has had an existence, down to the penultimate gene¬ 
ration, the fear and danger of loss of blood from an open 
blood-vessel have been a matter of supreme difficulty, and 
•directly or indirectly, by operations which have not been under¬ 
taken from a fear of fatal haemorrhage, or Avhich have been 
done in order to avoid this catastrophe, have, perhaps, inflicted 
more misery, distress, and loss of life upon mankind than any- 
tliing else in Surgery. He will then find how limbs were 
burnt off, and how tumours were sawn away by hot chains; 
how constantly actual and potential caaiteiies were in hberal 
employment in every Surgical operation; and how one never- 
faihng styptic after another was invented, lauded, and aban¬ 
doned, merely from this difficulty. “ It is really this accident 
of hsemorrhage,” says John Bell, “ that has retarded oiir Pro¬ 
fession for ages; for the ancients, ignorant of the ways of 
stopping htemorrhages, did not venture to cut out the most 
trivial tumour, or they did so with fear and uncertainty. They 
performed these operations slowly and imiierfectly, with burn¬ 
ing irons or ligatures, which we now perform rapidly and 
safely with the knife. If they ventured to amputate a member, 
it was only by cutting, after it was gangrened, among the 
putrid flesh. They merely separated parts that were already 
dead and bloodless; so gi’eat was their abhorrence of blood.” (r) 
It was not until the middle of the fifteenth century that Ambrose 
Pare thought of tying an open artery ; being then, as he says, 

inspired by God with this good thought for the good of man¬ 
kind and the improvement and honour of Surgery ”—a thought 
too simple and guand to be easily adopted, and so it met with 
such opposition as, with other g’ood thing-s done by him, to 
lead to liis being prosecuted by the Paris College of Physi¬ 
cians. The invention was badly received and slowly adopted. 
It was not until a century later that Petit invented a rude 
form of tourniquet; and not until the present centuiy the 
single ligature, as now employed, was commonly used. Indeed, 
prior to the time of John Hunter and the most important and 
conclusive experiments of Jones, supplemented as they were 
by the observations of Scarpa, Freer, Hodgson, and others, the 
principle of the ligature could not have been understood. 
Until then, the fear was lest the artery should be cut through 
too soon; and every possible means was adopted to prevent 
that action which we now know to be essential to success. 
Though in tins country the works and practice of these 
Surgeons had caused the multiple ligature to be abandoned, 
for many years later it had not been entirely given up on the 
Continent; for I once saw a very celebrated French Surgeon, 
in an operation for popliteal aneurism, place a double ligature, 
with a considerable space between the threads, upon the 
femoral artery—followed, as might be expected, and as com¬ 
monly happened, by the death of the patient. Even in England, 
so late as 1814, we find that excellent Surgeon, Hey primus, 
writing': “I have been accustomed, in amputations, to tie the 
femoral artery twice, leaving a small space between the liga¬ 
tures ; and this method has been constantly used in the Leeds 
Infirmary since its establishment.” (s) 

The ligature, as employed for many years past, is so simple, 
so easy of application, and in the majority of cases so satis¬ 
factory, that many Surgeons are stfil quite contented with it; 
yet that it has grave defects is undeniable. Its immediate 
action in arresting the flow of blood is certain, and is probably 
as satisfactory as anything that can be suggested; but that its 
after-effects are not unfrequently injurious and productive of 
mischief, no one can deny. For the permanent sealing of a 
blood-vessel, when it has been tied by a ligature, two dissimilar 
actions are required. The adhesive inflammation is essential 
for the closing of the vessel; and the ulcerative, that the thread 
may be liberated. Now this latter action may take place too 
quickly, before the adhesive has sealed the vessel, or sloughing 
may follow, and that, which not very aptly is called secondary 
haemorrhage, may occur. Besides this, the mere presence of 
the ligature must necessarily prevent the entire closure of the 
wound by primary union; and suppuration, to a greater or less 
extent, must ensue. Suppuration, having once been set up, 
may, and often does, cause much mischief. Thus, without 
endorsing aU that has been lately written against the intro¬ 
duction of fibrous material into the living body, every Surgeon 

(r) “ The Principles of Surgery,” vol. i. p. 142. By John Bell, Surgeon. 
4to. Edinbm’gh : 1801. 

(s) Hey’s “ Practical Observations in Surgery.” Third edition, 1814. 
The old Leeds Infirmary was opened in the year 1766. 

must admit that there are valid reasons against the presence 
of any foreign body. Whatever it may be composed of, it 
must per se be more or less an evil. Accordingly, a means for 
obtaining a certain and secure closure of a bleeding artery, in 
which no foreign substance shall remain, or, if remaining, shall 
be innocuous, has been a grand desideratmn with all practical 
Surgeons. Cold, exposure to the air, styptics of various kinds, 
and cauteries, actual and potential, are aU useful when the 
bleeding vessel is of small size ; but, as every Siu'geon knows, 
are not to be depended upon when the vessels are of more than 
a moderate calibre. 

M. Thierry, reflecting upon the fact that it commonly happens 
that arteries of a large size, even the femoral, do not bleed -when 
the limb has been torn or twisted off, ingeniously conceived 
that, if in all cases the divided arteries coidd be brought into 
the same condition as they are found in these cases, a like con¬ 
dition of closme would occur. Many experiments were made 
by him, MM. Carron du Villard, Maunoir, and Amussat in 
France, Lieben and others in Germany and elsewhere, upon the 
blood-vessels of living and dead animals of various kinds, as 
dogs, donkeys, horses, and smaller creatures, for the most part 
with such success as to justify the application of the plan 
of isolating blood-vessels, drawing them out of their sheaths, 
and so twisting their coats that these shall be torn through, to 
operations upon the human subject. Accordingly, many Sur¬ 
geons upon the Continent tried torsion in a considerable 
number of cases, in many instances with success; but in many 
others, where the vessel was beyond a moderate size, the htemor- 
rhage was not permanently arrested. In England, Mr. Aston 
Ivey (with whom, at that time, I had the advantage of being 
on terms of the closest intimacy) was perhaps the one who was 
the most sanguine in Ins expectations, and who gave the method 
the fairest trial; but he soon abandoned it. In France, where 
the plan took its rise and was more practised than elsewhere, 
the advantage or not of torsion was very warmly debated. 
While some Surgeons reported great success, others of the most 
undoubted skill and reliableness, as Delijech, of Montpellier, 
were unfortunate in their results; and in the Hopital St. Louis, 
in Paris, out of six amijutations where the blood-vessels were 
twisted, the torsion failed in five, and only succeeded in one 
case. Dupuytren, who was requested by the Institute to report 
upon the proceeding, made many experiments at the Hotel- 
Hieu, and arrived at the definite conclusion, “that in man, 
though torsion may be applied with security to arteries of a 
small size, it cannot be trusted to without imprudence in those 
which are at all voluminous.That a great many 
failures must be placed by the side of successes ; that, accord¬ 
ing to the observations of many Practitioners of experience and 
incontestable skill, sometimes owing to inflammation and 
abundant suppuration, extending along the sheaths of the 
vessels in consequence of their torsion ; sometimes from its fail¬ 
ing to arrest the hasmorrhage; sometimes, owing to many 
circmnstances, it being impracticable ; so that, after many at¬ 
tempts, it has been found necessary to have recourse to the 
ligature. So far as union by the first intention is concerned, 
favourable as at first sight it appears to be, tor.sion has not 
j)roved to possess any marked advantage over the ligature.” (t) 
Though this conclusion could not then have been known to Mr. 
Key, he independently arrived at a similar estimate of torsion, 
as it is evident most other Surgeons did. Since then, except 
for small vessels, where it continued to be successfully em¬ 
ployed, torsion has been wholly abandoned for those of larger 
cahbre, until the last three years, when attention has again 
been much directed to it. In December, 1867, I saw in the 
Edinburgh Infirmary a case where Mr. ,Syme had successfully 
used torsion to the popliteal artery. The interesting papers of 
Professor Humphry and Mr. Bryant on torsion will be in the 
recollection of all those who were present in the Surgical Sec¬ 
tion at our meeting in Oxford last year. I am not aware that 
the recent revival of torsion in the living human body, or the 
experiments made on animals, have added anything to the 
knowledge or conclusions of those older eminent Surgeons I 
have referred to, who practised and abandoned it nearly forty 
years ago. I apprehend I am not far wrong in stating that 
the opinion of most of the few Surgeons of the present day 
who have been induced to practise it, is much the same as that 
I have quoted from Dupiiytren. For small vessels it may well 
enough be employed; but, for myself, I must say I coidd not 
twist a large artery and lie comfortably in bed the next night, 
lest, while I slept, the elastic artery shoidd untwist itself, and 
my patient bleed imtil he slept never to wake again. Besides 

(t) “Lemons Orales,” vol. iv. p. 212; Velpeau’s “Nouveaux Elements 
de M^decine Operatoire.” Art. “ To^sion.”^ 
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wMcli, the after anxiety a.s to suppuration along" the vascular 
sheath, and. its consequences, is not to he ignored, (u) 

To our learned associate. Sir J, Simpson—to "whom the world 
is so much indebted, that had he been half as successful in 
destroying and making miserable human life in warfare, as he 
has been in sa"7ing suffering, and conferring blessings upon dis¬ 
tressed humanity, would he have been amongst those whom the 
State delights to enrich and ennoble—our Profession owes a 
most ingenious method of arresting bleeding from divided 
blood-vessels without the use of ligatures. He suggested the 
plan of closing the open vessel by pressing it against bone by 
a long steel pin carried through the soft tissues on each side of 
it, or bycarr;^ng the pin under the vessel, and tivisting a loop 
of wire over its two ends in such a way as to allow of its beinu- 
easily removed when desired without disturbing the parts. So 
much has of late been said for and against acupressure that I 
need do no more than refer those who desire to know all that 
can be said in favour of acupressure to the work of the two 
Aberdeen Surgeons, Pirrie and Keith, (v) who, at the Hospital 
there, have deidsed modifications in the method of usino- the 
compressing power, and have followed out the plan °with 
an enthusiasm and perseverance that only those who were 
fully impressed with the great value they believed it 
to possess could have done, and which they believe their 
success fuUy justifies. On the other hand, many most ex- V V X. XiCCiiVij Al_LCvXXy .iiiv./io U 

ceUent Sui'geons, whose skill, candour, and experience are 
beyond all question, have never felt themselves justified in 
having recourse to acupressure; while many of those who have 
^icd it, 11 om one cause or another, have ceased to employ it. 
Por myself, I must candidly confess I have never felt san^'uine 
that it possessed all the advantages its advocates claimed for it • 
nor could I shut my eyes to its disadvantages. True it is, that 
the presence of a fibrous material is avoided; which, however 
can be easily got rid of by the use of a metallic thread, as I 
have fiequently done, and have twice successfully secured the 
femoral artery by an iron wire in thigh-amputations. Put 
there 18 substituted for the ligatures the presence of the needles 
and the compressing wires, by which necessarily, accordino" as 
one or other method is employed, more or less of the soft tissues 
are subjected to as great a pressure as is sufficient to close the 
arteries, be they ever so numerous. This, to my mind, is 
equivalent in mischief, and, though different in kind, yet pos¬ 
sibly as great as the presence of the fibrous material in the 

■wound. Moreover, th.e diffioulty of effectually closing* the open 
of large aiteries, when much retracted and deeply 

imbedded in soft yielding tissues of considerable thickness, 
IS so great that I cannot believe it to be in all cases 
possible, -vvithout the employment of very considerable force. 
Pesicms which, the tension of a stump often varies much 
on the day following an amputation from what it was 
at_ the time of the operation; so that the force which 
inig*ht then be just sufficient to press tog’ether the sides of 
the cut vessels, may, within less than twenty-four hours, 
amount to a strangulating pressure, or the hmb may have so 
shrunk in size that what was due pressiu’e then may the next 
day be too little for security. Thus, as I said with torsion, so I 
say with acupressure, and, if reports as to hemorrhage are to 
be beheved, with equal justice, I could not feel satisfied as to 
the safety of my patient, had I left a recently divided large 
artery on^ secured by the quarter or half twist of a needle, 
ihough 1 know the^ femoral artery has several times been 

j practical question is, not whether such can bo 
effected on some occasions, but whether it can be done as an 
every-day working operation, and our patient be left as secure 
from haemorrhage as he is by any other applicable means, or, if 
the plan_ possesses any other such great advantages over them 
as shall justify the exposure to an increased risk of bleeding. 
1 think it does not. I have purposely visited more than one 
Hospital where acupressure has been in vogue; and in our own 
Inhrmary I have carefully watched many cases in which it has 
been employ ed with the full intention of adojiting it, had I 
found it possessed advantages over ligatures; but attentive 
observation of these cases, and a comparison of them with those 
of my own in the Hospital at the same time in which it was 
not used, have shown that the latter recovered in every respect 
as well as where it had been used; while I find my colleaoTies, 
who at first eagerly adopted the plan, have quietly abandoned 
it, which, had maihcd success attended its use, they certainly 
would not have done. For upwards of eighteen months, I 

I mtCTe.5ting" paper ui the Lancet, Apiil 17, 1S69, by Dr. Ogston 
Comparative Strength of Ai-teries secured by th 

JUethods of Digatuie, Acupressm-c, and Tonsiou.” 

xSh" Treatise on Acupressme.” By W. Pin-ie and "W 

believe, acupressure has not been used in the Leeds Infirmary. 
Long ago tying a vessel with fine silk, and cutting the ends 
close off, was tried ; but the irritation, and consequent suppu¬ 
ration set up, led to the abandonment of the plan. I have 
frequently substituted annealed iron wire, which can bo made 
as flexible as silk or hempen thread, for fibrous material; but I 
have found a new difficulty. So tolerant is the animal economy 
of the presence of tliis metal that, in many cases, only the 
adhesive inflammation has been set up, and the hgatures have 
not been separated for many weeks. Though, doubtless, if 
the ends were cut close off and the wound closed, in many 
cases the wire would be encased in lymph and lie quiet, or in 
time be absorbed, still this quiescence cannot always be secured. 
Suppuration may be set up, and haemorrhage occur when not 
expected. Hunter was ivell acquainted "with this tolerance of 
the presence of metals, and also with the fact that foreign 
bodies which are deeply imbedded are not so liable to excfte 
inflammation as when they are near to the surface, (w) Now, 
as most of the arteries which are tied are not very far removed 
from the skin, this tendency to suppuration may exist when 
they are so tied, and thus lessen the chance of the compressing" 
material remaining quiet. 

How far the method of soaking a fibrous material in carbolic 
acid, as suggested by Professor Lister, and the still more x’ecent 
one of employing catgut so treated, with the ends cut close off, 
will accomplish all that he anticipates, time alone will show. 
If I might presume to venture on an opinion, it would not be 
one of very confident success. That a ligature composed of 
aninial tissue may occasionally undergo absorption without 
exciting suppuration or ulcerative action is very possible; but 
whether other, and quite as important, practical difficulties 
may not accompany its use is, I suspect, altogether unproved. 

Doubtless, these and like considerations have presented them¬ 
selves to many minds, and have led to many suggestions. The 
idea of employing movable forceps, of varying length and 
strength, according to the size and depth of the vessels, oc- 
cm-red to me, as it did to other Surgeons ; but whether they 
contrived such forceps, and actually used them, I am unable to 
say. I have now closed the arteries with such forceps in so 
many operations of magnitude, that I can speak with con¬ 
fidence as to their efficacy and security, and also, I beheve, of 
their advantage. Though I think it better to place themixpon 
the bare ax’terial coats, yet, in many cases, where the vessel has 
been surrounded by tendinous fibres, or where it has been re¬ 
tracted and coxdd not be withdrawn from the suri’ounding 
muscular fibres, I have not hesitated to include some of this 
tissue in the blades, and no haemorrhage has occurred. Upon 
the larger vessels, as the femoral, I allow the forceps to remain 
four days, though I believe they might safely be withdrawn at 
an earlier period. Upon the brachial and tibials, two or three 
days is sufficient. The forceps should be long enough to pro¬ 
ject from the wound, to allow of their easy removal, and yet 
not to be in the way, they are brought out between the flaps, 
which are closed in the ordinary manner; they do not inter¬ 
fere with any kind of di-essing which may be used ; and, as 
the pressure is obtained by a cross-spring just external to the 
wound, this is not interfered with by their removal. In no 
one instance has suppuration been set up in, their track ; nor 
have I seen an instance of pyaemia follow their use. They 
must be made of good steel, and may be electro-plated or not. 
They completely meet the objection raised against the use of 
fibrous material—they do not excite ulceration, they press no 
tissue but the artery itself ; and, by greatly lessening the dura¬ 
tion of the presence of a foreign body in the wound they meet 
that obj ection, so far as at present can be with safety effected, (x) 

There remains but one other subject to which I propose to 
aUude. It is, however, an important one. I own to approach- 

("w) “ This circumstance, of the deeper-seated parts not so readily taking 
on the suppui'ative inflammation as those "which are superficial, is sho"^v■n 
in cases "n'here_extraneous bodies irritate any parts; for we find that 
extraneous bodies are in general capable of producing inflammation; hut, 
if these extraneous bodies are deeply seated, they remain for years without 
doing more than producing the adhesive inflammation, by "«'hieh means 
they are enclosed in a cyst, and only give some imeasiness . . . but if 
the same body was nearer the skin it would produce suppimation. . . . 
It is probable that these cases of pins, etc., owe them want of power in 
producing suppmation not entii'oly to situation, hut in seme degree to the 
nature of the substance, metals perhaps not havhig the po"wer of irritation 
beyond the adhesive, for when the adhesive has taken place the part 
appears to be satisfied.”—Hunter’s Works, by Palmer, vol. iii. p. 287. 

(x) “On a New Mode of Closing Blood-vessels by Movable Forceps.” 
By the Writer. [British Medical Journal, 1867, vol. ii. p. 310.) 

In the first suitable case of aneurism, I intend to cut down upon the 
artei"}', and place upon it a pair of forceps so as to close its calibre for a 
short time, and then remove them without disturbing the wound, which I 
hope to find more etfcctual and less severe than pressure, either by tlie 
fingers or tourmquet. 
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ing it with some liesitation and reluctance. Hitherto what I 
have glanced at has afforded me pleasure and satisfaction. 
There has been shown progress towards that scientific pre¬ 
cision which we all so much desire to attain. In what I am 
about to S2)eak of, I have to encounter that which I believe to 
be a Professional error, founded on false facts, and sujiportcd 
by plausible assumptions, rather than by accurate observation 
and true deductions. I refer to the recent—shall I venture to 
say fashionable ?—method of treating wounds by what has 
been called “ antiseptic treatment,” by which it is to be feared 
the sound physiological and pathological doctrines and practice 
of the last generation of British Surgeons are unheeded, and 
in danger of being temporarily forgotten by what seems to me un¬ 
supported fancies, which have little other existence than what 
is found in the imagination of those who believe in it. Had 
the works of John Hunter been now so generally studied as 
they once were, and the doctrines which he enunciated been 
carefully kept in mind, this fallacy could hardly have obtained 
the temporary currency it has done, (y) “ The antiseptic treat¬ 
ment of wounds ” ignores those truths which formed the life¬ 
long labour of our g-reat physiologist to establish, and for 
which the world has been taught to regard him as not the 
least of its benefactors. The theory and reasoning by wliich 
the antiseptic treatment of wounds is supported, appear to 
overlook facts open to all the world, and to disregard observa¬ 
tions familiar to every person, through all ages, from the 
earliest period to the present day. If the antiseptic theory be 
true, no wound ought ever to have healed until carbolic acid, 
or some like substance, had been discovered and applied. A 
simple abrasion ought to have been regarded as a death- 
warrant, without hope of reprieve; a burn or a scald could 
not have been recovered from; and vesications, which all 
Physicians, for thousands of years, have known full well 
the value of, by affording an extensive nidus for deadly 
monads to revel in, should only have destroyed the 
patient by pyaemia; and a simple issue or seton, which 
used to be regarded, and fu’obably ere long vail again be so 
esteemed, as a valuable outlet for morbific material, would 
simply be an easy inlet for septic organisms, and infallible death 
to the sufferer. While a parturient creature, human or animal, 
ought never to have survived to have nourished her offspring; 
for, if to guard against the ingress of these creatures, it be 
necessary to keep an abscess covered wath a carbolised screen, 
while it is pricked in the dark with a bistoury dipped in car¬ 
bolic acid, guided by Surgical fingers similarly imbrued, and to 
use a probe smeared with the like, w'hen introduced into a small 
sinus, so that those ever present, ever active germs, which must 
surreptitiously dart in, may at once be killed as thsy do so,(z) 
how much more surely must they find ready entrance and 
tempting food by the way, through the dilated vagina, into the 
patulous uterus, with its rugose surface, as it were, expressly 
prepared and ready for them to generate and multijjly in, cause 
immediate putrefaction and inevitable destruction to the female ? 
How could the obstetric hand avoid carrying them in shoals, 
without number, into the vagina? The constitution of the 
patient, his habits of life, his strength or his weakness, the con¬ 
dition of his digestive organs, the state of his blood, his tempera¬ 
ment, diathesis, hereditary dispo.sition, age or sex, his state of 
mind, the nature of the parts injured, the extent of the mischief 
inflicted, the manner in which it has been caused, by sharj) or 
blunt instruments, the force employed, the jjresence or not of 
foreign substances, the effusion of blood into the pyarts, the i}OS- 
sibility or not of bringing them together, the jirevalent diseases, 
the condition of the air, temperature, moisture, climate, 
electrical and other physical and moral circumstances by which 
he is surrounded; his food, clothing, and lodgment, which up 
to now have been considered as having a not unimportant 
influence over the progress of a wound towards healing, whether 
it should grow together by the first intention, heal by the 
effusion of lymph, the second intention, or it should suppurate 
kindly and granulate healthily; or whether ill-conditioned pus 
should be formed, irritative fever be set up, absorption of pus 
take place, and death by pyaemia follow, are all become of none 
effect; Surgical science and Medical knowledge are reduced to 
the one plain rule of, in full faith—for that is as essential as 
the acid itself—plentifully imbruing the part with carbolic 
acid; when, to a true disciple, all wounds, whatsoever and 
wheresoever they may be, and whatever tissues or cavities be 
implicated, become as nothing, or, still better, the debris may, 

(y) See the “Treatises on the Blood, Inflammation, and. Gunshot 
Wounds,” by Hunter, passim. Also James and Thompson on “ Inflamma¬ 
tion Travers on “ Constitutional Irritation ; ” and the works of Sir A. 
Cooper, Abernethy, Dupuytren, Velpeau, and other Surgical wiiteie. 

(z) See Li-iter, prts.v/nj. Jiritish Mmlical Journal uni Lancet. 

likely enougli, so it is asserted, become valuable pabulmn for 
the growth of new normal tissues, (a) 

Ever since Hunter proved the vitality of the blood, and 
pointed out the circumstances under which this could be main¬ 
tained, the process by which wounds heal by the first intention, 
or without suppuration, has been thought to be well understood, 
as also the means which should be adopted to secure this result. 
Suppuration, per se, is not an unhealthy action, nor is pus 
itself always an injurious substance; but when the process can 
be prevented by union by the first intention, so much the better 
for the patient, for, wherever pus or effused blood exists, there 
is more or less danger of their becoming decomposed, absorption 
taking place, and the system being poisoned by them; or, it 
may be, of Surgical fever supeiwening, and, through the con¬ 
stitutional affection, of the wound taking on unhealthy action. 
That this happens by no means so very rarely, even when there 
is no external opening, I think every Surgeon must know full 
well. That a cavity containing broken-down grumous blood, 
a large abscess filled with ill-conditioned pus, or a suppuratiug 
joint, without an external aperture or with a very small one, 
and giving rise to dangerous constitutional mischief, will not 
unfrequently, on being laid freely open, so as to afford ready 
outlet to their contents, and expose their cavities to the at¬ 
mosphere, immediately assume a healthy condition, while the 
constitutional amendment is as marked and contemporaneous 
with the local improvement, are undoubted facts. Both of 
these occuiTences are easily explained by the chemical theory 
of decomposition of animal matters, but how they can be 
explained on the germ theory of putrefaction, when, in the 
one case, there has been no exposure to the external air, 
and in the other, where a free ex2)osure to it is immediately 
beneficial, I am at a loss to comprehend. In the three former 
cases, germs cannot pos.sibly have induced the mischief, 
inasmuch as there have been no ojjenings by which they 
could have entered, sui^posing them actually to have been 
present in the assumed mjaiads in the atmosphere, for as j'^et 
no one has ventm-ed to assert they can penetrate the unbroken 
skin—and, in the latter, if any had entered by the small and 
imperfect aperture, an immensely increased number ought to 
have found ingress by the greatly enlarged opening. To expose 
any of the normally protected membranes, even the dermis 
itself, to the air, has always been known to be prejudicial; and 
to keep a raw or suppurating surface protected from it has as 
long been known to be important for obtaining a speedy cure. 
It is a method which Nature constantly employs in the scabbing 
over of grazed or wounded parts, and it is a method which 
Surgeons, time out of mind, have practised. It is, however, 
not the simple exposure of such parts to the atmospliere which 
caiises the mischief, as, on the germ theory of septic putrefac¬ 
tion, it should be, for keeping them in an irritable condition is 
quite as often the cause. An irritable sore, causing constitu¬ 
tional fever while the jjart is exercised or in a depending posi¬ 
tion, will, other circumstances being precisely the same, on being 
kept quiet in a horizontal position, often at once heal, and the 
fever cease. A raw or wounded surface, if ever so protected 
from the atmosphere by a stimulating resinous pla.ster, vail not 
unfrequently soon become inflamed and suj^purating ; whereas, 
if covered with a simjffe, bland, albuminous, or mucilaginous 
substance, it will at once cease to be so. Now the former re¬ 
sinous material woidd repel or destroy the germs, while the 
latter shoidd tempt their presence and nourish them. Yet, with 
that, ill-conditioned septic suppuration takes place ; with these 
it does not. A piece of common adhesive plaster, fiiction with 
a turjicntine liniment, a scratch with a rusty nail or a fish-bone, 
or even a common pin, a leech-bite, or the sting of a bee, will, 
in some persons, cause as much suppurative mischief, absorption 
of pus, sloughing of tissues, purulent deposits, septic poisoning, 
and the death of the person, as will any compound fracture, 
dissecting wound, inoculation with inflammatory serous effusion, 
puerperal fever, idioi^athic cellular erysipelas, or even the bite 
of a venomous snake, in others, or perhaps the same person, 
at a different time, and under different circumstances; the 
symptoms, like the result, being identical in all these foims, 
however originating. These effects may be constitutional, but 
they cannot be genn-iDoisoning. Some of them may even be 
the direct effects of an actual poison inserted at the time the 
wound has been made; but what reason exists for imagining 
septic germs are introduced by the sting of a wasp or the bite 

(a) “ And now, before speaking of some cases treated with cai-boUc acid 
on the antiseptic system, I wish to dhect your attention to an experiment 
illustrating the germ-theory of putrefaction. It is upon this theory the 
antiseptic treatment is based, and I venture to say that, without a belief 
in the truth of that theory, no man can be thoroughly successful in the 
treatment.”—Lister, in British Med'cal Journal, July 18, 18C8, 
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of a cobra, rather than by the prick of a needle or the tooth of 
a healthy animal ? In the former, the presence of a virulent 
poison is well known to exist. In the latter, if there be g'erms 
we might expect them to be carried into the wound Xet the 
formation of pus is the exception and not the rule. That 
septic effects take place in the animal body by the decomposi¬ 
tion of either the fluids or the solids themselves, or by the 
exjjosure of them to the air, is, and for long has been, believed 
in as a Medical doctrine, which also has had the almost, if not 
altogether, unanimous support of chemists. Upon it much 
Medical and Surgical reasoning and practice for generations 
have been based, until the present day, as those who refer to 
the works of the great Practitioners of the last and early part 
of the present century well know. Hence the constant em- 
ploynient of septic and antiseptic terms and remedies, as 
applied to the constitutional condition, and not to extrinsic 
circumstances as now. 

John Hunter taught, and Sir A. Cooper and many other 
Surgeons practised it, that when a wound can be sealed with 
its own blood, provided the quantity be not too great, so that 
it decomposes and acts as a foreign substance, and yet enough 
to desiccate and form a cement which excludes the air, no better 
can be found.^ I very often successfully employ it in compound 
fractures. Liston and many others adopted isinglass, which 
for generations before goldbeaters’ skin, court-plaster, cr white 
of egg and other gelatinous and albuminous forms, have been 
in popidar use. More recently. Dr. Richardson has suggested 
a compound of tannic acid and collodion, which he calls styptic 
colloid, and declares superior to every other. All these appear 
to act in a like manner, by affording an unirritating cover to 
the raw surface. Pos,sibly, if there be much blood effused, the 
styptic colloid, by the tannic acid which it contains securing 
the certain coagulation of this, may possess some merit over 
the simple dried blood itself. 

For some years past, there has been a growing tendency to 
attribute various diseases in man to microscopic organic bodies, 
and since the proof that some of the diseased conditions in 
grasses,^ tubers, plants, and trees, may be traced to such sources, 
this belief has grown stronger. Analogy has shown that some 
human cutaneous affections may have their origin in this wayj 
and, as it appears certain some of these minute bodies are active 
agents in as.sisting, or, at least, are always present in, diastaltic 

■ action, such as fermentation, it has been thoug'ht not im¬ 
probable that some of the widely-spreading epidemic diseases, 

■' zymotic, as it has become the fashion to call them—may 
hav3 their origin in the atmospheric diffusion of various species 

■ of organisms. This hypothesis, which, as yet, is a mere specu¬ 
lation, very insufficiently supported by facts, has had an undue 
prominence given to it by some of the more active public 

•hygieists, and, not very remotely, has biassed men’s minds 
towards the adoption of the germ-theory of Surgical diseases 
resulting from wounds. 

The germ-theory of iiutrefaction appears to rest: 
1. Upon the assumption that the air is filled with minute 

living organisms, which are so numerous that they freely per¬ 
vade every atom of it. 

2. That these organisms are the sole and true cause of de¬ 
composition, and the putrefaction of everything and every¬ 
where. 

3. That these minute creatures are as active as they are 
ubiquitous, continually g'oing to and fro, seeking’ whom they 
may devour, so that upon whatever raw surface they are 
allowed to settle or to enter, putrefaction and de.struction 
follow; where they are excluded, no suppuration takes place, 
or if it does occur (which, indeed, it is impossible to deny) it 
becomes innocuous. 

.4. That the true remedy against them is carbolic acid , for, 
though other things^ may be useful against them, none are so 
effectual as this, which not only has the power of destroying 
them, ^ but is able to convert dead and foreign matters into 
material for the production of healthy normal tissues. Dead 
bones, which heretofore commonly required to be taken away 
mechanically, are said, under its influence, to become absorbed 
and quickly to disappear; even fibrous material being after¬ 
wards unheard of. 

As to the existence of these living organisms upon which 
the antiseptic treatment is based, I cannot enter at length. It 
would be altogether beyond the scope of the present address to 
enter fully upon the disputed question, whether homogenesis— 
generation from parents—or heterogenesis—spontaneous gene¬ 
ration—is the true mode of the creation and multiplication of 
sperms. That question must be determined by each member 
for himself consulting the many works and papers recently 
published on the .subject, and which will be found prin¬ 

cipally in the Comptes Rendus of the French Academy, 
and more especially the writings of M. Pasteur on 
the former side, and M. Pouchet on the latter, (b) It 
is to ]\I. Pasteur and his disciples, the Pan.spermatists, who 
also maintain the doctrine that all decomposition and putrefac¬ 
tion, are physiological phenomena, depending upon living 
germs derived from the atmo.sphere, the modern antiseptic 
school of Surgeons look for the rationale of their treatment of 
wounds. Now, though many of the experiments of Pasteur 
and his followers are very ingemous and, to some scientific 
persons, satisfactory, on the other hand, Pouchet and many 
other most reliable observers have altogether failed to realise 
the same results when repeating them, and, in many instances, 
have obtained exactly the opposite. They have also instituted 
other experiments and observations which appear to completely 
negative those of Pasteur. Amongst the most recent and able 
of these is our well-known associate. Professor Hughes Bennett, 
who, in an admirable lecture delivered at the Edinburgh Col- 
leg-e of Surgeons in January, 1868, has given the result of his 
elaborate and careful experiments and reasonings upon them, 
in which he altogether denies the correctness of Pasteur’s 
conclusions; (c) and, I think, proves that some fatal fallacy 
pervades those of Professor Lister, made with urine placed in 
jars fitted with small contorted tubes, which he supposed to be 
sufficient to exclude the ingress of geims. Satisfactory as 
these experiments of Mr. Lister appear to have been to some 

(b) “ L’Origine de Vie.” Par Georges Permetier. Aveo une Preface 
par P. A. Pouchet. Paris : 1868. 

(c) “This”—i.e., the compo.sition of dust—“ has been tested in various 
ways. The dust has been ransacked to discover organic germs; collected 
and carefully examined with the microscope, near the soil and on the 
summits of the highest buildings; not only in frequented, but in desert 
places ; in crowded assemblies as well as in Gothic cathedrals and ancient 
vaults ; in the ancient palace of Karnak, on the banks of the Nile, in the 
tomb of Rhamesis II., at the extremity of the Desert, as well as in the 
central chambers of the great pyramid of Ghizeh. The chief element of 
the dust collected in these places has been found to be starch corpuscles. 
Large quantities of air have been drawn through tubes by aspirators, and 
collected on cotton, in distilled water, or projected on glass. The feathei-y 
snow which, falling through the atmosphere, may be well supposed to 
collect its contents, has been melted, and the precipitate carefully collected. 
The emanations of mar.shy places, such as those of the Maremma, in 
Tuscany, have been specially investigated. The larynges and mucous pul¬ 
monary surfaces of numerous animals have been explored, even to the 
innermost bone cavities of birds. On the summit of Mont Blanc, amidst 
eternal snow, on the glaciers of the Jura and of the Pyrenees, and in the 
deep crevasse, on the burning plains of Egypt and in the markets of Con¬ 
stantinople, the dust of the atmosphere has been microscopically examined, 
and in all with a like negative result as to the existence of germs. Nowhere 
could they be seen; or if a few, in the opinion of some, were visible, could 
they in any way account for the multitude of minute infusoria which, in 
all these localities, not only readily spring up in putrid fluids, but in every 
instance are identically the same.”—Bennett, On the Atmnapheric Germ 
Theory, 1868, pp. 14-15. 

“ The only conclusion I can draw from the numerous contradictory and 
ingenious communications presented to the Academy of Sciences during 
the last eight years on this matter is, that not the shghtest proof is given 
by the chemists, with M. Pasteur at their head, that fermentation and 
putrefaction are necessarily dependent on living germs existing in the 
atmosphere. They rather tend to show that these are phenomena of a 
chemical nature, as was ably maintained by Liebig. Did we, indeed, con¬ 
iine oiu’ reading to the papers of M. Pasteur—that is, to one side of the 
case^we could easily persuade om’selves of his coirectness; but every one 
of his experiments has been repeated by several independent investigators, 
who have shown his imagined proofs as to the existence of atmosj^herio 
gei-ms to be altogether erroneous. We may conclude, therefore, that living 
germs are not necessarily the cause of putrefaction and fermentation; 
neither is it necessary to believe that ferments are living at all—they may 
be dead. This, if not admitted, seems to be imphed by Pasteur himself, 
who teUs us he can now excite these processes, not by fresh yeast, but by 
the ashes of yeast. That they may be induced by the dead organic matter 
which has been subjected to a direct temperature of 150 or 200 degs. Cen- 
tigi’ade—a heat utterly incompatible with the existence of life—we have 
seen to have been proved by Pouchet, Musset, Solly, and others. 

“The idea that these hnaginary germs were the cause of putrefaction, of 
disease, of blights among vegetables, and other evUs, originated with 
Kircher and the pathologists of the seventeenth centnry. It has been 
frequently revived, but alwaj's shown to be erroneous. In 1852, cholera 
was supposed to be occasioned by a fungus that really existed in the dejec¬ 
tions, but which Mr. Busk pointed out was the uredo segetum of diseased 
wheat, which entered the body in the form of bread. Certain well-known 
parasitic diseases are spread by contact, such as scabies, which, as it depends 
upon an insect bm-rowing in the skin, may be understood to crawl from 
one person to another. Favus, also, I succeeded, in 1841, in proving, might 
be made to grow on diseased surfaces of otherwise healthy persons; but 
ma,ny of our unquestionably infectious diseases, such as small-ijox, scar¬ 
latina, measles, and typhus, have no such origin. It has been attempted 
to be proved, indeed, by Lemaire that in the condensed vapours of Hos¬ 
pitals and other putrid localities vibrios may be found; but that vibrios 
are the cause of these various diseases is not only not proved, but, from 
what has been stated, is highly improbable. What, then, it may be asked, 
is the origin of the infusoria, vegetable and animal, that we And in organic 
fluids dm’ing fermentation and putrefaction ? In answer to the question, 
I say they originate in oleo-albuminous molecules, which are foi-med in 
organic fluids, and which, floating to the surface, form the pellicle or pro- 
ligerous matter. There, under the influence of certain conditions, such as 
temperature, hght, chemical exchanges, density, pressure, and composition 
of atmospheric air and of the fluid, etc., the molecules,.by their coalescence, 
produce the lower forms of vegetable and animal life.”^—Idem, pp. 23, 24. 
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of our associates, I confess they never carried conviction to niy 
mind, even before their fallacy was demonstrated. We may, 
then, I think, at the very least, say the presence of these germs 
is not proved; and probably, with safety, we may go much 
further, and deny their existence in the number and univer- 
sahty maintained by Pasteur and Lister. That not unfre- 
quently some minute organisms, vegetable as well as animal, 
may be wafted in the air, and float about, as microscopic 
particles of organic and inorganic matter do, is certain; but 
this is a very different thing from what is meant by the Pan- 
spermatists. It is, moreover, greatly to be doubted if these 
low organisms are of such varied genera and species as many 
suppose. It is far more probable that many which are so con¬ 
sidered are but different stages of the same monad. I believe, 
when such bodies are formed in putrescent substances, they 
are commonly the result, and not the cause, of the putrefaction 
(the sarcina ventricuh vomited with the fennenting fluid in 
diseased conditions of the pylorus, for instance); that they are 
formed by the interchange of the elements of the nidus in 
which they are placed, or with those of the surrounding air; 
and that the change in it is not caused by them. In other 
■words, that the chemical theory of decomposition, as of mate¬ 
rial out of^ the body, so of effused fluids and secretions in the 
human being, is correct. That these changes result from, and 
are g'reatly controlled by, the vital conditions of our bodies, as 
was maintained by Hunter, and believed in by the ablest men 
before and siiice Ids time, chemists as well as physiologists and 
pathologists, is certainly true. 

That suppuration does occur, even when the antiseptic 
treatment has been managed and manipidated by the most 
reverent worshippers of the hypothesis, is undoubtedly true ; 
but then it is said the pus becomes innocuous because of the 
treatment. Now this is simply to beg the question, and is a 
mere assertion which altogether ignores the millions of cases, 
throughout all ages and under all circumstances, where sup¬ 
puration has taken place in evei’y variety of wound “with as 
little ill effect as it has ever done in the best selected cases 
where the antiseptic treatment has been controlled by the chiefs 
of the hypothesis. Such instances must occur to the mind of 
every Surgeon now present. There is no one who caimot call 
to recollection cases of as marvellous recovery from such 
shocking' mutilations as, according to all Surg'ical rules, ought 
to have been followed by the most disastrous results, yet which 
have recovered in spite of nothing ha'ving been done. It is not 
upon exceptional cases that scientific Surgery will be built. 

That carbolic acid is a specific against purulent infection, or 
that it acts by destroying septic germs, I believe to be a fallacy, 
one of the Idola Theatri ; but that it is a useful ag'ent, among 
many others which have a like effect with it, in coagulating 
animal matters, in accordance with its strength, stimulating 
the parts and contracting the smaller vessels, so as to arrest the 
oozing of blood and serum, I readily admit, and, if the claim for 
it were limited to this action, I believe no one woifld feel inclined 
to doubt its value. The practice of applying analogous substances 
to wounded parts, more especially when lacerated and contused, 
is a very ancient popular one, as every reader of sacred and profane 
history well knows, (d) One or other of such substances, more 
especially the resins, balsams, camphor, musk, and various 
alcoholic preparations, alone or combined, enter into all the 
more celebrated vulnerai’y pi’eparations of former Surgery, 
and for generations out of mind have formed the bases for the 
nostrums of the village doctoress and skilful horse-leech, into 
whose hands they doubtless descended from earlier authorised 
Practitioners. In the hands of an old lady, who I know 
inherited the practice from her grandmother, in my boyhood, 
well bathing a wound or bruise ■with old rum was a sovereign 
remedy, which I have many times seen applied to others, and 
smarted under myself, and to its efficacy 1 can even now bear 
testimony. I have always taught my pupils, where parts have 
been seriously injured, and had their vitality lessened in a 

(d) “Is there no balm in Gilead? is there no phj'sician there? IHiy, 
then, is not the health of the daughter of my people recovered ? ”—Jere- 
miali, chap, viii,, v. 22. 

“ Go up into Gilead and take balm, O Virgin, the daughter of Egj-pt; in 
va.in shalt thou use many medicuies, for thou shalt not he cm-ed.”—Jere¬ 
miah, chap, xlv., V. 2. 

And he went to liim and bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine, 
and set him on his own beast, and brought him to an inn and took cai’e of 
him. ’—Luke, chap, x., v. 34. 

‘ The very word balsam seems in aU ages to have had an idea of excel¬ 
lence and efficacy affixed to it above any other branch of the Materia 
Medic.a; for the ancient Physician by this word meant any species of medi¬ 
cine ■which powerfully recommended itself by a grateful and delicious fra- 
prance, and whose use, both internal and external, was of smgular efficacy 

putrefaction and resisting corruption.”—See the very-learned 
and elaborate article “ Babnms,” in James’s Medicinal Dictionary. 

great degree, as smashed fingers and other badly contused 
wounds, one of the best applications to them is thin linen lint 
well saturated with some balsamic tincture, as benzoin, which, 
uniting with the blood, forms a hard sheath, often only to bo 
removed when cicatrisation is complete. Doubtless scores of 
Surgeons have realised like results. This I have always 
attributed, as Hunter (who was well aware of the effect of the 
application of spirit to a wound) did, to the coagulation of the 
albumen, and its forming, with the blood, an impervious cover, 
by which the air is excluded and decompo.sition prevented, and 
not to the exclusion of septic germs. The albuminous com¬ 
pound, if in the wound, is innocuous, and is capable of being 
absorbed. Even where there is a mere abra.sion, and only a 
little oozing of serum or liquor sanguinis, a fast impervious 
glaze—an artificial epidermis, is formed, and thus an anaes¬ 
thetic effect is produced, and the desicating influence of the 
air prevented. 

In large wounds, as amputations, this same effect has, in one 
form or other, been long sought for. It forms one of the most 
essential conditions for unioA by the first or the second inten¬ 
tion. If bleeding in the flaps at once ceases, they may be 
brought together without delay, for the intervening layer of 
blood, coagidable lymph, or liquor sanguinis, will be so thin 
that its vitality will be maintained, and direct union will take 
place ; but, if the oozing does not cease, the effused mass is too 
considerable, its ydtality is not maintained, the flaps are too 
widely separated to influence it, and decomposition of it occurs. 
It is to obtain this arrest and “ glazing of the flaps ” that 
these have been, and still are by many Surgeons, exposed to 
the action of the air for three or four hours before being 
adjusted to each other. Yet how can this long exposure of 
such large tempting surfaces to the myriads of craving septic 
germs be reconciled with their refusal of the in'riting offer ; for 
such exposed surfaces often neither suppurate nor furnish foetid 
pus ; indeed, some good Surgeons declare it to be the best mode 
of treating flaps so as to secure primary adliesion of them. 
Such also is doubtless the explanation of the action of a solu¬ 
tion of the chloride of zinc, reported so favom'ably of by Mr. 
De Morgan, Mr. Moore, and other Surgeons, and of the per- 
chloride of iron as for long used and preferred by myself and 
others. The simple washing of the flaps with rum or alcohol, 
simple, or holding’ in solution some of the balsamic gmn resins, 
has the same effect; and such, I believe, is the identical action 
of a solution of carbolic acid. If it be applied as a wash, as 
they have been to two clean raw surfaces, no impediment is 
presented by the interposition of a bulky foreig-n substance to 
their direct and immediate union, and, hke them, if sufficiently 
diluted, not being noxious, its absorption is not injurious. If 
it be mingled with effused blood in a cavity, coagulation takes 
place—a solid, unirritating, not easily decomposed substance is 
formed wliich, like many other organic compounds, undergoes 
absorption, and a cure is the result, (e) 

(e) I liave instituted numerous experiments by adding various substances 
to blood just dra-wn and still fluid, to coagulated blood, to the serum alone ; 
and, also, I have applied several of these, as pm-e alcohol, pemuriate of 
iron, chloride of zinc, tannic acid, tinctiuc of benzoin, sulphate of alumina, 
etc., to ■wounded and lacerated parts, for the purpose of ascertaining their 
effect, and the power which the resulting compound has of resisting 
decomposition and of being absorbed. Some of these, as the strong 
mineral acids, rather change and decompose the blood than simply 
coagulate it. Though the resulting compound, even when freely exposed 
to the air, -will remain for many months unchanged, they are unsuited for 
employment; for, if strong, they destroy the tissues, and, if weak, are not 
effectual. Chloride of zinc forms -with the blood a sohd mass, which is not 
so dense or resisting as that formed by carbolic acid or permm’iate of bon, 
and a greater proportion of the substance is requbed to produce a corre¬ 
sponding effect. Alcohol foi-ms a dense coagulum, tinctm-e of benzoin 
answers still better, forming an odorous, solid, moderately unchangeable 
mass, and, I beheve, deserves much of the credit so long attributed to the 
balsams ; carbolic acid at once coagulates the blood, and foims a dense 
leathery mass, which decomposes very slowly; ■with the serum it forms a 
similar, but, as nught be supposed, a less dense mass, from which fluid 
exudes. Pormuriate of bon, of all these substances, appears to answer 
best. It acts promptly, a small quantity only is requisite, not more than 
one-sixth of the quantity of pure carbolic acid being requbed; it does 
not desti'oy or injure the bed-linen, as the acid does. The compound is 
dense, adherent, very unchangeable, and, being composed of only those 

I substances which normally enter into the composition of the animal body, 
I is more adapted for innocuous absorption, if not for actual assimilation 

and incorporation ■with it. Alum forms a turn coagulum, and tannic acid 
answer's adnuiatly, foi'ming a soft leathery mass, which is very unchange¬ 
able. Though the compound of blood and iron will remain ■without 
decomposition for months, a white mould forms in it much sooner than in 
the compound of blood and carbolic acid. It is also more soluble in water 
than is the latter. A small portion of a solid mass of three ounces of 
blood, with which two scruples of permimate of bon had been mixed two 
months before, anil exposed to the air with only a paper covering, rvas put 
into ■water, in wliich it became pni'tially dissolved. A Uko portion of a 
compound of three ounces of blood, with two di’achms of pure carbohe 
acid, was similarly placed in water, and, after a month’s exposui’e, hardly 
any, if any, was dissolved. If solution be necessary for absorption, the 
experiment would lead us to infer that the iron compeamd is more readily 
absorbable than the carbolic acid compound. 
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Ill this sense, carboUc acid is an antiseptic, and the treat¬ 
ment is antiseptic ; and so it is, just in the same manner, with 
the other substances I have named, and also many others, but 
it is not antiseptic in the sense in which it has recently been so 
prominently spoken of. It does not destroy putrescent producin,g‘ 
germs ; for, as I believe, they have little or no influence. This 
speevdation of organic germs is, I fear, far more than an inno¬ 
cent fallacy; it is a positive injury, for, teaching, as it does, 
that those desperate consequences which so often follow wounds 
result from one cause alone, are to be prevented by attending- 
to it alrne, and that in a very sinqde manner, it leads to the 
ig-noring of those many and often complicated causes, which I 
have indicated as influencing, for g-ood or evil, the progress of 
a wounded person, attention to which has hitherto been consi¬ 
dered to be one of the most essential parts of a Surgeon’s duty, 
and, as achieved or not, in a great degree, to distinguish the 
able and skilful Practitioner from the inexperienced and un- 
skilfid man.(f) 

The advocates of the antiseptic theory, however, triumphantly 
bring forward successful cases in support of their hypothesis, 
and declare the efflcacy of the treatment indubitably proves 
the truth of their theory. We may readily admit the truth of 
many of their facts without believing their premises. Every 
one of the reported cases may possibly be true, but they may be 
mere sequents, and by no means necessary consequences. 
Nothing is more fallacious than such a mode of reasoning. It 
is very easy and vei-y captivating, but most erroneous. It has 
been too frequently practised, not only by Medical men, but by 
all classes. The post hoc is constantly confounded with the 
propter hoc, yet it often happens that they have no necessary 
connexion with each other. The one follows; the other has 
merely gone before. They do not stand in the relation of cause 
and effect. No cognisance is taken of any but one favoured 
antecedent, whereas there may be many others inseparably 
connected with the resiflt. Look at the false theories, on every 
imaginable topic, supported by this kind of evidence, which 
have inundated the world. Every Medical man cannot but 
recollect how such fallacies have retarded scientific Medicine in 
all generations. There has hardly been a single disease, or the 
treatment of it, which, at one time or other, has not been sub¬ 
jected to this process. Thousands of remedies of every kind, 
which we now know to be absolutely useless, if not worse, have 
been vaunted as the true cause of cures. Never was such 
loose and inconsequent reasoning more prevalent than at the 
present day. Look alone at the assertions within the last few 
years as to the cause and proper treatment of plague, cholera, 
yellow, tjqjhus, and typhoid fevers, and other epidemics affect¬ 
ing man and animal. See even how it has influenced, and not 
unfrequently led to hasty and injurious legislation on such 
subjects. It is the foundation for mo.st of the evidence upon 
which every empiric relies, and vaunts and parades his success 
as infallible. He has done a certain thing to a certain part; 
it has become well; ergo, his remedy has cured the disease. If 
such be correct, every homoeopath has good ground for his 
assumed success. Recollect the evidence and cases of success 
which lately were brought forward in support of the asserted 
cure of cancerous tumours by the injection of acetic acid. Yet 
who now believes in the truth of the doctrine ? Sir. J. Simp¬ 
son, Drs. Pirrie, Keith, Fiddes, and others, have broxight for¬ 
ward cases quite as numerous, and undoubtedly quite as true, 
in proof of their declaration that the use of fibrous material as 
ligatures upon arteries is the true cause of all those disastrous 

(f) To show how theory influences practice, and how readily even able 
men are liable to he led away by hasty conclusions, it is worth calling 
attention to the extension of the putrefactive germ theory to the existence 
of pus in the ur ine. It has been alleged by learned and well-known pro¬ 
fessors, ill more than one of our universities, that the alkalinity of, and pus 
in, the ui-ine arises from the presence of these septic germs, vibrionos, and 
suchlike organisms, which have been introduced into the bladder by badly 
■washed catheters, and the cm-e is asserted to be “carbolised catheters” to 
kill them. This idea is so opposed to all that is known of such affections 
as only to i-equire being mentioned to be thereby refuted, and wondered at 
ever bein^ adopted. Wliat Surgeon or Physician has not frequently seen 
persons with alkaline urine containing pus, who have never had a catheter 
passed in their lives'! Who has not seen such a condition improve at once, 
and in the end disappear altogether, by the use of frequent daily catheter- 
ism ? Who has not known scores of cases where persons are going about 
their daily avocations, and introducing for themselves catheters, which are 
ca.rried about loosely in the pocket, where they cannot be clean, and j-et 
wbh the urine irerfectly free from pu.s ? \ITio does not know the frequent 
consequence of nephr itis, cystitis, enlargement of the prostate gland, injury 
to, or disease of, the medulla spinalis, and stone in the bladder ? How are 
vibriones to get into the bladder in such cases, where no instrument has 
been used ? and if not in them, why in others ? Is calculus or abscess in 
file kidneys, or a rugous mucous membrane in the bladder, to be ignored 
as tlie origin of pus in the urine'! If such conditions were the result of 
septic germs, why, having once got into the bladder, and lived there, do 
they not seize upon the whole system and destroy it, as they are alleged to 
do when fhey enter by a wound ? 

consequenoes which so often follow operations, as have Mr. 
Lister and others in proof of their assertion, that it is the 
introduction of septic germs which does aU the mischief. They 
have performed large, important, and dangerous operations of 
all kinds, merely sub.stituting acupressure in closing the arteries 
for threads. They have never dreamed of applying antiseptic 
treatment for the destruction of septic germs, to which, hy dis¬ 
carding aU dressings, they allow the freest entrance to the 
wounded part, yet they have reported such a succession of mar¬ 
vellous cures as have fallen to the lot of few Surg-eons. Now, 
will Mr. Lister allow their success was dependent upon acu- 
pressfire alone ? Setons have been used in Surgery from time 
immemorial, and rowels still a re employed in veterinary Surgery, 
not only in the cure of abscesses, sinuses, and fistulm, but to 
establish a drain in many external and internal complaints. 
M. Chassaignac has found many followers all the world over, 
in the use of drainage-tubes, made of vrdcanised india-rubber, 
having plenty of holes stamped in them to render them still 
more patulous, in the treatment of recent abscesses, suppurat¬ 
ing joints, and even effusions into the thoracic cavities ; cures 
vdthout number being reported as the happy result of thus 
affording a broad, direct, and easy road, wdth food by the way, 
for the free ingress of septic germs into all these varied caHGes. 
Yet, surely, it can hardly be affirmed, if this treatment and the 
cures, as is stoutly declared, stand in the relation of cause and 
effect, that of the antiseptic trea tment also does so. If the one 
which acts by keeping- the discharge in, and the exclusion and 
destruction of the germs, be true, the other, which acts by not 
only letting the discharges out, but the germs freely in, cannot 
also be true. Taken as sequents, the reported cures in both 
may be true, but regarded as consequences this is impossible. 

That wounds, whether simply incised or lacerated and 
contused, often do well when dressed with carbolic acid, is 
perfectly true ; but that they do better than wounds differently 
treated, I deny. It is useless to bring forward cases, and 
compare them with other cases, where the circum.stanccs are 
altogether different. In private practice, as well as in large 
Hosi^itals, especially in the latter, circumstances so vary, that 
to decide by a name alone is worse than useless. Every 
Surgeon knows that, besides the indi-vidual varieties of age, 
constitution, condition, habits of life, the mode of receiving 
the injury or disease, there is a general law affecting all. At 
one time all his operations do well; he hardly loses a case, 
whatever the operation may be; and at the same time all 
wounds heal quickly and well, -without suppuration; or if 
pus does form, it is limited, and is laudable: while, at 
another time, precisely similar cases do as badly, so that even 
very trivial wounds and operations are followed by death, (g) 
In our Infirmary, a reference to the records of operations 
will show this difference in a striking manner ; and everybody 
also knows quite well that at such times certain erysipeloid 
diseases are prevalent in the district, and that patients without 
wounds willf all into abadcondition,andnot unfrequently exhibit 
similar constitutional symptoms. There are undoubtedly 
phases of unhealthy atmospheric (or, I would rather suppose, 
telluric) influences, which, in spite of every known hygienic 

1 precaution, will make their influence most grievously felt. 
Hospitals have not unfrequently had to be wholly or in part 
temporarily closed from this cause. Therefore, to get at a fair 
comparison of the results of any particular treatment, the 
same class of cases .should be treated at the same time and 
place. This I have carried out. During the last three years, 
since “the antiseptic treatment” has been in vogue, I have 
not allowed one of my patients to be treated with carbolic 
acid; while my colleagues have very extensively employed it, 
and I rnay say, at least at one time possesssing the full amount 

(g) In the General Infiimary at Leeds, from May 1 to October 31, 186.5, 
out of 100 recorded operations, there -vrere 21 deaths. In the following six 
months, November, 1865, to May, 1866, out of 118 operations, there were 
23 deaths. Fi-om June to end of November, 1866, there were only lOdeaths 
out of 115 operations; while from October 1, 1868, to end of March, 1869, 
out of 140 operations of all kinds, not, however, including the tritial, there 
were only six deaths ; and in the last three months of the period, only one 
death is recorded. In each of the periods, there was no material variation 
iii the number of operation.s, and none, so far as I can ascertain, in the 
natui-e or gra-vity of the cases, and yet in the last six months the deaths are 
not quite 1 in every 23 operations, while in the first the deaths amounted to 
over 1 In every 5; in the next six months to nearly as many ; and in the six 
months from June to November, 1866, the rate sank to 1 in 12, Seeingthe 
number of patients in the Hospital was the same in each period, there 
surely must have been some potent unseen cause influencing the result; 
mere “ hospitalism ” will not account for it. In the last period, when there 
was the largest number of operations and the greatest crowding, the 
fatality was the least, Moreover, the last months of the Hospital, which 
had been above a hundred years in use, were far more healthy than many 
periods which had nccun-ed" during its long occupation, Only oper-ations of 

I some magnitude arc included in thi.s record. 
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of faith necessary for securing success, fairly tried it. The 
result is, that my cases without it are as good as theirs -wath it. 
They have had some capital cases with it; but I am confident 
I am not in the least overstating facts when I declare that for 
every successful case with it, I can show one as good without 
it. This I consider to be a fair comparison, as the class of 
cases and other circumstances have been identical. Had I 
during this time found their success with the antiseptic treat¬ 
ment was greater than mine without it, I gladly should have 
availed myself of it; but I did not. On the other hand, as 
an additional proof that it has not been so, it may be mentioned 
that lately the omission of it, even in large operations, has 
been more and more frequent, until now its emplojonent has 
become the exception, instead of the mle; which, had any 
marked benefit resulted from its use, most certainly would not 
have happened. Had carefully covering the cut surfaces with 
carbolic acid yielded great benefit, we should not have wit¬ 
nessed many large stumps left entirely exposed to the air, 
without any covering whatever upon them. That the two flans are wide as the poles asunder, is obvious to every one. 
f freely exposed stumps heal up readily and well, it must be 

at once apparent that those which do so when most elaborately 
swathed in carbohsed wi-appings, do so rather in spite of, than 
as a consequence of them. 

One word more, and I have done. I have spoken plainly on 
the antiseptic treatment, because I have felt decidedly. Let 
me, however, not be misunderstood. I have no other object in 
view than the advance of our Profession. I willingly pay 
deference to, and acknowledge with thanks as warm and as 
cordial as those who have believed and adopted the antiseptic 
treatment, what good has been done, and I tmst ■wiU still be 
done, by some of those who have been the most decided advo¬ 
cates of the method. To them I would say, in the words which 
Shakespeare puts into the mouth of Brutus, when speaking in 
the Capitol to the Roman people over the dead body of Csesar, 
“ If there be any in this assembly, any dear friend of Cfesar’s, 
to him I say that Brutus’s love to Csesar was no less than his. 
If then that friend demand why Brutus rose against Cfesar, 
this is my answer; Not that I loved Csesar less, but that I 
loved Rome more.” So would I say, not that I value their 
works and labours less, but that I value Surgical science more. 
When I believe doctrines and practice to be true, I ventui’e to 
acknowledge their value; but when I am convinced that they 
are wrong and injurious I presume to say so. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-- 

NORWEGIAN NOTES. 
By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, P.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the London Hospital, to the Ophthalmic Hospital, and the 
Hospital for Skin Diseases. 

[Continued from page 98.) 

To what are ice to attribute the disappearanee of Radesyge ? 
I HAVE alluded to the fact that what was formerly called 
Radesyge is now known to have been tertiary syphilis in its in¬ 
veterate form. All Norwegian Surgeons with whom I spoke 
agreed in this. Dr. Bidenkap, at Christiania, wms kind enough 
to show me a portfolio of portraits of skin diseases, some of 
them the originals from which those of Professor Boeck’s atlas 
■were copied. Amongst these were some old ones with the 
word '•‘■Radesyge” on them. There could be no hesitation 
whatever in recognising the true nature of the malady depicted 
—indeed, one or two of these sketches have been published in 
the atlas referred to, with the diagnosis altered to “ Syphilis.” 
I have mentioned also that there used formerly to be Radesyge 
asylums in Norway, and that these are now' shut up, and that 
everj'where it is admitted that the disease has almost ceased to 
prevail. I have further hinted my incredulity as regards both 
the disuse of mercury and the employment of syphilisation as 
agents in bringing about this change. To what, then, are we 
to assign it ? Let us examine the facts. 

Tertiary syphilis has declined in severity, not alone in Nor¬ 
way, but over the whole world. It has declined wdiere mercury 
is still used and where syphilisation has no disciples. It has de¬ 
clined in England at least as decidedly as in Norway. The worm- 
eaten skuUs so common in our old museums are now but vei-y 
rarely met -with in our post-mortem theatres. They are relics 
of the past which antiipiarian pathologists w'ill do well to take 
great care of, for they cannot be replaced, and their value wdll 
increase. So aLo of the sunken nose, destroyed palate, and 

horrible serpiginous ulcerations. They are all now but rarely 
seen. Nodes, whether on the skull or the tibia, are, in the pre¬ 
sent day, “ interesting cases,” and by no means frequent. The 
youngest apprentice knows how to cure nocturnal pain in the 
shins, and is only too glad to get a good case to try his skill on. 

The discovery which has worked the wonder was an empiri¬ 
cal one. Almost hy chance some one found that Iodide of 
Potassium would do good in these forms of syphilis. Others 
triedit, and reported favourably. The remedy stood its ground, 
and there forth'with passed awmy at its bidding an incalculable 
mass of human misery. Let us realise it w'cll, for by recog¬ 
nising whence our benefits have come we may hope to win 
others. It is this drug, this iodide of potassium, which has 
conquered radesyge, and shut the Hospitals for its care. Take 
away this drug, and, in spite of our improved knowledge as to 
diagnosis, &c., we should again be ahnost helpless in the battle. 
Sarsaparilla, the mineral acids, and the numerous other reme¬ 
dies which enjoyed some little repute, in default of better, are 
now almost wholly neglected ; and it is of interest to note the 
fact of an unanimity of Professional opinion respecting the 
•virtues of this drug, which perhaps scarcely prevails in regard 
to any other. To increase our gratitude, we must remember 
also that tertiary syphilis never shows any tendency to spon¬ 
taneous cure, but invariably progresses from bad to worse, 
until met by a specific. In this feature it differs entirely from 
the earlier s-vmptoms of the disease. 

The term*^ “ Sibbens ” or “Siwens” is not of Norwegian 
origin, but was applied in Scotland to maladies probably of the 
same nature as the Radesyge of Norway. 

No Leprosy in Christiania. 
In the Christiania Hospital there were two leprosy patients, 

but both of them had been brought, for the instruction of the 
students, from the Bergen district. Leprosy never originates 
in Christiania or its neighborhood. Dr. Bidenkap, who has 
devoted mixch attention to its study, and has frequently visited 
its habitats, gave me much vahiable information respecting it. 
I shall reserve what I have to record on this head for mention 
in connexion ■with the to^wns which have “ Leper Hospitals.” 
It may be well to state here, however, that Dr. Bidenkap does 
not believe so strongly as some other authorities in the heredi¬ 
tary transmission of the disease, or rather in hereditary trans¬ 
mission as its only mode of origin. He asserts that it may be 
produced spontaneously. I inquired if he had known instances 
of persons born in Christiania going to reside in a leprosy 
district, and becoming there the subjects of the disease. He 
related to me one definite case in ■which a man, after a short 
residence near Bergen, became leprous, and subsequently died. 
He wiU, I hope, publish the case in detail, for it is a very 
important one. 

A very Rare Form of Skin Disease. 
Amongst the drawings of Skin Diseases, Sj'philis, etc., which 

Professor Boeck and Dr. Bidenkap had kindly got together for 
my examination, was one Avhich interested me exceedingly. It 
represented the two hands of a Swede of middle age, with large 
solid indurations of the skin of the fingers, etc., of a livid 
purple colour. The patches were irregularly symmetrical, 
and very persistent, for the portrait of one hand (a photo¬ 
graph) had been taken a year before Dr. Bidenkxip’s coloured 
sketch of the other. I have seen but one other example of 
the same condition of things, and in it the parallelism was most 
exact. I am not aware that any one has described it. My 
own case is now under care at Blackfriars. The patient is a 
man of 45, who suffers much from gout, and whose two hands 
display large blue h^vid patches of solid oedema of a most 
peculiar kind. There are somewhat similar patches on his 
legs, and one on the left arm. I have had drawings made, 
and shall probably publish the case in full. 

The sight of these poi-traits forcibly impressed upon me the 
value of the habit of keeping pictorial representations of rare 
diseases, apd not only of making such, but of exhibiting them 
on all sxiitable occasions, so as to give opportunity of recogni¬ 
tion to others. The annual museum in connexion ■with the 
British Medical Association will, I hope, in the future not 
unfrequently be the means of bringing to light valuable 
materials of this kind. 

The Christiania General Ilospital—Dr. Iljort's Clinique— 
Amputation at Hip-Joint. 

On my homeward return to Christiania I again ■vdsited the 
General Hospital, and thus had the pleasure of seeing the 
Surgical wards under Dr. Hjort’s care. Amongst the more 
interesting cases was one in which ampxitation at the hip-joint 
had been performed about six weeks ago. The patient, a man 
aged 37, is doing perfectly well, and the woxxnd is neajly healed. 
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The disease was a malignant tumour growing from the back of 
the femur. Dr. Hjort told me that he had left the wound quite 
without dressing throughout, merely covered with wet hnt. 
All the arteries (twenty) were ligatured. 

. . ^(^>'^0110 Acid, Acupressure, etc. 
Carbolic acid is used considerably as a lotion, but not in 

connexion with exclusion of air as practised by Lister. Of 
acupressure Dr.^ Hjort did not speak warmly. He said that it 
was used sometimes, but he thought not so often as formerly. 

Diseases of the Eye. 
1 was struck by the large proportion of eye cases to 

othm-s. They were of various kinds, cataract, cyclitis, and 
iritis, and several severe cases of strumous ulceration of the 
cornea. There was one case of loss of both eyes owing to the 
wound of one, sympathetic ophthalmitis having resulted in the 
other. The patient was a lad of about fourteen, who had 
wounded his right eye three years ago. The pupil of his left 
IS now closed, and the iris much altered in texture. The 
ophthalmic cases are treated in the general ward. Struma in 

characterised by feeble circulation, with du.sky red han ds, 
thick lips, and alee nasi, and consequent debility of nutrition, 
appears to be very common in Norway, and I saw nnmerous 
marked examples in this Hospital. 

Hospital Statistics. 
The statistics of the Hospital are regularly published in the 

Norwegian Magazine of Medical Science. 

General State of the Hospital. 
Dr.^ Hjort reported well as to the sanitary state of the 

Hospital. ^ Pytemia and erysipelas were, he said, rare. The 
Hospital is old (for Norway) and badly constructed, and there 
has for some time been a vigorous effort on the part of the 
Medical staff to have it pulled down and replaced by a new 
one on modem principles. The plans are ready, and it is 
to be hoped that the Norwegian Government will carry them 
into effect as soon as possible. Other reforms are also in con¬ 
templation, such as the formation of special departments for 
diseases of the eye, and other classes of maladies. 

In reference to comparative freedom from erysipelas and 
pyfemia we may note that the wards are numerous and small, 
and that open windows are avoided. The wards are kept much 
warmer than is usual in England. 

ON THE EAELY PEOGEESS OF AEMY 
SANITATION IN INDIA. 

By C. A. GOEDON, M.D., C.B., 
Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Hill Stations. 

[Continued from page 96.) 

It is not ^ necessary to say more than has already been 
stated against the measure of sending sickly men to the 
Mils. The small experiment lately tried and found to fail 
in the case of Parisnath hill confirms all previous teach¬ 
ings. I note, however, that, as illustrations of the good 
resets of moving such regiments to healthy stations in the 
plains, the cases are mentioned of the 79th Eegiment from 
Peshawur to Eawul Pindee, the 101st from Mooltanto Pindee, 
and 93rd from Peshawur to Sealkote. To these I woidd add 
the case of the 27th Eegiment, sent from Morar to Gondah with 
equally satisfactory results, and the 52nd from the former place 
and Jhansi to Hazarabagh. In the latter case, however, a 
large number of the weakly men were sent to England ; others 
were selected as fit subjects for a hiU climate, and sent to 
Sinchal, the residt being that, although the reputation of 
Hazarabagh for salubrity does not, as a rule, stand high, the 
o2nd while there enjoyed a high degree of health. I 
would mention that on a subsequent occasion the let 
battalion of the 13th Eegiment, after having suffered 
severely at Morar from fever, were sent to Dum Dum, 
a station immediately outside Calcutta, and that there 
the regiment was speedily restored to health and effi¬ 
ciency. We also read at page 410 that “ the real way to utilise 
Wellington”—be., Jackatalla—“would be to have the head¬ 
quarters and a wing of two regiments always there, each corps 
furnishing another wing, one to Trichinopoly and one to 
Cannanore, both very trying stations as regards climate, and re¬ 
lieving the wings at these places by the others from Wellington 
every twelve months.” Such an arrangement not only implies 
a system of selection of suitable men for each locality being 
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made by regimental officers, but renders it absolutely neces¬ 
sary ; the plan adopted in all coi’ps being under such circum¬ 
stances to complete companies that are deficient and make such 
transfers of men among them as circumstances demand. 

In the volume for 1868 (i) we find the view expressed, as if it 
were new, that “ not a man more should be kept in the plains 
than is absolutely necessary for the safe keeping of acknow¬ 
ledged important posts and for the protection of all onr 
arsenals.” Eurther, it is laid down “ that little more than 
one half the number who are now worn down by tropical heat 
and disease would amply suffice for these purposes, might, I 
believe, be very easily shown,” but that “ it will not do to 
adopt any half measures, such, for instance, as were recom¬ 
mended by the late Sanitary Commission for Bengal three years 
ago—namely, to send the weakly men of corps to form depot 
battalions in the hills.” The writer does not hesitate to 
acknowledge he endeavoured to show at the time that 
“ such a proposal was injudicious, and that to carry it out 
would be objectionable, no less on sanitary than on military 
grounds.” “ In my reply to the recommendations of the Com¬ 
mission,” the same writer further states, “ I ventiu’ed to record 
that it then was, and I may now say it still is, my decided 
opinion (often enough and very plainly expressed during the 
last five years) that nothing short of accommodation for at 
least one-third of the British force in Bengal will keep that force 
in good health and in thorough military efficiency. Every 
regiment, I conceive, should spend the first two years of its 
Indian service in the hills, and afterwards two years in the 
mountains after every two years in the plains.” 

In the above extracts it will be seen that, short as they are, 
they indicate an oscillation of opinion as to the proportion of our 
forces who should be stationed in the hills between one-half 
and one-third. No separate provi-sion is made in them for 
sending to the hiUs those classes which, according to all 
authorities quoted, are specially Hlcely to derive benefit from 
residence there—namely, the weakly and ailing—nor to pre¬ 
vent the removal to such places of those in wdiose cases hiU 
climates are shown by past experience to be directly prejudicial 
—namely, persons affected with diseases of the heart, lungs, 
liver, bowels, and with syphilis, rheumatism, etc. On the other 
hand, as is well known to Medical officers of practical ex¬ 
perience in India, there are many soldiers serving in that 
country whose health remains perfectly good in the plains, and 
therefore, were they sent to the hills, not only would they be 
so unnecessarily in so far as they themselves are concerned, but 
their presence there would of course exclude an equal number 
whose condition would be benefited by the change and injured 
by their not being permitted to obtain it. Another result of 
the system of sending entire regiments without any selection 
and merely in rotation would* be to perpetuate the very great 
evils which the extracts already given indicate very clearly 
arose in the cases of tliose corjps that were sent from Peshawur 
and Agra in a low state of health. 

We have indeed, in the very Blue Book to which I have 
already referred, additional confirmation of these views in 
regard to the impropriet}^ of sending entire regiments instead 
of selected men to hill stations, as well as of the greater liability 
of men in a low condition of health to become the subjects of 
disease than those whose powers are unimpaired. At page 368 
it is recorded of the 90th Light Infantry, which suffered in 
1867 from epidemic cholera at Soobathoo, that it “ was not a 
healthy body of men on arrival there.” “ In the Peshawur 
valley the men had suffered much from fever, both remittent 
and intermittent; ” “and soon after arrival at Soobathoo, inter¬ 
mittent and low remittent fevers were often, nay constantly, 
being’ admitted to Plospital.” At page 370 it is recorded that, 
in this regiment, all the persons attacked by cholera on that 
occasion were weakly; and it is added “ I consider that the 
whole regiment was in an anaemic, nay, feeble condition.” 
Undoubtedly the proper course to have pursued in the case of 
the 90th would have been to have sent it from Peshawur to a 
healthy station in the plains—such, for example, as Ferozepore 
or Eawul Pindee, a careful selection being made of suitable 
cases to be sent to the hills. 

It is right, in a paper such as this is intended to be, that all 
opimons should be recorded, in order to indicate the steps by 
which the consideration of the question in hand has reached 
its present stage. It is no less proper, however, to mention 
that the arguments alluded to having been fully considered by 
the Government of India, the responsible authorities there and 
in this country have been pleased to adopt those expressed by 
the Sanitary Commission for Bengal. Thus, at page 37 of the 

(i) Page 347, et seg. 
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“ Meinorandmii on Sanitary Improvements in India to 1867,” 
the language of that Commission is adopted—namely, “ that it 
was proved by experience that the influence of hiU climates on 
Euroijean constitutions is preservative against disease rather 
than curative, so that men who are sent to the hiUs should in 
all cases be selected; in preference to sending whole regiments, 
and that no general removal of sick men to the hills is proper.” 
And it is satisfactory still further to read that “ the formation 
of hill sanatoria on these principles is one of the works which 
the Government of India has directed to be carried into effect 
in the shortest practicable time.” When those works shall 
have been completed, it is to be hoped that the soldiers to be 
sent to the new stations shall be carefully selected, whether as 
individuals or as regiments, in accordance with the principles 
which have, while I write, been adopted, and which had 
best be indicated by the following extract from one of the 
Indian newspapers:—“ The probable number of European 
troops to be stationed on the Himalayahs during the hot 
season of 1869 will be, including officers, somewhat over 
6000. The following are the details :—I. Cantonments.—Dar¬ 
jeeling—1st battery 25th Brig. R.A., 3 officers, 79 men. 
Dugshaie—1st batt. 3rd Foot, 35 officers, 892 men, Subathoo— 
41st Foot, 29 officers, 895 men. Jutogh—A batteiy 22nd Brig. 
R.A., 4 officers, 75 men. Kangra—Detachment 1st batt. 5th 
Foot, 4 officers, 73 men. Abbottabad (temporarily in huts on 
MurreeRoad)—5th battery 25th Brig. R.A., 5 officers, 87 men. 
Total 80 officers, 2101 men. II. Sanatoria—Darjeeling— 
Selected details, 7 officers, 120 single, 14 married. Nynee 
Tal—Selected details, 14 officers, 328 single, 28 married. 
Landour—Selected details, 9 officers, 187 single, 23 married. 
Kussowlie—Selected details, 6 officers, 370 single, 26 married. 
Bhagsoo—Selected details, 6 officers, 110 single. Murree— 
Selected details, 17 officers, 250 single, 120 married. Total— 
69 officers, 1365 single, 311 married. Single and married, total 
1676. III. WorlSng parties.—Raneekhet—2nd batt., 25th 
Foot, 7 officers, 200 men. Chuckrata—55th Foot, 32 officers, 
170 men. Chumba Hill Roads—38th Foot, 7 officers, 175 men; 
85th Foot, 7 officers, 160 men; 92nd Foot, 7 officers, 176 men. 
Murree and Abbottabad Road—1st batt. 6th Regt., 10 officers, 
225 men; 1st batt. 19th Regt., 10 officers, 225 men; 88th Reg-t., 
4 officers, 100 men. Total 84 officers, 2120 men. Grand total 
233 officers, 5897 men.”(k) 

In the above paragraph we have selection as a principle 
clearly indicated; and I would add that, in this somewhat 
lengthy paper, arguments used by opponents of the plan in 
reality indicate its advantages as a most important sanitary 
measure, applied to the general good of our army in India. 
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1869. 
-♦- 

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL 
EDUCATION. 

In June, 1868, the Medical Council appointed a committee “ to 
consider and report how the various subjects of Medical educa¬ 
tion which have been deemed requisite by the Council may be 

(k) Homeward Mail, March 23, 1869. 

taught with most advantage; in what order they should be 
studied; and how the examinations on them ought to be 
arranged.” The committee so appointed addresssed a letter 
to a large number of gentlemen who were teachers in the 
various Medical schools of the United Kingdom, pointing out 
to them that the Council had determined that the requisite 
subjects of Medical education were ten in number, riz.:—■ 
Anatomy, General Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia 
Medica, Practical Pharmacy, Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, 
and Forensic Medicine—and had further fixed a term of four 
years as the minimum time to be given to the study of these 
subj ects ; and the committee requested to be favoured with the 
opinions of the teachers as to the topics which may be most 
advantageously included mider each subject, the period in the 
four-years’ course when each can be most profitably studied, 
and the length of time which should be devoted to it, and as 
to the manner in which it can best be taught—by lectures, 
practical instruction, or otherwise. The committee also in¬ 
vited the gentlemen addressed to add “ any further observa¬ 
tions or information which may occur to you as deserving of 
attention in connexion with the subject of inquiry.” 

One hundred and thirty-one gentlemen were good enough to 
undertake the labour of complying with the request of the 
committee, and sent “ information of great value on the best 
modes of Medical education.” The committee were also sup¬ 
plied with a report from the Council of the Medical Teachers’ 
Association of London, a report from the Association itself, and 
an abstract of the systems of Medical education in North Ger¬ 
many, Austria, and France. It must, then, be admitted that 
the committee had no lack of materials on which to base a 
report; we should think that, on the contrary, they must have 
suffered somewhat severely from an embarras de richesses. 
However, they went manfully to work, and on the last 
day but one of this year’s session of the Council they 
presented theii- report, accompanied with a thick volume 
containing aU the documents supplied, as above stated, for their 
guidance, and, in addition, some “ Observations on Medical 
Education ” by Dr. Christison, one of the members of the 
committee. Before proceeding to make any comments on the 
report, we may as well at once remark that the Council did not 
attempt to discuss it or to take into consideration any of the 
recommendations of the committee. Considering that all the 
members of the Council are eminent men in the Profession, that 
almost without exception they all are, or have been, teachers or 
examiners, or both, and that they have had the subject of Medical 
education before them as a Council for years, it might have been 
supposed that by this time they were thoroughly well acquainted 
with it, and would have been ready to proceed to take some 
definite action on it; but no, they are evidently strongly of 
opinion that wisdom is to be found in a perpetually renewed 
multitude of Councils, of committees of Council, and of advisers 
ab extra. And so they directed that the report ndth the 
appendix should be submitted to the various licensing bodies, 
whose nominees and representatives the great majority of them 
are, “ for their consideration and remarks, with a request that 
their remarks be sent to the Registrar on or before December 1, 
1869,” and they appointed a committee to receive the com¬ 
ments of the licensing bodies, and to discuss with them the 
various points raised in the report, and to embody the results 
in another report, to be sent to the Executive Committee before 
the next session of the Council. 

The report of the committee first touches on “the subjects 
deemed requisite by the Council.” It is recommended that the 
Coimcil reconsider their resolution excluding botany from the 
curriculum of subjects, and also the question whether, if a 
knowledge of botany shall be considered necessary for a 
Medical Practitioner, it shall be included among the subjects 
of preliminary or of Medical education. And then the com¬ 
mittee observe that some gentlemen suggest that chemistry, 
and others that only elementary chemistry, should be made a 
preliminary subject. The committee are of opinion, and rightly, 
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that chemistry must be a part of the Medical currictolum, but 

that elementary chemistry might, if possible, be advantageously 

studied before Medical education begins ; but at present they 

doubt the possibility of this. And they, not unwisely, recom¬ 

mend that should the Council think fit to make botany and 

elementary chemistry subjects of preliminary education, they 

“ should take measures to satisfy themselves ” that the kind and 

degree of knowledge deemed necessary is reaUy attained. They 

then amuse themselves by rearranging and further subdividing 

the “ list of subjects,” making them fourteen in number in¬ 

stead of ten ; thus—• 

1. Physics. 
2. Chemistry. 
3. Medical Chemistry. 
4. Anatomy. 
5. General Anatomy. 
6. Physiology. 
7. Pharmacy. 

8. Tlierapeutics. 
9. Medicine. 

10. Surgery. 
11. Pathological Anatomy. 
12. Midwifery. 
13. Forensic Medicine. 
14. Hygiene. 

The revised list will certainly present to the student a more 

imposing and formidable appearance than the original one, 

even thoug-h it be true that, as the committee remark, “he is at 

present supposed to learn all of these, but the division enables 

a more complete view of what is taught, and also a better 

order of tuition, to be attained.” The rest of the report is 

devoted to the three points especially referred to the committee 

viz., the order in which these subjects should be taught, the 

method of teaching them, and the arrangement of the exami¬ 

nations. And the committee conclude by recommending that 

there be two examinations by the licensing bodies—the first a 

primary examination, embracing the first seven subj ects on the 

list, at the end of the second winter session, and the second, or 

pass examination, including all the other subjects, at the end 

of the fourth year; that the exact order, number of lectures, 

and amount and kind of practical instruction be left to the 

schools, a guide being furnisheil to them by a definition of the 

area in each subject over which the examinations will extend; 

and that the schools institute class examinations in all the 

subjects, and that the certificates of study shall attest that the 

student has imdergone these examinations. 

One of the first things that strike us in reading the report 

is the weight given to the rules and practices of the existing 

licensing bodies. This is, we suppose, very natural on the part 

of the committee, but we thinlt that it is carried to an objec¬ 

tionable degree. Thus the committee observe that “ the nature 

of the subjects ” to be taught “ at once fixes a certain order— 

anatomy, chemistry, and physiology must necessarily precede 

Medicine, Surgery, and midwifery.” But if this is so, it was 

at the least unnecessary to add, as a reason for the division of 

the subjects, that “the rules of the various licensing bodies 

have already sanctioned” it, and that, “in accordance with 

their regulations,” etc., it is desirable not to mix preparatory 

and practical subjects. Then they remark that “several 

teachers suggest that the Annus Medicus should begin in the 

summer and not in the winter,” and that the vinter session 

should be shortened, and the summer session lengthened some¬ 

what ; and noting the suggestion as worthy of attention, the 

committee go on to say that “ it would be well for the Council 

to ascertain from the several licensing bodies if there would be 

any decided advantages or any difficulties in such an arrange¬ 

ment.” We should have thought that it would be much more 

sensible and practical to ask for information on such a matter 

from the schools where the teaching is carried on, than from 

the licensing bodies. In noticing that some apprehension has 

arisen lest the Council might legislate too much, and interfere 

too much with the freedom of teachers, the committee have 

to say only that they think the Council “ is not likely to do this 

to any greater degree than has always been done by the 

Medical corporations ”—a reply the veiy contrary of assuring, 

we should say, and one alarmingly indicative of the committee’s 

belief in the perfect wisdom of the corporations. And again, 

when speaking of “ the extent to wliich the teaching of each 

subject is to be carried,” the committee recommend “ that the 

varioiis licensing bodies be requested to state the extent and 

nature of the examinations which they require in the different 

subjects of the curriculum,” and that, “ on receiving these 

statements, the Council shall compile a set of rules, which will 

indicate the most important parts of each subject, and serve as 

a guide to teachers, in so far as applies to the preparation of the 

candidates for the lieence." This appears to us to be simply 

making the Council merely the mouthpiece of the licensing bodies, 

instead of its being, as it is meant to be, the supreme head and 

authority in all matters relating to Medical education. 

(To he continued.) 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAY. 

The session of the new Parliament, which is now closing, apart 

from its surpassing political importance, has had a special in¬ 

terest for the Profession of Medicine. For the first time in 

Parliamentary history can Medicine be said to have had any¬ 

thing approaching to adequate representation. Already is the 

influence of the Medical members of Parliament making itself 

felt. The general press of the country is becoming alive to the 

interest of Medical questions, and is beginning to discuss, 

often with an amusing degree of ignorance, the problems of 

Medical education and Medical government. Above all, a real 

act of justice has been done to the Medical Practitioners of one 

division of the kingdom by the passing of the Medical Officers’ 

Superannuation (Ireland) BiU. These are all most welcome 

signs of a brighter future. Next session a strenuous attempt 

must be made to obtain better terms for the Poor-law Medical 

Officers of England and Wales. After what has been done for 

Ireland, neither Government nor the House of Commons can 

refuse in justice to give superannuation to English Poor-law 

officers. But more than this is needed. The remuneration of 

a Medical officer of the Poor-law service must for the future 

be on such a scale that he shall be able to do justice to the sick 

pauper mthout injuring himself and family. A parochial 

Sm-geon must no longer have to visit Ids patients over a space 

of 69,000 acres at a salary which suggests directions being 

issued to the poor to look out for the doctor in certain trains 

with “ third-class ” carriages, as is now the case in districts in 

Herefordshire, instanced at the last meeting of the Poor-law 

Medical Officers’ Association. If Government and Parliament 

are alive to the necessity of improving Medical education, 

diminishing sickness by rai.sing the hygienic condition of 

the masses, and on economical principles obtaining the most 

rapid and perfect restoration of the sick pauper which Medicine 

can afford, they must be prepared to pay adequately a highly 

trained body of Medical officers. We believe that the prospect 

of Poor-law Medical reform was never so promising as at 

present. Much is undoubtedly due to the Poor-law Medical 

Officers’ Association, and to its President, Dr. Rogers, for the 

uniformly consistent manner in which they have been can-ying 

out the objects for which the Association was formed. We 

are glad to see that at its last meeting the Association had the 

support of aU the Medical members of the House of Commons, 

the member for the Universities of Edinburgh and St. Andrews, 

and of several of the metropolitan representatives. In their ^ 

report the Association state that already one hundred members 

of Parliament have pledged themselves to Poor-law Medical 

reform, and the best angury is drawn from the attitude of the 

present President of the Poor-law Board in reference to Medical 

officers. It is now many years since Richard Griffin began the 

battle which we hope will ere long be crowned with idetory. 

Poor-law Medical reform is not a selfish cry made in the 

interests of the doctors; it is a cry prompted by humanity, 

justice, and economy—^humanity to the sick poor, justice to the 

doctors, and economy to the ratepayers. 

The Poor-law Board have thought proper to recognise the 
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licence of the Royal College of Physicians of London as con¬ 

ferring the right to practise Medicine and Surgery, and render¬ 

ing the Profession qualified to hold Poor-law appointments 

without further diploma or licence. We presume that this 

somewhat remarkable step has been taken in consequence of 

Mr. Goschen ha\dng been informed of an until lately forgotten 

Act of Henry VIII. which gives the College the power to 

license in Medicine and Surgery. We might remark, however, 

that this step does not seem quite in accordance with the pro¬ 

visions of the Medical Act, which draws a marked distinction 

between the practice of Medicine and Surgery, and directs that 

a man should he registered according to his qualification or 

qualifications. Neither does it seem quite fair to other examin¬ 

ing bodies. The Royal College of Sm’gcons, for instance, ex¬ 

amines in Medicine quite as really as the Royal College of 

Physicians does in Siu-gery. Will the Royal College of Phy¬ 

sicians be content to see the same privilege extended to the 

rival institution in Lincoln’s-inn ? We believe that in the 

Scottish Universities any Bachelor of Medicine can become a 

Master in Surgery by the payment of a small fee without 

further examination. Is the Poor-law Board prepared to 

give the privilege to all licensing bodies that profess to 

examine both in Medicine and Surgery ? Neither can 

Mr. Goschen’s measure be held to have been dictated by 

a conviction of the benefits to be conferred by the one 

Faculty system. Rather it looks like an attempt to grant par¬ 

ticular privileges to that one of the Medical corporations 

which, as measured by efforts in the cause of Medical educa¬ 

tion, has done less to deserve them than any other. However 

excellent the examiners in Surgery appointed by the Royal 

College of Physicians may be, the College does not possess the 

means of giving the kind of examination in descriptive and 

Surgical Anatomy and in practical Surgery ■which is given at 

the Royal College of Surgeons. Its licence, therefore, can never, 

as a Surgical diploma, rank with that of the College of Surgeons. 

We cannot suppose that the latter body will submit to the 

decision of the Poor-law Board -without a protest. We are 

thoroughly in favour of the one Faculty or conjoint examina¬ 

tion system, but to be beneficial it must be universal in its 

operation. To give one of the licensing bodies named in 

schedule A of the Medical Act exceptional powers and privi¬ 

leges, can liaA^e no good effect. It will encourag'c that very 

rivalry and underselling amongst the examining bodies—that 

“ battle of the shops ”—which is the real bane of Medical edu¬ 

cation, and which, loud as is the cry on all hands against it, 

can hardly be reprobated as it deserves. 

The sentence of death passed on the convict Fanny Oliver 

has been commuted, on the recommendation of the judge, Baron 

Pigott, to one of penal servitude for life—a very illogical, 

but, as we think, a very -wise measure. The failure of 

Reinsch’s test to separate arsenic damaged the scientific 

proof, and the circumstantial evidence might, in part at 

least, be explained away. This, we think, is all that could, 

■with the utmost stretch of charity, be said on behalf of 

the unfortunate woman. On the other hand, the case against 

her was far too strong to allow, as in that of Smethurst, 

a free pardon. If she is quite innocent, she is no doubt much 

to be pitied, but she herseK, and not the verdict of the jury, is 

to blame. A married woman who dictates love letters to a 

former lover, purchases arsenic, gi-vdng the lover’s as her own 

name, who nurses her husband through an illness, and in whose 

husband’s body arsenic is fomid after death, cannot be surprised 

if society considers her a dangerous person, and disposes of her 

accordingly. In its scientific aspect, however, the case suggests 

the necessity for a gi-and reform. Dr. HiU’s e-vidence was 

impugned because it was unsupported. Whilst a conviction 

for mm’der rests upon the evidence of one expert, or of one 

expert mainly, it will always be so. Chemistry itself un¬ 

doubtedly cannot err, but the best chemical maniprdators may. 

No experiments where a human life is at stake ought to pass 

unchallenged, and we maintain that no jury oiight to be re¬ 

quired to decide on the evidence of a single expert. In every 

trial for murder, the suspected articles ought to be sent to at 

least three toxicologists of undoubted rank, each of whom 

should be paid at the public expense, to make a separate exa¬ 

mination. By such a plan alone will even the best chemical 

evidence be cleared from all suspicion of fallacy. 

Dr. Arthur Leared has addressed the British IMcdical Asso¬ 

ciation on the subject of the impropriety of anonymous leading 

articles in the British Medical Journal. Dr. Leared objects to 

leading articles in general because the writers save the public 

the trouble of thinking for themselves by thinking for them. 

Did everybody think as Dr. Leared, the objection, we own, 

would be a valid one. As it is, the present arrangement seems 

to bo generally agreeable. It is better, we suspect, for people 

to think other people’s thoughts than not to think at all. But 

to descend from the general to the particular. Dr. Leared ob¬ 

jects to one man or set of men being constituted the anonymous 

mouthpiece of the British Medical Association. He objects to 

editorial articles because they are given to the world as if sanc¬ 

tioned by the 4000 members of the Association, and he specially 

objects to clever editors, because stupid articles are compara¬ 

tively harmless. Now, it is not for us to express an opinion as 

to the poKcy of the British Medical Association. If the Asso¬ 

ciation thinks it befitting its dignity, or necessary to its 

existence, to spend all its fimds on a weekly newspaper, and to 

descend from its scientific platform to trade in advertisements 

ill order to meet its expenses, we suppose they must be allowed 

to be the best judges of their own affairs, although we think 

they pay dearly for their whistle. But if Dr. Leared’s objec¬ 

tions have foundation, and we are far from saying they have 

not, they cut at the whole root of a weekly journal at once. 

If scientific articles only are to appear in the journal of the 

Association, it had much better take a monthly, or quarterly, 

or half-yearly form. A newspaper -without an editor, or a 

policy, or leading articles, would not fulfil the purxioses for 

which such journals in the present day are published, and would 

simply not be read. The moral of the whole matter is, that the 

Association might do better things with their money than they 

do, and Dr. Leared is not the only person who thinks so. 

Dr. Richardson’s letter in the Times, correcting the account 

of what occurred at the reading of his paper on painless Sur¬ 

gery, ruthlessly expunges the prettiest little bit of scientific 

sensation -writing which the meeting of the British Medical 

Association inspired. The picture of the rabbit quietly munch¬ 

ing carrots whilst its ears were being cut to pieces by the 

wonderful revolving knife was worthy of Cid Hamet Ben 

Engeli, or any other venerable historian of marvels. We 

acknowledge that the idea of a knife revolving so qiuckly by 

clockwork as not to give pain in cutting is a capital one, and 

may, perhaps, turn out valuable in practice. Dr. Richardson, 

however, chivalrously disclaims any idea of experimenting 

■with his new instrument on any one or anything but him¬ 

self. Admiring Ids spirit of self-sacrifice, it may be urged 

that there are valid reasons why such an experiment should be 

tried on a lower animal rather than on the human. It might 

be suggested that, after the startling phenomenon of exalted 

special sensation which the Times correspondent, for instance, 

has furidshed, a reasonable argument might be advanced for 

testing such a matter by a more trustworthy, if less delicate, 

instrument than the human sensorium. A rabbit would most 

surely exliibit signs of pain if it felt it. In an experiment 

on oneself, with the strongest intention to be accurate, it i.s 

quite conceivable that the objective phenomenon—the cutting 

by watch work—might neutralise the subjective phenomenon— 

the pain. On the whole, we think we would rather trust the 

e-\ddence of the rabbit. 

The war between the new St. Bancras guardians and the- 

Poor-law Board is proceeding vigorously. We resciwe all 
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further comment on the charges against Mr. Harley until the 

close of the inquiry and the publication of the decision of the 
Poor-law Board. 

A builder and quarryholder, one Bohert Dixon Smith, has 

hecnjiroceeded against by the Lunacy Commissioners for, as it is 

alleged, illegally detaining an insane lady possessed of con¬ 

siderable property, named Wood. It is reported that Smith kept 

Miss Wood in a gaiTet measuring two yards by four and a half 

yards, of which he had the key. She used to be seen in a state 

of nudity at the window by the neig'hbours. He is said to have 

removed her from her home, obtaining entrance by a ladder, 

four years ago. The scene of this story is Bradford, nearer 
home than Cracow. 

THE MEETING OF THE BEITI8H MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AT LEEDS. 

We must refer to the letters of our correspondents in another 

column for the details of the conclusion of this, which seems 

to have been one of the most successful and agreeable gather¬ 

ings of the kind; We feel sure that every visitor will agree 

with what our correspondents say of the munificent hospitality 

of the members of the Medical Profession, and of the liberality 

of the mayor and municipal authorities, and of the members of 

the Philosophical Society in their efforts to provide for the 

recreation of the visitors. We must not omit our thanks 

to Dr. Henry, the acting editor of the British Medical 

Journal, for enabling us to lay the addresses of Sir W. Jenner, 

Dr. Chadwick, and Mr. Nunneley in extenso before our 

readers; nor yet to the representative of another contemporary 

for some most courteous assistance, as well as to the honorary 

secretaries of the various sections, and the authors of papers 

who have kindly placed their communications at our disposal. 

POISONOUS SOCKS AGAIN. 

This very obscure matter is at length, we believe, to be inves- 

tigated under the direction of the Medical Department of the 

Privy Council. The facts known about it are few and striking, 

but by no means clear. There is no doubt but that some per¬ 

sons who have worn silk socks, dyed with sundry brilliant 

colours, have suffered from most severe irritation of the skin, 

peculiar redness, vesication, intense pain, and general illness. 

The affected patches of skin have corresponded exactly with 

the coloured portions of the socks; and of aU the colours 

red and scarlet have proved the most severe in their effects. 

The socks have been washed, ^and the colour has been 

washed out, but still, we are assured, the irritating’ qualities 

have remained. Eminent chemists have thrown little light on 

the matter, but they agree that coal-tar fm’nishes the sub¬ 

stratum of the colour, and it is certain that arsenic is an occa¬ 

sional, if not a constant, ingredient. This last is the opinion of 

the indefatigable Mr. Webber, who has forced this subject on 

the attention of the public. Why it is that so few persons have 

suffered from such articles of common wear, or should not have 

made their sufferings public, is a mystery; but whether or no 

poisonous colours are used, as we are told, to colour sweetmeats, 

wines, and soaps, the matter seems one which a competent 

commission would soon solve. 

CHOLEEA AT THE GAMBIA. 

A COEEESPONDENT wl’iting Oil July 7 informs us that cholera has 

almost disappeared from Bathurst, after having caused the 

enormous mortality of 1-500, out of a native population of 

4000, in about six weeks. A few cases of modified intensity 

were still occurring among the civil population, but the troops 

were free from the disease, and all ordinary duties, which had 

been suspended during the epidemic, had been resumed. The 

detachment of the 1st West India Regiment, 140 strong, lost 

14 men. The disease was reported to have appeared in Senegal 

and Goree in the end of last December. In April it broke out 

with great violence in McCarthy’s Island, and in the beginning 

of May extended to St. Mary’s, Gambia. The first case among 

the troops occurred on May 5, and between that and the 24th 

there were 24 cases and 14 deaths. Only one case occurred sub¬ 

sequently ; it was of mild nature, and terminated favourably. 

It appears from a letter lately published in the JDaihj Telegraph 

that a considerable amount of dissatisfaction has been felt by 

the English mercantile inhabitants of Bathurst at the inertness 

of the admiral who holds the office of political administrator 

of the settlement. He is said to havo neglected the necessary 

sanitary precautions in anticipation of the epidemic while still 

only threatening, and that during its progress the measures 

which he adoiited were inadequate and injudicious, and, in 

some instances, in opposition to the advice of the Medical 

officers. Such charges demand full inquiry at the hands of 

the Home Government. 

CHOLEEA AMONG EUEOPEAN TEOOPS IN INDIA. 

We are informed that cholera made its appearance at Nus- 

seerabad, in the Bombay Presidency, on June 6. Up to July 2 

twenty-five cases andfourteen deathshadoccurred, chiefly among 

the 2nd Battalion 1st Foot. Staff-Surgeon Major T. E. White, 

C.B., was despatched by Lord Napier to report upon the cir¬ 

cumstances of the outbreak and the sanitary condition of the 

station. Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals W. M. Murphy 

having been prevented by ill-health from performing this duty. 

GEADUATION CEEEMONIAL AT EDINBUEGH. 

The ceremonial of graduation of students of Medicine took 

place on Monday last in the General Assembly Hall, which 

was fiUed by a gay assemblage of ladies and gentlemen. The 

gi-aduates, dressed in their robes, occupied the central area of 

the hall. Vice-Chancellor and Principal Sir Alexander Grant 

presided. Most of the members of the Senatus Academicus 

were present. There were twenty-six candidates who received 

the degree of Doctor of Medicine under the new statutes, and 

five under the old statutes. Thirty-nine candidates received 

the degree of Bachelor of Medicine and Master in Surgery, 

and five received the degree of Bachelor of Medicine only. 

The proceedings opened with the conferring on Sir Roderick 

Impey Murchison the degree of Doctor of Laws. A short 

speech was then made by Professor Balfour, and the Vice- 

Chancellor capped the gentlemen mentioned by the promoter 

(Professor Balfour). Two medals were afterwards awarded for 

distinguished theses, one to Dr. John Haddon, the other to 

Dr. John Miller Strachan. Besides these, the thesis of Dr. 

Lightfoot “ On Carbolic Acid, chemically considered,” was 

thought worthy of competition for a medal, and he has been 

marked with two stars; wliile the theses of Dr. James 

Ormiston Affleck and of Dr. C. Ciu’rie Ritchie have been com¬ 

mended, and have been marked each with one star. The 

medals were formally presented to the graduates by the Vice- 

Chancellor. The Ettles Medical Scholarship was conferred on 

Dr. Henry Alleyne Nicholson, who had greatly distinguished 

himself at the University. The proceedings terminated with 

an able and eloquent address to the graduates by Professor 

Balfour. 

BILLEOTH r. KEAUS. 

We have received from Dr. Pann, counsellor, of Vienna, the 

following paragraph:— 

“The Imperial Court of Chancery at Vienna as jury, by the 
sentence of the same court, July 22, 1869, No. 12182, has con¬ 
victed Dr. Bernhard Kraus, as responsible editor of the Allgc- 
meine Wiener meclieinishe Zeitung, of the offence of neglect of 
proper carefulness, in the publication of a false notice, that 
Dr. Counsellor Billroth conducted a case of ovariotomy in his 
clinics, and that it happened in this operation, after the 
section, that the removal of a sponge was found to have been 
omitted; and therefore condemned him to a fine of a himdred 
florins, or in default to twenty days’ imprisonment, and to 
paymdnt of costs.” 
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MEDICAL WITNESSES. 

De. Bateman, of Norwich, brought before the British Medical 

Association, at Leeds, a very important question. He stated 

with mucli force and ability the disadvantage under which a 

Medical witness laboui’s in being obliged occasionally to 

answer questions which involve a breach of Professional con¬ 

fidence. It is justly argued that in this respect the members 

of our Profession are not placed upon an equality with lawyers 

and clergymen. The lawyers, in particular, shelter themselves 

behind “ privilege ” upon even the most frivolous pretences. 

As a rule, the judge admits the “ privileg-e.” If a clergyman 

be recalcitrant, ho is protected. But a Medical witness is 

peremptorily called upon to state facts to a jury which may 

have no real bearing upon the issue, but which may, neverthe¬ 

less, inflict serious injury upon unoffending persons. Surely 

this is a state of things which shoidd not be allowed to con¬ 

tinue. It cannot for a moment be contended that the con¬ 

fidence reposed in a Medical attendant is of a less sacred nature 

than that which is given to a lawyer or a clergyman. In fact, 

it is generally more important. How many secrets are confided 

to the “ family doctor” that are withheld from the lawyer or 

clergyman ? Secrets, too, that are especially necessary to be 

held sacred, not only for the peace of famihes, but often for 

the honour of individuals of both sexes. Why, then, should 

the Medical witness be placed in the painful position of being 

called upon to unfold those secrets ? A witness, no doubt, 

could be committed by the j udge for contempt, if he refused to 

answer; but we are of opinion that few judges would resort to 

such a proceeding, more particularly if the witness claimed his 

“privilege,” and protested against answering the question, 

because it might injure individuals and would involve a breach 

of Professional confidence. It is difficult to legi.slate upon such 

a subject; but, as we are now more strongly represented in 

the House of Commons than at any former period, we may 

rest assured that if any bill is introduced having reference to 

the question, our interests will be weU taken care of. 

THE EDINBUEGH CLASS OF CLINICAL SHEGEET. 

An address was presented to Mr. Joseph BeU by the students 

attending the class of Clinical Surgery in the University of 

Edinburgh at the close of the summer session. They say that—- 

“We desire, before the close of the session, to express to 
you our appreciation of the manner in which that class has 
been conducted by you during the illness of Professor Syme. 
. . . We feel it to be as much a pleasure, as it is certainly 
a duty, to assure you that you have obtained our admiration 
and esteem, as possessing, and that in an eminent degree, those 
qualities which are so essential in a teacher of Clinical Surgery; 
and, while, by the clear and forcible way in which your lectui’es 
were delivered, theii’ subject-matter was impressed upon our 
memories, the hours spent in yoiu’ class-room were rendered 
as pleasant as they have been profitable.” 

ME. CHADWICK ON COTTAGE IMPEOVEMENT AND PHEEICHLTUEE. 

Me. Edwin Chadavick, C.B., has devised the useful word “pue- 

riculture” to designate the art of breeding healthy children; 

and inasmuch as the greatest obstacle in the way of the poor 

is the dear and unwholesome kind of dwellings attainable, he 

has endeavoured to promote the building of cottages at once 

cheap and wholesome, and has lately invited a large number of 

sanitary folk to inspect a model cottage built in his OAvn grounds 

at East Sheen. His remarks on the subject deserve to be 

widely circulated:— 

“ The great sanitary evil to be contended against in the 
cottage and house site and the habitat for puericulture is damp— 
which lowers temperature and lowera strength ; generates pain¬ 
ful diseases—rheumatism—and, lowering strength, predisposes 
to all other pas.sing causes of disease, and especially to con¬ 
sumption. The first article to be insisted upon in a sanitary 
specification is, that by drainage of the site, if it be necessary, 
‘ the water-table shall be lowered not less than three feet below 
the surface.’ My first condition, as respects the construction 

of the house itself, is ‘that the flooring shall be impervious 
to rising wet, the walls to driving wet, and the roofing to- 
falling Avet or to snow, and that they shall bo absolutely 
damp-proof.’ Common bricks absorb as much as a pint of 
water. Supposing the external walls of an ordinary cottage to 
consist of 12,000 bricks, they AA^fil bo capable of holding 1500 
gallons, or C J tons of Avater, when saturated fuUy. To evaporate- 
that quantity of water Avould require nearly a ton of coal. 
These bricks give off their moisture slowly. It is unsafe to 
inhabit, in less than nine months or a year, the houses con¬ 
structed of the common materials. Wlicn I examined, as a 
reporter, the model dwellings built at Paris by the Emperor, I 
found the appearances of damp on some of them that had been 
built two years. The concierge who showed one block had her 
head bound up, and was suffering from an attack of rheumatism, 
connected with the dampness of the houses. The Medical 
officers at the recently constructed Hospital at Netley 
have been afflicted Avith rheumatic fever, arising from the 
excessive dampness of the brick construction of their quarters. 
I con.sider a construction of vitreous tiles or bricks the best- 
possible, but, for trade reasons, they are unattainable at pre¬ 
sent. The late Captain Eowke first directed my attention to 
concrete as the most advantageous and the eheapest material 
aAmilable for cottage construction. My specification, ‘ that the 
Avails and ceilings shall be impermeable to water or damp,’ is 
complied with in this instance by the contractor, Mr. NicoU, 
by the use of a neAV material for wall and roof construction, 
of which Portland cement concrete forms a part. You may 
imagine, as adopted for houses, the Crystal Palace principle of 
construction, Avith iron framing and bearers, but, instead of 
glass, opaque slabs, made of a web of straw compressed to 
about one-fourth the space of loose straw into a mat, Avhich is 
spread over a framework of iron wire. Upon this compact 
Aveb of straAV layers of hard bitumen are put on both sides. 
Over the bitumen is placed a layer of concrete. If the bitumen 
be of suffleient thickness and hardness, and properly spread, it 
appears impossible that wet can penetrate that walling, and 
although the outer layers of concrete might, if not well made, 
for a time imbibe some portion of moisture, it could not pass 
tlu’ough the bitumen. The straw, kept dry—and it should be 
kept completely diy—by the bitumen, is, as we know, a non¬ 
conductor of heat, and the bitumen should be preserved in hot 
weather by the non-conducting power of the outer layer of 
concrete, which is also an entire non-conductor of damp. The- 
next articles of a sanitary specification applicable to cottage 
construction are, ‘ that the walling shall be Avashable,’ ‘ that it 
shall be such as not to harbour vermin,’ and ‘ that it shall be 
of a light, agreeable colour.’ It is a sanitary rule, as appli¬ 
cable to closely occupied dwellings, that the walls shall be 
cleansed at least once a year. The cost of lime-washing as^ 
often as it is required to be repeated is a serious tax. The wall 
facings that have been given by Mr. Nicoll in the several 
rooms of the cottage are at from one-tenth to one-twentieth of 
the Hospital prices. The sanitary specification that the floor¬ 
ing shall be of a good non-conducting material, and be water¬ 
tight and damp proof, you Avid see is attained by squares of 
the cheaper wood laid upon a layer of bitumen. 'The next 
great point of a sanitary specification is, ‘ that the ventilation 
shall be—that is to say, in cold weather—Avith air that is warm 
as well as fresh.’ All common modes of cottage ventilation 
ventilate by cold air. The new method, invented by Captain 
Douglas Gallon, R.E., is by a fresh-air flue, in which the air 
is Avarmed. There is an arrangement by Mr. Nicoll by which 
the same fire-place that gives radiant heat, and warming, and 
ventilation to the front room keeps a boiler and an oven at 
work in the next. Another article of a sanitary specification 
is ‘ that the complete construction of the house shall be such 
that if it be left clean, unoccupied, and closed for any time, 
it shall remain dry, free from any close, musty, or foul 
smell, and shall be immediately habitable, without the need 
of fires or of any special preparations for safe occupancy in 
winter or in smnmer.’ Thi.s cottage is detached, and uncon¬ 
nected Avith any system of sewers; and the plan in use here is- 
a moA'able pail under a seat, into which pail are to be put aU 
the soap-suds, house-slops, etc., which serve to dilute excreta, 
the whole being removed daily, or before decomposition can 
commence, and deposited in a trench, or applied, at the discre¬ 
tion of the gardener, as liquefied manure, the principle of the 
plan being to take the manure to the prepared soil, instead of 
bringing prepared soil to only a part of the house manure, as 
is the principle of the earth-closet system.” 

Mr. ChadAvick summed up Ids requirements as dry foimda- 

tions, dry and warm floors, perfectly damp-proof walls and 
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■ceilings, walls washable and fair to see, and ventilation with 

air that is warm as well as fresh. 

Such of our readers as are interested in cottage-building may 

consult with advantage a set of “ Cottage Plans ” by the Earl 

of Cawdor, (a) winch give the particulars of construction for 

cottages with the greatest amount of convenience at the least 

possible cost. 

PAELIAMENTAEY.—CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (aNIMAIS) BILL—THE 

PHAEMACY ACT AMENDMENT BILL—DE. MACLODGHLIN-VOTE 

POE lEISH HOSPITALS—CAPITAL PUNISHMENT-METEOPOLITAN 

POOE—INFANTICIDE—SANITAEY LEGISLATION—NITEO-GLYCEEINE 

-CEIMIN.AL LUNATICS. 

In the House of Lords on Thursday, July 29, 
The Contagious Diseases (Animals) Bill was read a second 

time. 

Their lordships having gone into committee on the Pharmacy 
Act (1868) Amendment Bill, 

Lord Colonsay urged the propriety of repealing the 23rd 
section of the Act of last year, which, as he understood it, in 
conjunction with a former statute, prevented Medical Practi¬ 
tioners in certain cases from dispensing medicines even to their 
own patients. He hoped the question would be postponed. 

Earl Granville said he was not prepared to admit the correct¬ 
ness of the noble and learned lord’s construction of the section. 
He could not, therefore, consent to postpone the Bill. 

The Bill then passed through committee. 
Mr. Brady asked the Under-Secretary of State for War why 

Dr. Macloughlin had not been restored to his position in the 
army, in accordance with the several recommendations of the 
Commander-in- Chief. 

Captain Vivian replied that, in the very voluminous corre¬ 
spondence wliich existed on this subject in the War Department, 
and which chiefly consisted of letters from that gentleman, 
there was no trace of his ever having been recommended to be 
reinstated in the service. The case had been considered by 
various Commanders-in-Chief and Secretaries of State for War, 
by the Duke of York, Lord Hill, the Duke of Wellington, 
Lord Palmerston, Lord Panmure, Mr. Sidney Herbert, and 
General Peel, aU of whom had concurred in opinion. 

In Committee of Supply £19,045 were voted for Hospitals and 
infirmaries in Ireland. 

In the House of Lords on Friday, July 30, 

The Contagious Disease (Animals) Bill passed through com¬ 
mittee. 

The report of amendments on the Contagious Diseases Bill 
and Pharmacy Act (1868) Amendment Bill was received. 

In the House of Commons, 
Sir G. Jenkinson gave notice that, unless the Government 

undertook to deal Avith the subject of capital punishment, 
he would ask leave early next session to introduce a Bill to 
alter and amend the existing law in regard to the present 
system of the revision and commutation of capital sentences ; 
and he would now ask the Home Secretary to grant a return 
of all convicts, male and female, who had been reprieved from 
the execution of capital sentences passed upon them during the 
last ten years. 

Mr. Bruce said that if the hon. baronet would give notice of 
the information he wanted it should be granted as an unop¬ 
posed return. 

On Saturday, July 31, in the House of Commons, 
Mr. W. H. Smith gave notice that early next Session he 

should can attention to the operation of the Poor-law and the 
action of private charities and benevolent institutions on the 
condition of the poor of the metropolis. 

On Monday, August 12, 
Sir L. O’Brien gave notice that early next Session he would 

call attention to the continued increase of infanticide in England. 
The Sanitary Act (1866) Amendment Bill was, on the motion 

of Mr. Bruce, read a second time. 
On Tuesday, in the House of Lords, 
The Contagious Diseases (Animals) Bill was read a tliird time 

and passed. 
The Mtro-Glycerine Bill was read a second time. 
The Criminal Lunatics Bill was read a second time. 
In the House of Commons, 
Mr. Raikes asked the Secretary of State for the Home 

Department whether it was the intention of her Majesty’s 
Govermnent to introduce any measure during next Session 
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with the object of enabling juries to convict persons guilty 
of infanticide without exposing them to the sentence of death 
now necessarily pronounced, but never carried out in such cases. 

Mr. Bruce : I am unable to give any pledge on this subject, 
more especially as I am in doubt, as at present advised, whether 
it would be proper to consider infanticide apart from the 
general question of murder. 

The Attorney-General for Ireland obtained leave to bring in 
a Bill to amend the Sanitary Act (1866) so far as it relates to 
Ireland. 

On the motion of Sir C. Adderley, an address was granted 
for a copy of a letter from the Sanitary Commissioners to the 
Home Secretary, dated Jidy 30, 1869, and the answer thereto. 

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, 
The Contagious Diseases (Animals) BiU, and the Sanitary 

Act (1866) Amendment Bill were read a third time and passed. 
The Sanitary Act (1866) Amendment (Ireland) Bill Avas read 

a second time. 

BEITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 

{From an occasional Contributor.) 

{^Continued from page 121.) 

The Presideuf s Conversazione—Debates on Hospitalism. 

Satueday, July 31. 

My last letter Avas hastily Avi’itten on Wednesday evening 

in the midst of a fog as black as Erebus, which rendered it 

quite impossible to see one’s paper by 6 p.m. How let me 

take up the thread of my discursive remarks (if there be a 

thread running through them), and attempt a short commen¬ 

tary on the events that followed. After a very agreeable 

dinner, we adjourned to the ToAvn HaU to attend Dr. Chad¬ 

wick’s conversazione. There was a universally felt suspicion, 

only too sadly realised the next day, that Avhat Avas feared had 

happened, and that he was away consoling the family be¬ 

reaved of their young mother, Avliilst his Brofessional friends 

were enjoying the intellectual entertainment which he had 

provided. But I suppose it could not be helped. “ Labitur 

et labetur in omne volubilis aevum.” Life and death are 

strangely intermingled, but the world cannot stop; so we must 

pay a passing tribute of sympathy and move on. The Toavu 

Hall is a most spacious building, whose size is only less im¬ 
pressive than it otherwise would be from its classic style and 
proportions. It was superbly fitted up; the strains of 
that magnificent organ, given forth under Dr. Spark’s 
skilful fingers and feet, were marvellous for sweetness, 
variety, and power; the refreshments were abundant and 
good I the ventilation perfect; the adjoining rooms contained 
a choice variety of philosophical puzzles; many a lesson was 
given in the art of explaining the incomprehensible; and any 
one who Avitnessed the demonstration of the “ Stratified Dis¬ 
charges of Coloured Light in Giessler’s Tubes,” as exhibited 
to ladies, might have comforted himself with the conviction 
that this world contains some mysteries yet. I must, as before, 
give their due to the local savants and exhibitors, as evi¬ 
dencing an appreciation of seience in its most advanced state ; 
and if I give prominence to the names of Messrs. Harvey and 
Reynolds, it is not merely from the fact that their laboratories 
yield products as multifarious as they are excellent, medicines, 
extracts of meat, photographs, thermometers, as if Messrs. 
Savory and Moore, Van Abbott, and Ladd, were rolled into 
one firm, but because of their thoughtfulness in freely supply¬ 
ing the members of the Association with aU the varieties of 
refreshing drink they manufacture, soda. Seltzer, aerated water, 
etc. No more gratefid gift could have been devised, for the 
excitement of these meetings makes one terribly thirsty. I 
may mention Mr. Tnffen "West’s specimens of parasitic fungi 
on plants as illustrative of the causes of skin disease, because I 
believe the drawings were originally pubhshed in the Medical 
Times and Gazette. 

On Thursday morning, after a debate on the direct represen¬ 
tation of the Profession in the Medical Council, in which the 
Rev. Professor Haughton advocated, as you and others have 
done, the idea that the first step ought to be the direct repre¬ 
sentation of graduates and licentiates in their oAvn Colleges, 
Avhich would render a representation of the Colleges and of the 
Profession one and the same. Captain Douglas Galton read an 
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excellent paper on the construction of Hospitals. The speaker 
took the architect’s side of the question; that is, leaving it for 
the Medical authorities to define objects and principles, he 
proposed to show how the architect should carry them out. 
The main object of a Hospital was stated to bo that it should 
enable the sick to recover in the shortest possible time; the 
best means to this end, pure air, pure water, perfect cleanliness, 
a site in the open country on a day porous soil, sheltered from 
north and east, on an elevated platform with falling ground all 
around. He spoke of the “ward” as a unit, consisting of all 
the appliances necessary for the greatest number of patients 
callable of being housed in one dormitory; and in the course of 
his remarks gave a fair criticism of the new Leeds Infirmaiy, 
and especially blamed the juxtaposition of the three paHlions 
at the rear of the building, facing, as they do, rising ground, 
and insufficiently parted from each other. 

This brought on a discussion on Hospitalism, which was 
continued in various Sections till the end of the meeting. 
Curious were the diversities of opinion on fundamental matters. 
Wliat makes a Hospital unhealthy ? Age, frowsiness, old floors 
ceilings and walls, say one party. Hence, say they, operations 
can be performed in new Hospitals with success which would 
be fatal in old ones. Hence the expediency of dividing Hos¬ 
pitals into small separate wards, and of taking care that nothing 
from one can gain access to and infect another. On the other 
hand, Mr. Hutchinson (following out, as regards Surgery, the 
line taken by Budd and Snow, and enounced by Davies, of 
Bristol, in the Health Section) affirms that, no matter how foul 
a Hospital may be, you will not get specific disease, such as 
erysipelas, pyaemia, and the lilce, without the specific germ of 
the disease; and he said he believed he had traced the intro¬ 
duction of the germ in many instances to the admission of a 
bad case of tertiary syphilis. Again, Dr. Hughes Bennett, 
as a believer in what we may call development by juxta¬ 
position, is a thorough disbeliever in the existence of 
the specific germs. Hutchinson, Macleod, and others spoke 
warmly in favour of carbolic acid as an antiseptic and germ 
destroyer. Sir James Simpson spoke of the use of carbolic acid 
in soap as a mere superstition, and so far as regards a dilute 
vapour or solution we believe Sir James is right. What Mr. 
Nunneley thinks of it may be easily seen from his masterly 
address. Anyhow, the incessant blows delivered by Sir James 
Simpson and others against the “ palatial system” are begin¬ 
ning to tell; and to my knowledge some of the Leeds people, 
who had heretofore looked on their “ noble institution ” not 
only as a great ornament to the town, but as the best thing for 
the sick poor, are seriously shaken in their ideas. At any rate, 
small waj’ds for cases requiring isolation ^viU be more the order 
of the day. 

I could well say more were it not that I fear to occupy space 
more worthily devoted to other pens than mine. Let me con¬ 
clude by hoping that the next meeting under Dr. Charlton at 
Newcastle may be as pro.sperous and enjoyable as the present 
one has proved. 

{From Correspondent Xo. 2.) • 

July 31. 

Practical Value of Sir IF. Fenner's Address—Pr. Farr’s Address 
in State Medicine—Dr. Blanc on Animal Vaccination—Dr. 
Ballard on the same—Dr. Fhilipson on the B,cyistration of Dis¬ 
ease—Mr. Oliver on Atmosphere of Towns—Bad Sanitar)/ 
StateofLeeds—Thursday's Proceedings—Temperance Breakfast— 
Debate on Hospitalism—Leeds Lnfirmary—Dr. Beatty’s Address 
in Midivifery—Dr. Ballard on Sanitary Laws—Drs. Davies, 
Dyke, Acland, on the same—The Dinner—Mr. Xunneley’s 
Address in Surgery—Visit to Harrogate. 

The letter I sent you from Leeds last Wednesday brought the 
proceedings up to the conclusion of Sir Wm. Jenner’s excellent 
address. I have heard nothing but commendation of it. It is 
calculated to be useful not only to our own Profession by the 
gathering together as in a gamer the harvest of truths which 
the laborious culture of the last few years has brought about, 
but also because of the impression which it is likely to produce 
out-of-doors. I see that already the Times newspaper has 
taken possession, for the public at large, of one of the most 
important of those truths which have thus received from Sir 
Wm. Jenner the stamp which is to render them current, as we 
hope, through all the households and communities in the 
ci\^sed world. I allude, of course, to the fact, now established 
beyond the possibility of further dispute, that typhoid fever 
and cholera are propagated most readily and most certainly 
through the drinking of water contaminated with the specific 

products of these diseases. Of course every one was present 
at the reading of this address, but afterwards, when the several 
sections were opened, the members were so distributed that no 
one individual could be present at all of them. Engaged as I 
was at the one section whose business chiefly interested me, I 
can, therefore, do no more than state what occurred there, 
leaving it to some other correspondent to post you up in the pro¬ 
ceedings in other rooms. The section of State Medicine, which 
was inaugurated last year at Oxford, met at two o’clock on 
Wednesday, in the Council Chamber of the Town Hall, under 
the presidency of Dr. Parr. He commenced liis address, which 
lasted about half an hour, by pointing out that the wants 
recognised by public hygiene came into the same category as 
those whieh communities alone could supply by combined 
action, such as sewering, lighting, watering, etc. Diseases 
and disasters consequent to the neglect of these wants have at 
various times befallen armies and aggregations of men in all 
ages of the world’s history ; they befell the Greeks before Troy 
and the British army in the Crimea; and very recently the 
pestilence amongcattlebecame a ministerial question amongour- 
selves. When the first Public Health Act was passed, this national 
responsibility was first recognised by the Government. Since 
that time various sanitary Acts have been passed, testifying to 
the goodwill of the Legislature, while the establishment of the 
Medical Department of the Privy Council, under the able 
direction of Mr. Simon, has operated in the way of advice and 
control, and in the promotion of sanitary and scientific inquiries, 
■with the happiest results. Sanitary law without sanitary 
officers must be a dead letter, and before long the duties now 
performed by the Home Secretary and the Medical Department 
of the Privy Council must be devolved upon a Minister of 
Public Health. Ere long it must come to pass that every large 
town will have its to wn Physician or Medical Officer of xlealth, 
and then a variety of important questions will come up and 
have to be decided "with respect to the duties, status, and quali¬ 
fications of such an officer. Dr. Farr then proceeded to exhibit 
briefly the aims of public Medicine and the indispensable con¬ 
ditions of a healthy existence. One of these conditions is a 
supply of pure water for drinking purposes, respecting which 
he observed tliat the dangers of water contaminated with 
sewage were well kno'wn except to a class of scientific witnesses 
who had succeeded in inducing a certain Royal Commission 
to call such water a wholesome beverage. How out of the 
existing seed to raise races of men to a divine perfection was 
the final problem of public Medicine. The first paper read in this 
section was by Dr. Blanc, on “ Animal Vaccination.” He con¬ 
tended, in favour of the adoption of vaccination direct from 
the heifer, that, in face of the fact of compulsory vaccination 
in this country, those who dreaded the operation on account of 
its supposed dangers when the 'virus is taken from a cliild’s arm 
should have the opportunity afforded them of a choice between 
human and animal lymph. He maintained the ^ truth of the 
conveyance of syphilis occasionally by vaccination from arm 
to arm, and of the deterioration of the qualities of the vaccine 
virus by repeated human transmission. But he went further 
than this, and attempted what has never been attempted before 
—namely, to prove that not only was the -virus of current vac¬ 
cine less active than that of the inoculated calf or the first few 
human beings through which it was transmitted, but that the 
anti-variolic power of the vaccination was also reduced in 
short, that vaccination had become from Jemier’s time to now 
gradually less and less protective. With tliis object he quoted 
the increasing numbers of vaccinated persons admitted into 
the Small-pox Hospital—a proportion exceeding what it should 
be when compared with the vaccinated persons in our popida- 
tion as given by Seaton and Buchanan—and also the increasing 
fatality of post-vaccinal small-pox, as shown by the records of 
the same Hospital. Dr. Braidwood and Mr. Steele followed 
with papers on the same subject. Mr. Steele took the very 
opposite view to Dr. Blanc, maintaining that, when properly 
managed, human transmis.sion of vaccine did not necessarily 
involve deterioration, and that there was no danger at all in 
arm-to-arm vaccination. Dr. Ballard, being called upon by the 
President, expressed himself decidedly in favour of vaccination 
directly from the heifer, but not to the exclusion or abandon¬ 
ment of arm-to-arm vaccination. Besides studying the sub¬ 
ject on the Continent, he had experimented upon it largely 
here. He thought, however, that the line of argument adopted 
by Dr. Blanc was unfortunate, as not oidy unwarrantable, but 
as calculated to leave a bad impression upon the public mind, 

! since, if pushed to its extremity, it would tend to the total 
j abandonment of arm-to-arm vaccination—a proceeding not 

only highly convenient, but, on the whole, free from any ex- 
i traordinary danger. He criticised the statistics brought for- 
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ward from the records of the Small-pox Hospital; first, on the 
ground that the vaccinated patients admitted there were mostly 
adults, while the proportion of the vaccinated given by Drs. 
Seaton and Buchanan related to children; and next he showed 
that no steady increase of fatality could be fairly proved among 
the vaccinated in the manner attempted by Dr. Blanc, since he 
compared the average fatality of sixteen years with that of 
1863 and 1864, when a small-pox epidemic broke out with 
unusual -virulence and high death-rate among the unvaccinated 
as well as among the vaccinated. He then detailed his own 
observations on the acti-vity of animal virus when preserved 
in tubes or upon points when kept for various periods, and as 
it apparently varied with different methods of inoculation. 
Judging from the energy of the discussion which followed, it 
must be inferred that the importance of the subject was fully 
recognised. Dr. Philipson, of Newcastle, then read a paper 
on the subject of the registration of diseases, urging its neces¬ 
sity, and that the expense woiild be fully repaid by the benefits 
it was calculated to confer. A paper on the atmosphere of 
to-wns in its sanitary aspect was read by Hr. Oliver, of Bedcar, 
which brought up Dr. Robinson upon the subject of smoke 
consumption in Leeds. One of the things which struck me 
and others on first coming into the town was its smokiness, 
which seemed to say that the Corporation permitted the manu¬ 
facturers to have pretty much their o-vm way in this matter. 
Even in a very open part of the to-wmship of Hunslet, half a 
mile beyond the boundary of Leeds proper, I found that not 
even the lilac could be got to flower, and that gardens were 
little else than patches of waste ground. And now that I am 
speaking of the shortcomings of the local sanitary authorities, 
I may mention that in the lower part of the to-wn, near the 
parish church, my nose was assailed by the efiluvia proceeding 
from a long open sewer running, black as ink, beneath the 
windows of dwelling-houses, and carrying the sewage of Leeds 
into the filthy Aire. This sewer, as bad as the old Eleet-ditch 
used to be, is at last to be covered, the works having recently 
commenced. Mr. Proctor, in a paper on the infant mortahty 
of Bradford, referred the great excess in that town to a great 
extent^ to the emplojunent of mothers in the mills, and to the 
extensive use of soothing cordials. 

In the evening the President’s soiree took place in the Victoria 
Hall. The room was full, though not inconveniently crowded, 
and the arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors were 
admirable. It was enlivened by the presence of a larg-e number 
of ladies, and I believe all that were there concurred in ha-\dng 
spent a most agreeable evening. The only drawback to the 
general contentment was the rumour which spread rapidly of 
the death of Dr. Chadwick’s daughter, to whose bedside he 
had been summoned at the conclusion of his address the day 
before. _ G-reat sympathy was felt and freely expressed with 
this amiable gentleman under his sudden bereavement. 

The proceedings of the Association commenced on Thui-sday 
by the acceptance by many of the members of the hospitality of 
Mr. Baines, M.P., the Vice-President of the National Temper¬ 
ance Leagvie, who invited them to a public breakfast at the 
Great Northern Hotel. About 150 were present. In his 
speech which followed the satisfaction of the matutinal appetite 
of the Medicos—an appetite which, judging by its results, 
many who are not habitual physic-takers might well have 
envied—Mr. Baines advocated the object of the League as 
similar to that which the Medical Profession had always in 
view. He claimed for it the place of an auxiliary to Medical 
and sanitary progress, and urged upon all present that they 
should use the immense power they possessed in stemming the 
tide of intemperance. The Rev. Mr. Hannay endeavoured, 
not very wisely, I think, to import into the proceedings some- 
thing in the character of a discussion by inviting any who were 
opposed to the principles of the League to state their objections. 
Several speeches followed, which, as might have been expected, 
left the question of teetotalism much where they found it. 
Still, such conversations as this do g-ood by setting people 
thinking, and if the cause of teetotalism should not be advanced 
no doubt that of temperance gains by them. 

The third general meeting, which took place at 10 o’clock, 
was engaged -with the reports of committees, the first of which 
was that of the Representation Committee. It stated that the 
movement in favom- of direct representation of the Profession 
in the Medical Council had been greatly strengthened by a 
memorial to the General Council which had received above 
8000 signatures, and that there was good reason to believe that, 
with the views held by the Government, no further Medical 
Council would be formed without the introduction of members 
of the Profession in the proportion of one-fourth at least of the 
whole number. Captain Galton’s paper on Hospital construc¬ 

tion was then read. It was so full and thorough that it is 
almost impossible to summarise it, and it was listened to with 
marked attention. Many of those present and taking part in 
the discussion that followed, and notably Dr. Evory ivcnncdv,- 
criticised severely some of the arrangements at the New Leeds 
Infirmary, and especially the winter garden which connects tl; e 
pavilions of which the Hospital consists. HaA'ing myself paid 
a visit to the Hospital, and viewed every corner of it, I must 
say I concAu- in very much of this unfavourable criticism. One 
arrangement I observed is simply monstrous, and it is this—that 
the bed-room of one of the Medical officers is approachable 
only through a corridor or passage leading to the Avomen’s 
water-closets. I have not ceased to Avonder hoAv the amazino- 
impropriety of this could have failed to be perceptible to the 
managers of the institution. 

The addi-ess in midwifery was given by Dr. Beatty, of Dub¬ 
lin. He reviewed the history , of midwifer}^ and staked out, as 
it were, the ground which it was the business of the modem 
accouchem- to occupy. Confining himself then to a review of 
some of the modern improvements in the practice of midAAufery 
proper, he dwelt upon the advantages which had accrued from 
the use of anaesthetics, of Avhich chloroform Avas the most con¬ 
spicuous, and expressed his opinion of the benefits which have 
followed its employment in natural, difficult, and instrumental 
labom-, the only ill-effect of it apparently being that it tended 
to favour iDOst-partum haemorrhage. The greatest apj)lause 
was elicited when he uttered a strong denunciation of the doc¬ 
trines which recently found expression in the Dialectical Society, 
and of the audacity of those who invoked the co-operation of a. 
respectable Profession in their base endeaAmur to place a limit 
upon the increase of families. IntheState Medicine section, which 
alone I attended. Dr. Ballard read a paper “ On the Defects of 
our Existing Sanitary LaAvs, with Suggestions for their Amend¬ 
ment.” He stated that, although his opinions were based upon 
observations carried on in the metropolis, yet similar difiiculties 
to those he had himself experienced must be felt in other large 
toAvns. He advocated consolidation of the sanitary laws, uni¬ 
fication of local authority, central State control, by means of a 
public health department, the rendering much of our permis¬ 
sive statutes obligatory, the general appointment of Medical 
Officers of Health, who should preside over large districts, and 
be paid on a scale to be determined by the number of the popu¬ 
lation, and who should, among other things, make preliminary 
inqrdries into suspicious deaths, general registration of sickness, 
improvement in the laAV relating to overcrowding, the constant 
as distinguished from the intermittent system of supply of 
water in toAvns, and the adoption of nieasm-es now only appli¬ 
cable to extraordinary ei)idemic outbreaks, such as cholera, in 
respect of the ordinary epidemic maladies of the country. This 
paper was followed by one by Mr. Davies, of Bristol, in AAdiich 
he detailed the character of the work which he and his assist¬ 
ants accomplished. He complained of the anomalous natm-e of 
the post he held as a “ Medical Inspector of Health,” and of 
the fact that the duties of his office had never been defined. 
However this may be, it must bo held that this gentleman de¬ 
serves every commendation for the energy he has displayed in 
his difficult position, and in the elevated Anew he has taken of 
his responsibilities. Dr. Dyke, in a paper on the practical 
Avorking of the Sanitary Act, 1866, and of the Diseases Preven¬ 
tion Act, 1865, drew attention to one of the greatest trials of 
tho temper of a health officer—namely, the circumlocution 
which had to be encountered before sanitary laws could be put 
into force. 

The President, at the conclusion of these papers, called on 
Professor Gairdner, Avho, speaking of Scotland, did not think 
that the failme of the Sanitary Acts depended so much on their 
imperfection as pieces of legislation as on the indisposition there 
AA^as to put them in force. In Glasgow the drunkenness and 
degradation of the loAvest classes was getting worse and AA'orse, 
and would continue to do so until they were provided AA'ith 
better houses. I must explain, hoAvever, that in many respects- 
the sanitary laws of Scotland are much superior to those of 
England. Dr. Acland, who Avas next called upon, entered on 
sometlring like a defence of the Sanitary Commission, of AAdiich 
he^ is a member. He agreed Avith much that Dr. Gairdner had 
said, and, so far as could be gathered from his A^ery desultory 
speech, did not seem to think that much amendment in the law 
was wanted. Had Dr. Acland been a Health Officer, and, like 
those who read these three jpajpers, been engaged in the prac¬ 
tical everyday labour of trying to make them work, we cannot 
avoid thinking that his ojAinions would be somewhat different. 
It was generally understood that tliis day’s meeting in the State 
Medicine Section would be of the nature of a convention of the 
Medical Officers of Health throughout the kingdom. Cer-. 
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taiiily a goodly number were present. The only part of Dr. 
Acland’s speech which could be regarded as at all satisfactory 
by the English Health Officers was that in which he promised 
Mr. Adderley’s favourable consideration of any statement of a 
skilled officer wdiich might be sent in, pointing out where the 
law broke down. It would have been more satisfactory still if 
he had said that it was the intention of the Comnussion to 
examine those Health Officers personally whose experience was 
most extensive, and who coiald give them at once the very in¬ 
formation it is presumed they desire to obtain. 

I am afraid I have been grumbling a little in tliis letter, 
notwithstanding that I have, with all who are present, enjoyed 
my visit to Leeds immensely. But from all I can hoar I should 
have been still more dissati.sfied had I been present at the 
dinner in the Victoria Hall on Thursday evening'. For I am 
informed by those who w^ere there that I may congTatulate 
myself, as one of the ol ttoWoI, on my absence. It was great 
cry and little wool—an elaborate carte, with just such a selec¬ 
tion of viands as is included in what is known as Hobson’s 
choice. Besides which something made a good many ill; one 
gentleman I heard of got an attack which terminated in 
hrematemesis, and a great many had their night’s rest disturbed 
by untimely calls to the temple of Claacina, which, not being 
normal results of dinner, must be attributed to something eaten 
or something drunli by the many which ought not to have been 
given them to eat or to drink. In the absence of the President, 
Dr. Heaton was selected to ocenpy the chair, and filled it to the 
entire satisfaction of all who could hear him in a biiilding 
which it is most difficult to si)eak in. 

Mr. Nunneley’s address on Surgery was delivered at ten 
o’clock on Friday. After alluding to the advance which 
instruments of precision, such as the oiahthalmoscope, the 
laryngoscope, the siffiygmograph, and the clinical thermometer, 
had enabled Surgeons to make in diagnosis,'and so in the 
practice of their art, he x^roceeded to dwell ux^on the operation 
for the removal of the entire tongue, which ho had performed 
nineteeir times without any untoward symptom. He next 
referred to the methods in use and proposed for the arrest of 
arterial bleeding, and, after giving a brief history of the sub¬ 
ject, came to the consideration of acupressure. He himself had 
never felt very sanguine about it, and he has observed that 
after trying it for a time his colleagues at the Leeds Infirmary 
had quietly let it drox^ out of their x^ractice. Neither had the 
antiseptic treatment of wounds found more favour with them. 
He went so far as to say that he regarded the fancy that 
carbolic acid is a specific against x^umlent infection, or that it 
acted by destroying septic germs, as little else than an iclolum 
tlieatri. 

Being engaged to make holiday at Plarrogate, I only heard 
one of the pax^ers in the State Medicine section—namely, the 
very excellent account of the sanitary state of Bombay given by 
Dr. Hewlett. The paper was illustrated by a large number of 
drawings, so characteristic that they ahnost told the tale of the 
paper by themselves. 

The visit to Harrogate was one of the greatest successes of 
the week. Over 100 of the members, including some of the 
most distinguished of them, who had been worldnghard aUthe 
previous days in the Council and at the sections, accepted the 
invitation to luncheon forwarded to them by their Medical 
brethren established at this place. "We started by a sx^ecial 
train about one o’clock, and, on our arrival, were met by Dr. 
De'ville, the genial and happy-looking secretary of the com¬ 
mittee, who delighted us all by his cordiality. He was abso¬ 
lutely ubiquitous, and, while evidently directing every detail, 
did so without fus.siness, and had a pleasant word for every 
one. Although most of us knew him only by name, we seemed 
to look upon him as an old friend. The gentry of the neigh¬ 
bourhood sent their carriages to meet us at the station, and we 
were escorted to them through a vista of visitors and residents 
who had assembled to greet us. At the Queen’s Hotel, 
to which we were first driven, we were received and welcomed 
by Dr. Bennett, in whose name the in-ritation had been issued, 
and by the rest of the Medical men of the town. After a few 
minutes the carriages were again in reqmsitioix, and we were 
taken to see the lions. First we were driven to see the view of 
the town from an advantageous stand-x^oint near the observa¬ 
tory, and from thence we were taken to the several wells and 
pumxi-rooms, the unique spring of chloride of iron at the 
concert-room being particularly pointed out. These rooms were 
all severally decorated for our reception, residents, visitors, town 
commissioners, and Medical men all uniting their efforts to do 
honour to the Association, and to give x^leasnre to its represen¬ 
tatives. At 3 o’clock we sat down to a noble luncheon at the 
Queen’s Hotel, which, it was understood, was the expression 

of the welcome given by its host and hostess. Several toasts 
were drunk, and some good speeches made by Dr. Bennett, Dr. 
Badclifife Hall, Dr. Myrtle, and other Practitioners in Har¬ 
rogate. "We left about 5 o’clock, all highly delighted with our 
excursion, and especially carrying away with us a lasting 
recollection of the kindness and good fellowship so strongly 
stamped upon the events of the day. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-«- 

ATTENDANCE OF MEDICAL OFFICERS AT THE 
ROYAL ALBERT HOSPITAL, DEVONPORT. 

Letteii eeoh De. Feed. Row, and Messes. R. J. Laity, 

C. Bdlteel, and "W. P. Swain. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Our attention has just been di’awn to the eiddence given 
by Mr. "VV. Gr. Romaine, late Secretary to the Admiralty, before 
the Select Committee of the House of Commons on the Con¬ 
tagious Diseases Act, 1866, wherein he states (page 46, 
Answer 905, compared with page 47, Answer 914) “that the 
Medical Officers of the Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport, 
visit their patients only once a week, and that vei'y often in 
consequence a patient is kept longer in Hospital than is neces¬ 
sary.” "VVe are of course quite unaware of the source of Mr. 
Romaine’s information, but we lose no time in expressing our 
surprise that statements should have been made so entirely at 
variance with fact. The patients are visited daily by the 
House-Surgeon, and always twice a week by the Surgeons of 
the Hospital, and oftener when required. It is impossible that 
patients can be kept longer than is necessary: the very oppo¬ 
site allegation has, in fact, reached us, and as Mr. Sloggett, 
the "Yisiting Surgeon, was in attendance on the Committee, we 
presume that he was absent when those statements were made, 
or he would certainly have contradicted them. 

"VVe trust Mr. Romaine will furnish us with his authority for 
the above statements, the more especially as he appears anxious, 
by Answer 905, to supersede the present staff of our Lock 
Hospital, or place them under the supervision of a Medical 
officer paid by the Admiralty. We are, &c. 

Feed. Row, M.D. 
R. J. Laity, M.R.C.S. 

. C. Bulteel, F.R.C.S. 
W. P. Swain, F.R.C.S. 

Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport, July 29. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Last night I was present at the annual dinner of “ the 
Poor-law Medical Officers’ Association.” I had travelled a 
long distance in order to be present on the occasion. Nothing 
could have been more gratifying than the proceeding, with 
one, to my mind, lamentable exception. Late in the evening 
the toast of “ The Press ” was proposed in very eulogistic terms 
by the President. The toast elicited great applause, but I was 
grieved, as were many of those about me, to listen to the 
responses of two out of the three gentlemen whose names were 
associated with the toast. Sir John Gray, the veteran reformer, 
and the staunch, eloquent, and able advocate of the rights of 
his brethren, was manly and to the purpose. The two gentle¬ 
men who followed him, though men of position and character, 
replied, not on behalf of the press, but confined their observa¬ 
tions to praising up the merits of a Medical journal with which 
they are connected. Not one syllable was said by the proposer 
of the toast, or by those who responded to it, of yourself or of 
your contemporaries, with the exception to which I have 
alluded. Surely this was a mistake. Sir; it is scarcely pos¬ 
sible to conceive that it was a premeditated insult. The 
veteran Brady, in one of the most remarkably effective 
speeches I ever heard, insisted upon the necessity of unity 
and union amongst Poor-law Medical officers to carry 
out the reforms which are required. It seemed strange to me 
that immediately after this eloquent address the President, who 
proposed “ The Press,” and the two gentlemen who re.sponded to 
that toast, appeared at least to ignore that unity and union of 
action. If they had forgotten your earnest and constant 
labour in our cause, I had not. The Medical Times and Gazette, 
if not so loud and sensational in its demonstrations in our 
support, has been at least as effective as those of any other 
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journal. Moreover, I am a member of the British Medical 
Association. I felt, as a member of that body, personally 
insulted that no reference was made to the benefits conferred 
upon Poor-law Surgeons by that Association, and by the 
journal which is the recognised exponent of the opinions of 
the Association. When, Sir, are these little jealousies and 
unseemly squabbles to cease ? I, for one, shall retire from the 
Poor-law Medical Officers’ Association in disgust if at the next 
anniversary meeting I shall be compelled to listen to tawdry 
speeches which arc framed upon the principle of “ Caw me 
and I’ll caw you.” I am, &c. 

A Country Poor-law Surgeon. 

TI-IE POOE-LAW BOAED AND THE LICENCE OF 
THE EOYAL COLLEOE OF PHYSICIANS. 

We have been requested to publish the following letter :— 

Poor-law Board, Whitehall, S.W., July 16, 1869. 
SE,—^I am directed by the Poor-law Board to acknowledge 

the receipt of your letter of the 7th inst., in which you transmit, 
for their information, a copy of the form of licence to be 
granted henceforth by the Eoyal College of Physicians, London. 

I am directed to state that the Board will in future 
recognise the licence in question as conferring the idght to 
practise both Medicine and Surgery, and thus rendermg the 
holder of such hcence legally qualified for the office of Medical 
officer under the regulations of the Board. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
Arthur W. Peel, Secretary. 

Henry A. Pitman, Esq., M.D., Eegistrar, 
Eoyal College of Physicians, Pall-mall East, S.W. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 
-<«•- 

CHOCOLATE FEOM COPENHAGEN. 

{ManufaeUired by Christian F. Fiehlet, Copenhagen. Imported 
by A. Borgen and Co., 142, New Bond-street, London, JF.) 

This new specimen of chocolate is an additional proof, if any 
were needed, of the increasing taste for this very wholesome 
and nutritious beverage. It is clear that the Scandinavians 
are not beliind the rest of the world in_ their manufacturing 
skill. We believe this chocolate to be pure, unmixed with 
aught save sugar, and nicely aromatised; and people who want 
a good substantial breakfast, and who are wise enough betimes 
not to enslave their stomachs to the teapot, will do well to try 
the product of Mr. Kehlet’s factory. It is not extravagant in 
price. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
■-—♦- 

Univebsity of Londok.—The following are lists of 
the candidates who have passed the recent examinations in 
Arts and Science :— 

First B.Sc. Examination. 
First Division. 

Aveling, Edward Bibbins, University College. 
Ball, Walter Wm. Bouse (First B.A.), University College. 
Bott, Henry Septimus, Owens College. 
Clowes, Frank, Eoyal College of Chemistry, and private study. 
Elwes, John Wilham, King’s College. ^ 
Harding, Thomas Olver, B.A., University College. 
Hartog, Marcus Manuel, University College. 
Hodson, Charles William, Chester College. 
Leos David Bridge, B.A. Camb., Owens and Trinity CoBege, Cambrido'e 
Eoutledge, Eobert, Owens College. ° 

Second Division. 
Jameson, Hampden Gurney, University College. 
Osier, Sidney FoUett, University College. 
Bigg, Charles, Chester College. 
Roberts, Eobert Davies, University College. 

Pbblijiinary Scientific M.B. Examination. 
First Division. 

Ashby, Henry, Guy’s Hospital. 
Ball, Walter Wm. Bouse (Fh-st B.A.), University College. 
Bott, Henry Septimus, Owens College. 
Colgate, Henry, University College. 
Crocker, Henry Radcliffe, private study. 
Duncan, Peter Thomas, University College. 
Dyson, William, University and Wesley Colleges. 
Eastes, Thomas, Guy’s Hospital. 
Fennings, Allen, Charing-cross and St. Mary’s Hospitals. 
Hartog, Marcus Manuel, University College. 
Harvey, Charles William, University College. 

Houghton, Walter Benoni, University College. 
Hubbard, John Waddington (st. before 1839), St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Humphreys, Henry, University College. 
Rossiter, George Frederick, private tuition. 
Bussell, Ebenezer Geer, Guy’s Hospital. 
Schafer, Edward Albert, University College. 
Skerritt, Edward Markham, B.A., University College. 
Taylor, Herbert, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Whittle, Edward George, University College. 

Second Division. 
Appleyard, John, University College. 
Baily, Frederic William, King’s College. 
Bettany, George Thomas, Guy’s Hosiutal. 
Blake, Samuel Hahnemann, University College. 
Bomford, Gerald, King’s College. 
Branfoot, Henry Sejunour, Guy’s Hospital. 
Breeze, Richard Goodwin, University College. 
Browne, George Buckston, Owens and University Colleges. 
Coates, William Harrison, private tuition. 
Crespin, Edgar Reginald Legas-sicke, Guy’s Hosiiital. 
Dawes, Richard St. Mark, University College. 
Duncan, Andrew, King’s College. 
Dundas, George Albert, Guy’s Hospital. 
Erith, William Edward Norton, University College. 
Fu'th, Charles, Norfolk and Noi’wich Hospital. 
Gould, Alfred Pearce, University College. 
Hackman, Richard, St. Mary’s Hospital. 
Homan, George William, King’s College. 
Hope, Samuel Wilson, St. George’s Hospital. 
Jameson, Hampden Gm-ney, University College. 
Knox, David Neilson, M.A. Glasg., University of Glasgow. 
Lees, David Bridge, B.A. Camb., Owens and Trinity CoUege, Cambridge. 
M‘Cann, Thomas Anthony Aloysius, University College. 
Nicholson, Arthur, King’s College. 
Philpot, Joseph Henry, King’s College. 
Bat, Joseph Numa, King’s College. 
Roberts, Robert Davies, University College. 
Steil, George Robert, University College. 
Sturge, William Allen, General Hospital, Bristol. 

Eoyal College of Surgeons of Ekgland.—The 
following candidates, having undergone the necessary exami¬ 
nations, received their diplomas in Dental Surgery at a meeting 
of the Board of Examiners on the 4th inst.:— 

Baylis, George William, Cheltenham. 
Chisholm, William, Edinburgh. 
Tomes, Charles Sissimore, M.R.C.S. Eng., Cavendish-square. 
ScuUy, John, GrenviUe-street, Brunswick-square. 
Washbourn, Edward Norman, Southgate, Gloucester. 
White, Richard Wentworth, Norwich. 

Apothecaries’ Hall. — The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursdajq 
July 29, 1869 

Deshon, Frederick Peter, East Coulston, Wilts. 
GaitskeU, Edward Forbes, Streatham. 
PurceU, Edward Godfrey, HoUoway-road. 
Roberts, William Lloyd, Festiniog, N.W. 
Saunders, Heniy William, Oxford-street, London. 
Taylor, Frederic Eyres, Norwich. 
Thompson, William George Washington, Ballymoney, Ireland. 

As Assistants in compounding and dispensing medicines :— 
Hemingway, Walter, Portman-street, W. 
Rooke, James Henry, Swansea. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
Fu’st Examination:— 

Carter, Alfred Henry, University CoUege. 
Duke, David, Guy’s Hospital. 
Evans, Alfred Henry, Guy’s Hospital. 
Fendick, Thomas Rowing, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Herman, George Ernest, London Hospital. 
Jolmson, Charles Hargett, HuU. 
Kay, Thomas Valentine, Liverpool. 
Newton, Charles John, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
NichoUs, Howard H. J., Guy’s Hospital. 
Stedman, Frederick, University CoUege. 
Turner, Henry Crockford, Guy’s Hospital. 
Vickers, Charles William, London Hospital. 
Waiburton, Edmimd Samuel, Liverpool. 
WUson, George, University College. 

IkHLITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

War Office.—The foUowing appointments have been made :—7th Dragoon 
Guards : Surgeon Andrew Knox Richards, from 87th Foot, to be Surgeon, 
vice Surgeon-Major Robert MarshaU Allen, who retires upon half-pay. 
17th Foot : Surgeon William James Ingham, from the G4thFoot, to be 
Surgeon, vice Francis OdeU, who exchanges. 63rd Foot: Surgeon Philip 
Henry Eustace Cross, from half-pay, late 68th Foot, to be Surgeon, vice 
Eobert McNab, M.D., appointed to the Staff. 64th Foot: Surgeon 
Francis OdeU, from 17th Foot, to be Surgeon, vice William James 
Ingham, who exchanges. 87th Foot: Staff Sm-geon-Major Frederick 
Douglas, M.D., to be Surgeon, vice Sm’geon Andrew Knox Rickards, 
appointed to the 7 th Dragoon Guai-ds. Medical Department: Siugeon 
Robert M‘Nab, M.D., from the 53rd Foot, to be Staff' Surgeon, vice Staff 
Sm-geon-Major Frederick Douglas, M.D., appointed to the 87th Foot. 
Staff Surgeon Emil Beoher, M.D., from half-pay, to be Staff’ Surgeon. 

BIRTHS. 

Asbuby.—On July 29, at Broxboume, Herts, the wife of C. J. Asbury, 
Surgeon, of a daughter. 
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Cooiin.r..—Oil August 1, at 30, Blanket-place, Newington, Ediiiljui'gli, the 
wife of Dr. J. O- Sinclair Coghill, F.R.C.P.E., of Shanghai, of a son. 

IIiMiLTON-.—On July 27, at 1, Prince’s-road, Liverpool, the wife of Rohert 
Hamilton, F.R.C.S., of a daughter. 

LiTHiM.—On August 4, at 17, Trumpington-street, Cambridge, the wife 
of P. Vv. Latham, Esq., M.D., Pillow of Downing College, of a son. 

Tiiiirsfif.i.d.—On July 29, at Leamington, the wife of T. ^V■. Thm’sfleld, 
M.D., of Leamington, of a son. 

MARRIAGES. 

Bowm.in—Turley.—On July 29, at St. Paul’.®, Heme-liill, Surrey, Thomas 
WUliam, second son of the late Rev. John Bowman, vicar of Buttershaw, 
Yorkshire, to Isabella Rosa, youngest daughter of the late E. A. Tmdey, 
Esq.,M.D., of St. John’s, Worcester. 

BiiY.iN—Gillard.—On July 29, at All Saints’ Church, East Clevedon, 
Somerset, John Morgan Bryan, jun., E.sq., M.D., of Northampton, to 
Margaret Davis, only daughter of the late Lewis Gillard, E.sq. 

Ch AN'N'i.vc.—Bryant.—On July 21, at Trinity Chiu'oh, Boston, Ma.s3., IJ.S. A., 
Praneis Allston Channing, Fellow and Tutor of University College, 
Oxford, only son of the Rev. WiUiam Homy Channing, of Boston, and 
Ken.sington, London, to Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Henry Bryant, 
M.D., of Boston, Mass., U.S.A. 

Hewlett—Oakes.—On July 28, at St. Mary’s, Harrow-on-the-Hill, 
Riehard “Whitfield Hewlett, Esq., of Naplc.s, M.D., second surviving son 
of Thomas Hewlett, Esq., to Emily Mary Chaidottc, third daughter of the 
late Richard Montague Oakes, Lieut.-Col. H.M.’a 1st Life Guards, of 
Elmsfield, Harrow. 

Hoare—Tovey.—On August 3, at St. Matthews, Duddeston, Birmingham, 
by the Rev. F. Smith, assisted by the Rev. Jno. Swann, Reginald Ratcliff 
Hoare, Surgeon, only son of Wm. Hoare, Esq., M.R.C.S., to Amy Jane, 
third daughter of the late Clias. Tovey, Esq., of Abbey-place, Pershore. 

Tywell—Dodd.—On July 29, at St. Mary’s, Lambeth, William Hodgson 
Pywell, M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. Ed., to Agnes, youngest daughter of 
E. Dodd, Esq., M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., of Westminster Bridge-road, 
Lambeth. 

Snape—Nash.—On August 3, at St. Mary’s, Beaumaris, by the Rev. John 
Williams, rector, George Henry Snape, M.R.C.S., of Liverpool, to Jrtlia 
Carolirre, eldest daughter of J. G. Nash, F.R.C.S., of Cheltenham, late 
J.P. and Colorrial Surgeon, South Australia. 

Wells—RrNO.—On Jrrly 24, at Cliftorr, William Howley, eldest son of the 
Rev. F. B. Wells,rector of Woodchurch, Kent, to Ann Maria, daughter 
of the late Dr. Ring, R.N. 

WiNTERBOTttAM—LEONARD.—On August 3, at Clifton, by the Rev. D. 
Thomas, Lauriston Winterbotham, of Arundel House, Bays-hiU, Chel¬ 
tenham, Sur-geon, to Selina, daughter of the late Solomon Leonard, 
E.sq., of Buokingham-villas, Clifton. 

DEATHS. 

Milner, Mary Ierne, wife of Charles Milner, Esq., M.D., and daughter 
of the late General Ready, Gover-nor of the Isle of Man, at Tubingen, 
in Wiir-temburg, on August 2. 

Wheei.er, Lowe, Esq., M.R.C.S., at his residence, Lionel-villa, Overton- 
road, Brixton, on July 31, in the 72nd year of his age. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the natme of the office vacant, the qualifications 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application shordd be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Bournehouth General Dispensary.—Ee.sident Surgeon. Candidates 
must be registered, and must possess a qualification in Medicine as well 
as Surgery. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., to be sent, under seal, to the 
President of the Bom-nemouth Dispensary on or before September 9. 

Isle of Man HosprTAL and Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer. In¬ 
formation maybe obtained by appljung to the Hon. Sec., Mr. John 
Moore, to whom testimonials must be sent on or before August 11. 

Kent and Canterbury Hospital.—Assistant House-Surgeon and Dis¬ 
penser ; must be legally qualified to practise under the Medical Act of 
1868, and be unman-ied and not more than 40 years of age. Applications 
and testimonials to Thomas Southee, E.sq., Secretary, on or before 
August 27, election the same day. 

Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, City-road.—Physician; 
must be F. or M.R.C.P. Eng. Applications and testimonials to Charles 
L. Kemp, Esq., Sec., on or before August 23, election on Sex)tember7. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*,* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
Braintree Union.—Mr. Henry J. Shirley has resigned the Finchingfield 

Disirict; area 8387; population 2441 ; salary £50 per annum. 
Kingshridge Union.—Mr. R. C. Wallace has resigned the Sev'enth Dis¬ 

trict ; area 16,203; population 3,587 ; salary, £56 10s. per annrmr. 
Prescot Union.—Mr. John Rayner has resigned the Pr-escotDistrict; area 

.5679; population 12,374; salary £.55 per annum; and the Workhouse; 
ealary £60 per armum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Oranbrook Union.—Henry B. Wood, M.D. St. And., M.R.C.S. Eng., 
L.S.A., to the Fr-ittenden Di.str-ict. 

Knighton Union.—Henry O. Brovnr, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the 
Knighton District. 

Monmouth Union.—GeorgeMayon, M.D. St. And., M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., 
ito the TreUeek District. 

Jiipon Union.—Edward Smith, B.M. andM.C. Glas., to the Thir’dDistrict. 

Dr. Skinner, of Liverpool, lias been elected a Cor- 
re.spouding' Member of tlie Gynsecolo^ical Society of Boston, 
U.S.A. 

Royal College of Physicians of London.—The 
following is the list of College officers nominated by the Council 
and elected by tlie College on July 29, 1869 :—Censors : Edmund 
Lloyd Birkett, M.D.; Heniy William Fuller, M.D. ; Andrew 
Whyte Barclay, M.D. ; Edward Henry Sieveking, M.D. Trea¬ 
surer : Frederic John Farre, M.D. Registrar : Henry Alfred 
Pitman, M.D. Librarian : William Munlc, M.D. Examiners : 
Anatomy and Physiology, Henry Hyde Salter, M.D. ; John 
Syer Bristowe, M.D. Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Prac¬ 
tical Pharmacy, Samuel Osbonie Habershon, M.D.; William 
Odling, M.B. Medical Anatomy and the Principles and Prac¬ 
tice of Medicine, George Owen Rees, M.D ; Patrick Black, 
M.D. Midwifery and the Diseases peculiar to Women, Robert 
Barnes, M.D.; William Overend Priestley, M.D. Surgical 
Anatomy and the Principles and Practice of Surgery, Thomas 
Blizard Curling, F.R.C.S.; Timothy|,Holmes, F.R.C.S. Curators 
of the Museum : Frederic John Farre, M.D. ; Thomas BeviU 
Peacock, M.D. ; William Wegg, M.D.; Francis Sibson, M.D. 
The following is the list of Members nominated by the Council 
and elected Fellows by the College on July 29, 1869:—John 
Thomas Arhdge, M.B. Univ. Lond., Newcastle-under-Lyme ; 
John Cockle, M.D. Univ. R. College Aberd., 13, Brook-street, 
London; Matthew Alexander Eason Wilkinson, M.D. Univ. 
Edin., Manchester ; John Langdon Haydon Down, M.D. Univ. 
Lond., 39, Welbeck-street, London; William Alexander, M.D. 
Univ. Edin., Halifax; William Henry Ransom, M.D. Univ. 
Lond., Nottingham; Owen Daly, M.D. Univ. Dub., Hull; 
Henry Day, M.D. Univ. St. And., Stafford; George Fielding 
Blandford, M.B. Univ. Oxfd., 3, Clarges-street, London ; Henry 
Maudsley, M.D. Univ. Lond., 38, Queen Anne-street, London; 
William Henry Broadbent, M.D. Univ. Lond., 23, Upper 
Seymoirr-street, London. Members: James Watt Black, M.D., 
Univ. Edin., lo, Clarges-street, Piccadilly; Francis Cooke, M.D. 
Univ. Edin., Cheltenham; Thomas Trollope, M.D. Univ. Camb., 
St. Leonard’s-on-Sea. Licentiates : Thomas Holbein Hendley, 
Charlton, Kent; Urban Pritchard, 87, St. Paul’s-road, High¬ 
bury ; Arthur Henry Sandiland, Bicester. 

A Medical D.L.—The Daily News states that Mr. 
Brady, the member for Leitrim, has been appointed by the Earl 
of Hardwicke, Lord Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire, a deputy- 
lieutenant of that county, in which he has property. 

India.—By the last advices, it appears that cholera and 
small-pox were raging very severely in the Jubbulpore district. 
In the week ending June 12, there were 381 cases of smaU-pox 
and 37 deaths, 811 cases of cholera and 578 deaths. A cattle 
plag-ue was prevailing in some districts. 

Mauritius.—A correspondent writing from the Mau¬ 
ritius on July 1 informs us that there has been a great 
improvement in the health of the island, as compared with this 
time last year. The daily mortality of the civil population of 
Port Louis has fallen to about the ordinary average, and the 
general health and appearance of the troops have improved 
very much during the present cod weather. 

Testimonial to Mr. Angus.—On Tuesday evening, 
the 27th ult., the Court of Foresters, No. 1867, on the occasion 
of its twenty-fourth anniversary dinner, took the opportunity 
of marking its high sense of the indefatigable exertions exer¬ 
cised and skill displayed in its service by Mr. John Angus, of 
Frith-street, Soho, the respected Medical officer of the Strand 
Union, by presenting that gentleman with a testimonial—viz., a 
tea-urn, which we are assured is “ at once classical in design, 
commendable in execution, and characteristic of the kindly 
feelings intended to be conveyed by its presentation.” 

Presentation of a Testimonial.—On Tuesday even¬ 
ing the workmen of the Dockyard, Sheerness, presented Dr. 
R. T. C. Scott, R.N.,late Staff Surgeon of Sheerness Dockyard, 
with a testimonial, in the shape of a handsome silver salver and 
an address upon vellum, in recognition of the kindnef s with 
which both Dr. and Mrs. Scott have alleviated the sufferings of 
the sick families of the dockyard employes during a period of 
five years. The utmost enthusiam prevailed. Captain Miller, 
of H.M.S. Pembroke, speaking in the highest terms of tlie 
conduct of Dr. Scott during his long service of thirty-six years. 

The Times of July 30, which contained the list of new 
Fellows of the Royal College of Physicians, wherein not the 
least distinguished name is that of Dr. John Cockle, contains 
also the Gazette of Jrdy 29, in which is armounced that the 
Queen has been pleased to grant the dignity of Knight of the 
United Kingdom to James Cockle, Esq., Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court of the Colony of Queensland, a brother, we 
believe, of Dr. Cockle’s. The numerous Professional friends of 
Dr. Cockle will join us in congratulating him on the double 
honours thus associated with his name. 
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A MEETING of Medical men practising in and around 
Liverpool was held on Tuesday, the 2nd inst., in the largo 
theatre of the Medical Institution, for the purpose of con¬ 
sidering the question of club remuneration. Considering the 
unfavourable season—many Practitioners being aAvay from 
town—the attendance was large. The chair was occupied by 
Dr. B. Townson. A series of resolutions were introduced, and 
passed almost without modification, and with scarcely a dis¬ 
sentient voice, the substance of which was to express approval 
of the system of sick benefit societies, but disaf)proval of the 
present average remuneration of the Medical gentlemen 
attached to them. When the facts stated by Dr. Hill dming 
the meeting are considered—^viz., that in one club of 100 
members, the average duration of sickness per annum for each 
member was seven and a half days, that these members hved 
widely apart from each other, and that, in addition to those 
regularly retm-ned as sick, there were a number who called at 
the Medical man’s house and there received advice and medi¬ 
cine—the average payment of 3s. per member per annum does 
seem ludicrously insufficient. It was ultimately determined to 
suggest to aU the committees of sick benefit societies in and 
around Liverpool that on and after January 1, 1870, the 
minimum rate of remuneration for the Medical attendants of 
such societies should be 4s. Id. per member per anniun. What 
appeared to be a very reasonable proposition—viz., that 
of demanding a small fee from each applicant for admission 
who should be examined by the society’s doctor—was not 
carried, probably from a fear in some gentlemen’s minds of 
having to engage to take so small a sum as a shilhng. It was 
admitted by everybody, however, that the trouble of examining 
applicants ought not to be incurred without some remuneration, 
and it was therefore, after some discussion, determined that a 
fee in all such cases should be requested from the committees 
of the various clubs. The entire trouble of convening the 
above meeting, and collecting a great deal of information con¬ 
cerning its objects, was, we believe, voluntarily undertaken by 
Dr. Daniel W. Parsons, with a public spirit which, considering 
that he has no personal interest in clubs, cannot bo too highly 
commended. 

Trials for Child Murder and Concealment of 
Birth in Dorsetshire.—Amongst the trials at the late Dor¬ 
chester Assizes were some of a singular character. In one case 
of trial for concealment of birth, it seems that the child dropped 
into a privj^, and the prisoner was acquitted. In a second 
case a poor wretch was delivered of a triplet, one female, and 
two male children. She pleaded guilty, and said she did not 
know what she did, as she was in a very weak state at the time. 
She was sentenced to a month’s imprisonment. In a third case, 
on which we briefly commented last week, the unhappy mother 
had cut out the infant’s tongue. The main facts are comprised 
in the evidence given by Mr. W. Druitt, F.E.C.S., as follows :— 
“ I was sent for to examine the body of a male child, full 
grown. The lii’st thing that struck me was a cut in the right 
angle of the mouth, partly externally, and partly internally, 
made from the inside, about three-quarters of an inch long and 
half an inch wide; it Avas a gaping Avound, with the edges 
retracted. Passed my finger into the month and found the 
tongue entirely absent. Then examined the lower part of the 
face and passed my finger inside the jaw, and found it had 
been fractured in four places from Auolence on the outside ; the 
broken fragments of the bone protruded into the mouth, one in 
the centre, one on the right side, and two on the left side. 
The jaw might have been fractured with one blow, with not 
more than ordinary force, supposing the child to have been lying 
on its back. A simple fall would not have produced the injuries. 
Never saw a jaAV so injured, except from a g’un-shot wound. 
Observed tAA-o severe bruises on either side of the forehead, just 
above the eyes. Prom the appearance of the wounds I can swear 
that the child was alive when they were made; they would not 
have had the same appearancein a still-born child ora dead body. 
Passed my finger to the posterior part of the tlu’oat; found 
the tongue removed; there was some bloody serum. Desired 
the tongue to be searched for. The mouth Avas partially open. 
Handled the body, and found it in a state of rigor mortis ; the 
limbs had stiffened in a bent position ; a still-born child would 
not have that rigidity. Examined the umbihcal cord ; it was 
broken off about two inches from the body, and there was no 
bleeding. The appearance of the cut in the right side of the 
mouth alone would haA'e convinced me that the child was born 
alive, for unless the tissues had been living at the time, neither 
they nor the skin woidd have retracted one-tAventieth part In 
a still-born child the lips of the cut would have hung together; 
there is no retraction in a dead body. When I saw the tongue, 
I found it had been renioved Avith a clean cutting instrument, 

introduced at the left side, from left to right, Avith the right 
hand. A child may breathe, and yet not five separate from 
the mother. My opinion is that the cut could not liaA^e been 
made before the child left the mother; she could not have 
reached it to do it herself unless it had been fuUyborn. There 
must have been an independent fife.” The girl was found 
“Not Gruilty” of murder, but was sentenced to two years’ 
imprisonment with hard labour for concealing the birth. 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 
--o--- 

qiustionctlj muclj sljall harii mutly—J^acoi. 

Dr. E. 0. -will pardon us if Ave doubt the possibility of altering the moral 
and political natmes of man. 

H. D. T.—The President of the College of Surgeons is Mr. EdArard Coolc, 

of Guy’s Hospital, and the Vice-Presidents are IMi-. Samuel Solly, of 

St. Thomas’s Hospital, and Sir- 'William Fergusson, of King’s College. 

Dr. H., Liverpool.—Ish:. Jolin Simon, F.E.S., is the Medical Officer to the 

Privj' Council. The salary attached to the office, according to a “Blue 
Book,” is .il500 per annum. 

Tasmania.—'We are glad to inform you that the Council of the College of 

Surgeons has caused the name of the person to AAdiom you aUude to be 

removed from the list of Members, and the General Medical Council has 
removed or ayUI remove it from the Register “for infamous conduct.” 

Dr. van B., Southampton .—It is said that Van Roonhuysen reoonunended 
the Moxa as a remedy for the gout about 1662. Greatrakes, the rubber, 
appeared in London the folloAving year. 

Machaon.—T'he library and museum of the College of Surgeons are always 
closed dining the month of September. 

Beery Defence Fund. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDIC.A.L TIAIES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—The Committee Avill be obliged by the insertion of the following 
list of subscriptions Amount ah’eady acknoAvledged, £20 9s.; Dr. Morell 
Mackenzie, £1 Is.; John L. Davis, Esq., Notting-hill, 10s. Cd. ; W. F. 
Forajih, Esq., George-street, Hanover-square, £1 Is. 

Aug. 4. I am, ito. E. Sandavell, Hon. Sec. 

Simla.—Dt. De Renzy has issued a A'ery elaborate and able report on the 
present Avater supply of Simla, in Avhicli he sIioaa'S by analyses the very 
impure state of the present Avater supply, and points out the remedy or 
remedies. 

A British Mother displays good sense and good taste in her letter to the 

editor of the Victor'ia Magazine (August number), entitled “A FeAv 
Thoughts on a recent ‘ Baby ShoAv.’ ” 

Omega will obtain the information he requires by referring to a very useful 
little work entitled “The Vaccination Acts,” by Mi-. Danby P. Fry. 

The London Mirror, in an article on “ Horses in Hot Weather,” suggests 
that the Roj^al Society for the Prevention of Craelty to Animals should 
take up the ciuestion of the treatment of horses who fall in the street 

from fits or exhaustion. That it should issue a few plain rules by which 

we should be infoi-med “ how to distinguish a fit from a mere slip or 
stumble when a horse is doAro, and what to do under the circumstances.”' 

This, when printed, “should be in the hands of every coachman, groom, 

cabman, and ostler in the Iringdom.” Looking at the gro.ss ignorance 

which prevails even amongst “ horsey ” men, Ave commend the suggestion 
of our contemporary to the Society. 

Mr. Clarke’s Professional Reaiixiscences. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—In answer to very numerous inquiries, Avill you allow me to state 
that I have endeavoured, in the articles I have communicated to vou, to 
make each one of them complete in itself 1 I have snatched a fcAA- hours 
from a laborious practice to Airite them. But I haA-e not forgotten my 
promise. I hope witliin the compass of the remaining portion of the pre¬ 
sent year to supply you with infoimation on the early history of Medical 
journalism. This Avill embrace original anecdotes of most of the celebrated 
Sui-geons and Physicians who AA-ere in practice fifty years since. The pub¬ 
lication of the lectures of Astley Cooper, Abernethy, and others will form 
a prominent feature in these contributions to the true hi.story of the Pro¬ 
fession. I must here, with your permission, once for all, express mj- regret 
that the personal pronoim “ I” is so often used by me. I cannot lielp it. 
Personal recollections and experiences would be nothing without it. 

I am, &c. J. F. Clarke. 

S'lr Dominic Corrigan and Foreign Degrees.—“A Graduate of the Univer¬ 

sity of Erlangen ” protests in the strongest terms (in terms far too strong 

for our pages) against the allegations made by Sir Dominic Coirigan in 

his late speeches in the Medical Council against the character of foreign 

universities. Such an egregious scandal as traffic in diplomas docs not, 

oin- correspondent assures us, exist in Continental universities, the 
doctorate in which can be obtained by no man—be his British or Irish 
qualifications what they may—without satisfactorily performing the 
regular written and oral exercises. Our correspondent assures us that 
these imputations are entirely unfounded, and raise the strongest feelings 
of sui-prise and disgust amongst the authorities of the universities 
aRuded to. 
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The name of the Eoyal personage who Tras so largely indebted 

to Mr. Keate was communicated by him to our contributor. It was 

obviously suppre.ssed in the “ Eeminisccnce.” There is no objection, 

however, to communicate it to our respected correspondent privately. 

^__-yyardrop, like Badclifle, was no courtier. He was once consulted by 

a nobleman who was celebrated for his gastronomic performances and 

the weakness of his intellect. “ I am in pain in my head and stomach,” 

.said the noble patient. “ Oh! ” said Wardrop, “ d——n your stomach, 

that is strong enough ; the weak part is the head.” 

The Lunacy Medical Service and the County Administration Bill. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

SiBj—^The question raised in your jom-nal as to the present status and 
future prospects of the Medical Practitioners in this branch of the public 
service is one of vital importance to them and to the Profession at large, 
fromwliich they are recruited. 

In 1857, on the occasion of the harsh removal of the Superintendent of 
the Bucks County Asylum, a vigorous but unsuccessful attempt to excite 
public sympathy on their behalf [vide\o\. hi. p. 180 of the Asylum Journal) 
failed in consequence of the Association addressing their grievance to the 
Lord Cliancellor, who may be considered as the incarnation of the spirit of 
the law, instead of to the House of Commons, the guardians of public 
justice. The profoimd discouragement e.xperienced at this time prevented 
further attempts at remonstrance on another occasion. The withdrawal of 
the County Administration Bill by Mr. Secretary Bruce, wherein infliction 
of penalties of dismissal without inquiry or appeal was confen-ed on a 
delegated committee from the guardians and the sessions, has given the 
Profession an opportunity of stating their claims to the attention of 
Government before it is reintroduced m the next Session of Parliament. 
The claims are, that these Medical men shall have the same rights confen-ed 
upon them as are possessed by other branches of the public service, Medical 
and general. The question, indeed, resolves itself into this : What con¬ 
stitutes an officer if he has no more rights than an ordinary servant 1 The 
powers of the Lunatic Asylums Act make no distinction between these two 
classes, and the attention of the various Medical corporations ought to be 
directed to this long-neglected point of law. The Medico-Psychological 
Association includes a greater proportion of persons interested in its solu¬ 
tion, but the General Medical Council, the CoUege of Surgeons, and the 
British Medical Association are the proper parties to take up the question, 
representing, astheydo, the generalbody of Practitioners. Valuableassist- 
ance might also be rendered by the members of the new Medical Club. 
Powers of dismissal of the chief ofiicer without appeal to the Secretary of 
State ought not to be conferred on the new board of elected managers. 
Until the Profession have gained this right of appeal, nothing is obtained 
that may not be resumed at the caprice of a delegated local committee. 

London, July 30. I am, &c. A Late Assistant. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Hr. Lkared ; Mes.srs. Letts, Son, and Co.; Mr. T. Holmes ; Dr. Pitman; 
Dr. Bakeivell; Mr. J. Jackson; A Late Assistant ; M. A. B.; Dr. 
Edwards Crisp ; Mr. Lawson Tait ; Dr. C. P. Coombs ; Dr. E. O. 
Williams ; Dr. Arnold Pann ; Dr. Wilson Fox ; P. M. ; Mr. 
Trubner ; Dr. Skinner ; Dr. C. P. Taylor ; Mr. J. Hutchinson ; Dr. 
Lionels. Beale ; Mr. T. Bryant; Dr. T. E. Sandwell. 

BOOKS EECEIVED— 

Balfom-’s Fm-ther Observations on the Treatment of Anemism—Fiy’s 
Vaccination Acts—Practitioner,' No. 14—Richardson on the Detection 
of Red and White Corpuscles in Blood-Stains—Twenty-third Report 
of the Commissioners in Lunacy—Pharmaceutical Jom-nal, No. 122— 
Edinbm-gh Medical Joiu-nal, August—Fotherby’s Oration on Scientific 
Associations—Resolutions of the General Medical Council on State 
Medicine—Journal of the Scottish Meteorological Society, April—^Wliat 
is Matter ? By an Inner Templar—Brearey’s Medical Guide to Scarborough. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

New York Medical Gazette—Scotsman—Toronto Evening Tribune—Liver¬ 
pool Daily Post—^Harrogate Herald—^Medical Press and Circular. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, July 31, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 

Births of Boys, 1066 ; Girls, 1076; Total, 2142. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1909'5. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 863 783 1646 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 774-7 729-6 1504-3 
Average coirected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

... 1654 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS EROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

AVhoop- 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

AVest . 463388 6 3 7 1 65 
North . 618210 2 4 21 11 19 106 
Central 378058 3 16 8 6 33 
East . 571158 , . . 8 31 1 25 13 90 
Soutli . 773175 2 12 17 2 16 5 90 

Total . 2803989 4 33 88 3 67 44 384 

METEOROLOar. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 
Mean height of barometer.29'786 in. 
Mean temperature.64'0 
Highest point of thermometer.79'8 
Lowest point of thermometer.49-7 
Mean dew-point temperature.56*4 
General direction of wind.S.W. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.0-41 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, July 31, 1869, in the 
following large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2142 1462 1646 79-8 49-7 64-0 0-41 41 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 100 76 *68 74-9 46-2 61-4 0-38 38 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 183 175 151 75-9 47-4 60-6 0-60 61 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 346 295 352 71-0 48-0 59-5 0-28 28 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 237 210 *262 76-0 46-0 GO-1 0-57 68 
Salford (Borbugh) . 119350 23-1 92 60 62 74-7 44-0 59-6 0-60 61 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752 10'5 170 126 115 77-0 44-5 61-1 0-09 9 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 74 71 68 73-9 48-5 61-0 0-20 20 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 201 129 146 77-0 46-0 61-9 0-35 35 
HuU (Borough) 126682 35-6 75 59 42 77-0 45-0 59-8 0-10 10 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 81 69 64 70-0 45-0 57-0 0-26 26 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002 40-2 120 86 70 70-7 44-0 57-6 0-70 71 
Glasgow (City) 458937 90-6 337 268 285 71-7 43-3 58-6 0-74 76 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 
Total of 14 large 

320762 32-9 155 158 122 72-2 43-0 59-8 0-39 39 

To-wns . 6546587 35-5 4313 3244 3453 79-8 43-0 60-1 0-40 40 
Paris (City) , 1889842 - . . 807 ... ... • •• 

Week 
ending Weekending July 24. 

(1863) July 24. : j 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... 1 ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29'786 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29'64 in. on Monday, July 26, to 29-94 in. on Friday, July 30. 

The general direction of the wind was S.W. 

Note.—^The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

■t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTIMENTS POE THE WEEK. 

August 7. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, % a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Free, IJ p.m. 

9. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Fi-ee Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 

p.m. 

10. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1^ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

11. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, 11 p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholome-w’s, 1^ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

12. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopeedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

13. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CHOCOL AT-ME N lER. 
(Manufactured only in Prance.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
, Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition^ 
!*iinadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIEP, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

Eetail by all respectable Houses. 

BOUDAULT’S PEPSINE. 
In 1854, after many experiments, PEPSINE was obtained in a pure state by M. BOTJDATJLT, Chemist, 

and Dr. L. Corvisart, Physician to the Emperor Napoleon III. 
Boudault’s PEPSINE was honoured with two Reports at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, and with having 

its formula inserted in the New French Pharmacopoeia. 
The International Jury of the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867, awarded to Boudault’s PEPSINE only 

Medal given for PEPSINE and its preparations. 
Boudault’s PEPSINE is the only one that has been furnished to the Hospitals in Paris since 1854. 

PEPSINE Wine, in bottles, 4/. Dose—a tablespoonful before each meal. 

PEPSINE Lozenges, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each meal. PEPSINE Pills, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each mea’. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE or Poudrc Nutrimentive. Dose—15 grains, sold in i oz. and ^ oz. bottles. 
r 

All the above Preparations are guaranteed to be genuine which bear the label and seal of the 

Sole Agent for Great Britain, PETER SQUIRE, 277, Oxford-street, London. 

international (JExljiijttion, 1.862.—Elje onlg Pri^e Jiletial 
VOE 

“WATER CUSHIONS AND BEDS” 
■WAS A'WAEDED TO 

W. HOOPER, 7, Pall Mall East, and 55, Grosvenor-street, liondon. 

Pull Length Water Mattress. 
In sending an order the Width of the Bedstead should he stated. 

USED BY 

THE EOYAL FAMILY 

AND ALL 

CLASSES OF INVALIDS. 

ALSO IN 

H.M. ARMY AND NAVY 

AND THE 

, INDIAN PRESIDENCIES. 

Circular Water Cushion, for sitting on. Crescent Water Cushion, for the Sacrum, 

HIjASTIC bags, for applying dry cold or dry heat, maintaining their elasticity under all temperatures, from zero to 212° Fahr. 

WATERPROOF SHEETS, INDIA-RUBBER URINALS, ENEMAS, &C. 
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OEIGINAL LECTUEES. 

-c—-— 

LECTUEES ON EXPEEIMENTAL AND 
PEACTICAL MEDICINE. 

By BENJAMIN W. RICHARDSON, M.D., E.R.S. 

ON FURTHER RESE.1RCH WITH THE LARGE 

INDUCTION COIL OF THE ROYAL POLYTECHNIC 

INSTITUTION, (a) 

Preliminary Notes. 

Gentlemen,—Before I proceed to any experimental illuistra- 

tion, permit me, in earnest but brief terms, to acknowledge the 

numerous communications, in the form of cases, references, 

pamphlets, and suggestive inquiries, which have been made to 

me on the subjects discussed in this part of our course. It 

would be an appropriation of my time I could not well afford, to 

answer every one of these communications in wi’itten detail, 

and I therefore take this opportunity publicly to thank the 

various writers, and to beg them to accept my regrets at being 

unable to command the leisure for framing in each case a reply. 

There is one particular subject towards which the minds of the 

majority of those who have communicated with me most dis¬ 

tinctly tend. I mean the relation of electrical phenomena to 

the phenomena of hfe. At some future day I will discuss this 

question at greater length. Now, I have a specific object 

before me—-that, viz., of questioning Nature by an instmment 

which imitates her ways, and of putting the replies she returns 

publicly forward by direct demonstration—so that I cannot give 

to the question the attention it demands. 

In a sentence or two I may, nevertheless, touch on one or 

two points, reiieating- perhaps much that I said in the Lett- 

somian course of Lectures on Life delivered in 1860, but speak¬ 

ing with a better knowledge, and aiming, as preliminary to 

a more definite study of principles, to bring the mind back 

to the first or elementary parts of the subject. 

And first, I would observ’-e that whoever may endeavour to 
construct a purely electrical theory of hfe, must fail, because 
he will be trying to construct on too exclusive and too narrow 
a basis. It was by reason of this that the works of Galvani 
himself, great as they were, lost their hold. The truth is that 
the animal body in its material part is physically adapted, 
during life, for the reception and utihsation of force in any 
and aU of its manifestations. When a musical strain reaches 
the brain through the ear; when a horse is puUed up by its 
rider ; when an animal is felled by a blow, we have mechanical 
acts which, though different in mode and effect, are in their 
way equivalents of electric excitations or electrical shocks. The 
same holds true in respect to effects of light and of heat. 

The simplest view to take is that the material part of the 
body, in its ultimate divisions, is charged with a common and 
universal, though not in aH parts equally distributed, elastic and 
subtle medium, which force of any land can set in undulation. 
Whether this refined metlitun be an atmosphere surrounding 
the elementary forms of matter, whether it be a product of 
change of matter, or whether it be itself a representation of 
what is called force, Ave need not stay to inquire. It is suffi¬ 
cient for the moment to think of it as separating the material 
atomic parts, as controlling their cohesion, and as affording 
in them the conditions for motion. 

With this idea before us—the idea of material substance, in 
fine subdivision, and held, separated and mobile, by a refined 
elastic medium, a medium to be compared only-with a gas of in¬ 
comparable lightness—we may presume that either the com¬ 
munication or withdrawal of force, of heat, electricity, light, 
or motion, will disturb the pre\dously existing conditions of 
matter by the influence exerted on the medium surrounding 
the matter. The addition of force will separate or rend. The 
Avithdrawal will induce to repose or rest. Wo can see further 
that electrical force can at most be oidy one form of force con¬ 
cerned in living action. ; 

a would remark, in the second place, that, presuming there 
be in the animal organism development of electrical action—and 

(a) Delivered at the Royal Polytechnic Institution on Tuesday, June 22. 

VoL. II. 1869. No. 998. 

truly, though we have not yet directly proved this belief, there is 
much in favour of it—presuming there be such development of 
action, it is an entire fallacy to assume that the mechanisms or 
means at work for the action are confined to the nervous system. 
To suppose the nervous system an electrical apparatus in itself, 
with centres like batteries and nerves like cords, must be error. 
If there be an apparatus, the body altogether is the apparatus, 
and the nervous system is a part oidy—a part as distinct in the 
body as the secondary wire in this coil. Neither can there be 
any difference of function between nerve and brain, for the one 
is but the extension of the other; neither can there be any 
current along nerves in the presence of a column of healthy 
blood holding all parts together and coniieeting the nervous 
system with all parts. 

Lastly, I would repeat what I tried to prove in the Lett- 
somian course, that the nervous system is one great eentre, 
every point of Avliich is itself a centre ; that—as I have shown 
over and over again by experiment—the process of arresting- 
nervous function in any part of the system is confined to the 
part operated upon ; and that from no one point of the nervous 
substance can the whole of the nervous matter be charged with, 
or deprived of, force. 

There is another topic on which I must for a moment dwell 
I mean the analogy between violent electrical shocks and sun 
shocks and simple mechanical concussions, in respect to the 
unconsciousness produced by these agencies. Looldng upon 
eoncussion, however produced, as the same in effect as electrical 
concussion, it is natural that after a sufficient fall or blow 
there should be, as after electrical shock, complete unconscious¬ 
ness of the fact. I am indebted to Dr. Braxton Hicks, F.R.S., 
for the particulars of a striking illustration of this kind. A boy 
10 years old fell from a height of twelve feet on stone, striking 
the side of the head and face. He was rendered totally in¬ 
sensible, remained so for four days, and partially so for the 
remainder of the week. Gradually he improved, and in three 
weeks was able to eonverse a little, but on being told of the 
accident he had met with, such was his complete ignorance 
of it, he was greatly excited, not from knowing the truth, but 
from having heard what seemed to him an untruth, told by his 
parents. Immediately before his accident he had crossed a plank 
and fetched a bii-d’s egg which he had discovered, and he wae 
about to recross the plank when he fell. As he recovered he 
gradually recollected up to the time he was going to return 
across the plank, but has even now no consciousness of any- 
tliing more. The fall itself and a moment or tAVO preceding 
it remain a perfect blank. 

In this experience we have presented to us the same pheno¬ 
mena in respect to sensation as we have seen from electrical and 
lightning shock, and the identity of physical cause is well 
exhibited. The facts in both classes of cases open, as Dr. 
Hicks suggests, the question—How long must a fact have oc¬ 
curred to xiroduce such an impression on the mind that it shall 
be retained in the memory ? 

And, indeed, they open up to my own mind another question 
very practical in its nature, to which I hope to ask your atten¬ 
tion again at an early jieriod. I feel that our knowledge here may 
be applied to the further advancement of Surgical art, and that, 
taking advantage of velocity of action as opposed to recognition 
and fixity of mental impression, I may be able to construct a 
cutting instrument which shall act Avith such velocity, it shall 
not register the impression of its work in the mind. I have 
the design for .such an instrument in hand. 

Additional Note on Marks left on the Body after 

Death by Lightning. 

Passing from what is as yet in the domain of the speculative, 
I should like, in the first place, to add a fact relative to the 
marks whicli may be left on the body indicating that lightning 
has made its way through metallic conductors. I described 
these marks in my last lecture—impressions, that is to say, of 
metaUic substances—as simple ecchymoses or bi-uises. In the 
majority of cases this is the fact, but since I made the state¬ 
ment I have been forced to the conclusion that the marks may be 
occasionally different from ecchymofses. Cases bearing every 
evidence of truth are on record in which something more than 
a bruise has marked the line of tlie natural electrical discharge 
along a metallic conductor. In these cases the fusion of the 
metal itself and the distribution of its particles in fine diAusion 
have left Avhat we may fairly call metallic inqn-essions on the 
surface of the body. Take, for instance, a case like the follow¬ 
ing, recorded in the Medical and Ph>jsicalJournaliov 1810. “ On 
June 1, 1809, a lady was struck by lightning at Bordeaux. 
She was not Idlled, recovered her voice in two hours, and her 
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rscollection in six hoixrs, but as is common, perhaps universal, 
in these cases of shock, had not the faintest remembrance of the 
iuj uiy that had befallen her. She ■wore at the time of the accident 
a chain of gold round her neck, wliich, says the report, was 
melted and oxided by the lightning. Her whole neck was 
covered by a black lace band. About her neck there were seven 
burns, resembling the marks produced by the application of a 
hot iron. Their surface was of a purple colour. A stripe 
passed in a zigzag direction from the left side of the bosom 
to the armpit of the same side, and there ended in a round 
spot equally purple. On the left arm was found a similar 
stripe, extending below the bend of the arm, where the part 
was covered by the clothing. The purple hue resembled a skin 
coloured by a solution of gold, and could only be ascribed to 
the oxide of that metal. The zigzag stripes indicated the 
passage of the lightning, conducted by the gold, which was 
melted and oxided in its j)assage. The round spot which ter¬ 
minates the stripe at the armpit would seem to have been occa¬ 
sioned by a longer continuance of the gold and of the fulminating 
agent iipon that part.” 

This case seems of itself sufficiently conclusive of the possi¬ 
bility of metallic staining of the surface of the body. Experi¬ 
ment supports the evidence. Mr. Pepper has a beautiful 
demonstration bearing on this point, which he will be so good 
as to^show us. He lays across a board a length of fine gold wire, 
with a piece of white paper in contact. He discharges the 
Leyden battery through the wire, by which the metal is 
entirely distributed, yielding, we may say, a cloud of minute par¬ 
ticles, and leaving a deep mark across the iDaper. Pie changes 
the experiment by making silver wire take the place of the 
gold, and again the discharge is followed by dissipation of the 
metal, but with a differently coloured hne upon the paper. 

The same phenomenon may be produced by laying a chain of 
wire along the body of a narcotised animal, and discharging the 
battery through the wire. The animal will not die from the 
shock, though it may be stunned, but it will be marked, in the 
course of the wire, by a broad metallic hue. The Hne indicates 
neither a contusion nor a burn, but a stain—a stain so distinct 
that the nature of the metal may be told from it. Here is a 
white rabbit on which a line of gold has thus been struck. 
The mark extends down to the skin, and the light purple tinge 
is most distinct; but, beyond the stain, there is no injury of 
the animal structures. In order that the metalHc mark, as 
distinct either from ecchymosis or brum, should be developed on 
the body, two conditions must coexist. The metaUic conductor 
must be sufficiently fine to offer resistance to the electrical 
current, and the electrical current itself must be an accumu¬ 
lative discharge of moderately low tension. That flaming 
discharge which resembles so closely sheet Hghtning does not 
produce the effect, although it will produce a burn, and the 
tense discharge which we obtain from the j ars in cascade AviU 
not produce the effect. We require, in fact, the discharge from 
the ordinary Leyden battery, and that of sufficient power in 
regard to the wire to cause fusion of the wire. In my first 
experiments I used a wire that was too thick, and 
which conducted the current too readily, and so I failed to 
obtain the result looked for; and, in cases of Hghtning- 
stroke where the metalHc substance worn on the surface 
of the body is thick, nothing more than simple bum 
or bruise may occur. But where a thin metalHc chain is worn, 
as in the case of the lady at Bordeaux, the resistance to Hght¬ 
ning shock, of the character described, may be quite sufficient 
to lead to fusion of metal, and to the phenomenon of metaUic 
marks on the surface of the body. It is possible, indeed, that 
the character of the metalHc substance which has been worn— 
whether, for instance, it were gold or silver—might be determined 
by the colour of the impression left on a body—a diagnosis, 
in a Medico-legal point of view, which might prove of the 
utmost importance. 

On Conduction by Animal Fluids. 

On the last occasion, at the close of my lecture, I iUustrated 
by a very simple means the capacity for conduction of elec¬ 
tricity possessed by some animal structures. I compared 
the spinal cord with blood, blood with water, and so on, 
iUustrating in the end the general truth that in the animal 
body blood is the most perfect conductor. I have since carried 
this Hne of research out further, instituting comparisons 
between the different parts of blood itself, and between specimens 
of the same blood holding different agents. The results are 
most interesting, and I proceed to bring them before you on 
the same approximate scale as before. With this object, I 
take up a series of tubes of glass, aU of the same length, all of 
the same diameter of bore, all insulated at their ends in the 

same way, and armed at each end with a similar piece of con¬ 
ducting wire. Each tube is filled completely with the substance 
the conducting power of which is to be tested. I wiU take 
np tube No. 1 which is filled with perfectly fresh defibrinated 
blood, having a specific gravity of 1058. I wiU connect this 
tube with a Gassiott’s vacuum cascade by one of its conducting 
ends, while I carry the opposite end so as to bring it into con¬ 
nexion with the positive pole of the coil; next I will connect the 
cascade with the negative pole of the coil. Thus the column 
or cord of blood, which is precisely 20 inches long by the sixth 
of an inch thick, forms part of the circuit from the positive pole, 
through the vacuum chamber, to the negative pole. I wiU 
now make a discharge through the blood, when you wiU see the 
beautiful Hght in the vacuum apparatus flowing over the glass 
which is contained within, and producing what is called the 
cascade of Hght. Next, for comparison’s sake, I will set up 
another of Gassiott’s apparatus, and wiU connect it with the 
two poles as before by a new conductor, which in this case 
shaU be copper wire throughout. Now you will see, when the 
discharge is made, that the Hght appears only in the vacuum 
connected with the copper wire. The discharge had another 
route—viz., through the column of blood and the other vacuum, 
but it has preferentially taken the course of the copper, which 
is a better conductor. Again we will remove the copper wire, 
and, leaving the blood as before, wUl place a wire of lead in 
the place of the copper wire. The current, you observe, again 
prefers the course by the metalHc wire; the vase connected 
with the coil by the column of blood is not illumined. From 
these observations we wiU, if you please, pass to others relating 
to blooditself as a conductor under varying states and conditions. 

Diluted Blood.—Keeping the standard of natural blood in its 
place, we wiU put a column of diluted blood in the po.sition 
lately occupied by the metalHc conductor. The blood has been 
diluted with distilled water to the extent of 60 per cent. You 
wiU see now that the standard specimen, the natural blood, is 
preferentiaUy selected as the conductor. The vase connected 
with the coil by the diluted blood is perfectly dark; the vase 
connected by the Hne of natural blood is brHHantly iUumined. 

Condensed Blood.—We wiU remove the column of diluted 
blood and replace it by a column of condensed blood. The 
blood has been condensed by a process of very gentle 
evaporation of blood clot until half the weight has been re¬ 
moved, by loss of water. The mass thus left is an iron-coloured 
soft paste. As the serum and the salts of the serum have been 
largely removed by the spontaneous separation which attends 
coagulation, the mass is composed in great part of blood cor¬ 
puscles and fibrine. You wiU see that this condensed blood 
when it is tested as a conductor by the side of the natural blood 
takes all the conduction. The vase connected with the coil by 
the ordinary blood is quite dark ; the vase connected with the 
condensed blood is brilliantly Hlumined. 

The temptation is great to rest at this observation, and 
connect the facts we have seen with some of the facts we see 
in the course of disease, and with other facts which we have 
studied in experiments on the addition of water to and the 
removal of water from the blood of Hving animals. You wiH 
recaU, or some of you will, how, when once I introduced into 
the blood of animals excess of water, there foUowed a complete 
passiveness of musenlar action, a drowning, as it were, of 
muscular power; while, when once I removed water from the 
blood by introducing saline solutions into the ca-vities, there 
was instantly called forth convulsions almost tetanic in cha¬ 
racter. Again, we shall all recall the condition of the muscular 
power in cases of dropsy or extreme anaemia as compared with 
the condition in cases of cholera ; and from these and other 
observations we might be induced to inquire what the state 
of the blood in regard to fluidity or condensation during Hfe 
has to do with its capacity as a conductor of force. But this 
field of inquiry is too new and too vast to be entered upon at 
the present moment. 

Blood treated with various Agents.—I thought it would be 
worth the labour to try if, on the addition of some powerfid and 
well-known agents to natural blood, the conducting power 
would be increased or decreased, and with this object in view I 
have made columns of blood containing chloroform, ether, 
alcohol, strychnia, quinine, morphia, nicotine, and hydrocyanic 
acid. Our standard of blood is by this time, owing to the 
many discharges which have been passed through it, losing its 
power to conduct, it contains some free gas ; but I wiU, 
nevertheless, try one or two other tubes by the side of it. I 
wiU put in a tube containing five parts of choloroform to 
ninety-five of blood ; the natural blood in this case carries nearly 
aU the current. The same is the case when I exchange the 
blood holding chloroform for blood saturated with ether or for 
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blood holding s^oth part of nicotine. Blood holding 10 per 
cent, of alcohol conducts, as you see, well. Blood holding 3 Jctii 
part of strychnia is now doubtful, but when our standard 
specimen of blood was fresh, it conducted better than at 
present, and there was a difference in favour of its conduction. 
I will devise a plan, based on this preliminary research, for 
determining these differences with more exactitude. Mean¬ 
while we may accept the general truth that conduction through 
blood is materially modified by various agents when they are 
present, even in small proportions, in the blood. 

The Effect of Electrical Discharge on the Colour of 

Blood. 

I have observed in all the animals that have been IdUed by 
the electrical discharge and by every form of the discharge 
that the blood is rendered darker in colour; the same rule 
holds good if newly drawn blood be subjected to the discharge 
.—that is to say, if the blood be made a conductor. To show 
this, I fill a glass tube with blood newly drawn and thoroughly 
well oxidised, so that it |possesses a brilliant red arterial hue. 
Now, if through this blood I pass the discharge from the coil, 
there will be the change in colour to which I have referred, as 
you will see. In so far as colour is concerned, we have by this 
process transformed arterial into venous blood. If I go a step 
further, and drive this blood into a little reservoir of oxygen, 
and expose it freely to the gas, I restore the red colour. Again, 
passing the blood through the tube connected with the coil, and 
subjecting it to the discharge, I make it once more venous 
in appearance, and this process I could repeat a considerable 
number of times, until, in fact—if means were taken for the 
due escape of the gases and water vapour evolved—the fluid 
were reduced to such consistency as to flow with difficulty, or 
until it underwent a kind of coagulation which would obstruct 
the current. 

This experiment, simple as it is, has the most curious bearing 
on the whole question of the difference of colour between 
venous and arterial blood. It shows that the electric dis¬ 
charge produces some chemical change which is afterwards 
rectified by simple exposure of the blood to oxygen, and by 
the absorption of the gas. The same change of colour of red 
blood is observed when the discharge passed through it is 
from the Leyden jar. 

Secondary Effects of Electrical Discharges on Animal 

Bodies. 

When animals have been exposed to powerful electrical dis¬ 
charges which have not been sufficient to kill, or when human 
beings have been exposed to lightning shocks and have not 
been killed, various secondary symptoms have been observed 
which deserve our notice. I would take the more prominent of 
these in detail. 

Fever of Reaction.—In some instances where the body has 
been struck by lightning with the production of severe 
external injury, recovery from the prostration has been followed 
by severe reactionary fever and delirium. My friend Mr. 
Erasmus Wilson has favoured me with an excellent illustration 
of this condition taken from iAie American Journal o f the Medical 
Sciences for April, 1869, the reporter being Dr. William 
Holton, of New Harmony, Indiana. According to this report 
a tree was struck with lightning on March 25, 1868. “ Erom 
the tree the shaft of electric fluid darted through the wall of a 
shed and lighted on the knot of hair at the back of a woman’s 
head, attracted by the hair-pins with which the knot was 
fastened ; it then passed on to an earring ; thence to the busk 
of her stays ; next it flashed along the wires of her crinoline to 
the steel clasp of her garter, and ultimately burst through the 
heel of one of her boots. In its course it made a semi-spiral 
turn, striking the left ear above, reaching the right leg by the 
intervention of the crinoline wires, and issuing through the 
heel of her right boot. The break of the current was in each 
instance accompanied by a burn of the skin; the first of these 
hums, and the most severe, occurred on the scalp, where the 
hair was singed; the second occupied the lobe of the ear ; the 
third, the upper part of the chest, which presented a blistered 
surface three inches in diameter, with a broad erythematous 
areola beyond; the fourth, which was next in severity to that 
of the head, was a foot in length, and extended from the left 
side of the abdomen to the pubes; the fifth was situated on the 
patella immediately above the garter buckle; and the sixth 
along the leg below the garter buckle, the intermediate space 
having escaped. Her clothing was a little burnt here and 
there, and the lower end of the steel busk and some of 
the crinoline-wires partially melted. After the shock, the 
woman, who was 61 years of age, and had been suffering 

previously from indigestion, vertigo, and numbness of her 
limbs, remained insensible for twenty minutes, uttering* an 
occasional groan. When consciousness returned, she stated 
that she had felt nothing at the time of the accident; but, on 
the recovery of her senses, she complaiued of nausea and 
oppression about the chest, which were relieved by vomiting. 
Her skin at this time was cold and clammy from perspiration, 
and her pulse extremely weak. Subsequently she was attacked 
vdth fever, accompanied with deliriiun, and not until the end 
of ten weeks was she reported as having recovered her usual 
strength, the burns being at the same time healed. At this 
time it is stated that ‘ she is quite cheerful, except when left 
alone, when she is disposed to sleep too much; a feeling of 
great lassitude announces to her the approach of a thunder¬ 
storm before its coming is perceived by others.’ ” “ The case,” 
adds Mr. Wilson, “ is one of deep interest in its illustration of the 
influence of nervmus shock, and its phenomena are most sug¬ 
gestive ;—for example, a concussion of the nervous system, 
the loss of consciousness, the sickness of the stomach, the 
oppression of the lungs, the prostration of the heart, the re¬ 
actionary fever, and last, but not least, the morbid sensitiveness 
of the nervous system to electrical impressions, enduring for a 
time, and probably for life. Is not this the oft-told tale of 
many of om* fevers ? ” 

A.poplexy.— Symptoms of a distinctly apoplectic character 
have been observed in the lower animals after the electrical 
shock, and also after lightning stroke in the human subject. I 
am indebted to my friend Mr. Streeter for reference to a purely 
typical case of this nature, reported by Dr. Alexander Macau¬ 
lay in the Transactions of the Medical and Clinical Society of 
Edinburgh for the year 1824. The facts narrated were observed 
by Macaul ay on the Coldstream East Indiaman, near the line, on 
April 16, 1812. The vessel was struck with two shocks of 
lightning at an interval of about fifteen seconds. The effect 
was terrible. The main topgallant sail was burnt, the main 
topgallant mast was shivered into splinters, the main topmast 
shivered, and pieces were driven out of the main mast six feet 
long*. Marks of fusion appeared on a brass pulley at the top of 
the mast. A Lascar was Mlled instantaneously, and his body 
showed no external mark. Another Lascar was rendered in¬ 
sensible, but recovered in a quarter of an hour, and three 
Englifshmen were severely injured. It was in one of these 
Englishmen the typical apoplexy was developed. The condition 
of this man was as follows;—His countenance was livid and 
bloated, his whole body was covered with a cold clammy sweat, 
his breathing was oppressed and stertorous, his pulse strong 
and full, and the powers of sense and voluntary motion sus¬ 
pended. The stupor and other urgent symptoms were removed 
by the abstraction of blood to the extent of fifty ounces, and 
the man recovered. During recovery he had much pain in the 

region of the liver. 
In these apoplectic cases we see the effect, in its fullest extent, 

of a discharge of quantity and low tension. Between this 
.shock by lightning and what is called sunstroke there is a dis¬ 
tinction, I had almost said, without a difference. 

Convulsions and Epilepsy.—Convulsive actions and epileptic or 
epileptiform seizures have been recorded as following upon 
lio-htning stroke. In the accident above mentioned two men 
who also were struck exhibited after-symptoms of this kind. 
One of these men had repeated and severe attacks of epilepsy, 
which were preceded by the idea of a figure coming towards 
him; the man was freely bled, and in two days the seizures 
ceased altogether, and did not return. It was, however, ob¬ 
served of him afterwards that when he took an excess of spirits 
the intoxication produced was loud and turbulent, unlike his 
former manner under similar circumstances. In the second 
case, a soldier of the St. Helena Regiment was seized after 
the shock with epilepsy, -without any peculiarity of the sym¬ 
ptoms, and the seizures recurred for several weeks. It was con¬ 
sidered they were prevented by venesection. This patient was 
said to have been subject to epilepsy, but during his voyage he 
had shown no sigra of the disease previous to the storm and the 
accident to which he was subjected by the lightning. Dr. 
Macaulay concludes his report of these cases by remarking-that 
two of the patients complained of pain in the region of the 

Raralysis.—Paralysis has been observed to follow boi/h elec¬ 
trical and lightning stroke. I have twice seen a tenipoiary 
paralysis in animals upon receiving the discharge, and it is 
worthy of remark that in these cases, as -weU as in cases where 
the shock has occurred from the lightning stro^, the hinder 
limbs have been those most distinctly affected. does not 
seem to be due to any localisation of the shock, for it may 
occur when the discharge is not directed through the hmbs at 
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all, blit tbroTigli tlie bead and tbe spinal coliunn. It is as 
though the lower part of the' cord had received a concussion. 
For a time there is an equal paralysis of sensation and motion, 
and during recovery sensation returns first. Of the mode 
in -which the electricity acts in producing the paralytic condi¬ 
tion I am unable to speak; indeed, I could not, and cannot, by 
any method so pass the current as to insure paralysis, nor could 
I, in any case -where an animal -was struck insensible by shock, 
predicate whether paralysis would or would not follow. A 
shock passed directly through a limb will produce a temporary 
rigidity of limb, and for some time an incapacity for move¬ 
ment ; but this is not paralysis in the strict sense of the -word, 
nor is it the condition of true paralysis I have spoken of above. 

It is an equally interesting and curious fact that paralysis as 
a pre-existing disease has been cured by lightning stroke. A 
good illustration of this kind v/as rcj)orted in the year 1803 to 
the great American Physician Pcnjamin Push, by Dr. Thomas 
Humphreys. In tliis case a lady, after severe chill from long- ex- 
posiu'e to intense cold, suffered from p-aralysis of both arms, which 
condition lasted three years. She was often electrified during- 
this period, biit -without benefit. In July, after rising from the 
dimier table about 3 p.m., just as she had reached the side of 
her bed, she fell across the bed to all appearance dead; but 
she gradually recovered, and after recovery suddenly discovered 
that she had entirely regained the use of her paralysed hands. 
Twenty years after this event she remained well, ha-ving had 
no return of the paralysis. 

Catalepsy.—The phenomena of catalepsy have been observed 
after lightning shock. I am indebted to my friend Mr. Pichard 
Pryer, of Piokwell, for having informed me of a case of this 
kind, and to my friend Dr. Jackson, of Somerby, for ha-ving- 
collected the facts, which are as follov.'s:—A man named 
Thomas Sharpe was driving across Grinsthorpe-park in a cai-t 
during- a severe storm. Tlie cart was struck by lightning, 
and two dogs in it were also struck, one being killed at once, 
the other blinded. The horse was struck not fatally at the 
time, but so severely that he died from what was called general 
wasting and weakness—a land of general paralysis, in fact— 
within a week after the accident. The cart was much damaged. 
It is dif8c-alt to determine whether Sharpe himself was ren¬ 
dered unconscious, for although ho was struck too, he managed 
to get to his home. He was extremely ill, was confined to his 
bed many weeks, became greatly emaciated, could not take 
food, and at last sank into the condition of catalepisy. In this 
state he was thought to be dead, -was laid out by two women, 
and was toUed for in due order. He stated to Mr. Fryer that 
he fancied he knew all that Avas going- on, but that he was 
quite unable to move until he heard vmices talking about his 
death, and distinguished the knell of the passing- bell. Then, 
•under the impression that he shoidd certainly be buried ahve, 
he made a great effort to move, and succeeded in mo-ving one 
of his thumbs. This act attracting the attention of the women 
who were laying him out, the process was stopped, he was 
treated as one still alive, and he gradually recovered, (b) 

During his convalescence Sharpe -was annoyed by a strong 
smell of sulphur, which seemed to come from his OAvn body. The 
symptom has been observ-ed in ether cases after lightning 
shock, and is detailed Avith much caro by Gaultier Claeibry, 
who experienced it himself, while recovering from lightning- 
shock, for sev^eral days. Claubry calls the odo'ar that of “ ejaz 
hydrogene sulfure," also hepatic odour and taste. He says it 
exhaled from the secretions of the alimentary canal, the skin, 
and the luine, and was almost intolerable. 

Blindness.— Bhndness has been observed to foUoAv both 
electrical shock and lightning shock. This fact was observed 
first by Priestley, after a discharge from sixty-two scjuare 
feet of coated glass throiigh a dog of the sixe of a common 
cur. The animal was struck through the head, all his limbs 
were extended, he fell backAvards, and lay Avithout any motion 
or sign of life for about a minute. Then folloAved convulsions, 
but not very violent, in all his hmbs, and after that a conAudsive 
respiration, attended with a small rattling- in the throat. In 
about four minutes from the time that he Avas struck he was 
able to move, though he did not offer to walk till about half an 
hour after, in all which time he kept discharging- a great Cj[uan- 
tity of salh-a, and there was also “ a great flux of rheum ” from 
his eyes, on which he kept putting his feet, though in other 
respects he lay pierfectly listless. He iieA-er opened Ids eyes all 

(b) Since tlie delivery of tliis lecture. Dr. "Winn and several other cor¬ 
respondents have directed my attention to the narrative in the “ Diary of 
a late Physician” of a similar case to that of Thomas Sharpe. I have 
since seen the distinguished and learned author of the “Diary,” Mr. 
warren, D.C.L., F.K.S., and am permitted to state from him.self that his 
narrative "was really founded on a fact related to him by Mrs. Wan'en, 

the evening in which he was sti-uck, and the next morning he 
•appeared to be quite blind, though seemingly well in every 
other respect. 

Having despatched the dog by shooting him through the 
hinder part of his head, Priestley examined one of his eyes 
(both of which had a uniform bluish cast, hke a film OA^er the 
pupil), and found all the three humours perfectly transparent 
and, as far as could be judged, in their right state; but the 
cornea was throughout white and opaque, hke a bit of gristle, 
and remarkably tliick. 

Before tliis experiment Priestley had imagined, he says, “ that 
animals struck by hghtning- had probably a yutta serena, on 
account of the concussion which is seemingly given to the 
nervous system by the electric shock; but this case Avms evi¬ 
dently an inflammation occasioned by the explosion being 
made so near the eyes, terminating in a species of the albugo. 
One of the eyes of this dog Avas affected a little more than the 
other, owing probably to the stroke being made a httlo nearer 
to one eye than to the other.” Priestley intended to direct 
the stroke about an inch aboA^e the eyes. 

The suspicion of the nature of the blindness thus expressed 
by the gveat physicist is, I haA^e no doubt, essentially correct; 
for this change of structm-e of the cornea can be produced on 
the eye of an animal recently dead. We will do the experi¬ 
ment on the eyes of a recently killed sheep -with the primary 
discharge from our coil. AVhen now we examine the eye, we 
find the change to opacity is instantaneously produced; and 
Priestley, though right in the main, erred, I think, in tracing 
the change to any after inflammatory process. The change 
seems to me to consist in the coagulation of the plasma of 
the cornea, and to take place between the conjunctHa and the 
middle elastic coat. Beyond this injury I can find, in these 
cases, no other changes. The aqueous humour, the crystalline 
lens, and the Autreous humour are uninjured. 

There is another form of blindness occurring occasionally in 
animals after shocks of gneat tension, in which there is no 
•visible cause for the phenomenon. The eye itself seem-s per¬ 
fect in all its parts, nor does any visible lesion occur in the 
optic nerve or the brain. I can attribute the injury, there¬ 
fore, to nothing more definite than to nervous shock. 

In some of our experiments, where the animals have been 
killed, we have observed one pupil closely contracted, the other 
widely dilated. In these instances the shock has passed on the 
side of the head on which the pupil is contracted. 

Blindness from lightning stroke in the human subject is so 
rare that it has heen but little uwestigated. Mr. Bader, whose 
researches on the jjathology of the eyeball we know so well, 
tells me he has neA'er dissected an eye that has been destroyed 
by lightning, but remembers one case in which suppurative 
inflammation of the choroid and retina set in, in the region of 
the yellow cyst, from the accident, as the patient thoAight, of 
looking into a flash of lightning. Mr. Bader saw another 
case in which the same disease came on in an eye suddenly ex¬ 
posed to sunlight while taking telescopic observations; and, 
lastly, he saw a third case of the same disease occurring in 
both eyes, and attributed to long exposure of the organs to 
the blaze of a furnace. These cases, the connexion of which 
AviU be at once seen, were probably due to intense exposure to 
the excitation of light, for in the case where the patient looked 
at the lightning flash there is no history of shock. 

Taking all the facts I can collect in respect to blindness after 
Hghtning-stroke, I infer, for the present, two conditions—(1) 
a direct change in the structure of the cornea, and (2) nei-Amus 
shock Avithout Ausible change in the organ. To these m-ay be 
added, as supplementary, inflammation of the choroid and 
retina due to the excitation of light from the lightning flash 
without shock. 

In my next lecture I shall consider the changes of the 
internal organs after death by lightning and electricity. 

Tent Hospitals.—At the request of M. Leon Lefort, 
M. Husson has authorised the construction, in a meadow 
attached to the Cochin Hosj)ital, of a spacioiis Avell-ventilated 
tent for the reception of Surgical cases, in imitation of the suc¬ 
cessful procedures at the Berlin Charite. The Gcntlois contrasts 
these proceedings with the stupendous Hotel-Dieu noAv com¬ 
pleting-, and which, for the accommodation of 700 patients, is 
to cost 40,000,000 iv.—i.e., about 56,000 fr. per bed. As a 
matter of economy, it observes, it would have been better to 
have hired apartments on the Boulevard Haussmann at 2500 fr. 
per patient. In the tent Ho.spitals each bed is to cost 500 fr. 
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OBIGmAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
-^- 

NORWEGIAN NOTES. 
By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S., 

Siu'gcon to the Loudon Ilo.spital, to the Ophthalmic Hospital, and the 
Hospital for Skin Diseases. 

{Continued from page 168.) 

The Beegen General Hospital. 

The town of Bergen, one of the oldest and largest in Norway, 
is 300 miles from Christiania, and although farther north, yet 
being situated on the west coast and bathed by the Gulf stream, 
is somewhat warmer. Its harbour and the neighbouring fiords 
(very long and very deep) are always open in winter, whilst 
those of Christiania are usually blocked by ice. Bergen has a 
population of 33,000, and is much frequented by sailors and 
fishermen. In this district fish is perhaps more largely used as 
an article of diet than in any other part of the world. Fish is 
throughout the year cheap and plentiful, whilst all other kinds 
of food are comparatively dear. The Bergen Hospital stands 
in the middle of the town, in a street, and is not distinguishable 
outside from a largo private house. It is supported by the 
local govenunent, and receives patients from the town and 
district. It has one resident Medical ofiicer, T.^ho is both 
Surgeon and Physician, and who has sole authority in the 
establishment. He receives a salary, but is not debarred from 
private practice. This office, as niiglit be expected, is, I 
beheve, usually held for long periods by each incumbent, and 
is one to which we have nothing in Enghsh institutions 
quite parallel. It is at present held by Dr. Holmboe, a gentle¬ 
man of great intelhgence and professional zeal. 

The Hospital has .sixty-seven beds, and is usually full. At 
the time of my visit it was crowded, so that a number of 
soldiers, under treatment for itch, were put up in a garret. 
The Hospital is badly constructed as regards size of passages 
and many other details, and it is old and in very bad repair. 
Its wards are numerous and small. The windows at the back 
of the building command a fine view over the bay, and admit a 
sea-breeze when open. Dr. Holmboe, with great courtesy, 
showed me over the Institution, and gave me the fullest in¬ 
formation on all points which I had time to inquire about. 
Having spoken disparagingly of the building, I ought, in justice 
to him, to add that he is engaged in an active agitation for a 
new one, aiid will probably succeed before long. 

Plastic Operations—Operation for Mal-united Fracture, etc. 
Dr. Holmboe showed me some photographs of a case of ex¬ 

tensive destruction of one cheek, in which plastic operations 
had been performed with great success. I saw also a little boy, 
stiU under care, in whom an excision of bone had been prac¬ 
tised for the remedy of di.storted union, after fracture, of the 
tibia and fibula. The bones had been united at an angle vdth the 
bend forwards, so as to make the limb almost useless. The 
result of the operation had been most satisfactory as regards the 
position of the limb and heahng of the wound. The leg is now 
perfectly straight, and the soft parts well healed. The only 
drawback is that the union is not firm, although several months 
have elapsed. I have seen the same result after similar opera¬ 
tions in several children in England, and also in two, imder 
the care of Dr. Giraldes, in the Hospital for Children in Paris, (a) 
The risk of non-union seems to be con.siderable. In Dr. Holm- 
hoe’s case it is by no means hopeless, as the time elapsed is as 
yet only short. 

Other Operation Cases. 
Amongst the operation cases under care at the time of my 

visit were two in which large fatty tumours had been removed, 
and one of excision of cancer of the skin of the chest. There 
were also two cases of severe compound fracture of the tibia, 
in each of which (I think) bone had originally been removed, 
and which were doing well. One of these had, however, suf¬ 
fered from inflammation of the cellular tissue of the limb, and 
abscesses were stiU threatening. I did not see any stumps or 
cases of amputation. Lithotomy, I was informed, is very rare, 
so much so that only one case could be recollected. Excisions 
of the knee, hip, etc., are not performed. Dr. Hohnboe told 
me that amputations usually did very well, and added, 

“We have no Eeab of Pya?mia oe Eeysipelas ! ” 

He spoke of undertaking aU operations which seemed necessary 
without any regard to those scourges wliich so often deter us 

(a) Mentioned, I tliink, in my “ Paris Xotes.” 

in London institutions, or, at any rate, enter very seriously into 
our calculations of risk. I did not understand him to assert 
absolute immunity, but I certainly envied the degi-ee of con¬ 
fidence which he evidently entertained. No Eeysipelas ! and 

NO Pyemia !! Good news. I glanced somewhat eagerly round 
the ward in which these words were uttered, and earnestly 
asked myself the question, 

“Ip not, why not?” 

Dr. Holmboe vdll, I am sure, excuse the liberty I take in 
making his institution the object of a little special inquiry on 
this head. My remarks would be equally applicable to any 
other small Hospital. Nor will he, I feel confident, be in the 
least offended when I assert that, as regards ventilation, cleanli¬ 
ness, cubic space, and general clinical comfort, the Bergen wards 
have no advantage whatever over those of the London or St. 
George’s Hospitals, vdiere erysipelas and pyaemia are fairly 
frequent. No special precautions of any kind are taken either 
as regards ventilation, cleanliness in dressing, disuse of sponges, 
use of antiseptics or germ-killers. In saying this, I do not 
mean that any precautions arc neglected-—I mean simply that 
the Bergen patients have not, as far as I could judge, any ad¬ 
vantage over those in oui’ own largo Hospitals. My atten¬ 
tion was drawn to the polished wood floors. For a. moment 
I thought “ Here is the secret; we wash our floors, whilst these 
are dry-scrubbed;” and I remembered having been told by a 
House-Surgeon to the Derby Infirmary many years ago that by 
a change in this matter they had practically put down erysipelas 
there. Next, however, my mind’s eye passed off to the Paris 
Hospitals, which have their floors so briglit and slippery that 
an imtrained Englishman is in some lisk of finding himself on 
his back, and wliich yet havepyaamia and erysipelas inabimdance. 
No, it cannot be the floors, at any rate not altogether. Nor is 
it that the Hospital is a new one, or that it makes any 
approach to the cottage or tent princii>le, or that it is 
all on the ground floor. It is old, in one block, with free 
passage communication, and three stories high. The Hos¬ 
pital with which I felt most inclined to compare it was one 
of which some years ago I had a long and intimate expe¬ 
rience. I allude to the Metropolitan Free. This Hospital 
was much smaller than Dr. Holmboe’s, and, I grant, managed 
on yet more economical inincqiles as regards ward luxuries. 
Its wards, when I was connected with it, were always over¬ 
crowded. It received the poorest of the poor, who were ac¬ 
commodated in the rooms of two old dwcUing-houses thrown 
into one, four stories high, and with free xiassage communica¬ 
tion. Under these apparent disadvantages we used to operate 
freely, and exidt (as Dr. H. now does) that we knew nothing of 
crysixielas or pycemia, and scarcely ever lost a patient. Our 
oxierations were very various, and many of them extensive and 
severe. Nearly aU, however, presen keel this xiecuharity—they 
had reference to disease, and not to injuiies. We admitted 
very few wounds, and still fewer compound fractures ; a 
primary amputation was the rare.st possible event, whilst ex¬ 
cisions of joints and amxiutationsfor disease werenot uncommon. 
In looking back and comparing my exxierience of that institu¬ 
tion ten years ago with what I have since had of the London, 
so much larger, so much better managed in every way, I can 
feel no doubt that the risk attending operations of the kind wo 
used to do was very much less in it than it is in the latter. Then 
I never felt the least scruple in urging a patient to submit to an 
operation ; now I always estimate most carefully the question 
whether, considering the risks, it would not be better to advise 
him to bear the ills ho has than flee unto those about which 
I dare not speak to him with any confidence. The fact is a pain¬ 
fully important one. It Avould lead me too far from my pro¬ 
fessed subject of “Norwegian Notes” if I were to attempt to 
explain it hero. I will, however, mention a few circumstances 
ill which I think that tlie Metropolitan Free Hospital and the 
Bergen General Hosxiital arc alflce, and to the combined in¬ 
fluence of which they owe it that they can boast of exemption 
from the two Hospital cui’ses erysipelas and pysemia. 

1st. They have no Medical schools ; no dressers to come fresh 
from the post-mortem or the dissecting-room to ward duty. 

2nd. They do not receive in any large number the most 
dangerous class of cases—to wit, Avounds and compound frac¬ 
tures of the leg or skull. 

3rd. The comparatively small number of wounds admitted 
renders the chance occun-euce of erysipelas much smaller, and 
thus, of course, reduces the risk of its spreading’ by contagion. 
Wound cases have a double danger—first, that the xiatient may 
himself have erysixielas (sxiontaneous or otherwise) ; and, 
secondly, that ho may become the source of the disease in 
others by contagion. The risks of a Hosxiital may perhaps be 
measured by the extent of its casualty practice. 
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4th. They have no wards set apart for operations or for 
accidents, but mix these cases in the general wards, thus re¬ 
ducing the chance that a new patient may he put into or 
near an infected bed, or that the floors, walls, etc., may become 
impregnated, or that the same nurse may chance to attend upon 
a patient who is just sickening with erysipelas, and another 
with an open wound. In neither Hospital are even the Medical 
and Surgical patients separated vdth any strictness. 

6th. In both the wards are small, and thus a degree of isola¬ 
tion of cases is effected. 

6th. In neither is over-ventilation insisted on. By tins I 
mean that in neither are the windows kept open night and 
day, and patients with recent wounds compelled to sleep (or lie 
awake) with a drauglit of cold air, it may be from the east, 
pouring upon their beds. Some people can stand this, others 
cannot. In many I believe there is no more successful method 
of exciting ery,sipelas (contagion excepted) than exposing the 
wound to a draught. It is needless to remark that a single 
case of erysipelas thus originated becomes the focus of conta¬ 
gion for many, if there be j)atients with open wounds, etc., 
near to the bed. 

7th. As there are scarcely any pyemic patients, so there will 
be scarcely any pyaemia post-mortems, and thus a risk of 
becoming the means of contagion is escaped both by Surgeons 
and dressers. Pyaemia and erysipelas are diseases which, 
being contagious (and probably intercommunicable) tend to 
increase by their own prevalence, and to a large extent inde¬ 
pendently of external conditions. 

8th. Post-mortems for any kind of disease are very rare 
events, and those who have to do with the Ihdng seldom touch 
the tissues of the dead. 

{To he continued.) 

ox THE 

TEEATMENT OF CHEONIC CASES OF 
SOEE-THEOAT BY THE LOCAL 

APPLICATION OF STEOEG NITEIC ACID. 
By DANIEL MACKINTOSH, M.D., C.M. 

The preponderance of cases of sore-throat presenting them¬ 
selves for treatment in the spring and autumn of each year 
is manifest to the Profession generally, but more especially to 
Practitioners carrying on their vocation in low marshy districts ; 
and not unusually chronic cases of sore-throat with enlarged 
tonsils and occasional ulceration, from their obstinate nature 
and difficulty of cure, become ahke a source of anxiety and 
annoyance to the Practitioner and the patient, the former 
losing confidence in liis medicines, and the latter in his Medical 
attendant. It was whilst labouring under such difficulties 
that I had been induced to try the effects of nitric acid of its com¬ 
mercial strength in those diseases, and the results obtained more 
than satisfied my most sanguine expectations, and I doubt not 
that the treatment will be found as efficacious in the hands of 
others as, I am happy to say, it has proved in mine. 

In the agricultural and manufacturing districts, the great 
majority of cases that appear for treatment have ah-eady 
assumed a chronic character. The tonsils are enlarged and 
appear dotted over with white specks or little abscesses; the 
uvula is elongated, frequently titillating the fauces, and giving 
rise to the sensation of a foreign body which the patient wishes 
to clear away by cough. This is the grand state of things 
where the application of nitric acid will appear to most advan¬ 
tage. Although in practice I do not usually care to draw very 
“ hard and fast fines ” as to the acute or chronic nature of the 
inflammatory action or morbid changes, I invariably apply the 
acid where the abovef'symptoms exist, and as invariably find, 
after one, two, or at furthest three applications, the patient is 
greatly relieved or permanently cured. 

In the application of the agent I direct the patient to take 
a deep insj)iration, and to hold his breath steadily during the 
process of operation, which he is quite able to do. The mouth 
being widely oj)ened and the tongue weU depressed, the agent 
is freely applied over the extent of the morbid surfaces by 
means of a well-sized camel-hair brush, to which a conveniently 
long handle is attached. A powerful expiration of course 
follows, which effectually clears the air-passages of the Limes 
arising from the acid during its application. A glass of water 
or alkaline solution is at hand to gargle the throat and rinse 
out the mouth with. This treatment is repeated once, or in 
severe cases twice daily according to the effects produced, until 

the cure is completed. Contrary to what might be expected, 
the patient experiences little or no pain or other untoward 
symptom beyond a slight feeling of sickness from the reflex 
action produced by the manipulation on the fauces. The effect 
of the application on the parts is shown by its changing them 
to a gi'eyish-white colour, which soon disappears. The secretion 
from the mucous surface weakens or dilutes the agent suffi¬ 
ciently to render it only stimulating or slightly caustic in its 
effects. A new and healthy action is set up, the patient is 
relieved, and the parts assume a healthy appearance. While 
local applications are by far the most important part of the 
treatment, sight must not be entirely lost of remedies to be 
addressed to the system generally, and, among others, saline 
cathartics and the gum resin of guaiacum are the most 
serviceable. 

I have also found nitric acid invaluable as a local application 
to the foul ulcers commonly met Avith in the sore-throat of 
severe cases of scarlatina, and in diphtheria ; although I cannot 
write with the confidence of experience in its use, I consider 
it well worth a trial from the Profession. 

Littleport, Cambs. 

ON THE QUESTION OF SHOCK, 
AND THE 

BEST TIME FOE OPEEATING IN CASES 
OF SLVEEE ACCIDENT 

NECESSITATING AMPUTATION. 
By JAMES FETTES, L.E.C.S.E. 

Apeopos of the report in the Medical Times and Gazette (June 26) 
of the discussion at the Societe de Chirurgie, and the Auews 
and experience of French Surgeons as regards the results of 
amputations and other treatment for injuries of the limbs 
in railway accidents, perhaps the following case will be of 
interest, especially from its bearing upon the question of shock 
and the best time for performing amputation. 

J. T., aged 14, was working about the railway platform 
here, and fell with his arms extended just before an advancing 
train in quick motion. Fortunately for the poor fellow, he 
had long hair; and a guard who was standing by had the 
presence of mind to catch hold of it, and drag his head up 
out of the way. The train passed over both arms, the wheels 
grazing his forehead and taking some skin and hair oflP. 

When I saw him, half an hour after the accident, I found 
both arms mangled and crushed, the right, to within five 
inches of the shoulder,^and the left, to about the middle of the 
humerus, the integuments being quite pulpy, and the different 
tissues almost undistinguishable. 

About an hour after the accident, I proceeded to operate 
upon both aims. Being most anxious to leave as long stumps 
as I possibly could, I amputated as close to the injury as was 
at all compatible with a chance of success; indeed, in the 
case of the left arm I preserved a piece of slightly bruised 
integument, the removal of which would have obliged me to 
amputate two or three inches higher uji. Both operations 
were modifications of the flap method. The patient very soon 
began to rally, and in about three or four hours was pretty 
comfortable. Everything went on well until the ninth day, 
when there was a slight hsemorrage from the left stump ; this 
was soon stopped by the application of cold water. It again 
appeared on the sixteenth day, but not to any extent; on the 
eighteenth, however, the bleeding became so profuse that I 
was obliged to cut down upon the bleeding point, which I 
found near the bone in a sort of sac to all appearance of an 
anem'ismal character. It was impossible to pick out the vessel, 
so I passed a ligature through the tissue at the side of the 
point, and embraced in a sort of loop a portion containing, I 
have no doubt, artery, nerve, and vein. I then dressed the 
stump in the usual manner, and both aims did well from that day. 

I maj^ mention that there was no particular pain after the 
application of the ligature just mentioned. 

This occurred some years ago, but I have a vivid recollection 
of all the circumstances, and copious notes were taken at the time. 
I saw the man to-day. He has not had a day’s sickness since 
the stump)s healed, and now gets a living by keeping a shop ; he 
also paints beautifully, holding the brush in his mouth. Of 
course he is quite helpless in the way of dressing and feeding 
himself, etc., but he is so happy in his present condition that 
he has not consented to try anything in the way of artificial 
arms. The stump of the right arm is about three inches long, 
and that of the left about seA^en inches. 
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Now this was a case in wliich the traumatism was of a most 
severe character, and the shock to the nervous system must 
have been excessive. However, here there was none of the 
incapacity of reaction which M. Tillaux has been unfortunate 
enough to find in all his cases of a like nature, and I think 
that this case goes far to show that M. Perrin is right in 
attributing it to the delay in operating, rather than to the 
severity of the traumatism itself. My experience in other 
eases of a similar nature convinces me that the period at 
which the operation is performed is all-important. I had a 
case of a man, whose thigh I had to amputate for an injury 
caused by the wheels of a railway wagon passing over and 
shattering his knee. He also did well, and is still alive. The 
operation in his case was performed within a very short time 
of the occurrence of the accident. 

Again, as to the point of operation. As a general rule, 
it would assuredly be advisable to get quite clear above all 
tissues bruised in the least, but in the case I have detailed 
I made use of a piece of bruised integument with complete 
success. I do not by any means wish to hold this up as a 
precedent, but I think that in cases, where an inch or two extra 
in the length of a stump may be all-important to the useful¬ 
ness of it afterwards, all the tissues which are in the slightest 
degree injured should not be summarily rejected as useless. 

I may mention that the previous health of the patient was 
good, and liis family very healthy, and I must say that I was 
wery fortunate in having to treat him in a comfortable cottage 
in an airy village, instead of a crowded Hospital, or in an 
.unhealthy town. 

Sir James Simpson is welcome to this as an illustration of 
Jiis latest theory. 

Xiaurenceldrk, Kincardine, N.B. 

A CASE OF 
EXTEEME CONSEEVATIVE SUEGEET. 

A THUMB SAVED. 

By V. STONE, L.R.C.P. and S. E. 

Three months ago, J. W., aged 15, was brought to me with 
his right thumb said to be trapped off. On examination, I 
found the thumb cut, or rather crushed through, at the 
metacarpo-phalangeal joint, and hanging quite loose, a piece 
of integument half an inch broad alone keeping it from being 
completely* separated from the hand. The injury had been 
caused by the boy, who was unharnessing a horse and cart, 
detting the whole weight of the cart fall down upon his thumb, 
which was between an iron bar and chain. 

Of course, the first thing thought of, and probably, according 
■to all rule, the proper thing to do, was to amputate ; but I was 
deterred from this by two things—viz., the boy’s distance from 
home, and the fact of not having suitable instruments by me 
(it was in the country). I proceeded to remove some loose 
small particles of bone, and clean the wound ; then, having 
placed the bones in proper position, and replaced the skin, I 
secured the latter by three stitches of stout silver wire through 
the palmar side, and applied a water dressing with a light 
Bandage to keep all secure. I thought of amputating the 
thumb next morning, and proceeded to the patient’s home 
prepared for doing so, but on removing the dressings, I was so 
much struck with the appearance of the wound (which looked 
remarkably well, considering the injury), that, on the boy 
telling me' that he had little or no pain, I made up my mind 
to delay for a little time, and see how things would go on. I 
again applied water dressing, with the addition of a little 
Condy, and ordered it to be changed twice a day, taking care 
that the parts should be kept in good position. Two days after¬ 
wards, the wound stiU looMng healthy, I continued the Condy 
dressing, watching carefully for indications of anything going 
wrong; however, nothing appeared, and, with the exception of 
a slight oozing at the lowest point of the wound, which I had 
left open to allow anything to drain off, it promised to heal 
quickly. At the end of a week I applied a thin pasteboard 
splint to the back of the thumb, over the sound piece of skin, 
to keep the bone from being disturbed. The Condy was still 
being applied. In another week—that is, about a fortnight 
a;fter the accident—^the wound was quite healed. I then very 
slightly flexed the thumb, so that it might be in as usef\il a 
position as possible, and so bound it up that it was protected 
from movement or injury till the bone was firmly united. 

At the end of a month one would have seen very little the 

matter with the thumb, as far as appearance went, and in two 
months’ time the boy had a very useful hand, and the thumb, 
though still stiff at the metacarpo-phalangeal joint, capable 
of a considerable amount of motion (for, from practice, the 
mobility of the other joints seemed to increase), and a very 
valuable opponent to the fingers. 

I saw the boy the other day, and he does all his work (that 
of a farm servant) with comfort, holding the plough, and 
grasping anything quite well. If this lad had lost his thumb, 
he would have been incapacitated from many kinds of work 
which he now manages with ease. 

This case is, I think, a warning how careful we ought to bo 
in coming to a conclusion when there is a question of amputa¬ 
tion of the thumb or fingers; for I have no hesitation in saying 
that, in nine cases out of ten, a thumb or finger is removed for 
an injury like the one described—it seems almost done already, 
only a little finishing off required—but give nature a fair 
chance and a little assistance, and the result is sometimes 
astonishing. Again, the question of amputation in the case of 
an injury of this description to a thumb or finger is removed 
from all comparison with that in case of a similar injury on a 
larger scale—e.y., at the wrist or ankle—for in the former case the 
risk of constitutional effects is comparatively trifling, whereas, 
in the latter, it is a very important element in the consideration 
of the question. A word, before I finish, as to the dressing. 
I attribute the absence of gangrene or a serious amount of 
suppuration entirely to the Condy’s fluid used, which I think 
quite as good as carbolic acid and much more pleasant, the 
smell of the latter being almost insufferable to some patients. 
The action of both is about the same, and I see no reason for 
preferring the acid. 

Laurencekirk, N.B. 

EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-^- 

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

MALIGNANT TUMOUR OF THE FEMUR—EARLY 
FRACTURE — SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE TUMOUR—AMPUTATION OF THE THIGH- 
RECOVERY. 

(Under the care of Mr. CAMPBELL DE MOEGAN.) 

H. L., aged 19, a delicate-looking girl, a housemaid, was 
admitted into Bird Ward on Feb. 20, 1869, under the care of 
Mr. De Morgan, with a fracture of the right femur into the 
knee-joint. 

History.—Patient was one of a healthy family, and had 
always enjoyed good health herself until two months before 
admission, when she fell down and “ sprained the knee,” as she 
fancied. She had suffered from some pain in the joint for a 
little while before, but after this fall the pain and stiffness of 
the joint were more marked, although she noticed no swelling, 
and continued until the day of her admission, when, slipping 
on a bit of orange peel in the street, she again fell heavily, and, 
not being able to stand, was lifted up and brought at once to 
the Hospital. 

On admission, there was much effusion into the right knee- 
joint, and intense pain with the least movement. She kept the 
joint half bent. On grasping the condyles and moving one 
on the other, some obscure crepitus was felt. 

The limb was therefore arranged on a long splint, and ice 
kept constantly applied to the knee. For the next few days she 
complained of pain in the knee, but of more in the abdomen, 
which was very severe until relieved by purgation. She took 
quinine and iron, with meat and beer for dinner, but the appe¬ 
tite was indifferent, and the pain and swelling about the knee 
continued to increase. 

On April 5 she began taking five grains of iodide of potassium 
in a bark mixture, three times a day, with a piU of iron and 

quinine. 
By the 16th the swelling of the knee extended nearly half 

up the thigh, and the superficial veins began to enlarge, the 
largest circumference of the swelling being now sixteen inches, 
the pain being of a continuous aching character. A week later 
the circumference had gained half an inch, the length of the 
tumour being ten inches. It was now' hard, and unyielding to 
the outer side, but softer and more elastic above, and extended 
round into the popliteal space. The pain meanwhile increased. 
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and the patient began to he feverish, the temperature in the 
axilla ranging from 100° to 102'6° Tahr., and the pulse keep¬ 
ing over 120, the circumference of the tumour gaining half an 
inch a week. There was general pulsation of the swelling in 
the ham, and rvith the stethoscope a distinct binit was heard 
over nearly aU its extent. 

The diagnosis of a very vascular and probably malignant 
growth about the lower end of the femur being formed, on 
May 5 Mr. De Morgan decided to remove the limb. Chloro¬ 
form was administered, and amimtation performed at the junc¬ 
tion of the middle and upper thirds of the thigh, with lateral 
flaps. There was very free hfemorrhag'e. The vessels were 
seciu-ed by ligatur-es, and a solution of chloride of zinc (forty 
grains to the ounce) sponged well over the flaps, followed by 
as free air application of strong sulphurous acid,Avhich blackened 
the oozing surface, and sent up stifling sidphurous fumes as it 
was jroured in. The flaps were then brought together, and 
two stout tlireads passed through the thickness of the stump 
close to tae end of the bone, and secured to two bits of elastic 
catheters placed on the outer surface of the stump, thus keep- 
ing the deep parts of the stumjr firmly in apposition, whilst 
ordinary sutures secured the free edge. A fold of lint soaked 
in sulphurous acid lotion was placed over the wound, and the 
patient taken bax'k to the ward. After the operation the girl 
made an exceedingly rapid aaid good recovery, with hardly any 
suppuration about the wound, which might almost be said to 
heal by first intention. The deep sutures with catheters were 
removed on the fiith daj'", sulphurous acid applications being 
constaiAly in use, and eight ligatures removed on the twelfth 

The evening temperature ranged from 99° to 101°, and 
by May 31, twenty-six days after the operation, the girl was 
up and out in the garden in a wheeled chair, with restored 
strength and good colour in her cheeks. She left the Hospital 
quite recovered on June 14, with no sign of mischief about the 
stump or elsewhere. 

Dissection of the part removed discovered a soft fleshy 
tumour springing from, or at least invading, the medullary 
canal at the lower end of the femur, and growing out from 
thence the growuh infiltrated the surrounding' soft structures 
largely, not quite reaching' the skin. The whole mass was 
nearly as large as the head of a newly-born child, of a pale 
yellow colour, dotted and streaked with crimson, and with large 
blood-vessels traversing it in all directions. Spicules of bone 
were imbedded in various parts of the tumour. The femur 
Lad been broken transversely tLrong'b the condyles, vertically 

ag'ain obliquely throug-h the shaft just 
above. There had been no attempt at bony union, the frao'- 
ments bemg bound tog-ether by the tumour structure. Micro¬ 
scopically this was found to be a large round-celled sarcoma, 
luost of the large round or oval cells being separated by an 
abundant g-ramdar, sometimes fibrillated, matrix, although in 
some places the cells, closely packed in the oval meshes of a 
fibrous stroma, were strongly suggestive of true cancer as 
anatomically defined by Virchow. 

JRemarJcs.—The main interest in this case attaches to the 
treatment, -for tne exceeding'ly favourable and rapid recovery, 
under the somewhat disheartening circumstances of the patient, 
prompts one to look carefully to any points in the treatment 
which might seem to have secured such a result. It is worthy 
of remark that although the great vascularity and rapid growth 
of the tumour needed an unusual vascular supply, and hence 
an unusual number of ligatures in the stump, the amount of 
suppuration may be compared favourably with the brilliant 
examples of primary union recorded to have accompanied the 
employment of acupressure. The advocates of this method 
have contrasted the speedy union so secured with the profuse 
and protracted suppuration attending the use of ligatures, 
bub there can be no doubt that what has been called 
the antiseptic treatment of amputation wounds has mate¬ 
rially lessoned any disadvantages the thread ligature for¬ 
merly possessed. V/e have ourselves frequently noted this 
in operation cases in the Middlesex Hospital as well as 

since the introduction of this practice 
by Mr. De Morgan. Long- before carbolic acid was the 
favoured antiseptic dressing, we had seen at this Hospital very 
remarkable results following the application of strong solutions 
of chloride of zinc to fresh wounds, and from what we have 
Htely seen of the employment of sulphurous acid by the same 
burgeon we look foi-ward to yet happier effects. Another point 
which struck us in connexion with the operation was the use 
of the long sutures binding together the deep parts of the 
stump and so p^reventing any tendency to bagging. We believe 
that Mr. Marshall has employed the same means in two or 
three amputation cases in the University College Hospital 

d.uring the present year, with excellent results. For the opera¬ 
tion with equal flaps the method seems likely to be of mucli 
use in insuring speedy firm union. 

THE DEIEEIELD COTTAGE HOSPITAL. 

DISEASE OF KNEE-JOINT AND AMPUTATION OP 
THE THIGH. 

(Under the care of Dr. BRITTON.) 
'W. L., aged 50 years, a labourer, was injured on the left knee 
whenworldng in a railway tunnel fifteen years ago. The knee 
■was much swollen and very painful. He thinks it was from 
a blow, and working in a damp place. He was twelve months, 
under Medical treatment, when an abscess burst on the inner 
and lower side of joint. It discharged a gi-eat deal of matter 
for six months, and then healed. The knee had become con¬ 
tracted, and he walked on his toe. Fie worked eleven years, 
before it caused him any inconvenience. In April, 1867, it 
began to swell and be very painful, and several abscesses formed, 
and have been discharging more or less ever since. 

March 11, 1869.-—He came into the Driffield Cottage Hospital 
to-day. The knee is much swollen, and also contracted at rig-ht 
angles to the thigh. The abscesses discharge from small Avounds 
on the inner edge of the top of tibia, also the anterioi’ edge of 
tibia, and the upper a.nd outer part of the external condyle of 
the femur. There is much swelling' and a sense of fluctuation 
as far ag the junction of the middle Avith the lower third of 
■femur. He has constant, thoug'h not severe, pain in the joint; 
appetite good; tongue clean; secretions generally in good order 
pulse 68, and very feeble. He is very poor, and has been living- 
badly for the last twelve months. 

April 12.—-His strength^ having much improved, the thigh 
was amputated at the nuddle third by the circular method. 
On examining the joint it wa.s found completely disorg-anised,, 
the cartilages entirely gone, and the ends of the femur and 
tibia much diseased. There was a large collection of matter 
above the joint and under the patella. The j)eriosteum was 
destroyed for some distance up the femur. There Avere fom- 
arteries^ and one vein tied, and water dressing was applied. 

The ligature on the femoral artery came arsmy on May 14. 
when the stump Avas quite healed with the exception of the 
course of the ligature, and on the 18th that closed, and ho was 
well. 

INJUEY TO ABDOMEN, AND DEATH FEOM BLOW- 

(Under the care of Dr. BRITTON.) 

T. J., aged 10 years, was playing with his sister, a little girl 
12 years old, and small for her age, when she struck him a blow 
With her doubled fist ovei* the umbilicus. He immediately 
complained of great pain, Avhich soon went off, and he went to 
school after dinner, but had to return in an hour, on account of 
the pain coming on again very severely. This continued 
through the night, and the following day, November 14, 1868, 
they sent for Dr. Britton, v/hose locum tenens found the boy 
suffering from peritonitis. The next day typhoid symptoms 
came on, and on November 17, on Dr. Britton’s return, he found 
him suffering- from intense pain in the abdomen, and vomiting- 
incessantly; the tongue and lips covered with sordcs, and the- 
pulse 130 and feeble. He ordered the body to be covered with 
linseed-meal poultices, and an effervescing mixture, with hydro¬ 
cyanic acid. On the 19th the pain left him, but the vomiting 
continued at long intervals. 

November 21.--Vomiting quite stayed. Pulse 90, A-ery feeble; 
no pain nor SAvelling in the abdomen ; can bear pressure on it; 
bowels regular; urine free in quantity, and not so highly 
coloured; skin moist; tongue and lips cleaning, but excoriations 
on mouth and lijis. To have chlorate of potash five grains 
every four hours. From this time he got gradually Aveaker, but 
the symptoms of fever entirely left liim. Fie refiised his 
medicine and all food and wine, but drank two or three pints of 
ale daily. 

28th.—To-day he suddenly commenced to eat, and from this 
day his pulse gradually got stronger, but his limbs and body 
wasted to skin and bone. He complained of no pain anywhere. 

December 11.—He can get uja and go doAvnstairs. Appetite 
good ; pidse steady ; no pain; body A'ery much wasted. 

13th.—^Seems to be getting stronger. The abdomen was 
greatly distended and red at the umbilicus. He did not com¬ 
plain of any pain except on somcAAdiat hard jnessure. Dr.. 
Britton diagnosed abscess, and ordered poultices. 

19th-—The abscess suddenly burst, and discharged at leas'fc 
four pints of pus. Body very flaccid; puJse feeble ; no pain. 
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20tli.—Has discharged two pints more. Pulse very feeble ; 

appetite good. 
22nd.—Still discharges very large qiiantities of pirs. He is 

quite sensible. Eats Avell. Pulse so feeble that it could scarcely 
be felt, and impossible to be counted. 

23rd.—He gave over eating, and died on the 26th, without 
a struggle, the discharge continuing very large all the time. 

Ho post-mortem allowed. 

CASE OE AMPUTATION OF FOOT. 
(Under the care of Dr. BRITTON.) 

R. A., aged 14 years, was out with a gun loaded with shot, 
when it Avent off accidentally, the shot penetrating his boot (a 
very thick ploughboy’s boot) on the inner side of the right foot. 
It passed through the boot cn masse, making a hole the size of 
a crownpiece. It then divided, and shattered the whole of the 
metatarsal and tarsal bones to pieces except little toe, and 
lodged in the sole of the foot. Dr. Britton performed Hey’s 
operation, the flap being made from the plantar muscles, on 
August 11, and the case got AveU by Septembers. It was 
treated in a cottag-e, as the parents were labouring people. 
The only application was Avater dressing. 
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THOMAS MARKBY ON MEDICAL WOMEN. 

We never conceal our opinion that women get the worst of 

everything in this Avorld. With bodies more frail and minds 

less vigorous, they are especially liable to 'get the worst of it 

when they are didven, instead of being helpmates, to be rivals 

with men in the struggle for daily bread. So long as a large 

number of women are forced to shift for themselves, and till 

men, as a class, can render women independent of labour, every 

reasonable effort that they may make to extend the sphere of 

possible employment ought to be looked upon by men with con¬ 

sideration and indulgence. 

The worst, perhaps, of the evils that befall women is the 

want of thoroughness in the education they get. Thej’- 

ought, at a cost of time and money no greater than what is 

now spent on them, to be able to get such an education as 

would enable them to do their own work well. For example, 

why should not a mother be able to teach her boys their 

Latin grammar and Delectus ? It is needless to say that all 

occupations AAdiich women can hold should bo thrown open 

to them. Women might replace a number of male booksellers, 

clerks, accountants, hairdressers, and a whole army of counter¬ 

skippers. But it is a significant fact that, as yet, men are 

preferred as teachers of music, draAving, languages, arithmetic, 

and, in fact, most other matters in which the best of its kind is 

desired and can bo paid for. 

Then the question comes—Shall women practise Physic ? We 

have always taken the liberal line on this question, on which 

Ave believe argument to be a waste of breath, as it must be 

settled by the ordinary laws of supply and demand. If women 

can be found Avith health and strength enough to bear the 

fatigue, with money enough to bear the expense, Avith educa¬ 

tion good enough to start with, and with power of application 

to carry out the design, and if there is a clientele largo enough 

to pay them, all we can say is, that we think they might find 

many better investments than Physic. Still, if they choose to 

cany out the scheme, that is their affair, and no one need 

hinder them ; nor do we see any reason why women should not 

receive special licences or diplomas, according to their qualifi¬ 

cations or deserts. 

But not the least of the misfortunes of women is the womanish 

tone taken by many well-meaning advocates of “ woman’s 

rights,” of which we find a notable instance in a pamphlet en¬ 

titled “ Medical Women, by Thomas Markby,” the author of 

which, we fear, is a Cambridge clergyman, an active promoter 

of better education for women, who once was considered a man 

of sense, but whose present publication is a lamentable example 

of Avhat a man may come to who mixes too much with women’s 

affairs, and learns to talk and argue after their fashion. 

He begins by saying that one Englishwoman is practising 

Medicine with distinction, “ and that there is no conceivable 

reason why thousands should not follow her example ”—a con¬ 

clusive statement of the sort that women delight in. "Why do not 

they do so, then ? Or, if there are difficulties in the way of ob¬ 

taining a fuU Medical qualification, and if, as Mr. Markby avers 

in one part of his pamphlet, women desire to practise only in the 

diseases of women and children, and to do the lighter and more 

insig-nificant part of the work and to accept a lower rate of 

pay, why not do it ? Why not set up a respectable school, 

pursue such studies as they are competent for, and then come 

forward to practise on such ailments of women and children as 

people may choose to consult them for ? Why grasp at the 

higher branches of Medicine, and neglect the lower ? Women 

are quite competent to dispense ordinary medicines ; there is a 

large portion of the public that chooses the dose from a 

chemist’s shop in preference to the advice of a Medical man; 

counter practice is easy, devoid of responsibility, only requiring 

a little natural shrewdness to keep out of mischief ; here is a 

wide scope for female labour. Such an education as is given 

by the Pharmaceutical Society is quite enough for persons Avho 

do not meddle with poisons, and the public would not be worse 

served if women were to take that branch of practice—a kind 

of domestic Medicine—which is now carried on across the 

counters of chemi.sts’ shops. 

But tins Avould not satisfy the ambition of the androgynous. 

Their incoherent advocate, therefore, puts forward a double 

claim—first, that Avomen shah, be the Medical attendants in 

parturition and in all other diseases of women ; and, secondly, 

that they shall share Avdth men the instruction in Medical 

schools. 

As to Medical schools, Mr. Markby strangely considers that 

separate schools for women are out of the question, and that a 

sufficient number of female students could not be got together 

to maintain them. Vdiere, then, are the “thousands” whom 

he began by speaking of ? He next supposes that it would be 

difficult to find teachers, and says that the present Medical 

Schools find it no easy matter to keep up their staff of lecturers. 

Therefore, he argues, let the two sexes learn together. Boys 

and girls up to a certain age do very well together in national 

schools. Most families contain a mixture of boys and girls. 

Many of the Professional lectures at Cambridge are attended 

by women; and in these there must have been numberless 

topics treated of that required careful and delicate treatment. 

“ The truth is that there is no branch of moral or natural 

science that may not bo kept pure_ or made prurient at the vdll 

of the expounder.” 

If, he continues, you have “ purity of thought and propriety 

of expression, there is nothing which may not in fit time and 
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place be spoken of between men and women.” So we say with 

legai’d to the attendance of men on women. Yet, with the ridi¬ 

culous incoherence which infests every part of this pamphlet, 

Mr. Markby first denies, and then affirms, the seemliness of 

allowing persons of both sexes to frequent the dissecting-room 

together. So he claims a separate dissecting-room for women, 

ajiart from male students, and a female demonstrator, if one 

can be got, but if not, a discreet man must be demonstrator; 

for he says if a young Surgeon of 25 may examine the person 

of a living girl of 18, why should not a man be present with 

women in the same room with a piece of earth—for a corpse is 

no more ? If we may parody his style, we would “ reply by the 

inquiry ” why may not a man treat a living woman if he may 

expound the anatomy of a dead one to one of her own sex ? 

Such is a specimen of the see-saw arguments by which Mr. 

Markby pleads for the admission of women to Medical schools 

and dissecting-rooms. Those by which he ciaims their exclu¬ 

sive right to attend on women are equally incoherent. He 

admits that women may innocently and modestly avail them¬ 

selves of the services of men for the relief of suffering, and 

does not make the least insinuation that Medical men act other¬ 

wise than with propriety and purity. Yet, in the same breath, 

he asserts that the presence of man at the time of parturition 

is odious and mischievous; he has the rashness to state that 

cliildbirth was not more destructive of life in days when 

mid wives were always employed than at present; that “ it 

is notorious poor women get throug’h their hour of trial 

more easily than their wealthier sisters; ” and that some cases 

of labour are “ rendered dangerous by the presence of a man!” 

He then goes on to be the mouthpiece of an hysterical complaint 

that the “ compulsory attendance of men on women in special 

ailments is one of the bitterest and shamefullest cruelties which 

the stronger sex has ever practised on the weaker.” “ God has 

endowed women with a peculiar sensitiveness or sense of 

modesty, so acute that I think a man cannot understand it.” 

Is it agreeable to the will of God that these fi.ne delicate feel¬ 

ings should be “lacerated, torn, put to exquisite torture?” 

Then follow stories of women who died or went mad because 

they had been put under a Doctor’s hands for special treat¬ 

ment. We reply, to the pm-e aU things are pure; and aver 

that man truly cannot comprehend an exquisite sensitiveness 

which seeks the atmosphere of the dissecting-room and the 

function of a demonstrator of anatomy. 

W^e might point out some piece of incoherence in every page 

—as, for instance, when the author distinctly declares that he 

demands for-women only the privilege of treating women and 

boys under seven, and forbids their prescribing for men, yet says 

he hates specialities, and respects General Practitioners. But 

we wiU merely add three words. 

In the first place, young men have feehngs; and we hold 

that women ought not to be admitted to their Medical schools 

and dissecting-rooms, because it is unfair to young men to 

subject them to the disgust caused by seeing women pursue 

studies which only necessity renders other than barbarous and 
revolting. 

In the next place, it is mere womanish malice to cast any 

slur on women who seek men’s aid in iUness or childbirth. 

Women prefer the services of men because men are stronger, 

truer, more trustworthy, more merciful, less capricious, and 

altogether more helpful than women are to each other. Cer¬ 

tainly, they are not, as a lude, less modest. Men have been 

resorted to in all civilised countries in difficult parturition. Tlie 

diseases of women are not things apart from, but most closely 

connected with, all pathology; and pathology, as a whole, can 

be studied only by men. 

Lastly, wo must confess oui’ dismay, having always argued 

in favour of a higher education and larger range of occupa¬ 

tions for women, at finding one of the men who, we hoped, 

would have raised the education of women, showing in this 

pamphlet all the faults and weaknesses which are supposed to 

render women ridiciilous, and from which Mr. Markby and hi.s 

associates ought to deliver them. He shows the radical femi¬ 

nine vice of writing on a subject which he knows nothing" 

about, for he confesses that he knows not “ how long it has been- 

customary for childing women to call in the help of the Doctor.” 

In order to give the custom a bad name he, womanlike, in¬ 

sinuates that “ the fashion was set by one of Louis XV.’s 

mistresses.” Had Mr. Markby shown the true instincts of a 

scholar which we should have credited him with, he might have 

read the account whicfi Celsus gives of artificial delivery, and 

might have learned that the attendance of men upon women 

grew out of the natural desire to have the best available help at 

hand. WomanlLke, he knows the use of nicknames, and appeals 

to “nature” as imperatively demanding the attendance of 

women upon women, and stigmatises as due to “ the slow and 

irresistible influence oi fashion” that resort to men which the 

instincts of husbands and wives alike demand as best and safest. 

He indulges in appeals to the name of the Supreme Being, and 

alludes to at least one sacred person in a way which seems 

offensive to most men. The arguments, such as they are, when 

they do not destroy each other, are simply arguments from 

hysteria. It seems to us that if such a man can write such an 

essay as this, the attempt to raise women must have some ten»- 

denoy to lower man; and that it were better to leave women to 

their puddings and croquet than to infect men with the worst 

failings of the feminine -understanding. 

THE EEPOET OF THE CIVIL COMMISSION ON 

NAVAL HOSPITALS. 

The Eeport of the Commission of Civilian Medical Men em¬ 

ployed by the Admiralty to inquire into the condition and 

organisation of naval Hospitals seems a straightforward 

common-sense document -written in a moderate tone, and 

with an evident desire not to fall into the error of unfairly 

applying the standard of London or charitable Hospital man¬ 

agement and expenditure to the -widely different conditions of 

the great national establishments for the reception of sick naval 

officers and seamen. It -will be remembered that, on the 

accession to power of the present Ministry, a show at least of 

retrenchment being expected from them, Mr. Childers deputed 

Dr. Murchison, of the Middlesex Hospital, Mr. Timothy 

Holmes, of St. George’s, and Mr. Eobert Ellis, senior Surgeon 

to the Chelsea Dispensary, to visit the naval Hospitals at 

Portsmouth, Plymouth, and Chatham, and to report their 

opmion as to the org-anisation and economic management of 

those institutions. The Admiralty “minute” empowering the 

Commission to act states that “ the great increase in salaries, 

■wages, etc., at these institutions during some years past calls 

for inquiry.” The Commissioners on this point assert what 

people are likely to think that the Admiralty ought to have 

known full well—viz., that the salaries of Medical officers 

increase in proportion to their seniority, and that at present 

the Medical officers of these Hospitals are mostly Surgeons oi 

many years’ standing. Again, that the pay of Medical officers 

has been twice raised since January, 1859, and that pre-vious 

to 1861 provisions were issued to the nurses and servants in 

kind, but that, since that time, these inferior officers have 

received a sum of money—Is. and subsequently Is. 2d. 

a day in lieu of rations. These causes of increase of 

expenditure are on the surface, and, as we have said, no one 

ought to know them better than “my lords.” The Com¬ 

missioners then go on to lay down the necessary differences 

between naval and charitable Hospitals. In general terms, 

they say that “ the management of the large naval Hospitals 

is in all respects admirably adapted to secure the comfort and 

well-being of the patients. The institutions are kept up on a 

scale which is no doubt costly if compared to that of a civil 

Hospital of an equal size,” but the difference in expenditure is 

accounted for by the follo-wing reasons :—1. The naval Hos¬ 

pitals are a great deal larger than is ordinarily required iii 
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times of peace—but then a -war or an epidemic on a station 

might at any moment flood them. Thus, in 1853, 700 cases of 

scarlatina were sent to Haslar from a single station, and seven 

years ago 214 patients were admitted in one day on the Medical 

side of the same Hospital from one ship. 2. All the Medical 

officers of a naval Hospital are paid. 3. The patients are of 

different ranks, and must be treated in separate wards—officer- 

patients run up the charges. 4. These Hospitals are governed 

by “rules of the service”—c.y., large Hospitals are under a 

post-captain and lieutenants ; only Medical officers of certain 

rank can perform capital operations ; Assistant-Surgeons must 

dress the patients; one nurse is allowed to seven patients. 

6. The Medical officers have a number of duties imposed on 

them besides the mere attendance on the sick. 6. “ The naval 

Hospitals are founded and endowed on a scale more ample than 

any civil institution, and are consequently able to aspire to 

greater perfection in Hospital management.” Take, for in- 

.stance, Haslar, with its “zymotic department” for the treat¬ 

ment of exanthematous fevers, its perfect bath establishment, 

and its fifty acres of airing-ground round it, and many other 

arrangements which, as the Commissioners say, are not waste, 

but, on the contrary, represent the perfection of intelligent 

Hospital constniction and administration. These are, in short, 

the main reasons why naval Hospitals will and must be more 

expensive than civil ones. But still the Commissioners think 

that something might and ought to be done to reduce expendi¬ 

ture, althoughnot in any degree byimpairing efficiency. The first 

reform they propose is one which woMd carry with it the assent 

of their Medical readers, but whether the Admiralty will as 

willingly assent is another matter. They would abolish the 

u.seless post-captain and lieutenants, and put the Hospital 

<lirectly under the Deputy-Inspector in charge, who, they say, 

requires no assistance in maintaining discipline. Then they 

would reduce the nurses—for venereal and chronic cases one 

nurse to seven patients seems too much. The Marine Infirmary 

at Plymouth might, they think, be incorporated with the naval 

Hospital. They recommend a tentative reduction for the pre¬ 

sent of the Medical staffs of the Hospitals, because they believe 

that the Board of Admiralty have always the means of sup¬ 

plementing a deficiency which any sudden emergency might 

cause, and an analogous reduction might, they think, be made in 

the departments of labour and management; and, lastly, they call 

attention to a want of uniformity in the annual expenditure per 

occupied bed in the several Hospitals which, under the head 

of salaries and wages, varies from £53 128. at Plymouth to 

£31 16s. 8d. at Chatham—a sufficiently striking difference. We 

shall not follow the Commissioners into their detailed recom¬ 

mendations for each Hospital they visited, but we think that 

the Report is a very creditable one, and is cheaply purchased 

by the nation at the £353 13s. 6d. which Mr. Childers lately 

informed the House of Commons it had cost. Naturally enough, 

the Naval Medical Department felt somewhat nettled at the 

appointment of such a commission without any representative 

of their own body. We confess that we felt sympathy with 

them in their feeling of annoyance. But this does not inter¬ 

fere with an acknowledgment of the meritorious manner in 

which the gentlemen who formed the Commission appear to 

have performed their difficult and delicate task. 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE 

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACT, 1866. 

This report is short and to the point, saying in a few words 

what the committee considered necessary to say, but at the 

same time putting forward some propositions on which we 

consider that the decision has been formed on insufficient 

grounds. We shall first, however, notice those recommenda¬ 

tions which we can accept as judicious improvements on the 

Act of 1866. 

The committee have not at this late period of the session 

entered into the consideration as to whether it would or would 

not be advisable to extend the operation of the Contagious 

Diseases Act, 1866, to the whole population, as the question 

involves considerations of such magnitude, both social and 

economic, as would necessitate an inquiry more lengthened and 

elaborate than could be carried on during the time at their 

disposal. They have therefore confined their investigation, for 

the present—■ 

1st. To the operation of the Act in those districts to which it 

has been already applied. 

2nd. To the alterations which may be necessary to secure 

more satisfactory results. 

3rd. To its further extension for military and naval purposes 

to districts now not included within its schedules. 

On the first point strong testimony is borne to the benefits of 

both moral and sanitary nature which have already resulted 

from it. Prostitution appears to have diminished, its worst 

features to have been softened, .and its physical evils abated. 

On the second point, the committee are of opinion that the 

limit of five miles imposed by the present law is insufficient, 

and that it might with safety and advantage be extended in 

military districts to a distance of not more than fifteen miles, 

which is the limit of the powers of the metropolitan police in 

other respects. 

The 17th section provides for the voluntary submission by 

women to Medical examination, but does not give sufficient 

power to secure their continued obedience to the requirement.s 

contemplatedbythe 19th section. To remedythis the committee 

recommend that the notices of visiting Surgeons shall have the 

effect of a warrant, wliich shall be an authority to the police to 

apprehend a woman refusing to appear on the day appointed. 

Power should also be given to the visiting Surgeon to order 

the detention of women who are not in a condition to be 

examined when they present themselves, but with regard to 

whom there is suspicion that they are diseased. 

It appears in the evidence that in the first four months of 

this year, out of 700 women of ill fame in Devonport, 41 were 

undoubtedly restored to a virtuous life by the direct and 

indirect influence of the Act, and 29 more left the district. 

With respect to such women, the committee, having ascer¬ 

tained that many of them would object to apply to a justice in 

open court for a discharge from attendance, but would feel no 

such objection to be discharged by the Medical officer under 

whose care they had been, recommend that the visiting 

Surgeon, having satisfied himself, through the inspector of 

police, that a woman applying for relief from detention and 

examination had abandoned a life of prostitution, may, if he 

see good reason, order her release from further attendance ; 

such order to be equivalent to one issued by a justice. Notice 

of such release to be sent to the justices under whose order or 

notice she was examined. 

The committee further recommend that suitable accommoda¬ 

tion shall be provided in the Lock Hospitals for the lying-in 

of pregnant women who may be suffering from disease—■ 
hitherto women under such circumstances, from lack of the 

necessary accommodation, were permitted to ply their trade 

until they were compelled by the approach of labour to seek 

admission into the Union Hospital. Also, in the case of 

children who may have become prostitutes at the instigation 

or with the connivance of their parents, that legislative provi¬ 

sion be made for sending such cliildren to an industrial school, 

or some other suitable institution, at the charge in part or 

wholly of their parents. The limitation of detention of women 

for treatment, under section 24 of the Act of 1866, was for six 

months; the committee advise its extension to nine months, 

also that the certificates on discharge shall in future remain 

in the hands of the police, instead of being given to the women, 

who have been known to transfer them to other women, or 

themselves to improperly use them as clean bills of health. 

The following places are to be added to those scheduled in the 

Acts :—Gravesend, Maidstone, Winchester, Dover, Walmer, 
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and Deal, the operation of the Act to be extended to fifteen 
miles. In conclusion, it is suggested that further inquiry, by 
a committee appointed early in the next session, should be in¬ 
stituted with a view of ascertaining whether it would be prac¬ 
ticable to extend to the civil population the benefits of an Act 
which has already done so much to diminish prostitution, 
decrease disease, and reclaim the abandoned. Mr. Simon, the 
Medical Officer of the Privy Council, has been examined as to 
the nature of the evidence which should be prepared before 
this question is referred to a Parliamentary Committee, and 
the committee recommend that his suggestions on this head 
should be adopted by her Majesty’s Gt-overnment. 

The above recommendations can hardly fail to meet with 
the approval of all who advocate legislation on such matters 
at all. It now remains for us to notice the points on wiiich 
we do not agree with the conclusions and recommendations 
of the committee, and to assign our reasons for the difference 
of our opinion. The committee, influenced by the evidence of 
Dr. Barr, Surgeon-Major Wyatt, and Mr. J. Smith, Inspector 
of Police at Aldershot, have recommended the reintroduction 
of the system of periodical inspections of soldiers for venereal 
diseases. Although Surgeon-Major Wyatt, from his “limited 
contact with the hue,” may not “recognise” any feeling among 
Medical officers and men against the system of weekly in¬ 
spections, we know it to be very distasteful to both, and Dr. 
Balfour, head of the statistical branch of the Army Medical 
Department, has given strong evidence as to its inutility. We 
have also shown, in our notice of the Army Medical Depart¬ 
ment Report for 1866, in pp. 617 and 677 of our 2nd vol. for 
1868, that since the abolition of the system of personal in¬ 
spections, and before the introduction of the Contagious Dis¬ 
eases Act, in the seven years from 1860 till 1866, the proportion 
constantly sick in military Hospitals in the United Kingdom 
from venereal diseases decreased from 23-69 to 16-19 per 1000, 
and the loss of service of the whole army from 8-6 to 5-9 days ; 
also that the proportion of recruits rejected for venereal dis^ 
eases during the same years very closely approximated to the 
proportion of soldiers constantly sick from the same, showing 
thereby what an immense amount of rmdetected and untreated 
disease there must be at large among the classes from which 
recruits come. We therefore conclude that the health of the 
army has not suffered from the abolition opersonal inspec¬ 
tions, and that the reintroduction of the system among the 
comparatively small class comprised in the army would be 
utterly ineffectual as a preventive means while so much disease 
exists among the civil population. We would also remark that 
the evidence of Dr. Barr and Police Inspector Smith shows 
that in the beershops and dancing saloons frequented at Aider- 
shot by soldiers and women, the latter are in the habit of con¬ 
sorting freely with civilians after the return of the former to 
barracks at 9.30 p.m. If these civilians are not also liable to 
examination, we do not perceive any benefit likely to accrue 
from the examination of the soldiers. 

The idea also of Surgeon-Major Wyatt that secondary disease 
is likely to be prevented or even rendered milder in its nature 
by early detection and treatment of the primary “hard sore,” 
is directly at variance with the views of the best informed 
syphilographers of the day. We also maintain that, from 
Surgeon-Major Wyatt’s description of the mode of examination 
of the men of his regiment, and from the time he assigns as 
necessary for the inspection—namely, about three-quarters of 
or half an hour for a battahon 800 strong—the inspection must 
be most superficial and ineffectual; even taking the longer 
period mentioned by Mr. Wyatt, during every minute 17-77 
men must pass before the examining officer, who, -with his atten¬ 
tion directed solely to one part, mus|t necessarily have a much 
more limited means of judging of the general health and ap¬ 
pearance of the men than if he were to inspect them in the 
manner described to us as being in force in most regiments, by 
having them paraded in line in merely shirts and trousers, the 

former thrown open with sleeves tucked up, the latter drawn up 
over the knees, the feet being bare. By such an inspection 
secondary disease cordd scarcely escape detection, and if the re¬ 
gulation of reporting and punishing men for concealing disease 
were strictly enforced, we hold other inspection to be not only 
unnecessary, but useless. We trust that the War Office autho¬ 
rities may not reintroduce or hastily adopt the recommendation 
of the committee on this matter. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

OxE of the last acts of the expiring Parliament was to pass 
the Pharmacy Act Amendment Bill, which has now received 
the Royal assent. The Medical Profession are indebted to Dr. 
Brewer for the neutralisation of one of the most objectionable 
clauses, as far as the Profession is concerned, of the Act of last 
year. It wiU be remembered that the 17th clause of the original 
Act, forbidding the sale of poisons, seriously interfered with the 
power of Medical Practitioners to prescribe medicines contain¬ 
ing poisonous drugs. It is true that the right of the legally 
qualified apothecary to supply medicines to his patient was pre¬ 
served; but the rights of other Medical Practitioners were 
undoubtedly infringed, and their qualifications as authorised 
guardians of the public health were entirely overlooked and 
made subordinate to those of the registered chemist and drug¬ 
gist. Early in the present session Dr. Brewer took great pains 
to exclude legally quahfied Medical Practitioners from the 
operation of this objectionable clause, and obtained the intro¬ 
duction of a special clause in the new Bill which excepted 
medicine dispensed under the prescription in -writing of any 
legally qualified Medical Practitioner, provided such medicine 
be dispensed by a person qualified according to the pro-risions of 
the Pharmacy Act, and be labelled -with the name and address of 
the seller, and the ingredients thereof and the name of the person 
to whom sold beenteredinabook kept by the seUerforthepurpose. 
This clause was rejected by the House of Lords. Active 
opposition had been got up to it, but Dr. Brewer was not easily 
beaten. An alternative proposition was offered to merge 
Medical men in a general exemption clause -with registered 
chemists; but this he very properly rejected, and we know that 
he was prepared to oppose the further passage of the Bill 
sooner than allow such a milange to be foisted into the 
statute book. In the end, by his firmness and by the as¬ 
sistance he obtained from the Grovemment in the House of 
Commons, he has gained a complete victory. On Tuesday the 
clause (Ho. 3) was reintroduced and passed the Lords, and on 
Wednesday Dr. Brewer had the satisfaction of hearing it read 
as having received the Royal sanction. The Profession are 
to be congratulated on this success, not merely on the point 
gained, although that is not a small one, but because the 
attention of members of both Houses of Parliament has been 
called to the fact that Medical men, and they only, are the true 
and legally appointed guardians of the pubhe health, and that 
special relations exist between them and the public which 
ought not to be interfered with. Dr. Brewer deserves, and 
will receive, the thanks of the whole Profession for the part he 
has taken in this matter. 

Amongst the recipients of the badges of Companionship of the 
New Order of the Star of India, is Sm-geon Major J. Arthur, 
formerly of the Madras Eusileers. This officer rendered 
efficient services dui-ing the mutiny, and was recommended for 
the Companionship of the Bath, but at that time he had left 
the service and was therefore not qualified to receive that 
decoration. The signal distinction of being the first Medical 
officer who has been selected to receive the honour of the 
Indian order, may be well and more highly prixed than even 
the Companionship of the Bath itself. We heartily congratulate 
Surgeon-Major Arthiu’ on his well-earned decoration. The 
insignia of the order were distributed at the India Office on 
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Friday last, by the Duke of Argyll, Secretary of State for 

India, as representative of the Queen. 

We have before remarked that poisonings have not dimi¬ 

nished in consequence of the Act which granted a monopoly 

in the sale of di’ugs to the Pharmaceutical Society. The 

newspapers this week bear ample evidence of the justice of 

the observation. A blacksmith named Charles Smith has 

been sentenced to twenty years’ penal servitude for an attempt 

to jioison his wife with arsenic. A boy named Charles Gritt 

has confessed to having Idlled his master’s daughter, Miss 

Emily Collier, with poisoned grain. He said that he did it 

“to see the effect on a human being.” He had previously 

experimented with it on fowls. And Mrs. Langford, the 

chemist’s wife, of Lynn, has been on her trial for the murder 

of her husband and child by strychnia. Although the evi¬ 

dence seems to have been overwhelming, the jury returned a 

verdict of “not guilty.” Mrs. Langford had confessed her 

guilt, strychnia was found in her pocket, and traces of 

strychnia were discovered in the contents of the child’s ali¬ 

mentary canal and in the liver; besides, the symptoms from 

which the child suffered seem clearly to have been those of 

poisoning by strychnia. But the question of whether it were 

possible that strychnia might have been conveyed into the 

child’s system through the mother’s milk was raised, and as 

there was no apparent motive for the crime, the jury seem 

to have thought themselves justified in taking the mercifid 

view. The case against her of poisoning the husband was 

not pressed. 

During the past week there have been several other trials of 

Medical interest. In the case of Lees v. Mawson, an action 

was brought against a dentist for negligently extracting a 

child’s tooth and fractm'ing the jaw, which afterwards became 

necrosed. The judge, however, said that there was no evi¬ 

dence of want of skill and care on the part of the dentist, and 

a verdict was entered accordingly. Surgical evidence was 

ready to prove that the jaw was not fractured, but that it was 

destroyed by disease. The case of Jelly v. the London and 

North-Western Railway Company was curious, inasmuch as 

the plaintiff had been unfortunate enough to be in a railway 

accident before, and had obtained large damages for injtiries 

from wliich, it seems, he had rapidly recovered. This time, 

however. Professor Erichsen had attended him throughout, and 

gave it as his decided opinion that he would never recover, 

although he might improve. Mr. Beever, a Medical man who 

had attended the plaiutiff and had given evidence on his behalf 

at the trial for the previous accident, took a different view of 

Ids case. He was aware of his rapid recovery then, and 

predicted a similar result now, as he said his symptoms were 

precisely the same. This, however, was in contradiction to Pro¬ 

fessor Erichsen’s evidence, and the usual edifying difference of 

opinion as to whether the symptoms depended on chronic in¬ 

flammation of the spine or on hysteria was displayed by the 

Medical witnesses, of whom there were several on each side. 

In the end the plaintiff obtained for the second time damages 

to the amount of £1500. 

A case of infringement of the Lunacy Act is reported from 

Leicestershire. A farmer named Black, residing near Lough¬ 

borough, has kept a demented old man, now 74 years old, for 

the last thirty years in a small apartment, chained to the wall 

of the room, with his hands fastened in front of him with 

handcuffs, and his feet manacled. The prisoner’s name is 

Wild, and he is said to be well connected. His relatives have 

paid Black £1 a week for keeping him. He has been kept 

chained night and day, being fastened down on his bed at 

night. The report adds that it is only fair to state that he was 

found well nourished, healthy, and clean. 

A chemist and druggist named Miller, residing at Bow, has 

been committed for trial for forging a Medical man’s signature 

to a certificate of unfitness of vaccination. The chemist, how¬ 

ever, had been the assistant of Mr. Powles, whose name he had 

forged, and his defence was that he had signed the certificate 

by Mr. Bowles’s direction. Mr. Powles said that he had no 

recollection of a\ithorising the defendant to sign his name, 

although he could not positively state he did not. The child 

was ill, and unfit to be vaccinated. Mr. Paget said that he 

must send the case before a jury, but that he would accept bail. 

ME. GUAnSTONE’S HEALTH. 

The Premier’s late illness arose, it appears, from an attack of 

mucous diarrhoea, which was severe, and at one time, through 

the pressure of anxious and unavoidable work, threatened to 

be obstinate. On the 2nd inst. the disease was subdued, and 

Dr. Andrew Clark, under whose Professional care Mr. Gladstone 

has been, gave a reluctant assent to his resumption of official 

duties. On the 6th there was a slight relapse, which was com¬ 

pletely overcome by the 8th. On Tuesday, suffering only from 

the weakness incident to such an iUness, Mr. Gladstone proceeded 

on a short visit to Walmer Castle, where we trust he will 

speedily recover his accustomed health and strength. 

A FOEEIGN EEWAED op ENGLISH MEEIT. 

The works of our Continental brethren are almost always 

received at their full value in this country; but it is only lately 

that the merits of British Surgeons have been acknowledged 

abroad. Every fresh instance of this change in our interna¬ 

tional relations is, therefore, worthy of record ; and we have 

great pleasure in making known the fact that Mr. Spencer 

Wells was last month unanimously elected as an Honorary 

Fellow of the Obstetrical Society of Leipzig. The terms in 

which he was requested to accept the diploma are very flat¬ 

tering to an English Surgeon. The Secretary was directed to 

send it “ as a feeble expression of the high esteem which per¬ 

vades all the members of the Society, and which you have 

earned by manifold meritorious services to science, to the 

Medical Profession, and to the whole civilised world.” 

EHMOTJEED CHANGES IN AEMT MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS. 

We have reason to believe that the statement recently made by 

a military contemporary that an interchange of stations is about 

to be effected between Inspectors-General of Hospitals Drs. 

Muir, C.B., and Beatson, C.B., the former at present Princij)al 

Medical Officer of British troops in India, and the latter Prin¬ 

cipal Medical Officer at Netley, is without any foundation in 

fact. If such an arrangement were to be made, it would give 

just cause of complaint to other Medical officers of the same 

rank both on fidl and half-pay. We are happy to hoar that 

Dr. Muir’s health, about which some uneasiness had been felt, 

has been quite restored by liis residence in the hills during the 

present hot season. 

PEOMOTION EXAMINATION OF ASSISTANT-SHEGEONS AT NETLEY. 

The examination of the Assistant-Surgeons who have recently 

gone through the educational course at Netley has just been 

concluded. We are happy to hear that aU have succeeded in 

satisfying the examiners as to their eligibility for promotion to 

the rank of Surgeon. The first place was attained by Assistant- 

Surgeon J. J. Pope, Royal Artillery, who has consequently 

become the owner of a full-sized regulation case of capital in¬ 

struments placed at the disposal of the Director-General for 

this purpose by Surgeon-Major Fleming, 4th Dragoon Guards, 

on his retirement on half-pay. 

THE WAY NOT TO DO IT. 

A COEEESPONDENT informs US that the Army Sanitary Com¬ 

mittee recently made an official inspection at Portsmouth, but 

without having in any way put themselves in communication 
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with the principal Medical officer of the district, who had made 

frequent reports on the very defects about which they had gone 

down to inquire. It would appear to us that the interests of 

the puhhc service, to say nothing of the courtesy due to a 

Medical officer of the high standing and long experience of 

Dr. C. A. Gordon, C.B., should have induced the inspecting 

committee to have made him acquainted with their intentions, 

even although they may not have considered his attendance 

necessary. 

DE. LAH’KESTEE’s anxual eepoet. 

The first section of the Report of the Coroner for Central 

Middlesex refers to “ the number, nature, and districts of 

inquests,” and this is illustrated by copious tables. The second 

treats of “ inquests in public institutions ; ” the third relates to 

“ inquests on deaths from natural causes,’ ’ the fourth to “ deaths 

from accidental causes,” the fifth to “ deaths from suicide,” 

and the sixth and last refers to “ inquests on cases of murder, 

manslaughter, and infanticide.” Dr. Lankester is in favour 

of holding inquests on all persons who die in workhouses, and 

tliiidis, under proper regulations, this might be effected without 

involving much trouble to jurymen or officials. He thinks that 

these inquiries would exert a wholesome influence in respect to 

the treatment of the poor. He would carry out the same rule 

in respect to lunatic asylums, both public and private. He 

thinks, also, that inquests should be held on all persons found 

dead, whether Medical certificates are produced or not, and 

remarks—“ The death of persons found dead is open to all 

kinds of animadversion, and it is always safer for private 

character and public justice that an inquest should be held.” 

Inquests, too, should be held on persons dying after illness 

without Medical attendance. He would make the registration 

of births compulsory, particularly as it might strengthen the 

hands of public vaccinators in carrying out the Vaccination 

Act. It is known that “ a sect of fanatics” recommended that 

parents should not have the births of their children registered, 

BO that the Inspectors of Vaccination should not be enabled to 

discover the residence of unvaccinated children. With respect 

to the causes of death, he complains of the imperfection of 

post-mortem examination as occasionally conducted by Medical 

Practitioners, and suggests that the coroner should be enabled 

in all cases to command the services of a competent expert to 

make post-mortem examinations, as it would contribute greatly 

to the interests of justice and the advancement of the science 

of Medical jurisprudence. We admit the force of this obser¬ 

vation, but there are so many objections to it that we question 

whether it is likely ever to be carried out. Dr. Lankester 

makes some judicious remarks on “still-born children,” and 

insists upon the necessity, for the public welfare, that these 

children should be registered. Deaths from accident have 

decreased considerably during the past year, perhaps owing to 

the notice taken of them by the Registrar-General and to the 

precautions which have been taken by the police authorities and 

vestries, such as the erection of refuges at crossings, etc. 

CEIMINAIi LX7NACY. 

A STATEMENT has been just issued by an Association instituted 

under the patronage of the late Lord Brougham for the pro¬ 

motion of the best mode of penal treatment and crime preven¬ 

tion, on the necessity for a Royal Commission of Inquiry to 

facilitate an alteration of the present state of the law as regards 

criminal lunacy. This statement, after entering somewhat 

elaborately into the merits of the question, says :— 

“ Such a Commission may be expected to involve, eventually, 
the following important results :— ^ 

“ 1. A recognition, by the law, of the abundantly proved 
fact that uncontrollable dangerous insanity often exists collate¬ 
rally with a knowledge of ‘ the difference between right and 
wrong.’ This would modify the criminal responsibility of the 
insane. They would be held responsible to the extent of secure 
detention in asylums (even for life, where necessary), but not 

to the extent of a disgraceful death on the gallows, or a 
degrading transfer to a convict gang. 

“ 2. The proof of insanity in criminal cases would be no 
longer committed to advocates (legal or Medical) of private 
interests, but would devolve upon an impartial jury or com¬ 
mission of scientific experts appointed by the Government. 
The investigation would then be conducted with a dignity 
alike befitting the majesty of the law and the scientific expe¬ 
rience of the Medical Profession. (A similar mode of investi¬ 
gation has long been in successful operation in Prance and 
certain American States.) 

“ 3. Theory being then reconciled with fact, and law with 
science, the national conscience in regard to tme justice would 
be sati.sfied, and legal administration would secure increased 
influence and support. Private interference would be super¬ 
seded by systematic and impartial investigation. The punish¬ 
ment of the sane criminal would be more certain, and the 
restraint of the insane rendered at once more humane and 
sure.” 

The following eminent Physicians cordially concur in the 

objects of the Association;—Drs. Thomas Laycock, Henry 

Maudsley, B. W. Pdchardson, H. W. Rumsey, John A. 

Symonds, Daniel Hack Tuke, and T. Harrington Tuke. 

BAEEACKS IN INDIA. 

It will be satisfactory to those who are interested in vital 

statistics among our soldiery in India to find that the Govern¬ 

ment are working passu with the most advanced idea of 

the day. The Indian budget, discussed in the House of Com¬ 

mons on Tuesday, August 3, turned in great measure on the 

extraordinary expenditure for barracks, which, since the 

mutiny, according to one member—Sir C. Wing-field—had 

reached the amount of fifteen millions sterling, or thereabouts. 

There are now some fifty places, he said, where barracks are 

recently built or being built, some of these only twenty miles 

distant from the other. The great want in that country, said 

tins speaker, is cubical space and current of air; mud walls 

and a thatched roof were far better than erections of brick or 

stone. There is no doubt, as the Under-Secretary for India 

(Mr. Grant Duff) expressed it, these new barracks are a con¬ 

siderable improvement on the preceding state of affairs, and 

that it was right to provide the best accommodation the science 

of the day could give; but, although these huge buildings 

were being constructed in deference to the combined influence of 

benevolence and science, the Government felt it had not yet 

arrived at final results, good for aU time, in the manner of 

housing troops, and that these buildings might be yet very far 

from fulfilling the conditions that sanitary science might pre¬ 

scribe to the Indian Government for the future. They could 

scarce be regarded as the last expression of sanitary science in 

stone and lime. It may be answered very confidently that 

they are not so ; that opinion upon the Continent has been for 

some time expressed in favour of one-storied buildings for 

troops, especially in hot climates—constructions of com¬ 

paratively slight permanency and rapid removal, of spacious 

dimensions, and somewhat fragile material. Old buildings, 

castles, convents. Hospitals, old streets, old barracks and 

camping grounds are altogether discredited as residences for 

troops in favour of everything fresh and new and slight and 

scattered. 

THE ONTAEIO MEDICAL ACT. 

The Ontario (Canada) Medical Act passed last session is causing 

great excitement and discontent amongst the legitimate Prac¬ 

titioners of Medicine in Canada. A more stupid and dangerous 

piece of legislation was never carried out; and so, we believe, 

a vast majority of the population of Canada now regard it. 

The Toronto Evening Tribune, in a very able leading article of 

the 17th ult., discusses at great length the entire question. It 

shows forcibly the injustice of the composition of the Council, 

the folly of admitting men to practise -without ha-ving passed 

a proper examination, and the absurdity, of supposing Medical 

education can be improved when the examinations in some 
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cases amount to the infinitesimal test of Medical knowledge. 

In the province it appears there are 2000 Practitioners of 

legitimate Medicine, and 200 homoeopathic, eclectic, and other 

irregulars, and yet the Act virtually, in some respects, sets a 

tyrant minority over a majority all but powerless. The Act 

must be repealed. Surely the 2000 Practitioners alluded to can 

influence their representatives in Parliament sufficiently for 

effecting their object. The Tribune concludes as follows:— 

“ The present Act, then, seems to us altogether unnecessary, 
unjust, and practically inefficient in securing a higher standard 
of Professional education in those quarters where it has been 
hitherto considered most necessary. Let each school, we say, 
have equal and separate privileges, and then appeal to the 
public on its own merits and respectability without borrowing 
frem those of others. If homoeopaths and eclectics do not 
themselves insist upon a high educational and Professional 
standard among their own students, they will most certainly 
reap the reward of public indifference and contempt, and the 
effect to themselves will simply be extinction; but, on the 
other hand, if they possess any real merit, they wfil then most 
assuredly be in a position to make it more abundantly manifest. 
This, it seems to us, would be a far more rational and politic 
mode of procedure than forming any such hybrid council as 
the present.” 

HUMAN REMAINS IN GLACIERS. 

We have recently examined a specimen, lately deposited by 

Dr. John W. Ogle in the Museum of St. George’s Hospital, of 

considerable interest. It consists of the thumb of a man, sup¬ 

posed to be one of the guides lost in the year 1820 in making 

an ascent of Mont Blanc, which was brought to light more 

than forty years afterwards. The preparation is the gift of 

J. Snowden, Esq., a barrister of the Temple, who writes the 

following description of its di8coverJ^ He says : “ In the year 

1862 I was crossing the Glacier des Bossons, near Chamounix, 

and found protruding from the ice a man’s arm; the flesh was 

quite firm and white, the thumb in question was lying severed 

just outside the hole, and just beneath the surface of the ice I 

found several finger-nails, hair, part of a leathern knapsack, a 

cork, etc. The arm was pretty confidently identified as having 

belonged to Fairraz, one of the guides who was swept away 

forty years before at the top of the glacier whilst making the 

ascent of Mont Blanc with Dr"! Hamel. The appearance of 

fragments of their bodies was not unexpected, as Dr. Forbes, 

from his calculations as to the movement of the glacier, had 

predicted that portions of the remains would probably be 

found in that very year.” Dr. Ogle also placed in the museum 

a copy of the Mont Blanc jouimal, L'Abeille de Chamounix, for 

September 21, 1862, in which reference is made to the dis¬ 

covery of the remains of which the thumb presented by Mr. 

Snowden is a part. 

{Translation.) 

“Friday, September 12.—Mr. J. Snowden, Miss Snowden, 
and Mr. H. Saunders, accompanied by the guide, Alfred 
Couttet, perceived, in traversing the Glacier des Bossons, some 
shreds of clothing, tufts of light-coloured hair, and, at a little 
distance, the right arm of a man mutilated near the wrist and 
fractured a little below the humerus. This limb .... 
was entirely covered with supple and scarcely livid flesh. It 
had been cast up the same morning by the crevasse at the side 
of which it had been picked up. Among the fragments of 
clothing were morsels of a leathern sack still covered with 
brown hair, remains of glass, and a red-stained cork . . . 

“ On one of the portions of clothing was an iron button . . . 
exactly similar to one of those which were attached to the 
clothes found in the previous year. This arm evidently 
belonged to one of the bodies whose skull had been cast up the 
year before. The various official minutes containing statements 
as to the nature of the parts which have been cast up show that 
three right arms have been thrown up by the glaciers in suc¬ 
cession—a sufficient proof that the three victims of the accident 
of 1820 have not been separated by the changes in their icy 
cradle, and that the opening of a neighbouring fissure will in 
time very probably restore the other parts of these bodies so 
remarkably preserved for forty-two years.” 

FROM ABROAD.—THE SEASIDE HOPITAL NAPOLEON—JOHN BULL’S 

BIGOTRY—INTERSTITIAL CAUTERISATION. 

A RECENT number of the Moniteur contains an interesting 

account of the enlarged seaside Hospital for Children which 

has just been opened by the Empress. It is situated a few 

miles south of Boulogne, at Berck-sur-Mer, a fishing village, 

which, having no port, is not liable to the muddy deposits on 

the recession of the tide which so often render such localities un¬ 

healthy. As far back as 1861, that enlightened body, the 

Paris Administration de I’Assistance Pubhque, pitched upon 

this sandy shore as a favourable place for making a great 

experiment it had resolved upon, of the application of marine 

hydrotherapeutics to the treatment of scrofula. We sup¬ 

pose our own establishment at Margate gave the first idea 

of this; but it will be seen it has heen followed out on a much 

vaster scale. As a tentative procedure a provisional Hospital 

was established for the purpose of receiving 100 of the young 

of both sexes during both winter and summer. This was 

erected at an expense of 85,679 francs, to which 16,439 had to 

be added for the purchase of the land and furniture, or a total 

of 102,118 francs. This experiment has been carried on during 

eight years, under the direction of M. Perochaud and the 

incessant inspection of MM. Marjolin and Bergeron, and the 

results were so satisfactory that the extension originally con¬ 

templated was determined on. It now was determined by the 

Administration not merely to enable a greater number of children 

to be treated at the establishment, but to transport to the seaside 

all the scrofulous children who came under their care. In this 

way they not only facilitated the cure of the disease in these 

children, but they gained much wanted space in the two 

Children’s Hospitals at Paris, which would enable the proper 

separation or isolation of those of the remaining patients who 

became the subjects of contagious disease. The project was 

most carefully elaborated beforehand in order that no delays 

might arise during its execution, and in twenty months after 

its commencement the Hopital Napoleon was ready for the 

reception of near 700 children. The cost, exclusive of that of 

the provisional Hospital, was estimated at 2,400,630 fr., and it 

is expected that this sum will scarcely be exceeded. The beds 

for patients and officials number 800, the expense amounting 

to a little more than 3000 fr. per bed. Sufficient land has been 

secured to provide for all future contingencies and to prevent 

any buildings or occupations detrimental to health being esta¬ 

blished in the vicinity. The disposition of the edifice, which 

is in the shape of a squared horseshoe, is described at length in 

the article we quote from, and an account given of all the 

appurtenances, such as the chapel, wliich is open to the neigh¬ 

bourhood, kitchen, washing establishment, bakery, and other 

pro\dsioning establishments, refectories, school and workrooms, 

sea-water swimming ponds, capable of being heated in winter, 

hydraulic apparatus, etc., etc. There are separate pavilions 

containing several wards for children who become the subjects 

of acute or contagious diseases, or whose cases call for any 

exceptional treatment. The ordinary sleeping-rooms, which 

are fitted up more like those of a boarding-school than a Hos¬ 

pital, are 14 in number, each containing 36 beds, 40 cubic 

metres of air being allowed for each. In each of the wards of 

the Infirmary there are only 16 beds. The whole of the build¬ 

ing is surrounded by covered galleries, which allows of all the 

duties of the establishment being carried on in all weathers, 

and supplies the clfildren with a long^ promenade. They have 

also two large gymnasia. Besides the swimming ponds and 

the bathing allowed in the open sea in fine weather, there are 

numerous baths distributed over the building, and one ward is 

especially employed for hydropathic treatment. 

The exaggerations and misapprehensions which prevail on 

the Continent with regard to most of our procedures are so 

inveterate that even the corrective power of a greatly multi¬ 

plied intercourse does not seem as yet to have produced much 

effect. An article in a recent number of the Revue des Cours, 
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a journal usually well informed on matters going on here, and 

in intimate relations with several of our men of science, pre¬ 

sents us with rather a rich specimen in illustration :■—■ 

“ In France,” it says, “ we are naturally disposed to heUeve 
in the solidarity of all kinds of liberty, and we can scarcely 
understand how it is that in free England the excess of religious 
feeling is enabled to obstruct by so many impediments the 
development of natural science. Of all the sciences, physiology 
is that which must suffer most from such a state of things. It 
is not very long ago that a certain number of the professors of 
the English Medical schools publicly condemned the employ¬ 
ment of physiological experiments in courses of lectures, and 
reprehended the practice of the French Faculties where they 
generally have the pretension of proving experimentally what 
is advanced. Woe to those who venture to perform vivisections! 
If they are not protected by a high and independent social 
position, they will not endure sufficient jiunishment by reason 
of the kind of repulsion wliich they find themselves the objects 
of, but they run the risk of being denounced before the 
tribunals. In fact, England is covered with animal protection 
societies, who set on foot agents charged among other things 
with denouncing and prosecuting vivisectors. We could cite 
unfortunate physiologists who have on several occasions been 
condemned to fines of 120 francs for having dared to scalp a 
frog.In England, as in Scotland, the Established 
Church is almost everywhere dominant in superior instruction, 
and it is in general difficult to attain a chair without belonging 
to it, or at least having its patronage. It is the same with the 
Hospitals, which ai-e generally supported by private contribu¬ 
tions.When the physiologist Doctors who rebel 
against the Anglican yoke do obtain a chair or an Hospital 
service, they have little more chance on this account of acquiring 
a lucrative practice amongst the higher classes. Thus many 
English savants are obliged to stifle their opinions, and to 
almost hide themselves in order to work. Several of the great 
savants have only been able to retain their independence of 
thoug-ht by reason of their personal position enabling them to 
disdain public functions and the advantages of popular favour.” 

Need we point out the exaggerations and ridiculous errors 

contained in these passages ? Had we met with them in one of 

the ordinary journals, we shotdd have passed them by without 

notice ; but it is very discouraging to find them thus gravely 

recorded in one of real scientific pretensions, and having a large 

circulation among a class of readers who, we had hoped, were 

too well acquainted vdth the true position of men of science in 

this country to allow of such observations being addressed to 

them. 

However, there is still, the writer thinks, a ray of hojie beam¬ 

ing’ for us in the distance, and the source of this is the drollest 

part of the business, being no other than the proj ected amalga¬ 

mation of the Medical Societies of London! “If the Academy 

of Medicine of London thus becomes established,” says our 

critic, “ the liberal element will, in the end, most surely pre¬ 

dominate, and the authority which cannot but attach to such a 

body will i^erhaps serve as a basis for independent ideas. Here, 

indeed, it may be truly said, ‘ union is strength.’ ” Whatever 

we may do in the matter of so prosaic a thing as liberty, we 

must evidently go to France for an idea. Little did the econo¬ 

mists of the Medico-Chirurgical Society, in putting forth their 

amalgamation scheme, d.ream that they were laying the corner¬ 

stone to the emancii)ation of science from the thraldom of the 

Established Chirrch. 

The Gazette cles Hopitaux of July 24 contains an account 

of the trials which M. Riohet has been makina: durino- 

this last year of what he calls “interstitial injection of 

caustic substances.” The caustic employed is the chloride of 

zinc, but, instead of using it in the solid form, M. Eichet 

employs it after it has become liquefied by expostu-e to the air. 

Being very hygrometric, it is soon converted into a liquid of a 

syrupy consistence. The form of tumour which has been most 

frequently experimented upon is the sebaceous cyst of the 

scalp, which the French call loupe. It is possessed of little 

vitality and power of reaction, and it suffices to inject into its 

substance, by means of a Pravaz syringe, from one to four or 

five drops of the liquefied chloride. When the loupe is a true 

lipoma, consisting of nothing but fatty tissue, a few days after 

the injection its contents may be pressed out by the small 

aperture in the skin which is left by the little superficial eschar 

produced at the point of puncture. It has frequently happened 

that a single drop of the caustic thus injected has sufficed for 

the removal in this way of tumom’s of considerable size. In 

a case in which the loupe was formed by the transforma¬ 

tion of some blood which had been effused as a consequence 

of a fall, enucleation could not be practised after the inj ection, 

and the knife had to be employed. The tumour, however', con¬ 

sisted of several firm, semi-transparent, fibrous-looldng layers, 

in nowise resembling a lipoma; and this is the only instance of 

failure in twelve months, during which M. Richet has so 

treated a considerable number of loupes. 

A week or two since M. Richet tried this injection on an 

enormous goitre, making several prmctures along the median 

line. There resulted mortification of the skin over an extent of 

about 3 centimetres, as also sharp inflammation with indura¬ 

tion, and perhaps more or less gangrene of the median lobe of 

the thyroid gland. It is remarkable that the two lateral lobes 

diminished rapidly, and became more supifie during this inflam¬ 

mation of the median lobe. The injections have been too re¬ 

cently made to allow of the eventual result yet being determined; 

but it will be a gTeat boon if this mode of cauterising proves 

efficacious, so that it may be substituted in the treatment of 

bronchocele for the cauterisation par jieclies which is employed 

in Paris, and has in several cases been followed by fatal 

haemorrhage. 

In our number for May 22 we noticed the practice of Dr. 

Krafft-Ebing, which he states as being highly successful, in 

producing the rapid and painless enucleation of steatomatous 

tumours of the scalp, and which consists in the injection into 

their substance of a few drops of a solution of tartar emetic. 

PAEIIAMENTAET.- XITEO-GLYOEEINE •— PTIEB LIME-JUICE—THE 

TEANSIT OP VENUS-PHAEMACY ACT AMENDMENT BILL—SANITAEY 

AMENDMENT ACTS—ACCIDENTS IN COAL-MINES. 

On Thursday, August o, in the House of Lords, 

The Nitro-Glycerine Bill passed through committee. 

In the House of Commons, in answer to a question by Mr. 

Candlish as to the lime-juice used in the navy, 

Mr. Baxter said the principal officer of the Victualling 
Department of Deptford had reported favourably on the use of 
lime-juice without the addition of lo per cent, of spirits. Pure 
lime-juice had also been sent to the Island of Ascension, and 
returned in excellent condition. He held in his hand the report 
of the Controller of the Victualling Department, and there was 
no objection to its production. 

On Friday, in the House of Lords, 

The Nitro-Clycerine Bill was 'reported, and the Sanitary Act 

(186G) Amendment Bid. was read a second time. 

In committee of the House of Commons, on the motion of 

Mr. Childers, the House agreed to j)etition the Queen that 

arrangements might be made for observing the transit of Venus 

which is to take place in 1874- in various parts of the world 

and to assure her Majesty that the House woidd meet the 

expenses of the same—calculated at £10,500. 

In the House of Lords on Monday, August 9, 

The Commons’ Amendments to the Pharmacy Act (1868) 

Amendment Bill and to the Contagious Diseases Bill were 

agreed to. 

The Sanitary Act (1866) Amendment (Ireland) Bill was read 

a second time. 

The Sanitary Act (1866) Amendment Bill was read a tliird 

time and passed. 

Lord Elcho called attention to a memorial recently presented 
to the Government, signed on behalf of 30,000 miners, praying 
for a special inquiry into the causes of recent accidents in coal 
mines, and in reply, 

Mr. Bruce did not agree in the necessity of a special inquiry, 
as the causes of all these accidents in a general way were per¬ 
fectly well known. He regretted that, owing to the pressure 
of business, it had been found impossible to legislate tliis year 
but he hoped to take the subject up next session. 
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AEMT MDICAL DEPAETMENT. — PEO- 
MOTION OE PUNISHMENT? 

{From a Correspondent^ 

Tub object of Lord Bury’s queries in tbe House of Commons 

will be best explained by stating that soon after the Crimean 

IVar, in consequence of the unfair manner in which foreign 

service had been distributed, a roster was established, by wliich 

it was supposed every officer would have his fair share of home 

service. The precise rules by which the roster has been governed 

have been kept secret — at aU events, are not published. 

The consequence has been that some few officers, possessing 

sufficient interest either to effect exchanges into regiments at 

home or obtaining some employment in the Army Medical 

Board or Netley, have been able to evade or escape their turn of 
foreign service, while others, less fortunate, have been obliged 
to proceed on foreign service, out of their fair turn, or submit 
to a forced retirement on an inferior scale of pension. Any 
impartial or unprejudiced person will admit this is a very 
serious injustice, and one that loudly calls for redress. 

Mr. Cardwell has been understood to say these appointments 
were made and continued at the will or pleasure of the Secre¬ 
tary of State for War. The recipients know sufficiently well 
how to ingratiate themselves with the authorities in Pall-mall 
to be continued in their posts until they have virtually become 
appointments for life. Thus the ten seniors on the board have 
passed upwards of thirty years at home; others have not been 
abroad since the Crimean campaign, although five wars have 
taken place in that period, and all have exceeded the allotted 
period of staff employment in the army—viz., five years. 

This is not the only bad feature in the abuse of patronage 
for which the Secretary of War, by his own showing, is re¬ 
sponsible ; for, while these fortunate gentlemen have thus been 
able successfully to escape their turn of foreign duty, their 
IDi’omotion has gone on uninterruptedly, or, as in the case of two 
of them, the rate of pay of a higher grade has been bestowed, 
Avhile some of them have reaped the highest honours and re¬ 
wards due to service in the field. At the same time appoint¬ 
ments have been reduced (notably an Inspector-Ceneralship in 
London previously held by Dr. Lyon), and old officers promoted 
for distinguished service placed on half-pay as a reward for 
merit. 

THE ANNUAL MEETINGS OE THE 
MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

HELD AT YOEK ON MONDAY, AUGUST 2. 

{From a Correspondent^ 

The meeting at Leeds over, the members of the Psycho¬ 

logical Association met at York to hold their twenty-fourth 

annual session, and again festivities, debates on associational 

topics, and learned papers on science were so intimately blended 

that it is somewhat a difficulty, at this early stage, to distin- 

gTiish one from the other, or to say which was the best. Of 

course the York meeting was, by comparison with the meeting 

at Leeds, small; and,indeed, it reminded me much of the earlier 

meetings of the British Medical when it gloried, as it had a 

perfect right to glory, in the modest name of “ provincial.” 

But although the meeting was small compared with that of 

the larger Society, it was a large meeting of psychologists, and 

as successful as any meeting could be. Indeed, there was a 

j)leasant relief in attending it, a freedom from excitement and 

haste, a feeling that the business of the meeting could aU be 

comprehended, Avhich, to me, was peculiarly refreshing and 
Avholesome, so that I almost sighed for the good old days of 
the old “ Provincial.” 

Many of us who attended the “ Psychological” reached York 
on Saturday, and proceeded at once to the North Biding Asylum, 
v/here Dr. Christie met us in right brotherly spirit, led us over 
the farm, grounds, and gardens, and entertained us at a banquet 
which, in point of taste, to say notlung of the more sub¬ 
stantial part, was simply perfect. After luncheon we inspected 
the house and, the inspection over, were shown some ophthal¬ 
moscopic demonstrations by Dr. Clifford Allbutt. In the even¬ 
tide the new President of the Association, Professor Laycock, 

gathered us round him to dinner at York, and performed the host 
liberally, heartily, and eloquently. Sunday could hardly be said 
to bring us rest, for there was a grand service in the Minster, 
and as my Lords Judges Cleasby and Brett were holding assize in 
the week days, there was a civic state procession to the Minster, 
and the Archbishop was on his throne, and the announcement 
of my Lords was by blast of trumpets and appearances of 
awful javelin men carrying in a fearfully imbecile manner 
their shining and terrible weapons for defence or death. If you 
were to ask one of these desperadoes what he coffid do with his 
weapon, he would probably teU you he could cut boughs off 
trees, and if this were not one of the original uses of the instru¬ 
ment, it were certainly one of the best—i.e., when boughs of 
trees want cutting, or some modern Druid or Druidess (I sup¬ 
pose there were Druidesses once of a time) is dying for 
mistletoe. To proceed, on Monday morning we all got to work 
in the lecture room of the Philosophical Musemn. The museum 
is itself worth coming to see, from London or anywhere. It is 
rich and rare, and if I had anything to compare it with, and 
could make even a Tupperian strain, I should be inclined to 
travestie Tom Moore, and say, “ But oh! its beauty is far 
beyond.” Here, however, I must stop, and simply invite those 
who have not seen the museum to go to it. There is a picture 
there which alone is a study. It is done by Etty—a York man, 
by the way—and the subject of it is Mr. Atkinson, the author 
of that A to B bibliography of Medicine which most unhappily 
stopped at B, because, I suppose, the plan of the book Avas on 
too large a base for any one man to complete it. Atkinson was 
a genius in earnest; he was, I am told, a man of overflowing 
humour, a great collector of specimens of natural history, a 
scholar, and—why are the gods so liberal to one man and not 
to aUP—a splendid violin player. Well, there he is, stamped on 
canvas by Etty, a study even now, though he is in his grave 
corporeally, or what may remain of him, but living there on 
that piece of cloth and dab of oil. Slovenly old wit; there he is, 
with a face not Tinlike that which Sir Joshua gave to John 
Hunter, but with such a humorous sense about it, and such 
expression, that I declare, as I looked at it, I expected every 
moment one of the eyes would wink, and if it did not the fault 
was not in eye. Ah ! I felt if I could be with you, you fine 
old sloven, when Master Etty was touching you up to that 
touch of you he has left! WLat pleasure I should have with 
you ; what experiments we should make together; what stories 
we should tell each other; what rotten old books we should 
peruse ; what music and poetry we should revel in; what laughs 
and jokes we should have till our sides ached; what numbers 
of pipes we should-but stay; grave Mr. Editor of the 
M. T. and G. (the printer is especially requested not to alter 
this mode of spelling your valuable periodical), where have I 
got to, and what is the business ? I must try back; I Avas at 
York, and the business was that of the (it is an aAvful title to 
Avrite, and one I never could spell correctly), the Medico- 
Psychological Association. 

To business. Sir, then, in a bran-new paragraph. The meet¬ 
ing was opened by an address from the retiring President, Dr. 
Sankey—a good, sound, common-sense address, giAung just 
the impression that ought to be left by one who is quitting 
office with true dignity. Thereupon the cha-ir went over to 
the new President—or rather, as not many of us believe in 
manifestations, the new President went over to the chair, 
which, in a more natural way, is the same thing. Prof. Lay- 
cock’s first action on taking up the cares and duties and 
honours of office was to read a moderately sharp and decisive 
lecture on the reforms required in the government of the 
Society. In this effort he certainly laid on everything except 
the usual thing that is usually laid on upon these occasions. 
He flattered nobody; he did not so much as say that the Asso¬ 
ciation was great or wonderful; but he stuck by it neverthe¬ 
less, and opposed, tooth and nail, its submersion in and into 
the Royal Society of Medicine. Pie further proposed seA^eral 
measures which, when carried out, Avill be thought conducive 
to the stability of the institution. The address was Avritten in 
fine English, and Avas delivered forcibly and eloquently. It 
was entitled “ The Objects and Organisation of the Medico- 
Psychological Association.” 

After the address twenty-three new members were elected as 
ordinary members, and Egerton Vernon Harcourt, Esq., Sir 
James Clarke, Dr. Lockhart Clarke, Dr. Richardson, T. B. 
Woodd, Esq., and Dr. G-uy were elected honorary members. 

As office-bearers Dr. Tuke was re-elected honorary secretary. 
Dr. Paul honorary treasurer, and Drs. Maudsley and Robert¬ 
son editors of the Journal. 

Dr. Boyd was elected for the next future presidency. Some 
new members were added to the Council. 
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The treasurer, Dr. Paul, read his report, and showed a 
balance in hand of £41 15s. The receipts during the past 
year were £261 18s. 5d. The report was adopted. 

A cordial vote of thanks was passed to Drs. Robertson and 
Maudsley for their able services as editors of the Journal, and 
for the economy with which they conducted their lahoui’s 
on behalf of the Association. 

A motion was moved by Dr. Tuke and seconded by Dr. 
Robertson for the appointment of a committee to consider the 
proposed union of the Association with the Royal Medico- 
Chirurgical Society, with instructions to carry out the amalga¬ 
mation in the way they shall find best. A discussion followed, 
in which most of the speakers held that a committee should 
consider the question of amalgamation, but should not decide 
on the question as at first prox^osed. Dr. Christie moved, as 
an amendment, “ That a committee be appointed for the 
following purposes :—To consider any proposals for union, and 
to report thereon at the annual or a special meeting ; to con¬ 
sider and report what changes, if any, are desirable in the 
organisation of the Society and in the mode of conducting the 
Journal of the Society; that the committee consist of the 
President and the former Presidents of the Association, and 
that they be empo-wered to vote by proxy and to carry on busi¬ 
ness by correspondence.” 

A committee was ultimately formed, consisting' of the Pre¬ 
sident, the x^ast Presidents, and Drs. Arlidge, Christie, and 
Crichton Browne, to inquire into the constitution of the Asso¬ 
ciation, and suggest Avhat was necessary for its advancement. 
These matters occupied the whole of the first meeting. 

After a short rest, during the interval of which many mem¬ 
bers inspected the crypts of the Minster, under the direction of 
the Rev. Canon Hey, grandson of Hey primus, a second sitting 
was held for scientific work. The Honorary Secretary, Dr. 
Tuke, read a rexjort of a committee “ On the State of the 
Criminal Law in relation to Insanity.” The rex)ort was 
received and adopted, hut the time was too short for discussion 
upon it. The Profession generally will await with interest the 
opinions of the Psychological Association on this, at present, 
aU-important subject. A second report, haA'ing reference to 
the quarterly meetings of the Society, was also read and 
adopted. Dr. Laycock again led the way, and delivered a 
dowerful extempore address on the progress of Psychological 
Medicine. In this address the author put the question—Plow 
far does the corporeal condition of a man or a woman influence 
the moral Avill, and how far are men and women responsible to 
society on account of morbid corporeal conditions ? He held 
that science was now advancing Anth such rapid strides that 
this question would soon he answered in a true and scientific 
manner, and he proceeded to trace the influence of certain 
physical agencies, such as galvanism, electricity, and some 
drugs—oxAium for an example—on the condition of the brain. 
The astronomer could now, by means of spectrum analysis, 
determine the composition of the sun, the fixed stars, the 
nebulae, and it was not diffierdt to foresee or to hope that if 
these wonders could be achieved, and the distant sx^ace ex¬ 
plored, the physiologist might in time, by his labours, explore 
the inner regions of the mental activity of the animal 
organism. A vote of thanks to Professor Laycock was moved 
by Dr. C. BroAvne, seconded by Dr. Down, and carried Avdth 
acclamation. 

Dr. Laycock, having returned thanks, was followed by Dr. 
Richardson, who read a paper “ On Physical Disease from 
Severe Mental Strain,” a paper which caused a vigorous debate, 
and Dr. Richardson was in turn followed by Dr. Lockhart 
Clarke, who related a case of “ General Paresis,” and showed 
a curious diseased condition in a brain removed from a patient 
who had been under the care of Dr. Gairdner, of Glasgow. 

Dr. Sabben came next in order Avith an essay “ On Ritualism 
Avith reference to its Influence on Insanity.” He held that 
Ritualism at the present time is one of the most prominent 
causes of insanity in the middle ranks of life. Dr. Tuke was 
also on the agenda for a communication entitled “ An Apology 
for Lord Brougham on Psychological Grounds.” 

As a matter of course the meeting was followed by a dinner, 
which Avas held at the Station Hotel, and at which were 
present the Lord Mayor of York, the Rev. Canon Hey, Mr. 
Husband, President of the Council of the British Medical 
Association, and several of the Practitioners of the city of 
York. 

And again a holiday, this time at the Assembly Rooms, 
where Dr. Christie brought the meeting to a close with a con¬ 
versazione. Many specimens of great interest were exhibited ; 
the gaps of the evening were filled up with excellent glee 
singing, and short lectures were given by Dr. Proctor on ex¬ 

periments with the induction coil. Dr. Lockhart Clarke on 
microscopical demonstrations of the brain, and Dr. Richardson 
on his mode of cutting Avith the rapidly reAmlving' knife, 
incisions being painlessly made with the knife on the arm of 
the lecturer and on one of the visitors, who A'oluntoered to be 
subjected to the experiment. 

On the morning after the meeting Dr. Richardson met a 
con.siderable number of members of the Association and most 
of the Medical men of York, and gave a lecture, in the Museum, 
on “Artificial Respiration,” exhibiting in action, with succe.ss, 
his new apparatus for restoring respiration and life after 
apparent death from narcotic vapours. 

REVIEWS. 

-^- 

RECENT WORKS ON OPHTHALMIC SURGERY. 

A Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye. By J. Soelbeeo Wells, 

Professor of Ophthalmology in King’s College, London, 
Ophthalmic Surgeon to ICing’s College Hospital, and 
Assistant-Surgeon to the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospi¬ 
tal, Moorfields. London: John Churchill and Sons. 1869. 
Pp. 717. 

On Long, Short, and Weak Sight, and their Treatment by the 
Scientific Use of Spectacles. By J. Soelbero Wells. London: 
John Churchiil and Sons. Third edition. 1869. Pp. 243. 

The Theory of Ocular Defects and of Spectacles. Translated from 
the German of Dr. Hermann Scheeflee by Robert Beu- 

DENELL Carter, E.R.C.S. Exam. London: Longmans, 
Green, and Co. 1869. Pp. 240. 

Diseases and Injuries of the Eye; their Medical and Surgical 
Treatment. By George Lawson, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to tho 
Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, Moorfields, and 
Assistant-Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital. London : 
Henry Renshaw. 1869. Pxa. 339. 

Du Diagnostic des Maladies des Yeux. Par X. Galezowsei. 

On the Diagnosis of Eye Diseases by the Chromatoscopy of the 
Retina. Preceded by an Essay on the Physical and Physio¬ 
logical Laws of Colour. By X. Galezowski, M.D., etc., 
Professor of Ophthalmolog'y. With Thirty-one Woodcuts, 
etc., etc. Paris: J. B. Bailhere and Sons. Pp. 267. 1868. 

Second Notice. 

Since the introduction of the ophthalmoscope in unravelling 
causes of sudden and obscure amaurosis, a number of cases 
has been recorded by Von Graefe, Liebreich, Knapp, Quagliano, 
and others, in Avliich blindness rapidly taking place in one eye 
was attributed to embolism of the bloodvessels of the retina. 
This view has been pretty generally accepted, and most 
Ophthalmic Surgeons attribute to blocking of the retinal 
vessels that form of amaurosis which comes on rapidly in one 
eye of a person suffering from cardiac disease or aneurism, and 
reveals, on ophthalmoscopic examination of the affected org-an, 
an anaemic disc, contracted arteries, oscillating circulation in 
the veins, and a bright red spot in the region of the macula 
lutea. Professor Stellwag, however, does not seem to regard 
with much favour this theory of emboha, and, in discussing 
amaurosis from sudden interruption in the arterial blood supply, 
Avrites as follows :—“ If Ave take a comprehensive view of all 
that has been reported on this subject, we cannot escape tho 
conclusion that it is an inflammation, and usually a retro- 
ocular neuritis, which, by abundant secretion of morbid pro¬ 
duct, and consequently a contraction of the space, has caused 
the lessening of the calibre of the vessels.” The following are 
given as the chief arguments against embolic amaurosis :— 
Firstly, the xiresence of an embolus within the retinal vessels 
has never been clearly demonstrated in any reported cose. 
Secondly, considering the close connexion between the arterial 
branches of the retina and the nutrient vessels of the papilla, 
it is inconceivable how an obstruction in the principal twig’ 
could permanently reduce the conduction of retinal blood to a 
minimum. Thirdly, symxAtoms have never been indicated of 
temporary want of blood in the choroid and other parts of the 
eyeball. Professor Stellwag admits the fact of an actual 
closure of a single branch of the arteria centralis so often pre¬ 
sented in cases of sudden amaurosis from supposed embolism, 
but states that it can be explained in the simplest manner by 
inflammatory thrombosis, which is by no means a rare occur¬ 
rence in neuro-retinitis. 

“The subject of chromatic aberrations, whether congenital 
or acquired, has long been one of great interest from its bear- 
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ing on the physiology of vision and the determination of the 
structures which communicate colour sensations. The forms 
that have hitherto been principally recognised and studied are 
the inherited colour blindness known in tliis country as 
Daltonism, the yellow vision described by Rose and Schultze 
as a result of the internal administration of santonine in large 
doses, and the total or- partial colour-blindness sometimes 
associated with injury or disease of the brain. I\I. G-alezowski, 
the author of many papers on the application of the ophthalmo- 
scojie to the diagnosis of cerebral disease, has long been struck 
with the influence exerted by the various morbid changes of 
the optic disc and retina upon the chromatic sense, and has 
submitted all amaurotic jiatients coming under his notice to 
an examination into the condition of this faculty of vision. 
The results of these investigations have been published in 
connexion with a very elaborate study of the physiology of 
coloured vision and the causes of chromatic aberration. The 
theory proposed by Dr. Young, and accepted by Helmholtz, 
that the eye is furnished Avith three kinds of special nerve 
fibres for receiving and conducting to the brain three different 
colours—red, green, and violet—is opposed by M. Galezowski, 
who considers the cones as the true chromatic organs of the 
eye. The following is a brief statement of these views :— 

“ The summit of each cone looks, as we know, towards the 
centre of the eye, and the cone from its base to its summit is 
traversed by a central thread which passes into and is lost in 
the granular layer. Now, a luminous bundle striking the 
surface of the cone near the summit would necessarily be 
diverted whilst traversing the cone, and become decomposed 
according to the laws of refraction, so as to produce at the base 
concentric circles of the solar spectrum. Thus the base of the 
cone would be marked in order from within outwards by circles 
of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. The 
seven concentric circles at the base will always have tliis dis¬ 
position, and be constantly sensitive of the impressions of these 
seven colom’s, so that if one kind of light—blue light, for 
example—should fall upon the cone, it woidd impress only the 
blue portion of the base, the other circles remaining unexcited. 
Supposing now that white light arrives at the cone, it will be 
decomposed at the base, but, as all the seven circles will at once 
be excited, white light is produced. Thus every simple and 
primitive colour of the solar spectrum will traverse the cones 
without being decomposed, and then exert an impression upon 
a part of the base which corresponds to the nature of the colour. 
The distinction of this deviation is defined by the amount of 
refraction which each coloiirpossesses, theredrays passing to the 
base almost directly, and the violet rays undergoing a very 
considerable deviation. A compound colour will be decomposed 
in the cone so as to produce simultaneously two or three im¬ 
pressions, which will then be transformed by the brain into 
mixed impressions.” 

The rods {butonnets), according to M. Galezowski, allow the 
passage of those rays only which are directed parallel to their 
axes, and they thus receive only the impressions of simple white 
or black rays, which can be transmitted to the base of each 
rod without being refracted. 

Upon these views, which to us are very fanciful and rest 
upon no truly scientific data, M. G-alezoAVsld bases his explana¬ 
tions of congenital colour-blindness, anomalies in the percep¬ 
tion of colom-s, and coloured vision. The section on pathological 
or acquired colour-blindness is one of some interest, and gives 
the results of chromatoscopic investigations in cases of albu¬ 
minuric and glycosuric retinitis, of intra-ocular syphilitic dis¬ 
ease, of progressive atrophy of the papfila, and of amblyopia 
in various cerebral affections and as a symptom of alcoholism. 
Rules and directions for practising retinal chromatoscopy, the 
title given by M. Galezowski to the investigation of the chro¬ 
matic faculty of the eye, are given in this work at great length, 
and a chromatic scale is to be found at the end of the volume. 
In this useful addendum eleven colours, corresponding to those 
recognised by JVI. Chevreul, are arranged in columns, the first 
colour being red and the last violet. Each coliunn is sub¬ 
divided into four tints, of which the uppermost is the darkest. 
“ This arrangement,” asserts M. Galezowski, “enables one to 
distinguish each colour separately, and at the same time renders 
it possible to appreciate in patients the phenomena of the 
simultaneous or successive contrast of intact or altered colours.” 

Dr. Hermann Scheffier’s work on “ Ociilar Defects,” which 
is presented in an English form by Mr. Brudenell Carter, deals 
with the affections of accommodation, refraction, and conver¬ 
gence, and describes an improved form of lens for spectacles. 
It also gives views concerning two peculiar functions styled 
“application” and “opponency of the fields of vision.” The 
“ orthoscopic ” spectacles commended by Dr. Scheffler have 
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been devised for the purpose of preventing the injimous effects 
produced by ordinary spherical lenses on the muscular appa¬ 
ratus of the eye, and constitute a great improvement on the 
“ decentred lenses ” of M. Giraud-Teulon. The autftior gRes 
a mathematical formula which supplies for every lens a deter¬ 
minate prism. The prism and the concave or convex lens are 
not formed of separate pieces, but are ground from a single 
glass and from the peripheral portions of a larger lens, and are 
therefore called eccentric glasses. The fabrication of eccentric 
lenses from larger glasses is stated to be “ on more than one 
account important. The cost is thus very considerably reduced. 
The large lens furnishes the eccentric ones in perfect pairs of 
identical material, with equal curvatures and with similar 
prismatic forms always corresponding to the curvature.” 

Although this volume has been introduced to the Profession 
at home by the accomplished translator of Zander’s work on 
the ophthalmoscope, it is difficult to say with whom it is likely 
to find any favour. Dr. Scheffier’s remarks on the “ orthoscopic” 
spectacles, and on the anomalies of accommodation and refrac¬ 
tion are, without doubt, important and valuable; but surely 
the author’s reputation in this country would have gained more 
by the publication of a concise and readable abstract of his 
views on these matters than by the translation, however excel¬ 
lent, of a diffuse work bristling with mathematical formulae 
and abundantly stocked with strange words. The theories of 
“ application ” and “ opponency ” are ingenious, but are based 
more upon geometrical exercises than upon physiological and 
cliiiical investigation. 

The modem views of Donders and Von Graefe on the 
anomalies and affections of refraction and accommodation are 
treated very ably in the twelfth chapter of Professor Wells’s 
“ Treatise,” and, discussed at greater length, constitute the 
subjects of his work on “ Impaired Vision,” a third and im¬ 
proved edition of which we hail with much satisfaction. 

We have been fully supplied in the last two or three years 
with systematic treatises on diseases of the eye by Messrs. H. 
Power, C. Bader, and C. Macnamara, and Professor Soelberg 
Wells in the exhaustive work above noticed ; and Mr. Law'son 
has given us an excellent book on “Injuries of the Eye, Orbit, 
and Eyelids.” But there seemed still to be room for a clear, 
brief, and concise, yet practically full, manual on modem 
Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery, such as might serve as a 
text-book for students and a companion for the busy Practi¬ 
tioner. This Mr. Lawson has supplied, and supplied admirably 
well. Of his qualifications for the task of producing such a 
work it would be superfluous to speak. He is a “ Past Master ” 
on the subject, and while any work of his is sure of a favourable 
reception, he has taught the Profession to judge him by a high 
standard of excellency; and so judged, the little book we now 
notice will certainly not disappoint its readers. Necessarily 
concise and brief as to details, it is admirably clear and emi¬ 
nently practical. The reader feels that he is in the hands 
of a teacher who has a right to speak with authority, and who, 
if he may be said to be positive, is so from the fulness of 
knowledge and experience, and who, while well acquainted 
with the writings and labom’s of all other authorities on the 
matters he treats of, has himself practically worked out what 
he teaches. 

The book is divided into eleven chapters, devoted successively 
to the consideration of diseases of the conjunctiva; of the cornea 
and sclerotic; of the iris; of the crystalline lens; of the retina, 
choroid, and optic nerve ; to anomalies of refraction and dis¬ 
eases of accommodation; strabismus; special injuries of the 
eye; diseases of the lachrymal apparatus ; diseases of the eye¬ 
lids ; and to diseases of the orbit; and we do not hesitate 
to assert that in all these subjects the student will find 
himself safely and clearly guided through all the difficulties 
of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. Surgical and Medi¬ 
cal ; while the well-earned reputation of the author relieves 
us from entering on any detailed notice of his opinions and 
practice. We may observe, however, that, like Professor 
Wells, he has a high opinion of the value of Graefe’s modi¬ 
fied linear extraction, “ as the operation which now gives 
the most general satisfaction for the removal of senile 
cataracts.” He remarks, “From my own experience I can 
speak most highly of this operation (Von Graefe’s), and prefer 
it to all others when the patient is both able and willing to take 
chloroform. But,” he adds, “ if from any cause clilorofomi is 
inddmissible, I think that the ordinary flap extraction is safer. 
The details of Graefe’s operation require to be so delicately 
executed, and the time of their performance is comparatively 
so long, that the patient will often lose self-control, and by his 
unrestrained movements greatly jeopardise the eye.” 

Lovers of the fragrant weed will be glad to find that Mr. 
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Lawson does not consider that tobacco can be fairly j ndged 
guilty of causing white atrophy of the optic nerve. He says— 

I do not remember ever having seen a case in which the loss 
of sight could be fairly attributed to tobacco alone. There was 
always, in addition to the immoderate smoking, some other 
excess, such as intemperance, dissipation, or an undue mental 
strain, with loss of rest.” 

We must confess to some surprise at finding that, when 
speaking of the treatment of that common annoyance, hordeolum, 
Mr. Lawson makes no mention of cod-liver oil. We have found 
it of much gTeater value, both for the cure and the prevention 
of stye of the eyelid, than bark or iron, separately or in combi¬ 
nation. 

Anomalies of refraction and diseases of accommodation are 
very difficult subjects to treat of clearly and simply, but Mr. 
Lawson has handled them very successfully, and made them as 
plain as it is possible to make them. He has given a page of 
test-types for astigmatism by Dr. Orestes Pray, of New York. 

At the end of the book he also gives a useful formulary of 
prescriptions. 

The book is charmingly g’ot up, and will on every account be 
liighly acceptable. 

FOHEIGLT AND PHOVINCIAL 
CORRES PONDENCE. 
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EEANCE. 

{From our Stirgical Correspondent!) 

Paeis, July 22. 

A VEEY ingenious sound for the discovery of metallic bodies in 
wounds was lately presented to the Academy of Medicine by 
M. Gavarret for M. Trouve, the inventor. 

This instrument will render great service in cases where a 
projectile, like a musket-ball, 
is deeply seated in the tissues of 
the body; for every one knows 
that it is not always easy to de¬ 
termine whether the stylet intro¬ 
duced into a tortuous wound 
touches a portion of bone deprived 
of its periosteiun or a foreign 
body. It is to the army Surgeon 
consequently that the instrument 
is particularljr interesting and of 
incalculable value. The Baron 
Larrey is at this moment pre¬ 
paring a report on the instru¬ 
ment for the Secretary of War, 
wliile M. Nelaton, on the other 
hand, has brought the matter 
before the Emperor, who, as your 
readers are well aware, is ever 
ready to listen to, and adopt, new 
improvements, especially when 
they concern the army. 

Eig. 1 rex^resents the natural 
size of tho instrument, with the 
exploring needle attached. Eig. 2 
rex^resents one of the needles with 
the canula. These exploring 
needles can be made of any 
length. The canula is of metal 
or of gum elastic, open at both 
ends so as to admit a flexible 
probe in case the passage of the 
ball is not straight. 

The cui’rent is established the 
moment the needle touches a 
metallic body ; the vibrations are 
seen, felt, and heard. The ex¬ 
periments which I have seen made 
ux3on the dead subject were most 

satisfactory. I can therefore recommend the instrument as 
being of real practical value. 

The x>fle of which a cut (normal dimensions) is given helow 
is the same as the one used in M. Trouve’s electro-medical 
pocket case. It is made of hardened wood, perfectly air-tight, 
and composed of two halves. Tho upper half or cover contains 
the charcoal and zinc; the lower half a saturated solution of 

bisulxffiate of mercury. There is no discharge of electricity, 
consequently no waste of material, as long as this little case 
stands 4ix4right; but if xflaced horizontally or upside down a 
current is instantly created. It is thus that, wliile operating, 
we can xmt the pile in our waistcoat pocket (its weight is only 
40 grammes), leaving both hands of the Surgeon free to act. 

+ 

I may add that this little pile de poche first found its applica¬ 
tion in giving movements to toys. Some o' our Paris females 
manage to hide one in their chignons or about their corsage, 
whence it gives motion to birds or other trinkets worn in the 
hail'. 

LIVEEPOOL. 

July 26. 

A. MEETING of the students of the Livei'xiool Royal Infirmary 
School of Medicine was held on Wednesday, July 21, for the 
purpose of presenting Dr. E. L. Roberts, Demonstrator of 
Anatomy and Lecturer on Botany to the School, with a testi¬ 
monial and address on the occasion of his leaving Liverpool 
for London, where he has been appointed Demonstrator of 
Anatomy to Dniversity College. The testimonial consisted of 
one of Beck and Beck’s binocular microscopes, and the address 
with wliich it was accompanied was very handsomely illu- 
minated and numerously signed by the students, with whom 
the recixiient has been most highly, and not less highly than 
deservedly, esteemed. The presentation was intended to be 
private, but several of the lecturers, obtaining an intimation 
of what was to be done, presented themselves, and thus mani¬ 
fested their sympathy with the proceeding’s. The chair was 
filled by Mr. Johnstone, and Mr. Leigh presented the testi¬ 
monial and read the address. 

In acknowledging the hono’ar done to him. Dr. Robertson 
exxiressed his deep gratitude to the students for their past and 
present kindness, and the great regret that he felt at parting 
from them. In wishing xrrosperity to the School, he alluded 
to the great advantages which it afforded, more especially for 
the study of x^ractical anatomy, and impressed upon the 
students that its success dexiended on the manner in which 
they availed themselves of those advantages. He trusted that 
they would so use them as to raise themselves into positions of 
honour and dignity in their Profession. 

Testimonials, nowadays, are often of doubtful significance. 
The present one, however, we believe to be the spontaneous 
expression of esteem, and even of affection, from a number of 
young men towards a high-minded and very able teacher, who 
has laboured most earnestly for their Professional advancement. 
It is only doing justice to Dr. Roberts to say that the esteem 
in which he is held extends far beyond the scene of his more 
active labours. He Avill carry with liim, we are sure, the 
regrets and good wishes of the entire Profession here, every 
member of which Avill most heartily re-echo the spirit and 
sentiment of the address, of wliich we append a copy :— 

“ This address and the accompanying microscope were 
presented to Frederick Thomas Roberts, M.B., B.Sc., by the 
undersigned students of the Liverpool School of Medicine, as a 
mark of the high esteem in which he is held; and they take 
this opportunity of conveying to him their appreciation of his 
disinterestedly kind attention and valuable services while in 
connexion with the school. Whilst sincerely regretting his 
departure they all unite in warmly congTatidating him uxion 
his appointment to University College, and wish him every 
success in his future career.” 

{Letter from a Birmingham Correspondent!) 

July 26. 

The Training Institution for Nurses which has lately been 
established in this town is succeeding admirably, as was shown 
at a quartei’ly meeting held recently. Donations and subscrip¬ 
tions are rolling in, and are likely to amount to a considerable 
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sum, so that there is every reason to believe that ere long it 
will become one of the standard institutions of the place. Its 
success is chiefly owing to the exertions of the ladies, Avho 
have taken a warm interest in its welfare and management. 
The nurses who have been trained are very efficient, and have 
given great satisfaction to those who have employed them. In 
order to make this mode of occupation for females more widely 
known, it was determined to appeal to the clergy and ministers 
of different denominations, and to the Profession, to use their 
influence in obtaining probationers. It is to be hoped and 
expected that such an appeal will be heartily responded to, 
inasmuch as the cidtivation of the means whereby afflicted 
humamty is sustained is not the least noble calling to wliieh 
the mind of women can be devoted, for into “ministering 
angels,” indeed, it transforms them. 

A movement has been set on foot by several members of the 
Profession to vaccinate direct from the cow. Tliis step is taken 
for the purpose of removing the prejudices which exist in the 
minds of some with regard to vaccination as it is now per¬ 
formed with human lymph. Such a step seems to me quite 
unnecessary, if the matter used be properly and judiciously 
selected, wliich is now the case in Pirmingham under the im¬ 
mediate superintendence of the public vaccinator, who has 
ample opportunities of choosing only the purest lymph. This 
new project is also likely to interfere with the interests of the 
public vaccinator, unless he also is permitted to operate with 
lymph from the heifer—a subject under the consideration of 
the authorities by whom he was appointed. It is a moot-point 
whether it is policy to repeat the experiments by which Jenner 
immortalised himself, and who has left the following sentence 
on record :—“ My own repeated applications to the cow (for 
lymph) have been chiefly for the pm’pose of experiments for 
the satisfaction of patients or for the accommodation of 
friends, not from any belief in its superior efficiency over 
active humanisedljm^h.." In the face of such testimony, I 
ask, is it wise to unsettle the mind of the public as to the 
efficacy and safety of pure human lymph F Tut novelties 
appear to be the order of the day, and this is the latest out in 
this town. 

The Poor-law Board has not yet thought fit to interfere with 
the new Medical arrangements, wliich, so far as I hear, give 
complete satisfaction to the guardians, and are not distasteful 
to the Medical officers themselves. 

^ I transmit for the edification of Profes.sional readers at a 
distance the following extract from a local paper relative to the 
present position of Queen’s College 

“ Last year an amalgamation took place between the Medical 
departments of the Queen’s and Sydenham Colleges ; and the 
College, as it now stands, bids fair to realise the best wishes of 
its supporters. It has been steadily working- with results which 
have placed it, as a school of Medicine, in the front rank of 
such institutions. The thanks of the whole body of students 
now receiving instruction are due to their teachers for their 
admirable methods of communicating the knowledge required, 
and for making their lectures more immediately interesting to 
the Medical sLident than in former times it v/as the wont of 
Professors to do. At the last examinations held at the Royal 
College of Surgeons, London, for anatomy and physiology, tho 
Queen’s College sent up no loss than 31 students, out of which 
number only o failed to satisfy the examiners, leaving a result 
of 26 passed, and several of that number with honours. Three 
others have since been examined to the satisfaction of the 
examiners, maldng a total of 29, an unusual proxDortion of 
successes. The office of Medical tutor has been exceedingly 
vrell fiUed, and much of the credit which the school has received 
is to be traced to the unwearying efforts, energetic perseverance, 
and unselfishness of tho present tutor. Dr. James Hinds. 
Tlae renewed life and vigour which has thus been so manifest 
in the affairs of the College has been the means of producing 
great improvements in the course and mode of instruction at 
the two Hospitals. Clinical teaching has been more extended; 
practical information (so necessary to a student) elevated from 
an optional course to a compulsory one; regular lectures at 
regadar hours, and regular attendance upon the practice of the 
Hospitals insisted upon. It is only just to add that, by their- 
gentlemanly demeanour and steady application, the students 
have shown how much they value the privileges extended to " 
them. Altogether, the prospects of Queen’s College are full of 
hope, but it is no use disguising- that the Council have a delicate 
task in hand. In the old days of Queen’s College, the rival 
action of the Professors and the Council was a source of fre¬ 
quent and serious difficulty, and a matter is now pending which 

give rise to unpleasantness, unless settled, once for all, 
■with firmness, good temper, and impartiality. As an advising 

body the Professors may render gi-eat service to the Council, 
but they must not encroach on the executive. The business 
matters of the institution must be transacted by its own officers, 
warden, sub-warden, or secretary, as the case may require, 
wlfile the energies of the Professors cannot be too closely con¬ 
fined to their proper duty, which is clearly that of teaching.” 

The laudation here is much enhanced by the striking con¬ 
trast wliich is attempted to be drawn between the xn-esent and 
pa.st eondition of tho College. But, unfortunately for the self- 
satisfied author of this report, all persons do not acquiesce in 
the truth of the statements. No better men as Professors, for 
ability, character, scientific reputation, and punctuality, in both 
Colleges, could be found than some who have been excluded 
from office by the so-called amalgamation. It will be observed 
that, while this -writer goes at first ahead vsdth a great flourish 
of trimipets, he at last ends by saying that there is no dis- 
g-uising the fact that fresh sources of unpleasantness are arising 
from the rival action of governors and professors, concluding 
with the cool intimation that the Professors are to stand back 
—“ liide their diminished heads”—and confine themselves 
solely and closely to “teaching.” Decidedly, that is their 
cliief duty; but why remind them of it in such a snubbing- 
spirit, except from some bitter grudge ? 

The to-wn, on the whole, is healthy. Diarrhoea and scarla¬ 
tina are somewhat rife, but not to so great an extent as to con¬ 
stitute an epidemic. But shoifid the excessive heat which has 
Xn-evailed for the List fortnight continue, I fear the former 
complaint will become x)revalent. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
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POISONED SHIRTS. 

Letter from Dr. Lewis P. Maddex. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—Ha-ving read your remarks in the Medical Times and Gazette 
of last Saturday on the poisonous effects of coloured socks, 
shirts, &c., I have been induced to forward you the accompany¬ 
ing case as a very clear proof of the injury that may be received 
from their use. A short time ago a blacksmith of my parish apphed 
for relief from an affection of the skin which he said he had had 
some httle while. On Ins taking off his shirt I found a very 
large patch of pustules in the centre of his back, and also a 
great number of small vesicles on his shoulders, accompanied 
■with great irritation. I noticed that his shirt was one of a 
cheaxi kind of rather dark red flannel. It immediately struck 
me that this was the cause, knowingthe man to have been always 
very healthy. I advised him to discard the shirt and wear a 
white flannel one instead, and take no kind of medicine what¬ 
ever. This he strictly adhered to, and in less than a fortnight 
he was perfectly well. But, to try the experiment still further, 
he put on the red shirt again, Avhen, after a few days had elapsed, 
the same irritation and commencement of small vesicles 
axipeared. He has, as you may imagine, not worn the shirt 
since, but kept to white flannel, and remains perfectly healthy. 

I am, &c. Leavis P. Madden, M.D. 
Jacobstowe, Devon, August 9. 

DR. RICHARDSON’S PAINLESS KNIFE AND HIS 
RABBIT. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—There lately appeared in the Times paxier a letter pur¬ 
porting to be from Dr. Richardson, and impugning the accuracy 
of my account of the exhibition of his knife for painless 
cutting- before the British Medical Association. I did not 
think the exuestion raised by this letter was one suitable for 
discussion in the columns of a general newspaper, and I there¬ 
fore resigned myself in silence to the inqintation cast upon me. 

When, however, this imxmtation is made the subject of com¬ 
ment in a Medical journal, andAvhen you speak of Dr. Richard¬ 
son as having “ ruthlessly expunged the xirettiest little bit of 
scientific sensational Avi'iting which the meeting inspired,” 
I feel that neither my honour nor my modesty will permit me 
to keep silence any longer. I am bound to say that the credit 
of the pretty writing- is not mine, and that my authority for 
the statement was Dr. Richardson himself. He told me, in so 
many words, that ho “ had cut the ears of a rabbit into ribbons, 
Avithout interrupting its feedingand I fidly understood him 
to mean that he had done this in the presence of the section, 
and not on some other occasion. Not having myself attended 
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the sectional meeting, I simply adopted his narrative; and I 
substituted the word “strips” for “ribbons,” as being less 
likely to produce an unpleasant impression upon non-Medical 
readers. I have, of course, pondered upon the question 
whether my ears could have deceived me, and whether Dr. 
Richardson only said “I might cut,” or “I could cut;” but, 
firstly, because my senses are reasonably acute, and secondly, 
because the word “ ribbons ” and the illustration about feeding 
are both so graphic that I cannot believe them to have been 
based upon mere conjecture, I am compelled to adhere to my 
original version of the matter. At first, indeed, I fully 
expected that the letter in the Thnes would be repudiated by 
Dr. Richardson as a fabrication. I am, &c. 

The Coeeespondent op the “ Times ” at the 

Leeds Meeting. 

It is clear that there was a mistake, natural under the 

circumstances, and all imputation of sensationalism mnst be 

abandoned. 

ERYSIPELAS ALTER VACCINATION. 

Lettee peom De. Edwaed Radlaed. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I see by your report of the inquest held on the child 
Emery, who died from erysipelas after vaccination, that 
Mr. Harding mentioned that I “ had informed him that 
a series of cases occurred in Islington where all the chil¬ 
dren vaccinated from one vaccinifer had suffered from ery¬ 
sipelas, and one died,” erysipelas commencing also in the 
vaccinifer two days after the lymph was taken. Had I 
thought that Mr. Harding would have mentioned this hurried 
communication at the inquest, I should have corrected my 
memory from the notes I took at the time. I hasten, therefore, 
to do so now, lest an incorrect inference should be drawn from 
the statement as it appears in your journal. Mr. Harding very 
politely invited my attendance at the post-mortem of Emery, 
hut I was unfortunately unable to attend at the specified time, 
having an engagement to make some animal vaccinations at 
that hour. The facts as they appear in my note-book are 
these;— 

1. A healthy female infant, aged six months, who had been 
vaccinated at one of the public stations, was used on the eighth 
day as a vaccinifer for the vaccination of eleven children at one 
sitting, by an experienced vaccinator, who assnred me that the 
lancet used was scrupulously clean, and that he himself at the 
time had no case of either erysipelas or puerperal fever in his 
practice. The lancet employed was never used for any other 
purpose than for vaccination. This child had on her right arm 
four good vesicles, with a good areola round each, such as are 
commonly to be met with on the eighth day when the current 
vaccine is used. AU four vesicles were opened and used for 
vaccination. Two days later—that is to say, on the tenth day— 
an erysipelatous patch appeared upon the right shoulder. The 
mother, whom I questioned closely, maintained that this patch 
was not an extension of the redness around the vesicles, bnt, as 
she said, was separated from it by white skin. I saw the child 
on the twelfth day, and then the erysipelas had extended all 
round the shoulder and the arm nearly to the elbow. By the 
nineteenth day it had extended all over the back, and forward 
as low as the umbilicus. Ultimately this child recovered. There 
was no discoverable source of miasma on the premises. 

2. From this vaccinifer, when no erysipelas was apparent, a 
female infant, aged 3 months, was vaccinated, the lymph being 
quite clear, as the Surgeon informed me. Two punctures were 
made—an upper and a lower one. The child was healthy at 
the time. The day after vaccination a red spot appeared above 
the seat of the upper puncture. The disease therefore commenced 
the day before it commenced in the vaccinifer. The mother said 
that the child was poorly and very fretful a few hours after 
having been vaccinated. When I saw the child on the fifth 
day of vaccination, the erysipelas had extended to the shoulder 
and down the arm as far as the wrist. On the twelfth day, 
when I saw her again, the arm first affected was better, but 
an erysipelatous patch had appeared that day over the deltoid 
on the opposite side, but not by way of extension from the 
surface originally affected. This child recovered, but no 
vaccine vesicle rose. The vaccination was a failure. This 
child was the seventh in the series of eleven vaccinated. There 
was no discoverable source of miasma on the premises. 

3. From the same vaccinifer, at the same time and under the 
same circumstances, a male infant, aged 3 months, was vac¬ 
cinated. He was a fine healthy child, fed wholly from the 

mother’s breast. Two pnnctiu’es were made—an upper and a 
lower one—on the left arm. In the evening of the day of vac- 
cination the mother told me she observed that the lower punc¬ 
ture was inflamed, the upper one not being so. On the day 
after vaccination the redness had extended to the shoulder, and 
when I saw the child on the fifth day of vaccination it had 
extended over the whole front of the chest and doivn the arm 
nearly to the wrist, as well as round the back to the right 
shoulder. There was much swelling, and vesications had com¬ 
menced on the left forearm. The erysipelas was phlegmonous, 
and the prognosis correspondingly unfavourable. Subsequently 
it extended to the whole trunk and thighs, and the child died 
on the eleventh day of vaccination. No vaccine vesicle rose. 
Again the vaccination was a failure. This child was the fourth 
in the series of eleven vaccinated. There was no bad smeU of 
defective drainage complained of on the premises, but I could 
not affirm that aU chance of miasma was absent. 

The first, second, third, fifth, sixth, eighth, and following 
children vaccinated had no erysipelas ; the vaccine took well, 
and the vesicles were normal. 

How are these occurrences to be explained ? I confess that 
I cannot see my way to attribute the erysipelas to the irrita¬ 
tion set np by the vaccine lymph, nor yet to the mere irrita¬ 
tion of the punctures. If it had been due to the irritation of 
the vaccine lymph introduced into the skin, how was it 
that the vaccinifer was affected, and how was it that so many 
children escaped F If to the irritation of the pimctures, how 
was it that these cases all happened together as an exceptional 
occurrence ? 

That some contagium capable of producing erysipelas was 
present probably at the punctured spots in the two vaccinated 
children affected, and in or upon one or more of the vesicles of 
the vaccinifer, which was not present at the punctured spots of 
the nine vaccinated children who escaped, seems to me toler¬ 
ably clear. What was this contagium F and where did it come 
from F 

I think, after what I have stated, the Surgeon, his lancet, 
his vaccinating-room, must all be absolved; otherwise, why 
were the vaccinifer and the fourth and seventh vaccinated 
children alone attacked while all the other nine children 
escaped F The source of the contagium must, I believe, be 
sought in or upon one of the three children attacked—I say 
one of the three, for the lancet passed backwards and forwards 
between the vaccinifer’s vesicles and the two vaccinated chil¬ 
dren, all of whom were equally healthy, to all appearance, at 
the time. 

Further, I am disposed also to absolve the vaccinifer. It is a 
very easy thing, and a popular sort of thing to do just now, 
whenever any mischief follows vaccination, to lay the blame 
upon the lymph and the vaccinifer. Had only one vesicle been 
opened in the present instance, had all the children, or the 
majority of them, been attacked after being vaccinated from 
that one pock, and had the first vaccinated from it been attacked 
as well as the later ones, I should not have been inclined to 
doubt the probability of the vaccinifer having- been in fault. 
Again, still assuming only one pock to have been opened, had 
the fourth vaccinated (as was the case) and all succeeding chil¬ 
dren, or the majority of them, together -with the vaccinifer, been 
attacked, I should not have hesitated to say that it was pro¬ 
bable that the fourth vaccinated child was the source of the 
contagium, and that the lancet which had punctured and per¬ 
haps wiped the surface of the skin of this child had carried a 
contagium to the opened vesicle, and from it had infected all 
the remainder, and the vaccinifer also. 

The Surgeon, his lancet, the surroundings at the time of vac¬ 
cination, and the vaccinifer, being thus excluded as sources of 
the contagium, we have only left the two vaccinated children in 
whom erysipelas was subsequently developed. Which of these 
was it F It could not have been the seventh vaccinated child, 
who could not have infected the fourth, and must therefore, if 
my argument is vahd, have been the fourth child himself—the 
child in whom erysipelas was developed first of the three—the 
child who had it worst of the three—the child who alone died 
of it. 

I believe that in any difficult etiological or diagnostic pro¬ 
blem, the “ method by exclusion,” as it has been termed, is best 
of all adapted for its solution. But having thus brought the 
evil home apparently to its correct origin, we have yet to see 
that the assumption of its truth will be in accord, or at all 
events not out of accord, with the circumstances of the case. 
There are two circumstances which it must suffice to explain or 
must be compatible with. One of these is the escape of the 
majority of the children, and the other is the order in which 
the three children were attacked with erysipelas. 
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As to the escape of the majority of the eleven vaccinated, it 

may be said that, as all four vesicles were opened, and as it is 
not common under such circumstances to charge the lancet for 
any child from more than one, it is quite conceivable that the 
children who escaped might have been, and probably were, 
vaccinated from one or more of the vesicles which had not been 
contaminated from the apparent source of contagium—the 
fourth child. It is quite conceivable that out of eleven children 
vaccinated from four vesicles, only two should have been vac¬ 
cinated from one and the same vesicle. On the view I take, 
only the one vesicle to which the lancet from the source of the 
contagium \yas carried in the vaccination of the fourth child, 
and by which the vaccinifer herself was infected, would be 
capable of imparting infection to another child. 

Next, as to the order in which the children were attacked. 
The parents of the fourth child were fishmongers, and the wea¬ 
ther at the tirne was excessively hot, so that it is not unlikely 
that in caressing the infant some animal matters of a readily 
decoinposableyharacter might have become attached to the sur¬ 
face of the skin, and have been inoculated with the vaccine, as 
well as being taken off by the lancet and carried to the vesicle 
of the vaccinifer, and from that to the arm of the seventh child 
vaccinated. The fishmonger’s child would thus probably have 
got the strongest dose of the poison, and so not only have been 
the first attacked, but the one most severely attacked. The 
other vaccinated child would be expected to suffer sooner than 
the vaccinifer on account of the poison on this hypothesis hav¬ 
ing been directly introduced into the blood, while in the vac- 
cinifer s case it had to find its way in by absorption from the 
vesicle. 

These may .all seem very trifling details, but my experience 
as a health officer has taught me that no observation is so 
minute as to be valueless in tracing the orig'in of diseases. 
Indeed, it is to the neglect of such minutise as these that we 
must attribute many of those misconceptions and false infer¬ 
ences which distort and confuse our etiological notions. And 
after all, whether the precise mode in which the fourth child 
became the source of infection to itself and to the other two 
children be such as I have surmised or not, I think that the fact 
of its having infected the others in this or some other way can 
scarcely be disputed. I am, &c. 

Islington, Jidy 24. Edward Ballard, M.D. 

OBITUARY. 
-o- 

ER. T. H. BABINGTON. 

The city was plunged into deep gloom yesterday by the 
intelligence of the death of the Mayor. It was known that he 
had been complaining of illness before and since the late civic 
banquet, and that the Cathedral bell was not rung on Sunday 
in consequence, but it was not known that typhus fever had 
developed itself, and that, despite the utmost efforts of Medical 
skill, it claimed its victim in a few days. On Monday evening, 
the 26th ult., the late Mayor presided at the dinner, in Corpora¬ 
tion HaU, with dignity and efficiency ; before the next Monday 
evening arrived he was no more. 

The late Thomas Henderson Babington, Esq., M.D., Mayor 
of Derry, was a native of this city, and received his school 
education at Foyle College, under the Rev. James Knox. 
Thence he proceeded, as a Eoyle College Exhibitioner, to 
Trinity College, Dublin, where he took the degree of A.B. in 
1833, the degree of M.B. in 1834, and subsequently the degree 
of M.D. He was also a licentiate of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, Ireland. Leaving College he held for a short time a 
Dispensary appointment, and subsequently became Medical 
officer to the Coleraine Workhouse, and held extensive private 
practice in that neighbourhood. During the famine years Dr. 
Babington’s exertions, in connexion with relief committees, 
were very great, and his serHces highly valuable. Having 
remained several years in Coleraine, he succeeded the late Dr. 
Rogan as Surgeon to the Derry County Infirmary and Derry 
Gaol, and Physician to the Fever Hof3pital. In these 
capacities his Medical skill and uniform .attention to his patients 
secured him the confidence of the Governors and Board of 
Superintendence. His private practice in Derry and its 
neighbourhood was also extensive. Apart from his dis¬ 
tinguished Professional career. Dr. Babington was one of our 
most active and useful citizens. He brought his clear and 
vigorous intellect and energetic habits to bear upon various 
civic duties, and in connexion with the local literary institutions. 
For several years he was an alderman of the Corporation, 
before he reached the mayoralty, and exerted himself in various 

ways to promote the cause of local public usefulness. As 
borough magistrate, and lately as chief magistrate, he 
discharged his duties energetically and impartially. The 
Mayor was Vice-President of the Literary Association, some¬ 
times delivered lectures for its benefit, and laboured to promote 
its interests. In addition to his other literary honours he was a 
member of the Royal Irish Academy. Among the papers he 
wrote in that capacity was a useful practical essay, giving 
suggestions for the prevention of accidents in flax mills. Dr. 
Babington was Secretary to the Derry branch of the Medical 
Benevolent Society, and exerted lumself in a most praise¬ 
worthy manner to procure subscriptions to that valuable 
philanthropic agency. In private life he was a kind, warm¬ 
hearted, generous character, steady in his attachments, and 
highly esteemed by a wide circle of friends. A Chm’chman in 
religion, and a Constitutionalist in politics, he was practically 
liberal to those who differed from him. The great respect in 
which he was held was attested by the shops yesterday in the 
principal streets having been partially closed by persons of aU 
denominations. The city flag and the Irish Society’s flag were 
raised half-mast high on Corporation Hall, and the virgin flag 
on the Cathedral. The Corporation adjourned the usual 
quarterly meeting yesterday, and the Recorder adjourned his 
Court, after making some feeling observations. The funeral, 
we understand, which is to take place on Thursday morning, 
at half-past ten o’clock, will be attended by the members of the 
Corporation, and by the Masonic body, of which the late Mayor 
was a distinguished member. Altogether the comparatively 
early death of Dr. Babington is deeply regretted by the public 
generally and many a private friend, as it is felt that an 
eininent Professional gentleman, a distinguished and useful 
citizen, and a warm-hearted friend has passed away too soon 
from amongst us, and, take him for aU in aU, that his place 
will not be easily filled up.—Londonderry Sentinel, August 3. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 
----- 

ANTILL’S PATENT STENCH TRAP. 

OiTR attention has been requested to an article under the above 
name which appears to us likely to fulfil all the requirements 
of an efficient drain-trap in a manner superior to any other 
with winch we are acquainted. The annexed sectional drawing 
explains the plan at a glance. The 
mouth of the trap is covered by a per¬ 
forated brass plate, which, being secured 
underneath by a bayonet catch, cannot 
be removed for the purpose of disposing 
of tea-leaves, egg-shells, and the like, 
by the most slovenly servant, unless en¬ 
trusted with the key intended for the 
purpose. The patentee observes that the 
fixture “ is complete in itself, and is a 
trap whether the lock grating be on or off; it is made from 
pure pig lead, and is perfectly smooth inside ; can be easily 
cleaned out, and is an effectual preventive to articles passing 
into the drain ; can be soldered to a lead pipe or fixed where 
glazed pipes are used. It is recommended for the top of waste 
pipes in cisterns, etc. The waste water can overflow, and, at 
the same time, is a perfect preventive against all smells, gases, 
etc., floating on the surface of water in cistern or tank; there¬ 
fore, keeps the water perfectly clean, clear, and sweet.” We 
are informed that this trap has been adapted, with very great 
benefit, to the pans of urinals in some of our public institu¬ 
tions. Being applied directly beneath the pan, all return of 
effluvia from the column of air in the discharge-pipe has been 
prevented. The trap and its fittings can be seen at the 
Museum of Budding Appliances, 9, Conduit-street, Regent- 
street, W., and are manufactured and supplied by B. Finch, 
Holborn Sanitary Works, sanitary, hydraulic, and budders’ 
engdieers, 181, High Holborn, London. 

NEW PULVERISER OR INHALER WITH 
CONTINUED CURRENT. 

The above instrument was presented by M. Bedard to the 
Academy of Medicine for M. de Capron et ffis, the inventors. The 
advantages of this over other sinular instruments are such as 
will doubtless bring it into general use. Its management is 
simple and easy. Pour the liquid into the cup b, close the 
clapper e, and give a few strokes with the piston untd some 
resistance is met with. This fills the bowl of caoutchouc under 
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the pump, and wliicli is hermetically imprisoned in the porcelain 
vase. The liquid thus compressed is under fifteen atmospheric 
pressures (measured by Bourdon’s manometre), and is pro¬ 
jected with considerable force immixed with air. The stream 
lasts two fuU minutes, and pulverisation can be kept up by 
giving a few strokes with the piston as soon as the apparatus 
loses its force. No danger of the instrument getting clogged 
up, or if it does we need but open the clapper e, which 
instantly gives a large stream, and forces the foreign body out. 
The two tubes seen on each side of the figure are M. Fauvel’s 

pattern for douches for the nasal fossse and the pharynx; they 
are made so as to screw on to the apparatus in place of the 
clapper. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

Orthopraxy: the Mechanical Treatment of Deformities, Debilities, and 
Deficiencies of the Human ITrame. A Manual, by Henry Heather Bigg, 
Assoc. Inst. C.E. Second edition, with 308 illustrations. London : 
Cliurchill and Sons. 1869. Pp. 639. 

The most valuable part of this work is that which treats of apparatus 
for deformities, and the construction of artificial limbs and apparatus for 
remedying deficiencies, whether congenital or caused by wound or disease, 
and including hernia, prolapse, and vaiix of the various organs. It may be 
consulted with advantage by the Sm-geon who desires to know what kinds of 
apparatus are available. Guique in arte sud credendum. Mr. Bigg treats 
of a “ very striking and peculiar variety of double lateral emwature wliioh 
results from the habit of playing croquet.” AVe only wish that the devotees 
of this tiresome game would read the description of the instrument whiclr 
Mr. Bigg has devised for the treatment of croquet curvature. The worst 
of it is that it cures it too soon. 

Cyclopsedic Science Simplified. By J. H. Pepper, Professor of Cliemistiy 
at the Royal Polytechnic Institution. Embracing Light, Heat, Electri¬ 
city, Magnetism, Pneumatics, Acoustics, Chemistry: with 600 illustra¬ 
tions. London : Fred. Wame and Co., Bedford-street, Co vent-garden. 
1869. Pp. 685. 

*«* This book may be said to consist of a series of practical lessons, 
abundantly illustrated by wood engravings of apparatus and experiments 
especially bearing on subjects of the day, such as spectrum analysis, the 
electric telegraph, photography, guncotton, and the like. It is a book 
well calculated for the librar’y table for reference, and it may be read 
advantageously by any one who has previously learned the mere elemerrts, 
and who wishes to understand some of the more common and useful of 
the modem applications of science to practice. 

Entozoa; being a Supplement to the Introduction to the Study of Helmin¬ 
thology. By T. Spencer Cobbold, M.D., F.E.S., etc. London : Groom- 
bridge and Sons. Pp. 124. 

*** Dr. Cobbold has taken the somewhat unusual comse of publishing a 
supplementary volume rather thap bringing out a new cditioir of his fine 
work on entozoa. He, in this volume, includes an index and bibliogra- 
phical record, as well as a synopsis of what has been done in helminthology 
since his work was published. A considerable portion of the contents refer 
to researches on the trichina and trichinosis. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-- 

UNIVERSITY OF London.—Tho following is a list of 
tlie candidates wko liavc passed the recent First M.B. exami¬ 
nation :— 

First M.B. Examixatiox.—(Extiee.) 

First Division. 
Ball, James Barry, Univensity College. 
Bum, WUliam Barnett, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Carr, William Ward, University College. 
Carter, Alfred Henry, Univensity College. 
Edgcr, Ebenezer Rust, B.A., University College. 
Elkington, Ernest iUfred, Queen’s College, Birmingham. 
Harding, Alfred William, B.A., University College. 
Harris, Michael, Guy’s Hospital. 
Hayes, Thomas Crawford, B.A. Dub., King’s College. 
Ingoldby, Joseph Theodore, Guy’s Hospital. 
Jones, Thomas, Guy’s Hospital. 
Southee, Hem-y Edward, Guy’s Hospital. 
AVarner, Francis, King’s College. 

Second Division. 
Buckley, Samuel, Royal Manchester School of Medicine. 
Humplireys, John Henry, Sydenham College, Biimingham, and University. 
Hunt, Thomas Henry, Royal Manchester School of Medicine. 
Perkins, Charles Edward Steele, Guy’s Ho.spital. 
Petoh, Richard, King’s College. 
Pope, Harry Campbell, Liverpool Royal Infirmaiy. 
Scott, Peter Thomas, Guy’s Hospital. 
Skrunshire, Frederic WUliam, King’s College. 
Stanger, AVilUam, Guy’s Ho.spital. 
AVestcott, William WjTiii, University College. 
Wood, Robert Arthiu’ Henry, Liverpool School of Medicine. 
Yate, Edward, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

PimSIOLOGY OXLY 

First Division. 
Beach, Fletcher, King’s College. 
Burgess, AATUiam Frederick Richardson, Guy’s Hospital. 
Gibbings, Alfred Thomas, King’s College. 
Smith, Ai-thm- William, Guy’s Hospital. 

Second Division. 
Joubert, Charles Henry, St. Mary’s Hospital. 

Excluding Physiology. 

First Division. 
Owen, Edmund Blackett, St. Maiy’s Hospital. 

Second Division. 
Betts, Arthiu- Raj-mond, Guy’s Hospital. 
Branfoot, Arthui- Mudge, Guy’s Hospital. 
Davison, AVilham John, College of Medicine, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Eardley-Wihnot, Robert, King’s College. 
Moss, Herbert CampbeU, King’s College. 

University of Aberdeen.—During the past year, 
the following candidates, after the usual examinations, have 
received degrees in Medicine and Sm-geiy :— 

The Degeee of M.D. 
Lyle, WUUam Vaejq M.R.C.S., London. 

At the same time, the following gentlemen received promotion, 
to the Degree of M.D. :—• 

Carter, Richard, M.B., Bath. 
Dnu-y, Charles Dennis Hill, M.B., Sunderland. 
Forhes, Alexander, M.B., C.M., Peterhead. 
Souter, John Clement, M.B., Nottingham. 
Taylor, Hem-.y Shinglewood, M.B.,, C.M., Alton, Hants. 
Yoimg, David, M.B., C.M., Malabar, Bombay. 

The Degree of AI.B. 
Alexander, Robert Reid, Aberdeen. 
Arbuckle, Hugh Wight, L.E.P.S.G., L.R.C.P.B., Kihnamock. 
Bernard, Francis Ralph, Clifton. 
Brown, Richard G., New Deer. 
Catto, Robert, Peterhead. 
Cruickshanlc, Brodie, M-.A., Mortlach. 
Dickson, Matthew, Rhj-nie. 
Flint, Frederic, M.R.C.S.B., Cantcrhui'y. 
Gillies, John, Skye. 
Grant, Charles Duncan, Invci-ness-shiro. 
Grant, James, Strathspey. 
Hilder, Ridley Thomas, M.R.C.S. Eng., AVoking, Siu’rey. 
Hutchison, George AVright, Banchory-Ternan. 
Jefferson, Thomas Jewison, M.R.C.S.E. and L.S.A., Market-AVeighton, 

Yorksliire. 
Jones, Thomas, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., London. 
Lawrence, Alexander, M.A., Cullen. 
Matthew, Charles Mordaunt, London. 
Mackintosh, William, Moy. 
M'Connell, Jas. Ered. Pari-j'', M.R.C.S. Eng., Allahahad. 
M'Calman, Robert G., Caithness. 
Mitchell, Patrick, M.A., Old Rain. 
Nicol, Patrick, M.A., Aberdeen. 
Norton, John Alexander, M.R.C.S. Eng., Bristol. 
Rosser, Walter, London. 
Ruxton, John, Foveran. 
Sliives, Jolm, L.B.R.C.S. Ed., Auohterellon. 
Sinclair, David, Petcrculter. 
Thomson, John AVm., Aberdeen, 
Waterworth, Edw-ard Allan, Newport, Isle of Wight. 
Wintle, Henry, M.R.C.S. Eng., Clifton. 
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The Degree of C.M. 
Alexander, Eobert Reid. 
Bemard, Fi-ancis E. 
Brown, Eicliard G. 
Catto, Robert. 
Cruickshank, Brodie. 
Dickson, Matthew. 
Flint, Frederic. 
Grant, Charles D. 
Grant, James. 
Hildor, Ridley, T. 

Mackintosh, William. 
Matthew, Charles M. 
M'Calnian, Robert G. 
M'Connell, Jamas F. R. 
Mitchell, Fati’iok. 
Nicol, Patrick. 
Norton, John A. 
Euxton, John. 
Shives, Jolm. 
Sinclair, David. 
Thomson, Jolin W. Hutchi.son, George W. 

LawTence, Alex. 

Of the above-mentioned candidates, Brodie Cruickshank, Jas. 
B. Pai’iy M'Connell, Patrick Nicol, and John Alexander Norton 
received their degrees in Medicine and Surgery with highest 
academical honours, Thomas Jewison Jefferson his degree in 
Medicine with academical honours, and George Wright 
Hutchison his degree in Surgery with academical honours. At 
the same time, George Skene Duff, Patrick Letters, and Patrick 
Blaikie Smith were certified as having passed all the examina¬ 
tions, and are entitled to receive degrees on their attaining the 
necessary age ; that in the case of Patrick Blaikie Smith the 
degrees should be conferred with highest academical honours. 
And at the late graduation term, the following were declared 
to have passed part of their examinations :— 

Allan, Hector. 
Anderson, Alex. Tlios. 
Beattie, Geo. W. 
Bodman, Francis H. 
Carmichael, Archibald. 
Davis, Christopher J. 
Duncan, James. 
Fasken, Wm. A. D. 
Gibb, Robert Shii-ra. 
Gray, John R. 
Hay, Peter G. 
Maclean, Jolm C. B. 
M'Cahnan, Hugh. 

Mickle, George. 
Milne, Thomas. 
Morison, George. 
Orchard, Jas. S. 
Pringle, John. 
Russell, James. 
Shepherd, James. 
Simpson, James. 
Simpson, William. 
Sutherland, James. 
Wattie, Charles. 
Whitelaw, William. 
Wilson, jVJex, 

Eoyal College of Physicians of London.—At a 
meeting,^ held on July 29, the following gentleman, being an 
Extra Licentiate, was admitted a Member:— 

BaUer, Joseph Hogg, M.D. St. And., Gilston-road, West Brompton. 

Apothecaries’ Hall. — The following gentlemen 
passed tbeir Examination in tlie Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to nractise, on Thursday, 
Augusts, 1869 :— 

Allehin, William Henry, Bay.swater. 
Hohley, Simon Halford, Carnarvon. 
Keefer, WiUiam Napier, Galt, Canada. 
Mason, Hugh Herbert, Burton-on-Trent. 
Murdoch, David Boatson, Eothcrhithe. 
Eenshaw, Edvdn, Lee, Kent. 
Tobin, George, Rainford, St. Helen’s. 

The following- gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Examination;— 

BaiTow, Ai’thur Hajmes, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Day, Gordon C., St. Marj-’s Hospital. 
Law, WiUiam T., Guy’s Hospital. 
Leake, George D. N., St. George’s Hospital. 
Westcott, William W., University CoUege Hospital. 
Wilson, J ohn H. P., St. George’s Hosihtal. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

The Editor will thank gentlemen to forw^ard to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

CoosiBS, Rowland H., L.R.C.P. (Lond.)—Medical Officer to the Bedford- 
sliu-e Middle Cla.ss Public School. 

Hartree, J. P., M.A., M.B. Cantab.—Phy.sician to the Eoval inflrmarj’- 
for aiildren and Women, Waterloo-road, vice J. B. Hicks, M.D., F.E.S., 
resigned. 

Moon, H., M.E.C.S., L.D.S.—^A.ssistant Dental Surgeon to the Dental 
Hospital of London, vice C. J. Eox, M.R.C.S., L.D.S., promoted to 
Dental Surgeon. 

WhroHT, Henry R., M.B. and C.M. TJniv. Edin.—Resident Medical 
Officer to the Darlington Hospital and Dispensary-, vice A. O. Haslewood, 
M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., resigned. 

NAVAL APPOINTMENT. 
Admiralty.—The following appointment has been madeGeorge E. 

Ean-, Assistant-Sui-geon to the Agincourt. 

BUiTHS. 
C.^DEw.-^On August 2, at Hertford, the wife of Dr. Cardow, Inspector- 

General of Hospitals, of a daughter. 

CoRNEy.—On August 7, at Manor-house, East India-road, Poplar, the wife 
of 1. M. Comer, Surgeon, of a son. 

Hassall^Ou August 1, at Dynevor House, Richmond, Surrey, the wife 
of Dr. HassaU, of a daughter. 

P^NCE.—On August 6, at Heath-street, Hampstead, the wife of Eobei-t 
R. Prance, M.D., of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 

Cheesman—Hallam.—On August 4, at St. George’s Cliui-ch, Newcastle- 
under-Lyme, John Cheesman, M.D., of Buckingham, to Lucie Sarah 
Mayer, only child of the late William Hallam, M.D., of Newcastle-under- 
Lyme. 

ULENDON—liOOPER.' - j^yaningtonunurcii, iiugnes UlenUon, 
Es(^., of Hatcham, S.E., to Eliza Letitia Coi’ydon, yoime’est daughter of 
the T. W. Hooper, M.D., of the Old Kent-road. 

Corbin—Hardy.—On June 16, at St. Michael’s, Mitcham, South Australia, 
Thomas Wilson Corbin, M.R.C.S. Eng., of Riverton, son of the Rev. John 
Corbin, of Hornsey, London, to Laui-a Mary Louisa, daughter of Alfred 
Hardy, Esq., of Adelaide. 

Hazeldine—Ray.—On August 5, at St. Giles’s, Camberwell, George John 
Hazeldme, of Oaklands, Godstone, Esq., to Katherine Vane, young’Gst 
suTYiving daughter of the late Edward Ray, M.D., E.R.C.S. Eng., of 
Dulwich. 

Lovegroye Eliot.—On May 13, at St. Paul’s, Bunhuiy, Western 
Australia, Thomas H. Lnvegrove, Surgeon, fourth son of Joseph Love- 
grove, Esq., late of Colby House, Kensington, to Elinor Maude Catherine, 
eldest daughter of George Eliot, Esq., resident magistrate. 

Packer—Gill.—On August 5, at St. Mark’s Church, Notting-hili, 
J. Macnamara Packer, M.D., of Huyton, near Liverpool, second son of 
John Packer, Esq., of Barhadoes, to Lucretia Elizabeth, second daughter 
of Howard Gill, Esq., of No. 1, Colville-ten-ace East. 

Sn.apb—Nash.—On August 3, at St. Mary’s, Beaumaris, George Heniy 
Snaps, M.R.C.S., Liverpool, to Julia Caroline, oldest daughter of J. G. 
Nash, E.R.C.S., of Cheltenliam, late J.P. and Colonial Sm-geon, South 
Australia. No cards. 

Stokes—Moore.—On August 3, at Clontarf Church, William Stokes, 
M.D., jun., son of WiUiam Stokes, M.D., D.C.L., Physician in Ordinary 
to the Queen in Ireland, to Elizabeth,' eldest sm-viving daughter of the 
Rev. John Lewis Moore, D.D., Vice-Provost of Trinity College, Dublin. 

Thorpe—Spencer.—On August 4, at the parish church, Eccles, Charles 
W. Thorpe, Esq., of Todmorden, Physician, eldest son of Gabriel 
Thorpe, Esq., M.B., of Listowel, County Kerry, to Edith, second daughter 
of Francis Spencer, Esq., Leaf-square, Pendleton, Manchester. 

DEATHS. 

Carr, Lionel King, the infant son of Dr. L. K. Can-, Sm-geon-Major, 
Eoyal Artillery, at Vicarage-park, Plumstead, on August 4, aged 4J months. 

Fergushill-Crawford, Emma, reUct of the late Andrew EergushiU- 
Crawford, Esq., M.D., and youngest daughter of the late A. F. Nunez, 
Esq., at Winchester, very suddenly, on August 5, aged 63. 

Hackney, Elizabeth, the beloved wife of John Hackney, Esq., M.R.C.S., 
at 31, Myddelton-square, on August 9. 

Leete, Edward Stokes, Surgeon, son of the late Henry Leete, Esq., of 
Thrapstone, Northamptonshire, at Newton-le-WiUows, Lancashire, on 
August 4, aged 55. 

O’Grady, E. II.,_Esq., M.p., late Physician to the British Embassy, at 
Pari.s, at Caratival, Batticaloa, Ceylon, the residence of his third son, on 
June 15, aged 80. 

Wright, Constantine, Esq., Surgeon, at his residence, Malvem-road, 
Dalston, on August 4, aged 59. 

VACANCIES. 

In the_ following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifleationa 
requii-ed in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Brighton and Hove Lying-in Institution.—Resident House-Surgeon; 
must be a Member of one of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons of Great 
Britain or Heland, or L.R.C.P.L. or L.S.A. Applications and testimonials 
to the Chan-man of the Committee of Management on or before Septem¬ 
ber 2, election on September 9. 

Bournemouth General Dispensary.—Resident Surgeon. Candidates 
must be registered,, and must possess a qualification in Medicine as well 
as Surgery. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., to he sent, under seal, to the 
President of the Bournemouth Dispensary on or before September 9. 

Guildford Union.—Medical Officer for the Albury District. Candidates 
must have the qualifications required by Poor-law Board. Applications 
and testimonials to W. H. Smallpeice, Esq., Clerk, Guildford, on or 
hefore September 3, election the next day at twelve o’clock, when candi¬ 
dates are requested to attend. 

Kent and Canterbury Hospital.—Assistant House-Surgeon and Dis¬ 
penser ; must be legally qualified to practise under the Medical Act of 
1858, and be unman-ied and not more than 40 years of age. Applications 
and testimonials to Thomas Southee, E.sq., Secretary, on or before 
August 27, election the same day. 

Kingsbridge Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the 
Stokenliam District. Candidates must be legally qualified. Applications 
and testimonials to AV. Jarvis, Esq., Clerk, Kmgsbridge, on or before 
September 3, election on September 11. 

Royal Hospital for Diseases op the Chest, City-road.—Physician; 
must be F. or M.R.C.P. Eng. Applications and testimonials to Charles 
L. Kemp, Esq., Sec., on or before August 23, election on September 7. 

St. George’s and St. James’s Dispensary.—Physician; must be E. or 
M. R.C.P. Lond. Candidates to attend at the Institution, 60, King-street, 
Regent-street, at 4 o’clock p.m., on August 19. 

St. George’s .and St. James’s Dispensary.—Surgeon; mu.st he E. or 
M.R.C.S. Eng. Candidates to attend at the Institution, 60, King-street, 
Regent-street, at 4 o’clock p.m., on August 19. 

Taunton Union.—Medical Officer for the Bishop’s Lydeard District. 
Candidate.? must po.ssess the qualifications prescribed by the orders of 
the Poor-law Board, and will be required to reside in the district. 
AppUoations and testimonials to H. C. Trenchard, Esq., clerk, on or 
before Augu.st 14, election on August 19. 

Worksop Dispensary, Nottinghamshire.—House-Surgeon; must be 
legally qualified, and he unmairied. Applications and testimonials to 
G. Fisher, Esq., on or before August 31. The duties will commence on. 
November 1. 
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POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICE. 
*♦* The area of each district is,stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
AtTiKistone Union.—Mr. Thos. Handford has resigned the Polestvort 

District; area 14,410; population 4649; salary £60 per annum. 
Guildford Union.—Mr. Edward Capron has resigned the Albury District; 

area 8190; population 2544; salary £60 per annum. 
Pocldington Union.—The Sutton-on-Derwent District is vacant; area 

14,718; poprdation 2399 ; salary £26 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Aucldand Union.—Samuel Eielden, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Eng., to 

the Shildon District. 
Battle Union.—Roger Duke, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the Sixth District. 
Guildford Union.—Erederick Yate, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., to the Parish 

of Puttenham. 
Hartley Wintney Union.—Charles Wm. Hult, L.F.P. and S. Glas., L.S.A. 

Lond., L.M., to the Earnhorough District. 
Shepton Mallet Union.—Daniel Anderson, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.F.S. Glas., 

L.M. Edin., to the Third District. 
Uxbridge Union.—John S. Ferris, B.M. Lond. Univ., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. 

Eng., L.S.A., to the HUliugdon District. 
West Ham Union.—Franz W. E. R. Goedioke, L.F.P. and S. Glas., L.S.A., 

to the West Ham and Little Hford District. 
Wigton Union.—Andi-ewScott, M.D. Univ. Glas., totheBowness District. 

The Mayoralty of Derry.—Another Medical man, 
Dr. IVIiller, has been unanimously chosen to succeed the late 
lamented Dr. Babington in the above of&ce. 

Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—The 
Library will be closed from Monday, August 16, to Saturday, 
September 11, both days inclusive. 

Academie de Medecine.—M. Germain See was at the 
last meeting elected into the Section of Internal Pathology, 
in the place of the late M. Grisohe. 

Death of Professor Purkinje.—Professor Purkinje, 
of Prague, one of the most celebrated physiologists of modem 
times, and especially known for his researches on vibratile cilia 
and the development of the ovum, died July 28, in the eighty- 
second year of his age. 

Death of Professor Heyfelder.—Originally Pro¬ 
fessor of Clinical Surgery in the University of Erlangen, this 
distinguished Surgeon was invited to St. Petersburg, where 
he has filled some highly imjjortant posts in the St. Petersburg 
Military Hospitals, and also as sanitary adviser to the Govern¬ 
ment. He was the author of numerous reports and works, 
the most remarkable of which is his “ Traite des Resections 
ct Amputations,” 1859. 

Death of Dr. Meigs.—The venerable Dr. Charles D. 
Meigs, one of the most distinguished Medical Practitioners in 
the United States, and well known in this country as a writer 
on obstetrics, died suddenly June 22. He was a native of 
Georgia, but since 1820 resided in Pennsylvania. In 1840 he 
was appointed to a Professorship in Jefferson Medical College, 
and labom’ed there with much success during 20 years. He 
was also connected with the obstetrical department of Pennsyl¬ 
vania Hospital for about ten years. 

University College, London.—At a session of 
Council held on the 7th inst., Mr. George Grote, President of 
the College, in the chair, Mr. G. V. Poore, M.B.,M.S. Lond., 
was appointed resident Medical Officer of University College 
Hospital. A free Medical scholarship was awarded to Mr. 
T. G. Vawdrey, of St. Austell, on the nomination of the 
Council of the Medical College, Epsom, of which he has been 
a pupil. 

Herpes Circinatus.—Professor Hardy employs the 
following sulpho-alkaline ointment, continuing it for some 
time after apparent cure, in order to prevent the reproduction 
of the parasite:—Sublimated and washed sulphur, 1 to 
part; subcarbonate of potash, J to J part; lard, 30 parts. 

Health of Scotland.—The July report of the 
Registrar-General states that the deaths of 2424 persons were 
registered in the eight principal towns during the month, of 
whom 1266 were males and 1158 females. This number, after 
allowing for increase of population, is 253 above the average 
number recorded for July during the last ten years. Of the 
2424 deaths registered, 1132, or 47 per cent., were those of 
childi'en under 5 years of age. In Aberdeen, 30 j)er cent, of 
the persons who died were under 5 years of age ; in Perth, 34 ; 
in Dundee, 42 ; in Paisley, 43; in Edinburgh, 44 ; in 
Glasgow, 49 ; in Greenock, 54; and in Leith, 56 per cent. 

Mr. Richardson, one of the Medical Officers for Mid¬ 
dlesbrough, Stockton-on-Tees Union, having been charged with 
neglect of duty, the allegations were inquired into by the 
Middlesbrough Relief Committee, who exonerated Mr. Richard¬ 
son from aU blame, and expressed an opinion that the charge 
had been made from personal motives alone. 

Bristol Royal Infirmary.—Messrs. Husbands and 
Clarke, opticians, Bristol, have this week presented to the 
Bristol Royal Infirmary a barometer for the use of that institu¬ 
tion. The Faculty of the Infirmarj^ have frequently expressed 
a desire for such an instrument, and, their wishes being made 
known to Messrs. Husbands and Clarke, those gentlemen imme¬ 
diately sent one as a gift. The barometer is a very neat and 
useful one, provided with a maximum and minimum thermo¬ 
meter and a hygrometer. It has been placed in the entrance- 
hall of the Infirmary, and is much admired. 

The EsmondE Will Case.—This cause celebre, the 
particulars of which Ave detailed in our number for June 20,. 
1868 (p. 664), when, on the occasion of its trial in the Dublin 
Court of Probate, the jhiry disagTeed, has just been decided at 
the Carlow Assizes in faA'^our of the plaintiffs, the wifi, being 
thus established. It will be recollected that the late Lady 
Esmonde, after specifying various bequests, left the residue of 
her property, a very large .sum, to found a college in the County 
of Wexford unchff the direction of the Provost and Fellows of 
Trinity College, Dublin, to be called “ Grogan College,” with 
the stipulation that in it preference sho\dd be given to the sons 
of Protestant clergymen. Reference to the facts of the case, as 
briefly recapitulated in our former article, will leave little 
doubt in the minds of our readers that the second jury has come 
to a just conclusion in the matter. 

Amenities of Pauper Practice.— On Saturday last, 
at the Guildhall, Margaret Gray, a vellum stitcher, was charged 
before Sir Sydney H. Waterlow with being disorderly and 
annoying Dr. Elliott in his house, and also with assaulting 
him with her umbrella. Dr. Elliott said he was Medical 
Officer to the City of London Union, and that morning, about 
10 o’clock, the prisoner came to him for some medicine, she 
being a parish patient. She wanted to know when he could 
cure her, but he told her he could make no calculation as to 
when he could cure a woman who took gin as early as 6 o’clock 
in the morning. At that remark she became very much 
enraged, and poked him in the chest with her umbrella. He 
went into his Surgery to avoid her, but she followed him, 
striking him on the back with the umbrella, and he was obliged 
to give her into custody. The prisoner admitted the assault, 
but said that Dr. Elliott could cure her if he liked, but he 
would not. She asked him when he would cure her, and he 
aggravated her with his tongue. She begged to be forgiven, 
and she would never act as she had done again. Dr. Elliott 
said she had often annoyed him before, but that, if he could be 
assured she would not repeat the offence, he did not wish to 
press the charge. Sir Sydney H. Waterlow bound over the 
prisoner in her own recognisances in £10 to keep the peace for 
six months. 

The yellow fever is said to have broken out on board 
her Majesty’s ship Eclipse, which has arrived at Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, from the Rio Grande. Eighteen deaths had occurred. 

Phthisis in Workhouses.—In the yearly report of 
the sanitary condition of St. Giles’s, by Dr. George Ross, is the 
following :—“ Some interesting facts are brought out in 
the last table which serve to illustrate the vital and economic 
peculiarities of the inmates of workhouses. The largest 
number of deaths was from phthisis (61), the next in fatality was 
bronchitis (49), but whilst the average age of those dying from 
phthisis in the workhouse (38) is very nearly the same as of 
those dying from phthisis in the district at large, the average 
age of those dying from broncldtis in the workhouse (57) is 
half as high again as of those dying from the same disease in 
the district. These anomalies are explained by the circumstance 
that the inmates of the workhouse are chiefly adults and aged 
people. Phthisis, being a disease, in the main, of adidt life, 
brings down its victims at about the same age, whether in the 
workhouse or out of it; and most of those who died in the 
workhouse no doubt came in with the malady already formed; 
whilst the deaths from bronchitis in the district fell largely 
among children under two years of age, of whom there are few 
in the workhouse. There is a singular discrepancy as to sexes 
also. The deaths from phthisis in the workhouse were—males 
41, females 20, or more than double the number of males; whilst 
in the district at large they were at the rate of—males 118, 
females 100. It would seem, therefore, that when a Avife or 
daughter fell ill, the husband, being strong and in work, pre¬ 
ferred, if possible, to keep the sick one at home; but when the 
husband or son fell iU, and was unable to labour, there Avas no 
resource left but the workhouse. In bronchitis the conditions 
are, in a certain degree, changed ; but this is explained by the 
fact that bronchitis attacks older people, and is most severe 

1 beyond the working age. More women live to the age when 
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(among adults) bronchitis is fatal than men—a fact that is 
brought out also in the general mortality of the district, where 
the deaths from bronchitis arc—for males 88, females 119.” 

A iiRUGGisr was committed for trial at the Thames 
PoUce-office, on Saturday last, for signing a certificate to the 
effect that a cliild brought to his shop was not in a fit state to 
be vaccinated. He signed the name of a qualified Practitioner, 
who, it appears, was in the druggist’s house at the time. The 
druggist said, in defence, that he had the authority of the 
Medical gentleman to attach liis name to the document. The 
Surgeon had no recollection of having given such authority, 
and the magistrate committed the defendant for trial, taking 
bail for his appearance. 

The New Syde?«'iiam Society.—The report presented 
to the eleventh annual meeting held at Leeds, July, 1869, states: 
—“ The conclusion of the Society’s eleventh year finds it in its 
usual condition of prosperity. The income for 1868 was nearly 
equal to that for 1867, and exceeded that for 1866, amounting 
in total to £2951. During the year, including the ‘ Catalogue of 
Portraits of Skin Diseases,’ five volumes were issued, thus 
making a total of forty volumes in ten years. The financial 
state of the Society is such that the Council feels no anxiety 
as to its being able, in the future, to continue the annual average 
of four volumes. The balance now in hand amounts to nearly 
£1000, and, in addition to the usual income from annual sub¬ 
scriptions, the Society possesses a valuable 23ropsrty in stock in 
hand. The demand for back volumes is still steady. Ten 
complete sets were required during the year. The Council has 
recently adopted for translation several important works, wliich 
will, it believes, be acceptable to the Profession. Amongst 
these are—Professor Niemeyer’s ‘Lectures on Phthisis.’ 
TV underlich’s ‘ Treatise on Temperature in Disease ’ (being a 
complete guide to the use of the thermometer in Medical prac¬ 
tice).^ Strieker’s ‘Manual of Human and Com.parative Histo- 
logy- This work will be a complete treatise on the microscopic 
anatomy of the tissues, and wiU be produced (under the editor¬ 
ship of Dr. Strieker) by a staff of authors which includes most 
of the distinguished histologists of Germany. Only the first 
part is as yet^ published. Its translation has been entrusted 
by the Council to Mr. Henry Power, the editor of the last 
edition of Carpenter’s ‘Physiology.’ The first volume will 
probably be ready early next year, and the issue of the English 
edition will be almost simultaneous with that of the original.” 
As a compliment to the local secretaries, it is proposed to 
request the President and the several ex-Presidents (Dr. 
Williams, Sir Thomas Watson, Mr. Paget, Dr. Stokes, and Mr. 
Hilton) to allow their photographs to be taken in a handsome 
manner for presentation in a suitable form to the Society’s 
honorary officers. Tliis suggestion was warmly a])proved, and 
was recommended to the consideration of the Council by a 
unanimous vote. The following is the list of officers for 1869-70 : 
—President: «John Hilton, Esq., E.R.S. Vice-Presidents: 
Henry W. Acland, M.D., F.K.S. (Oxford); Thomas E. Beatty, 
M.D. (Dublin); James E. Bennett, M.D.; Charles Chadwick, 
M.D. (Leeds); ^Edward Charlton, M.D. (Newcastle) ; *Sir 
Dominic Corrigan, M.D., Bart. (Dublin); Samuel Hey, Esq. 
(Leeds) ; *W. D. Husband, Esq. (York); ^G. E. Paget, M.D. 
(Cambridge) ; James Paget, Esq., E.E.S.; Thomas B. Peacock, 
M.D.; Erancis Sibson, M.D., E.E.S.; Sir J. Y. Simpson, M.D., 
D. C.S., Bart. (Edinburgh) ; Sir Thomas Watson, M.D., E.E.S., 
Bart.; C. J. B. Williams, M.D., E.E.S.; *Erasmus Wilson, Esq., 
E. E.S. Council: *Erancis E. Anstie, M.D.; John Barclay, 
M.D. (Leicester) ; J. W. Bartleet, M.B. (Birmingham) ; *War- 
burton Begbie, M.D. (Edinburgh); Charles Brooke, Esq.,E.E.S.; 
Thomas Cammack, M.D. (Spalding) ; Thomas M. Daldy, M.D.; 
Herbert DaAdes, M.D.; *J. Langdon H. Down, M.D.; Eobert 
Druitt,M.E.C.P.; A.E.Durham,Esq.; ^C.HdtonEagge,M.D.; 
*E. AVilbraham Falconer, M.D. (Bath); Samuel Fenwick, 
M.D.; Christopher Heath, Esq.; M. H. Higginbottom, Esq. 
(Nottingham); »James Hinton, Esq.; *J. Hughlings-Jackson, 
M.D.; T. Carr Jackson, Esq. ; J. C. Langmore, M.B. ; Arthur 
Learcd, B.A., M.D., M.E.I.A.; G. May, Esq. (Eeading); 
AY D. Moore, M.D. (Dublin); *John W. Ogle, M.D.; E. S. 
Ormerod, M.D. (Brighton) ; Oliver Pemberton, Esq. (Birming¬ 
ham) ; AY. Eoberts, M.D. (Manchester); *George Shann, M.D. 
(York); ^Septimus W. Sibley, Esq.; A. P. Stewart, M.D.; 
'*AYilliam Turner, M.B., E.E.S.E. (Edinburgh) ; Hermann 
AA’'eber, M.D. Treasurer: W. Sedgwick Saunders, M.D., 
13, Queen-street, Cheapside, E.C. Auditors: J. S. Bristowe, 
M.D.; ^Thomas Bryant, Esq. ; Andrew Clark, M.D. Hon. 
Secretary : Jonathan Hutchinson, E.sq., 4, Einsbury-circus, E.C. 
(Those whose names are marked with an asterisk were not in 
office last 3’’ear.) 

Dr. Maxwell Simtsox.—We {Daily Express) learn 
with sincere pleasure that Dr. Maxwell Simpson has been 
apjiointed Examiner in Chemistry to the Queen’s University. 
This is the first substantial recognition which this chemist of 
European fame has met with in his own country, and it is but 
a_ small one. Some years ago Trinity College conferred on 
him the distinction of an honorary degree—an act by which 
the donor was honoured as much as the recipient. The British 
Association has repeatedly defrayed the expenses of important 
investigations in organic chemistiy in which he has been 
engaged. But even a scientific man can scarcely live on hono¬ 
rary degrees or elaborate experiments. 

The Maharajah of Jeypore has himself assembled 
witliin his capital, under his especial auspices and patronage, 
a congress for the advancement of social science and the diffu¬ 
sion witliin his territory of the benefits which can thereby be 
secured to his people. The inaugural proceedings were of the 
most satisfactory character, and took place in the Medical Hall, 
one of the many new institutions established by his Highness. 
The meeting was largely attended by the chief members of the 
State and nobility, and pi’esided over by the Maharajah in 
person, supported by the presence of Colonel Keatinge, 
A.G.G., and Major Beynon, political agent at Jeypore. 
Most of the European and influential native residents were 
present also. The Delhi Gazette, in commenting upon the objects 
of the Society, which are truly liberal, says:—“We cannot 
speak in terms of praise too high of the enlightenment and 
benevolent sphit displayed by the ruler of this state while so 
much ignorance and superstitious prejudice are rampant amongst 
almost every class of the people of Eajpootana. Nor can we 
but feel gratified that he has those about him who, by their 
wise counsel and co-operation, can help him to make head 
against the many formidable obstructions with which he is natu¬ 
rally surrounded. Among them there is none so prominent by 
his readiness to second every effort tending to the improvement 
of the people and the good of the State, by his broad views, 
his benevolent character, and by his enlightened counsel, as 
the president of this Congress, Nawab Mahomed Eyz Ali Khan 
Bahadoor, Prime Minister of the State, May it ever be the 
good fortune of the subjects of Jeypore to enjoy the privilege 
of having a beneficent ruler, vrith wisdom in his councils ! ” 

Composition and Quality of the Metropolitan 

Waters ix July, 1869.—The following are the returns of the 
Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers of Health :— 

Names of Water 
Companies. 
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Nitrogen. Hardness. 
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As 1 As 
Nitrates Ammo- 

&c. 1 nia. 

Before 
Boiling. 

After 
Boiling. 

Thames Water Com- Grains. Grains. Grains. Grains. Degs. Degs. 
panics. 

Grand J unction 19'20 0-069 0-066 0-000 14-0 3-4 
West Middlesex 17-81 0-069 0-030 0-002 13-6 3-4 
Southwark & Vaux- 

hall 18-07 0-061 0-060 0-000 13-8 3-3 
Chelsea 18-17 0-061 0-030 0-000 13-9 3-3 
Lambeth . 17-97 0-057 0030 0-000 13-5 3-3 

Other Companies. 
Kent.... 27-60 0-016 0-128 0-000 19-6 5-5 
New River 17-70 0029 0-090 0-000 140 3-3 
East London . 1613 0-045 0-030 0-000 13-2 3-3 

The average quantity of water supplied daily to the metropolis in the 
month of June was, according to the returns of the Water Companies 
to the Medical Officers of Health, 103,670,995 gallons, and the number of 
houses supplied was 464,798. Tlii-s is at the rate of 32-7 gallons per head 
of the population daily. 

The amount of oxygen required to oxidise the organic matter, 
nitrites, etc., is determined by a standard solution of permanganate of 
potash acting for three hours ; and in the case of the metropolitan waters 
the quantity of organic matter is about eight times the amomit of oxygon 
required by it. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
—--—-- 

tljnt que.stt(j:ufl2 muclj shall Itarit mut^.—Bacon. 

Mr. Bryant’s Clinical Sui-gery No. IV. shall be continued next week. 

We are compelled to postpone our editori.al notice of the Report of the 
Education Committee of the General Medical Council. 

We shall have more to say on the subject of the proceedings of the British 

Medical Association, and especially on the interesting address of Dr. 

Beatty, but our engagements to our own contributors compel us to hold 
our hand for the present week. 

Mr. Ellis is thanked. 

Sufferer.—'Dt. Wilks, Grosvenor-strect, Dr. Lockhart Clarke, or Dr. 
Hughlings-Jackson. 
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We have received Inspector-General Jolm IvIiuTay’s Report on the Treat¬ 

ment of Epidemic Cholera in India, and a most sensible and valuable 

work it is. We only wish we could decant it bodily into oui- pages. 

2I.D., Rrecon.—Waring on Cottage Hospitals, Is., John Churchill and Sons. 

Dr. Ward Cousins's interesting case of Htemorrhagic Diathesis is in the 
printers’ hands. 

Dr. Hitchman proposes to publish a reply to Sir Dominic Corrigan, Bart., as 

to his attacks on foreign degrees in the Medical Council. It is said that 

the public win learn for the fli-st time the whole art and mystery of 

‘ ‘Doctor ’ ’ -making. 

Bebey Defence Fond. 

TO THE EDITOB OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

SiE,—The Committee will be obliged by the insertion of the following list 
of subscriptions :—Amount already acknowledged, £30 11s. 6d.; Dr. G-. F. 
Blandford, Clarges-street, £1 Is. The Committee will meet at Charing- 
cross Hospital, on Friday, August 13, at 7 p.m. I am, &c. 

August 11. E. Sandwell, Hon. Sec. 

Toujours Frit.—^Tour paper has been received and shall appear in due 
course. We are veiy full at present, but hope to publish arrears soon. 

The Eedditch Indicator contains an account of the Caesarian section having 
been performed on July 29 by Mr. W. A. Parsons, Sm-geon, of Tanworth, 
Hockley-heath. A male child was removed, and on the 7th both mother 
and infant were doing well. 

W. A. P.—Iodide of amyl was reported onto the British Association for 

the Advancement of Science by Dr. Richardson in 1865 at the Birmingham 
meeting. The report is published in the Transactions of the Association 

for 1865, pp. 277-8-9. The physiological action of the substance is there 

described, but no reference is made as to its therapeutical value. We 

have, however, ascertained that the same author has, within the present 

_ year, investigated the action of the substance further, with a view to its 

application to Medicine; and that his observations will probably be 
described in his coming report to the British Association at Exeter. 

—The process of embalming the dead body to insure its unlimited pre¬ 

servation tends to defeat one of the wisest provisions of Natare. The 
use of antiseptics to prevent offence before burial is reasonable ; to em¬ 

balm the body for years is useless, and only subjects the body in after 
ages to the indignity of being dug up and shown as a ciuiosity in some 

museum. We know nothing practically of the necrosozoic process of 

Clark and Co., patented by the Messrs. Garstin; but by their pamphlet it 
appears to cost about six guineas, three and a half of which are called a 

“ Medical fee.” We regi’et to see that they offer a “ Professional dis¬ 

count ” of 20 per cent. Our brethren, however, will not soil their fingers 
with the profits of the undertaker. 

Cutting up a Staech Bandage. 

TO THE EDITOE OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Those in the habit of using the starch bandage or the more modem 
apphance, the glue splint, have no doubt, like myself, felt the want of 
some aid in cutting up the splint, Seutin’s pUers being nearly useless from 
the thickness of the material to be cut diminishing the power of any 
instrument with scissors movement. The most common way is to rip up 
the apparatus with a knife; this, to my knowledge, has led to one un¬ 
fortunate accident by which a fellow-student of mine lost his eye. Messrs. 
Coxeter and Son have kindly made me a pair of pliers which I think wUl 
give satisfaction to any one who tries it. I am, &c. 

Fishguard, August 10. J. Hancocke Wathen. 

M.F.O.S., L.S.A.—There is no modern work on the laws regulating the 

Medical Profession. Willcock’s volume on the subject has been ren- 

rendered obsolete in consequence of the passage of several Acts of 
Parhament relating to the Profession since its publication. If our cor¬ 

respondent will put any specific question to us, we will endeavour to 
answer it. 

D.—There is nothing in the Medical Act which refers specially to women. 

If a woman become a member of any college or institution named in the 

schedule of the Act, we believe she could demand to be registered, and if 

the General Coimcil refused to register her, she could obtain a mandamus 
in the Court of Queen’s Bench to compel them to do so. If a woman be 
qualified, she can practise legally, quoad her qualification. There is no 
specific law to prevent a woman practising Medicine or pharmacy, or as 
a chemist and druggist. 

Dr. Maclougiilin and the War Office. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—As you have been so kind as to notice my appeal for redro.ss which 
came before the House of Commons on the 29th ultimo, I entertain the 
hope that you wiU not refuse me a place in yoiu' paper for the following 
facts :— 

If the War Office had had any dereliction of duty to urge against mo, 
and had they brought this forward, they would have sealed my lips for 
ever. But here I defy them. 

They have the proofs at the War Office that, independently of sieges and 
other minor affau's, I was present with the army in the Peninsula, in seven 
general actions, under fire in four, and hit in one. They have the proofs 
that I was “ an active, a zealous, and a well-educated Medical officer; and 
that on all occasions I discharged the duties of my station with benefit to 
the service and with credit to myself.” 

And they have the proofs that, as I had seiwcd during the Peninsular 
J, entitled to remain on half-pay, since I wished it, in accordance 

with the boon granted to all the officers who had served during that war, and 
r. placed on half-pay at the peace, to remain on half-iray if they 

wished it; consequently the then Horseguards had no right summarily to 

August 14, 1S69. 

deprive me of my commission in terms derogatory to me as a gentleman 
and an officer, because I claimed my right to remain on half-pay. 

The War Office brought forward the names of cornmaudors-in-oliief 
who, without any inqiiuy, had refused me redress. But they suppressed 
from the luiowledge of the House the name of the field-marshal oommand- 
ing-in-chief who, deemmg it Iris duty to inquire into my case, and finding- 
that I had faithfully served, reported seven times to the War Office that I 
am entitled to redress. 

After Captain Vman had spoken in the House, my friend Mr. Brady, 
M.P., placed the following letter before him, dated so far back as Septem¬ 
ber 9, 1857, Horseguards :— 

“ Sir,—With reference to the correspondence respecting the case of Dr. 
Maolouglrlui, I am dii-ected by the General Commanding-in-Chief to re¬ 
quest you will lay before the Secretary of State for War the enclosed letter 
from that gentleman, and to state that his Royal Highness, having ex¬ 
amined into liis case, sees no reason, on military grounds, why he should 
not be restored, if Lord Panmur-e should be of opiuiou that it may be done. 

“ I have, &c. 
(Signed) “ C. Yorkb. 

“ To the XJnder-Secretaiy of State for War.” 
Captain Vivian answered Mr. Brady that (that letter and the six other 

letters were no official recommendation for redress. Therefore the ques¬ 
tion if these seven letters from the Horseguards to the War Office are proper 
official recommendations or not must be decided between the Horseguards 
and the War Office, and if they cannot settle it satisfactorily it must be 
left to the House of Commons to decide. 

I am, &c. David Maclougiilin, M.D., 
Member of the Legion of Honour. 

36, Bruton-street, London, W., August 10. 

F. TF.—Sir Richard Croft was the Physician who attended the Princess 

Charlotte. He was a relative of the Denmans and Baillies, and conse¬ 
quently a connexion of the Hunters. He was a man of gentle mamrers 

and of some acquirements, but he wanted nerve and decision. One of 

his contemporaries as distinguished as himself said, “ Croft had few re¬ 

sources as a Practitioner; he was very well when the road was smooth, 

but was deficient when the journey was rough.” 

F. O.—Wardrop’s stories would not always bear repeating. The one 
alluded to is broad, but not indecent. He used to relate an anecdote of 

a lady of title whom in his early life he knew well. She had some beauti¬ 

ful daughters, and had the tact to get them all weU and highly married. 

One nearly missed the altar. The nobleman to whom she was engaged 
relaxed his attentions. The anxious mother demanded an explanation. 

“ Well,” said the lover, “I’llbe plahr ; insanity, I am told, prevails to a 

great extent on the side of your husband’s family.” “ Is that positively 

the only objection 1” asked the lady. “The only one,” was the reply. 
“ WeU, then,” said she, “ I can ease your mind on that score. I -will be as 

plain as you have been; there is not a drop of Lord-’sblood in 
my daughter’s veins.” 

A Cure for Influenza. 

TO THE editor OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—I have thought yoru- useful joui-nal the proper medium through 
which to communicate the following facts; and I confidently believe you 
■will be the most able to solve a seeming mystery which they null suggest:—• 

Dming fourteen years of my fife spent among the various tribes of 
Indians of Noi-th and South America, in addition to historical and pictorial 
gatherings which I have made, I have been closely studying the domestic 
economy of Indian fife, in which I have found many simple and useful 
customs, which, as these poor and ignorant people are on the eve of extinc¬ 
tion, I feel it my duty (in the wane of my ewn existence) to suggest for 
the consideration and perhaps benefit of the enhghtened and wiser races. 

The exposed hfe of these people, generaUy in rapid motion on horseback 
in the open plams, subjects them to frequent and sudden attacks of 
infiuenza, which would often result in fatal disease of the lungs, were it 
not for their prompt specific which disar-ms it of its pangs and injur-iorm 
consequences. 

The Indian attacked by the well-known sjmrptoms of influenza, -with a 
knowledge of the several days or weeks of distress that are to follow if he 
neglects it, dismounts from his horse, even if he be on a war or hunting 
excursion, and, -wrapping his buffalo robe around him in some secret hidden 
spot, takes but an hour or two to aver-t it and resume his journey. 

Ha-ving -violently whipped his arms around his sides awhile, and afterwards 
chafed the pahns of his hands together (probably to increase the circulation 
and open the pores). Iris heavy and warm buffalo robe is wr-apped closely 
arormd him, covering his head and feet, when he lies straight, -with his 
face to the ground, his nostrils and mouth covered by the palm of his left 
hand into which he breathes, v/hilst the other is closely pressed upon its 
back. The heated breath from the lungs gets additional heat (and perhaps 
electricity) from the palm of the hand, and is strongly and deeply rc- 
inhaled ; and by a few minutes of this respiration, the confined air within 
his shell, like a vapour- bath, extracts the most profuse perspu-ation from 
his whole system, and in an hour or two he is on his horse, and free from 
further apprehensions of Iris commencing troubles. 

It inay seem incredible that in the piahn of the hand there should be a 
soothing and healing balm for the respiratory organs and the lungs., 
which can be extracted by the breath and conveyed to those diseased 
localities, which no medicine can reach; but the simplicity and har-m- 
lessness of the remedy, which aU can tr3’-, and without expense, I con¬ 
fidently assert is wor-th the trial by aU who are thus afllicted. I say 
“ confidently,” because for the last twenty j'ears by a similar treatment 
I have successfully evaded the frequent attacks of that distressing disease, 
by which, in the early part of inj' life, I suffered excessively. 

My mode, which was proscribed by an Indian Doctor, has been and now 
is, when fully sensible from soreness of the throat and lungs, attended 
with couglring, that the disease is attacking, to enter my bed at the usual 
hour, with an extra blanket, and wrappiiig all closely arormd me, passing- 
them over and under my head, and Irdng on inj' side with the pahn of one 
hand closely covering the nostrils and mouth, and the other- hand pressed 
upoir its back, to commence breathing gently into it through the mouth 
partially open. Tliis breathing for a few minutes seems to increase in 
vnlume and to savour of suffocation, when the mouth becomes from 
necessity more open, and the sensation is hke that of inliahug exhilarat¬ 
ing gas. 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 
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By the long and strong exhalations at this tune, the feverish heat from 
the lungs is blown upon the pabn of the hand, extracting from it a vital 
heat which is tahen vithout loss hy the succeeding inhalation directly to 
the lungs. My inhalations are deep drawn, and exhalations long and 
strongly blown upon the palm. The respiration, which for a little time is 
difficult, is encouraged by the relief which it gives, and in a little time 
becomes easy, and the sensation that of a cuiTent of air passing thi-ou"h 
the hand to the lower region of the lungs. This process unbroken in five 
or eight i^utes covei-s the face and hands and throat (and in ten or 
fifteen minutes the whole system) with a profuse perspiration, when 

CGases, all pain in tliG throat and lung^ is soothGd, and fovor 
(if there be any) disappears. I keep my position, however, and continue 
this mode of respiration for half an hour or more, which is not unlike in 
sensation to a vapour bath. I then gradually raise my hands from my 
mouth, and in a little time am able to supply the lungs through the nostrils, 

^ mouth closed. All pain in the lungs and coughing are gone; and 
if breathing, respiration is sufficiently easy in m3' confined 

shell, and I fall asleep, and waking I am dry and without fever. My 
head is then uncovered, no matter how cold the weather, and sleeping till 
morning with my mouth closed, the day before me is without pain and 
aclightful, and my influenza is finished. 

In a vetj few instances I have had a partial return of the soreness of the 
lungs and coughing on the following day, but in these cases, which were 
caused by neglecting to resort to my remedy in time, a repetition of the 
process in the foUowing night has given me final relief. 

Influenza, wliich is generally denominated “an inflammation of the 
tonsils, J um^ inclined to believe, has a much deeper seat, being strictly 
a temporary (toease of the hmgs (for the pain is seated there), an inflamma- 

portion of the lungs, the excited exlialations from which, passing 
through the respiratory channels, irritate and inflame the tonsils and 
produce coughmg. By the above simple and harmless process, most 
persons, I beheve, like myself, may avert the disti-essing effects of influenza. 
It they attend to it m time, and those who arc afflicted with weakness of the 
lungs, with couglung, with bronchitis and asthma, wiU find instant and 
temporary (if not final) relief by an habitual and moderate breathing into 
the palm of the hand, while going to sleep, without the exertion above 
aescribed, excitmg profuse perspiration. The mysterious sympathy 
DCTween the palrn of the hand and the lungs, long known to the Indians, 
I beheve the whole world will yet admit, and perhaps physiologists may 
explain. They may teU us why the vital heat in the palm of the left hand 
IS greater than that of the right (“ Always breathe in the left hand,” said 
my Indian Physician), why the temperature of the palm of the hand is 
equal to that of the lungs and the heart, when the back of the hand is 
colder than any other part of the human system. 

I am, &c. Gteoege Gatlin. 

COMMUNICATION'S have been received from— 

Mr. Moon; Dr. Cousins; Mr. Coombs; M.E.C.S., L.S.A. ; Pairplay; 
Prof. Brazier ; Me.ssrs. Letts, Son, and Co.; Dr. Cornelius B. Fox ; 

Noble Seward ; Mr. John Woodman; Mr. Robert Watson; Dr. 
MADDEiy W. A. P.; Dr. Hitchman ; Mr. Wheatley; Mr. Robert 

^LLis; ±. M. ; Dr. Edwards Crisp; Dr. Maclougiilin ; Sufferer; 

Dr. Alexander Boss; Mr. Henry Moody ; Dr. J. H. Wathen ; M.D.; 
Sli'. Or. R. Sheraton ; Mr. J. B. Holloway ; Dr. Hartree ; Dr. Wil¬ 

loughby Ardino; Mr. J. B. Yeo ; A Constant Reader; Mr. E. Sand- 

He^yR Weight; Mr. G. Gaskoin ; Mr. J. Chatto ; Dr. 
J. W. Ogle; Mr. J. Hutchinson; Dr. B. W. Richardson. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

MedmalWonmn. ByT. Markby—^Monthly Microscopical Journal, August 
—Pereu-a 8 Selecta e Praescriptis—Brakem-idge on Theory of Diathesis— 

A Jul3'—Martyn on Hooping-cough—Proceedings 
ot the State Medical Society of Kentucky—Transactions of Odontological 
feociety, June—The Shakspearian Diary and Almanack—Half-yearly 
Compendium of Medical Science, Jan.—Medical and Surgical Reporter, 
m Nos.—Despotism—Recent Discussions on the Abolition of Patents— 
Dr. Mun-ay’s Report on the Treatment of Epidemic Cholera—The Poor- 
law Chronicle—Dublin Quarterly Medical Journal, August. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

L’Union Medicale—Gazette Hebdomadaire—New York Medical Gazette¬ 
er®' Tnbune Medioale—Gazette des Hopitaux—The Rodditch Indicator— 
Yorkshire and Lmcolnshire Advertiser—Medical Press and Cii’cular 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
Week ending Saturdatj, August 7, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 

Births of Boys, 1070; Girls, 1060; Total, 2130. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-63, 1897-4. 

DEATHS. 

•• 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week . . ' . 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . . ! 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

824 
756-5 

806 
729-0 

16,30 
1485-5 
1634 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

West . 
North. 
Central 
East . 
South . 

Total . 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

! Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

1 

^
 . A

 
o

 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Clio- 
lera. 

463388 
618210 
378058 
671158 
773176 

2 
3 
7 
1 
7 
7 

10 
25 

9 
31 
25 

2 
2 
2 
2 

6 
25 
3 

16 
15 

2 . 
14 
7 
4 

11 

- ,71 
84 
37 
91 

111 

280398^ 2 25 100 1 8 65 38 I 394 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich 
Mean height of barometer . . . . . 
Mean temperatui-e. 
Highest point of thermometer . . . . , 
Lowest point of thennometer . . . . . 
Mean dew-point temperatm-e . . . . , 
General direction of wind. 
Whole amount of rain in the week ... 

Observatory. 

. . 29-867 in. 
. 59-8 

• . 7Q‘S 
. 45-4 

. . 52-4 
. JV.S.W. 

. . 0-47 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Regi.stered and METEOROLOGY 
during tlie Week ending Saturday, August 7, 1869, in the 
follo-«dng large Toivns:— 
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London(Meti-opolis) 3170754 40-7 2130 1462 1630 76-5 45-4 59-8 0-47 47 
Bristol (City) . 1G9423 36-1 117 76 *84 71-6 45-0 59-1 0-93 94 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 271 175 152 69-8 48-0 68-1 0-.53 54 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 609052 99-7 337 295 344 68-5 50-0 57-4 0-68 69 
Manchester (Citj') . 370892 82-7 232 210 *234 72-0 45-8 56-6 1-.54 156 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 119 60 63 70-3 45-1 55-8 1-83 185 
Sheffield (Borough). 239762; 10-5 164 126 126 71-0 44-0 57-2 0-81 82 
Bradford (Borough) 138522'21-0 112 71 63 70-4 50-8 57-4 0-78 79 
Leeds (Borough) 25.3110 11-7 214 129 138 72-0 50-0 58-4 0-72 73 
Hull (Borough) 126082,35-6 86 69 46 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 92 69 67 
Ediubm-gh (City) . 178002 40-2 123 86 96 66-7 44-0 54-5 0-50 51 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 347 268 257 67-1 45-7 54-3 0-70 71 
Dublin (City, etc.-i) 320762 32-9 182 158 146 70-5 43-3 57-6 0-63 64 

Towns . 6546587! 35-5 45263244 3446 76-5 43-3 57-2 0-84 85 
Paris (City) 1889842 795 

Week 
ending Week ending July 31. 

(1863) July 31. 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... 1 372 ... ... 176-31 ... 

At the Royal Observato^, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-867 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29-61 in. on Sunday, August 1, to 30-16 in. on Friday, August 6. 

The general direction of the wind was W.S.W. 

No«e.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

• The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

■t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS FOE THE WEEK. 

August 14. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

16. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2^ p.m. 

17. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, l.J p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 
Great Portland-sfreet, 2 p.m. 

18. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, II p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

19. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopeedic Hospital, 2 p.m; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

20. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m., . , , . . 
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LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR 
Prepared etrictly from the Formula of 

Baron Liebig, by 

HOOPER, 

INFANTS INVALIDS. 
Sold in Tins, 1 lb., 1».; 3 lb., 2s. Gd.; 6 lb., 5s., 

by all Chemists and Druggists, 

and direct from Mr. Hoopbe’s Establishments, 

7, PALL MALL EAST, 
OPERATIVE CHEMIST, TRADE MARK And 65, GROSVENOR STREET. 

Wholesale of Barclay, Edwards, Newbery, all Patent Medicine Warehouses, and Wholesale Druggists. 

MUSCULINE-GUICHON, 
A preparation of Raw Meat combined with cooling Emits, in the form of Sugared Tablets, manufactured at the Monastery of Notre Dame des Dombes 
France, imder the superintendence of the Inventor. ’ 

The “ MUSCULINE ” is strongly recommended as a nutritive and restorative. It is one of the most powerful agents in overcoming the debility 
consequent upon Consumption, Diabetes, Anaemia, Cancer of the Stomach, Chronic Diarrhoea, Dyspepsia, &c., &c., and in protracted convalescence. 

The “MUSCULINE” has been found far more strengthening than the various extracts of meat. 

, Ipteoduoed into England by THOMAS TOMLINSON, Chemist, 6, Lower Seymour-street, Portman-square, London, 'W., Sole Agent for Great 
Bntam, of whom it may be obtamed Wholesale and KetaU; also of Messrs. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street, and Messrs. Newbery, 44 and 45, St. Paul’s-churchyard. 

In Boxes, 2s. each ; by post, 2s. 2d, 

SPIKING & CO.’S MALT BISCUITS 
FOE INFANTS AND INVALIDS. 

Messrs. S. and Co. beg to call special attentibn to these Biscuits, and to recommend them most confidently to the notice of the Profession and the 
public, as having been proved to be of the greatest benefit both to Infants and Adult Invalids. 
, article on “ The Art of Feeding Babies,” attributed to Dr. Druitt, it is said :—“ We must notice the very ingenious Malt Biscuits made 
by Spiking, of Dover-street; these contain the malt and wheaten flour in the form of a biscuit; they keep any time, and require no more cooking than 

other nursery biscuit. Wh.en mixed with milk-and-water they dissolve into a smooth, custard-like mass, with nothing lumpy or pasty about them. 
We have known them eagerly used by adults troubled with great irritation of stomach and bowels. They make capital imitation of custard.”—See 

Medical Times and Gazette” of August 24,1867. 

Price 8d. per lb., or 4s. 6d. per box. 

SPIKING & CO., 5, DOVER-STREET, PICCADILLY, W. 

PARRISH’S CHEMICAL FOOD, 
OE 

SYR. FERRI PHOSPH. CO. (AMERICAN), 
Is imported Fresh every Month by his Sole Agents, 

P. & P. W. S Q U I R Ej 
CHEMISTS IN ORDINARY TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE OE WALES 

Mr. Squire introduced into Medicine [Vide “Lancet,” Alaroh 4th, 1839) 

SOLUTION OF BI ME CON ATE OF MORPHIA, 
Wlhich has been employed by all branches of the Medical Profession. 

_ Dr. Roots thus writes of it“ I have taken it myself daily now for very nearly four years, and during that period I have frequently prescribed it 
in my private practice. The result of my observations on its effects on myself and others amounts to tliis—namely, that it disturbs the head less, that 
It (^tresses the stomach less, and that it constipates the bowels less, than any other preparation of Opium. I have taken every other preparation of 
Opium, but from none of them have I obtamed the same degree of quiet rest that I have enjoyed from this Bimeoonate of Moi-phia.” 

ASTRINGENT RED GUM LOZENGES, MURIATE OF AMMONIA LOZENGES 
Taken for Relaxed Throat. tT T Is Taken hy persons suffering from Bronchitis. 

In Bottles 2s. each. Bottles 2s. each. 

Each bottle has the Seal * to insure that it is genuine. 

1,Nepenthe does not produce headache, stapor, giddmess, depression of spirits, diminution of nervous energy, prostration of strength, nor constipation, 
but induces natural and refreshing sleep. It may be used with perfect safety in every case where an Opiate is indicated, and from the peculiar process 

constituents which render the Tinotura Opii, and most other forms of Opium, in very numerous instances 
wnoUy inadmissible. It is always of uniform strength, and in this respect possesses high advantages. Price 8s. per lb. 

May he procured direct from the Sole Manufacturers, 

FERRIS, TOWNSEND, BOORNE, & TOWNSEND, Wholesale Druggists, Bristol, 
And through all leading Wholesale and Retail Chemists in Great Britain and the Colonies. 

IVOTICJE. 
Not-^tbstanding the ^ormous and increasing advance in Opium, the price of Nepenthe remains the same— 

8s. per lb,—ana it is now tbe cheapest as well as the best preparation of this important Drug. 

GUY’S AND ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITALS. 
T MILLIKIN, Southwark-street, Borough, Surgical Instrument Maker to the 

attention of those Gentlemen entering this Session at the above Schools to his stock of DISSECTING 
ROCKET, and CATHETER CASES, which will be found moderate m price, of best material and workmanship, and of the patterns approved of bv the 
^^cal staff of both Hospitels.—^LM.^ constantly supplied with a large and varied stock of Smgical Instruments and Appliances. No connexion 
•With any other house.—12, SOUTHWARK-STREET, BOROUGH. x'l o counexioa 
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ORIGINAL LECTURES. 
--o- 

BY DIEECTIOIir OF THE EADCLIFFE TETTSTEES. 

LECTURES ON 

THE GERMINAL OR LIVING MATTER 
OE LIVING BEINGS. 

Deliteeed in the Mhsehm at Oxfoed 

By LIONEL S. BEALE, M.B., E.R.S., 
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Physician to King’s 

College Hospital, and Professor of Physiology and of Morbid Anatomy in 
King’s College, London. 

OF MENTAL NERVOUS ACTION. 

€P MENTAI, as COMPAEBD with liECHANICAIi ACTION-OF 

THOUGHT AS A EESULT OF CHEMICAL ACTION-IS THE BEAIN 

TO BE LOOKED UPON AS A VOLTAIC BATTEEY ?-ON EXPEESSING 

THOUGHTS—OF THE NEEVE MATTEB CONCEENED IN MENTAL 

ACTION-OF THE CHAEACTEE OF THE GEEMINAL MATTEE-OF 

THE NATUEE OP WILL, AND OF THE LIFE OF GEEMINAL MATTEE 

TAKING PAET IN MENTAL OPEEATIONS. 

{Concluded from page 43.) 

Of the Nerve Matter eoncerned in Mental Action. 

I WILL now refer fiirth,ei’ to tlie results of anatomical investiga¬ 
tion. Near the surfau of the grey matter in that extensive 
layer above the planes in which the caudate nerve-cells are 
situated, which is generally said to be composed of dehcate 
nerve-fibres and granul tr matter, I have succeeded in demon¬ 
strating multitudes of very small masses of germinal matter 
lying amongst the finest branches of the fibres. In some places 
thex’e are aggregations or collections of these bodies, which are 
extremely delicate, and become disintegrated very soon after 
death. Some sections appear to consist almost entirely of these 
bodies, so great is their number. Whether they are actually 
connected by fibres or in any other way with one another, I 
cannot say. But masses of germinal matter thus situated are 
arranged very favourably for influencing the fibres which ramify 
amongst them. The slightest change in their form could not fail 
to influence nerve currents traversing adjacent fibres, and as we 
are now well acquainted with the active movements of germinal 
matter, it is impossible to help suggesting that the movements 
occurring in these masses of germinal matter produce a direct 
effect upon the fibres, and that these movements constitute or 
are immediate results of mental action. If this be so, mind is 
associated with this the most exalted form of living or ger¬ 
minal matter, which is so arranged that the slightest change 
Occun-ing in it may produce an effect through the influence of 
a most elaborate mechanism brought into very intimate relation 
with it. Although I am not prepared to deny that the germi¬ 
nal matter of the caudate nerve-cells of the grey matter of the 
cerebral convolutions is concerned in mental nervous actions, 
thpe are many arguments which lead me to think that 
tliis is not the material substance which is immediately 
influenced by the mind, but rather belongs to that wonderful 
mechanism which is concerned in the expression of thought, 
and in the conversion of ideas into symbols. 

Of the Character of the Germinal Matter taking part in Mental 
Operations. 

Some might anticipate that the matter immediately influenced 
by mind would exhibit some remarkable structure and arrange¬ 
ment, but those who have studied the characters of living 
matter in the lowest and highest organisms wfil not expect 
to find tliis, the liighest form, exhibiting any structure whatever 
or possessing any peculiar chemical composition. They wiUbe 
prepared to find in the liighest forms the same colourless, 
structureless, moving substance which constitutes the LLving 
matter of the lowest organisms, and they wifi, look for a 
difference in endowment, not for any material difference. The 
germinal matter of the embryo of the highest and most complex 
being in nature cannot be distinguished from that constituting 
the germ of a very simple being, nor does the germinal matter 
of the nerve cells of the human embryo exhibit any special 
characters. We should therefore anticipate that the highest 
form of germinal matter known, that which takes part in mental 
action, would agree in its characters so far as we are able to 
determine them, with other forms. The difference, vast as it is, 
IS a difference in power which, however, we can only estimate 
by the results of its action—by the effects produced by it. In 
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the LLving state it is no doubt perfectly transparent, and ex¬ 
hibits no characters which would enable us to form any notion 
of its exalted functions. Its powers, properties, or endowments 
are unquestionably due, not to its chemical composition or to 
the peculiar arrangement of its particles as compared with 
other forms of germinal matter, but solely to that wonderful 
force, property, or power to which I restrict the term vital. 

We should anticipate that of aU kinds of germinal matter 
known, that concerned in mental nervous action would be most 
evanescent and prone to rapid decay and disintegration after 
dpath. It is therefore not surprising that in many cases no trace 
of the delicate masses of germinal matter I have described should 
be discovered. We should expect that change would almost 
immediately follow the death of the individual, and that this 
form of germinal matter would be completely broken down 
long before other lands existing in the same organism had 
ceased to manifest active vital phenomena. And I may remark 
that the length of time during which different forms of ger¬ 
minal matter survive the general death of the organism varies 
greatly—some forms dying very soon, while others live overt 
for days. The capacity for living under altered conditions 
becomes greater as we descend from the highest towards the 
lowest kinds of germinal matter, the highest being killed by 
slight alteration in the surrounding circumstances, while the 
lowest resist very considerable changes, and for long periods of 
time. The pus corpuscle and the particle of contagiim, both 
which are descendants of the germinal matter of the organism, 
retain their vitality under conditions wliich would have been 
certainly fatal to the germinal matter from which they sprang, (c) 
The power of resisting the destroying influence of external 
conditions seems to increase as germinal matter becomes more 
and more debased. 

The living matter concerned in mental operations is that 
which is last formed, and is probably the highest condition 
wliich living matter has yet assumed. This, lilce other forms 
taking part in the formation of the various tissues and organs 
belonging to the organism, has come by direct descent from the 
original germinal matter of the embryo. From the growth 
and subdivision of that primitive mass have resulted, and in 
definite and prearranged order, numerous forms endowed 
with marvellously different powers. But the germinal matter 
which forms cuticle, that which produces fibrous tissue, 
muscle, nerve or bone, the germinal matter which gives 
rise to biliary secretion, to the saliva, and to the gastric 
juice, as well as that which takes part in mental nervous 
action, have, so to say, one common parentage; and 
if, as these several forms are evolving themselves, the condi¬ 
tions which alone render possible progress towards their highest 
state become modified, the attainment of perfection is pre¬ 
vented. Such cases are familiar to us imder the term arrested 
development, in which, up to a certain period of life, everything 
seems to have proceeded correctly, but then in consequence of 
some disturbing action modifying the process of nutrition and 
affecting the division and subdivision of the germinal matter, 
the structures which would at length have resulted in due 
course can never be formed. Of all the changes originating in this 
way, those affecting the germinal matter taking part in the 
development of the higher parts of the nervous system of man 
lead to the most disastrous results. That gradual development 
of the mental powers after the individual has ceased to grow, 
which is one of the most remarkable of the characters by 
which man is marked off from the lower animals, is rendered 
impossible, and the mental powers of the child or of the infant 
remain associated with the organism of the adult. • 

The new powers which germinal matter acquires as develoi)- 
ment advances arise in some way as the new centres (nuclei, 
nucleoli) originate in pre-existing centres. How such new 
powers result it is of course as impossible to suggest as it is 
to explain how these new centres originate. And it may be 
asked what is to be understood by “ centre,” for it is obidous 
that the centre demonstrated by low powers has within 
it numerous centres, as may be proved by examination under 
glasses magnifying very highly, and there is reason to believe 
that if our powers were increased ten, twenty, or a hundred¬ 
fold, we should approach but a httle nearer to the unrealisable 
actual centre ; and I can conceive that in the highest forms of 
germinal matter new centres of hving matter are constantly 
welling up, as it were, in already existing centres, having within 
themselves infinite and inexhaustible sources of new centres. 

The germinal matter taking part in mental action, like other 
forms, is liable to defective as well as irregular and moustrouB 
growth, even difring and after the adult period of life. Those 

(c) See my report on the cattle plague, 1815, 
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changes, which may be temporary or permanent, are probably 
more under the immediate influence of the will than is the 
case as regards changes in other forms of germinal matter. 
But there can, I imagine, be little doubt that, just as by exer¬ 
cise up to, and in many cases even after, the middle period of 
life, we are enabled to increase the power of certain muscles 
and the perfection of certain movements which are associated 
with increased formation of nerves and nerve-ceUs in the nerve 
centre governing them: so, by habitually indulging in certain 
trains of thought, we may perhaps effect the increase of the ger¬ 
minal matter concerned until at last this preponderates so much 
over other portions taking part in other kinds of mental action 
that it alone is exercised, while the rest remains hardly active at 
all or quite dormant. Every lunatic asylum affords what I con¬ 
ceive to be examples of this, and it is not impossible in certain 
instances to distinguish the cases in which the mental apparatus 
itself is deranged from those in which the mechanism concerned 
in the expression of ideas is the seat of disease. On the other 
hand, what remarkable instances do we meet with of the gradual 
but continuous improvement of the mental powers even in 
advanced life, where they have been subjected to unremitting 
but judicious exercise from early youth upwards! 

The mental excitement and incoherence, followed by com¬ 
plete suspension of mental powers, which occnr in inflamma¬ 
tion and other conditions where the germinal matter takes 
np an abnormal proportion of nutrient material, are readily 
explained, as are also those cases in which impaired intellectual 
action follows as a consequence of the disease. Where the 
morbid change has proceeded to a considerable extent there 
may be permanent impairment, while in cases where only shght 
change has occurred only temporary derangement mav result. 

0/ the nature of Will, and of the Life of Germinal Matter taking 
part in Mental Operations. 

Many considerations lead me to conclude that ivill, so far 
from being a result of certain changes induced in matter, 
should rather be regarded as the jioicer which influences the 
material particles and causes them to move and take up new posi¬ 
tions. It seems to me that tliis power is of the same order as that 
which induces the movements in germinal matter, and which I 
have called vital power. I conceive that the change in form of 
the germinal matter is a consequence of some influence exerted 
upon the particles immediai;ely preceding their movement. 
This active cause, the natm’e of which we Imow nothing, and 
which gives rise, we know not how, to material changes which, 
in the case of some of the lower forms of living matter, are 
obvious enough to us, constitutes the vitalp>ower of the germinal 
matter. This is, as it were, the starting-point of all those 
complex phenomena wliich occur whenever a voluntary act is 
l)8rformed, and, as regards the material changes in the germinal 
matter concerned in mental operations is the mind. The 
germinal or hving matter may be said to be the domicile of the 
ego ; but so rough are our methods of investigation that when 
we commence to search for the ego we destroy its habitation, 
and the ego escapes where we cannot foUow it. The particles 
of the matter which were directed and changed by it may be 
directed and changed in new ways ; but it is absurd to think 
we can discover the directing, changing ego in the dead and 
disintegrated matter which remains after it has gone, and 
equally absurd to deny its existence because we cannot find it, 
or to affirm that it is mere force which has changed its mode 
or form. Certainly the dead matter we see and touch may in 
^ome sense be regarded as having once formed a part of the 
material framework of the living being, biit it was then in 
a very different state, for that which gave it body and made it 
what it was has since gone. To assert that the material 
elements of the grey matter of the brain of a dead man are 
all that constitutes the active hving organ of the mind, would, 
indeed, be absurd. 

Before we shah be in a position to form an opinion upon the 
nature of a mental process we ought to be able to form a con¬ 
ception of the actions which immediately precede the observed 
changes of form in a mass of very simple living matter that 
can he easily subjected to investigation, and of the antecedent 
phenomena which determine these actions. But unfortunately 
at present we have no means of investigating this most im¬ 
portant question. We cannot explain why one part of a hving 
mass should move in advance of another. To say the move¬ 
ment must be the consequence of some antecedent phenomenon 
wih only satisfy those who are content to receive arbitrary 
assertions in place of explanations. The supposed antecedent 
phenomenon is unknown, and is perhaps unknowable. It is 
probably altogether wrong to use the phenomenon here at 

ah, the antecedent in this case not being a phenomenon. 
Until we can explain the movements of the hving matter of an 
amoeba or a white blood-corpuscle it is not hkely we shah be 
able to arrive at any positive conclusions concerning the nature 
of the actual changes in the hving matter which determine 
mental nervous actions. The arguments I have advanced in 
favour of the view that the highest mental actions are asso¬ 
ciated vrith vital movements, and are, in fact, vital actions 
occuri’ing in hving matter, seem to me to be justified by the 
facts I have adduced; and although there seems to be at pre¬ 
sent no possibihty of actual proof, I venture to think that the 
evidence upon which my view rests, indirect though it be, 
wih not be regarded as inconclusive. 

List of Miceoscopioal Specimens illtjsteating the STEucTirEE 

OF Neete Eibees and Ganglion Cells. 

No. of No. of diameters 
Specimen. magnitied. 

84. Ultimate nerve fibres, cornea ; obseiwe the ger¬ 
minal matter of the nerve distinct from that 
of the cornea ....... 215 

85. Ultimate pale nerve fibres, with masses of ger¬ 
minal matter; frog. . . . . .215 

86. Eine nerve fibres with their masses of germinal 
matter or nuclei; trunk of a nerve. . .215 

87. Bundles of nerve fibres and vessels; frog . . 130 
88. Nerve fibres and ganghon ceUs ; frog. . . 130 
89. Gangha and nerve fibres, with smah arteries; 

green tree frog ...... 40 
90. Nerve fibres and arteries; green tree frog . . 40 
91. Nerve fibres and ganghon cehs, green tree frog ; 

a vessel crosses the specimen in the lower part 215 
92. Ganghon ceh with straight and spiral nerve fibre ; 

green tree frog . . . . . .700 
93. Large caudate nerve cehs in anterior cornu of 

grey matter; spinal cord . . . .40 
94. Large caudate nerve cehs ; npper part of spinal 

cord; dog ....... 130 
95. Caudate nerve cehs, grey matter of brain; lamb 215 
96. „ „ „ dog. . . 215 
97. 
98. 
99. 

100. 
9f 

9f 

cat . . . 215 
human subject 215 
girl, aged 16 . 215 
man, aged 60 . 215 

OEIGIITAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
-<>- 

CLINICAL JSUEGEET.—No. IV. 

ON HIP DISEASE. 

By THOMAS BRYANT, E.R.C.S., 
Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

ON DISEASES OF THE HIP-JOINT ENDING IN 
ANCHYLOSIS WITHOUT SUPPURATION. 

Paet II. 

In ihustrating chnicaUy disease of the hip-joint, I have divided 
my cases into different classes, having been guided in the matter 
as much by the results of the disease as by the pathological 
processes through which they were brought about. 

In a former part I have given cases of articular ostitis and 
synovial disease, which were fortunately arrested by treatment 
in their first or earhest stage, the movements of the joint in 
every case having been preserved. In the series to which I 
now propose to draw attention a different result took place, 
for in all the cases the destruction of the joint ensued, and a 
cure by anchylosis followed. In none, however, did suppura¬ 
tion occur. The changes of the joint went on in every instance 
unattended by acute inflammatory symptoms or any external 
evidence of acute disease. Yet the cartilages gradually dis¬ 
appeared, and the bones became firmly fixed by inflammatory 
product, a sound and satisfactory cure by anchylosis taking 
place in every instance, leaving a useful limb. 

In the succeeding section I shall give examples of suppura¬ 
tion of the hip-joint ending in anchylosis, and conclude by 
some remarks, with cases, on operations npon the joint. 

Case 18.—Anchylosis of Hip-joint without Suppuration, probably 
from Articular Ostitis. 

John A., aged 11, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
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April 18, 1867, for some stiffness about tlie right hip-joint. It 
had gradually come on after an injury to the joint by a fall one 
year previously. No swelling in the joint was ever observed, 
and no suppuration. The joint had been the seat of a dull 
aching pain since the accident, and had gradtially become rig^d. 
He had used the limb freely, although with a limp, and had never 
had any advice. When coming under care the right lower extre¬ 
mity was straight, with the foot turned outwards. The pelvis 
was tilted up on the left or sound side, giidng the appearance 
of elongation of the affected limb. This appearance was, how¬ 
ever, deceptive, for both limbs were of the same length. The 
head of the femur was firmly fixed by anchylosis in the ace¬ 
tabulum, not the slightest movement being allowed. There was 
no thickening about the joint, nor any pain on pressure about 
the articulation. It was a good case of anchylosis from disease 
without suppuration. 

Little care had been bestowed upon this patient; he had got 
about with a crutch, and had had no Surgical treatment, yet 
a good result followed. 

Case 19.—Acute Anchylosis of Hip-joint without Suppuration, 
apparently from Articular Ostitis. 

John B., aged 9, the brother of ahoy who had been under my 
care for hip disease some year or so previously (vide Case 30), 
came under my care at Gruy’s Hospital for disease of his hip- 
joint on June 16, 1861. He was a cachectic child, and had 
complained of pain in the right hip-joint for some months, 
increased on walking, but no swelling, etc., had ever existed. 
The disease appeared after small-pox. Wlien I saw the boy 
the joint was clearly becoming fixed. In six months anchylosis 
appeared to be complete. He could walk or run without pain, 
but not the slightest movement in the joint could be obtained. 

The treatment of this case consisted of rest in bed with a 
splint or weight to the affected limb, the parents alternately 
removing one and applying the other. The parts were fomented 
with warm water night and morning, and toiucs were given with 
good food. 

Case 20.—Anchylosis of Hip-joint without Suppuration. 

John Gr., aged 6, came under my care at Gluy’s Hospital on 
July 16,1866, for some affection of the right hip-joint. It had 
existed for one year, and had come on with pain in the part 

•and limping. When seen the thigh was evidently becoming 
fixed to the pelvis, and the foot was everted. There was pain 
in the hip-joint and some little thickening about the neck of 
the femur. Paiu also was produced on pressure being made 
between the thigh bone and pelvis. No suppuration had existed. 

Rest, fomentation, and tonics proved rapidly beneficial. All 
pain in the joint rapidly subsided, and anchylosis went on 
speedily, a permanently stiff joint being the result. This end 
was secured by six months’ treatment. 

Case 21.—Anchylosis of Hip-joint without Suppuration. 

Edward B., aged 33, a waterman from Gravesend, came 
under my care at Guy’s Hospital on April 26, 1869, for some 
affection of his left hip. It appeared that two years previously, 
without any accident or known cause, he was attacked with 
paiu in the part. He looked upon it as rheumatism, and went 
about his work. The pain gradually becoming worse, in about 

• three months he was obliged to give up his occupation, and 
took to his bed, where he remained for four months, the pain 
i^adually disappearing under treatment by rest and fomenta- 

- tions. At the end of that time he got up, and went about, the 
hip-joint gradually becoming stiff. There never had been any 

•sweUing about the joint, oidy a dull aching pain. 
When coming under my care, the head of the femur was 

firmly anchylosed to the acetabulum, and the leg was straight. 
There was no thickening of the bone or enlargement of the part, 
and no pain. 

It was an admirable stiff limb. 

Case 22.—Anchylosis of Hip-joint without Suppuration. 

George S., aged 25, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital 
on January 25, 1866, for some affection of the left hip-joint. 
It had been the subject of pain for three years and a half, 
this pain extending downwards to the inner side of the leg. 
No suppuration had ever taken place, nor much swelling. The 
joint had been gxadually becoming more stiff. Wlien seen, the 
affected or left limb appeared to be three inches shorter than the 
right; but, on measurement, no such difference was found, the 
apparent elongation being due to a tilting of the pelvis. The 
head of the femur was anchylosed in its pelvic cup, and no 
external thickening could be felt. Firm pressure and free 
exercise could be allowed on the limb without pain. 

Case 23.—Anchylosis of Hip-joint without Suppuration. 

E. H., aged 20, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
March 4, 1866, for anchylosis of the right hip-joint. It had 
been the result of disease of the joint three years previously, 
but without abscess. When seen the right limb appeared an 
inch and a half shorter than the left from the tilting of the 
pelvis on the affected side. 'The anchylosis was complete. 
She had been in the Aylesbury Infirmary for many months. 

Case 24.—Disease of Hip-joint—Anchylosis ivithout Suppuration. 

Jane B., a healthy-looking girl, aged 14, came under my 
care at Guy’s Hospital in 1862, for disease of her hip. The 
earlier history of her case has, however, been mislaid. She was 
treated by me for two years, and never had any suppuration. 
She left cured, with a stiff joint, at Christmas, 1864. Tlie 
pelvis was then drawn up on the affected side. 

On March 21, 1867, this patient reappeared with a good, 
sound, anchylosed joint. The limb was about three-quariel’s 
of an inch shorter than its fellow, but only from the tilting r f 
the pelvis. She had no pain in walking, and could walk th.co 
or four miles with ease. She came to me to ask if she might 
have a high-heeled boot, but I refused, as doing so would lue- 
vent the pelvis coming dowm straight—a contingency Avliioh 
was possible, as growth was not completed. 

On November 21, 1867, she again appeared before me, but 
little change had taken place. A high-heeled boot was con¬ 
sequently ordered, and since then she has got on comfortably. 
On March 9, 1868, she called, and said she was quite well. 

Remarhs.—The series of cases which have just been briefly 
detailed cannot but be regarded with satisfaction by any 
Surgeon, for the result secured by natural processes, aided by 
Surgical art, next to a complete restoration of the joint is cer¬ 
tainly the best that can be looked for after disease, and, when 
secured, is to be hailed with pleasure. The pathological pro¬ 
cess by which the changes in the articulation were brought 
about, with the natural cure, are in a measure somewhat ob¬ 
scure ; still I think it is tolerably clear that the articular car¬ 
tilages in every case must have partially or wholly disappeared, 
and their places been occupied by inflammatory lymph, which 
subsequently organised, and bound together the articular 
surfaces of the bones. How these cartilages disappeared is 
a pathological question which can only be answered by a 
reference to the general pathology of diseased joints. For 
my own part I believe these changes to be in all the cases the 
direct result of articular ostitis, the inflammation of the bone 
having so far passed beyond the stage which the former series 
of cases illustrated as to have interfered with the due nutri¬ 
tion of the articular cartilages, and thus to have allowed 
them to undergo the granular degeneration to which they 
are so prone, and subsequent absorption; inflammatory lymph 
at a later stage of the disease occupying their position, and, 
by its organisation, producing an anchylosis; the disease 
in the bone in these cases becoming arrested at a later 
period of the disease than in the former series, but yet 
recovering, no real disorganisation of the articulation having 
taken place. I am disposed to think, and pathology leads 
me to the conclusion, with clinical observation, that anchy¬ 
losis of a joint without suppuration rarely, if ever, takes 
place as a consequence of synovial mischief; simple synovitis, 
or the pulpy disease, when not undergoing a complete recovery, 
going on to suppuration and the other changes which follow 
degenerative changes; although, when suppuration takes place, 
recovery with movement is more common. On looking over all 
my cases in which anchylosis followed upon disease without 
suppuration, and of which the cases I have quoted are fair 
examples, it is interesting to observe that in aU the cases the 
clinical symptoms were precisely similar to those given in the 
former section as indicative of chronic inflanmiation of the 
articular extremities of the bones. To illustrate further these 
points, I propose now to quote the case of a man in which even 
dislocation of the head of the femur took place, followed by 
anchylosis, without suppuration, the changes in the cartilagea 
and ligaments of the articulation having been so complete that 
the head of the bone slipped out of its position and became fixed 
in its new site without swelling, and without the slightest 
external evidence of any disorganisation of the articulation or 
synovial mischief. In this instance the change followed an 
attack of what was looked upon as acute rheuniati.sm, which 
involved nearly all the patient’s joints and settled in i-hehip. In 
such a case rapid degeneration of the articular ca. b.lages must 
have taken place, with ulceration of the ligament. This class of 
cases will probably be alluded to again when we come to con- 
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aider tlie changes which take place in a joint, the result of so- 
called rheumatism. 

Case 25.—Dishcatimi and Acute Anchylosis of Hip-joint following 
a so-called Mheumatic Attack. 

Walter S., aged 7, came under my care on July 8, 1861, for 
an attack of what was called rheumatism which had settled in 
the right hip-joint. He had had a rhemnatic attack, involving 
nearly all his joints, which had left him two months previously, 
the right hip-joint alone being the subsequent seat of pain. 
The pain had been constant and of an aching kind. When I 
saw the hoy the head of the right femur was dislocated on to 
the dorsum ilii, and was quite fixed. Chloroform was given, 
hut no movement could he detected. 

I wanted to employ forcible extension in this case to bring 
the head of the bone into its right place, but the boy’s parents 
refused, so the hip went on to complete anchylosis, but a very 
useful limb existed in August, 1862, one year subsequently. 

The following interesting case is appended to this group. P 
is a very good one to illustrate the effect of ostitis upon the 
hip:— 

Case2Q>.—Ostitis of Femur—Anchylosis of Hip-joint at a Fight 
Angle without Supp)uration—-Arrest of Growth in Femur. 

[Reported by Mr. W. T. Douglas.] 

George E., aged 17, came under Mr. Bryant’s care at Guy’s 
Hospital on March 17, 1869, for disease of the right femur and 
anchylosis of the hip-joint. 

Two and a half years ago he received an injury to his right 
thigh. Pain followed about the knee, with swelling, and an 
abscess formed in the popliteal space and in other parts of the 
thigh; from these several pieces of bone came away. He was 
confined to his bed tvrtce during the two and a half years— 
once for a month after the accident, and about a year ago for 
two months, during which time his thigh was flexed upon the 
pelvis, and rested on its outer side. 

On admission the thigh was flexed upon the pelvis at a right 
angle, and the hip-joint seemed anchylosed. The thigh was 
two inches shorter than the left, and the whole femur from its 
head to the condyles was much thickened. 

At the lower third of the thigh on its inner side a sinus 
existed leading down to necrosed bone, and several cicatrices 
were present, indicating the sites of old abscesses. 

On April 7 chloroform was given, and a careful examination 
of the thigh made. Complete anchylosis of the hip-joint was 
detected, not the slightest yielding showing itself. The knee- 
joint was sound, and the femur necrosed. 

On April 13 the necrosed bone was removed, the new bone 
covenng in the sequestrum being unusually dense. 

April 14.-—The patient’s mine was found to contain a quan¬ 
tity of blood. Gallic acid was ordered in five-grain doses three 
times a day. 

17th.—Blood has disappeared from the urine, but the urine 
is still albuminous. The wound looks well, and the patient 
appears comfortable. 

May 5.—Urine natural; womd doiug well and healiag. 

30th.—Wound nearly well; general health good. 

June 15.—Convalescent; wound nearly well. 

30th.—This boy left for the country vrtth the wound healing 
kindly; indeed, it had gone on well from the first, in spite of the 
haematuria, which returned, however, before he left the Hos¬ 
pital. 

Remarks.—The interest of this case principally lies in the 
occurrence of anchylosis of the hip-joint without a single indi¬ 
cation of joint mischief. It seemed tolerably certain that 
ostitis of the whole femur had existed as indicated by its 
thickening, and it seemed probable that this ostitis had spread 
to the epiphysis and hip-joint, the articular cartilages sub¬ 
sequently disappearing and anchylosis taking place. The 
femm had hkewise been arrested in its gro-vrth, for it was 
two inches shorter than the left. The drawing of this 
case fairly illustrates the abnormal position of the bone. 
The haematuria which followed the operation is a point 
worthy of observation. Was it the result of the chloroform ? 
It seemed to follow closely upon its administration, and passed 
away without much distress or trouble. I have never known, 
however, such a symptom to follow the use of the anaesthetic. 
From the recmrence of the blood in the urine it is probable 
there was some renal disease, and with this opinion I did not 
feel disposed to do anything more for the patient, although it 

is to be noticed that the recovery from the operation went on 
as smoothly as if all the boy’s organs had been sound. 

Drawing illustrating the position of the femur at right angles to the pelvis. 

NOTES OF 

TEN CASES OE PUEEPEEAL CONVULSIONS. 

By JOHN 0. MUREAT, M.D., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

PtrEKPEEAi, convulsions being at once the most frightful and 
serious complication of parturition, I purpose adding to 
the statistics of the disease by a few notes on ten cases which I 
have seen during the last sixteen years. 

Case 1.—Miss G. H., aged 19, a short, stout, bilio-lymphatic 
primipara, who did not seem to feel her position, was taken in 
labour at 2 a.m. on November 24, 1863. Epileptiform convid- 
sions commenced at 11 a.m., while the os uteri was still at brim 
and but little dilated. At 5.30 p.m. a very large male child 
was bom dead during a convulsive seizure, although I foimd no 
signs of speedy delivery when examining fifteen minutes before. 
Presentation was natural, m’ine highly albuminous. She had 
in all seven convulsions, and remained unconscious until the 
third day, but made a goed recovery. No premonitory symp¬ 
toms were observed. My note-book assigns the causes to have 
been excessive costiveness, violent uterine action, and her being 
an epileptic. 

Case 2.—^Mrs. I. J., a nttle weak woman, aged 28, in her 
third pregnancy. Labour came on at full period on Eebraary 4, 
1856, and observed a regular course, with the exception of being 
complicated by the occurrence of two fits, attributable to hysteria, 
during the dilatation of the os. Mother and child (female) did 
well. No complication in previous or subsequent labours. 

Case 3.—On May 23, 1857, Mrs. K. L., aged 24; second 
pregnancy. From 13 years of age she had been subject to 
epileptic fits. Since May 13 one or more ocemred daily. A 
well-grown male was bom during a convulsion; but mother con¬ 
tinued to have epileptiform convulsions until the fifth day, 
when she died. 

Case 4.—November 2, 1857. Mrs. M. N., aged 27, primipara, 
a large, stout, lymphatic woman. Natural presentation. Had 
a fit when the child’s head was distending the external parts. 
As she resided quite near my house, I procured chloroform, and 
exhibited it immediately. She had no return of the convulsion, 
and remained comatose only for five hours. She remembered 
nothing of the labour afterwards. The child (a female) lived, 
and mother made a good recovery. 
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Case 0.—Miss 0. P., piimipara, aged 20. Labour commenced 
at 6 a.m. on December 1, 1857; bad first convulsive seizure at 
C p.m. Slie was attended by another Medical man, who called 
me in at two in the morning of the 3rd. AVhen I arrived she 
was in a strong convulsion. Os was at the brim of pelvis and 
dilatable. I ruptured the membranes, and delivered her by 
turning of a dead male cliild at three. Convulsions continued till 
12 at night (thirty hours), when the girl died. Mental emotion 
was evidently the cause of the convulsions. The child was by 
her master. She denied her position, and, as long as she was 
conscious, kept her legs together, and lay in impossible positions 
in order to prevent our aid, being resolved to die undelivered. 
She was largely bled. 

Case 6.—January 7, 1858. Miss Q. E., aged 22, primipara, 
complained of pain across her chest, and soon after went into 
convulsions. OHoroform was administered and applied on 
flannel ^ to her chest and stomach, with the result of speedy 
relaxation of the os uteri, birth of a female child, and dis¬ 
appearance of the convulsions. Both mother and child did well. 
Subsequent confinements Avere natural. 

Case 7.—February 6, 1858. Miss S. T., primipara at 
seven months. Tall, thin, excitable woman, with the red 
hair and florid complexion of the sanguine temperament. 
Epileptic convulsions came on during the dilatation of the os 
uteri, and recurred for twenty-four hours after; hysteritis 
and mania supervened. The latter continued forty days. 
Urine, Avhich Avas liighly albuminous, had to be draAvn off for 
SIX days. This woman, after recovery, married her lover, and 
has since had natural labours. 

Case 8.—April 23, 1866. Miss U. V., aged 21, primipara, a 
short, handsome, and beautifAil brunette. Labour pains came 
on at 5 a.m. Soon afterwards her sister came into the house, 
and upbraided her, also was the bearer of a letter from her 
lover, discarding her. Mental depression followed, retarding 
labour. At 12 noon, my assistant, who was in attendance, sent 
for me to come immediately, as convnlsions had come on. We 
bled her to forty ounces, ruptured the membranes, and delivered 
her by turning of a dead male child, it being too high in the 
pelAris to admit of the forceps being easily applied. Convulsions 
recurred at intervals for tAventy-four hours after delivery, and 
were ^ succeeded by mania for twenty-eight days. She is now 
happily married, and had no untoward symptoms in her second 
confinement. In Jime, 1868, her urine was examined and 
showed no indications of disease. 

Case 9.—Mrs. W. X., aged 29, taU and anmmic, of lax muscle, 
fair hair, large head, and nervous temperament, seven months 
advanced in her fourth pregnancy, was attacked with apoplectic 
convulsions on November 26, 1867. Former confinements 
natural. ^ She had been suffering since November 18 from 
rheumatic fever, which at that time was very prevalent in 
Newcastle. Treated upon the neutralisation theory until 
December 2, when, in consequence of there being high fever 
and severe headache, I ordered cold to the head, an enema, 
counter-irritation, etc. 

At 3 a.m. on December 4, fifteen days from the rigors, a 
messenger came for me stating that she was “ working in fits.” 
Upon seeing her, I sent for a midwife to receive my instructions 
and stay with the patient. At 6 a.m. I was called again, and 
had an opportunity of observing a conAmlsive seizure. It com¬ 
menced in the right eye, then in left and face, next in the 
arms, and lastly the legs. The tongue, which had been bitten 
at first,^ now occupied the roof of the mouth. The eyes were 
inuch injected, and on different planes; right pupil more 
dilated than the other; face and neck purple ; hands livid and 
tmmed inwards. Profound coma and stertor followed the 
second conAoilsion at 3 a.m. Vagina was intensely hot; os 
uteri above brim small and undilatable. Her husband, who 
is a drunkard, and addicted to beating her, was awakened 
about 2 by her moving about the house. She said she felt 
sick, struck a light, and crept to her bed again, for Mr. X. 
was soon awakened from a doze by her “ kicking.” 

Treatment.—Calomel every two hours from 3.30. At 6, in 
addition, an enema of turpentine and assafeetida. Head de¬ 
rated, hair cut off, and ice applied to head. Mustard poultice 
Avrapped round the legs up to the knees, and valerianate of zinc. 
No bleeding. At 7 p.m., a Adolent convulsion (the eighteenth 
and last) occurred in left side alone, after which the voluntary 
muscles seemed paralysed; evacuations passed involuntarily; 
the eyes were prominent and bloodshot, the right most so; 
pupils dilated ; urine nearly solid upon boiling. Shortly after 
10 p.m., I made the fourth visit that day, with the intention of 
delivering if possible, but found the os was still at brim, 
dilated to the size of a florin, and that she was so low that 
there was imminent risk of her dying during any attempt at 

delivery. Wishful to do something, I ruptured the membranes, 
and gave her powdered borax in infusion of ergot every 
quarter of an hour for four times. Shortly after its fourth 
exhibition, at midnight, the feetus came. It had died about 
12 noon. 

5th.—^Profoimd coma; involuntary evacuations; skin burning 
hot; lochia plentiful, very dark. 

6th.—^Paralysis continued. 
7th.—^No change; had a rigor, said to last for an hour and a 

half. 
8th.—She opened her left eye, moved her left hand. When 

loudly called she said “What?” but relapsed immediately. 
Tongue dry and swollen; pulse frequent and small. 

10th.—Complained of pain in Avrists, elbows, and finger^ 
upper before the lower extremities, lochia continuing free 
and redder; pulse 99, small and frequent; tongue smaller, 
cleaner, and moist; passed lU’ine which contained albiunen. 
All time from November 30 imtil to-day blotted out from her 
memory. 

13th.—^Pains in knees and fingers; pulse 82, small and firm; 
tongue fiery rod, but moist; discharge become thick, yellow, 
and copious. 

16th.—Pulse 82, full and soft; sldn perspirable; urine plentiful, 
still clouded Avdth albumen imder test. 

19th.—^Pulse 78 ; urine had ceased to scald her; large sores on 
calves of the legs from the mustard applied beginning to heal; 
tongue and skin improving; pains in limbs ceased. 

January 20, 1868.—Urine gave no indication of renal disease. 
She complains of headache, loss of memory, and numbness of 
the right arm and legs. 

Case 10.—^May 22, 1868. Mrs. T. Z., primipara, aged 28, of 
ruddy complexion, red hair, short stature, sanguine tempera¬ 
ment. Labour commenced during a thunder-storm. Liquor 
amnii escaped at 4 p.m. At midnight a healthy female 
was bom, labour haAong been natural, but tedious. 

23rd.—^Upon visiting her at 12 noon she complained of severe 
headache; her face was flushed, voice husky; pulse 90, full, 
firm, and bounding. On leaving I Avas immediately recalled. 
She was in an epileptic fit, which lasted eight minutes. The 
face was dark and almost hideous. Foam, bloody from her 
tongue, was about the mouth, and moved with her breath. 
Neck swollen; convulsions general; pupils dilated. I noAV 
observed her feet to be puffed. She vomited twenty minutes 
after the first conAudsion. 

30th.—^Pulse 95, small and weak; tongue improving; dis¬ 
charge free; no milk. 

June 1.—^Pulse 93, full, soft; tongue clean, moist; lochia 
profuse; passed a little urine. 

4th.—Pulse 80, full, soft; no milk; many suppurating points 
on body. 

12th.—Right‘breast suppurating; milk in left. Treatment: 
Head raised, ice in bladder applied to it; turpentine stupe to 
the abdomen; enemata of warm “bran-tea” and mUk throvm 
up vagina. Tinctura opii and vinum antimonii in camphor 
mixture; beef-tea and brandy. No bleeding. 

Kestimd and Jiemarks.—^The last two being typical cases, I 
have given a more extended report of them. Case 9 is interest- 
ingas being one of apoplectic convulsions. It comes under No. 3 in 
Division A of Dr. Carl Braun’s treatise—viz., “ Convulsions from 
Cerebral Disease, as Meningitis, Encephalitis,” etc. Cases land 
3 were epileptics from youth. In Case 4 the fits occurred during 
the strong bearing pain preceding the exit of the foetus. In 
Cases 5, 7, and 8 I assign mental emotion as the cause; in 
Case 6 anaemia and impure blood. Case 10 supports Dr. Rams- 
botham’s “ atmospheric influence theory.” I^en I told the 
friends that the “ thunder in the air ” was the cause, they were 
at once relieved and satisfied. It is worthy of remark that 
Case 10 had three times had rheumatic fever, and that another 
attack “ was due” when she was confined. The erratic way 
in which the cases of puerperal conAudsions happened sup¬ 
ports Blundell’s statement that they occur more frequently 
in certain seasons and years than others. Six were in the 
years 1856, 1857, and 1858; none for eight years and two 
months, during which 1375 accouchements were attended. 
In 1866, 1867, and 1868 one occurred each year. With 
regard to the months, January produced one, Febimary two, 
April one. May two, November two, December two. Hysterito 
followed in two cases : one in February, 1858, and the other in 
May, 1868. They were aU poor women except Mrs. Y. Z. The 
two maniacal cases Avere unmarried and Amy despondent. 
They both recovered, as did also the two which complained of 
pain in the stomach and the two Avith severe headache. In two 
cases the convulsions came on at seA^cn months, in six during 
the dilatation of the os, in one during severe bearing pains. 
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and in one twelve hours after birth. The number of accouche- 
ments from which this report is taken is 2093, spread over 
sixteen years. Two mothers died and five children, three of 
which were males. Tour female children and one male lived. 
The head presented in every case, and all the children were 
alive when the convulsions began. None were double births. 
The mothers were all under 29. Tour were unmarried. Cases 5 
and 7 only were bled; in the former mother and child died, in 
the latter the child, the mother making a slow recovery. 
Chloroform was administered in Cases 4 and 6 with happiest 
results. In Cases 9 and 10 the memory is considerably im¬ 
paired. The kidneys received no injury in the two cases where 
afterwards I had an opportunity of examining the urine. Pre¬ 
monitory symptoms were marked in three cases. I attended 
four of the women upon subsequent occasions without return 
of eclampsia. No hereditary tendency in any of the cases. 

Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

CASE OF EEMOYAL 
OF CUBOID AND FOUETH AND FIFTH 

METATAESAL BONES OF THE EIGHT 
FOOT. 

By JOHN WOODMAN, 
Hon. Surgeon to the Exeter Dispensary. 

Catherine T., aged 34, wife of an ironmoulder, an unhealthy- 
looking woman admitted in June, 1867, had been suffering- 
from severe disease of foot and ankle for nine months. On 
June 25 I made an incision, crossed by a transverse one, on the 
outer side of the foot, and removed the fourth and fifth meta¬ 
tarsal hones, and the cuboid, which were extensively diseased, 
leaving, however, the phalangeal end of the metatarsal bones 
and the toes intact. Tinding the rest of the foot healthy, I 
determined to try and save it. The case did very well, and 
the wound fiUed in quickly. July, 1869, two years after the 
operation, the patient can walk some miles Avithout any lame¬ 
ness or extra fatigue. The foot looks natural, there is slight 
motion in the toes, and although the mark of the incision is 
plain enough, there is no appearance of any hones having been 
removed. 

I may add that the operation was performed Avith the 
assistance of my colleagues at the patient’s own house. 

Exeter. 

ANEUEISM OF THE SUPEEFICIAL 
FEMOEAL IN MIDDLE THIED OF THIGH 
teeated by COMPEESSION-EECOYEEY. 

By EYTON 0. WILLIAMS, M.D. 

E. D., ag-ed 62, a labourer, while working at his usual employ¬ 
ment on May 5 last, suddenly experienced great pain in his 
head, Avith dizziness, and a sensation, as he explained it, as if a 
stream of cold water were running doAvn his spine, and a great 
inclination to vomit. He was taken to his house, and, by the 
aid of others, carried to bed, when he complained of a pain and 
fulness in Ids left thigh. I was sent for, and found on examina¬ 
tion a pulsating tumour in the middle third of thigh, of the 
size of a hen’s egg, soft and compressible. On applying pres¬ 
sure on the cardiac aspect of the swelling, it was diminished in 
size, and the pulsation decreased. I then procured the assist¬ 
ance of four of his neighbours, for the purpose of applying 
digital pressure throughout the night, and occasionally reheved 
by the use of the common tourniquet to the upper part of 
Scarpa’s triangle, where the artery emerges from beneath 
Poupart’s ligament. On the foUoAving morning early I visited 
him, and found the aneurism greatly diminished in size, and 
the patient easiei’, the shiverings and pain in his head much 
relieved. Ordered tinct. ferri mur. inxv. 

May 9.—Swelling scarcely perceptible. Continued the iron, 
with light, unstimulating, hut nutritious diet, to dispose to the 
formation of plastic fibrine, and so cause an active clot, the 
tourniquet being used at intervals during the day, and left off 
at night. 

12th.—The tumour had disappeared; the same treatment 
continued; complained of scarcely any pain, and was becoming 
stronger. 

20th.—Was able to move about Avithout the slightest symptom 
of the reappearance of the tumour, but was still very weak,,, 
and suffered only from shght pain occasioned by the pressure 
of the tourniquet. 

June 2.—^Was rapidly improving both in health and strength ;. 
could walk about without the slightest inconvenience or pain. 

I again saw him on June 20, and he was then able to follow 
his usual occupation. 

I may state that, oAving to his having formerly been addicted 
to habits of intemperance, and a great sufferer from rheumatism,, 
and together Avith his age, he may at some future period j)i’o- 
bably be subject to a recurrence of the aneurism; but the 
above case is, I think, another interesting instance of the bene¬ 
ficial effects resulting from the immediate application of com-- 
pression. 

Llanfyllin. 

EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SUHGERY. 
-«- 

BEOMPTON HOSPITAL FOE CONSUMPTION. 

CASES ILLUSTEATING THE MANNEE IN WHICH- 
THE HEAET IS DISPLACED IN PNEUMOTHOEAX. 

(Under the care of Dr. COTTON and Dr. ADISON.) 

In the Me-dical Times and Gazette for January 30, 1869, Dr. 
Douglas Powell called attention to the displacement of the heart 
in cases of pneumothorax, and showed that at first this change 
in position was due to the traction exercised by the healthy 
lung, and not caused by pressure in the diseased pleura. The 
mediastinum is in reality poised by the contending elasticities 
of the two lungs, and so, when one lung is coUapsed, the other 
pulls over the heart to its oAvn side. Dr. Powell has sent us the 
following cases in support of his views :— 

Case 1.—Walter C., aged 21, admitted into the Brompton 
Hospital, under the care of Dr. Cotton, Tebruary 12, 1869. 

Patient had a strong hereditary predisposition to phthisis,, 
and suffered from an attack of pleurisy five years ago, but dated 
his present illness from a cold thirteen months before admis¬ 
sion. Previous to admission he had been staying at the Chelsea 
Home, and while there on January 10 was seized Avith pain in 
the left side. He was seen on January 12 by Mr. Char lea 
Jouhert, Eesident Clinical Assistant at Brompton, who found 
the whole left front of the chest tympanitic on percussion, with 
distinct amphoric respiration most plainly audible below the 
clavicle. The hyperresonance did not extend beyond the mid 
axillary vertical line; there was dulness posteriorly, with 
scattered humid crepitation. The heart’s impulse was seen and 
felt at the fifth right intercostal space within the nipple ; the • 
patient had remarked at the time of his seizure that the heart - 
beat to the right of the sternum. Decubitus right; respiration 
thirty in the minute ; pulse 100. There were signs of excava-- 
tion and softening at the right apex. 

January 15.—Better; no urgent symptoms of pneumothorax. 
On admission into the Hospital (Tebruary 12), the hyper¬ 

resonance extended beyond the median line in front, the 
amphoric respiration was well marked in front and laterally to 
the base, and metallic echo and tinkle were audible. The 
deficient resonance, with moist sounds, were still present 
posteriorly. The disease in the opposite lung had advanced. . 
The heart’s maximum impulse was to the right of the sternum; 
the apex was, however, ascertained by percussion and palpation 
to he at the ensiform cartilage. The respirations were 30, the 
pulse 96. No urgent dyspnoea. The patient was weaker, and 
lingered on, gradually sinking from the progress of the general 
disease, Avithout any material change in the i)hysical signs. . 
Died May 26, 1869. 

Autopsy Thirty Hours after Death.—No difference noticeable • 
in the relative size of the two sides of the chest. A trocar and 
canula, coimected by tubing with a water-pressure gauge, was 
inserted at the fifth left interspace, to ascertain the air pressure 
within the pleura. This was found to he nil. A stilette was 
then thrust in at the fourth right interspace near the sternum, 
the trocar withdrawn, and the cartilages removed in the 
ordinary way, the heart being secured in position by the 
stilette. The exact position of the heart was as follows;—The 
apex was behind the sternum, and slightly to the left of the 
median line—i.e., in the vertical line of the left sterno-clavicular • 
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articulation, and at the level of the fifth rib. The left border 
of the heart occupied the median line, "with a slight inclination 
to the left; the right border was touched by a line drawn 
vertically from the middle of the right clavicle. The left pleura 
contained a small quantity of purulent fiuid; the limg was 
collapsed backwards, and a large opening capable of admitting 
the little finger was seen near the apex, through which air 
freely bubbled on blowing through the trachea. The right 
lung presented cavities at the apex, its tissue below was 
partially collapsed, and there were patches of grey tubercle and 
pneumonia scattered throughout. 

Case 2.—Martha B., aged 19, admitted into the Brompton 
Hospital under the care of Dr. Alison, March 29, 1869. This 
patient was hereditarily predisposed to phthisis, and had 
suffered from cough for six months. On admission she presented 
signs of cavities at both apices, with softening below, the left 
lung being the more diseased. The symptoms of pnuemothorax 
came on insidiously, but on May 8 the signs were distinct on 
the left side, the amphoric respffation being very well marked. 
Patient died May 21. 

Fost-niortem.—There was no difference in the expansion of 
the two sides ; the left was hyporresonant, there sonance extend¬ 
ing over the ordinary position of the heart’s dulness, and across 
the median line to the right margin of the sternum. The air 
pressure was tested as in the former case, and found to be nil. 
The heartwas then transfixed by a stilette, thrust in at the fourth 
right interspace close to sternum, and the cartilages removed. 
The mediastinum was found to be curved with its convexity to 
the right ; thus, commencing at the epistemal notch, its left 
border arched to the right border of the sternum at the third 
cartilage, and thence gradually downwards to the left of the 
ensiform cartilage. The heart’s apex was opposite the fifth 
lib, exactly in the middle line ; its right border corresj)onded 
with a line drawm vertically downwards from the middle of the 
right clavicle; axis more vertical than natural. The left pleura 
contained about a pint of purulent fiuid. There was a large 
opening" in the lung pleura opposite the third rib, freely com- 
mimicatiug with a cavity. Both lungs were extensively 
disorganised, the disease being the pneumonic variety of 
phthisis. On the surface of the left pleura there were many 
scattered yellow patches where the pleura had nearly given 
way from rapid softening down of subjacent consolidations. 

Memarks.—These cases present many points of interest, but 
my special reason for publishing them is that they illustrate 
very clearly the great displacement of heart which may take 
place without any direct pressure, as the simple result of the 
elastic recoil of the unruptured lung acting upon the flaccid 
mediastinum unopposed by that of the opposite lung. Tliis 
physiological fact places cardiac displacement in the first rank 
among the signs of pneumothorax, since it necessarily follows 
immediately upon the entry of air into one pleura. Though 
previously satisfied as to this fact by experiments on the dead 
subject and on a dog, and also from clinical observation,(a) 
I was somewhat astonished to find the displacement so con¬ 
siderable in these two cases. These cases show very well tins 
important clinical fact—viz., that displacement of heart is not 
necessarily a sign of pressure even when very considerable, 
and is, therefore, of itself no sufficient reason for the per¬ 
formance of paracentesis. The presence of true amphoric 
respiration—i. e., the amphoric quality accompanying both in¬ 
spiration and expiration—is the sign that shows the entry and 
exit of air to be free, the opening non-valvular, and hence the 
absence of pressure. Very interesting results would be ob¬ 
tained if gentlemen who had opportunities of performing 
paracentesis thoracis, whether in cases of fiuid or air effusions, 
would connect a pressure-gauge with the trocar and ascertain 
the pressure within the pleura before allowing the fiuid or air 
to escape. 

GEEAT NOETHEEN HOSPITAL. 

what alarming—viz., extremities icy cold; pulse at wrist 
almost imperceptible; heart beating feebly, 36 per minute; 
some difficulty of respiration and a comatose state seemed rapidly 
suj>ervening. She was therefore admitted into the Hospital 
under the care of Dr. Cholmeley. 

She was put to bed and warmth applied; some brandy and 
water was with difficulty administered. After repeated inquiries^ 
she gave her name, but not her age or address ; her condition 
now became worse, a cold sweat covering the body; the 
pupils somewhat dilated, acting slightly; no flinching upon 
touching the cornea with the finger. About 10 p.m. some con¬ 
vulsive attacks came on, lasting for half an hour. The patient 
then returned to the state just described; the dyspnoea now 
increased, and she seemed unable to expectorate the mucus that 
apparently clogged the trachea. These symptoms continued 
until 2.30 p.m. the following day, at which time death closed 
the scene. 

There was a discoloration of the skin of some parts which 
gave her the appearance of a mulatto. Tliis, however, from 
the statement of her brother, appears not to have always been 
the case, and had become more marked during the last six 
months. 

At the post-mortem examination, the right side of the heart 
was found to contain a firm organised clot, extending from 
the auricle into the ventricle; the lungs were much congested; 
the brain appeared healthy. Upon removing the kidneys, the 
suprarenal capsules were found to be much enlarged, that on 
the right side measuring two inches and one-eighth in length, 
by one inch and a quarter in the broadest part, and weighing 
three drachms. The left body was somewhat smaller, measur¬ 
ing two inches by three-quarters of an inch, and weighing two 
drachms. Upon section, the bodies presented the appearance 
described by Dr. Wilks—viz., a semi-translucent yellowish- 
white opaque material, one portion of the right body being 
partially broken down. The microscope demonstrated numerous 
irregularly formed cells, some nucleated, with a quantity of 
granular matter interspersed. The face, the flexures of the 
aiTupits, and the lower part of the abdomen, were the parts in 
which the bronzing was most marked. 
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THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.—REPORT OF 
THE COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION. 

DISEASE OF THE SUPRARENAL CAPSULES— 
DEATH. 

(Under the care of Dr. CHOLIVIELEY.) 
[Reported by Mr. Beverley Ringer.] 

A. S., aged 27, presented herself at the Hospital at the close 
of the day of July 26, 1869, having taken more than usual 
exercise that afternoon, complaining of great faintness and 
exhaustion. A stimulant was administered, and after resting 
a short time, instead of rallying, her condition became some- 

la) Medical Times and OassUs, January 30, 1869 ; British Medical Journal, 
July 17, 1869. 

Had the committee been able to put aside much more thoroughly 
all ideas of the necessity or desirability of consulting the inte¬ 
rests of the existing licensing bodies, and considered only those 
of the student, the Profession, and the public, they could, we are 
sure, have produced a much more useful and satisfactory report. 
Their own knowledge and experience, and the mass of commu¬ 
nications they had gathered from so many and such various 
quarters supplied them with all the necessary information as to 
the shortcomings and defects of the present system of Medical 
education, the characteristics, good and bad, of Medical students 
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in general, and tlie set and force of tlie existing current of 
demand for reform. With such materials it could not have 
been very difficult for men of their power, judgment, and 
acuteness,'if unbiassed and unfettered by any narrow and special 
interests, to have mapped out a scheme of education and exa¬ 
minations that would have satisfied the Profession and the 
public, and have been a real and strong guide to the Govern¬ 
ment in its attempts at legislation on the subject. As it is, the 
Government will probably seek for advice elsewhere than from 
the Medical Council; while, “ not to put too fine a point on it,” 
we do not believe that the action, or rather inaction, of that 
body win in the slightest degree benefit the?Medieal corpora¬ 
tions. Tear after year the Profession and the pubhc have 
gone on hoping to receive from the Council some improved 
system of Medical education, some settled common code of 
regulations. The hope grew fainter and fainter, indeed, as 
the years roUed on, and it was ever only “ hope deferred; ” but 
stni we all did hope, mercifully and even tenderly remembering 
the difficulties the Council had to contend with. But this 
year, when the Government, at last showing some readiness to 
take up the matter, sought the advice and assistance of the 
Council, but sought in vain—when it was seen that the Council 
had even yet no settled opinion on the subject, but was still 
only appointing committees, receiving reports, asking for other 
reports, and for the comments of other bodies on reports which 
it had not itself even discussed—when aU this was seen, “hope, 
withering, fled, and mercy sighed farewell,” and a loud and 
increasing cry arose for the reformation of the Coimcil itself. 
The general feeling on tliis matter is fairly and very mildly 
expressed in the report by the Council of the Medical Teachers’ 
Association, dated 1868. They say i_ 

essential to any improved system of 
Medical education that the conditions of mere (minimumj 
admissibility to the Medical Rer/ister, both as regards examina¬ 
tion itself and as regards proofs of previous study, should not 
•as now, be different at different examining boards, and be in a 
great degree variable at their separate option, but should be 
fixed from time to time by the General Educational Aiithoritv in 
one common code of regulations. To procure this simphoity 
of government for our Profession has been, for longer than 
hving memory, the endeavour of aU intelligent Medical re¬ 
formers, both primanly in order to a better conduct of Medical 
education, and ulteriorly for the better fulfilment of our rela¬ 
tions to the public; to promote its adoption was the main 
purpose mth which the Medical Act of 1858, with its expensive 

■^nsffitative machinery, was advocated; and we think that oiu 
Medical schools, no less than the general public, may reason- 
ajily complain that, ten years after the passing of the Act, the 
old chaos of rules and qualifications is stiU continuing as 

The end of the session of the Council in 1869 leaves the same 
state of things existing still. Let it not be imagined that any 
one desires frequent and meddlesome legislation; simplicity 
uniformity, and definiteness of regadations are what are 
needed, and then rest from agitation. For years it has been 
known that changes must come, but no one has known what to 
hope or fear, and the schools have been kept in constant expec¬ 
tation and disquiet, so that we cannot wonder at—thoiioffi we 
caimot without qualification agree with—Messrs. Holden and 
Callender when they, in their reply to the letter of the committee, 
declare-‘‘If we are only left alone, and not troubled with in¬ 
cessant agitation, we can manage, as we now manage, to educate 
Medial students under the existing system as well as under any 
practical modification of it; ” nor can we agree in their oiiinion 
that “ the present system of education works exceedingly well,” 
imless we add “considering its imperfections,” and “when 
It IS worked by such able and energetic teachers as those who 
form the staffs of our largest schools.” Mr. Savory also says 
“ an experience of seventeen years as a teacher at St. Bartho¬ 
lomew’s Hospital and of five years as an examiner at the 

mversity of London, has led to the conviction that so much 
more depends on the teacher and the pupil than upon the 

natiue of the subject and the order in which it is taught, that, 
after all, comparatively very httle good can be effected by any 
amount of legislation. But,” he adds, “ examining boards, and 
not teachers in Hospitals or elsewhere, must ever fix the 
standard of education in general. The gi’eat majority of 
students will produce a supply equal to, but not far beyond, the 
demands of those upon whom depends their legal right to 
practise.” This,however,isjust one of the points on which legis¬ 
lation is most clearly and imperatively needed, the demands of 
those on whom the legal right to practise depends presenting 
“ a chaos of rules and regulations.” 

The appendices attached to the report of the Committee on 
Medical Education contain a large mass of able and valuable 
opinions on the kind, degree, and extent of the changes required 
in the present system, and any one who has the time and 
inchnation to study them thoroughly will be well repaid for 
his labour. We coffid easily cull from them pages of extracts, 
interesting and valuable from the knowledge and thought 
evinced by them, and also as showing the diversity of opinion 
that exists on some points; but we have neither time nor space 
for more than an outhne of the alterations that seem most 
promising and most necessary. 

Recommendation Ho. IV. of the Committee, gTanting great 
liberty to the schools as to the order, number of lectures, and 
amount and kind of practical instruction to be given, guided 
only by the extent and character of the examinations, 
is undoubtedly a great step in the right direction, and will 
meet wdth very general approval. Some few, indeed, would do 
away with lectures altogether, and some, on the contrary, would 
still lay down exact rides as to their order, number, and length. 
The anti-lecture opinion is expressed by Dr. Ledivich, of 
Dublin, with such refreshing strength and terseness, that his 
communication to the committee deserves quoting at full 
length. “In reply to your circular,” he writes, “the only 
suggestion I would presume to offer is to abohsh all lectures 

in schools I mean—and to make the ultimate examination 
the true test of a man’s capability. Lectures in the present 
day, where books can be had on every subject, is simply robbery 
of the parent tlirough the child, and on these grounds should 
be abandoned altogether.” Very few, however, would agree, 
we should think, in demanding such a sweeping alteration as 
this. The majority wdU probably go along with the Medical 
Teachers Association in demanding modifications of, not a 
sweeping revolution in, the present system. They—the 
Association think that the present regulations of licensing' 
bodies “ are in general needlessly minute, and in some 
respects improperly stringent; and that, while in this sense 
they interfere objectionably with the freedom of those whom 
they affect, the elaborate machinery of certificates and registers, 
wliich purports to be their security for good education, is in itself 

as deceptive as it is troublesome. For the certificates do not 
even professedly vouch for more than the mere bodily attendance 
of students on various occasions of teaching, and in reahty (as 
the licensing boards are well aware) may mean httle or nothing 
else than that the student has paid such fees as have entitled 
him to receive the instruction in ciuestion.” They hold that 
“ the excess of regulation is the essential evh. For of all the 
regulations it has to_be remembered that they relate not to ends, 
but only to means—not to the actual possession of knowledge 
(for wliich the appointed control is examination), but only to 
modes in which knowledge may be acquired; and there can 
hardly be a greater fault in legislation than to over-multiply 
and over-magnify ordinances of this secondary sort.” Assum¬ 
ing that, at present at any rate, the principle of “ free-student- 
ship ” cannot he generally adopted, they start on the basis 
“ that every student wishing to offer himself for examination 
under the Medical Act in order to obtain his hcence for practice 
must, in the first instance, show that he has gone through such 
a course of study as will probably have quahfied hirri for the 
licence; ” but they insist that “ every certificate which is 
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accepted in aid of a system of examination ought to be a cer¬ 
tificate either of actual attainment of the knowledge in ques¬ 

tion, or at least a certificate of genuine and presumably 
sufiicient study.” 

The Association are further of opinion that aU possible lati¬ 

tude of choice, consistent with the supposition of honu fide 

study, should be permitted “ as to modes and places of educa¬ 
tion,” and that “regulations allotting'particular studies to 
particular periods of studentship are useless, unless they be en¬ 
forced by such corresponding compulsory subdivisions of 
examination as shall insure that the student learns in each 
period the matter wliich he is expected to learn.” 

Thus guarding- against excessive and teasing regida- 
tion on the one hand, and against too great freedom of 
studentship on the other, the Association recommend that the 
schools should be “ as free as possible to choose the particular 
machinery wherewith honourably to compete for the character 
of giving a good education,” and then lay down a system of 
education, and state what securities they think would best 
secure its proper working. And we are disposed to think that 
their plan would, if thoroughly carried out in all its parts, be, 
to say the least, a great improvement on the present system or 

systems. Their scheme requires— 

I. That the examination shall include all the subjects of 
Medical and Surgical education necessary [for what is now 
called the double qualification. 

II. That the period of actual study shall be not less than 
four years. 

III. That such study should commence after the preliminary 
examination, which examination should include elementary 
chemistry and botany, in addition to the subjects of ordinary 
education. 

IV. Four examinations— 
1. In common preliminary education, 
2. An examination at the end of the first year of study in 

chemistry, physics, and in the anatomy of the bones, ligaments, 
and muscles. 

3. .^in examination at the close of the second year of study in 
anatomy, physiology, and Materia Medica. 

4. An examination at the close of the fourth year of study 
in Medical and Surgical anatomy, pathology. State Medicine, 
and the several departments of practice. 

V. Students might be admitted to examinations 1 and 2 on 
the principle of “ free-studentship,” getting their information 
where and how they like. 

VI. The second, third, and fourth years of study shall be 
spent at a recognised Medical School. 

The “recognition” of schools is to be vested in the general 
educational authority, and a school might request to be recog¬ 
nised as a school of pathology and practice, or as a school of 
anatomy and physiology, or as both. “ A school applying for 
recognition in either capacity, or in both, would have to show 
itself, to the satisfaction of the authority, possessed of aU 
requisite means and organisation for properly teaching what¬ 
ever it claimed to teach ; and the authority would also have to 
see, in some detail, that the instructional programme of the 
school thoroughly covered the ground in which students would 

be entitled to expect instmetion.” 
VII. “ No student should be admitted to examination tiU 

the authorities of the school at which he has studied furnish 

him with a certificate that he has studied the subjects included 
in the examination under their direction, according to the 
method of their school and to their satisfaction.” 

VIII. “ Examinations in scientific subjects should be such as 
to require a practical familiarity with scientific processes and 
manipulations, and actual acquaintance with the objects 
classified and described. Tine examinations in Medicine and 
Surgery should in part be conducted in wards and out-patient 
departments, and be calculated fully to test clinical acquaint¬ 
ance with the characters and treatment of diseases, and with 

necessary Medical and Surgical manipulations. This would 
render teaclung in schools of necessity demonstrative and prac¬ 
tical, and would tend to enforce regular attendance and 

systematic teaching in wards and out-patient departments.” 
IX. Each subject separately taught should be separately 

examined in, and the examiner should represent the best 
special knowledge of the day. 

X. The range of examination in each subject should be 
more strictly confined than is now usual, “ exactness of know¬ 
ledge being held preferable to a smattering over a wide area.” 

XI. “ The examining boards should make returns (for pub¬ 
lication by the central authority) of the proportion of pluck 
and pass in the candidates sent up by the several schools.” 

And it is to be observed that these conditions of qualifica¬ 
tion “ are exclusively those of minimum qualification for the 
Profession.” 

We believe that the two greatest Medical schools of London 
have never joined the Medical Teachers’ Association, and of 
course this must lessen somewhat considerably the weight to 
be attached to a report from that body. Nevertheless, the 
report is undoubtedly a valuable one, and the scheme presented 
in it might very well, with some additions, be made into a very 
good and working system of Medical education, as far as the 
minimum common qualification into the Profession. 

One addition we would make to it would be a regulation, in 
accordance with the recommendations of Dr. Christison, Dr. 
GitU, and Mr. Paget, that every student should be required to 
serve at least three months as Surgical Dresser and as Ofinical 
Clerk; and the smaller Hospitals and cluef Dispensaries might 
be utilised for these teaching purposes. 

But the addition we should cliiefly and imperatively insist 
on would be the establislunent of one joint examining board 
for each division of the kingdom, before which every one 
desiring to practise should appear, and by which he should be 
examined on aU subjects. It will be remembered that the late 
President of the Medical Council insisted on this in his able 
address at the commencement of this year’s session. Tlie 
Committee on Medical Education also report that it is abso¬ 
lutely necessary, and ought to be enforced without delay, and 
they recommend the Council to appoint a committee to con¬ 
sider and report how it can be managed. The Council, how¬ 
ever, did nothing whatever in the matter, and, except for their 
own reputation, wo do not regret it. For, judging by past 
experience, it would be years before they would really act. 
One year they would appoint a committee, the next year they 
would receive a report and send it the roimd of the licensing 
bodies, and the third year, perhaps, discuss it and come to 
some more or less feeble resolutions founded on it; and it is 
more than probable that long before that we shall have the 
joint examining boards instituted without any help or guidance 

from the Council at all. 

Mr. Savory, in his reply to the committee, when speaking of 
the best modes of teaching anatomy, physiology, and chemistry, 
remarks, “ I have, with others, often thought that the teaching 
of these subjects, instead of being distributed among our 
several Hospitals, might be much more beneficially carried on 
at some one or two central colleges.” We agree with him, 
and we suspect that any thorough improvement in the system of 
Medical education will work in that direction by \drtually 
extinguishing the small Medical schools, or at least leading to 
their confining themselves to teaching only parts of Medical 
science and ax't. At present, as soon as a Hospital attains a 
certain size it starts a Medical school, and every member of 
its staff is comjxelled. Ion gre mal gre, to take a lectureship. 
But of the teacher, as of the poet, it may be said naseitur non 

fit, and the man who attempts to teach a subject simply 
because it falls to him as holding a certain position and rank 
on the staff of his Flospitalis sure to teach it badly, or not well. 

More free and healthy competition will remedy this, and 
the strong schools will stamp out the weaker ones. Again, . 
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the strongest schools will probably gradually enlarge and 
perfect their machinery, so as to make themselves into com¬ 
plete Medical Colleges, within the walls of which the Medical 
student will be able to obtain all the teaching he can require 
at any period of his career. The school of St. Bartholomew’s 
Hospital has, for instance, just made an important advance in 
this way by appointing teachers in the subjects required for 
the preliminary scientific examination and for the matricula¬ 
tion examination at the University of London. 

We do not advocate changes such as these merely from a 
love of change, or because the “ spii’it of the age,” so called, 
demands reform, nor are we so young or so fanatic as to believe 
that these changes would insure that every Medical man shall 
be thoroughly trained and highly educated; but we think that, 
if fuUy and honestly carried out, they will go a long way 
towards securing that no man shall enter the Profession unless 
he is fairly educated and well trained. To accomplish this 
has been for many years the constant aim and desire of our 
most high-minded and active licensing boards, among whom 
we would mention with special honour the Society of Apothe¬ 
caries of London, and we desire, in the same spirit as has 
actuated them, to take firm and decided steps still further in 
advance. By one large and well-considered measure we would 
put an end to a constant series of petty pedling, patchings, 
and mendings, and we would, so far as may be, eliminate the 
element of chance from the examinations, and would make 
sure that every student of Medicine, before gaining a diploma, 
has eaten the mental food provided for him, and has digested it. 
If he neglects to do the one, or is unable to do the other, we 
think that both the Profession and the public are better without 
him. 

But, with this change, we hold that some others are also 
nacessary, the chief of which is that the Poor-law Medical 
Service, on which, in poverty-stricken districts, the Medical 
man must largely depend, shall be more hberally paid, and 
shall have liberal superannuation pensions. 

Piually, we must once more express our sui’prise and great 
regret that the Medical Council, as the highest placed body in 
the Profession, should have thrown away the opportunity 
offered to it this year by the Government of taking a leading 

part in Medical legislation. No one can suspect the present 
Government of any hesitation or faltering when it has once 
turned its attention to any subject, and it will almost certainly 
now proceed to deal with Medical legislation without, or in 
spite of, the Council. And our last Peform Bills have given 
us leaders who vdll lead, followers who wfil follow, and a Par¬ 
liament certainly not troubled with any sentimental tenderness 
for vested interests or established institutions. 

VACCINATION PAST AND PEESENT. 

It may be worth while, now that opposition to vaccination is 
assuming serious proportions, to inquire into the reasons of 
the comparatively gi-eat success of the agitation. It is not the 
first time that the discovery of Jenner has had to contend with 
popular prejudice and popular dislike. When he first com¬ 
municated the results of vaccination to the public, he was met 
with a storm of ridicule and “scientific” argument, which 
threatened at first to overwhelm the “little bark.” But the 
people of that day were too familiar with the horrible disease 
that Jenner’s discovery was to mitigate or altogether 
destroy. Every man and woman of that period had felt 
in their own persons, or seen in others, the disfigurement, 
the blindness, deafness, and other mutilations which resulted 
from the terrific scoui-ge of smaU-pox. They were, many of 
them, willing to run some risk to ward off such a calamity 
from themselves and their kindred. Gradually the effects of 
the new operation became developed, and vaccination was soon 
generally resorted to. The “philosophical” writings of the 
learned, the sneers of the sceptical, the ridicule of the carica¬ 

turists, all failed to arrest the progress of the new discovery. 
In fact, the demonstrations of its beneficent usefulness were to 
be found everywhere. But at the present day the “ pock-marked 
face” is almost unlcnown, and the mutilations resulting from 
smaU-pox are almost a matter of history. 

The present generation have not been in a position to esti¬ 
mate the amount of evil which vaccination did away with. 
They see only that it is not a perfect prophylactic, and that 
occasionally evil effects follow its employment. They rush to 
a conclusion which has a few facts to uphold it, and ignore 
the opposite one, which is supported by facts innumerable. 
That some further inquiry into the causes of the failure of 
vaccination and of its alleged iuociilation of other diseases 
into the system is required, we readily admit, but it must be a 
dispassionate, calm, and impartial inquiry. We do not believe 
the cause of vaccination is advanced by the enforcement of 
imprisonment and fines. “Martyrdom” has always sym¬ 
pathisers, and generally disciples. 

COMPENSATION EOE EAILWAY INJUEIES. 

In a recent debate respecting railways, Mr. Bright is reported 
to have said that many cases of compensation for railway in¬ 
juries were gross swindles upon the companies. Any one at all 
acquainted with the subj ect will admit that instances of extor¬ 
tion by persons injured, or apparently injured, on railways are 
by no means uncommon. On the other hand, it is well known, 
particularly to Medical Practitioners, that injuries apparently 
of a trivial character, and as compensation for which small 
sums have been received, have afterwards assumed a serious 
aspect, ending in paralysis, epilepsy, or mania. That the evils 
mentioned exist is due mainly to the unsatisfactory nature of 
the laws which regulate railway traffic and railway responsi¬ 
bility ; and so long as these exist the anomalies in question 
must continue. Lord Campbell’s Act was framed in a spirit of 
fairness to aU parties. That in some respects it has been abused 
is more the fault of the railway authorities than of the public. 
The railways have obstinately refused to take measures for in- 
sm-ing the safety of their customers. Every step they have taken 
in that direction has been absolutely forced upon them. They 
have not proceeded for the safety of the public, but simply for 
their own interest. Undoubtedly one of the chief means by 
which the public have forced action upon them has been the 
infliction of heavy damages by juries in cases of avoidable 
accident. They have listened to no remonstrance, no warning, 
no entreaty. Jmies are aware of this, and they exercise their 
power of enforcing proper regulations and laws by the only 
means the public law makes available. Butin cases of railway 
injuries the directors act upon the principle of pooh-poohing 
almost all cases. They succeed in settling the vast majority of 
them at often nominal compensation. The cases that come into 
com't are generally those in which the Medical gentlemen en¬ 
gaged by the two parties cannot agree as to the extent or 
duration of the injuries. The juries naturally lean to the side 
of the plaintiff. His case may be theirs to-morrow, and then 
they know how much of generosity or justice they are to expect 
from the companies. Moreover, the Medical testimony, as a 
rule, is pretty equally balanced. On one side the injury 
may be somewhat exaggerated, but on the other it is made 
too light of. Under any circumstances, where the accident 
is the result of negligence and could have been prevented 
by the establishment of proper regulations, hea^’y verdicts 
are on the right side. That they have prevented accidents 
without number no one can doubt. Eventually the rail¬ 

ways will be driven into taldng proper precautions and 
making proper regulations for the safety of their passengers, 
and then accidents will be rare. But so long as the law 
remains as it does, and in the absence of those pre¬ 
cautions and regulations, how are we to avoid injustice to 
either the plaintiff or defendant ? Clearly, as we have in- 
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sisted upon time out of mind, by the assessment of the damages 
by a Medical tribunal, acting for neither party, but for both. 
Nothing is more damaging and unseemly to us as a Profession 
than the conflicting Medical evidence given in cases of trial 
of raUway injuries. It is impossible that such evidence can 
aid either the judge or the jury. On the contrary, it only 
tends to confuse them. Let us hope that in the next session 

of Parliament the President of the Poard of Trade wiU intro¬ 
duce some measure by wliich “ gross swindling ” may be pre¬ 
vented, either on the part of the railways or the public. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAT. 

Tuesday’s Gazette contains the announcement that the Queen 
has been pleased to appoint Dr. Wilson Fox Physician-Extra¬ 
ordinary to her Majesty. Dr. Fox has made a good reputation 
as a pathologist, and, as loyal subjects, we are glad that the 
Queen should have called to her hygienic councils so able a 

Medical adviser. University College and the University of 
London seem at present to be pleasantly basldng in the smiles 

of Royalty. 

Professor Stokes’ (of Cambridge) address as President of the 
meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science, which is now taking place at Exeter, whether as 
judged by its scope, by the choice of illustrative matter, or by 
the thoroughly scientific, and at the same time reverent, spirit 
that pervaded it, wiU. imdoubtedly take a high rank amongst 
these annual displays of scientific eloquence. In passing in 
review the recent progress of the sciences. Professor Stokes 
had no choice but to heap up marvels which but a few decades 
ago would have seemed to the most far-seeing of mankind im¬ 
possible dreams. Starting with astronomy and its aUy optics, 
the first subject on which he dwelt was the movement of the 
“ fixed ’ ’ stars. Observations extending over years have proved 
that their fixity is not absolute, and now the fact is confirmed 
by the discoveries of the spectroscope. Mr. Huggins has 
found, for instance, that the spectrum of Sirius, hlie the solar 
spectrum, shows the two hydrogen lines C and F, but in the 
spectrum of Sirius the F line does not exactly correspond -with 
the bright line of the hydrogen spark; the latter, however, 
agrees in position with the solar F. Mr. Huggins assumes that 

motion is by far the most probable cause of the slight difference 
of refrangibility between the solar F and that of Sirius, and, 
without going through the steps of the process by which he 
arrives at his result, we may state that the conclusion at which 
he arrives is that Sirius and our sun are mutually receding 

from each other at the rate of 29-4 miles per second, and Mr. 
Huggins’s observations have been confirmed by observations 
made by Father Secchi at Rome with a different instrument. 
Professor Stokes’ account of the rapid advances in knowledge 
due to the spectroscope culminated with a description of 
Messrs. Lockyer and Janssen’s observations on the solar pro¬ 
tuberances and the discovery by which those prominences 
may be observed independently of a solar eclipse. From 
astronomy and optics Professor Stokes turned to chemistry, 

to notice the subject of the application of gun-cotton to warlike 
purposes and to blasting and mining. Then followed an account 
of the labours which Dr. Carpenter, with the aid of Govern¬ 
ment, has undertaken in the deep-sea fields, where he has found 
animal life at the depth of 2400 fathoms—nearly the height 
of Mont Blanc—and where the thermometer shows a stratum 
of polar waters overlaid by a superficial layer 700 or 800 
fathoms deep from the equatorial seas. The picture of Govern¬ 
ment help rendered to Science in the past year is dashed and 
blmred by the churlish refusal of Mr. Lowe to provide a monu¬ 
ment to Faraday at the expense of the nation. Touch¬ 
ing also on this -unpleasant topic, the President proceeded, 
in summing up the chemical discoveries of the year which 
had not been of surpassing interest, to notice Professor 

Church’s discovery of the copper pigment in the plumage of the 
Turaco or plantain-eater of the Cape of Good Hope. In the 
same feather of this remarkable bird, copper is found abund¬ 
antly in the red-colbured part, but none, or the merest trace of 
it, in the black—an example which, as Professor Stokes warned 
us, should prevent our taking too utilitarian a -view of creation. 
Thence he passed to tell of a new colouring matter—anthracene, 
one of the coal-tar series, which MM. Graebe and Liebermann 
believe is closely connocted with alizarine, the colouring matter 
of madder, which can be artificially formed, and, if the dis¬ 
covery be perfected, will supersede the necessity for growing 
madder for calico dying, and thus set free hundreds of acres for 
the production of human food. Dr. Matthiessen’s observation of 
the new base with emetic properties obtained by the action of 
hydrochloric acid on morphia did not escape notice. From 
chemistry the Professor turned to physics, but returned to it 
again to discuss the grand problem of the difference between 
organic and artificial compounds, and the problems of life and 
mind. On this subject we think Professor Stokes’s words are 
too weighty and important to be condensed:— 

“ Waiving, then, the difference of acti-vity or inactivity, which 
as we have seen, admits of a simple physical explanation, though 
the correctness of that explanation remains to be investigated, we 
may say that at the present time a considerable number of what 
used to be regarded as essentially natural organic substances have 
beenformed in the laboratory. That being the case, it seems most 
reasonable to suppose that in the plant or animal from which 
those organic substances were obtained they were formed by 
the play of ordinary chemical afiBnity, not necessarily nor pro¬ 
bably by the same series of reactions by which they were formed 
in the laboratory, where a high temperature is commonly 
employed, but still by chemical reactions of some land, under 
the agency in many cases of light, an agency sometimes em¬ 
ployed by the chemist in his laboratory. And since the 
boundary line between the natural substances which have and 
those which have not been formed artificially is one which, so far 
as we know, simply depends upon the amoimt of our knowledge, 
and is continually changing as new processes are discovered, 
we are led to extend the same reasoning to the various chemical 
substances of which organic structures are made up. But do 
the laws of chemical affinity, to which, as I have endeavoured 
to infer, living beings, whether vegetable or animal, are in 
absolute subjection, together with those of capillary attraction, 
of diffusion, and so forth, account for the formation of an 
organic structure as distinguished from the elaboration of the 
chemical substances of which it is composed ? No more, it 
seems to me, than the laws of motion account for the union of 
oxygen and hydrogen to form water, though the ponderable 
matter so uniting is subject to the laws of motion during the 
act of union just as well as before and after. In the various 
processes of crystallisation, of precipitation, and so forth, 
which we witness in dead matter, I cannot see the faintest 
shadow of an approach to the formation of an organic structure, 
still less to the wonderful series of changes which are concerned 
in the growth and perpetuation of even the lowliest plant. 
Admitting to the full as higlily probable, though not completely 
demonstrated, the applicability to living beings of the laws which 
have been ascertained with reference to dead matter, I feel con¬ 
strained at the same time to admit the existence of a mysterious 
something lyingbeyond—a something mi generis, which I regard 
not as balancing and suspending the ordinary physical laws, 
but as working with them and through them to the attainment 
of a designed end. What this something, which we call 
life, may be, is a profound mystery. We know not how many 
links in the chain of secondary causation may yet remain 
behind; we know not how few. It would be presumptuous 
indeed to assume in any case that we had already reached the 
last link, and to charge with irreverence a fellow worker who 
attempted to push his investigations yet one step further back. 
On the other hand, if a thick darkness enshrouds all beyond, 
we have no right to assume it to bo impossible that we should 
have reached even the last link of the chain—a stage where 
further progress is unattainable, and we can only refer the 
highest law at wliich we stopped to the fiat of an Almighty 
Power. To assume the contrary as a matter of necessity is prac¬ 
tically to remove the First Cause of all to an infinite distance from 
us. The boundary, however, between what is clearly known 
and what is veiled in impenetrable darkness is not ordinarily thus 
sharply defined. Between the two there lies a misty region, in 
which loom the ill-discerned foims of links of the chain which are 
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yet beyond us. But the general principle is not affected 
thereby. Let us fearlessly trace the dej)endence of link on 
link as far as it may be given us to trace it, but let us take 
heed that in thus studying second causes we forget not the 
first cause, nor shut our eyes to the wonderful proofs of design 
which, in the study of organised beings especially, meet us 
at every turn. Truth, we know, must be self-consistent, nor 
can one truth contradict another, even though the two may 
have been arrived at by totally different processes—in the one 
case, suppose, obtained by sound scientific investigation, in the 
other case taken on trust from duly authenticated witnesses. 
Misinterpretations, of course, there may be on the one side or on 
the other, causing apparent contradictions. Every mathema¬ 
tician knows that in his private work he will occasionally, by 
two different trains of reasoning, arrive at discordant conclu¬ 
sions. He is at once aware that there must be a slip somewhere, 
and sets himself to detect and correct it. When conclusions 
rest on probable evidence, the reconciling of apparent contra¬ 
dictions is not so simple and certain. It requires the exercise 
of a calm unbiassed judgment, capable of looking at both 
sides of the question; and oftentimes we have long to sus¬ 
pend our decision and seek for further evidence. None need 
fear the effect of scientific inquiry carried on in an honest, 
truth-loving, humble spirit, which makes us no less ready 
frankly to avow our ignorance of what we cannot explain than 
to accept conclusions based on- sound evidence. The slow but 
sure path of induction is open to us. Let us frame hypotheses 
if we will: most useful are they when kept in their proper 
place, as stimulating inquiry. Let us seek to confront them 
with observation and experiment, thereby confirming or upset¬ 
ting them as the result may prove; but let us beware of 
placing them prematurely in the rank of ascertained truths, and 
building further conclusions on them as if they were. When 
from the phenomena of life we pass on to those of mind, we 
enter a region still more profoundly mysterious. We can 
readily imagine that we may here be dealing with phenomena 
altogether transcending those of mere life, in some such way as 
those of life transcend, as I endeavoured to infer those of 
chemistry and molecular attraction, or as the laws of chemical 
affimty in their turn transcend those of mere mechanics. 
Science can be expected to do but little to aid us here, since the I 
instrument of research is itself the object of investigation. It 
can but enlighten us as to the depth of our ignorance, and lead 
us to look to a higher aid for that which most nearly concerns 
our wellbeing.” 

We publish in another column a letter from Dr. Brewer, the 
member for Colchester, which deserves the especial attention of 
our readers. The subject of which it treats is undoubtedly a 
very important one, being no less than the legalisation of the 
sale of one kind of diseased meat. To this we intend to return 
at length at some not far-distant time. But we now draw 
attention to his letter on account of the remarkable story it 
contains of the way in which measures of the highest import¬ 
ance are pressed through both Houses of Parliament at the fag- 
end of a session without any adequate discussion and inquiry, 
and, secondly, on account of the extraordinary defence offered 
by no less responsible a person than Mr. Poster for utterly 
ignoring the interests of the population at large in the provi¬ 
sions of a Government Bill. Mr. Poster, in reply to Dr. Brewer’s 
amendments, is reported to have cooUy said that the BlU was 
intended to legislate for the health of beasts, not of men. When 
this remarkable dictum is analysed, it simply resolves itself into 
an unabashed acknowledgment that the BiU was intended to 
legislate for the pockets of the graziers and not for the benefit 
of the commimity. To say that the question whether the flesh 
of cattle slaughtered on account of contagious pneumonia should 
be publicly sold for food can in any way affect the health of 
the same or of other cattle is absurd, but it must very con¬ 
siderably affect the gains and losses of tlieowners. Mr. Poster’s 
reply may perhaps have been a half-humorous attempt to parry 
facts and arguments he could not fairly meet. But it may 
fairly be supposed that he caught at the idea which was 
uppermost, and that the House were undoubtedly legislating 
with other views and for other pm-poses than that of preserving 
the health of the people, which was allowed to be quite a 
secondary consideration. A more serious charge against the 
reformed House of Commons could scarcely be brought, nor 

could any incident prove more strongly than that to which we 
have called attention the necessity for the presence of Medical 
men in Parliament. 

Several correspondents of the daily papers have called atten¬ 
tion to the spread of “foot and mouth ” disease amongst the 
cattle in Srurey and Kent. Mr. A. H. Smee, writing from 
WaUington, in Surrey, describes the epizootic there as serious. 
The treatment he recommends is swabbing out the mouth with 
a gargle of dilute siilphuric acid and chlorate of potash and 
the administration of mashes containing plenty of common salt. 
Mr. Smee notices a report that pigs fed with milk from the 
diseased animals have been attacked with the disease, and he 
urges the necessity for a prohibition of the sale of the flesh as 
food. We are credibly informed that infants have been made 
rmdoubtedly ill by the milk of cows affected with “ foot and 
mouth disease.” 

The stringency of the Compulsory Vaccination Act with 
regard to time is likely to prove a serious nuisance both to the 
Medical Profession and the pubhc. Persons who from acci¬ 
dent, or from the laudable wish of having vaccine matter for 
their children taken from a vaccioifer of whose antecedents 
they know something, delay having the operation performed a 
few weeks beyond the prescribed three months, are annoyed 
with tlireatening letters from the registrar of the district. If 
anything could make vaccination distasteful to the public at 
large, it is this kind of worry. Notliing could be better calcu¬ 
lated to defeat the pm'pose of the Act. 

A cmious trial for attemiffing to obtain money under false 
pretences has lately been tried at Manchester. The London 
and North-Western Railway Company prosecuted one Henry 
Pord for attempting’ to obtain from them £4000 as compensa¬ 
tion for injm’ies received in the Abergele accident. Abundant 

I evidence was adduced to prove that the prisoner was not only 
I not injm'ed in the accident at Abergele, but not in the train at 

all, having been at his residence at Barton at the time of the 
accident. The prisoner pretended to have received an injury 

of the spine, kept his bed, applied through a lawyer for 
damages; but the most awkward part of the story is, in the 
words of the Times report, “ that he was seen by several 
Medical men, and to them he appeared to be suffering most 
seriously, and apprehension was entertained whether he would 
be able to wallj again for years.” He was found guilty, and 
imprisoned for eighteen months. 

In reference to a paragraph which appeared in the Times of 
Wednesday, headed “ Serious Blunder,” wherein a Medical 
man—Mr. Hartley, of Fern House, Accrington—is said to have 
mistaken a serious injury, from which a man died, for drunken¬ 
ness, we publish a letter received from that gentleman, givino’ 
his account of the case. It is acknowledged that the deceased 
man had taken whisky and beer during the day. The accident 
(the man was run over by a cart) happened on Thursday; on 
Friday he was able to go before the magistrate; he was then 
taken home, and died on the following Sunday. Mr. Hartley 
only saw him once on Thursday night. 

Another case of ill-treatment of a lunatic is reported from 
Plympton, in Devonshire. A man named Horn received los. a 
week for taking care of a lunatic named Snawdon. He used 
to keep him handcuffed, and occasionally tie him to a tree and 
flog him. He defended himself by saying that “ the lunatic 
was only amenable to those who showed themselves his masters.” 
He was fined £2 and costs, with the alternative of two months’ 
imprisonment. Mr. Sykes, the person who had obtained pos¬ 
session of a lunatic lady, has been found guilty; but, bavino- 
undertaken to restore the lady’s property, is set at liberty, 
entering into his own recognisances, with another person, for 
£500 to come up for judgment when called upon. 

Mr. Lister, Professor of Surgery at Glasgow, has been 
appointed to succeed Mr. Syme in the Chair of Clinical 
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Surgery at Edinburgh. Professor Syme and Professor Hender¬ 
son retire from their respective Professorships with retiring 

.allowances. 

VACCINATION OP SOLDIEES. 

A TEEY judicious order, No. 87, has just been issued by 
H.R.H. the Field Marshal Commanding-in-Chief, to the effect 
that commanding officers are to assign lighter duties than the 
usual drills and musketry practice to soldiers who have recently 
undergone the operation of vaccination, and that Medical officers 
are to furnish daily lists of men for whom they recommend 
such exemption. The idea of exempting a soldier from any 
part of his duty for such a trifling cause may not agree with 
the martinet instincts of some commanding officers of whom 
we have heard—that a soldier must be either sick or well, in 
Hospital or at duty; but it fully accords with Medical 
knowledge, that comparative rest is necessary under such cir¬ 
cumstances, while at the same time detention in Hospital 
would be injudicious. Tliis is so obvious that we are inclined 
to think that the order alluded to is probably the result of some 
instance of difference of opinion on this point between a Medical 
and a commanding officer having been submitted for the de¬ 
cision of the authorities. If so, we are glad to see that 
common sense and the Doctor have carried the day. 

ST. BAETHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

The differences between the junior portion of the staff of St. 
Bartholomew’s Hospital and the managers of that charity are 
not yet at an end. On Monday last the two House-Physicians 
on duty, acting within the strict letter of the rules of the Hos¬ 
pital, turned over 158 new patients to be seen by the Assistant- 
Physician, out of 490 new Medical cases that presented them¬ 
selves for treatment. Young Medical men who take the 
laborious post of House-Physician for the sake of gaining 
experience find it hopeless work to use up their time and energy 
by pretending to see 245 casual patients in a morning. The 
authorities of St. Bartholomew’s should have more Physicians 

or fewer patients. 

ON THE MODE OP TEANSMISSION OP THE ACUTE EXANTHEMATA, 

AND ON THE PEECISE PEEIOD OP INVASION OP THESE DISEASES. 
• 

At a recent meeting of the Socidfe MedicaU des JIopHanx at 
Paris, M. Girard, of Marseilles, read a very interesting paper 
upon this subject, based upon careful observations of 108 cases 
of measles occurring in the course of an epidemic lately reigning 
at Marseilles. He was able to trace contagion as the source of 
all these attacks, and believes contact to be essential for the 
propagation of the disease. He is equally convinced that the 
period of incubation is also that of contagion, and quoted in 
support of this assertion some sufficiently striking examples. 
As to the precise period he states that in the 108 cases noted 
the eruption appeared as late as the sixteenth day in only three; 
in all the other cases it was developed on the thirteenth or 
fourteenth day, but never before the thirteenth, never after the 
sixteenth. M. Girard feels thus able to fix the period of 
incubation between thirteen and sixteen days—a point of great 

importance. And as he is equally convinced that the period of 
contagion is limited to the early stage of the disease, and does 
not last through the dcclino of the rash—an opinion not shared 
by the numerous speakers in the discussion which followed the 
paper—he suggests that children may be released from 
quarantine with perfect safety after eleven or twelve days at 
most. A point of great interest in the communication referred 

to the early diagnosis of the disease. M. Girard has invariably 
discovered, when he has been called in sufficiently early, four, 
five, or at most six days before the appearance of the eruption, 
a red pimple on the velum palati. This sign has never deceived 
him. Although all other symptoms may have disappeared, 

this pointilM rouge has always been followed by the rash of 
measles. Broussais was acquainted with this sign in 1835, and 
it had been first pointed out to M. Girard in 1839 by Valleix, 
but these observers had not fixed the period of its appearance. 
M. Girard states that the papule is red, that it appears towards 
the free border of the velum palati, between the fifth and 
seventh day after the first symptoms, and disappears towards 
the third or fourth day after the eruption. 

DEATH OF DE. H. B. MONTGOMEEY. 

We regret to see by the last Indian mail the announcement of 
the death, at Madras, of Dr. Howard B. Montgomery, Surgeon 
in the Madras Army. Dr. Montgomery was son of the late 
Professor Montgomery, of Dublin, and inherited much of his 

father’s talent. For some years past he had been editor of the 
Madras Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, and had con¬ 
ducted it with much ability. He had also held a valuable ap¬ 
pointment in the Madras Mint, and latterly he had been Secre¬ 
tary to the Sanitary Commissioner of the Madras Presidency. 

NOETH OP SCOTLAND MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 

The annual meeting of the Association was held on Saturday 
last in the Medical Hall, King-street, Aberdeen. Dr. Ross, of 
Elgin, was in the chair, and there was a numerous attendance 
of members. The chief topics discussed were the position of 
parochial Medical officers and the amendment of the Medical 
Act. With respect to the first, it was stated that several im¬ 
portant Medical bodies had expressed their approval of the 
steps which the Association had taken in the matter, and had 
promised their support. Eventually a committee was formed 
to carry out the objects of the Association. After considerable 
discussion on the amendment of the Medical Act, the follow¬ 
ing resolution was put and carried:—“ That the Association 
address a memorial to the Lord President of the Privy Council, 
Earl Granville, expressing the hope that he will introduce 
during next session of Parliament an amendment of the 
Medical Act, which shall embody the views stated in the com¬ 
munication addressed by his Lordship’s direction to the General 
Medical Council, of date May 14, 1869, and which shall also 
remodel the General Medical Council, reducing the number of 
its members and changing the mode of its election, so as to 
render it more representative of the public interest and of the 
Medical Profession. And that a committee of the Association 

be appointed to draw up the memorial.” Some of the speakers 
eomplained of the very little that had been effected by the 
Council, considering the great expense to which the Profession 
had been put to sustain it. Dr. Kilgour “ thought they were 
all getting very tired of the Medical Council—(hear) when 
they found notliing there but indulging in talk and personal 
reflections, and spending a good deal of money. The sooner 
the constitution of the body was changed, the better for them 
all. (Hear, hear.)” Dr. Beveridge then gave, briefly and very 
clearly, notes on three Hospital cases—(1) fatal pregnancy, 
(2) embolism, (3) abdoi^al tumoiu’. His object in submitting 
these notes of cases was to induce other members to make like 
communications to the Association. Dr. Keith, of Aberdeen, 

WAS unanimously chosen president for the ensuing year. 

LONDON NOISE. 

The noises of London by night appear likely to occujjy the 
attention of the newspaper press during the present recess. 

We only wonder that they have not done so long ago. To the 
ordiirary traffic of cabs and carts all Londoners are so accus¬ 
tomed that it can hardly be considered as sleep-disturbing; but 
the wildly discordant rattle of excursion omnibuses returning 
from country trips from 10 p.m. till 1 a.m. laden with “ rollick¬ 
ing rams,” “joUy dogs,” and “champagne Charlies,” whose 
hideous howls alternate with the clangour- of brass-band ex- 
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hortations to “act on tlie square” or to make aeronautic 
excursions, lias become snob a deadly nuisance that it must 
not any longer bo suffered to exist. Tins is no mere senti¬ 
mental grievance to inbabitants of suburban roads lead¬ 
ing towards places of popular resort. During illness, 
wben restoration to bealtb may depend upon tbo enj oyment of 
a refreshing critical sleep, and prolongation of disease, or death 
itself, result from its interruption, we all know bow the 
approach and passing by of these riotous cars of Juggemauth 
are dreaded by the anxious attendants. It is during the com¬ 
parative quiet of the night that the noisy rush of these 
vehicles exerts its most injurious influence. Surely there could 
be no great difficulty in enforcing a pohee regulation that after 
a fixed hour, and within a certain distance of some metro¬ 
politan centre, the occupants of excursion vans and all other 
revellers should comport themselves so as not to interfere with 
the comfort and health of the inhabitants of the districts 
through which they pass. The moral and sanitary results of 
such a measure would fully repay the trouble necessary to 
put it in force, and Colonel Henderson may depend upon 
it that by doing so he will earn the lasting gratitude not only 
of the Medical Profession, but of aU the peaceable inhabitants 
of London. 

THE COEOXEE’s COHET IN AUSTEAIIA. 

Some time since we commented on the conduct of the coroner 
of Richmond, Australia, in consequence of his sending sum¬ 
monses to Medical Practitioners at a distance to make post¬ 
mortem examinations and give evidence. This was not only 
unjust to the Medical gentlemen of the district, but positively 
insulting. Moreover, after a post-mortem examination had 
been made in a certain case by two highly respectable Physi¬ 
cians of Richmond, the coroner ordered a fresh examina¬ 
tion by a Surgeon whom he summoned from Melbourne 
for that purpose. We learn from the Melbourne Arje that a 
Bin is now before Parliament “ to amend the coroners’ 
statute.” The Age objects that the Bill makes it a misde¬ 
meanour for any person to dissect {sic) a human body else¬ 
where than at a school of anatomy without written authority 
from a coroner. This our contemporary denounces “ as an 
innovation of the law of all other civilised countries, and 
win have the effect of iireventing Medical Practitioners 
giving trustworthy certfficates of the causes of death.” The Age 

considers this clause to have had its origin in a not very seemly 
squabble between the coroner and some Medical witnesses at an 
inquest at Richmond not long ago. This is the case to which 
we lately drew attention in our columns. Certainly it does 
seem monstrous that no post-mortem examination can be made 
except by order of a coroner, if such be the real wording or 
meaning of the Act. It certainly would not be tolerated here. 
The Age proceeds to say, with reference to a clause which 
provides that any one obstructing a coroner shall be fined £20 :— 

“ Now, as coroners are already protected in the same way as 
other justices of the peace, there can be no case made out 
for exceptional legislation in their favour. It wordd be much 
more to the purpose if the Bfil contained a provision for 
keeping coroners within the proper exercise of their duties, for 
we have no hesitation in saying that there is at least one of 
them who habitually violates the 15th clause of the Medical 
Practitioners’ Act. That clause imposes on a coroner the duty 
of calling in as a Medical witness some Practitioner who 
resides ‘ near ’ to the place where the inquest is held. This is 
seldom attended to in Melbourne. If the BiU passes in its 
present shape, it wiU frustrate the ends of justice, interfere 
with private rights, and enable a coroner to act vexatiously and 
tyrannically.” 

FEOM ABEOAD.—POPLITEAL ANEHBISM—M. HHSSOX ON TENT- 

HOSPITALS. 

At two recent meetings of the Societe de Chirurgie an 
‘nteresting discussion has taken place on the relative merits of 

compression and fiexed position in the treatment of aneurism. 
It was commenced by M. Trelat, who communicated a case of 
popliteal aneurism. The patient, being a robust, healthy man, 
seems to have been regarded by the narrator not as a corgnts 

vile, but rather as a corpus nohile, on whom he might try 
various procedures. Pirst mechanical compression of the 
femoral was resorted to, and was continued during fifteen days, 
the tumour by this time having become solidified over a third 
of its volume, and the pulsation and other symptoms diminished. 
It is probable that longer perseverance would have completed 
the cure, but the Doctor being desirous of trying other means, 
and the patient thinking those in force acted too slowly, forced 
flexion of the leg on the thigh was tried. Although this wr.s 
only imperfectly put into force for an hour or two during 
another fifteen days, amelioration tookplace; butthisnotproving 
decided or persistent enough, digital compression was next em¬ 
ployed during fourteen hours by relays of students. At the end 
of this time the cure seemed complete, but the pulsation, souffle, 
etc., retm'ning, digital compression six days after was again em¬ 
ployed during four and a half hours, and this time with complete 
success, which had continued to hold good when the patient 
was seen several months afterwards. M. Giraldes could not 
understand why, in this case, digital compression was not em¬ 
ployed from the first, as, when properly performed, it is the 
most complete and rapid mode of treating the disease. M. 
Trelat’s procedure can be understood as an experimental one, 
but cannot be justified on principle in a Surgical point of view. 
M. Le Rort, on the other hand, thought that he ought to have 
tried forced flexure for a longer time, applying it only from 
fifteen to thirty minutes at a time. M. Trelat, while admit¬ 
ting that both these modes are excellent, thought that he was 
justified in trying one after another, and then digital compression 
requires a greater number of assistants than can always be 
obtained. M. Giraldes ag-ain maintained that the fingers form 
the best of compressing agents, enabhng us to arrest the cir¬ 
culation suddenly and completely, which is the best means of 
inducing the formation of coagula and the solidification of tbe 
tumour. M. Trelat could surely have found no difficulty in 
getting intelligent assistants in his Hospital. M. Boinet was 
also surprised at this source of difficulty, for, in his opinion, 
non-Medical persons are quite able to act as assistants in 
effecting digital compression; but MM. Le Fort, Giraldes, and 
Verneuil entirely dissented from this view, maintaining that 
to make effectual digital compression is a difficult matter.* 

M. Panas read an interesting case of popliteal aneurism 
cured by digital compression. It constituted a tumour the size 
of a large egg, and was entirely reducible cn compression. 
Digital compression was commenced July 1 at 7 a.m.; but 
until 5 p.m. it was only imperfect, leaving the artery permeable 
owing to the want of aptitude of the students employed. From 
this hour they were enabled to completely arrest the circula¬ 
tion, and continued the now efficacious compression until 8 a.m. 
All pulsations had now ceased in the tumour, but on July 3 
they returned, and the digital compression was resumed for 
forty-five minutes on that and the next day. From this time 
the cure was complete. 

M. Liegeois also gave an account of a thesis recently pub¬ 
lished by M. Stopin on the treatment of popliteal aneurism by 
flexion of the leg, in which he has collected accounts of 49 
cases so treated, almost aU. of them by English Surgeons. As 
most of these cases are known to our readers, we need not 
pursue M. Liegeois’ analysis. The gross result is that 23 of 
the 49 cases proved failures, and in several of these the proce¬ 
dure was positively mischievous from the accidents it gave rise 
to. On the other hand, in 37 cases treated by digital com¬ 
pression, only 11 failures took place. In M. Liegeois’ opinion, 
forced flexure, when it does not succeed, ag-gravates the aneurism 
and renders other methods less efficacious; and he thinks that 
digital compression shoidd be tried before resorting to it. 
M. Giraldes greatly doubts whether the accidents which fol- 
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lowed flexion in the cases related by M. Stopin were reaUy 

due to this procedure; and he can see no reason why, if con¬ 

sidered desirable, flexion shoiild not bo tried in the first in¬ 

stance. StUl, as a general rule, digital compression is the best 

of aU procedures; but for its effectual performance the assistants 

must be changed eyery five or six minutes. M. Chassaignac 

observed that compression may be continued for a much longer 

time by the employment of a little artifice, which consists in 

placing small bags filled with shot on the fingers used in com¬ 

pressing. The weight of the shot aids the compression, and 

allows of its being prolonged with aU desirable force and com¬ 

pleteness for half or three-quarters of an hour. 

In one of the brief intervals which are interposed during the 

interminable discussion on vaccination, in which the Academie 

de Medecine has been for some weeks past involved, M. Husson, 

the indefatigable Director of Public Assistance, read an inte¬ 

resting paper on Tent Hospitals. He observed that the idea 

is no new one, for patients were treated under tents by Bell 

and Hennen during the Peninsidar war, and at New York 

during an epidemic of typhus in 1847. In the Crimean war. 

Miss Nightingale and the French Surgeon-General Levy 

caused sheds to be run up with great advantage ; but it was 

during the United States civil war, and afterwards the 

German war, that tent hospitals were resorted to on a large 

scale with great advantage. Since then, the Hospitals in all 

the principal German cities have erected tent hospitals in their 

gardens. According to the statistics of these establishments 

recently published by M. Chantreuil in the Archives Generalcs, 

the successful results after operations are far more frequent in 

patients treated during summer in sheds and tents than when 

they are inmates of the ordinary Hospitals. Stimulated by 

these statements, M. Husson has caused to be erected a tent 

Hospital in the garden of the Cochin Hospital, and another on 

a smaller scale at the St. Louis Hospital; and in this commu¬ 

nication he describes the particulars of these constructions at 

great length. He observes that these Hospitals are of various 

kinds—viz., 1. The sheds or summer Hospitals at Berlin and 

St. Petersburg are permanent wooden constructions, or partly 

of wood and masonry. 2. The shed-tents are constructed 

partly of wood and partly of canvas. 3. The tent Hospitals 

are wholly of canvas supported by a framework. 4. Tents 

of a much smaller size of various forms, and devoted to 
various uses. 

M. Husson promises that the experiment shall be fully and 

fairly carried out; but he evidently seems to think that some 

of the advantages supposed to attach to the new structures 

may be attained in the ordinary Hospitals, while they them¬ 

selves are not without their inconveniences. The simple tent 

cannot well be so employed, for it is too stifling in hot weather, 

and cannot be warmed when this is cold ; and even the sheds 

and Hospital tents, although answering their ends far better, 

are formed of absorbent materials and ill protect their inmates 

from sudden changes of temperature. They could scarcely be 

warmed without closing some of their apertures, which would 

convert them into the eondition of ordinary wards. If, in these 

new erections, increased ventilation is what is chiefly sought 

for, this might easily be obtained in a Hospital. At the 

Lariboisiere the air is renewed thirty-six times in twenty-four 

hours by mechanical appliances, and might be renewed much 

oftener if desired ; or if natixral ventilation, is preferred the 

windows might be kept always open. In summer, too, the 

patients who have been operated upon might bo placed in tents. 

“ Whatever may be the value of such reflections,” M. Husson 

concludes by observing, “it suffices that the experiments already 

tried have furnished favourable results to induce us to resolutely 

enter upon a cautious but complete investigation. In view of 

an innovation, concerning which ideas are scarcely yet formed, 

it behoves us to guard against both a blind enthusiasm which 

excludes aU criticism and leads to pure illusions, and against 

that excessive reserve which is equivalent to immobility.” 

MEETING- OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION 
rOE THE 

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 

{From our Correspondent.) 

Exetee, August 18. 

The thirty-ninth meeting of the British Association for the 

Advancement of ^Science commenced here to-day. A more 

beautiful city for the meeting it would be difficult to imagine, 

and the local secretaries and local authorities have done every¬ 

thing that could be done to make the meeting not only a com¬ 

plete but a brilliant success. For some years Exeter has 

sought the honour of receiving the Association, and has con¬ 

tested with her rival, Plymouth, with a determination that has 

well deserved the victory. 

Those who attend the Association regularly need hardly be 

told that Wednesday is a day merely of preparation for work. 

In the morning there is a meeting of the general council and 

meetings of the committees of the various sections, and in the 

evening there is a first general meeting, at which the new 

President delivers Ms address, but no papers are read, and, as 

the morning meetings are short, the after part of the day is 

usually spent in looMng' about, recognising old friends, indulg¬ 

ing in g'ossip, or, worse task, looking for lodging and moderate 

accommodation. The business proper of the sections will com¬ 

mence to-morrow at 11 o’clock. The section which specially 

relates to Medicine is the Biological Section, B, and a full 

amount of business will be carried on there. There has long 

been some uneasiness respecting the position of Medical 

science in the Association. There was once a department 

specially devoted to our science, if my memory is correct, 

but it did not answer as was expected, and it declined. 

In fact. Medicine a few years back was more technical 

than it is now, and less palatable as a science to the mass 

of those who follow pure scientific work as a pursuit or 

as a pastime. In these days the study of Medicine has so 

greatly changed that it might well hold its place as a sepa¬ 

rate branch of the Association. But the course of events has 

produced a feeling which has made Medicine sink into the 

general development of knowledge, and we who represent her 

are fused into biology. This year the Section D is imder the 

presidency of a member of our own body, and a worthier repre¬ 

sentative we could scarcely have. The President is Mr. G. Busk, 

F.E..S., whom we all know. He is truly a Surgeon, and his 

earlier labours in physiology, his researches on scurvy, his 

analyses of the blood in that disease, his practice in connexion 

with the Dreadnought, and his eminent services to the College 

of Sirrgeons, of which he is so distinguished a Fellow, have 

not been excelled by his equally arduous, but certainly not 

more important, labours in the field of natural history. There 

is but one expression respecting the choice of the authorities 

in the selection of the President of the biologists tMs year, and 

that is an expression of sincere satisfaction. 

The work of the section itself is divided into two parts. One 
part—or, as it is called, department—is devoted to Natural 
History, the other to Physiology proper. The Vice-Presidents 
are C. Spence Bates, F.B.S., and Edward B. Tyler, Esq. The 
Secretaries are Edward T. Stainton, F.B.S., Professor Michael 
Foster, M.D., Bev. H. B. Tristram, LL.D., F.B.S., and E. Bay 
Lankester. Amongst other promised papers on physiology, 
there are two reports bearing on therapeutics—one by Dr. 
Crum-Brown, the other by Dr. Bichardson. Dr. Crum-Brown 
■will treat on researches connected "with the modification of 
action of medicinal substances from change of chemical con¬ 
stitution, a continuation of the work wMch he and Dr. Fraser 
have recently carried on, and which has been more than once 
noticed at leng-th in these columns. 

Dr. Bichardson’s report, with wMch the physiological busi¬ 
ness -win open to-morrow, is on the physiological action of the 
methyl compounds and the alUcd series. In this report the 
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action of the alcohols wiU be considered, and a substance known 
as hydi-ide of amyl will be described as a probable useful addi¬ 
tion to the means of busy Practitioners of the healing art. 

The introductory address debvered to-night by Professor 
Stokes will be pubbshed in the daily papers in full before 
your more modest paper sees the bgbt this week, and it is use¬ 
less, therefore, for me to send you any part of it in detail. 
Suffice it for me to say that it was not quite Darwinian in its 
character, and that it partook of that spirit which the address 
of a mathematician and jiure physicist would be expected to 
sustain. It was the address of a man whose whole mind is 
prone to whole facts and nothing but facts, and as an effort of 
its kind, powerful and eminently sincere, it was a good thing 
as a novel thing for the Association. It would not answer 
probably every year, but as an oration once in fifteen or twenty 
years it is unquestionably happy, as its recejition most satis¬ 
factorily proved. 

Several of our fraternity from other parts are already in 
Exeter—viz., Charles Brooke, E.E.S., Dr. William Farr, 
F.R.S., Professor Michael Foster, Dr. Hulson, M.D. (of Dlen- 
viUe, Fermoy), Dr. Macdonal (of St. Andrews), and several 
more. But enough for to-night. Next week, perchance, you 
may caU out more than enough, and, at all events, due amends 
shall be made for the brevity of this communication. 

HE. BEATTY’S ADDEESS 
IN MIDWIEEET AT THE MEETING OE THE 

BEITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 

We must not take leave of the late meeting of the British 
Medical Association without giving due honoiu’to Dr. Beatty’s 
address in midwifery. Dr. Beatty, who combines ancestral 
claims to distinction in this branch (of Medicine with the 
authority derived from long experience, began with a vindica¬ 
tion of the due place and dignity of his art—midwifery. 
“ What midwifery is now is best described by the definition 
offered by Velpeau more than forty years ago. It is ‘ the col¬ 
lection of all human knowledge relating to the reproduction of 
the species.’ . . , Comprising everything’ relating to tlie re¬ 
production of man, and deahng with two beings at the same 
time from the earliest impregnation to the hour of dehvery, the 
amount of knowledge requisite for its perfect comprehension is 
of a very wide extent. The theory of generation, its pheno¬ 
mena, we might almost say its mysteries, not only in man, but 
in all animated beings; the study of ovology, so accurately 
demonstrated and brought within our reach by the labours of 
many modern physiologists ; the intimate acquaintance with 
the anatomy and physiolog-y of the unimpregnated uterus and 
its appendages; the progress of gestation, and the causes of 
its premature termination; the phenomena and diseases of 
pregnancy—such are some of the subjects demanding our 
fullest attention before we arrive at that stage in the process 
of reproduction to which some would limit the title and func¬ 
tions of midwifery. I will not waste time in any lengthened 
argument in proof of this statement; but I will content myself 
by simply mentioning the questions that are every day pro¬ 
posed for the consideration of Practitioners in midwifery, and 
to which they are expected to give true and satisfactory 
answers. Is A. B. physically incompetent for procreation ? Is 
C. D. pregnant ? Has E. F. aborted P If so, how old was 
that ovum ? Is that ovum diseased ? or could it have come to 
maturity ? G. H. is dead. Is she pregnant ? or has she 
recently aborted ? If pregnant, how old is the foetus ? The 
magnitude of the issues that depend upon the answers to these 
questions, involving, as they do, reputation, property, hberty, 
and even fife itself, is too manifest to require more than their 
mere recital.” A sufficiently wide field this for any man’s 
energies. 

Dr. Beatty next demolishes the pretext that, because labour 
is a natural process, it does not require skilled superintendence. 
“ That gestation and delivery are natural functions, and not dis¬ 
eases, no one will deny; but the proposition that, because they 
are so, they should be left to nature, and do not require the 
interference of science and art, is too absurd to require contra¬ 
diction. . . In civilised life, the great majority of women go 
through labour without the necessity of any unusual interfe¬ 
rence. Eight times out of ten, according to Dionis, the aid of 
the accoucheur is required ; while Courtin limits it to one in a 
hundred; the latter estimate being as much too wide as the 
former is too limited. A very large number do escape without 

any untoward accident, but every woman in labour is liable to 
such; some preventible, when their advent is foreseen, some 
remediable when they do occur, but all dangerous to life if not 
promptly and efficiently combated. That is what renders the 
peculiar study of midwifery, and the devotion of a life to its 
practice, of such importance. Who can judge of the deviations 
of nature from her usual safe course but he who has made him¬ 
self famfiiar with every phase of that marvellous process ? In 
one patient he wiU foresee the advent of convulsions, and, by a 
timely bleeding, may ward off the attack; in another, he per¬ 
ceives that rupture of the uterus is imminent, and by timely 
dehvery may prevent that dreadful accident; iu another, he 
may feel certain that severe flooding will follow dehvery, and 
he is prepared to arrest it. Not to multiply instances, these 
are enough to show the value of the presence of a skilful and 
trained observer within reach of every parturient woman. Mo.st 
fortunately, in the great majority of them, the less he inter¬ 
feres the better for his patient; but he never knows the time 
at which her hfe may depend upon his knowledge and prompti¬ 
tude of action.” 

Dr. Beatty then descants with the skih of a master on the 
various topics of greatest novelty and importance which ha,ve 
of late years been discussed amongst obstetricians—the use of 
anaesthetics, the induction of premature labour (in which due 
praise is given to Dr. Barnes’s dhators). Dr. Braxton Hick’s 
bimanual version, and the use of the forceps. The last part of 
the address was devoted to the consideration of the superstitions 
and immorahties which beset the act of chhdbirth and rear¬ 
ing of chhdren, amongst which the proposals for hmitation 
of famihes by artificial means come in for their share of casti¬ 
gation. 

LETTEES EEOM ST. MOEITZ IN THE 
ENGADINE. 

(-Z?y ouf Special Correspondent.) 

The Journeij thither—Importance of the Art of Travel— 

Bescription of St. Moritz. 

It is now six years ago, whhe traveUing in Switzerland, that I 

first heard of the virtues of the chalybeate spring of St. Moritz, 

in the valley of the Engadine in Eastern Switzerland, and of 

the marvellous efficacy of its mountain air. Year after year 

reports became more and more promising, and I was not long 

in determining to take the first opportunity that presented 

itself of investigating on the spot the truth of the rumours 

which reached me in England. The autumn vacation of this 

year presented that opportunity, and here in the month of 

August, 1869, is your correspondent located at an altitude of 

6000 feet above the sea level, drinking the mild and sparkling 

chalybeate waters of St. Moritz, and bathing in the carbonic 

acid baths—I call them carbonic acid baths because, if there be 

any virtue in the bathing, it must be, as I shah, hope to show 

hereafter, in the carbonic acid with wliich the water here is 

largely impregnated—in short, I am doing the cure most 

religiously. And this, notwithstanding the frightful conse¬ 

quences that some persons assure one wiU result from taking 

these waters when one is in good health. But after the fag of 

ten months of coUege and hospital work in town, it seems to 

me that a smaU quantity of iron (the water contains about 
three grains of carbonate of iron to a gallon) dissolved in 
water sparkling with carbonic acid cannot do one harm; 
so I am taking the present opportunity of adding slightly to 
my personal stock of that most important metal, fearless of the 
plethora with which I am threatened. 

Thirteen years ago, an Enghsh clergyman staying at Schwal- 
bach, heard of the existence of a very similar spring at 
St. Moritz, and wishing to exchange the somewhat sultry 
atmosphere of that place for the more bracing influence of 
mountain air, came for the first time into this now popular 
watering place, and found only two Enghsh people here; and 
indeed, so far as our own countrymen were concerned, the place 
at that time was practicaUy unknown as a health resort. 

Germans, Swiss, Itahans, and even French, had long known 
the virtues of its waters or of its mountain air, or of both 
together, and annuaUy came in considerable numbers to go 
through the regulation cure; but only within the last four 
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years lias this place been at all well known to our own country¬ 
men, of whom there are at this time about 200 resident in the 
Kurbans and the hotels andi.pensions of the village, while many 
more reside in the neighbouring villages of Samaden, Pontre- 
sinas, Camf^r, and Silva-Plana, and drive or walk to the baths 
daily. But, even now, very little authentic information about 
the place is current _ in Professional eircles in London. For 
example, in a book on St. Moritz and Tarasp, which was 
published just before I left town, and which is written by an 
English Physician who is thought to be an authority on the 
subject of Continental health resorts, many ridiculous mistakes 
occur. The Maloja Pass, for instance, is called the Majola; 
the white saxifrage, which grows abundantly in the locality, is 
transformed into the white sassafras ! It is also said that “ the 
English church begun last year is now nearly completed.” 
True enough, an English chiu’ch was begun last year, so far as 
laying the foundation-stone and making excavations are a 
beginning, and in much the same state it remains still. No 
vestige even of an external wall has yet made its appearance. 
Then, again, we are told by the same writer that Zermatt and 
Saus are in the Lower Engadine ! Is it possible that these old 
friends of ours are made to do duty for Zernetz and Siis ? 

However, it is certainly necessary that some more careful, 
detailed, and authentic account than any that at present exists 
should be obtainable of a place to winch nearly all the fashion¬ 
able Physicians in London are yearly sending patients. 

I purpose, then, in a few letters, which I shall hope to send 
you regularly, to giveyourreaders as correct and anthoritative an 
account as it is possible to obtain on the spot, with many sources 
of information at one’s disposal, of the character of this x>lace, 
the means of getting here, the nature and action of its waters, and, 
most important of all, the influence of the mountain air in the 
Upper Engadine in cases of tubercular consumption and other 
allied affections. There are a certain number of jjatients here 
now who have passed a whole winter in this Alpine valley, 
which is said to be the highest inhabited valley in Europe, and 
from these I hope to obtain some valuable and precise data 
bearing on the much-debated question as to the most suitable 
resorts for our phthisical patients. 

I intend to devote the remainder of this letter to a description 
of the place, the means of getting here, and the kind of accom¬ 
modation one is likely to obtain when one has at length reached 
St. Moritz. 

First as to the way of getting here. You may either come 
by Paris and Bale, or take the longer but more picturesque 
route by Cologne and the Rhine to Bale, and thence by Zimch 
to Coire, where the railway terminates, and the remainder of 
the journey has to be accomplished in a diligence. 

Presuming that most people will prefer the shorter and 
quicker route by Paris, I may mention that, in order to x^er- 
form the journey in the shortest possible time, it is necessary 
to leave London for Paris by the 7.40 a.m. train from Ludgate- 
hill or Chariug-cross Station. This train gets into Paris about 
6 p.m. There is just time to get one’s luggage and a com¬ 
fortable dinner at the hotel opposite the terminus of the Chemin 
de Fer du Nord, and then one can take the night express to 
Bale (the very slowest of express trains), which leaves Paris 
at 8.-5 p.m., and gets into Bdle about 9 o’clock the next morn¬ 
ing. A “wash-up ” and a good breakfast can be obtained at 
the railway-station at B'de, and will enable the traveller again 
to put himself e>i voyage by the 10.30 train from Bale, which 
goes by Oelen to Zurich, and then on to Coire, the last bit of 
railway passing along the north shore of the beautiful lake of 
Wallenstadt. Following this route, it is possible to reach Coire 
at 7 o’clock on the evening of the day following one’s departure 
from London. At this season of the year it is desirable to send 
a telegram from Bale to secure beds at Coire for the night, or 
it may hax^pen, as it did to your con’esx)ondent, that after your 
arrival you may have to follow your luggage from one hotel to 
another, the rain falling in torrents at the time, in order to get 
a bed. Tliis precaution is especially requisite in the case of 
invalids. The Hotel Steinbeck at Coire is deservedly a favourite 
with our countiypeople, and English is spoken there. 

The next morning you are somewhat unpleasantly reminded 
of the fact that you are travellers in Sndtzerland, and that early 
hours are here de riguew. At a quarter to four a.m. you are 
summoned to shake off your slumbers, and, after a hasty break¬ 
fast, at 5 o’clock you find yourself seated in a diligence, and 
ready to start for one or other of the mountain x^asses which 
lead from the ancient city of Coire into the Ober Engadine. 
In this case also it is very essential to make use of the telegraph 
wires and secure a comfortable place in the diligence, or you 
may find yourself seated in the interior of one of those primi¬ 
tive vehicles between a stout perspiring Dutchman and an 

equally plump and sudoriferous spouse, with about as much 
chance of seeing some of the finest scenery in Switzerland, 
through which both routes into the Engadine x^ass, as if you 
were reclining in your well-stuffed arm-chair at home, without 
experiencing any of the rex)ose and comfort associated with 
that favourite lounge. 

In about eleven hours, by the Julier x^ass, traversing most 
magnificent scenery, St. Moritz is reached. By the Albula pass 
it takes somewhat longer, though for those who intend staying 
at Samaden, a village about three miles from St. Moritz, with 
the best hotel in the neighbourhood, the latter is the shortest 
route. 

Leaving London, therefore, let us say, on Monday morning, 
you can be deposited at the Kurhaus at St. Moritz about half- 
Xcast 5 p.m. on the following AVednesday afternoon. But it 
will bo of very little use being deposited at the Kurhaus unless 
you have taken the x)i’ecaution to engage rooms a month or 
a fortnight beforehand. And the same remark applies to the 
only good hotel in the place, unless one is prepared to give a 
very high rent for rooms in some of the better sort of pensions 
here, of which there are one or two. But it constantly happens 
that invalids come here having made no kind of preparatory 
arrangement for their reception, and, being turned away from 
the iC^urhaus and the hotels, wander about the village, and 
finally obtain shelter in a room that is little better than a hay 
loft. It is not to be wondered at that under circumstances like 
these, insufiiciently or indifferently fed and badly lodged, some 
of the worst cases that are sent here obtain but little benefit 
from the change, and I have already witnessed more than once 
an earnest desire immediately on arrival to return home again 
as soon as possible. Many forget that this part of Switzerland 
is also popular with that large class of persons who travel 
habitually on the Continent, because of the easy accessibility 
of many of the liigher Alpine summits and passes from this 
gTeat elevation, as well as for the sake cf the charming scenery 
of the Engadine itself. Now, these habitual tourists are weU 
acquainted with that “ art of travel” without which traveUing 
is neither an easy nor a pleasant occupation, and they, in many 
instances, occupy the very best qixarters that can be had, and 
wliich they have been careful to secure beforehand, while many 
invalids who know little of travelling—^perhaxes have never 
left their homes before—come up into this crowded fashionable 
watering-xxlace having made no provision whatever for their 
reception, and they are compelled to accept whatever accom¬ 
modation they can obtain, no matter how rough it may be; and 
since with the best accommodation here but indifferent food is 
provided, with the worst kind of accommodation the food pro¬ 
vided is often of a very inferior description. I would therefore 
strongly impress upon those who are in the habit of sending 
patients to St. Moritz—especially in the case of x^ersons who, 
from habit of life or feebleness of health, are not able to rough 
it—to insist on their securing comfortable accommodation here 
before they leave England. Thanks to the kind offices of a 
London clergyman who comes every year into tliis neighbour¬ 
hood, I at once found a very fair resting-place at the chief 
hotel in the place; indeed, mine host has been unusually careful 
in looking after my comfort, so much so that I cannot resist 
the suspicion that he has an idea “ a chiel’s amang ’em taking 
notes,” and hence his unwopted empressement. 

Now a few words as to the place itself. I have not seen 
any account of St. Moritz that at aU does justice to its many 
charms, while the ideas prevalent with some persons in town as 
to the severity of the climate are singularly at variance ivith 
my own experience. 

Nothing can be more delightful during the hot months of 
summer than a residence in the Upper Engadine. AYliile at 
home or in the valleys of G-ermany and Italy one can scarcely 
move during the greater part of the day from the excessive 
heat, here there is always a delicious freshness in the air which 
courts one to exertion. Not but that the sun’s rays, especially 
in the middle of the day, are extremely powerful, and sun¬ 
shades are in constant requisition, but the air is never sultry, 

and is always dry. 
The village of St. Moritz is situated on a ridge projecting 

from one of the mountains situated on the north side of the 
upper valley of the Inn, and is about 300 feet above the pretty 
little sea-green lake that here stretches across the vaUey to the 
pine-clad slopes on the southern side. Above these pine-clad 
hills ruo-ged and bare mountain ridges and snow-crowned 
summits°and glaciers appear. On a clear day these mountain 
summits and pine-clad slopes, as well as the houses of the 
idllage of St. Moritz, are most perfectly mirrored in the cahn 
waters of its mountain lake. The river Inn flows tlirough this 
lake, and at the eastern end makes a graceful and picturesque 
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fall, and continues its course amidst a forest of pine-trees. At 
the opposite end of the lake, in an adjacent meadow, are situated 
the baths and the Kurhaus, near where the mineral springs 
rise. This situation is by some thought damp and undesirable, 
but I doubt if it really be so in summer weather, and most 
Enghsh visitors, in consequence, prefer living at the Hotel 
Kuhn in the village, about a mile from the springe, and, as I 
have already said, 300 feet higher, or 6100 feet above the sea 
level. 

To the west of St. Moritz the valley extends for eight or ten 
miles up to the Maloja pass, over which it is easy, in a few 
hours, by Casanja and Chiavenna, to reach the lake of Como. 
To the east it extends, for about twenty miles, to Martinsbruck 
and to the Tyrol. On each side of the valley mountain passes 
lead from the Northern side into Switzerland, and from the 
southern side into Italy, so that most interesting excursions can 
easily be made in every direction. 

The weather this season has been unusually favourable, and 
for several days during this last week the sky has been one 
great expanse of perfectly unclouded blue, and such a blue! 
To wander on one of these days along the wooded mountain 
side, with rare and beautiful wild flowers at every step—rare 
to one accustomed to the British flower only—to gaze up into 
the deep blue serene sky, cut by the brilhantly white snowy 
summits (the snow on these mountains is of an ususual white¬ 
ness) of the giants of the Rhsetian Alps, and to gaze down into 
the bosom of the still lake and see the whole scene reproduced, 
is to experience a fulness of pleasure which alone seemed to 
repay one for the trouble of traversing the seven or eight 
hundred miles which lie between hot and dusty London and 
this quiet and beautiful Alpine valley. 

AEMY MEDICAL DEPAETMENT EEPOET 
EOE 1867. 

The longer the series of years over which these reports extend, 
the more sensitive do they become in their indications of varia¬ 
tions in the health of the army. Each annual report compares 
the particular year to which it refers, not only with that imme¬ 
diately preceding, but also with the average results of the period 
between 1859, the year in which the reports were commenced, 
and that under consideration. 

The difficulties in the way of instituting a similar system of 
registration of diseases and recoveries, as distinguished from 
sickness and mortahty among' the civil population are many 
and weUnigh insurmountable, and the time of its attainment 
is, we fear, long distant, so that meanwhile the reports published 
by the Army Medical Department become increasingly valuable 
as examples of what may yet be done in the same direction for 
the general public. They contain information not only con¬ 
cerning the health of our soldiers, but also in a collateral manner 
on points connected with those classes from which our army is 
recruited. 

A fact of no small importance, to which we have on former 
occasions drawn attention, is apparent from the inspection of 
the returns, showing the causes of rej ection of recruits—namely, 
that the proportion per 1000 of recruits rejected for vene¬ 
real diseases since 1859 closely approximates to the later 
average daily ratio of soldiers constantly sick from the 
same causes, with this striking point of contrast—that 
whereas the latter has been steadily decreasing, the former 
has shown only slight variations, thereby proving that, as a 
result of the more systematic hygienic regulations to which 
soldiers have been latterly subjected, there has occurred among 
them a de^ee of improvement, as regards the prevalence of 
venereal diseases, to which nothing similar appears to have 
occurred among the civil male population. We have elsewhere 
remarked upon the bearing of such facts against the recent 
recommendation of the select committee of the House of 
Commons on the Contagious Diseases Act of 1866, that the 
system of personal inspection of all soldiers for venereal dis¬ 
eases should be reintroduced into the army. 

From the report for the year 1867 we learn that, during the 
52 weeks ending December 27, the average strength of the 

troops servingin the United Kingdom was 73,420, the admis¬ 
sions into Hospital were 63,904, the deaths from aU causes 
were 690, of which 53 occurred while the men were absent from 
their corps, and the average number constantly non-effective 
from sickness was 3118. Calculated from the above, the follow¬ 

ing table shows the relative amount of sickness and mortahty 
in 1867 and the preceding seven years ;— 

Eatio per 1000 of mean strength. 
- A-^ 

Admitted. Died. Constantly Sick. 
1867 . 870 9'40 42'47 
1860-66   976 9'34 50'09 

^ The decrease in admissions has been chiefly in miasmatic 
diseases, amounting to 46 ; venereal diseases, 26 ; affections of 
the respiratory system, 18 ; and diseases of the skin, 12 per lOOfl. 

Compared "with the results for 1866, we find that in the rate 
of admissions from venereal diseases there has been an increase 
of 33 per 1000, from miasmatic diseases there has been a de¬ 
crease of 8, from affections of the respiratory organs 9 per 
1000. In other classes of disease there have been trifling 
variations, the net result being an increase of 17 per 1000 in 
the admission rate. The increase in enthetic diseases was most 
marked at the following stations :— 

Manchester 
Limerick. 
Dover . 
Preston . 
Isle of Wight 
Edinhurgh 
Curragh . 
Pembroke Dock ... 
Fermoy . 
Colchester 
Woolwich. 
Cork . 
Aldershot. 
Portsmouth and Gosport 
Belfast . 
London and Windsor 
Guards). 

Dublin . 

(Foot 

Ratio per 1000 of 
mean strength. 

1867. 1866. 
Increase. 

501 312 189 per lOOO 
272 150 122 
354 248 106 )) 

361 272 89 
327 254 73 )) 
244 171 73 
280 217 63 
153 100 53 
202 149 53 )) 

500 451 49 j) 

255 219 36 )) 

196 160 36 )} 

261 233 28 )) 

378 359 19 
230 215 15 >> 

326 311 16 
333 323 10 if 

Against this formidable array of increase we And the following 
instances of decrease :— 

Ratio per 1000 of 
mean strength. 

1867. 1866. 
Chatham and Sheemess . 277 326 
London (Household Cavalry).. . 129 143 
Devonport and Plymouth . 312 317 
Canterbury . . 375 379 
Shorncliffe . . 215 219 

Decrease. 

49 per 1000 
14 „ 

At Warley the proportion for the two years was identical— 
namely, 328 per 1000—and at Winchester there was only an 
increase of 1, from 287 in 1866 to 288 per 1000 in 1867. With 
reference to the table from which we have extracted and re¬ 
arranged the above particulars, it is remarked that “the 
Contagious Diseases Act of 1866 was in operation during the 
whole year at Devonport and Plymouth, Portsmouth and 
Gosport, Chatham and Sheerness, and at Woolwich, and for 
eight months and a half at Aldershot, but the results do not 
seem as yet to have realised the expectations wliich were enter¬ 
tained of its effects in reducing the amount of these diseases 
among the troops, except at Chatham and Sheemess.” 

On this point we find from the very valuable evidence lately 
given by Dr. Balfour before the select committee of the House 
of Commons, comparing the results of the years 1867 and 1868 
as regards the operation of the Contagious Diseases Act, that^ 
with the exception of Shorncliffe, at which an increase occurred 
during 1868, there has been a decrease during that year at aU 
the stations at which the Act is in force, amounting, indeed, at 
Chatham and Sheerness, to only 2 per 1000, but at the others 
to considerably more; also that of eighteen stations at which 
the Act is not in force, and of which Dr. Balfour gives the 
returns, there has been an increase during both years at nine, 
and that at the others there was either no appreciable change, 
or increase and decrease alternately—the conclusion at which 
Dr. Balfoiu' arrives beiag that “ it would thus appear that there 
has been a marked comparative advantage enjoyed in 1867 and 
1868 by the stations in which the Act was in force, except 
Shorncliffe.” In reply to another question, however, he adds 
that the advantage has not been so great as was anticipated. 

The following table shows the relative amount of syphilitic 
and gonorrhoeal diseases, comprised in the general class of 
venereal, with the loss of service caused by each group 
respectively:— 

Admis- Average Ratio per 1000. Loss of 
Service 

to -whole 
Force. 

Duration 
of Cases 
in Hos¬ 
pital. 

1867. 
into 

Hospital. 

con¬ 
stantly 
Sick. 

Ad¬ 
mitted. 

'constantly 
Sick. 

Syphilitic group ... 
Gonorrhoeal group 

11,293 
10,106 

818 
440 

153-8 
137-7 

11-14 
5-99 

Days. 
4-06 
2-19 

Days. 
26-44 
16-89 
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On comparing this with the corresponding table for 1866, 
there will be found an increase of 33 per 1000 in the proportion 
of admissions into Hospital, of constantly sick -94, and of loss 
of serHce by both groups ’34, but rather greater in the gonor¬ 
rhoeal than the syphilitic; and a decrease in the duration of the 
cases under treatment amounting to 1'69 days in the syphilitic 
and '79 days in the gonorrhoeal group. 

Referring to the results of the Contagious Diseases Act at 
Aldershot, Inspector-General Lawson remarks that— 

“ The Lock Hospital has been in operation since June, 1867 ; 
no diminution of the admissions from pi-imary venereal affec¬ 
tions is yet apparent, but, on the other hand, many of the men 
have had the additional pay after re-engagement, and many 
received arrears for some months, which enabled them to spend 
more than usual, and this, no doubt, has been influential in 
increasing the attacks of primary venereal affections beyond 
the usual rate.” 

We have on former occasions remarked upon the connexion 
in military life between the issue of increased pay, prize money, 
or arrears, and increased sickness and mortality. We trust 
eventually, after the usual amount of reiteration, or some 
catastrophe more appalling and striking than any yet recorded, 
to see some steps taken towards amendment in this respect. 

The only other principal Medical officer from whose reports 
we find any extracts made on the subject of the Contagious 
Diseases Act is Deputy Inspector-General Langley, in charge 
of the Plymouth and Devonport District, who remarks upon 
the arrival of a corps from New Zealand with arrears of pay 
at their disposal, as having “soon swelled the number of 
effected men.” He then proceeds to observe that— 

“ Previous to the month of August the percentage of men 
diseased was actually less than the preceding year. My prede¬ 
cessor, Inspector-GeneralAnnesley,informer reports expressed 
a strong opinion that the location of troops newly an-ived from 
foreign service in seaport towns, where they are exposed to so 
many temptations, is a fertile cause of a high rate of admissions 
into Hospital for venereal disease, and in this opinion I quite 
concur. The Contagious Diseases Prevention Act continues to 
be productive of good results, although somewhat marred by 
there being no place in the district where the civil male popula¬ 
tion can receive the benefit of indoor treatment, and from the 
serious defect in the Merchant Seamen’s Health Act, wliich 
empowers the captains of merchant vessels to dismiss sum¬ 
marily any of their men disabled by venereal disease, thus 
allowing- them to become fresh foci of disease. Amended 
legislation on this point is much needed.” 

[To he continued.') 

REVIEWS. 
-o-- 

^■Lnatomisehe Bcitriige zur Lehrc von dcr Ohreneiternng. Von 
Dr. VON Teoeltsch. Separat-Abdruck aus dem Archiv fur 

4ter Band. Wurzburg. 1869. 
•ContributioDs to a KuoivUdge of the Anatomy of Suppurative 

Otitis. By Dr. von Teoeltsch. Reprinted from the Arehiv 
fiir Ohrenheillcunde, 1869. 

De. von Teoeltsch has long been known as one of the foremost 
among those whose labours have largely succeeded in placing 
our knowledge of diseases of the ear on a scientific founda¬ 
tion based on pathological investigation, and in the short work 
whose title we have furnished above he has published a series 
of cases, with commentaries of a very instructive character, 
which we think well deserving of the attention of English 
readers. 

The special subject of this work is, as the title indicates, the 
troublesome and frequently dangerous disease of suppurative 
discharge from the ears. The cases are only thirteen in number, 
but they are well selected, and each illustrates some important 
point in the pathology of the ear, and the chief dangers re¬ 
sulting from its inflammatory disorders must also afford some 
valuable hints as to the effects of treatment in these cases. 

Suppurative otitis has long been known to be a cause of 
danger through extension of the disease to the brain, the 
secondary consequences in wliich organ may be either meningitis 
or abscess. Dr. von Troeltsch has also been pointed out as one of 
the first observers who drew attention to the origin of general 
tuberculosis from local suppurative action, and one of these 
cases adds a partial further confirmation to this view. Several 
of his cases elucidate also the modes in which meningitis may 
originate from otitis. One important point which he brings 
forward is that meningitis may thus ensue without caries of 

the petrous part of the temporal bone being present, the 
medium of communication in such instances being through 
the vessels which pass from the diploe of the temporal bone to 
the dura mater. In other cases accumulations of secretion 
take place in the mastoid cells, and, the antrum mastoideum 
lying close to the transverse sinus and directly under the teg- 
men tympani, extension of tho disease may ensue either to the 
sinus or, in other cases, to the dura mater over the tegmen, 
through the close proximity of the two latter structures, and 
also by means of the communication between them afforded by 
the branches of the middle cerebral artery. Pressure, and the 
very offensive products of retained secretions, have also a 
sinular influence. Another mode of such extension is pointed 
out to be by the sinus petrosus superior, which Dr. von 
Troeltsch has shown to exist in the foetal condition as a 
vascular prolongation of the dura mater, and on the importance 
of which in its pathological relations he specially dwells. 

Of the cases of abscess of the brain one is, we believe, unique 
from the fact that the abscesses were multiple, and that one 
was on the side opposite to the diseased ear. 

Some of the cases illustrate the rapidity with which fatal 
brain symptoms may appear after long-standing disease of the 
ear. It has been known that abscess of the brain may often be 
apparently latent. In some of Dr. von Troeltsch’s cases the 
final course was very acute, in one of abscess ending fatally in 
thirty hours, and in another of meningitis in less than twenty- 
four after the first cerebral sjonptoms. Dr. von Troeltsch very 
properly ealls attention to the fact that patients with otorrhoea 
must be regarded as unsafe subjects for life assurance, and 
should be rejected for military purposes. He has noticed that 
few elderly persons have had otorrhoea of long continuance, 
and raises the question whether this is due to the curability of 
the disease or to the fact that it tends to shorten life. 

As regards the causes of otitis, he lays great stress on the 
evil effects of allowing secretions to accumulate in the tym¬ 
panic cavity. His cases contain various illustrations of such 
final causes, for which we must refer our readers to the original, 
pointing out that .these accumulations frequently form masses 
resembling the cholesteatoma or “ tumeur perlo” of Cruveil- 
hier, and which has been further described by Virchow. Dr. 
von Troeltsch has pointed out that the first effect of syringing 
the ear when these accumulations are present is to produce 
considerable pain, and this is sometimes the case when the 
patient has previously been free from suffering. He attributes 
this to the swelling caused in these masses by the imbibition of 
water, as the pain commonly ceases when they are evacuated. 
Pain resulting from syringing is not, therefore, always in his 
opinion to be regarded as a contraindication for the continuance 
of this process. In some cases, however, syringing is not 
■without its dangers, and in one where the membrana tympani 
was absent the author is disposed to attribute a fatal termina¬ 
tion to too much force being accidentally applied, by wliich 
means the stapes, being free, was pressed too strongly against 
the fenestra ovalis, and thus opened a passage into the labyrinth. 

Another subject of practical importance here brought forward 
relates to the removal of polypi. The author points out that 
these are usually only a consequence and indication of inflam¬ 
matory action, and that their mere removal is of comparatively 
little value without attention being directed to the primary 
diseased condition. 

We think that enough has been said to induce our readers to 
study the work in its entirety. It is to be desired that Dr. 
von Troeltsch’s careful and able work should be as well known 
in this country as it is abroad ; and we would recommend to 
the Sydenham Society the propriety of publishing a translation 
of the author’s contribution on Aural Surgery, contained in the 
third volume of Pitha and Billroth ’ s “ Handbuch der Chiriirgie,’ ’ 
and which embodies a valuable epitome of recent German and 
other work on this class of diseases. 

The late Me. Johnstone.—An aj)pointment of some 
importance has become vacant at St. Thomas’s Hospital by the 
death of Mr. William Johnstone, its receiver. As the Hospital 
possesses large landed property, the receiver has considerable 
responsibility. Mr. Johnstone was peculiarly fitted for the 
office, not simply as an accountant, but, with a general know¬ 
ledge of the value of property, he was able, in a courteous and 
pleasant manner, to conduct the necessary correspondence, as 
well as the arrangements for letting the house and farm pro¬ 
perties of the Hospital. The treasurer and governors vdll be 
fortunate if they succeed in obtaining a successor to Mr. John¬ 
stone of equal fitness for the appointment.—Solicitors’ Journal. 
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE. 

—- 

EEANCE. 

{From our Surr/ical Correspondent^ 

Paeis, August 16. 

The Paris Faculty of Medicine—FLoxu to make Professors Popular— 
Female Poctors in Paris—M. Leon Lefort and Tent Sospitals— 
Jlotv to avoid Pyamia. 

The Paris Medical Faculty closed on Saturday, the 14th. It 
is at the closure, instead of the opening- of the school, that the 
commencement celebrations have been held for the last two years. 
This is done to avoid disturbances, which of late had become 
the order of the day on the part of the students. As the 
session draws to a close, many of them, having finished their 
studies, leave for their homes; others go to the country; while 
the real students, those who do remain, are less noisy.' An 
additional precaution, however, is still taken by M. Wurtz, the 
Dean of the Faculty; this consists in a printed permission 
which students have to obtain for entering the amphitheatre. 

Everything passed off quietly. I may say, en passant, that 
it is an exceedingly difficult matter here in Paris to keep 
students quiet. The police alone, whenever they interfere—as 
was the case some three months ago in the affair of Eegnauld 
—seem to get the best of it. The Professors are less for¬ 
tunate. They are certainly very much influenced by outside 
opinion, for in most of the differences wliich have arisen in 
the last few years the students have nearly always been suc¬ 
cessful. Tardieit had to resign his Deanship. Robin, when 
he became too severe at the examinations, was hooted at and 
harassed until he became not only one of the easiest of 
examiners, but even poptxlar. The same thing occurred with 
M. Baillon, Professor of Natural Histoi-y, who now never re¬ 
fuses a candidate, however little botany he may know; and the 
late troubles with Professor Regnauld have equally ended in 
the triumph of the students : from being one of the most severe 
judges, he now accepts everybody. Wurtz is probably the 
only one who does not yield. Is it for this that he has been 
prornoted, five days ago, to the grade of Commander in the 
Legion of Honour P Thus much par jjarenthese. 

The ceremonies consisted in Professor Lasagne’s eulogy on 
Trousseau. M. Lasegue, though not an orator, composes 
beautifully; his discourse was received with sympathy and the 
warmest applause. Professor Bouchardat called over the names 
of the graduates whose thesis had received a recompense. The 
first Surgical prize, consisting of a silver medal, was gained by 
Dr. Good. This is, I beheve, the first time that this honour- 
has been conferred upon a foreigner. 

Not half of the Professors were present at the meeting, many 
of them being abseirt from the city taking a holiday. 

I am pleased, and have heard others say the same, about your 
opinion, in last week’s Medical Times and Gazette, on female 
doctors. We too, here in Paris, have two women studying 
Medicine—one a Yankee lady from Massachusetts, the other 
a Russian, I believe. 

Wlienever Physicians with a foreign diploma wish to pass 
their examinations so as to receive the degree of Doctor of the 
Pai-is Facifity, a demand must be made to the school, whence, if 
accepted, it passes to the Minister of Public Instruction for 
approval. The first application of this kind made by one of 
these women to the Faculty was energetically and unanimously 
refused. But this did no good; the Minister overruled the 
Faculty, and decided otherwise. How encouraging it must be 
to the lovers of women’s rights to witness, for instance, as I 
have, one of these ladies by the side of a patient in the Hos¬ 
pital suffering from stricture of the urethra, and the interne 
asking her to pass the catheter ! This is elevating woman ! 

I had the pleasure of meeting Professor Pirrie, of Aberdeen 
University,^ here a few clays ago. The Professor expressed 
great astonishment at the manner in which the French dress 
wounds. ^ He had witnessed an amputation of the thigh the 
day previous at the Charitc, and the Surgeon, instead of 
attempting union by first intention, had stuffed the wound, 
down to the bone, with lint and cotton. 

This is a practice which, I believe, astonishes every one coming 
to Paris. Yet, in answer to the question “ Wliy do you not 
try union by first intention ? ” we are told by all, “ Impossible! 
Accidents {i.e., pycemia) are sure to follow.” 

In order, however, to show Professor Pirrie some surgery 

more in conformity with English views, I invited him to 
accompany me the following day to see the Hospital tents 
which M. Lefort, Surgeon to the Cochin Hospital, has had 
constructed. Wounds here were differently treated, and looked 
different. No other dressings than cold water, or this and 
alcohol or carbolic acid, are used—no fatty substances, no 
salves, no ointments, no heating bandages. There is a sponge 
for every patient, and the greatest cleanliness is observed. 
Thanks to these precautions, the Cochin Hospital—not only 
the tents—has had less accidents than any other in Paris, and 
for the last two years, since M. Lefort has had charge of the 
Surgical wards, not a single case of erysipelas has occurred. 

The largest tent, of which at some future day I may send a 
description, contains eighteen beds. These tents are a gTeat 
step onwards, and I think a year or two -will prove why 
pytemia is so prevalent in our Hospitals. 

M. Lefort afterwards showed us his laboratory—a thing 
almost unknown in other Hospitals—for vivisections, chemical 
and histological researches. Every material necessary to 
examine or preserve j)athological specimens is here found. 
One of the adjoining rooms serves for photographing, and we 
had the satisfaction of seeing the portrait of a woman who 
had suffered resection of the knee for white swelling, the second 
success out of three of M. Lefort’s resections of the knee-joint. 

After a hurried visit through the wards of the Hospital, 
where among other patients we saw a man who had been cured 
of a complete paralysis and atrophy of the right arm, con¬ 
sequent upon a luxation reduced ten months ago, by the con¬ 
tinued current. Professor Pirrie was delighted with his morn¬ 
ing- visit, and could not thank me enough for having brought 
him to see “ so clever and instructive a man.” 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 

—-- 

POISONING BY DEVONSHIRE JUNKET. 

Lettees eeom C. W. Whitby, M.D., and Aieeed S. 
Tayloe, M.D., F.R.S. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and G-azette.] 

SiE,—I enclose a detail for publication in your next issue of 
the cases of poisoning by junket which have recently occurred 
at Honiton, accounts of which have appeared in several of the 
daily papers. The symptoms were so peculiar, and their 
occurrence from the eating of junket alone so rare (if not alto¬ 
gether unprecedented), that though I concluded they were due 
either to some decomposition in the rennet or milk, and not to 
any poisonous substance which might have been added either 
accidentally or otherwise, yet I determined to seek the opinion 
of Professor Taylor on the subject; and I think I cannot do 
better than transcribe my letter to him, with his reply, leaving 
your readers to form their owm conclusions, and, I hope, to 
help us by recounting similar instances occurring in their ow’u 
experience. I am, &c. 

Ottery St. Mary, August 18. Chaeles W. Whitby. 

“ Ottery St. Mary, August 15. 
“ Dear Sir,—Presuming upon your kindness on one or two 

former occasions, I venture to ask if you will give me the 
benefit of your valuable opinion in elucidating- a cuiious case 
of apparent poisoning which has occurred in this neighboui-hood. 

“ The facts are these. On Sunday last (this day week), the 
Rev. Prebendary Maokarness, rector of Honiton, and his family 
had, both at their early cRnner and at suj)per, a dish of Devon¬ 
shire junket, of which all of them, with the exception of Mrs., 
Miss Mackamess, the youngest child, aged 4, and tw'o servants, 
partook on both occasions (nine persons in all). At supper, 
the Hon. Mr. Lyttleton, one of the rector’s curates, was there, 
and also ate of the junket. All went to bed and slept well; 
but in the morning, between about 5 and 8 a.m., all those who 
had partaken of the junket at dinner were seized -svith ilhiess. 
In the case of the rector himself the symptoms were faintness, 
shivering, and languor, followed in a few hours by diarrhoea; 
but -with the rest pain in the stomach, vomiting, and diarrhcea 
were the first indications. Later in the day, by some lioiu-s, 
Mr. Lyttleton and Miss Mackamess, who only jiartook at supper 
were similarly attacked (though in the latter there was no 
vomiting for twenty-four hours), pain in the head, feverish¬ 
ness, and diarrhoea being the fii’st symptoms. All those who 
had taken no junket remained quite well. 

“ I have been in attendance on the family ever since, and the 
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symptoms—i.e., I should say, the diarrhoea and pain in the 
bowels—have continued with all of them (although much 
abated in some) up to the present time. The actions of the 
bowels have been very loose and offensive, quite like those of 
fever; the tongues coated with creamy furs, and with reddish 
lips ; the pulses not much quickened, except in the case of the 
youngest giid, aged 7. Where the fever has been intermittent 
in character, no rash has appeared on the skin in any case. 
The rector himself, and two boys aged 18 and lo, are, I may 
say, convalescent; but in their case the motions are still very 
loose. 

“ Mr. Lyttleton, who does not live in the house, and has been 
under the care of Dr. Jerard, is about again. I have seen him 
to-day. He tells me that his bowels do not act more than 
once in the twenty-foiir hours, but that they are stUl loose, 
and his lips dryish ; otherwise he seems well. 

“ The servants—i.e., the cook who made the junket, and the 
housemaid—have been under the care of Dr. Mayne. They, 
'especially the former, have been much worse than any of the 
family, probably from having kept about more for the first day 
or two. I have seen them to-day with their Medical attendant. 
Tiie cook still suffers from vomiting and considerable diarrhoea. 
Her tongaie is dry and coated, and her j)ulse very quick; there 
are no spots on the chest or abdomen. 

And now as to the junket, to which I think everything 
points as in some way the origin of the mischief, for no one 
who did not partake of it has suffered iu the least. It was made 
•on Sunday morning from the whole of that morning’s milk 
taken from a cow that had recently calved, and whose calf was 
still sucking, that cow and calf being at the time and since 
perfectly well. The milk was warmed in a tin saucepan, used 
for the same and other purposes both before and since. The 
curd was turned mth a piece of rennet that was in the house, 
and which had been used only a week before for a similar pur- 
13033. A piece of the same rennet was taken home by me, 
added, after cooking, to some milk, and then given to two cats, 
but u ith 3ut in any way affecting them. (The same thing was 
tried upon rabbits with a similar I’esult.) The brandy used 
was that in general use in the house, and the sugar was given 
out the day before to the cook, and some of the same has been 
used both before and since. No other ingredient was used, with 
the exception of nutmeg. The milk from the cow of the 
evening before and after was taken by all members of the 
family, including the youngest boy, but none of them have 
suffered but the jimket eaters. To crown all, the pig, who 
had the washings of the dishes, was so iU the next day that his 
life was despaired of, though after a good scouring he is now 
liimself again. 

“It seems to me that there must have been something 
deleterious in the rennet, although it had no ill effect upon 
other animals, but I cannot understand the symptoms lasting 
so long and presenting so close a resemblance to those of typhoid 
fever; therefore, if you would kindly write me on the subject, 
I should esteem it a great favour. 

“ I remain, dear Sir, 
“ Yours very faithfully, 

“Chaeles W. Whitby.” 

“ 15, St. James’s-terrace, Regent’s-park, August 16. 

“ Dear Sir,—I have carefully considered the whole of the 
details of the cases of poisoning from food, as described in 
your letter of yesterday. The only conclusions to which I 
can come are, first, that no mineral or vegetable poison was 
added to the junket; and, second, that the symptoms resemble 
those which arise from animal food which has undergone 
partial decomposition or decay. I have known similar symptoms 
arise from cheese, and in one case two childi-en suffered from 
the use of milk taken from a cow which was not in good health. 
I found in this case blood mixed with the milk. 

“ It is probable that the milk used for the junket had under¬ 
gone the lactic and butyric fermentations, and that lactic and 
butyric acids had been produced in unusual quantity. These 
organic acids are irritating to the mucous membrane of the 
stomach and bowels, and might well account for the symptoms 
under wMch your patients suffered. As the cow had recently 
calved, there may have been some colostrum with the milk, and 
this would more readily undergo a chemical change. Although 
the cow’s milk did not affect the calf, it may have been so 
changed by exposure to air as to render it in a few hours irri¬ 
tant to the simple stomach and bowels of a human being. The 
calf draws the milk in a perfectly unoxidised state from the 
teat. Milk drawn in the ordinary way should be neutral, but 
it almost always is found acid in an hour or two, and some 

samples more acid than others, the secreted milk not being 
always in a healthy state. 

“ All the cases resemble animal-food poisoning in the length 
of time after the meal before symptoms came on, in the simi¬ 
larity of the symptoms, in the head symptoms and feverish¬ 
ness, and in the recovery of all after the action on the stomach 
and bowels. 

“ The rennet may have operated by favouring the lactic fer¬ 
mentation. If it had contained a mineral acid, it would 
have acted upon all animals, and produced effects on mouth, 
throat, etc. 

“ I return you your letter, but I shall be glad to have a 
memorandum of the cases for reference in a future edition of 
my book on poisons. 

“ You are perfectly welcome to this opinion. 
“ Believe me, dear Sir, 

“ Yours very tridy, 
“C. W. Whitby, Esq.” “ Alfeed S. Tayloe. 

CHARGE OF NEGLECT AGAINST A MEDICAL MAN. 

Lettee eeoji Me. D. Hartley. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I beg to send my account of the accident mentioned in 
to-day’s Times. As I was going to see a case of midwifery, I 
was taken unexpectedly to the police-station to see a man who, 
they said, had met with an accident. He was stripped, and I 
examined him, found an abrasion of the skin beneath the right 
groin, no fracture or dislocation. The patient was intoxicated 
at the time, and made no complaint of any pain. I never saw 
the case afterwards. I am, &c. 

D. Haetley, M.E.C.S.L. 
Fern House, Accrington, August 18. 

THE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (ANIMALS) BILL. 

Letter feosi Dr. Brewer, M.P. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—My objections to the seventh schedule of Mr. Foster’s 
Contagious Diseases (Animals) BiU, which is herewith sent, as 
well as the vote-paper containing the three amendments pro¬ 
posed by me on July 13, (a) are—first, that by tins schedule the 
Legislature for the first time sanctions, and thereby encourages, 
the oiDen sale of meat derived from animals laboiulng under a 
disease induced by specific virus poisoning the blood. 

The history of this disease, known in Bohemia and Silesia as 
the “ Lungen-seuehe,” is in England not that of an enzootic. I 
do not find its birth or cradle in any of our native pastures; it is 
an imported disease. It is a native of Asia and Southern Africa, 
and, when found among our herds, it has invariably been 
traceable to the introduction of some beast of an infected lot 
which has found its way into the market, pasture, or among 
the cattle of our native herd. The incubative stage is a very 
long one ; all eminent veterinary authorities allow it to reach 
thirty and some even to forty days. Duiing this period but 
little indication is visible of the havoc the poison^ is really 
making, but within a week of the exhibition of disease the 
pulse is accelerated, and the thermometric indications of active 
febrile accession come on. The “rule ” indicative of the local 
development may now be observed, true pleuro-pneumonia 
supervenes, and, if the animal dies of disease, gangTene of lung 
and adhesions of pleui-a wiU very commonly bo found. From 
the tenth day before the rale is audible the beast loses flesh, 
and, as the attack progresses, this wasting is very noticeable. 

But this disease is now rarely allowed to have its fatal termi¬ 
nation in and about London, for the ovraer of the cattle finds 
it more profitable and a less risk to have the infected beasts 
slaughtered and sold to the butcher. In 1862 out of 44 dairies 
containing 879 cows 490 were killed on account of the disease, 
but so greatly accelerated was the decomposition that 96 of 

(a) The following was the amendment proposed by Dr. Brewer:—Seventh 
Schedule, after line 29, in.sert, “ Cattle affected with pleui-o-pneumonia, and 
slaughtered imder the provisions of this Act, shall not be sold in the fresh 
state, but only after being submitted to salting ; and carcasses of anunals 
slain with this disease sold for consumption in a fresh state shall subject 
the seller to the penalties provided for the infringement of the provisions 
of this Act. The ofifal of cattle affected with pleuro-pneumonia shall be 
treated with quick lime or other disinfectant. Other cattle in the same 
field or premises shall be placed imder the supervision of the local authority, 
and subjected to such preventive measures to arrest the spread of the con¬ 
tagion as shall be directed by the Privy Council.” 
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the carcases were sold for pigs’ meat and 394 for human food, 
and of a second batch, out of 584 slaughtered labouring under 
the disease 187 were found to he in a state fit only for pigs’ 
meat and 397 for human food. Thi.s history proves amply that 
the animal at the time of its slaughter was in a diseased con¬ 
dition ; that the disease had infected every organ and every 
member of the body; that, so far from the animal being in a 
condition of fattening, it was in process of emaciation ; that its 
flesh was, when sold to thebutcher, at best in a state of adultera¬ 
tion consequent on the poisoning of the blood. 

2. The flesh had not simply lost much of its nutritive property, 
ut was infected with a poison destructive to animal hfe. 

3. The easy slaughter and sale of meat derived from infected 
animals facilitate the concealment of the disease, and con¬ 
sequently favom' its propagation, whilst they hinder that 
vigorous search for an appheation of hygienic preventives, 
which can alone bring immunity to holders of stock and safety 
to the general pubhc. The milk of cows affected with this 
disease is often found to produce griping diarrhoea and thrush, 
and the flesh sold in open market as the flesh of animals killed 
in “ condition” is at best a fraud. 

The test proposed is that all flesh derived from animals 
slaughtered in lung disease should be subjected to salting; if 
the animal were killed in an advanced stage, the flesh will 
rarely, if ever, be preserved by the salting—“ it would not take 
the salt,” as the phrase is; if it does “take the salt” it is 
simply harder than meat in prime condition, and will require 
longer boiling. 

It was impossible, from the lateness of the hour at which I 
rose to speak, to do more than sketch very cui’sorily my points. 
The House (being about to rise) asked me to bring up my 
amendments again on the report, but Mr. Toster rephed to me 
that the Bill was to legislate for the health of beasts, and not 
of men. Of this I was but too firmly convinced without Mr. 
Foster’s confession, and it is this which lies at the root of all 
defective legislation. Men are so engTossed with the immediate 
obj ect before them, that they lose sight of the ultimate obj ect 
of this and of all legislation, the health and welfare of the 
people who are the subjects governed, and for whose welfare 
governments are and were estabhshed. 

When the report came up it was only at half-past three in the 
morning-, and, as I said in the House, it was impossible, after 
sitting thirteen hours in the Hoiise, that I could attempt to 
detain the House by a succinct account of the history and 
nature of the disease, and the grounds on which I felt it my 
duty to press my amendments. My only chance was to raise 
my objections to this schedule in the Lords’. But the session 
had already elasped, and although I laid my reasons before 
some noble Lords in writing, all hope was gone, and on Tues¬ 
day last the Bill passed and received the Royal assent. 

In as short an article as I could, I have shown you both why 
and how I endeavoured to prevent a most unwise, unthrifty, 
and, as I persuade myself, ruinous provision. It will never do 
to let things go on in this fashion ; but at present I cry alone 
in a wilderness. I am, &c. 

August 12. W. Beeweb. 

THE LATE ROBERT KEATE. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Your correspondent is not wrong- when he says there 
are few men living- who can pretend to describe Robert 
Keate. I do not grieve with him, however, at the loss of the 
papers that were promised. It is known that autobiographies 
are wont to prove disappointing, of which, if an instance were 
wanting, it might be found in that one left to us by Brodie, a 
most misleading document, with httle of nature’s hues. 

Robert Keate was, I think, beyond a doubt, a nephew of the 
Surgeon at St. G-eorge’s who had also a court appointment, was 
one of the Army Examining Board, and bore the selfsame name 
as he. It is quite new to mo that he was in the na-vy. Against 
so decided an assertion as that of your able correspondent I 
will not undertake to deny it. There was a general feeling 
among his friends that he had spent a short time in the 
army, and that he drew a small pension thence; but he never 
spoke about this. I can, at least, take upon me to declare 
that from now some seventy years back he attended on the 
Princess Amelia, and was at that time living in Windsor 
Castle. Her Royal Highness had then a white swelling or 
some affection of the knee that required his daily attention. 
Keate was then a very young man, placed there no doubt by 
older heads, for whom he was loctem tenens, and I think beyond 
question by his vmcle, a Surgeon of very great eminence, 

whose interest with the royal family stood very high indeed. 
A recommendation from the sailor prince would not have 
had weight in that quarter ; in the bosom of the royal family 
his opinion had not that amount of sw'ay. When Keate 
was seventy years of age, I have heard him sometimes men¬ 
tioned as young Keate; by this name he was always knowui in 
Windsor, to distinguish him plainly from his uncle. By a very 
ancient inhabitant I have even heard him described as rather an- 
assuming young man. His marriage with the daughter of a 
gentleman, who was a member of the royal household, may 
have strengthened his hold on the family, at least in those early 
days. A friend of mine now deceased, the late Dr. West, 
of Greenwich, and formerly of the Kent militia, has described 
to me more than once Keate’s first amputation at St. George’s, 
soon after his appointment to the Hospital, when still a young- 
man of small experience. It was a timid bungling perform¬ 
ance, and extorted much envious criticism, his rmcle scolding 
aU the time. No force of words, I verily believe, could have 
served to persuade Dr. West that Keate had become a good 
operator. 

When first I was brought more nearly into contact with the- 
late Robert Keate, he might be said to be in his prime as regards 
Professional ability. I accompanied him in his carriage to St. 
George’s, to be entered under his name and to pay there the 
Surgeons’ fees. He told me in his crusty way that, were he 
beginning life, he would rather turn shoeblack for a trade, or- 
take to the chimney-sweeping line, than trust to a Surgical 
career. His wife, in more chosen terms, would express the very 
same opinion. But already I was under bond—I -wish now 
with all my heart that I had taken his homely ad-vice and 
let a few hundreds go ! It is scarcely necessary to say that 
I walked the Hospitals with Keate. His portrait should 
have been taken then—a square compact little man, -with 
a rough complaining sort of voice, going through his 
task very leisurely. In conversation at odd times, or when 
■wiping his hands in the wards after the usual preliminary scour, 
"with his head well thro-wn in the air and one foot well planted 
forwards, and talking- very aptly and intelligently, you could 
not mistake in him the gentleman. He had nothing of nasty 
pride, and was not a bit of a don. He had the best tone of all our 
men, not excepting the lordly Chambers; and yet, if the compari¬ 
son may be allowed, -vvdth all its weakness of indication there was 
something of the Scotch terrier roughness in all that he said 
and did. He was always a favourite with the pupils. I never 
heard him tm-ned into ridicule, in .spite of his trying ways. He 
was a fairly educated man. I have known him quote Latin 
smartly, which is more than I ever heard from Brodie, who 
was supposed, but I think erroneously, to have had a superior 
education. Keate was perfect in minor Surgery, the placing of 
hmbs, and bandaging, splints, piUows, strapping, and aU that. 
Herein he contrasted -with Brodie, who knew indeed as httle of 
dressing, as he did of drugs and therapeutics—he was thoroughly 
ignorant of both. The only man I have ever kno-wn who could 
construct a hnseed poultice was the aforesaid Robert Keate. 
From tliis exception I exclude myself, but I learnt it -with some 
pains from him. When water-dressing and vulneraries have 
sufficiently fatigued attention, and Liston and Lister are for¬ 
gotten, honest hnseed shah then have its own. Keate did 
marvels with the red precipitate, such as I have not seen with 
other Surgeons. “ My uncle used it for many years. I have 
used it ah my hfe, that’s why I always use it.” This reply he 
made to a student who wanted a reason forsooth. He was by 
no means averse to blue hnt nor even to Armenian bole. In 
fact, I have thought at times, that-sometliing of the old French 
Surgery must have filtered down into Keate—a school with 
many exceUences. He was, I think, in standard operations 
the very best operator that I have seen, with not the least at¬ 
tempt at display. His circular amputations were perfection. 
WKen Liston first appeared in London, as it happened I 
was thrown by the side of this very popular Surgeon. I 
■witnessed some of his operations in private as weU as in 
pubhc. They were unequal, not creditable performances, 
and contrasted most disadvantageously with what I had 
been used to see of Keate’s. He had also the exceeding 
bad taste to speak contemptuously of Keate and of London 
Surgeons generaUy. It was some time before I could divest 
myself of a prejudice I thus early acquired against this 
boastful adventurer, this dashing blundering Surgeon. In 
London he had much to loam, and he learnt it, I allow, vei-y 
fast. In the lateral operation for stone, Keate liked the bistoire- 
each e, whether it be for boys or adults. The blunt gorget he 
freely used. I remember now seeing him operate for vesico- 
vagmal fistula. “ Anything a Frenchman can do an Enghsh- 
man may undertake,” was a remark he made about it; but ho 
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tvas really not inventive or intellectual, as it is called, nor even 
a reading man, yet out of liis own experience he was less at a 
loss than others. I have seen him set Brodie right, and the 
other have to take it of him. He Avas also the more careful 
Surgeon. In his treatment of diseases of the joints he was 
rather more free than Brodie in using the potassa fusa, and I 
feel sure that I have seen the pain much relieved by the use of 
caustic issues in certain joint-diseases. I remember, when I 
Avas his dresser, a sero-cystic tumour of the breast which he 
brought Avholly away by ligature. The base of the tumour 
Avas encircled by a moderate skein of silk, and tightened some 
few times weekly. The enormous mass was thus strangled, 
and the case turned out very well. His judgment about 
tumours was very good; but his knowledge was entirely em¬ 
pirical ; yet, although his range was narrow, he Avas not an 
enemy to new things. I do not think he cared for anatomy • 
any more than Brodie did. He had no other tastes than for 
Siu’gery. He assisted admirably at operations, and was a very 
excellent colleague, not at all a party man. 

Keate was certainly not liberal—I mean large-minded and 
generous—in no sense was he enlightened aboA'e his class and 
times, in understanding nor yet in conscience. He was not 
above taking a pupil in the same unprincipled way that was 
common, and indeed a rule, with most great Hospital Surgeons— 
a fee of some hundreds to be paid, and nothing given in return, 
or next to nothing at least, Avith a prospective \dew to patronage 
Avhenever an opening might occur. He had but one pupil that 
I know of—a A^ery good fellow, but not brig-ht. He became a 
dentist at Boulogne. 

I cannot believe of Keate that royalty brought him to ruin. 
Keate Avas not quite the stamp of man to carve out for himself 
a career. We know of the great Brunswick family that 
nothing of parsimony attaches to them, nor did they under¬ 
stand economy. Much good service Avent unrewarded. Much 
devotion was ill repaid. The Duke of York’s debt and the 
Prince’s fell heavy on many good men. Keate’s pviblic appoint¬ 
ments were uncommonly good. Their figure Avas certainly 
high. He had a consulting- practice at Windsor that might help 
to pay his post-chaises. Keate was not altogether fortunate in 
life ; he had very great crosses to bear ; but a man who can pay 
his way and leave a fair family to siicceed him, in the Medical 
Profession at least, is not an unsuccessful man. Thoiigh 
economical himself, and living Avithin moderate bounds, he had 
ever a first-class home. His family moved in a circle that it is 
rather the right than the rule of a Surgeon’s family to move 
in. He was naturally and justly proud of his children, and, I 
believe, was a most indulgent father. When I dined -with 
Keate as a student, the appointments were all of the best, and 
not a shade of anything de troj}- The Duke of Cambridge 
dined with Keate. I do not know what part he played in that 
cauldron of hostile ingredients, the College in Lincoln’s-inn- 
fields. The systemwas wholly Venetian, and the same in the Hos¬ 
pital staffs; one neA^er knew what had happened or what was 
coming next. I have heard him tell the story of the charter. It is 
no secret now, I believe, that this precious piece of legislation was 
one of Sir James Graham’smud-pies. Itwassentvery summarily 
to the College, Avith the notice that the Government had been 
engaged upon that head of subject long enough, and that they 
must either take it or leave it, to be that or none at all. Twenty- 
four hours given for a reply. The College did not behave 
with becoming spirit on the occasion. I do not think that 
Brodie and Keate were otherwise accountable than this for 
what was most odious in the charter, but rather lamented its 
injustice, and Avould have mitigated its unkind usurpations. 
Brodio was a Russell Whig, and he might have had the ear 
of the Government accordingly, as it was then constituted. 
LaAvrence was the Deus ex maehina, or bad genius of the epoch, 
too well seconded by Stanley, his satellite. Nor were they 
slow to disown their work, or slow to lay it to profit. To us 
sparse members of the craft, AAdthout metropolitan privilege, 
the Act, Avith all the stain upon it, was in the main perhaps 
beneficial. As life went on Avith Keate, the event of Brodie 
being sent for to lance the swelled legs of royalty, and the 
promise by the grateful George the Fourth, to this liighly 
fortunate man, of the appointment of Serjeant-Surgeon in the 
reign of the monarch succeeding, was A'ery much discussed at 
the time; it must have told heavily upon the subject of this 
memoir, however, that the matter was accommodated. In 
the latter period of his life he hung on St. George’s too 
long; there were others very eager for his shoes. The same 
has been seen elsewhere. It was then with him a frequent 
l.iment how many five guineas he had given in annual sub¬ 
scription to St. George’s. This was still necessary to make him 
a governor and to secure him a place at the Board above the 

level of a servant. His House-Surgeoncy, as I have been 
informed, was the only one then worth having, as something 
was left to be performed, something committed to trust. He 
would drop in at ii-regular hours and change the ordinary diets 
to broth, for Keate was very slow to learn the tonic treatment 
of pyrexia. His memory at this time was not good, and his 
strain was wholly one of elegy—one long incessant complain¬ 
ing. I chanced to see him tie the femoral a short time 
before his retirement ; though his sight Avas then getting bad, 
he set about it con amore, Avith the greatest skill and coolness 
possible. 

The brother of Keate was an Eton master, under Goodall in 
his early career, and later head-master at Eton. His history 
is largely Avritten on the bottoms of little boys—a good Avorldng 
man in his day, of no great intellectual calibre, but, like his 
brother Bob, a character. Keate’s son is the governor of a 
colony, another Robert Keate. His daughters are well 
bestowed. One of them was married to Dr. Page, a Physician 
of great mental accomplishments, who is now lost to the Pro¬ 
fession, having died a few years back. Tliis is all I can find to 
say of my old respected acquaintance, from whom I have taken 
good and ill. I only fear I have been led to describe a man of 
gTeat merit and eminence with something of zoological minute¬ 
ness, as Cowper describes his hares. His portrait in the 
board-room of St. George’s is very much in the sign-board 
style. It serves to show the inroads of decay, but nothing of 
his livelier breath, nothing of his more courtly address, nothing 
of his fresher form. It even j ars upon my remembrance. 

I am, &c. Beekb. 

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. 

[To tlie Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

giE^.—With reference to certain queries in the House of 
Commons by Lord Bury, referred to in your issue of July 31, 
relative to alleged abuses of patronage and power, I quite agTee 

with you that neither Lord Bury nor the officers of the Medical 
Department can or ought to rest content Avith an explanation 
so unsatisfactory as to be inaudible, and therefore the question 
ought to be repeated without delay. 

it is believed that Mr. Cardwell’s reply was, in substance, 
sic volo, siejuheo. Noav, a flagrant abuse of the roster involved 
in the practice of retaining a few officers, in no way specially 
distingaiished, in what can only be termed life appointments; 
for although nominally for flve years, they are virtually renew¬ 
able for life at the will of the Secretary for War. 

So great and manifest an injustice is this to the working 
officers of the Department, who really perform the whole of 
the foreign and field service, while they see the promotion, 
honour, and rewards given to these fortunate gentlemen, “ Avho 
stay at home at ease,” that I hope that portion of the Medical 
press not favourable to the abuses at Wliitehall-yard going 
on for so many years, will assist us in exposing and remedying 
them. I am, &c. Eaieplay. 

United Service Club, August 3. 

SOLDIERS’ DIET IN INDIA. 

Lettee feom Assistant-Suegeon Alcock. 

FTo the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,_“ I have long been conAinced that many cases of 
hypersemia, bilious congestion, enlargement and partial fatty 
degeneration of the liver cells, are caused simply by diet.” 
Such Avas the opinion expressed by Dr. Parkes in his Avork on 
Hygiene, in 1864; and in a paper on the climate and cUseases 
of one of our military stations in Oude, published in our 
columns, we have this opinion reiterated by another Medical 
officer, shoAving that the same cause still exists, followed by like 

The direct relation of food to force has been so clearly laid 
doAvn by the experiments and reasoning of Professor Haugh- 
ton, that we cannot help seeing that whfle we persist m 
overfeeding men whose bodies are placed in a medium the 
warmth of which is but little, if at aU, below their own noraal 
temperatures, whose loss of heat is thereby reduced to^ a 
minimum, and Avhose expenditure of force by physical exercise 
is at the same time at its loAvest, we are but throA^^ng 
additional work on certain organs, whose ^ functions must be 
disordered in their attempt to dispose of this su^lus. 

All innovation must be productive of dissatisfaction, but we 
cannot help thinking that it would be worth the consideration 
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of tlie authorities whether it would not be desirable to propose 
the issue of meat to soldiers during' the hot weather in India 
on tliree days a week only, oifering the optional substitution 
of money compensation therefor, with which other lighter 
articles of diet might be purchased, analogous to the extra 
messing fund now existing. 

It may be raised, as an objection to this, that the money 
woidd be bnt diverted to the canteen, and be ultimately more 
productive of miscliief. And here again reorganisation is more 
than ever needed. Would any Physician advise a client 
projecting a trip to a tropic climate to be sure to drink, during 
the hottest weather, rum nearly up to proof, and beer which 
has to be manufactured much stronger than that used for 
home consumption to prevent its being spoiled by the heat ? 
Were cheap light Avines introduced, men would at first despise 
them, but doubtless would ere long find that they turned out 
for ppade vrith much less “of ahead” on a morning after 
drinkmg them. I am, &c. N. Alcoce, 

Aldershot, July 23. Assistant-Surgeon, 30th Regiment. 

DR. RICHARDSON’S PAINLESS KNIEE. 

Lettee feom De. P. W. Richaedson. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Allow me, in reply to the letter of “ The Times Corre¬ 
spondent of the Leeds Meeting,” published in your last im¬ 
pression, to say that his good memory did for once fail him. 
I remember haA'-iug a very brief and friendly gossip Avith hini 
as i was hastening to one of the meetings, and that the snbject 
01 my paper was mentioned; but I certainly made no report to 
him of having performed anywhere the experiment winch he 
related in his report, and this for the simple reason that the 
exjDeriment, as detailed, was never performed. 

In correcting the errer—and I really had no alternative but 
to correct it, for it caused me real anxiety—I conveyed no im- 
putation, nor was any deserved, and I accept the error pnrely 
as an accidental misinterpretation of expression, gathered in 
the hurry of collecting for instant publication the details of a 
^eat meeting at which the business everywhere was hurried 
to the utmost. I am, &c. 

12, Hinde-street, August 18. B. W. Richaedsoi^. 

OBITUARY. 
-o-- 

CHARLES WING, M.R.C.S., 

Died at Hammersmith on the 9th inst. in his 77th year. 
He was educated at St. Bartholomew’s, and was for many years 
m large general practice at Louth in Liucohislure. He snb- 
sequently came to London, and practised at St. John’s Wood 
in partnership AAuth the late Mr. EdAAun Fogg, and afterwards 
Avith _Mr. Hemy AnceU. He was an amiable man and a good 

Surgeon. He was known as tke author of a volume 
which attracted considerable attention in its day, entitled “ The 

This publication had consider¬ 
able influence in mitigating the factory laws. 

DAVID FERGUSON. 

We have to record the death, at the mature age of 81, of one 
who, though not a^ member of the Medical Profession, was 
yet so intimately linked AArith it during Ids long life as to 
have earned an honorary addition to his title—namely. Mi- 
Ferguson, sen., of Giltspur-street, the well-known Siu-geons’ 

• T>avid Ferguson was born at Glasgow 
in 1789, and he settled in London when Surgical instruments 
appliances, and apparatus were, as regards finish, mechanicai 
skill, and adp^ptation to purpose, in their infancy. Mr. Fer- 
^son’s patience,' unwearied energy, his great strength of 
hanu and ready comprehension, gained for him an amount of 
confidence among the higher members of the Surgical Profes- 

reputation hitherto unsurpassed. The late Sir 
Wilham LaAvrence, Mr. Earle, and Mr. Stanley and others 
availed themselves constantly of Ifis mechanical skiU. But Ms 
claim upon public Professional recognition rests not so much 
on his Avell-polished cutting scalpels and amputation knivas 
as upon his orthopaedic appliances, his instruments for club- 
teet and distorted limbs. Just as Dr. Little, of the London 
Mospital, introduced the scientific practice, so did Mr. Ferguson, 
the Surgeons instrument-maker of Giltspni’-street, introduce 
tne many appliances now in use, though even yet scarce fully 

appreciated. Mr.^ Ferguson leaves a family of five children, 
all gTOAvn up. His eldest son has long manag-ed his business. 
He lost a younger son, James Ferguson, not long ago, one 
equal to the father in mechanical skill. Mr. Ferg’uson was 
for many years instrument-maker to St. Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital, to the Orthopaedic, and to other Hospitals. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-#- 

EoYAii College op Physicians op London.—At au 
extraordmary meeting of the College on Wednesday, the 
11th inst., the foUoAving gentlemen were admitted Fellows :— 
Alexander, WilUam, M.D. Univ. Edin., Halifax. 
Arlidge, John Thomas, M.D. IJniv. Lond., Newcastle-imder-Lyme. 
Blandford, George Pielding, M.B. Univ. Oxford, 3, Clarges-street, London. 
Cockle, John, M.D. Univ. R. Coll. Aberd., 13, Brook-street, London. 
Daly, Owen, M.D. Univ. DubL, HnU. 
Day, Heni-y, M.D., Univ. St. And., Stafford. 
DoAvn, John Langdon Haydon, M.D. Univ. Lond., 39, Welbeck-street, 

London. 
Maudsley, Hem-y, M.D. Univ. Lond., 38, Oueen Anne-street, London. 
Ransom, 'William Henry, M.D. Univ. Lond., Nottingham. 

Apothecaeies’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen wlio 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
August 12, 1869 :— 

James, David, Cardigan. 
LiU, ‘Wilham Prederick, Nottingham. 
Ohver, Josiah, Hadlow, Tunbridge. 

'The foUoAving gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Professional Examination :— 

EUdngton, Ernest A., Queen’s College, Bu-mingham. 
Hardmg, Alfred W., University College, London. 
Mayne, Thomas, University College, London. 
Mewstead, James, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Eimell, Jolm George, University College. 
Eussell, Wilham, Guy’s Hospital. 
White, Barrington S., King’s College. 

[APPOINTIVIENT. 

Editor Avill thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Pox, WiL.soN, M.D.—Physician Extraordinary to Her Majesty. 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

Dr. Charles P. K. Murray, Dr. Thomas W. O’Sullivan, and Dr. Joseph 
VVood to the Duhe of Wellington, for service in Haslar; Arthur V. Smyth 

Bernard Bensliaw to tlie Royal Adelaide, for service in Plymontli 
Hospital. The above Medical officers have been appointed on passing 
the competitive examination recently held at Chelsea Hospital. 

Admiralty.—The foUoAving appointments have been made:—James E. 
Aiderson, Surgeon, to the Gladiator; Cornelius E. Enright, Assistant- 
Surgeon, to the Gladiator ; Charles Mitcliison, Assistant-Surgeon, to the 
Asia ; Alfred S. Crowdy, Assistant-Surgeon, to the Lidus; Dr. Dugald 
M‘Ewen and Dr. Alexander M'Donald, Assistant-Surgeons, to the 
Inconstant; MatthewP. Eyan, Acting Assistant-Surgeon, to the Inconstant. 

6Tn Dragooxs.—^Assistant-Surgeon WiUiam John Page, from the 94th 
Poot, to be Assistant-Surgeon, vice John Edward Barker, M.B., who 
exchanges. 

19th Poot. Staff Assistant-Surgeon George Eyan to he Assistant-Siu-geon, 
vice Prancis Patrick Staples, appointed to the Staff. 

94th Poor.—Assistant-Surgeon John Edward Barker, M.B., from the 
6th Dragoons, Jo be Assistant-Surgeon, vice William John Page, who 
exchanges. 

Medical Department.—Assistant-Surgeon Prancis Patrick Staples, from 
the 19th Poot, to he Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice George Eyan, appointed 
to the 19th Poot; Staff Assistant-Surgeon Joseph Septimus Steward 
has been peimitted to resign his commission. 

BIETHS. 
Burbougiis.—On August 13, the wife of E. P. H. Burroughs, Esq., 

L. E.C.S.I., Mayfield, Sussex, of a daughter. 

August 14, at Newland West, Lincoln, the wife of E. Groves, 
M. E.C.S., L.E.C.B., L.M., of ason. ’ 

Hodmon.—On July 30, at Sutton St. Mai-y, the wife of W. J. Hodgson, 
M.D., of a daughter. 

On August 11, at 78, Park-street, the wife of Dr. C. Theodore 
WiUiams, of a son, stillborn. 
UXXUJN.- ■ - - -wn Jiugust 10, ar bz, iieatom-garaens, (Jampden-hdl, Kensing¬ 
ton, W., the wife of Hem-y Wotton, Esq., P.E.C.S.E., of a son. 

MAEEIAGES. 
Blake—Douglas.—On August 12, at St. Stephen’s Church, Westboume- 

p^k, Ai-thiu Troup, youngest son of the late B. Blake, M.D., E.N., of 
Ihe Grove, Camberwell, Suirey, to Louisa EUis, niece of the late Eev. 
Alexander and Mrs. Louisa Houstoun Douglas, of 42, Eaton-square, S W . 
and Baads and Craigs, N.B. u > t , 
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Gueaves—Cox—On August 10, at HiU’dingstoiie, Nortliamptonsliirc, 
Chaiies Augustus Greaves, M.B., LL.B., of Derby, to Helen Eva, eldest 
daughter of the Rev. E. H. Cox, M.A., vicar of Hardingstone. 

Price—Nash.—On August 11, at Box Church, Wilts, Hemy Meredith 
Lice, late Indian Ai-my, to Terresa, thii-d daughter of the late Dr. Nash, 
M.D., of Clulton-liill House, and gi-anddaughter of the late Rev. Sami. 
Nash, LL.D., rector of Great Tew, and vicar of Eustone, Oxfordshire. 

Watson—Kirk.—On August 12, at Bathgate, by the Rev. Alexander 
Shennan, M.A., assisted by the Rev. J. Logan Aikinan, D.D., Glasgow, 
David Watson, Esq., Bathville, to Robiua, only daughter of James 
Balfoui’ Kirk, M.D. 

WiLMOT—Elderton.—On August 17, at St. Gabriel’s, Warwick-square, 
Pimheo, Alfred E. Wilmot, L.E.C.P. Lond., of Escrick, York, third 
son of W. Byam Wilmot, M.D., of Ryde, Isle of Wight, to Maiy 
Macrae, yoimgest daughter of Charles M. Elderton, Esq., baiT-ister- 
at-law. 

Wright—Tiiojipson.—On August 12, at Easby, Robert Temple Wright, 
M.D., E.E.C.S. Eng., of H.M. Bengal Medical Staff, to Emily, daughter 
of the Rev. J. Thompson, vicar of Easby. 

DEhVTHS. 

Cooke, Williaji Bishop, M.D., at Worcestcr-street, Gloucester, on 
August 12, aged 39. 

Cowan, Elizabeth Maria, widow of the late Cliarles Cowan, M.D., of 
Reading, at Leo, neai' Hfracombe, after a few days’ illness, on August 11. 

Dhirs, Jemima, relict of the late Dr. AYm. DuLr.s, Deputy Inspector- 
General of Hospitals and Fleets, at the house of her father, James 
Fettes, Esq., Surgeon, Lam’enceldrk, Kinciu'dineshire, on August 8, 
aged 37. 

Montgomery, Howard B., M.D., Surgeon, Madras Army, at Madras, on 
July 11, aged 43. 

Tidmarsii, Richard, M.D., late of Adelaide, South Australia, at Green¬ 
wich, Kent, on August 16, aged 64. 

Wheeler, Mary, the youngest daughter, and Arthur, the youngest son, 
of Daniel Wheeler, Surgeon, formerly of Reading, at 92, Wigmore-street, 
Mary on the 3rd, and Ai-thur on the 16th of August, both of consumption. 

Wing, Charles, M.R.C.S., at Hammersmith, on Augnst 9, in the 77th 
year of his age. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the natmu of the office vacant, the qualifleations 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Brighton and Hove Lying-in Institution.—Resident House-Smgeon; 
must be a Member of one of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons of Great 
Britain or Ireland, or L.R.C.P.L. or L.8.A. Applications and testimonials 
to the Chainnan of the Committee of Management on or before Septem¬ 
ber 2, election on September 9. 

Bournemouth General Dispensary.—Resident Sm’geon. Candidates 
must be registered, and must possess a qualification in Medicine as well 
as Surgery. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., to be sent, under seal, to the 
President of the Bomuemouth Dispensary on or before September 9. 

Eastbourne Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the First 
District. Candidates must be didy qualified and registered. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to W. Barber, Esq., Clerk, Wffhugdon, Hurstgreen, 
on or before September 2, election on September 3. 

Guildford Union.—Medical Officer for the Albuiy District. Candidates 
must have the qualifleations required by Poor-law Board. Applications 
and testimonials to W. H. Smallpeice, Esq., Clerk, Guildford, on or 
before September 3, election the next day at twelve o’clock, when candi¬ 
dates are requested to attend. 

Kent and Canterbury Hospital.—^Assistant House-Surgeon and Dis¬ 
penser ; must be legally quahfled to practise under the Medical Act of 
1858, and be unmarried and not more than 40 years of age. Applications 
and testimonials to Thomas Southee, Esq., Secretary, on or before 
August 27, election the same day. 

Kingsbridge Union.—^Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the 
Stokenham District. Candidates must be legally qualified. Applications 
and testimonials to W. Jarvis, Esq., Clerk, Kmgsbridge, on or before 
September 3, election on September 11. 

Metropolitan Free Hospital.—Assistant-Physician; must be M.R.C.P. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 31st inst. 

Eoyal General Dispensary.—Physician. Candidates to send applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to John Faulliner, Esq., at the institution, 25, 
Bartholomew-close, and to attend the meeting on September 2, at 
1 o’clock p.m. 

Eoyal Hospital for Diseases ok the Chest, City-road.—Physician; 
must be F. or M.R.C.P. Eng. Appheations and testimonials to Cliarles 
L. Kemp, Esq., Sec., on or before August 23, election on September!. 

Eoyal Maternity Charity, 31, Finsbury-square.—Physician for the 
Eastern Districts of London. Candidates must be F. or M.R.C.P.L., 
and win be required to reside in the appomted district. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 28th inst. 

Sheffield Public Hospital and Dispensary.—Assistant House-Smgeon; 
, must be a Member of one of the Colleges of Smgeons of the United 

Kingdom, and be L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Apppheations and testimonials 
" to Dr. J. C. HaU, on or before August22. 
Tower Hamlets Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; must be L.S.A., 

and be registered. Candidates to attend personally at the election, at 
7 o’clock p.m., on September 6. 

TVarneford Hospital, Leamington Priors.—House-Surgeon; must be 
M. R.C.S. Lond., Edin., or Dublin, and L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Apphea¬ 
tions and testimonials to the Secretaiy. 

Worksop Dispensary, Nottinghamshire.—House-Surgeon; mi^t be 
legally qualified, and be unmanied. Applications and testimonials to 
G. Fisher, Esq., on or before August 31. The duties -nTn commence on 
November 1. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*** The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
Bromsgrove, Union.—Mr. Edward Moore has resigned the Romsley Dis¬ 

trict ; area 4366 ; population 646 ; salaiy £12 per annum. 
Carlisle Union.—Dr. Anderson has resigned the Stanvrix District; area 

11,730; population 11,677; salary £70 per annum. 
Ilohjhead Union.—The Holyhead Distiict is vacant; area 7362 ; popula¬ 

tion 9235 ; salary £60 per annum. 
LexdfM awl Winstree Union.—Mr. Lewis H. Fi-ankljm has resigned the 

Ninth District; area 11,530 ; population 3212; salaiy £65 per annum. 
Newent Union.—Dr. G. B. York has resigned the Eedmaiiey District; 

area 10,519 ; population 3167; salaiy £50 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Atherstone Union.—Thomas Handford, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Athcr- 

stone District. 
Ilemel llempsted Union.—Robert R. Meny, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.E., to the 

Boxmoor District. 
Hertford Union.—Henry B. Smith, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Fifth 

District. 
Kington Union.—John E. Kenyon, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.E., to the New 

Radnor District. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The report of the pro¬ 
ceedings of this institution has just been suspended in the haU of 
theCoUegefor the information of it.s members, and contains httle 
more than has already been published in the Medical Times and 
Gazette. A letter was read from Mr. Erasmus Wilson, enclosing 
a receipt of his having transferred into the names of Messrs. 
Busk, Simon, Humphry, and Holden, trustees of “the Erasmus 
Wilson Trust Fund,” the sum of £5000 new Three xier cent. 
Annuities, whereupon it was “ Resolved unanimously that the 
best thanks of the Council be, and are hereby, given to Mr. 
Erasmus Wilson for his liberal endowment of a Professorship 
of Dermatology in this CoUeg-e,” and this resolution be en¬ 
grossed on vellum, signed by the President, and transmitted 
to Mr. Wilson. Mr. Wilson has since been unanimously elected 
Professor of Dcimatology. Messrs. Birkett and Flower were 
elected Professors of Pathology and Surgery and Comparative 
Anatomy and Physiology respectively for the ensuing year. 
At the last meeting of the Council the following members of 
the College, having been elected Fellows at previous meetings, 
were admitted as such, viz. :—Messrs. William Joseph Square, 
Portland-square, Plymouth, diploma of Membership dated 
May 11, 1835 ; and John Whipple, Mulgrave-place, Plymouth, 
March 5, 1824 ; both gentlemen are Surgeons to the South 
Devon and East Cornwall Hospital. 

British Pharmaceutical Society.—The sixth annual 
conference of this body opened at Exeter yesterday, and wih 
continue until Friday. There was a large attendance of 
members from all parts of the kingdom. The report showed 
that the society, which holds its meetings in the week of the 
British Association, numbers about 680 members, including a 
large accession made during the past year. The income during 
the year was £80 in excess of the expenditure. On the motion 
of Mr. Cooper, seconded by Mr. Husband, both of Exetei', 
the report was adopted. The President, Mr. D. Hanbury, 
F.R.S., of London, then delivered his inaugural address, in 
which he dealt with various subjects in connexion with phar¬ 
macy, and the progress made last year. Mr. E. Smith, of 
Torquay, followed with an interesting paper, “ On Pharma¬ 
ceutical Responsibility and Remuneration,” in which he ex¬ 
pressed his opinion that pharmaceutical chemists were a verj'’ 
id-paid class of men, and that revision and imiformity of prices 
were very desirable. The President and others agreed that at 
present there was great inconsistency in the prices, and feared 
the trade could not have anything else but inconsistency. 
Papers were also read—“ On Distidates,” laboratory paper, 
by Mr. Joseph Ince, F.L.S., F.C.S. ; “ Lard, and its Prepara¬ 
tion for Use in Pharmacy,” by Mr. Edward Smith ; “ On the 
Application of Spectral Analysis to Pharmacy,” by Mr. W. W. 
Stoddart, F.G.S., F.C.S. ; “ Contribution to the History of 
Buxine,” by Dr. F. A. Fliickiger, of Berne, honorary member 
of the Conference ; “ On Syrup of Phosphate of Iron,” by Mr. 
T. B. Groves, F.C.S. ; “ On Syrup of Iodide of Iron,” by Mr. 
M. Carteighe, F.C.S.; “ The Assay of Ipecacuanha,” by Pro¬ 
fessor Attfield. 

Edinburgh University Club.—The quarterly dinner 
of this Club was held on the 11th inst. at St. James’s-hall. Dr, 
Sieveking occupied the chair, and was supported by Dr. Duck¬ 
worth, Hon. Sec., as croupier. At a meeting of the council 
held previously. Dr. J. Burdon Sanderson, F.R.S., in the chair. 
Dr. J. Crichton Browne, of the West Riding Lunatic Asylum, 
Wakefield, Mr. W. A. Mackinnon, V.C., C.B., Staff Surgeon- 
Major, of Netley, and Dr. Ninian A. Williamson, of th« 7th 
Dragoon Guards, were elected members of the Club. 
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IIoi\^oiiA-RY Health Officeu. — The Fitzroy (Mel- 
hoiime) Borough Council have j)resented an illuminated address 
to Dr. Tracy on his resigmation of the honorary health officer- 
ship of that borough, which he had held for thirteen years. 

“Ladybirds.”—An immense swarm of these insects, 
useful in destroying a2}hides, alighted in Folkestone and 
Ramsgate last Sunday. They aboimd all over the South of 
England. 

An anonymous donor, who only left the initials of 
R. T. W., has just paid in to Messrs. Ransom, Bouverie, and 
Co., for the Hospital for Women, the munificent sum of £1000. 
A gift to the same amount has been made anonymously to the 
Great Northern Hospital. 

The wife of Dr. A. Dohhs, of Boston, United States, 
has been shot dead in the presence of her husband and her son, 
by Major White, a resident patient. He had known and loved 
his victim for several years, and had once joreviously (in 1861) 
made an attack upon her with a knife. Upon that occasion ho 
was placed in a lunatic asylum, where he remained for six 
months. 

A_ Moniesient to a Doctor and his Wife.—xi 
meeting of the committee for the erection of a monument to 
Dr. Chadwick and his wife, in commemoration of their munificent 
gift of £22,000 to the town of Bolton for the erection of an 
orphanage and model dwellings for the industrious poor, took 
place at the Coroner’s Court, Bolton, on Wednesday last. It 
was announced that models of the proposed statue had been 
received from five competitors. The models will be on view to 
the public shortly. 

Mr. John Bland, M.R.C.S. Eng., of Durham, was, 
on Saturday last, accidentally killed by a train whilst walking 
along the Bishop Auckland railway, which he was in the habit 
of doing, although he had been cautioned against it, and re¬ 
minded that he was not only thereby committing a trespass, 
but incurring considerable risk. There is a considerable ciirve 
at that part of the road, which necessarily limits the vision; 
and it appears that the unfortunate gentleman therefore saw 
only one train, although there were two going in opposite 
directions, and that he stepped out of the way of the one into 
that of the other, which he had not seen, and could not hear 
from the noise. He was breathing when picked up, but insen- 
•sible, and died almost immediately. 

Alleged Neglect by a Medical Man.—A coroner’s 
inquisition was held at Frodingham, Lincolnshire, on Thurs¬ 
day, August 12, to inquire into the cause of death of Arabella 
Aldridge, aged 38. Deceased had died in childbirth, and 
rumours had got abroad to the effect that her death had re¬ 
sulted from the carelessness and unskilful treatment of the 
Medical attendant, Mr. Paterson, Sm-geon, Sciinthorpe. The 
body had been interred, but was exhumed by order of the 
coroner, and a x>ost-morteni examination performed. A good 
many Avitnesses wore examined, chiefly females, who had been 
with the deceased on the day of her death and previously. One 
•of these said Mr. Paterson Avas in liquor at the time he was 
attending, so much so that he staggered. Another said he 
asked her for a boot-hook, but not having one, she unscrewed 
a hook from the ceiling, which she gave him, and he used it. 
Most of these -witnesses deposed to seeing that deceased was 
*fyiB.g, and to telling Mr. Paterson so, but he said there was no 
danger. She commenced being bad on Friday, and she died 

■ on Sunday morning. Mr. Paterson was with her all Friday 
night, several times on Saturday, and once on Sunday morning. 
He then went for his instruments, but before getting back s& 
was dead. Mr. Paterson was examined as a Avitness, and de¬ 
tailed his treatment of the case. He denied being in liquor 
and said he asked for the hook with the -view of gettino-it over 
the child’s leg, but found it of no use, and went for his”instru¬ 
ments, but deceased died before his return. Did not think she 
was in danger. Mr. Draper Mackinder, M.D., Gainsborouo-h 
gave the result pf the ))ost-mortem. He said there was no e'^- 
dence of any injury by instruments. The womb was ruptured 
on its right side to the extent of six inches; through that rup- 
ture the whole of the left arm, the two feet, and the afterbirth 
had escaped into the cavity of the body. This caused her 
death. In a case such as this had been described no Medical 
man would have thought that such an accident could have 
happened. He had notes of more than 4000 cases, but never 
saw one like this before. Professor Casper states it oidy hap¬ 
pens once in 5000 cases. Witness did not think the hook had 
anything to do -with deceased’s death. The rupture would not 
-have been prevented if proper instruments had been used, for 
it had then taken place. Mr. T. T. Des Forges, Sui-geon, 
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Burton Stather, corroborated the last Avitness. The jury re¬ 
turned a verdict of “ Natural death,” and the Deputy Coroner 
told Mr. Paterson that he was by this verdict and the evidence 
given exonerated from all blame. 

A CHILD five years old died the other day at Newbury 
from drinking 2^ oz. of brandy. 

A RUMOUR has gained currency, through the B7/L’ 
County Mirror, that Dr. Lush, the senior member for Salisbury, 
has accepted the appointment of a commissioner of lunacy, and 
consequently he will resign his seat in Parliament. 

A WOMAN, aged 39, died in the Melbourne Hospital, 
Australia, on May 22, from exhaustion fifty-six hours after the 
performance of oA'ariotomy by Dr. Tracy. The disease had 
existed eleven months. The woman had been preAdously tapped 
three times, and had borne six children. 

Alleged Increase of Lunacy.—The proportion of 
lunatics to the population has increased within the last ten 
years in round figures by one fourth—from 1 in 536 to 1 in 411— 
or, putting the figures in another shape, the lunatic population 
has increased within that period four times as rapidly as the 
general population. The figures, however, if properly analysed, 
Avill tend to mitigate the alarm which the general results are 
calculated to excite. The greater part of the increase has 
taken place in county and borough Asylums, and is due, no 
doubt, in some measure to the fact that many persons who, for 
their own sakes and for the security of society, ought to be 
in an Asylum, are now thus taken care of, who would pro¬ 
bably have been suffered to go at large a few years ago. The 
horror of a “ madhouse ” which once prevailed has doubt¬ 
less diminished, and recent alterations in the law, by which 
the burden of supporting a pauper lunatic is throAvn upon 
the union instead of upon the parish, haA^e also tended to 
increase the immber of inmates in County Asylums. These 
considerations do not apply to prUate patients, and accordingly 
the increase under this head is only 17 per cent., not very much 
larger than the general increase of population. It is startling 
to find that the mortality among these unhappy persons is 
10'31 per cent. Avith reference to the daily aA^erage number 
resident, and 7-80 per cent, with reference to the total number 
under treatment in the course of the year, the average 
mortality of the whole population being aboAit 2'o per cent. On 
the other hand, many readers Avill be surprised to learn that 
above one-third (34-93 per cent.) of the patients received into 
the A-arious institutions above named are stated to have re¬ 
covered. The proportion is 40 per cent, in the registered 
Hospitals—a fact Avhich may indicate either that the treatment 
is superior to that in other Asylums, or that the authorities 
exercise some discretion in selecting those candidates for ad¬ 
mission who are most likely to receive benefit.—Standard. 

Mortality of Scotland.—19,499 deaths were regis¬ 
tered in Scotland during the second quarter of 1869, being in 
the annual proportion of 242 deaths in every ten thousand 
persons, or 2-42 per cent. The mean death-rate of the quarter 
dm’ing the ten preAuous years was 222 deaths in every ten 
thousand persons, or 2-22 per cent. The death-rate, therefore, 
has been very high—indeed, has not been so high during the 
corresponding quarter of any of the ten preAdous years. In 
England, on the other hand, the mortality during the quarter 
has been below the average—^viz., 218 deaths in every ten 
thousand persons, or 2-18 per cent., the mean of the quarter 
during the ten preAdous years being 220 deaths in a like popu¬ 
lation, or 2-20 per cent. The death-rate in the groups of toAvn 
and rural districts bore a close relation to the birth-rate in 
each, being Ifighest where the greatest number of human 
beings were massed together, and lowest in the sparsely in¬ 
habited rural districts. Thus, the proportion of deaths in 
every thousand persons of the estimated population was 33-4 
deaths in the principal to-wns, 26-7 deaths in the large toAvns, 
22-3 deaths in the small toAvns, but only 18-2 deaths in the 
rural districts. The like fact was shoAvn Avith regard to the 
eight divisions of Scotland. In the sparsely inhabited Northern 
DiAdsion, in every thousand inhabitants, only 17-1 died, but in 
the densely peopled South-Western Division, 29-9 deaths 
occurred in the like population. Of the eight principal toAvns 
the mortality was highest in Glasgow and lowest in Perth. 
Thus, for every thousand persons in each toAvn, the annual 
proportion during the quarter was 19-3 deaths in Perth, 22-2 
deaths in Aberdeen, 30-1 in Dundee, 32-3 in Paisley, 32-6 in 
Leith, 33-1 in Edinburgh, 33-6 in Greenock, and 37-0 in 
Glasgow. Of the 19,449 deaths, 6650 were registered in April, 
6424 in May, and 6375 in June, being at the rate of 222 deaths 
daily during April, 207 daily dm-ing May, and 212 daily during 
June. 
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The report of the Commissioners in Lunacy, issued 
last week, shows a total increase in the number of insane 
persons in England and Wales on January 1, 1869, as compared 
Avith January 1, 1868, of 2177. The number of private 
patients appears, during that interval, to have increased in 
county and borough asylums by 6 ; in registered Hospitals by 
70 ; in metropolitan licensed houses by 107; in naval and 
military Hospitals by 27 ; and in private charge as single 
patients by 50. On the other hand, the patients in provincial 
licensed houses have decreased by 138, the result being a net 
increase of 122 in the class of private patients. The number 
of the pauper class has been increased by 2020, distributed 
thus :—County and borough asylums, 1181; registered Hos¬ 
pitals and licensed houses, 184 ; workhouses, 497 ; outdoor 
paupers, 158. There appears besides an increase during the 
year of 35 in the total number of criminal patients in the 
Broadmoor Asylum. 

The Pall Mall Oazetie, in an article on the French Salon, 
thus speaks of two very remarkable pictures which have to some 
extent a Medical interest‘ The Plague of Rome,’by M. 
Delaunay, a picture which, by reason of its modest dimensions, 
takes ra^ among the class of ge)ire paintings, has nevertheless 
all the elements of a grand historical composition, wherein the 
higher artistic qualities of originality of conception, severity of 
style, and sobriety of colour predominate, and which, had it 
only been dilated over a vast surface, and displayed in the 
salon d'honneur, would have_ been pronounced one of the most 
important works of the present exliibition. The artist has 
selected lus subject from the Golden Legend of Jacques de 
Voragine, and laid his scene in an antique street at the foot of 
the Capitol. In a kind of twiligiit, dead and dying are discerned 
lying on the portico steps, and on the thresholds of the doorways. 
Some few living individuals, hardly less ghastly-looking than 
the actual corjjses, glide silently under the walls, as though 
fearful of arresting the attention of the pestilential spirit 
hovering in the air over the plague-infected city. Others have 
fallen upon their knees to implore the clemency of Heaven—■ 
the Christians at the foot of the cross, the pagans before the 
statue of jiEsculapius. The angel with pale wings pauses in 
liis flight in front of a house which he points out to the 
exterminating spirit. This phantom, thin and of a wan leaden 
hue and terrible aspect, is full of a gloomy kind of poetry: he 
strikes the door with his spear. As if to temper tins intensity 
of horror, in the background of the picture, an indistinct 
procession, touched by a faint ray of light, is seen, apparently 
implying that the divine vengeance is satisfied and the scourge 
about to cease. Almost equally powerful in conception and 
treatment with ‘ The Plague of Rome ’ is M. Guillaumet’s 
‘ Famine in Algeria,’ wnth its detached groups of poor 
famished creatures, its dramatic incidents, and the painfid 
sentiments wliich these are calculated to inspire. Unfortunateiy, 
however, the artist has allowed himself to overstep certain 
recogiiised limits, and the result is to awaken a feeling of 
repulsion at the sight of these tenibly gaunt mothers clasping 
their emaciated offspring to their breasts and holding out their 
poor meagre arms to clutch the loaf of bread Avliicli some 
charitable hand is passing through a small square aijertm-e in 
the wall above, and which other famished wretches, too 
exhausted to contend for it, eye with acovetous convirlsive stare.” 

Yellow Fever at Rio de Janeiro.—In the Diario of 
Jidy 21 is an official declaration of this city being infected 
with yellow fever. It was not a bit too soon. A transatlantic¬ 
going A’essel, the Estremadura, has quite recently arrived at 
Lisbon after leaving Rio de Janeiro with its bill of health, 
touching at several ports. Before the, mid passage, it had 
twelve cases of yellow fever. These cases were classified as 
follows by its Physician, who was experienced in this affection 
from having passed some time in the West Indies, and given 
there his services during a grand epidemic—Hz., tAVO cases of 
bad yellow fever [with fatal termination ; four cases of yelloAV 
fever, also intense, but cured; and of mild yellow fever with 
slightly pronounced symptoms, six cases. When the vessel 
arrived in Lisbon there were but two sick on board—one with 
advanced phthisis, Avho died soon after entering the lazaretto, 
and the other with intermittent fever. A chlorotic woman 
with damaged constitution died also on the Amyage. This 
is the entire truth, as we learn from good sources. There is no 
epidemic in the lazaretto. But still the necessity is seen of 
much care Avith regard to vessels arriAung from Brazil under 
existing circumstances.—Escholiaste Medico, July 31. 

Death from Swallowing a Miswak, or Tooth- 
stick.—Mr. Watson’s case in the current number of the Indian 
Medical Gazette recalls to me an extraordinary case, which 

occurred to me while civil Surgeon at Futtehpore, before the 
mutiny. An old woman came to me Avith most painful and 
ui’gent dyspnoea, exaggerated by a frequent cough. With 
great difficulty she unfolded her story, Avhich struck me as 
marvellous and beyond belief. After cleaning her teeth, she 
was in the habit (like all natives) of passing the miswak far 
down, with the object of promoting retching, and thereby 
clearing the fauces of the mucus accumulated during the night. 
While so engaged three days previously, the stick became 
impacted, and eluded her hold; frightened out of her wits, she 
had not the sense to withdraw it, nor Avould any one in the 
house assist her. Gradually the stick disappeared, and the 
present urgent symptoms as gradually set in. According to 
the old woman’s description, it must have been nine inches 
long. What had become of it ? It was preposterous to think 
that it had bodily entered the trachea, but a fragment might 
have found its Avay thither, and occasioned the urgent and 
distressing symptoms present in the poor woman. It must, 
therefore, haA’e slipped into the oesophagus, but, if so, why 
such distinct indications of bronchial mischief ? The finger 
passed down into the pharynx could detect nothing, the 
jiharyngeal forceps could grasp nothing, and an emetic, which 
acted freely, brought up no foreign body. I then opened the 
trachea and passed a pair of dressing forceps carefully up and 
doAvn, but could detect notliing. In the course of the day, the 
poor Avoman died asphyxiated and imrelieved. A post-mortem 
revealed the misAvak, nine inches long, lying quietly in the 
oesophagus, and resting on the lower margin of the stomach, 
Avhere there was a patch of congestion, the size of an eight-anna 
bit, notliing else whatever. The lungs were stuffed Avnth mucus, 
and presented the appearances to be expected in death from 
acute bronchitis. In this curious case, I could only say that 
death was due to bronchial complications, induced by the 
presence of a foreign body in the oesophagus ; but I never 
heard or read of a similar instance.—Br. Ilutchinson, Civil 
Surgeon, Patna. {Indian Medical Gazette.) 

A Question in Lunacy.—L., the proprietor of a farm 
at St. Marguerite, set fire to a portion of his property during 
a paroxysm of insanity, the damage done being estimated at 
1500 fr., Avhich the administrator of the lunatic’s estate claimed 
from the insurance company. The company resisted the claim 
on the plea that the act was performed by the assurer himself, 
and an action was brought in order to try Avhether insanity did 
not come within the category of accidental and unforeseen cir¬ 
cumstances { force majeure). The tribunal of Rouen decided 
that, in the absence of special stipulations, all unforeseen or^ 
accidental circumstances miist be embraced by the contract. 
If the assui-cr, it was said, had let a torch faU from his hand 
on account of its weakness, and thus given rise to the fire, the 
company would have been held responsible, and u fortiori it 
must be so in presence of an aberration of intellect.—Journal 
de Mid. Mentalc, May. 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 
-- 

that qiustioiut^ mutb sl^all Irani nuu^.—Bacon. 

Supply of Subjects for Dissection.—We hope shortly to have our report 
complete, and to puhlish it immediately after the “ Students’ Number.” 

Dr. Willoughby Arding is thanked for his communication, in Avhich he says : 
—“ In the course of my experience I have become acquainted Avith the 
fact that the urethra is susceptible of A-ery great dilatation, eA'en to the 
extent of its diameter being augmented from about half an inch (its 
natural size) to an inch and a half or tiro inches, if not more.” 

Dr. liichmond, of Paisley, sends us a copy of a petition addressed to the 

Eight Hon. Mr. Bruce, M.P., in favour of Dr. Joseph Bell’s candidature 

for the Chair of Clinical Siugery' at Edinbm'gh. The personal and 

ancestral claims of Dr. BcU are stated in terms AAhich must prove ex¬ 

tremely gratif jdng to him. Mr. Bruce’s reply is cir il, but nothing else. 

Female Compositors.—The Publishers’ Circular of August 15 contains fre 

following;— 
“It is very well knoAvn to the trade that the employment of 

women as compositors and printers is in effect a failure; that women are 
utterly unfitted for compositors; that they never really, wholly, aru 
actually composed any boolrs—lifting the foiuies, correcting, and imposing, 
etc., etc.—Avithout the most efficient help of men; that they never have 
acted but as amateurs ; and that, after paying to learn the compo.sitor s 
art, there is no office—no general office—in England open to them, smiply 
because their Avork won’t pay; that ‘ di.sca.ses dire’ peculiar to women 
afflict female compositors if they do work hard ; and that the whole matter 
is an ignis fatuus, misleading poor creahires who need honest leading, 
covering them with the disappointment that maketh the heart sick, and 
of which it is the duty of an honest man to speak the truth, even at the 
risk of a rupture of our peculiarly delicate law of libel. Finally, it may be 
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as well to tell la^es who are cockering up the female compositors that 
there are always in London alone at least five hundred compositors out of 
work, any one of whom could work cheaper, better, and cleanlier than any 
female compositor who has been misled by the shoals of excellent, good- 
hearted, and well-wishing people who want to do good, and, not Imowing 
how to do so, cause an alarming amount of misery and mischief.” 

Detection op Blood-stains. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Considerable doubt seems to exist in the minds of a good many of 
the members of the Medical Profession as to who is the discoverer of the 
guaiacum and ozonic ether test for the detection of blood-stains. Some 
months ago the discovery of this test was ascribed in the Lancet to “an 
Australian Practitioner,” a statement which was doubtless true, although 
somewhat v<ague; and in the current number of the Quarterly Journal of 
Science the test is fully described as if it were a novelty, but is referred to 
as the discovery of Professor Bloxam. (a) Under these circumstances you 
will, I trust, permit me to state that the real discoverer is Dr. J ohn Day, of 
Geelong, whom some of your older readers may possibly recoUeot as one of 
the House-Sm’geons at the Middlesex Hospital nearly a quarter of a 
century ago. The test was originally descrilicd by Dr. Day in a paper 
“ On Polarised or Allotropic Oxygen,” which appeared in the Australian 
Medical Journal for May, 1867. Professor Taylor, to whom Dr. Day sent a 
copy of his paper, speaks in the highest terms of the value of this discovery, 
and gives several illustrations of its marvellous dehoaoy in a paper “ On 
the Guaiacum Process for the Detection of Blood in Medico-Legiil Cases ” 
in Guy's Hospital Reports for the same year. A leading article was more¬ 
over devoted to the subject some months ago in the British Medical Journal, 
and Dr. Guy has f vourahly noticed it in the recently published edition of 
his “ Porensic Medicine.” 

As I am not aware that the test has ever been fully' described in your 
pages, lextraot the following sentences from Dr. Guy’s excellent work, 
and shall be obliged by your finding room for their insertion:— 

“ But, besides these characteristio properties of the blood solution, we 
have two .ests of extreme delicacy, of which the one consists in a chemical 
reaction, the other in a phy'sioal change. The fir.st was suggefsted bv Dr. 
.Tohn Day, of Geelong; the second has been brought to perfection by Mr. 
Sorby, of Sheffield. 

“ Dr. Day’s test, suggested by the discoveries of Schunbein, and justified 
by his own experiments as well as by subsequent careful inquiries of Dr. 
Taylor, consists in the joint use of tincture of guaiacum and the ethereal 
solution of peroxide of hy'drogen or “ ozonic ether.” To a very weak 
faintly coloured l lood solution we first add a few drops of tincture of 
guaiacum, and then a few drops of ozonic ether. The result is a rich 
sapphire-bh’e solution.”—P. 31.S. 

“ It is to old blood-stains and the solution obtained from them, and to 
mere smears of blood, th’t the guaiacum test is .specially applicable. The 
mode of applying it may vary with the material bearing the stain. "Wlien 
it IS on linen or cotton textm’e, the following procedure may be recom¬ 
mended as convenient, and as illustrating the extreme delicacy of the test: 
—Cut out a small spot, or part of a spot, wi h a portion of the unstained 
cloth. Detach one of the fibres, and cut it off, so as to leave at the out end 
the smallest visible speck, and place it on a microscopic slide, with the 
stain under the fiekl. Moisten it with a drop of the tinctm’e of guaiacum. 
The colom’ of the tincture being not unlike that of the spotiitself, its colour 
will be somewhat heightened; but, on adding a drop of ozonic ether, the 
stain will be found to change rapidly to a beautiful sapphire-blue, which 
colom' passes gradually into the smTounding liquid. When the stain is on 
a texture which cannot be thus unravelled, and especially when the textm’e 
IS coloured, the best way is to moisten the spot with th • tincture of guaia¬ 
cum, and then with the ozonic ether, and to place upon i ■, fragments of 
white filtering paper. These will be foimd to have the characteristio blue 
stam.”—Pp. 316-317. 

As Professor Taylor observes, no one who applies this test for the first 
tirne can fa 1 to be surprised at its extreme delicacy, a single di’op of blood 
being capable of detection in eight oimces of w'ater. 

lam, &c. SuuM Clique. 

Poisoning by Devonshire Junket. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

send you the following details of a somewhat obscure case of 
poisoning, in the hope that some of your correspondents may, should it bo 
in their power, relate any experience bearing upon the subject wliich may 
tlirow light on what remains doubtful. 

Last week (the Sth), Mr. M., a clergyman in this county, and his family, 
.also his ciu'ate and three servants, partook of a di.sh of junket, made in the 
usual way—mth curds, cream, a little brandy, and nutmeg. Ten persons 
in all ate of it—eight at early dinner and two at supper. Mrs. M. and the 
youngest child had none. About twelve hours after dinner the eight first 
named were simultaneously seized in the night with violent sickness and 
purging, accompanied in some cases by crampy pain in the stomach. 
This continued all night. In the morning, Mr. M., though quite unfit, 
endeavoured to perform the early service in liis church. He fainted in the 
middle of it, and was brought home. All the sufferers growing worse. 
Medical aid was obtained and every individual ordered to bed. The eldest 
daughter, who had not partaken of the junket until supper-time, drove 
herself four miles to fetch the doctor, and it was not until her return that 
she and her brother were attacked, making an intein-al of twelve to f oui-teen 
hours. This, added to the fact that Mrs. M. and the youngest boy escaped 
altogetner, leaves no question as to cause and effect; moreover, the pig, 
which had only the washings of the dish, was so ill that its death seemed 
immment. The prominent sj-mptom with all was fever of a severe form, 
‘ resembling typhoid.” The cook, who w'as one of the worst sufferers, 
exhibited a tongue black with fever; the others, vivid scarlet, with white 
tip, blood-red lips, glazed eyes, and a sunken look about the cheeks. I left 
the neighbourhood two days ago; it was then the fifth day of the illness. The 
youngest girl, a delicate child, caused the greatest anxiety, owing to the 
cxfa’eme difficulty of supporting her strength under the frequent recurrence 
of man-hoea, which was in each case of a very obstinate nature—subdued, 
perhaps, for hours, and then bursting out again. The symptoms varied, 
depending possibly upon age and constitution. One had vomiting without 
diarrhoea, another vice versd ; Miss M. intense headache, her two brothers 
violent pain in the epigastric region, and so on; but all had fever. Mr. L., 
the curate, in his own house, exhibited precisely the same sjmptoms as the 

(a) I am authorised in stating that Profe ^sor Bloxam totally disclaims 
the cuseoyery of rhis test. He has exhibited the reaction to his classes, and 
.speaks highly of its value. 

other victims. Now the question is, could the rennet, with wliich the milk 
is turned to curd, produce all this mischief, even supposing it to be not 
quite fresh 1 A junket had been made with the same rennet a week before 
which had no bad effect, and, after this occurrence, some was given to two 
cats and a rabbit without doing them any harm. There was no poison of 
any kind kept in the house, and not the sbghtest suspicion of foul play. 
Subsequent inquiry shows each ingredient to have been good except the 
rennet, which remains a disputed point. One cook says the smell of it is 
not right; others that they would use it without fear. The .sufleiing 
family are anxious to know what poison would produce results similar to 
those I have endeavoured to describe. I am, &c. 

Devon, Aug. 16. C. A. B. 
Since writing the above, I have received a note dated the 15th, which 

mentions that the eldest daughter and one of the servants were consider¬ 
ably worse, the pain and sickness returning.” My corre.spondent adds 
“ It is a whole week now .since they were all taken iU, and they are not at 
all out of the wood yet. No further light has been thrown on the cause.” 

Dr. Eichardson on Electric Coil. 

TO the editor of the MEDICAL TIME.S AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—I have read the very interesting and important lectoe by Dr. 
Eichardson upon the physiological experiments made jby him at the Poly¬ 
technic Institution with the large induction coil. Certain views and con¬ 
clusions are, however, embodied in that address to,’ which I cannot myself 
subscribe, and therefore you wiU perhaps favom- me with space for a few 
very brief comments. 

In the first iilace, then, I would notice that the Doctor, in the early part 
of the lecture, asserts that the escape of the animals referred to—viz., the 
pigeon, rabbit, and toad—after exposure to the direct discharge from the 
coil or to the spark of 29 inches in length, “ is due to the ready course of 
the current over their bodies.” Now, we are taught in all works upon 
electricity that hair and feathers rank very high in the list of the “ non¬ 
conductors,” or, more accurately, “ imperfect conductors,” and therefore I 
am imable to conceive how, in the case of the {bird and mammal, such a 
position can be maintained ; although, in the instance of the toad, the 
naked and generally slimy skin may certainly be regarded as an efficient 
conductor, and consequently the innocuous action of the direct cmTent 
upon the body may be thus explained. It is evident, however, that this 
reasoning is quite inapplicable to the two wai-m-blooded animals included 
in the experiments. Then again. Dr. Eichardson affirms that, “ in fact, 
the body internally is not traversed by the current at all, but is suiTounded 
by it.” Tliis inference appears to be quite at variance with a previous 
ob.servation viz., that at each shock there was a general muscular contrac¬ 
tion ; for how, we may ask, if the body be not traversed at all by the 
current, can this diffused muscular contraction be explained? Indeed, the 
fact that, by the repetition of these discharges upon the body of an animal, 
a state of amesthesia maybe induced, shows clearly that at each such dis¬ 
charge a certain quantity of the electricity must enter the body and act 
directly or indirectly upon the brain. 

I ventm’e, too, to question the conclusion of Dr. Eichardson relative to 
the “ difference in the effect of the shook ” produced by the Leyden-battery 
discharge. He says that “ when death does not follow the dischaive, the 
shock has affected those nervous centres only which govern muscular 
motion and sustain common sensibility.” But it is difficult to conceive how 
the brain can be acted Upon by a powerful discharge without the centres 
which govern the involuntary muscular acts being also in some degree 
affected, seeing that in a liilng body, permeated as it is by fluids, every 
internal organ and every tissue must be regarded as a good conductor. 
This view of the question seems also to be waiTanted by the experiments 
with the break-oui’rent, under which, as just before related by the Doctor, 

the muscles concerned in respnation become so much contracted that the 
animal may die pm-ely from apnoea.” For if this inteiTupted form of 
discharge acts thus potently upon the involuntary nervous centres, how can 
the direct discharge from the Leyden battery leave them wholly unaffected ? 
Wlien we consider, too, that the pneumogastric, a cerebral nerve, is most 
intimately associated witli the great sjTiipathetic, it seems very unlikely 
that the comatose state of the brain I’eferred to can be induced without 
the other nervous centres being influenced, indirectly at least, by the 
discharge. 

The reason that the ganglionic system is the least acted upon by the 
direct shock, may perhaps be foimd in the very general distilbution of its 

and in the consequent divided action of the discharge upon them. 
Differing, as with all deference I do, from Dr. Eichardson upon these and 

other imnor pomts, I cannot, however, but tliink that the Profes.sion and 
the whole scientific world arc deeply indebted to him for his masterly and 
oiiginal researches, proving, as they incontestably do, that rigor mortis and 
coagulation of the blood may follow the electric discharge. Still, it is neces¬ 
sary to bear in mind the vast difference in amount between atmo.spheric 
electricity and that elicited even by the induction coil, and that conse¬ 
quently it IS easy to conceive'that, as in the instance of the rabbit’s ear, the 
whole of the blood of an animal may be decomposed by the lightning- 
stroke, and thus Hunter’s doctrine, in some cases, be found rigidly true. 
Apologising for these very imperfect remarks, 

Mildmay-road, Stoke Newmgton, July 6. 

All in my Eye ! Mr. Edward Carter, of Uxbridge, can bear plea-sant testi¬ 

mony to the fact that it is not always true that a prophet is without lionour 
in his own countrj'. Mr. J ohn "Fagg, of the “Fat Ox ” Brewery, Uxbridge, 

appears to have been the fli’st to discover hU’. Edward Carter’s profound 

knowledge and micrring skill in the treatment of diseases of the eyes incu¬ 
rable in aU other hands. We find that, in October, 1866, he addi-essed a 

letter to this effect to Brodxuater's BucMnyhamshire Advertiser, suggesting 

the publication of “ a little statement of facts,” and promisingto contil- 
bute towai’ds the necessary expense. After an apparent period of incu¬ 
bation of two years, the following testimom'al engrossed on parchment 

was presented to Mr. Carter :— 

“We, the undersigned inliabitants of Uxbridge and Hillingdon, in the 
county of Middlesex, feeling it to be our duty to give any useful infoima- 
tion we possess to assist the afflicted in their trials, desire to recommend 
those who suffer from complaints in the eye and pains in the head, to 
pay a visit to Mr. Edward Carter, of LTxbridge, whose extraordinary eure.s 
in a gr-eat variety of cases, after all other treatment has failed, well 
deserve to be mentioned to all those who are unable to find relief elsewhere.” 

The above bears the signature of one rector, one newspaper proprietor, 
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two editors, and eighty-six others of the “vulgar” of Uxbridge. It 

affords Mr. Carter the opportunitynot only of expressing and publishing 
his thanks, but also of adding the “ facts ” unfortunately omitted by his 
memorialists. The statement of facts is in the usual style of advertising 

productions, and betrays the usual amoimt of scientific knowledge. 

Sir. Carter considers “ bill-iousness ” (sic) and many other ailments to 

have their true seat in the eye. Our printer’s devU begs us to add, 

with Mr. Carter’s leave, that more things than “ bill-iousness ” are “ all 

in his eye ! ” 

An Old Member,—^Thc late Mr. Keato acted as Pre.sidont of the College of 

Surgeons during the fatal illness of Mr. Headington in 1830, and on his 

death was elected President in 1831, and again in 1839. He was elected 

a member of the Court of Assistants in 1822, in which year the office was 

changed to Members of the Council. 

Berry Defence Fund. 

TO TOE EDITOR OP TOE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—At a meeting of the above fund, held on the 13th inst., it was 
resolved to close the list of subscriptions on September 8. Mr. Berry’s 
expenses amount to sixty guineas. The following sum has been received : 
—Amount already acknowledged, £31 12s.; Medical sympathisers at 
Wolverhampton, per T. A. Turner, Esq., £1 10s. Further subscriptions 
will be gladly received by H. Woolcott, Esq., treasurer, Charing-cross 
Hospital, or by Yours, &:c. 

E. Sandwell, L.R.C.P.E., M.R.C.S.E., Hon. Sec. 
10, Charles-street, Soho-square, August 18. 

Observer.—The question will not be decided by writers such as the one who 
figures in late numbers of the West-end News. The articles headed 

“Vaccination versus Nature,” and signed “Macleod of Skye,” are the 

veriest nonsense it is possible to conceive. They may bewilder the 

ignorant; they will only excite the ridicule of the intelligent. It is to 

be regretted in a question of so much importance to society so much non¬ 

sense can be published. 

Junction.—If he be subpoenaed, he can claim a guinea a day for his attend¬ 

ance and reasonable charges for travelling. 

I?.—The society has been long extinct. It was founded by John Hmiter 

and some of his contemporaries. 

Theta.—Unless he be registered he cannot recover. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Messrs. Asher and Wallbrook ; Dr. Moriarty ; Dr. Richmond ; Dr. 
Cornelius B. Fox; Mr. Olley ; Dr. Cuthbert ; Dr. Hitchman ; Mr. 
Holmes Coote ; Dr. Duckworth ; Mr. J. B. Holloway ; Dr. Heywood 
Smith ; Mr. Gaskoin ; Dr. Octavius Sturges ; Mr. Strange ; Dr. 
Parsons; Mr. Stone; Mr. C. W. Whitby; Mr. D. Hartley; Dr. 
Gibbon; Mr. E. Sanders; Mr. S.andwell; Dr. Edwards Crisp; Dr. 
F. Churchill; Dr. WilsonIFox; hH. John Woodman ; Mr.Beverley 
Ringer; Dr. Ey'ton O. Williams; Dr. John C. Murray; Dr. John 
Ward Cousins ; ISH. John Chatto ; Dr. B. AV. Richardson ; Dr. 
Baeumler. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 
Ueber sympathische Gesichtsstoiungen, von Dr. Albert Mooren—Indian 

Medical Gazette, July—^Bulletin Giffidral de Therapeutique—Report of 
the Metropolitan Boai-d of AVorks—Chavasse’s Counsel to a Mother— 
Traitd de 1’Alimentation, par le Dr. Cyr—British Joumal of Dental Science, 
March—^American Journal of Insanity', July—American Ouarterly 
Journal of Psychological Medicine, July. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 
Gazette’des Hopitaux—L’Union Medicale—^Australian Medical Gazette, 

two numbers—The Melbourne Age—Tribune Medicale—Gazette Heb- 
domadaire—Liverpool Daily Comder—Aberdeen Free Press—West-end 
News—Medical Press and Circidar. 

VITAL STATISTICS OV LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, August 14, 1889. 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Ohservations at the Greemoich Ohservaiory. 
Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Mean dew-point temperatm-e . 
General direction of wind . 
AVhole amount of rain in the week 

. . . 29'729 in. 
. 58-5 
. 73-9 

. . . 47-4 

. . . 60-9 
. . . Variable. 
. . . 0-73 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Satui'day, August 14, 1869, in the 
following large Towtis :— . 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2227 1462 1591 73-9 47-4 58-6 0-73 74 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 110 76 *70 71-6 42-6 58-4 0-80 81 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 277 175 175 70-0 47-1 57-5 0-74 75 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 371 295 346 64-1 50-6 56-0 0-91 92 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 232 210 *248 - . 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 83 60 77 64-6 42-2 54'5 1'22 123 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752 10-5 180 126 124 68-0 42-0 56-3 0-27 27 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 107 71 66 66-0 45-0 55-4 0-58 59 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 220 129 133 66-0 44-0 56-3 0-69 70 
Hull (Borough) 126682 35-6 88 59 76 68-0 38-0 53-1 1-04 105 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 111 69 68 64-0'45-0 53-3 0-95 96 
Edinbiu-gh (City) . 178002140-2 116 86 94 64'7|43-0 55-8 0-60 61 
Glasgow (City) 4.58937j90-6 322 268 223 64-3 43-9 55-4 0-31 31 
Dublin (City, eto.+) 320762 32-9 134 158 123 70-7| 45-5 68-8 0-30 30 

Towns . 6546587,35-5 45783244 3414 73-9 38-0 56-1 0-70 71 
Paris (City) 1889842, . .. . . > 827 ... .. . . . . 

Week 1 
ending Week ending Aug. 7. 

(1863) Aug. 7. 1 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 660000 ,351 ... 1 ... 1 70-7| ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observato:^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29'729 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29'39 in. on Monday, August 9, to 30'06 in. by the end of the week. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 

Note.—^The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

August 21. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, l.J p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m.; King’s,. 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Ei-ee, IJ p.m. 

BIRTHS. 

Births of Boys, 1168; Girls, 1059; Total, 2227. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68,1879'3. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . . 
Average corrected to increased population , 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

822 
7161 

769 
681-4 

1591 
1397-5 
1537 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop- 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 46.3388 5 6 1 3 3 66 ... 
North . 618210 i 9 20 1 24 5 65 **• 
Central 3780.58 6 17 11 6 31 ... 
East . 571158 1 6 40 2 19 5 65 ... 
South . 773175 3 5 31 2 11 6 119 ... 

Total . 2803983 5 31 114 G 68 25 346 ... 

23. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, Ig p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2^ p.m. 

24. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopeedie, 
Great Portland-strcet, 2 p.m. 

25. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Maiy’s, lip.m.;. 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s IJ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

26. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopmdic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. »- 

27. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, 1.J p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CHOCOL AT-MENIER. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
Breakfast known since 1825 j defies all honest competition, 

^^unadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

Retail by all respectable Houses. 

PURE CHOCOLATE. 
COMPAGNIE COLONIALE DE PARIS, 4, Pall-maU, S.W. 

“ W®, examined a variety of the chocolates of the Compagnie 
'AvOloiuale, and found tliem to consist solely of cocoa of superior Quality 
and sugar.”—Lancet. 

The chocolates of the Compagnie Coloniale boast themselves -with 
justice on high quality, careful preparation, no admixture save sugar, and 
moderate price.”—Medical Times and Gazette. 

Sold by all the principal Houses. 

HUBBUCK’S PURE OXIDE OF ZING. 

Messrs. Baiss Brothers & Co. 
„ Barron, Harveys, & Co. 
,, Battley & Watts. 
,, Burgoyne, Burbidges, & Co. 
,, Cox, Gould, & Co. 

See ^Pharmaceutical Journal of May 1, 1856. 

Sold in Stamped Boxes of 14 lbs. each, by the following Wholesale Druggists:— 

Messrs. Hearon, Squire, & Fi-ancis. Messrs. Preston & Sons. 
„ Herrings & Co. „ SouthaU, Son, & Dymond. 
„ Hodgkinson, King, & Co. Mr. James Woolley. 
,, Hodgkinsons, Stead, & Treacher 
,, Langtons, Scott, & Edden. 

Messrs. Geo. Curling & Co. 
Drew, Barron, & Co. 
Evans, Lescher, & Evans. 
Evans, Sons, & Co. 
Samuel Foulger & Son. 

>> 

?> 
Messrs. Wright, W. V., & Co. 

,, Wyleys & Co. 

Pulvis Jacobi ver, Newbery, 
ERAS. NEWBERT ^ SONS, 45, ST. PAUL'S CHURCHTARD. 

Prices for Difpenfing, i oz., 9s.; i oz., 3s. 4d. 

BOUDAULT’S PEPSINE. 
j many experiments, PEPSINE was obtained in a pure state by M. BOUDAULT, Chemist 

.and Or. L, Corvisart, Physician to the Emperor Napoleon III. * 

Boudault’s PEPSI N E was honoured with two Reports at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, and with havinc> 
Its formula inserted in the New French Pharmacopoeia. ^ 

A/r of the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867, awarded to Boudault’s PEPSINE the only 

Medal given for PEPSINE and its preparations. rtrailNt 

Boudault’s PEPSINE is the only one that has been furnished to the Hospitals in Paris since 1854 

PEPSINE wine, in bottles, 4/. Dose—a tablespoonful before each meal, 

PEPSINE Lozenges, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each meal. PEPSINE Pills, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each mea'. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE or Poudre Nutrimentive. Dose—15 grains, sold in i oz. and A oz. bottles. 

All the above Preparations are guaranteed to be genuine which bear the label and seal of the 

Sole Agent for Great Britain, PETER SQUIRE, ^77, Oxford-street, London. 

Aerated Litbia Water.— Messrs. 
BLAKE, SANDEORD, and BLAKE are prepared to supply the 

LLTHLA WATEH8 (of which they were the original manufacturers under 
Hr. Gabeod’s instruction) of any strength prescribed by the Profession for 
special cases. Those in constant use contain 2 grains and 6 grains in each 
bcrttle, either by itself or combined with BICARBONATE of POTASH or 
PHOSPHATE of AlUMONIA. 

The follomng Waters as usual:—Potash, containing 18 grains of the 
Bicarbonate in each bottle; Citrate of Potash, 30 grains; Soda, 16 gi ains • 
Ainmonia, 10 grains; Seltzer and Vichy from their respective tmalyses’, 
and a very deUcious, as well as useful, Minbeal Acid Water. 

BLAKE, SANBEORD, & BLAKE, Pharmaceutical Chemists, 47, Piccadilly. 

iflbccl 

Ieuzer 
b and !| 

mcm 
■irnrirL xn,— xuxjAOja, ouxJJi., CCC. 
HOGG, Pharmaceutical Chemist to the Queen, 9, Albion-place, Hyde- 

park-square. 

LITHIA with CITRATE of POTASH. 
BROMIDE of POTASH WATER. 
CITRATE of POTASH WATER. 
CITRATE of POTASH with IRON. 
CARBONATE of POTASH, SODA, &c. 
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OEIGINAL LECTURES. 
-c,- 

CLINICAL LECTURE 

ON EESECTION OF THE KNEE-JOINT. 
By Professor RICHET,(a) 

Hopital dos Cliniques. 

Gentlemen,—We sliaU have to practise to-day a resection of 
the knee for incomplete anchylosis with pathological luxation. 

I will give you a hurried liistory of the patient, after which 
I shall discuss the value of the different treatments in our 
possession for so grave an infirmity, from which the patient 
asks to be relieved at aU hazards. 

This parallel study, weighing the advantages and the dangers 
of such armed intervention, will show the superiority of the one 
which we have chosen, and justify the energetic means to be 
adopted. 

As the resection of the knee is an operation which is interest¬ 
ing in more than one particular, and as you will but rarely 
have the opportunity of seeing it practised in our Hospitals, I 
win profit by the occasion to give you its history in my next 
lecture after examination of the pathological piece. I shall have 
thus drawn yom* attention to an operation rarely practised in 
France, but very often abroad. 

Our patient is a young girl 21 years old, robust and apparently 
in the best of health. She docs not cough, and there are no 
pulmonary lesions. I .should naturally be on the look-out for 
the possibility of this complication, for you have heard me 
speak of an haemoptysis wliich came on several years ago in our 
patient, but which has not reappeared since that time. This 
spitting of blood must evidently be attributed to a complement¬ 
ary haemorrhage of the menses, with which it coincided, and 
which that month was sparing and painful. Aside from this 
incident, and ever since that time, the patient has been perfectly 
regular. 

The beginning of the affection which brings her to the 
Hospital is not without obscurity. At an epoch, the precise 
date of which she does not remember, when 5 or 6 years old, 
she has been told that she suffered from an affection of the right 
knee. The cicatrices bear proof of the actiHty of the medication 
put in practice to cure the disease at the onset. She only 
remembers that at the age of 10 years she walked on crutches, 
and that she had the measles. 

The articular lesion has persisted ever since, though in a 
latent fonn, and without any notable change excepting some 
pain now and then caused by fatigue, but tliis always i)assed 
off with rest. 

In fact, the patient moves about and is able to walk 
considerable distances by means of an apparatus which embraces 
the leg and ^ves a point of support to the thigh. The state of 
the articulation since the time of her entry into the Hospital 
(October 5, 1868) has remained about the same. There is less 
tumefaction and pain of the joint, however; rest and emollient 
applications have been of service here. 

I may at once announce to you that our patient suffers from 
a white swelling of the right knee, of that variety termed dty, 
because the disease, grafted upon a good constitution, has but 
little tendency to suppuration. 

The inferior extremity on the affected side is atrophied in 
all its dimensions, in circumference as weU as in length. The 
measurement which I have repeated before you this morning 
gives a difference of centimetres in favour of the healthy 
side. This total shortening of the extremity is irnequally 
divided between the thigh, which has nearly its ordinary 
dimensions, and the leg which is especially atrophied. But the 
want of development of the leg is not the only cause of the 
shoi-tening; there is another more important one—I mean the 
pathological luxation of the knee. 

The luxation wliich exists—and I wish to call your attention 
to this point—is the type of displacement which generally 
complicates Avhite swellings of the knee. The tibia is always 
luxated back and outwards upon the femur; and you will find 
in aU these cases the signs which so strikingly exist in this 
patient. The tibia, haAung gone backwards towards the 
popliteal space, and also up and outwards, has lost its relations 
with the condyles of the femur, which form in front, under the 
skin, two projections ea.sily recognised. 

Tiie patella, flattened, deformed, and intimately adherent to 

(a) Tliis lecture, taken by JI. Peniere, interne of the Hospital, has been 
perused by the Professor. 

Yol II. 1869. No. 1000. 

the condyles of the femur, is fixed and immovable. The deep 
fossa below the patella, produeed by the displacement of the 
tibia, is subtended by the ligamentum patellae, which seems to 
prevent any further cJievaucliement of the two bones backwards. 

The tibia is not directly behind the femur; it devi¬ 
ates to the right and protrudes upon the outer surface 
of the knee, so that, being no longer parallel to the 
thigh, it inclines upon the femur and forms an obtuse 
angle open on the inner sm-face of the member. We remark, 
moreover, a displacement by rotation of the leg upon the thigh ; 
the point of the foot looks outwards, the inner surface of the 
tibia forwards, and the head of the fibula is in the popliteal 
space. There exists, besides, a considerable degree of flexion 
of the leg upon the thigh. 

I have drawn your attention shortly to the atrophy in 
length of the member. The atrophy in circumference is no less 
pronounced. It is due (1) to the arrest of dcA^elopment prodciccd 
by the unceasing action of the morbid cause which has continued 
to alter the nutrition since infancy ; (2) to the absence of all 
spontaneous movements; (3) to the application of the circular 
apparatus Avhich the patient wears when Avalking. 

If we analyse the movements which still remain in the arti¬ 
culation, Avo find them to be very limited. The spontaneous 
movements are null, and how could it be othei’Avise when we 
remember that the patella, which transmits to the leg the 
action of the most powerful muscles of the thigh, is anchylosed 
with the condyles of the femur ? The retraction of the posterior 
muscles of the tliigh, which has largely contribAitcd in the 
production of the luxation, opposes all movements of extension, 
whereas the ligamentum patellae peimits but a very small 
amount of flexion. To these causes of .stiffness of the joint 
must be added the false membranes, which have filled the 
articulation and effaced its cavity. 

The patient does not suffer when in bed, but she complains 
of pain when we press upon the articulation or when she walks, 
but all is relieved by rest. 

While in this condition she consulted M. Nelaton, Avho 
advised resection. She thereupon entered the Hospital, whore, 
after examination, I have concluded in favour of the same 
operation. This white swelling, already of old date, remains 
stationary; it does not retrograde, and, though not menacing 
at present, it may become so at any moment. The inflamma¬ 
tion, badly extinguished, may rekindle and complicate the 
articular di.sorders. A slight contusion, a bruising of the arti¬ 
culation, or even a fatiguing Avalk, is able to bring about a 
painful tumefaction of the bones, redness of the teguments, and 
tension of the soft parts. 

You witnessed one of these recrudescencies at the time 
of her entry into the wards. The tumour had augmented in 
size, the skin was glossy and of an erysipelatous tint, and the 
least examination caused Auolent pain. She had a little feA'er 
and no appetite, but a rest of ten days calmed everything. The 
patient is poor, and cannot live Avithout Avork. She solicits an 
operation, be the consequences what they may. 

The diagnosis of the disease presents no difficulty whateveiv 
From the antecedents and the present state we have easily 
diagnosed a white swelling complicated with luxation. 
The bones, slightly enlarged, have, however, not lost their 
form. The destroj^ed articulation is filled by fibrous bands, 
extending from one surface to the other, and Avhich h.old the 
knee in the position which it assumed during the treatment. 

The degree of movement, however .sUght, is a proof that 
osseous anchylosis does not exist. This is of great A'alue as 
regards the treatment. The tendons of the semimembranosus 
and the biceps muscles are retracted, and show themselves \evy 
prominent at the po.sterior surface of the articulation. The 
skin is of normal colour and not adherent. The diagnosis ia 
so evident that we will not discuss it. 

I hasten to arrive at the question which dominates all others, 
that of treatment. What are we to do ? What resources does 
Surgery offer to remedy this affection ? Tlirce means present 
themselves—(1) amputation ; (2) reduction of the luxation by 
mechanical means; (3) resection. Let us at once put aside 
amputation—the patient does not demand it, and Ave do not 
intend ever to propose it. Tlie amputation at the thigh gives 
deplorable results in our Hospitals. Malgaigne’s statistics, 
which take all cases in a lump, AAdthout distinction, give 
63 deaths per 100. There arc cases, however, where, in spite of 
these sad consequences, aa’c arc still obliged to practise this 
operation, in great injuries for instance, when aU other means 
are insufficient. 

The reduction of pathological luxations of tho knee is 
possible when they have been produced instantaneou.sly by 
sudden violence, but we must reject it when the displacement 
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has come on gradually. Tor in that case there exist old 
adhesions. Straightening for the first-mentioned cases has 
often been performed successfully. Those of yon who have 
followed my wards at the Hotel-Dieu in 1867 wih probably 
remember a patient who, consec[uent upon rheumatism, had a 
stiffness with permanent flexion of the right knee. The 
Physician in charge, in order to remedy the faulty attitude of 
tlie niember, pulled violently upon the foot and attempted to 
straighten the knee without any further j)recaution. This 
procedure ended in a luxation of the tibia backwards and out¬ 
wards. The patient was brought into my wards, where I 
straightened the leg and reduced the luxation. This I did by 
the help of an apparatus (constructed after my instructions by 
MM. Robert and Collin) composed of a metallic disk provided 
with a male screw at both extremities of one of the diameters, 
destined each one to act upon the femur and the tibia, and to 
bring them back to their places in a contrary direction. 

The luxation which is before us to-day is of old date, and is, 
in this case, simply an epiphenomenon. The white swelling is 
the principal lesion, and for it reduction can be of no benefit 
whatever. 

Let iis now examine what resection will give us. This ope¬ 
ration, but little jjractised in Prance, is received with gi’eat 
favour by Surgeons in England, where white swellings seem to 
be more frequent. It is resorted to (1) as a succedaneum to 
amputation in injuries of the knee, (2) in anchylosis, and (3) in 
pathological luxations of old standing. We shall resect a 
lamella of bone from the femur and from the tibia ; the exten¬ 
sion of the limb will be obtained by the reduction of the luxa¬ 
tion, and if we can have osseous anchylosis, with the extremity 
in a good position, our result will be excellent. 

One of the consequences of the operation will be the shorten¬ 
ing of the member. Will this be of great inconvenience in case 
it should be considerable ? 

The shortening which generally accompanies this operation 
is from 5 to 6 centim. I do not think we need fear this for 
our patient. The shortening which exists to-day is from 4^ to 
5 centim.; of this we may say 3 centim. are due to atrophy and 
2 centim. to the luxation; add to the three centim. which will 
remain after the reduction the amount to be taken away by 
the operation—1 centim. from each bone—and we shall have a 
total shortening of 5 centim. With this the patient can still 
walk, especially if provided with a thick-soled shoe. The 
atrophy of the member may also decrease; the patient is young, 
and the movements may develops both muscles and bones. 

Will the limb be strong enough to support the weight of the 
bodj^ ? I do not hesitate to reply in the affirmative. The patient 
at present, aided by her apparatus (weighing from fourteen to 
fifteen pounds), is able to march quite a distance; the thigh, 
which now serves as the point of support, will doubtless be 
strong enough hereafter. But can the leg be restored from 
such long inactivity ? The muscles are atrophied, it is true, yet 
I am led to believe they can be brought to their normal condi¬ 
tion by exercise. 

The danger of the operation remains yet to be examined. If 
we take M. le Fort’s statistics of 1859, which include 219 re¬ 
sections of the knee, we find 45 per 100 of mortality. 141 of 
these cases occurred in England with but 24 per 100 of deaths. 
These figures, compared vrith those of amputations, speak 
strongly in favour of resection, and I do not hesitate between 
the two means, for the one which gives the highest success is 
also the one which mutilates least and preserves for the patient 
a useful member. 

I have cited the general results of resections of the knee in 
opposition to amputations at the thigh ; but I might have 
given you statistics of resections where the operation, having 
been practised upon well-chosen cases, has been followed by 
much more favourable results. In those, as in our patient, 
the articular cavity had disappeared ; consequently the white 
swelling was without the fuugosities which generally accom¬ 
pany obstinate articular lesions occurring in feeble subjects 
incapable to support or to repair the disorders necessitated by 
an operation. The structure of the tumour, therefore, also 
furnishes a favourable indication, and goes to strengthen the 
prognosis we have already given. 

Certainly the most innocent operation may have most 
formidable consequences; a simple incision may be the cause 
of death, and no one can foresee the complications which may 
carry off a patient suffering from a wound. But if a resection 
of the knee, practised luider favourable conditions, is to succeed, 
the one which we are about to perform on this young girl will 
furnish another good result to be added to the statistics. 

_ We now come to the method of operating. All the opera¬ 
tive lu’ocedures in use differ principally as regards the incisions 

of the integuments. Begin and Sanson practised a transverse 
incision below the patella, adding in certain cases two lateral 
vertical ones, which formed a quadrilateral flap, like that of 
Moreau. This method has the advantage of giving free exit 
to the pus by the posterior commissures of the very sloping 
transverse incision. 

Park practised a crucial incision, with the horizontal branch 
passing below the patella. The procedure which I prefer is 
the one of Mackenzie, which consists of a semicircular incision 
with convexity downwards, circumscribing the patella and ex¬ 
tending backwards in a line with the articulation, so as to 
permit the flow of pus. The flap thus circumscribed is partially 
dissected up, the lateral and the crucial ligaments and the 
fibrous bands of the anchylosis are then cut, care being taken 

_ not to carry the knife too far back for fear of wounding the 
popliteal vessels near the posterior ligament of the articulation. 
The bones—the femur first, the tibia afterwards—are then 
resected with a saw from behind forwards, or aided by the 
sound of Blandin, in case we use the ordinary saw. This 
double portion of bone once removed we shall force the 
member into extension. In this, however, I expect some dif¬ 
ficulty. I have mentioned to you the retraction of the semi- 
tendinosus and biceps muscles, and which will probably oppose 
the extension of the leg. In order to overcome that difficulty 
I intend, if necessary, to practise tenotomy. The limb will 
afterwards be placed into a box, hke that of Baudens for 
fractures of the leg, and secured by bands. 

To secure perfect coaptation of the bones, I shall employ the 
osseous suture, applied for the first time in the resection of the 
knee by Gordon Buck. I have employed this suture several 
times with great advantage, and so has M. Nelaton, and I am 
astonished that the English Surgeons, who have so often 
recourse to the resection of the knee, should not make use of it. 
I am greatly in favour of keeping a drainage tube in the wound 
so as to prevent the stagnation of pus, and permit, if necessary, 
the application of lotions and injections. 

All our efforts during the after treatment will be directed 
towards immobility of the member, which will be partly 
realised by the bony suture and the box of Baudens. We might 
also make a mould of plaster to insure immobility more com¬ 
pletely. 

The correspondent who has supplied us with the above 
valuable lecture adds the following note : — 

“ This operation was performed immediately after the 
above lecture (December 1, 1868.) Three centimetres of bone 
were taken away from the femur, a second section being 
necessary because of a carious cavity found in the condyle, 
and one centimetre from the tibia. Tenotomy of the biceps was 
necessary before the limb could be straightened. The bony 
suture was removed March 10,1869 (on the hundredth day). 
The cure was perfect on May 1. The patient is yet in the 
Hospital, but more to show the good results of the operation 
than for any other purpose. The shortening is 6 centimetres ; 
her walk is perfect, she has grown fat, and the knee is smooth 
and well formed, the atrophy of the leg is much improved, the 
anchylosis is solid and strong. It is the best success after 
resection which it is possible to imagine, and M. Richet’s 
diagnosis of the case has been verified in every particular. 

“ The Hopital des Cliniques is by no means our best; situated 
as it is in the midst of the crowded Latin Quarter, with low and 
narrow wards, we might expect discouraging restdts. This 
observation goes to prove, therefore, that resection of the 
larger articulations can succeed as well in Paris as in England. 
The fault is principally—nay, only—in the delay of the opera¬ 
tion ; and this patient, if the disease had been allowed to go on 
for another year or more, would doubtless have been in a con¬ 
dition which would have materially lessened her chances for fife. 

“ How often have I seen patients in whom, when they 
entered our Paris Hospitals, fife and limb could have been 
saved, but the Surgeon, either from antipathy to that opera¬ 
tion or from other motives—that of being severely criticised, 
for instance, in case the restdt happens to be a bad one—^has 
contented himself with the appheation of a bhster or a starch 
bandage until the patient, emaciated and cachectic, was sent 
home to die! We are always told here we do not see articular 
lesions until the disease has gone too far. This is a mistake. 
Some one does see the disease when prompt Surgical inter¬ 
ference can do a great deal, but it is not done ; and I do not 
agree with M. Bichet when he says white swelhngs are much 
more frequent in England than in Prance. Scrofula is by no 
means a stranger with us. Perhaps we are nearer the truth in 
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saying resections are too little practised in Paris, and too many 
patients are allowed to die (or arc amputated) for the want 
of it.” 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

--o- 

NORWEGIAN NOTES. 
By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to tlie London Ho.spital, to the Moorfields Ophthalmic Hospital, 
and tho Hospital for Skin Diseases. 

f^Contxnued from page 188.) 

Treatment of Fraetiire of the Patella. 

There was at the Bergen G-eneral Hospital a case of transverse 
fracture of the patella, and I was glad to observe that Dr. 
Holmboo does not resort to the common, hut utterly useless, 
plan of elevating the limb in this injury. The patient was 
under treatment with his leg fiat on the bed, and the fragments 
had been g'ot into good position. 

Expeetant Treatment of Syphilis. 

I saw here, as in every Hospital I visited in Norway, a fair 
sprinkhng of syphilis, some cases in the secondary stage; 
more, of course, in the later ones. Dr. Holmboe is not an 
advocate of syphilisation, nor does he use mercury. His pre¬ 
scriptions for primary and secondary symptoms are usually 
placeboes, and his treatment amounts to expectancy. He 
believes that his results are quite as good as those obtained 
by the advocates of either of the two more active methods. 
For aU the later forms of syphilitic disease he uses iodide of 
potassium. I saw in the Hospital a good many cases of ter¬ 
tiary syphilis. 

Scabies Norvegica not to he found. 

I have stated, in a former note, that, amongst the peasants 
in the country districts, scabies is extremely common. I did 
not. however, witness any cases of unusual severity, nothing 
in the least approaching to an Englishman’s notion of Scabies 
Norvegica. I asked at all the Hospitals to be shown a case 
of this kind, but was everywhere assured that it was exceed¬ 
ingly rare. Probably, in former times, many of the worst 
cases occurred in anaesthetic lepers, who tolerated it much longer 
than others would, and were also, to a large extent, unable to 
secure treatment. AU the lepers are now weU cared for, and 
kept scrupulously clean. 

Treatment of Scabies. 

In the Bergen Hospital were a great many cases of scabies, 
and its cure seems quite to constitute a sort of speciaUty. One 
ward contained only itch patients—soldiers from the country, I 
beUeve. Dr. Holmboe’s treatment is as foUows:—The patient 
is first put into a warm bath, and is afterwards weU rubbed 
with the tar and soap ointment (equal parts of common tar 
and green soap). The inunction is repeated two or three times 
a day, and the cure rarely takes more than a few days. Some¬ 
times troublesome eruptions remain afterwards, and in a few 
cases it is found necessary to resort to sulphur. The same plan 
is adopted both for young and old. It wiU be seen that the 
tar takes the place of sulphur with us. Petroleum oU, which 
is only a kind of tar, has its warm advocates amongst us, and 
is no doubt very efficacious. It may be doubted, however, 
whether sulphur cannot hold its ground well against its rival. 
The three tests are, (1) rapidity of cure, (2) as httle annoy¬ 
ance as may be during cure, and (3) freedom from hability 
to cause eczema. Almost all remedies used energetically have 
more or less of risk in the last-mentioned direction, and sulphur 
and tar perhaps stand eqiial. If used cautiously, neither of 
them runs much risk. Inunction with Peruvian balsam is 
perhaps the pleasantest cure, but it is expensive. The sulphiu’- 
water bath is also a very safe, agreeable, and effectual plan, but 
it is certainly less rapidly curative than some others. 

Prevalence of Scabies, and Government Measures for its 
PiminiUion. 

In my remarks on the great prevalence of scabies in country 
districts (not in the towns) in Norway, I suggested that the 
Government might suitably think it worth while to attempt 
something for its suppression. My friend. Dr. Bidenkap, writes 
me that this has been done some years ago, and the following 
extract from his letter will, I think, be of interest:— 

Extract from Dr. Bidenkap’s Letter {dated Christiania, 
August 13).—“The Sanitary Commissions, an institution wliich 

only dates a few years back, and which is established in every 
community and every town, have had their attention especially 
directed towards that disease. Some of the commissions have 
issued popular directions for the cure and prevention of it ; 
remedies have been distributed largely to the poor, and Govern¬ 
ment has even paid the travelling expenses for the Medical 
officers when it has been thought necessary to undertake in¬ 
spections and circuits in order to stop the ^sease. Moreover, 
in some communities special establishments for curing the dis¬ 
ease have been temporarily erected. Thus it must be said 
that the means of cciring it are in the reach of everybody, even 
the poorest, and that the knowledge of its nature and the proper 
remedies is fast spreading among the inhabitants. It is 
to be hoped that, before long, every mother of a family will 
know how to treat her children for this complaint as well as for 
other vermin. I by no means consider the disease as a grave 
one or dangerous for society, but I think that the measures 
which are taken are not misspent, because a complaint of this 
nature has a certain moral influence, and the abhorrence of it 
will work in a salutary manner in other respects. But I 
willingly grant that we are still very far from the mark. In 
reality, scabies and the like complaints are a not very bad test 
of the degree of civilisation and well-being to which a nation 
has risen.” 

Further Note of the Cases of Congenital Syphilis treated by 
Syphilisation. 

Dr. Bidenkap’s letter also gives me a further report of the 
progi’ess of the two infants whom I saw under treatment by 
syphilisation in the Christiania Hospital, and whose cases I 
have twice mentioned:—“ The two children at the Hospital 
which I treated with syphilisation are still doing well, espe¬ 
cially one of them, which now looks almost like any other 
healthy baby.” The mothers of both took iodide of potassium 
with a view to its influence on their milk, and thus the syphili¬ 
sation treatment has been complicated. 

Government Zeal in Sanitary Matters. 

In connexion with Dr. Bidenkap’s statement of what has 
been attempted for the supiDression of scabies, I may mention 
that I formed a strong opinion that the action of the Norwe¬ 
gian Government, in sanitary matters generally, is enlightened 
and liberal. Learning is held in very liigh esteem in Noi’way_. 
All classes are well educated in relation to their position. There 
are, I believe, literally none who cannot read and write, and 
amongst the richer classes a knowledge of foreign languages is 
far more common than amongst oiirselves. The Medical Pro¬ 
fession receives its share of advantage from this high standard, 
which also, in its tmn, it helps to advance. Many of the 
Medical men are of very extensive attainments, and to a man 
all are most zealous patriots. Hence the Profession has 
exercised great influence on the Government, and hence the 
excellent character of many of the institutions. I have 
alredy alluded to the vigour with which cases of contagious 
venereal diseases are isolated. Dr. Bidenkap told me also that 
he had, as sanitary officer for Christiania, large powers in 
reference to other contagious maladies, fevers, etc., and that he 
believed that he had more than once siicceeded in stamping 
out fever by immediate and strict isolation of tho first cases. 
He said that he had at command several unoccupied houses 
which he could on the shortest notice make use of as Fever 
Hospitals. As further proof of the intelligence and activity 
of the Government, I may adduce the fact that the statistics 
of disease, etc., have for long been most carefully attended to, 
and are regularly publi.shed. The Leper Hospitals and refuges 
are excellent, and reflect great credit on i;he country. That of 
Lungegaard, at Bergen, was, I believe, built solely for the i^ur- 
pose of allowing Dr. Danielson to carry on his researches as 
regards the treatment of this disease. The General Ho.spital 
at Molde appeared to me to be a model of what a small pro¬ 
vincial Hospital should be. Of the large general Hospitals 
at Christiania and at Bergen, I have already said that they 
both want pulling down and remodelling, and that they ■will 

both probably soon get it. 

Museum of Instruments, etc., hi Christiania. 

In the Christiania University there is a large room set apart 
as a museum of Surgical instruments and appliances. It is 
■well HrriiiLgGd and very conuplete. Professoi* Boeck, "wlio sliowed 
me it, and to whose energy, I believe, its collection is maiidy 
due, asked me to test it by selecting any one_ class of instru¬ 
ments for inspection. I chose those for herniotomy, and was 
at once shown a variety of knives, directors, etc., with many of 
which I had had no previous acquaintance. All the most 
modern instruments for^the radical euro of hernia Wutzer 8, 
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W^ood 8, etc., etc. were also in tlieir places. IMany of tlie in- 
strnmeiits must have been acquired at very considerable expense. 
Those for midwifery purposes were, as might be expected, very 
abundant. There vv^ere also models of fracture apparatus, and 
a great variety of splints, cradles, etc., etc. Will any one tell 
me where any similar collection can be seen in England ? The 
College of Surgeons has some valuable relics of the olden times, 
but not anything illustrative of the modern Surgeon’s arma¬ 
ment. There is a sjiecial collection at Netley, but chiefly in 
reference to the wants of army Surgeons. There may also be 
a few more or less extensive ones in other places, but I doubt 
much if we could show anywhere one which in the least ap¬ 
proaches in value, interest, and completeness that at Chris¬ 
tiania. I doubt also whether the fact is creditable to the 
British Profession, and I beg respectfully to express this doubt 
for the especial benefit of the members of the Coimcil of our 
College of Surgeons, (a) Paris, hke ourselves, is behindhand 
(though much ahead of us), hut in several German towns— 
Prague, Berlin, etc.—there are, I am told, excellent collections. 

Frequency of Non-vencreal Syphilis. 

At Christiania, Dr. Bidenkap informed me that cases of 
accidental contagion of syphilis were far from uncommon 
among’st the^Norwegian peasantry. Frequentlyseveralmembers 
of the same lamily, some mere cliildren, and others grandparents, 
would apply together, with a history which made it certain 
that most of the inoculations had been quite unconnected 
witn venereal acts. Often the primary sore had occurred on 
the mouth. Pie explained the frequency of these occurrences 
by reference to the habit of using the same drinking utensil, 

spoon, etc., often without any preliminary washino-. 
Other Norwegian Surgeons confirmed Dr. Bidenkap’s statement 
as to the frequency of these irregular modes of contagion. I 
have already mentioned the example of it which I saw at 
Molde, and the opimon expressed by Dr. Sund, of that place. 
Erobabfy the contagion is frequently from secondarv sores 
mucous patches, etc. 

Unicity or Fuality. 

I may just mention here that Dr. Bidenkap is, I am glad to 
say, a firm believer in the unicity of the syphilitic virus. Ho 
has published lately a very interesting and valuable pamphlet 
on the subject, which the advocates of duality will do well to 
consult, (b) 

ON TEE CONDITION OF THE SEMINAL 
SECEETION IN DISEASE. 

By M. LIeGEOIS, 
Surgeon of the II6pital du Midi, Paris. 

When Godart died he left to his successors the task of 
terminating a work wluch ho himself had commenced under 
the most favourable auspices. Our regretted colleague had 
adopted as his favourite study, as every one knows, the 
genital functions of man. Unfortunately, his researches upon 
the IVlonorchidie and the Cryptorchidie only were sufiiciently 
compileted to form the substance of a monograph—veritable 
monument, which alone sufiices to perpetuate his memory for 
geneiations to come. But his other scientific inquuies have 
not been completely lost sight of ; we find them for the most 
pait, in .form of notes, attached to the above-mentioned 
subjects. Had Godart lived, these would have served to 
complete_ his work on the functional state, normal and 
pathological, of the internal organs of generation. And 
although I cannot hope to accomplish what this great investi¬ 
gator has left undone, I propose, however, to follow the road__ 
speciaUy in the pathological field—which he so brilliantlv 
opened. And for that pui-pose I shall make use of lol observa- 
tions—with microscopical examinations of sperm attached- 
coUected in the last seven years. I might have made pubhc a 
series of these facts, eminently worthy of interest, as they came 
to my notice; but I preferred to wait patiently until my 
mateiials might be sufficiently numei’ous to permit a conclusion 
upon certain points yet undecided and wliich as yet had 
scarcely been broached. 

Of the many differential characters which the semen, altered in 
its constitution, and compared 'with normal semen, may present^ 
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there really exists but a single one, known up to this moment at 
lea.st, and that is the presence or the absence of spermatozoa— 
indispensable element of fecundation. In the physiological con¬ 
siderations, therefore, wliich I shall offer first of aU, I will leave 
aside quantity, quality, odour, and consistency of this fluid, for 
these may vary in different individuals, in health or in disease, 
andthe variations are in the generahtyof cases but of littlevaluo. 
Of the different notions which exist as to the various forms, sizes, 
and anomalies of configuration wliicli the spermatozoa may pre- 

pure curiosity, and here of nopractical importance 
—I shall say nothing. The only question truly useful which I 
have to put is this Can the spermatozoa be absent in persons 

good health and in whom the internal genital orguns 
are perfect ? Not many years ago such a question would have 
been answered in the negative. But more recently some 
authors, Casper, MM. Hirtz, and Mantegazza have published 
quite a number of facts calculated to shake the opinion so Ion''* 
adopted by all physiologists. ° 

Casper, in his treatise on Legal Medicine (1862), spealring of 
the^ examination of spots of semen, cites thirty-one cases 
Avliich had been submitted to him for legal investigations, where 
the microscopical characters of semen taken from the seminal 
vesicles had been studied. In these thirty-one cases the author 
had noted the presence of spermatozoa twenty-one times, and 
ten times their complete absence. These last were as follows : 
(1) a man, aged 51, died from pyaemia; (2) age 54, droAvned ; 
(3) age 63, crushed to death; (4) age 35, hanged ; (5) age 33, 
asphyxia; (6) age li^-, uneumonia; (7) age 30, droAAmed; 
(8) age 44, asphyxia ; (9) ag'e 43, asphyxia ; (10) age 35, hanged. 
These cases show, says Casper, “ that the semen of man does 
not^ always contain spermatozoa.” Further researches will 
decide if a long illness or venereal excesses can influence these 
productions. “ And our obseiwations,” adds Casper, “ would 
suffice to prove in practice that the spots certainly come from 
semen when the microscope shows that they contain sperma¬ 
tozoa, but also that the absence of animalcula cannot proA'o that 
these spots do not come from semen.” I Avill simply pause for 
the moment at this last conclusion, and remark that if in 
France equal propositions have not been so formally expressed, 
such has nevertheless been the opinion of all, especially since 
M. Gosselin’s researches upon the subject. In 1861 Professor 
Hirtz, of Strasbourg’, published in the Medical Gazette of that 
city a work entitled “De la Sterihto chez I’Homme.” The 
aiithor there g-iyes the history of tAvo robust men, several years 
married,^ and childless, yet presenting no apparent disorder of 
the genital organs. In these subjects coition was not only 
performed normally, but Avith moi’e than ordinary AUgour, and 
yet neither one nor the other possessed traces of spermatozoa. 
“ A rema-rkable thing,” says the author, “ and upon which both 
have insisted, is, that the ejaculations are never followed by 
that sense of fatigue so generally experienced in the physiolo¬ 
gical state.” ELrtz treated these patients Avith oil of phosphor, 
nourished them on truffles and fish, but, in spite of this regi¬ 
men, neitner one nor the other had children. The author 
concludes, therefore, that there may be persons deprived of the 
fecundating elenaents, while the general health and the local 
state of the genital organs furnish no explanation for such a 
particularity. In these cases, Hirtz remarks, sterility is 
idiopathic. 

Lastly, M. Mantegazza, Professor of General Pathology at 
the UniA’ersity at PaAua, speaks of the absence of spermatozoa 
in the seminiferous organs inspected after death. In 100 
subjects of different ag'es, he finds this absence nine times in 
one, and tAventy-two times in both testicles. In some of these 
cases, hoAvever, this absence is explained by material lesions, 
such as tubercles of the epididymis and testis, by fatty and 
fibrous degeneration of the epithelium lining the seminal 
ducts, etc. But on different occasions it was impossible for 
M. Mantegazza to discover, either with the naked eye or by 
the aid of the microscope, any alteration cajAable to account for 
the aspermatozie, and he then draAvs these conclusions ;—“ In 
certain obscure cases of sterility during marriage the fault may 
be in the man, even though the dcA’^elopment of his genital 
organs should cause us to look to the wife for the cause of 
infecundity.” 

Wlien noting in my “Physiology” the opinions of the 
authors just cited, I possessed so small a number of observa¬ 
tions that I could not contest them, and they, besides, 
seemed so well guarded against attack. I waited, there¬ 
fore, to collect facts which might corroborate those opinions, 
but without success. I possess up to this moment seventy- 
tAVO samples of semen coming from indiAuduals of different 
ages and constitutions, exempt, however, from any dis¬ 
ease capable of influencing either the secretion or the ex- 
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cretion of the seminal fluid, and I must say that in all these 
cases—apart from a single one, and whieh I shall explain further 
on—I have never met with an example of aspermatozie. 
When observers in their researches arrive at such variable 
results, it is evident that the cause of these divergences must 
depend upon particular conditions in which the subjects under 
observation have been placed. As regards Casper’s results, I 
would observe that those individuals examined after death 
were in a most favourable condition for post-mortem ejacula¬ 
tions, and which, as every one knows, are not even unfrequent 
after natural death. With the exception of the two subjects, 
dead the one from pysemia, the other from pneumonia, they 
were asphyxiated, hanged or drowned. In these cases ejacu¬ 
lation is nearly constant. Its abundance, even, has often been 
noted—a fact which is easily explained by the exciting in¬ 
fluence which the venous blood exercises upon the contractile 
flbres of the seminal reservoirs. One of the subjects was 
crushed to death, and here I will let Godart speak:—“ I must 
call to mind,” says he, “that since 1853 I have frequently 
noticed semen in the urethra a short time after natural death, 
and yet in these cases there existed neither semi-erection nor 
ejaculation as in persons or animals dead from violence. In 
the numerous animals v.duch I have sacrifleed or seen 
slaughtered, the emission of semen was always abundant, and 
took place one, two, or three minutes after the animal had been 
bled, slaughtered, or strangled. During the whole time of the 
discharge of semen, the tail of the animal was agitated as 
in normal coition, and I have observed in a hedgehog at 
this moment the contractions of the bidbo-cavernous muscle. 
I have seen the ejaculated semen from animals which were 
killed contain animalcula endowed Vvdth movements, and on 
February 28, 1855, I found upon the person of Guyet, who 
was crushed to death, semen at the meatus one hour after 
death, and provided with living spermatozoa.” 

These facts lead us to believe that the absence of .spermatozoa 
so often observed by Casper in persons dead without disease 
was diie to the evacuation of the spermatic fluid a short time 
after death. Casper, it is true, was yet able to find a sufficient 
quantity of seminal fluid in the vesicles for microscopical exa¬ 
mination, but it is more than probable that this liquid was a 
product of cadaveric exudation, favoured by the abundance of 
the venous blood contained in the seminal plexus. As regards 
IMantegazza’s researches, we must not forget that they con¬ 
sisted in the examination of the semen after death found in the 
seminiferous ducts. Now, whoever has midertaken such re- 
sesrehes will understand how difficult it is to discover sperma¬ 
tozoa in these canals, whereas we frequently find them in 
the seminal vesicles of the same subject. This is doubtless 
owing’ to the great debility and anaemic condition of the system 
from the fatal disease, and which may so much diminish the 
quantity of spermatozoa as to escape notice altogether. 

The two cases cited by M. Hirtz, referred, like all of oiir 
own, to individuals in good health, but were, contrary to our 
own, deprived of fecundating elements. I have been able to 
assure myself from aU the cases wluch I have collected that one 
of the most powerfid of causes contributing to a diminution of 
spermatozoa is the frequent exercise of the genital functions, 
be this in accordance or not with the erotic temperament of the 
individual. In my notes, taken with great care before and after 
each microscopical examination, and counting seventy-two ob¬ 
servations of spermatic samples appertaining to persons in 
health, I find ten cases remarkable for the small nimiber of 
spermatozoa, presenting only 1, 2, 5, 10 under each field of the 
microscope. These persons, with the exception of two, in whom 
the testicles were of small size, though not atrophied, had all, 
previous to their entry into the Hospital, abandoned themselves 
to or were in the habit of venereal excesses. 

One of the most instructive observations in this respect which 
I have gathered is the following:—A student, after having had 
three to four connexions daily for ten successive days, asked me 
to examine his semen. Out of seven or eight preparations 
wliich I made I could not discover any spermatozoa. There 
existed no lesion of the testicle. Some months later the same 
person brought me a new sample of spermatic fluid, but this 
time after three weeks of sexual abstinence. I then found 
spermatozoa in enormous quantity, covering nearly the whole 
field of the instrument. After these observations, which mani¬ 
festly prove the depressive influence of venereal excesses upon 
the secretion of the gland, we may be authorised to believe that 
the individuals observed by II. Hirtz owed their sterility to an 
abuse of their genital functions; moreover, that these troubles 
were merely of a temporary character, and, I am led to believe, 
would have disappeared altogether, had they, instead of taking 
oil of phosphor, truffles, and a fish diet, been advised more 

moderation in their conj ugal relations. The microscopical exa¬ 
mination was never renewed in these two cases. 

There is no doubt that a.spermatozie can be definitively caused 
by venereal excesses ; I am far from denying the fact. I shall 
myself have occasion, in the course of this work, to refer to a 
case of madness where this occurred; though this was most 
likely due to the functional troubles which coincided 'with a 
perturbation in the genital powers, and some material altera¬ 
tion of the secreting ducts. 

It remains to bo seen now -what difference there exists in the 
semen of the adolescent, tlie adult, and persons advanced in 
age. Few authors have paid any attention to the eomposition 
of this fluid in individuals under 20 years of age. I can only 
find a small number of observations on this point collected by 
M. Mantegazza. In these there were only two—and these had 
passed the age of 18—who possessed spermatic filaments. 

The occa.sion to examine the semen of young subjects has 
offered itself to me eight times—two 14, four 16, and two 18 
years old—and in aU these cases I have found spermatozoa in 
abundance. M. Mantegazza explains the absence of animalcula 
in the adolescents submitted to his observations by the fact 
that they belonged to a class of poor peasants, badly nourished 
and anaemic from malaria, causes which necessarily retard 
puberty. This is possible, but it is also likely that the seminal 
secretion had been much dimini.shed or even completely sus¬ 
pended by the disease which had caused death.(a) 

As to persons advanced in age, it was the belief not many 
years ago that they were deprived of the fecundating elements. 
This opinion, however, was not based upon microscopical 
observations; it was simply a generally admitted idea, that old 
persons are unfit for reproduction. 

Wag-ner was the first to announce that he had been able to 
find spermatic filaments in persons aged 60 and 70. But the 
honour of thoroughly investigating this matter is due to M. 
Duplay, who was afterwards followed by M. Dieu. 

M. Duplay has examined the semen taken from the seminal 
vesicles of fifty-one persons advanced in age. In these 
spermatozoa existed thirty-seven times, or 72'o5 per cent. ; 
they were absent fourteen times, or 27’45 per cent. Among 
the first thirty-seven there were eight sexagenarians, twenty 
septenarians, and nine octogenarians. The proportion of the 
sexagenarians in whom spermatozoa were found, compared to 
those of the same age in whom they were absent, was 72’7 per 
cent.; ditto for the septenarians, 74 x)er cent. ; ditto for the 
octogenarians, 69-9 per cent. The number of spermatozoa 
found was often considerable, sometimes few but well developed, 
and the more consistent the fluid, the gTeater was their number. 

M. Dieu’s researches, made at the Hotel des Invalides, 
include 105 subjects. In these the seminal vesicles contained 
spermatozoa forty-one times, or 39 per cent.; they were absent 
sixty-four times, or 61 per cent. The highest age at which 
they were found was 86 ; and this is not yet the last limit, for 
Casper mentions an individual who died at the age of 96 in 
whom spermatic filaments were yet present. In the forty-one 
cases of M. Dieu there were nine sexagenarians, twenty-two 
septenarians, and ten octogenarians. The sexagenarians with 
spermatozoa in proportion to those of the same age in whom 
they were absent was 64’3 per cent.; ditto for the septenarians, 
44’8 per cent,; ditto for the octogenarians, 26’3 per cent. We 
notice that the principal difference existing in the result of 
these researches lies in the number of subjects presenting 
spermatozoa. These are more numerous in the statistics of 
M. Duplay than in those of M. Dieu. 

My own researches upon semen in persons of advanced age 
only include thirteen cases. Of these, two were 56, throe 58, 
one 60, two 62, one 63, two 64, one 65, a,nd one 70 years old. 
Spermatozoa were present in all; they were even numerous, 
lively, and moreover, in many instances, of unusual length. 
It is true, thirteen observations represent but a feeble number 
to judge the question which occupies us ; yet it seems a most 
peculiar coincidence that if in old age spermatozoa are so fre¬ 
quently absent, as is the opinion of MM. Duplay and Dieu, I 
should not have met with a single ease in the thirteen which 
presented this condition. I am therefore disposed to believe 
that old persons, if enjoying good health, are just as apt to 
produce spermatozoa as is the adolescent or the adult. I shall 
refer ag’ain to this difference in resifits between the researches 
of the authors just cited and my own, when speaking of acute 
and chronic diseases, and their influence upon the activity of 
the spermatic functions. 

From the details into wluch I have just entered it results, 

(a) We must not forget tliat Maategazza’a researches were all made 
after death. 
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therefore, that every man in health carries in his semen the 
material elements of fecundation. This conclusion, as can 
be easily understood, is of the greatest importance ; for if, in 
fact, it worii proven that there are quite a number of subjects 
normally deprived of spermatozoa, the researches into the 
morbid condition of these elements ’vrould necessarily lose a great 
part of their scientific value. But are we authorised to affirm, 
from the presence of spermatozoa, that the person fuiTiishing 
them is fruitful ? No! There still remains to be seen 
if these elements are endowed Avith motion. G-odart states 
that in some sterile individuals this movement is totally 
absent. Now it seems to me that tliis must be an ex¬ 
ceedingly ^ rare occurrence. From the numerous samples of 
senien which I have examined, one and eAmn two hours after 
emission, I have never been able to note that fact. The ques¬ 
tion may lastly be asked if the spermatozoa, though animated 
with motion, must not be possessed of a certain constitution in 
order to produce the efficacious impregnation of the germ. 
This proposition suggests itself to me because of the change 
which takes place in the ovule—female element of fecundation 

towards the age of 40 or 42. It is quite certain that the 
ovule in Avoman of that age is much more difficult of fecunda¬ 
tion than in earlier life; and yet, as I have several times 
assured myself by direct obserA’'ation, there is no difference as 
to aspect in the ovule of a woman of 40 or a young girl of 20 
years old. The change therefore must lie in the molecular 
arrangement, and so it may happen that the semen after a 
certain age, although containing spermatozoa little differing 

adult, has lost its fecundating' properties, and 
that tne rare cases of fecunda,tion in old age are exceptions, 
like preg'naircy in woman at the end of her menstrual life, 
Avithout, as far as ma,n is concerned, a diminution of the Anrile 
powers being necessary. I need not dAvell on the modifica¬ 
tions which occur in the secretion of the testicle Avhen there 
^ists an anomaly of position or development of the organ. 
This question remains where Godart has left it. However, 
having had the opportunity of observing a cryptorchido who 
very materially differed from the desci-iption Avhich this author 
has left us, it may be well to mention the subject. 

The cryptorchides are, according to Godart, generally of 
middle stature, little embonpoint, pale colour, sandy hair, and 
no_beard. They are not as strong as other men, and their 
voice IS feeble ; they seem younger than they are ; they are 
tmiid, have no energy, and rather occupy themselves with work 
appertaining to woman. Lastly, the cryirtorchides are potent, 
but t ireir semen is deprii-ed of animalcula, and consequently sterile. 

The case Avhich I have observed is the foUoAAung;—X., a 
Corsican, aged 37, has four brothers perfectly formed : two of 
thpii are mar ried, and have children. At tiro age of 17 or 18 
this man had^ gonorrhcoa, a soft chancre, and a consecutive 
bubo, but suffered no pain in the abdomen during his illness. 
He has been married thirteen years ; no children.'^ His Physi¬ 
cian attributes the want of offspring to his wife, AA^'ho is suf¬ 
fering from an anteversio uteri. His virile faculties have 
always been strongly developed, especially up to the age of 25. 
X. is a man of good size, coloured face, powerfully muscular, 
Avith very black and abundant hair and beard. His voice is quite 
strong; Ire talks well, and seems intelligent; his character 
does irot appear to lack in energy; his bodily activity is great; 
he is a farmer by profession, and passionately fond of huntino-! 
Upon examination of the geniial organs, I find the scrotum 
absent, the penis voluminous, and the pubes covered with 
hair. No prominence can le felt in the inguinal canal. 
Pressing upon the different par:s of the abdominal AvaUs 
above Poupart’s ligaments, no body which might give sus¬ 
picion of the presence of a testicle can be discovered. 
Two days after Pus examination, X. presents himself 
with some seminal ^ fluid. The quantity was three grammes 
■ that is to say, it was abundant. Its aspect is opaline, 
transparent, tolerably viscous, and of feeble odour. Under 
the microscope I found numerous proteic and creamy granu¬ 
lations, some few pavement epithelial cells, and ‘ crystals 
of phosphate of magnesia. But in vain did I take the pre¬ 
caution to agitato the fluid; in Auain did I repeat a dozen times 

pi’^jiarations; it Avas impossible to find a single spermatic 
filament. The above description, as can bo seen, contrasts 
strikingly with that of Godart, and yet there existed neither 
in the antecedents of our patient nor in any particularities 
of his organisation anything to explain this exception to the 
general rule. It confirms, hoAvever, the fact of infecundity of 
the^cryptorchides—a fact yet to-day put in doubt by certain 
authors—and it shoAvs, moreover, that sterility may exist in 
them when their stature, physical powers, and moral faculties 
are developed as in other men. 

I shall noAv study the influence of disease upon the composi¬ 
tion of semen in the following order ; — 

1. In acute or chronic diseases foreign to the genital ap¬ 
paratus. 

2. Ill diseases or the testicle and cpididvmls. 
3. In leisions surrounding the testicle or the ipilidymis. 
4. In diseases of the spermatic cord. 
5. In spermatorrhcBa. 

[To he continued.) 

A CASE OE HIP-JOINT DISEASE SUCCESS* 
FULLY TEEATED. 

By SAMUEL OLDHAM, M.E.C.S.E. 

O. B., an intelligent youth of 14 years of age, after having 
been under treatment for a period of tAvo months, was discharged 
with discouraging remarks to his Avidowed mother. 

On December 14 last I was asked to see the youth as a means 
of affording him temporary relief. Out of commiseration I 
volunteered to undertake the treatment of the case if he would 
submit to long-continued confinement in bed, which he readily 
acceded to, assuring his mother at the same time of the 
successful results I had Avitnessed in the Manchester Eoyal 
Infirmary under the skilful treatment of Mr. Jordan. The 
case had every symptom A^ery prominent, as being one of 
morbus coxae in rather an advanced stage. There was great 
tenderness over iliacus and psoas muscles ; tapping the sole of 
the foot or great trochanter gave him considerable pain, the 
knee contracted, and the usual nocturnal pain referable to that 
joint, Avhich was wmning hfe away. I got a splint made which 
extended three inches beyond the foot and about eight inches 
above the joint. I gradually extended the limb and placed it at 
perfect rest by the means of a bandage from the foot to the 
groin, at the same time making extension and counter-extension 
in the ordinary way. He was placed on a generous diet, but 
preferred milk Avdth lime Avater as his chief food, also ordered 
to take a dessert spoonful of cod-hver oil three times a day. At 
the commencement of the treatment I was obliged (to relieve 
his sufferings in the night) to give him an opiate, but after the 
first seven weeks had passed this was no longer required, as the 
pain entirely left him. About the fourth month a distinct abscess 
formed in Scarpa’s triangle, which at one time I was afraid 
would give way, but his general health kept improving, and 
with time and slight pressure I was pleased to find the tumour 
lessening, until there remained nothing but a hard concretion. 
After remaining in bed for twenty-seven weeks, and finding aU 
the symptoms had disappeared and could bear deep pressure over 
the joint, I consented for him to go about on crutches Avith his 
leg suspended, hoping that out-door exercise and fresh air 
would hasten convalescence. He now bears his weight on the 
once diseased joint, and, only for the stiffness which continues 
in the knee, would be able to dispense with sticks. 

In conclusion I may say that Mr. Jordan laid great stress on 
this plan of treatment of this particular disease, and his theory 
is that the extension and counter-extension relieve the 
acetabulum from the pressure of the head of the femur, and by 
long-continued rest, which is so essentially necessary for 
Surgical cases, allows the joint to partially recover itself. 

Bui’slem. 

Phthisis among the Lyons SiLic-WE.iVEES.—At the 
Croix-Eousse (the weavers’ quarter) Hospital a register of 
deaths for the quinquennial period 1862-66 shows that while 
the entire number of deaths amounted to 2024, those from 
phthisis constituted about a third (771). Among these 771 
Avere 269 young Avomen (105 cUvideuses and 164 tisseuses) 
between 15 and 25 years of age. These young women, M. 
Chatin observes, arrive from the country at a hundred leagues 
from this seat of “ lymphatism ” strong, blooming, and fresh- 
coloured. After tAvo or three years’ residence in their crowded 
habitations at Lyons, those of them that survive are no longer 
to be recognised, so marked are the effects of chlorosis and 
anaemia. The acts of vegetative life have fallen into an utterly 
torpid state, and in a feAv months afterwards a dry cough is 
set up. Treated at their place of Avork as long as they can be, 
the workgirls are obliged at last to go to the Hospital, where 
phthisis is recognised, and which, foUoAving its course, in two 
or three years brings the poor Savoyards to the dissecting- 
room. This is not the exception Avith these girls, but the 
general rule.—Gaz. Held., July 23. 
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EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-«- 

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

^FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL—RECOVERY WITH 
PARALYSIS OF CERTAIN CRANIAL NERVES. 

(Under the care of Mr. HULKE.) 

W. R., a strong healthy man, a carman, aged 29, was brought 
to the Hospital on April 7, 1869, and placed under Mr. Hulke’s 
care in the male accident ward, with this history. 

The man had not felt well all day, although with no definite 
complaint beyond constant and unusual palpitation. He was 
Tiding on the side of a van when he felt suddenly giddy, and 
believes that he fell over head first to the ground, his head 
being ground by the wheel against the curb-stone. He was 
picked up at once and brought to the Hospital. 

When first seen by the House-Surgeon, the patient was just 
recovering consciousness. There was a small lacerated wound 
on the right temple which bled freely, the right ear being also 
much torn. There was bleeding from the left ear, and the 
right eye was unduly prominent and quite blind. Pupils 
dilated and equal. Pulse 100, of good strength. His right 
arm and left hand were also bruised. 

Two hours after admission the wound on the temple began 
•to bleed afresh, but that was readily stayed by pressure. The 
•proptosis of the eyeball had increased. He slept fairly through 
the first night, save for occasional vomiting, passing his urine 
nnd motions naturally. 

On the following day, it was noticed that the right pupil 
was much dilated and motionless, the conjunctiva injected 
and ecchymosed, and the lids also swollen with ecchymosis. 
There was still no sight with this eye, absolute deafness with 
right ear, and some difficulty of hearing with the left; and 
incomplete ansesthesia of all the facial branches of the fifth 
cerebral nerve, but no other paralysis. He complained a good 
deal at times of severe pain in the right side of the head, 
which abated somewhat next day; but now further symptoms 
-of nerve lesions began to show themselves in some difficulty in 
swallowing, and inability to protrude the tongue. The hair 
was cut away on the right side of the head, and ice constantly 
applied. 

On the third day there was more distinct paralysis of the 
face on the right side, and a free watery discharge from both 
ears, the sight and hearing remaining in same state. 

On the fourth day the condition was much the same. Still 
the difficulty in swallowing. “I can get it into my mouth,” 
said he, “ but not down my thi-oat.” There was incomplete 
paralysis of the soft palate, and stiU. some antesthesia of the 
right cheek. 

By the eighth day he could swallow vv^ell, but the other 
paralysis was now more marked, the mouth being drawn over 
to the left, whilst the tongue was protruded to the right. The 
pain in the head had now much abated. 

On the thirteenth day the serous discharge from the left car, 
which had nearly ceased, returned, and with it increased deaf¬ 
ness and much pain in the head. The appetite, however, 
Temained fair, and the man was steadily improving in general 
health. 

By the twenty-fourth day after the accident the general 
health was greatly improved, but the right eye remained quite 
blind, the right ear deaf, and the same side of the face anajs- 
thetic to some extent. The discharge from the left ear had 
given place to a constant ringing noise, not altogether, how- 

■ever, interfering with hearing. There remained of the former 
severe pain only a little occasional shooting behind the right 
brow. 

The patient remained in the Hospital for five weeks longer, 
and, when discharged on June 9, had recovered fair health and 
strength, but the senses had not returned to the right eye and ear. 

Jiemarks by Mr. Hulke,—The principal interest in this case 
consists in the patient’s recovery after an extensive fracture of 
the basis cranii. That this was the nature of the accident is 
inferable from the bleeding and serous oozing from both ears, 
together with the implication of branches of each of the three 
primary divisions of the fifth cerebral nerve (which fixed the 
injury in or behind the spheno-maxillary fissure), so 
(the protrusion of the eyeball, which was probably caused by 

haemorrhage in the back of the orbit. The bhiidness was duo 
to the rapid stretching of the optic nerve, not to any changes 
observable in the first instance in the interior of the eyeball; 
subsequently, the lesion of the nerve trunk progressed, atrophy 
of the ocular end of the nerve being evident when he left the 
Hospital. The treatment consisted in ice to the head, purges, 
and a limited diet. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

FALL FROM A SECOND FLOOR ON TO THE BACK 
OF HEAD — PARALYSIS OF SOME CRANIAL 
NERVES. 

(Under the care of Mr. MARSHALL.) 

Foe the notes of the following very interesting case we are 
indebted to the kindness of Mr. Rushton Parker, the House- 
Surgeon. 

F. R., aged 19, a painter, whilst painting the outside of a. 
house on May 27, 1869, fell backwards from the second floor 
window, striking the back part of the head and neck. On. 
admission into the Hospital at 5 p.m. on the same day, he was 
somewhat comatose, but could be momentarily roused. He 
then complained of great pain and of a feeling of constriction 
around the neck, also of much tenderness at the back of the neck, 
opposite to the fourth cervical vertebra. A slight irregularity 
of the spinous process of the third or fourth cervical vertebra 
was observed, but it seemed not to be of much importance, and 
no crepitus was felt. On examination of the back of 
the pharnyx with the finger, a prominence was felt on 
the right side of the middle line, projecting from the 
vertebral column. There was no paralysis of the face, 
trunk, or limbs, but the pharynx had lost its usual sensitiveness, 
and there was great difficulty in swallowing. The patient 
had bled from the right nostril, but not from either ear. A 
soft swelling was found over the upper part of the occiput, a 
little to the left side. The hair was cut short, and a bladder of 
ice applied to the head. 7 p.m. : Patient has been sick several 
times, and brought up some blood at first. The urine was 
drawn off. 9 p.m.: Still slightly comatose, or perhaps drowsy, 
though easily roused. Frequently turns over in bed of his 
own accord, raises himself on his hands and knees, and then 
sits up, looking vacant and lost. 10 p.m. : Patient very rest¬ 
less ; keeps sitting up every five or ten minutes; cannot 
swallow. Pulse only 60 ; respiration laboured and rather 
noisy—no stertor. 

28th.—2 a.m. : Still restless. Has passed water freely of his 
own accord, signifying his wish to do so by signs. 10 a.m.: 
Still drowsy ; cannot articulate, though he attempts to do so, 
uttering slight noises. When he was roused he recognised his 
father. No paralysis, unless the difficulty in swallowing was 
due to this cause. Ordered an enema of beef-tea ^j., brandy gj., 
and one egg, three times a day, on account of the inability to 
swallow. 3 p.m.: StiU in a drowsy, though not strictly coma¬ 
tose, state; skin hot, pulse 54, fuU and soft; respirations 
26 per minute; bowels not open. Croton oil ii\j. and calomel 
gr. iij., given at once. Tongue and mouth dry; still unable 
to swaUow; respiration naturaUy performed; pupils equal, 
sensible to light, and not dUated. 

29th.—Patient remains drowsy, though easily roused; 
passed a very restless night. He has had muscular twitchings 
of face and platysma. No other muscles so affected. The 
tongue cannot be protruded, and when the twitchings are 
coming on it is moved backwards and forwards quickly, but 
not to the extent of protrusion. When told to put out his 
tongue, he simply opens his mouth. Bowels have been freely 
opened ; sordes on teeth ; skin hot; face flushed; tongue dry 
and rather brown. Pulse 56 ; respirations 26. Cannot retain 
the enemata. Tins morning he swallowed a little milk vnth 
some pain. 

30th.—He is a little better this morning; he swallows better, 
though still imperfectly. He always gets out of bed to 
defecate; will not use the bed-pan, and asks for urine bottle 
when he wants to make water. Muscular twitchings as marked 
as yesterday, but the paroxysms are less frequent. Breathing 
more intercostal than diaphragmatic. Ho cannot yet speak so 
as to be easily understood. Skin cool; tongue dry; no sordes. 
He was very troublesome all night, constantly attempting to 

get out of bed. 
31st.—Condition the same as yesterday; twitchings more 

marked on right side of face than on left; right limbs also 
twitched during the night. Right side of face paralysed when 

quiescent. 
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June 1.—Twitchings less frequent; still very torpid. 
^d. Is better. Looks more intelligent; recognised his 

lather, and showed the dresser the bruise-pn his arm. He can 
to-day put out the tongue, wnich is inojst and covered with 
white fur- In protruchng the tongne, that organ is always 
narrowed for about an inch at the tip only, the rest remaining 
broad ; tliis gives the tongue a very curious appearance. 
Rowels opened twice to-day. Pulse 50 ; re.spiration 20. About 
4 a.m. had twitchings of face and arms, more right than left 
also of right leg. This lasted about an hour, and continued in 
the face for four hours more. 

3rd.—Cornplains of pain in lower occijiital region. Can 
swaUow easUy and without pain. Speaks, but stiU very indis¬ 
tinctly. Tongue moist and clean. Towels open twice durino- 

, respiration 20. Passed a quiet night, 
a little. Took two pints of beef-tea and 

the night. Pulse 50 
hut face twitched 
two eggs. 

si'J® of face not so marked, as tested 
by teUing patient to blow, shut his eyes, etc. Pain still con¬ 
tinues in occiput. Speech more distinct. 

7th.—Was found reading s newspaper. ■ Ice is still kept to 
head, as it has been since adinission as far as restlessness permitted. 

10th.—Paralysis of facial muscles guadually climinishino-. 
lie now sits up to his meals, which he takes heartily, thou^ 
not yet allowed meat. Was playing dominoes with another 
patient this afternoon. Speech much improved. 

13th.—Sat up for a few hours to-day. 

14th.—Can talk much more distinctly now, so that he is able 
to pronounce his name. Still feels pain at back of head 

30th.—Prominence at back of pharynx less distinct now. 
bus up during whole of day. StiU some indistinctness in 
articulation. 

. Pam at occiput stiU continuing, a blister was appUed 
to the nape of the neck, which gave temporary reUef, also 
ordered potass, bromidi gr. x., aquae f. ^j. ter in die. 

‘ Is going to the Convalescent Hospital at 
VValton-on-Thames for a month. 

Remarks. ^This case seems to derive its interest not from any 
special hne of treatment adopted, but from the severity of its 
nature,_the complexity of the symptoms, the obscure nature of 
the lesion produced—whatever that may have been—and the 
so far succesrful termination. On admission, the first impres¬ 
sion by Mr. Bolton, the House-Surgeon in charge, was that the 
injury was mainly to the spinal cord on account of the pro- 
nunence on the cervical portion of the vertebral column in the 
pharynx, but this was not afterwards confirmed, at any rate to 
the extent supposed, for the only persistent evidence of this 
•was the fact that, when examined on the day of discharge, 
rotation of the head to the left .side was much more complete 
than to the right; and there had never been any paraplegia. 
As to the head, there was bleeding from the right nostril. This 
rendered the suj)position that some fracture of the base of the 
skuU had occurred not without reason. The paralysis and 
spasms of the hmbs were miUateral, and therefore due to cranial 
rather than to spinal injury. The facial and the hypoglossal 
nerves were both more or less disturbed in function. But what 
caused the paralysis of the parts siippUed by those nerves ? 
Ihis question was frequently discussed by Mr. MarshaU at the 
bedside before the class, and the suppositions which he thought 
most plausible ivere that either some effusion of blood had 
taken_ place at or about the centres of these nerves, or that they 
■were injured in their intracranial course or as they passed out 
at their respective foramina of exit from the skuU by fracture 
there or by effusion of blood pressing on them, or by both 
causes, and subsequent inflammation of the meninges or nerve- 
sheaths in connexion -wMb the reparative processes going on at 
the base of the skull. The impairment of speech was evidently 
not laryngeal, for vocalisation was performed as soon as con- 
scioiisne^ returned, though articulation was imperfect. The 
great (meulty seemed to be ivith the letter “r,” to pronounce 
which the superior lingualis muscle must act, which it could 
not when the facial nerve with its branch the chorda tympani 
was paralysed. The loss of power in this muscle specially 
would also explain the peculiar narrow and pointed form of 
the tongue which was noticed for a time. The patient’s name 
was Erederick Hogers. He could say “ F—ede—ick ” pretty 
soon. After a few days he said “Frederick” imperfectly, and 
some days later he could pronounce “ Eogers ” 

. Gargle.—M. Cullerier jirescribes the following 
in syphilitic ulceration of the mouth and throat, and in ozmna : 

Iodide pot. 1 part, honey syrup 30, and decoction of barley 
120 parts.—Frtio;? JAV7., July 24. ^ 
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SATUEDAY, AUGUST 28, 1860. 

-- 

LONDON WATEE. 

■Whether the Eoyal Commission on Water Supply will lead to 

definite action ■with regard to the London water comjianies, 

we know not; but Mr. Netten Eadoliffe’s investigations can. 

hardly fail of it. In the supply of a huge and growing city 

with water we want economy and responsibility, and we have 

neither. The notion of economy is set at nought by the ex¬ 

istence of half a dozen companies drawing water from the 

Thames, each with separate suction pipes, reservoirs, filtering 

beds, and pumping engines—to say nothing of duplicate 

directors, secretaries, clerks, and offices. The East London 

Water Company, whose legitimate source is the Lea, is em¬ 

powered to get additional supply from the Thames above 

Hampton, and for tliis purpose constructs a main thirteen miles 

long. Why this waste of plant and waste of engine power 

to propel water this enormous distance, seeing tha t they go by 

the very doors of the West Middlesex, Grand Junction, and 

New Eiver Companies, who could supply the additional water 

at little extea cost F The public must pay for tliis, and so we 

tl^k the time is clearly come when the companies should be 

disestablished and bouglit out before the bargain becomes 

worse. At the least, they could amalgamate ; the Southwark 

and Yauxhall and the Lambeth might form one company for 

the distribution of Thames water to the south, and the Chelsea, 

TYest Middlesex, and Grand Junction united, might supply 

the town to the mouth of the river. The New Eiver and East 

London might run in the same mains, as they draw from the same 

source, the Lea, which, if Mr. Mylne’s scheme be carried out, wiE 

give a puier and more abundant supply. The Kent, for a time,, 

might stand alone. But true economy demands that all these 

companies should be consolidated, and replaced by a public 

department. And the public safety demands it no less. All 

that Avas alleged ag’ainst the East London Water Comjiany 

recetees confirmation from Avhat is discovered as to a certain 

reservoir at Battersea. There was, according' to Professor 

Frankland, on September 10,1868, four times as much common 

salt (13-6 parts per 100,000) in the water of the Southwark 

Company as in the water of any other company. This can be- 

accounted for by the admission of the tidal water from the- 

Thames at Battersea; and it is a sig-uificant fact that Mr. Ead- 

efiffe points out three ways in which the tidal water can find 

its way into the Battersea reservoirs. Every day’s experience 

confirms the general sentiment as to the untrustwortliiness of 

compames. It is the business of the chairman and directors 

to look after the commercial interests and secure a good divi¬ 

dend. It is the business of the engineers to take care that 
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there is water enough—good water, if possible. If not, “ want 

knows no master,” and that must serve which comes to hand. 

If the public want their water pure, they must take the reins 

into their own hands. 

CHEMICAL FORCE AND VITAL FORCE. 

A SM^iLL pamphlet, by Dr. Rroadbent, of St. Mary’s, has just 

appeared which, as it seems to us, is worthy of a fuUer conside¬ 

ration than either of the two papers of which it is composed has 

hitherto received. It is entitled “An Attempt to apply Chemi¬ 

cal Principles in Explanation of the Action of Remedies and 

Poisons,” and consists of a paper read before the Royal Medical 

and Cliirurgical Society and of an article published in the Journal 

of Anatomy aucl Fhysiology. To any one conversant with the 

progress of Theoretical Medicine in later years, notliing can 

be more striking than the gradual abandonment of vitalistic 

for physical doctrines as to life, nutrition, and disease. We 

cannot for a moment pretend that, as ipatters now stand, the 

known laws which govern physical changes are capable of 

explaining everything going on in the human organism, but 

enough is known to encourage inquiry, and to hold out hope 

“that, at some future time, laws of the same kind as those now 

known may be found out wliich will explain much of which 

we are now ignorant. A glance backward to the Medicine of 

the past* will better explain what we mean than will anytliing 

else. Thus we may reflect on the known mechanical laws which 

preside over the action of our muscles on their bony levers, on 

the evolution of force in these muscles owing to the chemical 

chang'es of carbon, on the electric phenomena of nerves and 

muscles, on the laws of liquid and gaseous diffusion which pre- 

Bide over respiration, absorption, transudation, etc. ; finally, 

on the essentially chemical changes which food undergoes 

to fit it for assimilation. There is not one of these wliich 

at one time was not supposed to be vital in its nature, and 

consequently to be beyond the domain of physical inquirers. 

TVe may, therefore, reasonably contend that if so much has 

been done in the past, more may be done in the future, and it 

is surely more philosojiliical to conclude that a subject is within 

the range of human inquiry than that it is altogether beyond 

our ken, and that consequently time spent in investigating it 

is time spent in vain. With such notions Dr. Broadbent, in 

accordance with some amongst the most advanced thinkers 

and workers in Medical science, is deeply imbued, and we 

legret to say that from the hands of some of our brethren 

lie has received but scant measure of justice. No doubt the 

views advanced in these papers are crude ; they are, perhaps, 

on that account not the less worthy of attention, as being of 

the suggestive kind. 

Professor Christison was probably the first in this country to 

institute an extensive series of experiments into the relative 

actions of various poisons, and to compare them one with 

another. This line of research was subsequently followed up 

cliiefly by Blake, on behalf of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science, and by each of these important dis¬ 

coveries were made. Consequently, on these investigations it 

was concluded, if not exactly proved, that certain isomorphic 

•substances had similar effects on the organism. Since that 

time, however, great advances have been made in chemistry as 

in physiology, and Dr. Broadbent seeks now to show that in¬ 

dividuals of the same chemical group have similar physiological 

effects. Even ill this matter of grouping bodies chemistry has 

made rapid strides, and nowadays substances formerly sepa- 

Tated wide as the poles are brought into close approximation. 

It is this advance which has chiefly enabled the physiological 

researches to wliieh we refer to be carried out. Thus, nowadays, 

phosphorus and arsenic are both grouped as non-metaUic bodies, 

closely allied one to another, and research has shown that they 

are so in their therapeutical as well as their chemical proper¬ 

ties, for Dr. Broadbent has found phosphorus to rival arsenic 

in the treatment of certain forms of skin disease. So, again. 

in the chemical group made up of iron, manganese, nickel, 

and chromium, each substance is found to have an action 

somewhat similar to that of iron, which may be looked on as 

the type of this series ; all possess hcematinic powers, and 

although the others yield to iron in this respect, that is no 

argument against the force of the general statement that 

their therapeutic influence is similar. It was somewhait con¬ 

founding to find that zinc—a metal ordinarily classified with 

these bodies—had no such effect; but nowadays zinc is classed 

by chemists with magnesium rather than with the iron group of 

metals, so that it could not be expected, on the principles 

enunciated, to exercise an influence at all similar to iron. 

Thinking men cannot help being impressed vdth the daily 

increasing importance of the parts assigned to pliysical and 

chemical laws in the explanation of vital phenomena, but, in 

the face of the effects of certain of our remedies or poisons, 

these explanations have seemed impotent. When we consider 

the small quantity of prussic acid or of strychnine which suffices 

to destroy life, and consider, further, how closely each of them 

is connected with harmless substances, we are puzzled to 

account for their tremendous power. They must either contain 

within themselves an enormous mass of force, or be capable of 

eliciting it from the system. Physiological investigation 

has shown that carbonic oxide, the dangerous product of im¬ 

perfectly consumed coal or wood, acts by attacking the blood- 

corpuscles, by combining with their hcemoglobin, with which 

it forms a permanent compound, whereby the necessary taking 

and giving up of oxygen is totally prevented. This process is 

plain and intelligible, but it requires time; whereas the effect 

of prussic acid is almost instantaneous. Clearly, then, the effects 

of prussic acid must be explained in some other way—perhaps 

by acting indirectly on the nervous sy.stem rather than by a 
comparatively slow process of blood-poisoning. As an illustra¬ 

tion of the two modes of action these two poisons seem to 

represent, we may cite that of electric force, wliich in certain 

cases is characterised by volume, in others by intensity. Elec¬ 

tric force of enormous volume, if of low intensity, may be 

sustained with impunity, or even with benefit, by the human 

body; but if the intensity is greatly increased, death may 

result. Something of the same kind would seem to distinguish 

the death-dealing force of carbonic oxide or carbonic acid from 

that of prussic acid. In the one case we have volume, in the 

other intensity. It would further appear that this intensity or 

tension depends mostly on the presence of nitrogen, for Drs. 

Crum Brown and Frazer have shown that by modifying a 

poisonous base by bringing it back towards the ammonia type 

—in other words, by rendering its nitrogen more stable—its 

poisonous proiierties are markedly decreased. This, however, 

cannot be the only cause of intense poisonous action; for a 

substance now unfortunately too well known for its highly 

dangerous degree of chemical tension—we mean nitro-glycerine 

—is not markedly poisonous. "We trust, however, we have 

said enough to induce our readers to inquire into this subject 

somewhat more closely; as a field of research it is of the most 

promising as of the most unbounded character. The results 

hitherto obtained are so encouraging and of such an interest¬ 

ing character, that we shall be glad to hoar of, and to record, 

any additions to our store of knowledge. To Dr. Broadbent 

our thanks are especially due, inasmuch as he has persevered 

in the face of a chilling reception, if not of actual opposition 

to his 'vie'ws, in researches which, to our mind, are of the 

highest value, not alone for what they themselves tend to 

show, but also as pointing out the way to future inquirers. 

THE LAW OF BEAUTY, AND PROPORTIONS OF 
THE HUMAN FIGURE, (a) 

The investigations in the military and anthropological statistics 

of American soldiers, published by the U. S. Sanitary Commis- 

(a) “Investigations in the Military and Anthropological Statistics of 
American Soldiers.” By B. A. Gould, Ph.D., etc., Actuary of the U. S» 
Sanitary Commission. Ne'w York, 1869. 
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eion are of a twofold character, as the title of the work 

indicates. The first or military portion will remain a valuable 

record for the Instorians of the great contest between North 

and South, and for politicians who are concerned with an 

estimate of the resources of the countiy. 

Chapter o commences the anthrojjological, Avliich is much the 

larger, portion of the work, and by the tabidation of “ mean 

statures at each ago by nativities,” and again “ by region in 

which enlisted,” leads up to various conclusions of interest. 

For the law of growth we have these inferences :—• 

1. The rate of growth suddenly diminishes at about 20 years. 

Stature continues to increase until about 24. 

2. A period of suspension of growth at about 24 years. 

Subsequently a slight increase until full stature is attained. 

excluding much that with longer notice would have been most 
serriceable. 

So far as the measurements taken are to be applied in deter¬ 

mining the characteristic differences of various races, white on 

coloured, and of various occupations, they are apparently 

sufficient, and the detailed results have much interest. Thus 
as regards soldiers and sailors. 

“Notwithstanding a superiority of stature on the part of 
the soldiers over the sailors measured, amounting to 0-73 inches 
for the New Englanders, 0-87 for the natives of the Middlu 
States, 1-14 for the Englishmen, and 0-37 for the Iri.shmen, 
the legs of the sailors are all longer, the excess amounting to- 
0-217 for the aggregate averages; and their arms all shorter, 
by an amount averaging 1-09 inch for the men, and entirely- 
disproportionate to the difference in height.”—P. 288. 

3. The normal epoch of maximum stature generally as late 

as 30 years. It varies for different classes of men. 

4. The annual variations after about 23 years are very small. 

The epochs of suspension and maxima vary with the class of men. 

These results corroborate the conclusions of Quetelet from 

much more limited collections, and the same is the case with 

his law of the relation of weight to stature—“ that the weights 

of individuals of different heights who have attained their full 

development are approximately (Dr. Gould strengthens this 

expression) as the squares of their statures.” On the other 

Eand the American statistics disallow the supposed law “ that 

frequency of pulse varies in the inverse ratio of the square of 

the stature,’ or indeed any law of interdependence whatever. 

It is another corroborated result that the mean increase of 

pulmonary capacity aiopears closely proportional to the increase 

of height, and, what is noteworthy, by no means so distinctly 

with reference to length of body, although variations in stature 

depend so largely on the length of the legs. A paradoxical 

deduction of Hutchinson that girth of chest exerts but trifiino- 

influence upon pulmonary capacity is materially qualified. The 

importance, however, of this collection of tables of mean values 

is not to be limited by the deductions that are here presented 

along with them; they constitute a store of reduced observa¬ 

tions of which the fuU significance has to be drawn by 

comparison with still other observations, or by the analytical 

processes of students who can spare time for analysis precisely 

through being saved all this preparatory labour in observing. 

The zeal and energy with which the scientific objects of the 

commission were carried through would command respect in 

any case—how much the more when we have such an illustration 

of the conditions as the fact that the war had so far trenched 

on the numbers of sldUed mechanics in the country, that great 

delay occurred in preparing the sets of necessary apparatus ! 

It was one consequence of this, wliich is repeatedly regretted, 

that some graduations were made in inches and tenths, instead 

of all uniformly by the metric system, which, besides “its 

nniversal use among scientists,” gives less opening to a besettino- 

tendency of new observers to read off round numbers rather 

than fractions. 

We have stiU, and indeed principally, to remark on the laro-e 

section of the volume that refers to the interesting questions 

concerning the mean dimensions and proportions of the human 

body. The tabulations give the mean residts of an enormous 

mass of observations ; their value will be influenced further by 

the sufficiency of the classification of the subjects measured 

the Judicious selection of the points of measurement, the 

accuracy of the observers, and the elimination of their personal 
errors. 

Dr. Gould candidly admits and regrets the absence of many 

of these conditions—in most cases necessarily, when a system 

had to be improvised hurriedly in the midst of the exhausting 

excitements of the war. His own appointment as actuary 

was as late as June, 1864; and then it was necessary to supply 

at the moment a revised schedule of questions, and sets of 

"apparatus according to the best information within reach, and 

It was not found practicable to assort the measured coloured., 

soldiers with precision. “ Throe or more distinct races of 

negroes are to be found in the Southern States, and these 

present themselves in every degree and mode of admixture 

with one another, and with the Indian and white races.” The- 

only classification available, therefore, was into full blacks and 

mixed races, comprising all other coloured men. AH access to 

rolls in the War Department was denied to the commission, or 

the tabulations here would have been as complete as those for 

the whites. The distance from tip of finger to upper margin 

of patella gives the most striking contrast between the race.s. 

white and black, and the black is again surpassed by the red 

man in length of arm. “ The arm of the Indian is certainly 

longer bj^ more than an inch and a half on the average thau 

that of the white.” These and other differences are thus 
tabulated:— 

Black. Mixed. Indians. 

From tip of finger to margin of patella 
In. In. In. 

2-884 4-125 3-653 
Mean length of head and neck 9-62 9-56 
Length of body. 24-52 24-76 26-87 
Height to perineemn . 32-100 32-010 31 81 
Height to knee . 19-169 19-446 19-01 
Height to perinmmn from knee 12-964 12-692 12-88 
Mean girth of neck . 13-920 13-83 
Lower arm and hand. 16-103 16-415 17-035 
Acromion to elbow . 13-302 13-856 13-757 
Acromion to tfi) of finger . 29-405 30-271 30-792 
Mid body to finger tip extended 35-808 35-882 37-198 
Height or stature. 66-210 66-261 68-225 

At page 319 we find results thus summarised :— 

In. 
5-036 
t)-fi4 

26-14 
31‘065 
18-61 
12- 46 
13- 62 
15'545 
13'605 
29-153 
35-04-2 
67-149 

“ The curious and important fact that the mulattoes, or men 
of mixed race, occupy so frequently in the scale of progression 
a place outside of, rather than intermediate between, those 
races from the combination of which they have sprung, cannot 
fail to attract attention. 

“ In the length of head and neck, and in the distance from 
the middle of the sternum to the tip of the middle finger, the 
order by races is the same a.s that deduced from the ratio 
between the upper and the lower arm, except that the men 
of mixed race come after the full blacks. 

“ As regards the breadth of pelvis, the red men come first,, 
then the whites, mulattoes, and blacks in order; and the same 
holds true for the circumference of the liips, excepting that 
here also the mulattoes follow the pure negroes. 

“ The most marked characteristics of the races here manifested 
appear to be—for the wliites, the length of head and neck and 
the short forearms; for the reds the long forearms, and the 
large lateral ^ dimensions, excepting at the shoulders; for tho 
blacks, the wide shoulders, long feet, and protruding heels. 

Among the whites, the sailors are conspicuous for their 
shortness of body, which is clearly the chief element of their 
defect of stature, while the students are remarkable for their 
height to the knee.” 

To the deductions that follow on another important branch 

of the subject we are disposed to take serious exception; the 

hope has been held forth (p. 246) of discovering “ the type of: 

humanity, as well as tho tyi^es of the several classes and races 

of man ”—the average man, of whom the external form, con- 

str-ucted by deduced numerical expressions of physical mani¬ 

festations “ may be legitimately adopted as a standard of beauty 
and a model of art.” 

This hope is not resigned at last, but it appears from the 

tables “ that the simple numerical ratios popularly supposed to. 
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exist between the normal dimensions of different parts of the 

body, do not exliibit themselves otherwise than as coarse 

approximationsthey always, represent, indeed “ a near 

approach to the true typical ratio, but are demonstrably re¬ 

moved from it in the cases here investigated. Thus the average 

span of the extended arms uniformly exceeds the height. The 

height to the pubes surpasses half the stature; the mean 

distance between the nipples is always less than one fourth the 

circumference of the chest, and so on.” 

There is here a gratuitous assumption that the deduced 

averages necessarily express the “ true typical ratio.” Let 

it be granted to the argument, that nature occupies in the 

production of individuals a position analogous to a troop of 

marksmen, numerous as may be desired, aiming at a target. 

Confessedly the mean or central point of all the shots fired 

win not be the true centre of the target. Multiply and combine 

tjrials as we please, there wiU at last be a certain want of coin¬ 

cidence between average hits and real centre; if the true 

centre be known, we are thus no doubt warned of and put 

upon search for the disturbing influence; but if it be unknown, 

the character and value of causes of deviation which may 

or may not tend to countervail each other, must be sought in 

new trials under new circumstances if we can invent or control 

such. 

Our best chance manifestly will be in judicious, classification, 

in sagacious selection of the more promising, and varying the 

circumstances for the better, albeit the fewer, marksmen. Our 

average will scarcely be improved by reckoning in a multitude 

of mere random shots ; and so there is no reason to conclude 

that the average type of man as he exists will coincide with 

the most beautiful type. The gurdener does not identify the 

beautiful type of a pansy with the average type—with the 

mean of existing variations—but with that true circularity of 

the flower, the approach to which he finds carries with it a 

constant enhancement of beauty. The sense of beauty is here 

the guide to experiment, and in the morphology of the human 

form no less the sense of the beauty of proportion has been 

the guide to the search for, not to say discovery of, the secrets 

of proportion on which, by something more than “ fancy or 

wild conjecture,” it has been so long assumed that beauty 

must depend. It is a very hard saying, that a belief in the 

dependence of beautiful types on simple numerical f)roportions 

of parts, admitted to be not only popular, but almost uni¬ 

versally adopted by artists, and inculcated by many eminent 

and learned men, is a belief sufficiently accounted for by 

(p. 320) the predisposition to believe it. Whence the pre¬ 

disposition ? The answer is from no irrational superstition; 

from the direct observation of particular instances-—the percep¬ 

tion that, however averages may fall, the arrangement of the 

face on a principle of equal thirds tends to beauty; from the 

analogy of all the arts to which, as to music, exact measures 

are applicable ; from the experimental proof that the Greek 

artists who held to the principle most absolutely, realised 

beauty most successfully; in brief, from observation of general 

nature and of organised life. The two sides of the human 

frame are not more palpably in proportion to each other than, 

in any particular instance not self—condemned for deformity, 

the upper to the lower members, though the ratio may not be 

as uniform or as ob\dous as in that case, or even as between 

the fore and hind quarters of a quadruped. It is no vain 

assumption—no false principle of guidance in physical investi¬ 

gation—^that when number and quantity have rule in the pro¬ 

duction of harmonious effects, simple ratio and definite proportion 

assert their supremacy; and no investigation is on the best 

track that does not lead on to the determination of them, or 

is likely to find it unless holding hard by this preliminaiy 

assumption. 

The elaborate works of the Greeks on symmetry as applied 

both to architecture and the human frame are unfortunately 

lost. As regards arcliitecture, in the measurements of the 

Parthenon by Mr. Penrose we may be said to have the 

illustrative drawings of the lost work of Ictinus; and from 

these very much of the theory has proved to be recoverable. 

Polycletus wrote not only on the symmetry of theatres, but of 

the human figui-e, and his renown certifies that he did not write 

at random. Galen, quoting intermediately from Clirysippus in 

a well-known passage, states that his theory set forth the 

proportionateness of each member to that adjacent and their 

joint proportionateness to the whole—thus of finger to meta¬ 

carpus, of hand to arm, of arm to body, and so forth. This 

leads us little way towards the recovery of the ancient theoiy, 

which was certainly not only precise, but so flexible that it could 

furnish consistent scales of proportion for various types of 

beauty. The investigation has to be commenced anew, and 

must be carried on by art and science conjointly, and if it must 

needs be left to artistic taste to indicate subjects of comparison 

and to sanction results, to science it must be conceded to insist 

that a law of self-consistent numerical proportion must be 

dominant in every case. So erroneous do we hold the conclusion 

“ that the aesthetic as little as philosophical considerations 

demand that simple numerical relations should be implied by 

the highest beauty in organised form.” That “ the hypothesis 

finds no support from these observations,” (p. 365) we must be 

allowed to ascribe to the observations, valuable as they are in 

other respects, not bearing from their direction and their 

treatment appropriately on this question. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

We have no intention to offer an opinion as to the probable 

nature of the report which Mr. Montague Bere, the Special 

Commissioner appointed to investigate the charge made against 

Mr. Harley and the new guardians of St. Pancras, wiU present 

to the Poor-law Board, or as to the verdict the Board will think 

proper to pronounce. There are, however, a few points widch 

a careful review of the published evidence has left uppermost 

in oiu’ minds. One is that the most mistaken and perilous 

position in which a Medical man can allow himself to be 

placed is that of the agent or representative of a jpolitical or 

local party. The gist of the charges against Mr. Harley is 

not that he made errors in diagnosis or prognosis, but that Le 

had been sent into the Infirmary by Mr. Watkins and the new 

guardians with direct, or understood, or implied orders to clear 

it, and that in acting as he did he had been simply obeying the 

commands or wishes of the new guardians. This alone has 

made the whole case against him wear so serious an aspect. 

In the discharge of his Professional duty to the sick under his 

charge the Medical man can safely listen to no dictates save 

those of his own conscience and judgment, and if he permit 

himself to be the agent of any party—even though it be one 

with whose opinions he himself may sympathise—his acts vuU 

be sure to attract suspicion, and when simply doing his duty 

he win stni fie under the imputation of being prompted by in¬ 

terested motives. We do not assert that this has been proved 

to have been Mr. Harley’s position, but it is the main point 

in the case for the prosecution, and one which gives a par¬ 

ticular meaning to the whole story. With regard to the case 

of Mary AUen, we do not tliink that the woman’s death from 

erysipelas can be at aU fairly traced to Mr. Harley’s manage¬ 

ment of her case. The evidence'‘by no means proves that the 

woman had suffered from scarlatina. We have not seen that 

it was stated by any witness. Medical or non-Medical, that the 

woman had any rash or subsequent desquamation of the skin. 

And even if she had been under the influence of scarlatina 

poison, it would be difficult Po connect her convalescence with 

the erysipelas from which she died, for ery.sipelas cannot be 

said to be an ordinary sequela of scarlatina. The woman did 

several days’ hard work before she was attacked with erysipelas, 

and had she been a struggling widow and a ratepayer instead 
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of a pauper, it is not improbable that ber disease might have 

taken a similar coui'se. The fact, however, that the woman’s 

children were convalescent from scarlatina, and that sending 

them back to the lodging-house from which they had come 

might form a fresh focus of contagion, is one which should 

have been allowed due weight by a Medical officer, and 

wordd, we tliink, have suggested the propriety of retaining 

them in the Infirmary. Three other cases of supposed 

premature dismissal from the Infirmary were investigated. In 

one of these kidney disease, and in the others congestion and 

consolidation of the lung, were said to have been overlooked by 

Mr. Harley. One of these patients, Ann Daley, was ordered 

to be discharged by Mr. Harley, but Dr. Markham, who 

happened to be visiting the wards, went to her bedside and 

from the apjjearance of the woman suspected kidney affection, 

a suspicion which was confirmed on subsequent examination of 

the mine. Now we are not concerned to defend Mr. Harley’s 

care in diagnosis, and it may have been a mistake to order these 

particular patients to their own homes. But aU men are Uable to 

mistakes, and, moreover, allowances must be made for differences 

of opinion as to whether certain cases of chronic disease would 

do better within the walls of a workhouse infirmary or outside. 

As we have before said, these cases acquire their point from the 

allegation that Mr. Harley was acting directly under the 

direction of the board of guardians, and, should this allega¬ 

tion be considered unfounded, the cases, at the worst, belong- 

to the categoi-y of errors of judgment. The whole case 

shows, moreover, a want of system in the management of 

the pauper sick in St. Pancras. As was pointed out by 

the Special Commissioner, patients are sent into the In¬ 

firmary by the parochial Medical officers outside without any 

communication being made to the Surgeon of the Infirmary by 

the outside Medical officer of his diagnosis or of the special 

reasons for which the patient was sent in. Such a disjointed 

mode of conducting the parochial practice would neither 

conduce to har monious action on the part of the Medical staff 

nor to the welfare of the patients. With regard to the quarrel 

which is at the bottom of the whole case, we have before 

expressed om- opinion, and we see no reason to alter it. The 

struggling class who form a large proportion of the rate¬ 

payers of St. Pancras have a reasonable ground of complaint 

that unfair burdens are laid on them for erecting palatial 

buildings for sick and infirm paupers, who wiU thus obtain 

advantages which the lower class of ratepayers cannot obtain 

for their own sick and infirm. We believe that tins in prin¬ 

ciple is unjust, and that it is equally impolitic, for such a 

course must tend to foster and increase pauperism, whilst it 

proportionately increases the burdens and diminishes the 

stimulus of honest industry. The new guardians have been 

elected by the discontented ratepayers. Because, however, the 

ratepayers have ground for complaint, it by no means follows 

that their representatives, the new guardians, have shown 

wisdom in the way they have discharged their trust, and it is 

to be especially deplored that a Medical man should lie rrnder 

the accusation of allowing himself to be a mere instrument in 

carrying out their ideas of reform. 

Professor Huxley has been appointed the next President of 

the British Association for the Advancement of Science. The 

place of the meeting next year—Liverpool—had suggested the 

idea of offering the presidential chair to Lord Stanley, but 

his Lordship both gracefully and wisely, as we think, declined 

the honour, in deference to the high scientific claims of Pro¬ 

fessor Huxley. The Professor is a man holding strong- opinions, 

and he is one by no means disposed to hide his lights, as he 

regards them, under a bushel. As only a section or school of 

scientific men see things through the same glass as Professor 

Huxley, we cannot be surprised that a feeling of hesitation 

and reluctance was produced by the nomination of so outspoken 

a champion of—so-called—advanced opinions for the pre¬ 

sidency of the Association. Even the proposer of Professor 

Huxley thought it necessary to speak in a half-apologetic tone, 

and to profess his disagreement with the Professor’s tenets on 

some subjects. We believe, however, that such hesitancy and 

doubt are utterly 'out of place. Mr. Pluxley is far too sensible 

a man to lower the presidential chair of the British Associa¬ 

tion by making it a channel for the diffusion of sectarian 

opinions of any land. The field of scientific research in which 

he has honourably won the highest reputation is quite wide 

enough to supply topics for presidential oratory without 

touching on disputed points that lie beyond the borderland of 
science. 

The communication by Mr. Woodward, read at the Exeter 

meeting, on the recent discoveries in Essex, of which we publish 

a notice in another column, will, we suspect, dispose a good 

many people to modify their opinions on the subject of geolo¬ 

gical time. In the same deposit are remains of the stone, 

bronze, and iron ages, tog-ether with earthen pottery, and the 

remains of the beaver, the reindeer, the gigantic ox {Bos primi- 

genhis'), the mammoth, and the elk. A people who made earthen 

pots, some by hand and some turned on the wheel, do not sug¬ 

gest the idea of a very remote antiquity. 

We are very glad to see that Dr. Lush, the member for 

Salisbm-y, has contradicted the statement that he had been 

offered by Mr. GHadstone’s Grovernment, and had accepted, a 

Commissionership in Lunacy. Of his fitness for such a post we 

entertain no doubt, but Medical members of Parliament are not 

so numerous that we can afford to lose any, and we congratu¬ 

late the Profession of Medicine, as well as the electors of Salis¬ 

bury, on Dr. Lush’s expressed determination to occupy his seat 

in Parliament “ as long as he is enabled to XDreserve the confi¬ 

dence of those who freely placed him in the position he has the 
honour to occupy.” 

The man Black, who is accused of having unlawfully received 

and boarded a lunatic, one John Bagnal Wild, and of abusing 

and iHtreating him whilst under his charge, has been committed 

for trial at the next Leicestershire Assizes. The evidence given 

before the magistrates proved that the insane man had been 

kept fastened with iron chains and handcuffs and anklets. 

The Pall-mall Gazette has lately noticed the crowded state of 

the Metropolitan and Middlesex Asylums for the insane. It 

appears that Mr. Brierley, the insane barrister, whose case has 

lately excited much public attention and commiseration, was 

kept for at least many hours in the imbecile ward of the 

Clerkenwell Workhouse, and the reason alleged was that aU 

the asylums were fuU. Mr. Brierley has since been received 

at HanweU. The want of accommodation for lunatics has 

been lately discussed by the Middlesex magistrates, and we 

believe that a proposal is on foot for erecting a new asylum 

capable of receiving two thousand patients. 

The Registrar-General’s Weekly Return shows that cases of 

epidemic disease are just now above the average in London. 

Last week there were registered 5 deaths from smaU-pox, 

21 from measles, 132 from scarlet fever, 5 from diphtheria, 

60 from hooping-cough, 13 from typhus fever, 17 from enteric 

fever, and 5 from simple continued fever. The deaths from 

zymotic diseases were o9o, the corrected average number being 

535. Eourteen children died from cholera or choleraic diarrhoea, 

and 3 adults from choleraic diarrhoea. 

A Mr. Thomas Barron Brooke, “ a medical galvanist,” has 

been tried at the Middlesex Sessions for iU-treating one of his 

children, a girl between two and three years old. The chief 

witness against him was a discharged servant, and her evi¬ 

dence being contradicted by other members of the family, the 

jury at once acquitted the accused. The child’s body was, 

however, proved to have been covered with bruises, which 

were attributed by some of the witnesses to the application of 

galvanism, to which the child had been subjected as a treat¬ 
ment for constipation. 

The substance chloral, which has been introduced to notice 
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by Professor Liebreich, of Berlin, formed a subject of interest 

at tbe British Association this -week. At the request of the 

President of the Biologists, Mr. Busk, Dr. Richardson under¬ 

took to experiment on chloral, and report, before the meeting 

was over, the results of his inqiuries. The museum and labo¬ 

ratory of the Devon and Exeter Hospital were promptly placed 

at his command, able assistance was volunteered for carrying 

out his research, and on Tuesday he brought up a report which 

will make the action of chloral, its value and its dangers, 

thoroughly known in this country. Next week we shall pub¬ 

lish a full notice of the report, as prepared for us by the author. 

HERBERT HOSRITAl, WOOLWICH. 

The direct control and administration of this Hospital have, 

we are informed, been lately assumed by Deputy Inspector- 

General of Hospitals J. G. Inglis, M.D., C.B., the Principal 

Medical Officer of the "Woolwich district, the late Governor, 

Colonel H. J. Shaw, having ceased to hold that appointment. 

Dr. Inglis will be assisted in his new duties by Mr. D. Pringle, 

who has been lately promoted from his former rank of Sergeant- 

Major in the Army Hospital Corps to the local rank of Ensign, 

while he performs the duties of captain of orderlies at Wool¬ 

wich. Mr. Pringle is well and favourably known to aU Medical 

officers who have served at Netley, where for some years he 

was chief clerk to the Principal Medical Officer. 

CHOLERA IN BENGAL. 

We are gratified to hear by latest accounts, dated July 15, 

that no case of cholera or choleraic diarrhoea has occurred 

among the British troops serving in the Bengal command for 

more than a fortnight previous to the date on which our corre¬ 

spondent -writes. 

HEALTH OF MADRAS. 

The Report of the Sanitary Commission for Madras for 

the month of April, 1869, states that during the first 

quarter of the present year the total number of deaths in 

the city of Madras was 2466, which, in a supposed population 

of 450,000, amounted to an annual death-rate of 22 per 1000. 

This bears a remarkably favom-able comparison -with the death- 

rate of former years during the corresponding quarters. The 

improvement is due in great part to the entire absence of 

cholera, which for a period of thi-ee consecutive months was 

never before witnessed in any first quarter, so far as the 

records of fourteen years are reliable; the average mortality 

from cholera during the nine preceding first quarters having 

been 457, the number of deaths varying from 7 in 1860 and 11 

in 1868 to 1279 in 1863. There was a decrease, as compared 

with the first quarter of 1868, in the mortality from special 
diseases as follows :— 

Small-pox 
Measles 
Fevers 
Dysentery 
Diarrhoea 
Cholera 

1868. 1869. Increase. Decreai 
372 16 — 356 

50 3 — 47 
524 476 — 48 
306 191 — 115 
223 108 — 115 

11 — — 11 

Total of special diseases . 1486 794 — 692 
Other diseases . . . 1656 1672 16 _ 

General total . . 3142 2466 676 

Other diseases include non-preventible and non-curable dis¬ 
eases and accidents, such as asthenia, privation, mm-der, suicides, 
old age, convulsions, etc., dependent more upon constitutional 
and non-natural causes than upon climatic infiuences. 

Compared -with the mean mortality of ten first quarters from 
1859 to 1868, we find that there has been^a decrease among 
Europeans of 15-4 East Indians, 15-5 ; Hindoos, 545-9 ; 

Mahomedans, 167-3 ; general total, 744-1. 

It is matter for regret that Madras is stiU -without any 

reliable census, and that a purely arbitrary figure must be 

assumed as representing the population of the city. It is, 

however, hoped, through the exertions of the Municipal Com¬ 

missioners, who have appointed a sub-committee for the com¬ 

pilation of a reliable census, that Government -will, by the end 

of the present year, be in a position to estimate the actual 

population habitually residing -witliin the municipal limits of 

the city. 

Measles, like scarlatina, has been rarely -witnessed in the 

epidemic form in Madras. Many Medical men have passed 

their professional life in India without having seen a single 

case of either disease. The detection of these diseases in dark- 

skinned native patients is a matter of considerable difficulty. 

It cannot, however, be averred that, like diphtheria and typhoid 

fever, they are recent importations by native Practitioners. 

SmaU-pox, measles, and scarlatina are frequently classed as 

merely modifications of one common disease, and the returns 

of mortality from such causes are generally received on the 

direct or indirect authority of persons who have received 

education in European practice of Medicine. 

The decrease in small-pox is very remarkable, although, as 

compared with the last quarter of 1868, there has been an in¬ 

crease. It is a matter of experience that the first and second 

quarters of the year are those in which this disease has the 

greatest tendency to become epidemic. Owing to its extensive 

prevalence in 1868, vaccination was very vigorously carried on, 

and only one-twentieth of the operations were unsuccessful 

dming that year; but, as the Sanitary Commissioner remarks, 

it is unsatisfactory to observe that during the quarter under 

report the failures amoimted to more than one-tenth of the 

operations. It is probable that additional vaccinators will soon 

be maintained at the cost of the municipality. 

The Government of India have sanctioned the sinking of a 

well, the erection of a steam-pump, and the laying of pipes for 

the supply of water to the barracks and Hospitals occupied by 

British infantry in South Trimulgherry, and the works have 

been commenced, the allowance of water being sixteen gallons 

per head per man, and eighty gallons for officers, or, in round 

numbers, 25,000 gallons daily. The estimated allowance of 

water for soldiers at home for aU purposes is, we believe, fifteen 

gallons per man. It would therefore appear to us, taking the 

exigencies of Indian climate into consideration, that, while the 

quantity for officers is by no means excessive, the allowance for 

soldiers at Trimulgherry is a good deal below their require¬ 

ments. "We find that the Sanitary Commissioner is of the same 

opinion, as in his report on the subject he says the amount per 

head should be twenty-five gallons, which is rather under the 

allowance recommended by the Barrack and Hospital Improve¬ 

ment Commission in their “ Suggestions in regard to Sanitary 

"lYorks required for impro-ring Indian Stations.” He also ob¬ 

serves that a margin should be allowed for waste, but considers 

that the yield of the well, which averages 35,000 gallons per 

diem, will apparently be equal to the demand upon it, even in 

the hottest and di’iest period of the year, and he considers the 

quality good. 

FROM ABROAD.—ACTION OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT ON PLANTS—THE 

HOSPITALS AND HOSPICES OF FRANCE—STATE OF MEDICAL 

LITERATURE IN BELGIUM. 

At the last meeting of the Academie des Sciences, M. Prillieux 

communicated an interesting note “ On the Influence of Arti¬ 

ficial Light on the Reduction of Carbonic Acid by Plants.” 

The action of artificial light in the production of the green 

colour of plants has been placed beyond all doubt, first by the 

experiments of De Candolle, who employed the light of several 

lamps, and afterwards by M. Mangon, who made use of the 

electric light. But to the present time the influence of no other 

light than the solar has been sho-wn to promote the disengage¬ 

ment of gases by plants. De Candolle did not obtain the 
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slightest trace on exposing the leaves of various plants to the 

light of the six lamps, which sufficed to render etiolated plants 

green. Biot’s experiments on the leaves of the Agave americana 

lighted up by the reverberating apparatus used on the signals 

during his geodesic operations were not more successful. The 

leaves gave out no gas, the disengagement of oxygen only com¬ 

mencing when they were exposed to the light of day. M. 

Prillieux’ experiments were performed in M. Jamin’s laboratory, 

who placed at his disposal the light proceeding from a powerful 

magneto-electrical machine, Drummond’s light, and the light 

of ordinary illuminating gas. Prom these experiments, con¬ 

ducted with great delicacy, and repeated sufficiently often, he 

believes himself authorised to state that ordinary gaslight 

produces the same effect on plants, though in a diminished 

degree, as Drummond’s light and the electric light. These 

various kinds of light act on the chlorophyll in the same 

manner as solar light acts, though with less energy, imparting 

to it the power of decomposing carbonic acid, and extricating 
oxygen. 

A report has recently been issued concerning the administra¬ 

tion and financial position of the Hospitals and Hospices of the 

French Empire. Its preparation has occupied a commiteee of 

Inspectors-General during the last three years, and we shall 

have occasion to return to it in order to notice some of the 

recommendations it contains. In the meantime the following 
statistics may be of interest. 

On January 1, 1869, there existed in the French Empire 1557 

Hospitals and Hospices, governed by 1382 Administrative 

Committees. Of these, 415 are designated as Hospitals, 291 as 

Hospices, and 851 as Hospital-Hospices. The total number of 

beds was 141,576; and the following is a list of the administra¬ 

tions which had the largest number of beds :—Paris, 18,785; 

Lyons, 4176 ; Nantes, 2716 ; LiUe, 2188; Eouen, 2073 ; Orleans, 

1641 ; Marseilles, 1617 ; Bordeaux, 1599 ; MontpeUier, 1581; 

Toulouse, 1554 ; Anglers, 1318 ; Strasbourg, 1285 ; Amiens, 

1106; Grenoble, 1081; Heims, 1044; Hennes, 1016. During 

the year 1864, 553,061 individuals were treated or maintained 

in the Hospitals and Hospices. The number of days passed in 

'H.OB.T^iial^journeesdeprhence) was 35,912,967, and the ordinary 

receipts amounted to 61,973,950 fr. In relation to the Hospitals, 

the General Council of Inspection suggests that the law should 

be altered in order to render the admission of the indignnt 

inhabitants of the rural communes easier than it is now, 

the means of treating the sick d domicile being also at present 

very inefficient. In the whole number of Hospitals 44,575 

deaths took place during 1864, the mortality of lying-in women 

being put down at 816, out of 14,794 accouchements. 

The personnel of the Hospital service was thus composed:— 

Physicians and Sui'geons, 2348; pharniaciens with diplomas, 

55; internes, 425 ; maitresses sages-femmes, 55 ; seeurs, 8854 ; 

infirmiers and servants, 9026. The Medical and Surgical 

attendance is represented, and that, we are sure, with justice, as 

being made with the greatest care and disinterestedness, several 

visits being paid daily to cases that are urgent. Of the 

2348 Physicians and Surgeons, 291 rendered their services gra¬ 

tuitously; 1764 received a salary of from 100 fr. to 500 fr.; 184 

one of from 600 fr. to 1000 fr.; and 109 one of from 1100 fr. to 

1500 fr. Of the 1382 Hospital administrations only 55 were 

provided with pharmaciens specially attached to the establish¬ 

ments, and 664 were supplied by the pharmaciens of their 

respective communes. In 32 Hospices the medicines were 

furnished by the Physicians. In 630 establishments smnrs were 

exclusively employed in the pharmaceutical manipulations, and 

the committee suggests that a special diploma of an inferior 

degree should be delivered to such soeurs, and who within a 

given time shall be obliged to imdergo an examination to 

obtain it. They think also that every Hospital with 100 beds 

should have its pharmacien, and that the soeurs there employed 

in preparing medicines should have diplomas. 

A writer in the last number of the Presse Hedicale Beige 

touches upon a point that must have often struck others—the 

utter sterility of the Belgian Medical press as regards original 

works. They may be counted on the fingers’ ends, while their 

academical discussions seem to be bent on imitating their 

French models in their endless verbosity, however far they 

may fall short of them in scientific and practical importance. 

The Medical journals of the country, too, are of the poorest 

quality. From among Dr. De Smeth’s observations we extract 

the following:— 

“ The relative rarity of Belgian Medical publications must 
have struck more than one mind curious in scientific matters, 
Wliile voluminous catalogues published annually, or even 
monthly, in neighbouring coiintries testify to a truly incredible 
fertility, scarcely does a national Medical work from time to 
time seek publicity. The silence and indifference with which 
their labours are received soon discourage conscientious 
workers who believe themselves in a position to communicate 
useful researches and observations; and the office of writing 
is left to young men whose ardour is scarcely a compensation 
for their want of authority, whilst those amongst us who, 
fortified by experience, are best able to lay down the rules of 
practice, allow themselves to become absorbed by the exigencies 
and profits of their art. We are not ignorant enough to sup¬ 
pose that Belgium should be placed on a par with the powerful 
nations which surround her, and it would be eminently unjust 
to demand from a small people the movement, brilliancy, initia¬ 
tive, and fertility which can only belong to large centres of 
population and civilisation. But let us look for points of com¬ 
parison in a more modest sphere. Holland, with a population 
inferior to our own, publishes on an average 160 Medical works 
anniially. We need not specify how many are published in our 
own country, as every one is able himself to enumerate them. 
Taking them at the most, are there 25 ? And the comparison 
with other small countries would not be more favourable to us. 
It is in vain here to dissimulate the fact—and we believe that 
only ill-judged patriotism would conceal the exposition of an 
evil which is increasing every day—that Belgium, exclusively 
absorbed in politics, the arts, trade and commerce, which con¬ 
fer upon her nationality, artistic glory, and material well¬ 
being, is taking less and less interest in scientific subjects.” 

The writer does not indicate a chief cause of this state of 

things—viz., the facts of the French tongue being the national 

language, and the wholesale piracy of works published in 
France. 

THE MAIN DRAINAGE SCHEME AND THE 
HEALTH OF BARKING. 

*5,* We had heard such conflicting accounts with reference 

to the Metropolitan Main Drainage scheme and the Northern 

Outfall works at Barking, that, in order to give our readers a 

just view of this important undertaking, we sent a special 

commissioner to inspect the works, to make inquiries as to the 

general sanitary arrangements of the town, and to report upon 

the increase or decrease of epidemic and malarial diseases- 

The following is the account which he has forwarded to us, 

and for which he holds himself personally responsible :— 

[From a Special Correspondent.'). 

THE MAIN DEAINAGE WOEKS. 

Our readers are aware that during the past fifteen or twenty 

years the rapid increase of London, combined with the im¬ 

portance given to all sanitary and hygienic measures, was the 

means of directing the attention of the Legislature to the 

defective drainage of the metropolis. After some years of delay 

it was decided to confine the channel of the river Thames 

between two solid walls of masonry, so as to increase the current 

and “scour” of the river, and to reduce to a minimum the 

exposure of the banks at the receding of the tide. At the same 

time all the intercepting and other drains emptying them¬ 

selves into the river were to be diverted into main sewers to 

run along the Thames Embankment, and by this means be 

conveyed towards the mouth of the river by a covered way. 

Notwithstanding the millions of money that have already 
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been spent on this scheme, it is far from complete. The 

drainage of London north of the Thames has been con¬ 

veyed across the marsh lands of Stepney and Plaistow to the 

mouth of Barking Creek just opposite Woolwich. The South 

Thames Drainage empties itself into the river at Crossness, 

about three or four miles further down, and in both cases the 

sewage is discharged into the river at the ebb tide. We 

shall briefly describe the arrangements for storing and dis¬ 

charging the sewage at Barking. 

A reservoir occupying an area of nine acres, and capable of 

storing 39,000,000 gallons of sewage, has been constructed 

close to the mouth of the creek ; it is divided into four compart¬ 

ments, and is covered in with brickwork, and three feet of soil 

on the top. During nine hours out of the twelve this reservoir 

is being filled. At high tide the “penstocks” are opened, and 

the sewage passes out into the river. This reservoir takes three 

hours to empty. At the same time the sewage in the pipes is 

diverted from the reservoir and passed directly into the river. 

By this means the tide has three hours to run after the gates 

have been closed, so as to conduct the sewage some miles do-wm 

the river before the flood tide. It has been calculated by expe¬ 

riment with floats that the sewage matter is taken down seven 

miles and returns five—thus gaining two miles every tide. 

However, the Thames Conservancy, who have carefully exa¬ 

mined the bed of the river since the construction of the works, 

report an alarming increase in the deposit of mud at this part 

of the river, and consequent filling up of the tidal way, so that 

vessels of a certain tonnage are obliged to alter their course. 

In addition to this the inhabitants of Barking have memorialised 

the Home Secretary in consequence of the nuisance said to arise 

from the proximity of the works to the town. Oiu' Commis¬ 

sioner spent upwards of two hours at the reservoir, and was 

conducted over the works by Mr. Barnes, the acting manager, 

who very courteously explained to him the main features of 

the undei'taking. He had the good fortune to arrive just as 

the sewage was being emptied, and saw the black stream pass¬ 

ing out into the river through nine 6-feet culverts. In this 

way about 32,000,000 gallons of sewage are disposed of daily. 

Experiments have been tmdertaken with a view to ascertain 

the proportion of solid material. For this purpose forty-eight 

gallons were collected at different periods of the day and placed 

in a tank, that the solid material might fall to the bottom. The 

clear fluid was gradually drawn off, until it left a black creamy 

mud sufficient to fill a three-pint measure. This concentrated 

deposit, when examined under the microscope, was found to 

consist almost entirely of amorphous molecular material, a few 

hairs, epithelial scales, muscular fibre, fat and oil globules, 

and vibriones, with angular particles, probably road grit. 

Tracts of land have been under cultivation for some years in 

the immediate neighbourhood of the works, manured with 

sewage water. 

Where the embankment crosses farm lands some of the 

farmers have obtained permission to “ tap ” the pipes in order 

to irrigate their fields. Some of the Maphn sand has been 

brought up to Barking irrigated with the sewage, and sown 

with the Italian lye grass, potatoes, beetroot, etc., but it has 

been found that the grass alone yields a fairly remunerative 

crop. The Essex Reclamation Company have commenced the 

construction of a large sewer to convey the whole of it away to 

the Maplin sands, a distance of fifty-six miles, but they have 

failed to complete it for want of capital. We have long thought 

that a scheme shoidd be devised for separating the fluid from 

the solid material, and we were glad to see that this has been 

carried out on a small scale in irrigating the fields at the side 

of the reservoir, and would no doubt be practicable for the whole 

of the sewage: this, at least, if we mistake not, is the opinion of 

the engineers and other scientific men who have visited the 

works. A six-inch pipe empties itself into a large wooden box 

at the end of which is a hole about two feet square covered over 

with coarse wire gauze; the sewage is strained through this. 

and the fluid part is conducted by a long trough to the field 

which it is to irrigate. The solid material quickly dries, and 

may then be removed in carts or trucks to any part of the 

country. It is a popular but erroneous idea to suppose that 

there is anything offensive in this material, as any one who will 

take the trouble to inspect it may prove for himself. There is 

scarcely any odour from it, and our Commissioner, as particular 

as most men, had no compunction in freely handling and smell¬ 

ing it. In fact, the debris from manufactories, gas works, etc., 

constitute a large part of this material. The whole of it 

is broken down and pidverised by the force of the stream, so 

that its individual character is masked or destroyed. 

A portion of the sewage is pumped night and day, for seven¬ 

teen hours, through a fifteen-inch pipe up to the Lodge Farm 

close to the town of Barking, but no complaints appear to have 

been made that any nuisance has been caused thereby. The 

question as to the value of this sewage material, and the pos¬ 

sibility of conveying it by train to different parts of the 

country, is just now being actively discussed in the columns of 

the Times. Mr. Hope, the proprietor of the Lodge Farm, gives 

it as his opinion that any scheme for conveying “ the fluid 

sewage ” away would not be remimerative or practicable. Mr. 

Hope has had much experience in the cultivation of land 

irrigated by sewage, and he appears to have been very success¬ 

ful. He would, therefore, be sorry to have the works earried 

further away, or to be deprived of the use of the sewage. Rumour 

has it that the farmers are in league with the inhabitants to get 

compensation for the nuisance of the Outfall Works. We are 

informed that none of the complainants have ever visited the 

Outfall Works to ascertain for themselves the nature of the 

scheme and the arrangements for getting rid of the sewage. 

From the evidence recently given before the eommittee at 

the House of Commons, it was stated that “within three- 

quarters of a mile from the outfall there was no appearance of 

sewage, either to the eye or nose,” and this opinion was con¬ 

firmed by Mr. Hawksley and other engineers. We shall here 

quote a few interesting facts which came out in evidence. 

Mr. Hawksley stated that “ the ordinary sewage of London 

contained only about a two-thousandth part of sohd matter, or 

thirty-five grains to the gallon. This was only what was un¬ 

dissolved, not that which was chemically combined with it. 

There was at the mouth of Barking-creek a deposit of mud of 

a very light character, wliich could be easily removed by con¬ 

tracting the mouth of the creek. There was also a single shoal 

opposite Mr. Law’s works. On this he found no mud at aU. 

The sewage from the outfall was discharged on the receding 

tide, and the water, whieh was also coming out of the creek at 

that time, drove it diagonally, in a south-south-easterly direc¬ 

tion, and prevented the possibility of the sewage entering. He 

stated this not merely from theory, but from positive observa¬ 

tions. The operations of the outfall did not prejudicially affect 

the navigation of the Thames or the health of Barking.” Mr. 

Gregory, C.E., gave evidence as to a recent inspection of 

Barking-creek. “ On sounding at the mouth the bottom was 

gravel; within the creek it was mud for about a quarter of a 

mile. Beyond that it was gravel. Close to the town quay there 

was mud of an offensive character. It was impossible for that 

to have arisen from the sewage dehvered at the Outfall Works.” 

THE TOWN OF BAEKING. 

After a walk of about two miles our Commissioner arrived 

at the outskirts of the town, where a large jute miU has 

recently been erected, employing upwards of 500 hands. 

We were informed that the operatives are very liable to a mild 

form of fever, lasting but a few days, the temperature running 

very high, but not usually fatal. The parish of Barking is 

very extensive, and includes the districts of Rippleside and 

Ilford; the population is about 6000. The town, as every¬ 

body knows, is very old, dating from Saxon days, and the 

remains of a Roman camp still exist in the immediate vicinity. 

The population has decreased during the last few years, in 
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consequence of the fishermen and their families having 

migrated to places on the east coast. Like most old towns, 

Barking is not remarkable for cleanliness, hut until within the 

last few years it was one of the healthiest places in England. 

At the present time the inhabitants suffer much from fever and 

diarrhoea. A street on the banks of the creek, where a large 

number of the inhabitants live, consists of small, badly-built, 

and ill-ventilated houses, and in this part fever is said to 

be very prevalent. The rest of the town stands on a rising 

ground, and consists of larger houses less densely packed. In 

fact, the greater part of the town is more like a large straggling 

village. The sanitary arrangements are very defective, there 

being no Medical Officer of Health and no satisfactory muni¬ 

cipal govermnent. The water supply is very bad, though we 

understand the South Essex Company are making arrange¬ 

ments to provide the town with an ample supply of pure water. 

The drainage is not yet comj)leted, though the works are in 

progress, and cesspools still exist in some parts of the town. 

One weU belonging to a private person, who might at any 

time close it up, supplies the whole town with water. The 

back yards of some of the public-houses are in a most 

filthy state from accumulated faecal deposits. In walking 

through the streets on a warm day, the stench is very per¬ 

ceptible. We are indebted to some of the Medical men at 

Barking for the particulars with regard to the town. One of 

them informed us that the greatest nuisance, in his opinion, was 

the constant daily transfer of manure through the town, decom¬ 

posing and diseased carcases constituting a large portion of 

this manure, which is brought up the creek from Thames 

Haven and elsewhere, and carted through the main street of 

the town by the farmers of the neighbourhood. This might all 

be carried up outside the town if the farmers would be at the 

expense of erecting a landing-stage further down the Creek. 

Some of the streets in the lower part of the town are extremely 

dirty, and those of the population who reside near the Creek 

suffer much from fever, diarrhoea, and diphtheria. The annual 

death-rate has increased since the establishment of the sewage 
outfall as follows:—• 

In 1864 it Avas . 114 
„ 1865 >> . 120 
„ 1866 . 134 
„ 1867 . 127 
„ 1868 >> . 146 

There were ten times as many cases of enteric fever registered 

in 1868 as there were in 1864, and during the same year there 

was an epidemic of scarlet fever. Whether the increase in 

these diseases is in consequence of the accumulation of decom¬ 

posed sewage in the Creek, or whether it can be traced to causes 

nearer home, it is capable of being remedied, and the sooner 

the Barking people set about it the better. The town is now 

in a more healthy state, and apparently free from any epidemic of 

fever or malarial disease. Eive men, three women, and twenty- 

five children constantly reside on the OutfaU Works, and about 

half a dozen other men are employed daily. There has been 

no fever or sore-throat in the neighbom-hood. One of the work¬ 

men informed us that during the five years the main drainage 

works have been in operation, not one of the men, their wives 

or children, have ever had any serious filness. The doctor was 

called in once last year to see Mr. Barnes for an attack of 

diarrhoea, but no one else was ill at the same time; tliis is said 

to be the only occasion on which a Medical man has been 
required. 

Perhaps, if the Court of Inquiry had taken the trouble to 

make a more careful inspection of the town and a less rigid 

scrutiny of the works near the Isle of Dogs, they might have 

concluded that the memorialists’ Barking was worse than 
their biting. 

_ Death of Peofessoe Aeexahdee Qtjadei.—This 
^stingmshed oculist, who had acquired a great reputation in 
Naples, recently died at the early age of 42. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION EOR 

THE ADA'ANCEMENT OE SCIENCE. 

{From our Correspondent.') 

Exetee, Tuesday, August 24. 

The week, as is usual, seems to have passed away before it had 

recommenced, and this evening the learned are on flight in 

numbers considerable. We may compute now the character 

of the meeting, and very honestly say that it has been a success. 

Less brilhant than some meetings that have gone before, and 

perhaps less solid in particular sections, it nevertheless sustains 

the repute of the parliament of science. 

I spoke last week in my very brief note of the introductory 

address of Professor Stokes. I fear, on reading the address— 

for reading, after all, is a grand corrective of hearing—I fear, 

I say, that my remarks upon it were perhaps rather too brief 

to convey the idea of its real character, and scope, and object. 

I will therefore supplement my last report by adding a few 

quotations from the address, selecting only those which bear, 

directly or indirectly, on Medicine. 

ADVANCE IN CHEMISTEY. 

In chemistry (observed Professor Stokes), I do not believe 
that any great step has been made within the last year ; but 
perhaps there is no science in which an earnest worker is so 
sure of being rewarded by making some substantial acquisition 
to our knowledge, though it may not be of the nature of one 
of those grand discoveries which from time to time stamp 
their impress on different branches of science. I may be per¬ 
mitted to refer to one or two discoveries which are exceedingly 
curious, and some of which may prove of considerable practical 
importance. 

The Turaco or plantain-eater of the Cape of Good Hope is 
celebrated for its beautiful plumage. A portion of the wings 
is of a fine red colour. This red colouring matter has been in¬ 
vestigated by Professor Church, who finds it to contain nearly 
6 per cent, of copper, which cannot be distinguished by the 
ordinary te.st, nor removed from the colouring matter without 
destroying it. The colouring matter is, in fact, a natural 
organic compound, of which copper is one of the essential con¬ 
stituents. Traces of this metal had previously been found in 
animals—for example, in oysters, to the cost of those who par¬ 
took of them. But in these cases the presence of the copper 
was merely accidental; thus oysters that hved near the mouths 
of streams which came down from copper mines assimilated a 
portion of the copper salt, without apparently its doing them 
either good or ha.rm. But in the Turaco the existence of the 
red colouring matter which belongs to their normal plumage is 
dependent upon copper, which, obtained in minute quantities 
with the food, is stored up in this strange manner in the system 
of the animal. Thus in the very same feather, partly red and 
partly black, copper was found in abundance in the red parts, 
but none, or only the merest trace, in the black. 

This example warns us against taking too utilitarian a view 
of the plan of creation. Here we have a chemical substance 
elaborated which is perfectly unique in its nature, and contains 
a metal the salts of which are ordinarily regarded as poisonous 
to animals; and the sole purpose to which, so far as we know, 
it is subservient in the animal economy is one of pure decora¬ 
tion. Thus a pair of the birds which were kept in captivity 
lost their fine red colour in the course of a few days in conse¬ 
quence of washing in the water which was left them to drink, 
the red colouring matter, which is soluble in water, being thus 
washed out; but except as to the loss of their beauty it does 
not appear that the birds were the worse for it. 

A large part of the calicoes which are produced in this 
country in such enormous quantities are sent out into the 
market in the printed form. Although other substances are 
employed, the place which madder occupies among dye-stuffs 
with the calico-printer is compared by Mr. Schunck to that 
which iron occupies among metals with the engineer. It 
appears from the public retiuns that upwards of 10,000 tons 
of madder are imported annually into the United Kingdom. 
The colours which madder yields to mordanted cloth are due 
to two substances, ahzarine and purpurine, derived from the 
root. Of these, alizarine is deemed the more important, as pro¬ 
ducing faster colours, and yielding finer violets. In studying 
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the transformations of alizarine under the action of chemical 
reagents, MM. Graebe and Liebermann "were led to connect it 
with anthracene, one of the coal-tar series of bodies, and to 
devise a mode of forming it artificially. The discovery is stfil 
too recent to allow us to judge of the cost with which it can 
be obtained by artificial formation, which must decide the 
question of its commercial employment. But assuming it to 
be thus obtained at a sufficiently cheap rate, what a remarkable 
example does the discovery afford of the way in which the 
philosopher, quietly worldng in his laboratory, may obtain 
residts which revolutionise the industry of nations ! To the 
calico-printer, indeed, it may make no very impoi’tant 
difference whether he continues to use madder, or re¬ 
places it by the artificial substance; but what a sweeping 
change is made in the madder-growing interest! What 
hun^eds of acres hitherto employed in madder cultiva¬ 
tion are set free for the production of human food, or of some 
other substance useful to man ! Such changes can hardly be 
made without temporary inconvenience to those who are 
interested in the branches of industry affected ; but we must 
not on that account attempt to stay the progress of discovery, 
which is conducive to the general weal. 

Another example of the way in which practical applications 
unexpectedly turn up when science is pursued for its own sake 
is afforded by a result recently obtained by Dr. Matthiessen, in 
his investigation of the constitution of the opium bases. lie 
found that by the action of hydrochloric acid on morphia a 
new base was produced, which as to composition differed from 
the former merely by the removal of one equivalent of water. 
But the physiological action of the newbase was utterly different 
from that of the original one. While morphia is a powerful 
narcotic, the use of which is apt to be followed by subsequent 
depression, the new base was found to be free from narcotic 
properties, but to be a powerful emetic, the action of which 
was unattended by injurious after-effects. It seems likely to 
become a valuable remedial agent. 

OEGAXIC AND IXOEGANIC SUBSTANCES. 

No other physical science has been brought to such perfec¬ 
tion as mechanics ; and in mechanics we have long been familiar 
with the idea of the perfect generality of its laws, of their 
applicability to bodies organic as well as inorganic, living as 
well as dead. Thus, in a railway collision when a train is 
suddenly arrested, the passengers are thrown forward, by 
virtue of the inertia of their bodies, precisely according to 
the laws which regulate the motion of dead matter. So trite 
has the idea become, that the reference to it may seem childish; 
but from mechanics let us pass on to chemistry, and the case 
win be found by no means so clear. When chemists ceased to 
be content with the mere ultimate analysis of organic substances, 
and set themselves to study their proximate constituents, a great 
number of definite chemical compoimds were obtained wlfich 
could not be formed artificially. I do not know what may 
have been the usual opinion at that time among chemists as to 
their mode of formation. Probably it may have been imagined 
that chemical affinities were indeed concerned in their forma¬ 
tion, but controlled and modified by an assumed vital force. 
But as the science progressed many of these organic substances 
were formed artificially, in some cases from other and perfectly 
istinct organic substances, in other cases actually from their 
elements. This statement must indeed be accepted with one 
qualification. It was stated several years ago by M. Pasteur, 
and I believe the statement stfil remains true, that no substance 
the solution of which possesses the property of rotating the 
plane of polarisation of polarised light had been formed arti¬ 
ficially from substances not posses.siiig that property. Now 
several of the natural substances wlfich are deemed to have 
been produced artificially are active, in the sense of rotating the 
plane of polarisation ; and therefore in these cases the inactive, 
artificial substances cannotbeabsolutely identical with thenatural 
ones. But the inactivity of the artificial substance is readily 
explained on the supposition that the artificial substance bears to 
the natural the same relation as racemic acid bears to tartaric— 
that it is, so to speak, a mixture of the natur-al substance with 
its image in a mirror. And when we remember by what a 
pecuhar and troublesome process M. Pasteur succeeded in 
separating racemic acid into the right-handed and left-handed 
tartaric acids, it will be at once understood how easily the fact, 
if it be a fact, of the existence in the natural substance of a 
mixture of two substances, one right-handed and the other 
left-handed, but otherwise identical, may have escaped detec¬ 
tion. This is a curious point, to the clearing up of which it is 
desirable that chemists should direct their attention. 

PAPEES EELATING TO MEDICINE. 

In previous reports I have been able to arrange the papers 
which most interest Medical readers under distinct heads, 
according to the section in which they were read. I shall not 
attempt this formal, but strictly correct method to-day ; for, 
in truth, the Medical essays this year have been very few, and 
can be recorded without any sectional classification. 

Eeboet on the Piiysiologicae Action op the Methyl and 

Allied Seeies. 

By Benjamin JV. Bichardson, M.B., F.B.S. 

The report by Dr. Eichardson came on first of the Medical 
communications. It was read at the Biological Section on 
Wednesday morning : it occupied an hour and twenty minutes 
in reading, and created a discussion, out of which a second 
report was projected, as will be seen in the sequel. The 
author, in the first place, recalled the work of previous re¬ 
searches, and laid before the section reports and notes on the 
value and administration of bichloride of methylene as a 
general ansesthetic from Mr. Peter Marshall, Dr. Junker. Dr. 
Taylor (of Nottingham), Mr. Bader, Mr. Eendle, Mr. James 
Adams, and Mr. Wood (of Brighton). These reports had refer¬ 
ence to the experience on the action of the substance in the 
Hospitals of Guy’s, London, Charing-cross, and Samaritan. 
They went to prove, each in their respective ways, that 
the bichloride is equally applicable to the shortest as to 
the longest operations. In operations on the eye Mr. Bader 
begins to operate in twenty seconds after inhalation, and 
operates without pain, and sees his patient fairly recovered 
often in three or four minutes; while Dr. J unker has sustained 
deep anesthetic sleep by the vapour for one hour and thirty- 
five minutes. Dr. Taylor reported that of late he introduced 
the bichloride to Von Graefe, who now employs it with much 
success in his clinique. In recording his new researches Dr. 
Eichardson explained that he had so arranged his work as to 
put the examination of the physiological action of all the 
substances used side by side with the chemical constitution of 
the substances. Thus he grouped Ifis substances in tables under 
five heads—the nitrites, the hydrides, the alcohols, the chlorides, 
and the iodides—introducing respectively the representatives of 
each series from the methyl up to the amyl group. At the close 
of each chapter on different series he gave a general review 
of all the facts. He showed that the nitrites act chiefly and 
always primarily on the sympathetic nervous system, and 
that the hydrides are negative substances, insoluble in blood, 
unirritating, bnt, in many minor applications of Medicine, of 
great service. He held the alcohols to be strictly ansesthetic 
substances, and was unable to separate them from the other 
chemical bodies under observation. The chlorides are simple 
anaesthetics, and the iodides produce at one and the same time 
general insensibility and increased secretion from glandular 
structures. In regard to all it was shown that their action on 
animal bodies is attended invariably with decrease of tempera¬ 
ture, and that the effect in aU cases is more determinate, as the 
weight of the substance is increased by increase of carbon. In 
the course of the different essays from which these general 
inferences were drawn several new and useful additions to 
Medicine were carefully noticed. Amongst these may be spe¬ 
cially named hydride of amyl, iodide of butyl, and chloride of 
amyl. In a further chapter the mode of proceediug in cases 
where the admiifistration of narcotic agents had pro¬ 
duced dangerous and apparently fatal effects was dis¬ 
cussed, and a new instrument for artificial respiration 
was described. Dr. Eichardson concluded as follows :— 
“ I have thus brought my labours this year to a close. Had 
time been permitted for further research, I should have entered 
upon the study of one or two new series of bodies, comprising 
the sulphur and zinc compounds, especially sulphide of 
ethyl and zinc ethyl. But these studies must be held in 
reserve. We cannot pretend, in reports like these, to 
vie with our more fortuuate brethren in other depart¬ 
ments. The physiologist has no ground of pleasant work 
in common with the astronomer, geographer, geologist, eth¬ 
nologist, chemist. His researches are hard, excessively minute, 
laborious, and at all times, however absorbing, painful; 
many of them can, in fact, only be carried on under the spur 
of a sense of duty amounting to necessity, and with the 
sincerest, solidest feeling that they are being conducted for the 
ultimate benefit of all the higher classes of animal existence. 
In the preparation of this report I have held on throughout 
by this sense of dnty, and earnest belief that good must come 
out of the labour. One object which I had directly in view 
has been to introduce certain new substances which may be 
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directly applied for the cure of disease or relief of pain; 
another object has been to discover the best means of removing 
danger from the use or abuse of some of the more potent 
agents; but the leading idea of the report is that vs^hich I 
brought forward at the Birmingham meeting—the idea of 
studying the action of substances which are to become 
remedies, not by the old and faulty method of so-called ex¬ 
perience, but by proving physiological action and the relation 
of chemical constitution to physiological action. I am certain 
the time must soon come when the books we call Pharmaco¬ 
poeias will be everywhere reconstructed on this basis of 
thought, and when the chemist and Physician -will become one 
and one. That this huge reform should be conunenced by the 
authorities in this country is to me an earnest hope. But 
whether this shall be the final result or not, I shall always 
recall with satisfaction the remembrance that the idea of the 
plan and the first working of it began in England, and under 
the auspices of the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science.” 

In the discussion which followed the report, Mr. Brady, Dr. 
Heaton, Dr. Michael Poster, Dr. Lawson, and the President, 
Mr. Busk, took part. In the course of the discussion it was 
stated that a specimen of chloral was in Exeter, the substance 
which Liebreich has recently brought into use in Berlin, and 
which in action closely resembles several of the substances 
which Dr. Bichardson has studied. At the request of the Pre¬ 
sident Dr. Richardson undertook to experiment with chloral, 
and to report to the meeting before the close. 

The Moeal Ijibecility of Habitual Ceiminals exemplified 

BY Ceanial Measueements. 

By Dr. Wilson. 

Dr. Wilson, whose paper was read in the Biology Section on 
Wednesday, the 19th, said there was a prevalent idea that the 
majority of criminals are more or less imbecile. He firmly 
believed they not only did not possess a proper amount of dis¬ 
crimination between right and wrong, but that the majority 
were devoid of all moral sense and principle. The habitual 
thieves were of a low type of intellectuality. The most promi¬ 
nent craniological feature exhibited in the professional thief 
class was the tendency to retrogressive variation—in other 
words, a tendency to revert to the types of the uncivilised 
races of mankind. The cranial deficiency was also associated 
with a real physical deterioration. Forty per cent, of aU the 
convicts were invalids, more or less, and that percentage was 
largely increased in the professional thief class. Habitual 
criminals were not only much below the average in educa¬ 
tion, but some were so backward as to be unable to sur¬ 
mount the merest rudimentary difficulties. His parentage 
was criminal, and he himself had been reared in crime and 
poverty. Herein lay the real cause of his criminality, for 
he could not help himself. He was the victim of inherited 
prochvities, to which he must 5deld, and of a course of training 
which had so warped his affective life as to render him unfit to 
discriminate between right and wrong, and incajjable to 
appreciate any code of morality which did not harmonise with 
his own inherent »icious tendencies. He (Dr. Wilson) by no 
means maintained that these criminals were entirely iirespon- 
sible as regards their criminality, and were therefore legally 
and in reality moral imbeciles. Nor did he maintain that this 
moral imbeciUty was due to the arrested or deficient cranial 
development exhibited in them, but that both were concomitant 
effects of the same deteriorating causes. Probably imprison¬ 
ment of a more reformatory than punitive character might 
have a good effect, and he suggested that the Government 
should adopt a system of probation similar to that in Ireland, 
and after a certain period of imprisonment the prisoner should 
be subjected to a test to afford proof of his reformation. If he 
could not go through the examination -without committing 
himseK, he should be kept away from society, for his own sake, 
and for the good of society, for the rest of his life. He had 
examined and measured about 460 heads, and from the 
observations he made had no doubt that habitual criminals 
were craniaUy deficient, especially in the anterior lobes of the 
cerebral portions of the brain. 

Bismssion. 

The reading of Dr. Wilson’s paper was followed by a long 
and very interesting discussion, which the hearers seemed vastly 
to enjoy. The President, Mr. Busk, attacked Dr. Wilson’s pro¬ 
positions in toto ; he affirmed that the mode of measurement was 
most unsatisfactory, and expressed his opinion that the posterior 
rather than the anterior convolutions of the brain were the great 
seats and centres of mental power. As to the relation of crime 

to insanity or to feebleness of intellect, that he felt to be, in the 
main, a delusion. Many criminals were men of great abihty, and 
actually, in some cases, demonstrated their ability by the skill 
they had shown even in criminal proceedings. In the course 
of his observations Mr. Busk demonstrated from a skull the 
methods of cranial measurements, and the errors into which he 
thought, in this respect. Dr. Wilson had fallen. 

Professor Cleland supported Mr. Busk, and expressed his 
belief that the posterior convolutions of the brain were more 
important than the anterior as centres for mental work and 
activity. He contended that, in these convolutions, the grey 
matter predominated. 

The Rev. Mr. Caine, Chaplain of the County Gaol at Man¬ 
chester, made an admirable speech, giving in it his own long 
and personal experiences. He urged that whatever might be 
said as to the imbecile nature of those who are habitual 
criminals, the education of the mind held little relation to the 
diminution of criminals. In the gaol to which he acted as 
chaplain he found that out of 700 criminals, Protestant 
criminals, 81 had been Sunday-school teachers, many were 
clergymen and sons of clergymen, and solicitors, school¬ 
masters, and commercial travellers were there in considerable 
numbers. In short, the uneducated classes were the exception, 
and he (Mr. Caine) doubted whether any clergyman in England 
had each Sunday a more intelligent or critical congregation 
than he had himself. Wliat, then, was the cause of this 
criminahty on the part of the educated ? He traced it all to 
one cause—to drink. Alcohol was the cause ; it led these men 
to ruin in the first instance, it made them reckless as to con¬ 
sequences, it lowered their general mental power, and thus lower¬ 
ing them in their own estimation not less than in the estimation 
of others, they fell imperceptibly, but almost inevitably, into 
some crime which brought them under the hand of the law. The 
efforts of the school teachers and of Sunday-school teachers were 
undermined by this cause of crime, and it was practically vain 
to teach either common or moral learning to the child when, 
so soon as the lesson is over, the learner is at home seeing 
father and mother and friends taking strong drink, and, by 
example, implanting the taste for the practice or encouraging 
it. He (Mr. Caine) was in favour of education for the pre¬ 
vention of crime; but the education must be supplemented by 
the better example of parents, and by the suppression of traffic 
in intoxicating drinks. 

Dr. Bucknill dissented from the view that the posterior 
convolutions of the brain were the chief centres of mental 
acti-vdty. On the whole, he believed in the soundness of 
phrenology, although he could not, with the extreme 
school of phrenologists, support the refinement of details 
and the mapping out of parts, as was their custom. He sus¬ 
tained the great truths nevertheless, and believed that careful 
inspection of the principal regions of the cranium, as they had 
been defined, was of immense service in forming an estimate of 
the mental characteristics of individuals. Dr. BuckniUthen de¬ 
scribed-with much care and judgment (the value of personal 
observation of facts being the marked feature of his speech) 
the infiuence of mental disturbance on crime. He defined 
acutely between those acts which spring purely from emotional 
infiuence and those which were the result of reasoning power, 
and explained that the emotional might neutralise, or even for 
a time command, the reasoning faculties. Taking his speech 
as a whole, there can be no doubt Dr. Bucknill in large measure 
gave support to the argument of Dr. Wilson; and, indeed, in 
one respect he went further, for he traced the effect of here¬ 
ditary influence as a cause of criminal tendency, and held that 
impressions acting upon the mother during pregnancy were 
capable of exciting the tendency in her offspring to which she 
was about to give birth. 

Mr. Prideaux warmly advocated phrenology, and denounced 
Professor Cleland’s opinion respecting the posterior convolutions 
in no measured terms. 

Dr. Wilson, in a brief and modest reply, expressed that his 
opponents had silenced each other, and he need therefore merely 
recall attention to the fact that in his paper he spoke of none 
but habitual criminals. 

Voltaic Electeicity in delation to Physiology. 

By W. K. Bridgman, L.B.S. 

Mr. Bridgman’s paper was read before the biologists in the 
Physiological Section. 

At the last meeting of the British Association, held in Nor¬ 
wich, the author read a paper on “ Electrolysis in the Mouth,” 
refening to a very singnlar case in which some upper front 
teeth had been decomposed electrically by a ligature of silk 
twist, and which was brought forward as a corroboration of 
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tlie electrolytic theory of dental caries. A complete parallel to 
tills occurrence has since been obtained ■wdth the metals, fully 
establishing’ the identity of the action as one of electrolytic 
transfer. But in carrying out the experiments in pui’suit of 
this object, it was discovered that that which had been assumed 
by the late Professor Faraday to be a fact, and on which his 
conclusions respecting the theory and the source of power in 
the voltaic battery were founded, is altogether erroneous. It is 
stated in the “Experimental Researches” that a plate of 
amalgamated zinc dipped into cold dilute sulphuric acid exerts 
no sensible chemical action unless it be touched with some 
dissimilar metal. This, however, proves to be not the case ; 
chemical action does take place, although but sloAvly, yet with 
complex and very decided results, as was shown by examples 
and by diagi-ams. The metal, here styled the primary, when 
so dipped becomes polarised by the atmosiDhere, and is thus 
rendered capable of decomposing water. The polarisation of 
the one metal, instead of the two hitherto considered to be 
essential, was then instanced as the initial point in the con¬ 
struction of the battery. From the chemical action thus induced 
the polarisation of the secondary metal is obtained, and this re¬ 
acting upon the primary through the electrodes causes the current. 
The same condition of polarity was stated to pertain to 
organic life as well as to inorganic substances. The tree, 
placed one end in the earth and the other exposed to the 
atmosphere, is subject to the same influence as the metal, and 
with corresponding results. The hairs upon the skin are 
equally in the same condition—one end placed within the soft 
layers of the cutis, and the other exposed to the external air ; 
each one becomes polarised, and chemical action consequently 
is effected at its root, which is among the capillaries and the 
papillae, where in the one the blood is altered in its character, 
and from the other sensation is derived. The act of breathing 
introduces air to the lungs, where also it effects polarisation, 
and blood is again altered by the chemical action, which thus 
refits it for renewed use. This polarisation by the atmo.sphere, 
wliich consists of gases in only mechanical admixture and not 
combined, is attributed to the action of its free nitrogen more 
particularly, just as it is the free hydrogen of the electrolyte 
which polarises the secondary metal of the battery. The effect 
of fresh and pure air upon the system is represented as affect¬ 
ing the intensity of this polarisation and also the condition of 
the electrolytic fluid sent from the lungs to give up its elements 
through the chemical action induced by the former. Anaes¬ 
thetics are supposed to act by the gas or vapour not possessing 
this power of polarisation in the lungs, and by thus not effect¬ 
ing the chemical changes necessary in the blood, this fluid will 
be sent to the capillaries and the papillai of the skin in a state 
unfit for performing its share of the work, and consequently 
the previous polarisation at the sm’face of the body will be 
rendered ineffective, because the materials combined with the 
electrolyte are unsuited for providing by their chemical decom¬ 
position the force required for development from the brain, as 
consciousness, and as sensation or feeling, these organs being 
the first to succumb to the defective state of their natural 
stimulus. 

On the Phosphoeescence of Sea and Ozone in connexion 

WITH AtMOSPHEEIC CONDITIONS. 

By JDr. Moffat, M.D. 

Dr. Moffat detailed the result of observations taken at sea, 
to show that ozone is in maximum c^uantity with decreasing 
readings of barometer, and the conditions of the south or equa¬ 
torial circuits of the atmosphere. He supposed there might be 
some connexion between ozone and the phenomena of phos¬ 
phorescence of the sea. In this paper, which was read in the 
Chemical Section, over which Dr. Debus presided, the author 
sustained his good and well-earned repute as one of the most 
laborious of inquirers on ozone and its effects. 

On the Oxidation of Phosphoeus, and the Quantity of 

Phosphohic Acid exceeted by the Kidneys in connexion 

WITH AtMOSPHEEIC CONDITIONS. 

By Dr. Moffat, M.D. 

The author stated that, from results of observations on the 
luminosity of phosphorus in connexion with atmospheric con¬ 
ditions, extending over a period of six years, that periods of 
phosphorescence and ozone periods commence, continue, and 
terminate under uniform atmospheric conditions. While the 
barometer is increasing, and the wind is veering towards the 
north, phosphorescence diminishes in brilliancy, and ozone in¬ 
creases in quaiitity, and so on in various quantities, according 
to the change of wind and barometrical influence. Liquid and 
gaseous bodies, when in contact with phosphorus in a non- 

luminous state, become, under certain conditions, ozonised. 
As venous blood contains phosphorus, which, in coming in 
contact with the oxygen of the air, is converted into pho.sphoric 
acid, and combines with certain alkalis and earths in the liquor 
sanguinis, and forms phosphates of soda, magnesia, and lime, 
it is not unreasonable to suppose that the quantity of phos¬ 
phorus oxidised, and the phosphates formed in the system 
and eliminated from it through the kidneys, is in some degree 
determined by the pressure and temperature of the atmo.sphere 
and the state of the weather generally. With a view to ascer¬ 
tain the quantity of phosphoric acid excreted by the kidneys. 
Dr. Moffat tested the urine of a healthy man under certain 
conditions, and, by his results, is of opinion that the amount 
of phosphorus oxidised in the air and the amount oxidised 
within the body vary Avith similar atmospheric conditions. 
This paper was also read in the Chemical Section. 

In Section C. Geology the following interesting communica¬ 
tion was read by Mr. Woodward, F.G.S., F.Z.S. (of the 
British Museum), based upon observations made during the 
formation of ncAv reservoirs and filtering beds by the East 
London Waterworks Company. Two new reservoirs are now 
being made, covering 120 acres in extent, and of an average 
depth of 10 feet. The “ puddle walls ” are excavated to a depth 
of about 25 feet. The materials removed are all of post-tertiary 
age, consisting of surface soil, loamy clay, peat, shell marl, 
coarse and fine sands, rounded and subangular gravels from 
the chalk and Woolwich series, with pebbles of chert and 
sandstone from the older rocks. The deposit is rich in 
vegetable remains, the peat attaining a thickness of 3 feet, and 
containing evidences of the oak, the alder, the hazel, and other 
trees and plants. The shell marl is at places equally thick, and 
is rich in shells, twenty-six species having been determined by 
the author. The bivalve shells are still united, and the 
pakidirxv, etc., have their opercula still in place. Of the animals 
may be mentioned human remains and works of art of the 
stone and bronze and of the iron age. The wolf, the fox, the 
beaver, horse, wild boar, red deer, roebuck, fallow deer, reindeer, 
the elk, the goat, three oxen (including bos primiyotius, bos 
lonyifrons, and bos frontosus). The sea-eagle and some fish 
remains complete the list. In the deep trenches of the puddle 
walls tusks of the mammoth and horns of the gigantic bos and 
cervus have been found. Mr. A. W. Franks, F.S.A., Keeper of 
the Ethnographical Collections in the British Musemn, has 
obtained from this deposit a flint scraper, two bronze spear¬ 
heads, one bronze arrow-head, one bronze knife, an iron sword 
(late Celtic), bronze sheath, a IHmmeridge clay armlet, a 
pierced axe-head of stag’s horn, a bone knife, a stag’s horn 
club, various earthen pots (some hand-made and some turned 
on a wheel), beisides many cut bones. In 1743 Bowden’s map 
shows this tract under forest, and in 1300 all Essex was one 
vast forest. In 1154 the forest of Middlesex commenced at 
Houndsditch and extended north and east for many miles, 
and the forest is described as abounding in wolves, wild boars, 
stag's, and wild bulls. The Walthamstow marshes have not 
been disafforested more than 100 years. Of the antiquity of 
these deposits no doubt can exist, for the presence of the- 
reindeer, the elk (determined by Professor Owen), and the 
beaver is conclusive. Their preservation so near the surface is 
entirely due to the protective influence of forest vegetation, 
which has precluded the inroads of agricultm’e. Mr. Woodward 
expressed his belief that the deposits indicated, at places, the 
effects of beaver works, tracts of forest having been submerged 
and destroyed by the action of beaver-dams. 

On Tuesday Dr. Richardson brought a report on the phy¬ 
siological action of chloral. The report was the result of work 
carried out during the sitting of the Association at the 
request of the President and section, and will be reported te 
you in full next week. 

I shall hope also by that time to have abstracts of papers 
from Mr. Ray Lankester, Dr. Burdon Sanderson, Professor 
Cleland, Dr. Heaton, and Dr. Blanc, and others. 

Already the signs of the end of tlie meeting are obvious. 
The reception-room is losing its busy population, and might, 
to-day be readily mistaken for a quiet and elegant club room. 
The red lions are about to be fed, and Lord Houghton, known 
better as a lion by the name of Monckton Milnes, is to be the- 
lion king. It is hoped he will sing to the menagerie his once 
famous song, after Thackeray, of the enterprising three sailors 
Avho took a boat and went to sea. But if his Lordship should 
fail, the lions wiU not want mirth, for the frolicsome PengeUy, 
whose roar is terrible, Avho is always in fettle, is sure to have 
something to amuse “ y' philosophers at play.” 

The next meeting of the Association will be held at Liver¬ 
pool, and the President elect is Professor Huxley. 
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INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE. 

The Military Secretary, India Office, presents his compliments 
to the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette, and begs to 
enclose, for publication, a list of the candidates for her Majesty’s 
Indian Medical Service who were successful at the competitive 
examination at Chelsea on August 9 last. 

Forty candidates competed for forty appointments. Thirty- 
nine were reported qualified. 

India Office, August 23. 

Dames. 
Total number of 

marks. 
(Maximum 3400.) 

1. 0. T. Dtike . 2570 
2. F. Nicholson . 2225 
3. J. S. Gunn. . 2150 
4. W. H. Gregg . 2055 
6. T. H. Hendley . . 2005 
6. Fakeer Chunder Ghose . 2000 
7. D. Sinclair. . 1955 
8. A. B. Seaman . 1925 
9. F. A. Smyth . 1905 

10. S. M. Salaman . . 1885 
11. F. C. Barker . 1870 
12. H. Boyd . . 1865 
13. A. B. Strahan . . 1805 
14. .1. Lloyd . . 1800 
15. D. Caldecott . 1770 
16. J W. M. Crnrtney . 1770 
17. F. Jones . 1755 
18. C. J. W. Meadows . 1725 
19. P. MurjDhy. . 1705 
20. D. N. Martin . 1665 
21. W. N. Keefer . . 1655 
22. J. S. Carswell . 1650 
23. W. A. C. Doe . . 1640 
24. W. F. Murray . . 1595 
25. A. H. Kelly . 1575 
26. T. Dobinson . 1570 

27. A. H. Hughes . 1565 
28. E. B. Duttledge. . 1560 
29. A. Dean . 1510 
30. W. M-Conaghy . . 1450 
31. G. Waters . . 1425 
32. E. Fawcett. . 1410 
33. F. D. Paterson . . 1390 
34. W. Hastings . 1365 
35. F. C. H. Spencer . 1340 
36. D. M. WaU . 1290 
37. H. J. Jones . 1155 
38. J. North . 1130 
39. H. G. PlaU. . 1090 

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT REPORT 
EOE 1867. 

{Continued from page 231.1 

The admissions from tubercular diseases were 13T per 1000, 
being 3T lower than in 1866, but the mortality amounted to 
3-27, or '30 higher than in 1866, and, taken on the aggregate 
of the groups of stations, has been higher than in any year 
since 1862. 

The deaths by suicide were 25, or '34 per 1000 of the strength. 
Thirteen were by firearms, 6 by cutthroat, 3 by poison, 2 by 
hanging, and 1 by drowning. 

The epidemic of cerebro-spinal fever among the troops in 
Dublin during 1867—of which a detailed account was given in 
p. 426 of the Army Medical Deport for 1866—raised the death- 
rate under the heading of continued fevers in that city to 2'97 
per 1000, or nearly five times the death-rate from the same 
cause in 1866. At all other stations the mortality from con¬ 
tinued fevers was lower than during the preceding year. 

Eruptive fevers were more prevalent than in 1866 at the 
dockyards and arsenals, chiefly from the occurrence of 17 cases 
of small-pox at "Woolwich, and a number of cases of scarlet 
fever at Woolwich and Sheeimess. 

In the comparison of the sickness and mortality in the diffe¬ 
rent arms of the service, it should be borne in mind that only 
those corps are included in the tables, who were serving at 

home dm'ing the whole year ; otherwise apparent discrepancies 
may be observed between these tables and those in the earlier 
pages of the Deport, which include the whole force serving in 
the United Kingdom. The rates per 1000 of admissions varied 
from 669 in the Household Cavalry to 1104 in the Depot 
Brigade of the Doyal Artillery; of deaths, from 4‘56 in the 
Doyal Engineers to 15-78 in the Army Hospital Corps; of 
invalids, from 30-29 in the Depot Battalions to 2-86 in the 
Army Hospital Corps. 

Compared with 1866, there has been an increase in the ad¬ 
missions in all the arms except the Household Cavalry and 
Doyal Artillery. The mortality has been lower in all the arms 
except the Foot Guards (in which there has been no change) 
and the Household Cavalry, Infantry Degiments, and Depot 
Battalions, in which there has been an increase. The invaliding 
has been under the ratio of 1866 in all the arms. 

Omitting the Coast Brigade of the Doyal Artillery, the Army 
Hospital Corjjs, and the Commissariat Staff Corps, which, from 
being composed of older men or from their small numbers, may 
be considered exceptional cases, the deaths from tubercular- 
diseases were highest in the Infantry Depot Battalions, being 
4-54 j)er 1000, next in the Depot Brigade of the Doyal Ai-tillery, 
4-31, and next in the Household Cavalry, 4-08. The highest 
rate of invaliding from the same diseases was 8-14 in the Foot 
Guards, and 7'60 in the Infantry Depot Battalions per 1000. 

The mortality from diseases of the circulatory system in the 
different arms of the ser-vice, shows some noteworthy variations. 
The highest was 4-02 per 1000 in the Coast Brigade of the 
Doyal Artillery, and the lowest was -81 per 1000 in the House¬ 
hold Cavalry. In the Cavalry it was 1-30, and in the Doyal 
Ai-tillery 1-15, in the Foot Guards 1.45, infantry regiments 
1-36, and in the Infantry Depot Battalions T28 per 1000. The 
InfantryDepot Battalions showthehighest amount of invaliding 
from this class of disease—namely, 4-47 per 1000—and cavalry 
regiments stand next, showing 4-15 per 1000, and the Military 
Train gives the lowest rate, or -76 per 1000. The question as 
to the action of the infantry soldier’s knapsack, accoutre¬ 
ments, and dress, in the production of diseases of the heart and 
large vessels has latterly become one of very considerable inte¬ 
rest. We believe that careful compilation and comparison of 
the tables showing the different classes of diseases in each arm 
of the service in the annual reports of the Army Medical Depart¬ 
ment, would afford very important and suggestive information 
on this siibj ect. For this task, however, we have unfortunately 
neither time nor space, so must content ourselves by giving a 
necessarily hasty summary from the tables alluded to, from 
1859 till 1867, showing the highest millesimal ratio of mortality 
and iiivahding in each year from diseases of the circulatory 
system. 
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1859... Infantry Depot battalions 1-17 Not given _ 
I860.,. Do. and regiments (equal) -99 Military Train . 3-02 
1861... Cavalry Depots . -91 Cavalry Depots . 15-45 
1862... Coast Brigade E. Artillery 2-92 Infantry Depot Battalions 7-64 

1863... 
Military Train and Foot 

Guards (equal). 
1-71 

Infantry Depot Battalions 
and regiments (equal) ... 5-42 

1864... Coast Brigade B. Artillery 2-78 Infantry regiments 6-65 
1865... do. do. do. 4-69 do. do. do. 7-29 
1866... Military Train . 2-11 Depot Brigade E. Artillery 8-44 
1867... Coast Brigade E. Artillery 4-02 Infantry Depot Battalions 4-47 

From the above it appears that, so far as mortality is con¬ 
cerned during the nine years, the Infantry Corps—namely. 
Depot Battalions, Line Degiments, and Foot Guards—show the 
highest death-rate only three times—namely, 1859, 1860, and 
1863 ; in the latter year the mortality in the Foot Guards was 
equalled by that in the Military Train; it is also remarkable 
that in these years the death-rate is relatively low. On the 
other hand, the Coast Brigade Doyal Artillery shows the 
greatest mortality during fom- years out of the nine—namely, 
1862, 1864, 1865, and 1867, the death-rate also being relatively 
high. The Cavalry Depots and the Military Train occupy the 
highest place in the other two years—namely, 1861 and 1866. 
In the column showing the rates of invaliding, the Infantry 
Corps stand highest in five out of the eight years for which 
the information is given—namely, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, and 
1867, the other three years, 1860, 1861, and 1866, being divided 
respectively among the Military Train, Cavalry Depots, and 
the Depot Brigade of the Doyal Artillery. From the fact of 
the highest rate of mortality being found in the Coast Brigade 
Doyal Artillery, in which knapsacks are not worn, but of 
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which the men are generally of more advanced age, many of 
them ha\'ing for years performed mounted duty, all having- 
had to make great and frequent muscular exertion in gun drill 
and practice, and having, as a rule, seen a good deal of tropical 
service, may we not fairly acquit the knapsack of some of the 
gravest of the charges brought against it ? On the other 
hand, from the greater frequency of invaliding in Infantry 
Corjis from diseases of the circulatory system, may we not 
continue to regard the infantry knapsack and accoutrements 
■svith very grave suspicion as powerful predisposing causes of 
inefficiency ? It should, at the same time, ho borne in mind 
that a considerable proportion of the invaliding from diseases 
of the circulatory system in infantry regiments arises from 
varicose veins. 

{To he continued.) 

BEODIE-KEATE -LISTON. 

“ LE.4.VE out a wi’inlde or a pimple, and I will not jiay you a 

farthing,” was the expression of the gi-eat Protector when 

Lely was about to paint his portrait. The likeness of Robert 

Iveate in the last number of this journal would have satisfied 

Cromwell himself. It is a thoroughly graphic representation, 

drawn by the hand of a master. I shall be rejoiced if my 

sketches or recollections bring forth other such sketches. They 

are most interesting, and are certainly instructive. Whatever 

might have been the real cause of Keate’s want of success in 

life, he himself always attributed it to his connexion with the 

Royal Family. Indeed, he was so bitter against them that his 

expressions could not be repeated. I still regret that Keate’s 

papers were not forwarded to me, for, with all its faults, auto¬ 

biography has some charms which belong to no other species 

of writing. At some other time I intend to speak of the auto- 

bicgTaphy of Brodie, and shall not now enlarge upon that 

subject. But, as “Berks” has referred to Brodie and Keate 

in connexion with the charter of the Royal College of Sur¬ 

geons, I may say that Brodie was on terms of the gTeatest 

friendsMp with Sir James G-raham, who, at the time of the 

Xsassing of the charter, was Home Secretary. It was pretty 

generally known that in all matters relating to our Profession 

Brodie was consulted by the Government. I have no doubt he 

was the real framer of the charter. I have reasons for believing 

this, independent of the close connexion wliich existed between 

Brodie and Graham. Keate, I think, had nothing whatever 
to do with it; but Brodie had so high an estimation of 
Lawrence, that it is more than probable he was consxilted 
res^jecting it. The charter was well meant, and, I believe, 
was intended by its originators as only an instalment of reform. 
Be this as it may, the time is not far distant when some im¬ 
portant modifications must be made in it. Brodie also had 
some hand in the framing of Sir J. Graham’s memorable 
Reform Bill—nay, was it not Brodie’s Bill ? Brodie, it was 
known, had, shortly before the appearance of that Bill, written 
an article on Medical Reform in the Quarterly. The principles 
enunciated in that article were embodied in the Bill. Graham’s 
mode of handling the subject of Medical reform in the House 
of Commons was most offensive. He spoke of the interests of 
many thousands of men of education and position with ribald 
lertty. His conduct raised a storm of indignation in onr ranks, 
and the Bill was eventually withdrawn. With respect to 
Liston, I cannot allow that he was an “adventurer” or a 
“ blunderer.” If any one has a right to speak authorita¬ 
tively on this matter, it is myself. I was his pupil for 
five years, during which time I was rarely a day out of liis 
society either within the Hospital or elsewhere. I had his 
fullest confidence. Moreover, I had reported his lectures and 
aU the Hospital cases which were published in a Medical 
journal at the time, and Avere subsequently transferred to the 
pages of his “ OxDerative Surgery.” I question much whether 
Liston, considering his extensive practice as an operator, made 
so many mistakes as any one of his contemporaries. His real 
weakness was his love of ajAprobation and disjAlay. Those who 
recollect the croAvds of students from all the London Hospitals 
and Practitioners from all quarters Avhich thronged the theatre 
of the “North London Hospital” on his “field-days,” may 
perhaps tliink that there was some excuse for him on that 

point. Liston for some years after his settling in London was 
really a needy man. He had, moreover, to contend with a 
majority of his colleagues, who lost no opportunity of Avorrying 
and depreciating him. I shall discuss this subject more in 
detail on a future occasion. I am, glad, however, to have this 
opportunity of referring to the tAvo most prominent instances 
in his career in which he laid himself open to censure, and, I 
think, justly so. After a lapse of upwards of thu'ty years, tho 
Profession aauU look ux)on these cases without passion or XDreju- 
dice. It was not so at the time, however. He was then 
“gibbeted” and reviled by his enemies and censured by his 
friends. In the summer of 1836 a poor girl of the name of Sarah 
Thomas appliedfor relief atthe HosjAital. She was suffering from 
a formidable tumour of the upper jaw. It protruded from the 
mouth, prevented her swalloAving except when she threw her 
head back, and, indeed, threatened her fife. A likeness of this 
poor girl is to be seen in the “ Operative Surgery.” She had 
been declared incurable at most of the Hospitals in London, 
but hearing of the “ wonders ” done by Liston, she applied to 
him. He at once determined to amputate the entire jaw, and 
this he did in a manner and Avith a success that astonished 
every one. He was lauded by the press, and lus fame as an 
operator was of the liighest. The result of this operation 
determined Liston to remain in London. He had seriously 
contemplated migrating to New York, and had consulted 
several persons on the matter. The Hospital, immediately 
after this operation, was crowded by persons hopelessly 
afflicted, who came from all parts to be operated upon. 
Amongst them was a young farmer who had a large tumour 
of the upper jaw, the result of a blow from a cricket-ball. 
The tumour was not so large as that of Sarah Thomas, but it 
was rapidly increasing in size. The man was most anxious 
for its removal. At that time, when Liston had finished his 
Hospital duties, I was in the habit of almost daily accom¬ 
panying him in his carriage on his round of visits. He said 
on this occasion, “ I do not lilce the character of the tumour in 
that young man’s jaw. I am fearful it is malignant; at all 
events, it is a very different kind of tumour from that of the girl 
Thomas. I do not think I shall operate.” Eventually, however, 
he was prevailed upon to do so; his Avish to display his power 
and sldll with the knife overcame his better judgment. The 
operation in this case afforded a striking contrast to that in the 
last. Instead of being completed Avithout a single drawback 
in ten minutes, the man was nearly half an hour uj)on the 
table. We could soon perceive that the tumour had involved 
the neighbouring bones, and had implicated the base of the 
skull. The formidable bone-nippers were applied again and 
again. The tumour appeared to have been entirely removed; 
the man was borne to his bed in a fainting state, and died 
twenty-four hours after. The tumour proved to be malignant, 
and had involved the base of the skull, part of Avhich had been 
tom away. I never saw Liston agitated as he was that day. 
On our road home, he asked me whether I noticed his agitation. 
I said I certainly did. He declared that he had never before 
lost his presence of mind, but he fairly owned on this occasion 
he was not so cool or so guarded as he should have been. 
Bitter were the attacks made on Liston on account of 
this operation; but it Avas after all “a nine days’ wonder.” 
Now came a diffictdty. It was absolutely necessary that 
the case should be published, more particularly as the 
other had been blazoned abroad—been made the sub¬ 
ject of a “leading article,” and illustrated by a por¬ 
trait. What Avas to be done ? Eventually it was decided 
to place it amongst the ordinary Hospital reports Avith an un¬ 
attractive title. And there it did appear, headed “ Case of 
Albuminous Sarcoma of the Upper Jaw.” The other case in 
which Liston made a grave mistake was that of a boy who 
was admitted into the HosjAital with a swelling in the neck 
over the carotid. When Liston Avas going round the Avard, 
his House-Surgeon, Mr. Wallis—who afterwards settled in 
Hull, and lectured at the Hull School of Medicine—said, “ Tho 
tumour pulsates, sir, and I can detect a bruit in it.” “ Pooh! ” 
said Liston; “ whoeA'-er heard of an aneurism in a boy so 
young?” and, putting his hand into his right Avaistcoat 
pocket, he took out a knife, and made a deep incision into the 
tumour. Out leaped the arterial blood, and the boy fell upon 
the floor. The wound was stitched up, and the patient put to 
bed, the artery being subsequently tied, but Avithout any good 
result. On examination, it was found that an abscess had 
existed, and had ulcerated into the carotid. It is strange that 
Liston never woidd admit that he had committed an error in 
this case. He contended that his diagnosis was correct; but 
all were satisfied that the treatment was AATong. For years, 
however, Liston seemed occasionally haunted by this case, and 
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broug'ht it before the Medico-Chirurgical Society a long time 
after its occnrrence. He had obtained particulars of some 
similar cases, and these, ■with the original, formed the subject 
of his paper. Even then he ■would not admit his error. These 
are the only two cases I can call to mind in which he was open 
to serious Marne. I could detail very many in which he dis¬ 
played a marvellous acumen in diagnosis as well as wonderful 
skill with the knife. 

It is true that, for the first two or three years of his residence 
m London, he “ ran down ” most of the leading Surgeons, and, 
in some instances, used unjustifiable language when referring 
to them. But those who were behind the scenes made allow¬ 
ances for him. He was under an infiuence which he could not 
weU resist; stiU it was remarkable that a man of his mature 
age and high position could have lowered himself to what was 
generally considered an undignified and most offensive course 
of action. He gradually, however, altered his conduct, and 
could speak well, as he often did, of those who were his 
“ enemies.” He only once, I think, attended and spoke at a 
public meeting of the Profession. It was held at the Crown 
and Anchor in the Strand, on the occasion of the rejection of a 
studentof University College by theExaminers at Apothecaries’ 
HaU. Liston was on the platform, and was loudly called for. 
“Jontlemen,” said he, “the system does not seem to work 
well, and requires reform.” J. F. C. 

REVIEWS. 

-^-- 

Jlntersuchungen uber die pathologisch-anato>niscTie)i T’^eriindeyitugen 
der Organs helm A.hdominaltgplius. Von Dr. Carl Ernst 
Ehil Hoffmann, Professor der kledicin in Basel. Leipzig'; 
F. C. W. Vogel. 1869. 

^Researches on the Pathological .Anatomy of Typhoid i^Pnteric') 
Fever. By C. E. E. Hoffmann, M.D., Professor of Medicine 
in the University of Bale. 9 plates. Pp. 402. 

An extensive epidemic outbreak of typhoid fever at Bale in the 
years 1865-67 has given rise to several most valuable contribu¬ 
tions to our knowledge on this disease. The clinical, or more 
especially the therapeutical, part of the observations made on 
more than 1300 cases treated in the Hospital has already been 
laid before the Profession by Professor Liebermeister in several 
excellent papers in vols. iii. and iv. of the Deutsches Archiv 
fur klinische hledichi, and in a separate little work in which 
the Professor, conjointly with Dr. Hagenbach, relates the results 
of the cold-water treatment of typhoid fever. We now receive 
another instalment of the investigations carried out by the 
staff of the Bale Hospital, and in the volume before us Pro¬ 
fessor Hoffmann presents a summary of the observations made 
in the jiost-mortem room. 

From the abstract which the author gives of the history of 
the epidemic we will mention that the outbreak began in June, 
1865, and that from that time until the end of 1867 between 
3400 and 3500 cases, with a mortahty of 517 cases, occurred in 
a population of about 47,500. 250 cases form the subject- 
matter of the work before us, and a short summary of each 
case, arranged in the order in which the cases occurred, is given 
before the author proceeds to the consideration of the changes 
■v^'hich he found in the different groups of organs. Of these, 
first in importance stands the digestive canalj and the specific 
changes occurring there are here described in aU their varieties. 
Of more rare occurrence, we would call attention to the 
description of the small grey tubercles which are now and then 
found on the outside of the intestine, underneath or in the 
serous membrane, on places corresponding to the affected 
patches. These typhoid tubercles must not be confounded 
with true tubercle, from which they differ also in their micro¬ 
scopical characters. They consist of cells resembling lymph 

■eeUs, which are embedded in a finely gi-anular material with 
but scanty fibres. Professor Hoffmann thinks these tubercles 
are formed by proliferating cells having migrated from their 
place of origin in the lymphatic apparatus into the neighbour¬ 
ing tissiies. In very rare cases, of which two are here related, 
these tubercles do not only appear on the outside of the affected 
patches, but are spread over a greater part of the peritoneum, 
and are found even in more distant places, as in the pleura and 
pericardium. 

On the mucous membrane of the stomach and the duodenum 
only catarrh, but no specific affection takes place according to 
Professor Hoffmann. Another point which has hitherto been 
surrounded 'with some doubt is the question whether mucous 

membrane and ■villi are regenerated on the scars of the ■ulcerated 
patches. The author answers in the negative. 

In the tongue the author discovered degenerative chang'es of 
the muscular fibres, and to these he principally attributes the 
difficulty of movement of that organ so frequently observed. 
Out of sixty cases, Zenker’s waxy degeneration was found in 
thirteen, and granular degeneration in thirty-four. The sali- 
vary glands, as well as the pancreas, presented in a great num¬ 
ber of cases slight changes, referable to swelling of the inter¬ 
lobular tissue and to enlargement and prohferation of the gland 
cells. 

Of alterations found in the liver. Professor Hoffmann first 
describes those more frequently met -with, consisting in enlarge¬ 
ment and multiplication of the cells, and then the more rare 
occurrence of the small grey tubercles first pointed out by 
Friedreich and by Wagner. He considers them as collections 
of lymph cells migrated from the system of the portal vein. 

In explanation of some of the derangements of the functions 
of the nervous system wMch are of a longer duration. Professor 
Hoffmann has been able to detect anatomical changes in the 
brain substance. G-anglion cells were seen filled with dark 
granules, and some of them which had entirely lost their sharp 
outline could ordy be recognised by the accumulation of such 
dark granules. In several cases nerve fibres were found in a 
state of fatty degeneration, and not unfrequently the capil¬ 
laries of the brain presented accumulations of granular matter. 

One of the most exhaustive parts of the book is the chapter 
on the changes found in the muscles, and as this question is 
imbued with particular interest at the present time, some con¬ 
troversy having lately been raised about the significance of 
what Zenker has called “ waxy degeneration,” we will quote 
the conclusions at wMch the author, after submitting the ob¬ 
jections raised by Waldeyer, Weber, and Erb to a careful 
consideration, has arrived, confirming in the main points 
Zenker’s ■views:— 

“ l._ A great part of the skeleton-muscles becomes affected in 
typhoid fever. For the most part they only underg’o granular 
degeneration ; in some parts of them waxy degeneration is fre¬ 
quently found. 

“ 2. The waxy degeneration consists in a coagulation of the 
contents of the muscle which takes place during life, and by 
which these contents are transformed into a substance appear¬ 
ing under the microscope transparent like glass, slightly opa¬ 
lescent and shining, very fragile, and occurring sometimes in 
larger homogeneous, cylinchical pieces, sometimes more in 
lumps. 

“ 3. This coagulation is favoured by the excessive derange¬ 
ment of nutrition dependent upon the increased temperature, 
and on the function of the muscles themselves.” [In tliis latter 
circumstance, the author thinks, might be found an explana¬ 
tion why those changes occur chiefly in the adductors of the 
thighs, in the abdominal, and in the other respiratory muscles, 
including the diaphragm, these muscles being in acti'vity even 
during the height of the fever.] 

“4. The_ waxy degeneration leads to the destruction of the 
affected primitive fibres.”—P. 351. 

Next follows a full accoimtof the regenerative process in the 
muscles, to which also Zenker first called attention. These 
investigations on the muscles are illustrated by a number of 
dra-wings on three plates, and six other plates represent macro- 
scopical and microscopical changes observed in other organs. 
A short resume of the whole pathological process of typhoid 
fever concludes the work, which, from the large material on 
which it is based, gives an almost complete account of aU ana¬ 
tomical changes found in typhoid fever, and which, in aU its 
parts, may be regarded as a model of careful investigation and 
painstaking industry. All propositions are supported by reports 
of the cases, of which ninety-three are given in full. Thus an 
enormous amount of material and of original observation has 
been collected, and we have no doubt the book will become a 
standard work for reference on the pathology of typhoid fever. 
The manner in which the book has been brought out, and espe¬ 
cially the execution of the plates, reflects very great credit on 
the publisher. 

Lady-Doctors.—The Medical Profession can decidedly 
no longer be considered in France as the exclusive appanage of 
the masculine sex. Among the students who passed the most 
brilliant examinations at the Faculty of Medicine there were 
three ladies—one French, one Russian, and one American. 
This last exhibited proofs of a solid knowledge in anatomy and 
dissections, pathology, and operations.—Gaz. des Hop., Aug. 21. 
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE. 

-♦- 

EEANCE. 

LETTERS FROM THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.—No. VI. 

HYERES. 

De. Shuttleavoeth, the well-known English naturalist, who 
spent several winters at Hyeres, gives me, in a German-written 
letter, some information about this place. As Dr. Shuttleworth 
is a man of high scientific reputation, I feel bound to publish 
part of his letter:— 

“ As to the climate of Hyeres, I prefer it to that of Cannes 
and all other stations of the Mediterranean coast. Hyeres en¬ 
joys the advantage of being about four kilometres away from 
the sea. In consequence, it is near enough to have the full sea 
breeze, and far enough not to be troubled either by the noise 
or by very sudden changes of temperature. Besides, Hj^ercs 
has not, like the other stations, any snow-mountains in its 
neighbourhood. It is said that Hyeres suffers more from 
mistral than Cannes, etc. This is possible; but I aver that in 
Cannes I have suffered much from cold north-east and north¬ 
west winds, (a) Living is not cheap at Hyeres, but certain!}’' 
not dearer than at Cannes. Lodgings are decidedly cheaper at 
Hyeres. I myself inhabit a first-floor in the best position, 
■with a large verandah, four rooms towards the south, free -vdew 
over the sea, large high rooms, seven rooms and cellar, furni¬ 
ture, and every necessary. For aU this I pay 2700 fr. yearly, (b) 
There is no want in this place of single villas, houses of every 
kind, and separate etatjes, and almost all have a free ■view 
towards the south. I know all these stations—St. Remo, Men¬ 
tone, Nice, Cannes—^hut I prefer Hyeres, as well on account of 
climate as on account of the manner of li'ving. The element of 
fashionable life does not exist in Hyeres, and almost all people 
who are here for the ■winter have come for the sake of their 
health. There are several publications about Hyeres. Whether 
they are more impartial than those about Cannes, etc., I am 
unable to say. Probably they are not. If you arrive at Hyeres 
in the beginning of October, you -will find plenty of available 
lodgings. You must t-ake care, however, to avoid the west- 
end of Hyeres (Boulevard des Ilesperides et lies d’Or), this 
being most exposed to mistral. Rue Imperial, Place des Palraiers, 
and the east side, are most recommendable.” 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-- 

VACCINATION PAST AND PRESENT. 

Lettee feom Me. William H. Day. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—The Vaccination Act seems likely to become soon the 
question of the day, as the prejudice, formerly existing almost 
entirely among the lower orders (whose intelligence our 
statesmen have lately vied with each other in extolling), 
is rapidly extending among the better educated. It strikes 
me that your observation, that “the stiangency of the 
Act ■with regard to time is likely to prove a serious nuisance, 
both to the Medical Profession and the public,” is most im¬ 
portant and true. Twenty years’ experience has taught me 
that there are certain seasons when vaccination can be much 
more successfully practised than at other times, and that, whereas 
dming the prevalence of a small-pox epidemic, vaccine lymph, 
however ancient, is available to produce excellent vesicles, at 
other times it is difficult to get a good vesicle with the freshest 
ichor. Norwich is periodically flooded -with threatening letters 
from the Sanitary Inspector, and fines, and an actual imprison¬ 
ment, have resulted from jirosecuting offenders against the 
Act, and the penalties are duly placarded over the city. The 
■natural consequence of these periodical threatenings and field- 
days before the magistrates is a rush to the Practitioners, and, 
under so pressing a demand, ichor is occasionally resorted to 
that would probably, under less urgent circumstances, be 
passed by as not sufficiently active for the purpose. Nothing 

(a) I think that for most invalids in the South east winds are much more 
to be feared than mistral. Mistral, at least, brings no clouds, and is not 
very cold.— Translator. 

(b) At Cannes I had an Uage of three small rooms and a kitchen, ■with 
very little sun, for 1200 fr. yearly, and this was said to be cheap. I have 
decided now to spend the next winter at Hyeres.—Translator. 

is more likely to bring odium upon vaccination than this, and 
I believe that vaccination was more prophylactic and less 
injurious when it was voluntary and could be practised at any 
period than now it is compulsory and has to be performed 
■within so limited a time as three months from the birth. 

I am, &c. 
Norwich, August 21. William H. Day. 

ERYSIPELAS AFTER VACCINATION. 

Lettee feom Me. J. Haemae Smith. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sib,—A case occurred under my o'wn observation many years 
ago confirmatory of the judgment of Dr. BaUard, expressed in 
the letter which you published on Saturday, that it by no means 
follows in cases in which erysipelas succeeds vaccination 
that it is the fault of the vaccinifer. In this instance, which 
occurred in Sheffield when I was public vaccinator there, the 
child was a year old, stout, and florid, and was vaccinated on 
August 12, 1850. The vaccination was successful, and there 
was nothing peculiar about the case, until on the ninth day I 
noticed that the areola was larger and more inflamed than 
usual. When I saw the child again, on the day but one after, 
there was phlegmonous erysipelas extending to the elbow. The 
inflammation then rapidly spread till it had covered the greater 
part of the body, and the patient died on August 30, or the 
eighteenth day of vaccination. Several other children were 
vaccinated successfully at the same time, with the same lancet 
and from the same cliild, but the disease in each of them was 
perfectly normal and uncomplicated. 

I saw no other case of erysipelas foUo'wing vaccination, but the 
late Mr. Reedall, then in extensive private practice in Sheffield, 
afterwards told me that he had several cases of erysipelas fol- 
lo'wing vaccination about the same time as mine (aU of which, 
however, recovered), from which I inferred at the time that 
there was present what has been called “ an epidemic constitu¬ 
tion of the atmosphere.” 

There is a case of erysipelas after vaccination quoted in the 
Medical Times and Gazette of July 20, 1861, from the Gazette 
Hehdotnadaire, as having been related at the Societe de Chi- 
rurgie. The remarks cited by you from the discussion which 
followed are, I think, worth reproducing at the present time:— 
“ M. Robert and various other members expressed their opinion 
that the chances of consecutive inflammatory accidents would 
be diminished if much larger intervals were left between the 
punctures than is generally the case. M. Giraldes, agreeing 
in this precept, stiU thought that more importance should be 
attached to the condition of the health of vaccinated infants ; 
for in the Children’s Hospital, the inmates of which manifest 
great morbid aptitudes, phlegmonous erysipelas is not rare, 
even after the most carefully executed vaccinations.” 

I may mention, in connexion ■with the case which I have 
related, that whilst I was a public vaccinator to the Sheffield 
Union I vaccinated, on a rough estimate, about 10,000 children; 
but the above-mentioned was the only case in which I had 
reason to believe that erysipelas or any other disease resulted 
from the vaccination. I am, &c. 

J. Haemae Smith, M.R.C.S., L.S.A. 
Blackheath, August 20. 

MR. NUNNELEY AND THE ANTISEPTIC 
TREATMENT. 

Lettee feom Peofessoe Listee. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Mr. Nunneley’s recent attack (a) seems to me little 
calculated to impede the progress of the antiseptic treatment; 
nor do I feel called upon to point out in how many respects he 
has misapprehended my published views. That he should 
dogmatically oppose a treatment which he so little understands, 
and which by his own admission he has never tried, is a matter 
of small moment. But I was grieved to find him stating that 
his colleagues who had once adopted the system were now 
abandoning it as untrustworthy. It was therefore ■with much 
pleasure that I received a very different account of the matter 
from Mr. Teale, in a letter which, ■with his permission, I now 
request you to publish. I am, &c. Joseph Listee. 

Glasgow, August 24. 

(a) See the Medical Times and Gazette, August 7, 1869. 
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Sir,—Hay I call.your attention to tlie attack upon “ antiseptic 
treatment” in Mr. Nunneley’s Surgical Address, in 'wldch lie 
quotes the experience of his colleagues as unfavourable to it ? 
I think it due to yourself to inform you that Mr. Nunneley 
was in no sense justified in making such a statement; that we 
still use, and have as much confidence as ever in, antiseptic 
treatment; and that we hope shortly, in some way or other, to 
have Mr. Nunneley’s misstatement corrected. Any want of 
success ill our practice may fairly be attributed to imperfec¬ 
tions in can’ying out youi’ rules. Yours truly, 

20, Park-row, Leeds, August 11. T. Peidgin Teaie. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 
-^- 

EOTAL MEDICAL AND CHIEEEGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, June 8, 1869. 

C. H. Mooee, P;R.C.S., Treasurer, in the chair. 

Me. Adfeed Poland read a paper on 

rUSIFOElI AND TUBULAB ANEUEISM OF THE SUBOLAVTAN AETEEY, 

AND ITS TEEATMENT BY COMPEESSION. 

Tlie main object of this communication was to offer some 
remarks upon subclavian aneurism and wounds and lesions 
of the subclavian artery, as suggested by an interesting case 
coming under the author’s notice and care at G-uy’s Hos¬ 
pital. The patient was a man, aged 41, a bricklayer’s labourer, 
who was admitted into Guy’s Hospital on October 7, 1868. He 
had formerly been employed in the gas works, and latterly had 
been in the habit of carrying a hod of bricks upon his shoulder. 
Por the last two years he had suffered from occasional pain in 
the right arm, which gradually increased. He attributed this 
to an injury to the fingers which he had received about that 
time. During the last month the pain had become so severe 
that he was forced to give up work. On applying' for advice 
to Dr. David Johnson, of the Old Kent-road, there was dis¬ 
covered for the first time a pulsating tumour above the right 
clavicle. It was considered to be aneurismal, and the patient 
was recommended to apply for admission into the Hospital. 
The patient, on admission, appeared to be fairly nourished, 
although naturally thin, and his general health was g'ood. His 
expression was somewhat anxious. In the supra-clavicular 
region on the right side there was a pulsating tumour, fusi¬ 
form in shape, passing downwards and outwards, and meeting 
the clavicle at an angle of forty-five degrees. It was more 
than one inch in length, and nearly half an inch in breadth at 
its widest part, and was very much hke a large filbert. Above 
it diminished gradually to the size of a large goose quill, and 
after remaining for a quarter of an inch of that size it seemed 
to curve downwards and inwards, becoming lost imder the 
muscles. The lower or distal end did not seem to diminish so 
rapidly, and the pulsations of the artery could bo felt between 
the tumour and the clavicle, as also very distinctly below that 

_ The tmnour was almost subcutaneous, and the pulsa¬ 
tions in it very strong; and the expansion, which was uniform, 
was considerable during each beat. By pressure on the artery 
above the tumour, the pulsation in the latter was readily 
stopped, and the swelling became quite soft and flaccid, and 
easily emptied, so that it almost entirely disappeared. Ho pul¬ 
sation could be felt in the radial or ulnar arteries, nor in any 
artery of the right arm as far up as the axillary to within a 
short distance below the clavicle. There was no other tumour 
or sweUing in any part of the course of the vessels, and the 
axilla was quite free from any induration or glandular enlarge¬ 
ment. The right arm was weak, but he could perform easy 
motion -with it. The circumference of the hmb, both over the 
biceps and in the forearm, was less than that of the opposite 
side. There was also evidence of deficient nutrition in the 
nails of the fingers of the right hand, which were fil-developed 
and desquamating. He complained of pain down the radial 
border of the forearm and in the index finger, and occasion¬ 
ally this pain extended upwards to the acromial process. There 
was numbness in the fingers and hand generally, but there did 
not seem to be any impairment of actual sensation. The arm 
was always cold, and had to be wrapjied up in flannels. There 
was no oedema, and no obstruction in the venous system. It 
■was found that, in consequence of the high position of the first 
rib in the neck and the comparatively superficial abnoi-mal 
course of the artery, pressure on the vessel could be made 
■without trouble and ■without causing pain. Consequently it 

was agreed to make digital pressure on the cardiac side of the’ 
tumour, in the hope of effecting a cure. This was accordingly 
carried out almost uninterruptedly for ninety-six hours, and 
then discontinued, in consequence of the discoloration and 
tenderness of the skin at the site of pressure, and unwilling¬ 
ness on the part of the patient to ■undergo any further treat¬ 
ment. The tumour, however, had become undoubtedly much 
smaller and harder, but stiU pulsated, although this pulsation 
could be controlled by the merest pressure. The man left the 
Hospital, and in the course of a month showed himself again, 
when the tumour had lost aU pulsation, had become hard and 
somewhat smaller. This patient attended at Dr. Johnson’s, 
residence regularly for several months, and was carefully 
watched by him. The tumour gradually disappeared, and 
the whole track of the artery seemed converted into a fibrous 
cord; but there could be traced a very large artery running 
transversely across the posterior triangle of the neck im¬ 
mediately above the site of the former tumour. It seemed 
to emerge from under the sterno-mastoid muscle, and was 
lost under the trapezius. The author drew attention ta 
the following conditions, and these were illustrated by re¬ 
ferences to cases and quotations from well-known writers 
on aneurism : — 1. The remarkable deviation from the 
normal course of the right subclavian artery in the third 
part of its course ; 2. The pec^uliar character of the 
aneurism, as being of the fusiform or tubular variety of 
aneurism by dilatation, and where all the coats are uniformly 
distended; 3. The treatment adopted—viz., indirect digital 
compression on the cardiac side of the aneurism, leading to a 
successful issue. The paper is accompanied ■with the details, 
of three unpublished cases of subclavian aneurism. 1. A case 
of subclavian aneurism cured by direct pressure, by Mr. F. M. 
Corner, Surgeon to the Poplar Hospital; 2. Notes of a case of 
subclavian aneurism for which amputation at the shoulder-j oint 
was performed -with success, by Professor Silence, of Edinburgh ; 
3. A case of aneurism by dilatation of the subcla-vdan artery,, 
by Dr. Eobert Adams, of Dublin, -with some further notes on 
Mr. O’Reilly’s case of ligature of the subclavian artery for 
subclavian aneui’ism. The paper concludes with an elaborate 
statistical analysis of 115 cases of subclavian aneurism, of 
which the following table gives a general summary of the 
cases. These are arranged according to the treatment pursued. 
The cases are placed under one heading only—yiz., under the 
treatment last adopted, although many of them had previously 
been subjected to one of the other forms. 

Summa7nj of Cases according to Treatment. 

Successful. 
Cases in -which no particular treatment-was ^ 

adopted, and specimens undescribed, 1 3 cases 

Died. 

24 deaths 

Total, 

and not having been the subject of any 
operation.. 

4 unkno-wn 6 specimens 1 36 

Medical and Valsalva treatment 7 4 11 
Hypodermic injection .... 1 relieved 1 
Compression. 4 4 
Injection into sac. 1 "2 a 
Acupressm'e. 1 1 
Manipulation. 2 2 4 
Galvano-punctm’e. 1 1 
Attempt at operation. 1 "e 7 
Ligature of third portion of subcla-vdan . 6 10 16 
Ligature of fli'st portion .... 9 9 
Ligatm’e of carotid. 1 1 
ligature of innominate .... 
Ligature of innominate, and carotid, and 

•• 12 12 

vertebral . 
Ligature of first portion of subclavian 

1 ... 1 

and carotid. 
Ligature of subcla-vdan, carotid, and 

2 2 

vertebral. 
Distal or Brasdor’s op)eration, ligature of 

1 1 

axillary. 4 4 
Amputation at shoidder-joint . i ... 1 

Total.33 83 116 

Mr. Holmes rose to inquire what should be done with the 
large portion of Mr. Poland’s communication that had not 
been read to the meeting. The whole paper was, in fact, an 
elaborate work on subcla-vian aneurism and on wounds of the 
subcla-vian artery; and such a work the Society could neither 
read nor discuss. Was it understood that the thanks of the 
Society were to be voted for the j)a]3er as a whole, or only for 
the portion that had been read; and should Mr. Poland be 
asked to put the rest into such a form that it could be brought 
before a future meeting' ? 

The Peesident replied that the Council had received the 
paper as a whole, and had submitted it as a whole to the Society. 

A Fellow asked Mr. Poland whether any pressme was 
exerted by the pad of the instrmnent that had been exliibited. 

Mr. Poland regretted the absence of Mr. Corner, who 
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could better have replied to the question. He believed that Mr. 
Corner had applied slight pressure by the pad; direct jiressure 
had been tried at St. Thomas’s. 

Mr. Savoey thought the description hardly justified the 
application of the word fusiform to the aneurism. He could 
hardly conceive that a fusiform aneurism could be so quickly 
cured by the deposition of coagula. 

Mr. Holmes had previously spoken on a point of order only. 
He fully recognised the entire value of the communication. 
He considered the case to be one of a small ordinary aneurism 
undergoing spontaneous cure. 

Mr. Heath had listened with interest to Mr. Poland’s 
practical deductions for the treatment of such cases—quieta 
non movere, and amputation. 

Mr. Poland very briefly replied, and said that his principal 
object was to show that in such cases we were dealing with 
diseased arterial coats. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-- 

University Intelligence.—University of London. 
—The following are lists of the Candidates who have passed 
the recent Honours Examinations :— 

First M.B. Examination. 

EX.AMINATION FOR HONOURS. 

Anatomy. 
First Class.—Ernest Alfred Elkington (Exhibition and Gold Medal), 

Queen’s College, Birmingham; Henry Edward Southee (Gold Medal), 
Guy’s Hospital; Ebenezer Rust Edger, B.A., University College, and 
'Thomas Crawford Hayes, B.A. Dubl., King’s College, equal. 

Second Class.—James Barry Ball, University College; Thomas Jones, 
Guy’s Hospital. 

Physiolnyy, Histology, and Comparative Anatomy. 
First Class.—Alfred Henry Carter, University College. 

Organic Chemistry, and Materia Meclica and Pharmaceutical Chemistry. 
First Class.—Henry Edward Southee (Exhibition and Gold Medal), Guy’s 

Hospital; Thomas Jone3(Gold Modal), Guy’s Hospital; Francis Warner,* 
King’s College ; Joseph Theodore Ingoldby, Guy’s Hospital; Ernest Alfred 
Elkington, Queen’s College, Birmingham. 

Second Class.—Thomas Crawford Hayes, King’s College ; AViUiam Barnett 
Burn, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, and WRiiam AVard Carr, University 
College, equal. 

* Worthy of a Gold Medal. 

First B.Sc. and Preliminary Scientific (M.B.) E.xaminations. 

EXAMINATIONS FOR HONOURS.—FIRST B.A. AND FIRST B.SC. CONJOINTLY. 

Mathematics and Mechanical Philosophy. 
First Class.—Thos. Oliver Harding, First B.Sc. (E.xhibition), University 

College; Robert AVilliam Genese,t First B.A., Liverpool Institute. 
Second Class.—John AVilliam Lord, First B.A., University College. 

FIRST B.SC. AND PRELIMINARY M.B. CONJOINTLY. 

Botany. 
First Class.—Marcus Manuel Hartog, First B.Sc. and Prel. Sci. (E.xhibi- 

tion). University College ; Edward Bibbins Aveling,t First B.Sc., Uni¬ 
versity College ; Peter Thomas Duncan, Prel. Sci., University College. 

Second Class.—Edward Albert Schafer, Prel. Sci., Univ'ersity CoUege; 
Gerald Bomford, Prel. Sci., King’s CoUege; George Fredk. Rossiter, Prel. 
Sci., Private tuition; Herbert Taylor, Prel. Sci., St. Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital; Thomas Eastes, Prel. Sci., Guy’s Hospital; Ebenezer Geer Russell; 
Prel. Sci., Guy’s Hospital. 

Third Class.—Henry Colgate, Prel. Sci.,' University CoUege ; George 
Thomas Bettany, Prel. Sci., Guy’s Hospital; Chas. AViUiam Harvey, Prel. 
8ci., University CoUege. 

Zoology. 
First Class.—Edward Albert Schafer, Prel. Sci. (Exliibition), University 

CoUege; Edwd. Bibbins Aveling,t First B.Sc., University CoUege. 
Second Class.—Ebenezer Geer RusseU, Prel. Sci., Guy’s Hospital; Walter 

Bononi Houghton, Prel. Sci., University CoUege; Andrew Duncan, Prel. 
Sci., King’s CoUege, and Edwd. Markham Skorritt, Prel. Sci., University 
CoUege (equal). 

Chemistry and Natural Philosophy. 
First Class.—H. Septimus Bott, First B.Sc. and Prel. Sci. (Exhibition), 

Owens CoUege; Robert Routledge, First B.Sc., Owens College ; Frank 
Clowes, Fii-st B.Sc., R. CoU. of Chemistry and Pr. st. 

Second Class.—AA'alter Benoni Houghton, Prel. Sci., University CoUege. 
Third Class.—Ebenezer Geer RusseU, Prel. Sci., Guy’s Hospital, and Edwd. 

George AVliittle, Pi'el. Sci., University College (equal); Jno. AVUUamElwes, 
Eu-st B.Sc., King’s CoUege; Charles Firth, Prel. Sci., Norfolk and Norwich 
Hospital. 

T Obtained the number of marks quaUfying for the Exhibition. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
August 19, 1869 :— 

Baddelcy, WUliam, AVIialley, Lancashire. 
Mickle, AViUiam JuUus, Puckridge, Herts. 
Nell, Richard Frederick, AVarwick. 
Snell, Enoch, Leeds. 
Warbuiton, Edmund Samuel, Betley, Crewe. 
AVilson, George, Claverton-street, PimUco. 
AVing, Charles Edward, Bury St. Edmund’s. 
Wood, Richard, Maldon-road, N.AV. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines :— 
Bird, George WiUiam James, Birmingham.' 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, pas.sed their 
Eirst Professional Examination :— 

Harvey, Chiistopher, Westminster Hospital. 
HUl, Thomas, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENT. 

The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, infoi’mation as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Hope, AVilliam, M.B., M.R.C.P. Lond.—Physician-Accoucheur to the 
Out-patients of Queen Charlotte’s Ljung-in Hospital, Maiylebone-road, 
vice Dr. Parson, resigned. 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

Admiralta’.—The following appointment has been made :—T. R. Warren, 
Sm-geon, to the Gladiator. 

War Office.—The following appointments have been made:—54th Foot: 
Staff Assistant-Surgeon AViUiam Heniy Bant Clapp, M.D., to be Assis¬ 
tant-Surgeon, vice John Alexander Lamb, appointed to the Staff. 86th 
Foot: Staff Surgeon Henry Titterton, M.D., to be Smgeon, vice 
Chamney Graves Irwin, M.B., appointed to the staff. Medical Depart¬ 
ment : Surgeon Chamney Graves Hwin, M.B., from the 86th Foot, to be 
Staff Surgeon, vice Henry Titterton, M.D., appointed to the 86th Foot; 
As.sistant-Surgeon John Alexander Lamb, from the 54th Foot, to be 
Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice AViUiam Hemy Bant Clapp, M.D., ap¬ 
pointed to the 54th Foot. 

BIRTHS. 
Farquhar.—On August 22, at Rubishaw-terrace, Aberdeen, the wife of 

Surgeon-Major T. Farquhar, M.D., Bengal Medical Service, of a daughter. 
Fowler.—On July 13, at St. Helena, the wife of Charles H. Fowler, 

Colonial Siu'geon, of a sou. 
Gwynn. —On August 12, at Folkestone, the wife of Edmund G-wynn, 

M.D., of 5, Belgrave-torraoe, Upper Holloway, prematurely of a son, 
who only survived his birth a few minutes. 

Harrison.—On August 17, at AValsall, the wife of A. J. Harrison, M.B. 
Lond., of a daughter. 

Hbivlett.—On August 23, at Brook-cottage, Sunninghill, the wife of 
Thomas GilUiam Hewlett, Surgeon, Bombay Army, of a son. 

Lynes.—On August 23, at 9, Priory-row, Coventry, the wife of Edward 
Lynos, M.D., of a daughter. 

Murray.-On August 17, at the Cim-agh Camp, Heland, the wife of Wm. 
Sim Murray, M.B., Surgeon 66th Regiment, of a son. 

Murray.-On August 18, at 17, Green-street, Grosvenor-square, the -wife 
of Gustavus C. P. Murray, M.D., of a son. 

Newham —On August 23, at AA^'estem Cottage, Winslow, Bucks, the wife 
of Dr. Newham, of a son. 

Paterson.—On August 21, at Plumstead, the wife of Dr. H. F. Paterson, 
F.R.C.S.E., Royal Artillery, of a son. 

MARRIAGES. 
Brown—Solomon.—On June 22, at Sea Point, Cape Town, Cape of Good 

Hope, John Browm, M.I). Aberd., L.R.C.S. Edin., District Surgeon, and 
Justice of the Peace for the district of Fraserburg, to Mary Matilda, 
daughter of Hemy Solomon, Esq., Sea Point. 

Corbett—Prother.—On July 17, at Trinity Church, Bangalore, William 
Henry, second son of the late Richmond Corbett, M.D., of Cork, Ireland, 
to AUeia EmUy, second daughter of the late Captain C. AV. Prother, 
Bombay Rifles. 

Duke—Williams.—On August 21, at the parish chm-ch, Hemingford 
Abbotts, Herbert Ronny, second son of Richard Duke, Esq., of Black- 
heath, Kent, to Little, youngc.st daughter of the late C. AV. Williams, 
M.D., of Hemingford Abbotts, Hunts. 

James—Matiieson.—On June 2, at St. Kilda, Melbourne, Edwin Matthews 
James, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A. (Honorary Smgeon to the Melbomme Hos¬ 
pital), son of the late Rev. AV. J. James, incumbent of Chve, Salop, to 
Annie Margaret, eldest daughter of John Matheson, Esq. 

Owen—Gibney.—On August 19, at Tor parish church, Torquay, Alfred 
Lloyd Owen, B.A., M.B. Trin. CoU. Dub., of York, youngest son of the 
late J. Ow'on, Esq., of Woolwich, to Sylvia Caroline, tlurd daughter of 
AV. Gibney, M.D., of Torquay, and late Senior Physician to the Chelten¬ 
ham General Hospital. 

Scott—Abraham.—On August 24, at Rosljm-hiU Chapel, Hampstead, 
David Scott, M.D., 16, Mma-ay-street, Cainden-square, N.AV., to Emma 
Louisa, daughter of Hemy R. Abraham, Esq., of Mountfleld House, 
Harrow-road, AV. 

DEATHS. 
Archer, Edmond, M.D., M.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., of . King’s Lj-nn, Norfolk, at 

21, Hilldi'op-crescent, N., on August 12. 
Atkinson, Julia, the beloved wife of Jolm P. Atkinson, M.D., at Bamp- 

ton, Oxon, on August 21, aged 28. 
Belcher, Minnie, fomth daughter of Hemy Bclcher,M.D., at 10, Pavihon- 

parude, Brighton, on August 4, aged 4 years. 
Bradford, AADlliam Jocelyn, M.B., of 17, TyndaU-place, Islington, at 

Killowcn Point, county of Dowm, on August 14. 
Hobson, Benjamin Stephen, eldest son of Dr. Hobson, formerly of China, 

at Inyati, South Africa, on April 15. 
Julius, Ellen Hannah, the wife of Frederick G. Julius, Esq., M.D., at 

the Old Palace, Richmond, Sma-ey, on August 21. 

Lee, John, Surgeon, eldest son of Jolm Lee, M.D., of Ashbourne, Derby¬ 
shire, at 61, Talbot-road, AA''cstbom-nc-paik, of heart disease, on August 20, 
aged 37. 

Robertson, Mary, widow of the late Dr. James Robertson, M.D., at 
30, Cathcart-road, South Kensmgton, on August 6, aged 69. 
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VACANCIES. 

In the followng list the nature of the office ■vacant, the qualifications 
required in the Candidate, the person to vrhom application sliould he 
made, and the day of election (as far as knoum) are stated in succession. 

Bodmix Union*.—Medical Officer for the Second District of the Union. 
Candidates must be legally qualified and registered. Applications p.nd 
testimonials to P. J. WaUis, Esq., Clerk to the Union, on or before 
September 3. 

Bootle IIospital and Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Applications 
and testimonials to W. S. Brice, E.sq., Eichmond-vale, Bootle, near 
Liverpool. 

Bournemouth General Dispensary.—Eesident Surgeon. Candidates 
must be registered, and must possess a qualification in Medicine as -well 
as Surgery. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., to be sent, under seal, to the 
President of the Bournemouth Dispensary on or before September 9. 

Brighton and Hove Lying-in Institution.—Resident House-Siu-geon; 
must be a Member of one of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons of Great 
Britain or Ireland, orL.R.C.P.L. or L.S.A. Applications and testimonials 
to the Chairman of the Committee of Management on or before Septem¬ 
ber 2, election on September 9. 

E.vstbodrnb Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the First 
District. Candidates must be duly qualified and registered. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to W. Barber, Fsq., Clerk, Willingdon, Ilm-stgrecn, 
on or before September 2, election on September 3. 

Great Koethbrn Hospital.—House-Surgeon. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to G. Reid, Esq., Secretary, at the Hospital, Caledonian-road, 
N., on or before September 7. 

Guildford Union.—Medical Officer for the Albiu-y District. Candidates 
must have the qualifications required by Poor-law Board. Applications 
and testimonials to W. II. Smallpeice, Esq., Clerk, Guildford, on or 
before September 3, election the next day at twelve o’clock, when candi¬ 
dates are requested to attend. 

Kingsbridgb Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the 
Stokenham District. Candidates must be legally qualified. Applications 
and testimonials to W. Jarvis, Esq., Clerk, Kiugsbridge, on or before 
September 3, election on September 11. 

Metropolitan Free Hospital.—Assistant-Physician; must be M.R.C.P. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretai’y on or before the Slst inst. 

Royal General Dispensary.—Physician. Candidates to send applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to John Faulkner, Esq., at the institution, 25, 
Bartholomew-close, and to attend the mectmg on Seiitember 2, a,t 
1 o’clock p.m. 

Royal Maternity Charity, 31, Finsbuey-square.—Physician for the 
Eastern Districts of London. Candidates must he F. or M.R.C.P.L., 
and will be required to reside iu the appointed district. Apqilioations 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 28tb inst. 

Tower Hamlets Dispensary*.—Resident Medical Officer; must be L.S.A., 
and be registered. Candidates to attend personally at the election, at 
7 o’clock p.m., on September G. 

Warneford Hospital, Leamington Prior.s.—House-Surgeon ; must be 
M.R.C.S. Lond., Edin., or Dublin, and L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to the Secretary. 

Worksop Dispensary*, Nottinghamsiiirb.—House-Surgeon; must be 
legally qualified, and be umuarried. Axiphcations and testimonials to 
G. Fisher, Esq., on or before August 31. The duties Yvill commence on 
November 1. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICE. 
*»* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 

Bicester Union.—^Mr. F. W. Parsons has resigned the Islip District; area 
14,092; population 3502 ; salary £58 jier annum. 

Christchurch Union.—The Western District is vacant; area 16,515 ; popu¬ 
lation 6115; salary £55 per annum. Also the Woildiouse; salary £15 per 
annum. 

Melksham Union.—Mr. Edward Shorland has resigned the Fom-tb District; 
salary £40 per annum. 

Stockton Union.—Dr. Frederick Dale lias resigned the Tarm District; 
area 21,003 ; population 3742; salary £45 per annum. 

Tiverton Union.—^Mr. E. C. Ashford has resigued the Tiverton East 
District; salary £85 per amium; also the Workhouse; salary £30 per 
annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Bramley Union.—William Antey, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Wortley 
District. 

Ellesmere £7nion.—David Haii'o, L.R.C.P. and S. Edin., to the Overton 
District. 

Fylde Union.—John D. Walker, L.R.C.S. Edin., L.R.C.P. Edin , to the 
Kirkham District. 

Goioer Union.—Charles H. Bade, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Edin , to the 
Eastern District. 

Hay Union.—Charles S. Clouston, M.B. Edin,, M.C. Edin., to the Rad¬ 
norshire District. 

Hemel Hempstead Union.—Robert R. Merry, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.E to the 
Box Moor District. ’’ 

Piomesgate Union.—Thomas L. Place, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Orford 
District. 

Dr. Barnes’s Lectures on Obstetric Operations._ 
TVe arG glad to Irear that tliGSG lectures, which, coimnanded so 
much attention when they first apjpeared in our colimuis, will 
shortly be published in a volume, Yvith corrections and addi¬ 
tions by Dr. Barnes, and some new illustrations. 

Dr. Gedge, of Bury St. Edmund’s, has been ajipointed 
Superintendent of the Medical Staff in Sir S. Baker’s expedi¬ 
tion to Lake Nyanza. 

We understand that Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson has 
been elected to the editorship of the British Medical Journal. 

Glasgow and St. Andrews Universities.—Dr. 
Neil Arnott has bestowed the munificent donation of £1000 
on each of the Universities of Glasgow and St. Andrews, for 
the endowment of scholarships in connexion with experimental 
lYhysics or natural philosophy. Dr. Arnott had previously 
given a similar donation to the Universities of Aberdeen and 
Edinburgh. He also lately placed at the disposal of the Senate 
of the University of London the sum of £2000, to found a 
scientific scholarship in that University. Mrs. Arnott some 
time ago gave £2000 for scholarships in natural pliilosophy to 
two ladies’ colleges in London. 

“ Honorary” Medical Services.—The Governors of 
the Royal General Dispensary, having experienced considerable 
difficulty in procuring the ser-vioes of a sufficient Medical staff 
under the “honorary ” system, have adopted the jiaying prin¬ 
ciple. It has been determined to reduce the staff’ to tYvo 
Physicians and two Surgeons, and to pay an honorarium of 
£40 per annum to each. We hear of several Hospitals and 
Dispensaries in which it has been found impossible to procure 
the services of “honorary” Physicians, and the offices conse¬ 
quently remain vacant; and in one of the suburban Dispen¬ 
saries, extending over a large and populous neighbomdiood, 
three district Medical officers have been required for a long 
time, and cannot be obtained. The offer of a suitable hono¬ 
rarium would probably procure the required service in aH 
these cases. 

Promotion of Deputy-Inspectors of Hospitals, 
ETC.—At the Court at Osborne, on the 7th inst., the following 
memorial from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty was 
read:—“ "Wliereas we have had under our consideration the 
rule laid down byyom- Majesty’s Order in Council of May 13, 
1859, respecting the qualifications required for the promotion 
of Deputy Inspectors-General of Hospitals and Meets to the 
ranlv of Inspectors-General of Hospitals and Fleets, which is 
in our opinion not sufficiently stringent, as it admits of the pro¬ 
motion of Deputy-Inspectors without any ser-vice as sucli, either 
in a Hospital or fleet; and whereas we consider that service in 
a foreign Hospital or fleet is essential as a qualification for the 
promotion of such officers: WehumblybegthatyourMajesty wiU 
be graciously pleased, by your Order in Council, to direct that for 
the future no Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals and Fleets 
shall be promoted to the rank of Inspector-General of Hospitals 
and Fleets unless ho shall have served five years as a Deputy- 
Inspector, during three years of which period he shall have 
been in charge of a foreign Hospital or of a fleet or squadron.” 
Her Majesty, haYung- taken the said memorial into considera¬ 
tion, was pleased, by and with the advice of her Privy Council, 
to approve of what is therein proposed; andihe Right Honour¬ 
able the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty are to give the 
necessary directions herein accordingly. 

The Medical CLUB.—This Club, begun in 1866, has 
been estabhshed now for some months at No. 9, Spring- 
gardens. Amongst other means of bringing the members 
together, a monthly dinner is held at the club-house, the 
object of the management being to promote intercourse and 
friendly feeling in the Profes.8ion. On Wednesday evening* 
the last dinner of the present season was given. Dr. Lory 
Marsh in the chair. The chairman took occasion to refer to 
the history of the club, which he has been mainly instru¬ 
mental in founding, showing how it had gradually increased 
until at present it numbers about 700 members. He pointed 
out that whilst the most ostensible purpose of the club was to 
be a jilace of reunion and social fellowship for the Profes¬ 
sion, there was another and still more important use which 
it was lioped that it would subserve. He trusted that it 
would, by assisting to unite the voice of Medical men, make 
that voice more clearly and practically heard by the pubhc, 
and especially in the Councils of the State ; so that, 
in future, questions of sanitary importance may not be 
settled by legislation until they have been fully discussed 
and a scientific judgment formed upon them by those who 
are best qualified to draYv sound conclusions on such sub¬ 
jects. This aim we believe to be a very legitimate and excel¬ 
lent one, and we are glad that the Medical Club keeps it in 
view. There can be no doubt that at a time when such matters 
as vaccination, health of towns, anew Medical Act, etc., are 
being brought forYvard, it is highly necessary that we should 
have the opinion of the skilled and experienced, and any institu¬ 
tion which helps to eheit the expression of that opinion deserves 
to be supported and encouraged. 
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Presentatiox.—At Praserlnirg, Cape of Good Ilopi 
Dr. John Bi’o-wn, Government Surg-eon, and Justice of the 
Peace for tlie district of Praserburg, was, on the occasion of 
his marriage, presented by his friends in tlio village with a 
liandsome silver centre piece, as a mark of the regal’d and 
esteem he has gained during his residence of five years amongst 
them. 

The Suez Canal.—In his annual report on the sanitary 
condition of the popidation concerned in this undertaking, 
M. Aubert-Roche states that tliis is most satisfactory, the 
mortality, except in the year of the cholera, having been main¬ 
tained as low as 1 per cen.t, while in France it is 2-40 per cent. 
He points out the great increase of European population that 
is taking place. In 1859 the population of the isthmus 
amounted only to 150 persons, of whom oidy 25 were Europeans. 
Last year there wore 34,258 individuals, of whom 16,010 were 
Europeans, and 18,248 indigenes, and, at the present time, there 
are 42,400 inhabitants, of whom 22,823 are Europeans. During 
his ten years of Medical inspection public health has been 
constantly improving ; but this has been brought about by a 
groat sacrifice of Medical officers, for of 11 chefs de service who 
have taken part in the enterprise only 5 survive.— Union Med., 
Aug. 17. 

Peenash.—Tlio affection termed “Peenash,” or mag¬ 
gots in the nose, is not unfrequently seen at Joiidpoor. As a 
rule, persons so afflicted will be found to have suffered from 
syphilitic ulceration. In some instances, however, the primary 
condition is scrofulous inflammation, or other affection of the 
nasal mucous membrane. In the advanced stages, the disease 
is one of the most disgusting and loathsome coming under 
observation. There is constant discharge of offensive pus, and 
occasional epistaxis, while the bridge of the nose gradually 
becomes depressed. There is also much suffering from the 
movement of the maggots in the ethmoid cells. These cases 
terminate sometimes rapidly by fatal meningitis; at others 
the patient dies apparently worn out by suffering and debility. 
This latter result most frequently oceurs where syphilitic 
cachexia is also present. The worms, which may be seen 
constantly crawling from the nostrils, are exactly similar to 
those observed in superficial ulcers, and are doubtless the 
products of the larvse of the common fly. The latter, with its 
well-known pertinacity, will attack any exposed parts, whether 
nose, ears, or eyes, from wliich an animal discharge issues. 
And when the dirty habits, and almost insensibility to flies, of 
the lower order of natives are recollected, we can readily 
imagine how the larvse are deposited within the nostrils. We 
have all doubtless seen natives walking about with inflamed 
eyes, not even troubling themselves to brush the flics away, 
which swarm round the eyelids. This is especially the case 
with children, who not unfrequently suffer from Peenash. 
Similarly, I have occasionally met with maggots in the ear, 
after otitis and perforation of the tympanum. “Peenash” is, 
indeed, exactly the affection so frequently seen in the nose of 
the camel. The piece of wood passing through the nostrils, to 
which the driving string is attached, excites inflammation; 
discharge ensues, and flies are attracted. The best treatment 
both for camels and human beings is injection with black 
wash, and, in the case of the latter, good living and tonics. 
Unless the disease is very far advanced, it is readily cured by 
these means.—Marwar, the Land of Death, by IF. J. Mooic, of 
the Political jLgoicy, Joudpoor. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
-«>—-- 

t^af quisfiotitf^ muclj sljall learn muc^.—Bacon. 

y.—In Brodie’s autobiography. 

Mr. Macnamara.—Received with thanks. 

In2airer.—T)T. He.slop’s pamplilet on “ The Realities of Medical Attend¬ 
ance on the Sick Children of the Poor in Lai-ge Towns” is published by 
Longmans. It is an able and instructive production. 

A Questiok to us All. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AMD GAZETTE. 

,, risk of being mistaken, I shall excogitate the case of Smith 
{tried lately before Chief Justice Bovill), as one of a kick on the female’s 
<‘xternal generative organs. I only know it from tlie Pall-mall Gazette 
report of a few lines. I would ask, in reference to it, whether the legal, 
t he Medical, or tlie public mind most demands instinction in what is tenned 

Medicine. AVe have in Smith’s trial a proof that ignorance in State 
Me licine is not the appanage of a Medical witne.ss ex necessitate rei, which 
«ecms to be the opinion of certain members of our Profession for whom I 
n".ve much, if not the highest respect, and of certain lawj'ers, editors, or 
nnonymous journalists, for whom I have none, since I know of no claim 
that tlie lirst have wlicn known to pi onoimce upon tlie subject of our Pro¬ 

fession’.s ability or information, general or teclmical, nor why their opinion 
of us in State Sledicine should have the slightest weight with us ; and the 
latter, as anonjnnous, clearly not entitled to notice at all, whatever be the 
number of “ columns ” they can put in motion for or against us. 

It seems that in Smith’s case the woman had a wound in the labium that 
“ would contain an egg,” and withal the plea of an injury caused by a fall 
down a stair g.ot free play, and an acquittal was the result. Medical wit¬ 
nesses are told that they appear as advocates, not as witnesses. I don’t 
doubt it; it is too tine. But whatever be the causes that lead to them 
doing so on occasion, I venture to say no Medical man would or could have 
appeared as an advocate of the opinion that a wound, such as in the victim 
in this case, was caused by a fall down stairs. That demands legal develop¬ 
ment of the buccinator muscle. 

The whole subject of our relations to State Medicine calls for investiga¬ 
tion, but assuredly it is rarely the fault of Medical men when failures of 
justice arise. AVlioever be to blame, it is not they. I have studied our 
cases in Medico-legal evidence in comparison with those of other nations, 
and maintain that the ordinary English Medical man in ci’imina.l trials 
knows his work bettor than any other professional man in his countrj- 
similarly called on. If a reader wishes to .see a model report in a Medico¬ 
legal case, let him turn to that of the “ Waterloo-bridge murder ” remains. 
That was WTitten by a gentleman, an ordinary member of the Profession, 
manifestly by a man of talents, these by no means common, quite an 
unknown man to the Profession in general, yet well enough known in 
London. I venture to .state that in all Europe no better or more thorough 
specimen of a “ report” could be got, and yet we are told that only certain 
specially educated and trained men can write “reports.” I might quote 
Casper, of Berlin, on this case. The chief upholder of the opposite- 
belief could not have written the "Waterloo report for his life, even if he 
had had the anatomical knowledge. I claim that Mr. Painter is not a mar¬ 
vellous exception, and he himself, I presume, would be the first to allow 
that, splendid as his report was, it was not an exceptional exercise. 

By all means, say I, let us sec to putting evidence completely before the 
Bench, but do so properly. Remedy our defect as it ought to be. Let it 
be an understood fluty that each man on entering the Profession knows he 
may be called on to give Medical evidence. Erect a separate class, alone 
expected to give evidence, and what would Ibe the result 1 Those at present 
who take no interest in Medico-legal questions, or who cannot, have their 
consciences at once salved. Those of us, like Mr. Painter, who do, are cut 
out and relegated to an inferior rank, if, indeed, of any rank at all. 
Permit me to state that, however valuable University or watering-place 
retirement may be for criticism, it by no means follows that the same is 
equally conducive to practical life. I would fain see our chief adrtsers on 
State Medicine to-day put in charge of a case of infanticide, and then-- 

I am, &c. L. A. 

Kon-restraini.—Dr. Gardner Hill is WTong in supposing that there is no 
answer to the statements made in his letters to the Standard. We shall 
show him next week that there is a full and sufficient answer, and one 
that will do justice to the memory of a good and great man. 

Queen's College, Birmingham.—A governor of the college has is.sucd an 
address to the patrons and friends of the institution. He insists that 
the college has been reduced to its present low condition in consequence 
of its not embracing all branches of literature, science, and art; that it 
is necessary for the welfare of the institution that it should embrace all 
these branches. The “ governor” dwells upon the necessity of a better 
system of management, and urges the propriety of calhng in the aid of 
Mr. Sands Cox, who W’as very long a most efficient member of the Coimcil. 
He also advocates the admis.sion of the representatives of the press to the 
meetings of the governors. 

Carmichael Prizes, Mottoes, and Envelopes. 
TO THE editor OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Assuming that it is your province, as a Medical journalist, to expose 
flagrant abuses relating especially to such an important matter as the 
adjudication of prizes, I take the libe^’ of directing your attention to the 
following, to which I trust you will give publicity. If Dr. Mapother had 
not stated in his preface “ that he studiously endeavoured to keep the 
authorship of his essay unltnown,” I should not have troubled you with 
this communication, but he blazons forth his name in the story of the 
widow’s son (page 77) as plainly as if he had wi’itten it in full; the history 
is far bettor known in Dublin than the particulars of Mr. Carmichael’s 
will. Bo.sides this, he constantly tells his three colleagues, the adjudicators, 
that he lives in Dublin (p. 155), that of this city ; our country (p. 42) ex¬ 
tended to us ; from these parts of the United Kingdom (p. 198), the Queen’s 
University in this country (p. 9) ; a leader in Dublin (p. 45), Dublin people 
(p. 46), in Dublin (p. 52) ; death-rates in Dublin, Eitzwilliam’s-square, 
Townsend-street (p. 103); through the street': of Dublin at present a fellow 
stealthily sells obscene prints, etc. (p. 109) ; in Ireland, however (p. Ill) ; 
Surgical Society (p. las) ; that (p. 127) in Dublin Hospitals have been 
blamed; in Dublin similar frauds exist, etc. fp. 134); prostitution is marked 
by great effrontery in Dublin (p, 145); from the poorhou.ses in Dublin 
(p. 153); the most popular of wbich issues from the Dubhn press (p. 150); 
that of the College of Surgeons (p. 160); analogous bodies in Dublin (p. 162); 
under the visitation of the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, examiners 
adopted (p. 199); the College of Surgeons frequently, as if the Dublin 
College were the only College of Surgeons. But hear this placeho to his 
own college and to his three colleagues, the adjudicators (p. 199) :—“ To 
avoid repetition it seemed most suitable that any remarks on the manage¬ 
ment of corporate bodies should be made specially of one, and that which 
it was most natural to select was the Irish College of Surgeons. jVfany of 
its rules which could only be talked of in terms of praise, are not com¬ 
mented upon, and some others are censured” (I fail tofindthecensurc), “but 
itmustnotbe interpreted from such criticisms that disrespect is intended.” 
In speaking of the importance of anatomy. Dr. Mapother says—“ It is a 
common tiling for those who get into practice by the touting and toadying 
plan to decry the demonstrator or teacher of anatomy. The examples of 
the Hunters, Baillie, Cooper, Brodie, Colles, Crampton, Cussack, Adams, 
Hargrave, Bower, Mayne, and many others might be readily adduced to 
abash such detractors.” Out of this list of Irishmen whose names were 
never heard of out of Dublin as anatomists, tliree, Messrs. Adams, CoUes, 
and Hargrave, were Dr. Mapother’s colleagues on the Council, and one of 
these, Mr. Hargrave, was an adjudicator (p. 147). You will surely agree with 
me that after such disclosures, mottoes and scaled envelopes are useless ? 

29, Beaufort-street, Chelsea, Aug. 10. I am, &c. Edwards Crisp. 
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Bekry Defence Fund. METEOKOLOGY. 
TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDIC.4L TIMES AND G.4ZETTE. 

_ Sir,—The Committee will be obliged by your insertion of the following 
list of subscriptions :—^Amount aclmowledged, £33 2s.; Dr. Cbowne, £1 Is.; 
N. H. CUfton, Esq. (second donation), £1 Is.; Dr. Head (second donation), 
£1 Is. The list will close on Septemlier 8. Further subscriptions will be 
gladly received by H. Woolcott, Esq., Treasurer, Cliaring-cross Hospital, 
or by Yours, &c. E. Sandwell, L.R.C.P.E., M.E.C.S., 

August 25. Hon. Sec. 

The Ere Impiridle of Tarbes relates that a militarj' Surgeon of the Camp of 

Lannemezan was nearly falUng a victim last week to the vindictive spite 
of a soldier, w’bo, having feigned iUness, had been dismissed from the 
Hospital by the Medical attendant on the discovery of the deception. 
The man soon after sought out the Surgeon, and, finding him in a tent, 
stabbed him violently in the stomach with a carpenter’s comxiass. The 

assailant was immediately arrested. The wound is not dangerous. 

St. George's Hospital.—Sir Everard Home, Bart., filled the office of ■ 
“Master” of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1813, and “ President” in 

1821 ; his opus magnum on Comparative Anatomy is generally considered 
to have been the production of Ms brother-in-law, John Hunter. 

Br. McS. {Liverpool).—The name of Lobel is familiar to all botanists; from 

it a genus of plants received the appellation of “ Lobelia.” The portrait 
of MattMas Lobel, who died in 1615, is scarce. 

L.S.A., Islington.—Yes, the gentleman who at the time mentioned by you 

filled the President’s chair at the College of Surgeons is a Licentiate of 

the Society of Apothecaries. Professor Owen, F.R.S., is also a licentiate, 
but not the other gentleman mentioned. 

A Pupil, Ifancliesier.—There mU be an examination in arts, etc., at the 
HaU in September, at the College in December ; if you piass the former, 

you could commence your professional studies the following October. 
Consult our “Students’ Number.” 

'5- You will find some account of it in Nightingale’s “ London and 
Middlesex,” vol. iii., p. 538, where it is also stated that Edmund 
Phillips had £40 4s. 8d. for embalming the body of Thomas Sutton, the 
founder of the Charterhouse. 

P. M. B. Coll.—The late Mr. Behnes, the eminent sculptor, executed a very 
good bust of Mr. Propert. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Rev. T. H. Cole; Mi-. Newell Martin; Mr. MAC.NAM.iRA; Mr. J. H. 
Smith; Sir W. H. Day; Mr. Bellamy; Dr. B. W. Richardson; Dr. 
JJAY J JMr. iSamuel Oldham \ Dr. Churchill j !Mr. Jonathan Hutchin- 
EON; Mr. John Chatto ; Mr. J. F. Clarke ; Mr. Bacot ; Dr. Whitby ; 
Dr. J. A. Grant; Dr. Paterson; Dr. Lynbs ; Mr. J. B. Holloway ; 
Dr. JOHN Brown ; Pi-ofessor Lister ; Dr. Hope ; Ignotus ; Dr. Stir- 
ling; Bewley; Mr. James; IH. Bryant; Mr. Sandwell; 
Messrs. E. B. Treat and Co. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

R^oi-t of tlm Tewkesbury Rural Hospital—Carroll on Hygiene—Gouley on 
External Permeal Urethrotomy—New York Medical Journal, August— 
Kealities of Medical Attendance on the Sick Childi'en of the Poor, by Dr 
Heslop—Gaingee on Fi-esh-meat Presei-vation—Joui-nal of the Gynmoo- 
logical Society of Boston, July and August—British Joumal of Dental 
Science, Apnl—Howard’s Plain Rules for the Restoration of Persons 
apparently Dead from Drowning. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

Hebdomadaire—Gazette des Hopitaux—New 
;^rk Medical Gazette—Tribune Medicale—The Yorkshire Post—Medical 
Press and Circular. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer. 30-163 in. 
Mean temperature.58-7 
Highest point of thermometer.75-1 
Lowest point of thermometer.4(3-2 
Mean dew-point temperature.50-4 
General dii-ection of -wind.Variable. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.O’Ol 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, August 21, 1869, in the 
follo-wing large Towns:— 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2134 1462 1527 75-1 46-2 58-7 0-01 1 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 141 76 *91 731 41-4 57-8 0-01 1 
Birmingham (Boro’) 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 

360846 46-1 277 175 133 74-7 46-1 58-6 0-00 0 
509052 99-7 333 295 303 68-0 52-2 58-1 0-05 5 

Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 255 210 *203 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 105 60 67 73-5 44-9 57-6 0-05 5 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752110-5 162 126 113 73-8 47-0 58-9 0-00 0 
Bradford (Borough) 133522 21-0 109 71 66 09-5 49-0 57-9 0-00 0 
Leeds (Borough) 253110!11-7 15-2 129 132 72-0 60-0 58-7 0-02 2 
Hull (Borough) 126682:35-6 111 59 58 75-0 3S-0 55-8 003 3 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503! 24-5 74 69 62 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002:40-2 105 80 94 74-7 43-0 58-1 0-10 10 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6, 312 268 201 71-1 37-7 57-3 O'Ol 1 
Dublin (City, etc.-l) 
Total of 14 large 

Towns . . .J 

320762|32-9 158, 
1 

158 109 74-5 38-3 57-9 0-02 2 

6546587! 35-5'4428' 3244 3159 75-1 37-7 58-0 0-03 3 
Paris (City) 1889842 

(1863) 

814 
Week 
ending 
Aug. 14. 

Wee ken 
1 
[ling 

1 
Aug 

1 
14. 

Vienna (City) . 560000 ... 295 ... 1 ... 1 SO-ll ... 1 

At the Royal Observatory, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 30’163 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
30-06 in. at the beginning of the week to 30-22 in. on Tuesday, August 17. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
tlie assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

■t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

YITAH STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, August 21, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 

Bu-ths of Boys, 1065; Girls, 1069; Total, 2134. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1856-8. 

DEATHS. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . ! ! 
Average eoiTected to increased population . 

Males. Females. Total. 

764 
682-1 

763 
648-6 

15-27 
1330-7 
1464 Deaths of people above 90 . * * 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS EROM EPIDEMICS. 

West . 
North . 
Central 
East . 
South . 

Total . 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

!wiioop- 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

463388 
618210 
378058 
571158 
773175 

2 

3 

2 
4 
3 
8 
4 

8 
21 
26 
50 
27 

’3 

’2 

8 
14 
8 

17 
13 

5 
10 
4 
9 
7 

40 
56 
29 
49 
90 

2803989 5 1 21 1 132 1 5 60 1 35 264 

August 28. Saturday (this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-eross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, 1^ p.m. 

30. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, Ij p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2^ p.m. 

31. Tuesday. 

Operatior^ at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopiedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

September 1. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, G P-m. ; 
hLddlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s G P.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

2. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m. - 
^yal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m,; West Loudon Hospital, 2 p.m. • 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. ’ 

3. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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OEIOINAL LECTURES. 

-c>- 

CLINICAL LECTURE ON PNEUMONIA, 
DELIVERED AT WESTMINSTER nOSPITAL, 

By OCTAVIUS STUBUES, M.D., 
Assistant-Physician to the Hospital. 

There is a woman in Tillard Ward who was admitted under 
my care, by the kindness of Dr. Radcliffe, with all the physical 
.signs of consohdation of the left lung. From the history of 
the case it would appear that the solidification was of recent 
origin, and it endured hut for a short time after her admission 
—the lung, in fact, was passing through that stage which is 
described as hepatisation; and, on the subsidence of this, reso¬ 
lution took place, and gradual recovery, or at least gradual 
return to the same state of health as the patient had enjoyed 
previous to the attack. The case deserves notice if only from 
its furnishing, in a very marked and characteristic manner, 
many of those physical signs which you read descriptions of in 
books, hut wliich it is unnecessary to say that books can 
never teach. Here was a typical case of pneumonia, and, 
although not coming under observation until consohdation was 
estabhshed, it exhibited in a very complete way the physical 
signs proper to that stage, as ivell as those wliich later 
announce that resolution is taking place. 

But when we speak of this woman as exemphfying a certain 
altered condition of lung, are we justified thence in ascribing to 
her a certain disease ? In applying to tliis case, or to any other, 
the word “pneumonia,” we signify more than the mere sounds 
we have been able to eheit from the chest or the mere physical 
state of lung wliich those sounds indicate. We signify onr 
own theory deduced from those sounds—our own explanation 
of the meaning of the consolidation, and of the way in winch it 
has been brought about. You infer that the lung is sohd, and 
you thence conclude that it is inflamed. How ? I leave out 
of the ease, of cour.se, mistakes that may arise from an error in 
physical diagnosis. Assuming the lung to be actually hepatised, 
how do you conclude thence that it is inflamed f 

Now, you may say, if you please, that hepatisation, sohdifica- 
tion of the lung, is a sufficient proof of its inflammation, be its 
accompaniments what they may; but, observe, the mere use of 
this word adds nothing to our information. If it can be shown, 
as it surely can, that the lung becomes sohd in all sorts of ways, 
and with every variety of symptoms, its becoming so in each 
particular case must have a cause of its own. The mere fact 
of its being sohd, taken by itself, is a proof of nothing, or at 
least of no particular thing. You wiU grant, then, that there 
miist be some objective signs to guide us apart from these 
physieal indications. Pneumonia must then have a certain 
history ; it mu.st answer to a certain chnical description ; the 
physical changes in the lung mu.st give rise to corresponding’ 
changes in the man or the woman who is the subject of them. 

And accordingly, as you are aware, the outward features of 
the disease have their description in the books, no less than the 
auscultatory signs. We are told that fever runs high, that the 
skin is hot, the pulse frequent, that rigors occur, and dehrinm 
is not uncommon. Now, if we apply this description to the 
patient I am speaking of, we shall find most of these things 
wanting. The pulse was never frequent, the skin was never 
hot, there was nothing of what nsed to be called high fever—• 
nothing, in fact, in her general symptoms that the woman 
oiiglit to have had in order to fulfil the role of pneumonia. Yet 
we all said that she had that disease from the circumstances 
that one lung was solid and the sputa bloody. And I would 
venture to say that had you to describe pneumonia from your 
own observation of it in the wards here in London, you would 
never, by ever so long an experience, extract such a definition 
for it as the one you find in the books. You would say these 
physical signs occur in association with all sorts of symptoms. 
You find the definition, however, in the books, and so you strive 
to bring every case where the physical signs correspond into 
some sort of general parallelism with the printed description. 
More than tins, when you meet with an instance in which 
these physical signs—crepitation and tubular respiration and. 
the like—occur in connexion with this fever and rigors and the 
rest, you regard it as a typical instance of what pneumonia 
ought to be, while the others are “latent,” or “ consecutive,” or 
“congestive.” Such is, in fact, the teaching of the schools, 
insomuch that we have all a notion of this model pneumonia, 
though after a time we get accustomed to the disappointment of 
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finding it seldom true to its model, and while stiU retaining a 
lively faith that a lung hepatised is a lung inflamed ; we learn 
by habit to associate that state with a great variety of consti¬ 
tutional symptoms. 

Thus the word pnemnonia is made to refer exclusively to tlie 
condition of the lung, not at all to the condition of the patient. 
Nevertheless, as being an inflammation, it is thought to bo 
appropriately manifested by symptoms of fever, wliich is the 
outward and visible sign of inflammation. AVe prefer to see it, 
therefore, with this accompaniment. As a fact, however, it 
occurs with aU sorts of accompaniments, and this fever, etc., 
often fail to make their appearance when most we want them 
to complete the ideal we have regarding the disease. This is 
to be regretted. Attribute it to the asthenic type which in¬ 
flammation takes in London at the present day, to “ a change 
of type in disease ; ” oidy remember that engorgement of the 
lung going on to hepatisation signifies inflammation, and the 
various ways in which that inflammation shows itseK must be 
described by suitable adjectives, of wliich here is no lack, such 
as latent, consecutive, and the hke. 

Such, I take it, is a fair description of the view held with 
regard to pneumonia. It is objectionable, I venture to think, 
on two grounds. 1st. Because it forces into relationship a 
number of cases differing in their antecedents, and hkely to 
differ in their sequel, and where certain physical conditions, 
though grossly they may be similar, can by no probable sup¬ 
position be regarded as arising from a common cause. 2nd. That 
having thus done violence to all clinical notions of grouping, it 
fastens upon this protean disease a name which implies inflam¬ 
mation. It thus at one and the same time misses the only 
thing that makes names usefid in disease, and hits upon the 
very thing which makes them dangerous and delusive. It 
throws together a number of subjects ahke only in respect of 
one of their symptoms, and to that symptom, which it mistakes 
for the disease itself, it attaches a metaphorical expression of 
no precise meaning. Is it wise to fetter ourselves under the 
tyranny of names, and of such names ? Nor is this all, for 
although, as I have said, pneumonia is usually named cluefly 
from its physical signs, observers are by no means agreed as to 
what these signs should be. Some will regard the minute 
crackhng crepitus,which has been so often described, as patho¬ 
gnomonic of vesicular inflammation, insomuch that when the 
lung passes from that condition back again to health, as it 
often docs, they will speak of the case as one in which pneu¬ 
monia has been arrested, and even ascribe the arrest to some 
drug they may have been giving. Others, again, wlule 
admitting that pneumonia is to be recognised by its proper 
sounds, ivill be so anxious to find that proof of it wherever the 
general symptoms remind them of inflammation in the chest 
that they will torture almost any sounds into those they want 
to hear, in order to make their case complete, or they will say' 
that the inflammation is deep-seated, and beyond the reach of 
the ear. 

AVere it a question of mere names, it would be time to find 
fault with this word “ pneumonia ” when other terms in noso¬ 
logy had been amended—when, for instance, seme scientific 
nomenclature of skin diseases had been attempted. Pneumonia 
is a better selected word, perhaps, than sycosis or ichthyosis; 
but to compare a skin disease to the inside of a fig or the scales 
of a fish, though fanciful enough, at least serves the purpose 
of bringing like cases together. And so might pneumonia, if 
we only came to a common understanding as to what we 
meant by it. If we said it is minute crepitation along 
with rusty sputum, or it is consohdation of the lung pre¬ 
ceded by such and such symptoms, or it is a tei’m in morbid 
anatomy, meaning that the air-ceUs are fiUed with a certain 
amorphous granular material, we should have a word then, 
either for the ward or the post-mortem room, which would 
have its use. Now we say pneumonia is all these things or any 
of them, or even worse and more hopelessly we say—some say 
—there is a tout ensemble about pneumonia which can deceive 
no intellig’ent Practitioner. And what is the result ? AVith 
great respect for those you will differ, I think one result is the 
expenditure of a great deal of useless labour in the endeavom’, 
by' the accumulation of a large number of cases, to arrive at 
some conclusion as to the best mode of treating a disease which 
has never been properly identified. If pneumonia were 
ever so rigidly defined, it would bo difficult enough by tliis 
method to obtain a result which should take account of differ¬ 
ences of age, of sex, of constitution, of climate, of the extent 
of lung involved, and, eliminating all these, should determine 
the precise influence not of treatment in its largest sense, but of 
givingorwithholding beef-tea or certain drugs—difficidtenough 
then; but when at the outset no pains are taken to select cases 
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—when, as in Dr. Bennett’s tables, we are not even told what 
physical signs were present in each, and only learn enough of 
the whole to be certain that they comprise every degree of 
illness—it is practically impossible. 

The chnical features of pneumonia, then, being so various, 
how much should we gain or lose by abandoning that word 
altogether, and all its associations along -vvith it, a.nd speaking 
instead of pulmonary hypersemia ? Such a name wotdd at all 
events express as much as is common to all pneumonias, and woiild 
bring them all under one point of view. It would, moreover, 
involve no theory, and commit us to no more than the bare 
facts. From a mechanical hindrance to the flow of the blood, 
or from its OAvn altered constitution, the pulmonary circulation 
becomes emban-assed, and hypereemia is the immediate result, 
this is the first step. Whither that hypersemia will tend— 
whether it will lead to a definite rupture or terminate in an 
exudation of one kind or another—will in each case depend, we 
may well suppose, upon the degree and nature of the impressing 
cause. _ Yet, since we are unable accurately to estimate these 
conditions, we must be content with observing how in one 
class of cases hypersemia is apt to have one residt, and in 
another another—how, for instance, rupture is associated with 
that stress laid upon the pulmonary circulation in valvular 
heart disease, and a more general exudation (though stfll not 
without real hsemorrhage) with that laid upon it by the 
presence of poisoned blood. Such is the rule, yet it is not without 
exceptions. There are instances where heart disease leads to 
hepatisation, and instances where blood disease produces profuse 
haemoptysis. We thus see at the bottom of both these 
phenomena a common cause at work ; we have then to learn 
from clinical experience in what manner that cause may be 
expected to ^ develops itself, what particular issue is the most 
probable in individual cases. 

A patient, like this old woman, after long ailing with cough 
and bronchorrhoea, shall at length be compelled by increasing 
dyspnoea to abandon the occupation she has for a length of 
time followed with difficulty. Another, after an hour’s ex¬ 
posure to wet or cold, shall thereupon be seized with rigors 
and stitch and breathlessness. A third, after a similar ex¬ 
posure, shall have profuse haemoptysis. Local hyperfemia is a 
common feature in these tliree cases, and it is shown in each 
by certain physical signs you are all familiar with. The stress 
laid upon the limgs in each case will probably, so experience 
teaches, be relieved in as many ways. It is likely to remain 
stationary in the first, and to go on to solidification in the 
second. Likely, yet we can by no means identify those cases 
that will and those that will not follow this course. There is 
no pathognomonic sign by which we can predict that the 
congestion in one instance is the first step towards consolida¬ 
tion, and in the other not. 

If we might make a mere diagrammatic description of the 
matter, which, like all diagrams, should express in the rudest 
way the rough outline and general shape of what is meant, it 
would be this;—The lungs become blood-laden owing 
to some fault in the pulmonary circulation. When thus 
affected, the issue of this stasis will vary according to the 
amount of pressure to which the blood is subjected, the 
greatest amount producing rupture, the next greatest fibrinous 
exudation, and the last serous infiltration. Any of these 
results may accrue either from an impediment of a mechanical 
kind or from a_ fault of the blood itself. Experience shows, 
however, that in valvular obstruction and hypertrophy of the 
heart rupture is more common, and in disease of the blood 
■exudation is more common. 

Nevertheless, as both these results flow from a precisely similar 
cause, the one may take the place of the other—valvular disease 
may give rise to fibrinous exudation and consolidation, blood 
disease may give rise to rupture and haemoptysis. Thus, in 18Go 
a man was admitted into St. G-eorge’s Hospital with profuse 
haemoptysis, of which, in the event, he died. This bleeding 
was wholly apart from tuberculisation or any material obstruc¬ 
tion. The kidneys, however, were in an advanced stage of 
granular degeneration—had nearly dwindled away, in fact—■ 
and the unpurified blood, thus delayed in the pulmonary 
vessels, at last ruptured them. The extreme result occurred, 
instead of the more usual one of fibrinous exudation. Similarly 
there is a woman now in TiUard Ward with haemoptysis and 
albuminuria, in whom the haeniorrhage would appear to depend 
upon the kidney disease. On the other hand, I might quote 
numerous instances of hepatisation from heart disease, apart 
from any haemorrhage whatever. 

Now, you will perhaps say these results, after all, any and 
aU of^ them, are purely exceptional. Consolidation of the 
lung is not so conspicuously connected with kidney disease; 

haemorrhage is not so frequent in valvular disease as, according 
to this showing, it woaild be ; on the contrary, people with the 
extremest valvular obstruction, and people with the extremest 
degeneration of the Mdneys, go on to their death without either 
one or the other. It is partly an answer to this to make the 
still wider statement that we can never say beforehand what 
organ of the body shall first suffer from the secondary effects 
of any disease. We can only speak of a tendency, and suggest 
a modus operands: the precise issue will always depend upon the 
individual, and upon many external accidents quite beyond 
calculation. It is a more special answer that those changes 
which tend, as we suppose, to pulmonary hypersemia, are the 
work of time, and, as they progress, the system accommodates 
itself to them. 

I would only add that this mode of accounting for the various 
circumstances under which congestion and consolidation are 
wont to pccur in the lungs mirst not be pushed too far. No 
merely mechanical explanation can touch those cases of con- 
sohdation which are strictly circumscribed and surrounded by 
perfectly healthy lung. It is here, if anywhere, that the term 
inflammation may be justly applied. It is, as I have said, a 
word of uncertain meaning ; it may be used here to denote a 
process whose causation is equally uncertain, a process in which 
one small spot becomes a centre of attraction and change, and 
exhibits in turn hyperaemia, consolidation, and purulent infil¬ 
tration. For the rest it is best to use terms which shall express 
a state only, and include no theory as to its cause or origin. 

And there is, I think, apart from this question of pneumonia, 
a lesson of far wider application suggested by these considera¬ 
tions. It concerns the danger of mistaking for a real know¬ 
ledge of disease our too ready christening of certain prominent 
symptoms. In our eagerness to give names to morbid states, 
to anticipate others in arriving at a diagnosis, we are apt, 
especially at the outset of the study of Medicine, to exaggerate 
the importance of one or more isolated signs of disease, and to 
look upon these as constituting the disease itself, and supplying 
an expression for it. By-and-by, when it appears that this 
expression does not in fact include the whole truth, we venture 
a, little further. Still clinging to the name which our first 
limited view has suggested, we regard those additional pheno¬ 
mena in the light of complications contradicting, or at least 
confusing, the others. It is not in this spirit or by the use of 
such language that we can ever hope to arrive at adequate 
conceptions of disease. 

Nosological terms carry a certain importance, and the accu¬ 
mulation of a number of them upon one individual may seem 
to imply a certain accuracy, but unless we can discover the 
mutual relation of symptoms and point to their common source 
we miss the real object of our search, which must surely be 
that which lies beneath all such phenomena and indicates their 
real harmony. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
-^- 

ON DISEASES OE THE JOINTS 
CONNECTED WITH 

PEOORESSIVE LOCOMOTOE ATAXY. 

By BENJAMIN BALL, 
Pi-ofesaeur-Agrcge at the Paris Faculty of Medicine. 

(Continued from page 124.) 

Case 16.—Locomotor A.taxy—jLrthropathy of the Metacarpo- 
Fhalangeal Articulation of the Left Ring Finger. 

F., aged 47, entered the Hospital of “Incurables” in De¬ 
cember, 1868, suffering from locomotor ataxy of a paraplegic 
form, progressing upwards, the origin of which dates as far 
back as eleven years. At this date, patient suffered from dart¬ 
ing pains accompanied by derangement in the functions of the 
bladder and of the organs of vision. In 1859 his gait began to 
get very unsteady. ’Two seasons passed at the waters of Aix 
(Savoy) appear to have brought about a decided amelioration ; 
but in 1862 the pains, which had completely disappeared, set 
up again in a more intense form than ever, and the ataxy invaded 
the upper limbs together with themusclesof the vertebral column. 
On admission to the Hospital, the following was his condition : 
—He was unable to stand. On being raised up by the shoulders, 
his legs remained inert, and when he attempted to move them, 
they went in every possible direction. On his eyes being closed, 
he was unable to distinguish the posture given to his lower limbs; 
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the same applied to his hands. On being pricked with pins there 
was a slight sensation of pain, though he was unconscious, 
when slightly touched, of anything being in contact with his 
body. He appreciated the difference in the temperature of 
bodies applied to the surface; there was intermittent strabismus, 
and from time to time the right eye became, as it were, lost in 
the internal angle ; absence of diplopia; he was much ema¬ 
ciated and extremely pale; could not say that he ever had had 
syphilis, though he had been treated for this disease; had for 
long been exposed to cold and damp, and had experienced 
sundry attacks of subacute rheumatism; has been guilty of 
excesses with women early in life, but has never had seminal 
losses. It was in the month of April, 1867, that he suddenly 
remarked, on waking in the morning, a considerable swelling 
of the metacarpo-phalangeal articulation of the left ring- 
finger ; the finger increased rapidly in thickness, and yet there 
was absence both of pain and redness. Fluctuation being per¬ 
ceived, Dr. Paul Horteloup was induced to plunge a trocar 
into the sv,"eUing ; this puncture was made in July, 1867, and 
gave egress to a considerable quantity of pus, Avhich continued 
to escape from the wound for several days. After the small 
operation fever set in attended with acute pain ; he even avers 
that he was so ill on this occasion as to make him despair of re¬ 
covery ; nevertheless, at the end of a few weeks all immediate 
danger had disappeared. The suppuration was very consider¬ 
able, and the Surgeon extracted from the wound several small 
fragments of bone ; the pains then became less severe, and now 
they no longer exist. 

The following is the present condition of the diseased hand : 
—It is very much emaciated, with tapering of those portions 
corrosponcUng to the thumb, the index, and the middle finger; 
but the ring finger and its metacarpus are prodigiously swollen, 
resembling elephantiasis, offering a marked contrast with the 
graceful form of the other fingers, and more especially with 
the httle one, which, omng to the contracted state of the tendon 
of the flexor muscle, has become atrophied and bent in the form 
of a hook. The ring finger itself is slightly curved, as regards 
its last two phalanges, which, however, are a little mobile and 
capable of flexion at the will of the patient. The length of 
tills linger has become diminished, and at present it scarcely 
reaches to the level of the articulation of the last two phalanges 
of the medius. The swelling involves chiefly the first phalanx, 
wliich is more than three times its ordinary cliniensions, though 
the second phalanx is also affected, but in a less degree. Con¬ 
dition of third phalanx is normal. The enlargement extends in 
the direction of the fourth and fifth metacarpal bones on the 
back as well as on the palmar aspect of the hand, at which 
latter it stands out in bold relief. The skin is livid and pierced 
■with numerous fistulous openings, whence flows some matter, 
sero -purulent in its character. Auscultation and percussion of 
the chest fail to reveal any indication of pulmonary tubercu- 
lisation. He does not cough habitually, nor does ho expec¬ 
torate, though, about once a week, he has an obstinate 
paroxysm of coughing, often very considerable, and which 
from time to time produces a veritable suffocation without 
being followed by expectoration. This lasts several minutes, 
and the patient immediately becomes tranquil (lai’yngo- 
bronchial symptom of ataxy). Sometimes also the heart 
becomes suddenly affected, characterised by palpitations and 
spasms very painful, but lasting a very short time. There is 
neither hruit de souffle nor any other sign of lesion of the organ 
(cardiac symptom of ataxy). 

Remarks.—It is evident that this curious observation differs in 
some re.spects from the type of the disease we have just described. 
The presence of pus in the diseased articulation is a fact which 
we have never yet had occasion to notice, but, not'withstanding 
this, there cannot be a doubt that we have here to do 'with a 
case of spinal arthropathy. Besides, it must not be forgotten 
that wo are engaged in the consideration of an affection hitherto 
little known, and the description of which is necessarily in¬ 
complete from a want of a sufficient number of facts to serve 
as a basis. It is probable that by-and-by we shall be com¬ 
pelled to recognise the existence of two or three different types 
of spinal arthropathy, offering in several points of view a 
difference in their evolution, although the starting-point from 
which they take their origin may be always the same. 

Case 17.—Locomotor Ataxy—Larynyo-bronchial Symptoms—Tho¬ 
racic Neuralyia—Commencement of Arthropathy of the Head of 
the Fifth Metacarpus {left). 

This patient is the second of those of whom M. Second- 
Fereol has spoken in Ids parser on the laryngo-bronchial 
symptoms of ataxy. His disease, the origin of which dates 
further back than sixteen years, is in a very advanced state. 

and has invaded the upper extremities. There is, besides in¬ 
continence of urine, a beginning of genmno paralysis of the 
lower extremities, certain disorders of muscles leading to the 
supposition of the existence of spinal epilepsy, thoracic neuralgia 
of a very unusual form, and a spasmodic cough, frequent in its 
recurrence, -with little or no expectoration, and without any 
important stethoscopic indications. 

Some two or three months ago the head of the fifth meta¬ 
carpus (loft) was observed to become abnormally developed; 
the patient suffered no pain in the part, and his attention to the 
increase in its volume was first directed to it by Dr. Fereol. 
When the fingers are bent, and the fist closed, the tumefaction 
of the bone is not very apparent, but when the fingers are 
extended the head of the metacarpus is observed very plainly 
to form a very remarkable prominence on the back of the hand 
by the side of that of the fourth metacariial bone, which is 
considerably smaller, and above the level of the phalanx of the 
little finger. There is no crackling noise in the Joint, which 
does not seem distended ■with liquid, and the movements of 
which are free. Up to this moment the swelling does not seem 
to have made great progress, nor greatly to inconvenience the 
patient. 

Remarks.—This observation bears much more directly on the 
general type of our descriptions of the malady in question 
than does the preceding one. In the last-mentioned patient 
we observe the occurrence of an indolent swelling of the 
articulation which follows a regular course without giving rise 
to general disturbance of the system, and -without incon¬ 
veniencing the sufferer in the least degree, owing no doubt to 
the smallness of the articulation affected. The case would have 
been otherwise had the shoulder or the knee-joint been the 
seat of the tumefaction. We may reg-ard it as an established 
fact that affections of the joints originating in spinal disorder 
may attack the small articulations of the body equally witli 
the large. This is a new feature of resemblance between it and 
rheumatism, and consequently a new cause of error against 
v/hich it becomes the Practitioner to be on his guard. It is 
for tliis reason that we have deemed it necessary to append 
these observations to our paper. 

Case 18.—Rroyressive Locomotor Ataxy of the Hip-joint. 

Dr. Siredey has brought under our notice a case of locomotor 
ataxy accompanied by an affection of the hip-joint. Later we 
shall pubhsh this case in extenso ; at present we simply mention 
the fact. 

The cases related in the foregoing observations are evidently 
insufficient to enable us to give a complete description of the 
affection which forms the subject of our study, but we can now 
specify its leading features, especially in a chnical point of -view. 

I. SvirPTOJIS—Peogeess—Dtje.4.tiox—Teemixation. 

It is generally towards the end of the first period of loco¬ 
motor ataxy, and at the beginning of the second, that the 
affections of the joints make their appearance. The disease, 
characterised by darting pains up to this point, begins now to 
manifest itself by incoordination in the movements. It is at 
this moment that we see for the first time disorders of the 
joints. This, however, is not always the case, for in the more 
serious cases—those, for example, where the local lesions have 
appeared in their most intense form—the disease of the joints 
is developed at a xaeriod when the locomotor ataxy is very far 
advanced, (a) 

The onset in all the cases observed up to the present moment 
has been sudden, and -without premonitory symptoms, and, 
according to Dr. Charcot, there is almost always absence of 
fever, of redness, and of pain. Such is also the result of our 
own observations. But as every general rule has its exceptions, 
wo also find it here, for in two cases, at least, (b) we have ob¬ 
served a pretty sharp reaction during the first period of the 
malady. Besides, it must be borne in mind that in persons 
labouring under locomotor ataxy there is acceleration of the 
pulse, independent of all febrile movement, (c) The observer 
who happens not to take notice of this peculiarity might easily 
be led into error. 

A general swelling of the entire member usually signalises 
the commencement of the malady. The tumefaction is always 
more marked at a point corresponding with the level of the 
diseased j oint, and is due to a comsiderable effusion into the 
synovial cavity. The neighbouring parts are invariably the 
seat of a puffiness which does not resemble ordinary oedema, 

(a) Obs. 2, 3, 12. (h) Obs. 2, 11. 

(c) Obs. This fact was noticed for the time by M. Charcot, wlio ob¬ 
served it among ata.xic patients of the Salpetricre. It is alluded to 
several times in tb.e observations -wliich we have recorded. 
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for instead of yielding under pressure of the finger it offers a 
certain resistance to it. This condition does not continue long, 
and the member soon returns to its normal dimensions. It is, 
however, at a point corresponding with the level of the articula¬ 
tion attacked that the pathological phenomena are longest in 
making their disappearance—indeed, we often see that they leave 
behind them permanent alterations of the extremities of the 
bones which enter into the formation of the joints. 

The lesions inflicted on the hard parts in the neighbourhood 
of the affected joints are best expressed by the opposing terms 
hypertrophy and atrophy. It is esi^ecially when the affection 
attacks the knee-joint that it assumes the double form implied 
in these two terms. While the volume of the bones, as well as 
the transverse diameter of the patella, undergoes a manifest 
increase in size—while the femur and the tibia become the 
seat of voluminous abnormal development, (d) the articular 
extremities become rapidly atrophied, as is shown in their 
partial dislocations and their preternatural mobility, (e) It is 
otherwise as regards the shoulder; here atroj)hy seems the pre¬ 
dominating lesion, for in the three observations which we 
l^ossess the head of the humerus has presented an evident loss 
of substance. This lesion, discovered after death in one of the 
cases, Avas manifested in the two others by an irreducible dis¬ 
location and partial destruction of the articular surfaces. 
Whatever the seat of these phenomena may be, we observe that 
they pm’sue a very rapid course ; a few days suffice to bring 
about irreparable disorders in the articulations compromised. 
In the mildest cases there remain invariably cracking sounds, 
which are very evident on passive movement of the joint, and 
which go to prove that thereis erosion of the articular surfaces. 

It is perhaps interesting to note here that, in a third of the 
cases (6 in 18), visceral disturbances, associated Asdth locomotor 
ataxy, and depending apparently on lesion of the sympathetic 
nerve, exhibit themselves simultaneously Avith the articular 
disease. Thus, in two of our patients we observed gastric 
attacks attended Avith considerable pain, to which symptoms 
M. Charcot was the first to direct attention. In two others 
he found certain phenomena in connexion Avith the larynx, in 
reference to which our excellent friend M. Second-I’ereol has 
just published some interesting observations. We must con¬ 
fine ourselves to a simple notice of this coincidence, without 
seeking to discover in it the relation of cause and effect. 
Perhaps we shall one day seize the link which unites these two 
orders of phenomena, for undoubtedly they present a certain 
degree of relationship. 

Do not, however, let us anticipate theoretical considerations, 
which Avill fall to be examined by-and-by. 

Let us noAV speak of the seat of the disease, which seems 
somewhat variable. 

The eighteen cases which we have brought together may be 
localised in the following way :— 

The two knees in the same degree 
Light knee (predominance) 
Left knee 
Light shoulder 
Left shotdder 
Elbow . 
Hip-joint 
Metacarpo-phalangeal joints 

1 
5 
5 
3 
0 
1 
1 
2 

case 
cases 

>> 

J) 

case 

99 

cases 

The knee is therefore certainly the seat of predilection. This 
predisposition doubtless arises from the fatigue Avhich the knee- 
joint is called upon to undergo in walking, for it is the joint 
which the patient most generally uses which seems to be the 
most exposed to tliis species of arthropathy. In proof of this, 
it may be noticed that the shoulder has been the seat of the 
disease in three cases, and that in each case the affection has 
appeared in the right arm. 

This pecuhar privilege is oAving no doubt to the continual 
movements to which the right arm is exposed, while the left 
one, which is generally less employed, becomes less exposed to 
accidents such as we have described. 

The same cannot be said regarding the knees, the move¬ 
ments of which are equal during walking, and consequently 
these joints must be exposed to disease in an equal degree. 
It is probably for_ this reason that the two knees are simAil- 
taneoiAsly affected in most cases. 

We observe almost always a marked predominance of the 
symptoms on one side ; in a single case both knees were the 
seat of very advanced disorganisation. To sum up, in two 
cases(f) the malady occujfled one single knee-joint. W^e see 
from this that nine times out of eleven the two knees have 

(d) Obs. 2, 3, 5, 12. (e) Obs. 1, 2, et passim. (f) Obs. 11, 12. 

been attacked simultaneously—a very important point to 
notice, so far as diag-nosis is concerned. 

We have already observed that the progress and evolution of 
the disease did not present symptoms absolutely identical as 
regards the upper and the lower extremities ; but no rule can 
be established Avith reference to this point until a more con¬ 
siderable number of cases shall have come under our notice. 
We cannot assign any certain duration to the affection wliich 
occupies our attention. Limited to a few weeks in slight 
cases, it may last for months in those of a more severe kind; some¬ 
times even the morbid process seems to be prolong'ed indefi¬ 
nitely. Eesides, permanent deformities are almost always the 
consequence. 

Affections of the articulations in persons labouring under 
locomotor ataxy may, hoAvever, terminate in recovery, as Ave 
have already related certain instances; but in such cases Ave 
must always be on the look-out for a relapse. 

In the patient who forms the subject of our first observation 
a fall, a blow on the joint (and we know how very common 
SAich accidents are among ataxic patients), sufficed to give rise 
on the instant to a new series of morbid phenomena after 
recovery from the first. 

{To he continued.) 

ON THE CONDITION OF THE SEMINAL 
SECEETION IN DISEASE. 

By M. LIEGEOIS, 
Surgeon of the Hopital dii Midi, Paris. 

{Continued from page 248.) 

Injlumce of jLcute ami Chronic Diseases. 
We are not rich in our discoveries as concerns acute diseases. 
Godart alone has touched the question. “ I have found,” says 
he, “ spermatic filaments in the vesicles of subjects dead from 
pneumonia, pleurisy, gangrene of the lungs, typhoid fever, 
Bright’s disease, and peritonitis. Of ten individuals who had 
been iU from pneumonia, variola, pleurisy, and scarlatina, and 
examined by myself, I have found no change Avhatever in the 
spermatic secretion. It is more than probable, therefore, that 
azoospermia, in consequence of an acute disease, if it exists at 
all, is only temxDoraiy. In persons advanced in age it is other¬ 
wise. Of 25 subjects dead from acute diseases in the wards of 
M. Duplay, spermatozoa were absent in 4—16 per cent. Of 29 
examined by M. Dieu, spermatozoa were absent in 13—45 per 
cent. These obseiwations prove consequently that acute dis¬ 
eases do influence the seminal secretion in old age ; and if we 
add that the men under observation of M. Dieu were for the 
most part older than those observed by M. Diiplay, we may 
conclude that this influence is the more strongly felt as the 
individual is more advanced in age. 

Authors agree but little as to the influence which chronic 
diseases exercise iipon the composition of the semen, that of 
phthisis especially. Dr. Davy haAung examined the liquid 
taken from the testicles of tweLe subjects dead from phthisis, 
and finding spermatozoa only in a few instances in the vas 
deferens and the seminal vesicles, but never in the parenchyma 
of the gland, concludes that clrronic diseases, terminating 
fataUy, interrupt the seminal secretion. In Layer’s work of 
1842, which resumes the researches made upon phthisis, exists 
this short phrase:—“ The seminal vesicles of subjects dead 
from this affection contain few or no spermatic filaments.” 
Curling speaks of the testicles of persons dead from pulmonary 
consumption as being always soft and deprived of elasticity ; 
their parenchyma ajApears little vascular, pale, and shrunken, 
the small quantity of fluid which they contain is deprived of 
spermatic animalculae. Godart says spermatozoa ai’e absent in 
individuals who haAm become consumptive at an age corre¬ 
sponding to the establishment of the spcimatic secretion, but 
they persist if the disease has commenced after puberty. In a 
patient dead from phthisis at the St. Louis Hospital, and the 
autopsy practised by M. Gosselin, spermatozoa Avere found in 
abundance. I myself have had but once the opportunity to 
examine the semen of a subject dead from consumption. This 
was a man, aged 30, who had been brought into my wards by 
mistake. He died the next day. Cavities in both lungs, and 
tubercular infiltrations of the different organs, e.specially the 
kidneys, were found at the autopsy. The testicles were soft 
and of small size; the seminal vesicles and the vas deferens 
contained sjAermatozoa, not in la.rge quantity, [it is true, yet 
from 10 to 30 under each preparation. They were absent in 
the seminiferous tubes and the epidydimis. I believe, there- 
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fore, taking’ Godart’s obsorvatioii.s, tlie one of kl. Gosselin and 
my own, that chronic diseases—in the adult, at least—do not 
destroy the spermatic secretion, as has been asserted by certain 
authors. 

But here, too, as ivith acute diseases, it is otherwise with 
patients advanced in age. M. Duplay’s examinations of 26 
subjects dead from ckronie affections give 10, or 38 per cent., 
with absence of spermatic filaments. M. Dieu, out of 76 sub¬ 
jects, notes this absence in 28, or 37 per cent. 

Comparing- the results of the adult with those obtained from 
persons advanced in years, one might object, and say the 
azoospermia in these latter is due to their old age. Now, if this 
were true, we should find the same proportion for acute and 
chronic diseases. But this, if we question the figm-es above, 
does not hold good, for out of 69 old men dead from acute 
diseases we have 58 per cent, presenting spermatic filaments, 
whereas in 62 dead from chronic affections a smaller number, 
only 35 per cent., possess them. 

It is evident, therefore, that the longer a disease lasts the 
more sm-e is the destruction of the spermatic function in old 
age, which latter in itself is a predisposing cause. It is thus 
that we can explain the apparent contradictory results obtained 
by MM. Duplay and Dieu (results which refer to old men in 
disease) and my own, which refer to the same class of subjects 
in health. 

Individuals suffering from constitutional syphilis or those of 
a cancerous diathesis possess semen, says Godart, largely pro¬ 
vided with living animalculm. My own observations as regards 
the first class of patients agree in every respect with those of 
that author. I have examined 15 subjects suffering from 
secondary and tertiary syphilis, and I have found in all sperma¬ 
tozoa continuing motion, whenever the examination was prac¬ 
tised one or two hours after ejaculation. I have also had occa¬ 
sion to examine the seminal fluid of a person who had had 
syphilis twelve years ago, and who liad undergone no treat¬ 
ment for the disease. This person had lost six children in 
succession since his marriage from sj’philis ; either miscarriage 
or death had taken place, but each time at a more remote 
period from the commencement of pregnancy. The wife was 
free from all disease, and the semen of the man presented no 
alteration whatever. 

I have asked myself if it be possible that the corrosive sub¬ 
limate introduced into the organism as a cure for constitutional 
sj'philis—either in the form of VanSwieten’s solution or hypo¬ 
dermic injections—could exercise any influence upon the vitality 
of the spermatozoa. But I have never been able to discover 
under these circumstances either their absence or their loss 
of motion. These results permit us to say that the testicle is 
not an eniunctory for the bichloride of mercury, for, if it were, 
and let the quantity be ever so small, it woiild not fail to 
destroy the spermatozoa ; and as, according to all probability, 
the mercurial salts are, by the contact of the alkalies of the 
aliinentarj' canal and the blood, transformed into bichlorides, 
this remark is applicable to all the preparations of merciu-y, 
the metal not excepted (Mialhe). 

Influence of Diseases of the Testicle and the Ejji duly mis. 

The testicle being the secreting organ of spermatozoa, we 
can easily understand that the disorganisation of its paren¬ 
chyma, whatever be the cause, abolishes for ever its functions ; 
and that the seminal fluid of such persons must necessarily be 
deprived of spermatic filaments. Godart has observed that in 
these cases the ejaculation is reduced to a foAV drops of fluid. 

The partial disorganisation brought about by cancerous, 
tuberculous, cystic, or cartilaginous productions is also very 
often followed by azoospermia. Of three cancerous testicles 
which I have examined, and where the seminiferous tubes and 
lobules were crowded from the centre towards the fibrous 
covering of the gland by the new productions, I could find 
neither spermatic filaments nor seminal granules. Godart 
maintains that individuals with only one tuberculous testicle 
are nevertheless barren. Gosselin has observed the same thing. 
The absence or presence of spermatozoa can, therefore, serve as 
a diagnostic character between chronic orchitis and tiibercular 
testicle, for whereas spermatic aniinalcnlce still exist in the 
former, they will be totally absent in the latter disease. 

Godart is furthermore of the opinion that when the affection 
of the testicle is of a tubercnlous nature, sterility precedes the 
development of the local lesion by a year or more. Mantegazza, 
not aware of Godart’s researches, cites as a remarkable case an 
individual suffering from softened tnbercles of the epididymis 
of one side in whom he found no spermatozoa in the opposite 
testicle, wlrich nevertheless was perfectly free from disease. 
In opposition to the above observations, which have all been 

gathered from the dead body, I -wull cite the following:—A man, 
28 years old, came to me with a fistulous opening of the left 
scrotum. The probe introduced here leads to the indurated 
and deformed epididymis. The affection dates back five or six 
years. This man, of apparent good constitution, presents none 
of the signs of pnhnonary consumption. His virile faculties 
have notably diminished since the development of the timiour. 
His semen—T50 gramme—contains from five to ten sperma¬ 
tozoa nnder each preparation. This observation proves that 
the presence of tubercles in one testicle does not also abolish 
the spermatic secretion of the opposite side, but it also shows 
that when this secretion persists it only does so in relatively 
small limits. 

All diseases which cause an obliteration of the epididymis, 
or of the efferent ducts of both testicles, necessarily prevent the 
spermatic exci-etion, and consequently deprive the ejaculated 
semen of spermatozoa. 

M. Gosselin was the first to call attention to the real exist¬ 
ence of these obliterations, especially in cases of eirididjunitis, 
of which sterility is a consequence. The obliteration is such 
as to prevent the passage of the thinnest liquids. This, 
however, does not interfere with the secretion of the semen 
Avith all its physiological characters. The semen thus secreted 
collects and dilates the ducts, in which it remains imj)risoned. 
M. Gosselin has furthermore demonstrated that the spermatic 
secretions per.sist even fourteen months, in dogs, after the liga¬ 
ture of the vas deferens ; that the obliteration of the epididymis 
on both sides produces infertility which may only be temporary; 
that the re-establishment of the spermatic channels may take 
place after a certain length of time, a.nd Avith it the return of 
semen containing spermatozoa. 

M. Gosselin has gathered twenty observations, which are 
diA'ided into tAvo classes. The first class includes fifteen patients. 
In these the epididymitis dates from a fewweeks to a few months, 
and the induration persists in all. No modification can be 
noticed in the genital functions, no change in the coloration, 
the odour, or the habitual elements of the semen except the 
spermatozoa. The thorough repair of the spermatic functions 
took place in tvro—in the one at the end of eight months, after 
a second epididj-mitis, the first having occurred six years ago ; 
in the other at the end of six months, also after the appearance 
of a second epididymitis, the first liaAung been contracted eleven 
months ago. The remaining thirteen of this class were lost 
sight of. The first epididymitis in one of these patients dated 
back thirty years, in another five, and in a third one year. The 
induration of the cord coincided in each case with the absence 
of spermatozoa ; Avhereas these elements were present in those 
patients Avhere the induration had disappeared. The second 
class includes five subjects Math double epididymitis of several 
years’ standing. The disease in one of the patients had been 
contracted tv^enty years ago ; the induration persisted on one 
side, but was absent on the other. The semen contained sper¬ 
matozoa. The epididymitis of the remaining four dated four, 
five, six, and ten years. The induration persisted, and the 
spermatic elements were absent in all. 

M. Gosselin concludes from these observations that a patient 
suffering- from bilateral epididymitis may possibly regain aR 
the virile poM^ers, tho.se which insure the fecundation of the 
semen ; but may also be foRowed, because of the prolonged and 
perhaps definitive absence of .spermatozoa, by steriRty. 

In Gosselin’s edition of Curling’s “Treatise on Diseases of 
Testicle ” are added five more cases. The spermatozoa reap- 
pea,red in two of them after an absence of many months. In a 
third, where the patient could only be foRowed for three months, 
the semen contained no spermatozoa. The two remaining 
patients with bRateral epididymitis, and who had contracted 
the disease in early youth, have remained barren, their semen 
is absolutely dej)rived of spermatic filaments. These men have 
been several years married, but Avithout issue. The induration 
of the testicles persists. 

M. Duplay has noted the simple obRteration of the spermatic 
cord, with dilatation of the portion below, six times. ^ The 
seminal vesicles corresponding to the obRterated epididymis 
were aliA-ays A-oid of spermatozoa, whereas they stiR existed on 
the healthy side. 

(To le continued.) 

An English chemist has been highly honoured in 
Germany. The Royal Bavarian Academy- of Sciences, of 
which Baron Liebig is the President, has recently elected Mr. 
YCanklj-n a corresponding member of the Academy, in recog¬ 
nition of liis labours in the field of organic chemistry. 
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POLYPUS ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE 
HEART. 

By GEORGE GASKOIN, 
Clievalier of the Order of Ciivi,-5t, Surgeon to the British Hospital for 

HLseases of the Skin. 

Dusin'g tii’i’ty year.^s, or nearlj^ so, tli.at I have practised my pro- 
fe ioion ill London, I liavo found that the cases of sudden death 
to wiiich I have heen hastily summoned, in by far the greater 
liroportion, have been due to disease of the heart or to some 
obstruction or delay in the passage of the blood through the 
chest. If Tve confine the term apoplexy to the consequences 
of cerebral complication, as now seems generally agTeed on, 
the OQciirrence of this latter condition is far less frequent by 
comparison. 

A.s for the heart, the cessation of its functions or their 
maintenance is regulated in no siu'O degree by v?hat is 
anatomically denionstrall'; in amount or progTess of disease. 
A man can die but once, and death may possibly overtake 
him at an early stage of his complaint, or it may be 
co^nsiderably delayed, in subjection to a wa.ve of incidence 
wnose character is undefined, though the channels for its pas- 
sag’e may be seen, and wliich may come either soon or late, we 
know not how or when. In the present condition of our 
Knowledge, we are so far in advance of the ancieiits that Ave 
have seen and touched the nerves v.rhioh they conjectured to 
exist. Wo know the most sudden of all deaths, that from 
fatty degeneration of the heart, occurs through defective 
ajiparatus. The mischief is here at the periphery. Y/hen Ave 
seek to carry our reasoning beyond the borders of the organ, 
W3 soon get entangled in obscuiity and loft in a maze of doubt. 
There i.s found a surer grouud for argument in the fact that 
death will ensue wheneA'er the passage of the blood through 
tue central organ of tlie circulation is suddenly brought to a 
stop. 

On Satiuvlay, January IG, a little before the hour of midday, 
I was sent for to the house of a neighbour, and was very 
prompt in my attendance. In the back kitchen, upon the 
ga'ound floor, I found a Avell-grown lad of 17 extended on a 
bed and motionless. His appearance was aniemic and delicate. 
His hands and Avrists Avere exposed, and had the same pale hue 
AA'ith Ms face ; they retained scarce a particle of warmth. Ho 
pulse or action of the heart, no froth of the mouth, no wound 
ot the head or displacement in any of the vertebrse of the 
neck. The pupils Avere someAAdiat dilated. He had been lifted 
bodily from the scullery, some ten or twelve yards from where 
he lay, by two AA'omen, his fellow-servants. Some five or more 
minutes previously he had carried coals to the draAving-room, 
aiid looked into the front kitchen afteiwards, addressing his 
folloAv-sei’A-ants cheerfully ; from thence directly to the scullery, 
Avhere soon a broken pan v/as heard to faU, and they found 
him lying on the floor, faintly gToaning, but Avithout con¬ 
vulsion. 

_ Ill the post-mortem examination, which took jilaco forty- 
eight hours after death, there Avas found in the pericardium 
rather more than the usual amount of fluid of a dark and dirty 
stain. The heart Avas somewhat large in situ, not contracted, 
blit rather lax; its parts Avere not disproportionate; its 
tissue Avas normal and firm. The heart was cut away from 
the body within the sac of the pericardium. In removing 
it the blood x^oured out from the right auricle exceedingly 
fluid and thin, being dark and dirty in character, with no 
coagula Avhatever. The right side of the heart thus emptied 
displayed no clot in its caAnties nor any in the pulmonary 
vessels. On oxiening into the left ventricle, a striking appear¬ 
ance AA-as exhibited': a yellow riband-like band lay slantAvise 
across the ventricle and across the mitral valves, from the apex 
and ventricular AvaU stretching upwards to the orifice of the 
aorta. All blood, from its extreme fluidity, had already 
escaped from the cavity, if any had been contained therein ; 
noAvliere on the left side of the heart was there any other Mnd 
of concretion or any coagiilum but this. The appearance was as 
of some strange annelide, so different from what is com¬ 
monly seen in ordinary concretions or death-clots. If a like- 
ne.ss to antennae may be admitted, it rendered in some degree 
conceivable the exaggeration of Avhich Zacutus was guilty in 
describing a large fly in the heart. Its colour was a dirty 
yelloAA^, or yellow coarsely mixed vrith white, and to Anew it 
seemed rather dry. The texture v»'a3 filamentous or thready; its 
form in was less round and also less compact than when dis¬ 
sected out and lifted from the heart. Its AijqAer tennination was 

prolonged quite into the aortic orifice, and here it was slender 
and produced, but rather truncated at the end, as forming a 
kind of proboscis, which Avent beyond the entrance of the 
artery, Avith no connexion to its A'alvcs. In its middle there 
existed a bulging, which contained about a drachm of spoilt 
blood. A faint discoloration externally betrayed the existence 
of this cavity, which Avas continued above and below, thus 
forming a species of canal throAigh the greater extent of the 
concretion; tlie blood which aa^s contained tliMein was 
variously hued and disorganised. Tlie broad and lower end of 
this body Avas imxAlanted most finnly into the ventricle and 
into the coluinnce camece. The tendinous cords of the mitral 
were wholly euA-eloped by it. Only tediously, by aid of the 
finger, they were one by one dissected out. The fracture was 
fibrous and jagged, both as regards the mass itself and the 
parts to which it was attached ; no vascidar connexion was 
discOA^ered to the parts on which it had its hold. The heart was 
otherwise normal. The annexed woodcut, it is hoped, may 
serve to aid the descrijAtion, though taken after most of the 
attachments to the heart Avere destroyed. 

The head, and the lungs, and the abdomen were all of them 
carefully examined. Beyond a slight degree of hyper£emia 
there Avas nothing observable in these parts; the Mdneys alone 
were dark and large, with some slight impairment of their 
structure. The possiMlity of albumiumia Avas suggested. He 
had been knoAvn to x^ass water frequently. 

Tills lad had been delicate in childhood, and far from robust 
in later years, but was good at work and play, and had never 
had fits of any kind, nor was he suffering from diarrhoea. The 
drains of the scullery were sweet; there AA^as no suspicion of 
poisoning. 

The specimen displayed in the draAving Avas submitted to Dr. 
Benj. 'VV. Richardson, to whose experience Ave owe so much, 
both by his recent lectures and his writings nxion this interest¬ 
ing class of subjects. It was used by him for demonstration to 
his class in one of his instrnctiA'e lectures at which I Avas unable 
to attend. Two modes were suggested to me by him whereby the 
fatal crisis might have hajApened The smaller end might have 
been fixed someAvhere in the lining membrane of the auricle, 
perhaps in its appendage; becoming all at once detached and 
loosening its hold upon the part, it would be swept in the 
current of the blood, and so reversed in its current till it 
blocked up the orifice of the aorta. The absence of any tvrist 
in its broad attachment, which might be hero spoken of as its 
root (though under the above point of Anew the concretion would 
have begun in the auricle), inclines me to another explanation 
of the sudden seizure, equally suggested to me by him, from 
the gliding motion of the plug which this body foimcd in the 
ventricle. In this way it is equally possible the aorta might 
haA’e been occluded. I have found no such case of sudden 
death from polypus on the left side of the heart in any books 
that are accessible; in those of the right side there are a few 
in wMch such instantaneousness is described (a)—some of these 

(a) See tlio Avorlc “Fibrinous Depositions from tlie Heart.” By Dr, 
B. "W. Richardson. 1850. 
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are in Dr. Richardson’s monograph; one I find in the 
Transactions of the Pathological Society, vol. xiii. p. 59, and 
some, with scanty detail, that are mentioned by early authors. 
As to form and character of concretion, I have found two 
other instances only that seem to correspond "with this, but 
not so entirely uncomplicated with other organic change. 
One of these is a case by Bouillaud(h) of pericarditis with 
polypus, the patient dying in convulsions; the other is to be 
found in the worh of Testa, (c) and is attributed to a blow some 
two years previous, with surrounding pleuritic adhesions, the 
result of repeated inflammations. 

To what shall we attribute the catastrophe in the case which 
is here in question ? Not to one sing-le effort of exertion, but 
rather, as it seems to me, to many continuous efforts, and con¬ 
sequent development of heat. The heart got embarrassed in its 
action with a quicker return of the blood, like a steamer that is 
clogged with weeds. As to the polypus itself, was it due to in¬ 
flammatory action, some roughening or morbid condition in the 
lining membrane of the heart, to some shred or waif of tissue 
that was floating in the stream of blood, some mal-assimilated 
particle, perhaps, of what had been taken in as food thrown 
inopportunely on the organ and mixing unkindly with its 
contents ? Was its origin recent or remote, or was it the result 
of the weather, which then, and for some time previous, almost 
beyond a precedent for winter, was peculiarly warm and moist ? 
jMalpighi has insisted much, on the influence the weather has 
in causing the formation of polypi. What is termed by this 
author sal vitce—that something in the air which is absorbed, 
and which furnishes vigour to the blood—anticipates Lavoi¬ 
sier’s discovery ; it is interchangeable with oxygen. This in- 
.gredient in soft warm air would be in minus quantity ; the 
effect would be as of constriction, and cause delay in the blood. 

Tlie singularity of the case before us, and the confirmation it 
lias^ given to ideas I had already entertained and balanced, but 
which were not yet well fixed in my mind, has made me earnest 
to publish it. Having practised upon a large scale, and wit¬ 
nessed in the earlypart of my lifeveryfrequentdemonstrations of 
morbid anatomy, led away as I was by current ideas, I used but 
little discrimination in dealing with fibrinous concretions. Such 
things when found in the heart, if they served to show anything 
at all, bore Avitness to a lingering death. More than once in 
after years I have left off the task of dissection without being 
fuUy satisfied as to what was tlie cause of decease. Nay, more, 
1 have sat by the bedside and made a close clinical study of aU 
that succession of symptoms, remarkable as they sometimes are, 
and not always brief in character, which distinguish this even¬ 
tuality, and yet in making the autopsy with well-informed 
Physicians we found no sufficient explanation to account 
for the clinical phenomena. But why should I speak of 
myself when men who are so followed as Morgagni (d) 
and Valsalva in the science of pathological anatomy seem 
to have been blind Avith the same prejudice, and to have in¬ 
curred the same fault ? In the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries the subject of polypi of the heart and equally of em- 
Boli in the vessels had been very thoroughly discussed, at a time 
when dilatation of the aorta was held to be a paradox, one 
doubtful specimen knoAvn; but when in repeated dissections, 
^0 large a moiety of the cases that came under the knife of the 
anatomist, displayed some kind of concretion or pituita in the 
chambers of the heart, in proportion as he was well informed, 
each man of science did his best to neutralise and correct the 
common error of the multitude, that this was a most frequent 
disease. The reaction in the days of Morgagni had already 
.reached its due limit, and sometimes OA'erstepped its bounds. A 
reneAved attention to this subject seems one the best signs of our 
epoch. 

Horses in the Belgian Mines.—As it has been 
found that adult horses could not become accustomed to live in 
•mines, the mares are taken down when in foal. The foals 
undergo considerable modification, their eyes acquiring the 

■power of seeing in the dark, and their hair assuming a kind of 
-velvety appearance, much like the fur of the mole. When by 
chance they are brought up to the surface, at first they are 
completely dazzled, but very soon their bounding about and 
neighings testify to the delight they experience from the 

•change. They seem almost mad with joy. 

(b) Bouillaud, “ Traitd Clinique,” obs. 15, 2de catfgorie de pdricardite. 
Paris, 1841. 

(c) Testa, “ Malattie del Cuore,” tome iii. p. 212. Firenze, 1823. 

(d) Morgagni, “ Seats and Causes of Diseases,” letter xx., art. 27. 

A CASE OE THE H^MOEEHAGIC 
DIATHESIS, 

IN wnicn A SLIGHT FALL CAUSED SANGUINEOUS EFFUSION INTO 

THE SUBSTANCE OF THE LEFT ANTEEIOE LOBE OF THE BEAIN, 

ATTENDED WITH EPILEPTIC CONVULSIONS—A SECOND FALL SIX 

MONTHS AFTEEWAEDS, DUEING A FIT—EXTENSIVE EXTEAVASA- 

TION OF BLOOD AT BASE—RAPID DEATH—AUTOPSY—EEMAEKS. 

By JOHN WARD COUSINS, M.D. Bond., F.R.C.S. (Exam.), 
Surgeon to the Royal Portsmouth Hospital. 

W. B., aged 16 years, a pale and unhealthy-looking lad, was 
subject to attacks of profuse bleeding from early life. The 
first attack occurred at the age of 10 months. The hsemorrhage 
was generally nasal, sometimes pulmonary, occasionally intes¬ 
tinal, and then a large amount of blood, more or less altered, 
escaped with the faeces. Bleeding also frequently took place 
into the subcutaneous cellular tissue, producing extensive 
swelling and discoloration of the skin exactly resembling an 
ordinary bruise. The poor lad often complained of sudden 
pain in a limb, and then in a feAv hours the characteristic 
symptoms became manifest. During the spring of ISSI the 
patient first came under my care. He was then confined to 
his bed from extreme exhaustion. The hsemorrhage was 
frequent and profuse, the legs oedematous, the skin everywhere 
blanched, and the pulse extremely soft and feeble. On exa¬ 
mining the chest, two distinct systolic sounds were present, one 
loud and bloAving audible at the apex, the other soft and pro¬ 
longed, heard over the centre of the sternum and extending in 
the direction of the aorta. The perchloride of iron Avas now 
persistently administered for many months, and the result was 
very satisfactory. Soon the tendency to hmmorrhage was 
partially checked, and the attacks of bleeding occurred less 
frequentlj'-. The lips and conjunctiva indicated a marked im¬ 
provement in the condition of the blood, the muscular system 
became firmer, and he gained considerably in weight. Dming 
the last three years he has been occasionally under my care, 
suffering from a return of the haemorrhage, and he has always 
derived great benefit from a repetition of the treatment. A few 
months ago he had an attack of chronic rheumatic infiammation, 
principally confined to the right knee and elbow. These joints 
were at first very stiff, swollen, and painful, but these symptoms 
gradually subsided, leaving behind some iiermanent enlarge¬ 
ment. He was a lad of fair intelligence and cheerful disposition, 
and, notwithstanding his precarious health, he often assisted his 
father in his business. On February 7, 1868, he was walking 
through the toAvn on an errand, when he was accidentally 
pushed by a passer-by from the paA^ement into the roadway, 
and he fell forwards on the ground, striking his forehead over 
the left eyebrow. He got up, feeling somewhat confused, but 
soon recoA^ered himself sufficiently to transact his business and 
return home unassisted, the distance at least of a mile and a 
half. He then, however, complained of nausea and faintness, 
and his friends, having heard his statement of the accident, 
immediately put him to bed. In a few hours he was seized 
Avith a severe epileptic attack, and I was immediately requested 
to see him. He appeared then much confused, very restless, 
and incessantly rolled his head about the piUow. There was 
considerable external extravasation of blood over the forehead 
and left side of the face, and the left eye was completely closed 
from swelling of the lid. Both pupils Avere dilated, his tongue 
was coated with a creamy fur, skin hot, and pulse regular and 
rapid. He frequently vomited, and uttered piercing cries from 
pain. The treatment consisted in a calomel purge; the head 
was shaved, and ice persistently applied. He remained in a 
very precarious state for ten days, sometimes restless and 
moaning Avith pain, and then lapsing into a state of semi¬ 
insensibility. The convidsive attacks frequently recurred, and 
he had as many as twenty in twenty-four hours. At length, 
however, a marked improvement took place—he became calmer, 
the febrile symptoms subsided, the vomiting ceased, and the 
stomach retained simple nourishment. Complete consciousness 
returned, the frequency of the fits steadily diminished, and the 
external effusion of blood disappeared by absoiq>tion. The 
sight of the left eye was now found to be completely ob¬ 
scured. After the tAventy-first day he had no return of the 
epileptic attacks, and he appeared so far convalescent that 
I discontinued my attendance. He never, hoAvever, fully 
regained his natural mental power. His mother informed me 
that after the accident his mind continued nnich impaired. He 
frequently complained of pain and a distressing sensation of 
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tiglitness about the head. He manifested a marked change in 
dispt^itioii and great irritability of temper. Hi.9 memory, 
■which formerly had been very retentive, remained very defective 
in every respect. He had been a ready reckoner and fond of 
reading, but now he could scarcely reckon at all, and seemed 
quite unable to bear any mental effort or fix his mind on any¬ 
thing. On September 24, 1868, he appeared as v^ell as usual, 
but about 11 ji.m. he was suddenly seized with another epileptic 
fit, and, falling forwards, he struck his forehead on the floor. 
The convulsive movements continued for a short time, and he 
rapidly passed into a state of complete insensibility, attended 
•with flushed face, profuse perspiration, and stertor, which soon 
ended in death. 

^utojjsn Forty-eight Sours after Fecith.—Body generally 
jiale; slight ecchymosis on forehead. A moderate amount 
of effused blood was found under the pericranium, cor¬ 
responding in situation to the external injury. On remov¬ 
ing the skuU and dura mater, a thin layer of blood appeared 
covering the anterior two-thirds of the left hemisphere. The 
brain was congested throiigdiout, and considerable extravasation 
was also found at the base and around the upjDer part of the 
spinal cord. On section a cavity was discovered in the anterior 
lobe of the left hemisphere about the size of a small wahiut. 
Its walls were irregular and of a light brownish coloiu’. The 
cavity was empty, and it did not encroach anywhere upon the 
surrounding grey matter. The consistence of the white sub¬ 
stance immediately around it was much softer than any other 
portion of the organ. The fornix, corpus callosum, corpora 
striata, and thalami, were all exanained and found healthy. 
The ventricles were empty and also healthy. The blood 
generally appeared more fluid than natural, and the heart and 
lungs were free from any trace of disease. 

Eemarks.—This case strikingly illustrates the peculiar jeo- 
I^rdy which surrounds the life of a patient labouring under 
the htemorrhagic diathesis. The poor lad had repeatedly suffered 
from pulmonary, intestinal, nasal, and cellular hremorrhage, 
but in these various forms of bleeding the great danger to life 
arose from the exhaustion which follows great loss of blood. It 
"was not the amount, however, but rather the immediate result 
of the accidental position of the hsemoiThage which jDroduced 
the fatal termination of the case. The cerebral vessels were 
not exempt from that inherent brittleness and liability to rup¬ 
ture which pervaded the rest of the vascular system, and the 
efliision of^ blood i\dthin the cranial cavity was necessarily 
attended with the peculiar peril which follows every vascular 
lesion of the cerebral organism. The original accident was a 
shght one, from which any ordinary person would have escaped 
■roth a bruise and perhaps symptoms of transient concussion. 
A trifling blow on a limb had often been followed by extensive 
effusion of blood into the subcutaneous and intermuscular 
tissues; and here a sliglit fall was sufficient to cause inter- 
CTanial hEemoriliag’e and the most alarming cerebral symptoms. 
The patient early exhibited a marked predisposition to consti¬ 
tutional bleeding, and I have observed, in many cases of 
diatheticha;morrhage,thatthe period of life at which the haimor- 
rhagic symptoms manifest themselves appears to have a direct 
relation to the intensity of this peculiar diathetic tendency, and, 
as a g’eneral rule, the most aggravated cases prove to be those in 
which repeated bleeding’s have occurred during infantile life. 
My patient s history exhibited a marked rheumatic tendency. 
He had suffered from several attacks of subacute rheumatism, 
and foi’ some months prior to liis death the right knee and 
elbow were swollen and stiff from chronic rheumatic inflamma¬ 
tion. Dr. Laycock mentions in his lectures “ On Physiogno- 
^cal Diagnosis ” (a) that he has observed a marked relation 
between the rhemnatic and haemorrhagic diatheses. It is also 
worthy of remark that a brother has manifested in a less 
degree a tendency to constitutional bleeding, and that several 
members of the family have suffered from rheumatic affections, 
w^hen the case first came under my care, the history as well as 
the physical signs, and the frequent pulmonary haemorrhage, 
led me to the conclusion that my patient had valvular disease 
of the heart; but as soon as the remarkable improvement in the 
condition of the blood and general nutrition of the system had 
been established, the action of the heart and the cardiac sounds 
appeared, after repeated examinations, to be quite natural 
again, so that it became very evident that I had made an 
erroneous diag’nosis. The state of the valves after death, as 
well as the healthy condition of the orifices and substance of the 
organ, proved beyond doubt that this was the case. The cardiac 
miumurs must therefore have depended partly upon extreme 
fluidity of blood, occasioned by a deficiency of albumen, fibrine, 

(a) See Medical Times and Qazette^Tiln.Y 17, 1862. 

and red corpuscles,^ and partly upon feebleness of the arterial 
muscular power^ coincident mth the general exhaustion of the 
system, (b) It is ^ an interesting fact that the symptoms of 
severe cerebral injiuy did not appear until at least an hour 
after the accident in the street. The intercranial effusion of 
blood was slow, and in this respect it corresponded with the 
frequent subcutaneous bleedings to which he was so remarkably 
j)rone. ^ The early symptoms denoting cerebral disturbances- 
were giddiness, pallor, and sickness ; but these were far too in¬ 
distinct to suggest even the probable seat of the extravasa¬ 
tion. The progressive development of the symptoms, however, 
together with the epileiiliforin attacks, led me to believe that 
meningeal hteinorrhage had taken place. The negative aspect 
of the case a-iipeared also to strengthen my opinion. The 
absence of hemiplegia proved that the central ganglia and 
motor tract were still entire ; and the fact that all the cranial 
nerves were uninjured made it evident that the effusion was 
not at their roots or at the base of the brain. The position of 
the external injury, and the subcutaneous extravasation of 
blood over the left side of the head and face, rendered it at 
least probable that the internal haemorrhage had a correspond¬ 
ing seat on the left side of the brain. Moreover, the left eye- 
was the seat of intra-ocular haemorrhage, which produced the 
temporary loss of sight. My diagnosis as to the existence of 
meningeal haemorrhage turned out to be erroneous, for a care¬ 
ful examination of the surface and membranes of the brain 
failed to discover the smallest trace of bygone effusion in this- 
situation. Besides, the post-mortem appearances clearly prove 
that the first intercranial extravasation of blood was confined 
to the white substance of the anterior lobe of the left hemi¬ 
sphere. This case corroborates the statement of Dr. Willis in 
his recent lectures on diseases of the nervous system, (c) “ that 
hemorrhage into the medullary substance is very difficult to 
diagnose, from the vagueness and obscurity of the attendant 
symptoms.”^ The presence of headache, restlessness, partial 
loss of consciousness, and frequent convulsions, together with 
general febrile disturbance, clearly indicate vascular excite¬ 
ment and nervous irritation, birt are far too indefinite to war¬ 
ranty an opinion as to the exact seat of the cerebral lesion. 
Again, m.y case appears to confirm Dr. Hughlings-Jackson’s- 
hypothesis that there is a “ corpus striatum epilepsy.” The 
convulsive attacks were undoubtedly excited by the haemorrhage- 
in the neighbourhood of the corpus striatum. This body was 
not actually damaged, but the presence of the clot must 
have interrupted its^ supply of blood and retarded the 
neighboming circulation, and this was quite enough to dis¬ 
turb its controlling function. Dr. Jackson thinks that the 
mechanical pressure of the effused blood on the corpus striatum 
produce-s a local anremia, and to this he attributes “ the local 
instability of the nervous tissue, wdiich permits the disorderly 
expenditure of force.” (d) The convulsive attacks passed away 
gradually, and at the end of the third week the patient was 
convalescent, for by that time no doubt the size of the clot w'as 
considerably diminished, and the cerebral circulation fairly re¬ 
established, (e) It is worthy of remark that there was n& 
injury to the faculty of speech. During' the week which im¬ 
mediately followed the accident he was incoherent and con¬ 
fused, and only^ occasionally ejaculated short expressions, as 
“Oh, my head!” Directly, however, his condition improvecL 
and complete consciousness returned, he began to talk ag’ain, 
and his speech appeared not at unimpaired. There was, there¬ 
fore, no apparent aphasia, although there was considerable- 
i^ijury to the surromidings of the corpus striatum. The advo¬ 
cates of Broca’s theory could easily explain the absence of this- 
symptom on the ground that no damage w^as done to the grey 
matter. The third frontal convolution and the island of Beil 
were entire, and the injury to the parts around did not cut off 
these organs from the corpus striatum. The first intercranial 
effusion of blood was confined to the white substance of the 
anterior lobe of the left hemisphere, and Ave have presented to 
us J:he changes a clot of blood underwent during the period of 
227 days—that is, the time which elapsed from the accident to 
the fatal termination. Tlie blood had entirely disappeared,, 
the cavity only remaining to mark its original po,sition. Tho 
walls were of a light chocolate colour, which probably 
Avas the last trace of the colouring matter of the blood. 
It was irregular in shape and limited to the medullary 

(b) See Dr. Eichardson’s lectm-e, Medical Times and Gazette, October 17, 
1868. 

(c) See Medical Times and Gazette, May 9, 1869. 

(d) See Medical Times and Gazette, August 15, 1868. 

convulsive attacks were, I believe, confined to the right side of 
the body, but on this point I cannot speak Arith confidence. 
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substance, approximating nearest to the grey matter towards 
the median line, where about half an inch of white sub¬ 
stance intervened. An indelible injury was thus produced on 
the brain—1st, by the absolute severing of many conducting 
fibres ; and 2nd, by the injury of many more around from the 
mechanical pressure of the clot and the softening process which 
must have foHowed the inflammatory excitement in the imme¬ 
diate neighbourhood. The progress of the case exhibits the 
amount of permanent injury the mental faculties sustained. 
The patient was convalescent in about three or four weeks, the 
external extravasations were completely absorbed, and he 
greatly improved in health and strength; but the cerebral 
lesion left a permanent mark on his mental powers. His 
memory was seriously impaired. He often complained of a 
feehng of confusion, and an inability for all mental exertion. 
He had been a ready reckoner and fond of reading, but now he 
was scarcely able to draw up a small business account, and 
quite incapable of fixing his attention and sustaining the effort 
of any studious pursuit. This loss of voluntary control over 
the intellectual faculties appears to me to be a very significant 
effect of the cerebral injxuy. Now, if the anterior cerebral 
lobes are only a part of the machinery for the higher processes 
of intellect, and if the nerve-force essential to mental 
life consists of complicated currents transmitted from centre 
to centre and from convolution to convolution, it follows that 
the transmission of nerve force must be seriously interrupted 
by any injury to the conducting fibres of the brain. The grey 
matter is the special organ of the mind, and special faculties 
are probably located in special centres; but whenever these 
centres are in action, there must be a transmission of nerve 
force from one place to another, especially in the higher intel¬ 
lectual processes, and then the transmission is chiefly confined 
to the limits of the brain. How much, then, of the ability of 
sustaining the circles of mental life must depend upon the inte¬ 
grity of the conducting fibres, which constitute an essential 
part of this obscure but complicated machinery ! The injury to 
the intellectual powers was not the onlymental change which fol¬ 
lowed this lesion of the left anterior cerebral lobe. My patient 
exhibited a loss of control over the emotional faculties. He 
manifested great irritability of temper, and his increased emo¬ 
tional susceptibility frequently became apparent by a ready 
flow of tears. It is a well-established fact that disturbance of 
this kind attends many forms of cerebral disease. It is often 
looked upon as a premonitory symptom, and it is the 
forerunner of diseases depending upon changes' in the 
cerebral vascular system and deficient activity of the nutri¬ 
tive processes. In senile atrophy and the early stages 
of general paralysis this disturbance is always present, and how 
marked is the emotional change following extravasation of 
blood in the substance of the brain in any position ? It is an 
obvious fact that the emotional currents in the normal state 
pass and repass in endless currents from the brain to the 
voluntary muscles; but the emotional centres are unknown, 
and in our present imperfect acquaintance with this interesting 
subject it appears to me that the emotional faculties more 
than the other mental powers depend upon a healthy state of 
the whole cerebral system. The permanent lesion in the left 
anterior lobe was no doubt the exciting cause of the fatal 
epileptic fit. Unfortunately, another fall during the attack 
produced extensive extravasation of blood in parts immediately 
associated with vital functions. The effusion around the 
medulla and base compressed the centres of the respiratory 
system and caused the rapidly fatal termination of the case; 
for so delicate are the reflex susceptibilities of these parts of the 
nervous system, that we may affirm, as a general rule, that the 
nearer the extravasation of blood approaches the medulla 
oblongata the more rapidly fatal is the issue. 

An Italian Municipality and its Doctor.—Parish 
Doctors are treated scurvily all over the Avorhl, and the Gazetta 
Mcdica di Torino supplies a recent instance. The municipality 
of Capano Magnano peremptorily dismissed its Medical officer 
in 1867 for having declared that cholera existed in the com¬ 
mune, for which announcement the municipality said there 
was not a shadow of excuse. The Doctor, however, brought 
his case before the tribunal at Busto Arsizo, which condemned 
the municipality to compensate him and jiay all expenses, and 
the decree was confirmed on an appeal to the Court at Milan. 
The municipality has thus had to jiiiy foi' Doctors instead 
of one—viz., the one dismissed for about two years of his un¬ 
expired contract, and the successor whom they appointed on 
dismis.sing him. 

KEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-.<9- 

THE MOOEEIELDS OPHTHALMIC 
HOSPITAL. 

CASE OF TOBACCO AMAUROSIS ENDING IN 
ABSOLUTE BLINDNESS. 

[Conununicatecl by Mr. Hutchinson.] 

Slowhj Progressive Optic Atrophy in a Smoker who had for many 
years abstained from stimulants—Disease not arrested by a year’s 
disuse of tobacco—BUndness induced in eighteen months—Trial of 
the Opium Treatment, with Note as to its Effects. 

W. B., aged 50, was a railway clerk, and enjoyed good sight 
until January, 1867. He then had a severe cold, which lasted 
some months, after which his sight gradually failed. In May 
it had become so bad that he could scarcely read. In the be¬ 
ginning of September he consulted Dr. Hugldings-Jackson, 
who (as he states), after a very careful examination, told him 
that he had no other disease than alrophy of the optic nerves, 
and advised him not to smoke. Up to tliis time he had been 
smoking freely (two to two and a half ounces a week), and had 
never thought that it disagreed in any way. On Dr. Jackson’s 
recommendation he left it off at once and entirely. During the 
next year he did not smoke in the least. He obtained, how¬ 
ever, no apparent benefit from his self-denial. The amaurosis 
steadily advanced, and at the end of twelve months he was 
quite blind. No other cerebral symptoms were noticed at any 
time. He had previously enjoyed excellent health, with the 
exception of a single attack of gout, and for twenty years had 
never been under Medical care. 

W. B. came to me in February, 1869, two years after the 
commencement of his amaurosis. He was now so nearly blind 
that he could not count gaslights, although he could just dis¬ 
tinguish a window. He was cheerful, and in good health. His 
pupils were very small, and qinte motionless. After use of 
atropine the pupils dilated moderately. I found the discs of a 
yellow grey tint, and presenting shelving cuxis. The central 
vessels were of normal size, and the minute capillaries were not so 
entirely absent as is usual. There were no other diseased con¬ 
ditions. His smell, hearing, taste, etc., were almost perfect. 
He had during the last few months, thinking his case hopeless, 
resumed his habit of smoking. 

Some further points are of interest in this case. For ten 
years before his failure of sight W. B. had been a pledged tee¬ 
totaller. He had never at any time been intemperate. He 
continued his abstinent habits during the whole period of treat¬ 
ment. After he had been some time under Dr. Jackson’s treat¬ 
ment, he passed to that of an ophthalmic Surgeon, who tried 
the opiate treatment for three months. He speaks very strongly 
as to the misery which this plan caused him. During the three 
months he scarcely slejit at all; visions and subjective phe¬ 
nomena were constantly before him, and at length, in fear that 
his reason would fail, lie insisted on leaving it off. He considers 
that his nervous system has never since recovered its tone. 

W. B. is a remarkably intelligent man; was in former life 
a great reader. He tells me that since his affliction he has been 
made acquainted with the iiartioulars of many similar cases. 
“ I have been astonished,” he says, “ to find that it is not the 
fast-livers that it takes. It is usually the hard workers and 
abstemious.” He is strongly impressed with the belief that, 
both in his own case and in that of most others he has seen, 
smoking was the real cause. I wi.sh to ask especial attention 
to the fact that the man was smoking heavily whilst taldng no 
kind of alcoholic stimidant. I have met with several cases in 
which this histoiy was given, and am decidedly of opinion that 
the injurious influence of tobacco is to some extent counteracted 
by alcohol. 

PAEIS HOSPITAL EEPOKTS. 

{From our Surgical Correspondentk) 

P.,VEis, August 28. 

Having observed within the last few weeks three cases of 
intestinal obstructions for which enterotomy was practised, I 
liropose, in the absence of aU other Medical news of interest. 
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to you a very slioit accoiint of them: they may, perhaps, 
iind a place in your valuable Reports of Hospital Practice :— 

Case 1. A man, 60 years old, was received into the Medical 
wards of M. Chauffart,^ at the Cochin Hospital, on August 17, 
1869, suffering with pains of the abdomen, which had come on 
Euddenly while at work the day previous. The second day 
after his entry we find the abdomen slightly painful to the 
touch, and but little distended. The outlines of the stomach 
and the^ small intestines are easily recognised; these organs are 
filled with gas. No fever; the pulse is normal. The patient 
has always been a healthy man; he has never suffered from 
either diarrhoea or constipation, and he declares that he had a 
^charge from the bowels on the day before the attack. 
Light purgatives gave no relief. Four drops of ol. tio-lii 
administered the following day produced no evacuation. 
Vomiting of bile and mucus set in the fourth dav. Baths and 
injections were of no avail. The discharge from the stomach 
has changed to a yellowish matter of a strong fsecal odour. 
The diagnosis of ileus is no longer doubtful. The patient now 
passed into the Surgical wards of M. Lefort, of the same Hos¬ 
pital. Forced injections of iced water, by means of the lono- 
sound passed as high up into the bowel as possible, ice upon 
the abdomen, and electricity proved useless. Enterotomy was 
decided on._ Certain that the obstruction had its seat in the 
small intestines, M, Lefort incised the walls of the abdomen at 
the upper portion of the left inguinal region. The first inflated 
portmn of small intestine which showed itself at the openino- 
was fixed to the two margins of the wound by means of sutures, 
and then opened. About a pint of fluid fecal matter and 
much gas escaped through the opening, and the patient seemed 
somewhat reheyed. He continued to do well for twenty-four 
houra,^ when violent symptoms of peritonitis set in, caiisino- 
death m twenty-eight hours afterwards (fifty-two hours in all 
alter the operation). At the autopsy it was found that the 
incision of tne bowel had been made near the middle portion of 
t e ilei^, and the obstacle, consisting of an intussusception at 
two diiferent places in the lower portion of the intestiniim 
ueum, was situated twelve inches from the ileo-caecal valve. 
Cangrene of the serous coat of the iiivaginated upper portion 
had already commenced, the large intestine in all its length 
was perfectly empty, the abdominal cavity contained sero- 
purulent flmd, the mesentery was much injected, but the rest 
ot the organs were normal. 

entered the Medical wards of 
M. Millard, at the Lanboisiere Hospital, on July 31, for an 
embarrasgastrique. The patient had not been to stool for three 
days. He has been subject to alternate constipation and 
diarrhma. Eleven days afterwards M. VerneuH is called into 
consultation, the diagnosis haidng changed to etranglemcnt 
‘uderne. Purgatives and ice had produced no evacuation from 
the bowels; fecal matter had been vomited. The operation, 
however, lor some reason or other, was deferred until the fol¬ 
lowing day (fifteen days of illness). This delay had brouo-ht 
a great change m the condition of the patient. His countenance 
was terribly altered; the pulse was verj'- quick, and scarcely 
perceptible at the wrist; the extremities were cold; the 
abdornen, of a bluish tint, was very much and uniformly dis¬ 
tended. M. Yerneuil practised his incision in the left inguinal 
region, parallel to and about an inch above Poupart’s ligament. 

sigmoid flexure of the colon showed 
itselt at the opemng, _ and more than a quart of fluid fecal 
matter canie from the incised bowel. This operation, hke the 
one in the first case, had been made without the aid of chloro- 
form. ihe patient died in a typhoid state thirty hours after¬ 
wards. Ihe autopsy showed a complete absence of peritonitis • 
the smaU intestines were perfectly healthy. An idceration was 

^ upper portion of the rectum, about one inch in 
^dth, and occupying the entire circumference of this part of 
the bowel, prenounced a dysenteric (P) ulcer by the Physician 
in charge. The httle finger could scarcely pass by the point 
of stneture. There also existed a slight twisting of the 
sigmoid flexure of the colon, one of the causes of intestinal 
obstruction described by Rokitansky. 

Case 3. A man, 32 years of age, was received into M. 
Dolbeaus wards m the Beaiijon Hospital on June 29, with 
evident signs Ol intestinal occlusion. The patient had already 
TOimted feral matter for two days previous to his entry into 
Hospital. The history of the case is as follows :—In the month 
of May, 1868, the patient was seized with violent abdominal 
pains from having eaten a pound and a half of cherries, stones 
and afl. He remained constipated for seven days after the acci¬ 
dent. _ ihe same symptoms again showed themselves in the 
iollowmg November, but this time without any assignable 
cause. He has suffered from constipation and colic ever since. 

Has sufferings were at times so severe that he was obliged to 
quit his^ work for several days. The recent troubles again have 
their origin in eating cherries. After a fair trial of purgatives 
without effect, the patient was brought into the Hospital on 
the twelfth day of the accident. The local symptoms were 
scarcely in accordance with the long duration of the disease. 
There was no peritonitis, the abdomen was only tolerably dis¬ 
tended, and the meteorism or flatulent distension occupied 
specially the umbilical region, the point which was also most 
painful to the touch. An indistinct tumour seemed to exist a 
little to the right of this portion of the abdomen. After the, 
douches ascoidautcs, eaii de Seitz, and ice had been tried in vain, 
M. Holbeau decided to operate July 3 (the sixteenth day of the 
accident). The incision was jiractised as near as possible oven 
the tumour in the right umbilical region, and fell, lucidly, 
upon the very portion of the ileum where the obstruction, 
existed. Nearly two handfuls of cherry stones and a large 
quantity of fluid matter came from the opening’. The relief 
which the patient experienced was almost instantaneous. No¬ 
chloroform had been administered. To-day—fifty-six days 
after the operation—the patient is in excellent health. He is^, 
fatter, and feels better than anytime since last year. The ter¬ 
rible headaches which he had been subject to heretofore have 
entirely disappeared. Judging from the matter which shows 
itself at the wound, we may conclude that the incision of the 
ileum is situated very near the caecum. The patient takes his 
first solid meal at 10.30 a.m.; the fluid faecal matter begins to 
show itself at the opening about 4.30 or o p.m.—six hours and 
a half after eating. He takes dinner at 4.30 p.m., and the 
matter passes the opening about 1 a.m. This passage invari¬ 
ably produces the sensation of going to stool. 

Remarks, I do not wish to enter into a discussion on th& 
differential diagnosis of the various forms of intestinal occlu¬ 
sion. In Case 1, all which both Medical and Surgical skill 
could do had been tried. Electricity, which was applied as. 
recommended by M._ Duchenne—the negative pole on the 
rectum and the positive j)ole upon the abdomen—did certainly 
arouse the peristaltic movements of the intestines, as could be 
felt, and as was also proved by the patient’s desire to evacuate 
after each faradisation. The injection of about five pints of 
water was a tolerable proof that the large intestine was free ^ 
but to make the diagnosis of intussusception and its exact seat, 
was impossible. The abdomen was uniformly distended. There 
was no tumour or local pain by which to guide the knife. As 
it was, the incision had fallen as near right as possible—that is 
to say, a few inches above the invagination. M. Lefort re¬ 
marked at the autopsy that if the cause of the obstruction 
could have been diagnosticated upon the living, he should have 
administered opium instead of purgatives, so as to tranquiUise 
the bowels and give the invaginated portion a chance to slough 
away—the only possible means of a cure, and of which he has 
had an example in his wards last year. In Case 2, if the opera¬ 
tion had been asked for a little earlier before the typhoid stato 
had set in, we might have expected a better result, especiallT 
as the Surgeon’s knife had fallen upon the very spot—imme¬ 
diately above the strictui'e—and in a region where enterotomy 
gives the best results. The meteorism which existed was enor¬ 
mous, and occupied the whole abdomen; there was no local 
pain or tumour by which to suppose an occlusion of the small 
intestines, as had been done by the Physician in charge. Ono 
of the remedies, which, iir these cases, should never be neglected, 
the douche asceiulante, by means of the long tube introduced as- 
high up as possible into the large bowel, had not been resorted 
to. If, I think, this had been attempted in good season, it is ■ 
more than likely that the result of the case would have alto_ 
gether changed. Case 3 has come out a very fortunate one. 
The meteorism which existed, especially at the umbilicus, the 
local pain, and the tumour in the right umbilical region were 
sufficient to guide the bistoury. It would be curious to know 
if the cherry-stones which have passed through the artificial 
anus are alone of this year’s ingestion, or, if it can be possible, 
that some of them have remained impacted in the bowel from the 
moment of the first accident (1868), whence date the first- 
symptoms, and ever since Avhich time constipation and colic. 
have persisted. 

Several cases of death from sunstroke have been; 
recorded during the week. 

_ The foundation-stone of the new Infirmary at Dumfi-ies- 
IS to be laid with Masonic honours on September 16, and 
arrangements are being made for a grand public procession of 
local trades, guilds, clubs, etc., upon the occasion. 
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THE REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON 

WATER SUPPLY, 1869. 

Tins important report has at length been presented to Parlia¬ 

ment and printed, occupies 128 folio pages, and has evidently 

been prepared with the utmost care. The appendices did not 

appear till later, and we cannot wonder at the delay when we 

consider the mass of evidence and the number of reports, tables, 

and maps which had to be arranged. These shall be noticed 
in an early issue. 

The original commission, dated December 24, 1866, was 

issued “ for the purpose of ascertaining what supply of unpol¬ 

luted and wholesome water can be obtained by collecting and 

storing water in the high grounds of England and Wales, 

either by the aid of natural lakes, or by artificial reservoirs at 

a sufficient elevation for the supply of the large towns, and to 

report, firstly, which of such sources are best suited for the 

supply of the metropolis and its suburbs; and, secondly, how 

the supply from the remaining sources may be most beneficially 

distributed among the principal towns.” 

A new commission, dated April 4, 1867, enlarged this inquiry 

by the insertion of the following words after the words “ large 

towns” in the above instructions to the Commissioners, “ and 

to inquire into the present water supply of the metropolis, and 

whether there are other districts, in addition to the high dis¬ 

tricts of England and Wales, from which a good supply of 

unpolluted and wholesome water can be obtained.” The Com¬ 

missioners were the Duke of Richmond, K.G., Sir John 

Thwaites, Colonel Harness, C.B., Alderman Sir Benjamin 

Phillips, Mr. Thomas E. Harrison, C E., and Mr. Prestwich, 

F.R.S. They chose as their secretary Mr. W. Pole, F.R.S., and 

his great geological knowledge appears to have been very 
valuable to them. 

The report, which bears date June 9, 1869, is divided into 

six parts, several of which are subdivided into sections. 

Part I. discusses “ the practicability of obtaining large 

supplies of water from the mountainous districts of England 

and Wales.” Five engineering projects for the attainment of 

tliis object were laid before the Commissioners. Four of these 

are schemes for the supply of the metropolis, the fifth, that of 

Mr. Dale, being applicable solely to towns in Lancashire and 

Yorkshire. Mr. Bateman’s well-known plan for collecting and 

storing the water from the sources of the Severn, and conduct¬ 

ing it by an artificial conduit to London, is taken first, and is 

discussed in great detail, evidence both for and against it 

being freely quoted. The plan of Messrs. Hemans and Ha.ssard 

comes next, in which it is proposed to bring the waters of the 

Cumberland and Westmoreland lakes, Thirlmere, Ulleswater, 

and Haweswater to London, by a conduit 270 miles in length. 

Tills conduit would have to pass through a tunnel seven and a 

quarter miles in length under Kii’kstone Pass, and this appears 

to be the cliief engineering difficulty in the scheme. Mr. 

Hamilton Fulton’s plan is similar in many respects to that of 

Mr. Bateman, but he proposes to utilise the sources of the Wye 

in Mid-Wales, instead of going to the sources of the Severn. 

His reasons for this preference are very cogent, and entitle the 

scheme to a much more attentive consideration than it has yet 

received. One of the most forcible arguments against Mr. 

Bateman’s scheme is that the impounding of its sources 

would interfere very materially with the navigation of the 

important river Severn, and although this objection does 

not apply to the lake scheme, another of even greater gravity 

has been urged against it. It is said, with much apparent 

justice, that the large and rapidly increasing manufacturing 

towns of the north of England have a prior claim upon the 

watershed of the lake district, and that at no very distant time 

this watershed will be essential to them. Without expressing 

an opinion on the validity of these arguments, it is evident 

that they must receive the fullest answer before either of the 

two great schemes can be adopted. It is certainly a great 

initial point in favour of Mr. Fulton’s scheme that neither of 

these objections appears to apply to it. The navigation of the 

Wye is utterly insignificant, and the proposed line of his con¬ 

duit does not pass through any very large manufacturing 

districts except that of Birmingham, which could easily be 

supplied with water either from the same or from other sources. 

Mr. Remington’s proposal to bring the water of the Derby¬ 

shire hills to London is open to a variety of objections, and the 

Commissioners had therefore practically to examine three 

plausible schemes only for the supply of London by gravitation. 

Their attention appears to have been chiefly confined to that of 

Mr. Bateman, but they state that many of their remarks upon 

it are equally applicable to Messrs. Hemans and Hassard’s 

plan, to which, moreover, they devote a short separate criticism. 

The opinion which the Commissioners have formed in regard 

to Mr. Bateman’s great plan, which they seem to take as 

typical, may be said, in few words, to be entirely unfavourable. 

They think that his estimate of the rainfall is too high, and, as 

a necessary consequence, that his proposed supply is insuffi¬ 

cient. They doubt his estimates of expense ; they doubt 

whether pumping would not still be necessary to some extent, 

and they specify a number of dangers and difficulties to which 

not only this, but any single supply for a town like London 

would, in their oifinion, be liable. Possible interruptions of 

the supply from wilful damage (such as might arise from 

foreign occupation), from frost, from accidents to the reservoirs, 

or from unusually prolonged droughts, are all insisted on, and 

the fearful catastrophe that would follow the bursting of one 

of the enormous reservoirs is painted in strong colours. These 

questions belong to civil engineers rather than to Medical men or 

chemists, and to them we must leave them. But we must re¬ 

mark that, in spite of the arguments of the Commissioners, we 

feel no doubt that aU difficulties might be overcome, and an 

abundant supply of pure water brought to London at no 

ruinous cost, if it were clearly seen that a new supply was 

necessary. There is the real turning’-point of the question. 

The Commissioners believe that the basin of the Thames is 

capable of yielding water as good in quality and as abundant 

as a town could require, and they are t’nerefore natxirally dis¬ 

posed to look narrowly at the difficulties and disadvantages to 

which any scheme for a new and distant supply must in the 

nature of things bo liable. 

The quality of the Welsh and Cumberland w’aters was pro¬ 

perly made the subject of a very careful inquiry by the Com¬ 

mission. Mr. Pole was instructed to examine the districts au.l 

to collect samples of the water, and these samples were entrusted 

to Drs. Fi’ankland and Odling for analysis. The reports of all 
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three are given in appendices, which we shall notice shortly; 

but the main features of the analyses are already well known, 

Dr. Frankland having described them on several occasions. 

The water contains very little solid matter—not more than 

three or four grains per gallon—and is very soft, the hardness 

being seldom greater than one or two degrees. _ The organic 

matter is small, and there are no traces of noxious impurities, 

so far as chemistry can detect them. 

Two objections, however, have been raised against the quality 

of the waters, which are regarded as serious by the Commis¬ 

sioners. One is the liability to coloration by peat during 

heavy rains. Peaty waters are yellowish in colour, and in bad 

cases have a slightly bitter taste. There is no great harm in 

this, perhaps, but it is objectionable as tending to render the 

water unsightly and unpleasant. Dr. Frankland and Mr. 

Bateman, however, are of opinion that such waters become 

decolorised by the precipitation of the peat when the water is 

exposed for any length of time to the atmosphere. The second 

objection is more serious. The hard water of London has no 

action on lead, the carbonic acid of the water being’ a complete 

protection; but soft water—some soft water at any rate—acts 

strongly upon it. But the waters in question, soft as they are, 

appear to be in almost all cases without action on the metal. 

Drs. Frankland and Odling do not anticipate any danger from 

this source, and the former has ascertained, at any rate’in one 

instance, that the safety is due to the presence of a minute 

trace of phosphate of lime in the water, which entirely pre¬ 
vents the action. 

Part II., “ On Sources of Supply other than the Moun¬ 

tainous Districts of England and Wales,” considers the various 

schemes for supplying London with water from the Thames or 

its tributaries, from the Lea, from the chalk and oolite beds in 

the Thames basin, and from other sources. It is wound up by 

some very interesting remarks on the sources and springs in 
the Thames basin. 

Part III. is devoted to the “Present Water Supply of the 

Metropolis.” There is nothing in it very new or striking. 

Part rV., “ On the, Supply of Water available from the Basin 

of the Thames,” is the unost important portion of the report. 

It is divided into two sections, one of wliich considers the 

quantity, and the other the quality, of the supply so obtainable. 

The evidence in regard to the quantity of water which may be 

obtained from the Thames basin, appears to us perfectly satis¬ 

factory. The London companies are at present authorised to 

draw 110,000,000 gallons a day from the Thames above Tedding- 

ton, and it appears certain that this quantity might be drawn 

off daily without interfering with the utility of the stream; 

equally probable is the opinion expressed by the Commissioners 

that tliis sujjply might be doubled by the construction of storage 

reservoirs for the storm water. Adding 60,000,000 gallons drawn 

from the Lea basin, and 30,000,000 which might be obtained 

from the great chalk beds, we have a total of 300,000,000 gallons 

a day, which would provide for a population of 10,000,000. The 

great uniformity in the flow of the Thames, due to the vast 

reservoirs in the porous beds of the vaUey, and the convenience 

which such a natural storage affords for water supply, are 

clearly pointed out in the report. 

The conclusions of the Commissioners on the quality of the 

supply obtainable from the Thames basin are far less satisfac¬ 

tory than those in regard to its quantity. One cannot help con¬ 

sidering it a most unfortunate circumstance that a commis.sion 

which was to deal with questions involving nice points in 

chemistry and pathology should not have included a single 

chemist or Physician. That the Commissioners have sometimes 

been puzzled with the mass of contradictory evidence laid before 

them by chemists and Medical men, and that, in spite of their 

utmost endeavours, they have failed in some cases to under¬ 

stand the true bearings of that evidence, cannot be attributed 

as blame to them. It is only wonderful that they have not 

made more mistakes, for they must necessarily have been as 
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ill-qualified to judge of such subtle questions as that of the 

origin of nitrogen in water or the zymotic theory of disease as 

a commission consisting entirely of Medical men would be to 

judge of disputed points in civil engineering. It is clear that 

they did not even understand the analyses which were reported 

to them, for we find, at page 92, that they have made the 

figures by which Dr. Frankland expresses “ parts of previous 

sewage contamination” stand for “parts of nitrates,” by the 

simple process of converting the comma into a decimal point! 

It will be seen that this is not a mere printer’s error, for no 

chemist could possibly have assumed that the amount of 

nitrates in water was known, it being, of course, impossible to 

say what base or bases the nitric acid was combined with. 

The question of hardness is first discussed. We pass it by, 

because we believe it to be very little importance. The hard¬ 

ness or softness of water is more a question of convenience 

than of health; but the next section, “ On the Organic Im¬ 

purities and Contamination of the Thames Water,” deals with 

vital questions, and calls for a few remarks. After indicating 

very briefly the nature of the impurities to be dreaded, the 

reporters hasten on to the usual ‘ ‘ beneficial provision of Nature ’ ’ 

—the well-known and universally admitted oxidising power of 

running water. This evidently comforts them very much, and, 

having, both here and in previous sections, insisted largely on 

the perfect filtration which most of the drainage and sewage 

water undergoes before it reaches the river, “ except on occa¬ 

sions of large and sudden floods,” their minds appear to be 

at rest in regard to Thames water. 

These questions have been so recently discussed in these 

pages that we may dismiss them briefly now, more especially 

as we do not find a word in the report to induce us to modify 

the opinions we have before expressed. The excreta of men 

and animals are, we know, thrown by tons into the Thames. 

Such excreta are always nasty, and are sometimes poisonous. 

We ask for absolute proof that they are removed or destroyed, 

and we know well that no such proof is forthcoming. The 

Commissioners seem to have overlooked the fact that, even 

assuming that all noxious matters are absent from a river water 

during dry weather, the first heavy rain will most certainly 

load it with filth of all kinds, the washings of fields, yards, and 

pigstyes, if not the actual excreta of human beings, in a per¬ 

fectly unfiltered and unoxidised condition. And it is just this 

storm-water—this surplus, which it is proposed to collect in 

reservoirs and supply for the use of London! 

Parts V. and VI. deal with subjects with which we have no 

immediate concern, and we may therefore take our leave of the 

report for the present. But the question is too important to 

sleep long, and the stores of material collected with such 

patience and arranged with such skill by the Commission will 

surely bear fruit at last. There is no harm in a little delay; 

for, dissatisfied as we are with the existing state of things, we 

recognise too clearly the immaturity of oui’ present knowledge 

and the difficulties which beset the question to be anxious to 

hurry forward its solution. 

LIFE ASSUEANCE. 

We have received the following statement from a weU-known 

Physician with reference to the reckless competition of in¬ 

surance offices:— 

“ About fourteen years ago,” he says, “just as I was attain¬ 
ing something like a position of security so far as Professional 
income was concerned, I received a visit from a respectable 
solicitor whose acquaintance I had made at an amateur musical 
society, accompanied by a gentleman whose name was that of 
a well-known West-end firm of agents and men of business. 
‘ We are going to establish a new life insurance office,’ they 
said, ‘ and we want you to be one of the directors.’ ‘ A thou¬ 
sand thanks ! ’ I answered; ‘ I shall be happy to be your 
Medical adviser and examiner, but I have no pretension to 
be a director. You want a City man with knowledge of busi¬ 
ness.’ ‘ Oh ! never mind,’ was the answer ; ‘ we’ll find that for 
you. The Medical appointments are filled up; you must be a 
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director.’ ‘ Bat,’ I said, ‘ I have no money.’ ‘ We are sure you 
have enough,’ they answered. ‘But then,’ I said, ‘is there room 
for a new Ufe office ? There are dozens in existence, and I can’t 
see the room for more.’ ‘That is just what you don’t know, 
and we do,’ they replied. ‘ The bu.siness of life insurance is 
just in its infancy, and is capable of indefinite extension. We 
have an entirely new principle, which Avill bring all the busi¬ 
ness to our office.’ ‘ And your principle is-? ’ ‘ Listen: aU 
business depends on the activity of our agents ; those offices 
do most whose agents are most active, and the whole question 
is how to secure this activity. For this purpose we propose to 
give to our agents an annual payment of -per cent, out of 
the premiums in each insurance so long as they continue to be 
paid.’ Although I declined as firmly as I couTd, my visitors 
would not take ‘ No ’ for an answer, and made me promise to 
tlrink the matter over; and, to as.sist me in this process of cogi¬ 
tation, I was favoured with a visit from Mr. Agent, by him¬ 
self, in the course of a few days ; and I confess I was astonished 
at the audacity and importunity with which he proposed to 
put the savings and family fortunes of provident insurers under 
the control of such a person as myself, destitute of business 
experience and of accumulated property, and whose only re¬ 
commendation was a respectable name. Equally unpleasantly, 
was I impressed with the ‘ hand-to-mouth ’ theory which Mr, 
Agent seemed to entertain as to the conditions of stability. 
His principle was—-Force a business, get a large annual income 
by wholesale bribery of agents, trust to Providence to keep you 
afloat, and, if any harm comes, sell your business to another 
office. Fairly driven, however, by importunity, I attended one 
meeting of intending shareholders of the new office at some 
rooms near Pall-mall, where I had the honour of meeting a 
gentleman now distinguished as an oculist, who, I fancy, was 
brought there as unwillingly as I myself was, for he looked as 
cheerful as a sheep on his way to the butcher’s, and so did some 
others. Here there was a grand discussion as to the name 
of the proposed office; and, after very much consideration 
(for, as some one said, the name was ‘ everything ’), a name was 
fixed upon—simple, vast, familiar, with an air of easy grandeur 
and supremacy about it ; for, be it observed, these were pro¬ 
nounced to be the qualities requisite in the name. When the 
name was provisionally settled, the attorney began to talk of 
offices, and very nearly succeeded, in an offhand way, in in¬ 
ducing the persons present to authorise him to engage rooms 
for that purpose which happened luckily to be disengaged in a 
well-kno^vn ‘ Place.’ The ‘ oculist,’ however, was too keen- 
sighted for this, and reminded the attorney that this would be 
a premature movement under present circumstances. Sic me 
servavit Apollo. I attended no more meetings, and intimated 
my disinclination to go on in the matter, but I know very well 
that an office bearing the imposing name fixed upon at the 
above meeting was set up, for I used to see the name on a 
handsome wire blind in Pall-maU ; Mr. Agent, of course, was 
manager; the Medical staff was composed of two personal 
friends of the attorney. The name of the office appears during 
three years in the annual list of life offices published in 
Churchill’s Merliccd Birtetory ; during this time it migrated 
from Pall-mall to a more eastern vicinity, but after those three 
years it vanished, having, I suppose, undergone amalgamation 
and absorption by a larger one, established, let us hope, on 
some better ‘ principle.’ 

“ The thing has been brought, to my mind by the fate of the 
unfortunate Albert Life Office, and I should like to have the 
opportunity of giving a little plain advice in this matter to the 
younger readers of the Medical Times and Gazette. Life in¬ 
surance, like vaccination, is far too valuable to be permitted to 
suffer through the mistakes of those who promote it. 

“ If a man is to provide for hereafter, he must save now. 
If he saves, he ought to be able to enjoy the sum of his 
savings at least; and-if that money so saved can be lent or in¬ 
vested j udiciously, he ought to enjoy the profits arising from 
the investment. 

“ Life insurance is only a particular method of saving, and 
subject to the rules that apply to saring in general. What 
would be extravagant and unthrifty in a private man must be 
equally so in a number of men who clu’b their savings through 
the mechanism of a life office. The wealth of the office can but 
consist in the accumulation of annual savings and of the profits 
which come from investing or lending them. There is no par¬ 
ticular magic in an office ; it can’t create money, but can only 
let it accumulate. 

“ The young mun who insures his life for £1000 is apt to 
look on lumself as being worth £1000. He forgets that he has 
to make up that money and more by annual payments before 
he dies. Of course he wi.shcs to live long if ho can ; but if he 

do, he must pay not only for the £1000 that is to come to his 
own estate at his death, but for that which comes to his 
neighbour who died young, plus the expenses of the office with 
its rooms, directors, secretaries, etc., etc. 

“ It may be a benefit, or it may not, that Ins savings are 
entirely out of his power—that he cannot touch them or uso 
them. Now, generally speaking, the moment a man begins to 
save, the best use he can make of his money is to improve his 
own business ; to buy another horse, which will enable him to 
cover more ground in a day ; to pay all his bills punctually, and 
so to enhance his credit; toinve8t,if pos.sible,in Government secu¬ 
rities or in land. We may say generally of persons who have 
come to grief in their old age, that some have done so because 
unable to save, others who have saved most frugally have placed 
out their money most foolishly; they have worked like horses 
and invested like asses. Be it observed that mo.st investments 
—say, in railways, mines, water and other companies, or the 
like—consist in the lending money to other people to enable 
them to carry on business, of the profits of which they give a 
share for the use of the money ; and that if their prudence and 
probity fail, away go the savings of the honest investor. The 
most honest man may make a rash investment; but what woe 
results if the money so invested be the provision for the father¬ 
less children and widow! 

“ The sum of it is that life assurance is a mode of saring 
which removes the savings from the control of the owner; that 
it is necessarily an expensive mode, because security must be 
paid for ; that it cannot, usually, be modified to suit circum¬ 
stances, but must go on in a lean year as well as in a fat one ; 
that the professional income out of which the savings are taken 
in the shape of annual premium will be sure to. decay or cease 
as life advances; that the lapse of the payments entails the loss 
of all previous savings ; and that tables are calculated to take 
certain profits out of each insurer’s savings, else the business 
of the office could not go on. If a large portion of the annual 
premiums is squandered, and if the balance is rashly invested, 
a life office can no more save up than a private man could if 
he gave heavy fees to flunkies and gossips for bringing business. 

“ On- the other hand, I think life assurance is an imperative 
duty on every young Medical man, at the least to recoup the 
expenses of his education in case of early death. The sum 
assured should be moderate ; the office to be chosen should be 
one that gives the option of receiving the sum assured at 60, 
or at death if earlier, or which will buy the policy at a fair 
valuation—one with substantial business men on the directory, 
not mere dummies who rely entirely on their manager—and 
with M/dimited liability of the proprietary. If offices would 
cease their unwholesome competition and extravagant bribery, 
so much the better for the assured.” 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS or THE DAY. 

The charity- agony column of the Times suggests a solution of 

the “ sick poor ” dilemnia which we would offer to the considera¬ 

tion of aggrieved ratepayers. With the exception of three or 

four of the old endowed Hospitals, every Hospital in London is 

in debt, and several of them have beds and wards which they 

are not able to keep open. There is no doubt that, rightly or 

wrongly, the public have far gi-eater confidence in the standard 

of management of the sick which prevails in general Hospitals 

than that which obtains in the workhouse infirmaries. 

The spasmodic legislation and the proposed extravagant out¬ 

lay for new buildings, that lately roused the resistance of rate¬ 

payers, were nevertheless the result of a wide-spread dissatis¬ 

faction with workhouse-infirmary management which recent 

events have not tended to lessen. Now it seems but reasonable, at 

least in reference to the poorer districts, before the lower class 

of ratepayers are highly taxed for the erection of large infii-mary 

buildings, that the' existing local resources for the gratuitous 

treatment of disease should be exhausted. As we have said, 

most of the London Hospitals are in debt, and many have 

accommodation for patients whom they cannot afford to-receive. 

Surely it would be far better that the beds of these Hos¬ 

pitals should be occupied with paupers to be paid for by the 

parochial rates, than that they should be empty or supported 

at the temporary expense of much-confiding tradespeople. 

If the acute cases of disease were drafted off to the 
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g'ciieral Hospitals, the necessity, iu many instances, for a new 

workhouse infirmary would be avoided, whilst the public mind 

would be quieted on the score of treatment. Take the district 

of Islington, for instance. We believe that, after purchasing 

a large piece of ground for the erection of a new infirmary, 

the guardians have been advised by the Poor-law Board not to 

proceed at present further in the business. However, there is 

no doubt that accommodation, other than afforded by the 

present workliouse infirmary, will before long have to be pro¬ 

vided. Now there is one Hospital in Isliirgton—the Great 

Northern—of which the committee is constantly advertising 

that it requires funds to enable it to utilise the wards it pos¬ 

sesses ; and not far beyond the outskirts of the parish there are 

two large Hospitals—the Royal Free and University College 

—winch are as constantly appealing for money to keep them 

afloat. Why should not acute eases of Medical and Surgical 

disease be sent to these Hospitals by the in-door and out-door 

Poor-law Medical officers to be fairly paid for by the parish ? 

Many advantages would accrue. In the first place, it would 

be far cheaiDer for the ratepayers ; in the next place it would 

be a generally admitted benefit to the sick poor ; in the third 

place it would supply a succession of valuable cases to the 

Hospitals, which can now only be, in some cases, secured by 

the encouragement of a costly and unsatisfactory out-patient 

department; and, lastly, it would diminish the burdens of the 

established Hospitals, and tend to diminish those contradictions 

in terms and satires on modern “ benevolence ”—charities in debt. 

In reference to the very interesting report on the new anes¬ 

thetic, chloral, by Hr. Richardson, which we publish this week, 

we woidd direct attention to the observation that when chloro¬ 

form in a sufficient quantity is injected subcutaneously, it 

seems, like chloral, to produce a narcotism which lasts many 

hours, and does not appear to be succeeded by any stage of 

(xcitement analogous to that wliich follows the narcotism of 

(hloroform inhalation. The observation, if confirmed, is of 

I reat interest, as it illustrates a law which has not, of late years 

f t least, received a due amount of attention—that the phy- 

fiological action of a substance may be modified by the mode 

in which it is introduced into the animal body. 

Our distinguished confrere, Hr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., 

has recently been elected, and received his diploma, as Honorary 

Member of the Physiologico-Medical and Statistical Society of 
Milan. 

Z.ymotic diseases are still talcing’ an unusual number of 

•rictima from amongst the population of London. Huring 

the last week the whole number of deaths from this class 

of diseases was 673; 493 being the corrected average. 

Amongst these were 143 deaths fromscarlet fever, and 87 from 

wffiooping-cough. The prevalence of scarlet fever has inspired 

a Mr. Frederick Smith to write a pamphlet on its prevention, (a) 

which he has been kind enough to forward to us. The writer 

—who, we presume, is not a Medical man—has furnished some 

useful advice to parents, nurses, local authorities, and public 

schoolmasters. One point on which he insists is that, on the 

breaking out of scarlatina in any of our great public schools, 

the head master should hold a conference with the Medical 

men attending the school, and with such other eminent Medical 

men as he may think fit to associate with them, to decide on the 

best mode of preventing the disease spreading, etc. To such a 

proposal there can be no objection. For the rest the author 

has a great esteem for carbolic acid, recommends the inunction 

plan proposed by Hr. Budd to prevent the scattering of germs 

from the skin, and his pamphlet is generally calculated to im¬ 

press a wholesome dread of infection, whilst it lays down a 

good many rules calculated to diminish risks. He fixes twenty- 

five days from the first appearance of the rash as the minirmnn 

period for segregation. If desquamation means danger, how¬ 

ever, this is certainly too short a time. 

“Scarlet Fever, otherwise called Scarlatina, and its Prevention.” 
By Frederick Smith, Esq., Malvern. Piinted hy H. Cross. 

Sept. 4, 16(19. 

The case of “Robert J. Jordan, M.H., of 44, Weyrnouth- 

street, Portland-place, and of Bemers-street, and of Alexander 

Miller, his servant,” which lately came before the magistrate 

at Marlborough-street, broke down on account of the non- 

appearance of the prosecutor, one Edward Wallace. The 

Times newspaper, however, published the information which 

was read by Mr. Knox, and which, as it is a curiosity, we re¬ 

produce. Mr. Knox expressed the deepest regret that he was 

obliged to discharge the prisoners—a regret which all who read 
the following will share :— 

“ The information and complaint of Edward Wallace, of 
the Salutation Inn, Barton-street, Westminster, taken this 
23rd day of August, in the year of our Lord 1869, before the 
undersigned, one of the magistrates of the police-courts of the 
metropolis, sitting at the police-court, Marlborough-street, in 
the county of Middlesex, and within the metropolitan police 
district, who upon his oath saith :—‘ On or about June 10 last 
I called at 44, Weymouth-street, Portland-place, and there 
saw a .short, stout man, whose name is unknown to me, and 
represented to that person that I was in iU-health, and told 
him my case. I showed him a little book which I had with 
me then, and now produce. He gave me an empty bottle, and 
told me to bring some of my urine in it the following day. 
He also gave me the letter which I now produce, marked No. 1, 
and which is signed ‘Robert J. Jordan, M.H.,’ and on his 
demand I paid him 11s. I called at the same place the next 
day, about June 11, with the bottle filled, and saw the same 
man. He said the doctor had not come, we had better go to 
his house, and he called a cab, and we went to 19, Bemers- 
street, Oxford-street. The stout man introduced me there to 
a person he called Hr. Jordan, and the two men had some 
conversation aside together, and the little stout man left. Hr. 
Jordan immediately commenced talking to me about money 
matters, and asked me who my bankers were, and other 
questions of that description. I told Hr. Jordan I had no 
banker, but if he cured me I would give him £20, the fee men¬ 
tioned in his book, at the same time showing him the little book 
I now produce. Hr. Jordan told me to go and get the £20. I did 
so, and took it to him. I gave him full particulars of my name and 
address in Buenos Ayres, andhowmoney was remitted to andfrom 
this country ; then he told me he had examined my urine, and 
it was very weak. He took me into another room, and said 
‘ Look here.’ There were all sorts of dreadful figures, showing 
all kinds of diseases, round the room. He showed me a book 
containing the names of different people, noblemen, officers, 
and others, and stated that some of them had paid him £6000, 
and others less. He then left the room and brought back a 
wineglass with sometlung in it, and told me to di’ink it and 
walk about, which I did. He then said, ‘ Can you give me 
£1000 ? ’ I said, ‘ No.’ He said, ‘ What can you give ? Will 
you give £80 in a biU at a week, and £500 in five months P ’ 
1 felt quite stupefied and quite unnerved, either with the drink 
he gave^ me or some other cause, and very different from when 
I went into the house. Jordan wrote out the two bills of ex¬ 
change. I signed both bills, and hardly knew what I did. 
J ordan wrote something else in the shape of a letter, and made 
me write part between lines and sign it. I was very frightened. 
I told him I was going back to Buenos Ayres in two months, 
and promised to call again in a week and take up the £80 bill. 
Jordan gave me two parcels of what he stated were medicines, 
and said he would give me directions, but he gave me none, 
but afterwards I received the two papers produced, marked 2 
and 3, in an envelope. I have never opened the parcels, and 
have taken none of the medicine. For several days after I left 
J ordan I did not know wha.t I was doing ; I felt very stupefied 
and nervous. (Signed) Edward Wallace.’ ‘ Sworn before me, 
the day and year first mentioned, at the police-court aforesaid. 
(Signed) A. A, Knox.’ ” 

The daily papers have contained a notice of a case which, 

unless contradicted, reflects gravely upon the Coroner for the 

district round Tonbridge. A correspondent of the Times states 

that the dead body of a man respectably dressed was lately 

discovered in a bam near Tonbridge. The deceased man was 

unknown in the district; but, without any Medical examination 

or inquest, two days after the discovery, the coroner granted an 

order for the burial. Such a story seems almost incredible. 

We would add a voice to the party who desire to diminish the 

number of military murders by withdrawing the service am¬ 

munition habitually carried by soldiers. All students of 

THE AYEEK. 
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criniuial p.syclioloyy know that the impulse to commit crime is 

unmistakably favoured by the power. Deeds of violence have 

wonderfully diminished amongst the upper classes of society 

since people left off wearing small swords. The indignity 

which Colonel North and Sir John Pakington urge such a 

refoiTO would inflict on the soldier might be endured by the 

army for the saving of several lives per annum. 

Dr. Maudsley is appointed to deliver the Gulstonian Lectures 

next year at the Royal College of Physicians. 

The vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr. Blizard Curling 

from the Surgeoncy to the London Hospital is advertised. 

The appointment is to be fiUed up at the meeting of the 

Quarterly Court of Governors on Tuesday, the 7th inst. 

THE HAEVABD AND OXFOED BOAT EACE. 

The victory of the Oxford crew over their gallant antagonists 

from America is due doubtless to many causes, but, above aU, 

to their better style and “form; ” and these words, being trans¬ 

lated into matter-of-fact language, mean that the Oxford men 

could breathe better than the Harvards. It is with man as 

with a steam-engine. If a spurt is to be put on, the fire must 

be poked up, there must be a good draught of air, and free 

vent for the smoke. If during violent muscular exertion there 

be not a good supply of oxygen, the oombination of it with 

carbon, which is the source of force, is checked; and the same 

imperfect mechanism that interferes with the indraught of 

oxygen checks also the outgoing of the stifling and oppressive 

smoke known as carbonic acid, ■whilst at the same time the 

heart, which pumps, cannot do its work unless there be free 

passage through the lung-s. Now the action of the Oxford 

men allowed for the freest breathing possible under the 

circumstances. Sitting in good form, giving the 'widest 

possible play to the muscles of inspiration, they could 

inflate their lungs weU as they bent forward, empty them 

gradually as they raised themselves in pulling, and enjoy a 

moment of repose as they bent forward for the next stroke. 

The Harvard men sat in worse form; in pulling they swayed 

their bodies too far backwards, and, instead of the calm forward 

movement of the Oxford men. Their style was jerking, 

spasmodic, and hurried, compared with the slower and more 

powerful stroke of the Oxonians—a jerk which interfered 

with the act of inspiration, and which took away that 

short but precious repose which their adversaries enjoyed 

between their strokes. How precious that almost inappreciable 

interval of rest is between the two successive acts is sho'wn by 

the distress which ensues when the heart is deprived of it by 

imperfection of the aortic valves. This, of course, was aggra¬ 

vated by the more rapid stroke. The act of Mr. Burnham, the 

American coxswain, in splashing water into his friends’ faces, 

was judicious: it is an effective mode of getting a deeper, 

fuller breath, but it is no substitute for good form. Nothing 

could be more gentlemanly than the demeanour of the Harvard 

men, but they affected a secresy about their proceedings, woiild 

not let their weight be kno'wn, brought their o'wn black cook 

to prepare all their food, and drank far more freely of water 

than is usual here. It is a pity that they refused English 

teaching, although, consciou.sly or not, they drifted in the 

course of practice into a far more English style than they 

started with. 

ST. maey’s hospital. 

The election of Aural Surgeon took place on Tuesday last. 

There were only two candidates adn-dttod by the Weekly Board, 

Dr. Peter Allen, F.R.C.S. Ed., and Mr. A. Gardiner Bro'wn, 

M.R.C.S. Although at this season of the year very many 

governors were absent, 55, however, voted, with the result of 

placing Dr. Allen at the head of the poll by the very decisive 

ma jority of 47, the numbers being for the above-named gentle¬ 

man -51, and for Mr. Brown 1. 

ST. baetholomew’s hospital. 

De. Chaeles Mayo, one of the House-Physicians of St. Bar¬ 

tholomew’s Hospital, who has lately been active in calling 

attention to the abuses of the out-patient department of that 

institution, was on Thursday last suspended from the duties of his 

office until the 14th inst., when a meeting of the House Com¬ 

mittee will take place, We are informed that the weekly 

number of new Medical cases of aU. kinds treated as out¬ 

patients at Guy’s Hospital amouuts to no less than 200, 

about ninety of these being seen by the Assistant-Physi¬ 

cians, and ninety by the Junior House-Physician, who has 

no ward work, the remainder being casualties, who are seen 

by the Senior House-Physician. At St. Thomas’s, where there 

are no House-Physicians, .the number of out-patient letters 

given weekly is about 150, all the cases being seen by the 

Assistant-Physicians, with the help of some senior students. 

At St. Bartholomew’s, however, the weekly number is often as 

high as 2000, of whom only 150, according to the rules of the 

Hospital, are to be seen by the Assistant-Physicians, the re¬ 

maining mass being di-vdded between the two House-Physicians 

on duty, who have also the care of the wards. During the 

past few weeks, however, the House-Physicians, apparently 

with the ■view of bringing the matter more forcibly to the 

knowledge of the governors, have transferred a larger share of 

their work to the Assistant-Physicians. 

“ HiEEET LATEEI AETTNDO.” 

The practical exclusion of the members of the Indian Medical 

Sei’-vice from the benefits lately conferred upon all other classes 

of officers in the civil or military employ of the Government of 

India, has been forcibly brought to our notice by a corre¬ 

spondent who has forwarded to us an article on the subject, 

extracted from the Pioneer of July 28, in the hope that the 

information therein contained might have an effect upon in¬ 

tending candidates for the Indian Medical Service, and con'vince 

the Government of India that there was a serious flaw in the 

terms of their contracts ■with Medical officers. 

Qur correspondent informs us that it has been ruled that the 

Medical charge of a regiment is not an “ appointment,” and 

that a Medical officer in military employ shall, when he goe.s 

on furlough, be considered as “unemployed,” drawing, there¬ 

fore, half the “ unemployed ” pay of his rank instead of half 

the pay of his regimental appointment, while any other officer 

going home from the same regiment would be entitled to half 

his actual pay. The difference, for instance, to an Assistant- 

Surgeon of less than five years’ service coming home on six 

months’ furlough from Medical charge of a regiment, if, under 

the rules at present "in force, he should be weak enough to do 

so—would be, that his pay at home would be^l4 6s. instead of 

£22 10s. per month, and he would lose his regimental appoint¬ 

ment in the bargain, his only consolation being that, on his 

return to India, he may have the prospect of remaining- for 

some time on the undesirable “unemployed” list until a vacancy 

occurs in an apjiointment similar to that which he had 

previously held. Our contemporary the Pioneer observes that—■ 
“ It is certainly very difficult to di'vine why the Government 

should have seen fit to deprive the Medical ser-vices, military 
and civil, of the greatest boon secured by the furlough rules 
of the past year; and under any circumstances the devotion of 
a certain section of Government servants as special victims to 
hardship ought to have been accompanied by the publication 
of the most cogent and clearest of reasons, so as to mollify, if 
not preclude, that widespread discontent and angry feeling 
which has, we are assm-ed, arisen. We have not heard the 
subject discussed from the point of view taken by those in 
authority, and therefore lie under a disability in treating the 
question quoad its necessity; but there is abundant e'vidence 
to assure us that there are very few Medical officers who do 
not feel it a real hardship to be tm-ned out of their appoint¬ 
ments when proceeding on furlough; and it is equally certain 
that not one of them agrees in the assumption that every 
regimental charge and every civil Surgeoncy is equally 
desirable or equally valuable.” 
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There is an antiphrasis, we believe, in the use of the term 

“unemployed” as applied to Medical officers, which maybe 

amusing’ to those at whose expense the joke is not made, but 

which is far from amusing'to the unfortunate subjects of it. 

An “ unemployed” Medical officer is a Medical officer who has 

not a distinct and separate charge of a regiment or civil 

station; he may be attached for duty at a depot or general 

Hospital, and have his time and faculties, veiy actively em¬ 

ployed, but not in the non-natural sense in which that word is 

used in governmental language. We have actually heard, for 

instance, that Drs. Cunningham and Lewis, who were lately 

selected, on account of their special acquirements, to undertake 

a series of investigations into the origin and nature of cholera, 

were for some time after their arrival, in India considered as 

unemployed, and paid accordingly! 

It is not, however, in the Indian Medical Service only that 

anomalies exist. Nearer home we have frequently heard 

grumblings, both loud and deep, at the harshness and injustice 

of the rule which places upon half-pay the Medical officer in 

the British service who has not succeeded on the expiration of 

six months’ sick leave in regaining, to a sufficient extent to 

enable him to return to duty at home or abroady the health 

shattered by tropical service, while his military comrade in the 

same regiment can have two years’ leave on Medical certifi¬ 

cate before being placed on half-pay. We have frequently, 

but in vain, asked ovu’selves and others what is there in the 

name and natui-e of Medical officers that should subject them 

to such harassing anomalies, which appear to us utterly un¬ 

reasonable and unjustifiable, and until they are satisfactorily 

explained or entirely removed we shall suspect, and shall hold 

ourselves bound to express the suspicion, that in hailing wdth 

approval such reforms and amendments as have latterly been 

introduced into tire relations between Government and the 

public Medical services, our -vdgilance over the interests of our 

Professional brethren may have been lulled into silence by the 

concessions of half measures. 

Warnings similar to that given by our Indian correspondent 

have been already uttered, and possibly not without effect, as 

we observe that at the late examination for that service, for 

forty vacancies there were only forty candidates, and that 

“forty save one” passed. Had- the terms offered not been 

open to some very serious objections, it is hardly likely that 

in the present closed state of the British Medical Service there 

should have been so little competition for vaeancies in the 

Indian. And we should certainly advise futurs. intending can¬ 

didates for that service to satisfy themselves, before signing the 

bonds of servitude, that there shall be no gross inequalities 

between the terms on which they are engaged and those ex¬ 

tended to other officers, as respects furlough and privileges of 
the same kind. 

FE.OM ABROAD.—ACTION OF THE SENSITIVE NERVES IN DEGLUTI¬ 

TION—THE LATE EPIDEMIC OF TYPHUS FEVER IN BRUSSELS— 

DISCUSSION ON VACCINATION. 

At the last meeting of the Academie des Sciences, our learned 

countryman Dr. Augustus Waller and M. Prevost made a pre¬ 

liminary communication relating to an experimental investiga¬ 

tion which they have been engaged in on the action of the 

sensitive nerves in the reflex phenomena of deglutition. They 

have arrived at the following conclusions :—1. The glosso¬ 

pharyngeal, in the rabbit, exerts no effect on the reflex func¬ 

tions of deglutition. 2. The trifacial, supplying the velum 

palati, is the jirincipal sensitive nerve influencing these. After 

dividing one of these nerves, deglutition can be no longer in-, 

duced by exciting the corresponding half of the velum. 3. The 

superior laryngeal contributes to these functions by animating 

the mucous membrane covering the epiglottis, the aryteno- 

epig’lottic folds, the upper edg’es of the laryng’eal aperture, and 

especially that covering the cornicula. 4. The recurrent nerve 

also contributes to those functions, probably by the branches 

which it sends to the upper portion of the oesophagus. Elec¬ 

trical stimulation of this nerve has often induced rhythmical 

movements of deglutition, and an arrest of the diaphragm in 

expiration; but these phenomena are neither so distinct nor so 

constant as when they are induced by stimulation of the superior 

laryngeal. The authors add that in the dog the electrical ex¬ 

citement of the superior laryngeal has sometimes produced 

cough—a phenomenon that has also been met with in the cat. 

It has never given rise to vomiting, which, on the other hand, 

is easily induced by stimulating the central extremity of the 

vagus. 

In a recent number of the Presse Medieale Beige, Professor 

Van den Corput drew attention to, the causes of the' severe epi¬ 

demic of typhoid fever which prevailed at Brussels during the 

early months of the present year. He states that both in its 

general diffusion and the high elevation of the localities it 

chiefly affected, as well as in its subsequent complete cessation 

after abundant rains in summer, it affords great confirmation 

to Pettenkofer’s views. The subterraneous level of water had 

sunk to such a degree, in consequence of the prolonged heats of 

1868, and building operations going on near the river, that 

Brussels might be considered, in fact, as placed on a half dried-up 

subterranean bog, wliich gave forth emanations that were very 

evident to the sense of smell. The quantity of rain that fell 

during 1866 was 79'7’48 mm., and this diminished to 665'9o in 

1867 and 533’17 in 1868. The condition of the sewers and 

drinking water supplies no explanation of the epidemic at all 

approaching in probability to this one, and he tlffnks that the 

authorities are wrong in confining their attention to this portion 

of the subject, although he admits that a bad condition of 

sewage may aggravate the condition to which he chiefly attri¬ 

butes the prevalence of typhoid. This was the sudden depres¬ 

sion of the level of the subterraneous sheet of water in a soil 

impregnated with organic detritus. It is obvious that if this 

view be correct, the capabilities of preventive Medicine will be 

much more limited than they are at present supposed to be. 

Alluding to the interminable discussion on vaccination at 

the Academie de Medecino, which still drags on week after 

week, each speaker being freely allowed his hour or two, M. 

Latour, of the Union Medieale, observes it has come exactly 

to resemble the proceeding of an assize-court. The unfortunate 

accused is the Jennerian vaccination labouring under the most 

damaging accusations. The public prosecutor is the ardent 

and fiery M. Depaid, while M. Guerin constitutes a brave 

advocate in defence. Witness after witness is called in before 

the President of the Academy, acting as judge, while the 

learned body itself listens and attends to all as a jury who 
will have to pronounce a decision should do. However, 
notwithstanding all M. Depaul’s skilful vehemence, he says 
that the crimes charged against the Jennerian vaccina¬ 
tion become less and less evident, and as the debates pro¬ 
ceed the accusation of syphilitic inoculation falls to the 
gTound, while it is still proved to be in the enjoyment- of all its 
pristine power. M. Latour observes that M. Depaul’s wisest 
course will be to withdraw from the prosecution on these two 
points, if his self-pride will allow him. At all events he is 
certain that the only result that can be arrived at by a further 
discussion, and the one that all the recent speeches point to, is 
the one he long since recommended—that the two modes of 
vaccination should be allowed to pursue their course side by side. 

Population of the United States.—According to 
the official documents recently issued at Washington, this 
amounted at the end of 1867 to 36,743,198, geographically dis¬ 
tributed as follows;— 

Six New England States . 
Five Central States . 
Thirteen Southem States . 
Thirteen ‘Western States 
Eight Temtories and Federal District 

White. 
3,480,397 
9,072,647 
6,764,928 

12,356,081 
435,774 

Coloiued. 
30,701 

352,469 
3,884,5.32 

311,493 
54,176 

Total. 
3,511,098 
9,426,116 

10,649,460 
12,667,574 

489,950 

Total . 
Poindation in 1860 

32,109,827 
26,975,575 

4,633,371 
4,469,505 

36,743,198 
31,445,080 

Increase in seven years 
—Journal de Slatistiqv.c, July. 

5,134,2.52 163,866 5,298,118 
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THE CHAELESAVOETH AND GAEDINEE 
HJLL CONTROVEESY. 

0::4 THE OEIGIXATION OP THE NON-EESTEAINT SYSTEM IN LUNATIC 

ASYLUMS—HE. EICHAEDSOn’s JUDGMENT IN THE “ MEDICAL 

HISTOEY OP ENGLAND.” 

The controversy as to tlie orig-inator of the system of non¬ 

restraint in lunacy has been revived by the publication of Sir 

James Clark’s memoir of Dr. Conolly, and, if we may judge 

by the communications which have reached us, is still preg-nant 

with the greatest warmth and interest. Some remarks by Mr. 

Gardiner Hill in a letter to the Standard have elicited the fol¬ 

lowing communication from a well-known contributor, in which 

the writer, after stating that Mr. Gardiner Hill describes him¬ 

self in the Medical Directory as “ author and originator of the 

non-restraint system of treatment in hmacy,” and then admits 

in a letter to the Standard that “ the non-restraint system is 

due jointly to myself, the late Dr. Conolly, the late Dr. 

Pritchard, of Northampton, and Mr. M. Gaskell, one of the 

Lunacy Commissioners,” proceeds thus:— 

“ Dr. Charlesworth’s labours for the abolition of restraint 
commenced in 1819, ahuost before Mr. Hill had left the nursery, 
and his merits and fame as a zealous advocate and successful 
promoter of the cause had been well established before Mr. 
Hill had emerged from his apprenticeship. None but those 
who have studied the liistory of this subject can form a con¬ 
ception now of the benighted ignorance and the deadly preju¬ 
dices which during that time prevailed in the public mind with 
reg’ard to the treatment of the insane, and of the cruelties and 
brutalities to which the patients in asylums were exposed at 
the hands of the officers and servants, notwithstanding the 
periodical inspections by governors of the institutions. It was 
only in 1815, just four years before Dr. Charlesworth com¬ 
menced his philantliropic career in the reform of this system at 
Lincoln, that an investigation into the state and management 
of the York institution before a Parliamentaiy committee re¬ 
vealed abominations and outrages wliich curdled the blood of 
the nation, and which satisfied Dr. Charlesworth and all think¬ 
ing men that the very first requisite for any practical reform 
was to admit the public eye within the walls of the asylum. 
Then there lay before him the task of moulding the leading 
gentry of his own county into willing co-operators and patrons, 
of rooting out the brutal notions of keepers, and educating 
them to humane views and practices, of bringing about new 
structural arrangements in the Lincoln Asylum and its grounds 
(of course at a vast additional expense), so as to admit of the 
separation and classification of patients, before he could secure 
a chance for the accomplishment of his grand design of abolish¬ 
ing physical restraint in the treatment of the insane, and of 
substituting moral control in its place. The whole of these 
objects were achieved by his assiduity and zeal before 1829, 
and that, too, with such success that in that year Sir Andrew 
HaUiday, in an official report, described the Lincoln Asylum as 
‘ an establishment which, under the superintendence of Dr. 
Charlesworth and a board of intelligent governors, may be con¬ 
sidered as one of the best-conducted establishments of the kind 
in Europe. The arrangements for classification and treatment, 
moral as well as Medical, are most complete; and, upon the 
whole, this asylum does honour not only to the county of Lin¬ 
coln, but to the whole empire.’ 

“ The development of Dr. Charlesworth’s plans exposed him 
in their successive stages to virulent opposition from governors, 
and even from other visiting Physicians, as well as from a por¬ 
tion of the local press. In 1829 the sacrifice of the hfe of a 
lunatic was anonymously and unblushingly charged against 
him in consequence of his having then induced the board to 
order that the strait-waistcoat should be discontinued except 
under the special written order of the Physician for the month, 
and that an attendant should continue in the room all night 
whenever its use during the night should be so ordered. And 
in 1830 the board were so far influenced by a party of adherents 
to the old system that they for some time kept in office a House- 
Surgeon to whom that order was obnoxious, apparently for no 
other purpose than to browbeat and insult Dr. Charlesworth, 
and to force him to retire from his labours for the amelioration 
of the asylum. He, however, persevered in his noble work. 
One instrument of restraint after another was superseded in 
1831 and 1832. In 1833 the governors avowed that their un¬ 
ceasing object wa.s to dispense with or improve the instruments 

of restraint as much as possible. A system of night-watching 
was established, and a further diminution of restraint and 
destruction of instruments took place ; and in 1834 a consider¬ 
able interval occurred, during which there was not a single 
patient under restraint in the institution. 

“ And now, when Dr. Charlesworth’s ultimate aim was all 
but perfected, when prejudice and opposition had been over¬ 
come ; when the chief physical difficulties and obstacles arising 
from the original defects of the buUding had been removed, 
and successive governors and House-Surgeons had become 
thoroughly indoctrinated with Dr. Charlesworth’s principles 
and imbued vath his spirit, Mr. Gardiner Hill was elected to 
the office of House-Surgeon; this took place in 1835. He dis¬ 
charged the duties of his office not only to the entire satisfac¬ 
tion of Dr. Charlesworth, but even beyond his expectations. 
Dr. Charlesworth accordingly, with his characteristic generosity, 
praised Mr. HiUin his reiiorts of 1837 and 1838 for his‘bold 
conception,’ and his belief that it would be possible to dispense 
with the employment of any instrument of restraint whatever. 
And according to Mr. Hill’s own representation in his letter 
of August 13, Dr. Charlesworth in 1850, in answer to a 
speech of Dr. CouoUy’s proposing his health and Mr. Hill’s at 
a dinner in Hull, declared that ‘ the real honour of first intro¬ 
ducing the system (of non-restraint) was due to Mr. Hill.’ 

But this statement is somewhat at variance with a report of a 
contemporary now before us. Dr. Conolly, according to that 
report, neither proposed the health of Mr. Hill at all, nor did 
he speak of the system of non-restraint. He confined his 
tribute to ‘ the labours of Dr. Charlesworth in having promul¬ 
gated the system of dispensing with unnecessary restraint.’ 
It is, however, out of the after-dinner compliment represented 
by Mr. Hill to have been bestowed on him by Dr. Charlesworth 
that Mr. HiU, who, whilst he strives to depreciate his eulogiser 
Dr. Charlesworth, evidently delights laudari a laudato viro, 
strains to snap a verdict from Dr. Charlesworth, in order that 
he may oust Dr. Charlesworth himself from the honour which 
the world had long before awarded to him, and that he may 
instal himself in Dr. CharlesAvorth’s place. 

“ His next movement, we presume, will aim at displacing the 
statue erected in the Asylum at Lincoln in honour of Dr. 
Charlesworth, and at supplanting it by a statue in his own 
honour. And as he will have it that the non-restraint systnii 
is a ‘ discovery ’ and that he is the discoverer, who knows but 
that his statue may hereafter be inscribed like that of the 
greatest of all discoverers, 

“ ‘Sibi gxatulentur mortales 
Talem tanturnque extitisse 
Humani generis decus! ’ 

“Mr. Hill’s real credit in the matter consists in this : that, by 
adopting the principles and practice which Dr. Charlesworth 
originated, and which continued until his death, for the gradual 
diminution and ultimate removal of restraint in the treatment 
of lunatics, Mr. Hill succeeded, under Dr. Charlesworth’s 
superintendence, in knocking off the last fetter, but he did not 
originate the principles which had caused the removal of many 
previous instruments, and wliich led, logically and directly, 
though gradually, to the removal of the rest. The honour of 
originating both the principles and the practice belongs to Dr. 
Charlesworth in due order after the enlightened and courageous 
Pinel. 

“ After all, however, ‘ the bold conception ’ and ‘ the belief,’ 
which were expressed by Mr. Hill in 1837, and which raised 
those sanguine hopes so generously reported at the time by 
Dr. Charlesworth as to the final success of Mr. Hill’s experi¬ 
ments, were not quite justified by the result; for Mr. Hill had 
to record in his own official journal in 1840 that he had directed 
a lunatic to be placed under restraint; that, the patient being 
held by two nurses, the belt was put on ; that the wrist-locks 
were then resorted to; and that the patient was at length 
thrown down and overpowered. Alas for Mr. Hill’s ‘bold 
conception and belief ! ’ 

“ Mr. Hill ought to be proud of being, in any capacity how¬ 
ever subordinate, associated with the name of Dr. Charlesworth. 
To the latter, as an early pioneer in this philanthropic moA’’e- 
ment, is justly due the foremost merit. Mr. Hill having taken 
up the cause late in the day, when nothing was left for him to do 
but to carry out the principles originated by his superior in the 
institution, who had made the task a comparatively easy one, 
must be content with the praise of fidelity and zeal in the 
discharge of his humbler duty, and with the consciousness of 
the utility of his work, according to his own statement. Dr. 
Charlesworth did not grudge to him, although he came in as a 
labourer in the twelfth hour, the same reward which the public 
had bestowed on himself. Surely, then, Mr. Hill ought not to 
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reverse the parable as he does, by grudging that reward to Dr. 
Charlesworth, who had borne during the previous eleven hours 
the heat and burden of the day. The spirit of anything like 
injustice towards Dr. Charlesworth inevitably impairs the 
credit which Mr. Hill earned at the Lincoln Asylum. For his 
own sake, therefore, we would commend to him Joubert’s 
beautiful reflection :—‘ Heureux ceux qui ont une lyre dans le 
cceur, et dans 1’esprit une musique qu’oxecutent leurs actions. 
Leur vie entiere aura ete une harmonie conforme aux normes 
etemels.’ ” 

DE. RICHARDSON’S VIEW OF MR. OARDINER 
HILL’S CLAIMS. 

We are reminded by another contributor, who writes with 
equal warmth on the other side, that Dr. Richardson, in the 
“ Medical History of England,” published in the Medical Times 
and Gazette for 1864, vol. ii., had gone thoroughly into the 
question, and given his verdict in the following words, which 
we reproduce as fuUy as space wid permit. After describing 
the condition of the lunatic asylum before Mr. HUl’s appoint¬ 
ment, he says:— 

“ The disorderly patients were placed in the back galleries on 
the north side of the building, and they had only the use of a 
court-yard. They were subjected to the most strict system of 
restraint, but the methods of restraint adopted varied somewhat 
from those common at that time to asylums in general. Most 
of the modifications in the way of restraint had been introduced 
on the suggestion of Dr. Charlesworth, and were simply these. 
The strait-waistcoat had been laid aside, and in place of it 
iron handcuffs were used, attached to leathern belts going 
round the body. The reason for this change was not based on 
the idea that the restraint of the handcuffs was less than that 
of the waistcoat, but on the circumstance that a patient had 
been found dead, apparently strangled by one of the waistcoats. 
The handcuffs, consequently, were thought to be safer and 
equally effectual. A second modification consisted in the use of 
what were called the ‘ boot hobbles ’ of Dr. Charlesworth. 
To explain what this invention was, it is necessary to state that 
previously to the invention the legs of the patients at night 
were confined to the foot-board of their tub bedsteads by means 
of iron leg-locks. The ‘ boot hobbles ’ of Dr. Charlesworth 
were boots made of bed-tick and leather, and were locked by 
the soles to the foot of the bedstead. The reason for the 
adoption of these boots was to avoid the great chafing and the 
irritation of skin produced by the iron fillet or lock; it was 
not intended that the patients should not be restrained, but 
that they should be well restrained, without suffering injury. 
Tne idea, as far as it went, was humane, but very unsuccessful 
in its working. The boots did not hold the patients so securely 
as- the ‘ leg'-lock,’ and the chafing was so great that abrasion 
of skin and even abscess followed their employment. Hand¬ 
cuffs and chains were also used at night for confining the 
upper limbs, and every patient who exhibited violence, or who 
was insensible to the ordinary calls of nature, was bedded on 
straw. 

“ From all I can learn from reports of English asylums prior 
to 1835, these systems of restraint were universal. The picture 
we see at Lincoln had nevertheless this one redeeming quality, 
that it aimed to be more merciful in its details. The evidence 
is satisfactory to the effect that the Physician to the Asylum 
who invented the ‘ boot hobbles,’ Dr. Charlesworth, was awake 
to the fact that from the rudeness of restraint injury was often 
inflicted on life and limb, and it is due to him to say that he 
tried to alleviate the suffering arising from what he, and all 
others with him, considered a necessary evil. But Dr. Charles¬ 
worth went no further than this : he had no word against 
restraint jwr se, but disputed the methods by which it was 
carried out. 

“ We come then to the year 1835, and to Mr. HiU’s election. 
A significant fact followed him into office. After he was 
comfortably installed there arrived at the Asylum “ an order” 
of handcuffs from Birmingham : four dozen “ wrist-locks ” for 
the use of the institution. During his first year Mr. Hill, 
naturally, to a large extent accepted things as they were, but 
not without distrust and disg’ust. A patient whose wrists had 
been rendered sore by the handcuffs had a 2^enchant for eating 
his poultices; and this excited Mr. Flill’s feeling against 
restraint altogether. He began therefore gradually to feel his 
way towards removing it, once and for all, and he soon com¬ 
menced to discover that success was certain in its course. 

“ It is comrnonly assumed—I know not on what data—that 
the non-restraint method came into existence in the Asylum 
at a single step—as though some one had said openly and 
tersely. Every fetter shall be at once removed. There is no 

ground whatever for such an assumption. The facts are clear, 
on the repoi'ts of the Asylum, that Mr. Hill went to Avork 
leisurely, and, as we may say, case by case, in removing- the 
manacles from the patients under his care. But true it is also 
that as he progressed he was astounded to see how readily the 
restraint system succumbed when its gradual removal was put 
to the test. In a very few months restraint became the excep¬ 
tion instead of the rule, and in March, 1837, the very last case 
in which restraint was resorted to was entered upon the books 
of the City of Lincoln Asylum. It is most interesting to note 
from the reports the course of the facts. The following short 
table will give at a glance the correct data :— 

In 1829 there were under restraint in the Asylum 
Per cent. 
54-16 

1830 >> 58-69 
1831 >> >> 57-14 
1832 >> >> 67-90 
1833 >> 50-57 
1834 >> J? 41-28 
1835 
from 1 

Jan. to 1 

1” 
ff 35-18 

July j 
1835 \ 
from 1 

July to 1 !„ 20-37 

Decern. } 
1836 

1 

>> >> >> 10-48 
1837 >> 1-53 
1838 >> -00 

“ The success of the system of non-restraint, so clear, so sharp, 
so decisive, was not accomplished without considerable and 
obstinate opposition. The attendants in the Asylum were the 
first who raised their voices against the innovation. 

“Not until Dr. Pritchard followed out the plan at Northamp¬ 
ton, and Dr. ConoUy afterwards placed it on the most extended 
basis of proof at Hanwcll, was its soundness, not'less than its 
humanity, placed beyond dispute. 

“In the actual working out of his desig-n Mr. Hill was 
fortunate and unfortunate in the circumstance that he was 
supported by the steady friendship and sympathy of Dr. 
Charlesworth. He was fortunate in having-in Dr. Charlesworth 
one on whom he could rely whenever he made a new and untried 
experiment. Pie was unfortunate in that from the very fact 
of haAPng such powerful aid an excuse was afterwards found 
for trying to deprive him of the credit which his success had 
rendered unusually valuable, and for endeavouring to divide 
his dearly-bought honours with his senior officer and former 
friend. On this attempt there arose some years ago a pajAer 
war signalised by two peculiar traits—a rancour against Mr. 
Hill which it is hard to see sm-jAassed, and a quiet, staid, un¬ 
assuming defence, on his part, Avhich it would be difficult to 
imitate. Looldng over all the documentary eAudence that is 
procurable, with the deterimnation to be the simple and faithful 
historian, I must say that a more pitiable spectacle than the 
endeavour to rob Mr. PLll of the value and respect due to his 
labours was never before witnessed in such a controversy. The 
evidence is conclusive that for years Dr. CharlesAVorth himself 
gave to Mr. Hill the firU credit of the introduction of the non¬ 
restraint system, and what is more, he lived and died without 
leaving a line claiming the introduction. For this and for his 
support rendered to Mr. Hill we may thank him heartily, and, 
indeed, he might have placed himself, by the merest touch of 
generosity, in one of the most enviable positions in the history 
of Physic. Had he, when his inj udicious friends claimed for 
him that which he never did—had he then and there possessed 
the courage to repeat the words he once used at a meeting of 
the Provincial Medical Association at PIuU—had he said Avhat 
was j ust true, that he was the first and earnest abettor of a 
system which he did not invent, it would have been the happi¬ 
ness of the commentator to have placed him in the first rank 
of those men who have been made great by their own resigna¬ 
tion of imputed fame and their sacrifice of self to the dictates 
of conscience. Unfortunately Dr. Charlesworth had not the 
courage to speak out; he could not actually claim what he 
kncAv belonged to his friend, but he died letting his friends 
claim for him that which he would not claim for himself. 

“ I have entered rather largely into tliis question of the origin 
of the system of non-restraint in lunacy, because it is a qAies- 
tion that in the future AviU be of profound interest to the 
historian, and because said historian Avill of necessity turn to 
what is written in this day for his evidences and convictions. 
I am bound, therefore, to give what seems to be the simiAle and 
actual truth; and the truth is, that tire Avhole credit of introduc- 
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ing the system of non-restraint is due to Hr. Hill. There had 
been perhaps before him some yague or feeble humanitarian 
ideas on the subject; there had been an impression, which, in 
fact, conld not fail to arise, that restraint was cruel; but it was 
Mr. Hill who dared to show that it was as tnuwcessanj as it 
was cruel.” 

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS ON SOME 
AETICLES OE DIET. 

By the Author op a “Report ox Cheap Wixes.” 

Auldana IFine—Transylvanian JFinc—Xanssa—Syrian IFine. 

I HAVE been urged to continue the papers which I contributed 

to the Medical Times and Gazette more than four years ago, and 

of which the portion then published referred to cheap, or rather 

light, wine, vice the ancient port and .sherry. The propo.sition 

that I started with was the necessity of conciliating and excit¬ 

ing the appetite of the invalid in cases of debility, and of admi¬ 

nistering a bountiful and varied selection of food. Wine was 

treated of as the best stimulant to the appetite, and as itself sup¬ 

plying a most valuable kind of nutriment. There remains, how¬ 

ever, a very large field of alimentary substances which deserve 

the attention of the Medical Practitioner who desires to compass 

either of the ends j ust mentioned, and these I pui’pose to discuss 

empirically—that is, practically—in future papers, in which 

some details of diet and cookery for the sick will be considered. 

At present I wish to say a few more Avords about wine—a sub¬ 

ject not easy to exhaust, and to possess a knowledge of a great 

A'ariety of Avhich is like a quivcrfnl of arrows in the hands of 

the Medical Practitioner. 

The first new kind of Avine I must mention is groAvn upon 
son inhabited by Englishmen, and is the product of the Auldana 
Auneyards, so called after their fir.st planter, Mr. Patrick Auld, 
Avhose name Avill be handed doAvn to posterity, like those of 
Dionysus and Ceres, inseparably blended with that of his 
excellent wine. The Auldana Auneyards are situated near the 
River Torrens, above Adelaide, South Australia. They Avero 
planted by Mr. Auld at various times betAveen 1837 and 1847, 
and have had his nnremitting attention and endeaA^ours since 
to make the produce as perfect as the purest juice of the finest 
grapes can be. The vines came from the stock introduced into 
the Australian continent by Sir Charles M‘Arthnr, and amongst 
red varieties included the Shiraz, Carbinet, Donzolinho, 
Malbec, and Espenoir ; amongst the Avliite, the Verdeilho, 
Grenache, Palo-Mino Blanco, Pedro Ximenes, and Riesling. 
These are selected and mixed in due proportions, some to give 
astringency, some flavour, softness, or strength. The soil is 
deep—-the vine-roots penetrate for thirty feet through calca¬ 
reous debris, with fragments of quartz and slate. It is reckoned 
that one acre of ground on the hills may produce 400 or 4.50 
gallons of good AAune; but if quantity be desired more than 
quahty, five times that amount might be got on the plains 
contiguous to the river. The vines, which are propagated by 
cuttings, begin to bear at four years, and arc in their prime 
after seven years. 

The vintage is in March; the grapes are separated from the 
stalks by a machine, and are crushed by rollers covered Arith 
felt, so that the stones may not be cracked, and so give their 
astringent bitterness to the wine. Every part of the process 
is conducted Avith the greatest cleanliness and delicacy—there 
is neither handling nor treading. To make red Avine, the 
berries, separated fiom the stalks and crushed by the mill, are 
fermented AAuth the skins; to make Avhite Avine, the skins are 
separated before fermentation, for any grape that has Avhite 
juice Avill yield white Avine, if red skins be kej>t out. Great 
attention and slcill are required in the winemaker about the 
time of the vintage, as the grapes rapidly increase in sugar 
tmder a hot sun. Moreover, great care is required to insure 
uniformity of result, because in the same vat the upper layers 
of liquid may have their saccharine density reduced to 1“ 
whilst the under layers have 10’. The fir.st fermentation 
lasts for six or seA'en days; the wine is racked in July, and 
tArice a year afterwards. The Avincs mature raxndly under the 
great heat to which they are ex^josod, for they are ke^At in 
sliingle-roofod houses, elevated about three feet above the 
ground, where the temperature is, in summer, from 120’ to 
160’ in the sun, and often 90’ inside. All the processes of 

wdnemaking have been made out empirically and adapted to 
the local circumstances by Mr. Auld, who has been unassisted 
by foreign raanijAulation. 

The Avines, wliich have been imported into England, and 
which are to be tasted at Walbrook House, Walbrook, E.C., 
are vv^hite and red. Both are what the gipsy girl in “ Pere¬ 
grine Pickle ” told Tom Pipes was “ meat for the master ■ 
that is, they do not aspire to be the vin ordinaire of dady 
humble life, but to be the restoratives of the iiwalid and the- 
luxuries of people of condition. The white, which A-aries from 
36s. to 50s., is a charming wine, pale in colour, delicate in taste, 
fresh and fragrant as innocent girlhood, haAung no acidity, but 
a charming appetising aroma of the fresh grape. I may 
recall vdiat I have said in former papers of the Dioszegur 
Bakator, or of some lands of Sauteime; only it is fuller-bodied. 
It produces no uric acid nor kidney irritation. 

The red AAunes are loAver-XAriced by one-third, and have a cha¬ 
racter of their own. A Bordeaux wine merchant called on me the 
other day, and, in order to improve the occasion, I had up a bottle 
of Auldana, and asked him Avhat it was. He said that I must 
pardon liim for his Avant of familiarity with Burgundy, but he 
supposed it to be Bomard, and greatly he stared when I told 
him it Avas Australian, for no Frenchman can conceive of any 
Avine that is not French. But it is not like Burgundy either. 
From Bordeaux it differs in absence of astringency, and scarcely 
perceptible acidity, and in greater smoothness and rotundity, 
its flavour is sni generis, and taste very soft; and it would, 
in my judgment, suit any one who wanted a full-bodied nutri¬ 
tious wine Avithout headiness. We of the old country are under 
deep obligations to our young colonists for sending us such 
jproofs of their industry and good taste. Australia as yet is a 
wine-importing country, but she grows a great deal, and I hope 
will spare us some of it, so it bo as good as the Auldana. 

Transylvanian IFine.—Whilst welcoming ncAV contributors 
to the Physician’s dietetic armonry, we must not forget the 
older ones, who continue to jAlace novelties before ns. Transyl¬ 
vania is a country which, if means of communication are im¬ 
proved, Avill be able to send ns excellent Avine. Of these there 
is one, the Mediasch, Avhich is sujApUed by Max Greger, and 
which seems deserving of attention. It is as different from the 
Avhite Anldana as a woman of 30 is from a gii-l of 20, yet each 
good in her kind; it is deexAer-coloured, more acidulous, and of 
old Rhenish quality. A short time ago, a number of savants 
did me the honour to meet at my house to form a jury for the 
purpose of tasting and comparing all the artiflcially preserved 
soups in the market. Of the xAroceedings of this jury I may- 
give some account to the readers of the Medical Times and 
Gazette ere long; sufiice it to say now that I selected the 
Mediasch to refresh them under their labours, and that they aR 
approved it highly. 

Xaussa.—Amongst the Greek wines introduced by Mr. 
D-onman, there is a new one of great merit from the neigh¬ 
bourhood of Mount Olympus, named Naussa. It is a young 
and very powerful Avine, with all the elements of red Avine in 
gi’eat force, yet not so astringent as the Kephisia, and there¬ 
fore more agreeable. It seems a good stout restoratiA^e wine 
now, and promises to develops great excellence when more 
mature. 

Syrian IFine.—If I speak of one Avine more, it is to shoAv the 
groAving intere.st of the whole universal ciAulised Avorld in 
wine culture. Last year, my much-esteemed friend Signor 
GiusejApe Churi, the Maronite, Avho once acted as dragoman to 
the late C iptain Sir W. Peel in his travels in Africa, and i.s 
now settled at Beirout, sent me specimens of wine grown on 
the slopes of Mount Lebanon. The Avine is of four sorts, 
labelled—-1. “Vin donx Rosa du Mont Liban, 1864, d’Assad 
Ebin el Moghobei;” 2. “Yin doux Rosa de I’Antiliban, 
1865;” 3. “Vin blanc des coteaux du TemjAle de Balbek, 
1863;” 4. “ Vin d’Or sec du Mont Liban, 1863.” The get- 
up of the samples is most creditable to the good taste of the 
groAver, Assad Ebin el Moghobei, for the bottles are beautifully 
jAacked in rush basket Avork, and nicely labelled. The vin 
doux Rosa is of a pale pinkish hue, sweetish, but ajAiAarently 
quite stable, and Avith a decided aromatic taste of Cyprus AAune. 
The other AAunes also haAm considerable merit, but are not dry. 
Nevertheless, theyhaA’e quite the potentiality of being developed 
into good, full-flaA'onred Avhite wines under the care and sldll of 
the groAver. Any xAhilosophical conologist of cosmopolitan ten¬ 
dencies Avlio de.sircs to complete his collection of wines from aH 
parts of the world aauU be glad to hear that these wines are 
procurable from Signor Churi. Besides, people who are in¬ 
terested in the Holy Places might like to have these Avines for 
sacraments, Aveddings, etc., ju.st as they do the Avaters of Jordan 
at a baptism. 
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EEPOET ON THE PHYSIOLOaiCAL ACTION OF 
HYDEATE OF CHLOEAL. 

By Benjamin IF. Richardson, 3I.B., F.R.S. 

We have already recorded that this report was draAvn irp by 
the desire of the President of the Biological Section and the 
Department of Physiology. It came before the Section on 
Tuesday. In openiiig the subject, the author first expressed 
his thanks to Mr. Daniel Hanbury, of Plough-court, who had 
supplied him with a specimen of the hydrate of chloral, and 
had also been so good as to abstract from Liebreich’s papers 
the principal facts and opinions on which the introduction of 
the hydrate into Medical practice was based. In brief, hydrate 
•of chloral i.s a white crystalhne body, soluble in water, and yield¬ 
ing a solution not very disagreeable to the taste. It is made by 
the addition of water to the substance chloral. Chloral the 
composition of which is C.HClgO, is the final product of the 
action of dry chlorine on ethyhc alcohol. It is an oily fluid 
^in, colourless, volatile. The specific g'ravity is l'o02 at 64° 
Fahr., and it boils at 202° Fahr. It has a vajpour density of 73 
taMng hydrogen as unity. The odour is pungent. AYhen 
chloral is treated with a little water, heat is evolved, and small 
stellate white crystals are formed as the fluid soHdifies The 
solid substance is the hydrate of chloral, CMClgOHoO. The 
hydrate is slowly volatihsed if it be exposed to the'air, and 
the odour of it, were it not pungent, is so like melon as to 
be hardly distinguishable from melon. When heat is applied 
to the hydrate it distils over without undergoing decom¬ 
position. 

When to a watery solution of hydrate of chloral caustic 
soda or potassa is added, the hydrate is decomposed, chloro¬ 
form (CHCI3) is set free, and a formate of sodiinn or potassium 
according to the aUrali used, is formed. It was on a know-^ 
ledge of this decomposition by an alkali that Liebreich was 
led to test the action of the substance physiologically. He 
conceived the idea that in the living' blood the same chano’e 
could be effected, and that the chloroform would be liberated 
^ slowly that anesthesia of a prolonged kind would result. 
To try this he subjected animals to the action of chloral, and 
even man, and proved that sleep could be rapidly induced 
Tvithout the second stage of excitement common to the action 
of cldoroform when it is given by inhalation. Eiebreich pro¬ 
duced in a rabbit, by a dose of 0-5 gramme of the hydrate of 
chloral, a sleep which lasted nine hours. This dose was equiva¬ 
lent to 0-35 of chloral, and to 0'29 of chloroform. The sym¬ 
ptoms, he found, were Like those produced by chloroform. In 
some cases he gave the hydrate to the human subject. The 
first case was that of a lunatic, to whom he administered 
1-35 ga-amme. _ No irritation was set up, and five hours of 

obtained. In a second case he gave internally a dose 
of 3-0 grammes to a man suffering from melancholia, by which 
he produced a sleep of sixteen hours. 

Such, said Dr. Eichardson, Avas an epitome of the facts 
placed before him at the time when he commenced to make his 
experiments. In setting out on his OAvn account, he first pre¬ 
pared a standard solution of the hydrate. He found that 
30 grains ^ssolvedin 40 grains of water, and formed a saturated 
solution, the whole making up exactly the fluid di-achm. The 
staudard solution prepared in this way was very convenient. 
., proceeded to inquire whether, by the addition of 
tlie hydrate to fresh blood, chloroform was liberated. This was 
proved to be the fact; the odour of chloroform was very dis- 
tinct from the blood, and cloroform itself was distilled over 
from the blood, and condensed by cold into a receiver. 

Die narcotic power of the hydrate was then tried on pio-eons 
rabbits, and frogs. The standard solution named abo-ro was 
employed,_and Avas administered either by the mouth or by 
hjrpodermic injection. The action was equally effective by both 
methods. The general results were confirmatory of Liebreich’s 
OAvn experience to a very considerable extent. They are as 
follows:—In pigeons, weighing from SJ to 11 ounces, narco¬ 
tism was produced readily by the administration of from D to 

grains of the hydrate. In these animals the dose of 24 
^ains was the extreme that could be borne with safety, and a 

ose of 1|- grain was sufficient to produce sleep and insensi- 
Diiity. ilie full dose of 2^ grains produced drowsiness in a 

few minutes, and deep sleep with entire insensibility in twenty 
minutes. Before going to sleep there Avas in every case, 
whether the dose Avere large or small, vomiting. As the sleep 
and the insensibility came on, there was in every instance a 
fall of animal temperature, and even in cases Avhere recovery fol¬ 
lowed, this decrease Avas often to the extent of five dega-ees. The 
re.spirations also fell in proportion, declining in one case from 
34 to 19 in the minute during the stage of insensibility. From 
the full dose that could be borne by the pig’eon the sleep which 
followed lasted from three and a half to four hours. Six hours 
at least was required for perfect recovery. During the first 
stages of narcotism in pig’eons the evolution of chloroform by 
the breath was most distinctly marked. 

In rabbits weighing from 83 to 88 ounces, thirty grains of 
the hydrate were required in order to produce deep sleep and 
insensibility. A smaller dose caused drowsiness and want of 
power in the hinder extremities, but no distinct insensibility. 

When the full effect is produced in rabbits from the adminis¬ 
tration of^ the large dose, the drowsiness comes on in a feAv 

minutes; it is followed by want of power in the hinder limbs, 
and in fifteen minutes by deep sleep and complete insensibility. 
The pupil dilates, and becomes irregular; the respiration faUs 
(in one case from 60 to 39 in the minute), and the tem¬ 
perature declines 6° Fahr.; sensibility returns Avith the rise 
in number of re.spiratory movements, but in some cases falls 
again during the process of recovery. The drowsiness, or, if 
the animal is left alone, what may be called sleep, lasts from 
five and a half to six hours. But it was observed that the 
period of actual antesthesia was very short, lasting not longer 
than half an hour, after which the sldn seemed rather more 
than naturally sensitiA'e to touch. During recovery there are 
tremors of muscles almost like the rigors from cold; they are due 
probably to great failure of animal temperature. 

In frogs a grain of the hydrate causes ahnost instant in- 
sensibihty, coma, and death. 

. Iji- further prosecution of his research, the author tested, on 
similar subjects, the effect of chloroform, bichloride of methy¬ 
lene, tetrachloride of carbon, and chloride of amyl. In aU the 
observations with these substances, the narcotising- agent was 
used by hypodermic injection. It was found, as a result of 
these_inquiries, that seven grains of chloroform, five of tetra¬ 
chloride of carbon, and seven of chloride of amyl, produced the 
same physiological effect as two grains of the hydrate. Seven 
grains of bichloride of meth3dene induced a shorter insensibility. 
A rabbit subjected to thirty grains of chloroform slept four 
hours and twenty-fiA'e minutes; and a pigeon subjected to 
seven grains slept three hours and tAventy-five minutes. All 
these agents caused vomiting in birds, before the insensibility 
was pronounced, the same as did the hydrate ; but in no ammal 
was there any sign of the stage of excitement which is seen 
when the same agents are admiinstered by inhalation. This 
fact is most important as indicating the difference of action of 
the same remedy by difference in the mode of administration. 
The temperature of the body was reduced by the agents named 
above, but not so determinately as bj' the hydrate. 

Two animals, qiigeons, made to go into profound sleejA, the 
one by the hydrate, the other by chloroform (each substance 
administered subcutaneously), were placed together, and the 
symptoms were compared. The sleep from the chloroform was 
calmer; there was freedom from convulsive tremors, Avhich 
were present in the animal under the hydrate, and recovery was, 
it was thought, steadier. It was observed, and the fact is well 
worthy of note, that no irritation was caused in the skin or 
subjacent parts by the injection of the chloroform and other 
chlorides. 

The neutralising- action of the hj-drate on strychnine was 
tried, and it was determined that the substance arrests the 
development of the tetanic action of the poison for a sliort 
period, and maintains life a little longer afterwards, but does 
not avert death. This subject desei-A-'es further elucidation. 

_ Wlren the hydrate of chloral is given in an excessive dose it 
kills : there are continuance of sleep, con-vnlsion, and a fall of 
temperature of full eight degrees before death. 

The post-mortem ajjpearances Avere noticed after a poisonous 
dose. The vessels of the brain are found turgid Avith blood. 
The blood is fluid, and coagulation is delayed (in a bird to a 
period of three minutes), but afterwards a loose coagulum is 
formed. The colour of the brain substance is darkish pink. 
The muscles generally contain a large quantity of blood, which 
exudes from them, on incision, freely. This blood coagulates 
Avith moderate firmness. Immediately after death aU motion 
of the heart is fomid to be arrested. The organ is left A\ith 

blood on both sides, but with more in the right than the left 
side. The colour of the blood on the two sides is natm-al, and 
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the coagnlation of this blood is moderately firm. The other 
organs of the body arc natural. 

Other observations -were made on the changes which the 
blood undergoes when the hydrate of chloral is added to it. 
The corpuscles undergo shrinking, and are crenate ; and when 
excess of hydrate is added the blood is decomposed in the same 
Vf-ay as when treated -with formic acid. The summary of the 
author’s work may be put as follows 

Hydrate of chloral, administered by the mouth or by hypo¬ 
dermic injection, produces, as Liebreich states, prolonged sleep. 

The sleep it induces, as Liebreich also shows, is not preceded 
by the stage of excitement so well known when chloroform is 
administered by inhalation. 

The narcotic condition is due to the chloroform liberated 
from the hydrate in the organism, and all the narcotic effects 
are identical with those caused by chloroform. 

In birds the hydrate produces vomiting in the same manner, 
and to as full a degree, as does chloroform itself. 

The sleep produced by hydrate of chloral is prolonged, and 
during the sleep there is a period of perfect ana3sthesia ; but 
this stage is comparatively of short diiration. 

The action of the hydrate is (as Liebreich assumes) first on 
the volitional centres of the cerebrum; next, on the cord ; and, 
lastly, on the heart. 

PEACTIC^tL APPLICATIONS. 

"Whether hydrate of chloral will replace opium and the other 
narcotics is a point on which the author was not pre¬ 
pared to speak. It is not probable it will supersede the 
volatile ansesthetics for the purpose of removing pain during 
the performance of Surgical operations, but it might be 
employed to obtain and keep uj) the sleep in cases of painful 
disease. This research had, however, led to the fact that chlo¬ 
roform, when injected subcutaneously in efficient dose, leads to 
as perfect and as prolonged a narcotism as the hydrate, with 
an absence of other symptoms caused by the hydrate, and 
which are unfavomable to its action. This was a new truth 
in regard to chloroform, and might place it favourably by the 
side of the hydrate for hypodermic use. Lastly, as the hydrate 
acts by causing a decomposition of the blood—i.e., by under¬ 
going decomposition itself and seizing the natiu’al alkali of the 
blood, it adds to the blood the formate of sodium. How far 
this is useful or injurious remains to be discovered. But while 
putting these views as to practical application at once and 
fairly forward. Dr. Richardson said it was due to Liebreich to 
add that his (Liebreich’s) theory and his experiments have done 
fine service in a physiological point of Hew. They have shown 
in one decisive instance that a given chemical substance is 
decomposed in the living body by virtue of pure chemical 
change, and that the symptoms produced are caused by one of 
the products of that decomposition. The knowledge thus 
definitively obtained admits of being applied over and over 
again in the course of therapeutical inquiry. 

The author concluded by thanking most heartily Dr. Shapter, 
of Exeter, Dr. Kelburne King, of Hull, klr. Ley, House- 
Surgeon to the Devon and Exeter Hospital, Mr. Lewis Shapter, 
and Messrs. Drew, AVilson, Hawkins, and Vincent for the very 
able assistance they had rendered him—assistance without 
which he could not possibly, in the time, have drawn out so 
full and so clear an experimental report. 

Discussion. 
In the discussion which followed. Dr. Kelburne King said 

that, having seen the experiments and observed the action of 
chloroform by the side of hydrate of chloral, he had no hesita¬ 
tion in pronouncing in favour of chloroform simply. Dr. 
Michael Foster, as weU as the President, remarked that the 
fact that this report was produced while the Association was 
sitting was the best evidence of the value of associations like 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, in 
which men engaged in different departments of science came 
together, each in his way prepared to help towards one com¬ 
mon object and advancement. Mr. Mackie, as a “layman,” 
would enter into no details, but could not avoid expressing, on 
behalf of men of science generally, his satisfaction at the 
method of research in therapeutics ivliich Dr. Richardson was 
carrying out. It seemed to him that the study of the action 
of remedies would, after all, soon become exact science, and 
that an advance in this direction, such as was never contem¬ 
plated until now, was a fact of the day. 

An Insteument foe eecoedino Respieatoey Movements. 

Ay Durdon Sanderson, M.D., F.R.S. 

Dr. Burdon Sanderson exhibited an instrument, lately con¬ 
trived by him, for registering the respiratory movements in 
man and animals. The pui’pose of the instrument is to mea¬ 

sure the extent and duration of the variations of diameter of the 
chest Avhich result from its expansion and contraction in 
breathing, and to record those variations on a cylinder re¬ 
volving by clockwork. Various methods have been employed 
for this purpose; none of them, however, yield satisfactory 
results. The best—viz., that of Professor Marey—has the 
fundamental defect that the curve inscribed on the cylinder 
does not express the variation of diameter of the chest in 
breathing, but merely the movement of one part of the chest 
wall in relation to a fixed point outside of the body. For ex¬ 
ample, in investigating the movement of the sternum accord¬ 
ing to Professor Marey’s method, what is measured is not the 
variation of distance between the sternum and spinal column, 
but merely the variation of distance between the sternmn and 
the instrument, or the table on which it is placed. If it were 
possible to fix the spinal column, the result of the two mea¬ 
surements would be identical; but inasmuch as the spinal 
colunm cannot by possibility be rendered immovable, and as 
the movements to be investigated are themselves slight in 
extent, the difference is very considerable. The same objection 
applies to instruments contrived by other observers, as, e. y., 
to the ingenious machine of Dr. Plawksley. In all of them 
the results are spoilt and rendered valueless by the confusion 
of the true respiratory movements with the other irregular 
movements of the trunk. Dr. Sanderson’s instrument consists 
of a light frame of wrought iron of the shape of the Greek 
letter n, of such size that the arms of the n are sufficiently 
wide apart to comprehend the chest. One of the arms is rigid, 
and from its internal side, near its extremity, projects a rod, 
ending in a button covered with wash leather. This button 
can be fixed at any distance from the arm. The other arm is 
flexible, consisting of a steel spring, and is also furnished with 
a rod and button, the two buttons being so placed as to face 
each other. The distance between them is expressed by a 
graduation on one of the rods. "Wlien the instrument is in use 
the button which is attached to the rigid arm is gently but 
firmly pressed against the surface of the chest, at a point cor¬ 
responding to one extremity of the diameter to be investigated 
and the rod adjusted to such a length that the other button is 
kept in contact with the surface of the chest opposed to it by 
the spring. This being the case, the spring follows with ex¬ 
actitude aU the movements of the surface against which it 
rests. By a mechanical an-angement, which cannot well be 
described without a figme, the movements of the spring are 
transferred (multiplied by three) to the recording cylinder, 
which may stand on a table at any convenient distance from 
the person or animal under investigation. The regularity and 
sharpness of the tracings obtained are most satisfactory, and 
exhibit not only the movements of respiration, but those of the 
heart. When the instrument is so applied that the movable 
button is in contact with the priecordia, a tracing is obtained 
which exhibits aU the features of those yielded by the cardio¬ 
graph, with this great advantage, that the respiratory move¬ 
ment is inscribed at the same time, so that, in addition to its 
utility for recording the movements of respiration, it affords a 
means of investigating the relation between the respirations 
and cardiac movements in man with an exactitude which has 
not before been attained. Dr. Sanderson claims for his in¬ 
strument (1) that in point of exactitude it comes up to a very 
high standard, and (2) that it is applicable both for the pur¬ 
poses of the physiologist and for clinical investigation. 

On Human "Vaccine and Heifee Ltmph compaeed. 

By H. Blanc, M.D. 

Dr. Blanc, the author, said that by the Vaccination Act of 
1867 every parent was bound to have his child vaccinated 
within three months of the child’s birth. Compulsion was 
always distasteful, but, if properly applied, the Act weuld have 
the effect of eradicating from us one of the greatest 
scourges that ever afifiicted mankind. But if no steps be 
taken to make the Act more iierfect the public resistance to it 
would render it a dead letter. The declared enemies of 
vaccination were by far less dangerous to its cause than those 
who, in the presence of the strongest evidence, persisted in 
their denial of the possibifity of the transmission of disease and 
of the actual degeneration of the vaccine lymph, and who 
endeavoured by partial and trivial facts to force on the public 
a belief in a perfection which no longer existed. The anti¬ 
vaccinators, however wrong in many important points, had, by 
their exaggerated statements, done good sendee to the cause of 
vaccination. By enlarging on its existing defects they had 
called public attention to this important subject. The one 
indispensable condition of compulsory vaccination was that the 
vaccine should be as pure as possible. The present vaccine, he 
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most positively declared, did not possess that condition. He 
tnerMore proceeded to discuss these two important questions— 
1st. disease be transmitted with humanised vaccine lymph ? 
2iid. Is humanised lymph of long standing a reliable prophy¬ 
lactic against small-pox ? He did not believe that every 
possible disease could be communicated by human lymph, or 
that lunacy could be traced to vaccine. That it predisposed 
to cholera, scrofula, and that the many ailments that affected 
children after vaccination were due to that cause, was incorrect, 
irrational, and absurd. At the same time he believed that 
under certain circumstances the transmission of disease was not 
only possible, but must be received as an acknowledged fact. 
Science acknowleged two orders of disease that had been 
transmitted with human vaccine lymph—certain diseases of 
the skin and syphilis. He quoted Ceely, of Aylesbury, the 
Medical Times and Gazette (Paris letter). Dr. Eicord, and Dr. 
Depaul, the director of public vaccination in France. The last 
named said that Dr. Henry Roger had examined at Auray 54 
chilcEen who were suffering from syphilis inoculated with 
vaccme lymph. A similar instance was reported by Dr. Depaul 
from the Departement du Lot. Dr. Blanc wished to be dis¬ 
tinctly understood that he did not look on the transmission of 
^seases of such frequency as to deter from the practice of arm- 
to-arm vaccination ; but they could not deny the existence of 
the possibihty, and to those who objected to vaccination on this 

■score we should at least allow the choice between humanised 
vaccme lymph and spontaneous cow-pox transmitted in all its 
purity from heifer to heifer. This brought him to the second 
branch—Is humanised lymph of long standing a reliable 
prophylactic against small-pox? He said it was not. The 
present lymph had lost much of its anti-variolic power This 
view he supported by reference to Dr. BaUard, Mr. Simon, and 
-others, and proceeded to prove the correctness of the view by 

indisputable facts of gradual increasing resuscep- 
tibility to smaU-pox and the gradual increasing fatality 
amongst the vaccinated. Direct inoculation from the cow was, 
according to the testimony of Jenner, a most perfect and 
lasting protection against small-pox. In the results of vaccina- 
tion in the first year following its discovery there was not the 

protection as when animal vaccination was the agent, 
still the results were far superior to those observable as vaccinators 
gradually departed from the original source of vaccine. Another 
inference _ from Jenner’s observations was that a few cases of 
post-vaccinal smaU-pox were noticed as soon as natural animal 
vaccination was superseded by the use of humanised lymph, 
but stiU rarely. ^ Having cited a host of facts and statistics in 
support of his view, the author proposed as an effective remedy 
a return to the practice from which Jenner derived his great 
discovery. Vaccination direct from the heifer was no novel 
and mtried system. For many years it had been established 
in Ha,ples, Baris, Brussels, St. Petersburg, Vienna, Berlin, 
Marseilles, etc., and everywhere, after a hard-fought battle 
agamst apathy and routine, it had been accepted by the learned 
and by the people at large. The lymph used by animal 
vaccmation was spontaneous cow-pox, transmitted in aU its 
jmnty through a succession of heifers; it had never passed 
■through the human body. Animal vaccination offered the 
lollo’mng advantages—1st, the healthy heifer supplied the 
lymph free from aU morbid, and diathetic principles ; 2nd, the 
lymph retained all its essential qualities—activity, development, 
and duration ; and finally, the supply was unlimited. Animal 
vaccmation would sdence aU honest opposition, and anti- 
yaccinators, unless prejudiced, would be the first to Join the 
ranks of the true friends of vaccination, and the ravages of 
'emaIl--pox would be checked. All who had tried the system 
were imbued with its merits. From a central establishment in 
London where hundreds could be vaccinated daily if requii-ed 
inoculated calves or lymph for that purpose could be forwarded 
to any town in the kingdom. Dried lymph on points could be 
forwarded to country Practitioners, and for those who did not 
believe in the transmission of disease, liquid lymph in tubes of 
first generation could be supplied, of as gTeat anti-variolic 
power as heifer lymph, and in ordinary hands even of more 
value, as, being slightly humanised, it would take more readily 
in the human subject. In adopting the animal vaccination 
■they w(mld be being their duty as men of science and as honest 
men. Finally, we must improve, not abandon, compulsory 
vaccination, complete Jenner’s great work, and restore to his im- 
imortal^scovery all its former usefulness, glory, and prestige. 

Dr, Diane was heartily thanked for his contribution. 

On the Beain of a Negbo. 

By E. Garner. 

The author described his mode of making casts of the brains 

of man and animals, first hardening them in a solution of 
corrosive sublimate, rather more than 1 oz. to a pint of water 
at 60 , which forms a liquid of the specific gravity of the brain 
itself, 1 038, and in which it neither sinks nor swims. If care¬ 
fully made, the casts are an exact image of the brain, for there 
IS no contraction after immersion as in alcohol, and they serve 
weU for permanent record and comparison of the convolutions. 
The negro in question had been cook in ships and a g’entleman’s 
servant, and therefore was more educated than his race gene- 

brain weighed 49 oz., quite the average of 
tJie Englishman s, though it retained the negTO characters of 
narrowness, longness, and height. Compared with the brain 
of an Englishman, who during life was well known to the 
author, and who, if name were anything, ought to be of our 
noblest blood, who could read, write, and sum well, was of 
average intelligence, but self-indulgent and choleric, the 
negi-o’s was the larger, richer in its convolutions generally, and 
less symmetrical from their greater complication. The author 
has a method of marking' on his casts the situation of the 
sutures, the course of the coronal and of the lambdoidal being 
pretty well distinguished by certain fissures on both surface's 
of the hemispheres, and he objects to the fissure of Rolando, 
situated too far back, being caUed the coronal fissiu-e. This 
fissure of Rolando was more anterior in the negro’s than in 
the European brain, not from shortness of the anterior or 
frontal portion, but rather from the richness of the gyri behind, 
the post-parietal, annectent, and cuneus. The skull was thick 
and heavy, as is usual in his race, and the parietals did not well 
join the sphenoidal alee. The sulci were often an inch deep, 
the grey matter looked dusky, but the arachnoid had no pig- 
ment.^^ The cerebellum was not full, but the reverse, as in 
Colori’s example, which agreed with the author’s in form, 
but was a less developed brain. Of course, in most 
European races (brachycephalic) the brain is much wider than 
in the negTO, and the phrenologist would say that to this are 
due the white man’s desire and power to rule; but the width 
of the cranial base may perhaps depend upon other causes, 
and whether the negro is the better or the worse for the mere 
form of his brain, or whether any other peculiar shape of brain 
has very much effect on the faculties, or what, seems difacult 
to say. His brain is well developed in the posterior lobe, and, 
though this has been considered a pithecoid or quadrumanous 
character solely, the author believes it to belong to the 
quadrumana and bimana, the lobes smooth in the former, 
with more gyri in the latter. The orbital lobules are certainly 
simple in the negro. The author thinks that the negTo brain 
is here shown to be capable of large development, still 
retaining its characters, though his own prepossessions are 
that the negro is in his place as the cultivator of the soil in 
hot regions, and as servant and not master. At present we 
can only Judge of the power of the brain by its size and the 
development of its convolutions; and the first circumstance 
requires modification: for instance, the Chinese giant finds 
everybody’s hat much too small for him. The brains of imbe- 
ciles, though small, have all the essential parts and convolutions. 
We now know the topograjiliy of the convolutions pretty well, 
and an expert would have no difficulty in tracing out those of 
the upper superficies in a blank oval; what remains is to 
connect their development with the formative fascicles of brain 
fibres, and on tliis point no two anatomists agTee. One of the 
author’s casts was taken from the brain of a man aged 97, and 
showed well the senile shrinking of the convolutions. 

On the Homologies in the Exteemities of the Hoese. 

By E. Garner. 

The author s view that the cannon-bone of the horse is the third 
metatarsal (behind), combined with an element from the fourth, 
arguing from the connexion of the cannon-bone above with 
two tarsal bones, and from a comparison of the extinct horse’s 
supplementary toes with those of the ox, obtained no favour 
with the chairman, no mean authority, who, however, could 
assign no use for the callosities called chataiynes and ergots, or 
spurs, on the legs of the horse, and which the author believed 
to be traces of hoofs or nails, though he said that they have 
a musky odour, and that some might assign a different use to 
them. 

Fhethee Obseevations on Dendeoidal Foems assumed by 

Mineeals. 

By J. D. Heaton, M.D. 

In this communication the attention of the Section was 
again drawn to the peculiarities of the dendroidal forms 
developed upon some purely mineral crystals when immersed 
in weak solutions of silicate of soda, and some additions were 
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made to the observations upon this subject read at the meeting 
of the Association at Dundee in 1867. It was then pointed 
out that when crystals of sulphate of iron, sulphate of copper, 
or some other mineral salts are immersed in a dilute solution of 
silicate of soda, in the course of a few hours branches shoot 
jierpendicularly upwards in the liquid, presenting a remarkable 
resemblance to the branches of some vegetation. These 
branches are straighter in a rather stronger solution, more 
contorted, and sometimes distinctly spiral, when the solution 
is somewhat weaker; but results are only attainable within 
certain limits of dilution, of the solution ordinarily supplied 
for commercial pui'poses about one part in eight being most 
efficient. The trunks of these mineral vegetations occasionally 
ramify and subdivide, and sometimes parallel branches, after 
growing side by side for a time, will approximate and again 
anastomose into a single trunk. At the base those developed 
on sulphate of iron may have a diameter of one-sixteenth or 
one-twentieth of an inch; as they elongate they gradually 
narrow to that of a fine hair. They have a definite limit of 
growth, restricted to a height of from four to six inches. 
Those developed on sulphate of copper are shorter and more 
delicate than those on sulphate of iron. When the power 
of growth fails they terminate in fine needle-shaped extremities. 
Dr. Heaton had stated at Dundee his opinion that the termina¬ 
tions of branches still in process of elongation presented poinbed 
extremities, which were carried forward as growth proceeds, 
necessai-ily implying an interstitial mode of increase. But 
having since made an arrangement by which branches may be 
observed microscopically in the act of growth, he must now 
correct that statement. No change of size or form can bo 
observed in a branch subsequent to its first development; but 
as a branch elongates, it narrows as the power of growth fails, 
and when the needle-shaped point is formed, there is no more 
elongation. The grooving point of an elongating branch, as 
seen iindcr the microscope, appears enveloped in a slight 
cloudiness in the liquid medium, which is gradually lifted up 
and precedes the extremity of the elongating branch, whose 
gradual and continuoiis development presents a very curious 
appearance. The branches are delicate tubes having thin 
semitransparent walls ; they fall in pieces wlien taken out of 
their native fleiid. Under a high power of the microscope, 
their walls i^resent a finely granular structure, but no trace of 
crystalline form. Both the silica of the solution and the con¬ 
stituents of the crystal on which the branches grow enter into 
their formation. What is the nature of the force which deter¬ 
mines the assumption of dendroidal forms and a tnbiilar struc¬ 
ture by these strictly mineral formations, and their upright 
growth, in opposition to the tendencies of gravitation, like the 
ascending axis of a plant ? It is neither simple aggregation, 
nor is it crystallisation. It presents certainly, in its results, a 
remarkable resemblance to that force by which is effected the 
growth of living tissues iinder the influence of vitality, and 
ni)on Avhich it may serve to throw some light. And thus these 
dead structures, assuming the forms, and increasing so much 
after the manner, of li^dug tissues, seem to effect one slight 
gap (amongst others') in that wall of separation by which it 
has hitherto generally been held that the mineral world is 
absolutely divided from the world of organisation, but which 
now seems at various points to be giving way. In connexion 
\rith this subject. Dr. Heaton noticed a communication by 
Mr. W. C. Roberts to the Journal of the Chemical Society upon 
the occurrence of organic forms in colloid silica as obtained by 
Graham’s process of dialysis. These specimens have all the 
appearance of microscopic fungi, presenting radiating’ fibres 
composed of elongated cells, with occasional clusters of cells 
having the appearance of fructification, very much resembling 
common niildew. The Rev. Mr. Berkeley, the eminent myco¬ 
logist, has seen them, and recognises their fungoid character, 
and even their specific peculiarities. 

Ox THE IXTERPEETATIQN OF THE LiMBS AXD LOWEE JaW. 

By Brof. Clclancl. 

In this paper it was pointed out that the branchial arches of 
fishes form circles internal to the primary circles of the vas¬ 
cular system, and that the costal arches encircle the visceral 
cavity, external to the vascxxlar arches, but deeper than the 
muscular system, and it was sought to be shown that the limbs 
arc divisible into two parts, limb arch and appendage, and that 
the limb arch is not the property of one particiflar segment, 
but of a whole region of the body; and further, that from its 
mode of development from the ventral plates before the dorsal 
plates have passed far round the body, it may come to lie either 
outside or in.side the costal arches, the latter, however, being 
the usual position. The lower j aw, together with the suspen- 

sorium, was held to have the characters, not of a costal, but of 
a limb arch, and the operculum of fishes was considered as a 
radiation. 

Rbpoet ox the Spectboscopic Exahinatiox of Aximai. 

Substances. 

By E. Ray LanJeester. 

The report related to the absorption spectra of liquids and 
solids found in animal tissues. The various spectra furnished 
by haemoglobin, the red oxygen-condensing matter of blood, 
had been examined, and it was announced as a remarkable fact 
that the poisonous gas cyanogen acts on haemoglobin in exactly 
the same way as does the poisonous gas carbonic oxide, giving 
the same spectrum and tint, differing slightly from those of 
oxyhaemoglobin, and at the same time rendering the haemo¬ 
globin indifferent to the action of reducing solutions. After 
keeping for six hours, CyHb—as the cyanogen-haemoglobin 
may be written—becomes converted apparently into HCyHb, 
or hydro-cyani-haemoglobin, since it gives a spectrum iden¬ 
tical with that obtained by the action of hydrocyanic 
acid or of cyanide of potassium. On adding sulphide of 
ammonium to the HCyHb or KCyHb, two bands were shown 
by Dr. Preyer to appear, which, Mr. Lankester pointed 
out, were distinct from those of Stokes’ reduced haema- 
tin, though much like them. The report also contained an 
account of experiments on chlorocruorin—the green blood- 
matter which takes the place and function of haemoglobin in 
some organisms ; to wit, the annelides, siphonostoma, and 
sabella. Its oxy- and simple condition were shown to have 
distinct spectra, and, by the action of KCy and (NH4)2S con¬ 
secutively, exactly the same spectrum was obtained from 
chlorocruorin as from haemoglobin. The body affording this 
spectrum, which thus furnishes the link between these remark¬ 
able red and green blood-substances, the reporter proposed to 
call “ cyanosulphaem.” Haemoglobin was shown to occur in 
all vertebrates and in many invertebrata, Mr. Lankester adding 
a crustacean to the list which he had formerly given, comprising 
the mollusc Flanorhis, the iasect larva Chironomus, and many 
annelids. With regard to the chlorophyl-like body, the spec¬ 
trum of which Mr. Lankester had formerly described, new 
details were now added, and the opinion expressed that chloro- 
phyl was a highly protean and complex body. Mr. Lankester 
had not succeeded in working with Mr. Sorby’s standard inter¬ 
ference scale, on account of the inaccuracy attending its manu¬ 
facture, and he now proposed the spectrum of the gas N2O4 as 
affording a natural, unchangeable, and thoroughly efficient 
standard for reference. The combination of prisms in the 
Sorby-Browning microspectroscope was considered better than 
any other for these observations. 

An Obstacle to Human Longevity beyond Seventy Yeaes. 

By Sir Duncan Gibb, Bart. 

The author of this paper adduced an experience of 5000 cases 
in which he had examined the position of the epiglottis. The 
persons were all healthy and of different ages. In 11 percent, 
the epiglottis was pendent. He is of opinion that the cartilage 
is in no case pendent over seventy years. In persons from 70 
to 95 years of age, of whom he has examined several, the car¬ 
tilage was vertical, and the same was observed in a person who 
had attained 102 years. From his observations, the author 
further stated his opinion that pendency of the epiglottis is 
adverse to longevity. 

A Cause of Diminished Longevity among the Jews. 

By the same Author. 

The author attributed to the use of olive oil as food by the 
Jews a reduction in length of life. The persistent feeding 
upon the oil gave to the Jews what was designated as the 
“ sanyuineo-oleayinous expression.” In persons presenting this 
appearance, life is comparatively short; they die from fatal 
congestive disease before they reach the last term of natural 
existence. In them usually the epiglottis is pendent. These 
papers were read in the Biological Section in the Department 
of Zoolog}’’ and Ethnology. 

Resume. 

Amongst other papers of interest to the Profession, and read 
before the Association, was one “ On the Solution of Uric Acid 
Calculi and the Quantitative Analysis of Uric Acid,” by the 
Rev. W. V. Harcourt ; “ On the Treatment and Utilisation of 
Sewage,” by Dr. Paul; “ On the Solubility of Lead and Copper 
in Pure and Impure Water,” by Dr. T. L. Phipson; “ On Con¬ 
tributions to Vital Statistics,” by Dr. Stark; “ On the Rapidity 
of Human Thought,” by Mr. Hyde Clarke; “ On the Primaeval 
Status of Man,” by Mr. Walter C. Dendy ; “ On the Distribu- 
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tion of Heat on the Sea-siirfaoe throughout the Globe,” by 
Admiral Sir E. Belcher; “ On the so-called ‘ Teirified Human 
Eyes’ from the Graves at Aiica, in Peru,” by the Rev. Dr. A. 
Hume; “On the Occasional Definition of the Covolutions of 
the Brain on the Exterior of the Brain,” by Mr. T. S. Prideaux ; 
“ On the Absorption Bands of Bile,” by Dr. Andrews; and 
“ On the Action of Hydrochloric Acid on'Morphia and Codeia,” 
by Dr. Matthiessen and C. R. Wright. 

A report by Professor Crum-Brown, “ On the Connexion 
between Chemical Composition and Physiological Activity,” 
was received as read. 

Note ox the Report ox Hydrate of Chlorad. 
Dr. Richardson reqriests to add to the report on hydrate of 

chloral the fact that a pig'eon, which had been so profoundly nar¬ 
cotised by the hydrate as to seem actually dead at the meeting 
when the report was read, began about an hour afterwards to 
breathe again, and ultimately made a jpei’fect recovery. The 
dose which produced Giis effect was two and a half grains. 
He wishes also to^ state, in answer to several inquirers, that a 
dose of thirty grains of the hydrate of chloral is, according to 
his estimate, equivalent, as a narcotic, to one grain of opium. 

AEMY MEDICAL DEPAETMENT EEPOET 
EOE 1867. 

{Continued from page 263.) 

The results of ro'yacciiifitioii of soldiers and recruits nre sutis- 
factory, and show that more attention has been directed by 
Medical officers to the distinction between perfect and modified 
vaccine pustidcs. Of recruits enlisted at the head-quarters of 
recruiting districts the curious fact appears that of Eno-lish 
reciuits 73 8, Scotch 123*9, and Irish ol*6 per 1000 bore inarhs 
of small-pox; and that 886 English, 842 Scotch, and 888 Irish 
per 1000 bore marks of vaccination; while 40 English, 33 Scotch, 
and 60 Irish per 1000 bore no satisfactory marks, so that the 
Irish show the highest proportion of vaccinated, lowest of 
small-pox marks,_ and highest of no marks. 

The number discharged as invalids was 1629, or 22*18 per 
1000, which, added to 690 deaths, makes the proportion of total 
loss by deaths and invaliding 31*58 per 1000. The highest 
amount of invaliding was 30*29 in the Depot Battalions, and 
the lowest 13*85 per 1000 in the Household Cavalry. The 
invaliding was lower in all arms than in 1866, and considerably 
under the averag’e of the preceding* eight years. 

The mean daily sick per 1000 of the troops generally was 
42*47, varying from 47*96 in the Depot Brigade Royal Artillery 
and 45*92 in the Eoot Guards to 27*43 in theYlousehold Cavalry. 
Compared with the results for 1866, there has been a trifling 
increase in the mean daily sick of the troops generally. This 
has taken place in the Eoot Guards and Infantry of the Line, 
the Depot Brigade Royal Artillery, and the Depot Battalions ; 
but in all of them the proportion has been imder the average of 
the seven preceding years. 
_ The returns of recruiting present their usual mine of most 
interesting information as to the physique, the educational 
acquirements (or rather deficiencies), the nationalities, heights, 
weights, age.s, and occupations of men offering themselves for 
military service. The total number of primary inspections was 
26,646. Of these, 8658,' or 325 per 1000, were rejected on 
primary inspection, and 1411, or 63 per 1000, on secondary 
inspection, making a total of 378 per 1000. The proportion 
rejected on secondary inspection of recruits primarily passed 
by army Medical officers was 41 per 1000, and of those primarily 
passed by civil Medical Practitioners 139 per 1000. 

England and _Wales furnished 710, Scotland 111*6, Ireland 
172*6, and colonies and foreign countries 5*8 in every 1000 
recruits. There has been a marked decrease in the proportion 
of Irish, and an increase in that of Scotch and English recruits. 

As usual, diseases of the eyes were the most frequent causes 
of rejection, being 42 per 1000. In the result of primary and 
secondary inspections varix caused the rejection of 35*84, mal¬ 
formed chest 29*54, defects of lower extremities 29*31, varico¬ 
cele 23*38, disease of heart 23*83, and syphilis 16*51 per 1000. 

The most usual ago of recruits was from 18 to 19, lads of 
which age were in the proportion of 2844 per every 10,000. 
From 19 to 20 the proportion was 1563. 

every 10,000 recruits 2845 were from 5 feet 5 inches to 
6 feet 6 inches in heig'ht, and 2565 from 5 feet 6 inches to 
o feet 7 inches, lien of six feet and upwards were in the pro- 

IDortion of 86 in the 10,000. The weight of 3019 in the 10,000 
was from 120 lbs. to 130 lbs., and of 2367 from 130 lbs. to 
140 lbs. ; men of 170 lbs. and upwards Avere in the proportion 
of 35 in every 10,000. Of every 1000 recruits 222, or more 
than one-fifth, were unable to read or write, 107 Avere able to 
read only, and 671 were able to read and write. 

Labourers, husbandmen, and servants contributed 591 in 
every 1000 recruits, and 369 per 1000 of this class were rejected. 
Mechanics employed in occupations favourable to physical 
development ga^-e 164 per 1000, and of these 432 per 1000 Avere 
rejected. Manufactming artisans were in the proportion of 
158 per 1000, and 374 per 1000 were rejected. 

“ ComjDared Avith the preceding year there has been a marked 
decrease in the proportion of labourers, husbandmen, and 
servants enlisted, Avhile there has been an increase in the manu- 
factming artisans and mechanics—a result, there is too much 
reason to suppose, of the generally depressed state of trade 
during the year.” 

The sanitary reports fully indicate the increasing attention and 
zeal displayed by the Medical authorities of the various military 
districts. They are, on the Avhole, of a satisfactory nature, 
although many complain of the continued existence of import¬ 
ant sanitary defects. Inspector-General Lawson informs us 
that* at Aldershot “ the old-fashioned urine tubs still continue 
in use. The apparatus invented by Captain Lempriere, R.E., 
Avas found to be liable to the objection that the metal of which 
it Avas composed corroded, and its use was discontinued.” Also 
that “ there are several different varieties of basins used in 
barracks, none of which are perfect. A good cheap serviceable 
basin for soldiers’ ablutions is a desideratum.” 

At Colchester, “ Staff-Surgeon Boulton, Acting* Principal 
Medical Officer, alludes to the quantity of meat in the soldiers’ 
rations being* barely sufficient, especially for groAving* lads, who 
reqiiii’e a larger arnount of animal food to promote their phy¬ 
sical development in the early stage of military life.” We 
find a similar observation made by Deputy-Iiispector-Gencral 
Bowen, Principal Medical Officer of the Chatham District, who 
reports that “ it is a prevalent opinion amongst the Medical 
officers in charge of troo^AS that an increase of meat in the 
ration is required. Such is also my own opinion, especially in 
the case of depots, vYhere there are many young soldiers, and 
where men are much employed on pirblic works or fatigue.” 
At Portsmouth similar remarks have been made by the Medical 
officers of the 12th Brigade Royal Artillery, the 6th Depot 
Battahon at Parkhurst, and 34th Regiment, It certaiiJy 
appears to us that 12 oz. of meat daily, and only bread and tea 
for breakfast, are insufficient for groAving* lads and men from 
whom a considerable amoiint of exertion and night duty is 
expected. 

At WoolAvich there has been an extremely suspicious con¬ 
nexion between defective privies and untrapped seAvers and an 
epidemic of scarlatina among* the soldiers’ families in the brick 
cottages on the common, Avhich DepAity-InsjAector-General 
Barrow hopes may soon be pulled doAvn, “and additional 
model Cambridge cottages erected.” 

Inspector-General "VV. M. Muir, C.B., remarks on the over¬ 
land route for invalids from India, that for the first time two 
batches of invalids Avere conveyed from India by tins route; 
the first arrived on NoA-ember 23, 1867, and the second on 
January 18, 1868. “On neither of these occasions were the 
men so carefully selected as it was supposed they oug*ht to 
have been in order to obviate the risk arising from sudden 
change of temperature and other inconveniences. Men suffer¬ 
ing from fever, bowel and hepatic affections, have generally 
derived benefit from the homeward A'oyage via the Cape, 
and Dr. Muir considers that “it Avould appear, therefore, 
desirable to continue sending such by this route, and cases of 
a lig*hter character, or such as are not likely to suffer by sudden 
transition to a cold climate, by the new or overland one.” As 
Dr. Muir is noAv principal Medical officer of Bi*itish troops in 
India, we have no doubt that ho aauU direct his further atten¬ 
tion to this important siAbjoct. He also reports the jetty at 
Netley as being* unsuitable, and even dangerous, for landing 
men in the winter season, and recommends railAvay transport 
instead. 

From exceptional causes the water supply at Netley was 
very inadequate diu’ing the year; but, CA^en at all times. Dr. 
Muir considers it far beloAv the requirements of such a large 
establishment, and states that “ on the arrival of a large batch 
of invalids it is sometimes a week before all the men can have 
a bath, without wliich none ought ever to be sent to bed.” The 
SAvimrning-bath, supplied by a windmill primp, is stiU in an 
unsatisfactory state, the pump being* frequently at a stand-stiU 
for want of Avind. Dr. Muir recommends the erection of a 
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steam pump. The Medical officers’ quarters are still damp, 
though somewhat improved by the outer walls having been 
painted with coal-oil during the summer. 

The above presents an abstract of the moist important points 
contained in the “ Statistical and Sanitary Ilcj)orts of Troops 
servdng in the United Eungdom.” We must defer to a future 
occasion our analysis of the returns from foreign stations, also 
our notice of the many valuable reports and papers on prac¬ 
tical subjects in the Medical section of the volume. 

BEVIEWS. 
--^- 

yL 3Iemoir of John ConoUy, 3f.J>., B.C.L., comprising^ a Slcetch of 
the Treatment of the Insane in Europe and America. By Sir 
James Clark, Bart., K.C.B., M.D., F.R.S., Physician-in- 
Ordinary to the Queen. London: JohnMiu’ray,Albemarle- 
street. 1869. 8vo, pp. 298. 

“ Human beings pass away, but the good they do is immortal > 
and certainly, my dear and esteemed friend, you have not lived 
in vain.” So wrote Conolly to Hastings, and so writes Clark 
of Conolly. The good men do is immortal. Their errors and 
failures are forgotten, their toil and suffering cease, they j)ass 
away, “there is no more sorrow;” but the good they do is 
immortal. 

Conolly certainly did not live in vain. “ Pew men would 
have attempted, and few could have accomplished, what he did. 
The suddenness and thoroughness of the first step he took in 
the introduction of non-restraint into an asylum containing 800 
patients, revealed a man of strong convictions and of coui-age 
to act on them. But the completion of his benevolent work 
was greatly due to other high qualities of mind—self-abnegation, 
kindliness of heart and manner, and great consideration for 
those who shared his labours. These did much to secure the 
steady jjrogress which he made in obtaining followers—a pro¬ 
gress so steady that it was soon true of his own country that 
there was scarcely an asyl\mi remaining in it whose boast it 
was not that in the treatment of its inmates every form of 
mechanical restraint had been abandoned.” 

Thus writes Clark of Conolly, and the pages of his memoir 
fully justify this estimate of the character of one whose works 
have conferred a lasting benefit upon mankind. 

Sir James Clark has done good service by thus reminding the 
public of what Conolly did, and informing them how he 
worked imtil all, forms of mechanical restraint were disused in 
our asylums. And there can be no doubt that the manner in 
which attention has been called to the happy results of Conolly’s 
labours, by one who towards the close of a long, useful, and 
honoured career, can survey as from a height, and weigh with 
impartial balance, the doings of contemporaries, AviU do much 
to secure justice to Conolly’s memory, and will assist in the 
extension of the system of non-restraint from tliis to other 
countries. 

We must refer our readers to the book itself for an interest¬ 
ing account of Conolly’s early life and education, his practice 
at Chichester, his friendship with Sir John Forbes, his removal 
to Stratford-on-Avon and life there, his Professorship of 
Medicine in University College for four years, his practice at 
Warwick and Birming-ham, and his appointment as Resident- 
Physician to Hanwell Asylum. Then from 1839, when Conolly 
entered on his duties at Hanwell and began to remove all 
mechanical restraints, until he resigned his office and was 
appointed Visiting-Physician, Sir James Clark has made his 
history of ten years a history of the progress of the non- 
restraint system, of the difficulties which Conolly overcame 
during its establishment, of his practical teaching by clinical 
lectures on insanity, of the gradual improvement in the 
organisation of oiu asylums, of his exertions in the establishment 
of middle-class asylums, of the Asylum for Idiots and the 
Training of Imbecile Children, and his efforts to extend the 
non-restraint system to other countries. 

Next, after this iDeriod of active usefulness, comes a history 
of declining health, and in 1849, feeling the “ influence of ten 
years’ anxious work on a constitution never very robust,” he 
writes to his friend W. Savage Landor—“ There is a stanza in 
a certain ode to Robert Southey which I repeat almost daily, 
beginning ‘ We huiTy to the river we must cross,’ and it 
always consoles me, and renews my wish not to let the mind 
languish as years advance upon me, but rather, following the 
author’s inspiring example, to continue thinking and doing to 
the la.st such worthy things as may take away all dreariness 
from that inevitable stream.” And so, while suffering from 
rheumatism and neuralgia, he resolved to do the work before 

him; and well he did it, retaining asylum duties, entering on 
a large consulting practice, writing for this and other journals 
excellent commentaries on the insanity of cliildren, the phy¬ 
siognomy of insanity, and other subjects relating to lunacy, and 
carrying on a large and anxious Professional correspondence. 

Then follows a history of fading boddy healtli and mental 
energy, of gradually increasing weakness accompanied with a 
depressing feeling of sadness. His state is thus portrayed in 
one of his own letters to Sir James Clark :— 

“ Perhaps the wonder is that any of us retain cheerfulness, 
for the loss of our friends is inevitable and dreadful, and what¬ 
ever we do or think of, the hopes that cheered us no longer 
animate us to exertion. It is still a great blessing to retain 
one’s mind, and to feel tranquilly assru’ed that whatever has 
happened, and whatever is to follow, has been, and wiU be, 
regulated by a First Cause—ad-wise and ad-good. 
Certainly, as we approach the end of this mortal dfe, we feel 
more and more that we are gradually becoming quite detached 
from it. The body slowly perishes, and wid not let the mind 
act freely; but the consciousness that the mind is still dving, 
and capable of living, seems never to fade.” And a dttle 
further on, in another letter to his biographer, he says—I am 
sure I could write sometliing about the creeping on of old age 
truer than what Cicero wrote, for the ‘ He Senectute ’ was 
composed when he was only 63, and I am 71. It is, however, 
a great blessing to retain one’s rational faculties, and to be 
perfectly content and grateful to the Authoe of our being on 
whom we ad depend. I shad in a few weeks hear the birds of 
the lawn no more, and shad no more see the trees fanfidar to me, 
nor the old asylum stid within view. But the recodections of 
scenes in that budding wid gladden my heart as long as I five 
.—recodections so precious that I often say I ought to be con¬ 
tent with them, if every other blessing had been withheld from 
me.” Fifteen months after this letter was written, at the age 
of 73, after graduady increasing feebleness, “passed away a 
good man, having fairly earned a reputation as a practical 
plidanthropist which wid carry his name down to posterity 
among the benefactors of his race.” 

Here we must stop ; but while recommending to the atten¬ 
tion of our readers the chapters which contain an account of 
Conody’s dterary works, we must also direct them especiady 
to a chapter of Sir James Clark’s own, of only a few pages, but 
one of extreme value, on the failure of mental energy at any 
age as a consequence of mental overwork. The symptoms of 
tills fadure—the danger of insanity from overwork of the 
brain, the preservation of mental vigour by reduction of active 
mental work after a certain age, and the danger of too early 
mental work in precocious children—are ad sketched by the 
hand of a master. These few pages alone are a real addition 
to our dterature. So are the Notes on Continental Asylums, 
on the treatment of the insane in our colonies, and on the state 
of the insane in India. Altogether, the book is of great interest 
and exceeding value, and it is with infinite pleasure we find 
that Sir James Clark, after a long and arduous Professional 
career, and after attaining his 81st year, has preserved his 
mental vigour, and has occupied leisure hours in his honourable 
retirement by writing this memoir of his old friend. They 
who know Sir James Clark know how vigorous is liis mental 
energy—how wed he is acquainted with the results of the most 
recent investigations bearing upon Medical science, whether 
made at home or abroad; how warm are his old friendships ; 
how strong his sense of duty ; how conscientious his exercise 
of patronage ; and how he is respected and loved by ad who 
have known him long or wed. And they who do not know 
him personally may learn from this memoir (though, with 
characteristic modesty, he has said nothing of his own share in 
Conody’s good works, nor of the important aid which he gave 
him and obtained for liim) something of a man who is passing 
his declining years, as he has passed ad his active dfe, in kindly, 
active, intelligent, unselfish labour for the good of others. 

Newcastle - on - Tyne. — The inauguration of the 
Prudhoe Memorial Convalescent Home ■will take place on 
Tuesday, September 14, at 1 o’clock. 

Birmingham; Medical Benevolent Society.—The 
fodowing appointments were made at the annual general 
meeting’of the Society, held at the “Hen and Cliickens” 
Hotel, (New-street, on Friday, August 27 :—Fresxdent: Mr, 
D. W. ’ Crompton. Vice-Fresidents: Mr. Spencer Edmonds, 
Appleby; Mr. F. P. Palmer, Walsad; Mr. Madn Sherman, 
Birmingham; Mr. David Johnson, Birmingham. Dr. Bod 
Fletcher, Mr. Ed-win Chesshire, and Mr. Qayton were re¬ 
appointed Directors. 
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
--<>^-- 

ON CHLORAL. 

Lettee eeom De. Bence Jones. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and G-azette.] 

I shall be g-lad if you think the following- letters on 
cmoral to be worth publishing in your journal. Professor 

du Bois-Reymond, Secretary of the Berhn Academy of Sciences, 
nearly three months since wrote to me thus :— 

. . “ Berlin, 17, Victoria Strasse, June 5,1869. 
Here is a piece of scientific intelligence jfor you well calcu¬ 

lated deeply to impress Eughsh minds. You know what chloral 

is—aldehyde in which 3H are replaced by 3 Cl. 

hydi-ate is a crystalline body, C.,Cl3H0,H,0, keeps weU, and 
can easily be ‘‘dosirt.” _ I do not know your technical terms. 
In presence of an alkali chloral splits up into formic acid and 
chlorofora. It entered Liebreich’s (the protagon man’s) head 
that perhaps, with regard to the alkaline character of the liquids 
ot the aninaal body, the same reaction might occur in the livine- 

animal, and that thus chloroform might slowly and gradually 
be developed in the very brain of a man. 

. experiment has most wonderfully confirmed this con¬ 
jecture. _ 0-1 grm. (1-5 grs.) chloral injected under the sMn of 
a good-sized rabbit causes it to fall into a lethargic sleep, which 
lasts nine or ten_ ho^s, during which it may be thrown over 
the hack of a chair, hke a towel, and from which it awakens 
qmte j oily, rubs its eyes, and asks for more carrots and potatoes, 
bimilar results were obtained on dogs. On man chloral has 
been tried by Langenbeck and Bardelehen internaUv—the 
quantity required for action, 0-43 grm. (6-5 gTS.), being too 
laige to admit of hypodermic injection, at least at one time 
and one place. A sleep of a full hour has been the result, (a) 
hut, of coimse, more experiments have to be made in order to 
ascertain the hmits of the doses and of the action of this new 
anfestiietic. 

“ Liebreich has been able to demonstrate, by usino- the cor¬ 
responding compound of iodine, that iodoform in the body 
IS chang-ed_ into hydromchc acid, which appears in the urine, 
and carbonic acid ; so it is hkely that chloroform undergoes a 
sm^ar process. From the 0-43 chloral given to a man, only 
® (“i gi’S-) chloroform can be produced. ^ 

A are published here. I have communicated them 

On the receipt of this note, I first thought of sending it to 
your journal, but, on second thoughts, it seemed better to try 
the siAstance first, and I accordingly went to. Messrs. Hopkins 
and Wilhams, and read Mr. Williams the note, and asked him 
to make me some chloral. Meeting Mr. Morson a few days 
afterwards, I read him the note also, and asked him to make me 
some of the substance Weeks went on, and I heard and saw 
notning oi the chloral. 

As Dr. TyndaU was going to Berlin, I asked liim to find 
out moie about chloral for me. He saw du Bois and Hof¬ 
mann on July 19. 

Dr. Hofmann wrote to me:— 

« T u 4! mi Borotheen Strasse, July 23, 1869. 
in Tyndall that you naturaUy feel some interest 
m chloral. Of course, I imagined that long ao-o Messrs 

Williams had ^epared it, and that diloral was 
qmte accessible in London. Otherwise I would have sent you 
some long ago. The specimen which I forward with this note 
was prepared by Dr. Martins, and may be rehed upon as pure 
It IS certainly a remarkable experiment to dissolve some of the 
hydrate of chloral in water, and to add a few drops of a solu¬ 
tion of soda, when the chloroform falls hke a rain ” 

o- T, , “Berlin, July 25, 1869. 
Dear Su-,—I have heard from JI. du Bois-Reymond that 

^u intend to make use of hydrated chloral. I believe that 

Sovrsft-% Wesent, not alway^ 
prove satisfactory, as the preparations sold under that name 
contain many injurious impurities. I take the hberty of send- 
ing a small quantity—small because I have not more left 

For a person in good health, 2 grm. (31 gi-.) are suffident; 

lo realise those medieval stories about 

w„: S, S”*” “ 

for lunatics in dehrium 4 grm. were employed. I prescribe its 
solution in 15 grm. (yss.) of water, with the addition of 15 grm. 
(,|ss.) of syrup, cort. am-antii. I understand that Messrs. 
Martius and Mendelsohn, in Rummelsburg, near Berhn, furnish 
a good article. I hope soon to be able to send you my paper 
cn the subject. J t- i 

“ In conclusion, as I do not know any English pubhshing 
firms, I^ take the hberty of asking you for the address of one 
Avho might perhaps pubhsh my paper, which wiU comprise 
three sheets.” 

On the receipt of this note, I consulted Mr. ChurchiU, and 
he aciAused that the paper should be pubhshed in one of the 
Medical journals, but I have heard notliing further from Dr. 
Liebreich. 

I took the chloral to Mr. Wilhams to show him what I 
wanted, and I asked him to send to Dr. Martius for a supply 
of it. This has very lately arrived, and he has dispensed some 
of it to one of my patients according to Liebreich’s formula. 
Mr. Wilhams told me a few days since that it Avas very dear. 

The specimen I received from Liebreich was very soluble in 
water, giving a perfectly clear solution. That from Dr. Martius, 
sent to me by Hofmann, gives a shghtly cloudy solution, perhap.-^ 
from some shght impurity. 

Of the results of the use of chloral in Medicine, I have as. 
yet nothing of my own worth sending- to you, and my absence 
from London wiU prevent me at present from trying it fully as I 
Avished to do before Avriting to the Medical Times and Gazette. 

Folkestone, August 27. 
I am, &c. 

FIeney Bence Jones. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Apothecap.ies IIael.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Fractice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday. 
August 26, 1869 

Mui-pliy, Michael Dominic, Eg-mont, Buttevant, Cork. 
Preston, Theodore Julian, 42, Belsize-road, N.W. 
Schmidt, Alfred EdAvin, Tyssen-street, Bethnal-^een. 
Sharpe, Henry John, Queen-street, Worship-street. 
Vines, Henry Jeckell Kendrick, Friar-street, Reading. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
First Professional Examination:— 

Ling, Edward aayton, Middlesex Hospital. 
Stephens, Thomas Palmer, Guy’s Hospital. 
Turner, Henry Gxmton, Guy’s Hospital. 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENT'S. 

Assistant-Surgeon Thomas Alexander Clapperton 
Maohrthur, from Royal Ai-tiUery, to be Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice 
Joseph Septunus Steward, who resigned on July 8, 1869. Assistant- 
Surgeon Alexander Feri-ier ChurchiU, M.D., from 31st Foot, to be Staff 
Assistant-Surgeon, vice James Hector, M.B., appointed to the 31st Foot 
j^sistant-Sm-geon John Colahan, M.D., from 24th Foot, to be Stalf 
Assistant-Surgeon’ vice Eugene Valentine MacSAviney, M.D., appointed 
1 A ^ Assistant-Sui'geon Charles Haines, from 10th Foot, to 
1 Assistant-Surgeon, vice Robert F. Buchanan, appointed to the 
lOtll x! OOt. 

War _ Office.—The foUowing appointments have been made:—Staff 
Assi^ant-Smgeon Robert Francis Buchanan, to be Assistant-Surgeon 
vice Charles Hames, appointed to the Staff. 24th Foot: Staff Assistant- 
Sui'geon Eugene ValentmeMacSw'iney,M.D., to be Assistant-Surgeon, 
Vice John Colahan, M.D., appointed to the Staff’. 31st Foot: Staff 
Assistant-Surgeon James Hector, M.B., to be Assistant-Sm-geon, vice 
^exander Femer Chureliill, M.D., appointed to the Staff. 40th Foot : 
Surgeon George William Peake, M.D., having completed 20 j^eaxs’ full- 
pay service, to be Surgeon-Major under the provisions of the Royal 
Warran: of April 1, 1867. 

BIRTHS. 
Amelee.—On August 7, at Henley-park, Yorkshii-e, the wife of Dr. Vincent. 

..^eler, of Norfolk, and ColviUe-square, Hyde-park, W., London, of a 
daughter. ^ , , 

Barrow.—On August 15 and 16, at Aldershot, the wife of T. S. Ban-ow 
M.D., 23rd Royal Welsh Fusiliei-s, of twins, boy and girl, the latter 
(bom on the 16th) bemg stillborn. 

Curtis.—On August 26, the wife of Albert Cui-tis, M.E.C.S., of Staines of 
a daughter. ’ 

Maetyx.—On July 25, atRiohmond-liiU, Clifton, the wife of Dr. S. Mart’n 
of a son. - ’■ 

Rkid. On August 27, at the Manse Chapel of Gariooh, Aberdeenshire 
the wife of John Watt Reid, M.D., Staff Surgeon H.M.S. Loril Warden 
OI cl son. ^ 

SuTHER^ND.—On August 24, at St. Andrews, the wife of Dr. J. Suther¬ 
land, Dejiuty Inspector-General of Hospitals, Bengal Army, of a son. 

MARRIAGES. 

Btoner—Barker.—On August 26, at St. Nicholas’ Church, Brighton, 
Robert Bonner, only son of Robert Bonner, of Brighton, to Marian 
eldest daughter of Dr. William John Barker, of Leipzig, Saxony. * 
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Evaxs—Greex.—On August 20, at Tliunhridgo Chiu-ch, John Tasker Evans, 
jun., JI.D., ITerlfovd, to Jane Emily, daughter of Edward II. Green, 
L’.sq., SprangcweU, Herts. 

Haxsrubo—Hutciiixsox.—On August 25, at Trinity Cliurch, Eyde, 
F. E. Leopold Hansburg, Esq., of Eosenfels, Woolton, to Isabella, 
eldest daughter of Dr. Ff’ancis Hutchinson, of 'Wobum-place, EusseU- 
square. No cards. 

loxiDES—Bird.—On August 29, at the Greek Church, "Welbeck-street, 
Luke A. lonides, of 1, Holland-park, to Elfrida Elizabeth, second 
daughter of George Bird, M.D.,of 49, Welbeck-street, Cavendish-square. 

Nugent—Coi.THiRST.—On August 3, at the parish church, Kingston, 
Jamaica, Henry Nugent, i!imy Medical Staff, second son of John 
Nugent, M.D., of Grosvenor-square, Dublin, to Fannie Ann, tliird 
daughter of Henry Forbes Colthh-st, Esq., of Kingston, Jamaica. 

Eoberts—Eoberts.—On August 11, at Dysgwylfa, by the Eev. Eobert 
Ellis, Ysgoldy, and the Eev. John Owen, Tynllnyn, G. W. Eoberts, 
Sui’geon, Clwt-y-Bont, Carnarvon, to Sarah, youngest daughter of the 
late Eichard Eobeids, Esq., of Castell, Llanddeiniolen. No cards. 

Ward—Hari.owes.—On August 26, at St. Mildred’s, Canterbury', John 
Hext, second son of John Ward, M.E.C.S., of Bodmin, to Florence 
Caroline Blackwood, elder surviving daughter of Price Blackwood 
Hallowes, F.E.C.S., of Canterbury. 

DEATHS. 
Begbie, James, M.D., Physician-in-Ordinaiy to the Queen for Scotland, 

at his residence, 10, Charlotte-square, Edinbur-gh, oir August 26. 

Brock, Axx Eees, widow of W. Brook, M.D., late of Clifton, at Clevedon, 
on August 29, aged 80. 

Bullar, William, M.D., at Basset Wood, near Southampton, on 
August 29, in the 60th j'ear of his age. 

Mackmdrdo, Gilbert Wakefield, F.E.S., F.E.C.S., at East Hainault 
Lodge, ChigweU-row, Essex, on August 26, in the 71st year of his age. 

Purcell, Charles Gore, M.D., youngest son of Dr. PurceU, late Poor- 
law Inspector for Ireland, at Scarborough, on August 27, aged 22. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Bootle Hospital and Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; must have both 
Medical and Siu'gical quaUfications, and be registered. Applications 
and testimonials to W. S. Brice, Esq., Eiclimond-vale, Bootle, near 
Liverpool. 

Bournemouth General Dispensary.—Eesident Surgeon. Candidates 
must be registered, and must possess a qualification in Medicine as well 
as Surgery. Testimonials, diplomas, etc., to be sent, under seal, to the 
President of the Bournemouth Dispensary' on or before September 9. 

Great Nortiibrn Hospital.—House-Surgeon. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to G. Eeid, Esq., Secretary', at the Hospital, Caledonian-road, 
N., on or before September 7. 

London Hospital, Wiiitechapel-road.—Surgeon ; must be F.E.C.S.E. 
Candidates to attend at a meeting of the House Committee, on Septem¬ 
ber 7, at 1 o’clock p.m. Election on September 14, at half-past one o’clock. 

London Hospital, Whitechapel-road.—Assistant-Surgeon; must be 
M.R.C.S.E. Applications and testimonials to the Assistant-Secretary at 
the Hospital, from whom further particulars may be obtained. 

London Hospital, Wiiitechapel-ro.ad. — Junior Assistant-Surgeon. 
Applications and testimonials to the House Committee on or before 

■September 20. Election on September 21, when personal attendance 'will 
be required. 

Royal Isle of Wight Infirmary.—House-Surgeon; must be didyquali¬ 
fied. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary on or before 
October 5. The duties to commence on November 3. 

Royal South London Dispensary, St. Georoe’s-cross, S.E.—Honorary 
District Surgeon. Apply, for further information, to Mr. Hentsch, at 
the Dispensaiy. 

Tower Hamlets Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; must be L.S.A., 
and be registered. Candidates to attend personally at the election, at 
7 o’clock p.m., on Seiitemher 6. 

Warneford Hospital, Leamington Priors.—House-Surgeon ; must be 
M.R.C.S. Lond., Edin., or Dublin, and L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to the Secretary. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
AViri/avenny Union.—The Abergavenny District is vacant; population 

12,628; salary £100 per annum, inclusive of the Workhouse. 
Ula<±hnrn Union.—Dr. Garstang has resigned the Second District; popu¬ 

lation 26,545; salary £160 iier aimum; no fees. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
BiUcrientj Union.—Frederick Carter, L.K.C.P., M.R.C.S.E., to the Mount- 

nessing District and the Workhouse. 
Caxton aii'l Arrington Union.—John Giles, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., L.R.C.P. 

Edin., to the Caxtou District and the Workhouse. 
Nevjlon Abbot Union.—William M. Richards, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 

Teignmouth District. 
Presool Union.—Egerton F. Hall, M.R.C.S.E., L.R.C.P. Edin., M.D. St. 

And., to tiie Prescot District and the AVorkhouse. 
Ulvemtvne Union.—James Robinson, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Edin., 

L.S.A., to the Ulverstone District and the AVorkhouse. 
WakrfieM Union.—.iVlfred Ginders, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.F.P. and S. Glas., 

to the .lUtofts District. 

It i.s not true that any opposition Auas made by tbo 
Council of the British A.ssociatioii to the election of Professor 
Huxley. On the contrary, he was elected unanimously. 

The Emperor of the French is said to he suffering from 
prostatic calculus—at any rate, from great irritation of the 
prostate. He also has chronic rheumatism, and is said to have 
alarmed his attendants by fainting when a catheter was with 
some difficulty passed in the erect posture. 

There is but little doubt that, early in 1870, the in¬ 
habitants of Calcutta will be in possession of the comfort of a 
plentiful supply of pure filtered water laid all over the town. 

Private advices inform us that the epidemic in Trinidad 
continues to increase; the deaths registered in July were 130, 
against 75 in Jidy, 1868. Of these deaths 40 were from some 
descriiytion of fever. No reliance can be placed on the descrip¬ 
tion of the fev'er given by the informant, as there are no Medical 
certificates. Still, tlie registrar, an intelligent man, generally 
gets an approximation to the right cause, especially in such 
cases as yellow fever. Mr. Wickham, M.R.C.S., etc., one of 
the most promising and intelligent Practitioners, died on Mon¬ 
day, the 2nd, of yellow fever. The editor of the principal 
newspaper is also dead of the same disease, and was buried on 
the 6th. Two of the Dominican priests here are dead; three 
others have had the disease. The deaths registered up to now, 
August 6, were 35. That is more than six per diem, in a 
population of 19,000. Dysentery is now becoming very fatal, 
and some severe cases of dlarrhcea have occurred. But typhoid 
and yellow fevers are the principal diseases. With all this 
disease and mortality it is said that the town council will not 
spend a pound on permanent sanitary improvements, or even 
take any measures for checking the spread of the epidemic. 
The apathy and indolence of these Creoles is something in¬ 
credible. Further advices, dated August 7, say that out of 37 
deaths regfistered up to August 6 at 4 p.m., 11 were from some 
kind of fever, and 11 from dysentery or diarrhoea. The water 
supplied is very impure, and is contaminated with faeces. 
Typhoid fever is spreading all over the island. Two cases oidy, 
and no deaths, occurred amongst the military, who, in spite of 
the rainy season, were moved out into camp. 

By the Brazil and Biver Plate Mail news has arrived of 
a sad occuiTence in the death of one of our artillery officers by 
that peculiar pneumonic affection called “Puna” in the Cor¬ 
dilleras of the Andes. This gentleman, with a brother officer, 
passed through Buenos Ayres some time previous, being then 
bent on a pleasiu'e trip in the direction of Bolivia and Peru. 
Arrived at Catamarca, where they had personal introductions, 
they hired thence mules and peons, intending to cross the 
Cordilleras at the pass of Tinogasta, places which are easily 
found on the map, and which lie much in the same latitude as 
Copiabo towards the coast, between that place and Tucuman, 
three or four hundred miles north-west of Cordova. The height 
of this pass is 16,000 feet above the level of the sea. When 
they had reached the level of 14,500 feet. Captain Webber was 
attacked with the “ puna,” a disease peculiar to the high 
regions of the Cordillera, and due to the effect produced upon 
the lungs and circulation of the blood by the great rarefaction 
of the air in those that are not native-born, or by long and 
early use acclimatised. He became delirious, and Mr. Wallace, 
who was himself suffering from the same cause, retraced Ids 
steps, keeping Captain Webber on his mule in a state of in¬ 
sensibility. Captain Webber died when they had descended 
1000 feet, and was buried on the side of the mountain. He 
belonged to an old English fandly, and was heir to a large 
property. Captain Wallace, the other officer, has joined his 
regiment at Gibraltar. The disturbance of the balance of 
circulation, which constitutes tlds disease (the “ puna ”), is not 
perhaps thoroughly understood. Some have supposed that the 
cells of the lungs undergo an active contraction. It will be an 
object w'ith us shortly to lay before our readers some account 
of the climatic conffitions and physiological peculiarities of 
these regions, winch have now a special interest connected 
with them from the strong recent recommendations that have 
been bestowed on elevated regions as health resorts in phthisis. 
The defiles which cross the vast Himalayan plateau in India, 
which has been a subject recently of notable geographical dis¬ 
covery, lie even at a greater height than this pass of the Cordil¬ 
lera. We are not as yet informed, however, whether they can 
boast an equal immunity from phthisis. 

The Salivary Glands under Emotion.—In an in¬ 
teresting article on the mode of conducting criminal trials in 
France, M. Maxime Ducamp, speaking of the introduction of 
the prisoner into court, observes—“ It is rare that the accused, 
who has had long days of solitude and reflection to prepare 
himself for this terrible ordeal, does not put on a good counte¬ 
nance. But a physical phenomenon which is invariably pro¬ 
duced indicates to the experienced eye the strength of the 
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sensations Avliicli lie is endeavouring' to master. All depressing 
emotion acts directly on the salivary glands, diminishing a 
portion of their secretion. Hence it induces a constantly re¬ 
peated motion of deglutition which may be followed on the 
neck of the accused by the perpetual to-and-fro movement of 
the pomum Adami. This bone, incessantly descending and re¬ 
ascending, seeming as if making- an effort to arrest the passage 
of the words, is sometimes so violently agitated that it might 
beregarded as seized with convulsions.”—Bevue des deux Mondes, 
August 15. 

NOTES, QIJEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
-o- 

He lljat mnclj sb-dU harn miitlj.—Bacon. 

Professor Fayrer’s cases of Hypertrophy of the Leg- shall appear imme¬ 
diately. 

Wallingford.—"We are obliged to be very circumspect, and not to say too 

much at a time on the subject of our correspondent’s note. It is, as our 
correspondent intimates, very difficult to commimioate knowledge on 
the subject in question. 

Birmingham.—Feeling, good or bad, is an impalpable essence, and often 

exists without reason. If there be reason for bad feeling, it is often such 
as does not bear the light. 

Birmingham.—It is reported that Dr. Fleming has declined the task of 
giving the introductory lecture at the Birmingham Medical School, and 

has resigned Ms seat in the Council of the School. It is much to be 
regretted. 

A. B. a. should make Ms application to the Secretary of the Boyal College 
of Surgeons. 

5'.—The article in the Ilomxopathic Monthly i?criew shall receive attention at 
the proper time. 

Sulphites in Foot and Mouth Disease. 

TO the editok of the medical times and gazette. 

Sib,—I perceive in some of the daily papers instructions in the use of 
the sulpMtes are hazarded with the semblance of authority, which in¬ 
structions have no ground in science or experience. The smallest 
quantity recommended by Dr. PoUi for a daily admimstration to cattle 
is tM-ee and a-half ounces (100 to 150 grammes) of the sulphite. In 
a recent commumcation to me he says, “How can they look for good 
results if they give such insufficient doses ? ” I have the most precise 
directions from Dr. Polli for treatment of this complaint, but have expe¬ 
rienced a very great difficulty in getting them into print, because they are 
a little long and really will not bear compression. I yet hope some com¬ 
plaisant editor will give me a column or so ; for I do not see why a piubUc 
benelit should be at my expense. I may say that glysters, and also lotions, 
w'lth the sulphites, are_ very applicable to tMs disease, but there is great 
nioeness of detail required, wMch I must reserve for publication elsewhere 

7, Westbourne-park. I am, &c. George Gaskoin. 

Vacemaiion.—It has not escaped our observation that the anti-vaccination 
clique is formed of a curious medley—eclectics, homoeopaths, botanists, 
“philosophers,” and dupes. 

Bunacy.—Dr. Davey’s paper on “The Insane Poor in Middlesex” was 

read at the annual meeting of the Medico-Psychological Association in 
1867, and published in the Bournal of Mental Science for October, 1867. 

It has just been reprinted, in the form of a pampMet, by Leech and- 
Taylor, of Bristol. 

An Old Stndent.—Liston was remarkably sensitive with respect to adverse 
criticism. He fretted under the slightest attack. On one occasion an 
article aiipeared in an Indian Medical journal written by one of his own 

pupils. It described, in very flattering terms, the wonderful manual 

skin of the operator; and the writer remarked it was astounding how he 
could perform very delicate operations with such an enormous hand. 

Liston read the article, and, notwithstanding all the kind tMngs that 

were said in it, he remarked—“Not at all complimentary, I tMnk.” 

D.—Jxmhet is made by curdling milk with rennet, and then adding nut¬ 
meg, or, if they are to be had, cream and brandy. It makes in its simple 
form a wholesome dinner for children, and is prepared and sent out by 

Mr. Maslen, milkman. Gilbert-street, Oxford-street, W. The rennet is 
the stomach of the calf, cleansed and preserved in brine. These may be 

procured at a shop in Gilbert-street, Oxford-street, wMch is the great 

emporium for the eatable viscera of sheep and oxen, such as liver, lungs, 

lights, calves’ heads, oxtails, sweetbreads, and the like. Eennet is 

Uable to become mouldy if ill-kept, and, as it is so powerful an agent, 

is sure to do hai-m if not in good condition. In the letter of Dr. MOiitby 

which appeared in our number for August 21, the word “ cooking ” was 

used by en’or for “ soaking.” The rennet cannot be cooked without 
destrojung its qualities. Oiu- last advices assured us that the subjects 

of the poisoning were all doing well, and had gone for change of air; 

and we are told further that junket is said to have produced symptoms 
analogous to typhoid in certain parts of Germany. 

J. H., M.D. Consult the Roll of the College of Physicians. A remarkable 

double diploma was given to Dr. Silvester by the College in 1693, maMng 
Mm both Fellow and Licentia’e. 

Ignotus.—T>r. Power, Queen-square, Bloomsbury. 

A Country Member.—The library and museum were closed on "Wednesday 
last for one month. 

Dr. Bowell. ^It is stated in Dod that Doctors of Medicine take precedence 

of barristers, and even Queen’s counsel, “ on the ground of ancient 

usage.” Mr. Pott resigned the Surgeoncy of St. Bartholomew’s in 1787, 
saying he had “ served the Hospital as man and boy for half a centuiy.” 
Sir Trevor Lawi'ence is preparing a life of his father. 

Arts Examination.—la. reply to several correspondents, we have only tu 
repeat that pupils passing the preliminary examination at the HhB 

(wMoh is recognised also by the College) dm-ing the present month, 
would be enabled to commence their Professional studies hi October. 

Oheselden.—Mr. South, we believe, is wiiting a Mstory of St. Thomas’s 

Hospital and of the College of .Surgeons. Pi-ofessor Erasmus "Wilson 
wrote a history of the Middlesex Hospital. 

A Naval Surgeon.—liiQ College of Sm-geons do not publish a list of Plane 

medallists. The recipients are not necessarily members of the London 
College ; more generally of the Scotch. 

A Third Year's Student.—There will be an examination about the middle of 

November, at which you could present yourself, and when yom' foiu- 
years will have been completed. 

A Teacher, Borough.—It was an error on the part of our contemporary, as 
we pointed out at the time. The only members of the Coiu-t of Exa¬ 
miners not on the Council are, taking them in seniority—Messrs. Skey, 

Partridge, and Adams : the first two named gentlemen have filled the 

President’s chah’. Mr. Hancock, of Charing-cross Hospital, is the next 
semor member of the Cormcil for selection. 

British and Foreign Degrees. 

TO THE editor OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Having been honoured witli many important communications from 
all parts of the IJMted Kingdom, in consequence of your courteous notice 
of the above subject, detailing, inter alia, authentic accounts of numerous 
examinations, undergone at various institutions, both by admitted and 
rejected candidates for diplomas, of surpassing interest, alike to the 
public and the Medical Profession, will you kindly pennit me to acknow¬ 
ledge them very gratefully through the medium of youi- valuable journal'? 
And at the same time, may I heartily assure my esteemed correspondents 
tha,t their respective contributions shall have due place and attention? 
TMs favom- is sought at your hands. Sir, solely because the topic in ques¬ 
tion is one of deep national interest, and I find it inconvement, if not 
impossible, adequately to reply to all these gentlemen at the present 
moment, owing to the pressure of heavy literary and Professional engage¬ 
ments. The Imperial Legislatm-e obviously intended to provide for the 
registration of Doctors of Medicine of foreign uMversities (Schedule A, 
Medical Act, 1858) who had “sufficient reason” for registering their 
degi-ees. And sui-ely being aheady registered, by virtue of British 
diplomas, is a “sufficient reason.” We may remember also that her 
Majesty^s Exchequer of Pleas (“Ellis v. Kelly,” Law Reports) has legally 
and equitably decided that a previously qualified Practitioner can maintain 
the rights and privileges of Ms unregistered academical doctorate, in spite 
of all adversaries. I am, &c. 

Liverpool, August 16. "William Hitchman, M.D. 

Dr. Williams, Sivansea.—Ia HutcMnson’s “Biography” you will find an 
account of Dr. Robert Brady, M.P. for the IJMversity of Cambridge; he 
died in 1700. Dr. John Brady, a Member of the London College of 

Surgeons, represented Leitrim for many years. He has been again 
retiumed. 

P. D., Fowey.—Queen Caroline died after an unsuccessful operation of 
herma by the celebrated Sm-geon, Ranby. Her daughter Lomsa, Queen 

of Denmark, died, at the early age of 26, of an operation for the same 
complaint, which lasted an horn-. Caroline of Brunswick, wife of 

George IV., also fell a victim to strangulated umbilieal herma, as did 
also Queen Anne. 

A Student.—You must register your Hospital studies dm-ing the fii-st fort- 
Mght in the ensmng month at the College of Surgeons. Do not forget 

to provide yourself with a certificate of having passed the Preliminary' 
Examination m Arts. 

Medical Scholarships for Women. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—As there are probably many Medical men who have daughters not 
disqualified for the study of Medicine, I venture to ask you to give inser¬ 
tion to the regulations for the Medical scholarships now offered to women. 

In the selection of subjects in both the oompulsoi’y and optional part of 
the examination, attention has been paid to the requirements of the 
various Medical examining bodies for then- preliminary or arts examina¬ 
tion ; and as the standard adopted will be as nearly as possible that of the 
matriculation examination of the University of London, students who do 
well in the examination, even those who do not gain the scholarsMps, will 
not find it difficult to pass subsequently the arts examination of the exa- 
mming body whose diploma they may eventually desire to obtain. 

The action of the uMversities of Paris, Zurich, and Edinbm’gh makes it 
unnecessary to discuss _ whether women are to be allowed to practise 
Medicine; the question is practically settled, and, being so, there seems to 
be no reason why the daughters of Medical men should not be among- the 
first to take advantage of the tm-n in the tide. I am, &c. 

20, Upper Berkeley-street, W. Elizabeth Garrett, L.S.A. 
Two scholarships, each of the annual value of £50, tenable for three years, 

and to be awarded by competitive examination, are offered to women who 
wish to study Medicine. 

The examination for the scholarships will be held in London in June, 
1870. Candidates must be under 25 years of age on January 1, 1870. Tlie 
examination wiU be conducted by means of written papers on the following 
subjects:— 

Group 1.—Compulsory Subjects.—1. Ai'ithmetie. TMs subject wiU 
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include fractions, decimaLs, interest, and proportion. 2. Algebra, to 
simple equations. 3. Euclid—^fii-st three books. 4. Elementary nieohaniaj. 
5. English—prose composition and grammar. 6. Latin—easy translation 
into English and gi-ammar. 

Candidates for the scholarship.s must satisfy the examiners on all the 
subjects in group 1. 

Group 2.— Optional Subjects.—(A) 1. Greek—easy iiassages of Attic Greek 
for translation into English, and easy English sentences for translation 
into Greek, with questions on gi-ammar. 2. Gennan—a prose composition 
to be written in the language, witli questions on grammar. 3. Fi'ench—• 
ditto. (B) 4. Natural philosophy. 5. Chumistrj’. 6. Botany, including 
vegetable physiology. 

Of the optional subjects each candidate must select two ux)on which to 
be examined. The two subjects chosen must not be taken from the same 
division (A or B). No candidate will be allov/ed to take more than two of 
the optional subjects. 

The scholars will be required to satisfy the donors from time to time that 
they are pursuing a regular course of Medical study at a recognised school 
of Medicine. 

For further particulars apply to Mi,ss Garrett, 20, Upper Berkeley-street, 
Portman-square, London. 

Albinus.—The skeleton of the extraordmary man is in the museum of the 

College of Surgeons ; the corpse was interred m a cemetery a few miles 
from Edinbm’gh, and nightly watched for some weeks by the friends of 

the deceased. A great rivalry existed amongst the resurrectionists of 

Edinburgh to obtain the body, for which a large sum was offered, and 

nightly it was attempted by some of them ; but Liston with a friend 

repau-cd in broad daylight, when the grave was not watched, opened it, 

raised the body, wliioh they placed in a gig, and returned in triumph to 

Edinburgh. It was, however, a long tune before he could exhibit the 
skeleton in Ms museum. 

A Constant Header [London).—Smith, we tliink, acted with great propriety 
and with a due regard to Ms position and that of Broun. Under the 

circumstances of the case, the patient was clearly under the professional 

care of Smith. It is idle to suppose that any rule of Medical etiquette 

can supersede the expressed wishes of a patient, or, as in this case, the 

father of the child who had met with a serious accident. Wh.atevcr 

relations existed between Brown and the family of the patient, he was 

not justified m the course he pursued. If Brown had been sent for at 

the time he visited the cliild, then he might pi'operly have proposed a 
consultation. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Mr. Gopaul Cuundbe Eoy ; Dr. Fayeee ; Assistant-Surgeon N. Alcock ; 

Dr. CoEXELius B. Fox; Dr. Bexxe Jones ; Mr. Hutchinson ; Dr. 
Hughlings-Jackson ; Mr. Ieeland ; JL’. Peekins ; An Assistant-Sue- 

GEON; Dr. Bakewell ; Dr. Elam ; Miss Gaeeett ; Mr. Tayloe ; Mr. 
A. B. Faee; Mr. W. Hughes; Dr. S. Maetyn; Dr. Willoughby 

Aeding ; Mr. F. Smith ; Dr. Philipson ; Dr. MacCoemack ; Dr. Andeew 

Smaet ; Dr. B. W. Richaedson; Mr. J. Chatto; Dr. B. Ball; Mr. 
Spencee Wells; Dr. Stoeges; Mr. T. Beyant. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Ai-my Medical Report, vol. ix.—St. Thomas’s'Hospital Calendar—Bidletin 
General de Theuapeutique — The Practitioner, September — Revista 
MiJdico-Qmrfirgpca, July 8, 23—Dr. Kenmon on the Harrogate Waters— 
Davey on the Law of Lunacy, etc.—Davey on Insanity and Crime— 
Davey on the Insane Poor in Middlesex—Salt’s Catalogue of Surgical 
Instruments—Simth on Scarlet Fever—.iVmerican Journal of the Medical 
Sciences, No. 115—CMcago Medical Investigator, No. 71—Edinbm’gh 
Medical Journal, September—Pharmaceutical Journal, September—Dr. 
Philipson on the Health and Meteorology of Newcastle and Gateshead. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

L’UMon Miidicale—Gazette dcs Hopitaux—The Medical and Surgical 
Reporter, three numbers—The Anti-Vaccinator, Nos. 1 and 2—New 
York Medical Gazette—Gazette Hebdomadairc. 

VITAL STATISTICS OD LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, August 28, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1032 ; Gii-ls, 1015; Total, 2047. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1869-68, 1890’3. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 756 707 1463 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 042-8 017’0 1260-4 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . ... 

1386 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS EROJVI EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Wlioop- 
ing-- 

COUgll. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Clio- 
lera. 

West . 463388 1 2 9 1 11 9 24 
North . 618210 1 1 29 2 24 3 34 
Central 378058 6 20 1 12 5 19 
East . 571158 2 5 50 2 22 10 45 
South . 773175 1 6 35 18 14 73 ... 
Total . 2803989 5 20 143 6 87 41 195 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Ohservaiory. 

Moan height of barometer.30‘078 in. 
Mean temperature.68’4 
Highest point of thermometer.89’0 
Lowest point of thermometer.50’3 
Mean dew-point temperatm-e.57’6 
General dueotion of wmd.Vai-iable. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.O'OO 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, August 28, 1869, in the 
following large Towns :— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2047 1462 1463 89-0 50-3 68-4 0-00 0 
Bristol (City) . 1694-23 36-1 114 76 *46 90-3 50-4 65-9 0-01 1 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 232 175 163 89-6 52-4 67-5 0-00 0 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 314 295 299 86-0 54-2 05-8 0-00 0 
Manchester (City) . 370S92 82-7 212 210 *199 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 93 60 64 90-6 49-9 66-9 0-00 0 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752,10-5 171 126 138 90-5 52-1 67-0 0-00 0 
Bradford (Borough) 138522|21’0 1.50 71 71 81-2 53-5 65-1 0-00 0 
Leeds (Borough) 253110:11-7 281 129 137 85-0 55-0 64-9 0-00 0 
Hull (Borough) 126682:35-6 81 59 68 83-0 48-0 61-2 0-00 0 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 112 69 59 ... ... 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002,40-2 146 86 112 80-7 510 62-6 0-00 '6 
Glasgow (City) 458937190-6 308 268 226 77-7 47-6 02-1 0-01 1 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 320762,32-9 152 158 139 84-2 43-7 64-7 0-00 0 

To-wns . 6546587 35-5 4413 3244 3184 90-6 43-7 65-2 0-00 0 
Paris (City) 1889842 . .. 875 . . . .. . 

Week 
ending Weekending Aug 21. 

(1863) 1 Aug. 21. 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... 1 327 ... 1 64-61 ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observato:^, Green’wich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 30 078 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
30’17 in. on Sunday, August 22, to 29’87 in. on Saturday, August 28. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some subm-bs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

Septemher 4. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

6. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Ho.spital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, l.J p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2i p.m. 

7. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1^ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopmdic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

8. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, If p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, H P-™- > Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s H p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

9. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospilal, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

10. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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PURE CHOCOLATE. 
COMPAGNIE COLONIALE DE PARIS, 4, Pall-maU, S.W. 

“ "We have examined a variety of the chocolates of the Compagme 
Coloniale, and found them to consist solely of cocoa of superior quality 
and sugar.”—Lancet. 

Sold ly all the 

“The chocolates of the Compagnie Coloniale boast themselves -with 
justice on high quality, careful preparation, no admixture save sugar, and 
moderate price.”—Medical Times and Gazette. 

principal Houses. 

HUBBUGK’S PURE OXIDE OF ZING. 
See Pharmaceutical Journal of May 1, 1856. 

Sold in Stamped Eoxes of 14 lbs. each, by tbe following Wliolesale Druggists:— 

Messrs. Baiss Brothers & Co. 
„ Barron, Hartleys, & Co. 
„ Battley & "Watts. 
„ Burgoyne, Burbidges, & Co. 
„ Cox, Gould, & Co. 

I Messrs. Geo. Cm-ling & Co. 
„ Drew, Barron, & Co. 
,, Evans, Lescher, & Evans. 
,, Evans, Sons, & Co. 
„ Samuel Eoulger & Son. 

Messrs. Hearon, Squire, & Francis. 
„ Heri'ings & Co. 
„ Hodgkmson, King, & Co. 
,, Hodgkinsons, Stead, & Treacher 
,, Langtons, Scott, & Edden. 

Messrs. Preston & Sons. 
„ Southall, Son, & Dymond. 

Mr. James Woolley. 
Messrs. Wright, "VV. V., & Co. 

,, Wyleys & Co. 

BOUDAULT’S PEPSINE. 
In 1854, after many experiments, PEPSINE obtained in a pure state by M. BOITDAULT, Chemist, 

and Dr. L. Corvisart, Physician to the Emperor Napoleon III, 
Boudault’s PEPSINE was honoured with two Reports at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, and with having 

its formula inserted in the New French Pharmacopceia. 
The International Jury of the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867, awarded to Boudault’s PEPSINE ^^he only 

Medal given for PEPSINE and its preparations. 
Boudault’s PEPSINE is the only one that has been furnished to the Hospitals in Paris since 1854. 

PEPSINE "Wine, In bottles, 4/. Dose—a tablespoonful before each meal. 

PEPSINE Lozenges, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each meal. PEPSINE Pills, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each mea'. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE or Poudre Nutrimentive. Dose—15 grains, sold in i oz. and ^ oz. bottles. 

All the above Preparations are guaranteed to be genuine which bear the label and seal of the 

Sole Agent for Great Britain, PETER SQUIRE, 277, Oxford-street, London. 

international 0xl)tljttion, t862.—Elje onlg Pri^e JileOal 
FOB 

“WATER CUSHIONS AND BEDS 
V/AS awaeded to 

W. HOOPER, 7, Pall Mall East, and 55, Grosvenor-street, London. 

gth. "Water Mattress. 
In sending an order the Width of the Bedstead should he stated. 

USED BY 

the royal family 

AND ALL 

classes of invalids. 

also in 

H.M. army and navy 

AND THE 

INDIAN PRESIDENCIES. 

Circular Water Cushion, for sitting on. Crescent Water Cushion, for the Sac"nm, 

ELASTIC BAGS, for applying dry cold or dry heat, maintaining their elasticity under aU temperatures, from zero to 212° Fahr. 

WATERPROOF SHEETS, INDIA-RUBBER URINALS, ENEMAS, &c. 
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EULES AND REGULATIONS 
OF THE 

EXAMINING MEDICAL BODIES IN 
ENGLAND. 

SESSION 1869—70. 

-o-- 

EXTRACTS FROM THE REGULATIONS OF THE 
GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL ON THE SUBJECTS 
OF PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND OF THE 
REGISTRATION OF MEDICAL STUDENTS, 1869. 

I.-PEELIMINAEY EXAMINATION. 

1. That Te-stimonials of Proficiency, granted by the National 
Educational Bodies, according to the subjoined list, may be 
accepted. 

LIST OF EXAMINING BODIES WHOSE EXAMINATIONS FULFIL THE 

CONDITIONS OF THE MEDICAL COUNCIL AS EEOAEDS PEELIMINAEY 

EDUCATION. 

I. Universities of the United Kingdom.—Oxford ; Examina¬ 
tion for a Degree in Arts, Responsions, Moderations, Local 
Examinations (senior). Certificate to include Latin and Mathe¬ 
matics. Cambridge : Examination for a Degree in Arts, pre¬ 
vious Examination, Local Examinations (senior). Certificate to 
include Latin and Mathematics. Durham: Examination for 
a Degree in Arts, Examination for Students in their second 
and first years, Registration Examination for Medical Students, 
Local Examinations (senior). Certificate to include Latin and 
Mathematics. London : Examination for a DegTee in Arts, 
Matiiculation Examination. Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
and St. Andrews: Examination for a Degree in Arts, Pre¬ 
liminary Examination for Graduation in Medicine or Surgery. 
Edinburgh : Examination of (senior) Candidates for Honorary 
Certificates under the Local Examinations of the University of 
Edinburgh. Dublin: Examination for a Degree in Arts, En¬ 
trance Examination. Queen’s LTniversity (Ireland): Examina¬ 
tion for a Degree in Arts, Entrance Examination, Examination 
for the Diploma of Licentiate in Arts, previous Examination 
for B.A. Degree. 

II. Other Bodies named in Schedule (A) to the Medical Act. 
III. Examining Bodies, in the United Kingdom, not included 

in Schedule (A) to the Medical Act.—Royal College of Precep¬ 
tors : Examination for a First-class Certificate. 

IV. Colonial and Foreign Universities and Colleges.—Uni¬ 
versities of Calcutta, Ma&as, and Bombay : Entrance Exami¬ 
nation, Certificate to include Latin. M'Gill College, Montreal: 
Matriculation Examination. University of Toronto ; King’s 
College, Toronto ; Queen’s College, IHngston; Victoria College, 
Upper Canada : Matriculation Examination. King’s College, 
Nova Scotia : Matriculation Examination, Re.sponsions. Uni¬ 
versity of Fredericton, New Brunswick: Matriculation Exami¬ 
nation. University of Melbourne : Matriculation Examination, 
Certificate to include all the subjects required by the General 
Medical Council. University of Sydney: Matriculation Ex¬ 
amination. Codrington College, Barbadoes : 1. English Cer¬ 
tificate for students of two years’ standing, specifying the 
subjects of Examination. 2. Latin Certificate, or “ Testamur.” 
Tasmanian Council of Education : Examination for the Degree 
of Associate of Arts, Certificate to include Latin and Mathe¬ 
matics. Christ’s College, Canterbury, New Zealand: Volun¬ 
tary Examinations, Certificate to include all the subjects 
required by the General Medical Council. 

That it be recommended to the Licensing Boards not to 
accept the certificate of proficiency in General (preliminary) 
Education from any of the bodies, the names of which aVe 
contained in the list annually circulated, unless such certificate 
testify that the student to whom it has been granted has been 
examined in—1. English Language, including Grammar and 
Composition, (a) 2. Arithmetic, including Vulgar and Decimal 
Fractions; Algebra, including Simple Equations. 3. Geometry 
—First two books of Euclid. 4. Latin, including Translation 
and Grammar. And in one of the following optional subjects : 

(a) The General Medical Council ■will not consider any Examination in 
English sufficient that does not fully test the ability of the Candidate— 
Ist. To write a few sentences in correct English on a given theme, attention 
being paid to spelling and pimctuation as well as to composition. 2nd. To 
write a portion of an English author to dictation. 3rd. To explain the 
grammatical construction of one or two sentences. 4th. To point out the 
grammatical errors in a sentence ungrammatically composed, and to explain 
their nature. 5th. To give the derivation and definition of a few English 
words in common ■use. Provided always, that an Examination may be 
accepted as satisfactory that secures, on the part of the Candidate passing 
it, a sufficient grammatical knowledge of English. 

VoL II. 1869. No. 1002. 

Greek, French, German, Natural Philosophy, including Me¬ 
chanics, Hydrostatics, and Pneumatics. 

That students who cannot produce any of the testimonials 
referred to in the first recommendation be required to pass an 
Examination in Arts, established by any of the bodies named 
in Schedule (A) to the Medical Act, and approved by the 
General Medical Council. 

II.-EEGISTEATION OF MEDICAL STUDENTS. 

Every Medical Student shall be registered in the manner 
prescribed by the General Medical Council. 

No Medical Student shall be registered until he has passed 
a Preliminary Examination, as required by the General Medical 
Council. 

The commencement of the course of Professional Study 
recognised by any of the Qualifying Bodies shall not be 
reckoned as dating earlier than fifteen days before the date of 
Registration. 

The Registration of Medical Students shall be placed under 
the charge of the Branch Registrars. 

Every person desirous of being registered as a Medical 
Student shall apply to the Branch Registrar of the division of 
the United Ivingdom in which he is residing, according to a 
Form, which may be had on application to the several Quali¬ 
fying Bodies, Medical Schools, and Hospitals ; and shall produce 
or forward to the Branch Registrar a Certificate of his having 
passed a Preliminary Examination, as required by the General 
Medical Council, and a statement of his place of Medical study. 

Each of the Branch Registrars shall supply to the several 
Qualifying Bodies, Medical Schools, and Hospitals, in that part 
of the United Kingdom of which he is Registrar, a sufficient 
number of blank Forms of Application for the Registration of 
Medical Students. 

The several Branch Councils shall have power to admit special 
exceptions to the foregoing Regulations as to Registration, for 
reasons which shall appear to them satisfactory. 

The several Qualifying Bodies are recommended not to admit 
after October, 1870 ,to the final Examination for a Qualification 
under the Medical Acts, any Candidate (not exempted from 
Registration) whose name had not been entered in the Medical 
Students’ Register at least four years previously. 

In the case of Candidates from other than Schools of the 
United Kingdom, the Branch Councils shall have power to 
admit exceptions to tliis recommendation. 

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD. 

DEGEEES IN MEDICINE. 

No one may be admitted a Student in Medicine until he has 
passed all the Examinations required for the degree of B.A. 

1. Candidates for the degree of B.M. are required to pass 
two Examinations, each of which is held yearly in full Michael¬ 
mas Term, usually at the end of November, due notice being 
given, in the usual manner, by the Regius Professor of Medi¬ 
cine. Each Examination is conducted by the Regius Pro¬ 
fessor of Medicine and three persons who have been admitted 
to Regency either as Masters of Arts or as Doctors, and who 
are nominated yearly by the Vice-Chancellor subject to the 
approval of Convocation. Each Examination is conducted partly 
in ■writing, partly viva voce, and part of each is practical. The 
subjects of the first Examination are Human Anatomy and 
Physiology, Comparative Anatomy and Physiology to a certain 
extent, and those parts of Mechanical Philosophy, Botany, and 
Chemistry which illustrate Medicine. The subjects of the 
Second Examination are the Theory and Practice of Medicine 
(including diseases of women and children), the Materia 
Medica, Therapeutics, Pathology, the Principles of Surgery 
and Midwifery, Medical Jurisprudence, and General Hygiene. 
Every Candidate at this second Examination is to be examined 
in two of the ancient authors, Hippocrates, Aretseus, Galen, 
and Gelsus, or in one of those four, and in some modem 
author approved by the Regius Professor, (a) His knowledge 
of disease also is tested at the bedside, and he is required to 
make stethoscopic and microscopical observations on patients 
submitted to him. 

Before a Candidate is admitted to the fir.st of these two 
Examinations, ho must have spent two years in Professional 
studies after having passed the Examinations required for the 
degree of B.A., unless he was placed in the First or Second 
Class in the School of Natural Science, in which case, if ho 
received from the Public Examiners a special Certificate of 
his attainments in Mechanical Philosophy, Chemistry, or 
Botany, he may bo admitted to this Examination at once, and 

(a1 Snell ns Mnrp’airn’, Syclenlistn, Boarliaavc. 
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need not then be examined again in any science specified in 
such Certificate. Before a Candidate is admitted to the Second 
Examination, he must have completed sixteen Terms from the 
date of the same Testamur and two years from the date of his 
Testamur in the first Medical Examination, and must deliver 
to the Regius Professor satisfactory Certificates of his attend¬ 
ance at some Hospital of good repute. Every one intending 
to be a Candidate at either Examination is required to give 
the Professor notice of his intention a fortnight at least before 
the week in which the Examination is to he held. 

No one from another University can be incorporated as a 
Graduate in Medicine without passing these two Examina¬ 
tions. 

2. A Bachelor of Medicine wishing to proceed to the 
degree of Doctor is required to read puhhcly within the 
precinct of the Schools, in the presence of the Regius Pro¬ 
fessor, a Dissertation composed by himself on some Medical 
subject approved by the Professor, and to deliver to him a 
copy of it. 

The following Teachers in Physical Science have Depart- 
rnents in the University Museum:—Regius Professor of Medi¬ 
cine, Dr. Acland, E.R.S.; Natural Philosophy, Professor B. 
Price, E.R.S. ; Geometry, Professor H. S. Smith, E.R.S.; 
Experimental Philosophy, Professor Clifton, E.R.S.; Che¬ 
mistry, Sir B. C. Brodie, Bart., M.A., E.R.S.; Demonstrator 
of Chemistry, E. Madan, M.A.; Zoolos'y, Professor West- 
wood, M.A.; Geology, Professor Phillips, E.R.S.; Mine- 
ralogy, Professor Maskelyne, E.R.S. ; Linacre Professor of 
Physiology, Professor RoUeston, E.R.S.; Lees Reader in 
Anatomy, W. E. Church, M.B. ; Demonstrator in Anatomy, 
Charles Robertson, Esq. ; Demonstrations in Pathological 
Anatomy by Henry Tuckwell, M.D. 

UNIVERSITY OE CAMBRIDGE. 

EEGITLATIONS POE EEGBEES IN MEDICINE AND SITEGEEY. 

Degree of Bachelor o f Medicine.—Before a Student can become 
a Bachelor of Medicine he must have resided nine terms 
(three academical years). 

^ Eive years of Medical study are required, of which time 
six terms (two academical years) shall be spent in the Univer¬ 
sity after the student has passed the previous Examination. 
In the case of those who have graduated with honours as 
Bachelor of Arts, four years of Medical study are deemed 
sufficient, and four terms only of Medical Study in the Uni¬ 
versity are required. 

The Previous Examination may be passed in the Lent term 
(at the latter end of March) by those who declare themselves 
as Medical Students and have commenced residence in the 
University in the previous October. In addition to the 
Previous Examination, the Student is required to pass an 
Examination in Algebra at the same time or in some subsequent 
term. 

There are three examinations for M.B. 
The first Examination is in—1. Mechanics and Hydro¬ 

statics ; 2. Chemistry, with Heat and Electricity; 3. Botany. 
Before presenting himself for it the Student must have attended 
Lectures on Chemistry, including manipulations, and Botany. 
(Students who have obtained honours in any Tripos or passed 
the general Examination for B.A. are not required to be 
examined in Mechanics and Hydrostatics ; and those who have 
passed the special Examination in Botany for B.A. are not 
required to be again examined in that subject.) 

The Second Examination is in—1. Elements of Comparative 
Anatamj"-: 2. Human Anatomy and Physiology; 3. Pharma¬ 
cology. The Student must have completed two years of Medi¬ 
cal study, the time of Medical study required to be spent in 
the University being included in these two years, and must 
also produce Certificates of attendance on Lectures on the 
Elements of Comparative Anatomy, Human Anatomy and 
Physiology, Materia Medica and Pharmacy, and Pathology; 
one year’s Hospital Practice and one season’s Dissections. 

Students who have obtained honours in the Natural Sciences 
Tripo.s, and have passed with credit the Examination in Che¬ 
mistry, Botany, or Comparative Anatomy, are not required to 
be again examined in those subjects. 

The Tliird Examination is in—1. Pathology and Practice of 
Physic (two papers) ;_ 2. Clinical Medicine (in the wards of 
the Hospital); 3. Medical Jurisprudence. The Candidate must 
have completed the course of Medical Study, and must produce 
Certificates of attendance on one Course of Lectures on each 
of the following subjects :—Principles and Practice of Physic, 
Clinical Medicine, Clinical Surgery, Medical Juri.sprudence, 

and Midwifery, and of having attended Hospital Practice 
during three years. 

After the Third Examination an Act has to be kept, which 
consists in reading an original thesis, followed by a viva voce 
Examination on the subject of the thesis, as well as on other 
subjects of the Eaculty. 

The Degree of Doctor of Medicine may be taken three years 
after M.B. An Act has to be kept with viva voce Examina¬ 
tion, and an essay has to be written extempore. A Master of 
Arts of four years’ standing can proceed direct to M.D., pro¬ 
vided he produces the same certificates and passes the same 
Examinations as for M.B. 

Degree of Master in Surgery.-—The Candidate must have 
passed all the Examinations for the Degree of M.B., and must 
produce Certificates of having attended a second Course of 
Lectures on Human Anatomy, one Course of Lectures on the 
Principles and Practice of Surgery, one year’s Clinical Surgical 
Lectures, ten cases of Midwifery, a second season of Dissec¬ 
tions, three years the Surgical Practice of a recognised 
Hospital, and of having been House-Surgeon or Dresser at 
such Hospital for six months. The subjects of the Examination 
are—1. Surgical Anatomy ; 2. Pathology and the Principles 
and Practice of Surgery; 3. Clinical Surgery; and 4. Mid¬ 
wifery. 

All the Examinations are partly in writing, partly viva voce, 
and take place in the Michaelmas and Easter Terms, an interval 
of two days being allowed to intervene between the first and 
second Examinations for M.B. 

Attendance at the Hospital and Lectures in Cambridge is 
recognised by the Universities of Cambridge and London, and 
(for one year) by the College of Surgeons and the Society of 
Apothecaries. 

UNIVERSITY OE LONDON. 

BACHELOR OF MEDICINE. 

Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine are re¬ 
quired— 

1. To have passed the Matriculation Examination, or to 
have taken a Degree in Arts in either of the Universities of 
Sydney, Melbourne, or Calcutta (provided, in the last case, that 
Latin has been one of the subjects in which he has passed). 

2. To have passed the Preliminary Scientific Examination. 
3. To have been engaged in his Professional studies during 

four years subsequently to Matriculation or Graduation in 
Arts, at one or more of the Medical Institutions or Schools 
recognised by this University ; one year, at least, of the four 
to have been spent in one or more of the recognised Institutions 
or Schools in the United Kingdom. 

4. To pass two Examinations in Medicine. 
PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC (m.B.) EXAMINATION, (a). 

The Preliminary Scientific Examination takes place once in 
each year, and commences on the third Monday in July. 

[Candidates for the Degree of M.B. are strongly recom¬ 
mended by the Senate to pass the Preliminary Scientific Exa¬ 
mination before commencing their regular Medical Studies; 
and to devote a preliminary year to preparation for it accord¬ 
ing to the following programme:— Winter Session : Mechanical 
and Natural Philosophy; Chemistry ^'(especially Inorganic) ; 
Zoology.—Summer Session : Practical Chemistry (Inorganic) 
Botany.] 

No Candidate is admitted to this Examination until he has 
completed his seventeenth year, and has either passed the 
Matriculation Examination or taken a Degree in Arts in either 
of the Universities of Sydney, Melbourne, or Calcutta (pro¬ 
vided, in the last case, that Latin has been one of the subjects 
in which he has passed) ; nor unless he have given notice of his 
intention to the Registrar at least fourteen days before the com¬ 
mencement of the Examination. 

The fee for this Examination is £5. 
Candidates are examined in the following subjects(b):— 

Mechanical and Natural Philosophy, Inorganic Chemistry, 
Botany and Vegetable Physiology, Zoology. 

(a) Candidates wlio matriculated previously to January, 1861, will not be 
requii’ed to pass the ITeliniinary Scientific (M.B.) Examination in any 
other subjects than Chemistry and Botany; and they will be allowed to 
pass the Preliminary Scientific Examination and the Fust M.B. Examina¬ 
tion in the same year, if they so prefer. 

(b) Candidates who shall pass in all the subjects of the Pieiiminary 
Scientific (M.B.) Examination, and also at lAe same ttaie in the Mathe¬ 
matics of the First B.Sc. Examination, shall be considered as having’ 
passed both the Preliminary Scientific Examination, and also the First 
B.Sc. Examination, ■without being required to pay an additional fee ; and 
Candidates who .shall pass in all the subjects of the Preliminaiy Scientific 
(M.B.) Examination, and who shall have previously passed the First B.A. 
Examination, shall be admissible to the Second B.Sc. Examination. 
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EXAMINATION FOR HONOURS. 

Any Candidate who has passed the Preliminary Scientific 
(M.B.) Examination in all its subjects may be examined for 
Honours in (1) Experimental Physics, (c) (2) Chemistry, (3) 
Botany, and (4) Zoology, unless he have previously obtained 
an Exhibition in either of these subjects at theEir.st B.Sc. Ex¬ 
amination, in which case he shall not be admis.sible to the Ex¬ 
amination for Honours in that subject. 

If, in the opinion of the Examiner, any candidate of not 
more than twenty-two years of age, who has passed either the 
First B.Sc. Examination or the Preliminary Scientific (M.B.) 
Examination, shall possess sufficient merit, the Candidate who 
shall distinguish himself the most of all the Candidates who 
shall have passed either of the said Examinations, and who are 
not more than twenty-two years of age, in Experimental 
Phj'sics, the Candidate who shall have distinguished liimself 
the most of all the Candidates who have passed either of the 
said Examinations, and who are not more than twenty-two 
years of age, in Chemistry, the Candidate who shall distinguish 
himself the most of all the Candidates who shall have passed 
either of the said Examinations, and who are not more than 
twenty-two years of age, in Botany, and the Candidate who 
shall distinguish himself the most of all the Candidates who 
shall have passed either of the said Examinations, and who are 
not more than twenty-two years of age, in Zoology, shall each 
receive an Exhibition of £40 per annum for the next two 
years, payable in quarterly instalments (it being intended that 
one Exhibition only shall bo given in each case among all the 
Candidates, although some of such Candidates may have passed 
the Pirst B.Sc. Examination and others the Preliminary 
Scientific (M.B.) Examination) ; provided that on receiving 
each instahnent he shall declare his intention of presenting him¬ 
self either at the Second B.Sc. Examination within two Aca¬ 
demical Years (d) from the time of his passing the First B.Sc. 
Examination, or at the First M.B. Examination within Three 
Academical Years from the time of his passing the Preliminary 
Scientific (M.B.) Examination, as the case may be. 

Under the same circumstances the First and Second Candi¬ 
dates for Honours in Experimental Physics shall each receive 
the Neil Amott Bronze Medal. 

FIRST M.B. EXAMINATION. 

The First M.B. Examination takes place once in each year, 
and commences on the last Monday in July. 

No Candidate is admitted to this Examination unless he have 
produced Certificates to the following effect:—1. Of having 
completed his nineteenth year. 2. Of having passed the Pre¬ 
liminary Scientific Examination at least one year previously, (e). 
3. Of having, subsequently to having passed the Matricula¬ 
tion Examination, or taken a Degree in Arts in one of the 
before-named Universities, been a Student during two years at 
one or more of the Medical Institutions or Schools recognised 
by this University, and of having attended a Course of Lectures 
on each of three of the subjects in the following list 
Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, General Anatomy and 
Physiology, Comparative Anatomy, Pathological Anatomy, 
Materia Medica and Pharmacy, General Pathology, General 
Therapeutics, Eoren.sic Medicine, Hygiene, Midwifery and 
Diseases pecuhar to "Women and Infants, Surgery, Medicine. 
4. Of having, subsequently to having passed the Matriculation 
Examination, or taken a Degree in Arts, di.sseeted during two 
^V^inter Sessions. 5. Of having, subsequently to having passed 
the Matriculation Examination, or taken a Degree in Arts, 
attended a Course of Practical Chemistry, comprehending 
Practical Exercises in conducting the more important processes 
of General and Pharmaceutical Chemistry ; in applying Tests 
for discovering the Adulteration of articles of the Materia 
Medica, and the presence and nature of Poisons; and in the 
examination of Mineral Waters, Animal Secretions, Urinary 
Deposits, Calculi, etc. 6. Of having attended to Practical 

(c) Tlii.s Exhibition, having been provided by the liberal endowment of 
Dr. Amott, will be entitled “ The Neil Amott Exhibition.” 

(d) By the tei-m “Academical Year” is ordinarily meant the period 
intciwening between any Examination and an Examination of a higher 
grade in the following year ; which period may be either more or less than 
a Calendar year. Thus the inteiwal between the First Examinations in 
Arts, Science, and Medicine, and the Second Examinations of the next 
year in those Faculties respectively, is about sixteen months; whilst the 
interval between the Second B.A. Examination and the M.A. Examina¬ 
tion of the next year, or between the Second B.Sc. Examination and the 
1).Sc. Examination of the next year, is less than eight rnonths. Never¬ 
theless, each of these intervals is counted as an “ Academical Year.” 

(e) Candidates who matriculated previously to Januaiy, 1861, will not be 
reqiih’cd to jiass the Preliminary Scientific Examination in any other 
subjects than Chemistry and Botany; and they will be allowed to pass the 
Preliminaiy Scientific Examination and the First M.B. Examination in 
the same year, if they so prefer. 

Pharmacy, and of having acquired a practical knowledge of 
the Preparation of Medicines. 

These Certificates shall be transmitted to the Registrar at 
least fourteen clays before the commencement of the Examina¬ 
tion. 

The fee for this Examination is £5. 
Candidates are examined in the following subjects:— 

Anatomy, Physiology, (f) Materia Medica and Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry, Organic Chemistry. 

The examinations are by printed j)apers and viva voce. 
EXAMINATION FOR HONOURS. 

Any Candidate who has been placed in the First Division 
at the First M.B. Examination may be examined for Honours 
in (1) Anatomy, (2) Physiology, Histology, and Comparative 
Anatomy, and (3) Materia Medica and Pharmaceutical Che¬ 
mistry, and Organic Chemistry. If in the opinion of the 
Examiners sufficient merit be evinced, the Candidate who 
shall distinguish himself the most in Anatomy, the Candidate 
who shall distinguish himself the most in Physiology, His¬ 
tology, and Comparative Anatomy, and the Candidate who 
shall distinguish himself the most in Materia Medica, Phar¬ 
maceutical Chemistry, and Organic Chemistry, shall each 
receive an Exhibition of £40 per annum for the next two 
years, payable in quarterly instalments; provided that on 
receiving each instalment he shall declare his intention of 
presenting himself at the Second M.B. Examination within 
three Academical Years from the time of his passing the 
First M.B. Examination. Under the same circumstances, the 
First and Second Candidates in each of the preceding subjects 
shall each receive a Gold Medal of the value of £o. 

SECOND M.B. EXAMINATION, (g) 

The Second M.B. Examination takes place once in each' 
year, and commences on the first Monday in November. No 
Candidate is admitted to this Examination within two 
Academical Years of the time of his passing the First 
Examination, nor unless he have produced Certificates to the 
following effect:—1. Of ha'ving passed the First M.B. 
Examination. 2. Of having, subsequently to having passed 
the First M.B. Examination, attended a Course of Lectures 
on each of two of the subjects comprehended in the foregoing 
list (vide First M.B. Examination, § 3), and for which the 
Candidate had not presented Certificates at the First M.B. 
Examination. 3. Of having conducted at least Twenty 
Labours. Certificates on this subject will be received from any 
qualified Practitioner in Medicine. 4. Of having attended the 
Surgical Practice of a recognised Hospital or Hospitals during 
two years, with Clinical Instruction and Lectures on Clinical 
Surgery. 5. Of having attended the Medical Practice of a 
recognised Hospital or Hospitals during two years, with 
Clinical Instruction and Lectures on Clinical Medicine. N.B. 
The Student’s attendance on the Surgical and on the Medical 
Hospital Practice specified in Regulations 4 and 5 may com¬ 
mence at any date after his passing the Preliminary Scientific 
Examination, and may be comprised either within the same 
year or within different years ; provided that in every case his 
attendance on Surgical and Medical Hospital Practice be con¬ 
tinued for at least eighteen months subsequently to his passing 
the First M.B. Examination. Attendance during three months 
in the Wards of a Lunatic Asylum recognised by the Univer¬ 
sity, with Clinical Instruction, may be substituted for a like 
period of attendance on Medical Hospital Practice, (h) 6. Of 
having, subsequently to the completion of Ms attendance on 
Surgical and Medical Hospital Practice, attended to Practical 
Medicine, Surgery, or Midwifery, with special charge of 
patients, in a Hospital, Infirmary, Dispensary, or Parochial 
Union, during six months. 7. Of having acquired proficiency 
in Vaccination. Certificates on this subject will be received 
only from the authorised Vaccinators appointed by the Privy 
Comicil. The Candidate must also produce a Certificate of 
Moral Character from a teacher in the last School or Institu- 

(f) Any Candidate is allowed, if he so prefer, to postpone his Examina¬ 
tion in Physiology from the First M.B. Examination at which he presents 
himself for examination in the remaining subjects until the First M.B. 
Examination in the next or any subsequent year; but such Candidate 
shall not he admitted to compete for honours on either occasion ; and he 
shall not he admitted as a Candidate at the Second M.B. Examination 
until after the lapse of at least twelve months from the time of his 
passing the Examination in Physiology. 

(g) Any Candidate for the Second M.B. Examination who has passed 
the First M.B. Examination under the former Regulations, will be re¬ 
quired to have also passed the Examination in Physiology at some previous 
First M.B. Examination carried on rmder the present Regulations; at 
which Examination he shall not be allowed to compete for Honours. 

(h) The Senate regard it as highly desirable that Candidates for the 
Deg^ree of M.B. shoidd practically acomint themselves with the different 
forms of in.sanity by attendance in a Lunuiic Asylum, 
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tioii at whicli he has studied, as far as the teacher’s oppor¬ 
tunity of knowledge has extended. These Certificates shall 
he transmitted to the Registrar at least fourteen clays before 
the Examination begins. 

Candidates are examined in the following subjects;— 
General Pathology, General Therapeutics and Hygiene, Sur¬ 
gery, Medicine, Midwifery, Forensic Medicine. The Exami¬ 
nations include questions in Surgical and Medical Anatomy, 
Pathological Anatomy, and Pathological Chemistry. The 
Examinations are by printed papers, and viva voce, with Prac¬ 
tical Examinations in Clinical Medicine and Forensic Medicine. 
N.B. Candidates will be expected to write Prescriptions in 
Latin, without abbreviations. 

The Senate desire it to be understood that Bachelors of 
Medicine of the University of London have no right, as such, 
to assume the title of Doctor of Medicine. 

EXASriNATIOX FOE HONOUEg. 

Any Candidate who has been placed in the First Division at 
the Second M.B. Examination may be examined for Honours 
in (1) Medicine, (2) Midwifery, and (3) Forensic Medicine. 

If in the opinion of the Examiners sufficient merit be 
evinced, the Candidate who shall distinguish himself the most 
in Medicine shall receive £50 per annum for the next two 
years, with the style of University Scholar in Medicine. 

Under the same circumstances, the Camlidate who shall dis¬ 
tinguish himself the most in Midwifery shall receive £30 per 
annum for the next two years, with the style of University 
Scholar in Midwifery. 

Under the same circumstances, the Candidate who shall dis¬ 
tinguish himself the most in Forensic Medicine shall receive 
£30 per anniun for the next two years, with the style of Uni¬ 
versity Scholar in Forensic Medicine. 

Under the same circumstances, the First and Second Candi¬ 
dates in each of the preceding subjects shall each receive a 
Gold Medal of the value of £5. 

BACHELOE OF STJEGEEY. 

The Examination for the Degree of Bachelor of Surgery 
takes place once in each year, and shall commence on the 
Tuesday following the fourth Monday in November. 

No Candidate is admitted to this Examination unless he 
have produced Certificates to the following effect1. Of 
having' taken the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine in this 
University. 2. Of having attended a Course of Instruction 
in Operative Surgery, and of having operated on the Dead 
Subj ect. 

These Certificates shall be transmitted to the Registrar at 
\Qa.ai fourteen days before the Examination begins. 

The Examinations comprise—Surgical Anatomy and Sur¬ 
gical Operations, by printed papers; Examination, and Report 
on Cases of Surgical Patients; Performance of Surgical Ope¬ 
rations upon the Dead Subject ; Application of Surgical 
Apparatus; viva voce Interrogation. 

EXAMINATION FOE HONOUES. 

Any Candidate who has passed the B.S. Examination may 
be examined for Honours in Surgery. The Examination is 
conducted by means of Printed Papers. 

If in the opinion of the Examiners sufficient merit be evinced, 
the Candidate who shall distinguish himself the most shall 
receive £50 per annum for the next Two Years, with the style 
of University Scholar in Surgery. 

Under the same circumstances, the First and Second Candi¬ 
dates shall each receive a Gold Medal of the value of £5. 

MASTEE IN SUEGEEY. 

The Examination for the Degree of Master in Surgery shall 
take place once in each year, and shall commence on the fourth 
Monday in November. 

No Candidate is admitted to this Examination unless he 
have produced Certificates to the following effect:—1. Of 
having taken the Degree of Bachelor of Surgery (i) in this 
University. 2. Of having attended, subsequently to having 
taken the Degree of Bachelor of Surgery in this University—^ 
a. To^ Clinical or Practical Surgery during two years in a 
Hospital or Medical Institution recognised by this University; 
h. Or to Clinical or Practical Surgery during one year in a 
Hospital or Medical Institution recognised by this University, 
and of having been engaged during three years in the practice 
of his Profession ; c. Or of having been engaged during five 
years in the practice of his Profession, either before or after 

(i) Candidates-who have obtained the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine 
previously to 1866 will be admitted to the Examination for the Degree of 
Master in Surgery without having taken the Degree of Bachelor of 
Surgery; and in the case of .such Candidates, the attendance on Sm-gical 
Practice required by Eegulation 2 may commence from the date of the 
M.B. Degree. 

taking the Degree of Bachelor of Surgery in this University. 
One year of attendance on Clinical or Practical Surgery, or 
two years of practice, will be dispensed with in the case of 
those Candidates who at the B.S. Examination have been 
placed in the First Division. 3. Of Moral Character, signed 
by two persons of respectabihty. 

These Certificates shall be transmitted to the Registrar at 
least fourteen days before the Examination begins. 

The fee for the Degree of Master in Surgery shall be £5. 
The Examination shall be conducted by means of printed 

papers and viva voce interrogation. 
Candidates shall be examined in the following subjects :— 

Logic and Moral Philosophy. (Any Candidate who has taken 
the Degree either of B.A., B.Sc., or M.D. in this University is 
exempted from this part of the Examination; and any Candi¬ 
date who has passed the Second M.B. Examination may at any 
subsequent M.S. Examination present himself for Logic and 
Moral Philosophy alone, if he so prefer; thereby gaining ex¬ 
emption, if he should pass, from Examination in that subject 
when he presents himself to be examined for the Degree of 
Master in Surgery.) Surgery. 

The Examination is conducted by printed papers and viva 
voce interrogation, and includes the dissection of a Surgical 
Region or performance of Surgical operations. Practical 
Examination in Clinical Surgery. 

DOCTOE OF MEDICINE. 

The Examination for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine 
takes place once in each year, and commences on the fourth 
Monday in November. No Candidate is admitted to this 
Examination unless he have produced certificates to the fol¬ 
lowing effect:—1. Of having taken the Degree of Bachelor of 
Medicine in this University. 2. Of having attended, subse¬ 
quently to having' taken the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine 
in this University—a. To Clinical or Practical Medicine during 
two years in a Hospital or Medical Institution recognised by 
this University; b. Or to Clinical or Practical Medicine during 
one year in a Hospital or Medical Institution recognised by 
this University, and of having been engaged during three years 
in the practice of liis Profession; c. Or of having been en¬ 
gaged during five years in the practice of his Profession, either 
before or after talcing the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine in 
this University. (One year of attendance on Clinical or Prac¬ 
tical Medicine, or two years of practice, ivill be dispensed with 
in the case of those Candidates who at the Second M.B. Exa¬ 
mination have been placed in the Fii-st Division.) 3. Of 
Moral Character, signed by two persons of resfiectabllity. 

These Certificates shall be transmitted to the Registrar at 
leci&t foitrtecn days before the Examination begins. 

The fee for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine shall be £5.(k) 
The Examination is conducted by means of printed papers 

and viva voce interrogation, and includes the following sub¬ 
jects :—Logic and Moral Philosophy. (Any Candidate who 
has taken the Degree either of B.A., B.Sc., or M.S. in this 
University is exempted from this part of the Examination ; 
and any Candidate who has passed the Second M.B. Examina¬ 
tion may present himself at any subsequent M.D. Examination 
for Logic and Moral Philosophy alone, if he so prefer; thereby 
gaining exemption, if he should pass, from Examination in that 
subject when lie presents himself to be examined for the Degree 
of Doctor of Medicine.) Medicine, including a commentary on 
a case of Medicine or Midwifery. Practical Examination in 
Clinical Medicine. 

If in the opinion of the Examiners sufficient merit be evinced, 
the Candidate who shall distinguish himself the most in 
Medicine at the Examination for the Degree of Doctor of 
Medicine shall receive a Gold Medal of the value of £20. 

EEGIJLATIONS EELATING TO CANDIDATES WHO COMMENCED TIIEIE 

MEDICAL STUDIES IN OE BEFOEE JANUAEY, 1839. 

Bachelor of Medicine.—Candidates who commenced their Pro- 
fes.sional Studies in or before January, 1839, shall be required 
to pass the Preliminary Scientific Examination in Chemistry 
and Botany only, and shall be admitted to the First Examina¬ 
tion for the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine on producing cer¬ 
tificates to the following effect:—1. Of having been engaged 
during two years in their Professional Studies. 2. Of having' 
attended a Course of Lectures on each of four of the subjects 
comprehended in the list (rufe First M.B. Ex. § 3). 3. Of having 
dissected during nine months. 4. Of having attended to 
Practical Pharmacy during a sufficient length of time to enable 

(k) Tills fee will continue to be £10 to all sucli as, having taken their 
M.B. Degree under the former regulations, shall not have paid the fee of 
£5 at the Preliminary Scientific Examination. 
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them to acquire a practical kno'W'ledge in th.e preparation of 
medicines. 

Candidates who commenced their Professional Studies in or 
before January, 1839, shall be admitted to the Second Exami¬ 
nation for the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine on producing 
Certificates to the following effect:—1. Of haafing been engaged 
during four years in their Professional Studies. 2. Of having 
passed the first M.B. Examination. 3. Of having attended a 
Course of Lectures on each of two of the subjects comprehended 
in the list (v/dc EirstM.B. Ex. § 3). 4. Of having dissected during 
.twelve months. 5. Of having attended to Practical Pharmacy 
during a sufficient length of time to enable them to acquire a 
practical knowledge in the preparation of medicines. 6. Of 
having conducted at least Six Labours. 7. Of having attended 
the Surgical Practice of a recognised Hospital or Hospitals 
■during twelve months. 8. Of having attended the Medical 
Practice of a recognised Hospital or Hospitals during other 
twelve months. 9. Of Moral Character from a Teacher in the 
last School or Institution at which they have studied, as far as 
the Teacher’s opportunity of knowledge has extended. 

Candid.ates who have not taken a Degree in Arts, or passed 
the Matricidation Examination in this University, will be re¬ 
quired to translate a portion of Celsus de Re Medic a. 
BBOIJL.ITIOXS EELATIXG TO PRACTITIONEES IN MEDICINE OE SIJE- 

GEEY DESIROUS OE OBTAINING DEGREES IN MIEDICINE. 

Bachelor o f Medicine.—Candidates shall be admitted to the 
two Examinations for the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine on 
producing certificates to the following effect:—1. Of having 
been admitted prior to the year 1840 members of one of the 
legally-constituted bodies in the United Kingdom for licensing 
Practitioners in Medicine or Surgery; or of having served pre¬ 
viously to 1840 as Surgeons or Assistant-Surgeons in her 
Majesty’s Army, Ordnance, or Ka\’y, or in the service of the 
Honourable the East India Company. 2. Of having received 
a part of their education at a recognised Institution or School, 
as required by the Charter of the University. 3. Of Moral Cha¬ 
racter, signed by two persons of respectability. 

Candidates who have not taken a Degree in Arts, or passed 
the Matriculation Examination in this University, will be re¬ 
quired to translate a portion of Celsus de Re Medicd. 

Doctor of Medicine.—Candidates who have been engaged 
during five years in the practice of their Profession shall be 
admitted to the Examination for this Degree on producing 
certificates to the following effect:—1. Of having been engaged 
during five years in the practice of their Profession. 2. Of 
having taken the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine in this Uni¬ 
versity. 

Candidates who have not taken a Degree in Arts, or passed 
the Matriculation Examination in this University, will be re¬ 
quired to translate a portion of Celsus de Re Medicd. 

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM. 

Tor Registration.—No one shall be held to be a Student in 
Medicine who has not been registered in a register kept for 
that purpose. No one shall be so registered unless he produce 
Certificates of age and character, and have passed one of the 
preliminary Examinations recommended by the General Medical 
Council. Every registered Student shall receive from the Regis¬ 
trar a Certificate of his Registration, for which he shall pay the 
sum of 5s. The Registration Examination shall be directed to 
the rudiments of Religion, Literature, and Science; and shall 
be conducted by two or more Examiners nominated by the 
Warden. The Registration Examination shall be held twice 
a year, viz.:—Shortly before the Winter Session and shortly 
before the Summer Session of the College of Medicine of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The Registration Examination will 
begin at Diu’ham, on Tuesday, September 21, 1869, and on 
April 19 and September 20, 1870, at 9 a.m. on each day. Ap¬ 
plication to be made to Arthur Beanlands, Esq., Durham, at 
least one month before the day of examination, to whom also 
Candidates must, at the same time, send the Examination Fee, 
£1, and the certificates of age and character, and specify the 
Optional Subjects in which he Avishes to be examined. Every 
one who passes that Examination shall receive a Certificate 
signed by the Examiners ■without further payment. The 
Warden shall have authority, in case of urgency, to appoint 
an Extraordinary Registration Examination at any time. Any 
one who presents himself for such Extraordinary Examination 
shall pay the sum of £2. 

Subjects of Examination for September 21, 1869.—Necessary 
Subjects:—The History contained in the Acts of the Apostles ; 
the History of England to the end of the reign of Henry III.; 
English Grammar and Composition; Arithmetic, including 

Vulgar and Decimal Fractions ; Algebra, including Simple 
Equations; Euclid, Books I. and II.; the Geograxihy of Great 
Britain, Ireland, and France. Candidates will be expected to 
draw from memory Outline Maps of these Countries, shovdng 
their chief ranges of mountains and their xn-incixial rivers, and 
also to answer cpiestions connected -ufiththem. Latin Grammar 
with Virgil, ^neid. Lib. I. and II. And one of the following 
optional subjects :—Greek Grammar, ivith Xenophon’s Memo¬ 
rabilia; French Grammar, with Voltaire’s Charles XII.; 
German Grammar, Avith Goethe’s Dichtung und Wahrheit, 
Book I. ; Elementary Questions in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, 
and Pneumatics. 

Subjects of Examination for April 19 and Septemher 20, 1870. 
Necessary Subjects :—The History contained in the Acts of 
the Apostles, English Grammar and Composition, Aiithinetic, 
inclmling’ Vulgar and Decimal Fractions ; Algebra, including 
Simxile Equations ; Euclid, Books I. and II.; Latin Grammar 
Avith—In April, Caesar de BeUo Gallico, Lib. I. and II.; in 
September, Virgil, ^Eneid, Lib. I. and II. ; and one of the fol¬ 
lowing optional subjects :—Greek Grammar, -with Xenophon’s 
Memorabilia ; French Grammar, with Voltaire’s Charles XII.; 
German Grammar, Avith Goethe’s Dichtung und Wahrheit, 
Book I.; Elementary Questions in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, 
and Pnemnatics. 

Subjects of Examination for a Medical Scholarship in the Uni¬ 
versity, October 5, 1869.—i. The Gosjiel of St. Lidce in Greek. 
2. Latin Grammar. 3. Caesar de I3eilo Gallico, Book IV. 
4. Arithmetic and Algebra. 5. Euclid, Books I. and II. 
6. History of the Reigns of Charles II. and James II. 

Subjects of Examination for the DieJeinson Memorial Seholarshipy 
College of Medicine, July 1870.—^Printed questions in Principles 
and Practice of Medicine, Pathology and Pathological 
Anatomy, Principles and Practice of Sm’gery, and Principles 
and Practice of MidAvifery. 

For the Licence in Surgery. (Residence in Durham is not 
imperative.)—The Regulations are the same as those for the 
Licence in Medicine, except that the final Examination is 
directed more particularly to Surgery, and may or may not be 
X^assed at the same time as the final Examination for the 
Licence in Medicine. 

For the Licence in Medicine. (Residence in Durham is not 
imperative.)—A Candidate must produce Certificates of Regis¬ 
tration as a Student in Medicine, of having, after Registration, 
spent four years in Medical study, at one or more of the Schools 
recognised by the Licensing Bodies named in Schedule (A) of 
the Medical Act, 1858, of good moral conduct, and of having 
attained the age of twenty-one years. There are two Exa¬ 
minations ; one after the Second Winter Session, the other 
after the Fourth Winter Session, of Medical Study. The first 
is directed to Anatomy, Physiology, and Chemistry. The 
second to the other branches of Medical Education, and more 
particularly to the Practice of Medicine. 

For the Degree of Master in Surgery. (Residence during 
Three Terms at Durham is necessary.)—A Candidate must be 
a Licentiate in Surgery, and also a Licentiate in Medicine, of 
the University, and of the standing of eighteen terms (six 
years) at least from the date of Ids Registration at Durham, 
and of three terms at least from the date of his admission to 
the Licence in Surgery. He must be a Bachelor of Arts, or 
have x^assed the final examination for B.A., or one eqmvalent 
thereto. He must have spent one year at least in Meffical and 
Surgical study in some School of Medicine in connexion with, 
the Uidversity, and haAm passed the Exandnation for the 
Degree of Master in Surgery. The Exandnation for this De¬ 
gree is directed chiefly to the Practice of Surgery. 

For the Degree of Bachelor in Medicine. (Residence during 
three teirnis at Durham is necessary.)—A Candidate must have 
obtained a Degree in Arts of the University of Durham, or 
have passed the final examination for the Degree of Bachelor 
of Arts, or one eqmvalent thereto, must be of the standing of 
three terms at least as a Licentiate in Medicine of the Univer¬ 
sity, and of the standing of eighteen terms (six years) from the 
date of Ids Matricidation at Durham, and have passed the 
examination for the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine. A Can¬ 
didate must Avrite an Essay on some Medical subject selected 
by himself and approved by the Reader in Medicine, and pass 
an examination thereon, including the Collateral Medical Sci¬ 
ences involved in the subject of the essay. 

For the Degree of Doctor in Medicine.—A Candidate must be of 
the standing of three terms at least as a Bachelor in Medicine 
of the University of Durham, and of the standing of twenty- 
one terms (seven years) from the date of his Matriculation at 
Durham, and have passed the Exandnation for the Degree of 

## 
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Doctor in Medicine. The Examination is similar to that for 
the Degree of Bachelor in Medicine. 

The Examinations for the Licences and Degrees in Medicine 
and in Surgery are conducted in Ne-wcastle. Those for the 
Licences : 1. By printed papers of questions. 2. Practically in 
Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia Medica, Surgery, 
Medicine, and Medical Jurisprudence. 3. Vivci voce on all the 
subjects. The Examinations are held, except in special cases, 
yearly in the month of June, at the close of the Easter Term, 
and are open to members of the University. The next Exami¬ 
nation wiU begin on Monday, June 14, 1870, at 9 a.m. The 
Licences and Degrees are conferred in Convocation at Durham. 
The Examiners (three or more in number) are appointed yearly 
by the Warden of the University, and approved by Convoca¬ 
tion. 

CUEMCTJLXJM OF THE UNIVEESITT OF DHEHAM. 

A Candidate for the Licence in Medicine and for the Licence 
in Surgery must bring evidence of having attended : 1. During 
the first two years of study—Two six months’ Courses of Lectures 
on Anatomy, two six months’ Courses of Lectures on Physiology. 
One six months’ Course of Lectures on Chemistry. Of having 
been engaged for three months in Practical Pharmacy, and for 
two Winter Sessions in Practical Dissection of the human body, 
and of having attended for twelve months the Surgical and the 
Medical Practice, with Clinical Lectures on Surgery and on 
Medicine, at a Hospital recognised by the University. 2. During 
the remaining two years—Two six months’ Courses of Lectures 
on the Principles and Practice of Surgery. Two six months’ 
Courses of Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Medicine. 
Two three months’ Courses of Lectures and Demonstrations on 
Morbid Anatomy. One three months’ Course of Lectures on 
each of the following subjects : Botany, Materia Medica, Prac¬ 
tical Chemistry, Midwifery, and Medical Jurisprudence. 
Together with Sui-gical and Medical Ho.spital Practice, and 
Clinical Lectures on Surgery and Medicine for two Winter 
Sessions and one Summer Session. 

Expenses at Durham : Entrance Fees : Admis.sion Fee to 
University, £2; Caution Money, at University College, £20 ;(a) 
Caution Money, at Bishop Hatfield’s Hall, £15. 

Terminal Expenses at University College : Three Terms in 
the Year (Eight Months) : Rent of room, unfurnished, from 
£4 to £5 ; College Commons, comprising dinner and meat, 
luncheon (per week), 14s.; service, gas, and detriments, £3 los.; 
coals, £1 Is. The average annual expenses at the College, in¬ 
cluding those of the University, may be estimated at £80 to £85. 

Terminal Expenses at Bishop Hatfield’s HaU : Three Terms 
in the Year (Eight Months) : A set of rooms, furnished (with 
the exception of linen), £6 6s. to £7 7s.; Commons or board, 
including servants and all domestic charges (except washing 
for lOf weeks, at £1 Is.), £11 4s.; Tuition Fees, Library, &c.,£6. 

Fees for Examination and Degrees : For Senior Middle Class 
Examination, £1; for Examination at the end of first year, £1; 
for Registration Examination, £1 ; for extraordinary Registra¬ 
tion Examination, £2 ; for Registration, 5s. ; for a Certificate 
in Chemistry, 10s.; for each pubhc Examination in Medicine or 
in Surgery, £1; for a Licence in Medicine, £3 ; for a Licence 
in Surgery, £3 ; for a Degree of Master in Surgery, £6 ; for a 
Degree of Bachelor in Medicine, £6 ; for a Degree of Doctor 
in Medicine, £6. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON. 

BYLAWS EELATING TO MEMBEES. 

1. The Members of the College, present and future, are alone 
eligible to the Fellowship. They have the use of the Library 
and Museum, and are admitted to all Lectures, but they are 
not entitled to any share in the government, or to attend or 
vote at General Meetings of the Corporation, 2. All persons 
who have been admitted before February 16, 1859, Licentiates 
of the College, are entitled to be admitted Members of the 
College. 3. Any Extra-Licentiate who shall have produced 
Testimonials as to character satisfactory to the Censors, and 
shall have assured the said Censors that he is not engaged in 
the practice of Pharmacy, and who shall comply with such 
other Regulations as are required by the Bylaws of the said 
Corporation, may be proposed to the College to be admitted a 
Member of the College. 4. Any person who shall haA^e satisfied 
the College touching his acquirements in general Science and 
Literature, and his knoAvledge of Medicine, Surgery, and Mid¬ 
wifery, and who shall comply with the Bylaws and Regu¬ 
lations of the College, may be proposed to the College to be 
admitted a Member of the College. 5. Every Candidate for 

(a) This is returned to the Student on leaving the University, and is a 
guarantee fimd against loss by terminal defalcations. 

the Membership of the College, under the last Bylaw, who 
shall have commenced his Professional Studies after September, 
1861, shall satisfy the Censors’ Board that previously to the 
commencement of his Professional Studies he has obtained a 
Degree in Arts from some University of the United Kingdom 
or of the Colonies, or from some other University specially 
recognised by the Medical Council, or that he has passed 
Examinations equivalent to those required for a Degree in 
Arts. All other Candidates for Membership shall be examined 
on the subjects of General Education by the President and 
Censors of the College. 6. Every Candidate for Membership 
shall furnish proof that he has attained the age of twenty-five 
years. 7. Every Candidate shall produce a Testimonial from 
a Fellow or Member of the College, satisfactory to the Censors’ 
Board, to the effect that, as regards moral character and 
conduct, he is a fit and proper person to be admitted a Member 
of the College. 8. Every Candidate {except such as shall be 
admissible wider the provisions of Sections 15 and 16) shall produce 
proof of his having been engaged in Professional Studies 
during a period of five years, of which four years at least shall 
have been passed at a Medical School or Schools, recognised 
by the College. 9. Every Candidate {except such as shall be 
admissible under the provisions of Sections 15 and 16) shall produce 
evidence, satisfactory to the Censors’ Board, of his having^ 
fulfilled the Course of Study prescribed for Licentiates of the 
College (see below) with the following exceptions:—(1.) The 
Candidate for Membership must have attended Lectures on 
Chnical Medicine during Three Winter and Three Summer 
Sessions, the attendance not to commence earlier than the 
Second Winter Session, at a recognised Medical School. (2.) He 
must have attended diligently during three Winter Sessions 
and three Summer Sessions the Medical Practice, and during 
three Winter Sessions and two Summer Sessions the Surgical 
Practice, of an Hospital containing at least 100 beds, and have 
been engaged during six months in the Chnical Study of 
Diseases pecuhar to Women, and have served the ofiice of 
Clinical Clerk in the Medical Wards during at least six months. 
[The requirements printed in itahcs apply to Candidates who 
commenced their Professional Education in the United King¬ 
dom on or after October 1, 1867, and to Candidates who 
commenced their Professional Education at a recognised 
Foreign or Colonial School on or after October 1, 1868.j 
10. Every Candidate who has prosecuted his studies abroad, 
whether in part or to the full extent required by the preceding 
Bylaw {except such as shall be admissible under the provisions of 
Section 16), shall, nevertheless, bring proof of his having 
attended, during at least twelve months, the Medical Practice 
of an Hospital in the United Kingdom containing at least 100 
beds. 11. If the Censors’ Board doubt the sufficiency of the 
Certificates and Testimonials produced by any Candidate, or 
his fitness, in any respect, for admission to Examination, they 
may submit the case to a General Meeting of the Fellows. 
12. No Candidate shall be admitted to Examination who is 
engaged in trade; or who dispenses medicine, or makes any 
engagement with a Chemist, or any other person, for the 
supply of medicines ; or who practises Medicine or Surgery in 
partnership, by deed or otherwise, so long as that partnership 
continues. 13. No Candidate shall be admitted to Examina¬ 
tion who refuses to make known, when required by the 
President and Censors, the nature and composition of any 
remedy he uses. 14. Every Candidate (except in cases specially 
exempted), under Sections 15 and 16, shall give proof of his 
acquirements by written answers to questions placed before 
him, and shall be examined viva voce at three separate Exami¬ 
nations, and shall be approved by the President and Censors, 
or by the major part of them. 15. Any Candidate who has 
already obtained the Degree of Doctor or Bachelor of Medicine 
at a University in the United Kingdom, wherein the Courses 
of Study, and the Examinations to be undergone by the 
Students previously to graduation, shall have been adjudg'ed 
by the Censors’ Board to be entirely satisfactory, shall be 
exempt (if the Censors shall think fit) from all or any parts of 
the Examinations hereinbefore described, except such as relate 
to the Third or Pass Examination ; the nature and extent of 
which Examination shall, in the case of each Candidate, be 
determined by the Censors’ Board. Every Candidate for the 
Membership wiU, however, be required to translate into English 
a passage from a Latin author, and he will have the ox^por- 
tuuity of showing a knowledge of Greek, or of one or more of 
the modem European languages. 16. If any Candidate who 
has attained the age of forty years shall produce Testimonials 
not merely satisfactory as to his moral character and conduct, 
and his general and Professional acquirements, but further 
showing that he has improved the art or extended the science 
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of Medicine, or has at least distingnished himself highly as a 
Medical Practitioner, the Censors’ Board, having -well -weighed 
and considered these Testimonials, may, if they see fit, submit 
them to the Fellows at a General Meeting, and it shall be de¬ 
termined by the votes of the Fellows present, or of the majority 
of them, taken by ballot, whether the Candidate shall be 
admitted to Examination, which shall, in every such case, be 
as full and complete as the Censors may deem sufficient. 
17. Any Candidate who shall produce satisfactory e-vidence of 
having passed an Examination on Anatomy and Physiology, 
conducted by any of the Bodies named in Schedule (A) to the 
Medical Act, and recognised by the College as requiring a 
Course of^ Study and an Examination satisfactory to the 
College, will be exempt from re-examination on the subjects of 
the Primary Examination.(a) 18. Any Candidate who shall 
have obtained a Degree in Surgery, at a University in the 
United Kingdom, after a Course of Study and an Examination 
satisfactory to the College, -will be exempt from re-examination 
on Surgical Anatomy and the Principles and Practice of 
Surgery. 19. Any Candidate who shall have passed the Ex¬ 
amination on Surgery conducted by the Eoyal College of 
Surgeons of England, or the Eoyal College of Surgeons of 
Edinburgh, or the Eoyal College of Surgeons in Ireland, after 
a Course of Study and an Examination satisfactory -to the 
College, win be exempt from re-examination on Surgical 
Anatomy, and on the Principles and Practice of Surgery. 

The Fee to be paid for admission as a Member of the College 
shall be 30 guineas. 

BYLAWS AXD EEGttTLATIOXS EELATIXG TO THE EXAMIXATIOX 

FOE THE MEMBEESHIP. 

Every Candidate for the Membership of the College (except 
such as shall be admissible under the provisions of Sections 15 
and 16 of the Bylaws) will be required to pass the following 
Examinations :— 

The First Examination, on Anatomy and Physiology, -will 
be conducted on successive days, as follows :•—On the First 
day: Evening, iroTox Seven to Ten, by written questions. On 
the Second day : Evening, commencing at Seven o’clock, vivA 
voce, on Dissections and Preparations. 

The Second Examination -will be conducted on successive 
days, as follows:—On the First day: Evening, from Seven to 
Ten, by written questions on Surgical Anatomy, and on the 
Principles and Practice of Surgery. On the Second day: 
Morning, the Candidate’s practical knowledge will be tested, 
either at the College or in the Surgical Wards of an Hospital. 
Afternoon, from One to Four, on Materia Mediea, and on 
Chemistry in its applications to Pathology, Pharmacy, and Toxico- 
iogy. This Examination will he conducted partly hy written 
questions and partly in a practical manner. commencing 
at Seven o’clock, by written questions on Midwifery and the 
Diseases peculiar to Women. 

The Third or Pass Examination will be conducted on suc¬ 
cessive days, as follows:—On the First day: Afternoon, from 
Two to Six, by -written questions on Medical Anatomy, and on 
the Principles of Medicine. On the Second day: Afternoon, 
from Two to Six, by written questions on the Practice of 
Medicine, including the Principles of Puhlic Health, and on 
Psychological Medicine. On the Third day : The Candidate’s 
practical knowledge will be tested, either at the College or in 
the Medical Wards of an Hospital. On the Fourth day: 
Afternoon, commencing at Three o’clock, viva voce, on Medical 
Anatomy, and on the Principles and Practice of Medicine. 

(The Eegulations in italics apply to Candidates who com¬ 
menced their Professional Education in the United Kingdom 
on or after October 1,1865 ; and to Candidates who commenced 
their Professional Education at a recognised Foreign or 
Colonial School on or after October 1, 1866.) 

Examinations of Candidates for the Membership of the 
College will takeplaceduring 1869-70, commencing as follows:— 
First Examination : October 5 ; December 7 ; February 7 ; 
April 4 ; July 4 ; October 3 ; December 5. Second Examination : 
October 12 ; December 14 ; February 14 ; April 11; July 11; 
October 10; December 12. Third or Pass Examination: 
October 21 ; January 20 ; April 21; July 21 ; October 20. 

Candidates will not be admitted to the First Examination 
until after the termination of the second Winter Session of 
Professional Study at a recognised Medical School, nor to the 
Second Examination until after the termination of four years 
of Professional Study, nor to the Third or Pass Examination 
until after the completion of the required Course of Professional 
Study. 

Every Candidate must give fourteen days’ notice in writing 

(a) St* Eegulations relating to tho Examinations. 

to the Eegistrar pf the College of his intention to present 
himself for Examination, at the same time transmitting the 
following Certificates: — For the Primary Examination.— 
Evidence of having passed an Arts Examination ; of having 
been duly registered as a Medical Student; and of having 
completed the second Winter Session of Professional Study at 
a recognised Medical School. For the Second Examination.— 
Evidence of having completed four years of Professional Study; 
of ha-ving attained the age of twenty-one years; of Instruction 
and Proficiency in the Practice of Vaccination ; and of 
having attended not less than twenty labours. For the Pass 
Examination.—^Proof of ha-ring attained the age of twenty-five 
years ; a Testimonial from a Fellow or Member of the College; 
evidence of having completed the required course of Profes¬ 
sional Study. 

LICENTIATES. 

^ The College will, under its Charter, grant Licences to prac¬ 
tise Physic, including therein the Practice of Medicine, Sur- 
gery, and Mid-wifery (which Licences are not to extend to 
make the Licentiates Members of the Corporation) to persons 
who shall conform to the folio-wing Bylaws:— 

Every Candidate for the College Licence (except when other¬ 
wise prorided by the Bylaws) is required to produce satis- 
factoiy evidence to the follo-nnng effect:—1. Of haring attained 
the age of twenty-one years. 2. Of moral character. 3. Of 
haring passed, before the commencement of Professional Study, 
an Examination in the subjects of General Education recog¬ 
nised by the College. 4.^ Of having been registered as a 
Medical Student in the manner prescribed by the General 
Medical Council. 5. Of haring been engaged in Professional 
Studies during four years, of which at least three Winter 
Sessions and two Summer Sessions shall have been passed at a 
recognised Medical School or Schools, and one Winter Session 
and two Summer Sessions in one or other of the following 
ways:—a. Attending the Practice of a Hospital or other 
Institution recognised by the College for that purpose; h. Re¬ 
ceiving instrnction as the pupil of a legally qualified Prac¬ 
titioner, holding any Public Appointment wliich affords 
opportunities, satisfactory to the Examiners, of imparting a 
practical knowledge of Medicine, Surgery, or Mid-wifery; 
c. Attending Lectures on any of the required subjects of Pro • 
fessional Study at a recognised place of instruction. (Profes¬ 
sional Studies commenced before the Candidate shall have 
passed an Examination in the subjects of General Education 
will not be recognised by the College.) 6. Of having attended, 
during three Winter Sessions and two Summer Sessions, the 
Medical and Surgical Practice at a recognised Hospital or Hos~ 
pitals ; and of haring been engaged during six months in the 
Clinical Study of Diseases peculiar to Women. 7. Of ha-ring 
studied the following subjects :—Anatomy (-with dissections) 
during Two Winter Sessions; (b) Physiology during Two 
Winter Sessions; Chemistry during Six Months; Practical 
Chemistry during Three Months ; Materia Mediea during 
Three Months; Practical Pharmacy during Three Months (by 
Practical Pharmacy is meant Instruction in the Laboratory of 
a Registered Medical Practitioner or of a Member of the 
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, or of a Public Hos¬ 
pital or Dispensary recognised by the College); Botany diu-ing 
Three Months (this Course of Lectures may be attended prior 
to the commencement of Professional Stndies ; and any candi¬ 
date producing satisfactory eridence that Botany formed one 
of the subjects of his Preliminary Examination -wRl be exempt 
from attendance on this Course); Morbid Anatomy during Six 
Months (tliis includes attendance and instruction in the Post¬ 
mortem Room during the period of Clinical Study); Principles 
and Practice of Medicine during Two Winter Sessions (it is 
required that the Principles of Public Health should be com¬ 
prised in this Course of Lectures, or in the Course of Lectures 
on Forensic Medicine. The attendance on these Lectures must 
not commence earlier than the second Winter Session at a re¬ 
cognised Medical School) ; Principles and Practice of Surgery 
during Two Winter Sessions (the attendance on these Lectures 
must not commence earlier than the second Winter Session at 
a recognised Medical School) ; Clinical Medicine during Two 
Winter Sessions and Two Summer Sessionsfb) (the attendance on 
these Lectures must not commence until after the first Winter 
Session at a recognised Medical School) ; Clinical Surgery 
during Two Winter Sessions and Two Summer Sessions (the at¬ 
tendance on these Lectures must not commence until after the 
first Winter Session at a recognised Medical School. By Clinical 
Medicine and Clinical Surgery are meant special Study and 
Instruction at the bed-side, with Lectures on Cases) ; Mid- 

(b) The Winter Session comprises a period of six months, and the Summer 
Session a period of three months. 
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■wifery and the Diseases peculiar to Women during Three 
IMonths (Certificates must also he produced of attendance on 
not less than twenty Labours, and of Instruction and Pro¬ 
ficiency in Vaccination) ; Forensic Medicine during Three 
Months. 8. Of having passed the Professional Examinations. 
(The requirements printed in italics apply to Candidates who 
commenced their Professional Education in the United King¬ 
dom on or after October 1, 1867 ; and to Candidates who com¬ 
menced their Professional Education at a recognised Foreign 
or Colonial School on or after October 1, 1868.) 

Any Candidate who shall produce satisfactory evidence of 
having passed an Examination on Anatomy and Physiology, 
conducted by any of the Bodies named in Schedide (A) to the 
Medical Act, and recognised by the College as requiring a 
course of Study and an Examination satisfactory to the College, 
shall be exempt from re-examination on the subjects of the 
Primary Examination, (c) Any Candidate who shall have 
obtained a Degnee in Medicine at a University recognised by 
the College, after a course of Study and an Examination satis¬ 
factory to the College, shall be exempt from re-examination on 
the subjects of the Primary Examination. Any Candidate who 
shall have obtained a Degree in Surgery at a University in the 
United Kingdom, after a course of Study and an Examination 
satisfactory to the College, shall be exempt from re-examina¬ 
tion on Surgical Anatomy, and on the Principles and Practice 
of Surgery. Any Candidate who shall have passed the Exami¬ 
nation on Surgery conducted by the Boyal College of Surgeons 
of England, or the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, 
or the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, after a course of 
Study and an Examination satisfactory to the College, shall be 
exempt from re-examination on Surgical Anatomy, and on the 
Principles and Practice of Surgery. Any Candidate, being a 
“ Registered Medical Practitioner,” whose Qualification or 
Qualifications shall have been obtained before the 1st day of 
January, 1861, having been, with the consent of the College, 
admitted a Candidate for the Licence, will be examined on the 
Principles and Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery ; 
but he will be exempted from such other parts of the Profes¬ 
sional Examinations as his Qualifications may seem to the 
Examiners to render in his case unnecessary. 

Licentiates of this College shall not compound or dispense 
medicines except for patients under their own care. 

J3TJ;AWS AND EEGtriATIONS EELATING TO THE EXAMINATION 

FOE THE LICENCE. 

Every Candidate for the College Licence, before he is 
admitted to examination, will be required to sign a declara¬ 
tion, stating whether he has or has not been rejected within 
three months by any of the Examining Boards included in 
Schedule (A) to the Medical Act. 

The First Examination, on Anatomy and Physiology, will 
be conducted on successive days, as follows:—On the first 
day: Evening, from 7 to 10, by wiitten questions. On the 
second day: Evening, commencing at 7 o’clock, viva voce, on 
Dissections and Preparations. The Second, or Pass Examina¬ 
tion will be conducted on successive days, as follows :—On the 
first day : Evening, from 7 to 10, by written questions on 
Surgical Anatomy, and on the Principles and Practice of 
Surgery. On the second day: Morning—The Candidate’s 
practical knowledge wall be tested, either at the College or in 
the Surgical wards of an Ho.spital. Afternoon, from 1 to 4, 
on Materia Medica, and on Chemistry in its applications to 
Pathology, Pharmacy, and Toxicology, (d) This examination 
will be conducted partly by WTritten questions and partly in a 
practical manner. Evening, commencing at 7 o’clock, by 
written questions on Midwifery and the Diseases peculiar to 
Women. On the third day : Evening, from 7 to 10, by wTitten 
questions on Medical Anatomy, and on the Principles and 
Practice of Medicine, including the Principles of Public 
Health. On the fourth day: Morning—The Candidate’s prac¬ 
tical knowledge will be tested, either at the College or in the 

(c) See Eegnlations relating to the Examinations. 
(d) Candidates who shall have passed the First Examination for the 

licence at this College before October 1, 1867, are exempted from 
re-examination on Materia Medica and on Chemistry in its appheation to 
Pharmacy. 

Examinations of Candidates for the College Licence will take place. 
Commencing as follows :— 

1869. 
Tuesday . October 6. I Tuesday . October 12. 
Tuesday . December 7. | Tuesday . December 14. 

1870. 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 

February 7. 
April 4. 
July 4. 
October 3. 
December 5. 

Monday 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 

February 14. 
Apiil 11. 
July 11. 
October 10. 
December 12. 

Medical wards of an Hospital. Evening, commencing at 
7 o’clock, viva voce, on the Principles and Practice of Medicine, 
Surgery, and Midwifery. 

Candidates will not be admitted to the First Examination 
until after the termination of the second Winter Session of 
Professional Study at a recognised Medical School, nor to the 
Second or Pass Examination until after the termination of four 
years of Professional Study. 

After October, 1870, the College will not admit to the Pass 
Examination any Candidate (not exempted from Registration) 
whose name had not been entered in the Medical Students’ 
Register at least four years previously. 

Any Candidate who shall bo rejected at the First Examina¬ 
tion will not be readmitted to examination until after the lapse 
of three months, and will be required to produce a Certificate 
of the performance of Dissections or other Professional Study 
satisfactory to the Examiners during that time. 

Any Candidate who shall be rejected at the Second or Pass 
Examination will not be readmitted to examination until after 
the lapse of six months, and will be required to produce a 
Certificate of Attendance on the Practice of a recognised 
Hospital during that time, and also of attendance on Clinical 
Lectiu’es. 

Every Candidate intending to present himself for examina¬ 
tion is required to give fourteen days’ notice in writing to th& 
Registrar of the College, at the same time transmitting the- 
following certificates :—For the First Examination : Evidence 
of having passed an Arts Examination ; of having been duly 
registered as a Medical Student; and of having completed the 
second Winter Session of Professional Study at a recognised 
Medical School. For the Second or Pass Examination: 
Evidence of having completed fom’ years of Professional 
Study; of having attained the age of twenty-one years; of 
Instruction and Proficiency in the Practice of Vaccination ; 
and of having attended not less than twenty labours. A testi¬ 
monial of moral character is required of every Candidate. 

Blank forms of the required Certificates of Attendance on 
Hospital Practice and on Lectures may be obtained on applica¬ 
tion at the College, (e) 

The Fee for the College Licence is Fifteen Guineas, (f) of 
which Five Guineas are to be paid on admission to the First 
Examination, which Fee will not be returned to any Candidate 
rejected at this examination, but will be allowed in the Fee 
for the Licence, and he will be admitted to one subsequent 
First Examination without the payment of an additional Fee. 

Any Candidate who shall be rejected at the Second or Pass 
Examination will have the Fee paid on admission to this exa¬ 
mination retimied to him, less Three Guineas. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND. 

EEGHLATIONS EELATING TO THE EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION 

OF CANDIDATES FOE THE DIPLOMA OF FELLOW. 

Treliminary ^Examination.—Candidates will be required to 
produce one or other of the following Certificates or Testamurs, 
viz. :—1. Of Graduation in Arts at a University recognised^ 
for this purpose. The following are the Universities at present 
recognised, viz. :—Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, London, Dur¬ 
ham, Queen’s University in Ireland, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Aberdeen, and St. Andrews. Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. 
Canada: M'Gill’s College, Montreal; and Queen’s College, 
Kingston. A Certificate or Testamur of Graduation in Arts 
at a foreign University, on the special recommendation o f the 
Court of Examiners, approved by the Council. 2. Of h aving 
passed such examinations in Arts as shall from time to time be 
required for graduation in Medicine by a University recognised 
for tlfis purpose. The following are the Universities at present 
recognised, viz. :—Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, London, and 
Durham. 3. Candidates who shall not be able to produce one, 
or other of the foregoing certificates will be required to pass an 
examination in English, Classics, and Mathematics, conducted, 
by the Board of Examiners of the Royal College of Preceptors, 
under the direction and supervisicn of the Council of the 
College. 

The following are the subjects of the Examination (No. 3) 
during the year 1869, viz. : Part I. Compulsory subjects.— 
1. Reading aloud a passage from some English author. 
2. Writing from dictation. 3. English GrammeW. 4. Writing 
a short English composition, such as a descrij)tion of a place, 
an accomrt of some useful or natural product, or the like. 

(ej Hours of attendance from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturdays, 11 a.m. to. 
2 p.m. 

(f) The Fee must be paid three days prior to the day on -which the exa¬ 
mination commences. 
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5. Arithmetic. No candidate will he passed who does not show 
a competent knowledge of the first four rules, simple and com¬ 
pound, of vulgar fractions, and of decimals. 6. Questions on 
the geography of Europe, and particularly of the British Isles. 
7. Questions on the outlines of English History—that is, the 
succession of the sovereigns and the leading events of each reign. 
8. Euchd, Book I. 9. Translation of a passage from the 
second book of Caesar’s Commentaries “De Bello GalUco.” 
10. Translation of a passage from the first hook of theAnaha.sis 
of Xenophon. 11. Translation of a passage from X. B. Saiii- 
tine’s “ Picciola.” 12. Mathematics. Algebra to Simple Equa¬ 
tions inclusive. P.S.—In 1870 Euclid, Books I. and II., or the 
subjects thereof, will be included in the compxilsory subjects. 
Part II. Optional Subjects.—Papers will also be set on the fol¬ 
lowing four subjects, and each candidate will be required to 
offer himself for examination on one subject, at his option :— 
1. Translation of a passage from Schiller’s “ Wilhelm Tell.” 
Besides these translations into English, the candidate will be 
required to answer questions on the Grammar of each subject, 
whether compulsory or selected. 2. Mechanics. The questions 
win be chiefly of an elementary character. 3. Chemistry. 
The questions will be on the elementary facts of Chemistry. 
4. Botany and Zoology. The questions will be on the classi¬ 
fication of Plants and Animals. The quality of the hand¬ 
writing and spelling wiU be taken into account. N.B.—Each 
candidate is required to pay a fee of £2 on the moniing of the 
first day of the examination, prior to his admission thereto. 
The examination is at present held on or about the third Tues¬ 
day or AVednesday in June and December, at the College of 
Surgeons, Lincolii’s-inn-fields. The exact dates of the exami¬ 
nations are duly advertised when fixed in the Medical journals, 
and candidates are required to send in the prescribed forms of 
application not less than three weeks before the commencement 
of each examination. 

Note.—Candidates who have passed an examination recognised as 
eqxiivalent to the Treliminary ^Examination for the Eiploma of 
Member, will he required, in order to qualify for the Felloivship, 
to pass in the subjects numbered 10, 11, and 12 in Fart I., and in 
one, at their option, of the four subjects included in Part II. of the 
foregoing examination (No. 3.) 

Professional Education.—1. Except in the cases and instances 
hereinafter provided for to the contrary, every candidate for 
admission to the First or Anatomical and Physiological Exami¬ 
nation for the Fellowship is required to produce the following 
certifleates, viz.:—1. Of having passed the Preliminary Exami¬ 
nation appointed by the Council, or such other examination as 
the Council may from time to time determine to be equivalent 
thereto. 2. Of having studied Practical Pharmacy during 
three months. 3. Of having studied Anatomy and Physiology 
by attendance on Lectures and Demonstrations, and by Dissec¬ 
tions, during throe Winter Sessions of not less than six months 
each, at a recognised School or Schools. 4. Of having attended 
one Course of Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, one Course 
of Lectures on Chemistry, and a three months’ Course of 
Practical Chemistiy, at a recognised School or Schools. 

II. Except in the cases and instances hereinafter provided 
for to the contrary, every Candidate before his admission to the 
Second Professional Examination is required to produce the 
following Certificates, viz.:—1. Of being twenty-five years of 
age. 2. Of having been engaged for six years in the acquire¬ 
ment of Professional knowledge in Hospitals or Schools of 
Anatomy, Surgery, and Medicine recognised by the Council of 
the College for that purpose; or if the Candidate be already a 
Member of the College, he shall produce Certificates of having 
been engaged for two years in the acquirement of Professional 
knowledge in recognised Hospitals and Schools, in addition to 
the Certifleates required for the Diploma of Member. 3. Of 
having attended Lectures on the Theory and Practice of 
Surgery, during two Sessions of not less than six months each, 
at one or more recognised School or Schools. 4. Of having 
attended one course of Lectures on each of the following sub¬ 
jects, viz. :—Theory and Practice of Medicine, Materia Medica, 
Midwifery with attendance on cases, and Medical Juris¬ 
prudence, at one or more recognised School or Schools. 5. Of 
having attended a coiu'se of Lectures on the Operations of 
Surgery by a recognised Lecturer. 6. Of having performed 
operations on the dead body under the superintendence of a 
recognised Teacher. 7- Of instruction and proficiency in the 
practice of Vaccination, (a) 8. Of having attended the 

(a) In the case of Candidates who commenced tlieir Professional Educa¬ 
tion on or after the 1st of October, 1868, the Certificate of Instruction in 
Vaccination will only be received from reco^ised Vaccine Stations, or 
from recomised Vaccine Departments in Medical Schools or Hospitals, or 
other Public Institutions, where the appointed Teacher of Vaccination is 

Surgical Practice with Clinical Lectures on Surgery of a re¬ 
cognised Hospital or Hospitals during four Winter and four 
Summer Sessions, and the Medical Practice with Clinical 
Lectures on Medicine of a recognised Hospital or Hospitals 
during one Winter and one Summer Session. 9. Of having, 
subsequently to the completion of two years’ Professional 
study, served the ofiice of House Surgeon or Dresser, for not 
less than six months, in a recognised Hospital in the PTnited 
Kingdom. 

III. In the case of a Candidate who shall have taken by 
Examination the Degree of Bachelor or Master of Arts in any 
Univei-sity in the United Kingdom recognised by the Council 
for this purpose, it shall be sufficient for him to produce a 
Certificate or Certificates that he has been engaged for five 
years (instead of six years) in the acquirement of Professional 
knowledge in Hospitals or Schools of Anatomy, Surgery, and 
Medicine recognised by the Council of the College for that 
purpose. 

lY. Any Member of the College shall, after the expiration 
of eight years from the date of his Diploma, be entitled to bo 
admitted to the Professional Examination for the Fellowship 
upon the production of a Certificate, signed by three Fellows, 
that he has been for eight years in the practice of the Profes¬ 
sion of Surgery, and that he is a fit and proper person to be 
admitted a FeUow if upon examination ho shall be found 
qualified. 

Professional Examinations.—1. The examinations are held 
twice in the year, in the months of May and November, and 
at such other times as the Council may appoint. 2. The 
Examina,tions occupy not less tha,n two days, either successive 
or at such intervals as the Corui; of Examiners may appoint. 
3. The first Examination on Anatomy and Physiology is 
partly written and partly viva voce, on the recently dissected 
subject and on prepared parts of the Human Body; the 
second Examination, on Pathology, Therapeutics, and 
the Principles and Practice of Sui-gery and Medicine, (b) 
is partly written, partly viva voce, and partly on the 
practical use of Surgical Apparatus, and includes the ex¬ 
amination of Patients, and operations on the dead body. 
4. Prior to his admission to the Fii’st or Anatomical and 
Physiological Examination, the Candidate is requii-cd to pay 
—a. A fee of five guineas, to be allowed on the fee for the 
Diploma of Fellow, but to be retained in case of rejection. 
6. Prior to his admission to the Second professional Examina¬ 
tion, the Candidate is reqiured to pay—a. A fee of Five 
Guineas(c) (if a Member) over and above all charges for stamps, 
to be retained in case of rejection, b. A fee of Twenty-five 
Guineas (c) (if not a Member) over and above all charges for 
stamps, of which Five Guineas will be retained in case of 
rejection. 6. A Candidate whose qualifications shall be found 
insufficient on his Anatomical and Physiological Examination 
shall be referred, and shall not be allowed to present himself 
for re-examination until after the expiration of six months 
from the date of his reference. 7. A Candidate whose quali¬ 
fications shall be found insufficient upon his Pathological 
and Surgical Examination shall be referred, and shall not be 
allowed to present himself for re-examination until after the 
expiration of one year from the date of his reference, unless 
the Court of Examiners shall otherwise determine. 

EEGULATIONS EESPECTING THE EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION OF 

CANDIDATES FOE THE DIPLOMA OF MEMBEB OF THIS COLLEGE. 

I. Preliminary General Education and Examination.—Candi¬ 
dates who commenced their Professional Education on or after 
January 1, 1861, will be required to produce one or other of 
the following Certificates :—1. Of Graduation in Ards at a 
University recognised for tliis purpose. The following are the 
Universities at present recognised, viz.:—Oxford, Cambridge, 

not liable to frequent change, and where ample means for study are pro¬ 
vided by not less than such a number of oases (eight or ten on an average 
weekly) as may be found, after due inquirj’, to be sufficient for this purpose 
at each place. 

(b) Candidates can claim exemption from examination in Medicine 
under the following conditions, viz. :—1. The production by the Candidate 
of a Degree, Diploma, or Licence in Jlcdicine entitling him to rcgi.ster 
under the Medical Act of 1858, or a Degree, Diploma, or Licence in Me¬ 
dicine of a Colonial or Foreign University approved by the Council of the 
College. 2. A declaration by the Candidate, prior to Ids admission to the 
Final Examination for the Fellowsldp, that it is his intention to obtain 
either of the Medical Qualifications mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, 
in which case the Diploma of the College will not be issued to him until he 
shall produce either the said Medical Qualification or proof of ha\'ing 
passed the several e.xaminations entitling him to receive the same.— 
N.B. A Candidate who has passed an examination in Medicine for the 
Membership will not be required to pass any further examination in Me¬ 
dicine for the Fellowship. 

(c) The sum of £2 paid on the Preliminary Examination will be allowed 
against these amounts. 
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Dublin, London, Durham, Queen’s University in Ireland, Edin¬ 
burgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews; Calcutta, Madras, 
and Bombay. Canada—McGiU. College, Montreal; and Queen’s 
College, Kingston. 2. Of having passed an Examination for 
Matriculation, or such other examination as shall, in either 
case, from time to time be sanctioned by the Council of this 
College, at a University in the United Kingdom, or at a 
Colonial or Foreign University recognised by the Council of 
this College. The following are the Examinations at present 
recognised under this Clause (No. 2) viz.;—Oxford.—Kespon- 
sions or Moderations ; Middle-Class Examinations, Senior, the 
Certificates to include Latin, (d) Cambridge.—Previous Exa¬ 
mination ; Middle-Class Examinations, Senior, the Certificates 
to include Latin (d). Dublin.—Entrance Examination. Lon¬ 
don.—Matriculation Examination. Durham.—Examination of 
Students in Arts in their second and first years ; Middle-Class 
Examinations, Senior, the Certificates to include Latin; (d) 
Registration Examination for Medical Students. Queen’s Uni¬ 
versity in Ireland.— Two years’ Arts Course for Diploma 
of Licentiate in Arts ; Preliminary Examinations at end 
of B.A. Course ; Middle-Class Examinations, the Certifi¬ 
cates to include Latin, (d) Matriculation Examinations. 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Glasgow, and St. Andrews.—Prelimi¬ 
nary or Extra-Professional Examinations for Graduation in 
Medicine. Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay.—Matriculation 
Examinations. Canada—McGiU College, Montreal; Matricu¬ 
lation Examination. Queen’s College, Kingston.—Matricula¬ 
tion Examination, Preliminary Examination of Students in 
Medicine. University College, Toronto, Victoria College, 
Toronto.—Matriculation Examinations. University of Mel¬ 
bourne.—Matriculation Examination, with a Certificate that 
the Student has passed an Examination in Latin. New York, 
Bellevue Hospital Medical College.—Matriculation Examina¬ 
tion. 3. Of having passed the Preliminary Examination for 
the Fellowship of this College. 4. Of having passed the Pre¬ 
liminary Examinations of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons in 
Ireland and of Edinburgh, or of the Faculty of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Glasgow. 5. Of having passed the Examination 
in Arts of the Society of Apothecaries of London, or of the 
Apothecaries’ Hall of Ireland. 6. Of having passed the Eirst- 
Class Examination of the Royal College of Preceptors. 7. Tes¬ 
tamur of the Codrington College, Barbadoes. 8. Degree of 
Associate of Arts gTanted by the Tasmanian Council of Educa¬ 
tion, with a Certificate that the Student has been examined in 
Latin and Mathematics. 9. Candidates who shall not be able 
to produce one or other of the foregoing Certificates will be 
required to pass an Examination in English, Classics, and 
Mathematics, conducted by the Board of Examiners of the 
Royal College of Preceptors, under the direction and super¬ 
vision of this College. 

The following are the subjects of the Examination (No. 9) 
during the year 1869, viz.: Part I.—Compulsory Subjects.— 
1. Reading aloud a passage from some English author. 
2. Writing from dictation. 3. English Grammar. 4. Writing 
a short English composition, such as a description of a place, 
an account of some useful or natural product, or the like. 
5. Arithmetic. No Candidate will be passed who does not 
show a competent knowledge of the first four rules, simple and 
compound, of Vulgar Fractions, and of Decimals. 6. Ques¬ 
tions on the Geography of Europe, and particularly of the 
British Isles. 7. Questions on the outlines of English History 
•—that is, the succession of the Sovereigns, and the leading events 
of each reign. 8. Euclid, Book I. 9. Translation of a passage 
from the second book of Caesar’s Commentaries “ De Bello Gal¬ 
ileo.” Part II.—Optional Subjects:—Papers will also be set on the 
following seven subjects; and each Candidate will be required 
to offer himself for examination on one subject at least, at his 
option ; but no Candidate will be allowed to offer liimself for 
examination on more than four subjects :—1. Translation of a 
passage from the First Book of the Anabasis of Xenophon. 
2. Translation of a passage from X. B. Saintine’s “Picciola.” 
3. Translation of a passage from Schiller’s “ Wilhelm TeU.” 
Besides these Translations into English, the Candidate will be 
required to answer questions on the Grammar of each subject, 
whether compulsory or optional. 4. Mathematics, Algebra 
to Simple Equations inclusive. 5. Mechanics; The questions 
will be chiefly of an elementary character. 6. Chemistry; the 
questions will be on the elementary facts of Chemistry. 
7. Botany and Zoology; the questions will be on the classifi¬ 
cation of Plants and Animals. The quality of the handwriting 
and the spelling will be taken into account. 

(d) On or after January 1, 1870, the Certificates of haoing passed the 
Middle-Class Examinations must include Mathematics as weU as Latin. 

N.B.—Each Candidate is required to pay a fee of £2 on the 
morning of the first day of the Examination prior to his ad¬ 
mission thereto. The Examination is at present held on or about 
the third Tuesday or Wednesday in June and December, at 
the College of Surgeons, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. The exact dates 
of the examinations are duly advertised when fixed in the 
Medical journals ; and Candidates are required to send in the 
prescribed forms of application not less than three weeks before 
the commencement of each examination. 

I^ofe.—A Candidate, in order to qualify for the Fellowship, 
is required to pass in the subjects numbered 1, 2, and 4, and in 
one, at his option, of the subjects numbered 3, 5, 6, and 7, 
Part II., in addition to the compulsory subjects contained in 
Part II. 

Notice.—In the year 1870, Algebra to Simple Equations inclu¬ 
sive, and Euclid, Books I. and II., or the subjects thereof, will be in¬ 
cluded in the compulsory subjects in Part I. The subjects in 1870 
tvill in other respects be the same as for the present year. 

II. Professional Education.—1. Professional Studies prior to 
the date at which the Candidate shall have passed an Examina¬ 
tion in General Knowledge in conformity vsfith the Regulation 
in the preceding Section, are not recognised, (e) 

2. The following will be considered as the commencement 
of Professional Education:—1. Attendance on the Practice of 
a Hospital, or other Public Institution recognised by this Col¬ 
lege for that purpose. 2. Instruction as the Pupil of a legally 
qualified Surgeon, holding the appointment of Surgeon to a Hos¬ 
pital, General Eispensary, or Enion Workhouse, or where such 
opportunities of practical instruction are afforded as shall be satis¬ 
factory to the Council. 3. Attendance on Lectures on Anatomy, 
Physiology, or Chemistry, by Lecturers recognised by this 
College. The commencement of Professional study, otherwise than 
by attendance on lecttires in recognised Medical Schools, or by 
attendance on the Practice of recognised Hospitals, ivill not be 
admitted until a Certificate thereof shall be furnished to the Secre¬ 
tary for registration at the College, by the Practitioner whose Pupil 
the Candidate shall have become, or by the Medical Superintendent 
of the Hospital or other Institution to the practice of ivhich he 
shall have entered, and will, consequently, date only from the 
reception of such Certificate by the Secretary ; the Certificate to he 
accompanied by proof of having passed the necessary Preliminary 
Examination in General Knowledge. 

3. Candidates will be required to produce the following 
other Certificates, viz.:—^1. Of being twenty-one years of age. 
2. Of having been engaged during four years in the acquire¬ 
ment of Professional knowledge. 3. Of having studied Prac¬ 
tical Pharmacy during three months. 4. Of having attended 
Lectures on Anatomy, delivered not less frequently than four 
times in each week, during two Winter Sessions. 5. Of having 
performed Dissections during not less than two Winter Sessions. 
6. Of having attended Lectures on Physiology delivered not 
less frequently than twice in each week, during two Winter 
Sessions. 7. Of having attended Lectures on Surgery dm-ing 
two Winter Sessions, of which one Course must not be earlier than 
the third Winter Session at a recognised Medical School. 8. Of 
having attended one Course of Lectures on each of the follow¬ 
ing subjects—viz.. Chemistry, Materia Medica, Medicine, and 
Midwifery. 9. Of Instruction and Proficiency in the practice 
of Vaccination, (f) 10. Of having attended, at a recognised 
Hospital or Hospitals in the United Kingdom or Colonies, the 
Practice of Surgery, during three Winter(g) and two Summer 
Sessions; (h) and of having, subsequently to the first 
Winter Session of the foregoing attendance, attended, 
at a recognised Hospital or Hospitals, Clinical Lectures 
on Surgery, during two Winter and two Summer Sessions. 
11. Of having- attended, at a recognised Hospital or Hospitals 
in the United Kingdom or Colonies, the Practice of Medicine, 
and Clinical Lectures on Medicine, during one Winter and one 
Summer Session. 12. Of having, subsequently to the comqolction 
of tioo years' Professional Education, taken charge of Patients 
under the superintendence of a Surgeon during not less than six 

(e) This Regulation applies to Candidates who commenced their Pro¬ 
fessional Education on or after October 1, 1862. 

(f) In the case of Candidates who commenced their Professional Edu¬ 
cation on or after October 1, 1868, the Certificate of Instraction in 
Vaccination will only be received from reco^ised Vaccine Stations, or 
from recognised Vaccine Departments in Medical Schools or Hospitals, or 
other Public Institutions, where the appointed Teacher of Vaccination is 
not liable to frequent change, and where ample means for study are pro¬ 
vided by not less than such a number of cases (eight or ten on an average 
weekly) as may be found, after due inquiry, to be sufficient for this pur¬ 
pose at each place. 

(g) The 'VVinter Session comprises a period of six months, and, in 
England, conunences on October 1, and terminates on March 31. 

(h) The Summer Session comprises a period of three months, and, in 
England, commences on May 1, and terminates on July 31. 
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months, at a Hospital, General Dispensary, or Parochial or Union 
Injirmary recognised for this purpose, or in such other similar 
manner as, in the opinion of the Council, shall afford sufficient op¬ 
portunity for the acquirement of Practical Surgery. N.B.—Blank 
rorms of the required Certificates may he obtained on applica¬ 
tion to the Secretary, and all necessary Certificates will he 
retained at the College. 

III.—1. Certificates will not be received on more than one 
branch of Science from one and the same Lecturer ; hut Ana¬ 
tomy and Dissections will be considered as one branch of 
Science. 

2. Certificates wiU not be recognised from any Hospital in 
the United Kingdom unless the Surgeons thereto be members 
of one of the legally constituted Colleges of Surgeons in the 
United Kingdom; nor from any School of Anatomy and Phy¬ 
siology or Midwifery, unless the Teachers in such School be 
members of some legally constituted College of Physicians or 
Surgeons in the United Kingdom; nor from any School of 
Surgery, unless the Teachers in such School be members of one 
of the legally constituted Colleges of Surgeons in the United 
Kingdom. 

3. No Metropolitan Hospital will be recognised by this Col¬ 
lege which contains less than 150, and no Provincial or Colonial 
Hospital which contains less than 100 Patients. 

4. The recognition of Colonial Hospitals and Schools is 
governed by the same regulations with respect to number of 
Patients and to Courses of Lectures, as apply to the recogni¬ 
tion of Provincial Hospitals and Schools in England. 

o. Certificates of Attendance upon the Practice of a recog¬ 
nised Provincial or Colonial Hospital unconnected with, or not 
in convenient proximity to, a recognised Medical School, will 
not be received for more than one Winter and one Summer 
Session of the Hospital Attendance required by the Regula¬ 
tions of this College; and in such cases Clinical Lectures will 
not be necessary, but a Certificate of having acted as Dresser for 
the period of at least six months will be required. 

6. Certificates 'will not be received from Candidates who 
have studied in London, unless they shall have registered at 
the College their cards of admission to attendance on Lectures 
and Hospital Practice within fifteen days from the commence¬ 
ment of the Session; nor from Candidates who have studied 
in the Provincial Schools of England, unless their names shall 
be duly returned from their respective Schools. 

N.B.-^At the Registration in October, Candidates who shall 
have commenced their Professional Education subsequently to 
the 1st of October, 1862, will be required to produce a Cei’tifi- 
cate of having passed one or other of the Preliminary Exami¬ 
nations in G-eneral Knowledge recognised by this College. 

Note.— The Regulations in italics in Sections 2 and 3 apply to 
Candidates in the United Kingdom who commenced their Profes¬ 
sional education on or after the \st of October, 1863; and to Can¬ 
didates who commenced their Professional education in the Colonies 
on or after the l«i! of October, 1864. 

7. Those Candidates who shall have pursued the whole of 
their studies in Scotland or Ireland wiU be admitted to exami¬ 
nation upon the production of the several Certificates required 
respectively by the College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, and the 
College of Surgeons in Ireland from Candidates for their 
Diploma, together with a Certificate of instruction and profi¬ 
ciency in the practice of Vaccination, and satisfactory evidence 
of having been occupied, subsequently to the date of passing 
the Preliminary Examination, at least four entire years in the 
acquirement of Professional knowledge; and in the case of 
Candidates who shall have pursued the whole of their studies 
at recognised Foreign or Colonial Universities, upon the pro¬ 
duction of the several Certificates required for their Degree 
by the Authorities of such Universities, together with a Certi¬ 
ficate of instruction and proficiency in the practice of Vacci¬ 
nation, and satisfactory evidence of having been occupied, 
subsequently to the date of passing the Preliminary Examina¬ 
tion, at least four entire years in the acquirement of Profes¬ 
sional knowledge. 

8. Members or Licentiates of any legally constituted College 
of Surgeons in the United Kingdom, and Graduates in Sur¬ 
gery of any University recognised for this purpose by this 
College, will be admitted to examination on producing their 
Diploma, Licence, or Degree, together with proof of being 
twenty-one years of age, a Certificate of instruction and pro¬ 
ficiency in the practice of Vaccination, and satisfactory evi¬ 
dence of having been occupied, subsequently to the date of 
passing the Preliminary Examination, at least four entire years 
in the acquirement of Professional knowledge. 

9. Graduates in Medicine of any legally constituted College 

or University recognised for this purpose by this College, will 
be admitted to examination on adducing, together with their 
Diploma or Degree, proof of being twenty-one years of age, a 
Certificate of instruction and proficiency in the practice of 
Vaccination, and satisfactory evidence of having been occu¬ 
pied, subsequently to the date of passing the Preliminary 
Examination, at least four entire years in the acquirement of 
Professional knowledge. 

IV. Professional Ecamination.—This Examination is divided 
into two parts. 1. The First or Primary Examination, on 
Anatomy and Physiology, is partly written and partly demon¬ 
strative on the recently dissected subject, and on prepared 
parts of the human body. 2. The Second or Pass Examination, 
on Surgical Anatomy and the Principles and Practice of Sur¬ 
gery and Medicine, (i) is partly written, partly oral, and partly 
on the practical use of Surgical Apparatus. 3. The Primary 
Examinations are held in the months of January, April, May, 
July, and November, and the Pass Examinations generally in 
the ensuing week respectively. 4. Candidates wiU not be ad¬ 
mitted to the Primary Examination until after the termination 
of the Second Winter Ses.sion of their attendance at a recog¬ 
nised School or Schools; nor to the Pass, or Surgical Exami¬ 
nation, until after the termination of the fourth year of their 
Profes.sional Education. 5. The fee of £5 5s., paid prior to the 
Primary Examination, and allowed on the whole fee of £22 (k) 
payable for the Diploma, is retained ; and after any two con¬ 
secutive failures at the Primary Examination, the Candidate is 
required to pay an additional fee of £5 5s. prior to being again 
admitted to that Examination, which additional fee is also re¬ 
tained. 6. £5 5s., part of the sum of £16 15s., the balance of 
the whole fee due for the Diploma and paid prior to the Pass 
Examination, is retained; and after any two consecutive 
failures at the Pass Examination, the Candidate is required to 
pay an additional fee of £5 5s. prior to being again admitted 
to the said Pass Examination, which additional fee is also re¬ 
tained. 7. A Candidate having entered his name for either 
the Primary or Pass Examination, who shall fail to attend the 
meeting of the Court for which he shall have received 
a card, will not be allowed to present himself for Exami¬ 
nation within the period of three months from the 
date at which he shall have so failed to attend. 8. A 
Candidate referred on the Primary Examination is re¬ 
quired, prior to his admission to re-examination, to produce a 
Certificate of the performance of dissections during not less 
than three months subsequently to the date of his reference. 
9. A Candidate referred on the Pass Examination is required, 
prior to his admission to re-examination, to produce a Certifi¬ 
cate of at least six months’ further attendance on the Surgical 
Practice of a recognised Hospital, together with Lectures on 
Clinical Surgery, subsequently to the date of his reference. 

aUAlIFICATION IN MIDWIFEEY. 

EEGULATION3 RESPECTING THE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OP CANDIDATES 

FOR THIS CERTIFIC-ITE. 

1. Persons who were Pellows or Members of the College prior to the Ist 
day of January, 1853, will he admitted to Examination for the Ceitificate 
of Qualification in Midwifery upon producing their Diploma. 

2. Persons having become Members of the College subsequently to the 
1st of January, 1853, will be admitted to Examination on producing their 
Diploma, together with a Certificate or Certificates of having attended 
twenty labours. 

3. Members or Licentiates of any legally constituted College of Surgeons 
in the United Kingdom, and Graduates in Surgery of any University re¬ 
cognised for this purpose by this College, will also be admitted to Examina¬ 
tion on producing, together with their Diploma, Licence, or Degi’ee, proof 
of being twenty-one years of age—of having been occupied at least four 
entire years in the acquirement of Professional knowledge -of haring 
attended one Course of Lectures on Midwifery—and of having attended 
not less than twenty labours. 

4. Graduates in Medicine of any legally constituted College or University 
recognised for this purpose by tliis College, will also be admitted to Exa¬ 
mination on producing, together vith their Diploma or Degree, proof of 
being twenty-one years of age—of having been occupied at least four 
entire years in the acquirement of Professional knowledge—of haring 
completed, at recognised Schools, the Anatomical and Surg eal education 
requii'cd of Candidate.s for the Diploma of Member of the College-^of 
having attended one Course of Lectures on Midwifery—and of having 
attended not less than twenty labours. 

5. Persons haring commenced their Professional education, either by 
attendance on Hospital Practice, or on Lectures on Anatomy, prior to the 

(i) Candidates can claim exemption from Examination in Medicine 
under the following conditions, viz. :—1. The production by the Candidate 
of a Degree, Diploma, or Licence in Medicine entitling him to register 
under the Medical Act of 1858, or a Degi-ee, Diploma, or Licence m Mem- 
cine of a Colonial or Foreign University approved by the Council of the 
College. 2. A declaration by the Candidate, prior to his admission to the 
Final Examination for Membership or FeUowship, that it is his intention 
to obtain either of the Medical Qualifications mentioned in the foregomg 
paragraph, in which case the Diploma of the College will not be issued to 
liim until he shall produce either the said Medical Qualification or proof of 
haring passed the several Examinations entitling him to receive the same. 

(k) Tliis sum of £22 is exclusive of the fee of £2 paid for the Preliminary 
E.xamination. 
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1st of Jantiaiy, 1853, ■n'ill be admitted to Examination on producing the 
several Certificates of Professional education required for admission to 
Examination for the Diploma of Member of this College at the period 
when such persons shall respectively have, in such manner, commenced 
their Professional education. 

6. Persons having commenced their Pi'ofossional education, cither by 
attendance on Hospital Practice or on lectures on Anatom}', after tlie 
31st day of December, 1852, will be admitted to Examination on producing 
certificates of being 21 years of age, of having been engaged dru’ing at least 
four entire years in the acquirement of Gofessional knowledge, of having 
completed at recognised Schools the Professional education required of 
Candidates for the Diploma of Member of this College, of having attended 
one Course of Lectm-es on Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and 
Children, and of having personally conducted thirty labours. 

Note.—All Candidates who shall commence their Professional education 
on or after October 1, 1866, will, in addition to the Certificates enumerated 
in the foregoing clauses, be required to produce a Certificate of having, 
prior to such commencement, passed a Preliminary Examination in 
General Knowledge recognised by this College. 

N.B.—The fee for the Certificate is as follows; viz.:—1. Persons who 
were Fellows or Members of this College prior to January 1, 1853, Two 
Guineas. 2. Persons admitted Fellows or Members of this College subse¬ 
quently to January 1, 1853, Tlu’ee Guineas. 3, 4. Persons producing any 
other Diploma or Certificate of Degree which may be considered by the 
Council to afford satisfactory proof of sufficient Surgical and Medical 
education. Three Guineas. 5, 6. All other persons. Ten Guineas. 

Tlie Examinations are held in the months of February, May, August, 
and December. 

Eegulatioxs eespectixg the Peofessioxal Educatiox of Caxdidates 

FOE THE Examination in Dental Suegeey. 

Candidates are required to produce the following certificates 
1. Of being twenty-one years of age. 
2. Of having been engaged during four years in the acquirement of Pro¬ 

fessional knowledge. 
3. Of having attended, at a School or Schools recognised by this College, 

not less than one of each of the following Courses of Lectures, defivered liy 
Lecturers recogrdsed by this College, viz. :—Anatomy, Physiology, Surgery, 
Medicine, Chemistry, and Materia Medica. 

4. Of having attended a second Winter Com-se of Lectures on Anatomy, 
or a Course of not less than twenty Lectures on the Anatomy of the Head 
and Neck, delivered by Lecturers recognised by this College. 

5. Of having performed Dissections at a recognised School during not 
less than nine months. 

6. Of having completed a course of Cliemical Manipulation, under the 
superi- tendence of a Teacher or Lecturer recognised by this College. 

7. Of having attended, at a recognised Hospital or Hospitals in the 
United Kingdom, the Practice of Sui’geryand Clinical Lectures on Surgery 
during two Winter Sessions. 

8. Of having attended, at a recognised School, two Com’ses of Lectm'es 
upon each of the following'subjects, viz.:—Dental Anatomy and Physiology 
(Human and Comparative), Dental Surgery, Dental Mechanics, and one 
Course of Lectures on Metallurgy, by Lecturers recognised by this College. 

9. Of having been engaged during a period of not less than three years 
in acquiring a practical familiarity with the details of MechanicalDentistry, 
under the instruction of a competent Practitioner. 

10. Of having attended at a recognised Dental Hospital, or in the Dental 
department of a recognised General Hospital, the Practice of Dental Sur¬ 
gery during two Winter and two Summer Sessions. 

K.B. The Students of the London Schools are required to register the 
abov'e Certificates at this College, and special returns will be required from 
the Provincial Schools. 

The fee for the Certificate of fitness to practise as a Dentist is Ten 
Guineas, oyer and abov'e any stamp duty. 

Members of the College will be examined only by the section of the Board 
consisting of persons skilled in Dental Surgery. 

A Candidate whose qualification shall be found insufficient will be re¬ 
ferred back to his studies, and will not be admitted to re-examination 
within the period of six months unless the Board shall otherwise determine. 

SOCIETY OF APOTHECAEIES (ENGLAND). 

Every candidate for a certificate of qualification to practise 
as an Apothecary will be required to produce testimonials— 
1. Of having passed a preliminary examination in Arts, as a 
test of general education. (This examination must be passed 
before the commencement of Professional studies, which is 
defined by the Medical Council to be “ the time of commencing 
studies at a Medical school.”) 2. Of having served an 
apprenticeship or pupilage of not less than five years to a 
Practitioner qualified by the Act of 1815. (This period may 
include the time spent in attending Lectures and Hospital 
Practice.) 3. Of having attained the full age of twenty-one 
years, of wliich satisfactory evidence will be required. 4. Of 
good rnoral conduct. 5. Of having- pursued a course of Medical 
study in conformity with the regulations of the Court. 

Course of Study.-—Every Candidate whose attendance on 
Lectures shall have commenced on or after October 1, 1863, 
must attend the following Lectures and Medical Practice during 
not less than three Winter and two Summer Sessions (each 
Winter Session to consist of not less than six months, and to 
commence not sooner than the 1st nor later than the 16th of 
October; and each Summer Session to extend from May 1 to 
July 31) :— 

First Year.—Winter Session: Chemistry; Anatomy and 
Physiology; Dissections. Summer Session: Botany|; Materia 
Medica and Therapeutics; Practical Chemistry. 

Second Year.—Winter Session: Anatomy and Physiology, 
including Dissections and Demonstrations; Principles and 
Practice of Medicine; Clinical Medical Practice. Summer 

Session : Midwifery and Diseases of YComen and Children, and 
Vaccination; Forensic Medicine and Toxicology; Chnical 
Medical Practice. 

Third Year.—Winter Session: Principles and Practice of 
Medicine; Clinical Medical Lectures; Morbid Anatomy ; 
Clinical Medical Practice. 

No certificates of Lectures or of Anatomical Instruction 
delivered in private to particular Students, apart from the 
ordinary classes of recog-nisod Public Medical Schools, can be 
received by the Court of Examiners. 

All Students are required personcdly to register the several 
tickets of admission to Lectures and Medical Practice within 
the first fifteen days of the months of October and May. 

Examination in Arts—An examination (a) in Arts will take 
place three times in the year—on the last Friday and Saturday 
of the months of January, April, and September. By order of 
the Medical Council, an examination in Arts is compulsory on 
all gentlemen commencing their studies on or after October 1, 
1861, and must be jiassed previous to registration. Testi¬ 
monials of proficiency in general education will be received, as 
exempting from the examination in Arts, at tliis Hall from the 
National, Colonial, and Foreign Educational Bodies recognised 
by the General Council, and also from any of the Licensing 
Bodies under the Medical Act of 1858. 

Frqfessional Examinations.—The Court of Examiners meet in 
the Hall every Thursday, where candidates are required to 
attend at 3.46 p.m. Every person intending to offer himself 
for examination must give notice in writing to the Clerk of the 
Society on or before the Monday previous to the day of exami¬ 
nation, and must at the same time deposit all the required 
testimonials and the fee at the office of the beadle, where 
attendance is given ev-ery day, except Sunday, from 10 to 4 
o’clock; Saturday, 10 to 2. 

The examination of candidates is divided into two parts, and 
is conducted partly in writing and partly viva voce. 

The First Examination, which may be passed after the 
second winter session, embraces the following subjects:—The 
British Pharmacopoeia, Latin of Physicians’ prescriptions; 
Anatomy and Physiology; General and Practical Chemistry ; 
Botany, and Materia Medica. 

Second or Pass Examination, after the third winter session 
(the five years’ pupilage being completed) :—Principles and 
Practice of Medicine; Pathology and Therapeutics ; Midwifery, 
including the Diseases of Women and Children; Forensic 
Medicine and Toxicology. 

All graduates in Medicine of British Universities wiU be ad¬ 
mitted to a practical examination in Medicine and Midwifery 
only. 

Licentiates of the Royal College of Physicians, London ; of 
the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh; of the Royal 
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh; of the 
King and Queen’s College of Physicians. Ireland; of the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, Glasgow; and of the 
Apothecaries’ Hall of Dublin, will be admitted to a vivii voce 
examination in Medicine, Midwifery, Forensic Medicine, and 
Toxicology. 

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons, England; 
Licentiates of the Royal College of Siu-geons, Edinburgh ; and 
Licentiates of the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, possess¬ 
ing a Surgical qualification only, will be admitted to a first 
and second examination on one evening. The first or viva 
voce examination wiU include the subjects of Physicians’ Pre¬ 
scriptions, Visceral Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia 
Medica, Botany, and Pharmacy; the second, which is partly 
written and partly viva voce, will include the subjects of Prac¬ 
tice of Medicine, Pathology, Therapeutics, Midwifery, Forensic 
Medicine, and Toxicological Chemistry. 

Any candidate who has passed his first examination for the 
licence of the Royal College of Physicians, London ; the hcence 
of the King and Queen’s College of Physicians, Ireland; the 

(a) Syllabus of Subjects for Examination, 1870.—English: Tht leading 
features of its history, its stnioture and grammar; English composition. 
Latin : January examination—Cresar, De Bell. Gall., Books i. and ii. 
April examination — Cicero, De Senectute. September examination — 
Virgil, A3neid, Books i. and ii. Retranslation of easy sentences; gram¬ 
matical questions will he introduced into the Latin paper, and each Candi¬ 
date wall be expected to give satisfactefry answers to these. Mathematics: 
The ordinary rules of Arithmetic; Vulgar and Decimal Fractions ; Addi¬ 
tion, Subtraction, Multiplication, and division of Algebraical Quantities ; 
Simple Equations; the first two books of Euclid. Greek : Xenophon, 
Anabasis, Books i. and ii.; Grammatical Questions. French: Paul and 
Virginia; translation from Engli.shinto French; Grammatical Questions. 
German : Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell; translation of short sentences from 
English into German; Grammatical Questions. Natm'al Philosophy : 
Mechanics; Hydrostatics and Pneumatics. (The book recommended for 
study in this subject is Snowball’s “Cambridge Com-se of Elementary 
Natural Philosophy,”) 
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joint licence of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, 
Edinburgh, or for the single licence of the College of Physi¬ 
cians, Edinburgh ; the licence of the Faculty of Physicians and 
Sui’geons, Glasgow; the first Professional Examination for the 
degree of M.B., or Master in Surgery, in the Universities of 
Oxford, Cambiidge, or London; or the second part of the 
Professional examination for the degree of M.B., or Master 
in Surg-ery, in the Universities of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, St. 
Andrews, and Glasgow; or the first examination for the 
Medical and Surgical degrees in the Iri.sh Universities; or the 
first examination for the licence of the Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Dublin, will be admitted to a single examination in 
Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Medicine, Pathology, Midwifery, 
and Toxicology, part of which examination will bo conducted 
in writing. 

The examination of candidates for certificates of qualifica¬ 
tion to act as Assistant, in compounding and dispensing 
medicines, is as followsIn translating Physicians’ prescrip¬ 
tions, in the Briti.sh Pharmacoijoeia, in Pharmacy, Pharmaceu¬ 
tical Chemistry, and Materia Medica. 

By the 22nd section of the Act of Parliament, no rejected 
candidate for the licence can bo re-examined imtil the expira¬ 
tion of six months from his former examination. A can¬ 
didate rejected on liis first Professional Examination can 
be admitted to re-examination after the expiration of tlu’ee 
months. 

Fees.—For a certificate of qualification to practise, six gui¬ 
neas, the half to be paid at the first examination; for an 
assistant’s certificate, two guineas. 

Students' Frizes.—The Society of Apothecaries annually 
offer two prizes for proficiency in the knowledge of Botany, 
and also two prizes for proficiency in the knowledge of Materia 
Medica and Pharmaceutical Chemistry. The prizes consist of 
a gold medal awarded to the candidate who distinguishes him¬ 
self the most in the examination; and of a silver medal and a 
book to the candidate who does so in the next degree. 

The examination in Botany will be held at the Hall of the 
Society on the second Wednesday in June at ten a.m., and v>'ill 
bo conducted by printed papers and viva voce questions. 

Each gentleman intending to compete for the prizes must 
send a written notice of his intention to the beadle on or before 
the 1st of Jime, wliich notice must be accompanied by evidence 
of his being in attendance on the second summer session of 
his Medical studies, and by a certificate of his having attended 
tho lectures and class examinations with diligence and regu¬ 
larity. 

The examinations in Materia Medica and Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry will be held at the Hall of the Society on the third 
Wednesday, and on the following Friday, in October, from ten 
in the forenoon to one in the afternoon of each day ; by printed 
papers on the Wednesday, and by viva voce questions on the 
Friday. 

Each gentleman intending to compete for these prizes must 
send a written notice of his intention to the beadle on or before 
the 7th of October, which notice must be accompanied by evi¬ 
dence of his being in attendance on the tliird winter session 
of his Medical studies, and by a certificate of his having at¬ 
tended the lectures and class examinations with diligence and 
regularity. 

The Society’s Botanic Garden at Chelsea is open daily (ex¬ 
cept Sunday) from ten till five o’clock p.m., and on Saturdays, 
from ten till two o’clock. Tickets of admission may be had 
on application at the Beadle’s Office, Apothecaries’ Hall, 
Blackfriars, E.C. 

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, 

WHITEIIALL-YAED. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOE COM¬ 

MISSIONS IN THE AEMY MEDICAL SEEVICE. 

1. Every Candidate desirous of presenting himself for ad¬ 
mission to t'ne Army Medical Service must be unmarried, and 
not under 21 nor over 28 years of age. He must produce a 
certificate from the Di.strict Registrar, in wliich the date of 
birth is stated; or, if tliis camiot be obtained, an affidavit 
from one of the parents or other near relative, who can attest 
the date of birth, wdll be accepted. He must also produce a 
certificate of moral character from the parochial minister, if 
possible. 

2. The Candidate must make a declaration that he labours 
under no mental or constitutional disease, nor any imperfection 
or disability that can interfere with the most efficient discharge 

of the duties of a Medical officer in any climate, (a) He must 
also attest his readiness to engage for general service, and to 
proceed on foreign service when required to do so. 

3. The Candidate must be registered imder the Medical Act 
of 1858 as licensed to practise Medicine and Sm’gery in Great 
Britain or Ireland. 

4. Certificates of registration, character, and age must 
accompany this Schedule when filled up and returned. 

5. Candidates will be examined by the Examining Board in 
the following subjects:—^Anatomy and Physiology. Surgery. 
Medicine, including Therapeutics, the Diseases of Women and 
Children, Chemistry and Pharmacy, and a practical knowledge 
of di’ugs. (Tho examination in Medicine and Surgery will be 
in part practical, and will include operations on the dead body, 
the application of Surgical apparatus, and the examination of 
Medical and Surgical patients at the bedside.) Tlie eligibility 
of each candidate for the Army Medical Service will be deter¬ 
mined by the result of the examinations in these subjects only. 
Candidates who desire it will be examined in Com]3arative 
Anatomy, Zoology, Natural Philosophy, Physical Geography, 
and Botany with special reference to Materia Medica ; and the 
number of marks gained in these subjects will be added to the 
total number of marks obtained in the obligatory part of the 
examination by candidates who shall have been found qualified 
for admission, a,nd whose position on the list of successful com¬ 
petitors will thus be improved in proportion to their knowledge 
of these branches of science. 

6. After passing this examination, every candidate will be 
required to attend one entire course of practical instruction at 
the Army Medical School on—(1) Plygiene ; (2) Clinical and 
Military Medicine; (3) Clinical and Military Surgery; (4) Pa¬ 
thology of Diseases and Injuries incident to Military Service. 

7. At its conclmsion, tho Candidate will be required to pass 
an examination on the subjects taught in tho School. If he 
give satisfactory evidence of being qualified for the practical 
duties of an Army Medical Officer, he will be eligible for a 
Commission as As-sistant-Surgeon. 

8. During the period of lus residence at the Army Medical 
School each Candidate will receive an allowance of 5s. per 
diem with quarters, or 7s. jier diem without quarters, to cover 
all costs of maintenance; and he will be required to provide 
himself wdth uniform (viz., the Regulation undress uniform of 
an Assistant-Surgeon, but without the sword). 

9. All Candidates will bo required to conform to such rides 
of disciphne as the Senate may from time to time enact. 

EXTEACTS FEOM THE EOYAL WAEEANT (Aprd 1, 18G7) FOE THE 

PAY AND NON-EFFECTIVE PAY OF MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

The daily rates of pay of the Officers of the Medical Branch 
of the Hospital Department of our Army shall be as follows:— 

Medical Staff.—Daily Pay: Director-General, special; In¬ 
spector-General, £2, after twenty-five years’ service £2 5s., 
after thirty years’ serrice £2 7s., after thirty-five years’ serriee 
£2 10s. ; Deputy Inspector-General £1 10s., after twenty-five 
years’ sendee £1 12s., after thirty years’ sendee £1 15s., after 
thirty-five years’ service £1 17s.; Surgeon-Major £1 4s., after 
twenty-five years’ seridce £1 7s.; Sui’geonl7s. 6d., after fifteen 
years’ service 20s.; Assistant-Surgeon, on appointment, 10s., 
after five years’ service 12s. 6d., after ten years’ service 15s., 
after fifteen years’ser\dce 17s. 6d. Charge Pay : The Officer 
in Medical charge of an army in tho field, of 10,000 men and 
upwards, £1 daily; of 5000 men and upwards, 15s. daily; of 
less than 5000, 10s. daily. Or, in Medical charge of a colony 
where the number of commissioned officers and enlisted men 
is 1500 and ujpwards, 5s. daily. 

Apothecaries' Faily Fay.—Apothecaries Gs., after 5 years’ 
sendee 10s. 6d., 10 years’ 12s., 15 years’ 13s. 6d., 20 years’ 15s., 
25 years’ IGs. Gd., 30 years’ 18s. 

Assistant-Surgeons shall, as a general rule, be promoted to 
the raids: of Surgeon in the order of their seniority in the 
sendee, unless unfit for the discharge of their duties from 
physical or Professional incompetence or misconduct. In cases 
of distinguished service, however, an Assistant-Surgeon may 
be promoted without reference to seniority ; and in such cases, 
the recommendation detailing tlie services for which the officer 
is proposed for promotion shall be pubhshed in the General 

(a) His physical fitness will he determined by a Board of Medical Officers, 
who are requhed to certify that the candidate’s vision is sufficiently good 
to enable Ifim to perform any Surgical operation without the aid of glasses. 
A moderate degree of myopia would not be considered a disqualification, 
provided it did not necessitate the use of gla.sses during the perfoimance of 
operations, and that no organic disease of the eyes existed. Every candi¬ 
date must also be free from organic disease of other organs, and from con¬ 
stitutional weakness or other disability likely to unfit him for militaiy 
service in any climate. 
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Orders of the Army, and in the Gazette in 'which such promo¬ 
tion shall appear. 

A Surgeon, after t-wenty years’ service in any rank, shall he 
styled Surgeon-Major, but a Surgeon of less than t'wenty years’ 
full-pay sei-vice may he promoted to the rank of Surgeon- 
Major for distinguished service. The recommendation detail¬ 
ing the ser-vices for which the officer is proposed for promotion 
for distinguished service shall be published in the General 
Orders of the Army, and in the Gazette in which such promo¬ 
tion shall appear. 

A Surgeon must have served ten years in our army, with a 
commission on full pay, of which period two years must have 
been passed, -with the rank of Surgeon, in or with a regiment 
or depot battalion, before he can be promoted to the rank of 
Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

All promotion from the rank of Surgeon or Surgeon-Major 
to that of Deputy-Inspector, and from the rank of Deputy- 
Inspector to that of Inspector, shall be given by selection for 
ability and merit, the selection being made from the whole 
rank of Surgeons, whether styled Surgeons or Surgeons-Maj or; 
and the grounds of such selection shall be stated to us in 
writing, and recorded in the office of our Commander-in-Chief. 

A Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals must have served 
five years at home, or three abroad, in that rank, before he can 
be promoted to the rank of Inspector-General. 

Our Secretary of State for "VVar in cases of emergency may 
shorten the several periods of service above mentioned, as he 
shall deem expedient for the good of our service. 

Good service pensions shall be awarded to the most meri¬ 
torious Medical officers of our Army, under such regulations as 
shall be from time to time determined by us, with the advice 
of our Secretary of State for War. Six of the most meritorious 
Medical officers of our Army shall be n.amed om’ Honorary 
Physicians, and six our Honorary Surgeons. 

Medical officers shall have the right to retire on half-pay 
after twenty years’ service; Medical officers of the rank of 
Surgeon-Major, Surgeon, or Assistant-Surgeon, shall be placed 
on the retired list at the age of 55, and all Inspectors-General 
and Deputy Inspectors-General at the age of 65 years. 

Dur Secretary of State for War may, when he shall deem it 
fit, employ officers of the Medical branch of oiu' Plospital De¬ 
partment in sundry sitications, at such daily rates of pay, in 
addition to half-pay, as he shall from time to time, determine. 

A Medical officer who, having voluntarily resigned his Com¬ 
mission, has subseqiientiy been pei-mitted to re-enter the Army, 
shall not, except under very special circumgtances to be ap¬ 
proved by our Secretary of State for War, be allowed to reckon 
hi^ former service. 

An Apothecary shall have the right to retire on half-pay after 
30 years’ good service. 

Non-effective Pay.—A Medical officer placed on half-pay by 
reduction of establishment, or on the report of a Medical 
Board, in consequence of wounds or ill-health caused in 
and by the discharge of his duties, or on account of age, 
shall be entitled to half-pay at the follo'wing daily rates :— 
Inspector-General, after 30 years’ service, £1 17s. 6d.; 25 years’, 
£1 13s. 6d.; 20 years’, £1 10s. Deputy Inspector-General, 
after 30 years’, £1 6s. 6d.; 25 years’, £1 2s. 6d.; 20 years’, 
£1 Is. Surgecn-Major, after 15 years’, £1; 20 years’, 16s. 6d. 
Surgeon, after 15 years’, 13s. 6d.; 10 years’, 11s. Assistant- 
Surgeon, after 10 years’, 10s. ; 5 years’, 8s.; under 5 years’, 6s. 

The rate of half-pay awarded to officers retiring for their 
o-wn convenience, after 20 years’ service on full-pay, shall not 
exceed one-half of their full-pay at the time of retirement. 

APMY MEDICAL SCHOOL. 

Fresident of the Senate.—Sir T. Galbraith Logan, K.C.B., 
M.D., Director-General of the Army Medical Department. 

Members of the Senate.—Sir Banald Martin, C.B., Physician 
to the Indian Council; Inspector-General G. S. Beatson, M.D., 
C.B., Principal Medical Officer, Royal Victoria Hospital; 
Depcity-Inspector-General T. Longmore, C.B., Professor of 
Military Surgery; Deqiuty-Inspector-General W. C. Maclean, 
Professor of Military Medicine ; William Aitken, M.D., Pro¬ 
fessor of Pathology; E. A. Parkes, M.D., E.E.S., Professor of 
Military Hygiene. 

Assistant-Professors.—Staff Surgeons Major W. A. Mackin- 
non, C.B., and W. J. Fyffe, M.D.; Staff Surgeon E. S. B. E. De 
Chaumont, M.D. ; and Staff Assistant-Surgeon V. Wearne. 

Candidates for Commissions in the Army, and in the 
Queen’s Indian Service, proceed to Netley after passing the 
Examination at Chelsea. At Netley they attend the Medical 

and Surgical Practice of the Royal Victoria Hospital, and 
learn the system and arrangements of Military Hospitals. 
During four months they attend the Lectures given by the 
Professors and Assistant-Professors, and go through a course 
of Practical lustruction in the Hygienic Laboratory and 
Microscopical Room. The Lectures and Practical Instruction 
are intended to explain the specialties of Military Medical 
Practice, attention being directed to gunshot and other wounds, 
Surgical arrangements in the field during action and sieges, 
means of transport, field Hospitals; tropical diseases and 
their means of investigation, service in India and in the various 
colonies, the sanitary arrangements in peace and war, and the 
means of carrying out the sanitary regulations. Every 
opportunity is taken of practising operations on the dead body 
and practical points of a like kind. 

NAVAL MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, ADMIRALTY, 

SOMEESET HOUSE. 

We are informed by the authorities of the Naval Medical 
Department that the Regulations for the Examination and 
Admission of Assistant-Surgeons in the Royal Navy are at 
present under revision. We are therefore unable to furnish 
them in the present number. 

EIJLES AND EEGDLATIONS 

OE THE 

EXAMINING MEDICAL BODIES IN 
SCOTLAND. 

HNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. 

The Session 1869-70 ■will be pubhely opened on Tuesday, 
November 2, 1869, when an Address will be delivered by the 
Principal. 
GEADUATIOH IN MEDICINE—STAT'UTES OE THE UNI'VEESITT OE 

EPINBUEGH EELATIVE TO GEjIDUATION IN MEDICINE AND 

SUEGEET. 

Three Medical Degrees are conferred by the University of 
Edinburgh—viz.. Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.), Master in 
Surgery (C.M.), and Doctor of Medicine (M.D.). The degree 
of Master in Sm’gery is not conferred on any person who does 
not also at the same time obtain the Degree of Bachelor of 
Medicine. 

I. The j)(reliminary branches of extra-professional education 
are English, Latin, Arithmetic, the Elements of Mathema^tics, 
and the Elements of Mechanics; and the proficiency of 
Students in these branches is ascertained by examination, 
prior to the commencement of their Medical study. 

II. No candidate is admitted to a Professional Examination 
who has not passed a satisfactory Examination on at least two 
of the following" subjects (in addition to the subjects mentioned 
above) :—Greek, French, German, Higher Mathematics, 
Natural Philosophy, Logic, Moral Philo«ophy; and the ex¬ 
amination on these latter subjects also takes place before the 
candidate has entered on his Medical Curriculum. 

III. A Degree in Arts (not being an Honorary Degree) in 
any one of the Universities of England, Scotland, or Ireland, 
or in any Colonial or Foreign University, specially recognised 
for this 'purpose by the University Court, exempts from all 
preliminary Examination; and an examination in Arts by 
any corporate body, whose Examination has been recognised 
as qualifying for entrance on Medical study by resolution of 
the General Medical Council of the United Kingdom, pro¬ 
vided the said Examination by the said corporate body shall 
be also approved by the University Court, shall exempt from 
preliminary Examination in Arts, on all subjects comprised 
in the said Examination of the said corporate body. 

IV. No one is admitted to the Degree of Bachelor of 
Medicine or Master in Surgery who has not been engaged in 
Medical and Surgical study for four years-—the Medical 
Session of each year, or Annus Medicus, being constituted by 
at least two courses of not less than one hundred lectures 
each, or by one such course, and two courses of not less than 
fifty lectures each ; with the exception of the Clinical Courses, 
in which lectures are to be given at least twice a week during 
the prescribed periods. 

V. Every Candidate for the Degrees of M.B. and C.M. 
must give sufficient evidence by certificates—• 

1. That he has studied each of the following departments 
of Medical Science—viz., Anatomy, Chemistry, Materia 
Medica, Institutes of Medicine or Physiology, Practice of 
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Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, and the Diseases peculiar to 
Women and Children (two Coui’ses of Midwifery of three 
months each being reckoned equivalent to a six months’ 
Course, provided different departments of Obstetric Medicine 
be taught in each of the Courses), General Pathology (or, in 
Schools where there is no such Course, a three months’ 
Course of Lectures on Morbid Anatomy, together with a 
Supplemental Course of Practice of Medicine, or Clinical 
Medicine), during Courses including not less than one hundred 
Lectures; Practical Anatomy, a Course of the same duration 
as those of not less than one hundred Lectures above pre¬ 
scribed ; Practical Chomistiy, three months; Practical Mid¬ 
wifery, three months at a Midwifery Hospital, or a Certificate 
of attendance on six cases from a registered Medical Practi¬ 
tioner; Clinical Medicine, Clinical Surgery, Courses of the 
same duration as those of not less than one hundred Lectures 
above prescribed, or two Courses of three months. Lectures 
being given at least twice a week; Medical Jurisprudence, 
Botany, Natural History, including Zoology, during Courses 
including not less than fifty Lectures. 

2. That he has attended for at least two years the Medical 
and Surgical Practice of a General Hospital which accommo¬ 
dates not fewer than eighty patients, and possesses a distinct 
staff of Physicians and Surgeons. 

3. That he has been engaged for at least three months, by 
apprenticeship or otherwise, in compounding and dispensing 
drugs at the Laboratory of an Hospital, Dispensary, Slember 
of a Sm’gical College or Faculty, Licentiate of the London or 
Dublin Society of Apothecaries, or a member of the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society of Great Britain. 

4. That he has attended for at least six months, by appren¬ 
ticeship or otherwise, the out-practice of an Hospital, or the 
practice of a Dispensary, Physician, Surgeon, or Member of 
the London or Dublin Society of Apothecaries, (a) 

VI. The studies of Candidates for the Degrees of Bachelor 
of Medicine and Master in Surgery are subject to the following 
Begulations:— 

1. One of the four years of Medical and Siu’gical study re¬ 
quired by Section IV. must be in the University of Edinburgh. 

2. Another of such four years of Medical and Surgical study 
must be either in the University of Edinburgh or in some 
other University entitled to give the Degree of Doctor of 
Medicine. 

3. Attendance during at least six winter months on the 
Medical or Surgical Practice of a General Hospital, which 
accommodates at least eighty patients, and, during the same 
period, on a course of Practical Anatomy, may be reckoned as 
one of such four years, and to that extent shall be held equi¬ 
valent to one year’s attendance on Courses of Lectures as above 
prescribed. 

4. One year’s attendance on the Lectures of Teachers of 
Medicine in the Hospital Schools of London, or in the School 
of the College of Surgeons in Dublin, or of such Teachers of 
Medicine in Edinburgh, or elsewhere, as shall from time to 
time be recognised by the University Court, may be reckoned 
as one of such four years, and to that extent shall be held as 
attendance on Courses of Lectures, as above prescribed. 

5. Candidates may, to the extent of four of the Departments 
of Medical Study required by Section V., Sub-section 1, attend, 
in such year or years of their Medical and Surgical studies as 
may bo most convenient to them, the Lectures of the Teachers 
of Medicine specified in the foregoing Sub-section 4. 

6. AH Candidates, not Students of the University, availing 
themselves of the permission to attend the Lectures of Extra- 
Academical Teachers in Edinburgh, must, at the commencement 
of each year of such attendance, enrol their names in a book 
to be kept by the University for that purpose, paying a fee 
of the same amount as the Matriculation Fee paid by Students 
of the University, and having, in respect of such payment, a 
right to the use of the Library of the University. 

7. The Fee for attendance on the Lectures of an Extra- 
Academical Teacher in Edinburgh, Avith a vieAV to Graduation, 
must be of the same amount as that exigible by Medical Pro¬ 
fessors in the University, (b) 

8. No Teacher is recognised who is at the same time a 
teacher of more than one of the prescribed branches of study, 
except in those cases where Professors in the University are 
at liberty to teach two branches. 

VII. Every Candidate must deliver, before the 31st day of 
March of the year in which he proposes to graduate, to the 
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine— 

(a) See Note as to Vaccination appended to Section NtTI. 
(b) The Fee must be paid at the conunencement of the Course. 

1. A declaration in Ids own handAvriting, that he has com¬ 
pleted his twenty-first year,(c) and that he AviU not be, on the 
day of Graduation, under articles of apprenticeship to any 
Surgeon or other master. 

2. A statement of his studies, as well in Literature and 
Philosophy as in Medicine, accompanied with proper certi¬ 
ficates. 

VIII. Each Candidate is examined, both in writing and viva 
voce—First, on Chemistry, Botany, and Natural History ; 
Secondly, on Anatomy, Institutes of Medicine, Materia Medica, 
and Pathology; Thirdly, on Surgery, Practice of Medicine, 
Midwifery, and Medical Jurisprudence; Fourthly, Clinically 
on Medicine and on Surgery in an Hospital. The examina¬ 
tions on Anatomy, Chemistry, Institutes of Medicine, Botany, 
and Natural History arc conducted, as far as possible, by de¬ 
monstrations of objects placed before the candidates. 

IX. Students who profess themselves ready to submit to an 
examination on the first division of these subjects, at the end 
of their second year, may be admitted to examination at that 
time. 

X. Students who have passed their examination on the first 
division of these subjects, may be admitted to examination on 
the second division at the end of their third year. 

XI. The examination on the third and fourth divisions 
cannot take place until the candidate has completed his fourth 
Annus Medicus. 

XII. Candidates may, if they choose, be admitted to exami¬ 
nation on the first two of these diAdsions at the end of their 
third year, or to the four examinations at the end of their 
fourth year. 

XIII. If any Candidate at these examinations be found un¬ 
qualified, he cannot be again admitted to examination unless 
he has studied, during another year, two of the prescribed 
subjects, either in the University, or in some other School of 
Medicine. 

XIV. The Degree of Doctor of Medicine may be conferred 
on any Candidate Avho has obtained the Degree of Bachelor of 
Medicine, and is of the age of 24 years, and has been engaged, 
subsequently to his having received the Degree of Bachelor of 
Medicine, for at least two years in attendance on an Hospital, 
or in the Military or Naval Medical Services, or in Medical and 
Surgical Practice : Provided always, that the Degree of Doctor 
of Medicine shall not be conferred on any person uidess he be a 
Graduate in Aids of one of the Universities of England, Scot¬ 
land, or Ireland, or of such other Universities as are above 
specified, or unless he shall, before or at the time of his obtain¬ 
ing the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine, or within three years 
thereafter, have passed a satisfactory Examination in Greek, 
and in Logic or Moral Philosophy, and in one at least of the 
following subjects—namely, French, German, Higher Mathe¬ 
matics and Natural Philosophy : And pro Added also that the 
Candidate for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine shall on or 
before the 31st day of March, in the year in which he proposes 
to graduate, submit to the Medical Faculty a Thesis, certified 
by him to have been composed by himself, and which shall bo 
approved by the Faculty, on any branch of knowledge com¬ 
prised in the Professional Examinations for the Degree of 
Bachelor of Medicine, which he may have made a subject of 
study after having received that Degree. 

XV. The Medical Examiners for all Candidates for Gradua¬ 
tion in Medicine are the Professors in the Faculty of Medicine, 
and, in addition, three persons appointed annually by the 
University Court. 

XVI. The provisions of these Statutes came into operation 
on the 4th of February, 1861. 

XVII. Persons who began their Medical studies before the 
4th of February, 1861, are entitled to graduate under the sys¬ 
tem in force before or after that date, according as they may 
comply Avith the regulations in force in the University before 

or after that date. 
Note.—In conformity with the desire expressed by the Privy 

Council, it has been resolved that any Candidate for a Degree 
in Medicine must produce, at his final Examination, a Certifi¬ 
cate from a Dispensary or other Public InstitiAtioii where Vac¬ 
cination is practised, attesting that he has been practically 
instructed in the operation, and is acquainted with the appear¬ 
ances which follow its performance. 

Notice to Candidates for Graduation in Medicine. Candidates who com¬ 
menced their Medical studies by attendance on qualifying classes before 
February 4, 1861, arc entitled to appeal' for examination for the Degi-ee ot 
Doctor of Medicine, after four yeai's’ study, on conipletmg their 21st year, 
and Avithout having taken the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine. They are 
also exempted from the preliminary examinations mentioned m bec- 

(c) Or that he Avill have done so on or before the day of Graduation. 
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^ons I. and II., and require only to undergo an examination in Latin. 
Ihey are also exempted from attendance on Practical Chemistry and Prac¬ 
tical Midwifery, and require only three month.s of Clinical Sui'gery and 
eighteen months of Hospital attendance. 

In University College, in King’s College, in the Hospital Schools of 
London, in the extra-Aoademioal Schools of Edinburgh, in the School of 
the College of Sui’geons of Dubiin, and in ceriain Medical Schools where 
at least two Lecturers have been qualified by the University Court, a can¬ 
didate may make two Anni 3fedic!, one of which must be constituted by 
Hospital attendance and Practical Anatomy, and the other by at least 
two course.5 of one hundred Lectures, or one such course, and two courses 
of fifty Lectures. The classe.s at these Schools only qualify to the extent 
of four, and one of the four must be Pi’aotical Anatomy. But the three- 
months’ courses of Materia Medica, Pathology, and Midwifery do not 
qualify. 

In Provincial Schools, where there are no Lectm-ers qualified by the 
University Court, a candidate can make one Annus Medicus only, and this 
is ooirstituted by attendance on a qualified Ho.spital along with a course of 
Practical Anatomy. 

The Edinburgh extra-Aoademioal classes only qualify if the fee paid at 
the coimnenocment of the Session is the same as that paid to the Professors 
in the University. Candidates settled for a period of years in foreign parts, 
.and who, since receiving the Uegi-ee of M.B., have complied with all the 
required regulations for the Degree of M.D., but who cannot, without 
much inconvenience, attend personally, may, on satisfjdng the Senatus to 
that effect by production of sidfioient official te.stimonials, have the Degree 
conferred on them in absence. 

Prehminaiy Examinations in Aids, October 19 and 20, 1869 ; March 22 
and 23, 1870. First Pi-ofessional Examination, October 23, 1869; April 1, 
1870. Second Pi-ofessional Examination, April 8 and 9, 1870. Final 
H'ofessional Examination, June, 1870. Graduation, August 1. Candi¬ 
dates who appear for examination must produce certificates of having 
attended complete courses of the subjects on vdiioh they are to be examined. 
A Degree m Arts of any University of the United Kingdom or of the 
Colomes, or of such other Universities as may be specially recognised by 
the University Coiu’t, exempts from Pi-eliminary Examination. 

The Preliminary Examinations in Arts accepted by the General Council 
are recognised pro ^ tanto—^that is to say, they exempt from examination 
m Arts on the subj ects comprised in them, in so far as the examinations 
are of the_ same extent as those required by this University. Any sub¬ 
jects required by the Statutes, and not included in these examinations, or 
nefi carried out to the requisite extent, must be passed at the University. 

rl.B. Theses are only required for the Degree of M.D., and none are 
now required for the Degree of M.B. Those who have rmder fonner regu¬ 
lations given in Theses when taking the Degree of M.B. require no Theses 
for M.D. 

Tim fee for examination must be deposited with the Secretary at least 
ten days before the day of examination. In the event of the candidate 
not jiassing, the fee is not retm-ned, but he may appear at one subsequent 
examiriation without paying an extra fee, and at any futirre examination 
OIL paymg one-half of the fee. The fees are—For the Preliminary Exa- 
mmation, each Non-Matilculated Student pays a fee of 10s. Tliis fee 
allows a candidate to appear at the Pi'ehminary Examinations during one 
Academic year; for the Degree of M.B., tliree examinations, £5 5s. each, 
£15 15s.; fortheDegi'ee of C.M., £5 5s. additional; or the Degree of M.D., 
.£5 5e., additional to that for M.B., exclusive of £10 Government stamp. The 
Graduation Fees must all be paid on or before July 15 in the year in which 
candidates propose to graduate. 

Abie.—Total fees and stamp for gi’aduating as M.D. onlv, by Regulations, 
for Students commencing before Febniary, 1861, £25. 
_ Students are recommended to commence their Medical studies by attend- 
mg a Summer Session. 

MEDICAL DEGREES.—PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION IN ARTS, 
PROGRikMME FOR 1869-70. 

I. In conformity with Section I. of the Statutes, examinations on the 
Prehmmary Branches of extra-Professional Education will take place on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 19 and 20, 1869, and on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, March 22 and 23, 1870, at 10.30 o’clock a.m. Examination on 
Tuesdays—English, Arithmetic, Mechanics, Greek, Higher Mathematics, 
and Geiman. Examination on Wednesdays—Latin, Elements of Mathe¬ 
matics, Natm-al Philosophy, French, Logic, and Moral Pliilosophy. 
1; English.—A portion of an English author must be written to dicta¬ 
tion ; the grammatical construction of one or tw'o sentences must be ex¬ 
plained ; the grammatical errors in a sentence ungrammatically composed 
must be pointed out and their nature explained, and the derivation and 
definition of a few English words in common use must be given. (See 
Bain’s “English Grammar,” and Angus “On the English Language.”) 
2. Latin.—Eighth Hlneid of Virgil, an easy passage from a Latin prose 
author, and a single passage of English (translated from a Latin author) 
to be reti'anslated into Latin, the more difficult Latin words being given. 
3. Arithmetic.—The Common Rules, including Decimals. 4. Elements of 
Mathematics.—Euclid, Books i., ii., andiii., and the Rudiments of Algebra, 
moluding Simple Equations. A knowledge of Euclid alone wiU not be 
sufficient. 5. Elements of Mechanics. — Elementary Mechanics and 
Hydi'ostatios. 

n. At the same dates, examinations will take place in conformity with 
Section n. of the said Statutes, wdiich enacts that no candidate shall be 
admitted to a Pi-ofessional examination who has not passed a satisfactory 
examination on at least two of the following subjects (in addition to the 
subjects mentioned above): —1. Greek. — Third Book of Xenophon’s 
Anabasis. 2. French.—First Half of Voltaire’s “ Charles XH ” 3 Ger¬ 
man.—Schiller’s Wallenstein. 4. Higher Mathematics.—EuoUd, Books i 
to vi.—Algebra, Trigonometrjq and Conic Sections. 5. Natural Philosophy 
—A general knowledge of the Elements of Natui-al Philosophv, as iii 
Ganot’s Physics, translated by Atkiuson. 6. Logic.—Stewart’s “Outlines 
of Moral Philosophy,” Part I.; Fowler’s “Elements of Deductive Logic ” 
7. Moral Philosophy.—Stewart’s “ Outlines of Moral Philosophy,” PartH 
(MUosh’s edition), with M’Cosh’s Notes. According to the regulations 
of the General Medical Coimcil, no Medical student can be registered w'ho 
has not passed English, Latin, Arithmetic, Mathematics, along with one 
optional subject, as French, German, Greek, Mechanics, and Natural Plulo- 
sophy. 

^ Section XtHI. of the said Statutes, it is enacted that the Degi-ee 
OT Doctor of Medicine shall not be confen-ed on any person unless he be a 
Gratoate in Arts, or unless he shall, before or at the time of his obtaining 
the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine, or within three years thereafter, have 
passed a satisfactory examination on three of the subjects mentioned in 

Section H. Two of these must be Greek and Logic or Moral Philosophy, 
and the third may be any one of the following subjects—namely, Fiench, 
Geiman, Higher Mathematics, Natiual Philosophy. 

Examinations of the same extent, and on the same subjects, at other 
British Universities giantiiig the Degree of M.D., wiU exempt from these 
preliminary examinations. Certificates of having passed such examina¬ 
tions must be produced with an official notice of the subjects on winch 
the candidate has passed an examination. 

Students who_ come under the Old Statutes, in consequence of having 
commenced their Medical Curriculum by attendance on Classes before 
February 4, 1861, will be examined in Latin on Wednesday, October 20, 
1869, and Wednesday, March 23, 1870, at 10.30 a.m. For nature of exami¬ 
nation, see Section I. of this programme. 

The Medical Faculty have resolved that the written and oral examina¬ 
tions on Chemi.stry, Botany, and Natural Histoiy, in October, 1869, and 
April, 1870, shall be restricted in the following manner:— 

1. Ch^lstry.—A knowledge of the general Laws of Affinity and Equiva¬ 
lents will be required. There must be a general acquaintance with the 
chief chemical properties of the more common elementary bodies and 
then- compounds, especially those relating to Air and Water, and those 
commonly used in Medicine. In Organic Chemistry, the leading laws must 
be known, and the chief families of compounds, such as Ethers and 
Alcohols, must be familiar to the candidate. But special knowledge will 
be required of the Chemistiy of the Nutritive and Digestive FlLiiiffi, the 
Excretions, and the Chemistry of Food. 

2. Botany.—The Structure and Functions of Plants, the principles of 
Clas,sification, Classes, Sub-Classes, and Sections of the Nattmal System—■ 
(see Balfour’s “Class-Book,” or his “Manual of Botany”). Botanical 
characters to be demonstrated on conspicuous specimens of the following 
Natui-al Orders:—Ranunculaceae, Papaveraoese, Crtioiferee, Caiyophyl- 
laceeo, Malvaceae, Leguminosae, RosacetJe, Onagracese, Umbelhferee, Dip- 
sacacese. Composite, Boraginacose, Labiatse, Sorophulariacese, Piimulaceje, 
Euphorbiaceee, Amentiferae, Coniferce, Orchidacete, Amaryllidacece, Lili- 
aoeae, Patose, Gramineee, Ffiices. The student will be examined practically 
on the Microscopical Structure of Plants, and he will be required to describe 
the organs of fresh plants put into his hands. 

3. Natv.ral History.—The general principles of Zoological Classification. 
Characters depending on .specialisation of organs, and on Morphological 
type. The general Moimhology of the Primary Groups of the Animal 
Kingdom. The general Morphology of the Classes of the Vertebrata, and 
of the Orders of Amphibia, Reptilia, and Mammalia. The principal Mor¬ 
phological and Physiological characters of the following groups :—Insecta, 
i^aclmida, Crustacea, Eohinodermata, Cephalopoda, Gasteropoda, Lamel- 
libranchiata, Braohiopoda, Tunicata, Polyzoa, Actinozoa, Hydrozoa, Infu¬ 
soria, Rhizopoda. 

_ Candidates who mean to appear at any of the above-mentioned Examina¬ 
tions must inscribe their names and addresses in a book which is kept at 
the Secretary’s Office, College, and pay the fees ; and for the Professional 
Examinations, must give in their Schedules, duly fiUed up, with their 
Matriculation Tickets, and Class Tickets and Certificates, all at least ten 
days before the date of examination. 

UjSTIVERSITT of ABERDEEN. 

The regulations for granting- Medical Degrees are framed in 
conformity with an Ordinance of the Universities’ (Scotland) 
Commissioners, dated March 16, 1861, and approved by her 
Majesty in Council. 

The following are the Degrees in Medicine granted by this 
University—namely. Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.), Master in 
Surgery (C.M.), and Doctor of Medicine (M.D.). 

The Preliminary Examination and Professional Curriculum 
and Examination for the Degrees of M.B., C.M., and M.D., 
being in conformity with the Ordinances of the Scotch Univer¬ 
sities’ Commissioners, are nearly the same as those of the 
Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and St. Andrews. 

The studies of Candidates for the Degrees of Bachelor of 
Medicine and Master in Sui-gery are subject to these regula¬ 
tions :— 

One at least of the four years of Medical and Surgical study 
must be in the University of Aberdeen. 

Another of such four years must be either in this Univcr.sity 
or in some other University entitled to give the Degree of 
Doctor of Medicine. 

FEES FOE GEADTrATION-. 

1. Each Candidate for the degree of M.B. shall pay a fee of 
five guineas in respect of each of the three Professional 
Examinations. 

2. If the Candidate desires to be admitted to the Degree of 
Bachelor of Medicine only, he shall not, on admission thereto, 
be required to pay any further fee in addition to the fifteen 
guineas so paid by him ; but if he desires to be admitted to the 
Degree of Master in Surgery also, he shall, on being admitted 
to such Degree, pay a further fee of five guineas. 

3. And every Candidate for the Degree of Doctor of Medi¬ 
cine shall pay, in addition to the fees paid by him for the 
Degree of Bachelor of Medicine, a fee of five guineas, exclusive 
of any stamp duty which may for the time be exigible. 

EXEMPTION FEOM THE FOEEGOING EEGTJXATIONS. 

Students who shall have begun their Medical studies before 
tLe first Tuesday of November, 1861, are entitled to appear 
for examination for the Degree of M.D. after four years’ study, 
one of which must have been at the University of Aberdeen. 

Further information may be obtained from the Dean of the 
Medical Faculty, Professor Macrobin, M.D. 
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UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS. 

The regrilations for granting Medical Degrees are framed in 
conformity ■with an Ordinance of the Universities’ (Scotland) 
Commissioners; they therefore generally correspond with those 
of the Universities of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and Glasgow. 

The Degrees in Medicine granted by the University of St. 
Andrews are those of Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.), Master in 
Surgery (C.M.), and Doctor of Medicine (M.D.). 

The Preliminary Examination and Professional Curriculum 
and Examinations for these Degrees are generally the same 
as those of the Universities of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and 
Glasgow. The following regulations, however, for Candidates 
for the Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Master of Surgery 
present some difference :— 

No one shall be received as a Candidate for the Degree of 
Bachelor of Medicine or Master in Surgery unless two years 
at least of his four years of Medical and Surgical .Study shall 
iave been in one or more of the follo'wing Universities and 
Colleges, -viz. :—The University of St. Andrews ; the Uni¬ 
versity of Glasgow ; the University of Aberdeen ; the 
University of Edinburgh; the University of Oxford; the 
University of Cambridge; Trinity College, Dublin; Queen’s 
College, Belfast; Queen’s College, Cork; and Queen’s College, 
Galway. 

The remaining years of Medical and Surgical Study may 
be either in one or more of the Universities and Colleges 
above specified, or in the Hospital Schools of London, or in 
the School of the College of Surgeons in Dublin, or under 
such private teachers of Medicine as may from time to time 
receive recognition from the University Court. 

Attendance on the Lectures of any private teacher in 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, or Aberdeen, shall not be reckoned for 
graduation in St. Andrews, if the fee for such Lectures be of 
less amount than is charged for the like Course of Lectures 
in the University of Edinburgh, of Glasgow, or of Aberdeen, 
according as the teacher lectures in Edinburgh, Glasgow, or 
Aberdeen. 

Every Candidate for the Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine 
and Master in Surgery shall be examined both in -widting and 
viva rore—first, on Chemistry, Botany, Elementary Anatomy, 
and Materia Medica; secondly, on advanced Anatomy, Zoo¬ 
logy, -with Comparative Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery; 
and, thirdly, on Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, 

■Clinical Surgery, Midwifery, General Pathology, and Medical 
J urisprudence. 

FEES FOB GBAEUATION. 

For the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine five guineas in 
respect of each of the three divisions of the Examination on 

■Profes.sional subjects; and if the Candidate desires to be 
admitted to the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine only, he 
shall not, on admission thereto, be required to pay any further 

■fee in addition to the fifteen guineas so paid by him ; but, if 
he desires to be admitted to the Degree of Master in Surgery 
also, he shall, on being admitted to such Degree, pay a further 
fee of five guineas; and every Candidate for the Degree of 

■Doctor of Medicine, who has previously obtained the Degree 
of Bachelor of Medicine, shall pay, in addition to the fees 
paid by him as a Candidate for the Degree of Bachelor of 
Medicine, a fee of five guineas, exclusive of any stamp duty 
which may for the time lie exigible. 

N.B.—The Degree of Doctor of Medicine may be conferred 
by the University of St. Andrews on any registered Medical 
Practitioner above the age of forty years, whose Professional 

■position and experience are such as, in the estimation of the 
University, to entitle him to that Degree, and who shall, on 
examination, satisfy the Medical Examiners of the sufficiency 
of his Professional knowledge ; pro-vided always, that Degrees 
Bhall not be conferred under this Section to a greater n'umber 
■than ten in any one year. Fee £52 10s. 

EEQUEATIONS EEGAEDING THE EXAMINATION OP EEGISTEEED 

MEDICAE FEACTITIONEES ABOVE THE AGE OP FOETY YEAES. 

Candidates for Graduation are enrolled in order of applica¬ 
tion, provided they have complied ■with the undermentioned 
conditions. Candidates shall lodge ■with the Professor of 
Medicine, the following Certificates and Deposit:— 

I. Certificate of Age. 
II. Certificates from three Medical men, of such acknow¬ 

ledged reputation in the Profession, or of such standing in the 
Medical Schools, as shall satisfy the Senatiis of the Pro¬ 
fessional position and experience of the Candidate. 

III. A certain portion (viz., £10 10s.) of the Graduation 
Fees; which sum shall be forfeited should the Candidate fail 

to appear at the time appointed for examination, or should he 
fail to graduate. 

IV. 'The examination shall be conducted both in -writing and 
viva voce, and shall include the following subjects :—(1) Materia 
Medica and General Therapeutics. (2) Medicad Jurisprudence. 
(3) Practice of Medicine and Pathology. (4) Surgery. 
(5) Mid-wifery. ■ 

(As regards the last two subjects—-viz.. Surgery and Mid- 
■wifery—a minute knowledge shall not be required from those 
who do not practise these branches of the Profession.) 

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW. 

Three Degrees in Medicine are granted, viz.:—Bachelor of 
Medicine (M.B.), Master in Surgery (C.M.), and Doctor of 
Medicine (M.D.). [The Preliminary Examination, Curriculum, 
and Professional Examinations for these Degrees, being in 
conformity with the Ordinance of the Scottish University Com¬ 
missioners, are the same as for the Universities of Edinburgh, 
St. Andrews, and Aberdeen.] 

Of the four years constituting the Curriculum, one at least 
shall have been passed in the University of Glasgow, and 
another either in that Univer.sity or some other University 
entitled to give Degrees in Medicine. 

These Statutes apply to all Candidates who commenced their 
Medical studies on or after October 1, 1861. Candidates who 
began their Medical studies before that date are entitled to 
obtain their Deggees according to the regulations existing at 
the time when they commenced their studies. 

The annual term for conferring Medical and Surgical Degrees 
is the first day of May. 

The fees for the Degrees are as follows:—For the Degree of 
M.B. (for each of three examinations, £5 5s.), £15 15s.; for 
that of C.M. (in addition to the fee for M.B.), £5 5s.; for the 
Degree of M.D. (in addition to the fee for M.B.), £5 5s.; and 
the Government stamp for the Diploma, &c., £10 3s. 

The Preliminary Examinations of Medical Students in 
branches of General Education take place at the beginning and 
at the end of the Winter Session. 

The regulations under which the above Degrees are granted, 
and the notices of the subjects of Examination, will be obtained 
by application to the Registrar of the University. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICLiNS OF EDINBURGH. 

EEGIJLATIONS EEGAEBING THE MEMBEESHIP OF THE COLLEGE. 

Any Licentiate of a College of Physicians, or Graduate of a 
British or Irish University, -with whose knowledge of Medical 
and General Science the College may be satisfied, may be ad¬ 
mitted a Member of the College, pro-vided he shall have attained 
the age of tiventy-four years. Every motion for the election 
of a Member shall be made at a quarterly meeting of Fellows 
by one of the Fellows present, and seconded by another; and 
this motion shall be determined by ballot at the next quarterly 
meeting,.—a majority of three-fourths being necessary to carry 
it in the affirmative. Every Member on the Roll of Attendance, 
whose address has been communicated to the clerk, shall be 
summoned to attend all meetings of the Fellows and Members. 

The fee to be paid by a Member shall be £31 10s. When a 
Licentiate shall be raised to the rank of Member, he shall pay 
£21. When a Member shall be raised to the rank of Fellow, 
he shall pay £31 10s., exclusive of Stamp-duty.(a) AU Can¬ 
didates for Fellowship or Membership must lodge their fees, 
and the amount of Stamp-duty payable at the time to Govern¬ 
ment, -with the Treasurer, pre-viously to presenting their 
petitions. 

ABSTEACT OF EEGHLATIONS FOE THE LICENCE. 

1. No one can obtain the Licence of the College until he has 
completed the age of 21 years. 

2. Every applicant for the Licence must produce satisfac¬ 
tory e-vidence that he has been engaged in the study of Medi¬ 
cine diuing a period of at least four years, and that he has 
attended the following Coiu’ses at a University, or at some 
Medical School recognised by the College :—Anatomy, 1 course, 
six months; Practical Anatomy, six months; Chemistry, 
1 course, six months; Practical Chemistry, three months; 
Materia Medica and Pharmacy, 1 course, three months; Phy- 
siolog’y or Institutes of Medicine, 1 course, three months ; 
Practice of Medicine, 1 course, six months; Clinical Medicine, 
six months ; Principles and Practice of Surgery, 1 course, six 
months; Clinical Surgery,three months; Mid-wifery, 1 course, 
three months; Medical Juri.sprudence, 1 course, three months; 

(a) Tlie Stamp-duty on the FeUowsliip payable to Government is £-25 
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Pathological Anatomy, 1 course, three months; or G-eneral 
Pathology, 1 course, three months; Practical Pharmacy, three 
months. 

The applicant must also produce evidence of having attended 
the practice of a public Hospital (containing not fewer than 80 
beds) during a period of not less than twenty-four months, 
twelve of which must have been spent in attendance on the 
Medical wards. 

The applicant must also have attended at least six cases of 
labour under the superintendence of a qualified Medical 
Practitioner, and must produce a certificate to that effect. 

Every applicant for the Licence, before being admitted to 
the final Examination, will be required to produce a certificate 
that he has stiidied Vaccination under a competent and recog¬ 
nised teacher; that he has himself performed the operation 
successfully under the teacher’s inspection; that he is familiar 
with the different stages of the vaccine vesicle, and -with the 
methods of preserving lymph ; and that he is thoroughly in¬ 
formed in every necessary part of the subject. 

3. Every applicant for the Licence must have passed the 
Preliminary Examination in Literature and Science before he 
can be admitted to the Professional Examination. 

The Examination will embrace the following subjects:— 
1. English : Grammar and Composition. 2. Arithmetic, includ¬ 
ing Vulgar and Decimal Fractions; Algebra, including Sim¬ 
ple Equations. 3. Geometry; First Two Books of Euclid. 
4. Latin : Translation into English, Cicero in Catilinam, 
Oi’at. I.; or Virgil, AHneid, Lib. II.—Parsing; Translation 
from English into Latin, the Latin words being supplied. 
5. One of the following subjects, at the of)tion of the Candi¬ 
date ;—1. Greek : Xenoxjhon’s Anabasis, Book III.—Homer’s 
Iliad, Book I. 2. French: La Fontaine’s Fables. 3. Ger¬ 
man: Schiller’s “Wallenstein’s Tod.” 4. Natural Philoso¬ 
phy, including Mechanics, Hydrostatics, and Pneumatics. 

4. Masters and Bachelors of Arts of any British or Foreign 
University, whose course of stiidy may from time to time be 
approved of by the College, Avill be exempted from the Pre¬ 
liminary Examination; also those who have passed the Exa¬ 
mination of the National Ediicational Bodies, or of any of the 
Licensing Boards recognised by the Medical Act. 

5. The Professional Examination will be divided into two 
parts, according to the following arrangement of subjects:— 
(1) Anatomy, Pliysiology, Chemistry; (2) Materia Medica and 
Pharmacy, Pathology and Pathological Anatomy, Practice of 
Medicine, Midwifery, Medical Jurisprudence, Clinical Medi¬ 
cine, including the Examination of Patients, as Avell as of 
various Morbid Products. No Candidate will be admitted to 
the first Examination until he has completed two, or to the second 
until he has comxdeted four, years of Professional study. The 
Examinations will be conducted partly viva voce, partly by 
written papers. 

The following will be the dates of the Examinations for the 
Licence of the College during the year 18G9 to 1870 :—1. Pre- 
liminai’}^ Examinations—These will be held on the following 
days, commencing at 12 o’clock : Saturday, October 23, 1869 ; 
Satiuday November 6, 1869; Saturday, April 23, 1870; Satur¬ 
day, July 23, 1870; and on each occasion the Examination 
will be continued on the following Monday at 1 o’clock. 
2. Professional Examinations—The First Professional Exami¬ 
nations will be held on Wednesday, October 20, 1869 ; Wed¬ 
nesday, January 19, 1870; Wednesday, March 30, 1870; 
Wednesday, May 4, 1870; Wedne.sdajq July 6, 1870; Wednes¬ 
day, July 20, 1870; Wednesday, October 19, 1870. 'The Second 
Professional Examinations will be held in each case on the 
following Thursday. 3. Examinations for Candidates holding 
a Qualification—Meetings for the Examination of Candidates 
who already ]possess a Qualification from a recognised Licensing 
Body, will be held on the first Wednesday of every month 
(with the exception of September and October), and, if 
necessary, on the following days. 

6. Candidates for the Licence of the College who already 
possess a qualification from a recognised Licen.sing Body, or 
who have jpassed the first Professional Examination before a 
Qualifying Body (provided it be as extensive as that required 
by this College), will be at once admitted to the second part of 
the Examination. 

7. Meetings for the Examination of Candidates who already 
possess a qualification from a recognised Licensing Body, will 
be held on the first Wednesday of every month (Avith the 
exception of September and October), and, if necessary, on the 
following days. Candidates are required to communicate with 
the Secretary to the College not less than eight days before the 
date of the Examination at which they propose to appear. 

8. Candidates may be admitted to special Examination, on 

days other than those appointed above, on bringing forward rea¬ 
sons satisfactory to the Council, and on paying an extra fee of 
five guineas, which avlU not be returned in the event of the 
Candidate being unsuccessful. 

9. No Candidate is admissible to Examination who has been 
rejected by any Licensing Board, within three months previous 
to his Examination. 

10. The Fee payable by a Licentiate is ten guineas. In the 
event of a Candidate being unsuccessful at his Examination,, 
the sum of two guineas wiU be retained to defray expenses. 

HOTAL COLLEGE OF SUBGEONS OE 
EDINBUEGH. 

EEGULATIONS TO BE OBSEEVED BY CAKDIDATE3 FOE THE 

DIPLOMA.. 

These are the same as those given below for the conjoined 
qualification in Medicine and Surgery conferred by the 
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, with the following- 
exceptions in Professional education :—■ 

No third course of Medicine and no course of Pathological 
Anatomy are required. 

A certificate of three months’ instruction in Pathological 
Anatomy at the post-mortem room of a recognised Hospital 
will be required from Candidates commencing Professional 
study after October 1, 1861. 

The following order of study is recommended as a guide ta 
the Student, though not enjoined :—First Year : Anatomy, 
Practical Anatomy, Chemistry, Practical or Analytical Che¬ 
mistry, Hospital. Second Year : Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, 
Physiology, Surgery, Materia Medica (the last either in this 
or the Third Year), Hospital. Third Year : Practice of Physic, 
Clinical Surgery, Practical Anatomy, Practical Pharmacy, 
Pathological Anatomy, Hospital. Fourth Year: Surgery, or 
Clinical Surgery, Mid-wifery and the Diseases of Women and 
Children, Clinical Medicine, Medical Jurisprudence, Practical 
Midwifery, Hospital. 

It is strongly recommended to Students to avail themselves 
of any opportunities which they may possess of attending 
Lectures on Ophthalmic and Mental Diseases ; also on Botany, 
Zoology, Comparative Anatomy, and the use of the Microscope, 
in addition to the Courses of Lectures which are absolutely 
prescribed. 

The Eegulations for the Preliminary Examination in General 
Education generally correspond with those to be observed by 
Candidates for the joint qualifications of the Eoyal Colleges 
of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh. 

PEOFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS FOE THE DIPLOMA OF THE 

COLLEGE. 

The Eegulations are generally the same as those for the 
Professional Examinations for the joint Diploma of the two 
Colleges, with the following exceptions :— 

The sum of £4 must be paid to the Treasurer of the College 
for the First Examination, not later than 10 a.m. of the day 
preceding it. This sum will be con.sidered as paid to account 
of the entire fee of £10 payable for the Diploma. 

In the case of a Candidate being unsuccessful at this Exa¬ 
mination, £2 win be retm’ned to him, the remaining £2 being 
retained to meet the expenses of the Examination. 

Eegistered Medical Practitioners, whose Degree or Licence 
in Medicine is dated prior to October 1, 1861, are exempt from 
the first Professional Examination. The Examinations under- 
this regulation may take place on the first and third Tuesdays 
of each month. 

(§ 7) The Second Examination embraces Surgery and Sur¬ 
gical Anatomy; also Medicine, Midwifery, Materia Medica, 
and Medical Juri.sprudence ; and shall not take place before the- 
termination of the Wiiiter Session of the last year of Study. 

Applications for Examination must be made to the Secretary 
not later than the Monday prerdous to tlie day of the first exa¬ 
mination. 

Every Candidate must produce to the Secretary—(1) Satis¬ 
factory evidence of his having attained the age of 21 years ; 
(2) the tickets and the Certificates of his classes ; (3) the Cer¬ 
tificate of his having passed the first Professional Examination j 
(4) a tabular statement (for which a printed form will be 
furnished by the officer) exhibiting the full amount of his Pro¬ 
fessional education, and distinguishing the Classes, Hospitals, 
and Dispensaries attended during each session of his studies. 
If he have been an apprentice, he must also insert the name of 
his master, the date of his indenture, and the length of time 
for which he was boimd. This statement, accurately filled up, 
must be attested by his signature, and will be preserved by the 
College as a record. 
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If the Candidate have been an Apprentice to a Fellow of the 
Oollegn, he must also produce his discharged indenture. 

The remaining fee payable to the College (being £6), to¬ 
gether vdth the receipt for the fee paid for the first Profes¬ 
sional Examination, must be lodged not later than 10 a.m. of 
the day preceding the Examination-day, in the hands of the 
Treasurer, who Avill certify this upon the Secretary’s letter. 
The sum of £4 vdll he returned to unsuccessful Candidates. 

Candidates who have passed the first Examination in 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Chemistry, at any of the Licensing 
Boards recognised by the Medical Act, will be admissible to 
the second Pi'ofessional Examination on producing Certificates 
of the whole Course of Study and of having passed their 
Preliminary and first Professional Examinations. If any of 
the three subjects of the first Examination have been omitted, 
such Candidates wiU have to undergo an Examination on the 
omitted subjects; and none of the subjects set down in (§ 7) 
■will be omitted at the second Examination, even if some of 
them should have formed part of the first Examination by 
another Board. The fee will be £ 10. Unsuccessful Candidates 
under this regulation will receive back £8. 

Unsuccessftd Candidates at either the first or second Exa¬ 
mination "will be remitted to their studies for a period to be 
determined by the judgment of the Examiners, but not in any 
case less than three months. 

No Candidate shall be admissible to examination who has 
been rejected by any other Licensing Board within the three 
months preceding has application to be examined. 

The following will be the periods of Examination for the 
year 1869-70 :—Preliminary Examinations in General Educa¬ 
tion "will take place on Saturday, October 23, 1869 ; on Satur- 
day, November 6, 1869 ; on Saturday, April 23, 1870; on 
Saturday, July 23, 1870. First Professional Examinations will 
takeplace onTuesday,'Octoberl9,1869; on Tuesday, January 18, 
1870 ; on Tuesday, March 29, 1870 ; on Tuesday, April 26, 
1870; on Tuesday, July 5, 1870; on Tuesday, July 19, 1870; 
on Tuesday, October 18, 1870. Second Professional Examina¬ 
tions will take place immediately after the conclusion of the 
First Professional Examinations, at each of the above-mentioned 
periods. They will generally be begun on the Thursday suc¬ 
ceeding to the day of the First Examination, and in no case on 
any earlier day. 

ROYAL COLLEGES OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, 
EDINBURGH. 

The Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, and the 
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, while they still 
contimxe to give their Diplomas separately, under separate 
regulations, have made arrangements by which, after one 
series of Examinations, the Student may obtain the Diplomas 
of both Colleges. 

The general principle of this joint examination is, that it 
shall be conducted by a board in which each body is repre¬ 
sented in those branches which are common to both Medicine 
and Surgery; but that the College of Physicians shall take 
exclusive charge of the examination in Medicine, and the 
College of Surgeons of the examination in Surgery. 

The object of the joint examination is to give to students 
facilities for obtaining from two separate bodies, and at less 

■expense, a qualification in Medicine and a qualification in 
Surgery. Students passing that examination successfully will 
be enabled to register two qualifications under the Medical Act 
—Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, 
and Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. 

The arrangement for thus conferring a double qualification 
by the co-operation of the two Colleges is in conformity vrith 
Section XIX. of the Medical Act, and received the special sanc¬ 
tion of the General Council of Medical Education and Regis¬ 
tration, at a meeting held August 7, 1859. 

SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE. 

1. Every Candidate must have followed his course of study 
in a University, or in an established School of Medicine, as 
defined below; or in a Provincial School specially recognised 
by the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons of that division of 
the United Kingdom in which it is situate. 

2. Under the title Established School of Medicine are com¬ 
prehended the Medical Schools of those cities of Great Britain 
and Ireland in which Diplomas in Medicine or Surgery are 
granted, and such colonial or foreign schoofe as are similarly 
cii’cumstanced in the countries in which they exist. 

PKOFESSIONAL EDUCATION. 

1. Candidates CQmmencing Professional study after Sept. 16, 

1866, must have been engaged during Four years after the 
examination in General Education, in Professional Study, which 
shall include not less than Eour Winter Sessions’ or Three 
Winter and Two Summer Sessions’ attendance at a recognised 
Medical School. (Candidates commencing study prior to the 
above date, will be admitted to Examination after Four Winter 
Sessions’ or Three Winter and Two Summer Sessions’ attend¬ 
ance on Classes at a regular Medical School.) 

2. The Candidate must produce certificates of having 
attended the following separate and distinct Courses of 
Lectures:— 

Anatomy, Two Courses, (a) Six Months each; Practical 
Anatomy, 'Twelve Months. Or, in the option of the Candi¬ 
date, Anatomy, One Course, Six Months; Practical Ana¬ 
tomy, Eighteen Months. Chemistry: One Course, Six 
Months. Practical or Analytical Chemistry; One Course, 
Three Months. Materia Mediea : One Course, Three Months. 
Physiology: Not less than Fifty Lectures.(b) Practice of 
Medicine; One Course, Six Months. Clinical Medicine : Six 
Months, (c) A Third Course of Medicine, which may either 
be Practice of Medicine or Chnical Medicine, at the option of 
the Student: One Course, Six Months, (c) Principles and 
Practice of Surgery: One Course, Six Months. Clinical 
Surgery: One Course, Six Months, (c) A Third Course of 
Surgery, which may either be Principles and Practice of 
Surgery or Clinical Surgery, at the option of the Student; 
One Course, Six Months, (c) Midwifery and Diseases of 
Women and Children : One Course, Three Months. Medical 
Jurisprudence : One Course, Three Months. Pathological 
Anatomy: One Course, Three Months.(d) The Six Months’ 
Courses delivered in Scotland must consist of not fewer than one 
hundred Lectures, with the exception of Clinical Medicine and 
Clinical Surgery. The Three_ Months’ Courses must consist of 
not fewer than fifty Lectures. 

The Candidate must also produce the following certificates: 
—1. Of having attended six cases of labour under the 
superintendence of the Practitioner who signs the certificate, 
who must be a registered Medical Practitioner. 2. Of having 
attended, for three months, instruction in Practical Pharmacy ; 
the certificate to be signed by the Teacher, who must be a* 
Member of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, or a 
Chemist and Druggist recognised by either College on special 
application, or the Superintendent of the Laboratory of a 
Public Hospital or Dispensary, or a Registered Practitioner 
who dispenses medicines to his patients. 

3. Of having attended for twenty-four months a public 
General Hospital containing on>an average at leask eighty 
patients. 

4. Of having attended, for six months, the Practice of a 
Public Dispensary specially recognised by either College; or of 
having been engaged for six months as visiting Assistant to a 
Registered Practitioner. 

6. Of having been instructed in Vaccination. The Certifi¬ 
cate to be signed by the Teacher, who must be a Registered 
Practitioner, (e) 

6. The following Order of Study is recommended as a guide 
to the Student, though not enjoined:—First year: Anatomy, 
Practical Anatomy, Chemistry, Practical or Analytical Che¬ 
mistry, Hospital. Second year : Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, 
Physiology, Surgery, Materia Mediea (the last either in this or 
the third year, Hosjiital). Third year : Practice of Medicine, 
Clinical Surgery, Practical Anatomy, Practical Pharmacy, 
Chnical Medicine, Pathological Anatomy, Hospital. Fourth 
year : Surgery or Chnical Surgery, Midwifery and the Diseases 
of Women and Children, Practice of Medicine or Chnical 
Medicine, Medical Jurisprudence, Practical Midwifery, Hospital. 

7. It is strongly recommended to Students to avail themselves 
of any opportunities which they may possess of attending Lec¬ 
tures on Ophthalmic and Mental Diseases, also on Natiu-al His- 

(a) The two Comses must not be attended in the same Session. 
(b) In those Schools of England and Ireland in which two separate 

Courses of Lectures are delivered at separate hom's—one on Anatomy, the 
other on Anatomy and Physiology—the foiTner of tliese courses will be 
received as a Com-se of Anatomy, and the other as a Course of Physiology. 

(e) Two Coui-ses of Clinical Medicine, of thi-ee months each, if not simul¬ 
taneous, will be held equivalent to one Course of six months. They must 
be attended during the period of attendance at the Hospital where they are 
dehvered. The same inles will apply to Clinical Surgeiy. 

(d) A certificate of attendance on the Post-mortem Examinations at a 
General Hospital will be accepted in lieu of this Course. 

(e) By a Regulation of the Privy Council, of date December 1, 1859, no 
one can be appointed as a contractor for Vaccination under the English 
Poor-law, who does not produce a certificate of proficiency in Vaccination 
from a person authorised by the Privy Council to grant the same. A Cer- 
tifleator in Vaccination has been appointed in Ediubm-gh by the Piivy 
Coujicil. 
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tory and Comparative Anatomy, and of obtaining practical 
instraction in tlie Use of tlie Microscope, in addition to the 
Courses of Instruction which are absolutely required. 

UEBLIMINAET EXAMINATION IN GENEEAL EDUCATION. 

1. All Students who intend becoming Candidates for the 
Diplomas of the Colleges must have passed the complete 
Dxamination in Greneral Education, and have had their names 
inscribed in the Register of Medical Students instituted by the 
General Medical Council, at the commencement of their Pro¬ 
fessional studies. 

2. The following will be the Preliminary Examination in 
General Education for the Double Quahfication in Medicine 
and in Surgery conferred conjointly by the Royal Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons, and also for the separate Diploma of 
each College diuing the year 1869-70 :—The Examination 
will embrace the following subjects :•—1. Enghsh Language, 
including Grammar and Composition. 2. Arithmetic, includ¬ 
ing Vulgar and Decimal Tractions ; Algebra, including simple 
Equations. 3. Geometry : EirsttwoBooks of Euchd. 4. Latin: 
Translation from one of the two following Books at the option 
of the Candidate—viz., Cicero in CatiLinam, Orat. I.; Virgil, 
..^neid. Lib. II.; and of an easy passage from a book not pre¬ 
scribed ; Exercises in Parsing, and in rendering Enghsh cor¬ 
rectly into Latin, the Latin words being supplied. 5. One of 
the fohowing subjects at the option of the Candidate :— 
(1) Greek: Xenophon’s Anabasis, Book III.; Homer’s Ihad, 
Book I. (2) French: La Fontaine’s Fables. (3) German: 
SchiUer s “ Wahensteins-Tod.” (4) Natural Philosophy, in¬ 
cluding Mechanics, Hydrostatics, and Pneumatics. N.B.—In 
Greek, French, and German, parsing of words from the pas¬ 
sages given to be translated will be required; also translation 
oi short sentences from Enghsh into the respective languages. 

3. Testimonials of proficiency granted by certain Educa¬ 
tional Bodies, wih be accepted as sufficient evidence of General 
Education, and will exempt from the Prehminary Examination. 

4. The Prehminary Examinations shah take place at stated 
periods, and shall be conducted by a special Board of Examiners 
in Arts, to be chosen from time to time by the Roval Cohege 
of Physicians of Edinburgh, and the Royal Cohege of Surgeons 
of Edinburgh. 

5. Students who intend to undergo the Prehminary Exami¬ 
nation, shall give in their names, addresses, and places of birth 
to the officer of either Cohege, not later than three days before 
the day of Examination, and shah pay a fee of 10s., not to be 
returned m case of rejection; but wih be admissible to re¬ 
examination at a future period without paying another fee. 

6. Candidates, the commencement of whose Professional 
Studies was prior to September 17, 1866, may pass the Pre¬ 
hminary Examination in General Education at any of the 
periods previous to the First Professional Examination, hut are 
recommended to do so at the earliest possible period. Candi¬ 
dates under this Regulation who have not passed a Preliminary 
Examination _ in General Education, wih be admitted to a 
special Examination in General Education previously to their 
First Professional Examination. For this they shah pay a fee 
of £1. 

The Examinations whl be held on the fohowing days, 
commencing at 12 o’clock : Saturday, October 23,1869; Satur¬ 
day, November 6, 1869 ; Saturday, April 23, 1870 ; Saturday, 
July 23, 18/0 ; and on each occasion the Examination wih he 
continued on the succeeding Monday at 1 o’clock. 

PEOFESSIONAD EXAMINATIONS. 

1. Candidates for the Double Quahfication shah be subjected 
to two Professional Examinations, to be conducted at separate 
times, partly in writmg and partly orahy. 

2. The First Examination shah embrace Anatomy, Physio¬ 
logy, and Chemistryand shah take place not sooner than the 
end of the second Winter Session. 

_ 3. Opportunities for both Examinations wih be presented 
six times- in each year. On each of these occasions the Candi¬ 
dates shah assemble for the purpose of writing answers to the 
questions proposed. The Oral Examinations wih be conducted 
on the days immediately succeeding. The periods of both 
Examinations for the next twelve months whl be found in the 
Appendix. 

4. Candidates who desire to pass the First Professional Ex¬ 
amination must apply to the Inspector of Certificates on or 
before the Saturday preceding the day of Examination, (f) and 

(f.) Candidates at a distance are requested to send their Certificates much 
earlier, so as to give sufiicient time- for the exchange of one or two ex- 
p.anatoiy Icbters; as much disappointment has been occasioned by the 
^oovery of defects in their Couise of Study when it was too late to rectify 
them by the production of documents. 

must produce tickets, and also certificates of attendance iu 
regard to ah those of the Courses of Lectures previously 
eniunerated, which have reference to the subjects of that 
Examination. They must also produce a certificate of having" 
passed the Preliminary Examination. 

5. The sum of £6 must be paid to the Inspector of Certifi¬ 
cates for this Examination, not later than 10 a.m. of the day 
preceding it. This sum wih be considered as paid to account 
of the entire fee of £16 payable for the two Diplomas. 

6. In the case of a Candidate being unsuccessful at this Exa¬ 
mination, £4 wih be returned to him; the remaining £2 being" 
retained to meet the expense of Examination. 

7. The second Examination shah embrace Medicine, Surgery 
and Surgical Anatomy, Midwifery, Pathological Anatomy, 
Materia Medica and Pharmacy, and Medical Jurisprudence y 
and shah not take place before the termination of the Winter 
Session of the last year of Study. In the case of Candidates 
who began their course of study after September 16, 1866, it' 
wih not take place tih four years after the Examination on 
General Education. 

8. Appheations for Examination must be made to the In¬ 
spector of Certificates not later than the Monday previous to 
the day of Examination. 

9. Every Candidate must produce to the Inspector—1st, satis¬ 
factory evidence of his having attained the age of 21 years;- 
2nd, a Certificate of his having passed the Prehminary Exa¬ 
mination, unless this Certificate have already been seen by the- 
Inspector of the Coheges; 3rd, a Certificate of his registration 
in the books of the General Medical Counch; 4th, a Certifi¬ 
cate of his having passed the first Professional Examination 
5th, the Certificates of his classes, and the other Certificates 
enumerated under the head of Professional Education; and. 
6th, a tabular statement (for which a printed form wih be 
furnished by the Inspector), exhibiting the fuh amount of 
his Professional Education, and distinguishing the Classes, 
Hospitals, and Dispensaries attended during each Session of 
his Studies. The tabular statement, accurately fihed up, must 
be attested by his signatm’e, and wih be preserved by the Col¬ 
leges as a record. 

10. The fee payable for this Examination, which shah be-. 
£10, must be lodged with the Inspector not later than 10 a.m. 
of the day preceding the Examination-day. 

11. On the production of the above documents, and after 
receiving the fees, the Inspector shah give the Candidate a. 
letter authorising the Examiners to take him on trial. 

12. Unsuccessful Candidates at either the First or Second 
Examination shah be remitted to their Studies for a period to 
be determined by the judgment of the Examiners, but not in; 
any case less than three months. 

13. Incase of a Candidate being unsuccessful at the Second 
Examination, £8 wih be returned to him ; the remaining £2 
being retained to meet the expense of the Examination. 

14. Candidates who have passed the First Professional Exa¬ 
mination in Anatomy, Physiology, and Chemistry, at any of 
the Licensing Boards recognised by the Medical Act, wih be 
admissible to the Second Professional Examination, on pro-- 
ducing certificates of the whole Course of Study prescribed and 
of having passed their Prehminary and First Professional 
Examinations. If any of the three subjects of the First 
Examination have been omitted, such Candidates -wih have to 
undergo an Examination on the omitted subjects; and none of 
the subjects set down in Section 7 wih be omitted at the Second 
Examination, even if some of them should have formed part of 
the First Examination by another Board. The fee payable by 
such Candidates is £16, and unsuccessful Candidates wih receive- 
back £14. 

15. In addition to the Written and Oral Examinations, ah- 
Candidates shah be subjected to a Practical Chnical Examina¬ 
tion in Medicine and Surgery, which shah include the Examina¬ 
tion of Patients, Physical Diagnosis, the Use of the Micro¬ 
scope, Surgical Appliances, Bandages, etc. 

16. Candidates desirous of Special Examinations on other 
days than those fixed by the Regulations, must prepare a case 
to be submitted for the consideration of the authorities of the 
Coheges, with e-vidence to show why it was and is impossible 
for them to avail themselves of the ordinary examinations, past. 
or future. Theymust at the same time produce Certificates of the 
whole of the prescribed Course of Study and of the Prehminary 
Examination, and state the earhest and the latest days 'within 
which they can present themselves. It is very desirable that 
ah such Candidates, and especiahy those who are at a distance 
from Edinburgh, should present their appheations as long 
beforehand as possible. 

The fees for Special Examinations are as fohows, viz. r— 
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£28 for First and Second Examinations, of -wliich £22 will be 
returned to Candidates remitted on the First Examination, and 
£10 to Candidates successful in the First, but unsuccessful in 
the Second Examination. £25 for Second Examination when 
the Candidate has passed the First under the conditions of 
Sect. 14. Of this £16 will be returned to the Candidate if un¬ 
successful. £19 for Second Examination when the Candidate 
has passed the First before the Examiners of the Colleges. Of 
this £10 will be returned to the Candidate if unsuccessful. 

17. No Candidate shall be admi.ssible to Examination who 
has been rejected by any other Licensing Board within the 
three months preceding his Examination. 

FACULTY OF PHYSICIANS AND SUBOEONS OF 
GLASGOW. 

ABSTRACT or REGULATIONS FOR THE LICENCE, 1869-70. 

Course of Study.'—(1). Anatomy, two courses, six months 
each. (2). Practical Anatomy, twelve months. (3). Che¬ 
mistry, one course, six months. (4). Practical or Analytical 
Chemistry, one course, three months. (5). Physiology, not 
less than fifty Lectures. (6). Practice of Medicine, one course, 
six months. (7). Clinical Medicine, one course, six months. 

81. Principles and Practice of Surgery, one course, six months. 
9). Clinical Surgery, one course, six months. (10). In addi¬ 

tion to the above courses of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, one 
six months’ course of either of these at the option of the stu¬ 
dent: Materia Medica, one course, three months. (H)- Mid¬ 
wifery and the Diseases of Women and Children, one course, 
three months. (12). Medical Jurisprudence, one course, three 
months. (13). Practical Midwifery, attendance on at least 
six cases of labour. (14). Pathological Anatomy, three 
months’ instruction in the post-mortem room of a recognised 
Hospital. (15). Practical Pharmacy, three months’ practical 
instruction. (16). Hospital and Dispensary Practice, twenty- 
four months’ attendance on the practice of a public General 
Hospital, containing on the average at least eighty patients. 

A Certificate of Proficiency in Vaccination, from a Vaccine 
Institution recognised by the Faculty, will be required of 
every Candidate. Candidates commencing Professional study 
after October 1, 1866, must have been engaged in Professional 
study during four years, which shall include not less than four 
Winter Sessions’ or three Winter and two Summer Sessions’ 
attendance at a recognised Medical School. 

(Candidates commencing Professional study prior to the 
above date are admitted to Examination after four Winter 
Sessions’ or three Winter and two Summer Sessions’ attendance 
at a regular Medical School.) 

Candidates are subjected to two Professional Examinations. 
The First Examination embraces Anatomy, Physiology, and 
Chemistry, and cannot be undergone before the end of the 
Second Winter Session of Study. 

The Second Examination embraces Surgery and Surgical 
Anatomy, Medicine, Materia Medica, Midwifery, and Medical 
Jurisprudence, and cannot be undergone before the termination 
of the full period of Study. 

Intending Candidates for the Second Examination must 
produce evidence-—1st, of being 21 years of age ; and 2nd, of 
having passed the First Examination. They will also present 
to the Secretary for inspection their Class and Hospital Cer¬ 
tificates, and write out a tabulated statement of their whole 
course of Study, for which the Secretary, on application, will 
supply Candidates with printed forms. 

The Fee for the Diploma is £10—£4 for the First and £6 
for the Second Examination. 

First Examinations will be held on the second Tuesday of 
every month. Second Examinations will take place, the 
written part on each of the above days, and the oral and 
Clinical parts on the succeeding day. A Candidate, on showing 
a sufficient reason, may be admitted to Examination on a day 
specially arranged, by paying an extra fee of £3. 

AH appheants for the Licence must he registered on the form 
prescribed by the General Medical Council at the commence¬ 
ment of Professional study. 

Candidates who possess a qualification to practise, or who 
have passed the Examination in Anatomy, Physiology, and 
Chemistry before any of the Licensing Boards, will be admitted 
to the Second Examination on producing evidence of having 
attended the full Curriculum, and paying the Fee of £10. 

DOUBLE QUALIFICATION. 

The Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, and 
the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, w]^e they 
still continue to give their Diplomas separately, under separate 

regulations, have made arrangements by which, after ono; 
series of Examinations, the Student may obtain two separate 
Licences—one in Medicine and one in Surgery. 

The Fee for the two diplomas granted conjointly is £16— 
£6 for the First and £10 for the Second Examination. 

The First Examination for the Double Qualification wiU be 
held in the Faculty Hall, Glasgow, on October 14, 1869,. 
January 13, April 7, May 5, and July 7, 1870, and on each 
occasion it will be continued on the succeeding day. The 
Second Examination wHl be held, the written part on each of 
the above days, and the oral part on the succeeding day. Ap¬ 
plications to be admitted, either to the First or the Second Exami¬ 
nation, must bo made to the Secretary of the Faculty not. 
later than the Monday preceding the Examination. 

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE FACULTY OF’ 

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF GLASGOW, SESSION 1869-70. 
1. Prehminary Examinations in General Literature in ac¬ 

cordance with the regulations of the General Medical Coimcil 
will be held in the Faculty Hall during the Session 1869-70 
on the follovung days, commencing at eleven o’clock, viz. :— 
Friday, October 22, and Friday, November 5, 1869; Friday, 
April 29, and Friday, July 22, 1870 ; and on each occasion the 
Examination will be continued on the succeeding day. 

The Examination will embrace the following subjects:— 
1. English language. 2. Latin. 3. Aiithmetic; Algebra. 
4. Geometry. 5. One of the following subjects at the option 
of the Candidate :— (1). Natm’al Philosophy—Mechanics, 
Hydi’ostatics, and Pneumatics. (2). Greek. (3). French. 
(4). German. 

The Fee for the Examination and Certificate is 10s., payable 
to the Secretary previous to the Examination. 

FACULTY OF MEDICINE IN lEELAND. 

UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGES, COURSES OF STUDY, 
DEGREES, AND LICENCES TO PRACTISE. 

The following Bodies grant one or more Degrees or Licences 
to practise Medicine or Surgery, and provide coiu’ses of instruc¬ 
tion in the Medical Sciences:—The University of Dublin 
grants the Degrees of M.B. or Bachelor of Medicine; M.D. 
or Doctor of Medicine; M.C. or Master of Surgery; also 
Licences in Medicine (L.M.) and Surgery (L.S.). The Queen’a 
University in Ireland, with its Provincial Colleges at Belfast, 
Cork, and Galway; this University confers the Degrees of 
M.D. and M.Ch. The ICing and Queen’s College of Physi¬ 
cians in Ireland, granting a Licence and a Fellowship. This; 
Institution, in connexion with the Medical Faculty of the 
University of Dublin, constitutes the School of Physic in 
Ireland. The Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, which, 
grants Letters Testimonial qualifying to practise Surgery aa 
a Licentiate, and also confers a Fellowship. Fellows and 
Licentiates of the Colleges of Phj'-sicians and Surgeons may 
obtain from their respective Colleges a Diploma in Midwifery. 
The Rotundo and Coombe Lying-in Hospitals grant Diplomas 
in Midwifery, wluch are, however, not recognised under the 
Medical Act. The Governor and Company of the Apothecaries’ 
Hall of Ireland also confer a Diploma. 

The Medical Session in Ireland commences about the first 
week in November. 

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN. 

SCHOOL OF PHYSIO. 

The School of Physic in the University of Dublin is under 
the joint control of the Board of Trinity College and of the 
President and Fellows of the College of Physicians. 

MATRICULATION. 

All students of the School of Physic must be matriculated 
by the Senior Lecturer of Trinity College, for which a fee of 
five shilhngs is payable. No student can be admitted for the 
Winter Courses after November 25. 

DEGREES AND LICENCES IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

The Act 21 and 22 Viet., c. 99, recognises, as qualifications 
for Medical a,nd Surgical Practitioners, the Degrees and 
Licences in Medicine and Surgery granted by the University.. 
The Degrees are—1. Bachelor of Medicine. 2. Doctor of 
Medicine. 3. Master in Surgery. 

UNIVERSITY DEGREES. 

1. Bachelor in Medicine.—A Candidate for the Degree of 
Bachelor in Medicine must be a Graduate in Arts, and may 
obtain the Degree of Bachelor in Medicine at the same 
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Commencement as that at •which he receives his Degree of 
B.A., or at any subsequent Commencement, provided the 
requisite Medical education shall have been completed. The 
Medical education of a Bachelor in Medicine is of four years’ 
duration, and comprises attendance on the folloiving Courses 
of Lectures, viz. :—Courses of five months’ duration (November 
to April)—-Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, -with Dissections, 
Surgery, Chemistry, Practice of Medicine, Mid'wifery. Courses 
•of three months’ duration (April to July)—Botany, Practical 
Chemistry, Medical Jurisprudence, Materia Medica and 
Pharmacy, Institutes of Medicine. 

Hospital Attendance.—1. Nine months’ attendance on the 
Clinical Lectures of Sir Patrick Dun’s Hospital. 2. Nine 
months’ additional attendance on the Clinical Lectures of any 
Hospital recognised by the Board. 3. Instruction in Practical 
Midwifery, including not less than six deliveries. 

Any of the above-named six or three months’ Courses may 
he attended at any Medical School in Dublin, recognised by 
the Provost and Senior Pello-ws (and three of them, at the 
discretion of the Candidate, maybe attended in the University 
of Edinburgh), pro-vided the Candidate have kept an Anmis 
Medicus in the School of Physic. 

The Schools recognised are—1. The School of the Royal 
College of Surgeons in Ireland. 2. The Carmichael School. 
•3. The School of Dr. Steevens’ Hospital. 4. The St. Peter- 
street School. 5. The School of the Catholic University. The 
recognition of these schools is conditional on their students 
being furnished with bona fide certificates of an amount of 
regular attendance equivalent to that required by the Univer- 
•sity—viz., three-fourths of the entire number of Lectures in 
each Course. 

Ati Annus Medicus, or a year’s attendance in the School of 
Physic, may be kept in three ways—1. By attending at least 
two, or not more than three, of the foregoing Courses, which 
are of six months’ duration. 2. By attending one Course of 

■six months’ and two of three months’ duration. 3. By nine 
months’ attendance on Sir Patrick Dun’s Hospital and Clinical 
Lectures ; together with one course of six months^ or, in lieu 
thereof, two courses of three months’ duration. 

The Fee for nine months’ attendance at Sir Patrick Dun’s 
Hospital is twelve guineas. The fee for each Course of Lee-, 
tures is three guineas. The Fee for the Liceat ad Examinan- 
dum is £o. The Fee for the Degree of M.B. is £11. ‘ 

2. EoCtor in Medicine.—A Doctor in Medicine must be M.B. 
■of at least three years’ stShding, or have been qualified to 
take 'the Degree of M.B. for three years, and must perform 
exercises for the Deg^^ee before the Regius Professor of Physic, j 
in accordance with the rules and statutes of tlf^^uiversity., * 
Total amount of Fees for this Degree, £13. < 

3. Master in Surgery.—The Degree of Master in Surgery 
can only be obtained by Students who are Bachelors of Arts, 
and who have completed the Professional Curriculum and 
passed the examinations required. The Curricidum extends 
over a period of four years, and comprises attendance upon 
the following Goinses of Lectures—■viz.: Anatomy, one Course; 
Demonstratiolis, three Courses ; Dissections, three Courses; 
Theory and Practice of Surgery, two Courses; Practice of 
Medicine, one Course ; Chemistry, one Course ; Materia 
Medica, one Course; Mid’wifery, one Course; Practical Che- 
mistry, one Course; Botany, one Course; Medical Jurispru¬ 
dence, one Course. 

^ Hospital Attendance.—Three Sessions, each of nine consecu- 
ti-ve months’ duration, in any recognised Hospital, together 
■with attendance on the Clinical Lectures on Medicine and 

■Surgery there delivered. Any of the above-named Courses 
may be attended at any of the Medical Schools of Dublin re¬ 
cognised by the Board, pro’vided the Candidate has kept an 
Annus Medicus in the School of Physic. The following Hos¬ 
pitals are recognised by the Board;—1, Sir Patrick Dun’s 
School of Physic Hospital; 2, Meath Hospital; 3, Richmond, 
Whitworth, and Hardwicke Hospitals ; 4, Dr. Steevens’ Hos¬ 
pital ; 5, Jer’vis-street Infirmary; 6, City of Dublin Hospital; 
7, Mercer’s Hospital; 8, St. Vincent’s Hospital; 9, Adelaide 
Hospital; 10, Mater Misericordise Hospital. Of the Courses 
of Lectures, which are of five months’ duration, not more than 
three can be attended during any one Session. Candidates ■will 
also be required to perform Surgical operations on the dead sub¬ 
ject. Candidates for the Degree of Master in Surgery, who 
have already passed the Examination for the Degree of Bache¬ 
lor of Medicine, will be examined in Anatomy and Surgery 
only. Fee for the Liceat ad Examinandum, £5. Fee for the 
Degree of M.Ch., £11. 

■CTNIVEESITY LICENCES. 

Candidates for the Licences in Medicine or Surgery must be 

matriculated in Medicine, and must have completed four years 
in Medical Studies. Candidates for the Licences in Medicine 
or Surgery must pass the foUo’wing Examination in Arts, 
unless they be Students in the Senior Freshman or some higher 
classHomer’s Iliad, Books I., II. (omitting Catalogue of 
ships). III. ; Lucian’s Dialogues (WaUcer’s edition); Xeno¬ 
phon’s Anabasis, Books I., II., III.; Virgil, J5neid, Books I., 
II., III.; Sallust; Horace, Satires ; Latin Prose Composition; 
English Prose Composition; Engli.sh History, Modem Geo¬ 
graphy ; Arithmetic; Algebra to the end of Simple Equations; 
Euclid, Books I., II., III. In case the Student should wish to 
continue the Undergraduate Course in Arts, ■with a view to 
the Degree of B.A., his answering in the above wiU be reckoned 
as equivalent to the Entrance Examination, and the Hilary 
Examination of the Junior Freshman year. Students who 
have passed the foregoing Examination ■will be required to 
pay the admission fee of £16. 

1. Licentiate in Medicine.—The Medical Course and Exa¬ 
mination necessary for the Licence in Medicine is the same as 
for the Degree of M.B., -with the exception that any general 
Hospital approved by the Board of Trinity College may be 
substituted for Sir Patrick Dun’s. Candidates who are already 
Licentiates in Surgery of the Royal College of Surgeons in 
Ireland, or Members of the College of Surgeons of England, 
on passing the foregoing Arts Examination, will be admitted 
to Examination for the Licence in Medicine. Fee for ih.Q Liceat 
ad Examinandum, £5. Fee for the Licence in Medicine, £5. 

2. Licentiate in Surgery.—The Surgical Course and Exami¬ 
nation necessary for the Licence in Surgery are the same as 
for the Degree of Master in Surgery. Fee for the Liceat ad 
Examinandum, £5. Fee for the Licence in S'urgery, £5. 

PEEVIOTJS MEDICAL EXAMINATION. 

Candidates for Degrees and Licences in Medicine and Sur¬ 
gery are expected to pass two Examinations, the first of 
which will be held at the close of the second year of Medical 
Study, and the other, as heretofore, after the full Curriculum 
hfas been completed. The subjects required at the Previous 
Examination are the following ; —Descriptive Anatomy, 
Botany, Materia Medica and Pharmacy, Chemistry, Theo¬ 
retical and Practical, with Chemical Physics. 

At a Board meeting, held June 17, 1863, it was resolved :— 
“ Students who shall nave passed the Previous Examination, 
and who6e answering in any of the follo’wing subjects—■viz.. 
Botany, Chemis'lry, Descriptive Anatomy, andMateria Medica— 
shall have satisfied the respective Examiners, shall be exempted 
from answering in such subject or subjects at the final Exami¬ 
nation for Medical Degrees and Licences.” 

MEDICAL SCHOLAESHIPS. 

Two Medical Scholarships will be given annually, tenable 
for two years, with a salary of £20 per annum, on the con¬ 
dition of the successful Candidates proceeding regularly for 
two years with the Medical Course in the University. 

MEDICAL SCHOOL EXHIBITIONS. 

The Professors of the School of Physic give three Exliibi- 
tions annually—two senior Exhibitions, value respectively 
£15 and £10, to be competed for by Students who have 
attended the School of Physic for three years; and a Junior 
Exhibition, value £15, to Students who have attended two 
years. 

Total Expense of obtaining the Eegrees of Bachelor in Medi¬ 
cine and Master in Surgery.—I. Lectures : 1. Anatomy (one 
Course), £3 3s. 2. Practical Anatomy (three Courses), £9 9s. 
3. Dissections} (three Courses), £12 12s. 4. Surgery (two 
Courses), £4 4s. 5. Practice of Medicine, £3 3s. 6. Chemistry, 
(two Courses), £4 4s. 7. Materia Medica and Pharmacy, 
£3 3s. 8. Mid’wifery, £3 3s. 9. Botany. 10. Medical Juris¬ 
prudence, £3 3s. 11. Institutes of Medicine, £3 3s.— 
II. Hospitals : 1. Sir P. Dun’s (first year), £12 12s. 2. Second 
and third years’ attendance, £15 15s. Practical Mid’wifery, 
£3 3s. III. Degrees : 1. Liceat ad Examinandum in Medicina, 
£5. 2. Liceat ad Examinandum in CMrurgia, £5. 3. M.B. 
Degree, £11. 4. M.Ch. Degree, £11.—Total Expenses: 
1. Lectures, £49 12s. 2. Hospitals, £31 10s. 3. Degree.s, £32. 
4. Private Tuition, £20. Total, £133 2s. N.B.—^As no 
Degrees in Medicine or Surgery are conferred except upon 
Graduates in Arts, the expense of the Degree of Bachelor in 
Arts, amounting altogether to £82 4s., should be added to the 
foregoing, making the total cost sometiiing over £200. 

THE QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY IN IRELAND, 

granting the DegTees of Doctor in Medicine and Master in 
Surgery, includes three Colleges—the Queen’s Colleges of 
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Belfast, Cork, and Galway, each of which possesses a Faculty 
of Medicine. The curriculum of Medical Study extends oyer 
a period of four years, and is divided into two periods of two 
years each. The first period comprises attendance on Che¬ 
mistry, Natural History, Anatomy, and Physiology, Practical 
Anatomy, Materia Mecfica and Pharmacy. The second period 
comprises attendance on Anatomy and Physiology, Practical 
Anatomy, Theory and Practice of Surgery, Midwifery and 
Diseases of Women and Children, Theory and Practice of 
Medicine, Medical Jlu’isprudence. At least two of the above 
Courses of Lectures must be attended in some one of the 
Queen’s Colleges; the remainder may be taken, at the option 
of the Candidate, in any University, College, or School recog¬ 
nised by the Senate of the Queen’s University. Candidates 
are required before graduating to have also attended in one of 
the Colleges of the Queen’s University Lectures on Experi¬ 
mental Physics, and on one Modem Language, and to have 
passed the Matriculation Examination. They are further 
required to attend, during the first period. Practical Chemistry 
in a recognised Laboratory, and the Practice during six 
months of a recognised Medico-Chirurgical Hospital, contain¬ 
ing at least sixty beds, together with Clinical Lectures 
delivered therein ; during the second period at a recognised 
Midwifery Hospital, with the Chnical Lectures therein de¬ 
livered, for a period of three months; or a Midwifery Dis¬ 
pensary for the same period; or ten cases of Labour, under 
the superintendence of the Medical officer of any Hospital or 
Dispensary where cases of labour are treated; and eighteen 
months’ Practice of a recognised Medico-Chirurgical Hospital, 
containing at least sixty beds, and in which Clinical Instruc¬ 
tion is delivered. There are two University Examinations; 
one comprising- the subjects of study in the first period, the 
other the subjects of the second jperiod. The University Ex¬ 
aminations are held twice in each year, in June and Sep¬ 
tember. Further information Avill be found in the “ Queen’s 
University Calendar,” or may be obtained by appheation to the 
Secretary, Queen’s University, Dublin Castle. 

KING AND QUEEN'S COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS IN 
IRELAND. 

EEaXJLATIONS EESPECTING THE EDUCATION, EXAMINATIOlSr, AND 

ADMISSION OF CANDIDATES FOE THE LICENTIATESHIP IN MEDICINE. 

Candidates for the Licentiate.ship in Medicine are required 
to give proof of their having attained the age of 21 years, of 
having been engaged during a period of four years in the 
study of Medicine at a School or Schools recognised by the 
College, and shall also produce evidence of having studied the 
following subjects, \dz.:—Anatomy, Physiology, Practical 
Anatomy, Chemistry, Practical Chemistry, Materia Medica 
and Botany, Medical Juri.sprudence. Practice of Medicine and 
Pathology, Surgery, Midwifery—and of having attended a 
Medico-Chirurgical Hospital, in wdiich regular Courses of 
Clinical Lectures are delivered, together with Clinical Instruc¬ 
tion, for twenty-seven months, or such Hospital for eighteen 
months, with nine months’ attendance on a Medical Hospital, 
and similar Courses of Chnical Lectures and Clinical Instruc¬ 
tion, the attendance in each case being for not more than nine 
months in any year—namely, for six winter and three summer 
months—and the attendance on a Medico-Chirurgical Hospital 
and Medical Ho.spital not being taken out in the same year, 
and of having attended Practical Midwifery. 

Candidates who are not personally known to any FeUow of 
the College are required to transmit testimonials of character 
from registered Physicians or Surgeons. 

The Examination is divided into two parts— 
First Part.—Anatomy, Physiology, Botany, and Chemistry. 
Second Part.—Materia Medica, Practice of Medicine, Medical 

Jurisprudence, and Midwifery. 
Students may be examined in the subjects of the first part 

at the termination of the first period of study, or in all the 
subjects of their education on the completion of their Medical 
studies. 

Candidates are required to have passed an Examination in 
General Education held by some of the Qualifying Bodies, or 
by some one of the National Education Bodies approved by the 
College. 

Students in Ai-ts of one year’s standing, of any University 
in the Lhiited Kingdom requiring Examinations in the first 
year; Graduates or Licentiates in Medicine or Surgery of any 
University or College of Great Britain or Ireland, AviU be exempt 
from the Prehminary Examination. 

The above regulations respecting Preliminary Examination 

will not apply to Candidates who commenced their Professional 
education previously to January 1, 1861. 

Candidates qualified as follows are required to undergo the 
second part of the Professional E.xamination only, viz.:—► 
1. Graduates in Medicine of a University in the United King¬ 
dom, or of any foreign University approved by the College. 
2. Fellows, Members, or Licentiates of the Royal Colleges of 
Physicians of London or Edinburgh. 3. Graduates or Licen¬ 
tiates in Surgery. 4. Candidates who, having completed the 
Curriculum laid down above, shall have passed the previous 
Examinations of any of the Licensing Corporations in the 
United Kingdom. 

Licence in Midwifery.—Members of the College who may* 
desire to obtain the Licence in Midwifery will be required te 
undergo a special Examination. 

Candidates for the Licence in Midwifery, who are not 
Members of the College, will be admitted to examination for 
such Licence in Midwifery, on the following quahfications :— 
The Degree or Licence in Medicine or Surgery from any- 

University or College of Physicians or Surgeons in the United 
Kingdom, together with a certificate of having attended a six 
months’ Course of Lectures on Midwifery, with the attendance 
for six months at a recognised Lying-in Hospital, or of having 
attended Practical Midwifery for six months. 

Fees for Licence and Examinations.—The fee for the 
Licence is £15 15s., which may be divided as follows, viz. :— 
For Examination at the termination of the first period of 
study, £5 5s. The final Examination for the Licence, £10 10s. 
Eee for the Midwifery Diploma, £3 3s. Fee for the Licences 
in Medicine and Midwifery, if taken out at the same time, £16. 

The admission fee, with the exception of two guineas de¬ 
ducted to meet the expense of Examination, will bo returned 
to any Candidate who may be rejected. 

Examinations are held on the second Wednesday in each 
month, except August and September. 

At all Examinations for the Licences of the College, Candi¬ 
dates will be examined as follows:—1. By written questions; 
2. By oral questions. 

Candidates quahfied as follows, and of above five years’ 
standing as such, will be exempted from the written examina¬ 
tion, viz.:—1. Graduates in Medicine of a University in the 
United Kingdom, or of any foreign University approved by 
the College. 2. Fellows, Members, or Licentiates of the Royal 
Colleges of Physicians of London or Edinburgh, who have been 
admitted upon Examination. 3. Graduates or Licentiates in 
Surgery. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN IRELAND. 

I.—EEGISTEATION OF mPILS. 

Every person requiring to be registered as a Pupil on the 
College books shall, if the Council think fit, be so registered if 
he shall have laid before the Council a receipt showing that 
he has lodged, to the credit of the President, and for the use of 
the College, in the Bank of Ireland, a registry fee of five 
guineas. 

II.-QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES FOE LETTERS TESTIMONIAL. 

Every Registered Pupil shall be admitted to an Examination 
for Letters 'Testimonial if he shall have laid before the Council 
the following documents :— 

a. A receipt showing that he has lodged a sum of twenty 
guineas in the Bank of Ireland to the credit of the President 
and for the use of the College. 

b. A Certificate that he has passed an Examination as to 
his acquaintance with the Greek and Latin Languages. 

e. Certificate showing that he has been engaged in the study 
of his Profession for not less than four years. 

cl. Certificates of attendance on an Hospital recognised by 
the Council, where Clinical Instruction is given during three 
years. 

e. Certificates of attendance on three courses of Lectures on 
Anatomy and Physiology; three Courses of Lectures on the 
Theory and Practice of Surgery; and of the performance of 
three courses of Dissections, accompanied by demonstrations; 
also certificates of attendance on two courses of Lectures on 
Chemistry, or one course of Lectures on General and one on 
Practical Chemistry; one course of Lectures on Materia 
Medica ; one course of Lectures on the Practice of Medicine; 
one course of Lectm-es on Midwifery ; one course of Lectures 
on Medical Jurisprudence; and one course of Lectures on 
Botany. 

QHAETEELT EXAMINATION. 

1st. Examitiations are held Quarterly, on the second Tues- 
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day in rebruaxy, May, August, and November, at which 
Candidates shall be divided into two classes—Junior and Senior. 

2nd. The Junior Class shall produce Certificates of having 
attended three courses of Lectures on Anatomy and Physiology, 
three courses of Lectures on Practical Anatomy, with Dissec¬ 
tions ; two courses of Lectures on Chemistry, one course of 
Lectures on Materia Medica, one course of Lectures on Botany, 
and one course of Lectures on Forensic Medicine. 

3. This Class shall be examined in Anatomy, Physiologr, 
and Materia Medica. 

4. The Fee for this Examination shall be five guineas; not 
to be returned in case of rejection, but to be allowed in the 
.fee for the Second Examination. 

5. The Senior Class shall produce certificates of having 
attended three courses of Lectures on the Theory and Practice 
of Surgery, one course of Lectures on the Practice of Medicine, 
and one course of Lectures on Midwifery; also certificates of 
attendance on a recogadsed Hospital for three Winter and 
three Summer Sessions. 

6. This Class shall be examined in Siargery, Operative Sur- 
gr^ry, the Practice of Medicine, and form of Prescription. 

7. Both these Examinations shall be partly written and 
partly oral. 

8. The fee for this examination shall be fifteen guineas. 
Fees to he paid by Candidates for Letters Testimonial.—\. The 

Candidate pays ten shillings for his Preliminary Examination. 
2. Five guineas as Pegistered Pupil of the College. 
3. Five guineas for the Junior Class Examination, which is 

not returned in case of rejection, but is allowed in the fee for 
his Second Examination. 

4. Fifteen guineas for the Senior Classs Examination— 
dotal, £26 los. 

5. In addition to the foregoing, a fee of one guinea is to be 
paid to the Registrar, on handing each Licentiate his Diploma. 

6. Every Candidate rejected at the Quarterly Examination 
shall be required to pay to the College the sum of two guineas 
on ajjplying for re-examination, so as to recompense the 
College for the necessary expense. 

Ill-—qualifications of candidates foe the fellowship. 

Every Registered Pupil or Licentiate shall be admitted to 
Examination for the Fellowship if he shall have laid before 
the Council the following documents 

a. A receipt showing that he has lodged in the Bank of 
Ireland, for the use of the College, if he be a Licentiate, the 
sum of twenty guineas, or thirty-five in case he be a Registered 
Pupil ; provided in either case he intends to reside beyond 
ten miles from Dublin. Should the candidate intend to reside 
in Dublin, or within ten miles thereof, he shall lodge, if he is 
a Licentiate, thirty guineas: or if he be a Registered Pupil, 
forty-five guineas. Fellows entering on the country list, who 
may subsequently settle as Practitioners in Dublin, or within 
'ten miles thereof, shall pay ten guineas to the College. 

h. A certificate that he is twenty-five years of age. 
c. A certificate that he is a Bachelor of Arts of some Uni¬ 

versity, or that he has been examined in such manner as the 
•Council may from time to time direct, with a view to ascertain 
that he has obtained a liberal preliminary education. 

d. A certificate, signed by two or more Fellows of the 
College, of good general conduct during his Professional 
education. 

e. Certificates that he has been engaged in the acquisition 
-of Professional knowledge for a period of not less than six 
years, during three of which he must have studied in one or 
more of the Schools and Hospitals recognised by the Council. 
He may have studied for the other three years in any School 
or Schools of the United Kingdom which shall be approved 
by the Council, or in any foreign School of repute. It is also 
required that the Candidate shall have had opportunities of 
practical instruction as House-Surgeon or Dresser in a re¬ 
cognised Hospital. 

f. Certificates of attendance on the several courses of Lectures 
required to be attended by Candidates for Letters Testimonial, 
together with one course of Lectures on Comparative Anatomy 
and one course on Natural Philosophy. 

g. A thesis on some Medical subject or Clinical reports, 
with observations of six or more Medical or Surgical cases 
taken by himself. 

h. Candidates of the required age, who shall have taken 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts in a British or Irish Uni¬ 
versity, and have complied with the foregoing regulations in 
.other respects, will be admitted to examination at the end of 
five years of Professional study, of which three years must 
have been passed in one or more of the recognised Schools or 
Hospitals. 

i. Licentiates of the College, who may not be able to show 
that they have followed the course of study specified in the 
preceding regulations, may, at the exjpiration of ten years from 
the date of their diploma, be admitted to the examination 
required for the FeUowsbip, provided they produce such evidence 
as shall be satisfactory to the Council that they have con¬ 
ducted themselves honourably in the practice of their Pro¬ 
fession. 

rv.—QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES FOE THE DIPLOMA IN 

MIDVHFEEY. 

Any Fellow or Licentiate of the College shall be admitted 
to an examination for the Diploma in Midwifery upon laying 
before the Council the following documents:— 

a. A certificate showing that he has attended one Course of 
Lectures on Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, 
delivered by a Professor or Lecturer in some School of Medicine 
or Surgery recognised by the Council. 

h. A certificate showing tha,t he has attended the practice of 
a Lying-in Hospital, recognised by the Council, for a period 
of six months ; or the Practice of a Dispensary for Lying-in 
Women and Children, recognised by the Council, and devoted 
to this branch of Surgery alone. 

c. A certificate showing that he has conducted thirty labour 
cases at least. 

Candidates for the Midwifery Diploma shall be publicly 
examined on the Organisation of the Female, the Growth and 
Peculiarities of the Foetus, the Practice of Midwifery, and the 
Diseases of Women and Children, and, if approved of, shall 
receive a Licence or Diploma certifying the same. The Can¬ 
didate pays £1 6s. for the Midwifery Diploma provided he 
takes it out within one month from the date of Ms Letters 
Testimonial; after that date the Fee will be Two Guineas. 

PEELIMINAEV EXAMINATION, EEGISTEATION, AND 

MATEICULATION. 

Registered Pupils are admitted to answer the Preliminary 
Examination at any period previous to the final Examination 
for Letters Testimonial. 

Students who are not Registered Pupils are also admitted to 
answer the Preliminary Examination at any period previous to 
the final Examination for Letters Testimonial, upon payment 
of a matriculation fee of ten shillings ; but they are not enrolled 
as Registered Pupils, or entitled to the privileges reserved for 
such pupils, until they have paid the full Registration fee of 
five guineas. 

The following are the subjects upon wMch each Candidate 
for the Preliminary Examination will be examined, viz.— 
The Enghsh Language, including Grammar and Composition. 
Aiithmetic, including Vulg-ar and Decimal Fractions. Algebra, 
including Simple Equations. Geometry, first two books of 
Euchd. Latin and Greek, including Translation and Grammar. 
In Greek—The Gospel of St. John, the Menippus of Lucian, 
or the First Book of Xenophon’s Anabasis. In Latin—The 
First and Second Books of the iEneidof Virgil, the Jugurthine 
War of Sallust, or the Third Book of Livy. These Examina¬ 
tions are held quarterly, viz.:—On the third Wednesday in 
January, April, July, and October in each year. Fee, ten 
shilhngs. 

Candidates are requested to enter their names, and pay the 
fee to the Registrar, at least three days prertous to the day of 
Examination. 

THE APOTHECARIES’ HALL OF IRELAND. 

BYLAWS AND EEGULATION3. 

Every Candidate for the Licence to practise is required to 
undergo a Preliminary and a Professional Education and 
Examination. 

THE PEELIMINAEY EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION IN AET3. 

Compulsory.—1. English : Grammar, Composition, and the 
leading events of Enghsh History. 2. Arithmetic and Algebra: 
The Ordinary Rules of Arithmetic, Vulgar and Decimal Frac¬ 
tions ; Algebra, to Simple Equations. 3. Geometry: First 
Two Books of Euchd. 4. Latin : The Catiline War of SaUust, 
and the first three Books of the JEneid of Virgil. 5. Greek : 
The Gospel of St. John, and the first twenty Dialogues 
of Lucian, or the first two Books of The Ihad of Homer. 
6. French: Telemachus or Charles XII. 

Optional.—1. Natural Phhosophy: Mechanics, Hydrostatics, 
and Pneumatics. 2. Natural Histoiy: The Classification and 
Elementary Structure of Vegetables and Animals. 

THE AETS EXAMINATIONS 

will be held at the Hah four times in the year—viz., the third 
Friday in the months of January, April, July, and October, at 
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the hour of two o’clock p.ni. It will be conducted by means 
of printed Papers and by Special Examiners (G-raduates in 
Arts of the University of Dublin), with Assessors from the 
Court of the HaU ; the Answers to the Papers will be required 
in Writing. 

Numerical values will be attached to the Answers, and only 
Candidates who attain a certain proficiency will obtain “the 
Certificate in Arts,” or “ the Certificate of Apprentice.” 

Unsuccessful Candidates will be remitted to their Studies for 
a period of six months. 

Candidates for the Licence must lodge their testimonials, and 
enrol their names and addresses with the Clerk at the HaU, in 
Dublin, a week prior to the day of Examination. 

An Honour Examination of Apprentices is held at the Hall 
in the first week in May annually, upon some subject of Medical 
or Pharmaceutical Chemi.stry, which is announced by the Council 
of the HaU at the commencement of the previous Winter Ses¬ 
sion, and a prize of Five Guineas is awarded to the successful 
competitor. 

THE PEOFESSIOXAL EDUCATION AND EXAMINATIONS. 

Every Candidate for the Licence to practise must produce 
Certificates to the foUowing effect:— 

1. Of having passed an Examination in Arts previously to 
-entering on Professional study. 

2. Of being at least twenty-one years of age, and of g’ood 
moral character. 

3. Of Apprenticeship to a quaUfied Apothecary, or of hartng 
been engaged at Practical Pharmacy with an Apothecary for 
a jieriod of three years subsequent to having passed the 
Examination in Arts. 

4. Of having spent four years in Professional Study. 
5. Of having attended the foUovsdng Courses, viz.:—Che¬ 

mistry, during one winter session; Anatomy and Physiology, 
during two winter sessions ; Demonstrations and Dissections, 
during two winter sessions ; Botany and Natural History, 
during one summer session ; Materia Medica and Therapeutics, 
during one summer session; Practical Chemistry (in a recog¬ 
nised Laboratory), duiing three months ; Principles and Prac¬ 
tice of Medicine, during one winter session; Midwifery and 
Diseases of Women and Children, during six months; Prac¬ 
tical Midwifery at a recognised Hospital (attendance upon 
twenty cases) ; Surgery, during one winter session ; Fofensic 
Medicine, during one sununer session ; Instruction in the 
Practice of Vaccination. 

_ 6. Of having attended, at a recognised Hospital or Hos¬ 
pitals, the Practice of Medicine and Clinical Lectru'es on 
Medicine, during two winter and two summer sessions ; also 
the Practice of Surgery and Clinical Lectures on Surgery, 
■during one winter and one summer session. 

7. Of having performed the operation of Vaccination suc¬ 
cessfully, under a recognised Vaccinator. 

The Examination for the Licence to practise is divided into 
two parts :—The First Part comprehends Chemistry, Botany, 
Anatomy, Physiology, Materia Medica, and Pharmacy. The 
Second—Medicine, Simgery, Pathology, Midwifery, Forensic 
Medicine, and Hygiene. The First Part maybe undergone at 
the close of the second Winter Session, and after the Candidate 
has attended the Courses upon the several subjects named for 
this Examination; and the Second after the completion of liis 
studies at the termination of the fourth Winter Session. 

The Professional Examinations will be held quarterly, and 
will commence on the first and second Mondays in the months 
of January, April, July, and October. They will be carried 
on as follows :—The First Part, for Junior Students, by papers, 
on the first Monday, at twelve o’clock, noon; and orally, on 
the Tuesday and Wednesday succeeding, at the same hour. 
The Second Part, or Pass Examination for Senior Students, by 
papers, on the second Monday, at twelve o’clock, noon; and 
orally, on the Tuesday and Wednesday succeeding, at the same 
hour. 

Candidates who fail to pass the First Part of the Professional 
Examination will be remitted to their studies for three months, 
and unsuccessful Candidates at the Pass Examination will not 
be readmitted mitil after the expiration of six months. 

Numerical values will be assigned to the Answers, both 
written and oral, in the several Examinations, and only Can¬ 
didates who possess a proficiency of Medical knowledge in all 
the subjects will obtain “ The Licence to practise.” 

In case a Candidate is rejected for failure in anyone subject, 
he will be re-examined in all. 

Doctors of Medicine of any of the LTniversities of the United 
Kingdom, or Surgeons of any of the Royal Colleges of Sur¬ 
geons, whose qualifications as such appear in the Medical 
Register, and who, having first jiassed an Examination in Arts, 
have also served an apprenticeship, or the required term, at 
Practical Pharmacy, to a qualified Apothecary, may obtain the 
Licence of the Hall by undergoing an Examination—the 
former in Pharmaey(a) and the latter in Medicine and Phar¬ 
macy. 

(a) The Examination in Pharmacy will include Pi’actioal Pharmacy, 
Pharmaceutic Chemistry, Toxicology, Medical Botany, and the British 
rharmacopceia. 

TO COREESPONDENTS. 
V/e beg to return our best thanks to the Registrars and 

Secretaries of the various Universities, Colleges, and Schools 

for their prompt replies to our Circular, and for the trouble 

they have taken in siqiplying the latest Regulations of the 

Institutions with which they are connected. 

In order to confine the whole of this week’s Number to 

information specially important to Students, we are com¬ 

pelled to defer answers to several Correspondents, together 

with aU notices of passing events, until next week. 

NOTICE. 

The following Lectures and Com- 
mimications by eminent Continental Professors will appear at an 

early date in the MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 
The Lectures have been specially reported for this Journal, and are 

revised by their Authors. 

Professor EEEEICHS, 
Professor of CUnieal Medicine at Berlin, 

ON DIABETES. 

Professor LEBERT, 
Professor of Clinical Medicine at Breslau— 

1.—Introductoey Lectuee, 

ON CLINICAL PRACTICE IN THE IN-PATIENT AND 
OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENTS, 

Its Bearing on Medical Teaching and on Public Hlalth. 

2.—Two Lectures 

ON CONGENITAL PULMONARY STENOSIS. 

3.—ON INFANTILE SYPHILIS, AND THE 
INFLUENCE OF SYPHILIS ON TUBERCULOSIS. 

4.—ON THE MILK-AND-WHEY TREATMENT, 
AND ON HEALTH RESORTS. 

Professor NIEMEYER, 
Professor of Clinical Medicine at Tubingen— 

1.—ON HEMIPLEGIA AND APHASIA CAUSED BY 
EMBOLISM. 

2.—ON EMPHYSEMA. 

Professor BILLROTH, 
Professor of Clinical Sm'gery in Vienna, 

ON EPISPADIAS AND HYPOSPADIAS. 

Dr. EULENBURG, 
Lecturer on Clinical Medicine in Berlin, 

ON DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

CM® ♦ 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1869. 

---- 

TO STUDENTS. 

It is the custom, and we think it a good one, annually to 

address a few words of counsel and advice to the cadets of our 

Profession — to those who are entering as to those who 

have already entered upon the course of training which is to 

fit them for its high if heavy duties. It is too much the fashion 

to contemn this sort of thing ; but we are inclined to believe 

that a young man leaving home for the first or even second 

time is none the worse for that last word of counsel from his 
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motlier, nor for the last hearty grip of his father’s hand. We 

are anxious to let such men know that if they are entering upon 

a path which may he very toilsome, they may be assured of a 

word of sympathy and a hand of helj) from those who have 

already trodden that path and who well know its difficulties 

and dangers. As a rule, especially in our London schools, there 

is a hearty good feeling between teachers and taught which 

goes far to lighten the labours of both, and to encourage this is 

ever one of oiu’ main objects. StiU further to advance this 

good end, we would seek to impress on those who are about to 

enter on their studies the benefit and the duty of cultivating a 

true manliness of character. Let them be Bayards in their 

calling, without fear and without reproach. AU men, and we 

might add women too, shrink instinctively from a milksop; but 

to avoid this faihng, it is not at all necessary to be either 

rough, rude, or impertinent. One might almost think we 

were addressing boys instead of men, but we have seen 

examples of both classes only too frequently in our Schools of 

Medicine. On the whole, however, we may say that in no 

class of the community is manhness of character more manifest 

than among our Medical students; only it is a little apt to 

assume strange and outre, forms. Not that we have nowadays 

to deal with the Medical student of the past, the man who 

dressed in strange shaggy coats, and carried enormously big 

sticks,who smoked agTeatdeal, anddrankfar more beer than was 

good for him. The Medical student of the present time is a being 

much like other men of the same age, perhaps in some instances 

rather finer. But the character of a fine gentleman is out of all 

keeping with the calling of a Medical student; and we would 

earnestly advise the man entering on his studies to eschew it 

as much as possible : it is not manly. If it were desirable we 

could give a score of instances where this line has failed. Men 

once famous for the cut of their trousers have been glad to get 

anything to wear at all, and in some instances have obtained 

the means not over-scrupulously. Bor, as a rule, fine gentlemen 

make bad students ; they do not care to dirty their fingers by 

bedside work; and we most earnestly assure beginners that 

men who shirk bedside and dissecting-room work wiU never 

come to much. On the other hand, there are Medical slovens, 

who are in certain respects more disagreeable than the fine 

gentlemen; for, after aU, if a man does dirty his fingers, he 

may wash them again. In this, as in other matters, avoid 

extremes. 

Most Medical students enter upon their studies with a true 

and earnest desire to fit themselves for the practice of their 

chosen profession. It is in a falling away from this honest 

and honourable aspiration that a want of ti’ue manliness is most 

frequently visible. Some schools have evil traditions to the 

effect that—Hospital men don’t work, just like the conceited 

officers of the conceited regiment who went to paidies and 

“ didn’t dance.” We counsel aU men to strenuously strive 

against such traditions. The majority of the men who enter 

on our Profession are not rich; very often their parents have 

to economise to enable them to pursue their expensive studies. 

And what man is there who, knowing this—knowing, it may 

be, that his sisters are not receiving their due that the hope of 

the family may obtain the fullest advantages—what man, we 

repeat, would hesitate for one moment before bucldiag to the 

work which lies before him? And yet it is done. At the 

time when men enter themselves as Medical students, four 

years looks a long time, in which much may be done; but very 

much has to be Jdono to fit a man for the Profession of 

Medicine, and if the proper period for studying any sub¬ 

ject be allowed ^to pass by, a more convenient period will 

certainly never come. This we most earnestly urge on all 

men; to act | differently is one of the grand mistakes 

students make."” Again and again we hear men now in prac¬ 

tice saying, “ What fools we were when students ! What 

splendid opportunities we allowed to slip by us unheed¬ 

ing!” and they regret it. Every session brings its appointed 

duties, and the work of two cannot be condensed into one. 

Teachers are anxious to teach, but men are often not at all 

anxious to be taught. And in Medicine, of all callings in the 

world, genius, or insight if you Like to call it, is least adapted 

to take the place of training. For it must be remembered how 

serious are our duties, that in oiir hands rest the lives of ova* 

fellow-men, and we do not envy the feelings of any man who 

knows within himself that a life has been lost through his 

carelessness—that, had he paid more attention to his studies, 

another human being, dear, no doubt, to somebody, might be 

then alive. 

Another phase which earnestness of manly purpose will 

assvune is regularity and punctuality. As matters no w stand, 

it is ordained that students shah, attend certain courses of lec¬ 

tures, and shall see or do so much work in the wards. We 

have nothing to do with the question whether this should be so 

or not. AVe know that it is so now. Men ought to cultivate 

habit as much as possible. The habit of regularity is easily 

acquired, and the habit of missing lectures is an excessively 

bad one. We do not speak of the results of this habit on after¬ 

life, but we can show how foolish it is for students to acquire 

it. As a rule, a man will learn more in an hour from a good 

teacher than he could teach himself, even were he capable of so 

doing, in twice or thrice the time. Every lectvu'e which a man 

misses implies the loss of some knowledge necessary to a true 

understanding of other portions of the course, whereby the loss 

is greatly intensified. The impression conveyed by a good 

teacher, assisted by the various devices he has at hand, is much 

clearer than can be obtained by reading a book, however excel¬ 

lent. For the sake, therefore, of the actual gain in time, which 

nowadays is money—to say nothing of the good habits thus 

obtained—we counsel all men to be regular and punctual in 

their attendance, both on lectures and on practice. 

Some men who enter on the study of our Profession can 

never rise above the level of the shop; they have no manly 

individuality of character ; they are obsequious to their teachers; 

they are obsequious to their employers ; in after life they are 

obsequious to their patients. Such men are unpleasant, and 

they do much harm to our Profession. Some may have heard 

the story of one of our great Surgeons who, having to canvass 

the governors of one of our Medical charities for an appoint¬ 

ment, had occasion to call upon a snobbish grocer. The grocer 

desired to give himself airs over his little bit of authority, but 

was recalled to his due position by the Surgeon demanding a 

pennyworth of figs, and teUing him to be quick about it. 

An obsequious man would not have done this. A manly 

independence is at all times respectable and respected by those 

whose good opinion is worth having, for there are men by 

whom it is much the best tiling to be despised and detested. 

We have no wish to weary our young readers with oceans of 

good advice. Let us hope we have said enough to induce 

them to cultivate a true manly earnestness of character—in the 

words of Holy Writ, “ to quit them like men, and be strong.” 

HOW TO SUCCEED. 

Last year, in the course of those few words of advice which 

we feel it our duty to offer to students of Medicine at the 

outset of their career, we said that five kinds of study were 

essential for making up the perfect Physician or Surgeon. 

First, he must have the education of a gentleman. Secondly, 

he must know the elements of general science, as Physics and 

Chemistry; and these two branches ought to be achieved before 

Medical study, in the proper sense of the word, begins. 

Thirdly, he ought to know Anatomy and Physiology, or the 

structure and actions of living beings in health ; and fourthly 

Pathology, or the science of the perversions which structure and 

functions undergo in disease; and with the science of Pathology 

should be combined the acquisition of the art of heahng the 

sick—an art which can only be acquired by long practice, and 

many of the procedures of which are founded on instinct. 
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custom, or, in other words, are empirical, and not 'yet to be 

accounted for on scientific principles. 

But there is yet another art which the Medical student 

ought to acquire, or rather to keep the acquisition of jit before 

his eyes, and that is the art of getting on in the world. It, 

like the art of healing, is an empirical art, and can only be 

learned effectually by the lessons of daily experience. Yet 

some palpable rules may be given; or at least, if we cannot 

absolutely lay down, as on a chart, the course which will lead 

to the Haven of Success, we may point out some of the hidden 

shoals and quicksands on which some men make shipwreck, 

spite of talents, industry, and a fair start in the world. 

We need not point out the infames scopulos—the notorious 

causes of ruin—idleness, beer, betting, women, and the other 

pleasures of a fast life—for we do not want to preach, and there 

is nothing we could say that our readers do not know already. 

There are sometimes, in a large Medical school, a set of low fast 

men fond of beer, and a set of exquisite fast men of kid-glove 

and eau-de-Cologne propensities; but personages of this sort can 

hardly be said to fail in Medical life, for a man cannot well be 

said to fail in what he does not attempt. No ; there are men 

who fail though they are neither dunces nor reprobates, but 

who have faults in their mental constitution, which, perhaps, 

they pique themselves on as if they were virtues. It is these, 

the hidden, unsuspected causes of failure, that we would point 

out whilst there is a chance of avoiding them. 

First amongst these we would place an ill-directed and ill- 

balanced method of study, leading to what may be called 

pedantiy. Now, a pedant is to a well-informed man what a 

miser is to a liberal man. He values the possession of know¬ 

ledge more than the use of it. And pedantry of all kinds is 

most odious to tlie present generation, and rightly so. There 

is not much temptation just iij.ow' to exc’fess in the cultivation 

of ancient classical learning. On the contrary, Greek and 

Latin are- very much at a discoxmt, and we are in danger of 

losing that bond of connexion with general scholarship which 

existed so long as Physicians delighted in being called learned. 

We would most urgently advise our young friends nowadays 

to keep up their acquaintandfe with Horace; but it must be for 

the private solace of the gentleman, not for the use of the Prac¬ 

titioner, for certainly, as things are now, we fear that the 

reputation of being a good classical scholar would do but little 

towards bringing a practice. Laudatur et alget. 

The peculiar form of pedantry or of iU-regulated study 

which some Medical students require to be cautioned against, 

is the acquisition of bookish lore, such as may enable them 

to gain a medal in some particular class, or to answer un¬ 

limited questions at a paper examination, but which does not 

include a familiar practical knowledge of the objects and pro¬ 

cesses themselves which can be so glibly described on paper. 

It is the kind of knowledge which a barrister gets up when he 

holds a brief on a scientific case, and describes scientific details 

to a jiiry as if he had been all his life conversant with them. 

But the moment the cause is over, the scientific knowledge, 

like seed sown on a stony ground, soon withers. It neither 

wears nor washes. It is an observation frequently made that 

many men of great early promise, who attained medals and 

distinctions at their schools twenty years ago, have not met 

with suceess in life to match their first start. One thing is 

clear—that many medallists have done well. But it is equally 

clear that the peculiar talent alone which enables a man to win 

a medal will not enable him to gain a large practice. Take the 

medal, we would say to the student, if you can consistently 

with the healthy i^rosecution of your studies; but do not become 

a bookworm, a recluse, a reader at night. The education of 

the successful Practitioner must be got from object lessons, not 

from books—from the laboratory, the dissecting-room, the 

natural history museum, the wards and the pathological museum 

at the Hospital. Object knowledge is real; book lore is a sham ; 

and, as time is limited, the man who devotes himself to the 

counterfeit cannot find time for the real thing. 

Some men carry on their general or special scientific pursuits 

so long that they neglect practice. Again, the demon of Pro¬ 

fessional jealousy sometimes incites naen to say of others who 

have distinguished themselves in science that they know 

nothing of the practice of their Profession. Tins topic belongs 

rather to the finish than to the beginning of a Medical career; 

but the sagacious student will be wise in time. 

The life of a Medical Practitioner is spent in contact with 

his fellow-creatures of all grades and all shades of character ; 

and these he must learn to guide and dominate. Sick men 

ai’e feeble, doubtful, and dependent. In their Medical adviser 

they look for strength, certainty, and hope. It is not the 

pale-visaged consumer of midnight oil, nor the irresolute and 

timid, whom they care to seek help from. It is the strong man, 

who believes in himself, and seems to know what he is about, 

that inspires confidence. Mental strength must have bodily 

strength and health as a basis. Both are created and fostered 

by steady, slow, regular habits of life and work; not by 

spasmodic efforts with intervals of idleness, but by the policy 

of the tortoise, and not that of the hare, in the fable. Self¬ 

distrust is fatal to the Practitioner ; but it often means simply 

an ill-nourished brain, or a brain not used to be well nourished. 

Early hours, abundant sleep, and a hearty breakfast—not the 

mere tea and bread-and-butter, but a substantial meal early in 

the day—with habits of study and never excessive work, lay 

the foundation for the cheerful, active, helpful, unirritable 

temper which is generally the characteristic of the successful 

Practitioner. 

CHANGES IN THE METEOPOLITAN MEDICAL 

SCHOOLS. 

The following are the principal changes in our Metropolitan 

Schools, beginning alphabetically with St. Bartholomew’s 

Mr. Paget has retired from the Chair of Surgery, which ho 

held in conjunction with Mr. Holmes Coote, who now shares it 

with Mr. Savory. Mr. Morrant Baker has given up the dis¬ 

secting-room for Physiology, vacated by Mr. Savory. Messrs, 

Marsh and Langton now preside over the practical work in the 

dissecting-room. Dr. Odling, assisted by Mr. Matthiessen, who 

also takes the Chair of Practical Chemistry. Dr. Andrew is 

promoted to the post of Physician, in room of the late Dr. 

Edwards, and Dr. Dyce Duckworth has been appointed 

Assistant-Physician. Mr. Vernon now lectures on Diseases of 

the Eye. 
At Charing-cross, Dr. T. H. Green has been appointed an 

additional Assistant-Physician, and Dr. Tilbury Fox has given 

up the post of Physician for Skin Diseases for a similar 

appointment in University College Hospital. Dr. A. J. Pollock 

succeeds Dr. Alexander Silver in the Chair of Forensic Medi¬ 

cine, the latter having been transferred to the Chair of Phy¬ 

siology. The Chairs of Midwifery and Botany are at this 

moment vacant. Dr. W. Hunt will lecture on Psychological 

Medicine. 

At St. George’s the changes are not great. Mr. Brodhurst 

has resigned his Assistant-Surgeoncy for the appointment of 

Orthopfedic Surgeon to the Hospital. Mr. T. P. Pick succeeds 

him as Assistant-Siu’geon. Mr. Bryan and Mr. Baber are the 

present Demonstrators of Anatomy at Guy’s. Dr. Braxton 

Hicks succeeds Dr. Oldham as Obstetric Physician, Dr. J. J. 

Phillips taking the place vacated by Dr. Hicks. Mr. Bankart 

and Dr. Phillips have resigned their appointments as Demon¬ 

strators of Anatomy, Mr. Davies Colley coming in with those 

formerly in office as Assistant-Demonstrator. 

At IHng’s, Dr. Lionel Beale has given up the Chair of 

Physiology, in wliich he is succeeded by Dr. Butherford. Dr. 

Beale still retains the Chair of Pathology. Dr. Morris 

Tonge has retired from the Hospital. Dr. Yeo and Dr. Kelly 

have been appointed Assistant-Physicians. 
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At the London Hospital, Mr. John Adams has given up his 

connexion with the School, and has been appointed Consulting- 

Surgeon to the Hospital, on the occasion of his resiguiing the 

ofiS.ce of Surgeon. Mr. Curhng and Mr. Little have also re¬ 

signed their posts as Surgeons. The new Assistant-Surgeons 

are Mr. James Adams and Mr. Warcn Tay. Dr. Langdon 

Down has been made Phy.sician, and Dr. Femvick an Assistant- 

Physician. In the place of Dr. Morell Mackenzie, the latter 

now shares the chair of Physiology with Dr. Hughhngs- 

Jaekson. Mr. Baker succeeds Dr. Silver in the chair of Botany, 

and Dr. Woodman Dr. Fenwick in that of Comparative 
Anatomy. 

At St. Mary’s, Mr. E. Hart has resigned his post as Ojih- 

thalmio Surgeon; Mr. Haynes Walton, already fuU Surgeon 

to the Hospital, succeeds liim. Messrs. Gascoyen and Horton 

succeed Mr. James Lane as Teacher of Operative Surgery. 

At Middlesex Hospital Mr. Shaw has ceased to be Senior 

Surgeon, and has given up his share in the Chaii- of Surgery. 

Mr. Moore succeeds him in the Chair of Surgery. 

St. Thomas remains in statu quo. 

At University College Dr. Corfield has been appointed to 

the Chair of Hygiene, and Mr. F. T. Roberts succeeds the 

unfortunate Mr. Clough as Demonstrator of Anatomy. Dr. 

Tilbmy Fox’s appointment has already been mentioned. 

At Westminster Mr. Mason has succeeded the late Mr. 

Bruce in the Chair of Anatomy, Mr. Pearce taking the place 

as Assistant-Surgeon. Mr. Carter Blake now lectures on 
Comparative Anatomy. 

THE MODERN MEDICAL STUDENT. 

Thebe is probably no profession which renders such benefits 

to society as that of Medicine, and there is certainly no class of 

men of whom the public knows less than of ourselves. The 

world in general are in the habit of looking on the Doctor as a 

respectable, middle-aged, gentlemanly man; but how he be¬ 

came so, of his education, oi’ of his antecedents, they know 

nothing, and apparently do not in any way interest themselves 

about them. They wish to forget he ever was a Medical 

student, so httle do they know of the real as contradistin¬ 

guished from the traditional pursuits of that individual. 

Whatever ideas may have been held as to Medical students 

as a class, we are at a loss to know why we stiU. hear dis¬ 

paraging remarks when those engaged in this most noble and 

self-devoted study are mentioned. If the lay pubhc draws 

its opinions from Albert Smith’s “ Medical Student,” or from 

accounts of the exploits of persons of the Bob Sawyer tj^e, 

they are in error, and do us a great wrong. Amongst large 

bodies of young men there must of necessity be black sheep, 

but from our own personal experience we can honestly say 

there are proportionally fewer in oim own than in several 

professions on whom, fortunately for them, the stigma, how¬ 

ever unfounded, has not fallen. 

The London Medical student of to-day is a well-educated, 

honest, hard-working gentleman. WeU leavened with univer¬ 

sity and public school men, our ranks are daily strengthened 

by the force of education and example. The modern Medical 

student ceases to be a type sui generis, beyond being the most 

hard-working, probably, of any class of students. His private 

life is much that of other young men ; recruited from all ranks 

of society, sons of professional men, men of independent means 

or traders, his spare time is, in almost all instances, profit¬ 

ably or innocently employed, and his historical wealaiess for 

beer and tobacco is pretty much on a par with that of liis 

feUows at the universities or in trade. Athletic sports now¬ 

adays form a considerable item in his list of amusements, and 

we can number in our ranks the most distinguished adepts 

either of the bat, the oar, or running-ground, to be found in 

England. To mention names would be out of place. All Hos¬ 

pitals have their cricket clubs, most of them their rowing clubs, 

and all amalgamate in a united athletic club. The supposed 

predilection of the Medical student for extravagant articles of 

dress is utterly a thing of the past, no difference being now 

discernible in this respect between him and any other class 

of young men. When some raw recruit, fresh from a country 

apothecary’s surgery, arrives first in town, his dress is fre¬ 

quently of homely cut, hut it is speedily replaced by some 

more fashionable garment. 

The ordinary expenses of his education—that is to say, his 

Hospital and lecture fees—may be gathered from the 

prospectuses. They vary very httle, some £20 or so being 

the difference between the highest and lowest. Students are 

a mixed class, as far as means are concerned. Whilst some 

have good allo^vances from home, or means of their own, others 

have the greatest difficulty in hving, and frequently, during 

their student fife, go oirt as assistants, thus obtaining their 

board or lodging in return for services in the surgery, attend¬ 

ing lectures as they best can. 

With regard to the cost of a student’s fife, exclusive of 

educational fees, the foUomng appears to be about the average. 

It must be borne in mind that locahty makes a great difference 

both with regard to food and lodging. Students usually reside 

in streets as near to their respective Hospitals as convenient, 

but frequently they choose some well-known street at a distance, 

which for years has been associated with them. Thus the 

small streets leading out of the Strand or Borough, the neigh¬ 

bourhood of Gray’s Inn—especially the latter—are favourite 

resorts, healthy and moderate, and central for both study and 

recreation. 

The part of the house occupied of course makes a consider¬ 

able difference in rent, but where the student has no more than 

a single bedroom, which serves him for sitting-room as well, he 

may obtain accommodation at from 5s. to 10s. a week, a bed¬ 

room and sitting-room from 10s. to 15s. a week, or where two 

men share a sitting-room and have two bedrooms—a very good 

plan—they would pay from 15s. to £1 a week between them in 

most cases, sometimes as much as 30s. There is generally 

some favourite chop-house or eating-house near, and we recom¬ 

mend the best, as it is always the most reasonable. Plain food, 

well cooked, with good ale, should he enough for any one. The 

price of such dinners usually varies from Is. 6d. to 2s. Dinner 

in company is in every way preferable. The Medical student, 

of all others, should eat a good breakfast, which should con¬ 

sist of meat or eggs, and tea or coffee, and the average cost of 

such a breakfast is about 6d. a day. Luncheon and tea come 

to about the same, supposing these meals are taken. Thus, 

then, his board and lodging would cost the student on an ave¬ 

rage about £1 15s. a week. Many of course “do it” on a 

great deal less; others living in better style may spend accord¬ 

ing to their means ; but, from our own personal experience, 

the above may be considered a very ftiir average. Some of the 

Medical ofldeers or teachers in the schools receive house pupils, 

who have board and lodging, and are generally looked after \ 

such pupils are usually charged from 100 to 150 guineas a year. 

Extra tuition—-“coaching,” as it is termed—often forms an 

additional item, and although many teachers are not particularly 

favourably disposed to the “ grinders,” as they call them, these 

gentlemen, from long experience in teaching, and by keejjing 

well up to the times, have great success in assisting not only 

backward or idle students, but others who it might be thought 

could have no possible cause for other help than that obtainable 

from their Hospital staff. 

We are glad to see that special practical instruction now 

forms a jpart of the ourrierdum at most Schools (at least in the 

prospectuses) ; but until these departments are really better 

worked the private teachers will still be in request. 

We are sorry to find that the report, referred to in our last- 

number, that Dr. Fleming has declined to deliver the Intro¬ 

ductory Adthress at the opening of the Queen’s College of 

Birmingham is correct. After the unanimous request of the 
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Council that Dr. Fleming shoirld perform this duty, it is 

much to he regretted that any cause should have arisen to 

jirevent the invitation 1 eing accepted. Dr. Fleming has been 

long so ivell known in London as one eminently fitted to speak 

-nuth authority on subjects connected with Medical education, 

that we should have thought that his appointment would have 

met with the warmest support of aU who feel an interest in the 

Queen’s College; and if, as we fear, the cause of his refusal to 

give the address arises from the opposition of those who ought 

to have been the first to welcome his appointment, we must 

express our great surprise that such should be the case, and 

the only explanation we can offer is, that Dr. Fleming’s status 

as a man of science cannot be so well understood in Birming¬ 

ham as it is in London. 

TABLE OE EEES CILABGED IN THE 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS OE ENGLAND 

FOR THE LECTURES AND SURGICAL PRACTICE REQUIRED 
BY CANDIDATES FOR THE DIPLOMA IN DENTAL SURGERY 
OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND. 

St. Bartliolome'w’s (the “General Subjects required”) (payable 
in two half-yearly instalments of £26 5s. each).52 10 0 

St. George’s Hospital and School (not includingPract. Chem.)... 45 0 0 
King’s College fin one sum) . 67 0 0 

,, (in two yearly instalments of £50 and £20 7s.) ... 70 7 0 
St. Maiy’s.52 10 0 
Middlesex (in two yearly instalments of £28 5s. and £15 15s.1 ... 42 0 0 
Westminster Hospital (in yearly instalments of £20 and £10) ... 30 0 0 

EDUCATIONAL VACCINATING STATIONS. 

DAYS AND HOUES OE INTEODUCTORY 
LECTURES 

TO BE DELIVERED AT THE DIFFERENT MEDICAL SCHOOLS. 

IN THE METROPOLIS. 

St. Bai-tholomew’s Hospital and Medical 
School . 

Uharing-cross Hospital and Medical Coll. 
St. George’s Hospital Medical School ... 
Guy’s Hospital Medical School. 
King’s College Medical Department ... 

Days and 
hours, p.m. 

No Introductory Lec- 
Oct. 1, ture announced. 
,, 4, 8 Dr. Alex. SUver. 
,, 1, 2 Dr. Wadham. 
,, 1, 2 Dr. C. Hilton Fagge. 
,, 1, 3 Prof. George Johnson, 

M.D. 
London Hospital Medical College ... ,, 1,4 

St. Mary’s Ho.spital Medical School . 1, 8 
Middlesex Ho.spital Medical School ... ,, 1, 3 
St. Thomas’s Hospital Medical College... ,, 1,3 
University College, Faculty of Medicine ,, 4, 4 

Westminster Hospital Medical School... „ 1,8 

IN THE PROVINCES. 

Mr. C. Meymott Tidy, 
M.A., M.B. 

Dr. Cheadle. 
Dr.Robt. LiveingjM.A. 
Dr. Stone. 
Professor Sir Henry 

Thompson. 
Mr. Walker. 

Days and 
hours, p.m. 

Leeds School of Medicine. ,, 4, Mr. James Seaton. 
Liverpool Royal Infirmajy School of 
Medicine.,, 1, 3 Dr. Da-vidson. 

Manchester Royal School of Medicine ... ,, 1, 12 Mr. S. M. Bradley. 
Newcastle-upon-Tj-ne Coll, of Medicine ,, 4, 2 Dr. W. MmTay. 
Sheffield School of Medicine . ,, 1, 4 Mr. A. Jackson. 

The Winter Session of the Bristol Medical School and the Hull School of 
Medicine ■null commence on October 1, and the Queen’s College Medical 
School, Birmingham, on October 4. 

TABLE OE EEES CHARGED IN THE 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS OE ENGLAND 

FOR ALL LECTURES AND HOSPITAL PRACTICE REQUIRED 
FOR THE LICENTIATE EXAMINATIONS OF THE ROYAL 
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON AND THE LONDON 
SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES, AND FOR THE MEMBERSHIP 
EX^^MINATION OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF 
ENGLAND. 

Ix order to provide for the granting of those .special certificates of pi’ofi- 
cioncy in vaecination which, imder the regulations of the Privy Council, 
are required to be part of the Medical qualification for entering into con¬ 
tracts for the performance of public vaccination, or for acting as deputy 
to a contractor, the follo'wing arrangements are made;— 

1. The vaccinating stations enumerated in the subjoined list are open, 
under conditions appointed by the Pri-vy Council, for the pirrposes of 
teaching and examination. 

2. The public vaccinators officiating at the stations are authorised by the 
Privj' Council to give the required certificates of proficiency in vaccination 
to persons whom they have sufficiently instructed therein; and 

3. The public vaccinators, whose names in the subjoined list are pi-lnted 
in italic letters, are also authorised to give such certuicates, after satLfar- 
factory examination, to persons whom they have not themselves in.structcd. 

London.—Principal Station, Surrey Chapel, Blackfriars-road : 3Ir.Javi>s 
Furness Marson, who attends on Tuesday and Thursday at 1 p.m. North- 
we.st Station, 13, Lisson-grove ; Mr. James George Gerrans, on Monday, at 
10 a.m. West Station, 9, St. George’s-road, Pimlico, S.W.: Dr. Edwaid 
Lowe Webb, on Monday, at 10 a.m. East Station, 1, Well-street, Well- 
close-square : Mr. Wfiliam Jones Lewis, on Tuesday, at 10 a.m. North 
Station, Tottenham-court Chapel, Tottenham-court-road: Mr. William 
Ed'win Grindley Pearse, on Monday and Wednesday, at 1 p.m. South¬ 
west Station, 2, Regent-place, Horseferry-road: Mr. William Edwin 
Grindley Pearse, on Tuesday, at 2 p.m. Strand Station, Charing-cross 
Hospital: Mr. Robert William Dunn, on Monday, at 10 a.m. 

Biemingham.—The General Dispensary: Dr. George Francis De la Cour, 
on Monday, at 10 a.m. 

Bristol.—The Public Vaccination Station, Peter-street: Dr. Henry A. P. 
Bohertson, on Wednesday, at 11 a.m. 

Exeter.—Odd Fellows’ HaU, Bamfyld-street: Mr. Charles H. Bopsr, 
on Thursday, at 3 p.m. 

Leeds.—23, Burmantofts-street: Mr. Frederick Holmes, on Tuesday, at 
3 p.m. 

Liverpool.—The Ladies’ Charity, Parr-street: Mr. Arthur Brotvns 
Steele, Mr. John Henry Wilson, and Mr. John Fenton, acting conjointly, or 
at least two of them together, on Friday, at 2 p.m. 

Manchester.—159, Rochdale-road : 3Ir. Ellis Southern Guest, on Monday, 
at 2 p.m. 

Newcastle-on-Tvne.-—11 Pilgrim-street: Mr. George Outhhert Gilchrist, 
on Tuesday, at 2 p.m. 

Edinburgh.—The Royal Dispensary: Dr. IFilh'um//usSemd, on Wednes¬ 
day and Saturday, at 12. 

Glasgow.—The HaU of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons : Dr. 
James Dunlop, on Monday, at 12. The Royal Infirmary: Dr. Robert 
Dunlop Tannahill, on Monday and Thursday, at 12. 

PRIVATE TEACHERS IN LONDON. 

London. 
St. Bartholomew’s (in tliree half-yearly instalments of £31 lOs., 

£31 10s., and £36 15s.). 
Charing-cross (in three yearly instalments of £36 15s., £31 10s., 

and £14 14s., in the case of Matriculated Students a deduction 
of 8 per cent.) . 

St. George’s Hospital (in yearly instalments of £42, £42, and 
£10 lOs.). 

Guy’s Hospital (in tliree yearly instalments of £40, £40, and £10) 
King’s College (in one sum) . 

,, (in instalments of £52 10s., £42, and .£10 10s.) ... 
London Hospital (in two instalments of £44 2s. each) . 
St. Mary’s (in one sum). 

,, (in instalments by arrangement-with the Dean) 
Middlesex, unlimited (or in yearly instalments of £35, £35, and 

£20, and £10 each succeeding year). 
St. Thomas’s (in yearly instalments of £40, £40, and £10) 
University College (payable in yearly instalments of £54 6s., 

£33 12s., and £7 7s.) . 
Westminster (in one sum) . 

„ (in yearly instalments of £35, £30, and £10) 
The Provinces. 

Birmingham—Queen’s College and Hospital . 
Birminghiim—Queen’s College and General Hospital . 
Bristol Medical School and Bristol Royal Infirmary . 
Bristol Medical School and Bristol General Hospital . 
Hull Medical School and Hosiiital . 
Leeds Medical School and Infiimary (in two yearly instalments) 
Liverpool Royal Infiimaiy and School . 
Liverpool Royal Inflrmarj' School and Northern Hospital 
Manchester Medical School and Infirmary. 
Newcastle School and Infiimary (in one payment). 

,, (in three yearly pajments of £26 53., £25 4s., and £24 3s.) 
Sheffield Medical School and Infirmary . 

£ s. d. 

99 15 0 

82 19 0 

94 10 0 
90 0 0 

100 0 0 
105 0 0 
88 4 0 
84 4 0 
89 5 0 

90 0 0 
90 0 0 

95 6 0 
70 0 0 
75 0 0 

78 16 0 
91 7 0 

103 15 0 
92 10 0 
63 0 0 
86 2 0 
76 13 0 
76 13 0 
84 0 0 
64 1 0 
75 12 0 
76 15 0 

Dr. Bap.eon gives courses of Medical and Surgical tuition adapted to 
Students for Professional Examination at liis Class-rooms, Millikin’s 
Cliambers, 12, Southwark-street, Borough. 

Dr. Coales, M.A., 10, Ti-inity-square, S.E., prepares Candidates for the 
B.A., Prelim. Sc., and Matriculation Examinations of the University of 
London, and for the Examinations in Arts at the Royal CoUege of Siugoons, 
Apothecaries’ Hall, etc. 

Mr. E. B. Goodwin, of Ti-inity College, Dublin, prepares gentlemen for 
the Preliminary Examinations at the College of Surgeons, Apothecaries’ 
Hall, etc., at 8, Tyndale-terrace, Canonbuiy-square, N. 

The Drs. Power continue daily their instructions for the various Com¬ 
petitive and Pass Examinations, at 8, Red Lion-square, Holbom, W.C. 

Mr. J. PiNCOTT, F.R.G.S., prepares Students for the Iheliminaiy Exami¬ 
nation of the Royal College of Surgeons and the Matriculation of the 
London University, at TeUham-house, Biixton-hiU, S. 

Dr. Steggall gives instructions to Medical men and Students in aU the 
branches of their studies, at his residence, 2, Southampton-street, Blooms- 
bury-square. 

City of London Ho.spital for Diseases op the Chest, Victoria- 
park.—Office, 24, Finsbury-circus, E.C.—Physicians—T. B. Peacock, M.D., 
J. R. Bennett, M.D., E. L. Bhkett, M.D., S. H. Ward, M.D., J. Andrew, 
M.D. Consulting Surgeon—J.HUton, F.R.S. Assistant-Pliysicians—J. C. 
Thorowgood, M.D., H. G. Sutton,M.B., S. Fenwick, M.D., A. B. Shepherd, 
M.B. Junior Assistant-Physicians—C. Baumler, M.D., W. Rickards, M.D. 
Resident Medical Officer—Mr. W. H. Power. The Hospital affords accom¬ 
modation for 120 in-patients. Dm-ing the last year 639 cases were under 
treatment in the wards, and 14,928 were relieved as out-patients. In¬ 
patients admitted since the wards were opened in 1855, 6200; out-patients 
admitted since the establishment of the Institution in 1848,163,700. Infor¬ 
mation respecting Medical instruction at the Hospital may be obtained on 
application to the Physicians. 
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TABLES 
GIVING- THE NAMES oe LECTUREES, HOURS oe LECTURE, DAYS oe ATTENDANCE, and EEES 

IN THE METROPOLITAN MEDICAL SCHOOLS and HOSPITALS. 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S. CHARING CROSS. ST. GEORGE’S. 

Fees. Fees. 
LECTURES. 

Lecturers. 
Days anc 

Hours. 
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¬
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Lecturers. Days anc 
Hours. 
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Lecturers. 
Days and 
Hours. 

a> 
CO 

S 
0 
Q 

« CD «3 

0 
0 P
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¬

 
p
e
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a
l.

 

pH pH cs rH 

■WINTER SESSION. £ s . £ s . £ 8 £ s £ s £ s £ s £ s, 
7 T 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICJ E Dr. Black M Tu an( i 5 5 .. 7 Dr. H. Salter MWF2.3 4 6 e Dr. Barclay VI W F 9 6 
OF MEDICINE Dr. Andrew Th 3.30 

SURGERY . . Mr. H. Coote W F 3.3 1 5 5 .. 7 Mr. Canton TuThS9 3 5 £ ,, Mr. Holmes fu Th S £ 6 C 7 7 

DESCRIPTIVE & SURGICAl 
Mr. Savory S 9 a.m 

j Mr. Holden Tu W Th I " 7 r .. 10 1( Mr. Harwell M W F ' 4 4 6 6 Mr. Rouse M W F 3 6 £ 7 7 ANATOMY Mr. Callender 2.30 Th 3 ‘^0 
ANATOMICAL DEMONSTRA 

TIONS. 
-Mr. Langton 

Mr. Marsh 
DailylO.i; 

till 2 
3 5 Mr. Bellamy Daily, 10 3 S 5 6 Mr. Byam •• 3 S • • 

GENERAL ANATOMY ani 
PHYSIOLOGY 

CHEMISTRY. 

>Mr. W. M. 
Baker 

Dr. Odling 

M Tu Th I 
9 

M WF 10 

r 

5 

.. 10 It 

■7 '7 

Dr. Silver 

Mr. Heaton 

M Tu V 
F 3.30 

M W F 

4 4 

5 £ 

6 6 Dr. W. Ogle 
Mr. Sims, clem 
Dr. Noad 

fu Th 3 g 
11 

iu Th S 

6 6 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

HOSPITAL PRACTICE— 
Mr. Matthies- 10 11.30 

sen 
Physicians .. Dr. FaiTe Tu 12Thg 12 IS 18 IS 26 5 Dr. H. Salter M WFl 10 1C 15 15 21 0 Dr. Fuller TuSl 8 8 

Dr. Black 
1.30 6 2 Dr. Headland Tu Th S 1 6 12 Dr. Barclay M F 1 6 16 1£ 25 4 

M Tu Th 1 mths yrs. mths mths Dr. J. Ogle M FI mths 3 
Dr. Harris TuThSl.3fl Dr. Wadham I’u S 1 years 
Dr. Andrew M Tu Th F 

- S1.30 
Assistant-Physiciam Dr. Southey WS 11 Dr. Pollock M Th Dr. Dickinson Tu S 12 

Dr. Church TuFll Dr. Silver Tu F Dr. W. Ogle M P 12 
Dr. Gee M 11 Dr. Green W S 

Surgeons ■. .. ,. 
Dr. Duckworth Thll 
Mr. Paget MTuTh i 15 15 21 0 26 6 Mr. Hancock Tu Th S 1 10 10 15 15 21 0 Mr. P. Hewett .VI P 1 15 15 21 0 42 0 

Mr. Coote 
S 1.30 6 1 Mr. Canton MWFl 6 12 Mr. Pollock Tu S 1 6 3 

MWFS1.30 mths year mths mths Mr. H. Lee Tu S 1 mths years 
Mr. Holden Tu FSL30 Mr. Holmes M P 1 
Mr. Savory MlTuWTh Mr. Brodhurst 

Assistant-Surgeons .. Mr. Callender 
P S1.30 

WS12 Mr. Hird Tu Th S 
(Orthop.) 

Mr. Rouse M P12 
Mr. T. Smith MThl2 Mr. Barwell M WF Mr. Pick luS 12 
Mr. Willett F 12 

Physician-Accoucheur 
Mr. Langton 
Dr. Green- 

halgh 
Dr. Farre 

Tu 12 
Thl.30 S 9 .. Dr., Parson M WP Dr. J. Clarke Tu S 1 Tb 

CLINICAL MEDICINE , , By the Physi- Dr. Fuller 
12 

M 2 
Dr. Black 

Weekly 
cians Dr. Wadham M 2 

Dr. Harris Dr. A. J. Pol- Dr. J. Ogle M 2 sum. 

CLINICAL SURGERY 
Dr. Andrew 
Mr. Skey « • 

lock 
By the Sur- Mr. Hewett Tu 2 

Mr. Paget 
Mr. Coote 

Weekly 

geons Mr. Pollock 
Mr. H. Lee 

Tu 2 
Tu 2 sum. 

Mr. Holden 

DISEASES OF 'WOMEN 
Mr. Savory 
Dr.Green- 

halgh 
Medical and 

Surgical Re- 

. . Dr. Clarke F 2 

MORBID ANATOMY and 
PATHOLOGY 

Daily 12 
and 2 

•• •• •• Dr. T. H. 
Green 

W F 12 
sum 

2 2 •• •• Dr. J. Ogle Th 3 win. 
Tu Th 3 

5 5 .. 

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY .. 
gistrars 

Mr. Vernon • • Mr. H. Power 
sum. 

W 10 win. 

SUMMER SESSION. 
MATERIA MEDIC A .. Dr. Farre Tu Th S 10 

W 11.30 
5 5 ,, 6 6 Dr. Headland TuThS12 3 3 Dr. Dickinson M W F 3 4 4 5 5 

BOTANY . Rev. G. Hens- M W F 10 3 3 .. 4 4 • • M W P 10 2 2 .. Mr. Child Tu Th S 3 3 3 4 4 

EORENSIC MEDICINE Dr.R. Southey M Th S 9 3 3 .. 4 4 Dr. A. Pollock M W F 4 2 2 Dr. Wadham Tu Th S 9 4 4 5 5 

MIDWIFERY. Dr. Green- ru W F S 5 5 .. 6 6 M W Th 3 3 3 Dr. J. Clarke M W F 9 5 5 6 6 

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY .. 
halgh 

Mr. Matthies- 
3.30 a.m. 

M Tu F 11 
to 1.30 

2 2 ,, Mr. Heaton M W P 11 2 2 Dr. Noad M W Th F 4 4 

MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY .. Mr. M. Baker 1 1 Dr. Silver 
10 

demonstrations of mi Mr. Vernon • * • • • • • * 
CROSCOPIC ANATOMY .. Dr, Thorne • * • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.. Dr. Church fu Th 11 2 2 3 3 Mr. J. C. 3 3 4 4 Dr. Bright M P 4.30 

ORTHOP..EDIC SURGERY . Mr. WUlett 
Summer Galton 

DRESSERSHIPS I2I2 18'i8 
6 

mths 

26“5 
• • • • • • • • Mr. Brodhurst Tu 10 

DENTAL SURGERY .. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDI¬ 

CINE 

Mr. Coleman S J 10 
mths 
2 2 

1 
vear 
3 3 Mr. Parkinson 

Dr. Hunt M 12” 
-• •• •• Mr. Vasey 

Dr. Blandford 
TulO 
W 3 

1 1 •• 

operative surgery Mr. Langton 
Mr. Marsh 

• • 4 4 •• • • Mr. Barwell Mr. Rouse . . 4 4 .» 

SKIN DISEASES 
PRACTICAL PHARMACY .. 

Tr. Gee 
rhe Apothe- 

• • Tu 2.30 . . .. Dr. Barclay rh 2.30 

Entrance to the Lectures and cary • • • • • • • • * • • 

Hospital Practice for the 
Licences of the Col. of Phys. 
and Soc. of Apoth., and the 
M.R.G.S. Exam. 

To the Hospital Practice only 
* * ! 9 15 1 ’5 11 

Compounding 
Fee •• 1 

' 

05 0 
14 10 

To the Lectiires onlv .. * • • • • • • »• c 1 10 • 17 16 

Unlimited to all Lectures .. - .. :: f 5*2 * » , , 
* • 1 9 

■■ 
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LECTURES. 

WINTEB SESSION. 
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTIC] 

OF MEDICINE 

SURGERY . 

DESCRIPTIVE & SURGICA] 
ANATOMY 

ANATOMICAL DEMONSTRA 
TIONS 

GENERAL ANATOMY and 
PHYSIOLOGY 

CHEMISTRY .. 
HOSPITAL PRACTICE— 

Physicians .. 

GUY’S. 

Assistant-Physicians 

Surgeons 

Assistant-Surgeons 

CLINICAL MEDICINE 

CLINICAL SURGERY 

DISEASES OF WOMEN 
MORBID ANATOMY and 

PATHOLOGY 
SUMMER SESSION. 

MATERIA MEDICA .. 

BOTANY 

FORENSIC MEDICINE 

MIDWIFERY 

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.. 
PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY .. 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY .. 

OPERATIVE SURGERY 
DENTAL SURGERY .. 

AURAL SURGERY .. 

CUTANEOUS DISEASES .. 
OPHTHALMIC SURGERY .. 

DISEASES OF THE THROAT 
PRACTICAL BOTANY 
USE OF MICROSCOPE 

Dr. Fagge 
TPinle?'— 
Mr. Cock 
Mr. Hilton 
Mr. Birkett 
Mr. Poland 

Summer— 
Mr. C. Forster 
Mr. Bryant 
Mr. Durham 

Dr. Hicks 
Dr. Moxon 

Dr.Haberslion 

Mr. Johnson 

Dr. A. Taylor 

Dr. B. Hicks 

Dr. Stevenson 

Dr. Pye-Smith| 

Dr. Stevenson 
Mr. D. Colley 
Mr. Bryant 
Mr. Salter 

Mr. Hinton 

Dr. H. Fagge 
Mr. Poland 
Mr. Bader 

Mr. Johnson 
Mr. Howse 

P 1.30 

P 1.30 

W1.30 
Daily 2.30 

S 9 sum. 

Tu Th F 3 

Tu Th S 
11.30 

Tu Th S10 

Tu W Th P 
1 8.45 am 
M W P 10 

to 1 
Tu F 12.45 

W 12' win. 

W3 

Tu 12 win. 
M8.45a.m. 

Th 12.30 
TuFlOwin 
MS.SOsum; 

4 4 

4 4 

4 4 

5 5 

4 4 

4 4 

4 ”4 

5 5 

4 4 

Mr. J. B. Yeo Day.e3c.S9 3 3 
Win. MW 3 3 

F5 
Fee for Lectures and Hospital Practice 

required by Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and Hall, £10S; if paid in a singl s, aa £10 each ad. r. £10 ICs. 

TUTOR’S CLASS .. .. . 
Fee for Hospital Practice and Lectures, 1st year, £40; 2nd year, £40 
_and £10 for each succeeding year. A Perpetual Ticket, £100. 

KING’S COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL. 

Days and 
Hours. 

Fees. 

Days and 
Hours. 

Fees. 

Lecturers. 

1 1 1
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Lecturers. 

1 j 
1 

C
o
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rs

e
 

1 1 
2 

C
o
u
rs

e
s 

G> ^ 
Ph 0 

£ s £ s £ s £ s. £ s. £ 8 

3 Dr. Owen Rees MWF3 5 : Dr. G. Johnson Tu4ThP5 7 7 , • 7 7 
Dr. Wilks 

Mr. Birkett TuTh 3.30 5 5 Sir W. Fergus- M Tu W 5 6 6 7 7 
Mr. C. Forster F 10.30 son 

J Mr. Durham TuWThF 5 5 .. Mr. Partridge Daily ex- 7 7 .. 10 10 
9 cept M 9 

- Dr. Pye Smith Daily 9 to 4 5 5 .. .. Mr. Wood ♦ , • » • • •. 
Mr. Howse, & Ass -Demonst. 
Mr. Davies- Mr. Perrin 

Colley, Mr. Hayes 
Assist-Pem. Mr. H. J. Rope 

Mr.Skrimsi ire 
Dr. Pavy MWF4.15 5 5 •• •• Dr. Rutherford MWThF4 7 7 

-• 10 10 

Dr. Alf. Taylor Tu Th S 11 5 5 Dr. Miller M W Th S 8 8 10 10 
10.15 

Dr. Owen Rees TuThS1.30 1010 15 15 26 5 In-patients— 10 10 15 15 21 0 
Dr. Habersbon TuThS1.30 3 t) Dr. Johnson MW FI. 30 6 18 
Dr. Wilks M Thl.30 mths mths Dr. Beale Tu Th S 2 mths mths 
Dr. B. Hicks, TuS1.30 Dr. Garrod Tu Th S 

ohs. Out-patients— 1.30 
Dr. Guy 

Dr. Priestley, Tu ThS 
ohs. 1.30 

Dr. Pavy F12 Dr. A. Duffin M W P 1 • . . 
Dr. Moxon M 12 Dr. Yeo Tu Th S 1 
Dr. C.H. Fagge W 12 Dr. Kelly Tu Th S 1 
Dr. J. J. Phil- M P 1.30 Dr. Playfair Tu Th S 

lips, ohs. Th S 12 ohs. 12.30 
Mr. Cock MTh SI.30 10 10 15 15 26 5 Sir W. Fergus- Tu Th S 15 15 21 0 26 5 
Mr. Hilton M TU 1.30 3 6 son 1.30 6 21 
Mr. Birkett M Th 1.30 mths mths Mr. Partridge MWF1.30 mths mths 
Mr. Poland W S 1.30 Mr. Wells, opA. Tu Th S1 
Mr. Polandop/i. M Th 1.30 
Mr. Hinton aur Tu 12 
Mr. C. Forster S 12 Mr. Wood Tu Th S 1 • . • . 
Mr. Bryant M Th 12 Mr. H. Smith M WFl 
Mr. A.Durham W 12 
Mr. Bader oph. Tu P 12 
Eye Wards W S 1.30 
Winter— S1.3J Dr. Johnson Every alt. • • . . . 
Dr. 0. Rees M 3 p.m. 
Dr. Haber- Dr. Beale Every alt. 
shon Tu & P 3 

Dr. Wilks Dr. Garrod Every alt. 
Summer— W1.30 ! Tu 3 p.m. 
Dr. Pavy Dr. Priestley Every alt. 
Dr. Moxon ohs. Th3 

Sir W. Fergus- 
son 

Mr. Partridge 

Mr. Wells, op7i.. 

Dr. Beale, 

B. Dr. A. 
Garrod 

Mr. Bentley 

Dr. Guy 

Dr. W. O. 
Prie.stley 

MrC.L.Bloxam 

Mr. T. R. Jones 

Mr.Cartwright 

Mr. J. S. Wells 

Every alt. 
Th 31p.m. 

Every alt. 
F 3 p.m. 

Every alt. 
M3 

Tu Th 4 
sum 

Tu WThP 
8 a m. 

M Tu Th F 
12.15 

M Tu W F 
12.15 

TuWTh P 
9 

MWF10.15 

M WF4 

TuF9,alt. 
Th 10 Clin. 

M Tu 
Th9 

W 

2 2 

4 4 

4 4 

4 4 

6 6 

5 5 

3 3 

5 6 

5 5 

8 8 

4 4 

LONDON. 

Lecturers. 

Dr. H. Davies 
Dr. A. Clark 
Dr. Ramskill 

Mr. Hutchin¬ 
son 

Mr. Rivington 

Mr. J. Adams 
Mr. W. Tay 

Dr. H. Jackson 
Dr. Fenwick 
f Dr. Letheby 
(Dr.C.M.Tidy 
Dr. Davies 
Dr. A. Clark 
Dr. Ramskill 
Dr. Down 
Dr. Head, dbs. 

Dr. H. Jackson 
Dr. Mackenzie 
Dr. Sutton 
Dr. Fenwick 
Dr. Palfrey, o6i’ 
Mr. Hutch¬ 

inson 
Mr. Maunder 
Mr. Couper 

Days and 
Hours. 

Pees. 

s 
o 
O 

Mr. Rivington 
Mr. J. Adams 
Mr. W. Tay 

Dr. A. Clark 
Dr. Ramskill 
Dr. Davies 
Dr. Down 
Dr. Jackson 
Dr. Mackenzie 

By the Sur¬ 
geons 

8 S 

Dr. Sutton 

Dr. J. L. Down 

Mr. Baker 

Mr. Rodgers 
Dr. P. James 
Dr. E. Head 

Dr. Letheby 

Dr. Woodman 
Dr. H. Jackson 

Mr. 
Mr. 

Maunder 
Barrett 

MWTh9.16 
tillXmas 
after Th 
9.15 JIF 4 
TuFS9 

M TuThP3 

Daily 10 to 
3 exc. W. 
&, S after. 

MWTh4 

M W F 
10.30 

Tu F 8.30 
MTh 1.30 
WS 1.30 
Tu P 1.30 
TuF 1.30 

M1.30 
S 1.30 
Th 1.30 
W1.30 
W S 1.30 
M Th 1.30 

WS1.30 
WS1.30 

Tu P 1.30 
W 2 
W2 

M 2 win. 
W3.30win. 
Tu 9 win. 
Tu 2 sum. 
M 2 sum. 
W 2 sum. 

Th 12.30 

Tu Th F 4 

M W F 11 

Daily exc. 
Sat 10 

M W Th 
F 3 

M Th S 9 

M4 

Dr. Tidy and 
Mr. Rivington 

Mr. J.’ Hutch- Tu F 8 in 
inson J une 

Dr. Mackenzie 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

4 4 

7 7 

6 6 
6 

mths 

P o 
O 

£ s. 

12 12 

'CM 
J 

in 
O ^ 

« >> 
h(.Q 

8 818 18 
6 18 

mths mths 

I a 
3 <u 

a.1 v 
^ P. 

6 3 

8 8 

3 8 

6 6 

7 7 

21 0 

5 5 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

4 4 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

26 5 
3 

years 

6 6 

4 4 

4 4 

4 4 

6 6 

3 3 

3 3 

Fees for the Lectures and Hospital Practice, 
for the Licences of the Royal College of 
Physicians, Society of Apothecaries, and 
the Royal College of Surgeons, £88 4s. 

To the Lectures alone, £50 8s. 
Perpetual Fee to Lectures and Hospital 

practice, £98 14s. 
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ST. MARY’S. 

LECTURES. Fees. 

Lecturers. 
Days and 
Hours. 

<o 
01 

03 

% 1 'rt 
o 
Q 

o 
O 

i-H 

WITsTTEB SESSION. £ s & s £ s. 
MEDICINE . Dr. Chambers 

Dr. Handfielc 
Jones 

Mr. Spencer 

M W Th 4 4 4 6 6 

SURGERY . Tu F 4 W 3 4 4 .. 6 0 
Smith & Mr. 
J. R. Line 

DESCRIPTIVE & SURGICAL Mr. Gascoyen M Tu Th 6 6 8 8 
ANATOMY . Mr. Norton P 2.45 

ANATOMICAL DEMONSTRA- Mr. Norton Daily 9 to 5 3 a 
TIONS . Mr. B. Owen 

Mr. 6. Watson, 

PHYSIOLOGY. 
Assist. Dem 

Dr. Broadbent MTuThFfl 6 5 8 8 

CHEMISTRY. 
Dr. Lawson WS 12 
Dr. W. J. Bus¬ 

sell 
M Tu Th F 

10.15 
5 5 •• 7 7 

HOSPITAL PRACTICE: 
Physicians. Dr. Sibson M Th 1.15 7 7 12 12 21 0 

Dr. H. Jones W S 1.15 6 1 
Dr. Sieveking Tu F 1.15 mths year 

Dr. T. Smith, Tu S 1.30 
obs. 

Assistant-Physicians Dr. Broadbent MTh 1 
Dr. Cheadle Tu FI 
Dr. Lawson W S 1 

Surgeons . Mr. Lane Tu P 1.15 9 9 21 0 31 0 
Mr. Spencer MTh 1.15 6 1 

Smith 
Mr. H. Walton W S 1.15 

mths year 

Mr. J. Lane Tu P 1 

Mr. H. Walton MTh 1.30 

Assistant-Surgeons .. 
opht. 

Mr. Gascoyen M Th 1 
Mr A. T. Norton WSl 

CLINICAL MEDICINE Dr. Sibson M 2 
Dr. H. Jones Every alt. 

S 2 
Dr. Sieveking Every alt. 

CLINICAL SURGERY Mr. Lane 
P 2 

Every Tu 2 
.Mr. Spencer Every alt. 

Smith Th2 
Mr. H. Walton Every alt. 

CLINICAL MIDWIFERY .. 
DISEASES OF WOMEN Dr. T. Smith 

S2 

MORBID ANATOMY AND 
PATHOLOGY. 

Dr. P. J. Payne Summer 
W S 11 

•• • • •• 

SUMMER SESSION. 
MATERIA MEDICA. Dr. Sieveking Tu W Th 4 4 6 6 

BOTANY . Dr. Trimen 
F 8 a.m 

MWF9 3 3 4 4 

FORENSIC MEDICINE Dr. Randall MTuThlO 3 3 4 4 

MIDWIFERY. Dr. Tyler Daily ex. 4 4 6 6 

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY .. 
Smith S P 

Dr. Bussell TuThll.30 3 3 
S 9 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY Mr. S. G. WPIO 2 2 3 3 

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY .. 
Mivart 

Mr. H. Walton Tu 2.45 2 2 

PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY .. Dr. Law.son W S 12 
■winter 

OPERATIVE SURGERY Mr. Gascoyen Winter 

DENTAL SURGERY .. 
Mr. Norton 
Mr. Sercombe Tu Th S 2 2 

DISEASES OP SKIN .. 
GENERzVL PATHOLOGY .. 

Mr. Hayward 
Dr. Cheadle 

9.30 
P 12 

PATHOLOGICAL CHEMIS- • • 
TRY • • 

PRACTICAL PHARMACY .. . , 3 3 6 6 10 10 

Fees for the Lectures and Hos¬ 
pital Practice, for the Licences 

3 
mths 

6 
mths 

12 
mths 

of the Royal College of Pby- 
sician.s, Society of Apothe 
caries, ai.d the Roy.,1 Colle<>-e 
of Sur;^co':-s ,, 7. 

To the Lectures alone 1 
£S9 5s., or in one sum 84 0 

To the Hospital Practice alone'' 
Unlimited .. 1 

. .. t. • 
52 lOi 
36 151 

• • onu' one sum 99 loi 

MIDDLESEX. ST. THOMAS’S. 

Pees. Pees. 

Lecturers. 
Days and 
Hours. 

1 j 
1 
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2 
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Hours. 
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£ 8. £ s. £ s. 
Dr. Barker 

£ s. £ s. £ s. 
Dr. Murchison Tu Th S 9 6 6 8 8 MTh2Tu4 5 5 

Dr. Peacock 

Mr. De Morgan M WF 9 6 6 8 8 -Mr. Solly Tu P 3 5 5 
Mr. Moore Mr. Le Gros W 12.45 

Clark 
Dr. R. Liveing M W Th P 8 8 12 12 Mr. S. Jones M P 8 1 5 5 

10 Th 3 
Dr. R. Liveing Daily 8—5 6 6 •• 8 8 Mr. Rainey 

Mr. Croft 
Daily 9to3 5 5 •• •• 

Mr. W. Wag- 
staSe 

Dr. Sanderson MWF4 6 6 8 8 Dr. Bristowo M W F 4 5 5 
Mr. Hulke Mr. Ord 
Mr. T. Taylor MWFSll 6 6 , , 8 8 Dr. Beinays Tu Th Sll 5 5 
Mr. Heisch 

Dr. Good fellow MWF1.30 12 12 21 0 25 0 Dr. J. R. Ben- M Th 8.45 9 9 15 15 26 5 
Dr. Thompson Tu Th S 1 6 18 nett 6 15 
Dr. Murchison M W P 1 mths mths Dr. Goolden W S 9.30 mths mths 
Dr. J. Hall Tu W P S Dr. Peacock Tu F 9 

Davis, obs. 1.30 Dr. Bristowe Tn P 9.30 
Dr.Barnos,o6s. WS9.30F1 

Dr. Greenhow F8.30 Dr. Clapton M Tu Th 8 
Dr. B. San- M 8 12. .10 

derson 
Dr. Liveing Tu 8.30 

Dr. Gervis, obs. WSl 

Mr. De Morgan M Th 1 15 15 21 0 25 0 Mr. Solly Tu F 9 9 9 15 15 26 & 
Mr. Moore M Th 1 12 3 Mr. Le Gros M Th 9.30 6 15 
Mr. Nunr. Tu P1 Th mths years Clark mths mths 

1.30 Mr. Simon WS 9.30 
Mr. Hulke, Tu F 8.30 

opht. 

Mr. Hulke MPl Mr. S. Jones W S 9 Tu 
Mr. Lawson ThS 1 

Mr. J. Croft 
Th 12.30 

MF12.30S9 
Winter— 

ThePhysioians P 3 , , •. , , Dr. Bennett I After their 
Dr. Goolden ) visits 

Summer— 

The Surgeons 

Dr. Peacock 
Dr. Bristowe 

After -vis. 

M 3 •« By the Sur-\ After their 
Mr. Hulke, Tu 3 geons J visits 1

 

M 3 Dr. Barnes 
Dr. J. H. Davis Tu lb 
Dr. Cayley 
Mr. H. Amott 

Tu Th 4 3 3 * * 4 4 Dr. J. Lees Daily 9.30 

» . M W F 10 4 4 .. 5 5 Dr. Clapton Tu Th P 2 3 3 

Dr. T. S. Cob- M WP4 4 4 5 5 Dr. J.W. Hicks M WThl2 3 3 
bold 

Dr. Greenhow Tu Th S 9 4 4 .. 5 6 Dr. Stone and TuF12S8 3 3 

Dr. J. Hall 
Dr. Gervis 

M W F 9 4 4 .. 5 5 Dr. B. Barnes M Tu Th F 5 5 
Davis 3 

Mr. Taylor M WPll 3 3 .. Dr. Bemays P 11 Tu 3 3 
Mr. Heisch 

Dr. T. S. Cob- 

Th 10—12 
S 10-1 

TuTh4 3 3 Dr. Ord Tu Th 1 3 3 
bold 

Mr. Hulke Tu3wintr. 
& summer 

•• .. Mr. 8. Jones MFl 3 3 •• 

Dr. Cayley Tu Th 3 3 3 .. ,, Mr. Rainey Tu 12.30 • ♦- 
•winter 

Mr. Nunn S Winter 5 5 .. • • . . , , , , . ^ 

Mr. Tomes .. 5 5 .. Mr. Elliott Tu P 11 

Dr. Liveing 
. . ♦ « Mr. Simon , , 
• • « • Dr. Thudi- Th 4 ■win. 

chum 
. . , , 5 5 8 8 * , 

6 12 
mths mths 

90 0 

, , , , 42 0 47 5 
• • •• .. , , 90 0 
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LECTURES. 

WINTER SESSION. 
MEDICINE. 
SURGERY . 
DESCRIPTIVE ANATOMY .. 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

PHYSIOLOGY 
ANATOMY 

CHEMISTRY 
HOSPITAL PRACTICE— 

Physicians 

AND GENERAL 

Assidant-Fhysicians 

Surgeons 

Assistant-Surgeons 

CLINICAL MEDICINE .. 

CLINICAL SURGERY .. 

CLINICAL MIDWIFERY 
MORBID ANATOMY .. 

SUMMER SESSION. 
MATERIA MEDICA 
BOTANY . 
FORENSIC MEDICINE .. 

MIDWIFERY 

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 

BANDAGING, <fcc. 
OPERATIVE SURGERY 
DENTAL SURGERY 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE and HOSPITAL. 

Lecturers. 

Dr. J. R. Reynolds 
Mr. Marshall 
Mr. Ellis 
Mr. Ellis 
Mr. F. T. Roberts 
Mr. T. R. Loy 
Dr. Sharpey 

Dr. Williamson 

Sir W. Jenner,"^ 
Bart., M.D. | 

Dr. Reynolds t 
Dr. G. Harley 
Dr. W. Fox 
Dr. S. Ringer 
Ur. Graily Hev/itt, 

obs. 
Dr. T. Fox, Skin 

Infirm.ary 
Dr. Charlton 

Bastian 

Mr. Erichsen ) 
Mr. Marshall > 
Sir H. Thompson ) 
Mr. W. Jones, ogh. 

Mr. Berkeley Hill 
Mr. C. Heath 

Sir W. Jenner ) 
Dr. Reynolds r 
Dr. W. Fox ) 
Dr. T. Fox 

Mr. Eriohsen 1 
Mr. Marshall I 
SlrH. Thompson) 
Mr. W. Jones, opii. 

Dr. G. Hewitt 
Dr. C. Bastian 

Dr. Ringer 
Mr. Oliver 

HYGIENE. 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY .. 
OPHT HALMIC 8U RG ER Y .. 
PALiEOZOOLOGY . 

HISTOLOGY AND PRACTICAL PHY¬ 
SIOLOGY 

MENTAL DISEASES. 
PRACTICAL PHARMACY 

Dr. Grally Hewitt 

Dr. Williamson 

Dr. Grant, with 
Zoo logy 

Mr. B. Hill 
Mr. C. Heath 
Mr. Ibbetson 

Mr. Corfield 
Prof. Foster 
Mr. W. Jones 
Dr. Grant 

Dr. M. Foster 
Mr. Allchin 
Dr. Sankey 
.Mr. Martindale 

Fees for the Lectures and Hospital 
Practice for the Licences of the Royal 
College of Physicians, Society of 
Apothecaries, and M.R.C.S. .. 

For the Hospital Practice alone 
Perpetual to Lectures and Hospital 

Practice .. 

WESTMINSTER. 

Fees. Fees. 

Days and 
Hours. 
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r-t 

£ s. d. £ s. £ s. £ s. £ s. £ s. 

Day. ex. M9 6 6 0 9 9 Dr. Ba.sham M Th F 4 5 0 «. 7 0 

Tu" W F 4 5 5 0 J ^ 6 6 Mr. Holthouse Tu W Tb 3 5 0 . 7 0 

Daily 12 ) 
Daily J 

7 7 0 •• 10 10 
Mr. Mason 
Mr. Pearse 

Tu W Th F 9 
Daily 10—1 

5 0 
2 0 •• 

7 a 
3 0 

Daily ex. S 10 6 6 0 . . 9 9 Dr. Maclure M F 3 W 4 5 0 •• 7 0 

Daily ex. S 11 6 6 0 •• 9 9 Dr. Duprd Tu Th 3 
F 3.30 

5 0 •• 7 0 

Dr. Basham M Th 1.30 8 0 12 0 20 fr 
Dr. Finch am W S 1.30 6 1 

Daily 1 & 2 
Dr. Radcliffe Tu F1.30 months year 

*03 03 
C O 
O 

"W 03 Dr. F. Bird, obs. Tu F 3 

o ^ 

Three times a 
week CC cc 

S9 >> 
'So •t: "o 

C3 g S ^ Dr. Anstio M Thl 8 0 12 0 20 0 
*03 « - Dr. Gibb Tu F 1 6 1 
§ « 5=1 S Dr. Stiirges W S 1 months year 

•H n •r^ . . Mr. Holt M Th 1.30 

Daily 1 & 2 
03 O Mr. Holthouso WS 1.30 

MW FI 
P-l 'o 

^ o 

Mr. Hillman Tu F 1.30 

:S ^ 
.£3 27 0 Mr. Mason M Th 1 • • • • • * 

03 *' CO Mr. Pearse WSl 
tn r-f 

rH By the Physicians Weekly • • .. 

MTuThFl—3 ci^ 

S o' >> o 

Once a fort- 
night , o 

o ^ 
Em a 

o g 
P, • • By the Surgeons Weekly • • 

M W S 1—3 

Once a fort- 
night 

Fortnightly 
h' 6 

. - • - 

Tu W F 4 sum. 4 4 0 • • Dr. Cavafy 
Mr. Davy 

Daily exc. S 12 
Daily exc. S 8 

4 4 0 6 6 Dr. Anstie M Th F3 3 0 .. 4 0 

3 3 0 4 4 Dr. Bennett M W F 9.30 3 0 • • 4 0 

Tu W Th F 10 3 3 0 •• 4 4 Dr. Gibb 
Dr. Sturges 

Tu W P 3 3 0 

4 0 

* • 4 0 

5 0 
Daily exept. W 4 4 0 . • 6 6 Dr. Bird Tu Th F 4 • • 

and S 9 
Tu W Th P 11 4 4 0 • • . . Dr. DuprS Tu Th10 2 0 •• • • 

Daily except 
S3,fromOct. 
to June 

TuThSmths.W 

8 8 0 •• 9 9 Mr. Carter Blake WSll 2 0 • • A • 

1 11 6 2 2 Mr. Mason TuTh9 .. •• •- 

Dail V 3 in April 4 4 0 , , • • . . 
W 9.30,' Oct., 

• • • • 

Tu Th 5 in Jan 110 , , Mr. Walker • • • • • * 
Nov., Deo. 

Tu Th 4 2 2 0 3 3 , , 
Tu 3 sum. i' 0 

• • • • 

M W F4 5 5 0 , , . . Mr. Brooke • • • • 

Tu Th 2 2 0 , • . . • • • • • • • 

Daily except S 110 . • •• • • • • • 

3 sum. 
S 10-12 win. sen. £4 4 

jun.£2 2 
•• 5 5 • » • •• •• • » 

Tu W Th 11 2 2 6 • . » • • * * * 
3 3 0 5 5 • • • • • • * 

3 C 

mo nths months 

95 5 70 0 

, 27 0 • • •• -• • • 26 0 

75 0 
• • • • • • * 

ADDITIONAL INFOEMATION EESPECTING 
THE METROPOLITAN SCHOOLS, ETC. 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL AND COLLEGE. 

This Hospital contains 650 beds. 
Fees for Lectures and Hospital Practice are payable by^ instalments 

—£31 10s. at the beginning of the first Winter Session, £31 10s. 
at the beginning of the first Summer Session, £36 15s. at the 
beginning of the second Winter Session. Four House-Physicians 
and four House-Surgeons are appointed annually, on the payment 
of a nominal fee, and are provided with rooms, coals, and candles 
by the Hospital authorities. The Midwifery Assistant is appointed 

without fee for six months, and is provided with rooms, coals, and 

candles by the Hospital authorities. 

All diligent Students may enter their names for the above 

appointments. 
The Chnical Clerks to the Physicians and to the Physician- 

Accoucheur, and the Clerks to the Assistant-Physicians ^nd 
Assistant-Smgeons are chosen from the dihgent Students. Six¬ 
teen Dresserships are annually given to the Students wno pass 
the best examinations in Surgery, or who may be othermse 
specially recommended. Other Dresserships may be obtamed by 

payment of the usual fees. _ _ . 
A course of Microscopic Demonstrations is given during the 

Summer Session. Arrangements have been made for conducting 
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the study of Diseases of the Skin (Dr. Gee, Friday at 1.30), 
Diseases of the Eye (Mr. Vernon, Wednesday and Saturday 
at 12.30), Diseases of the Ear (Mr. T. Smith, Monday at 1.30), 
and Orthopsedic Surgery (Mr. Willett, Friday at 1.30), during 
the Sessions 1869-70. Instruction in Dentistry (Mr. Coleman, 
Friday at 9 a.m.). 

The following Scholarships and Prizes are awarded :—Senior 
Scholarship of the value of £50, Medicine, Surgery, and Mid¬ 
wifery. Senior Scholarship of the value of £50, Anatomy 
Physiology, and Botany. Scholarships of the value of £25 
each will be awarded to those Students who are placed second 
in the Examinations for the Senior Scholarships. Junior 
Scholarships of the value of £50, £30, and £20 are awarded 
after the General Examination at the end of the Summer and 
Winter Sessions. The Jeaffreson Exhibition, founded 1868, to 
the value of £20, and tenable for two years, is awarded to the 
Student who passes the best examination in the subjects of 
Preliminary Education at the commencement of each Winter 
Session. Wix Prize, founded 1842, is awarded for the best 
Essay on “The Connexion between Ancient and Modern 
Literature, and the Studies of Medical Science.” Hichens 
Prize, founded 1851. Subject of Examination—Bishop Butler’s 
Analogy. Bentley Prize, founded 1842. For the best Deport 
of Surgical cases occurring in the Wards of the Hospital 
during the previous year. It is expected that the reports will 
comprise the Histories, Progress, Treatment, and Eesults of 
not less than Twelve Cases, with observations thereupon. Foster 
Prize. Subject of Examination—^Practical Anatomy; Senior. 
Treasurer’s Prize. Subject of Examination—Practical Ana¬ 
tomy; Junior. _ The Kirkes Medal. Subject of Examination 
■—Clinical Medicine. Special classes are held for the Matricu¬ 
lation, for the Prel. Scientific, and for other Examinations at 
thG London University. Students preparing for other Exa¬ 
mining Boards are arranged in classes and examined by the 
Lecturers and Demonstrators. 

A College, in which Students are lodged and boarded, exists 
in connexion with the Hospital. Resident Warden, Mr. 
Morrant Baker. Each Student pays an entrance fee of £2 2s. 

Special Classes are held for preparing Students for the 
Matriculation, Preliminary Scientific, and First M.B. Exami¬ 
nations of the University of London. Fee for thi’ee months’ 
instruction in Languages, Mathematics, and Chemistry, etc., 
for the Matriculation Examination, £10 10s. 

Fee for general subjects for Students of Dental Surgery: 
First W^inter, £26 5s.; First Summer, £26 58.: or a single pav- 
ment of £52 10s. > a x' j 

All communications must be addressed to Mr. Callender, Mr. 
Willett, or Mr. Morrant Baker, at the Hospital. 

CHARING-CROSS HOSPITAL. 

Gentlemen are received—-1st. As Matriculated Students, or 
those who enter for their entire Medical Education at the 
Charing-cross Hospital Medical College. 2ndly. As occa¬ 
sional Students, or those who enter to one or more particular 
classes. Matriculated Students alone have the privilege of fill¬ 
ing the offices of Registrar, Pathological Assistant, Assistant- 
Demonstrator, Clinical Clerks, Dressers, Dentist’s Assistant, 
Resident Medical Officer, Resident Surgical Officer, and Phy¬ 
sician Accoucheur’s Assistant, and of becoming Candidates 
for the Scholarships, Medals, and various general class prizes. 

The fee for the Courses of Lectures and Hospital Practice 
required by the University of London, the Royal College of 
Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, and the Society 
of Apothecaries, to Hon-Matriculated Students, is £82 19s.; 
for the Hospital Practice alone, £31 10s. The Fee to Matricu¬ 
lated Students for the full period of the Lectures and Hospital 
Practice required by the Royal College of Physicians, the 
Royal College of Surgeons, and the Society of Apothecaries, 
is £76 6s. 5d.; for the Hospital practice alone, £28 19s. 8d! 
The Fee for Matriculation is £2 2s., to be paid on entering. 
Payment of Fees may be made either in one sum (£76 6s. 5d'!’j 
on Matriculation, or in three instalments. ^ 

The office of Registrar to the Hospital, and Pathological 
Registrar to the School, tenable for two or three years, for° the 
efficient performance of the duties appertaining to which the 
Council award an annual stipend, is open to aU Matriculated 
Students of the Hospital who have obtained their qualifications, 
as are also the offices of House-Physician, House-Surgeon, 
and Resident Physician-Accoucheur’s Assistant. 

Scholarships, Medals, and Frizes. — Scholarships: The 
LleweUyn Scholarship of £25 is open to all Matriculated 
fetudenffi who have just completed their second academical 
year. The Grolding* Scholarship of £15 a year, tenable for two 

, years, is open to all Matriculated Students who have just com- 
T pleted their first academical year. The following medals are 
, awarded annually The Gold Medal, for General Proficiency; 
;• the Governors’ Clinical Silver Medal; Silver Class Medals, on 
, aU the subjects of the Lectures ; Bronze Class Medals, on all 

the subjects of the Lectures. 

: Free Scholarships.—for Free Scholarships are 
required to be sons of Professional men of reduced circum- 

'■ stances and position, or of gentlemen in a corresponding’ station 
i of society, and are to have had a classical education fitting 
L them for the Medical Profession. They must have already 

commenced their Medical studies, and, from unforeseen cir- 
L cumstances, be unable to complete their Professional education 
L -without^ such assistance. They are to send in their applications 
I and testimonials before September 1. 

ST. GEORGE’S HOSPITAL. 
Perpetual pupils pay at the time of entry a compounding fee 

of £105. They are admitted to the Practice of the Physicians 
and Surgeons, to all the Lectures (except Practical Chemistry), 
to compete for aU prizes and exhibitions, to hold the appoint¬ 
ments of House-Physician, House-Surgeon, Assistant House- 
Physician, and Assistant House-Surgeon. 

Gentlemen are admitted to the Hospital Practice and Lec¬ 
tures required for the Licence of the College of Physicians, for 
the Diploma of Member of the College of Surgeons, and for the 
Licence of the Society of Apothecaries (-with the exception of 
Practical Chemistry), on payment of the following fees_viz., 
£42 for the first year of study, £42 for the second year of study,’ 
and £10 10s. for each succeeding year. 

The students are divided into classes during their Hospital 
attendance, and placed under the charge of the several Medical 
officers in rotation for periods of two months each. 

Special Courses of Lectures are given on Pathology (includ¬ 
ing Morbid Anatomy), Comparative Anatomy, Psychology, 
Ophthalmic Surgery, Orthopeedic Surgery, Operative Surgery’ 
and Dental Surgery. Demonstrations of Diseases of the Skin 
and Lectures on Public Health are given by the Lecturer on 
Medicine. Demonstrations on the Laryngoscope are given by 
the Lecturer on Surgery, and Clinical Instruction on the Dis¬ 
eases of Women by the Lecturer on Mid-ndfery. A Maternity 
department is attached to the Hospital. 

Exhibitions and Prizes.—“ The William Brown Exhibition,” 
of £40 per annum, tenable for three years: This Exhibition is 
competed for by perpetual pupils who have commenced their 
third, but not completed their fourth Winter Session. It will 
be “bestowed on the candidate who shall show the best general 
fitness for the exercise of the Medical Profession, and whose 
moral conduct shall in all respects be satisfactory.” Sir Charles 
Clarke’s Prize for Good Conduct: The interest of £200 Consols 
to be awarded annually to the student of the Hospital “ who 
by reason of his general good conduct during the preceding 
year, should be considered the most deserving.” The Thomp¬ 
son Medal: A Silver Medal to be awarded annually for the 
best Clinical Report of Medical and Surgical Cases observed in 
the Hospital during the preceding twelve months. Sir Ben¬ 
jamin Brodie’s Clinical Prize in Surgery will be awarded to the 
perpetual pupil of the Hospital who shall have delivered to the 
Surgeons the best report of not more than twenty Surgical 
cases which have occurred in the Hospital during the preceding 
twelve months. Dr. Acland’s Climeal Prize in Medicine will 
be awarded to the perpetual pupil of the Hospital who shall 
produce the best report of not more than twenty Medical cases 
which have occurred in the Hospital during the precedino- 
twelve months. The Henry Charles Johnson Memorial Prize 
in Anatomy will be awarded to that pupil who shall, in the 
judgment of the Medical School Committee, exhibit the greatest 
proficiency in Practical Anatomy. General Proficiency Prizes: 
—To pupils in their first year, £10 10s.; to pupils in their second 
year, £10 10s. ; to pupils in their third year, £10 10s. 

The appointments of House-Physician, House-Surgeons, 
Curator, Registrars, Obstetric Assistant, and Demonstrator of 
Anatomy (the four latter with salaries attached), are open to 
senior pupils. 

For further information apply to Dr. Barclay or Mr. Holmes. 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 
This Hospital contains nearly 600 beds. 
Voluntary Examinations are held at four periods of the 

Student’s Course, as follows :—1st. At Entrance, commencing 
on October 5, in Elementary Classics, Ancient and Modern 
History, and Mathematics. The Candidate who most dis¬ 
tinguishes himself receives £25; the Second Candidate, £20; 
the third, £15. 2nd. At the end of the first Sessional year’. 
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in all the subjects of that year :—one sum of £30, another of 
£25, and a third of £10 10s. (presented by one of the Gover¬ 
nors). 3rd. At the end of the second Sessional year, in the 
subjects which form the Course of Study up to that time :— 
£35 and £30. 4th. At the end of the third Sessional year, in 
all the subjects of the Curriculum]:—£40 and £35. Honorary 
Certificates are also given to candidates who pass creditable 
examinations. 

Special Examinations.—Two Gold Medals are given annually 
by the Treasurer to Students who have completed their third, 
and not exceeded their fourth year—the one for Clinical Medi¬ 
cine, the other for Clinical Surgery. 

The Fees for Hospital Practice and Lectures are as follows : 
For the First Year, £40 ; for the Second Year, £40 ; and £10 
for every succeeding year of attendance—the one payment of 
£100 entitles a Student to a perpetual ticket. Materials used 
in practical courses are charged extra. 

Medical and Surgical "Ward Clerks, Post-mortem Clerks, 
Clinical Clerks, Dressers, Resident Obstetric Clerks, and 
Dressers in the Eye Wards, are selected from the Students, 
according to merit. Each Dresser (except those in the Eye 
Wards) has the privilege of rooms and commons in the Hos¬ 
pital free of charge for one month of his Course. The 
Obstetric Clerks have the like privileges for two months each— 
one month as junior, another as senior. There are two House- 
Surgeons, each of whom holds office for four months—two as 
junior and two as senior. And two House-Physicians, each of 
whom holds office for six months, three as junior and three as 
senior. 

The Registrars and the Demonstrators in Anatomy and 
Chemistry assist the pupils in their studies. 

For further information apply to Mr. Stocker, Apothecary to 
the Hospital. 

KING’S COLLEGE. 
The fees, in three sums, may be paid either in one sum on 

Matriculation or at the commencement of each Winter Session. 
Students are, however, recommended to add £2 2s. for a second 
Course of Chemistry, as well as the fee for attendance on 
the Medical Tutor’s class for one year—viz., £3 3s. All 
resident Students are required to attend the Tutor during their 
first year. 

Resident Medical Officers, Clinical Clei-ks, and Dressers are 
chosen by examination from Matriculated Students who are 
Pupils of the Hospital. 

Scholarships.—Warneford Scholarships: The sum of £200 
is set apart annually for Scholarships in the Medical Depart¬ 
ment—viz., “ For the encouragement of the previous education 
of Medical Students,” two Scholarships of £25 per annum for 
three years; “ For the encouragement of resident Medical 
Students,” one Scholarship of £25 per annum for two years. 
College Scholarships: The following are given every year to 
Matriculated Students of this department:—1. One of £40 for 
two years, open to Students of the third and fourth year ; 
2. One of £30 for one year, open to Students of the second 
year; 3. One of £20 for one year, open to Students of the first 
j'^ear. Daniel Scholarship: £20, tenable for two years, is open 
to every Student of the College who has worked in the 
Laboratory for at least six months. Sambrooke Registrarships : 
Two of £30 every year. 

Prizes.—Leathes Prizes: Bible and Prayer-book to two 
Matriculated Medical Students. Warneford Prizes: £40 is 
expended in the purchase of Medals and Books as Prizes to two 
Matriculated Medical Students. Class Prizes are awarded 
annually for proficiency ; these consist of Books of the value 
of £3. Two Medical Clinical Prizes, one of £3 for the Winter 
Session and the other of £2 for the Summer Session ; and two 
Surgical Clinical Prizes of the same value are given for attend¬ 
ance at the Hospital. Todd Medical Clinical Prize : This Prize 
was founded in memory of the late Dr. Todd. It consists of a 
Bronze Medal and Books to the value of £4 4s. 

Residence of Studoits.—A limited number may reside within 
the College. 

For further information apply to Professor Bentley, Dean of 
the Medical Department. 

ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL. 
Tlie Hospital contains 170 beds—68 Medical, and 102 

Surgical. 'There arc Special Departments for the Diseases of 
Women and Children ; and for Diseases of the Eye, the Ear, 
the Skin, and the Throat. 

Resident Medical Officers, Clinical Clerhs, and Eressers.—All 
these appointments are open to the Pupils without additional 
fee, and are held in succession, so as to seem’e a complete sys¬ 

tem of Clinical training. Five of these appointments exceed 
in value an equal number of Scholarships of £50 each. All 
General Students are required to perform the duties of Clinical 
Clerks and Dressers for a period of six months during the last 
two years of their curriculum. Students of the third year are 
appointed to assist the Physicians and Surgeons in charge of 
the out-patients, and the Curator in the performance of the post¬ 
mortem examinations. A Resident Registrarship within the 
Hospital has been created with a salary of £100 a year, tenable 
for one year, and open to re-election, preference being given to 
past House-Surgeons and Perpetual Pupils. 

Prizes.—Examinations for Prizes are held at the termination 
of each Session, the Classes being grouped in accordance with 
the curriculum laid down for Students of the First, Second, 
and Third Year. The average value of each of these Prizes 
is £5 58. A Scholarship in Anatomy, of the annual value of 
£25 (the holder of which will be styled Assistant-Demon¬ 
strator, and assist in the teaching of Practical Anatomy), will 
be awarded to the best qualified Student. A Prize of £20 for 
Students for the First Year is awarded at the end of the 
Winter Session. A Prize of the value of £4 4s. will be given 
to the Student who shall make the best Anatomical Prepara¬ 
tion, such Preparation to become the property of the School. 
Two Prosectors are appointed annually, who each receive a 
Certificate and £5 for their services in the Dissecting-room. 

The Entrance Fees for General Students may be paid in in¬ 
stalments by arrangement with the Dean of the School. A 
Fee of £1 Is. is required to be paid to the Library and Reading- 
room. Instruction in Vaccination can be obtained, Fee £1 Is. 

Further information may be obtained from Dr. Cheadle, 
Dean of the School. 

THE LONDON HOSPITAL. 
The next Winter Sesssion will commence on Friday, October 1, 

1869. 
General Fee to Lectures and Hospital Practice, 84 Guineas, 

payable in two instalments of 42 Guineas each. Library fee. 
One Guinea. Special entries can be made to Lectures or 
Practice. 

The Hospital contains 570 beds. There are Medical and 
Surgical Wards for Children, Wards for Syphilis, Special 
Departments for Diseases of Women, Diseases of the Eye, 
Diseases of the Ear, Diseases of the Skin, and special arrange¬ 
ments for Diseases of the Throat. A Maternity Department 
exists for the delivery of lying-in women at their own homes. 
622 cases were attended last year by the Students of the 

Hospital. 
For Instruction in Mental Diseases, Students can attend, 

without further fee, the practice of Dr. John Millar, Medical 
Superintendent of Bethnal House Asylum, a few minutes’ 
walk from the Hospital. Clinical Lectures, both Medical and 
Sm’gical, will be given every week, and Practical Instruction 
imparted in all the departments. 

The In-patients during 1868 were 4932, and the Out¬ 
patients 39,704 (equivalent to 120,000 attendances); total, 

44,636. 
At the Medical College Lectures will be given on all the 

subjects required by the Examining Boards. 
The following Prizes and Appointments are open, without 

further payment, to Students paying the general fee of 84 
Gvuneas :—Seven Scholarships to be offered for competition in 
the Winter Session—1. A Scholarslup of £30 to the Student of 
less than three months’ standing who passes in October the best 
examination in the subjects required at the Preliminary 
Examinations. 2. A Scholarship of £20 to the Student of less 
than three months’ standing placed second in_ the above 
examination. 3. A Scholarship, value £20, in Human 
Osteology, for first-year Students, to be awarded at Christmas, 
1869. 4. A Scholarship, value £25, in Anatomy, Physiology, 
and Chemistry, for first-year Students, to be awarded in April, 
1870. 5. A Hospital Scholarship, value £20, for Clinical Medi¬ 
cine, to be awarded in April, 1870. 6. A Hospital Scholarship, 
value £20, for Clinical Surgery, to be awarded in April, 
1870. 7. A Hospital Scholarship, value £20, for Clinical 
Obstetrics, to be awarded in April, 1870. The Duckworth 
Nelson Prize, value £10 10s., for Practical Medicine and 
Surgery (biennial). Money Prizes to the value of £60 given 
annually by the House Committee for zeal in dressing Out¬ 
patients and knowledge of Minor Surgery. Certificates of 
Honour in aU the classes, according to the results of the 
general examination at the end of the Session, aud Special 
Certificates to those who have fulfilled with credit the duties of 
the Hospital appointments. Throe House-Surgeoncies, tenable 
for three or six months, and Dresserships to In-patients, open 
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to all. ^ Dressei’ships to Out-patients, witli the privilege of 
competing for the Prizes above mentioned. The office of 
^Resident Medical Officer, tenable for two years, with a salary 
of £75 the first year, and £100 the second year. The office of 
Junior Resident Medical Officer, tenable for six months. Three 
Medical Assistantships, held for three months, with residence 
and board in the Hospital for one month. The office 
of Resident Accoucheur, tenable for six months. IST.B.—The 
holders of all the resident offices are provided with rooms 
and board free of expense. Two offices of Clinical Assistant in 
the Medical Out-patient Department, each at a salary of £40. 
Two offices of Clinical Assistant in the Surgical Out-patient 
Department, each at a salary of £40. The office of Medical 
Registrar, salary 25 G-uineas. The office of Surgical Registrar, 
salary 35 Guineas. Two Prosectors of Anatomy, Ward Clerks, 
•and Post-mortem Clerks, according to merit. 

Further information may also be obtained from Mr. J. 
Adams, Treasurer, 10, Finsbury-circus, E.C.; Mr. Rivington, 
Dean, 22, Finsbury-square, E.C.; or Mr. Yfaren Tay, Vice- 
Dean, 10, Finsbury-pavement, E.C. 

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 
The Hospital contains upwards of 300 beds, of which 185 

are for Surgical, and 120 for Medical cases. There is a special 
department for Cancer cases, affording accommodation for 33 
in-patients, whose period of residence in the Hospital is un- 
Rmited. ^ W^ards are also appropriated for the reception of cases 
of Uterine Disease and of Syphihs, and beds are set apart for 
patients suffering from Diseases of the Eye. 

Special attention is bestowed on the Clinical Instruction of 
the Students, both in the wards and out-patient-rooms. Three 
Clinical Prizes, including the Governors’ Prize of twenty 
guineas, are annually awarded to those Students who pass the 
most satisfactory examination at the bedside and in the post¬ 
mortem room. Class Prizes are also given, and six resident 
chnieffi appointments are annually awarded, after competitive 
examination, to Students who have completed their educa¬ 
tion, and complied with the regulations of the School. The 
officers thus appointed reside and board in the Hospital free 
of expense. 

The College Tutor assists aU general Students free of charge, 
especially those who are preparing for examination, and his 
daily instruction is arranged with a view to avoid the necessity 
of Students obtaining any private teaching apart from that of 
the Medical School. 

The fee for attendance on the Hospital Practice and Lectures 
reqmred by the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and the 
Society of Apothecaries is £90, which may be paid by instal¬ 
ments. j j 

The Introductory Address will be delivered by Dr. Liyeino’ 
on Friday, October 1, at 3 p.m. 

ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. 
^ The admission fee to Hospital Practice and aU the Lectures 
IS £40 for the first year, and a similar sum for the second, and 
£10 for each succeeding year ; or £90 at one payment for iin- 
limited attendance. Special entries may be made to any course 
of lectures, or to the Hospital Practice. 

All Students have the opportunity afforded them of being 
•engaged in the performance of practical duties in connexion 
with the Medical, Surgical, Obstetric, Special, and Patholo- 
.gical departments of the Hospital. 

There are special departments for Diseases of the Eye, Dis¬ 
eases of Women and Children, Vaccination, Diseases of the 
Skin, and Diseases of the Teeth. 

Prizes and Appointments.~Tl\& WiUiam Tite Scholarship, 
awarded every third year: A Scholarship has been founded by 

E.R.S., the proceeds of £1000 Consols, 
tenable for three years, on proof of continued residence and good 
oonduct. Preference, in case of equality between students, to 
he given to the son of a Medical man, and more particularly of 
one who has been educated at St. Thomas’s Hospital, or is in 
practice at Bath. To the three most distingnished pupils for 
general proficiency, the following Prizes are awarded at the 
ond of the Session 1869-70 First Year’s Students—1st. The 
Wm. Tite Scholarship; 2nd. A College Prize of £20 ; 3rd. 
Ditto of £10. Second Year’s Students—1st. A College Prize 
of £302nd. Ditto of £20; 3rd. Ditto of £10. Clinical and 
Obstetrical Clerks and Dressers are selected according to merit 
from_among Second Year’s Students. The Dressers and Ob- 
Btetrical Clerks are provided with rooms and commons durino" 
Ricir period of attendance in the Hospital free of expens^. 
ihxrd Year’s Students—1st. A College Prize of £30; 2nd. 

itto of £20; 3rd. Ditto of £10. The Cheselden Medal, 

founded by Georg-e Vaughan, Esq., is awarded in respect of a 
Special Examination in Surgery and Surgical Anatomy. The 
Treasurer s Gold Medal is given annually for general pro¬ 
ficiency and good conduct. The Grainger Testimonial Prize, 
of the value of £20, will be awarded biennially to the Third or 
Fourth Year’s Students for a Physiological Essay, to be illus¬ 
trated by preparations. 

The House-Surgeons and Resident Accoucheur are chosen 
from gentlemen who have obtained their Professional diplomas. 
AU are provided with rooms and commons. The two offices of 
Medical Registrar and Surgical Registrar are from time to 
time_ fiUed from among gentlemen who have completed their 
studies in the School. Each Registrar, on completing his 
Annual Report to the sati.sfaction of the Physicians and Sur¬ 
geons, receives a gratuity of £40. If the two offices are held 
by one person, he then receives, on completing his Reports as 
above, a gratuity of £80. 

The Tutor in Arts is Mr. S. Hague, LL.B., B.A. Lond. 
For further information, apply to Mr. Whitfield, Medical 

Secretary, the Manor House, St. Thomas’s Hospital, Newing¬ 
ton, London, S.E. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON. 
The fee for Lectures and Hospital Practice required by the 

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and the Society of 
Apothecaries may be paid at once or distributed in pajrment 
oyer three years, as foUows First Winter Session, £37 10s.; 
First Summer Session, £16 16s.; Second Winter Session, 
£26 5s.; Second Summer Session, £7 78.; Tliird Summer Session, 
£7 7s.; total, £95 5a. 

Entrance Exhibitions.—Three entrance Exhibitions, of the 
respective values of £30, £20, and £10 per annum, tenable for 
two years, are annuaUy awarded, uj)on examination by writ¬ 
ten papers, to gentlemen who are about to commence their 
first winter’s attendance in a Medical School. The subjects 
of the examinations are; Classics, Elementary Mathematics, 
Natural Philosophy, and either French or German at the 
option of the Candidate. The next examination will take 
place at the CoUege on September 28 and 29. Notice of 
intention to compete, with a statement of the modem language 
in wliich the Candidate wishes to be examined, must be left 
addressed to the Secretary, not later than 2 p.m. on Saturday, 
Sejitember 25, at the office of the CoUege, where the Regrdations 
may be obtained. 

Scholarships and Exhibitions.—The Atkinson Morley Surgical 
Scholarship, of £45, tenable for three years, is annuaUy 
awarded to the Student who, upon examination, is found to 
possess the ^'eatest proficiency in the Theory and Practice of 
Surgery. FilUter Exhibition: A Prize of £30 is awarded 
annuaUy, in July, to the most proficient Student in the class of 
Pathological Anatomy. 

Medals and Prizes.—Dr. FeUowes’s CUnieal Medals, one Gold 
and one SUver, awarded at the end of the Winter and of 
the Summer Session to PupUs who have most distingmished 
themselves by reports and observations on the Medical cases in 
the Hospital. The Liston Gold Medal is awarded at the end 
of the Summer Session to the PupU who has most distinguished 
himself by reports and observations on the Surgical cases in 
the Hospital. 

Class Medals and Prizes.—Besides the above. Gold and SUver 
Medals or other Prizes are awarded in each class. 

The Appointments of Assistant Curator to the Museum of 
Anatomy and Pathology, of Demonstrators of Anatomy, and 
of Resident Medical Officer to the Hospital—aU of which 
have emoluments attached to them—are almost invariably 
conferred upon Students of the CoUege. 

Offices in the Hospital tenable by Students.—Physicians’ Assist¬ 
ants, House-Surgeons, Midwifery Assistants, Physicians’ Clerks, 
Surgeons’ Dressers, and Ophthalmic Surgeons’ Assistants are 
selected from the Pupils, without additional fees. The 
Physicians’ Assistants, Obstetric Assistant, and House-Surgeons 
reside in the Hospital, paying for their board. 

Eurther information maybe obtained at the office of University 
CoUege, Gower-street, W.C, 

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL. 
The Entry Fee to Lectures and Hosjxital Practice required 

by the CoUeges of Physicians and Surgeons and the Society 
of Apothecaries may be paid in three instalments—£35 at the 
commencement of the first year, £30 at the commencement of 
the second, and £10 at the commencement of the third year. 

Prize Appointments and Prizes.—The offices of House-Physician 
and House-Surgeon are open to competition amongst Gentle¬ 
men who have been educated at the Hospital, and who are 
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qiialiiiecl to practise mider the Medical Registration Act. 
The House-Physician and House-Surgeon are provided with 
hoard and lodging in the Hospital free of expense. Assistant- 
House-Surgeon : Is appointed from among the Senior Students 
by Examination. Clinical Clerks and Dressers: These ap¬ 
pointments are conferred upon the most diligent students. 

Prizes.—A Prize of Books or Instruments for each of the 
Winter and Summer Courses. A Clinical Medicine Prize 
of the value of 5 gidneas. A Clinical Surgery Prize of similar 
value. Clabon Prize of the value of 5 guineas for General 
Proficiency to first-year students. A special Prize wiU be given 
for Clinical Midwifery by the Westminster Maternity Charity. 
Chadwick Prize for General Proficiency. A sum of 20 guineas 
will be awarded, in one or more Prizes, to the most meritorious 
Student or Students who are attending Lectures and Hospital 
Practice for the second or third year. 

Further information may be obtained from the Dean, Mr. 
Holthouse. 

ENGLISH PEOVINCIAL SCHOOLS AND 
HOSPITALS. 

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, BIRMINGHAM. 

Professors of the Medical Facultij.—Winter Courses: Medi¬ 
cine, Dr. James Russell, Dr. Balthazar W. Foster; Surgery, 
Mr. Oliver Pemberton, Mr. Eurneaux Jordan; Anatomy, Mr. 
Charles J. Bracey, M.B. Lond., and J. F. West, F.R.C.S.; Phy¬ 
siology, Dr. Richard Norris, Mr. T. H. Bartleet, M.B. Lond. ; 
Chemisti'y, Dr. Alfred Hill, F.C.S.; Demonstrators of Anatomy, 
Mr. James Hinds, M.B. Lond., and Mr. William Thomas, M.B. 
Lond. Summer Courses : Midwiferj^, Mr. John Clay, Mr. John 
Bassett; Diseases of Women and Children, Mr. Samuel Berry 
and Dr. R. C. R. Jordan ; Forensic Medicine and Toxicology, 
Mr. Thomas Swain and Dr. Alfred Hill; Practical Chemistry, 
Mr. Alfred Anderson, F.C.S.; Botany, Dr. William Hinds; 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Mr. J. St. S. Wilders and 
Mr. Edward Mackey, M.B. Lond.; Ophthalmic Surgery, Mr. 
J. Vose Solomon; Dental Surgery, Mr. Thos. Howkins ; Com¬ 
parative Anatomy, Dr. Thomas Savage; Medical Tutor and 
Registrar, Mr. James Hinds, M.B. Lond. 

Hospital Practice may be attended at either the General 
Hospital or the Queen’s Hospital, which are equidistant from 
the College. 

Admission of Students.—Students may enter’—1st, as Matri¬ 
culated Students; 2nd, as Occasional Students, or those who 
enter for one or more courses of Lectures; 3rd, as Junior 
Students to prepare for the Matriculation Examination of the 
London University, or any of the Preliminary Examinations 
of the Licensing Boards. 

Resident Students.—Students may reside within the College, 
where they will be provided with rooms and board, and will be 
under the supervision of the Warden and Resident Tutors. 
Resident Students are expected to attend the College Chapel, 
unless specially exempted by the Warden. 

Resident Tutors.—Rey. W. H. Boulton, M.A., Rev. H. G. 
Cundy, M.A., and Dr. James Hinds. 

Scholarships and Prizes.—Two Warneford Scholarships, the 
Sands Cox Prize (value of £20), the Warden’s Prize (of the 
value of five guineas), the Percy Prize (books of the value of 
five guineas), and Class Prizes, Medals, and Certificates of 
Honour are awarded annually. 

Fees.—Composition Fee for aU the Lectures required by the 
University of London, the Royal College of Physicians, the 
Royal Colleges of Surgeons, and the Apothecaries’ Society, 
fifty guineas, payable by two equal instalments : the first on 
entrance, and the second at the commencement of the second 
year. Fees for the Winter Courses are £5; for the Summer 
(wnth the exception of Midwifery, £o), £4 or £3 3s. Fees for 
Resident Students, for rooms and commons, £50 per annum. 

The pro.spoctus of the Medical Department, and further in¬ 
formation, may be obtained by application to the Rev. the 
Warden, at the College ; or to Professor Foster, M.D., 4, Old- 
square, Birmingham, Physician to the General Hospital; or to 
Professor Furneaux J ordan, Colmore-row, Birmingham, Surgeon 
to the Queen’s Hospital. 

QUEEN’S HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM. 

Physicians, Dr. Fleming, Dr. Johnston, Dr. Heslop. Sur¬ 
geons, Messrs. West, Gamgee, Furneaux Jordan, J. St. S. 
Wilders. Dental Surgeon, Mr. S. A. Parker. Resident Phy¬ 
sician, Dr. Sawyer. Resident Surgeon, Dr. Jolly. 

Fees.—Medical and Surgical Practice, four years, £26 os. ; 
one year, £11 11s. ; six months, £7 7s. ; Dental fee (optional), 
£2 2s. 

The respective offices of Re.sident Pupils (with Board and 
Lodging), Physicians’ Clerks and Surgeons’ Dressers, are filled 
up by the Physicians and Surgeons from among the Students 
without extra fee. Clinical Lectures and Instruction are de¬ 
livered daily at the Hospital by the Physicians and Surgeons. 

GENERAL HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM. 

Physicians, Dr. BeU Fletcher, Dr. Russell, Dr. Wade, Dr. 
Foster. Surgeons, Mr. Alfred Baker, Mr. Oliver Pemberton, 
Mr. T. H. Bartleet, Mr. W. P. Goodall. Resident Physician 
and Tutor, Dr. Welch. Resident Surgeon, Mr. Addenbrooke. 

Fees.—^Medical Practice, six months, £7 7s.; twelve months, 
£10 10s. ; eighteen months, the term required for the Licence 
of the College of Physicians and the Society of Apothecaries, 
£12 12s. Sm’gical Practice, six months, £10 lOs.; twelve 
months, £12 12s.; eighteen months, £17 17s.; three years, or 
the period required by the College of Surgeons, £26 5s. No 
Extra Fees for Clerkships and Dresserships. 

Clinical Lectures are delivered by the Physicians and 
Surgeons every week during the Session. 

BRISTOL MEDICAL SCHOOL, SESSION 1869-70. 

The Winter Session will commence on Friday, October 1, 
1869. Medicine, Dr. Martyn and Dr. Fox. Surgery, Mr. Coo 
and Mr. Leonard. General Anatomy and Physiology, Messrs. 
Atchley and Steele. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Mr. 
Lansdown and Mr. Tibbits. Superintendence of Dissections, 
Messrs. Ludlow, Dowsou, and Dobson. Chemistry, Mr. 
Coomber. 

The Summer Session will commence on May 2, 1870. Mid- 
Avifery and Diseases of Women, Dr. J. G. Swayne. Forensic 
Medicine, Dr. H. Marshall. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, 
Dr. G. F. Burder. Botany, Mr. A. Leipner. Practical 
Chemistry, Mr. Coomber. 

Fee for perpetual attendance on all the above Courses, 
£52 10s. 

Competitive Examinations are held amongst students of the 
first, second, and third years respectively; and prizes of money, 
instruments, and books, are annually awarded. 

Medical and Surgical Hospital Practice and Clinical Lec¬ 
tures are attended at the Royal Infirmary or at the General 
Hoispital. 

Further information may be obtained on application to the 
Honorary Secretary, Dr. G. F. Biu’der. 

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY. 

The Infirmary coutains 242 bods. Physicians, Dr. Brittan, 
Dr. Fairbrother, Dr. Fox, Dr. Beddoe. Surgeons, Mr. Prichard, 
Mr. Bernard, Mr. Leonard, Mr. Clark, and Mr. Tibbits. 

Fees.—For one year, Surg'eon’s pupil, £12 12s.; Dresser 
(extra fee) £12 12s. For two years (at one payment). Sur¬ 
geon’s pupil, £21; Dresser (extra fee), £21. For three 
years (at one payment), Surgeon’s pupil, £26 5s.; Dresser, 
(extra fee), £26 5s. Dressers reside in the House in weekly 
rotation. Physician’s pupil, for six months, £8; one year, 
£15; eighteen months, £20; perpetual, £25. Clinical Clerks 
are appointed without extra fee. A Gold Medal and other 
Prizes are awarded annually. Patients admitted in 1863 : In¬ 
patients, 2615; out-patients, 23,121 ; total, 25,736. 

BRISTOL GENERAL HOSPITAL. 

The Hospital contains 130 beds. Physicians, Dr. Martyn, 
Dr. Burder, Dr. Fripp. Surgeons, Mr. Coe, Mr. Lansdown, Dr. 
H. Marshall, Mr. G. F. Atchley. Physician-Accoucheur, Dr. 
Swayne. Two Scholarships of £15 each are awarded annually, 
and a Prize of Twenty Guineas is given to the Hospital 
Student who is successful in the third year’s Competition at the 

School. 
Fees.—Medical or Surgical Practice, for six months, £6 ; 

one year, £10; perpetual, 20. Extra fee for Clinical Clerk 
or Dresser, £5 5s. for six months. Library fee, £1 Is. per 
annum. Dressers reside in the Hospital by rotation and free 
of expense. 

Resident Pupils (including Board, Lodging, and Washing), 
£100 for the first year, £60 for each subseqiient year. Or for 
five years, with apprenticeship to the Hospital, £260. 

Further information wiU be afforded by Mr. Atchley on 
application being made to him at the Hospital. 
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HULL AND EAST-EIDING SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
AND ANATOMY, KINGSTON-SQUAEE, SESSION 
1869-70. 

The Winter Session will commence on Friday, October 1, 
1869. Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, by Mr. E. M. 
Graven and Mr. Eudd. Anatomy and Anatomical Demonstra¬ 
tions, by Mr. Nicholson. Principles and Practice of Medicine, 
by Dr. Elliott. Principles and Practice of Siirgery, by Dr. 
King. Chemistry, by Mr. Walton. 

The^ Summer Session commences May 1, 1870. Midwifery 
and Diseases of Women and Children, by Mr. Henry Gibson. 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, by Mr. Holden and Mr. 
Henson. Forensic Medicine, by Mr. T. M. Evans. Botany, 
by Mr. Niven. Chemistry, by Mr. Walton. Pepetual fee to 
all the Lectures except Chemistry, £42. 

The Hospital contains 152 beds .".ird is recognised by all the 
Examining Boards. Chnical Lectures are given at the Hos¬ 
pital twice a week ; On Medicine, by Sir H. Cooper, Dr. Daly, 
and Dr. EUiott; on Surgery, by Dr. Lunn, Mr. Craven, and 
Dr. King. Perpetual Fee for attendance on the Medical and 
Surgical Practice, £21. Chnical Lectures, £1 Is. Application 
for Tickets may be made to Mr. E. M. Craven. 

LEEDS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. 
The Winter Session will commence on Monday, October 4, 

1869. Anatomy, by James Seaton, M.E.C.S., Eobert T. Land, 
M.D., M.E.C.S., and John A. Nunneley, M.B., M.E.C.S. 
Physiology, by William HaU, M.E.C.S., and Thomas E. 
Jessop, F.E.C.S. Principles and Practice of Medicine, by 
Charles Chadwick, M.D., F.E.C.P., John D. Heaton, M.D., 
F. E.C.P., and T. C. Allbutt, M.A., M.D., F.L.S. Principles 
and Practice of Siirgery, by Samuel Hey, F.E.C.S., Claudius 
G. Wheelhouse, F.E.C.S., and T. Pridgin Teale, M.A., F.E.C.S. 
Chemistry, by J. Chapman Wilson, F.C.S. Materia Medica, 
by JohnEdchson, M.D. Midwifery, by W. Nicholson Price, 
M.E.C.S., and W. Flail, M.E.C.S. Forensic Medicine, by 
Thomas Scattergood, M.E.C.S. Botany, by Edward Atkinson. 
M.E.C.S., F.L.S. Comparative Anatomy, by C. G. Wheel- 
house, F.E.C.S., and T. C. AUbutt, M.A., M.D., F.L.S. 
Assistant-Demonstrators of Anatomy, Eobert Parr Oglesby, 
M.E.C.S., and Charles James Wright, M.E.C.S. Demon¬ 
strations in Operative Surgery, by Messrs. S. Hey, C. G. 
Wheelhouse, and T. Pridgin Teale. Demonstrations of Skin 
Diseases, by Dr. Allbutt, at the Infirmary. OphthalmoscoxDic 
Demonstrations, by Mr. T. Pridgin Teale.—N.B. The Chnical 
Lectures are given in the General Infirmary, in conformity 
with the Eegulations of the Eoyal College of Siirgeons and 
the Apothecaries’ Hah. Total fees, entitling to ah the Lec¬ 
tures (except Practical Chemistry) and Hospital Practice re¬ 
quired by the Licensing Boards, £84. These fees may be paid 
at once, or in two instalments at the commencement of the first 
and second years. Fee to Practical Chemistry, £2 2s. Entrance 
Fee to Library and Eeachng-room, £1 Is., to be paid by all 
students on admission. Instruction in Vaccination, as required 
by the College of Surgeons and the Poor-law Board, is given 
by Mr. Holmes, of Burmantofts, one of the Public Vaccinators. 
Fee, £1 Is. At the close of each Session, Examinations for 
Prizes are held, when Silver and Bronze Medals, Books, and 
Certificates of Honour are presented according to merit. Two 
Chnical Prizes of £10 each, a Forensic Medicine Prize of £10, 
and two Chemical Scholarships, are awarded to Students. 

Clinical Clerkships and Dresserships.—In accordance with the 
recent requirements of the Examining Boards, it is now arranged 
that every Student in turn shall pass through the offices of 
Chnical Clerk and Dresser. No Certificate of Hospital Practice 
wih be granted to Students who have not held these offices. 

Hesideni Medical Officers.—Four House-Surgeons are elected 
for the service of the Infirmary, to work under the direction of 
the Eesident Medical Officer. They are chosen from those 
senior Students who have shown industry and skill as Dressers 
and Chnical Clerks. They are provided with private apart¬ 
ments, board, gas, and coal in the Hospital, without charge. 

For further information, apply to the Secretary, Mr. E. Atldn- 
son, 2, Albion-place. 

Honorary Medical Officers of the Hospital.—Consulting Sur¬ 
geon : Wilham Hey, F.E.C.S. Physicians : Charles Chadwick, 
M.D., F.E.C.P.; John Deakin Fleaton, M.D.. F.E.C.P.; and 
T. Chfford Ahbutt, M.A., M.D., F.L.S. Surgeons; Samuel 
Hey, F.E.C.S.; Thomas Nunneley, F.E.C.S.; C. G. Wheel- 
house, F.E.C.S. ; T. Pridgin Teale, M.A., F.E.C.S. 

Terms of Attendance upon the Hospital Practice.—The fees 
for attendance upon the Medical Practice alone, or upon the 
Surgical Practice alone, are as fohows, being the same in each 
case. One Winter Session, £7 78.; one Summer Session, £6 6s.; 

Twelve Months, £12 12s.; Eighteen Months, £15 16s. Three 
Tears, £21 ; Perpetual, £26 5s. Appheations for Medical 
Practice are to be made to Dr. Heaton, Claremont, between 9 
and 10 a.m. Apx)hcations for Surgical Practice are to be made 
to Mr. T. Pridgin Teale, 20, Park-row, between 10 and 12 a.m. 

LIVEEPOOL EOYAL INFIEMAEY SCHOOL OF 
MEDICINE. 

The Introductory Address wih be dehvered on October 1, 
1869, at 3 p.m., by Dr. Davidson. 

Hospital Practice, Poyal InfirmaryDr. Vose, 
Dr. Turnbuh, Dr. Inman. Surgeons, Mr. Stubbs, Mr. 
Bickersteth, Mr. Hakes. Assistant-Surgeon, Mr. Harrison. 
House-Surgeons, Mr. Pusey and Dr. Orton. Ilathologist, Mr. 
Banks. Dental Surgeon, Mr. Snape. 

Terms for Hospital Attendance and Chnical Lectures : — 
Medical Practice. Surgical Practice. 

For Six Months . .£5 5 0 £550 
One year . .6 6 0 6 6 0 

Lectures, Winter Session.—Medicine, Dr. Cameron. Sur¬ 
gery, Mr. Bickersteth. Physiology, Dr. Waters, Anatomy, 
Mr. Harrison. Dissections, Dr. Glynn and Mr. Banlrs. 
Chemistry, Mr. Brown. 

Lecturers, Summer Session.—Midwifery, Dr. Steele. Diseases 
of Chhdren, Dr. Gee. Materia Medica, Dr. Nevins. Medical 
Jurisprudence, Dr. E. Whittle. Toxicology and Practical 
Chemistry, Mr. Brown. Botany, (Vacant). Ophthalmic 
Medicine and Surgery, Dr. Hibbert Taylor. Comparative 
Anatomy and Zoology, Dr. Davidson. 

Exhibitions.—Eoyal Infirmary Medical Scholarship—value 
£42—consisting of Gold Medal, value £10 10s., and Six 
Months’ Free Board and Eesidence, with Clerlrship and 
Dressership, in the Eoyal Infirmary.—Four Exhibitions— 
value £31 10s. each—consisting- of Six Months’ Free Board 
and Eesidence in the Eoyal Infirmary. 

The Fee for all the Lectures required by the Coheges of 
Surgeons and Physicians and the Apothecaries’ Hall is £42, 
(exclusive of Practical Chemistry), payable in advance. 

LIVEEPOOL NOETHEEN HOSPITAL. 
The Winter Session will commence on Friday, October 1st. 

Physicians, Dr. Waters and Dr. Glynn. Surgeons, Mr. 
Manifold, Mr. Lowndes, and Mr. Branston Nash. Junior 
Surgeon, Mr. John Bradley. Dental Surgeon, Mr. J. Lloyd. 

■The Hospital contains 134 beds, which are mainly devoted 
for severe accidents and cases of acute disease. About 4500 
cases are annually treated at this Hospital, of which upwards 
of 1500 are in-patients. 

Fees for Attendance on Hospital Practice.—Perpetual, 30 gui¬ 
neas ; one year, 12 guineas ; six months, 9 guineas ; three 
months, 6 guineas. Students can enter to the Medical or 
Surgical Practice separately on payment of half the above fees. 
Attendance on the Practice of this Hospital qiialifies for all 
Examination Boards. 

For further particulars apply to the House-Surgeon, Mr. 
Orfeur. 

MANCHESTEE EOYAL SCHOOL OF IMEDICINE AND 
SUEGBEY, FAULKNEE-STEEET. 

The Vfinter Session will commence October 1, with an Intro¬ 
ductory Address by S. M. Bradley, Esq. 

Winter Session, 1869-70.—Physiology, by Mr. Smith. De¬ 
scriptive Anatomy, by Mr. Lund and Mr. Bradley. Practical 
Anatomy, by Mr. S. M. Bradley. Chemistry, by Mr. Stone. 
Principles and Practice of Medicine, by Dr. Eoberts and Dr. 
Morgan. Principles, Practice, and Operations of Surgery, by 
Mr. Southam. Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology of the 
Eye, by Mr. Hunt. 

Summer Session.—Midwifery and Diseases of Women and 
Children, Dr. Thorburn. General Pathology and Morbid Ana¬ 
tomy, by Dr. Simpson. Materia Medica, Medical Botany, and 
Therapeutics, by Mr. Somers. Forensic Medicine, by Mr. 
Harrison. Botany, by Mr. Grindon. Practical Chemistry, by 
Mr. Stone. Comparative Anatomy, by Mr. Bradley. 

Perpetual fee to the whole of the Lectures required to 
qualify for Examination at the London University, the Eoyal 
Colleges of Physicians and Siu-geons, and the Apothecaries’ 
Company, £42. 

Hospital Practice at the Eoyal Infirmary, where Clinical 
Lectures are regularly delivered by the Physicians and Sur¬ 
geons of the Institution. 

Scholarships.—In addition to prizes, amounting to 36 guineas, 
for general proficiency. Three Scholarships for perpetual stu¬ 
dents will be offered for competition—one of £20 for third year’s 
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students ; one of £15 foi’ second year’s students; one of £10 for 
first year’s students. 

Further particulars may be obtained from Mr. Soutbam ; or 
from the Vice-Registrar, Mr. Stone, at the School. 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, NEWCASTLE-UPON- 
TYNE. 

Winter Session, commencing October 4, 1869.—Anatomy and 
Physiology, Dr. Murray. Anatomy, Dr. Nesham, Mr. Arm¬ 
strong, and Mr. Russell. Medicine, Dr. Charlton and Dr. 
Embleton. Surgery, Dr. Heath. Chemistry, Mr. Man-eco. 

Simmer Session.—Midwifery, Dr. Gibson. Rotany, Mr. 
Thornhill and Dr. Amison. Medical Jurisprudence, Dr. 
Donkin. Materia Medica, Dr. Humble. Practical Chemi.stry, 
Mr. MarrecOi Operative Surgery, Dr. Heath. Pathological 
Anatomy, Dr. Gibb and Dr. Philipson. 

Fees for Lectures.—Perpetual Fee for all the Lectures 
qualifying for the Licence in Medicine, and the Mastership in 
Sm-gery, of the University of Durham, the Licence and Mem¬ 
bership of the Royal College of Phy.sicians, the Diploma of 
the College of Surgeons, and the Licence of the Apothecaries’ 
Society, and payable on entering to the first Winter Session, 
£46 4s. 

Hospital Practice.—This can be attended at the Newcastle 
Infinnary, which contains 230 beds. Midwifery at the New¬ 
castle Lying-in Hospital. 

Fees for FLospital Practice.—Twelve months, £7 7s.; Six 
Months, £5 6s. ; Three Months, £4 4s.; Perpetual Fee, 
£17 17s. ; or, if paid by instalments, first year £7 7s., second 
year £6 6s., third year £5 5s. These fees also are payable in 
advance. 

Medical Scholarships in the University of Durham.-—Four 
Scholarships, of £25 a year each, tenable each for four years. 
Two resident Clinical Clerkships, four Resident Dresserships, 
and four Non-Resident Dresserships are conferred for merit. 
Dickinson Memorial Scholarship, one, £15 for general pro¬ 
ficiency. 

College Medals.—At the end of each Session a Silver Medal 
and Certificates of Honour will be awarded in each of the 
required classes. 

Further particulars may be obtained from Dr. Embleton, 
Registrar, or Dr. Philipson, Secretary. 

SHEFFIELD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. 

The Winter Session will commence October 1, 1869. Lec¬ 
tures.—Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical, Mr. Skinner and 
Mr. A. Jackson; Demonstrations on Anatomy, Mr. Woolhouse; 
Physiology, Mr. Leeds and Mr. S. Morton; Principles and 
Practice of Medicine, Dr. Frank-Smith ; Principles and Practice 
of Surgery, Mr. W. F. Favell and Mr. Parker; Chemistry, Mr. 
Allen; Dental Mechanics, Mr. G. Mosely; Clinical Medicine, 
Dr. De Bartolome, Dr. Law, and Dr. Frank-Smith; Clinical 
Surgery, Mr. Barber, Mr. W. F. Favell, and Mr. Parker. The 
Summer Session will commence May 1, 1870. Lectures.— 
Midwifery and Diseases of Women, Dr. Keeling and Dr. Hime; 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Dr. Yomig ; Medical Juris¬ 
prudence and Toxicology, Mr. Harrison and Mr. Baker; 
Botany, Mr. Birks; Practical Chemistry, Mr. Allen; Dental 
Surgery, IMr. Merryweather; Demonstrations of Pathology 
and Microscopy, Mr. Hardy Smith (at the Infirmary); De¬ 
monstrations of Operative Surgery, Mr. Favell and Mr. 
Parker. 

Fees.—Anatomy and Physiology'-, First Course, £6 Os. ; 
Second Course, £4 4s. Practice of Medicine, Practice of Sur¬ 
gery, Fir.st Counse, £4 4s.; Second Course, £2 2s. each. Che¬ 
mistry, First Course, £4 4a. Midwifery and Diseases of W^omen, 
Materia Medica, Medical Jurisprudence, Botany, Practical 
Chemistry, First Course, £3 3s. each. Perpetual fee for attend¬ 
ance on all the Lectures required by the Royal College of 
Surg-eons and Apothecaries’ Hall, £40. 

All further infonnation may be obtained upon application to 
the Honorary Secretary, Dr. W. Frank-Smith. 

Sheffield General Infirmary.—Physicians, Dr. De Bartolome, 
Dr. Frank-Smith, Dr. Law. Surgeons, Mr. Barber, Mr. Favell, 
Mr. Parker. Hoiise-Surgeon, Mr. Batt. 

The Infirmary contains 150 beds for in-patients. 

The fees for perpetual attendance at the Infirmary are 
£15 15s. for Medical, £21 for Surgical Practice. For 12 months’ 
Medical 10 guineas; 6 months 6 guineas. For 12 months’ 
Surgical 10 guineas; 6 months G guineas. 

MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS IN 
SCOTLAND. 

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—1869-70. 
Principal—Sir Alexander Grant, Bart, LL.D. 

The Session will be publicly opened -with an Introductory 
Address by the Principal, on Tuesday, November 2, 1869. 
The Classes for the different branches of study will be opened 
as follows:— 

Faculty of Medicine.-—Dietetics, Materia Medica, and Phar¬ 
macy, on Wednesday, November 3, at 9 o’clock. Professor 
Christison, M.D.; Chemistry, Wednesday, November 3, at 10 
o’clock, Professor Crum-Brown, M.D. ; Surgery, Wednesday, 
November 3, at 10 o’clock, Professor Spence; In.stitutes of 
Medicine or Physiology, Wednesday, November 3, at 11 o’clock. 
Professor Bennett, M.D. ; Midwifery and Diseases of Women 
and Children, Wednesday, November 3, at 11 o’clock. Professor 
Sir J. Y". Simpson, Bart, M.D.; Clinical Surgery (Monday and 
Thursday), Monday, November 8, at 12 o’clock. Professor 
Lister; Clinical Medicine (Tuesday and Friday), Friday, No¬ 
vember 5, from 12 to 2 o’clock, Profe.ssors Bennett, Laycock, 
and Maclagan; Anatomy, Wednesday, November 3, at 1 
o’clock. Professor Turner, M.B.; Natural History, Professor 
Allman, M.D.; Practice of Physic, Wednesday, November 3, 
at 3 o’clock, Profe.ssor Laycock, M.D.; General Pathology, 
Wednesday, November 3, at 4 o’clock; Anatomical De¬ 
monstrations, Wednesday, November 3, at 4 o’clock. Pro¬ 
fessor Turner; Botany, Professor Balfour, M.A., M.D.; Medical 
Jurisprudence, Professor Maclagan, M.D. 

The Lectures on Botany and Medical Jurisprudence are 
given in the Summer Session. Royal Infirmary, at noon, 
daily. Practical Anatomy, Monday, October 4, under the 
superintendence of Professor Turner. Practical Chemistry, 
under the superintendence of Professor Bro-wn. Analytical 
Chemistry, under the superintendence of Professor Brown. 
Practical Physiology, under the superintendence of Professor 
Bennett. During the Summer Session, Lectures wiU be given 
on the following subjects:—Botany, by Professor Balfour. 
Practical Physiology, including Histology, by Professor 
Bennett. Medical Jurisprudence, for Medical and Law Stu¬ 
dents, by Professor Maclagan. Chnical Medicine. Clinical 
Surgery, by Professor Lister. Comparative Anatomy, by 
Professor Turner. Anatomical Demonstrations, by Professor 
Tm’ner. Practical Chemistry and Pharmacy, under the direc¬ 
tion of Professor Brown. Practical Anatomy, under the super¬ 
intendence of Professor Turner. Natural History, by Professor 
Allman. Medical Psychology, with practical instruction at an 
Asylum, by Professor Laycock. Operative Surgery, by Pro¬ 
fessor Spence. 

A Table of Fees may be seen in the Matriculation Office, and 
in the Roading--room of the Library. 

ROYAL COLLEGES OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, 
EDINBURGH. 

The Winter Session -will commence on November 2, when an 
Introductory Lecture will be delivered by Dr. Argyll Robertson. 

Winter Session, 1869-70 :7The(follo-vdng Courses of Lectures 
on Medical and Surgical Science, and also those delivered in 
the University, qualify for examination for the Diplomas of 
the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. Lectures 
commence on Wednesday, November 3. Surgery, Dr. P. H. 
Watson, Dr. Joseph Bell, and Mr. Annandale ; Chemistry (Lec¬ 
tures, Practical Chemiistry, Analytical Chemistry), Dr. Steven.son 
Macadam; Physiology, Dr. Sanders ; Clinical Medicine (Royal 
Infirmary), Drs. Sanders, Haldane, and Balfour, Dr. Matthews 
Duncan (for Diseases of Women) ; Clinical Surgery (Royal 
Infirmary), Dr. Gillespie; Anatomy (Lectui’cs, Anatomical 
Demonstrations, Practical Anatomy), Dr. P. D. Handy side; 
Medical Jurisprudence, Dr. Littlejohn; Practice of Physic, 
Dr. Rutherford Haldane; General Pathology, Dr. Grainger 
Stewart. The Practical Anatomy Rooms and Chemical La¬ 
boratories open on October 1. 

Summer Session, 1870: Classes open on Monday, Slay 2. 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Dr. Angus Macdonald ; Pa¬ 
thological Anatomy and Histology, Dr. Grainger Stewart; 
Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, Dr. 
Keillor and Dr. Matthews Duncan; Medical Jimsprudcnce, 
Dr. Littlejohn ; Clinical Medicine (Royal Infirmary), Drs. 
Sanders, Haldane, and Balfour, Dr. Matthews Duncan 
(for Diseases of Women); Clinical Surgery (Royal Infirmary), 
Dr. Gillespie; Anatomy (Practical Anatomy, Anatomical 
Demonstrations), Dr. P. D. Handyside; Chemistry (Practical 
Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry), Dr. Stevenson Macadam. 
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^ The above Courses qualify for the Royal Colleges of Physi¬ 
cians and Surgeons of Edinburgh, London, and Dublin; the 
University of Edinburgh and other Universities; and the other 
Medical and public boards. 

The minimum cost of the education in the above School for 
the double qualification of Physician and Surgeon from the 
Roj'-al Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, including the fees 
for the joint Examinations, is £90 4s., which is payable by 
yearly instalments during the period of study; whilst the mini¬ 
mum cost for the single quahfication of either Physician or 
Siu’geon, including the fee for Examination, is £80. 

Extra Winter Classes; Vaccination (six weeks’ Course), Dr. 
Husband. Clinical Diseases of Children, Drs. Keiller, Grainger 
Stewart, and Stephenson. Natural History, Dr. H. Alleyne 
Nicholson. 

Extra Summer Classes : Vaccination (six weeks’ Course), Dr. 
Husband. Clinical Diseases of Children, Drs. Keiller, Grainger 
Stewart, and Stephenson. Histology, Dr. Sanders. Operative 
Surgery and Surgical Appliances, Drs. Watson and Miller. 
Surgical Appliances and Operative Surgery, Dr. Joseph Bell. 
Surgical Pathology and Operative Surgery, Mr. Annandale. 
Diseases of the Eye, Dr. Argyll Robertson. Practical Patho- 
Rgioal Histology, Dr. Grainger Stewart. Diseases of Children, 
Dr. Stephenson. Natural History, Dr. H. Alleyne Nicholson. 

Eor further information apply to Dr. Stevenson Macadam, 
Secretary to the Medical and Surgical School. 

ROYAL INFIRMARY, EDINBURGH. 
We are informed by the Secretary of this Hospital that, as 

various changes are now going on in the Surgical Department 
of this Hospital, he is not enabled to furnish us with a correct 
account of the staff, etc. The following has hitherto been the 
scale of fees :— 

Jlospital Tickets : Perpetual, in one payment, £10; Annual, 
£5 5s.; Half-yearly, £3 3s.; Quarterly, £1 11s. 6d. Separate 
payments for two years entitle the Student to a perpetual 
ticket. 

In this Hospital a portion of the beds is set apart for Clini¬ 
cal Instruction by the Professors of the University of Edin¬ 
burgh. Courses of Clinical Medicine and Surgery are also 
given by the ordinary Physicians and Surgeon.s. 

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN. 
Faculty of Medicine—Session 1869-70. 

Winter Session, commencing on Wednesday, October 27.—■ 
Anatomy, Professor Struthers, M.D.,£3 3s. Practical Anatomy 
and Demonstrations, Professor Struthers and the Demonstrator, 
£2 2s._ Chemistry, Professor Brazier, £3 3s. Institutes of 
Medicine, Professor Ogihde, £3 3s. Surgery, Professor Pirrie, 
£3 3s.^ Practice of Medicine, Professor Macrobin, M.D., £3 3s. 
Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, Professor 
Inglis, £3 3s. Zoology, with Comparative Anatomy, Professor 
Nicol, £3 3s. Medical Jurisprudence, Professor Ogston, £3 3s. 

Summer Session, commencing on the first Monday in May.— 
Botany, Professor Dickie, £3 3s. Materia Medica (100 
Lectures), Professor Harvey, £3 3s. Practical Anatomy and 
Demonstrations, Professor Struthers and the Demonstrator, 
£2 2s. Practical Chemistry, Professor Brazier, £3 3s. Zoology, 
with Comparative Anatomy, Professor Nicol, £3 3s. 

Matriculation Fee for the Winter and Summer Sessions, £1. 
Eor the Summer Session alone, 10s. 

Royal Infirmary.—Perpetual Fee to Hospital Practice, £6 ; 
or First Year, £3 10s.; Second Year, £3. Clinical Medicine, 
Drs. Harvey and Smith, £3 3s. Chnical Surgery, Drs. Keith 
and Pirrie, £3 3s. 

General Dispensary, and Lying-in and Vaccine Institution: 
Daily. Royal Lunatic Asylum: Clinical Instruction is given 
for Three Months in the year. 

Eye Institution : Daily. Clinical Instraction is given on the 
Diseases of the Eye and on the application of the Ophthalmo¬ 
scope. 

Eor further information, apply to Dr. Macrobin, Dean of 
the Faculty of Medicine. 

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW. 
_ Faculty of Medicine.—The Classes open for the Winter Ses¬ 

sion on 'Tuesday, October 26, 1869, when an Introductory Lec¬ 
ture will be given by Professor Anderson. 

Chemistry, Practical Chemistry, and Chemical Laboratory, 
Dr. Anderson, £3 3s. Practice of Physic, Dr. Gairdner, £3 3s. 
Anatomy, Anatomical Demonstrations, and Practical Anatomy, 
Dr. Allen Thomson and Demonstrator, £8 8s. Materia Medica, 
Dr. Cowan, £3 3s. Forensic Medicine, Dr. Rainy, £3 3s. Sur- 
gery, £3 3s. Midwifery, Dr. Leishman, £6 3s. Institutes of 

Medicine, Dr. A. Buchanan, £3 3s. Clinical Medicine and 
Clinical Surgery, Physicians and Surgeons of Royal Infirmary. 

Further information may be obtained from the Registrar of 
the University. 

ANDERSON’S UNIVERSITY, GEORGE-STREET, 
GLASGOW. 

Winter Session 1869 opens October 26. 
Chemistry, Practical Chemistry, and Laboratory, Dr. Penny ; 

Surgery, D. G. H. B. Macleod; Institutes of Medicine 
(Physiology), Dr. Watson; Anatomy, Anatomical Demon¬ 
strations, Practical Anatomy, or Dissection, Dr. G. Buchanan; 
Practice of Medicine, Dr. M‘CaIl Anderson; Materia Medica, 
Dr. Morton ; Hospital Practice in Royal Infirmary ; Chnical 
Lectures in Royal Infirmary. 

Summer Session. 

Midwifery, Dr. J. G. Wilson; Medical Jurisprudence, Dr. 
P. A. Simpson ; Surgical Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, Osteo¬ 
logy for beginners. Dr. George Buchanan; Practical Che¬ 
mistry, Dr. Penny; Operative Surgery, Dr. G. H. B. Macleod. 

Class Fees: For each of the above Courses of Lectures, first 
Session, £2 2s.; second Session, £1 Is.; afterwards free. 

Anatomy Class Fees: For both Courses (Lectures and De¬ 
monstrations), first Session, £4 4s.; second Session, £4 4s.; 
afterwards free. 

Practical Anatomy: The Dissecting-room is free for two 
Sessions to those who attend both Com’ses of Anatomy. After 
the second year the fee for Practical Anatomy is £1 Is. per 
Session. 

The Fees for all the Lectures and Hospital Practice required 
of Candidates for the Diplomas of Physician and Surgeon 
amount to £40. 

GLASGOW ROYAL INFIRMARY., 
The Winter Session commences on November 1, 1869. Phy¬ 

sicians, Drs. W. J. Gairdner, Steven, Perry, and McCall Ander¬ 
son. Surgeons, Drs. E. Watson, Dewar, Macleod, and G. 
Buchanan. Fever Physician, Dr. James Maclaren. 

Number of beds, 583. 
Besides the Clinical Instruction given at the bedside. Lec¬ 

tures on the Cases are given four times weekly, at 9 a.m,, 
during the Winter and Summer Sessions. Chnical Medical 
Lectures on Mondays and Thursdays. Chnical Surgical Lec¬ 
tures on Tuesdays and Fridays. Regular Operating days— 
Wednesdays and Saturdays. 

The valuable Pathological Museum is open to ah Students 
who desire to examine the Preparations. 

Four Physicians’ Assistants and Four Surgeons’ Assistants 
perform the duties of House-Physicians and House-Surgeons. 
This office, held for one year, is open to Students of the fourth 
year. They are lodged and boarded in the Hospital for £25 
per annum. Dressers to the Surgical Wards and Clerks to the 
Dispensary are appointed without fee. 

Dis2oensary.—Physicians, Drs. P. A. Simpson and Alex. Lind¬ 
say. Extra-Physicians, Drs. Charteris and McCall Anderson. 
Surgeons, Drs. Dunlop and Patterson. Extra Surgeons, Drs. 
Smart and R. Watson. 

Fees admitting to the Medical and Surgical Practice and the 
Chnical Lectures :•—For a Pei-petual Ticket, £10 10s. Or, for 
the First Year, £5 5s.; Second Year, £5 5s.; Third and Per¬ 
petual, £1 Is. Practical Pharmacy, Six Months, £3 3s. 

Medical Superintendent, Dr. M. Thomas. Secretary, Mr. 
H; Lamond, 64, West Regent-street. 

SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS IN IRELAND. 

SCHOOL OF PHYSIC, UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN. 
The School was estabhshed by Act of the Irish Parhament 

40th George III. cap. 84, and is under the joint government 
of the Board of Trinity Cohege and the King and Queen’s 
College of Physicians. 

Institutes of Medicine, Professor Law. Materia Medica and 
Pharmacy, Professor A. Smith. Surg-ery, Professor R. Smith. 
Anatomy and Surgery, Professor M’Dowel. Practical Ana¬ 
tomy, Dr. Bennett. Chemistry, Professor Apjohn. Practice 
of Medicine, Professor Moore. Midwifery, Professor Sinclair. 
Botany, Dr. E. Perceval Wright. Medical Jurisprudence, 
Professor Travers. Hospital Practice and Chnical Lectures at 
Su' Patrick Dun’s Hospital. 

SIR PATRICK DUN’S HOSPITAL. 
Consulting Physician, Wihiam Stokes, M.D., Regius Pro¬ 

fessor of Physic. Consulting Surgeon, Robert Adams, M.Ch., 
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Regius Professor of Surgery. The Clinical Lectures in Medi¬ 
cine and Surgery are delivered by Physicians Robert Law, 
M.D., King’s Professor of the In.stitutes of Medicine ; William 
Moore, M.D., King’s Professor of the Practice of Medicine ; 
Aquilla Smith, M.D., King’s Professor of Materia Medica and 
Pharmacy; Edward B. Sinclair, M.D., King’s Professor of 
Mid’tvifery. Surgeons, Benjamin G-. M’Dowel, M.Ch., Univer¬ 
sity Professor of Anatomy and Chirurgery ; Robert W. Smith, 
M.Ch., Trinity College Professor of Surgery; Edward H. 
Bennett, M.Ch., University Anatomist; Richard G-. Butcher, 
M.D., University Lecturer in Practical Surgery. The Physi¬ 
cians and Surgeons attend for Clinical Instruction on alternate 
days. 

Hospital Fee for twelve months, including nine months’ 
Clinical Lectures, nine guineas. Attendance on this Hospital 
is recognised by all Licensing Bodies. 

THE QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY IN IRELAND—QUEEN’S 
COLLEGE, BELFAST, FACULTY OF MEDICINE. 

The Lectures will commence on Tuesday, November 2. 
Anatomy and Physiology, Dr. P. Redfern. Chemistry, Dr. 
Thomas Andrews. Practice of Medicine, Dr. James Cuming. 
Practice of Surgery, Dr. A. Gordon. Materia Medica, Dr. 
J. S. Reid. Midwifery, Dr. R. F. DiU. Medical Jurisprudence, 
Dr. J. F. Hodges. Natural Philosophy, Dr. Everett. Zoology 
and Botany, Dr. Wy\ille Thomson. The Demonstrations in 
Anatomy are delivered by Dr. Charles. The Courses of Botany 
and Practical Chemistry, and a Second Course of Experimental 
Physics, will commence in May. 

Fees.—Anatomy and Physiology—First Course, £3; each 
subsequent course, £2. Anatomical Demonstrations and 
Practical Anatomy—Each Course, £3. Practical Chemistry 
£3. Other Medical Lectures—First Course, £2; each subse¬ 
quent Course, £1. 

Two Medical Scholarships are awarded to the Students of 
each year of the Medical course. The Examinations commence 
on October 19. 

Belfast General Hospital.—Fees for Clinical Instruction— 
First year, £4 4s.; second year, £3 3s.; third year, £2 2s.; 
for two years in advance, £6 6s. Hospital Fee, £1 Is. per 
annum. Three resident pupils are appointed by examination. 

Belfast Lying-in Hospital.—Fee for the Session, £3 3s. 

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, CORK.—FACULTY OF 
MEDICINE.—Session 1869-70. 

Anatomy, Physiology, and Practical Anatomy, Dr. J. H. 
Corbett. Practice of Medicine, Dr. C. O’Connor. Practice 
of Surgery, Dr. W. Tanner. Materia Medica, Dr. P. O’Leary. 
Midwifery, Dr. J. R. Harvey. Natural Philosophy, Mr. John 
England. Chemistry and Practical Chemistry, Dr. J. Blyth. 
Zoology and Botany, Dr. J. R. Greene. Modern Languages, 
Mr. R. De Vericour. Clinical Medicine and Clinical Surgery, 
at the North and South Infirmaries, by the Physicians and 
Surgeons of these Institutions. Clinical Midwifery, at the 
Lying-in Hospital. The Medical Session wiU be opened on 
Tuesday, November 2, 1869, and the Lectures will commence 
on the same day. 

Eight Scholarships, value £25 each, are awarded to Students 
of Medicine. 

For fui’ther information apply to Mr. Robert J ohn Kenny, 
Registrar. 

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, GALWAY.—FACULTY OF 
MEDICINE. 

Anatomy and Physiology, and Practical Anatomy, Dr. 
Cleland. Practice of Medicine, Dr. N. Colahan. Practice of 
Surgery, Dr. J. V. Brown. Demonstrator, Dr. Ward. Materia 
Medica and Medical Jurisprudence, Mr. S. M'Coy. Midwifery 
and Diseases of Women and Children, Dr. R. Doherty. 
Chemistry, Dr. T. H. Rowney. Natural Philosophy, Dr. 
A. H. Curtis. Botany and Zoology, Dr. A. G. Melville. 
Logic and Mental Philosophy, Dr. T. W. Moffett. The County 
Galway Infirmary, Town, and Union Hospitals are in the 
immediate vicinity of the Queen’s College. They are visited 
every morning by Professors of the College, who deliver 
Clinical Lectures. 

Eight Scholarships of the value of £25 each, and Exhibi¬ 
tions varying in value from £10 to £18, are appropriated to 
Students pursuing the Course for the Degree of M.D. 

Fees.—Anatomy and Physiology, £3, First Session; after¬ 
wards, £2. Practical Anatomy, £3 ; Practical Chemistry, £3 ; 
Operative Surgery, £3; other Classes, £1 for each Course 
extending over one Term only—£2 for each Course extending 
over more than one Term—and £ 1 for each reattendance on 

the same. The College Session is divided into three Terms. 
The first Term commences on October 20, 1869, and ends on 
December 23, 1869. 

For further information, apply to the Registrar, W. Lup- 
ton, M.A. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN IRELAND.— 
SCHOOL OF SURGERY.—Session 1869-70. 

The public Lectures and the usual Winter Course will com¬ 
mence on Monday, November 1. Anatomy and Physiology, 
Dr. Mapother. Descriptive Anatomy, Dr. Bevan and Mr. 
Morgan. Surgeiy, Mr. Hargrave and Dr. J. S. Hughes. 
Practice of Medicine, Dr. Benson. Chemistry, Dr. Barker. 
Materia Medica, Dr. Macnamara. Midwifery, Dr. Sawyer. 
Medical Jurisprudence, Dr. Geoghegan. Practical Chemistry, 
Dr. Barker. Botany, Dr. Minchin. Hygiene, Dr. Cameron. 
Dissections under the direction of the Professors of Anatomy, 
and the Demonstrators, Drs. Croly, Stoney, Hewitt, S. Hewitt, 
Stoker, Kelly, and Ormsby, commence on Monday, October 4. 

The Summer Session commences in April and terminates in 
July, including Materia Medica, Medical Jurisprudence, 
Botany, Practical Chemistry, Midwifery, and Hygiene. 

The fee for each of the above Courses is £3 3s., except Com¬ 
parative Anatomy, which is free. Practical Instruction in 
Operative Surgery is given by the Professors of Surgery, sepa¬ 
rate from the Surgical Lectures. Fee £5 5s. 

For further information application to be made to the 
Registrar, John Brcnnen, Esq., at the College. 

DR. STEEVENS’ HOSPITAL, DUBLIN, 
Contains 250 beds, with distinct Wards for Fever, Syphilis, 
Diseases of the Eye, and Diseases of Females. There is also 
in connexion with the Hospital a Maternity Department, and 
an extensive Dispensary for out-patients. Systematic Courses 
of Lectures are delivered during the Winter and Summer 
Sessions on all subjects required by the Colleges, Halls, and 
the Public Service. Students enjoy the advantages of a 
Reading-room, Museum, and Lending Libraiy. There is 
accommodation in the Hospital for two Medical and six 
Siu’gical Resident Pupils as Dressers. Fee, £21, including 
Hospital Certificate. Special Private Classes are held for the 
preparation of Gentlemen for the Licensing Bodies and Com¬ 
petitive Examinations. Senior Middle and Junior Exhibitions 
will be awarded at the end of the Session to those whose 
answering exhibits general proficiency in every branch 
of their Professional studies. There wifi, also be Prizes 
for the best reports of Cases which have occurred in the 
Hospital during the session. Two Midwifery Assistants are 
each year (month of November) selected by Competitive 
Examination, salary £30 per annum. The Dissecting Rooms 
will be opened on October 1 for Practical Anatomy. The 
Lecturers and Demonstrators attend throughout the day. The 
Sessional Courses of Lectures will commence on the 1st Monday 
in November. Fees—Hospital, £7 7s. ; Lectures, £3 3s. each 
Course; Perpetual to aU Educational Courses required by 
Colleges, Halls, and Public Service, 75 guineas, payable in two 
instalments. 

Further particulars on application to Dr. Swan, Resident 
Surgeon, at the Hospital; or to E. Hamilton, M.D., Secretary, 
120, Stephen’s-green. 

THE ADELAIDE HOSPITAL, PETER-STREET, 
DUBLIN. 

This Hospital contains 100 beds. There are two Wards for 
Infants and Children, and a detached Fever Hospital. Clinical 
Instruction is given by the Surgeons punctually from 9 to 10, 
and by the Physicians from 10 to 11. A complete Course of 
Lectures on Diseases of the Eye and Ear is delivered. 

p-'rizes.—Two Medical and Two Surgical Prizes will be given 
at the close of the Session. 

Resident Biqnls.—T^o Resident Pupils are selected half- 
yearly from amongst the Students attending^ the Hospital. 
Certificates of Attendance upon this Hospital are fuUy 
recognised by aff the Licensing Bodies of the United Kingdom. 
The central position of the Hospital, and its close proximity to 
the School of the Royal College of Surgeons and the Ledwich 
School, render it peculiarly convenient to Students attending 

those Institutions. 
Fee for Nine Months’ Hospital Attendance, £8 8s. ; Six 

Months’, £6 6s. ; Summer Three Months’, £3 3s. ; Perpetual 
Pupil (paid at entrance), £21. .r t-,,. 

Physicians, Henry PI. Head, ; James Little, 
M.D. Surgeons, Albert J. Walsh, M.D. ; John K. Barton, 
M.D.; Mr. Benjamin Wills Richardson. Ophthalmic and 



Aural Surgeon, J. H. Loftie Stoney, M.D. Assistant-Physician, 
Walter G-. Smith, L.K. and Q.C.P., L.R.C.S.I. 

Further particulars can be obtained from Dr. Little, 
24, Lower Baggot-street: or any of the other members of the 
Medical Staff. 

CARMICHAEL (FORMERLY RICHMOND HOSPITAL) 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. 

The Winter Courses of Lectures commence in November. 
The following are the courses of Lectures :—Theory and 
Practice of Surgery, and Operative Surgery, Mr. W. Stokes; 
Theory and Practice of Medicine, Dr. Cruise and Dr. G-ordon ; 
Anatomy and Physiology, Mr. Curran; Anatomy, Descriptive, 
Practical, and Surgical, Dr. Corley; Chemistry, Theoretical 
and Practical, Dr. Davy ; Midwifery and Diseases of Women 
and Children, Dr. Jennings. Dissections are superintended 
by Messrs. Currain, Corley, Purser, Shaw, Madden, Mayne, and 
Clarke. 

Carmichael Premiums.—Premiums to the value of £60, on 
the foundation of the late Richard Carmichael, Esq., and the 
“ Mayne ” Scholarship, value £15, are awarded at the termina¬ 
tion of the Session. 

Simmer Session. — Lecturers : Botany, Dr. Campbell ; 
Materia Medica and Pharmacy, Dr. Frazer; Medical Juris¬ 
prudence, Dr. O’Reilly; Practical Chemistry, Dr. Davy. 

Fees.—The Fee for each Course of Lectures delivered at this 
School is £3 3s. 

LEDWICH SCHOOL OF ANATOMY, MEDICINE, AND 
SURGERY, PETER-STREET, DUBLIN. 

Founded 1810. 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, etc., Mr. E. Ledwich 

and Mr. T. P. Mason. Theory and Practice of Surgery, 
Messrs. Wharton and Barton. Surgical and Descriptive Ana¬ 
tomy, Demonstrations and Dissections, Messrs. Bright, Glan- 
viUe, and O’Leary. Theory and Practice of Medicine, Drs. 
Little and Eames. Midwifery and Diseases of Women and 
Children, Dr. J. Ringland. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, 
Dr. M'Dowell. Forensic Medicine and Hygiene, Dr. R. 
Travers. Theory of Chemistry, Practical Chemistry, and 
Natural Pliilosophy, Dr. Cameron. Botany, Dr. Maunsell. 

A Course of Operations to be performed by the Student, 
under the superintendence of the Lecturers (subjects, etc., in¬ 
cluded), £5 6s. 

Certificates of attendance on these Lectures are received by 
Trinity College, Dnblin, and all the Exafruning Boards. 

The Fee for each of the above Courses will be £3 3s. 
Further information may be obtained from any of the Lec¬ 

turers, or from Edward Ledwich, Secretary, 7, Harcourt-street, 
Dublin. 

CITY OF DUBLIN HOSPITAL. 

This Hospital is situated in Upper Baggot-street, about ten 
minutes’ walk from the Royal College of Surgeons and the 
Medical School of Trinity College, and twelve from the Led¬ 
wich Schools and the School of the Catholic University. 
Physicians, Surgeons, and Assistant-Physicians are, with three 
exceptions, either Professors or Demonstrators in the School of 
the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. The Hospital con¬ 
tains 104 beds, and accommodates about 800 intei’n patients 
annually. There are special wards for Ophthalmic Diseases, 
on which subject a special course of Lectures is delivered by 
Dr. Jacob, and for Diseases of Children. A new wing has been 
lately opened for the reception of Fever and other Infectious 
Diseases. The “Purser ” Studentship of £20 per annum (with 
apartments) is obtainable by competitive examination by all 
students, and a special certificate is granted, and medals in 
Me^dne, Surgery, and Ophthalmology are awarded by com¬ 
petitive examination in the Junior and Senior Classes. The 
fees for Hospital attendance are—Nine months, £8 8s.; six 
months, £6 6s. Summer three months, £3 3s. Perpetual, £21. 

HOSPITALS, ETC., EOR SPECIAL 
INSTEHCTIOK 

At Downing CoUege, Cambridge, every alternate year an election to a 
r ellowsmp takes place, the bolder of which must be engaged in the active 
pursuit of the studies of Law or Medicine. These Fellowships are of the 
annual value of £200, and are tenable for twelve years. They are not 
vacated by marriage, and the Fellows are not required to reside. The 
next election vdll take place in October next. A Foundation Scholar-ship 

of £50 per annum (in some cases with rooms and commons) is awarded 
annually for distinction in natural science, tenable imtil the B.A. degree, 
and in case of special merit for three years longer. Minor Scholarships of 
£40 per annum, tenable for two years, are offered each year for competition 
before entrance, and in awarding one of these considerable weight is given 
to proficiency in natural science. 

Pharmaceutical Society of G-reat Britain, Bloomsbury-squaek, 
London.—School op Pharmacy.—Session 1869-70.—The Session will com¬ 
mence on Friday, October 1, and extend to the end of July. Lectures on 
Chemistry and Pharmacy will be delivered by Professor Eedwood on 
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday mornings at nine o’clock, commencing 
on Monday, October 4. Also Lectures on Botany and Materia Medica by 
Professor Bentley. The first and second parts of this course, extending 
over the winter months, will be dehvered at 17, Bloomsbury-square, on 
Friday and Saturday mornings, at nine o’clock, commencing Friday, 
October 1. The third part of the course, on Systematic Botany, will be 
dehvered at the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Eegent’s-park. Fees : For Eegis- 
tered Apprentices and Associates of the Society, for either of the above 
courses, One Guinea; for either part separately, Half-a-Guinea. For those 
not connected with the Society, Two Guineas for either of the above 
courses; One Guinea for either part separately. Laboratory : The suite of 
Laboratories for Practical Instruction in General and Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry will be opened on Friday, October 1, under the direction of Pro¬ 
fessor Attfield. Fee for the entire Session of ten months. Twenty-five 
Guineas. The Laboratories are open from half-past nine a.m. till five p.m. 
Students can enter at any period during the Session. Two Scholarships 
(the Jacob Bell Memorial Scholarships), of £30 a year each, are open to 
competition annually in July. The Board of Examiners meet monthly to 
grant certificates of competency. For further information, apply to Mr. 
Bremridge, Secretary and Eegistrar. 

^ Great Northern Hospital, Caledonian-eoad, N.—Consulting Phy¬ 
sician—Dr. Copland, F.E.S. Consulting Surgeon—Mr. Skey, F.E.S. 
Phy.sicians—Dr. Leared, Dr. Hardinge, Dr. Cholmeley, Dr. F. C. Webb, 
Dr. Jephson, Dr. Crucknell. Surgeons—Mr. Gay, Mr. W. Adams, kD. T. 
Carr Jackson, Mr. E. C. Huhne, Mr. W. AUingham, Mr. B. ShUlitoe. 
Obstetric Phj-sioian—Dr. G. C. P. Mm-ray.. Diseases, of the Eye—Dr. 
Lawrence. Aural Surgeon—Mr. Harvey. Dentists—^Mr. Statham, Mr. 
C. J. Fox. House-Surgeon—Mr. P. Hopgood. Operations on Wedne.sdays 
at two o’clock. Medical Practitioners admitted to see the practice of the 
Hospital on presenting their cards. Cards of admission to the practice of 
the Hospital will be granted to certified Medical Students on application to 
the Secretary at the Hospital. 

Eoy-al OETiioPiEDio Hospital, 316, Oxford-street.—Operations, Thurs¬ 
days, 2 p.ia. Lectitres are regularly given to Medical Practitioners and 
Students. 

National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, 23 and 24, 
Queen-square, Bloomsbury.—The Ho.spital contains 60 beds. The Phy¬ 
sicians attend every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday. Phy¬ 
sicians— Drs. Eamskill, Eadcliffe, Hughlings-Jackson, and Buzzard. 
Assistant-Physician—Dr. Charlton Bastian. Medical Superintendent—• 
J. N. Eadohffe, Esq. Medical Practitioners and Students will be admitted 
on showing their cards. 

Norfolk and Norwich Hospital.—150 beds. One year’s attendance 
recognised by Examining Boards. Fees : For the Physicians’ Practice, 
£10 10s. ; for the Surgeons’ Practice—one year, £20; two years, £30; per¬ 
petual, £40. Pupils, resident and non-resident. Physicians—Dr. Cope- 
man, Dr. Eade, Dr. Bateman. iSurgeons—Mr. Nichols, Mr. Firth, Mr. 
Cadge. Assistant-Surgeon—Mr. Crosse. Eesident Medical Olfioer—Dr. 
Beverley. 

Queen Charlotte’s Lying-in Hospital, Marylebone-road.—Insti¬ 
tuted 1752. Eebuilt 1856. Consulting Physician—^Dr. Eoget. Consulting 
Surgeon—Henry Lee, Esq. Medical Officers for the In-patients—Dr. 
Blakely Brov.-n, Dr. Hope. Medical Officers for Out-patients—J. Chol- 
mondeley. Esq., Dr. Parson. Secretary—Mr. A. S. Boodle, who attends 
at the Ho.spital on Monday from ten to two. Pupils are admitted to reside 
and board in the Hospital (after having been examined by the Physicians) 
for periods of not less than six weeks. Terms on apphoation at the Hospital. 

The Hospital for Sick Children, 48 and 49, Great Ormond-street, 
W.C., AND Cranwell House, Highgatb.—Physicians—Dr. West and Dr. 
Dickinson. Assistant-Physicians—Dr. Samuel Gee, Dr. W. B. Cheadle, 
Dr. J. J. Pliilhps, and Dr. J. F. Payne. Surgeon—Mr. Thomas Smith. 
Assistant-Surgeon—Mr. F. Howard Marsh. Surgeon-Dentist—Mr. Thos. 
EdgeloW. 75 beds. In-patients—1868, 718; Out-patients—attending, 
15,143. The practice of the Hospital, in both In- and Out-patient Depart¬ 
ments, is open at 9 every morning. Fee for Six Months’ attendance, £3 3s.; 
perpetual, £5 5s. Samuel Whitford, Secretary. 

St. Luke’s Hospital for Lunatics, Old-street, E.C.—Physicians— 
Dr. Hemy Monro and Dr. William'Wood. Surgeon—Mr. C. H. Moore. 
Resident Medical Superintendent—J. Thompson Dickson, M.B. and M.A. 
The Visiting Physicians are allowed by the Committee to take pupils. For 
information address the Secretary. 

Hospital Ship “Dreadnought,” off Greenwich.—Office, 86, King 
William-street, E.C.—This institution contains 200 beds, and is established 
for the relief of seamen of all nations. Casualties from the shore are also 
received. Residence is provided on board for Students and others who 
may be desirous of studying diseases incidental to tropical climates before 
entering the service or going- abroad. Constant opportunities also occur 
for the performance of Surgical operations. 

London School of Dental Surgery and Dental Hospital of London, 
32, SoHO-SQUARB, W.—The AVinter Session will commence on Friday, 
October 1. Mechanical Dentistry, Mr. R. Hepburn; Metallurgy, Mr. 
G. H. Makins; Dental Surgery and Pathology, Mr. Cartwright; Dental 
Anatomy and Physiology, Mr. Ibbetson. Surgeons to the Hospital— 
Messrs. Fox, Underwood, Gregson, Coleman, Rogers, and Hepburn. 
Assistant-Sm-geons—Messrs. Moon, Medwin, Harding, Lane, Bartlett, and 
Hill. Dental House-Surgeon—Mi-, klilward Harding. Treasui-er—Mr. 
Cartwright. 

Queen’s College, Liverpool.—The Session will commence on Monday, 
October 4. The College is in connexion with the University of London, 
and its classes comprise the subjects required for the Matriciilation, B.A., 
B.Sc., and Preliminary Scientific M.B. examin-atdons of that University. 
Instruction in Practical Chemistry is given in the College Laboratory by 
Professor Hamilton. Provincial Examinations of the London University 
are held at Queen’s College. Fees : Separate classes, £2 2s. to £4 4s. per 
Session ; Practical Chemistry, £5 6s.; course students, £20 per Session. 
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ON HIP DISEASE. 
By THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S., 

Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

ON DISEASES OF THE HIP-JOINT ATTENDED 
WITH SUPPURATION. 

Paet III. 
In the two preceding parts in which disease of the hip-joint 
has been _ illustrated, the disease was arrested and a recovery 
secured—in the first part with the happy ending of complete 
restoration of the joint’s action, in the second with the less 
satisfactory yet still good result of a more or less complete 
anchylosis. 

In none of the cases guoted did suppuration or the formation 
of an external abscess take place. 

In the present paper I propose to take into consideration the 
subject of suppuration of the hip-joint, to give cases illustrating 
this condition in aU its phases, with the effects of treatment, 
and their natural cure, reserving for a future occasion what 
observations I may feel disposed to make upon such operations 
as may be called for in the treatment of a disorganised hip., 
joint. 

It will be observed that it is in this series of cases that the most 
severe examples of hip disease are to be found, for it is always 
certain, when suppuration of a joint has taken place, that the 
more or less complete disorganisation of that joint has likewise 
ensued. It is true that when an abscess has been the 
result of chronic changes in a pulpy synovial membrane, 
the complete disorganisation of the joint need not as a 
necessary consequence be looked for, although where it has 
followed upon disease in the articular extremities of the bones 
—articular ostitis—it is more than probable that the articular 
cartilages will have been completely destroyed with the ffo-a- 
ments and synovial capsule. There is, however, this difference 
between the two classes of cases. When the suppuration has 
taken place as a consequence of synovial disease, recovery may 
take place with soft or fibrous anchylosis, or even with some 
de^ee of movement, and when recovery follows upon disorgani¬ 
sation, the result of articular ostitis, fibrous anchylosis may take 
place, but osseous anchylosis can only occur when the cartilages, 
with the aiticular lamella of bone, have entirely gone, and there 
is no necrosed bone left to keep up the disease; for when this 
complication exists a natural recovery cannot take place till 
the source of irritation has been discharged by natural pro¬ 
cesses or removed by art. 

We must not, however, regard all cases of suppuration about 
a joint, even when associated with disease of a joint, to be the 
direct result of disorganisation of the articulation, for it is 
quite certain that inflammatory mischief may exist in the joint 
and subside and yet give rise to suppuration in the cellular 
ti.ssue about the^ part; and in this opinion pathology confirms 
clinical observation. There may be difficulty in making out 
these cases during life, but I think there can be no doubt of 
their occasional existence. In the hip-joint I believe them to 
be by no means uncommon. 

When suppuration, therefore, takes place in a hip-joint as a 
consequence of disease, although recovery with partial move¬ 
ment may foUow, there is but one result that a Surgeon can 
reasonably look for and strive to secure, and that is anchylosis. 
Should he be able, by the clinical history of the case and the 
existing symptoms, to make out that the disease began in the 
synovial membrane, and that the suppuration was the result of 
pathological changes following upon such an affection, the 
hope of securing a good result is very great; for the disease in 
the joint, however complete it may be, is probably only super¬ 
ficial, and does not involve the bones to any extent, and conse¬ 
quently a good recovery with a stiff joint may fairly be 
anticipated. 

Should, however, the climeal history of the case and existing 
symptoms indicate disease of the bones, the probabilities of the 
same residt taking place will rest entirely upon the amount of 
disease in the bone, and not upon the extent of disease in the 
joint. 

If the disease in the bone be superficial, a natural cure by 
anchylosis may be looked for; for even dead bone, if not too 
large, may be discharged externally, and a good recovery 
follow. Should, however, the disease in the bone be extensive, 
or .a sequestrum be so placed in the centre of a bone as to keep 
11^) irritation :ind prevent reparation from going on, the Sur- 
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geon’s active interference will be imperatively demanded, and 
it may be added that under no circumstances is it practised 
with better results. 

^ The first case I propose to quote is one of suppuration, the 
disorganisation of the joint, as far as it went, having appa¬ 
rently been the result of the breaking down of the pulpy disease 
of the synovial membrane. In this case a good and unex¬ 
pected recoveiy followed—that is, a recovery with movement. 
It is the only instance I have before me in which such a result 
took place, and it is recorded here as an exceptional one. 

I have, however, a case in which a considerable amount of 
movement existed when the patient left the Hospital, and which 
I should have here recorded; but I have recently learnt 
that, as years went on, the joint gradually stiffened, and com¬ 
plete anchylosis subsequently took place. The case wiU be 
found in another section (Case 32). It is sufficient here to 
recognise the fact that a movable joint may possibly follow 
upon suppuration in the articulation, although, as a result to 
be expected, it is highly improbable. 

In the succeeding cases the more usual results of suppuration 
of the hip-joint wiU be illustrated. 

Case 27.—Sip Disease—Suppuration—Free Dicision into Aiscess 
—Recovery with Partial Movement. 

Laura H., aged 6, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
July 11, 1864. She had been observed to limp with her right 
leg for one month, and had complained of pain in the hip-joint 
and knee. When seen the foot was everted and the child com¬ 
plained of pain in the outer side of the thigh. There was 
pain in the hip in walking, but none in gentle rotation of the 
femur on the pelvis. Moving the limb caused, however, some 
spasm of the muscles. There was considerable thickening 
about the joint behind the trochanter and in the groin. The 
parents were directed to secure rest to the limb and foment the 
hip. Tonics were also given. In three weeks the spasm of the 
muscles had nearly gone, and by August 29 it had disappeared. 
On Oct. 17 there was some slight return of the symptoms, as 
the child had been allowed to walk, but by Nov. 28 they had 
again subsided. On Jan. 9, I860, a second relapse took place, 
and an abscess subsequently made its appearance over the 
joint on its outer side. This was opened freely and discharged 
for three months, when it closed. A sphnt was applied and the 
limb kept absolutely at rest. In six months the joint had 
recovered with some amount of movement, in another six the 
movements were more perfect, and by the end of the year they 
were nearly complete. 

I shall now proceed to illustrate the subject of suppuration of 
the hip-joint with its complications, and, in doing so, I shall 
divide the cases into three classes, these divisions being arbitrary 
and resting on chnical rather than pathological distinctions. 
The division is made, moreover, more from reasons of conveni¬ 
ence than from anything else, and with the view of rendering 
the subject more inteUigible. 

The first series -will include cases of suppuration of the hip- 
joint miattended with malposition, dislocation, or anchylosis. 

The second will include examples of disorganised hip-joint 
in which malposition and anchylosis existed. 

The third wiU include cases of dislocation of the hip-joint 
from disease, with its treatment. 

Series I. 

Cases of Supptjeation of the Hip-joint in which no such 

Complication existed as Malposition of the Limb or 
Dislocation. 

Case 28.—Disease of the Sip-joint—Suppuration and Anchylosis 
treated by Free Dicision. 

Dennis M., aged 4, was brought to me at Guy’s Hospital on 
March 19, 1866, for limping with his right leg. It had been 
observed for three weeks, and had come on without any histoi'y 
of a fall or injury. The child had complained also of pain in 
the part. On examination, the pelvis was tilted to the left 
side, giving the appearance of elongation to the affected limb 
of about an inch. There was no enlargement or thickening 
about the joint; no increase of heat or pain in gentle manipu¬ 
lation. The glands in the groin were healthy. Firm pressure, 
however, upon the trochanter gave pain, and any attempt to 
mov'e the limb excited spasm of the muscles. The parents 
were directed to keep the cliild off its legs, to bathe the paH 
with warm water, and to give tonics. By April 9 the symptoms 
had improved. There was less pain and less spasm of the 
musfios. By the 16th they were still better. The child then 
disappeared from view, the parents thinking he would soon be 
well. Before longhe began to use the limb. On October 15 he re- 
apxieared, with evident thickening about the joint, particularly 
about the neck of the bone. It was more painful on pressui’e. 
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The symptoms had been worse for three weeks. On Decem¬ 
ber 3 a large abscess showed itself behind the trochanter, 
which was freely opened, the finger passing through the 
abscess down to the joint. A splint was applied. On January 6 
the siiuis Y/as discharging, but the child seemed well in hiS' 
general health. By May 3 the sinus had closed, and the joint 
was clearly becoming anchylosed. By October 20 it was firmly 
fixed. On December 10 my report states that the joint was 
quite stiff and immovable, free from all pain. The child sub¬ 
sequently went about freely with a stiff joint. 

Case 29.—Suppuration of the Hip-joint—Recovery ivith 
Anchylosis. 

Harriet T., aged 11, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital 
in 1865 for disease of her right hip. It had been of two years’ 
standing, and had come on after fever. Pain and swelling 
were early symptoms, and in about three months an abscess 
opened behind the trochanter, and from that time it had been 
discharging. 

When I saw the girl the sinus was still open, and dis¬ 
charged a thin purulent fluid ; no diseased bone could be felt 
with a probe. The limb was straight and slightly everted. The 
slightest movement caused pain. The patient’s general health 
was good. A splint was ordered and rest enforced, tonics being 
given. In one year all suppuration ceased, and the joint 
became partially fixed. The girl then disappeared from view. 
She reappeared in May, 1868, for some affection of her leg. 
The hip was then found to be firmly anchylosed in its natural 
position, and the Hmb was straight; it was half an inch 
shorter than the other. The pelvis was straight. No signs of 
disease existed beyond the cicatrix of the old abscess. A high- 
heeled boot was ordered. 
Case 30.—Disorganisation of the Hip-joint — Decovery tvith 

Anchylosis. 
James B., aged 3, came under my care at Guy’s in 1857 for 

disease of the hip-joint of four months’ standing, but the 
early history of this case has been mislaid. In about one 
year suppuration set in, and continued for two years from 
sinuses around the trochanter. In 1860 suppuration ceased, 
and the. sinuses closed, the joint having been fixed with a 
splint in a right line. Anchylosis speedily followed, and in my 
last note, made on June 24, 1862, good firm anchylosis was 
reported to exist. There was no shortening or malposition 
of the limb, and the boy could walk well. 

This boy’s brother subsequently came under my care with 
the sam.e ^sease, and recovered [vide Case 19). 
Case 31.—-Disease of Hip-joint—Suppuration—Decovery with 

Anchylosis. 
Walter W., aged 2, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital in 

1860, for disease of the hip-joint. It was very insidious in its 
progress, and suppurated after two years. The thigh also 
became flexed upon the pelvis. It was treated by extension 
and a long splint, and in one year suppuration ceased, the 
child in 1863being quite weU, with a firmly anchylosed hip-joint 
and useful hmb. The boy’s general health was good. In 1865 
the child was sthl well. 

Remarks.—Tih.Q cases which have just been briefly related are 
good types of disease of the hip-joint in its stage of suppura¬ 
tion, and fairly illustrate the right treatment that should be 
adopted under the circumstances. In none did the disorganisa¬ 
tion of the joint appear to be so severe as to preclude the hope 
of a cure by anchylosis being entertained; for, although enough 
suppuration took place in all to indicate the severity of the 
local disease, it was neither so severe nor so lasting as to indicate 
the existence of necrosed bone or the presence of any active 
mischief which might prevent repair. 'The satisfactory results 
of the cases also proved the partial nature of the disease, or, 
rather, demonstrated the fact that the disease of the joint, 
although complete as to its destruction, was unattended with 
any such extensive disease of the bone as is too often found in 
neglected cases, and is so well illustrated in our pathological 
museums. With respect to treatment, there is now no question 
amongst Surgeons that to help the arrest of disease in a suppu¬ 
rating joint, and to assist the natural recovery by anchylosis, 
there is nothing of any value to be compared to the main¬ 
tenance of complete immobility of the limb. The affected joint 
must, in some way or other, be fixed, and rendered immovable. 
The femur and pelvis must, by some mechanical contrivance, be 
made one, and the action of the muscles that move these bones 
normally upon one another must be neutralised. Any appa¬ 
ratus that secures these 'principles of treatment being carried 
out cffi"icntly is to be looked upon with favour, and the in¬ 
genuity of tlio Surgeon may work out these ends in many wa3’-8. 
In some cases the long splint answers every object when Avell 
fixed to tho pelvis, thigh, and leg of the patient. In others the 

weight and pulley are far more effectual or more comfortable. 
In a third set of cases,leather, felt, gutta pcrcha,or wire casing, 
including pelvis, thigh, and knee of the patient, is the most 
comfortable and the most efficient; and, if I have a preference 
for any one form of treatment, it is probably this. It will not 
do, however, well where much suppuration exists and where 
there are many sinuses, although, when this stage of the disease 
has passed, there is nothing like it. During this time, also, 
constitutional treatment is not to be neglected. Tonics are 
almost always needed in Hospital practice, and good living 
is a necessity, but local treatment is of pre-eminent importance, 
and to it the general treatment must always be of secondary 
value—that is, general treatment alone is sure to fail, although 
in many cases local treatment may be of use without the 
general. Both, however, should be employed. 

Series II. 
Cases of Disorganisation of the Hip-joint in which 

Malposition with Anchylosis existed. 

Case 32.—Disease of Hip-joint—Suppuration—Partial Anchylosis 
with Limb completely flexed—Extension under Chloroform, and 
Recovery with some Movement—Subsequent Anchylosis. 
Charles P., aged 8, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital, 

in September, 1859. He had had disease in his right hip- 
joint for two years. It came on after a fall, pain in the part 
and limping being the first symptoms ; an abscess formed after 
nine months, which discharged itself behind the trochanter, 
and healed in another nine months. The joint then began to 
contract. When admitted the thigh was flexed upon the pelvjs 
so completely that the knee touched the integument of the 
abdomen, the joint was also partially fixed, the thigh was 
adducted, and along the flexure of the thigh the skin was much 
ulcerated. Chloroform was given and gradual extension 
made, the limb being brought down to a right line. The 
yielding of the fibrous connexion with the joint was very 
perceptible. A long splint was applied. This was kept on for 
one month, when it was removed and some movement was 
allowed, sandbags and weights being applied. 

On November 14, the movement had much improved. 
The boy could stand and walk upon the limb without pain. 
There was no shortening of the limb, although apparent 
shortening existed from obliquity of the pelvis. The boy then 
left Guy’s and escaped my observation, but he reappeared in 
January, 1869, for some other affection, when his right hip 
was found to be firmly anchylosed, and the limb to be a 
very useful one. It had gradually become fixed after his 
leaving in 1859. 
Case 33.—Suppuration of Hip-joint—Anchylosis at a Right Angle 

—Extension and Recovery. 
John E., aged 9, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 

September 23, 1863, with a disease of the right hip, the thigh 
being fixed to the pelvis at a right angle. There had been 
disease of the j oint for seven years and suppuration for four, 
but the abscess had been healed three years, and the leg fixed 
in its present position for about the same time. No signs of 
active disease now existed. 

Chloroform was given, and forcible extension made, the 
limb being brought down to a straight line with a perceptible 
giving way of the anchylosed joint, and a horrible crackling 
being felt. A splint was applied to the limb and ice to the 
joint, all untoward symptoms rapidly disappearing. In two 
months the child left the Hospital with a good limb, wearing 
a splint, or rather a leather casing. He was told, however, 
not to walk upon the part for some months. 

A year later this boy was seen walking well with a stiff 
joint. 

Remarks.—The two cases that have just been quoted illus¬ 
trate many points. They show first of all the effects of 
bad surgery; for there is no room for doubt that, by well- 
applied Surgical appliances in the early stage of the disease, 
the limbs of both the patients in the cases described might have 
been placed and maintained in a right line, and that natural 
processes would then have perfected the cure, precisely in the 
same way as we have already illustrated in the former series of 
cases to which attention has been drawn. They illustrate like¬ 
wise the effects of what Surgery can do in restoring the malplaced 
limbs to their natural position, and point out the means by 
which this end is to be secured in similar cases. Gradual ex¬ 
tension of the affected limb, the patient being under the influence 
of chloroform, is a measure of immense value in these cases, ar d 
is rarely followed by any evil consequence. The fixing of the 
Hmb by a splint or casing subsequently allows natural pro¬ 
cesses to go on without interruption, and", unless extensive I one 
disease exists, a good recovery may generally be promised. In 
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the first of the two cases recorded, the amount of flexion of the 
joint was extreme to a degree—more extreme, indeed, than 
in any other case I have ever seen—for the knee of the patient 
touched the abdomen, and ulceration of the skin along the line 
of flexion resulted from the collected secretions of the integu¬ 
ment ; nevertheless the results of treatment proved satisfactory, 
and a good recovery ensued. 

Seeies III. 

Cases of Disoeganisation of the Hip-joint, complicated 

WITH Dislocation of the Head of the Femhe. 

Cate 34.—Acute Destruction of the Ilip-jomt—Suppuration and 
Dislocation—Reduction under Chloroform, and Recovery with 
Anchylosis. 

Richard T., aged 11, was admitted into Guy’s Hospital on 
August 15, 1868, for acute disorganisation of his left hip. It 
had appeared eleven weeks previously without any assignable 
cause, and two weeks after the first symptom of pain and swel¬ 
ling an abscess formed behind the trochanter. This was opened, 
and a long splint was applied. The boy came under my 
hands for treatment on September 10, and I then foimd 
that the femur was clearly dislocated, its head resting 
on the dorsum ihi. The left thigh was nearly two inches 
shorter than the right. The foot was inverted [vide 
Fig. 1). Under chloroform steady extension was applied. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

Fio. 1.—Illustrating the dislocation 
of the head of the femur on to the 
dorsum. 

and the dislocation reduced. A 
weight of about six or seven 
poimds was then fixed to the 
foot, and slung over a pulley at 
the foot of his bed. The pelvis 
was fixed by a perineal belt, 
passed upon its right side to the 
head of the bed (Fig. 2). By 
this means the limb was kept in 
a good position. Some amount of 
freedom was given to the patient, 
and cold applications were ap¬ 
plied to the hip. No bad sym¬ 
ptom followed this operation. 
In two months the weights were 

Fio. 2.—Ulustrating the position 
of the limb after its reduction, 
and the means by wliich the head 
of the thigh was kept in position. 

removed, and a leather casing was applied, the joint becoming 
gradually fixed. The boy then returned home. When I 
heard of him in January he was doing well, and in March 
he was stiU progressing satisfactorily, and wanted to be allowed 
to remove the casing and to walk. In July last he wa.s 
walking about without artificial support with a perfectly 
anchylosed joint. 

Case 35.—Disease of Hip-joint—Recovery hy Anchylosis, with 
Dislocation after Suppuration. 

Alec C., aged 16, a young gentleman, residing at New-cross, 
came under my care on May 23, 1861, with some disease of his 
right hip-joint. He had had it for eighteen months, and there 
had been suppuration behind the trochanter for six months. 
The head of the femur was also clearly dislocated on to the 
dorsum, this deformity having taken place suddenly three 
months previously. When I saw him anchylosis was pro¬ 
gressing. Tonics were given, and water dressing applied. 
Crutches were also ordered, for it was a necessity for this youth 
to follow his occupation. Within three months all signs of 
suppuration had disappeared, and the sinuses had healed, and 
in six months he was declared convalescent. The joint was 
perfectly fixed, and he could walk well with a boot some four 
inches higher than the other. 

Case 36.—Dislocation of Hip-Joint from Disease—Anchylosis. 
Alfred W., aged 39, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital 

on May 12, 1868, for some affection of his left hip and lame¬ 
ness. On examination it was found that the left lower 
extremity was shorter than the right by two inches and 
a half. This shortening was also in the thigh. On ex¬ 
amining the hip-joint it was found to be perfectly stiff, 
and the trochanter was at least two inches higher up than 
natural. The head of the bone, or what represented it, 
was resting on the dorsum ihi. There was much thickening 
about this part. Tlie history of the case was that this patient, 
when nine years of age, had hip-joint disease attended with 
suppuration, abscesses having formed in front and behind the 
part. The displacement took place during the treatment. The 
man had walked on the leg for about twenty-five years, and had 
at times had pain in it when hard worked. He came to me 
with these symptoms from the same cause. A little rest and 
tonics made him well. 

Case 37.—Dislocation of the Head of the Femur on to the Dorsum 
Ilii, with Arrest of Growth in the Limb, following Disease 
of the Hip-joint Seventeen Years previously. 
Thomas P., aged 22, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital 

on July 25, 1867, for great shortening of his right lov.^er ex¬ 
tremity. From the history of the case it was evident that he 
had been the subject of hip-joint disease seventeen years pre¬ 
viously, and that, as a result of that affection, his right femur 
had been dislocated onto the dorsum iUi. All signs of disease 
had been absent for at least fifteen years, but the shortening 
had gradually become worse. "When I saw the man there were 
all the symptoms of dislocation of the femur on to the dorsum. 
The trochanter was clearly elevated and more prominent, and 
with the head of the femur could be felt out of its position. 
The thigh was partially flexed, and the foot inverted, but the 
muscles of the leg and of the knee-joint were well developed 
in all respects. 'The femur, on careful measurement from the 
upper part of the trochanter to the knee, ineasured just five 
inches less than its fellow. 

Remarks.—I have given four examples of genuine dislocation 
of the head of the femur as a result of disease of the hip-joint. 
They are unquestionably of comparatively rare occurrence. 
They have been formerly described as a somewhat common 
result of disease, but Surgeons now know that the cases simu¬ 
lating dislocation are examples of extreme flexion and adduc¬ 
tion associated with marked tilting of the pelvis, the shortening 
of the limb in these cases being only apparent and not real, 
the trochanter always maintaining its natural position relative 
to the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium, and the 
line drawn from it to the tubero.sity of the ischium (Nelaton’s) 
being in these cases of apparent dislocation always below the 
fine, in the real cases'always above it. In Case 34 (Richard T.), 
the rapid disorganisation of the joint with the dislocation 
was most remarkable. The whole process took only four 
months to show itself, and the symptoms indicatiug the 
dislocation were very marked. The reduction of the dis¬ 
location by steady extension, with the patient under the 
iiifluence of chloroform, was very satisfactory and complete; 
and the means adopted to keep the limb in situ is worthy of 
attention—the weight and pulley to the affected limb, and the 
counter-extension to the opposite side of the pelvis by means of 
a strap. This plan was very effectual and very comfortable to 
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tlie patient. It allowed, moreoTer, of the application of ice, 
etc., to the affected joint, and its ready examination. I have 
adajited this jilan on three occasions to hip-joint disease with 
the same good result. In the three other cases the dislocation, 
although well marked, was in each of too long a standing to 
allow of treatment such as the former case suggested. The 
results of treatment and of the natural processes in the cure of 
disease wore, however, satisfactory. The arrest of growth in 
the femur as a consequence of disease is a point worthy of 
note. The same result has been already illustrated in Case 14, 
as quoted in Part I. of this jiaper. 

ORIGINAL, COMMUNICATIONS. 
-o- 

ON HYDEATE OE CHLOEAL AND ITS 
USE IN PEACTICE. 

By T. SPENCER WELLS, E.E.C.S., 
Surgeon to the Queen’s Household and to the Samaritan Hospital. 

Theough the kindness of Professor Bardeleben, of Berlin, I 
received last July about two ounces of hydrate of chloral, a 
substance which had been brought before the Medical Society 
of Berhn as a new hypnotic and anaesthetic on the 2nd of June, 
by Dr. Otto Liebreich, Chemical Assistant in the Pathological 
Institut of that city. 

Chloral and cliloro-acetic acid were discovered thirty years 
ago by Liebig. When anhydraus alcohol is acted on by 
perfectly dry clilorine-gas, a remarkable result takes place. 
Eive»sixths of the hydrogen of the alcohol are removed and 
are replaced by three of chlorine, and after separation of a large 
quantity of muriatic acid, a dense oily liquid. Chloral, 
C4HCI3O2, is obtained. The process takes place in the follow¬ 
ing way :—At first the chlorine removes two equivalents of 
hydrogen, and thus reduces the alcohol to aldehyd; then it acts 
on the hydrogen of the r'^ical acetyl and rej^laces it, forming 
a new compound radical, ' j acechloryl C4CI3. Tliis combines 
with the oxygen and tho water in chloral, as acetyl is in 
aldehyd. The rational formula of chloral is therefore 
C4CI3O+ aq. 

C^^2—H2=C4H402=C4H3,0-l-aq. 

Alcohol. Aldehyd. Acetyl. 

^^2-H3=C40,H0 ; 

Alcohol. 

C4O,HO+Cl3=0£^,O+H0=C4HCl3O2. 

Acechloryl. 

This new substance behaves like all aldehyds. An aldehyd is 
a very unstable compound, and soon changes its physical pro¬ 
perties. It will become poljnneric; and so will chloral. The 
anhydrous chloral is a very pungent oily fluid, which, after 
standing some time, is converted into a solid substance. It 
combines with water, forming a crystalline hydrate of chloral, 
and by degrees is converted into an isomeric substance 
like porcelain. The crystals of hydrate of chloral are very 
soluble in water. Concentrated sulphuric acid will not affect 
them ; they are resistent against acids, but alkalies decompose 
the chloral. Tins reaction is very remarkable. Adding a small 
quantity of hydrate of sodium to a solution of chloral in water, 
chloroform will be formed in the shape of oily drops. Thus 
chloroform may be obtained of greater purity than by any other 
known method. The aqueous solution will also contain 
formiate of soda— 

fiHCl302-fHq-fNa0,H0—GJICl3-fNaQ,C2H03-f2aq. 

Cliloral-liydrate. Hydiute of Chloroform or 
Bodimn. or ]SraO.EoO,-l-2 aq. 

Perehlonde Pormiate of sodium, 
of formyl. 

This change helps us to solve the problem how far substances 
introduced into the body, and decomposing there, become active 
through their components, and to which of its components a 
drug owes its remedial properties. Chloral readily dissolves in 
water, and the solution is easily absorbed. The alkahne liquids 
of the body would therefore set chloroform free in the tissues. 
The other component, the formic acid, from its compara¬ 
tively small proportion, can have but very slight effect. 

A minute dose of chloral was sufficient to produce the sym¬ 
ptoms of narcosis from chloroform in a young rabbit; the animal 

fell gradually asleep, but without the stage of excitement. 
Regular pulse and respiration were the only evidences of life. 

In a middle-sized rabbit complete hypnosis was produced 
during nine hours by an inj ection of seven gTains of choral, 
which correspond to about three grains of chloroform. Experi¬ 
ments on frogs are stlH more conclusive. The first effect of 
chloral on frogs is a cataleptic stage, during wliich the animal 
may be placed and kept in any position, but reflex motion may 
be produced by irritation. In the next stage, however, no 
reflex motion can be effected. If the dose is not too large and 
fatal, the animal returns to its former condition. If, however, 
the dose is too large and the animal dies, the ventricles and the 
auricles wffl be found distended by blood. Death takes place 
from paralysis of the heart. The same effect has been observed 
in other animals. Liebreich concludes from these and other 
experiments that chloral at first paralyses the ganglionic cells 
of the brain and then those of the spine, and, if fatal, finally 
the ganglionic cells of the heart. The effects of cliloral on 
animals are identical with those of clfforoform. The absence 
of the stage of excitement may be explained by the more 
gradual formation of chloroform within the animal body— 
actually in the tissues of the body, even in the brain itself. 
Liebreich tried also the effect of chloral on man, in the Charite, 
at Berlin. The first experiment was made on an insane 
person, by subcutaneous injection, at first of very small doses. 
No local irritation took place. One dose of about twenty 
grains of hydrate of choral produced five hours’ sleep. 

In another case of a patient suffering from stupor and melan¬ 
cholia fifty grains of chloral in a wineglassful of water 
produced sleep during sixteen hours. In a very painful 
inflammation of the wrist-joint in a woman, forty grains of 
chloral produced sufficient anajesthesia to admit of the painless 
application of an apparatus. In every case the sleep was 
normal, and followed in about five minutes after the admi¬ 
nistration of chloral. 

Having read the paper of Liebreich from which the above 
statements have been kindly abstracted for me by my col¬ 
league, Dr. Junker, I dissolved 15 grains of the chloral 
(using this word for convenience instead of the more correct 
“ hydrate of chloral ”) in an ounce of water, and drank the solu¬ 
tion. The draught was rather pimgent, and was followed by 
a sensation of heat in the throat and stomach, but not to an 
unpleasant extent. I continued my ordinary occupation 
during the day, and found very little effect of any land 
from the dose. I felt, therefore, quite safe in giving 
30 grains to a young married lady whom I saw in consul¬ 
tation Avith my friend. Dr. Erank, of Cannes, suffering 
for the fourth time from a severe and very intractable attack 
of sciatica, and Mr. Squire undertook to make up prescrip¬ 
tions and procure a further supply of the cliloral. From 
one to two grains of morphia by subcutaneous injection 
had been required to give relief to our patient, el) of a grain 
of atropia being added to prevent the sickness which, without 
this corrective, was invariably severe and protracted. Even 
tills large dose of moriihia, always successful in calming pain 
for the greater jiart of the night, procured, as a rule, but little 
sleep, and that was disturbed by delirium and distressing start¬ 
ings of the affected limb. Atropia alone, gradually increased 
lo 2^ gr. (by subcutaneous injection), did no appreciable good, 
not soothing_ the neuralgia, although the toxic effects of the 
ffi’ug were disagreeably evident. The morphia and atropia 
injection Avas suspended during a lull in the severity of the 
neiu’algic paroxysms, and during a period of three days ex¬ 
treme and distressing restlessness Avith absolute sleeplessness 
prevailed. I had twice introduced six acupuncture needles 
vfith only temporary rehef. The neuralgia, favoured by the 
exhaustion consequent on want of sleep, threatened a relapse 
with aU its former vehemence, and a return to opiates would 
have been inevitable if the timely arrival of the chloral 

/had not offered a new resource. Thirty grains of chloral 
given at this juncture procured for the patient the 
best night she had enjoyed since the commencement of her 
Illness—a night of perfectly tranquil sleep, from which she 
awoke fresh and Avell as from natural slumber. The dose was 
rej)eated the following evening- Avith the same effect; but the 
patient had rather a troublesome headache in the morning. 
Subsequently the.dose had to be increased to 45 grains to insure 
a perfect result, which was always obtained except on one 
occasion, when, on account of a rather severe relapse of the 
neuralgia, \ gr. of morphia and J gr. of atropia had been injected 
two hours before the chloral was administered. Morning 
headache, not 3delcling to coffee, was constantly complained of, 
and in that respect the result differed from those reported in 
the German joiu-nals, where the absence of distressing after- 
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effects is described with especial emphasis. The patient com¬ 
plained a httle of the burning taste of the drug, but her 
appetite, never good, was even better than usual, and the 
digestive functions were not at all interfered with. She had 
but httle sleep when the remedy was suspended, but none of 
the distressing restlessness following the interruption of the 
morphia injection. The sciatica having since all but yielded 
to the apphcation of the actual cautery to the back near the 
roots of the left sciatic nerve, the patient has been able to give 
up the chloral after a course of three weeks, abandoning its 
use with much reluctance. 

The next trial was made in the case of a lady, another 
patient of Dr. Frank’s, the subject of occipital neuralgia. 
During a long period of suffering all ordinary sedatives had 
proved themselves conspicuously unavaihng, in whatever way 
or combination administered. Three applications of the con¬ 
tinuous current had been productive of very marked relief, but 
after a fourth seance the neuralgia became intensified, and sym¬ 
ptoms of diffuse cerebral irritation were evident. Thirty grains 
of chloral produced no hypnotic effect under these circum¬ 
stances, and the patient suffered so much from burning pain 
in the throat and stomach that she declined further experi¬ 
ment. 

(To he continued.) 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE 

DIFFICULTY OF DIAGNOSING 
IN SOME CASES 

PYEMIA FROM RHEUMATIC FEYER. 

By HENRY (4. SUTTON, M.B., 
Lecturer on Patholog'y at, and Assistant-Physician to, the London Hospital. 

UsTTALBY it is iiot difficult to diagnose rheumatic fever ; occa¬ 
sionally, however, it is very difficidt, and it may be impossible, to 
say whether a patient is suffering from acute rheumatism, acute 
gout, or acute rheumatic gout. After scarlet fever, it is very 
difficult to say whether the inflammation of the joints and 
pyrexia are rheumatismal or the expression of some septicsemia, 
a result of the scarlet fever. 

It is not difficult, in many cases, to diagnose pysemia; there 
is bone disease or some other affection which is known to give 
rise to pyiemia. The patient has rigors, followed by a hot and 
often yellow skin; dry, parched, brown tongue; quick pulse, 
tremor of the limbs, and great prostration. When, however, 
there is nothing to excite a suspicion of pytemia, when there is 
no bone disease, and no evidence to show that suppuration is 
going on in any part of the body, our attention is not drawn 
to pyiemia, and if the inflammation of the joints is erratic, we 
are led to think of rheumatic fever. 

Dr. Bristowe remarks (a) that acute rheumatism has many 
symptoms in common with pyaemia, and the particulars of the 
following case will show the truth of his observation:— 

J. F., aged 16, servant, admitted into the London Hospital 
February 12, 1868. She stated on admission that she had 
never been laid up before. Her present illness commenced, 
seven days before she entered the Ho.spital, with pain in her 
left knee. She perspired very much, and was very thirsty. 
On admission, she complained very much of pain in her back 
and in her arms. Her sldn was moist. Her tongue was dry 
and furred in the centre. Her bowels were confined. The 
heart was normal. 

February 13.—In the morning, the temperature was 100°; 
pulse 116; respiration 26. In the evening, the temperature was 
101°; pulse 140 ; respiration 32. She complained of pain in her 
chest, also of pain in her wrists, in her shoulders and neck. 
Tlie wiists were a little swollen. Herpes on her lower lips. 
Heart was normal, excepting that the first sound was a little 
prolonged. 

14th.—She complained of pain in the wrists, shoulders, and 
neck. The right wrist was red and swollen. Lips dry; tongue 
fuiTcd and rather dry. She was very thirsty, and sweated a 
great deal. The temperature in the morning was 99’8°; pulse 
112; re.spiration 28. Evening: Temperature 101‘2°; pulse 
120; respiration 32. 

loth.—Morning: Temperature 100°; pulse 120 ; respiration 
24. Evening: Temperature 100'8°; pulse 132; respiration 28. 

10th.—Morning : Temperature 98'8°; pulse 130 ; respira¬ 
tion 28. 

(a) Vide article “ Pyfemia,” Ecynolds’s “ System of Medicine.” 

17th.—Morning: Temperature 99-8°; pulse 128; respira¬ 
tion 24. Evening : Temperatm-e 101°; pulse 120 ; respiration 
32. Slept much better, complained of pain in arms and 
legs; face was flushed and sweating; lips were dry; tongue 
was coated with yellow fur; bowels confined; heart was 
normal. 

18th.—She complained of pain in all her joints on moving ; 
tongue coated and a little dry; not so thirsty. Temperature in 
the morning 100'5°; pulse 120; respiration 24. Evening: 
Temperature 101-2°; pidso 120 ; respiration 28. 

19th.—Morning: Temperature 99-5°; pulse 112; respiration 
24. Evening: Temperature 100-5°; pulse 132 ; respiration 32. 

20th.—Morning: Temperature 99-5°; pulse 112; respiration 
28. Evening: Temperature 101°; pulse 120; respiration 28. 
She complained of pain in her back and chest; skin perspiring ; 
face was flushed; tongue was furred and moist; she was 
thirsty; both hands were painfid. 

21st.—Face was flushed and perspiring; tongue was moist, 
coated with yellow fiu-; she was thirsty; bowels open; she 
complained of pain in the right arm; heart was normal. 
Morning: Temperature 100-2°; pulse 136; respiration 28. 
Evening: Temperature 101-2°; pulse 140; respiration 16. 

22nd.—Morning : Temperature 99-2°; pulse 124 ; respiration 
24. Evening : Temperature 101°; pulse 140 ; respiration 28. 
Complained of pain in the back. 

23rd.—Morning : Temperature 99-5°; pulse 136 ; respiration 
28. Evening: Temperatm-e 10 T4°; pulse 132 ; respiration 24. 

24th.—Morning : Temperature 99°; pulse 124; respiration 24. 
Evening: Temperature 99-2°; pulse 124 ; respiration 28. 

25th.—Morning: Temperature 99-4°; pulse 130; respiration 
28. Evening : Temperature 100-4°; pulse 124; respiration 28. 

26th.—Morning : Temperature 98-6°; pulse 120 ; respiration 
26. Evening : Temperature 100-5°; piilse 120 ; respiration 24. 

27th.—Morning: 'Temperature 98-6°; pulse 120 ; respiration 
24. Evening : Temperatm-e 98-4°; pulse 120 ; respiration 28. 
She slept badly last night on account of the jiain in her back 
and rig-ht -wrist. Her tongue was moist and clean, and she did 
not feel so thirsty. Face was flushed. Bowels were open. The 
heart was normal, excepting that the first sound was somewhat 
prolonged over the base. This was not well marked. 

28th.—Morning : Temperature 99-5° ; pulse 124 ; respiration 
24. Evening: Temperature 100°; pulse 136 ; respiration 24. 

29th.—Morning: Temperature 99-4°; pulse 124; respiration 
20. Evening: Temperatm-e 101°; pulse 140 ; respiration 20. 

March 1.—Her face was flushed. Lips and tongue were dry. 
She was thirsty, and she had vomited a little. She complained 
of pain across the epigastrium. The abdomen was tympanitic. 
Bowels were confined. Heart was normal. Morning-: Tem¬ 
perature 100-5°; pul.se 140 ; respiration 24. Evening: Tem¬ 
peratm-e 100-4°; pulse 140; respiration 28. 

2nd.—Morning: Temperature 99-8°; pulse 136 ; respiration 
20. Evening: Temperature 101°; pulse 160; respiration 28. 
She had been sick nearly the whole night. Face was pale; 
Hps red; tongue dry and coated with yellow; thirsty. Bowels 
reheved by enema. Evacuations were light-colom-ed and watery. 
The vomited matter was dark-coloured. Abdomen was tender 
on pressure. 

3rd.—Had not vomited so much during the night. Her 
tongue was cleaner. Abdomen was tympanitic and very pain¬ 
ful on pressm-e. She complained that she felt very low. 
Bowels were relaxed during the night; the evacuations were 
dark brown and Hquid. Morning: Temperature 100-2°; 
pulse 136 ; respiration 28. Evening : Temperatm-e 101-2° ; 
pulse 140 ; respiration 24. 

4th.—Morning: Temperature 103°; pulse 160; respiration 
28. Evening: Temperature 104°; piilse 152; respiration 32. 
Slept pretty well last night. Bowels not relaxed, but she 
had vomited. Her tongue was very dry. Abdomen was 
tympanitic and swelled; no severe pain on pressure. Face 
dusky; skin hot. She said that she felt a great deal better. 

On the 5th, at 1.20 a.m., she died. 
The urine on the 13th—i. e., the second day of admission— 

was very acid, deposited lithates; specific gra-vity was 1030, 
and contained no albumen. 

On the 15th the urine -was acid, specific gravity 1030, and 
contained no albumen. 

On the 22nd the urine was very liigh-coloured, acid, specific 
gravity 1033, and contained no albumen. 

On the 24th urine was high-coloured, contained albumen. 
On adding- nitric acid and boihng the urine, about one-fourth 
of it was converted into albumen. 

Antojisy, conducted by Dr. H. G. Sutton, March 5, 1868, at 
3.30 p.m.—The body was fairly nourished, and weighed 
92 lbs. There were several white markings above the 
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Imeea, apparently the results of linear atrophy of the 
skin. She was a -well-niade -woman, -with regular features. 
Scalp was healthy, skull healthy. The temporal bones ap- 
l>eared to be healthy; they were not removed. Train and 
membranes were^ healthy. Spinal cord was not examined. 
1 leurae adherent in parts over the right lung. Some sangui¬ 
neous spots were seen over the lower lobe of this lung. These 
vrere scattered almost all over this lobe, but much more in some 
spots than in others. Left pleura was healthy. Lungs 
were congested, and softer than normal. In the substance of 
the right lung near the apex was a cavity about the size of a 
horse-bean. ^ It contained a yellow puriform-looking fluid, and 
had no distinct wall. In the middle and lower lobes there 
were other ca-vities; one about the size of a small v/alnut was 
filled -with pus, and there were two small abscesses 
about the size of a pea, which contained pus. None 
of these cavities had any distinct wall. The left lung 
did imt contain any abscesses or lobular pneumonia. 
-Bronchial tubes : The mucous membrane was of a deep red 
colonr, apparently blood-stained; this was uniformly so 
ttuoughout both lungs. The tubes were otherwise healthy. 
-Bronchial glands: Just below the bifurcation of the trachea 
on the right side there was a bronchial gland much enlarged ; 
it -was in size equal to a walnut. On cutting into it a quantity 
ot healthy-looking pus escaped. This gland cut firmly, and 
felt firm and tough, so much so that it was with difficulty 
broken down, and of a greyish colour. The firm tough tissue 
appeared to indicate that disease had existed in this gland 
some time. This gland contained minute cavities which 
were filled with pus, and surrounding these cavities was 
this tough, firm, apparently fibrous tissue. The gland was 
situated close to the bronchial tube, and there was an opening 
into the light bronchus, which had apparently been made by 
t-ie kmie. A little belo-w this gland was another equally 
as large, on cutting into it a quantity of creamy pus 
escaped. This gland was not indurated like the pre-nous 
one. ihe pulmonary arteries were not plugged. Heart: 
Pericardium was healthy. The left ventricle formed the 
apex of the heart. The muscle of the left ventricle 
was not contracted, nor was it very flaccid. The endocardium 
on both sides of the heart was deeply blood-stained. The 
valves and muscular tissue were healthy; the right side of the 
heart -was healthy; the right auricle contained a large black 
Clot, the ventricle a moderate-sized partially discoloured clot. 
Liver w:^ and soft, apparently fatty. Spleen 
healthy, but soft. Kidneys weighed 16i ozs.; capsules sepa¬ 
rated readily; surfaces were smooth; cortical portions were 
fiwoUen, but not particularly soft; no sanguineous spots in the 
^rtical portions, and these parts were not particularly congested, 
ihe medullary portions were of a deep-red colour There 
was a small abscess in one kidney. The uterus, PaUopian 
tubes, ovaries, and bladder were healthy; mesenteric glands 
were healthy; no e-ndence of disease of the bones of the 
spine ; no psoas or iliac abscess. Peritoneal cavity contained 
a quantity of opaque dirty-red fluid. The serous membrane 
over the ileum was in parts dull, opaque, and coated with 
yellow lympii. On tracing the small intestine upwards, as the 
jejunum was approached, the coils of the intestine were united 
together by recent lymph, so that they were aU glued together. 
There were several dark spots, which appeared to be due to blood 
extravasated beneath the serous membrane all along the ieiu- 

above, the coils of the intestine were adherent 
together by recent lymph. On separating them, the waU of 
the intestine and the mesentery adjoining were seen to be of a 
deep yellow colmir, looking as if there was pus beneath the 
pen o^im. On further examination, pus was observed 
beneath the peritoneum all over the upper portion of the ieiu- 
num, and on cutting through the waU of the intestine, pus was 
observed on the divided surface in the muscular coat of the 

intestine. On opemng the intestine, the veins running across 
the ilemn were of a dark red colour, and about the diameter of 
an ordinary sewing needle; others were as large as a small 
knitting neeffie. On cuttmg across these veins they were all 
seen to be plugged in the greater part of their course around 
the intestine. The mucous membrane of the ileum was pale, 
otherwise healthy. The mucous membrane in the lower fourth 
of the jejunum -was healthy; in the upper portion it was com¬ 
pletely destroyed. The valvuiae conniventes were absent; appa¬ 
rently they had sloughed or ulcerated away. This was especiaUy 
well marked in two places over a space extending from two 
to taree inches. In another portion of the jejunum the 
inucous surface was irregular, ha-ving a worm-eaten appearance 
of a greyish colour, and all trace of mucous membrane had 
uisrq.peared, and the muscular coat of the intestine was ex¬ 

posed. ^ In another part the mucous membrane had been appa¬ 
rently in the process of sloughing, for on this part there were 
patches about the size of an inch of a dirty yellowish colour, 
soft, and the edges of the sloughing patch were loose, looking 
as if they could be easily peeled off. They did not, however, 
separate readily. One patch was of a dirty blackish-red colour. 
Duodenum was healthy. The stomach was healthy. The 
right wrist-joint was partially opened; there was no pus in the 
synovial sac. 

On referring to the various particulars given of this case, it 
will probably be considered that the symptoms, especially 
during the early period of the disease, very much resembled 
those of rheumatic fever. The history given on the day of 
admission was such as is very frequently heard from patients 
suffering -with rheumatic fever. The patient said that her illness 
commenced seven days before admission with pain in her left 
knee; that she perspired very much, and was very thirsty. 
The day she entered the Hospital her temperature was 100'’, 
her pulse 116, and the respirations 26 a minute. Her heart 
was normal. She had pain in her -wrists, which were a little 
swollen, also pain in her shoulder. The -urine resembled 
that seen in rheumatic fever, for it was very acid, deposited 
hthates, of a high specific gra-vity—1030—and contained 
no albumen. On the third day of admission she had pain in 
her wrist, shoulders, and neck. The right -wrist was swollen 
and red; her tongue was furred and rather dry; she perspired 
a great deal; the urine was acid, sp. gr. 1030, and contained 
no albumen. On the fifth day of admission, the symptoms 
had a still greater resemblance to those of rheumatic fever, for 
the patient had pain in her arms and legs, and she complained 
of pain in all her joints when she moved. Her face was 
flushed; her tongue was coated with yellow fur. On the 
eighth day of admission the symptoms still resembled those of 
rheumatic fever. The face was flushed and perspiring; her 
tongue was moist and coated -with yellow fur; she had pain in 
her right arm; her pulse had risen from 112 to 136 in the 
morning, and from 120 to 140 in the evening. During the next 
six days she continued much the same ; the temperature never 
exceeded 101-4°. On the 26th, or fourteenth day of admission, 
and twenty-one days from the commencement of her illness, 
the temperature was 98-6° and 98-4°, pulse 120, respiration 24 
and 28. She had pain in her back and right -wrist. Face was 
flushed. On the 29th the pulse reached as high as 140, 
respiration only 20, and temperature 99-4° in the morning and 
101 in the evening. March 1, her tongue was dry, and face 
was flushed. She had vomited ; abdomen tympanitic all over. 
The tympanitis and vomiting indicated something more than 
orffinary rheumatic fever. The evidence of peritonitis became 
still more marked, for on March 2 she had vomited a great deal, 
and the abdomen was tender on pressure. On the 3rd she 
vomited a good deal, and the abdomen was tympanitic. The 
temperature was 100-2° and 101-2°; pulse 136 and 140. On 
the 4th the temperature was 104°; pulse 152 and 162; respira¬ 
tion only 28 and 32. Her tongue was very dry; abdomen 
distended and tympanitic; face dusky ; and next day she died. 
While she was in the Hospital the urine was acid, of high 
specific gravity, varying from 1033 to 1025. On the 22nd 
(that is, the tenth day of admission) the. urine contained no 
albumen ; on the 24th (that is, the tweKth day of admission) it 
contained a quantity of albumen. 

During the first week that this patient was in the Hospital 
she was considered to be suffering from rheumatic fever ; and, 
as far as I can judge, there were no symptoms to point to any 
other conclusion. She had pain and swelling of the joints, she 
perspired a great deal; tongue was torred, occasionally dry, 
and at other times moist and coated with yellow fur. The 
urine was acid, of high specific gravity, high-coloured, and de¬ 
posited lithates. All these symptoms clearly pointed to rheumatic 
fever. But it -will probably be allowed that in diagnosing 
disease we not unfrequently fall into error because we do not 
question the truth of our conclusions ; and in this case, if we 
had doubted for a moment that the patient was suffering from 
rheumatic fever, we should have noticed that the quickness of 
the pulse was out of all proportion to the pyrexia. The pulse 
on the 14th in the evening was 120, and the temperature was 
101-2°; on the 15th the pulse was 132, and the temperature only 
100-8°. On the 16th the pulse was 130, and the temperature 
only 98-8°. The pulse also continued quick day after day. It 
was 112 on the day of admission, and it never fell below 120 
except on the 19th and 20th. At the same time there was no 
evidence of heart or lung disease to account for this quick 
pulse ; there was no evidence of any disease in the abdomen to 
account for it during the first eight or ten days the patient 
was in the Hospital; and the joint affection was scarcely if 
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at all sufficient to account for the pulse remaining so persis¬ 
tently high as 120, and not sufficient to account for the pulse 
gradually increasing in frequency until it reached 136 and 140 
a minute. The temperature all this time never exceeded 100° 
and 10T2°. 

The increase of temperature indicated that some acute 
disease was going on in the body, and the rapid pulse indicated 
that there was a great amount of constitutional disturbance ; 
yet there was not sufficient manifest local disease to account 
for such constitutional disturbance. 

If we refer to the joint affection, it may be noticed that the 
pain and swelling were chiefly in the wrists, but there was 
pain in both shoulders and in the neck during the first two 
days the patient was in the Hospital. On the third day the 
right Avrist was red and swollen. On the fifth day the pain 
had extended to the legs, and she had pain in all her joints 
when she moved. On the fifth day, therefore, the j oint affection 
very closely resembled that of rheumatic fever. There was no 
great effusion, fluctuation, redness, or oedema about the joints 
to indicate pyaemia. There was no evidence to show that 
suppuration was going on in any part of the body to point to 
pyaemia; and no evidence of disease of the bone or of any 
acute or chronic internal disease to suggest pyaemia. There were 
•no rigors, no typhoid symptoms, such as are frequently seen in 
pyaemia. The supervention of symptoms indicating peritonitis 
certainly showed that there was something more than ordinary 
rheumatic fever ; but the peritonitis in no way demonstrated 
that the patient was suffering from pyaemia and not from 
rheumatic fever. Tor the peritonitis might have been thought 
to be rheumatic inflammation of the peritoneum. Such a 
disease is, hoAvever, very rare, and in all the cases that I know 
of it has occurred -with pericarditis, and in this case there was 
no evidence of pericarditis. It may perhaps be considered that 
it was impossible to diagnose pyaemia from rheumatic fever in 
this case during the first week that the patient was in Hospital. 
This case would, however, teach us to suspect pyaemia in a 
patient who, ha-ving pain, swelling, redness of one or more 
joints, perspiration, coated tongue, and increased temperature, 
at the same time has a rapid pulse, and especially a pulse 
daily increasing in frequency without there being any dis¬ 
coverable internal disease to account for such increase. 

Respecting the morbid appearances in this case, the evidences 
of pyeemia were the small abscesses in the right lung, the abscess 
in the kidney, and the pus in the wall of the jejunum. Pysemic 
deposits are usually found in both lungs, but not always, and 
in this case they were confined to one lung. Appearances 
such as were seen in the intestine in this patient seem to have 
been noticed in other cases. Dr. Bristowe {vide article 
•“ Pyaemia” in Reynolds’s “ System of Medicine,” vol. i. p. 195) 
says that occasionally, too, the intestinal submucous tissue be¬ 
comes the seat of well-markedpysemicdeposits, which may tend to 
the destruction of the mucous surface over them and the 
production of a sloughy ■ulcer not unlike the ulcer of typhoid 
fever or that which follows the opening of a boil. It is also 
instructive to notice that although the pain, redness, and 
swelling were most severe in the right wrist, yet on opening 
this joint there was no pus in it. This case, therefore, confirms 
what has been observed in other cases of pyaemia—that joints 
often inflame in pyaemia without suppurating. The cause of 
the pyaemia Avas apparently an old abscess in one bronchial 
gland. 

I may briefly mention the following particulars of another 
oase:— 

I Avas asked to see a female aged about 34. I found her in 
bed complaining of pain in her left shoulder, and also in 
other joints; she was perspiring freely; her tongue was coated 
and moist; her pulse was quick, hut not very remarkably so. 
I counted her pulse at the time, but I did not note doAvn the 
number of beats per minute. She was cheerful, she did not 
complain of great prostration, nor did she appear very weak. 
Her countenance was natural. I carefully examined the heart, 
and there was no evidence of pericarditis nor of endocarditis. I 
inquired into her history, and she stated that she had not been 
very AA'^ell for some time, but she had been able to do her work. 
She thought she had suffered from some uterine affection. It 
appeared to me at the time of my visit that she was suffering 
from acute rheumatism, and I told her friends so, and that I 
thought she would do well, as there was no heart complication. 
Two days after this I was asked to see the patient again, as she 
was supposed to be dying. I was very much astonished, and 
inclined to think this was an exaggerated statement on the 
part of her friends. When I saw the patient, however, it was 
•dear she was dying; she was almost insensible,breathing very 
heavily, Avith gurgling in her throat; and a few hours after 

my visit she died. I made a post-mortem examination, and 
having opened the bag of the pericardium I noticed some 
minute sanguineous spots on the anterior surface of the heart, 
also over the lungs. At once it occurred to me that I had 
made a mistake, and instead of rheumatic fever the patient had 
had pytemia. I then carefully examined the lungs, and on 
examining the bases I found some dark-looking patches about 
the size of a marble, and on cutting into them they were seen 
to be pieces of lobular pneumonia passing into the stage of 
red and grey hepatisation. There were no collections of pus in 
the liver, spleen, or kidneys. 

On opening the left shoulder-joint, a quantity of iaus escaped. 
The uterus itself was healthy ; but on opening the left Fallopian 
tube, it was noticed to be unusually ffilated, for it allowed the 
point of a pair of scissors to pass up Avith very great ease, and 
on squeezing it, pus escaped. 

It may happen that a patient has symptoms resembling those 
seen in rheumatic fever—for instance, redness, pain, and some 
swelling of the joints, SAveating, pyrexia, and pericarditis. 
And there may be evidence of suppuration in some part of the 
body Avhich may lead us to suspect that the disease may be 
not rheumatic fever, but pyiemia. The patient may die, and 
the post-mortem examination may fail to clear up the difficulty 
which existed during life, and, after considering the post¬ 
mortem appearances, it may be impossible to determine 
whether the patient has died of pyasmia or of rheumatic fever. 

A patient was in Guy’s Hospital, under the care of Dr. 
Barlow. There was pyrexia and joint affection, such as is 
usually witnessed in acute rheumatism ; there was evidence of 
suppuration going on in the body, which led Dr. Barlow to 
suspect that the disease might be pyiemia and not rheumatic 
fcA'cr. The patient died, and the post-mortem examination 
failed to clear up the difficulty. There was acute recent 
pericarditis, and a communication existed betAvixt the bag of 
the pericardium and the left ventricle. 

Dr. Wilks remarked that it was impossible to say whether 
this communication was caused by rheumatic ulcerative 
endocarditis, making its way through the wall of the left 
ventricle, or whether there had been a pysemic abscess in. 
the wall of the left ventricle which, having made its way 
towards the pericardium and endocardium, had burst into the 
sac of the pericardimn and into the left ventricle. 

From the evidence that I have brought forward, it appears 
to me that, in some cases, it is exceedingly difficult, if not im¬ 
possible, to diagnose pyaemia from rheumatic fever. 

EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
-- 

THE MOOEEIELDS OPHTHALMIC 
HOSPITAL. 

CURIOUS INSTANCE OF OCCASIONxlL SUDDEN 
FAILURE OF SIGHT. 

Wnder the care of Mr. HUTCHINSON.) 
A TOUNG woman applied at Moorfields complaining of 
occasional sudden failure of sight. In an ordinary way 
her sight was, she said, excellent, but very frequently 
it would become so misty that she could not see small 
objects. These attacks were especially liable to occur in 
the evening, but sometimes in the daylight any slight mental 
shock would cause them. She was accustomed to work at a 
sewing machine, and often for half an hour together she would 
be obliged to give it up from inability to see. She particularly 
mentioned that any slight mental shock would cause it, such, 
for instance, as the accident of breaking her needle at work, or 
suddenly meeting any one in the street. She had never been 
left in darkness, but during the attacks all objects became 
hazy and indistinct. On testing her Ausion she read triiiunt easily, 

and read 20 at 20'. 
Mr. Hutchinson remarked that two theories might be sug¬ 

gested to explain this curious symptom. It might be one of 
the cases of so-called “ epilepsy of the retina, in^ which the 
blood-vessels suddenly become emptied; or it might be an 
instance of latent hypermetropia, with sudden failure of the 
over-worked ciliary muscle. The latter proved to be the correct 
one. After atropine had been put into one eye^ she could not, 
even with a diaphragm, see more than 50 at 20 , and required 

I +10 to enable her to see 20. Thus there could be no doubt 
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that she ivas constantly exerting her accommodation to the 
utmost, and that its sudden failure Avas the cause of her loss of 
sight. We may remark that sudden seizures, such as she com¬ 
plains of, are not a common symptom in hypermetropia. It is 
far more frequent to have prolonged symptoms of over-fatigue 
and its resulting asthenopia than to have periods of perfect 
sight alternating with those of complete suspension of the 
accommodation function. The case is, perhaps, allied to the 
group sketched out by Mr. Paget under the ingenious title of 
‘‘stammering by other organs than those of speech ; ” at least, 
in so far as mental emotion appears to be the exciting cause. 

BIEMINGHAM GENEEAL HOSPITAL. 

A CASE IN WHICH LEFT HEMIPLEGIA WAS FOL¬ 
LOWED BY HEMIPLEGIA ON THE EIGHT SIDE 
BEFOEE COMPLETE EECOVEEY—PECULIAE DIS- 
TEIBUTION OF THE PAEALYSIS—CONTEASTED 
AFFECTION OF SPEECH. 

(Under the care of Dr. JAMES BUSSELL.) 

The patient, a man aged 26, had contracted a chancre five or 
six years ago, for which he was salivated. His throat still 
exhibits the consequence of extensive ulceration. He was 
admitted with hemiplegia of the left side on April 19, the 
paralysis being considerable. He was discharged improved, 
and returned to work on June 12. He was again admitted on 
July 12 with hemiplegia of the right side, from Avhich he is 
now slowly recovering. 

1. The case thus presents an instance in wliich the two sides 
of the body were paralysed in succession, the paralysis of one 
side occurring whilst a considerable amount of paralysis re¬ 
mained on the opposite side. 

The paralysis in the first attack—on the left side—was of the 
ordinary type, such as occurs when the corpus striatum is the 
seat of disease; and there is every reason for believing that in 
the second attack the disease affected the corresponding part of 
the brain on the other side. But on the second occasion an 
interesting departure from the ordinary type of hemiplegia 
was observable, which ive are able to refer to the circumstance 
of paralysis seizing one side before the opposite side had fuUy 
regained power; or, to speak more precisely, the peculiarity 
was due to disease in a particular part of one hemisphere 
occurring whilst^ the corresponding part of the opposite hemi¬ 
sphere was still in a crippled condition. 

It is hardly necessary to _ refer to the explanation offered by 
Dr. Broadbent of the partial distribution of the paralysis in 
the common form of hemiplegia—auz., that the muscles are 
affected by the paralysis in proportion as they are independent, 
in their usual action, of those of the opposite side—in other 
words, in proportion as they are accustomed to act unilaterally ; 
whilst they escape paralysis in projDortion to their union with 
the opposite muscles in the bilateral actions of the body—in 
other words, ^ as they are incapable of acting independently. 
Such union in bilateral acts being most probably due to the 
existence of commissural fibres between the opposite nuclei of 
corresponding nerves, the motor impulse from the healthy side 
passes, in hemiplegia, across the communicating fibres to the 
nuclei of the nerves on the paralysed side, and thus preserves 
their motor power. 

In the present case, both sides of the brain being implicated 
in disease, the arrangement in favour of the bilateral muscles 
lost its efficacy,^ and accordingly the second attack of paralysis 
involved the bilaterally acting muscles, in addition to those 
wliich are ordinarily involved, as will be apparent from the 
following description of_ the patient’s condition. It should 
h^ piemised that we are indebted to the House-Bhysician, Dr. 
Welch, for the particulars of the patient’s symptoms durino- 
the first month of the second attack of hemiplegia, as Dr 
EusseU was then absent from town; it is of this attack alone 
that we now write :— 

The paralysis of the arm and leg on each occasion was such 
as IS ordinarily met ivith in hemiplegia; at the present time, 
when recovery has considerably advanced, he stiU shows 
manifest signs of weakness on both sides of his body. 

Deglutition, which did not suffer in the first attack, was so 
completely paralyscd on the second occasion that the man had 
to be supported entirely by enemata for the fir.st fortnio-ht ■ 
when I saw him at the end of a month he swallowed with 
^fficulty, and he has not yet fully recovered this function. 
I he maimed condition of the throat precludes any obseri'^ation 
upon the action of the muscles of the palate. He could not 
protrude his tongue at aU ; he does so now easfiv, audit deidates 
shghtly to the right. 

In the first attack the only imperfection in the action of the 
trunk muscles was that the chest on the left (the paralysed) 
side contracted less readily than on the right; on readmission 
with right hemiplegia, the respiratory acts were greatly im¬ 
paired. Dr. Welch reports that the right side did not expand 
at all, and that the ribs seemed only to be drag'ged up by the 
movement of the left side. At the present time expansion is so 
imperfect as not to separate to the extent of half an inch the 
ends of a tape encirchng the chest. The right ribs hardly moA’'e 
at all; those on the other side are elevated by a short sudden 
jerk, in which the shoulder is raised by participation of its 
muscles in the effort which is required. 

As regards the other muscles of the trunk it has been a 
constant complaint on the part of the nurse, even after the 
expiration of the first month, that the patient could not main¬ 
tain himself in a sitting posture for a minute, but fell back 
directly; now, however, he can walk with tolerable ease. 

Dr. W^elch also states that he could hardly open his mouth; 
he was quite unable to use the muscles of mastication for a 
fortnight after the seizure; the patient affirms that even 
now he cannot chew well on the right side, though the only 
fault I can discover is in want of power in the right temporal. 
The right angle of the mouth is now more feeble than the left; 
the eyes close symmetrically, but the contraction of the orbi- 
culares wants its customary firmness. It is probable that the 
globes of the eyes have been moved freely throughout both 
atta,cks; they certainly are so now; sensation of the trunk,, 
hmbs, and face is quite active, and smell and taste are not im¬ 
paired ; he reads No. 1 Jiiger easily. When he first entered 
the Hospital Dr. Welch found the fundus oculi healthy. 

He has suffered from general muscular wasting. 
2. Articulation was slightly impaired with the left hemiplegia, 

probably in part from the condition of his throat. On the occasion 
of his re-entering with right hemiplegia, articulation was quite 
extinguished. He is now slowly recovering the jiower of 
speaking, but articulation is still incomplete, especially as re¬ 
gards the linguals. 

_With regard to the mental functions, they were quite un¬ 
impaired in the first attack. When the right hemiplegia toolc 
place, although speaking was impracticable, the testimony of 
the nurse is positive that, from the first, he made signs accu¬ 
rately and readily, and used to point out in a book the words 
he would have pronounced if he could. He constantly amused 
himself mth reading. At the present time his apprehension is 
quick, liis memory ready and active. He has never misplaced 
a word since he began to speak again, nor has he been at a loss 
for a ^ single moment. He is, however, somewhat childish in 
laughing Avithout reason, and in being amused with trifles. 

It is most probable that, on both occasions, the lesion which 
occasioned the paralysis was in the region supphed by the 
middle cerebral artery. Although it is not Avithout precedent 
to find so extreme an interference with articulation with so 
little suffering of the mental element in speech, it is worthy 
of remark that we notice in this case an instance in which the 
motor functions of the body are impaired to an extreme degree 
on both sides of the body; and, to a certain extent, coinoidently, 
whilst the more important functions of the mind are iinim- 
paired. This circumstance seems to have a bearing upon im¬ 
portant suggestions on this subject which have emanated from 
time to time from Dr. Hughhngs-Jackson. 

Moetality _oe Scotland.—The deaths of 2244 persons 
were recorded in the eight towns during August, of whom 
1118 were males and 1126 females. This number, after allow¬ 
ing for increase of population, is 189 above the average of the 
month for the last ten years. Of the 2244 deaths registered, 
1005, or 45 per cent., were of children mider 5 years of age. 
In Aberdeen, 33 per cent, of the persons who died were under 
5 years of age; in Perth, 37 per cent; in Edinburgh, 42 per 
cent; in Dundee, 43 per cent.; in Paisley and in Glasgow, 46 
per cent. ; in Greenock, 50 per cent.; and in Leith, 56 per cent. 

Death feom Oiilokoeobm.—The AustraUan Medical 
Gazette relates the case of a man who died at Ovens Hospital 
from chloroform. He was 25 years of age, and took the chloro¬ 
form preAuous to undergoing amputation of the fing-er. Only 
a small quantity of the agent was used. On examination after 
death, the heart was found to be in a state of fatty degenera¬ 
tion, and the spleen was ruptured. A considerable quantity of 
blood Avas fomid in the peritoneum. The Gazette remarks that 
several cases of death from chloroform have recently occurred, 
in all of which fatty degeneration of the heart was found,’ 
though it was not discoverable before death. 
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-0“- 

THE VACANT CHAIRS IN EDINBURGH AND 

GLASGOW. 

To a Londoner the excitement caused by a Scottish University 

election, inEdinburghespecially, is hardly credible. Immediately 

on a vacancy being declared, or evenbefore that date, the ■whole of 

the Medical men constitute themselves supporters or opponents of 

one or other of the rival candidates. It does not follo'w that the 

men so separated become the less good friends on that account, 

but there is for the time being a tendency to form cliques con¬ 

stituted by the supporters of the different champions. There 

are various modes of election common in Scotland, ■which renders 

these committees of value; for some of the chairs are in the 

gift of the Crown, and then all kinds of political influence are 

in request; others of the chairs are in the gift of the Curators or 

some such local body, and then aU kinds of personal influence 

are in request. 

In the two chairs now vacant in Scotland—that of Surgery 

in Glasgow, vacant by the transfer of Professor Lister to Edin¬ 

burgh, and that of General Pathology in the University of 

Edinburgh, which has been given up by Professor Henderson 

on account of ill-health—the respective advantages and disad¬ 

vantages of the two modes of election come to light. When 

the appointment is in the hands of Government, politics are too 

apt to be all in aU. Not that we can speak against the Govern¬ 

ment appointments as ha^ving been bad ; quite the contrary, 

they have been generally superior to those made by the local 

bodies, and have been the great means of liberalising the I'ninds 

of these bodies. Still, it is rather hard that a man’s political 

opinions should stand in his way for a j)Ost for which he has 

in every way evinced the liighest qualifications, the post being 

one which per se has absolutely nothing to do ■with politics. 

Such in Glasgow has been Dr. G. Macleod’s position—a skilled 

and popular teacher of Surgery, in every way fitted for the 

position of Professor of Surgery in the University, but, un¬ 

fortunately for his immediate success, a Conservative. Had 

he been a Liberal, no doubt he would have been already 

appointed. 

Now let us see how matters go in Edinburgh, where the 

appointment is in the hands of a body of laymen. In dealing 

■with this topic we are met with extreme difliculty, for as in all 

such cases we desire to be absolutely fair and to dispense 

justice with an equal hand; but in a case where we should like 

two men to have one chair, what are we to do ? The candi¬ 

dates for the chair of General Pathology are three in number 

—Dr. Sanders, Dr. Grainger Stewart, and Dr. Smart; but the 

career of the two former, as men already skilled in teaching, 

to say nothing of their contributions to pathology, may 

be considered to give them a claim before their fellow- 

competitor. Now, in the case before us, both Dr. Sanders 

and Dr. Grainger Stewart are men of undoubted ability, 

both representative men in their way, and the task which 

lies before the Curators is no easy one. Whichever they 

elect, they know that he is a first-rate man, but to have 

the better they must decide in their o^wii minds what they 

intend the duties of the chair to be. The foUo^wing has been 

over and over again expressed to us as the opinion of those 

who know both men well:—“ That if the Curators desire to see 

the chair made one of General Medicine or Pathology, to use 

the word in one sense, Dr. Sanders is the candidate best suited 

for the post; if it is their desire to see the chair filled by one 

who would rather teach Pathology and Morbid Anatomy, Dr. 

Grainger Stewart is one who ■wiU do this to perfection.” And 

we think the thesis a fair one. Dr. Sanders we esteem and 

admii’e as a skilful Physician and a painstaldng co-worker with 

us in Medical journalism. His contributions to Medicine are 

too numerous to be recounted by any one of inferior genius to 

that of Homer, for the catalogue of the ships is not very enter¬ 

taining reading, and the list of Dr. Sanders’s published con¬ 

tributions to Medical science is about equally lengthy, and 

would, even in our hands, be hardly interesting. Dr. Sanders is 

further well known as a skilful and successful teacher of 

physiology in the Edinburgh Extrammal School. All this 

serves to confirm our previous statement that if the chair 

is to be one of General Medicine no one could more worthily 

fin it than Dr. Sanders. Of Dr. Grainger Stewart, again, we 

can say that his work from beginning to end has been essen¬ 

tially pathological. He has been for a good many years 

Pathologist to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh—a position 

which has given him ample opportunities of studying morbid 

anatomy—opportunities which his published woiks and the 

weight which in Medical circles attaches to his testimony show 

he has not neglected to utilise to the utmost. A younger man 

than Dr. Sanders, Dr. G. Stewart’s published works are not of 

course so numerous as those of his rival; but their quality is 

good, his latest work especially—that on Bright’s disease— 

being worthy of aU commendation. There is no man in Edin¬ 

burgh better fitted to teach pathology by the way of morbid 

anatomy than is Dr. Stewart. 

Such are the conflicting claims on which the Curators have 

to decide. Both gentlemen have issued large volumes of 

testimonials (a system against which wo would enter an earnest 

protest, as if the question was to be decided by the size of the 

volumes only, for if so, why not at once make avoirdupois 

weight the standard ?) too large to be read with profit, and 

therefore of doubtful advantage to either candidate. If we 

look at the lists of the givers of these testimonials, we notice 

that there are more British names among the supporters of 

Dr. Sanders, more foreigners among those who speak in 

favour of Dr. Stewart. It may bo well for the Curators 

to recollect that they ought not to be carried away in favour 

of Dr. Sanders merely by the fact that they happen to know 

the names of his supporters and can judge of the value of their 

opinions, whilst of those who rank among the supporters of 

Dr. Stewart many are foreigners, the value of whose opinion 

is to them an unknown quantity. The truth is that the testi¬ 

monials which have come to Dr. Grainger Stewart from abroad 

are all from men eminent in their calling, and whose testimony 

is worthy of all respect. This, in all fsiiruess, we are bound to 

say. But we must end as we began. “Would there were two 

chairs—one for either, for either is worthy! 

THE SUPPLY OF SUBJECTS. 

OuE readers are well aware that the matter of the siipply 

of dead bodies for dissection has been again and again 

brought up, but that, notwithstanding, no improvement what¬ 

ever has as yet taken place. It is every day becoming a more 

and more serious question, and one which demands a searching 
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inquiry. The number of subjects has been decreasing' every 

year, and the dearth of material for dissection has given cause 

for great anxiety to those engaged in the teaching of anatomy. 

In no session has the want been so severely felt as in that 

which has just passed away. We are glad to be able to rank 

Mr. Charles Hawkuis among the foremost of the reformers in 

the reforming Medical Teachers’ Association, and in the 

Council of the CoUeg-e of Surgeons. May we be allowed to 

point out to him that in no direction could his energy be more 

usefully employed than in that which peculiarly appertains to 

him under the Anatomy Act P An adequate number of subjects 

is of vital importance to all Medical schools; and if Mr. Haw¬ 

kins could only manage to insure an ample supply, he would 

earn the gratitude of both teachers and taught. 

Perhai)s we may be able to point out some of the causes 

which bring about this dearth of subjects, and, the cause being 

known, the remedy in this case becomes plain. 

It will be seen from an article which elsewhere appears in 

our columns that, during the past year in the ten Hospitals 

from which avo have received information, 656 students had 211 

bodies. This number includes those used for the operations of 

Surgery, and also imperfect postmortemisedsubjects—“broken 

parts, as they are called. The usual distribution of a subject 

is into eight parts, so that, at a rough calculation, this would 

give rather more than two parts each to the pupils. Some, of 

course, have had more, but many less, and those who are at all 

acquainted with the practical working of a dissecting-room 

know how difficult a matter it is justly to apportion them. 

A chief cause of this small supply is as follows:—Tlie 

masters of the Avorkhouses, with some few exceptions, seem to 

have set their faces against the bodies going to the Schools; for 

as soon as it gets knoAvn where they are going to, public in¬ 

dignation is roused against them, and they refuse to undertake 

any risk or annoyance, especially as they get nothing for their 

trouble. Formerly a douceur was allowed the undertakers 

for moving a subject, and a portion of this was given to the 

masters for their pains, but since this has been done away Avith 

the supply has steadily diminished. 

We have knoAvn instances in which the masters of work- 

houses have prevented unclaimed bodies going to the Schools 

by offering some small bribe to any one willing to make them¬ 

selves out to be friends or relatives of the deceased. We doubt, 

however, if this would have been the case if he himself had 

some remuneration for seeing the body safely and carefully 

delivered into the undertaker’s hands. It is, after all, the old 

story—men AnU not work Avithout remuneration. Those 

engaged in the teaching of anatomy must have noticed an 

almost immediate decrease in the supply after the publication 

of an article, entitled “ Paupers’ Bones,” in one of the Sunday 

newspapers some months ago, scurrilous enough, and taking 

an utterly wrong view of the matter; but it certainly appears 

to have had due effect upon those who have the disposal of the 

bodies, at least at the workliouses. This really seems a very 

feasible explanation of our difficulty, for obviously those per¬ 

sons in whose hands the sending away of unclaimed paupers 

lies have everything to lose and nothing to gain. We cannot 

help thinking that if some slight extra payment upon every 

subject received were offered, and that if this were generally 

known amongst those who are supposed to supply our Schools, 

we should soon have the material we require. A shght sub¬ 

scription amongst the students of the metropolis would easily 

meet this expense. 

A contributor elsewhere very sensibly calls attention to the 

fact that “ an ample supply of unclaimed bodies might be hadfor 

dissection if it were not for the railways and the public.” Can¬ 

not this matter be urgently laid before the Home Secretary ?— 

we aUudo to the fact of the railways making such exorbitant 

charges for the removal of corpses. Surely the days have come 

when such a fanatical idea as its being “ a trafficking in human 
flesh” were exploded. 

When we take one only out of the many sources from which 

we might, by proper legislation, obtain material—the pauper 

lunatic asylums, where there must be hundreds of unclaimed bodies 

—we can form some estimation of the amount of supply lost; and 

we can only think that better management in railway arrange¬ 

ments would tend largely to obviate this difficulty. If they may 

opei'ate upon them and postmortemise them in the several 

establishments, surely they might be better turned to general 

use in our schools. We shall be thankful for any further sug¬ 

gestions from our correspondents, but it is evident that the time, 

has come when some stir must be made about the matter. 

ANNUAL REPORT OE THE POOR-LAW BOARD. 

The Poor-law Board, in their Twenty-first Annual Report, 

bring the history of their work down to the end of July last, 

except as regards certain statistics of relief and expenditure, 

which are tabulated to Lady-day and Michaelmas, 1868, re¬ 

spectively, the numbers of paupers of all classes being calcu¬ 

lated to January 1, 1869. The report shows that, during tha 

parochial year 1867-68, a sum of £7,498,061 was expended for 

the relief ot the poor, as against £6,959,841 in 1866-67 and 

£6,439,515 in 1865-66. The rate per head on the population 

in 1867-68 was 6s. lljd., being an increase of 5^d. over 1866-67, 

and of lO^d. over 1865-66. Taking past decennial periods, the 

rate per head for 1868 does not appear excessive when com¬ 

pared Avith 6s. Old. in 1858, 7s. Ifd. in 1848, and 5s. SJd. in 

1838. It appears from the report that the total number of 

persons in receipt of relief on January 1, 1869, was 1,046,569, 

as against 1,040,103 on January 1, 1868, being an increase of 

6466. The numbers of able-bodied adults relieved, however, 

show an improvement, being 2468 less in January, 1869, than 

in January, 1868, or a decrease of 1-3 j}er centum. 

The report gives numerous and exhaustive comparative tables 

which space AviU not allow us to examine in detail. Suffice it 

to say that they show broadly the following results :_ 

That the expenditure for all purposes in the year ending. 
Lady-day, 1868, was greater by £538,220 than in the preceding 
year, an increase of 7’7 per centum. 

That the charge distributed over the estimated population 
amounted to 6s. ll|d. per head in 1867-8, against 6s. 6M. in 
1866-7, an increase of 6‘7 per centum. 

That the charge distributed over the rateable value of Eng¬ 
land and Wales amounted to Is. 6d. in the pound in 1867-8 
against Is. 5jd. in 1866-7, an increase of per centum. 

That the mean number of paupers of all classes in 1867-8 
was 992,640, against 931,546 in 1866-7, shoAving an increase of 
6'6 per centum. 

In the above statement the word “ increase ” occurs -with 

ominous and unpalatable frequency, and this the Board appear 

to recognise, as they admit “ that the cost of maintaining the 

poor has risen in a somewhat greater ratio than the numb'er of 

persons relieved.” But they evidently consider that comfort 

should be derived from the reflection that, “ owing to the con¬ 

stantly augmenting proportion of ‘ rateable value,’ the increase 

in the ‘ rate in the pound ’ is less than the increase in numbers 

or expenditure ; ” or, in other words, the country is so rich that 

it can well afford to pay at an ever-groAving x’ate per head for a 

constantly increasing number of paupers. The report, how¬ 

ever, reminds us that one way to check the rates is to avoid 

any tendency to pet our paupers. The hint is conveyed in the 

most unmistakable manner, thus:—“ It is a significant cir¬ 

cumstance, which deserves attention, that in the year ending 

Lady-day, 1868, an increase of expenditure of greater or less 

amount has taken place in every county in England and 

Wales.” The Board could not speak more clearly, or, as it 

seems to us, with more truth, if they said, “ In obedience ta 

the popidar AviU we m-ged the guardians throughout the country 

to provide for their poor increased comforts and better ac¬ 

commodation and appliances; the guardians generally, though 

in some cases reluctantly, set about complying, and now the 
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bill has come in,” or perhaps it would be more correct to say, 

“ the biUs have begun to come in.” 

The report details the grounds upon which certain of 

the proposals as regards the formation of sick-asylum districts, 

in pursuance of the Metropolitan Poor Act of 1867, have been 

abandoned, without sacrificing the advantages which that Act 

was intended to secure. It was found that the cost of each 

of the proposed asylums would not be less than from £45,000 

to £50,000, and the report states that— 

“ Under these circumstances, and taking into account *the 
large and increasing burdens on the ratepayers of the metro¬ 
polis, we deemed it necessary to review the proposed arrange¬ 
ments, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the requisite 
separate accommodation for the sick poor might not be pro¬ 
vided in some other manner equally efficient, but not involving 
so serious an outlay. 

“ After a full inquiry into the available space in the existing 
workhouses it became evident to us that if each workhouse in 
the unions forming the sick-asylum districts were appropriated 
to a separate class, not only would the requisite classification 
be seciired, but great economy in space would be effected, and 
that the further accommodation thus obtained would, if certain 
additions of a comparatively inexpensive character were made 
to some of the workhouses, so far meet the wants of most of the 
six districts as to obviate the necessity of erecting costly new 
buildings for the separate treatment of the sick.” 

These considerations were acted upon, and most of the unions 

in the metropolis have been so altered or combined as to render 

them co-extensive vdth the contemplated sick-asylum districts. 

The remainder, it appears, will probably soon be similarly dealt 

with, excepting a few which have not been included in an 

asylum district. In these latter cases suitable accommodation 

will be provided by building, but much room for the sick will 

be set free by the removal of the imbeciles to the asylums in 

course of erection at Caterham and Leavesden. The smaU-pox 

and fever Hospitals at Homerton and Stockwell are to be pro¬ 

ceeded with, but that proposed at Hampstead has been 

abandoned. 

The only other portion of the report to which we can now 

direct attention is that which treats of the steps taken in 

regard to dispensaries. The Commissioners say ;— 

“ In our last report we inserted a circular letter, which we 
had addressed to the guardians in the metropolis, drawing 
their attention to those sections of the Metropohtan Poor Act, 
1867, which related to dispensaries, and pointing out the 
advantages which would arise from their establishment; but 
we regret th.'.t, owing to unforeseen obstacles in some cases, 
and legal im.pediments in others, but little progress has been 
made in giving full effect to these provisions of the Act. 

“ In some unions dispensaries have been established, where 
all medicines required for the out-door poor are dispensed by 
duly qualified dispensers upon the prescriptions of the district 
Medical officers, and although in these cases a dispensary 
committee has not been appointed pursuant to the Act, the 
dispensary arrangements have been superintended by a com¬ 
mittee appointed by the guardians. This system has been 
attended vdth very satisfactory results. 

“ We are still strongly of opinion that the requisite medicines 
should be provided by the g^uardians at their own cost instead 
of by the Medical officers, and that the Medical officers should 
see and prescribe for the sick poor not confined to their houses 
at the dispensaries rather than at their own surg-eries ; but we 
do not consider it essential that a dispensary committee should 
be appointed in those cases where the guardians object to such 
an arrangement, and are willing to comply with the other 
requirements of the Act. 

“ The mea.sure now(a) before Parliament for amending the 
Metropolitan Poor Act will relieve the guardians from the 
obligation of appointing a dispensary committee in certain 
cases, and offer other inducements for the general establishment 
of dispensaries throughout the metropolis.” 

The Bill referred to in the report has now become law, and 

we trust that before long we may be enabled to record a very 

general willingness on the part of metropohtan guardians to 

accept the offered inducements for the estabhshment of dispen¬ 

saries. 

ENDOWED HOSPITALS. 

The spectacle of a mathematician and strict rcasoner like Mr. 

Whitworth devoting part of his property to endowing scholar¬ 

ships in the present age of this countiy is, in every point of 

view, a remarkable one. The founder, desiring to do the State 

some service, must first have settled for himself in the affirma¬ 

tive the vexed question whether endowments, even if strictly 

administered, are productive of good to the community; and 

he must then have satisfied himself that the dangers of mis- 

appheation which have beset all endowments, whatever their 

purpose, whether for the spread of knowledge or the defence of 

a dogma, for a domestic crotchet or a social reform, for “ a 

college or a cat,” will be harmless to his own favourite project. 

Yet the experience of other foimders, if we could call them 

from their graves to give it, would hardly be encouraging. 

Many would doubtless tell us that they would rather have 

thrown their money into the sea than have done so much harm 

with it. Others would say that the good which has resulted 

from their schemes has been effected under totally opposite 

conditions to those which they had themselves contemplated. 

All would probably thinlc more than twice before trying 

the experiment again. Mr. Gladstone’s attention has 

of late been forcibly directed to the subject of endow¬ 

ment, and also, unfortunately, to that of illness ; perhaps 

the association of ideas may induce him to permit his 

thoughts to be turned to the compound subject of the endow¬ 

ments which arc devoted to the relief of illness. It is probable 

that there are few institutions which could suffer less, and 

might profit more, from a thorough examination in the inte¬ 

rests of the State. The first question to be determined would 

of course be whether it is to the public advantage that these 

endowments should exist at all; and, this being answered 

in the affirmative, it must be asked in what way they can be 

made most serviceable to the community—^whether, for example, 

by the reception of sick and destitute individuals who would 

otherwise be chargeable to their several parishes, and thereby 

relieving the rates of particular districts, or by providing 

collections of patients suitable for clinical instruction, 

and so insuring a supply of well-taught Medical Prac¬ 

titioners for the whole country. There are other modes 

that might readily be suggested for utilising these endow¬ 

ments ; but, as between the two above mentioned, the 

balance of educated opinion would perhaps be in favour of the 

latter. The further question would arise whether, in addition 

to the reception of patients within the walls, it is deshable to 

give away advice and medicines indiscriminately to all comers, 

after the fashion of the doles of mediaeval monasteries, or whe¬ 

ther such a practice is not now as demoralising to the recipients 

of such doles as it was found to be in the middle ages. There 

is no doubt that there are managers of such endowments whose 

vanity is flattered by large figures. Here is a cheap and easy 

way of indulging in that weakness. Let them buy cheap 

drugs, overwork their dispensers, and get the patients attended 

for nothing, and it matters httle to the funds of the Hospital 

how many thousands come. 

The endowed general Hospitals of London are three in 

number—St. Bartholomew’s, St. Thomas’s, and Guy’s. The 

first two were refounded by that amiable and enlightened 

monarch, Henry VIII., or his son, out of the proceeds of sup¬ 

pressed monasteries, apparently as a sop to the citizens of 

London, to whom the grant of the property was made. Pro¬ 

bably it was found that the sight of Hospitals being swallowed 

up at their very doors by greedy court favourites was a little 

more than the sturdy commonalty would stand. How the 

present very anomalous mode of government, by which the 

citizens are practically excluded from the control of the en¬ 

dowments, and a self-elected body of governors is substituted 

for them, we do not profess to explain. This, as well as the 

more important question—Is the present mode capable of 

improvement are fit subjects for public inquiry. The 
(a) July 30,1869. 
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history of Guy’s, as is ■well known, is much shorter than that 

of the two others. It ■was founded in 1721. 

It is manifestly impossible in a single article to go fully into 

the history of these endowments; 'we will therefore pass over 

in which many and extensive improvements both in the 

buildings and in the system have been made of late years, and 

St. Thomas’s, which is now in a chrysalis state, and intends to 

burst forth in new splendour when its home is ready for it, and 

turn our attention for a moment to the internal condition of St. 

Bartholomew’s. During- the past year repeated mutterings of 

a storm have foimd vent in our columns and those of our 

Medical contemporaries, and, from what we can gather, the 

storm appears to be now at its height. Dissatisfaction ■with the 

present administration of the Hospital pervades the whole 

•working body; and the managers have just taken the best 

mode of bringing this dissatisfaction to a head by remo-ring 

from office one of the House-Physicians, Dr. Mayo, for 

“insubordination.” We are aware that Dr. Mayo has been 

active in endeavouring- to force on the notice of the managers 

of the Ho,spital the flagrant abuses of the out-patient depart¬ 

ment ; but into the further details of his quarrel we are 

scarcely competent to enter, especially as it is of course possible 

that he may ■wish to test the legahty of his removal in a court 
of law. 

If we might venture, however, to give a word of counsel to 

Dr. Mayo and those who think -with him, it woifld be that they 

should rather choose to abide by the verdict of public opinion, 

which 'will assuredly be on their side, than resort hastily to the 

use of that double-edged weapon, the British jury. Our old 

and eminently successM friend. Jack the Giantkiller, often 

found it ad-visable, for strategical reasons, to avoid direct 

encounter with opponents who presented a too sohd front for 

immediate attack, and the results perjectly justifled his tactics. 

Above all, we would remind the St. Bartholomew’s reformers 

that the most effective engine for the removal of abuses has 

always been organisation and sustained concerted action. Let 

them not forget the lesson of the bundle of sticks. 

And what -will be the effect on the school of all this ferment ? 

W^e observe that there is to be no introductory lecture this 

year ? Is this because the managers of the Hospital are un- 

■willing to meet the students ? Again, the managers have 

g-iven the use of the Hospital hall, on which a large sum of 

money has lately been spent in gilding and decoration, for 

the dinner of old Bartholomew’s students on October 1. 

Is this to prevent that free expression of opinion which 

was hkely to take place outside ? If we are told that 

we must not look a gift horse in the mouth, we faU 

back on Charles Lamb’s refutation of that jDopiflar fallacy, 

and say Avith him, “ Something- is always expected in 

return.” Those old Bartholomew’s men who go to this 

meeting wiU doubtless have the satisfaction of being told 

that everything that is is right, while they see the quinine 

and sarsaparilla that ought to have been prescribed by 

the dressers spread over the walls of their dining-room. 

For ourselves we fear that the old ship is in danger of 

disasters from inefficient pilotage, and we would call to 

her mind— 

“ Nil piotis timidus na-rita puppibus 

Pidit. Tu, nisi ventis 

Debes ludibrium, cave.” 

Lastly, there is one question that occurs to us—What has 

become of the staff of St. Bartholomew’s? 

THE SOUTHWARK WATER COMPANIES. 

EvEifS day’s experience proves the importance of water as a 

means of propagating or producing disease, and every day’s 

experience consequently shows the value of a pure supply 

for domestic consumption. The water companies on the south 

side of the Thames have long been notorious for their short¬ 

comings in this respect. Week after week, and month after 

month, their water has been reported turbid and unfit for use ; 

yet nothing has been done. It was high time that some 

searching inquiry was made into the causes of this continued 

evasion—or i-ather, we should say, infringement—of the laws, 

and no better man could have been selected for this purpose 

than Mr. John Netten Radchffe, he who so industriously and 

ably traced out the cause of the fatality of the cholera in East 

London during the last epidemic. His report is now before 

us, and we regret we cannot enter into its details as fully 

as if deserves, but we shall try to make the main points clear. 

The gist of the whole matter lies in this. Every company 

is required by law to effectually filter all water supphed by it 

■within the metropohs for domestic use; but no officer is 

appointed to see that this is done, and the companies, vrith— 

shall we say commendable ?—prudence, have carefully ab¬ 

stained from any super-vision of their o-wn dehnquencies. 

Tire most notorious offender is the Southwark Water Com¬ 

pany, in whose mains, indeed, clear water would seem 

to be the exception. By way of apology, for they are 

forced to admit the fact, they say that the demands on them 

have so rapidly increased, chiefly o-wing to the enormous con¬ 

sumption of the railways, that they have hitherto been unable 

to meet the increased demand, but that now, when new works 

are approaching completion, they hope to manage better. We 

shall try to explain in a few words the causes of this 

unsatisfactory state of matters. The purifying of water 

depends essentially on two processes, subsidence and filtration. 

The subsidence beds of the Southwark Company are far too 

small, and their filtering beds are also too small; the consequence 

is that the water has no time to be purified after it has been 

taken from the Thames imtil it is distributed in the mains. Then, 

again, the demand for water is not uniform during the twenty- 

four hours ; it is much greater in the morning than in the after¬ 

noon, and consequently well-regulated companies have room 

for storing large quantities of filtered water. The Southwark 

Company have no such storage ; the pump wells communicate 

directly ■with the filter beds, so that when the demand for 

water increases, to increase their supply they throw more 

pressure on the filter beds, remove any obstacles to the 

transmission of the water through these beds, so that the 

process of filtration becomes not only a sham, but, as 

suggested, an actual means of impurity, for the ru.sh of 

the water through the filter would seem to be powerful enough 

to carry off the detritus thrown do-wn by pre-viously filtered 

water. Nor is this all. There exists a stiU more direct commu¬ 

nication between the filter-beds andthe pump wells in the shape 

of large pipes, which it is shrewdly suggested the company use 

to supplement their supply when the stores of so-called filtered 

water in the mains are low. One would fancy that such 

sources of impurity were enough, but there are others. 

Formerly the company used to take their supply of water 

from the tidal stream at Battersea, and their filtering-beds are 

close to the river. The old conduit still exists, and it is 

possible to use it for supplementing the supply acquired higher 

up the river. It is not absolutely asserted that this has been 

done, but Dr. Frankland’s analyses show plainly enough that 

at certain periods tidal water was making its way into the 

reservoirs some way or another—a condition of matters which 

it is not pleasant to contemplate, when viewed by our experience 

of past epidemics. Now all this could be easily avoided, as is 

well sho-wn by the experience of the West Middlesex Com¬ 

pany, which draws its supply of water from the Tliames at the 

same point as does the Southwark Company, yet very, very 

rarely, and then only in most unusual states^ of the river, has 

its water been turbid. 

The Lambeth and Chelsea Companies would also seem to be 

offenders, but in a minor degree; they are unfortunate in their 

intake, which should be moved higher up the river, and their 

filtering beds ought to be extended, but both companies keep a 

store of more than one day’s supply of filtered water, so that 

their pumps go steadily during the twenty-four hours, no in- 
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crease in the supply from the filtering beds being necessary 

during the hours of excessive demand. 

Not the least instructive portion of the report is that con¬ 

tributed by Dr. Burdon Sanderson as to the microscopical 

characters of certain specimens of 'water. It would seem that 

fishes, eels, and frogs, live and enjoy themselves in the mains 

of the Southwark Company. Tliis they could not do if the 

water was pure, and consequently we are prepared for the 

statement that diatoms, desmids, amoeboid protozoa, and other 

lowly organisms abound. But nowadays, although these are 

very ugly when viewed through a microscope, especially when 

existing in the water we are accustomed to drink, yet we know 

what they mean. As Dr. Burdon Sanderson says, “ when they 

are found in such waters the fact simply implies that the me¬ 

chanical means (i.c., the filters) employed to keep them out of 

the seridce reservoirs are insufficient.” Not so with certain 

other stUl more lowly forms—those elementary bodies whose 

only j)roof of vitality consists in motion ; their natural history 

is not yet known, but enough has been discovered to make us 

suspicious of them as the agents of disease and death. Such 

bodies were plentifully formed in the water of the Sov^thwark 

Company after it had stood for a time. Their presence is at 

aU events a guarantee that matter is there in an organisable 

state, and that transformation was going on in this material— 

a fact which is the reverse of agTeeable to those who have to 

drink it. 

Di'vines are in the habit of appending a practical moral to 

their longish discourses; oui’s is that the inqmry shows it is 

liigh time that some more responsible authority were placed 

over our water supply. A joint-stock company cannot be ex¬ 

pected to look after more than the securing of good dividends. 

It would be somewhat awkward to apply to water companies 

the rough means whereby railway companies are coerced. We 

fear that the battles of the experts would be qmte interminable 

in a keenly contested claim for damages. But if this cannot be 

so, the proposal to render our water supply, as it is elsewhere, 

a municipal institution, is surely not impracticable, and, in the 

face of the dangers to which we ai’e exposed under existing 

cii’cumstances, one which ought to bo urged on. Di our posi¬ 

tion of Medical Mentor, we cannot refrain from insisting on our 

present danger, and on the duty of providing- a remedial measure 

—if it be satisfactory we do not care what it is—and finally from 

thanking Mr. Eadcliffe for a report wliich cannot fail to aid 

the good cause of domestic sanitation. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

Eveey one is out of toAvn. A lull has followed the gale which 

the meeting of the Medical Council raised over the narrow 

field of Medical politics, and until the Schools meet in October 

nothing can be expected to disturb the well-earned repose of 

the Medical world of London. The next meeting of the Council 

of the Royal College of Sui-geons Avill take place on October 7, 

and we believe that the important communication on Medical 

education and examination addressed by the Medical Council 

to the Examining Boards will again be under discussion. The 

Council of the College have, we are told, formed a committee 

for the purpose of reporting on the questions raised by the 

recommendation of the Education Committee of the General 

Council in reference to a joint board for the examination of 

students. The same question is also, we have reason to know, 

being discussed by the authorities of other examining bodies. 

One thing seems clear—that if the result desired is to be brought 

about it cannot be done 'without a fair and just consideration 

of existing claims. Neither will Medical education be 

forwarded, nor will justice be done, by transferring the 

examination of the general Practitioner from those bodies 

to whom substantially the Profession have owed aU the im¬ 

provements in Medical education and in the status of 

the Medical man which have been made in the last fifty years, 

either to a board of Government nominees, or to any other 

Medical corporations or institutions. All the joint board is 

expected to perform is to give a minimum examination, and 

we may reasonably doubt whether the standard of a minimum 

examination 'will in reality be higher than that at present 

enforced by the principal examining bodies. The real argrunent 

for the joint board is the convenience of the student and the 

consolidation of the Profession. But whether these advantages 

may not be purchased at too high a rate by the destruction 

of existing machinery is a question wliich ought to be carefully 

weighed. 

There has ocem-reda ca.se of supposed poisoning by strychnia 

in Gloucestershire, the facts of which are remarkable enough 

to warrant attention. A lady, the 'wife of a clergjrman, who 

had pre'viously been insane and exhibited suicidal tendencies, 

but who, in November last, had been discharged from an 

asyliun, and had since exhibited no sign of insanity, died .sud¬ 

denly. The report we have seen states that— 

“ On the night of the Ist inst. Mrs. Salter -wished her 
friends good night, and went to bed between 10 and 11 o’clock. 
Her husband joined her in an hour, and she then appeared still 
happy, contented, and cheerful, as she had been during her 
stay at Cinderford. Early in the morning Mr. Salter was 
awakened by liis wife’s hard breathing, and he asked her what 
was the matter. She asked for water, complained of cramp, 
and rapidly fell into -rfolent convulsions. Mrs. Wliatmough 
was first called, and then Dr. Whatmough. Mrs. Salter was 
then in a state of tetanus, and exhibited aU the usual symptoms 
of poisoning by strychnia. The Doctor went to his surgery, 
which is on the premises, and before he could ret-urn she was 
dead. A post-mortem examination was of course made, and 
the contents of the stomach were analysed by Mr. Horsley, of 
Cheltenham, the county analyst. The poison had evidently 
been absorbed into the system, and although no traces of it 
could be found, three Medical men gave it as their opinion that 
Mrs. Salter had died from tetanus caused by strychnia. No 
bottle or box was found in the bedroom, and Dr. Whatmough 
stated that neither of the bottles in the surgery containing 
preparations of strychnia was mis.sing. The jui-y, therefore, 
returned a verdict stating that deceased died from tetanus 
caused by strychnia, but that under what circumstances the 
poison was taken, or whether taken by the act of deceased or 
administered by some other person, there was no evidence to 
show.” 

Now we think that a verdict of this kind establishes a dan¬ 

gerous precedent. It could not be .shown that the deceased 

lady had stryclmia in her possession, and none of the poison 

was found in her body, but on the report of the symptoms 

alone the jury attribute the death to poisoning by sbrychnia. 

It must be remembered that the fact of Mrs. Salter having suf¬ 

fered from insanity proves that her nervous system was not in 

a condition of health above suspicion. It may be that the ver¬ 

dict of the jury was right, but, in the absence of all traces of 

poison, we do not tliink it was warranted. The relations of 

the deceased and the fortunes of sui-vivors might be seriously 

compromised by a decision which, -with the evidence before us, 

we cannot but think a doubtful one. 

The Compulsory Vaccination Act is working amid diffi¬ 

culties. The other day a woman brought her child to Bow- 

street to exhibit it to the magistrate, in the words of the Times 

reiiorter, “literally covered -with sores,” which she attributed 

to vaccination, performed by the assistant of Mr. Bennett, of 

St. Giles’s. Dr. Seaton has since investigated the case, and he 

calls the eruption eczema, although, on the first examination, 

Mr. Bennett was reported to have thought it chicken-pox. 

Dr. Seaton, in his report, acknowledges the possibility 

that the vaccination had some part in evolving the erup¬ 

tion, which he considers to have been a latent affec¬ 

tion. He states that the clfild was fiabby and ill-nourished, 

and that the operation ought to have been postponed. 

We fully concur in Dr. Seaton’s account of the matter, 

but it cannot be denied that such occurrences afford 

e-vidence which the enemies of vaccination -will not 
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fail to make the most of ag’ainst the policy of compul¬ 

sory vaccination at the age of three months. Vaccination is a 

great boon to mankind, hut it is nevertheless the origination 

in a child’s system of a new train of morbid action. Enormous 

benefit as it is, then, it cannot be expected to be an unmixed 

one. There is no doubt that eczema does occasionally 

follow eruptive fevers of the varioloid group. We have 

lately had an opportunity of seeing at one of the metropolitan 

Hospitals a case of unmanageable chronic eczema of several 

years’ duration, which followed confluent small-pox. It is 

only by impressing on the public mind the horrors of un¬ 

mitigated small-pox—which, thanks to vaccination, the present 

generation can scarcely realise—that people will be induced to 

put up with the minor and occasional evils of vaccination. 

The recent excavations of the East London Water Com¬ 

pany, which have yielded so rich a booty to naturalists 

and antiquaries, have set for ever at rest the question 

whether the elk [jLlces palmatus) has been a denizen of our 

forest in post-tertiary times. Professor Owen, in a note on 

the subject, states that at the time of the publication of 

the “British Eossil Mammalia” he had not obtained satis¬ 

factory evidence of the occurrence of the elk. The first 

and only discovery of elk remains previous to the excava¬ 

tions at Walthamstow was that of an antler in a peat bog 

near the North Tyne River, Northumberland. This is re¬ 

corded in the Transactions of the Tyne-side Naturalists. Now, 

however, we have proof that the elk, as well as the rein¬ 

deer, inhabited the forests round London. “ In an old bed 

of the River Lea,” Professor Owen writes, “at from five 

to eight feet in depth, have been obtained remains of 

JSos longifrons, Capra Hircus, with remarkably fine horn 

cores, part of an antler, two feet eight inches long, 

of a reindeer (C. tarandus), and in another kind of de¬ 

posit, as evidenced by the darker colour of the bones and a 

thin partial coating of limy matter, were obtained the humerus, 

antehrachium, and metacarpus of an elk, closely corresponding 

with those of the existing Scandinavian species.” The cha¬ 

racters of the bones of that peculiarly long-legged kind of 

deer called elk or moose differentiate them readily. Professor 

Owen adds, from those of the bovines, of the megaceros, and 

of the wapiti, or other large round-antlered deer. He is dis¬ 

posed to regard such bones as more satisfactory evidences of 

Alces than portions of antler. There seems to be a doubt 

whether the elk has ever been discovered fossil in France. But 

Professor Owen remarks that we owe to Julius Caesar the valu¬ 

able 'record of both’the reindeer {Bos Gervus) and the elk (Alces) 

in the Black Forest and conterminous parts of Germany at the 

period of his campaigns. 

The forger of the spurious Newton-Pascal correspondence is 

said to have been discovered in Paris. M. Charles, who seemed 

prepared to defend the authenticity and genuineness of the 

letters to the death, has at last allowed himself deceived, and 

himself applied for a warrant against the supposed manufac¬ 

turer, who is also the purveyor of the manuscripts. M. Charles 

is said to have paid the accused 150,000 francs for the counter¬ 
feit papers. 

A death from chloroform is reported from the Hanley 

Infirmary. The newspapers report that there was fatty 

degeneration and enlargement of the heart, and that “matter” 
was present on the surface of the brain. 

The death-rate of London is still high. Last week the deaths 

were 604, the corrected average being 440. StiU the zymotic 

class of diseases is in the ascendant. 

“Five deaths from smallpox, 38 from measles, 179 from 
scarlet fever, 8 from diphtheria, 70 from whooping-cough, 12 
from typhus fever, 22 from enteric fever, 18 from simple con¬ 
tinued fever, and 185 from diarrhoea were registered.” 

The Registrar General adds :— 

“ The deaths from measles, scarlet fever, and diarrhoea ex¬ 

hibit an increase on the numbers in the preceding week. 
Measles was most fatal in the East districts, scarlet fever in 
the East and South districts, and diarrhoea in the North, East, 
and South districts.” 

A GOOD MOVE. 

It is probable, in the event of yellow fever continuing to pre¬ 

vail in Trinidad, that the troops may be transferred from that 

island to Barbadoes, as we believe that the Secretary of State 

for War has left it optional with the ofidcer commanding at 

Barbadoes to remove the troops in case he should consider it 

advisable to do so. 

THE COEONEES’ STATUTE AMENDMENT BILL (aUSTEALIA). 

We noticed a week or two since that this Bill contained a most 

objectionable clause v/hicli jiTohihited post-mortem examinations 

without the written authority of a coroner. This clause, we 

are glad to say, was rejected by the Legislative Council on 

June 22 without a division. 

THE CHADliVICK MEMOEIAL. 

It may be in the recollection of our readers that the good folk 

at Bolton have determined to erect a memorial to Dr. and Mrs. 

Chadwick, of Southport, in recognition of their mmiificent gift 

of £22,000 to the town of Bolton for the erection of an orphan¬ 

age and improved dwellings for the industrious poor. We are 

informed that the following sculptors were invited to send in 

designs :—Messrs. W. Calder Marshall, R.A., J. Durham, 

A.R.A., E. G. Papworth, E. E. Geflowski, C. B. Birch, J. Bimie 

PhUip, John Bell, T. Woolner, and Matthew Noble. The three 

latter declined to compete. Seven designs were sent in, and 

the one by Mr. C. B. Birch was selected by a large majority. 

The statue is to be in bronze, nine feet high, on a granite 

pedestal, and the whole is to cost £850. We believe that the 

statue of Dr. Chadwick is hkely, in Mr. Birch’s hands, to prove 

an excellent work of art and ornament to the town of Bolton. 

Mr. Birch is well known in the world of art by Ids charming 

group “ The Wood Nymph,” now in the South Kensington 

Museum, and by many other works of considerable merit. 

DE. HESLOP AND THE BIEMINGHAM GUAEDIANS. 

De. Heslop’s pamphlet on “The Realities of Medical 

Attendance on the Sick Children of the Poor in Large Towns ” 

has called forth the indignation of the guardians of the Bir¬ 

mingham board. It was discussed at their last meeting. Mr. 

Hawley made some severe strictures on the pamphlet, and de¬ 

clared that if he had been guilty of electing any Medical officers 

such as were described in Dr. Heslop’s pamphlet, the sooner 

they were displaced the better. He eventually moved that 

“ the pamphlet be referred to the Outdoor Medical Relief 

Committee.” Mr. Carter thought the pamphlet unworthy of 

their notice. Mr. Biddle advised that the Medical officers of 

the parish should bring an action for defamation of character 

against Dr. Heslop. The matter eventually dropped without 

any resolution being carried. 

THE PEEE MEDICAL SCHOLAESHIPS AND THE EPSOM COLLEGE. 

We learn that the Charing-Cross Hospital teachers have offered 

two free Medical scholarships to foxmdation scholars of the 

Epsom Medical College on their passing a first-class matricula¬ 

tion examination in the University of London. If we are rightly 

informed, no foundation scholar of the Epsom School has 

obtained, with one exception, a first class at the matriculation; 

consequently the offer of these free scholarships will be 

practically inoperative. The real want of the foundationers 

of Epsom on leaving is means to live—bed and board—^with¬ 

out which they cannot pursue any com’se of study, whether 

it be free or otherwise. Open to the entire school are the 

Gilchrist and the Forest exhibitions of £50 a year, tenable 
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for three years, besides others of less value, including the 

Wakley, Watts, Martyn, and other prizes of the value of £20 

a year. With the exception of the free Medical scholarship 

in University College, London, which carries with it the 

Carr Exhibition of £50 a year for four years, there is no 

special scholarship for foundationers, who, as necessitous 

orphans, pre-eminently need assistance. The Council of the 

Epsom CoUege propose to establish three more of the these 

scholarships, a fund for which is being raised, and to which Sirs 

James Clark, Thomas Watson, William Jenner, and Charles 

Locock, Mr. Paget, Mr. Simon, and many others have con¬ 

tributed. The trustees to the fund are Dr. Carr, Dr. Ringer, 

and Mr. John L. Proper!. We heartily commend the fund to 

the support of the Profession, being assured that it merits 

universal support. 

SCAELATINA AT ASCENSION. 

H.M.S. Orontes left Table Bay on July 26, having onboard the 

99th Regiment, a party of Royal Engineers, some military 

invalids, and a number of women and children, amount¬ 

ing in all to more than 1080 souls, exclusive of the ship’s 

crew. The ship arrived at Ascension on August 10 under 

sail, the screw having been disabled a few days before. 

On the 11th a case of scarlatina occurred among the 

children on board, and those families more immediately in 

contact with that in which the case had occurred were put on 

shore. Other cases having occurred, one on shore and one on 

board, all the families, including those of of&cers, on the recom¬ 

mendation of a board of Naval and Military Medical Officers, 

were disembarked and put under canvas on shore. Another 

case occurred on shore on the 14th, and, the sailing of the ship 

for home having been fixed for the 18th, it became a ques¬ 

tion of very serious importance as to whether the families 

should, under the circumstances, be permitted to re-embark to 

continue their homeward voyage. Dr. Snell, of the 99th Regi¬ 

ment, who was the Senior Medical Officer, strongly urged that 

the families; numbering 331 individuals, should be left on the 

island, and in this advice he was supported by the other Medical 

officers, naval and military, with, we believe, one exception, and 

tliis course was adopted. The disabled ship started under sail 

on the 18th inst., accompanied by H.M.S. Perseus, for the pur¬ 

pose of towing across the belt of calms on either side of the 

line, and is expected to arrive in England early in October. 

H.M.S. Simoom is under orders to sail, not later than the 

24th inst., to bring the party on from Ascension. When we 

recall the disastrous results in the instance of the V Eclair and 

other vessels starting on a voyage with infectious disease 

germinating among those on board, we cannot wonder at 

the unwillingness of the Medical officers concerned to in¬ 

volve themselves in the serious responsibility of advising or 

consenting to the continuation of the voyage by the infected 

families. We can only hope that in the present instance the 

result may be satisfactory, not only as concerns those left 

behind, but also the large number of troops whose arrival is now 

shortly expected. In any case, it wiU have been a most costly 

experiment, which, if attended by merely negative results, in 

the absence of any further spread of the disease among those 

on the island or on board ship, may be considered to have been 

unnecessary by some who, had it not been tried on the urgent 

representations of the Medical officers, would have been among 

the first to throw the blame and responsibility of the neglect of 

precautionary measures upon the Medical authorities on the 

spot. Under the less fortunate contingency of the disease 

appearing among the troops dm’ing the homeward voyage, it 

will be at least a consolation to know that every effort had 

been made to arrest its progress. We are glad to think that 

the measures adojited on the advice of the Medical officers 

should have been of such a nature as to show that they did not 

hesitate as to which form of re.spousibility should be theirs— 

namely, that which would certainly involve a very large ex¬ 

penditure on the part of Government, although without abso¬ 

lute promise of success, or that which, with an apparent 

economy of the public funds, might have entailed a lamentable 

loss of human life, and ultimately a large outlay of money for 

recruits. Should it turn out that the Orontes arrives in Eng¬ 

land with a number of cases of scarlet fever on board, the 

administrative resources of the authorities. Medical and mili¬ 

tary, as well as the military Hospital accommodation, at the 

port of disembarkation, will be put to rather a severe test, for 

which we trust that they may be prepared in time. 

HEALTH OF CUSTOM-HOUSE OFFICERS. 

De. Walter Dickson’s report of the health of the outdoor 

officers, watermen, and other inferior officers of her Majesty’s 

Customs during 1868, has just been pubKshed. The total number 

of men employed is 1047 ; 808 of these are stationed in London, 

239 at Gravesend. The mean age of the force at present is 

39 years. Dr. Dickson gives a series of elaborate and interest¬ 

ing tables in reference to the character of the diseases under 

which the men suffered, etc. The general results are as 

follows :— 

“ The mean daily number on the sick-list has been 39*5, or 
3'7 per cent. The ratio of admissions on strength has been 
82 per cent. The average duration of each case has been 16'7 
days. The time lost to the sendee through sickness or accident 
has been 13-8 days per man. The deaths, including two from 
accident, were at the rate of 1'4 jier cent.; excluding these, 1'2 
per cent. Superannuations on Medical certificates were at the 
rate of 0'4 per cent. Deaths and superannuations have this 
year been as much above the average number as they were in 
the last year below it. But, both years being taken together, 
the means do not exceed, indeed are .somewhat under, the 
average of the ten preceding years.” 

There are some noteworthy points in the report to which we 

may refer. The third quarter was remarkable for a degree of 

heat unknown in this country for nearly a century—the mean 

of the whole quarter was 64°, or 4° in excess. 'The health of 

the force was, notwithstanding, satisfactory, the number of 

admissions being under the average of the last seven years, 

the daily average of officers on the list not exceeding twenty- 

five. Cases of diarrhoea were by no means numerous, nor 

was their type severe, no tendency to cholera being manifested 

in any instance. The relative numbers in the last four years 

have been— 

“In 1865 (very hot and dry season) . .13 
,, 18(66 (cholera year, cold and wet) . . 55 
„ 1867 (cold and wet) ..... 16 
„ 1868 (dry and unprecedentedly hot) . 20 

“ The mean number of those cases in twelve successive 
summers from 1857 has been 39. In this year, therefore, the 
amount of bowel complaint was far below the average, as it 
also was in the remarkably hot and dry summer of 1865. As 
the same diminution was observable in the cold and wet 
seasons of 1860 and 1867, temperature alone would hardly 
account for it. On the other hand, it is noted that in those years 
in which cholera was epidemic in the metropolis, even if the 
force were little if at all affected by it, the number and severity 
of diarrhoea cases were greatly increased.” 

In the fourth quarter the health was of the average of pre¬ 

ceding years ; rhenmatism was prevalent during the latter 

portion of the quarter, in consequence of the season com¬ 

mencing suddenly with cold dry weather and ending with un¬ 

wonted warmth and humidity. Dr. Dickson’s report is a 

valuable addition to the literature of the public health. 

MEDICAL MATTERS IN ITALY. 

The Athenceum of the 11th inst. contains, in the letter of its 

Italian correspondent, who writes under the initials “ H. W.,” 

two pieces of information which to Medical men in tliis country 

will appear rather surprising. An Italian paper (the Pungolo) 

having stated that a special commission has been appointed to 

inquire into the causes of the intermittent fevers which have 

for the last fifteen years prevailed in the city under many de¬ 

structive forms, “ H. W.” remarks that “there can be little 
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hesitation in tracing them to the worse than imperfect system 

of sewerage which exists liere, and, say some, to the had quality 

of the gas made for the use of Naples.” Now, whatever dis¬ 

eases “ imperfect sewerage ” and “ bad gas ” may be guilty of, 

intermittent fevers do not belong to the number. The other 

and still more startling statement is as follows:— 

“ In the of June 26 I find the following answer of 
Dr. Tommasi, one of our most eminent Medical authorities, to 
my friend Cavahere Salazaro :—‘ You ask me if there would 
bo danger in opening a crypt of the first centuries of the 
Church, where, perhaps, some who died of cholera in 1856 
were buried—would there be any fear of reproducing the 
malady ? I answer at once, such an idea would be a most 
vulgar prejudice. I assure you, then, that you may enter on any 
archeological investigation without apprehension.’ The per- 
nussion, therefore, of the Commirnal Council of Santa Maria 
di Capua wiU, no doubt, be given, and we shall soon hear of 
other matters of interest.” 

Not at aU unlikely, Ave should say; as unless the explorers are 

much more fortunate than others who have already tried the 

experiment which Dr. Tommasi says may be made without 

apprehension, we may hear of an outbreak of cholera among 

them. The instances in which cholera has appeared in India 

among labourers who, in the course of excavations, have dis¬ 

turbed the remains of persons who have died of cholera, are 

numerous and well known. Dr. Moore gives two very re- 

iparkable instances, which, with several others, are quoted in 

Dr. C. A. Gordon’s “ Army Hygiene,” to show the proba- 

bility of cholera and other diseases being’ propagated in this 

manner. One of them is mentioned by Hugh Millar, where, 

after the lapse of fifty years, the graves of some Dutchmen 

who died while their ship Avas in quarantine in the harbour 

were opened in search of treasure by a half-witted man, who 

died of “ putrid fever ” a feAv days afterAvards. Fortunately 

the disease did not extend in this instance, but Miss Seward 

teUs a similar story, Avith the much more unfortunate result of 

the disease having become epidemic. The opinion expressed 

by Dr. Tommasi that the idea of the possibihty of the repro¬ 

duction of cholera by such means is merely a Amlgar prejudice, 

could not have been given by that gentleman if he had been 

aware of the existence of so many well-estabhshed facts to the 

contrary. "VVe AAdsh the archseological explorers well out of 
their job. 

PEOM ABEOAD.—M. EICOED ON VACCINAL SYPHILIS—M. DEMAE- 

QHAY ON CHLOEAL. ^ 

Among the addresses delivered during the prolonged discussion 

on “Animal Vaccination,” still carried on at the Academy of 

Medicine, that of M. Eicord is of most interest, not only from 

the precision and force of the language he employs, but from 

the importance whicn attaches to his opinions in all that relates 

to syphilis. After observing that he is no believer in the de¬ 

generation of the Jennerian vii’us, he points out, as regards 

vaccinal syphilis, the strange facts that no mention of it 

was ever made until it assumed an epidemic form in Italy, and 

that it is an affection so easily cured without treatment. Not¬ 

withstanding that in his vast experience he nev’er met with a 

case, and is persuaded that the grossest exaggeration has pre¬ 

vailed. in the recent statements of its frequency, he does not 

deny its possible existence. But he does most emphatically 

deny that inoculated syphilis is in the infant a benign affection 

as compared with congenital syphihs, which, as aU know, is so 

dangerous a disease. There may be in infants, as in adults, 

severe and mild syphihs, but, whether it be inoculated or not' 

it is always more difficult of cure in them, offering- as they do 

less resistance. M. Eicord, however, cannot agree with 

M. Guerin tnat the diag-nosis of the disease is very vague and 

uncertain, for in neither Medicine nor Surgery does he know 

any affection more easy of diagnosis in the immense majority 

of cases. He thinks that in some of the cases of vaccinal 

syphihs that have been published the diagnosis has been suffi¬ 

ciently exact to compel the admission of the possibihty of its 

existence. In none of these cases, however, has he as yet ever 

been able to discover the original vaccino-syphilifere. It is a 

singular fact that in subjects of constitutional syphihs all kinds 

of operations may be performed without this influencing their 

results; and a vaccine pustule become chancrous has never yet 

been met Avith. Erroneous explanations of the occurrence of 

vaccinal syphihs have been founded on the supposition that the 

syphihtic blood has been inoculated with the virus. It would 

require a dexterous operator indeed to take the lymph unac¬ 

companied by blood; for in the purest specimens the micro¬ 

scope always detects blood-globules. It is of imjportance that 

this should be borne in mind, for an operator might be igno¬ 

rantly blamed for omitting precautions to prevent the presence 

of blood, wliich it may bo impossible to avoid. 

M. Latour, in the Union Medicale, after adverting to the iso¬ 

lated position in which this long debate has left M. Depaul, lays 

down the fohowing propositions as the legitimate results that 

flow from it:—1. The degeneration of the Jennerian virus is 

far from being proved. 2. There does not exist a single 

authentic example of vaccinal syphihs, properly so called. 

3. The excessively rare cases of syphihs inoculated by A-accina- 

tion are exphcable by conditions which completely exonerate 

the vaccine virus from aU injurious mixture. 4. A large num¬ 

ber of pretended examples of syphihs folloAving vaccination 

justify the most serious doubts as to the accuracy of the 

diagnosis. 5. Animal vaccination, simply as another source of 

lymph, is deserving of encouragement, although it possesses no 

real or sensible advantage over vaccination from arm to arm. 

At a recent meeting of the Academie des Sciences, M. 

Demarquay gaA-e an account of a great number of experiments 

he had instituted with chloral, and Avhich consisted in inject¬ 

ing from 20 centigTammes to 2 grammes of this substance 

into the cehular tissue of rabbits. In none of these did it proA-e 

fatal. Ah, at the end of fifteen or twenty minutes, feh into a 

state of complete resolution, as in the profoundest sleep, which 

continued from two to three hours. The muscular resolution in 

these animals was extreme, but they ah roused up again, and 

at the end of two hours seemed to have nothing the matter 

with them. The same rabbit was employed for several of 

the experiments. 

On the attentive examination of animals so soj)orised, the 

ocular and palpebral mucous membranes are found injected, 

and the vasciharity of the ears is quite remarkable. As long 

as they are under the influence of the chloral their sensibility 

is excessive. The shghtest pinch of the tail, ears, or lips, gives 

rise to irregular movements and induces plaintive and pro¬ 

longed cries, while the same animals in their normal state pay 

no attention to the same amount of j)inching. The beatings 

of the heart become so frequent that at last they cannot be 

counted ; but during the whole period of the state of sopor the 

respiration continues exactly the same as in natural sleep. 

The breath gives out the peculiar odour of chloral, shoAving 

that this substance is only incompletely decomposed, if it is 

decomposed, in the blood. 

If the rabbits are opened ahve during the experiment, the 

abdominal vessels are found in a state of congestion, and the 

mesenteric vessels are turgescent. All the mucous membranes 

are inj ected, and especially that of the trachea. Takingahealthy 

rabbit as a means of comparison, this state of excessive vascu- 

larisation becomes very evident. The brain, cerebellum, and 

spinal cord, with their membranes, are greatly injected; but no 

difference can be recognised in the sympathetic on account of 

its small size. The muscles are also very vascular and even 

rutllant, and the arterial blood seems to have taken on a slightly 

Adolaceous tint. 

M. Demarquay does not believe that chloral undergoes de¬ 

composition in the blood, but that it is eliminated by the 

respiratory organs without undergoing any important modifica¬ 

tion. He cannot admit the supposition entertained in Germany 

that, because chloral undergoes decomposition in presence of 
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alkalies, it also does so when in contact with the shghtly alka¬ 

line blood, and that the small quantity of chloroform which 

results from such decomposition explains the aneesthetic phe¬ 

nomena observed. But, in fact, far from being an ancesthetic 

like chloroform, chloral is possessed of a most marked hyper- 

lesthetic action. Moreover, while the action of chloroform per¬ 

sists only for some minutes, that of chloral continues for hours. 

Many physiological problems connected with it require solution, 

and its application as a curative agent has yet to he determined. 

Tlius far we may state as facts that chloral is the most powerful 

of agents in producing muscular resolution, and that it is the 

most rapid of all hypnotics. 

THE SUPPLY OE BODIES EOE DISSECTION. 

A NUMBER of complaints have reached us with reference to the 

scanty supply of bodies to the dissecting-rooms, and we have 

considered it our duty to make inquiries, the result of which we 

now lay before our readers. 

That the material which by law is available for dissection is 

amply sufficient for our students no one will doubt. All un¬ 

claimed bodies ought to be sent to the Inspector of Anatomy 

for the use of students during a period of six weeks before 

interment; but the masters of workhouses, who are the parties 

most concerned in the arrangement, prefer to bury the bodies at 

the parish expense lest they should incur the odium of so- 

called “friends” who may happen to turn up some time 

afterwards and profess themselves anxious to provide a “bmial ” 

at their own expense. It is CAudent that a vast number of 

friendless paupers die aimually in our Hospitals and workhouses. 

The Anatomy Act passedin the year 18 3 o, at a time when the public 

were considerably exasperated by the disclosures at the trial of 

Burke and Hare in Edinburgh, has been proved by experience to 

have been far more stringent than was absolutely necessary to 

secure the public against any repetition of that crime, and at the 

same time to keep up a proper supply of bodies for the dissecting 

rooms. We respectfully maintain, therefore, that some more 

liberal legislation is the only remedy for this growing dearth of 

bodies for dissection. We remember the time when all kinds 

of expedients were adopted for obtaining bodies. Hawkers of 

fish were sent round to the vaiioxis villages, and wheneA'er they 

heard of a death they would endeavour to make arrangements 

Avith the friends for the disposal of the body. Unfortunately, 

early one summer morning, a heavy box was being- hfted 

out from under the fish to be booked for London ; the 

box fell, and the lid came off; the body rolled out on to 

the ground. Immediately the report was spread of a person 

having been buried alive and jumping ovit of the box. The 

hawker was tried and heavily bailed by his employer (our 

informant), who barely escaped from the toAvn with his 

life, having been attacked by an excited mob for supposed 

burking. The jAublic arc more enlightened now, and are 

fuUy aware that bodies must be supplied for students to 

dissect in order that they may obtain an accurate knowledge 

of the mechanism of the human frame, and are quite prepared 

for proper legislation. The result of oxxr inquiries has been as 

follows :— 

Mr. Bellamy, of the Charing-cross HosjAital, says:—“ 4d 

students requii-cd parts last session. We had thirteen subjects ; 

of these thirteen three were in for operations on the dead body.” 

At St. Bartholomew’s Mr. Morrant Baker informs us that 

“ about 170 men studied practical anatomy with dissections 

during the past Avinter session. The total number of bodies 

available for the 170 men to dissect was forty. Nine other 

bodies were obtained, but were used by the lecturers and by 

those studjung operatrie surgery.” 

At Guy’s Hospital “ the number of first and second year’s 

students of the past winter session amoxintedto 166; ” but Mr. 

J. Cooper Forster informs us that “third and fourth year’s 

men frequently dissect and so partake of part of the supply of 

bodies, which have been unusually small in number this past 

year, amounting only to sixty-two.” 

At St. Thomas’s Hospital Mr. Rainey informs us that “ only 

seven whole bodies were dissected and three imperfect bodies; ” 

that “twenty-six names were entered for parts out of the 

•sixty-four students, but that many more would have entered 

for parts if more bodies had been supphed.” Mr. Rainey 

“ would have taken at least five more bodies if he could have 

had them.” Twelve gentlemen requiring “heads and necks” 

could not obtain them. 

Mr. G. Legge Pearse, of the Westminster Plospital, informs 

us “ that twenty-nine students entered for dissection, and that 

thirteen bodies were used.” 

Dr. Liveing, of the Middlesex, informs us that “ twenty- 

three stxidents have dissected regularly. Eleven subjects have 

been used.” 

Dr. Liveing and Mr. Pearse state that, in consequence of the 

smallness of their schools and the large nxunber of patients in 

their Hospitals, the dissecting-rooms are generally supplied 

Avith as many subjects as they require, without, as a rule, 

troubling the masters of workhouses. 

“Thirty-four pupils entered for practical anatomy at the 

London Hospital;” and Mr. Rivington informs us that “the 

supply of bodies for dissection during the session was twenty- 

three.” 

Mr. Norton, at St. Mary’s Hospital, says that “ there were 

forty-three men who should have dissected. We had in the 

dissecting-room altogether eleven subjects.” 

At King’s College Hospital “thirty subjects were supplied 

for anatomical purposes,” and Mr. Wood states that “the 

niunber dissecting amounted to about 120.” 

At St. George’s Hospital we have been informed that seven¬ 

teen bodies were had for dissection; but these did not meet 

the requirements of the students. 

Leaving out of consideration the reports from the Middlesex 

and Westminster Hospitals, we may conclude that a larger 

sujAply of bodies is absolutely necessary in order to secure for 

the student a sufficient supply of parts, Avithout which it is im¬ 

possible for him to obtain a knowledge of the structure and 

relations of the component parts of the body. 

From the replies we have received it would appear that three 

or four of the smaller schools are well supplied Avith bodies, 
principally from the Avards of the adjoining Hospitals. A 
student ought to dissect at least four parts in the coui-se of the 
session, but, taking an average of the past winter session, a 
student must have thought himself lucky if he obtained two 
parts for dissection. 

Several have complained that bodies were sent at the close of 
the session when nobody cared to dissect, in order to make up 
as far as they could the nximbers due to each school. 

We commend to the notice of those specially iutere.sted in 
the subject the remarks made by “E.R.C.S. Eng.” in our 
columns last month. 

“There is no doxibt,” he says, “that an ample supply of 
unclaimed bodies might be had for dissection if it were not for 
the railways and the public. The former make siich exorbitant 
charges for conveying corpses that they have virtually esta- 
bh.shed a prohibitory tariff'. In explanation they say they are 
obliged to adopt this course, as the pxiblic would not ‘ tole¬ 
rate traffic in liAiman fiesh,’ but how tliis was elicited does 
not appear.” 

Now that we haA^e a complete system of railways and tele¬ 
graphs all over the kingdom, there AAmuld be no difficulty in 
supplying our dissecting-rooms Avith subjects, but, as Ave said 
before, we bclieA^e the material is nearer at hand if i>roperly 
looked after by the authorities. 

Sanitary Legislation in Germanal—Two young 
men have died at Jena after eating raw pork. The meat had 
not been subjected to microscopical examination, and, this being 
an infrigement of the law, the proprietor of the animal was 
puni.shed with two months’, and the butcher Avith four months’ 
imprisonment. 
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LETTERS EEOM ST. MOEITZ IN THE 
ENGADINE. 

{By our Special Correspondent.) 

I HAVE already mentioned in my first letter the great difficulty 

often experienced in obtaining decent accommodation at this 

place. I would again strongly urge upon those who intend 

coming here in the height of the season and who are in delicate 

health to remain at Coire or some other convenient resting- 

place imtil they have obtained a positive assurance that com¬ 

fortable rooms are at their disposal. Let me mention a case in 

point. A few days ago I had occasion to caU on a French lady of 

rank, in delicate health, travelling with her English companion, 

her maid, and a man-servant. I found them placed in a vrretched 

little room, approached by a ladder, and over a hayloft, the 
servants being accommodated on the landing; and whatever 
food they needed had to be brought them from the nearest 
hotel. Now, this lady had engaged rooms some time before her 
arrival; but as she did not arrive on the precise day she had 
named, they were not kept for her. Of course, roughing it in 
this way may be useful to some persons ; but nervous ladies 
m delicate health arriving at St. Moritz on an August evening, 
with a keen wind blowing along the valley, and something 
suspiciously like snow in the air (and such evenings do 
occasionally occur in the LTpper Engadine even in August), are 
not likely to be benefited by even a temporary residence in 
something httle better than a bam, with no possibility of a fire 
and little that is comforting in the way of food. Wishing to 
spare invalids this misery, I have ventured to repeat my warn¬ 
ing on this head. 

Now I will proceed to speak of the waters here. 
First as to their composition. I find that some persons have 

the impression that the St. Moritz waters are strongly 
chalybeate. This is by no means the case. The amount of 
iron contained in these waters is comparatively small, as will 
easily be seen by comparing them with other well-known 
chalybeate springs. 

St. Moritz 
Carbonate of 

. 0-25 
Spa . 0-37 
Tunbridge . 0-39 
Pyrmont . 0-42 
Schwalbach . . 0-64 
Orezza . . 0-80 

..... uiic kjjjd-wai/ci. uuuoaius a larger pro¬ 
portion of iron than the strongest of the St. Moritz springs, 
while the Orezza water contains nearly four times as much. 
The waters of the last-named place are also abundantly im¬ 
pregnated with carbonic acid, and are likely to be largely used 
^ they become better known. The spring itself being situated 
in the island of Corsica, the waters are chiefly drunk after 
exportation, and not taken largely at their source. In Paris 
they have long been in general use, but I am not aware that 
they are as yet much prescribed in London. 

The following is the detailed official analysis of the water 
from the two sources drunk at St. Moritz. There is also a 
third source, but that has not yet come into use for drinking. 
One of these is termed the “Paracelsus,” and the other the 
“ alte QueUe.” 

In 1000 Geammes. 

Gaseous Constituents. 
Alte Q,ueUe. Paracelsus. 

Grammes. Grammes, 
Carbonic acid. . 2-5485 2-5220 
Nitrogen . 0-0047 
Oxygen .... . O-OOlo 

Solid Constituents. 
Carbonate of lime . . 1-0460 1-2832 

„ magnesia . . 0-1911 0-2412 
„ iron . . 0-0327 0-0454 
„ manganese . 0-0059 0-0059 
„ soda . . 0-2694 0-2935 

Chloride of sodium . 0-0389 0-0404 
Sulphate of soda . . 0-2723 0-3481 

„ potash . 0-0164 0-0205 
Silica .... . 0-0381 0-0495 
Phosphoric acid . 0-0004 0-0006 
Alumina . 0-0003 0-0004 
Bromine, iodine, fluorine . traces traces 

Total of solid constituents . 1-9113 2-3287 

The water is strongly charged with carbonic acid, which 
makes it sparkling and pleasant to drink. It also has a dis¬ 
tinctly chalybeate taste, and is of rather low temperature— 
3*0^ P. 

Practically, then, the St. Moritz water may be regarded as 
containing a small quantity of iron, abont three grains of the 
carbonate in a gnllon, and a considerable amount of car¬ 
bonate of lime, about 80 grains in a gallon, held in solution by 
an abundance of carbonic acid. 

I am satisfied, from my own personal observation, that the 
presence of this large amount of carbonate of lime, in the absence 
of any appreciable amount of aperient saline constituents, 
renders this water ill-suited to many cases where the use of a 
chalybeate is indicated. 

In the official or semi-official pubheations, these waters are 
said to be efficacious in the following conditions :— 

1. In chlorosis and anaemia, their .causes and consequences. 
2. In aU nervous affections proceeding from weakness of the 

nervous or circulatory system. 
3. All uterine affections which are not inflammatory or ma¬ 

lignant. 

4. In stomach affections and disordered digestion, especially 
those cases which are accompanied with “ chronic catarrhs of 
the stomach or intestinal canal.” 

5. Weakness of the generative organs, without severe disease 
of the spinal cord. 

6. Vesical catarrh, atordc g'out, and atonic haemorrhoids. 
7. In convalescence after all severe diseases. 

A tolerably comprehensive list of ailments !—^while the few 
cases in which the use of the waters is said to be contra¬ 
indicated are, curiously enough, just those where the patients 
could scarcely leave home and travel to a distant watering- 
place. They are “ cases of fevei’, of acute inflammation, of 
congestion, of most cases of disease of the heart! ” 

The ^ routine of drinking and bathing, prescribed by the 
Physicians of this place, begins between 6 and 7 in the morning. 
The water is supplied from a pump wliich is worked by an attend¬ 
ant ; this is placed in a convenient building, and is surrounded by 
rows of pigeonholes containing the glasses of the patients. To 
each pigeon-hole the name of the drinker is fixed. A fee of 
12 francs has to be paid on inscribing one’s name in the 
Kurhste. 

Patients are ordered to begin with one or two glasses and 
increase to four or six glasses daily, and to walk for a quarter 
or half an hour after each glass. 

Later in the day, generally after breakfast, the baths are 
taken. These are regarded as an essential part of the cure, 
and a course of twenty-five baths is said to be necessary in 
order to give them a fair chance. The baths are heated by jets 
of steam, and they are generally ordered to be taken at a 
temperature of 26° R. at the commencement, and gradually 
reduced to 23° or even lower. Twenty minutes to half an 
hour is the time for remaining in the bath. 

The water supphed in the baths is derived from the weaker 
spring,the “alte Quelle,” the “Paracelsus” or “neue Quelle ” 
being the one more generally used for drinking. But, owing to 
the small supply of water compared with the number of bathers, 
the water of the spring is considerably diluted before it reaches 
the baths. The baths themselves are also constructed with the 
view of economising the supply of water as much as possible. 
They are simply long and narrow wooden boxes, just larg-e 
enough to receive the body of the bathers. An unusually stout 
and tall man would find himself straitened for room in one. 
These boxes are covered in by a movable lid, which fits round 
the neck of the patient, so that one’s head appears outside the 
box while all the rest of one’s body is shut in. This, you wifi, 
perceive, has somewhat the effect of a modified pillory, and 
could one be observed, while thus disporting oneself, by some 
of the small boys of the London streets, it seems not improbable 
that one might be made the subject of rude remarks. 

The bathers are accommodated in small wooden compart¬ 
ments, separated from one another by wooden partitions, and 
arranged on each side of a long corridor. As the steam by 
which the baths are heated is allowed to escape freely into 
these corridors, they constantly become filled with’a moist, 
hot, close, and unwholesome atmosphere, to remain in which 
for^ more than half an hoiu’ must be very injurious to most 
delicate persons, especially as they enter from and pass out 
into a thin dry air, often very many degrees lower in tem¬ 
perature than the air of the bath-rooms. 

The effect of immersion in water charged with carbonic 
acid a few degrees below the temperature of the body, is not 
disagreeable. The heat of the surface of the body sets free the 
carbonic acid of the layer of water in immediate contact with 
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it. This accumulates on the surface in minute bubbles, so that 
the whole of the skin from head to foot, as well as every little 
hair, becomes covered with sparkling beads of gas. As the 
temperature of the layer of water in contact with the body 
rises (and, in order to favour this, one is particularly cautioned 
not to move in the bath, but to remain perfectly still), the 
bubbles of gas expand, and at last part from the sldn, and 
escape at the siirface of the water. As each little bubble of 
gas is set free from the skin it imparts to it a slight 
tingling effect, comparable only to the effect of an in¬ 
tensely feeble galvanic current; and doubtless its effect on the 
surface is of this nature. The result is that the skin becomes 
red and congested. If the bubbles of g'as be swept off the skin, 
they do not reappear. The question is—Can these baths have . 
an active curative influence ? Or are they, as some suggest, 
ordered for the pm-pose of filling up the time of the patients, 
and also as a source of profit, since a franc and a half has to 
be paid for each bath ? That they can do harm I have 
abundant evidence, as I shall presently show. 

Some persons say that they find these baths have a pecidiarly 
soothing effect, and there can be very little doubt that pro¬ 
longed immersion in warm water, rendered somewhat astrin¬ 
gent by the earthy matters it holds in solution, is likely to be 
soothing and comforting in cases of exalted sensibility and 
nervous irritation; and, indeed, the stimulating effect of the 
carbonic acid on the skin may not be without a beneficial 
influence. 

Other^jorsons state that the effect of the baths upon them is 
to produce a state of intense exhilaration and excitement. But 
then these are persons of highly excitable nervous tempera¬ 
ment—persons susceptible to the influence of electro-biology, 
and upon whom a few mesmeric passes or a globule of homoeo¬ 
pathic medicine will produce marvellous effects. The testimony 
of all such persons has to be received with great caution. To 
me the effect of the bath seemed scarcely appreciable. The 
feeling was agreeable, and one’s skin became red, but the 
exhilarating effect certainly did not 'surpass, probably scarcely 
equalled, that of one’s ordinary cold sponge bath at home. 

But if the good these baths do is in many cases problema¬ 
tical, the harm they occasion in some instances is by no means 
doubtful. 

The mere fatigue which the taldng these baths occasions in 
some cases of great general debility and exhaustion (and many 
such cases are very unwisely sent here), and the lowering' effect 
on a very weak circulation of remaining for so long a time as 
twenty or thirty minutes in a bath of any temperature, as 
well as the breathing, at the same time, the hot steaming 
atmosphere of the bath-rooms produce in many instances, as 
I have myself observed, a low feverish condition which it has 
taken some time to recover from. Especially is this the case 
in persons advanced in years, who come out of the bath 
exhausted, chilled, and uncomfortable, and then walk slowly, 
or perhaps are driven, through an unusually cold air ; for it 
would not matter so much if the baths were taken only on 
warm fine days. 

Then as to the routine of water-drinking. It may doubtless 
be very wholesome for persons who suffer only from imaginary 
illnesses, or for those who simply have to brush off the effects 
of the unwholesome excitement of the habitual life of our large 
cities, to be made to get up at 6 o’clock in the morning and 
drink three or four glasses of cold water before breakfast, 
with free exercise in the open air. But unfortunately cases 
of real illness are sent here, and the bath Doctors, with 
rare want of discrimination, prescribe pretty nearly the same 
regime for all alike. A very cold douche to the stomach, 
before any food has been taken, ■will, in many instances, 
and not unnaturally, interfere with the digestive process for 
the rest of the day, and give rise to distressing weight and 
flatulence, as well as troublesome headache, which is also a 
common consequence of this practice. The local Physicians in 
such cases recommend that the water should be warmed in order 
to dissipate some of the carbonic acid, the excess of which, they 
say, is the cause of the headache ; but rather is it not the effect 
of the cold douche on the sympathetic plexuses in the region of 
the stomach that gives rise to the headache so commonly com¬ 
plained of by those who drink the waters before breakfast ? 

It has appeared to me that I have been able to make out one 
point very clearly by observing the cases that have come under 
my notice here on the spot: it is that persons with feeble and 
impaired digestive powers and with feeble circulation cannot 
drink a quantity of cold fluid before breakfast, or remain for a 
prolonged period in baths of any kind, without experiencing con¬ 
siderable augmentation of the distressing symptoms from which 
they suffer. 

I have seen patients most heroically persevere in the regime 
which they have been directed to follow, notwithstanding the 
irresistible conviction that they were losing instead of gaining 
ground. At length they have become really ill, and then with 
what joy have I seen them receive the command to leave off 
bathing and drinldng, especially the early morning draught! 
The very immediate impi'ovement in health which I have 
observed to follow, in very many cases, the giving up the 
bathing and drinking, leaves no manner of doubt in my 
own mind that the chief health influence in this place is the 
very pure, clear, bracing air, coupled with the amount of 
bodily exertion that can be taken in the open air without that 
fatigue which would necessarily follow in a warmer, moister, 
and more relaxing climate. 

I do not wish to be understood to say that the bathing and 
the drinking the waters may not be of great value in many 
cases : all I wish to insist upon is that many, very many 
persons are sent here who would do much better without any 
of the water and without any of the baths. So far as my own 
observations have extended, the best time for drinking the 
water is about 11 a.m., and again between 4 and 6 p.m. 
A moderate draught of the cold sparkling water is, at these 
hours, often agreeable and refreshing. 

The cases that appear to derive most marked improvement 
from the waters and air of St. Moritz are that very numerous 
class of lax-fibred, leuco-phlegmatic, hysterical women, who 
commonly suffer from chronic mucous discharges, or passive 
hsemorrhages, or functional uterine disease. The improvement 
which is observed in some of these cases is rapid and remarkable. 
Cases of nervous irritability and nervous depression in both 
sexes, arising from over-work or over-excitement, or from 
merely constitutional tendency, often derive very considerable 
benefit from following the course prescribed for them here. 

Those distressing nervous conditions which so commonly 
accompany the climacteric period of middle age are often very 
remarkably benefited by a short residence at St. Moritz. The 
cases which do not do well here are those of the sanguine and 
bilious temperament. The very di'y and stimulating air and the 
astringency of the waters are not favourable to such persons. 
In cases of hepatic disorder, the waters of St. Moritz generally 
do harm, since they tend to arrest rather than promote secretion. 

Cases in which there is a tendency to pulmonary emphysema 
are not adapted to this great altitude. The air seems too 
thin, as it were, to satisfy their respiratory requirements, and 
they are consequently unable to make as much physical exer¬ 
tion here as they cordd in a less rarefied atmosphere. 

For the same reason, persons advanced in years very com¬ 
monly become worse here, and immediately mend when they 
begin to descend into the lower valleys. Of this fact I have 
seen several examples. 

Some further remarks on the climate of the Upper Engadine, 
and on some cases of chest disease which have passed the 
winter here, I must reserve for my next and last letter. 

THE EOYAL COMMISSION ON WATEE 
SUPPLY. 

The minutes of evidence taken before the Royal Commission 

on Water Supply are now published, and contain the state¬ 

ments of engineers. Medical men, chemists, and of one professor 

of logic, Mr. Alexander Bain, all of whom have been examined 

by the Commissioners. There still remain to be published the 

appendix, plates, and index. The present volume is a thick 

bluebook of 488 pages. 

In Dr. Letheby’s evidence we notice the statements that the 
organic impurities are not large in London waters, and that 
the present supply of water to the London people is a 
“ thoroughly wholesome water.” Dr. Letheby expresses a 
decided preference for hard water over soft water for domestic 
use. On the question of sewage contamination, he maintains 
that average sewage is so completely lost after being mixed 
with twenty times its volume of water and allowed to flow a 
dozen nfiles as to be undiscoverable by any chemical process. 

Mr. Wanklyn considered that the urea present in sewage was 
rapidly enough decomposed on dilution and exposure, but that 
there were other organic substances in sewage which did not 
decompose so readily. Mr. Waiiklyn’s evidence related chiefly 
to the use of the ammonia process of water analysis, which was 
published to the Chemical Society on the day that he gave his 
evidence before the Commissioners. Further evidence of Mr. 
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TVankl;^’s, which is quoted in the report and will appear in the 
appendix, shows that theNewRiver water and the water of some 
of the Thames companies are of excellent quality, and quite as 
pure as the water of Manchester, Edinburgh, and Glasgow. 
Mr. TVanklyn, however, found the water of the Southwark and 
Vauxhall Company to be of very bad quality. This is attri¬ 
butable to defective filtration. 

Dr. Erankland, who was examined at great length, said that 
“ water which has once been contaminated by sewage or manure 
matter is thenceforth unsuitable for domestic use.” The London 
water, all of which has undergone this pollution, he therefore 
regarded as unfit for use. By no means practicable on the 
large scale can, in Dr. Eranldand’s opinion, this contamination 
be removed. The evidence of sewage contamination of the 
London water is partly statistical—viz., that a certain number 
of people actually do put their refuse into the river—and partly 
chemical—viz., that a certain quantity of nitric acid is found in 
the water on chemical analysis. The nitrogen of this nitric 
acid, after a certain correction has been made. Dr. Erankland 
calls the skeleton of the sewage ; but this expression is of course 
a mere figm-e of speech. _ The nitric acid (or nitrates) Dr. 
EranMand regards as in itself innocuous. The nitrogenous 
organic matter is the dangerous substance, and the nitrates 
only acquire importance as being indicative of the possible 
presence of nitrogenous organic matter which, through the im- 
perfection.s of chemical analysis, fails to be directly detected. 

On making a comparison of the quantities of organic nitrogen 
actuaUy found by Dr. Erankland in the Welsh and Cumberland 
waters on the one hand, and in the London water on the other 
hand, there was, as Dr. Erankland admitted, a slig’ht superiority 
in favour of the London water. Dr. Erankland, however, has 
a theory that the presence of more organic carbon in the lake 
waters than in the London water is a fact in favour of the 
former, as indicating that the nitrogen is of vegetable rather 
than of animal origin, and, on the strength of this theory, not¬ 
withstanding the smallness of organic nitrogen in London 
water, would be disposed to prefer the lake water. 

Sir B. Brodie and Dr. W. A. Miller gave important OAddence 
in reference to the methods of water-analysis in use by different 
chemists. 

Altogether this bluebook will well repay the trouble of 
examining it. 

BEVIET?VS. 

->- . 
Lectures on Orthopcedie Surgery. Delivered at the Brooklyn 

Medical and Surgical Institute. By Lotris Battee, M.D., 
M.R.C.S. Eng., Professor of Anatomy and Clinical Surgery’ 
etc. New York; William Wood and Co. 1868. Pp. 334. 

Although orthopaedic practice is represented in this country 
by many very able teachers and active authors, a general and 
comprehensive treatise on the principles of this department of 
Surgery has for some time past been much required. Our 
knowledge of this, as of other branches of the healing art, 
has of late been rapidly progressive, but the valuable addi¬ 
tions of modern Sm-geons have remained, for the most part, 
isolated in special monographs, and scattered over continental 
archives and theses. That Dr. Bauer has made the best use of 
very good opportunities, we cannot allow; he has, however, 
supj)lied us with a work which will not fail to afford useful 
knowledge concerning the treatment of distortion and de¬ 
formity. Though given originally in the form of lectures, 
his remarks are too controversial to be thoroughly instructive, 
and, in discussing certain points of pathology and treatment, 
the author appears more inclined to dwell at length upon 
peculiar views of his own than to notice fully the generally 
accepted opinions and practice of other authorities. Eor these 
reasons Dr. Bauer’s work seems to us to be better adapted 
for Practitioners than students, and for impartial and critical 
readers than for those who are likely to become hasty partisans. 

_Dr._ Bauer is_a determined opponent of the theory of the con¬ 
stitutional origin of certain diseases which come under the notice 
of orthopEedic Surgeons, especiaUy antero-posteiior curvature 
of the spine from caries and affections of joints. The chapter 
on cyphosis, or Pott’s disease, is an extremely interesting one, 
and in it the author contends, with much argumentative force, 
against the view that this serious affection is due to strumous 
deposit or to any idiopathic lesion of the vertebral structures. 
Erom the facts that vertebral caries and curvature are gene- 
iv met with in infancy, the time of heedless wranglings, 
that they occur with greater frequency in boys than in girls, 
that they are met with in equal proportion among the healthy 

and the poor, and also from the results of post-mortem in¬ 
vestigations, Dr. Bauer has been led to conclude that the original 
cause of the vertebral disease is not a dyscrasia, strumous or 
otherwise, but a comminution or fracture of one or more verte¬ 
brae from injury. The nature of the primary lesion is, accord¬ 
ing to the author, generally overlooked, and hence he advocates 
very strongly prolonged rest in all cases of slight injury from 
falls or blows upon the back. 

In the chapters devoted to joint diseases similar views are 
advocated. “We rarely fail to trace the attack to traumatic 
antecedents.” Dr. Bauer states, and he endeavours to show, 
that “the strumous theory in its practical application to 
articular disease is worthless, and rather injurious than other¬ 
wise.” 

However much Surgeons in this country may differ from Dr. 
Bauer as to the universal application of these views, there can 
be no doubt that all who take an active interest in orthopcedie 
practice will find in these chapters much clinical and general 
instruction on the subject of osseous and articular affections, 
and many valuable suggestions for future consideration. 

With regard to the remaining sections on talipes, rickets, 
palsy, etc., we can only say that every part bears witness that 
Dr. Bauer has not treated his readers with compiled matter 
only, or the mere enumeration of well-known facts, but has 
brought to bear upon liis subject the conclusions and results of 
an extensive experience in the treatment of bodily deformities. 

Be la Resection de VArticulation Coxo-Femorale pour Carie. Par 
Dr. R. R. Goon. Paris: Adrien Delahaye. 1869. Pp. 118. 

A MASKED characteristic of the Surgery of the present day is 
the restricted use of the knife in disease of osseous and articu¬ 
late structures, and in the substitution of those partial opera¬ 
tions styled excisions or resections, for an indiscriminate 
removal of useful limbs. With regard to joints of the upper 
extremity there can be no doubt of their great utility, and of 
the inestimable and permanent results that have attended these 
proceedings. Resection of the shoulder and elbow can never, 
it will be generally allowed, lose that prominent place which 
they now occupy in the rank of operative measures. Euture 
opinions as to the importance of resections of the liip and knee, 
on the other hand, are stiff matters for doubt, since the utility 
and gravity of these operations are stiff very questionable. The 
enthusiasm and energy of the young school of conservative 
Surgery, the influence of which rapidly extended to Germany 
and across the Atlantic, has produced some very brffliant 
results, but its advocacy of resection as applied to the knee and 
hip has of late years been met by a steady and persistent 
criticism in certain quarters which renders the ultimate general 
acceptance of these operations a matter for doubt. The results 
of resection of the two important joints of the lower extre¬ 
mity, compared -with the results of amputation on the one hand, 
and -with the results of the so-called “ expectant ” treatment on 
the other, form one of the most important Surgical questions 
of the day. They are stiff to be decided, not so much by the 
isolated records of individual experience, or by the dogmatic 
assertions of some prominent teacher, as by results and conclu¬ 
sions derived from the study of a multitude of cases well 
arranged, complete and accurately reported, and collected without 
regard to conditions of age, time, or country. 

Dr. Good’s work gives fuff information concerning the results 
of resection of the hip-joint, and, from the manner in which 
these are arranged and placed before the reader, forms a valua¬ 
ble contribution to the literature of conservative surgery. The 
author, lately a Surgeon in the American Confederate Army 
and now practising in Paris, seems to have been much struck 
by the fact that resection of the hip-joint, though performed 
frequently and -with success in England, America, and Germany, 
has been almost universally relinquished by Erench Surgeons, 
and that no attempt has been made for some years past to 
repeat the operation. This neglect, he thinks, is unjust, and 
he endeavours to prove in the present work the utility of this 
proeeeding, which, under certain favourable conditions, promises 
the most satisfactory results. “The result of our statistics,” 
Dr. Good states, “ ought not to discourage those who, like 
ourselves, believe in the utility of the operation, and the teach¬ 
ing of our recorded cases will give proofs that though resection 
of the hip, applied blindly and to all cases without distinction, 
gives^ deplorable results, success may be assured under 
certain well-defined conditions, and that a series of cases can 
be cited in which the number of recoveries almost equalled 
that of the operations.” These conclusions are based upon 
the statistics of 112 cases of resection of the hip published 
in the Medical journals of several countries since the year 
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I860. The operations performed previous to this date have 
not been noticed, as these were collected and discussed in an 
elaborate memoir by M. Leon le Fort, published in the follow¬ 
ing year, (a) Dr. Good has not confined himself to the labour 
of simply collecting and condensing the published records of 
operations on the hip-joint, but has also taken great pains to 
verify the cases and to gain information of the nltimate or 
most recent condition of the patients reported as cured. Cases 
in which the patients were still luider treatment, and incom¬ 
plete recoveries with persistence of sinuses, are not included 
in the statistical tables. The results of these tables, thus care¬ 
fully and rigorously formed, are very interesting, and show 
clearly the influence of age, country, and the severity and 
extent of the disease upon the issue of the operation. Of the 
112 cases, 52 recovered, and 60 ended in death. The lowest 
rate of moidahty is supplied by the records of English practice, 
where it is 34'37 per cent. ; in France, where it is highest, it 
amounts to 85’71 per cent. Dr. Good accounts for the greater 
mortality in his collected cases, when compared with that in¬ 
dicated by the tables of Le Fort, Heyfelder, and other inquirers, 
by the fact that the extremely unsuccessful attempts of French 
Surgeons were never noticed in previous statistical reports. 
The very high mortality attending these cases of resection of 
the hip-joint—eleven deaths in thirteen cases—is explained m 
the following manner:—“ We are inclined to think that these 
operations were performed in extremis, as a last resource, on 
subjects prostrated by disease already far advanced, and 
at a, period when the constitution, in consequence of 
general exhaustion, could neither support nor repair the 
inseparable damage of such a proceeding.” Sex, according to 
Dr. Good’s tables, seems to have but very slight influence on 
the result of the operation. From 2 to 12 years of age the 
rate of mortahty is 40'67 per cent.; from 12 to 20 years it is 
60 per cent., and above the last age still higher. The cause of 
death in more than one-third of the cases is described as general 
exhaustion, and in five instances only as pytemia. The chapter 
winch is devoted to a discussion of the statistical tables col¬ 
lected by the author contains much valuable information on 
many xjoiiits connected with the operation, and an attentive 
perusal of this section of the work will, we imagine, lead most 
readers to agree with Dr. Good in his opinion thus concisely 
expressed in a concluding paragraph ;— 

“ Suppurative coxalgia is a serious disease, which in most 
cases terminates in death. Resection does not furnish very 
favoiu’able results, but the operation saves life 46 times out of 
100, and, moreover, preserves for the patient a much more usefid 
limb than could be obtained by any other plan of treatment.” 

The remaining chapters of this work describe the indications 
and contra-indications of resection of the hip-joint, the opera¬ 
tion itself and the after-treatment, and, finally, the vdtimate 
condition of the patients after recovery. Full reports of pre¬ 
viously unreported cases in Avhich the operation was performed 
by Mr. Barwell, Mr. Gant, and other Surgeons, are given in an 
appendix. 

We recommend this work most heartily to the notice of 
Enghsh readers. It is the production of an accomplished 
Surgeon who has treated the results of much honest and 
arduous labour in a maimer singularly calm and free from 
bias, and with an unfailing regard to the great importance of 
his subject. 

Be V Urethrotomie Externe dans Ics Retrecissements Urethraux 
graves ou compliques. Par le Dr. Eug. Boeckel, Professeur- 
Agi-ege a la Faculte de Medecine de Strasbourg. Stras¬ 
bourg: G. Silbermann. 1868. Pp. 56. 

Tins hroehnre is an addition to the great mass of literature on 
the disputed question of external urethrotomy in the treatment 
of uretlrral strictm’e. Dr. Boeckel advocates the operation very 
strongly, and believes that it is indicated by the foUcirfiig- con¬ 
ditions :—Impermeable stricture, with or without retention of 
urine ; permeable strictm’e, complicated with fistula; or foreign 
bodies in the bladder; traumatic lacerations of the urethral 
canal, with retention of urine. Ten cases are reported in 
which stricture of the methra was dirfded from without; in 
three instances iqion a sound, in the remaining seven -without 
any conductor. Two cases ended fatally. This work, like the 
very many small contributions of its class, published abroad, 
contains much clinical information, proves great industry and 
zeal on the part of the author, and is cliax’acterised by an 
almost complete disregard of all that has been jiroposed and 
practised by Surgeons of other countries, particularly those on 
this side of the Channel. 

PROVINCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. 

-♦- 

SCOTLAND. 

{From a Contributor.) 
Glasgow. 

In the course of my holiday wanderings I have been to 
Glasgow, and I have seen there certain things, both Medical 
and non-Medical, -with which I think it might be worth while 
to trouble you. The first thing that strikes a stranger familiar 
with our large English to-wns on arriving in Glasgow is the 
composite character of the city which he enters for the first 
time. One part of it resembles Manchester, another Birming¬ 
ham, a third Liverpool, -with a strong soup^on of water-side 
London. The second thing which cannot fail to strike an 
Englishman is the enormous number of whisky shops. Fancy 
every third or fourth door in Oxford-street a dram-shop, and 
you have something like a conception of the principal street in 
Glasgow. Should you, in search of a glass of beer (which, by 
the way, you will have some difficulty in finding), enter one of 
these establishments, you wfll see before you a long row of 
close boxes, into one of which you -will be stealthily introduced,, 
and the door carefully closed lest any one shoidd see you. 
When you have time to look round, you will probably find the 
place lit up -with gas, fearfully close, and with a concentrated 
odour of stale spirits altogether overpowering. London is 
commonly supposed to teem -with gin palaces and suchlike 
places, but it is nothing to Glasgow, to which, indeed, water¬ 
side Liverpool, bad as that may be, must yield the palm. In 
the above facts you have the key to the driiddng system of 
Scotland. Secresy and stealth are necessary to preserve a fair 
name in the eyes of the kirk-going public, and the consequent 
restraints which publicity imposes are entirely -withdrawn. 
You would be horrified to see the enormous casks of wliisky— 
no sham ones either—which cumber the floors of some of the 
Glasgow dealers. In no instance was I more struck with this 
system of secresy than in a tolerably large country to-wn I had 
occasion to visit. I asked a gentleman, with whom I had 
transacted some little business in which he had sho-wn lumself 
obliging, to visit me at my hotel to take a glass of beer. 
Ruefully he assured me that such a step would be ruinous tn 
his business, but expressed himself as ready to meet me in that 
way in his own home. We went upstairs, and a bottle of very 
good beer was produced, but, before opening it, all the window- 
blinds were carefully drawn do-wn lest any one passing might 
be witness to the horrible deed of consunaing a glass of bitter 
beer. Instances of this surface morality, and ten times their 
number of real depravity, might be multiplied indefinitely. 

The principal feature of Glasgow is the river, and the exten¬ 
sive commerce carried on by its means. A sail do-wn the Clyde, 
one of the most beautiful water-trips in the world, supplies 
food for meditation in more ways than one. Every¬ 
where you see enterprise; the great number of powerful 
dredgers at work deepening and improving the channel, the 
divers constantly at work in the same -sv^ay, and the well-built 
river walls show how keenly alive the inhabitants of Glasgow 
are to one great source of their prosperity. But, to a Londoner, 
there are other things worthy of attention. One of these is 
the frequency with which steam-ferries are encountered; and 
one cannot help wondering why something of the same kind is 
not to bo found on the Thames, where they woidd certainly pay 
as well as, if not better than, on the Clyde. But, in another 
respect, a sail down the Clyde is instructive as compared -with 
one down the Thames. On the Clyde you pass hundreds of 
ships in the process of construction, on the Thames you don’t 
see one; on the Clyde furnaces are roaring and hammers 
sounding, and, on the Thames, all is stiU. Perhaps tlio follow¬ 
ing anecdote may help to explain the difference. Not long 
ago a poor man called on a Poplar confrere and asked for some 
assistance—he was starving. “Why,” said our brother, “ da 
you not go to-’s yard ? They want ship-wrights there, and 
would be glad to take you on.” “Yes,” said the pauper, “but 
they only give five shillings a day, and I dare not, on accoimt 
of the trades union, work for less than seven and sixpence.” 
On the Clyde the average rate of wages just now for engineers 
is not much more than a guinea a week; it may be rather 
higher for ship-wiights, but the difference between Glasgow 
rates and London rates is too considerable to ever again permit 
London, at a distance from both coal and iron, to compete with 
Glasgow, which is close to both, when labour is so much cheaper 
in the latter than in the former. This capacity for working- 
at cheaper rates, wliich is common to both the Scotch and (a) Ballclin de PAeadernie de Medecine, ISGl. 
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foreign artisan, depends, in a great measure, on the different 
dietary "which is in use in Scotland and in England. In 
England the artisan must ha've meat; in Scotland, especially 
if a married man, he "will be content with soup—and Scotch 
soup or ‘‘ kail ” is very different from the strong decoction of 
meat which goes by that name in England. The soup, for the 
most part, is a vegetable soup, in which a portion of meat has 
been boiled—the meat being not unfrequently reserved for the 
uext day’s meal; in short, the Scotchman is more economical, 
and can live at a cheaper rate than the Englishman can. 
This is apparent in other respects; over and over again in the 
streets of Glasgow I have met people without shoes and stock¬ 
ings—not people who could not afford to get them, for the 
other portions of their dress showed plainly enough that they 
were well off, but they prefer to go without either. The want 
of shoes is not that sign of abject poverty it is in England. A 
walk through the workmen’s quarters always reveals curious 
facts as to their modes of living, and some of them we might 
detail, but I have sent gossip enough for once. 

There is a sharp contest going on here for the chair of Sur¬ 
gery, vacant by the transfer of Professor Lister to Edinburgh. 
Dr. Macleod, the brother of the well-known clergyman, and 
himself well known for his Medical "writings, would seem to 
be the popular candidate, and, in especial, to be warmly sup- 
-ported by the students. 

As to carbolic acid and other things, more anon. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
--♦- 

CONTAMINATION OF WATER IN HOUSE CISTERNS, 
WITH ANALYSIS BY PROFESSOR WANKLYN. 

Letter from Dr. Druitt. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 
SiE,;—I beg to send you the foIlo"wing striking example of con¬ 
tamination of water from the efflu"via of waterclosets and 
urinals. 

Any one who has anything to do "with schools is aware how 
difficult it is to provide the necessary watercloset accommoda¬ 
tion, and to preserve the building from efflu"vda, especially in 
the limited spaces appropriated to schools in to"wns. I happen 
to be interested in the management of the Ourzon National 
Schools in this neighbourhood, where difficulties of the kind 
crop up from time to time. Moreover, it is necessary in every 
school to provide water for the children. They are always 
tliirsty in hot weather, and "will drink almost any foul water if 
there is none of a wholesome sort provided for them. 

In the Curzon Schools the whole water supply is contained 
in an immense iron tank situated under the roof of a large 
^apartment arranged as waterclosets and urinals for 100 boys, 
and usually presenting a most abominable odour. The water 
in this tank is largely drunk by the children in each of the three 
ffi-visions of the school. 

In order to see whether water so exposed showed any traces 
of contamination, I requested Professor Wanklyn to examine it. 
I gire the results in his o"wn words :— 

“ The results obtained by examination of the water got from 
the cistern in the school behind your house are as follows:— 
The water was collected at 9 p.m. on July 6, 1869, and exa¬ 
mined the next day. One million parts of the water contained 

O’37 parts of free ammonia, 
0’17 parts of albuminoid ammonia ; 

whereas the ^ numbers shown by the water supplied by the 
Grand Junction Company to the school are—^ 

O’Ol free NH3, 
0’08 albuminoid NHg. 

The difference is very striking, and illustrates well the effect 
of exposure to the efflu"vda of a watercloset and urinal.” 

Now, it must be remembered that this cistern is but one of 
ten thousand aU over London exposed to like defilement, and 
probably the source of summer diarrhoea amongst children. 
I would venture to urge— 

1st. That no cistern containing drinking water ought ever 
to be exposed to effluvia of closets, sinks, etc.; hence, that the 
drinking cistern in every house should be kept separate from 
the watercloset cistern, till a continuous supply abolishes 
■cisterns altogether. 

^ 2nd. Iron rust is no protection. The interior of the above 
-cistern was rusty enough to oxidise anything. 

3rd. All schools should provide pure filtered water, or other 
wholesome drink—sulphuric lemonade, for instance—for the 
scholars. I am, &c. R. Drijitt. 

57, Hertford-street, London, W., Sept. 13. 

ERYSIPELAS AFTER VACCINATION. 

Letter from Dr. G. E. Yarrow. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—In confirmation of the opinion expressed by Dr. Ballard, 
I beg to forward you the particulars of a case of death from 
erysipelas after vaccination which occurred under my observa¬ 
tion. 

A healthy-looking female child, three months old, was 
vaccinated by me, November 17, 1868, by four punctures on 
the left arm; it was brought for inspection on the eighth day, and 
had foul’ small but characteristic vesicles. I heard no more of 
the case until the evening of December 23, when the mother 
called upon me and asked me to see the child, as it was very ill. 
I visited it immediately, and found it sinking from exhaustion. 
Erysipelas had involved the whole of the left arm, the chest, 
and had extended into both legs. I administered small 
quantities of ammonia and bark, but the child died December 25, 
the thirty-eighth day after vaccination. 

The mother informedme the scabs fell off aboutthe twenty-first 
day, and nothing untoward happened until about the twenty- 
eighth day, when the armbecame slightly inflamed; findingit got 
worse, she called to see me, but I was not at home. She then tookit 
to a Practitioner in the neighbourhood, who told her it was due 
to “ bad matter,” and “ he would give her some medicine to 
make the child sick.” This he did. He continued to see it for 
several days, telling the mother to continue the emetic, “ but 
he feared he should not be able to do the infant any good.” I 
was then requested to see it. 

Seven other children were vaccinated from the same vac- 
cinifer with the same lancet, but no unusual symptom occurred 
in either case. I am, &c. G. E. Yarrow, M.D., 

Public Vaccinator to St. Luke’s, Middlesex. 
87, Old-street, E.C., September 8. 

ME. LISTON’S CASE OF ABSCESS IN THE NECK. 
Letter from Dr. John Topham, of Rome. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—In the short notice of the late Mr. Liston contained in 
your journal, there is a slight error in the account of the case 
of the abscess in the neck communicating "with an artery wliich 
was hastily opened by that gTeat operator. 

_ The House-Surgeon of University College Hospital at that 
time was Mr. J. C. Bucknill, now well kno"wn for his admirable 
treatment of the insane and for his manual. I was one of his 
dressers, and the boy was examined by Dr. Ballard and myself 
in the out-patients’ room previous to Mr. Liston’s -visit to the 
Hospital. "VVe recognised the nature of the disease—i.e., that it 
was a pulsating tumour communicating "with an artery. 

Directly after seeing the boy and sending him into the ward, 
I had to go to Mr. Coxeter’s to procure some instrument, and 
just as I entered the ward on my return, I heard Mr. Liston 
say “ Give me a knife,” and in a moment he had opened the 
tumoim, the incision being followed by a gush of arterial blood. 
Harelip pins were used to close the wound. I sat up "wdth the 
boy all night. He died from secondary hsemorrhage. A care¬ 
ful dissection of the diseased structures was made by Mr. 
John Marshall, now Professor of Surgery in University 
College; and it was found that the coats of the artery had 
been perforated by an abscess, the arterial structures being 
distinct to the very margin of the aperture. The paper by Mr. 
Liston was read at the Medical and Chirurgical Society soon 
after the occurrence, and was published in the Transactions 
with an admirable woodcut illustrating the case. 

I am, &c. John Topham, M.D. Lond. 
Rome, Italy. 

THE NON-RESTRAINT SYSTEM. 

Letter from Dr. P. R. Nesbitt. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sp,—I had the pleasure of forwarding to my friend Dr. Gar¬ 
diner Hill the enclosed letter relating to the controversy on 
the introduction of non-restraint in lunacy. The letter was 
not "written originally for publication; but as I find that the 
expression of an opinion from an independent observer would 
be of interest, and a fitting tribute to one whom I much 
esteem, I forward it to you for publication. 

I am, &c. P. R. Nesbitt, M.D. 
West Brompton, September 13. 
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“ West Brompton, September 4, 1869. 
“ Dear Dr. Hill,—There are occasions when a man ought to 

omerge from his retirement if by doing so he can render an act 
of justice to another. That occasion appears to me to have 
arrived, after a perusal of the Medical controversy now going 
on as to the party entitled to be awarded the honour and glory 
of having demonstrated the practicability of dispensing with 
mechanical restraint in the treatment of the insane. 

“ Of my competency to form an opinion on this highly in¬ 
teresting topic, bear with me when I say that it is about twenty- 
live years since I was one of the resident Medical officers at 
the Hanwell Asylum ; Dr. ConoUy was then at the zenith of 
his fame, though cea.sing to reside at the institution, of which 
he was visiting Physician. Twice a week did he thoroughly 
devote himself to the work in which his great heart was en¬ 
gaged, and in which he knew no faltering. Thus, though a 
subordinate officer, I had ample opportunities of making myself 
familiar with the inner mind of my great master, and of 
seconding all his generous aspirations, hand passihus aquis, to 
achieve the emancipation of those imfortunates from a degraded 
and mistaken thraldom. By such circumstances as these I formed 
an intimate and enduring friendship with him whose character 
has been so ably and truthfully portrayed by Sir J. Clark. 
That intimacy naturally brought the then great question of 
the day prominently to the front. In all our many discus.sions. 
Dr. Conolly, with the innate modesty of his nature and love of 
truth, never pretended to claim the merit of a discoverer. He 
always manfully asserted that in his application of the prin¬ 
ciples of non-restraint he was simply following in the footsteps 
of others, and in all his conversation assigned to you the chief 
conception, and, though the name of Dr. Charlesworth, with 
others, was frequently associated with yours, yet he always 
conveyed and impressed me with the conviction that it was to 
you, and you ordy, that humanity was indebted for this last 
great finishing stroke. Indeed, so thoroughly was I imbued 
w'ith his sentiments on the subject that I was induced, without 
tlie slightest personal acquaintance with you, to become a sub¬ 
scriber, now some twenty years ago, to a testimonial to your¬ 
self, by way of recognising your substantial deserts to that 
palm which I grieve to perceive is now sought to be wi’ested 
from you. 

“ The world may say what it will in endeavouring to with¬ 
hold from you its meed of approbation, but I emphatically con¬ 
tend that such a vast system as non-restraint could never have 
been inaugiirated in all its amplitude nor brought to a happy 
issue but for the courageous, indomitable, and untiring efforts 
of the Resident Medical Officer whose days and nights were 
consecrated to the noble service. Others, doubtless, supported 
you, but you were the mainspring of the movement, and dis¬ 
aster woffid have fallen on your shoulders. I should take shame 
to myself if I could calmly look on without an indignant pro¬ 
test ag'ainst the idea of seeking to deprive you of your well- 
earned laurels, which, as long as life lasts, I shall think you 
entitled to wear. It is in this spirit I write my reminiscences, 
and with the further desire, to adopt vulgar phraseology, to 
“ put the saddle on the right horse,” that I venture to take a 
part in what I thought had ceased to be a Medical controversy. 

“ Believe me, yours very sincerely, 
“ Dr. Gardiner Hill.” “ P. R. Nesbitt. 

A CASE OF DOUBLE AKEUEISM AFFECTING THE EIGHT EXTEENAL 

ILIAC AND FEMOEAL AND THE EIGHT POPLITEAL AETEEIES, 

CUEED BY PEESSUEE UPON THE COMMON ILIAC AND THE 

FEMOEAL AETEEIES. 

The case was that of a man, aged 45, admitted into Guy’s 
Ho.spital, October 15, 1868, with two aneurismal tumours, one 
occupying the right groin, the other the popliteal space of the 
right lower limb. The upper aneurism extended two inches 
above Poupart’s ligament. No bruit could be heard in either 
aneurism, and they were considered to be aneurisms by dilata¬ 
tion. The ilio-femoral aneui-ism had been first observed two 
years, the popliteal nine months before liis admission. On 

December 10, an attempt was made to effect a cure by compres¬ 
sion of the right common iliac artery. Mr. Hilton had shown 
that pressure on the abdominal wall, at a point about two 
inches below the umbilicus, and half an inch from the median 
line, controlled the pulsation in the two tumours and in the 
right lower limb, without affecting the circulation in the left 
femoral artery. The exact spot had been marked with nitrate 
of silver. On the day named, therefore, a tourniquet was 
placed on this spot, the patient having been first brought under 
the influence of chloroform, for without it he could not bear 
complete compression of the artery even for a minute. The 
compression was continued for six hours; but when it was 
withdrawn the tumours pulsated as freely as before, although 
they appeared to be slightly harder. On December 22 tbe 
patient was again placed under chloroform, and the tourniquet 
was then applied to the same spot as before. Another 
tourniquet was at the same time placed upon the femoral 
artery at the apex of Scarpa’s triangle. Mr. Hilton gave 
directions that the pressure should be continued imtil the 
aneurisms should no longer pulsate after removal of the 
tourniquets. The treatment was commenced at 10.30. At 
4.40 both instruments were removed. There was not the 
slightest pulsation in the popliteal aneurism, but the upper 
tumour, although it felt liard, still pulsated feebly. The 
tourniquets were therefore reapplied; at 8 p.m. they were 
again -withdrawn; there was then no pulsation in either 
aneurism. The patient was therefore allowed to come to 
himself from the chloroform ; and the use of the to-umiquets 
was no longer persisted in. On the folio-wing day the limb 
was cold, and sensation in it was imperfect; but these symptoms 
quickly subsided under appropriate treatment. On March 16 
he left the Hospital cured, but stOl unable to support the 
weight of the body upon the Umb. The remains of the 
iUo-femoral aneurism could be felt as an undefined fibrous band, 
about three-quarters of an inch broad; and a similar band, 
but broader and better defined, marked the seat of the popliteal 
aneurism also. 

Mr. John Biekett read a paper on 

A CASE OF ANEUEISM OF THE FEMOEAL AETEET TEEATED BY 

LONG-CONTINUED COMPEESSION OF THE COMMON ILIAC. 

The man was 41 years old. His constitutional powers had 
been reduced by intemperance and toil. An aneurismal tumour 
had been observed eighteen days in the left groin when 
admitted into Guy’s Hospital, although the attention of the 
patient had been attracted to the part affected by pain and a 
sudden “ snap ” twenty-four days previously. The diagnosis 
of the nature of the tumour was extremely easy. Every 
characteristic of an aneurism was present. The swelling oc¬ 
cupied the upper fourth of the left femoral region ; extended 
into the iliac fossa, beneath Poupart’s ligament; was partly 
solid, and in other parts filled -with fluid. The impaired state 
of the man’s health precluding aU hope of a successful 
termination to the disease, if any kind of cutting operation was 
performed, induced me to employ prolonged pressure upon the 
common iliac artery. To do this effectually it was necessary 
to keep the patient under the influence of chloroform for several 
hours. After suitable local and constitutional treatment, the 
chloroform was mhaled, pressure applied, and the influence of 
both kept up for about eight hours and a half. Little if any 
alteration, however, had been produced on the tumour. The 
chloroform caused no ill effects. Seven days ha-ring elapsed, 
the above treatment was repeated for nine hours, but no pro¬ 
gress towards curing the aneurism resulted. For a day or two 
afterwards there was more pain produced by the tumour. On 
the tenth day subsequent to the last attempt at cure, the above 
treatment was repeated and maintained for about ten hours. 
At the expiration of that time the aneurismal tumour beat as 
strongly as ever. The day following, symptoms of pulmonary 
complications arose, which could not be controlled or removed 
by any treatment, and he died, having survived the last 
inhalation of chloroform about nine days. 'The necropsy 
showed that pleuro-pneumonia was the immediate cause of 
death. The upper lobe of the left lung was infiltrated with 
pus, and other parts of the organ were in a less advanced stage 
of inflammation. Endarteritis affected the aorta. The kidneys 
were coarse and large. The aneurismal tumour extended into 
the iliac fossa above, where it was very firmly united to the 
surrounding parts, and deeply among the upper femoral 
muscles in front of the femur. It contained some old and 
recently formed fibrine, as well as recent after-death coagula. 
The concluding remarks relate to the duration of the disease, 
the selection of the method of treating it, the causes of failure 
to cure it and of the fatal Ulncss. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 
-^-—. 

EOYAL MEDICAL AND CHIEUEGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, June 22, 1869. 

Geoege Bueeows, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the chair. 

Me. John Hilton read a paper on 
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In reply to Mr. Thomas Smith, Mr. Biekett said the man 
had very little chance of living when he came into Hospital. 
His constitution was utterly ruined, and there was no chance 
of any other operation. He was j aundiced at his entranoe, and 
there were also signs of pyaeinia. There was no necessity to 
invoke the aid of chloroform as a fatal cause; the state of his 
healtli was quite enough. 

Mr. Robeet Betjdenell Caetee read a paper on 

OETHOSCOPIO SPECTACLES. 

Thepaper is merely introductory to the exhibition of orthoscopic 
spectacles as contrived by Dr. Sohefiler, of Brunswick, and 
explains the principles of their action. They consist of a 
combination of lenses and prisms, and their effect is to preserve 
the natural harmony between the accommodation and the 
convergence—a harmony that common sxieotacles distiu’b. By 
preserving this harmony they remove the feeling- of “ strain ” 
that is so commonly felt when spectacles are first worn in 
commencing presbyopia, or when they are used continuously. 

Mr. JONATHAN Hutchinson read a paper on 

SOME POINTS IN EEFEEENCE TO TEANSVBESE EEACTUEES OP THE 

PATELLA. 

The author commenced by stating that although his conclusions 
■were^ expressed in a somewhat positive form and without the 
citation of cases, yet they were not the less based on the careful 
coUation of a large body of climeal evidence. The chief state¬ 
ments were the following :—1. That after the ordinary 
transverse fractures of the patella, the upper fragment is not 
permanently dragged upon by the quadiiceps; that, on the 
contrary, the muscle remains quite passive, and that there is 
not the^ slightest benefit from elevation of the limb. 2. That 
the main cause of separation between the fragments is swelling 
of the soft parts and effusion into the joint, and that when 
swelling does not occur, or after it has subsided, it is easy to 
make the fragments touch. 3. That one of the chief causes 
of the frequent weakness of the fibrous union which results 
is the^ presence of fluid (synovia) between the fragments, and 
that it is not usually difficult, by ordinary means, to bring 
the fragments quite close enough to admit of union, were 
it not that the presence of fluid hinders its occurrence. 
4. That a remarkable weakening of the quadriceps muscle is a 
common result of these accidents, sometimes amounting to 
absolute atrophy. That this partial or complete paralysis 
cannot be explained merely by reference to long rest of the 
limb, since the flexors do not share it. That it occurs in some 
cases in which the union is excellent. 5. That in almost all 
cases the quadriceps becomes slig-htly but permanently 
shortened by contraction, so that, however excellent the union 
may be, the knee caimot be bent without risk of stretching the 
uniting medium. That the chief danger after union consists 
in allowing the patient to bend his knee, and thus drag the 
lower fra^ent downwards, there being httle or none in 
allowing him to use the quadriceps as an extensor. 6. That 
patients with absolute paralysis of the cjuadriceps are yet able 
to walk^ fairly, and suffer no inconvenience whatever from 
contraction of its antagonists. 7. That ^^bony union ” is 
probably^ an exceedingly rare event, whilst close fibrous union 
is easy oi attainment j that it is quite impossible to distinguish 
between the two in the living patient, and, further, that aU 
statements as to “bony union” are worthless unless made on 
examination at least a year after the accident. That the 
atrophic weakening of the quadriceps explains in many cases 
the patient’s lameness, and that its frequent occurrence tends 
to reduce the temptation to resort to certain heroic and 
dangerous methods of keeping the fragments in apposition. 

Mr. Solly was sorry there were no facts given along with 
the paper. The propriety of slackening the quadriceps by 
raising- the body, although patent, was, he thought, too little 
insisted on by teachers, students coming- up for examination 
being generally ignorant of the measure. 

Mr. Thomas Smith was glad the subject had been brought 
up. His best residts were obtained when the body was not 
raised, and he taug-ht this to the students. It was certainly 
best for the limb to be flat. 

Mr. Solly referred rather to the raising of the body than to 
that of the tibia. 

Mr. Savoey feared he had to take his share of the blame in 
this matter. He let his patients lie flat. This was one of John 
Hunter’s doctrines. He could show cases now in the Hospital 
in which it would be impossible to have better results. So also, 
"with regard to the leg, it was quite a mistake to suppose that 
they could stop the action of a muscle by bringing its two 
extremities together. 

Mr. Paeteidge said they treated such injm-ies in the same 
way at King’s also. 

Mr. Biekett asked what Mr. Savory called good results. 
(Mr. Savory replied when the parts were not more than half 
an inch apart.) They must really judge by what was seen 
after a time. The comfort of the position was of much impor¬ 
tance. 

OBITUARY. 
-o- 

STEPHEN H. GAMES, M.D. 

It is with most unfeigned regret that we have to record the 
death, which took place on August 28, of Stephen Hughes 
Games, M.D., of Stafford-street, Liverpool, at the early age of 
37. _Hr. Games was born and received the major part of his 
Medical education in the town which has been the scene of his 
most arduous labours and untimely death. He was the son of 
John Games, M.D., of Earl-street, Liverpool, who survives 
him. After filling one or two subordinate appointments, he 
was elected some years ago Medical Officer to one of the parish 
districts, and it was in performing its duties that he fell a 
victim to typhus fever. How he performed those duties was 
most unmistakably evinced on the morning of his funeral. 
Crowds of poor people thronged the street, and crowded 
round the door to catch a last glimpse of the coffin of a man 
who never under any circumstances closed his ear to their 
appeal for aid, and tears of most genuine grief flowed freely 
as the hearse roUed away with its load, and the coffin was 
lowered into the grave. No nobler testimony could have been 
given to the thoroughness and conscientiousness with which 
his work had been done than this spontaneous manifestation 
of sorrow by a class of people who, while pre-eminently 
susceptible to kind treatment, are none the less quick to know 
when they are neglected, and to mark their knowledge by their 
actions—we allude to the parish poor. At all hours and in all 
weathers Dr. Games performed his duties to the poor -with a 
zeal and conscientiousness which new no flag-ging. With the 
rash of typhus on him he still struggled on, trying- to do his 
old work in his old way, and it was not till it was fairly im¬ 
possible for him to hold out any longer that he asked for help 
—help which came too late for himself. It would be impossible 
for any man to work so faithfully as Dr. Games did among 
the poor, even though he should be more modest and retiring 
than he undoubtedly was, without attracting the notice of 
those whose special duty it is to watch over their interests. 
And not a few who did not know until now the full extent and 
character of his labours, were surprised on hearing, a few 
months since, that he had been selected by the guardians as 
one of the three Medical officers to perform the public vaccina¬ 
tion of the town. His private practice was good and increasing; 
but it is as the faithful friend of the poor that he will be long 
remembered, and as such that we notice bim here. 

J. SEATON SMYTH, E.R.C.S. Ed., L.R.C.P. Ed. 

On the day succeeding Dr. Games’s death, died Dr. Smyth, of 
Hodney-street, Liverpool. The deceased gentleman was the 
originator of a Hospital for skin diseases, to which, by his 
wiU, he has bequeathed £10,000. 

MEDICAL UEWS. 
-o-- 

Apothecaries Hall.—The following gontlemeii 
passed, their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
September 9, 1869 :— 

Clarke, Thomas Edvard, Kirkhy Lonsdale. 
Kite, John Alfred, Dover. 
Smith, Herbert Alder, Hatton-garden, E.C. 
Sutchffe, Arthur Edwin, Manchester. 
Williams, Josiah, Newport, Monmouth. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed their 
Eirst Professional Examination:— 

Monks, Frederick Aubin, Guy’s Hospital. 
Oakes, Charles, Dublin School of Medicine. 

APPOINTMENT. 
*** The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub- 

hshing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Fotherby, Henry J., M.D. Lond.—Assistant-Physician to the Metropoli¬ 
tan Free Hospital. ^ 
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rjAVAT, AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

Adjitralty.—The following appointments have been made :—Robert "W. 
Beaumont, Surgeon to the Penelope, and Dr. Henry 8. Smart., Assistant- 
Surgeon to the Forte. The under-mentioned officers have been con- 
liimed in the rank of Assistant-Surgeons in her Majesty’s Fleet:—Mr. 
John H. Houston, ■with seniority of November 12, 1867 ; Dr. Michael IT. 
Greany, with seniority of May 7, 1868; Mr. Pliilip S. 'Warren, tvith 
seniority of July 11, 1868; Dr. Frederick M'Clement, with seniority of 
May 10, 1867. 

Brevet.—Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals A. H. Leith, M.D. 
Retired, Bombay Army, to have the honorary rank of Inspector-General 
of Hospitals. 

BIRTHS. 
ARirsTROxG.—On September 11, the wife of Hemy Armstrong, M.D., of 

Peokliam House, Peckham, of a daughter. 
Brunjes.—On September 14,; at 42, Brook-street, Grosvenor-square, the 

wife of Martin Brunjes, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter. 
Mii.ear.—On September 6, at 48, Albany-street, Edinburgh, the wife of 

John Millar, M.D., F.R.C.S. and P.E., of a son. 

Ogilvib.—On September 2, at Norwood, the wife of J. F. Ogilvie, Egyptian 
Medical Service, of a son. 

Paton.—^At Elmbank, Letham, Forfar, on September 6, the wife of David 
Paton, M.D., of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 
Beadles—Auey.—On September 7, at Christ Church, Forest-hiU, Arthur 

Beadles, Esq., Sm-geon, to Henrietta, daughter of Henry and Clara 
Amey, Ledbru-y-house, Forest-hill. 

Candy—Harding.—On August 25, at Ci-ilworth, Northamptonshire, John 
Candy, M.D., Assistant-Surgeon 109th Rcgt., to Constance, third 
daughter of Captain John Harding, late Madras Army. 

Drown—Leighton.—On August 31, at Chelvestoii, Northamptonshire, 
Dr. Thomas M. Drown, of Philadelphia, U.S.A., to Helen, second 
daughter of the late Andrew Leighton, Esq. 

DrcKERiNG—"WRiGnT.—On September 1, at Old St. Pancras, Samuel 
Duekering, As.?istant-Sm’geon H.M.’s Indian Army, to Lilian, eldest 
daughter of the late John Wright, Esq., of Rotherham. 

En.50r—Cross.—On August 31, at the parish church, Puddletown, Dor¬ 
chester, John Arthm- Ensor, Sm-geon, Ti.sbm-y, “Wilts, to Han-iette 
“Whyle, youngest daughter of the late Samuel Cross, formerly of Lambeth 
and Brighton. 

Iliff—Kemp.—On September 13, at the parish church of Kyre Wyard, 
Worcestershire, William Tiffin Iliff, M.D., of 37, Kennington-park-road, 
to Hannah, youngest daughter of the late Hem-y Kemp, of Streatham- 
common. 

Milsome—Rickman.—On September 2, at St. Mai-y’s, Staines, Dr. John 
R. Milsome, of Chertsey, to Mary, eldest daughter of the late John 
Rickman, Esq., of Staines. 

Pearl—Turner.—On September 2, at Midhurst, by the Rev. R. Morey 
Wealo, M.A., cousin, assisted by the Rev. C. Candy, M.A., vicar of Shot- 
teimill, uncle of the bride, Edward Pearl, Esq., of Windsor, to Harriett 
Anne, only child of William Tm-ner, Esq., of Midhurst. No cards. 

Power—Walker.—On September 7, at St. Mark’s, Peterborough, J. 
Walter Power, Esq., of Ely, to Mary Leonora, fourth daughter of T. 
Walker, Esq., M.D., J.P. 

DEATHS. 
CooKWORTHY, Joseph Collier, M.D. Edin., of Pljunouth, at the residence 

of Ms son, the Rev. Drquhart Cookworthy, the Rectoi-j', Sandford Orcas, 
Sherborne, on September 10, in his 79th year. 

Drysdale, a. K., F.R.C.S.E., Surgeon 79thHigManders, at Southampton, 
on September 10, aged 36. 

Fox, Thomas, Esq., M.D., Retired Deputy Inspector-General Army 
Medical Department, at Ilfracombe, on August 31, aged 66. 

Gibson, Dr. F. W., late chief Medical Officer of the St. Pancras Infirmary, 
on Ms voyage to Australia for the benefit of his health, on June 24. 

Giraud, Mary, widow of Fi-ederick Francis Giraud, Esq., Sm-geon, for¬ 
merly of Favci-sham, at Faversham, on September 4, aged 57. 

Greaves, George, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., at 336, Stutford-road, Manchester, 
on September 8, aged 63. 

Groves, Edward Keet, the son of Edward Groves, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., 
L.M., at LincoM, on September 4, aged three weeks. 

Skerry, Dr. Charles, at his residence at Putney, after a few months’ 
RMess, on August 27, aged 58. 

VACANCIES. 

In the folloiving Ust the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

CiiARiNG-CROSs HOSPITAL.—Physician for the treatment of Diseases of 
the Skin ; must have a degree from one of the Universities recognised by 
the General Medical Council, and be F. or M.R.C.P.L. Apiilications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before September 28, at 2 o’clock 
p.m. 

Epping Union.—Medical officers wanted for the folio-wing districts of this 
Umon:—Chingford, Magdalen Laver, Matching, The Pamdons, Latton, 
Nett.swell, Roydon, and Thoydon Gamon. Candidates must be legally 
qualified. Applications and testimoMals to J. W. Windus, Clerk to the 
Guardians, Exiping, on or before the 23rdinst. Election on the 24thinst. 

General Infirmary, Leeds. — Resident Medical Officer; must be 
M.R.C.S.E. Applications and testimoMals to the Resident Medical 
Officer on or before October 4, on wMch day candidates must attend 
personally. 

Gloucester Infirmary.—Assi.sfant-Physician; must have a Medical 
qualification. Applications and testimonials to the committee, under 
cover to the Secretary, on or before September 30. Fmthcr information 
may be obtained of the Sccretni-y. 

Great Yarsiouth Hospital.—Resident Medical Officer; must be L.S.A., 
and be unman-ied. Applications and te.stimomals to the Ho.spital com¬ 
mittee, Great Yarmouth, on or before September 27. 

Lexden and Winstree Union.—Medical Officer for the Ninth District. 
Candidates must have the qualifications reqMred by the Poor-law Board. 
Applications and testimoMals to W. Howard, Clerk to the Guardians, 
Colchester, on or before September 21. Election on the 22nd. 

London Hospital, Wiiiteciiapel-road.—^Assistant-Surgeon; must be 
M.R.C.S.E. Applications and testimoMals to the Assistant-Secretary at 
the Hospital, from whom further particMars may be obtained. 

London Hospital, Whitechapel-road.—Junior Assistant-Surgeon. 
Applications and testimoMals to the House Committee on or before 
September 20. Election on September 21, when personal attendance ivill 
be required. 

Preston and County of Lancaster Royal Infirmary.—Senior and 
JuMor House-Surgeons; must be properly qualified, and be unmarried. 
Applications and testimonials to the Acting-Secretaiy, 54, Fishergate, 
Preston, on or before September 20. 

Ross Union.-—Medical Officer .for the Third District. Candidates must 
be registered under the Medical Act, 1858, and have the qualifications 
required by the Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to H. 
Minett, Clerk, Ross, on or before September 20. Election on October 4. 

Royal Isle of Wight Infirmary.—House-Sui-geon. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary on or before October 6. The duties -will 
commence after November 3. 

St. Mary’s Hospital and Dispensary for Women and Children, 
Manchester.—Resident Medical and Surgical Officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be dMy registered. Applica¬ 
tions and testimoMals to J. Barber, Secretary, 41, Jolm Dalton-street, 
Manchester, on or before September 23. 

Tiverton Union.—Medical Officer forthe Thorverion District. Candidates 
must have the qualifications reqMred by the Poor-law Board. Applica¬ 
tions and testimoMals to Charles Marshall Hole, Clerk, Tiverton, on or 
before September 20. Election on September 21, when personal attend¬ 
ance -win be required. 

Warneford Hospital, Leamington Priors.—House-Surgeon; must be 
M.R.C.S. Lond., Edin., or Dublin, and L.S.A. or L.R.C.P.L. Applica¬ 
tions and testimoMals to the Secretary. 

WiLLiTON Union, So.merset.—Medical Officer for the Williton District. 
Candidates must be legally qualified. Applications and testimoMals to 
H. White, Clerk, WiUiton, Somerset, on or before September 18. 

Worksop Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; must have both Medical and 
Sm-gioal qualifications, and be unmarried. Applications and testimonials 
to the Committee, Dispensary, Worksop, Nottinghamshire. The duties 
win commence on November 1. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICE. 
*«* The area of each district is stated in acres. The popMation is 

computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 

Bellingham Union.—^Mr. John Mason has resigned the Second District; 
area 99,922; popMation 20-24; salary £20 per annum. 

Penzance Union.—Mr. Francis Boase has resigned the Fifth District; 
area 3834; poiiMation 14,486; salary £30 per annum. 

Boss Union.—Dr. W. S. Bootes has resigned the Third District; area 
15,210; popMation 5332; salary £72 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Braintree Union.—^William T. H. Wood, M.HC.S.E., L.R.C.P. Edin., 
to the Finchingfield District. 

Holyhead Union.—Owen Williams, M.R.C.S.E., L.K. and Q.C.P.I., to 
the Holx'head District. 

Isle of Thanet Union.—James S. Hairis, M.R.C.S.E., L.K. and Q.C.P.I., 
to the Minster District and the Workliouse. 

Stockton Union.—Christopher Young, M.D. Edin., M.R.C.S.E., to the 
Yarm District. 

Wakefield Union.-—Wm. S. Mackenzie, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Edin., 
to the Normanton District. 

Weslhury and Whorwellsdown Union.—Edward P. Shorland, M.R.C.S.E., 
L.S.A., to the Bratton District. WiUiam T. Winter, M.R.C.S.E., 
L.S.A., to the Bradley District. 

The London Labourers’ D-welling Society.—One 
sanitary improvement, at least, has been attended ivith success 
in a pecuniary point of view. The above Society, at its last 
half-yearly general meeting, declared a dividend of 5 per cent, 
per annum, free of income-tax. The following facts were 
mentioned:—The capital of the Society now amounts to 
£41,700, the Sinking Fund (for the redemption of the lease¬ 
hold jiroperty of the Society) to £1237, and the Eeserve Fund 
(for the equalisation of dividends, or extraordinary expenses) 
to £4005. Of this last sum £2000 is deposited at interest, in 
order to pro-vdde the means of purchasing temporarily at par 
any shares that a member may from unforeseen circumstances 
wish to realise. 

Army Medical Department.—The report of_ the 
Army Medical Department for 1867 has just been published. 
It appears that there were during the fifty-two weeks ending 
December 27, 1867, 73,420 men on the average sei-Aung in the 
United Elingdom ; the admissions into Hospital -were 63,904 ; 
the deaths from all causes were 690, of which 53 occurred 
when the men were absent from their corps ; and the average 
number constantly non-effective from sickness was 3118. 
These niunbers give the proportions of 870 admissions, 9-40 
deaths, and 42-47 constantly sick per 1000 of the strength, 
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teing a slight increase in the admissions and mean daily sick, 
and a slight decrease in the deaths compared with the results 
for 1866. 

The William Carr Exhibition of the Eoyal 
Medical Benevolent College, Epsom.—Mr. Theophilus G. 
Vaudrey, a foundation scholar, of St. Austell, Cornwall, who 
took a first-class at the recent Matriculation Examination of 
the University of London, has been presented by the Council of 
the Epsom College with this Exliibition, value £50 a year, and 
tenable for four year.?. Combined with this Exhibition is a 
free Medical Scholarship, the gift of University College, Lon¬ 
don. Previous to leaving Epsom Mr. Vaudrey took a classical 
prize and the first prize in English, 

Medico-Ohirhrgical Society of Glasgow.—At the 
meeting of this Society, held on Eriday, September 3, in the 
Hall of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, the following 
gmitlemen were elected office-bearers for the present session, 
viz.: President: Hr. J. G. Eleming. Vice-Presidents : Hr. E. 
Watson and Hr. Steven. CouncilHr. G. H. B. Macleod, Hr. 
A. E. Simpson, Hr. Eichmond (Paisley), Hr. F. Thomson, Mr. 
Torrance (Airffiie), Hr. H. Thompson, Hr. James Gray and 
Mr. Eoberi Grieve. Secretaries: Hr. James Adams and Hr. E. 
Perry. Treasurer : Hr. H. E. Howatt. 

Indian Medical Service.—The following is a list of 
the candidates for her Majesty’s Indian Medical Service who 
were successful at the competitive examination at Chelsea in 
February, 1869, and who have undergone a course of instruc¬ 
tion at the Army Medical School, together with the total 
number of marks obtained at the examinations at Chelsea and 
at Netley:— 

■NT r,, , Total No. of 
Name. Studied at Marks— 

C. W. Calthrop London ^^^5753fii) 
A. Wood Aberdeen 5668 
E. C. Sanders London 5455 

E. Sanders London 5015 
B. Erankhn London 4895 
E. P. Edis London 4888 
E. T. Wright Edinburgh and London 4886 
G. McB. Havis Ireland 4856 
K. P. Gupta Edinburgh 4853 
J. A. Howell London 4501 
H. J. Linton Edinburgh and London 4255 
C. T. Peters Edinburgh 4177 
H. P. Eoberts Edinburgh 4138 
E. Colson London 4070 
C. W. Mackwry Edinburgh 4025 
M. E. Murphy Ireland and Edinbiurgh 4021 
W. Price Ireland 3938 
S. M. Tyrrell Edinburgh 3921 
W. H. Boalth London and Glasgow 3863 
J. Backhouse Ireland 3703 

Composition and Uuality of the Metropolitan 
Waters in August, 1869,—The foUowing are the retnms of the 
Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers of Health :_ 
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Nitrogen. Hardness. 

As 1 As 
Nitrates Ammo- 

&c. j nia. 

Before 
BoUing. 

After 
Boiling. 

Thames Water Com- Grains. Grains. Grains. Grains. Degs. Degs. 
panxes. 

Grand J unction 19-47 0-071 0-091 0-000 13‘S 
West Middlesex 17-17 0041 0-078 0-000 13-8 3-3 
Southwai-k & Vaux- 

hall 17-83 0079 0-076 0-001 13*3 
Chelsea 17-93 0-091 0-091 0-001 13-4 
Lambeth . 17-83 0-051 0-066 0-001 13-6 3-2 

Other Companies. 
Kent.... 28-40 0-015 0129 0-000 20*2 K‘Q 
New River 17-83 0-028 0-076 0-000 13*3 3*4 
East London . 16-03 0-035 0-091 0-000 13-2 3-1 

The quantity of -water supplied to the metropolis daily by the several 
water companies was, according to the last returns to the Medical Officers 
of Health, 110,094,058 gaUons. This was supplied to 466,969 houses, and 
IS at the daily rate of 34-7 gallons per head of the population. The quan¬ 
tity supplied to Paris at the date of the last BulUlin Statistique Municipale 
was, for all purposes, ornamental and otherwise, only 23-6 gallons per head 
of tlie civil population. 

_No<«.—The amount of oxygen required to oxidise the organic matter, 
mt^tcs, etc., IS determined by a standard solution of permanganate of 
potash acting for three hours ; and in the case of the metropolitan waters 
the quantity of organic matter is about eight times the amount of oxyo-en 
required by it. 

(a) Obtained the Herbert prize. 

Floating Baths.—The New York Medical Record 
states that 50,000 dollars of the tax levy have been appropriated 
for the immediate erection of two free floating baths, one in 
the Hudson Eiver and one in the East Eiver. The establif3h- 
ment of such baths m Boston has been productive of the greatest 
amount of good. 

With reference to the remarks of Polycletus and Galen 
on the symmetry and proportionateness of the several parts 
of the human body, which appeared in the Medical Times and, 
Gazette for August 28, our readers may perhaps like to see 
an interesting and much longer passage on the same subject 
in Abdottalif’s account of Egypt, which may be seen in Latin 
in White’s edition, p. 125, etc., or in French in He Sacy’s 
translation, p. 188, etc. 

The Buchan Medical Society.—The following ap¬ 
pointments for 1869-70 were made at the annual meeting, viz.: 
—JohiiH. Comiae, L E.C.S. Edin., President; WiUiam Alex. 
Gavin, M.E.C.S. Eng., and Eobert Leys, M.H. King’s Coll. 
Aberd., Members of Council of the North of Scotland Medical 
Association; and Wilham Bruce, M.H. King’s Coll. Aberd., 
Secretary and Treasurer. 

An American Case of Poisoning.—Dr. Schoeppo, a 
Pennsylvanian “Physician,” has been condemned to death for 
the murder of Miss Strineche, aged 65, whe was possessed of 
some £8000. Having borrowed £200 of her, he first forged her 
will in his own favour, and then poisoned her.—Guardian. 

The Boston Directory for 1869, which has just been 
issued, contains the names of 303 PhjTsiciana, members of the 
Massachusetts Medical Society ; 40, members of the Massachu¬ 
setts Homoeopathic Medical Society; 11, members of the 
Massachusetts Eclectic Medical Society; 76, Avho attire 
themselves in female garments, and 200 “ other Physicians.” 
One of this latter class delights himself in the title of “analytic 
Physician;” another practises “natarepathy; ” another goes 
it upon “ equalising” principle—this may be supposed to refer 
to pockets—another strengthens weak finances by the “ Swedish 
Movement Cure”-—the w^ord movement probably indicating 
frequent change of residence—another is a “magnogethist,” 
and still another is satisfied to proclaim his merits, in good old 
plain English, as a “ bone-setter.” Many of the apothecaries 
also transcend the legitimate limits of their vocation, and furnish 
advice and drugs at a shght advance upon the regular charges 
for the medicines furnished. The city, including the newly 
acquired districts of Eoxbury and Horchester-end—none of the 
practitioners of the healing art referred to in the above 
statistics reside in these districts—contains about 230,000 
inhabitants. Probably one-half of this number receive 
gratuitous Medical advice, one-half of the remainder employ 
homoeopathists, eclectics, and others outside of pale of the 
regular Profession, leaving the latter less than 200 paying 
persons to each Physician. 

Animal Vaccination at the French Imperul 
Academy of Medicine.—A discussion on animal vaccination 
at the above Society was opened some time ago by a very 
clever speech from M. Guerin, a determined and ardent 
opponent of that system. M. Hepaul, better informed, had 
but little trouble in overthrowing M. Guerin’s assertions ; 
facts in hand, he proved the great value of direct vaccination 
from heifers. Unfortunately too much personal feelings were 
mixed up with the debate, and often vaccination was but a 
pretext used by those very bitter adversaries in order to cast 
ridicule on one another. The gentlemen that have since spoken, 
luckily for science, are unbiassed and perfectly impartial, and 
to them we must therefore look for some light on this important 
question. The venerable Hr. Bouchardat remarked “ that 
much good could be obtained from animal vaccination, but at 
the same time we should not do away with arm-to-arm 
vaccination. Both should march hand in hand—they are not 
enemies, but alhes.” M. Herard, the distinguished Physician 
of the Maternite, recorded his experience on the subject. He 
stated that in his wards, he had practically. tested the two 
lymphs. Huring the last six months, half the children born 
in the Hospital had been vaccinated direct from the heifer, 
the other half with human lymph and from arm to arm ; he 
gave some statistics and the results of several experiments made, 
and concluded thus with reference to the relative success of the 
two systems :—“ When vaccine lymph is taken direct from the 
heifer, and when that lymph is from the third to the sixth da}^, 
and the child a few months old, animal vaccination succeeds 
almost invariably and quite as frequently as human vaccine 
lymph.” With reference to the transmission of diseases he 
states: “I find above all things a great advantage in animal 
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vaccination; by it we are protected from tliose contagious 
diseases that can be inoculated, specially from syphilis. There 
are unmistakable facts of vaccinal syphilis. This cannot be 
denied without speaking of the case I had the honour in 
September, 1863, of bringing to the notice of the Academy, 
and which was received as correct by the most competent 
members of this Society, and which offered this peculiarity, to 
me very important, that the same vaccination produced the 
same day, in the same mairie [mairie de Montmartre), a 
similar case observed by M. Chassaignac, and presented by 
liimto the Society of Surgery. Without speaking, I say, of these 
cases, we have those unfortunate instances of vaccinal syphilis 
that have originated in this very establishment. Wliat can we 
ask more from those facts controlled by so many distinguished 
Professional men ? ” Speaking of syphilis after vaccination, M. 
Herard remarks : “ We do not take into consideration the 
very great difference existing between congenital syphilis and 
inoculated syphilis. After birth the first kills almost to a 
certainty; the second, on the contrary, is comparatively mild, and 
often is cured with the greatest rapidity.” M. Herard, in 
concluding, said: “ AVliatever may be the result of this 
discussion on this difficult subject, we must applaud the efforts 
made to insure greater activity to vaccine lymph. Whether we 
renew it with spontaneous cow-pox, as first employed by Jenner 
himself, and as it has been practised several times since, or 
whether we retain its activity by repeated inoculations from 
lieifer to heifer, we must acknowledge the value of such 
endeavours.” 

Professor B. Howard, of New York, lias published 
his “ Plain Rules for the Restoration of Persons apparently dead 
from Drowning.” They are as follows:—“ Rule 1.—Unless in 
danger of freezing, never move the patient from the spot 
where first rescued, nor allow bystanders to screen off the fresh 
air, but instantly wipe clean the mouth and nostrils, rip and 
remove all clothing to a little below the waist, rapidly rub dry 
the exposed part, and give two quick, smarting slaps on the 
stomach with your open hand. If this does not succeed 
immediately, proceed according to the following rules to 
perform artificial breathing. Rule 2.—^Tum the patient on 
his face, a large bundle of tightly rolled clotliing being placed 
beneath his stomach, and press heavily over it upon the spine 
for half a minute. Rule 3.—Turn the patient quickly again 
on his back, the roll of clothing being so placed beneath it as 
to make the short ribs bulge prominently forward and raise 
them a little higher than the level of the mouth. Let some 
bystander hold the tip of the tongue out of one comer of the 
mouth with a dry handkerchief, and hold both hands of the 
patient together, the aims being stretched forcibly back above 
the head. Rule 4.—Kneel astride the patient’s hips, and with 
your hands resting on his stomach, spread out your fingers so 
that you can grasp the waist about the short ribs. Now throw 
all your weight steadily forward upon your hands, while you 
at the same time squeeze the ribs deeply, as if you wished to 
force everything in the chest upwards out of the mouth. 
Continue this while you can slowly count—one, two, three; 
then suddenly let go, with a final push, which springs you back 
to your first kneeling position. Remain erect upon your knees 
wliile you can count—one, two ; then throw your weight 
forward again as before, repeating the entire motions—at first 
about four or five times a minute, increasing the rate gradually 
to about fifteen times a minute, and continuing with the same 
regularity of time and motion as is observed in the natural 
breathing which you are imitating. Rule 5.—Continue this 
treatment, though apparently unsuccessful, for two hours, 
until the patient begins to breathe; and for a while after this 
help him by well-timed pressure to deepen his first gasps into 
full, deep breaths; while the friction of the limbs, which 
should if possible have been kept up during the entire process, 
isnowfurtherincreased. Rule 6.—After-treatment—externally. 
As soon as the breathing has become perfectly natural, strip 
the patient rapidly and completely. Enwrap him in blankets 
■only. Put him in bed in a room comfortably warm, but with 
a free circulation of fresh air, and except for the administration 
of internal treatment, let him have perfect rest. Internally: 
Hive a little hot brandy and water, or other stimulant at hand, 
every ten or fifteen minutes for the first hour, and as often 
thei’oaftcr as may seem expedient.” We must refer the reader 
for other particidars to the pamphlet. 

A Fever-STRICKEN" Ship.—The Mary Jane, of Boston, 
U.S., has been picked up at sea adrift. Shortly after leaving 
St. Domingo the yellow fever broke out, and when she was 
found all her crow w'ere dead but two, and they imostrate. She 
was towed into New York. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

Medical Guide to Scarborough. By Dr. C. B. Brcarey. 
•t* A very useful little book for visitors. It gives a good account of the 

climate and vital statistics of the town, with directions for sea-batliing and 
taking the waters. This is the fourth edition and the 27th thousand. 

The Shakesperian Diary and Almanack : a Daily Chronicle of Events, with 
appropriate Quotations from the Poet’s 'Works. 

%» This brochure is published by the London Stereoscopic and Photo¬ 
graphic Company, and is an exceedingly interesting production, ap¬ 
pend a few quotations having reference to members of the Profession. 

“ Jan. 26, 1823.—Dr. Jenner died. 
‘ Dost thou forget 

From what a torment I did free thee 1 '—Tempest, i. 2.” 
“ Feb. 12,1841.—Sir Astley Cooper died. 

‘ By medicine life may be prolonged, yet death 
Will seize the Doctor, too.’—Cymb. v. 5.” 

“ March 30, 1783.—Dr. Hunter died. _ i x 
‘ He was famous, sir, in his profession, and it was his great right to 

be so.’—All’s well, i. 7.” 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

-♦—- 

fl^at qutstbntf^ nuulj sljall Itarn mut^.—Bacon. 

Will “ Obstetricus ” favour us with his name and address, not for pub¬ 
lication 1 

Dr. W. A. Greenhill is thanked. 
L.B.C.S.—Some preparation of water glaze, such as that used in the case 

of the Houses of Parliament. 
Buried Alive ! and "Be Petit Joumal."—One of the stock tales of horror is 

just now making the round of the newspapers, in the shape of the pre¬ 
tended burial alive of a young lady in France. Here it is, cut from a 
country paper— 
A horrible and suggestive tale comes to us from France. “ Buried Ahve.’.’ 

Those words can seldom be read without a shudder, and could the grave 
give up its secrets we should doubtless learn that these sad words have a 
larger application than we may have thought. One grave has now given up 
a secret, and a terrible secret it is. A lady in France recently died, and as 
she had expressed a wish to be buried in the same grave as her daughter, 
who had died about a year previously, preparations were made to comply 
with her wishes. The grave was opened, and then a fearful sight presented 
itself as the Hd of the cofBn was taken off. “ The winding-sheet had been 
tom open; the right hand, which had disentangled itself from the cere¬ 
ments, was deeply marked with bites—as if the unhappy revenante had 
either sought to quench her stifling thirst with her blood, or had gnawed 
her flesh, like Ugolino, in blank despair ; and the lid of the coffin had been 
indented by the crucifix which lay on the young lady’s breast.” 

Now let us, for the present, drop the utter improbability of the whole 
story, and suppose the condition of the corpse when the coffin was opened 
to have been what was described; is it to be accounted for only on the 
horrible supposition that the young lady had been buned alive 1 Certainly 
not; the displacement of the right hand, the tearing open the grave- 
cloths, and the indentation of the crucifix against the coffin lid might be 
simple consequences of the distension by gas which the body often 
undergoes in its progress towards decomposition. To illustrate this we 
may say a few words about French newspapers. Of all the differences 
between the English and French sides of the Channel, there is not one 
more striking—not language, manners, and food—than the difference in 
newspapers. On this side, the moment you land, the boys are offering 
you the robust Times, Standard, Star, papers of enormous size, and filled 
■with what every man ought to know of the affairs of liis own coimtry, 
its home and foreign policy, trade, manners, and occurrences. On the 
other side they bring you a miserable halfpenny sheet, and scream “ Be 
Petit Journal,” " B’ p’tit Journal, Msieu,” offering you positively nothing 
else. The last of these wretched journals that I bought at Boulogne two 
years ago, beat everything I could have imagined for viciousness, folly, 
and filth. On the first page was an engraving coloured and representing 
some of the amusements of country life. The persons represented were 
a stupid old nincompoop of a country gentleman, his yormg and flighty 
wife, and a roue coloured, whom they were welcoming as a visitor. The 
moral, or immoral, may readily be guessed. The last page contained a tale 
of the most disgusting description. It described the interior of some 
morgue, or receptacle for the dead, in which corpses were received, and 
aiTanged on tables, and to the right hand of each corpse was fastened 
the handle of a bell, so that in the case of any one being really not dead, 
the slightest movement of the hand might sound the bell and summon the 
porter. 'Well, the story goes on to describe how a hard drinker and boon 
companion of the porter had died of dropsy, and was laid out in the 
morgue as usual. The porter with some friends was drowning his sorrow 
with eau de vie, when, just at midnight, the bell sounded, as if the 
dead man had come to life again. The porter, terror-stricken, went to 
see what was the matter, and founl that the swollen coiTse had burst; 
hence the movement of the right hand wliich had caused the bell to 
sound. A very disgusting story ; but what a diseased state of imagina¬ 
tion must that be which delights in these charnel-house gropings! 'W'e can 
relate the story only with an apology, as a specimen of mental pathology. 
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Inquirer. Tlie exact site of the Auldana vineyards is on the lower slopes 

of the “ Moimtlofty Banges,” being several miles from the Torrens, in 
South Australia. 

The London Union Society.—This Society was formed in the commencement 

of the present year, and already numbers 150 members. All graduates 
and undergraduates of the London University and all past or present 
students of the recognised London Hospitals, as well as the other meti-o- 

politan Colleges, etc., affiliated to the London University, are eligible as 

members of the Society, which at present meets once a month, from 
October to June, for debate, but it is intended, as it gains strength, to 
develope it into a real London Students’ Club, somewhat after the model 

of the Oxford and Cambridge Unions, so that it may include not only a 

debating society, but a library and reading-room, and cricket, football, 
athletic, and boat clubs. The Society meets at present at King’s and 

University Colleges alternately, but has reason to believe that a room in 
the new London University buildings will shortly be allotted to it. Sub¬ 
scription 2s. 6d. per annum. Copies of the laws and information con¬ 

cerning the Society may be obtained from the Honorary Secretaries, 

H. T. Hugh Oiapman, Esq., M.E.C.S., St. George’s Hospital, and 
H. Newell Martin, Esq., University College. 

EaAere.—No “introductory ” will be delivered this year at St. Bartholomew’s. 
The dignified remonstrance of Dr. Mayo will, no doubt, be productive of 
great good; he is a Fellow of his College. 

M.D., Southampton. The laws of the College are like those of the Medes 
and Persians. The form years required must date from the time of pass¬ 

ing the Arts Examination. Bead our Students’ Number of last week, and 
write to the Secretary. 

A Constant Reader, A Student, J. B., and M.R.O.S., will find all the desired 

information in our Students’ Number published last week. "We carmot 
advise on the subject. Never mind about the prizes. 

An Invalid.—T'hQ india-rubber sponge is coming into use for pads for the 
prevention of bed-sores. 

A Fellow hy Examination.—^The Medical Begister abounds with similar 
blunders. The person named is not a Fellow of the College, and on 
inquiry at the institution we find the other person is not a Member. 

Ana-Oxidation.—'Kx. Wellborn, in the Journal of Applied Chemistry, states 
that a small lump of camphor placed in a bottle of recently crystallised 

protosulphate of u-on preserves it from oxidation, the salt remaining as a 
transparent solution, after it had heen kept three months. 

Ear Trusipets. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE, 

obliged if any of your correspondents could 
the best ear-tnnnpet for a deaf person to caiTy in his 

pocket to make use of when general conversation is going on. 
MachyuUeth, September 14. I am, &c. H. Lloyd. 

F.R.S., Gower-street.—rhcs person named is not a graduate in Medicine of 
any University, as you may ascertain by reference to the Medical Begister 

and Medical Directory. Neither is he a Fellow of the Boyal Society of 
London or of Edinburgh. He was admitted a Member of the London 
College of Surgeons in a different chi’istian name from the one now assumed, 

The “ladies’ column” of the Times constantly made the medium for 
pubhshing titles to which the advertisers are not entitled. 

Mr. 5'.—There is a monument by Flaxman in Salisbuiy Cathedi-al to the 

memory of Wfiliam Long, who filled the office of Master of the Boyal 
College of Surgeons in 1800. He was Surgeon to St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospnal for thirty-three years; he died in 1818. In the same Cathedral 
you wOl also find the monument to the memory of Wfiliam George 
Maton, the eminent Physician and naturalist; he died in 1835. 

Qacerens asks whether Dr. Sturges, in the case related by him in the last 

number of this journal of pneumonia in which the skin was never hot 
used the thermometer or not to determine this point. ’ 

A Village Surgeon has forwarded to us a letter on Village Hospitals. He 

argues in favour of their establishment as likely to be beneficial not only 
to the inhabitants of small towns and parishes, but to the status and Pro¬ 
fessional skill of the country Practitioner. In the first case, the patient 

is well oared for near home, has a clean apartment in some cheerful spot; 
and, secondly, the young Burgeon has an opportunity of operating on 
cases which he must otherwise send to a town or county Hospital. 

Vaccixatobs’ Difficulties. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AXD GAZETTE. 

think the following anecdote illustrative of one of the 
'^,®‘;'^ties public vaccinators have to contend with, which prevents 

effectua,! vaccination, vvorth msortion in yoiu valuable journal, perhaps 
you will do so A short time ago I vaccinated with recent lymphT and at 

child of a woman who kept a toll-gate. Iper- 
ormed the operation at her own house, as the woman could not leave 

.°^thng on the eighth day, I was surprised to find only two vesicles 

eluci^flrtd't afterwards 
Begistrar, who happening to caU at the house 

of began complaining to him about the hardship 
as M,^L said, “That as sooi 
hLd^s^f f of sight, I spit on ’em, and I rubbed ’em as 
hard, as I could, md I m darned if two of ’em am’t a risen now.” 

Thelh^p^ T,w A Edward Ireland (Public Vaccinator, 
Alie Limes, Linton, Cambs., August 28. Linton District). 

Histologist.—The microscope made by the late Professor Quekett when 
only 16 years of age, and with which he made many of his early dis¬ 

coveries, is in the possession of Mr. Stone, of the College of Surgeons. 

D. TV. F., derriaad, requests us to state that the correct list of legacies 

of the late Mr. Backham, of Pelham-crescent, is as follows:—To the 
Consumption Hospital at Brompton, £1000; to the Cancer Hospital at 

Brompton, £1000; to the Hospital for Inem-ables at Putney, £1000; and 
to the Westminster Ophthahnic Hospital, £500. 

Mr. Thos. BrooTi writes us in reference to some remarks contained in a 
late impression respecting his alleged ill-treatment of his daughter. He 
says it was erroneous to state that the “bruises” were the result of 
electrical agency. They ‘ ‘ arose through applying quite a new contrivance. 

It is a cataplasm (which caused much curiosity in court) of different 
metals woven in tissue, and excited by brushing the motor elements 
with a solution of cupri sulph. et argent, nitras, etc. When wrapped 

over a large sm-face of the body, it produces marks which a superficial 

observer would mistake for brmses. Still, there were real bruises in 

addition caused by my eldest daughter running a perambulator over the 

little girl, as also through some planks falling upon her, which facts 
would have been elicited from my witnesses had not the learned judge 

stopped the case before they were called.” We willingly insert Mr. 

Brooke’s explanation, but we beg to remind him that our observations 

were founded on the report of the case as published in the newspapers. 

Vaccination. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

SiK, As one of the many ills erroneously attributed to vaccination, 
the following, I think, possesses unusual interest. On Wednesday last, a 
child at the breast, which, on the previous Thursday, had been vaccinated 
at the Surrey Chapel station, Blackfriars-road, by Mr. Marson, was 
brought to me covered with an eruption [urticaria], which the mother and 
her neighbours declared was caused by the vaccination. The state of the 
child, with swoUen face, with the breathing hurried and difficult, and the 
bloated condition of its body generally, at first somewhat puzzled me, and 
I was disposed to believe that it was a harmless erythematous rash pro- 
duced by irritation, but the state of the aim not waiTanting this belief, 
and it suddenly occurring to me that the symptoms were so strikingly like 
those resultmg from fish-poisoning, I was led to ask the mother if it was 
at aU probable that she had been eating stale fish, when I learned that on 
the mght previous to the eruption making its appearance she had taken 
mussels with supper. Being now satisfied that the mischief had been 
communicated through the breast, I treated the case as one of ordinary 
nettle rash, at the same time giving the mother some medicine and request- 
mg her to bring the child on the following day. The next morning I was 
pleased to find that there was comparatively but little of the eruption to 
be seen, and I at once directed the mother to take the child to Mr. Marson, 
with a note giving particulars of the case. Subjoined is Mr. Marson’s 

I am, &c. A. Farr. 
88, Waterloo-road, September 14. 

[Copy.] 
“ Small-pox and Vaccination Hospital, Highgate-hill, Upper 

^ Holloway, N., London, September 9, 1869. 
Dear Sir,—I beg to thank you for your note about the child Osborn 

vaccinated by me this day week at Surrey Chapel. The mischief had 
cleariy, as you state, not arisen from the vaccination. The eruption was 
P™.,i , to-day than yesterday, according to the mother’s account, but 
it stfil looked bad enough for those so disposed to make a fine story of in 
these anti-vaccination days. With many thanks for your diagnosis of the 
case, “ I remain yours faithfully, 

“ F. Marson.” 

A Young Student.—The study of disease at the bedside can only be success¬ 

fully earned on by note-taking. The mere “going round” the wards 
■with the Physician or Surgeon in attendance is all but useless. The case 
must be studied and obseiwed daily, and, if necessary, more frequently 
by the student himself. Careful observation of half a dozen j)aticnts 

gives more really useful knowledge than the cursory observation of fifty. 
The case should be taken, and the daily record read over carefully at 
night. Or, if only rough notes have been made, these should be tran¬ 

scribed in full. It has always been held by the most successful 

Practitioners of Medicine, that they have owed more to note-taking than 
to anything else for their knowledge of disease and its treatment. Much 

has been said with reference to the relative advantages of large and small 
Hospitals. For the proper study of Ms Profession the student will find 

sufficient in the smallest, and not too much in the largest Hospital. 

But whatever “advantages” either may have, he must depend on Ms 
o'wn energies and Ms o'wn perseverance. Scarpa taught Surgery in an 

Hospital containmg but fifteen beds as successfully as some of his suc¬ 
cessors did in buildmgs containing ten times the number. It is by 

method, arrangement, and firmness of purpose that difficulties are to be 
overcome. It is wonderful how rapidly difficulties disappear when they 

are met in a proper spirit. No young student need be disheartened at 
the real and apparent obstacles in his educational journey. Let him “ put 
Ms shoulder to the wheel ” and all will be overcome. 

In our list of Private Teachers in London in the issue of September 11, the 
address of Mr. Goodwin should have been 319, Camden-road, N., he 
having removed from 8, Tyndale-terraee. 

Parochial Vaccinators. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

T 1 ago to vaccinate the cMld of a patient whom 
I had attended in her confinement, I was told that the registrar of vaccina¬ 
tion had tried hard to persuade the parents to have the operation performed 
by -the district Medical officer. 'This statement was confirmed by another 
patient who was in the house, who said that the registrar had also urged 
her to have her child vaoolnated by the same Medical man. There was no 
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excuse for this interference on the ground of neglect, because neither of 
the children was three months of age, nor are the registrar and Medical 
man related to one another. Surely one has enough to try one’s patience 
in having to fill up the cumbrous form of vaccination without having 
introduced such underhand work as this. An appeal to the board of 
guardians might possibly result in some form of censui-e upon the man 
who overstepped his duties, but more probably do me more harm than good. 
To say the least, it is very annojdng to be interfered with in this way. 
With a certain class of patients the vaccination is included in the ac¬ 
couchement fee, and I submit that, as this is a sort of giutis work, the 
registrar ought to be compelled to fill in all such parts of the vaccination 
form as relate to the father’s and child’s name, place of residence, etc., 
leaving only for the Medical man to sign his name and the date. 

I am convinced vaccination will never be universally performed till 
every Medical man is allowed his fee by the guardians in cases where the 
parents refuse to pay it. I can now .speak as a disinterested party, because 
I never attend cases under a guinea, and I am at present content to include 
the vacemation fee in this sum. But take the case of a young Practitioner 
who begins life by accepting half-guinea fees. He cannot be expected to 
vaccinate the child, as well as attend the mother during her confinement, 
for so small a sum. The consequence is many of these children escape the 
vaccination. The parents—at least many of them—are opposed to the 
operation. Many of them are too proud—having paid then' half guinea— 
to apply to the parish Doctor or public vaccinator, and the poorly paid 
Doctor is only too willing to lot the matter remain in abeyance. Such 
results look very dreadful in black and wliite, but I am afraid I can be 
corroborated by only too many. I am, &c. Alpha. 

Several complaints of a similar nature to the above have been sent to. 

us. The “touting” system referred to is most improfessional and. 

offensive. The Vaccination Act is really causing much weU-f ounded dis¬ 
content. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. Brakenridoe ; Mr. S. Boxsall ; Dr. John Topham; Qtj.erens ; Mr. 
E. Perry ; Dr. E. L. Pox; Dr. W. H. Day ; Mr. H. G. Harper ; Dr. 
W. B. Hamilton; Dr. D. Paton; Dr. W. B. Hunter; Mr. Thomas 
Brook ; Dr. Carr ; Dr. W. F. Cleveland ; Alpha ; Dr. W. A. Green- 
hill ; Dr. James Eussell ; Messrs. W. and A. Gilbey ; Mr. G. Gaskoin ; 
Dr. Dickson ; Dr. Sutton ; Dr. Hugiilinos-Jackson ; Jlr. Johnson 
Smith ; Dr. Yeo ; Mr. J. Chatto ; Mr. Spencer Wells ; Dr. G. E. 
Yarrow; Mr. Buckiidrst; Dr. Moore, of Eajpootana; Dr. Fayreb; 
Dr. CoMPiGNE ; Nemo ; Obstetricus ; Mr. E. Cooper Todd ; Dr. Nesbitt ; 
Dr. Fotherby ; Mr. H. Lloyd; Dr. Quinlan; Dr. Kelly; Mr. E. B. 
Goodwin ; Dr. Letheby ; Mr. F. Marson ; Dr. J. A. Eoss; Messrs. 
Macniven and Cameron; Dr. H. S. Kane; Dr. James Eussell; Mi-. 
J. Ashton. 

BOOKS EECEIYED— 
California Medical Gazette, Au;^ist—Moore on Lunar Influence over 

Malarious Fevers—Nouveau Dictionnaire de Medecine et de Cliirurgie 
Pratiques, Vol. 11.—The Eealities of Medical Attendance on the Sick 
Children of the Poor in Largo Towns, by Dr. Heslop—Murray’s Eeport 
on the Treatment of Epidemic Cholera—Jenner’s Practical Medicine of 
To-day—Eeport of the Eoyal Lunatic Asylum of Montrose—Monatsschrift 
fur Geburtskunde—An Inquiry into the Causes of the Present Depression 
in the Cotton Trade—Eeport of the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s 
Customs — Medical Experience and Testimony in Favour of Total 
Abstinence—British Journal of Dental Science, No. 155—Barth on 
Oxygen—Transactions of the Odontological Society, vol. vi.—Eeport of 
the Birmingham General Hospital—A Letter to the Lords of the Admi¬ 
ralty from the Surgeons in charge of the Look Wards of the Eoyal 
Albert Hospital—Nicholson’s Essay on the Principles and Practice of 
Vaccination—United States Government Eeport on Excisions of the 
Head of the Femur for Gunshot Injm-y. 

NEWSPAPEES EECETVED— 

New York Medical Gazette—Indian Medical Gazette—^DeUd Gazette— 
Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Eeporter—Medical Press and Circular 
—Eeigate, Eedhill, Dorking, and Epsom Journal—Birmingham Daily 
Post — Standard — Australian Medical Gazette — California Medical 
Gazette—The Newcastle Daily Journal—The Forres, Elgin, and Nairn 
Gazette. 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Mean dew-point temperature . 
General direction of wind . 
Whole amount of rain in the week 

. . 29-536 in. 
. 63-5 
. 80-0 

. . 51-6 
. 56-3 

. S.W. & 8.S.W. 
. 0-69 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during- the Week ending Saturday, September 18, 1869, in 
tbe folio-wing large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Meti-opolis) 3170754 40-7 2127 1462 1601 80-0 51-6 63-5 0-69 70 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 137 76 *74 75-4 48-0 62-1 1-16 117 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 221 175 175 72-8 49-7 61-0 o-so 81 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 330 295 304 73-2 50-1 59-3 1-86 188 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 267 210 *203 75-0 49-0 60-0 l't)5 167 
Salford (Borough) . 119350'23-1 93 60 53 73-4 48-6 60-2 1-87 189 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752,10-5 180 126 125 73-0 51-0 60-4 2-39 241 
Bradford (Boro-ugh) 138522,21-0 78 71 69 72-5 52-5 60-0 1-58 160 
Leeds (Borough) 2.53110 11-7 166 129 157 74-0 52-0 61-0 1-46 119 
Hull (Borough) 1-26682 35-6 77 59 80 730 48-0 60-1 1-54 156 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 121 69 59 • . • 
Edinbm-gh (City) . 178002 40-2 125 86 82 68-7 48-0 57-8 1-20 121 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 304 268 234 68-6 49-7 58-4 0-80 81 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 320762:32-9 150 158 135 73-5 45-5 59-8 0-43 43 

To-wns . 6546587 35-5437. 3244 3351 80-0 45-5 60-3 1-32 133 
Parts (City) . .' 1889S42 - . . . . . , ,, 872 ... 

Week 
ending Week ending Sept. 4. 

(1863) 1 Sept. 4. 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... 1 270 ... 1 ... 1 69-2| ... 1 ... 

At the Eoyal Observatory, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-536 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
29-76 in. on Tuesday, September 7, to 28-99 in. at the end of the week. 

The general direction of the wind was S.W. and S.S.W. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* Tlie deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belongmg to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

t Inclusive of some subui-bs. 

APPOmTlMENTS POR THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, September 18, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1069 ; Girls, 1058; Total, 2127. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68,1868-8. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 773 828 1601 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 613-4 597-8 1211-2 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

... ... 1332 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

SmaU 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar- 
rlioea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 3 10 8 5 31 
North . 618210 1 4 27 3 16 13 32 
Central 378058 4 26 9 8 11 
East . 571158 i 20 62 2 27 11 44 
South . 773175 3 7 54 3 10 15 67 ... 
Total . 2803989 5 38 179 8 70 52 185 

September 18. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1| p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9.J a.m.; King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Free, I5 p.m. 

20. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Eectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 

p.m. 

21. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, 1|- p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 
i Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

22. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, 11 p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s IJ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

23. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Eoyal Orthopredic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hos^iital, 2 p.m. 

24. Friday. 

Operations at Westmimstcr Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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CH O C O L AT - M E N I E 11. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
, Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition^ 
^unadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

Eetail by all respectable Houses. 

MUSCULINE-GUICHON, 
A preparation of Raw Meat combined with cooling Fruits, in tbe form of Sugared Tablets, manufactured at the Monastery of Notre Dame des Dombes, 
France, under the superintendence of the Inyentor. 

The “ MUSCULINE ” is strongl&^cojjHgmdfed as a nutritive and restorative. It is one of the most powerful agents in overcoming the debility 
consequent upon Consumption, Diab^ros, An§8*B»a, Cancer of the Stomach, Chronic Diarrhoea, Dyspepsia, &c., &c., and in protracted convalescence. 

The “ iUIJSCDLINE ” has hem found ftMur^^Mtogthening than the various extracts of meat. 
Introduced into England by 3^roMA^TOM!^a5sfeN, Chemist, 6, Lower Seymour-street, Portman-square, London, "W., Sole Agent for Great 

Britaiu, of whom it may be obtaijM^^olesal^id Reffl^ aso of Messrs. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street, and Messrs. Newbery, 44 and 45, St. Paul’s-churchyard. 

In Boxes, 2s. each ; by post, 2s. 2d. 

DIABETES.-fgLp’ffll 
Subsft^t^ fOKiVI^Sll 

VAN ABBOTT, 

BONTHRO 
have been approved by ^^ofe§So! 

Addr^ 

EAD and BISCUITS are the only good 
Used at all the Metropolitan, Provincial, and Colonial Hospitals. 

’s Extract of Meat, Invalid and Infant Dietetic and Wine Depot, 
S-STREET, CAVENDISH-SaUARE. 

etIc^br^ad and biscuits 
diabetic patients, contain no starchy matter, and are highly palatable and agreeable. 

Cormtry orders punctually attended to. 

HRON, 106, BEGENT-STREET, W., LONDON. 

HUBBUGK’S PURE OXIDE OF ZING. 
See Fharmaceutical Journal of May 1, 1856. 

Sold in Stamped Boxes of 14 lbs. eacb, by tbe following Wholesale Druggists:— 

Messrs. Baiss Brothers & Co. 
,, Barron, Harveys, & Co. 
,, Battley & Watts. 
,, Burgoyne, Burhidges, & Co. 
„ Cox, Gould, & Co. 

Messrs. Geo. Curling & Co. 
„ Drew, Barron, & Co. 
„ Evans, Lesoher, & Evans. 
,, Evans, Sons, & Co. 
„ Samuel Foulger & Son. 

Messrs. Hearon, Squire, & Francis. 
„ Herrings & Co. 
,, Hodgkmson, King, & Co. 
„ Hodgkmsons, Stead, & Treacher 
,, Langtons, Scott, & Edden. 

Messrs. Preston & Sons. 
,, Southall, Son, & Dymond. 

Mr. James Woolley. 
Messrs. Wright, W. V., & Co. 

,, Wyleys & Co. 

BOUDAULT’S PEPSINE. 
In 1854, after many experiments, PEPSINE was obtained in a pure state by M. BOXIDATJLT, Chemist, 

and Dr. L. Corvisart, Physician to the Emperor Napoleon III. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE was honoured with two Reports at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, and with having 
its formula inserted in the New French Pharmacopoeia. 

The International Jury of the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867, awarded to Boudault’s PEPSINE the only 

Medal given for PEPSINE and its preparations. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE is the only one that has been furnished to the Hospitals in Paris since 1854. 

PEPSINE Wine, in bottles, 4/. Dose—a tablespoonful before each meal. 

PEPSINE Lozenges, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each meal. PEPSINE Pills, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each meal. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE or Poudre Nutrimentive, Dose—15 grains, sold in i oz. and ^ oz. bottles. 

All the above Preparations are guaranteed to be genuine which bear the label and seal of the 

Sole Agent for Great Britain, PETER SQUIRE, 277, Oxford-street, London. 

C O L L I N S’ 
“HAHLEY BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE 

is specially adapted to the requirements of the MEDICAL PROFESSION. Catalogues of Microscopes and Apparatus free by post. 

CHARLES COLLINS, 77, GREAT TITCHFEELD-STREET, PORTLAND-ROAD, LONDON. 
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OEIGINAL LEOTHEES. 
-c>- 

LECTUEES ON EXPEEIMENTAL AND 
PEACTICAL MEDICINE. 

By BENJAMIN W. EICHARDSON, M.D., E.RS. 

ON FURTHER RESEARCH WITH THE LARGE 
INDUCTION COIL OF THE ROYAL POLYTECHNIC 
INSTITUTION, (a) 

Gentlemen,—Since we last met there have been several 
recorded cases of death by lightning which, in a striking 
manner, illustrate some of the facts that have passed before us 
here in our experimental essays. Amongst other cases, I notice 
one which has recently occurred in Belgium. A monk, engaged 
with his brethren in the fields carrying hay, was leading the 
horses drawing one of the loads, when, an hour of prayer 
having come, he kneeled by or near to an iron fence. While in 
this position he was struck by lightning, and was killed 
instantly. On his body were found several of the character¬ 
istic marks of an electrical stroke, such as we have seen to 
follow upon the discharge from the Leyden battery. But the 
mark which caused the greatest wonder was an arborescent 
mark. The exact figure of a tree, says the narrative, was left 
on the body, the branches being defined in the most perfect 
manner, to the minutest ramifications. 

We know now what the meaning of this appearance is : that 
it is the definition of venous trunks, as Beccaria first and cor¬ 
rectly taught. 

The mention of these marks on the body leads me to make 
one other preliminary observation respecting the metallic stains 
c r markings tvhich it is said have been seen on the body after 
lightning stroke. I maintained in a preHous lectiu’e that 
these markings are ecchymoses, and this often true; but I 
should like to supplement that observation by repeating the 
further observation that they may be true metallic lines, 
when the metal on the body which has been struck is suffi¬ 
ciently thin to be fused by the current of force which vibrates 
through it. 

We will prove this proposition by experiment. We will 
take a foot which has been removed from a young pig imme¬ 
diately after the animal was killed and di-essed. The skin is 
beautifully white and delicate. Around the foot we will lay a 
thin gold wire or chain, and then discharge from the large Leyden 
battery through the wire. Tlus done, I pass you round the 
foot, and you will see distinctly, not only a line marking what 
was the position of the wire, but the metalUc gold, inlaid as 
it were in the skin. We may accept, therefore, that the vidgar 
statements of the finding of metallic lines on the bodies of 
persons struck by lightning are sometimes true. I failed before 
to illustrate this fact because the wire was too thick, and con¬ 
veyed the discharge without being fused. And here there is 
suggested to us a very important piece of knowledge bearing 
oa medico-legal investigations. Persons are sometimes found 
dead after lightning storms, and, it may be, a doubt arises 
respecting the cause of death, or, if the cause be clear as from 
lightning stroke, respecting identity of person. In such a 
c.ise the detection of a metallic mark on the body would be of 
the greatest moment. The portion of skin containing the 
mark may be carefully dissected out, and from the colour of 
the stain an idea may be obtained as to the metal that has left 
the stain. Moreover, by subjecting the part to chemical 
analysis, the precise metal may be determined. Armed with 
these two facts, the Medical witness could not only say that 
the mark he found on the body was a true metallic mark, 
which nothing except electric discharge could strike on the 
body, but he could further say that the deceased, at the time 
of being struck, wore or carried a certain metallic substance, 
of gold, silver, copper, or other metal. In some measure, too, 
the character of the stain would determine the intensity of the 
discharge Avhich produced it, and the thickness and substance 
of the metal which had been fused. A discharge of low 
intensity might produce heat of the metal and a bum, but it 
woxild not fuse even a very thin metal in such a manner as to 
leave a true metallic stain. A discharge of great intensity, 
s .xch as we produce with the cascade battery, would produce no 
stain and probably no mark at all; in other Avords, it would 
not be diverted from its course, but would penetrate directly 
tlirough the organism. The discharge which effectually pro¬ 

duces the stain is that which we obtain from the common 
Leyden battery. 

When gold or other metallic substance is fused by the 
discharge in contact Avith the natural coverings of animals, 
such as fur, hair, or feathers, the metal seems to combine Avith 
the parts so intimately as to form a part of the structure. In 
the fur of the rabbit we saw, at last lecture, the gold producing 
a kind of natural pigment, so that one might say, looking at 
the animal AAdiich was originally white, that it was now grey 
and white : the colour lasts, too, until by new growth the fur 
is x'eplaced. If, therefore, we cannot turn a black white, a 
process wlxich may not in time be so difficult a task after aU, 
we can turn a white to gx’eyish black Avith perfect readiness. 

An exceedingly pretty experiment in this same direction may 
be made with the feathers of birds. Here is a feather of exqixisito 
whiteness ; I have woven throxxgh it some thread of gold : here 
is another similar feather through which I have woven thread 
of silver. I will ask oxxr friend Mr. Pepper to pass the Leyden 
discharge throxxgh these metals interwoven with the phxmage. 
He does so, and noAv you see the feathers are entirely chaxiged 
in colour, variegated in wavy lines. The feather interAVOven 
with gold is of purple tint in the colom’ed parts; the feather 
interwoven Avith silver is of silver grey, like the feather of a 
grey parrot, and so firmly is the metal implanted it could 
not readily be removed except by chexnical action, Av^hich woixld 
bx'eak up the structure. Vitruvius, teUing of the interweaving 
of gold iix the tissues used for dresses by the rich dames of 
antiqixity, informs us that, in order to preserve the gold, the 
dress, when it was no longer wearable—when it Avas tattei’ed, we 
may presume, or out of fashion—was put in an earthen A^essel 
and bui’nt over a fire. Then the ashes contaixxing the precious 
metal were carefully gathered together and put into Avater, 
where they were treated Avith quicksilver, which picked up the 
gold, and converted it into a mass which in these days Ave 
call an amalgam, which amalgam, he says, was afterwards made 
to yield back the gold by compression through a piece cf 
cloth. By our modern science we could even be mors econo¬ 
mical thaix the artisans of the time of Vitruvius, for we coixld 
mark cloth Avith gold, xxsing gx-ains where they xxsed ounces, 
axxd still retaining the power to get our gold back again when 
we desired. The amalgamatioix of metallic .substances with 
organic bodies by electrical discharge, such as we see in tlxe 
feathers before us, opens up a cxxrious physiological question— 
viz., the part which metals, in a state of very fine sixbdiAd- 
sion, play in effecting the colouxdng of xnany structixres 
of living animals. Here is a red feather plucked fi’om 
one of the birds called the Tixraco. The researches of Mr. 
Chxxrch have proved that this feather contains the metallic 
element copper, and he has produced for us from it a red 
colouring matter, which he has named Tixracine, and which 
contains xiearly six per cent, of copper. In Turacine the metal 
copper is a true chemical combining element—as pei'fect a 
combining element as sulphur and carbon in albxxmen. But 
I must stop, and proceed to another and different topic. 

On the Conditions found after Death from Electrical 

Shock. 

Our expeiicnces of the condition of the organs of the body 
after death by electrical discharge are more varied and exten¬ 
sive than have yet been recorded. In the expeximents with 
this large coil, animals of different kinds and of diffex'ent sizes, 
from small rabbits to fixU-sized sheep, have been instaxitane- 
ously killed either by the ordinary Leydeix or by the cascade 
discharges, and the state of the A’isceral organs has beexi 
studied immediately upon, and at varying periods of time 
after, the death. Much still remains to be accomplished, 
and all remains to be accomplished in respect to minute f r 
microscopical changes. I wfil epitomise, then, what has beeix 
observed simply by the unaided vision, and, to make the nar¬ 
rative systematic in arrangement, I Avill begin with the brain, 
and pass downwards through the different structixres. The 
external lesions need not be named, as they have been inci¬ 
dentally recited in preceding lectures. To make the histoxy to be 
rendered more conclusive, we have killed to-day, by instantane¬ 
ous shock, sovei’al axiimals ; and Dr. Sedgwick, to whom I am 
so mixch indebted for the most effective aid, has been kind 
enough to make dissections of the A'arious parts, so that you 
may see what has occurred as I pass from one structure ox* 
organ to another. 

T/ie Brain : its Surrounding Farts and Appendages. 
The vessels of the brain, after both kinds of shock, are 

found distended. The sinuses are enormoix.sly distended, more 
so than the quantity of blood which they hold would seem to 
account for. The arteries, on the contrary, are contracted and (a) Delivered at the Royal Polytechnic Institution on Tuesday, July 13. 
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empty. In one or two instances there has been formd a small 
etPiision of serum beneath the arachnoid, and in one case there 
■was a film of blood beneath the same membrane, sho’wing" rup¬ 
ture of 'vessel. The brain itself (as far as mere observation 
■with the^ naked eye is of value) has in all cases apparently 
escaped injury. The structure of the brain is of natural pink 
liue ; congestion of the minute vessels and vascidar points are 
absent altogether. The same observations extend to the 
medulla and the spinal cord. The cord itself is healthy, but 
there is turgcscence of tlie vessels. Often, on lifting up the 
brain and medulla, there is a free escape of bubbles of gas. 
The membranes shov/ great redness and vascidarity in parts 
whene-per the fatal discharge is made to course, from the head 
to the inferior or hinder extremities of the body. 

Tie Iiinrjs and Air-passages. 
The lungs in every case have been found natui’al. The organs 

are left filled with air, of pink colour, and free of any trace of 
congestion. On the plem-al surface there were observed, in one 
or two animals, small ecchymoses indicating the course the 
electric current had taken, but there was no sig-n of injection, 
no redness, and no effusion. In one of our experimental ob¬ 
servations Or. Sedg'wick and I noticed a very sing’ular pheno¬ 
menon. An animal had been killed instantaneously by the 
discharge from the large Leyden battery. The body was at 
once laid ojDen, and the lungs were found in a perfectly natural 
condition, as described above. AYo brought the animal from 
the Leyden battery to the 'front of the coil, and passed a series 
of flaming shocks througli the body, directing' them from the 
brain to the hinder limbs. As each shock was given the return 
movements of the animal were most striking ; they were lilce 
momentary flashes of life in and through the whole muscular 
system, voluntary and involuntary. Lut, more remarkable still, 
as ■we Avatched the lungs, we saw that under the influence of 
the shocks the preA’iously pink and healthy organs assumed a 
paleness, and in time became as white as pure chalk. The 
shocks Avere telling upon the vessels of the lung, the vessels of 
the pulmonary tract, producing contraction of them, with com¬ 
plete expulsion of the remaining blood contained in them. 

The Heart. 
The heart in all cases is gorged v.ith blood on the right side, 

and not unfrequently the left side contains a large quantity of 
blood. The blood is darker than is usual in the venous, and 
very dark in the arterial chambers. In one case, from the dis¬ 
tension of the right auricle, the muscular wall AAms found 
ruptured, and blood had exuded from the opening'. This rup¬ 
ture of the heart is not uncommon after death by lightning. 
Ill the Medical and Physical Journal I find a report of an acci¬ 
dent in which four horses, in team, were killed by lightning, 
and in all it was found that the heart was ruptured. We 
detected in a few cases excess of fl'uid in the pericardium; in 
these exa,mples the vessels of the heart were intensely distended. 

e also saw on the inner surface of the pericardium one or 
two ecehymosed spots in two of the animals. 

yUimentary Canal. 
Very important changes are foimd in the alimentary canal 

in many cases of death from electrical shock, and some chang'es 
ia all cases. It would appear that the alimentary tract is an 
excellent conductor of the electrical current. Tlie stomach in 
one case was foimd ruptured, and in two cases the walls of the 
organ were softened as if in an early stage of gangrene. In 
another case the intestines along the whole tract of small 
intestine were intensely injected through their structure, and 
were of dark purple-red colour. The change was so strildng in 
a sheep that the butcher who dressed the animal detected it. 

Injury to the alimentary sptem has been seen in the human 
subject after shock by lightning. A typical case of the kind 
is publishedin volume viii. of “Medical Tacts and Observations,” 
by Mr. Patrick Paterson, Surgeon of the 29th Ecgiment of 
Light Dragoons. In this case one Mathaniel Bailey, a recruit 
of the regiment, thirty-five years of age, of coi-pulent habit of 
body, and rather disposed to obesity, applied to Mr. Paterson, 
complaining of failure of his sight, Avith uneasiness and sense of 
fidness in the epigastric region. On attempting to swallow 
either solids or liquids, he felt some resistance to their descent 
high up in the throat; he had also slight headache confined 
chiefly to the forehead. His pulse was natural, his body con¬ 
stipated, his appetite bad. His pupils were much dilated, and 
the iris of each Avas but little sensible to the action of light. 
He could not read the largest print, however near to him, and 
objects at a distance put on a confused and indefinite form, 
and seemed of much larger size than Avas natural. 

He dated the origin of his complaints from two days before, 
when, travelling upon the top of a stage coach from Pershc^re, 
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he had sensibly felt a flash of lightning affect his sight, and 
soon after experienced some uneasiness in the stomach. On 
being interrogated relath^e to this circumstance, he told Mr. 
Paterson that he felt himself someAvhat shocked at the time the 
lightning dazzled his sight, but could not positively say whether 
it proceeded from the lig'litniug' or from an accidental move¬ 
ment of the carriage, so transient was the sensation. A bolus 
was prescribed at once, but it did not operate, and the attempt 
to pass food into the stomach became less successful. On the 
following day articulation became indistinct, like that of a 
person suffering' from croup, and the tongue and fauces were 
dry, without any thirst. Next day the breathing became 
stridulous, and, as the uneasiness of stomach continued, 
emetics were given, but without any effect; it seemed, says 
Mr. Paterson, as if there must be some mortal affection of the 
stomach _ which had utterly deprived it of aU power of being 
ever again called into action. The man died on the fourth day, 
and on opening the body the stomach was found gangrenous 
within, over a 'A^ery largo extent, the external surface being 
inflamed and liA'id. The inflammation Avas not that of great 
action. The gangrene, commencing near the cardia, extended 
over the whole of the stomach to witliin two or three inches of 
the pylorus. A portion of the mesocolon, of about the size of 
half a croAvn, was of a bright red colour, and of a vei'y fine, 
delicate, membranous texture. The other parts were natural. 
In tliis case there was communicated to the stomach a shock 
equivalent to the shock from a mechanical blow, causing an 
almost complete paralysis of the organ. These effects of elec¬ 
trical and of lightning shock on the alimentary system are 
such as should be knoAAm and remembered. In a forensic point 
of Anew, the knoAidedge of them might be of extreme import¬ 
ance, since, in a case of doubtful death from pure lightning 
stroke, tne appearances in the stomach, in the absence of 
correct knoAvledge, might be mistaken, and that readily, for the 
effects of an irritant poison. 

The Liver. 
The liA^er in our experiments has not been discovered as a 

seat of serious lesion. Eupture of the gall-bladder, aaTIcIi has 
been spoken of as having followed upon lightning shock, we 
have not observed, but the gall-bladder is usually distended. 
Rupture of the structure of the liver has not been observed. 

Kidneys. 
The kidneys have been aLvays found congested, but not sub¬ 

ject to any other lesion, the congestion itself being connected 
with the congestion of the large vessels and of the right side 
of the heart; it would ajApear to be a secondary rcsidt. 

Peritoneum. 
In several cases the surface of the peritoneiun has presented 

a line of deep, dark, ecehymosed spots. The spots have been 
Avdl defined, and dark as jet-black ink stains, and often 
arranged in a line mapping out the course which the electric 
current has pursued in its passage through the body. In a 
sheep killed by the discharge, a chain of these spots Avas trace¬ 
able over the peritoneal surface, from the under-surface of the 
diaphragm over the kidneys, and down into the pelvis. 

The condition of the muscles and of the blood has been 
already described in the previous lectures. 

Cause of Death from Electeical Shock. 

Many theories have been advanced to account for the cause 
of death from lightning and electrical shock. The aucav held 
by John Hunter Avas perhaps the earliest that was re¬ 
ceived, and has been the one most firmly maintained. This 
AueAV is “that death is instantaneously produced in the muscles, 
which therefore cannot be affected by any stimulus, nor conse¬ 
quently by the stimulus of death.” The view thus so singu¬ 
larly and, as it would seem to those Avho have not tried to 
understand the meaning of Hunter, so enigmatically expressed, 
is based on the notion—believed by its author to be a fact— 
that muscles do never contract after death by electricity. This 
idea we have seen not to be based on fact, and the theory 
founded upon it falls altogether to the ground. 

Other authors have supposed that in aU cases of death the 
fatal result is due to mechanical injury—to rupture of some 
structure or structures which are essential to the continuance 
of life, and the integrity of Avhich cannot be broken without 
a fatal catastrophe; while a third class have attributed death 
to spasm of the heart and of the muscles of resjAiration. 

It seems to me, from the experiments we have made in this 
place, that strictly none of these views are correct, but that the 
immediate cause of death is of a more simple nature. I trace 
the cause of death in all cases Avhere it is instantaneous to the 
process of sudden expansion of the gaseous part or atmosphere 
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of the blood, combined in extreme degrees of shock with a 
sudden conversion of aidmal fluid from the fluid into the 
gaseous condition. Let me take an egg in illustration. 
I will make a pin-hole at each extremity of the egg, and pass 
the wires from the Leyden battery, po.sitive and negative, one 
into each hole. I will next discharge the battery, and, from 
the expansion which occurs, the shell of the egg is torn into 
fragments, and it, with what it contained previously, is cast 
about many feet, I may say 'yards, in all directions. Let me 
modify this experiment. I take the head of a dead fowl, and 
dissect back the skin from the crown of the head. Then I 
connect the medulla with the negative pole of the battery, and, 
having charged the battery, I direct the positive pole towards 
the exposed portion of skull, and make the discharge. See 
what has happened. Although, from the fact of the head 
being removed from the body, there is an opening by the 
spinal canal into the skuU cavity, yet, such has been the expan¬ 
sion, the skull is not merely fractured, but a portion of it, of 
the size of a sixpence, is lifted off entirely, and the brain is 
exposed to view. By this experiment we see what is the 
instant effect of electiical discharge on the animal body. In 
proportion to the power of the shock there is expansion within 
the organism. There is expansion of the blood, distension of 
vessel, and, according to the degree and place of expansion, 
there is infliction of serious injury. 

In reviewing the character of the injuries caused by the 
electrical discharg-e, we see clearly the simple effects of expan- 
.sion, and, by this key to our readings, we are able to under¬ 
stand every lesion. The arborescent marldngs of external 
veins, the great distension of the large veins and of the right 
side of the heart, the rupture of the right side of the heart in 
one of the cases, the serous effusions, the eechymosis, and the 
ruptirre of the stomach, are, one and all, phenomena at once 
exjelainable on this simple exposition. Equally clear on the 
same exposition are the nervous phenomena. The sudden insen¬ 
sibility reaching the insensibility of death is the result of 
sudden expansion within the closed cainty of the skull—expan¬ 
sion by winch the molecular construction of the nervous mass 
is disturbed, disarranged, and irrevocably broken. 

Nay, more, by this same exposition we are able to under¬ 
stand the phenomena following upon those minor shocks which 
we have seen producing temporaiy insensibility and what, in 
a certain sense, may be called anaesthesia. In these examples 
the structure of the brain is distiu’bed, but not irrevocably 
broken; there is indiiced a loss of function, but by time 
and rest the order is restored, the different minute parts, 
by attraction of cohesion, come again together, the centres are 
reformed, and with the restoration of natural structure there 
is restoration of natural aciion. 

By this same exposition we may also readily account for 
those local lesions and secondary effects of local lesions Avhich 
we have traced as following after electrical shocks and light¬ 
ning shocks that have not b^een siiflioient to kill—pei’haps not 
sutflcient at the time to lay the body prostrate and insensible. 
The jcaralytic state, the catalepsy, the epileicsy, may all be 
traced to pure disarrangement of nervous matter from the one 
physical cause, expansion. 

A last and extreme condition yet remains to be thought of, 
and that is the complete disorganisation Avhich has been 
observed, after lightning-stroke ; when the blood is left fluid 
and incoagulable, the body distended with gas, and the de¬ 
struction of organic parts Avell-nigh universal. Once more, in 
exposition of these conditions, expansion, due to vehement 
force of stroke, is sufficient to account for all the phenomena. 
The blood in such cases, as Dr. Cleveland has ably pointed out, 
is decomposed throughout the body, as it is in our closed tubes 
when we send thi-ough them, charged with blood, the Leyden 
shock: the colour of the blood is changed to deep black, and 
gases of decomposition are instantly set free, while in a greater 
or lesser degree the same change extends in the soft solids. In 
a word, there is general decomposition. 

Teeatment afteb Electrical oe Lightning Stroke. 
"When an animal has received a lightning stroke or an elec¬ 

trical shock which at one shock paralyses the heart, the death 
is the most complete and sudden of all deaths; nothing, indeed, 
admits of being done. But in many cases the action of the 
heart continues after the respiration has ceased and after com¬ 
plete unconsciousness, and it might be expected in these 
instances that some line of treatment would be possible which 
should restore respiration and the other functions of life. I 
regret that in most cases every means which may be devised will 
fail; but there are three methods of recovery which have been i 
employed, and all of Avhich have been tested by expeiiment on I 

the inferior animals with varying success. I will notice them 
in what seems to me the order of their value. 

Venesection.—The free abstraction of blood is the first and 
best treatment after liglitning shock. In one of the cases 
related in a former lecture, where several men on board ship 
were stinick by lightning and were rendered insensible, it will 
be remembered that free bleeding Avas em^floyed with the 
utmost benefit, and that from one man no less than fiftj^-two 
ounces of blood were draAvn. This practice is in entire accord 
Avith principle. At a moment when aU the large veins 
and the right cavities of the heart are tense almost to 
the point of rupture, and when the brain is bearing a, 
compression which causes unconsciousness, what can be more 
reasonable than to take off the distension by making a free 
opening into the circulatory system? Presuming even that 
the heart has ceased to beat, the opening’ of a vein can do 
no harm, because the vein will fail to bleed, and therefore 
no blood Avill be lost; presuming that the heart has not ceased 
to beat, but is failing from the pressure which is being exerted upon 
it, then the least removal of that pressure is the surest mode of 
setting the organ free. We have had here some most unex¬ 
pected and important evidences of this truth. We find that if 
a sheep, which is about to be slaughtered, be first struck down 
by the discharge—by the discharge from the cascade battery, 
or by the discharge from the ordinary Lo}''den battery of one 
hundred square feet, supei-ficial—the animal, on receipt of the 
discharge through the body, falls as if dead, and is in fact 
dead. But if now, instantly, the throat be transfixed by the 
butcher, in the usual way of killing sheep, in some seconds after 
the blood begins to flow the animal shows Avhat would appear 
to be the signs of recovery—that is to say, the respiratory 
movements are renewed, and before the actual death there are 
the general conviflsive movements Avhich follow' death fr’om 
simple haemorrhage. 

Experience and experiment thus combine to teach us that 
the first step to take, if called to a person stunned by lightning, 
is to draAv blood from a vein. I should myself be inclined to 
draw from the external jugular vein, and to lay the body p':r- 
fectly horizontal, so as to get an easy outflow. 

Artificial Itespiration.—Artificial resj)iration has not, as far 
as I am aware, been tried on the human subject after death by 
lightning-stroke. We have tried it here in several cases on 
animals w^hich have been struck doAvni by the dischai’ge, and I 
liaA'e devised for these experiments a pair of iiocket belloAvs, 
Avhich leave notliing to be desired in re.spect to the production 
of a perfect and accurate imitation of natural respiration. The 
bellows are constructed really on the xflan of the bellows in¬ 
vented originally by John Hunter, reinvented by M. Gorcy, of 
the Military Hospital of Neufbrisac, in 17S0, under the name 
of the “apodopnic” bellows, and again reinA'ented, about 1835, 
by Mr. Read, of Regent’s-circus, Piccadilly. They are, as I 
have modified them, different from those Avhieh pu’ccedod, in 
being constructed of india-rubber, and in being- exceedingly 
portable and manageable. By one grasp of the hand with these 
bellows we fill the lung of the animal, through one nostril, 
Avith fresh air, and by relaxation of the g-ras]3 we extract the 
impure air from the lungs—the bellows having tAvo chambers, 
one for feeding the lung Avith pure air, the other for removing 
from the lung impure air. 

But despite all this care to make the process of artificial 
respiration practically perfect, we have found it by itself of no 
real efficacy in treating animals w-hich ha'\re been struck by 
electrical discharge. I Avill make here an experiment in point. 
With one discharge from the Leyden battery w'e Avill strike down 
a large rabbit. I find the heartof the animal is still beating, and 
at once, by inserting the beUows-tube in the nostril and setting- 
the bellows in gentle action, I induce artificial respiration. 
See, now, how accurate is the representation of the natural act 
of breathing; you might conceive that the animal Avas ahve. 
But I keep this action up for any time Avithout result; the 
nervous centres are under pressure, or are disorganised by 
separation of part, and the heart is under pressure wdiich it 
will struggle to oppose in vain, until it becomes paralysed by 
its own efforts to lift its column of blood. I do not therefore 
attach any importance to artificial respiration as a primary 
method of restoring animation after lightning-shock, but I 
think it would be an admirable adjunct to treatment by fr-e(! 
venesection. Directly the heart Avere set at liberty from its 
bonds, the contraction of the right ventricle, eftectiA-ely made, 
would send a wave of blood into the pulmonary circuit; and if 
then that charge of blood should be allowed, by means of 
artificial respiration, to meet a charge of fresh air, the best 
results might naturally be anticipated. I AA'Oifid venture to lay 
down, as the second important rule in all cases of shock by 
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lightning, that, so soon as a vein can he got to yield blood, the 
lungs should be gently and steadily charged and emptied of air 
by the action of a double-acting bellows, such as I have used 
to-day. 

Electrical Excitation.—Paradoxical as it may seem, it is 
nevertheless true that electrical excitation has been proposed 
as a means of recovery from electrical and lightning shock, 
hlr. Kite, a writer of no mean pretensions in the last century, 
urged this practice very earnestly, and the Royal Humane 
Society, in its report for the year 1785-6, inserted a letter 
from one “Humanus,” of Bristol, supporting the same view. 
Amongf5t other arguments used by “Humanus” was the 
narrative of a case in which the practice was actually and, 
he thinks, successfully employed. On Thursday, June 18, 
1782, he relates that a house in Gravel-lane, Southwark, 
was struck by lightning, and an elderly man was thrown 
with violence from his chair and taken up for dead. In 
this hopeless state “ electrisation was performed by a skil¬ 
ful Practitioner of Guy’s Hospital, by which remedy the 
man was at length entirely restored.” The most potent 
advocate of this method of treatment, however, was Dr. 
Abilgard, a Trench Physician, who corresponded with 
Benjamin Franklin, and won from that philosoj)her great 
admiration. Abilgard’s theory was founded on experiments 
on fowls, in which he showed that, after fowls were apparently 
struck dead by violent electrical shock passed through their 
heads, and were not recoverable by ordinary means, they were 
soon reanimated by gentle shocks passing through the heart 

■and lungs. To some extent there is a reason, I find, in this 
argument. If the electrical discharge be passed purely and 
simply through the brain of an animal, it produces a concus¬ 
sion which strikes the animal senseless, and does net neces¬ 
sarily kill. In this state the heart remains in motion, and if 
the respiration be sustained, either by artificial means or by 
exciting the respiratoiy muscles, recovery will sometimes, 
especially in young animals, occur. At this point we must 
“ season our admiration ” for the use of electricity versus elec¬ 
tricity.^ In an animal or man struck down by liglitning, the 
injury is not speciallj’’ localised to the brain ; the heart shares 
in the disturbance, and the transmission of the electrical shock 
through the organ would bo more likely to lead to disaster than 
to good. We have tried here electricity as a restorative from 
electrical shock through the body, in every practicable manner, 
and, although we can often excite muscular action even for an 
hour after death, we have not succeeded in doing more than 
produce contractions with each stroke administered, and by 
which the natural power of contraction, under excitation, 
resident in the muscles has definitely declined. On the whole, 
therefore, at this stage of thought, I should rather discounte¬ 
nance the practice of electrical excitation as a remedy for shock 
from lightning or electrical discharge. 

And now, gentlemen, I have to announce that our meetings 
must come to an end until October. The time is not long, but 
is very necessary as a time of preparation for the winter course, 
and as a partial time of rest from labours which, it is not to be 
concealed, are_ sufficiently severe. I thank again the pro¬ 
prietors of this most useful Institution, and their excellent 
Professor, Mr. Pepper, for the great privileges they have ac¬ 
corded to me, and I thank you most sincerely for the counte¬ 
nance and encouragement with which you have favoured me. 
The Lancet, in an article on physiological research, spoke 
powerfully and feelingly the other day on the enoimous diffi¬ 
culties under which those few—alas! very few—men lie, who 
endeavour to keep alight the torch which can alone show the 
way to the highest ranges of Medical science and art. The 
writer, gentlemen, did not, I assure you, overstate the diffi¬ 
culties. They are the severest of all in science, and in England 
are most severe, because, out of the Professional circle,°they 
are unrecognised, and the victory over them is croMned 
■vrith no reward. Strange is it, nevertheless, that in England 
tne victory over these difficulties has been the most practical, 
the most progressive, the most useful. Here our Harvey 
unravels the mystery of the circulation of the blood; Mayow 
opens up the discovery of the respiratory functions; WilLis 
unfolds the brain and nervous system ; Black reveals the 
analogy of animal and common combustion ; Priestley makes 
known the existence of oxygen; Humphry Davy founds the 
sj’'steni of annulling pain ; Charles Bell defines the division of 
the function of nerves ; and Marshall Hall demonstrates reflex 
action. Basic discoveries all, on which our science, the world 
over, rests. The men I have named fought against the diffi¬ 
culties peculiar to the study of physiology, even as we do, and 
stand before us to be obeyed and followed. Following them 

myself in a simple way, though not for a moment presuming 
to be like them in anything save their earnestness of purpose, 
I experience no pleasure so great as that of feeling I have your 
support in striving, like them, our immortal masters ! to sustain 
the unmatched glory of English physiology. 

VOTE OF THANKS TO DR. RICHARDSON FOR HIS 
LECTURES. 

At the close of the above lecture, 
Mr. Spexcee Wells said that something more than the warm 

applause which had jiist greeted Dr. Richardson was drie to 
him at the close of this series of the very remarkable courses of 
lectures which had delighted not only the many, distinguished 
men from various parts of the world who had listened to them 
and witnessed the hundreds of experiments by which they were 
illustrated, but which had been camied by the Medical jjress 
far and wide wherever our language is read, and had been made 
known by translation throughout Eiuope. On looking over 
the lectures published in the Medical Times and Gazette, the 
leading topics embraced a field of research so -wide that they 
raised a feeling of wonder and admiration—wonder at the 
originality and industry of the physiologist, and admiration of 
the great practical benefits conferred on suffering humanity by 
the Physician. The first lecture, on healing by first inten¬ 
tion, had been followed by the general use of that combination 
of tannin and collodion which was every day proving of more 
varied usefulness. The very remarkable lecture on the influence 
of extreme cold on nervous function, and the following 
lectures on anaesthesia which led to an extended trial 
of the substance sold as bichloride of methylene as a substitute 
for chloroform, had not yet produced their full effect; for, un¬ 
happily, the art and commerce of the day were far behind the 
science of the day. Science commimicates freely without 
reward the result of laborious investigation, and too frequently 
dishonest tradesmen or ignorant artisans reap a fraudulent 
profit from scientific work, which they either cannot under¬ 
stand or else understand too well. All Dr. Richardson’s dis¬ 
coveries had been thrown generously open to the world. Most 
of them had led to extended inquiries in other countries, and 
even when some eoiToction had followed, gi’eat good had been 
done and new truths added to the domain of science. Follow- 
ing up the topics considered in the series, many gentlemen 
would recollect the very important lectures on the cerebral 
origin of intermitting pulse, on the condensation of gases in 
the respiratory pirocess, on false aneurismal murmurs, on 
increase and decrease of animal heat, and on the properties and 
uses of peroxide of hydrogen and of ozonic ether. A friend 
by his side told him that if Dr. Richardson had done nothing 
else, the good he had done by teaching us how this ozonic ether 
relieves the distressing paroxysms of dy.spnoea in the later stages 
of phtliisis would be enoug’h to earn for him the gratitude 
of the suffering all over the world. He (Mr. ‘VVeU.s) coidd speak 
from his OAvn experience of the enormous practical value of the 
researches on the causes of excess of fibrine in the blood and 
its deposit in the heart during life. The interesting lecture 
just concluded, with those which preceded it on the phenomena 
and cause of death by lightning, served still further to show 
how wide is the scope, and how valuable are the results, of Dr. 
Richardson’s researches and teaching. They are thrown freely 
open to the whole Profession ; they liave raised the character 
and extended the reputation of English physiology, and have 
not been less useful to British Medicine. They have lessened 
human suffering and saved human life, and are well worthy of 
something more than the formal vote of thanks which he (Mr. 
Wells) was proud to propose. 

Mr. Steeetee seconded the resolution, wliich was put and 
carried unanimously. 

BERLTif University.—The Rector Magnificus for the 
ensuing year is Herr Geh. Medicinalrath Professor Dr. Du 
Bois Reymond, and Professor Dr. Reichert is the Dean of the 
Medical Faculty. 

Billroth versus Kratis.—Dr. Kraus, the defendant 
in the action brought against him by Professor Billroth for 
having inadvertently stated in his journal, the jriener Med. 
Zeitung, that he had left a sponge in the abdomen after ovario¬ 
tomy, has presented a verbatim account of the trial in two 
supplements, in order to exhibit what he conisiders the unjust 
conduct of the Professor towards him. He states that during 
the tidal Billroth’s pupils and assistants cheered all statements 
that were made by vutnesses or advocates in his favour, and 
hooted those of a contrary character. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

■-♦- 

THE HISTORY AND PRACTICE OF 

ANIMAL VACCINATION. 

By HENRY BLANC, M.D., E.R.G.S., etc., 
St.Tff Asaistant-Suri?-eon, Boinbaj' Army. 

At the International Jledical Congress held at Lyons in 1865, 
Dr. Viennois, who had vainly endeavoured to find some means 
of avoiding vaccinal syphilis, publicly proposed to abandon 
human vaccine lymph, and to return to Jenner’s first practice 
—namely, vaccination direct from the cow. On that Dr. 
Palasciano, of Naples, informed the meeting that animal vac¬ 
cination had been adopted at Naples for many years, and 
was attended with many practical advantages. It appears 
that Dr. Troja, of Naples, shortly after the introduction of 
vaccination in Italy, in order to obtain a more active lymph, 
had recourse to retro-vaccination. After him Oalbiati, one of 
his pupils, adopted this practice, which became so popular 
that “ orthodoxy ” became frightened, and Galbiati was offi¬ 
cially forbidden to vaccinate direct from the cow. Galbiati 
resisted and fought bravely for the good cause he had under¬ 
taken ; but his enemies were too numerous and too powerful, 
and, at last conquered, he died of misery and despair. 

But Galbiati did not die in vain. His labours, like all that 
is good and true, could not be so easily crushed, and another 
brav'e man had the courage to accept his dangerous legacy. 
Dr. Negri was more fortunate than his predecessor; he was, 
nevertheless, on several occasions, the victim of the bitter 
warfare “vested interests” waged against this reform. Twice, 
says Dr. Lannoix, cct Iwnme de hieti was cast into prison—once 
on the charge of being a Liberal, a second time on that of 
being a Conservative. Dr. Lannoix, of Paris, who was present 
at the Medical CongTess of Lyons, deeply impressed with the 
benefit his country would reap from the introduction of animal 
vaccination, at once proceeded to Naples, and, after studying 
the system under Dr. Negri, returned to Paris, bringing with 
him an inoculated heifer. 

In the meanwhile the popular prejudice in Belgiutn against 
vaccination was so general, that Dr. Warlomont, the able 
Director of Public Vaccination in that country, fearful lest, in 
the absence of vaccination, small-pox would reappear with all 
its former virulence and malignancy, applied to Dr. Lannoix, 
and obtained from that gentleman an inoculated heifer, with 
which he began to practise animal vaccination in Brussels. I 
may here state that he had but little difficulty in overcoming 
aU honest opposition, and not long ago he informed me that, 
during the first six months of the present year, he had himself 
vaccinated at Brussels more than 2000 childi’en. 

At the present day animal vaccination is not only very ex¬ 
tensively practised in Italy, France, and Belgium, but has also 
of late been introduced into Prussia, Austria, and Russia. 
During the last winter I had the pleasure of studying animal 
vaccination under Dr. Warlomont, of Brussels, who, with much 
cordiality, instructed me in all the details of a system he has so 
completely mastered. On two occasions I also visited Dr. 
Lannoix’s establishment in Paris, and to that gentleman’s 
Idndness I am indebted for much practical advnee. On May 5 
I vaccinated, with heifer’s lymph obtained from Dr. Warlo¬ 
mont and from Dr. Lannoix, my first heifer in London, and 
since then I have kept up a regular succession of inoculated 
calves; nor shall I regnet the arduoiis task I have imposed 
myself, nor the considerable expense to which I have been put, 
if the Medical Profession will only give a fair trial to such a 
safe, harndess, and highly valuable prophylactic as heifer lymph, 
and follow after me in my endeavours to bestow upon the 
public no more a doubtful and untrustworthy protection against 
small-pox, but one deemed worthy of all confidence by the great 
Jenner himself. 

I am haj)py to state that in this country several Medical 
men have applied to me for heifer lymph in order to introduce 
in provincial towns the system 1 am now working in London ; 
amongst them Mr. J. Greene, of Birmingham, and Dr. Cassells, 
of Glasgow, have been the most persevering, and consequently 
of the most successful. 

In 1866 Dr. Lannoix, of Paris, abandoned the Neapolitan 
lymph for some spontaneous cow-pox found by Dr. Depaul, the 
Director of Public Vaccination in France, on a cow at Beau- 
gency. In July, 1868, Dr. Warlomont also met with a case of 
spontaneous cow-pox, and from it renewed his supply. How¬ 

ever, both these gentlemen found no difference whatsoever in 
the appearance of the vesicles due to the old and to the more 
recent lymph. As I have already mentioned, I inoculated my 
first heifer with lymph from Brussels and P.aris, and found that 
the eruption was the same for both. Mr. Ceely, of Aylesbury, 
kindly gave me some crusts collected on a case of spontaneous 
cow-pox seen by liim in 1842 ; out of twelve inoculations made 
with this lymph I obtained on the heifer three vesicles; with 
these on the following calf I obtained a dozen vesicles ; from 
these I vaccinated some cliildren, and both on the calf and on the 
children the lymph of 1842 followed the same course as the 
more recent Ijunph of Beaugency and of Brussels. 

It is necessary to insist upon the following fact:—The vaccine 
lymph at present used by animal vaccinators in France and 
Belgivim, and by myself and by those I have supplied in Eng¬ 
land, is spontaneous cow-pox taken from cows. This lymph 
has never passed through the human body, and has no con¬ 
nexion with the Neapolitan lymph, of whose origin at one time 
some doubts were expressed. 

In selecting the calves we propose to inoculate, great care 
should be taken to ascertain that the animal is in perfect 
health and in first-rate condition. The question of health is 
not of much importance with reference to the possibility of the 
transmission of disease, because, if in any way “ seedy,” the 
inoculation wiU partly or completely fail; but with this failure 
the link is interrupted, and, if no preserved lymph has been 
kept in reserve, much inconvenience must necessarily follow. 
Calves from five to six months old shoidd be preferred: too 
young they sicken, too old they are difficult to manage. It 
will necessarily require a much more lengthened series of 
inoculations in order to arrive at some precise rules, but, as 
far as I have observed, it appears to me that strong calves give 
a stronger lymph, delicate calves a weaker lymph; also that 
in white or light-coloured calves the eruption appears sooner, 
the vesicles are larger, and arrive at maturity a day earlier 
than in black or brown calves. In Varm and moist weather 
the eruption is quicker in its development, in cold weather 
somewhat later. From these two observations I would there¬ 
fore advise that dark calves should be selected in warm 
weather, and white or light-coloured calves in cold weather. 
Male and female calves are alike suitable; the only important 
point is to select those whose skin is fine and transparent, and 
the mammae or scrotum full and plump. 

In order to vaccinate the calf, it should first be bound and 
held firmly upon a table by a couple of assistants; any strong 
table will answer the pm-pose. Mine is of common deal wood, 
provided with six iron rings. Two men seize the calf and 
place it on the table. The forelegs are bound together and 
then tied to the froirt rings, the right hind-leg is tied to the 
posterior ring on the table, and the left hind-leg is lifted up 
and fixed by a rope to a ring placed above. A loose rope is 
passed over the neck, so as to keep the head down. The calf 
thus secm’ed is easily managed. To avoid dirt, a circular hole 
is made in the table, to which is adapted a zinc pot in which 
the excreta are received. First of all, the mammse or scrotum 
and the surrounding abdominal region must be very carefiilly 
shaved. I dispense with the Continental practice of scraping 
the poor brutes in order to excite vascular action ; I allow them 
the luxury of a good layer of soap and a sharp razor, but after 
the shaving the parts are frictioned with a dry towel. 

To inoculate the calf different plans are followed—either 
superficial incisions of about half an inch in length, smaller 
and deeper incisions, or valvular punctures. Dr. Warlomont 
prefers the long incision. Dr. Lannoix the smaller one. I 
have tried both, and now generally inoculate by long incisions 
and by vahmlar punctures, kindly suggested to me by Mr. 
Marson. The long incisions j^ve more lymph, but I believe 
that it is not quite so active as the one obtained by the valvular 
puncture. I therefoi-e prefer the last for vaccinating children, 
and from the first I collect lymph for inoculating other heifers. 
I make on the mammse or scrotum, and on the abdomen,from 100 
to 150 punctures or incisions. I inoculate a heifer every eighth 
day. (a) If at that date I find on the heifer some vesicles still 
transparent, I use them for inoculating the fresh calf. Some¬ 
times none are found in that condition, at other times only a 
very few; it is therefore necessary on the sixth and seventh 
days always to collect a certain amount of lymph for inocu¬ 
lating the next calf, as well as to have a supply on hand in 
case of accident. Although lymph in tubes frequently fails 
when applied to man, it retains for several weeks all its pro¬ 
perties when inoculated into the bovine race. Care must be 

(a) Having shortly to return to my duty in India, I have been obliged to 
give up practising animal vaccination in London. 
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taken before filling the tubes to add a drop of glycerine to the 
lymph, otherwise it would adhere so strongly to the tubes that 
it could not be blown out again. I am careful that every incision 
and puncture is well touched with lymph. Between the thighs, 
and on the mammae themselves, on account of the higher tem¬ 
perature of these parts, the vesicles rise sooner, and are also 
the first to lose their limpidity; therefore I have seldom found 
any of them fit for use on the eighth day. When the weather 
is warm, in order to have some good vesicles for the eighth 
day (for inoculating the next heifer), I make on the abdomen 
a certain number of punctures with lymph preserved for a 
month or six weeks; whether the cause lies in the lymph or in 
the cooler spot, the important fact is that usually the vesicles 
developed under these conditions are a day late. But as in 
man, the individual susceptibility of the calf has also some 
influence. In the majority the eruption is beautiful—all the 
vesicles following a regular course, and yielding an abundance of 
lymph. In a few rare instances a great many of the vesicles are 
arrested in their development, or are quite superficial, almost 
dry, and early lose their transparency. To inoculate a calf 
carefully it requires about an hour ; as soon as the operation 
is completed, the calf should be removed from the table, made 
to drink some mBk, and tied in his stable. A cloth bandage 
in stunmer, one of flannel in winter, should at once be tied 
round the abdomen. By this the parts are kept warm, the 
calf is not annoyed by the flies, nor can he lick the inoculated 
spots. For this reason also the head rope should be rather 
short. 

Great care should be taken to see that the stable is kept very 
clean and well ventilated. The walls should be whitewashed 
once a week, and the litter frequently changed. I have tried 
many different varieties of food, and I now prefer milk—a 
quart mormng and evening—and a few pounds of hay during 
the daytime. If the stable is not very clean, and if the food 
disagrees vnth the animal, diarrhoea soon makes its appearance, 
and, if not chocked at once (chalk mixture and tincture of opium), 
it wifl greatly modify the course of the eruption, even cause it 
to wither, or to become purulent and useless. 

The course of the cow-pox eruption on the heifer is as 
follows:— 

2nd day. (b)—Nothing visible. A few specks of dried blood 
alone mark the places of the punctures, (c) 

3rd day.—Around several of the punctures a reddish circle 
can be perceived, and by looking with a magnifying glass 
several of them appear slightly raised. 

4th day. Papiilse visible ; more developed on mammae ; same 
red circle; by passing’ the finger on the less apparent even there 
we feel a small hard elevation. 

5th day.—Vesicles forming; some increasing in size; limited 
areola ; eriqetion on manunse more advanced. 

6th day.—Vesicles with a transparent apex, more inflamed, 
but aieola still limited. Some of the vesicles are flat, whitish, 
with slight central depression. The animal keeps in good health, 
eats well, but the pulse is rather frequent, and the temperature 
higher. 

7th day.—All vesicles larger, transparent; less inflamed 
areola. The vesicles rise above the skin, are round, hard, even; 
central depression better marked; on many a slight yellowish 
crust is forming. 

8th day. Central crusts more marked; vesicles raised, hard, 
afew still transparent; on the mamma? all are whitish, and 
contain turbid lymph; pale areola. Animal’s health good; no 
increased temperature nor frequency of pulse. 

9th day. Vesicles larger, more elevated, white ; crusts larg’er 
and darker; no areola; a few secondary vesicles are rising. 

10th day.—-Vesicles rather shrunken, wliite yellowish crusts, 
larger and browner. Secondary vesicles larger, contain a little 
turbid lymph. 

11th day. Crusts darker, and covering almost completely 
the vesicles; around some of the vesicles an external whitish 
rim is forming, very superficial. 

12th day.—Crusts dark brown, almost aU dry; they adhere to 
the vesicles; under the crust a few drops of turbid fluid are 
found. 

I have never followed the eruption beyond the twelfth day. 
The cow-pox vesicles in heifers being deeply seated, the 

lymph only flows, or can only be made to flow by punctures, 
on^ or after the eighth day, when the ggeat abundance of its 
fluid parts renders the lymph almost useless for vaccinating 
purposes. The best l)rmph is that of the fifth, sixth, and some- 

(y Supposing the heifer to he inoculated on a Monday at noon, at no^ 
on the Tuesday the 2nd day hegins. 

(c) The com-se followed when incisions are made instead of punctui 
oners no material difference from the on© now described. 

times of the seventh day. Often on the fifth day nothing or 
very little is_ visible—mere pimples rather felt than seen ; these, 
however, give the best and most active lymph. On the sixth 
and seventh days these deep-seated, hard vesicles, with a very 
small, often hardly perceptible apex, should always be selected 
and preferred. Several of those who on my recommendation 
have made some experiments with animal vaccination felt very 
^scourag’ed on the fifth day at seeing no vesicles. On inform¬ 
ing me of "what had occurred, and the course of the eruption 
being explained to them, on subsequent occasions they obtained 
most beautiful results, whilst they had previously failed with 
the fine large vesicles of the seventh day yielding easily a large 
supply of Ijrmph. I have often astonished my visitors by 
showing them the large amount of lymph that could be 
obtained from what appeared a mere dot. The lymph is deeply 
seated; the only qiiestion is, then, how to get at it P The Italian 
method of proceeding is to shoe off the vesicle, and scrape off 
from its base the lymph required. 

In Brussels and Paris this plan has been abandoned and the 
lymph forced through the vesicles by applying strong pressure 
at the base; for this purpose Dr. Lannoix uses a common 
forceps with a catch so as to keep it closed, and Dr. W^arlomont 
a large and powerful specially made forceps. Mine is a modifica¬ 
tion of Dr. M^arlomont’s, smaller and nearly circular so as to 
compress but the base of the vesicle, and provided wnth a slant¬ 
ing slide so as to be able to increase or lessen the pressure 
at^ will. The vesicles of the fifth and sixth days, I have 
said, are the best, but from one of these vesicles is the 
first^ or last lymph the most active? Dr. ^V^arlomont 
considers both equally good; Dr. Dannoix prefers the 
last. From my experience I do not like the very first drop; 
I generally wipe it off with the lancet and wait until more 
appears. I use the subsequent lymph as long as it flows 
easily; evidently, from the deep position of the vesicle and the 
Italian practice of taking the lymph from the base of the 
vesicle itself, the greatest activity should be found iu the last 
drop of lymph. Vaccination, to be perfectly siiccessful, should 
be made direct from the heifer. The j)erson to be vaccinated 
shoidd be brought near the heifer, the first small drop of lymph 
not used, and for each separate puncture the point of the lancet 
shoidd be charged with fresh lymph from the vesicle. A very 
little lymph is required, but it is necessary that it should be 
warm and taken on the lancet only at the very instant it should 
be used. The lymph after a few minutes’ exposure to the air 
becomes so glutinous, so much like a thick solution of gnm, and 
adheres so firmly to the lancet, that it may be introduced 
repeatedly under the skin without leaving any of it in the 
little wound. To this cause are due many failures. I cannot 
too much, therefore, insist on these two points : the person to be 
near the heifer, and the lancet to be charged each time for 
every separate puncture. 

By the passage of the spontaneous cowpox throug’h the 
younger animal, the virus has lost its acrimony, and is never 
attended by any serious local inflammation. Should however, 
in some instances, the vaccinated arm be slightly inflamed 
around the vesicles, I have found tha,t a coating of collodion 
(collodion one ounce, castor oil twenty drops) invariably arrests 
the progress of the inflammation after one or two well-made 
applications. I iviU just mention here that after one or two 
human g’enerations the viridence and the acrimony of the lymph 
are greatly increased, and I leave for the present this fact to 
be explained by those who do not believe in the influence of the 
human body on the irritable acquired projierties of vaccine 
lymph. 

I have long ago advanced that preserved liquid in tubes, 
heifer lymph, could not be depended upon. I am still some¬ 
what of that opinion, although of late, by using some pre¬ 
cautions, lymph in tube has proved more successful. I allow 
the first drop or two of lymph to flow, and then fill my tube. 
I keep the tube open for about ten minutes, and then blow the 
lymph on a watch-glass; by that time a liquid portion sur¬ 
rounds a fibrinous thread. With the end of the tube I rub, 
and mix as well as possible both parts together. I then fill 
the tube again and seal it at once. 

Dried on ivory points, heifer lymph gives very good results 
indeed, and daily I receive from those to whom I have supplied 
points very favourable accounts of the results obtained. Every 
point should be charged three times, and, as soon as the 
lymph is cffy, put in a weU-stoppered bottle, or in satchels of 
goldbeater’s skin. Those not employed from one week to 
another I charge once more with fresh lymph on the following 
week before distributing them. I believe that those who faS 
can blame but themselves, as I never, or at least very seldom, 
hear of failures by those who apply them carefully. I always 
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recommend the practice suggested by Dr. Ballard—that is, to 
make on the arm a few superficial scratches, allow the blood to 
flow, and, when it is stopped, to clean the scratches with some 
blotting paper. The points should then bo well rubbed in on 
both sides, and the little blood and lymph that may have been 
rubbed aroimd the incision should then be collected with the 
])oint, pressed on the scratches, and there allowed to remain and 
dry. 

Animal vaccination, we may conclude from the details I 
have given, is attended with a good deal of trouble, must be 
surrounded with much care and attention, requires the whole 
time of a person entirely'devoted to tliisone object, and, I may 
add from personal experience, entails considerable expense. 
Why, then, should we adopt a practice offering so many 
difficulties, when, by remaining satisfied vsdth what we have, 
we get on jjretty well, if not to the satisfaction of the public, 
at least to our own ? Birt we cannot remain satisfied any longer 
with the actual human lymph ; the prejudices in the public 
mind are deep-rooted and wide-spread, and we should be 
unworthy of the confidence and trust placed in us should either 
trouble or expense be allowed to stand between us and our duty. 

9, Bedford-street, Bedford-square. 

CASE OF RARE POISONING. 

By H. SMILEY KANE, B.A., M.D., etc. 

So little seems to be known of the physiological action of 
hemlock and its allies on the human body, that it is even 
questioned whether they are uniformly poisonous. A case has 
occurred in my practice wliich may throw some light on this 
subject. I was called hastily a few days ago to see Jane 
D., a cliild of four years of age, who had been suddenly 
attacked ■wdth a strange illness. On reaching the patient, no 
satisfactory information could be obtained as to the probable 
cause of the alarming symptoms ; all that the child’s mother 
could say was that she appeared to be in her usual health a 
few minutes before the seizui’e, that the phenomena which I 
then witnessed were the first notice of the attack, and that 
they had continued uninterrupted in severity for upwards 
of an hoiu’. Some neurotic poison was evidently at Vv^ork. 
Could it be strychnine ? From what I have seen on two or 
three occasions of the effects of that poison, I was strongly 
disposed to think it was. The body was very rigid, but not 
curved as in strychnia poisoning; no opisthotonos, but as if 
flexor and extensor were balanced in spasm; the legs were 
stretched straight out, the arms were flexed at the elbow in a 
right angle. There was no paroxysm, nor the slightest inter¬ 
mission apparent in the rigidity or its intensity. The muscles 
of the face only, and the fingers of both hands, kept convulsively 
twitching as in some forms of chorea, and so incessant and 
rapid were their movements that the eye could not follow them. 
The muscles of mastication were in rigid spasm, clenching the 
jaws as firmly as in the worst forms of tetanus, and those of 
deglutition were probably in the same condition. The eyeballs 
were both in the same condition, firmly fixed, and drawn up¬ 
wards and inwards, apparently as much as they could be, in a 
line corresponding with the combined action of the suireiior 
and internal recti. Notwithstanding this inordinate disordered 
action of the recti, the pupils appeared natural, and were 
irerfectly obedient to light. The chest being firmly fixed, 
ordinary respiration was hardly perceptible ; the face was pale 
and cold, and at varying short intervals a convulsive attempt 
at respiration was made to expel the froth and blood gathering 
in the mouth. The tongue was half bitten through about an 
inch from the apex; this was the source of the blood in the 
mouth. The heart’s action did not appear to be at all disturbed; 
the pulse at the wrist was probably weaker than usual, but its 
tlirob seemed perfectly natural and regular. As might be ex¬ 
pected, there was complete insensibility to all surrounding 
objects—a silent helplessness that might have been mistaken for 
death, had it not been for the twitehings of the face and fingers 
and the sudden desperate efforts at respiration, bubbling through 
the clenched teeth in frothy blood. 

In the absence of all definite information as to the exact 
nature of the cause of these abnormal phenomena, one course 
-only could be followed in treatment—to combat existing 
symptoms, and be prepared for others as they arose. A warm 
bath was speedily prepared, but failed not only to relax the 
spasms, birt even to produce the slightest redneifs of skin. A 
quantity of chloroform, poured on a pocket handkerchief, was 
then freely administered by inhalation, and, with a few deepen¬ 
ing inspirations, the spasm passed off, and the child lay easy. 

breatliing stertorously. An attempt was then made to induce 
vomiting ; mustard and tepid water were given in large 
quantities ; swallowing was perfect, but vomiting would not 
ensue. Probably the mucous membrane of the stomach was in 
the same bloodless condition as the outer sldn, and insensible 
to the stimulus of the mustard, as the skin was to the ordinary 
impression of the warm bath. The very presence, however, of 
so much mustard in the stomach made it now doubly desirable 
that vomiting should be provoked, and half an ounce of 
antimonial wine was accordingly administered in a single dose. 
Tills too failed, and the hope of exciting vomiting was then 
abandoned. 

Except in the lungs there seemed to be no fear of congestion 
of any of the vital org'ans, and, as elimination of the poison 
was probably impracticable, the tactics next adopted were to 
support the nervous system 'ivith suitable stimuli till the force 
of the poison should spend itself, if happily the child survived. 
Whisky was given in small doses (teaspoonfuls) frequently and 
cautiously, the pulse being constantly watched, and with an 
anxious apprehension of local congestions. Two or three tea¬ 
spoonfuls had been thus administered, when with a single sudden 
jerk, as if in obedience to the hand of a wire-puller, all the old 
symptoms returned, unabated in intensity and of precisely their 
previous character—rigid spasm of the body and limbs, and 
convulsive twitching of face and fingers. 

The effects of the chloroform had passed off. It was again 
immediately administered with the same result as before—dis¬ 
appearance of the spasm—and in the same unmeasured manner. 
The effects observed were to regulate the dose. An enema of 
turpentine, with tepid water and soap, was then resorted to, 
and produced a copious motion, the rectum having been full. 
This was repeated in about ten minutes after, but without any 
result; the whole digestive canal, indeed, seemed to be singu- 
lularly free from any signs of disurbance or irritation, such as 
one would instinctively look for from the presence of a powerful 
poison of whatever kind. Thirty drops of turpentine were then 
administered by the mouth in sweet milk, and the stimulant 
was proceeded with as before. At a somewhat longer interval 
than had elapsed between the first and second attacks of spasm, 
another supervened, but apparently not so aggravated, though 
it lasted longer, and yielded much less reaclily to the chloro¬ 
form, which was ag-ain administered as before. The change in 
the nature of the paroxysm seemed favourable, and, on the 
assumption that the vital force of the poison was dying out, 
the stimulant was given more sparingly. For about an hour 
and a half after the third and last paroxysm short and rapid 
fits of twitching would x^ass over the face, or for a moment 
seize the forearms and fingers at lengthening intervals, vai-jung 
from five to twenty minutes. In three hours from the time of 
my arrival the battle was fairly fought out, the child ha\dng 
fallen into a deex) natmal sleex), which continued undisturbed 
till late in the evening. A dose of castor oil was administered 
at bedtime, and on the following day, except the slight sick¬ 
ness that might be looked for, and the soreness of the tongue, 
the child was in her usual health. 

When there was breathing-time to inquire into what the 
poison really was, it turned out that the child had vomited 
slightly a short time before she was first seized with the spasm, 
and that the circumstance had been forgotten. There were 
chewed gTeen leaves in the vomited matter, but the mother 
had thought that they were part of the choipped vegetable of 
the broth which the child had eaten twenty-four hours before. 
On examination these leaves turned out to be decidedly umbelli¬ 
ferous. The xfiaymates of the child then supx)lied the fuUinforma- 
tion. She had eaten some of the little parsnips (?) that grew wild 
at the foot of an old damp wall in the garden, thinking them to 
bo the same as one .she had got share of on the previous day, 
and whicli one of the bigger girls had found growing alone 
among the turnips. She had evidently eaten at least the leaves 
of either (Enanthc eroeata L. (hemlock dropwort) or JEtlmsa 
Cympium L. (fool’s parsley), for specimens of both these plants 
were found gi’owing in the locality. Both are popularly 
reputed to be equally x^oisonous, and, as they are so closely 
related to one another, it is higlily probable that their poisonous 
X^rox^erties would manifest themselves in the same way. Our 
information is very confused as to which and how many of the 
XDlants of the hemlock order are really poisonous. Dr. Chris- 
tison says that the roots of Qixanthc crocata gathered in a 
sca-.side locality in the vicinity of Edinbui’gh were innocuous, 
and it is stated that ordinaiy x3arsnix)S occasionally become 
poisonous. Further investigation will probably show that the 
XJoisonous x^roperties of these x>l^mt6 depend altogether on, or 
at least are modified to a very great degree by, the nature of 
the soil in which the plants grow. The specimens about whose 
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poisonous properties I have been ■writing “were found at the 
toot of an old decaying "wall, in a damp shady place 'which 
was never dug or weeded, and leaves faUing from the neigh- 
hounng trees through many autumns had raised a little bank 
of black manure against the waU, which supported a rank 
vegetation of weeds, and afforded a congenial habitat for 
poisonous mosses and deadly-looking mushrooms. 

Antrim. 

ON THE CONDITION OF THE SEMINAL 
SECEETION IN DISEASE. 

Ey M. LIEaEOIS, 
Surgeon of the Hfipital du Midi, Paris. 

(.Continued frontpage 276.) 

GodAet, in the note adjoined to his work on the monorchides 
and the cr^torchides, gives an account of thirty-five subjects 
attacked with bilateral epididymitis, in all of whom spermatozoa, 
were absent. He has also observed the disappearance of the 
indurated portion of the testicles, and yet the individuals re¬ 
mained unfit for fecundation. He calls particular attention to the 
necessity of attending betimes to the resorption of the plastic exu¬ 
dation. This may he seated in the loose cellular tissue surroundin o' 
the epididymis and the commencement of the vas deferens, or 
it may exist between the coats of the canal itself, rarely ever in 
its interior. And Grodart adds that by the aid of purgatives and 
iodide of potassium both internally and externally he has been 
able to cause the resorption of these epididymary indurations 
even after they had lasted for more than ten years. In 1856 
he published the result of two autopsies; both patients died of 
consecutive peritonitis, the one twenty, the other eighteen days 
after entry into the Hosjiital. The seminal vesicles in both 
cases, corresponding to the side where the epididymitis had 
eHsted, were found smaller than those of the opposite side, and 
the fluid therein contained, besides being less in quantity, 
possessed no spermatozoa hke those of the healthy side. 
Godart, moreover, believes that the tenninal circumvolutions of 
the epididymis or the origin of the vas deferens may become 
obliterated by an accumulation of phosphate of lime and thus 
give rise to a spermatocele, the same as if caused by a plastic 
exudation from an inflammatory state of these parts. 

Curling does not believe in the frequent occurrence of 
epididymary obhterations, not even when there exist a tumefac¬ 
tion and an induration of the parts, as does M. Gosselin, and 
he explams the rarity of these obhterations in his own practice 
by the care which is taken in the treatment to avoid their 
occurrence. 

_ CuUerier. in his “Precis Iconograp^qae des Maladies Vene- 
nennes, thinks the influence of obliterations has been exagge¬ 
rated. This theory seems tohim too mechanical, andhe believes the 
spermatic secretion is especially affected by an inflammation of 
the testicle itself. The greater part of the syphilographers, 
however, though they cite no observations in support of their 
theory, agree with M. Gosselin. These are MM. Rollet 
Eanglebert, and Martin. Only M. Eournier does not afiirm 

point, and he holds that the great ma jority of obhterations 
of the epi^dymis are merely temporary, bnt may also, adds he, 
persist and even become definitive. 

From these historical points, which I have endea'voured to 
produce as faithfully as possible, it is easily seen that the 
opimons as to the frequency of the re-estabhshment of the 
spermatic outlets in bilateral epididymitis, or as to the influence 
of the persistence or the disappearance of the induration in 
these circumstances, are yet divided. Whereas M. Gosselin 
and especially Godart consider the restoration of the opening 
of the epididymis as an exception. Curling and Fournier 
beheve the contrary to be most frequently the case. Whereas 
M. Gossehn beheves that the repair of the spermatic passage 
always coincides with the resorption of the indurated portion 
of _ the epididymis. Curling thinks the semen can still pass in 
spite of the induration of the tissues enveloping them, through 
the excretory ducts, and Godart admits that the retention of 
the semen below the point primitively diseased may be lasting 
even though the induration have disappeared. ' 

My own observations wiU, I trust, aid in the study of these 
pomts in question. The patients suffering from bilateral 
epiardymitis, in wbom I liave been able to examine the 
seminal fluid, are twenty-eight in number. I shall divide them 
into two classes, placing those in whom the origin of the first 
epididymitis dates back one or more years, and where the 
second epididymitis occurred at variable periods, in one class. 

and those subjects in whom the first orchitis dates some week& 
or months only, in the second class. In each of these two? 
classes are fourteen patients. The dates of the epididymitis, 
are as follows:—■ 

First Class. 
’ First Epididymitis. Date of Second Epididjmitis-. 

45 years. 10 years. 
19 19 „ 
16 14 „ 
14 jy 12 „ 
12 yy 5 weeks- 
10 yy 6 months- 

6 yy ■ 6 years. 
5 yy 0 » 
2 yy 1 „ 
2 yy 1 
2 yy 1 » 
2 

yy 1 month. 
1 yy 45 days. 
1 yy 30 „ 

Second Class. 
First Epididymitis. Date of Second Epididymitis, 

11 months. 20 days. 
6 yy 3 weeks. 
4 yy 15 day's. 
4 yy 20 „ 
4 yy 20 „ 
3 yy 17 „ 
2 yy 60 „ 
7 weeks. 3 weeks. 
7 yy 25 day's. 
6 yy 15 „ 
6 yy 3 weeks. 

35 yy 30 days. 
30 yy 8 ,, 
15 yy 15 „ 

Twenty-one of the twenty-eight patients had no spermatozoa' 
in their^ seminal fluid. I believe it useless to detail these 
observations. The seven remaining patients possessed sperma¬ 
tozoa. Of these four belong to the first, three to the second 
class. 

1. Patient, age 40 years, has had a blennorrhagdc epididymitis- 
of the right side ten years ago, and an epididymitis of the left 
side, produced by venereal excesses of one night six months- 
ago. The right epididymis—the side of the first accident—is 
yet considerably indurated, the one on the left side but very 
little. The seminal fluid—5 grammes—is viscous, opaline, and 
of great transparency. There are spermatozoa, from ten to 
fifteen in number, a few leucocytes and epithehal cells. 

2. Patient, age 33 years, good constitution, had gonorrhoea, 
seven years ago; twenty months afterwards a double orchitis 
declares itself in consequence of a horseback ride. His 'virile 
faculties have diminished; each epididymis is enlarged and 
indurated. The seminal fluid—I'oO gramme—is viscous and 
of a milky aspect. 150 to 200 spermatozoa, and numerous fatty 
granulations. 

3. ^ Patient, age 81 years, had a blennorrhagio epididymitis- 
of right side two years ago. One year afterwards a hydrocele 
comes^ on in the opposite testicle, for which puncture and an. 
injection of iodine are practised. The epididymis on the 
side of the hydrocele examined after the puncture is found; 
enlarged and indurated. The one of the right side is hard to. 
the touch, but presents no enlargement. The seminal fluid— 
2 grammes—is very viscous, and contains from fifteen to twenty 
spermatozoa under each microscopical preparation. 

4. Patient, age 24, good constitution, has had a double 
epididymitis in consequence of gonorrhoea and a long journey 
on foot five years ago. He was then treated and cured by M- 
Puche. To-day his testicles are of ordinary size, and each 
epididymis is neither enlarged nor indurated. He has pre¬ 
served all his 'virile faculties, and is the father of children- 
The seminal fluid—4'50 grammes—not very viscous, presents 
150 to 200 spermatozoa, crystals of phosphate of magnesia, 
leucocytes, and sympexions. 

The three subjects of the second class present the folio-wins'^ 
pecuharities:— 

1. Patient, 19 years old, of good constitution, entered the- 
Hospital fifteen days ago for an epididymitis of the right side- 
brought _ oq. by frequent masturbation. An inflammation 
ueclarGS itself on the left side four days later. There is no dis- 
charge from the urethra, and the inflammatory symptoms soon, 
subside, lea-ving neither swelling nor induration of the parts. 
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The semen—I'oO gramme, milky, odoriferous, and viscous— 
presents from fifty to sixty spermatozoa, numerous fatty 
granules, and leucocytes. 

2. Patient, aged 20 years, entered with a bilateral non- 
blennorrhagic epididymitis produced from a strain in attempting 
to Uft a heavy load. Each epididymis, though but little 
indurated, is augmented in volume. He was cured one month 
afterwards, when the seminal fluid—3 grammes—contained 
numerous spermatozoa, fatty granulations, leucocytes, and 
pigmentary cells. 

S. Patient, aged 30 years, presented himself at the con¬ 
sultation with a chancre of the penis. He had an epididy¬ 
mitis two months ago, for wliich M. Labbe had practised 
puncture of the tunica vaginalis. Ten days afterwards an in¬ 
flammation of the other testicle declares itself, but is now 
completely cured, and has left no trace of induration or enlarge¬ 
ment. This, however, still exists on the right side. The 
seminal fluid—2 grammes—is opaline, viscous, and contains 
from fifteen to twenty spermatozoa. 

Analysing these observations, we find five out of the seven cases 
of epididymitis, where the spermatozoa liad retiunod, of a non- 
blennorrhagic character. They were brought about by an excess 
of coition in one, by an excess of mastiu’bation in another, a 
horseback ride in another, a strain in another, and the fifth 
from an unknown cause ; but the patient assured me that he 
had no discharg’e from the urethra at the time of the accident. 

Now, if we consider that all the cases which resulted in 
azoospermia—i.e., twenty-one—had their origin in gonorrhoea, 
we are authorised to form an infinitely more favourable 
prognosis, as regards the retiirn of spermatozoa, for the non- 
blennorrhagic epididymitis than tliose following gonorrhoea. 
The cause of the disease in the remaining two of the seven 
patients in whom the return of the spermatozoa had been 
realised was doubtless gonorrhoea. But the disease in one of 
them came on after a fatiguing foot-journey, and the accidents 
were so slight that that he was cured in the course of ten days. 
Wlien I examined this patient five years afterwards, there 
existed no trace of plastic congestion in cither of the testicles. 
The other patient had had a bilateral blennorrhagic epididy¬ 
mitis, it is true ; but only the right .side was seriouf?ly aifected. 
The inflammation of the opposite side was dissipated in a few 
days, and left no swelling or induration behind. 

The double cases of epididymitis which were followed by azoo¬ 
spermia did not present this character of simplicity. They all 
lasted fifteen, twenty, thirty, and even sixty days, and aU were 
accompanied by some local or general inflammatory reaction. 
We may therefore establish a difference between the light and 
the intense cases of blennorrhagic epididymiti.s—the first only 
are susceptible of a return to permeability, the second run 
great risk of remaining definitely obliterated. 

It is, doubtless, to a diminution of the inflammation that we 
can look for an explanation of the reappearance of the sper¬ 
matozoa in the non-blennorrhagic cases; but it is also probable 
that the plastic extravasation in the traumatic cases only takes 
place outside of the epididymis, in the loose cellular tissue 
surrounding it, and thus simply flattens or compresses its cir¬ 
cumvolutions, but not obliterating them. 

If to the published cases of bilateral blennorrhagic epididy¬ 
mitis in winch a return of the spermatozoa has been noted I 
join the two of my own, and compare them to the cases 
which resulted in azoospermia, we find : — 

Gosselin . 25 cases. 5 return of spermatozoa. 
Godart. • 35 ,, 
Liegeois . 23 „ 2 

Total . 83 „ 8 f, „ 
These numbers speak for themselves. They mtII suggest to 

every one the importance of the antiphlogistic treatment, the 
necessity of calming the inflammatory element, on the intensity 
of which seems to depend the danger of definitively obliterating 
the excretory duct of the seminal fluid. 

What is the prognostic value, as regards the spermatozoa, of 
the disappearance or the persistence of the epididymary indu¬ 
ration ? Among the 21 patients where the obliteration per¬ 
sisted, we found, as a general rule, a partial or a complete 
induration of the epididymis. This state of things existed in 
15 of the 21 patients. But in 6 this was not the case ; either 
one or both epididymis, to the touch at least, seemed noimal. (a) 

In 7 of the 28 cases of bilateral epididymitis in which the return 
of the spermatic functions has been noted, 5 were, free from in¬ 
duration of either one or both testicles, and the remaining two 

(a) The history of these six patients offers notliing unusual, and so I 
omit them. 

in whom the induration still persisted were patients with non- 
blennorrhagic epididymitis. The result is that the disappear¬ 
ance of the epididymary induration indicates a retuni of fer¬ 
tility ill the generality of cases. This rule, already laid down 
by LI. Gosselin, is, however, not without exceptions, for it may 
happen that the spermatozoa do not pass, although the indura¬ 
tion has disappeared; or, as Curling has observed, the sperma¬ 
tozoa may make their way through the excretory ducts in spite 
of the induration. This fact, however, only occurs in those 
cases where the eiiididymitis is of a non-blennorrhagic origin. 
LV^e shall find frequent proof of this further on. 

The question as to the influence which an epididj^mitis may 
exercise over the secretion and excretion of the seminal fluid 
is one of too much importance to be limited to the general 
result of these observations. Let us enter into a few details. 

{To he continued.) 

COMPULSOEY YACCINATIOX. 
By R. H. BAKEWELL, M.D., 

Medical Odioer of Health and Vaccinator-General of the Colony of 
Trinidad. 

The great amount of interest which attaches at the present 
time to the subject of vaccination is my excuse for throwing 
out a few very crude ideas on the subject. 

During the twenty-one j^ears in which I have been in the 
habit of vaccinating, I have seen very few cases in which any 
skin disease followed the operation so soon after as to be fairly 
attributable to it. Nevertheless, I feel bound to say that the 
amount of testimony I have heard against it from mothers, and 
the number of cases of skin eruptions, especially, wliich they 
have declared to have followed vaccination in children 
previously free from anything of the kind, led me to infer either 
that some vaccinators have been very careless as to the sources 
of their Ij^mph, or that certain constitutional diseases may be 
conveyed by vaccination. 

Since I have been in Trinidad, and particularly since I have 
been Vaccinator-General, my attention has been much dir£cted 
to the subject of leprosy and its possible propagation by 
vaccination. It is a strange but undoubted fact, that leprosy 
is greatly increasing in this island; that it is attacking the 
children of most respectable parents, who want nothing in the 
way of diet, etc. And moreover, it is attacking the children 
of Europeans, where there can be no possibility of hereditary 
taint. Now it is worthy of remark that in this island vaccina¬ 
tion has of late years been compulsory, and that a large 
proportion of the younger people were actually vaccinated 
during an epidemic of small-pox a few years ago. The general 
opinion amongMedical men is thatitisquitepossiblethat leprosy 
may be propagated in this manner. It is curioiis, too, that in 
those islands where vaccination is not much used there is very 
much less leprosy in proportion than here. I was particularly 
struck, when I was visiting Cimiana to make a report on the 
method of Dr. Beaui^erthuy, to find that in a town of about 
9000 inhabitants there were oifly some fifteen or sixteen cases. In 
Port of Spain, with double the population, it is believed there 
arc hundreds. I have heard various estimates, but none less 
than 250. One gentleman assured me that he knew personally 
that ten lepers lived in the same street as himself. I know of 
one house in which there are four belonging to one family. 

With the view of obtaining some data on this important 
point, I have adopted the system of registering the name of the 
person from whom the lymph is- obtained, so that if at any 
future time leprosy should come on, it can be ascertained in 
most cases whether the person from whom the lymph was 
taken is also a leper. The prejudice here against vaccination 
is very strong, and solely, I believe, on this account. 

Trinidad. 

The late Dr. William Bullar, of Southampton, be¬ 
queathed £3000 to the Royal Southamptonshire Infirmary 
after the death of his only surviving brother. 

Oh Sunday, August 8, Dr. Rubidge, M.B., of Port 
Elizabeth, Algoa Bay, died suddenly about noon. He had 
visited the Hospital in the morning, and subsequently a patient. 
On returning home he complained of being- tirecl, asked for 
some soup, which was given him, and then lay down on the 
sofa, and must have almost immediately expired. He was a 
man of con.siderable scientific attainments, an admirable Physi¬ 
cian, and will be miich missed by a large circle of acquaintances 
and friends. 
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EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SUNGERY. 

-♦- 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

CANCER OF THE LUNG. 

(Under the care of Dr. BEADE.) 

J. H., aged 41, was admitted into Edng’s College Hospital, 
under the care of Dr. Beale, on April 26, 1869. He had 
never had any particular illne.ss, but at times suffered from 
dyspepsia. Some years ago he had a cough and pain in the 
chest, for which he was treated with cod-liver oil. For the 
last ten months he had lost flesh, more particularly the last two 
or three weeks ; he also had pain over the left .side of the chest 
and between the scapulae, and sweated a good deal at night. 
On admission he was fairly nourished and able to walk about; 
he complained of loss of appetite and pain over the left side of 
the chest; he had a dry cough, night sweats, and constipated 
bowels. On examining the chest, the expansion on the left 
side was found much chminished ; there was absolute dulness 
both in front and behind; no vocal fremitus, but the voice 
sounds were twangy; tubular breathing was heard between the 
scapulee and in the supra-spinous fossa; elsewhere'breath sounds 
could not be heard except above the clavicle. The right luno’ 
seemed to be quite normal. The heart was displaced, and the 
apex beat appeared at the end of the ensiform cartilage; a blow¬ 
ing sound was heard with the systole at this spot. The man had 
pain all over the left side of thorax, but not at any one spot in 
particular; no friction sound could be heard. There was some 
bulging of the lower left intercostal spaces, and the superficial 
veins on the left side of the chest were enlarg'ed. His appetite 
was bad and his bowels confined; he slept pretty well at 
night. Lie was ordered mist, quimm . ter die s. H!e went 
cn in this condition for .some time, becoming* gradually 
weaker. 

May 2o. There was some vesicular breathing heard over 
the supra-clavicular and supra-spinous fossae ; the dulness in 
front extended across the median line; the systolic murmur 
was now heard best at the base of the heart. The man did 
not suffer from much dyspnoea, but he was much weaker and 
sweated a good deal at nig*ht. 

June 7.—Considerably worse, and confined to his bed. A 
small hard tumour was noticed in the left axilla, which gave 
him a g*ood deal of pain. It was treated with hot fomentations 
and poulticGS. TK© superficial veins over tlie chest were en¬ 
larg'ed, and those of the left arm now became prominent. A.t 
the left base the voice sotmds were not mgophonic, and at the 
lowest part there was a tympanitic note, owing to the stomach 
being distended. No air seemed to enter the left lung except 
at the apex. 

19th.--The left arm was more swollen. He complained of 
much pain and headache. His appetite was much worse, and 
he was evidently much weaker. He had a cachectic look, and 

much emaciated. There was no alteration in the phvsical 
signs. 

25th.—He was much worse, and suffered a good deal of pain. 
He seemed to die at last of exhaustion. 

A post-mortem examination was made by Dr. KeUy thiity- 
three hours after death. The body was much emaciated, and 
the left leg very cedematous. On opening the chest, the heart 
was found displaced, so that the apex was at the ensiform 
cartilage. The right pleura was normal, and the right lung 
seemed to be quite healthy. The left .side of the chest was 
occupied by a large tumour, which encroached a Httle to the 
right of the median line ; it completely filled that side of the 
thorax, and was adherent to the chest-wall by some slight 
fibrous bands. There were about 2 oz. of fluid in the pleural 
cavity. Above, the tumour extended above the clavicle, and 
was continuous with a small tumour in the neck; below, it 
reached to the diaphragm, but here the mass was very thin, so 
that, the stomach being close to, a resonant note was found on 
percussion. In the upper part the tumour had invaded the 
■whole of the lung tissue, but behind and below a shell of lung 
tissue surrounded the mass; at the inner side the pericardium 
was firmly adherent to the tumour. On removing the lungs, 
the bronchial glands were found to be very much enlarged and 
to have all the characteristics of medullary cancer; thence 

the depofsit had spread along the bronchial tubes and vessels 
into the left Imig, more especially into the upper lobe ; there 
were no separate deposits, but the whole formed one mass, 
which had .started from the g'lands as a centre. Although the 
large vessels were closely surrounded by the cancerous material, 
which, in fact, had attacked their outer fibrous coats, yet their 
calibre was not encroached upon, and so there was no oedema of 
the face or neck. Tlie right Imig weig*hed 26 oz. and the left 
lung 6 lbs. On section, the mass was of a yello'wish colour, 
soft, and juicy; under the microscope the juice was found to 
contain an immense number of oval or rotmdish granular cells ; 
some were tailed and had a nucleus. There was a good deal 
of fibrous stroma, chiefly in portions taken close to the vessels. 
The heart weighed 9 oz., and was of normal size; the peri¬ 
cardium was vascular and slightly adlierent; at one spot the 
cancerous gro-wth had pressed through the parietal layer, and 
so was in contact with the surface of the heart; the valves were 
healthy, a.nd the murmur heard during Life was probably due 
to the pericardium being implicated and gi-ving rise to a soft 
friction sound. The ordy other cancerous deposit in the body 
was in a gland in front of the spine, which was as large as a 
walimt; it had pushed the pancreas forward, but the latter was 
not diseased. The liver, kidneys, and spleen were healthy, but 
congested. A black coagulum was found in the left iliac vein : 
this seemed to have caused the oedema of the left leg which 
came on a little before death. The thoracic duct could not be 
traced, it was so involved in the tumour, but probably the 
rapid emaciation in the latter part of the man’s iUness was in a 
great mea.sure due to pressure on this duct. 

Remarhs.—An interesting featm-e in the clinical history of 
the case was the .slight daily variation of temperature, in a 
case of phthi.sis where tubercle is being deposited it generally 
happens that the variations in temperature, as shown by the 
thermometer, are very great, there being often two or three 
degrees difference between the morning and evening observa¬ 
tions; the highest point is attained at night. In this case 
there were no marked changes, nor did the temperature vary 
much above the normal. The obstruction to the return of venou,s 
blood, as shown by the enlarged veins of the thorax and left 
arm, pointed to a tumour -within the chest, although at first 
the case appeared very much like pleurisy ; yet the physical 
signs were most marked in the upper part of the chest, and 
the dulness extended across the median line. Although the 
glands in the roots of both lungs were affected, the right lung 
was quite free from disease. At no time were the voice sounds 
altered on speaking, nor was there any spasm of the epiglotti.s, 
nor was there any brassy cough, as is so often met with in 
cases of aneurism which involve the recurrent laryngeal nerve. 
There never was any expectoration, nor did the man suffer from 
haemoptysis. 

CANCER OF THE SKULL; SECONDARY DEPOSIT IN 
THE LUNGS AND CERVICAL GLANDS. 

(Under the care of Dr. PRIESTLEY.) 

Sarah B., aged four years, was admitted into the Pantia 
Ralli Ward, under Dr. Priestley, with a tumour on the upper 
and back portion of her head, on January 13, 1869. This 
tumour had been coming for about a month or six weeks, and 
had been gTaduaUy increasing in .size; the child had not lo.st 
flesh, nor were there any constitutional symptoms. The mass 
on the head was as large as an orange and not at aU painful; 
it was firmly attached, and seemed to rise from the bone itself; 
although rather soft at the apex, a hard rim could be felt at the 
base, as is usually met -with in cases of cephalohsematoma. The 
child seemed intelligent, and had no cerebral symptoms; it 
was able to play about, and ate and slept very weU. In a few 
weeks the child’s health began to suffer, and the tumom* in¬ 
creased considerably in size; the skin could not be moved 
freely over the mass, but .still there was no pain. 

Before long the glands along the stemo-mastoid muscle on 
each side began to be enlarged, and the veins around to become 
distended ; the tumour on the head was evidently continuous 
■with the diseased glands, and its surface was smooth and firm. 

At the same time there was loss of flesh and appetite, so that, 
while the body was emaciated and pale, the head and neck were 
puffy and swollen, and the superficial veins coursing over the 
enlarged glands were much distended. 

A short time before this she was removed into the female 
Surgical ward, and placed under the care of Professor 
Partridge. - 

Pain was never a marked symptom, nor was there ever any 
paralysis or any e-Hdence of the brain being implicated; 
pressure on the tumour caused no change in any of the 
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symptoms. It was clear that the disease was malignant in its 
nature, and that it originated from the skull. 

On March 9 the child died from exhaustion. A post-mortem 
examination was made by Dr. Kelly twenty-foiu* hours after 
death. 

At the upper and back poidion of the head, and continuous 
with the general sm-face, was a hard immovable tumour as large 
as a small cocoanut; beliind and below it was continuous with 
a mass of enlarged glands in the neck. The skin was very 
firmly adherent to the mass, and had to be dissected off. The 
tumour was of a whitish colour, firm in consistence, and about 
four inches thick in the centre; thence it gTadually sloped 
down, so that the base of the tumour involved all the occipital 
and the posterior halves of the two parietal bones. On removing 
the calvarium the dura mater was seen to be quite healthy, 
except at one small spot on the right side of the superior 
longitudinal sinus where some cancerous material had passed 
through, and had formed slight adhesions to the pia mater; the 
brain substance was nowhere implicated. In the front portions 
of the parietal bones small cancerous nodules were scattered in 
the substance of the bone and in the cliploe. Although the 
bones on which the mass rested were much infiltrated with 
cancerous deposit, yet at no point was there any fracture, and, 
with the exception just mentioned, the whole of the tumour 
was outside the slcull; thus the vault of the skull formed the 
base of the mass, and the growth of the disease was nearly 
limited to one side, although it is usual in cases of cancer of 
the flat bones for both sides to be implicated. In its growth 
the skin had become involved, but there was no ulceration of 
the surface, nor had the hair been affected. The glands in the 
neck were much enlarged, and by obstructing the venous cii’- 
cidation had caused the puffiness of the face. In the muscles, 
such as the thyroid and pectoral muscles, small cancerous 
nodules not larger than a pin’s head were scattered about, but 
their actual seat seemed to be in the fibrous tissue between the 
muscular fibres. Passing downwards, the bronchial glands were 
much diseased ; they were soft and white on section, and exuded 
a creamy juice in wliich were found the elements usually met 
with in meduUary cancer. The mass on the head was firmer 
than the tumours elsewhere from the abundance of the fibrous 
stroma there, as might have been expected where cancerous 
material slowly infiltrates skin and periosteum. One thoracic 
gland close J;o the diaphragm was diseased, and one or two of 
the lumbar glands were similarly affected. Both lungs were 
full of cancerous nodules, wliich were scattered about equally 
in both organs, with healthy portions of lung between ; there 
was no continuous deposit from the bronchial glands, as in the 
case of J. H. above related, and it seemed likely that the morbid 
material had entered the blood in the veins of the neck, and 
then had been carried by the circulation to the lungs; this 
appears the more probable as both lungs wore nearly equally 
affected, and the deposit had clearly not spread along the bronchi 
or vessels. 

No other organ was affected beyond those already mentioned, 
and it will be noticed that while the mass was at first confined 
to the head, the glands became at last diseased, and were so 
most of all in the neck, to a much less degree in the thorax, and 
least of all in the abdomen; and the same was noticed in the 
muscles, of which nearly all in the neck were diseased, Avliile 
none in the abdomen were affected, and only a few of the 
thoracic ones. In these cases the morbid material seemed to 
have spread gradually, and not to have been canded by the 
circulation. 

DeINKING PoUNTAm AND CATTLE TeOIJGII ASSOCIA¬ 
TION.—The foUovring extract from a report of the above 
Association will show its claims to public support more 
efficiently than any elaborate appeal to the humane and 
benevolent. At the fountains it is estimated that nearly 
800,000 people drink daily in the summer, more than 8000 
having been known to drink at one fountain in a single day, 
many of whom are working men, who would otherwise bo 
compelled to I’esort to the public-house to quench their thirst; 
and the Association thus not only relieves one of the most 
pressing wants of the itinerant poor, but also prevents many of 
the industrial classes from contracting habits of intemperance. 
123 fountains and 125 troughs have been erected, and are kept 
in repair and supplied with water by this Society, and the 
Committee are urgently in need of funds to sustain its 
operations; they earnestly solicit contributions to enable them 
to continue and to extend a work the beneficent effects of 
which are experienced by so many million human beings and 
animals every year. 
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SJeitrical Cimes anil 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1869. 

MR. SIMON ON THE EXTENSION OF THE 

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACT. 

Virchow, in one of his well-known treatises (we have not the 

book at our elbow, and are obliged to quote from memory, but 

we believe it to be the Treatise on Tumours), says that of aU 

pathologists Herr John Simon is the richest in ideas. We 

fully concim in Virchow’s opinion, and, as a proof of it, are 

glad to find that Mr. Simon, in his latest report, instead of 

falling in Arith the current morbid philanthropic views, gives 

forth his own ideas on the subject of the extension of the Con¬ 

tagious Diseases Act to the civil population. Of course we are 

the more pleased, inasmuch as Mr. Simon’s sentiments are 

identical with those maintained in this j ournal. More than a year 

ago we said(a)—“ To tax the decent people of a district or parish 

expressly for the maintenance and em'e of the prostitutes who 

may choose to harbour in it, is repugnant to the dictates of 

justice and common sense.” At the same time, we advocated 

that extension of the Act to garrison towns which has since 

been effected. There is a well-known article in the July 

number of the Westminster Beview, to which we may refer in 

passing, and which argues that the extension of the Contagious 

Diseases Act to the civil population would not oidy not accom¬ 

plish the object in view, but would introduce a new set of evils. 

For the present, however, let us content ourselves by indicating 

Mr. Simon’s views on what he calls in plain English the 

“ question of State interference to provide for the disinfection 

of prostitutes.” (b) 
In the first place, Mr. Simon takes the case of the army and 

navy by itself. Here are masses of men kept for public pur¬ 

poses in an unnatural condition, and it is both to the public 

interest and a matter of public duty to preserve them from the 

eonsequences of that artificial condition; but no conclusions 

from what is done in the army and navy are applicable to civil 

practice. 

As regards the chdl population generally, we find the “ Asso¬ 

ciation for the Extension of the Contagious Diseases Act” set¬ 

ting forth the propositions that persons infected with venereal 

diseases are dangerous, and ought to be shut up; that common 

prostitutes should be subject to compulsory Medical examina¬ 

tion, and to detention if found diseased, and so long as they 

continue so ; and, as a corollary, that Hospital accommodation 

should be provided in order to carry the scheme into effect. It 

may be mentioned in passing, that it is asserted that 18,000 

prostitutes are practising in London, of whom one-third are 

(a) Medical Times and (razeW«, May 23, 18^, p. 5M. _ 
(b) “ Eleventh Report of the Medical Officer of the Envy Council, etc., 

1868.” London. 1^9. 
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diseased. Now say that accommodation is required for 3000 not be imagined either that there are no remedies for prosti- 
only, there must be about half a, million spent in buildings, 
and about £100,000 per annum for maintenance, besides 
the salaries of the Medical inspectors and stall of police. 
Where is this money to come from ? From voluntary 
contributions ? Impossible. From the proceeds of a rate 
or tax ? There are plenty of people in arrears with rates 
and taxes already, and these persons are, as Mr. Simon says, 
not lilcely to consent “ to see the prostitute kept in Hospital at 
their expense for weeks or months, not necessarily from the 
exigencies of severe illness of her own, but essentially that she 
may be made clean for hire, lest any of her users should catch 
disease from her. They would remember, in contrast, that for 
themselves wonderfully little is done by authority to protect 
them against false weights and measures and adulteration of 
food; and they might regard it as a strange caprice of law 
which should obhge them to contribute to the cost of giving 
an artificial security to their neighbour’s looseness of life.” 

It must be admitted, says Mr. Simon, that the living a loose life 
and catching disease are private voluntary acts, from which 
no citizen has any right to call on the Grovernment to protect 
him. If it be argued that the evil does not stop with the first 
sufferer, but may spread to the innocent, the same maybe said, 
in a degree, of every misdeed and misfortune. And to consti¬ 
tute grounds for State interference (assuming that such action 
could be effectual, which is denied) it ought to be shown that 
the damage caused by venereal disease is so gigantic as to 
overrule the sound g’eneral policy of non-interference, and that 
the good to be attained would be worth the cost. Mr. Simon 
distinctly gives it as his opinion that very exaggerated notions 
are current as to the diffusion and malignity of venereal dis¬ 
eases, and that the gain to be attained by the costly system of 
suppression would belong fundamentally to those branches of 
venereal disease which do not produce permanent infection, 
such as soft chancre, or pseudo-syphilis, and gonorrhoea. 
Modem science (or rather the Edinburgh school, John Bell to 
wit) has enabled us to differentiate gonorrhoea from syphilis ; 
and, later still, to disting^uish the uninfecting from the infect¬ 
ing sore ; and the work, not only of prevention, but of cure, 
may be expected to go on with greater vigour for the future in 
the natural course. W^e no longer call every venereal lesion 
syphilitic, nor do we treat all alike with mercury. 

With regard to the prevalence of true syphilis, and to its 
consequences, secondary or hereditary, Mr. Simon has taken 
steps to show the fallacy of popular statistics. He has availed 
himself of the services of Mr. Wagstaffe to coimt the patients 
at certain Hospitals and Dispensaries, and the results differ 
widely from the romantic estimates of the “ Association ” and 
of the Westminster Review. Whereas it is stated by the 
“ Association that from one-fifth to one-third of the sick poor 
are suffering from “ contagious disease of the gravest character, 
constantly transmitted from parent to offspring, whilst the 
Westminster Review fills a page with frightful, but not fairly 
drawn figures, Mr. Wagstaffe quietly reduces the total per¬ 
centage of all venereal disease among the whole population 
that seeks gratuitous relief at Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Workhouses at 7 per cent., of which only about one-half are 

syphilitic. Mr. Wagstaffe’s observations are founded on 13,000 
cases, being about one-fourth of the sick poor population during 
one week in London. 

We fully concur in Mr. Simon’s observations, that taking 
syphilis by itself, the detection is often so difficult, the proof o'f 
infection by a given person so slight, that it will evade any 
ordinary organisation. W^e shall have done enough if we have 
induced our readers to pause before giving in their adhesion to 
this latest scheme of meddlesome philanthropy. The letter 
of our Surgical Correspondent from Paris in this number of 
the Medical Times and Gazette shows that, as regards a civil 
population, the great source of disease is not the public 
women, but the clandestine prostitutes, who evade all 
inspection, and will continue to do so. Meanwhile, let it 

tufron and its evils, or that we are indifferent to them. Mr. 
Simon justly calls attention to the importance of early mar¬ 
riages ; of an improved moral sentiment, which in time may 
cause incontinence of the male to be as disgraceful as that of 
the female. We would add, let the greatest kindness and sym¬ 
pathy be shown to all victims of venereal disease, and espe¬ 
cially to poor women; and above all, let there be stem repression 
by the police of all outward show and temptation to vice. No. 
man can walk along Piccadilly after 11 o’clock without being 
solicited by at least thirty women. All this should be sum¬ 
marily put down, and if vice cannot be prevented, at any rate 
let the indulgence in it be made a little more difficult. 

INDIAN MEDICAL OFFICERS AND THE 
GOVERNMENT. 

We again refer to this important subject. The Government of 

India seem determined to do everything they can to annoy and 
disgust the Medical officers in their service. In the Gazette of 

July, 1868, appears the following :— 

“ Leave taken under the rules now prescribed will not involve 
forfeiture of any appointment except in the cases herein spe¬ 
cially provided for. 

“The cases thus specially provided for are mentioned in 
Rule XII. ‘ Absence on Medical certificate for a longer period 
than two years at one time, or departure on such furlough 
within three years of the date of return from a previous fur¬ 
lough.’ ” 

These rules are now in force for every department except the. 
Medical. The Government, with respect to that, in January last 
issued the following order :— 

“ Under a recent decision of the Government of India it has 
been ruled that regimental Medical charges are not considered 
appointments in the sense of Clause 2 of G. G. O. No. 1064, 
of 1868 (the furlough rules), and consequently Medical officers' 
holding such charges have no claim to any portion of the allow¬ 
ances attached thereto when absent on furlough to Europe, nor 
any hen on the appointment after departure from India. 

“ Medical officers, hke all others holding staff appointments 
other than regimental, who may accept the furlough rules of 
1868, and who are holding appointments, will continue to hold 
them on furlough under the provision of the order above 
referred to.” 

But this was not enough. The Delhi Gazette, in some excel¬ 
lent remarks upon the subject, says :— 

“ But apparently repenting of permitting even Medical- 
officers ‘holding appointments’ to hold their just rights, 
another disgracefrd order, dated June 17,1868, No. 669 of 1869, 
is pubhshed. This places Medical officers in ci-vdl appointments 
in the same position as their military brethren, depriving them 
of appointment on furlough ; and hence, as will doubtless be 
rtded in the Financial Department, involving forfeit of all 
claim to any portion of the furlough allowances. The order 
referred to runs as under:— 

“ ‘ The following resolution of the Government of India, 
dated June 9, is published for g-eneral information;—Resolu¬ 
tion : The Governor-General in Council, having considered the 
views expressed by the several local Governments and Adminis¬ 
trations, is of opinion that a Medical officer in charge of a civil 
station should, when proceeding on furlough, retain a lien on 
some similar appointment—i. e., the charge of a civil station 
of the same class, or some other civil charge of equal emolu¬ 
ments. He should not, as a general rule, have any claim to 
re-appointment to the same station.’ ” 

The issuing of these orders has excited intense disgust 
among all ranks of the Medical service. It is an insult and 
an injury. The effect is to lower them in every way. It 
is but, however, another specimen of the scandalous manner 
in which our Indian brethren have been systematically 
treated by the Government. They cry out for more Doctors, 
expect to get the “ pick and choose ” of them, and then treat 
them in this disgraceful way. If this kind of system be per¬ 
severed in, the Indian wiU. become as unpopular as the Naval 
Medical Service, and must be content to have second- or 
third-rate men. Lord Lawrence has the credit of inflicting 
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the last blo-w upon the Doctors, and Lord Mayo, acting on 
had advice, follows suit. The Delhi Gazette thus summarises 
the position of Doctors in India :— 

“ Medical officers are now thus placed in comparison with 
aU other Government servants in India: Ist. The majority 
receive less pay than laid down by the Secretary of State as 
the allowance of their rank. 2ndly. They are not permitted 
to retain their appointments on leaving India on furlough. 
3rdly. Having no lien on their appointments, they have no 
claim to 50 per cent, of the pay. We advise the Doctors to 
petition Parliament on what, if we understand the matter 
right, is a gross piece of injustice.” 

THE SCARCITY OF SUBJECTS FOR DISSECTION. 

Whatevee may be the more remote causes of the scarcity of 
subjects for dissection, the immediate cause is unquestionably 
the apathy of masters of union workhouses. Nor can their 
indifference well be wondered at when it is remembered that, 
in interfering in the matter, they have everything to lose and 
nothing to gain, much risk and trouble, and no thanks or 

reward. As, however, at present, the workhouse appears to be 
the least objectionable so’orce for the supply of the schools, it 
becomes necessary to consider the remedy for the difficulty 
which undoubtedly exists. 

Though they are already familiar to most of our readers, it 
may be well briefly to recall the circumstances rmder which the 

supply of bodies is drawn from the workhouse. Section 7 of 2 
and 3 Wm. IV., cap. 75. (the Anatomy Act), provides that 
any party having lawful possession of the body of any deceased 
person, may permit the body to undergo anatomical examina¬ 
tion, unless the deceased, either verbally, or in writing, shall 
have expressed a desire to the contrary, or unless a surviving 
relative shall require the body to he interred without such 
examination. The practical working of this section is that 
the board of guardians becomes the “party having lawful 
possession ” of the body, and that the master of the workhouse 
is by them authorised to take the necessary steps under the 
provisions of the Act. This course is not adopted, however, 
by all or nearly all hoards of guardians, and, even when it is, 
the section is only put in force as regards the bodies of 
unclaimed paupers. If the guardians chose to stretch the Act 
in favour of the schools, all apparently might be sent, whose 
bodies had not been specially exempted by the desire of either 
themselves or their relatives. 

Section 8 enables any person to direct that he himself 
shall be anatomically examined after death; but, in effect, 
this section is rendered useless by its proviso, “ unless the 
deceased person’s surviving husband or wife or nearest known 
relative, or any one or more of such person’s nearest known re¬ 
latives, being of kin in the same degree, shall require the body 
to be interred without such examination.” 

Section 16 operates to the prejudice of the schools, repealing 
so much of 9 Geo. IV., cap. 31, as permitted the bodies of 
persons convicted of murder to be dissected, and directing 
that instead they he either birried or himg in chains. The 
hanging in chains was done away by 4 and 5 Wm. IV., cap. 26. 

The Act further prescribes the formalities as to certificates, 
etc., to be observed with a view to the prevention of mal¬ 
practices. 

The source of supply, then, is narrowed to the cases of 
paupers, without known relatives, dying in the workhouse—the 
person upon whom the schools practically depend for the uti¬ 
lising of this source of supply being the masters of the work- 
houses, who, it appears, are at the best indifferent, at the worst 
obstructive. 

A reason for the difficulty which is experienced in inducing 
masters of workhouses to exert themselves in this direction is 
not far to seek when it is borne in mind that no reward is 
offered. More, that if a pecmiiary inducement were held out, 
the master, if he accepted it, would incur the penalty imposed 
by Section 31 of 7 and 8 Viet. cap. 101, which provides that it 

shall not be lawful for any officer connected with the rehef of 
the poor to receive any money from any dissecting school or 
school of anatomy, or Hospital, or from any person or persons 
to whom any body may be delivered, or to derive any personal 
emolument whatever for, or in respect of, the burial or disposal 
of any such body, and any such officer offending as aforesaid 

shall, on conviction thereof before any two justices, forfeit and 
pay a sum not exceeding £5. The master, too, always runs a 
certain amount of risk, inasmuch as he has to satisfy himself 
that the deceased has no known friend, and, when he believes 
that he has settled that point beyond dispute, and has given 
the necessary notice to the Inspector of Anatomy, and the body 
has perhaps been removed, friends appear, and are not readily 
pacified as to the strictly legal character of the proceedings. 
In short, it is for the workhouse master by far the safest and 
readiest course to let the bmaal be done by the contractor in 
the usual way, and not to trouble liimself about anytliing so 
unprofitable as the cause of science. 

Further, it must be remembered that the master of the 
workhouse, however willing he may be to take the necessary 
steps to secure the body for anatomical purposes, is powerless 
to do so proprio motu. It is for the board of guardians to give the 
requisite authority, that board being the “party having lawful 
possession of the body ” within the teimsof the Act first above 
mentioned, and although it is apparently open to them to give 
such authority by a general resolution, and so to avoid the 
necessity of dealing with individual cases, they exhibit a 
decided reluctance to adopt any such course. How is this re¬ 
luctance to be overcome, or should it be nullified by legislation ? 
Should an attempt be made so to amend the 2 and 3 
Wm. IV., cap. 75, as to leave to boards of guardians no option, 
and to render compulsory those clauses which are now only 
permissive f Might not the tendency of any endeavour of the 
kind be rather to decrease than improve the supply ? It is so 
easy to frame compulsory Acts, and so difficult to enforce them 
{e. ff., the Vaccination Acts), and boards of guardians, to judge 
by the past, would be exactly the authorities to evade the law. 
Sentiment, half-education, and jealousy of their own powers, 
would aU unite to inspire them with a spirit of opposition. 
Even as the law now stands, a minority in a certain provincial 
union succeeded but too well in rendering useless the good 
intentions of a majority, by whom was passed a resolution 
enabling the workhouse master to give up for dissection all 
unclaimed bodies. A few of the members who were averse to 
the practice took care that aU those bodies should be claimed 
which might otherwise have been surrendered for anatomical 
examination. Should the law be made compulsory, other 
modes of evasion would probably suggest themselves, and the 
prejudices of nurses and other ignorant persons would cause 
them to mge the dying to make a declaration in comphance 
with the terms of section 7 of 2 and 3 Wm. IV., cap. 75, to 
the effect that they desired that their bodies should not be 

given up. 

We believe that among the numerous suggestions having for 
object the increase of the number of subjects, has been one to 
the effect that the Poor-law Board should take the matter in 
hand with the view of pressing the several boards of guar¬ 
dians to exercise in favour of the anatomical schools the 
powers vested in them by law. Looking, however, to the scant 
success which has heretofore attended the Poor-law Board in 
its efforts to influence boards of guardians by the gentle 
suasion of circulars or the personal representations of in¬ 
spectors—even in matters in which the Board has been backed 
by public opinion and the press—it seems imlikely that much 

can be expected to residt from the aid of Whitehall. 

Some advance might doubtless be made towards combating 
existing prejudices could the Anatomy Act be so administered 
as never to allow uncomfortable scandals and rumours to crop 
up. Were the weU-informed enabled conscientiously to assure 
the poor, the ignorant, and the prejudiced that aU bodies were 
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duly buried, and buried complete, that tbe certificates given 
in pursuance of tbe statute invariably related to the subject 
named, and that no indignity was ever offered to the dead, 
then it might be possible, even without any alteration in the 
law, to induce the custodians of bodies to place them at the dis¬ 
posal of the inspectors of anatomy. But it appears useless to hope 
for any such improvement while at intervals cases are reported 
such as the old story of the Newington Workhouse and its 
resurrectionist master. The story is too well known to need 
repetition here, but at the time it was so unmistakable in its 
effect on the parochial mind as during the period following to 
take one hundred from the usual average of subjects. If this 
be the effect of an unfavourable rumour, we may safely assume 
conversely that, if no such rumoui’s arose and nothing occurred 
to foster prejudice or offend sentiment, a corresponding increase 
in subjects might be looked for. But, though something may 
be hoped in this respect, and much improvement has un¬ 
doubtedly been apparent under the administration of the 
present Metropolitan Inspector of Anatomy, the practical 
solution of the difficulty appears to be to offer a suitable 
premium to those having the care of the bodies: for instance, 
if sometliing- were given in aid of the rates, the effect would 
doubtless be to interest the guardians in the matter. It might 
even be advisable to procure such an alteration in the law as 
would enable the workhouse master to receive a small premium 
for each subject—of course, guarding by every possible means 
against malpractice of any kind, such as the disposal for 
anatomical pm’poses of the bodies of those whose friends woxdd 
have claimed them had they been made aware of the death. 
This could only be done by the repeal of the proviso to 
Section 31 of 7 and 8 Viet., cap. 101, before mentioned. The 
clause, however, must, of course, have been inserted after due 
consideration and for sufficient reason, and should not be hastily 
upset. Till the reasons which led to its adoption are known 
and discirssed, it would not be safe to advise the repeal of the 
clause. 

DE. HESLOP ON MEDICAL ATTENDANCE 
ON SICK CHILDREN OE THE POOR IN LARGE 

TOWNS. 

Dr. Heslop, in a powerfully written pamphlet on the above 
subject, has brought about his ears a perfect hurricane, partly 
of praise, partly of blame. In his capacity of Physician to the 
Children’s Hospital, Birmingham, Dr. Heslop has seen the evils 
attending the present neglect of the children of the poor too 
often by the poor themselves. He investigated the previous 
history of 383 children brought before him during six weeks, 
beginning May 25, 1869—■ 

“ Of these 383 cases, 341 had not previously been taken to a 
Medical man; 154, or two-fifths of the whole, had applied to 
a drug-gist alone; 33 to a Surgeon alone, or one-twelfth of the 
whole ; 187, or about half of the whole number, had previously 
been altogether without even the rudest aid; 163 had employed 
either a druggist alone, or (in 9 cases) a Surgeon conjointly 
with him ; 1 only had been to a Birmingham General Hospital 
before applying, and 1 to a London Hospital two years pre¬ 
viously.” 

Dr. Heslop next proceeds to examine certain of his cases 
individually. Of the first twenty-eight in his tables, twenty 
had not been treated by any one. They had been iU for periods 
varying from one day to two years and a half, and some of 
them were seriously diseased. Seven had been seen by a 
druggist, and oidy one by a Surgeon. Such, Dr. Heslop main¬ 
tains, is a 

“Faithful picture of the kind and amount of Medical aid 
obtained by the sick children of the poor in our large towns, 
for there is no reason for presuming that Birmingham differs 
from other cities in this respect. The inference is forced upon 
us that these cliildi-en are neglected, and that this neglect needs 
to be obviated by better arrangements than those now existing. 
It may be said that the Poor-law Medical officers are the proper- 
persons to deal with the children of the destitute. Granted, if 

these officers were so circumstanced as to command the confi- 
deiice of their patients. This is not the right time or place to 
indicate the organic chang-es needed in this department of 
Medical labour. I will content myself with declaring that I 
know the disastrous effects of our Poor-law system, both in 
principle and in detailed admimstration, upon the officers en¬ 
gaged in working it. I shall not speak hardly of my brethren 
engag-ed in this work. Tempted as they are, I know not why 
I should presume to tliink I should be different from them were 
I placed in their position. But this I know full well, that these 
gentlemen in our large towns do not possess the confidence of 
the sick poor; that mothers j)refer the druggist, with his 
pennyworth of deadly syi-up or of calomel powder, to the so- 
called care of the bankrupt parish Surgeon, or his utterly 
unqualified assistant.” 

“ What, then, is the refuge of these unhappy people ? They 
resort to the druggist—to the tradesman who gets his livelihood 
by the sale of drugs. All he knows of disease is, that drugs 
are good for it, whatever may be its guise. Some of my 
hearers, who know how iniich more moderate are our views 
than those formerly current with regard to the efficacy of 
drugs in many acute diseases, -wiU think the intervention of 
the druggist peculiarly unfortunate. We fad to recognise in 
him, even dimly, the features of a High Priest of Nature—of a 
Physician armed with all the knowledge attainable of the 
science of life. What is left undone among children must be 
serious enough, but how iiffinitely small this evil appears to us 
when compared with the positive injury inflicted by an ignorant 
and self-seeking pretender to Medical skill ! ” 

Onthese and such-like facts and statements Dr. Heslop grounds 
his appeal for more Hospitals for sick children, for he objects in 

toto to the present system of parochial relief. He shows from 
statistics that general Hos]j)itals do not meet the exigencies of 

the case, and concludes with the following sweeping statement 
as to the qualifications required of a Poor-law Medical Officer 
under the present regime :— 

“They are, that the Doctor shoidd be poor—if a bankrupt, 
so much the Isetter ; that he should be young, half-educated, 
and inexperienced, without too many private patients ; or, on 
the other hand, that he should be old, without being less 
ig-norant, to whom the world has cruelly denied its confidence 
in other walks of practice. A large and g-rowing- family 
forms a sensible addition to his claims. If he has already 
lost his fair name, either in a Professional or private capa¬ 
city, the guardians, with an honourable regard for the 
interests committed to them, give liim an opportimity of 
retrieving himself in the high latitudes of public office. 
Socially he must not be too far removed from the region 
where slang and gin-and-water reign supreme—for the Doctor 
must not be above or different from the guardian who elects and 
pays him, not to speak of clerks and relieving officers. But 
the most Aveighty of all the unsiAoken requirements remains 
beliind. I find it hard to define—though it is fundamental, 
nay, a terrible reality. Perhaps from the guardian’s point of 
view it is easiest comprehended by saying that the Poor-law 
Surgeon must be a man ‘ Avithout any nonsense.’ Wine and 
meat cost money—this comes from the pockets of the tax-payer. 
The Surgeon vffio orders too freely such articles injures this 
last estimable i)erson, and becomes thereby an undesirable 
officer. It is all a matter of sentiment after all. No doubt 
some poor people want nourishment rather than physic ; but 
why did they become poor f Why should the honest burgesses 
be burdened with payments of this sort because the Surgeon is 
weak, and unable to comprehend the difference between a 
respectable i-ate-payer and a poor A-vretch who thinks he needs 
that his body should be sustained ? 

“ I summarise these requirements in this formula—any 
Surgeon in a large city is good enough for the service of the 
parish, if only he is bad enough. 

“ I cannot persuade myself to delineate the natural results of 
these advertisements, Avith such conditions expressed and 
implied. I willingly draw a veil over the character of the men 
who respond to them. Still more wOling-ly do I desist from 
entering on a picture of the depth of humiliation and ignorance 
—of recldessness and hardness of heart, finally, step by step, 
reached by those cursed with success in their efforts to obtain 
a Poor-law Medical appointment in a large English toAvn. 

Alas! the Surgeon who enters those gates must leave all hope 
behind. If by its fruits we know the tree, we have an easy 
method of knowing the Poor-law system, which is a disgrace 
to the Government, a perpetual source of dishonour to the 
Profession of Medicine, and the cause of cruel injui-y to the 
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poor, -who at once despise and reject its aid, excepting in their 
dii’est necessity.” 

We have on this occasion allowed Dr. Heslop to speak as 
much as possible for himself, abstaining from all comment. 
Undoubtedly, the condition of affairs is the reverse of satis¬ 
factory ; but we question if Dr. Heslop’s proposal would prove a 
panacea, and we cannot but take grave exception to Dr. 
Heslop’s general statements ivith regard to our Poor-law 
Medical officers. Undoubtedly there may be men in the scivice 
of the Poor-law Board of low quaUfications, low pro¬ 

pensities, and low behaviour; but we know that such men 
are the exception, not the rule, and the general statement 
of Dr. Heslop is an undeserved libel upon men of undoubted 
respectabHity who strive earnestly to fulfil the arduous duties 
of their caUing in their appointed sphere, however humble. 
Wliat various feeUngs Dr. Pleslop’s able pamphlet has already 
called out may be seen elsewhere in our columns. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The disputes at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, which have re¬ 
sulted in the very discreditable act of petty tyranny on the part 
of the self-elected governing body of that institution to which 
we drew attention last week, will not be without good resrdt if 
they present afresh to the attention of Medical men the utter 

mockery of benevolence, waste of energy, and caricature of scien¬ 
tific Medical treatment which are combined in the indiscriminate 
“ out-patient practice ” of many of the London Hospitals. It 
is farthest from our intention to inveigh against a properly 
limited and conscientiously conducted out-patient clientele. But 
such a thing is, in our experience, a rare exception in the so- 
called “ charities ” of London. What we have instead is a host 
of people, some ill, some idle, herded together for hours in 
Hospital atmosphere, interchanging contagion, neglecting their 
homes, losing their independence, for the sake of being 
literally looked at by a jaded Physician or Surgeon, who, 
after he has “seen” them, writes at haphazard a form 
for some stock mixture which, originally invented with 
a special regard to cheapness, may or may not be pro¬ 
perly dispensed, and is given to the patient in a wine bottle 
without a cork. Take, for instance, St. Bartholomew’s, 
where the House-Physician, Dr. Mayo, has been discharged 
because he was too honest a man, and had too much respect for 
his own character as a Physician to act the practical lie of 
seeing and prescribing for two or three hundred patients in 
the course of a morning. Is there a word to be said in defence 
of the system there in force ? Is the Physician the better for 
it ? Are the students ? Are the patients ? A provincial Prac¬ 
titioner has lately attacked the manner in wliich the duties of 
pauper Medical practice are discharged by the paid Poor-law 
Medical officers of our large towns. But we would ask, sup¬ 
posing his statements unexaggerated, which is better attended 
to—the Birmingham pauper or the pauperised artisan of 
the easualty room of St. Bartholomew’s—the first of our 
London Hospitals—where, if report be true, all means of 
diagnosis, exeept the oecasional and momentary use of the 
eye and the tongue, are dispensed with, where chest cases are 
treated -without the aid of the stethoscope, kidney disease 
guessed at -without the test-tube, and where the duties of the 
Physician might be performed -with equal precision and 

benefit to all concerned by an automaton P 

We have so often deseanted upon the injurious effect upon 
the morals and independence of the working classes, and upon 
the disastrous consequences entailed by this system of indis¬ 
criminate Medical relief on the rank and file of the Medical 
Profession, that we do not care at present to reopen the dis¬ 
tasteful subject. We would only call attention to one special 
kind of out-patient practice, the abuse of which is exerting the 
worst influence on the prosperity of the general Practitioner. 
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We mean that form of “ charity ” in which the Hospital, special 
or otherwise, competes -with the general Practitioner for thi 
half-cro-wns of the lower middle classes. We cordd name 
special Hospitals which encourage and invite patients indis¬ 
criminately to attend, holding out the bait of a special fitness 
on the part of the Medical or Surgical staff to treat their com¬ 
plaints. The “Hospitals” could not keep their doors open 
without these half-cro-wns. The Medical men of their staff 
“enjoy” their position at the expense of their unattached 
brethren. They are cheaper than the cheapest apothecary, for 
at many of these “ charitable institutions ” the patient pays 
his half-cro-wn once and may go as many times as he pleases. 
The patients think they have a perfect right to all the atten¬ 
tion they receive, and have no idea that they are the recipients 
of charity. Only recently a liighly respectable and accom¬ 

plished Practitioner in the West-end of London was attending 
one of these institutions as the representative of a member of 
the staff who was enjoying his annual holiday. Our friend 
was busy prescribing for the half-cro-wns which Avere floufing 
into the coffers of the charity, when in came a very respectable 
well-to-do middle class patient of his own. As may be supposed, 
she was somewhat taken aback at the sight of her OAvn Medical 
attendant. “La! Dr. So-and-so,” she said, “I did not know 
that you knew anything about these diseases.” 

The death of the Master of the Mint has been read of with 
unfeigned regret by a large number of our Profession who 

were in years past his pupils at University College. Professor 
G-raham was foremost amongst the chemical philosophers of 
his age. His researches on the subjects of the diffusion of 
gases, dialysis, and the constitution of salts are second in im¬ 
portance to none. He was never a fluent lecturer, but he 
taught by his experiments, Avhich never failed; and he was 
always ready to render help and explanation to those who 
sought his aid. He was a kind and courteous gentleman as 
well as a sagacious experimentalist and a profound philosopher. 

A process is said to have been discovered at Darjeeling in 
India by which an illuminating gas has been obtained from 
sewage. Our ordinary coal gas is a mixture of many hydro- 
carburetted gases and vapours AVith other gaseous bodies, 
amongst which are free hyffiogen and carbonic oxide. Sewage 
throws off heaAry and light carburetted hydrogen, and it is this 
fact which seems to have given the idea of utilising it as a gas 
producer. The experiments have been so promising that the 
Indian Grovemment has granted 4000 rupees for the prosecution 
of the inquiry. We hope it may prove successful, and that it 

vffU in time confer the triple benefit of lightening our dark¬ 
ness, cleansing our rivers, and diminishing our gas rates. 

On Tuesday last Mr. J. Macarthy and Mr. Henry Beeves 
were elected Assistant-Surgeons to the London Hospital, thus 
filling the vacancies caused by the resignation of Mr. Curling 
and Mr. Little. There were five candidates for the two ap¬ 
pointments. Mr. Beeves’s election Avdl leave vacant the post 
of Demonstrator of Anatomy at the Middlesex Hospital. 

The alleged case of poisoning' at Newport, where a boy was 

charged on his own Avritten confession Avith destroying his 

master’s daughter with poisoned wheat, turns out to be at 

least “not proven.” The boy assorted that, besides poisoning 

the child, he had poisoned fowls Avith the same grain. Professor 

Taylor examined parts of the body of the child, and failed to 

detect poison. Dr. Tidy, of the London Hospital, has since 

submitted some of the viscera to examination, and has also 

analysed portions of a chicken alleged to have been killed, 

but Avith the same result. The boy asserted at the adjourned 

inquest that he was coerced into making the confession by the 

mother of the deceased girl, and the eAudence of the Medical 

man who attended her was to the effect that she died from 

meningitis. On this evidence the jury returned a verdict 

that there was no eAudence to prove that the child had 

come to her death other-wise than naturally from inflam- 
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mation of the membranes and substance of the brain. The 
boy asserted that his mistress refused to give him a character 
unless he confessed that he had poisoned her daughter—a 
statement which is almost incredible. 

The newspapers have lately contained the rej)ort of a case of 
a “ smasher” who died suddenly from htemorrhage in Penton- 
ville Prison. The post-mortem examination revealed the 
presence of a counterfeit half-crown, which had lodged in a 
pouch in the gullet, and caused ulceration and perforation of 
the aorta. The curious part of the case was that he had not 
been observed to swallow with difficulty. 

It appears that some shai-p practice has been going on in 
the ordinary route of Welsh tourists. The Medical men of 
Aberystwith write to the Times to say that visitors are syste¬ 
matically prevented from visiting then.’ town by reports, which 
meet them at various stations in transitu, to the effect that 
illness is rife at Aberystwith. Messrs. James, Eoberts, Gilbert¬ 
son, and Morris J ones assert, on the contrary, that their town 
is in a remarkably good sanitary state, and as free from disease 
as any town in the kingdom. 

One of the recent prosecutions under the Vaccination Act 
was that of a woman who was summoned at Greenwich for 
having failed to take her child on the eighth day to be inspected. 
The woman said that she did not like to bring her baby out in 
the rain. She was fined, however, 20s. 

The death-rate continues high. Zymotic disease is still 
the principal cause of the mortality. Last week there were 
registered 6 deaths from smaU-pox, 21 from measles, 178 from 
scarlet fever, 13 from diphtheria, 64 from hooping-cough, 6 
from t3rphus fever, 21 from enteric fever, 12 from simple con¬ 
tinued fever, and 139 from diarrhoea. Scarlet fever was most 
fatal in the East andSouth districts, hooping-cough in the North 
and East districts, and diarrhoea in the East and South districts. 
The deaths were 103 in excess of the estimated amount. 

If the fears that are entertained for the fate of the Lord 
Justice Clerk prove to be well founded, Mr. Moncreiff, the 
present Lord-Advocate, will in all probability be offered this 
post, one of the high law prizes which have hitherto eluded his 
grasp. In that case there will be a vacancy in the seat for the 
Universities of Aberdeen and Glasgow, and another chance 
for a Medical candidate. 

THE lATE ME. GEOEGE GEEAVES. 

We understand that Mr. George Greaves, whose decease was 
announced last week, met his death whilst “ on duty.” As 
consulting Medical officer of the Ohorlton Union Workhouse, 
he took part in an amputation. The disease of the patient 
infected his thumb, blood-poisoning followed, and in a few 
days he died. This is the second death which we have recorded 

within nine months of a Poor-law Medical officer from disease 
contracted in the discharge of his duties. We understand 
that the guardians have it in contemplation to make a grant of 
money to the widow and family of Mr. Greaves; if so, their 
intention does them honour. 

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGEESS. 

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the National Association 
for the Promotion of Social Science will be held at Bristol on 
the 29th inst., under the Presidency of Sir Stafford Northcote. 
The meeting promises to be one of great interest, the locality 
itself being enough to attract visitors, the health-giving downs 
of Clifton and the pleasant excursions proposed constituting 
great induements to those who seek to combine a holiday with 
the pursuits of social science. The excursion to Tintern 
Abbey and the Vale of the Wye could not be excelled, and is 
sure to induce many members to leave Bristol and the Congress. 

Among the questions to be discussed which will interest our 

readers, are the limits which ought to be placed on charitable 
endowments, whether infanticide can be diminished by legisla¬ 
tive enactment, and how the administration of the Poor-law 
may be improved. 

The Health Section is to be presided over by Dr. Symonds, of 
Clifton, Dr. William Budd being one of the Vice-Presidents, 
with Dr. Beddoe, Mr. Davies, and Mr. Tibbits as local Secre¬ 
taries. The special questions proposed for discussion in this 
section are— 

1st. Can Government beneficially further interfere 11 limit 
the spread of infectious diseases ? 

2nd. What legislative measures might be proposed to deal 
with cases of uncontrollable drunkenness ? 

3rd. Should the Contagious Diseases Act be extended to the 
civil poptdation ? 

We hope that our bretliren who visit Bristol wiU enjoy their 
holiday. 

the ADMIEALTY and the SUEGEONS in CH.AEGE OE THE LOCK 

WAED3, DEVONPOET HOSPIT^U.. 

A DiFEiCHLTT secius to havG arisen between the civil Surgeons 
in charge of the Lock-Ward patients in the Boyal Albert 
Hospital, Devonport, and the Admiralty, which has ended in 
the proposal to supersede the honorary staff by a paid officer 
directly responsible to Government. The statement made 
before the Royal Commission on Contagious Diseases that the 
treatment of the gentlemen in charge of the Royal Albert 
Hospital was unsatisfactory in various ways, has called forth a 
rejoinder on their part—a rejoinder we are happy to make 
more public. It may be premised that the Siu’g’eons in charge 
are Dr. Row, and Messrs. Laity, Bulteel, and Swain, names suffi¬ 
ciently well known in the Profession to command respect. 
That they have been successful, under the provisions of the 
Contagious Diseases Act, in diminishing the amount of disease, 
not only among the prostitutes of the port of Plymouth, but, 
what is of far greater importance, among our sailors and 
marines, statistics clearly show. Not only so, but their 

success has been proportionately greater than at any 
other place to which the Act applies. This in itself 
constitutes an d priori reason why a change should not be madQ 
in the mode of management; but there may be reasons more 
potent why such a chang-e should be made. It has been alleged 
that certain discrepancies in practice and results exist among 
the present Surgical staff. We should like to know where such 
discrepancies do not exist. Any man may have a succession of 
bad cases, and a certain latitude in practice is not only allow¬ 
able in, but characteristic of, all men. The proposal to give the 
Visiting-Surgeon—that is to say, the gentleman who examines 
the women and who sends them in for treatment—any power 
over the treatment adopted by any Surgeon of the Hospital, is 
simply insulting. If it be desirable—which we greatly question 
—that the enormous powers given by the recent extension of 
the Contagious Act should be centred in one man, the plan 
might answer, but the more checks on any abuse of these powers 
there are, the better for every one concerned. Unlimited power 
is good for no one. 

Another accusation brought against the honorary staff is 
that they have discharged women yet uncured. They show 
emphatically that in a certain number of the alleged cases this 
was not so, and that in all the others, where a speedy readmission 
rendered matters suspicious, there was ample time for reinfec¬ 
tion to take place. 

When grave accusations are publicly brought against 
men of standing hke those of the honorary staff of the 
Royal Albert Hospital, we hold it our duty not only to 
give them an opportunity of appealing to their universal 
brethren, but of giving the weight of our opinion on their 
side. There are many matters of minor detail wliich are em¬ 
braced in their letter, but these are of local rather than of 
general interest. Such is not the case when men are charged 
with incompetence or something worse, and accordingly wo 
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beg to assure the gentlemen who have thus come forward to 

defend themselves against such an accusation of the sympathy 

and goodwill of their brethren at large. 

WATER SUPPLY AT GIBRALTAR AND MALTA. 

The visit of the trial fleet to Gibraltar has once more brought 

into view a sanitary defect of that station which has never yet 

been adduced, we believe, as a plea for extravagant outlay in 

Ministerial explanations. We read of want of water in the 

place, of dependence on two brackish wells, with apprehensions 

expressed of a further reduced supply little short of total ex¬ 

haustion. Officers with families find themselves compelled to 

expend a large slice of their income for this main element of 

subsistence. The same holds good of Malta, where perform¬ 

ance has fallen so lamentably short of what is really 

needed to be done to remedy the deficiency. Were it 

not that we are too much accustomed to regard the sea as 

our dominion, we might feel alarmed at the suggestion that in 

a season of dry weather either one of these fortresses is re¬ 

ducible—how much more under pressure of disease! When 

we think of the lavish expenditure for commercial interests at 

Hong-kong, is it, we ask, too much to expect somewhat more 

of care and precaution for our national honour nearer home, 

and for the health and convenience of our ganisons ? In 

discussions recently before the public as to the value of 

Gibraltar as a possession, one argument for its cession to 

Spain was founded on tliis scantiness of water. Where, 

then, are geological science and our boasted engineering skill ? 

INDECENT HANDBILLS. 

The law as at present in force is sufficiently strong, we believe, 

to punish offenders against morality who advertise, either by 

handbills or otherwise, in a manner which is offensive to 

decency. At all events, in the City of London a late convic¬ 

tion has proved this, to a certain extent, to be the fact, as the 

following report of a case heard this week at the Mansion 

House will show:— 

“ Albert Bell, who described himself as a Doctor of Medicine 
and a Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons, appeared 
before Alderman Sir Robert Carden on a summons which 
charged him with aiding and abetting one William Eckley in 
posting a certain handbill on some Corporation property in 
Upper Thames-street, without the sanction of the City Com¬ 
mission of Sewers. 

“ The prosecution had been directed by the Court on Satui'day 
last, when the man Eckley was brought up in custody, having 
been caught in the act of posting one of the defendant’s bills 
in a place frequented by the public in Thames-street. He then 
made a statement implicating the defendant, against whom a 
summons was accordingly issued. Eckley, on Tuesday, ap¬ 
peared as a witness in the case, and proved that the bills in 
question had been given him to post at the defendant’s house, 
and that he was paid 12s. a week by the defendant personally. 
On the day in question, he walked to Woolwich and back, and 
posted the bills in numerous places. On his way back he 
affixed one to the wall in Thames-street, and was arrested. 
He had not been specially sent there, but his instructions were 
general. 

“ The defendant admitted that he had sent the witness to 
Woolwich, but not to the City, and said he was annoyed when 
he heard what had been done. He stated, in answer to the 
Court, that he was ignorant that it was equally illegal to post 
the bills at Woolwich and elsewhere. 

“ Sir Robert Carden said there could be no doubt the defend¬ 
ant had aided and abetted the commission of an indictable 
offence, and a member of his profession should have been 
unequal to consent to such practices. Although it had nothing 
to do vdth the case, he might say that he had received a letter 
from a gentleman eomplaining of an indecent pamphlet being 
sent to Ms house by the defendant. He should strongly advise 
the public not to consult him, as he knew well how to serve 
them when once in his clutches, and to keep them in his power 
by means of threats of publicity. The man Eckley stood in a 
very different position, being compelled to work for the defendant 
to support his family. 

“ Eckley said he was starving at the time. 
“ Sir Robert Carden imposed upon him a nominal fine of 

Is., and upon the defendant BeR a fine of 40s., with the alterna¬ 
tive of one month’s imprisonment, adding that that was the 
most he could do, and that he had disgraced himself and his 
Profession. 

“ The defendant said it should not occur again, and at once 
paid both fines.” 

Now, our police are pretty active, under the guidance of Colonel 

Henderson, in “ putting down ” several nuisanees which annoy 

the respectable inhabitants of the West-end of London. Why 

does he not carry out the law with respect to those outragers 

of public decency who tlirust dirty little bills into your hands 

as you walk along, or post them in urinals and other filthy 

places? We commend this “nuisance” to the notice of the 

“active Police Commissioner.” 

A VINDICATION. 

We have much pleasure in inserting the following extract from 

the Hertford Mercury of Saturday last. Mr. Beaumont is a 

gentleman of high respectability and reputation in his Profes¬ 

sion, and it must be a source of sincere gratification to his 

brethren that he has come out of a painful ordeal with an 

unspotted character;— 

“ On Wednesday evening a meeting was held at the George 
Inn, Turner’s-hill, for the purpose of presenting an address to 
Mr. John Beaumont, Surgeon, of Crossbrook-street, whose moral 
character had been impuggied in certain proceedings taken against 
him in the Divorce-court. The address, which was signed by the 
Reetor (the Rev. J. G. Eaithfull), by seven resident Medical 
men, and by the leading inhabitants of the place, congratulated 
Mr. Beaumont on the successful termination in his favour of 
the cause of “ Barnes v. Barnes and Beaumont,” and then went 
on to say—‘ We have always regarded you as entirely innocent 
of the crime imputed, and consider you entitled to the highest 
praise for the bold and energetic measures you adopted to 
vindicate your moral character, not only for the satisfaction of 
yourself and friends, but also upon public principle, as none 
are safe from such charges, so easily made and yet so difficult 
to disprove. We also beg to offer our utmost sympathy for 
the trouble, anxiety, and expense which have been imposed 
upon you, and to assure you of our continued sentiments of 
confidence and esteem.’ ” 

FROM ABROAD.—PARIS MORTALITY RETURNS—THE PRINCE OF 

DUPES—THE NEW VINE DISEASE. 

Our readers are aware that for some time past the Paris 

municipality has issued its mortality in a weekly bulletin, in 

place of the monthly one that it has published during the last 

four years. This, of course, is a step in advance, but the value 

of the returns entirely depends upon the basis upon which they 

are constructed. This, the Paris Medical press declares, is faulty 

in the extreme. In the first place, the information as to the 

cause of death is not derived, as with us, from the certificate of 

the Practitioner who treated the case, but from the official 

visitors (med^cius verifeateurs des de'ces), who repair to the abode 

of the deceased on his death being announced, in order prin¬ 

cipally to verify the fact of its occurrence, and derive their 

information as to its causes, as best they can, from the friends. 

The necessary imperfection of a, post-obit diagnosis thus arrived 

at need not be dwelt upon; and, moreover, it is stated that 

these officials, in order not to arouse alarm amidst the in¬ 

habitants of the locality, not unfrequently dissimulate the real 

name of the disease, so that in a great nnmber of cases they 

have endorsed the returns as deaths from diarrhoea which really 

arose from cholera. When we recollect how sturdily the 

municipality refused any returns as to the deaths from cholera 

during the last severe epidemic, and almost denied its existence, 

we can hardly expect it can at once reconcile itself to the pub¬ 

lication of the naked truth. Certainly, in the event of another 

epidemic prevailing, no reliance wall be placed on returns which 

are at once imperfect in their compilation and liable to official 
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cooking. Lastly, it seems that the examination and arrange¬ 

ment of the returns, erroneous as they are, are intrusted to a 

non-Medical employe, who, as M. Vacher observes, might inno¬ 

cently enough return a male death from puerperal iieritonitis! 

n or these and other reasons the Gazette Medicale declines the 

future iiuhlication of these returns until the necessary improve¬ 

ments have taken place. 

The distinguished mathematician, M. Chasles, has been 

under the humiliating necessity of confessing to the Academie 

cles Sciences that he has exhibited an amount of gullibility 

which, did it rest on less indisputable testimony, would be 

simply incredible. As every one knows, he has for the last 

year or two been deluging’ the Academy with manuscript 

letters of hTewton, Pascal, G-alileo, and other scientific cele¬ 

brities, contesting well-established claims, and rendering’ it 

necessary, had the documents been genuine, to almost rewrite 

the history of science. To every doubt he replied by new con¬ 

firmatory letters, drawn from what seemed an inexhaustible 

budg’et, until theii’ number amounted to hundreds, if not 

thousands. Those which related to Newton contained such 

obvious discrejeancies and inaccuracies that their spuriousness 

has been long since established among ourselves, and whenever 

any of the other letters have been submitted to the critical 

examination of competent persons they have broken down in 

like manner. Not only foreign savants, but numerous members 

of the Academy, have loudly expressed their disbelief in their 

authenticity, and called on M. Chasles to declare the source 

whence he obtained this ever-flowing supply. This he 

■determinately and repeatedly refused to do, and so the 

matter rested. The other day, however, M. Chasles came 

forward with all the simplicity said to characterise the 

true savant, and stated that he had been made the victim of a 

band of forgers, the chief of whom he had delivered over to 

the police. How these ingenious scoundrels practised on their 

<lu]pe, and continued to ease him of what is stated to have been 

almost a fortune, long after his suspicions ought to have been 

aroused by the reclamations the letters already published had 

oxoited, the tribunals will hereafter disclose. In the meantime, 

we think hi. Chasles owes the world of science some expression 

of regret for having allowed himself to be made the medium 

’Of inconsiderable amount of annoyance. Coming from 

such a source, and backed up by no inconsiderable persons in 

the Academy, these documents have induced an amount of 

attention, investigation, and corre.spondence on the part of 

those who could ill afford such sacrifices of time. At all events, 

is is to be hoped that so humiliating an occurrence will be a 

lesson in future for the Academy itself, and that it will not 

again incautiously admit statements merely because their tenor 

is favourable to the claim of French savants, without previously 

submitting them to those tests of authenticity rmder wloich 

these in question must have broken down. 

^ The winegrowers in France are in a state of great consterna¬ 

tion at present in consequence of the attacks made on the roots 

of the vine by a parasitic insect, the Phylloxera mstatrix, 

the ravages of which are said to exceed in extent those of the 

oelebrated oidium.^ All means of destroying it have hitherto 

proved fruitless; its ravages, on the contrary, are on the in¬ 

crease, so that quite a panic prevails among growers in districts 

beyond those at present infested. M. Naudin, in a recent com¬ 

munication to the Academy of Sciences, points out that the 

vine is cultivated in an unnatural forced condition, and becomes 

predisposed to and unable to resist morbid influences. Although 

this may be necessary for its productive cultivation, he believes 

that much may be done to obviate the consequences of the ex¬ 

haustion of the soil which at present takes place. He especially 

xecommends sowing the soil with cruciform plants for a year or 

two, and digging these in as green manure. M. Marchand, as a 

more direct remedy for the present evil, strongly recommends 

the employment of sulphuretted hydrogen for the destruction 

of the Phylloxera. At present all is perplexity. 

EOTAL COLLEGE OE STJEGEONS. 

The annual report of the receipts and disbursements of this 

institution from Midsummer-day 1868 to Midsummer-day 1869, 

has just been published, from which we learn that the former 

amounted to £10,862 14s., and the latter to £10,669 15s. 4d., 

showing a balance of £182 18s. 8d. in favour of the College. 

The fees received on examinations for the diplomas of Fellow, 

Member, Midwifery and Dental Licentiates amounted to £8506. 

The rent of chambers produced £929 16s. The fees received on 

elections to the Fellowship amounted only to £105. The 

dividends on investment in Grovernment securities were 

£1194 3s. 

In the disbursements the principal amount is for fees to 
Examiners, Coimci], etc.—viz., £3818 15s. 6d.; the next largest 
item is for salaries on account of College, museum, and library 
departments, amounting to £3136 7s. 4d. Taxes, stamps, and 
rates absorbed the large sum of £935 6s. 2d. The pensions 
amount to £498 12s. The lawyers received £117. The trust 
funds now amount to £10,335 13s. lid.; this sum includes the 
liberal endowment by a sum of £5000 for a Professorship of 
Dermatology by Professor Erasmus Wilson, F.E.S. For 
prizes, lectures, and oration a sum of £59 os. 2d. was expended, 
and forthe Hunterian Festival £82 16s. This sum was provided 
for by the Hunterian Fund ; the item “ dinners of Council and 
Court of Examiners” has disappeared from the CoUegiate 
expenditure. 

The Council or governing body of the College, which consists 
of twenty-four members, has held tliirteen meeting’s during 
the past year, the proceedings of which have been duly reported 
in the Medical Times and Gazette. 

The Court of Examiners consists of ten members elected by 
the Council frona the Fellows of the College; but, as is well 
known, the selection has hitherto been confined to g’entlemen 
Avho are or have been on the Council. At the present time there 
are three Members of the Court of Examiners not on the 
Council—viz., Messrs. Skey, Partridge, and Adams. During 
tlie past collegiate year the Court has held five meetings for 
the examinations for the Fellowship, and forty-five meetings 
for the primary and pass examinations for Membership. 

During the coUeg’iato year 70 candidates for the primary exa¬ 
mination for the Fellowslfij) presented themselves. Of this 
number 58 passed, and 12 were referred to their studies for 
six months. For the jiass examination during the same period 
there were 33 candidates, 31 of whom passed and 1 was rejected 
for twelve months; the other was not admitted until qualified 
in Medicine. 

For Membership during the past year there were, for the 
primary or anatomical and physiological examination, 547 
candidates, 437 of whom passed, and 110 were referred to their 
studies for three months. For the pass or Surgical and Medical 
examinations there were 322 candidates; of this number 235 
passed, and 45 were referred to their studies for six months. 
Approved in Surgery, but to quahfy in Medicine, there were 
42. Approved in Surgery and afterwards qualified in Medicine, 
tlmre were 7. It thus appears that the total number of 
diplomas granted in the collegiate year for Membership was 242. 

The Poard of Examiners in Midwifery met four times during 
the year, and examined 37 candidates, and passed 25. There 
were five candidates referred for a written examination, and 7 
rejected for three months. 

The Board of Examiners in Dental Surgery during the past 
year examined only 4 candidates, of whom 3 passed to the 
satisfaction of the Board, and one was referred to his Pro¬ 
fessional studies for six months. 

The Fellows of the College, in whom are vested the elections 
from amongst their own body into the Council, now amount to 
1329; of this number there are 210 Honorary Fellows, 389 who 
have obtained the distinction by examination, and 730 Fellows 
by election. The latter appear to- be decreasing very much in 
number, as during’ the past year the fees, at ton guineas each 
candidate, only amounted to £105. 

Phofessoes Hebra and Sigmund.—The Vienna Medi- 
cal_ journals, while congratulating their readers that these 
eminent men have been advanced from extraordinary to ordi¬ 
nary Professorships, make the remarkable statement that they 
have held the former posts during twenty years without 
remuneration. 
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FOREIGN AND PROVINCIAL 
CORRES PONDENCE. 
-- 

EEANCE. 

{From our Surgical Correspondent.') 

Pams, August 23. 
Feom a long conversation wliich I have had vrith 11. Lefort on 
the subject of Paris prostitution, I have gathered the following 
facts :— 

Prostitution in Paris is of two kinds—the licensed and the 
clandestine. The first is again divided into two classes— 
(a) houses of tolerance, (t/) women living single, and provided 
with cards from the Bureau des Jloeurs. 

The houses of tolerance—233 in number in 1845,165 in 1867, 
a decrease which must be attributed to the increase of clandes¬ 
tine prostitution—are distributed in and around Paris. The 
inmates of these houses are inspected once a week by a Phy¬ 
sician from the Bureau des Moeurs; if any are found diseased, 
they are instantly sent to St. Lazare, our venereal Hospital for 
prostitutes, to undergo treatment. The sending to St. Lazare 
is of but httle importance to these women—some of them even 
look upon this trip as a sort of recreation—consequently it is 
to them no punishment. The inspections do not suffice. 
Moreover, we may ask, are these examinations rigorously 
enforced ? Does the Medical man in attendance do so -with the 
necessary care ? It is doubtful, and those best informed say no. 

But, even as it is, venereal diseases come least from the 
licensed houses, and this can be easily understood ; any disease 
from them is immediately shipped to the Hospital, whereas, 
if occurring in those not at all examined—clandestine prosti¬ 
tution—it is allowed to spread indefinitely. 

The houses of tolerance situated in the faubourgs of Paris, 
divided again into those of the petite and grande banlieue, are 
not, like those in the centre of the city, Hsited by the Physician, 
but their inmates are brought to the Bureau for examination 
once a week in an omnibus. 

The second class of licensed prostitutes, larger in number— 
there are about 6000 in the city—and daily increasing, are also 
more dangerous to the community and the public health than 
the first class. They are provided with cards from the Bureau 
des Moeurs, where they are inscribed. They five singly, and 
only have to repoid themselves at the Bureau once every two 
weeks for inspection. They are permitted, from sundown until 
11 o’clock at night, to frequent any of the streets of the city 
excepting the boulevards and the Champs-Elysees. 

This class is gathered from the so-called clandestine prosti¬ 
tutes. These, whenever they become too flagrant, are arrested 
and brought before the Bureau for examination. In case they 
can show no honest means of sujjport they are inscribed, pro¬ 
vided with cards, and made subject to the rules and regulations 
of carded women above-mentioned. If they are found diseased, 
—which has been the case in one out of three every time such 
arrests have been made—they go at once to St. Lazare. Un¬ 
fortunately, it is very difficidt to make these arrests, and, as 
M. Lefort justly remarked, it is hard to say where hbertinism 
ceases, and where prostitution begins. The police of the 
Bureau employed for tliis purpose arc not in uniform; conse¬ 
quently their opportunities for espionage are very extensive, 
and it veiy often happens that proof is not wanting. But even 
then the case is not lost; the parents, if the cidprit is less than 
21 years of age, which is nearly always the case, call for their 
child, and claim her under the law of minors. Thus out of 
13,000 arrests made in the last five years, only 1200 subjects 
could be held and put upon the register. 

As some few mistakes have happened in these arrests— 
at least, there was no clear proof—the agents have to be 
extremely cautious. It sometimes ocem’s, though seldom, that 
a call is made at the Bureau for a card. In these cases, after 
the unfortiuiate tells her story of being alone, abandoned, 
without money, and no support, the Bureau—be it said in its 
praise—generally uses the best efforts to procure employment, 
and means and money are often furnished. In tliis manner, 
though the cases are very rare, an occasional soul is saved. 

As to the pohee rules laid dovm for a woman put upon the 
register, we wish to say nothing; the only point of interest to 
us, for the moment, is the measures which are taken to pre¬ 
vent disease. As I have said before, the examinations are not 
made at the place of residence; the women report themselves 
every two weeks at the Bureau. One out of every seven is 
found diseased, which alone proves that the time which is 

allowed to elapse between each inspection is entirely too long. 
There are many, however, who do not report themselves, 
especially if diseased, for fear of being sent to St. Lazare; 
thus many escape inspection for a long time, but their com¬ 
merce continues and infection spreads. If the inspections were 
made twice a week and rigorously, instead of every two weeks, 
which is merely absurd, venereal disease would be materially 
lessened among this class of women, and what the Bureau would 
lose pecuniarily in calling a few more Physicians in aid, would 
be gained in lessening the St. Lazare expenses and in protect¬ 
ing the public health, which ought to be the aim. 

The last and worst class of prostitutes—the clandestine— 
remains to be considered. They are on the increase; their 
number for the city of Paris is valued at 40,000. The greatest 
ratio of syphilis has its source here. As before said, one out 
of every three arrested was found diseased ; and of 4070 male 
patients treated by M. Lefort at the Midi, 2302 had contracted 
the disease from private women. But this is not all. The 
larger class of the pubhc—those who have any means at aU— 
do not consult the Midi Surgeons at their Hospital. If we 
could gather a similar statistic from M. Ricord and many 
others whose clients come from the wealthier portion of tho 
community, we should be sure to find by far the largest 
amount of disease coming from bonnes fortunes. 

The efforts of the Bureau des Moeurs in attempting te 
remedy this great evil are paralysed as long as the father has. 
the right to claim his child. In nine cases out of ten this is 
merely done to protect them in their shameful commerce. Only 
for those who have passed the age of 21 can inscription be 
enforced. If, says M. Lefort, the father could be held re¬ 
sponsible for his child by making him pay a penalty, or, in case 
of a second offence, the Bureau could have the right to cause 
an arrest to be made, so as to permit inspection and register, 
much good might be expected. 

As it is, syphihs is increasing in Paris ; but not only because 
of the increase of clandestine prostitution, but also because the 
examinations of the files publiques do not answer their end. 

BIEMINGHAM. 

Septejiber 16. 

I AM loth to record the fact that there has been a httle un¬ 
pleasantness amongst the Council and Professors of Queen’s 
College concerning the dehvery of the inaugural address in 
October next. This is much to be deplored, because up to the 
present time it really appeared as if the machinery of the 
College was perfect in all its parts, and that the utmost har¬ 
mony, so different from the state of things which existed imder 
the old regime, and which was considered as the harbinger of 
the future stabfiity and prosperity of the institution ; but, when 
doctors disagree, who shall decide ? The gist of the subject- 
matter of dispute is as follows:—The Council of the College 
thought fit to appoint one of its o-wn members—a Physician of 
some celebrity, and admirably qualified for the task—to dehver 
the opening address. This selection was distasteful to a section 
of the Professors, who con.sidered, upon just or false grounds, I 
will not pretend to say, that one of themselves, who also holds 
a high position as a teacher of Medicine and Practitioner, 
should have been chosen to perform that distinguished duty. 
The result has been that the gentleman who was chosen by the 
Council, and whose name has been handled rather unkindly by 
some of the correspondents of your contemporaries, has refused 
the proffered comphment, and now there is a probabihty that 
the School will be opened without the usual celebration of an 
elaborate and weU-prepared oration, to the great loss of the 
students and the public at large. It is a pity that petty jea¬ 
lousies should crop up in such learned assemblies; they are as 
hateful as pernicious in their tendency. 

The Medical literature of our town has lately been enriched 
by a pamphlet written by Dr. Heslop, entitled the “ Reahties 
of Medical Attendance on the Sick Poor of Larg'e Towns.”^ 
Dr. Heslop has the happy knack of marshalhng facts, which 
he is at great pains to accumulate, and he is possessed of pro¬ 
digious patience in mastering every subject which he takes in 
hand—the founding of the Children’s Hospital to wit—and in 
this essay both attributes are strikingly conspicuous. The 
only exception that can be taken to it, and it is one which 
every well-constituted mind will at once admit, is, that there 
is no occasion for him to fiing diid in the faces of his unoffend¬ 
ing and over-worked confreres, the Poor-law Medical officers. 
This he does with a too lavish hand—a hand which ought 
rather to have been raised to uphold them in the exercise of 
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their painful and toilsome duties. What steps the parish 
Doctors here will take to resent the aspersions which he has 
so wantonly thrown upon their characters I am not informed ; 
hut ^ that they do intend, in a signal way, to mark their sense 
of righteous indignation at his calumniations is, I understand, 
their determination. The guardians of the poor also come in 
for a share of the lash, wdiom he designates as “ small shop¬ 
keepers,” “tavern landlords,” and the “noisiest of town coun¬ 
cillors.” By the use of these elegant expressions is it likely 
that the remuneration or the treatment of his poorer brethren, 
the Poor-law Medical officers, wiU bo improved, the attainment 
of which Dr. Heslop pretends to have so much at heart ? So 
far as I can gather, the opinion of the Profession is that the 
«Bsay is written in bad taste, with worse judgment, and with 
such Professional acrimony as ill becomes one of the elite of a 
learned Profession. As Dr. Heslop has thought fit to adorn 
Ms pamphlet with a quotation from Horace, another which 
just occurs to my mind, per contra, may not be inappropriate. 
Horace, in his epistle to the Pisos, says :— 

“ Scribendi recte sapere est et principium et fons.” 

However, as we have before stated, Dr. Heslop is very felicitous 
in arranging and making the most of figures; but when he 
attempts more, to quote again— 

“ Parturiuut montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.” 

la conclusion, we would just point out one more well-known 
sentence from his favourite poet, which he will do weU to 
ponder over when he next contemplates rushing into print 

“ Sumite mateiiam vestris, qui scribitis, sequam 
Viribus; et versate diu, quid ferre recusent. 
Quid valeant liumeri. Cui lecta potenter erit res, 
Ngo facundia deseret hunc, nec lucidus ordo.” 

The following letter has been sent by the Poor-law Medical 
officers of Birmingham to the board of guardians :— 

“Birmingham, September 20, 1869. 
Gentlemen,—We, the Medical officers of the parish of 

Birmingham, beg to caU your attention to strictures passed 
upon us, as part of the Poor-law Medical staff of the kingdom, 
in a pamphlet noticed by your board at their last meeting. We 
fully feel with you that the remarks therein contained are 
quite unworthy of notice ; but at the same time, holding as 
we do prominent positions before the pubHc, we think it due, 
not only to oiir feelings, but also with regard to our efficiency 
as your Medical officers, that some recognition of your con¬ 
tinued confidence in us should be expressed by you. We shall 
therefore be glad if you will honour us with a distinct mark of 
your approval, so that we shall have the g'ood personal ground 
for denying in the most unequivocal manner the Libellous 
remarks cont.ained in the scurrilous effusion to which we refer. 

“ W^e have the hour to be. Gentlemen, 
“ Your obedient servants, 

“ Chables R. Suefield, 
“ J. Jackson, 
“Peowb Jones, 
“ C. B. Suckling, 
“ John Daev^n.” 

GENEBAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-^- 

SHAM DRUGS AT ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—In the evidence given before the “ Committee appointed 
to inquire into the Venereal Disease,” Mr. Holmes Coote, the 
able Surgeon to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, is asked and 
answers as follows :— 

“ Q. 4221. What treatment would you adopt in that amemic 
condition which you have just mentioned ? I should recom¬ 
mend rest and moderately good diet, and mercury in very 
small doses, and sarsaparilla. ^ 

“ 4222. Do you believe that sarsaparilla has any beneficial 
effect ? I have no doubt of it, if properly administered. If 
you give sarsaparilla to a person who is drinking half a bottle 
of port wine a day, it does no good; but if you put him on 
light diet and then give him sarsaparfila, it vdU produce an 
effect which is good. We give a very concentrated essence of 
sarsaparilla at the Hospital. 

“ 4223. Is it what is called the fluid extract ?—Yes; we have 
our own preparation at the Hospital. 

“ 4224. In private practice what do you use ?—The concen¬ 
trated decoction as prepared by good chemists. 

“ 4225. Is it a decoction, or that of which you put a spoon¬ 
ful into a quantity of water ?—It is the latter. I should give 
it about five or six times as strong as it is ordinarily given.” 

The statements in tMs examination are clear and precise. 
Mr. Holmes Coote believes in the virtues of sarsaparilla ; he 
prescribes a great deal of it; he thinks that most people do not 
give enough of it. In private practice he prescribes what is 
prepared by good chemists ; at the Hospital he gives a prepara¬ 
tion of their own, a very concentrated essence, which we may 
suppose to be at least as good as that prepared by Hood che¬ 
mists, if not better. 

But it is a singular fact that the St. Bartholomew’s Pharma¬ 
copoeia, as abstracted in Squire’s Hospital Pharmacopoeias, 
actually substitutes the hemidesmus for sarsaparilla. The 
hemidesmus is a drug of low price, which was once tried as a 
substitute, and is now condemned as worthless, being used only 
at times, so Mr. Squire says, as a flavouring matter. Anyhow, 
hemidesmus is not sarsaparilla, and Mr. Coote believes, as he 
tells us, in sarsaparilla, and not in hemidesmus. 

How can this anomaly be explained ? Does the cheap sham 
drug really do as well as the costly sarsaparilla ? If so, Mr. 
Coote ought to tell the world so, and ought not to tax his 
private patients by making them get the sarsaparilla as pre¬ 
pared by good chemists. Are we to believe that good chemists 
use hemidesmus, and charge fraudulently for sarsaparilla ? Or 
are we to believe that, with all the pomp of an ancient endow¬ 
ment, and with the eclat of occasional Royal Hsits, the 
patients of St. Bartholomew’s are not supplied with what one 
of the Surgeons believes to be a valuable remedy for a dangerous 
disease, because of its cost ? Anyhow, there is a contradiction 
somewhere, which ought to be cleared up. I am, &c. 

London, September 20. Phylax. 

DR. BARNES’S WATER-BAGS. 
Let-tee feom De. \V. S. Playfaie. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE, I am tempted to beg of Dr. Barnes, through your 
columns, some information as to Ms experience with regard to 
what seems to me to be a serious drawback to his method of 
inducing premature labour by Ms well-known water-bags. I 
am the more anxious to do this, as I believe this method of 
operating to be unquestionably superior to all others, not only 
for the ease with wMch it can be applied, but also for the 
rapidity and certainty with wMch it generally brings on labour. 
My experience of the plan, however, leads me to fear that the 
pressure of the bags on the presenting part is apt to displace 
it, and so to bring about a mal-presentation wMch may 
seriously imperil the safety of the child, if not of the mother. 

I have lately induced labour in four cases by this means, and 
in all of them I have strictly carried out Dr. Barnes’s directions. 

In the first of these, a case of pelvic deformity in wMch I 
had previously performed craniotomy, everything passed off 
satisfactorily. The bags were introduced without difficulty, 
pains soon came on, and the mother was safely delivered of a 
living child. 

In the other three I was less fortunate. One was a case of 
puerperal convulsions which were rapidly getting worse, and 
in which it was considered advisable to empty the uterus. 
The bags answered admirably the purpose of dilating the 
cervix and bringing on pains, but the shoulder presented, and 
version was necessary. 

The second was also a case of pelvic deformity. In tMs 
instance the cermx was very high up, and great difficulty was 
experienced in passing the bags. When the os was dilated, 
and the pains began, it was found that the cord had come 
down by the side of the head. 

In the third case, I induced labour at the eighth month in a 
patient who had had several dead children at the full time from 
placental degeneration. In this case, as Dr. Barnes recom¬ 
mends, I passed a catheter for some distance between the 
membranes and the nterine walls; but it had no effect in 
inducing contractions. Next day I gradually dilated the cervix 
with the three sizes of bags, and after the lagest-sized bag had 
been in position for some hours, and had fully opened up the 
os, pains being still absent, I ruptured the membranes. 
Curiously enough, however, upwards of thirty hours elapsed 
before labour began, and when the head passed into the pelvis, 
I found there was a brow presentation, and eventually delivered 
by the forceps. 'The child was unfortunately dead—a result 
which may have been partially due to the length of time 
elapsing since the rupture of the membranes, but to wMch the 
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impaction of the head, in consequence of the malposition, no 
doubt contributed. 

I should bo glad to think that this succession of mishaps 
was merely accidental, but I fear this is scarcely likely, and 
it is not difficult to understand how the pressure of the dis¬ 
tended bag can readily displace whatever part of the foetus 
may be in contact with it. 

Dr. Barnes’s experience uull no doubt throw considerable 
light on this doubtful point, and I am sure he will excuse me 
for directing attention to it, since I feel convinced that, in all 
other respects, his method of operating is infinitely superior to 
every other that has been recommended. I am, &c. 

W. S. Playfaie, M.D. 
5, Curzon-street, Mayfair, W., September 10. 

HOSPITALS FOR SICK CHILDREN. 

Letted fkoji De. R. P. B. Riaffe. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Dr. Heslop, of Birmingham, has just published a pam¬ 
phlet in which he ■with great ability shows how badly provided 
are the sick children of the poor in large towns with Medical 
attendance. Of 383 cases attended by him at the Birmingham 
IIo.spital for Children, 154 (or two-fifths of the whole) had 
applied to a druggist alone, 33 (or one-twelfth) only had been 
ainder the exclusive care of a qualified Practitioner; 187 (or 
more than one-half) had been -without any Medical aid 
whatever; 1G3 had employed both Surgeon and druggist. Here 
we have a very terrible state of things existing in a large town 
well supplied with general Hospitals ; and yet we are sometimes 
told by, I am sorry' to say, self-interested and very jealous 
people, that Children’s Hospitals are not required. Perhaps, after 
reading Dr. Heslop’s pamphlet, these same people may have 
the uncomfortable reflection that the deaths of not a few 
children may lie indmectly at their doors. 

The thanks of the Profession and the public are due to Dr. 
Heslop for bringing- this subject forward Avith all the weight 
of his great authority, and I trust that in the Hospitals for 
sick children now existing, and in those to come, his example 
will be followed, and a regular account taken (for publication) 
of the proportion of these little patients who have received 
proper Medical treatment preAuously to applying at the Hospitals. 

Dr. Heslop recommends the general diffusion of Hospitals 
for sick children. As an illustration of the usefulness of these 
Hospitals, I may mention the Brighton Hospital for Sick 
Cliildren, which was opened for out-patients at the end of 
August, 1868, and for in-patients in February, 1869. Up to 
the present date the large number (for so short a period) of 
549 children have received Medical treatment—namely, 510 
cut-patients, and 39 in-patients. The number of in-patients 
might hav'e been quadrupled had we possessed adequate funds 
and a sufficient number of beds, of Avhich there are only nine, 
and one of these is kept for accidents; we have generally 
several cases waiting for admission. There is every prospect of 
our being able soon to increase the number of beds. I shall 
feel obliged if you •v\ull insert these few remarks. 

I am, &c. R. P. B. Taaffe, M.D., M.S. Lond. 
Brighton, September 20. 

CAUTION IN PURCHASE OF A PRACTICE. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—As you have given a few words of counsel and advice to 
students entering upon their career, I think a little advice to 
young Practitioners as to the care to be exercised in purchasing 
a practice or partnership would not be amiss, and with your 
permission will give my experience, trusting it may put others 
on their guard. 

Upwards of a year ago I purchased a practice which was 
advertised in very gloAA'ing terms, and the agent through 
whom it was sold stated that he believed it to be sound and 
genuine. 

The vendor alleged that he was leaAung for family reasons, 
and stated that the receipts amounted to upwards of £600 in 
the preA'ious year, and offered the practice for £500. 

After taking posses.sion, I soon discovered that the vendor’s 
family reasons for leaving were drunkenness and debauchery, 
and that the practice was not worth nearly as much as had 
been represented. 

At the expiration of a year, ha-ving paid £300, I refused to 
pay more, as the practice was not worth it, and because the 
%'cndor, being almost always intoxicated, failed to introduce 

me to more than one-third of his patients, though he had 
covenanted to do so to all of them. Two arbitrators were 
appointed to decide the matter, but they could not agree, and 
it was referred to a third party, who argued that the ijremium 
for the purchase of a practice was always based on what was 
booked, and, as I had booked £334, condemned me to pay £34 
more, making altogether £334 for a practice not worth more 
than £275, and made no allowance for bad debts or the breach 
of contract. In conclusion I would strongly advise any young 
Practitioner who intends purchasing a practice, to be careful 
lest he fall into the hands of some drunken and unprincipled 
scoundrel; and no agent ought to state that a practice is sound 
and genuine (not knowing whether it is or not) for the sake 
of closing a transaction and putting a fee in liis pocket. 

September 21. I am, &c. L. P. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 

---—- 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRIJRGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, June 22, 1869. 

Geoege Bueeows, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the chair. 

De. Hilton Fagge read a paper on a case of 

DISSECTING ANEUEISM OF THE AOETA. 

The main subject of this short paper is the case of a gentleman, 
aged 71, who died, as was supposed, of cardiac disease, but 
in whose body the whole length of the aorta was found to be 
the seat of a dissecting aneui’ism. About an inch above the 
aortic valves the inner coats were divided in the ivhole circum¬ 
ference of the vessel, and between the edge thus formed and 
the continuation of the arch above there was a gap, measuring 
vertically from an inch to an inch and a half, bridged over only 
by the aneurismal sac. Beyond the origin of the left subclavian 
artery there Avas a similar diA'ision of the coats of the aorta in 
their whole circumference, with a broad gap between the seg¬ 
ments. The aneurismal channel lay behind the canal of the 
aortic arch, and the upper jiarts of the former exceeded the 
latter so greatly in size, that the arch aj)peared to lie, as it 
were, embedded in the anterior Avail of the sac. The double 
channel was continued throughout the whole length of the 
thoracic and the abdominal aorta, and terminated on one side 
just below the commencement, on the other side at the bifur¬ 
cation, of the common iliac artery. At each of these points 
there was an aperture leading from the aneurism into the arte¬ 
rial channel. The adventitious tube was not only lined by a 
smooth membrane, but had a yellow coat of its oaati, which was 
evidently a new formation, for it passed continuously round 
the whole canal of the aneurism. The history of the case— 
elicited in part after the post-mortem examination—is that the 
gentleman had been seized about six years before Avith intense 
pain in the heart, paUor and blueness of countenance ; and the 
commencement of the aneuiism is believed to have occurred at 
this time, although the attack was of no very great duration, 
and subsided so as to allow him to walk home the same evening 
—a distance of a mile or a mile and a half. However, he long 
afterwards remained apparently healthy, and was able to ride, 
and to hunt, and generally to lead an active life for a man of 
his years. Only a few months before his death did severe 
symptoms manifest themselves. The case is next compared 
Avith those of similar affections coUectod by Dr. Peacock, and is 
shown not only to be an examiffe of the rarest form of dissect¬ 
ing aneurism, but to be in some respects unique. In no pre¬ 
vious instance have the aortic coats been cut across in their 
Avhole circumference, and the segments separated by a Avide 
gap. In none has the patient been knoAvn to have regained so 
good a state of health after the commencement of the disease. 
Special consideration is then devoted to this last circumstance, 
and to the short duration of the attack which is believed to 
have marked the first rupture of the aortic coats. It is endea¬ 
voured to be shoAvn that these features of the case depend upon 
a common cause—the fact that a second laceration of the coats 
existed, through which the blood could at^ once return into the 
aorta. It is assumed that the original tear was at first quite 
small, and that the appearances found post mortem were pro¬ 
duced only by slow and imperceptible degrees. The hypothe¬ 
sis above stated is shown to be consistent Avith, and confirmed 
by, an analysis of previously recorded cases. The remainder 
of the paper refers chiefly to the bearings of observations as to 
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the sa’ucture of the sac in dissecting aneurisms upon certain 
questions ■which have been raised as to the formation of 
aneurisms in general. 

Dr. Geeenhow had a case like this under his care, and Dr. 
btewart had promised to publish it. There were only three 
cases like Fagge’s as to duration. In his the symptoms began 
seven years before death. It was not diagnosed. 'There were 
two rents in the inner coat of the aorta ; one led to the carotids, 
the other to the iliacs. These were only behind, not in all the 
circumference. Some of the arteries were fed from the aorta, 
some from the sac. So ■with the renals. 

Dr. Fagge said that if arteries arose from the aneurism then 
their coats inust have been torn away, so that a double open¬ 
ing would exist. This was especially so in the lumbars in his 
case. 

Dr. W. H. Diceinson read a paper 

ON THE ENLAEGEMENTS OE THE VISCEEA WHICH OCCHE IN 

EICKETS. 

Certain organs of rickety children, particidarly the Kver, 
spleen, and absorbent glands, are apt to become altered in a 
manner somewhat analogous to the change which occurs in the 
bones. The liver increases in size so as to project palpably 
belo'wthe ribs. It becomes dense, elastic, and pale. The most 
striking change in its structure is a morbid development of the 
portal fibrous tissue, which is often evident to the naked eye, 
circumscribing each lobule. The spleen undergoes in some 
cases an enormous increase, forming’ a hard tumour under the 
walls of the belly, wliich may reach from the diaphragm to the 
pel'vis. It becomes hard and dense, and has a purple colour, 
sometimes mottled -with buff, on which the white Malpigliian 
corpuscles conspicuously _ show. These changes are due partly 
to a swelling’ of the delicate reticulum in which the splenic 
piilp is immediately contained, and partly to an increase in the 
cellular and corjpuscnlar contents of the meshes. The latter 
change, however, is not always present, since the corpuscles in 
some cases become atrophied, the spleen then being hard, but 
not necessarily increased in bidk. The absorbent glands are 
often considerably enlarged, owing to an increase in their 
CGllulp..r and corpuscular contents. The Icidneys become larg'e 
and pale, owing to an increase of the epithelium in their con- 
volnted tubes. ^ None of the organs affected as described give 
any reaction with iodine. The change in the "viscera is due not to 
the_ presence of any formation foreign to their structure, but to 
an irreg:ular hypertrophy which alters the natural proportion of 
their tissues. The epithelial and corpuscxdar element is 
generaUy increased, while in the liver the capsule of Glisson, 
andintliG sjDlecnthe trabecular tissue, are abnormally developed. 
It appears (so far as an analysis of the spleen can be taken as 
a guide to the general condition) that in the ■viscera, as in bones, 
tlmre is a deficiency of earthy salts. The ^condition of viscera 
which has been described belongs especially to the first four 
years of life. It usually occiu’s in connexion with the external 
signs of rickets, tnough sometimes the ■visceral precede the 
osseous changes j and it not seldom hapjpens that the ■visceral 
change may be extreme when the modification in the skeleton 

slight. The rickety state of the viscera, like the altera¬ 
tion in the texture of the bones, is transient in its nature. 
Under favourable circumstances the affected organs have a 
strong tendency to recovery, and, even when swollen to the 
rntmost, 'will occasionally return to their natural dimensions. 
The change in the viscera appears to interfere comparatively 
httle -with their functions. The swelling of the spleen, indeed, 
when considerable, is often accompanied by much amemia, but 
the change in the liver is unaccomj)anied either by ascites or 
jaundice, and though the Iddneys may be decidedly enlarged 
the urine remains free from albumen. When the visceral 
change has taken place to a considerable extent, the cliild is 
usually emaciated, and anaemic, and is especially Liable to be 
attacked by the diarrhoea, bronchitis, or pneumonia to which 
nckety children are prone. These affections constitute the 
chief danger to which it is exposed. The treatment found to 
be beneficial is that ordinarily called for in cases of rickets. 
The (ffet should be nutritious and carefully adjusted, consisting 
of mfik, beef-tea, meat, and -wine, according to the age and 
state of the patient, while medicinally cod-liver oil is a prime 
necessity, andiron and quinine seldom fail to be advantageous. 

chang’e which has been described differs both 
pathologically and clinically from the lardaceous or amyloid 
change on the one hand, and on the other from the enlarge¬ 
ment^ of the spleen and absorbent glands which has been 
associated ■with the name of Hodgkin. 
• asked if Dr. Diclrinson had seen the albuminoid 
iniiltration spoken of by Jenner. 

Dr. Dickinson said the enlargement was duo partly to 
fibrous tissue, partly to the liver cells. Tliis state was pro¬ 
bably the same as Jenner’s albuminoid infiltration. 

Dr. John Haeley read a second paper on 

THE ENDEillC HiElIATUEIA OP THE CAPE OP GOOB HOPE AND NATAE. 

More than five years have elapsed since the author called 
attention to the above-mentioned affection, and proved it to be 
due to a nematoid worm, a species of BUharzia. Dui’ing 
this time he has obtained further information respecting 
the disease. Through his friend Mr. Dunsterviile, of Port 
Elizabeth, he has had opportunities of examining the urinary 
secretions of three other patients suffering from the disease. 
In all the ova of Bilharzia were readily detected. In one case 
the parasite extended to the kidney, and renal calculi were 
occasionally passed. Other Medical men of the Cajie Colony 
have sought to increase our knowledge of the prevalence of 
the disease a.nd its mode of communication. Dr. Spranger, of 
Alice, in a letter to Mr. Henry Dee, relates * a case which 
oocim’ed in that locality. Dr. Rubidge, of Port Elizabeth, in 
a letter to the author, concludes, after extensive inquiries, that 
the iiarasite gains access to the body in the act of bathing in 
the rivers. E'at the chief interest which attaches to the present 
communication consists in the demonstration of the disease in 
Natal, and in more than one locality. A resident of 
the colony is under Dr. Harley’s care at the present 
time, and is daily passing hundreds of the characteristic 
ova. The gentleman who is the subject of the disease 
states that he is personally acquainted with five Europeans 
resident in the county of Victoria, all of whom are affected in 
A^arious degrees with the characteristic hiematuria. The 
coolies imported by him from Madras and Bombay become 
affected after a residence of five or six months in the colony, 
and in such numbers that it is not uncommon for three or four 
of them together to present themselves to him complaining of 
inabifity to work, and bearing on castor-oil leai’es the charac¬ 
teristic strings of blood-stained mucus, in which the egg’s of 
the parasite are embedded, as a proof of their malaise. The 
native Kaffirs in his employ are quite free from the disease. 
As in the Cape, the disease appears to be confined to certain 
localities, and these are situated near the coast. Of the two- 
known habitats of the parasite one is the Sterk Spruit, a 
tributary of the Umlazi, situated about twenty miles from the 
sea ; the other the Umhlanga, a tributary of theUmgeni, dis¬ 
tant about ten miles from the coast. PIoiv far the contamina¬ 
tion of these two principal rivers of Natal extends inland re¬ 
mains to be determined; but the more elevated regions of the 
interior appear to be free from the parasite. One g’entleman,., 
aged 28, who is now a great sufferer from the disease, Avas 
entirely free from it until quite lately, Avhen, leaAdng the in¬ 
terior, where he had dwelt all his lifetime, he came down to 
the coast, near Verulam, and contracted the htematuria. The 
symptoms of the disease and the condition of the urine in all 
the cases referred to are identical Avith those described by Dr. 
Harley in his first paper. With regard to treatment. Dr. 
Harley believes that we are re.stricted to the use of those 
remedies Avhich, being eliminated by the Iddneys, pass out 
unchanged in the urine. Of these he thinks that belladonna 
and hyoscyamus may exercise an injm’ious influence on the 
parasite, and, by stunting its growth in time, overcome it. 
Henbane has, so far, proved beneficial in the present ease. Dr. 
Harley appeals to om’ colleagues at the Cape and Natal for 
help in the elucidation of the mode of propagation of a disease 
which is in its nature so thoroughly preventible. 

A paper by the late Dr. Hilliee gave the completion of the 

CASE OF CONGENITAL HYDEONEPHEOSIS 

in a boy repeatedly tapped, reported in the 48th volume of the 
Society’s Transactions. The history in the preA’io'as report was 
carried on till the patient had reached the ag’e of five years. 
When eight years and five months old he was attacked by acute 
tuberculosis, and died AAdth cerebral symptoms after three 
weeks’ illness. The abdomen remained till the last much dis¬ 
tended and fluctuating. On post-mortem examination, the 
right kidney was found converted into an enormous cyst 
twenty-seven inches in circumference, which contained eighty- 
three fluid ounces of very dilute urinous fluid. The right 
ureter was found to be abnormally constricted, especially near 
its vesical extremity, so that fluid did not escape from the cyst 
into the bladder until a fine probe had been passed through it.. 
The pelids of the left kidney contained some m’ic acid deposit 
and was dilated; the ureter on this side was also distended at 
its upper portion by an accumidation of sandy matter, Avhich 
was_ adherent to its walls, but not very firmly. The spleen,, 
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liver, diaphragm, and lungs contained aniliary tubercles. The 
central iiortions of the brain were softened, the lateral ven¬ 
tricles Avere distended with fluid, there was lymph on the upper 
surface of the cerebrum, and near the olfactory nerves and the 
oiitic commissures. 

WESTERN MEDICAL AND SUEGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

Fran AY, June -1. 

J. It. Lane, Esq., President, in the Chair. 

The following orfleers were elected for the ensuing session:— 
President; Mr. J. R. Lane. Vice-Presidents: Dr. Anstie, Mr. 
C. Hunter, Mr. T. Holmes, and Mr. Rouse. Council: Mr. 
Edgeumbe Venning, Dr. Graily Hewitt, Mr. J. Colebrooke, 
Dri^Webb, Mr. G. Pollock, Mr. St. John, Dr. Hugh Mackintosh, 
Staff Surgeon Elkington, Mr. Hatchard, Dr. Egan, Dr. 
T. Godi’ich, and Dr. Martyn. Treasurer: Dr. Baines. Hono¬ 
rary Librarian: Dr. Godwin. Honorary Secretaries: Mr. Milner 
and Dr. Fyfe. Auditors : Dr. B. Painter and Dr. Danioll._ 

Mr. Lane then read a case of excision of the clavicle. 
Henry Holloway, aged 62, an Irish labourer, was admitted into 
St. Mary’s Hospital, March 29, with a tumour occupying the 
inner three-fourths of the left clavicle. It was solid and firm, 
giving the idea of a fibrous or enchondromatous mass growing' 
in or from the bone itself. It was about the size and form of 
a large lemon. There was no pain in it. It had been growing 
six months, he said, and that he was swinging from one of his 
hands when he felt something' give way which compelled him 
to cease working at that time. He complained of headache, 
and Avas drowsy and stupid, and his face and neck were 
congested. His health w'as bad; thereforedie was kept with 
good diet, etc., for a fortnight, when the author removed the 
tumour together Avith the chiA'icle. This was saAvn through 
about an inch from its acromial end, and disarticulated at the 
sterno-clavicular joint. The author then related minutely the 
whole steps of the operation, the result being the successful 
removal of the tumour with the clavicle as above mentioned. 
When the tumour had been removed, the deep cervical fascia 
was seen to be uninjured, and consecj^iiently neither the sub- 
clavianhior carotid vessels were directly exposed to A’iew. The 
attachment of the fascia had not been interfered with, but 
A.'lose to the median line the division of the fibres of the sterno¬ 
hyoid muscles rendered it impossible to preserve this membrane 
intact, and consequently at this point the loose areolar tissue 
between the sternum and the trachea, communicating Avith that 
of the anterior mediastinimi, was unavoidably opened into—a 
circumstance Avhich probably contributed materially to the 
unfaA'Ourable termination of the case. The patient went on 
well for the first two or three days, and then, Avithout any 
definite symptom, gradually became weaker, and died on the 
seventh day of ox^eration. Diffuse supxmration was found in 
the mediastinum, and effusion of lymph on right x^leura, and 
none on the left. Small masses like medullary cancer were 
found in the right lung, also in the x^leura ; and a mass in the 
jiosterior lobes of the brain, also in the middle lobe, were found, 
eA'idently of a malignant nature. The tumour x^Tesented the 
same maUg'nant aspect. 

Dr. Way exhibited a foetus of two months’ groAvth which 
liad been ax^x^arently decaxiitated Avithin the uterus. The 
author found the feetus without the head in the clots, the 
result of a miscarriage, the head being discoA’orod afterwards. 

OBITUABY. 
-o- 

DR. ROGET, F.R.S. 

During the past week the deaths of three very distinguished 
members of the Medical Profession took xilaco—viz.. Dr. Roget, 
late Secretary to the Royal Society, Professor Graham, Master 
of the Mint, and tlie ReA^ Dr. Clark, M.D., of Cambridge, 
a trustee of the Hunterian collection. 

The subject of tliis notice. Dr. Peter Mark Roget, Avas bom 
in London on January 18, 1779; his father, the Rev. John 
Roget, was a descendant of a Swiss family, and, coming to this 
country as minister of one of the SAviss churches, had amongst 
his congregation the family of Mr. Peter Romdly, the father of 
the late Sir Samuel, whose sister ho married. 

Dr. Roget showed when A'ery young a decided partiality 
for mathematical studies ; and, without any instruction 
from other,?, or oven encouragement to persevere, had made 

considerable x^i’oficiency in all the elementary branches of 
these sciences by his oaa’ii unaided exertions; and having 
chosen Medicine as his profession, he went to Edinburgh 
Avhen its university Avas in the meridian of its fame. 
After completing the usual course of academical studies 
at the uniA^ersity, he took the degree of Doctor of Medi¬ 
cine in June, 1798, before he was twenty years of age, the 
subject of his thesis being “ De Chcmicie Affinitatis Legibus.” 
At this time he had a severe attack of tyx^hus fever, Avhich 
nearly xiroA'ed fatal; he therefore required some relaxation, 
and made the tour of the English Lakes. His streng-th 
retui'ned; he came to London and attended the Medical Schools 
as a pupil of Dr. Willan, and followed the teachings of Drs. 
Bafllie and Heberden and Messrs. Cruikshank, Wilson, Aber- 
nethy, and Sir Everard Home. 

When the continent became open to Engli.sh traA^ellers by 
the conclusion of the peace of Amiens, Dr. Roget, in conix^any 
AAuth two friends, spent nearly two years in Paris and GeneA'a ; 
he was in the latter place Avhen, on the abrupt resumx>tion 
of hostilities betweenFrance and England, Buonaxiarts suddenly 
resorted to the unjustifiable measure of seizing on all English¬ 
men who liax^xiened to be in the French territory. Dr. Roget 
Avas among the number of the detenus, and, after being detained 
a prisoner for tAvo months, was fortunate enough to obtain his 
liberty by means of a xjassport granted to him in vii'tue of the 
Xn’iAdleges belonging to him as the son of a citizen of Geneva, 
and entitling him to exemption from the French authorities. 
After traA^elling through Switzerland, Germany, and Denmark, 
he landed safely in England, and soon after repaired to Harro¬ 
gate and Bath, whore he acted as Medical attendant on the old 
Mai'cxuis of Lansdowne. 

On the death of Dr. Percival, of Manchester, Dr. Roget was 
induced to establish himself in x^i’actice there, and Avas soon 
appointed Physician to the Infirmary. In conjunction Avith 
Messrs. Gibson and Hutchinson he laid the foundation of the 
Medical school of that toAAui; and during the four years he 
resided there he took an active x^art in the x>roceedings of the 
Philosoxihical and Literary Society. 

At the earnest Avish of his relations and friends. Dr. Roget 
quitted Manchester in 1808 for this metropolis, and estabhshed 
himself in Russell-square, haring preriously been admitted a 
Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians in 1809. He 
delivered a xioxmlar course of lectures on anatomy and physio¬ 
logy at the Russell Institution. In 1810 he was elected Phy¬ 
sician to the Northern Disxiensary, and in the autumn of the 
same year he Avas apxiointed, with Dr. Cooke, Lecturer on the 
Practice of Physic at the WindmiU-street School. In 1811 
Roget was axrpointed one of the Secretaries of the Medical 
and Chirurgical Society, of Avliich institution he had been one 
of the earliest members and promoters. In conjunction -with 
his friends Drs. Marcet and Yelloly, for twelve years he con¬ 
ducted the laborious task of editing the Transactions of the 
Society, and in 1829-30 filled the President’s chair. 

On the occasion of a ser’ere epidemic of scm'vy and dysentery 
which broke out in the General Penitentiary at Milbank, he 
was axipointedby Government, in conjunction Avith Dr. Latham, 
to take charge of the Medical treatment of the prisoners. In 
1824, Dr. lioget married Miss Hobson, only daughter of a 
wealthy merchant of Livei'xiool. By this lady, who died eight 
years after, he had a son and daughter, w'ho survive. 

Dr. Roget had been a valuable conti'ibutor to Medical litera¬ 
ture; his celebrated Bridgewater Treatise on Animal and 
Vegetable Physiology, xmblished in 1834, added greatly to hiS 
reputation. The Edinburgh rcA'iewcrs justly said, “ It anuU bear 
a comparison with any of the BridgeAA'ater Treatises Avhich 
AA'^e haA'e perused, whether in reference to the science and 
learning displayed, or to the acuteness and sobriety of their 
argument, or to the tone of piety and religious feeling in which 
they are comxiosed.” Dr. Roget contributed many valuable 
articles to the “ Encyclopfedia Britannica.” Of him a contem¬ 
porary observes, he may be ranked among the most eminently 
scientific Physicians of the day. His whole life has been 
devoted to the acquisition of useful knoAvledge. AVe hardly 
know which most to admire, his highly accomplished and 
courtiorlike manner, or his richly cultivated understanding. 
Dr. Roget died at AVest Malvern, on the 12th inst., after only 
a few days’ illness, in the 91st year of his age. 

DR. A. D. BRANDS, M.R.C.S. Eng., 
Died at Forres, N. B., on the 4th inst. He Avas for nearly 
fifty years in practice in that town, and Avas most I'cspected 
both as a Physician and a man. Ho died at the age of 78. 
He was intimately acquainted with classical literature, culti¬ 
vated a taste for poetry, and Avas a proficient in painting. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 
--- 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
September 2, 1869 :— 

Gibbings, Alfred Thomas, Chichester. 
McClosky, James Hugh, Labuan, Borneo. 

Also on September 16 :— 

Betts, John, London-road, Brighton. 
Lett, Francis, Woolwich. 

The^ following gentlemen passed their First Professional 
Examination on September 2 :— 

Blaker, Walter Campbell, Guy’s Hospital. 
Galpin, Richard, Guy’s Hospital. 
Palmer, William James, University College. 
Sherratt, James Swindells, University College. 
Wilks, Charles Benjamin, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

Also on September 16 :— 

Marshall, John, Guy’s Hospital. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines:— 
Grainger, Robert Reed, Simderland. 

APPOINTMENT. 

*** "^6 Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

—Physician to the Royal Maternity Charity, vice 
Robert Barnes, M.D., resigned. 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 
Admiealtt.—The following appointments have been made Michael F. 

Mojian, Acting Assistant-Surgeon, to the Flora ; Dr. John Pringle and 
James F. Parr, Assistant-Surgeons, to the Tamar: and Dr. W. E. Cole¬ 
man, Assistant-Surgeon, to the Serapis. 

Her Majesty has been pleased to approve the following admissions to her 
Majesty’s Indian Medical Service :—■ 

Bengal. —To be Assistant-Surgeons: Christopher William Calthrop; 
Alexander Wood, M.B. ; Richard Carelc.ss Sanders, M.B. : Edwin 
Sanders; Benjamin FranMin; Frederic Pooley Edis, M.B.; Robert 
Temple Wright, M.D.; George M’Bride Davis, M.D.; KafiPada Gupta, 
M.B.; Henry James Linton. 

To be Assistant-Siugcona: Michael Edward Miiiphv, M.D.; 
William Price, M.D.; Samuel Matthias Tjurell; WiUiam Hope Boalth 
Joseph Backhouse. 

Botibay.—To be Assistant-Surgeons: John Alexander Howell; aiarles 
^omas Pete^, MB.; Henry Prescott Roberts, M.B.; Edward Colson, 
M.B.; Colin William Mac Rury. 

BIRTHS. 
15, at Heckington, the wife of George Blasson, 

M.R.C.S., of a son. ’ 
CHAELTON^On September 14, at 7, Eldon-square, Newcastle-on-Tyne, the 

wife of Edward Charlton, M.D., of a son. 
Divee.—On September 16, at Caterham, Rurrey, the wife of Dr E Diver 

of a daughter. ‘ ’ 

Easton.—On September 18, at 20, Connaught-sqiiare, Hyde-park, W., the 
wife of John Easton, M.D., of a sou. 

Oqilvie.-On September 9, at 10, Church-terrace, Lee. S.E., the wife of 
o^a*dui^f^^^^ Ogilvie, M.D., her Majesty’s Bombay Araiy, 

Stilwkll.—On September 20, at Beckenham. Kent, the wife of R. R. 
btiiwell, M.D., of a daughter. 

On September 18, at 22, Wobum-plaoe, the wife of Francis C. 
Webb, M.D., of twm daughters. 

DEATHS. 
Aveeill, Gbeteude Eleanor, only child of Alfred Averill, Surgeon, Tet- 

bury, Gloucestershire, on September 17, aged 3 years and 2 months. 
Burke, Juliana, the wife of Joseph Burke, Deputy In-spector-General of 

Hospitals, on August 21, at 21, Hermitage-villas, Richmond, Surrey. 
Clark, Rev. William, M.D., F.R.S., etc., late Fellow of Trinity College, 

Cambridge, and Professor of Anatomy, at Cambridge, on September 15, 
in his 82nd year. 

Dickson, Edward Thompson, M.R.C.S.E., formerly Surgeon in the Royal 
Navy, and for upwards of fifty years a Medical Practitioner in Jersey, 
at St. Heliers, Jersey, on September 15, in his 77th year. 

Dickson, Mary Pierce White, the beloved wife of Joseph Dickson, M.D., 
at South View, Jersey, on September 20, in her 43rd year. 

Ewen, Henry, F.R.C.S., at Long Sutton, Lincolnshire, aged 65. 
Fox, Henry Erasmus, Surgeon, eldest son of the late Robt. Fox, Surgeon, 

of Godmanchester, on board the Orwell, off Madeira, on August 16, in 
the 43rd year of his age. 

Roget, Peter Mark, M.D., F.R.S., at Malvern, after a few days’ illness, 
on September 12, in his 91st year. 

Tauch, William A., M.R.C.S., of Davies-street, Berkeley-square, at 
Boulogne, on his way home from Switzerland, on September 18, in his 
57 th year. 

AVright, John James, M.D., at Campfield House, Malton, Yorkshire, oa 
September 21, aged 52. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following Rst the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in the Candidate, the person to whom application shoidd be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Charing-ceoss Hospital.—Physician for the treatment of Diseases of 
the Skin; must have a degree from one of the Universities recognised by 
the General Medical Council, and be F. or M.R.C.P.L. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before September 28, at 2 o’clock 
p.m. 

Chichester Infirmary.—House-Surgeon. Candidates are required to be 
articled pupils of qualified Medical Pi-actitiouers. Applications and 
testimonials to E. Barton, House-Surgeon. The duties will commence 
early in October. 

Great Yarmouth Hospital.—Resident Medical Officer; must be L.S.A., 
and be unmarried. Applications and testimonials to the Ho.spital com¬ 
mittee, Great Yarmouth, on or before September 27. 

General Infirmary, Leeds. — Resident Medical Officer; must be 
M.R.C.S.E. Applications and testimonials to the Resident Medical 
Officer on or before October 4, on which day candidates must attend 
personally. 

Gloucester Infirmary.-Assistant-Physician; must have a Medical 
qualification. Applications and testimonials to .the Committee, under 
cover to the Secretary, on or before September 30. Further information 
may be obtained of the Secretary. 

Hull General Infirmary.—Resident House-Surgeon ; must beM.R.C.S., 
and unmarried. Appheations and testimonials to Hemy Gibson, Esq., 
on or before October 18. 

Royal Isle of Wight Infirmary.—House-Sm’geon. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary on or before October 5. The duties will 
commence after November 3. 

Royal South London Dispensary.—Honoraiy District Surgeon. For 
further particulars apply to Mr. Hentsch. 

Royal Surrey County Hospital.—House-Sui-geon; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials to 
the Assistant-Secretary', Guildford, on or before October 5. Duties to 
commence on October 20. 

Spalding Union.—Resident Medical Oflieer for the Gosberton District. 
Candidates must have the qualifications required by the Poor-law Board, 
and be registered under the Medical Act, 1858. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to A. Maples, Clerk to the Guardians, Spalding, on or before the 
27th inst. Election the same day. 

Swansea New Hospital.—House-Surgeon ; must be legally qualified. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, 23, Gower-streot, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

Worksop Dispensary.-House-Surgeon; must have both Medical and 
Sm-gical qualifications, and be unmairied. Applications and testimonials 
to the Committee, Dispensai-y, Worksop, Nottinghamshh-e. The duties 
will commence on November 1. 

MARRIAGES. 
Aldridge—Kemp-Welcii.—On September 1, at Downton, Wilts, Hem 

Moemng, second son of the late Henry Mooring Aldridge, Esq., of Pooh 
to Mary Grace, youngest daughter of the late E. A. Kemp-AVeloh, M D 
01 Downton. ’ 

AmBUTT—England.—On September 15, at Weeton Church Yorksbir. 
P ■'^Bbutt, M.A^M.D. Cantab., of Leeds, to’Susan, onl 

daughter of Thomas England, Esq., of AVecton House. 
DEiGHTO:^MATHER -;^n September 14 at Clapham Parish Church, Chris 

topherDeighton, M.D., Clapham, Yorkshhe, to Ann, only daughter c 
the late Richard Mather, Esq., of Litton. ijuver c 

GWVER-MULLER.-On September 16, at the Old Gravel-pit Chape: 
Hackney, James (Hey Glover, M.D., of Compton-terrace, Islington, so 
Mubpr^ Shields, to Mary, daughter of Williai 
Jluller, JiiSq., of Clapton, Middlesex. 

Griess—Mason.—In London, on September 22, John Peter Griess FES 
to Louisa Anne, only daughter of the late WiRiam Mason, M.r’c’s 
&c., of Burton-on-Trent. 

September 13, at Queenstown (^urch. Pern 
berton Hamson, Royal Artillery, second son of the late George Hai 
nf Ch'0S'^e“0r-street, Grosvenor-square,to Mary, daughte 
aufen^to^Tfi-dand ’ ° ^omson’s-quay, Cork, and The Cottagi 

15, at Christ Church, Tunbridg 
WeUs, (Jeorge Samuel Watson, M.E.C.S., of Thaxted, Essex, to EUer 
youngest daughter of Charles Trustram, M.E.C.S., of Tunbridge AVeUs 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
•,* Tlie area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last cemsus. 
RESIGNATIONS. 

Charlton Union—"Mx. George Greaves, Consulting Medical Officer for the 
Workhouse, is dead ; salary £100 per annum. 

Dolgelley U/iion.—The Barmouth District is vacant; area 24,459; popu¬ 
lation 2791; salary £34 10s. per annum. 

Thorne Union.—Air. Joseph J. Littlewood has resigned the Workhouse i 
salary £25 per annum. 

APPOINT5IENTS. 
Croydon Union.—Henry T. Scott, L.E.C.P., L.F.P. and S. Glas., L.S.A., 

to the Third District. 
Welwyn Union.—Robert Wairener, L.F.P. and S. Glas., L.S.A., to the 

Welwyn District and the Workhouse. 
Whitby Union.—Robert AVyllie, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.S.A., L.F.P. and S. 

Glas., to the Fylingdales District. 
York Union.—Daniel AAridds, L.F.P. and S. Glas., L.S.A., L.R.C.P. 

Edin., to the Seventh District. 

The Council of the EoA'al Hospital for Diseases of the 
Chest, City-road, acknowledge the receipt of the hheral dona¬ 
tion of £1000 which has been deposited to the credit of the 
Hospital with Messrs. GIjti, Mills, and Co. The donation 
is given under the initials “ W. P. D.” 
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We hear that Dr. Cayley, Lecturer on Pathology at the 
Middlesex Hospital, has been appointed Physician to the 
North-Eastern Hospital for Diseases of Children. Dr. Cayley 
has resigned the post of Physician to the St. Marylebone Gene¬ 
ral Dispensary. 

Presentatioit.—Dr. W. H. Stone, of St. Thomas’s and 
the Brompton Hospital for Consumption, -was presented, on the 
IGth inst., with an inlaid liqueur case and a porcelain dejeuner 

service, by a few friends, “ in appreciation of his Professional 
service to them during the last seven years.” 

General Hospital, Birmingham.—The ninth annual 
report just issued states that the system of training nurses has 
been inaugurated, that there are now six probationers being 
trained in the wards under competent nurses. The system has 
been in partial operation for only a few months, but, so far, its 
working has prov’^ed satisfactory. The Weekly Board have 
also i)laced at the disposal of the Medical Board two house- 
pupilsliips, to be awarded from time to time to the most worthy 
pupils and dressers. 

Death of Professor Litdwig Boehm.— The death 
of this distinguished Professor of Surgery and ophthalmology- 
in the Berlin Faculty, 58 years of age, has caused much grief 
in that city. From the commencement his career has been one 
of remarkable activity and distinction. His inaugural disserta¬ 
tion, “ De Glandularum intestinalium Structura,” contains per¬ 
haps the best description extant of these various glands, and 
at its disputation John Muller declared that certain hitherto 
unknown glands in the colon of the hare described by him 
should be henceforth called “ glandulfe Boehmianae.” After 
studying under Schoidein at Zurich and Ricord at Paris, we 
find him, in 1837, placed by Romberg at the head of a cholera 
Hospital. This appointment gave rise to an important publi¬ 
cation, “ Die kranke Darmschleimhaut in der asiatischen 
Cholera,” Ms description of the anatomical changes in cholera 
remaining classic to the present day. Officiating for a long 
time as assistant to Dieffenbach, he gained gTeat familiarity 
with the operation of strabismus, and published important 
works upon it and other ophthalmological subjects ; and the 
importance of Ms researches on the accommodation of the eye 
are fully acknowledged by Donders. Henceforth he cMefly 
devoted Mmself to ophthalmology, and attained a large practice 
in that department. His activity, both as a teacher and prac¬ 
titioner, was extraordinary, and may have contributed to his 
death, inasmuch as he neglected attending to an injury he 
received. This was a dissection wound received on July 19, 
but wMch until the 21st was only attended with shght_ local 
irritation. On that day, however, he had sMvering and delirium, 
wMch proved to be the precursors of septicfemia, -without any 
apparent localisation in any of the internal organs. He died 

on August 1. 

The Prudhoe Convalescent Home at Whitby was 
opened on the 14th inst. by the Duchess of Northumberland, 
in the presence of a numerous and influential assemblage. It 
is a noble institution, and had its origin in the munificence of 
the late Duke of Northumberland, whose name is associated so 
honourably with many works of charity and beneficence in Ms 
own county and elsewhere. The bmlding, which directly faces 
the sea, is designed after the pavilion plan, wMch has prevailed 
in France and Germany for a number of years, and wMch 
Miss Nightingale and the Crimean Commissioners so strongly 
recommend. The length of the frontage is 220 feet, and 
the various offices extend to the depth of 190 feet 
backwards. The structure is built entirely of stone, and 
the style of arcMtecture adopted is Gothic, of a simple 
and plain character, adapted to the i^urposes of the building, 
except the central portion, in which some arcMtectural em¬ 
bellishment is displayed in recogmtion of the munificence of 
the late Algernon, fourth Duke of Northumberland. The site 
is advantageously placed for dryness and drainage. Accommo¬ 
dation is provided for between fifty and sixty patients, but the 
building is designed to accommodate ultimately a lumdred 
inmates. A central tower graces the design, about the middle 
of which is proposed to be erected, on a projecting pedestal 
and under a finely carved canopy, a statue of the late lamented 
Duke. The architect is Thomas Oliver, Esq., F.R.P.B., under 
vvliose superintendence the building has been ca-med out. Mr. 
Joseph Kyle is the contractor for the whole of the works, and 
Mf'ssrs. Walker and Emely for the engineering department. 
Mr. John Adams is the clerk of the works. Though the 
weather was not propitious, the proceedings were of the most 
gratifying kind, and many speeches were made. Luncheon 
was afterwards served in the dining-hall of the home. 

The common practice in the vindication of honour and 
honesty is to chop off one or more fingers. Many such cases 
came to the Hospital. On May 25 notice was sent to the Hos¬ 
pital that a man disembowelled, was lying on the public street. 
I proceeded at once to the spot, and found him as had been 
described. He was a Shansi huckster, by name An, 25 years 
of age, and was accused of stealing. For several days he carried 
about with him a razor, prepared to prove his accusers false. 
Any viUain might part with a finger in this way. To prove 
his innocence, therefore, beyond doubt, he stripped Mmself in 
the presence of his accusers, and plunged the short, sharp 
instrument into his abdomen, asking the bystanders to examine 
Ms heart for the theft. He was astoMshed, after inflicting the 
wound, to find his entrails gush out, and in great fear he lay 
down and tried to return them. This he found impossible. 
When he returned them at the lower edge they rushed out at 
the upper, and vice versa. His jacket, which had been thrown 
down in the dust, was carelessly thrown over the parts, and a 
small mat thrown over all to protect him from the blazing sun. 
I saw him at midday, two hours after the accident, quite sensible, 
and with no bad symptom. I found it impossible to attend to him 
on the public thoroughfare, and as his case was hopeless if he 
continued to lie there, I gave orders to have him conveyed to 
the Hospital without delay. At 7 p.m., he had not arrived, 
and I sent to inqviire the cause. Of course the Chinese reason 
■^vras—no one dare touch him; the neighbours and police were 
alike liable by such an act to be involved. At 9 o’clock I went 
and remonstrated, the patient beseeching me to save him. 
The police promised to bring him, and I left, leaving an assistant 
in charge. At 10 o’clock an answer came that the police dare 
not move the person from the spot until an official examination 
had taken place. Seeing that my attempt to save his life would 
be frustrated by the etiquette and stupidity of Chinese law and 
ofiicialism, I determined to take the responsibility of removal 
upon myself, owing to the interest attacMng to the case, and 
the probability of saving his life ; I Mred bearers, and at 11 p.m. 
had him lodged in the Hospital. With great difficulty Ms dirty 
jacket was separated from the bowels, the dust was carefully 
washed off the parts, the intestines returned, and the large 
wound 94 inches in length was stitched. At the lower part 
and between the sutures, the omentum protruded a little, and 
tMs was allowed to remain so, to provide an easy exit for the 
discharge of pus from the injured omentum, peritoneum, and 
transverse colon, wMch latter was nearly perforated. The cut 
stretched from a little above the ensiform cartilage of the ster¬ 
num in an oblique line to a few lines below the level of the 
umbilicus, and one inch to the right of it. After dressing the 
part and applying a large bandage to support the abdomen 
and relieve the pressure upon the stitches, he had 5 grains of 
opium admimstered in two doses, and during the next six days 
the same quantity in twenty four hours, and there after 2 grains 
daily. He was an opium smoker, and on this account, as well 
as on account of Ms non-stimulating diet and spare habit, no 
inflammation ensued, and a speedy and successful cure was 
the result. On June 2 his bowels were opened naturally for 
the first time. He lived upon rice. On the 3rd and 4th his 
bowels were again opened naturally without any trace of blood 
or matter. On the mormng of the 6th he left the Hospital 
early, ostensibly to procure a light for his pipe at the opposite 
tea shop. He there met a friend, who supposed he had been 
dead; he gave him 500 cash and told him to return speedily to 
the Hospital. He left cvired on June 20. He called at the 
Hospital a month after, quite well and most thankful.— 
Sixth Annual Report of the Pelcmg Hospital, by Dr. Dudgeon. 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 

-♦- 

It tijat qiusticnetlj mut^ Itarn Bacon. 

Mr. Spencer Wells's paper onHydi-ate of afloral will be concluded next week. 

Studens comes under the new regulations. 

li. N. must pass the preliminary examination. 

An Indian Medical Officer, Bow.hay Service, A. B., and others who have 

addressed us on the late monstrous furlough rules, will find the subject 

treated of in the present nvunber of our journal. 

Reader.—Wardrop was a good judge of pictures. He was in the habit for 

several years of attending the well-known sale rooms of the Messrs. 
Bonham, of Leinster-street. He would sometimes pmehase a picture the 

merits of which he alone at the time seemed to appreciate. ‘ ‘ But,’ ’ said Mr. 

Bonham, “ we invariably found that he was coirect in his judgment.” 
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The papers by Dr. E.o=s are in the hands of the printer, and shall appear 
in due cour e. 

Jersey.—There is no charge for inserting oominnnications such as for¬ 
warded to ns by our correspondent. 

The Puff Indirect.—It is known that Sheridan was wont to style prufEng as 

of three kinds : the puff direct, the puff oblique, and the puff by implica¬ 

tion. The following curious specimen maj^ perhaps be called the puff 
indirect. Howerer that may be, it is a novel example of the art of puffing. 

IVliat the St. Martm’s Dispensary was, or who were its “ active unpaid 

Surgeons,” wc did not know previous to the ap)pearance of the paragraprh 
in a local paper. 

In the.t sadly neglected district of St. Giles’s an earnest and merciful work 
was coinmenoed^in 1867 for the relief of the poor suffering from fistula and 
other diseases of the rectum. The roprort issued this year evinces how good 
the work and how economically conducted, but the funds of the “ St. 
Martin’s Dispensary for Kstirla and other Diseases of the Eectum” .sadly 
want replenishing, and the committee feel that the great desideratum is 
the establishment of an indoor system where the poverty-stricken can be 
better treated and yet be near their homes and the few human hearts that 
care for them. The treasui-er is 5D-. Mathieson, the banker, of 77, Lombard- 
street, and the “ active unpaid ” Surgeons are Doctor William PiiTie and 
Dr. Heath Strange, and the home of the Dispensai-y is at 106, Long-acre. 

Intoxication Tiy Powder that is fjiven off" from Household Drainage Pipes com¬ 
posed of microscopic Fungi.—In the Gaceta 2Iedica de Granada Dr. Duaiic 

has brought before our notice an instance of this kind, obseiwed in all the 

members of a family that were exposed to the exhalations of dry drain- 

p.ge pipes, as used for common excretions. The symirtoms are thus 

described—cedema of the face, cephalalgia, a sense of being stunned, 

deafness, sometimes extinction of the voice, enfeebloment, a mild 

character of delirium, semi-comatose condition, loss of appaetite, difficult 

deglutition, explained by a submucous cedema of the tongue which in 
like degree explained the deafness, epigastric anxiety, and vomiting. 

In some cases, three or four days after the attack, there was erysipiclatous 
tumefaction, with priu’itus, of the external genital organs. All distress 
began to decline from the seventh day. Dr. Duarte is inchned to tliink 

that these fungi were the Uredo liniario or the Puccinia graminis of Pers, 
the spores of which escape in form of piowder. An expilanation of the 
symptoms in the family alluded to throws Eght on analogous symptoms 

observed in a small dog of the house a short time previously. Lastly, a 

Spanish Physician informs us that this affection is well known to 
scavengers, though as yet undesei’ibed, and that they are accustomed to 
demand extra aUowance for cleaning out dry pipes in household use. 

COMAIIINTCATIONS have been received from— 

A- ; Dr. Heslop ; Dr. J. A. Eoss; Mr. E. Wynne Thomas ; 
Air. Gaskoin; Dr. C. N. Eobix.son ; Mr. E. J. Percy; Mr. E. AI. 
^UAET; Dr. Taaffe ; Air. Jayakab ; Air. John AIacdonald ; Air. 
Henot Arnott ; Air. C. L. Kemp ; Mr. Henry Pitman ; Air. AV. Little ; 
Mr. Lawson Tait; Air. Spencer AYells; Dr. B. AY. Eichabdson ; 
Dr. Blanc ; Dr. AY. S. Playfair. 

BOOKS EECEIYED— 

City of GUsgow Fever Hospital Eeport—British Journal of Dental Science, 
June—Transactions of the Epiidemiological Society—Journal of Cuta- 
necius Alefficine, October—E.ssay to a Theoiy of the Flight of Bhds, Bats, 

\ ork Medical J ournal, September—Marcct on Diseases 
ot theLarynx—California Medical Gazette, September—Eeade’s Piism 
tor Microscopic Illumination. By Samuel Higliley—Duncan on Mind 
and Brain. 

NEWSBAPEES EECEIVED— 

Chester Com-ant—Birmingham DaUy Gazette—Aledical Pi-ess and Circular’ 
—Anti-V acemator. 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Ohservations at the Grcciuc 

Alean height of barometer .... 
Alean temperature. 
Highest point of thermometer .... 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Alean dcw-pohit temperature . 
General direction of wind. 
Whole amount of rain in the week . 

'h Observatory. 

. 29-443 in. 

. 5S-1 

. 68-S 
. 52-0 
. 52-5 

. S.AY. & AY.S.AY 
. 1-S3 

J3IRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
.during’ the Week ending Saturday, September 18, 1869, in 
the folloAving large Towns:— 
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London (Aletropolis) 3170754 40-7 1944 1462 1409 68-8 52-0 6S-1 1-85 187 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 139 76 69-6 48-1 57'7 1-74 17S 
Birmingham (Boro’) 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 

300846 46-1 289 175 162 71-0 49-4 57-3 2-.53 25G 
509062 99-7 313 295 293 67-9 48-4 55-7 1-03 104 

Alanchester (City) . 370892 82-7 2SG ! 210 *198 72-0 48-0 56-6 2-38 240 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 84 60 49 70-7 47-6 54-S 2-11 213 
Sheffield (Borough). 2.39752; 10-5 181 126 118 72-0 47-0 54-6 1-57,159 
Bradford (Borough) 13S522:21-0 96 71 81 66-4 49-0 54-6 l-42il43 
Leeds (Borough) 253110:11-7 252 129 13D 71-0 49-0 56-8 1-79181 
Hull (Borough) 126682135-6 73 oD 51 
Nwostl-on-T^me, do. 1.30503124-6 76 69 69 
Edmbui’gh (City) . 178002,40-2 140 86 65 62-7 40-0 53-3 2-50 273 
Glasgow (City) 45S937 90-6 817 268 216 62-5 40-9 53-8:1-68,170 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 320762 32-9 134 158 154 69-5 42-6 56-8:1-4414.5 
Total of 14 large 

To-wns . 6546587 35-5 4324 3244 3109 72-0I40-0 55-81 l-84bs,5 
Paris (City) 1889842 ... 836 

Week 
... 

- ... 

(1863) 
560000 

ending Week ending Sent. 11. 

Vienna (City) . ...1 

Sept. 11. 
286 ... ... les-sf ... 1 

At the Eoyal Obsei’vatory, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29'443 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
28‘58 in. on Simday, Soiitember 12, to 29'72 in. on Tuesday, September 14. 

The general direction of the wind was S.AY. and AY.S.AV. 

Mote.-The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Alanchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOR THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Weelc ending Saturday, September 18, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 957 ; Ghls, 987; Total, 1944. 
Average of 10 con'esponding weeks, 1869-68,1898'0. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . . ! 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

706 
611-2 

703 
576-6 

1409 
1187-8 
1306 

DEATHS IlST SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Alea- 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

1 
AYlioop- 

ing- 
cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

aio- 
lera. 

West . 463388 2 11 2 11 7 17 
North . 618210 3 5 32 2 17 5 14 Central 378058 21 3 7 5 9 
East . 571158 2 6 65 5 19 7 43 South . 773175 1 8 49 1 10 15 56 

Total . 2803989 6 21 178 13 64 39 139 

September 25. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1 J- p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m. Kino'’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, p.m. ° 

27. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Alark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone. 
2| p.m. 

28. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopmdic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

29. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Alary’s, li p.m. ; 
Aliddlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s IJ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South-' 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

30. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m. j 
Royal Orthopiedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

October 1. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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OPENING OF THE LONDON MEDICAL 
SCHOOLS. 
-«>- 

IMNG’S COLLEGE. 

The Introductory Lecture was delivered by Dr. George John¬ 

son, Professor of Medicine and Physician to the Hospital. 

Mr. Principal and Gentlemen,—In selecting a subject upon 

which to address you to-day I have been influenced by the 

consideration that my audience, as is u.sual ujton these occasions, 

T/otdd be a mixed assembly, composed of learned Professors 

and Practitioners of Medicine, of students of Medicine in 

various stages of culture, of i^upils who are just entering upon 

the study of Medicine, and lastly of gentlemen of various 

professions and pursuits who take an interest in our proceedings, 

and who do us the honour to be present at the opening of our 

Medical Session. Obviously it is the duty of a lecturer to 

endeavour so to frame his discom’se that it shall be neither 

unsuited nor uninteresting to any considerable portion of his 

audience. 

Now, belie%ung as I do that the science of Medicine has 

reached that stage of progress and development at wliich it is 

possible, and indeed not difficult, to render its leading principles 

intelligible and interesting to those who have no special know¬ 

ledge of our art—believing, too, that the public have an interest 

in obtaining such a knowledge of the principles by which we 

are guided as will enable them to distinguish between the 

legitimate claims of Medical science_!and the impudent demands 

of pretentious quackery—^I have determined upon the present 

occasion to attempt such an exposition of the aims and methods 
of our science and art as shall interest those who have little or 
no Medical learning, while I endeavour to avoid being tedious 
to those who have much. If in this latter part of my design 
I fail, as I fear that I shall in some degree, I crave the indul¬ 
gence of all whom it may concern. 

Before passing on, let me for a moment refer to some 
changes which have recently occurred in the staff of the 
College and the Hospital. First, then, we have to regret Dr. 
Beale’s resignation of the Chair of Physiology. Dr. Beale has 
obtained a more than European reputation by his researches 
in minute anatomy. His teaching was highly valued by his 
pupils, and it was difficult to till the vacancy occasioned by his 
resignation. This difficulty, however, has been very happily 
surmounted by the appointment of Dr. Rutherford. Dr. 
Rutherford has already obtained great distinction as an ori¬ 
ginal observer, a skilful experimenter, and a successful teacher 
in the University of Edinburgh, and we now offer him a most 
cordial welcome within the walls of IHng’s College. Happily, 
while securing the services of Dr. Rutherford, we do not lose 
those of Dr. Beale, who has accepted the chair of Pathological 
Anatomy, which was offered to him by the Council, and who 
retains his position at the Hospital. When, a few months 
since. Dr. Tonge resigned the office of Assistant-Physician to 
enter upon a new field of duty, the authorities determined not 
merely to fill the vacancy thus occasioned, but also to appoint 
an additional Assistant-Physician. In accordance Avith this 
resolution. Dr. Yeo and Dr. Kelly have been appointed 
Assistant-Physicians of the Hospital. These gentlemen are 
both well known as veiy distinguished pupils of the College, 
and they are not unkuoAvn beyond the College walls. The 
honours obtained by Dr. Kelly at the University of London 
have excited the admiration, if not the envy, of many. From 
both of om' new Assistant-Physicians much is expected, and 
we arc confident that we shall not be disappointed in our hopes 
of them. 

And now to return to the main purpose of my discourse. 
The science of Medicine has for its object to promote the 
physical well-being of mankind, to prevent and to remoA^e 
disease, to mitigate human suffering, to prolong human life. 
Comparatively few amongst those who are bom into this 
world, reaching the full period of life allotted to man, die of 
oil age and natural decay. The great majority of mankind 
have their days .shortened by some of the numerous diseases and 
accidents to Avhich all are liable. Without attempting a pre¬ 
cise scientific definition of disease, it is sufficient for our present 
purpose to say that disease is an abnoimal condition of the 
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body. Disease is not, as is often supposed, a separate entity. 
It has no existence apart from the body. It is of primary im¬ 
portance to distinguish between a disease and its cause. As 
the clearness of our perception of disease is impaired by think¬ 
ing of it as an entity apart from the diseased body, so our views 
are equally, although in a different way, obscured if we con¬ 
found the cause of a disease Avith the disease itself. Yie get 
an idea of smaU-pox from the observation of an indiAudAial 
suffering from that disease. The cause of small-pox is a subtle 
morbid poison wliich may mingle with the air or be canned on 
the point of a lancet, whence it may gain an entrance into the 
system of a healthy individual and there reproduce the disease 
Avith a millionfold multiplication of the poison. The cause of 
small-pox, then, is a morbid poison, Avhile the disease which 
we call small-pox is a patient under the influence of the vario¬ 
lous poison. 

It may seem a truism to remark that every change of texture 
and every functional disturbance within the body have a cause, 
whether Ave can discover it or not. 

It is not quite so obvious, though it is equally true, that in 
the great majority of instances the primary cause of disease i.s 
external to the body, which it enters or otherwise acts upon, 
generally through the lungs, or the alimentary canal, or the 
skin. The air that Ave breathe, the food that we consume, and 
the water that we drink may contain the germs of disease, 
and thus may set up a train of symptoms involving much suf¬ 
fering and ultimately death. 

Here I would remark that it is one of the especial merits of 
modern Medicine that it has dcA-oted, and is still devoting, much 
laboxu- and research to the investigation of the causes of dis¬ 
ease. The pathologist and the Practitioner of the present day 
are aware that their labours are not at an end when they haA'e 
succeeded in giving a disease a name. It is not enough to be 
able to speak of an inflammation of the lung, or the kidney, or 
the skin. The investigation, to be practically useful, must be 
carried further, with a vieAv to ascertain the cause of the 
malady and its mode of action iipon the Aut.al functions and 
tissues. Without this knowledge, treatment wiU often be un¬ 
successful, and any prediction as to the result of the disease 
doubtful and untrustworthy. 

Some of the greatest triumphs of Medical research have been 
those Avhich have thrown light upon the causes of disease, and 
consequently upon the means of prevention and of cure. The 
discovery that that once terrible scourge, the sea scurvy, is the 
result of a diet deficient in fresh vegetables was a grand step 
in Medical science. It has been the means of saA'ing innumer¬ 
able lives and of preA'enting incalculable suffering. Success of 
the same kind has attended the investigation of the symptoms 
of chronic poisoning by lead, and the various modes in 
which that metal gains entrance into the system—some¬ 
times through the stomach with Devonslfire cider or 
West Indian rum, or soft drinking water that has passed 
through leaden pipes or been kept in leaden cisterns, some¬ 
times through the skin or the lungs, in the case of painters 
and others whose occupations expose them to the noxious 
influence of the metal. 

Another instance of the successhd investigation of the cause 
of disease is afforded by the tracing of ague and some allied 
forms of disease to the influence of malarious exhalations from 
undrained marshes. 

Within the last few years the import.ant discovery has 
gradually been made that in a large proportion of cases of 
cholera and of typhoid fever water is the vehicle of the poison 
by Avhich these diseases are communicated. The investigation 
of these formidable and fatal diseases has served to bring pro¬ 
minently into notice one of the great defects in our sanitary 
arrangements. It was for a long time the custom, especially 
in towns, to place cesspools and wells for the supply of drink¬ 
ing water in such close proximity that a mutual interchange of 
their contents was of frequent occurrence. Within the last 
fcAV years cesspools and AveUs in towns have been very generally 
and simultaneously abolished, and now the excreta are poured 
into those very rivers from Avhich our supply of drinking water 
is mainly derived. Thus, A\'ith a blind perversity which to a 
more enlightened posterity will appear scarcely credible, we 
have acted as if with a determination to inflict upon ourselves 
all the loathsome abominations involAmd in tlie curse of 
Rabshakeh. The result has been a terrible amount of pro¬ 
ven tible sickness, misery, and mortality. One of the most 
important practical problems of -tlie present day is to discoA'cr 
the most effectual means by Avhich the sewage matters Avhich 
noAv poison our rivers and contaminate even the sea-shore 
may be made to fertilise the soil, and thus increase the supply 

of food. 
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The discovery that impure water—water contaminated by 
sewage is the vehicle by which mainly, thoug’li not entirely, 
cholera and enteric fever are communicated has helped to throw 
light upon the nature, or, as we call it, the pathology of those 
diseases ; and, in particular, it has rendered it more certain, at 
least in the case of cholera, that the discharges from the ali¬ 
mentary canal, which are known to contain the specific poison 
of the disease, are the result of a salutary effort to eject the 
poison from the system. The physiology of the process appears 
to be sufficiently simple. Certain effete and noxious materials 
which have once been thrown off from the system, having been 
rendered additionally noxious by the presence of a specific 
poison, are reintroduced through the agency of drinking water. 
Then, after being absorbed and undergoing a rapid process of 
multiplication, they are again expelled tlirough the natural 
outlets of the body. 

Now let us, for a moment, consider the influence of theory 
upon practice. Before we can hope to treat a disease with 
success, we must endeavour to learn something of the natm-al 
course of the disease, and the relation of the symptoms to each 
other and to their exciting’ cause. In other words, we must 
obtain an insight into what is commonly called the natural 
history, but what is better termed the physiology of disease. 
Without this knowledge we are in continual danger of 
directing our curative efforts in opposition to those of nature. 
I will give a very simple and obvious illustration of this prin¬ 
ciple. 

In a case of small-pox, the eruption on the skin, which 
forms the most painful and loathsome feature of the disease, is 
an essential part of the process by which the sy.stem, infected 
by the variolous poison, is restored to a state of health. No 
sufferer from small-pox ever recovered from'the disease without 
the occurrence of the characteristic eruption, and to drive in 
the rash is to kill the patient. Not long’ since I witnessed the 
result of such an experiment. A young lady had what, at the 
commencement, appeared to be a mild attack of small-pox. 
Soon after the eruption appeared the child’s mother, without 
the sanction or knowledge of the Medical attendant, kept her 
enveloped in^ a cold wet sheet, without an outer covering of 
blankets, during the greater part of one day. The result was 
that the rash was driven in, and when I saw the child about 
the fifth day of the disease, so completely had the eruption been 
repressed, that, from the appearance of the skin alone, I could 
not have learned the nature of the disease. She was then dying, 
and ffid rapidly die, with symptoms of blood-decomjjosition, 
olGecliiig from most of tlie mucous membranes, and lieemorrbag'ic 
spots beneath the skin. This unfortunate case may serve to 
illustrate the danger of flying in the face of nature, the mis¬ 
chievous effect of a treatment in opposition to the natural 
process of cure. 

It is painful to reflect upon the numerous illustrations which 
tne bistory of Medicine contains of tlie unbappy inJfl.uence of 
erroneous theories upon the treatment of disease. Small-pox, 
again, affords one memorable example. The cotemporaries of 
Sydenham, about 200 years ago, had a theory that the matura¬ 
tion of the pustules of that disease requires a high temperature 
for its completion. This they endeavoured to secure by closing 
the doors and windows, and. by an abundance of bed-clothing. 
The result was that, the air of the room being’ charged with 
the noxious emanations from the patient’s body, the poison 
continually re-entered the system through the lungs, and the 
mortality was excessive. Sydenham ventured to change all 
this. He kept his patients cool—not, however, ohilling'them 
ipth a wet sheet—and he ventilated the sick room. This prac¬ 
tice, being in opposition to a fashionable theory, was denounced 
as a dangerous innovation, but, being in accordance with nature 
and with common sense, it was successful in saving hfe, and it 
ultimately became the general practice. 

And now to come much nearer to our own time. Probably 
no theory of disease has ever led to so great a saeriflee of 
human hfe as that which, attributing the collapse stage of 
cholera to the drain of fluid from the blood through the 
ahmentary canal, suggests a treatment whose main object is to 
mrest the discharg’es by astringents and especially by opiates. 
This theory has now few defenders, and having been virtually 
abandoned, it scarcely needs further refutation. The theory is 
obviously inconsistent with the undoubted facts of the disease. 
There is no such chrect relation between the degree of coUapse 
and the amount of liquid discharged, as there must be if the 
theory had a basis of truth. And again, there is the still more 
significant fact that recovery from collapse is invariably asso¬ 
ciated 'with a continuance of those discharges which this theory 
assumes to be the cause of that condition. So that while death 
may occur rapidly 'without discharges, hke death frommahgnant 

sinall-pox before the appearance of the eruption, the intestinal 
discharges are as essential a condition of recovery from collapse 
as the development of the cutaneous rash in the case 
of small-pox. The analogy between the intestinal dis¬ 
charges of cholera and the cutaneous eruption of small-pox 
appears to be complete, and the arrest of the choleraic dis¬ 
charges by ojiiates is as fatal a mistake as the repression of the 
variolous eruiition by a cold wet sheet. 

It is remarkable, and indeed surprising, that this erroneous 
theory of cholera should so long have maintained its g’round, 
notwithstanding’ the acknov.dedg’ed failure of the astringent 
treatment, with which it is inseparably associated. It would 
seem reasonable and right that when the practical application 
of a theory is found to be disastrous, the theory itself should 
be carefully re-examined, with a 'view to ascertain the source 
of fallacy. 

The history of tliis theory affords a remarkable confirmation 
of the doctrine propounded by Buckle, (a) who says, “ There is 
no well-attested case on record of any theory having been 
abandoned because it produced injurious results. As long as a 
theory is believed, men 'will ascribe its evil consequences to any 
cause except the right one; and a theory which is once esta¬ 
blished will always be believed until there is some change of 
knowledge which shakes its foundation. Every practical change 

careful analysis, be shown to depend in the first instance 
on some change of speculative opinion.” 

It can scarcely be doubted that a change of theoretical views 
as to the nature of cholera has contributed much to bring about 
the modified treatment of tha,t disease wffiich is now very g’ene- 
rally adopted. 

The construction of Medical theories is a difficult and a 
perilous undertaking, and it behoves all who apply theories 
to practice to take heed that their light be not darkness. 

The main purpose of Medical science and art is practical. 
Our continual endeavour is to obtain the knowledge and the 
skill which 'will enable us to prevent, to remove, or to mitigate 
disease. Now, it should be distinctly understood that no 
general theory of therapeutics has the slightest claim to be 
accepted as true or trustworthy. The dogma that “ like cures 
like,” or siniilia similibiis curantur, is certainly not a legitimate 
induction from the ascertained facts of disease. Equally in¬ 
complete and unsatisfactory is a theory which in various forms 
has often cropped out, and which was advocated in a recent 
number of the Quarterly Eeview. I mean the theory that all 
disease is caused by, or at any rate associated with, a defi¬ 
ciency of vital force, and therefore all remedial treatment 
should be restorative, 'with a 'view to increase 'vital power. 

V/ithout stopping to discuss the question whether our know¬ 
ledge of the nature of the so-called vital force renders it pos¬ 
sible to estimate its amount in health and in disease, we may 
unhesitatingly declare that the phenomena of disease and the 
various modes of recovery and of cure are too complex and 
diverse to be included within the terms of tins inadequate 
theory. 

The most general and comprehensive statement vdth regard 
to the cure of disease that can safely and confidently be made 
is this—Most of those diseases that are curable by any means 
are cui’able by the unaided powers of Nature; and the chief 
art of the Bhysician, as of the Surgeon, consists in regulating’ 
and directing those natural forces which will cure a fever or 
an inflamed lung as surely and as completely as they 'will heal 
a wound or mend a broken bone. This proposition may 
perhaps startle those who have been educated in the belief that 
for every disease—nay, for almost every symptom of disease— 
there is to be found a specific remedy in an infinitely small 
dose of the appropriate drug. There is much truth in the 
statement that superstition is an ally of infidelity, and it may 
bo admitted as a fact that the extreme and childish credulity 
of Hahnemann and his disciples in the efficacy of infinitesimal 
doses has tended to increase the scepticism of those who see in 
the reputed cures by such doses only the work of the vis 
mcclicatrix natures, aided perhaps by the faith and hope which 
rarely fail to exert a beneficial influence upon the sick. 

The most careful and competent observers agree in ox^inion 
that the specific remedies, remedies having a peculiar curative 
action in special forms of disease, are unhappily very few in 
number. Quinine may be considered a specific cure for ague. 
Mercury and iodide of potassium are specially curative in cer¬ 
tain forms of sjDecifio disease, and bromide of potassium has 
almost earned for itself the title of a specific remedy for some 
of the worst forms of epilepsy. 

Now, our experience of these remedies is in direct opposition 

(a) “History of Civilisation,” yol. ii. p. 545. 
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to tlie strange theory which attributes a marvellous efficacy to 
infinitesimal doses. For it is a well-ascertained fact that, 
within certain limits, the curative influence of the remedies 
which I have mentioned, and of others to which I have not re¬ 
ferred, bears a direct relation to the dose of the drug. To insure 
the curative effect the remedy must be given in full doses, the 
influence of small doses being quite inappreciable. 

Physicians of the present day are sometimes charged with a 
want of faith in their power to cure disease. To this charge 
we plead “Not guilty.” It is quite true that with an increased 
knowledge of the nature of disease we have learned that the 
use of drugs is more limited than we had formerly supposed ; 
yet we have an increased confidence in our power of deahng 
with disease, both in the way of prevention and of cure, and a 
firm conviction that we have acquired, and are continually 
acquiring, greater skill and success in the administration of 
particular remedies. In the treatment of a case of fever, we 
believe that g-ood nursing and judicious feeding are of more 
importance than the employment of so-called febrifuge medi¬ 
cines, yet we carefully watch the symptoms, and we do not 
neglect to give such remedies as may appear to be required. 
So, in the management of many chronic diseases, we know that 
the secret of success consists in the discovery and removal of 
the cause, and not in the blind administration of drugs, yet, 
the cause ha\'ing ceased to operate, special remedies may some¬ 
times assist the cure. 

In our more precise modern methods of exploring disease 
we have a great advantage over our predecessors. The stetho¬ 
scope, the microscope, the ophthalmoscope, the laryngoscope, 
the sphygmograph, and the thermometer have contributed 
much to accuracy of diagnosis, and thus have indirectly ad¬ 
vanced our knowledge of the real influence of remedies. So 
long as the nature of a disease is unkno-wn or doubtful, treat¬ 
ment must be imcertaiii and the results often delusive, for we 
know not what we have been treating. Before the laryn¬ 
goscope came into use the nature of disease within the 
larynx was often extremely doubtful. Hence it must have 
happened frequently that a patient with a wart on one of 
his vocal cords has been fruitlessly and injuriously dosed 
with mercury and other drugs. Now, by the aid of the 
mirror, we not only see the natui’e of the disease, but we 
easily remove such a gi-owth by safe and simple mechanical 
means. The most brilliant result of modern therapeutical 
research is to be seen in the discovery and the gradual improve¬ 
ment of the means of annihilating pain by general and local 
anaesthesia. But here, again, it is to be observed that some of 
the greatest improvements in the art of healing have been 
accomplished, not by the discovery of new remedies, or by the 
acquirement of increased skill in the use of old ones, but by 
entirely different methods. An illustration of this statement 
is afforded by the discovery of vaccination and by the intro¬ 
duction of the non-restraint system of treating the insane. 

Unquestionably vaccination is the most splendid instance of 
successful preventive medicine that the human intellect has ever 
yet arrived at. The success of vaccination has been so nearly 
complete that the present generation, knowing little of the 
horrors of small-pox, can scarcely appreciate the immense 
benefit conferred upon mankind by Jenner’s discovery. That 
vaccination has not as yet been entirely successful in annihi¬ 
lating small-pox is mainly due to the fact that it has hitherto 
been impossible to insure the efficient vaccination of every 
infant. The carelessness or the unskilfulness of some operators, 
and the negligence or unreasonable prejudices of a comparatively 
small number of parents, who, in spite of the law, refuse to 
have their children vaccinated, are the chief hindrances in the 
way of the complete extermination of one of the most terrible 
and fatal of all diseases. 

The release of the insane from the misery and degradation 
of chains and fetters, and the substitution of the non-restraint 
system of treatment, afford a memorable illustration of the 
triumph of common sense and Christian charity over igno¬ 
rance and prejudice. To Dr. Conolly the world is mainly 
indebted for the establishment of the grand principle that in 
the treatment of the insane the non-restraint system is both 
practicable and safe. Dr. Conolly, it is true, was not the first 
to release the poor lunatic from the galling misery of mecha¬ 
nical restraint. This had been done to a great extent by Dr. 
Charlesworth and Mr. Gardiner Hill in the Lincohi Asylum, 
and still earlier, towards the end of the last century, by 
William Tuke, in the “Retreat,” near York, established by the 
Society of Friends, and about the same time by Pinel in the 
Bicetre Asylum in Paris. It Avas in the year 1793 that Pinel, 
after some delay and difficulty, obtained permission_ from the 
French Government to release some of hismaniacalpatients. The 

first man on whom the experiment was tried was an English 
captain who had been in chains for forty years. He was 
thoxight to be one of the most dangerous inmates of the 
asylum, and Avith good reason, for he had killed one of his 
keepers by a blow Avith his manacles. He was released under 
a promise that he would behave well and injure no one. 
Having obtained his liberty, he walked about dm-ing the whole 
day uttering exclamations of delight. In the evening he 
returned to his cell of his own accord, and slept tranquilly. 
During the two succeeding years while he remained in 
the asylum he had no return of his violent paroxysms, 
and he even rendered himself useful by exercising a kind oc 
authority over the other patients, whom he ruled in his own 
peculiar way. In the course of a few days Pinel released 
fifty-three maniacs from their chains. The result was beyond 
his hopes : tranquillity and harmony succeeded to tumult and 
disorder; kindness and gentleness had the most favourable 
effect, and the most furious maniacs Avere rendered tractable. 
Such a marvellous change from violence to tranquillity surely 
had some relationship to a work of healing which occurred 
nearly 1800 years before. We read of a man who had his 
dwelling among the tombs, who had often broken the fetters 
and chains with which he had been bound, neither could any 
man tame him, yet this outcast was found, clothed and in his 
right mind, sitting at the feet of Him who had healed him by 
a Avord. Surely, too, Pinel’s active beneficence forms a 
pleasing contrast to the unpractical mocking infidelity of the 
philosophers, and the sanguinary violence of the politicians of 
his age and country. 

Notwithstanding the favourable experience of the non¬ 
restraint treatment in the Bicetre, in the Retreat at York, 
and in the Lincoln Asylum, the barbarous system of restraint 
was still in very general use Avhen Dr. Conolly was appointed 
Resident Physician of Hanwell in 1839. Hanwell at that 
time contained 800 patients, more than 40 of whom were 
found under restraint. Dr. Conolly gradually abolished all 
mechanical restraint, and in his successive annual reports 
he demonstrated the complete success of the system, and 
its happy influence not only upon the poor patients, but also 
upon the character of the attendants. The publication of 
these reports excited great interest and some controversy, but 
the result was that Avithin a few years the non-restraint system 
of treatment was adopted in every asylum throughout the 
country, (b) 

For some years Dr. Conolly gave clinical lectures at Hanwell 
during the summer months, and I had the privilege of forming 
one of the first batch of students who were sent doAvn from 
each of the London schools. We were allowed to Adsit the 
wards AAdth Dr. Conolly, and we afterwards listened to his 
most interesting and instructive clinical remarks on the cases 

we had seen. 
It is mAich to be regretted that the abundant materials for 

clinical instruction in the great asylums throughout the coimtry 
are so little utilised as they are at the present time. A know¬ 
ledge of insanity is of great importance—nay, it is essential to 
every Practitioner of Medicine. 

There are obvious reasons Avhy cases of confirmed iiisanity 
should, as a rule, be treated by a special class of Physicians ; 
but it is equally obAdous that mental Ainsoundness in its begin- 
ing and early stages must come under the care of the ordinary 
Medical attendant. Forthese reasons thepublic interest demands 
that the opportunities afforded to the general body of Medical 
students for obtaining a familiarity with the various foims and 
phases of mental disease, should be greater than they are at 
the present time. I woiild strongly urge upon all students to 
whom any such opportunity offers to avail themselves of it to 
the fullest possible extent. They will find the subject full of 
interest, an interest, too, which grows with the^ increase^ of 
observation and knowledge ; they Avdll also find it abounding 
in difficulties. It could scarcely be otherAvise, since the study 
of insanity involves the consideration of the mysterious con¬ 
nexion between mind and matter, and their mutual action and 
reaction upon each other. 

In the iiiA’estigation of mental diseases, two distinct clas.ses 
of phenomena present themselves for examination. First there 
is to bo noted the influence of purely phy.sical cha,ngcs upon 
the mental condition. Tlie brain requires for the discharge of 
its functions a due supply of freely moving’ normal blood. 
Impede the moA'ement of the blood through the ^ brain, or 
depriA’o it of its oxygen, or permit it to bo contaminated by 
alcohol, by chloroform, by the products of undigested food, by 
retained excreta, or by certain morbid poisons, and symptoms 

(b) See Sir James Clai-k’s interesting memoir of Dr. Conolly. . 
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of mental disturbance, varying’ according to tlie nature and 
the intensity of the exciting cause, will be the result. Here 
we have an example of a purely physical change causing a 
mental disorder. 

On the other hand, the influence of mental emotion upon 
the circulation and the cerebral functions is not less certain 
and obA'ious. Fear and anger and grief, through their influence 
upon the heart and upon the minute arteries, change the 
colour of the face, and doubtless disturb also the cerebral cir¬ 
culation in a moment, and this disturbance, when very intense, 
or much prolonged, or recurring often, may result in a more or 
less durable mental derangement. Thus we see that a mental 
delusion—a supposed ghost—may be only, as Scrooge in the 
Christmas carol sug-gests, “ an undigested bit of beef, a crumb 
of cheese, or a fragment of an underdone potato,” while, on 
the other hand, a blood-stained dagger in the air may be the 
outcome of a mental conflict between the eonscience and a 
strong temptation. And, again, sudden terror or intense grief 
may result in a lifelong insanity or epilepsy. 

The physical and fhe mental phenomena are quite distinct, 
yet closely correlated, and mutually interdependent. How 
close is the relationship betv/een the mind and the body is 
shown by the consideration that such phenomena as fear, or 
grief, or anger, which we think of as being purely mental, are 
usually the result of impressions conveyed to the mind through 
the sense of either sight or hearing. In short, it is apparent 
that all impressions conveyed to the mind from without, and 
all outward manifestations of the mind’s internal operations, 
are effected^ by material agents. Are we therefore driven to 
the conclusion that the mind itself is material—the product of 
a highly organised “protoplasm?” We think not. For we 
see that many of the mental functions—the phenomena of the 
reason, the conscience, and the will—are so entirely different 
from any of the known properties of matter, however highly 
organised, that we cannot conceive of the one being a product 
of the other. ^ Surely sometliing more than organised proto¬ 
plasm or “ quintessence of dust ” has been concerned in the 
authorship of Hamlet, in the discovery of the laws of gravita¬ 
tion, in the invention of the steam-engine or the electric tele¬ 
graph, and in the specti-um analysis of the sun and the stars. 
We beheve that the cerebral organisation, wonderful as it is, is 
as distinct from the mind in its essence as the battery and the 
wire which convey a telegraphic message are distinct from the 
mind which frames and sends the message and from the mind 
which receives and reads it. 

In the study of psychology we shall do well to bear in mind 
Lord Bacon’s doctrine that “ no perfect discovery can be made 
upon a flat or level. Neither is it possible to discover the more 
remote and deeper parts of any science if you stand but upon 
the level of the same science and ascend not to a higher sci¬ 
ence.” Happily, with respect to the difficult and deeply inte¬ 
resting subject which we have just now been considering, we 
are not left without higher sources of knowledge. It has been 
revealed to us that there is within each human being a spirit 
capable of holding communion with the divine spiirit, and 
destined for an immortal life beyond the g-rave. This revela¬ 
tion, whilst it far transcends in its clearness and completeness 
the result of any merely human inquiry, is yet in strict accord¬ 
ance with all that by other methods we can most surelv learn 
of our present condition, our actual needs, our intellectual crav- 
ings, and our highest spiritual aspirations. 
_ It surely will not be denied that, amongst the subjects whose 
investigation may the better enable us to promote even the 
physical welfare of manldnd, the metaphysical question to 
which I have referred finds its appropriate place. Indeed, the 
student of nature in his progress onwards and upwards can 
hardly avoid the contemplation of this subject. The minute 
observation of the mechanical arrangement of the particles of 
matter leads on to the investigation of those subtler powers by 
whose influence mag-netic action and chemical affinities are 
developed. Beyond these, again, there Lies the gi-eater mys¬ 
tery of vital powers. Trace that to its utmost extent, and we 
have but reached the first limits of those higher faculties of 
reason, conscience and will, of which we feel within ourselves 
the living action. And here, where the darkness presses most 
heavily upon us—here in our search for the great First Cause 
of all created being—we most need that illumination from above 
which alone can satisfy man’s inquiring spirit. Here, too, we 
may reverently adopt Lord Bacon’s profession—“Thy crea¬ 
tures have been my books, but Thy scriptures much more. I 
have sought Thee in the courts, fields, and gardens, but I have 
found Thee in Thy 13mples.” 

. now, before I conclude, let me address a few words spe¬ 
cially to those amongst you who are about to commence the 

study of Medicine, as well as to those who have already made 
some progress in that study. Your main object dming the 
earlier part of your student course is to make yourselves phy- 
siolo^sts. Your first business is to study the structure and 
working of that wonderful machine—something more than 
“ the cunningest of nature’s clocks ”—whoso derangements it 
will be the work of your future life to correct. In the study of 
physiology you will need all the aid and the light to be derived 
from anatomy, from chemistry, and from physics. Physiology 
as a science may be said to date from Harvey’s great discovery 
of the circulation of the blood, rather more than 200 years ago. 
Before that discovery a science of physiology was as impossible 
of attainment as a science of astronomy before the discoveries 
of Copernicus, of Gahleo, and of Newton. 

During tlie present century physiology has made great pro¬ 
gress, and ivithin the last twenty-five years its rate of advance, 
owing to improved methods of research, has been more rapid 
than at any former period. 

It is not long since we have learned that Haiwey’s dis¬ 
covery, complete and accurate as it was so far as it went, 
was yet not quite complete. For many years after the 
time of Harvey it was believed that the heart alone is 
concerned not only in the propidsion of the blood through 
the arteries, but also in regulating the supply of blood to 
different parts of the body. Some time since the late Dr. 
Alison and others suggested that the irregular distribution of 
blood to various tissues and organs in certain diseases is the 
result of an influence exerted by the small vessels upon the 
circulation. Then microscopic research discovered that the 
smallest arteries in all the tissues have muscular walls, with a 
contractile power which enables them to regidate the size of 
their canals, and thus to control the stream of blood. Lastly, 
Bernard and others demonstrated that the contraction of these 
arterial canals is under the influence of certain nerves called 
vaso-inotor nerves. Paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves is fol¬ 
lowed by extreme dilatation of the minute arteries. On the 
contrary, stimulation of the nerves by galvanism excites con¬ 
traction of these vessels to such a degree as, for a time, to close 
these canals. In this action of the minute arteries we find the 
explanation of the sudden changes in the colour of the face 
which occur under the influence of mental emotion. The paUor 
of fear or anger and the flush of shame receive here their 
phpiological explanation. Again, the discovery of this regu¬ 
lating influence of the minute arteries has led to the right in¬ 
terpretation of some pathological phenomena which had before 
been unexplained. It wiU suffice to mention three diseases 
upon which the recognition of this stop-cock action of the 
small arteries has helped to throw a new light. These are—a fit 
of epilepsy, the collapse of cholera, and the hypertrophy of 
the heart, which is usually associated with chronic Bright’s 
disease of the kidney. 

When you pass on to the study of disease, you wfll find that 
you are, in fact, entering upon another department of physio¬ 
ls ST* Pathology, the science of disease, is but another name 
for the physiology of disease. The processes and the products 
of disease result from the action of the normal mechanism and 
forces, only modified by morbid conditions. Many morbid pro¬ 
cesses obviously have a beneficial design and tendency with 
reference to some antecedent injury or derangement. They 
are the result of an effort to repair or to compensate for an 
injury or to correct a disorder, and so to restore the injured 
organ or the system at large to its normal condition. 

Again, none but a physiologist can rightly interpret or fully 
comprehend the various modes in which disease of one organ 
may excite functional disturbance and even structural change 
in another with which it is correlated. It rarely happens that 
disease of an important organ remains long uncomplicated with 
disorder in other parts, and the tracing of the physiological 
relationship between two or more coexisting diseases constitutes 
one of the most interesting practical problems in the every-day 
work of the well-educated Practitioner. Be assured that even 
in the midst of morbid processes apparently the most dis¬ 
orderly and chaotic there is a true cosmos, if only we can find 
the right key for their intei’pretation. 

Enough, I think, has been said to convince you that physio¬ 
logy forms the only basis for scientific pathology, and I trust 
that the result of this conviction wiU be that you wiU aU 
become zealous students of physiology. 

Wlien you come to the subject of therapeutics, the final 
and supreme stage of your Medical studies, you udU leam 
that although, as I have before intimated, the administra¬ 
tion of medicines forms but one element in the treat¬ 
ment of disease, yet it constitutes an important part of 
the art of healing. We do possess remedial agents of un- 
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doubted povfer and of inestimable value, and we may reason¬ 
ably hope that further research will add to the number 
and the efficiency of our remedies. In estimating the 
influence of treatment you wiU do well to avoid the extreme of 
weak credulity on the one hand, and of obstinate scepticism on 
the other. The operation of some of our most trustworthy 
r?medies is mysterious and unexplained, if not inexplicable. 
If, therefore, you find, after careful inquiry, that a remedy or 
a method of treatment has a favourable influence upon a dis¬ 
ease, do not reject it because it is opposed to some preconceived 
opinion, or because you cannot satisfactorily explain its cura¬ 
tive action. Finally, gentlemen, in the study of therapeutics, 
as in every other field of research, remember that your main 
‘Object is not your own exaltation or selflsh advancement, but 

truth to be employed for “ the glory of the Creator and 
the relief of man’s estate.” Let this, then, be your leading 
maxim—“ Prove all tilings, hold fast that which is good.” 

ST.; GEOEGE’S HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Lecture was delivered by Dr. Wadham. 
After briefly greeting the visitors present, the lecturer, 
addressing the students, said;—“To you also, gentlemen, my 
oolleagues, equally -with myself, are anxious to offer the warmest 
and most friendly welcome, to encourage you to look upon us 
not only as lecturers who have undertaken to deliver to you, in 
as condensed and palatable a form as possible, the latest 
facts and newest views respecting the subjects to which our 
names are respectively attached, but as teachers anxious to 
impart to you all of the science of Medicine and Surgery which 
we know, and so much of its art as is capable of transmission; 
as men aware that instruction—‘ that mysterious communing 
-of wisdom with ignorance ’—is an indefinably tentative pro¬ 
cess, which cannot be conducted in the gross, or carried out 
with mechanical precision by aid of fixed and universal rules, 
indiscriminately applied to intellects and dispositions varying in 
capacity and kind, but one requiring a study of individual 
aptitude, and a perpetual variation of means and methods in 
order to attain and accomplish its ends; that the slothful 
amongst you have to be stimulated, the diligent encouraged, 
those who are slow of understanding more particularly and 
patiently informed, and those of brilliant and quick parts 
restrained from deviating from the simple paths of nature, and 
wandering too far into the labyrinths of speculative hypotheses. 
To effect these objects requires, as we know, time, and labour, 
and application on our part; but all this we are wilhng to 
give, provided you, on your side, -will show some of that desire 
for instruction, some of that thirst for information, and a little 
of that appreciation of the efforts made on your behalf, which, 
I regret to say, are not such distinguishing characteristics of 
Medical students—at all events, at the outset of their career— 
as they would be did they but know the magmtude of the task 

■before them, and the amount of knowledge necessary in the 
present day, not only to satisfy the requirements of the different 
examining bodies, but to enable them to practise with credit to 
themselves, with advantage to their patients, and, above all, 
with satisfaction to their own consciences, that Profession 
which they are here professedly to studJ^” 

The lecturer then described the nature and responsibilities 
of the Profession, and the prospects it offered to those who 

■thoroughly qualified themselves for its practice, adffing— 
“ But even when you have made yourself a good Physician or 
skilful Surgeon you must not imagine that 'with industry and 
rectitude your success is certain, the utmost you can do being 
to deserve it; for although it rarely happens that in the higher 
branches of the Profession any man obtains the general con¬ 
fidence of the public, and certainly never that and the con¬ 
fidence of the Profession without deserving it, it often does 
occur that those whom the Profession respect the public 
ignore, and that the secondary and more munerous prizes are 
a'warded to assertion and ass'urance, and not to modesty and 
merit—the public in this resembling the unjust judge in its 
nature, and those who obtain its ear and patronage having in 
theirs much of that irrepressible disposition which dis¬ 
tinguished the importunate ■widow, those lines being, perhaps, 
more applicable to the Medical than any other profession 

which say— 

“ * How rarely, friend, an honest man inherits 
Honours and wealth ■with all his toil and pains! 

It sounds like language from the land of spirits 
If any man obtain that which he rnerits. 

Or any merit that which he obtains.’ ” 

The necesfjity of studying anatomy, natural philosophy, and 
chemistry as stepping-stones to the comprehension of physio¬ 
logy and the science of the Profession was then explained to 
the younger students, and the utility of lectures in the follow¬ 
ing words :—“ You must not, however, think that by impressing 
upon you the importance of anatomy, and warning you how 
greatly you have to acquire it for yourselves, I encourage you 
to neglect the .systematic lectures given upon it, or any of 
those prescribed in your curriculum of study; for not only do I 
believe that the principles of Medicine and Surgery, and many 
other subjects of which yoii require a knowledge, are more 
easily learned from lectures than from any other source, but that 
the essential parts of such extensive subjects as chemistry and 
physiology have of late become would be, to the generality of 
students, impossible of attainment ■without the guide which 
lectures afford as to the direction in which their studies should 
be p\ir.sued. For in this intensely scientific age, when, as in other 
subj ects so in Medicine, faith is the exception and Pyrrhonism the 
rule, when-writing is the only accepted test of merit, and publica¬ 
tion and publicity the recognised medium of success—when we 
have weekly, and monthly, and quarterly to consider not only the 
fervid, but often unripe, lucubrations of the young and enthusias¬ 
tic of the Profession, but the contributions of those to whom the 
sarcasm of Otway upon the authors of his own day, ‘that 
every dunce who starved presumed to write,’ might not unfairly 
be applied—when the so-called fact of to-day becomes the 
exploded and abandoned fallacy of to-morrow—it is necessary 
to know what not to learn and what to forget fully as much as 
what to learn; and on this point the lecturer who necessarily 
keeps in advance of the text-books, and whose duty it is to 
winnow and separate the little corn from amongst the mass of 
chaff, is able to give you authoritative information.’ ’ Addressing 
next those students who, having passed their examination in 
anatomy and physiology, were about to commence that portion 
of their studies intended to qualify them for the practical 
exercise of their art, the lecturer continued—“ I am anxious to 
impress upon you the imperative importance of constant and 
diligent attendance on the wards of the Hospital and in the 
deadhouse, to urge you to bear in mind that however much 
you may learn from books or lectures of the science of Medi¬ 
cine or Surgery, of the speculations of physiology, of patho¬ 
logical facts, and of po.st-mortem appearances, it is only by 
earnest and constant observation of the sick, and subsequent 
examination of the dead, that a Icnowledge of disease can be 
acquired—that whatever you may read or hear respecting the 
influences or other-wise of so-cailed therapeutic agents, it is 
only by the e-vidence of your own senses you should be guided 
as to their employment or not, and this in total disregard of 
the crusade at present waged against some of them, and of 
your inability to give a scientific explanation of their probable 
mode of action; for, humiliating as the confession sounds, it 
nevertheless is true that science—that is, science as represented, 
by vital chemistry and -vdtal physiology for reasons to which, 
‘ such as they appear to me,’ I will presently allude, has con¬ 
tributed but little towards the detection of the ultimate causes 
of disease, and added less to our knowledge of therapeutics 
and the explanation of their undoubted influences, so that, as 
regards these latter, our knowledge continues almost entirely 
empirical, the re.sult of accidental observation and subsequent 
experience; and Medicine, so far as it is a science, continues 
in all its branches one entirely of observation, as is easy 
to prove to those who consider the nature of the recent 
great advances which have been made in it, and the 
means by which they have been obtained. Thus, if we look 
to the latter first, of what in reality do they consist ? Of 
instruments which, like the microscope, ophthalmoscope, 
and laryngoscope, are so many aids to our eyesight; of 
the pleximeter and the stethoscope, which simply enable us to 
advantageously employ our hearing ; of the thermometer and 
sphygmograph, which fairly represent an increased delicacy of 
touch; and lastly, of chemical reagents, which, by slightly 
straining the simile, we may say replace and supplement our 
senses of taste and smell. So also -with regard to the advances 
which have of late been made in our Profession as a practical 
art, whether they have relation to the prevention of disease, to 
its prognosis, diagnosis, or treatment, they are all of them the 
result of diligent observation, of the educated use of our senses, 
and of laws and rules which, by an inductive process of reason¬ 
ing, have been discovered from the facts and effects observed.” 
The lecturer then enumerated, imder their different heads, 
some of these advances, ending the list by saying that 
observation alone, chiefly forced upon us by the ridiculous 
assertions regarding the efficacy of homoeopathic remedies, had 
also led to the recognition that not only many specific diseases 
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and many uncomplicated inflammatory affections run a definite 
course over which therapeutic agents have no control, and 
have, when not carried to such an extent as to cause irrepara¬ 
ble destruction of the tissues, a tendency to end in resolution, 
hut that even in chronic affections, and notably in those 
affecting nerve tissues, after a lapse of time and in the absence 
of all remedies, though probably under the influence of hygienic 
means, the nature of which may have escaped detection, an 
impulse towards a return to the natural function of the tissues 
occurs and continues uninterruptedly until its perfect restora¬ 
tion is established, in a manner similar to that which many of 
his audience might have vdtnessed when watching the gTadual 
disappearance of syphilitic nodes or cutaneous eruptions after 
the venereal poison has been destroyed, and after the exhibition 
of all remedies had ceased—facts which should teach us that in 
specific affections, such as fever, althoug’h we cannot cure the 
disease, we may palliate and relieve many of its effects; that if in 
acute inflammatory diseases there is a period for active interfer¬ 
ence, it is of short and fleeting duration ; and that, if lost, the dis¬ 
ease must run its course, but that upon its subsidence the assi¬ 
milative functions Avith which each of our tissues is endowed 
recovering theii- nonnal action, will often sufiice to remove that 
over which therapeutics have no influence, and that the func¬ 
tions of the Physician and Surgeon are often best performed by 
simply watching and directing the action of these vital forces, 
supporting the system, and relieving symptoms by the employ¬ 
ment of those means of which experience has proved the value.” 
Such (he continued) are a few of the advances which have, as 
the result of clinical ohservation and pathological study, been 
made in Medicine as a practical art, and in which the specula¬ 
tions of science have had no share. If, however, we considered 
the subject of therapeutics, we shall find that our general 
knowledge of them and of their mode of action had made but 
little progress; that disbelief regarding their benefit was a 
common feeling; and that we were in danger of being argued 
into the abandonment of some, upon the questioned utility of 
which it would be a portion of the students’ duty to form an 
independent opinion of their oaati, remembering that experience 
on this point had always been in advance of knowledge, and 
that to accident and observation, more than to any chemical 
or physiological reasoning as to their probable action, we owed 
the possession of ahnost every therapeutic agent we employed 
—statements which he illustrated by giAong’ the history of 
several medicines, and amongst others that of Peruvian bark, 
the effect of which was an accidental discovery of the Jesuits, 
and which was known as a cure for ague, and given for the 
relief of many pathological conditions long before any chemist 
had ^scoveredin the tissues an opalescent substance resembling 
quinine in many of its chemical reactions, but, fortunately for 
those who li\^e on meat, differing from it in the grosser 
test of taste, and before the theory had been proposed 
that the rapid remoA'al of this substance from the tissues 
by the action of marsh miasma was the cause of ag-ue, and 
its supply its cure ; before A^aso-motor nerves were discovered 
or any physiologist had suggested that the influence of quinine 
was partly due to its effect through these upon the arterial cir¬ 
culation, and before its power in inflammation of impairing the 
vital properties and hindei'ing the generation of white cor¬ 
puscles had been experimentally proved. Even the neAvest and 
most fashionable I’emedy —• bromide of potassium—he said, 
which, in addition to its decided effect over certain affections of 
the nervous centres, or perhaps on account of it, seemed destined 
in some degree to realise Mr. Lecky’s aspiration “that Medical 
science may soon help morals by helping ns to physical methods 
of self-control,” had an action equally impossible to deny as it 
is to explain. He then alluded to the germ-theory of pirtre- 
faction, and to the depurative theory of amyloid degeneration, 
and the influence which, if true, they would have upon the 
employment of many local applications, and also to the opinions 
recently expressed regarding the uselessness of these; to the 
theoretical proposal made to destroy cancerous growths by 
the injection of an agent the effects of which had only 
been watched upon dead cancerous cells under a micro¬ 
scope ; to the expectant treatment of syphihs and its con¬ 
sequences ; to the almost general dictum against bleeding, 
and to the conclusions draAvn respecting the action of 
calomel, podophylline, and taraxacum, from experiments 
made upon dogs, rernarldng that arguments against the 
reception of such conclusions might be found in the facts 
that many animals can consume with impunity things fatal 
to man, that dogs (who could take 240 grains of taraxacum as 
a dose without its affecting them, and who require from one to 
three drachms of adoes to purg'e them) are essentially dogs, and 
not men, and that, Avhen submitted to experiment, they were 

not in that pathological condition which even in man may he 
an essential condition for producing the specific effect of the 
drugs; and, lastly, that those Avho opposed manj^of these crudely 
formed opinions Avere men who, although willing to profit by the 
adAmntages of modem science, declined at the voice of eA^ery 
juvenile aspirant for notoriety to ignore that practical know¬ 
ledge of their art which it had taken them years of study and 
observation to acquire. 

In conclusion the lecturer said—“ If I have detained you sa 
long simply to show that the great advances which have of 
late occurred in Medicine are due to scientific observation, 
and not to chemical or physiological speculations, and that 
these have added but little to our knowledge and com¬ 
prehension of therapeutics, it is not that I wish to decry 
these sciences or deny the assistance they have rendered 
Medicine, but only to put them before you in their proj>er 
place as her servants, and not as they arrogate to themseh^es 
to be her masters. It is because I wish to convince you that 
Medical art is not the application of an abstract demonstrable 
science in Avhich certain results may be infallibly drawn 
from certain data, or in which the disturbing forces may be 
calcidated Avith scientific exactness; that the symptoms of 
disease can never be treated as so many factors, to be placed 
in a reasoning mill, and ground out by aid of a mathematical 
calculus into their true and unvarying products, but must 
be considered in connexion with the constitution of the indi- 
Addual, and the circumstances under which they arise; that you 
have to study not only disease in the abstract, but disease in 
the individual, and even in his organs and tissues such as they 
have been transmitted to him by his gouty forefathers, his 
syphilitic or scrofidous or cancerous parents, or as their vitality 
happens to be modified by the life he has led, the climates he 
has visited, or the physical or moral circumstances by which 
he is surrounded ; that you must see with yomr OAvn eyes, feel 
with your own fingers, listen with your OAvn ears, and reason 
with your own brains ; and that your opportunity for doing all 
this is now, now that you have open to you without limit or 
restriction the enormous field of study and investigation which 
this Hospital and its pathological museum afford. It is 
because I would warn you against seductive theories, 
against chasing shadows, and against that ded%ictiTe- process 
of reasoning- which starts by establishing imaginary laws and 
causes, and tAvists facts and effects to fit them—reasonings 
which encourage some to give quinine, carbolic acid, sulphides, 
and other septic agents to destroy in fever a poison which, if 
it does exist, has already commenced its specific action; to see 
in the purging of cholera a curative effort, and in aiding this 
its proper treatment, and which lately led an eminent physiolo¬ 
gist to state that the presence of opalescent phosphatic urine, so 
common after injuries of the spine, was the result of certain 
organic germs introduced into the bladder by catheters, 
and to be cured by the use of other catheters smeared Avith 
carbolic acid. 

“ If, too, I have seemed to question the ability of chemists and 
phy.siologists to interpret facts which I know must depend upon 
fixed and certain causes, and which it woidd be of infinite 
service to Medicine to have explained, it is because I regard 
man’s body as something more than a crucible, vitality as 
something more than chemical action, the A-ariations of oxida¬ 
tion and nutrition which occur in each particle of the body in 
disease as its effect and not its cause, and therapeutics as some¬ 
thing more than agents which promote or retard oxidation. 
Because even the physical philosopher’s comparison of man to 
a steam engine consuming fuel and generating force to be 
afterwards correlated to his various jphysical and intellectual 
actions, leaves unexplained the mystery of the engine’s creation, 
development, and repair whilst acting. Because both vital 
chemistry and vital physiology are based upon the unproved 
and, ‘ I say it with all humility,’ to my mind improbable 
assumption that the same laws which prevail, and the same 
forces which operate upon inorganic matter external to the 
body, prevail and operate in a precisely similar manner upon 
the liA-ing organism within it, taking no notice of that forma¬ 
tive power inherent in living matter, or that power of selection 
vdth AA^hich living tissues are endowed, which together seem 
the essence of vitality—powers of which we have the earliest 
evidence in the processes which take place in the seed of the 
plant and the impregnated ovum, both of which, submitted to the 
proper conditions, undergo a rearrangement of tlieir elements, 
resulting in the production of the plant from the one and the 
development of the embryo from the other—a chemical re¬ 
arrangement if you will, but one governed by selection and 
evincing a formative power, differing in its nature and obedient 
to other laws than those which would operate upon the same 
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s ;'ed if from any cause its vitality had been destroyed, or upon 
the ovum in its unimpregnated condition, and differing vastly 
and wiiely from those v^hich govern inorganic matter—powers 
the continuance of which may he traced in the growth of the 
plant, and the formation of its textures from materials selected 
from the earth and air in which it lives and in the animal from 
the blood which circulates witliin its body, to the operation of 
which the lily must owe its scent, the rose its hue, and the 
Arabian tree its medicinal gum, which in animal life must 
regTilate the development of every organ and the secretion of 
every gland, supplying to each creature its means of subsist¬ 
ence and its weapon of defence, to the lion its muscles, the 
stag its horns, the badger its stink, and the snake its venom, 
giving the beaver its constructive and the bee its geometrical 
instinct, assuming in man its liighest expression and possibly 
influencing his ability for intellectual work—powers which 
cease with the cessation of vitality, which depart -with life, and 
which, being lost, leave our bodies like the dust from which 
they sprang and to which they are about to be again returned, 
once more subject to the chemical laws which govern inorganic 
matter; and, finally, because I doubt whether the veil of Isis 
will ever be so far raised that man shall stand face to face with 
truth, and his finite mind fully comprehend these infinite 
mysteries of creation, and because I recognise a sphere above 
and beyond the reach of human science. 

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Address was delivered by Dr. ^Robert 
Liveing, who, after some prefatory remarks, discussed 
the subject of preliminary education, and alluded to the 
new regulations by which students may now become 
members of the University of Cambridge without belong¬ 
ing to any particular college, and thus avoid many of 
the expenses incidental to college membership. In referring 
to the subjects of the Professional curriculum, he called atten¬ 
tion to the fact that sufiicient time was not allotted to the 
study of chemistry, and that it would be a great gain if part 
of that now spent on anatomy, both human and comparative, 
and the whole of that devoted to botany, could be employed in 
studjdng chemical science. He pointed out that natural sciences 
sho’jJd be studied with one object in view-—namely, as a pre¬ 
paration for carrying out the ultimate purposes of the Medical 
Profession—the treatment and prevention of disease. He 
remarked that, in any reformed curriculum, hygiene must be 
introduced as an essential element, and continued ;— 

“ Before concluding this part of my lecture, I am especially 
anxious to direct your attention to the subject of sanitary 
science, and that for two reasons; in the first place because 
it forms no compulsory part of the Medical curriculum—a fact 
much to be regretted; and, in the second place, because I know 
no subject of equal importance, except the clinical study and 
direct treatment of disease. A perfect system of hygiene is 
the nearest approach to that ‘ elixir of life ’ which was so 
vaiidy sought for by the alchemists of old. In attempting to 
cure disease, we daily feel the limit of our i)Ower. A barrier 
seems to cross our path and stop further progress; but there is 
no limit to the good that may be effected by preventive medi¬ 
cine, and, though that science is still in its infancy, our know- 
legde is far, very far, ahead of our practice. It is startling to 
consider the appalling waste of health and life, moral as well 
as physical, existing in the chilised world, which might be 
avoided by a carefully organised system of hygiene. We have 
as yet no idea Avhat beneficial effects would result to 
civilised races by placing them, even for a few generations, 
under the most favourable sanitary conditions, and under wise 
resti’ictive laws with regard to marriage. By way of illustra¬ 
tion of the importance of sanitary science I will direct your 
attention to one or two facts in connexion with it. 

“There is nothing more certain than that the air we breathe, 
the soil on which we live, and the water we drink, have a 
marked infiuence on health. Por example, all localised out¬ 
breaks of typhoid fever are entirely due to the introduction of 
poison by water. If proofs were wanted of this, the outbreaks 
that occurred at Guildford and Terling in 1867 fully and 
terribly supplied it. In both instances the origin of the 
epidemic was clearly traced to the impure water supply, and in 
Guildford the fever was confined to a certain well-defined dis¬ 
trict, receiving water from a new well that was situated in 
porous chalk, within a few feet of various leaking sewers, and 
surrounded by soil so filthy that it produced vomiting in those 
Employed to remove it. At Terling, out of 900 inhabitants, 
300 were attacked with typhoid fever, and, as Mr. Simon says, 

“ the one preventible disease killed in two months a larger 
proportion of the inhabitants than all causes of death put 
together ought to have killed there in two years. The condi¬ 
tions which rendered possible this most calamitous visitation of 
disease were, as in aU our other experiences, conditions of 
local filth.’ The fact that some 12,000 persons die annually 
in England and Wales from this ‘preventible fever’ is suf¬ 
ficient alone to bear out my statement that we do not act up to 
our knowledge. Diarrhoea and cholera, like typhoid fever, are 
chiefly propagated by drinking water, and although peculiar 
atmospheric conditions may play an important part in their 
development, yet it is more than probable that, in this country 
at least, cholera is a preventible disease. Let us take another 
example. One-eighth part of the whole mortality in England 
is due to phthisis; here, therefore, the acquisition of any 
knowledge that will increase our powers of prevention is of the 
greatest value. Now, there are three well-known causes, more 
or less removable, winch directly tend to the development 
of phthisis. First, the disease is produced by ‘unwhole¬ 
some conditions of indoor industry,’ and in the manu- 
factuiing districts this cause, which is partly preventible 
by law, produces a marked effect upon the death-rate from 
consumption. Secondly, it is a well-established fact that 
dampness of soil is a common cause of phthisis to the 
population living upon it. The death-rate by this disease in 
ten towns fell on an average 35 per cent, after improved land 
di’ainage. Lastly, phthisis is more or less hereditary, and is 
especially apt to appear in children born of parents suffering 
at the time from tubercle. Here then there is a third preventible 
cause of the disease. It would no doubt be impossible in the 
present state of public feeling to legislate with a view to prevent 
the marriage of tuberculous persons, but we cannot deny that 
there is a moral obligation upon every one so circumstanced 
not to marry. These few examples will serve to impress upon 
you the importance of directing your attention to the study of 
preventive as well as curative medicine. I cannot, however, 
dismiss this subject without referring to a question which has 
been raised and ably discussed by a distinguished member of 
our Profession, Dr. Bridges. He says : ‘ That many thousands 
of lives during the last twenty years, or even tens of thousands 
of lives, have been saved by sanitary measures, is very certain. 
Meantime the terrible question recurs, are the lives saved 
vigorous lives or feeble ?.Is not the tremendous 
mortality of infants in overcrowded towns Nature’s process for 
ridding us of the sickly fives, and sparing those only that are 
strong ? ’ The question is an important one, and fully deserves 
our attention. Now, without pretending to answer it, I would 
simply remark that defective sanitary conditions, although 
they tend to destroy the weak, probably at the same time 
undermine the health of the strong, so that we may stiU have 
in the main a .sickly population. We can understand that the 
Roman plan of not allowing sickly infants to five answered its 
purpose in improving the physical poAvers of the race, but can 
we believe that bad food, bad housing, and bad clothing 
Avill produce a similar and equally satisfactory result ? 
The educated non-professional public are profoundly igno¬ 
rant of everything connected Avith the nature and origin of 
disease. They have nearly as much faith in nostrums and 
.specifics as their forefathers, while the poorer classes are not 
only equally ignorant, but habitually neglect the ordinary 
essentials for preserving health; and, as they believe in the 
ready curability of almost aU diseases, so they take little care 
to guard against those external agencies and unnatural habits 
of fife which produce them. With these two classes—the 
educated and the uneducated—yoAX wifi hereafter be brought 
into daily communication, and it will be your duty to infuse 
amongst them sounder principles on such important subjects 
as the preservation of health and fife.” 

On the subject of reform, the lecturer said; “In professions, 
as in states, changes and refoi'ms are talked of and criticised 
long before they are carried out, and of late Ave have heard 
much of two proposed changes, which, like coming events, have 
cast theii’ shadows before. I mean the refonn of our licensing 
system and the admission of women to Medical studies and 
practice. Now, it cannot be denied, that there is a ggOAxung 
feeling in the Pi’ofession that our present system of regulations 
connected AAuth the different forms of licence to pr.actise is far 
from satisfactory, and that “ one uniform standard of exami¬ 
nation and one legal qualification ” should take the place of 
Avhat I Avould call the divided responsibility Avhich at present 
exists. There are, as you know, in the United Kingdom, no 
less than eighteen or nineteen corporations that have the power 
of granting a licence to practise. Now, the existence of many 
different licensing bodies would be a matter of small importr 
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ance if the same preliminary requirements and an equally hig^h 
standard of examination "were adopted by all. But this is not 
the case. For example, to obtain the only licence to practise 
Surgery that is granted by the University of Cambridge, you 
must pass six examinations extended over a period of 
sorne six or seven years, and including in their range 
written, vha voce, and pu’actical tests in no less than 
fifteen medico-scientific subjects. For the M.R.C.S. four 
years’ study and a knowledge of some four Professional 
subjects is all_ that is required. In the present day -we 
should not think of performing a Surgical operation or 
treating a local disease until we had ascertained the constitu¬ 
tional state of our pa.tient; is it, then, too much to expect that 
a Surgeon should be acquainted with Medical Pathology and 
Chnical Medicine as well as Sui-gery, before he receives a 
diploma to practise ? About the middle of last session public 
attention was called to the fact that many Surgeons, candi¬ 
dates for Army Medical appointments, were ignorant and 
unskilled in the practical work of the art they professed. Now, 
however startling tliis announcement may have been to the 
public, it could scarcely have surprised those who are acquainted 
with the final examination for the diploma of the CoUege of 
Surgeons, to obtain which a man must have studied a text¬ 
book on Sui’gery and acquired the art of bandaging a sound 
hmb or reducing an imaginary dislocation, but not of treating 
Singical cases or diagnosing actual disease. Now should we 

-think of testing a sculptor’s practical skill simply by a verbal 
examination into the history and technicahties of his art, or 
of^ ordering' a picture from an artist who, however learned he 
might be in the theory of painting, had never tried his hand 
on canvas P Ygt we act as if the lives and limbs of men were 
of less value than works of human art. I wiU leave you, gen¬ 
tlemen, to draw your own conclusions, and to say whether we 
ought not to apply to our Professional examinations what was 
objected to in the case of the Irish Chui-ch—I mean a system 
of ‘levelhng up.’ 

“ With regard to the other reform to which I alluded, there 
can be no doubt that women will ere long be admitted to Medical 
degrees in England, as they are in many other countries of 
Europe and in America. Already a majority of the Senate of the 
University of Edinburgh has decided to admit ladies, under 
certain ^restrictions, to the study of Medicine. Now, instead 
of hastily condemning this innovation as a necessary evil, I 
would ask you to bear in mind, what no one will venture to 

Ihe existence of a very g'reat and daily increasing 
number of well-educated women who can barely earn a sub¬ 
sistence by teaciiing, needlework, and other like occupations, 
and of a still larger class who are dependent through life upon 
the charity of friends and relations. Now, if superfluous 
energy and wasted talent can be turned to good account, there 
is something gained, and the throwing open any new and legiti¬ 
mate sphere of employment for educated women will be an 
^doubted advantage to themselves, and possibly to society at 
larg^e. Thus far you will ag^roe with, me. Then comes the 
question, whether the practice of Medicine is or is not a suitable 
occupation for women. This time alone will show. At present 
we have not had sufficient experience to guide us to a conclu- 
rion, and to make positive statements regarding it is to pre¬ 
judge the question. I would only remark that neither the 
Profession nor the public are justified in refusing to give the 
experiment a fair trial. There is one practical point connected 
with this subject that it would be well to bear in mind—viz., 
that it is essential to the success of the scheme that, if women 
are to be admitted to practice, they should first receive a sound 
education in aU the branches of our Profession, and fulfil aU 
tliG rcc^uiremGnts Hiid. pass tlic same examinations as are deemed, 
necessary for men.” 

In conclusion, the lecturer said : “ You are doubtless satisfied 
that in choosing Medicine you have chosen an honourable and 
noble Profession the best and wisest have ever so regarded it 
——but remember that with each of you rests the responsibility 
of upholding it in that light. Men will interpret the view you 
entertain of it through the medium of your oivn conduct. It 
is certainly easier to grow rich by adopting a system of humbuo' 
than by leading a life of strict integrity and industry. You 
will, therefore, often be tempted to swerve from the straight 
road of Professional rectitude into some bypath to gain and 
fame; but remember again that no success in life will com¬ 
pensate you for the loss of self-respect. 

“‘Honour and shame from no condition rise; 
Act well your part, there all the honom- lies.’ 

Foreseeing, then, the dangers and difficulties that will beset 
your path through life, strive by your wisdom to earn for 
yourselves an unsullied name—strive to uphold the social posi- 
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tion and honour of your Profession, and, above aU things, seek 
to make it “ a rich storehouse for the glory of the Creator and 
the relief of man’s estate.” 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Address was delivered by Ur. C. HUton 
Fagge, in the presence of the Eight Hon. Sir Lawrence Peel> 
late President of the Hospital, Mr. J. Gurney Hoare, the 
President, Mr. T. Turner, the Treasurer, the Medical and 
Surgical Staff, and a large concourse of students. 

After a few prefatory remarks, in the coui'se of which the 
Lecturer gave to the students a hearty welcome in the name of 
the authorities and staff of the Hospital, he passed on to offer 
some advice to the new men. They should be very slow and 
careful, he told them, in forming acquaintances, for the 
character of these might probably affect their whole future 
career. The first year’s men at a Medical school are at first a 
fortuitous concourse of atoms ; but they quickly develops intO' 
an organised community, having each year a sort of “ epidemic 
constitution ’ of its own. The student should bear in mind 
that his teachers are constantly estimating his powers, just as 
he himself cannot help forming an opinion as to the character 
of every one with whom he is thrown into contact. Moreover, 
actual records are kept of the work done by each pupil in the 
dissecting-room, the out-patients’ departments, and the wards. 
It is by these records that the Medical Council are guided in 
selecting from among the candidates, and recommending to 
the Treasurer, those most fitted for the various clinical appoint¬ 
ments. At Guy’s these offices are very numerous, every part 
of the Hospital practice being systematically served by dressers 
or clerks, all of whom are chosen by merit and without pay¬ 
ment. Moreover, the Hospital staff has for years been recruited 
from the Medical school, and a position on the staff is vdthin 
the reach of every man who can show that he deserves it- 
E^ach of Napoleon’s soldiers was said to carry a marshal’s 
baton in his knapsack, and sometliing similar might perhaps, 
without falsity, be said of the students at Guy’s. 

Dr. Fagge then proceeded to make some observations as tO’ 
the way in Avhich Medicine should be studied, insisting on the- 
great importance of clinical observation, both in diagnosis and 
treatment. To recognise a disease which is discoverable by 
sight, or touch, or hearing, a Medical man must have previously 
seen, or handled, or listened to, cases more or less similar. If 
he does not get through his period of probation within the 
walls of the Hospital at which he is a student, his own patients 
subsequently wiU be the raw material for his studies. In these, 
too, he will find great difficulty, for all the senses have to be 
sharpened, until changes can be appreciated which were before 
imperceptible. Even in a large Hospital, the opportunities of 
watching patients suffering from any one disease are so irre¬ 
gular and fragmentary that a considerable time necessarily 
elapses before the student acquires a grasp of and mastery over 
his oases. 

lYith regard to the question whether first year’s men should 
attend in the wards, the lecturer admitted that it is in part one 
of^ time and money. But he urged that time is found for 
cricket, boating, and football, and he thought that each student 
should resolve to do some clinical work every day, or every 
other day. Indeed, although the power of concentrating the 
mind on one subject is a very valuable one, its indulgence creates 
a dangerous habit; and, however early the observation of dis¬ 
ease be commenced, the student’s experience can never be 
complete— 

“ Death hath ten thousand several doors 
For men to take their exit.” 

One of the highest attractions of Medicine is that its subject- 
matter is inexhaustible. 

The importance of dissecting and of practical morbid ana¬ 
tomy Avas next insisted on, and the lecturer proceeded to make 
some remarks concerning lectures, quoting Dr. Johnson to the 
effect that they are most valuable when experiments can be 
^own, as, for instance, in “ chemistry and the maldng of shoes.” 
His hearers Avere then warned against an undue reliance on, 
books, and against the bookAvorm spirit, and still more against 
the habit of desultory reading, now so prevalent. It Avould be 
well for a man to resolve that he would never read anything- 
Avithout dehberately judging for liimself as to the validity of 
the conclusions arrived at. 

Dr. Fagge afterwards gave some advice to students on the 
question whether they should aim at the degrees of the Univer¬ 
sity of London. If they were ambitious and had time, he strongly 
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recommended them to do so ; but, under the opposite conditions, 
he urged them to weigh the matter long and carefully before 
entering on a career which would delay their proper Medical 
studies to an extent that might be disastrous. The proportion 
of undergraduates who fail to obtain even the degree of M.B. is 
large, and a student stands but a poor chance if he is hampered 
by money difficulties or by multitudinous calls on his time. It 
must not be overlooked, however, that the University of London 
is now the only British source from which a metropolitan 
student can obtain a Medical degree without residence else¬ 
where. It is surprising that the London Medical schools have 
made no effort to remedy a state of things which is very pre¬ 
judicial to their interests, for the regulations of the University 
of London are so far prohibitive that only about ten Doctors 
of Medicine annually take a degree there from all the schools 
put together. 

The next matter discussed was the proposal of Mr. Simon 
and others that examinations should be made the sole check on 
the admissions to the licence to practise the Medical art. The 
lecturer was adverse to this suggestion. Fairly good examina¬ 
tion papers may, he remarked, be written by men who have no 
real knowledge of the subject, and, in his opinion, clinical 
examinations are not capable of effecting so much as has been 
supposed. The examiners can seldom have that detailed know¬ 
ledge of the cases which is essential, since the question to be 
determined is whether the candidate can observe with accuracy 
and precision. 

Dr. Fagge then made some remarks as to the position and 
prospects of therapeutics. His view was, on the whole, 
encouraging. For the first time in the history of Medicine, 
drugs and methods of treatment have within the last few years 
been submitted to that which is the only real test of their 
value. Formerly a Medical man asked, “ Is my patient better 
than he was a week ago, before he began to take my physic ?” 
Now the question runs : “ Is he better than he would have 
been if he had had no physic ?” And, broadly speaking, the 
result of these inquiries is that the more active remedies are 
believed to possess most of the powers formerly accredited to 
them. There are, indeed, still a large number of fatal diseases; 
for, as Sir J. Forbes urged, men must die. Even in functional 
complaints treatment sometimes fails, but then Dr. Fagge 
recommended his hearers to conclude, not that the pain or other 
disorder is irremovable, but that they do not know how to 
remove it. For a certain number of cases an expectant or nega¬ 
tive treatment is the right treatment; but Medical men should 
aim at limiting these year by year. Worse still than “ ex¬ 
pectation” is either “ indifferentism,” or even a feeling of 
doubt as to the efficacy of drugs, as if it were not worth while 
to make energetic use of them. 

“ Our doubts are traitors. 
And make us lose the good we oft might win 
By fearing to attempt.” 

In conclusion, the lecturer appealed to his audience to weigh 
well the respon.sibilities of their calling; and reminded them 
that only on this condition could they touch the real rewards 
of the Physician—the loving gratitude of their patients, the 
admiration of their friends, and the approval of their own 
consciences. 

At the termination of the Address the late President of the 
Hospital, the Right Hon. Sir Lawrence Peel, presented the 
Treasurer’s Gold Medals, and the various prizes, certificates, 
etc., for the Session 1868-9, the successful candidates being 
introduced by the Senior Physician, Dr. G. Owen Rees, F.R.S. 

The Treasurer's Gold Medal for Clinical Medicine,—George 
Abbott, Nottingham. 

The Treasurer's Gold Medal for Clinical Surgery,—George 
Abbott, Nottingham. 

PRIZES. 
Third Year's Students,—W. F. R. Burgess, Bethnal-green, 

London, first prize, £40 ; George Abbott, Nottingham, second 
prize, £35 ; Arthur Wm. Smith, Halifax, honorary certificate ; 
Richard Wood, Maiden-road, London, honorary certificate; 
John Jolliffe, Shepherd’s-bush, honorary certificate. 

Second Year's Students,—George Davidson Deeping, Castle- 
terrace, Newark, first prize, £35 ; H. Bennett Bailey, Kingston 
House, Wisbeach, and Arthur Cooper, York (equal), second 
prize, divided, each £15; William Thos. Law, Holt, Wilts, 
honorary certificate; A. Eongcomb Newman, Lee, Kent, 
honorary certificate. 

First Year's Students,—C. H. Golding Bird, Brunswick- 
equare, London, first prize, £30; George Turner, Portsea, 
second prize, £25; B. H. Williams, Haverfordwest, tlurd 
prize, £10 10s.; J. Clague, Isle of Man, honorary certificate; 

T. W. Jackson, Leyland, Lancashire, honorary certificate; 
Walter Edward Hacon, Hackney, honorary certificate. 

Entrance Examination in Classics, Mathematics, etc,, October, 
1868.—George Thomas Bettany, Cornwall, first prize, £25 ; 
Thomas Eastes, Folkestone, second prize, £20 ; Robert Harry 
Hughes, Putney, third prize, £15 ; H. S. Branfoot, Cheshire, 
honorary certificate. 

ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Address at this Hospital, delivered by Dr. 
W. H. Stone, was devoted to a consideration of the relations 
between sense and science. 

The speaker commenced by saying that an introductory 
lecture was a lay sermon, and needed a text. He chose the 
maxim of Protag-oras, that “ Man is the measure of all things,” 
hoping to deduce from it the proper spirit in which to approach 
the study of science. He briefly reproduced the circumstances 
under which the proposition was first discussed, as given in the 
Theaetetus of Plato, and proposed to name his address “ Novus 
Thesetetus,” in memory and admiration of the great English 
philosopher. Lord Bacon, who adopted the same course on a 
larger scale towards the Organon of Aristotle. His object, 
like that of the Novum Organon, was contrast rather than 
commentary ; for the 2000 years which had rolled by since the 
inspired dialectics of Socrates were spoken had changed—even 
inverted—the mutual relation of sense and science, so that 
what was rank heresy and sophism in the old metaphysician 
might be a very watchword and symbol to the Physician of 
to-day. 

After disavowing a materialistic interpretation of the axiom, 
and setting aside the mysteries of revelation as too solemn for 
such an occasion, he showed that the archetypal man in his 
highest development must be our standard, and criticised the 
assumed antagonism between sense and science which ran 
through the old philosophy. He then proceeded to show how 
different is our conception of sense from what it was until 
very recently. The eye of old saw a fe (v miles with difficulty ; 
the ear heard sounds immediately around, and was gladdened 
by the tibia, the plectrum, and the voice ; the fingers touched 
objects within arm’s length only. Our fingers can record their 
lightest movement thousands of miles away across an ocean 
and in a land which our forefathers knew only by legend; our 
ear is tutored to the swell of the full organ, the rhythmic 
cadence of the fugue, and the measured thunder of the 
ordnance. Nay, more ; it can follow the breathed air as it per¬ 
meates the lungs, and trace the lifeblood coursing through the 
heart. Our eyes embrace things iiffinitely great and small, 
from infusoria or blood-corpuscles to the huge disc of Saturn, 
Uranus, or Neptune; nay, more, they can even break up light 
itself into its elements and measure the retreating speed of 
Sirius through illimitable space. 

Sense, then, has received a new significance and a mathe¬ 
matical precision, by which its proverbial errors are fast dis¬ 
appearing from physics. In this elimination of error—in this 
conscious and patient struggle after precision—it is essential 
that we, as men of science, should labour to take our part. 

The saying of Protagoras was then applied to physiologj-, 
and the paramount importance of studying the healthy organism 
insisted upon. Paralogisms like that of homoeopathy, and many 
apparent incongruities of therapeutics, might thus be corrected. 
After some remarks on the study of attitude and expression in 
sickness as aiding diagnosis, and the value of intelligent nurses 
in pointing out these significant trifles, the duty of cultivating 
the senses to their highest accuracy was enforced. It was, 
indeed, a work of time, but essential to our competence and 
repose of mind. The cultivation of other senses than sight— 
namely, touch and hearing—was adverted to. In Medicine it 
might almost be denied “ that seeing is believing,” so much 
does it depend on hearing or auscultation. A department of 
sense-culture, which might be termed the intercorroboration of 
one set of impressions by another, or by their correlatives in 
other men, was indicated as needing development. The astro¬ 
nomer habitually studied it in his tables of “personal errors,” 
and it was combined with the education of the eye in the 
“ judging-distance drill ” of the soldier. 

Other applications of the maxim to psychology, to statistics 
and Ufe insurance, and to art, were briefly pointed out ; and, 
lastly, it was applied to the pious commemoration of good and 
great men, our predecessors, themselves the measure which we 
should mete ourselves withal. 

An old foundation like that of St. Thomas’s had something 
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which far exceeded pride of hirth or dignity of mere g’enealogy. 
It represented, not a line of erring men, but a continuity of 
good works—a steady unbroken pedigree of helpfulness and 
benevolence. 

In reviewing the losses of the last few years, such as Green, 
Grainger, and Brinton, a tribute was paid to the memory of 
one who was a thorough son of St. Thomas’s. Gilbert Mack- 
murdo served long and faithfully; he gave his best powers to 
the Hospital, and was of exceptional kindliness to his younger 
brethren. 

In conclusion, said the speaker, we who remain, the brother¬ 
hood of St. Thomas, no less than of St. Luke, should strive 
earnestly to model ourselves on the virtues of those who have 
gone before. A few years may scatter us to the four corners 
of the earth. But it was here that, as in"the Lampadephoria 
of old, the torch of knowledge was handed to us, which we 
are commissioned to carry bright and shining to the end of our 
pilgrimage, and then to hand it down undimmed and unblemished 
by our errors or our indolence. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-^- 

ON HTDEATE OE CHLOEAL AND ITS 
USE IN PEACTICE. 

By T. SPENCER WELLS, F.R.C.S., 
Surgeon to the Queen’s Household and to the Samaritan Hospital. 

{Concluded from 'page 347.) 

The third patient for whom I prescribed chloral was a lady whom 
I saw a year ago with Dr. Fidler suffering from a large fibroid 
tumour of the uterus. Repeated losses of blood in large quantity, 
and considerable increase in the size of the tumour since the be- 
gining of the year, with a suspicious softening of the lower 
part of the tumour involving' the cervix, led to a consultation 
mth Dr. Oldham, and (after anxious deliberation) to the deci¬ 
sion that I should endeavour to remove the whole of the 
tumour—in other words, the whole of the enlarged uterus—hy 
the abdominal section. I performed the operation on July 17, 
most kindly assisted by Dr. Oldham, Dr. Bantock, and Pro¬ 
fessor Voss, of Christiania, Dr. Junker administering bichloride 
of methylene. The uterus, with the fibroid tumour weighing 
four pounds, and both ovaries were removed. The patient 
went on wonderfully well, but reqidred opiates at night, and 
these led to sickness and headache, so that on July 28 I gave a 
draught containing thirty grains of chloral at bedtime in¬ 
stead of the opiate, and the report next day was that she had 
passed the best night since the operation, had neither headache 
nor sickness, and a good appetite. This lady was taken twenty- 
four miles in an invalid carriage eighteen days after the opera¬ 
tion, and has steadily improved since, not having taken more 
than two or three doses of chloral after the first. 

I prescribed chloral for another patient on July 28—a gentle¬ 
man whom I have attended occasionally for nearly twenty 
years past with a very slowly progressive form of locomotor 
ataxy accompanied by frequent severe neuralgic attacks, for 
which he has long been in the habit of taking morphia. W^e 
arranged that he should make a series of comparative trials 
with chloral and morphia, endeavouring to ascertain if one has 
any and what advantage over the other. As this patient has 
cultivated his powers of observation to a very high degree, and 
is assisted by my friend Dr. Davidson, who sees him daily, I 
hope to obtain §ome very satisfactory reports, but have not as 
yet received any^ 

In another case where comparative trials have been made, 
the results are only partially satisfactory. The patient is a 
lady whom I have been attending with Sir William Jenner on 
account of frequent uterine haemorrhage dependent on epithe¬ 
lioma of the cervix uteri, and who suffers from almost incessant 
lumbar pains, which are relieved by opium, and still more re¬ 
lieved by a combination of opium and belladonna. But after 
either of these drugs, headache and loss of appetite are con¬ 
stantly observed ; so on August 1 I began to try the chloral. It 
has been taken pretty constantly since, first in doses of thirty 
grains, and then of fifteen grains; and for some time one of 
these doses has been taken on alternate nights, one grain of 
opium and a quarter of a grain of extract of belladonna being 
taken on the intermediate nights. We have arrived at a sort 
of rule that thirty grains of chloral give about as much relief 
to pain as one grain of opium; that its effects are more imme¬ 
diate ; that it is not so certainly followed by sleep, or by sleep 

of such long dm'ation; but that on the succeeding day no kind 
of ill effect is observed, while after the opium there is invariably 
loss of appetite and more or less headache. On two occasions, 
when the dose of thirty grains was taken after large floodings, 
considerable excitement, I’estlessness, and incoherent talking, 
followed for about two hours ; but this has not been observed 
since the bleeding has become more moderate. 

This constitutes the whole of my personal experience of 
chloral; but I think I have seen enough to justify the hope 
that it will prove to be of valuable assistance in cases where 
we wish to obtain rapid relief to pain, and at the same time to 
lower the temperature of the hody, while we are anxious to 
avoid the headache, sickness or loss of appetite, and the rise of 
temperature which often counterbalance the good effects of 
opium. 

Since writing the above, I have seen in the Berlin Klinische 
JF')chenschrift of August 30 the report of a case where Langen- 
beck successfully used the chloral, quieting hy it delirium fol¬ 
lowing comminuted fracture of the humerus in a woman of 
intemperate habits. During the night following the injury, 
the patient became furiously maniacal, and notwithstanding 
many attempts to fix the limb, the upper fragment of the bone 
was being constantly forced against the soft parts, so that the 
whole arm became extensively ecchymosed, probably from rup¬ 
ture of a large vein. There was great reason to fear mortifica¬ 
tion, if the restlessness could not be subdued. Seven graii S of 
opium, one grain of morphia, and brandy had been given 
without any result, when at 1.30 p.m. of the day after the 
injury Langenbeck gave sixty grains of chloral, and followed 
up the dose by thirty grains in three successive subcutaneous 
injections. _ Ten minutes after the first dose, the patient 
became quieter, although delirium continued. A quarter of an 
hour afterwards she was fast asleep, and continued to sleep 
quietly till the next morning, when she awoke free from de¬ 
lirium. Symptoms _ indicating the probability of relapse 
recurred in the evening, but thirty grains of chloral taken in¬ 
ternally were followed by an excellent night. The patient made 
a good recovery, mortification of the integument being limited 
to the portion exposed to the jerking action of the upper frag¬ 
ment of the bone. 

Langenbeck dwells particularly on the peaceful normal sleep 
which under such aggravated circumstances was so quickly 
induced by the chloral. He has since used it with good effect 
in subduing tetanic spasms, but the patient was stfil under 
treatment at the date of the last report which I have seen. 

I have not used chloral by subcutaneous injection, fearing 
some local irritation; but recent experiments seem to prove 
that even chloroform is not irritating when injected under the 
skin, and there would be much less probability of chloral acting 
as a local irritant. 

I have usually prescribed thirty grains of chloral with a 
drachm of syrujD and ten drachms of water. With only an 
ounce of water the draught is rather too pungent. In Ger¬ 
many this dose is given with equal parts of sjrrup and water— 
half an ounce of each. 

Chloral is very dear. The Germans say “ a sleep costs a 
doUar.” I paid £3 15s. for two ounces; and in July it was 
not easy to get it even at this price. But Mr. Squire teUs me 
that he can now easily maintain an adequate supply. 

Upper Grosvenor-street. 

ON ACUTE SEEOHS MENINOITIS 
AND ACUTE CEREBEAL (EDEMA AETEE 

SUEOICAL OPEEATIONS.(a) 
By Dr. BILLROTH, 

Professor of Surgery in the IJniversity of Vienna. 

I DO not remember having either read or heard of cases in 
which patients who had been operated upon, under apparently 
favourable circumstances, yet within two days after the opera¬ 
tion died the subjects of acute meningitis and cerebral oedema. 
At aU events, such a disaster must be of rare occurrence ; and, 
as I am of opinion that between the fatal disease and the opera¬ 
tion some relationship must exist, and that it is not a mere 
accidental sequence of diseased disturbances, but one of reci¬ 
procally connected processes, the subject appears to me interest¬ 
ing enough to warrant my relating two cases, and appending to 
these some observations. 

(a) Translated from the Wiener medicinische WocTienschri/i, 1869, Nos. 
1 and 2. 
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On March 11, 1868, I performed excision of the left knee- 
joint on a boy 5 years of age. Although in general not a very 
great admirer of this operation, this case seemed to me espe¬ 
cially suitable for [its performance. Until Avithin nine 
months before the boy had been healthy and robust, and 
a faU on the knee was declai’ed with certainty to have given 
rise to chronic fungoid suppurating inflammation of the joint. 
There had been no bursting either of peri- or intra-articular 
abscesses; but fluctuation was plaiifly felt, extending to the 
thigh and occupying the ham. Examined under chloroform, 
loud crepitation Avas heard during the movements of the joint 
and the patella. Although somewhat pale, the boy Avas not 
omaciated, Ms urine was free from albumen, and there was no 
sign of disease about Mm. I made a flap, having its base con- 
taimng the patella upwards; cut through all the ligaments, 
and, by means of a strong knife, removed aU the carious por¬ 
tions of bone, saving the cartilage of the epiphyses of both the 
femur and tibia. At the upper end of the sac of the abscess, 
under the tendon of the quadriceps, I made a counter-opemng, 
as also in the ham, passing drainage tubes through both aper¬ 
tures. The fungoid granulations were scraped from the surface 
of the degenerated synovial membrane by the handle of a 
scalpel, and the flaps brought together by sutures. 

The residts of the operation were Mghly favourable, as saw¬ 
ing had been avoided, the discharge of the matter sufflciently 
provided for, the bleeding inconsiderable, and the patient, on 
recovering from the cMoroform, seeming scarcely weaker than 
before. EverytMng seemed to justify the best hopes. The 
boy, however, complained exceedingly of pain in the limb, and 
tMs was not completely relieved by an injection of one-eighth 
of a grain of morphia. No hasmorrhage having occurred by 
5 p.m., a gypsum bandage with large lateral apertures was 
applied. In the evening the pulse was 148 and the tempera¬ 
ture 39^. The child drank an inordinate quantity of water, 
and, as he still complained of the severe pain, another 
eighth of a grain of morpMa was injected. His mght was 
tolerably qmet, and next mormng the pulse was 152 and the 
temperature 38•6°, the pain still continuing. At the Ausits at 
12 and 6 the boy presented nothing remarkable, but at 8 
(tliirty-three hoiu-s after the operation), after a state of rest¬ 
lessness and a rise of temperature to 40°, convulsive movements 
of the lower extremities appeared, accompamed by loud expres¬ 
sions of pain. Some relief was obtained by another injection 
of morphia, but by 10 the convulsions of the extremities and of 
the muscles of the trunk became so violent that the patient 
tossed about the bed, emitting expressions of the severest pain. 
Some quietude was again procured by means of morpMa until 
about 12, when the convulsions recurred Avith increased vio¬ 
lence. Until then the boy had been able to give intelligent 
answers to questions, Ms consciousness seeming tolerably clear, 
and he continued complaimng of the severe pain in the limb, to 
wMch now headache was added, the pupils being considerably 
contracted. About midmght he lost his consciousness and fell 
into a comatose state, in wMch he expired at 3 a.m. of March 13. 

When on that morning I was made acquainted Avith the pro- 
gi’ess and issue of the case, I felt greatly surprised, and for a 
moment thought that the boy might have been poisoned by the 
morphia. This idea was at once given up on recollecting that 
in the forty hours not qmte a grain altogether had been applied 
—a quantity which, if it had been apphed all at once, would 
not have produced death. There remained the supposition of 
acute meningitis Avith cerebral cedema, with the possibility 
that an already existing miliary tuberculosis of the base had, 
under the influence of febrile action, passed into an acute stage. 

The autopsy was performed about tMrty hours after death. 
The skull-cap was tMn, compact, and oval. The whole of the 
sutm’es, especially the sagittal, which was effaced, were slightly 
marked. The dura mater was tensely expanded, and its veins 
were filled Avdth blood. The internal membranes contained a 
moderate amount of blood. The convolutions were flattened 
to a remarkable extent, the sulci being effaced. The brain 
itself was bloodless, very moist, and of a doughy softness. In 
the ventricles there was about a drachm of clear serum. A 
careful examination of the spinal cord showed a portion of 
about three-quarters of an inch in extent, opposite the dorsal 
vertebrae, where its texture was that of soft white pap; but in 
the rest of its course the cord was firm. All the other great 
organs were healthy, but very bloodless. The diagnosis of 
acute cerebral cedema was thus confirmed, but not a trace of 
tubercle was found in any part of the body. The softened 
portion of the cord was qmte an unexpected discovery. 

The second and entirely similar case was the folloAving:— 
J. P., aged 16, had suffered during three years from a rapidly 
increasing bronchocele, occupying both sides of the neck. The 

left portion, nearly as large as a fist, displaced the larynx some¬ 
what towards the left side, but oMy to a limited extent, as the 
gland on that side was as large as a goose’s egg. A contrac¬ 
tion of the trachea immediately beneath the cricoid cartilage 
caused great dyspnoea, the patient being able to rest only in 
the sitting position, and starting up from Ms sleep in suffoca¬ 
tive paroxysms. QMck movements brought these on also during 
the day. He had a stupid cretimsh appearance, and seemed very 
apathetic, although able to give tolerably intelligent replies. 

According to my experience, this was a case in wMch death 
from suffocation might certainly be expected at no distant 
period, while careful examination showed that the large tumour 
on the left side might be extirpated Avith a probably favourable 
result'. I performed the operation on July 8, but omit the 
details, merely observing that it was executed without difficulty, 
and Avithout considerable haemorrhage, as all the large A^essels 
had been previously secured. It was a simple case of broncho¬ 
cele extirpation such as I have repeatedly performed Avith a 
successful result; but on visiting the patient half an hour 
afterwards I was surprised to find him in a collapsed state, 
with a small j)ulse, although the chloroform-narcosis had been 
neither deep nor prolonged, and there had been no bleeding. 
I ordered him to be closely watched, water to be sprinkled on 
his face, and some stimuli to be administered until he rallied. 
TMs he did in about an hour, and at the evening visit Ms pulse 
had become pretty strong, and Ms temperature had risen. In 
the middle of the night he was seized with violent convulsions, 
implicating the whole body, and which were not relieved by 
the injection of ^ gr. of morpMa and the application of ice to 
the head and mustard to the calves. He was scarcely conscious, 
and soon fell into a state of coma, and died sixteen hours after 
the operation. At the autopsy, performed next day, the skull 
was fotmd tMck and compact. The right half of the coronal 
suture Avas not visible externally, and was represented within 
by a wavy depression. The right parietal and the right half of 
the frontal bones were less developed than the left, inducing 
obliqmty of the anterior portion of the cramum. The dura 
mater was very tense, and the superior falciform sinus con¬ 
tained loose coagula. The internal membranes were moderately 
injected. The convolutions Avere so flattened that their 
boundaries were merely linear. The substance of the organ 
was moderately injected, moist, and soft, and in its ventricles, 
the ependyma of which was rather thickened, there was about 
an ounce of flocculent serum. None of the large vessels or 
nerves implicated in the operation had been injured. Great 
stenosis of the trachea and emphysema of the lungs existed. 

The fatal symptoms and post-mortem appearances, so far as 
the brain and abnormal condition of the skull are concerned, 
present so great an analogy in these two cases as scarcely to 
leave any doubt regarding the identity of the diseased process, 
although the convulsions appeared twenty-four hours later in 
the first case than in the last. It is obvious that an extra¬ 
ordinarily rapid exudation of serous flmd took place from the 
cerebral vessels, and that tMs exudation gave rise to symptoms 
of motory (in the first case also of sensory) excitement, and 
then to paralysis of cerebral activity. The symptoms arising 
from augmented intracramal compression have in recent times 
been the subject of interesting researches and reflections on the 
part of V. Bruns, Bonders, Leyden, Eischer, Niemeyer, and 
others ; and without entering into a special examination of the 
results of the labours of these inquirers I yet cannot but advert 
to the anatomical conditions wMch accompany iucreased intra¬ 
cramal pressure, as Avithout tMs I should scarcely be able to 
offer a probable explanation of the cause and course of the 
process that was set up in these two cases. 

Formerly it was laid doAvn as a rule that m meningitis and 
so-called active congestion with consecutive exudation, the 
brain must be in a completely hypersemic condition, even to its 
minutest vessels, and it seemed strange that the same symptoms 
of motory irritation should be observed in tMs cerebral 
hypersemia and in an anaemic condition of the brain; for at 
the commencement of deep syncope, connected Avith temporary 
paralysis of the heart and arrest of its diastole, violent spas¬ 
modic conATulsious arise, and similar convulsions precede death 
from haemorrhage. The same symptoms seemed, therefore, to 
be present both in anaemia and hyperoemia of the brain, but a 
more precise consideration of the anatomical conditions teaches 
us that a hyperaeiMa of the brain accompanied by rapid exu¬ 
dation must soon so augment the intracramal pressure that the 
capillaries thence undergo such an amount of compression as 
to be able to allow of the passage of but a small quantity of 
blood. Therefore the hypersemic brain, through the rapid 
exudation of serum, soon becomes anaemic. The cerebral 
ganglia suffer from the deficiency of oxygen (in the blood), and 
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conyulsions, apparently through reflex channels, are produced, 
until at last the ganglion cells, after soaking in the super¬ 
fluous serum, become unfitted for their functions, and are 
paralysed. From this intracranial pressure, when it bears 
especially on the apertures for the exit of the venous trunks 
(foramina jugularia, emissaria Santonini, etc.), may also arise 
stasis in the veins of the dura mater and the sinuses, so that 
there may be congestion in these while the substance of the 
brain contains too httle blood—a condition observed in these 
two cases. 

It follows from the laws of physics that the quantity of the 
blood in the brain cannot, under normal conditions, undergo 
any very considerable change Avithin short intervals. Such 
change would be wellnigh impossible if the almost inelastic 
substance of the brain, together with its vessels and mem¬ 
branes, really completely filled the cranium. This is known 
not to be the case, for there are also many cavities, fissures, and 
perivascular spaces containing the cerebro-spinal fluid. When 
the mass of the brain is expanded by tumefaction, or a greater 
quantity of blood is forced into it imder augmented pressure, 
its means of exit remaining the same, the increase of volume 
of the organ can only be accomphshed by the cerebro-spinal 
fluid being forced out of the cranium. It has been supposed 
that the fluid passes into the spinal canal, to re-snter the 
cranium when the volume of the brain has become lessened. 
But the ^ spinal canal, by reason of the rigqdity of the bony 
column in which it is enclosed, is but very slightly extensible, 
although, through the interposition of its ligaments, it is some¬ 
what more so than the cranium. Moreover, there is the phy¬ 
siological consideration that the proportionate pressure ope¬ 
rating on the entire arterial system is always the same, so that 
if, by augmented arterial pressure, an excess of seriun is forced 
into the cavity of the cranium, the same occurs in similar pro¬ 
portion in the spinal canal. This, therefore, as a channel for 
the passage of the cerebro-spinal fluid, is of no account, 

In cases in which, either from congenital condition or from 
the effects of disease, there is a thinning of the walls of the 
blood vessels, together with hydrsemia from exhausting heemor- 
rhage or disease, when an increased pressure of the aortic 
system is brought about either from fever or other cause, 
a fatal issue might be expected. As a matter of experience we 
find that this is very seldom the case, and we must therefore 
admit that in otherwise normal organisations the cerebro-spinal 
fluid easily finds issues from the cranial and spinal cavities, 
as well as the means of flowing into these cavities from else¬ 
where. This hypothesis is supported by the researches of 
His, according to which the perivascular spaces in connexion 
with the ventricles and cavity of the arachnoid are in direct 
communication with the lymphatics. Although this commu¬ 
nication is not admitted by all anatomists, and the cerebro¬ 
spinal fluid, by the absence of albumen, essentially differs from 
lymph and transudation fluid, yet this hypothesis is the 
only one to which a high degree of probability attaches. In 
surgical and obstetrical practice we often meet with cases 
brought to death s door by great loss of blood, convulsions even 
being present during the attacks of syncope, and yet in these 
not only is consciousness soon recovered, but, after large quan¬ 
tities of water have been drunk, the pulse, which could hardly 
be perceived, recovers a volume which differs very little from 
that which it had prior to the operation. In such cases the 
volume of blood is rapidly replaced by an extraordinary quan¬ 
tity of water gaining admission to the almost empty vessels, in 
part by the stoniach and alimentary canal, and in part from 
the tissues. If in a commencing fever this hydremic blood 
becomes forced, under increased pressure, into the vessels, 
the amount of transudation fluid becomes somewhat greater 
over the whole body than in the normal condition. This view 
is supported by the fact that individuals who, immediately 
after the loss of blood, present all the appearances of a lean 
corpse—with hollow eyes, the skin tightly stretched over the 
ski^ and face—during the stage of febrile reaction convey 
quite another impression, the face becoming turgescent and 
the cheeks coloured, so that the patient, as regards his nutrition, 
presents a much more favourable appearance than he will do 
sonie days later when the turgor of the tissues has subsided. 
It is then that we first see him in his true condition, and can 
judge how great has been the_ effect of the operation and trau¬ 
matic fever upon him. I believe, therefore, that the supposi¬ 
tion is not unjustified that, under the circumstances indicated, 
all the tissues become penetrated with superfiuous fluid, and 
that in their otherwise normal organisation the brain and 
spinal cord do not suffer from this, because the issue of cerebro¬ 
spinal fluid is correspondingly increased and the amount of 
blood and water in the brain drdy regulated. 

Returning to the two cases that have been related, if we ask 
why in them the influence of cerebral pressure proved fatal, 
the reply does not seem to me to be difficult if we bear in mind 
the diseased condition of the cranium that pre-existed in both 
of them. The sutures were abnormally ossified, and the skull¬ 
cap was compact, indicating that a denser mass of bone existed 
in place of the diploe. The brain had therefore long since been 
subjected to abnormal conditions of pressure and development. 
In the course of time the consequent disturbance of the circu¬ 
lation might have become tolerably equalised, at least as re¬ 
gards theladon whomexcisionhad been performed, and in whose 
psychical condition there was nothing wrong. But in the other 
case the development of the brain had decidedly suffered from 
the obliquity of the cranium. As in both the diploe had become 
more compact by the deposit of bone, the emissaria Santonini 
had also very probably become contracted. Whether, during 
the rickety process which had been going on, the basilar portion 
of the skull had not undergone a corresponding change coiild 
nst be ascertained withont submitting the skulls to maceration. 
A contraction of the foramen lacerum, and a corresponding 
lessened development of the bulbus venae jugularis, into which 
the bulk of the cerebral veins are emptied, might not be striking 
to the eye without a comparison being made with other skulls, 
and yet might be sufficient, on the occurrence of abnormal com¬ 
pression^ in the vascular system, to produce a considerable 
obstruction to the exit of blood. If, under such circumstances, 
abundant serum were forced into the cerebral cavities, and the 
venous blood could not fiow out to give it place, the quantity 
oi the latter need not be very great in order to exert a con¬ 
siderable intracranial pressure on the substance of the brain. 
We may apply the same considerations to the means of exit of 
the cerebro-spinal fluid, as the contraction of these in the 
rickety skull increased the effects of rapid exudation. Whether 
this explanation of the fatal issue in these two cases be the 
correct one will only be shown if, in similar cases, the same 
conditions of the skixll or other obstructions to the issue of the 
cerebral venous blood (as those existing in the heart or lungs) 
and cerebro-spinal fluid are found to be present. 

Entirely other points—or, at least, other combinations—have 
to be taken into account if we seek to explain those cases of 
meningitis, which may come on weeks or months after opera¬ 
tions undertaken for caries or necrosis. In these the operation 
itseff is of no account, as we find meningitis attacking similar 
patients who have undergone no operation. Of the old views, 
according to which meningitis was regarded in such cases as a 
true metastatic inflammation, I need take no notice. That 
children with caries of the joints may die from tubercular 
basilar meningitis running an acute course is a fact familiar in 
the practice of most Surgeons, however unable we may be to 
explain it anatomically. Buhl’s views concerning inspissated 
products of inflammation as a source of miliary tuberculosis 
have penetrated throughout the whole of modem Medicine 
and borne much fruit, yet even from the recent able investiga¬ 
tions by Cohnheim and Erankel on the communicability of 
tubercle, it is not clear whether it is a definite substance held 
in solution which, on admission into the blood, gives rise to an 
eruption of tubercle on the serous membranes, just as the poison 
of measles or scarlatina causes the exanthemata of the skin 

and mucous membranes, or whether the obstructions of the 
minutest blood- and lymphatic vessels by very minute embolic 
molecules, which even can traverse filtering paper, do not play 
their part. 

When a child suffering from caries of a joint is attacked 
with symptoms of subacute meningitis, the diagnosis of tuber¬ 
cular basilar meningitis is easy; but when in adults the 
symptoms of acute hydrocephalus arise under the same circum¬ 
stances, we cannot always conclude as to the presence of tuber¬ 
cular meningitis. I have met with two cases that illustrate 
this. The one related to a woman, nearly 50 years of age, 
who suffered from caries of the elbow. I performed excision 
in the Zurich Hospital, but the wound from the operation and 
the fistulous openings which existed previously required a re¬ 
markably long time for their healing. The patient became 
very low and excessively anaemic, but there was neither deposit 
in the lungs nor albumen in the urine. About nine months 
after the operation she was seized with violent pain in the head, 
convulsions, etc., all the symptoms of acute hydrocephalus 
being progressively developed. She died fourteen days after 
these had first commenced, having been comatose during the 
last eight days. At the autopsy there were found cerebral 
oedema and ^eat distension of the ventricles, together with 
white softening and a high degree of anaemia of the brain 
substance. Not a trace of tubercle existed throughout the 
body, and the heart and kidneys were healthy. Every organ 
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was completely bloodless. I met with the other case in Vienna. 
A woman, aged 27, having infiltration at the apex of the lungs 
and severe bronchial catarrh, but without albuminuria, suffered 
from severely painful caries of the right ankle. Principally in 
order to reheve her from this pain, and having learned from 
repeated experience how httle danger attends an operation in 
such cases, I performed supra-malleolar amputation. The 
course of the case continued highly favourable until the wound, 
at the end of several weeks, was nearly healed. Then sym¬ 
ptoms of acute hydrocephalus appeared quite unexpectedly, 
the patient dying after these had continued nearly three week's. 
Seeing that tubercle of the lungs existed in this case, I felt 
certain that the brain symptoms were due to tubercular basilar 
meningitis. Yet there was foxmd, as in the other case, only 
great cerebral oedema and increase of fluid in the ventricles, 
containing some flocculi, but not a trace of tubercle in the 
membranes of the brain. In the absence of tubercles the ex¬ 
planation of the occurrence of acute hydrocephalus in these 
cases is scarcely possible. I will not venture to decide which 
party is in the right in the dispute concerning the relation of 
Bright’s disease to cardiac hypertrophy, and of this to cerebral 
oedema and the so-called urtemic symptoms, yet I cannot but 
point out that in the two cases which I have related the heart 
and kidneys were quite healthy. The fact that persons reduced 
by anaemia not unfrequently die from acute hydrocephalus has 
long been noticed, and is mentioned in all books on diseases 
of the brain, although, as it seems to me, unaccompanied by 
any satisfactory explanation. 

SCAELET EEVEE AND MEASLES 
OCCDEKING CONJOINTLY IN THE SAME 

PEESON. 
By J. ALEXANDER ROSS, M.D.Q.U.I., L.R.C.S.I., 

Late Junior House-Surgeon to the Borough Hospital, Birkenhead; House- 
Physician to the North Staffordshire Infirmary. 

Until the middle of the 17th century very little was known 
of scarlet fever as a distinct disease. Although Dr. Gee, in 
his article in Reynolds’s “ System of Medicine ” on scarlet fever, 
says, “ the earliest record which we possess of the existence of 
scarlet fever bears no more ancient date than A.D. 1556, 
the year wherein Ingrassias pubhshed a description of a 
malady which had been previously recognised by the common 
people, and named bythemRossaha,” yetDr. W. F. Montgomery 
states, in the “ Cyclopsedia of Practical Medicine,” that Sir W. 
Watson in 1769 confounded measles and scarlet fever, and that 
rubeola was a term used to signify both. Not only was the 
Profession of that time unable to recognise the diflPerence 
between measles and scarlet fever, but we find that measles 
and small-pox were considered two forms of the same disease, 
for Sennertus, in the middle of the 17th century, discussed the 
question “ why the disease in some constitutions assumed the 
form of small-pox, andin others that of measles.” Diemerbroeck, 
also in the same century, considered measles and small-pox as 
the same disease, but differing in degree. 

The earliest descriptions we have of scarlet fever are from 
Martianus about the middle of the 17th century. Dr. Wither¬ 
ing about 1793, and from Dr. Sydenham. The epidemic, 
however, which Sydenham saw must have been mild indeed, 
for he says, “ This disease, in name only, for it is little more, is 
easily cured without trouble or danger,” and he says further 
on in the same chapter, “ he (the patient) frequently falls a 
victim to the over-ofticiousness of the Physician.” 

Now it seems to me that measles and small-pox were con¬ 
founded from two causes:— 

1st. A vesicular (occasionally afterwards becoming pustular) 
eruption sometimes accompanies measles. 

Dr. W. F. Montgomery mentions a case, in his article above 
alluded to, of measles accompanied by large and small vesicles, 
some large enough to cause it to be confounded with small¬ 
pox ; and Dr. McBride has given to one form the term 
“ morbilli variolosi.” 

2nd. The two diseases may be concurrent. Mr. Russell 
gives two instances of this, which occurred at Aleppo in 1765. 

As regards scarlet fever and measles, the two diseases with 
which I wish more particularly to deal, I think the same 
reasons will also account for the fact of their having remained 
so long unrecognised as distinct diseases. They may assimilate 
one another very closely, and they may concur. 

At first we find that they were confounded with each other; 
next we are indebted to the labours of Sydenham, Withering, 

and Martianus, for the earhest accounts of scarlet fever as a 
distinct disease. After this some Physicians began to believe 
that a hybrid of these two diseases appeared at times, whilst 
others denied the existence of such a hybrid. It is the latter 
point which concerns me. Does a hybrid of measles and 
scarlet fever ever occur ? 

This question might be either answered in the affirmative 
or negative, and numerous authorities brought forward in 
support. 

Copland, in his Dictionary of Medicine, remarks—“More 
recently still, the differences have been more absolutely 
believed in than an extended and diversified experience 
warrants, for the Medical writings of the 17th and 18th 
centuries contain the histories of epidemics which, according 
to the descriptions they furnish, present characters which 
belong both to measles and scarlet fever. The experience of 
Physicians also, that has been prolonged through a number of 
years, or been extended to different countries, has furnished 
instances of either sporadic cases, or of prevailing and 
malignant epidemics, in which some, if not the majority, of 
the cases have presented the mixed features of measles and 
scarlatina.” The same writer says, “Richter and Hildenbrand 
have defined rubeola to be a species between measles and 
scarlet fever,” and, according to him, Hildenbrand states “ that 
some consider it, with Huf eland, Shaffer, Formay, and Heim, as a 
variety of scarlatina, and that Kapp, Wiclimann, and Reil 
view it rather as allied to measles; whilst Ueberlacher, Jahn, 
and Fleisch beheve that no essential difference exists between 
measles, rubeola, and scarlet fever.” 

Dr. Copland, after entering minutely into the close relations 
between rubeola and measles on the one hand, and scarlet 
fever on the other, says—“ I believe that rubeola is not a 
disease sui generis, nor yet a modification merely of either 
measles or of scarlet fever, but a hybrid of these two fevers, 
presenting sometimes a predominance of the symptoms charac¬ 
teristic of the one, at other times of those distinguishing the 
other, and not infrequently an equal combination of the 
features of both.” 

If we answer the question in the negative, we can bring 
numerous and high authorities, too, who take this side of the 
question. 

Hebra considers rubeoln. roseola, and rotheln as synonymous, 
and says, “ It is, in fact, quite unnecessary to describe by the 
name of roseola or rubeola (rotheln) a special exanthematic 
eruption.” 

Now, Hebra, in the foregoing passage taken from his chapter 
on roseola, uses rubeola, roseola, and rotheln as synonymous 
terms, whereas, in the chapter on measles, by Dr. Franz Mayr, 
as revised by him, morbilli, rubeola, masem, and rougeole are 
used as synonyms. In this last chapter he says, when speaking 
of “morbilli conferti seu confluentes; ” “In this variety of the 
eruption, the maculm are crowded together or even confluent. 
This is, of course, the result of the formation of maculae or 
papules in such large numbers that the intervals between 
them are reduced to nothing, or exist only when the rash first 
comes out. In fact, there subsequently appear continuous red 
patches of considerable extent, but strictly circumscribed, and 
with deeply indented margins. These patches are observed 
chiefly on the face, back, and upper and lower limbs. . . . 
To this form of morbilli is probably to be ascribed the 
‘ exanthema hyhridum ’ described by Schonlein, and named by 
him rubeola. It is stated that in this disease a scarlatinal rash 
is associated with the concomitant symptoms of measles.” 
Further on in the same chapter Hebra remarks : “As for the 
combination of morbilli with the other exanthemata, variola 
and scarlatina, I have never had the good fortune to see two of 
these diseases simultaneously in the same patient. 
The supposed combination of scarlatina and morbilli was 
probably very similar in appearance to the scarlatina variegata." 

Trousseau considers that rubeola and roseola form one and 
the same disease, but that they differ from measles; that 
rubeola bears the same relation to measles which chicken-pox 
bears to small-pox, and that it is not accompanied by catarrh 
of the mucous membrane. 

We cannot fail to observe that there is the greatest diversity 
of opinion with regard to rubeola. Hebra and Trousseau use 
rubeola and roseola as synonymous terms, but Hebra also uses 
rubeola, morbilli, and rotheln as words of the same import. 
Copland, on the other hand, recognises in rubeola a combina¬ 
tion of measles and scarlet fever. Drs. Sydney Ringer and 
Mayne use rubeola and morbilli as synonyms, and Dr. Ringer 
(in a footnote to his article in Reynolds’s “ System of Medicine ” 
on Measles) says : “ It is stated that the two fevers (measles 
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and scarlet fever) may co-exist, and these rashes may be mixed 
no such case has come under the author’s notice.” 

I am inclined to take the first view of this question—viz., that 
measles and scarlet fever do at times co-exist, and that we do see 
occasionally a hybrid of these diseases ; and I am induced to 
form this opinion after patient and careful observation of a 
number of cases which came under my)notioe during last spring 
when visiting the “ home patients ” of the Birkenhead Borough 
Hospital. 

Although some cases occurred which, in addition to being 
well-marked cases of scarlet fever, had also the eruption of 
measles, yet, as they were “sine catarrho,” I do not adduce 
them in proof. 

The first case which attracted my attention was that of a 
boy ag-ed 4 years. My first visit was on the third day of his 
illness; then I found that his eyes, from which the tears 
flowed, were congested, that he sneezed at intervals, that a 
discharge came from his nose, and that he had a short cough, 
with expectoration of a viscid mucus, or, to use Trousseau’s 
words, that he was affected with “ ocular, nasal, and bronchial 
catarrh; ” in addition to this he had a furred tongue with pro¬ 
minent red papillae, and the eruption of scarlet fever, especially 
at the inside of the knee-j oints; his throat also was slightly 
affected. Next day I found that the rash of measles had made 
its appearance on the face ; from this the measles appeared to 
predominate (but there continued the sorethroat and straw¬ 
berry tongue) until desquamation commenced, and then I could 
detect albumen in the lu’iiie, the child having at the same time 
slight but ephemeral oedema of the face. This child made a good 
recovery. 

The next was the case of a little girl, aged 2 years, whom I 
saw before any eruption made its appearance. She then ap¬ 
peared to suffer from catarrh, with the short troublesome cough 
and viscid expectoration. Two days afterwards I noticed a 
g'eneral redness over the body, and her throat now became 
affected; in two days more the eruption of measles became 
well marked, the eyes lost their redness, but stiU the coryza and 
cough continued. When desquamation was going on I found 
a small quantity of albumen in the urine. 

Another well-marked case which I saw was that of a girl 4 
years of age. I did not see her until the eruption of measles 
had made its appearance, but the mother told me that the child 
at the commencement of the disease sneezed perpetually, that 
her eyes were red, and that water ran from her eyes and nose. 
When I saw the child first, I was of opinion that it was a case 
of measles. There was no sorethroat, and the papillse of the 
tongue were not very prominent, but I noticed between the 
patches of morbillous rash a redness of the skin; there were 
also little miliary vesicles—the latter, however, occur occasionally 
in measles. The disease ran a very fair course until desqua¬ 
mation took place, when anasarca came on, and continued for 
two weeks, there being also albuminuria. This child idtimately 
recovered. 

Many other cases of this kind came under my notice, the 
youngest child being two months old. , 

It is true that Dr. Thomas says—“ Scarlatina sometimes 
resembles the measles so exactly as not to be easily distin¬ 
guishable ; ” but the same author also says that “ scarlet fever is 
frequently attended with a cough, as also with redness of the 
eyes; but, on minute examination, it will be generally found 
that the cough in scarlet fever is short and irritating, without 
expectoration, that the redness of the eyes is not attended with 
intolerance of Light, that the ciliary glands are not affected, 
and that, although the eyes appear shining and watery, they 
never overflow.” 

I have never succeeded in detecting albumen in the urine of 
ohildren_ suffering from measles, and, I believe, the highest 
authorities bear testimony to the same. 

Reviewing, then, these few cases (out of many) which I have 
brought forward, I think I may fairly say that they were, in 
truth, instances of the hybrid disease of measles and scarlet 
fever. There were, on the one hand, ocular, nasal, and bron¬ 
chial catarrh, and the eruption indicative of measles; and on 
the other, there were the sorethroat, strawberry tongue, and 
albuminuria, with dropsy in some cases, the characteristics of 
scarlatina. 

We have much satisfaction in adding ouf testimony to 
the comparatively temperate habits of the Chinese people. In 
no country, perhaps, is wine of a decidedly intoxicating nature 
so generally and yet so moderately partaken of as in China.— 
Report of the Hankow Medical Mission Hospital, 1868. 

EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTIOE 
IN’ 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-^- 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

OPERATIONS. 

Wb were present during the operations at this Hospital on 
Saturday, September 18. There was nothing done of capital 
magnitude, but some of the cases were of sufficient interest to 
induce us to lay them before our readers in the order in which 
they occurred. 

REMOVAL OE TUMOUR FROM PAROTID REOION. 

(By Mr. H. SmTH.) 

This was a case of a firm lobulated swelling the size of a 
walnut situated in front of the pinna of a woman aged about 
30, who had noticed its presence during nine years. Being 
doubtful of the nature of the sweUing, Mr. Smith made an ex¬ 
ploratory puncture, when, a couple of drachms of clear yellow 
fluid escaping, he thought that he had a simple cyst to deal 
ufith; on further light dissection, however, a small solid growth 
was enucleated, and a tough capsule was found to invest tbia 
loosely, and was also removed. One small vessel needed a 
ligature, and the wound was then closed with a pad of lint and 
strapping. The solid portion of the tumour was the size of a 
small walnut, firm, opaque yellow-white, lobulated, and having 
the appearance of the mixed fibrous and glandular growths 
commonly met with in this neighbourhood. By the courtesy 
of Mr. Smith we were able to take away the growth for micro¬ 
scopic examination. This confirmed the naked-eye characters, 
the bulk of the tumour bemg made up of more or less per¬ 
fectly developed giand tissue, with much gTowing connective 
tissue. 

Mr. Smith afterwards remarked upon the advantage of a 
preliminary incision in such cases, recaUing instances of small 
chronic abscesses which he had known to exist for upwards of 
four years in this position. He dwelt also upon the careful 
dissection required for the ablation of tumoms from the parotid 
region, and upon the necessity of always searching for a 
capsule in such cystic growths, as a portion of this left behind 
might cancel the benefit of the operation altogether. 

REMOVAL OF LARUE NASAL POLYPUS. 

(BylMi’.H. SMITH.) 

This patient had been brought to the theatre on the previous 
Saturday, but it had not been possible to do very much then, 
as, owing to the complete blocking of the nostrils and also to a 
large growth pendnet in the pharynx, the exhibition of chloro¬ 
form was impossible. The portion projecting into the pharynx 
was hooked up and the left nostril partly cleared on that 
occasion, and to-day the man was brought up to have the rest 
cleared out. The growth was of four or five years’ duration, 
and had attained such a size as to cause very considerable 
deformity of the face. Chloroform was administered to-day, 
and the remainder of the growth dragged away with polypus 
forceps. From the right nostril alone, two masses, each nearly 
as large as a walnut, were removed. The polypus was of the 
ordinary pedunculated gelatinous variety, and with the largest 
portion was taken the bit of spongy bone from which it 
sprang. The inconvenience of chloroform in these oases was 
well exemplified by this patient, who struggled, spluttered, and 
fought against the danger of choking with the energy usually 
displayed on such occasions, when the nose being blocked and 
blood streaming down the pharynx and over the lips, every 
spasmodic attempt to breathe freely carries a rush of blood 
towards the glottis, and excites the patient accordingly. 

Mr. Smith also amputated a working man’s forefinger, the 
end of which had been removed two or three years previously 
for severe injury, and since then there had been such constant 
excruciating pain in the finger that there was no alternative 
but to remove it at the metacarpo-phalangeal articidation, 
which was done in the usual manner. 

OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF NECROSED BONE 
FROM POPLITEAL SURFACE OF FEMUR. 

(By Mr. WOOD.) 

This patient, a young man, had been already the subject of 
a somewhat similar operation on the other leg by Sir William 
Fergusson in former years, and had suffered from many strumous 
symptoms. ■ On the present occasion a deep abscess, pointing 
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inside the thigh close above the knee, led Mr. Wood to suspect 
the presence of dead bone—a diagnosis which was verified on 
opening the abscess and carefully probing. The necrosis was 
found to be situate towards the outer side of the poiphteal sur¬ 
face of the femur. Passing a long probe as far across as pos¬ 
sible, therefore, Mr. Wood cut down upon its point, and from 
this opening endeavoiu’ed to get at the dead bone. A few 
loose splinters were thus removed, but a rough honeycombed 
condition of the bone’s surface was left, which was not capable 
of removal without the use of larger incisions and greater 
violence than a Surgeon would care to employ in such a neigh¬ 
bourhood. A strip of oiled lint was therefore passed through 
the wound across the thigh, and the patient returned to bed. 
In commenting upon the - case, Mr. Wood spoke of the diffi¬ 
culties caused by the close proximity of the popliteal artery, 
only a little cellular tissue and a few glands intervening between 
the necrosed bone and the vessel; and mentioned the rules 
which had guided him in his incisions—viz., to follow care¬ 
fully the track of the existing sinus; to make the counter¬ 
opening as close upon the end of the probe as possible, and, in 
extending this opening inwards, to keep the edge and point of 
the knife constantly towards the bone, at the same time being 
careful not to cut on the bone itself, lest the knife might glance 
off into the artery. He also said that as the bottom of the 
abscess was towards the outer side, although pointing inside, 
it would be, under any circumstances, good practice to make 
a free counter-opening, and to keep the passage clear with 
oiled Unt or a drainage tube, so that as the man lay in bed 
there might be a constant drainage of pus from the most 
dependent opening. In this case he hoped that the dead bone, 
as it separated, might drift orrt by the channel so formed. 

SECOHDAKY RHESTOPLASTIC OPERATION. 

(By Mr. WOOD.) 

Tlris ease derived great interest from the fact of a former 
attempt to get a new nose from the forehead having failed from 
slorrghing of the flap, so that the sphere of action was greatly 
limited. The patient, a stout middle-aged man, was, however, 
anxious that an attempt should be made, as he considered his 
present condition, with complete absence of the nose and the 
centre of the forehead occupied by a large cicatricial surface, 
corrld hardly be made worse by the failure of a second opera¬ 
tion. Mr. Wood accordingly Avent to work thus —Eir.st, before 
the exhibition of cldoroform, he fitted into the cavity two bits 
of gum elastic catheter rinited by a stout bent wire pas.sing 
through them, and laid them aside to serve as supports to the 
future nose. He next sketched out with pen and ink suitable 
triangular flaps on the cheeks on either side, making these 
apparently much larger than sufficient to cover the nose, and— 
warned by the previous operation—leaving good broad pedicles 
to the flaps above, and also inked out a thick central bit from 
the upper hp, which happily happened to be unusually full. 
Then, chloroform being given, the side flaps were dissected up 
from the bone, one or two spouting vessels being twisted, the 
central bit from the lip was cut through, and the remainder of 
the lip brought together by harelip pins and fine sutures. And 
here a novel feature was introduced, for Mr. Wood made an 
oblique slit through the thickness of the turned-up bit of lip, 
and spread it out so that it now reached easily to the forehead, 
where it was sewed to a raw surface prepared for it. The 
tubes were then put into the position of the future nostrils, 
the cheeks outside the lateral flaps freely detached from the 
bone for some distance, and a long stout wire drawn through 
from one cheek to the other; this being fastened to bits of 
bougie at either end, firm traction was exercised upon the 
cheeks, dravnng them towards the middle line. EinaUy, the 
side flaps, which, now that the shrinking of their muscular 
thickness told upon them, were only sufficient to cover the 
nose fairly, were stitched together by their edges and beneath 
to the raw surface turned up from the upper lip. By these 
means a very fair nose seemed to be formed, or at least an 
excellent foundation laid for future beautifying touches to 
perfect, only a small gap remaining between the eyes ; and this 
being filled with the raw vascular tip of the lip-flap, Mr. 
Wood hoped that it would fill up neatly by granulation. It 
was also deemed advisable to leave the left ala open on its 
outer side for the present, as the blue look of the scarred edge 
warned the operator against emplo3dng much traction. In his 
subsequent remarks, Mr. Wood alluded to the novel step he 
had introduced in this instance, in the slitting of the upper 
lip-flap, by which he secured, as in his operation for ectopia 
vesicse, a double thickness of the resulting nose-covering, and 
a far greater chance of firm union without sloughing. He 
alluded to the use of the bit from the upper Hp to serve for a 

septum, by Dieffenbach and many others, and mentioned that 
he had liimself, some years previou.sly, contrived a capital nose 
in that manner, but he was not aware that other Surgeons had 
yet sHt up this Hp-flap so as to furnish a raw surface for the 
main covering of the nose to rest upon. He also noticed the 
necessity in these cases of bringing the cheeks towards the 
middle fine after separating them from the bone, so as to 
prevent the action of the zygomatici from flattening the nose 
with every smile. 

PLASTIC OPERATION FOR EPISPADIAS. 

(By Mr. WOOD.) 

We may place by the side of the last operation this, which 
we saw performed on the previous Saturday. The patient was 
a boy, aged about 7. The epispadiac condition was complete, 
the corpora cavernosa being separated, so that the open 
urethra, lying in a gutter which grooved the upper surface of 
the penis, could be seen to terminate above in the deep red 
bladder which loomed through a hole at the root of the penis. 
The pubic symphysis could be felt in its normal state, and there 
was some power over the sphincter. The steps of the opera¬ 
tion consisted of (1) dissecting up flaps from above and on 
either side; (2) turning these over the open canal; (3) raising 
from the scrotum below the penis a bridge of skin, the con¬ 
tinuity of Avhich at either end was retained; (4) passing this 
bridge over the penis so as to rest upon the raw surface pre¬ 
pared by the second step, and fastening all together by fine 
silver sutures; and (-5) bringing verticaUy together the sides 
of the scrotal wound. By these means Mr. Wood believed 
that a firm coveriirg of the open canal would result, two layers 
of skin being placed back to back, so to say, and so offering a 
strong and efficient substitute for the lacking skin and mucous 
membrane—a proceeding which had been very successful in 
his hands in similar cases. 
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THE DISINFECTION OF FORMOSA. 

Theee are two or three common-sense principles to be borne in 

view in deaHng with prostitution and its consequences. It is 

of no use to ignore it, to affect a false deHcacy, and to treat it 

as if it were not a hard fact. PubHc poHcy and decency forbid 

our treating the unhappy prostitutes as dogs, and refusing 

charitable aid in the diseases which follow upon their sin. 

PubHc policy and morality forbid that their trade shall be re¬ 

cognised, fostered, or protected. 
It is quite a false principle that the quantity of vice is fixed, 

that there is a certain demand, and that this must be met by a 

corresponding supply. On the contrary, it is the presence of 

loose women in streets and places of pubHc resort which acts as 

the temptation to the unwary. The supply creates the demand. 

AH sound poHcy requires that the presence of women openly 

flaunting their iniquity and soHciting passers-by should be put 

down by the poHce as far as it can be. Wise parents desire 
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their sons, after dining out, to come home in a cah. Vice is a 

habit, and the less it is indulged the less it will he. 

Then, women suffering from the consequences of their life 

ought to be received as kindly as if they were sufferers from 

any other sin. TVe would say, too, that any woman taken 

up and convicted of following her vocation as prostitute 

in public should be imprisoned, and, if found diseased, should 

be detained till cured. Meanwhile, every inducement should be 

offered for a change of life. 

But, beyond this, if any one seeks to make prostitution safe 

^ system of minute regulations, we would ask him just to 

consider the state of affairs in Paris, as revealed in the letter of 

our Surgical correspondent last week. Police regulations and 

periodic examinations are in fuU force, but the cry is—Syphihs 

is more rampant than ever ! the examinations are not frequent 

enough ! every woman ought to be examined more minutely, 

twice a week at the least! more examining Physicians are 
required, and better ones ! 

But there was one part of our Paris Surgical correspondent’s 

letter which we reserved from motives of delicacy; but we may 

as well out with it. Hear it, ye ganders! The sauce for the 

geese must now be served out to you. The examination of 

women has proved fruitless; now men must be examined ; and 

it is proposed that this duty shall be imposed on the “ abbess,” 

or high-priestess of each establishment devoted to the Paphian 

rite, and that a fine shall be inflicted on her if, through her 

carelessness, any worshipper brings disease amongst the nymphs 
of her fold. 

As for tne examination of soldiers and the shutting up of 

loose women in garrison towns, those are exceptional duties, 

imposed by the State for public reasons, which the Medical 

officers do very much to their disgust, but without degradation. 

But there is nothing which would tend more to deprive Medi« 

cine of the rank of a respectable calling than the fact that 

Practitioners should be found willing to lend themselves to the 

dirty work of examining prostitutes in order to enable them to 

carry on their trade, and even (as has been proposed) instruct¬ 

ing them in the art of injecting, etc., so that they may sin with 

safety. If the heads of the Profession or the Colleges ever 

desire an opportunity of protectin'^ their members from degra¬ 
dation, here is one. 

And the attempt would be as unavailing as it would be 

disgraceful. AVhatever renders vice safe and increases its 

prevalence must increase disease. G-onorrhcea and soft ulcers 

require no specific pabulum; they may be created anywhere 

de novo by promiscuous intercourse. The infection of syphilis is 

so subtle, and lurks where least expected, that it is in vain to 

attempt to keep it out. Whether this is ever generated anew 

is questionable, but every Surgeon in good practice knows that 

many of his worst cases are reported to him to be the fruit of 

liaisons where such a result was least to be expected. 

If we are not to treat prostitution by repression, if it is to 

be fostered and protected at the public expense, then the best 

plan would be pecca fortiter ! Make it a department, with an 

under-secretary of state to manage it; have there an ample 

staff of well-salaried inspectors; only let the funds come from 

a tax on the persons who practise prostitution, and those who 

resort to them. If we have money to spare, let us give it in 

better dwellings, food, and sick comforts to poor women who 

earn their living by work, and let Formosa save something for 

disinfecting purposes out of the ample wages of her debauchery. 

THE BEITISH AND FOEEIGN SCHOOLS OF 

MEDICINE. 

The efforts of the General Medical Council to improve the sys¬ 

tem of Professional education will, no doubt, tend to raise the 

standard of the average Practitioner ; but, however desirable 

progress may be, at present we must regard as exaggerated the 

opmion of a teacher in a metropolitan Hospital that 30 per cent. 

of those who obtain licences to practise are unable to diagnose 

anyordinary visceral lesion, and that 50 per cent, would not know 

how to set to work to investigate a complex case of disease 

such as often occurs in actual practice. Such statements must 

necessarily lower the confidence of the public in our Profession, 

and reflects a disadvantageous light on teachers and licensing 

bodies. In comparing Continental Professional education and 

its results with our own, we have often been led to the conclu¬ 

sion that no other country has understood so well as Great 

Britain how to educate FractitioneTs ,■ and it is indeed gratify¬ 

ing to see that eminent Continental men, such as Professor 

Billroth, of Vienna, candidly declare : “ Scientifiquement par- 

lant au point de vue de la chirurgie aussibien que de la medecine, 

on pent dire que I’Angleterre emporte aujourd’hui sur tous les 

autres pays.” (“ Traite de Pathologie Chirurgicale,” edit, fran- 

9aise.) If we have a fault to find, it is that our Practitioners are 

too eminently practical, and that perhaps 50 per cent., after 

having obtained their licences, never think of opening a book, 

but follow too strictly the rules taught at school. Yet, after all, it 

is an excellent thing to give the young man, at the outset 

of his career, rules to guide himself through the chaos of the 

practice into which he is plunged; and if it is in him to 

advance, he will examine for himself the truth or validity of 

the principles taught, and modify them according to his judg¬ 

ment and experience. The times are gone by when from 

far and wide pupils flocked around a master to swallow 

each word that dropped from his lips, and to impress 

it indelibly on their minds. Nowadays neither the most 

talented nor the most modest of any profession hesitates 

one moment to give publicity to his researches for the sake of 

the honum commune. Every kind of information can be carried 

home safely under our arms, and manuals and textbooks super¬ 

sede schools, where the teaching is reduced to repeat what, in 

less time and more conveniently, the learner can find elsewhere. 

That this actually occurs is sufficiently proved by the Medical 

School of Paris. Long sinroundedby the lustre of those pillars 

of Medical science, Paris has seen every leaf of its laurels 

wither, and, though the present are scarcely less able than 

their predecessors, only one of the teaching staff in Paris is 

able to attract an audience. Amongst a thousand matriculated 

students there are not ten that regularly attend lectures. 

During the teaching of the most important subjects—such as, 

for example, anatomy—we have never been able to observe 

more than twenty, and, with the sole exception of chemistry, 

the large amphitheatre is always empty. It is because their 

teaching is not elementary enough for beginners, and of no 

interest for the more advanced. The aim of the school is mis¬ 

understood, for to it belongs to select, amongst the enormous 

material, the most essential only, to offer it in a digestible 

form, and not to overload with hypotheses and high-sounding 

words the young and inexperienced. It is the duty of the 

school to teach how to study, how to proceed from the simple 

to the more complex, and, before all, to keep alive the interest 

of the learner. The only way to effect this is by showing him 

that his labour is crowned with success, that he advances in 

knowledge. Paris teachers and students unanimously agree 

that there is no necessity for passing through a lecture-room 

for any of the examinations required for the M.D., and 

students feel it only too well how much is left to 

themselves; and whenever opportunity is given to them 

to supply their private reading by elementary instruction or 

demonstration, it is impossible to see youths more eager to 

learn than French students. Nor is it different in regard to 

clinical instruction. Enough of clinical lectures on all sides; 

but, to our knowledge, for the whole number of students there 

is only one Physician and one Surgeon who take the trouble 

to call forth a student at the bedside and examine him 

about the case, whilst the others of the clinical Professors, con¬ 

scious of their name and position, make their visit in deep 

silence, and if once one word is uttered, it is to criticise the 

opinion of somebody else. 
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Not one British school has lost sight of its immediate object; 

the system of teaching pursued in British schools has been 

so far successful that it has imparted to eveiy one enough to 

rely upon in any case of emergency. Improvements are 

hardly to be expected from changes of the teaching itself, 

nor will the addition or omission of certain collateral subjects 

prove adequate to what is expected from it; but let lectm-ers 

impress upon the minds of their hearers that the time of their 

study scarcely suffices to initiate them, and that, before aU, 

Medicine is an applied science and not a lucrative business. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The melancholy death of the Lord Justice Clerk of Scotland 

has led to the changes which we last week predicted. Mr. 

Moncreiff is appointed Lord Justice, and the seat for the Uni¬ 

versities of Glasgow and Aberdeen is again vacant. Mr. 

Gordon, the late Conservative candidate, has already been 

requested to allow himself to be nominated. No Medical 

candidate has yet been mentioned, although we believe 

that a member of the Medical Profession of good stand¬ 

ing and not extreme political views would meet with warm 

support from a large section of the graduates. Report has 

already assigned to Dr. Lyon Playfair the lucrative and digni¬ 

fied appointment of Master of the Mint. If rumour in this 

case should prove true, the seat for the Universities of Edin¬ 

burgh and St. Andrews would be again within the grasp of a 

Medical candidate who unites a high scientific and social 

reputation with sound and moderate political opinions. 

The judgment published by the Poor-law Board on the 

conduct of Dr. Harley and the elected guardians of the 

parish of St. Pancras ought to satisfy both parties concerned 

in the quarrel, although it will probably fail to obtain the 

entire approval of either. In the first j)lace, the Poor-law 

Board acquit the guardians of having unfairly influenced Dr. 

Harley to diminish the number of patients in the St. Pancras 

Infirmary, and, although he is held to have used in j udicious 

language, and language which afforded foundation for the 

charges made, the Board concur with Mr. Bere, the Commis¬ 

sioner, “in acquitting Dr. Harley of having been actuated by 

improper motives, and consider that the anxiety shown, in the 

opinion of Mr. Bere, to have been disj)layed by Dr. Harley to 

lessen the numbers in the Infiimary was due to the strong 

opinions which he avowedly held on the subject of Infir¬ 

mary management, and to his strong, though not corrupt 

or unworthy, desire to carry his opinions into practice,” 

The latter portion of the judgment deals with the four cases 

which it is m-ged that Dr. Harley iU-treated by sending them 

out of the Infirmary. In the first—that of a woman, named 

Ann Daley, whom Dr. Markham rightly surmised to be 

suffering from chronic kidney disease, but who at the same 

time seems proved to have been a di'unken ne er-do-weel, whose 

course of fife was the main cause of her being an inmate of the 

Infirmary—the Board cannot comprehend how she should 

have been discharged by Dr. Harley as “ well,” but at the same 

time “they acquit Dr. Harley of having been actuated by 

improper motives ” ^in the course he took. In reference to the 

case of a man, Wright, discharged by Dr. Harley on May 20 

as “well,” but readmitted to the workhouse on the following 

day, certified to be suffering from consolidation of the right 

lung, Mr. Bere, the Commissioner, thinks that the balance of 

evidence proved that the man’s disease (whatever it might be) 

was not in an active state when he left the Infirmary, but that 

it was probably aggravated by a long walk he took on the day 

of his dismi.ssal, and they are unable to concur with Dr. 

Harley’s view, “ that such cases only ought to be in the 

Infirmary as would be treated as in-patients in a Hospital, and 

that the infirm wards should be for patients who would be out¬ 

patients in a Hospital;” but they do not state the reasons for 

which they differ. They assent, however, to Mr. Bere’s con¬ 

clusion, “ that he does not tlfink that it was proved before him 

that Wright was improperly discharged from the Infirmary.” 

Another case was that of a man. Bishop, who is said to have 

been found seriously ill on the evening on which he was 

discharged from the Infirmary, although there was great 

discrepancy in the Medical evidence. 

“ The Board concur in the opinion of Mr. Bere that ‘ Dr. 
Harley discharged Bishop from the Infirmary because he 
believed that a ctne had already been effected; ’ but they are 
of opinion that a more careful and skilful examination would 
have revealed the commencement of the illnesses from which he 
was ascertained to be suffering on the evening of the day of his 
discharge. 

The last case was that of Mary Allen, the woman who, 

having died from erysipelas after supposed scarlatina, was 

made the subject of a coroner’s inquiry. The jury, it will be 

recollected, passed a verdict condemning Dr. Harley, although 

Dr. Lankester lodged a protest against it. The Board find 

with Mr. Bere that the attack (of erysipelas) was not traced 

to be a consequence of a too early dismissal from the Infirmary. 

But they add that, independently of the attack of erysiioelas, 

they feel boimd to record their view that Dr. Harley committed 

an error of judgment in discharging the woman and her 

cluldren too soon. This is the pith of the judgment. As it 

entirely concurs with the view which we have always taken of 

the matters in evidence, we are glad to see our opinion thus 

confirmed by the high authority of the Poor-law Board. The 

fact is that the whole inquiry had been got up in a party 

spirit and for party purposes. Dr. Harley’s discharge of his 

duties seems to have been narrowly watched in order to detect 

a flaw, which was immediately seized on by the party opposed to 

his supporters. We are especially glad to see that the Poor- 

law Board acquit him of being the mere paid agent and tool 

of the elected guardians, as this in fact gave a special force 

to the charges xu’ged against him. 

Dr. Briscoe, of the Royal Artillery, who was recently in 

charge of the Royal Arsenal Surgery, Woolwich, has been 

appointed by the Home Secretary Medical Inspector of Prisons. 

The Poor-law Board have instituted an inquiry into the con¬ 

duct of Dr. Slater, one of the Medical officers of the Islington 

Union. Charges had been brought against Dr. Slater of 

having treated a sprained anlde as a fracture and charged the 

guardians for it, and of having neglected to come when re¬ 

quested to see a child that was dying. Erom the report of the 

proceedings we have seen, it would appear that the supposed 

fractured leg was treated by the assistant of Dr. Slater, and 

not by that gentleman himself ; and, with regard to the case of 

the dying child, it does not seem at all clear that the lu’gent 

message which the mother of the child said she sent to Dr. 

Slater was delivered to him. The report, however, of Mr. 

Longley, the Inspector, and the decision of the Board, wiK 

probably put tlie matter in its true light. 

Dr. Richardson’s monthly lectures wfil begin on Tuesday 

next, October 5, at his residence at 5 p.m. The subject of the 

first lecture is methylal and chloral. 

One Henry Timson, described as a Surgeon, at Woolwich, 

has been sentenced by Mr. Justice Brett, at the Central Criminal 

Court, to ten years’ penal servitude, for feloniously producing 

abortion at the eighth month of pregnancy in the case of a girl 

of 17 years of age. The seducer of the girl, who took her to. 

Timson, was sentenced to seven years’ penal servitude. A few 

such convictions and severe sentences would put a stop to these 

abominable crimes. 

CHOLEEA IN BHENOS ATBE3. 

We find in the Revista Medico-Quirurgica of Buenos Ayres, 

under date July 18, an account of the number of patients treated 
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for cholera morbus in the General Hospital of that city during 

the first half of the current year. A report of the Coixncil of 

Public Health gives 191 as the sum of such patients—thatisto 

say, between January 23 and June 17 inclusive. Of these 191 

patients with cholera, classed according to nationality, and 

among’ whom the denizens of the soil are by no means largely 

represented, there are 167 male and 24 female patients. Of the 

men 100 died, with 67 recoveries, of the women 15 deceased, 

with 9 recoveries. On the Argentines and people of neighbour¬ 

ing states, the incidence of mortality was proportionately great, 

but it was more noticeably on the Italians, who form a large 

portion of the immigrants, that the full force of the pestilence 

seemed to fall. Of 6 Italian women affected with cholera no 

fewer than 5 died, and of 65 Italian men no fewer than 41. The 

North Americans suffered to the same extent; of 6 entries re¬ 

corded only 1 case survived. The French and Dutch suffered in 

somewhat less degree, and next in order after them the Germans, 

something’ more than the Spaniards, were sufferers. The 

Portuguese and Swiss came best off, the former with 3 deaths 

out of 8 cases, the latter with 3 recoveries out of 4 attacked. 

Of 2 English 1 recovered. One Brazilian and a Norwegian 

figure in the report, and both of them as fatal cases. Of 

Argentine women we notice that only 4 were saved out of 12 

attacked. We see this Hindoo graft thrive well in the New 
World. 

THE EMPEEOE OE THE EEENCH. 

Now that the convalescence of the Emperor Napoleon is 

beyond all doubt, we feel no hesitation in placing before our 

readers an authentic though short history of the case, which 

we have received from a most trustworthy source. The 

primary cause of the last attack was a protrusion of a large 

volume of hemorrhoids, which became strangulated and dry, 

and occasioned so much irritation that for two days and nights 

the Emperor could find rest in no position. To this succeeded 

spasmodic irritation at the neck of the bladder, and retention. 

He was thus obhged to submit to two operations—viz., the 

.replacing of the protruded piles, and the passing of a 

catheter. The latter procedure produced great faintness and 

constitutional disturbance, and brought on a feverish attack 

somewhat intermittent in character. Though the Emperor 

was never in immediate danger, yet pain, want of rest, loss of 

appetite, etc., broug’ht him to an extreme state of weakness, 

which gave his Medical attendants some anxiety. His present 

state is very satisfactory. Our readers will see that his 

Majesty’s illness is one of a class that may affect the most 

vigorous constitution, that it in no way implies of necessity 

any tendency to “break down,” and that it is not in the least 

incompatible with prolonged life and vigour. We cannot help 

thinking that a plainly worded bulletin, describing’ his Im¬ 

perial Majesty’s real malady, would have had a more sootliing 

effect on the Bourse than the system of concealing the truth, 

and so giving scope to the wildest flights of imagination. 

ATJSTEAIIAN BOTANY. 

M B have received a most interesting volume, consisting of 

papers on various subjects connected wi.ththebotanyof Australia, 

by Mr. William WooUs, of Paramatta, New South Wales, (a) 

The papers are not continuous, but deal with isolated subjects, 

and are of two kinds, one set deahng -with certain divisions of 

the vegetable kingdom as seen in Australia, the other with the 

botany of certain districts. Both are interesting. The article 

on Australian ferns especially is calculated to draw more general 

attention to this beautiful group of plants, which in Australia 

exhibit some of their finest forms. A curious paper on poisonous 

honey contains a good deal of interesting matter. The author 

shows that in various parts of the world honey has been known 

the Plora of Australia.” By WiUiam WooUs, 
ii.B.B. Sydney ;■ B. White. Pp. 255. - 

to acquire poisonous properties from the nature of the plants 

on which the bees have fed, just as in other parts the aromatic 

products of other flowers have given a pleasant flavour to the 

honey, causing it to be much sought after. Two interesting 

papers on the woods and medicinal plants of the Paramatta 

district also occur. The gum trees, as they are called, yield pro¬ 

ducts useful in Medicine, especially as astringents, Australian 

Mno being one of the forms in which these occur. Two species 

belonging to the gentian family are found in the colony, and 

are known to possess properties similar to gentian itself. There 

is a native form of sarsaparilla which is not used. Many 

other plants are now introduced, and an interesting chapter of 

the book is devoted to a consideration of the plants thus made 

known in Australia. Mr. WooUs points out that in certain 

parts of AustraUa a species of MeUlotus is exceedingly common 

in wheat, and that sometimes the wheat is so impreguated 

with it as to acquire in the shape of flour a somewhat medi¬ 

cinal taste. The plant does not possess any bad properties, 

but its flavour is objectionable, and therefore it should be 

cleared as speedUy as possible from the fields. The last paper 

we shaU notice is a monograph of the genus Eucalyptus—one 

quite characteristic of AustraUa, and which serves to give 

some of its most remarkable features to AustrtaUan scenery. 

AU the papers are pleasantly written for the general pubUo 

rather than the purely scientific botanist, and this constitutes 

their charm. There is no surer way of enUghtening the minds 

of the pubUc as to the flora of a country than by papers such 

as these, which attract attention to their subj ect as weU as to 

themselves. In this way Mr. WooUs has done good service, 

and deserves our thanks. 

AEMY ASSISTANT-SHEOEONS. 

The younger members of our Profession should learn what 

they have to expect if they enter the Army Medical Ser’yice. 
Let them examine the foUowing :— 

“ A Return of the number of Assistant-Surgeons {excluding House¬ 
hold Regiments) borne on the strength of the British Army on 
the l^th day of March, 1867. 

“No. 697. 

“ A Return of the number of Pro7notions from the Rank of 
Assistant-Surgeon to that of Surgeon, from the 1st day of January, 
1857, to the Is^ day of January, 1867, distinguishing each Year 
separately. 

“ January 1 to December 31, 1857 . 40 
5) „ 1858 . 40 

„ 1859 . 12 
?? „ 1860 . 12 

„ 1861 . 4 
>> „ 1862 . 21 

9? „ 1863 . 16 
„ 1864 . 25 
,, 1865 . 29 
„ 1866 . 25 

“ Total for 10 years . 224 
“ Average promotions per annum 22, or 31 years’ service 

all climates, pre-vdous to promotion. 

To the above may now be added: — 
“ January 1 to December 31, 1867 . 65 

>> „ 1868 . 24 
October 1, 1869 , 2 

“ Total for 12f years . . .315 
“Average promotions per annum, 24. Present strength, 

715 = or over 29 years’ service, previous to promotion ! ” 

We beUeve there is no gainsaying these facts. It is true an 

attempt has been made to show that Assistant-Surgeons are 

g’etting their promotion after twelve and a half years’ service, 

but there is more plausibUity than truth in the assertion. How 

different is the rule in the Indian Medical Service!—there pro¬ 

motion foUows as a certainty after twelve years’ service, but it 

is in India only. Who can wonder that there still exists in a 

yet more aggravated degree the cause of regret expressed in 

the Deport of the Commissioners in 1866 ? ''' “ 
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“ That practically at the present time the list of candidates 
at the competitive examination receives but a very scanty 
addition from the numerous class of English students, and the 
Medical service of the Army derives but little benefit from the 
immense field of instruction afforded by the great schools and 
Hospitals of the Metropolis.” 

Look at the result. Out of thirty-eight candidates admitted 

into the Army Medical Service at the last examination, only 

three received their Medical education in England exclusively— 

■whereas, of those who at the last examination at Nctley have 

qualified for appointments in the Indian Medical Service only 

three received their Medical education in Ireland exclusively. 

FEOSr ABROAD.—M. DEMAEQTTAY ON CUXOEAD—TUB MANIBESTO 

OF M. NELATON—THE FRENCH CENSUS OF 186G. 

M. Demarquay, at the last meeting of the Academie des 

Sciences, made a communication on the properties of chloral, 

in continuation of the one we recently noticed. On this occa¬ 

sion his researches relate to the human subject,, he ha-ving 

administered cldoral twenty times, combined with syrup of 

tolu, a spoonful of syrup containing one gramme of chloral. 

The quantity administered was from one to five grammes, and 

the taste was not found disagreeable. Of the twenty experi¬ 

ments, six proved negative as regards the production of sleep, 

one of these patients, 35 years of age, who had undergone 

excision of the knee, only obtaining a light sleep of three- 

quarters of an hour after taking five grammes. On the other 

hand, a woman, enfeebled by organic disease of the uterus, 

enjoyed, on two dififerent occasions, a peaceful sleep during the 

"whole afternoon after taking only one gramme. The suscepti¬ 

bility to this agent, and the duration of the sleep produced, 

have in all cases been found to bear a direct relation to the 

debility of the subject. 

In fourteen cases in which complete sleep was obtained, it 

generally commenced in from fifteen to thirty minutes after 

taking the chloral. The sleep so produced is a light one, in no 

■wise resembling that induced by chloroform. Tlie slightest 

noise awakens the patient, but he instantly goes to sleep again. 

The slightest prick or gentlest pressure calls forth a moan, and 

the part of the body touched is dra"wn away. M. Demarquay 

cannot venture to say that there is actual hyperassthesia of the 

surface, but certainly the sensibility of the skin is entirely pre¬ 

served, however deep the sleep may be. Thixs the employment 

of chloral in operative surgery would be useless; but it has 

been found of great service in producing immediate and pro¬ 

longed sleep after the completion of an operation. But while 

the sleep induced in several of the patients was calm and 

tranquil, in others it was restless and disturbed by dreams and 

haUucina'tions. This was especially the case in women suffer¬ 

ing from painfid organic affections of the uterixs, accustomed 

to large doses of opium. In these cases the sleep was prolonged, 

bnt agitated, and accompanied with cries, the patients eagerly 

demanding their usual morphia injections. Next day, these 

patients seemed unconscious of their restlessness overnight- 

As in some patients two or three grammes of chloral ■will give 

rise to a sleep that is prolonged for hours, it is of importance 

that food should be given before administering it in such cases. 

Under the use of chloral given in the doses indicated, neither 

the pulse, respiration, nor temperature has exhibited much 

variation. In several cases the amoxmt of secretion of urine 

has increased, and some patients passed urine involuntarily in 

bed. M. Demarquay is stiU pursuing his researches on this sub¬ 

stance, and thus far he comes to the following conclusions :— 

1. Chloral possesses a very marked hypnotic action, especially 

in weak and debilitated persons. 2. The duration of its action 

is in direct relation to this feebleness. 3. The sleep produced 

is in general calm, being only disturbed in those who are the 

prey of severe suffering. It seems most svdtable for affections 

in which it is especially desired to induce sleep and muscular 

resolution. 4. It may be given in considerable doses, since from 

one to five grammes give rise to no ill effects. 
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We believe that M. Nclaton has never been kno"wn to address 

a communication to any of the French Medical jornmals—cer¬ 

tainly not since he has attained his present celebrity; and 

great must have been the surprise excited at perusing the 

other day, amidst the miscellaneous paragraphs of the columns 

of the daily paper the Figaro, the following profession of faith 

addressed to the editor of that wide-spread journal:— 

“ You have asked me. Sir, my opinion on the Surgical 
studies prevalent in France at the present epoch, and it is as 
follows:—I feel happy in perceiving that the generation which 
is succeeding us is renouncing that false semblance of an exact 
and profound science derived almost exclusively from micro¬ 
scopical researches in order to attach itself to the study of 
Surgery as based upon the grand indications furnished by 
clinical observation. It is under the inspiration of such prin¬ 
ciples that the great masters at the commencement of the pre¬ 
sent century, and especially Dupxiytren, the most glorious 
among them, imparted to the French School of Surgery that 
legitimate renown which it still enjoys throughout the whole 
world. “ Nelaton.” 

We know what would be thought among ourselves of any 

of our leading Surgeons who thought proper to communicate 

to the numerous readers of the Times or Telegraph their vie"ws 

of the position of tliis branch of the Profession ; and we do not 

doubt that the disapprobation of the channel M. Nelaton has 

chosen will be equally strong. As to the doctrine he sets forth, 

his views have found the most appropriate opponent in the 

person of M. Verneuil, who unites great proficiency in the 

studies condemned by M. Nelaton with acknowledged Surgical 

ability. After pointing out the impossibility of pursuing 

such a discussion in the columns of a newspaper, he, in an 

article inserted in the Gazette Hehdomadaire, denies that the 

generation now succeeding to the Surgical heritage in France 

exhibits any sign of diminished appreciation of the value of 

pathological histology, still regarding it as one of the best 

auxiliaries of clinical study. 

“ For my part,” he goes on to say, “ if any one did me the 
honour to ask me what are the actual tendencies of the French 
School of Surgery, I should reply that, in order to compass the 
very difficult study of clinical research, the present generation 
first provides itself with all the resources so generously offered 
it by the accessory sciences; that it stretches its hand to both 
ancients and moderns, whether Engli.sh, Germans, or Italians, 
m order to gain from them either facts or ideas; that it divides 
its time between the laboratory, the amphitheatre, and the 
hbrary; and that, in fact, it renounces nothing which may 
furnish instruction, being neither so foolish nor so vain as to 
repudiate that which may serve to render science more com¬ 
plete, or practice more efficacious. 

“ In truth, the more we look for them the less can we pene¬ 
trate the motives which have impelled M. Nelaton to enter on 
this campaign. If his object were only to celebrate Dupuytren, 
the thing was scarcely worth the trouble. We believe that 
enough has already been said concerning this ambitious despot, 
who indeed obtained renown, fortune, and honours, but has 
not merited the trxxe glory reserved, God be praised, for true 
savants. If the object were to demonstrate that, in order to 
become a Surgeon, patients must be seen and observed, the pen 
need not have been taken up, for this is a principle which no 
one contests, and even those who employ the microscope have 
had to furnish proofs of their clinical capacity as weU as an cx- 
Professor of CUnical Surgery.” 

The French Government has just published its report on the 

census of 1866, which contains some figures of interest. From 

1861 to 1866 the excess of births over that of deaths amounted 

to 716,000. The annual increase of population, which was only 

0-20 per cent, in 1856, is now 0"36, there being altogether 

680,000 souls more than in 1861. The total population in 

France in 1866 amounted to 38,067,064. The emigTation from 

the rural districts has much engaged attention of late, and it 

is found that the urban population has increased from 24 to 

30 per cent. The Department of the Seine has 190 houses per 

square kilometre, and 32 individuals per inhabited house—the 

general mean throughout the empire being 14 houses and 5 

inhabitants. One-third of the entire population cannot read. 

The Department of the Bas-Rhin is the best off in this respect, 

as there are only 5 per 100 who cannot read, "wliile in the 
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Haute-Vienne there are 67 per cent. The difference in the 

number of women is so slight (OTO per cent.) that it need hardly 

"be taken into account; hut the difference in the proportion of 

widows and widowers is remarkable, there being nearly twice 

hhe number of the former. The mean age has advanced six 

months since 1851, and is now 31 years 5 months—i.e., 31 years 

2 months for men, and 31 years 8 months for women. 

LunaticsavQ returned as 50,726, or 133 per 100,000 inhabitants, 

there being 91 male lunatics to 100 female. Sixty-three per 

cent, are treated in asylums. In the Department of the Seine 

the number is 239 instead of 133, and in the Seine-et-Oise, it 

rises to 299. The idiots and cretins amounted to 39,953 or 105 

per 100,000, there being 132 males to 100 females. The pro¬ 

portion rises to 383 in Savoy, and to 262 in the Hautes-Alpes. 

Taking lunatics, cretins, and idiots together, there were 92,000 

individuals deprived of reason, or 1 per 420 inhabitants. The 

cjoUreux amounted to 51,000, of which number 7500 had already 

been enumerated with the cretins. The Hind are returned as 

84 per 100,000 inhabitants, or about 1 in 1200. Of the 84, 15 

were blind from birth. There were 93 females to 74 males. 

The deaf-dumh amounted to 21,214—i. e., 56 per 100,000, or 

about 1 in 1800, three-fourths of the number having been born 

in this condition. There were 62 males to 49 females, and the 

56 per 100,000 rose to 280 in Savoy, and 214 in the Hautes- 

■Alpes. 

Relative to the Medical Profession the total numbers returned 

were 43,188, of which number 14,000 were females. In detail 

ihere were 17,000 Physicians and Surgeons, their titles being 

undistinguished, 3000 vHerinaircs, 1400 dentists and pedicttres, 

13,000 saffes-femmes, and rather more than 7000 pharmaciens and 

herbalists. For Paris there were 2016 Physicians and Sur- 

g'eons, 624 sages-femmes, 1322 pharmaciens and herbalists, or a 

total of 4593 persons directly pursuing the profession—i. e., 

2| per 1000 inhabitants. Adding the families, employes, and 

servants, about 16,000persons obtain their hvehhood through the 

Medical Profession within the hmits of the fortification of Paris. 

"We have just received two volumes which this week we are 
Tinable to notice at full length,but which deserve, and shall re¬ 
ceive, full consideration hereafter. These are the first volume 
of Holmes’s “ System of Surgery,” and Dr. Beale’s essay on 
Protoplasm. The new edition of the Surgery is to consist of 
five volumes, of which the first deals with General Pathology, 
and is illustrated with engravings and chromo-lithographs. 

■The whole work seems much improved. Dr. Beale’s work is 
intended as a kind of comment on Professor Huxley’s notions. 
Both shall speedily be fully discussed. 

Dr. Dudgeon’s Report of the PeMn Hospital of the London 
Missionary Society is, as usual, full of most interesting details. 
We shall shortly take occasion to bring some of themimder the 
notice of our readers. 

ON THE CHOLAGOOHE ACTION OE 
MEECHEY. 

Whatever good effects may he obtained by using mercury 

are still facts which no change of theory can alter. Modem 

Tesearches only alter our interpretation of the facts, and not 

the facts themselves; and if mercury does not increase the 

amount of bile secreted by the liver, as has been hitherto sup¬ 

posed, but, in reality, diminishes the supply, it follows that we 

must look upon our results from a different point of view, and 

admit that our knowledge of the action of this drug, as of 

most others, is simply empirical. 

The Edinburgh Committee appointed by the British Medical 

Association have published an elaborate report on the action 

of mercury as a cholagogue. The first part is purely 

historical, and gives an account of the difiiculties which expe¬ 

rimentalists have found in making accurate observations. The 

second part contains the researches of the Committee. 

After several failures, biliary fistulse were established in full- 

grown healthy dogs, and every precaution was taken to pre¬ 

vent any shock from injury to the nerve or escape of bile or 

blood into the peritoneal cavity. Drs. Rutherford and 

Gamgee, to whom the success of the experiments seems to 

have been in a great measure due, devised an apparatus for 

collecting the bile secreted during twenty-four hours by a dog. 

In the fistulous opening was placed a Scott’s canula, at the 

external end of which was attached a sponge, so as to collect 

the bile when it flowed through the canula. The sponge was 

placed in a tin box, and the latter was secured in its place by 

a gutta-percha shield, which fitted to the dog’s body. A pre¬ 

liminary investigation was made to determine how far dogs are 

subject to the action of mercury. Overbeck has obtained 

marked salivation, with spongy gums, by rubbing dogs with 

mercurial ointment; and Murray, in experimenting with large 

doses of calomel, produced salivation in a dog. {Transactions 

of Med. and Phys. Society of Bombay, 1841, p. 11.) Dr. 

Gamgee failed to obtain salivation after rubbing in daily, for 

several days, mercurial ointment. No marked symptoms were 

produced, nor was their health impaired, nor was there any trace 

of mercury in the urine. This method did not prove satisfac¬ 

tory, and Dr. Rutherford found it more convenient to inj ect 

a solution of corrosive sublimate instead of using mercurial 

inunction. Of six dogs so treated five were salivated, and one 

died thirty-six hours after the first dose. In some the nasal 

discharge was not great; in others the saliva was secreted in 

very large quantities. In nearly all there were clay-coloured 

stools, and in some the fseces were bloody. The amount of the 

salt injected was large. To two strong dogs as many as nine¬ 

teen grains were injected before sahvation was produced; in 

the smaller animals from four and a quarter grains to twelve 

and one-fifth grains sufficed. One-tenth to eight-tenths of a 

grain was given at a time, and repeated frequently during the 

day; several days this process was repeated before salivation 

was produced. On dissection, there was found congestion of 

the intestinal canal, from the pylorus to the ileo-csecal valve, 

and the pancreas, with one exception, was found unusually 

vascular. In no case did the liver or pancreas present an 

abnormal appearance. 

The Committee consider that these facts show that mercury 

has the same action on a dog that it has on man. This is an 

important fact, and it seems to be warranted by the report. 

Much larger quantities are, no doubt, required to produce 

effects in a dog similar to those which a small dose exerts on 

man, but then the difference is one of degree and not of kind. 

And, fiu’ther, it is easy to find out the commencement of sali¬ 

vation or of spongy gums in a man, wliile in dogs you have 

to continue the administration of the drug until more decided 

effects are manifested. 

The Committee made experiments on nine dogs with pilula 

hydrargyri, calomel, and corrosive sublimate. In each case 

they found that whether given in small, large, or gradually 

increasing doses, mercury did not increase the biliary secretion; 

so long as neither purgation nor impairment of health was 

produced, it did not even influence the secretion of bile, but as 

soon as the dogs began to suffer in health the quantity was 

diminished. For a full account of the observations made and 

the careful mode in which they were worked out we must refer 

our readers to the report itself. 

It will he sufficient now to point out a few of the objections 

which may be brought against the conclusions adopted by the 

Committee. We have already seen that no valid argument can 

be raised against observations made upon dogs, inasmuch as 

the symptoms produced in these animals were very similar to 

what we meet with in man ; “ the only difference that there 

seems to be between the dog and man as regards the action of 

mercury consists in the fact that in the dog larger doses are 

generally required to produce the same effects as those observed 

in man.” With many it will he looked upon as an objection 

that while these results were obtained in healthy dogs, we can • 
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not argue that they would be the same in disease. This is an 
argument much easier to state than to answer ; but the dif¬ 
ficulty of replying to it does not strengthen the position of its 
supporters. 

ftdicn aU the known facts of a case are in favour of one 
■view it may easily be argued that similar results would not be 
obtained in persons in disease ; it is clear, however, that the 
objectors have the more untenable position, since, although 
their hypothesis cannot at present be refuted they have actually 
no facts to warrant them in the assumption; while, on the 
other hand, careful observations have been made and a theory 
framed in accordance ■with the facts. And so it is that as 
science progresses old views, long cherished, have to make way 
for the new, so it is that we have to give up what was taught 
in our youth, to find in our maturer years that our hypotheses 
are incorrect. But if this is true in the case of mercury what 
can we say in favour of other drugs ? In truth, with all our 
experience we know but little even yet of therapeutics; 
hitherto we have made theories and explained away facts in 
accordance "with the notions we held about their action, and 
those notions were ever changing with the prevailing fashion 
of the day. 

We have by degrees lost that faith in mercury which it was 
the privilege of our forefathers to possess ; it has been shown 
that inflammations and fever can be cm’ed without it; some 
even have ascribed many of the dire effects of syplilis to its use. 
Stm there remained a belief with many that it had some 
influence on the hepatic secretion. Even this last hope seems 
vanisliing, and we may soon come to the conclusion that its 
only use in doses short of salivating is to purge; for this pur¬ 
pose a more harmless drug may perhaps be substituted. 

Tliere is one advantage which comes from the scientific 
work of the present day. In upsetting old theories, it paves the 
way for new ones ; it does this, too, by more accurately record¬ 
ing facts, and so making the new ■views more nearly approxi¬ 
mate to truth. It is better to have no theories at all than 
to cherish en’oneous ones ; it is better still that men should 
doubt, if in the end they are led from scepticism to belief. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-- 

THE SUPPLY OF SUBJECTS. 

Lettee feom De. J. Bueton. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—In your remarks upon the scarcity of subjects for dis¬ 
section in your last number, you state “ the immediate cause of 
this scarcity” to be “the apathy of masters of union work- 
houses.” I beheye that may be true to some extent, but to a 
much greater extent I think it is due to the difficulty of the 
master’s position, for he may consider himself as not bound to 
incur the odium of his board of guai'dians by pressing upon 
their attention a subject unpopular and unpleasant to them, to 
say the least of it. 

In the WalsaU Union an application was made by Dr. BeU 
Fletcher, as the head of the Sydenham College at Birmingham, 
direct to the Walsall Board of Guardians for aid in procuring 
a sufficient supply of dissecting material. Their consent was 
easily obtained, and the masters of this workhouse have not 
since sho^wn themselves to be either “ indifferent or obstructive.” 

I believe that if the anatomical chiefs of the various schools 
would take the trouble to visit the boards of guardians and 
explain away as groundless their prejudices and fears of in¬ 
curring public odium, they would (like the Walsall Board) give 
their consent, and, if so, I feel very confident that the “ masters 
of workhouses” would show themselves to be neither “in¬ 
different nor obstructive.” Given the board of guardians’ 
consent, there would be no trouble to the master in ascertain¬ 
ing that the other requirements of the Act were compUed 
with, as that information is generally in his possession as soon 
as the subject becomes an inmate of his workhouse, and the 
Medical officers, by proffering their services to fill up the 
necessary forms and certificates (which it is to be hoped all 

of them would readily do), would practically relieve the work- 
house masters from any trouble in the matter. 

I am, &c. Jonx Bueton, M.D. 
1, King-street, WalsaU, September 27. 

CASE OF DELIRIUM TREMENS SUCCESSFULLY 
TREATED BY HYDRATE OF CHLORAL. 

Lettee feom Me. Henet T. Chapmax. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—At the present moment, when the value of chloral as a 
remedial agent is under discussion, and but Uttle evidence of a 
practical character is yet to be had, a brief narrative of its 
operation as a narcotic in an aggravated case of delirium tre¬ 
mens, after the complete faUure of large doses of morphia, may 
not be ■without interest to your readers. 

A gentleman about 60, gifted ■with a constitution so ■vigorous 
that twelve or fourteen years of inordinately intemperate 
habits have but sUghtly impaired it, was seized with delirium 
tremens, as a consequence of three weeks of almost continued 
intoxication, on Friday the 17th instant. 

In the course of the last five years I had already attended 
him in three similar attacks, one of them very severe and 
obstinate, and was informed that he had twice before suffered 
under the same malady. 

On the three former occasions morphia, persevered in for 
shorter or longer periods, was successful in overcoming the 
sleeplessness and restoring his mental balance; and on the 
outbreak of this recent attack the same result was attained— 
not, however, until the patient had taken gr. xvj. of the hydro¬ 
chlorate of moi-phia, at the rate of gr. ij. every five or six 
hours. 

Delirium had set in on Friday, September 17, and continued 
through Saturday and Sunday, but tolerably sound sleep 
having been produced by the morphia on Sunday night, he 
woke up on the Monday morning calm and free from delu¬ 
sions, although in a state of extreme exhaustion. He had 
eaten nothing for more than a week, and during some days the 
stomach had rejected all the various fluids he had poured into 
it. But he was now able to take and retain a little food, 
washed down with brandy-and-water, and subsequently drank 
a couple of glasses of port ■wine, after which he slept again 
tranquilly for several hours. When he awoke in the afternoon 
he felt so much better that he expressed his determination to 
get up and go out, and, setting all remonstrance at defiance, 
he persisted in dressing, sat half an hour out of doors, and 
smoked a cigar. He then staggered back to his bed, and very 
soon relapsed into a worse state of delirium than before, 
struggling feebly to get out of bed, and muttering rapidly and 
incoherently throughout Monday night and the whole of 
Tuesday. 

Tlie pulse, hurried and irregular when I first saw him after 
his return to bed, became on Tuesday fluttering and inter¬ 
mittent, and his hands were incessantly puUing at the bed¬ 
clothes, convulsively plucking at each other, or catching at 
some imaginary object in the air. Under the influence of the 
morphia, still continued every five hours, sleep at times over¬ 
whelmed him, but was broken in a few seconds by the con'vul- 
sive t^witches. 

At 12 on Tuesday night, about five hours after the last in¬ 
effectual dose of morphia, ha^ving obtained a supply of the 
hydrate of chloral from Messrs. Squire, of Oxford-street, I gave 
him gr. xxx. in sweetened water, which was fortunately re¬ 
tained by the stomach. In less than five minutes he was asleep, 
and slept heavily for nearly an hour, the muttering and con¬ 
vulsive movements ceasing entirely after half an hour. On 
waking he was quite composed and rational, drank some 
brandy-and-water, took gr. xx. more of the hydrate, and again 
fell into a lethargic sleep, which lasted till 8 on Wednesday 
morning. From that time his health and strength have steadily 
improved, and he is now (September 27) far advanced towards 
convalescence. 

Few, I think, ■wiU be inclined to di.spute that, but for the 
narcotism so rapidly supervening on the administration of the 
chloral, my patient was fast sinking into a comatose condition, 
which must have ended in death. 

The same good results might very possibly have attended 
the subcutaneous injection of chloroform or chloral; but I can 
conceive that it would often prove a difficiilt matter to carry it 
into effect in delirium tremens. In the preceding case it would 
have been simply impossible. 

Dr. Richardson’s conclusion is, I doubt not, perfectly correct. 
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that the hydrate of chloral will not “ practically supersede 
^mm and similar narcotising' agents now in Medical use.” 
But may it not supply us with a valuable substitute for opium 
when that has failed, or where other conditions are present 
which militate against its employment ? 

I am, &c. 
Henry T. Chapman. 

21, Lower Seymour-street, Portman-square, Sept. 27. 
P'®' I have omitted to mention that, on the 17th inst., be¬ 

fore commencing^ the morphia, I prescribed gr. xxv. of the 
bromide of potassium, and repeated the dose five hours after- 
■wards with no appreciable effect. 

THE DEVONPORT SURGEONS AND THE 
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACT. 

Letter from Me. C. Bhlteel. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sni, An article headed “The Contagious Diseases Act at 
Devonport ” appeared in your contemporary the Lancet’s issue 

IS' II deals principally with three points. 
Admiralty to supersede the present honoraiy 

staff of the Royal Albert Hospital by the appointment of a 
paid Medical officer for the Lock wards is sujiported on the 
ground of the large sums contributed by the Admiralty to the 
bmlding and maintenance of the Lock wards. 2. The falla- 
mousness or otherwise of certain statistics made use of by the 
Chairman of the Committee of the Royal Albert Hospital is 
stated to be beside the question as long as any direct imputa¬ 
tion on the Professional character of the four Surgeons is with- 
^awn. 3. The fact that gonorrhoea is on the increase in the 
Devonport district is stated to be communicated on high and 
independent authority, and tliis fact is connected with the 
opimon said to be held by the Surgeons of the above Hospital 

■with regard to the innocuous character of certain vaginal and 
utenne discharges, thereby implying clearly that the increase 
ot gonorrhoea was probably due to infection from sources 
re^rded by the Surgeons of the Hospital as innocuous. 

On seeing the above article I immediately wrote to the 
effitor of the Lancet, replying categorically to each of the 
above tlmee points, never supposing for a moment that a 
Medical journalist, having made certain statements of his own, 
would hesitate to insert a direct reply to those statements from 
a member of the Medica,! staff of a public institution, the 
correctness of whose opinion and action the article referred to 
implies to be questionable. To my surprise, however, in the 
notic^ to correspondents in last week’s Lancet the editor declines 
to pubhsh my letter, and couches his refusal in terms which are 
not comphmentary to theSm-geonsof the Royal Albert Hospital. 
Under these circumstances. Sir, I have only to throw myself 
on your mercy and to ask you, as a favour, to allow me through 
your columns to reply to the article in the Lancet alluded to 
above. 

1. First, then, with regard to the right of the Admiralty to 
supersede the present honorary staff of the Hospital, I reply 
that the management of the entire Hospital, both civil and 
Lock, including the appointment of Medical officers, is vested 
solely in the Governors and Committee of the Hospital, the 
Admiralty having the rig'ht of inspecting the Lock wards from 
time to time to see that their management is satisfactorily con¬ 
ducted. With regard to the Medical staff the present Surgeons 
are elected for life, and as long as the civil and Lock wards are 
combined, they can only be removed from the charge of the 
Lcmk wards by their own voluntary resignation. 

What cannot be demanded as a right may, however, be 
panted of course as a concession, and the four Surgeons (who 
have ‘assmned too dictatorial a tone” to please the editor of 
tp Lancet) have already intimated their willingness to resim 

Lock wards when a satisfactory arrangement 
with regard to their future management is arrived at. 

2. With regard to the fallaciousness of the statistics referred 
to above, I reply that this cannot be beside the question, inas¬ 
much as these fallacious statistics themselves, or rather deduc- 
uons drawn from them, constitute a direct imputation on the 
irrotessional character of the four Surgeons. 

regard to the increase of gonorrhoea in the Devon- 
prt district, I have acknowledged the fact in my letter which 
has been refused publication; but I have pointed out that this 
increase has only taken place since midsummer, and therefore 
smce the returns appended to the letter from the Surgeons of 
the_ Royal Albert Hospital to the Lords of the Admiralty, 
■which dealt only with complete quarters of the year. It is 
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only since January 1, 1869, that the returns for gonorrhoea 
have been separated from those for “primary sores” and 
“ other venereal diseases,” and the figures, as far as gonorrhoea 
is concerned, are as follows :— 

Annual ratio per cent, of whole strength of Soldiers, hlarines, and 
Seamen ivho contracted Gonorrhoea in Devonport District. 

Quarter ending March 31 . . , 4'o72 
„ June 30 . . . 4-548 

Eleven weeks ending Sept. 11 . , 6-988 

The article in the Lancet of September 18 implies that this 
increase may be due to infection from cases considered bv the 
Surgeons of the Hospital innocuous. I reply that no chano-e 
of opinion or action has taken place in this respect in the above 
three quarters, and therefore the increase cannot be thus 
accounted for. But more than this, if the Surgeons are send¬ 
ing out cases from the Lock ivards not free from contagious 
disease, the Visiting-Surgeon’s returns ought to sho-w an 
increase in the percentage of women found diseased on hi.s 
examination. The fact, however, is the reverse ; for while in 
the first six months of this year about 23 per cent, of cases 
examined by him were found diseased, during the last eleven 
weeks only 14'o per cent, were found diseased. In other words, 
while gonorrhoea has been increasing, fewer women have been 
found diseased—a pretty clear proof that the increase of 
gonorrhoea was not likely to be due to iafection from cases 
discharged from the Hospital as innocuous. 

With reg-ard to these cases of vaginal and uterine discharge, 
Mr. James Lane’s opinion, expressed in a letter just published, 
is "Worthy of remark : he doubts whether it is worth the time 
and money to admit them to Hospital at all. With regard to 
many of the milder cases, the Surgeons of the Royal Albert 
Hospital hold the same opinion, although, at naval and military 
stations, it wfil always be important to remove all probable 
sources of gonorrhoeal contagion. But how, then, is the increase 
of gonorrhoea explained ? I believe it to be due to the increase 
of clandestine prostitution, many' women having left their 
more public haimts and betaken themselves to private lodgino-s_ 
a fact referred to by Mr. Sloggett in his evidence before°the 
select committee of the House of Commons. Many of these 
cases are not yet under the effective surveillance of the pohce, 
their staff of five being, in fact, quite inadequate to the wants 
of the district. Another source of infection consists of the cases 
of women discharged from Hospital as incurable or pregnant. 
They are very few in number, but must inevitably be doing an 
immense amount of mischief. The Contagious Diseases Act 
distinctly provides for their prosecution; but, as far as I can 
ascertain, this has not been carried out in a single instance, 
these women being allowed to remain at large. 

_ Apart from these causes it is curious to note that a similar 
rise in enthetic disease took place in the corresponding quarter 
of last year, and, by reference to a return contained in the 
appendix to the Report of the Select Committee of the House 
of Commons, it will be seen that this increase was felt not only 
at Devonport, but also at Portsmouth, Chatham, Sheerness, 
Woolwich, and Aldershot. ’ 

I wish now to bring under the notice of the Profession a fact 
which, in my opinion, deserves public scrutiny, and which will 
doubtless commend itself to the attention of the naval and 
mihtary authorities—namely, the largely disproportionate 
amount of disease in the army and marines as compared with 
the seamen of the Royal Navy in the Devonport district. The 
following figures are carefully calculated from returns furnished 
by the authorities to the committee of the Royal Albert Hospital. 

Return for Twelve Months ending Dine 30, 1869. 
No. who con- . , 

Total No. tracted disease Average Annual per- 
diseased. in Devonport strength. centage ot 

district. 
Army . 563 440 2432 22'742 
Marines . 294 223 1502 20-416 
Navy . 560 361 6855 8-025 

Do. of cases 
contracted 

in Devonport 
distiict. 
18-606 ■ 
14-961 

5-187 

Return for Twelve IFeeJcs ending Septemher 18, 1869. 

Army . 136 123 2226 24-436 23'896 
Marines . 104 77 1603 25-548 19-212 
Navy . 121 84 7100 6-816 4-732 

From^ these returns it will be seen that not only is the dis¬ 
proportion alluded to above immense, but that during the last 
few weeks, while there has been a considerable increase of 
disease in the army and marines, the figures relating to the 
navy, though showing an increase over the previous three 
months, are still below the average of the previous twelve 
months. It is probable that the disproportion alluded to is 
partly o-wing to two causes—first, that, firing on board ship. 
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the seamen have not so free an access to sources of infection ; 
second, that the hoys of the fleet are perhaps included in the 
returns of total strength. But these causes cannot be sufficient 
to explain so large a disproportion as one to foiir, which has 
been reached in the last twelve weeks. One fact, however, 
appears certain, that whereas in Februarj", 1864, Sir Morton 
Peto stated in the House of Commons that on the evidence of 
the Deputy Inspector-General of Plospitals 44 per cent, per 
annum of the British navy siaffered from enthetic disease, the 
number of seamen so sarffering in the Devonport district during 
the last twelve months was only 8 per cent., and that of these 
only o'l per cent, contracted disease within the district. The 
result is most satisfactory as far as the navy is concerned, but 
with regard to the army and marines it is quite clear that 
much remains to be accomplished. 

Thanking yoix for your courtesy in gixdng me space denied 
n>e by your contemporary, I am, &c. 

ClIEISTOPHEE BuLTEEL, F.R.C.S., 
Sm’geon to the Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport. 

Stonehouso, Plymouth, September 28. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

>«» 

Apotiiecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
•September 23, 1869 :— 

Andrews, Artlrnr, Colney Hatch. 
Hams, Andrew, Manchester. 
McGill, Arthui- Fergusson, King’s College Hospital. 
Pahner, ‘William James, Great Yarmouth. 
SheiTatt, James Swindells, Granby-street, N.W. * 
Wilke, 0.scar Adolph GotthUf, Winchester-street, Pimlico. 

The following gentlemen, also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination;— 

Bailey, Henry Bennett, Guy’s Hospital. 
Clarke, Frederick Ho'ward, Guy’.s Hospital. 
Deeping George Daridson, Guy’s Hospital. 
Thornton, PhUip, London Hospital. 

At the Preliminary Examination in Arts, held on Seiitem- 
ber 24 and 25, 114 candidates presented themselves, of wdiom 
41 wero rejected, and the following 73 passed, and received 
Certificates of proficiency in General Education. In the Fii’st 
Class in order of merit:— 

James Hewett Paley, Caleb William Bowles, and William Edward 
Tofts; James E. H. Mackinlay and William Hugh Boresford; Varley 
George Fay and M. A. Messiter; Geoi’gc Ha'wson Kejworth; Thomas 
Buckle. 

In the Second Class, in alphabetical order :— 
Alderton, Thomas Gunton 
Allen, John Edwaid 
Allen, Sidney 
Alsop, Thomas O. F. 
Andrews, Samuel 
AiTowsmith, G. P. 
Baker, Benjamin B. 
Baker, George William 
Bevan, Adolphus 
Boulting, William 
Bi-adford, Peter 
Bray, Edmond Scl'wjm 
Brajm, Richard 
Burton, John R. 
Caswell, George William 
Champneys, Heniy L. 
Dalton, Charles B. 
Don, Arthur G. 
EUis, Herbert M. 
Parian, Joseph V. 
Fay, Francis M. 
Fenton, George F. 
FTy, Jolm F. 
Godfrey, Benjamin G. 
Gresham, Frederick C. 
Hayward, W. T. 
Helby, Alfred J. H. 
Hutchinson, Walter 
Joj-nes, F. J. 
Kavanaugh, E. R. 
Kelly, Robert V. 
Kesteven, Leighton 

Kitchen, Charles P. H. 
Lang, William 
Lautour, Harry A. De 
Lilley, George Herbert 
Maclean, Allan 
Midwinter, E. J. H. 
Ogle, Jolm RejTiold 
Oldroyd, J. H. 
Philps, Vincent 
Pollard, George Edward 
Pook, AYilliarn John 
Scott, Alexander T. 
Scott, W. E. 
Sellers, John WOliam 
Simpson, Walter S. 
Smith, Gilbert T. 
Smith, Sydney Lloyd 
Stclfox, J. B. 
Stericker, William 
Stewart, VViLham R. H. 
Strickland, A. W. 
SutcUtfe, EU C. 
Talbot, Russell M. 
Treves, Frederic 
Upton, Alfred 
Venn, Albert John 
Verdon, Walter 
VciTall, Thomas Jenner 
Webb, Charles Lewis 
Wlicny, George Edward 
■Whitehead, Jolm William 
AViUiam.s, Thos. Edward Henry 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 
Admiealty.—The follo'wing appointments have been made;—George Kell, 

Assistant-Surgeon, to the Duke of Wellington ; and A. Scott, Assistant- 
Surgeon, to the Jmpregnable for service in the Squirrel. 

War Office.—The following appointments have been made :—Medical 
Department: Assistant-Siu-geon William Graves, from Royal Artillerj', 
to be Staff Assistant-Sm'geon, vice John Norman Davis, placed on halJ- 
pay ; Colour-Sergeant William Amphlett Moss, Army Hospital Corps, to 
be Apothecary to the Forces, vice William James Barber, placed on half- 
pay. ■ . 

Roy An Horse Guards.—Assistant-Surgeon John A. Bloxam has been 
permitted to resiggr his commission. 

Bengal Army'.—Medical Officers to be Surgeons-Major; Surgeons 
Frederick Freeman AUen ; Arthur James Payne, M.D. To be Surgeons: 
Assistant-Surgeons John Charles Morice ; Thomas Edmonston Charles, 
M.D. ; William Roche Rice, M.D. ; Richard Theophilus Abbott, M.D.; 
Henry Cayley ; Alexander "gans Be.st, M.D.; James Champion Petmy : 
Archibald Hamilton HUson, M.D.; Wilham Caldwell Smitlr, M.D.; 
Charles Edwin Raddock. 

Madras Staff Corps.—Medical Officers to be Surgeons-Major: Surgeons 
James Donaldson, M.D. ; and Charles James Rogers. To be Surgeons : 
Assistant-Surgeons James Ross ; Samuel Thomas Heor'd, M.D.; ‘VVilliam 
Arnold Smith, M.D.; William Frederick de Tabeck; George Edward 
■Whitton, M.B.,B.A.; and Thomas Beaumont M.D. 

BIRTHS. 

Collet.—On September 21, at Graf ton-road. Worthing, the wife of A. H. 
CoUet, B.A., M.R.C.S., of a daughter. 

Weber.—On September 24, at 10, Grosvenor-street, W., the wife of 
Hermann Weber, M.D., of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 

Bartley—Baynes.—On September 21, at the parish chrrrch, Trory, cormty 
Fermanagh, Ireland, Dr. A. G. Bartley, Royal Artillery, to Elizabeth, 
eldest daughter of John Bajmes, Esq., Savde Mormt, Hahfax, Yorks. 

Bury—Gordon.—On September 22, at the parish church, Heworth, Dur¬ 
ham, Henry Charles Bury, M.R.C.S. Eng., of Whetstone, Middlesex, to 
Fanny He.sleton, second daughter of James Gordon, Esq., of High 
Heworth House, Heworth, Durham. 

Eaton—^Wyles.—On September 21, at Colston Bassett, William Eaton, 
M.D., of The Cottage, Grantham, to EUza, relict of the late Joseph 
Wyles, Esq., of Storcroft House, Retford. 

Satchwell—Carter.—On September 23, at Edgbaston Parish Church, 
William Carratt SatelrweU, M.R.C.S., of Tunbridge Wells, Kent, to 
Emily, youngest daughter of the late George Carter, Esq., of Edgbaston. 

Turnbull—Maxwell.—On September 22, at St. Bride’s Chm'ch, Liver¬ 
pool, James Muter Turnbull, M.D., 86, Rodney-street, Liverpool, to 
Margaret, eldest daughter of the late Thomas Maxwell, Esq., of 
Auehenfranco, Kircudbrightsliire. 

Webster—Stuchbury.—On Jvme 24, at St. Paul’s Church, Ipswichi 
Queensland, Marshall Hall Webster, M.B.C.S.E., sixth son of George 
Webster, M.D., F.R.G.S., of Dulwich, London, to Eliza Jane, youngest 
daughter of the late George T. Stuchbury, Esq., of London. 

DEATHS. 

Black, J. R. Hammersley, Esq., M.D., late of Summer-place, Brompiton, 
and formerly of Philadelphia, U.S., at the residence of his son-in-law, 
Thos. A. Raynes, Perry-liill, Sydenham, on September 27, aged 73. 

Colborne, William Henry', M.D., at Chippenham, Wilts, on Sept. 27) 
aged 47. 

Collins, Henrietta Jane Heaven, wife of Charles HoweU Collins, 
M.R.C.S. Eng., andlast .surviving child of the late Rear-Admiral Grosett, 
of Clifton, at the Beeches, Cliew Magna, Somerset, on September 16, 
aged 44. 

Ffolliott, John, L.K. and Q.C.P. and R.C.S. Ireland, late CiY'il Smgeon 
Hyderabad, and Superintendent of Vaccination in Scinde, at Aden, on 
June 24. 

Geere, R., Esq., Smgeon, at Edenbridge, Kent, on September 23, much 
regretted. 

Hewitt, Frederick Hughes, M.D., of Chapel-street, Belgrave-square, 
eldest son of Fiederick Hewitt, Esq., of Clapham, at his father’s house, 
on September 28, in the 48th year of his age. 

Ransfoud, James Inglis, M.R.C.S. Eng., youngest son of Dr. Ransford, 
Sydenham, and Old Broad-street, London, lost with the Garnatic in 
the Red Sea, on September 13. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
requhed in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Bristol Dispensary.—Resident Surgeon; must have both Medical and 
Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials to Mr. Whereat, 
Secretary, Corn-street, Bristol, on or before 2nd inst. Election on the 
4th inst. 

Chichester Infirmary-.—House-Surgeon. Candidates are required to be 
articled pupils of qualified Medical Practitioners. Aiiphcations and 
testimonials to E. Barton, House-Smgeon. The duties will commence 
early in October. 

General Infirmary, Leeds. — Resident Medical Officer; must be 
M.R.C.S.E. Appheations and testimonials to the Resident Medical 
Officer on or before October 4, on wliich day candidates must attend 
personally. 

Horncastlb Union, Lincolnshire.—Medical Officer for the Tetfqrd Dis¬ 
trict. Candidates must be legallyqualificdandberegistered. Applications 
and testimonials to Henry Lonton, Esq., Clerk, Homcastle, on or before 
the 5th inst. Election the same day. 

Hull General Infirmary.—Resident House-Surgeon ; must be M.R.C.S., 
and umnarried. Applications and testimonials to Heniy Gibson, Esq., 
on or before October 18. 

Kidderminster Infirmary-.-—House-Surgeon and Secreffiry; must have a 
Smgical qualification and be registered, and unmarried. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 12th inst. 

Royal Isle of Wight Infirmary.—House-Smgeon. Applications and 
testimonials to tlie Secretary on or before October 5. The duties will 
commence after November 3. 

Roy'al Surrey' County- Hospital.—House-Surgeon; must have botli 
Medical and Smgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials to 
the Assistant-Secretaiy, Guildford, on or before October 6. Duties to 
commence on October 20. 
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Swansea New Hospital.—House-Surgeon ; must be legally qualified. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, 2.3, Gower-stieet, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

Tiverton Union.—Medical Officer for the Thorverton District. Candidates 
must be qualified in accordance with the regulations of the Poor-law 
Board. Applications and testimonials to Mr. C. M. Hole, Tiverton, on, 
or before October 11. Election on the 12th. 

Wigan Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vacemator ; must be re¬ 
gistered, and have both Medical and Siu'gical qualifications. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to Henry Ackeiiey, Esq., Wigan, on or before the 
21stinst. The duties will commence on December 25. 

Worksop Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; must have both Medical and 
Sui'gical qualifications, and be unmarried. Applications and testimonials 
to the Committee, Dispensary, Worksop, Nottinghamshire. The duties 
wUl commence on November 1. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*»* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

EESIGNATIONS. 
Holheach Union.—The Long Sutton District is vacant; area 10,014; popu¬ 

lation 4085; salaiy £37 10s. per annum. Also the Central Wingland 
District; area 2900; population 100 ; sala^ £5 per annum. 

Beading Union.—Mr. H. H. Muggeridge has resigned the St. Giles 
District; area 2640;- population 10,200; salary £118 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Chesterton Union.—Henry Kyley, L.E.C.P., L.S.A., to the Third District. 
Durham Union.—Joseph W. Blandford, M.E.C.S.E., L.E.C.P. Edin., to 

the Southern District. 
Melksham Union.—George J. Perry, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Eoui-th 

District. 
Ilorpeth Union.—Alexander Pole, M.D. St. And., M.E.C.S.E., to the 

Morpeth District. 
New Forest Union.—George E. Nunn, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., L.E.C.P. 

Edin., to the Second District and the Worlihouse. 

Eoyal College oe Suegeons.—The Library of this 
Institution was reopened on Friday last, and the Museum will 
be reopened on Monday next. During' the recess great altera¬ 
tions have been made in the upper g’allery for the reception of 
the beautiful preparations of Professor Erasmus Wilson, pre¬ 
sented to the Museum by that gentleman, who, it is stated, 
will also bear the expense of these alterations. 

St. Thomas’s Hospital.—Peizes and Appoint¬ 
ments FOE THE Past Session.—Third Pear’s Students : H. W. 
Saunders, London, College Prize £30 and Hon. Certificate; 
L. M. Thomas, Camberwell, do. £20 and Hon. Certificate; 
M. E. Simon, Blackheath, do. £10 and Hon. Certificate. 
Second Year’s Students : Henry W^illiams, Longley, near Glou¬ 
cester, College Prize £10. First Year’s Students : B. Addy, 
West Deeping, Lincolnshire, College Prize £30 and Hon. 
Certificate; H. M. Maybuiy, Erimley, Surrey, do. £20 and 
Hon. Certificate. 

Medical Society oe London.—The first meeting for 
the session 1869-70 will be held on Monday, the 18th, at 8 p.m., 
when a paper will be read by Dr. Andrew Clark on “ the Part 
which Pleurisy plays in the production of Phthisis.” The 
Lettsomian Lectures will be given by Dr. Tilbury Fox; the 
subject, “ Pathology and Treatment of Eczema, and incidentally 
the influence of Constitutional Conditions on Skin Diseases ”— 
Lecture 1. Criticism of Modern Opinions on the subject; 
2. The Pathology of Eczema; 3. The Therapeutics of Eczema. 
The Fothergillian Gold Medal for March, 1870: The mo.st 
original essay on any subject in Therapeutics. For March, 
1871 : On some subjects in Obstetrics (including the Diseases 
peculiar to Women). 

Raileoad Injtjey and Injuey by Machineey.— 
Dr. John H. Pickard, of Philadelphia, has published two sheets 
of letter-press, with illustrations on wood, entitled “ Rules for 
the Course to be followed by the B5’-standers (in case of either 
of the above injuries) when Surgical Assistance cannot be at 
once obtained.” He divides his rules into those relating to 
(1) shock, (2) loss of blood, (3) to transport a wounded per¬ 
son cornfortably. The directions under the above heads are 
plain, simple, and easy to be followed. TFe think a reprint of 
Dr. Pickard’s sheets might be advantageously made in this 
country, and they should be posted at every railway station in 
the kingdom. 

New Inspeotoe of Peisons.—Dr. Briscoe has been 
appointed Inspector of Prisons in the room of Mr. Perry, 
resigned. Mr. Perry was appointed by Sir James Graham, on 
the recommendation, we believe, of the late Sir B. Brodie, who 
was at the time, or shortly before. President of the Royal 
Medical and Chirurgical Societj'". Mr. Perry was secretary. 
We have reason to believe that it was the admirable manner 
in which he fulfilled the duties of this office that induced 
Sir Benja,min to use his influence with Sir J. Graham to obtain 
the appointment for Mr. Perry, who retires from his post of 
^pector, after many years’ service, with the esteem of all who 
know him. 

Hydeophobia in Cambeuwell.—At an inquest lately 
held in Camberwell by Mr. Carter, he said, “ ’Ihis is the third 
inquest I have held on j)ersou8 who died after having been 
bitten by the same dog.” 

The Queen’s Hospital and Me. Muntz.—Mr. G. E. 
Muntz, of Umberslade Hall, has just made the liberal dona¬ 
tion of .£(500 towards the WorHug Men’s Fund, now being 
raised for the enlargement of the Queen’s Ho.spital, Birming¬ 
ham. In a letter to Dr. Fleming, Mr. Muntz thus explains the 
motive of his donation :—“ Such a movement has appeared to 
me not only a means of increasing the funds of the institution, 
but calculated to accomplish a greater result in fostering a 
feeling of independence and ‘ self-help ’ in the minds of many 
who receive benefit from the Hospital, such as will entirely 
change the relations which have existed,” Mr. Muntz’s muni¬ 
ficence offers a strildng contrast to his logic. iiU honour to 
him for his splendid donation ; but how, we may a.sk, can it 
assist in “ fostering a feeling of independence and ‘ self-help ’ ” 
in the working classes who receive benefits at the Hospital ? 

The Health of Salfoed.—Dr. Syson, the Medical 
Officer of Health for Salford, in his report of the death-rate 
for the last six weeks, attributes the great mortality to—1. The 
defective privy accommodation. 2. The imperfect system of 
trapping at present in vogue in the houses. 3. General sanitary 
defects. 4. Improper and inefficient treatment of the sick. 
Dr. Syson enters at some length into these causes and their 
removal. In respect to the fourth he says, “ I explain this ex- 

■ CGSsive diarrhoea in this manner. At least 25 per cent, of the 
children Avho die are attended and certified for by druggists. 
Without at all reflecting on these gentlemen, you will readily 
understand how diarrhoea becomes a favourite death-temi 
among them. Diarrhoea is frequently only a symptom of 
other diseases; it is a prominent one, and so by medically 
uneducated persons is often treated as the disease itself.” 
We apprehend that this great evil is general throughout the 
country. Certainly it prevails to an alarming extent in London 
and all the great towns. Further on. Dr. Syson remarks;— 
“ A systematic Medical attendance is the only thing I can 
suggest. I cannot advise as to the best means of carrying this 
out; though I think it should be done in connexion with our 
Hospital and dispensary system. I am making inquiries of 
and taking counsel with my Medical brethren, and will make 
known to you the result.” If he can solve this problem. Dr. 
Syson will have answered one of the most difficult questions of 
the present day. 

Me. Joseph Swan.—This estimable gentleman and 
distinguished anatomist, whose long illness caused so much 
anxiety to his friends, has happily recovered, and his first act 
in doing so has been to resign his seat as a life member in the 
Council of the Royal College of Surgeons. The only life mem¬ 
ber now remaining is Mr. John Flint South. Mr. Swan Avas 
admitted a Member of the College as long ago as October 1, 
1813, a Fellow on December 11, 1843, and a member of the 
Council in 1831. Mr. Swan has been a valuable contributor to 
the advancement of anatomical science; in 1822 the Collegiate 
triennial prize was awarded to him by the Council of the 
College of Surgeons for his essay “ A Minute Dissection of the 
Nerves of the Medulla Spinalis from their origin to their ter¬ 
minations, and to their conjunctions with the cerebral and 
visceral nerves.” He also carried off the next triennial prize 
in 1825 for a minute dissection of the cerebral nerves from their 
origin to their termination, and to their conjunction with the 
nerves of the medulla spinalis and viscera. Mr. Swan also carried 
off two Jacksonian Prizes, one in 1817, “ On Deafness and the 
Injuries and Diseases of the Organ of Hearing,” and another 
in 1819, “ On the Treatment of Morbid Local Affections of the 
Nerves.” Mr. Swan was one of the few Members of the Col¬ 
lege to whom the honorary gold medal of that institution has 
been presented ; he obtained it in 1825. We join with his other 
friends in hoping that his valuable life may be prolonged for 
years. 

WoEKiNG Men’s Eund, Queen’s Hospital, Biehing- 
HAM.—Up to August 3 last, the first six months of its existence, 
this fund had reached to £864 3s. 8|d. 

Me. BaebeE; an army Surgeon, staying at Ilfracombe 
for his health, suddenly committed suicide at the hotel on 
Thursday, by swallowing the contents of a iihial, supposed to 
be prussic acid. In liis pocket was found a letter from the 
Adjutant-General, to the effect that as he still seemed to be in 
iU-health, he must submit himself to a board of Medical men 
for examination ; and if then it was found that he was not 
sufficiently reevered to join his regiment, he must retire on 
half-pay. This is supposed to have weighed on his mind. 
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Dr. Hall, the Arctic explorer, has arrived at New 
Bedford from IlcprJse Bay, after an absence of five years. He 
had discovered tlie skeletons of several of Sir John Franklin’s 
party at King William’s Land, and brings numerous relics of 
the Franklin exiiedition ; but he has found no letters or diary. 

The New IIomceopathic School.—The Medical and 
Surgical Reporter states that at a discussion on the employment 
of bromide of potassium in epilepsy, which took place at the 
Cleveland Homoeopathic Medical Society, Dr. Beckwith said it 
was a pretty sure remedy given in sensible doses, and related 
several cases in proof. Dr. Wilson also reported that late 
clinical reports had shown that in bad cases it was safe to give 
as high as sixty grains three times daily. The same journal 
states that the reports of the London Homoeopathic Hospitals 
show a decided partiality for similar “massive” doses.—Boston 
Medical and Surgical Journal, August 12. 

Fatal Tetanus after Extraction of Teeth.—Dr. 
Steele, of Dayton, Ohio, relates the case of a robust healthy 
youth of 19 who, on March 1, had ten upper teeth removed 
(under nitrous oxide) for the purpose of having a full artificial 
set inserted. He bore the operation well, and resumed his 
farming operations. On the 7th he first perceived twitchings 
of the lower eyelids, which increased to the 14th, by which 
time also spastic contraction of the masseters and retraction of 
the angles of the mouth had set in. He got a little sleep by 
aid of morphia, and some relief from chloroform; but stiU the 
other muscles of the body became gradually involved, espe¬ 
cially the extensors. There was at no time emprosthotonos or 
opisthotonos, but the body was powerfully extended to a 
straight position. He was not able during the last two days 
to remain in bed, and only occasionally to sit in a chair. 
Diu'ing the remaining period he was held on his feet, and died 
almost in a standing position on March 19.—Boston Med. and 
Surg. Journ., August 5. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHORT CRITIQUES. 

Animal Vaccination; an Inquiry into the present Unsatisfactory Condi¬ 
tion of Vaccine Lymph, and a Remedy proposed. By Henry Blanc, 
M.D., etc. London: John Churchill and Sons. 

*«* This is a reprint of an able paper read by the author at the Exeter 
meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. His 
views are familiar to our readers, and it is scarcely necessary to repeat 
them here. The author has treated the subject throughout with perfect 
candour, consistence, and fairness, and no one can rise from a perusal of 
this interesting Irochure without agreeing with its last two sentences. 
“ Time has given its verdict. Vaccine lymph by long human transmission 
has lost much of its essential qualities. We must improve, not abandon, 
compulsory vaccination, complete Tenner’s great work, and restore to his 
immortal discovery all its former usefulness, glory, and prestige.” 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 

-—♦- 

tijat qiustiond^ miu^ slyall learn ntntl^.—Bacon. 

It. A.—Next week. 

A. R.—The fee is two guineas for making the post-mortem examination 

and attending at the inquest to give evidence. 

Iiier.—In 1865. 

If, E. Parhslone, Poole.—Inquiry shall be made, and you shall learn the 

resuR. 

Scotus can obtain admission to the Society on the recommendation of any 

one of the Fellows. 

Theta will find a full definition of “Professional education” in the 

pages of the Students’ Number. 

Yorkshire.—Lane’s School merged, as it were, into St. Mary’s School. There 

is now no private Medical School in London. 

Strange to London.—Any one of the teachers at the school to which he 

enters wiU give him the necessary information. 

Sttide7is.—1. Liston’s “ Operative Sm-gery ” has not gone into a second 

edition. 2. Inquire of the publisher. 

An Aberdeen Student.—The question as to the appointment of the same 
examiners over and over again, as woU as whether local men are the 

best or not, shall receive full consideration. 

Collegial Trust Funds.—The following are the funds of which the Council 
of the Royal College of Surgeons are trustees:—Sir Charles Blicke’s 
bequest to the Library, £300; Sir Gilbert Blane’s Naval Medals, £300; 
Jac’xsonian Fund, £333 6s. 8d.; Arris’s bequest, £510; Gale’s annuity, 

£689 iOs. .54.; Clift’s aimuity, £1518 63. 6d.; Hunterian Fund, £16844s. 4d.; 

Eia^r.'.us Wilson Fund, £C0O0 : total, £10,335 138. lid. 

Cheinicus.-—Dr. Wollaston was the fii'stwho observed the phenomena. 

A Member, Preston.—Jlonk’s name was removed from the list on his 
collection. 

“ CoVege Calendar" and II. C.—Both statements were incorrect, owing to 
the manner in which the items and amounts are set out. The sum ex¬ 

pended by the Council of the College of Surgeons during the past year on 

lectures, orations, and prizes amounted to £168 15s. 2d. 

A Metropolitan Student.—The registiution of those students pursuing their 

studies in London commenced at the College of Surgeons and Apothe¬ 

caries’ Hall on the 1st instant, and will terminate on the 16th. 

Medical College, Epsom.—Arts Examination at the Society of Apothe¬ 

caries has teiminated. You cannot, therefore, imdergo any examination 
until December next, when there will be one at the College of Surgeons ; 

on pas.sing this you could at once commence your Professional studies, 

and thus only lose half a session. Write to the Secretary of the College. 

Dr. Macphe.rson, R.N.—You will find the leading articles to which you 

aUude, “ Admiralty Injustice to Naval Surgeons,” in the Medical Times, 

vol. xix. pp. 237, 256, and 309, and “ On Relative Rank and Pay of the 

Army and Navy Officers,” in the same volume, p. 291. 

Mr. Williams and a Victim.—We hardly think it necessary to notice that 

Hemy Timson, sentenced to ten years’ transportation, and Albert BeU, 

who was fined at the Mansion House, ai'e not qualified members of our 
Profession. Neither of these men appears in the Medical Register, nor 

are their names to be found in the London and Provincial Medical 

Directories, or in thoso'of Scotland or Ireland. A “ victim” can resist 

payment. 

Parens.—Wc do not recommend that astudent, during his Hospital attend¬ 
ance and lectm-es, should act as an assistant. He should devote his 

whole time to his studies; but, in some cases, there is a tiecessity for such 
an aiTangement. Many Surgeons in general practice in London take 

assistants, who are allowed “time to attend lectures, -etc.” If a situation 

is taken with such an agreement, it should be very near to the Hos¬ 

pital or school. 

_;Vcmo.—The valuation of the Metropolitan Unions, according to Mr. Purdy, 

is £16,818,753, while that for the whole of Ireland is £13,045,755. In 
1861 the population of the Metropolitan Unions was 2,802,000 ; in Ireland 

in 1867 it was 5,521,354. In February, 1868, the total pauperism of the 

Metropolitan Unions was 157,219, while in the same week in Ireland the 

total number was 81,484. In 1867 the total expenditure in poor relief in 
the London Unions was £1,316,089, while in Ireland, including relief 

under the Medical Charities or Dispensaries Ac;, the total was £794,894. 

It thus appears that the expenditure in Ireland under the Poor-law is 
considerably less than two-thirds of that for the Metropolitan Unions of 

England. 

“ F.P.C.S."—It will be recollected by om readers that her Majesty was 
pleased to allow the Colonial Society to be distinguished by the title of 

“Royal;" the Fellows of the Society, therefore, were allowed to add to 

their names the title at the head of this notice. It was at once seen by 
the CouncU of the Royal College of Surgeons that this was an invasion 

on the privileges of its Fellows, and with a promptitude which refiects 
great credit on that body, the attention of the Government was called to 

the circumstance, and it is gratifying now to add that Earl Granville 

proposes to recommend that the Society shaU henceforth be designated 

“ the Royal Colonial and Indian Society.” 

Supply of Subjects at Liverpool School of Medicine.—A Liverpool Physician 

.^tes:—“The supply of subjects for the Medical School is derived from 

our very large poorhouse, in which there are always many friendless men 
and women dying. There is, therefore, never any lack of bodies for 
dissection. From my own experience in London and Dublin I should 

say that the facilities for the practical study of anatomy are greater here 
than in either of those cities—certainly far greater than they were during 

my student days. The anatomical department of the Liverpool School 
of Medicine has sustained a very serious loss in the removal to London of 

its senior demonstrator. Dr. F. T. Roberts, who has been appointed to 

succeed the late Mr. Stanton Clufl at University College.” 

The Social Science Congress and Health Topics.—A. B. writes : ' 
“ In addition to the subjects named by you in your last number as set 

down for discussion at Bristol, and possessing special interest yoin 
readers, allow me to mention that the question of infant mortality, 
amon" others, will be considered during the Ladies’ Conference, in con¬ 
nexion with the Social Science Congress. Other kindred subjects—.such as 
the better training of nurses, and the employment of a superior class ot 
women as superintendents in private nurseries—vnll have attention, it 
has been suggested that a committee of ladies might be fomed, as a re.siRt 
of the Conference, in order to inquire further into the subject, and for the 
purpose of canying out some measures by which the present excessive rate 
of infant mortality might be, in a great degree, checked. 

xsTiTUTiox Bread.—Receipt by tue late Dr. Kingsley, of Bristol. 

Take of wholemeal.| 
„ oatmeal . ••• 

bicarbonate of soda, made into very fine powder(a) , oz. 

salt ••• • •• * ’** ^ 
Mix all the ingredients extremely well, particularly the .soda, and make 

• A_ __xiT -nnfVi o niinuf. rtf sour biittGriniliC. It 

(a) Unrefined soda that is 
better than the bicarbonate. 

sold at the ^ocers’ at 3jd. per lb. answere 
The weights to be used are the avoirdupois. 
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must not be kneaded much, but put down at once in a baker ready heated 
(hotter than for barm bread) to receive it, and baked for an hour and a 
quarter. 

HyDROCELE Treated by Blistering. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Lately a healthy-looking' child, about 4 years old, eame under my 
care for hydrocele. I treated the case successfully by the application of 
blisters to the scrotum. Complete absorption of the fluid took place in a 
week. I am, &c. 'William C^ampbell, L.R.C.S. Edin. 

A New Mode of Tre.ating Old Offenders. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—The following method of treatment, adopted in the case of a 
“ quack,” who had obtained £4 10s. from a young man for flve bottles of 
physic, might be tried in similar instances with like success. The young 
patient, whose marriage was drawing near, was anxious that the result of 
the imion should be eomme il faut in all particulars, and therefore sent his 
water to the expert, when the old, old tale was told, and the ruin of pocket, 
body, and mind began. Feeling worse, he consulted me, and was inclined 
at first to put but little faith in my advice—to marry and multiply. He 
still believed in his late adviser, but “ could do so no longer if I could 
make him refund, as no honest man would submit to such a thing.” The 
victim thereupon sent a note by my own servant, demanding the money to 
be returned by bearer, and it forthwith appeared. I need scarcely say 
that my patient left the house a happier and a wiser man. 

I am, &c. Charles Orton. 
Newcastle-rmder-Lyme, September 29. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. Wathen ; Dr. Wadham ; Mr. W. Campbell \ Dr. Loney ; Dr. Henri 
Albanesb Mr. Gaskoin ; A Ten Years’ Shb.soeiber ; Dr. Tidy ; Dr. 
W. Kingsley ; Dr. A. Davidson ; Dr. Liveing ; Mrs. Baines ; Mr. 
W. J. Marsh ; Dr. John H. Packard ; Mr. Christopher Johnson ; Mr. 
R. Elgib ; Dr. John Burton; Mr. H. Burford ; Dr. Greenhow ; Dr. 
Hilton Fagge ; Dr. Cornelius B. Fox; Dr. Syson ; Mr. J. Walker ; 
Mr. Bulteel; Mr. Spencer Wells; Inspector-General Gordon ; Dr. 
W. H. Stone ; Dr. George Johnson ; Mr. W. Little ; Mr. J. A. Eoss ; 
Mr. J. Chatto ; Dr. J. Hughlings-Jackson ; Dr. B. W. Eichardson; 
Mr. H. D. Chapman ; Dr. Symonds ; Dr. C. Orton ; A Constant 
Eeadbb ; Dr. Murray. 

BOOKS EECEIVED— 

Blanc on Compulsory Vaccination—Du Traitement des Cancers, par le 
Docteur Henri Albanese—Medical Temperance Joumal. No. 1—Cotton on 
Phthisis, fourth Edition—Miller’s Elements of Chemist:^, Part 3, 
Organic Chemistry—Holmes’ System of Surgery, second edition, vol. i.— 
Fifth Annual Eeport of the Peking Hospital—Mrs. Carleton’s Inquiry 
into the Nature of the Choleraic Influence; 2 parts—Bigelow’s Mechan¬ 
ism of Dislocation and Fracture of the Hip—Dr. Beale on Protoplasm; 
or. Life, Force, and Matter—Heath’s Practical Anatomy—Holden’s Hu¬ 
man Osteology—Knapp’s Archives of Ophthalmology and Otology— 
British Journal of Dental Science, No. 157—Sinclair on Myxoma or 
Hyperplasia of the VUli of the Chorion—American Quarterly Journal of 
Psychological Science, October—Eeport of the Eoyal Albert Asylum for 
Idiots and Imbeciles of the Northern Counties. 

NEWSPAPEES EECEIVED— 

Cape Argus—Jersey Independent —Irish Times—^Birmingham Daily Post 
—Anti-Vaccinator—Birmingham Daily Gazette—Medical Press and 
Circular. 

YITAL STATISTICS OT LOOTOK 
Week ending Saturday, September 25, 1869, 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1144 ; Girls, 1108; Total, 2252. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1918'5. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths dm-ing the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

696 
597-3 

666 
567-8 

1362 
1165-1 
1282 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 5 17 6 4 11 
North . 618210 2 4 30 1 13 8 25 
Central 378058 1 27 2 7 7 
East . 571158 4 3 65 5 18 10 32 
South . 773175 2 9 52 3 10 16 40 

Total . 2803989 8 22 191 9 49 45 113 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer.29'T38in. 
Mean temperature ..5G‘S 
Highest point of thermometer.73'5 
Lowest point of thermometer.42’5 
Mean dew-point temperature.50‘0 
General direction of wind.. . W.S.W. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.0'12 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 

during tlie Week ending Saturday, September 25, 1869, in 

tbe following large Towns :— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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Deaths. Temperature 
of Air (Fahr.) 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2252 1462 1362 73-5 42-0 56-8 0-12 12 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 99 76 *67 72-3 42-2 55-8 1-08 109 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 274 175 158 71-7 45-7 55-7 1-27 128 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 395 295 274 70-8 48-0 55-2 0-32 32 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 257 210 *177 72-0 43-0 64-8 0-88 89 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23 1 96 60 56 73-4 42-0 54-4 0-si S2 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752; 10-5 185 126 123 71-0 44-0 55-7 0-33 33 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 117 71 67 69-0 45-8 .54-6 0-46 46 
Leeds (Borough) 253110! 11-7 252 129 137 68-0 45-0 55-7 0-66 67 
Hull (Borough) 126682; 36-6 91 59 64 69-0 40-0 54-0 0-12 12 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503!24-5 112 69 61 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002140-2 122 86 65 64-7 44-0 54-1 0-70 71 
Glasgow (City) 458937190-6 323 268 226 62-9 43-6 53-7 1-84 186 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 320762132-9 145 158 145 71-2 39-9 55-7 0-24 24 

1 

Toivns . 6546587 35-5 4720 3244 2982 73-5 39-9 55-1 0-68 69 
Paris (City) . .! 1889842 820 

Week 
ending Week ending Sept. 18. 

(1863) Sept. 18. 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... I .. 1 ... 1 

At the Eoyal Observato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29‘73S in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29’02 in. on Sunday, September 19, to 30’08 in. on Thursday, September 23. 

The general direction of the wind was W.S.W. 

Note.—The population of Cities and BorougEs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMNTS POE THE WEEK. 

October 2. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9.J a.m. King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Free, IJ p.m. 

4. Monday. 

Operatiofis at the Metropolitan. Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Eectum, Ig p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2i p.m. 

5. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

6. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, Ij p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Obstetrical Society. 7^ p.m.: Council Meeting. 8 p.m. : Dr. W. 
Martjm, “ Case of Triplets.” Mr. J. T. Mitchell, “Case of Euptured 
Uterus.” Dr. V. Saboia, “ On the Treatment of Ovarian Disease by the 
Injection of Iodine.” 

7. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 
Eoyal Orthopeedic Hospital, 2 p.m,; West London Hospital, 2 xi-m. ; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

8. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, Ig p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Clinical Society, 8J p.m. Dr. W. H. Dav^q “ On the Hj-pophosphates of 
Iron, Quinine, and Strychnia in Nervous Exhaustion.” Dr. Clapton, 
“ On the Effects of Copper upon the System.” And other Paper.'-. 
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OEiaiNAL LECTURES. 
-o- 

ON 

CLINICAL PEACTICE IN THE IN-PATIENT 
AND OUT-PATIENT DEPAETMENTS; 

ITS BEAEtNG ON MEDICAi TEACHING AND ON THE STUDY OF 

PUBLIC HEALTH. 

(AN INTEODUCTOEY LECTUEE.) 

By Professor LEBERT, 
Professor of Clinical Medicine at Breslau. 

Gentlemen,—If, contrary to my usual custom, I open to you 
to-day the out-patient department by an introductory lecture, 
I do it for this reason, because I intend to impart to it a new 
character, in two different aspects. 

The one is of a general nature, involving the results of my 
investigations of the last few years concerning the inestimable 
value of the observations gained in the out-patient department 
for Medical statistics, public health, and a survey of the pre¬ 
dominant diseases of any town or country. 

The other has a more local interest. The number of out¬ 
patients has increased to such an extent as to render our 
finances insufficient. Considering this point, I find we may be 
justly reproached on this account, that we have not been very 
economical in prescribing medicines when the funds at our 
disposal have been larger. Now, it appears to me to be part 
of the teaeWng within the out-patient department, Avhich is 
the pattern for your future practice, that you should learn to 
prescribe as cheaply as possible, without violating the necessary 
regard which must be taken of the patients’ interests. It is 
not with paupers only that we are obliged to be economical in 
our prescriptions, but with the middle classes also, amongst 
which we often meet with large families having sometimes but 
a moderate income, with a large number of necessary expenses. 
Here economy on the part of the Practitioner becomes a duty, 
and in many cases the use and repetition of his directions 
depend on the performance of this duty. I have, therefore, 
considered it necessary to draw up a pharmacopoeia for our 
out-patient department, printed copies of which I place in your 
hands. It contains, besides some general advice for your 
guidance in prescribing, in reference to fifty-seven of the most 
important drugs, their application, and the diseases in which 
they are generally employed. 

The polyclinic, or out-patient department, as used here, is a 
thorough German institution, and it deserves to be imitated in 
other countries, the more so since such clinics may be easily 
made available in large schools as well as in small ones. 

To the earnestness and care which are bestowed upon the 
patients the fact is due, that men and women suffering from 
all kinds of diseases, and living many miles away from our 
city, flock to this Institution, eager to gain advice. Every 
morning those patients come to the Hospital who are able to 
leave their homes : they are carefully examined, and from them 
are selected those cases which will foi-m the subjects of clinical 
lectures. Those not available for teaching purposes are treated 
in their homes by you, under the supervision of my assistants, 
and, if necessary, of myself. In order to do that without 
great loss of time, there is allotted to every one of you a certain 
district of the town and its suburbs, which fonns the field of 
your practical training. Here you have to work independently; 
but in serious cases, or in such as are doubtful to you, you can 
have the opinion of your teachers on which to rely. A better 
mode of prexiaration for the practice in which you avlII bo 
engaged in your futiu’e life cannot be imagined; and, besides 
this, each of the cases treated by you will, at some future time, 
form a reliable imit for the statistics of epidemic and endemic 
diseases. 

Nearly three thousand patients annually foim the material 
for our observation. The selection from amongst these for 
your instruction I make in such a maimer that nearly all 
classes of diseases are brought under your notice during 
every session, and particularly such as are not -to be seen in 
our wards. 

Besides the gi-ai’-e and most interesting cases, I endeavour to 
explain to you also the cases of a less severe character, and, 
since you have to form a diagnosis and prognosis, and to 
order any liygienic and therapeutic measures, subject to my 
correction if necessary, such cases are particularly suitable 
to complete the model of your future practice, in which, in 
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addition to dangerous cases, you will very often be consulted 
for diseases of a less serious nature. It appears to me that 
tills kind of instruction guards you against the inchnation to 
diagnose all cases as grave—an error into wliich young 
Practitioners, who have been accustomed to see exclusively 
rare cases, are very liable to fall when they commence practice, 
until they have several times been disagreably reminded of the 
Horatian “parturient monies'’ There are likewise the 
diseases to wliich children are liable, which I like to bring 
imder your notice; also different foims of nervous affections, 
chronic diseases of the skin, and all the forms of syphilis, of 
which you seldom see any in the wards. 

One too often becomes aware of the fact that a strict 
diagnosis is possible only after a careful examination, by 
discovering in a patient still walking about with seemingly 
slight symptoms, acute pneumonia, pleuritis with copious 
effusion, typhus, or smaU-pox. At the bed-side in the wards I 
insist, as you are aware, that you should be thoroug-h in your 
examination of a patient; but in the out-patient department 
I often remind you that here is the place to show that a patient 
may be ' examined in a comparatively short time, and an 
opinion quicldy formed ivithout neglecting the important 
points of his disease. On the one hand I detest the super¬ 
ficiality with which I have seen patients disposed of in Hos¬ 
pitals, when largo numbers have been seen in too short a time 
•—much better no advice at all than such mock advice—on the 
other hand, umiecessary prolixity and minuteness is exuite 
different from what we consider profundity. 

The practice of the out-patient department introduces yon 
at an early period into the dwellings of the poor; it causes you 
to become acquainted with more than one dark shade of human 
life, the influence of which on disease and death is brought 
scientifically under your notice; and it teaches you to exercise 
feelings of humanity. Here you will perceive how much may 
be done, even in nests of epidemic disease, towards its pre¬ 
vention and the eradication of human misery. 

The gentlemen who attended the polyclinic last year will 
remember that I drew their attention to the fact that the 
epidemic of recurrent fever, which was prevalent at the time, 
took its rise in a veiy limited district of our town. I drew at 
that time a gloomy picture of the misery of the inhabitants of 
that district. From the history of previous epidemics in our 
city I showed that they also took their origin from these same 
districts, that cholera and typhoid have spread thence; and 
I also pointed out that the cases of recurrent fever and typhus 
which even at the x^resent time come to our x>olyclinic and to 
our wards, xiroceed from the same locality. How much have 
we been taught in the out-patient department with reference 
to measles, scarlet fever, small-pox, hooping-cough, and 
dixihtheritis, and how often have we had the opportunity of 
interfering with success ! 

Wlien I began last year to arrange and to analyse my 
statistical observations for a chnical work on the diseases of 
the chest, the first subject which engaged my attention— 
namely, catarrh of the organs of respiration-—impressed me 
with this fact—how much more complete and numerous the 
statistical materials of the out-xiatient department were than 
those of the in-patient wards—whereby I have been taught 
to what imxiortant reflections and comparisons the mutual 
relations of both these series of observations lead. The follow¬ 
ing may serve as an example:—Whilst I was Professor of 
Clinical Medicine at Zurich, the average number of cases of 
idiopathic catarrh of the organs of respiration in the Hospital 
amounted to 2^ per cent.; the total number of cases in the 
Hospital of Breslau is something over 5 per cent.; whilst the 
number of cases in the out-xiatient department amounts to 
10 per cent. All the three series are founded on correct 
observations, but only the last one can be rehed on as a fair 
average ; this ax^xifirent contradiction ceases to exist if one 
takes into account that at Ziirich only severe cases were 
admitted into the chnical wards, and that the Hospital is for 
the Avhole canton, Avliich is of large dimensions, so that mild 
or even moderately severe cases did not come into the 
Hospital on account of the great distance, and for a similar 
reason severe cases Avere not always capable of being removed. 
The chnical wards at Breslau give hkeivise but an imperfect 
idea, because children do not often seek admis.sion, and adults 
are treated as out-patients as long as they are able to work. 
But in the polyclinic all forms of these diseases in all degrees 
of intensity are treated, and as the x^atients are of ah varieties 
in age, we here obtain a by far more complete and accurate 
survey of the subject than by the statistics of the in-patient 
department. 

Here is another proof of my statement. You see before you 
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a large number of graphic representations of the meteorological 
condition of Breslau during the year of my observation, each 
meteorological factor being an item in two tables. The one 
represents graphically the conditions of each year, the 
different years being marked by different colours; the other 
represents the average value of all years of observation. On 
the^ latter I have begun to mark the cm’ves of the monthly 
oscillations in frequency of diseases of the chest, the clinical 
and polyclinical cases always separately. The same thing is 
done with the graphic tables of the average value of all factors 
together, to put all which together in one space forms a problem 
not easy of solution. Thus we obtain a quick survey of the 
connexion or non-connexion between the diseases under 
investigation, and the separate or conjoined factors of the 
meteorological influences. Since the polyclinic affords at least 
four times more statistical material than the clinic does, the 
value of the former becomes therefore evident from this method 
also. 

By-and-by the statistics clinically gathered from the out¬ 
patient department will become of great value, since the usual 
statistics of morbility and mortality of large cities contain 
umumerable errors, which are further increased by means of 
incomplete methods of calculation ; hence they are too often 
stamped by the impress of fallaciousness. 

Tl ou have often had occasion to see how much I have the 
etiology of disease at heart in Medical teaching. In addition 
to the social and atmospheric conditions which are favourable 
to the production of disease in our time, since the immortal 
works of Pettenkofer became known to us, the influence of the 
condition of the soil has been shown to be of the utmost im¬ 
portance. By Pettenkofer’s method of measuring subsoil 
water (Grundwasser), a fact, perhaps the most important in 
recent etiology, has been established by Buhl—namely, that in 
Munich the mortality^ from typhoid is in a constant strict 
relation to the diminution in the subsoil water, and, inversely, 
that the decrease and minimum mortality in typhoid run 
parallel with the increase and highest level of the subsoil 
water. 

I have been preparing for a long time a still more extensive 
examination of our town—viz., a thorough and scientific ex¬ 
ploration of the whole “ geologia subterranea Vratislaviensis ” 
—a systematic account of the subsoil water observed at fort- 
nightly intervals, combined with an exploration of the quality 
and thickness of the separate strata, in relation to their 
porosity, their possible permeability for air and water, with 
the discovery of the principal points of accumulation of the 
subsoil water, of the condition of the wells, the physical and 
chemical nature of their contents, a minute examination of the 
position of the sewers and dung-heaps and the possible filtra¬ 
tion of their contents into the wells. In a town so easily 
accessible by epidemics as Breslau is, a study of such a nature 
is the more valuable since it alone enables us to compare the 
physical conditions with the local propagation of diseases in 
such a way that we may effectually interfere. In this com¬ 
parison the polyclinical statistics again become of the highest 
value. 

Our clinic proper (the in-patient department), in opposition 
to the more practical teaching of the polyclinic, presents to 
you pure scientific information according to the most recent 
and approved methods; but it has also, in addition, some 
reference to the practical branch of Medicine. When I com¬ 
pare our present stand-point with that of the time when I 
myself was a student, I find that opportunities for learning 
are now offered to you which thirty or forty years ago were 
scarcely dreamed of. When, in 1832, after having obtained a 
proper preparatory knowledge of natural philosophy, I first 
entered the clinical wards at Berlin, I heard there, in preten¬ 
tious Latin, besides some really good information, a great deal 
of subjective speculation and obsolete tradition, and I wit¬ 
nessed a complicated and often unjustifiable mode of treatment 
—so much so, that a few months sufficed to compel me to turn 
my back upon methods which appeared to me to be in strict 
opposition to the principles of true natural philosophy ; and I 
did this in order that I might seek information in the schools 
which at that time were considered the best—those of Schon- 
lein, Louis, and Chomel. At the present time, however, 
modem Medicine is so thoroughly animated and imbued with 
the principles of physiology and natural philosophy, that our 
methods, although still in great need of improvement, are 
more closely approaching those of the best philosophers. 

In the clinic, besides the old cases, I do not introduce to you 
more than one or two new patients daily, for this reason—that 
you have to examine the patient thoroughly, to discuss the 
disease with me, to form your diagnosis and prognosis, and to 

decide on the treatment. You have not only to determine and 
to weigh against each other the value of the different symptoms, 
but you have to arrange these different scattered links into a 
systematic whole, which is the mental image of the disease 
(Krankheitsbild). In doing this, I hate the practice of dia¬ 
gnostic hair-splitting and the prowess which not unfrequently 
degenerates into Medical buflfoonery—a thing obnoxious par¬ 
ticularly to students. You have to learn, by means of the 
phenomena manifested to you, in what state the structure and 
functions of the different organs are; how, through the co¬ 
ordination of these phenomena, the disease takes its rise and 
runs its course ; how every case forms an individual variety ; 
how, for instance, of ten different cases of pneumonia or recur¬ 
rent fever every one case preserves a physiognomy of its own; 
in a word, how every case of disease forms a physio-pathological 
problem presenting itself to us for solution. 

Under such circumstances, it is evident that the secretions of 
the patient must he examined, whenever it seems desirable, 
microscopically and chemically ; that in every case of pyrexia 
the oscillations of temperature must be measured several times 
daily; that the prognosis, which is of such vital importance in 
private practice, must be a subject of separate minute dis¬ 
cussion; and, finally, that full justice must be done in our 
therapeutic measures to hygiene, which is becoming an 
increasingly important item. 

The treatment must be simple, and based on the present state 
of our knowledge; indications are to be followed which not 
only have reference to the disease, but also to the quality and 
physiological action of the drugs. Hence, as is also the case 
vsdth dietetic measmes, a thorough knowledge is required of 
organic chemistry, particularly with respect to the composition, 
of food and medicines, and their changes within the body. 

In cases which terminate fatally, you see me at the post¬ 
mortem table making a thorough investigation of all the organs, 
and afterwards in the pathological laboratory continuing the 
more minute investigations. 

Knally, you are aware how much use is made of patho¬ 
logical experiments to aid in the solution of pathogenetic 
questions, and particularly so in our laboratory. Let us, 
therefore, again commence the session with the purpose of 
contributing our mite towards the progress of our noble science, 
by minute observations and a faithful record of the facts 
observed, and I hope that by so doing the session will also 
become of much use to you. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-^- 

ON TEEATMENT OE THE PEDICLE AETEE 
OYAEIOTOMT. 

By C. F. MAUNDER, 
Siirgeon to the London Hospital, and to the "Ward for Ovariotomy 

in Queen Adelaide’s Dispensary. 

How to treat the pedicle after ovariotomy has been performed 
is one of the vexed questions of the day. The object of the 
succeeding few remarks is to suggest that too much considera¬ 
tion is given to the pedicle, and, consequently, the result of the 
operation may be improperly ascribed. It is, perhaps, natural 
that an important feature in an operation or Surgical manipu¬ 
lation should attract a large share of attention, and yet that 
such attention be misplaced, the result of the proceeding being, 
in reality, a mere coincidence rather than as cause and effect. 
I am led to this conclusion by the fact that while on the one 
hand a large number of patients submitted to ovariotomy by 
one Surgeon who treats the pedicle in a certain way, recover, 
yet, on the other hand, a great number of cases in which the 
pedicle is dealt with on another plan by a second Surgeon 
also have a small death-rate. Thus, it foUows that one opera¬ 
tor attaches great importance to the plan which has succeeded 
in his hands, and another operator to his peculiar method ; the 
truth being that in all probability the cases would have done 
well or ill had either method of securing the pedicle been 
chosen. But, while making this statement, I must not be 
understood to think too lightly of the pedicle. The chief point 
to be considered in dealing with the pedicle is the prevention 
of hsemorrhage, and, in so dealing, to use the means the most 
simple, provided only it be effectual. The most simple means 
is that which taxes the power of repairing an injury in the 
least degree; and if a Surgeon had courage he might resort to 
torsion, retaining Or not the cut pedicle at the wound. There is 
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this objection to torsion, that when the patient rallies from the 
depressing effect of the operation some vessel or vessels pre¬ 
viously unobserved may bleed. A similar objection applies to 
sealing the end of the pedicle with the hot iron and dropping 
it back into the pelvis; the eschar may become detached, and 
fatal hfemorrhage ensue. 

I am thus left to choose between securing the pedicle with 
a ligature and dropping it back into the abdomen, or retaining 
it at the wound secured by clamp or ligature. In the first 
instance a foreign body is left in the abdomen, and this contrary 
to general principles, and possibly a source of fatal irritation; 
while in the latter case the stump is repaired outside the belly, 
and probably with the least risk to the patient. 

While, then, I advocate, as a rule of practice, keeping the 
pedicle outside the belly, exceptions will occasionally arise. 
But, as in every other instance in which an operation is con¬ 
templated, our great aim should be to endeavour to discover 
those signs and symptoms which may lead us to predict a 
favourable or an unfavourable result. I believe any special 
way of treating the ovarian pedicle, beyond the object of pre¬ 
venting haemorrhage, to be a matter of comparatively little 
moment, and that it will not affect the rate of mortality to a 
noticeable degree. At present the secret either of success or 
of death seems to he in the general condition of the patient. 

FUNGUS OF THE DUE A MATEE. 
By LAWSON TAIT. 

This term has been used by many authors to include aU 
tumours which pierced the bone and skin, whether truly can¬ 
cerous or not. Our definitions as to what is malignant and 
what is not are not very clear; but on good grounds can 
the tme fungus of the dura mater, so well described in 
Louis’ memoir, be included among malignant diseases ? 
Lebert and Virchow have denied its malignancy on the 
grounds that the tumours are solitary, and do not exhibit any 
central softening. Better arguments still may be found in 
the facts that they do not mass together heterogeneous tissues 
as malignant tumours do, and that many cases are on record 
where a cure is said to have been effected. Their extreme 
vascularity is no strong argument for their cancerous nature, 
when we remember that simple fibrous polypus' of the nose 
gives rise to more violent haemorrhage than any other known 
variety of tumour. 

Chelius gives what I believe to be the most correct view of 
the pathology of these tumours when he describes the follow¬ 
ing varieties:—1. A tumour growing from the dura mater 
alone. 2. A tumour growing from the pericranium and the dura 
mater at the same time. 3. A tumour growing from the peri¬ 
cranium alone. 4. A tumour growing from the tissue of the 
diploe. And 5. A tumour in which two or more of the above 
conditions are concomitant. 

I have some doubts as to the occurrence of the fourth variety, 
because I have not yet met with the record of a case which 
answers the description ; and, from the view of the origin of 
these tumours which I propose, it is unlikely. 

I have recently given much attention to this interesting 
disease in connection with a case of the second variety of 
Chelius, which has recently occurred to me. 

Gleorge 0., aged 58, a political refugee from Strasbourg, was 
under the care of my friend Dr. Holdsworth for phthisis. 
On May 7 my attention was drawn to a tumour occupying the 
right temporal fossa, which he had noticed for the first time 
eleven weeks before. It had slowly increased, and was then 
about an inch and a half in diameter, soft and pseudo- 
fluctuating. It was quite flat and unlike a wen, and he suf¬ 
fered intense pain from it if he attempted to rest upon it. I 
at once gave the opinion that it was a fungous tumour of the 
dura mater, and was under the impression that the bone was 
perforated. On June 16 I took a cast of the tumour. The 
patient died on the 25th, and I obtained permission to 
examine the tumour. It occupied the whole right temporal 
fossa, and lay quite loose under the temporal muscle, to which 
it was not attached. It was capsulated by the pericranium, 
and had eroded, but not perforated, the skull. A similar but 
much smaller tumour was growing from the corresponding 
surface of the dura mater, and had eroded the inner table of 
the skull. The substance of the tumour was of soft consistence, 
reddish yellow in colour, and composed of numerous regularly 
shaped nucleated cells, with sparse interlacing of fibres. My 
view of the pathology of this affection is that it is a morbid 

and probably cancerous increase of the osteal cells of the 
periostea of the skull; and that in this case, had not the 
patient died of phthisis, he might have lived till the bone 
was perforated, when it would have been impossible to diffe¬ 
rentiate it from a specimen of the first variety of Chelius. 

Edinburgh. 

HOW SHOULD INVETEEATE DEUNKAEDS 
BE TEEATED BY THE STATE ? 

A PAPER READ BEFORE THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS AT 

BRISTOL. 

By J. A. SYMONDS, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.K.S.E., 
President of the Health. Department. 

It is well known to every one here that persons of unsoimd 
mind are liable to come under the operation of the law. The 
enactments respecting them have three objects in view—Ist, the 
safety of their lives, together with the security of their families 
and of their property; 2ndly, the protection of the public from 
the possible acts of insane persons; and, 3rdly, the provision 
of means whereby their mental disorder may have the best 
chance of cure or diminution—so that the law contemplates 
protection, repression, and curative treatment. Now, it cannot 
be denied that a person in a fit of intoxication is in a state of 
unsound mind; yet, if his fits have definite intervals, it is 
impossible to bring him within the scope of the laws of lunacy, 
and even when they recur so often that the individual exists 
in a state of all but continuous drunkenness, it is extremely 
difficult to apply to his case the protection or coercion of those 
laws. The affi^cted persons who fall within their operation are 
(a) those whose unsoundness of mind is betokened by delusions 
—that is, insane befiefs; (5) or those who are congenitally 
weak in intellect, or whose faculties have become enfeebled, as 
in the dementia of cerebral disease and of senile decay ; (r) or a 
class about whom there is often much controversy both in civil 
and in criminal courts—those whose unsoundness does not 
take the form of imbecility, nor of that which is most easily 
recognised as insanity—namely, intellectual derangement, but 
whose mental disorder consists in a perversion of the natural 
affections, in an exaggeration and perpetual predominance of 
passions, which, in the ordinary man, are only occasional and of 
short duration. They are persons who, in their conduct towards 
others, in their management of their affairs, and in their general 
deportment and habitudes of action, show a degree of absurdity, 
violence, incoherence, and disproportionateness of feeling and 
conduct, so different from their former characters, so deviating 
from the behaviour and feelings of men in general, that they 
are justly held to be of unsound mind, at least by those 
who have paid most attention to the limits of sanity 
and insanity ; or we might rather say, by those who 
have surveyed and examined the debatable ground wliich 
lies between mental disease and mental health. This 
kind of insanity was particularly studied and discrimi¬ 
nated, and named “moral insanity” by Dr. Pritchard, of 
whose renown, though it is coextensive with the whole civilised 
world, we in this city have reason to be especially proud. It 
corresponds to the manic sans delire of M. Pinel, and to the 
emotional insanity of more recent authors. Some have criti¬ 
cised the epithet of “ moral ” as being too limited, there being 
many cases in which the emotions acquire a morbid excite¬ 
ment, begetting insane conduct, without specially involving 
feelings and actions pertaining to right and wrong; but I 
apprehend that Dr. Pritchard used the word moral in its ety¬ 
mological and philosophical meaning as derived from mores. 
Now every one who has followed the disputes in our legal 
courts must be aware that the debateable cases generally 
belong to the class which I have so briefly and faintly sketched; 
and I have ventured to call particular attention to this species 
of derangement because the cases which belong to it are closely 
allied to those which are to be the subjects of the present dis¬ 
cussion. Within this class, also, are included those strange 
forms of insanity which begin and end in impulses, apparently 
unexcited by the motives of ordinary passions or cupidities— 
impulses to grossly criminal acts, suicide, homicide, arson, and 
the like. To this list has been added of late years dipsomania, 
which is intended to signify insane craving for alcoholic 
drink—a name badly composed, since thirst (Siifos) belongs to 
any kind of liquor. 

The question on the discussion of which this department is 
about to enter is a very difficult one for those who do not 
admit—as many legal authorities have refused to admit—the 
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existence of moral or emotional derang'ement; for alcoliolio 
insamty, in its chronic form, chiefly involves the feelings, 
passions, volitions, and actions, and does not prominently 
present faults of judgment and errors of understanding unless 
during fits of drunkenness. But those who have had most 
experience of the emotional form of insanity are increasingly 
impressed with the belief that though in such cases the most 
flagTant manifestations of mischief are presented hy the 
feelings and actions, yet that in less obvious degTees a careful 
scrutiny will detect intellectual faults and perversions. Indeed, 
it would be strange were this not the case. It would he strange 
if, while the mind in its ordinary action has the personal 
entity, affections, sentiments, perceptions, and associated ideas 
so hormd together in every phase of its life—it would he strange 
if in derangement the disorder did not extend on the one hand 
from insane belief to the passions, and on the other hand from 
morbid passions to the beliefs and the operations of the imder- 
standing. 

But to pass to that which immediately concerns us. Is it 
not incumbent on the Legislature and Government of a civilised 
community to provide means of restraining’ or protecting 
persons who, by habitual indulgence in alcoholic drinks, put 
themselves into the category of insanity ? Almost every 
member of this assembly must have had cases brought under 
his notice from the labouring classes in which a family has 
been reduced to destitution and misery, and in which the wife 
and the cliildren have for years been subject to continual per¬ 
turbation and alarm, and often to absolute cruelty, because 
the father of the family during the greater part of the time 
which he has been able to steal from his employment has, by 
his vicious habit, deprEed himself of the power of self- 
g’overnment—in fact, reduced himself to a condition closely 
bordering on that of a maniac or an idiot. But there are 
analogous cases in every grade of society. The j)eace of 
families has been destroyed, and they have been thrust from 
the enjoyment of all the comforts, and even luxuries, of refined 
life into absolute penury, because the head of the family has 
damag’ed his brain by habitual intoxication. It is unnecessary 
to take ujD the time of this meeting’ by describing’ the different 
forms of cupsomania. Wliether it be the case of the man who 
rushes into a rapidly succeeding series of fits of drunkenness, 
during’ which he becomes an unsafe member of society, how¬ 
ever sane and well-conducted he may be in the intervals; or a 
still more serious ca,se, in which a man renders himself, in con- 
sequence_ of his deleterious habits, the subject of the well- 
known disease, deliriiim tremens, in frequent accessions, every 
one of which leaves the brain more gravely injured than 
at the beginning of the attacks; or the case of him who, 
without becoming the subject of delirium tremens, has 
so weakened his judgment, so obscured his perceptions, so 
altered liis character and conduct in moral, domestic, and social 
relations as to have become intolerable as a companion, des¬ 
picable by reason of Ms mental deg’radation, or dangerous to 
himself and every one aromrd him ; or the case of one who by 
his habit has brought his brain to such a state of irritability 
that he becomes liable, on occasions of slig’ht moral provoca¬ 
tion, or ^ of what would once have been moderate alcoholic 
stimulation, to sudden attacks of fury or such ung’overnable 
impulses as may drive him to homicide or suicide ; or, lastly, 
the case of him who is reduced to sheer silhnees and incapacity 
for performance of the duties of life—when we contemplate 
these cases, have we not, as a soi-disant well-ordered com¬ 
munity, reason to blush with self-reproach that up to this 
period of the nineteenth century, with all its intellectual and 
moral culture, and its singularly advanced philanthropy, our 
laws have done nothing effectual to guard society, families, 
helpless women and children, and the wretched offenders 
themselves, against habits so odious and despicable by any 
adequate restraint or deterrent j)onalties ? Some of us might 
feel ashamed that no check should hav^e been imposed by our 
laws on the facilities for alcoholic intemperance, or that there 
should have been so insufiicient a legal recognition of the 
criinhiality of intoxication as that which is implied in the 
adjudication of trifling fines; but what we have to consider 
now is whether the habitual drunkard ought not to he treated 
as an insane person. I myself, from aU that I have seen and 
kno’svn, and from all that I have read on the subject, entertain 
no doubt whatever that he should be so treated; that a person 
who cannot, or who does not, resist temptations to put himself 
frequently into a condition, which, for the time being, is in¬ 
distinguishable from insanity, should be liable to the operation 
of the laws affecting lunatics, and, in fact, to the deprivation 
of the liberty of which he has proved himself to be unworthy. 
I can see no reason why it should not be cei’tified of such a per¬ 

son that, because of his proved habits of intoxication, andallthat 
is involved in those habits, he is, according to the legal formula, 
a person of unsound mind, and fit to be confined. I, of course, 
presume the habit to have arrived at such a degree as to 
deserve the epithet inveterate or morbid. Instances have 
repeatedly fallen under my observation about which I felt 
confident that legal restraint would afford the only chance of 
redemption; but, alas ! at present this benefit is not to be had. 
To obtain it no one will venture to strain the law, or run the 
risk of an action for false imprisonment. Sometimes after 
more vicious indulgence than usual, and as its consequence, a 
period of collapse and debility, or after' escaping the peril of a 
severe seizure of delirium tremens, I have found individuals in 
a wpnderfuUy edifying state of penitence, and willing to 
consider any plans for their reformation, whether solemn vows 
and pledges, or a voluntary surrender of their liberty for a 
probationary period; but the penitence has but too often been 
only a prelude to a fresh burst of debauchery. It seems childish 
to talk of a right to undisturbed liberty, or exercise of civil 
rights on the part of such insane and incompetent persons, but 
in what manner is it desirable that stich restraint as I advocate 
should be enforced ? Shall these unfortunate persons, to use 
a charitable euphemism, be sent to prison as offenders against 
society ? or with a view simply to detention and security, shall 
they be placed in a lunatic asylum where they may be pro¬ 
tected and cared for as if they were only afflicted persons ?— 
or shall they he consigned to an establishment specially 
desired and organised for the accommodation and reformation 
of dipsomaniacs ? These are questions for consideration and 
debate hereafter. They involve many difficulties, and before 
they coidd be entered upon, it wotdd be necessary to inquire 
whether there should not be some differences made in the 
application of the law, according to the form in which the 
vicious habit or unfortimate disease presents itself. There 
can be no doubt that the cases do somewhat differ. The 
most important difference is that which depends on the 
original constitution of the drunkard. In some the morbid 
cra’Gng for drink has come in sequence to long years of excess, 
during the greater part of which time the individual, in Ms 
sober moments, was as healthy-minded as most people, and 
able to resist, had he chosen to do so, the seductions of con¬ 
viviality or the temptation of the solitary enjoyment of the 
bottle. But, in other instances, the offenders have by original 
constitution, and frequently they owe it to inheritance, a sus¬ 
ceptibility of the brain which renders them liable, not only to 
be easily deranged by alcohol, but also to contract the alcoholic 
habit in a much shorter time, partly from an overwhelming 
sense of nervous depression, and partly from the yearmng for 
that spru’ of excitement and ammation which alcohol has the 
power of applying to their lang-uid and listless existence. 
These and other differences ’will doubtless be studied and pro - 
vided for at a future time. Moving in a parallel direction, 
there will be other social improvements, rendermg what we 
have in view more easy of accomplishment—for instance, that 
to which I shall have to allude to elsewhere, the development 
of State Medicine to a higher degree of organisation than it 
now possesses, under the admimstration and direction of a 
specially educated body of State Medical Officers. But what 
falls particularly to the consideration of this department now, 
is the question whether habitual drunkards or dipsomaniacs 
should, as I have said, be made the subjects of legal inter¬ 
ference and restraint. It is ob-Gous that the practical subjec¬ 
tion of such persons to the law would be more easy were our 
social morality more stringent. Even if the Government or 
Legislature do not tMnk it just to interfere with the supply of 
temptation by restrictions on the sale of alcoholic drinks, one 
does not see why they should not impose stronger penalties on 
persons found in a state of intoxication. It wotdd be no little 
good if, through a sterner action of the Government, drunken¬ 
ness could be denoted and defined, and denounced as a 
crime. It is already an offence against good society, but 
were it treated as a breach of the law, distinctness and 
precision would be given to what is now indefinite. 
Instead of being regarded as a state only a little removed 
from hilarity, conviviality, and good-fellowship, it would be¬ 
come a crime and a shame, dragging the practisers of it 
witliin the scope of penal jui’isdiction. It is to be hoped 
that such changes are not far off, but not many years ago 
they would have seemed impossible. The habits of society 
have greatly altered since the days even of our fathers; but 
though they are so much improved among persons of edu¬ 
cation and refinement, it cannot be said that there is a 
corresponding change for the better among the poorer classes. 
It would, however, be a great gain were the law more em- 
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phatically declared and administered against drunkemiess, and 
were its enactments capable of taldng into tlieir net a modern 
Pitt or Slieridan as impartially as the ignorant sinners in the 
lower circles of the community. 

A few words must be said in ansAver to certain objections 
which are almost sure to be raised against what we are pro¬ 
posing'—-1. The measures might be held to infringe the right 
of hberty. This is not the place for discussing the abstract 
rights of man, but those who regard the rights of man as 
derivative from, and correlative with, their duties, will 
scarcely be iuchned to allow any force to this objection, seeing 
that it is the duty of men to prevent others from running to 
destruction, or from becoming dangerous to society. Without 
entering upon theories of morals and of hberty, a practical 
Anew of the subject wiU make it CAudent that, in the proposed 
action, we contemplate only an extension to the SAveep of the 
present laAvs ; that we would bring the dipsomaniac, hke other 
insane persons, within its protection and repression. There is 
no reason why fear should be entertained in the present day of 
the possibihty of illegal im^irisonment or detention. The pubhc 
are quite sufficiently ahve to any such dang-er, and, indeed, 
nerA'Ously apprehensive on the subject. Those who have had 
most experience of the worldng of the lunacy laAVs know weU that 
owing to their jealous but laudable respect for personal liberty, 
great difficulties have often to be overcome in obtaming the protec¬ 
tion of the law for those who greatly need it. I have seen much of 
their operation, and my impression is that, for one person im¬ 
properly detained, there are great numbers improperly at large, 
and in possession of what we term their hberty. 2. Another 
objection is the expense wliich the country woidd incur. If 
so many persons are to be taken into custody or tutelage, it is 
said that you must build many more gaols and asylums. Per¬ 
haps tills necessity might arise at first; but I think it more 
hkely that the requirement would be sufficiently met by addi¬ 
tions to buildings at present in existence in the form of annexes 
specially adapted to the tenants in vieAV. In the case of 
drunkards whose seclusion and curative treatment may require 
a long time, plans might be deAused for utihsing' their labour, 
and making the asylums to a certain extent self-supporting. 
And we may be almost siu'e that places of retreat Avill spring 
up under private enterprise, whether in connexion with private 
insane asylums or elseAvhere, suitable to the wants of those 
who belong to a class capable of paying for their advantages. 
Dr. Christison describes a charming retreat in the Isle of 
Skye, to Avliich several persons haA'e voluntarily resorted in 
order to be broken of their wretched habit, or cured of their 
deplorable disease. But after all, I do not think that expense ought 
to be an object to a nation that can afford to expend £50 or more 
in the iDi’ojection of a single shot or shell, or to incur a debt of 
nine milhons for an Abyssinian expedition, whether its object 
was to rescue a handful of zealous or imprudent travellers, or 
to impress on Oriental minds hoAV irresistible are British arms. 
3. But the most serious objection to oiu’ scheme would be 
the difficulty of classifying the subjects on whom we wish that 
the laAv should operate. This will require much anxious con¬ 
sideration, but I apprehend that the cases would fall natm-ally 
under three principal heads:—1. The casual drunkards, for Avhom 
the laws at present provide in a measure, though they are 
inadequately administered. 2. The voluntary inveterate 
di'unkards, who, by raijidly recurring fits of intoxication, 
become the subjects of delirium tremens, or, even Avithout tliis 
result, reduce themselves and their families to pauperism, and 
seldom behave othei’Avise than as madmen. 3. The helpless 
imbecile dipsomaniacs, who require to be taken care of and 
possibly ameliorated. To show that it is not a mere specu¬ 
lation or theory that madness and drunkenness are closely con¬ 
nected, I will conclude these remarks Avith one or two numeri¬ 
cal statements, for which I am chiefly indebted to my 
distingaiished friend Dr. Browne, one of the Commissioners of 
Lunacy in Scotland. It wars found that at the Glasgow 
Lunatic Asylum, out of the number received into that institu¬ 
tion during seven years—that is, from 1840 to 1846 inclusive— 
nearly one-fifth of the cases were ascribed to intemperance— 
that is, 375 out of 1900 cases of mania. M. Esquirol found 
that out of 132 cases of mania 18 were OAving to alcohoho 
excess. M. Calmeil, in speaking of that form of paralysis 
which is so often asssociatsd with or^follows insanity, the form 
characterised by stag-gering gait and imperfect artierdation, 
presents the history of 62 cases. Of these 20, or one-third, 
were the result of habits of intoxication. In melancholia, 
Esquirol found that out of 372 cases 55, or one-seventh, were 
attributable to the like cause. M. Morel, the celebrated French 
writer on mental alienation, cites the observation of Dr. 
Halleran that out of 747 insane inmates of his asylum 160 

owed their malady to drunkenness ; and M. Morel adds that 
these figures correspond with his OAvn statistics at Mareville. 

Wlien insanity follows dehrium tremens, it is found to be 
most difficult of cure. It is said that half of the cases prove 
hopeless. Of suicide, which coroners’ inquests usually and 
correctly throAv into the category of insanity, it is recorded 
that out of 38 cases wliich occurred in ten years in Aberdeen, 
20 were intoxicated before attempting self-destruction, and 17 
had the character of habitual drunkards. Out of 218 cases 
reported by Dr. Caspar, of Berhn, 54—that is, moi’e than one - 
fourth—were produced by intemperance. Dr. Lombard, of 
Geneva, assigns drunkenness as a more powerful cause of 
suicide than rancour or disappointment in love; the fates of 
133 were determined by that cause. These latter numbers 
belong to what might be called the temperate nations, but Dr. 
Brown 'collected 1222 cases that occurred in Great Britain, 
and of these it appears that 158, or about one-seventh, sought 
their deaths under the influence of drink. 

I haA^e now only to remark, in conclusion, that whether 
success or failure may follow the prosecution of some such 
measures as I have so very imiierfectly proposed, I cannot but 
think that it would be no httle good to the people of these 
realms Avere it made manifest that now at last them legislators, 
and governors, and Avell-wishers have come to the conclusion 
that the national drunkenness must be earnestly faced, fought 
Avith, and subdued, and were it authoritatively declared that 
drunkards Avill in futime be treated either as crimmals or as 
persons not in their right mind, and therefore not fit to be 
entrusted with the privileges of free men. 

ON THE WOEKING OF THE CONTAGIOUS 
DISEASES ACT AT DEVONPOET. 

A PAPEE EEAn BEPOEE THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGEESS AT 

BEISTOL, OCTOBEE 4, 1869. 

By W. P. SWAIN, 
Sm'geon to the Royal Albert Hospital, DoA’onport. 

The following paper is intended to be a short account of the 
manner in wliich the Acts of Parhament for the prevention of 
contagious diseases have been carried out at Devonport. It will 
only refer incidentally to the extension of the present Act to 
the civil population, but it is hoped that the information now 
laid before you may be an encoimagement to those who, Avith 

myself, earnestly desire to see this extension; whilst at the 
same time our experience at Devonport, which has now extended 
over a period of six years, may serve as a guide to those avIio 
are embarked upon this most difficult undertaking. 

Before adverting to the worldng of the present Amended Act 
of 1866, I must remind you, shortly, of what has been the 
preA'ious course of legislation on this matter. In July, 1864, 
an Act was passed “ for the Prevention of Contagious Diseases 
at certain Naval and Mihtary stations.” These stations 
were Portsmouth, Plymouth, Woolivich, Chatham, Sheerness, 
Aldershot, Colchester, Shomcliffe, the Curragh, Cork, and 
QueenstoAvn. This Act provided that the managers of any 
Hospital might apply to have it made a certified Hospital for 
the Act, and, that if the Hospital was found fitting upon 
inspection by an Inspector of Hospitals appointed under the 
Act, it should be so certified, and subject from time to tunc to 
the visits of the inspector. It then provided that information 
might be laid before a magistrate stating that any Avoman, 
bemg a common prostitute, was affected with a contagious 
disease, and that witliin fourteen days before the date of the 
information she was in a pubhc place for the pm’pose of 
prostitution. She was then to be conA'eyed to a certified 
Hospital, and if found diseased, detained there for a period of 
not longer than three months. The Act also prOA'ided that 
any person harboiu'ing a prostitute knoAAing her to have a 
contagious disease should be hable to a penalty of ten pounds. 
This Act continued in force until September, 1866, when “ the 
Act of 1866,” under an amendment of which we are noAV 
working, came into force. The Act of 1866 applies to the 
same places as that of 1864, vdth the addition of Winchester. 
It proAddes for the appointment of visiting Surgeons and 
assistant Ausiting Surgeons, also assistant Inspectors of Hos¬ 
pitals. It also proAudes for the periodical examination by the 
visiting Surgeon of ah known prostitutes liAung AAdthin a radius 
of five miles of any place to which this Act applies, and for their 
being sent to a certified Hospital if found diseased. They are 
not to be kept in Hospital for a longer period than three 
months without a certificate signed by the Medical officer 
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under “whose care they are, and also by the Inspector of 
Hospitals or visiting' Surg'eon, and then to be detained for not 
more than three months longer. If at the expiration of that 
time a woman is still diseased, a notice to that ejffect is served 
upon her at the time of her discharge. With regard to the 
periodical examination, the Act provides that it shall be com¬ 
pulsory on aU prostitutes, the order to attend being valid for 
one year. By a special clause a woman may voluntarily submit 
to examination for any period not exceeding one year. Any 
vroman may apply for a release from periodical examination, 
and if it is proved that she has ceased to be a common prostitute, 
and she will enter into recognisance for her good behaviour 
during three months after, she may be released. The Act 
provides, also, the punishment of imprisonment for neglect to 
appear for periodical examination—for quitting a certified 
Hospital vdthout a certificate of cure—or for misbehaviour 
whilst in Hospital. 

I have thus concisely stated the main features of the two 
Acts. It will be observed that the Act of 1866 is a good step 
in advance of that of 1864. Its special feature is, that it 
provides for the periodical examination of all known prostitutes, 
and also provides an officer to carry out that duty. Why that 
officer should be called a “Visiting Surgeon ” is to me incom¬ 
prehensible, as his duties are not to “ visit ” the women either at 
their abodes or in the Hospital, for it is enacted in the 19th 
clause that he shall prescribe the times and places at which the 
wornan is ^required to attend for examination. The term 
“ Visiting ” Surgeon is a misnomer, and is calculated to mislead 
both the public and the officer himself as to the nature of his 
duties. The better name would be “ Examining Surgeon,” 
which would clearly indicate the duties which have to be 
performed. There is a provision also in the Act of 1866, prp- 
viding for the further detention of a woman, if uncured, for 
three months. ^ 

This year “ a Bill intituled, an Act to amend the Contagious 
Diseases Act of 1866, ” has been passed. It was pas.sed through 
both Houses at the fag-end of the Session, and in the most 
hurried manner. This is much to be regretted, for the Amended 
Bill bears upon it the most unmistakable marks of hasty 
legislation, and if strictly carried into effect will be most detri¬ 
mental. ^ For instance :—Sect. 3 provides that if any woman 
“ attending for examination is found by the Visiting Surgeon 
in such a condition that he cannot properly examine her, if 
such Surgeon has reasonable pounds for believing that she is 
affected -mth a contagious disease, she shall be liable to be 
detained in a certified Hospital until the Visiting Surgeon can 
properly exai^e her, so that she be not so detained for a 
period exceeding five days.” I can conceive no more arbitrary 
enactment than this. By it a woman is liable to be deprived 
of her liberty upon simple police information—information 
which I shall hereafter comment upon as being most unreliable, 
and which _ is doubly unreliable in the present instance, 
because it is not substantiated by the skilled evidence of the 
Examining^ Surgeon, without which the mere information of 
the police is worse than useless. How great is the power of 
detention thus conferred, may be seen from the fact, that at 
Devonport the average number of women who present them¬ 
selves for examination in “ the condition” referred to in the 
amended Act, is 52 per week. But even supposing the deten¬ 
tion were advisable, the time, five days, fixed for detention is 
most absurd. According to our experience, “ the condition ” 
which prevents a woman from being examined, lasts on an 
average over that period of time, so that, at the end of five 
days, she would be in no better condition for examination than 
when first detained in Hospital. I believe the only excuse for 
inserting this clause is the alleged fact that many women 
improperly decline to be examined on the ground of their con¬ 
dition. From the experience of the last six years I can most 
positively affirm, that there is very little difficulty in ascertain¬ 
ing the truth or otherwise of the woman’s assertion. This clause 
must either remain, as I trust it will, quite inoperative—or if 
it is put in force will materially endanger the successful work¬ 
ing of the Act, by creating in the minds of the women a strong 
feeling that they are being arbitrarHy'dealt with. 

Then again there is a provision for dealing with drunken 
women which only partially meets the evU. Our great difficulty 
has been this ;—that many women, before they come up for 
examination to the visiting Surgeon, will drink, not enough to 
render them unfit for examination, but sufficient to make them 
partially intoxicated. If found diseased they are then sent on 
to Hospital without escort, and no doubt drink more on the 
way. After admission into the Hospital they become up¬ 
roarious, and contribute much to upset the discipline of the 
wards. The amended Act only provides for the detention of 

women for twenty-four hours in a police cell when too drunk 
to be examined. It should have gone further and provided 
for their safe delivery, in a sober state, to the Hospital autho¬ 
rities.^ My strong conviction is, that when the examination 
room is at a distance from the certified Hospital, a conveyance 
should be provided for the women who are found diseased upon 
examination, and that they should be taken there under the 
charge of the police. 

^ Sect. 7 of the amended Act is, I think, objectionable; it pro¬ 
vides for the detention of a woman for a further period of three 
months in addition to the six months allowed under the Act 
of 1866, if at the end of six months she stiU remains uncured. 
My experience is, that if a woman at the end of six months’ 
treatment is stiU uncured, a further detention of three months 
wiU in most cases be useless, as the condition may be looked 
on either as incurable altogether, or as incurable within three 
months. Under the Act of 1866, women are liable to a month’s 
imprisonment if they, upon being discharged uncured, still 
persist in exercising their avocation. This power has never 
been used ; if it were, the necessity for lengthened detention 
would be avoided. The detention of such cases in Hospital 
is irritating to the women, disheartening to the Medical officers, 
and a fertile source of disorder in the wards. 

I mention these defects in the present amended Act, partly 
in the hope that at some future time they may be remedied, 
and partly, also, to impress upon those who are interested in 
extending legislation of this sort, to be more watchful for the 
future when Acts of Parliament are about to be passed dealing 
with the subject. As I said before, the Amended Act was 
passed through both Houses on the last days of the session, 
when few members were in town, and it had actually passed 
the House of Lords, and the first reading in the Commons, 
before the committee or Medical officers of the Boyal Albert 
Hospital, were even aware that such a bill was in contemplation. 
If a draft of the Amended Act had been submitted to us, I 
tliink, with the experience we have gained during the last six 
years, we might have suggested some alterations and additions 
which would have made it a much more valuable piece of 
legislation than it is now likely to be found. 

(To he continued.) 

EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
-^- 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

CASES OF RELAPSING FEVER. 

(Under the care of Dr. DUFFIN and Dr. KELLY.) 

Several cases of relapsing fever have lately occurred in King’s 
College Hospital. For some years this fever has been un¬ 
common in London. When it is present, it often accompanies 
typhus. In the first case the history of contagion could not be 
made out, but in the rest it could be traced with almost perfect 
accuracy. 

At No. 20, Great Wyld-street, a very unhealthy locality, 
four children were taken ill in succession with a febiffie disease 
that seems to have observed relapses. The mother of Ellen M., 
who (Case 5) nursed them, was taken suddenly ill with fever 
and dehrium, and died in the workhouse on the fifth day of 
her illness. The body was brought back to No. 22, Great 
Wyld-street, the house whence all the cases (except Case 1) 
were derived, and there it remained three days to undergo the 
process of “ waking.” In forty-eight hours after the funeral 
Catherine C. (Case 4) was taken ill; and the rest followed in 
rapid succession. 

Cases 1 and 5 were the only ones that seem to have been 
starving; the rest had hved very well. 

For the notes of the cases we are indebted to Messrs. Cumow 
and Hoar, the resident Medical officers. 

A chart of the temperature has been added to the case of 
David B., which shows the variations of the temperature and 
pulse more accurately than a mere description. 

Case 1.—David B., aged 22 years, was admitted under the 
care of Dr. Kelly on August 19, 1869. He had been a soldier, 
but was discharged for bad conduct. Two years ago he was 
in Ireland, and since then he has led a very dissipated life. For 
a fortnight before admission he had eaten very little, but had 
been drinking a great deal. On August 12 he got wet through. 
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but remained well until the evening of August 14, when he 
was taken suddenly ill with shivering and rigors. The next 
day he was very feverish and thirsty, and vomited frequently. 
On admission he had very much the appearance of a typhus 
patient, but his eyes were not suffused, and he had a very 
suUowtint; his conjunctivse wore not yeUow. His skin was 
very hot, and his pulse very rapid; the tongue was coated 
with a thick, white, moist fur, and was very tremulous. He 

never complained of any marked pain in his limbs at any part 
of his illness, but he was very delirious; he frequently vomited 
his food. There was at first a trace of albumen in his urine, 
wliich was high-coloured and abundant. Epistaxis was very 
frequent, but there were no petechial spots on the skin ; bowels 
open once a day; stools light and liquid. Chest sounds quite 
healthy; no abdominal tenderness nor enlargement of liver 
and spleen. 

On Augu.st 21 he seemed worse ; there was a good deal of 
delirium; his '^toague was dry, with a dark yellow fur, and he 
frequently vomited. In the evening his temperature was 
lOo'S'’ Fahr., pulse 132, respiration o4. During the night his 
temperature suddenly fell, so that in twelve hours it stood at 
92=* Fahr. and the pulse at 62. During this rapid defervescence 
of Txe xrly fourteen degrees he perspired most profusely, and 
vomited a good deal. 

In the evening of August 22 he felt much better, and com¬ 
plained of nothing but weakness. Temperature 94-2'’ Fahr., 
pulse 72, respiration 18. His tongue rapidly cleaned, and his 
appetite improved. He had been placed on a milk and beef-tea 
diet, and had taken a quinine mixture. Medicine was now dis¬ 
continued, and he had fish in addition to the above diet. For 
the next few days he seemed very well; he ate and drank 
heartily, and slept well, and was able to go about the ward. 
There was now no albumen in the urine, and his tongue was 
quite clean. At this time he was perfectly free from fever, and 
his pulse was very slow. No alteration took place until the 
morning of August 31, the sixteenth day of illness, when his 
temperature rose to 100’ Fahr., and his tongue began to bo 
coated with a wliite moist fur ; he was drowsy, but not deli¬ 
rious ; the pulse was about 64. The next day the temperature 
and pulse had both risen, and he was in the same state as on 
admission. The tongue was dry and furred ; there was some 
tenderness over the liver and spleen, but neither seemed larger 
than before; he was very thirsty, and vomited three times; no 
albumen in the urine, and no delirium. Some rhonchi were 
heard over the bases of both lungs, and the expectoration was 
bronchitic. 

On September 3 he seemed much worse ; the tongue was dry 

and brown, and there were sordes on the gums and teeth; he 
vomited frequently and expectorated slightly. He was ordered a 
saline effervescing mixture, and returned to the milk diet. At 
9 p.m. his temperature was 107’ Fahr., and pulse 132. Both 
then began to descend, and by 10.30 p.m. the temperature was 
103‘2’ Fahr., pulse 112. At 3 a.m. September 4, or in six hours’ 
time, the temperature was 94-2’ Fahr., and it had thus rapidly 
fallen through nearly thirteen degrees. He only perspired 
after the defervescence, and then not so profusely as on the 
first occasion ; the bowels were open once a day; he passed an 
average quantity of water, and no excess of lithates. The tem¬ 
perature was from 94’ to 95’ Fahr. during the 4th, but Septem¬ 
ber 5 it rose to the normal standard. His tongue very rapidly 
cleaned, and he became hungry ; the pulse as before was slow. 
The moist rales over the chest soon disappeared, and in a day or 
two he seemed as well as ever. He was kept under observation 
until September 10, when he left the Hospital, and no further 
history could be obtained about him. 

Case 2.—Christopher C., aged 40, was admitted under Dr. 
Duffin. In this case the invasion appears to have been 
sudden. It consisted of slight rigors and severe muscular 
pains. He took to his bed twenty-four hours later. When 
first seen the nervous phenomena were very marked. His 
aspect was stricken, as that of a man in the second week of 
typhus ; the cutaneous sensibility was much increased, espe¬ 
cially over the abdomen; there were great muscular pain, 
tremor, and loss of power to raise himself; his speech was 
hesitating, he was inclined to be garrulous, and was confused 
in his ideas. If left to himself he picked at the bedclothes, 
muttered, and at night was sleepless and actively delirious. 
The secretory phenomena were seareelj' loss important. The 
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sMn presented a distinct lemon-tinted jaiindice, and the hepatic 
dimensions were found uniformly increased hy about an inch. 
From the general hyperajsthesia it could not be accurately 
ascertained ■whether tenderness of this organ existed ; the urine, 
ho'wevcr, although high-coloured, presented no appearance or 
reaction of biliary colouring matter. The fEeces, on the other 
hand, ■when an obstinate constipation could be overcome, were 
of the usual brown eolour. It was from the first observed that 
the urinary ehlorides had diminished to a mere trace ; certainly 
no albumen was passing out of the kidneys. Splenic dimen¬ 
sions normal. With this there was complete loss of appetite 
and occasional vomiting; the tongue was dry, and brown in 
the centre. The circulation was evidently labouring under a 
very considerable shock. The heart’s impulse was imper¬ 
ceptible to the hand; at the apex the first sound only, 
at the base the second sound only, was audible.; the arteries 
■vyere lax and very compressiblethe number of pulsa¬ 
tions averaged 110 per minute. The lungs were found 
quite free of oedema. The average temperature varied 
between 102°_auid 10o°, the skin being dry and harsh. 
When admitted an abundant crop of fleabites was noticed on 
the a.bdomen, but no other rash. His face, however, presented 
an ordinary acute herpes. The condition of this man presented 
but httle variation till the seventh day of his illness, when a 
slight declension of his temperature was observed early in the 
day, acconipanied by a fall of ten beats in the pulse, and, for 
the first time, a short interval of natural sleep. As the day 
progressed the amendment became more marked. The fall of 
the temperature called for special notice. In the course of 
twelve hours a,.decline of 7'6° Fahr. en.sued—yiz., frdm 102° to 
94-4°. The lowest limit reached was at 11 p.m. Two hours 
later a rally of a degree was manifest, by 10 a.m. on the eighth 
day a further degree had been gainecl—viz., 96-2°—and by the 
evening the ordinary hmit of 99° was touched. The nervous 
and circulatory signs disappeared ■with extreme rapidity, and 
already, twenty-four hoiu’s from the fall of the temperature, 
the hepatic dulness was found to be decreasing. The case calls 
for no further comment till the 15th day of illness. During 
the nig’ht the temperat'ure underwent an increase of five degrees 
to 103’2°. The ordinary febrile signs returned, coupled ■with 
the muscular p.ains and sleeplessness. - The other main nervous 
features remained in abeyance. Neither the jaundice nor the 
vomiting returned, and the diminution of the chlorides was less 
marked than pre^vdously. This relapse lasted five days. The 
highest hmit of temperature reached was again 105° Fahr. It 
was, as before, foUowed by a rapid and complete recoil, the 
lowest hmit touched being 95'2°. Since then the temperature 
has oscihated about the normal limits during the last week. 
Although the patient expresses himself well, he is still under 
observation. 

Case 2,.—John C., 10 years of age, son of the above, was 
admitted under Dr. Dufhn. There was a sudden invasion, 
consisting of rigors, vomiting-, and muscular pains. Cerebral 
signs set in within twenty-four hours ; sleeplessness, active 
dehrium, and abdominal hyperresthesia were weU marked. 
The hepatic and splenic dulnesses were of normal size, and 
there was absence of jaundice. The vomiting, however, was a 
prominent feature. The tongue had the brown typhoid 
character; the chlorides disappeared from the urine ; the 
circulation presented only the ordinary febrile characters ; the 
liighest hmit of temperature noted was 104-6° Fahr., and this 
■was maintained ■with little variation. On the seventh day a 
fall of eight degrees occurred, ■with general improvement. 
On the sixteenth day there was a relapse, consisting of delirium, 
sleeplessness, and muscular pains, a pulse of 130, and a rise of 
temperature to 105-4° Four days later there was a recoil of 
eight degrees, and then the boy entered on convalescence, (a) 

Case 4.—Catherine C., aged 37, mother of the above, admitted 
under _Dr. Duffin. This case was complicated with acute 
bronchitis of a severe type, due to exposure. The highest 
point reached by the temperature was 103-6° Fahr. On the 
seventh day the latter fell eig’ht degTees, and there was a 
marked amendment in the broncliitis. On the fifteenth day 
relapse ensued, followed after three days by a recoil of six 
degrees. This woman never had either large spleen or liver, 
but she had a typhoid tongue, and vomiting during both the 
attacks. 

Case 5.—EUen M., aged 17, admitted under Dr. Kelly’s care 
on September 16. She was taken suddenly ill on September 12, 

(a) During the height of the fever the chlorides -were entirely absent from 
the urine, and there was a sliglit diminution of the m-ea and phosphates. 
Immediately after defervescence the urea resumed its normal proportions, 
but it was only on the fifth day subsequently that the chlorides resumed 
then- usual abundance. 

■with rigors, thirst, and vomiting. On admission she was very 
thirsty and hot; temperature 102-2° Fahr.; pulse 160. Abdo"- 
minal hypersesthesia; no j aundice and no dehrium ; a little- 
tenderness over liver, but no enlargement. Tongue moist and 
white; no rash nor petechial .spots. 

Sep'tember 16, 9.30 p.m.—Temperature 104° Fahr. ; louLse 
120. This was the fifth day of illness. 

September 17.—Temperature 98° Fahr. A defervescence of 
six degrees had occurred during the night; it was accompanied 
by no sweating or diarrhoea. 

Up to September 25 she had no pyrexia, but in the evening 
.she was worse; temperature 102-5° Fahr. Much paiumhmbs ; 
tongue coated; very thirsty and sick, -with delirium. 

26th.—^Morning: Temperature 103-5° Fahr.; pulse 132- 
Evening: Temperatiire 103° Fahr.; pulse 136. 

27th.-—Morning: Temperature 98-8° Fahr.; pulse 108. Even¬ 
ing: Temperature 96° Fahr.; pulse 108. Thus in a few hours a. 
defervescence through six degrees had taken place. The first 
pyrexial period last five days ; the second only three days, and 
began on the fourteenth day of illness. No diarrhoea was 
noticed; there was occasional epistaxis; no jarindice at any 
time. She was very strumous-looking-, and had lohysical .signs 
of phthisis. 

Case 6.—Ellen B., aged 2 years 10 months, lived in the samo 
room as Ellen M. She was admitted under Dr. Kelly on 
September 15, the fifth day of illness, with a hot .skin and quick 
pulse and furred tongue. The next day her temperature was 
102-6° Fahr. in the morning, but suddenly fell to 95° Fahr. in the 
evening-. She vomited twice, but did not perspire. No pyrexia 
until the evening of September 23, the twelfth day of ilhiess, 
when the temperatm-e rose to 103° Fahr., and kept high until 
September 27, when the temperature fell from 102° Fahr. 
(morning) to 92-6° Fahr. (evening). At this time she vomited 
very frequently. The next day the temperature rose to the 
normal height, and has kept so since. The frequency of the pulse 
increased with the temperature, but was not so low as in the 
case of the adults. The first pyrexial period lasted five days; 
the second only four days; there was no jaundice nor rash, nor 
any enlargement of the liver or spleen. 
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1869. 

THE DEBATE ON THE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES 

ACT AT THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS. 

The most exciting event of the Social Science week at Bristol 

was, without doubt, the warm debate of Monday on the ques¬ 

tion, “ Shall the provisions of the Contagious Diseases Act be 

extended to the chil population ?” It was evident enough 

that warm work was expected. A public meeting had been 

held in the city two days before, to give vent to the sentiments 

of the opponents, and the room was early crowded with a largo 

mimber of gentlemen whose meek white ties by no means 

corresponded with the redhot energy of their proceedings. The 

business began with a paper by Dr. Swain, of Devonport, 
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■which "we print elsewhere, and which our readers •will see to be 

a calm dispassionate statement of the operation of the present 

Act, and its effects on the disease in the garrison towns of 

Ph-mouth, Stonehouse, and Devonport. This was followed by 

a paper from Mr. Bulteel, whose sentiments may be gathered 

from his letter in last week’s Medical Times and Gazette, and 

from Mr. Woollcombe, who, like the two last-named gentle¬ 

men, is engaged in the practical working of the Act. The 

general conclusions from their papers were that the Act works 

weU for its present purpose, but requires some modification to 

adapt it to the civil population. Besides these, came a paper 

by Mr. Berkeley Hill, warmly advocating, and one by Dr. 

Taylor, of Nottingham, warmly denouncing the proposed exten¬ 

sion of the Act; and certainly, so far as forensic eloquence and 

force of declamation were concerned, it was impossible to deny 

the highest praise to the ojiponents of the measure. 

When we come to analyse the Act itself, the question sub¬ 

mitted to the meeting, and the arguments of the various 

speakers, we cannot help seeing that there was some failure of 

clearness and of tact in the manner in which the question was 

submitted, and the discussion brought to a close. “ Shall a 

given Act be extended to the civil population?” Evidently, 

nn the first glance, an “Act” is a very complex matter. The 

question here proposed involved a dozen propositions rolled 

into one, on each of which it was clear that no uniform views 

prevailed, and which ought to have been dealt with separately. 

Amongst such questions are, first. Is it right to heal men and 

women affected ■with venereal disease ? Do we step in pre¬ 

sumptuously by so doing between the Creator, and the creatiu'e 

whom he punishes for infraction of morality? We are afraid 

that some obscure notion of the latter sort still lingers amongst 

out-of-the-way persons, but we can hardly suppose that any one 

who would relieve the ills arising from gluttony or drunkenness 

would seriously proxDOse on x>rinciple to cast out the ■victim of 

imchastity to the dogs. 

A second question is. Does the existence of venereal disease 

act as a check to immorality ? Some persons are deterred ■without 

doubt; but it must be confessed that if the deterring power 

were worth much, we should not now have to be legislating 

against venereal disease. 

Then, in the next place, supposing the disease to have a 

deterring power, is it good policy to do away -with it ? This 

question is answered as the last. 

Fourthly, is venereal disease so jirevalent and formidable as 

to require special legislation ? Here comes a marked diversity 

of opinion; for most persons admit it to be good policy in the 

case of soldiers and sailors, who are jiublic servants, and who 

are especially liable to these diseases from the circumstances of 

their calling. But respecting the poxmlation generally, whilst 

some, with Mr. Berkeley Hill, pile up figures and draw 

charnel-house pictures of the widespread prevalence of the 

worst forms of syphilis, others, like Mr. Simon, submit them 

to a very considerable discount. The assertions of extreme 

prevalence seem to us to answer themselves; for if, as Mr. 

Davies was understood to say, every male inhabitant of Clifton 

has had the disease, to what appreciable extent is that popula¬ 

tion damaged thereby ? 

Fifthly, there is a question which was not raised at this 

meeting, but wliich might have been, and it is this :—Supposing 

the Government warranted in spending a large sum yearly in 

preventing contagious disease among the civil jiopulation, is 

syphilis the one to be chosen out of Dr. W. Budd’s list ? Pro¬ 

bably most x^eople would admit that scarlet fever causes more 

devastation in one year than syphilis in ten ; and that no man 

is obhgod to contract syphilis, save by Ins own voluntary act. 

Sixthly, there is the question of the liberty of the subject, on 

which Dr. Taylor laid eloquent stress; or, to put it more 

truly, on the risk that innocent women may be persecuted 

and submitted to indignity by the police on the plea that they 

are prostitutes. That the danger is not unreal is shown by 

Continental experience, (a.) 

Seventhly, is prostitution to be put down, or is it to be regu¬ 

lated ? Are women to be furnished -with clean bills of health 

by a Government official, that they may exercise their trade 

with safety ? This was one of the knottiest points of argu¬ 

ment ; and it deserves n otice that Mr. Holland, and many 

other warm supporters of the measure, accused their opponents 

of misrepresentation on this point, and warmly asserted that 

the object was to rcjiress disease without encouraging vice by 

licensing jirostitution. 

But, eighthly, it must be recorded that one speaker, the Rev. 

Mr. Clay, “ maintained that prostitution was a necessity, but 

ho hoped the time would soon come when we should sweep 

the streets of those girls, and if they would jily their trade, 

they should do it in hcensed houses.” (b.) 

From the cold zero of this reverend gentleman’s morality to 

the boiling zeal of those who fear to cure syphilis lest they 

should encourage vice, it must be seen that there are a variety 

of degrees, and hence that many men, who e'vidently desire to 

sux>press prostitution, would hesitate to give their adhesion 

unreservedly to the sentiments of either extreme party. This 

was clearly the view of Dr. Druitt and of Dr. StaUard, who 

both tried to give a more practical and less violent character 

to the debate. As we have often said, repress open prostitu¬ 

tion ; give ample facilities for the cui’e of unfortunate women 

and their reformation, if possible; anyhow, detain them till 

cured; but let not the honour of the Medical Profession in 

England be sullied by making its members the ministers of 

licensed prostitution. The Contagious Diseases Act, in its 

jiresent shape, is not fit for the civil population. 

HOSPITALISM AT ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S. 

The functions of an Hospital are the treatment of the sick and 

the education of the Medical student. Apart from these, there is a 

certain set of characteristics which are too apt to trail after Hos- 

I)ital estabhshments, as camp followers do after an army. One 

is the lay-governor element—the power which Hospitals give 

the governors, on the strength of an insignificant subscription, 

to control, snub, patronise, and otherwise degrade the Medical 

Profession. And it must be noted that as the pure military, 

as distinguished from the Medical administration, is disappear¬ 

ing from military Hospitals, so the government of civil Hospi¬ 

tals should pass from the hands of lay treasurers and managers 

into Medical hands. A second is the jpernicious effect of many 

Hospital buildings on the health of the patients, which has 

been brought into due jirominence by Sir J. Y. Simpson, to 

whom we owe the word Hospitalism. A third branch of this 

obnoxious ism relates to the interference of Hospitals ivith the 

rights and emoluments of private Practitioners, and with the 

independent and self-supjportiug character of the labouring 

classes. 

Evils of these kinds arise imjperceptibly, and are acquiesced 

in till some prophet comes to denounce them. So at St. 

Bartholomew’s there may be e^vils, venial till brought to 

light, but which ought, when once manifest, to be uprooted 

quickly ; and it is singular that thePeform of them now should 

(a) "We need no apology for the following quotation from Sir C. Rawlinson 
on Satm'day, in the Befomiatory Department, on the treatment of profes¬ 
sional criminals—men-tliieves, be it observed:—“ Sir Christopher Rawlinson 
pirotested against one of the suggestions made by Serjeant Cox—viz., that any 
one should be subject, upon the summons of a policeman, to be taken before 
the magistrates, and charged with being a profes-sional criminal. With all 
respect for the unpaid magistracy as a body, he asked was there any 
magistrate, as a rule, who was fit to cross-examine or to watch the evidence 
given by the police 1 He (the speaker) had sat as judge for many years, 
and he had seen the police defeat the most astute counsel. Luckily, 
perhaps, a third looker-on succeeded in detecting the consijiracy wliich 
existed between those very men who were the guardians of our property, 
but not always the guai’dians of our liberties. (Hear, hear.) Thei'e was 
among the police a certain esprit de corps, and they were as anxious as a 
young counsel to carry a conviction, without considering the innocence or 
guilt of the subject.” 

(b) Quoted from the Western Daily Press, Oct. 5, 1869. 
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be demanded through the independent action of the students 

and subordinate Medical ofiScers, wliilst the Medical staff seem 

to stand aloof. 

The governing body of St. Bartholomew’s, it is alleged, allow 

one-fourth of their magnificent buildings to be absorbed by 

gilded halls, fit for the entertainment of Royal personages and 

lord mayors. Their nurses, on whose health and energy the 

well-being of the patients depends, are lodged in miserable 

unhealthy cupboards. Is this true, or not ? If so, have the 

governing body taken any stops to remedy them ? Have the 

Medical staff made representations ? If so, how have they 

been received ? 

The governing body have created the worthless, delusive, 

and demoralising plan of throwing open rooms for “ casualty 

patients,” where aU comers are received and treated. The duty 

of seeing the crowd of persons who come is thrown upon the 

House-Physicians, whose time ought to be occupied with the 

care of the in-patients. The governing body allege that they 

are afraid of public opinion; that it would never do to allow it 

to be said that any poor person ever was refused relief by so 

rich a corporation. Can they, then, explain why they have 

never made due provision for this—shall we call it—trap for 

popularity ? Why not appoint paid officers to do this exhaust¬ 

ing and degrading work ? Have the Medical staff ever remon¬ 

strated with the governing body for the protection of their 

juniors ? 

Continued agitation amongst the better and older students 

is going on respecting the dismissal of Dr. Charles Mayo from 

the post of House-Physician for “ insubordination.” The fact 

is that a man of education. Fellow of a College at Oxford, who 

had travelled to see most of the Hospitals in the civilised 

world, and had served in the American army, is required to go 

through the disgusting sham of treating casualty patients at 

the rate of one hundred per hour. Of course he remon¬ 

strates, and then is turned out. But if the Medical Staff do 

not care, the rising body of students have the'greatest interest 

in no longer allowing the management of the Hospital, and 

the access to its appointments, to be controlled by the hands 

which at present hold the reins. A meeting of eighty senior 

students and past resident officers was held last Friday to com¬ 

pliment Dr. Mayo on his pluck, and to demand a radical reform 

in Hospital administration. One of the speakers made the fol¬ 

lowing statement, which ought to be answered. After all, 

however, it is not petty details of economy, but the influence 

of the whole system on the Medical Profession, which deserves 

condemnation. 

“ He was an old student of the 10th year, and was well 
acquainted with the Hospital, and was also a governor of other 
Medical charities ; and in reflecting on St. Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital would probably be reflecting on these as well, because 
few institutions of the kind would stand the ordeal of a strict 
examination. With regard t j the out-patient departments, ho 
coidd answer for their being greatly abused. Only recently 
there had come to his notice two flagrant cases in point—the 
one was that of an Hospital out-patient, who was found to be a 
man worth some £10,000 ; the other was that of the child of a 
tradesman in receipt of £400 or £500 a year. Coming back to 
our own Hospital, it was obvious that, with the increase of the 
number of out-patients, there was an increasing proportion of 
improper appheants, and even in the wards this holds good, 
for any one who sees the thousands that pour in on -sdsiting 
days must remark that they present all the appearance of being 
in well-to-do condition, and the proportion of wearers of silk 
dresses is quite astonishing. As regards the administration 
of the revenues, we can only form our opinions by means 
of a few prominent results, as the accounts of the in¬ 
stitution appear to be a secret strictly confined to a 
favoured few, nothing like a balance - sheet ever being 
published; however, most of us know that a late treasurer had 
spent thirty to forty thousand pounds in refacing the Hospital 
with stone, and in our own time we had just witnessed the 
expenditure of a sum, probably to be reckoned by thousands, 
in the gilding and decorating of the hall and emblazoning on 
the staircase walls the coats of arms of the employes in the 
office. On the other hand, there has been a long-standing 

effort on the part of the executive to limit the prescribing 
powers of the students because of the the expense of the drugs. 
The nurses, too, are expected to be on duty for fifty hours out 
of every seventy-two, and they are frequently on duty thirty- 
six hours consecutively. The statistics of the mortality and 
sickness among these women show a death-rate treble the 
average, and a sickness in the ratio of 22 to 9. Last year 
fromtheirown published tables over 60percent. of thenurses had 
been warded. By the way of another illustration of the Hos¬ 
pital mismanagement, when a pint of essence of beef has been 
ordered, only half a pint is sent up, and when half a dozen, 
oysters not more than five appear.” 

Do these things exist, we ask; and if so, who is responsible £■ 

TREATMENT OF A “FIRST-CLASS LUNATIC” IN 

JERSEY. 

At this time, when the treatment of hmatic patients without 

restraint is attracting considerable attention, the following 

case should not be passed over without comment:—Mr. 

Frederick Browning, a resident of London, in the early part of 

last month was on a visit to a friend in Jersey. He was a 

temperate, robust man, but had overworked his brain respect¬ 

ing pecuniary calculations and Blue-books, and it was found 

necessary that he should be removed to a lunatic asylum. He 

was accordingly, on Monday, the 6th ult., taken to the 

Jersey Lunatic Asylum. Here he became, it was said, very 

violent, but, instead of being- placed in a padded room, “ which, 

was engaged,” he was subjected to a variety of plans of re¬ 

straint, culminating with his being tied down in bed with his 

hands tied behind him, “ so that he had to lie on hands and 

arms,” in a posture in which Dr. Blood asserts “ sleep to be 

impossible, and the ligature was so tight that the Doctor waa 

unable to feel any pulse.” We quote from the Jersey Inde¬ 

pendent, which contains a long and elaborate account of the 

inquest on Mr. Browning, and a very sensible leading article 

on the subject. 

On the Friday, Mr. Browning being “ very violent,” a 

strait-waistcoat, “with very large arms,” was put upon 

him. He went to sleep for a time, took a pill and some beef- 

tea ; but he was found to be sinking, and the attendant, ten 

minutes before death, removed the strait-waistcoat. An 

elaborate post-mortem examination was made, and a coroner’s 

jury decided “ That death was caused from acute tubercular 

meningitis, or acute inflammation of the membranes of the 

brain.” 

The report of the inquest contained in the Independent is of 

great length, and the evidence in some points rather con¬ 

tradictory. The following startling facts, however, were 

elicited : — Mr. Browning was captured on a certificate 

signed by two Medical gentlemen, who had not seen the 

patient for two days previously. He was admitted to 

the Asylum on this certificate. The “ entry-book ” wae 

produced before the coroner, and it contained “ no entry of 

Mr. Browning, nor was there any entry of the names- 

of those who had been the cause of his restraint. Mr. Le 

Feuvre, the clerk on whom this work devolved, stated the cause 

of the omission to be his not knowing the Christian name of Mr.. 

Browning. On examining the book, it was found that in 

every case there had been no entry of the person’s name upon 

whose authority an inmate had been admitted, save in two. 

single instances; therefore there have been fifty-nine inmates 

admitted without any one appearing responsible for their 

detention.” It was stated that the Medical superintendent of 

the Asylum had another book “which contained every informa¬ 

tion,” but that gentleman was away, and the book under lock 

and key. It was sworn by Dr. Blood, who visited Mr. Browning 

as a friend, at eight o’clock in the evening, that the “ Medical 

superintendent,” the “superintending steward,” and the “head 

warden or nurse” were all absent. It was sworn by Dr. Blood 

that Mr. Browning was then under restraint such as described, 

above, and that this restraint had been resorted to on the sole 
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“responsibility ” of tbe“ nurse” himself, as Mr. Browning 

■“had been very violent, and he feared that that gentleman 

might hurt himself or somebody else.” It was urged in ex¬ 

tenuation of the use of restraint, that “ patients were too strong 

for the number of attendants.” 

Captain Saumarez, a friend of Mr. Browning, found him “ in 

a cell where one would hardly put a dog; ” and this, be it re¬ 

membered, was the treatment of “ a first-class patient whose 

friends were regardless of expense.” “ The attendant wanted 

to pull Mr. Bro'wning down on his bed.” Captain Saumarez 

remonstrated against that interference as unnecessary, and told 

the attendant to “ leave the man alone, as he was harmless.” 

We quote from the leading article in the Independent:— 

“ The attendant, however, who, in point of accomplishments 
for his office, knows at least one phrase of what is called 
‘ Medical Latin,’ persisted in saying ‘ Mr. Browning was suf¬ 
fering from delirium tremens ; ’ but, remarked Captain 
Saumarez to the jury, ‘ Every one who knew Mr. Browning 
knew him to be a temperate man.’ Such is the treatment on 
Tuesday, the day after the patient’s admission.” 

Drs. Blood and Dickson described the apartment alternately 

as a “ room ” or “ cell.” Great credit is due to the Independent 

for the fearless and able manner in which it has commented on 

this lamentable case. With it we say, “ a simple description 

of the treatment in this asylum selected from the e'vddence 

Carries its own commentary, and wo obtrude no reflections.” 

But we cordially endorse its concluding remark—“ Such is the 

Jersey Lunatic Asylum in treatment, in appliances, and in 

direction. Is it not a remarkable institution ? ” We hope it is 

not only remarkable, but unique. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAT. 

De. W. R. Sandees has been elected to the Chair of General 

Pathology in the University of Edinburgh, vacated by Professor 

Henderson. Of the three candidates who were in the field, 

only two—Dr. Sanders and Dr. Grainger Stewart—^were pro¬ 

posed. The election is in the hands of the University Curators, 

and was decided at a meeting on Friday last. As we have 

already expressed emphatically our opinion that either of the 

above-named gentlemen would fill the post with equal credit 

to the University and to himself, and as of the two one only 

could be successful, we think that the members of the Uni¬ 

versity have good reason to be satisfied with the choice that 

has been made. We should have felt the same had the votes 

been in favour of Dr. Grainger Stewart. We, who recollect 

Dr. Sanders in his student days, and have had his name fre¬ 

quently before us as the contributor to our contemporaries of 

valuable observations in Medicine and pathology, may be 

allowed to express our satisfaction that so painstaking and 

exemplary a career should have been crowned at last with a 

most fitting and honourable reward. To Dr. Grainger Stewart 

we can only wish that before long his striking abilities and 

attainments as a pathologist may receive a no less deserved and 

suitable distinction. How both these gentlemen’s qualifications 

were estimated by the electors is testified by the close di-vision 

which decided the election—Dr. Sanders was elected by four to 

three. 

Professor Laycock, of the University of Edinburgh, has been 

appointed Physician to the Queen in Scotland. 

For the seat of the Universities of Glasgow and Aberdeen 

there are now two candidates in the field. Mr. Gordon has 

consented to be nominated on the Conservative side, and 

Mr. Archibald Smith, of Jordan-hill, a gentleman of some 

literary and scientific repute, has been proposed by the Liberal 

graduates of Glasgow for the support of the same party in the 

University of Aberdeen. It is said, however, that there is a 

di-vdsion in the Liberal camp, and that a clique represented by 

a body styling itself the Scottish Universities Union of London 

wishes to bring forward Mr. J. S. Mill as a candidate for the 

Universities. But we cannot believe that Mr. Mill would have 

much chance of success amongst the successors and disciples 

of the protester “Against the monstrous Regiment of TFotnen.” 

The same body, “the Scottish Universities Union,” proposes, 

we think -with an equal prospect of success, to support Dr. 

Prosser James as a candidate for the Universities of Edinbm-gh 

and St. Andrews in case of Dr. Lyon Playfair becoming 

Master of the Mint. 

Dr. Ricaardson’s first lecture in the present session was de¬ 

livered on Tuesday last, and was largely attended. The subject 

was the new anaesthetic “ Chloral.” The properties of chloral 

were demonstrated by numerous experiments. The lecturer 

showed, we believe for the first time, that chloral was capable 

of exerting its narcotic effects on animals of different and 

widely separated rank in the animal Idngdom. Frogs, fish, 

mice, rabbits, and cats were in turn placed under its influence. 

A large carp was sent into the most perfect sleep by Dr. 

Sedg'wick, who assisted the lecturer, by the subcutaneous iu- 

jection of five grains of chloral. We believe that to Dr. 

Sedgwick the suggestion of this experiment is due, and it was, 

we suppose, unparalleled in the history of fishes. Altogether 

the lecture was one of great interest. 

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGEESS. 

At the close of a long debate on Infanticide on Thursday, the 

chairman. Sir J. Eardley Wilmot, said that they had spent a 

whole day in coming to conclusions which all the worl i had 

come to long ago. Under this sarcasm was concealed no small 

praise. If one long and rainy day’s debate did really teach the 

well-dressed crowds of enthusiasts who flocked to the meeting 

some positive conclusions on complex questions in politics or 

morals, that day was well spent. Anyhow the founder of the 

Association may be proud of his work; not the least result of 

it is the fact that so many persons come to learn, and care to 

know, how to mitigate some of the most pressing ills of 

civilised life. 

DEATH OF THE SUPPOSED FENIAN KELLY. 

An accident occurred last Wednesday week by which a man 

was brought into King’s College Hospital with a compound 

fracture of the skull. Considerable excitement has been 

caused by a report that he had been identified as a well- 

known Fenian who had escaped from the Manchester 

police-van in 1867. The marks wMch seemed to identify 

him were the colour of his hair, an absent tooth in the 

lower jaw, and a scar on the abdomen. It seems that Kelly 

had brown hair, while this man had hair of a reddish tinge ; the 

height differed also, as the deceased was nearly 5 feet inches, 

while Kelly was only about 5 feet 7 inches. 

On looking closely, it was observed that no tooth was 

missing in the lower jaw of the patient, but the second incisor 

on the left side had grown backwards, so as to give the ap¬ 

pearance, when the mouth was closed, of an absent tooth. In 

the upper jaw the first bicuspid on the right side was broken, 

and the second bicuspid on the same side was absent. Thera 

was a very faint white scar on the abdomen, about halfway 

between the pubis and umbilicus, and an inch to the left of the 

median line. An inquest was held at King’s College Hospital 

last Tuesday, when the question of identity was set at rest, and 

the man’s real name was found out to be Edward Martin. 

CHOLEEA AND FAMINE IN INDIA. 

In the news which is furnished by the last mail from 

India we read of cholera, drought, scarcity, and antici¬ 

pated famine. This is especially the case in Upper and 

Central India. In Rajpootana, so famous for its droughts, 

which are historical, its sandy thirsty soil, and brackish 

wells ; in Hissar, towards Dellii and bordering on the 
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desert track, the district officer expects “ a calamity such as 

has not happened within the memory of man in that part of 

India.” In the Punjaub a second year of drought is fully 

anticipated. In the whole district from Allahabad to Katty- 

war on the Indian Ocean all the young shoots of vegetation 

are parched up and burnt, but especially in Pajpootana, or the 

ancient kingdom of Ajmere. Joudpore, it is said, must be 

abandoned, for there is no drinking water. In Marwar and 

Haraota all the land is waste, the cattle perished, fever and 

cholera everywhere. In G-walior not less than 2000 have died 

in three weeks’ time. The bodies and burning piles are sicken¬ 

ing to see. “ When the list of those who have passedto the gvave- 

yards shall be made up, it will show an array of officers, delicate 

women, stout soldiers, and children painful to contemplate.” 

With this general prevalence of the malady, it is in Umritsir, 

the proud and ancient city, chief mart and place of manufac¬ 

ture, that the cholera holds its reign. The city has 135,000 

inhabitants, it is surrounded by walls, and lies in a water- 

logged hollow. The drains in ordinary times are most offensive. 

Every year there is some epidemic—cholera, fever, or small¬ 

pox. In 1867-8 the death-rate was 59 per 1000. Just now 

there is panic in this city, and nearly all strive to get away 

from it. When the deaths from cholera rose to 2000 a month, 

the Medical staff, previously inefficient, was increased, and the 

drains attended to. The authorities were warned by 17 cases 

in May and 38 in Jtme. August came, and the fatal cholera 

cases rose from 28 on the 1st to 104 on the 10th, and 118 on 

the 14th. “ When the daily average became 90, it was dis¬ 

covered that the native beds (charpoys) on which the dead 

were carried out were taken back into the city, and the shrouds 

worn again by the living.” Such horrors are with difficidty 
outdone. 

FROM ABROAD.—M. IORTET’s ASCENT OP MONT BLANC—DECAY OF 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE FAMILY DOCTOR. 

Ascents of Mont Blanc have of late become of too frequent 

occurrence for their narration to excite any interest in any but 

a specialist of the Alpine Club. Two, however, performed last 

summer by Professor Lortet, of Lyons, are exceptional in this 

respect, as he carefully examined by aid of the most improved 

instruments the effects produced upon the respiration, circula¬ 

tion, and animal temperature. The ascents were made at short 

intervals—viz., August 17 and 26, and he has since communi¬ 

cated the results of the observations made by aid of the anapno- 

graph, the sphygmograph, and thermometer, to the Academie 

des Sciences, besides publishing them in full detail in the Zyou 

Midical for September. 

Before making these ascents he was somewhat incredulous 

as to the reality of the existence of that disturbance of functions 

known as mal des mon tagnes or mountain sickness, believing that 

the imagination had more to do with this effect of rarefied air 

than travellers chose to admit. Frequently ascending Mount 

Rosa to the height of 4300 metres without undergoing the 

slightest inconvenience, he felt sceptical as to the effect of the 

additional 500 metres. The experience of these ascents has, 

however, convinced him of the reality of the occurrence. The 

nausea, breathlessness, and somnolence attendant upon this last 

portion of the ascent left no doubt as to the reality of the suf¬ 

fering produced by the rarefied atmosphere. The summit once 

reached, all ill effects subsided, except the breathlessness caused 

by any exertion. One of the party vomited the whole time, and 

on examination his temperature was found reduced to 32° C. 

under the tongue, the pulse being rapid and powerless. Leav¬ 

ing aside M. Lortet’s graphic description of the ascent, we 

may cite the principal residts of his observations. 1. As regards 

respiration, he formd the number increase from 24 at Lyon and 

Chamonix to 36 at the summit of Mount Blanc, the breathing 

being very short and oppressed even when quite still, and the 

slightest movement inducing breathlessness. After two hours’ 

3test these effects gradually diminished, the respiration descend¬ 

ing to 25, but always remaining painful. Traces were taken 

by the anapnograph, and from these it appears that the quan¬ 

tity of air inspired and expired on the summit is much less, 

and the duration of the inspiration as compared with that of 

the expiration is much shorter. The quantity of air inspired is 

very small, and as this is submitted to a very low pressure, 

the amount of oxygen brought in a given time in contact with- 

the blood is necessarily very small. 2. Circulation. Although the 

ascent was performed very slowly, the pulse rose in an extraordi¬ 

nary manner, mounting up progressively from 64 to 136, and at 

the final effort to 160. The vessel seemed almost empty of blood, 

the slightest pressure arresting its course. Diuing the last 

300 metres the veins of the hands, arms, and temples were dis¬ 

tended, the face being pale and somewhat cyanosed. All the 

party, including the guides, experienced the heaviness and 

sonmolence, often very oppressive, due probably to a stasis of 

venous blood in the brain or to defective oxygenation. 

After two hours’ rest at the summit, the pulse stUl continued 

to beat between 90 and 108. Numerous sphygmographic 

traces are given, not only exhibiting the conditions of 

the pulse in M. Lortet’s person, but also in that of 

Cupelain, one of_ the most experienced of Alpine guides. 

Although in him the mal des montagnes exhibits itself by 

no remarkable symptoms, the sphyg-mograph indicates that he 

nevertheless is subjected to functional disturbances. The 

sphygmograph applied under these circumstances exhibits 

curves having an exact resemblance with those termed by M. 

Marey “ courbes d'algidite.” The ptdse is so wretchedly small 

that the spring of the instrument is scarcely raised. This alone 

would indicate a general cooling of the body, the reality of 

which diminution of temperature has otherwise been shown. 

3. Temperature. This was carefully taken at various altitudes 

by placing a Walferdin thermometer under the tongue. While 

walking the diminution of temperature was very remarkable, and 

proportionedto the altitude attained. M. Lortet’s temperature, 

from being 36-3° C. at Chamonix, descended gradually as he 

mounted up, until at the summit it had become as low as 32° 

When in a state of immobility, however, it remained at 36°, as 

at Chamonix. During the muscular effort necessary for climb¬ 

ing the temperature may descend by 4° or even 6° C., which is 

an enormous descent; but after a few minutes’ rest it regains 

nearly its normal point. At the summit as long as half an 

hour is required before the readjustment takes place. Since 

his return to Lyons, M. Lortet has found that the rapid ascent 

of the moderate hill which overhangs that town suffices to 

raise the temperature from three-tenths to seven-tenths of a 

degree. These observations apply, however, only to climbing 

while fasting, for, notwithstanding the efforts required if these 

be performed during the digestive process, not only will the 

36° be maintained, but a rise to 37'3° may be noted. About an 

hour after the meal the body again loses its temperature under 

muscular effort. The chlLLing M. Lortet explains by the large 

amount of caloric which under the efforts incident to climb¬ 

ing is transformed into muscular force—an amount which 

the economy is only just able to furnish. Although the body 

may be burning, and covered with sweat under the exer¬ 

tion of mounting, it yet loses heat, and frequent halts are 

necessary for the regeneration of this. It is, in fact, but 

another exemplification of the law developed by Meyer, Jotde, 

and Tyndall, that heat and motion are but different modes of 

action of the same force. M. Lortet suggests that this loss of 

heat ceases during digestion, probably on account of the 

acceleration of the general and capillary circulation, and also 

from the extreme rapidity of the absorption of the aliment. This 

explains the custom of the guides insisting upon eating about 

every two hofirs, but unfortunately, after 4500 metres have 

been attained, the loss of appetite becomes so great that even 

a few mouthfuls are swallowed with difficulty. 

In a recent article in the Presse Medicate Belge,Ti'c. De Srtteth, 

a distinguislied Practitioner of Brussels, makes some obserVa- 
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tions wMch certainly indicate a featiire of our times as regards 

the relations of Practitioners and their patients. He is treating 

of insanity as observed in children and the various forms ■which 

it assumes, and the peculiarities of conduct which may give 

rise to fears of its occurrence :— 

“ The considerations which we have sketched, and in which 
we have been able to indicate the principal points of a too 
neglected subject of study, seem to us sufficient in order to 
place its importance in a prominent light. The part wliich the 
Physician is called upon to play under these circumstances 
assumes a special character in its importance and its intimacy, 
and may be exerted ■with a prestige and efficacy that defies all 
comparison. The enhghtened guardian of the moral and phy¬ 
sical health of the families that honour him with their confi¬ 
dence, he may, by impressing a wise discretion on the culture 
of the faculties, successfully combat an innate or acquired 
predisposition to this, the saddest of maladies. His counsels, 
sought for on all important occasions, may prevent parents, 
bhnded by their ignorance from engaging their children in 
courses but little conformable to their aptitudes, and the 
pursuit of which ends only in mediocrity or disappoint¬ 
ment, when, as a consequence of disproportioned efforts, it 
does not lead to insanity itself.But our concurrence 
is scarcely ever invoked in these circumstances but to 'witness 
the irreparable consequences of a situation, the menaces of 
which we might have counteracted. Distant are those times, 
and living only in the memory and regrets of some of the 
seniors of our calling, when the Physician was the friend, the 
habitual ad-viser, the tender and enlightened confidant of the 
joys and giiefs of families, wherein intimate and frequent rela¬ 
tions imparted to him a profound knowledge of the moral, 
physical, and intellectual organisation of each of its members, 
and a long experience enabled Ifim to appreciate the effects of 
hereditariness, prior disease, temperament, constitution, and 
idiosyncrasy in patients whose fidehty never failed him. All 
this is changed. Learned men and practical excellence, we 
are now too much engaged 'with the disease to think much 
about the patient. We repair the human machine much as 
the watchmaker does a disordered clock, and any communi¬ 
cation foreign to the matter would be repressed by a 
satirical smile. The pubhc has not misunderstood this radical 
transformation which has been broixght about in the Medical 
tendencies of our o^wn times. As a general rule, it is rather 
the curer of diseases that is called in, than the Physician, in the 
noble, broad, and philosophic signification which the word im¬ 
ports, and which we are all so much interested in preserving to 
it. The indifference with which we are chosen, the reticences 
in the avowals that are made, the ease ■with which we are 
abandoned, and the limited nature of our action by confining 
ourselves to intervention in physical suffering, ought to con¬ 
vince us that, by faihng to recognise human duality and the 
relations of the physical and moral being, we divest Medicine 
of a great portion of its dignity, prestige, and utility, and 
debase our Profession to the level of the veterinary art. Let 
us hope that these doctrines will not prevail much longer, and 
that a just appreciation of the moral position which belongs to 
us, by vii’tue of the powerful and reciprocal influence of the 
two principles which govern human nature, ■will impel Medi¬ 
cine on a course where the intelligent practice of our art wiU 
be actively seconded by the consideration due to those who 
exercise it.” 

Although there is doubtless some truth in Dr. De Smeth’s 

exposition of the altered relationship of patient and Practi¬ 

tioner, and the diminished influence of the “family Doctor,” 

yet it is only part of the truth, for much is attributable to the 

restlessness, ubiquity, incertitude, scepticism, and credulity of 

modem society. 

THE ST. BAETHOLOMEW’S DINHEE. 

[From a Correspondent.') 

The annual dinner of old Bartholomew’s men was held this 

year in the hall of the Hospital. The company was painfully 

reminded of the incongruity of festivities in such a place by 

the prompt suppression of an attempt at cheering called forth 

by the proposal of the chairman’s health. It has been suggested 

that the chapel at Kensal-green might be a suitable place of 

meeting for next year. There, at all events, there would be 

little risk of disturbing the sleepers. The depressing influence 

of the place, the chief decorations of which consist of endless 

columns of pounds, shillings, and pence, together -with tho 

knowledge of the crisis through which the school is pas.sing, 

sufficed to make the proceedings somewhat tame. Mr. Paget, 

in proposing the health of the governors, stated that the Medical 

Council of the Hospital were at perfect concord with them on all 

matters relating to the Hospital, including the Casualty 

Department; but that this was not the time or place for 

entering into discussions upon them. The statement sounded 

something strange to those who knew that recommendations 

for the improvement of the department referred to had been 

made by the Medical Council many months ago, and had been 

comj)letely shelved by the governors or their representatives 

ever .since. Concord on such terms would seem to be somewhat 

dearly purchased. Dr. Mayo was present at the dinner; but 

Mr. White, the treasurer, who has usually been a most im¬ 

portant personage at these meetings, was not there. We also 

notice that his health was not drunk, nor was his name 

mentioned. 

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CON&EESS AT 
BEISTOL. 

{From our oxen Correspondent.) 

The first and most appropriate pubhc act of the Congress was 

the attendance at divine service in Bristol Cathedral, on 

Thursday, September 29, after which a sermon was preached 

by Dr. Elhcott, the Bishop of the diocese. It is scarcely our 

province to criticise this sermon, but we may say that the 

Bishop’s tone was manly and independent, and whilst welcoming 

the Congress, he reminded the members present that a far higher 

set of influences were necessary for combating the evils of our 

time. He said :— 

“ Though the influence of the three evil forces—vanity, 
selfishness, and self-will—is beginning to teU upon society, still 
there are two great moral forces, deeper consciousness of 
brotherhood and greater earnestness of pui’pose, which are daily 
becoming more and more operative. But we must not count 
too hopefully on such things. Moral forces have theh range 
and their influence, but they -will never save souls; they ■will 
never heal those that are oppressed of the de-vd. If we would 
be true social reformers, we must evangelise. If we would 
ever hope to restrain some of the most appaUing sins now 
existing in society, we must teach and preach, with the warmth 
and breadth of His o^wn love, a personal and redeeming Lord; 
I believe aU men of erdarged knowledge and sympathies are 
now becoming more and more practicaUy convinced.” 

What we may venture to cad the “minor key” thus pitched by 
the Bishop was maintained in the address delivered in the even¬ 
ing by Sir Stafford Northcote, the President, at the Victoria 
Booms. His review of the nature of pardamentary government, 
and of the relation of the mother country to the colonies, 
seemed as it were pregnant ■with omens of evd, present and to 
come. His comments on charitable bequests and endo'wments 
harmonise -with the growing sentiment, that the abuses are apt 
to exceed the uses of endowments and bequests. “ The State,” 
he said, “as it seems to me, woidd act un'wisely in discouraging 
private endowments altogether. Yet in encoui’aging them' it 
would do wed to pro-vide against their being so used as to 
thwart and impede pubdc podey. It is suggested, first, that 
there should be a recognised pubdc authority to which all 
proposed endowments should be referred for acceptance, and 
that this authority should have power to cancel the endow¬ 
ment if its acceptance shoidd appear likely to be inconvenient 
to the pubdc interests. In any case of disadowance in the 
dfetime of the intending founder he would simply retain the 
absolute command of his property. In the case of tho 
disadowance of the terms of a ■svid, the property would fodow 
the testator’s disposition of the remainder of his estate. 
Secondly, when an endowment had once been accepted, the 
terms should be strictly observed for a dmited, but adequate, 
time after its creation. Thirdly, after the lapse of a fixed 
period, some pubdc authority should be charged with the duty 
of reporting fudy upon the working of the endowment, and of 
recommending any re-vision which might appear to be desirable.” 
Passing in review the Health Department, Sir Stafford said 
“ that the time is probably at hand when three new ministries 
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must be created; a Ministry of Healoli, a Ministry of Education, 
and perhaps (though on this point I speak with diffidence) a 
Ministry of Justice. The present day, however, is the day of 
Royal Commissions ; that of Ministries is yet to come. More 
than one such commission is now inquiring into questions 
affecting the public health. We want a body of men able to 
withdrawthemselves without inconvenience from the engrossing 
demands of private practice, and to devote themselves to the 
especial study of the puhhc questions which require Medical 
attention. To a certain extent, of course, it is desirable that 
all Medical men should study those questions; and upon some 
of them it is necessary that they should be prepared to give 
opinions as cases arise. But the physical powers even of 
Medical men are limited; and it is impossible that a doctor 
in large private practice, withjallthe anxieties which such practice 
necessarily entails upon him, should give to questions of a 
public character the time and consideration which their im¬ 
portance demands. In the second place, when we have got 
our Medical Civil Service, how are we to turn it to the best 
account ? If we are to have an organised Medical staff spread 
over the face of the land, some kind of local organisation will 
be required for it. The machinery cannot be wholly worked 
from London. The solution of this problem wiU, I hope, be 
materially assisted by the labours of the Royal Commis¬ 
sion now sitting under the presidency of Sir C. Adderley.” 
Sir Stafford touched in succession on the topics of the con¬ 
dition of the agricultural labourer, whom he desired to see 
emancipated from the influence of the Poor-law, on the humane 
treatment of animals, and on the place of women in the treat¬ 
ment of social questions. His address concluded with a few 
words on^ that most difficult of questions, how to reconcile 
central with local government. For it is a singular paradox, 
as the Medical Times and Gazette has more than once intimated 
that, whilst the labouring classes are now supposed to be com¬ 
petent to decide the most important points of home and foreign 
polities, central government seems necessary, in order to secure 
the commonest attention to the sanitary and other requirements 
of each district. The men who decide on the destruction of a 
hierarchy cannot be trusted to feed their own poor, or to cleanse 
their own gutters. 

On Friday morning Mr. Gr. W. Hastings delivered his address 
as President of the Jurisprudence Hepartment. Man’s freewill, 
he said, disturbs the matsrial universe. “ The material universe 
is self-regulated, the forces appointed to vary the surface 
of the earth operate without fail for ever. But when we come 
to man we flnd a change. A moral element has supervened. 
The freewfll, which is the grandest heritage of the race, has 
opened the floodgates of evil as well as the infinite possibilities 
of good. The actions of manldnd, and the consequent develop¬ 
ment of society, do not spring from the spontaneity of mecha¬ 
nism, but from the intellect of choice. His destiny is so ordered 
that invention is a necessity at every stage of his progress, and 
each step that is gained brings some new obstacle to task his 
energy. Human society has to win its way through toil, pri¬ 
vation, and disease; civffisation slays its tens, and finds only 
that it has its hundreds to cope with ; and these manifold evils 
that grow so persistently with the good fruits of man’s com¬ 
panionship^ have to be repressed where that is possible, or 
regidated, if they cannot be repressed, by the strong arm of the 
law.” He summed up the improvements effected in the last few 
years in the theory and practice of the law, and pointed out 
those yet desiderated, and especially the want of a public pro¬ 
secutor, in his address, which was terse, consecutive, and well 
wrought from beginning to end. 

In the Reformatory Section, Dr. Lankester read a paper on 
Infanticide, and the question whether it can be diminished by 
legislative enactment. This crime, he observed, was almost 
confined to domestic servants. During the last seven years he 
had held inquests on the average on seventy-one of these 
children per year. In the present state of the law infanticide 
seldom met with punishment, and the most absurd, unscientific, 
and ignorant views were taken as to how the child came by its 
death in order to save the woman’s life when she was sent for 
trial. He expressed the opinion that our legislation of the 
past seventy-five years had rather encouraged this crime. 

Mr. A. Herbert Safford read a short paper, in the absence 
of Miss G-riffiths, on the prevention of the offence. It 
might be fairly taken that as the majority of the murdered 
were the children of servants or young women in light 
employments, there was some cause beyond the shame 
common to all, which induced these women to be especial 
sinners against the sixth commandment; might it not be that 
women so situated would not be able to procure employment 
while nursing their infants? He suggested that an Act of 

Parliament should be passed authorising charitable societies to 
receive illegitimate children, and to proceed before a magis¬ 
trate against both the fathers and mothers for their support. 
These societies should receive any pregnant single woman, and 
after her confinement endeavour to procure her employment. 
The children would be educated and placed out in Life by the 
societies. The societies would proceed before the magistrates 
for an order upon any defaulting parent for such weekly sum 
as, having reference to his or her po.sition, the magistrates 
should deem fair and reasonable. 

Mr. B. B. Baber urged that putative fathers should be made 
to pay for their illegitimate children according to their means 
and position, and that the wealthy man should be mulcted in a 
heavier sum than the labourer. Dr. Macmillan thought that 
a lying-in charity should be established where women could 
quietly get rid of their burdens. Colonel Ratcliffe took the 
view that greater censure should be brought upon the man, and 
that, in addition to a money fine, he should be subject to a 
penal chastisement. Mr. T. W. Saunders, Recorder of Bath, 
pointed out the difficulty of finding a woman guilty of wilful 
murder, because Surgeons woidd rarely swear that it was 
impossible for the death to be the result of some accident or 
excitement. The offence was committed, not to avoid periodical 
payments, but to avoid the shame and the loss of service. 
Servants concealed their condition and killed their children, 
and in a few hours went on with their daily work, and hoped 
that nothing would be found out. Such remedial measures 
as refuges would do nothing for this class, whose object was 
to conceal their condition. He suggested an alteration in 
the law of murder, whereby it should be competent for Juries 
to find the woman gaiilty of “ Infanticide ”—that is, killing 
the child about the period of its birth—and that in such 
cases a larger measure of punishment should be inflicted than 
for concealment. Dr. Elizabeth BlackweU, of Hew York, said 
she had had considerable experience in the Hospitals of New 
York, and wished to drawattention to two points. The first thing 
was that it would be very injurious to enact any severe measures 
on the woman, because it tended to produce what was a greatly 
increasing crime—that of abortion, which was a tremendous 
evil in America, and was causing great anxiety amongst the 
population and attention on the part of the legislature. No 
severe measures should be enforced against the woman for 
killing the child, as it would tend directly to increase abortion. 
Men constantly brought women to abortionists for that crime 
to be produced, and it was desirable to avoid the furtherance 
of that most deadly crime, with which, in her opinion, infanti¬ 
cide was not to be compared. The second point to which she 
directed her attention was the great advantage of private 
charities to meet these cases. In New York such cases were 
dealt with in the Hospitals, and in the majority of instances 
the women were sent out entirely redeemed, and with employ¬ 
ment procured for them. Mr. Aspland, of Manchester, sug¬ 
gested that the evil would be stopped by a systematic 
registration of all stillborn children. Mrs. Meredith, who has 
recently paid many visits to the female prison at Brixton, gave 
some information on the subject, which was of a starthng cha¬ 
racter. With regard to the women imprisoned for child- 
murder, they had a kind of sisterhood about it. She believed 
that killing children was the most difficult thing a human 
being could do. No woman could do it unless taught how to 
do so. She disbelieved that any young mother for the first 
time mastered that wonderful art of bringing a child into the 
world and killing it. There was one young girl of 16 who was 
confined in the workhouse, and was there taught how to kill 
her child, and now she knew that art she would no doubt 
practise it again if she had an opportunity. It was thought 
quite a mean thing by these women if one was found out in 
such a matter. Mrs. Meredith thought that while Brixton 
prison was such a school of crime, it would be futile to attempt 
to check infanticide. One of the women discharged from 
prison had confessed the method she adopted—“ You can turn 
their tongues, and then you can bring them back before they 
get stiff.” Mrs. Meredith said that the superintendent of 
Brixton allowed the prisoners to converse with each other. 
Dr. Green stated broadly that no woman in her sound mind 
wilfully and deliberately destroyed her offspring—nothing but 
active insanity or desperation at the time would drive her to 
it. In the majority of cases death was caused by neglect. 
The law could do much to diminish infanticide. It could de¬ 
clare the offence not punishable by death. There should be 
some asylum for women placed in this position. Miss Carpenter 
also advocated the removal of death punishment for infanticide. 
There ought to be as strong a feeling against the unchastity of 
the man as of the woman. Dr. Lankester replied to the various 
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speeches, and after endorsing- what had been said about work- 
houses, he strongly urged that seduction should he made a 
crime. It had been said that there had only been one child 
murder in Bristol during the year 1868; but he found that 
there were sixty-four cases of “ found dead,” and according 
to his calculations fifty of those were newly-horn children. 
Another phase of the matter was that one woman out of 
every six who delivered herself died as a consequence of her 
temerity. His summing up of what the law could do mainly 
suggested the abohtion of death punishment for infanticide; 
but Mr. Safford, who followed, was adverse to this view, and 
suggested a power of returning a verdict of “ murder with 
mitigating circumstances,” like the French method. The 
Chairman briefly reviewed the opinions of each speaker, and 
then left several questions for the consideration of the section. 
The first of these questions was—That this section recommends 
that the punishment of infanticide by death be abolished. 
The second was that the registration of stillborn infants be 
recommended to the Legislature. Thirdly, that the Home 
Secretary be recommended to publish, with the statistics of 
coroners’ inquests, thenumber of newly-born childrenfound dead. 

It was proposed further, “ That the association recommends 
that asylums for the reception of pregnant single women be 
established as a means of preventing infanticide.” As there 
was not a perfect unanimity on the subject, the question was 
withdrawn. A sharp discussion ensued upon a proposal to 
recommend that seduction bo made a criminal olfence, Mr. 
Saunders in particular strongly condemning a resolution 
improperly considered, and which, he said, would make the 
commerce of the sexes a penal offence. This question was also 
withdrawn, owing to the difference of opinion, and the chair¬ 
man (Sir J. Eardley Wilmot) remarked that they had spent a 
whole day in coming to conclusions which all the world had 
come to long ago. 

In the Health Department, the leading feature of the day 
was a paper by Dr. Budd, on the question “ Can the Govern¬ 
ment further beneficially interfere in the Prevention of 
Infectious Diseases ?” He argued first on the vastness of the 
brood of infectious, self-propagating diseases. He exhibited 
a summary of the deaths from all causes in the metropolis in 
the years 1863 and 1866 :— 

Deaths from all Causes in London. 
1863. 

Small-pox . 2,012 
Measles . 1,698 
Scarlet Fever. 724 
Hooping-cough ... 2,229 
Continued, Typhus, 

and Enteric Fevers 2,892 
Cholera. 154 
Other infectious dis- 
e-nsss. 335 

Hydrophobia. 2 
Glanders . 3 

Phthisis, or consump¬ 
tion . 

Other tuberculous af¬ 
fections . 

10,049 

7,991 

3,106 

Deaths from all other causes 

Deaths from all causes 

11,097 
48,837 

69,983 

1866. 
Small-pox . 1,388 
Measles . 2,259 
Scarlet Fever. 1,885 
Hooping-cough ... 2,983 
Continued, Typhus, 

and Enteric Fevers 2,681 
Cliolera (Asiatic) ... 5,577 
Other infectious dis¬ 

eases . 420 
Diphtheria . 431 
Glanders . 2 

Phthisis . 9,277 
Other tuberculous af¬ 

fections . 3,121 

19,626 

Deaths from all other causes 

Deaths from aU causes 

12,.398 
49,784 

81,808 

For this purpose London alone is chosen because the data 
lie near at hand, and also in order to show what infectious 
disease is in our great towns, and in London as chief among 
them. The year 1863 is taken because it was one of about 
average prevalence of sickness—the year 1866 because it was 
marked by a great epidemic. For the sake of comparison, the 
members of the self-propagating group are placed together at 
the head of each list. The table shows that in 1863 the total 
number of deaths from all causes in London was 69,983 ; and 
of these the infectious group was answerable for 10,049, or 
about one-seventh of the whole. In 1866 the total number 
was 81,808, and the number from infection 19,626—a truly 
enormous multitude of persons to die in a single city, in a 
single year, of one class of diseases—the infectious class as at 
present recognised. But no scientific man supposes that this 
group can be considered to be finally constituted. What most 
marks the progress of this branch of science is the rapid way 
in which diseases are being added to the infectious group. It 
was but the other day that enteric fever and Asiatic cholera, 
which appear in these tables against such high figures, were 
registered, by the same able registrar as at present, in an 
entirely different class. What if you should soon have, and 
I beiievo yoei will have, to add consumption and other forms 
of tubercle to the list—what if, as I more than suspect, you 
should soon have to transfer to it other types also—types widely 

separated in our present classification? For 1863 the number 
of persons who died in that year from tubercle in London was 
almost exactly equal to the number that died from the recog¬ 
nised infections. The addition of consumption to the list would, 
therefore, raise the proportion from one-seventh to two-sevenths 
of the whole mortality. When all the really self-propagating 
diseases are put in their right place they will be found to be 
charg-eable with nearly a third of the total number of deaths, 
and with nearly half of the occurring sickness. They are 
propagated by some distinct material cause, which, although 
multiplying within the living body, passes through phases in 
which it is often entirely within our power, and in which it 
may be effectually dealt with. In the non-infectious group 
the work of prevention is remote, indirect, and too often feeble. 
In the infectious it is direct, signal, and decisive. We may 
often protect an entire community from impending and whole¬ 
sale mortahty. These two points settled, it still remains to 
ask whether our knowledge of these diseases, and of the mode 
of their propagation, is yet sufficiently clear for the guidance 
of legislation ? To prevent infectious disease, the only thing 
required is to destroy the infectious seed as it issues from the 
body of the already infected man. To do this is doubtless 
difiicult, but it is in no sense impossible, especially as we 
know from what surface or surfaces of the body all the 
great infections escape. All that is needed is the fitting 
organisation to give effect to knowledge, and this or¬ 
ganisation can only be supplied by the State controlling 
or compelling individual action for the general good. In 
order that Government may interfere with effect, our 
present machinery must be greatly enlarged, radically altered, 
and endowed with new powers—with power, above all, to 
abrogate finally the permissive character of our present sanitary 
legislation, and to do away with that form of liberty to which 
some communities chng, the sacred hberty to poison unto death 
not only themselves, but their neighbours. After dwelling at 
some length on the practical lessons taught by the successful 
war lately waged against cattle plague and sheep-pox. Dr. 
Budd proceeded to describe the omnipresence of the diseases 
against which he desires to contend, and to point out the 
inadequacy of the existing sanitary machinery to cope with 
them. What we have is a small board of very able men, 
largely occupied, among other things, in writing very excellent 
reports. What we want is a standing army, well-trained, 
and ably commanded, to garrison the land. The paper went 
on to describe, by way of illustration, the practical measures 
that would stop the spread of typhoid fever and that had been 
uniformly successful in the writer’s hands, leading to the 
inference that a disease that kills 15,000 Enghsh people 
annually, and that sickens 140,000 more, might be altogether 
abolished and driven out of the land. 

The discussion which followed was mainly concerned with 
the question of the expediency of Government interference. 
Dr. Trench would say “ Don’t let the Government interfere 
any more till those who are our teachers are more prepared to 
help us and educate the general public for interference.” He 
said that the local authorities had power to disinfect, and it 
was a penal offence for a man to move from a dwelling clothing 
or materials that had been in contact with infectious disease. 
Dr. Davies, health officer of Bristol, differed from Dr. Trench 
in his views as to further Government interference. There was 
a clause in the Sanitary Act of 1866 giving the local authori¬ 
ties power to make by-laws for the carrying out of the Act, 
but the power was permissory and not compulsory, and he 
asked how many local authorities had availed themselves of it. 
He had for three years been trying to get by-laws under the 
clause, and had not succeeded, and though he saw daily over¬ 
crowded and dirty houses, he had no power to act. There was 
also a power under the Sanitary Act of 1866, for local authori¬ 
ties to erect Hospitals, but these Hospitals were not Hmited to 
infectious diseases. They had stamp ;d out typhus in Bristol. 
Dr. Rumsey criticised the remarks of Dr. Trench. To postpone 
State action tiU the people were educated would be to reverse 
the great principle which was started years ago by Dr. 
Chalmers, and which he called “the aggressive policy,” or, 
that where people were uneducated and ignorant of the laws 
of health, they must be taught, and until taught must be com¬ 
pelled to observe those laws. Until education was universal 
they must have laws to compel action which might be beneficial 
to the community. Mr. G. Godwin moved a resolution— 
“ That this meeting is of opinion that not merely can Govern¬ 
ment beneficially interfere in the prevention of infectious 
diseases and the general promotion of sanitary reform, but 
that it is imperatively called on to move at once and 
resolutely to arrange and simphfy existing laws, to 
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•make sanitary registration compulsory, and to assist in 
obtaining for the people pure air, pure water, and pure food.” 
Mr. Michael stated that he should also move this resolution— 
“ That in order to secure the efficient action of sanitary law, 
it is desirable that a special department of the Stats should be 
created for the supervision and regulation of the public health.” 
Dr. Trench explained that his meaning was that until they 
put into effect the laws which they already had, they did not 
require further interference. Dr. Budd argued that the 
ignorance of the people, about which so much had been 
said, was the strongest of aU pleas for the interference of the 
Government. Dr. Macmillan, of HuU, regretted to say that 
the standard of municipal authorities has been going gradually 
down, and he must say that the poor ratepayer had really got 
the whole of the management of local government. There 
were men upon these boards who ought to be educated up to a 
certain standard; certain powers had thus been placed in 
wrong hands ; and in fact these men were not the right men 
in the right place. How could they alter that state of things ? 
Let them apply to Govenunent and have Medical men 
elected under the supervision of the Government, and if those 
Medical men were judicious and able to do their work, he had 
no hesitation in saying that the action of the Government 
would prove beneficial as regards the election of Medical 
officers. Dr. Baylis, Medical officer of Birkenhead, thought 
no one could conscientiously say that the same attention was 
paid to save the lives of the people as was paid to save the 
lives of cattle. 

A paper by Dr. Hardwicke on the same subj ect was read by 
Captain Clode, the Secretary of the Health Department. The 
author was of opinion that an officer of public health should 
be appointed in every town or district ■where at present no 
such officers existed, and that it should be compulsory upon 
persons in charge of Hospitals, workhouses, schools, etc., to 
prepare and keep a register open to the public, containing the 
names and addinsses of persons under their observation or 
treatment for contagious diseases. 

On Friday the first event was Canon Kingsley’s address on 
education, for which he claimed the rank of a natural right. 
“ I hold that whatever natural rights a human being brings 
into the world with him at his birth, one right he indubitably 
brings—-viz., the right to education; that is, to have his 
faculties and capabilities educed, brought out; at least so far 
as he can see for himself what there is to be learned, and 
what there is to be done in the world in which he must needs 
live, and what of that he himself can learn and can do. Of 
course it follows that he has a right to demand education first 
from his own parents. They are responsible for him, not 
merely to the State or to God—they are responsible for him to 
himself. But if his parents -will not, or cannot, give liim 
education—and that too many will not, who does not know ?— 
if parents, I say, will not, or cannot educate, of whom is the 
child to demand his natural right P I answer, from the State. 
And if the child (as is the case) is unaware of his own right, 
and unable to demand it, it is the duty of all good citizens to 
demand it for liim.” Hot only was the State bound to give, but 
to employ compulsion, if need be, that aU children may receive 
education. “ It is the duty of the State, then, I hold, to educate 
all alike in those matters which are common to them as citizens ; 
that is, in all secular matters, and in all matters also which 
concern their duties to each other as defined by law the next 
question IS, who shall pay for this national education ? I say the 
State, reimbm’sing itself of course by taxes of some kind ; taxes 
which shall touch the parents, who are immediately responsible 
for^the existence of the children; and next the employers of laboiu’ 
of every class, because they, for their o’wn profit, have made 
the existence of these children possible. Every one acquainted 
■with the very alphabet of political economy knows what Imean.” 
Neither must education be confined to words or theories. 

^ Let us see that our primary education, and still more our 
advanced education, includes some better teaching of nature 
and of fact. Let us see that the children of these realms are 
taught, if not the principles of physical science, at least some 
of those habits of careful observation and sound induction 
which alone make physical science—indeed which alone make 
health and wealth iipon this planet—possible. I say that this 
study of physical science alone cannot give us a sound founda- 
tionforany higher education whatsoever, if the higher education 
is not built on the knowledge of nature and fact, which are, 
as Bacon says, the voice of God liimself revealed in things. 
Ton may train a generation of fanatics, bigots, dilettanti, 
pedants, mandarins, or other children of Prometheus, the d 
priori dreamer ; but you wiU never train them into the children 
of Epimetheus, the inductive and therefore truly practical 

philosopher—into men and women who, taking their stand on 
nature and on fact, know something of what can be done in 
this strange world wherein God has placed them, and something 
of how to do it. No one is more deeply convinced than I am 
of the need of sound religious teaching. But no one is more 
deeply convinced than I am that even the best religious 
teaching, especially in these days, AviU bear but stunted and 
shrivelled fruit, unless accompanied by physical teaching; and 
thus supported (as all human thought should be), humanised 
in the minds of teachers and of children alike on a substructure 
of truth, reason, and common sense.” 

In the Health Department Dr. Symonds, the President, read 
a paper on the legislative measures that nught be proposed to 
deal with cases of uncontrollable drunkeiuiess. This 'will be 
found in another page. Dr. Beddoe read a paper on the same sub- 
j ect, contributed by Dr. Gairdner, of Glasgow. The President 
read the folio-wing resolutions winch were to be proposed:— 
1st, “ That it is the opinion of this department that the penal 
laws repressive of voluntary drunkenness should be extended, 
or at all events be more rigidly enforced; ” 2nd, “ That dipso¬ 
maniacs should be liable to deprivation of liberty, ■with a ■view 
to their protection and reformation.” Professor Ne'wman was 
of opinion that they should first put down driixk shops. The 
fault of much of their legislation was that they dealt ■with 
results and overlooked causes. Dr. Martin, of Wai-ring- 
ton, was inclined to agree with a good deal of what Pro¬ 
fessor Newman had stated, on the ground that prevention was 
better than cure. He also thought that Government should be 
urged to remove the temptations—the drinking places—from 
the doors of the poor people. Dr. Taylor thought that Govern¬ 
ment should educate the people and open to them places of 
amusement, which were now almost sealed. Mr. Towell, 
Oxford, said that drunken habits were now almost confined to 
the lower classes of society. Dr. Lankester maintained that 
drunkenness was not on the increase. The evil was a great one, 
but they ought not to exaggerate it. As coroner for Iffiddlesex, 
he thought he might say that one-half of the cases which came 
before him were traceable to alcoholic drinks. He advocated an 
extension of education and the teaching of physiology at 
schools. He thought also that publicans who sold drink to 
men who were already drunk should be punished, and that it 
was the duty of teetotallers, instead of opening filthy co'ffee- 
shops, to open decent places of amusement, where no alcoholic 
drinks were to be,obtained. The Bev. N. Heywood thought 
that the resolutions did not go far enough towards the object in 
■view. Mr. P. Charleton was of opinion that there would be a 
hazard in putting so much power in the hands of magistrates 
and police ; but they might legalise the voluntary detention of 
persons who, under a painful consciousness of their o'wn 
inability to resist temptation, were anxious to be confined. 
The resolutions were then proposed, seconded, and carried, the 
first unanimously, and the second -with one dissentient. 

Dr. Davies read a paper contributed by Miss Duck, “ On 
some points of Hospital management.” The object of the 
paper was to draw attention to this important point—that, 
whereas statistics of Hospital mortality had deservedly sug¬ 
gested the question whether Hospitals in their present form 
did not lead, to the loss rather than the sa-ying of life, no correct 
answer could be given to this important inquiry until due care 
was taken that two matters, on the necessity of which there 
could be no question in theory, were attended to in practice, 
i.e.—1st-, that through want of cleanliness the patients be not 
exposed to infection; 2ndly, that tlu’ough want of good nursing 
the orders of the Doctor be not neglected. To secure these two 
points an efficient internal org-anisation must exist, and what 
this shoidd be Miss Duck afterwards described. Mr. G. Godwin 
said that all the cleanliness and attention advocated by Miss 
Duck would have no effect unless the Hospitals were properly 
planned and constructed. Dr. Lankester said it appeared to be 
a fact that the mortality in large Hospitals was enormous as 
compared with the mortality from the same diseases out of the 
Hospitals. He advocated separate wards or cottage Hospitals, 
and said it was a question whether the benevolent would not 
do better by giving money to the poor for them to improA^e 
their homes and remain there to be cured rather than go into 
Hospitals. Dr. Pearce said there cordd be no doubt that 
great Hospitals were a mistake. Mr. M. WhitwUl said that 
what we wanted was well constructed Hospitals and good 
management in them. With regard to what Dr. Lankester 
had stated about the improvement of the dwellings of the poor, 
he said that unless the poor were taught how to nurse the sick 
and carry out the instructions of Medical men the improvement 
would not have the desired effect. 

In the evening a meeting was held to which working-mer 
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were specially invited, and which was the scene of some 
amiable sparring between Sir Stafford Northcote and the Rev. 
Canon Girdlestone, in which the latter was believed to show 
himself the better man. 

Saturday morning’s proceedings opened with an address on 
Economy and Trade, by the Right Hon. Stephen Cave, 
President of the Section. The chief point of interest to Medical 
readers was his denunciation of the “munificent bequest” 
system. In the Health Section, papers were read on Sewers 
and Sewage, by Dr. Carpenter, of Croydon, by Mr. J. V. N. 
Bazalgette ; on the Sewers of Clifton, by Mr. S. Snead Brown ; 
and on the Sewage System at Stroud, by Mr. R. Brudenell 
Carter. Excirrsions to Cheddar, and to the opening of a 
training ship for boys, wound up the day’s proceedings amidst 
the deluges of rain which fell during the whole of the week. 

On Monday, Dr. J. A. Symonds, President of the Health 
Section, delivered an address in the Victoria Rooms at 10 a.m. 
He said :—The duty of this department of the Social Science 
Association is that of considering such questions as regard the 
promotion of public health—that is, the health of large bodies 
of human beings. At first sight it might seem that if indi- 
Hduals and families take due care to preserve their health, the 
general health must be the result of it; or rather, its sum 
total. And if all that is required for the j)urpose in view were 
an intelligent and assiduous observance of such rules of life as 
produce well being, then the most promising line of operation 
for such associations as this would be that of promoting the 
education of as many people as possible in matters belonging to 
individual health. But all the efforts of individuals in conserv¬ 
ing their own proper health would be incapable of neutralising 
some of the causes of disease diffused around them, unless aided 
by the co-operation of the public. In vain would a man be 
temperate and judicious in his diet, regular in his exercise, 
punctilious in his ablutions, and ingenious as to his house 
arrangements, whether for temperature or ventilation, or cleanli¬ 
ness, if the public sources of many of his requirements are 
deficient or corrupt; if, for example, the water supplied him is 
impure, if the air, which he is so careful to let in abundantly, 
is loaded with miasms, and if the well-ordered outlets of his 
dweUing are in relation with inadequate or obstructed public 
conduits and reservoirs. 

The Effect of Epidemics ttpom the Public Mind.— 
All the zealous endeavours of the early sanitarians would have 
been longer in overcoming the public indifference had it not 
been for the epidemics which befell us. The influenzas of 1831 
and 1837, and the awful cholera visitations of 1832 and 1849, 
struck a terror into the people that shook them out of their 
torpor, and made them consider their ways and their sanitary 
sins and shortcomings, and disposed their hearts to listen to the 
sermons and admonitions of the apostles and preachers of 
hygienic righteousness. 

Suitable Amusements.—The great misery of the world is 
not dying, but dragging on a maimed, mutilated existence, in 
which labour is suffering, and pleasure is a burden and dis¬ 
appointment, a state without spring, and without light or 
colour, or at best a dull, monotonous chiaroscuro, which, if not 
distressing, is utterly joyless. Yet to vast multitudes life is 
nothing better, because in the districts inhabited the fountains 
of life are inadequate, or are adulterated and poisoned. "We 
cannot very much wonder that the artisan, dulled and half 
stupefied by the close air and ill odours of the workshop and 
the lodging, or by the fumes of the faetoi^, should reel into 
the cheerful beerhouse or the glittering gin-shop, craving for 
some temporary relief to his weariness and depression. I need 
scarcely remark en passant that one of the most crying wants 
of the community, with regard to public health, is provision 
for unobjectionable amusement. In supplying his needs it is 
not enough to give him oxygen in plenty, and pure water and 
wholesome food; he has to be entertained as well as fed. 
Recreation and play are as necessary to mankind as are food 
and raiment. And if there are not sources of rational and 
innocuous amusement, then there will inevitably be riot and 
debauchery. An enlightened and refined community will some 
day provide for these things. It will not, as of old, be left 
to self-seeking, ambitious consuls and emperors to corrupt the 
people with panem et circenses ; ” but governments will keep 
a paternal eye over the sports and amusements, as well as 
over the health and the toil of the great mass of the community. 
Here, however, we are encroaching on other departments. 
But indeed it cannot be otherwise than that the departments 
should occasionally overlap each other. The mind and the body, 
the body and the mind ; the laws that bind, and the laws that 
loose ; the knowledge that strengthens and enlivens; .and the 
economy that provides and husbands the resources of life and 

strength; all of these in their several requirements and 
operations are perpetually crossing and interpenetrating each 
other as the unavoidable result of the compositeness of man’s 
constitution, and of its correlative wants. 

Vaccination.—^Those who can remember, as I can, the time 
when the nation was just realising the benefit of Jenner’s trans¬ 
cendent discovery in the new sense of security to life, and, I 
may add without any hyperbole, in the renaissance of the 
beauty of men and women ; those who can remember that time, 
and the infinite labour expended in reasoning and preaching, 
and pleading, and persuading a doltish and prejudiced people 
to profit by the beneficent light which, through a genius aU 
but divine, had been flashed upon them; those who can remember 
the hard emergence of human life and human beauty from that 
period of desolation and disfigurement, are shocked by the 
levity with which doubts are now thrown upon the value of 
vaccination, the most precious boon that any one man ever 
conferred on his fellows. I may state that since I put down 
these words, I have read a report of ^^a quite recent discussion, 
in the French Academy of Medicine, of this fear of contamina¬ 
tion from cow-pox; and I am glad to say that the result was 
enormously preponderant against the alarmists. And so I trust 
that compulsory vaccination will not give an inch to this 
foolish and petulant opposition. 

The Work in the Future.—We talk of air poisons, and 
water poisons, and earth poisons, but we do not really know 
what they are. What is marsh miasm ? What is the con¬ 
tagious substance, the causa causans, in small-pox and scarla¬ 
tina ? Are they living or dead things ? _ Are they organic 
germs, capable of indefinite self-multiplication when once 
embedded in an appropriate nidus ? Or are they new combina¬ 
tions of proximate principles, generated out of the death, decay, 
and disintegration of organic matter under particular condi¬ 
tions ? The decision is not come to. 

The Propagation of Epidemics.—And there are epidemics 
about which it is not settled whether they are propagated by 
contagion only, or by other means; or whether, owing their 
origin only to earth, air, and water, and organic matter, they 
are afterwards sown among a population by the first victims. 
To some it appears as heterodox to believe in a mere chemical 
septic origin of typhoid fever or cholera, as i^to believe in the 
equivocal or spontaneous generation of the lowest forms of life. 
The anxious, eager thoughts of inquirers fume and ferment 
over these questions in a zymosis, as energetic as the hypotheti¬ 
cal process, which one section of the controversialists attributes 
to the object of their researches. But under the vigilant out¬ 
look and investigations of combined chemical and microscopic 
detectives, the latent offenders will some day be brought to 
light, and their mysterious genesis unmasked. Where there is 
so much room for guessing, I might not be seriou.sly blamed for 
surmising that it is not improbable that the so-called poisons, 
though forms of life, and sprung from a remote ancestr5% may, 
like other organisms, have undergone Darwinian metamor¬ 
phoses in their long descent; that varieties have been con¬ 
stituted into species, that the nova febrmni coliors, which 
suddenly alighting on a population, and perplexing and 
affrighting it with novel forms of havoc and desolation, may be 
transformed descendants of [ancient enemies of man; that 
the plague of Athens in one age and country is in another 
the plague of Egypt, or the black pestilence of the middle 
ages, or the sweating-sickness of the Renaissance, or even the 
cholera of the second decade of the present century. But what¬ 
ever the vagueness of our conjectures, the wildness of our 
speculations, or the strife of our controversies, it is a consoling 
fact that our scientific sanitarians can, in many cases, destroy 
the substances in which the invisible agents of evil lie dormant, 
whether by making their habitats untenantable, or incapable 
of maintaining their noxious life, or by chemically decomposing 
them as mere morbific matter. An admirable contribution to 
the science of disinfectants, and to the art of using them, has 
been given to the public in the present year by Dr. Angus 
Smith; and I cannot but add that my distinguished friend. 
Dr. Budd, who has devoted so much ability and so much toil 
to the elucidation of contagious diseases, has favoured the 
public with some valuable practical directions on the means ot 
guarding against infection from scarlatina. 

A cordial vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Symonds for his 

admirable address. , , . « p j t. x xv 
Monday’s proceedings consisted chiefly of a debate ontne 

Contagious Diseases Act, a notice of which is found elsewMre. 
On Tuesday the Health Section was occupied with the question 
of registration of disease, and the proceedings of the Con^era 
were closed in the afternoon. We shall notice some details 

hereafter. 
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OPENING OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS. 
-o--— 

CHAEING-CEOSS HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Address was delivered by Dr. Silver. 
After welcoming old and new pupils, Dr. Silver proceeded to 

say :—At the present moment the utilitarian philosophy would 
seem to be all-powerful amongst us. Everything is judged by 
its results, be these good or be they bad. And there is a cer¬ 
tain party of Medical reformers who would introduce what 
they consider the same test into Medical education. They 
would let the student loose, as it were, to go where he will, to 
study where he will, when he will, and how he will. They 
would only reserve the right of examining him at certain 
intervals, and would finally send him out into the world with 
the stamp of their approval, no regard being had to his train¬ 
ing, but only to his capacity for passing certain examinations. 
Happily, however, all men are not of this opinion, for some of 
the most advanced thinkers of the day hold that the training is 
all in all, that examinations are very well in their way as sup- 
plying a means whereby a trained man may be readily dis¬ 
tinguished from an untrained man, and that they thus constitute 
a valuable safeguard for the unskilled public; but that, after all, 
our efforts should be concentrated on the process of educating a 
Medical man, not on examining him.'i The best method of acquir¬ 
ing and utih’sing expeidence is surely a matter for consideration. 
How it is against crude and imperfect rules of observation 
I have to preach my sermon. I uphold method as opposed to 
tact. No doubt certain men excel in tact, and in their hands 
it may be safe, but the exception does not constitute, if it does 
prove the rule. It is narrated of a famous painter that being 
called upon to give evidence of his skill as a draughtsman, he 
took the chalk, and, with a single sweep, formed a circle so 
perfect that when tried by the compasses it was found faultless. 
Is this any reason why ordinary men should not use compasses 
when employed on a mechanical drawing ? Tact, the result of 
individual experience, is crude and imperfect, vanishing with 
the death of the possessor, but the rules of art are immortal, 
usually^ susceptible of improvement, but still capable of beino* 

transmitted from one to another, and sufficiently well defined 
to enable the student to be trained in their use. 

I do not know that I can give a better reason for upholding 
and enforcing the necessity for training in Medicine than one 
which has been supplied me by the writings of Dugald Stewart. 

In the mechanical arts,” says he, “ it is well known how 
much time and ingenuity are misapplied by those who acquire 
their practical skill by their own trials, undirected by the 
precepts or examples of others. What we call the rules of an 
art are merely a collection of general observations, suggested 
by long experience, with respect to the most compendious and 
effectual means of performing every different step of the pro¬ 
cesses which the art involves. In consequence of such rules, 
the artist is enabled to command the same success in all his 
operations, for which the ^ unskilled workman must trust to a 

combination of accidental circumstances; the misappli¬ 
cation, too, of the labours of one race are saved to the next, 
and the acquisition of practical address is facilitated by con- 
fining* its exertions in one direction. The analog*y is perfect in 
those processes which are purely intellectual, and to regulate 

g^reat object of logic. In the case of individuals 
who have no other guide to direct them in their inquiries than 
their own natural sagacity, much time and ingenuity must 
inevitably be thrown away in every exertion of the inventive 
powers. In proportion, however, to the degree of their ex- 
perienco and observation, the number of these misapplications 
will diminmh, and the power of invention will be enabled to 
proceed with more certainty and steadiness to its object.” 

of science and art our own experience 
or that of some one else furnishes us with the rules for our 
^dance. This being so, it follows that every precaution should 
be taken so that no errors creep into our experience or into 
our observations and conclusions from them. Our sources of 
knowledge in Medicine are two—-observation and experiment_ 
but a crowd of isolated experiences are comparatively useless 
to a man, and certainly cannot be communicated to another • 
it IS necessary to extract their essence, so to speak, to elicit from 
them some general principle, a neat and compact bundle easfiy 
handled, easily passed from one to another, and capable at all 
times of yielding up the concentrated essence of previous 
observation and experiment. 

Placed by the bedside of a patient, we are brought face to 

face with a complicated mass of phenomena which we are 
bound to analyse ; but we must set about the business not at 
random, butmethodicaUy, and herein Hes one distinction between 
the trained and the untrained man: the one proceeds by rule 
and method, the other at random. But even at the very 
outset we run the risk of being drawn aside from the 
right path and of falling into the pitfall of some fallacy. 
Observation is a mental act, and consequently liable to be 
tinged in accordance with our mental condition. A man’s 
previous training may be defective, as is not unfrequently 
the _ case, or he may have no training at all. If so 
he is almost certain to mix up what he sees or hears with 
what he infers from his observations; or, again, his mental 
vision may be warped by his fancies, by his feelings, by his 
prejudices, or by his preconceived notions. Herein lies the 
great objection to specialism, that it inclines a man’s 
mind in one particular direction, not in observation only, but 
also in inference. But the untrained man has stiU another 
difficulty to contend with ; proceeding by haphazard, not 
methodically, he is almost certain to overlook some symptom 
or other, and a single symptom not unfrequently completely 
alters the aspect of a case. It is sometimes urged, in opposition 
to the employment of a scientific method, that many of our 
greatest men of genius have made their discoveries in contempt 
for logical rules of observation or experience. This may be 
so apparently, not so in reality; and even though men of genius 
can afford to break rule and method, men of more ordinary 
capacity, we poor creatures of to-day, cannot afford to do so. 

Thus, it will be seen that, in the simplest, the most funda¬ 
mental process in Medical science, the chance of error is great. 
Need I tell you how much the want of due training intensifies 
the risk of going wrong. It has been said that there are 
more false facts than false theories in Medicine—that is to 
say, that the observations of many men are not to be trusted. 
Some of the fallacies I have already aUuded to have crept in, 
and the so-called facts are untrustworthy. 

I must also say a few words on the subject of experiment in 
Medicine. The great advantage experiment possesses over 
simple observation is that you can make as many experiments 
as you hke, but you must wait for your chance of making an 
observation. Of experiment in this sense there is but little in 
pure Medicine, although the foundation of some of its de¬ 
partments, taking Medicine in its widest sense. One obstacle in 
the way of experiment in Medicine is the excessively com¬ 
plicated nature of the phenomena to be studied. To elucidate 
them, therefore, many separate experiments must be performed; 
the conditions of each must be varied as much as possible—in 
short, every precaution must be taken to prevent the accidental 
being mistaken for the essential concomitants of the trial. To 
do this well and with safety requires great experience. Ex¬ 
amples of induction from experiment are most common in 
physiology and pathology. Consider how many attempts have 
been made to clear up the function of each portion of the brain, 
or to show how far tubercle can be transmitted from one indivi¬ 
dual to another. Neither question is settled, yet thousands of 
experiments have been made with a view to their settlement. 
Neither must it be forgotten that the multiplication of the 
means of research implies a corresponding increase of the 
chances of error in their use, and consequently the greater 
necessity for training in him that would employ them. It 
cannot be helped, but the two do go hand in hand. Increased 
risk of error cannot fail to follow extended means of investi¬ 
gation, especially in unskilled hands. 

But I have already shown that a series of detached andisolated 
experiences—observations or experiments—are, comparatively 
speaking, useless, except some principle be extracted from 
them, and this can only be done by a careful sifting of the 
facts collected. They must be placed side by side, and com¬ 
pared and contrasted. By this means we can separate the true 
from the false. We can ascertain how much is inferred, how 
much observed, and so assign to each its true value. W^e can 
also see what is essential or uniformly present, and what non- 
essential or only occasionally making itself evident. 

If we have a sufficient number of facts to deal with, we may 
now be enabled to make a generalisation of some value. But 
the bugbear of Medicine has been the general principles laid 
down on an insufficient foundation, Men have not taken the 
trouble to collect and compare; they have rushed to their 
conclusions, and these consequently have not been able to stand 
the test of time and experience. 'They have been overthrown, 
and their authors covered with ridicule. One of the most 
notorious instances of this is presented by homoeopathy, the 
advocates of which assert that the law of similia similibus is as 
universal as the laws of gravitation. This portion of the pro- 
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ces8 of Medical research is peculiarly dangerous to the 
untrained man. 

But there is still another difficulty in the way of the in¬ 
vestigator, and that lies in the very words he uses. We know 
exactly what sense a given word conveys to our own minds, 
hut we cannot know what meaning it bears to another. Words 
are in themselves real powers—by turns our masters, by turns 
our servants—capable of much evil if wrongly employed. 
Among Medical men the risk of mistake is greatly lessened by 
a technical language which facilitates the transmission of exact 
ideas from one to another, but the use of this language among 
the general public is to be looked upon askance. Take an 
example: The stomach, anatomically speaking, is an organ 
whose situation is strictly defined, but an Englishman’s 
stomach generally implies the whole abdomen, and you will 
often find an Irishman’s heart situated in the most extra¬ 
ordinary places. In common parlance, again, an artery and a 
tendon are synonymous and interchangeable, and so on. 
In another way words are apt to prove our masters. We have 
been instructed that for such and such a disease there is a 
certain remedy. Should you be told that a patient was suffer¬ 
ing from this disease, you would be apt to prescribe what you 
had been told was the appropriate remedy. Here you would 
run full tilt into the error of treating the disease, that is a 
nonentity, instead of the patient, with whom alone you really 
have to do. Another objection to our terms lies in the fact of 
their frequent connexion with some long-vanished theory. 
What notion do such words as tonic and alterative convey to 
modem minds ? But I might multiply this kind of thing ad 
nauseam. 

I think, however, I have fairly proved from what I have 
laid before you, the dangers attending the use of imperfect 
methods in Medicine, as well as the dangers attending the 
mal-use of a nearly perfect instrument. I have, I think, 
proved to you how essential training in the use of this instm- 
ment must be, and how dangerous it must be to judge of a 
man’s knowledge and capabilities by a cursory examination 
only. If a man has method there is much he can acquire for 
himself ; if he be not trained in the use of scientific methods 
when a pupd, it is not likely he will acquire them afterwards. 
Consequently I think, as I have said before, that it is the 
training of the student rather than the examination which 
should engross our attention, and for this purpose the teacher’s 
hands should be strengthened, not weakened. Wlien men are 
students they have not come to the period of life when wisdom 
is at its maximum, and they are too often led aside from the 
path they ought to pursue by false lights and false teachers. 
Above all things strive to make yourselves masters of the proper 
methods of scientific investigation, to observe accurately, and 
to reason rightly. 

What I have been telling you to-night has been simply the 
outlines of applied logic, which I think, as do many others, 
should constitute one of your preliminary studies. I have said 
nothing, and shah, say nothing, as to your training in the 
sciences subsidiary to Medicine. If you have been properly 
instructed in these, so much the better. You will bring to the 
study of practical Medicine minds not only well stored with 
facts valuable in the elucidation of disease and its treatment, but 
minds well trained in the method of the sciences. But it is at 
the bedside and in the out-patient room you must acquire the 
practical art of observation, you must learn to generalise your 
observations ; you must acquire principles which are to guide 
you hereafter, as well as practise the art of reasoning from 
these principles to isolated cases. 

Now, for this purpose—viz., for that of training—are many 
cases required ? I say no. In this all-essential respect you 
will find a small Hospital better than a large one. You may 
have dinned into your ears the superior advantages and attrac¬ 
tions of large Hospitals and large schools, but for the purpose 
of training a small Hospital, provided it furnishes a fair variety 
of cases—above all, if it be properly utilised—is far better than 
a larger one. Men may talk as they please about the superior 
advantages of a Hospital with 500 or 600 beds, but what student 
can avail himself of that number ? Practically, each student, 
if he is to study the art of observation and inference, must 
limit himself to a very few cases at one time, and, provided the 
number of cases be proportioned to the number of students, a 
Hospital with 120 beds is as good as one with 1200. I may be 
told of the immense advantages these large Hospitals present 
in the way of operative Surgery, but the Practitioner’s hfe is 
not passed in performing Surgical operations; if it were so, 
the argument might hold good, but his chances of an opera¬ 
tion are few and far between, and for my part I would rather 
trust to a man who had performed an operation once or twice 

on the dead body—to one who had used his own hands and his 
own head—than to one who had witnessed 200 such operations 
performed by others. 

Above aU things, I would encourage practical work on the 
part of the student; let him cultivate the art of observing and 
the art of experimenting. Experience and the assistance of 
others will get rid of the difficulties and fallacies first encoun¬ 
tered, and he will thereby acquire confidence, and not confidence 
alone, but that which entitles to confidence. I have shown 
you how lying words are—how apt to mislead a man; it is 
therefore far better to see things than to hear them described.. 
But as you cannot see everything, as in certain cases you must 
trust to verbal description, you must train yourselves not only 
in the art of understanding the words of others, but also of 
communicating your own ideas in exact terms to others. The 
words of Bacon, whose system I have to-night been trying to 
explain to you, are in this matter worthy of all respect and 
attention. “ Reading,” said he, “ makes a full man, conversa¬ 
tion a ready man, writing an exact man.” Now, from the 
point of view I have to-night adopted, you may readily con¬ 
ceive which of these I would impress upon you. Exactness is 
with us all in all. Writing is that which will give this, and 
for our purpose there is nothing like accurate case-taking, for 
thereby not only is careful observation fostered, but the trans¬ 
mission of your own impressions to the minds of others is 
cultivated, and this, let me again assure you, is no slight 
matter. You will have teachers at your elbow to correct you, 
should you make a shp. We are anxious to do everything in 
our power for our pupils, and any feeling of diffidence should 
be laid aside in consulting us. 

Gentlemen, I think I have said enough. I have shown that 
in your process of education training is the great thing to be. 
aimed at. Crude experience is all very well in its way, and its way 
is to serve as the basis of general principles. But to have a trust¬ 
worthy experience you must be trained in observation; to 
utilise it, you must be trained in mental analysis. Simple 
experience alone may make an empiric, it will not make a 
scientific Practitioner. 

THE LONDON HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Lecture was delivered by C. Meymott Tidy-, 
M.B., Lecturer on Chemistry at the Hospital, who commenced 
by observing :—• 

“To-day, gentlemen, is a dayfor old and young to meet, though 
the one turn his back upon the other—for old to look back, 
for young to look forward. Age may look back indeed to-day 
sad, serious, sober. How long it has labom-ed, how steep and 
uphill its path, how weak and nerveless its mightest effort, how 
small its reward has been; yet, maybe, it is not aU so sad. 
Strong deep marks it may see left behind it—steps which its 
own hand has cut—a ladder for its sons—no formless shapeless 
grooves, but a mould of beauty, passion, and of strength; 
and though its hand tremble now and its eye be dimmed, 
still a good conscience is its joy, and a faith in the future its 
possession. Nor is it a little joy for the old to turn back in 
love and sympathy for his sons—to teU his children of the 
rough, rugged paths that have been made plain, of the old 
hard fight which is victory now, of the struggle whose crown 
is triumph. Nor does he envy the son who begins where 
he left off, for the child of science is begotten at his father’s 
grave. It were a happy meeting here to-day if it did nought but 
cherish the love of a father and the worship of a son. We may 
be quite sure of this—that it is only as bowed down in reverence 
before the spirit that is past and dead, that we can become the 
children of a living progress in the future.” 

Dr. Tidy then referred to the medley character of the assem¬ 
bly. Perhaps the spirits of those great men were present, who had 
made our school famous in the past; there were those preparing to 
follow them ; there were those who were in the thick of the battle 
with death and disease ; and there were those who to-day entered 
the ranks. And those present for the first time the Council cor • 
dially welcomed. “ It is good for you to be here, and yet we trust 
you have not come by any mere accident to commence what I 
must honestly tell you is a laborious career, which you had 
better never have chosen unless you come with the plain 
straightforward object before you of bringing all that science 
can possibly suggest for the rehef of a suffering humanity. A 
day of retrospect will come in this world, and a day of reckon¬ 
ing in the next. And let me say, if you fail to administer that 
rehef from any lukewarmness on your part, from any careless¬ 
ness in your studies, or from any neglect in noting the prac¬ 
tical business of your Profession, it were far better that you 
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had ne'ver known to-day, for yon ■will have to bear the brunt 
ot a conscience that^ will be constantly telling yon that lives 
more precious than silver or gold have been lost through your 
want of skill; that misery has been brought on many a family 

the result of your previous neglect; that the enormous 
capabilities fortune has entrusted to you of doing good have 
been actually converted by your own most grievous fault into 
opportunities of doing e'vil. Oh! I say, it were ten thousand 
times better that you had never known to-day, unless you are 
# aside all that would divert you from honestly 
fulfilling those sacred engagements you are now making to be 
bound with more than marriage ties—ties which death, and 
death only, can sever—to that profession which will have no 
di'nded allegiance, but the man and the whole man.” 

Dr. Tidy then said ^ that the presence of jiast and present 
students suggested an inquiry as to the influence of past inves¬ 
tigation on present discovery. He pointed out that we are 
only wiser than the ancients in so far as their work served 
as a nucleus for our o’wn—that the brilliant discoveries of 
later years had their origin in many a stray note put on record 
in the pages of some dusty manuscript—in short, that science 
was a lustory of development.” Dr. Tidy illustrated this 
first ot all by reference to the labours of the alchemists, pointing 
Out how, in several particulars, their work paved the way for 

Taking another illustration from the history 
OT lithotomy, he^ showed how the successes of Liston and 
Dupuytren were, in a great measure, due to the failures of 
previous operators and their labours in showing the cause of 
those failures. Dr. Tidy then gave an account of the various 
discoveries since the time of Newton (in illustration of this 
developinental process) that have led up to the marvellous 
results of spectroscopic research. He endeavoured to prove 
that the work of Kj.rchhofi', Sorby, and others was only to 
forge one link of a long chain. The discoveries made Avith 
the spectroscope were then referred to :—1st, in our examination 
OT terrestrial matter, the discovery of caesium and rubidium by 
Dunsen, of thallium by Crookes, of jargonium by Sorby; 
then, 2ndly, the clue it gave us to mysterious chemical changes 
taking pHce in the liquids of the human body—as, e.g., the 
blood. Dr. Tidy ^ then described the spectroscopic changes 
piroduced by cruorine and hsematine in their several states of 
oxidation, pointing out the immense importance of this subject 
to those engaged in Medico-legal research, the of a grain 
of cfl’ied blood being easily detected. It was to be remarked, 
however, that the spectroscope could not answer the question 
whether blood was human or otherwise. Dr. Tidy lastly 
referred to the marvellous results of spectroscopic investiga- 

nature of the sun and stellar worlds. 
And do you not think,” he said, “there are spirits in the 

spirit world joying as they listen to this story of the work of 
progress, but joying especially to think one or more of the 
links in this chain of discoveries were links forged by them¬ 
selves?” ^ 

Dr. Tidy then examined the chief hindrances to development. 
1. An undue respect for the opinions of great men—a love for 
pinmng one’s faith to “ authorities ” in Medicine. The only 
true road to truth is devotion to independent inquiry. Believe 
nothing but -what you can prove. 2. A second hindrance to 
development is a love some men have for theorising, and build- 
ing systems on a few insufficient experiments. System-makers 
and system-mongers have always been a curse to science ; such 
men place facts on one side unless they suit them. Thus Dr. 
lidy accounted for a miserable system like homoeopathy—a 
system which has led some brought up to love truth and to love 
freedom to hug the chains of error and falsehood. The remedy 
■^as caution in observing facts and great care in drawing 
deductions. 

The lecturer then referred to circumstances that had 
assisted development—first, the recognition of the mutual 
relationship existing between the various branches of Pro¬ 
fessional study, and then the facility of a ready and unrestricted 
communication of ideas by the aid of the “ Medical press,” the 
lecturer especially naming the lancet as the first of our 
Mechcal papers that ventured to print the lectures of great 
teachers, thus scattering far and wide new and more extensive 
Views of the nature and treatment of disease. 
• then insisted on the necessity for accurately master- 
ing the foundations of Medical science—anatomy, physiology, 
and chemistry; for these were the building’s foundation. He 
especially remarked that any true progress in medicine or phy¬ 
siology must be brought about by taking advantage of chemical 
research. He also pointed out that to note the behaviour of 

rugs m the test-glass would give us a far keener insight into 
e actions of various medicines than any fancy symptoms we 

may note which may or may not be produced by the drug in 
question. 

It is now our turn, the lecturer said, “ to take our part in 
extending tliis chain of Medical progress.” He then pressed on 
the new students the need of work—that they should aim at 
forging a few links themselves, to leave some marks that may 
sustain their individuality when they were dead and gone. All 
may be discoverers if they like. Discovery is not limited to 
a small handfrd the world pleases to call men of genius. 
Because you fail in doing all you AFish, it is poor philosophy 
that says do nothing at all. Then, further, if you intend to 
devote your time to Medicine, it must be aU of it. To bestow 
on other work a fractional partjof your powers will be to leaven 
enthusiasm and divide your energies; and, what is more, you 
must not ask for reward—let the inward feeling of having done 
your duty be your best if your only reward. 

“In conclusion, Dr. Tidy said, “gather up into a few words 
the work you are entering upon to-day :—To store your 
mind with whatever is already known for diagnosing the 
various forms of disease with which you may be brouglS into 
contact; to make yourselves conversant with all the changes 
those diseases may underg-o ; to be ready without loss of time to 
apply the best remedies that modern science has suggested 
for the cure or relief of the disease, and to propose such 
hygienic measures as may possibly prevent a repetition of the 
sickness ; but, above all, to aim at being yourselves discoverers 

each for himself aiding this great work of Medical progress, 
each one reacly when the call shall come, and come it will, to 
pay back again to the just and Almighty Buler the talent or 
the talents lent him, but only lent him, and ready, mark this, 
to pay them back with usury. This is your work—go and do it.’ ’ 

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL. 

TMb Introductory Address at this Hospital was delivered by 
Mr. Joseph Walker, the Dental Surgeon to the Institution. 

After a few prefatory remarks, congratulating the old 
students and the^ members of the staff on returning to the 
duties of the ensiling session after enjoying the pleasures of the 
TOuntry, Mr. Walker made a feeling allusion to the (loss the 
Hospital had sustained during the past year in the retirement 
of Mr. Brooke, "whose name is known throughout civilised 
Europe and America for his self-registering apparatus, and in 
the death of Mr. Bruce, whose attainments were of the highest 
order, whose unwearied exertions in the dissecting-room had 
probably predisposed his constitution to the reception of the 
poison which proved fatal to him, and who, had he been spared, 
would in all human probability have proved a leader, as he was 
a Master, in Surgery. In welcoming the old students the 
lecturer took occasion to note the renovation the W^estminster 
Hosjiital had undergone, and trusted that the improvement 
would be found not to be limited to the outside alone, but that 
the internal arrang’ements would be found to present cor¬ 
responding advantages to those who were about to enter; and 
particular attention was directed to the circumstance that 
special_ departments had been organised in which several of the 
Physicians and Surgeons undertook to give instruction in 
particular forms of disease, and in the diseases of special organs. 
Mr. Walker then proceeded to speak of the high estimation 
in which the Medical Profession is held by all classes of the 
community, and pointed out that no gratitude is so sincere, no 
remembrance so lasting, as that which follows the restoration 
to health of a patient whose life has been despaired of. He 
then dwelt on the importance of recognition on the part of the 
State of the services rendered to it by Medical men, and trusted 
some responsible head would be appointed who might render 
an account to the Houses of Parliament in person of the state 
of the public health. The subj ect of vaccination, the importance 
of personal freedom in the case of those who conscientiously 
objected to it, was adverted to, and the necessity of care in the 
procurement of healthy virus were dwelt upon. 

Prom this the lecturer proceeded to sjieak of the changes and 
improvements that had taken place in the examining bodies, 
and reminded his hearers that if they did not wish to be put to 
shame by those of the fairer sex who were now entering the 
Profession, they must exert their faculties to the utmost. 
“The training of our students should be so thorough, both in 
the theoretical and practical department, that no incompetent 
man could by any means slij) through these examinations—that 
these should be undertaken by men in the full zenith of their 
intellectual strength, and should be so conducted that the 
various abilities of men of different calibre may be developed; 
but a Sui’geon should mean a man capable of performing every 
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operation he may be called upon to undertake, and who at the 
bedside of a patient is able to diagnose and give a fair forecast 
of the probable progress of each case. Such an examination 
may be supplemented by one of a higher order for the more 
distinguished positions in our colleges, but should at least be 
accepted by the public services, and as long as the representa¬ 
tives of those services consider it necessary to have special 
examinations, so long is it a standing reproach to the whole 
Profession.” The speaker thought that every man should for 
some time, as for a year, be compelled to act as an assistant, 
when the responsibility of serious cases might be shared with 
an older Practitioner. The students were exhorted to avad 
themselves to the utmost of the advantages which they now 
possessed, and so to acquire a thorough knowledge of their 
Profession, since of all deceptions that of an ignorant Medical 
man was the most heartless. In particular they were to set a 
high value on the clinical posts and the dresserships, which at 
a small school were open to every pupil; to attend carefully 
to the out-patient practice and the several special departments ; 
to learn diligently the natural and healthy structure of the 
body, the forms and position of the prominences of the limbs, 
the sounds of the heart and breatliing-, and to compare them 
constantly with the same in disease. The value of maintaining 
a high character was then dwelt uxion as being the “ noblest 
possession of a man, constituting a rank in itself, and an estate 
in the general goodwill, dignifying every station, and exalting 
every position in society. It exercises a greater power than 
wealth, it secui’es all the honour -without the jealousy of fame. 
It carries -with it an influence that always tells, for it is the 
result of proud honour, rectitude, and consistency, qualities 
which perhaps more than any other command the general 
confidence and respect of mankind. Character is human nature 
in its best fonn. It is moral order embodied in the individual; 
men of character are not only the conscience of society, but in 
every well-governed state they constitute its best motive 
power, for it is moral qualities in the main w'hich iule the 
world.” 

LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OE ML'DICINE. 

The Introductory Address was delivered by Dr. A. Davidson, 
October 1. The lecture began with a reference to the larg-e 
number of subjects included in the prescribed course of Medical 
study, and the impossibility of the student becoming fully 
acquainted with all of them. In order to ascertain which of 
them were the most important and deserved most attention 
from the student, they must be considered with reference to his 
future Avork as a Practitioner of Medicine. With this end 
they w'ere classed in two di-risions—viz., the scientific and the 
practical. 

How the great x>eculiarity of the Medical education of the 
present, as compared with former times, was the amount of 
science that was now taught to the student; and most people 
attributed the increase of knowledge and skill of the Medical 
Profession as a whole, which had undoubtedly taken place in 
late years, to their scientific training, and desired, therefore, 
that even more science should be introduced into the curriculum. 
But there was a minority, including the great names of Graves, 
Trousseau, and Syme, who thought that there was already far 
too much science taught, and that this was done at the expense 
of practical instruction. Here, then, was a A-ery imjoortant 
question, not merely suitable for discussion at the General 
Medical Council, but requiring to be decided on by the student 
for himself—Was he to devote a large portion of his time to 
science, or was he to be content -with studying Medicine 
practically ? With the -view of arriving at a decision on this, 
it Avas necessary to consider what was the value of science to 
the practical Physician. 1. It trained his jjowers of observa¬ 
tion and his judgment. This was of the greatest importance 
to him. 2. It furnished him Avith a stock of scientific in¬ 
formation on matters with AApich he Avas constantly dealing. 
To the ordinary Physician this was of much less use than 
was g-enerally stated. He was guided far more by the rules 
of practical experience than by scientific knowledge. It Avas 
to the pioneer of Medicine that scientific ImoAvdedge was chiefly 
useful—to the man Avho had the ability and opportunity to 
apply science to the advancement of Medical knoAvlcdge, and 
who was AviUing rather to devote his life to this, and to teach¬ 
ing, than to establish himself in ordinaiy jAractice. The 
ordinary Practitioner had little time or opportunity to do this, 
and therefore scientific information was of much less use to 
lum. And then as to the value of science in cultivating the 
mind, this would establish its j)laco rather as a jAart of X)re- 

liminary education than of Professional study; and besides, 
this training was to be obtained only by a genuine study of 
science, and not by that process of cramming to which the 
present .system strongly tended. 

Turning now to the practical division and comparing it Avith 

the other, it was seen to constitute Professional knowledge 
proper. It was knowledge which the Physician must abvays 
have in his mind, and be constantly applying aU his life to the 
cure of disease. Its extent was enormous, so that the Avhole 
time of the student’s eurriculum might well be occupied with 
it, and was the best opportunity for obtaining the greater 
part of it; for anatomy coidd only be learned in the dissecting 
room, and the Hospital was the best place for learning practical 
medicine. 

The conclusion, then, was that practical knowledge was the 
main thing; the study of science must occupy a second place, 
and must never be allowed to interfere Avith the former. To 
study science to the neglect of practice, even for the sake of 
obtaining what was thought a high diploma, was a great 
mistake. The public knew little of the value of the various 
diplomas, and both the public and the Profession estimated a 
man more by his general character, and by the Hospital 
appointments winch he held, than by the letters which he 
apjAended to his name. 

There was good reason to hope that before long the present 
confused system of Medical examinations and licences woidd 
be swept away, that a thorough ]AreIiminary examination 
would be established (in Avhich might be included the necessary 
amount of science), and that as the Profession of Medicine 
was essentially one, so there would be one single licence to 
practise granted to the student on showing sufficient eA'idence 
that he had been well instructed in anatomy, physiology, and 
practical medicine. 

HIE OPENING OE THE WINTER SESSION 
OE THE 

ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL, NETLEY. 

This event, while still only coming, cast before it a shadow 
sufficiently dense to produce in the columns of our contem¬ 
porary the Lancet of last Aveek a jAaragraph announcing that it 
had taken place on the 1st inst., three days before the actual 
occurrence. Such xArescience is too much for us. We cannot 
attain unto it, but must content ourselves with the more humble 
and useful office of recording events as they happen. 

An opening address of an exceedingly interesting and in¬ 
structive character was delivered by Dr. Aitken at 1 p.m. on 
Monday, the 4th inst. The audience, in addition to the can¬ 
didates for the Indian Medical Service and Medical Officers 
of the British Service about to go tlirough the course, Avas 
composed of the commandant, the chaplain, some of the mili¬ 
tary officials of the Royal Victoria Hospital, the Professors and 
As.sistant-Professors of the Aimy Medical School, and a few of 
their friends in civil life. 

Dr. Aitken’s address was listened to Avith unflagging interest, 
and was loudly applauded. It was a resume of the Medico- 
military history of the wars in which our own and most other 
countries have been engaged during- the last fifteen years, and 
Avhich were such a rude and startling comment on the Utopian 
A’aticinations of universal peace and commercial progress which 
foUoAved the Great Exhibition of 1851. In the description of 
each struggle, the embarrassments, hard.ships, failures, and 
successes of the military Sm-geons engaged formed, of course, 
a principal part. Dr. Aitken clearly traced the steps by Avhich, 
so far as our own Army Medical Department was concerned, 
good was evolA-’ed out of the eA-il which attended the expe¬ 
riences of the first Ci-imean winter; and, Avhile according to 
Miss Nightingale and Lord Herbert eertaiuly their full meed 
of praise for their share in the good work, did not for¬ 
get to inform his hearers that to the two famous old military 
Surgeons Jackson and Bell, is due the credit of having more 
than sixty years ago urged upon the Government the neces.sity 
of instituting an Army Medical School such as that in which 
he was then addressing them. In his sketch of the late 
American Civil War, although in the presence of representatives 
of a different system, he did not shrink from alluding to the 
experienee acquired during that great struggle, that military 
Hospitals Avero found to be more efficient in every way when 
under the management of Medical officers uncontrolled by 
military commandants. On the subject of the couA’eyance of 
sick and wounded in war he also observed that it has ever been. 
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and 'wdll continue to be, the grand difficulty of military Sur¬ 
geons, to ■whom, before the problem can at all approach to 
solution, the organisation and responsible control of all means 
of transport for that purpose must be given. 

The functions of the Army Medical officer chiefly as re¬ 
gards the prevention, in preference to the mere treatment, 
of disease, -which distinguish his position from that of the 
civil Practitioner, were fully considered ; and Dr. Aitken left 
it to his hearers to reply at the termination of the ensuing 
course of instruction whether or not the due performance of 
auch duties involves ample Professional occupation for Army 
Medical officers. 

The Major-General Commanding, at the close of Dr.Aitken’s 
lecture, addressed to the candidates and Medical officers a few 
courteous words of welcome, and expressed the hope that, 
under the circumstances of the accommodation being insuffi¬ 
cient for the unusual and unexpected number of Medical officers, 
those gentlemen who had come off worst in that respect would 
cheerfully accept the inevitable, as every effort would be made 
to render them as comfortable as possible. 

It is not to be wondered at that the number of “shaves,” 
-chiefly on the subject of promotion, was fully proportionate to 
the number of Medical officers assembled from different parts 
of the kingdom. That which appeared to receive the greatest 
share of approval was that on April 1 next full-pay retirement 
is to be offered to thirty Surgeons-Maj or of more than twenty- 
five years’ service. Another was that Inspectors- General were 
to retire after five years’ tenure of office, this being merely the 
reintroduction of a rule which had been in force till 1858. 
A third was to the effect that a system of voluntary retire¬ 
ment, a,t any period of service, on a shilling a day for each year 
of service, would shortly be introduced. W^e cannot of course 
vouch for the trath of any of these rumours, but they all indi¬ 
cate the direction in which tend the wishes of the Medical 
officers themselves—namely, an improved system of retirement. 

It was also stated that no more Assistant-Surg-eons are to be 
■appointed to the Poyal Horse Artillery, in order to prevent the 
uniforrn of that brilliant and exclusive corps from being worn 
by Medical officers. After the recent decision as to precedence 
between the Royal Horse ArtiUery’and the Household Cavalry, 
this, if true, may be considered as a compensatory victory for the 
former corps. e hardly think, however, that the motive of such 
a measure, if about to be enforced, can have been fairly stated, 
but the^ mere suspicion of its existence shows how strong is 
the feeling on such matters, and how ad-visable it would be that 
the officers of ^ the Army Medical Department should have one 
•distinctive uniform of their own. 

W^e may also here state that the report of suicide ha-ving 
been committed by a military Medical officer a few days ago, 
at Ilfracombe, referred to the death in that manner of Mr. 
W. J. Barber, Apothecary to the Forces, who had been on 
Falf-pay since October, 1868. 

The folio-wing Medical officers are about to go through the 
enguing course at Netley :— 

Madden, C. D., Surgeon-Major, Ist Batt., 4th Foot. 
Doherty, D. J., Surgeon, 18th Foot. 
Wood, J., „ 8l8t „ 
Jackson, R. W., „ 100th „ 
Gibaut, W. M., „ Staff. 
Becher, E., 

Myers, A. B. R., Assistant-Surgeon, Coldstream Guards. 
Kerr, B. C., 
Gribbon, G. C., 
Tate, R., 
Milbum, J. T., „ 
Dow, E. L., „ 
Davidge, J., „ 
Bourke, J., ,, 
Hamilton, J. B., „ 
Wiles, J., „ 
Palmer, E. T., „ 
Staples, F. P., „ 
Moriarty, T. B. „ 
Allen, Alex., M.D., „ 
Parsonage, O.S. A., M.D., „ 
Gray,!., „ 

2nd Batt., 6th Foot. 
1st „ 25th „ 
2nd „ 2nd „ 
10th Hussars. 
Military Train. 
Royal Artillery. 
2nd Batt., 15th Foot. 
Royal Artillery. 
Rifle Brigade, 
Staff. 
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The Academie des Sciences.—This body is not always 
in great haste to fill up its vacancies. That caused in the sec¬ 
tion of Rural Economy by the death of Professor Lindley on 
Hovember 1, 1865, has just been supplied by the election of 
^ofessor Comalia, of Milan, who has acquired much distinc¬ 
tion by his researches on the diseases of silkworms. 

GENEBAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-♦- 

DR. BARNES’S WATER-BAGS. 

Lettee feom De. Baenes. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 
SiE,—In your journal of September 25, Dr. Playfair asks “for 
information as to my experience with regard to what seems to 
him to be a serious drawback to my method of inducing labour 
by my weU-kno-wn water-bags.” 

This “drawback” is his fear that the pressure of the bags 
on the presenting part of the child is apt to displace it, and so 
to bring about a mal-presentation. Dr. Playfair relates four 
cases in illustration, and “ in all of them he says he strictly 
carried out Dr. Barnes’s directions.” 

I think a little analysis -will show that the eases do not lend 
any real support to Dr. Playfair’s conclusion, and I must beg 
leave to take exception to the statement that he strictly carried 
out my directions. I have never had the presumption to lay 
down rigid “ directions ” for the performance of this or any 
operation. What I have endeavoured to do is, first to find out 
from observation of nature and experience the principles which 
should guide us in the selection and performance of an opera¬ 
tion, and then to point out in what way those principles can 
best be carried out. It is obvious that the guiding principles 
must vary greatly according to the features of different cases. 
I have not, therefore, laid do-wn, and do not practise, any 
uniform plan of inducing labour. I have in the “water-bags” 
sho-wn a new power, a new aid, in effecting delivery ; but I do 
not rely upon this power as alone sufficient for carrying the 
process to completion. Dr. Playfair seems to expect more from 
the water-bags than I do. Let me now examine his four cases. 
The first passed “satisfactorily;” “pains soon came on, and 
the mother was delivered safely of a li-ring child.” 

This case may be taken to prove at least this much: the 
water-bags do not necessarily displace the head. The second 
case was one “ in which it was considered ad-risable to empty 
the -uterus on account of con-vulsions.” “ The bags answered 
admirably the purpose of dilating the cer-vix and bringing on 
pains, but the shoulder presented, and version was necessary.” 

Dr. Playfair does not state the period of pregnancy which 
had been reached, nor does he state that the head was present¬ 
ing at the time when the bags were first applied. I need hardly 
remind Dr. Playfair that mal-presentation is common in pre- 
ma,ture labour, even when no interference is exercised. It is 
quite possible that in this case the water-bags are only to 
blame for not displacing the presenting shoulder and bringing 
down the head. 

The third case was one of pel-vic deformity. “ When the 
os was dilated, and the pains began, it was found that the 
cord had come down by the side of the head.” What is more 
frequent than this accident in pel-vdc deformity ? The head, 
striking the two projecting points of the brim, the sacrum 
and the symphysis, is unable to fill completely the cervix, so 
that, the moment the cer-vix expands, the liquor amnii or the 
mere weight_of the cord carries the cord do-wn by the side of the 
head. The cause of the descent of the cord might have been 
determined had the distance of the rent in the membranes from 
the edge of the placenta and the position of the root of the 
cord been observed. I will hazard the conjecture that the cord 
sprang from near the lower edge of the placenta, and that the 
rent in the membranes was close to this edge, so that the cord 
would naturally drop through. The chance of this accident 
occurring would be greatly increased if, in addition to distor¬ 
tion, the labour is premature. It is quite possible that in this 
case also the water-bags are only to blame for not preventing 
the cord from slipping do-wn. 

In the fourth case labour was induced “ at the eighth month 
in a patient who had had several dead children at the full time 
from placental degeneration.” A catheter passed some distance 
between the membranes and the uterine walls “ had no effect in 
inducing contractions.” Next day the os was fully dilated by 
the water-bags, but, pains being absent, the membranes were 
ruptured. “ Curiously enough, upwards of thirty hours elapsed 
before labour began, and when the head passed into the pelvis 
Dr. Playfair found a brow-presentation; he eventually de¬ 
livered by the forceps.” 

In this case, again, Dr. Playfair did not observe, or fails to re¬ 
port, what the presentation was before and just after the use 
bags. It does not appear to me very “curious” that thirty 
hours after the rupture of the membranes a brow-presentation 
should be observed. It was probably due to long-continued 
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iriction of the occiput upon the wall of the uterus supported 
by the pelvic brim, whilst tonic contraction of the body of the 
uterus was acting upon the child’s spine through its breech. I 
should not have waited thirty hours after the cervix was 
fully expanded and the membranes ruptured, without ascer¬ 
taining if the presentation was one that required correction, 
or one that could safely be trusted to nature. Of course, I do 
not presume to suggest that Dr. Playfair did not act judi¬ 
ciously ; but I simply submit that this is an instance in which 
he did not “ strictly carry out my directions,” or observe the 
principles I have enunciated. 

Although, as I believe, the cases adduced by Dr. Playfair 
are very far from affording even presumptive evidence that my 
water-bags are apt to cause mal-presentation, I freely admit that 
the question deserves careful attention. In my memoir in the 
last volume of St. George's Hospital Reports, I expressly say 
(p. 119) :—“It is possible that the dilating-bags may displace 
the head from the brim. If this should happen, we must be 
prepared to turn.” I had previously shown that turning in 
premature labour is by no means so hazardous to the child as 
it is in labour at term; less hazardous, indeed, than it is to 
follow the ordinary practice—letting the child take its chance. 
I can, moreover, affirm that the displacement of the head by 
the water-bags is a rare event. 

A word as to the action of the water-bags. It is simply 
adjuvant, and is not always required. I have divided the agents 
for inducing labour into two classes—the provocative and the 
accelerative. The catheter is provocative, the water-bags 
accelerative. I do not use them to provoke labour, but to 
expand the cervix where uterine action cannot be evoked. The 
principles of action are summarised in the following proposi¬ 
tions drawn from the histories of cases in the memoir referred 
to :— 

“1. In induced premature labour the accomplishment of 
delivery is extremely uncertain as to time. 

■“ 2. This uncertainty involves danger to the mother and child. 
“ 3. The immature condition of the uterus often entails 

defective contractile power and increased resistance to the 
passage of the child. 

“ 4. Hence it is desirable to aid the dilatation of the cervix, 
and to supplement the contractile power, to watch and control 
the course of labour throughout, and to bring it to a termina¬ 
tion within a definite period. 

“ 0. This aid can be afforded safely and beneficially by the 
cervical water-dilators, and by the forceps, and turning. 

“ 6. By the proper use of these accelerative means, children 
may be saved which would otherwise in all probability perish. 

“ 7. In the management of cases of placenta prsevia these 
accelerative means are of eminent value. 

“ 8. Labours may always be completed with safety within 
twenty-four hours.” 

These propositions embody the principles of action in the 
induction of premature labour. Of course judgment and 
practised skill are requisite to carry them out so as to insure 
the greatest amount of success. But, given these conditions, I 
have no hesitation in affirming that the operation for the induc¬ 
tion of labour, which, heretofore, had been almost a matter of 
accident so far as the result to the child is concerned, may now 
be looked upon as a scientific proceeding, combining safety and 
certainty in a high degree. I am, &c. 

Robebt Baenes. 

31, Grosvenor-street, Grosvenor-square, October 5. 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SrR,—The public must be by this time thoroughly interested in 
the affairs of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. As a student of 
some standing, I presume to explain some peculiarities which 
have existed for some time in the out-patient department. 
There are certain officers of the Hospital—viz., four Assistant- 
Physicians and four Assistant-Surgeons—who have no beds 
allotted to them, but, by the courtesy of their superiors, are per¬ 
mitted to take charge of a few. The duty of these gentlemen is 
(or at any rate used to be considered to be) to take the duty of 
the wards of their respective superiors in their absence, and to 
see such patients in the so-called out-patient room as the 
resident officers think fit to send across to them, in order that 
students may from these receive instruction to fit them for 
their future posts as clinical clerks and dressers. By this 
arrangement means are provided for preliminary Medical and 
Surgical teaching. The thorough carrying out of this system, 
I regret to say, has apparently fallen into disuse of late. By 

this system each resident officer was provided on the Medical 
side with five clinical clerks, and on the Surgical with five 
dressers competent to take the bulk of out-door patient 
practice, selecting such cases as demanded the attention of 
their superior officers. 

Unfortunately, however, this very perfect organisation is 
lost for want of accommodation in the out-patient reception 
room, called the Surgery. There is only accommodation on the 
Medical side for two, and on the Surgical side for four officers on 
duty, instead of, for the one, room for twenty, and for the latter 
twenty-five. I say, therefore, that no alteration beyond that 
of accommodation and iitilisation of the existing nominal staff is 
necessary to put an end to the distressing scandal which has of 
late been brought forward. Let the governors by their repre¬ 
sentatives afford ^ at least temporary room for their working 
staff, even if they have to utihse for the time being the newly 
gilded banqueting-hall, and let the Assistant-Surgeons and 
Physicians insist upon doing their duty in the matter of 
teaching and turning out students competent to relieve the 
present plethora of the out-patient room, resting satisfied that 
the resident officers will aid these endeavours to the best of 
their power. 

Permit me to add a comment on the words that fell so 
mournfully from Mr. Paget’s bps at our annual dinner the 
other day. Since the “ matter has been under consideration,” 
the only evidence to outsiders of consideration has been the 
appointment of four Registrars. Until this time two Registrars 
were considered sufficient to record the headings of the 
Physicians’ and Surgeons’ wards, and to draw up statistical 
reports for annual publication. These newly appointed Regis¬ 
trars seem, however, to consider it their duty to take an 
elaborate record of every case admitted, regardless of the 
diagnosis of the Physician or Surgeon, of the interference with 
the resident officer, and of the increased tax upon the poor 
patient. In my time the clinical clerks and dressers used to 
consider the carefffi record of cases their province, and as the 
most valuable part of their office. Now, as any one must see, 
clinical teaching is by this means obstructed. These appoint¬ 
ments have a significance, and, to me, it looks very like placing 
the feet of four men on the ladder of staff progression, which 
I deeply regret to say exists in its worst form at St. Bartho¬ 
lomew’s. A further consideration of the whole of this matter 
I leave for those of your readers who may be interesf;ed, and 
the better comment of others who, like myself, are deeply con¬ 
cerned in the welfare of the school of St. Bartholomew’s. 

I am, &c. A Foemee Hotjse-Suegeon. 

PROFESSOR FAYRER ON HIS OPERATIONS FOR 

HERNIA. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—The Medical Times and Gazette of July 3, 186^, contains 
an account of two cases of hernia operated on by Mr. Wood 
in King’s College Hospital. The cases are followed by remarks 
commenting and animadverting on an operation for herma 
that I and my colleague Professor Partridge have been for 
some years in the habit of performing in this Hospital. These 
remarks require notice, as they do not represent the matter 
fairly. 

With reference to the two unsuccessful cases for which I am 
apparently held responsible, I have to say that the first, F. H., 
aged 25, pilot of Calcutta, has never been in the Medical 
College Hospital at all, and that he was not operated on by 
me. He is said by your correspondent to have been operated 
on by Wutzer’s method in 1864. I have not performed that 
operation since 1862, when I abandoned it for one much 
simpler, less tedious, less painful, and more successful, and which 
I still think is neither “ clumsy, unscientific, nor fallacious.” 
A reference to my statistics, quoted by your correspondent, 
will show that the latter epithet is not deserved. At the same 
time, I repeat that it, like aU operations for the raffical cure 
of hernia, is somewhat uncertain, and that it requires some 
care and confidence for its effective completion—would the 
eminent Surgeon whose operation is contrasted with mine say 
that such is not the case with his ? 

As to the second case—W. B., mulatto—he was operated 
on by me in the Medical College Hospital in February, 1867. 
This was not my own operation ; it was done on the suggestion 
of Dr. Chisholm, an American Surgeon. I have performed 
the operation twice, and should not repeat it. I have previously 
recorded my objections to it. It is manifestly unfair to^ con¬ 
found this operation with one from which it totally differs. 
From your correspondent’s remarks it appears that he has not 
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made liimself acquainted ■with, the operation he decries. He 
speaks of the practice of plugging and distending the 
ingninal canal, cHdently mistadving' the plug- which is in¬ 
troduced into the canal for something that is meant to distend 
it. Such is not really the case. The object of the so-called 
plug is merely to support the invagination and secure the 
proper application of the ligatures to excite by pressure at 
the apex ^ of the canal a sufficient amount of inflammation to 
close the internal inguinal ring. The plug should not distend 
the canal—it need not even fill it. 

The operation is not very painful, and it is performed in less 
than half the time that is necessary to perform "Wood’s 
operation. The plug is seldom retained in the canal more than 
fom- days, as it is removed directly suppuration appears about 
the Ligatures. It is comparatively free from danger; the only 
case recorded as fatal died of erysipelas. Have there been no 
fatal cases in other operations for the radical cure of hernia ? 

The results are given in the statistics referred to, and no one 
left the Hospital as “ apparently cured ” without being put to 
the severest tests, such as carrying heavy weights, climbing 
up an upright bar, running, jumping, etc. 

What the ultimate results have been in many cases I know 
not, for the people who come to us are birds of passage, and 
we seldom see_ them again. I can only say that the record 
made at the time is a bona fide one. Many of Mr. Wood’s 
cases, it is said, have been exhibited in King’s College Hospital 
years after the operation free from hernia. I can at the 
present moment lay my hands on only four cases, in or near. 
Calcutta, operated on by me more than two years ago, and still 
under observation. 

One is that of a gentleman now in Calcutta. I append a 
memorandum by his Medical adviser. 

Another is an employe of the E. I. railway, who frequently 
■writes or comes to say that, notwithstanding hard work, he 
remains perfectly well. He was operated on in February, 1865. 

The third is the case of a French sailor, who was killed by a 
fall from the top of a house some time after the operation. I 
had the opportunity of examining the body after death, and 
found the internal ring completely closed. This man had been 
exposed to everything that might have caused a return of the 
infirmity. The parts have been preserved, and are in the 
museum of the Medical College Hospital. 

The fourth case is that of a gentleman now in Calcutta. He 
was attacked by dysentery during the treatment for hernia, 
and the rupture returned during the severe straining of the 
disease. I have heard of, but not seen others, and therefore 
cannot speak with certainty as to their results. I have carefully 
recorded aU failures that occurred wliilst the patients were 
under observation. I confess that I have never felt very 
sanguine about the ultimate success of any of the operations 
for the radical cure of hernia; but I feel quite as confident 
about the efficacy of this as of any, and I am not, as your 
correspondent delicately suggests, ignorant or unmindful of 
others. 

An operation that has the approval of one of the first 
among living Surgeons, Professor Syme, cannot be altogether 
unworthy of confidence, nor can any Siugical proceeding that 
is simple and moderately successful be justly stigmatised as 
unscientific or fallacious. 

In conclusion I would suggest that in future, before indulg¬ 
ing in adverse criticism, it would be well that your corre¬ 
spondent should make himself acquainted with the subject he 
■wishes to criticise. 

Case 1.—Mr. C., aged 43, slight but muscular and healthy, 
was operated on for inguinal hernia of the right side, on 
February 17, 1867. The plug was removed on the foruth day, 
and on March 3 he was to all appearance perfectly cured. 
This is the most rapidly successful case I have kno^wn. Under 
treatment fifteen days. The following is a memorandum 
furnished to me by the courtesy of his Medical ad^viser. Dr. 
WaUer:—Canal appears quite closed. No impulse in coughing 
more than on the left side. On a hot day wears no truss. Can 
go up and dowm stairs -without any inconvenience. Wears the 
truss more from miwUlingness to risk anything than any other 
cause. Feels as comfortable without as with it. Has been on 
the trapeze without the truss, and felt nothing. This is his 
condition two years and six months after the operation. 

Case 2.—E. M., railway guard, aged 40, admitted February 6, 
I860. Operation on February 8, plug removed on the fourth 
day. Discharged apparently cm’ed, March 5. Under treat¬ 
ment twenty-five days. I have seen the patient frequently 
since, and he is perfectly well. 

Case 3.—-Mr. S., aged 26, operated on January 23, 1866. 
Plug removed on the fourth day. Was attacked by dysentery 

while under treatment; the hernia came down during the 
severe straining of the disease. This was a failure. 

Case 4.—J. B., aged 20, a French sailor, operated on 
January 1, 1866. Plug' removed on the fourth day. Dis¬ 
charged cured on the twenty-first day. Three months later, 
Avhilst leading' the most dissipated life and never wearing' a 
truss, he died from injuries received in faUing' from the roof of 
a house, fracturing' his skull and thigh. The body wa.s 
examined and the parts most carefully dissected. 'Phe inner- 
ring was found to be completely closed by firmly organised 
connective tissue, 

The following- are the brief notes of the case No. 2, W. B., 
mulatto, aged 25, operated on in King’s College Hos^iital. 

W. B., West Indian, steward of a ship, admitted February 15, 
1867, with hernia of the right side. Operation performed on 
February 27, according to Dr. Chisholm’s plan, that of tying 
the pillars of the ring with silver wire. The wire was left in 
—it excited very profuse supjpuration ; this subsided, and the 
wound healed. Fle left the Hospital on April 5, the canal 
obstructed by a mass of exudation. I doubt whether this -will 
prove permanently successful. I am, &:c. 

J. Fayeee, Surgeon Medica,! College Hospital, 
Calcutta, August 9. Calcutta. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

History and Working of the Irish Poor-la-w Medical Sy.stem. Printed by 
McGrO'wan, Great Windmill-street. 

*** An excellent account of the Irish Medical Poor-la-w system, embrac¬ 
ing an account of the dispensary, the duties of the Medical officer, the 
expenses, average population, and all other particulars relating to the 
subject. 

Stricture of the Urethra: Its Safe and Rapid Cine by a Nerv Soreiv Dila¬ 
tor, etc. By Charles O. Aspray, M.D., P.R.C.S.E., etc. ItenshavA 

*** This p.amphlet is a contribution to tlie treatment of stricture of the 
urethra by a new instrument, -which may be thus described. From the 
cases recorded by the author, the ne-w dilator appears to be most, efficient 
in very severe cases. The instrument, ivhich is fest passed into 
the bladder, is like an ordinary No. 1 silver catheter, -with the ex¬ 
ception that the handle can be removed to allow of its being used 
as a guide to the other part of the ajoparatus. The dilator, which 
is passed over the guide, is very like the straight part of a sUver catheter, 
ha-ving an ivory handle at one end, by which the instrument is rotated, and 
a very smooth conical screw at the other. Between the two is a silver 
cylinder, of the same diameter as the base of the screw, which is freely 
movable over the other part of the instrument. There is also a gum 
catheter’, -with the eye at the extremity, so that it may bo passed over the 
guide, and allowed to remain in the bladder after the operation. The 
instrument is rotated until the whole of the screw has passed through the 
strictm’e, when the rotation is reversed, and the dilator is withdra-wn. 
The operator knows immediately the screw has passed the stricture by the 
handle becoming freely movable, vdiilc the cylinder is fimily held by the 
contracted portion. 

MEDICAL HEWS. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The' following gentlemen 
passed their Examination iu the Science and Practice of 
Medicine, and received Certificates to practise, on Th-ursday, 
September 30, 1869 :— 

Allen, Matthew Septimus, Dudley. 
Davies, Henry Nauntou, Cymer Pontypridd. 
McEvoy, Fi-anois, Eastoote, Pinner. 
Yates, Walter Peel, Nottingham. 

The following gentlemen, also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination:— 

Ray, William Joseph Richard, Westminster Hospital, 
Wa,Lford, Edward, St, George’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENT. 

The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub- 
lisliing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Gloag, Geokgb, Esep, Dublin, Resident Surgeon to the Bristol Dispensary. 

NAVAL APPOINTMENTS. 
Thomas T. Riordan, Assistant-Surgeon, to the Eoyal Oalc. 

BIRTHS. 
Lyle.—On September 29, at 2, Marlborough-terraee, Harrow-road, tho 

wife of WiUiam Vaoy Lyle, M.D., of a son. 
Miller.—On October 3, at 463, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow, the wife of 

Hugh Miller, M.D., L.P.P.S. GL, of a son. 
Peacocke.—On September 30, at Dublin, the wife of George Peacocke, 

M.A., M.D., Army Medical Department, of a daughter. 
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Pike.—On October 3, at 'Weyliill, near Andover, Hants, the wife of Tliel- 
■well Pike, ai.D., of a daug-liter. 

Prali,.—On September 27, at "West Mailing, the wife of Samuel Prall, 
M.D., of a daughter. 

Eaud.—On October 2, at 15, The Avenue, Blackheath, the wife of J. Baud, 
Surgeon, of a daughter. 

Stepiiex.—On September 28, at 44, Vietoria-road, South Kensington, W., 
the wife of Dr. Stephen, of a son. 

MAEEIAGE.S. 

Buzzaud—Wass.—On 'September 30, at Dethick Church, near Matlock, 
Dcrbyshh-c, Thomas Buzzard, M.D., of 56, Grosvenor-street, to Isabel, 
youngest daughter of Joseph Wass, Esq., of The Green, Lea, in the 
parish of Ashover, Derbyshire. 

Chiirciiill—PiiAVRE.—On October 2, at St. Paul’s Cliurch, Cheltenham, 
Alox.F. Cluucliill, M.B., Ai-my Medical Staff, to Ellen Loui.sa, youngest 
daughter of Fred. Phajue, Esq. 

Holtiiouse—Nicol.—On October 2, at St, Sai-iouv’.s, Haverstock-liill, 
Carsten Holthouse, Esq., of Old Buiiington-strcet, to Martha, daughter 
of the late John Inglis iticol, M.D., of Inverness. 

Lever—Phillips.—On September 30, at Chri.st Cliurch, Lancastcr-gate, 
Eeginald Ci-oft Lever, M.B., 7th Hussars, of Norfolk-crescent, Hyde- 
park, to Florence, second daughter of the late Charles Valentine Phillips, 
H.E.I.C. Civil Service, late of Lantern House, West Mailing. 

Eiciiard.sox—Crossjian.—On September 23, at the parish church, Berwick- 
upon-Tweed, Hemy Eichardson, M.D., E.N., to Margaret, second 
daughter of Eobert Grossman, Esq., of Cheswick, near Beal, Northumber¬ 
land. 

Eudd—Weight.—On September 30, at Clmst Church, Ealing, Mr. Eobert 
Eudd, of London, youngest son of the late Lancelot Eudd, M.D., of 
Hawes, Yorkshire, to Elizabeth King, niece of George Linton Wright, 
Esq., Spring-villa, Ealing. 

Skrijishire—Finch.—On September 30, at St. Mary’s, Morpeth, John 
TrusoottSla-imshire, M.D., of Holt, to Elizabeth, youngest daughter of 
the Eov. Thomas Finch, of Morpeth. 

Stewart—Macfarl.ane.—On September 30, at St. Matthew’s Church, 
Bayswatcr, Hinton Daniel Stewart, younger son of the late Colonel 
Alexander Stewart, of Strathgariyq Perthsliire, N.B., to Lucy, only 
child of Donald Macfarlane, M.D., late of the Madras Medical Establish¬ 
ment. 

DEATHS. 

Birch, Wji., F.E.C.S., at Barton-imder-Needwood, Btaffordsliire, on 
October 3, aged 68. 

Dhndf.rdale, Susan Matilda, wife of W. Dunderdale, M.D., at 
25, NevUle-terraoe, Hornsey-road, on September 30. 

Field, William Seward, Esq., of the Kew-road, Eichmond, and St. 
Dunstan’s House, E.C., only surviving son of the late James Field, 
M.D., of the Kew-road, Eichmond, on September 28. 

Gutch, Elizabeth Frances, relict of the late John Wheeley Gough 
Gutch, M.E.C.S., and fouith daughter of the late Eobert Daffray 
Nicholson, Esq., of Eanford, County Doivn, on Seiitember 27, aged 57. 

Humphry, Clara Annie, the beloved wife of J. Humphry, M.E.C.S.E., at 
Stone, near Aylesbmy, on September 30, in the 35th year of her age. 

Johnstone, Thomas, youngest son of the late James Johnstone, M.D., of 
Leamington, in the Mus.soorie Hhls, India, on August 6, aged 19. 

Laycock, Ann, wife of Thomas Laycock, M.D., Professor of the Practice 
of Medicine University of Edinbm-gh, at York, on October 4, aged 47. 

Eichardson, John Ashton, late House-Sui’geon of the Hull General Li- 
fiimaiy', and Bridlington Quay, on September 16, aged 24 years. 

Hopes, Francis C., M.D., son of the late WiUiam Hopes, Esq., of Boston, 
U.S.A., at Boston, on September 15. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should bo 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) arc stated in succession. 

Hull General Infirmary.—Eesident House-Sm-geon ; must beM.E.C.S., 
and unmarried. Applications and testimonials to Henry Gibson, Esq., 
on or before October 18. 

Kidderminster Infirmary.—House-Surgeon and Secretary ; must have a 
Surgical qualification and be registered, and unmarried. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 12th inst. 

Eotal H0.STITAL FOR Diseases of the Chest, City-road.—Physician; 
must be F. or M.E.C.P. Eng. ApiiUcations and testimonials to the 
Secretaiy, on or before the lltli inst. - Election on November 1. 

St. Marylebonb General Dispensary.—Physician; must be F. or 
M.E.C.P.L., and not practising midwifery or pharmacy. Personal 
attendance will be required at the Dispensary, 77, Welbcck-street, W., 
on October 20, at 11 o’clock a.m. 

Sussex County Hospital.—House-Sm-geon. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to A. Veysey, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

Swansea New Hospital.—Housc-Smgeon ; must be legally qualified. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, 23, Gower-strect, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

Tiverton Union.—Medical Officer for the Thorverton District. Candidates 
must be qualified in accordance with the regulations of the Poor-law 
Board. Applications and testimonials to Mr. C. M. Hole, Tiverton, on, 
or before October 11. Election on the 12th. 

Wigan Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator ; must be rc- 
gi.stcred, and have both Medical and Sm-gical qualifications. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to Hemy Ackerley, Esq., Wigan, on or before the 
21st inst. The duties will commence on December 25. 

Worksop Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; must have both Medical and 
Surgical qualifications, and be unman-ied. Applications and te.stimonials 
to the Committee, Disponsaiy, Worksop, Nottinghamshire. The duties 
will commence on November 1. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*,* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
EESIGNATIONS. 

fVilliton Union.—Mr. C. Williams has iresigned the Williton District; 
area 16,602; population 5670; salaiy £79 per annum. Also the Work- 
house, salary £35 per annum. 

Wycomhe Union.—Mr. C. E. Price has resigned the Eighth District; 
area 3464; population 2409; salary £29 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Blackburn Union.—^William G. Cort, M.E.C.S., L.E.C.P. Edin., to the 

Blackburn District. 
Hemel Hempsted Union.-—^George P. Bernard, L.F.P. and S. Glas., 

L.E.C.P. Edin., to the Flamsted District. 
Wirral Union.—Joseph Snape, M.E.O.S.E., L.E.C.P. Edin., to the Upton 

District. 

Medical Inspectoeship to the Peivy Council.— 
We learn that this post is vacant by the resignation of Dr. 
Wiltshire, who purposes resuming practice in town. Dr. 
Wiltshire was Physician to the Islington Dispensary, and is 
well known as having once practised ovariotomy under great 
dilficulties, in the most plucky manner. We refer to a success¬ 
ful case of ovariotomy during peritonitis. We understand that 
the duties of the appointment Dr. Wiltshii-e resigns are of a 
somewhat onerous and arduous character, and we con¬ 
gratulate him on his return to the practical work of the 
Profession, for which we have reason to believe he is singularly 
well fitted. 

Ovaeiotomy in a Gtiel Twelve Yeaes Old.— 
Dr. Jouon, of Nantes, has removed an ovarian tumour weighing 
twenty ponnds from a girl only 12 years old, who had never 
menstruated. A long narrow pedicle was secured by a clamp, 
and the patient recovered. The case is reported in the Gazette 
Hebdomadaire. This is probably the youngest patient on whom 
ovariotomy has been performed, as Mr. Spencer Wells’s 
youngest patient was 14. She had not menstruated, and also 
recovered. Mr. Wells has had three successful cases in girls 

of 17. 
Univeesity of Cambeidge.—The Professor of Ana¬ 

tomy gives notice that the lectures on Practical Anatomy will 
commence on Monday, October 11, in the old anatomical 
schools, at 1 p.m., and be continued daily. The course of lec¬ 
tures on Anatomy and Physiology will commence on Tuesday, 
October 19, at 1 p.m., in the new museums, and be continued 
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. This course is in¬ 
tended for students of natural science as well as for Medical 
students. Members of the University not requiring certificates 
are at liberty to attend without fee. 

King’s College. — The newly elected Professor of 
Physiology, Dr. W. Rutherford, gave his introductory lecture 
in the large theatre of Bang’s College on Monday last. There 
were present several members of the Medical Staff and a great 
many students. The lecturer spoke chiefly of the history of 
the various views held by the ancient philosophers, and, tracing 
the subject down to our own times, mentioned briefly the great 
men who had laboured in this country and in Germany. After 
speaking in high terms of his predecessors in the Chair, he 
reviewed the three divisions of Phy.siology—Physiological Ana¬ 
tomy, Physiological Chemistry, and Physiological Physics. Tire 
labours of the last few years had principally been devoted to 
the anatomical division; but as that had now been fairly 
worked out, he thought that those who now -ndshed to advance 
the science should direct their attention to the chemical and 
physical aspect of the question. Dr. Rutherford then con¬ 
sidered the materialistic Adews of the present day, and appeared 
an advocate of them ; Avithout discussing Avhether man had a 
spirit or soul (for that was another part of the question), he 
showed that the tendency of advanced thinkers, and the facts 
which recent observation has displayed, aU were in favour of 
materialism. The Professor concluded a very able lecture 
amidst the hearty applause of a very large audience. 

King’s College Medical Society. — The annual 
general meeting of this Society will be held on October 14, 
Avhen Dr. R. S. Smith, one of the Vice-Presidents, will read the 
inaugural address. The President, Dr. KeUy, will take the 
chair at eight o’clock. 

A SAUSAGE-MAKEE, named George Hiller, of Sheffield, 
has been coiiA-icted of having in his possession a quantity of 
horribly diseased horseflesh that was intended for human food, 
and sentenced to three months’ imprisonment. The presiding 
magistrate said it was the Avorst case that had eA^er come before 
him, and expressed his regret that the Act of Parliament did 
not give him the poAver to commit for six months instead of 

three. 
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A conversazione was held in the Board Boom of St. 
Mary s Hospital after the Introductory Address, which was 
larg^ely attended by old and present pupils and visitors enter¬ 
tained by the Medical staff and lecturers). 

Testimonial to De. Moore, oe Lancaster.—On 
Friday evening last, October 1, the opening lecture of the 
Lancaster Science Classes for the session 1869-70, was delivered 
by the Secretary, Dr. Moore, F.L.S., “ On the Scientific Prin¬ 
ciples^ ^involved in the Illusions practised by Modern Magi¬ 
cians.” At the close of the lecture a handsome timepiece with 
suitable inscription was presented by the stndents to Dr. Moore 
in appreciation of the valuable services he had rendered to the 
Science Classes as secretary to the committee, and the assistance 
he had afforded to the students in their studies. 

Munificent Gift to the Eoyal Infirmary, Man¬ 

chester.—We have much pleasure in announcing another act 
of characteristic munificence on the part of Mr. Eobert Barnes, 
formerly mayor and for many years alderman of this city. 
The paragraph which has already appeared on this subject in 
other papers is in some respects inaccurate. Our readers are 
aware that the ^ trustees of the Manchester Eoyal Infirmary 
have for some time past had in contemplation the purchase of 
Cheadle HaU, with the surrounding gTounds, and of adapting 
it to the purposes of a Hospital for convalescent patients. The 
carrying out of this admirable design would, of course, have 
involved a serious charge upon the funds of the institution, 
which are not more than adequate to its ordinary needs. In 
these circumstances Mr. Barnes has placed at the disposal 

trustees, as a free gift, the sum of £10,000. It is more 
than wifi, be necessary to purchase the Cheadle Hall estate, and 
Me simplus will cover the outlay requisite to render the new 
Hospital thoroughly suitable for the reception of patients. 

The Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of 

Glasoow.—At a meeting of this Corporation, held on the 4th 
inst., the following ofidce-bearers were elected for the ensuing 
year, viz.:—Andrew Anderson, M.D., President; Harry 
Eainy, M.D., Visitor; John Coats, M.ID., Treasurer; J. D. 
Maclaren, M.D., Honorary Librarian; James Dunlop, M.D., 
Vaccinator. Councillors : The President, ex officio ; the Visitor, 
ex officio; John Coats, M.D.; Eben. Watson, M.D. ; WilHam 
)Weir, M.D.; Eobert Scott Orr, M.D. Board of ^Examiners: 
James Morton, M.D., Surgery and Surgical Anatomy ; Eobert 
Perry, M.D., Chemistry; E. D. TannahiU, M.D., Midwifery 
and Medical Jurisprudence ; J. B. Cowan, M.D., Medicine and 
Materia Medica; Andrew Fergus, M.D., Chemistry; George 
Buchanan, M.D., Anatomy and Physiology; Eobert Scott 
Oi^ M.D., Medicine and Materia Medica; Wm. Leishman, 
M.D., Midwifery and Medical Jurisprudence; Wm. Lyon, M.D., 
Surgery and Surgical Anatomy; Ebcn.IVatson, M.D., Anatomy 
and Physiology. Clinical Examiners in Medicine: The Phy- 
Mcians of the Eoyal Infirmary. Clinical Examiners in Surgery : 
The Surgeons of the Eoyal Infirmary. Examiners in Arts : 
J^lin Coats, M.D., and. James Steven, M.D, Clerks : Laurence 
Hill, LL.D., and W^iUiam Henry Hill. Librarian and Secretary: 
Alexander Duncan, B.A. Officer : John M'Farlane. 

Composition and Uuality of the Metropolitan 

Waters in September, 1869.—The following are the returns of 
the Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers of Health :— 

Names of Water 
Companies. 

Thames Water Com¬ 
panies. 

Grand Junction 
West Middlesex 
Southwark & Vaux- 

hall 
Chelsea 
Lambeth . 

Other Companies. 
Kent. 
New River 
East London . 

-Sdo 
o S 
H P. 

Grains. 

19-37 
17-40 

17-63 
17- 49 
18- 04 

29-39 
17-33 
16-33 
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x
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e¬
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Nitrogen. Hardness. 

As 1 As 
Nitrates Ammo- 

&c. 1 nia. 

Before 
Boiling. 

After 
Boiling. 

Grains. Grains. Grains. Degs. Degs. 

0-074 0 076 0-000 13-5 3-2 
0-062 0-066 0-000 13-4 3-4 

0-055 0-076 0-001 13-4 3-1 
0079 0091 0001 13-3 3-4 
0051 0129 0-002 13-7 3-1 

0019 0-182 0-000 20-4 5-6 
0-043 0-076 0-000 13-8 3-3 
0-067 0-076 0-001 13-2 3-2 

_ it i ® vvauer suppueu uauy to tue metropolis in th 
accOTding to the returns of the Water Companie; 

to the Medical Officers of Health, 106,414,863 gaUons, and the number o 
holies supplied was 467,577. This is at the rate of 33-5 gaUons per hea< 
ot the population daily. According to the last returns of the supply t( 

It was offiy at the daily rate of 23-6 gallons per head of the civi 
included the water for ornamental purposes, 

i amount of oxygen required to oxidise the organic matter 
mtotes, etc., is detemuned by a standard solution of permanganate o 
po^h actmg for three hours ; and in the case of the metropoUtan water 
reqiM^b*^-t ^ organic matter is about eight times the amount of oxygei 

The Leeds Infirmary has become entitled to £2000, 
under the will of Mrs. Burton, of Eoundhay. 

Leprosy is said to be spreading very fast in Polynesia. 
The Adelaide Hospital, Dublin.—A department for 

the treatment of diseases of women has just been established 
in the above institution, and has been placed under the super¬ 
intendence of Dr. Lombe Atthill, formerly A8sistant-Phy.sician 
in the Eotundo Lying-in Hospital, and Examiner in Mid- 
-wifery in the Queen’s University in Ireland. 

In a case of painful neuroma connected with a peroneal 
nerve. Dr. Eichardson’s instrument for producing local anes¬ 
thesia by means of projected ether spray, completely demon¬ 
strated the advantage of this method, in conjunction -with the 
internal exhibition of chloroform. The disease, of which this 
was a most aggravated instance in a woman who had suffered 
many things, not from doctors, but from Buddhist nuns and 
Tauist old "wives, is attributed by the Chinese to the driving of 
a nail into the flesh, by the god of thunder as a direct 
punishment for past sins. In a deep chloroform-sleep, the very 
approach of the knife seemed to arouse the patient, so that 
-without the additional advantage of the local deadening of the 
spray, the tumour of eight years’ growth could not have been 
removed. The styptic ether, and the ethereal preparation of 
iodine, invented by the same friend of humanity, have yielded 
most excellent results in the practice of the Hospital.—Eeport 
of the Hankow Medical Mission Hospital, 1868. 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 
-^- 

tijat qwstionit^ mutl^ s^all Itarn mat^.—Bacon. 

A. J. W.—In the Students’ Number, September 11. 

Zero.—If possible, ne.xt week. 

Du'blin.—-AB the inquest is adjourned for the purpose of having a post¬ 
mortem examination of the body, we postpone our report of the case 
until next week. 

Barnsley.—Aitet a careful examination of the case we cannot think blame 
is to be attached in any way to Dr. Smith. The woman, when admitted 

into the Workhouse Hospital, was suffering great pain from an ulcerated 
leg, and was most anxious that the leg should be amputated. After & 
consultation with Mr. Wain-wright this was determined upon, and 

accordingly the leg was removed on August 23. The second operation 

was undoubtedly necessary, and there is no e-vidence of want of skill in 

any way. The woman died of lock-jaw. We think it doubtfffi whether 
the ulceration round the thigh was produced by the pressure of the 
tourniquet. 

Parhstone.—'We know nothing of the supposed new cure, but of .the eurer 

we know enough to say cave canem. We know of unfortunate ladies who, 
after being ad-vised by eminent and conscientious Surgeons to submit to 
palliative treatment oidy, have rashly placed themselves in the hands of 

nostrum-mongers; but the event has always been tragical. What we 
hear of the person in question gives us no confidence that his treatment 
would be an exception to the i-ule. 

Corrigendum.—By mistake it appeared in [our columns last week that 

Liston’s Operative Surgei-y had only gone'through one edition; in reality 
the work has gone through four. 

Corrigendum. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—My name is incorrectly entered as Davy in your paper of the 2nd 
inst. under the head of “Appointments for the Week,” Clinical Society 
It should be Dr. W. H. Day, &c. If you will acknowledge this error in the 
next issue of your journal, I shaU be much obliged. 

I am, &c. W. H. Day. 
10, Manchester-square, W., Oct. 2. 

Parochial Vaccinators. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent “ Alpha ” on the above subject in 
the Medical Times and Gazette of September 18, I beg to say that such con¬ 
duct in this neighbourhood is as rare as it is improfessional. I have had 
charge of a country poor-law district for the last twenty-three years, and. 
have carefully watched the progress of vaccination and the laws relating to 
it during that time. I think every Medical man should vaccinate the 
children whom he brings into the world, and that the parents should pay 
him; but if he has any patients who are unable to pay half a crown, then 
the public vaccinator is the proper person to apply to. I have not found 
the feeling of pride to exist as described by your correspondent. In one of 
my-villages are two respectable farmers (not my patients), whose wives 
always ask me to let them know when I am going to vaccinate, that they 
may bring their infants down to the school. Possibly they may do it for 
the sake of economy, but certainly they have the advantage of seeing from 
whom their child is vaccinated. Their own Medical man is a friend of 
mine, and the affair is well kno-wn to him, and he cannot, and does not 
accuse me of “touting.” ’ ^ 

As regards the certificate, which “Alpha ” criticises as cumbrous, I con¬ 
sider those at present in use a decided improvement on the old ones; and. 
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the trouble must be less, as there is only one now required where formerly 
there y. ere two. 

To revert to the subject of this letter, the Kc^strar was evidently wrong'; 
and I cannot but think that some little Professional jealousy or misunder¬ 
standing may to a great extent account for the annoyance which “Alpha” 
has been put to. I do not see that the Vaccination Act, which has done 
so much good already, is in any way to be blamed for this annoyance. 

I am, &c. 
A Public Vaccinatob of Twenty-three Years’ Standing. 

The Best Fillet. 

“A Ten years’ Subscriber” would feel much obliged if the editor of the 
Medical Thaes and Gazette would inform him in his next publication where 
he could obtain the improved whalebone loop or fillet used as a substitute 
for the midwifei-y forceps in certain cases, notice of which appeared some 
time back in this journal, as well as the cases to which this instrument is 
more especially adapted. It would seem it is very successfully employed 
by Practitioners in the east-end of London. 

•»* The best whalebone fillet is that described by Dr. Westmacott at the 

July meeting of the Obstetrical Society. It is adapted for lingering 

labour with head-presentation, the head being in the pelvis ; it is 
especially useful in fronto-anterior face positions to bring down the 

occiput. It may be obtained of Mr. Russell, bandagist, 58, George-street, 

Portman-square. Dr. 'Westmacott’s paper with diagrams will appear in 
the next volume of Obstetrical Transactions. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. A. Davidson ; Mr. Arnott ; Dr. C. Meymott Tidy ; Dr. Yeo ; Mr. 
J. Chatto; Dr. Cheadle ; Mr. C. F. Maunder; Mr. Spencer Wells; 
Dr. C. B. Fox; Dr. Day; Mr. Joseph Walker; Dr. Walker ; Dr. 
Courtenay; Mr. James Bruce; Dr. Eenaud ; Dr. W.H. Day; Mr. 
Patterson; Dr. Foot; Mr. H. Terry ; Dr. G. Reed ; Dr. J. Daniel 
Moore ; Mr. G. W. Jones ; hlr. Alex. Duncan ; Mr. W. W. Reeves ; 
Dr. J. J. Phillips ; Mr. John Colam; Mr. Seaton; Dr. Games; Dr. 
Hugh Miller ; Mr. J. Raud ; Mr. Gaskoin ; Dr. Dudgeon. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Niemeyer’s Text-book of Practical Medicine—Meyer’s Electricity in its 
Relations to Practical Medicine, translated from the German by Dr. 
Hammond—British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review, October— 
Pharmaceutical Journal, October—Journal of Mental Science, October 
— Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, October—^Edinburgh 
Medical Journal, October—Practitioner, No. 16—Journal of Science, 
No. 24—Foot on Chromidrosis—Monthly Microscopical Journal, No. 10 
—Westminster Review, No. 72—Gray’s Anatomy, 5th edition—Ellis’s 
Practical Manual of the Diseases of Children—Harcourt and Madan’s 
Practical Chemistry—Jones’s Plan of Universal Penny Railways—The 
CMcago Medical Investigator, September—Suggestions for Legislation 
with a view to the Suppression of Drunkenness—Annual Report of the 
Peking Hospital. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

"The Constitution—Liverpool Mercury—Barnsley Times—BristolDaily Post 
—Hornet —Medical Press and Cii’cular — Philadelphia Medical and 
Surgical Reporter. 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 

during the Week ending Saturday, October 2, 1869, in 

the following large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2119 1462 1395 75-1 46-6 58-8 0-81 82 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 107 76 •70 71-8 47-8 58-2 2-31 233 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46T 230 175 137 73-0 46-1 57-3 1-27 12s 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052199-7 349 295 272 66-3 49-0 56-1 1-94 196 
Manchester (City) . 370892182-7 283 210 •164 68-5 45-8 56-8 1-46 147 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 80 60 69 69-1 45-5 66-7 1-46 147 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752110-5 186 126 114 68-0 46-2 55-9 0-95 96 
Bradford (Borough) 138622 21-0 125 71 57 68-8 49-5 56-1 0-60 61 
Leeds (Borough) 253110111-7 210 129 123 73-0 48-0 67-4 0-60 61 
Hull (Borough) 126682135-6 72 59 62 • . . «*• ... 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503!24-5 109 69 67 ... ... 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002140-2 111 86 75 63-7 44-0 53-2 1-50 161 
Glasgow (City) 458937190-6 32-2 268 217 63-9 44-6 53-7 202 204 
Dublin (City, eto.t) 320762,32-9 144 158 147 65-2 44-4 56-0 1-92 194 

Towns . 6546587,35-5 4447 3244 2959 75-1 44-0 66-4 1-40 141 
Paris (City) 1889842 . . . . . 713 . . . ... ... 

Week 
. ending Week ending Sept. 25. 

(1863) Sept. 25. 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 660000 ... 296 ... ... 1 59-71 ... ... 

At the Royal Ohservato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29’613 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
29'88 in. on Monday, September 27, to 29'37 in. on Wednesday, Sept. 29. 

The general direction of the wind was W.S.W., S.S.W., and S.S.E. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

• The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

•t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, October 2, 1869. 

APPOINTMENTS FOE THE WEEK. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1076; Girls, 1043; Total, 2119. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1£3<5’3. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 694 701 1395 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 607-5 591-3 1198-8 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

... 1318 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

October 9. Saturday {this day). 

Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m. King’s, 
2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

11. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2i p.m. 

12. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

SmaU 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 6 16 1 4 6 16 
North . 618210 i 2 33 1 10 8 22 
Central 378068 . . . - . 28 8 7 7 
East . 671158 1 6 101 4 14 7 12 
South . 773175 4 6 60 15 14 19 ... 
Total . 2803989 6 20 238 6 51 42 76 ... 

13. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, If p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic jSospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Hunterian Society. 7^ p.m.: Council Meeting. 8 p.m.: Mr. Hutchinson, 
“ On some of the Principal Diatheses and their Mutual Relations.” 

Royal Microscopical Society (King’s College), 8 p.m. Lieut.-Colonel 
Woodward, U.S. Army, “ On Immersion Objectives and Nober’s Test- 
plate.” Mr. Carruthers, F.L.S., “ On the Plants of the Coal Measures.” 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Mean dew-point temperature . 
General direction of wind . 
Whole amount of rain in the week 

. . . 29'613 in. 
. 68-8 
. 75T 
. 46-6 
. 62-9 

W.S.W., S.S.W.,& S.S.E. 
. 0-81 

14. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthatoic, 1 p.m.; 
Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 3 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

15. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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C H O C O L AT - M E N I E R. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
, Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition, 
^•unadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

# % 
Retail by all respectable Houses. 

PARRISH’S CHEMICAL FOOD, 
OR 

SYR. FERRI PHOSPH. CO. (AMERICAN), 
Is imported Fbesh every Month by his Sole Agents, 

P. & P. W. S Q U I R E, 
CHEMISTS IN OBDINARY TO THE QHEEN AND THE PRINC.E OP WALES. 

Ml'. Squire introduced into Medicine {Vide “ Lancet,” March 4th, 1839) 

SOLUTION OF BIMECONATE OF MORPHIA, 
Which has been employed by all branches of the Medical Profession. 

_ Dr. Roots thus writes of it:—“I have taken it myself daily now for very nearly four years, and during that period I have frequently prescribed it 
in my private practice. The result of my obse^ations on its effects on myself and others amounts to this—namely, that it disturbs the head less, that 
m mstresses the stomach less, and that it constipates the bowels less, than any other preparation of Opium. I have taken every other preparation of 
Opium, but from none of them have I obtained the same degree of quiet rest that I have enjoyed from this Bimeconatc of Morphia.” 

ASTRINGENT RED GUM LOZENGES, MURIATE OF AMMONIA LOZENGES 
Taken for Relaxed Throat. tt T Taken by persons suffering from Bronchitis. 

In Bottles 2s. each. 
’ to insure that it is genuine. 

In Bottles 2s. each. 

Each bottle has the Seal 

NEW MUSTARD PLASTER. 

RIGOLLOT’S MUSTARD LEAVES 
Combine Cleanliness, Efficiency, and Convenience. 

They are as portable as a Card-case. 
They have been adopted by the Administration of the Paris Hospitals, and hy the Imperial Navy of France. 

See THE LANCET, Feb. 22nd, 1868 
“ In the Mustard Leaves of Mr. PigoUot we have, it is beheved, a reliable and very ready means of obtaining the 

epispastic effects of mustard.” 

See MEDICAL TIMES, Feb. 8th, 1868:— 
“ This preparation has the advantage of being portable, cleanly, convenient, and effective.” 

Sold in Tin Cases and Packets by aU Chemists and Druggists. Special prices for Hospitals and Charitable Institutions. 

Wholesale—23, HENRIETTA-STREET, COVENT-GARDSN. 

Pulvis Jacobi ver, Newbery, 
FRJS. NEWBERT & SONS, 45, ST. PJUL’S CHURCHTARD. 

Prices for Difpenfing, i oz., 9s. 3 J oz., 3s. 4d. 

FOR GREAT EXCELLENCE 

OF MANDFACTURB 

Fr. GUSTAV ERNST, 
SO, Cliai-lotte - s-ti’eei;, JPi’tzi.'oy - XV., 

INVENTOR, 

Orthopaedic, Anatomical, and Gymnastic Machinist, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

STJRGICAL MSTRTJMEIHS, ELASTIC BAl^DA&ES, &c., &c. 
By Appointment to the National Orthopoedio Hospital, &c. 

OF numerous ORTIIOPiEDrO 

INSTRUMENTS. 
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CLINICAL SUEGEET.—No. IV. 
-^- 

ON HIP DISEASE. 

By THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S., 

Assi.stant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

ON THE TREATMENT OF HIP-JOINT DISEASE 

AND ON EXCISION. 

Paet IV. 

The general inference that would be deduced from the perusal 
of the papers on hip disease which have just been pubh.shed 
must certainly be in favour of the curability of the affection; 
for although examples of hip disease have been quoted iUiis- 
trating every stage of the disease and nearly every complica¬ 
tion which is met with in practice, nothing but a good result 
has been recorded—nothing’ but a cure by natural processes. 
It is not my intention in the present paper to bring forward 
anything to indicate that such an inference is in any way 
incorrect ; indeed, I am strongly convinced that it is per¬ 
fectly sound, for the more I see of joint, and particularly of 
hip, disease, the more impressed I am with the idea that in the 
majority of cases a natural cure may fairly be looked for and 
obtained, and that it is only in exceptional and neglected in¬ 
stances that a fatal result ever takes place. 

When the disease is recognised in its first or early stage, 
before suppuration has set in, unless its progress be unusually 
rapid or acute, this opinion is certainly correct, and the cases 
that have been given in the first part of this commiinication 
may be accepted as fair samples of what might have been 
brought forward had it been deemed necessary. To recognise 
the disease in the beginning is the essential point of practice, 
and having done so, the prognosis is, as a rule, favourable, and 
the treatment simple. 

In the second series of cases which have been given, similar 
remarks are also applicable, for in all the examples quoted, sup¬ 
puration failed to show itself, although to a certain extent dis¬ 
organisation of the joint must have occurred ; for anchylosis 
was the form in which the natural recovery took place, and for 
such a result the more or less complete disappearance of the 
articidar cartilag’es seems to be an essential process. 

In one instance, dislocation of the head of the femur compli¬ 
cated the case, yet a natural cure followed without external, 
or indeed any local, sign of suppiiration. 

Now what, it may well be asked, were the Surgical means 
employed in these cases to help the cure ? What were the 
duties of the Surgeon to hasten on a natural recovery? I 
take it^ that the Surgeon’s hig’hest duties are always most 
beneficial when working to that end. On reading over the 
cases it will be seen that the practice adopted was very simple. 
The general as well as the local treatment was based on general 
principles, and nothing very special has had to be recorded. 

The idea^ upon which the practice was based was always 
that nature s own processes wei’e perfectly competent to cure 
the case, and that the Sui’geon’s office was to see that nothing 
interfered with the natural recovery. 

^To keep the hiiib quiet by some mechanical contrivance, 
where absolute rest was needed, and in every case to forbid 
most stringently any downward pressure upon the affected 
joint, or any pressure of the opposite inflamed bones or mem¬ 
branes, were the main local means employed, together with 
fomentations to the x^art frequently repeated. Tonic treat¬ 
ment was, as a rule, combined with this ; the general or tonic 
treatment aiding the natural powers, and the local treatment 
soothing and remotdng such sources of irritation as would be 
produced by movement and iuterarticular pres,sure. 

It^ may also be remarked tliat no mercury or other special 
medicine was ever given, nor were moxas, cauteries, or other 
painful local measures applied; for the former plan of general 
treatment lias been fairly discarded as useless, if not injurious, 

■and the latter local treatment has failed to prove of sufficient 
value to neutrahse the local objections to which it is open. In 
the hands of some Surgeons they are stiU employed, but I have 
never been able to make out that they are of any decided value. 

In the third part of this communication, in which examples 
of liqi-diseasc have been given associated with suppuration, a 
very different set of questions come before the Surgeon, for he 
has fairly to determine the x'>i’obability or even pos.sibility of 
natural xirocesses being- able to perfect a cure; and if these 
questions are answered in the negative, he has to decide 
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whether his own art be capable of aiding natural processes or 
of removing the source of mischief which prevents recovery. 

In a pathological point of view there seems to be little doubt 
that in a large number of cases of suppurating hip-joints natural 
Xirocesses are amply competent to procure a natural cure by 
anchylosis or otherwise—the excoxitions to this general rule 
including the cases of necrosis of some part of the bones 
entering into the formation of the joint, and the extreme 
feebleness of the x^owers of the patient who may be the 
subject of the disease, whether associated or not with visceral 
disease. Under the former circumstances natural processes are 
prevented from pursuing their welcome offices by the constant 
presence of a foreign body—for such dead bone must be 
regarded—and under the latter the powers of the patient are 
incompetent to supply the demand made uxion them for the 
repair of such an affection as a suxipurating joint. 

It need hardly be said that the Surgeon has no slight diffi¬ 
culty in some cases, and responsibihty in all, in coming to a 
conclusion upon the points thus placed before him. The hfe of 
many a patient rests upon his decision, for it may unquestion¬ 
ably be asserted that in a large number of cases of suppu¬ 
rating hix>joint, unless Surgical art stex)s in and removes necrosed 
bone, wliich by its presence interferes with recovery and keeps 
up suppuration, a cure of the disease can never take place, 
and the gradual decay of the patient’s powers avlU naturally 
follow; and when necrosed bone does not exist the same 
result may follow from the unavailing efforts that nature 
makes to cure the disease she is clearly incompetent to bear up 
against for a sufficient period. 

And this leads the Surgeon naturally to the question of 
excision. 

In every case, therefore, of suppurating hip-joint the Sur¬ 
geon has to decide whether locally there are any conditions 
pi’esent that may pathologically prevent a natural recovery 
from taking place, and if so he has to decide upon the plan of 
treatment by which these conditions may be altered or removed. 
If locally he can find no such pathological cause to interfere 
with a natural cure, he has to determine whether the patient’s 
powers are competent to meet the demand that must necessarily 
be made ux3on them to secure such a result. 

It would be impossible by any description to convey in words 
the knowledge and discrimination that are reqtured to determine 
these points in any individual case. Every instance of disease 
must be judged upon its own points, and the acts of the Sur¬ 
geon guided by its special wants; but this may be said—that, 
in any case of liip disease in which necrosed bone can be 
recognised, whether extensive or limited, repair will proceed 
much more rapidly, certainly, and satisfactorily, when the 
foreign body has been remoA^ed, than Avhen by its presence it is 
keeping up constant irritation and preventing recoA^ery ; that 
in every case of diseased hip-joint associated Avith supx)ura- 
tion in which diseased bone cannot bo made out after a careful 
examination, probabilities certainly point to its cure by natural 
processes, if the Surgeon rightly employs his art in reniOAdng* 
sources of iriitation, such as mobility and interarticular 
XJressure, soothes x^ain, secures a free vent for suppuration, and 
keeps up the power of the x)atient by good food, good air, and 
tonics. 

Between these tAVO extreme links in the chain of cases as 
seen in practice innumerable others are met Avith, all shoAving 
different x^hases of the same conditions under varied circum¬ 
stances ; each, howcA'er, must be j udged, as I have already 
stated, by itself. No rule of XJractice can be laid down which 
is generahy axAphcable. 

We now come to consider the different means the Sm’g'eon 
has at his command in the treatment of these cases of suppu¬ 
rating hip-joint, and, in a general Avay, they differ but little 
from those already alluded to in the treatment of the^lcss 
seA’ere cases to which attention has been aUeady draAvn. 

Immohility of Joints. 

The great principle of practice is the same in aU classes of 
cases, and moi’c x^articularly in these last, and that is the main¬ 
tenance of x^erfect immobility of the joint, with the removal of all 
interarticular pressure ; and these ends may be secured either by 
the long- sxdint—interrupted or otherwise—the leather, Avire, 
felt, or gutta-XAsreha casing, surrounding the pelvis, and in¬ 
cluding the thigh and kuee of the affected limb, leaAung vent 
oxeenings for sinuses, or the Aveight susxeended from the foot 
over a xeuHey, as already illustrated in a general Avay, or in a 
special way, as seen in Case 34. 

The x)rinci]>le of treatment embodied in any of those plans of 
Xiractico is alike, but the selection of the method must depend 
upon the individual case with its special wants. 
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Incision into Joint. 

In tlie treatment of a suppui-ating hip-joint, as of any other 
articulation, it is a most important point of practice to insure 
a free vent for all discharge ; pent-up matter is always inju¬ 
rious in any articulation, whether connected or not with dis¬ 
eased bone, and it is a point of practice of considerable 
importance for the Surgeon to look to. A free incision into 
an abscess connected with the hip, or the free opening of a 
sinus through which pus slowly flows, rarely if ever does any 
harm, and, as a rule, does much good; it should always be 
adopted when pus exists, and its free discharge is not allowed. 
In a former paper this plan of treating sux^purating j oints was 
freely discussed, and Cases 27 and 28 well illustrate this 
point. 

On Excision of the Hip-joint. 

Wlien dead bone can be made out to exist in a suppurating 
hip-joint, there can be no question about the propriety—nay, 
neces.sity—of its removal, and as it is generally in or about the 
head or neck of the femur, it seems tolerably certain that the 
best practice lies in its decapitation. When the bones entering 
into the formation of the hij)-joint in its pelvic aspect are also 
involved, there seems to be no strong reason against their 
removal, should they be necrotic; for it is certain, as long as 
they remain to keep up irritation, a cure by natural pro¬ 
cesses is impossible. An operation undertaken upon the 
hip-joint, under these circumstances, is scarcely more than any 
severe ojieration for necrosed bone, and, in all probability, is not 
more dangerous. The joint as a joint has to a certainty dis¬ 
appeared altogether, and a free incision into it will hardly add 
to the dangers of the case. An operation undertaken under 
these conditions should be classed with those for dead bone. 
WTien the acetabulum is only superficially affected or stripped 
of its cartilage, there is no reason why the diseased head of the 
bone should not be removed; for the disease in the pelvic por¬ 
tion of the joint is probably secondary to that in the femur, 
and ■wiU undergo a natural repair as soon as the source of its 
disease has been removed. 

When the disease in the pelvis is extensive, the operation of 
nxcision may certainly be an open question—that is, of excision 
of the head of the femur alone; for if the pelvic bones are 
necrotic or irreparably diseased, it is quite certain such an 
.operation will be of little use. If the necrosed pelvic bones can, 
however, be removed (and there is no limit to the capabilities 
.of Surgery in this respect), there is no reason why the opera¬ 
tion should not be followed by a good result; for operations 
for necrosis, however extensive, are, as a rule, successful,, and 
when performed upon the disorganised hip-joint, there is no 
reason why they should not be attended with a hke success. 
Extensive gouging of inflamed or so-called carious bone, 
whether about joints or other-wise, I always look upon -with dis- 
favoui-. The gouging, I am disposed to think, does as much 
harm as good when af)j)lied to any other than dead bone. The 
removal of dead bone is always a good practice, but the goug¬ 
ing of inflamed bone I hold to be unnecessary, if not injurious. 

When the presence of dead bone cannot be made out, or 
evidence exists that no such complication seems to interfere 
■with a natural recovery, it is still a disputed point amongst 
Surgeons whether excision of the head and neck of the femur 
be a necessary or even justifiable operation, for those who argue 
against its adoption assert, and with some truth, that all these 
cases of liip disease are caxiable of a natural repair in patients 
who have good or even tolerable reparative powers ; and that 
in those that have not, the operation of excision would naturally 
fail, for as much power is probably needed to effect a cure 
after excision as is demanded for the natural cure of an uncom¬ 
plicated suppurating or disorganised joint. 

To these latter remarks, however, I am disposed to demur. 
I am ready to admit—indeed, I sincerely believe—that, in all 
cases of disorganised hip-joints in which disease of the bone 
does not exist to interfere with recovery, a natural cure may 
fairly be looked for at no distant date, as long as the powers of 
the iiatient keep up their strength, and no signs of failure 
make their appearance. But when these signs show themselves 
in a decided way—when e-vddence exists that in the battle of 
disease the reparative processes yield to the morbid, and that 
treatment fails to tui’n the scale in their favour, it becomes an 
open question, which we -will appeal to facts to decide, as to 
the expediency of performing excision, although I may at once 
admit that I believe the operation, under such circumstances, 
to be not only justifiable, but liighly ad-visable. The removal 
of the source of irritation decidedly acts bencficia.lly upon the 
patient, and many a case has doubtless gone on to recovery 
after the operation of excision that would, unoperated upon, 

have eventually succumbed to the disease, worn out by suppura¬ 
tion and exhaustive efforts of repair. 

For facts in reference to excision of the hip-j oint I have gone 
to Hodge’s work, and to a recent paper by Dr. R. E. Grood, of 
Paris, the former author gi-viag us a statistical table of cases 
up to 1861, and the latter from 1861 to 1868. Hodge gives us 
111 cases, 56 of which recovered, and 53 died. Good quotes 
112 cases, 52 of which recovered, and 60 died; a little more 
than half of the whole number of cases have thus proved fatal. 

Mr. Holmes also, in his excellent work on children’s diseases, 
gives us nineteen cases, of which, in a general way, one-third 
died from the operation, another third recovered with useful 
limbs, and the remaining third, although not recovering, derived 
great benefit from the operation. 

On analysing, however, these cases a little closer, and more 
liarticularly inquiring into the influence of age upon the ope¬ 
ration, some valuable facts come out; for of 100 cases as given 
in Hodge’s work, in which the age of the patient was reported, 
and in which amputation was not subsequently performed, I 
found thefollowingresults :•—Outof 46 cases operatedupon under 
10 years of age, 15 died or 33 per cent.; out of 37 cases operated 
upon between 11 and 20 years of age, 21 died, or 57 per cent.; 
out of 12 cases operated upon between 21 and 30 years of age, 
7 died, or 60 per cent.; out of 6 cases operated upon over 
30 years of age, 5 died, or 83 per cent. The analyses of Good’s 
cases indicate the same truths, for of cases operated upon under 
12 years of age, 40-6 per cent, died ; between 12 and 20 years 
of age, 60 per cent, died; between 20 and 58 years of age, 
76 per cent. died. 

In young life, therefore, in which hip disease is usually met 
with, exciision of the head of the femur is by no means a fatal 
operation, as two out of three get well; from 10 years to 
30 years of age, something less than half recover, and after 
that period it is full of danger. Excision of the hip-j oint is 
clearly more dangerous as age increases, and in tliis it is like 
amputation, lithotomy, or any other great operation. Children 
beyond infancy bear these severe measures well, and it is im¬ 
portant that this fact should ever be before us. 

It is, however, of equal importance to remember that it is 
in yoimg life we meet with the best success in the treatment of 
disease—in hip-j oint as well as in other joint affections. 

Recognising the fact, therefore, that excision of the head of 
the femur is not only a justifiable, but a good operation in 
selected cases, let us briefly consider under what circumstances 
it should be performed. 

From the general facts as learnt from statistics two great 
results clearly come out:— 

That in childhood this operation is attended -with success, 
two patients out of three recovering, and 

That in adult life it is attended with great danger, two out 
of three patients at least dying. 

In the former case, consequently, the operation may be 
entertained under circumstances which in the latter would 
render it clearly unjustifiable. 

With these two broad truths before us, let us enter a little 
into particulars in our endeavour to determine the question. 
When should excision of the hip be perfoimed ? And, first of 
aU, when should it not be performed ? 

It should certainly never be perfoimed in cases in which 
suppuration or disorganisation of the joint has not taken place; 
for as long as this condition is kept off, by Surgical as well as 
Medical skUl, a sound hope exists that a cure of the disease, 
although by anchylosis, may be . secured. The cases I have 
already quoted on previous occasions clearly illustrate this fact. 

It should not be performed when all evidence tends to show 
that the bones entering into the formation of the joint are not 
extensively involved, or necrotic wholly or in part, and the 
general condition of the patient under proper treatment is 
fairly maintained. 

It should not be entertained for disorganisation of the hip- 
joint as the result of syno-vial disease, unless it is clear that the 
general health of the patient is gradually yielding to the 
disease. 

It should never be performed for acute suppurative disease. 
On the other hand, it should always be entertained where it 

is clear that extensive bone mischief exists, or partial necrosis ; 
for it is tolerably certain that, under such circumstances, a cure 
by natural processes is highly improbable. 

It should always be entertained where the general health of 
the patient is clearly giving way under the influence of the 
local disease, whether that disease be in the bones or syno-rfal 
membranes, or both. 

I believe these g-eneral conclusions respecting excision to be 
based on a fail- interpretation of the clinical and pathological 
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facts whicli I have been able to gather upon the subject. They 
can only be given, however, as general guides for practice. The 
discussion upon the propriety of an operation in any given 
instance must rest invariably upon the particular facts of the 
individual case. The accumulated experience respecting ex¬ 
cision which has been given to the Profession is certainly 
enough to prove that excision of the hip is a very valuable 
operation under certain circumstances, and it would be a pity to 
bring it into disrepute by performing it in cases which are 
capable of a cure by natural processes. I have performed the 
operation in two instances oiily. One has been already pub¬ 
lished in my “ Lettsomian Lectures on the Surgical Diseases 
of Children.” I reproduce it, however, in this place, with a 
drawing of the member and proportions. The second case is 
now convalescent, and will be briefly detailed. 

Case 38.—Disease of the Ilip-joint—Excision— A Sequestrum 
found in the Neck of the Femur—Eecovery with a Sound and 
Useful Limb. 
Henry P., aged 5 years, came under my care in July, 1861, 

with a disease in the right hip-joint of two years’ standing, 
suppuration in the part having been present for one year. It 
was quite clear that total disorganisation of the j oint had taken 
place, and that dead bone existed, as it was readily felt upon 
passing a probe down the sinus situated behind the trochanter. 
Regarding the case as one of disease of the joint, secondary to 
inflammation and necrosis of some portion of the femur, I pro¬ 
posed an operation for the purpose of its removal, and on 
August 27 I carried out the practice. 

Upon malting my incision behind the trochanter, a piece of 
dead bone vdthin the hollow of the trochanter was at once ob¬ 
served, and on further examination it was found that the 
head of the femur had separated at its line of junction with the 
neck, and was lying loosely in the acetabulum. 

The following drawing well illustrates this condition :— 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1.—A, head of femur lying loose in the acetabulum ; B, sequestrum 
in neck of femur. 

I therefore thought it best to excise the head and neck of the 
femur below the trochanter. I may add that the acetabulum 
had been deprived of its cartilaginous covering, but was other¬ 
wise healthy. The only local treatment after the operation was 
the application of wet lint to the wound. The limb was simply 
allowed to rest upon a pillow ; no splint was ever used. Con¬ 
valescence rapidly followed the operation, and in three months 
the child got up and was able to stand upon and flex the 
limb without pain. The wound also had quite healed. He 
left the Hospital and unfortunately contracted measles, which 
reduced his powers extremely; a large abscess also formed as 
a consequence in the right thigh below the seat of the original 
disease. For this he was readmitted, and, after good feeding 
and tonics, this gradually disappeared, and he left with a good 
useful limb. 

In 1863, two years after the operation, the boy was quite 
well. The limb was about one inch shorter than its feUow, but 
otherwise it was quite sound. The boy could walk and run 
freely without the assistance of any stick. He could stand 
upon the limb without support, and bend or rotate it in any 
position. The shortening of the limb was indeed the only in¬ 
convenience, for he could do as much with the affected side as 
with the smmd one. 

In May, 1869, the boy again came under my observation, 

having become weak. He had grown much during the last six 
years, but the right lower extremity had not grown equally 
with the left; it was now two inches shorter than the sound 
side, and was comparatively more wasted. The boy could, 
however, get about upon it well, and had every movement. 

The two drawings, which were taken in May last, wiU 
illustrate the boy’s present condition. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Disease of the Sip-joint—Suppuration—Excision of the Head and 
Heck of the Bones—Eeeoverij. 

[Reported by Mr. Barrow.] 

Ann W., aged 7, a delicate-looking child, was brought up 
from Nottingham and admitted into Guy’s Hospital on 
August 5, 1868, under the care of Mr. Birkett. She had been 
the subject of disease of the hip for two years, and for one 
suppuration had clearly existed. The child had suffered much 
from pain, and her powers had been exhausted by discharge. 

The Arab, on admission, was partially flexed on the pelvis, 
and the pelvis was tilted up on the affected side. The soft parts 
about the foot were much swollen, and three or four openings 
existed—one in front of the foot, another above and behind, 
and a third below, the trochanter; they all discharged pus. 

A splint was applied and tonics given. In September the 
case passed into Mr. Bryant’s hands, during Mr. Birkett’s 
absence from town, and, as the child clearly made no way and 
the probe passed down to diseased bone, excision of the head 
and neck of the bone was determined upon. 

The operation was performed on September 11. The child 
was placed under the influence of chloroform, and a long in¬ 
cision made behind the trochanter. The head and neck of the 
bone were readily turned out and removed. They were found 
to be much altered in shape. This wiU be well seen in 
the drawing (Fig. 4). The acetabidum, although bare of its 
cartilage, appeared to be healthy. A long rectangular splint 
was put on after the operation, and the wound dressed with 

carbolic acid lotion. 
Everything went on well. The child’s health rapidly re¬ 

covered, and she took food kindly. The wound healed satis¬ 
factorily. In one month the parts had nearly closed, and in 
two the wound was represented by a small sinus. The child 
was then allowed to get up. By Christmas the child moved 
about the ward by means of a crutch, and in February she 
returned home, one small wound alone remaining open. There 
was fair movement in the part. 

My friend, Mr. Arthur Mickley, of the General Hospital, 
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Nottingham, who kindly undertook to watch the case for me 
on June 22, sent me the following report of her present condi- 
tionHer general health is excellent; she is in very good 
condition; she eats and drinks well, and suffers no pain—in 
fact, the friends say they can hardly believe it is the same 

Fig. 4. 

child. She gets about the house without the aid of a stick, 
and is able to enter into and enjoy the various amusements 
which the other younger members of the family indulge in. 
The limb is shorter than the sound one, but the foot touches 
the ground, and she can walk upon it without distress. She 
can swing the leg backwards and forwards with the greatest 
facility. The thigh can be flexed upon the pelvis, although 
not perfectly. When sitting on a chair, a casual observer 
would scarcely be able to detect any difference between the* 
two limbs. The only treatment she has followed has been 
good living, fresh air, and iron, in the form of the syrup of the 
iodide, with gradually increasing exercise. 

T/ie Operation of Excision of the Sip. 

There seerns to be a general consent amongst Surgeons that 
the best incision for the operation is one long one passino* for 
about two inches above the trochanter downwards, along its 
posterior border for another three or four inches. This incision 
gives abundance of room, and allows of the rapid exposure and 
enucleation of the head and neefe of the bone. In this step the 
aid of a skilful assistant is of great value. There seems also 
an equal unanimity amongst those who practise excision that 
the head, neck, and trochanters of the bone should be removed; 
the latter, when left, acting as a constant irritant against the 
soft parts and pelvic portion of the articulation, and retarding 
recovery. In this step the chain saw is of great use when 
operating upon adults—at least, I have found it so when prac¬ 
tising the operation on the dead subject. In cliildren the 
ordinary saw ansv/ers every purpose. 

The treatment of the case afterwards is very simple. A 
splint for a short period till repair has fairly j>rogress8d is of 
u.se, although it is not essential. In one of the cases I have 
given, in which so admirable a result followed, no splint was 
ever used. This point must be determined by the wants of the 
individual case; if the splint givCs comfort, it .should be em¬ 
ployed ; if the weig’ht and pulley answer the purpose, they 
should be used. 

As soon as the parts have fairly healed, passive movement 
should be allowed; otherwise a stiff joint may be obtained, and 
although such a result is not a bad one, it i.s not so good as a 
movable articulation. 

Stmmetby oe Disease.—'\s a rule there is not so 
much pain or offensive smell from an op)en cancerous mass in 
Chinese patients as in European subjects. It may be also 
observed that out of some eight or ten cases of extirpation of 
the breast, only one has been met with on the right side. This 
apparent proneness of the Chinese female breast of the left side 
to be so exclusively affected with cancerous disease, is as likely 
to be referable to the invariable tendency of Chinese patients 
to follow each other to the Hospital, when disease of a precisely 
identical natm’e and situation has been clearly shown to be 
curable. All such curious affectations of disease for symmetrical 
organs of the body, are to be suspected as to their universality. 
■ Report of the Sanlcow Medical Mission Sospital, 1868. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-^- 

DEUNKENNESS IN INDIA, AND ITS 
EEPEESSION. 

By C. A. GORDON, M.D., C.B., 
Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

The vice of drunkenness has unfortunately ever been the bane 
of the British soldier, whether on foreign service or at home. 
Much has of late years been effected with a view to mitigate 
tliis great evil, but nowhere more than in India, and it is satis¬ 
factory to know that the result has been an improvement in 
the habits of the men, so great that intoxication, far from 
being of common occurrence, is now comparatively rare among 
them. I would desire in the following remarks to indicate 
some of the measures by which this happy consummation has 
been attained, but, in so doing, must allude to the condition of 
the vice from time to time to the mitigation of which the 
measures in question were directed. 

Beginning my observations with the year 1833, I take as an 
example what is recorded in regard to the 31st Foot, then 
stationed at Kurnal. It is stated that such was the extent to 
which drunkenness prevailed in that regiment at the period in 
question that “ no rule, regulation, or order issued on the sub¬ 
ject appeared to have the effect of putting a stop to it.” The 
quantity of spirits which by clandestine means was obtained 
from the canteen—then an establishment but recently insti¬ 
tuted—was but “ a mere trifle as compared with what was 
obtained from other quarters.” (a) For example, we find it ex- 
piressly stated that many of the married women sold brandy, 
rum, gin, and arrack, in a manner publicly, “ and, moreover, 
that those liquors, some of the most deleterious description, 
Avere always to be had in the bazaars, and also in the canton¬ 
ments of the Company’s European artillery.” In fact, the 
custom of mixing narcotics and other deleterious drugs with 
liquors clandestinely sold to the troops had existed for many 
years. It attracted the attention of the authorities in 1827, 
and probably there may be readers of these remarks who re¬ 
member the time when old soldiers in India, to increase the 
pungency of otherwise hot and irritating liquor, added red 
Xieppers to their arrack. 

At some stations the facilities for obtaining spirits clandes¬ 
tinely wore peculiarly great. At Clunsurah, for example, it 
was reported(b) that “ the new barrack, which is one long line 
of building 750 feet in length, with an open verandah all 
round, being without enclosiu’e of any kind, it was quite im- 
j)OS8ible to prevent men from rambling abroad at any hour of 
the night or day.” It was, however, recorded that the barrack 
was situated in the centre of the cantonment, with two very 
extensive bazaars in its close jAroximity, in each of which are 
several shojAS licensed by Government for the sale of arrack, 
dliaroo,(c) and other deleterious spirits, which are sold at so 
low a x^rioe that a soldier may on any one of them get drunk 
for two or three annas, the average balance of his day’s pay. 
At tiffs time a number of old soldiers who had but recently 
volunteered from the 14th Foot, w'ere temporarily detained at 
Chinsurah, and with reference to them Dr. Burke remarked that, 
Avith such opportumties and facilities as he had just described, 
“ it cannot be considered matter of surprise that old soldiers, 
separated from the head-quarters of their corps, should indulge 
liberally in their favourite habits of intemperance.” 

Dinapore was another station noted in those days for the 
facilities it afforded the soldiers for indulging in drunkenness. 
Adverting to them. Dr. McLeod observed that it was by no 
means extraordinary that the station shoiffd be remarkable as 
an unhealthy and drunken quarter for troops, adding that 
“ everything has been done that zeal andingenuity can deAUse” 
to check the evil, but Arithout success. “All commanding 
officers,” he further observed, “ who have had the nffsfortune of 
being quartered there, haA^e failed to limit the evil, and even 
the Brigadier-General is not privileged to interfere. His 
authority extends only Avithin military bounds, and the bazaar 
and several villages are so close to cantonments that preventing 
the introduction of forbidden articles is x^erfectly hopeless,” 
because “ the whole control beyond their limits is exercised by 
the civil authorities,” who are hound to protect the sale of 
spirits, and will, of course, support the vendors against the 

a) General Report for 1833, piJ. 212—219. 
b) Report 1830, j). 309. 

(o) Obtained from the petals of the Bassia latifolia, N.O. Sapotacese. 
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representations and complaints of officers, wlio are therefore 
powerless, (d) 

At the period of which I write it is evident that to be 
intoxicated was the rule, to be sober the rare exception. Dr. 
McLeod reported(e) with sorrow that “a system of drunkenness 
among the men and their wives prevails to a most appalling 
degree, and is the very fertile source of disease.” To check it 
was impossible, for it “ seemed to have extended to those whose 
station in society should have induced them to set a better 
example to their military inferiors —a sentiment which shortly 
afterwards found confirmation in the views expressed by Sir 
C. Napier.(f) “The gi’eat disease with officers and men,” so 
he wrote, “is driiik, hut,” he adds, “the soldiers drink more 
liquor ” than the officers—a circumstance which would seem to 
imply that this was the only difference between them. 

As already observed, a quantity of rum, varrying according 
to station from one-tenth to one-tAventieth of a gallon, was 
then issued to the soldier in India as a portion of his daily 
ration, one-half being usually consmned in the early morning, 
the other at midday. The former was for the most part given 
before going to drill, or during the prevalence of foggy 
weather, (g) under the impression that spirits acted as a pro¬ 
phylactic against malaria. There were, moreover, occasions 
when indulgence in diink was rather encouraged than other¬ 
wise, as, for example, when volunteering of men to other 
regiments was taking place, when prize money was issued, 
and during the prevalence of an epidemic. Let us, for 
example, observe what is recorded of the 14th Foot, when that 
regiment gave its volunteers in 1828. On that occasion, (h) 
“a scene of drunkenness and consequent irregularities ill 
calculated for the preservation of health took place.” “ The 
men continued for five or six days to drink, it is understood, at 
the rate of about 100 gallons of arrackper day”—that is pro¬ 
bably at the rate of an eighth of a gallon of the spirit while 
the carnival lasted. This quantity, however, was probably not 
large, considering the capability of the soldier of the period 
for his potations. Thus, it is recorded of James Spilman, 38th 
Regiment, that he could ^drink at a sitting eleven quarts of 
foetid toddy, and, moreover, that he had won wagers by so 
doing; but the exploit was as nothing compared to that of 
two soldiers of the 13th Foot, who, between them, drank at 
Dinapore thirty-two quarts of the same liquor in one day. (i) 

“Periods of issue of batta to the troops,” so wrote Dr. 
Clarke so lately as 1847, “are invariably times of disease and 
mortality. The Sutlej batta also could count its deaths,” and 
he then alludes to one commanding officer who, hopeless to 
prevent intemperance, directed its course with the best con¬ 
sequences. He persuaded his regiment “ to get drunk hke 
gentlemen on champagne,” by which means, to quote the 
words of the report, a short-lived, exhilarating, but expensive 
debauch was substituted for a protracted course of intoxi¬ 
cation. (k) 

The^ responsible Medical officers were not slow to iirge upon 
the mihtary authorities the many evils in the form of disease 
and crime that arose from the prevailing drunkenness. In 
1827, Dr. Burke adverted to the pernicious results of issuing a 
ration of spirits to the soldier, and in his report for 1830 he 
commented severely upon the facihties at Chinsurah for soldiers 
quartered there to indulge in habits of intoxication, adding- 
that “ scarcely a man came to Hospital for many months who 
had not been drinking without a pause for some days; ” (1) 
while many acknowledged that they had not been quite sober 
for a fortnight, for a month, or for throe months. He remarked 
that “the individual who lives in a tropical climate, and is in 
the habit of drinking spirits, will sooner or later die of an 
abscess in the liver, and if he be much exposed to the sun, the 
more certain and the more early will be his end, probably by 
feA’-er, or affection of the head, or inflammation of the howels, 
before the abscess has had time to form(in) and in the same 
report he expressed himself as satisfied that if ardent spirits 
were withdrawn altogether throughout the army in India and 
elsewhere, tlie health of the soldier AA'Ould be more improA’ed 
by the measure than by all the other means that could be 
devised. 

fd) Report for 1836. 
(e) Report for 1835, page 301. 
(f) “ Conquest of Scincle,” page 530. 
(g) Report for 1830, page 314. 
(h) Report for 1828, page 56. 
(i) Inspcetor-General’s Report, 1829, pages 59, 60. 
(k) Ditto, 1846-7. 
(l) Report for 18k>, page .309. 
(m) Report for 1832, page 46. 

It is recorded that in 1833(n) four-fifths of the disease in the 
31st regiment was attributable to drink, and that of fifteen 
men of the corps who died during the quarter ending Sept. 30, 
ten had been, previous to their iUness, in a state of constant 
and excessive intoxication. Nor was it alone to long- 
continued heavy di'iuking that injury to health was at all 
times attributable ; quite as much, if not more, actual danger 
having then, as more recently, been found to arise from the 
habit of tipphng. “ The maxim may be held as almost esta¬ 
blished,” so Avrote Dr. Burke, “that a certain indulgence in the 
constant use of spirits will prove fatal by delirium tremens, 
liver complaint, and dysentery, and the mode of drinking that 
most readily gives rise to the former disease is the constant 
dram-drinking, which keeps up a state of excitement short of 
drunkenness, not Avholly inconsistent with the performance of 
common duties. This system of tippling, when connected with 
mental anxiety or irritation, is considered much more dangerous 
than a fit of drunkenness Avhicli is followed by nausea and 
vomiting, general debiUty and collapse, by which nature throws 
off the accumulation of jioison that ojipresses her, and gives 
time for the establishment of healthy action.” (o) In 1836, 
Dr. McLeod recorded his views that intemperance and 
recklessness Avere the banes of Britons in India, and were 
in a peculiar manner the destruction of the British soldier. 
“The Government,” he added, “will not see this, and they 
issue spirits to the troops to bring about” the state of mortahty 
and inefficiency on Avhich he Avas coimnenting. “I am cpiite 
Avilling' to believe,” he added, “ that the unfortunate practice of 
GoA'ermnent issuing the dram had its origin in the best inten¬ 
tions, and from a mistaken idea of its effects on health; but it 
has long been knoAvn that spirits are prejudicial under most 
circumstances, and under all unnecessary. The CAffi,” he 
continues, “ is not so much in the immediate effect of the dram 
as in that it lays the foundation of habits which lead to de¬ 
struction of the soldiers as men, and to their utter uselessness 
as defenders of their country.” But he went further than 
this ; he pointed out to the local authorities that the Imperial 
GoA'emment had discontinued the use of spirits to troops on 
board ship, they receiving in lieu beer or porter, “ which ismot 
only more Avholesome, but is preferred by a large majority, by 
all, in fact, but the old soldiers ; ”(p) nor should the fact pass 
unnoticed that among the measures recommended by a Royal 
commission tAventy-three years after the date of Dr. McLeod’s 
report was “ that no spirits be issued to troops on board ship 
(between England and India) exceiit on the recommendation 
of the Medical officer in charge.” The recommendation of Dr. 
McLeod had doubtless long before passed into obhAdon. 

One more extract must here suffice. The Surgeon of the 
16th Lancers, in his report for 1836-7, observed that, as in all 
other corps, “ drunkenness AA'as the cause of two-thirds of the 
diseases admitted into Hospital; it is more general among the 
old soldiers and those who haA^e A'olunteered from other corps 
than among the younger men.” Lot us now briefly allude to 
some of the measures proposed from time to time Avith a view 
to mitigate the conditions aboA'e described. Dr. Burke, in his 
report for 1827, adverted to various circumstances which 
according to his A'ieAV acted prejudicially on the health of 
the soldiers, obserA’ing that he had brought them under the 
notice of the military authorities, and then expressed himself 
thus : “ I still more strongly represented the bad effects of the 
ration of spirits to the soldier, and the necessity of substituting 
an equivalent of money for it, and urged the establishment of 
canteens to be strictly conducted on approved rules and regu¬ 
lations ; that it Avas necessary they should be always provided 
AAuth a sufficiency of AAffiolesome wine and malt liquors which the 
soldier miglit purchase and drink there at cheapest possible rate, 
for if they could be once induced to relish Avine or malt liquor 
I thought they might be got to rehnquish the use of .spirits 
altogether.” Three years afteiuvards, hoAvever, this Medical 
officer had to express himself thus : “ It is well known that 
drunkenness, the besetting sin of the British soldiery, has 
hitherto resisted every attempt to keeii it Avithin bounds, and 
will most probably continue to do so until the soldier becomes 
a better instructed mau, until he imbibe some little portion of 
the improAung spirit of the age, and hold a more elevated rank 
in the scale of moral and intellectual beings.” (q) Dr. Burke 
was in his ausavs far in adA'ance of his time. Four more yeans 
pass over, and he reA’erts to the theme. “ It is to be lamented,” 
so he Avrote, “ that excessive drinking should continue to bo the 
proA^ailing A'ice of the men ; ” and referring especially to the 

(n) General Report, page 219. 
(o) Report for 1834, page 64. 
(p) Report 1836. 
iq) Report 1829, p. 2.39. 
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38th Eegiment, he added, “Most of the men have been some 
years in the country, and the habits of intemperance are too 
well confirmed to admit of a change by any species of restraint 
or variety of punishment,” adding that they “see their 
comrades daily suffering from disease originating in drunken¬ 
ness, and sinking into premature bodily imbecility from no 
other cause, but they see this with indifference, and pursue the 
same destructive coxirse, unchecked by any fears for the future 
consequences, or utterly regardless of them.” 

“ Much has been done by Government,” so wi’ote Dr. McLeod 
in 1836, “to protect the soldier from injury by climate and 
weather, and, so far, his condition is in a progressive state of 
amelioration. But to cure the old soldier of his bad habits, or 
to prevent the young one from acquiring the vices of his pre¬ 
decessor, little aid has been or is given.” Perhaps these 
remarks were somewhat too sweej)ing, considering that schools, 
libraries, and saving-banks had already been some years in 
operation in India ; but it must be confessed that these alone 
were inadequate to diminish the prevailing vice of the army. 
One measure that was recommended, however, was so peculiar 
in its character as to deserve to be specially noticed. “ In one 
regiment(r) the Surgeon invited all the convalescents in Hospital 
to attend in the sm-gery, where he showed them the infiamed 
and diseased stomachs of several of their comi-ades who had 
died by ilhiess induced by drink.” 

When the measure was first contemplated of withdrawing 
the ration of spirits from the soldier in India, giving him a 
money allowance in place of it, fear was naturally enough 
entertained that the money so given would be expended in the 
purchase of native bazaar liquor of a very deleterious kind. 
Canteens were therefore in 1828 instituted, with a view to avert 
this anticipated evil. In those regimental establishments it 
was intended that the men should obtain a limited quantity of 
good spirits for the sxmi. allowed in lieu of that taken from 
them; end one of the first effects produced was that a stop 
was put to the system that had prevailed in every corps of 
men saving their spirit ration and disposing of it at a high rate 
to those who had money. But, on the other hand, it was found 
that some few men laid by the money they received in lieu of 
spirits, and, when it had accumulated to a considerable sum, 
spent it in a regular bout of drinking, (s) Thus the measure 
was attended by some evils which are worthy of notice in 
remarks such as these. 

Among the regulations under wliich canteens were originally 
established was one which, however, seems only to have been 
observed in a few regiments, that they should be open only 
from 6 to 8 o’clock p.m. daily. Every attention was to be paid 
to ^ the men who resorted to them, rum, brandy, and wines 
being obtainable in moderate quantities, also bread, biscuit, 
cheese, cigars, etc., etc.; and with reference to the 13th Poot, 
then at Cawnpore, the circumstance was recorded that in 1834 
the canteen, as_ conducted, “ added much to the comfort of the 
men,” they being supplied at it with tea, coffee, and various 
articles of groceries, all of wholesome quality and at moderate 
prices. A large room fitted up with tables and forms was set 
apart in the canteen where the men might sit and enjoy them¬ 
selves ; but no man was permitted to have a sufficient quantity 
of liquor to render him intoxicated, (t) and it is further re¬ 
corded that from the time when canteens were first established 
arrangements were made in connexion with them for supplying 
hot tea or coffee to men before morning parade. These facts are 
important in connexion with questions of sanitation, and no 
less so some others recorded at the time—as, for example, that 
in some regiments, the soldiers having preferred wane to spirits, 
supplies of the former of good quality were obtained for their 
use to the absolute exclusion of the latter, (u). 

But we learn that a similar measure had really been intro¬ 
duced into a portion of the aimy many years before that time. 
Thus, our troops employed in Egypt in 1801 had a dailyration 
of wine given to them, a practice which was continued at some 
if not aU the Mediterranean stations, especially Gibraltar. “ In 
the West Indies, the Mediterranean, and on the Continent of 
Europe,” so Dr._Burke wrote, “the soldier is supplied by the 
commissariat with one pint of wine daily, and only in great 
emergencies is he ever served with spirits.” “ Government,” 
he added, “ ought to spare no expense in endeaimuring to dis¬ 
courage the use of ardent spirits in the army, and in substitut¬ 
ing a more wholesome beverage.” 

In 1832 (v) an attempt was for the first time made in the 
11th Hussars and 26th Regiment, both stationed at Meerut, to 
introduce beer into the canteens of those corps ; but as a supply 

(r) Report for 1834, p. 65. (t) Report 1834, p. 60. 
(s) Repert for 11_8, p. 310, et seq. (u) Report for 1833. 

(v) Report for 1832, page 48. 

from England was unattainable, a quantity was obtained from 
a brewery shortly before established at a hill station not far 
distant. Towards the end of that year and in the following 
good English beer was issued to the soldiers at Calcutta and 
Berhampore at a cheap rate, the men of the 49th Foot at Fort 
William pa3dng about 3|d. per quart for what they used; and 
so favourable were the results at both places that “ not only 
did the prevalence of drunkenness decrease, but so did the 
number of serious accidents, of drowning, apoplexy, and 
delirium tremens.” (w) 

The profits of canteens soon became considerable, and they 
were partly dispensed for the general good of the regiment, as 
for the support of the school and of orphans, for the supply of 
tablecloths and delf for the use of the men, books for 
the library, in gratmties to deserving men of long service, 
in prizes for children, in the purchase of cricket-baUs, quoits, 
etc., and sometimes in sending sickly men short trips on the 
river, (x) But the direct effect which the establishment of 
canteens had upon the rate of mortality and the number of 
punishments was of so marked a nature that the then Inspector- 
General specially dwelt upon it in his report. This is indicated 
in the following table :(y)— 

Tear. Deaths to Number of 
Strength. Punishments. 

1826 . . 9-7 per cent. 158 
1827 . • 6- „ 135 
1828 . • 6-2 „ 94 
1829 . . 6-6 „ 136 
1830 . • 3-8 „ 122 
1831 . . 4-3 „ 88 
1832 . • 3-9 „ 93 
1833 . Not stated. 74 

Notwithstanding the results here shown, it is undeniable 
that certain circumstances interfered materially with the full 
benefit that should have been obtained from canteens. Among 
them Dr. Burke (z) enumerated the inferior nature of the liquor 
issued at some, and the too great surveillance exerted over the 
men frequenting them. Government in a measure directed the 
sale in them of ordinary rum of the country supplied by the 
commissariat—a liquor which the soldiers hked on account of 
its cheapness, but which in the quantities allowed to be issued 
—namely, two drams daily—speedily induced its pernicious 
effects; and it was distinctly stated that, in consequence of the 
imperfect management of some, drunkenness and other vices 
had actually increased after canteens were first established. 
For example, that in the garrison of Fort William was in 1836 
described by Dr. McLeod as having been the worst conducted 
establishment he had ever seen; in it any man could have as 
much liquor as he could pay for. The scenes witnessed there 
were in consequence “ beyond belief,” but the officer command¬ 
ing invalids in the fort had no power to interfere; the esta¬ 
blishment was entirely under the orders of the Indian officers, 
and “ the efforts of the Brigade Major Queen’s troops to pre¬ 
vent the invalids from resorting to it gave great offence to the 
authorities of the fort” at the same time that they failed in 
their object. It moreover so happened that this establish¬ 
ment, situated at the seat of government, was that to which 
the higher officers had readiest access, so that its failures were 
erroneously considered as indicating a general want of success 
in the scheme, whereas at the more distant stations, as already 
mentioned, canteens, when properly managed, had been pro¬ 
ductive of much benefit. Dr. McLeod endeavoured to repre¬ 
sent matters as they really were, and accordingly thus expressed 
himself :—“ That it would be very desirable that no canteens 
were required as an appendage to a barrack, I readily grant; 
but I have known barracks before canteens became a part of 
their regular establishment, and I have known them since, and 
I have no hesitation in asserting that the canteen is a benefit, 
and that a well-regulated one is an improvement on the old 
system, although falling short of what it ought to be.” 

Among the measures adopted with a view to check the pre¬ 
vailing drunkenness to which allusion has been made was the 
formation, in some regiments, of temperance societies. The 
first mention of such institutions occurs in the reports for 
1828, by which it appears that reading-rooms, provided with 
books, newspapers, and coffee, were available in connexion with 
them, the expenses being defrayed by a small monthly subscrip¬ 
tion from members. Five years afterwards—namely, in 1833 
—Dr. Bm’ke alludes to them as being an attempt among the 
soldiers “ to deliver themselves from their malignant enemy 
the use of spirits,” and he specially refers to the success with 

w) Report for 1833, page 238. [y] Report for 1833, page 236. 
x) Ibid, page 241. (z) Report for 1831, pp. 465—467. 
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which a society of this nature was conducted in the 26th Came- 
ronians.(a) Its establishment only dated from 1832; yet, 
within a year from that time, two hundred men of the corps 
had become members, and they were the healthiest in the 
regiment ; the amount sent home by the men to their friends 
iad increased from £1183 to £1416, and, in the two years suc¬ 
ceeding, no corporal punishment was inflicted in the regiment, (b) 
In this particular instance very much of the influence for 
good exerted by the society was due to Dr. Bell, at the 
time Surgeon of the Cameronians. Adverting to it, Dr. Burke 
observed that “ it would be a tedious and difficult matter to 
explain in what his system of discipline consists, as it appears 
"to depend upon a certain moral influence of the individual over 
the minds of the men rather than on any peculiarity of orders 
for their management. It is too much the fashion,” he further 
observed, “ to consider soldiers as mere machines, and devoid 
*of those qualities that enable them to conduct themselves like 
reasonable beings, and to treat them accordingly. To all such 
opinions the above is an answer.” 

Among other regiments in which about the same time tem¬ 
perance societies were established, special mention was made 
of the 11th Light Dragoons, the Buffs, the 16th and 31st 
Regiments. Various degrees of success seem to have attended 
them in these corps, but that in the 26th still maintained its 
pre-eminence; and when, in 1838, statistics were drawn up 
with a view to indicate the ratio of sickness among the men 
who belonged and those who did not belong to the societies, 
the following results were arrived at, namely :— 

For cent, in Hospital daily. 

Month. 

January 

Temperance 
men. 

. 2-54 

N on-temperance 
men. 
8-05 

February . 2-27 8-27 
March. . 2-94 8-63 
April . . 5-47 10'28 
May . . 5-24 10-66 
June . . 4-55 10-35 
the face of such facts as the above and other tables 

exhibit, a strange indifference was shown by the Indian 
Government not only to the extension of the societies, but also, 
as recorded by Dr. McLeod, “ to other measures having refer¬ 
ence to the social and physical well-being of the soldier.” The 
natural result followed in due course. Institutions which did 
not obtain the support of the higher authorities languished, 
and in 1841 they were in a decaying condition. Three years 
afterwards they may be said to have ceased to exist, and Dr. 
Clarke wrote in regard to them, that they received no patron¬ 
age from commanding officers, at least with very few excep¬ 
tions ; they still existed in some corps, and seemed to tend much 
to the health and good conduct of their members, but “ by 
recent orders from His Grace the Duke of "Wellington, com- 
mander-in-chief, they are forbidden.” (c) So ended for a time 
some of the measures devised with a view to suppress or 
moderate the prevailing vice of drunkenness in India. It is 
almost unnecessary to observe that of late years temperance 
societies in connexion with institutes have been reintroduced 
into the portion of the army serving there, and that they 
receive from Government the support which their importance 
merits. By these and other measures recently adopted, vice 
and intemperance among the soldiers in that country have 
been reduced to a standard little, if at all, beyond what pre¬ 
vails in the United Kingdom. Public opinion has enforced 
Ihe measures of repression which years ago Medical officers 
proposed. 

REMARKS 

ON CLINICAL THERMOMETERS.(d) 
By CORNELIUS B. FOX, M.D., 

Member of the Royal College of Pbysiciails, Iiondon. 

Amongst the many instruments employed by Medical men to 
aiid their senses are to be found thermometers, which are 
clinically useful in the determination of— 

1. The temperature of the human body. 
2. The temperature of the air that surrounds it. 
"3. The amount of moisture in this air, and 
4. The temperature of baths, etc. ia) Repoi-t for 1833, page 237. 
b) Report for 1844, page 73. 
c) Report for 1844. 
d) With the exception of a few additions and corrections, this paper is 

a verbatim copy of that read by the author at the annual meeting of the 
JBritiah Medical Association, recently held in Leeds. 

To an instrument for ascertaining solely the temperature of 
the mouth, axillte, rectum, and other parts of the body, the 
name of clinical thermometer has, however, been applied. 

The study of the temperature of the human body, in health 
and disease, having been proved by the researches of 
Wiinderlich to bo conducive to accuracy in diagnosis and 
prognosis, and consequently to a more intelligent treatment, 
every practical Physician has doubtless, ere this, made a 
thermometer as much of a companion as a stethoscope. The 
clinical thermometer, unlike the laryngoscope, ophthalmoscope, 
and aU the other -scopes which are so useful to us, requires 
neither education nor practice in its use to enable the merest 
tyro to employ it efficiently. Exactitude and punctuality in 
taking observations, and a thermometer of imquestionable 
veracity, are, however, indispensable. The following remarks 
may be conveniently arranged iinder four heads;— 

a. The Accuracy of Clinical Thermometers. 
I/. The Different Kinds of Clinical Thermometers. 
e. The Stethoscope and Clinical Thermometer combined. 
d. Suggestions to the Purchasers of Clinical Thermometers. 

The Accuracy op Clinical Thermometers. 

Precision in the indications of those instruments which are 
constructed for diagnostic purposes is of vital importance. Of 
what service would be the observations made with the 
sphygmograph, if this ingenious piece of mechanism was not 
exact in its writings ? The possession of a thermometer which 
indicates with accuracy the temperature, or of one whose 
errors are known, is of the greatest moment to those who work 
with this instrument. 

Partly owing to the difference in the diameter of the bore of 
thermometers throughout their entire length, which defect 
seems, at present, almost unavoidable in their manufacture, 
the maj ority of them indicate a temperature sometimes higher, 
sometimes lower, at other times higher in one part of the scale, 
and lower in another part than is correct. Here, for example, 
is a certifleate of verification from the Kew Observatory, 
which belongs to a thermometer in my possession. 

At 32° . . 0-0 
„ 42° . . 0-0 
„ 52° . . -fO-1 
„ 62° . . —0-1 
» 72° . . -j-o-l 

N.B.—"Wlien the sign of the correction is the quantity 
is to be added to the observed scale reading, and when —, to 
be subtracted from it. 

They may, in truth, be likened to human faces, for scarcely 
two are to be found very closely resembling one another. Dr. 
Prior, of Bedford, in a paper on “The Thermometer in 
Disease,” read before the South Midland Branch of the 
British Medical Association ;in 1867, relates an experiment of 
comparison which he made with five thermometers, three of 
them being Medical instruments. He placed them all in 
water at a temperature of 105° or 106°, and allowed it gradually 
to cool. The result is here given in his own words : “ No two 
of them precisely corresponded at any time.” 

A mercurial maximum thermometer was some time ago 
purchasedby a friend of each of the most eminent meteorological 
instrument makers. They were compared together, and all 
found to differ from each other. 

Mr. Alex. Buchan states (a) that he recently compared a 
number of first-class high-priced thermometers, every one of 
which was from 1-2° to 1-7° too high. The want of a complete 
agreement between the observations of Physicians on tem¬ 
perature is, doubtless, partly due to the difference in the 
readings of the thermometers employed. Another cause may 
possibly be found in the fact, that aU observers do not take the 
temperature of the same part of the body, (b) 

The conclusions of Professor "Wiinderlich, as to the normal 
temperaturs of the body, do not seem to thoroughly harmonise 
with those arrived at by Dr. Sydney Ringer, brought forward 
in a paper recently laid before the Royal Society. Again, the 
observations of Dr. Prior, of Bedford, on the temperature of 
the body in disease, as described by him in the British Medical 
Journal of May 9, 1868, do not seem to agree perfectly with 
those of the German Professor, who, by the way, has made 

(a) “ Handy Book of Meteorologj'.” Blackwood. 1867. 
(b) The means of a few observations, recently made by myself, on the 

temperature of the mouth, axilhe, groin (in the neighbourhood of the 
scrotum), and rectum of a male, aged 30 years, would seem to show that 
the rectum is about two-fifths of a degree warmer than the mouth, and 
the mouth about four-fifths of a degree w'armer than the axillae and groin. 
It is of course necessary to make a large nimibcr of observations, in order 
to be enabled to speak positively as to the difference in the temperature 
of the various parts of the body. 
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half a million of thermometrical observations. Wiinderlich, 
for example, informs us that a rising of the thermometer 
above 99‘5° Fahr., or a depression below 97’3° halir., are sure 
signs of ^ the existence of disease, if such increase or depression 
be persistent; also, that temperatures above 105° indicate 
imminent danger. Dr. Prior writes:—“ Continuous temperatures 
above 100° are not strictly comjpatible with health, and tem- 
jjeratures above 105° are always attended with danger.” 

Meteorologists have now, for some time past, seen the import¬ 
ance of employing those thermometers only which have been 
verified, by means of a comparison with the standard instru¬ 
ments in the Greenwich or Kew Observatories. If thermo¬ 
meters for taking the temperature of the air are now always 
verified, of how much greater importance is it to use thoroughly 
accurate instruments for the determination of that of the body! 
When we know the errors of thermometers, if they possess 
‘iny') nothing is easier than to make the proper corrections. 

kly attention was first drawn to the subject of the inaccuracy 
in the indications of chnical thermometers by the knowledge 
of the follo\ying circumstances. A Medical friend, who was 
connected with a large Hospital, employed himself for many 
rnonths in malring observations on the temperatures of various 
diseases. The fruits of his toil and labour were finally prepared 
by him for the Medical world in the form of a paper. Soon 
after its completion, he discovered that his thermometer was 
inaccurate. Before its errors could be ascertained by verifi¬ 
cation, the instrument was accidentally broken. The observa¬ 
tions made with it were now of course valueless. The time 
and work expended were hterally thrown away, so far as correct 
observations were concerned. 

Some chnical thermometers have been offered to the public 
with the assurance that “ every instrument is carefully verified 
by a Kew Standard thermometer,” which simply means a well- 
made therrnometer that has been verified at the Kew Observa¬ 
tory—one, in fact, whose errors are known. A clinical thermo¬ 
meter, wliich had been thus verified, has recently been sent by 
me to this observatory. The certificate returned with it con¬ 
tained the following corrections :— 

At 90°..0-2 

95°.—0-2 
5,100°._0-i 
)jl05°._0-0 

This thermometer belongs to a Physician who was about to 
commence a^ series of observations on the temperature of 
children, believing that his instrument could not be otherwise 
than correct in its readings, as its accuracy had been guaranteed 
by the manufacturer. Here is another chnical thermometer 
sent out by a different maker, “ guaranteed accurate in its indica¬ 
tions, having been compared, degree by degree, with a standard 
thermometer verified at Kew.” It is about -4 of a degree in 
one part of the scale, and ’5 in another part, higher than is 
correct. 

Here is a third clinical thermometer, which was supposed to 
be perfectly accurate, before retimied from the Kew Observa¬ 
tory with the following ''" ' 

At 85° f 
Gfi Mil. vdbti :— 

. —0’3 
„ 90° . . —0’4 
,, 95° . . —0’5 
,,100° . . —0-4 
,,105° . . —0’4 

errors vary from -3 of a degree to *5 You will notice that its 
or half a degree. 

It is not by any means an easy matter to verify thermometert 
with precision, as I very well know from experience. The 
verification can only be satisfactoiily conducted by means of 
instruments specially adapted for the jmrpose, such as are 
to be found in the great observatories. 

It should be done, moreover, with the greatest care by men 
who are accustomed to the work. All avIio aheacly possess 
clinical thermometers should either send them to their makers, 
or to a man v/hom I shall presently name, ivith a request thai 
they be transmitted to Kew for verification. The instrument 
will be returned to them, accompanied by a certificate, contain¬ 
ing the corrections to be applied to the readings, if any are 
requisite, and by a demand for 2s. 6d., which is the verifica¬ 
tion fee. 

The Difeeeent Kinds of Clinicad Theemometees. 

The principal forms of chnical thermometers with which I 
am acquainted are about half a dozen in number :— 

1. Inconveniently long’ German thermometers, not gTaduated 
on the glass, but furnished with a piece of paper inserted in the 
outer tube. 

2. Thermometer about a, foot in leng'th, not self-registering. 

with curvnd bulbous extremity to facihtate its introduction into 
the axilla. 

3. Self-registering maximum thermometer, on PhiUips’s prin¬ 
ciple, rather more than ten inches long. 

4. Pocket maximum thermometer, on the same principle, 
about six inches long. Stem of instrument somewhat thick and 
clumsy, with bulb of smah diameter. 

5. Pocket maximum thermometer, on same princijile, about 
six inches long-, well proportioned, vrith bulb of larger diameter. 
The degrees are closer to one another than is desirable in an in¬ 
strument which is to be read to the one-tenth of a degree. 

6. Small toy instruments about three or four inches in 
length, which are of very little service. 

The thermometer of form (1) is an extremely inconvenient 
instrument, which is especially prone to inaccuracy. The 
forms (2 and 3) are very liable to fractm’e, when employed in 
private practice, on account of their great length. 

Some thermometers have the Centigrade as well as the 
Pahrenheit scale marked on the glass stem, whilst others have 
the Centigrade scale divided on the wooden tubes which en¬ 
close them. The Reaumur scale would have been far more 
useful, since Germany is the head-quarters of this department 
of scientific Medicine. Loving simplicity, and finding that the 
presence of two scales on the stem of the thermometer is some¬ 
what perplexing, I convert the Pahrenheit into the other 
scales, when needful, by means of the table commonly em¬ 
ployed for this purpose, which is contained in almost every 
good work on chemistry or meteorology. 

Of all the chnical thermometers which I have examined, I 
consider that the instrument supplied by Hawksley, of Blen- 
heim-street, London, is the best.(d) It is six inches long, about 
five inches of which are divided into 20° Pahr., thus allowing’ 
nearly a quarter of an inch of space for each degree, "which is 
again subdivided into five parts. It is read to the one-tenth of 
a degree with the greatest facihty. I cannot, however, shut 
my eyes to four faults in this the most convenient chnical ther¬ 
mometer which has been hitherto introduced. 

a. It is not correct, although the accuracy of its indications is 
guaranteed. 

0. The bulb is too small, and does not consequently expose a. 
surface sufficiently large to the part of the body whose 
temperature is to be ascertained. It is sometimes, in certain 
cases, very difficult to take the temperature of the axiha 
correctly, especiaUy in the emaciated, when the bulb is so 
small as it is now generally constructed. 

y. There is not a sufficient amount of space between the 
commencement of tbe scale and the bulb; hence arises a danger 
of jerking the index back into the bulb when the thermometer 
is set. 

5. The black material, employed for rendering the di^visious 
of the scale clearly perceptible to the eye, does not withstand 
the action of soap and water. 

It is my intention to have a clinical thermometer made which 
will be free from the last three faults. This instrument, when 
accompanied by a certificate of verification from one of the 
observatories, will be as near perfection as anything in this 
world can possibly be. 

The Stethoscope and Clinical Theemometee Combined. 

As the thermometer is, like the stethoscope, quite entitled to 
the appellation of a vade-mecum, it should always accompany 
the Physician in his Professional visits, the associate of that 
valuable aid to auscultation. 

A trifling addition to the ordinary tubular stethoscope suf¬ 
fices to convert it into an excellent protecting sheath, in which 
the thermometer can be carried. The bulb rests in the bell¬ 
shaped extreimty of the stethoscope, where it is maintained by 
the superposition of a cap. This caji is made either of leather 
with an elastic ring or of vulcanised india-rubber, the former 
material being preferable. It is removed and readjusted with 
the greatest facility. Sometimes a little india-rubber washer 
is desirable at the neck of the thermometer to prevent any 
vertical motion of the instrument, when violent exercise on 
horseback is taken. The diameter of the tube of the stethoscope 
should correspond with that of the thermometer in order ta 
prevent all lateral motion. 

If Mr. Eve, of 18a, Eeatherstone-street, City-road, London, 
be furnished -with the following measurements of any stetho¬ 
scope for which a cap is desired, he AviU transmit one by post 
as soon as jiossible. 

1. Diameter of the bell-shaped extremity. 
2. Diameter of its neck at half-inch from measurement No. 1. 

(d) Harvey and Eej-nolds, of Leeds, have recently brought out one 
"wmeh very nearly equals it. 
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The same philosophical instrument-maker is-willmg to under¬ 
take the safe conveyance of thermometers to Kew, and ■will 
return any that may he sent to him for verification promptly 
with their certificates from that observatory. 

Suggestions to the Puechasees of Clinical Theemometees. 

There are two or three suggestions which may prove useful 
to the pui’chasers of clinical thermometers. I will not give 
any advice in the matter, believing fully in the general rule 
laid down by Lord Derby that “ advice unasked for is rarely 
valued.” 

a. Mercurial thermometers which are two or three years old 
are always to be preferred. 

h. A clinical thermometer should be a very sensitive mer¬ 
curial maximum, self-registering, on Phillips’s principle, six 
inches long, with graduations marked on the glass stem, ex¬ 
tending from 90° to 112° Fahi*. The degrees should be divided 
into fifths, and be one-fifth of an inch apart from each other. 
It should be free from the faults already adverted to. It may 
be enclosed in a stethoscope, furnished with a cap for its pro¬ 
tection, or carried in a boxwood case, the former mode being 
by far the more convenient and portable arrangement. 

c. No instrument should be purchased ■without a certificate 
from an observatory of its recent verification. 

Mercurial thermometers are liable to read higher than is 
correct, through age, and this change especially occurs during 
the year or two immediately succeeding the period of their 
construction. The bulb, having been formed by the action of 
heat, undergoes contraction after its manufacture, the fibres 
of the glass taking some little time to assume their permanent 
position. Hence it has been usual amongst some makers of 
meteorological instruments to lay down their thermometers, 
like their port, for improvement with age, before engraving the 
scale on their stems. “ By quite a recent discovery in the 
manufacture of these instruments,” Tvrites one who sells clinical 
thermometers, “ the glass bulb of the thermometer is reduced 
to its ultimate degree of contraction before the stem is di-vided, 
thus obviating the necessity of keeping the tubes filled for the 
space of one or two years before dividing them, and rendering 
it possible to make an absolutely accurate instrument in a 
week.” With the object of ascertaining the truth of this 
statement, I made a careful examination of one of these ther¬ 
mometers, and discovered that it was incorrect. Its readings 
were about two-fifths of a degree too high. 

It must be remembered that the verification of a two- or three- 
year-old mercurial thermometer at an observatory should not 
be relied on as a guarantee of the perpetual accuracy of an 
instrument. The authorities of the Kew Observatory con¬ 
sequently append to their certificates the foUo^wing amidst 
other notes :—“ This instrument ought, at some futui’e date, to 
be again tested at the melting point of ice, and, if its reading 
at that point be found different from that now given, an 
appropriate correction ought to be applied to all the above 
points.” 

We none of us, I hope, now require such an unpleasant 
stimulus as that conveyed in the reproachful remark of 
AViinderlich. He observed that a Medical man who practised 
■without employing the thermometer as an aid to diagnosis 
resembled a blind man endeavouring to distinguish colours by 
feeling. I entertain some doubts as to the dissemination of 
many thermometers amongst, and as to their employment by, 
the country Practitioners of this kingdom. Surely this 
instrument has ere this passed completely through the three 
stages of (1) derision, (2) examination, and (3) acceptation or 
rejection, to which ordeal Stuart Mill tells us that every new 
thing is subjected. The clinical thermometer can hardly be 
said, however, to be a novelty, since it was employed by 
De Haen and Currie. It has, like many other good things, 
been revived, after ha^ving suffered for a season from forgetful¬ 
ness and even abandonment. 

In conclusion, I trust that the preceding remarks -will tend 
to create an interest in the employment of the thermometer 
amongst those who have hitherto felt none, and ■will, moreover, 
intensify the interest of all who study such an exceedingly 
important subject as “the thermometry of disease.” 

The deaths of 2095 persons were recorded in the eight 
to^wns of Scotland during September, 1057 males and 1038 
females. This is the greatest number registered for Sejitember 
since the Act came into operation in 1855; and, increase of 
population being allowed for, is 193 deaths above the average 
of the month for the past ten years. 

ON THE WOEKING OE THE CONTAGIOUS 
DISEASES ACT AT DEVONPOET. 

A PAPEE BEAD BEFOEE THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGEESS AT 

BEISTOL, OCTOBEE 4, 1869. 

By AV. P. SWAIN, 
Siu-geon to the Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport. 

[^Concluded from page 430.) 

I WISH now to call your attention to the results we have 
obtained at Devonport under the Acts I have just reviewed. 

The health of the Army and Navy with respect to enthetic 
disease pre^vious to the passing of the “ Contagious Diseases 
Act, 1864,” was truly appalling. 

In speaking in committee of the House of Commons early in 
that year. Lord Clarence Paget said in reference to this subject: 
“ The hon. member for Bedford (Mr. AVliitbread) and several 
other gentlemen have looked into this matter, and have made 
a report; but I dare not place it before the committee. I will, 
however, showit to any hon. gentlemen who may desire to see it.” 

Sir Morton Peto, on the same occasion, said—•“ The e^vidence 
of the Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals showed, that 
although in foreign ser-vices the proportion of men suffering 
from these causes extended to 60 or 70 men per 1000 xier 
annum, in the British Service it was not less than 442 per 1000 
annually;” in other words, 44 x)er cent. 

These figures refer to the Navy, but similar ones might be 
adduced with regard to the Army. They were, of com’se, a 
general return; but to come to special places, there was no 
port on the home station which enjoyed a worse repute than 
Plymouth in this matter; it was looked upon almost as a 
plague-spot, to be avoided as much as possible. 

To meet this state of things, the look wards of the Royal 
Albert Hospital were ojiened on December 1, 1863, with a 
provision of 25 beds. In 1865 the number was increased to 38, 
in 1866 to 62, and .since the completion of the builcling in 1868 
to 162, the present number. 

Prom December 1, 1863, to March 31, 1865, the detention of 
women was voluntary; but from the passing of the “ Conta¬ 
gious Diseases Act, 1864,” it has been conpulsory, additional 
powers ha^ving been given by the “ Act of 1866,” and more 
recently by the “ Amended Act of 1866,” just passed. Upwards 
of 3500 cases have been treated in the Lock wards up to the 
present time, and an abstract of the cases treated uji to 
March 31, 1869, shows that out of 2854 cases admitted, 899 
were cases of syphilis. One of the most striking facts connected 
■ndth our work is this :—that the percentage of sy^ihilitic cases 
treated in our wards has steadily diminished. Thus from 
December 3, 1863, to March 31, 1865, the percentage of 
syphilitic cases was 57'45, whilst from October 1, 1868, to 
March 31, 1869, the percentage was only 17’72. This strildng 
diminution in 'the prevalence of a disease so horrible in its 
consequences, not only to the unhapiiy jiatient affected with 
the primary disease, but to her children’s cliildren, is a result 
we hardly hoped for, and affords the strongest xiossible argu¬ 
ment in favour of the extension of an Act which has to such 
an extent (■witliin the area where it is in force) stamxied down 
this dreadful scurge of the civilised world. 

But still further to demonstrate the benefit of the Act, I -will 
now refer to the effect it has had in checking disease in the 
Army and Navy. I have already stated that prior to the 
pas.sing of the Act of 1864, 44 per cent, per annum of men in 
the Royal Navy suffered from contagious disease. The return 
for twelve months ending March 31, 1866, including not only 
the men in the Royal Navy, but also in the Ai-my and Marines, 
shows a percentage of 19-529 only, of men admitted to Hosjfital 
with contagious diseases. The return for the last twelve 
months, ending June, 1869, shows that out of an average 
strength for the year of 10,656 men, the admissions to Hospital 
of men affected with contagious diseases was 13-00 per cent. 

Thus we have reduced enthetic diseases in the gan-ison from 
44 per cent, to 13-00 per cent. But out of this 13-00 per cent., 
we gather from our returns that only 9-76 per eent. contracted 
disease within the Devonport district. Comparing our district 
■with Portsmouth, Aldershot, and Chatham, all of them large 
garrisons, we find that Devonxiort stands lowest, as the 
follo^wing table shows:— 

Annual ratio of men Ditto for disease contracted 
admitted into Hospital. -svithin the district. 

Plymouth . 15-67 9-76 
Portsmouth . 21-67 14-66 
Aldershot . 20-35 10-89 
Chatham . . 24-00 15-73 
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Hand in hand with the above facts is this other one, that as 
the disease amongst the men in garrison has diminished, so 
the vacant beds at the Royal Albert Hospital have increased, 
as shown in the following table :—■ 

Quarter ending 

Sept. 30, 1868 
Dec. 31, 1868 
March 31,1869 
June 30,1869 

Annual ratio of Vacant Beds for 
Men contracting Disease Women in Eoyal Albert 

in the District. Hospital (average) 
11-960 9-23 

9-228 27-60 
8-900 15-10 
7-112 43-00 

These results, good as they are, are yet capable of improvement. 
The periodical examination of women is as yet carried out 
very defectively. It was lately stated by the Visiting Surgeon, 
Mr. Sloggett, before a committee of the House of Commons, 
that there are in the Devonport district 770 known prostitutes. 
I shall refer to this again presently, but taking it, for the 
moment, that this is the correct number, and deducting from 
that number an average of, say, 120 in Hospital, it follows that 
325 should be brought up every week for their fortnightly 
examination. Rrom the returns, however, which are weekly 
made to us, we find that during the twelve months ending 
August 28,1869, a weekly average of only 182 women attended 
for examination. Thus 143 women, known and registered as 
prostitutes, managed somehow to evade their periodical exami¬ 
nations every week. In connexion with this fact, we meet 
with constant and angry complaints from the women, that 
some of them are brought up for examination much oftener 
than others, and, in corroboration of this, cases of contagious 
syphilitic (hsease are from time to time admitted into the Lock 
wards, which, from their very natiu’e, must have existed for a 
considerable time, and consequently escaped examination for 
hat period. 

Upon the very important subject of police information, I 
would reiterate what we have aheady stated in a letter to the 
Lords of the Admiralty :— 

“ The system of obtaining information against women from 
men in the naval and mihtary Hospitals who have contracted 
disease in the port, still obtains to a great extent. While we 
think that this may be a very good way of obtaining evidence 
as to who a,re prostitutes, and of thus adding new names to 
the register from time to time, we nevertheless strongly depre¬ 
cate it when used as a pretext for hurrying a girl up for imme¬ 
diate examination, and fastening suspicion upon her. W^e 
believe such informations to be both valueless and mischievous. 
They are -valueless, because our soldiers and sailors are not 
particular in confining their attentions to one woman, and 
therefore are often unable to tell "with truth by what woman 
they have been infected. They are further proved to be value¬ 
less from the fact that many women so accused are found by 
the Visiting Surgeon free from contagious disease. These infor¬ 
mations are mischievous because they give men the oppor¬ 
tunity of paying off a grudge against a woman; tliey open 
the way to partiahty and favouritism on the part of the pohce, 
and their natural tendency, if much rehedupon as a means of 
bringing women up for examination, is undoubtedly towards 
bribery and corruption. They are further quite an unnecessary 
waste of time ; for, pro^dded the police bring up every woman 
for examination once a fortnight, we believe nothing more is 
required. W^e contend that the exertions of the police would 
he far better directed to obtaining a more regular attendance of 
women, and increasing the numbers on the register.” 

Both at Plymouth and Portsmouth, the staff of police 
employed is furnished from the Metropohtan force, and numbers 
only five men. This number is quite inadequate, and explains 
to a great extent the reason why the periodical examination 
of the women is at present so defective. The question of pohce 
"will be, no^ doubt, one of the great difficulties we shall have to 
contend with in any extension of the Act to the civil popula¬ 
tion. To obtain a staff of men who shall be above the wily 
seductions of the class with whom they have to deal, is indeed 
difficult. I think the opinion which has been expressed, that 
the borough pohce are not trustworthy, is correct. I have no 
doubt that in large towns the borough pohce wih be found as 
incorruptible as the metropohtan, and if the Act is to be 
extended they must be employed. You wih have to place at the 
head^of each pohce organisation a man of superior talents and 
position, who -whl supervise the whole external working of the 
Act. I think such an officer is to be found in the Visiting 
Surgeon, who should have conferred upon him complete con¬ 
trol over the pohce with whom he works. But whilst giving 
him this povver, there is another he possesses in some places, 
and with which it is sought to vest him at Devonport, against 
which I strongly protest, in company, I beheve, -with an influen¬ 

tial portion of the press, and -with many gentlemen well 
acquainted -with the working of the Act. 

This is the power to interfere in any way, directly or in¬ 
directly, with the treatment or detention of a woman after she 
enters Hospital. To give him this power is to confer on him the 
attributes of prosecutor, judge, and gaoler, and opens the door 
wide to great abuse of pohce power. We do not protest thus 
strongly without good grounds, and we do insist that if the Act 
is to be extended, it must be done with every possible regard to 
the protection of the women from unjust detention. I have 
yet to learn that because a woman is a prostitute, she is there¬ 
fore to be refused that just protection which the law concedes 
to every other subject in this land. If she be dangerous to the 
population, let her be secluded as the law pro-vides, until the 
danger be passed. So long as she is dangerous, her hberty is 
forfeited for the good of the State, but in all other respects she 
has equal rights of hberty -with every other subject. The 
Surgeon who treats the case after admission to Hospital should 
be in no way connected with the Surgeon outside, who certifies 
that she is diseased. The one should be a check upon the other, 
and such a check would render the improper seclusion of a 
woman in Hospital almost impossible. 

Having thus dealt with the Medical results of the working 
of the Act at Devonport, I now wish to say a few words upon 
the moral effect which it has produced amongst the women 
who have come under its control. 

This aspect of the question is one which, I am aware, is looked 
on by very many persons as worthy of the first consideration. 
Without going the extreme length to which many such persons 
go, I would say this :—That any attempt to secure immunity 
from physical disease for the population, without at the same 
time the most strenuous efforts being made to cure that horrible 
moral canker which is eating into the very -vitals of Enghsh. 
society, I should regard with the utmost abhorrence. 

It appears to me, however, that the cure of these unhappy 
women of their bodily disease is so naturally connected -with 
the attempts to reclaim them from the course of life on which 
they have entered, that it is almost impossible in a country like 
England to dissociate the one from the other. Accordingly at 
Devonport, the Grovernmenthavemadeprovisionsfor the spiritual 
welfare of the patients in the Lock wards. An annual allowance 
is made of £100 towards a chaplain’s salary, and of £150 
towards a Samaritan Fund, which is used to assist women in 
their efforts to leave their life of infamy, and commence a 
new career. 

The question how these women are to be dealt with from a 
religious point of view is one which requires much more timo 
to answer than I can afford here. I would just state my strong 
conviction, that this is a field of laboiir especially laid out for 
women. I believe that the good influence of a woman upon 
her fallen sisters is enormous, provided she be a person skilled 
in the arduous work she has to do. I may say that I am 
certain that anything hke promiscuous visitation of the 
women will fall short of what is required. One good, self- 
denying, persevering, clever woman wifi, do more to get hold 
of -them than aU the district -visitors that were ever horn, 
backed up by all the tracts that were ever printed, fehe -will 
gain their confidence first, and their love after, and will retain 
a hold upon them in after life wherever they may be. Such 
a woman is not to be met with every day, or in every place, 
hut there are now to be found in England, thank God, women who- 
have devoted themselves to this labour of love, and who some 
day or other, when prejudice is smoothed down, will no doubt 
be employed to do the work for which they are trained by long 
practice and experience. 

So with the chaplain; he should not be picked up at hap¬ 
hazard. You may as well set a ploughman to perform a 
delicate operation in Surgery, as appoint a clergyman to do- 
Lock work on the simple ground that he is a hardworking, 
energetic, self-denying, holy man. All these gifts are needful, 
but he must have, in addition, pecuhar aptitude for the work,., 
such as is seldom to be gained but by long famiharity with it,, 
and an almost natural instinct as to what is the right thing to 
do at the right moment. 

However good may be the instruments which you employ,, 
there is no more discouraging work than the reclamation of 
fallen women, and any attempt to claim success from a mere 
statistical record is in my opinion most unwise. It is better tO' 
look the evil fairly in the face and grapple with it manfully, 
than to gloss it over, or even allow oneself to look at it through 
too rosy a medium. Thus we have been lately told (a) that the 

(a) Vide Mr. "W. H. Sloggett’s evidence, p. 7. Minutes of evidence before 
Committee of the House of Commons, June, 1869. 
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number of prostitutes in our neighbourhood has diminished 
from 2000 in 1864, to 770 at the present time. We have also been 
told, as a proof that vice has materially diminished, that clandes¬ 
tine prostitution has much lessened. Now many people who are 
well able to judge assert that there never were so many as 
2000 public prostitutes in the three towns, and although there are 
only 770 names now on the police register, it is believed 
impossible that that number represents the entire body of 
women who practise prostitution at the present time. As far 
as DeA’’onport is concerned, I know, on the best authority, that 
the number of women has slightly increased during the last 
two years. It is thought that the gentleman v/ho made this 
statement has been wrong at both ends, in overstating the 
number of prostitutes in the towns in 1864, and in understating 
the numbers at present practising this vocation. But to go on 
to assert that, with this enormous decrease in the number of 
public prostitutes, clandestine prostitution has also diminished 
is really to state a fact which runs counter to the experience of 
every one who has studied the subject, which is that chindestine 
prostitution invariably increases with the decrease of the 
number of women who gain their livelihood as public pro¬ 
stitutes. 

What I believe to be really the case is this—that the effect of the 
Act upon the women generally has been to render them more 
orderly and quiet in their demeanour. Ihave no doubt that avisit 
to the Hospital has a humanising effect upon a tvoman's mind. 
She is treated with a kindness and consideration to which she 
is unaccustomed outside. Moreover, she is withdrawn, if only 
for a time, from the vortex of dissipation into which she has 
plunged, and is surrounded by influences which are nearly all 
for good. When she leaves she does so with certain aspirations 
after a more decent Ufe, and I believe this materially affects 
her conduct out of doors. 

But at the Koyal Albert Hospital we have a lady at the head 
of the nursing establishment, who is peculiarly fitted to deal 
with these women, and in the early working of the Hospital, 
our success in reclaiming women was very great. From April 1, 
1865, to September 30,1867, we either sent to refuges or returned 
to their friends 38 per cent, of the women who came under 

our care. 
Of these women who have been reclaimed, the matron writes 

me as follows:— “ I have satisfaetory accounts from the 
London, Exeter, Bovey Tracey, and Plymouth Homes. I can 
speak with certainty of many still doing well who left the Hos¬ 
pital in 1864, having remained two years in a Home, and three 
years in service. One sends money to her mother every month, 
and has money in the bank. Many sent to their friends are 
doino- well—one went to Australia, I have good accounts of her.” 

Om- present excellent chaplain gives me the following 
report:—From April 1 to September 30, this year, 19 have 
been sent to reformatories; 12 have gone to their homes; 1 
has been married; total 32 reclaimed. So far, with two 
exceptions, all of them are doing well, and are likely to continue 

to do so. . T 1 1 
The conduct of the women whilst in Hospital has been on 

the whole very good. Now and then we get an unruly patient, 
disappointed at not obtaining her discharge as soon as she 
expected. Out of 2937 women who have passed through 
our wards since 1866, only 30 have been sent to prison for 

misconduct. 
I trust enough has been said to show that at any rate no 

pains are spared to rescue these women from a life of shame, 
and that to some extent God has blessed our labours. This 
much is certain, that owing to the Act a vast number of 
women have been brought under a good influence, who would 
under no other circumstances have come within its sphere. 

Eotab College oe Surgeons.—The vacancy in the 
Council caused by the resignation of Mr. Swan will not be 
filled up until the annual meeting in July next. 

Malformation and. defect are not so common in China 
as in England. Chinamen have well-formed limbs in general, 
and they doubtless derive benefit from the free exposure of 
these parts of the body to the beneficent influence of that 
glorious light which floods all their land. Harelip, cleft palate, 
and many other diseases of development might have been 
expected to be met with more frequently amongst a people 
who have “ bred in and in,” have seldom derived any benefit 
from that forced commingling of race which is known to_ be 
favourable to the preservation of a good type of physical 
constitution, and frequently suffer from the evils of insufficient 
food, overcrowding, and the turmoil of chronic rebellion. 
Report of the Hankow Medical Missimi Hospital, 1868. 

EEPOETS OF .HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IX 

MEDICINE AND SHRGEPvY. 

_- 

ST. BAETIIOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

OPEBATIONS. 

To attend the several large Hospitals from time to time on the 
days devoted to Surgical operations, must always be as instruc¬ 
tive as it is interesting. To note the differences in the style of 
the various operators, the peculiarities of the schools, the 
amount of oral teaching accompanying the manual display, 
and the extent to wliich many of the only half-accepted 
modes of treatment—as, c.y., torsion, acupressure, the use of 
carbolic acid, and other disinfectants — are practised and 
approved of, is so full of interest to the observer, that such 
notes may well occupy a place amongst the more carefully 
selected accounts of cases which usually form the bulk of 
the “ Hospital Reports ” in the journals. 

"VVe were at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital to witness the opera¬ 
tions on Saturday, October 9. The theatre was weU stocked 
with attentive students, in spite of the troubles which are now 
attracting to this Hospital so large a share of public attention. 
The practice of not publishing a list of the operations to be 
performed may serve to stimulate the curiosity of the students, 
and to prevent the rush from the theatre at the close of the 
last “ good ” case on the list, so well knorvn elsewhere. Two 
points which would attract the notice of a stranger visiting 
tlds theatre are, first, that the patients are removed from the 
table and placed upon what looks like an ordinary stretcher, 
with the usual stout straps—a strong contrast to the luxu¬ 
rious spring-table on high wheels used at King’s College Hos¬ 
pital ; and, secondly, that the dresser who takes charge of a 
limb to be amputated is muffled from head to foot in a large 
sheet. On the present occasion, the gentleman who held the 
Ico* during a thigh amputation first went aside whilst one of 
the nurses pinned round his neck a large white sheet reacliing 
to the ground, and in this ghostly guise he took his seat and 
held the limb with his carefully protected hands, just as one 
holds the newspaper whilst undergoing the miseries of hair- 

cutting. 
The first case was one of necrosis of the femur in a man, 

aged 60. Mr. Paget stated that forty years ago dead bone had 
been removed from the lower part of this man’s thigh, but 
that, after a lapse of twenty years, the old sinuses had re¬ 
opened, and remained discharging ever since. It was possible, 
said Mr. Paget, that the cavity in the bone whence the 
sequestrum had been removed had inflamed, and an abscess 
had resulted, in which case the treatment would be to enlarge 
the opening and remove any dead or gouge away any carious 
bone; but if a mere abscess were found, it must be opened in 
another position to allow of a free draining away of the dis¬ 
charge. “ The man is himself quite prepared for amputation 
if necessary, which he confirms in this merry way” (as the 
patient broke out into a fit of boisterous chuckling under the 
chloroformed lint), “but he fears amputation less than I do, 
and it becomes necessary for me to protect liim against him¬ 
self.” Mr. Paget then proceeded to make a long curved incision 
over the lower third of the femur on the inner side. There 
was free haemorrhage, for whieh a horse-shoe tourniquet was 
applied over the femoral artery whilst dead and carious bone 
was removed, the wound being lightly filled with lint soaked 
in carbolic acid lotion after the vessels had been tied, and a bit 
of lint with carbolic oil bandaged over all. 

The next case was also one of necrosis of the femur—this 
time of the popliteal surface of the bone—in a man aged 
about 26, in whom a discharging sinus had existed in the inner 
side of the lower part of the thigh for eight years, at a point 
just between the vastus and adductor muscle.s—the invariable 
position of such abscesses in connexion with disease of this part 
of the bone, as Mr. Paget pointed out. Lately a second open¬ 
ing had formed on the outer side ; but as no dead bone could 
be felt with the probe the diagnosis was necessarily deferred 
for a more complete examination under chloroform. Mr. Paget 
now enlarged the openings, and, having carefully explored the 
part, found neither dead bone nor diseased periosteum. He 
said’that it might be that a bursa had suppurated and dis- 
charo-ed in this way, but that, whatever the cause, the case 
musfbo treated as an ordinary abscess, and a drainage tube 

put through the thigh. 

« 
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Mr. Savory next removed a cancerous tumour from the breast 
of a woman a little over 30 years old. The tumour was the 
size of a walnut, situated in the upper and inner margin of 
the right breast. Mr. Savory removed the tumour alone, dis¬ 
secting up the skin from over it, and then cutting the mass 
out of the breast, afterwards cutting’ away two small bits 
of cancerous skin by the side of the incision. Ligatures were 
used, and sutures put loosely in, but the wound was not at once 
closed. Commenting upon the case, Mr. Savory pointed out 
to the students the characteristic signs of cancer present, which 
were well marked, at the same time handing round the specimen 
for their inspection; and he mentioned the absence of lymphatic 
gland enlargement and of pain as suggestive of the diag-nosis 
of chronic mammary tumour before commencing the operation. 
He said that he had not at once brought the edges of the 
wound together, as there would be more chance of primary 
union if all blood were cleared away before closing it perma¬ 
nently with pads on either side, so as to get pressure upon the 
deeper parts. Mr. Savory said that he would not then discuss 
the question of his reasons for not removing the whole breast 
when once the cancerous nature of the disease was established. 
The question was one of great interest, but he wordd not enter 
into it on the present occasion. 

The last operation was also by Mr. Savory—amputation of 
the thigh for disease of the knee-joint. Both anterior and 
posterior flaps were cut from without inwards, hardly more 
than skin being dissected up. A circular sweep of the knife 
divided the muscles higher up, and, the bone being found 
softened when sawn through, two inches more were taken away 
before bringing the flaps together. Thread ligatures and 
wire sutures were employed, and oiled lint placed over the face 
of the stump, which was then covered with a double layer of 
dry lint and a bandage. Mr. Savory then laid open the joint 
—a beautifid specimen of disease extending through the pulpy 
synovial membrane and softened eroded cartilage to the head 
of the bone, which was carious—andpointed outits pathological 
features to the students. Mr. Savory also exple.ined why in 
this case he had resorted to amputation rather than 
to excision. He said that the patient, a girl, aged about 16, 
had been making steady downward progress during the weeks 
in which she had been in the Hospital; her health was bad, 
and there had been evidence before the operation of disease 
implicating the bone some distance above the joint in deep 
tenderness and abscesses—evidence wliich was confirmed at the 
time by the softened condition of the sawn end of the bone, 
and by the readiness with which its periosteum could be peeled 
up. He had therefore given her the best chance of restoration 
to health by removing the limb. 
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SCARLET FEVER. 

A WEEK or two ago the Registrar-General suggested that 

probably the metropolitan health officers might discover some 

method of placing a check upon the spread of scarlet fever. 

The public may rest assured that an energetic body of men 

such as these are wfil not be found folding their hands in 

Hstlessness in the present emergency. But we doubt if it is 

generally kno’wn how small their actual capabilities are. We 

propose to show briefly what they can do and what they 

cannot. Perhaps we may thus be giving hints that may be of 

service to those who may be contemplating an extension of 

their powers. 

1. They may obtain from union Medical officers. Hospitals, 

and Dispensaries information of cases of scarlet fever in the 

families of the poor. But they cannot require such informa¬ 

tion to be given them as a right, and are entirely dependent 

upon the good nature of the officials, parochial or otherwise, 

who possess the information. By the courtesy of the Registrar- 

General they are enabled to hear of every death from the dis¬ 

ease that has been registered the previous week, and of its 

locality. But as these death certificates only come in a week 

or ten days after the death has taken place, it may happen 

that the disease has spread extensively in a house before the 

health officer has any intimation of its existence. Now and 

then, if a panic occurs in a respec table neighbourhood, private 

Practitioners may apprise him of the existence of the disease ; 

but otherwise he never hears of cases under their care until 

they prove fatal—^in fact, it is their policy to keep things quiet. 

2. They may do something- in the way of diffusing informa¬ 

tion as to the contagiousness of the disease and the mode of 

preventing its extension by distributing printed instructions to 

every family in an infected house. But they camiot insist 

upon their vestries paying the expense, or even sanctioning 

the distribution. Some of these wiseacres have a notion 

that, by thus recognising the presence of a severe epidemic, 

they may risk the extension of the disease by producing a 

panic. Neither can they compel the heads of poor families to 

read such handbills—or, if they do read them, have they any 

means of enabling’ them to carry out the more important items 

of advice ? Thoughtless, reckless, ignorant people will still 

permit their children to enter infected rooms, or to play with 

infected children. As the poor are lodged in London, we do 

not see how that communication can well be prevented, which 

is the most potent of all causes of the spread of scarlatina. 

3. They may recommend the removal of sick to the Fever 

Hospital, but unfortunately the poor have a great objection to 

separate their offspring from their own care, and, were it 

otherwise, the London Fever Hospital could not afford the 

accommodation. Wliere a poor person is without proper 

accommodation or lodged in a room where more than one 

family resides, a removal may be compelled, but then valuable 

time must be lost by application to a police magistrate. 

4. They may advise the vestries to make provision other 

than public conveyances for moving patients to the Hospital. 

But they cannot compel these bodies to follow their advice. 

No one can as yet, and hence cabs are commonly used for this 

purpose. It is true the Sanitary Act requires that these shall 

be disinfected afterwards, but no one seems to see that this is 

done. The late Chief Commissioner of Police was once written 

to by a health officer about a cab in which a smaU-pox 

patient was conveyed from the south-east of London to High- 

gate, and the letter was not even acknowledged. 

5. Day schools are about the most active means for promot¬ 

ing the spread of scarlet fever among the children of the poor. 

It would be well if all the health officers followed the example 

set in Islington, and addressed a letter to the masters or 

managers of all the church and chapel schools, calling attention 

to this fact, and recommending the utmost care in receiving 

children from infected houses. The absence of a child from 

school shotdd be made the subject of an inquiry. Much good 

might be effected could such co-operation be obtained. 

6. They may put in force the pro-visions of the Sanitary Act, 

1866, for the disinfection of rooms, houses, bedding, clothing, 

etc.—^that is to say, so far as their several vestries have thought 

fit, or may think fit, to make such arrangements as -will enable 
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them to do so. Unfortunately, when scarlet fever occurs in the 

single room of a poor family, these disinfections can only be 

earned out at the termination of the family attack, and then 

nearly all the possible mischief has been done. The poor reso¬ 

lutely object to the overpowering odour of the most effectual of the 

elisinfectants, chlorine and carbolic acid, and will not use them 

thoroughly; and even if they did, it is questionable whether 

any such means would prevent children catching the disease 

when they are permitted to lie on the same bed with the 

sick person at night, or play about on it by day. We do not 

know of any instance, with the exception of one parish 

(Hackney), where the local authority has thought it right to 

provide proper means of disinfecting bedding or clothing. 

Some of these are so filthy and old that destruction by fire is 

alone applicable to them. In these straits ah that a health 

officer can do is to see that they are soaked in some disinfectant 

solution, that the paper is stripped from the walls of the room, 

and chloride of lime or carbolic acid washed upon the floors, 

ceilings, and walls, and meanwhile that the infected rooms are 

closed. In the last case the difficulty is, what shall be done 

with the poor family turned out. There are ten chances to 

one that they will carry the infection somewhere else. 

7. In the case of dead bodies, again, health officers have 

actually little power of interference, except where a dead body 

lies in a room where persons live and sleep. They can then, if 

a projper mortuary house is provided, require its removal and 

early burial. But it is not every parish that is thus furnished. 

In other cases they may advise the closure of the room in which 

the body lies, and see that it is covered with some disinfecting 

matter, such as chloride of lime, or linen soaked in carbolic 

acid, and screwed down in the coffin till the funeral. 

8. We need scarcely add that it is in their power to require 

all ordinary sanitary amendments to be made in a house and 

adjoining premises, to disinfect closets and drains, and to 

prevent the reletting of any room until they or some other 

Medical man are satisfied that it is no longer dangerous. 

Now, looking over the list of possibilities and impossibilities, 

and taking into account the very short incubation of scarlet 

fever and its intense contagiousness, can it be wondered at that 

the disease should spread widely under the very eyes of the 

men who are supposed to be supplied with the means of check¬ 

ing it ? In truth, we believe that the metropolitan health 

officers are doing all that the law and the facilities afforded 

them permit them to do, and in some instances are going out 

of their way, trying to do much more than the law either 

enjoins or sanctions. But for all this, relying as they are 

obliged to rely so much upon the co-operation of others—the 

poor, private families, private Practitioners, Hospital and Union 

authorities, and vestries who grudge every penny bestowed in 

the direction of health-preservation—we have no expectation of 

seeing a check put upon scarlatinal extension until the cold 

weather sets in. Not a very agreeable prospect certainly. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

De. Nicholsok, D.L., who was shot at and wounded the 

other day at Balrath, Coimty Meath, is a registered Medical 

Practitioner, though, we believe, he never practised. He is 

M.B. and Lie. Med. Cantab., and M.B. ad eundem Dublin. 

He is a man of large property, and son-in-law of the late Dr. 

Alexander, Lord Bishop of Meath. It appears from the 

papers that as Dr. Nicholson was driving in an open barouche, 

accompanied by Miss Staples, an assassin from behind a wall 

fired at Dr. Nicholson. The shot struck the breast of the 

coachman, who is since dead. Dr. Nicholson received wounds 

from slugs in the side. He is going on favourably. Dr. 

Kellett has extracted two slugs from the arm. 

The Birmingham Board of Guardians, to their credit, support 

their Medical officers against the charges brought against them 

and others by Dr. Heslop. After a somewhat animated debate 

at the last meeting of the Board, it was agreed that the follow¬ 

ing motion should stand as an amendment to the adoption of 

the report of the Out-door Medical Relief Committee. 

“ That the minutes of the Out-door Medical Relief Com¬ 
mittee now read be received and adopted, and that the district 
Medical officers be informed, in reply to their letter of the 
20th tdtimo, that the guardians have no hesitation in stating 
that nothing whatever has taken place since their appointment 
to alter the confidence then reposed in them as district Medical 
officers of this parish, and the guardians are fully satisfied with 
the zeal and ability which they have shown in the discharge of 
their duties, and with the manner in which they have been 
hitherto performed.” 

Several of the guardians spoke in strong terms of Dr. Heslop’s 

“sweeping and untruthful charges,” and stated from personal 

observation and inquiries that the Medical officers of the 

Birmingham Union had performed their duties in every way 

satisfactorily, and that they were equal to the Medical officers 

of any other union in England. 

It has been decided that the ladies’ conference shall be con¬ 

tinued at future meetings of the Social Science Association. 

Looking at the very respectable position the ladies took in the 

affairs of the Association, no one will question the propriety of 

this step. Several papers of much importance were read at 

the late meeting, aU bearing directly on social science. We 

would refer particularly to a paper on nursery reform, which 

contains some most valuable hints on the subject from the pen 

of a mother of long and great experience. 

Dr. Wliitmore, in [his monthly report of the health of St. 

Marylebone, has an important paragraph respecting the “ foot 

and mouth disease.” Out of 464 cows kept in the parish, 310 

have been attacked by the disease, to which may be added 

some 35 or 40 others that were removed either on the first 

appearance of the symptoms or soon after recovery. The dis¬ 

ease is liighly contagious, easily treated, and seldom fatal. Dr. 

Whitmore has not been able to ascertain that any evil has fol¬ 

lowed the use of milk from diseased cows, but says—‘ ‘ I have, 

however, felt it my duty to urge the wisdom and policy of 

always throwing away the milk from infected animals, and 

this the cowkeepers generally have promised to do in future.” 

“Jurors,” it is notorious, “are not conjurors,” but we had 

hoped that the time of passing absurd verdicts was gone by. 

Not so, however. A burglar met with an awfuUy sudden 

death last week at Rochester. He had, with two or three men, 

broken into a public-house in that city, and, while in the very 

act of robbery—the stolen property clutched in his hand— 

dropped suddenly dead upon the floor. An inquest was held 

on the body, and, after hearing the evidence, the jury returned 

a verdict of “Died by the visitation of God.” Of course, we 

conclude that no post-mortem examination was made. This 

was a case probably of disease of the heart, terminating life 

suddenly under the influence of strong excitement. It would 

have been well that a sensible verdict should have been 

returned. In the ease in which one old man of 82 shot another 

of 81, the jury found the assassin guilty of murder, therefore 

sane when he shot his victim, but insane when he shot himself 

a few minutes later. 

Five cattle dealers were fined on Saturday last £5 each for 

exposing a number of diseased sheep for sale at Southall 

market. 

The accounts referring to the safety of Dr. Livingstone 

are more cheering. Sir Roderick Murchison said, with 

respect to a recent report of his arrival on the eastern shore 

of the Lake Tanganyika—“If the news rests upon a true 

foundation, our suspense will soon bo relieved, for the same 

letter informs me that a caravan from Ujiji was expected to 

reach Zanzibar in a month.” We now hear of his arrival at 

Ujiji- 
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The guardians of St. Pancras are pretty -well supported by a 

section of their constituents in their opposition to the erection 

of an Infirmary at Highgate. A number of the ratepayers of 

the parish met at the site of the Infirmary on Saturday last. 

A rather exciting scene followed. One of the ratepayers 

moved a resolution solemnly pledging the meeting to resist the 

erection of the “ monster Infirmary,” and to stick to the 

guardians through thick and thin. This was duly seconded 

and carried. Mr. Watkins said a few words, and the assembly 

broke up amid great applause. 

The Marylebone vestry have exercised the powers vested in 

them under the Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwellings Act, and 

have peremptorily ordered some miserable houses in York- 

court to be demolished, on the ground that they are utterly 

unfit for human habitation. Disease, it appears, is very rife 

in this filthy locality. The summons has been adjourned for 

a few days, but the vestry have right and might on their side, 

and the houses will be pulled down. The example set by the 

Marylebone vestry is worthy of imitation. WiH it be imitated 

generally ? Yie fear not until some amendment of the Act is 
made. 

Cholera still prevails to a fearful extent in India. It has 

been shown that, at fifty stations of the army, the water is of 
a filthy description. 

A committee of the guardians of St. Pancras, as the late 

inquiry had terminated in the virtual acquittal of Dr. Harley 

and the gnardians from the charges imputed to them, recom¬ 

mend that the lawyer’s bill for their defence should be taxed 

and at once paid. The amount is £210. 

It is not true that scarlet fever has been very prevalent in 

the Children’s Hospital in Great Ormond-street. During the 

past three months “ only one patient in every 246 had indis¬ 

putable scarlatina, and one case in every sixty-three was either 

a doubtful case or one of the sequelae of the disease.” 

The inquest in the alleged poisoning case at Dublin has been 

again adjourned for a week. 

There is no doubt but that the exposed mud of the Serpen¬ 

tine is offensive, and bubbles of gas might have been seen 

rising from the shallow water near the bridge on Sunday 

morning. Still, some of the very terrible accoimts which are 

sent to the papers must be a little tinted by hysteria. More¬ 

over, if the exposed mud of the Serpentine, and its bubbling 

with gas, are so very deleterious to delicate people, why do not 

they cry out about our standing chronic nuisances, infinitely 

greater in amount and intensity ? There is the filthy mud of 

the streets, carefully watered under the summer sun ; there are 

the gullyholes that bring up delicious whiffs of sewer per¬ 

fume, the ventilating openings from wliich a hot steam may be 

seen to rise visibly from the sewers in cold weather; there are 

the filthy accumulations of dust hoarded in every area. If 

people are in earnest about the Serpentine once in their life¬ 

time, v/hy do they not attack every-day nuisances nearer home ? 

king’s college. 

The Wameford Scholarships awarded to Medical students on 

their entrance into the CoUege, have been this year given to 

Messrs. Batterbury and Gibbings. 

BB. EICHAEDSON AT BIEMINGHAM. 

De. B. W. Richaedson has accepted an invitation from the 

President and Council of the Midland Medical Society to 

deliver an address in Birmingham on Thursday, the 21st inst. 

Upwards of 400 invitations have been issued to members of the 

Medical Profession in the midland counties ; the reunion will 

take place in the large public room of the Great Western 

Hotel. Coffee at 7. 

ST. BAETHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL EEFOEJI. 

Aeeangements have been made for lessening the number of 

casualty patients, and for sifting them, so that such as require 

more prolonged examination may go to the Assistant-Physicians, 

LONDON UNION SOCIETY. 

The annual general meeting of the London Union Society will 

be held in the large theatre of King’s College on Wednesday 

next, October 20, at half-past seven in the evening. The ofiicers- 

will be elected for the ensuing year, and the annual report wiU 

be read. 

SCAELATINA IN THE POETSMOUTH GAEEISON. 

Repoets have gone abroad that scarlatina is prevalent in the 

2nd Battalion of the 2nd Foot in garrison at Portsmouth. In 

point of fact the disease has only appeared in one family—the 

quartermaster’s—and in the instance of one officer. Prompt 

measures for limiting- the disease by isolation and other means 

have been adopted, so that doubtless it wiU not extend widely. 

DEATH FEOM BICHLOEIDE OF METHYLENE. 

The first recorded death (as far as we are aware) from the 

inhalation of bichloride of methylene occurred this week in 

Charing-cross Hospital. The patient, who had been greatly 

reduced by mahgnant disease of the jaw, was about to be 

operated on by Mr. Canton. The anaesthetic agent was being 

administered by Mr. Peter Marshall, who has had great expe¬ 

rience in its use, and only a very small quantity had been given, 

when the fatal collapse occurred. 

the EEPEESENTATION of the UNIVEESITIES of GLASGOW AND 

ABEEDEEN. 

It is now generally understood that the contest for this seat 

will be between Mr. Gordon, Q.C., the Conservative candidate, 

and Mr. Smith, F.R.S., of Jordan-hiU, the Liberal candidate. 

Mr. John Stuart Mill, although backed up by the mysterious 

body which pretends to preside over Scotch university 

matters, and has its dark abode in London, has failed 

to secure the interest of a much more important party, 

those who have the power to elect. The claims of Mr. Gordon 

rest chiefly on the diligence and ability with which he performed 

the duties of Lord Advocate in the late Conservative adminis¬ 

tration—a post which he filled in such a way as to secure 

the respect of both Conservatives and Liberals. Mr. Smith is 

a man of a different stamp. He is a Chancery barrister, it is 

true, but his reputation has chiefly been made by his mathema¬ 

tical discoveries. He has long been one of the principal sup¬ 

porters of the Cambridge Mathematical Journal. He was senior 

wrangler, and is a F.R.S. If the Universities desire to be repre¬ 

sented by a distinguished mathematician, Mr. Smith is precisely 

the man to suit; but if the constituents hold that a good 

mathematician is good for little else than mathematics, then 

Mr. Gordon is a tried man of business, a thorough gentleman, 

and one in whose hands the interests of the University may be 

safely entrusted. A general feehng of regret has been ex¬ 

pressed that no Medical candidate has appeared. 

THE CHAIE OF SUEGEEY IN GLASGOW. 

We are pleased to hear that the Home Secretary, after long 

delay and apparent hesitation, has bestowed the chair of 

Surgery in the University of Glasgow, vacant by the trans¬ 

ference of Professor Lister to Edinburgh, on Dr. G. H. 

Macleod. Undoubtedly the claims of this gentleman were 

high. For many years he has been a teacher of Surgery in 

the Andersonian Institution in Glasgow, and ho has earned for 

himself a high name not only as a didactic, but also as a 

climcal teacher. His published works on Military Surgery 

and on Surgical Diagnosis are known and esteemed. - His" 
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princixml opponent, Dr. Buchanan, himself a skilful Surgeon, 

reaps the advantage of an hereditary name. We suppose there 

•were always Buchanans in Glasgo'w, but the present distin¬ 

guished Professor of Physiology has given an authority to the 

name -which it did not previously possess, as far as Medicine is 

concerned. Dr. Maeleod is to be congratulated on his appoint¬ 

ment, and -we cannot also avoid congratulating the Govern¬ 

ment authorities in not having permitted party feeling to keep 

the right man out of the right place. 

opeiting of the session of the clinical society. 

The session of this Society -was opened on Friday last by one 

of those speeches Mr. Paget knows so -well how to make. 

He selected the work of the Society as his theme, and urged on 

the members the necessity of making their work clinical— 

neither anatomical, physiological, nor pathological. He com¬ 

plained that men put too little trust in purely clinical research, 

and tried to bolster it up by other sciences. He showed how 

much purely clinical work yet remained to be done, how wide the 

field was in tracing out both clinical coincidences and clinical 

sequences, to say nothing of the natural history of disease, rare 

cases and suchlike, and amply illustrated each department from 

his own -wide experience. His remarks on therapeutics were 

especially worthy of attention; he showed that, as matters now 

stand, therapeutic facts were ultimate facts, that our physiological 

explanations might and did vary, but the facts remained the 

same. He showed how the discovery of cures for disease was 

rare, but that much might be and had been done to improve the 

management of disease. In another direction he pointed out 

a -wide field for research in examining into the results of others, 

as in such a disease as epilepsy, where numerous cures were on 

record, showing that a number of diseases were probably 

grouped under a common name. The address, which gave that 

due place to philosophical empiricism which we have always 

contended for, elicited the warmest approbation of all who 

heard it. 

THE EDINBHEGH INFIRMAEY. 

The difficulties of this institution are not yet over ; it is said 

that the proprietors of Watson’s Hospital are reconsidering 

the bargain proposed to them, but apart from this another 

bone of contention has arisen. The question is now what 

shape to give the Hospital. Is it to be on the palatial or on 

the cottage system ? The building now occupied as Watson’s 

Hospital lies near the centre of its grounds ; it is rather a fine 

building, and it would be a pity to destroy it, as it would serve 

admirably for lecture halls and the apartments necessary for 

administrative purposes. Round it might be grouped the 

wards on the pavilion system. Those who desire to see a 

palatial edifice oppose this scheme, and maintain that any 

difficulties in the way of purifying the air of the wards might 

be ob'viated by the use of disinfectants. This means, practically, 

the use of carbolic acid. Now, that the use of carbolic acid 

will in any way make up for imprefect hygiene we emphatically 

deny. No doubt it makes a nice, clean, wholesome lotion, but 

it does nothing more in the hands of most men. This, wo 

believe, is the conclusion of most metropolitan Surgeons. 

Undoubtedly, as Sir James Simpson has said, “the great 

disinfectants and antiseptics we should depend on are abundance 

of space, abundance of light, and, above all, abundance of 

fresh, pure, and ever-changing air to every patient in every 

ward of the Hospital.” 

ON THE SUPPLY OF SUBJECTS. 

The unusually scanty supply of bodies for dissection, now 

that we are well advanced in the winter session, again calls for 

some notice from us. From information we have obtained 

from a personal visit to the Hospitals it would appear that in 

the eleven schools where anatomy is taught, eight bodies only 

have been received, but we cannot form any idea from this 

number how many of them were supplied from the offices of 

the Inspector of Anatomy, as in many schools the dissecting- 

room is helped by the unclaimed bodies of patients who die in 

the wards, and who afterwards receive decent burials. Suffice 

it to say that four schools have no material at all. The larger 

schools are of course entitled to the first of the supply, as they 

have more students on the point of going up for examination, 

and more who were unable to obtain the requisite materiallast 

year, and so we notice the distribution, as far as it goes, has 

been made in all fairness. 

We find, as we have already stated, that the workhouse 

authorities are becoming daily more and more un-willing to 

supply us, and for a reason which we have already given. An 

understanding exists amongst the masters, and they refuse to 

undergo any annoyance and trouble without remuneration or 

assistance. 

It is mournful to reflect what the result of this want of sub- 

3 ects will be if it continues. The examinations must be at a stand¬ 

still, for no pupils will present themselves unless they have had 

material to work on, and teachers camiot sign their schedules. 

]\Ioreover, the army, navy, and fellowship examinations -wlII 

suffer, as the candidates will be unable to take courses of 

Operative Surgery. Public prejudice is always being urged 

as a reason, but surely, by careful management and a 

straightforward and generous way of going to work with 

the workhouse masters, the difficulty might be at once con¬ 

siderably mitigated. The Government inspector of course 

objects to be regarded as a “purveyor” of bodies ; but really 

it seems to us that this is somewhat of the position he should 

hold, keeping up a due regard to public feeling. Why cannot 

the foreign system be adopted ? There pupils have no difficulty 

in obtaining material, and at very slight expense. If this scarcity 

continues, we shall have our students migrating to the Con¬ 

tinent to obtain that instruction which, with improved 

management, they might readily get at home. We may state 

that the number of subjects we have given as under dis¬ 

section was correct up to the time of going to press. 

ASIATIC CHOLEEA IN EUEOPE. 

We had thought the Isthmus of Suez abolished, but lo! here 

are two of them, and one of them is a newspaper or flying 

sheet L'Isthme de Suez. We cut through it with the greatest 

pleasure. Let us see what it has to say. 

“ There has just taken place a circumstance which cannot fail 
to prove most interesting to all European communities, as 
sho-sving that om’ maritime canal -will be not only useful for 
mercantile relations between countries and peoples, but also in 
regard to public health. Already there have passed, in vessels 
of the canal company, returning from Mecca by Dj’eddah, as 
many as 3928 pilgrims. They had come to the Mediterranean 
by the Red Sea in convoys of five hundred or six himdred each ; 
twenty-four hours was the term of passage, comprising all 
periods of rest. The transport was effected with facility, and 
was marked by security and confidence. We are now expecting 
from Mcdinatal Nabi 4000 pilgrims or so who will traverse the 
isthmus in the same manner. For the future Europe need no 
longer be in apprehension as to the spreading of cholera to her 
territories. The pilgrims coming from Mecca and Medina! 
were subjected on their arrival at Suez, on presentation of a 
clean bill of health, to an observation of eight days; and as the 
task of supervision is far more arduous in great cities, such as 
Cairo and Alexandria, the viceroy has given his fiat that, 
instead of traversing Egypt, they should confine themselves to 
the route of the canal, and re-embark at Port Said, where 
they might hope to find steam-vessels to convey them in direction 

homewards. 
“ During the transit through the canal the sanitary condition 

of the pilgrims is cared for by Physicians of the Egyptian 
Government conjointly with those of the canal company, so as to 
have a double guarantee. Thus we haveformedthe most complete 
series of sanitary precautions which have ever yet been instituted 
as regards Asiatic cholera. In Mecca, too, there is a commission 
of health which makes kno-wn the health conditions during 
the whole period of the pilgrimage. In the port of Djedda 
and Yambus, before embarkation thence, members of the same 
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commission make an individual inspection of every Moham¬ 
medan pilgrim. Ag'ain, on arrival at Suez they are placed under 
observation for the space of five days, regulated by Physicians 
of the Government, which, assisted by a Turkish Medical 
coinmissary, has undertaken to insjDect all pilgrims previous to 
their admission into Europe. 

During the passage through the canal, Physicians of the 
Government, assisted by those of the service of the 

Suez canal, mahitaiii throughout a strict inspection. Once 
Sgain arrived at Port Said, before embarking finally for their 
native homes, the pilgrims are inspected on hoard ship.” 

AU this is gratifying, and shows that if Mohammedan 

governments do not always secure perfection, they know at 

least in what path it may be found. 

MILK AND FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE. 

The prevalence of foot and mouth disease among our dairy 

cows has caused the question to be revived as to the whole¬ 

someness of the milk produced by the animals attacked. It is 

scarcely hkely, from what we know of dairymen in general, 

that any consideration of puhhc health would deter them from 

mixing the milk of diseased cows—such, at least, as it may he 

possible to get from them—with that of the healthy cows. 

They arc not likely to follow the advice wliich it is said 

has been tendered them in Marylehone, and throw it away. In 

point of fact, we may assume that at the present time an ex¬ 

periment on a large scale is now in progress as to the whole- 

somoness of such rniUc. We have not heard as yet of any out¬ 

break of disease amongst the children in the metropolis which 

could be referred to the use of it, neither do we expect to hear 

of any such catastrophe. Poot and mouth disease is no new 

malady either here or elsewhere, and Continental experience, so 

far as it has gone, demonstrates this—that animals, such as 

swine, as weU as the human species, who drink the mine warm 

from the cow suffer in consequence from an aUied disease 

affecting the mucous membrane of the buccal cavity, but no 

s’lch disease is communicated when the milk is allowed to 

become cold. We should he glad to receive any observations 

confirmatory or in contradiction of these experiences. So far 

as we know now, the milk of cows thus diseased is not un¬ 
wholesome as distributed in London. 

From information forwarded from Tunbridge Wells, we 

learn uhat the foot and mouth disease is extremely prevalent 

in that neighbourhood, and that the children and others who 

use the milk undiluted from diseased animals become affected 

■with an eczematous state of lips, tongue, and palate. We saw 

tins ourselves during the last epidemic in London, in the case 

of the children of a family which kept a cow for their special 
sjipply. 

LAEES AND PONDS.—THE SEEPENTINE. 

Common water exj)Osed to the atmosphere soon becomes mixed 

with organic matter, from the droppings of birds and beasts 

and the decayed leaves and other vegetable matter washed into 

it. What next happens depends on the fact whether the water 

is in motion or at rest. If in motion, as in a rapid river or a 

lake, the bottom may be swept clean ; for a lake, be it observed, 

is a body of living moving water—an expansion in the course 

of a river, not a mere motionless jpond. If at rest, the organic 

matter sinks and accumulates, and undergoes changes which 

may be detrimental to the health of the neighbourhood. 

Then the question comes—What is the scientific mode of treat¬ 

ment ?—hearing in mind that some ponds, like the London 

Serpentine, require not only to be made free from noxious 

emanations, hut to he safe means for bathing and skating. One 

summary mode was adopted with the ornamental water in St. 

James’s Park, It was made universally shallow, with an im¬ 

pervious bottom, so that it may be at times emptied and 

cleansed. The results are not good. The colour is frightful, 

the water offensive, and the bottom becomes covered with black 

mud. The eye gets none of the natural gratification and re¬ 

pose which it expects, the water is shallow and therefore 

heated, and the accumulation of org'anic debris considerable. 

In the Serpentine the colour was better, the water full of 

minute gi'een threads of confervae. On keeping a jar of water 

from the Serpentine and one from St. James’s Park in the 

window for many months, the former yielded abundant bubbles 

of oxygen in the sunshine, and no unpleasant odour. But the 

fact remains that, in this and all other water with no outlet, 

organic matter accumulates, and each successive crop of 

organisms falls to the bottom as it dies, and forms mted ; for the 

true mud of ponds is not clay or common mire, hut the accu- 

midation of decayed vegetable matter. Even when the Ser¬ 

pentine bottom is remodelled, this will require some provision 

to jirevent its accumulation. Our plan would he to encom’age 

the growth in it of plants which absorb the “ previous sewage 

contamination,” and wliich, unlike the microscopic conferva;, 

can be themselves easily removed. Such a plant is the 

Anaeharis, of speedy growth, greedily using- up all impurity, 

and convertmg it into oxygen-breathing vegetable tissue, and 

capable of being fished out easily once a year, thus represent¬ 

ing a certain quantity of organic impmity removed from the 

water. The edges of the Serpentine—at least in Kensington- 

gardens—should be fiinged ivith a belt of those most beautiful 

of Eng-fish plants which inhabit our rivers—the showy Caltha 

palustris, the Menyanthes trifoliata, Bufonius umhellatus, the 

Epilobia, Lythrnm Salicaria, the Sayittaria, Nymphcea, Kuphar, 

and the like—so that the crowds who haunt the hanks may 

get a glimpse of nature, however slight. We may say one 

word to calm the agitation of the public mind. At least fifty 

men were at work on October 12 in that part of the Serpentine 

which is contained in Kensing-ton-gardens. Mud cannot be 

dealt with easily, and the only plan is to cut trenches in it and 

let the water soak away. 

EEOM ABEOAD.-M. HUSSON ON CSeCHES—M. EEETILLON ON THE 

EEENCH MEDICAL SEEVICB. 

Dueing the discussion which is now going on in the Academie 

de Medecine upon the mortality of young infants, and the 

regulations to he enforced respecting hired nurses, M. Husson, 

the Director of Public Assistance, made some observations on 

the creches of Paris, which, as there is an effort being made to 

introduce these establishments here, may be msefully borne in 

mind. He thinks a great distinction should he made, in con¬ 

sidering their utility, between the merely taking care of young 

children already weaned, and of those who are still sucking. 

Founded in Paris in 1844, the number of creches gradually 

increased to 31 ; hut, at the present time, notwithstanding- the 

assistance of Government, there are only 21, and most of these 

are in wealthy quarters of the town, the poorest districts being 

entirely without them. In the 21 creches there were 780 places, 

though which 2335 children passed in 1868, and, if these places 

had been occupied the whole year, 428 would have sufficed. 

The mean duration of the child’s residence was fifty-six days, or 

less than two months, showing that the mothers did not con¬ 

tinue long to resort to the creches. The total expense was 

94,027 francs, making the cost of a place occupied the 

whole year 222 francs 48 centimes, and the price per diem 

72 centimes. The mothers’ contributions amounted to only 

19,544 francs. Most of the creches have been established in 

ordinary apartments insufficiently prepared for the pui-pose. 

Eecently M. Sainte-Claire Deville has made some Curious 

researches on the air of crowded localities. He has found, on 

analysing the mephitic gases produced in assemblages of men 

or women, two descriptions of odorous substances—butyric 

acid or the acid of rancid butter, and valerianic acid, the acid 

of rotten fish—ammonia, and an ammoniacal compound like 

that found in the decomposed liquor of salt herrings. Of these 

substances he has found no more in a female cholera ward than 

in a female Surgical ward, but in schools, and wherever young 

children are assembled together, and in proportion to the 
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closeness of such assemblies, he has found these gases in larger 
quantities. In the creches every one must he struck with, 
however clean they may he, the smell of rancid hutter, and 
this, together with the emanations from the excretions, gives 
rise to epidemics of ophthalmia and measles, whatever pre¬ 
cautions may he taken. Fortunately infants at the hreast 
constitute only a third of the admissions, for no one can douht 
the mischief of transporting them long distances in all weathers 
and leaving them in the creches for twelve or fourteen hours a 
day. The mothers seldom come twice a day to suckle them as 
they are required to do, and frequently send them to the 
creches, although they are working at home, to get them out of 
the way. It is to older infants between the time of their weaning 
and their going to school that these establishments wordd 
prove most useful. The following are M. Husson’s conclu¬ 
sions :— 

“1. It is the duty of the mother to suckle her infant. 
2. Every healthy child less than five months of age, aU weakly 
children older and unweaned cannot he submitted to the mixed 
regimen of the breast and the sucking-bottle without mischief. 
3. Wlien the mother cannot suckle, a nui’so of good moral 
character and sufiicient milk should be chosen. 4. The creche 
should imder no pretext receive children suckled by their 
mothers when these are able to obtain work or assistance at 
home. It ought also to reject children weaned before the 
ninth or tenth month, and those whose mothers can furnish 
only impoverished milk, unless a nurse on the premises can be 
found. 5. The typical creche is that wliich is established at the 
door or in the very midst of a factory emplojdng a great many 
women. It should be well ventilated and provided with suf¬ 
ficient attendance to prevent the infants being left motionless 
in their cradles. The mothers should, under Medical direction, 
be compelled to suckle their cliildren every two or three hours ; 
and for those for whom mixed suclding is suitable, the purest 
milk and constantly cleaned sucking-bottles shoxdd be provided. 
I recognise distinctly enough that most of these conditions 
cannot be fulfilled by creches as they are now constituted, and 
that children that have not been weaned cannot be thence ex¬ 
cluded ; but there remains a great task for associations to 
fulfil—viz., the gathering up the childi'en of the working 
classes from ten or twelve months to three years of age.” 

In an analysis which M. Bertillon, the well-known Medical 
statistician, has just published of M. Chenu’s colossal “ Sta- 
tistiqxie Medico-Chirurgicale de la Campagne dTtalie,” he 
points out forcibly how different is the jposition occupied by 
the Medical officer in the French army to that wliich he holds 
in the English and American armies, and does not hesitate to 
attribute much of the greater mortality that is observed in it 
to this circumstance. In the French aimy he is impeded on 
every side by administrative regulations, and finds all his 
efforts to overcome these ineffectual. During the Italian cam¬ 
paign it required his high position and immense exertions on 
the part of Baron Larrey to prevent disastrous overcrowding 
in the Hospitals. Certainly matters have even mended there 
since the Crimean war, a chapter concerning the fearful mor¬ 
tality of which is supplied by M. Chenu, supplementary to his 
former account of the Crimean campaign. The important fact 
is strongly brought out that while during the first winter the 
English army lost 58 per 1000 of its effective and the French 
only 23, during the second winter the English lost only 2 per 
1000, the French lost 27, or rather more than the first year, 
although hostilities had ceased—i.e., fourteen times more than 
the English. After dwelling upon the means adopted in the 
English and American armies, M. BertUlon goes on to say :— 

“ With us, in the civil as weU as in the military Hospitals, 
the Medical officer is kept at a distance. As little use is made 
of him as possible, and that only for prescribing. Amputation 
and purging constitute the strict limits of his duty. The busi¬ 
ness of erecting Hospitals according to the rules of hygiene, of 
disposing of the various parts of the service, the choice and 
quahty of the aliments, the regulation of the furniture and 
proper number of the beds—in a word, the due regulation of 
the life and discipline of the patients—are removed from his 
control, these having no connexion with their treatment. Yet 
must we loudly declare and incessantly repeat, until public 
opinion has become sufficiently aroused, that in the present 

state of Medical and biological science the recovery of patients 
depends little upon pharmaceutical applications, but immensely 
on the daily observances of hygiene; and I maintain tliat a 
sound system of expectation, surrounded by all the hygienic 
conditions supplied by modern science, would save infinitely 
more men than the whole pharmacopoeia employed amidst tlie 
present administrative systems.If I were writ¬ 
ing for the public I might stop here, but as Medical men will 
read what I am saying, some facts regarding our confreres of 
the aimy will not be uninteresting to them. And first I will 
say to my younger confreres, Do not lightly enter this thank¬ 
less profession of a military Medical officer. Before doing so, 
read and meditate on these volumes of an eminent military 
Surgeon who has grown old in harness. Recognise well the 
fact that this subalterned profession is deceitfully assimilated 
to that of the officer, for it is worse rewarded and more labo¬ 
rious, although infinitely more dangerous. Meditate well the 
following figures, for their signification is terribly clear :—From 
1846 to 1865, the annual mortahty of the officers of our army 
has been 6'1 per 1000, but that of the Medical officers has been 
15 per 1000 ! Whence comes this enormous excess ? Is it from 
difference of age ? By no means. Many of our confreres qiait 
early so unhealthy a profession; and, in fact, while in the 
army, one year with another, there are but 2‘3 resignations in 
1000 officers, among the Medical officers there are as many as 
there are deaths, 15 per 1000. In time of war the mortality is 
not less. During the Ci’imean campaign, the English army, 
which, for an effective that did not reach a third of ours, had 448 
Medical officers, had the good chance not to lose one of them, 
while of our 450 wo lost 82, or more than 18 per cent. Thus, 
prolonged studies, greater danger, miserable pay, a subaltern 
position assimilated to that of the commissariat and paymasters 
—a long preparation and the incessant danger incident on 
visiting patients, remunerated and esteemed on the same scale 
as the keeping of books—such is the i>ractice of the ^xrofession 
which it behoves our young confreres to meditate befoi'o 
joining.” 

EOYAL COLLEGE OE SUEGEONS. 

The proceedings of the Council of this institution have 
just been suspended in the Hall of the College for the informa¬ 
tion of its members. From this we learn that the recom¬ 
mendations of the Museum Committee avere adopted that such 
cases should be provided in the upper gallery of the western 
museum for the dit,play and preservation of the models of skin 
diseases presented by Professor Erasmus Wilson, F.E.S. This 
work has been executed in a most creditable manner by Mr. 
Fage, of Gray’s-inn-road, during the past collegiate recess. 

Permission was given to Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., to 
inspect the minutes of the Council during the time of his 
father’s period of office, with a view to the publication of his 
memoirs. 

Letters were read from Mr. C. H. Hawkins, Dr. Acland, Dr. 
Parkes, and Dr. Hawkins, in reference to the proceedings of 
the General Medical Council at its last session, and it was re¬ 
solved that the same should be taken into consideration at a 
special meeting of the Council, avhich meeting took place on 
the 7th inst. 

A letter from Dr. Hawkins reported that the name of John 
Pattison was erased from the Register, and also the qualifica¬ 
tion of Mr. Lima Abraham La’Mert as a Licentiate of the 
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. 

Mr. Erasmus Wilson was unanimously elected Professor of 
Dermatology for the ensuing year. 

Mr. Spencer Smith, in pursuance of his notice, moved that a 
committee, with power to seek such legal advice as may be 
necessary, be appointed to advise this Council as to the desira- 
bffity and the practicability of instituting one conjoint board 
for conducting joint examinations upon which quahfications to 
practise Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery may be obtained. 
The motion, which was seconded by Mr. Humphiy,w’as carried. 

Mr. Charles Hawkins, in pursuance of his notice, moved 
that the Council, at their next meeting, wiU take into conside¬ 
ration the question of the present mode of conducting the 
examinations for the membership of this College as to the 
examination of candidates at the bedside of patients. The 
motion, having been seconded by Mr. Humphry, was carried.' 

Mr. Cm’hng, in pursuance of his notice, moved that previous 
to the notices for the meeting of Council for the election 
of professors and lecturers at the College being issued, the 
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seoreta^ be directed to apply to each professor and lecturer to 
ascertain whether he desires to be nominated, and in the event 
of his declining nomination, the same shall be mentioned in the 
notices of the ensuing meeting of the Council. And the motion 
having been seconded by Mr. Holden, and the votes taken 
thereon, was carried. 

LETTERS EROM ST. MORITZ IN THE 
ENGADINE. 

{By our Special Correspondent^ 

I HAVE reserved for my third and last letter a few additional 

remarks on the climate of St. Moritz, as well as such trust¬ 

worthy facts as could be gathered on the spot of cases of 

pulmonary disease which have been benefited by a prolonged 

residence in this locahty. Z am not about to enter now upon 

the general question of the influence of mountain air as a cura¬ 

tive agency in cases of tubercular consumption; but I must 

confess that, considering the confident statements that have 

been made in certain quarters on this subject, I was somewhat 

surprised and disappointed at the extreme meagreness of the 

data which are obtainable here on the spot. Gleneral state¬ 

ments one gets in abundance, as well as marvellous stories, 

but well-authenticated cases where the physical diagnosis has 

been rigorous and unquestionable, and where the reports of 

the cases in detail are accessible, are not common. 

There appears to be no doubt whatever that certain cases of 

disease of the respiratory organs do improve considerably after 

a residence of some months in the higher Alpine valleys, as at 

Z)avos and at St. Moritz. But as much and even more may be 

said of many other localities which possess advantages of other 

kinds, which cannot be met vidth at these great altitudes. 

One hears of one or two well-known cases where severe and 
repeated attacks of htemoptysis have been arrested, and of 
other cases where troublesome coughs accompanied with con- 
siderable emaciation, and supposed to have a tubercular 
origin, have disappeared; but of the arrest of genuine cases of 
tubercular consumption, of the nature of which there could be 
no manner of doubt, the information to be obtained is, as I have 
already said, meagre and unconvincing. 

The following extract from an entry in the visitors’ book at 
Herr Badrutt’s Engadiner Kuhn Hotel will afford your readers 
some idea of what a winter at St. Moritz is like. The writer 
is a young gentleman in dehcate health, who passed the last 
winter (from October to the end of March) in this place in 
company with three English ladies. 

“ We spent five and a half months at Herr Badrutt’s, and feel 
ourselves much indebted to the great kindness of himself, his 
wife, and the whole family. They made our winter quarters 
so comfortable that we were loth to leave them when sprino" 
came. Any doubts we had entertained as to the possibility of 
keeping warm indoors in a locality where, in the open air, the 
temperature was often below zero Eahr. in the shade, were 
speedily dispelled. Owing to the extreme dryness of the air, 
we never found our sitting-room comfortable above 56° Eahr. 
a ternperature that would be unbearable in winter in the more 
humid climate of England. The rooms are warmed by means 
of stoves, not open fire-places, consequently the chief difficulty 
is to ventilate them projperly; to do this effectually, we left our 
sitting-room for five minutes every two hours, openin*^ all the 
doors and windows. A pan of water kept on the stove is also 
Indispensable to prevent the already dry air of St. Moritz 
becoming overdried. On an average we were out four hours 
daily, waMng, skating, sleighing, or sitting on the terrace 
reading, this latter two or three hours at a time; twice in 
January we dined on the terrace, and on other days had picnics 
in our sledges; far from finding it cold, the heat of the sun is 
so intense at times that sunshades were indispensable, one of 
ihe party even skating with one. The brilliancy of the sun, the 
blueness of the sky, and the clearness of the atmosphere quite 
surprised us. The lake affords the opportunity, to those who 
love the art, of skating without interruption for five months. 
The ice has, to a certain extent, to be artificially maintained. 
To do this, we, with other English friends, formed a small 
«lub—1st, for keeping a circle clear of snow; 2nd, for renewing 
the surface whenever it became impaired by turnino- a stream 
on to it. ° 

“I must state, having spent part of the winter of 1867-68 at 
Mentone, that I derived far more benefit from that of 1868-69 
spent at St. Moritz. The change from England to Mentone 
did me good at first, but latterly I experienced great lassitude ; 
whilst at St. Moritz I was far stronger at the end of the winter 
than at the commencement. During the whole time I had 
neither cold nor cough, though I was out all weathers. I give 
these health details in the hope that they may be useful to 
people who, like myself, have delicate lungs. 

“ There is always a great amount of ozone in the atmosphere, 
and without that damp which is necessary to its existence in a 
place where the vrinter is not severe. The daily mean of March 
is 18'47 (21 being the greatest possible amount). By the 
hy^ometer the degree Sf moisture in the air is very rarely 
registered as high as 90, being frequently as low as 20. One 
or two days the sun heat was remarkable, the thermometer 
reading 142° Eahr.; on the other hand, the greatest cold was 
18-5° Eahr.—viz., 60^° below freezing point—during the night. 

“We left St. Moritz for Lugano and Cadenabbia at the end 
of March, to escape any damp the spring thaw might create; 
but experience taught us that the uncertain spring weather of 
the plain causes far more injurious damp than the mere thawing 
of the snow at such a height as St. Moritz. There the dis¬ 
agreeable effect of a temporary and most unusual thaw in 
Eebruary (brought on by a warm wind and great sun-heat) 
appeared to be confined only to the melting of the snow on the 
roads and mountains, off which it ran as rapidly as it 
thawed, imparting no perceptible damp to the air. In the 
plain we had plenty of rain, snow, and mist, and on fine 
days it soon became too warm and relaxing. We thought 
to better ourselves by spending May on Monte Generoso, where 
there is a good well-managed hotel in a charming situation 
about 4000 feet S.M.; but that is too uncertain a month for 
this mountain. Although we have had some fine days we have 
been most frequently in the midst of clouds, rains, or storms. 
The group of mountains of which Monte Generoso is the most 
southern seems to attract the clouds that rise from the vast 
Lombard plains, over which to the Apennines the view is 
unbroken. St. Moritz, being so much higher, is above the 
ordinary cloud level, and consequently gets less rain ; most of 
the clouds, of which there are not a few in summer and autumn 
(I do not know it in spring), seem to be carried rapidly over 
the Engadine by strong currents of wind. May, we hear, has 
been drier in that district than here. I would recommend 
others to profit by our experience, and pass the whole spring 
at St. Moritz, or if they leave it, to do so only for a fortnight 
or so whilst the roads are disagreeable.” 

I need not point out that this account is evidently written by an 
enthusiastic partisan, and that some of the statements contained 
therein will not bear criticism—such, for instance, as the one 
which pronounces that a temperature of 56° Eahr. “ would be 
unbearable in winter in the more humid climate of England ! ” 
It is also very evident that but few invalids could hope to 
command the comfort which must have attended the com¬ 
panionship and care of three of his countrywomen—an 
advantage which this gentleman appears to have had, and 
without which I doubt greatly if a winter at St. Moritz would 
have passed so agreeably. In truth, during this very last 
winter, when the writer of the above statements found St. 
Moritz so pleasant and enjoyable, some patients who had 
intended passing the whole winter there, found it so in¬ 
sufferably dull and in many respects so uncomfortable that 
they broke through their resolution, and left the place before 
the winter was much more than half over. 

The final impression left on my own mind with regard to 
St. Moritz as a winter health resort is that it is an experiment, 
and one that I should not, for my own part, feel greatlj 
disposed to submit to. I cannot contemplate a winter’s resi¬ 
dence in this valley, practically almoit shut off from communi¬ 
cation with the rest of the world, the ground covered the whole 
time with several feet of snow, shut up in a stove-heated room 
for all but four hours a day (and that on fine days), from which, 
however, one has to make periodical flights “ for five minutes 
every two hours ” for purposes of ventilation, without regard¬ 
ing it as a modified form of penal servitude. 

The cases which would most probably be benefited by making 
the experiment of residing here from October to April are those 
of laryngeal irritation, of chronic catarrh in young persons, 
and perhaps some cases of incipient phthisis. 

I must not omit to mention that the resident Medical men 
here declare that many cases of true tubercular phthisis 
amongst the natives of the lower parts of Switzerland have 
been arrested by migration into the Engadine. They assert 
that large masses of tubercular deposit have disappeared 
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(certain portions of which, they say, are absorbed, and 
what is not absorbed dries nj)), and that large cavities have 
contracted and healed. But without the published details of 
easily authenticated cases, these statements are vague and 
imsatisfactory. 

A far greater number of persons with pulmonary complaints 
have wintered of late years at Davos. This is situated in a 
valley running parallel with the Engadine, at a somewhat 
lower elevation, olOo feet above the sea. It is reached by dili¬ 
gence from the Landquart station, close to Bagatz, through the 
valley of the Prfettigau, in about six hours. It is also connected 
by several mountain passes with the Engadine, one of which, 
the Eluela pass, is traversed daily by diligence. This also 
is about a six hours’ journey—i.e., from Siis, in the Lower 
Engadine, to Davos Dorfli, in the Davos Valley. At the 
time of my visit to Davos I was informed that there were 
nearly a hundred and fifty patients undergoing the “cure” 
there. Now, one would imagine that, with such a large number 
of resident patients, the detailed histories of a considerable 
number of well-marked instances of tubercular consumption 
which had been cured or arrested by the influence of mountain 
air might be obtained. But here again one is struck with the 
dearth of detailed information upon which one can rely—I 
mean upon which one can rely with that amount of confidence 
as to induce one to send phthisical cases which come under 
one’s own observation to this place. 

I have now before me a list of seventeen cases tabulated and 
appended to a pamphlet written by the Resident Physician at 
Davos, and recommending that place as a “ cure” for tuber¬ 
cular consumption. Now, of these seventeen cases—which, be it 
remembered, have been selected for publication—thirteen appear to 
have remained at Davos from July to September only, and 
during that time they all appear to have gained a few pounds 
in weight—from two to twenty. This is the only fact of any 
importance to be gathered from this table. Three of the cases 
are described as “ catarrh of the apices,” one of which was 
cured and the other two “ left better! ” 

One cannot resist the conviction that the wideawake and 
enterprising Swiss are endeavouring to turn the “ mountain- 
air cure ” to good account, and to persuade the gullible 
Englishman to pass his winters as well as his summers in their 
mountain valleys. That we shall hear a great deal more of 
phthisical patients passing the winter in mountainous districts 
there is no manner of doubt, and the sooner those who have 
it in their power to supply the Profession with reliable informa¬ 
tion and fully detailed cases do so the better. But confident 
statements and hasty generalisations founded on insufficient 
data will be received with caution. 

Finally, of St. Moritz itself I have little more to say at pre¬ 
sent. As a summer resort, it null always, in my opinion, have 
much to recommend it. Its pure, dry, bracing air; its charm¬ 
ing scenery, its rich flora, the absence of that oppressive heat, 
even in the hottest weather, which makes the lower valleys 
almost unendurable ; the increased capacity for muscular 
exertion which the freshness of the air induces—all these 
attractions will commend the Upper Engadine to those who 
seek health and not excitement during their summer vacation. 
St. Moritz has also its drawbacks. In no place that I know of 
is fine weather so essential to enjoyment. A few wet days, 
and every one is cold, discontented, and unhappy, for Kttle or 
nothing is done at the hotel here to render indoor life attrac¬ 
tive. But a continuous rain, such as we are too familiar wuth 
in this country, is rare in the Engadine, and I have scarcely 
known a day this season when a few hours’ exercise in the open 
air could not be taken by persons in health. As I have before 
stated, old people and young children coming up into the 
Engadine for the first time often suffer inconvenience from 
the diminished atmospheric pressure (the barometer ranges 
from 24 to 25 inches). Young people soon get over this, but 
not so persons advanced in years. 

Ice in OnLOROFORM: Accidents.—In cases of sjmeope 
from inhalation of too large a quantity of chloroform, there 
is no means upon which I should more rely to restore the 
movements of respiration than the introduction of a (jood-sized 
lump of ice into the rectum. This is much more easily effected 
than one would suppose. A little pressure with the ice being 
made over the sphincter causes it to relax, and the ice slips in, 
followed almost immediately by a prolonged inspiration, the 
precursor of natural breathing and restoration of the heart’s 
action. This measure, but with a small bit of ice, would 
doubtless answer equally well with still-bom children.—Dr. 
Baillie, Indian Medical Gazette, September 1. 

OPENING OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS. 
--- 

ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

The Introductory Address was delivered by Dr. Cheadle. 
The lecturer commenced by offering a cordial welcome to the 

new students, and after remarking that the task which he had to 
fulfil was one which necessarily becomes more difficult every 
year, since the number of addresses annually delivered at the 
various Hospital Schools must have already exhausted the 
subject, and rendered it impossible to say anything novel 
regarding Medical education, he proceeded to speak of the 
waste of time and opportunity which resulted from the students 
being generally destitute of any previous scientific instruction. 
In the usual course of what is called a liberal education, men 
grew up ignorant of the simplest facts connected with the 
phenomena of the material world, and notably so with regard 
to the working of their own bodies. “ I should not, I think, 
exaggerate if I said that nine out of every ten men of ordinary 
education would be found unable to explain the doctrine of 
chemical equivalents, or the function of respiration or the cir¬ 
culation of the blood. The truth is, and it has been stated 
over and over again by other men long ago, men come here to leam 
what they ought to have been taught at school. When I 
began the study of Medicine towards the end of my University 
career, having enjoyed all the advantages of education under 
the guidance of able men, I found myself utterly destitute of 
such knowledge as could be directly of service to me in my new 
studies. For anything I had been taught to the contrary, 
earth, air, fire, and water were the four elements. Why the 
food I swallowed should not enter my lungs, or the air I 
breathed my stomach, I had no information. I knew some¬ 
thing, indeed, of French, but of German, which I soon perceived 
would be of the greatest use to me, I could not read the 
alphabet. I found myself bewildered by strange words, 
strange ideas, incomprehensible explanations—lost in a new 
country where I met no friends and could discover no land¬ 
marks. At an age when I ought do have gone through all the 
drudgery of elementary work, I had to commence anew with 
the veriest rudiments. I think we are bound to teach every 
man a reasonable amount of precise knowledge of the world 
in which he is appointed to live, where the phenomena take 
place according to fixed laws, in obedience to which all his 
work has to be done. He ought to be acquainted with the 
materials he has to work with, and the conditions under which 
the work has to be accomplished. Such knowledge has a con¬ 
stant and important bearing upon the business of everyday 
life. There is no profession, no calling, no pursuit, in which it 
is not eminently useful and even necessary. The want of it 
affects, perhaps, the Medical Profession more nearly than any 
other. Not only do the students suffer from the absence of 
early scientific instruction, but the iterance of the persons 
with whom they have to deal in practice is the source of end¬ 
less vexation and difficulty. Unless the public have an accu¬ 
rate knowledge of elementary scientific truths, it is impossible 
for them to judge correctly for themselves what is certain in 
Medicine and what baseless theory. They are necessarily 
superstitious and credulous ; they become the easy dupes of im¬ 
posture, so that they are robbed by rogues and charlatans, who 
obtain the rewards which are the due of honest men. A 
knowledge of the rudiments of natural science, too, adds a 
charm to the passage through life. Everything in the way 
on every side exhibits some wonder of the present, or teUs 
some strange storv of the past, stimidates curiosity, and 
furnishes ideas fruitful of pleasant and seductive specula¬ 
tions.” Acknowledging that the serious faffit in the 
system of general education was in process of being reme¬ 
died to some extent, at any rate in the universities and public 
schools, he showed that such reforms are necessarily gradual, 
and that, so far from being surprised at the slow pro¬ 
gress which takes place, we ought rather to wonder so ggeat 
an advance had been made when we considered the prejuffice 
which had to be overcome. Formerly science was regarded as 
identical with sorcery and magic. In the last century even 
the members of the Royal Society were commonly looked upon 
as a pernicious body of men, and were pubUcly denounced on 
the ground that they “ neglected the wiser and more discermng 
ancient philosophers, and depended too much on their own un¬ 
assisted efforts; and that a philosophy founded upon actual 
experiment would lead to the overthrow of the Christian 
refigion, and even to a denial of the existence of God.” And 
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lieariiig a distingnished man of our time relate how, thirty- 
years ago, he was looked upon in society with some suspicion 
on account of the pursuits in which he was known to he 
engaged, and men whispered to one another that he 
was a dangerous man—a geologist. But now things have 
so^ happily altered that clergymen wield geological hammers 
without distrust, and are eagerly helping us to fathom 
the secrets of existence with microscopes and test-tubes, in the 
sure belief that the search after truth can never be opposed to 
sound Christianity. The lecturer then proceeded to show the 
value of general knowledge to the Medical student—of mathe¬ 
matics as training the mind to precision of thought, developing 
the po-wer of sol-ving quickly and readily the problems of dia¬ 
gnosis, and enabhng the investigator to follow out -with ease and 

■certainty an intricate series of dependent phenomena ; and of 
the ancient languages as teaching the art of expression, and 
essential to the understanding and proper use of technical 
terms. A mere smattering of classical learning, which was 
often all the Medical student possessed, failed to give the 
power of expression, led to n. vain pedantry, and excited an 
irrepressible tendency to bring into play the imperfect acqui¬ 
sition at every opport-unity. Medical hterature comprised 
many standard works of pure and classical Enghsh ; and there 
were authors of our own time whose works we read with 
pleasure as well as with sub,stantial profit. But it must be 
confessed that, as a rule, Medical writings of all kinds, from 
the most elaborate treatise to the simple account of a case in 
the journals, were diffuse, crowded with irrelevant matter 
and superfluous verbiage, presenting a confused mass of techni¬ 
calities which the reader forces his way through with labour 
und weariness. The authors remember art is long, but they 
forget fife is short. “ I caU your attention specially to this faidt, 
because you will most of you probably pubhsh cases, or lecture 
or speak on Medical subjects, and I advise you, for your o-vvn 
mutual protection, therefore, to cultivate the art of expression. 
If a plain English term conveys your meaning, make use of it 
instead of some far-fetched Greek or Latin compound. Study 
conciseness, how to state the points of your case in few words, 
and see that those words are the right words in the right 
place.’’ Modern languages served a different end. At first 
sight it might appear a waste of power to spend time in ac¬ 
quiring a knowledge of three or four different ways of ex¬ 
pressing the same idea. The ideas, the facts, the discoveries, 
not the forms of speech in which they were recorded, were 
what was required, for the living languages taught little as 
languages. But access to the results of the researches of 
hundreds of fellow labourers in natural science in other 
countries coidd not be gained without a knowledge of the 
languages in which they record them. The inf omiation obtain¬ 
able by means of translations was extremely partial and im¬ 
perfect, and unless men could read the records for themselves, 
those sources of information were, to a great extent, closed to 
them. 

Passing from^ the question of general education to that of 
the special studies of a Medical school, the lecturer expressed 
a hope that eventually the teaching' in general science would be 
relegated to the universities or special institutions if need be, and 
thellospital schools entirely devoted to instruction in physiology, 
pathology, and the applications of general science to the art 
of Medicine and Surgery. Then there would be ample time 
for the study of Clinical Medicine, which was apt to be pushed 
out in the crowd of subjects which occupied the student’s 
attention during the short term of their Hospital career. It 
was neglected because it was known not to be -vitally necessary 
to get through an examination. The importance of not neg¬ 
lecting this most indispensable of all Medical knowledge was 
strongly urged. A knowledge of disease could only be acquired 
by prolonged and careful observation— 

“ Old experience doth attain 
To something like prophetic strain.” 

But the po-wer of appreciating the lessons of experience could 
-only be properly learned in the wards of a Hospital. Bookwork 
alone would never fit them for the actual practice of their pro¬ 
fession. It would avail but httle to know what tubular 
breathing, or crepitation, or fluctuation, or a bruit, or a friction 
sound might indicate, if they were unequal to distinguish those 
signs when they heard them. A bare knowledge of the sig¬ 
nificance of the presence of the various cells, crystals, casts, or 
other morbid appearances in the secretions would be a mere 
mockery if they could not detect their presence to assist in 
diagnosis. The applications of the various aids to the ordinary 
senses, such as the microscope, stethoscope, thermometer, sphyg- 
mograph, and ophthalmoscope, would be further developed as 

science advanced, and a thorough knowledge of their use was 
becoming more necessary to the Practitioner every day. Presh 
truths would be revealed by them, which we were yet unable 
to read from imperfect understanding of the meaning of the 
evidence they afforded. The thermometer, for instance, had 
been applied to the purpose of ascertaining the temperature 
of the body as long ago as the 16th century by Dr. Sanctorio, 
a Physician of Padua, who used it in fever. But it soon fell 
into disuse, for it could tell nothing in the condition of phy¬ 
siological knowledge at the time, except that the fever 
was high or dechning. In our day its office is an 
important one. To us it teUs of waste of tissue, of 
wear and tear going on, of dangers otherwise hidden, 
of retiuming convalescence. Since the cure of disease, however, 
was the ultimate end and aim of all Medical work, the cro-wn- 
ing point of aU Medical knowledge, the question would 
naturally be asked. When the facidty of correct diagnosis had 
been attained, what would they be able to accomplish ? What 
power would they have over the evil they might discover ? The 
triumphs of Surgery and Preventive Medicine were palpable 
and visible on every hand. Those of Medical therapeutics, 
although less ob-vdous, were no less real. “ We have ceased to 
look upon diseases as entities to be cast out as we expel a tape¬ 
worm, kin an acarus, or extract a calculus. But we can cure 
certain affections, and control and direct the course of others at 
every step and in a hundred different ways, prevent secondary 
lesions, remove pain, relieve distress. Perhajis to you who, 
sanguine with aU the enthusiasm of youth, half expect to hold 
the keys of fife and death, such results may seem disappointing. 
But we can teach you no magic art. We do not possess the 
elixir of life. Medicine necessarily waits upon the sister 
sciences, and the ground had to be cleared of much superstition, 
and prejudice, and malpractice. Dugald Stewart said that half 
the lifetime of a philosopher was devoted not so much to the 
acquisition of new knowledge as to unlearn the errors to ivhich 
he had been taught to give an implicit assent before he had 
time for reason and reflection. And this is true of the Physi¬ 
cian as well as the philosopher, and has a wider and deeper 
apphcation still. We have adopted a careful empiricism now, 
and with that we must be content for a season. As Ave learn 
more of the materials with which and of the mode in which 
the tissues of the body are built up, and the series of morbid 
changes which take place, and as our knowledge of the precise 
action of the agents at our disposal upon the tissues and secre¬ 
tions increases, we shall begin to see clearly how to adapt them 
to the end we seek. Eomierly a host of ignorant empirics held 
sway and reaped reward, -while the plodders in the work of 
science were sohtary and unnoticed except by persecuting 
enemies. How a great army of skilful and honest investigators, 
the most persevering and industrious of men, attack the un¬ 
known night and day, and light must come out of their labour.” 

After giving some counsel to the new students with regard 
to the cultivation of habits of strict accuracy and absolute 
truth, the value of time, and of the proper management of it, 
and the necessity that they should take nothing for granted, 
but search it out for themselves, the speaker recommended 
them to enter into boating and cricket and other athletic sports 
if their taste led them that way, and exhorted them, in their 
contests vvdth other schools, “ to do their best with pluck 
and skill to uphold the honour of St. Mary’s, and so 
to show themselves manly and straightforward in the 
conduct of the struggle, as to compel their opponents to 
acknowledge that they were not only formidable antago¬ 
nists, but courteous and honourable gentlemen.” “ I might 
end my address to you by draAving some bright picture 
of prosperity, of honours to be won, and wealth to be gained 
in the future, as rewards of earnest study now, and the 
enlightened practice of your profession hereafter. But I 
decline to try and bribe you to exercise the gifts with which 
God has endowed you by any promise of reward, or to deter 
you from idleness and misconduct by dilating uiion the failure 
and disgi'ace which are their proper punishment. I Avill not 
appeal to ignoble motives which haA'e too much influence in 
this selfish world already. Every man, I take it, is born to do 
his share of work in the world, that which he is fit for—and to 
do it Avith all his might. Each indiAudual life represents so 
much force, so much diAune fire. If that power be un¬ 
applied, the whole purpose of its creation is shamefully per¬ 
verted. Your work is to add to science what atoms of truth 
you may be able to gather amid the turmoil and endless occu¬ 
pation of your Professional duties. It is to exert all your 
energies to alleviate pain and defeat death, being careful always, 
as becomes true gentlemen, to treat the poor and the loathsome 
and the miserable Avith as much care and more kindness than 
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the rich patient who fees yon highly. Finally, it will be your 
part, and one not to be evaded or neglected, to show more 
specifically and forcibly than can be done from mere general 
knowledge, how di'ink, and sensuality, and filth, and vice of 
every kind carries with it each its oivn punishment of disease, 
and pain, and death—to teach the life-giving- knowledge how 
to stop contagion, prevent fever, and foster health—to take 
manfully your share and office in the great fight which is 
always going on against evil—-and for the rest, let it be. 
Whether you gain honour or wealth or not, your great reward 
will, I hope, be the feeling that you are doing your proper 
work in this world, and that you are doing it bravely and 
well to the end.” 

REVIEWS. 
-♦- 

The Old Vegetable Xeurotics. By John IIaeley, M.D. Lond., 
F.R.C.P., etc. London. 1869. 

De. Haeley’s elaborate work may be regarded as a much- 
enlarged edition of the course of lectures which he de¬ 
livered about a year and a half ago at the Royal College of 
Physicians. iUthough he treats only of four medicinal agents 
—hemlock, opium, belladonna, and henbane—his book is as 
large as many a treatise on the whole Materia Medica. For 
the busy Practitioner, wfith httle time at his command, he 
treats his subj ects almost too fully, and even the critical reader 
and reviewer cannot help regretting that the conclusions are 
not more distinctly separated from the mass of evidence from 
which they are deduced. 

From the first chapter the chief points to bo gleaned are that 
“ the mode of action of the neurotic poisons is an unsolved 
problem,” that “ the influence of hemlock in particular is truly 
marvellous,” and that “its action is quite beyond our compre¬ 
hension.” The drug seems to have the power of resolving 
nervous action into its chief constituents, and, leavdng- 
untouched the one portion (the sensory), suddenly para¬ 
lyses the other (the motor). In selecting hemlock as a remedy 
in the treatment of nervous diseases, we must be guided by 
obser\’ing whether irritation, direct or reflex, of the motor 
centres is or is not present. If it be present, conium, according 
to Dr. Harley, is the appropriate remedy. 

Of the various preparations of hemlock, the succus conn is 
the most certain in its action. From two drachms to one ounce 
of it vdll almost invariably produce the full physiological 
action and the beneficial results which may be expected 
to follow. A child one or two years old may take one drachm ; 
one ten years old, from one to two drachms; a woman, two or 
three di-achms; and a man, four or five drachms. From 
these initial doses we must ascend until the peculiar effect of 
hemlock is declared, after which it is rarely necessary to in¬ 
crease the dose. “ Care,” says Dr. Harley, “must be taken in 
administering conium to patients possessed of but httle bodily 
Hgour. On the other hand, there are some persons whose 
activity is such that three drachms will be required to produce 
giddiness and muscular weakness. I have given as much as 
twelve drachms to one patient, and two others have occa¬ 
sionally taken eight drachms without experiencing- any very 
decided effect.” (P. 70.) As the narcotic affialoids are enjoy¬ 
ing a popular reputation, it may bo as well to mention that 
“ conia is not suitable for internal use, either by the stomach 
or the skin.” (P. 82.) In the next page, how-ever, our author 
seems to modify this statement, for he tells ixs that “ if we 
cannot conveniently administer conium by the mouth or bowel, 
we may then resort to the subcutaneous use of conia.” 

Although the author’s favourite preparation is the “ succus ” 
(not prepared, as the Pharmacopoeia directs, from fresh leaves 
alone, but from the plants just coming into bloom), he sub¬ 
sequently states that “by far'the most efficient preparation of 
hemlock may be obtained from the green and nearly ripe 
fruits.” (P. 92.) As many writers have maintained that the 
root is highly poisonous, while others of high rei^utation have 
found it harmless. Dr. Harley has made a series of observations 
on this subject, and has found that “in medicinal doses the 
root is quite inert.” 

The aixthor’s most valuable experiments are those which he 
has made on the combinations of the neurotics of which he 
treats. Conium and opium intensify each other’s action, and 
two advantages result from the combination of these drugs—■ 
first, the use of large quantities of opium -will be avoided, and, 
secondly, the excitant action of that drug will be neutralised. 
“ Tims in a case of delirium tremens, instead of giving one 
drachm of tincture of opium, we may prescribe from foiu- 

drachms to six drachms or eight drachms of hemlock juice, 
with twenty or thirty minims of laudanum.” 

Hemlock and henbane (which, next to opium, is the most 
powerful hypnotic that we possess) prolong and, to some extent, 
intensify each other’s action. “ Given together, the effects of the 
conium are first declared, and then quickly follow those of the 
hyosciamus (sic); and while the hemlock appears to accelerate 
the action of the henbane, the latter prolongs the influence of 
the conium for an hour or more beyond the usual period of its 
action.” (P. 97.) (Why does our author always spell hyo- 
scyamus with an i in the third syllable ?) (a) 

The chapter on opium and its active constituents is based 
upon the conclusions which Dr. Harley draws from no fewer 
than sixty-two experiments made on the horse, the dog, the 
mouse, and on man. In the experiments on morphia and 
the other active principles of opium, the alkaloid was msuaUy 
injected sixbcutaneously, but sometimes was given by the 
mouth. In the horse, and still more in the mouse, it was found 
that “ phy.siologically morphia is a compound substance, and 
that its constituents are tetanus and hyjxnosis—effects which in 
these animals are nearly counterbalanced, the preponderance 
being in favour of the former. . . If the hypnotic action 
were much weaker, or even altogether eliminated,'’as may per¬ 
haps occur in some animals, then indeed morphia would not 
differ in its action from thebaia or strychnia.” (P. 121.) The 
mouse, under the early influence of the injection of one-fifteenth 
of a grain of acetate of morphia, presents a most remarkable 
appearance. Its tail bends .slowly and stiffly upward until it is 
elevated in a curve over the back, while the spine is bent in 
such a manner that, while the head is a little raised, the back 
is elevated into a high lump, and the lumbar and sacral regions 
are so depressed as to bring the perineum in contact -with the 
floor. 

The action of morphia and opium upon the dog differs in no re¬ 
spect from their action on man. Both men and dogs may be sub¬ 
divided into two classes :—1. Those who are readily influenced 
by the hypnotic action of opium, and who suffer little or no 
inconvenience from its excitant action on the brain or its de¬ 
pressant action on the vagus ; and 2. Those who are depressed 
by it to such a degree that its hypnotic action is altogether 
ceunteracted until it has passed away. In persons included in 
the second class alarming, often dangerous, and sometimes 
fatal symptoms are of not unfrequent occurrence, and are far 
more likely to occur after the subcutaneous injection of the 
drug than when it has been given in the ordinary manner. In 
women -with a highly emotional and excitable temperament the 
hypodermic method must be used with great caution. 

From nine cases in which Dr. Harley injected morphia or 
laudanum under the skin, and from a few others in which he 
gave opium by the mouth, he draws a series of conclusions 
regarding the action of morphia on (1) the brain, (2) the spinal 
cord and vagus nerve, (3) the sympathetic, (4) on nutrition, 
and (5) on the pupils. There is nothing in these conclusions 
to call for special remark, and we pass on to Ins observations 
on narceine or narceia. 

This substance, according to Claude Bernard, is a more 
powerful hypnotic even than morphia, and possesses the advan¬ 
tage of being “free from any excitant or convulsivant action.” 
Dr. Line confirms Bernard’s opinion as to its hypnotic power, 
but adds that aniu-ia is so constant a result of its use that he 
recommends it in enu7-esis. Dr. Debout found that half a grain 
produced a calm sleep almost equal to that produced by 
morphia, and he noticed that a dose exceeding three-quarters 
of a grain induced dysuria. Other observers deny that it pos¬ 
sesses any soporific or anodyne properties. To clear up these 
discrepancies. Dr. Harley experimented by injection on a dog 
and on three mice. On the dog the injection of 1-2.5 grain had 
little apparent effect. The injection of one-twelfth of a grain 
kept a mouse comfortably asleep for three hours, while one- 
eighth of a grain killed a similar mouse in two hours. He has 
given it to patients by the moxith in five-grain doses without 
producing any marked effect, and he found that, when intro¬ 
duced by the skin, one grain is barely equivalent in hjqxnotic 
•action to one-eighth of a grain of a salt of morphia. Hence 
he regards it as practically useless as a medicine. The post¬ 
mortem examination of a mouse showed that the straight tubes 
of the kidneys, and the urethra itself, were blocked up with 
crystals of narceine, so that there were retention and suppression 
of urine. We thus have a clue to the anuria observed by Line 

and others. 
From his experiments and observations on meconine, Dr. 

Harley believes that it will form a really useful mecUcine. 
“ By the stomach it has no appreciable effect; by the skin the 

(a) In the later part of the volume this error does not occur. 
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maxinmin effect is reached by a dose of one or at most two 
grains. In children, and to those who yield readily to a sopo¬ 
rific influence, half a grain of meconine will generally be found 
^effectual. The necessity of introducing it by the skin appears 
do be the only objection to its use.” (P. 156.) 

Cryptopia, the next of the opium alkaloids discussed in Dr. 
Harley’s volume, is a substance of which probably many of our 
readers have never previously heard. It was discovered about 
■three years ago by the Messrs. Smith, of Edinburgh, and a ton 
of opium yields only an ounce of this new constituent. Eor a 
description and analysis of it we must refer to the Pharmaceu¬ 
tical Journal for April, 1867. The effects of two grains injected 
into the sldn of a dog are most remarkable. The animal, after 
some minutes, begins to look intently from side to side, then 
Tushes forward, but stops with a jerk, and stands at bay with 
wery muscle strained to its utmost, and the tail forcibly curved 
downwards. He then wheels from side to side, or advances 
with a constrained rush to the other side of the room, from 
which he beats a forced retreat, flying from an imaginary 
enemy, till he is driven into a corner. Thus secured in the rear, 
Eis rushing scrambling motions are for a time restrained, and he 
now contends, with remarkable rapidity of action, with those 
only of his fancied tormentors who approach from the front, 
and. who, judging from his manner, seem to be flying in his 
face. There is no indication of anger, nor, indeed, of fear ; 
the dog is bent on escape, and resolves to effect it.” (P. 158.) 
These illusions of sight last for two or three hours, after which 
the animal is quiet and sleepy. In the height of the excite¬ 
ment tetanic spasms of a dangerous character sometimes occur. 

In man the injection of this substance in doses of from half 
to one and a quarter grains produced no visual disturbances, 
or any effect except more or less somnolence ; it seems to be 
equivalent in its hypnotic effect to one-fourth of its weight of 
morphia. 

Codeia appears, from Dr. Harley’s experiments and observa¬ 
tions on animals and man, to resemble morphia in its action, 
hut to be far less potent than that alkaloid (in the ratio of 1 to 
8), and to be much more transient in its effects. It is pre¬ 
scribed in the French Codex in the form of a syrup, but accord¬ 
ing to our author, “ it cannot be recommended as a useful or 
desirable addition to our Materia Medica.” 

Thebaia was injected into the skin of two dogs and two mice. 
In all these cases its well-known tetanic action was manifested. 

It acts almost exclusively on the motor centres, inducing in 
them that highest degree of excitement which results in cramp, 
and which is only fatal to life because it arrests the respiratory 
movements” (p. 183). 

In our survey of the action of the above constituents of 
•opium, we notice only two distinct effects—a soporific and an 
•excitant. In morphia these effects are more or less equally 
associated according to the constitution of the patient. In 
narceine and meconine no excitant action is observed; but this 
action may be merely concealed by the insolubility of these sub¬ 
stances. In cryptopia, and stiU more in thebaia, the hypnotic 
is almost completely liidden by the excitant action; and 
codeia occupies a mid-place between morphia and thebaia, 
heing stronger than morphia and weaker than thebaia as an 
excitant, while as a hypnotic the relations are reversed. 

In concluding our remarks upon the alkaloids of opium, we 
cannot help adverting with regret to the discrepancies which 
we find in different standard works regarding their nomencla- 
“ture and even their numbers. 

We give in parallel columns the active principles according 
to Squire, Harley, and Claude Bernard:— 

Squire. Harley. Claude Bernard. 

Morphia Morphia Morphine 
■Codeia Narceine or narceia Codeine 
Harcotina Meconine or opia- Thebaine 
Papaverin nyle Papaverine 
Paramorpliia (the¬ Cryptopia Narcotine 

baia) Codeia or codeine Narceine 
Harcein Thebaia or para- 
Meconin 
Opianine 

morphia 

Passing over a chapter on the physiological action of hella- 
■donna, we proceed to the consideration of its therapeutic uses. 
These may to a great extent be inferred from its properties, 
which are thus summed up by Dr. Harley:—“Belladonna must 
be regarded, in the first place, as a direct and powerful stimu¬ 
lant to the sympathetic nervous system, or, in other words, to 
d;he heart and blood-vessels ; secondly, it is a potent diuretic ; 
’thirdly, by virtue of a direct action on the nerve-centres, and 
of its stimrdating effect on the circulation, it is an oxidising 

agent; fourthly, it possesses powerful anodyne and hypnotic 
properties; and fifthly, it is a most valuable antispasmodic.” 
(P. 244.) As a diffusible stimulant, our author regards it as 
surpassing all other drugs, and whenever there is depression 
of the sympathetic nerve-force—such as syncope from asthenia 
or shock, in the collapse of cholera, in failure of the heart’s 
action from chloroform, etc.-—the subcutaneous injection of 
atropia in doses varying from the one-hundredth to one-sixtieth 
of a grain is the most appropriate treatment. In febrile dis¬ 
eases the action of belladonna is frequently observed to be the 
reverse of that in health, a tonic and sedative influence taking 
the place of its ordinary stimulant effect. Dr. Harley refers 
to the value of belladonna in epilepsy traceable to emotional 
excitement, to the relief which it affords in spasmodic contrac¬ 
tion of the bowels and various ducts, and to its invaluable 
service in enuresis arising from irritability of the muscular 
coat of the bladder; he also gives the details of cases of acute 
disease in which it was given with advantage. Amongst these 
diseases are included pneumonia, enteric fever, tjqjhus, acute 
and chronic nephritis, suppression of urine, rheumatism 
and gout, neuralgia, and spasmodic asthma. In some of 
these cases he gave the tincture and juice internally, but in most 
instances he had resort to injection by the skin, the quantity of 
the sulphate of atropia thus used varying from to 3^ of a 
grain. The most common dose was of a grain once a day 
or oftener, according to the effect produced. In suppression of 
urine this quantity should be injected every three or four hours. 

The combination of atroxna with the opium alkaloids is next 
considered. Dr. Harley concludes from his experiments and 
observations :—(1) That in medicinal doses the hypnotic effect 
of morphia is increased and prolonged by the action of atropia, 
whether induced previously or during the operation of the 
former; (2) tnat by this combination the nausea, syncope, and 
insomnia often resulting from opium are prevented; (3) that 
in sufficient proportion atropia neutralises the contractile effect 
of opium on the pupils. There is nothing requiring notice in 
the author’s remarks concerning the combination of atropia 
with the other alkaloids, and we proceed to the consideration 
of his excellent and very practical remarks on the medicinal 
use of opium and belladonna in combination. By properly 
combining the two drugs, many of the obj ectionable properties 
of the former are prevented. In this combination opium does 
not occasion constipation. In the treatment of acute diseases 
in their early stage. Dr. Harley recommends the subcutaneous 
injection of a mixture of from one-eighth to one-quarter of 
acetate of morphia and one ninety-sixth to one-fortieth of 
sulphate of atropia every eight or twelve hours. He believes 
that, “ by means of this treatment, inflammation in its earliest 
stages lies completely within our control.” (P. 302.) In the 
treatment of neuralgia and insomnia the morphia should be 
injected with one ninety-sixth of a grain of sulphate of 
atropia, the addition of the latter drug preventing the 
occurrence of those distressing and dangerous symptoms which 
sometimes follow the injection of acetate of morphia alone. 

For the last three centuries there has been a more or less 
general belief that there is an antidotal or antagonistic action 
between opium and belladonna. Dr. Harley has done good 
service to Medicine in thoroughly investigating the evidence 
bearing on this question. The conclusion at which he arrives 
is that “ the evidence of antagonism in any given case is in¬ 
conclusive.” 

The last of the neurotics discussed by our author is henbane ; 
and as its active principle, hyoscyamia, is not included in our 
Pharmacopoeia, he gives directions for its preparation from the 
seeds, of which one pound yields about twenty grains of the 
sulphate of hyoscyamia. The action of henbane is considerably 
modified by age, children and young adults usually bearing 
large doses with benefit, while old persons often become 
delirious from a very small dose. The general action of hen¬ 
bane seems, from our author’s observations, to be much the 
same as that of belladonna, in so far as the secretions and the 
nervous system are concerned ; henbane, however, acting the 
more powerfully on the cerebrum and motor centres, and less 
distinctly on the sympathetic. Their actions on the reflex 
function are identical. In its action on the cerebrum, henbane 
may be regarded “ as opium minus the excitant action on the 
motor centres.” 

The medicinal uses of henbane are so well understood that 
it is needless to advert to them. This drug, when combined 
with opium, modifies the latter in almost precisely the same 
way as belladonna, increasing its hypnotic action, and, to a 
certain extent, preventing the distressing effects that occa¬ 
sionally follow the injection of morphia. 

Dr. Harley is entitled to the warmest thanks of his Profes- 
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sional brethren for the labour -which he has devoted to the in¬ 
vestigation of the properties of the drugs which form the 
subject-matter of this volume. His observations on the com¬ 
bined action of opium and belladonna are especially worthy of 
•consideration, and we think that the publication of this work 
will materially tend to increase the popularity of the hypo¬ 
dermic mode of treatment. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-^- 

DR. PLAYFAIR ON DR. BARNES’S BAGS. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I regret to find that Dr. Barnes seems to have somewhat 
misunderstood my motive in addressing you on the subject of 
lus method of inducing labour. Certainly nothing was further 
from my intention than to say anything depreciatory of Dr. 
Barnes’s operation, and, indeed, I ivas at some pains to word 
my letter so as to show the high estimation in which I held it. 
Fearing, however, that there was some risk of its inducing mal- 
presontation—a question which Dr. Barnes admits “ deserves 
careful consideration ”—I inquired of him, as courteously as I 
was able, in what proportion of the cases in his practice mal¬ 
position had occurred. On this point Dr. Barnes gives no 
definite information, but contents himself with attempting to 
show that in my cases the water-bags had no share in the 
production of the displacement. I should be very glad to 
believe this, but, at the same time, I venture to question the 
■value of his criticisms. 

In my second case the presentation was most certainly 
originally of the head—a fact ascertained by Dr. Arthur Farre 
as well as by myself—and therefore it is not “ possible that in 
this case the water-bags are only to blame for not displacing 
the shoulder and bringing down the head.” In the third case 
the cord did not present \intil after the second bag was 
inserted ; whether the occurrence was due to that, or to other 
causes, I cannot take upon myself to say. 

With regard to the fourth case I may state that at no time 
was the uterus in a state of tonic contraction, as Dr. Barnes 
assumes. The “curious” point was just this—not that the 
Brow presented, but that, after the fidl dilatation of the os, 
contraction of every kind was entirely absent for so long a 
time; although one of the chief advantages which I have always 
understood Dr. Barnes to claim for his operation is the 
certainty -with which it commands the process of labour, so that 
the operator, “instead of being the slave of circumstances, 
waiting anxiously for the response of Nature to his provocations, 
is master of the position.” It was this, and not the mal- 
presentation, that I characterised as curious, and I believe that 
it was an entirely exceptional occurrence. 

Before the commencement of pains the head was too high 
to enable me to discover the existence of a brow-presentation. 
Whether, in the absence of all symptoms of commencing 
labour, turning should have been resorted to, is an open 
question, but I stiU tliink that the best course was pursued. 

Anything like a controversial discussion is most distasteful 
to me, and I need, therefore, only add, in closing the question 
as far as I am concerned, that I have only been actuated by an 
honest desire to obtain the benefit of Dr. Barnes’s experience cm 
a point which, as far as I kicow, had not previously been 
mooted, and which seemted to me to be well worthy of con- 
eideration. I am, &c. W. S. Platfaie. 

5, Curzon-street, Mayfair, W., October 11, 

UNDER CONSIDERATION AT ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—The treatment of out-patients at the metropohtan Hos¬ 
pitals has been discussed in several articles in your journal. It 
is to be hoped that the press will not let this important subject 
drop until a full investigation has been made into this depart¬ 
ment of Medical charity. House committees, like boards of 
guardians, are slow to act, intolerant of suggestions, reluctant 
to remedy abuses, and prefer to leave things as they are. The 
social position of the members of the House Committee of St. 
Bartholomew’s Hospital is a sufficient guarantee that their 
mode of action -will be similar, in all respects, to that of other 
kindred boards. Two years ago, on the death of a popular 
member of the staff, a subscription was started to raise a 
memorial to his memory. He was a man of great benevolence, 

and well known for his kindness to the poor, and much opposed 
to the farce of the present prize system. One of his old pupils, 
and a member of the memorial committee acting for the 
junior school, proposed that this fund should be handed 
over to the Worthing Convalescent Hospital, or some other 
institution of similar character, on condition that a ward 
or a certain number of beds should bo called after his name. 
The treasurer, and many of the staff present, outvoted this 
proposal on the ground that it was tmnecessary, as the 
Governors of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital had imder their con¬ 
sideration a scheme for building a convalescent home connected 
■with their Hospital. Since that day until the present time the 
promised structure has not been built, and the site, as far as 
can be learned, has not even been purchased. The Biennial 
Committee, however, founded an entrance scholarship, and 
many students who would have joined the memorial abstained 
from subscribing, as they regarded this scholarship as an 
attempt on the part of their teachers to raise funds from them 
to increase the number of prizes -with which they hoped to 
maintain the reputation of their school. From these facts you 
■will be able to judge what chance the junior working staff have 
that the House Committee -will inquire into and remedy, for 
years to come, the abuses of the out-patient department; 
but a question of such magnitude and importance as the 
redecoration of their banqueting-hall touched their hearts 
immediately, for what power has bumbledom unless stimulated 
by feasts in gilded chambers ? I am, &c. 

St. Baetholome-w-the-Les3. 

VACCINATION IN TRINIDAD. 

Lettee feom Me. Gaseoin. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—In a communication by Dr. Bakewell in your issue of 
2oth ult., he writes of the prejudice against vaccination in the 
island of Trinidad, where he is vaccinator-general. It is be¬ 
hoved by the poor population, whom I take to be simple people 
—the emancipated negroes of the colony—that much of the 
elephantiasis from which they are now suffering proceeds from 
vaccination. “The general opinion,” he goes on to say, 
“ among Medical men is that it is quite possible that elephan¬ 
tiasis may be propagated in that manner,” and he lets us 
plainly see that he inchnes to that opinion. This is aU of one 
piece with what has been insinuated lately by certain mis¬ 
chievous persons in the home country among our lower orders 
as to phthisis being caused in the same way. One cannot too 
strongly condemn the recklessness of many assertions which, 
greatly to the disadvantage of vaccination, have found utter¬ 
ance from time to time in this highly sensational age through 
the medium of various publications. Superstition, prejudice, 
and ignorance revolt against the prescriptions of science, and 
it has even more to fear from the extreme candour of its friends. 
The data furnished by] Dr. Bakewell seem to me really too 
commonplace and slight for serious discussion. The increase 
of elephantiasis is a very certain proof of physical degeneracy 
in a people. It might have been certaiidy foretold and ex¬ 
pected by an enhghtened Government as an almost ine-yitable 
result of slave emancipation in those islands. However, it may 
have for its starting point some local or climatic condition. 
Elephantiasis on a large scale is chiefly maintained as a dia¬ 
thesis by insufficient nutrition and by a neglectful hygiene. 
'There is no surer gauge of the material well-being of a 
Colony than is foimd in this complaint. On that ac¬ 
count the attention of the home Govenment may -wisely 
be directed to it, for this class of disease is found in 
most, I tliink I may say in all, our dependencies. Until 
the population of the West Indies can raise themselves 
by their industry to higher material conditions and ampler 
means of subsistence, by which means alone elephantiasis is 
susceptible of slow extinction, there -will continue to be re¬ 
marked among them an increase of this disease. 

October 2. I am, &c. Geokge Gaskout. 

DIABETES FOLLOWING KICKS ON THE HEAD. 

Lettee feom De. Feank Rena'de. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I send you the following case briefly stated, which seems 
to me valuable in a Medico-legal point of view, and as tending 
to confirm testimony previously offered on the same subject: 

C. B., aged 19 years, was fighting eleven weeks ago, and 
received several severe kicks on the head, none of which ca-used 
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laceration of the scalp. He had also a tooth knocked out in 
the scuffle. Up to this time C. B. was a healthy young man, 
and had shown no signs of physical illness. Returning home 
the same day, he complained of feeling ill, and went to bed. 
The next and four following days he was delirious, insomuch 
that a Surgeon who saw him at first mistook the symptoms for 
fever. He recovered his senses, but not his health, and began 
to grow thin and pale. Rive weeks after the appearance of the 
first symptom of illness, the urine was observed to pass in 
larger quantity than usual, whilst the appetite became in¬ 
ordinate, and the thirst great. I saw him a few days before 
his death, and found that the specific gravity of the urine was 
1’040, and saccharine. Tavo days afterwards he caught cold 
whilst fishing, and three days afterwards died from the effects 
of suppressed excretions. No post-mortem examination was 
made. 

I am conscious that this case is not so conclusively accurate 
as it should be, but it is as much so as I have been enabled to 
make it, and sufflciently so, I trust, to render it interesting to 
the Profession, and to Avarrant me in asking a httle space in 
your columns for its publication. It certainly does seem to 
show that Avithin the short period of eleven weeks the initial 
evidence of diseased action may not only be definitely present, 
but all its phases passed through. I am, &c. 

Feank Renattd, JI.D., 
Consulting-Physician to the Manchester 

Manchester, Oct. 1. Royal Infirmary. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 
-♦-- 

CLINICAL SOCIETY. 
Feiday, Octobee 8, 1869. 

Mr. Paget, President, in the Chair. 

The session began with one of those admirable addresses 
for which Mr. Paget is so justly celebrated—such a one in 
which you would not Avish one word altered or left out. 
First of aU, he congratulated the Society on its position, 
and thanked the secretaries for their indefatigable exer¬ 
tions in its aid—exertions to which all were so much in¬ 
debted,. Then addressing the members, he urged them to 
he strictly clinical in their work. It was, said he, a man’s 
duty to gather for himself all the knowledge he could, to 
give to others all he could, and to leave behind him all he 
could, even as he had reaped the labours of his prede¬ 
cessors. Still more strongly would he urge that all their work 
should be among the living, and the result of their own observa¬ 
tion. In all cases the final test—the last appeal was to practice. 
But there seemed to be a want of faith in clinical research— 
too great a tendency to fall back on other sciences. Inasmuch 
as our works correspond with our faith, if we do not hold that 
clinical science and clinical method are as well established as 
any other, the result cannot fail to be Ad.sible in our work. For 
each science there is a separate subject, and in each subject 
the science must be its OAvn judge of truth. "We must hold the 
right of judgment in our oAvn subject. He did not Avish to 
dec^ the study of physiology, anatomy, or pathology, but, 
iiaviiig' spent one lialf of his life in their study and rather 
more than one half in clinical study, he thought the status of 
clinical science was quite as good as that of the former. We 
owed much to these sciences both in knowledge and training, 
but he still held that for ourselves, in charge of the living sick, 
clinical science had its own special methods and tests. Hewasnot 
hereby narro wing the field of inquiry, which was indeed too large 
for each individual, and he proceeded to instance some of the 
tfflngs we have yet to do. In nearly all diseases a natural 
history was wanted, and this it was rare to find, implying as it 
did almost a dereliction of duty, so that we dare not leave a 
disease clean and pure. As this gap can be but rarely filled 
np, we should lose no chance of adding to our records. Then, 
again, there were rare cases Avhich shculd be studied, not only 
for the light they threw on other diseases, but also as constitut¬ 
ing what imght be termedinlegalphrase “ourcase knowledge.” 
Clinical coincidences, again, were things worth foUoAving up. 
He remembered when dropsy and granular kidney were "mere 
chnical coincidences which seemed to have no possible con¬ 
nexion. Then, ag-ain, there was the curious clinical coincidence 
of a bronzed skin, and other phenomena, with a certain 
pathologic condition of the suprarenal capsules. He himself 
WOAild have to report on a curious skin affection as antecedent 
to cancer. In other sciences the value of such coincidences 
was well knoAvn. 

But if clinical coincidences were to be noted, clinical sequences 
should not be forgotten. Such, doubtless, there still were in the 
history of syphilis, which was far from finished. Were there 
no such sequences of pyaemia and eruptive fevers ? We might 
be certain there was not only one disease like this. He thought 
he had said enough to show that there was quite room enough 
for each man to take a line of his own. 

It had been thought strange that they had made no thera¬ 
peutic discovery, but in looking at this matter they had to dis¬ 
tinguish between the cure and the management of a disease, 
as exemplified in ague and typhus respectively. In the latter 
good work had been done, and, with respect to the former, 
people Avere too apt to think it easy. In law it was a maxim 
that there was no wrong without its remedy, and people were 
apt to make a similar assumption in Medicine, But, indeed, it 
was strange that there should be a remedy for ague rather than 
that there should be none for typhus. He held that physio¬ 
logical therapeutics Avas merely physiology. Our therapeutics 
have not altered if our theories have. Therapeutic facts aro 
simple facts, having their origin in some accidental discovery. 
We must look for an extension of oru knowledge in that direc¬ 
tion to accident, to some happy chance. Still there was a 
means of extending our knowledge of disease and its remedies 
if our analysis was carried far enough. In epilepsy, for 
example, many remedies had been vaunted, many successes 
attained. If the cases were analysed so as to show their 
essential differences, we might attain a clear knowledge of the 
cases where certain remedies do good. We might take facts 
which were undoubted and examine them ; we should thereby 
doubtless find that many diseases were included under the title 
epilepsy. 

These were some of the things to be done. Each man should 
select his own department, each do what he could do best. 

After the President’s address. 

Dr. W. H. Day read a paper on the Hypophosphites of 
Iron, Quinine, and Strychnia in cases of general debility and 
nervous exhaustion, illustrated by cases showing their mode of 
action to be primarily through the nervous system, and secondly 
through the blood. He believed that results might be calcu¬ 
lated on from these remedies when combined which could not 
be obtained from them when separately administered. 

Dr. Clapton read a paper on the Effects of Copper upon the 
System. Several cases were related which had been under his 
care as out-patients at St. Thomas’s Hospital, and the 
resrdts given of numerous inquiries which he had made per¬ 
sonally at Amrious copper works in London. Several note¬ 
worthy phenomena were described, as the presence of distinctly 
marked green stains on the teeth close to the gums, bluish- 
green perspiration, hair of a greenish hue in old workmen, 
and green discharge from old ulcers. AU these points were 
illustrated by the exhibition of workmen and specimens. 
Proofs were adduced to show that these colorations were due 
to absorption, assimilation, and elimination of the copper, and 
not to a mere local deposit. The probable reasons Avere given 
why copper workmen (although an unhealthy-looking class 
and subject to considerable muscular debUity) do not suffer 
from any specific diseases, as do the workmen in most other 
metals. Investigations at each of the works eUcited the re¬ 
markable fact that the men have always escaped cholera and 
eA'en choleraic diarrhoea, although their neighbourhoods suffered 
severely during the great epidemics. 

Dr. Geeenhow had, many years ago, read of discoloured 
gums in copper workers, and having occasion to visit Birming¬ 
ham, he visited a number of Avorkshops there. He only found 
the marks in those Avho worked in what was called soft metal, 
such as was used for taps. Similar facts Avith regard to cholera 
had been observed in Paris. 

Dr. SiLVEE said that the phenomena described by Dr. Clapton 
had for some time been familiar to him. In several copper¬ 
smiths the green line on the teeth had been distinctly visible, 
and they had usuaUy complained of sUght gastro-enteritic 
symptoms. They were generally saUow or pallid in their com¬ 
plexions, and did not seem strong men. The pecuhar colora¬ 
tion of the hair had long’ been knoAvn, and had been supposed 
to be due to deposition of fine filings. In another class of 
workmen he had seen peculiar symptoms apparently depending 
on their occupation. These were men employed in antimony 
works, where the fumes of the metal were abundant. They 
were affected as if with chronic antimonial poisoning. 

Dr. Leeson said that in 1832 there was no cholera among the 
verdigris workers at Deptford. He had not seen any evil result 
from antimony works. 

Dr. Lawson said the origin of the copper compound and its 
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nature should be investigated. It was formed in the system in 
the case of the plantain-eater. The spectroscope might be 
employed with advantage. 

Dr. Wiltshire asked if any inquiries had been made as to 
jiin-workers. He remembered one with well-marked green hair. 

Mr. Paget said that many years ago, when gold-printing 
was introduced, a gentleman attached to the Dispensaiy in 
Bartholomew’s-closo had found on the workers in that art a 
troublesome eczema, chiefly about the pubes. 

A committee was appointed to investigate the matter. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 

-^- 

“THE MAMMA” OB. INFANT’S (PATENT) FEEDING BOTTLE. 

This is a very ingenious and we think 
successful attempt to imitate the natu¬ 
ral fountain whence all sorts and con¬ 
ditions of men are at first nomished. 
People who have much to do with 
bringing up babies by hand know well 
that the Ufo of a weakly child may 
frequently depend upon the vessel in 
which its food is presented to it. Not 
to speak of the evils of a bottle which 
is not easily cleansed, and in which, 
without great care, fragments of semi- 
putrid curd will bo left, the life of a 
feeble child may often hang upon the 
mere ease or difficulty of suction. A 
Medical man of our acquaintance was 
a short time ago requested to see a 
baby that was being brought up by 
Land, and which was said to be pining 
and getting rapidly thinner and 
w^eaker. Our friend paid his visit, 
and amongst other inquiries asked about the feeding- 
bottle. A bottle with the mouth-piece attached by an 
india-rubber tube was brought him. The doctor ex¬ 
amined the tube carefully, and finding something thick in 
it, he slit it open, when a quantity of curd almost entirely 
blocking up the passage was discovered. The mystery 
was solved. Another mode of feeding the child was adopted, 
and it made a rapid recovery. The bottle which we are 
noticing is of .simple construction, easily cleansed, and, from 
trials we have had made with it, we can assert that it is most 
easily sucked by a very young child. The shape of the bottle 
is that of a bent cone, on the small end of which is fitted a 
stopper provided with a valve, on the principle of the cardiac 
valves, which prevents the entrance of too much air, allows 
of easy suction, and preA^ents the food from running out. The 

larger end is covered with an elastic shield moulded in the 
form of the human breast, and when the bottle is filled with 
warm food it presents to the child no bad imitation of the form, 
warmth, and pliant elasticity of the organ that nature had 
intended for it. A small glass tube, which is easily taken out, 
cleansed, and replaced, conducts the food into the nipple- 
ishaped mouthpiece. The “breast” is merely secured on the 
bottle by an clastic band, which is easily removed, and as it 
can bo turned inside out, the whole apparatus may be cleansed 
with the greatest facility and certainty. As we have said, we 
have had trials made with this bottle, and we can speak very 
highly of it. Its characteristics are simplicity, safety, cleanli¬ 
ness, and ease of suction. It seems to us to possess all these 
combined in a higher degree than any feeding bottle with 
which we are acquainted. 

OBITUARY. 

-❖- 

DR. W. H. COLBORNE 
Died at Chippenham on the 27th ult., at the early age of 47. 
He had been ill for only six weeks. He was educated at 
University College, was M.D. of the University of London, 
and a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons. He was 
Medical Officer of the Chippenham'Union, and Vice-President 
of the Poor-law Medical Officers’ Association. Dr. Colborne 
took a very active part in the transactionsr of this Society, and 
rendered good service to his brethren by his able and energetic 
labours on their behalf. He had an extensive practice in North 
AViltshire, was an able Surgeon and a thorough gentleman. 

DR. EDWARD PATMAN 
Died on the 22nd ult. at the residence of his son, the Rev. 
G. Patman, of Nottingham. He was Medical officer of the 
Broug-hshane Dispensary district. He became subject to 
frequent attacks of pneumonia, the heart became involved, and 
he died suddenly. He had been professionally connected vrith 
the district for upwards of thirty years. He was much 
respected. 

British Museuai.—Mr. William S. Kent, whose admir¬ 
able preparations of the zoology of invertebrate animals in 
the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons are so well 
known, has just been appointed an assistant in the geological 
department of the Britisli Museum. 

Munificence.—Mrs. Burton, ofRoundhay, near Leeds, 
has bequeathed £30,000 for charitable purposes, including 
.£2000 to the Leeds Infirmary, £1000 to the Leeds Dispensary, 
and a like amount to the Leeds House of Recovery. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
--o- 

Apothecaries’ IIael.—The following gentlernan 
passed liis Examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, 
and received Certificate to practise, on Thursday, October 7, 
1869:— 

EuiTiivall, Hemy Wallaoe, Hutton, near Weston-super-Mare. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines: — 

Wheeler, Frederick WiRiam, Bedford. 

The folloAving gentleman, also, on the same day, passed 
his First Profes.sional Examination :—■ 

Newman, Ash win Conway, Guy’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

•** The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Fetiierston, Gerald H., M.D. Melh., L.E.C.P. Ed.—Honorary Physician 
to the Melbourne Lying-in Hospital. 

Laycocic, Thomas, M.D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the 
University of Edinburgh.—One of Her Majesty’s Physicians-in-Ordinary 
for Scotland, vice James Begbie, M.D., deceased. 

MILITARY APPOINTAIENTS. 

War Office.—The following appointments have been made :—3rd Regi¬ 
ment of Dragoon Guard.s : Stalf Assistant-Surgeon Robert Henry Bolton, 
to be As.sistant-Surgeon, vice jllbcrt Benjamin Robmson, appointed to the 
15th Hu.ssai-s. 1.5th Hussars : Assistant-Surgeon Albert Benjamin Robin¬ 
son, from 3rd Dragoon Guards, to be Assistant-Surgeon. 55th Foot: 
Staff Sm-geon Sampson Roch, to be Sm-geon, vice Sm-geon-Major Thomas 
Parr, appointed to the Staff. 

Medical Department.—Surgeon-AIajor Thomas Parr, from 65th Foot, to 
be Staff Surgeon-Alajor, vice Staff Surgeon Sampson Roch, appointed to 
the 55th Foot. Assistant-Surgeon William Collis, from Royal Artillery, 
to he Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice Thomas Alexander Clapperton Mac- 
arthur, placed on half-pay; Assistant-Surgeon Hampden Healy Maclean, 
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from Royal Artillery, to be Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice Robert Henry 
Bolton, appointed to the 3rd Dragoon Guards. 

Brevet.—Honora^ Assistant-Surgeon R. F. Thompson, in Medical charge 
of the civil station of Hooghly, to have the local and honorary rank of 
Assistant-Surgeon in India; Apothecary Thomas King, of the Subordi¬ 
nate Medical Establishment at Madras, to have the local and honorary 
rank of Assistant-Sui’geon in India. 

BIRTHS. 

Naughtin.—On October 13, at 2, Baker-street, Portman-square, London, 
the wife of William Naughtin, M.R.C.S.E., of a son. 

Webb.—On October 4, at Dresden, the wife of Randolph Webb, Surgeon 
2nd Battalion of the 14th, of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 

Bale—^Matthews.—On October 9, at Christ Church, Forest-liiU, Tertius 
Ball, M.D., Army Medical Department, to Sophia Augusta, second 
daughter of James Matthews, Esq., of Forest-hill. 

Bbaddick—Partridge.—On October 9, at the parish church of St. Mai-yle- 
bone, William Henry Braddick, Esq., to Mathilde Maria, youngest 
daughter of S. T. Partridge, M.D., of 2, York-place, Portman-square, W. 

Cunningham—Hannay.—On October 7, at Kingsmuir House, Fifeshire, 
Dr. R. W. Cunningham, H.M.’s Bengal Army, Residency Surgeon, 
Oodeypore, Rajpootana, to Robina, daughter of the late George Francis 
Hannay, Esq., of Kingsmuir. 

Forsyth-Henty.—On October 6, at St. John’s, Paddington, Charles 
Forsyth, of Hornsey, to Marion Emilia, only daughter of George Henty, 
M.D., Hilldi’op-road, TuffneU-park. ’ ^ b s, 

Hilson—Anderson.—On October 4, at St. John’s Church, Jedburgh, 
Roxburghshire, Archibald Hamilton Hilson, M.D., Sui'geon, H.M.’s 
Be^al Army, to Alice Park, daughter of the late Alexander ilnderson, 
M.D., Abbey-green, Jedburgh. 

Ss^ELEY Davidson.—On October 9, at Christ Church, Lancaster-gate, 
Hyde-park’ Henry Smalley, Captain Royal Madras Engineers, son of 
Edward Smalley, late’Madras Civil Service, to Emmeline Matilda, 
daughter of Thomas Davidson, M.D. Oxon, of Shaftesbury House, 
Bayswater, W. 

DEATHS. 

Dickson, Samuee, M.D., at his residence, Bolton-street, on October 12, 
aged 67. ’ 

Flint, Richard, Esq., F.R.C.S., J.P., of Teviot Dale, Southport, on 
October 6, aged 74. 

L.^ieS’ Mary, the dearly loved wife of Dr. Davies, Warwick-square, 
Belgrave-road, at Hyndford House, Eastbourne, on October 6. 

Murray, Henry A., M.D., of Oaken, Codsall, Staffordshire, after an acci¬ 
dent, on October 9, in the 37th year of his age. 

Purcell, Dr., late Poor-law Inspector for Ireland, at Tramore, Ireland, 
on October 5, aged 73. 

Bender, Arthur Sandeord, youngest son of Edmund Rendle, M.D., at 
6,Buckland-terrace, Plymouth, on October 7, aged 19. 

Watson, Dr. T. E., at Southgate, on October 5, in the 43rd year of his age. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
req^ed in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Argyle District Asylum.—Assistant Medical Officer. Applications and 
testimonials to Dr. Sibbald, at the Asylum, Lochgilphead, Argyleshii-e. 

Hull General Infirmary.-Resident House-Surgeon ; must beM.R.C.S., 
and unmarried. Applications and testimonials to Henry Gibson, Esa 
on or before October 18. 

Liverpool Royal Infirmary School of Medicine.—Lectureship on 
Botany. Applications and testimonials to the Registrar on or before the 
25th mst. 

and St. James’s Dispensary.—Physician; must be F. or 
M.R.C.P. Lond. Candidates are requested to attend with their diplomas 
and testimonials at the Dispensary, GO, King-street, Regent-street, on 
the 21st mst. at 4 o’clock p.m. 

St. Marylebone General Dispensary.—Physician; must be F. or 
M.R.C.P.L., and not practising midwifeiy or pharmacy. Personal 
att^dance wiU be required at the Dispensary, 77, Welbeck-street, W., 
on October 20, at 11 o’clock a.m. 

Sussex County Hospital.—House-Surgeon. Applications and testi 
momals to A. Veysey, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

Stvansea New Hospital.—House-Surgeon ; must be legally qualified 
Apphcations and testimonials to the Secretary, 23, Gower-street Swan 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

Teignmouth, Dawlish, and Newton Infirmary. — House-Surgeon 
Apphcations and testimonials to the Chairman of the Committee on o 
before October 29. ’ 

Tower Hamlets Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; must be L S A 
or have some other Medical qualification. Candidates to attend person¬ 
ally with testimonials on November 1, at 7 o’clock p.m. Further infor¬ 
mation may be obtained of T. Stone, Esq., Hon. Sec., 6, Finsburv- 
cucus, E.C. ^ 

Westminster General Dispensary, Gerrard-street, Soho.—Surgeon • 
m^t be M.R.C.S. and be registered, and not practising Pharmacy or 
Midwifery. Applications and testimonials to the Secretai-y. 

Wigan Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator ; must be re¬ 
gistered, and have both Medical and Surgical quahfications. Applica- 
taons and testimonials to Hemy Ackerley, Esq., Wigan, on or before the 
21stmst. The duties will coramence on December 25. 

Worksop Dispensary, Nottinghamshire.—House-Surgeon; must be 
mgaUy qualified. Apphcations and testimonials to the Committee, the 
Dispensary, on or before October 19; election on October 20. at 4 p m . 
when personal attendance will be required. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*** The area of each district is stated in acres. The population i» 

computed according to the last census. 
; RESIGNATIONS. 

Ohapel-en-le-Frith Union.—Mr. John Winterbotham has resigned the 
Castleton District ; area 35,838 ; population 2658 ; salary £15 per annum. 

Holswortliy Union.—Mr. C. Nutt has resigned the Fourth District ; area 
17,283; popidation 1841; salary £26 8s. per annum. 

North Witchford Union.—Mr. David C. Wray has resigned the Third 
District; area 8512 ; population 2743 ; salary £40 per annum. 

Sherhorne Union.—Mr. R. R. Hawkins has resigned the Sherborne 
District; area 14,228 ; population 7398 ; salary £140 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Liverpool Parish.—KenvY F. Fisher, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.F.P. and S. Glas., 

to the Second District. 
Prescot Union.—J&mes Ricketts, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.F.P. and S. Glas., 

L.S.A., to the Rainford District. 
Williton Union.—Walter Frost, M.R.C.S.E., L.R.C.P., to the WilUton, 

District, and the Workhouse. 

The Association of Medical Officers of Health will hold 
their first evening meeting for the season at the Scottish Cor¬ 
poration Hall, Eleet-street, on Saturday, at 7‘30 p.m., when 
the President, Dr. Druitt, will deliver an address entitled 
“ A Practical View of Intemperance, its Causes and Remedies.” 

At a meeting of the Medical Committee of the Metro¬ 
politan Eree Hospital this week, the subject of the remuneration 
of the Medical staff was discussed. It was unanimously 
resolved that in jiublic Medical institutions which do not possess 
a Medical school, or other indirect source for remunerating the 
Medical ofiicers, there should be a payment made by the com¬ 
mittee out of the general fund. 

The winter term at the Queen’s Hospital, Birmingham, 
was inaugurated on the afternoon of the 8th inst., when Mr. 
Sampson G-amgee dehvered the introductory address in the 
theatre of the Hospital, and the prizes were distributed to the 
successful students. In the absence of the Rev. C. T. Willdn- 
son, the chair was taken by Dr. Fleming. The following is 
the prize fist:—Senior Chnical Medicine: 1. Mr. E. B. "Wood; 
2. Mr. E. G. Smith. Junior Chnical Medicine : 1. Mr. Joseph 
Hunt; 2. No award. Senior Surgery: 1. Mr. E. G. Smith ; 
2. Mr. E. H. Ravenhill. Junior Surgery : 1. Mr. J. Priestley 
Smith ; 2. Mr. J. Hunt. Midivifery: Rev. T. H. Lambert. 

Unwholesome fish to the enormous amount of 
103 tons 9 cwt. was seized dmung the month of September by 
the officials appointed by the Fishmongers’ Company at or near 
Bilhngsgate-market. 

University of Cambridge.—The Professor of Zoology 
and Comparative Anatomy (Mr. Newton) wiU dehver a course 
of lectures, beginning on October 25. Candidates intending 
to offer themselves for examination for Medical and Surgical 
degrees in the present term are required to signify the same to 
the Regius Professor of Physic on or before November 8, and 
to send at the same time their certificates. The first and final 
examinations for the degree of M.B. will begin on Monday, 
November 22, at 9 a.m. The second examination for the 
M.B. degree, and the exaamination for the degree of Master in 
Surgery, wih begin on Monday, November 29, at 9 a.m. 

Chloral. — A large number of our Professional 
brethren being desirous of obtaining some chloral for experi¬ 
ment, but being under the impression that they have to write 
for it to Dr. Liebreich himself, we are requested to state that 
that drug may be had perfectly pure from Messrs. Robbins and 
Co., of Oxford-street, the well-known manufacturers of Dr. 
Richardson’s ansesthetic ether, styptic colloid, etc. 

Medical Club.—On Wednesday the members of this 
club held their annual general meeting at their club-house in 
Spring-gardens; Sir "W. Fergusson, Bart., presided. There 
was a large muster, as notice had been given of a resolution to 
alter the system upon which the club has been hitherto con¬ 
ducted. Up to the present time it has been carried on upon 
the proprietary principle, and, as success has attended it, the 
proposal was to turn it into a mutual or joint-stock club. After 
a long and earnest debate, the proposal was negatived with 
only one dissentient voice, and it was decided that it should be 
continued under the same management. The committee for 
the ensuing year was then elected, composed of the following 
gentlemenMr. Brady, M.P. ; Mr. Clement, M.P.; Mr. 
Cockayne; Sir W. Fergusson, Bart; Dr. BeU Fletcher; Dr. 
P. Hood; Sir J. G. Logan, K.C.B.; Dr. J. A. Lush, M.P. ; Sir 
Ranald Martin, C.B. ; Dr. McEwen; Sir C. K. McGrigor, Bart.; 
Dr. RusseU Reynolds ; Dr. Richardson; Mr. Edwin Saunders; 
Dr. Swettenham; Dr. Webster; Dr. Wiblin; Mr. Erasmus 
Wilson; and, with a vote of thanks to the chairman, the meet¬ 
ing separated. We are informed that the monthly house 
dinner, which should have taken place on Wednesday, will be 
held on November 4, when Sir W. Fergusson will take the chair. 
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Deatii of M. Cerise.—The death of this tvell-known 
Practitioner and author has cast a g-looni over Parisian Medical 
circles, in which he was greatly esteemed. French by 
descent, he was a Doctor of the Turin University, and, in fact, 
possessed no French qualification. Authorised to practise, he 
acquired a very large clientele. He was one of the founders of 
the now well-known Societe Medicc-Psychologique, and his 

Traite des Maladies du Systeme Nerveux” has acquired a 
great reputation. Among other acts of generosity performed 
by him, it is related that he contributed 1200 francs per annum 
to the wants of his master in philosophy, Buchez, until his 
death, at the same time saving his susceptibilities by making 
him believe that it resulted from a literary enterprise to which 
Buchez had attached his name. 

Poor-law Medic^al Officers’ Association.—The 
quarterly meeting of this Association will bo held at the 
Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, 
-on Wednesday, the 27 th inst., at half-past seven precisely. 
After the report of the Council has been submitted, the President, 
Dr. Rogers, will address the meeting, and give his experience 
•of the Irish Dispensary system acquired in a visit recently and 
specially made to Ireland for the purpose of studying the 
working of the system on the spot. We earnestly recommend 
all Medical officers, whether members of the Association or not, 
to attend; and we would advise any guardians desirous of 
obtaining information on the subject to avail themselves of 
this opportunity, when we hope to witness a large attendance. 

The Skin Department at Charing-cross Hospital. 
—^We are glad to learn that this j)ost has been conferred on Dr. 
Beigel, whose preHous researches in dermatology point him out 
as being well qualified for it. His published works include an 
Essay on Syplulis, on Albinism andNegrism, onPhea Polonica, 
on Abnormal and Diseased Conditions of the Hair, and on the 
Pustule Mahgne, in which he advocates the disinfection of the 
flesh of diseased animals by heat, in order to prevent its being 
dug up and eaten surreptitiously, as has happened in some 
parts of the Continent. Dr. Beigel has also discovered a new 
skin disease, the papilloma area-elevatum and the fungus 
which infests chignons, to which Hallier has given the name 
Sclerotium Beigelianum. With aU these special qualifications 
Dr. Beigel is an accomplished general Physician of German 
culture, and has done some service by his disquisitions on 
Medical education in Germany, published in the Froceedings 

■of the Medical Council and elsewhere. 

Masonic Testimonial. — Tho Times of India of 
August 26 contains a very gratifying account of the presenta¬ 
tion of a masonic testimonial to Brother Thomas Diver, M.D. 
Dr. Diver, it appears, has been long an active and zealous 
Freemason. He has rendered valuable services to the craft, 
but in no instance, probably, have they been more important 
than in connexion with the “Eastern Star,” a Parsee lodge 
working under the English constitution. He was the founder 
and first master of the lodge, and on the expiration of his 
term of office the lodge voted him a masonic jewel, accom¬ 
panied by an illuminated address and a purse of £100. The 
jewel is a handsome work of art, and of a novel patern, the 
past master’s, royal arch, and past district grand warden’s 
jewels being here combined in one. The presentation took 
place at an unusually large gathering of the lodge and of 
masters and past masters of other lodges. The testimonial was 
presented by the Honourable J. Gibbs with an appropriate 
speech, and acknowledged gracefully by Dr. Diver. 

St. George’s Hospital.—At the quarterly meeting of 
the governors held on October 8, Benjamin Lancaster, Esq., in 
the chair, the following prizes were awarded to the students 
who had distinguished themselves in the Medical School 
attached to the Hospital during the session 1868-69:—The 
William Brown Exhibition (£40 per annum, tenable for three 
years), Mr. Rowland. Sir Charles Clarke’s Prize, Mr. Vasey. 
The Thompson Medal, Mr. E. G. Barnes. Sir Benjamin 
Brodie’s Clinical Prize in Surgery, Mr. Palmer. The Acland 
Clinical Prize in Medicine, Mr. Noad. The Johnson Memorial 
Prize in Anatomy, Mr. Baber; do. Certificate, Mr. Brabant. 
General Proficiency Prizes : 3rd year Student’s Prize, Mr. E. G. 
Barnes; Honorary Certificate, Mr. Bowles. Certificates of 
Proficiency, Messrs. Harrison, Noad, Palmer, Squire, and 
Vasey. 2nd year Student’s Prize, Mr. Norman; Honorary 
Certificate, Mr. Brabant. 1st year Student’s Pidze, Mr. Gold¬ 
smith ; Extra Prize, Mr. Stradling; Honorary Certificates, 
Messrs. Thrupp, Winterbotton, and Warden (chemistry). 
Certificates of Proficiency, Messrs. Athill, Colthart, Hale, 
McHardy, and Robinson. 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 

-♦- 

tl^at qajstiontf^ muc^ sljall hara niutij.—Bacon. 

The letter from Pau next week. The other papers as soon as possible. 

Studens.—The supply of subjects is beginning very badly this session. 

Alpha, Mr. Stokes, etc.—Your letters next week. 

Mr. James W.—We cannot take on us the responsibility of prescribing for 

patients whom we do not see. Better consult the ablest Physician in 

yoiu neighbotuhood. Meanwhile, try some tannin lozenges. 

The Supply of Freshmen.—Spite of evil auguries and internal dissensions, 

St. Bartholomew’s is believed to have welcomed nearly its usual number 

of freshmen. Guy’s is very full, and is said to have upwards of one 
hundred. University College is looking up. King’s College not quite 

so full as usual. Charing-cross and St. Mary’s at a low average. The 

Middlesex and the London above the average. 

Papier-Mdch&.—Tilbury Fox’s Manual of Skin Diseases is the best for your 

purpose. Gray’s Anatomy has just appeared in a new edition. 

Yorkshire.—Yes, at the Leeds School of Medicine. 

B. S.—Jolm Hunter lived in Leicester-square, William Hunter in Great 

W indmill-street. 

M.B.C.S. can recover his charges at law. 

P. T. IF.—The time fixed for the next examination wiU be duly announced 

in the Medical Times and Gaaeite. 

A Country Surgeon.—The Medical Witness Act can be obtained by order of 

a bookseller. 

A. B. C.—^Yes, it is quite possible. 

Nino.—In the year 1816. 

Dr. Pappenheim, Berlin.—The Weekly Return of the Registrar-General of 
Births and Deaths in London will answer every question. It is published 

every Wednesday by Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode, the Government 
printers, at the rata of three-halfpence, and may be obtained for any 

given weeks through a bookseller. The meteorological part is con¬ 

tributed by Mr. Glaisher. 

B. H.—Axe you well to do 1 If so, don’t envy a poorer brother one of those 

little aurcB (we won’t say puff) which may serve to fiU his yet rmprosper- 

ous sails. Are you poor 2 Do some work that deserves it, and you shall 

have a little puff yourself. 

An Old Subscriber.—The first number of the Medical Times appeared on 

Saturday, September 28, 1839. 

A Student, Derby.—The registration wiU close on the 15th inst. 

Dr. if.—The introductory was delivered on Friday. The Standard had an 

amusing notice of our sharp contemporary’s doings in the matter. 

H. F. S. will find a stranger case in the Bichmond (U. S.) Medical Journal, 

where Dr. A. C. White publishes the case of a negress only 34 years 

old who had given birth to twenty-four children. 

Mr. Walker.—The Museum of the College of Surgeons was reopened on last 
Monday week. Write to Mr. Flower, the Conservator. Our advertising 

colunms wiU give you the desired information as to the dates of the 

ensuing examinations. 

Chlorosis.—Proiessov Hammond, of New York, prescribes ten drops of 

Fowler’s solution and one-thirtieth grain of strychnia ter die. 

Phrenologist, Liverpool.—The skull is in the museum of the College of 
Surgeons. The size round the head of Napoleon was fully 23^ inches, 

being the same measurement as the heads of Wellington and WiUiam 

Pitt. 

Inguirer.—There is a full report of the proceedings in the Bristol news¬ 

papers. 

.4na.—Mr. Jobems was one of the Surgeons of Middlesex Hospital, and 

lived in John-street, Golden-square. He was eccentric, but a good sort 

of man, with moderate abilities. There is no foundation for the absurd 

story referred to. 

A Young Practitioner.—No doubt, attendance upon a club is often a 

stepping-stone to better practice. But there should be no imder-bidding, 

no struggle to obtain an appointment at a lower rate than that originally 

fixed. This should never be less than four shillings per member 

annually. This is little enough—indeed, too little—but we regret to say 

many Practitioners consent to receive less. 

We aU know the story of Canova and the bridges. When shown that of 
Waterloo, he exclaimed, on being told that it was built by a private 

company, “ What does your Government do 2 ” He was taken to a 

leading wooden bridge over the water in St. James’s-park. “ That, Sir, 

is a Government erection! ’’ 

The Best Midwifery Fillet. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—If “A Ten Years’ Subscriber” wiUcaU upon Ferguson, of Giltspur- 
street, he can see a fillet that was made to my order, that I think will 
please him. I am, &o. Robt. Debeniiam. 

Heath-house, Stepney. 
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Professional Etiquette. 

We have received a correspondence of some length between Mr. J. T. F' 
Frith, of Rotherhithe, and Dr. Palfrey, of Finsbury-sqiiare. We have not 
space to publish the letters in extenso, but the gist of them may be thus 
stated. Mr. Frith and his assistant. Dr. Johnston, are in attendance upon 
a club patient .suffering from “ phthisis.” When the man was in extremis, 
Dr. Palfrey, who had been requested by the man’s employer to see him, 
reached the house at 11.20 p.m., and considered this too late an hour to 
call up Mr. Frith. He pronounced the case to be one of typhus, and 
ordered the removal of the children at once. Mr. Frith complains less of 
Dr. Palfrey visiting his patient in his absence than of the opinion he had 
expressed respecting the nature of the case, and states emphatically that 
“ the inan died of pulmonary disease, hastened by exliaustion from 
neuralgic pain.” Dr. Palfrey says—“ I pronounced it a case of typhus, 
and declared that the children should be removed from the house at once.” 

Now the case, so far as Professional etiquette is concerned, is of importance, 
as showing how dangerous it is to break through well-defined laws in our 
conduct one to another. Undoubtedly it is the bounden duty of every man, 
be he a consultant or otherwise, on no occasion to see the patient of 
another Practitioner in his absence. There may be cases of emergency—of 
sudden attack, of dangerous accidents—in which the rule may be broken, 
but these are the exceptions, and they are rare. All the unpleasantness in 
this case has arisen from the cause specified. Dr. Palfrey says he has a 

answer to the charge, which we shall be most glad to insert. We direct 
Ms attention to the main issue to be determined. Did he see the patient 
in the absence of Mr. Frith, and were the cu’cumstances of the case of 
such a character as to warrant him in taking the steps he did without in 
any way consulting that gentleman 1 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Mr. P. Weight; Dr. G. H. Fethekston ; Dr. John Whitmoeb; Dr. 

Murray; Dr. Symonds ; Mrs. Baines ; Dr. Wadham; Mr. G. Fisher; 

Mr. J. W. Mackie ; Mr. G. Winstanley : Dr. Bueder ; Dr. Russell ; 

Mr. R. Debenham; Dr. J. B. Kirgenven; Dr. C. B. Taylor; Dr. 

Dudfield ; Dr. J. Palfrey; Mr. G. Gaskoin ; Mr. C. F. Maunder; 

Mr. J. T. F. Firth; Mr. Sampson Gamgee ; Dr. Playfair; Mr. 

Horsley ; Dr. Lory Marsh ; Mr. James Ward ; Alpha ; Thomas 

Stokes, Esq.; Mi-. Arnott ; Mr. J. Ch.atto. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

British Journal of Dental Science, No. 158—^Damon’s Neuroses of the Skin 

—^Wood’s Medical Council and its Critics—Shedfield Cottage Hospital 

Report—Fayrer’s Use of Petroleum or Earth-Oil as an Antiseptic in 
the Treatment of Surgical Disea.ses—St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Reports, 
vol. 5—The Natural History of the Three Kingdoms, being a series of 

plates coloured from Nature—Haughton’sNatiuarPhilosophy popularly 
Explained—Wliite’s Biography of Dr. Sheridan Muspratt—Journal of 

" the Scottish Meteorological Society, Nos. 22 and 23. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

Times of India—New Zealand Colonist—Australian Medical Gazette— 

Indian Medical Gazette—BiiTningliam Daily Gazette—New York Medical 
Gazette—Notes and Queries—Medical Press and Chcular. 

VITAL STATISTICS OR LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, October 9, 1869. 

BIETHS. 
Bu’ths of Boys, 1149 ; Girls, 1099; Total, 2243. 
Average of 10 corre.sponding weeks, 1859-68, ISOl'S. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths dui’ing the week. 710 657 1367 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 6168 576-4 1193-2 
Average corrected to increased population . 1312 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS EEOM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Wlioop- 
ing- 

cough. 

Ty¬ 
phus. 

, 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 46333S 1 16 1 10 9 10 
North . 618210 4 37 1 10 8 12 
Central 378058 4 86 2 3 5 10 
East . 571158 i 5 64 1 13 3 10 
South . 773175 3 8 63 4 15 8 15 

Total . 2803989 4 22 216 9 51 33 57 ... 

METEOROLOaY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature .... 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Eowest point of theimometer . 
Mean dew-jjoint temperature . 
General direction of wind . . , 
Whole amount of rain in the week . 

. ■ . 29’994 in. 
. 56-7 
. 73'9 

. . 44-9 
. 52'6 

. . Variable. 
. 0-02 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, October 9, 1869, in 
the following large Towns :—■ 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2248 1462 1367 73-9 44-9 56-7 0-02 2 
Bristol (City) . 169423 361 114 76 *59 76-6 44-0 56-8iO-2S 28 
Binningham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 222 175 146 75-0 40-0 56-2(0-04 4 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 374 295 244 70-7 47-6 56-0 0-24 24 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 254 210 *162 75-0 43-0 56-5 0-74 75 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 73 60 59 75-5 42-4 56-9 0-81 82 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752 10-5 172 126 109 70-7 42-7 54-950-18 IS 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 210 117 71 63 65-5 47’5 54-5 0-31 31 
Leeds (Borough) 253110,11-7 127 129 129 65-0 46-0 55-3 0-38 33 
Hull (Borough) 126682!35-6 79 59 48 67-0 41-0 63-1 0 28 2S 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503! 24-5 65 69 56 ... 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002 40-2 118 86 84 62-7 42-0 53-3.010 id 
Glasgow (City) 458937 90-6 318 268 217 07-0 44-6 55-3,0-03 8 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 320762 32-9 132 158 127 73-4 46-6 59-4:0-30 30 

To-wns . 6546587! 35-5 4413 3244 2870 76-6 

o
 

o
 55-S 0-29 29 

Paris (City) 1889842 ... 1 

Week 1 
ending Week ending Oct 2. 

(1863) Oct. 2. 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... 1 ... ... ... 1 ... I ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29'994 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29'52 in. at the beginning of the week toSO'lO in. on Wednesday, Oct. 6. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 
Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 

the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and ISGl; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* Tlie deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boimdaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

October 16. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m. King’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

18. Monday. 
Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 

for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2J p.m. 

Medical Society of London, 8 p.m. Mr. Henry Hancock, “ On a Peculiar 
Form of Syphilis of tlie Nock simulating Epithelioma.” Dr. Andrew 
Clark, “On the Part -which Pleurisy plays in the Production of Phthisis.” 

19. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 
Pathological Society, S p.m. Meeting. 

20. Wednesday. 
Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, If P^m. ; 

Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1| p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

21. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthope'edic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Harveian Society, 8 p.m. Mr. G. Gascoyen, “ On Varicocele.” 

22. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, Ij- p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
Clinical Society, Sg p.m. Mr. Howard Mar.sh, “A Case of Cleft 

Palate.” Mr. De Morgan, “Case of Fracture of the Skull wiihsubse¬ 
quent Coma and Hemiiilo.gia—Recovery—Sudden Death.” Dr. Headlam 
Greenhow, “Diphtherial Paralysis.” 

EXPECTED OPEEATION. 

Queen Adelaide’s Dispen.sary, Follard-row, Bet'rial-grccn-road.—The 
following Operation will be performed on Saturday (this day) at 3 p.m. :— 

By Mr. Maunder—Ovariotomy. 
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OBIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

--^- 

NOTES ON THE 

PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OP THE 
NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

By J. HUGHLING.S-JACKSOX, II.D., F.E.C.B., 
Physician to the Ho.spital for the Epileptic and Paralysed, and Assistant- 

Physician to the London Hospital. 

The Unit of Constitxttion of the Neevoxjs System. 

The following is intended as a continuation of tlie article on 
“Localisation” published in this journal June 5, 1809. The 
term Constitution I borrow from chemistry. 

By this term I do not mean a unit of Composition (a)—consist¬ 
ing of an arrangement of afferent fibres, ganglion cells, efferent 
fibres, etc.—but a unit containing these in such balance of 
relations that they serve harmoniously in complete actions. 
To take an illustration. The composition of propionic acid, 
formic ether, and acetate of methyl is identical, but the con¬ 
stitution of each is different. Similarly, the meaning of a pro¬ 
position does not depend on the mere words which compose it, 
but on the relations these words have to one another—such a re¬ 
lation that the sentence is a unit. Again, the units of the corpus 
striatum do not represent groups of muscles of the arm, but 
movements of the whole limb. Entering into the composition 
of the unit of constitution of the nervous system, there will be 
the sldn impression, the sensory nerve, the centre, the motor 
nerve, the sensory nerves from moving muscles, and from 
tracts of the skin stretched or relaxed by the movement. 

I suppose it to be^ indubitable that in the lower processes 
these several things are concerned in each action, and if so, it 
is inferable that a corresponding process takes place in speech 
and in thought. Thus in the process wliich we may suppose 
to take place when the sound of a word falls on our ear, there 
will be the impact on the auditory expansion, the auditory 
nerve, some unlmown centre (“the brain”) nerve fibres to the 
nervous arrangements superintending the movement of the 
word. In the reproduction of a word in thought there will be, 
I presume, an excitation of the parts which were concerned in 
the acquiring of the word—the ear-—as well as the muscles of 
articulation. This is the view Eoimiie has put forward. It 
is true that there is no obvious movement of the articulatory 
muscles, but there may be nascent movement of them cr 
nascent excitation of the highest of those nervous arrangements 
which in actual speech do move them. Words whidi were 
acquired by experiences of particular movements may have 
become, by frequent repetition, independent of those particular 
experiences, just as inherited experiences (Spencer)—forinstance, 
those by which a chick estimates distance at bii'tli—are inde- 
pendentof anyparticularexperiences. But sinceit maybe denied 
that any motor element is concerned, or necessarily concerned, 
in what we rouse up when our spoken word falls on the ear, let 
us sti’engthen our case by another illustration, (b) It is generally 
held that when we see an object a process takes place in which 
both(c) movement and sensation are involved. In the 
organised forms which serve as the mental representatives of 
objects when the objects are absent, there will therefore be 

(a) See Spencer’s “ Psychology^,” second edition, part 1. 
(b) In this and in pi-ovious articles I have ijerhaps too much taken it as 

settled that motor processes constitute the verbal sigiis by ■which v/e think, 
and that thei’e is necessarily a nascent reproduction of movements for 
woi’ds when sounds of words fall on the eai’. Contrary to the opinion of 
many, probably of most, I hold that the man who is rendered speechless from 
disease of one—say the left—side of his brain has processes for words in the 
right side; that, although speechless, he is not wordless. But, admitting- 
the view which has obtained so much favour, that the right side of the 
brain is uneducated, and that therefore there ai-e no motor processes of 
speech in his brain when the left side is extensively damaged, we have still 
to admit that he has thought of some kind. It may be said that bethinks 
only in eye-derived impres.sions. If he does, there will still be both sensa¬ 
tion and movement involved. But how comes it that he can revive his eye- 
derived impressions hi the order he wishes! Does not this retiuire words.? 
Dr. Charlton Bastian^has in several most valuable papers {see Fortnightly 
Revievj, Janmiry, 1660, Med. Ckir. Review, January and April, 1869) 
advanced the hypothc.si.s tliat we think by aid of sounds of words. Although 
I still believe that verbal motor processes axe essential in understanding 
what is said to us and hr tliinlring, and that, as Foumie says, the idea is 
attached to the movement for the word, it ■will be necessary to give a cai'eful 
consideration to the recently expressed views of Dr. Bastian, which I hope 
shortly to do. 

(c) In all that regards -visible movement and visible form, the muscular 
consciousness, it is now contended, is the indispensable element, the optical 
sensations merely guidhig the movements.—Bain, Fortnightly Review, 
AprU, 1869. 

VoL II. 1869. No. 1008. 

comprised not only impressions of surface, but residua of 
movements. Just as the speculation of units of constitution 
supposes us to have particular auditory sensations (of the 
sounds of -umrds) in fixed, altliough acquired, association with 
particular movements for words, so the speculation supposes 
that we have particular visual impressions in fixed association 
with particular ocular movements. 

But the whole of the elements of the unit have not been 
considered in the above illustration. It frequently happens 
that these sensori-motor processes occur in succession. For 
instance, after the particular auditory and articulatory 
sensori-motor process serving for the word “ball,” there 
follows another sensori-motor process, a subjective image 
of the thing ball; or, in popular language, the word 
rouses an idea. By what means is it that these two sensori¬ 
motor processes occur in sequence ? There must be an organic 
connexion of some kind. It is only jiossible to speculate 
on this matter, but it is fair to do so in order that we may 
work on the larger basis which nervous processes in general 
(both mental and physical) supply. Let us, then, again speak 
of commoner and more obvious processes. 

When a large movement—say of a leg in walking—occurs 
as one of a series, it is ob-vious that its range and degree have 
definite relations to the range and degree of those before it and 
after it; othei-wuse a series of movements would not serve to a 
common purpose, and the act of walking would be impossible. 
The unit of the sensori-motor arrangement, by the excitation 
of which one movement results, must then have organic con¬ 
nexions -with the units of the sensori-motor arrangements, by 
excitation of which the movements before and after result. 
Similarly there must be an organic connexion betwixt the units 
of the two sensori-motor arrangements for the word “ball” 
and the image “ ball,” as the two are in indissoluble association. 
If the nervous system is built on one plan—^mental and physical 
being but convenient names for large degrees of difference— 
the organic connexion will be of the same kind in all cases. 
My speculation is that in gross movement the “return” 
nerves from the muscles moving and from the skin sti-etched 
or relaxed by the movement serve in the excitation of the next 
movement, and that correspondingly return nerves from the 
nervous arrangements for the movement-word “ball” serve 
to revive the vusual image and ocular movement, which consti¬ 
tutes the mental representatives of the object “ball.” Or, in 
popular language, the word rouses an idea. 

So far, then, I believe that in every action, whether it be a 
gross movement, as in walking, or a process above actual move¬ 
ment, as thinldng, the whole elements of units are concerned. 

But it ia, I conceWe, plain that single units would not suffice 
for giving relations of likeness and unlikeness; and this is 
what ia fundamental in aU mental operations, and in the 
higher physical. It is by an alternation of two sensations 
and two movements that we obtain an idea of the coexist¬ 
ence of two external objects; and, I suppose, we speak and 
think by the “same method of parallax”—by an alterna¬ 
tion of words and perceptions. 

It is evident that the whole nervous system is double ; but 
the phenomena of disease show that damage to one hemisphere 
(usually the left) will produce loss of speech, and that damage 
to one hcmi.sphere (usually the right) will not produce lo.'-s of 

speech. 
Rio-ht-handedness is further evidence that the two halves of 

the nervous system are different. It seems, then, that the two 
halves are not mere duiihcates; neither are they two juxtaposed 
sinn-les. A careful study of cases of disease of the nervous 
system has led me to conclude that each side of the brain con¬ 
tains processes for all classes of movements of both sides of the 
body, but that it contains them differently. The phenomena 
of hemi-spasm show that the muscles of both sides—(1) those 
which must act bilaterally; (2) those which may act alter¬ 
nately; and (3) those which can act independently—are all 
represented in(d) each side of the brain. But they show also 
that those muscles of both sides which are in their action bi¬ 
lateral only, arc equally represented in each of the tAvo sides 
of the brain, that the muscles of both sides which are alternate 

(d) Since, as this evidence seems to show, each side of the body sen^ 
hres to, or receives fibres from, both sides of the hrmn, weave led tothiM 
f the arrangement in the optic commissure. We have, however, to add 
iter-cerehnil fibres (corpus callosum, etc.) analogous to tne mter-rctmw, 
nd we have to add the commissures of the cord analogous (?) to the fibres 
fhich pass from one optic tract to the other. The arrangement of fibms 
1 the optic commissure, so far (Beale says) from beingpecuhium the opric 
erves, is found in every texture of the body to which nerve ftbms are dis- 
dbuted These facts and inferences point to the conclusion whicli 
priori is likely—tliat the whole of the nervous system and us parts are 
eveloped on the same fundamental plan. 
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in tlieir action have a less equal representation in each side, and 
that those muscles of both sides which act independently as well 
as alternately and bilaterally have a very unequal representa¬ 
tion in each of the two sides. The facts supplied by diseases 
of, and experimentation on, animals seem to show that the 
representation of the two sides of the body in each side of the 
brain is more equal the lower we go. These facts, read with 
the phenomena of hemiplegia, point, I consider, to the conclu¬ 
sion that the units of the nervous system are, like the nervous 
system itself, double. Using chemical metaphor, the units of 
constitution are the atoms, but the developed processes—those 
which stand out in an actual and in a $'Mfl«i-separate form 
from the background of nascent and potential processes of 
the whole organism—have a molecular formula containing two 
atoms of constitution. The unit of action is double the unit 
of constitution. 

ON THE SOLVENT QEEATMENT OE UEIC 
ACID CALCULUS, 

AND THE QUANTITATIVE DETEEMINATION OF UEIC ACID 

IN UEINE.(a) 

By the Eev. W. VERNOlSr HAECOURT. 

When the British Association met at Manchester in 1861, Dr. 
Roberts, Physician to the Royal Infirmary of that city, com- 
m^icated a paper respecting “The Power of Strong and 
Weak Solutions of the AlkaKne Carbonates on Uric Acid 
Calculi, (b) in which he showed the fallacy of the experiments 
supposed to have proved their inefficacy in a report formerly 
m^e to the French Academy by MM. Gay-Lussac and Pelouze. 

Dr. Roberts found that solutions of the carbonated alkalies 
containing more than 120 grains of the salt in a pint of water 
arrested their own action by forming an insoluble crust of 
biurate on the calculus, and that the maximum of solvent 
power lay in solutions which contain 50 or 60 grains in the 
pint. At this strength, no incrustation was formed when the 
carbonate of potash was employed; and 21A grains per cent, 
of the weight of the calculus were removed by a flow over it 
of 6 pints in twenty-four hours. The carbonate of soda fol¬ 
lowed the same general course, with inferior efficacy. 

In 1865, Dr. Roberts communicated to the Royal Medical 
and Chirurgical Society of London (c) a paper in which he 
showed, by a series of well-devised experiments, how this 
discovery might be applied, with a reasonable prospect of 
advantage, to Medical practice; and laid, for the first time, a 
scientific basis for attempts hitherto empirical and contradictory 
at dissolving the stone. The most remarkable of these experi¬ 
ments was that in which he passed the urine of a patient who 
was taking citrate of potash at the rate of 40 grains in 5 
ounces of water every two hours over a fragment of uric acid 
calculus, and, by this process, reduced it in twelve hours from 
180'o to 174 grains, or at the rate, in twenty-four hours, of 13 
grains. 

In July, 1868, I was made aware, by an eminent Surgeon, 
Mr. Spencer Wells, of the presence of a stone in the bladder, 
one diameter of which appeared to measure 1| inches ; and I 
was advised by Mr. WeUs (and by Sir H. Thompson, who 
confirmed his opinion as to the size of the stone) to aim at 
preventing its enlargement by such doses of citrate of potash 
as might keep the urine in a state approaching neutrality. In 
conversation with my excellent friend, the late Mr. Hodo-son, 
who, when Surgeon to the Birmingham Hospital, had’had 
great experience in this complaint, I learned that he had met 
with so much success in the application of an empirical medicine 
of much celebrity, manufactured in that neighbourhood, and 
consisting of carbonates of potash, that, in any case of uric 
acid calculus, he would advise the expeiiment of its admini¬ 
stration. 

Mr. Wells afterwards drew my attention to the experiments 
of Dr. Roberts, which appeared so satisfactory that I de¬ 
termined to make trial of his method of treatment, and to 
ascertain, if possible, by chemical analysis, the excess of uric 
acid_ above the normal quantity contained in the urine which 
it might be considered as removing from the calculus. 

I felt the gTeat importance of the inquiry, and had the 
advantages of more than ordinary leisure, a long fami¬ 
liarity -with chemistry, a weU-furnished laboratory, and an 

(a) Read before the British Association, Exeter meeting, Section B. 

(b) “Report of the British Association, Manchester, 1861,” p. 90. 
(c) Medico-Chirurgical I'rnnsactions, vol. xlviii. p. 89. 

assistant in executing the experiments on whose accuracy I 
could fully rely, (d) 

I will now proceed to lay before the section a short abstract 
of the chief results which I have obtained from an unintermitted 
course of careful experiments on all the urine voided during 
the past twelve months, some of which will be found of value 
to future experimenters, though, from causes which I shall 
describe, they have not realised all my expectations. If, as I 
had supposed, there had been any known chemical method of 
determining, with a near approach to accuracy, the amount 
of unc acid in urine, then the quantities of that acid which 
Dr. Roberts had found to be removed from calculi out of the 
body were abundantly sufficient to be ascertained by analysis, 
on the supposition that the same process went on in the bladder 
under the treatment recommended by him. I had scarcely, 
however, commenced my course of experiments before I became 
convinced of the fallibility of the methods in use for separating 
uiic acid; and the experiments which I have to describe will 
place that faUibiUty in a strong point of view. 

The method first employed was the ordinary one of adding 
5 per cent, of hydrochloric acid, allowing the mixture to stand 
forty-eight hours, and then, after decantation, collecting the 
uric acid on a small filter, washing it with distilled water, and 
drying it at 212° F. till it ceased to lose weight. The first 
seven determinations, from August 20, 1868, to the 26th, 
inclusive, were made each day on the urine of the preceding 
twenty-four hours, in a neutral or slightly alkahne state, 
brought to that state by doses of from 120 to 165 grains of 
citrate of potash. The quantities of uric acid obtained varied 
from 11'08 to 8'43 grains. In the subsequent daily determina¬ 
tions, down to September 5, acid reactions were interpolated, 
due to the use of smaller alkaline doses, which lowered, pro- 
portionably, the amount of uric acid obtained ; and, when no 
alkali had been taken for two days, and the urine was, in 
consequence, strongly acid, the quantity -of uric acid found 
was only 2‘35 grains. 

From this time commenced a course of large quantities of 
citrate of potash, amounting, during fourteen days, to 316 
grains in twenty-four hours, taken in a state of effervescence, 
in doses of 45 gTains, dissolved in 3 fluid ounces of water. 
For ten of these days the hydrochloric acid was used to pre¬ 
cipitate the uric acid ; and the determination of this gave from 
11-95 to 6-00 grains. In every case but the last, the whole 
urine of the twenty-four hours had been used ; but, in the last, 
half was treated with hydrochloric acid, and the other half 
with the same proportion of nitric acid : that treated with the 
former acid gave 6-42 grains, whilst that with the nitric acid 
gave only 1-97 grains. On the following day, half the urine 
was treated by Lehmann’s process, and gave 6-40 grains; half 
with nitric acid and acetic acid, in equal proportions, which 
gave 4-09 grains uric acid. The preference, however, assigned 
by Dr. Thudichum, in his able and well-known treatise on the 
“ Pathology of the Urine,’ ’ to nitric over hydrochloric acid as 
having given him better results led me to continue its use. 

The quantity of citrate of potash taken was then raised to 
350 grains for four consecutive days. On the first of these 
days the uric acid found was 1-54 grains, on the second, 1-23 
gTains. These results were so extraordinary that, for the 
purpose of corroborating them, or discovering an error in the 
analysis, I sent 40 fluid ounces out of 61 fluid ounces 
voided pn the latter day to Dr. Thudichum, who was so good as 
to furnish me with his analysis of it, containing the weights 
of sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, chlorine, potash, urea, and 
uric acid which he had obtained. The uric acid amounted to 
no more than 0-775 grain. 

Tliis result led to one of two conclusions. Either, inde¬ 
pendently of any question of the solution of the calculus, the 
presence of uric acid in the bladder had been almost 
entirely prevented by the alkaline treatment, or the process 
for obtaining it was altogether unreliable. Taking the latter 
alternative as far the more probable, I endeavoured hence¬ 
forward to improve the analysis. The mucus secreted from 
the bladder by the alkahne action being now a good deal in 
excess, I was advised that it would be prudent to diminish the 
quantity of alkali taken ; and it was accordingly reduced, for 
five days, to 300 grains of the citrate, and, for eight days, to 
quantities varying from 270 to 240 grains. The alkalinity was 
now determined for every voiding with hydrochloric acid. 2-5 
per cent, of that acid was added to each ; and as it had been 
observed that uric acid was lost by decantation, however careful, 
the portions of urine operated ujion were entirely filtered, and 

(d) My assistant, Mr. W. P. Horn, learned, in Sir Benjamin Brodie’s 
School of Chemistrj' in Oxford, those habits of precision in manipulating 
and accuracy in observing which are essential to chemical experiments. 
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the water with which the precipitates were washed was 
acidified with acetic acid. Under this treatment, on the fifth 
day of taking 300 grains of citrate, the alkalinity, measured 
by a standard solution of hydrochloric acid, and estimated in 
grains of carbonate of potash, was 2o’5 grains per pint. The 
uric acid obtained weighed 4'74 grains ; and the series below 
300 grains of citrate gave quantities of uric acid varjdng from 
2'91 grains, the alkalinity being 23‘05 grains per pint, to 8’42 
grains, the alkahnity being 17’2 grains per pint. 

One-half of that which, with 2'5 per cent, hydrochloric acid, 
had yielded 8‘42 grains was treated with 5 per cent, nitric acid, 
and kept at the temperatui’e of 90° F. ; and to render the 
experiment in other respects analogous to Dr. Thudichum’s 
analysis, the alkahnity and dilution were brought to a similar 
standard by additions of carbonate of potash and water. The 
uric acid thus obtaiued weighed 2’07 grains, showing a loss, 
by this method, of 6'3o grains. 

The following table contains an account of the unc acid 
obtained on the thirty-five days from October 9 to November 12, 
inclusive, as well as of the potash taken, and the quantity and 
alkahnity of the urine. 

j of potash. Alkali, per pint. Uric acid. 
Urine voided, 

in ounces. 
220 16-3 6-9 51-4 

20 16-8 5-6 46-6 
10 22-1 8-1 40-6 

255 4-2 12-2 49-7 
240 19-1 7-9 47-1 
240 21-3 10-6 50-7 
240 30-9 9-3 55-1 
225 20-0 8-4 51-9 
260 36-2 6-4 46-4 
270 19-5 5-5 59-0 
230 18-4 6-5 56-5 
240 16-8 9-1 60-7 
270 22-6 7-1 53-5 
270 29-0 6-6 63-5 
255 27-5 8-4 59-7 
285 35-4 3-23 62-5 
255 40-3 7-1 52-0 
240 29-4 9-6 52-0 
240 19-8 8-8 52-9 
225 23-3 8-7 60-3 
140 10-0 11-9 64-7 
140 5-0 5-1 57-2 
120 1-4 4-9 44-0 
120 4-2 6-4 45-0 

25 5-2 7-8 51-5 
185 7-6 8-4 52-5 
225 26-3 7-3 51-5 
210 17-4 9-7 61-9 
210 22-0 7-3 64-5 
210 16-4 8-3 76-4 
210 19-2 8-5 42-5 
210 19-5 9-4 51-4 
210 19-8 9-9 63-5 
195 21-3 7-6 53-5 
180 21-2 11-6 55-5 

In this table, the highest quantity of uric acid, 12’2 grains, 
is connected with an alkahnity of 4‘2, while the lowest quantity, 
3’2, was obtained when the alkahnity was ashighas 35‘4. Twenty 
days, in which the alkahnity of twenty-four hours varied from 
19’2 to 40’3, gave an average of 7‘94 grains; whilst fifteen 
days, when the alkahnity was from 19T down to 1'4, gave an 
average of 8'08 grains. These data would lead to the sup¬ 
position that the alkali had exercised no action on the calculus; 
but, on the other hand, the great and sudden rise of the uric 
acid, when the alkahnity descended from 22T to 4'2, might 
raise a suspicion that the alkahne treatment may reduce the 
secretion of uric acid, and, in that case, the absence of solvent 

action cannot be inferred. 
A good deal of blood passed with the urine from November 

13 to 16, accompanied with some diarrhoea and sickness. On 
the 17th, the determination of the unc acid was resumed ; the 
alkahnity on that day being 0’3, the uric acid was 11'55 ^ains. 
On the foUowing day, the acidity being 10’8, the uric acid was 

10-38 grains. . + 
I now instituted some new expenments, on the ettect 

which different degrees of dilution in urine produce on 
the separation of uric acid. On November 19, 40^^ains 
of citrate of potash having been taken, the urine voided in 
twenty-four hours amounted to 31 fluid ounces, it was 
neutral; the sp. gr. was 1-032. It was divided into three equal 
portions, one third in the natural condition treated in the usual 

manner with 2-5 per cent. Hydrochloric acid gave uric acid at 
the rate, for twenty-fom- hours, of IT78 grains ; one-third, di¬ 
luted with its own bedk of water, and of sp. gr. 1-022, treated 
in like manner, gave uric acid, 10-99 grains; one-third, eva¬ 
porated down to half its buUc, and then treated with the same 
quantity of hydrochloric acid, gave uiic acid, 13-81 grains. 
November 22, 180 grains citrate having been taken, the alka¬ 
linitybeing T96, and the sp. gr. 1-030, the urine for the twenty- 
four hours, amounting to 4To fluid ounces, was divided into two 
portions, one of which, in the natural condition, gave 12-32 
grains; the other, concentrated to one-third, sp. gr. 1-070, gave 
14-78 grains of uric acid. On the 23rd, the same quantity of 
citrate being taken, the alkalinity 18-05, sp. gr. 1-028, the quan¬ 
tity of urine 42 fluid ounces, one-half, in the natural condition, 
gave 12-72 ; the other half, concentrated to one-fourth, sp. gr. 
1-072, gave 14-94 grains of uric acid. On the 24th, the same 
quantity of citrate being taken, the alkalinity 20-4, sp. gr. 1-030, 
the quantity of urine 35 fluid ounces, one-half, in the natural 
condition, gave 10-318 ; the other half, concentrated to one- 
fourth, sp. gr. 1-074, gave 12-135 grains of uric acid. On the 
25th, the same quantity of citrate being taken, the alkalinity 
21-2, sp. gr. 1-031, the quantity of urine 43 fluid ounces, one- 
half, in the natural condition, gave 9-94 grains; the other half, 
concentrated to one-fourth, sp. gr. 1-075, gave 11-02 grains of 
uric acid. Again, on the 30th, 135 grains of citrate having been 
taken, the alkalinity 37-6, the quantity of urine 40 fluid ounces, 
one-half, in the natural condition, gave 8-53; the other half, 
concentrated to one-third its bulk, gave 12-66 grains of imc 

acid. 
These give vei-y nearly the two extremes of difference in forty 

comparative experiments, in the last fifteen of which the urine 
was reduced to a standard volume of six or three fluid ounces, 
according as half or quarter of the urine was employed; the 
average difference in these fifteen was 3-03, and in the former 
twenty-five, reduced tq the proportions above described, 3 09 
grains. ^Vhat was the cause of the variation in the difterences 
does not appear; it occurred equally, whether the urine was acid 

or considerably alkaline. 
I was not satisfied, however, that sufficient accuracy of 

analysis had yet been obtained, and I have since employed the 
following" process, whicli promises more perfect results . ^A. 
fourth of the urine of twenty-four hours is evaporated to 3 
fluid ounces; it is treated with a mixture of hydrochloric acid and 
alcohol in eqiial parts, each being 2-5 per cent, of the quantity 
of urine employed ; it is allowed to stand for forty-eight hours, 
drained on a small filter, washed with alcohol (methylated 
spirit), and then with equal parts of acetic acid and water. The 
colouring matter and pliospliates, etc., are thus removed, and 
the uric acid is of a light colour and perfectly, though con¬ 

fusedly, crystalline. 
The advantage which this method possesses over those 

heretofore in use is shown in the experiment which follows .- 
In urine having an acidity of 5 grains per pint, the nitric acid 
method gave 1-16 grains of impure uric acid; the ordinary 
hydrochloric acid method gave 5-53 grains; the method ab(we 
described gave 9-90 grains of uric acid. I have found this 
method equally effective in the treatment of acid urine 
neutrahsed by potash, and believe that it might be not less 
applicable to that which contains a greater amount of chloride 

On the whole, these experiments, though they have failed 
to realise my expectation of testing, by analysis, the effect of 
Dr. Roberts’s solvent treatment on vesical calculus, may serve 
to point out to others the road to success in such an attempt; 
and if they do so, the labour of a twelvemonth will not have 

been spent in vain. 
There is one prominent chemical fact attending these experi¬ 

ments which remains to be noticed—-viz., the greater amount 
of uric acid obtained before the alkaline treatment commenced, 
than in the last experiment by the same process, in the pro¬ 
portion of 9-56 to 5-53 grains. A similar diminution has taken 
place in the mineral acids ; whilst from 120 to 150 grains of 
citrate of potash were required for neutrality 111 Au^st, 
1868, in March and April, 1869, from 30 to 60 grams sufficed 
for the same purpose. Dr. Thudichum’s analj^sis, in Septembei;, 

1868, gave—of sulphuric acid, 5T1 grains, of 
grains. The analysis made in my laboratory, in March, Ibo^, 
gave—sulphuric acid, 25-9, of phosphoric, 34-2 ^ains, a 
ence scarcely to be accounted for without reference to the 
alkaline treatment undergone in the first three months of the 

^^Thou^h I have been unable to produce any chemical evidence 
in favoiu- of the solvent treatment, a fact observed during the 
whole course of that treatment, and not afterwards, persuades 
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me that a solvent action was really going’ on. This fact con¬ 
sisted in a small amount of constant deposit, in which frag¬ 
mentary particles of uric acid were discerned by the microscope, 
enveloped in mucus, and bearing, in the opinion of Mr. Wells, 
as well as my assistant, a close resemblance to the detritus left 
by the incomplete action of carbonate of potash on fragments 
of uric acid calculi. I suppose these to have been washed out 
of t.;e bladder in consecj^uence of a partial solution. That no 
such solution should have been brought into evidence by the 
many determinations of uric acid, however imperfect, which I 
have here described, if it cannot be fully accounted for by that 
imp rfection, may possibly be due to a physiological effect of the 
alk.Tdne treatment in preventing the formation of uric acid, 
whii h may have coiinterbalanced the excess expected from 
solution of the calculus. 

To ascertain these points two sets of experiments are required, 
one in a case in which calculus is present, and one where it is 
absent, in both of which the process for determining- the 
quantity of uric acid last described may be of use. 

My experience of the effects of citrate of potash not 
exceeding 300 grains taken in twenty-four hours, and producing 
an alkahnity equalling from 20 to 35 ga-ains of carbonate of 
potash, continued during three months, has convinced me that 
no sensible disadvantage to health need be feared from such a 
course; and this is the exjperience of a man eighty years of 
age, who has been for some years an invalid. Neither during 
nor since the treatinent has any irritation of the bladder 
been felt, and the urine has been for many months perfectly 
clear ; it was never amnioniacal or albuminous. The calculus 
was judged to be uric from the previous passage of crystals of 
uric acid. Since the treatment no lu’ic acid has appeared in the 
urine except once recently, and 25 gTains of citrate of potash 
are found sufficient to prevent its recurrence. 

StITPlEMENT. 

Subsequently to the communication of this paper, the 
following’ experiments were made :—■ 

I. 

The urine voided in twenty-four hours, of which the acidity 
~ 15’7 grains of carbonate of potash, was neutralised and 
divided into three parts. No. 1 (1T7 fluid ounces) was evapo¬ 
rated to 1’5 fluid ounce; an equal bulk of alcohol was added, 
with 2-3 drachms of hydrochloric acid, and the mixture stood 
for forty-eight hours. To No. 2, 17’5 grains of carbonate of 
potasn were added, and neutralised with hydrochloric acid ; it 
was evaporated to 3 fluid ounces; 2’3 drachms of hydrochloric 
acid, witn an equal quantity of adcoliol, were added, and it was 
then treated like No. 1. No. 3 was treated like No. 2, but with 
the addition of 3 grains of uric acid dissolved in carbonate of 
potash. The three precipitates were severally washed—first 
with alcohol, and lastly with equal proportions of acetic acid 
and water. The residt was as follows :— 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. 

Uric acid . 6’97 6’51 9’62—3 — 6’62 g-rains. 

II. 

The. urine of twenty-four hours (35’5 fluid ounces), of which 
the acidity =10 grains of carbonate of potash ]i5r pint, was 
neutralised and divided into four parts. No. 1 was ti’eated in 
all respects like^ No. 1 of the above series. No. 2 was simi- 
larly treated, with the addition of 30 grains per pint of car¬ 
bonate of potash neutralised. No. 3 v/as treated like No. 2, 
with the addition of 2 grains of uric acid dissolved in car¬ 
bonate of potash. No. 4 was evaporated only to 3 fluid ounces; 
the alcohol added was only 1’7 fluid drachm;, in other respects 
it was treated like No. 2, but the precipitate of uric acid beino’ 
more coloured than in Nos. 1, 2, and 3, it was further washed 
with boiling alcohol, winch removed 0-14 grain of colourino- 
matter, and still left it darker than the others. The weight of 
uiic acid obtained in the four’ experiments was as follows”:-— 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. 

Uncacid . 7’44 7’80 9’50—2 = 7’50 7’30 grs. 

Two fiu’ther experiments were made, in both of which the 
proportion of 1 grain only of uric acid was superadded to the 
urine of twenty-four hours, the process emiiloyed being the 
sarne in other respects as that of No. 1 in the preceding ex¬ 
periments. The results were as follows :— 
!• Uric acid without addition xx 7’96 grains. 

_ „ with addition of 1 grain=r8’74,or—1 = 7-74 grains. 
2. Uric acid without addition = 7-67 grains. 

„ Tvithadditionof 1 grain=8T2,or—l = 7’42grains. 
In the- first of these two experiments the alcoholic acid was 

decanted from the precipitate previous to filtration, after 

standing- for nineteen hours, and an interval of considerably 
less would, I believe, suffice. 

On the whole it appears that the best process for determining 
the quantity of uric acid in urine is the following:—To 
neutralise a third or fourth part of the ui’ine of twenty-four 
hours, if alkaline with hydrochloric acid, or if acid -with 
carbonate of potash; to reduce this to H fluid ounce ; to treat 
it with 3 drachms of hydrochloric acid, combined with fluid 
ounce of alcohol; to decant when the liquid is clear; to wash 
the deposit first with alcohol, and, when that di.ssolves no more, 
with equal parts of acetic acid and water. And it also appears 
that the amount of potash in the ui’ine does not detract from 
the accuracy of the determination. 

It may, I think, also be concluded that, notwithstanding 
the variability of the quantity of uric acid indifferent states of 
the system, under conditions of health and diet nearly uniform, 
a sufficiently exact average determination may be made of the 
normal quantity of uric acid antecedent to the alkaline treat¬ 
ment, and that if the alkaline treatment furnishes a grain or 
two more of uric acid, this may be relied upon as evidence that 
the uric acid calculus in the bladder is undergoing solution. 

ON DISEASES OF THE JOINTS 
CONNECTED AYITH 

PEOGEE3SIVE LOCOMOTOE ATAXY. 
By BENJAMIN BALL, 

Professeur-AgrC-ge at the Paris Paculty of MediGine. 

{Concluded from page 274.) 

II. Pathological Anatomy. 

The results of a single autopsy, and one, besides, very incom¬ 
plete in its character, are certainly far from being sufficient to 
determine the anatomical characteristics of the affection which 
at present occupies our attention, but the fruits derived from 
clinical observation permit us, to a certain extent, to supply 
what is wanting, and the phenomena observed exterior to the 
joint reveal, in some degree, the nature of the morbid process 
going on in the interior of the articular cavity. 

In the progress of the malady three different degrees may be 
recognised in an anatomical point of view. Symptoms at first 
but slight are quickly succeeded by those of a more serious 
kind; these, in their turn, are followed by permanent dis- 
orgauioation of the articulation and destruction more or less 
complete of the articular surfaces. Such are the three succes¬ 
sive periods which spinal arthropathy seems to observe. The 
autopsy which we possess refers to the second degree, or what 
may be called the intermediate period, of the malady. In 
order to describe the commencement and the last period of the 
malady, we shall be obliged to have recourse to the considera¬ 
tion of the phenomena observed during the life of the patient. 

In the first degree the articiflation is attacked by hydar- 
throsis, and the neighbouring tissues become infiltrated with 
serum. Tlie effusion is not confined to the articular cavity, 
but the neighbouring- serous bursse seem to participate in it to 
a certain extent. This fact has been observed in at least one 
case by means of direct inspection, and Surgical exploration 
has allowed us to confirm its existence more than once in the 
liidng subj ect. The effused fluid appears to consist exclusively 
of serum of a citron colour; it contains neither blood, nor pus, 
nor albuminous flocculi; and the punctures made on the living 
subject by Dr. Labbe and myself (a) reveal the same results as 
did the autopsy conducted by M. Charcot. 

Nevertheless, Case 16 is an exception totlusrule; but, as 
we have already said, there exist, perhaps, several types of 
this malady which we shall be better able to appreciate by- 
and-by. The quantity of the effused fluid is often very con¬ 
siderable, seeing that in one of the patients whose history we 
have given, nearly ten ounces of fluid were evacuated conse¬ 
quent on three successive punctures. 

No inflammatory action appears to accompany the morbid 
process. This is attested by the nature of the fluid evacuated ; 
and the only autopsy which we possess confirms the fact. The 
synovial membrane did not present any abnormal vascularity, 
neither were there found osseous vegetations, properly so called, 
in the articiflar cavity. 

^ Eeg-arding the hypertrophy remarked in the surrounding 
tissues, it is impossible for us as yet to indicate its precise 
nature. "We are, however, disposed to believe that there exists, 
at the onset of the disease at least, a considerable effusion in the 
deep-lying parts. 

(a) Obs. 1 and 4. 
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The first degi’ce of arthropathy seems, then, to have for 
essential character a Idiid of serous “fluxion” invading at the 
same time the articidar cavities, the surrounding tissues, and 
the neighbouring bursa3. But matters do not remain long at 
this point, for we see rapidly developed more serious lesions, 
which mark the second stage of the disease. 

It is impossible for us to proceed further from want of suffi¬ 
cient data. We simply know that at certain points ossific 
tumours are developed while the articular surfaces appear to 
undergo rapid destruction. In the only case where we have 
been able to ascertain the exact state of the parts, the cartilage 
had disappeared, and the bony substance itself was eaten av/a}’- 
as if from \uolent and prolonged friction. Nevertheless, small 
bony excrescences surrounded the diseased joint. And, lastly, 
irreducible diKslocations are observed in many subjects—the 
dii’ect consequence of the atrophy of the articuiar surfaces. 

It now remains for us to point out the differences which 
separate, in an anatomical point of view, the arthropathy of 
persons labouring- under locomotor ataxy from certain other 
diseases of the articulations which seem to present a certain 
analog-y with this affection, but which, however, differ from it 
in several respects. 

A. Chronic Arthritis, which in these latter times has been 
the object of deep research, is characterised essentially by 
extensive alterations in the osseous tissue, by vegetations 
peculiar to it, and by the incrustation with phosphate of lime 
of the articular surfaces, which in spinal arthropathy are want¬ 
ing, or which seem at least only to exist in a lesser degree in 
this latter affection. In both cases the living cartilage is 
destroyed; btit the phases of this morbid process, which have 
been studied vdth great attention in chronic artluitis, have not 
been examined, up to the present time, in the arthropathy of 
persons afflicted with locomotor ataxy. All that we are in a 
condition to say on this point is that the progress of the atrophic 
process seems to bo much more active in the second case than 
in the first. In a word, in chronic arthritis there exist a flatten¬ 
ing^ and an auganentation in the size of the articular surfaces 
which are not to be found in spinal arthropathy. 

B. Dry Caries.—This disease, described some while ago by 
Volkmann,(b) bears a certain resemblance tothe affection which at 
present occupies our attention, it being characterised by a rapid 
atrophy of the articular extremities of the bones. The shoulder 
is its seat of election. But in this dry caries we find the bone 
hollowed out in small irregular cavities lined by a fine granu¬ 
lated membrane, not very vascular, so firmly adherent to the 
subjacent bone that a certain force is needed to detach it. 
Nothing of this kind seems to exist in the arthropathy which 
we have been studying; besides, the lesions which this latter 
presents resemble those which might be produced by con¬ 
tinuous frictions—a land of wear and tear of the osseous sur¬ 
faces—while in the dry caries there exists, according to 
Volkmann, a serious alteration in the bony tissue itself. But it 
seems useless to give here the histological characters of dry 
caries, seeing that those belonging to affections of joints found 
in connexion with locomotor ataxy are still unknown to us. 

C. The Articular Affections, which occur to persons afflicted 
with paraplegia, are analogous to those that result from pro¬ 
longed immobility, and if they cause the polish of the surfaces 
to disappear by modifying the structure of the bones, they 
never give rise to that particular atrophy which -we have just 
described. 

We believe, therefore (as far as we may be allowed to con¬ 
clude from the imperfect observations which have come under 
our notice), that wo have been dealing with a special affection 
hitherto not described, offering both clinical symiDtoms which 
differ from those of every other kind of arthropathy, and ana¬ 
tomical characters which entitle it to be regarded as an inde¬ 
pendent pathological species. 

III. Diagnosis and Peognosis. 

The affection avc have just described seems only to manifest 
itself in persons afflicted with ataxy; it is consequently among 
these only that it becomes necessai-y to establish its diagnosis. 

A sudden tumefaction appearing in an isolated articulation, 
and specdilj^ folloived by hydarthrosis, wull naturally give rise, 
at first sight, to the idea that we have to do with an attack of 
acute rheumatism; but when we reflect on the habitual ab¬ 
sence (fifteen times in eighteen) of redness, of fever, and of 
pain ; when we remark especially the general infiltration of 
the corresponding limb ; when we bring thpse phenomena to 
bear on the prerious existence of an affection of the medullary 

(b) Volkmann, Uebor die Caries sicca des Scbultergelenks, in Neue 
Beitrage zur Path, und Tb. der Krankb. der Bewcgimgsorgaue. Berbn. 
1868. Aug. Hirsebwald. 

axis, we shall always succeed—at least we think so—in avoiding 
tliis error. 

Besides, it should not be forgotten that the pulse may be 
frequent in persons labouring under ataxy, it being the result 
of their special malady. It is, therefore, by an examination of 
the temperature of the body that we can have the assurance of 
the absence of all febrile movement. We must bear in mind, 
in short, that rheumatism most frequently invades several arti¬ 
culations, and that it is migratory in its character. Articular 
affections, on the contrary, found in connexion with ataxy, 
localise themselves in one particular joint, or at most in two, 
and abide there during the entire course of the disease. 

It is well known that progi-essive locomotor ataxy does not 
guarantee its victims against the invasion of rheumatism ; but 
we think that by the assistance of the indications which we 
have given, and by folio-wing attentively the progress of the 
disease, we shall always be able to distinguish these two affec¬ 
tions, which resemble each other only inaverysuperficialmanner. 

When affections of the joints follow on a blow or on a fall, we 
may for the first few days be tempted to attribute them to the ex¬ 
ternal violence thus received; but the evolution of the symptoms, 
so different in all respects from what we observe as the result 
of local contusion, will very soon correct tliis mistake ; besides, 
we might from the v'ery conunencement avoid this error by 
taking into account the general swelling of the limb. 

But the observer may be called upon to form a judgment of a 
lesion of the origin of which he may be ig-norant. The enormous 
deformity of diseased joints at an advanced period of arthro¬ 
pathy may easily suggest the idea of a white swelling when 
the articular complication of ataxy is not taken into account. 
Here the diagnosis may often present great difficulty. In a 
patient confined to bed for a long period, and who presents 
articular deformities in an advanced stage, the question of 
ataxy may not suggest itself ; but if at a given moment the 
patient be interrogated with a view to the discovery of this 
affection, we find to our surprise that he presents the cha¬ 
racteristic features of this formidable disease. The patient of 
whom ]VI. Charcot has communicated the history was a case in 
point. It was only some long time after her admission into the 
ward that the existence of locomotor ataxy was discovered, 
accompanied by extensive articular lesions, (c) It is evidently 
necessary to consider the antecedents of the patient; it is neces¬ 
sary to take into account the principal affection—to wit, loco¬ 
motor ataxy; it is equally necessary (when the knee is affected) 
to examine the articulation of the opposite side. If there we 
find a hydarthrosis at its onset, we may almost with certainty 
diagnose spinal arthropathy. Thanks to the discovery of this 
fact, wo were able in the case of one of our patients to spare 
him the amputation of the thigh, (d) 

From this we see that not only the curiosity of the savant 
may be satisfied, but that the most experienced Practitioner 
may derive j)rofit from an acquaintance with tliis malady. 

In the shoidder an arthropathy of this nature might be taken 
for an old di.slocation unreduced; but it is easy to recognise 
beneath the skin, not the presence of the head of the humerus, 
as in dislocations, but the destruclio i more or less complete of 
this extremity of the bone. 

The prognosis in these diseases of the joints is not very 
unfavourable as regards the life of the individuals affected. 
In no case have we yet seen the lesions followed by death. The 
case is altogether different with regard to the diseased articu¬ 
lation, vdiich rarely or ever recovers its functions, but becomes 
the seat of permanent disorganisation, and thus adds one in¬ 
firmity more to those wliich invariably accompany progressive 
locomotor ataxy. Most generally the power of locomotion is 
destroyed in those individuals whose knee-joints are the scat 

of the disease. 
The changes brought about by this affection, when it has 

for seat the shoulder-joint, although no less susceptible of 
cure, have not such a marked influence on the functions of the 
arm, notwithstanding the permanent dislocation which is an 
almost invariable consequence. 

When the morbid process is not of long- duration, the lesions 
produced may bo of a less serious kind, and these are the cases 
in which the patients recover the use of their limbs. It may 
further be added that, all things being equal, the ^avity of 
the prog-nosis is in a direct ratio to the prolongation of the 

malady. 
IV. Teeatment. 

It is highly important to check the progress of the disease 
as rapidly as possible. Tliis result, we believ^e, will be^ most 
effectually secured by the three following means, viz.:— 

(c) Obs. 15. (d) Obs. 5. 
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repose of the affected member, the use of revulsives, and com¬ 
pression. As soon as symptoms of articular disease begin to 
manifest themselves in a patient under ataxy, the limb shoiild 
be condemned to absolute immobibty, and bbsters appbed. 
The actual cautery has never yet been had recourse to, so far 
as we are aware, and we cannot, therefore, say what benefit 
might be derived from its use, hut d priori we heheve that, 
having- seen excellent effects from blisters, transcurrent cauteri- 
tation might be employed with advantage. At a more advanced 
stage of the disease, and after revulsives have done their part, 
continued compression exercises a favourable influence in bring¬ 
ing about resolution of the oedema, and hastening the absorp¬ 
tion of the effused fluid. 

V. Natuee of the Maeady. 

We shall not attempt to define the nature of a disease, the 
anatomical characters of which are so imperfectly known; but, 
without entering the field of conjecture, we may at least indi¬ 
cate the direction in which the progress of modern science seems 
to lead us, and show to observers who may enjoy an opportunity 
of studying facts of this nature, in what sense it will be uscftd 
for them to prosecute their investigations. Physiology and patho- 
logy are at one in demonstrating the influence which the nervous 
centres exercise over the nutrition of aU the tissues of the body. 
Is this power exerted through the medium of certain nutrient 
nerves ? or is it, on the contrary, dependent on the great sym¬ 
pathetic ? This point yet remains to be decided. Fortunately, 
However, for us, the question at present under discussion may 
be considered from another point of view. 

Vi-risections demonstrate, and the fact has also been proved by 
(.linical observations, that neither the morbid alterations of the 
posterior columns, nor those of the anterior and lateral columns 
of the spinal cord produce any change in the nutrition of the 
parts dependent on them. 

Derangement of sensation and power of movement, ataxy, 
paralysis, paraplegia, such are in similar cases the symptoms 
observed, but lesions other than these are needed to explain the 
phenomena of atrophy. Complete section of the spinal 
marrow could not alone produce such effects ; isolated from 
its superior centre, the inferior portion of the medullary axis 
continues to live, and suffices, in a certain degree, for 
the support of those regions in the body dependent on 
ik This is the reason why, in certain individuals suffering 
from paraplegia, the influence of the spinal cord may be inter¬ 
rupted completely by some considerable morbid change without 
any symptom of atrophy declaring itself in the lower extremi¬ 
ties. As regards the slougliing of the sacrum and the heels, 
as regards the want of vitahtyinthe external teguments, which 
so often declare themselves in similar cases, these must not be 
classed with the atrophy, so marked and so rapid in its develop¬ 
ment, which invades the articular extremities in those cases of 
ataxy which we have detailed; besides, these latter depend 
probably on special lesions, of which we shall now speak. 

The ^ researches of modem histologists, and especially of 
Falentiner, Luys, Lockhart Clarke, and Charcot, tend to con- 
-lect progressive muscular atrophy with the destruction of the 
nerve cells which occupy the anterior cornua of the grey 
substance. Should further researches enable us to estabhsh a 
constant connexion between these two lesions, it will then be 
demonstrated that the nutrient centre of the muscular system 
resides in a given point of the spinal axis. But that which 
may be proved true according to this hypothesis, as regards 
the muscular system, may perhaps hold good, in an equal 
degree, in reference to the articulations, the health of which, 
in a great measure, depends on the integrity of the nervous 
centres. 

_ It has been shovm that traumatic lesions of the spinal marrow 
give rise to morbid changes in the corresponding limb, analogous 
in their nature to those we have been considering. But since the 
posterior column of the spinal cord as well as the anterior and 
lateral ones must be excluded from the que.stion—since, in short, 
complete section of the spinal marrow is incapable of producing 
such phenomena—it remains for us to search for the cause on 
which they depend at some point or other of the guey sub¬ 
stance. Hence may be derived that trophic influence which 
sends forth nourishment to those regions of the body in which 
the morbid process is manifested. It is, therefore, obviously 
our duty to examine with care the condition of the spinal 
marrow, and more particularly its central portions, in aU per¬ 
sons dying of ataxy, or of any disease complicated with this 
affection, whenever the opportunity presents itself. 

Meantime, while waiting the occasion for carrying out such 
researches, it might be well for us to endeavour, by means of 
vivisections carefully conducted, to produce articiilar affections 
.similar in character to those which form the subject of our paper. 

That such experiments will be cro-wned -with success we dare 
not predict; but whatever the result may he, it will be matter 
of satisfaction to us to have called the attention of the Medical 
Profession to a phenomenon not less intere.sting in a practical 
than curious in a purely scientific point of -view. 

HYPEETEOPHT OF THE LEG, 
PEOBABLY DUE TO 

SYPHILO-ELEPHANTOID DISEASE. 
By J. PAYREE, M.D., C.S.I., F.E.S.E., 

Professor of Surgery, and Senior Surgeon Medical College Hospital, Calcutta. 

Bholanath, a Hindoo peasant, aged 22 years, was admitted 
on January 16, 1867, with hypertrophy of the right leg and 
foot. He said he had had syphilis a year previously, and had 
been mercurialised by fumigation; an eruption of constitutional 
syphilis followed, and the cicatrices indicate rupia as the form 
the disease assumed. The ulcers made their appearance in 
successive crops over the body and extremities, and at the 
same time the right foot and leg began slowly but steadily to 
hypertrophy until it attained its present enormous magnitude. 
The swelling commenced in the foot, hut gradually extended 
upwards until the leg was involved. There is no history of 
any periodic recurrences of fever, nor has there been any pain 
attending the swelling. The patient was an unhealthy, 
cachectic-looking individual, marked all over with rupial cica¬ 
trices, some of which were so extensive in the left hand as to 
have contracted the wrist-joint. The appearance of the foot and 
leg on admission is depicted in the a ccompanying sketch. The 
measurements are also noted. The ulcerated spots in the 

Inner aspect of leg and foot, January 23, 1867. Measurements: Instep, 
18J in.; above anlde, 14l in.; below knee, 11 in. 
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iiypertrophied leg wore eovered with patches of sloughy-looking 
matter. The swelling itself seemed to depend on hypertrophy 

■of the skin, and had exactly the appearance of elephantiasis. 
I am not certain, indeed, that it was not that disease, though the 
history of the patient, the absence of elephantiasis in other parts 
of the body, and the mode of its growth without fever incline 
me to con.sider it rather syphilitic than elephantoid in its 
nature. It is true the man was a native of Bengal, and 
therefore liable to bo the subject of elephantiasis, but the 
previous history as well as the re.sults of treatment lead me to 
believe it had more affinity with syphilis than with elephantiasis. 
He was ordered to keep in bed, and was put under a tonic and 

■nutritive plan of treatment, quinine and iron, good food, and 
a little wine. The sores were dressed with some simple 
ajjplieations, and a bandage ai:)plied to the thickened limb. 

The swelling was of a peculiar character, large lobular folds 
•of integument concealing the natural shape of the foot and 
hiding the toes almost entirely. The following were the 
•measurements on January 23,1867:—Round instep 18^ inches; 
above ankle 14^ inches; below the knee 11 inches. 

In the beginning of February his bowels became relaxed, 
for which Dover’s powder was administered. The rdeers were 
healing and the limb evidently somewhat diminishing. Bitter 
tonics were next prescribed. In the beginning of March the 
ulcers were cicatrising; general health good; very little if 
any diminution in the size of the limb. Towards the middle of 
April the ulcers had nearly aU healed. On April 27, the 
measurements were—round instep, 18 inches; above ankle, 
II inches; below knee, 10 inches—showing a slight diminution 
iuthesizeof thelimb. Theimguentumpluinbiiodidi was ordered 
to be rubbed in morning and evening, and quinine with other 
tonics continued. The limb was carefully bandaged day and night. 

On May 25, 1867, it is noted that there is no fresh ulceration. 
The ulcers are very nearly healed, but the upper part of the 
leg is somewhat more swollen than before. There has been no 
marked paroxysmal fever, though occasionally he is feverish. 

In the beginning of June, 1867, cod-liver oil was ordered, 
and the application of iodide of lead discontinued. 

On June 12 a new ulcer appeared in the foot. On the 18th 
he had an attack of fever, with pain and swelUng of the leg 
(this is very like elephantoid fever), which continued for three 
days. 

On July 0 he had a purulent discharge from the right ear, 
hut by the end of the month this and the ulcers were well. 
About the middle of July iodide of potassium was prescribed. 
This brought on catarrhal symptoms, but it was continued, as 
the leg sensibly diminished under its use. The iodide of lead 
ointment was again applied, and over the most hypertrophied 
part of the integvunent of the foot a blister was applied on the 
19th. The blister was kept open for some time. The foot and 
lower part of the leg had considerably diminished by this time, 
but the upper part of the leg was larger. The measurements at 
this time were—round instep, 14 inches ; below knee, 13 inches. 
By the middle of September the blistered surface was allowed 
to heal. 

He continued to improve under the iodide of potassium, 
and in October the measurements were—instep, 13y inches; 
above ankle, 11 inches ; below knee, lOf inches. A blister was 
now applied to the leg, and the potas. iodid. continued as before, 
gr. iij. ter die. He had another attack of fever on Octo¬ 
ber 22, with irritability of stomach, which passed over in three 
or four days. 

On November 20 an ulcer made its appearance at the root of 
the third toe, wliich healed under an opium lotion. The blister 
was renewed on the leg. 

About January 10, 1868, he had enlargement of the cervical 
gland.s, which soon passed over under the influence of tincture 
of iodine. On the 14th had fever and diarrhoea, which soon 
passed over. The potas. iodid. is continued, and the blistered 
surface kept open. 

About February 15 the blistered surface had been allowed to 
heal, and now the unguent, hydr. biniodidi was rubbed into the 
leg. The swelling of the leg had by this time considerably 
abated The biniodide, after two applications, brought on 
Holent salivation, -with swelling of the tongue and cheeks. 
This soon passed away under the application of astringent and 
brandy-and-water gargles. It left him very weak and de¬ 
pressed, but the leg had diminished considerably. The measure¬ 
ments now were—instep, 11 j inches ; above ankle, 9 inches ; 
below knee, 9 inches. It is evident from this that the blister, 
the potas. iodid., and the biniodide ointment have had a marked 
effect. 

By the beginning of March the salivation and ulceration of 
the mouth, the result of inunctions of the biniodide of mercury, 

had passed away. A more solid diet was now given, and the 
iodide of potassium resumed on April 9, 1868. The leg was 
again blistered. He got an attack of bronchitis about this time. 

On May 15, 1868, he was ordered nitro-muriatic acid and 
chiretta, and for some time he continued to improve in general 
health. 

On June 2, 1868, the potas. iodid. was resumed, and the leg 
and foot again blistei’ed, the thickening still diminishing. 

On June 28, 1868, the blistered leg had healed, and pressure 
with strapping was tried. This was continued for some days 
with apparent benefit. 

This again, on August 16, gave place to a repetition of the 
blister, and, on September 11, the unguent, iodidi plumbi was 
again ordered to be rubbed in. Under this form of treatment he 
has continued ever since, and, although the progress has been 
slow, it has been nevertheless most satisfactory. The swelling 
has almost gone, the toes are all visible and naturally placed. 
The integument of the leg has become soft and phant, and 
the power of walking and using the limb naturally has been 
almost entirely restored. He begins to walk -with the natural 
spring from the ball and end of the great toe, and his general 
health is better, perhaps, than he has ever known it to be. 

He is stUl, May 11, 1869, in Hospital, but is anxious to go 
out, and his wishes will shortly be complied with. He still 
takes potas. iodid. gi’. iij. ter die, and has the leg bandaged 
and occasionally rubbed with the unguent, plumbi iodidi. The 
present measurements are, as compared with those on admis¬ 
sion into hospital on Jamiary 16,1867, or nearly two years and 
four months age— 

Measurements April 29, 1869:—Instep, 8{ in.; above ankle, 7^ in.; below 
knee, 10 in. 

Jan. 23, 1867. April_29, 1869. 
Instep . . . >181^ inches 8J inches 
Above ankle . . 14jr „ 7f „ 
Below knee . . .11 „ 10 „ 

So that a diminution has taken place of—instep of 10{- inches ; 
above ankle, 6^ inches; below knee, 1 inch. The measure¬ 
ments of the sound leg, as compared with the diseased one, are 
as follows:— 

Right. Left. 

Instep . . . - If inches 8^ inches 
Above ankle . . 7i „ 8 „ 
Below knee . . . 9^ „ 9| „ 

These measurements were taken on May 13, 1869, by which 
time the diseased leg had actually become rather smaller 
than the sound one. The progress of this case was very slow, 
but the result has been very satisfactory; for whej;her due to 
elephantiasis or syphilis, or to a combination of both, it was a 
most serious disease of the limb. The result of treatment 
certainly seems to point to syphilis as the origin of the morbid 
condition; but the fact of the man being a resident of Bengal, 
and that the progress of the disease was at times accompanied 
by paroxysms of fever, together with the general appearance 
and similarity of the hypertrophy to that of elephantiasis, 
leave a doubt as to whether it may not have been a combina¬ 
tion of both diseases. It is the only instance in which I have 
seen either local or constitutional treatment make any perma¬ 
nent impression upon elephantiasis, if such were the disease ; 
and it therefore encourages me to hope that success may 
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attend constitutional treatment if persevered in, and especially 
if tliere be a,ny probability of tlie disease being" combined 'vvitli 
eon^itiitional syphilis. Had the femoral artery been ligatured 
in this case, no doubt the improvement "vvould have had the 
appearance of being due to the operation ; and it is very sug¬ 
gestive of how far the reputed favourable rcvsults of the cases 
recorded in which the artery has been tied maj'- not have 
been due to the prolonged rest or other causes altogether 
apart from the operation. I tliink this suggestion is perfectly 
natural in reference to an operation Avhich, so far as I can 
understand, has no physiological reasoning' to recommend it. 
It is also remarkable that here the removal of the local disease, 
as a local cause of blood dyscrasia, was followed by remoA’al 
of the constitutional symptoms which indicated its action on 
the system generally. 

A CASE OF 

DEGENT DTSPNCEA AND ENGORGEMENT 
OF HEART WITH BLOOD. 

YENESECTION—IMMEDIATE RECOVERY. 

By GOPAUL CHUNDER ROY, L.II.S., 
Teaclier in the 3Iedicai Scliool, IlCagpore. 

Heroic as the treatment by blood-letting' may be, it is 
■undoubtedly an important agent when wielded with modera¬ 
tion and discretion. A remedy so potent of evil cannot fail to 
be also procaictive of good. Since the present g'eiieration it 
has been so universally condemned as a spoliative measure that 
younger Surgeons look upon it with horror and disgust. In 
fact, we haA'e run to such an extreme that, whilst it was the 
custom in previous years to bleed patients by scores, it is rarely 
now that one finds the opportunity to practise the operation 
throughout the whole period of his existence. Many a case of 
asphyxia nowadays might have well been saved but for the 
abhorrence that the Surgeon feels for depriving his patient 
of his vital blood, and many a case of apoplexy could have 
"weU been warded off had 'timely interference been resorted 
to in the shape of venesection. The annexed is a case of the 
nature in point, -ys'here, I have no doubt, the man’s life was 
saved by the heroic treatment that was timely enforced. 

L., aged about 35 years, a police constable, of pretty strono- 
constitution, was brought into the Nagpore City Hospital -with 
extreme dyspnoea and impending “ suffocation.” Has been ill 
■with bronchitis for the last two months. About four days 
before admission fever supervened. It was of an intermittent 
nature, and used to come at the middle of the day Avith shiver- 
Liff* This day it came as usual, and the cold stage lasted for 
tAvo hours, but after its cessation he was suddenly taken iU 
Avith dyspnoea, which, within a short period, so much increased 
that, Avith an anxious apprehension of an imminent death, his 
friends brought him for relief to the Hospital. The condition 
in which I then obserA-ed him was the following The patient 
was seated on a bench, breathing deep, huriied, and Avith difd- 
culty, countenance anxious and liAud j skin warm j eyes pro¬ 
truding; a rattling noise with the respiration; a feeling of 
approaching dissolution, and craving' to be saved ; the veins 
of the neck prominent, and Avith each inspiration the external 
jugular was found to SAvell out as big as a finger ; heart’s 
sound loud and tumultuous, and its impulse strong. Ausculta¬ 
tion over the limg's showed that air AAms entering freely on both 
sides ; percussion sound normal; had never any such complaint 
before. 

"Whilst each moment aggTavated the dyspnoea and Increased 
the risk of suffocation, I thought to lose no time in bleeding 
liini. The mcdiaii ceplitilic vein of tlie rig'lit arm "was opeiieclj 
and. about fourteen ounces of blood Avere Avithdra'wn in a 
sitting posture, at interrupted intervals. The heart’s action in 
the meantime was streng-thened by diffusible stimidants, so 
that even no approach to fainting was induced. The effect of 
A^enescction was charming'. As the blood was flowing the 
breathing became easier, the veins less prominent, and the 
heart’s action more quiet. "VYithin a quarter of an hour the 
symptoms disappeared like tlie extinction of a flame. 

I think there cannot be any doubt as to the propriety of 
venesection in such instances as verified by the result. 'The 
sudden supervention of dy.spncea was OAving to the engorge¬ 
ment of blood in the lungs during the cold stage of fever, 
especially as the organs were predisposed from chronic con¬ 
gestion of their bronchi. As the Vi.9 a fercjo of the heart was 
insufficient to overcome the impediment in front, there were 
gradual accumulation of blood and distension of the riiiht 

auricles and A'entricles, and hence stasis of blood in the A’^enous 
system. The liAud ajipearance, the distension of the aHiis, and 
the fluttering action of the heart con'obora.te the aucaa^ I have- 
adopted. Danger Avas noAv apprehended from three sources— 
1st, apoplexy and coma ; 2ud, asphyxia ; and 3rd, stoppage of 
hearo s action. All these were the manifest result of an over- 
Taurdened heart and lung. If, in the Avay of assisting' Nature, 
the suiqilus portion of the blood Avere removed, both org'ans 
Avould recoA’^er their natural functions. Y, ith this hypothesis 
I proceeded to bleed. Essential as the blood is to our existence, 
its excessive flow in an organ brings on stagnation and stop- 
pag'e of its functions. Thus, in congestion of liver and kidney, 
Ave find suppression of biliary and urinary secretions, and thus, 
in engorgement of heart from valvular disease, death suddenly 
supervenes from failure of its action. In bleeding for inflam¬ 
mation, the rule is to take blood from the system till the sym¬ 
ptoms of fainting are approached. But the practice should 
be modified in cases like the jiresent, where the object was 
to deprive the ^ system of a portion of its blood without the 
least constitutional effect, for fainting' would have increased 
the Ganger we intended to avoid—viz., permanent stoppage of" 
the heart s action. I therefore bled in an interrupted stream, 
and, whilst the patient was losing blood, the heart’s action 
was stimulated by a dose of ammonia and ether mixture. 
Erom that time the patient progressed favourably AA'ithout anw 
recurrence of the urgent symptoms. 

Nagpore City Hospital. 

LEAD IN CIDER. 
By CARET PEARCE COOMBS, M.B. Bond. 

The numerous painful conditions which lead may cause are 
well known, but the symptoms generally given as shovffng the 
presence of this particular metal in cases of colic are so liable to 
variation, and the sources of the poison often so different from 
those AA'hich would be suspected, that I venture to offer the out¬ 
lines of some cases which have fallen under my notice. The blue¬ 
line, so A^aluablo usually in deternuning the presence of lead in 
the tissues, is often present AA-'hen there are no symptoms of 
colic, palsy, or muscular or articular pains. The line often con¬ 
tinues after the disappearance of the attack of colic, and in one 
case to Avhich I shall allude the line disappeared Avithout the 
cessation of the colic. 

The constipation, too, generally associated with the pain, 
does not alAvays occur; the action of theboAA^els maybe irregu¬ 
lar, sometimes too frequent. The urine is sometimes retained 
by the inability of the pa.tient to make the neeessai’y effort, 
because any use oi the muscles in or around the abdomen g'ives 
him so much pain. This circumstance is common to aU forms 
of colic. The plumbic anmmia is only pre.sent in the worst 
oases. The pain generally occurs in the umbilical region, but- 
in many cases it is in the epigastrium, OAAong no doubt to chronic 
gastritis. This is very common in this part of the country in 
the summer, being caused by drinking unlimited cold cider 
when hot and exhausted by out-of-dooi* labour. IMany men 
Avill take one and a half to tivo and and a half gallons of cider 
day after day for weeks, and labourers generaily are allowed 
five or six pints all the year roimd. Say half a gallon a day (three 
hundred days), then a man may be supposed to drink one- 
hunclred and fifty gallons per annum. If only a very small pro¬ 
portion of lead were present—for example, three grains per 
gallon—it Avould be equivalent to nearly an ounce of the metal 
every year. The salt of lead AAdiich occurs in this drink is 
probably a malate. The above-mentioned proportion, 1 in 25,000, 
Avordd not require a high solubility. 

The source of the metallic impurity is not ahvays to be made 
out; the inA-estigation is not easy, cider cellars being dark 
and difficult to examine. In one case it appeared to be the 
dish or trough in Avhich the pulp or crushed apple is placed, 
from which the juice is expressed, which was here, though very 
raiely, made of lead; in another case, the cider was drawn from 
the cellar through a flexible pipe which had a sinker or rose at 
its end, made of peAvter or some other alloy of lead. 

From a man for many years connected Avitli the cider trade I 
harm learned that the taps of the barrels are sometimes made of 
lAcwter, and that nearly all are lined with lead, even if the out¬ 
side of the tap is of bra.ss or copper. 

The casks are usually placed on their ends, and all bung or 
cork holes in the sides carefully filled up and sometimes 
covered OA’er Avith lead; any defect in the bung permits the cider 
to come in contact with the metal. Leaden lupes are rarely used 
in the manufacture of cider, gutta percha being preferred, but 
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at inns it is usually pumped through lead pipes. I have seen it 
stated that litharge, or acetate of lead, is sometimes added to im¬ 
prove the taste, but such a practice has never come under my 
notice. Various compounds are sold to improve the colour and 
taste. One of the former, which I examined, consistodof coarsely 
powdex-ed cochineal alone, and one of the latter, called an “ anti- 
feraientivc, ” appeared to he lime, with some carbonate—it 
certainly contained no trace of lead. Another of these anti- 
fermentives is a mixture of charcoal and challc, intended, I 
suppose, to unite with any lactic acid which may form—not that 
this pi’cvents fermentation, but takes off excessive acidity. The 
chareoal obviously is intended to clear the liquid. 

In a case which has been for some time under my treatment, 
dhe symptoms have been—pain in the umbilical and lumbar 
regions, diarrhoea alternating with constipation, and a very faint 
blue line on the edge of the lower gum. The pain had been first 
felt about twelve months before I saxv the man, recui-ring at 
intervals of a fortnight or more, very shaip and leaving mxxch 
soreness in the abdominal walls. At the time there is difficulty 
in passing the ui’ine, which is, however, rarely discoloured, or 
containing any precipitate. He has for some three or four 
months found his wnists weakening’. The steady use of iodide 
of potassium has taken away the stain in the gum, but the pain 
still recurs, though at longer intervals. G-entle mex'cui'ial treat¬ 
ment is now being employed. 

The poisoning in tliis case was probably from a leaden tray 
on which a cheese stands in the press, and xvhich had been new 
some few months before the pain appeared. The fii’st cheeses 
made on this lead became very dark-coloured, and my patient 
kept them for his own consumption; his wife ate little. The 
said tray becomes greasy and moist in use, and, being heavy, 
has been genei’ally cleansed by the farmer himself, whose hands, 
I shoidd I’emai’k, are unusually s dt for a person in his station. 

The clear history of the passage of lead into the system, the 
gum stain, the severe abdominal pain, with absence of sj'-m- 
ptoms of gallstones or renal calculi, and the presence of weak¬ 
ness of the extensors, have led me to regard and treat this as a 
case of saturnine colic. In addition to the leaden tray which 
I have mentioned, there is the cider which the man habitually 
drinks, and xvhioh may have been a source of poisoning. 

Some years ago I saw a young fai’mer who had colic, 
obstinate constipation, the gum-line, etc., and who was 
relieved first by opium and enemata, and then by iodide 
of potassium with sulphate of magnesia, but no reason could 
be given for the presence of lead in the cider. (The pre¬ 
sence or absence of the metal in the water supply, in the 
case of Somersetshire farmers, is as little to be considered as it 
would be in the case of JMynheer Van Dunck.) His mother had 
abdominal pains and an antemic appearance, but her symptoms 
were less severe than those of the son. Then three of their 
woi’kmen had attacks, and one of them who was vci'y ill, hearing 
that inqxxiries had been made about the cider, said that at the 
time it was made some was put for a day or txvo into a millc 
lead, which would affoi’d a veiy large surface for the cider to 
become coutammated by the metal. 

In some cases the approach of the disease is very gradual, 
and in others the symptoms appear suddenly. There has been 
an epidemic of remittent fever (not necessarily “ bilious ”) in 
this neighbourhood from Christmas last until now, and an attack 
of this disease is sometimes followed directly by the satumine 
symptoms in full force. The muscular pains in the limbs, 
attending the first complaint, are so blended with the pains of 
the lead poisoning, that they might be considered to be due pri¬ 
marily to the influence of the lead on the muscles or nerves. 
Some men have slight colic every summer. The pai’alysis is 
not .a common effect in these parts, though I have met with one 
case in xvhich the'use of the extensors was completely lost. I 
suppose the disease is generally recognised and treated in time 
to ixrcvent this disaster. The blue line is very eommonly pre¬ 
sent in the mouths of cider drinkers, so that there is probably 
some soui’ce of contamination or other to be found in most 
cider-houses; but I have often fi-uitlcssly examined barrels fi’om 
which the injui’ious liquor has been drawn, and the difficulty of 
finding the source puts preventive measui’es aside. No other 
drink Ls produced so constantly as this one is on the consumer’s 
premises. Each farmer, largo or small, has his own orchai’ds 
and cider apparatus, and tliere may be, no doxibt there are, 
many ways in which the malate of lead is formed. About two 
years ago I attended a fai-mer who was suffering fi’om severe 
colic and very obstinate constipation, which was relieved by 
opium, Avith enemata either simple or containing assafcctida, 
castor-oil, etc. In this case, as in one in many re-spects similar, 
which hits just ceased to be under treatment, the anseraia was 
voi'y max’ked. The farmer passed last summer without an attack. 

but this summer he has had anrsmia, a faint blue line, and 
general disturbance of the system, with slight diarrhoea and 
epigastric pain; in the former attack it was umbilical. Mer¬ 
cury and iodide of j)otassiiun have completely relieved liim. 

The introduction of opium into the treatment of colic from 
lead, necessai’y as it is, and backed by good authoi’ity, seems 
strangely at variance with the really curative remedies; but 
after a few heroic attempts in these cases to overcome the con¬ 
stipation by calomel with colocynth, that practice will probably 
be given up. In whateA’’er way the lead influences the nerves 
and muscles, the pain and general symptoms appear to show 
that spasm is the immediate cause of the constipation, and 
opium, Avith warmth externally and very frequent enemata, are 
more likely to overcome spasm than are irritant purgatives. 
And where there is much reason to expect constipation for 
days, the use of calomel is hazardous, salivation being almost 
sure to follow. The iodide of potassium has succeeded better 
in my practice than sulphuric acid. In a case lately treated 
Avith the iodide and mercury, the inside of the lip was deeply 
stained purple opposite the lower incisors where the gum-line 
had been most marked, the hp stain appearing about the time 
of recovery. 

The danger of the disease attaeldng cider drinkers is com¬ 
monly recognised about here, and cases are A’ery numerous 
■—there are often as many as six or eight under treatment at a 
time in my practice alone. But where the culture of orchards 
and maldng of cider are carried to such a pitch of perfection 
as hereabouts, it is a pity that the absorption of a poisonous 
metal is not prevented, though, in justice to the farmers, I must 
say that I do not flunk they knOAV the reason why the cider 
becomes injurioxxs. 

Castle Cai’y, Somersetshire. 

REPORTS OF HOSPITAL PRACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
-c.- 

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

CANCEROUS TUMOUR IN PAROTID REGION 
TREATED WITH CAUSTICS AFTER LIGATURE 

' OF THE COMMON CAROTID ARTERY. 

(Under the care of Mx-. C. H. MOOEE.) 

This patient has been recently admitted for the third time into 
the Hospital, and is still under treatment. We record the case 
because it illustrates well the beneficial action of caustics in 
controlling the rapid growth of cancers in regions inaccessible 
to the knife, and Ave think many of our readei’S may be in¬ 
terested in watching the treatment of such cases. 

Benjamin M., aged 35, a horsekeeper, mari-ied, and the father 
of two children, was admitted into Forbes Ward on Septem¬ 
ber 28, 1868, with the following history:—He had always 
enjoyed fair health, but during the past two years he had 
occasionally had epileptic fits, which he ascribed to great 
mental disturbance folloAving the death of a child. He had 
been ailing for twelve weeks, but had not noticed any SAvelling 
in the neck until idne weeks back. He then pointed it out to a 
Surgeon who was treating him for an ulcer of the leg’, and who, 
considering the swelling to be a strumous inflammation of the 
glands in the neck, poulticed, and lanced it in a prominent soft 
sjxot. Nothing but blood following the prick, it was judged 
to be probably malignant, and the man Avas sent to another 
Surgeon. The tumour Avas said to present now an unmis¬ 
takably cancerous appearance — soft, tuberous, and Avith 
enlarged veins ramifying OA'er its surface. MoreoA’er, a grooved 
needle inserted into it brought aAvay some soft bloody matter, 
shoAving under the microscope diverse cell forms, some xvith 
rapidly mxdtiplyiug’nuclei. The groAvth noAv began to increase 
Avith Avonderful rapidity, doubling its size in ton days. The 
skin gave Avay freely at more than one point; copious hemor¬ 
rhage occurred two or three times, and Avas Avith difficidty 
arrested, and on one of these occasions he Avas taken to the 
Hospital. 

When admitted the man was weak and pale from loss of 
blood, but his general heMth did not seem greatly affected. A 
soft projecting mass, the size of half a tenuis-baU, partly 
covered by thin A-ein-stroaked skin, and partly ulcerated, lifted 
up the lobe of the left ear, and sprang from a wider, firmer 
groAvth ocenpying the Avhole of the parotid region, measuring 
across four and a half inches, overlapping the ramus of the jaw 
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in front,^ and apparently also dipping deeply behind that bone. 
The projecting part was hot, and almost visibly pulsating, the 
patient complaining of much throbbing pain in it. Two or three 
thread-hke lines led down to as many slightly hardened glands 
above the clavicle. 

During the next two days there was retuni of haemorrhage, 
and on the 30th Mr. Moore proceeded to tie the left common 
carotid artery. The wound was closed with pins, and carbolic 
acid putty applied. On prodding the mass with the scissors 
immediately after the dehgation of the artery, it bled slightly. 
The left cheek was very notably cooler than the right. No 
difference in pupils. 

October 1.—Patient slept fairly during the night. Tempe¬ 
rature of left side still very perceptibly lower than right. He 
complains now (afternoon) of drowsiness, but of inability to 
sleep on account of great throbbing pain in the right side of 
the head. Bight eye suffused, and conjunctiva more injected 
than left. Bight carotid has bounding pulsation; none 
detected in left temporal artery. Some dragging of the left 
angle of the mouth and falhng of the left nostril noticed whilst 
patient tui-ns over in bed, but this may be caused by the pain 
of the gi’owth. No difference in pupils. Badial pulse equal 
on both sides. SMn warm and perspiring. Has had no more 
pain and throbbing in the tumour since the operation. Ordered 
strong beef-tea Oiij. daily. Towards evening, the pain in the 
right side of the head being very great, an ice-bag was applied, 
and a draught containing tinct. hyoscyami f.5j. was given. 

_Next day the throbbing j^ain in the head was less, and a 
faint pulsation was felt in the left temporal artery. The 
tumour bled shghtly when dressed, but -ndth nothing of the 
former profuse spouting. The man complained of a good deal 
of pain and stiffness about the neck, and of diffierdty in swal¬ 
lowing, “ as if the throat were sore,” he said, but the fauces 
were not congested. He was constantly moving his head 
about in a restless manner. 

—Bain and throbbing in right side of head almost entirely 
gone. Still some coolness of left side. 

—Bies quite quietly now. No more throbbing. Hardly 
any^bleeding of the tumour when the dressings are changed. 

loth.—The tumour has by this time increased to nearly three 
times its bulk on admission. It is flattened and ulcerated on its 
s^ace, and not very painful, but the man complains much of 
throbbing pain in the left side of the head, keeping him from 
sleep. This pain has been present for the last two days. The 
ligature separated from the carotid to-day, and the wound is 
slowly healing by granidation. A paste of chloride of zinc, 
flour, and laudanum was now ordered to be applied to the ulce¬ 
rated surface of the tumour, equal parts of this paste and of 
stramonium^ ointment being used at first, and the proportion 
of the caustic gradually increased. 

26th.—The caustic paste has destroyed a considerable thick¬ 
ness of the tumour. Mr. Moore to-day removed the surface 
of the hard eschar, grooved the lower portion, and poured in a 
semi-fluid caustic, consisting of zinci chloridi gr. xxx., potassse 
fusse gr. XV., aquae f. 5 vj., covering the whole with the caustic 
paste spread on lint. IPatient says that the action of the caustic 
does not give him much pain. The same treatment was con¬ 
tinued, the strength of the caustic being increased as the tumour 
was gradually destroyed, until by Christmas the growth was 
so reduced as not to project above the level of the surrounding 
sMn. It was now kept in this condition, and dressed with 
the stramomum ointment so much used for cancerous ulcera¬ 
tions at this Hospital, which afforded considerable relief, and 
the patient left at his own request on January 19, 1869. 

On February 9, 1869, he was readmitted, complaining anew 
of pain. In the three weeks’ interval the tumour had consider¬ 
ably increased in size, forming now a prominent red granula¬ 
ting surface bathed in a thin discharge, and raised nearly an 
inch above the level of the surrounding skin. The man was 
also very thin, oMy just able to get about, and -with a marked 
salmw tint of sldn. The chloride of zinc paste was reapplied 
as before, so as to keep down the projecting portion of the 
mass, and the patient also took a draught containing potass, 
lodidi gr. v., hq. morph. xv., and vin. colchici in xx. three 
times a day. 

On February 26 he was seized with an epileptic fit in 
which the left l^bs were strongly convulsed ; but, with the 
exception of this and another similar fit on July 1, the case 
presented no feature of interest during these six months, the 
patient remaining in much the same state of health and 
strength, and the growth of the tumour being kept under by 
the occasional substitution of chloride of zinc paste for the 
^ranionium ointment. Injection of acetic acid after Dr. 
Broadbent’smethod was practised once, but without anymarked 
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effect upon the mass; and the injection gave such intense and. 
enduring pain, in spite of free subcutaneous injection of 
morphia at the same time, that it could not be repeated. 

On August 17 the man thought he could manage to do some 
Kght work, and left the Hospital. 

On September 14 he was again admitted, having had another 
fit in the interim accompanied with severe haemorrhage from 
the tumour. This has again sprouted to the size of a bantam’s 
®8'8'» other respects the man seems in about the same 
state of health, although very thin and sallow. The chloride 
of zinc paste has just been ordered to be reapplied. 

We shall hope to bring the conclusion of this case before our 
readers at a subsequent period. The progress liitherto has 
been very satisfactory, considering that the state on admission 
and the extremely rapid growth during the Aveek or tAvo 
previous made it probable that the patient could not live more 
than a fcAv weeks at most. The stramonium ointment, whicli 
gave so much relief in this, as in many similar cases, is made 
by ndxing half a pound of fresh stramonium leaves bruised, 
with tAvo pounds of lard, exposing to a mild heat until the 
leaves become friable, and then straining through lint. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

SCIBBHUS OF THE TONGUE—EXCISION OF THE 
WHOLE TONGUE—PYHIMIA—DEATH. 

(Under the care of Mr. BEEKELEY HILL.) 

F., a woman aged 43, thin and pale, had during the last four 
months suffered much discomfort from a sore on the left side 
of her tongue. Her health otherwise had been good. 

When admitted, a hard nodular mass occupied the tongue 
on its left side, and encroached somewhat to the right of 
the rnesial line. ^ The surface of this mass was ulcerated on the 
left side at a point about a tliird of the tong'ue’s leng'th from 
the base. The base, however, was felt to be quite free from 
induration when the finger explored the mouth. Excoriations 
also extended from the tongue along the left anterior pillar of 
the fauces. No enlargement of the submaxiUary glands, and 
no extension of the disease beyond the tongue itself were 
detected. 

On August 25, 1869, the whole tongue was removed in the 
foUoAving manner:—The lower lip was divided in the mesial; 
line by a cut passing from the mouth almost to the hyoid bone- 
A hole was then drilled Avith an Archimedean drill through the 
lower jaw on each side of the middle line. The jaw Avas then 
saAvn through, and the attachments of the tongue to the jaw 
divided with a blunt-pointed bistoury, the tongue being 
transfixed and draivn out of the mouth by a stout whipcord 
ligatiu-e. An acupressure needle was then thrust upAvards 
through the base behind the tumour, and the chain of 
Chassaignac’s ecraseur carried behind the pin roimd the tongue, 
so that the removal of all the diseased growth was insured. 
The chain was gradually tightened, and divided the tongue in 
nine and a half minutes. No bleeding followed the operation 
but the epiglottis, no longer supported by the floor of the 
mouth, closed the larynx and threatened asphyxia. Mr. Hill 
then, with the assent of Mr. C. Heath, who was assisting at 
the operation, fastened the root of the tongue forward with a 
suture in the skin near the chin. This relicA’^ed the impending 
asphyxia, and caused no trouble afterwards. The surface of 
the wound was touched Avith solution of chloride of zinc, and; 
the excoriated anterior pillar of the fauces with the actual 
cautery. The segments of the jaw were next brought together 
by a stout copper Avire carried through the holes preAUOusly 
drilled in the bone for that purpose. The ends of the Avire 
were tightened by a key used by Mr. Worthington, of Liverpool,, 
in treating fracture of the jaw by wire sutures, and the soft 
parts adjusted by the tAvisted suture. 

The patient was able to swallow the same day, and by 
the third day after the operation cordd take a sufficient 
quantity of liquid food. For the fir-st week the mouth was 
constantly washed out by a stream of carbolic acid in 
water (1 part to 80), in order to cheek the foetor that 
resulted from the sloughing which spread over the surface. 
NotAvithstanding this occurrence the patient’s strength and 
appetite returned, and she could in a week’s time articAilate 
sufficiently to reply an intelligible ‘‘no” and “yes” to 
questions. When the wound had neaiiy healed, on the 
sixteenth day after the operation, the temperature suddenly 
rose to 101° Fahr., and the patient died on the twentieth day 
Avith midtiple abscesses in the right lung. At the post-mortem 
the surface of the wound in the mouth was found healed except 
at one point near the epiglottis, where a small slough adhered. 

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE. 
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SOUTHEEN HOSPITAL, LIVERPOOL. 

A CASE OF SCIRRHUS OF THE PANCREAS. 

(Under the care of Dr. C.IJMERON.) 

[Communicated by Mr. W. Little, House-Surgeon.] 

R. R., aged 41, a seaman, was admitted into the Soutliern Hos¬ 
pital, Livei^iool, on August 14, 1869, complaining of great 
emaciation, pain in abdomen, and constant vomiting, constipa¬ 

tion. 
History.—Has been a very healthy man until six months 

ago when he was off the West Coast of Africa. He was at 
that time rather a plethoric man, but soon noticed that he was 
losing flesh. Had spasmodic attacks of pain in abdomen, 
alternating costiveness and diarrhoea, occasional vomiting, and 
which generally occurred directly after taking food. He 
thought also that he could feel something hard to the left and 
a little above the umbilicus. These symiitoms increased in 
severity so quickly that on liis admittance in August he was 
not a half of his weight six months before, and was almost a 
li\dng skeleton. There is no history of malignant disease in 
the family, and has never had any injury to the abdomen. 

He now complains of constant pain in the abdomen, in¬ 
creased by pressure, vomiting immediately after taking any¬ 
thing into the stomach, great costiveness, loss of apfietite and 
cunstant nausea, increasing emaciation. 

On examination of abdomen, a tumour can bo distinctly felt 
just above and to the left of the umbilicus, extending upwards 
anddownwards about two inches andahalf, and from side to side 
about flve inches. It has a particiflarly hard and rough surface ; 
<>-reat dulness on percussion over the region of tumour ; not at 
all movable, but abdominal parietes are quite free from any 
connexion with tumour. Percussion-note over stomach never 
particularly clear. Liver: Dulness normal. Heart and pul¬ 
monary sounds healthy, but cardiac sounds rather feeble. 
Pulse 100, feeble. Has the greatest ease when kneeling down 
in bed. Urine acid, speciflc gTavity 1018, slightly cloudy on 
heat and nitric acid. The patient was ordered a mixture three 
times a day, containing bismuth, hydrocyanic acid, and 
calumba, and to take nothing but beef-tea, arrowroot, and 
milk, neutralised with lime-water. 

August 16.—^Vomiting slightly relieved, but has an attack of 
diarrhma. The mixture ordered to be temporarily suspended, and 
to take pil. saponis co. gr. v. three times a day. The liniinentum 
crotonis to be applied over the epigastric region. 

17th.—Diarrhoea and vomiting quite stopped, but has con¬ 
stant nausea ; but keeps down the milk and beef-tea. Ordered 
four ounces of wine. Has less pain. PiUs stopped and mixture 

renewed. 
19th.—Complains of more pain and tenesmus; inability to 

ass a motion, though desirous. A warm-water enema ordered, 
ome difficulty found in passing the tube of syringe, and, on 

examination per rectum, malignant disease of the bowel was 
found. The bowels acted after the enema. The stool con¬ 
sisted of scybala of a clay colour. (They have been of this 
colour for some time previously, according to the iDatient.) 

22nd.—Does not sleep weU at night since last note; was 
ordered liq. opii sed. in^v. and sued conii 5j. at bedtime. Has 
no vomiting, andtakes the beef-tea, mflk, and wine. The tumour 
hardly so well defined as on admittance. Rowels been confined 
since the 19th inst. Ordered another warm-water inj ection; the 
stool had a similar clay appearance. 

24th.—Evidently getting weaker. Has so much nausea that 
he takes nothing. To keep on with mixture, with gentian added 
instead of hydrocyanic acid; to keep on with sedative at night. 

27th.—Has been slightly delirious. Vomiting has returned 
and also pain. Pulse 110 and very weak. He gradually sank 
and expired at midnight. 

29th.—A post-mortem examination made of the body this 
morning, thirty hours after death. Body extremely emaciated ; 
lungs healthy; heart atrophied, and walls very flabby. On 
oiiening the alidominal cavity, the peritoneum was slightly 
conn’csted, and over its sui’face small tubercles of a scirrhous 
character were scattered. The mesenteric glands were likewise 
much enlarged and extremely hard. The liver had three or 
four deposits of scirrhus. The stomach at its posterior and 
lower margin was firmly adherent or quite joined to the 
pancreas, which was at least five times the usual size, being 
about 31- inches across by 8 inches long, all its normal appear¬ 
ances quite lost and consisting of one hard mass of cancer, 
very rough and corrugated on its surface, and of a yellowish 
white colour. The pancreas was firmly adherent to the stomach 
and spleen—the latter, though, being perfectly healthy. The 
posterior and lower portion of^stomach was also affected with the 
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disease, the cardiac orifice being encircled by scirrhous deposit. 
The intestinal walls, etc., about the ileo-csecal valve were affected 
with large and hard deposits of cancer, also the anterior wall 
of the rectum about 2^ inches from the anus. 

POISONINa BY STRYCHNIA. 

(Under the care of Dr. CAMERON.) 
M. A. B., aged 17, a girl, housekeeper for her father, was 

admitted into the Liverpool Southern Ho.spital at 1.10 
on the morning of August 29, and who was said to have 
swallowed a threepenny packet of Battle’s vermin killer 
about an hour and three-quarters previously. All she 
complained of on her admittance Avas a hot and bitter 
taste in the mouth and fauces. Pulse 110, and she had 
a peculiar look about the eyes. The stomach-pump was 
used, the stomach being well wa.shed out. She was then re¬ 
moved to the Avard and ordered to be put to bed, but before 
she could be undres.sed AArns seized Avith violent tetanic spasms, 
lasting each of them for about half a minute. The spasms 
lasted altogether about a quarter of an hour, the first attack 
of spasm commencing about two hours after taking the poison. 
The patient never lost consciousness during the spasmodic 
attacks ; had difficulty in breathing ; resjAiration 35 per minute; 
pulse 140 ; pupils dilated; began to get hot. Chloroform in 
tae form of inhalation aa^xs given, and Avhich almost imme¬ 
diately subdued the spasms, but on discontinuing the chloro¬ 
form and slightly touching the patient the spasms were again 
brought on, but as quickly subdued on again giAung the chlo¬ 
roform. The patient was ordered to be kept very quiet in the 
horizontal position. The muscles of the body generally, but 
especially those of the legs, Avere very hard. She complained 
of want of power in the lower extremities. No involuntary 
passing of faeces or urine. 2.30 (three hours after taking the 
poison) : Patient expresses herself as feeling pretty well 
except the stiffness of her muscles ; pulse 130 ; respiration 26 ; 
pupils dilated; has momentary spasm on being touched; per- 
.spiring freely ; no headache. A draught was given her, con¬ 
taining—01. crotonis inij-> oh ricini §j., aq. menth. pip. §j. 
Ft. haust. statim. Chloroform Avas again inhaled, after which 
the patient slept. 11 a.m. : Patient says she feels quite well ; 
pupils rather dilated ; slept for about three hours after taking 
the chloroform; had slight momentary spasms during the time 
she Avas asleep, but A\dthout awaking her ; she looks pale and 
anxious ; says she has no pain anywhere ; bowels have not 
been opened; tongue clean; has still a bitter taste in her 
mouth ; pulse 84 ; resjiiration 22 ; feels thirsty; has no stiff¬ 
ness of the muscles. Ordered gj. of castor oil, and to take 
mist, ammonim acet. .^j. 4tis horis. 

Augu.st 30.-—Was discharged from the Hospital this morning 
quite Avell. 

Hemnrks.—Supiiosed to have taken about three-c[uarters of a 
grain of strychnia, “ which produced no sym2)toms until the 
long space of two hours after taking the poison.” The other 
features of the case presented nothing different from those 
usually present in these cases. Chloroform proved a valuable 
remedy in subduing the spasms and keeping the patient in a 
quiescent state. 

Death of M. Paul Guersant.—-Another well-known 
Paris Surgeon, the son of a stiU more distinguiished Practi¬ 
tioner, has just died. One of the last remaining pupils of 
Dupuytren, his practice was nearly confined to the Surgical 
diseases of children, in treating Avhich he had attained great 
celebrity. He has Avritten an excellent little Avork on the sub¬ 
ject, the fruit of his thirty years’ practice at the Children’s 
Hospital, where his father founded his celebrated clinical course. 
It is mentioned as a curious circumstance, that M. Guersant 
scarcely ever ate more than one meal a day, his breakfast, 
which he partook of at the Cafe Veron for more than twenty 
years. 

An Enthusiastic Collector.—Mr. Wallace, describ¬ 
ing his capture of a ncAv and magnificent species of “ bird- 
Avinged butterfly,” observes: “Thebeauty and brilliancy of this 
insect are indescribable, and none but a naturalist can under¬ 
stand the intense excitement I experienced Avhen I at length 
captured it. On taking it out of my not and opening its 
glorious Avings, my heart began to beat Auolently, the blood 
rushed to my head, and I felt much more like fainting than I 
have done when in apprehension of immediate death. I had a 
headache the rest of the day, so great was the excitement pro¬ 
duced by what will appear to most people a very inadequate 
cause.”—Malay Archipelago, A’ol. ii. 
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--— 

DR. BURDON SANDERSON ON THE INOCULATION 

OF TUBERCLE. 

Theee are few men wlio combine, in a higber degree, the most 

pre-eminent qualitiee of physiologist and pathologist with 

those of the practical Physician than does Dr. Burdon Sander¬ 

son. Few men could consequently better deal with such a 

vexed and difficult subject as the inoculation of tubercle. In this 

respect Dr. Sanderson has amply justified Mr. Simon’s selection 

by the two admirable papers which have been published in 

that gentleman’s annual report on public health. Papers Like 

those of Dr. Sanderson are hard to epitomise; they are full 

of facts, inferences are scanty, and it would be impossible for 

ns to give our readers even a faint notion of the labours of Dr. 

Sanderson, or of the processes whereby he reaches the con¬ 

clusions which we venture to sketch. 

The first thing to be noted is that a miliary tubercle is not a 

mass of shrivelled anatomical elements, as has generally been 

supposed and taught, but a well-defined structure, consisting 

of a network of fine fibres, enclosing in its meshes bodies 

apparently identical with lymph corpuscles, the whole structure 

closely resembling certain normal constituents of the body. 

Wherever tubercle is habitually found, in the peritoneum, the 

spleen, the liver, the lungs, or in lymphatic glands generally, 

there a tissue, identical with what we have above described, is 

invariably found as a normal constituent. This peculiar 

tissue (which Dr. Sanderson terms adenoid) is associated in an 

especial manner with the lymphatics which pervade the 

system, sometimes forming a distinct sheath round blood¬ 

vessels, especially veins, sometimes, as in the lungs, occurring 

in isolated masses, but always associated with the corporeal 

aqueducts. Now, it has already been shown by Dr. Wilson 

Fox and others that active tuberculosis may be set up by the 

introduction of many kinds of irritants beneath the skins of 

rodent animals under certain conditions which have not yet 

been specifically determined; but it has been found that, for the 

purpose of inciting an artificial growth of tubercle, no plan is 

better than the introduction of tuberculous matter into the 

peritoneal cavity. This having been done, tubercular masses 

speedily arise, but these are no new products—they are simply a 

hyperplasia of the pre-existing vascular sheaths or other masses 

of adenoid material normally existing beneath the serous 

epithelium. When the irritant is introduced beneath the skin, 

granules or nodules having a texture identical with adenoid 

tissue elsewhere make their appearance round the site of injury, 

but these masses cannot yet be shown to be in direct com¬ 

munication with lymphatic vessels. Nevertheless, the next 

step in the process of infection is the invasion of the lymphatic 

glands, but only those in the neighbourhood which swell up 

owing to proliferation of lymph cells until the gland becomes 

a diffluent mass surrounded by a thickened capsule. 

Meanwhile other changes have been going on, and the whole 

system has been, so to speak, poisoned. The lymphoid bodies 

plentifully found in the lymphatics have made their way into 

the veins, whence their evil influence is by means of the arteries 

scattered over the body, thereby exciting to growth the adenoid 

sheaths surrounding many of the vessels. The proliferating 

masses round these assume larger dimensions at certain points 

than at others from projections above the surface, and become 

miliary tubercles. But we know that tuberculosis does not 

terminate with the formation of miliary tubercles, the future 

progress of which may be best illustrated by considering what 

takes place in the infected lymphatic glands. These seem to 

be invariably infected in consequence of disease existing whence 

their afferents spring. Lymphoid cells multiply and fibroid 

tissue is formed within them, but with the latter comes the 

beginning of the end. Its meshes become denser and denser, 

surrounding, compressmg, and destroying the capillaries. 

The necessary supply of blood is thus arrested, and partial death 

gradually ensues. The glands become caseous. 

Such, in brief, would seem to be the process whereby tubercle 

is spread and the means whereby its evil consequences are 

brought about, but it need hardly be said that the process varies 

in different situations. In the liver there is the glandular 

tissue to consider, in the lung the changes in the alveolar cells, 

and in both the distribution of the normal adenoid tissue. 

Nevertheless, it would seem to be shown that the origin of 

miliary tubercle is in a normal constituent of the body excited 

to inordinate activity. And this does not depend on Dr. 

Sanderson’s researches alone, but on those of other most careful 

observers. But the next question is what are the means 

whereby these fatal changes are primarily induced ? Un¬ 

doubtedly the inoculation of tubercle itself or of the cheesy 

matter of tuberculous glands, if that can be called tubercle, 

under the skin of a guinea-pig, or stiU more certainly if 

introducedinto the peritoneal cavity of the animal, Avill in course 

of time cause general tuberculosis, but then blotting-paper, 

charpie, gutta-percha, india-rubber, and even a simple injury 

will do the same. Neither, as at first supposed, is local sup¬ 

puration necessary to induce general tuberculosis, for tubercle 

follows when there have been no abscesses. On the other hand, 

as Dr. Sanderson has shown, setons steeped in carbolic acid 

have in ten instances been followed by no tubercle. Extensive 

simple fractures of the scapula have in five instances given no 

tubercular result. This portion of the subject stiU needs inves¬ 

tigation, and we can only hope that Mr. Simon will be induced 

to pirrsue the matter through the medium of Dr. Sanderson. 

As for the latter, we sincerely thank him for the intellectual 

feast he has prepared for us, and strongly recommend to our 

pathologic readers a fuller participation therein than we have 

been able to afford. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The numbers of new Medical students are not quite complete, 

but, so far as they go, they show the Medical Profession to have 

lost none of its attractiveness to young men. They show also 

the continued vitality of the old hereditary schools of Guy’s 

and St. Bartholomew’s. 

Social questions, such as intemperance, prostitution, mendi¬ 

cancy, and the relief of the poor, continue to occupy the 

attention of the educated and thoughtful part of society. The 

whole question of intemperance, and with it that of the legiti¬ 

mate use of alcoholic drinks in health and their employment in 

the treatment of disease, requires to be fully considered from 

a Medical point of view. The causes of intemperance espe- 
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cially require to be -well sifted, and probably it may be found 

easier and more useful to remove them in detail by well-directed 

exertions than to denounce them in the lump. The exceedingly 

difficult subject of legislation for drunkards which was broached 

by Dr. Symonds at Clifton, and by Dr. Gairdner, of Glasgow, 

in a paper marked by good sense and moderation, requires the 

most cautious handling, as we hope to show in future com¬ 

munications. With regard to prostitution, we conceive that 

we are doing our readers a service by recapitulating the reme¬ 

dies which the law already provides against it. We would 

particularly call attention to a new Association for the Sup¬ 

pression of Mendicity and Organisation of Charitable Kelief, 

whose head-quarters are at No. 15, Buckingham-street, Strand. 

No member of that society need trouble himself about the most 

heartrending tale told him in the streets. Let liim give one of 

the society’s tickets, and he may be sure that if there be real 

distress it vsdll be relieved, whilst imposture and fraud will be 

left out in the cold. Beggars of every degree are beginning 

to infest the streets in unusual numbers, and furnish the 

strongest proof of the imbecility of our municipal government. 

There is no arg-ument for arresting and detaining prostitutes 

which does not apply with tenfold force to beggars. The 

prostitute is probably alone ; the beggar is accompanied with 

a troop of cliildren, who are being educated to a life of theft 

and prostitution, with typhus fever lurking in their frowsy 

rags. There are a hundred per cent, more chances of escape 

from prostitution than from a life of confirmed mendicancy. 

The maj'ority of the societies are now in full swing. Last 

week we noted the commencement of the Clinical Society’s 

session, and we have now the Pathological, the Obstetrical, 

and the Medical Society of London in full working order. 

The Pathological began with a special meeting to discuss the 

amalgamation scheme, as wiU be seen elsewh ere in our columns. 

The members determined to support it on condition that their 

Transactions should not suffer. The first regular meeting was held 

on Tuesday, when, among many curious and interesting speci¬ 

mens, one produced by Dr. MoreUMackenzie excited considerable 

interest. It was the pharynx and trachea of a young German 

Medical man, who had shown some symptoms of mental de¬ 

rangement. For a slight cold he had blistered one of his sides 

completely round. He was finally induced to go into the 

London Hospital, where he was closely watched ; but during 

the night he managed, unobserved, to pack his pharynx with 

the cotton wool, which covered his side, so as to cause suffoca¬ 

tion. In the morning he was found dead. The Obstetrical 

and the Medical Societies also show signs of vigoiir. We trust 

their sessions may be prosperous. 

Whether"we consider the cruel and careless method of road¬ 

mending or the neglect of “ local authorities ” in carrying out 

the’provisions of the Sanitary Act, the neglect to provide 

carriages for patients ill with contagious fevers, and means of 

disinfecting their clothes, everything points to the futility of 

the present system, and the need of putting our municipality 

under fewer and more vigorous hands. 

ST. PANGEAS AND THE POOE-LAW BOAED. 

The President of the Poor-law Board has been requested by the 

guardians of St. Pancras to grant an interview to a deputa¬ 

tion to enable them to lay before him the position in which 

they are now placed with respect to Dr. EUis, the Medical 

officer of the infirmary, “who, in their opinion, has been 

guilty of conduct which entirely unfits him for holding his 

present responsible position.” The reply states that “ the 

President must decline to enter at a personal interview into 

charges brought against any particular officer; but, if the 

guardians desire to confer with him on any of the general 

questions connected with the workhouse of St. Pancras, and 

consider that such a course is likely to conduce to the re¬ 

moval of some of the difficulties which have arisen, the Pre¬ 

sident will receive a deputation from the guardians. 

THE LONDON MEDICAL SCHOOLS. 

The annual return of the number of students pursuing their 

Professional studies at the eleven recognised metropolitan 

Hospitals, which has j'ust been prepared from the registry of 

the E-oyal College of Surgeons for the Government Inspector 

of Anatomical Schools, exhibits an increase of 37 over the 

niunber of last year, the number of new entries alone amount¬ 

ing to 415. The total number of registered students is 1231. 

The following return will no doubt be interesting to metro¬ 

politan teachers:— 

1. Guy’s Hospital . . . 285, 
2. St. Bartholomew’s Hospital . 237 
3. University College Hospital . 194 
4. King’s College Hospital . 116 
5. London Hospital . . .78 
6. St. George’s Hospital . . 72 
7. St. Thomas’s Hospital . . 64 
8. Charing-cross Hospital . 60 
9. St. Mary’s Hospital . . 56 

10. Middlesex Hospital . . 42 
11. Westminster Hospital . . 27 

Total . . . 1231 

In addition to the above, there are, of course, a few more 

students who have entered at the different Hospitals, but are not 

eligible for registration, not having yet passed a preliminary 

examination in arts, etc. The above statement will show 

how very fallacious are the statements published in a con¬ 

temporary that “ many of the new students at several of the 

Hospitals do not intend to register at the College of Surgeons.” 

This notion only exists in the imagination of the writer. 

From the following statement it will be seen that the total 

number of students now pursuing their Professional studies in 

this metropolis very nearly amounts to the number registered 

in 1860, the annus mirabilis for Medical teachers:— 

Years. Metropolitan Schools. Provincial Schools. Total. 

1860 . 1228 333 1561 

1861 . 1116 258 1374 

1862 . 1045 248 1293 

1863 . 1020 214 1234 

1864 . 995 247 1242 

1865 . 1013 249 1262 

1866 . 1027 258 1285 

1867 . 1125 257 1382 

1868 . 1194 284 1478 

In the year 1863 the Grosvenor-place School of Medicine was 

closed, and this year we are informed that a provincial school 

has disappeared. The return from the provinces is not yet 

completed. 

THE CHAIE OE SHEGEEY IN GLASGOW. 

It has been pointed out to us that in commenting on the 

appointment of Dr. George Macleod to the chair of Surgery in 

Glasgow we omitted to mention the name of one of the candi- 

(jates_Dr. Eben Watson. The omission arose from no dis¬ 

respect for Dr. Eben Watson’s talents either as a Surgeon or 

as a teacher. We know that Dr. Watson is highly esteemed in 

the Andersonian institution, where he holds the chair of Phy¬ 

siology, and we should have regretted had such an able teacher 

been lost to a subject which, especially nowadays, needs able 

exponents. Neither did we, if our paragraph is read aright, 

confound the candidate Dr. George Buchanan with the well- 

known Dr. Andrew Buchanan, whose original investigations 

are only now becoming appreciated. But even the unsuccessful 

candidates cannot, if we are to judge from pubHshed work, find 

fault with Dr. Macleod’s appointment. 

feeshmen at cambeidge. 

The following are the numbers of new entries at the under¬ 

mentioned Colleges at the University of Cambridge: Trinity 

146, St. John’s 107, Caius 38, Trinity Hall 35, Emmanuel 30, 

Jesus 27, Sidney 24, Christ’s 21, Clare 19, Magdalen 13, Queen’s 

including 96 freshmen. 
80 >> 
71 

>> 33 
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28 
28 
18 

>> 16 
15 
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415 
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11, St. Peter’s 10, Pembroke 10, St. Catliarine’s 9, King’s 8, 
and Downing 7—maldng a total of 515. The return from 
Corpus Christi has not been published. 

ENDOWED HOSPITALS. 

The storm raised by Dr. Mayo at St. Bartholomew’s appears 
to be extending far beyond its original limits, and to be gaining 
a considerable share of public attention. In fact, the Fall-mall 
Gazette goes so far as to say that the current of public thought 
is decidedly setting towards^the subjection of these institutions 
to State control. It is quite clear at the outset that Hospitals 
supported by endowments have very different relations to the 
State from those which rely on voluntary contributions. An 
Hospital of the latter kind has a riglit to do what it pleases, 
provided the public interest be not injured. It is a joint-stock 
concern, the shareholders in which receive in return for their 
contributions the right of placing their dependants under the 
treatment, usually gratuitous, of ^certain Physicians and Sur¬ 

geons. The title which such transactions have to the name of 
Charity is of course a variable one. Doubtless it would be 
unfair to deny the highest of all motives to the providers of a 
large proportion of the funds of these institutions. But the 
case of endowed Hospitals is widely different. In them there 
is no body of subscribers. Their managers are simply trustees 
of funds which belong to the community, and the claim of the 

State upon them is a far more stringent one than that they 
shall do no harm with the money. They must do good, and the 
greatest amount of g’ood of which the endowments are capable, 
on pain of having the trust taken away from them. If they 
plead “ We undertake the charge gratuitou.sly,” the obvious 
answer is, “ Nobody a.sked you to do it; you did it of your own 
choice.” Moreover, the public has opinions of its own as to the 
value of unpaid labour of this kind, and is showing' them in 
various ways. The only way in which men can earn a title to 
praise for the administration of such institutions is by discover¬ 
ing new and better modes of making them useful to the public. 
Merely to do well what w''e undertake to do may make us 
satisfied with ourselves, but it gives us no title to public 
gratitude; it is simply our duty. But to use the opportunities 
afforded by the control of public funds for empty show and 
vain-glory, while essential requirements are neglected_to 
attempt to make such pofsitions stepping-stones to social 
advancement, and to limit the management of the institutions 
to a small clique, could only lead, in the end, to public indigna¬ 
tion and the contempt of all thinking men. Similar results to 
these have followed periods of mismanagement in the case of 
endowments other than those of Hospitals. It is to be hoped 
that the Government inquiry wliich is now almost certain to 
come AviU show that Hospitals, which are nearly the only 
endowed institutions that have yet escaped the besom of refoi-m, 
are not, on the whole, exceptionally bad in these respects. 

THE “AEMY AND NAVY G.IZETTE ” ON .VHMY JiEDICAL OEFICEES. 

In a notice of the Army Medical Department Deport for 1867, 
which appeared in our military contemporary the Army and 
Navy Gazette, of 16th inst., the Medical officers of the Army are 

mentioned in highly laudatory terms. The report is said to 
reflect “ credit on their literary as well as scientific acquire¬ 
ment.?.” Further on it is added that— 

. ‘ British Army has, so to speak, another army of 
scientific men taking care of it, or constantly fightino- the 
enemies which our troops have most to fear, and the only foes 
to which they are_ sometimes obliged to succumb—viz., bad 
climate, sickness, disease, and death. This other army which 
is always under ai-ms, always facing and fighting the enemies 
which it tries so hard to subdue, is composed of the Medical 
men of the service—a g’allant band of gentlemen to whose 
courage and perseverance and never-tiring energy the report 
before us, though compiled in the most matter-of-fact manner, 
and in the driest official language, bears ample witness.” 

Hilherto the Army and Navy Gazette has not been very friendly 

in its tone towards our Profession in the public services. We 
trust that the above may be considered as an “ earnest ” of 
future support, as well as an amende for previous want of 
sympathy with the position and claims of the “ Doctors.” As 
such we cheerfully accept and record it in our columns. 

HEALTH OF MADEITIHS. 

The latest reports from this island indicate a very marked and 
encouraging improvement in the health of both town and 
country. The total mortality during July amounted to 829, as 
compared with 1080 during June. At Pamplemousse, Diviere 
du Eempart, and Grand Port, there had been a slight re- 
appearance of the malarious remittent form of fever; diar¬ 
rhoea also had been rather prevalent. At Port Louis no fresh 
cases of fever had occurred, and the mortality had fallen below 
that of ordinary times. 

CHOLEEA IN BENGAL. 

Aftee a temporary cessation, cholera has lately reappeared -with 
increased vigour among our troops in Bengal. Latest accounts 

mention that there have been rather more than 500 admis,sions and 
300 deaths of soldiers from cholera and choleraic diarrhoea. 
Amongthewomen and children the disease has also been verypre- 
valent. The regiments which have suffered most are the 58th at 
Allahabad, the 62nd at Lucknow, the 1st Battalion 7th Pusileers 
at Saugor, the Artillery and the 103rd Eegiment at Morar, and 
the 41st Degiment at the hill-station of Subathoo. At most of 
the other up-country military stations occasional cases have 
occurred, showing a very general epidemic influence. Thus 
far no cases appear to have occurred among the British troops 
at Calcutta, and only one at Dum Dum early in the season. 
We regret to see that Assistant-Surgeon G. C. Dunn, of the 
5th Lancers at Lucknow, has been carried off by cholera. This 
is the second Medical officer who has fallen a victim duriuo- the 
present epidemic, the other having been Assistant-Surgeon 
A. E. Hale, of the 103rd Eegiment. They were both young 

men, having entered the service in October, 1866, and Septem^ 
ber, 1864, respectively. 

YELLOW FEVEE IN THE WEST INDIES. 

ITnfavoijeable accounts of the prevalence of yellow fever in the 
West Indies still continue to reach us. At Triuidad, during 
August, cases were still occurring occasionally among the troops. 
The civil population of Port of Spain was also suffering much from 
fever and dysentery of very fatal character. Later advices an¬ 
nounce slight improvementin the health of the troops. AtNassau 
the disease was prevalent among the officers and white non¬ 
commissioned officers of the 2nd W. I. Eegt. and their famifies. 
One officer. Ensign Hornsby, and the wife of a sergeant died 

on August 29. A white non-commissioned officer, also the 
wife of Staff Assistant-Surgeon Clarke, were reported as beino- 
seriously ill, and several cases had occurred among the civil popu*^ 
lation. At Bermuda, up to September 23, the health of the troops 
was good, but some cases of yellow fever and two deaths had 
occurred under particularly sad circumstances among the Eoyal 
Marines. A sergeant and eight men had been sent to Port’s 
Island upwards of three weeks after the removal of the last 
cases of yellow fever, which had occui-red among the men of 
H.M.S. Barracouta. Among their other duties they had to 
whitewash the Quarantine Hospital; and, while so employed, 
occupied one ward while whitewashing the other, to which 
they shifted their quarters while whitewashing that first occu¬ 
pied. About a week after arrival the sergeant and one of the 
ruen were attacked by yellow fever, and died on Sepitember 6. 
Sis days afterwards another, but milder, case occun-ed amon<^ 
the men, and the party, including the affected man, have been 
removed to Halifax in one of H. M.’s steamers. In the 
above cases the probability of the disease having been 
communicated by the infected atmosphere of the Hospital is 
very strong, and must be rather puzzling to those who deny 
the contagious properties of yellow fever. 
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INDIAN SICK FUELODOn EULES FOE MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

A COEEESPONDENT has drawn our attention to a table pub¬ 

lished in the Bellii Gazette of August 28, comparing the rela¬ 

tive advantages of the rules of 1854 and 1868 as regards 

Medical officers of the Indian service while on sick fur¬ 

lough in this country. It appears from the table that, sup¬ 

posing twenty months to be the period passed on sick furlough, 

the contrast is almost invariably in favour of the rules of 1854, 

Surgeons-Major under twenty-five years’ service being the only 

class who derive any advantage from the rules of 1868. To 

Medical officers who entered the service since December, 1864, 

the rules of 1854 would be even more advantageous than they 

are shown to be to those who entered at earlier dates. As the 

choice of rules is still left to Medical officers coming home on 

sick furlough—this being, we believe, the only advantage of 

which they have not been deprived by the new furlough rales— 

it would behove aU such to inform themselves thoroughly on 

the question before making their selection. We have fre¬ 

quently alluded to the rapidly waning popularity of the Indian 

Medical service as indicated by the numerous complaints 

received from its members, as well as by the falhng ofi: in the 

number of candidates as compared with vacancies. Lord Mayo, 

by a more liberal interpretation of the furlough rules, may yet 

do much to remove the discontent created by Lord Lawrence. 

-ALLEGED IMEEOrEE MEDICAL TEEATMENT. 

An inquest was held on the 8th by Mr. Richards, in Bethnal- 

green, on the body of a woman 27 years of age, who, it was 

stated, had died from improper Medical treatment. The evi¬ 

dence went to show that the woman had been attended in her 

confinement on the 17th ult. by Dr. Richards, and that she and 

the child appeared to be doing well until the night of Monday 

week. Mr. J. W. Budgett, of Backchurch-lane, was called in, 

said she was suffering from inflammation, and applied leeches. 

The woman died the following morning, Mr. Budgett declaring 

by his certificate that death resulted from exhaustion conse¬ 

quent upon peritonitis. Dr. Phillips said the woman died from 

disease of the heart and lungs, and was incurable. It was 

eheited that Mr. Budgett was not quahfied to give a certificate 

of death; that he was assistant to his father, a properly quali¬ 

fied Practitioner, who had signed the certificate for his son. 

Eventually the inquest was adjourned to procme the attendance 

of Mr. Budgett, sen., who was at present suffering from fever. 

At the adjourned inquest on the woman who died in childbed, 

held on Monday, Mr. Budgett, jun., was called. He said he 

was a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, etc. 

He gave an explanation of the case, and Dr. Phillips, in reply 

to a question, said, if deceased had been suffering as described, 

the treatment of Mr. Budgett was quite proper. A verdict of 

natur il death was eventually returned. 

SUSSEX COUNTY HOSPITAL MUSEUM. 

The committee of the Sussex County Hospital are circulating 

an appeal to the governors and friends of the institution ask¬ 

ing the means for erecting a new library and museum. It 

appears that at the foundation of the Hospital, forty years ago, 

the Medical officers resolved to forego aU emoluments from 

I)upils’ fees, and to devote the money to the formation of a 

good library and pathological museum, which have now 

become richly furnished with books and preparations. But 

they have outgrown the limited space allotted to them 

within the Hospital, which besides is urgently required for 

Hospital purposes. On all grounds, therefore, a new building 

is urgently required, which shall hold the hbrary and museum, 

and afford besides a working-room for the pathological curator, 

a lectiu-e-room, and a day-room for the pupils; and it is 

honourable alike to the governors and to the Medical staff that 

an effort to supply them has been commenced, and is sure to be 

brought to a successful termination. Amongst the resident 

governors of a Hospital in such a city as Brighton, there are 

sure to be a considerable number able to appreciate the benefits 

which the proposed scheme must bring, not only to the Medical 

officers, but to the whole community. We would only suggest 

that it does not go far enough. They who set up a Hospital, 

and avail themselves of the services of members of our Pro¬ 

fession to carry out their benevolent intentions towards the 

sick poor ought to supply every scientific means for carrying 

on the art of healing with aU the precision and completeness 

possible. They ought to supply a pathological laboratory, in 

which the chemistry of diseased excretions should be studied, 

just as the anatomy of diseased organs is studied in the 

museum. Brighton Hospital might be a good clinical school 

for youths who have learned the fundamental part of their 

Profession elsewhere. There are others besides the Physicians 

and Surgeons who would benefit by this act of liberaHty. 

“ THE queen’s DOCTOE.” 

The Dundee Advertiser says:— 

“ It is currently reported in Crathie, on what is believed to 
be good authority, that her Majesty is to have a Medical Prac¬ 
titioner stationed in Crathie. No doubt her Majesty, in the 
course of her visits among the people of the district, has become 
aware of the great want that is felt in this respect, more espe¬ 
cially in cases of sudden illness, or dming- the prevalence of a 
heavy snow-storm, persons in want of a Doctor having to send 
to Braemar, a distance of nine miles. Should a Medical man 
be stationed in the place, as reported, it will be recognised by 
the inhabitants in the district as a great boon.” 

TOWN AND COUNTEY AIE. 

De. Angus Smith’s last annual report under the .Alkali Act is 

of very great interest. In the com’se of investigations into 

the contamination of the atmosphere by the fumes escaping 

from large chemical works, the general question of atmospheric 

impurity has been dealt with. It is now pretty well known to 

chemists that the impurities actually occurring in the atmo¬ 

sphere are, as in the case of the impurities actually occurring 

in drinking water, very minute in quantity. The air in the 

neighbourhood of a chemical factory, which may be quite in¬ 

compatible with the existence of vegetation, differs from the 

air of the open country only by the presence of the merest 

traces of impuiities ; town air, such as that of so many of om- 

northern towns where hardly a blade of grass will grow, and 

where the human inhabitants are characterised by very pale 

faces, differs from country air but shghtly in chemical constitu¬ 

tion. As a practical fact great differences in the proportion of 

oxygen contained in the air in different locahties do not occur, 

and great accumulations of carbonic acid are hardly ever to be 

met with, so that neither to deficiency of oxygen nor to super¬ 

abundance of carbonic acid are we to attribute the specific 

effects alluded to. The quantities of foreign matters which 

affect the sanitary condition of the atmosphere are so minute 

that the ordinary processes of gas analysis are inapplicable for 

such examinations as claim the attention of the sanitary officer, 

and a special method of examination has to be adopted. This 

consists in washing a certain quantity of air, then making an 

examination of the wash-water, and from the composition of 

this wash-water forming a judgment of the degree of impurity 

of the atmosphere. An ingenious idea suggested is the taking 

advantage of that washing winch is done for us naturally, in 

other words having recourse to the rain. By examining the 

character of the rain-water which falls in different locahties, 

we are provided with a guide to the state of the atmosphere 

in those locahties. 

In this kind of investigation it has to bo box’ne in mind that 

the rain which faUs at the beginning of a shower is of necessity 

richer in foreign matter than rain faUing later. 

From the researches of Dr. Smith, a certain amount of sea salt 

appears to be a normal constituent of the air or of rain-water. 

Further, that the presence of very minute quantities of free acid 

(sulphuric or hydroeliloric acid is found in the neighbourhood 
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of cliemical factories) is fatal to vegetation. The following are 

some of the quantities which have been observed, and which 

win give some idea of the delicacy of this inquiry. One million 

parts of rain-water contained 28'7 parts of sulphuric acid. This 

rain-water was collected in different parts of Manchester in the 

year 1837, the figure given being the mean of a great many 

analyses, In 1868 the average quantity of acid in one million 

parts of rain-water in Manchester was 68-6. In 1868, in Liver¬ 

pool, the quantity of acid was 46‘75 in one million parts of 

rain-water. In contrast with these quantities we have 6-3 parts 

of acid in one miUion parts of rain-water taken at Row, Dum¬ 

barton, in Scotland. Inasmuch as during its fall to the ground 

a very little rain washes a very great volume of air, we may 

conceive how very minute the proportions of acid in the air 

must be which are indicated by the above measurements. The 

proportion of free acid which has an appreciable effect upon 

the physiological character of the atmosphere is therefore mar- 
vellou.8ly small. 

Dr. Angus Smith has likewise measured the quantities of 

ammonia and “ albuminoid ammonia ” in different specimens of 

rain-water. The following may be cited :— 

Parts in one million Of 
rain water. 

Place. Date. Ammonia, Ammonia 
free. of albumen. 

How, near'Helensbui'Rli ... Jan. 16, 1869 O’OO O'O 
Clydeford, Glasgow ... ... Jan., 1869 1’25 0*0 
London Hospital ... Peb., 1.869 2-00 0'3 

>> }} ... ,, 2-2 0’3 
a >1 

Gasgow St. RoUox ... ... Dec.’,’1868 
3-0 
3-75 

0-4 
O'O 

Gasgow Netherfleld ... ... Jan., 1869 O'O 
Manchester .. ... Dec., 1868 6’0 I'O 
Newcastle-on-Tj’ne ... ... Dec., 186S 5'0 O’O 

By extending this inquiry very important results may be 

looked for. These measmements, as we learn from Dr. Smith’s 

report, were made by Wanklyn, Chapman, and Smith’s process. 

FROM ABROAD.-THE PROPERTIES OE CHLORAi-HYPODERMIC 

INJECTIONS IN SYPHILIS. 

Chlorad seems destined to give a g’ood deal of exercise to the 

ingenuity of experimental physiologists, and with somewhat 

perplexing results. While M. Liebreieh pronounces it to bean 

ansesthetic, M. Demarquay declares that it is no such thing, 

and that, although an admirable hypnotic, it is yet a hyper- 

sesthetic. At the last meeting of the Academy of Sciences 

MM. Dieulafoy and Krishaber presented the results of their 

investigations. According to these, we may determine on 

rabbits, at will, either exaggerated sensibility or complete 

insensibihty, by means of hydrate of chloral. Subcutaneous 

injections in moderate doses induce very marked excitability, 

while quantities in excess of half a drachm produce different 

degrees of insensibility. These are their conclusions 

1. Chloral in feeble doses excites sensibility, and in large doses 

progressively diminishes it until complete amethesia^results. 

2. Anmsthetised animals pass through the prior stage of excit¬ 

ability. 3. Animals in which general and absolute amesthesia 

has been produced may continue in that condition for several 

hours. They almost invariably succumb afterwards. 4. Sleep 
exists with hypersesthesia as well as with anesthesia. In the 

latter case resolution is absolute. 5. Chloral modifies greatly 

the rhythm and number of the motions of the heart; it renders 

the movements of the diaphragm progressively slower; the 

temperatui-e is notably lowered. 6. The phenomena induced 

by chloral differ in many points from those produced by chloro¬ 

form, even when the same amount of ansesthesia exists in the 

two cases. 7. To sum up the results, rabbits treated by doses 

exceeding grammes were always antesthetised, and were both 

anaesthetised and killed by doses exceeding 3|- grammes. By 

doses of less than 1J they were sent to sleep, but not anaesthetised, 

and doses of less than 60 centigrammes produced no effect. 

At the last meeting of the Soeiete de Chirugie M. Giraldes, 

after giving a history of the discovery of chloral and an account 

of the experiments made with it, referred to some cases in 

which he had employed it at the Hopital des Enfants. He 

gave it to two children about 3 years of ag’e, on one of whom 

he wished to operate for ectropion, while the other suffered 

from some nervous excitement subsequent to the amputation of 

afinger. He administered 2^ grammes in 10 grammes of water, to 

which some syrup was added. The first child was thrown, 

for several hours, into so deep a sleep that no noise would 

wake him; but as reflex movements persisted and were induced 

by pinching’ the skin, his condition was not deemed suitable for 

operation. The other child was thrown into a still deeper sleep 

which lasted the entire day, without being disturbed by noises, 

pulling, or shaking. In other cases in which it had been 

administered no effects were produced, and other Hospital 

Surgeons have informed M. Giraldes that they have met with 

similar negative results. As far as his present experience goes 

this substance proves no rival to chloroform, since it allows of 

the jiersistence of reflex movements which that arrests. At 

all events the dose has not been discovered at which effects 

similar to those produced by chloroform occur. However, this 

may be, chloral seems to be a powerful auxiliary to the Surgeon 

in nervous comphcations of traumatic origin, for the relief of 

which a remedy without the stupefying effects of opium was a 
desideratum. 

As our readers are aware {Medical Times and Gazette, June, 

p. 637), the subcutaneous injection of corrosive sublimate in the 

treatment of syphihs has been tried on an extensive scale in 

Germany and Trance, and recently Professor v. Sigmimd, the 

celebrated Vienna specialist, has just contributed an account of 

the results of the trials that have been made in his Hospital. 

These have been 113 in number, comprising all the forms and 

comphcations of the disease. Most of the patients have been 

females, several of these being pregnant or puerperal women. 

None of them were younger than 18, and only three above 40, 

and for the most part they belonged to the working classes. 

In the majority nutrition had not become impaired through 

sypliihs. In those in whom it was defective this was attri¬ 

butable to tuberculosis, intermittent fever, cachexia, and in¬ 

veterate syphihs, as also to loss of blood on dehvery. Some 

of the patients had already been under treatment by means of 

other forms of mercury. 

The injection employed was that recommended by Professor 

Lewin, of the Berhn Charite,(a)—viz., 4 grains of the subhmate 

to the ounce of distiUed water. In order to prove successful, 

the injection must be performed with the greatest care and 

delicacy, good syringes with very fine and sharp canulse being- 

chosen. The best places for inj ecting have been found to be 

the outer side of the thorax, the abdomen, the upper part of 

the haunch, and the outer side of the upper arm, while the 

lower half of the haunch, the lower extremities in general, the 

back, and the inner side of the arm are to be carefully avoided. 

Patients treated by other Practitioners have applied to Pro¬ 

fessor V. Sigmund on account of extensive and tedious infiltrations 

surrounding the points of injection, and sometimes obstinate 

ulcerations, and in these cases the injections have usually been 

made on the back, and in the most troublesome cases on the 

inner surface of the thigh. In his own clinic he has met with 

veiy few cases in which any considerable inflammation was 

produced. But then not only were the injections skilfully 

performed, but the patients were kept quiet, avoiding aU motion 

and compression. It is a good rule to perform the injections in 

the evening in those patients who are unable to remain at rest 

during the day. In Hospital practice the patients did not 

make any objection to the numerous punctures sometimes 

required; but in private practice the accompanying pain and 

subsequent inflammation are much less patiently borne. In 

most patients one injection was made per diem, and in several 

in two places, without any local inconvenience arising. But 

in some of them stomatitis was very quickly produced, without 

being attributable to any other cause. The number of injec- 

(a) For an analysis of Professor Lewin’s important paper see Brit, and 
For. Med. Ohir. Eev., October, 1868, p. 653. 
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tions has been very different, but when the treatment has been 
pursued uninterruptedly they have averaged between twenty- 
nine and tliirty, carried over a space of five, and not infre¬ 
quently six or seven, weeks. The most unpleasant consequence 
observed has been the stomatitis, which in some cases has been 
very rapidly produced, sometimes even in six or seven days, 
and even quicker when the injection has been performed twice 
aday. This is, indeed, most surprising, when we consider ho wlittle 
of the sublimate (often scarcely half a grain) has been intro¬ 
duced at a distant part. The mucous membrane of the mouth 
is alone affected, the salivary glands being little, if at all, con¬ 
cerned. As to the general result of his experiments with 
these injections, wliich, however, he acknowledges are at 
present insufficient in number. Prof. v. Sigmund considers they 
arc an inferior means in the treatment of syphilis to the 
methodical mercurial inunctions which he has so long employed. 
Still in certain cases he regards injection as a valuable additional 
means of treating the disease. It is so in individuals who, 
from any cause, are unable to undergo inunction, and in 
those whose digestive organs are in a condition not to admit 
of their employing mercurials by the mouth. He has seen 
papular syphihs of young infants advantageously so treated, 
but they were children who were well fed and carefully looked 
after. He thinks great caution should be used with this means 
in patients suffering from kidney disease, as he has known 
such cases to become aggravated. Pinally, aU hygienic pre¬ 
cautions are just as necessary in Ms mode of treating sypMhs 
as in any other. 

SANITAET COMMISSIONS IN INDIA. 

EXISTING LAWS AGAINST PEOSTITUTION. 

{From a Correspondent.) 
We learn that, in accordance with instructions by the Govern¬ 
ment of India, the Sanitary Commissioner has sent to all 
reMmental Surgeons a list of one hundred and fifty questions 
from the answers to which he may shape his own report on the 
epidemic of cholera lately if not still raging in that country. 
Now it strikes us that considerable ingeniuty must have been 
exerted to devise so many as one hundred and fifty practical 
Questions on such a subject; while if mere matters of theory 
are included in the number, the threatened report to be based 
upon the answers received can have no other result than to 
render confusion more confounded than it is already. There 
exist if we mistake not, ample materials in the offices of the 
Amiv and Indian Medical Departments to supply materials for 
anv number of “reports” in regard to tMs terrible disease, but 
mav we not add to the imposing list of questions aUuded to 
some others ? as, for example—Has there not been akeady too 
much of this kind of interrogation for the mere purpose appa¬ 
rently of making up “ reports ? ” Is it fair to Medical officer, 
while actively engaged, it may be at the risk of their own health,^ 
in combating sicluiess among the troops, to have the further 
tax inflicted upon them of concocting and writing rephes to 
“ one hundred and fifty questions ? And, lastly, how comes 
it that such questions are submitted by the Sanitary Commis¬ 
sion, and not by the officers at the head of the respective 
Medical Services in India ? 

There is some reason to suspect that, httle by little, the 
functions of the army Medical officers are coming to be 
encroached: upon not only in India, but elsewhere, by what 
nre called sanitary commissioners and sanitary ofticeis, and the 

has arrived when we should inquire into the necessity for 
oHuSo rfihe innovaUon. 1! the head, of the Jtedioal ser- 
Hces are unequal to the duty of guiding inquiry into matters 
Iffectino- the health of the troops or general community in 
India, let them be superseded by men who are; but if fully 
capable as they are severaUy well known to be, to conduct such 
Mvestigations, then why is the sy^em tolerated of appointing 
Mhers, at handsome salaries, to perform duties which properly 
come within their spheie . 1.^*0, 

Tims in India, we have a sudden eruption of sanitary com¬ 
missioners, some of whom are not Medical men ; and, in Pall- 
Mall we have a gentleman uncoimected with the a^y, and 
consequently, we may assume, in happy ignorance of the actual 
SiC'onsof the soldier, yet whose duties seem to con^irise 
?hL which, properly speaking, pertain to the Medical officers 
M Lr army. MigM not, then, the Secretaries of State for 
jidiaandforWai- severaUy take a hint from these remarks 
when preparing their next Budget estimates . 

In order to furnish materials for the fuU discussion of the pro¬ 
posed extension of the Contagious Diseases Act to the civil 
population, we propose to consider what powers the existing 
laws give akeady, and how far the new law would be an inno¬ 

vation. 
Now, we may remark that, before any summons can be issued 

under the present Contagious Diseases Act—and we iiresume 
the provisions of any subsequent Act would be identical in 
this respect—“ an information on oath ” must be “ laid before 
a justice by a superintendent of police, charging to the effect 
that a certain woman is a common prostitute ; upon the retmm 
of such .summons the j ustice present, on oath being made before 
Mm substantiating the matter of the information to his satis¬ 
faction, may, if he tliinksfit,” direct the law to be put in force. 

(See sect. 15 and 16.) 
Now, there is nothing new in this. It must be re¬ 

membered that “ open and notorious lewdness, in man or 
woman, is itself an offence akeady at common law, and 
that a woman who has by her open and notorious con¬ 
duct broiig'ht herself within the definition of a “ common 
prostitute” to the satisfaction of a magistrate upon evidence 
given on oath before him, has no right to complain of an inter¬ 
ference with her liberty in the pursuit of an illegal occupation , 
for, although fornication, and even adultery, are no longer 
included in the category of offences cognisable by the criminal 
law, we apprehend that the vocation of a common prostitute 
is in itself an illicit pursuit, and as such it has been continually 
treated by the legislature. By Act 5 George IV.,_ c. 83, s. 3, 
<< every common prostitute, wandering in the public streets^ 01 

public highways, or in any place 01 public resort, and behaving 
in a riotous or indecent manner, shall be deemed an idle and 
disorderly person,” and shall be liable to be dealt with accord- 
in My ; and by the 6th section, “any person whatever may 
apprehend ” such offender ; and further,_by sect. 13, any justice 
may, upon information on oath, issue his warrant authorising 
any person to enter at any tune into any common lodging- 
house and apprehend and bring before him any disorderly 
person, rog'ue, or vagabond (including common prostitutes 
as before described) harboured or concealed in such house. 
Thus common prostitutes are akeady under the law of the 
land, and the present Contagious Diseases Act so far is 
oMy based upon acknowledged principle. And although a 
brothel be conducted in a quiet and, as far as the exterior of 
the house be concerned, in an inoffensive manner, it is sufficient 
to prove that the rooms were let for the purpose of prostitution, 
althougli no indecency or even disorderly conduct was per¬ 
ceptible from without. (Regina v. Rice, 1 Law Reports 

[Central Criminal Coui’t], 21.) _ ,, j ■ 
We wiU add further, that from the earliest times “ the doing 

of any act by which the health of the public might be endan¬ 
gered, whether by the propagation of an infectious disea^ or 
otlierwis8, was a great imsdemeaiiour at conunon law. Three 
diseases were regarded with the utmost terror the plague, 
the syphilis, and the leprosy—and the strictest prwautions 
were taken to prevent the propagation of them. (Willcock 
on the “Laws relating to the Medical Profession, p. 142, c. ix.) 
By 2 Jac. I. c. 31, if any person went about havMg a plague 
sore upon him, he imght be punished as a vagabond, but if he 
had any infections sore upon him uncured he should be guilty ot 
felony. This statute was only repealed by 1 Viet. c. 91, s._4. 
The laws relating to quarantme necessardy also interfere vnth 
the liberty of the subject; but, to fall back upon the old 
common law, which still remams in force, if, as Justice 
Le Blanc said, in passing sentence in the case of Regina v. 
VantandiMo, 4 Maule and Selwyn, p. 73, “ there can be no 
doubt that if a person unlawfully, injuriously, and with full 
knowledge of the fact, exposes in a public highway a person 
infected with a contagious disease, it is a common nuisance to 
all the subjects, and indictable as such.” We ■woMd add, 
a fortiori, that a person under such circumstances soliciting ox 
inviting contact is a common nuisance and a scourge, ine 
“ endangering the health and lives of other subjects 

of by Lord Hale, in his “ Pleas of the Crown, p. 432, as a 

common-law misdemeanour. ■, j. • 
With laws like these in existence, it needs but vigour ot 

administration to check prostitution, and to provide means for 
the detention of such women as are arrested in the exercise or 
their calling, and, besides, to give every woman a chance ot 
escaping from her miserable fife as well as from its penalUes. 
This is a very different tMng from legalising prostitution, 

issuing clean bills of health, and licensing brothels. 
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Pliannacopoea, Suecica. Editio scptima. Stockholmite, 1869. 
P. A. Noestedt et Filii, Typogi-. Peg. 8vo, pp. 276. 

At the present day the accents of the Latin tongue in a work 
such as that before us may seem strange to English oars. Yet 
in this instance we are ready to acquiesce in an arrangement 
wliich obliges the language of the country to give place to 
another. First, because by the adoption of this plan a most 
valuable book is rendered much more acces.sible to the Medical 
Profession in general than could otherwise have been the case • 
and again, because we believe that the framers of the seventh 
edition of the Swedish Pharmacopaia,\u selecting Latin as their 
mouthpiece, were actuated by a laudable desire to pave the way 
to the compilation of a Soandina\dan Pharmacopoeia. Towards 
the accomplishment of this undertaking the first step has 
already been made, for, as mentioned in the preface to the work 
under I’eview, a committee of Lanes, Norwegians, and Swedes 
have consulted as to its practicability. Fm’ther, the forthcomino- 
edition of the Pharmacopoea Norvegioa will, it appears, closely 
agree with the book we are now discussing. The chief 
obstacle to the carrying out of the desirable object in question 
lies in the^ fact that a j)i'Gference could not with fairness be 
given to either the Danish or Swedish tongues. It is only 
therefore, through the medium of Latin that tliis work can bo 
accomplished. 

While speaking of language we must take exception to one 
point. It is that though the Swedish synonyms of most of the 
articles contained in the Pharmacopoiia are given throughout 
the book after their Latin names, thei’e is y^et no general index 
to them at the end. This, we think, is an omission of some 
importance, not to Swedish Practitioners only, but also to 
foreigners conversant with Scandinavian Medical literature. 

In the present volume the plan of arrangement adopted in 
the last edition of the British Pharmacopoeia has been followed. 
Ihus we find all the articles of the Materia Medica placed in 
alphabetical order along with the preparations made from 
them. In our opinion the advantages of this method more 
than counterbalance any defects it may have. 

With regard to nomenclature,^ the neces.sity of, as far as 
possible, adhering to old names is insisted on in the preface, 
and lightly so, still we must confess that such ajipellatives as 

Lapis Divinus ” and “ Hepar Sulphuris ” jar somewhat on 
our perhaps too_ sensitive ears. The preparations of opium, 
again, are lather inconsistently given under the names “acetum 
thebaicum;’ “ tinctura thebaica,” scadi “ tinctiira thebaica benzoinaP 
It is a little hard to recognise our “ tinctura camphorte 
composita” in the last-mentioned. In all these cases the 
probable reason for the suppres.sion of the word “ opium ” is 
to be sought for in a desire to conceal from patients the nature 
of the remedy administered. 

In the formation of the Latin appeUativos we must allude 
to a point of refinement which is perhaps worthy of imitation— 
the thi owing the substance mentioned into an adj ectival 
form. For example, we have “acetas morp)hims,” “ citras 
magnesicus;’ “ carbonas kalicus’’ etc. This is certainly more 
classical than the usual mode of expression, “ acetas morphice- ” 
etc. ’ 

In a brief notice like the present, it would be impos.sible to 
entei into general details; we will, therefore, merely recall 
one or two points which struck us on glancing through the book. 

And first, we cannot sufficiently commend the plan of 
inserting some remarks at the head of each class of phar¬ 
maceutical preparations, such as extracts, tinctures, etc., as to 
the general mode of making them. 

Relative to the preparations themselves, it appears that the 
majority are in every respect analogous to those in use in this 
country. The differeiit acids are almost identical in streno-th 
with those of the British Pharmacopoeia; chloroform has a 
specific gravity of 1-492 to 1-496; ether of -725. We look in 
vain for dilute hydrocyanic acid. This powerful agent has 
however, five representatives in the Swedish formulary: these 
are(l) “aqua amygdalarum amararuin concentrata’’ (in truth 
a sufficiently long title) ; (2) a dilute form of the same - (3) 
emulsio amyg-dalina; (4) “ amygdahniim ; ” and (5) “ emidko 
hydrocyanata.” None of these contain a large quantity of 
the acid. In 1000 parts of the first there are 1-3 to 1-4 parts 
of anhydrous acid—a proportion equivalent to 1 part in about 
740. ^ 

The second preparation is twenty times weaker, and conse¬ 
quently the amount of prussic acid in it is merely nominal. The 
.same remark applies to the “ emidsio amygdalina.” “ Amygda- 

linum ” does not seem to be used directly as a therapeutic ; it, 
however, enters into the composition of “ emulsio hydro¬ 
cyanata,” of which it forms one part in 81. The strength of 
the last-named emulsion as regards the acid is one in 1500 parts. 

Among the liniments, a modification of St. John Long’s 
celebrated terebinthine application appears with the synonym 
“ Linimoiitum StoJeesii ” in compliment to Dr. WrUiam Stokes 
of Dublin. 

As to the insertion of doses, the compilers of the “Phar- 
macopoea Suecica ” have set us an example which we should 
do well to follow. Instead of stating the doses vaguely under 
the different medicines, they have in an appendix g-iven a table 
showing the maximum quantity of strong remedies which may 
ba dispensed without incurring risk. In this table, as 
elsewhere throughout the work, the nietric system of weights 
and mea.sures is used. 

Three other tables are appended. In the first of these is 
contained a list of such medicines as are not to be dispensed 
except Avhen specially prescribed by the Physician or permitted 
to be so by persons in authority. The additional precaution 
of having these medicines kept apart in locked-up presses is 
also enjoined. The therapeutic agents included in this list are 
likewise denoted by a special sign in their seA’^eral places in the 
Pharmacopoeia itself. 

The form in which the work is published is faultless ; it is a 
neat volume of convenient size, and printed on excellent paper. 
The letterpress is really beautiful. 

_ In conclusion, we feel wo are but doing our diity in speaking 
highly of this model Pharmacopoeia ; and though some, who in 
a book of the kind look for separate treatises on chemistry, 
botany. Materia Medica, and other subjects of equal im¬ 
portance to the Medical man, will doubtless be disappointed, 
yet to those who stand in need of a thoroughly practical, 
concise, and correct formulary, we can heartily recommend the 
new edition of the “ Pharmacojpoea Suecica.” 

PEOVINCIAL COREESPOI^DEITOE. 

- ^ 

LIVEEPOOL. 

OCTOBEE 17. 

A NEW feature has been added to the Liverpool Medical Insti¬ 
tution by the formation of a microscopical section, the first 
meeting of which was held in the small theatre of the Institu¬ 
tion on Friday, the 15th inst., at 8 p.m. The chair was occu¬ 
pied by the President, Dr. Macnaught, and the proceedino-s 
were inaugurated by the delivery of a good sound practical 
address by Dr. A. T. H. Waters, chiefly illustrative of the value 
of microscopical research in Clinical Medicine. The success of 
this branch of the Institution will mainly depend on the deo-ree 
in which the line indicated in the address is adhered to. if the 
microscope be made an instrument for pathological research, 
and the indiAudual results of each member’s application of it 
to his own practice be laid before the Society, we can see that 
much good may result from its establishment. If, however, 
the meetings should be chiefly occupied in the exhibition of 
slides prepared by Professional members, and having no refe¬ 
rence to cases actually under the observation of the exhibitors, 
we fear that much of the possible good that such a section 
might do will be missed. A little too much of this feature 
prevailed on Friday, perhaps ; though it could not have been 
for lack of means for illustrating local cases of interest, as 
several members of the committee had expressed their readiness 
to prepare for exhibition any morbid specimens that should be 
sent to them. It is to be hoped that this microscopical section 
may do some good work of its own, and really advance the 
knowledge of pathological anatomy, and not be content with 
exhibiting mere marvels of manipulative skill procured from 
distant parts. 

The general meetings of the Institution were resumed on 
Thursday, the 7th inst., by the delivery of an introductory 
address by Dr. E wing Whittle. This address also was charac¬ 
terised by a thoroughly practical cast. Dr. Whittle, in review¬ 
ing the change of mode which had come over the treatment of 
disease dming the past twenty years, deprecated the too exclu¬ 
sive disuse of the lancet on the part of the Physician, and 
instanced several cases from his own notes where its free 
employment had been attended with the most manifest and 
permanent advantage. 
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
--6^- 

DR. BARNES’S METHOD OF INDUCING LABOUR. 

Letter from Dr. Barkes. 

[To the Editor of the Jledical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—I very much regret that Dr. Playfair does not think 
my reply to his first letter satisfactory. My impres.sion was 
that I had replied with sufficient clearness to his objection 
that my cervical dilators might di.splace the head and bring 
about an abnormal presentation. In analysing his cases I 
showed that there was no distinct evidence, as they were 
narrated, to prove that they supported his objection. He has 
now supphed some defects in his first reports of the cases, 
and the presumption that the presentation was changed in one 
of them after the application of the dilator is strengthened. 
But I had distinctly admitted not only that the objection is 
one “well worthy of consideration,” but I had also quoted 
from a memoir of my own (see St. Georgias llospiUd Hcports, 
1868) this expression—“ It is possible that the dilating bags 
may displace the head from the brim.” In that memoir, 
and scattered through the journals and elsewhere, I have 
published the greater number of my cases of induction of 
labour. The means of judging how far in my own expe¬ 
rience I have known this displacement to occur are thus open 
to Dr. Playfair and to others. I may state generally that, 
although I suspect in two or three cases the bags did displace 
the head, I do not think the accident is at all frequent— 
that is, as the work of the dilator’s. The frequency of mal- 
presentations in premature labours must be well known. 
D’Outrepont long ago said that this was the strongest objec¬ 
tion to the operation for the induction of labour. It must 
not, then, be hastily concluded that because a malpresenta- 
tion is observed after the rrse of the bags, it was caused by the 
bags. It must also be remembered that even when no bags 
are used, the presentation is apt to change from the head in 
premature labours, and especially is the cord liable to fall 
through. 

Dr. Playfair reminds me that the surprise he expressed in 
reference to one case was caused by the fact that no pains 
followed the use of the dilators. If he expects the dilators 
always to evoke uterine contraction, he will assuredly be dis¬ 
appointed. I recommend the dilators mainly because in 
premature labour the uterus, being immature, Avill not always 
act as we desire. If it did act, it would open the uterus. The 
dilator is designed simply to expand the cervix. Further pro¬ 
ceedings must depend ujjon the subsequent course of events. 

Dr. Playfair deprecates controversy. I am entitled to say 
that I have never yielded to the temptation to enter upon any 
subject in a controversial spirit. I am content to leave any 
proposition, physiological or therapeutical, I may advance to 
the ordeal of experience. If this method of inducing premature 
labour, or any other proceeding of mine, be shown to be erroneous 
in practice, I shall not be the last to condemn it, and to abandon 
it in search of better. I am, &c. Robert Barnes. 

31, Grosvenor-street, Grosvenor-square, October 19. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
Friday, October 15, 1869. 

Richard Quain, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

SPECIAL MEETING. 

The President said that this special meeting of the Society 
had been called to consider the proposition of the Royal Medical 
and Chirurgical Society as to an amalgamation of the existing 
Medical societies. It would have been called earlier had not all 
their regular meetings been held before the proposition was for¬ 
warded to the Council, which j udged it best to defer the sjiecial 
meeting till the beginning of the session, when something 
could be done. The Medical and Chirurgical Society had sent 
the basis of their scheme. In this respect they had done AveU, 
for when formerly an attempt at amalgamation had been made 
it fell through, owing to no basis being furnished by the 
Society. Some parts of that scheme certainly required altera¬ 
tion, as far as the Pathological Society was concerned, espe¬ 
cially Section XXI., which laid down that not more than half 
of a society’s income was to be spent on their TranmcUons. 

Now, in the case of the Pathological Society, nearly all their 
income was expended on their Transactions. The general im¬ 
pression seemed to be that an amalgamation was desirable- 
They were asked to appoint delegates. He trusted those from 
this Society would go with full authority, but in.structed 
permit the Society to suffer no injury. The Council had met 
and carefully considered the matter, as, indeed, was due to the 

Society. 
The Council’s report was then read. It was to the effect 

that they were of opinion that union was desirable—rather, 
however, in the interest of the Profession at large than of their 
own Society. Certain modifications were necessary before the 
proposals made could be accepted, especially with regard to- 
the publication of the Transactions. Finally the Council recom¬ 
mended that delegates be appointed to meet and treat with 
those from other societies. 

Dr. Murchison moved the adoption of the report. His main 
object was to secure the publication of good Transactions. Thejr 
at all events should not suffer by union. The difficulties in the- 
way of the scheme were mainly financial. 

Dr. Robinson seconded the motion. 
Mr. Gay moved as an amendment that the Society decline- 

the invitation, chiefly because no reason for amalgamation was 
given, and that thereby the Society’s efficiency would not be 
increased. 

This motion was not seconded, whereupon the original mo¬ 
tion was put and passed non. con. 

Mr. Sibley moved that three members be sent as delegates. 
He thought this resolution was in accordance with the general 
views. Minor difficulties only were in the way, the most im¬ 
portant being the Transactions. 

Mr. Birkett was at a loss to understand why there^ shoidd 
not be several societies. Still a feeling for amalgamation had 
been very strongly expressed. The chief point was to save 
time. He seconded the motion. 

Mr. Gregory Forbes moved, and Mr. Brooke seconded, that 
the President, the Treasurer, and the Surgical Secretary be- 
appointed delegates. 

This was passed unanimously. 
Mr. Hulke felt considerable difficidty in entering into the 

matter. Had the Medical and Chirurgical Society fostered 
Pathology, this Society would never have existed, and, even 
after being formed, it had on several occasions not been treated 
with kindness by the older body. He thought it would b© 
right to give the delegates instructions, but not plenary powers. 

Mr. Hogg thought that the Council having reported to the 
Society, and the report having been adopted, sufficient instruc.- 
tion was contained in it for the guidance of the delegates. 

Dr. Murchison also thought the report enough in the way 
of instruction. They could scarcely go further now, as it was.- 
quite possible a new scheme altogether might be adopted. The 
delegates, being members of the Council, could always confer 
with that body, and what the Council advised must always 
come before the Society generally. 

OBSTETEICAL SOCIETY OE LONDON. 
Wednesday, October 6. 

Dr. Graily Hewitt, President, in the Chair. 

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows :—Dr. Bantock, 
Mr. Boyd, Dr. Caskie, Mr. Godden (Birkenhead), Dr. Hardinge, 
Mr. Mil ward (Cardiff), Dr. Oxley (Liverpool), Dr. Russell 
(Messingham). 

Dr. Barnes exhibited the head of a child delivered by cephalo- 
tripsy, with the instrument (Hicks’s) attached. The case was 
that of a wretchedly deformed rickety creature, aged 19, 
admitted in the last week of first pregnancy at St. Luke’s 
Workhouse, in which his assistance was requested by Mr. Harris. 
The conjugate diameter was estimated at from 1’25" to 1’50," 
and the space on either side of the promontory was about the 
same. Dr. Barnes determined to act at once instead of waiting’ 
for labour. He passed a bougie in the uterus on the afternoon, 
of September 13*. At 3 p.m. on the 14th, there was some- 
uterine action ; an appointmentwasmadefor 6 p.m. to complete- 
the delivery. This was done with the assistance of Messrs. 
Harris, Rogers, and Sison. The medium dilator was applied 
for ten minutes, and room enough was gained for work. After 
perforation the cephalotribe was applied three different times. 
Some pieces of the cranial vault were removed by the cranio¬ 
tomy forceps, and then the head was extracted by the cephalo- 
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tribe. ^ The head was so well cru.shed and compressed that 
extraction was not very difiicuit, there never being" any con¬ 
siderable pressure upon the mother’s parts. The whole opera¬ 
tion lasted one hour. The mother did well, although a 
miserably feeble creature. Dr. Barnes believed the pelvis in 
this case v/as the smallest in which cepihalotiapsy had been 
successfully performed in this country. The instrument worked 
admirably, but he thought a less curve would be better. Dr. 
Barnes at the same time exhibited a cast of a head gTasped by 
tne straight instrument of Dr. Kidd, of Dublin, kindlv lent 
aim by Dr. Kidd. 

Dr. Hicks considered this case a very satisfactory proof of 
the efficacy of the instrument he had modified. He wished, 
however, again to advert to the remarks he had made as to the 
advantage of using the ceiihalotribe as a tractor a,Iso, because, 
although we may compress the head down to not much over 
an inch at the point of pressure, if the blades are removed, the 
after-expansion of the bones is such that all the advantages 
of such compression are lost; so that an instrument with blades 
capable of less approximation adapted as a tractor is really 
more efficient. 

The Pubsidext remarked that one practical deduction to be 
<Kawn from Dr. Barnes’s case was the advisabihty of giving 
the cephalotribe very little curve. It was to be recollected that, 
in most cases of pelvic deformity, the pelvis was not only narrow 
out shahow, and a nearly .straight instrument would be gene¬ 
rally applicable. 

Dr. Hicks would observe, -with respect to the President’s 
suggestion, that his late instruments were not so curved as the 
early examples. As to the concavity looking- backwards, he 
thought we could always arrange that the quarter turn should 
be so that the concaHty should look forwards, because if we 
applied the instrument in the transverse of the pelvis, a quarter 
turn would bring the concavity to one or other side, so that the 
blades would be virtuaUy straight as far as regards the antero¬ 
posterior aspect. 

Dr. WooDWAED exhibited his Obstetric Back Supporter. It 
consists of a padded plate, on the posterior surface of which 
two springs are hinged, having their common centre formed 
by a rack and pinion hinge, by moving which the springs 
assume an arched form. To the extremities of the springs is 
attached a belt which encircles the abdomen, so that, in their 
effort to take a curved form, force is exerted against the pad 
forming- the centre of the arc, and the requisite amount of 
pressure is exerted on the surface covered by the pad. Dr. 
Woodward said that he had used this apparatus in a large 
number of labours and with much benefit. 

^ Dr. Baeues observed that there wa.s nothing new in the prin- 
mple of support and compre.ssion of the uterus during labour. 
Ihe apparatus exhibited was but another of many ways of 
giving such support. In his lecture on “ Obstetric Support,” 
he (Dr. Barnes) had quoted Kristeller, avho described a method 
of actually squeezing the child out of the uterus by external 
pressure. The Dublin School, represented by Dr. Joseph Clarke, 
Collins, and Beatty, had long jM-actised the application of a 
Dinder during the exjiulsion of the child, and the manoeuvre of 
pur,suing the uterus in its retreat towards the pelvis by the 
hands during the expulsion of the child, and of keeping up the 
pressure upon the uterus afterwards to insure full contraction, 
the detaenment of the placenta, and the prevention of haemor¬ 
rhage. This practice he had himself always carried out. He 
was not a little surprised to observe that within the last few 
years this method had been promulgated in Germany as a dis- 
coveiy by Crede ; and a manoeuvre which had been in use here 
for at least a century was actually distinguished by Dr. Crede’s 
name. 

_ Dr- Teotheboe Smith, whilst recognising fully the merits of 
Dr. Woodward’s original design, disagreed with liim in the 
idea that the principle of his supporter had anything in com¬ 
mon with the instrument he (Dr. Smith) had exhibited to the 
Society on July 7. Simple compression by a circular bandage 
with akimbar pad, as in Dr. Woodward's instrument, would 
be insumcient to accomplish the objects he now proposed^—that 

rectifying the anteverted g-ravid uterus, and of supiilyino- 
sufficient support and compression during labour. He was led 
to say so after a lengthened trial of a bandage for upwards of 
tnirty years, which any one would remember who had attended 
his clinical lectures on midwifery at St. Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital. On the subject of compression of the uterus withaiiew 
to expedite labour. Dr. Barnes’s remarks were verv pertinent, 
and ^ fully agreed with him that there was nothing new in 
It. He would, indeed, say that it was as old as woman, since 
nature had furnished her with an apparatus for the purpose, 
which, though all-sufficient in savage life, was impaired in the 

civilised woman throug-h the evils resulting from her dress. By 
the continued pressure of clothes suspended around the waist 
from infancy, the structure of the abdominal muscles becomes 
so deteriorated as to lose much of its power of contraction, 
of^cn snown ixi the deadliouse by the attenuated parietes of the 
abdomen in instances of tight-lacing. When this defect exists, 
or Avhen_ power is suspended by the undue employment of 
anaesthetics, the uterus is overtaxed, and painful or perilous 
labour may result. To obviate this e\-il, after many experi¬ 
ments, extending over six years, he had produced an instru¬ 
ment wiiioh, in brief, he ivould describe as an artificial skeleton, 
so constructed as to present in its pubic, sacral, lumbar, costal’ 
and sternal pads and springs all the poaUs d’ajjpui from which 
a properly adjusted bandage is made to simulate the action of 
the lumbo-abdominal muscles. Thus the accoucheur was enabled 
efficiently to aid the uterus in the act of expulsion, or to rectify 
its position ivhen antsvei-ted through the laxity of the abdominal 
walls. In this way tlie risks of childbirth could be 'T-eatlv 
diminished. ” ^ 

Mr. Waen exhibited an Ovarian Cyst which had been re¬ 
moved from a patient in ivhom pregnancy had co-existed with 
the ovarian disease. In the delivery of the patient, ivhich was 
accomphshed by version, rupture‘of the cyst occurred, and 
death subsequently took place. 

Dr. Mueeay, who had seen the case with Mr. Warn, gave 
some further particulars of the condition of the patient, and of 
the treatment adopted. 

_Dr. Kouth adimcated, in these cases of pregnancy complicated 
with ovarian disease, the early induction of premature labour, 
founding liis opinion, among other circumstances, upon the 
rarity with which the children, even if born alive, lived. 

Dr. Hicks thought that, before we accepted the rule of Dr. 
Routh as our guide in these cases, it would be desirable to 
ascertain the percentage of cases in vdiich serious trouble arose. 
As fai- as his own experience ivent, he had never seen any 
serious trouble occur. He could at once recollect six pres-- 
nancies wliich had done well ivith healthy children. In one of 
these cases he had tapped at the seventh month, the patient 
going on to full term, the baby being born healthy. 

Dr. 'Tylee^ Smith referred to three cases which had come 
under his notice, and recommended tapping if the cyst became 
so large as to produce great inconvenience or distress. 

Dr. Baenes had seen many cases of owarian disease compli¬ 
cated with pregnancy. z\.lthough, for reasons which he would 
state, he tnougnt it ivas generally right to bring- on premature 
labour, he admitted that there might be occasions on which 
tapping- tne cyst or doing- nothing- would be the better course. 
It might be stated as a general truth that Nature could not 
tolerate the double burden of a growing uterus and a grow¬ 
ing ovarian tumour. The rapidly increasing pressure must at 
some time cause such distress that relief must in some way be 
obtained. In most of the ca.ses he had seen, relief ivas found 
in the advent of spontaneous premature labour; He thouo-ht 
Ave should accept this indication as a guide in practice. Whilst 
pregnancy went on there AA'-as no security against some for¬ 
midable catastrophe. We could not tell what the condition of 
the tumour might be, or Avhat accidents mig-lit at any time 
arise. In one case he had seen death foUoAV from rupture of 
the cyst. It had bur.st under the increasing- pressure Avhen the 
pregnancy had reached the seventh month. In another case 
the patient, Avhon approaching seven months’ gestation, became 
greatly distressed. He proposed inducing Tabour, but was 
overruled. The patient at la.st had severe peritonitis, and died. 
It Avas found that the tumour had been rolled over on its axis 
by the uterus rising- below it. The vessels of the tumour were 
strangled, and blood had burst into the abdomen. He saw 
another and similar case last year. Rokitansky had related 
similar cases. To obviate these a.ccidents, which mig-ht occur 
at any time, he belieA^cd it Avas best to reduce the case at once 
to its simplest expression by eliminating the pregnancy, Avliich 
could always be done safely and easily, leaving the ovarian 

tumour to be dealt vAdth a,ccordiug to uncomplicated indications. 
Dr. GeeA'IS suggested whether in these causes, Avhen it was 

certain tnat rupture of the cyst had occurred, it would not give 
the patient, at all events, some slight chance in her favour if 
g-astrotomy were iierformed, the ruptured cyst removed, the 
pedicle secured, and the peritoneal cavity cleansed. 

Dr. MILTSHIEE remarked that no mention ha.d a.s yet been 
made of the operation of ovariotomy in these cases. It ap¬ 
peared to him that, besides the induction of premature labour, 
at least two other courses were ojien—cither to perform oAmrio- 
tomy in the earlier months of pregnancy (as had recently been 
done by Mr. Wells with iierfect success), or, if unhappily the 
patient were at full term and the tumour large, ovariotomy and 
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eveu Cie.sariaii section might in vcrj'- serious cases be resorted 
to. In the few cases where it is possible to diagnose a 
imilocnlar tuinonr, tapping might advantageously be per¬ 
formed. Dr. lYiltshire then referred to the dangers likely to 
follow delivery owing to the tumour, no longer supported by 
the gra-vid uteru.s, falling about in the abdominal cavity, and 
thus giving- rise to rupture and peritonitis ; and he mentioned a 
case Avhich Avas seen by the President Avith hinr in Avhich this 
accident occurred. 

Dr. PoGEES thought that no uniform rule of practice could 
be laid doAvn, for even rupture of the cyst during pregnancy 
was not necessarily fatal. Dr. Rogers had been consulted in 
five cases of pregnancy complicated AA^ith ovarian disease. 
One Avas tapped before delivery; mother and child lived. 
AnotiAcr Aveut to full period AAdthout operation; mother and 
child did Avell. In tAVO, premature labour was brought on ; 
the mothers did Avell, the cliildren died. In the fifth, which 
Avas a case of triplets, labour AAms induced at the fifth month ; 
the children, of course, Avere not viable; the mother is living, 
liaA'ing been tapped since. He Avished to add that too high 
praise could not be given to ]Mr. AVells for Iris resolution in 
operating in the case of I'uptiired cyst referred to by Dr. 
Wiltshire. 

Dr. Hicks suggested that a committee might be formed to 
collect evidence on the whole subject. 

Dr. Hall Davis gaAm particulars of a case of ovarian 
tumour complicating- pregnancy v/iiich had recently been under 
his care. The tumour Avas not a large one, nor did it increase 
during gestation; and there Avas consequently no indication 
for interference with it. The labour Avas tedious, and had to 
be completed Avith the long forceps. The child was born alive. 
The patient did Avell, and as she Avas able to suckle the child, 
the tumour during lactation Avould probably not enlarge. It 
oc eupied the left iliac region after delivery in the same position 
as before her pregnancy, although during pregnancy it had 
been displaced to above the umbilicus. 

The Peesident said that, Avith reference to the general 
question of the jiropci- treatment of cases of this kind, he 
inferred from what had been said that the feeling of the 
Society Avould be iii favour of inducing premature labour Avhen- 
ever the size of the ovarian tumour was such as to make it 
likely that the labour would be interfered AArith to a serious 
degree by its presence at term. The cases related by the 
various speakers were of the greatest practical value. 

Mr. J. T. Mitchell read a paper on a case of Ruptured 
Uterus. The subject of this accident Avas a patient aged 42, 
suffering from progTcssive moUities ossium. Mr. Mitchell had 
arranged to induce premature labour on May 26 last, which 
would have been at about the seven-and-a-half month of her 
pregnancy; but on the 19th of the month she Avas greatly 
alarmed by the occurrence of a violent thunderstorm, and 
instantly felt a sudden agonising pain in the pelvic region and 
towards the left groin, followed by syncope. Peritonitis speedily 
set in, and within thirty-six hours labour pains came on. When 
the os was sufficiently dilated Mr. Mitchell introduced his hand 
into the uterus, and di.scovered a rent in it about three inches 
above the os. Delivery by version was effected without diffi¬ 
culty. After her delivery she suffered but little abdominal 
pain, but A'omiting continued incessantly up to the time of her 
death, which took place in eight daj^s and twelve hours from 
the time Avhen the rupture occurred. No post-mortem Avas 
obtainable, but Mr. Mitchell believed that had there been one 
a degenerated condition of the organ itself Avould haA-e been 
found to be the predisposing cause of the accident. 

After some remarks by Dr. Gervis, Dr. H. C. Andrews, Mr. 
CoUiugwood, and Dr. Wiltshire, 

Dr. Hall Davis stated that, in his experience of cases hap¬ 
pening independently of external Auolence, in the gi-eat ma jority 
the labours Avere of short dui-ation in AA'omen AA'ho had had 
several children, and in whom degeneration of the muscular 
fibres of the uterus had taken place before the organ had ful¬ 
filled its function. But he recollected one case Avhere a Avoman, 
ill good health apparently, who had not been Avorn by rejieated 
pregnancies, but whose pelvis was deformed by rickets, had 
sustained a rupture of the uterus during the action of the 
ergot of rye exhibited by an ignorant midwife. In this case 
examination of the muscular fihre adjoining the laceration dis- 
coA^ered no degeneration of fibre. 

Dr. M.1ETYII read a short iiaper on a case of Triplets. 

The now Swansea Infirmary is to bo formally opened 
on Wednesd-ay next, and two days allowed for inspection by 
the public, previous to the removal of the patients from the old 
building. 

ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF 
HEALTH. 

Satiteday, Octobee 16. 

. Ds. Deitixt, President, in the Chair. 

At the first evening meeting- of the ses.sion, at the rooms of tlie 
Scottish Corporation, 

Dr. Deuitt, the President, read a jiaper, entitled 

A PEACTICAL OE “ NATUEAL IIISTOEY ” VIEAV OF INTEMPEEANCE » 

ITS CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES. 

He began by adverting to the acknoAA-'ledged hopelessness of 
religious and moral exhortations in deterring confirmed 
drunkards. He objected to the rhetorical statements often 
made that intemperance was the cause of half the crime, two- 
thirds the insanity that exist, and so forth, as being exag¬ 
gerated and mischievous; for they leave out of account the 
number of persons Avho take to drink as a consequence of 
crime, or of an unsettled half-insane state of mind. He .spoke 
with great respect of teetotnlism, as being the discipline for 
inveterate drinkers; but said it Avas better to have a state 
of entire freedom both from a desrrading vice and from 
a pledge ncA'er to use fermented beverages in moderation. 
As for notions of extinguishing the sale and production 
of fermented liquors altogether, he looked upon them as 
insane, considering that alcohol might be got from all 
vegetable food, and cost only Is. 6d. per gallon. Fail¬ 
ing these methods, the only plan was to study intemperance 
on the true natural-history method ; to collect all the facts as 
to its origin and phenomena; and see how they follow one 
another, and hoAV each is to be met. Man’s life was perpe¬ 
tuated by his food ; and food produced not only heat and mus¬ 
cular force, but thought, and, beyond this, happy thonyht, for 
man could no more live without an agreeable train of thought 
flowing through his mind than he could without heat. All 
food produced this iu A-arious degrees: those articles which 
produced it most quickly are called stimulants, of Avhich alcohol 
was the chief, and Avas able to produce, under certain conditions, 
the amount of stimulation which were better sought from 
animal food, work, or recreation. The use of alcohol in emer¬ 
gencies was immense, and its use led but too easily to its abuse. 
Of those Avho abuse it, some seek in it a remedy for pain, 
melancholy, and despondency; others use it as a means of 
stimulation to produce the effects that ought to bo got from 
wholesome food, air, exercise, and amusement. The first class 
were generally secret drinkers, a majority Avomen—miserable 
wretches who hid their grief and repre.sented the short- 
eomings of Medicine in leaving- debilitating and exhausting 
diseases uncured, or the failure of rehgious consolation, or the 
woes of private life, especially those relating to husband and chil¬ 
dren. The second class Avere open, riotous, gregarious drinkers, 
jolly topers, who boasted of their bibosity, and considered con- 
viviahty the one secret of happiness. The effects of alcohol on 
the systems of both were the same in time, and Medicine could 
do much to help the reformation in the last case ; but when 
legislation for dipsomaniacs is talked of, it is essential to bear 
in mind the differences between the first class, who are mainly 
invahds, and the last, Avho are mainly criminals. The author 
then went on to enumerate the various morbid conditions which 
led to secret driiddng, and the morbid sensations complained 
of, and showed how hardly these bore upon women of middle 
hfe, Avhen hope of offspring ceased; youth was passing 
aAvay, the pelvic organs the seats of A\nig-ht, congestion, and 
htemorrhage. He spoke of the phenomena of periodic intoxi¬ 
cation as quite dispersing the vulgar idea that drinking Avas a 
mere sin, to be dealt with by moral exhortations. He then 
spoke of the relations of insanity to drunkenness, and uphold¬ 
ing the doctrine that drmikenness is usually a secondary and 
induced, and not a primary eA-il, he expressed his belief that 
the true stsitement was, not that drunkards go mad, but that 
half-mad peoiile take to drink. He quoted instances of families 
Avith congenitally imperfect nei-A-ous systems—father epileptic, 
children eccentric, or suicidal, or gamblers, most of them re¬ 
markable for voracious appetites, and the immense quantity of 
urea excreted. Some of them drank as weU ; but the tendency 
to drink arose from the same cause as the tendency to bet— 
that is, the cravings of an ill-organised brain for excitement. 
With regard to dipsomania so called, it Avas a question 
how far incorrigible drunkenness was entitled to be called 
mania, as a substantive disease; but he believed that some 
women Avho had a dipsomania indulged in a kleptomania 
to enable them to pay for their brandy. Going on next 
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ito the case of the^ open liotous drinkers, he said their existence 
"was a sign of social maladministration ; leisure was found for 
persons on Saturdays^ and Sundays who had no rational mode 
of emplo3dng that leisure. Man must be stimulated in order 
to hve, and when no other stimulant was at hand, brandy un¬ 
luckily filled the void. Shepherds in the bush, missionaries in 
the colonies, soldiers in garrison, all felt the need of excite¬ 
ment. How much can he done to diminish gregarious drink- 
TOg is shown by the improved state of the upper classes in 
Scotland, England, and France during the last 150 years. The 
author wound up with the following conclusions :—1. That the 
■secret drinkers, for the most part, may be restored by kind 
Medical treatment. 2. That public drinking can only be put 
down by improved public oiiinion, education, and circum- 
•stances. 3. That every possible restriction be put upon the 
sale of spirits, especially on Sundays, and that power be given 
to the ratepayers to veto the establishment or licensing of 
public-houses. 4. That habitual drunkards be encouraged to 
become teetotallers. 5. That the teetotal system operates 
l^nelicially, not by the pledge, which is often broken, but by 
the_ systein of lectures and other means of moral and theo¬ 
logical excitement. 6. That it were wise policy to provide 
Tational amusement and wholesome refreshment at cost price 
for the masses. 7. That open drunkards be punished. 8. That 
drunkenness, together with the lesser forms of insanity, ex¬ 
travagance, gambling, betting, violence of temper, and other 
ruinous indulgences be subject to a Court of Chancery (.?) at 
the instance of the persons on whom the care and maintenance 
of such drunkard, g'ambler, etc., would fall in the event of 

i' open drunkards be punished, and houses in 
which di-unkenness is permitted be shut up. 10. That the 
icommon education of all classes is defective in moral teaching, 
and in training in the practice of abstinence. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Reports. Vol. V. Edited by Hr. 
Andeew and Mr. Callendee. London : Longmans. Pp. 264. 

*** The contributors to this volume are, iu order—Mr. Callender, 
Mr. Savoiy, Mr. Paget, Mr. Lowe, Dr. Tuckwell, Mr. Coleman, 
^r. Gree, Mr. G-odson, Mr. Lloyd Williams, Mr. Holmes Coote,I)r, 
Gwen Richards, Mr. Thomas Smith, Dr. Church, Dr. Dyce 
Duckworth, and Mr. Vernon. One of the most interesting of 
the papers is one^ by Mr.^ Paget, entitled, “ What becomes of 

wherein he analyses the careers of athousand 
of his old pupils. The statistics are most interesting. Another 
paper by the same distinguished author on “Residual Abscesses” 
is equally so. Mr. Callender on “Brain Shocks” is highly 
mstmetive, as is Mr. Savory on “ Injury to the Spinal Cord.” 

Tuckwell s paper on “ Chorea ” is excellent, and will repay 
study. Dr. Gee is well known as one of our most practical 
men, and he here clearly shows that the liver may be very 
g’eatly eidarged by hyperplasia of its connective tissue. Mr. 
Holmes Ooote writes on “Rachitis,” and Mr. Thomas Smith 
^ well studied, “ Ncevoid Elephantiasis.” 
Dr. Church contributes to our knowledge of cerebral patho¬ 
logy, Dr. Dyce Duckworth of the action of ipecacuan. The 
final paper by Mr. Callender on “Hospitalism” is a most 
important contribution to the subject. 

Hnatomy, ^Descriptive and Surgical. By Hexey Geay, F.R.S. 
5th edition, with an Introduction on General Anatomy and 
Development, by T. Holmes, M.A., Surgeon to St. George’s 
Hospital, etc. London: Longmans. 

*** Mr. Holmes has made this work douhly valuable by his 
^cellent introduction, which, although, as he modestly states in 
his preface, not intended to supersede or trench upon the 
treatises on physiology, nevertheless gives a clear instructive 
resume oi general anatomy and histology, without going too 
minutely into the more recondite and dubious parts of 
microscopic research. The text of this new edition has been 
carfuUy revised, and many new illustrations added from the 
pencil of Dr. Westmacott. 

Pr^tical Anatomy ; a Manual of Dissections. By Cheistophee 
Heath, F.R.C.S., Assistant-Burgeon to University College 
Hospital, etc., etc. 2nd edition. London: John Churchill 
and Sons. 

-+ excellent work has attained a second edition 5 
at has been carefully revised, more particularly as regards the 
anatomy of the brain. ^ Several new illustrations have been 
Mded, the chief ones being those representing sections through 
the limbs, taken at different regions—a most useful addition, 

as many of the preparations the student will be called upon to 
recognise at the College of Surgeons consist of vertical, 
horizontal, or transverse sections of the limbs and trunk, brain 
and joints. 

Ihinian Osteology. Comprising a Description of the Bones, 
with Delineations of the Attachments of the Muscles and 
General and Microscopic Structure of Bone and its De¬ 
velopment. By Luthee Holdex, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to, and 
Lecturer on Anatomy at, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, etc. 
Fourth Edition. London: John Churchill and Sons. 1869. 

*** dhis new edition calls for no special remark further 
than that the plates have been redrawn, and in many cases 
improved, and that some slig'ht alterations have been made in 
the text. 

A Guide to the Examination of the Urine. By J. Wickham Legg, M.D. 
M.E.C.P., Assistant-Curator of tlio Museum of University Col’e<^e, etc’ 
London : Lewis. Pp. 68. 

*»* This httle volume is intended to .serve as a guide to the student at 
the bedside, to clinical clerks, etc. Whilst far from exact in the infoima- 
tion conveyed, it is veil enough calculated for the specific purpose intended 

that is, as an introduction to an important means of diagnosis. The 
tests given are not invariably the simplest. 

Bio,gi-aphy of Sheridan Muspratt (Honorary M.D.), etc., etc. By William 
Wliite, foi-merly Honorary Seoretaiy of the York Earmers’ Club, etc., etc. 

Dr. Muspratt could not have dp.sired a more congenial spirit for his 
biogiypher than is Mr. ^William Wliite. Muspratt is eminently demon¬ 
strative ; so is Mr. White. To enumerate all the works announced as 
published by this voluminous writer would tire the reader—suffice it to 
say they amount to ten, with tolerably long titles, and thi-ee etc., etc.’s.; 
what these may amomit to we shall not stop to inquire. Mr. White is 
evidently enamoui-cd of liis subject, and puts on the “ coloui-ing” with an 
unsparing hand. 

“ He plasters with rouge the natural red ”— 

at least, as much as there is of it. Dr. Muspratt, we are sure, from his 
well-known modest and retiring disposition, must feel keenly the pompously 
false position in which he has been placed by his friend. We cordially 
sympathise with him in the painful circumstances in which he has been 
placed. 

Hatiu-al History of the Thi-ee Kingdoms ; being a Series of Plates colom-ed 
from Nature, with their names in English, French, and German. Cassell, 
Petter, and Galpin, Ludgate-hill, London, E.C., and New York. 

*«* A capital little work, answering to the description of the title-page, 
and well adapted for elder chihh-en. It might have been scientifically 
arranged, which would have added to its value an idea of classification. 

OBITUARY. 

SAMUEL DICKSON, M.D. 

Ox tlie 12tb inst., in Bolton-street, Piccadilly, died a member 
of our Profession who, in his day, attracted a good deal of 
public attention. We say “his day,” because, though he was 
in harness, we believe, to the last, his reputation had waned, 
and his books had become all but forgotten. Dr. S. Dickson was 
educated at one of the Scottish Universities, and in 1825 
became a Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons of 
Edinburgh. He took the M.D'. of Glasgow in 1833. He 
served for some time in the army, and was quartered in India 
for a period sufficient to enable him to publish a work of 
some merit, entitled “The Diseases of India.” On retiring 
from the army, he established himself as a Physician in 
London, and made his dihut in that character by publish¬ 
ing a somewhat scurrilous work, entitled “ Fallacy of Physic 
as taught in the Schools.” In this he ridiculed and readied 
the practice of Physic generally, and foreshadowed his own 
theory entitled “ Chronothermal Medicine.” It would appear 
that this antagonism to legitimate practice was successful, for 
future works appeared, all more or less abusive of the 
“Faculty” generally, and in some instances personally. These 
works were extensively advertised, and some of them passed 
through several editions. There is reason to doubt, however, 
whether, in the long run, the system worked to the advantage 
of its author. His advertisements became less frequent, and 
his practice, we understand, gradually failed. Dr. Dickson 
was a man of moderate ability and acquirements, but endued 
with a “ talent for abuse,” which he exercised to an unlimited 
extent. No one was too high or too low for him to attack. 
We may express our regret that Dr. S. Dickson’s activity and 
ability were exercised in such a way as neither to make for 
himself a name which may be remembered with honour, nor to 
bequeath to the Profession or the public any improved methods 
of treating disease. 

The inmates of the City of London Lunatic Asylum are 
to be regaled with roast beef and plum-pudding on the forth¬ 
coming Lord Mayor’s-day, at the expense of the Lord Mayor- 
elect and the Sheriffs. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 

Queen’s University in Ireland.—At tlie annual 
meeting of the University held on Thursday, the 14th inst., in 
St. Patrick’s-hall, Dublin Castle, the following degrees in 
Medicine and Surgery were conferred, in the absence of the 
Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor of the University, by the 
Eight Hon. the Lord Chief Baron :— 

The Degree op M.D. 

Oharles, T. W. Ci-anstoun, Queen’s I M'Keown, William Alexander, Bel- 
College, Belfast. | fast. 

Second Class.—None. 

Third Class. 

M’Donnell, James 0’Mally,Galv-ay. ] O’Brien, Daniel, Galway. 

Unclassed. 
Adams, Hugh Thomas, Belfast. 
Anderson, Isaac Heniy, Belfast. 
Armstrong, Thomas Middeton, Gal¬ 

way. 
Barnes, Leopold J. Joseph, Galway. 
Cogan, Philip, Cork. 
Cullman, IMichael, Cork. 
Daly, George William, Belfast. 
Davis, John William, Cork. 
Davison, James, Belfast. 
Dick, John, Belfast. 
Douglas, William, Belfast. 
Dwyer, I?eter Joseph, Galway. 
Enright, John Francis, Cork. 
Hasting.s, William .Joseph, Cork. 
Hayes, John Roche, Cork. 
Healy, Francis, Coik. 
Hodges, Jolm F., M.D., honoris causa 
Irvine, Wm., B.A., Belfast. 
Kearney, Michael, Cork. 
M’Kellar, Alexander Oberlin, Bel¬ 

fast. 
Mackenzie, Matthew B., B.A., Bel¬ 

fast. 
M'Conaghey, WiUiam, Galway. 
Macnamara, James Jolm, Cork. 

Mariin,DanielNioholas,B.A., Cork. 
Merrick, Alexander Stewart, Cork. 
Millar, Alexander P., Belfast. 

, Moorhead, William Robert, M.A., 
Belfast. 

Murray, WiUiam Wilkinson, Bel¬ 
fast. 

Nason, John Harrison, Cork. 
' Norris, Patrick J., Galway. 
, Nunan, Francis, B.A., Cork. 

O’Connor, Augustine D., Cork. 
I O’Connell, Matthew D., Cork. 
I O’DonneU, Thomas E., Cork. 

O’Sullivan, Thomas, Galway. 
[ Ritchie, WUliam, Belfast. 

Smyth, Frederick Henry, Cork. 
* Smyth, Joseph, Belfast. 

Sweetnam, James Long, Cork. 
Sweetnam, William Francis, Cork. 
Spence, J. Beveridge, Galway. 
Starkey, William, B.A., Cork. 
TrousdeU, Alexander, Cork. 
White, John Bradshaw, Belfast. 
Williams, William, Galway. 
Wilson, William, Belfast. 
Young, Samuel, B.A. Belfast. 

The Degree of M.Ch. 

.Adams, Hugh Thomas, Belfast. 
Browne, J. M'Mahon, M.D., Cork. 
Charles, T. M. fkanstoim, Belfast. 
Cogan, Philip, Cork. 
Cullinan, Michael, M.D.,Co:k. 
Crowley, Timothy, M.D., Cork. 
Donovan, Humphrey J., M.D., Cork. 
Enright, John Francis, M.D., Cork. 
Hayes, John Roche, Cork. 
Hastings, WiUiam J., Cork. 
Healy, Francis, Cork. 
Kearney, Michael, M.D., Cork. 
Irvine, WiUiam, B.A., Belfast. 
M'Donnell, Jas. O’Mally, Galway. 
M’Kellar, Alex. Oberlin, Belfast. 
M'Keown, Wm. Alexander, Belfast. 

Martin, Daniel N., Cork. 
MiUar, Alexander P., Belfast. 
O’Brien, Daniel, Galway. 
O’ConneU, Matthew D., Cork. 
O’Coimor, Augustine D., Cork. 
O’Malley, Michael, M.D., Cork. 
O’Sullivan, Thomas, Cork. 
Ross, .1. Alexander, M.D., Galway. 
Smyth, Joseph, Belfast. 
SiDence, J. Beveridge, Galway. 
Sweetnam, James Long, Cork. 
Sweetnam, WiUiam Francis, Cork. 
Williams, WiUiam, Galway. 
White, J. Bradshaw, Belfast. 
Wilson, WiUiam, Belfast. 
Young, Samuel, B.A., Belfast. 

The following gentlemen passed the first University Exami- 
?iation in Medicine :— 

First Class. 

Broune, David Grahame, Belfast. | -Simpson, AYUUam. 

Second Class.—None. 

Third Class. 

.Kdams, Hugh Thomas, Belfast. 
Adderley, John, Cork. 
AlUson, Hazlett, Belfast. 
Ambrose, John, Cork. 
Bames, Leopold J. J., Galway. 
Barry, Richard John, Cork. 
Blood, Robert, Galway. 
Boyd, S. Biu’n.side, Belfast. 
Brigham, John King, M.A., Belfast. 
Brow'ne, jVndrew Lang, Belfast. 
Budd, WiUiam, Belfast. 
Charters, WiUiam E. Drew, Cork. 
Concannon, WiUiam Augustus, 

Galway. 
Coppinger, Richard WiUiam, Cork. 
Corbett, Michael, Cork. 
Cuppage, WiUiam Burke, Belfast. 
Davy, Alfred, Galway. 
Derham, Benjamin, Cork. 
Derham, Thomas, Cork. 
Derham, WUliam, Cork. 
Dick, John, Belfast. 
Drury, Robert, Galway. 
Dwj’er, J. Jameson, Galway. 
Edge, J. Dallas, Galway. 
Fagan, Daniel, Belfast. 
Fi-ench, John Gay, Galway. 
Gillman, Thomas Henry, B.A., Cork. 
Glissan, Benjamin J., Galway. 
Haines, Cliarles Heni-y, B.A., Cork. 
HamUton, Alex. Maclood S., Belfast. 
Hare, Ricliard Lsaae, Cork. 

Henry, Richard, B.A., Belfast and 
Cork. 

Holmes, Robert A. King, B.A., Bel¬ 
fast and Cork. 

Johnson, WUliam E., Belfast. 
Johnston, David, Belfast. 
Johnston, John, Belfast. 
Joynt, Edward, Galway. 
KeiT, James, Belfast. 
Keir, James King, Belfast. 
KeiT, Robert A., Galway. 
KUlen, J. Moore, B.A., Belfast. 
Knox, John, Belfast. 
Laurence, James, Belfast. 
Lee, Redmond, Galway. 
Little, Charles, Belfast. 
Lloyd, Christopher, Cork. 
Mark, Joseph, Belfast. 
Marshall, John, B.A., Galway. 
M'Bride, Robert, Belfast. 
M’Conaghey, Jolm, Belfast. 
M’Craoken, John Alexander, B.A., 

Belfast. 
M’Donnell, Martin, Cork. 
M’Kellar, Alexander Oberlin, Bel¬ 

fast. 
M’Quaid, Peter John, Belfast. 
M’Swinney, George Henrj', Galway. 
Mon’ow, John, Belfast. 
Mountaine, John, Cork. 
Murphy, WUUam Kirkpatrick, Bel- 

fa.st. 

O’Brien, Joseph, Cork. 
O’Brien, Patrick C., Cork. 
O’Connor, Bernard, B.A., Cork. 
O’Connor, David Watkins, Cork. 
O’Domiell, Thomas A., Cork. 
O’Neill, Richard Francis, B.A., Cork. 
Rathboiue, Charles Atkinson, Gal¬ 

way. 
Reed, Matthew, Galway. 
Riddell, Robert, Belfast. 
Robertson, Joseph, Belfast. 
Robinson, WiUiam David, Belfast. 
Ryan, Richard, Cork. 
Saunderson, Robert, Galway. 
(Smith, Janies E., Galway. 

The prize in composition, lini 
gTaduates in Medicine, was a 
“ Christopher North,” to Josep' 

Spencer, WiUiam F., Belfast. 
Steele, John Wilson, Belfast. 
Torrens, Hugh Rankin, B.A., Bel¬ 

fast. 
Tolerton, WiUiam RatcUffe, Cork. 
Tuohy, Francis Joseph, Cork. 
Vickery, George, Cork. 
Wallace, Thomas, Belfast. 
Walsh, David J., B.A., Cork. 
Watson, J. Woodraw, Belfast. 
Weil', Alexander M’Cook, Belfast. 
tVlieeler, John, Cork. 
Wilson, John, B.A., Belfast. 
Wilson, Joseph, Cork. 
Young, WUliam E., Belfast. 

ted to the competition of under- 
varded, for the essay signed 
. P. Pye, Galway. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
October 14, 18G9 :— 

Fox, Hugh Courtenay, Stoke Newington. 
Plaxton, Joseph AViUiam, Hull. 
Price, WiUiam, BonvUstone, near Cardiff. 
Thorpe, George Elisha Knight, Sheffield. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines : — 

Gillet, Daniel, Liverpool. 

Tire following gentleman, also, on the same day, passed 
his First Professional Examination 

Hoh’oyd, WUUam Stephen, St. George’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

*** The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Cooke, Edward Jones, M.A., M.B.—House-Surgeon to the Dispensary, 
Worksop, Nottinghamshire, vice George Fisher, M.R.C.S.E., whose time 
of office has expired. 

Kershaw, John, L.R.C.P., L.S.A., etc.—Certifying Factory Surgeon for 
Royton District, vice W. Kershaw, deceased. 

Sandford, Horace Vavasour,M.D. Hesse, L.R.C.P.L., to the Egloshayle 
and St. Kew District Bodmin Union. 

NAVAL AND mLITARY APPOINTMENTS. 
Dr. John Pringle, Assistant-Surgeon to the Rocket, and James S. Barry, 

Assistant-Surgeon to the Thistle. 
Staff Surgeon-Major J. L. Holloway is to proceed to Colchester for the 

purpose of assuming the Medical charge of the 8th Depot Battalion, vice 
Staff Surgeon D. O’Donovan, about to be placed on half-pay. 

The undermentioned Sm-geons, having completed twenty years’ fuU-pay 
service, to be Surgeons-Major, under the provisions of the Royal War¬ 
rant of April 1, 1867 AVilliam Perry, Arthiu- Rudge, and Edward 
James Franklyn, M.B. Staff-Surgeon Alexander Robert Kilroy, to be 
Surgeon, vice Sm’geon-Major Henry Briscoe, M.D., who retires upon 
half-pay. 

68x11 Foot.—Staff-Surgeon Thomas Knox Bimie, to be Surgeon, vice 
Edward McGUl, M.D., deceased. 

79th Foot.—Staff-Sm-geon Stewart Aaron Lithgow, to be Surgeon, vice 
Andrew Knox Di^sdale, deceased. 

103rd Foot.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon Edmund Farrington Boult, to be 
Assistant-Surgeon, vice Albert Egerton Hale, deceased. 

Medical Department.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon WiUiam Thomas 
Paliologus, to be Staff-Surgeon, vice Stewart Aaron Lithgow, appointed 
to the 79th Foot: Staff Assistant-Sui^eon Thomas StaweU Ban-y, to be 
Staff-Sm-geon, vice Thomas Knox Bu-nie, appointed to the 68th Foot ; 
Staff Assistant-Sui^eon John Copeland Bimie, to be Staff-Surgeon, vice 
Alexander Robert Kilroy, appointed to the Royal Artillery. 

Brevet.—Surgeon-Major Henry Briscoe, M.D., Royal ArtUlery, who re¬ 
tires upon half-pay, to have the honorary raiik of Deputy Inspector- 
General of Hospitals. 

BIRTHS. 

Aumitage.—On October 8, the wife of S. H. Ar-mitage, M.D., of a son. 

Workman.—On October 18, at 144, Castle-street, Reading, the wife of 
F. Workman, Surgeon, of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 

Cardell—Cooper.—On October 15, at St. Paul’s, South Hampstead, George 
Garden, M.R.C.S.E., of Wincanton, Somerset, late Aimy Medical Staff, 
to Frances, third daughter of Edward Talden Cooper, Esq., of Wincanton. 

Fowler—M’Nab.—On October 14, at the Parish Church of Epping, Trevor 
Fowler, L.K.Q.C.P.I. and L.R.C.S.I., fourth son of George Fowler, Esq., 
of Dublin, to Amiie Stuart, eldest surviving daughter of Duncan Robert 
M’Nab, Esq., Suigeon, of Epping, Essex. 

Grain—Beaman.—On October 12, at St. Mark’s, Hamilton-teixace, 
Augustus Grain, Esq., of Petersfield, Hants, to Jane Elizabeth, widow 
of the late Geoige Huhne Beaman, E.sq., M.R.C.S., of Covent-garden, 
London. 

Lalor—Moate.—On October 19, at the parish church. Hove, James Lalor, 
M A., M.D., Smgeon H.M.’s Bombay Amiy, to Matilda, third daughter 
of C. Robert Moate, Esq., of St. Aubyn’s, Hove, late of Enfield, Mid¬ 
dlesex. 
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Make—Milne.—On October 12, at EUon, Georg-e JIaiT, A.M. and M.D., 
Siugeon H.M s Madras Ai-my, and Civil Surgeon of Moulineiu, British 

Biwmah,toMaryAim Jean, daughter of Thomtia Milne, Esq., banker. 

Penzance tfiitoa,—John Quick, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Fifth District. 
Taunton Union.—William F. Garter, L.Il.C.S. Ire., L.Il.C.P. Edin., tothe 

Bishop’s Lydeard District. 

Moore Eogim.son. On October 20, at the parish church, Leeds, by the 
Itev A. E. Evans, M.A., J. Daniel Moore, M.D., F.L.S., of Lanoiister, 

w daughter of the late Edward Eogersoa, Esq., of 
Woodlesford, Yorkshire. 

Veitcii—Clewee.—On September 9, at St. George’s Chiu-ch, Penang, 
Straits Settlernents, John T. Veiteh, M.D. and F.E.C.S., Colonial Su?- 
geon 01 that island, to Celia Gertrude, youngest daughter of the late 
Joseph Clewer, Esq., of Worcester. 

DEATHS. 

Bell, Arthur, Surgeon 33th Eeghnent, at Peshawur, Punjaub, India, on 
October 10, aged 41. > j ; , 

DixoN’ Maey Gunthoepe, second daughter of Edward Dixon, Surgeoii- 
Major in H.M.’s Madras 4th Light Cavalry, at Montreux, Cliillon, 
Switzerland, on October 2, aged 2-5. 

Pimu, Eichaed, Surgeon, second son of the late Thomas Pugh, Esq., 
Blamnillow, Eadnorshire, at Bank House, Llandovery, on September 28, 
m his 27th year. ’ 

ViNAM’ Charles, M.D., late of Bu-ling, formerly of Sutton Valence, Kent, 
at Chelsea, on October 16, in the 74th year of his age. 

WILLIAMS, Thomas, M.D., Staff Surgeon-Major, late of the 19th and 69th 
Eegiments, at Ebrny-street, Pimlico, S.W., on October 12, in his 67th year. 

VACANCIES. 

^st the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
reqimed in the Candidate, the person to whom apiilication should be 
maae, and the day of election (as far as laiown) are stated iu succession. 

Aroyle District Asylum.—-Assistant Medical Officer. Applications and 
testimonials to Dr. Sibbald, at the Asylum, Lochgilphead, Argyleshire. 

Warwickshire Hospital.—House-Surgeon ; must have 
* J.1 ■A®dieal and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials 
to the beoretary, St. Mary-street, Coventry, on or before November 5. 

Hospital eob Consumption and Diseases op the Chest, Brompton, S.W. 

—Eosident Clinical As-sistant; must have a Medical qualification. Ap¬ 
plications and testimonials to the Hou. Sec., on or before the 30th. 
Gandidates wall be requh-ed to attend on the following Monday at 
4 o’clock p.m. 

Liverpool Eoyal Infirmary School op Medicine.—Lectureship on 
„ Apxilications and testimonials to the Eegistrar on or before the 
25th mst. 

Albert Hospital, Devonport.—Eesideut Medical Officer; must 
be roistered under the Medical Act. Aiiplications and testimonials to 
the Honorary Secretaiy, Eoyal Albert Ho.spital, Devonport, on or before 
jNovember 3. Gentlemen whose attendance is required wEl receive 
notice to that effect. 

Medical Officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Replications and 
testimonials to the Secretary, J. Carrtar, Esq,, Catherine House, Green¬ 
wich, on or before November 8. Election on the 19th at 6 o’clock p.m. 

St. . Mary’s Ho.spital.—^Assistant-Dispenser. Applications and t^timo- 
niais to he sent in on or before the 30th inst. For further particulars, 
apply at the Hospital. 

SirappiELD General Infirmary.—Assistant House-Surgeon; must he a 

Member of one of the Eoyal Colleges of Surgeons of the United King- 
^m, and be L.S.A. or L.K.C.P.L. Applications and testimonials to J. 
Eirk, Esq., Secretary, on or before the 26tli in,st. Election on the 
29th mst. 

SussE.x County Hospital.—House-Siu'geon. Apxilications and testi¬ 
monials to A. Veysey, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

Sussex County Hospital.—Dispenser. Applications and testimonials to 
the Drug Committee on or before November 15. 

Swansea New Hospital.—House-Surgeon ; must he legally qualified. 
Appheations and te.stimonials to tlie Secretary, 23, Gower-street, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before Nov'ember 24. Election December 1. 

Tbign.mouth, Daw'lish, and Newton Infirmary. — House-Surgeon. 
Aiiplications and testimomals to the Chairman of the Committee, on or 
before October 29. 

Tower Hamlets Dispensary.—Ee.sident Medical Officer; must he L.S.A. 
or have some other Medical qualification. Candidates to attend person¬ 
ally with testimonials on November 1, at 7 o’clock p.m. Further infor- 
inatiou may be obtained of T. Stone, Esq., Hon. Sec., 5, Finsbrnw- 
circus, E.C. 

Westminster General Dispensary, Gerr.ard-street, Soiio.—Surgeon; 
must be M.E.C.S. and be registered, aud not jiractising Pharmacy or 
Midwifery. Applications and testhnonials to the Roretary. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICE. 
*** The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

EESIGNxlTIONS. 
Barnsley Union.—ISx. Smith has resigned the Workhouse; salary £50 

per annum. 

Chippenham^ Union.—Tha Langley BiutcII District is vacant; area 3566 ; 
population 1G79; salary £18 3s. 4d. per annum. The Sutton Benger District ■ 
area 11,571; population 3190 ; salary £7G 13s. 4d. per annum. And the 
W orkhouse ; salary £.50 per annum. 

Ureelndge Lynn Union.—'hlx. Philip C. Shepheard has resigned the First 
South-Eastern District; area 17,114; population 2898; salary £55 ner 
annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Axlridge Union.—Chai’les Wade, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Fii'st 

District. 

pfcne Union.—John Joseph Clapeott, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Foui-th 
District. 

fiTradai Union.—William Armistead, M.B. Edin., C.M. Edin., to the 
Burton District. 

Dr. Arthur Gamgee, D.R.S.E., lias been appointecl: 
to the Lectureship in Phyeiolo^^y, at Surgeons’-hall, Ediuburgh, 
rendered vacant by the appointment of Professor Sanders to 
the Chair of Pathology. 

The October Sessional Examinations in tlio Faculty of 
Medicine in the Queen’s University in Ireland, and the quar¬ 
terly examinations in Medicine and Pharmacy at the Apothe- 
carie.s’ rlall, Dublin, wera proceeded with during the past 
fortnight, and have now terminated. In the case of both in¬ 
stitutions the candidates were examined at the bedside. 

In the late Netberland. Exhibition filters and disinfect¬ 
ants were judged as not contributing to the material wants of 
the working classes, and therefore their exhibitors were not 
qualified for the reception of medals ! 

We announced last week the death of Dr. W. II. 
Colborne, of Chippenham, from typhoid fever. Not long ago 
Mr. Peter Awdry fell a victim to the same disease. A writer- 
in the Devizes Gazette asserts that Chijipenham is now, and has 
been for some time past, “the chosen seat” of this disease. 
It has not been so fatal as prevalent, and “it is well known that 
a Medical authority in Chippenham offered to show Dr. 
Colborne’s Medical a,ttendants twenty or thirty cases of 
typhoid fever in Chippenham.” The writer speaks with much 
severity upon the wretched sanitary condition of the town, 
and urges upon the inhabitants to rejiresent their state to the 
Medical Officer of the Privy Council in order that the evil may 
be remedied. 

Mr. Sands Cox, founder of the Queen's College and 
the Queen’s Hospital, at Birmingham, recently incorporated by 
an Act of Pai-liament, has conveyed to trustees a valuable site 
of ground, on the Longmoor projperty, in the jiarish of King’s' 
Norton, Worcestershire, for the erection of a church to tho 
memory of his late father, Edward Townsend Cox. The late 
Mr. Cox held the appointment of one of the Medical officers of 
the Birmingham Town Infirmary for more than forty years, 
and discharged the duties of Medical officer at the Public- 
Dispensary, and at the ba-rraoks in the absence of the Surgeon 
of the garrison, for a considerable period. The inhabitants of 
BalsaU Heath owe to the exertions of the late Mr. Cox the 
church dedicated to St. Paul in that populous and increasing 
district. 

IIniversity Intelligence.—Cambridge.—Tlio fol¬ 
lowing- is the list of examiners in Medicine aud Surgery for the 
ensuing academical year. The election was at a congregation 
held on Monday last. First M.D. Examination : J. B. Brad¬ 
bury, M.B., Downing, and T. W. Danby, M.A., Doivning. 
Second M.B. Examination : Eegius Professor of Physic; Dr. 
Eobert Liveing, Christ’s College; and Dr. Drosier, Cains Col¬ 
lege. ^ Third M.B. Examination: The Eegius Professor of 
Physic; Dr. Paget, Cains College; and Dr. Barclay, Cains 
College. Examination for the Dogi •ce of M.C. : Professor of 
Anatomy; C. Brooke, M.A., St. John’s College; and Mr. 
Savory, F.E.S. and E.E.C.S. Dr. Paget was also a.ppointed 
Assessor to the Eegius Professor of Physic. 

King and Queen’s College of Physicians in 
Ieel.ixd.—At the annual meeting of the College held, accord¬ 
ing to charter, on St. Luke’s Day, Monday, October 18, the 
following officers were elected :—Fresident: Dr. Banks. Vice- 
Fresident: Dr. Ereke. Censors : Drs-. Freke, Atthill, Haydon, 
and Walter G-. Smith. Examiners in Midivifery : Drs. John¬ 
ston and Jennings. Treasurer: Dr. Dwyer, llepresentative in 
the General Medical Council: Dr. Aquilla Smith. Professor of 
MedicalJurisprudence: Dr. Travers. Professor of the Institutes 
of Medicine : Dr. Law. Registrar: Dr. James Little. 

The Medical Club.—We are requested to state that 
the next house dinner at the Medical Club, to be presided over 
by Sir Wm. Eergusson, wfil take place on Wednesday, Novem¬ 
ber 3, instead of on Thursday, November 4, as previously 
announced. 

Health of the Navy.—In the last annual statistical 
report of the health of the Eoyal Navy it is stated that the 
average number of men daily sick was 814-G, which is in the 
ratio of 37-7 per 1000 of mean force, being a reduction, com¬ 
pared witli the preceding year, equal to 4-5 per 1000. The reduc¬ 
tion in the ratio of cases of primary and secondary syphilis was 
equal to lO’l per 1000 of mean force. There can be little ques¬ 
tion that this is altogether attributable to the beneficial infiuenee 
of the Contagiorxs Diseases Act, limited even as it at present is 
in its sphere of operation. 
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Club IIemukeration'.—Tho Preston Medical Societ7,' 
have unanimously resolved—1. That (on and after January 1) 
three shillings bo the minimum charge per member per annum 
for attendance on all friendly societies and clubs for adult per¬ 
sons residing within the borough ; 2. That no club Medical 
officer be required to attend club patients outside the limits of 
the boroiigh, except on the payment of mileage as may be 
agreed on. 

The Edinburgh Iin'fiemaiiy.—In the event of the 
resignation by Dr. Grainger Stewart of the post of Pathologist 
to this Institution, Ave believe it likely that Jlr. Lawson Tait 
will offer himself as a candidate for this vacr.ncy. Mr. Tait is 
an alumnus of the school, and has shown, by the varied con¬ 
tributions he has made to our ovm pages and to those of other 
Medical journals, that he is a hard-worker, devotedly attached 
to his Profession, and that practical morbid anatomy has 
received a large share of his attention. Mr. Tait’s claim, in 
the event of a vacancy, demands the full consideration of the 
managers of the Infirmary. 

New National Hospital foe Incurables.—A 
prospectus has been issued of this proposed institution, Avhich 
is sanctioned by some of the best names in the Profession and 
amongst the public. The well-knoAvn fact is qixoted of the 
large number of persons in England and Wales affected with 
incurable (or presumed incixrable) maladies, net admissible into 
ordinary Hospitals, and living Avith their friends who can ill 
bear the expense of the ample diet and skilful Medical attend¬ 
ance which such unfortunates mostly require. A convenient 
site has been given just outside the city of Oxford, and in a 
comparatively raised and healthy position ; subscriptions have 
been commenced on a liberal scale, and, above all, an associated 
body of ladies, headed by Miss Sandferd, propose to undertake 
the task of raising the funds and of administering the institix- 
tlon. The odious system of canvassing is not to be a feature of 
the National ConA-alescent Institution. Communications may 
bo addressed to Miss Sandford, 4, Temple-street, CoAAdey, 
St. John, Oxford. 

Bravery Eewarded.—The Paris correspondent of the 
Da'I'/ jDeivs, after speaking of the pranks of a skittish horse at 
Compiegne, which Avas stopped by a Carabineer, after nearly 
galloping Aipon the Empei’or and his aides-de-camp, says:— 
■“ The moment Napoleon III. got home he sent the soldier a 
gold medal and a gratxiity of forty francs. I think the man 
owes the distinction to the happy chance which brought him 
under the SoAvreign’s eye as much as to anything else. I read 
in tho papers of another act which I am bold enough to believe 
quite as heroic as stopping a runaway quadrxxped; but I do 
not yet read that tjie deA'oted fellow of whom it is reported has 
been decorated vdth a medal even in silver. Tlie scene is in 
the Hospital of the Cochin, behind the students’ ball-room of 
the Closerie, invariably visited by the British tourist. A poor 
liatient is suffering from diphtheria, the operation of tracheo¬ 
tomy is performed to relieve his breathing, but the instrument 
•does not succeed in freeing the windpipe from a mass of 
purulent matter which chokes it up. The sufferer is at the 
last extremity, and gasping in agony on the bed, Avhen the 
resident pupil, M. Bailly, removes the instrument, claps his 
mouth to the orifice, and Avith a deep breath clears the throat 
from the coiTupt stuff that obstructs it, and rejects it from his 
mouth on the floor of the Avard. The dying man is saA-ed, but 
nt what a risk ! ” 

Mortality in Steam anu Sailing Yessels.—Erom 
the last published report of the Emigration Commissioners, it 
is stated that the emigration to America during the past year 
was healthy and safe, the tables shoAAdng that the whole num¬ 
ber of deaths among 7324 emigrants who went in sailing ships 
wns forty-seven, and of 154,277 who went in steam-Avssels was 
108. Assuming the length of voyage of a sailing ship at 
thirty-five days, and of a steam-vessel at sixteen days, this 
would be equal to a mortality per annum of 66 per 1000 in 
sailing ships and of 15 per 1000 in steam-ships. Considering 
the class from Avhich a large majority of the emigrants arc 
drawn, this report must be considered as very satisfactoiy. 

Eoyal College of Surgeons, Edinburgu.—At a 
meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons of EdinbAirgh on 
the 20th instant, the folloAving office-bearers Avere elected for 
the ensuing year:—Dresident : James D. Gillespie, M.D. 
Treasurer : John Gairdner, M.D. Lihrariau : Archibald Inglis, 
M.D. Secretary: James Simson, M.D. President's Council: 
James S. Combe, M.D.; AndrcAV Wood, M.D.; James Duns- 
mure, M.D.; James Spence ; James A. Hunter, M.D.; Henry 
D. Littlejohn, M.D.; {ex officio) John Gaii'dner, M.D. Exa¬ 
miners : William Dumbreck, M.D.; Archibald Inglis, M.D.; 

Robert Ormond, M.D.; James Dunsmure, M.D.; Peter DaAud 
Handyside, M.D.; James D. Gillespie, M.D.; Henry D. Little¬ 
john, M.D. ; Patrick H. Watson, M.D. ; David Wilson, M.D.; 
John Smith, M.D.; D. M. C. L. ArgyU-Robertson, M.D.; 
Joseph Bell, M.D. Assessors to Examiners : James S. Combe, 
M.D. ; lYilliam BroAvn ; Adam Hunter, M.D.; James Spence. 
Officer: John Dickie. 

Curious Case of Aphasia.—In the report on military 
prisons just made by Captain Du Cane as Inspector-General, 
it is stated, on tho authority of the governor at Aldershott, 
that a prisoner, being checked at drill by one of the warders, 
Avished that “ God Almighty Avould strike the Avarder dumb,” 
whereupon the prisoner himself was struck dumb on the spot, 
and did not recover bis speech for seven days. He Avas very 
much frightened, and on reco\*ering his speech made great 
promises of amendment; but, adds the report, his good 
resolution Auxnished, and he Avas soon in j)rison again. 

Goitre in Savoy.—According to documents for¬ 
warded to the Erencli GoA^emment by the prefet of Haute- 
Savoie, oxit of the 310 communes of which the department 
consists, there are scarcely ten which are exempt from goitre. 
The Medical Practitionera of the department attribute the 
disease to the prevalence of drunkenness, the unsanitary con¬ 
dition of the A'illages, and the bad quality of the water. Some 
experiments have been put into force on a large scale, e.spe- 
cially upon school-children. To these lozenges were distributed, 
containing traces of iodine, and they were given filtered water 
to drink, as Avell as decoction of walnut leaves. Of 5000 chil¬ 
dren 2000 wer;, in this way, radically cured, and 2000 were 
sensibly ameliorated, no effects being produced in 1000. In 
spite of the lesson taught by these favourable results, it was 
found very difficult to get families to oblige their children to 
follow this treatment.—Journal de la Soc. de Stat., August. 

Tropical Eruits and Flowers.—Mr. Wallace,_ in 
his “ Malay Archipelago,” adverts to the erroneous impressions 
which preA'ail that tropical regions are the home of wild fruits 
of delicious flavour. W^liat there are of these are of the most 
tasteless and Avorthless character, infinitely inferior to our 
blackberries and Avhortlebcrries. “ I have met,” lie says, “ Avith 
nothing superior to our crabs, haws, beech-nuts, wild plums, 
and acorns, fruits which would be highly esteemed by the 
natiA^es of these islands, and would form an important part of 
their sustenance. All tho fine tropical fruits are as much culti- 
A’atedproductsasour apples,peaches, and plmns.” So too withre- 
gard to the flowers. Mr. Wallace states that he has never seen in 
the various tropical regions thab he has traversed those brilliant 
masses of colour exhibited by our furze-bushes, heathers, hya¬ 
cinths, buttercups, etc. “ In the region of the equator, Avhether 
it be forest or savannah, a sombre green clothes universal 
nature. You may journey for hours, and even for days, and meet 
Avith nothing to break the monotony. Flowers are everywhere 
rare, and anything at all striking is only to be met Avith at 
very distant interAmls.” A principal cause of the erroneous 
belief iii this matter is that at our flower-shows and hothouses 
Ave gather together the finest flowering plants from the most (Hs- 
tantregions, and exhibit them in a proximity to each other which 
never occurs in nature. “ True, there are a great number^ of 
grand and gorgeous flowers in the tropics, but the proportion 
they bear to the mass of vegetation is exceedingly small ; so 
that Avhat appears an anomaly is nevertheless a fact, and the 
eftect of floAvers on the general a.spect of nature is far less in 
the equatorial than in the temperate regions of the earth.” 

NOTES, QHEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

— ^ - 

that questioneth niaclj shall It.uu muc^.—Ba^con. 

Dr. B. 'W. Richardson’s Lecture AA-ill appear next week. 

Will A. D. 0. send Ids name 1 We cannot publish unauthenticated corre- 

.spondencc. 

<7. II. IF.—The only advice wc can give you is to woid advertising quacks, 

and to consult some i-espcctable Physician. 

I Dr. Du.ssdl, Birmingham.—The communication stands over, and will, if 

rcquiicd by Dr. Rus.sc-11, be retm-ned for any alteration he may see fit. 

Materialism has many meanings, but it by no means implies of necessity 

a disbelief in a sold or a spirit world. The modem physiology is 

materialistic, as opposed to the exaggerated vital hyqjothe.scs of our 

fathers—e.g., wc have a matei-ial theory of animal heat where they held 

a A-ital one, which Avas, in effect, a confession of ignorance. 

A Young Surgeon,—li the contract can be proved, he can recoA'cr. 
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Apothecaries' Hall, Dahlin.—The inquest terminated in an open verdict. 

Tlie draught sent from the Hall contained rhubarb merely. The patient 

T/as at the same time largely using a liniment of opium, belladonna, and 

aconite, supplied from another establishment. 

Delta.—The fee must be regulated by the cu'cumstances of the patient. 

—There is no punishment for assuming the title. 

Anonymous must send his name and address in confidence. "We are ac¬ 

quainted -with most of the facts. 

Birmingham.—The allusion to Mr. Gamgee by the chairman of the Amal¬ 

gamated Engineers -was just and suitable. Mr. Oamgee is entitled to be 

regarded with affection and esteem by the working men of the town. 

Licences of Beer-houses and Sellers of Drink. 

Although at common law any person might keep an inn without any 
licence, some very early statutes required for the pm-poses of revenue that 
public-houses should be licensed for the sale of fermented liquors. All 
previous Acts were repealed by 9 Geo. TV., cap. 61, and upon this Act the 
existing law is based. By the 17th section of this Act no licence for the 
sale of any exciseable liquors to be drunk or consumed on the premises 
shall be granted by the Excise, unless the justices of the district have first 
granted a licence in the nature of a certificate that they are satisfied with 
the previous good character of the applicant, and of the neces.sity of the 
accommodation to the wants of the neighbom-hood, of which they are the 
sole judges, subject to an appeal to the auarter Sessions. The licence is 
thus gianted with a proviso that it shall he forfeited if the applicant 

knowmgly permits persons of notoriously bad character to assemble and 
meet together” at his house, or permits gaming or drunkenness to be 
earned on. 

Tims matters stood till by the 11th Geo. TV. and 1st Wm. Ti'"., cap. 64 a 
relaxation was made in favour of beerhouses, whereby the magistrates’ 
cortihcate was dispensed with, and no investigation into previous character 
was required. A certam rental and rating are the sole qualifications. A 
similar proviso to that before mentioned was, however, a condition of the 
^xcise Iic6nc6, as well as a limitation to certain houi's both on week days 
Sundays, and Good Fridays. This was a condition of the pubhc-hoiise 
licence also. 

By 23 Viet., cap. 27, the same privileges were extended to confectioners 
and eating-house keepers for the sale of foreign -wines by retail, subject to 
a hke proviso. > j 

By the 32and 33 Viet., cap. 27, the Wine- and Boer-house Act, 1869, the 
oiiginal principle has been reverted to, and all such houses are now re¬ 
quired to obtain the magistrates’ licence or certificate before the Excise 
licence can be granted. The justices are entitled under this Act to requii-e 
ptisfactory evidence of good character, and the certificate may be refused 

V ^ established house if of a disorderly character, or frequented 
by thieves, prostitutes, or persons of bad character; or if a previous licence 
has been forfeited at any time by misconduct; or if applicant has at any 
time previously been adjudged disqualified from misconduct from receBdiig 
such hcence; or if the applicant or his house is not duly qualified by law. 

Jiotherham.—T\iB founder of yom-Hospital is a Fellow of the College. 

Psychologist, Devizes.—Tlhe proprietor and Medical superintendent of the 
lunatic asyluin mentioned does not appear, according to the Eegister or 
the Medical Directory of Messrs. Churchill, to possess the title “ M.D.” 

H. B., Dorer.—Write at once to the President, enclosing a certificate from 
the Medical man of your illness, when perhaps you may be allowed to 
register. 

A Metropolitan Teacher.—Tilxe. return which appears in another column is 
officially correct. Our contemporary obtained the information by writing 
a second time to other teachers besides yom-self. There is no truth what° 
ever in the other statement. Write to the Secretary of Apothecaries’ Hall. 

The Foot and Mouth Exantiieh. 

By Lawson Tait. 

As a ^sh is expressed in the last number of the Medical Times and 
tor information on this epidemic, and as it has been very severe in 

™ A J f “'®’- ™der my notice, I venture to 
lecord the following note regarding it. 

“E9^ema epizootica” is a very bad one, as it gives no idea 
whatever of the di,sease; indeed, to me it is quite unintelligible that it ever 

The disease is evidently an exanthem, with a 
period of mcubation, of progress, climax, and subsidence, and, as far as I 
can find, can be propagated by contagion only. A very telling instance 
filustratmg this point I found at the farm attached to the West Riding 
Asylmn, where a la^e number of pigs are kept in pens arranged in two 
long rows facing each other, and separated by a naiTow path. Nearly all 

contained in the pens of one row have been attacked, but not a 

the^iii. ® reason of this is evidently that 
?L '^‘^‘acked have been allowed to mingle with affected cows in a yard, 

wMe the other pigs have not been exposed to contagion. ^ 

®-^9'^themata affecting the human subject, measles most 
resembles this disease, and for the following reasons The period of 

IS probably long, while the duration of the disease is very short 
mortality very slight; oatarrha,! sjTnptoms, though not invariable! 

are common; and I have seen upon white pigs an eruption extremely like 
toat of measles, which is followed by slight desquamation. When also 
we remember that the seat of pathological alteration in both diseases is in 
the subepithehal tissue, the resemblances are striking 

the mouth has been described as a 
^ certain that tliis is incorrect. It is a 

meie alteration and death of the epithelium, the change being always veiw 

laveTf seldom passing through the entire tlfickn^sJof tlm 
c / “ superficial and easUy healed sore only occasion- 
^/f^duently being cast off without apparent alteration of the 

adventitious exudatiouT/Shetia!"'''' different from the ever-spreading 

s’^O'inded with the disease and the milk used as usual, 

the dispafi ocemred to cause the slightest suspicion either that 
thi communicated to the human subject, or that the use of 
the milk is m the least detrimental. Measles is not prevalent here at 

present, and scarlet fever only occasional. I have not seen any mouth 
affections such as described as common in London and Glasgow. 

In the West Riding Asylum the milk is used, and my friend Dr. Crichton 
Brown, a cautious and careful Physician, and an acute observer, has not 
found that it makes the slightest difference. 

I have examined the milk carefully by the microscope, and can find no 
alteration in mild cases. In more severe cases, and in an extra (and there¬ 
fore unused) teat of one mild case, I found the colostrum coiTiuscles- 
unusually abundant; but no one would assert that thi.s would be likely to- 
prove objectionable save to very young children. In the only fatal case L 
have seen, death took place from gangrene of the epithelial lining of the 
milk glands, and the secretion there was only a thin sanguinolent discharge,, 
little in quantity, and of offensive smell—such as not even the least con¬ 
scientious of milkmen would sell—and abounded in bacteria. 

Animals are reported to have suffered severely from bronchitis and 
imeumonia—another point in favour of my view of its resemblance to 
measles. 

“Wlien pigs are severely affected they show it most on the forefeet, and 
the toes of these feet very frequently are shed. 

Fanners here all express the opinion that in every epidemic since 1830 
(fom- or five in number) the disease is less severe than in the preceding one, 
and they aU deprecate interference of any kind save the administration of 
salt. 

October 18.—I have tliis morning taken the temperature of the vagina of 
a cow at the height of the disease, and find that it is only 100 degrees. 
The proprietor is u.sing the milk for his children without any ineonvenienoe. 
My friend Mr. Naylor, a distinguished Veterinary Surgeon of long expe¬ 
rience, tells me that the young of cows and sows do not die when the dam 
is affected, unless the disease is so bad as to arrest the secretion of mUk. 

Wakefield. 

Medical Etiquette.—Dr. James Palfrey has written us a long letter in reply 

to the complaint made against him by Mr. J. T. F. Firth. Dr. Palfrey 

does not deny that he saw Mr. Firth’s patient in his absence, pronounced 

the case to be one of typhus fever in extremis, and advised the man’s wife 

and children to leave the house very late at night. Dr. Palfrey excuse.? 

himself from not meeting Mr. Firth that he arrived late at the patient’s 

house, that Mr. Firth lived two miles off, that he was tired with over¬ 

work, and that no good piu'pose could have been secured by his meeting 

Mr. Firth. Dr. Palfrey then gives a somewhat elaboi'ate account of the 

difficulties which beset him on arriving at the patient’s house, and of the 

symptoms of his malady to show that the opinion given by him (Dr. 

Palfrey) with reference to the nature of the disease was correct. But 

all this is beside the real question at issue. Dr. Palfrey did see the 

patient of JL’. Firth in his absence, acknowledged nothing was then to 

be done, pronoimced the case to be one of typhus fever, in opposition to 

Mr. Firth, and advised the removal of the family late at night. Now, 

we must say tliis does appear to us to have been imprudent and hasty. 

We can well conceive its effects upon the neighbom-s of the patient. 

But was there any real occasioBi for this hasty conduct ? Wo think not, 

and we must say Mr. Firth appears to have just cause of complaint. 

Parochial Vaccinators. 

TO the editor of the MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Yom' coiTespondent “ A Public Vaccinator of Twenty-tlu'ce Years’ 
Standing” thhiks the Vaccination Act works well, and possilily I might 
take the same view where I a public vaccinator and, like lum, equally 
indift'ei’ent as to one’s neighbours’ i-ig’hts. 

Your corre.spondent says, “ I think every Medical-man should vaccinate 
the children whom he brings into the world, and that the parents should 
pay him,” and backs his opmion by vaccinating the children of “two 
respectable farmers (not liis patients),” and certainly from his letter one is 
led to infer that his Medical friend was not consulted iirior to the vaccina¬ 
tion being performed, and also to conclude that he receives the fees for the 
operations from the parish authorities, thus depriving his brother Practi¬ 
tioner of his legitimate claims. 

Allow me to suggest to your correspondent an easy plan whereby he mav 
run no risk of being accused of “ touting,” nor bm-den the parish -ndth fees 
that people in good circumstances ought to defray—viz., give the “ respect¬ 
able farmers ” a capillary tube or two of Ijmiph from the chosen child, and 
let them take it to then’ own Medical man. This is a rule I invariably 
adopt in similar cases, and all parties are well satisfied with the arrangement. 

As to the other parts of my letter which your correspondent criticises, 1 
have nothing either to add or retract. I am on friendly tei-ms with the 
Medical man, but only know the Registrar by sight, so there is neither 
“ Professional jealousy nor miisundorstauding” involved. The opinions I 
expressed are founded on facts, which are only strengthened by your corre¬ 
spondent’s letter. 

I always do what I can to persuade parents to have their children vacci¬ 
nated, but I feel certain that vaccination mil never be universally per¬ 
formed tiU every Medical man is allowed his fee by the guardians in cases 
where the parents refuse to pay for the reasons stated in my former letter ; 
and considering that registrars and public vaccinators are paid officers, and 
private vaccinators in two cases out of three are unpaid, I think it only just 
that the latter should merely have to attach their signatures and the date 
to the certificate. I am, &c. 

October 13. Alpha. 

3I.D., Salishury.—Sir William Fergusson, Bart., is a Fellow of both Col¬ 

leges and a Deputy-Lieutenant of Peeblesshii'e. 

A Fellow, Manchester.—You will find an account of the last election of 

Fellows into the Council of the College of Surgeons hi the Medical Times 

and Gazette of July 4, 1868, on which occasion Mr. Erasmus Wilson, 

since unanimously elected Professor of Dermatology', polled 108 vote.«, 

with five plumpers. At present there is only one vacancy' in the Council, 

caused by the resignation of Mr. Joseph Swan. 

Bibliopole.—Fi'om the last publi.shed Calendar of the Royal College of Sur¬ 

geons, it appears that during the past year 458 volumes, comyirising 115 

new works, and 417 tracts, pamphlets, etc., have been added to the- 

library, wliich now contains 32,566 volumes, consisting of 13,465 works, 

and 35,656 tracts, pamphlets, reports, and theses. 
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•t. />. n-ill find .some interesting and valuable information on the .subject in 

“ The Park.s, rromeuades, and Gardens of Paris,” by 'W. Robinson, F.L.S., 

which has been noticed in the Medical Times and Ga:;ette. 

li. M.—The Earl of Derby was a trustee of the Hunterian Collection, 

having been elected in 1836. 

Dipsomania. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAD TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—The able, well-considered, practical paper read by Dr. Symonds at 
■the meeting of the Social Science Congress at Bristol, on this important 
and now national subject, as coming from so distinguished and estimable a 
Physician, has a strong claim upon Professional and public attention, 
whether it be considered a moral or physical question, or a compound of 
botli. It appears to me we should rally round Dr. Sj-monds in agitating for 
fiutlier enactments on drunkenness until the Legislature will take it up. 
Our older members, like myself, must have witnessed many miserable scenes 
illustrative of the views of Dr. Symonds, in wliich they must havelamented 
their inability to do any good to the drimkard or his wretched and poverty- 
stricken family. I presume it will be admitted that repetition of acts, 
whether of a moral or physical description, constitutes habit, and habit is 
aptly termed a second n.ature. If certain maladies gain strength by repe¬ 
tition, as epilepsy or ague, to depress and injure the general health, that 
di'uiikcimess does so in a twofold sense is w ell known, so as to injure mind 
and body. I have been acquainted with many persons wdio, when sober, 
much feel their sm and the misery they bring on themselves and others, yet 
acknowledge they cannot resist the temptation of the public-house, or keep 
a resolution to be temperate, or keep the teetotal pledge for any length of 
time. Are not such persons to be cared for and protected by their own 
confessions from evils which they would wish to escape, but cannot of 
themselves ? How' far the offspring of such persons may receive and entail 
hereditary taints is also a question. Any legal measures which may repress 
diimkenness and improve the drunkard, together with the puerile and 
absurd objection of interfering with his liberty. Dr. Symonds has well 
met and answered in a way wliich every drankard W'hen sober would or 
should respect. To arrive at the best method of carrying out his views is, 
therefore, a desideratum; but now this question is well started, and not, we 
tmst, to die away, some efficient plan from so many thinkers on the matter 
will doubtless tm-n up. Educators and teetotalers advise us to wait their 
march on the public mind, but their march is and must be so slow, and, 
let me say, uncertain in its power to put down the evil, that we shall be 
letting, as it were, weeds grow up and seed, instead of pulling them up, in 
waiting for an ideal remedy. The expense, too, of a legal machinery to deal 
with the calamity can be well met by striking a balance per contra of the 
cost to the nation and the unions of the expenses entailed by drunkards 
for crime and destitution on the public and private purses. 

Nailswor-th, October 12. I am, &c. Thomas Stokes. 
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METEOEOLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greetneivh Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Mean dew-point temperature . 
General direction of wind . 
Whole amount of rain in the week 

. 29-823 in. 
. . . 54-5 

. 73-1 

. .39-6 
. 50-1 

W.S.W., S.W., & S.S.E. 
. 0-25 

EIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, October 16, 1869, in 
the following large Towns:— 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2053 1462 1305 73-1 39-6 54-5 0-25 25 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 106 76 *77 74-9 42-5 56-8 0-48 48 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 253 175 165 73-5 42-9 55-5 0-30 30 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052199-7 320 295 255 70-1 37-9 53-4 0-68 69 
Manchester (City) . 370892; 82-7 249 210 *191 74-0 43-0 55-2 1-23,124 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 82 60 72 74-5 42-8 54-8 1-09 110 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752 10-5 172 126 100 75-0 41-7 54-8 0-52 53 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 62 71 73 69-9!42-5 55-4 0-26 26 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 135 129 111 73-0 42-0 56-1 0-24 24 
Hull (Borough) 126682,35-6 69 59 55 69-0 34-0 51-4 0 49 49 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503124-5 64 69 59 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002,40-2 120 86 58 64-7 .sf 0 51-5 0-50 51 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 374 268 211 68-3 36-6 51-3 0-80 81 
Dublin (City, etc.+) 320762;32-9 162 158 138 74-1 32-6 54-0 0-34 34 

Towns . 6546587 35-5 4221 3244 2870 75-0 32-6 54-3 0-55 56 
Paris (City) 1889842 . . . 752 ... 

Week 
ending Weekending Oct 9. 

(1863) Oct. 9. 1 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 560000 ... ... ... 1 249 ... 1 ... 1 53-8] ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-823 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
30-07 in. on Sunday, Oct. 10, to 29-11 in. on Saturday, Oct. 16. 

The general dii-ection of the wind was W.S.W., S.W., and S.S.E. 
Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 

the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some subm-bs. 

APPOINTMENTS POE THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
IFeek ending Saturday, October 16, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boy.s, 1009; Gii-ls, 1044; Total, 2053. 
Average of 10 coiTesponding weeks, 1859-68, 1911-4. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average con-ected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

676 
612-6 

629 
591-6 

1.305 
1204-2 
1324 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

^ Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 4a3aS8 2 10 2 4 5 6 
North . ; 618210 4 41 1 12 11 12 ... 
-Central 378058 5 26 2 7 3 10 . . . 
Ea,st . 1 5711,58 4 10 76 5 24 9 9 
South . 773175 4 6 71 4 13 8 14 ... 

Total . 2803989 8 27 224 14 60 36 51 ... 

Oetober 23. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, H p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m. King’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, Ij p.m. 

25. Monday. 
Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 

for Diseases of the Rectum, Ij p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2.J p.m. 

Medical Society of London, 8 p.m. Mr. Peter Marshall, “ On a Case cf 
HydatidifonnMole, with Specimen.” Mr. Haj-nes Walton, “ On a Ca=e 
of Dislocation of the Humerus -with Fracture.” Dr. B. W. Richardson, 
F.R.S., “ Themiometrical Readings on Animal Heat.” 

26. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

27. Wednesday. 
Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, If P m.: 

Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, H P-m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Hunterian Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Beigel, “ On Cliorea.” 

28. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Centrai London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthopredic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

29. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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TO THE ELECTORS 
OF THE 

OP GLASGOW AND ABERDEEN. 

Gentlemen,—Your former Member having intimated his acceptance of a high 
judicial office, and being thus precluded from continuing to sit in Parliament, you will soon be called upon to elect anotbei* 

Representative to the House of Commons. 

Since it has become known that a vacancy would occur in the Representation of your Universities, I have been requested 
by a large number of the Electors again to offer myself as a candidate; and having in the contest of last year been honoured 
by the support of nearly one-half of the constituency, I feel encom’aged to comply with the request, and I now most respectfully 
solicit your suffrages. 

The contest of last year is so recent that my general political opinions must be already well known to you. 
I have had the advantage of some Parliamentary experience, and I may be permitted to refer to the many and important 

Legislative nieasures which, while in office as Lord Advocate, under the late Government, I was enabled successfully to carry 
through Parliament. During that period the interests of the Universities of Scotland were not neglected. In the face of con¬ 
siderable opposition adequate Representation for our Universities was secured, and Grants were made by Parliament to aid in 
the completion or improvement of University buildings, and in the foundation of Chairs—an expenditure of public money which 
I consider to have been proper and expedient, made, as it was, towards the support of public Educationab Institutions exercising 
a very important influence on the education of all classes of our countrymen, and not possessed of rich endowments. As a 
member, along with yom’ late representative, of one of our University Courts, I have had occasion to ccusider not merely ques¬ 
tions of detail relating to the government of a single University, but also questions of a more general character connected with 
the literary and professional branches of instruction in Scotland. I have thus such a practical acquaintance with the working of 
our University system, as may, I trust, justify your giving me your support as your Representative in Parliament. 

The subject of Primary Education in Scotland received considerable attention during the past Session of Parliament. I hope 
that the pmiod is not distant when this most important question wiU be satisfaetorfly settled. I am sincerely anxious that 
opportunities of obtaining education should be available to all tlie children of Scotland; and that the system of National 
Education which has hitherto been admimstered with so much success and advantage should be extended, with such changes as 
shall accommodate it to the altered circumstances of the country. In any Educational measure I regard it as of the first 
importance that the independence of the teacher should be respected. 

^ A marked feature in the education which has hitherto prevailed in our parochial and in most of our other Schools, and 
which I am desffous should be continued, has been that the children have had the opportunity of obtaining instruction in 
religion of a scriptural and unsectarian character. "VVhiist I hold that no educational measure can be considered satisfactory 
which does not acknowledge such religious instruction as a part of the National system, I am most anxious to see provision 
made that, as heretofore, no violence shall be done to conscientious convictions; the right of the parent to withdraw liis child 
from such religious instruction being clearly recognised. 

I disapprove of the application of any rules to our primary Schools which would tend to lower the high standard of 
education that has hitherto prevailed in the greater number of these Schools. The Improvement of the Burgh G-rammai’ 
Schools is also a m.atter well worthy of the attention of the Legislature. 

^ I think that the system of Normal School training is important, and ought to be continued, and even extended to each 
University Town, so that students preparing for the profession of teachers may have opportunities of receiving a somid 
and sufficient elementary education, to be followed or iDreceded in all iDroper cases by the further advantage of attendance 
at a. University. 

The question of compulsory education has been matter of frequent' discussion. I am favourable to the principle of 
compulsion in the event of neglect by parents to educate their children ; but it is obvious that there are many difficulties in the 
way of reducing the principle into practice. The provisions of the Factory Acts and of the Workshops’ Regulation Act, 18(37, 
passed by the late Goveimment, are valuable as practical measures in the direction of compulsory education, and, if efficiently 
carried out, will secure the instruction of a large class of children. 

With regard to education in Ireland, I am aware that the existing National system is not free from defects, and I hope that 
the Commission now inquiring into its operation may be able to suggest important improvements. But I am prepared to oppose 
any attempt to supersede that system by such a denominational system as would practically hand over the management of the 
Schools exclusively to ecclesiastics. 

There are some matters of legal regulation, in regard to which, in my opinion, the members of the Medical Profesision have 
just grounds of complaint. I shall deem it my duty, if elected as j^our representative, to give my careful attention to these 
matters in the hope of being able to obtain redress. 

During the ensuing Session an effort will be made to settle what is called the Irish Land Question. A general system of 
leases, such as prevails in Scotland, would probably be the best protection both for Landlord and Tenant; but if that is unattain¬ 
able, at least immediately, I would be prepared to support a measure giving reasonable compensation to Re Tenant for what are 
truly permanent improvements. 

I trust that, in the discussions of the next Session of Parliament relating to Ireland, extreme and violent counsels will not 
prevail; but that men of moderate opinions will unite to pass such measures as shall satisfy the just claims of all classes of the 
commumty, and that they will give no countenance to the spirit of disaffection expressed in the language of threats—concession 
to which would only invite still more unreasonable and ■violent demands. 

I have the honour to be, 

Gentlemen, 

Your faithfxd Servant, 

EDWARD S. GORDOY. 
Edinburgh, 2, Randolph-crescent, 14th October, 1869. 
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OEiaiNAL LECTURES. 
-o- 

LECTUEES ON EXPEEIMENTAL AND 
PEACTICAL MEDICINE. 

By BENJAMIN W. EICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S. 

ON HYDRATE OE CHLORAL, (a) 

Gentlemen,—In theie lectures on Experimental and Practical 
Medicine I have in view one or two distinct objects, which your 
continued recognition tells me most eloquently and forcibly are 
good objects. I aim to keep up in this country the study of 
Medicine by experiment as well as experience. I aim to be 
ready at any time to bring before the working members of the 
Profession, and to demonstrate to them, every new advance 
that may be made in any part of the world, if the advance do 
seem to bear the stamp of usefulness, integrity, and true 
science. I aim to bring forth for your criticism or commenda¬ 
tion, each ahke approved, such new thoughts and researches as 
I may myself make; and, lastly, but not leastly, I strive to 
help towards perfection the science and art by which we all 
hold, or wo had better not exist, a profession, the science and art 
of ciu’ing disease. 

Not to tease you longer with preliminary words, I ask 5’-our 
attention more especially to-day to a new remedy which 
modern chemistry places at our command. It is called hydrate 
of chloral. The remedy is intended to produce insensibility to 
pain with prolonged sleep. 

At the onset, however, let us understand this point: the 
insensibility and the sleep this hydrate produces (and, whether 
it act well or ill, it has the virtue of producing both states) 
is not an insensibility and not a sleep intended to represent or 
to rival in action the action of the volatile anaesthetics we use 
for the abolition of pain during Surgical operations. 

True, it would not be inconsistent to apply it for operations ; 
for although it is not, as we use it, readily applicable, it might be 
administered for the Surgeon by the mouth, as, in the old time, 
mandi-ake was recommended to be given by Dioscorides and 
Pliny. But it is not, I repeat, the intent to set up in this new 
substance a rival to the well-known volatile anesthetics, 
because it is not so good for the purpose as many other agents 
with which we are familiar—not so good because not so ready, 
and perhaps not so safe. 

Whatever of useful intention there is in the introduction of 
hydrate of chloral is included in the virtue it possesses of caiising 
prolonged sleep. We meet every day of our lives with cases 
of disease in which we wish to give the patient a long and 
peaceful sleep—a sleep which shall represent faithfully the 
natural rest—the sleep 

“ That knits up the ravelled sleeve of care. 
The birth of each day’s life, sore labour’s hath.” 

And we try, by artificial means, to induce this sleep. Do we 
succeed ? 

For the accomplishment of this great and merciful end we 
have had in our hands for ages one grand remedy; we call it 
often our sheet-anchor. The remedy is opium. How we prize 
it! "^Ye know it so Avell, we do not readily appreciate what it 
would be to have it taken from us, nor feel that, in its absence, 
half our art of usefulness in this world would be lost. Wo 
learn to apply it in different ways and in different forms of 
combination ; and it is to be admitted, by all candid minds, 
that we succeed marvellously. Dr. Dover, for instance, when 
he invented that magic powder which bears his name, did a 
something in science which, for practical usefulness to the 
human race, surpasses a thousand more brilliant discoveries. 
But, after all, with endless manipulation and practice, 
opium does not answer each of our desires. It commonly 
causes nausea, sometimes vomiting; it leaves behind it 
headache ; it destroys appetite. Wanted, therefore, a 
remedy that shall have the advantages of opium, and none 
of its disadvantages. We look anxiously for this remedy. 
The intention of hydrate of chloral, be the result good or bad, 
is to furnish the remedy in question. I do not pretend for a 
moment to say that it perfectly supplies the want, but this 
must be considered to be its intention ; and I now proceed to 
relate how fai', according to our present knowledge of it, it 
answers to the call. Perhaps, if it does not answer every 
particular expectation, it may answer some particulars. We 

(a) Delivered on Tuesday, October 5. 
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will strive to learn the exact truth, and that we may learn 
systematically we Avill in turn look at the chemical, physical, 
physiological, and practical nature of the new agent. 

A sentence before we proceed as to the introduction of hydrate 
of chloral into Medicine. In chemistry the substance has been 
known as a curiosity for full thirty-eight years. The great 
Liebig discovered chloral (from which the hydrate is made by 
simple addition of water) in the year 1832; but the intro¬ 
duction of the hydrate into Medicine is a fact of the present 
year. Its introducer, in this respect, is the learned Liebreich 
of Berlin, w^hom we know up to this time chiefly from his theory 
of protagon—a man original in thought, bold in conjeci.ure, 
and fervid in work. The research and the thought which have 
led to the announcement of hydrate of chloral as a medicine, 
form a singularly good illustration of a modern advance in thera¬ 
peutics—that, namely, of determining the action of a substance 
on a theoretical estimate, based upon a precise knowledge of 
the chemical and physical properties of the substance. I have 
many times illustrated, in respect to the series of bodies which 
produce anaesthesia, that it is possible to pi’edict, on the 
knowledge of the composition and the physical properties 
alone, the action of any one of the class upon the living 
organism. Well, hero is an evidence of the same truth—a 
truth which will extend to every medicine thatmay be discovered 
in future—a truth which, received now^ as the dream of the 
enthusiast, will soon be accepted as a fact of science, and as soon 
afterwards will bo treated as a truism, to doubt which will drive 
the doubter outside the pale of science, a gadding heretic. 

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
HYDRATE OF CHLORAL. 

Hydrate of chloral is a chemical combination of water and 
the substance chloral on which I have spoken. Chloral itself 
is a substitution product from common or ethylic alcohol, in 
which chlorine becomes the substitute for some part of the 
hydrogen of the alcohol. We make chloral by treating pure 
and perfectly anhydrous alcohol with chlorine. Chloral, how¬ 
ever, is not the first product of this action; the first product is 
the substance known as aldehyde, of which I hand round a 
specimen. 

The change in the first step is as follows :—Alcohol is 
composed of C.jHgO. When, then, the alcohol C.,HgO is 
acted upon by chlorine, two equivalents of chlorine take away 
two of hydi'Ogen from the alcohol, forming two of hydro¬ 
chloric acid, and leaving aldehyde CjH^O. By contiuiiirig 
the action of chlorine the aldehyde is, in turn, decomposed. 
Acted upon by six equivalents of chlorine, three equivalents of 
the hydrogen combine with three of chlorine to form three of 
hydrochloric acid, while the remaining three equivalents of 
chlorine take the place of the three of hydrogen and form 
chloral C2HCI3O. In theory tliis action seems to involve a 
very simple process, in practice the process is amongst the 
most difficult: first, because the production and preservation 
of large quantities of really absolute alcohol bring serious 
practical obstacles; and secondly, because the action of chlorine 
upon alcohol tends to the formation of deeper products of 
decomposition, thereby greatly diminishing the yield of chloral. 
Plence, up to this time the product is always comparatively 
small, one pound of alcohol yielding, as our friend Dr. Vers- 
mann finds practically, less than an ounce of chloral; whereas 
theoretically the pound of alcohol should yield more than three 
pounds of chloral. This fact necessarily keeps up the price of 
the article. It cannot be supplied for less than 16s. an ounce. 

Wlien the chloral is produced and purified, it appears as an 
oily liquid, colourless and of pungent odour. It is an irritant 
to the sldn. Its specific gravity is 1600 as compared with 
water at 60°; its vapour density is 74, compared with hydrogen 
as unity; and its boiling point is 99° C., 210° Fahr. 

When chloral is mixed with a small quantity of water, there 
is solidification with evolution of heat, and the product, a 
white crystalline substance, is the hydrate of chloral. The 
crystals are rhombic. If more water be added to the hydrate, 
it dissolves, but on evaporation the hydrate is again left. In 
the foi-mation of the hydrate, about eight parts of chloral 
combine with one i^art of water, forming nine parts of the 
crystalline substance. Hydrate of chloral, therefore, contains 
90 per cent, of chloral. The hydrate, although a sohd, volati¬ 
lises, like camphor, without decompo.sition. I have placed a 
little here in along glass tube, and will heat it. You observe 
it all disappears; but I let the tube cool, and you will find, as 
the cooling takes place, the hydrate is depo.sited in various 
parts. The hydrate dissolves in water so freely that a 
saturated solution contains 50 per cent. It dissolves also in 
alcohol and in ether. 
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^OTild divert me from, and would not elucidate, our present 
work, if I were to follow the decompositions of the hydrate of 
chloral in contact with other active chemical substances; but it is 
necessary to notice one particular change. When the sub¬ 
stance is acted upon by an alkali, potassa, soda, ammonia, it 
is decomposed into a formate and into chloroform. We will 
perform the experiment. We will take a solution of the 
hydrate and add to it solution of potassa in a burette. Chloro¬ 
form is at once formed, and causes a milkiness of the fluid, and 
in time settles at the bottom of the tube. The odour of the 
chloroform, as you will find, is now most distinct. The de¬ 
composition is as follows:—-The potassa, KHO, removes one 
equivalent of the carbon from the hydrate, and the one 
equivalent of oxygen combining, there is formed formate of 
potassium—CHKO,, or, in other words, formic acid, CH2O2— 
in which one equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by potassium. 
There is thus left chloroform, CHCI3. In the decomposition 
seven parts of hydrate of chloral yield five parts of chloroform 
by weight, three and a third by measure. 

Hydrate of chloral dissolved in excess of water is agreeable 
to the taste. I have made a solution of it in the proportion of 
half a drachm to an ounce and a half of water, and will 
pass it round that you may try it. The odour of the hydrate 
is pungent, with a singular odour of ripe melon. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION. 

We may pass now to consider the physiological action of 
hydrate of chloral. Up to the present time it has been admi¬ 
nistered in solution with water, either by subcutaneous injection 
or direct by the mouth. The best solution is made by mixing 
one grain of the hydrate with two of water. I shall show you, 
however, a new fact in a little time—namely, that the substance 
can be administered, to some extent, by inhalation. 

The hydrate appears to act on aU classes of animals. I have 
tested it on frogs, on fishes, on birds, and on herbivorous and 
carnivorous mammals. In this respect it resembles all deriva¬ 
tives from the alcohols, while it differs from opium, which, on 
pigeons and other herbivorous birds, is practically negative. 
The dose which produces effect varies considerably, accord¬ 
ing to the size and weight of the animal. Pigeons weighing 
from 8 J to 11 ounces are thoroughly narcotised by 1| to 2 grains, 
and die when the dose administered exceeds grains—t.e., if 
the dose be injected subcutaneously. Rabbits weighing 83 to 
88 ounces are fully narcotised by thirty grains. A frog weigh¬ 
ing six drachms is well narcotised with half a grain ; a mouse 
weighing four drachms with a third of a grain. An adult 
huinan being wiU take, by the mouth, one hundred and twenty 
grains as an extreme dose. 

In all cases, whether in experiment or otherwise, the solution 
of the hydrate should be tested for reaction. If it he found 
acid, it should he neutralised with a minute quantity of am¬ 
monia ; but extreme care must be taken in adding the ammonia, 
or some of the hydrate will be decomposed into formate of 
ammonium and chloroform. 

Before proceeding further, I pause to place before you the 
theory of the action of the hydrate of chloral as propounded 
by Liehreich. We have seen that when the hydrate is treated 
with an alkali it is resolved into chloroform and a formate. 
The blood is an alkaline fluid; therefore, says Liehreich, when 
the hydrate is introduced into the organism, every small particle 
nf it will consume the surrounding quantity of alkali, and the 
decomposition will he completed only after the required amount 
of alkali has been furnished by the blood. In the smallest 
point of time the minimum quantity of chloroform is formed, 
and passes to the first place of action—viz., the ganglia cells 
of the cerebrum. The action with the increase of chloroform 
in the blood extends to the ganglia of the spinal cord ; lastly, 
it extends to the ganglia cells of the heart. The action corre¬ 
sponds with the slowest possible application of chloroform, and 
he concludes, in reference to the ultimate removal of the chlo¬ 
roform from the body, that it is not resolved by oxidation into 
carbonic and hydrochloric acids, but passes off as chloroform. 
This agrees with the researches by Snow and by myself in 
regard to extrication of chloroform simply. Such is the theory 
of action of chloral by Liehreich. He gives in addition a 
splendid array of experimental facts relating to the phenomena 
produced in animals and men by this agent when it is admi¬ 
nistered by the mouth or by subcutaneous injection. From 
all his researches we gather from him 

(a) That the hydrate in efficient dose produces deep sleep 
quickly after administration, and, when carried far enough, 
complete ansesthesia. 

(i) That the action is without excitement. 
(c) That the agent leaves no bad after effects. 

(d) That the nervous power of the heart is the last that 
suffers. 

(e) That the agency at work is chloroform, chemically made, 
we may say, in the body. 

I wiU move now to a recital of my own experiments and 
observations, illustrating by experiment as I pass along. We 
will in this way follow the action of chloral from the lower to 
the higher classes of animals. 

Effect on Frogs.—Frogs come rapidly under the narcotic in¬ 
fluence of chloral. To a full-sized frog, half a grain acts as an 
efficient dose in from six to nine minutes. Three-quarters of 
a grain will be borne by some frogs, but as a rule this animal 
sleeps to death under so large a dose. So soon as the agent 
begins to take effect there is drooping of the head, relaxation 
of the limbs, closing in of the eyes and profound stupor. The 
animal is cataleptic in regard to motion, its limbs remaining in 
the state in which they were left. It will lie in this torpid con¬ 
dition for a period even of twenty hours. Tori see before you 
two frogs thus sleeping. The one in which the breathing is 
imperceptible has had a large dose of the narcotic, and 
is possibly dead. The other, which is softly breathing, 
has had a smaller dose, and about this time to-morrow, if 
the temperature of the air be not over 60° Fahrenheit, will 
begin to wake up. There is no sensibility in animals thus 
sleeping; there is not even reflex sensibility. They sleep 
on when every function of life is at rest except one—the 
circulation. In illustration of this fact, you will see a remark¬ 
able phenomenon in the web of a frog’s foot which Dr. Sedg¬ 
wick has placed under the microscope. The animal before being 
placed under the microscope was put to sleep profoundly vsdth 
a full dose of chloral. It is sleeping now so deeply that it 
would pass for dead ; and yet you will see in the web of its 
foot that the most perfect circulation is going on—in fact, in 
the nddst of all this death, there is some feeble motion of the 
heart. Liebreich’s view that the heart is the last part which 
dies under chloral is thus confirmed, and the fact tends also to 
confirm his theory that chloroform formed within the organism 
is the cause of the sleep ; for, as some of you will remember, 
I took occasion to show last year that, under chloroform purely, 
the heart is the last organ that dies. 

When a frog recovers from the deep narcotism we have seen, 
it recovers perfectly. No bad symptoms remain behind. 

Fishes.—Fishes are readily narcotised by the hydrate of chloral. 
We may administer it to them by inhalation—that is, by 
mixing the agent with the water in which they float. They 
absorb slowly in this way, but at last fall asleep. Here is a 
large carp lying as deeply asleep as you could wish to see. It 
breathes regularly and gently, and is altogether oblivious and 
insensible. This animal has absorbed the narcotic by the 
gills; but here is another large carp which Dr. Sedgwick has 
put into deep sleep by subcutaneous injection of five grains of 
the hydrate. It, too, is oblivious, and will remain so probably 
for four or five hours. To insure its recovery, the water it 
floats in must he frequently changed, so that the eliminated 
products may be quickly carried away ; the subcutaneous in¬ 
jection of a fish for the production of narcotism is a novel 
experiment. 

3Iice.—Mice are readily narcotised with the hydrate. For 
a mouse weighing half an ounce, a quarter of a grain is suffi¬ 
cient to secure a long sleep. Mice thus put to sleep lie pre¬ 
cisely like dormice in the state of hybernation. They pass into 
sleep without any excitement; they recover without any baneful 
symptom. 

Birds.—Pigeons weighing from eight to eleven ounces are 
readily narcotised with from one and a half to two and a half 
grains of the hydrate. No excitement precedes sleep ; but the 
birds, as after chloroform, usually show signs of nausea as 
they become drowsy. The character of the sleep and the degree 
of insensibility vary with the dose. A dose of-one grain and 
a half produces drowsiness in ten or twelve minutes at most; 
deep sleep in one hour and a half, and an interrupted sleep of 
three hours. During this period the time of complete anses¬ 
thesia may be short—not more than five or six minutes. At 
other times there are reflex movements, and the animal, when 
moved, wakes to a semi-consciousness. A dose of two grains 
produces sleep in ten minutes, with perfect insensibility lasting 
twenty-six minutes. The sleep continues three hours. A dose 
of two grains and a half by the mouth produces drowsiness, 
with complete insensibility, in one hour. The perfect insensi¬ 
bility may last fifty minutes, and the drowsiness continue after 
this from two to three hours. In one case recovery from thi.s 
dose was accompanied by convulsive movements, and danger 
seemed imminent for a time, but in the end the recovery was 
perfect. A dose of two grains and a half will produce com- 
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plete anEesthesia usually in twenty minutes, and the ansesthetic 
condition will last from one to two hours, and in thirty or 
thirty-five minutes there will he restoration of consciousness, 
still with drowsiness. Recovery is accompanied with tremors, 
and is completed in six hours. In one instance this dose produced 
an insensibility which lasted three hours and a half ; and, for 
a time, the evidences of life were so reduced that the bird was 
supposed to be dead. Nevertheless, recovery was perfect. A 
dose of five grains produced insensibility of the profoundest 
kind in sixteen minutes, with death preceded by convulsive 
movements in fifty to sixty minutes. A dose of seven grains 
and a half produced insensibility in five minutes, and death in 
forty-seven minutes, preceded by convulsive movements. In 
all the cases on which these facts are based the odour of chloro¬ 
form was distinctly perceptible in the breath of the animals 
shortly after the administration. The odour lasted a very few 
minutes. In every instance there was one prominent and per¬ 
sistent effect following upon the administration, which effect 
deseirves to be named separately. There was decrease of animal 
temperature extending through the whole period of the action 
of the hydrate. One grain and a half brought down the tem¬ 
perature two degrees Fahrenheit; two grains and a half, five 
degrees ; and five grains, eight degrees. 

Rabbits.—The hydrate produces in rabbits the most perfect 
and prolonged sleep, without any preliminary excitement, 
sign of oppression, or disturbance. The administration may be 
made by the mouth or by subcutaneous inj ection, the dose by 
either method being the same. The quantity of the dose varies 
with the weight of the animal. A rabbit weighing from 
seventy to eighty ounces will be narcotised completely with a 
dose of thirty grains, but it would bear forty gTains without 
being sgbjected to serious danger; a rabbit weighing twenty 
to thirty ounces will go to sleep under a dose of nine to twelve 
grains, but will bear fifteen. Drowsiness usually commences 
in from fifteen to twenty minutes, without any sign of preli¬ 
minary excitement; then follow want of muscular power, 
beginning in the hinder limbs as under chloroform, dilatation of 
the pupil, dilatation of the vessels of the ear, universal muscular 
relaxation, and soon deep sleep. 

Of the character of the sleep you can judge for yourselves, 
for there are animals before you in all the stages of narcotism. 
One is just passing into sleep ; one is recovering; one is in a 
very profound stupor, insensible to every external impres¬ 
sion, and is so mobile that in whatever position you place the 
limbs or bend the body the position is retained ; a fourth is in 
deep sleep, but appears impressionable, for when you touch it 
ever so lightly there is an involuntary start. I noticed this con¬ 
dition—which we may, perhaps, call hyperfesthesia—in the 
very first experiments I made with hydrate of chloral, and 
Demarquay, of Paris, has since observed and dwelt upon the 
same fact -with much force : as I become better acquainted with 
the action of the hydrate this symptom appears to me of less 
moment. I doubt Avhether the movement is anything more 
than reflex—that is to say, I doubt altogether whether in any 
sense it is due to consciousness of impression—pain. 

The sleep will last from four to five hours, and the animal 
will recover as from natural sleep, except that drowsiness will 
be more prolonged. The desire for food after the recovery is 
urgent, and no untoward event marks or mars the process of 
recovery. 

In other animals the same series of phenomena are obseiwable 
after a dose of the hydrate. Here is a young cat to which an 
excessive dose has been administered, so that she shall sleep to 
absolute death. There is evidence of life in this animal, for 
there is gentle breathing and action of the heart, but in every 
other respect there is perfect death ; gradually the breathing 
will cease altogether, and then the heart. It is impossible to 
describe the gentleness of this mode of death; indeed, there is 
a period when it is hard to say whether there is fife or death, 
so gradual is the transition. 

Man.—In man the same series of symptoms extending to the 
extreme changes would without doubt be induced by an effi¬ 
cient dose of the hydrate of chloral; for in so far as the 
symptoms have been traced, they tally with what we have seen 
in the lower animals. Long sleep lasting over several hours 
has been caused in men and women by doses of the remedy 
varying from thirty to sixty grains, and men in the frenzy of 
acute mania have been brought into quiet and sleep by doses of 
one to two drachms. The sleep is gentle, seems to be attended 
with no symptom of distress, and leaves no serious evil behind. 
Nausea is, however, occasionally felt after recovery. 

In the case of every animal, from the lowest to the highest, 
the sleep is induced not merely without pain, but with expres¬ 
sion of pleasure. Rabbits arrange themselves to sleep in the 

most natural manner, and cats purr as they pass into rest in 
obvious comfort of repose. 

I have spoken once or twice incidentally on the weight of 
the animal as influencing action of dose. This deserves 
particular notice. In the lower animals there is, we may almost 
say, a common rule in respect to weight of animal and dose of 
hydrate ; thus an animal weighing, say, three ounces, requires 
one grain of the narcotic to be brought fairly and fully under 
its influence. If the proportion of dose be beneath this, the 
symptoms will be imperfectly developed; if it be much exceeded, 
the symptoms will end in fatal sleep. In the hmnan subject 
allowance would have to be made in relation not only to size 
and weight, but to obesitj’’ or leanness, to natural habit, and 
actual state of body in respect to sensibility. But, in spite of 
all these modifying influences, the rule respecting dose given 
above would, I believe, be approximately true, and the know¬ 
ledge of it accounts for the fact of the large doses which have 
recently been administered in France, apparently with im¬ 
punity, to the human subject. 

Hitherto I have confined my observations to facts which, in 
the main, support much that Liebreich says respecting the 
action of the hydrate of chloral. I now add some other 
observations supplementary and new in kind. 

{To be continued.) 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

.-- 

ON THE CONDITION OE THE SEMINAL 
SECEETTOxN IN DISEASE. 

By M. LIEGEOIS, 
Surgeon of the Hopital du Slidi, Paris. 

{Continued from page 381.1 

Some authors pretend that the testicles become atrophied in 
consequence of epididymitis. This is an error. Of more than 
three hundred cases of both double and simple epididymitis which 
have come to my notice, I have never been able to detect this 
atrophy. Six or seven times I have observed a diminution in 
size of the affected testicle, but in no instance amounting to 

atrophy. . . 
It is also generally believed that the retention of the seminal 

fluid situated beyond the stricture may, esj)ecially during 
coition, determine a certain amount of tension. ^ One patient 
only has described to me a sensation of heaviness in the testicle, 
augmenting especially after emission. 

Does the spermatic secretion persist in case of epididymitis ? 
The fact needs no proof as far as the first few months foUowing 
the affection are concerned. Sir A. Cooper, Gosselin, Godard, 
and Curling have demonstrated that the hgatui’e or the excision 
of the vasa deferentia in animals—dogs, cats, and rabbits does 
not suspend the spermatic secretion, and that the seminal 
fluid, charged with spermatozoa, accumulates beyond the point 
of lesion, so as to distend the epididymary ducts. Godard has 
moreover observed that the semen thus imprisoned contained 
spermatic cells in the act of generating new spermatozoa, 
which proves that the cells found in the distended portion of the 
epididymis are not exclusively composed of old elements, but 
that a certain number have just been produced and are in¬ 

cessantly created. _ . 
I once examined an obliterated testicle with spermatocele ; it 

was broug'ht to me from the dissecting rooms, taken from a 
subject aged 25 or 30 years. I found the head and the body 
of the epididymis considerably dilated by a whitish liquid, but 
it contained no spermatic filaments. The same results have 
been obtained in six autopsies, and which I have affeady cited, 
made by IVI. Duplay. I conclude, therefore, that the generation 
of spermatozoa ceases after epididymitis, and that the secretion, 
though continuing to form itself, is simply composed of a 
liquid which is reabsorbed as fast as fresh quantities are pro¬ 
duced. This, however, in the majority of cases, interferes in 
no way with the virile faculties, for every one know's, and I 
have myself given an example, that the cryptorchidcs are very 
apt at coition, though their seminal fluid is totally deprived of 

spermatozoa. . 
’What is the character of the seminal fluid in bilateral epi¬ 

didymitis ? The quantity is variable, often nearly normal, from 
1 to 3 grammes; but I have also seen 4 and even 8 grainmes 
i.e., more than normal—furnished by a single emission. It 
appears that the liquid which in the healthy state unites with 
the humour of the testicle in order to form what is called mixed 
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semen, can be secreted in ease of double obliteration of the 
epididymis equal in quantity to that in health. 

This does not agree with the remarks made by G-odard, who, 
as we have seen, thinks that the obliteration causes an atrophy 
of the corresponding seminal vesicle. But this interpretation 
which Godard has given of his two observations seems to me 
inexact. Let us remember that the two patients in question 
died, the one eighteen, the other twenty days after the ajipear- 
ance of a simple orchitis. The seminal vesicles corresponding 
to the side of the diseased testicles were found shrunken; but 
as the microscopical examination of these reservoirs was not 
made, and considering the recent stage of the disease, it ajjpears 
to me that this diminution in size might have been due to an 
excess in the contractility of the vesicles, produced by inflam¬ 
mation or by the pus itself, which very often exi.sts in the semen 
of individuals suffering from epididymitis, and which probably 
comes from the inflamed epididymis. In two autopsies prac¬ 
tised by M. Gosselin under similar circumstances, the seminal 
vesicles were found full of fluid, although there existed an 
obhteration of the vas deferens. The same thing has been 
observed by M. Gaussail in a patient dead from a blennorrhagic 
orchitis, also by M. 'Hardy; in this latter case the seminal 
vesicle corresponding to the diseased testicle was larger and 
harder than the one of the healthy side. 

It may also happen that the prostatic secretions are exag’- 
gerated, and thus add considerably to the quantity of the 
ejaculated fluid. In a patient who had had a first ej)ididymitis 
nineteen, and a second sixteen years ago, the emission amounted 
to_ the enormous quantity of 8 grammes, but this fluid con¬ 
tained nothing but abundant spermatic granrdations, which 
gave to it qmte an opaline aspect; the prostate was hyper¬ 
trophied, owing, doubtless, to a functional superactivitv of 
the gland. 

If we compare these facts with the cases in which the 
parenchyma of the testicle is destroyed, and where the emission 
is reduced to a few drops of fluid—if we compare them to 
those in which the two testicles are absent or arrested in their 
development, and in which cases there is no emission at all—we 
are led to believe that the testicular secretion in bilateral 
orchitis s',^ces for the maintenance of the equilibrium of the 
other genital secretions, just as it suffices in the great majority 
of cases for the preservation of the virile powers. 

The odour of the semen in bilateral epididymitis offers the 
same characters as in the normal condition, which is a g'ood 
proof that the spermatic odour does not depend upon the fluid 
from the testicles, but on the other humours which concur in 
the formation of this liquid. In a negro attacked with double 
orchitis of long standing this odour was extremely penetrating, 
highly ammoniacal, so much so that I should have believed it 
to be the result of decomposition had not the examination been 
made two hours after emission, and in a temperature of 12"'. 

The colour of the seminal fluid offers great varieties. I have 
generally found it opaline, whitish, and transpai’ent, but rarely 
of a milky-white,^ as in the normal state. This latter colora¬ 
tion, however, existed when the prostatic granulations or the 
leucoc3rtes were in great abundance. I have remarked that 
when the leucocytes were present in large proportions, the 
fluid had a purulent^ aspect, yellowish, and like pus; it became 
viscous by the addition of ammonia. 

These three elements, spermatozoa, fatty granulations, and 
leucocytes, reflect a white light, and they give, consequently, 
if their proportion is sufiiciently large, the same coloration to 
any fluid. This is the reason why, on the simple inspection of 
the ejaculated j)roduct, we can never positively affirm that it 
contains such or such elements, excepting the leucocytes, 
which fall to the bottom of the vessel, to form a layer of leus, 
easily recognisable with the naked eye. 

The viscosity of the seminal fluid can also present variable 
characters, but they are of no interest in this question, because 
these varieties can exist in health as well as in disease. 

I have found in the semen all the elements which it nor¬ 
mally contains excepting the spermatozoa in case the spermatic 
outlets were obliterated. Fatty g-ranulations of the prostate 
gland, pavement epithelial cells, crystals of phosphate of 
magnesia, and of phosphate of magnesia and ammonia existed 
in most cases. I have also met with sympexions. These ele¬ 
ments, little known and first described by M. Hobiu, generally 
present themselves in the shape of irregular plates of gi’eyish 
colour, and of variable forms, sometimes spheric or elliptical. 
Their origin remains as yet unknown ; they are not dissolved 
by acetic acid nor ammonia—proof that they do not come from 
concretions of mucus—but they are easily dissolved by the 
liquid wliich is secreted by the glands of the urethra, and this 

is the reason why the sympexions rapidly disappear if the semen 
is agitated. These elements give to the recently ejaculated 
semen the flocculent aspect. We should also find, according to 
M.^ Robin, in the seminal fluid of persons attacked with bilateral 
epididymitis, little nuclei of '004 mm. to '005 mm., with de¬ 
cided contour, translucid, and resembling little rings with pale 
greyish granulations in their centre. These nuclei are said to 
exist only in small number in the normal state, and M. Robin 
thinks they probably originate from the epithelial cells of the 
vasa deferentia. Rut in spite of my greatest care in search of 
these elements, even with a powerful lens such as that author 
recommends, I have never been able to find them. Lastly, the 
seminal fluid in bilateral epididymitis, as well as in the normal 
condition, contains vibriones which are developed from the con¬ 
tact of the air. 

We have thus far limited our study to epididymitis without 
taking into consideration parenchymatous orchitis—c. g., the 
inflammation of the secreting element itself. Godard and 
CuUerier say that inflammation of the glandular paren- 
ch3mia of the te.sticles ends in azoospermia. But we can scarcely 
admit such to be the case in epididymitis, inasmuch as the 
inflammation is generally limited to the epididymis, and does 
not extend beyond the body of Highmore. 

Let us examine what takes place in simple unilateral epi¬ 
didymitis. All authors agree that patients attacked with 
epididymitis of one side only, the other remaining healthy, are 
potent and fertile ; consequently their semen contains sperma¬ 
tozoa. But what is the degree of activity of the healthy 
testicle ? Nothing is said of it! Not knowing, therefore, at 
the onset of my researches that the examination of the seminal 
fluid in unilateral epididymitis could offer anything worthy of 
interest, my patients in whom I have investigated this matter 
are only sixtaen in number. Of these sixteen patients, aged 
from 20 to 30 years, thirteen entered the Hospital for treat¬ 
ment of the disease ; the epididymitis of the remaining three 
was of old date, and they were examined incidentally. The 
seminal fluid of each of the thirteen patients contained but a 
small quantity of spermatozoa—from one to thirty and forty— 
only one of them possessed 100 to 150. The epididymitis of all, 
with the exception of this latter patient, was of blennorrhagic 
origin. This one had contracted the disease from practising 
coition on his knees; there was no coexisting' discharge from 
the urethra. It is very probable that in this case the func¬ 
tions of the diseased side had been restored, which gives new 
proof of the distinction between accidental and blennorrhagic 
epididymitis. The facts just cited scarcely agree with what 
was to be expected. We should naturally suppose that the 
obliteration of one of the testicles ought only to diminish by 
one-half the number of spermatozoa, and which would stiU 
leave us several hundred of them. What may be the 
cause of this great diminution of the spermatic ele¬ 
ments ? Two suppositions can be made: Either involun¬ 
tary excretions of semen take place during the disease, 
which clear the spermatic channels of a portion of their con¬ 
tents, or else the inflammatory jprocess existing in one of the 
testicles lessens the secretion of the other gland. In order to 
satisfy myself as to the truth of my first hypothesis, I questioned 
a certain number of patients attacked with unilateral epididy¬ 
mitis,^ and who, it is well known, are not wanting in the Midi 
Hospital. I found, in fact, that this affection acts as a very 
eificient cause in producing nocturnal pollutions. It is rare to 
find patients in whom the orchitis has lasted from fifteen to 
twenty days who have not had at least one involuntary emission, 
sometimes two and three, and even in those patients who ordi¬ 
narily do not suffer from these ejaculations, though they are 
often abstinent for some length of time. The knowledge of 
this particularity gave me the solution of a problem which had 
always puzzled me. It was this—How is it that individuals 
attacked with bilateral epididymitis dating from fifteen to 
twenty days no longer present spermatozoa in their seminal 
fluid ? What had become of those which previously existed 
in the seminal vesicles .P Surely they had not been dissolved, 
for, of all anatomical elements, none probably resists longer 
moleciilar disaggregation than the spermatozoa. They can be 
preserved for entire months in putrefied liquid, years in acetic 
acid or ammonia, and the most energetic nitric or .sulphuric 
acid does not destroy them. This is a remarkable fact when we 
remember that the most innocent fluid in appearance—the 
fluid of the ovule—has the power of rapidly dissolving them. 
Lest, therefore, we admit that the humour of the seminal 
vesicles, in which the spermatozoa are held in suspension, 
exercises a dissolving' action upon these elements analogous to 
the liquid of the ovule, and which is scarcely admissible, we 
find a very plausible exi^lanation of their absence in the 
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pollutions -wliich are so frequent in persons attacked with 
epididymitis. 

But to return to our subject. It is certain that one, two, 
and even three ejaculations during- twenty days occurring in a 
healthy man could not reduce the spermatozoa, as we find them 
in patients -with unilateral epididymitis. I believe, therefore, 
that the nocturnal pollutions come in but for a very small share 
of the scantiness of the spermatozoa in unilateral epididymitis, 
and I admit by exclusion that the secretion of the opposite 
testicle is very much diminished. 

Let us now look at the results obtained from the last three 
of the sixteen patients; that is to say, those who had been 
cured of their unilateral epididymitis. 

1. A patient, 32 years old, had a blennorrhagic epididy¬ 
mitis of the right side seven weeks ago. The epididymis is 
indurated, the one of the opposite side is healthy. The seminal 
fluid—three grammes—^is opaline and viscous, with exceeding- 
rare spermatozoa, sometimes necessitating as many as seven 
and eight preparations to find hut one or two of them. 

2. A patient, 27 years old, had a blennorrhagic epididy¬ 
mitis of left side two j’-ears ago. The indui-ation of the cord 
stfll exists. The testicle of the opposite side is normal. The 
seminal fluid—l-oO gramme—only presents from one to four 
spermatic filaments. Prostatic gnanulations and leucocytes 
exist in large quantity. 

3. A patient, 29 years old, had an orchitis of the left side 
twelve years ago. The disease had developed itself without 
sexual intercourse, and was considered of a rheumatic character 
at that time. This patient is attacked with a blennorrhagic 
epididymitis of the same side four years afterwards. The right 
side has never been affected. The left testicle is smaller than 
the right. The seminal fluid—two grammes—contains from 
five to ten spermatozoa. 

These three observations seem to prove that blennorrhagic 
epididymitis, both of long or recent date, diminishes the secretion 
of the testicle of the opposite side. I should attach to these 
observations—too few in number to venture a conclusion from 
-—but little importance if they were not confirmed by other 
facts, and which might have been deduced d priori from certain 
ideas previously emitted. If, in fact, venereal excesses on the 
one hand, and constitutional diseases ending in death on the 
other hand, are the most accepted causes which diminish the 
secretion of the testicles, we must admit, supposing this secre¬ 
tion already diminished in unilateral epididymitis, that in the 
latter case these two causes must easily bring about a suspen¬ 
sion of the spermatic secretion. 

First about the venereal excesses. M. Hirtz, in the work 
already cited, joins to the two observations which I have 
already given, another, appertaining to an individual of excel¬ 
lent health, who at the age of 25 years was attacked with an 
intense epididymitis. The induration of the parts persisted for 
five years. The semen contains no spermatozoa, although his 
genital functions have always remained in perfect condition. 
“I remember to have observed,” says M. Hirtz, “ other similar 
cases where persons with unilateral orchitis, and who were 
perfectly cured of the disease, never had any children after¬ 
wards.” “ There exists in some authors,” he continues, “ a 
mention of sterility consequent upon orchitis of one side only. 
I do not look for an explanation ; I only note the fact.” 

We next Come to the constitutional diseases ending in 
death. 

{To he continued.) 

COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE PATELLA 
-RECOVERY. 

By J. P. ALDRIDaE, M.D., F.E.C.S. 

On Christmas morning last I was called to a woman, aged 53, 
who had sustained a severe injury. On arriving, I found a 
transverse fracture of the patella, with a wound laying open 
the cavity of the knee-joint, and extending round the knee on 
either side as far as the outer and inner boundaries of the 
popliteal space. The leg lay in a flexed position, exposing the 
caHty of the joint, but the lateral ligaments were not ruptured. 
Part of the fractured patella protruded through the Avound; 
there was considerable hsemorrhago, but not requiring the tying 
or acupressing of any vessel. I may here mention that the 
patient had inflammation of the joint, with deep-seated abscesses 
in the thigli, some years before, which resulted in partial stifi'en- 
ing of the joint. 

On the morning above named she was proceeding upstairs 

in the dark, and fEl stumbling down two steps, her leg 
doubhng- under' her. She Statfes her knee struck on 
one of the steps, which caused the mischief; but pi'obably 
the violent doubling up of the leg caused the contracted 
muscles of the thigh to bear violently upon the patella, 
the ligamentum''pateIbB resisted, and the bone gave way. 
Be that as it may, the injury was severe, and one re¬ 
quiring no small consideration. After careful examination, 
I resolved to try and save the limb, so, with the aid of my 
assistant. Dr. F. AV. Smith, replaced the parts into their proper 
position, and brought the edges of the wound together by 
means of silk sutures and adhesive plaister. The parts were 
most accurately and carefully adjusted, a few turns of a band¬ 
age placed around the thigh to prevent muscular contraction, 
as also over the calf of the log-. I laid the Imee in a pillow- 
splint, raising the leg a little. At noon the same day found 
her A^ery restless, and administered an anodyne, which soon 
composed her, and she expressed herself easy, and slept several 
hours. 

26th.—Still quiet; no fever ; pulse 79. 
27th.—Slight constitutional disturbance ; pulse 84. 
28th.—More composed, and passed a good night. 
29th.—Removed sutures and applied more strapping; found 

the whole extent of wound united by first intention, and skin 
natural and cool. Left the knee exposed to the air and 
covered lightly with a fold of blanket j)laced OA'er a cradle. 

Since then, recovery has been most complete, and Avithout 
the slightest constitutional distiubance, free from pain, and 
enjoying good rest; to iise her own words, “ I have been quite 
easy. Sir, ever since you took out the threads.” 

A month after the accident the patient could sit up, and in 
six Aveeks, with some assistance, walked into another room. 

I would only make this one remark in forwarding this most 
interesting case to your valuable journal. How wonderful are 
the repai-atu-e powers of Nature when left to herself, especially 
when placed under favoiirable circumstances! Had the woman 
been removed from her family and friends, or had the limb 
been exposed to the concussion and displacement consequent on 
such remoA^al, in all human probability inflammation woidd 
have set in, followed by extensive suppm-ation, gangrene, etc., 
necessitating the loss of limb ; but now, happily, the leg is 
even more useful than before, and she can walk with com¬ 
parative ease and comfort. 

Dorchester. 

CARIES OF THE FOOT—EXCISION- 
RECOVERY WITH A SOUND 

AND USEFUL LIMB. 

By A. S. G. JAYAKAR, M.R.C.S. Eng., etc., 
Assistant-Surgeon, Bombay Army. 

Notwithstanding the rapid strides that have been of late made 
ill England and on the Continent in the department of Con¬ 
servative Surgery, it is really astonishing what a poor 
reception it has met at the hands of Surgeons in India. 
This may be accounted for in one of two ways. It often 
happens that those patients Avho are the fit subjects for exci¬ 
sion and other conservative operations are the very men who 
are most impatient of being able to leave the Hospital soon. 
It is not less common, on the other hand, that the means or 
number of assistants left at the disposal of the Surgeon are 
poor. So Conservative Sm-gery has never up to this date had 
anything hke a fair trial in India. The operation of excision 
was undertaken in the foUoAving case chiefly on account of the 
patient refusing to have his foot amputated. It has often been 
a puzzle to AA'hat extent the tarsal bones may be removed so as 
to leave a useful limb behind. The follovfing- case will more 
than illustrate that we may with safety remove, indeed, a 
larger number than is usually done. 

JecAva M., aged 30, was admitted on January 23, 1869, 
into Hutteesing’s Hospital, Ahmedabad, with a number of 
carious sinuses situated in the inner aspect of the right foot. 
On exploration the disease was found to be extensive. H Avas 
of twelve months’ duration, and first commenced with inflam¬ 
mation and suppuration after a slight hurt. He was Aveak 
and scrofulous in his appearance on admission, and Avas there¬ 
fore placed on cod-liver oil and iron, Avith a liberal diet. On 
February 2, having been brought under the influence of chlo¬ 
roform, an incision about three inches in length was made on 
the inside of the foot, commencing at the inner malleolus. 
This incision was extended on the dorsum of the foot to 
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the extent of an inch and a half, about half an inch from its 
commencement. The flap having been carefully separated, the 
scaphoid and internal and middle cuneiform bones were entirely 
removed ; the disease having been found to have invaded the 
head of the astragalus also, it required to he sawn away. 
All the tendons and the principal blood-vessels were carefully 
preserved. The limb was placed on one of McIntyre’s iron 
splints, with a foot-board. The flap having sloughed away in 
a day or two, on account of the unhealthy condition of nearly 
all the structures, the wound was dressed from the bottom with 
carbolic acid dressing (one to ten parts). By February 9 the 
womid had taken on a healthy action, and was fast granulating 
froni the bottom. His general health kept on gradually im¬ 
proving, the wound in the meantime slowly healing iip. On 
April 17 he had so far recovered as to be able to walk about 
with the aid of a crutch. The wound had then almost entirely 
healed. 

May 15.—Wound entirely healed,Ieaving two indolent sinuses 
behind. Oalvanism was ordered to be applied every other day, 
under which the sinuses showed a great tendency to contract 
and heal. He left the Hospital on July 13 unexpectedly, to 
my great regret, as I wished to take a sketch of his foot. 

Condition oj the Foot.—The sinuses had entirely healed, and 
he was able to walk about without the assistance of a crutch 
or a stick. The foot itself appeared smaller than the healthy 
one, and there was a hollow about half an inch in depth on its 
internal aspect, where was also situated a hard puckered-up 
cicatrix. 

This case will also illustrate the value of galvanism in indo¬ 
lent unhealthy sinuses. 

Ahmedabad. 

LEPROSY IN NORWAY. 
By DAVID H. STIRLING, M.D. 

Having lately had an opportunity of visiting the Leper 
Hospitals in Bergen, I send you a few notes in the hope that 
they may prove interesting to those who have not seen the 
disease. Mr. Hutchinson wiU, no doubt, give a graphic account 
of it, but it is probable that his notes will embrace a much 
wider field than mine can pretend to. 

Leprosy in Norway is almost entirely confined to the west 
coast. A stray case may appear elsewhere, but when the 
Mstory is carefully investigated, connexion with the coast 
is almost always traced. There are from 25,000 to 30,000 
lepers in Norway. Bad house accommodation, poor and in¬ 
sufficient diet and clothing—in short, a generally bad sanitary 
condition—is believed sufficient to produce it. Its hereditary 
character is too well known to be disputed, but it originates 
de novo under the conditions mentioned above. It is now a 
well-established fact that Swedes and Norwegians who come 
from upland districts to the coast, and live in the same manner 
as the poor native population, contract the disease even more 
readily than those brought up in the district. The converse 
of this is equally interesting—lepers who leave the west 
coast of Norway in the early stage of the disease and emigrate 
to North America very often recover, and continue free from it 
afterwards. 

Damp cold weather increases, and dry warm weather 
dmiinishes,_ the number of cases throughout the country. 

Two varieties of leprosy are well marked, the tubercular and 
anaesthetic, but many cases are of a mixed character. In the 
mixed cases sometimes one form, sometimes another, pre¬ 
dominates. 

The tubercular form usually appears first in the skffi of the 
eyebrows.^ Small nodules form, hard, without much, if any, 
discoloration, which soon assume a dusky yellowish or brownish 
hue. The nodules or tubercles press upon the hair bulbs, 
destroy them, and cause the hair to fall off. The disease does 
not produce any imeasiness in this early stage, and the patient 
rarely seeks advice. There is no weakness nor pain, the 
ordinary occupations are followed, and in this condition the 
leper may hve, and work, and marrj-, the disease remaining 
stationary or advancing slowly. The rapidity of progress 
or the reverse depends apparently on hereditary predisposition 
and the external surroundings of the patient. Where the 
former exists, other things being equal, the advance is more 
rapid and less amenable to treatment than where it is not; and 
when the latter vary, at one time better, at another worse, so does 
the disease retrograde, remain stationary, or advance. When it 
advances the eruption spreads over the face (rarely, if ever, 
appearing on the hairy scalp), body, and extremities, is seen on 

the conjunctiva, tongue, and entire buccal cavity, and, as post¬ 
mortem examination shows, equally affects internal organs. 
In the acute ^ form the eruption spreads rapidly and without 
any constitutional disturbance. Should the case now prove 
favourable, the eruption ceases and begins to disappear. 
During this stage the system suffers severely, there is active 
febrile disturbance, high pulse, furred tong’ue, and great 
prostration of strength. I saw one case in which Dr. Danielssen 
informed me the patient had been four months confined to bed. 
The eruption had been extensive, but was then entirely gone. 
The sufferer, a young, well-built, and tolerably nourished man, 
seemed quite prostrate ; his pulse above 100, and weak. The 
skin over the whole body seemed of a dusky hue, but whether 
the .peculiar colour depended on the disease or other causes I 
could not make out. The cases that progress unfavourably, 
and they unfortunately constitute 90 per cent, of the whole, 
are marked by very sad changes. The tubercles increase in 
size, the face becomes almost shapeless from the masses seated 
closely over it, the lips and nose are sometimes enormously 
swollen, and the whole surface of a mottled brown and livid 
colour. Small tubercles appear on the conjunctiva; the tongue 
is covered with hard nodules from the sizeof asmallpea to that of 
a field bean ; the voice becomes husky from laryngeal deposit; 
often there is complete aphonia, not seldom blindness. The 
feet and hands become affected, and the extremities tubercu- 
lated, livid, and swollen. The poor sufferer is now compara¬ 
tively helpless, but, as long as no internal disorder shows itself, 
is able to undertake certain duties, netting, carpentry, and such¬ 
like, and can enjoy life to some extent among his leprous 
companions. Men and women are alike occupied so long as 
their strength admits of work, and it is wonderful as well as 
pleasing to see the industry and cheerfulness of many of the 
patients even in later stages of the disease, when ulcerations 
have rendered them pitiable objects and great sufferers. Old 
non-ulcerated cases are seen in which the eruption is principally 
confined to the face and ears, and which are marked by no 
constitutional disturbance. The patient is hideous to look upon, 
but strength does not appear impaired, and the body is well 
nourished. How long such cases may continue I could not 
very well make out—downward progress sooner or later ensues. 
The ulcerative stage is characterised by foul sores, healing here, 
breaking out there, until in time the body is covered with the 
scars of old and the dressings of open sores. The bones of the 
nose are often destroyed; the lips ulcerate; fingers, toes, and 
even larger portions of the extremities are removed, and tie 
smell meanwhile such as can be mitigated by no amount of 
skill and attention. Disinfectants of all kinds are freely used, 
but the sores are too much for them. Death takes place from 
exhaustion, the immediate cause usually some pulmonary, 
gastro-intestinal, or renal affection. The only post-mortem 
appearance peculiar to tubercular leprosy appears to be 
enormous development of large connective-tissue cells in and 
around the tubercles. 

The anaesthetic form begins with the formation of a red 
spot or spots, which may be seated on any part of the body. 
Bain is felt at once, and is generally severe; in consequence of 
this the sufferer seeks assistance at a much earlier stage of the 
disease than those attacked with the tubercular form do. To 
this earlier treatment is attributed the larger proportion of 
recoveries in ansesthetic cases. The spots enlarge, the skin 
feels thickened, but not elevated; gradually slight elevation 
above the surrounding skin is felt, but there is no approach to 
a tubercular condition. The thickening and elevation of 
surface seem to depend on effusion into and under the skin. 
Should recovery noAv ensue, the spots assume a brownish hue, 
gradually changing to white, having then a puckered appear¬ 
ance, almost like a cicatrix, caused by interstitial absorption. 
The white spots are at first devoid of sensibility, but as 
recovery progresses this is restored. When the disease advances 
the connective tissue surrounding the nerve fibrils increases in 
quantity to such an extent as to gradually destroy by its pressure 
the nerve structure. Fain is now excruciating in and around 
recent spots and along the course of the affected nerve. The 
nerves of the extremities and the fifth pair of cerebral nerves 
are rnost commonly and severely affected. On the peculiar 
condition of the nerves all the after changes depend. The 
ulnar nerve is felt rolling under the finger, as it passes over the 
inner condyle of the humerus, like a thick hard cord. As long as 
the sensoryfibres continue to transmit impressions distinctly, pain 
is severe, at times excruciating; when changes have advanced so 
far as to greatly impair or destroy their function, pain subsides, 
and anaesthesia follows. WLen the fifth pair are implicated the 
eyes are fi.xed and lustreless, the jaw droops, the facial lines of 
health disappear, and the expression of the patient is not unlike 
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that of dementia. If to this is added the ulceration of parts 
caitsed by deficient innervation, the aspect of countenance is, 
if possible, more painful than that of the tubercular variety. 

In those parts of the body to which the diseased nerve dis¬ 
tributes fibrils the temperature is lowered, the skin shrivels, the 
surface cracks, and an intractable form of ulceration follows. 
Partly by ulceration, partly by interstitial absorption, the 
fingers and toes disappear, the eyeballs may burst and leave 
only a shrunken fibrous structure in the orbits, the bones of the 
nose become necrosed or carious, sores appear over various 
parts of the body, and ultimately the patient dies exhausted. 
The downward progress is usually very slow, and many years 
may bo passed of lingering death. The only post-mortem 
appearance peculiar to anaesthetic leprosy is seen in and around 
the affected nerves. Connective tissue is in unusual quantity, 
and this, along with effusion into the sheath, compresses and 
alters the nerve tubules. I could not make out to what 
extent the actual fibril with its axis cylinder is supposed to be 
affected, but Dr. Sand, of Molde, with whom I conversed 
particularly as to the pathological appearances, was certain as 
to the enormous development of connective tissue. The delicate 
conducting substance in the axis cylinder appears to be wholly 
destroyed, and this in consequence of pressure from without. 

One is tempted to speculate on the nature of a disease the 
course of which is so terrible, and the pathological appearances 
peculiar to it apparently so simple ; but I fear it would be both 
unprofitable and vain. 

Leprosy is not considered by the Norwegian Physicians to 
he infectious in any sense. It cannot be transmitted by inocu¬ 
lation. Treatment consists principally in securing favourable 
sanitary conditions and improving the general health. An 
equable and rather high temperature is considered beneficial. 
It affects all ages, is almost entirely confined to the poorer 
classes, and, when recovered from, is apt to return. Those 
who have suffered from one variety may be attacked by the 
other, or suffer from the mixed form at any after period. 

Dr. Sand asked me if any parts of our country were damp 
and cold, and inhabited by poor, ill-clad, ill-fed, and badly 
housed people. I answered there were plenty such. He 
rephed, “ Look there for leprosy, and perhaps you will find it is 
not confined to Norway.” 

The Norwegians, as a race, are kind and hospitable, our 
Professional brethren so courteous and friendly as to make one 
■feel quite at home in a strange land. 

To Dr. Danielssen, Dr. Sand, and Mr. Wiesner I owe my 
warmest acknowledgments. 

Perth, August 24. 
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DR. ANDREW WOOD AND THE MEDICAL 

COUNCIL. 

We have always regarded Dr. Andrew Wood as being 

eminently a man qui a le courage de son opinion, but we 

certainly did not appreciate the extent of that courage till we 

read his defence of the Medical Council, (a) There is so much 

truth in the saying qui s'excuse s’ accuse that it required no 

little courage in a member of the Council to undertake its 

public defence at all, though, if the thing was to be done, no 

better and more fitting member coTild perhaps be foixnd to do 

it than Dr. Andrew Wood; for he is one of its most able, hard- 

v/orking, and useful members, an eminent representative of all 

its best qualities and virtues, while some would say that he 

also eminently displays that proneness which is attributed to 

the Council to convert by excess the grace of eloquence into 

the defect of loquacity. But if any vindication of the Medical 

Council by one of its members required some courage, much 

more was the courage needed to undertake it when no more 

could be said in favour of that body than Dr. Andrew Wood 

has found it possible to say; for of all the acts and works 

selected as the grounds of his “ Vindication,” there is but one 

that has not before received full public acknowledgment 

and praise. And the solitary exception is this—“ One of the 

duties of the Medical Council is to elect its President; that it 

has failed in that duty can hardly be said, when we recall the 

names of Sir Benjamin Brodie, Mr. Green, and Dr. Burrows, 

who have successively held the chair, and of Dr. Paget, who 

now so worthily occupies it.” Now, we freely confess that we 

never have praised the Council for this, and we must further 

confess that we should have hardly thought it respectful to 

have noted as especially remarkable or praiseworthy the fact 

that a body of men, who are all eminent, or prominent, in their 

Profession, had chosen eminent men to preside over them. 

For all the other works mentioned by Dr. Andrew Wood as 

entitling the Medical Council to honour and glory, we our¬ 

selves, and others, have given it ample credit over and over 

again. 

The work of compiling an official register, and keeping it 

acemate, can hardly be said to be one of a very liigh character, 

or one requiring great ability or complex machinery ; still, the 

Council has performed it, and has not neglected the higher 

duty of “ preserving it pure.” 

The present British Pharmacopoeia has been everywhere 

received with grateful appreciation and praise; it is so valuable 

a work, and so well done, that, if it is not too often and too 

persistently flourished in our faces, we will not be so un¬ 

gracious as to allude to the first edition of it. 

The successful labours of the Council in the cause of pre 

liminary education, the degree of improvement that has 

attended its efforts to improve Professional education and its 

work in preparing a new and complete scheme for this, the 

usefulness of its visitations of examinations, and the industry 

and abihty of its committees on various subjects, have all, we 

venture to say, been duly acknowledged and fully appreciated. 

That the conduct and actions of the Meffical Council have 

been subjected to free, and at times severe, criticism, we do not 

for a moment deny, but we contend that the criticism has, as a 

rule, been fair and just. The Council is a public body, a very 

costly one to the Profession, and it has been in existence eleven 

years; and the general indictment against it is, not that 

it does “ nothing but indulge in talk and personal reflec¬ 

tions,” but that, considering the length of time it has 

existed, it has not done nearly as much for the Profes¬ 

sion and the public as might have been fairly expected from 

it. And as its partial failure seems to be attributable to 

its faulty constitution, a demand has risen for its reforma¬ 

tion ; and, at the same time, for largo amendment of the 

Medical Act by which it exists, and which it has to administer. 

Dr. Andrew Wood himself acknowledges the deficiencies and 

defects of the Act, which the Medical Council has entirely 

failed to get amended ; and he admits, as it seems to us, most 

of the charges brought against the Council. He is “ not pre¬ 

pared to deny that it has at times shown a certain degree of 

(a) The Medical Council and its Critics: a Vindication. By Andrew 
Wood, M.D., F.E.8.E., F.ll.C.S.E., Member of the Medical Council. 
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timidity—nay, if you will, of vacillation and procrastination— 
■which, is certainly not deserving of commendation.” It is surely 
not a sufficient answer, when reproached with such faults as 
these, to say that it would have been worse to have “ acted 
rashly, hastily, and imperiously.” And in considering whether 
or not the Medical Council has acted tardily and timidly, it is 
to be remembered that it had not to originate, or to take the 
lead in carrying out, entirely new ideas, but rather to guide, to 
gave practical effect and if necessary greater impulse to already 
existing ideas and widely-spread tendencies and movements. 
Improvement in education is one of the most general demands 
of the day, and had affected our Profession as well as other 
classes of the nation. And we may observe that even as re¬ 
gards preliminary education the Society of Apothecaries of 
London had instituted an examination in general education 
years before the existence of the Medical Coimcil, and had gone 
further even than the Council has yet dared to do, for in their 
examination some knowledge of G-reek was compulsory. 

Clinical examinations also are not, we think, entirely a 
creation of the Medical Council, for we believe that the Uni¬ 
versity of London instituted them in at least some of their 
examinations for Medical degrees before the days of the 
Medical Council; and in this connexion, as the Americans 
would say. Dr. Andrew Wood has, no doubt unwittingly, done 
an injustice to the London Society of Apothecaries, when he 
says that they have “ not yet adopted ” clinical examinations. 
They had not when members of the Cotmcil -risited their 
examinations in 1866, but they have done so for at least the 
last two years’. 

Dr. Andi-ew Wood’s “ Vindication ” is, no doubt, ably and 
powerfully written, but we think that he fails to answer the 
accusations generally made against the Medical Council, while 
"vve can hardly believe that he really -wrote in reply to such an 
exaggerated charge as that the Council were “ doing nothing 
but indulging in talk and personal reflections; ” and we would 
suggest that to notice such a charge at all seriously was the 
very way to invest it with a degree of weight and importance 
it would otherwise have failed to carry. 

YELLOW EEVEE IN CUBA.—SE^^OE D. HEENANDEZ 
POGCIO AND THE SUEGEON OE THE “BAEEA- 
COUTA.” 

The experience of Medical service in the army and navy of 
Spain throughout the last ten years has been of an uncommon 
cast. Even dating from the war of Morocco, where the 
cholera exhibited hideous proportions, we have next the 
expedition to Mexico, the war in St. Domingo, the warlike 
operations against Cliili and Peru, and now again the intestine 
conflict in Cuba. Experience in epidemics has accumulated 
■with these undertakings. There are now cholera, yellow fever, 
and dysentery existmg in this queen of the Antflles. Our con¬ 
temporary the Sifflo Medico, under the head of “ Correspondencia 
de Cuba,” has recently published some letters from an able 
and active officer, Sehor D. Hernandez Poggio, dated from the 
General Military Hospital at Havanah, and written in July 
last. To the information contained in these we invite our 
readers’ attention. 

In February there was really no cholera in St. Jago de 
Cuba ; yet for the two years preceding it had smouldered in 
different j)arts of the island, appearing capriciously here and 
there. Since that date it has lighted up with alarming- 
violence, principaUy at the points where the Spaniards succeed 
in occupying posts held shortly before by the insurrectionary 
forces. The chief foci at the time of writing were Puerto- 
Padre, las Tunas, Minas, Alta Gracia, and all the line of opera¬ 
tions from Puerto-Principe to Nuevitas. There seems a present 
intention of raising at Puerto-Padre a Hospital of temporary 
character, but sufficient in its dimensions to be of advantage 
for all three epidemics. The ravages of yellow fever are now 
found to be extreme. Several of the Faculty have died, and 

other persons of note, among the rest Senor D. Jose Lacunza, 
one of the most worthy and important members of the Mexican 
court and minister during the brief empire of Maximilian I. 
He had resided three years at Havanah, and was 70 years of 
age at the time of his decease. Many are dead who have been 
driven into the towns through the unsettled state of the country. 
Such persons think themselves proof against the yellow fever 
from being creoles and acclimatised. There are also many of 
the Faculty who lend themselves to this idea and speak of it, 
when found in such persons, as biliary fever. The author of 
these letters has shown in other publications that acclimatisation 
is not possible against miasms, and this is plainly seen in Cuba. 
The fact is of first importance as regards troops in the colonies. 
The French Physicians have so far modified their nosology as 
to construct a particular species—“ the yellow fever of the 
creoles and acclimatised ”—but this is quite unnecessary. The 
icterus in biliary fever is found to occur early, that of yellow 
fever much later; besides which, critically considered by 
microscopical and chemical tests, the matters vomited are very 
different. We should take account more than we,do of the liver as 
a blood-forming org-an, as well as of its more special function in 
forming bile for digestion. We shall derive instruction perhaps 
from an episode that is interpolated in this correspondence, 
which turns on a visit of the Medical officer of the Barracouta,. 
Dr. Laurenton Pasley, to the General Military Hospital in 
Havanah when Dr. Poggio was in charge. “ See here,” says 
the Spanish Physician, “ two strongly contrasted fever cases:— 
One of these patients is a man in an early stage of the second 
period of the fever; the skin of a pale yellow and spotted with 
petechiae of various sizes, mostly on the chest and arms. The 
conjunctiva has not that strong yellow tint that mostly accom¬ 
panies icterus. The urine is thick, of yellow ochre colour, 
not betraying -with nitric acid the presence of the biliary prin¬ 
ciple. The other patient has counted six days of the second 
period, and has presented in due sequence all the symptoms 
above enumerated. The petechise have now disappeared; 
the conjunctivse as well as the skin have a dark yellow colour; 
the urine is thick, and of an orange-yellow hue, and in the 
analysis made of it you may observe, as the drops of nitric 
acid fall into the test-tube, there are formed in the middle 
of the liquid, as it were, mucous filaments of a greenish- 
yellow colour, like lemons when they begin to ripen, and their 
rind takes on a greenish-yellow cast. Here, then, we have 
two examples of the fever with the yellow colour in both 
that has served to give a name to this affection; but the differ¬ 
ence in the colour as to its cause is radical. In the first the tint 
is caused by a modification of the blood such as it undergoes 
when a bruise or ecchymosis creates a stain in the tissues, as 
happens in its decline; in the second case there is bile every¬ 
where, and the tissues are stained by its colouring pi-inciple. 
This distinction is of first importance as regards treatment of 
the cases. 

“ Let us pursue our course round the wards. Some we see 
vomiting the black matter that gives character to this affec¬ 
tion (vomito negro) ; others, wild with delirium, springing from 
their beds on the slightest occasion, and rushing madly through 
the wards, in sad contrast with debility and prostration found 
otherwise in them; some with ataxic, others -with adynamic 
IDhenomena; some on the mend, others getting very much 
worse ; some in whom a copious and feetid secretion from the 
parotids necessitates a full use of the carbolic acid ; or maybe 
a diarrhoea of filthy matter replaces the black vomit, with 
icterus and other symptoms present which show it to be the 
yellow fever as endemic in the Gulf of Mexico. 

“Let us sketch the programme of treatment exhibited in these 
letters, which is that most approved in the Spanish colonies. 
Take a soldier in the Hospital wards, with a sweaty cheek 
which is also pale and somewhat full; the conjunctivas injected ; 
the eyes both brilliant and moist; a very intense cephalalgia ; 
sharp pain in the lumbar region, and often extending to the 
dorsal ; in the hmbs and articulations a sense of bruising 
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and pain; extreme prostration ; the skin both hot and 

dry; full pulse ; a tongue with red edges, moist, and 

narrow, with a yellow-white coat; the buccal mucous 

membrane red, and transuding blood on slightest pressure 

(a symptom quite proper to this complaint, first insisted on 

in Cadiz by one of our colleagues); the breath with charac¬ 

teristic foetor; faltering step, and walldiig sometimes impos¬ 

sible. With such an assemblage of symptoms, we take three 

grammes of ipecacuanha infused in ninety grammes of water, 

and give the strained liquor at one dose, favouring the action 

of the emetic by aid of lukewarm water; for experience has 

shown that relief will follow in proportion to the vomiting. 

The straining efforts are mostly followed by notable prostra¬ 

tion of strength, after which sleep is got for some hours, and, 

on waking, the patient feels relieved, most of the bad symptoms 

having left him, such as the cephalalgia and pain in the limbs, 

etc. With this medicine there was prescribed vegetable diet 

and vegetable lemonade, which must be very strictly adhered 

to. Five hours after the action of the vomit, if in spite of the 

relief we find the same appearance of the tongue, foetid breath, 

and fever continuing, we then prescribe as follows :—Castor oil 

thirty grammes, almond oil and Fmon-juice each sixty grammes. 

Mix, let it be taken at once; continue with lemonade and 

diet ; and during the twenty-four hours give four or six 

emolient enemata with oil. Unless there is great action of the 

bowels with some accompanying prostration, you still solicit 

their action by giving, on the following day, almond oil sixty 

grammes, lemon-juice thirty grammes for a single dose, with 

four or five of the same glysters repeated during the day, and 

if this is not enough, a seidlitz powder, with the same diet as 

before. Generally the patient improves with some degree of 

appetite, but we must adhere to the vegetable diet. Should 

the fever disappear, and the skin lose its dryness and resume 

an agreeable feel, give then some slightly sudorific powder by 

way of inducing a critical sweat; if such succeed not, a Dover’s 

powder. On the disappearance of the symptoms, you seek to 

sustain the strength by diet that cannot fatigue nor yet over¬ 

stimulate the stomach enfeebled by previous vomiting, using- 

some slight bitter such as this ;—Infusion of Homan chamomile 

ninety grammes, alcohol of mehssa one gramme. The patient 

may now have vegetable diet alternately with animal broth, 

fortified with a spoonful or so of sherry. 

“ But, supposing that, instead of favourable symptoms, the 

patient displays intense cephalalgia and heat above the forehead, 

much pain in the limbs, heat of skin rather increasing than 

on the wane, pulse strong, hut yet compressible, the counte¬ 

nance like mahogany, the breast and arms appearing of a clear 

yellow hue, with some petechite, the breath and also evacuations 

foetid, tongue unimproved, but also a little dry, saliva tinged with 

blood, great anxiety in the epigastrium, while pressure by the 

hand gives pain, and the coehac trunks are felt to pulsate 

powerfully—in such a case as this, for the vegetable lemonade 

you substitute the sulphuric, and rub over the stomach with 

the following liniment:—Chlox’oform 60 grammes, alcohol 120 

grammes, almond oil 30 grammes. Foot-baths may be also 

used; applications to the forehead with acetic or sedative 

lotions; and, to lessen the fever, you give at discretion, every 

half-hour or every hour, a spoonful of the following mixture:— 

Tincture of digitalis 2 grammes, water 250. Mix. As the 

fever dechnes you su.spend the digitalis, or give the chamomile 

and melissa, for a roborative, as above. If there is nausea or 

bilious vomiting, you administer Seltzer water, and also the 

broth with wine is also better given cold. With haemorrhage 

from nose and mouth, perchloride of iron 2 grammes, water 

250 grammes. A spoonful each quarter of an hour, half-hour, 

or every hour. If the vomit is black, the anti-emetic potion 

of Eiverius ;(a) and if neither this nor chloroform gives success, 

try a sinapism to the epigastrium. If the tongue be dry, 

(a) That is, the effen-escing draught of lemon-juice, and bicarbonate of 

potass. 

inclining towards a point, and of a dark red colour covered 

with a blackish coat, if there is delirium and the pulse is getting 

weaker and smaller, the following potion may then be given, a 

spoonful at a time:—Chamomile tea 250 gi-ammes, sulphuric 

ether 2 grammes, soft [blando) extract of bark 7 grammes. 

Mix. You may add valerian, asafoetida, according to the 

indications; fljdng sinapisms to the extremities; enemata of 

chamomile; and extract of bark, with or without sulphuric 

ether, giving always the preference to the extract of bark over 

quinine on account of its astringent qualities. We rarely see 

the hiccup, an advantage which we think we owe to chloroform; 

in such few cases as it has existed, we combat it with chloro¬ 

form or the sulphuric ether. For such condition, whether of 

ataxia or adynamia, special directions need scarce be given. 

They will occur to experienced Physicians. 

“ Blood is never taken away, for we consider the whole mass 

to have undergone a great change. By drawing blood you 

hurry on the second stage, and, when convalescence ensues 

instead of a recovery, which is proverbially rapid, you have 

long suffering and anxiety and tedious complications. 

“ Such is the treatment of the General Mihtary Hospital of 

Havanah. It differs much from some we have seen, and espe¬ 

cially from that of Copland, much in favour with some foreign 

Physicians. What is of highest importance is a rigid attention 

to diet; and woe to the Physician who is tempted into allowing 

an increase of food on account of the deceitful remission between 

the first and second period. He will surely repent such indis¬ 

cretion.” 

Such was the tableau, and such the programme of treatment, 

as we learn from Dr. Poggio, which he placed before the English 

Doctor by whom he was subsequently invited to pass on board 

the Barracouta. Here he met -with an agreeable reception from 

the commander and officers, and sat down with them to hinch 

{sic), which is the second breakfast of the Enghsh. After which 

he was accompanied by them on board the mailed frigate the 

Defence, with the pennant of commodore flying. In passing 

through the quarters of this vessel he became aware of the 

peculiar odour which characterises yellow fever, and spoke of 

it to Dr. Pasley. Its value as a prodromic symptom has been 

very much insisted on by Dr. BertuUus, of Marseilles, and can¬ 

not deceive those once acquainted with it. Sure enough, on 

that very evening no less than sixteen sailors of the Defence 

were seized with vomito negro. “ I felt that it was not without 

warranty,” says Dr. Poggio, “ that I had called attention to it; 

but I abstained from reverting to the subject afterwards, lest I 

should be thought too fussy and intrusive {petulante) by my 

English acquaintance.” The commodore made speedy arrange¬ 

ments for departure. The gunboats of the squadron put out 

to sea that very night. Dr. Poggio has no further news of them, 

but we at home may supply this liiatus. A letter from Rear- 

Admiral Wellesley has subsequently reached England. The 

vessel arrived in Halifax from St. Domingo on the evening of 

September 9, having left St. Domingo on August 3, with 

seven cases of yellow fever on board, one of wliich died that 

very day. There had occurred then two accessions of the 

fever—the one before reaching St. Domingo, the other after¬ 

wards. In the passage to Hahfax all recovered on board the 

Defence, and on arrival this ship’s crew was generally healthy. 

Some interesting meteorological remarks occur in these papers 

of Dr. Poggio. Impressed by the opinions some have expressed 

as to the subjection of this fever to cosmical disturbances, he 

addressed himself to the College of Jesuits at Havanah, where 

a meteorological department is maintained with a considerable 

degree of spirit. Seiior D. Jose Maria Velez, one of the 

brethren in this college of Belen, presented to him his own 

tables of terrestrial magnetism, as wcU as those of Padre 

Secchi. But on an analysis day by day with the variations of 

the disorder in the Hospital, no correspondence to them could 

be found in the maximum of the declinometer and double-wire 

instrument {bifilar) in any sense, nor with the different osciUa- 
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tions, of Vi^hicli, indeed, there were often more to be remarked 

when there was least of the disorder in Hospital, so that the 

result of a very careful investig’ation was total disappointment. 

True it is that Messrs. Ampere and Barlow attribute terrestrial 

magnetism to the action of electric currents coursing round the 

globe; and Cuba, like the other islands that surround the 

bank of Bahama, is influenced by the Gulf Stream, whose 

hot water, mixing with the cold, should certainly develope elec¬ 

tricity ag'reeably to the observations of Captain Duperrey on 

the influence of maritime currents upon the magnetic needle. 

Yet so it was. The inquiry as regards yellow fever was rather 

interesting and instrnctive than in a direct sense profitable. “ I 

did not take account,” he says, “ sufficiently in flattering myself 

with these hojjes that the variations of terrestrial magnetism 

decrease towards the equator, and are more frequent towards 

the poles, and those of the barometer the same; so that it was 

not here that we should look to it as a cause of disease, but rather 

in colder climates. Still, it is possible, however, that new and 

more refined meteorological observations may designate a new 
path of research.” 

Mi\JlEIED SOLDIERS’ BEDDING. 

We have frequently expressed our opinions on the subject of 

imprudent marriages, especially with reference to soldiers, 

whose marriages in almost all instances, chiefly from causes 

beyond the control of the men themselves, are imprudent. We 

are no advocates for special charitable provision being made 

for the results of such marriages in general; but, so far as 

soldiers are concerned, we think the peculiarity of their cir¬ 

cumstances renders exceptional treatment of an indulgent 

character necessary. The fact has been so frequently brought 

to public notice that the condition of the wives and families of 

our soldiers, even of those married by leave,” is in many 

instances one of such constant privation and discomfort as, 

in addition to being a source of heavy demands on regimental 

funds, to have rendered necessary the organisation of private 

means of relief at W^oolwich and other garrisons, that we 

should scarcely again allude to it, were it not a lately published 

TYar Office circular has brought the matter forward in a 

manner directly antagonistic in spirit and effect to any efforts 
at relief. 

It appears that a married soldier is entitled to the same 

quantity of bedding as his bachelor comrade, but that his 

children are not entitled to any. Hitherto, as we have been 

informed by an officer of experience, bedding was issued 

according to the full regulated strength of regiments, the result 

being that practically, in consequence of regiments being seldom 

up to the strength, from men being in Hospital, on furlough, or on 

detachment, there was always a certain amount of bedding 

left at the disposal of commanding officers, who, knowing the 

circumstances of married soldiers, were in the habit of issuing 

to them the spare bedding according to the requirements of the 

individual cases. This privilege has now been withdrawn. 

If a married soldier requires extra bedding for his children, he 

will have to pay for each set at the rate of “ one halfpenny per 

night, or fifteen shillings per annum ; and a pretty high rate 

of interest tliis, we should say, for a Government to demand 

from its own servants—25 per cent, per annum, assuming the 

bedding to be worth £3 a set. The an^ Navy Gazette 

calculates the estimated saving to Government at £2000 yearly, 

but at what cost ? So long as our terms of military service 

retain their present form, it seems to us that the health and 

efficiency of those soldiers who have been permitted to marry 

ought, as a matter of public policy and of true economy, to be 

maintained with the same care as is displayed towards the un¬ 

married. The contrary, however, is the case in many 

particulars. The Hospital stoppages are the same to both, 

3'^dform a serious obstacle to the married soldier’s application 

for Hospital relief, as being so much subtracted from the means 

of subsistence of his family; the consequence is that illness 
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which inig'ht have been trivial has often become serious, or 

even beyond treatment, before the admission of the patient- 

The rations are the same to each; consequently, unless supple¬ 

mented by the labour of the wife, in washing, domestic service, 

or suchlike employment, must fall very short of the requirements 

of the family. Extra duties often devolve upon the married 

soldier, to supply the place of his unmarried comrade while 

undergoing Hospital treatment or imprisonment earned by 

vicious indulgences. And now, in addition to aU these relative 

disadvantages of the married soldier, a privilege trffiing in its 

nature as affects the public, but of great importance to the 

individuals concerned, has been withdrawn. To General 

Balfour, the head of the new Control Department, is attributed 

the credit or discredit of the paltry economy under notice. It 

says more for his ingenuity in saving than for his judgment in 

devising where the saving ought to commence, which certainly 

ought not to be in the “ halfpenny per night ” system of 

hiring out bedding to the children of our soldiers. Nor is the 

approach of winter the time to adopt for the economical 
experiment. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The Council of the Royal College of Surgeons have passed a 

resolution in favour of the unification of examinations for 

admission into the Medical Profession in each division of the 

United Kingdom. They have also determined that the pre¬ 

liminary examination ought no longer to be conducted specially 

by the College, but that it maybe delegated to the national educa¬ 

tional bodies approved by the Medical Council. The Council 

of the College certairJy deserves no small praise for its ready as¬ 

sent to changes which cannot but seriously diminish the revenues 

of the College, and, pro tanto, place it on a level with the other 

examining bodies, above which it has hitherto maintained an 

apparent and, as judged by a pecuniary standard, a substantial 

superiority. No one doubts that the Royal College of Physi¬ 

cians will be ready and eager to join in the formation of a joint 

Board, for it would be greatly to the benefit of its languishing 

exchequer. The Society of Apothecaries will scarcely refuse 

to join the two Colleges, provided that fair terms of amalgama¬ 

tion are offered. But it is clear that if the Board is to be 

amicably arranged, there must be no attempt on the part of 

one or two of the existing bodies to obtain an undue influence 

in it, to the exclusion or depreciation of others. If there be 

any disposition shown to claim an imfair advantage, it may be 

safely prophesied that it will be met by decided resistance, and 

a storm will be raised which may lead to the wreck, partial or 
total, of the whole scheme. 

It would seem from the address of Mr. Smith, of Jordanhilf, 

delivered at a recent meeting of graduates of the Universities of 

Glasgow and Aberdeen, held in Edinburgh, that the Medical 

section of electors has but little chance of obtaining any special 

Parliamentary representation in the person of the member for 

those Universities. If any admissions could illustrate the 

extent of the error involved in the non-appearance of a Medical 

candidate, they are those made by Mr. Smith, who coolly tells 

the graduates in Medicine that “ it is um’easonable to expect 

either Mr. Gordon or himself to pronounce decided opinions on 

questions affecting the Medical Profession directly or indirectly 

—questions which neither of them had any opportunity of 

studying, and on which they were asked to give an opinion 

without even having heard both sides.” Now, to ordinary 

people, it might appear reasonable that, when a candidate for 

a place in Parliament wooes the suffrages of a special 

constituency, one of the largest portions of which are bound 

together by community of profession, status, and interest, 

such a candidate, before applying to the constituency for 

support, should make himself acquainted with the special 

questions affecting those whom he wishes to represent.. But 
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Mr. Smith is above all such considerations; he has neither had 
opportunity nor time to study the questions which affect 
Medical men, and he has formed no opinion upon them. He 
hints that Mr. Gordon is in the same predicament of unfitness 
for representing a Medical constituency. Mr. Gordon, however, 
may tbinV fit to disclaim a share in Mr. Smith’s sublime igno¬ 
rance or indifference. But, be this as it may, can the Medical 
Profession receive a more pointed lesson on the necessity of 
being represented in Parliament by members of their own body ? 

Dr. George Harley, F.R.S., has, we understand, resigned the 
office of Physician to University College Hospital, to be the 
better able to devote his time and energies to the duties of 
increasing private practice. 

The squabble between the Guardians of St. Pancras and the 
Poor-law Board is still dragging on its slow length. The 
interview between Mr. Goschen and the guardians, although 
the President of the Poor-law Board administered some sharp 
castigation to the local junto, may be claimed as a triumph by 
the party of retrenchment, inasmuch as Mr. Goschen admitted 
that the parish of St. Pancras neither required the whole of the 
Highgate Infirmary nor the whole of the new schools ; and, 
although he declined to take the Infirmary off the hands of the 
guardians, he proposed to join another parish with St. Pancras 
which should share the space and bear part of the expense. 
A.ccording to Mr. Goschen’s admission, therefore, it is clear 
that there has been extravagance, and this alone is a justifica¬ 
tion of the opposition which the plans of the late board of 
guardians aroused. The vulgarity and smallnesses which have 
been recorded in the daily papers as distinguishing charac¬ 
teristics of the present board must not be allowed to diminish the 
force of the fact that its election was the result of a valid 
grievance. We have always held that the erection of palatial 
infirmaries and schooUiouses is an injustice to small ratepayers 
and an encouragement to pauperism, and that Mr. Gathorne 
Hardy’s Bill was a piece of spasmodic legislation, the result of 
a not disinterested cry. The course of events has amply borne 
us out in our opinion. But all local questions in reference to 
the subject of pauperism must before long be merged in the 
general one. The pauperism of England is the subject of aU 
others which demands the attention of the legislature. How 
far the Poor-law system is responsible for it is a question that 
cannot long await discussion. One thing is certain—that the 
two advance together x>ari passu, or rather that pauperism 
seems always to receive a fresh impetus from, or to keep a 
little ahead of, the legislation for its relief. England stands 
at present alone amongst the nations of Europe in the un¬ 
enviable possession of the sore and the nostrum. It is not that 
our population is beyond our means of support, for in proportion 
to area we are far outnumbered by Belgium and the Nether¬ 
lands. Our Poor-law and our pauperism are the bad heritage 
bequeathed to us by the Tudor convulsion, and we need a new 
Reformation to rid us of the consequences of the former one. 

The death of the Earl of Derby has left a vacancy in the 
liighest post in the first of British Universities. The election 
of his successor in the Chancellorship of the University of 
Oxford vriH have an interest, though perhaps not so intense a 
one, for the Profession of Medicine as for those of divinity and 
law. The principal claims at present canvassed are those of 
the Marquis of Salisbury, Earls Stanhope and Carnarvon, Mr. 
Gladstone, and Sir RoundeU Palmer. Besides these the names 
of Lord Churston, Sir Stafford Northcote, and the Earl of 
Harrowby have been mentioned. At present Lord Salisbury 
seems to be the favourite. 

The exposure of the shams and shortcomings at St. Bartho¬ 
lomew’s Hospital has been taken up by the general press, and 
we are heartily glad of it. But we would remind our lay 
contemporaries, who are justly shocked at the idea of some 
hundreds of patients being “ seen ” in a morning by a single 

Physician or Surgeon, that the farce is by no means confined 
to St. Bartholomew’s. Has not the general press been the 
means by which the vicious system has been, to a great extent, 
patronised and encouraged ? Are there no Hospitals which 
five, or endeavour to live, on the publication of enormous 
weekly or daily totals of patients who, either vrith sublime 
assuranee or faith, are said to be “ relieved ” 

A murmur is rising from the learned and scientific bodies 
which have been promised rooms in Burlington House. Little 
or no progress has been made dvuing the past three months in 
the construction of the apartments for the Royal and other 
societies which are to be in the buildings facing Piccadilly. It 
is said that some error in the estimates has occasioned the 
delay. 

The treatment of muses at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital is 
no new theme of complaint and remonstrance. It may be in 
the memory of old students that more than twenty years ago 
a memorial on the subject was presented to the authorities of 
the Plospital by some amongst the leading students, but was 
received with the incivility and dogged resistance which seem 
to be traditional amongst the St. Bartholomew’s authorities. At 
that time the complaint was that the nurses were overworked 
and underpaid; that there was no proper accommodation for 
them; and that the condition in which they were kept was not 
such as to allow them to perform their office faithfully to the 
sick, who were therefore the sufferers. No answer whatever 
was given to the memorial, but the dressers who had been active 
in getting it up were privately told by the Sm’geon under 
whom they served that they had better mind their own busi¬ 
ness and not interfere with the affairs of the Hospital. Since 
that time it is true that the nurses have been relieved from the 
work of scrubbing the floors of the wards, but in other respects 
but little change seems to have been made in their duties or in 
their condition. Each ward has twenty-five beds, and is under 
the superintendence of a sister and three nurses. On an average 
eachnurseisondutyseventeenhovusa day. Twice a week she has 
night as well as day duty, and on each of these occasions she 
is in attendance on the sick for twenty-three hours without 
intermission. In payment she has eight shillings a week, the 
major part of her board, and a couple of dresses per year. The 
small amount of sleep she is allowed she has to get in an ill- 
ventilated box, without either window or fireplace. Occasion¬ 
ally she is liable to be on duty for thirty-six hours on a stretch. 
This condition of life, as may be supposed, is not without its 
effect on the health of the women. Last year 60 per cent, of 
the nurses wei’e warded, and the average annual death-rate 
amongst them is 3 per cent. The fact is that although their 
duties are far more onerous, fatiguing, and difficult than those 
of maidservants in the houses of the upper middle classes, they 
receive no higher wages, and they are far worse provided for. 
That there is no more complaint of the general performance of 
the nurse’s duties in the Hospital, speaks volumes in favour 
of the women. But this by no means exculpates the Hospital 
authorities, who are responsible no less for the health and well¬ 
being of their staff of servants than of the sick. 

The Medical Profession will be glad to notice that the citizens 
of Edinburgh have shown a proper appreciation of the distin¬ 
guished services rendered to science, the human race, and the 
Medical School of Edinburgh by their fellow townsman, Sir 
James Y. Simpson. On Wednesday last Sir James Simpson 
was received by the Lord Provost and the Town Council in 
solemn conclave, and was presented by them with the freedom 
of the City of Edinburgh. The Corporation of the City of 
London might well take a lesson from the example set by the 
northern civic magnates. The honours of the City of London 
are not often conferred on men who have distinguished them¬ 
selves in promoting the well-being of mankind by scientific 
research and advance. There seems to be a general idea in 
England that science, like virtue, brings its own reward, and 

* 
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tliat to offer it any outward and substantial acknowledgments 

■would be a jiiece of gratuitous impertinence. When Mr. Lowe 

refused to vote a sum for a memorial to Faraday, be knew tliat 

be was merely expressing tbe stereotyped popular notion. Tbe 

Scottish peojile are undoubtedly more ready to recognise scien¬ 

tific and intellectual eminence than are the English. 

The City Commission of Sewers certainly will not imperil 

their dignity by rapidity of action. Like other great and 

potential bodies, their movements are not hurried. It is now 

two years and a half since the question of providing carriages 

for persons suffeiing’ from infectious diseases and the erection 

of a public mortuary were referred to the Sewers Committee. 

The date of the reference was March 12, 1867. On October 26, 

1869, the committee report that there is a great necessity for 

these improvements. However, “ better late than never,” a 

mortuary is to be erected in Golden-lane at the cost of £13,000, 

where there are to be a chamber for the reception of twenty- 

four dead bodies and rooms for post-mortem examinations, the 

storing of conveyances for the sick, and the disinfection of 
clothing-, etc. 

We do not diminish scarlet fever. Last week there were 

233 deaths from it—-a greater number than in the week pre- 

■vious. The whole death-rate of London is above the estimated 

amount, but the chief excess is from zymotic disease. The 

deaths last week were 1476, the estimated amount being 1349. 

The deaths from zymotic disease Avere 509, the corrected 

average number being- 364. 

The question of the propriety of holding inquests on all 

persons dying in workhouses has come prominently before the 

imbhc in consequence of the quarrels in the parish of St. 

Pancras. The guardians of St. Panoras represented to Mr. 

Goschen that the resident Medical officer of the infirmary en¬ 

couraged unnecessarily the holding of inquests on persons 

dyinff in tfie infirmary, and hinted that his motive for so doing 

was to obtain the fees allowed for giving evidence and making 

the post-mortem examinations. They represented also that 

certain jm-ymen had remonstrated at the indiscriminate way in 

which inquests were held. With regard to the fee question 

we may dismiss it -with the remark that the former Medical 

officer of the St. Pancras Infir-mary voluntarily proposed to 

give the fees for inquests to a charitable qmrpose. But the 

important question remains whether it is right that an inquest, 

as in the case of persons dying in prisons, should be held on 

the body of every person dying in a public workhouse. 

This appears to be Dr. Lankester’s opinion. If it be a well- 

grounded one, a more severe censure upon the management 

of workhouse infirmaries could not be passed. If there were 

proper Medical superintendence and inspection of workhouse 

infirmaries, there could be no more reason for holding 

inquests on all persons who die in them than on all 

persons who die in public Hospitals. The increase to 

the rates, were inquests universal, would be enormous. 

That such an ophiion should be held by many respectable 

persons, however, shows the distrust Avith which aU that pertains 

to the public relief of the poor is regarded. The appointment 

of Medical inspectors to visit constantly the workhouse 

infirmaries in toAra and country would have gone far to remove 

this distrust as far as the sick are concerned. This piece 

of necessary reform was, however, prevented by the com¬ 

bined influence of the Earl of Devon and the Secretary of the 

Poor-law Board. The course of recent events at St. Pancras 

shows how real is the necessity for constant—not merely occa¬ 

sional— super-vision of these infirmaries by a disinterested 

Government Medical officer. 

An inquest was held on Wednesday last, by the Deputy 

Coroner for East Middlesex, on the body of a child poisoned by 

its mother with salts of sorrel (binoxalate of potash). The 

Ariscera were examined by Dr. Letheby, who said that the 

tongue showed the jjresence of a corrosive or caustic agent, and 

that from a pint of sanguineous fluid obtained from the child’s 

body, which fluid gave a highly acid reaction with test-paper, 

he had obtained two and a half grains of oxalic acid. The 

deceased’s mother, a woman named Ereedman, had also at- 

temjpted to poison herself. An inquiry is also now going on at 

Penge into the circumstances of the death of a stockbroker’s 

wife named Fowler, who is supposed to have died from taking 

strychnia. Her body was found stretched on the balcony out¬ 

side her Avindow. In the former case the poison was bought 

from a chemist named Marshall; in the latter the source from 

which the poison was obtained has not yet been shoAvn. 

The sixty-fourth anniversary of the battle of Trafalgar fell 

on Thm-sday last week. Amongst the j)ublished list of surviv¬ 

ing officers we notice the name of one Medical man—Deputy- 

Inspector of Hospitals Peter Suther, Surgeon of the Swiftsure. 

The Medical Officer of the Privy Council has issued a cir¬ 

cular on the reappearance of relapsing fever in London. It 

was absent from 1855 to 1868, but in and after Hily, 1868, a 

few cases were received into the Fever Hospital and the 

German Hospital, Dalston, the patients being chiefly Polish 

Jews, who had lately come to Whitechapel. The first patient 

admitted into the Fever Hospital was, nevertheless, an Irish¬ 

woman living in Whitechapel. It is, however, possible that 

she may have caught the infection from some of the recently 

arrived Jews in the neighbom-hood. The disease had for some 

time preAdous to this date been epidemic in Russia, and was 

especially prevalent in St. Petersburg when cerebro-spinal 

meningitis Avas raging in East Prussia, in which district sub¬ 

sequently typhus, apparently mixed with relapsing fever, ex¬ 

tensively prevailed. At first the patients received into Hospital 

here were exclusively Polish Jews—a wretched hungry class— 

but afterwards the disease seemed to spread more through 

London, chiefly, in aU probability, by the agency of tramps, 

with whom, indeed, the fever is most frequently associated. 

Up to the evening of October 15, 143 cases had occurred in 

London. Mr. Simon assures the parochial authorities that the 

Hospitals, both general and special, have been taxed to their 

utmost, and that they must not look to these for any further 

assistance in the reception and management of their sick poor. 

EELAPSI^TG PEVEE. 

Feom inquiries which we have made at different Hospitals it 

would appear that the rateof mortality in this disease is extremely 

small, and this may in some measure tend to allay the alarm 

which has been excited in consequence of the great prevalence 

this autumn of zymotic diseases. Nor, indeed, does this fever 

seem to be associated with absolute want, for in only a few of 

the cases has the cause been traced directly to actual starvation; 

hence the name of relapsing fever is better than that of 

famine fever. Many years ago it was usual to mix up cases 

of relapsing and typhus fever, and so an erroneous idea of the 

danger of this disease was common; even in this epidemic 

several cases of typhus fever have appeared, but it is to be 

hoped that, with the improved sanitary conditions we at pre¬ 

sent possess, it AviU not spread to any great extent in the 

metropolis. With regard to diagnosis, the thermometer is 

hkely to be of much use, as the increase of temperature is very 

rapid, and is usually higher than in cases of typhus or typhoid 

fever. Even when the symptoms are very much like those in 

a typhus patient, the sudden defervescence about the seventh 

day will at once show the nature of the disease. As far as we 

have observed, the change of temperature precedes the fall of 

the pulse by a short time, and soon after the tongue begins to 

be moister and clean at the edges. This fever seems to attack 

all ages, and the majority of cases occirr under 30 years of age ; 

in typhus, on the contrary, the average age of the patients 

attacked is higher, and the mortality, especially in old people, 

very high. 
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PEOVINCIAI, MEDICAL SCHOOLS. 

In tlie return publislied last week in the Medical Times and 

Gazette of the number of students pursuing' their Professional 

studies at the eleven recognised metropolitan Hospitals, an in¬ 

crease was shown over the number of the preceding year. The 

gross number now registered exceeds that of the year 1860, 

and amounts to 1237. The returns just compiled for Dr. 

Cur.sham, the Government Inspector of ProHneial Anato¬ 

mical Schools, show also a great increase over the number 

of last year, and nearly approaching that of 1860, when they 

amounted to 333; this year they number 330, against 284 

of the preceding year, although one institution—the Hull 

and East Riding School of IMedicine—has disappeared, and 

the returns from the Cambridge University School have not 

been received. Taking the schools in numerical order, it 

appears that there are at— 
Dissecting 

pupils. 

1. Birmingham, the Queen's College (with wliich, it is 
stated, the Sydenham College is amalgamated) . 96 

2. Manchester Royal School of Medicine and Surgery . 86 
3. Liverpool Infirmary School of Medicine . . .40 
4. Leeds School of Medicine . . . . . .38 
5. Newcastle-upon-Tyne College of Medicine . . 29 
6. Bristol Old Park Medical School . . . .26 
7. Sheffield Medical Institution . . . . .15 
8. Cambridge University School ..... 

Total.330 

It therefore appears that there are in the 

Metropolitan Schools . . . .1237 
Provincial Schools .... 330 

Making a total of . . . 1567 

gentlemen pursuing their studies in order to become qualified 

members of our Profession. We wish them success. 

THE SUPPLY OF SUBJECTS. 

We notice that one or two of our contemporaries have taken 

this matter in hand, and have treated our remarks with the 

best intentions, but with rather misguided sentiment. It evi¬ 

dently strikes them that burking, body-snatching, and the like 

are shortly to become the employment of those who must dissect 

and teach, and they thus fail to see the drift of what we call 

attention to. There is no need for such proceedings, nor do 

we suppose such proceedings possible, supposing there were; 

but we do see the need of a revised code of administration of 

that Act wliich was the result of the outcry against such 

barbarities. Until teachers themselves meet together, and 

carefully talk the matter over, and bring- the real state 

of things before the authorities of the Home Office, we 

cannot see how the dearth of subjects for our most im¬ 

portant study is to be remedied. We have already pointed 

out the main cause—a matter better understood by ourselves 

than by our lay friends—and it is clear that hints of body- 

snatching and its attendant horrors cannot advance our cause. 

With the best intentions, these writers have not thoroughly 

understood the unfortunate position of anatomical teachers 

and pupils. 

THE MILITARY BEARD. 

There is a strong feeling upon the part of the army at home 

in favour of being allowed to wear the moustache and beard. 

It is difficult to understand upon what grounds the prohibi¬ 

tion of wearing the beard can be defended by the military 

authorities. The metropolitan police have lately had the pri¬ 

vilege of wearing the moustache arid beard granted to them, 

and, from the general acceptance of the boon, it would seem 

to be regarded by them with high favour. On the score of 

appearance, saving of trouble, and of its conducing to health, 

the wearing of hair on the chin is to be recommended. 

THE MEETING OP POOR-LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

It is unnecessary to call attention to the proceedings of the 

meeting of Poor-law IVJCedical Officers, a report of which will be 

found in another column. The indefatigable President, Dr. 

Rogers, gave an account of his late visit to Ireland, and called 

attention to the large proportion which Medical relief boars to 

total relief in that part of the empire. His conclusion was that 

good Medical relief prevents pauperism, inasmuch as the sick 

labourer is speedily cured and enabled to maintain his family. 

There is good sense in this so far as it goes, though it is but a 

very small part of a large matter ; anyhow, we hiay say that 

good Medical relief, administered by skilful and weU-paid 

Medical officers, is cheaper than the cold or negligent attend¬ 

ance which a man underpaid may be supposed too apt to give. 

A POOR-LAW doctor: HIS WORK AND PAY. 

Dr. Lyel, one of the district Medical officers of Shoreditch, 

having lately died from fever caught in the performance of his 

duties, the guardians appointed Dr. Timothy as his successor. 

This gentleman soon found the work so excessive and the pay 

so inadequate that he resigned liis appointment. In his letter 

of resignation Dr. Timothy says *that he had to attend daily 

thirty-six people, and to see ten or twelve more in the evening. 

For this he got five shillings and sixpence—something less than 

three-halfpence an attendance. Yet, on accepting his resigna¬ 

tion, the guardians congratulated themselves upon knowing 

that there were many gentlemen ready to succeed him. 

Whether this be true or not, there can be but one opinion as to 

the remuneration of the Medical officers; it is disgracefully in¬ 

adequate. 

MR. JOSEPH SWAN. 

This distinguished member of our Profession, whose resigna¬ 

tion of his seat in the Council of the Royal College of 

Sui-geons we lately announced, has just received from his 

former colleagues in that institution the following testimonial. 

At a quarterly meeting of the Council of the Royal College 

of Surgeons of England on Thursday, October 14, 1869, it was 

resolved unanimously:— 

“ That the Council, in accepting the resig-nation of Mr. 
Joseph Swan, cannot forget that in his earlier years he enriched 
the Museum by his dissections of the nervous system, and they 
now beg to express to him their regret that his health should 
compel him to retire from a position in which his strictly 
honourable and upright feelings have ever tended to promote 
the best interests of the College and of the Profession. 

(Signed) “ Edward Cock, President.” 

Mr. Swan, who was the father of the Council of the College, 

was admitted a Member of that institution so long ago as 

October 1, 1813, and in 1817, and again in 1819, he carried off 

the Jacksonian Prizes; in 1822 and in 1825, the Collegial 

Triennial Prizes; in the latter year the Council awarded him 

the honorary gold medal of the College ; in 1831 he was elected 

a member of the Council in the vacancy occasioned by the 

resignation of Mr. Richard Clement Headington, Sm-geon to 

the London Hospital; and in 1843 was elected, with other 

members of the Council, an honorary EeUow of the College. 

We join with his numerous friends in expressing a hope that 

his valuable life may be prolonged for some years. 

THE highlands OF SOUTH AMERICA. 

We solicit the attention of our readers to observations on 

another page which relate to the climate of the Andes and 

also of a range of mountains comprised witliin the boundaries 

of the Argentine Confederation to the north of the river Plate. 

These observations we owe to Dr. Scrivener, for many years 

resident and traveller in South American countries. He brings 

before our notice the ready accessibility of the last-named 

range of mountains, their advancing colonisation, their present 

convenience for residence, and their highly favourable tendency 
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in cases of phthisis pulmonalis. These papers are mainly a 

reproduction of his earlier and more ample communications to 

the very able periodical the Revista de Buenos Ayres. 

“the sighing of schedules.” 

A COEKESPONDENT has drawn attention to a statement in the 

Lancet of October 16, under the above heading, respecting the 

practice of sig-ning the students’ schedules by the dean of the 

school or other one authorised person, instead of requiring- the 

signature of every professor or lecturer. Had the writer, 

instead of singling out one London Ho.spital only as having 

obtained permission for one lecturer instead of all to sign the 

schedule, referred to the regulations of the College, or to the 

Medical Times and Gazette of October 24, 1868, he would have 

found neither novelty nor grievance in the matter. For when 

the attention of the late President of the College—Mr. Hilton 

—was called to the great inconvenience occasioned both to 

teachers and students at the various metropolitan and provincial 

Hospitals by the multiplicity of signatures required by the 

College, he brought the subject before the Court of Examiners, 

and it was decided that the signature of one trustworthy officer 

appointed for that purpose should be sufficient. An intimation 

to this effect was accordingly made to all metropolitan and 

provincial Hospitals -without distinction. So much for “ audi 
alteram partem.” 

THE EOTAL ALBEET HOSPITAL, DEVONPOET. 

To cut the Grordian knot which has arisen from the misunder¬ 

standing between the Medical officers attached to this institu¬ 

tion and some of the authorities, the Lords of the Ad¬ 

miralty and the Committee of Management have resolved 

to appoint a resident officer to have sole charge of the 

Lock wards of the Hospital. The appointment will be a 

good one, the salary amounting to £250. Several candi¬ 

dates are already in the field. Their relative claims are 

to be decided, by the principal Medical officer of the Eoyal 

Naval Hospital, Devonport, in conjunction -with the Chairman 

of the Committee, Joseph May, Esq., Senior Consulting 

Surgeon to the Hospital. The examination will take place on 

or after Wednesday, November 3. It is perhaps a matter for 

regret that the original proposal to give to Dr. Armstrong, 

Director-General of the Naval Medical Department, the selec¬ 

tion of the candidates, or at least a list of them, has not been 

carried out. In such a case the less local interests are intro¬ 

duced the better. 

THE “ JOHN bull” ON THE AEMY MEDICAL SCHOOL. 

The John Bull for the 16th inst. presents an article on the 

Army Medical School at Netley which strikes us as being 

in bad taste. The writer puts into the mouth of an army 

Medical officer the expression that there are so many Doctors in 

the service that a soldier cannot go to the rear without having 

one in attendance, and misinterprets the word “ rear ” as mean¬ 

ing “ wash-house ” in military parlance. Army chaplains who 

read or contribute to the John Bull—among whom, by the way, 

we observe, from the subsequent number of the John Bull, that 

the chaplain of Netley Hospital occasionally takes his place— 

will know very well the true construction of the expression, 

and we leave it to some of them, as clergymen and gentlemen, 

to say whether it is the general feeling among their body that 

such expressions should pass unnoticed when applied to 

a body of officers in her Majesty’s service with whom 

they are connected by official as well as, in many cases, 

friendly bonds. The article proceeds to animadvert upon the 

pay, allowances, relative rank, and uniform of Medical officers 

in a style quite in keeping with the above specimen. It also 

contains distinctly personal and easily recognised allusions to 

gentlemen connected with the Army Medical School. We 

shall not further notice the unworthy attack except to remark 

that one of the charges brought against the present system of 

administration of the Army Medical Department is that the 

competitive examinations for admission to the Medical service 

of the army and the further course of instruction at Netley are 

unnecessary in the case of men who have already obtained 

their quahfications. This shows such complete ignorance of 

the subject that we mention it merely as a curiosity, and to 

add that, from many a dreary hour spent in ii-ksome silence- 

while practically experiencing the “ foohshness of preaching,” 

wo can only "wish most devoutly that in many instances a 

similar process of elimination were applied to candidates for 

admission to holy orders. 

EFFECTS OP SANITAET WOEKS ON HEALTH. 

Me. Middleton, of Salisbury, in a communication to the 

Times, gives his experience of fifteen years’ sanitary works in 

that town. The results may be summed up as follows :—^For 

twelve years immediately preceding sanitary works the average 

annual death-rate of Sahsbury was about 27 in 1000. For 

twelve years after good drainage and water supply the average 

fell to 20 in 1000, and for the last three years it has been only 

17 in 1000. Fever has been all but unknown, and cholera, 

which destroyed nearly 200 in 1849, before sanitary works, 

killed only 14 in 1854, when these works were in progress, and 

all of these deaths occiu-red in premises then remaining in their 

old dirty and undrained state. In 1866 not one case of cholera 

originated in Salisbury. For twelve years before the drainage 

the total births were 3320, the total deaths 3015; for twelve 

years after drainage the births rose to 3413, and the deaths fell 

to 2213. 

HOT WATEE. 

A BAEAGEAPH has been going round the papers to the effect 

that the Hon. Edmund Burke, when ill, used hot water as a 

panacea. He used to pour it hot from a tea-kettle into a basin, 

and sup it -with a spoon as one would soup. Hot water con¬ 

sumed in this way forms what the ancient Medical world would 

call a diluent, deobstruent, and diaphoretic. The water, be it 

observed, should be hot—not what we call lukeioarm, or, as our 

fathers would have called it, hlcaw ; for the word lew, or luke 

(which is a corruption), expresses the whole idea, and the 

compound word lukewarm is, as Horne Tooke said, an unne¬ 

cessary -reduplication, just as if one should say coolwarm or 

hotwarm. Leiv or tepid water makes man puke; but water, as 

hot as can be sipped, stimulates the stomach, assists it in pushing- 

on ill-digested or half-digested food, moves the bowels, and 

provokes perspiration and urine. The addition of a squeeze 

of lemon-juice to the hot-water makes it extremely palatable 

if the tongue is flabby or iU-tasted; and any purgative, followed 

by this hot drench, acts quickly in a half-dose. Some years ago, 

dyspeptics were to be seen sipping hot water just after dinner 

for the prevention of gastrodynia and waterhrash; hut even 

Physicians have fashions, and this one has gone to its own place. 

FEOM ABEOAD.-DUPUTTEEN’S STATUE-MOETALITT OF INFANTS. 

It is much to be regretted that M. Nelaton did not delay his 

recognition of Dupuytren as the “most glorious” of French 

Surgeons until the inauguration of his statue at Pierre-Buffiere, 

near Limoges, which took place a few days since. He would 

have been saved the impropriety of expressing his sentiments 

on Medical matters through so unseemly a channel as the 

Figaro newspaper, and he would have been able to protest as 

far as in him lay against the indifference and apathy -Ruth 

which the ceremony seems to have been regarded. Never, in 

fact, did anything of the kind go off so flatly. The only per¬ 

sons of any note present were—M. Cruveilhier, who officiated 

as President, M. Larrey, representing the Institute, and 

M. Brierre de Boismont, the alienist Physician, representing 

the Union Midicale! Not a member of the Faculty or the 
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Academy of Medicine, not one of the Paris Hospital Sui’geons 

was present or forwarded letters of apology. The local Prac¬ 

titioners and functionaries mustered in pretty good force, j ust 

as they might on any other festive occasion ; hut as for a worthy 

attempt at the commemoration of so great a name in French 

Surgery none was made. The inconvenient distance from 

Paris and mismanagement in regard to the invitations are 

among the explanations offered, but they are of little avail; 

and the occurrence is certainly a remarkable example of how 

soon (Dupuytren has only been dead thirty-five years) the 

highest reputations lose their popularity when founded upon 

mere personal qualifications, unsustained by high principles, 

enlarged views, or important discoveries. The comparative 

enthusiasm with which Laennec’s statue was inaugurated last 

year furnishes an instructive contrast. 

One of the most interesting addresses (although, hke all the 

others, very much too long) delivered during the discussion 

now going on at the French Academy of Medicine on the Pre¬ 

vention of Infantile Mortality, is that of M. Fauvel. The 

chief point he had in view was criticising the report upon the 

subject delivered in by the Committee appointed by the 

Academy, which, he believes, erred in the excessive minute¬ 

ness of the regulations it recommended to have enforced with 

respect to nurses. 

It is certain, M. Fauvel observes, that the mortality of 

nurse-children is enormous, whether this be taken at 51 per 

cent., as stated by the Committee, or at 71 per cent., as declared 

by M. Boudet; but it is to be regretted that, in place of laying 

down minute regulations, the Committee had not more 

thoroughly investigated the causes of this great mortality. 

These may, in fact, be all reduced to three—an original 

debility which is oftenest met with in natural children ; de¬ 

fective care, and insufficient or bad nutriment; and, although 

all these causes are often united, the last — insufficient 

alimentation—is by far the most influential. To judge from 

the report, it would be supposed that defective surveillance is 

at the bottom of the mischief; but, in point of fact, good 

nurses are very disproportionate to the number of children, 

and bad ones are necessarily resorted to. Here, as in other 

cases where the demand exceeds the supply, all sorts of frauds 

are practised. A small number of nurses belong to an easy 

class of society in the country, and these readily get advan¬ 

tageous employment; but the majority of those who pursue 

thi.s occupation are in a very necessitous position, and quite 

unfit to furnish suitable milk. Even the more select nurses, 

chosen and watched over by the municipality, have to be aided 

by gifts and assistance of various kinds, and, in spite of the 

excellence of this establishment, the guarantees it gives to 

families, and the encouragement to nurses, so great a repug¬ 

nance have the one and the other to submit to its minute 

regulations, that it is going fast into decay, the private offices, 

with far less securities, being preferred in consequence of the 

greater degree of personal liberty allowed. There would, in 

fact, be more good nurses, did not these vexatious regulations 

prevent many eligible women pursuing the occupation. The 

application of these may prevent bad nurses being employed, 

but they in no wise augment the number of good ones. 

The e'V’il with which we have to deal may be summed up in 

this concise formula, explaining the sequence of events—penury 

of money, penury of milk, exaggerated mortality—a mortahty 

which, at the lowest computation, is 51'68 per 100 for nurse 

children, while, for the same period of life, on the total of 

births, the mortality in France is but 17'51 per 100. As a 

remedy for this state of things the importance of maternal 

Buckling need not be insisted upon'; and, in the weU-to-do 

classes. Medical Practitioners yield far too readily to the sup¬ 

posed inability to suckle. It is true that the infants in this 

class, being provided with good nurses, do not suffer in conse¬ 

quence ; but then these nurses are diverted from the infants of 

women who really are unable to suckle, and this is one source 

of the scarcity of good nurses. In the shopkeeping class, the 

habit of women engaging so much in birsiness in France often 

precludes their suckling ; but, in this class, the pay being in 

general good and the children well looked after, the mortality 

from this cause is not great. It would, however, be a great 

mistake to supersede the active surveillance of families by an 

official superintendence. The nurses for the working and 

lower classes are, for the most part, quite unfit for their task ; 

and M. Fauvel believes that, in XDlace of encouraging them, it 

would he better to furnish assistance to the mothers who would 

suckle. 

Regarding a great extension of maternal suckling among 

the working classes as hopeless in France, and objecting to 

any increase in the number of nurses, paid as they are at pre¬ 

sent, M. Fauvel asks whether artificial feeding should be 

objected to to the extent it is at present. It is true that great 

mortahty attends bringing up infants by hand, but this arises 

in a great measure from the injurious use of aliments unsuited 

to the age ; and in those departments of France in wMch 

this practice so prevails as to have become an object of industry, 

one woman undertaking the charge of many children is unable 

to bestow on these the necessary care. Still, even under 

these circumstances, the mortahty does not equal that attendant 

upon the employment of bad nurses. The good results which 

often attend upon artificial feeding, under the careful inspec¬ 

tion of the mother, have often been exemphfied; but it has yet 

to be ascertained how far these can be reahsed under less 

favourable circumstances. For a fuU trial of this or any other 

means calculated to improve the condition of these infants, 

money is indispensable, and, although M. Fauvel would prefer 

having recourse to private charity for this, he does not beheve 

that an enduring supply would be forthcoming, and would 

therefore seek it at the hands of the State, believing that 

pecuniary subventions are quite as justifiable for the purpose 

of saving human life and health as for improving the breed of 

horses or any of the other purposes to which they are now 

applied. The distribution of money so supplied should be 

undertaken by societies which wordd put in force the necessary 

inspection of the condition of the cliildren put out to nurse, as 

well as that of those belonging to the nurses. 

M. Decaisne, in a note addressed to the Gazette des llopitaux 

commenting ujpon M. Fauvel’s proposals, observes that he quite 

agrees with those who tliink that children may often be well 

brought up by artificial food, but that this requires so much 

care, attention, devotion, and intelligence that it ought never 

to be trusted to mercenaries. Among the poor children in large 

towns it may be looked upon as impossible, and every child 

attempted to be brought up by means of the sucking-bottle in 

Paris may almost certainly be regarded as a dead child. 

EOTaL college of suegeons. 

The proceedings of the Council of this institution have, as usual, 

been suspended in the haU of the College for the information 

of its Members. A letter from Dr. Hawkins was read forward¬ 

ing a copy of the following resolution of the Medical Council: 

—“ That the attention of the several Medical corporations be 

drawn to the recommendation (being No. 4 of the recommenda¬ 

tions and ox)inions issued by the Medical Council relative to the 

preliminary examination)—viz., that the examination in 

general education bo eventually left entirely to the examining 

boards of the national educational bodies recognised by the 
Medical Council, and that their opinion be asked whether the- 
time has not now arrived when this reconnnendation should he 

carried into effect.” 
Whereupon it was moved by Mr. Charles Hawkins, seconded 

by Mr. Curling—“ That it is the opinion of this Council that 
the examination in general education should be entirely left to 
the national educational bodies recognised by the Medical 

Council.” 
On the demand of Messrs. Hawkins and Curhng, the names 

of those voting for and against the motion were directed to bo 
entered on the Minutes, viz.:— 
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Majority for the Motion, 12.—Me.ssrs. Thos. Paget, Pane, Cur¬ 
ling, Clark, J. Paget, Hawkins, Hewett, Spencer Smith, Simon, 
Humphry, Holden, and Erichsen. 

Minority against the Motion, 5.—Messrs. Quain, Solly, Han¬ 
cock, Birkett, and Gay. 

The motion was consequently carried. 
It was then moved by Mr. Quain, and seconded by Mr. 

Erichsen—“ That, in the opinion of this Council, it is desirable 
that a single board should be appointed in each division of the 
United Kingdom to conduct the preliminary examination in 
general education of Medical students.” 

On the demand of Messrs. Hewett and Humphry, the names 
of those Amting for and against the motion were directed to be 
entered on the Minutes. They were ;— 

Minority for the Motion, 6.—Messrs. Quain, Solly, Thos. 
Paget, Lane, Gay, and Erichsen. 

Majority against the Motion, 11.—Messrs. Hancock, Curling, 
Clark, J as. Paget, Hawldns, Hewett, Spencer Smith, Birkett, 
Simon, Humphiy, and Holden. 

The motion was therefore lost. 
The Council then proceeded to the discussion of a letter from 

Dr. Parkes, chairman of a committee appointed to consider the 
report and evidence on Medical education submitted to the 
Medical Council. 

Wliereupon it was moved by Mr. Hawkins, seconded by 
Mr. Curling, and resolved—" That the report of the Committee 
of the General Medical Council, forwarded by Dr. Parkes, so 
far as it relates to Professional education, be referred to the 
Court of Examiners to consider the same, and to report thereon 
to this Council.” 

It was then moved by Mr. Hawkins, seconded by Mr. 
Spencer Smith, and resolved—" That it is the opinion of this 
Council that there should be instituted a single examining 
Board for each division of the United King’dom, before which 
eA^ery person who desires a Licence to practise should appear, 
and by which he should be examined, and that a diploma from 
either of such examining Boards should entitle the holder to 
practise Medicine, Surgery, and midAvifery in any part of Her 
Majesty’s dominions.” 

_Dr. Acland, as Chairman, forwarded a report of the Com¬ 
mittee of the General Medical Council on State Medicine, and 
invited the opinion of the Council upon it. 

Whereupon it was moved by Mr. James Paget, seconded by 
Mr. Quain, and resolved :—“ That the Comicil agree Avith the 
resolution of the General Medical Council on the report of 
their Committee on State Medicine, that in any amended 
Medical Bill which may be prepared for Parliament by the 
Council, it is desirable that the requisite permissive clauses for 
registering a qualification in State Medicine be inserted in 
addition to any of the qualifications sanctioned bv the 
Medical Act. ” 

DEATH EEOM BICHLOEIDE OE 
METHYLENE. 

At the first meeting of the Medical Society of London the 

President, Mr. Marshall, narrated the folloAving case of death 

from bichloride of methylene A fatal case of administration 

of the bichloride of methylene having occurred at Charing- 

cross Hospital this day week in my hands, and as it is the first 

case of the land that has taken place, it is important to know 

all the facts. The patient was a man 39 years of age, the 

subject of malignant disease of the left antrum, extending 
upwards and pressing upon the malar bone, producing slight 
ecchymosis under the eye, the tumour also protruding from the 
nostril. There had been one or two attacks of liEemorrhago 
during the progress of the disease, which had been rapid. 
Erom the unfavourable aspect of the case, Mr. E. Canton, 
under whose care the patient came, refused to operate, but on 
the following day the friends of the patient and the patient 
himself strongly urged its performance ; and as a day’s delay 
would lessen the chances of his recovery, it was decided to be per¬ 
formed at once. Mr. Canton having called upon me to explain the 
nature of the case and the patient’s knowledge of the risk he was 
to run in all its bearings, I agreed to administer this anaesthetic. 
The patient, when brouglit into the operating theatre, looked 
somewhat pale and anxious, the pulse was a fair medium one 
and not frequent. One drachm (by measure) Avas put into the 
mouthpiece, which was capacious, and this was administered 
slowly and cautiously for about three minutes, as nearly as I can 
judge, notbeingtimedby the watch, the House-Surgeon keeping 

the left radial under his finger while I kept mine on the right, 
at the same time observing the breathing. The methylene 
being exhausted, I now put half a drachm, first examining the 
pupil which was slightly dilated. The countenance changed, 
but not suddenly. I called the attention of the Medical staff 
to the condition of the patient, Avith the view of asking whether 
I should proceed fiu-ther, when his head gradually fell back ; 
the pulse, which had become feeble, now ceased, but there was 
no stertor nor lividity of countenance. He was removed from 
the chair and laid in a horizontal position; artificial re.spiration 
and galvanism were applied Avith no good result. I presume 
that tliis death was owing to a combination of circumstances 
rather than to any .single cause—1st, his feeble condition arising 
from haemorrhage and the exhausting effects of the disease, 
from which he had suffered for about three months; 2ndly, the 
mental depression ; 3rdly, the want of expiratory power (if I 
may use the term), which was increased by the necessary band¬ 
age round the abdomen to prevent struggling during the opera¬ 
tion. I may add that my confidence in the bichloride of 
methylene is in no way shaken; the case was one in 
extremis where Medical and Surgical aid was invoked 
against hope. I have said that the cause of death was to be 
traced to a combination of circumstances, but I have no doubt 
that the actual, though unforeseen, determining cause was the 
mechanical inability of the patient to expire as Ids weakened 
muscles began to feel the paralysing influence of the anaes¬ 
thetic. There was no period whatever of excitement, and the 
death was so perfectly calm that at first it was almost imper¬ 
ceptible.” 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL OEEICEES’ 
ASSOCIATION. 

A auAETEELT meeting of the Poor-law Medical Officers’ Asso¬ 

ciation was held on Wednesday evening last, at the Freemasons’ 

Tavern, Great Queen-street. After the chair had been taken 

by Dr. Rogers, President of the Association, 

Dr. Dudeield, the lion, sec., read the report of the Council, 

from which it appeared that their efforts to strengthen the 

Association had been fairly successful, seven additional honorary 

secretaries having been appointed, and nearly one hundred new 

members enrolled. The Council observed with pleasure that 

steps are being taken in various unions and parishes of the 

metropolis Avith a view to the establishment of dispensaries, 
and also expressed a hope that, after the various amalgamations 
now in process shoidd have been completed, the dispensary 
system would be uniAmrsally adopted, and medicines be j)ro- 
Auded at the public cost. The report concluded Avith an 
expression of regTct at the loss by death of Dr. Colborne, of 
Chippenham, a former officer and an energetic member of the 
Association. 

The Peesident then proceeded to deliver his address. He 
began by saying that, in previous addresses, he had brought 
before the notice of the Association the system of Medical 
relief which has been in operation in Ireland for the last 
seventeen years, and pointed out its economical advantages and 
admitted efficiency. This year he determined to take his 
autumn holiday in that country for the purpose of collecting 
further information and making himself practically acquainted 
with the working of the system. The first dispensary he visited 
was Rathmines, a suburb of the South Dublin Union. He 
found everything in order and remarkably neat and clean. 
The dispensary Avas supplied Avith absolutely all that could be 
required in the treatment of disease. To his inquiries the 
Medical officer stated that no objection was ever made by the 
dispensary committee to any application of his drugs or other 
appliances. _His dispensary duties averaged, he said, about 
two hours daily, Sunday being a dies non. He was the registrar 
and vaccinator of his district. He had held office both 
under the old and the new system, and he emphati¬ 
cally expressed his opinion as to the great benefits con¬ 
ferred by the Medical Charities Act on the health of the 
poor. In the past year he had attended 1068 cases 
at the di.spensary, and 289 at their OAvn homes ; the population 
of the district was 15,747. The President’s next Ausit Avas to 
the rural district of Rathfarnham. At the time of his arrival 
the Medical officer was engaged in attendance on the dis¬ 
pensary committee, which sat monthly. On making himself 
known he was invited to be present and witness the proceed¬ 
ings of the committee. He was struck by the intelligence and 
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business habits of the members as they tvent through the ex¬ 
amination and confirmation of the requisitions for drugs, pass¬ 
ing the monthly accounts, etc. Great astonishment was 
ex^iressed to him (Dr. Rogers) at the enormous increase of 
Poor-law expenditure in England. He afterwards found 
that the committee was mostly composed of ex-officio guardians 
who were gentlemen of property in the neighbourhood. 
In this district there are three dispensary stations. Attend¬ 
ance is not given at these daily, but the times are so 
arranged that they alternate with adjacent dispensaries. A 
midwife is attached to this district. On his return to 
town. Dr. Rogers paid a visit to the South Dublin Union 
"Workhouse, of the state of which he spoke in the highest 
terms of approbation, and contrasted the providing of four 
visiting Physicians to this establishment with the utter ab¬ 
sence of any such provision in English unions, where, as 
in St. Pancras, large establishments are intrusted to the care 
of resident Physicians, who are mostly young and inexperienced. 
This arrangement in St. Pancras was made when the guardians, 
imderMr.’\yyatt,were in close relations with the Poor-law Board. 
If a visiting Medical officer had been appointed to superintend 
the Medical arrangements of the house, the late scandals could 
never have occurred. Dr. Rogers next visited the city dis¬ 
pensaries, and witnessed their mode of proceeding. He 
saw that full and proper attention was given to each case, 
and the medicines ordered were such as would be pre¬ 
scribed in the out-door department of the best appointed 
London Hospital. The dispensary Physicians are at the 
same tune the registrars and vaccinators. The Medical 
officers said they decidedly prefei’red coming to these dispen¬ 
saries to receiving poor patients at their own houses. On going 
among the poor, he was much struck wdth the respectful bear¬ 
ing of the poor towards the Medical officers. The absence of 
persons stamped with small-pox struck liim particrdarly. The 
total number of Medical officers is 795 for 718 districts. In 
1868, 581,60‘1 cases were prescribed for at the dispensaries, and 
183,155 visited at their own homes. The average extent of a 
district is 28,384 acres; average popffiation 8099. In 125 
districts mid^vives are appointed. Before leaving Ireland Dr. 
Rogers called upon Mr. B. Banks, the Chief Clerk to the 
Commissioners, and in reply to the Doctor he gave it as his 
opinion that the Medical Charities Act had been of immense 
advantage to the poor of Ireland. The President spoke also 
of the good feeling and relations existing between the 
Medical officers and the Irish Poor-law Commissioners, as 
contrasted with the antagonism shown at Gwydyr House 
towards the Medical service. The President next adduced 
a ntimber of statistics to show how in Ireland a more 
liberal expenditure on Medical relief had brought about a con¬ 
siderable saving of Poor-law expenditure, whereas in England 
neither the Legislature nor the Poor-law Board had yet come 
to regard sickness and the want of Medical relief as one of the 
main elements of pauperism. Even in districts where a more 
liberal policy in this direction had been adopted by the guar¬ 
dians, the Poor-law Board had in several in.stances opposed it. 
The President concluded by an energetic appeal to the meeting 
to press the adoption of the dispensary system from motives of 
humanity to the poor, justice to the Medical officers, and 
economy to the ratepayers. 

Mr. Bensox Bakeb (Marylebone) maintained that the rpies- 
tion of expense ought never to bo one in which a Medical man 
should be interested in prescribing for the sick poor. "Wlien a 
more expensive drug would produce more good they were often 
compelled to use a cheaper one that was less advantageous, 
forced to it by the present vicious system. 

The Rev. J. T. Kixxo gave an account of the introduction of 
the dispensary system at Poplar, and showed by detailed sta¬ 
tistics that it had been productive of a great saving to the 
ratepayers as well as of comfort to the poor and relief to the 
Medical officers. 

Dr. Edmunds (a guardian of St. Pancras) explained the 
difficulties under which the new gviardians stood in consequence 
of the enonnous infirmary and schools which the late guar¬ 
dians had hurried on. The present guardians were desirous of 
doing all they could for the j^oor, but the difficulties and ex¬ 
pense -with which they were beset completely paralysed them. 

Dr. CoENW.ALL (of Gloucestershire) spoke of the indiscrimi¬ 
nate manner in which relio\'ing officers gave orders for Medical 
relief, and of the immense pauperising influences of this want 
of discrimination in his neighbourhood. 

Mr. McCullagh Toeeens, M.P., expressed his conviction 
that the interests of the whole country were involved in the 
establishment of the dispensary system. He coincided with 
Dr. Rogers as to the great good effected by the Irish system, 

and exposed the ignorance shown by Mr. Goschen on this sub¬ 
ject in Parliament. He agreed with Dr. Edmunds that the 
aggregation system was a gigantic mistake, and would lead to 
an enormous expenditure without producing adequate results. 

A number of other gentlemen hlcewise addressed the meet¬ 
ing, which closed with a vote of thanks to the President and 
Council. 

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.—SANIT.ARY 
CHARACTER OE THE MOUNTAINS OE 

CORDOVA AND THE ANDINE HEIGHTS. 
By Dr. SCRIVENER. 

"VYe will suppose om- readers acquainted, to some extent at 

least, with the recommendations that have been bestowed both 

on the Cordilleras of the Andes and on the jdateaux of Mexico 

for the cure of phthisis pulmonalis. In speaking of the last- 

named locality Dr. Jourdanet strongly insists that this 

beneficial effect is altogether, or in greater part, due to elevation 

in soil, and not to the degree of latitude. Dr. Smith,(a) whose 

experience was gathered from Peru, expresses himself as 

follows “ Incipient tubercular phthisis, with more or less 

haemoptysis, is one of the most common pulmonary affections 

known in Lima and other parts of the coast of Peru. . . It is 

a disease that is certainly cured by removing the patient from 

the coast to the open inland valley of Zanja, which runs from 
ten to twelve thousand feet above the sea level. . . This fact has 
been known and acted upon from time immemorial by the 
native inhabitants and Physicians; and I have,” says Dr. Smith, 
“ sent patients fi’om the capital to Zanja in a very advanced 
state of phtliisis, wdth open ulcerations and well-marked 
caverns in the lungs, and have seen them again, after the lapse 
of a little time, return to their homes free from fever, and 
with every appearance of the disease being arrested, but in 
many instances it would, after a protracted residence on the 
coast, again become necessary to return to the mountains, to 
prevent a recurrence of the disease.” Dr. Scrivener expresses 
himself in the following terms—“ I have traversed these 
mountains on many occasions, and am therefore able to form 
an opinion of the salubrity of the climate, as also of that on the 
route from the province of Cordova to the Pacific. All over 
this vast tract of land, that fatal enemy to man, the tubercular 
phtliisis, so j ustly feared by the inhabitants of Lima and Buenos 
Ayres, is entirely unknown. During a residence of nearly ten 
years in different and wddely spread districts of the whole 
country, I never saw nor heard, either directly or indirectly, 
through my intercourse with others, of the existence of that 
disease. In the moimtains of Cordova, as well as on the Andine 
heights, the patient will find his disease alleviated and in time 
removed (let him come from what quarter of the globe he may) 
by the hand of Nature. There pidmonary complaints are 
never known to originate, and there those wlio suffer from it 
on the borders of the Parana and the river Plate, seek and find a 
permanent cure for their afiments proceeding from aU affections of 
the lungs. We would recommend,” he further says, “the moun¬ 
tains of Cordoi^a to consumptive patients in preference to the 
Andine heights of Bolivia, as being nearest the river Plate, 
and containing a greater variety of objects to divert the 
attention and amuse. The facility of transport, the shortness 
of the passage, combined wdth a well-founded hope of renovat¬ 
ing the health, wdU be of themselves sufficient i-easons for 
undertaking the journey. The mountains of Cordova are 
4000 feet above the sea, and about 800 miles from La Quiaca, 
the northern boundary of the Argentine Confederation, where 
commences the Bolivian territory, and here the Coi’diUeras of 
the Andes, or otherwise the Andine heights, are seen in all 
their splendour and magnificence. Between the two territories, 
however, the journey is made by mules ; there is no carriage 

road.” 
It behoves us next to inquire how far and with w'hat facility 

the heights of Cordova are accessible to patients proceeding 
tliither from Em-ope. Let us suppose aU of war at an end, the 
distant echoes of which are now heard brokenly on the road, 
and the journey already adventured on. The passage from Eng¬ 
land to Buenos Ayres may be made in as short a period as 
thirty-four days. There are several lines of merchant steamers 

(a) See his “ Climate of the Swiss Alps and of the Peruvian Andes 
compared.” 
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from London and Liverpool, as well as the Government vessels 
from Southampton and Bordeaux, -vvldch arrive at Buenos 
Ayres every month. From this port you embark in a steamer 
for the port of Bosario, 'which is most beautifully situated on 
the hanks of the river Parana, and is the finest port in the 
Argentine Confederation, at which you arrive in about twenty- 
six hours. From thence you take the Argentine Central Hall¬ 
way, and arrive at the city of Cordova upon the same day. 
Here commence the serraioas or mountainous districts, which 
extend to the valley of Rimac, comprising’ an area of about a 
thousand leagues. “We believe,” says our author, “that at 
no distant time a public establishment will be founded in the 
mountains of Cordova for use of consumptive patients. Should 
this be the case, we can vouch that there will be no lack of 
■visitors wiUing to support the establishment and anxious to aid 
it by their means in exchange for the benefits they have re¬ 
ceived there. The natural grandeur and magnificence of the 
mountain scenery would also contribute in no small degree to 
the attractions of the place and the benefit of the invalids. 
The city of Cordova is situated in a deep valley on the banks 
of a river amidst the most varied and beautiful scenery. 
Ascending from the city to the mountains, the traveller finds 
every variety of climate, -with a difference of temperature at 
every ascent. In these varieties of temperature he will be 
certain to find one that is suitable to his complaint and agree¬ 
able to himself. The tops and sides of the mountains are 
covered with trees and shrubs, and the soil of the valleys is 
rich and very fertile, producing Indian corn, wheat, barley, 
sundry fruits and vegetables, and whatever the husbandman 
may desire to cultivate. Cattle, horses, mules, with sheep, 
roam in great herds on most excellent pasture. Huarracos and 
other -wild animals inhabit the mountains. The wool of the 
sheep is of a superior quality, and highly prized in the Euro¬ 
pean markets. There are a gTeat variety of trees in the plaias, 
many of which are very lofty, and their branches form an 
agi-eeable shade, as well as add to the beauty of the scenery. 
The timber of these trees is of superior quahty, well suited for 
the construction of houses and in the manufacture of furniture, 
etc. There are mines of gold, silver, copper, and iron; the 
latter is abundant, and in good quality. There are also marble 
quarries, and the marble is very fine and of different colours ; 
limestone of an extremely white nature is abundant^—in 
short, there are few spots in the world where Nature has 
lavished such a variety of animals, vegetables, and mineral 
productions as in the province of Cordova. It must follow 
that, with all these natural advantages, a country producing 
every commodity for the subsistence of man, and capable of 
affording aU that tends to the convenience and luxury of life, 
will become, at no distant period, the abode of a numerous, 
industrious, and wealthy population. For a long period the 
Jesuits held their head-quarters in this province, and they 
were remarkable for their tact and knowledge in selecting 
the most healthy and fertile spots for their residences. 
They erected in the capital the finest churches in the Argen¬ 
tine Confederation, and they acquired large possessions 
throughout the province, and they also built splendid country 
mansions, which are models of art, taste, and convenience. 
The fine edifices of Santa Catalina Jesus Maria and Caraga 
are much visited and greatly admired by strangers. Several 
railways have already been constructed in the Argentine 
republic, and others are in the course of construction. The 
central Argentine railway extends 248 mdes in length, from 
Rosario to Cordova. If not already comi^leted, it is hastening 
towards completion. Cordova is now the great emporium of 
the inland pruvunces : their productions of hides, wool, cotton, 
indigo, sugar, wine, wheat, tobacco, skins of animals, gold, 
silver, copper, iron, and other valuable productions are trans¬ 
ported thither and conveyed by rail to the port of Rosario, 
and shipped for Buenos Ayres or Europe. In addition to 
men of business, many will avail themselves of it as for occa¬ 
sional residence and pleasure exclusions to visit the city and 
its beautiful mountain scenery. The mineralogist here wiU 
find minerals, the botanist plants, to repay his attention. 
Before the lapse of many years strangers will come from 
Buenos Ayres and other provinces to build cottages in these 
beautiful and healthy regions, which need only taste in their 
erection, and judgment in selecting their sites, to render them 
all that can be imagined as beautiful and romantic. 

The four seasons of the year are distinctly marked in the 
Argentine Confederation, which is not the case in the Bolivian 
territory, where there is little difference between spring and 
simmer, between autumn and winter. The weather is not 
disagreeably cold in the -winter season, though occasionally 
cloudy and wet; it is generally vei-y dry, with a cool clear 
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atmosphere, and free from frost and fogs. The thermometer 
never falls below zero, except in the most northern and southern 
provinces of the country; and, says Dr. Scrivener, “ I have never 
seen snow nor frost upon the ground in those parts that I have 
visited and have recommended for consumptive patients.” 

In our next we shall proceed to speak of the other climatic 
and physiological conditions and diseases incidental to these 
regions. 

(To hi continued.) 

REVIEWS. 
-- 

Die hypodermatische Dejection der Arzneimittel. Nach physio- 
logischen Versuchen und klinischen Erfahrungen bearbeitet 
von Dr. Albeet Etjbenbueg. Zweite, umgearbeitete und 
bedeutend vennehrte Auflage. Berlin. 1867. London: 
"Williams and Norgate. 

The Hypodermic Injection of Demedial Agents. By Dr. Albeet 

Eulenbueg. Second edition, revised and considerably 
enlarged. 

Ibt the year 1863 the Hufeland Medico-Chirurgical Society 
offered a prize for the best essay “ On the Mode of Action and 
the Therapeutic Application of Hypodermic Injections, based 
on Physiological Experiments and Clinical Observations.” Dr. 
Eulenburg was the successful competitor for this prize, and the 
essay originally appeared in February, 1865. The second 
edition, which now lies before us, passed through the press in 
the autumn of 1866, and the author was consequently unable 
to avail himself of the results contained in the well-known 
“Report of the Scientific Committee appointed by the Royal 
Medical and Chirurgical Society to Investigate the Physio¬ 
logical and Therapeutic Effects of the Hypodermic Method of 
Injection,” which was read in the summer of 1867. The pre¬ 
sent volume, which we take blame to ourselves for not having 
noticed sooner, is a complete monograph on the subject up to 
the date of its publication. It is equally valuable for its ori¬ 
ginal observations and for its judiciously accumulated cases. 
It contains upwards of 300 pages, and is divided into a general 
and a special part. In the general part the author commences 
with an historical sketch of the subject, and gives Dr. Alexander 
Wood full credit for being “the meritorious discoverer of 
hypodermic injections.” The different kinds of syringes in¬ 
vented by various makers and the methods of using them are 
then fully described, after which there are sections devoted to 
“the cautions to be observed in injections,” and to “the 
secondary and bad consequences that occasionally follow.” 

"Under the latter heading he places pain, haemorrhage, the 
regurgitation of the injected fluid, injury to the vessels and 
nerves, and finally local inflammatory action. There must 
always be a slight amount of pain, but it may be reduced to a 
minimum by the use of a very sharp and unyielding- instru¬ 
ment, by inserting it as rapidly as possible, by injecting only a 
small quantity, and by thus avoiding the production of tension 
of the subcutaneous tissue. Concentrated watery solutions of 
the alkaloids do not excite more pain than dilute solutions; 
alcoholic and etherial solutions usually cause considerable pain, 
as also do strongly acid solutions, and fluids in which there is 
any tui-bidity from crystals or sediments. Aqueous solutions 
of quinine and quiniodine cause more pain than corresponding 
solutions of morphia and the other- narcotic alkaloids. Iodide 
of potassium, and, in a less degree, corrosive sublimate, were 
found by our author to cause considerable pain. As a general 
rule, no doubt, the degree of pain much depends on the greater 
or lesser richness of nervous filaments at the spot selected for 
the operation. Nussbaum has forcibly pointed out the danger 
that may arise from the penetration of a superficial vein by the 
point of the instnrment. As his experience may serve to put 
our English Surgeons on their guard against a fearful danger, 
we shall quote at some length from his paper, which was pub¬ 
lished in 1865. “ During the last two months,” he observes, 
“I have undergone a frightful experience [cine erschreckende 
Erfahrung), twice in my own person and three times in the case 
of my patients. The point of the syringe entered a sub¬ 
cutaneous vein, and the morphia was thus injected directly 
into the blood, instead of into the subcutaneous tissue. On 
the first occasion I injected two grains of acetate of morphia,(a) 
dissolved in fifteen minims of water, into one of my sub¬ 
cutaneous abdominal veins, and felt as if I should die in a few 
minutes. In a couple of seconds there was a pricking and 
burning sensation over my whole body, a strongly acid taste 

(a) This -would have proved a highly dangerous dose to most persons if 
simply injected into the subcutaneous tissue. 
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in the mouth, my whole face was nearly as red as the normal 
colour of the lips, and in about four seconds after the injection 
there was a ringing sound in the ears, while scintillations flashed 
before the eyes, and there was intense pain in the integuments 
of the head. But the most terrible of all the phenomena was 
the extremely powerful and rapid action of the heart. Out of 
more than 25,000 patients, I have never seen or felt such a pulse. 
Its beats r-'.nged from 160 to 180 in the minute, while the carotids 
had no cime to discharge their contents, and felt like thick 
tremulous iron cords on either side of the neck. The action of 
the heart and arterial pulsations 'W'as so strong that I felt as 
if the walls of the chest or the diaphragm must give way, 
and that my eyeballs must burst. This fearful state, in which 
the respiration was considerably impeded, lasted on the first 
occasion about eight minutes. The suffusion of the face was 
followed by a deadly pallor, which lasted for an hour, while 
the acute pain in the head subsided in fifteen minutes. The 
mind was in no degree affected, and with an effort I could 
stand and speak. Cold applied in the form of washing, affu¬ 
sion, etc., was very agreeable and beneficial. In the course of 
two hours the whole of the symptoms disappeared. In my 
other personal misadventure, the symptoms were far less 
severe in consequence of the injected dose being much smaller. 
Taught by experience, I have since then always injected very 
slowly, and as the phenomena ensue with such lightning- 
like rapidity, I thus secured time, if necessary, to reverse the 
pumping action of the syringe and to recover a part of the 
injected fluid mixed with blood. I have on several occasions 
seen the happy results of this manipulation. The three of my 
patients in whom a vein was entered were in even a more 
critical state than I personally was. There was partial loss of 
consciousness, and there were convulsions, but no persistent 
consequences ensued.” 

Dr. Eulenburg, with an experience of many thousand cases 
of injection, has never met with this accident, but does not on 
that accomit call in question the accuracy of Nussbaum’s state¬ 
ments. Inflammation of the punctured spot has been noticed 
by our author on only three occasions, in all of which it was 
clearly due to the irritant nature of the injected fluid. 

In the special part of his book Dr. Eulenburg relates the 
results of the injection of the following long list of drugs:— 
Opium, morphia, narceine, codeine, thebaine, and narcotine; 
of atropine, daturine, caffeine, nicotine, aconitine, colchicine, 
coneiine, strychnine, woorara, digitaline, veratrine, ergotine, 
physostigmine, oleandrine, hydrocyanic acid, chloroform, 
tincture of Indian hemp, quinine, quiniodine, emetine, tartar 
emetic, camphor, liquor ammonii (sic) anisatus, calomel, cor¬ 
rosive sublimate, iodide of mercury, arsenic, and iodide of 
potassium. Of the three hundred and nine pages occupied in 
the consideration of these substances, opium and morphia take 
up nearly one-third, while twenty pages are devoted to atro¬ 
pine and to strychnine respectively, and the other substances 
come off with only a few pages. We have so recently dis¬ 
cussed the properties of the most important neurotic alkaloids 
in our review of Dr. Harley’s volume that we, although with 
reluctance, feel bound to pass over Dr. Eulenburg’s excellent 
chapters on these subjects, and to proceed to notice the pro¬ 
perties of less known drugs. Caffeine, when injected in doses 
of from one-fifth to two-thirds of a grain, relieves occipital 
neuralgia and hysterial headaches generally; nicotine, in the 
dose of one-sixtieth of a grain, was wonderfully successful in a 
case of tetanus recorded by Eulenmeyer. Of aconitine and 
colchicine, the author speaks unfavourably. Strychnine (the 
.sulphate), in doses of from 2^oths to a^ths of a grain, has been 
found to be highly valuable in cases of facial paralysis, para¬ 
lysis of the vocal cords, paralysis of the bladder, prolapsus, 
spinal paraplegia, spasmodic muscular contractions, amaurosis, 
and sciatica. 

Dr. Eulenburg devotes considerable space to the action of 
woorara or wourali in traumatic tetanus. Vella used it with 
great success as a water-dressing to wounds in cases of tetanus 
that occurred after the battle of Magenta, but unfortunately no 
details are given. It was first used as a hypodermic injection 
by Vulpian in 1859. This case terminated fatally, as also did 
cases similarly treated by EoUin, Gintrac, Comaz, Richard, 
LiouviUe, Langenbeck, and Schuh, while Gherini, Demme, 
Lochner, and Spencer Wells each record a successful case. 
While expressing no great faith in the alleged antagonism of 
strychnine and woorara, the author records a very interesting 
case that occurred at Kbnigsberg under the care of Burow, 
jun., in which a young man who had taken one grain and a 
half of strychnine was apparently saved by the hypodermic 
application of woorara after morpMa had failed to produce any 
effect. 

In intermittent fever ari.sing from malaria, the hypodennic 
injection of quinine is a pre-eminently successful mode of 
treatment. Dr. Schachana, of Smyrna, states that a single 
application suffices to effect a cure, good diet and chalybeates 
being also prescribed. Out of 150 cases, there was only one 
relapse. Gualla, of Breschia, similarly treated forty-nine cases 
without a single failure. Desvignes treated several hundred 
cases, occurring in navvies engaged on railway work in the 
Tuscan salt marshes, and met with nniform success. The fluid 
he injected consisted of one grain and a half of quinine, one 
minim of dilute nitric acid, and fifteen minims of water. Dr. 
Eulenburg injected quinine in eleven cases of intermittent fever, 
and confirms the view propounded by previous observers that 
this medicine, when injected in doses of one and a half or two 
grains before or during the cold stage, has the power of cut¬ 
ting short the attack. Five of his eleven patients complained 
of a sharp burning pain while the fluid was being injected and 
for some minutes subsequently. 

In his remarks upon “ intermittent and remittent fever 
independent of malaria,” our author remarks that he 
has convinced himself by many accurate observations 
that, “ by the subcutaneous inj ection of small quantities 
of quinine, we are able in a great number of febrile 
states of a remittent or intermittent type to produce a tem¬ 
porary, and frequently a considerable, duninution of the febrile 
temperature of the body.” This fact, which he clearly proves 
by numerous cases, obviously has an important bearing upon 
the treatment of various forms of disease. In cases of typical 
neuralgia (sciatica and tic) this remedy has been highly ser¬ 
viceable. 

We must uow conclude our notice of this valuable essay. 
Wlien it reaches a third edition—which no doubt will shortly 
be the case—we trust that some one well qualified for the 
task will give us an English translation. Few books that 
we have lately read better deserve such an honour. 

FOREIGN AND PROVINCIAL 
CORRES PONDENCE. 

--- 

EEANCE. 

LETTERS FROM THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.—No. VII. 

First Impressions of Fan {Basses-Pyrenees). 

So many wonderful accounts about Pau had been given to me 
by competent judges, that I resolved, on my road to Hyeres, to 
make it an object of observation. At last I found the place 
v/hich I had for years been longing for, and which most invalids 
ought to long for; for it is a place little disturbed by wind. 
Such a quietness of the air we here experienced for a week 
together as I never saw anywhere before. The smoke of the 
chimneys rises almost perpendicularly, and the leaves of the 
trees stand as if they were made of iron or porcelain. All 
nature is as calm and peaceful as if it were a land of enchant¬ 
ment. It stands to reason that this state of things does not 
last for ever ; but the opinion about the quietness of the atmo¬ 
sphere in Pau is so general, and even quoted against it by the 
enemies of the place, that there must be much truth in this 
reputation. At all events, the mistral is unknown here, and 
probably so the still more fatal east winds of Nizza, etc. As to 
the advantages which absence of wind has for invalids, they 
are unmistakable. If it is warm, you can dress lightly without 
fear of suppressed perspiration; and if it is cold, you suffer 
much less from it than -with a windy atmosphere. After a 
sojourn of several vsdnters on the Mediterranean coast, Pau is a 
great relief to me in many respects. 

It is clear that the mean temperature is a good deal lower 
in Pau than in Nizza, etc. But, as I have often said, cold is 
not the thing invalids ought most to fear. The most dangerous 
influences are doubtless sudden changes of temperature and 
cold damp winds. And these things, it is clear, are not here 
more abundant than at the sea-coast of the Riviera, (a) Besides, 
I found here a multitude of advantages wliich make this place 
very attractive to me. Everything is well organised, and you 
feel as if in a civilised world. There is a commission of 
gentlemen—not agents, as in other places—giving kindly in¬ 
formation to strangers vnthout emptying their pockets. If the 
chimneys are not good, you complain to those gentlemen, and 

(a) The spring in Cannes and Nizza is fatal by the almost incessant east 
and north-west winds. 
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your proprietaire is obliged to put tbe cliimneys in order, (b) 
Coaclimen are coachmen everywhere; but the carriages cost 
1'50 fr. an hour. Milk is excellent. Goats’ milk is abundant. 
Meat, bread, etc., are very good, and not too dear. The ground 
is even, and invahds are able to take walks in the town and in 
the country without climbing. The town is curious, clean, 
picturesque, and full of resources. The views of the Pyrenees 
reqxure no special recommendation. There is a chalybeate 
spring at Pau, and for the summer there are beautiful and 
useful places in the neighbourhood. 

There are very good doctors here. As to further particulars 
about the chmate, I am not able to give them yet. I know, 
however, of very remarkable cases of recovery which were here 
obtained. The climate of Pau has the reputation of being 
relaxing. It certainly is not over-exciting. As to its relaxing 
nature I can say nothing; hut of this I am sure—that I feel 
not at all relaxed since I came here, although it is very warm 
at this moment. I feel only that I can walk, and sleep, and 
eat much better. 

I strongly advise those who are going to the South to pass 
through Pau, and take one glance at least at this curious place. 

IRELAND. 

Dublin, October 27. 

The winter session was opened in the school of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, on Monday the 25th inst., by Professor 
Macnamara, President of the College. Having briefly alluded 
to the distinguished men who had on former occasions 
discharged the same duty, the learned lecturer proceeded to 
point out in a few words the ameliorations which have taken 
place in various branches of the Medical public service, how 
steady in the appointments under the Poor-laws and Medical 
Charaties Act has been the progressive upward tendency of the 
salaries, how enhanced value has been conferred upon the 
tenure of such of&ces, thanks to the untiring exertions of the 
Irish Medical Association and its indefatigable secretary. Dr. 
Quinan, ably seconded by the Council of the Royal College of 
Surg-eons in Ireland, and nobly and effectually supported by 
his advocacy in the House of Commons, of the well-tried and 
most disinterested Honorary Fellow of the College, Dr. Brady, 
M.P. for Leitrim, whereby, under certain conditions, super¬ 
annuation has been secured for Medical officers worn out, or 
otherwise incapacitated from the efficient discharge of their 
public duties. He contrasted the present positions of Assistant- 
Surgeons in the navy and army with what they were some 
years ago, showing that service in these departments is now 
more desirable than it ever was at any previous period. It is 
not long since the pay of the Assistant-Surgeon in the army 
was but little more than half what it is now—when, in fact, his 
pay and that of the newly fledged ensign were all hut identical 
in amount. The pay of an Assistant-Surgeon on joining his 
regiment is now equivalent to that of an ensign, plus an 
allowance of £100 a year, and from the moment of his entering 
the service to that of leaving it not only is his rate of pay and 
pension progressive, hut so is also his rank, with all the honours, 
privileges, and advantages belonging to it. The President next, 
for the guidance of his younger hearers, sketched the career of 
a model Medical student, and in doing so entered upon a 
defence of the principle of enforcing a moderate amount of 
attendance upon systematic courses of lectures. Towards the 
close of his address he observed that “ the greatest of all 
impediments to an improved standard of Medical education is 
to be foimd in the multiphcity of licensing bodies. Self- 
preservation is universally accepted as the first law of nature, 
and, in due obedience to this law, many of these bodies shrink 
from that self-destruction which would result from a too rigid 
enforcement of a high standard of Professional education and 
examination. This opinion has been endorsed on all sides, and 
by every one capable of forming an opinion, and yet one of the 
most remarkable facts connected with this subject is the remedy 
that has been proposed, or is about to be proposed, by a distin¬ 
guished member of our legislature, himself a Medical man of 
undisputed talent and originality, occupying a high place in the 

■estimationof thosewho regulate pubhc affairs—the formation of 
one other examining board, on the homoeopathic principle, I pre¬ 
sume, that ‘similiasimilibuscurantur.’ It is true, as I am given to 
understand, that this board is only to take cognisance of those 

(b) In Cannes there were scarcely any good chimneys, and if you com¬ 
plained, the propriitaire said, “Mon Dieu, que voulez-vous? Paites 
1 arranger vous-meme,” or something of that kind. The smoke was called 
there odeur de hois, ” and one of the first Doctors declared to me that it 
tvas good for the chest! 

who have otherwise legally qualified themselves, and that their 
examination is to be purely of a practical character. Grant it; 
but it is one other unit added to those which now all but 
render progress impossible. As I take it, a governmental 
board of examiners will be appointed for each of the three 
divisions of the kingdom, who will examine all Medical men 
seeking to be placed on the Medical Registrar—this examina¬ 
tion is to be of a purely practical character, and by no means 
to take cognisance of the elementary portions of the student’s 
education. But ‘ quis custodiet ipsos custodes ? ’ How are we 
to be assured that each of the three boards will insist upon an 
equally high standard of professional proficiency ? Will the 
new Bill which we are promised be more successful in 
putting affairs on a more satisfactory footing, both for 
the pubhc and the Profession P As thus—by the Gene¬ 
ral Medical Council putting into force, with energy and 
decision, the powers entrusted to them by the legislature.” 
Having stated his own suggestions under four several 
heads. Professor Macnamara said:—“ The advantages which 
would flow from some such regulations as these are too obrious, 
even did time admit of it, to require comment. Be they adopted 
or be they not, the present arrangements are doomed. Some 
change must take place, whereby efficiency and equahty in the 
examination of the several corporations wiU be secured. Of 
one thing, however, I can assure you, gentlemen, that no 
change will be tamely submitted to by the Council of this 
College which will involve the issuing of coin from its mint 
that has not the ring- of the true metal in it. For too many years 
in the past has this College upheld the honour and dignity of 
Irish Surgery for us now to permit its reputation to he tar¬ 
nished in the future.” 

The public course of lectures by the Professor of Physiology 
was afterwards commenced, the subject being “The Natural 
History of Man.” The pecuharities of the human species 
were fully described, and it was urged that they were sufficient 
to disprove the doctrine of progressive development as advanced 
by Darwin, for the break between man and the goriUa, the 
most man-hke of apes, was distinct and wide. The varieties 
of man were then discussed, the Mongohan, American, and 
Ethiopian tribes being easily distinguished ; but it was acknow¬ 
ledged that the Caucasian and Malay divisions included 
famihes of most diverse kinds. Dr. Mapother stated that a 
poor consumptive lad belonging to the Malay variety had been 
admitted last week into that most valuable institution, the 
Hospital for Incurables. The lectures are to be continued 
daily at two o’clock. The winter session vrill be inaugurated at 
the Meath Hospital and County Dublin Infirmary on Monday, 
November 1, by Dr. Stokes, D.C.L., F.R.S. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-- 

THE CONVERSION OF THE GREEK Y. 

Letteb eeom Dr. John Haeley. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—In the_ review of my work on the “ Old Vegetable 
Neurotics ” in your last impression, the writer very perti¬ 
nently asks why I have sometimes spelt “ hvoscyamus with 
an i in the third syllable.” I am glad that*he has done so, 
not that I am able to clear myself of the error, but because 
it gives me an opportunity of calling attention to what amounts 
to a very wide-spread orthograpliical degeneracy. To illustrate 
what I mean in reference merely to Medical terms, I will take 
the last edition of the British Pharmacopoeia, a book which 
abounds in Greek words, and which we assume to be authori¬ 
tative in respect of the correctness of their form. But, strange 
to say, we here find both error and inconsistency in the con¬ 
version of the u. Thus, on the one hand, we have oxygen and 
oxide, but, on the other, hydrogen and hydride, or hydi’ation. 
Now, oxide is not an abbreviation of oxy-ide, for German and 
Erench chymists—or, as all the world has it now, chrmists— 
invariably write oxyde, &c. But to revert to the Pharma¬ 
copoeia, we find in opposite series Plumhi oxhlum and Lithar- 
gyrum. Here is inconsistency. In both the body of the work 
and in the index the word Glycmnum is immediately followed 
by Glycyrrhiza. Here is error and inconsistency both ; for if 
e were the proper substitute for v in the former word, y could 
not be the equivalent of v in the other, the root in both words 
being the same—yXvKvs. 

I have pointed out this error in Hooper’s “ Physicians’ 
Vade-Mecum,” ed. 8, p. 677, and have in the “Old Vegetable 
Neurotics ” uniformly used the correct spelhng, both of Ibis 
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word and of the derivatives of and I hope my adhesion to 
classical rules in respect of these degraded words will be 
accepted as a sufficient set-oif against the unwarrantable 
freedom which I have used in spelling hyoscyamus with an i 
once in about ten times. 

I am, &c. John Haeley. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 

-❖- 

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
Tuesday, Octobee 19, 1869. 

Richaed Quain, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

Aftee some observations from the Peesident, 
Dr. Moeell Mackenzie proceeded to show the Larynx and 

Pharynx of a g'entleman who had come to him some time 
before complaining of irritability of the larynx, and the apex 
of whose lung was affected. Some time after, he saw him 
under the influence of an enormous blister, involving the whole 
of one side, wliich he himself had applied. He was slightly 
excited, and was persuaded to enter the London Hospital, 
where he was closely watched, but nevertheless contrived to 
cram his throat with the cotton wool covering his side. In the 
morning he was quite dead. 

Dr. Peacock exhibited two specimens of Malformation of the 
Heart. 1. The first specimen was forwarded to him by Dr. 
Griffith, of Swindon. It was removed from a boy, aged 8, 
who had been cyanotic all his life, and died during the summer. 
The heart was found very large for the age of the subject, 
weig-hing lOf oz. avoii'dupois. It was unusually broad, resem¬ 
bling in shape the heart of the turtle. The oiifice of the 
pulmonary artery was very greatly contracted from the adhesion 
of the valves, and the septum of the ventricles was deficient 
over a large space, and the origin of the aorta displaced, so that 
the aorta freely communicated with the right ventricle as well 
as with the left. The valve of the foramen ovale admitted of 
being spread over the opening, but it was not adherent to the 
edges, so that a passage had existed between the two auricles 
dui’ing life. The condition of the ductus arteriosus could not be 
ascertained from the aorta and pulmonary artery having been 
cut off short. 2. The second case was sent to Dr. Peacock by 
Dr. Lanchester, of Croydon, and had occurred in the practice 
of Dr. Cressell. The cliild was also cyanotic, and died when 
2| years of ago. The case Avas similar to the former in every 
repect, except that the foramen ovale was entirely closed, this 
condition being in such cases of rarer occurrence than the open 
state of the foramen. The cases afforded examples of the most 
common form of congenital cardiac defect; but the first was 
remarkable from the comparatively advanced age which the 
patient attained. 

Mr. Robeets, through Mr. De Morgan, exhibited a specimen 
of Villous Disease of the Kidney. The patient was an old 
lady, who for two years had suffered from albuminuria with 
occasional haematuria, the latter never being very severe. The 
last attack broke up her health ; but she died after an operation 
for hernia. There was extensive peritonitis. The right kidney 
was gorged and friable; the left contained something like pus, 
but it was not so. A soft whitish mass existed in the pelvis of 
the kidney, taking its rise by a thin pedicle from the pelvis, 
and having many villi on its surface. Nothing was seen in 
the urine during life. 

Mr. De Moegan said the bladder was not examined, but 
there were no vesical symptoms during life. The question as 
to the cancerous nature of the mass was difficult. It floated 
in the fluid in the kidney. Dr. Murchison had a similar case 
this )'-ear; hasmaturia was frequent, but there was no stone. 
There was villous disease of the bladder, clots in the ureters, 
and commencing disease of the kidney. 

Mr. Holmes showed a specimen of Diseased Os Calcis taken 
from a young woman who had been ill for several years. She 
had much pain, and there Avere many sinuses in the neighbour¬ 
hood of the heel. He tried to remove the diseased portions 
by gouging, but did no good. Afterwards he removed the 
whole bone, and the patient recovered perfectly. He had often 
seen disease thus limited to one bone, but he did not think the 
fact generally admitted. The articular surfaces Avere healthy. 
She wa.s not tubercular in any way. 

Mr. Nunn asked AA'hat became of the tondo Achlllis after 
such operations. 

3L-. Holmes replied that it j)robably became attached to the 

fibrous tissue of the cicatrix ; at aU events the girl could point 
her toe. 

Mr. W. Adams thought the tendency of such cases was to 
necrosis, not caries. If the sequestrum was removed, the 
patient got better without removal of the bone. 

Mr. Holmes thought the small sequestrum in the specimen 
artificial. 

Mr. De Moegan did not think gouging bad, but Kirkpatrick’s 
method did wonderfully well, much bettor than gouging. 

Mr. Adams showed an Unreduced Dislocation of the Hip, 
removed from the body of a man Avho had been severely 
injured by a railway engine, and Avho subsequently died of 
traumatic fever. The head of the bone rested on the spine of 
the ischimn, the obturator muscle was ruptured, and there was 
a collection of pus round the joint. 

Mr. Gay exhibited the Bones of the Forearm and Hand of a 
man Avhose hand had been shattered by a gunshot wound. 
The arm was after a time amputated above the elbow. All the 
carpal and some of the metacarpal and phalangeal bones had 
been disintegrated by osteomyelitis. The man recovered. 

Dr. Tilbuey Fox exhibited a specimen of the Fungous Foot 
of India sent him by Dr. Shortt, of Madras. It was unmutilated. 
The surface was covered Avith button-like projections Avith 
central apertiu’es leading to cavities in the bone. 

Mr. Hulke said a specimen had been shown by Dr. Carter, 
of Bombay, and reported on by Dr. Bristowe and himself. 

The specimen was referred to Dr. Moxon and Mr. Hogg. 
Mr. Hogg showed an Encysted Orbital Tumour, much larger 

than usual, which he had been obliged to remove piecemeal. 
It had grown two years out in India, and caused the eyeball to 
protrude excessively. The patient recovered with perfect sight. 
Also a horny growth of the eyelid of some size. Part had been 
removed by the man’s shopmate. The base was 'dissected off. 

Dr. Powell exhibited a specimen of Lympho-sarcoma of the 
Mediastinum removed from a man aged 28. It extended from the 
root of the neck down over the pericardium, and invaded the 
lung. The patient had pain, cough, and dyspnoea. The veins 
of his arms became blocked, and he died. The structure re¬ 
sembled that of a lymphatic gland ; in the lung the same. The 
vessels Avere surrounded, but not invaded. Referred. 

Mr. Heath said that connected Avith these growths was the 
fact that a close plexus of minute vessels existed in this situa¬ 
tion. These woold aflPect the groAvth of the mass by trans¬ 
mission. 

Mr. Pollock shoAved a Myeloid Growth of the Head of the 
Tibia, remoA'ed from a girl. There had been slight enlarge¬ 
ment of the tibia with lameness for twelve months, and for six 
months she had walked on crutches. There was much pain at 
night. He imagined an abscess was threatening, and, under 
chloroform, cut doAvm to tx’ephine the head of the bone, when 
the knife slipped into a cavity filled Avith soft tissue. This was 
so vascular as to require a plug to stop the bleeding. After 
obtaining the girl’s consent, the limb was removed at the knee- 
joint. The mass had so nearly penetrated the joint that the 
crust of bone was torn away Avith the crucial ligaments. 

Mr. Gay shoAved a specimen of Dry Gangrene of the Hands, 
occurring in a delicate young lady after gastric fever. When 
she began to recover the tip of her nose and the joints of her 
toes and fingers became gangrenous. The nose and toes re¬ 
covered, but on the hands a line of demarcation foimed, and 
both had io be removed. 

Dr. F. Robinson exhibited a specimen of what he believed to 
be Syphilitic Cirrhosis of the Liver, a somewhat infrequent dis¬ 
ease. The subject of it, a young soldier of the Scots Fusilier- 
Guards, of delicate aspect, and who had led an irregular life 
during his short scrAUce of two years, was under treatment for 
syphilis for a period of twenty-nine weeks in the winter and 
spring of 1867-68. It was someAvhat doubtful Avhether 
the disease Avas then the true Hunterian chancre, but the base 
of the sore became indurated, and mild mercurial treatment— 
inunction—Avas employed. No secondary affection resulted, 
and he Avas again admitted, in the beginning of August in the 
present year, Avith a distinctly indurated sore on the prepuce. 
He was in a very cachectic state, and mercury was consequently 
not exhibited. The sore healed up in about ten days, and then 
about the same time dropsical effusion set in. This affection 
resisted all the usual means, the kidneys scarcely acting’ at all, 
and the patient died tAvo months subsequent to admis.sion in 
Hospital. With the view of affording temporary relief by 
tapping, the chest AA'as examined to ascertain the condition of 
the thoracic viscera a week prior to decease. Extensive effu¬ 
sion was then diagnosed in the right side, and any operatii’e 
interference Avas declined. He had occasionally complained of 
pain, referred rather to the hepatic region than the thorax- 
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A-bout 80 ounces of clear serum was found in tbe right cavity of 
the chest; the lung was compressed to a small bulk—that of the 
•closed hand—against the spine. Exten.sive deposit of lymph, both 
of old and recent formation, rested on the diaphragmatic pleura 
of that side; there was a large quantity of like fluid in the abdo¬ 
men, the intestines agglutinated together and to the liver by Arm 
coating of lymph, somewhat recent. The liver, below the normal 
size, weighed about 2^ lbs., and presented very closely the cha¬ 
racteristics of the disease described as syphilitic cirrhosis by 
Dr. Barton, of Dublin, and other recent writers. It was very 
hard in structure, yeUow in appearance, the whole areolar 
tissue seeming infiltrated with the specific deposit, while the 
under-surface of the organ was lobulated. The distinction 
between it and the hobnail liver of drunkards—the man was 
not addicted to intemperance—was sufficiently evident. There 
was an absence of the “ nail ” marks pathognomonic of that dis¬ 
ease, as weU as of other indications, the smaller bulk, density of 

■structure, and corrugated shrunk aspect. The kidneys were 
both very large and congested, otherwise healthy. The 
history of this case was essentially syphilitic, and during two 
years^ and a half of the man’s military career he was not in 
Hospital with other disease of any importance. He did not 
experience, as far as could be ascertained, any distinct secondary 
affection, but it is quite possible that to some extent such 
might have supervened while the man remained at liis duty. 
Believing the last affection to be of a true specific nature— 
possibly the first also—it may, perhaps, be reasonably con- 
3ectured that in an unhealthy subject there was, as it were, a 
retrocession of the materies niorbi to the internal organs rather 
than to the outer textures of the body. The case Dr. Bobinson 
considered to be a somewhat unusual one, especially with refer¬ 
ence to the association of ascites with syphilitic liver. 

Referred to Dr. Murchison and Mr. De Morgan. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 
-o- 

MR. SPENCER WELLS’S CIRCULAR CLAMP FOR 
OVARIOTOMY. 

This instrument, made by Mayer and Meltzer, was shown by 
Mr. Wells at the last meeting of the Clinical Society as the 
best form of clamp for ovariotomy. He explaiued how he had 

gradually arrived at this form of instrument after nsing 
Hutchinson’s clamp, his own first parallel clamp, and different 
forms of wire and ecraseur clamps, and stated that this new 
circular clamp is very easily applied and removed, and secures 

the pedicle quite safely and by a circular constriction, which 
enables the operator to close the opening in the abdominal wall 
tightly around the pedicle. 

HAINES’S PATENT BLOCK-TIN PIPE ENCASED 
WITH LEAD, 

FOE COHDTJCTIIIG GAS, WATEE, AXD LIQTTIDS IN GENEEAL USE. 

{Mamtfactured solely by Walker, Campbell, and Go., 
33, Albany, Liverpool.') 

This pipe differs in important respects from every other which 
has been hitherto manufactured for the same purpose, even 
though of the same materials. We need not speak of the 
common lead pipe and of the objections to its use for convey¬ 
ing drmking water. Pipes of pure tin are used in the manu¬ 
facture of soda-water, for the worms of distilleries, and 
occasionally for water-pipes in private houses ; but tin is ex¬ 
pensive, not pliable, it tends to break without bending, and is 
as difficult to work as an iron pipe. Its cost is £126 per ton, 
whereas lead, which is flexible, malleable, and plastic, costs 
about £19 per ton. Many attempts have been made to protect 
the interior of leaden pipes by tinning them, or coating them 
with a thin wash from a chemical solution. The results, how¬ 
ever, have^ been expensive and unsatisfactory, for the tin so 
deposited is easily worn off by the action of running water. 
Haines’s plan is to weld an interior tube of tin to an outer 
casing of lead in such a way that the metals are indissolubly 
united at the surface of contact, and comport themselves as 
one. The inventor claims for his compound pipe great 
strength and tenacity, great flexibility, and perfect freedom 
from the chance of detachment of the tin and action of liquids 
upon the lead. The new pipes can be worked more easily, 
because they are lighter, and the tenacity of the tin enables 
a considerable weight and thickness of lead to be dispensed 
with. Thus, a pipe of lead of |^-inch bore weighs lbs. per foot, 
whilst one of Haines’s of the same bore weighs only 2^ lbs. 
The saving in the weight of lead thus renders them no more 
costly per foot than the heavier pipe of lead throughout. 
When we consider the miseries which befall families who have 
been subject to chronic lead poisoning from the ordinary pipes, 
we must acknowledge it a great boon that we can have a pipe 
which is perfectly safe and yet costs not one farthing the more. 

THE “ALPHA” RAILWAY ARM AND BOOK REST. 

{Made by JLoward, Berners-street, London, W.) 

This little mahogany machine, which is little more than a 
foot long, and about a pound in weight, unfolds in such a way 
as to make a convenient rest for the arm in railway travelfing. 
By supporting the arm, it takes the weight off the spine, and 
diminishes both the fatigue and jolting incidental to the erect 
posture. It is equally available for first-class railway carriages 
where the arms are too low, and for the second-class seats 
which have no arms at all. It is equally useful in an ordinary 
carriage drawn by horses, as weU as for invalids who want to 
read in their easy chair, and we believe that it ought to form a 
part of the travelling- comforts of all whose avocations compel 
them to travel much. 

GOLDSWORTHY’S WHEATEN BISCUITS. 

{Ln Tins at Is. 2, Bathurst-street, W.) 

We have long recommended Mr. Goldsworthy’s to our 
patients as a place where they could get good brown bread 
combining the properties of being palatable and digestible. 
Mr. Goldsworthy has now begun to make the whole-meal 
wheaten biscuits, of which we noticed a specimen some time 
since ^ from the factory of Messrs. Huntley and Palmer, of 
Reading. It is well known that these biscuits were invented 
by a philosophical gentleman living in Westbourne-terrace, 
and are the result of a long series of trials to find some article 
of food palatable and digestible in itself, and capable of stimu¬ 
lating the colon without the necessity of adding any aloes or 
drug to the things taken into the stomach. The materials are 
pure wheat coarsely ground and good fresh butter. The result 
is a delicious biscuit, eating like short piecrust, falling to pieces 
easily in the mouth, and not requiring any labour of mastica¬ 
tion. About one biscuit a day, taken with other food at some 
meal, suffices. These biscuits contain rather too much butter 
to be eaten by themselves without a feeling of biliousness. 
WTiilst we are on the subject we may notice a curious blunder 
made by the vendors of these and similar biscuits in calling 
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them “digestive,” and speaking of “their beneficial effects 
upon severe sufferers from indigestion.” This is mischievous 
and nonsensical. For indigestion nothing can he conceived 
worse than a biscuit containing abundance of bran. It is con¬ 
stipation, not indigestion—torpor of the large intestines, not 
irritation of the stomach—which these biscuits are good for. 
We may add that they supply the phosphate of lime necessary 
for gro-^hof teeth and bones in an agreeable and abundant form. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-^- 

Apothecaeies’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
October 21, 1869 :— 

Collins, Edward Lorton, Canterbury. 
Hiron, John Hickman, Studley, Warwickshire. 
Eosser, Walter, Eisca, Newport, Monmouth. 
Smith, George, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination;— 

Lang, J. A. T., London Hospital. 
Oshom, Samuel, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

*0* The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Lowndes, Frederick Walter, M.E.C.S. and L.M. Eng.—Honorary 
Assistant-Sui'geon to the Ladies’ Charity and Lj-ing-in Hospital, Liver¬ 
pool. 

Waeburton, J. W., M.E.C.S.—Honorary Assistant-Surgeon to the Liver¬ 
pool Ladies’ Charity and Lying-in Hospital. 

NAVAL APPOINTMENTS. 
Admiralty.—The following appointments have been made :—James N. 

Dick, Staff-Sui-geon, to Haslar Hospital; Henry Piers, Staff-Surgeon, to 
Chatham Dockyard; Charles E. Godfrey, Surgeon, to the Pembroke, for 
Melville Hospital; and Dr. Adam B. Meeser, Surgeon, to the Nankin. 

BIETHS. 

Daniel.—On October 21, at Epsom, the wife of W. Clement Daniel, M.D., 
of a son. 

Duncan.—On October 8, at Brighton, the wife of P. C. Duncan, M.D., late 
of Great Marlborough-street, London, W. (the English Physician at 
Hy^res, South of France), of a daughter. 

Fotherby.—On October 24, at 40, Trinity-square, Tower, E.C., the wife of 
H. J. Fotherby, M.D., of twins, boys. 

Hamilton.—On October 26, at Oakthorpe, Windermere, the wife of Archi¬ 
bald Hamilton, M.D., of a daughter. 

Jenner.—On October 25, at 63, Brook-street, W., the wife of Sir WilUam 
Jenner, Bart., M.D., of a son. 

SwETB.—On October 20, at Dunmarklyn, Weston-super-Mare, the wife of 
Horace Swete, M.D., of a daughter. 

Taylor.—On October 21, at 77, Watergate-street, Chester, the wife of W. 
Taylor, Esq., Moorfleld, Ayrshire, Staff-Assistant-Surgeon, of a son. 

Weston.—On October 23, at Stafford, the wife of E. F. Weston, Surgeon, 
of a daughter. 

MAEEIAGES. 

Ayres—McKenzie.— On September 2, at St. Jolm’s Church, Calcutta, 
P. B. C. Ayres, M.E.C.S., to Emily Maud, only daughter of Captain 
E. McKenzie, E.N. 

Fowler—Thomson.—On October 6, at All Saints Church, Kingston, Canada, 
William Aug^ustus Fowler, Esq., eldest son of Daniel Fowler, Esq., of 
Amherst Island, and late of Down Hall, Kent, to Clara Elizabeth, only 
daughter of Cliarles Thomson, M.E.C.S.L., and granddaughter of the 
late Eev. John Lempriere, D.D., of Shaldon, Devon. 

Hitchcock—Tuck.—On October 21, at St. George’s, Hanover-square, 
Henry Knight Hitchcock, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to Sarah, only cluld of 
P. Tuck, Esq., Bournemouth, Hants. 

Thorne—Evans.—On October 20, at the Parish Church, Leamington, 
Frederic La C. Thome, of Leamington, Surgeon, to Lillie Anna, youngest 
daughter of the late John Evans, Esq., formerly of the Summer House, 
Stoke Newington, and of St. Mary’s Lodge, Leamington. 

DEATHS. 

Beatson, Anne, the beloved and deeply regretted wife of W. B. Beatson, 
M.D., Civil Surgeon H.M. Bengal Medical Service, of remittent fever, at 
Nagpore, Central India, on September 20. 

Bottomley, Thomas Abbey, M.E.C.S., L.S.A., eldest son of the late 
Joseph Bottomley, of Huddersfield, at his residence. No. 3, New North- 
road, Huddersfield, on October 20, aged 41. 

Bousfield, Elizabeth Anne, the elder daughter of the late William 
Brackenbuiy Bousfield, M.D., of Homcastle, Lincolnshire, at Brighton, 
of consumption, on October 20, in her 51st year. 

Hale, Albert Egerton, Aasistant-Sir^eon 103rd Eoyal Bombay Fusiliers, 
at the Fortress, Gwalior, N. W.P. India, of cholera, on August 17, aged 27. 

Ives, Eliza, widow of the late Charles James Ives, of Chertsey, Surgeon, 
at Chertsey, Surrey, on October 20. 

Watkins, Elizabeth Mary, the beloved wife of Joshua Watkins, M.E.C.S., 
of Chandos-street, Strand, at 49, Momington-road, N.W., on October 24, 
aged 76. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Cholsby New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. 
Applications and testimonials to J. T. Morland, Esq., Clerk to the Com¬ 
mittee of Visitors, at the Asylum, Cholsey, near Abingdon, Berks, on or 
before December 16. 

Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital.—House-Surgeon; must have 
both Medical and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials 
to the Secretary, St. Mary-street, Coventry, on or before November 5. 

Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest, Brompton, S.W. 
—Eesident Clinical Assistant; must have a Medical qualification. Ap¬ 
plications and testimonials to the Hon. Sec., on or before the 30th. 
Candidates will be required to attend on the following Monday at 
4 o’clock p.m. 

Lincoln County Hospital.—Physician; must possess a Medical qualifi¬ 
cation. Applications and testimonials to Mr. J. W. Danby, Lincoln, on 
or before November 20. Election on the 22nd. 

Middlesex Hospital.—Eesident Obstetric Assistant; must be legally 
qualified. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, at the Hospi¬ 
tal, on or before November 5. 

North Witchford Union, Cambridgeshire.—Medical Officer for the 
Third District of this Union, comprising the south division of the parish 
of March. Candidates must have the quaUfleations prescribed by the 
orders of the Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to T. 
Tusting, Esq., Clerk, March, on or before November 2. 

Eoyal Albert Hospital, Devonport.—Eesident Medical Officer; must 
be registered under the Medical Act. Applications and testimonials to 
the Honorary Secretary, Eoyal Albert Hospital, Devonport, on or before 
November 3. Gentlemen whose attendance is required will receive 
notice to that effect. 

Eoyal Kent Dispensary.—Eesident Medical Officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary, J. Carrtar, Esq., Catherine House, Green¬ 
wich, on or before November 8. Election on the 19th at 8 o’clock p.m. 

St. Mart’s Hospital.—Assistant-Dispenser. Appheations and testimo¬ 
nials to be sent in on or before the 30th inst. For further particulars, 
apply at the Hospital. 

Spalding Union.—Eesident Medical Officer for the Gosberton District of 
this Union. Candidates must be registered and have the qualifications 
prescribed by the orders of the Poor-law Board. Applications and tes¬ 
timonials to A. Maples, Esq., Clerk, Spalding, on or before November 8. 
The election will take place on the same day. 

Stourbridge Dispensary.—House-Sm-geon and Secretary; must have 
both Medical and Sm'gical qualifications. Applications and testimonials 
to the Secretary on or before November 11. Election on the 23rd. 

Sussex County Hospital.—House-Surgeon. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to A. Veysey, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

Sussex County Hospital.—Dispenser. Applications and testimonials to 
the Drug Committee on or before November 15. 

Swansea New HospiTAL.-^House-Surgeon; must be legally qualified. 
Appheations and testimonials to the Secretary, 23, Gower-street, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

Tower Hamlets Dispensary.—Eesident Medical Officer; must be L.S.A. 
or have some other Medical qualification. Candidates to attend person¬ 
ally with testimonials on November 1, at 7 o’clock p.m. Further infor¬ 
mation may be obtained of T. Stone, Esq., Hon. Sec., 5, Finsbury- 
cu'cus, E.C. 

Westminster General Dispensary.—Surgeon; must be M.E.C.S., not 
practising midwifeiy or pharmacy, and be registered. Appheations and 
testimonials to the Secretary on or before November 22. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
EESIGNATIONS. 

Banbury Union.—Mr. Eobert Croome has resigned the Middleton Cheney 
District; area 6110; population 2451; salary £53 per annum. 

Sedgefield Union.—Mr. W. L. Piercey has resigned the Trimdon District; 
area 6772; population 3236; salary £15 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Carlisle Union.—Eoderick Maclaren, M.D. Edin., M.E.C.S. Edin., to the 

Stanwix District. 
Newhaven Union.—Thomas M. Cann, M.K.C.B.Sj.j Ij.S.A., to the Fourth 

District. 

Choleea prevails to a great extent in many parts of 
India. 

The appointment of a Bengali and Urdu lecturer on 
Chemistry and Medical Jurisprudence to the native apothecary 
and military classes of the Calcutta Medical College has been 
sanctioned by the Government of India. 

We understand that an enormous tumour of the thigh, 
for which amputation of the hip-joint was performed by Mr. 
Maunder this week, will be exhibited at the Pathological 

Society on Tuesday. 

The Royal Marine Infirmary, Woolwich, which has 
remained empty since the “disestablishment” of the W^ool- 
wich division of the Royal Marines, is being prepared for 

occupation. 
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^ Dr. Beale commenced his third conrse of lectures, 
given by desire of the Radcliffo Trustees at Oxford on Thurs¬ 
day evening last. The subject of this course is as follows :— 
“ On the Changes occurring in the Tissues and Fluids of the 
Organism in Disease as ascertained by Microscopic Investiga¬ 
tion.” The lectures, nine in nttmber, are to be illustrated by 
diagrams and microscopical specimens. 

Our readers will learn with pleasure that, at the first 
meeting of the Committee for the erection of the National 
Hospital for Incurables at Oxford, held on Monday at Dr. 
Andrew Clark’s, Miss Sandford’s scheme was taken up with 
great cordiality, and a working sub-committee appointed. 
Now that the Medical world have given their imprimatur to 
this great undertaking, nothing is wanted but additional funds 
to carry the undertaking to a successful issue. 

University of Cambridge,—The Professor of Ana¬ 
tomy gives notice that the microscopical demonstrations will 
be given, as in former years, in the old Anatomical Museum 
on alternate Mondays at 6 p.m., commencing on Monday 
next; also that, mth the aid of Mr. Garrod, of St. John’s 
College, practical instruction in minute anatomy will be given 
in the Anatomical Schools every Saturday, at 12 o’clock, com¬ 
mencing on Saturday next. These courses are open without fee 
to students of anatomy and zoology. 

Destruction of Unhealthy Houses.—The Maryle- 
bone Vestry, at their adjourned meeting last week, decided 
finally on the demolition of the houses in York-court, as unfit 
for human habitation. 

Dr. Livingstone.—a letter dated August 31, 1869, 
has been received by the Bombay Government from Dr. Kirk, 
political agent at Zanzibar, relating to the supposed arrival of 
Dr. Livingstone at Ujiji. 

Brighton Hospital for Sick Children.—A bazaar, 
lasting three days, has been held at Brighton in aid of the 
funds of the Children’s Hospital. The munificent sum of 
£1511 was netted. 

The Vaccination Act in East London.—Mr. Chap- * 
man, the acting clerk of the East London Union, has received 
a gratuity of £30 for extra services—viz., that he had written 
600 letters to persons who had failed to comply with the pro¬ 
visions of the Vaccination Act. 

Death of Mr. Bottomley, of Huddersfield.— 
The following announcement appears in this week’s Guardian : 
—“On Wednesday Mr. Bottomley, of Huddersfield, was prepar¬ 
ing to go on his visits, and seemingly in good health, when he 
suddenly feU down and expired. He was only 39 years of age 
and a widower.” 

The Puff Direct.—Iu a West of England journal of 
large circulation appears the following editorial paragraph :— 
‘‘ Mr. ——I—, chiropodist, advertises in another column a por¬ 
tion of his list of testimonials, which certainly are of a very 
high character, and speak well for liis skill as a practitioner.” 

St. Vincent’s Hospital, Dublin.—The Medical 
session was opened yesterday by the inaugural address, which 
was delivered by Dr. Quinlan in the presence of the Medical 
staff, the class, and a large number of visitors. Dr. Quinlan’s 
address consisted of an eloquent account of the life of their late 
Medical adviser Dr. O’Ferrall, and of the rise and progress of 
St. Vincent’s Hospital. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—There was a large 
attendance at the committee meeting on Tuesday last, and a 
great many applications for relief, most of them being of the 
usual distres.sing character. The sum of £132 was disbtu'sed 
in grants among seventeen cases, Avhile others were held over 
for further inquiry. The death of one annuitant was reported, 
and an application made on behalf of the widow for the half- 
yearly liayment of £10, which was nearly due at the time of 
her husband’s decease ; this was directed to be paid to her. 

Hull Infirmary.—A meeting of the governors and 
subscribers to this Institution was held on Friday for the 
purpose of electing a House-Surgeon. The Mayor (J. Bryson, 
Esq.) presided. The chairman of the Infirmary Board, before 
the election was proceeded with, alluded to the great loss which 
the Institution had sustained in the death of Mr. Richardson, 
the last House-Surg'eon. He was a g'reat favourite with every 
one, and his loss was felt very much. No person could have 
been more attached to the Institution. All his energies, 
mental and physical, were devoted to the interests of the 
Infirmary, and he (the chairman) looked upon his death as a 
very serious loss, and most difficult to replace. He would not 
occupy the time of the meeting longer, but it was due to Mr. 
Richardson s memory that he should make these remarks. 

The Mayor then road over the names of the applicants, nineteen 
in number. But owing to some informality in the proxies 
sent 111, the election was postponed for three weeks. 

Royal Infirmary School of Medicine. 
prizes, etc., were distributed on October 1, by 

S.R. Graves,E.sq.,M.P. Scholarship and Gold Medal; Mr. W. 
U Pag^. Exhibitioners: Mr. R. Leigh, Mr. W. S. Paget, Mr. 
H. Y. Pitts, Mr. J. Matthews. Medicine: Mr. J. Matthews- 
^d Mr. R A. H. Wood (equal, Silver Medals) ; Mr. R. Leigh^ 
Hon. Certificate. Surgery : Mr. J. Matthews, Silver Medal ; 
Mr. W. S. Paget, Hon. Certificate. Physiology: (Seniors) 

P- ^1'- H- Y. Pitts, 1st Hon. 
Certificate; Mr. A. R. Hopper, 2nd ditto. Anatomy: (Seniors) 

Bitts, Silver Medal; Mr. H. C. Pope, 1st Hon. 
^rtificate ; Mr. E. A. Fox, 2nd ditto. Anatomy and Physiology: 
(Juniors) ; Mr. .1. Lewtas, Silver Medal; Mr. W. Garton and 
Mr J. B. Lyth (equal, 1st Hon. Certificate); Mr. P. W. Hughes, 
2nd ditto ; Mr. C. D. Leech, 3rd ditto. Chemistry : Mr. E. C. 

Holyneux, Hon. Certificate. 
Midwffery, etc : Mr. W. S. Paget, Sfiver Medal; Mr. R. Leigh, 
Hon Certificate. Materia Medica : Mr. H. C. Pope, Silver 
Medal. Medical Jurisprudence, etc. ; Mr. W. S. Paget, Prize; 
Mr. R. Leig'h, Second Pidze. Botany: Mr. J. Lewtas, Prize * 
Mr. E. PhilLps, Hon. Certificate. Practical Chemistry ; Mr. 
J. B. Lyth, Prize ; Mr. E. Phillips, Hon Certificate. Prosector’a 
Prize : Mr. H. Y. Pitts. 

The anatomical Museum, Cambridge.—During the 
summer a very important addition has been made to the 
Museum of Human Anatomy by Dr. Robert Lee, F.R.S., of 
Savile-row, London, who has placed in it the whole of his 
valuable anatomical and pathological collection. The collec¬ 
tion, which represents much of the labour of a long and 
industrious life, contains numerous specimens illustrative of 
the diseases of the veins, the uterus, ovaries, and other parts 
which have been the subject of communications to the Royal 
and other societies, and which have, therefore, peculiar interest 
in addition to their intrinsic value ; and it contains a series of 
remarkably elaborate dissections of the nerves and ganglia of 
the hearty and uterus. By these dissections, carried on with 
great patience and skill through many years. Dr. Lee was the- 
first to display the rich nerve-supply to the organs mentioned, 
and so pave the way to a correct knowledge of their mode of 
action. The specimens have been the subject of much discus¬ 
sion and sorne controversy among anatomists; they have been 
represented in various works by Dr. Lee, and in papers in the 
Transactions^ of the Royal Society, and are, therefore, of con¬ 
siderable historic as v/ell as of anatomical and ^physiological 
interest. They are placed in our museum with the confidence 
that they will be valued and treasured here, will be accessible 
to the investigation of those who may desire to examine them, 
as well as be of service in the teaching of our students. This 
mark of good feeling to the University must be in part attri¬ 
buted to the fact that Dr. Lee had lately a son at Cains College 
who gTaduated in Medicine, who follows in his father’s steps, 
and has been occiipied in investigating the distribution of the 
nerves to the eye, and who has just presented to the museum 
an evidence of his skill in an exquisite dissection of the nerves 
of the iris.—Cambridge University Gazette, Oct. 27. 

The Heart Transfixed by a Needle.—Professor 
Biffi, at a meeting of the Milan Institute, presented the heart 
of a lunatic wno had died in consequence of g'angrene of the 
tongue which had supervened upon a bite which he had in¬ 
flicted upon it during’ a maniacal paroxysm. At the autopsy a 
needle six centimetres in length was found in the left ventricle, 
its point, after perforating the valve, penetrating to the extent 
of one centimetre and a half into the left auricle. On inquiry 
being made, it was ascertained that the lunatic, twenty-two 
months prior to his death, had announced to his relatives that 
he had forced a needle into his heart; but little attention was- 
paid to his statement, especially as no symptoms of any dis¬ 
order in the^ chest manifested itself, the pulse dicring all this 
time, too, being’ quits regular in its beats. Full details of the 
case are to be shortly published.—Gaz 
October 16. 

JTed. Italiana-Lombardia,. 

At tliG petty sessions at Longtown, Cumberland, on 
Thursday, Mr. Francis B. Graham, Sur geon, was fined os. 
and costs for unlawfully selling a quantity of prussic acid 
ndthout labelling the bottle with the word “ poison.” It 
appears that a veterinary Surgeon at Long'town, named 
Sarginson, thirty-four years of age, had gone to the defendant 
and asked him for half an ounce of prussic acid. The defendant, 
knowing the applicant, believed that he wanted the poisonous 
drug for the piu’poses of his j)rofession—as, indeed, he stated he 
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did—and gave him half an ounce in a small phial. From what 
afterwards came to his ears, however, Mr. Graham began to 
smspect that the poison was intended for a wrong use, and he 
therefore proceeded to tell Sargdnson’s friends and to apprise 
the police. Soon afterwards he was hiformed that Sarginson 
was lying poisoned at the police station. He had taken a fatal 
dose of the prussic acid. 

Hypodermic Injection op Morphia in the Yomiting 
OF Pregnancy.—Of all means that I have tried this has proved 
the most succe.ssful. A grain of the acetate is dissolved in 
half a di'achm of water, of which ten minims are injected at 
the epigastric region, and repeated after one, two, or throe 
hours’ interval until relief occurs. Sometimes one injection 
suffices, but generally two or three, or it may be even double 
doses {t.e., ^ grain) are required.—Dr. Baillie, Indian Medical 
Gazette, September 1. 

“Secundum Artem.”—The old direction formerly 
contained in prescriptions that they should be compounded 
secundum artem is still sometimes necessary, notwithstanding 
the advanced knowledge of our times. A. pharmacien having' 
received the following formula to dispense—chlorate of potash 
8 grammes, hyposulphite of soda 4, syrup 62, water 125—to 
expedite matters, put both the s.alts in the mortar and com¬ 
menced a vigorous trituration. An explosion immediately took 
place, the pestle being propelled to a distance, and the operator 
getting some bad bruises. To prepare such a formula without 
danger, the salts should have been separately dissolved.— Union 
Dharmaceutique. 

Butcher’s Meat in Paris.—The consumption of this 
rose from 127,837,009 kilogrammes in 1867, the year of the 
Exhibition, to 131,438,225 kilogrammes in 1868. The retail 
price of beef of the first and second categories was in 1867 
1 fr. 63c. and 1 fr. 40c. per kilogramme (2 lb. 3 oz.) ; of veal, 
1 fr. 83c. and 1 fr. 57c.; and of mutton, 1 fr. 75c. and 1 fr. 47c. 
In 1868 the prices rose three or four centimes for each kind of 
meat, and those of the last month for which returns are pub¬ 
lished (Feb., 1869) exhibit a similar rise; viz., beef selling at 
1 fr. 69c. and 1 fr. 44c., veal at 1 fr. 89c. and 1 fr. 62c., and 
mutton at 1 fr. 80c. and 1 fr. 51c.—Jour, de la Soc. do Stat., Aug. 

Another year’s experience confirms what we have 
already written on the opium question. Every year the conviction 
is strengthened regarding the difficulty of giving up this habit. 
Men of means will continue to smoke, and those without means 
may be occasionally driven to the expedient of attempting to 
throw it off, but relapses are frequent and at no distant intervals. 
The imperial monthly pittance of money and rice to the 
bannermen rescues them from absolute misery, and they at 
least are thus carried on from month to month. All human 
expedients seem vain—the grace of God alone can restrain men 
from following in this vice. We have made it a rule that pipes 
must be lodged as a guarantee of good faith. I possess a few, 
but the greater number who apply for relief are either so poor 
or so situated that they are driven to the shop and cannot 
boast of a pipe of their own. To possess the necessary articles, 
pipe, lamp, iron rod upon which the opium is prepared over 
the flame, small box to contain the raw material, generally 
with the character happiness upon it, must cost about a dollar. 
If deprived of their pipe, or if they find it impossible to smoko 
at home or at their workshop, they have recoui-se to the opium 
office. A price is charged for the medicine by some philan¬ 
thropists in order that a way of escape may be made, but this 
and other expedients only tend in too many cases to tide them 
over present difficulties. During the last three years 510 opium 
smokers have applied for relief, but comparatively few in my 
opinion have been reclaimed. It is a powerfid habit, a second 
nature, stronger and more insinuating than strong drink. I 
have had numerous professions of cure, but I have learned to 
receive such with great caxition, and the more so the longer the 
period in which the drug lias been used. To give up the 
fascinations and associations of the pipe, and to overcome and 
hold out against the agonies, pains, discomforts, even with the 
aid of foreign medicine, which are induced by attempts at 
reformation, requires great strength of will. After abstinence 
for months perhaps, the victims relapse into their old habits. 
During the last three years I have had four different applica¬ 
tions from the same person for medicine to effect a cure. It is 
oftentimes very difficult to bring home the charge of opium 
smoking; all are more or less directly or indirectly connected 
with it or with other faults or sins which they dread having 
exposed. Informants themselves dread exposure and conviction 
of this or other faults, and a Chinaman’s golden rule seems to 
be to know nothing of anything, to mind his own business and 
let other people’s alone. The almost total want of justice in 
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their yamens for the control of native affairs and the amount 
of bribery practised and severity of the punishments inflicted 
have taught this people a salutary dislike of law.—The Fifth 
Annual Report of the ReJdng Hospital, hij Dr. John Dudgeon. 

AMENDMENT OF THE MEDICAL ACTS. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—I enclose a copy of a letter which I addi'essed to her Majesty’s 
Sccret.ary of State for the Home Department, and his reply. 

My object in asldng for an interview at my date was to enable me to 
communicate with a number of those who signed the memorial, and by 
whom I hoxie to be accompanied when I present it. I now beg that any 
one desirous of forming part of the deputation will be good enough to 
communicate with mo. On receipt of tlie Secretary’s appointment, I shall 
forward invitations for a meeting of the Medical Club an hour before the 
time which may be fixed for attendance at the Home Office. 

Bearing, as the memorial does, the signatures of 9471 members of the 
Medical Profession from all parts of the United Kingdom, it is a document 
without parallel in our Professional history, and one which cannot fail to 
have great weight in promoting the desired amendment of the Medical 
Acts. 

Personally, I attach the utmost importance to the following clauses of 
the memorial:— 

“ The undersigned are of opinion that the system of Medical education 
should be revised, so as to insure the possession of a thoroughly scientific 
and practical acquaintance with Medicine and Sm'gery on the part of 
persons applying for the legal qualification. 

“ To tliis end it is held to be necessary to substitute for the present 
system of examination, and for the many forms of licence to practise now 
granted, one high and uniform standard of examination, and one legal 
qualification.” 

The one-faculty system granted, all other desirable reformsmust follow. 
The reconstitution of the Medical Council is essential; but I trust there 

will be no split on the method of representation of the Profession, by the 
direct or the indirect plan, as the rival schemes have been respectively 
designated. It is pretty evident that the Government intend introducing 
a Bill to amend the Medical Acts next session ; and now that so large a 
majority are agreed on the general principles of the desued reform, I think 
the safest course is to wait the appearance of the Government measure 
and dispassionately consider its provisions. 

The task of eliciting the opinion of the whole Profession has entailed an 
outlay in jirinting and postage of about £400; towards this sum we have 
received £161 Os. 7d., from 1782 contributors. I beg that fiu’ther donations 
by cheque, post-office order, or stamps, be forw'arded to the Treasurer, 
Mr. Ai’thur Oates, 9, Old-square, Birmingham. 

I shall, in any case, deem it a very honourable duty to appear at the 
Home Office with a deputation to present the memorial intrusted to me ; 
but I confess I should feel stronger in the responsible position if I had 
better evidence than I now possess on which to assure the Secretary of 
State that the majority of the Profession are prepared to do something 
more than merely sign a memorial for the amendment of the Medical Acts. 

Confident that those who have co-operated with me in this matter will 
not be allowed to be pecuniarj' losers by their labours in the general 
interest, I am, &c. Bell Fletcher, Chauman, 

Senior Physician to the General Ho.spital. 
7, 'Watcrloo-street, Bumingham, October 25. 

7, 'Waterloo-street, Bumingham, October 14, 1869. 
To the Eight Houom’able H. A. Bruce, her Majesty’s Secretary of State 

for the Home Department. 

Sir,—I have the honour to inform you that I have been intrusted with a 
petition for presentation to you, signed by nine thousand four hundred and 
seventy-one (9471) registered Medical Practitioners, thi'oughout the United 
Kingdom, praying that her Majesty’s Government may introduce a Bill 
into Parliament for the amendment of the Medical Acts. 

I shall feel greatly obliged by your naming a day in the ensuing month of 
November when I may have the honour of waiting upon you with a depu- 
t.ation to present the memorial. 

I am. Sir, yom’ most obedient servant. 
Bell Fletcher, Cliaiiman, 

Senior Physician to the Bumingham General Hospital. 

Whitehall, October 19,1869. 
Sir,—I am diivcted by Mr. Secrc^a^ Bruce to acknowledge the receipt 

of your letter of the 14th inst. requAting an interview for a deputation to 
present a memorial from certain registered Medical Practitioners, praying 
for the introduction into Parliament of a Bill to amend the Medical Acts; 
and I am to inform you that Mr. Bruce is unable, at present, to fix a day 
to receive ihe deputation, but will do so in November, when due notice 
will be given to you. I am. Sir, your obedient servant, 

Knatciibull Hugessen. 
Bell Fletcher, Esq., M.D., 7, Waterloo-street, Birmingham. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
-^- 

tijaf qncstionctlj imulj sljall learn mnt^.—Bacon. 

T. F. C. should apply to the secretary of the association. 

Dr. Palfrey is not pleased that we did not insert in fidl his answer to the 

charge made against him of violation of Medical etiquette. But we did 

not insert the accusation in full, but only the points thereof to which, in 

our opinion. Dr. Palfrey gave no satisfactory answer. 

B.A., Manchester.—You will find the* information in om' advertising 

columns. The next arts examination at the College of Surgeons will 
take place on Wednesday, Thursday, and Fiiday, December 15, 16, and 

17. Y’ou must send in your name on or before the 24th proximo. 
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A Victim [Leeds] sliould avoid advez'tisers and consult some respectable 

Surgeon in his own town. Cases of the land are by no means uncommon, 
and are amenable to treatment. 

Lector.—The barber-surgeons practise their calling under ordinances con¬ 
firmed by the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of London. In one of 

the ordinances their privileges are made secure. Thus they were to prac¬ 
tise “without the scrutiny of any persons or person of any other craft or 

trade, under any name whatsoever, other than the craft of the said 
barbers, either as to shaving, making incisions, blood-letting, or any 

other matters pertaining to the art of barbery or of Surgery in the craft 
of the said barbers, now practised or to be practised hereafter.” 

A Case of iNTussuscEPTioiz of the Caecum (Congenital '!) within the 

Colon. 

By Henry Horsley. 

L. L., a fine healthy infant, aged four months, was brought to me one 
evening in a state of collapse. Tlie child had the appearance of having 
suffered from severe diarrlima, which, I was informed, was not the case, 
but the following history was given to me. The baby, usually a very 
contented child, whilst being undressed, suddenly commenced crying, and 
evidenced great pain in its abdomen by drawing its legs up. Very soon 
after this, blood, pure and bright, commenced to come away from the 
rectum, not mixed with faecal matter, nor having any of those appearances 
so common in cluldren suffering from dysenteric diarrhoea. I may here 
mention that there never had been any disorder of the bowels; on the 
contrary, the child had regular and normal evacuations daily. From the 
appearance of the little patient I did not think that it would survive the 
night. I was wrong, for it lived for two and a half days. I visited the 
child on the next day, and foimd it stiU [looking very ill. Vomiting had 
now set in; it could not retain any of the breast milk. A little blood still 
oozed from the bowels. There appeared to be no abdominal tenderness, 
nor were the bowels distended. The symptoms continued much the same 
imtil it died. 

A post-mortem examination was readily allowed, as the mother thought 
tnat thG child must have met with some injury. The inspection revealed 
the following extraordinary abnormahties Half the transverse colon with 
the descending portion, as also the rectum, looked as if filled with hard 
faecal matter, and, when handled, felt like it also. At the transverse colon 
there was an intussusception. The portions of bowel were carefully cut 
out of the body and examined, when it was found that what appeared to 
be hardened feeces was really the ciecum inverted and veiy much com¬ 
pressed, the ileo-colic valve end, with the appendix vermifonnis, reaching 
actually to within an inch of the anus. The caecum was opened, and a 
piece of ileum found rrmning down its whole length, so that, if the bowel 
had been cut through at the sigmoid flexm-e of the colon, three different 
portions of intestine would have been divided. The rectum, colon, and ileum 
were healthy, but not so the caecum, that being intensely congested and be¬ 
coming gangrenous. I may mention that all other parts of the bowels were 
healthy, and not at all distended as if there had been any previous obstruc¬ 
tion. The csecum was wanting in its proper site. 

I beheve that this was not a case of ordinary intussusception coming on 
suddenly, but that the child was born with its emeum contained in the 
colon and rectum, for the latter was so much larger than usual, and the 
former (the cfecum) had such an extraordinary compressed appearance, 
that it could not have possibly been put on in a day or two. I do not 
pretend to explain the reason why the symptoms came on so suddenly, 
unless they were due to some strangulation of the gut at that part where I 
first noticed the intussusception—namely, at the arch of the colon. On the 
Sr case might possibly have been one of acute cmcitis, but 
that the attack of inflammation was gi-eatly influenced by the abnormal 
situation of the ceecum. 

Croydon, Surrey. 

J}. P.—It is pubhshed annually. 

Sparo must pass the prehminary. 

Vaccination in the Ipswich District.—Dr. Elliston’s appointment as public 
vaccinator for the Ipswich district dates from June 24, 1S6S. From that 
date to the corresponding day in the present year, he vaccinated, in his 

public capacity, 1534 persons. In the fom’ preceding 3'ears the j’early 
average was 750 only. It was feared on the introduction of the new 

regulations that the abohtion of the old practice of domiciliaiy vaccina¬ 

tion, and the reduction of the number of pubUc vaccinators from six to 

one, would have a prejudicial effect. The great improvements, however, 
in the machinery for enforcing vaccination, and the active steps which 

have been taken in this union to make such machinery effective, have 
tended very largely to the promotion of vaccination both public and 
Iirivate.—Suffolk Chronicle. 

The present Epidemic or Scarlatina. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sib,—It appears to me that a peculiar feature in the present epidemic of 
scarlet fever is the great susceptibility of adults to its influence, a prior 
attack in chilhood not giving the usual immunitj'. I should be glad to 
know if tliis has been noticed generally, or if it be but a coincidence in my 
practice. I am, &c. Eobert L'ebeniiam. 

Stepney, October 26. 
*»* We believe om- correspondent’s experience agrees with that of other 

Medical Practitioners. We have five childi’en in one house, aU of whom 

have had scarlet fever before. 

L.S.A.—There ■niU be a midwifery examination in December. The liconce 

is registerable. 

Pharmaceutist.—^It is said that Parr’s hfe pills were made and introduced to 
the public by the late Mr. Ingram, and the profits were so large that 

he was soon enabled thereby to start the Illustrated London News. 

Poets’ Corner.—The letter of Mr. Trimmer, the Secretary to the College, 

was sent to the dean or Bccrctary of all the Medical schools so long ago 
as December 20, 1867, and we beheve that for some time past the 

schedules have been signed by only one recognised person. 

Corrigendum. 

TO the editor of the MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—The Medical Times and Gazette of October 2 records the death, at 
Ilfracombe, of Mr. Barber, from taking prussic acid. Will you allow me 
to correct this error ? He died from the effects of a mixture of chloroform 
and laudanum. I send the ertdence at the inquest, and also the verdict, 
for your perusal. It was well known to his friends that he always cai-ried 
with him a mixture of chloroform and laudanum for some pains in the 
stomach to wliich he was subject. He stated what he had taken before he 
became insensible, and it is a source of great regret to his relatives that, 
though he hved for more than two hom-s, no emetic was administered, or 
the stomach-pump used. The fear of choking him was assigned as a reason. 
With a supply of chloroform and laudanum in his stomach, little benefit 
could result from the artificial respiration wliich was resorted to. Afriend- 
sliip of twenty-live years with the deceased, mten-upted occasionally 
through foreign seivice, must be my apology for troubhiig you with this 
communication. I am, <kc. Thomas Greenish. 

[The verdict was as follows:—“ That the deceased had died through taking 

a mixtm-e of chloroform and laudanum, but whether by accident or 
design there was no evidence to xirove.”—Ed. M. T. and G.] 

Inquirer is not quite correct. Dr. Lettsom was the second President of the 

Medical Society of London. The first holder of the office was Dr. John 
Mfilar, who occupied the chair from 1773 to 1776. 

The late Professor Forbes published an excellent account of the 
AcalephcB or sea-nettles. The function is possessed probably by only a 
few species. The Cyanea capillata, which is a terror to bathers, possesses 
it in a remarkable degree. You vdll no doubt find specimens in the 
College Museum recently mounted by Mi-. W. S. Kent. 

Treatment op Gonorriicea. 

TO the editor op the medical times and gazette. 

Sir, a fair youth, aged 16 years, a month ago presented himself f( 
treatment. I directed him to swathe the penis tvith wet linen an 
frequently to inject cold water. He is now well, having used no otlu 
curative means for his gonorrhoea. I am, dc. 

66, Camberwell-road. H. M. Simmonds. 

A Country Surgeon.—subscription to the Poor-law Medical Officers’ 
Association is seven shillings and sixpence yearly. This includes pay¬ 

ment for the bi-monthly jomnal of the Association. Without the 
jom-nal the yearly subscription is five sliillings. 

Candidate. The following is the regulation referring to the subject:— 

“ The fee for the degi-ee of Master in Sm-gery shall be five pounds. No 

candidate shall be admitted to the examination unless he shall previously 

have paid this fee to the Registrar. If a candidate withdraw or fail to 
pass the examination, the fee shall not be retiuned to him, but he shall 

be admissible to any one subsequent M.S. examination without the pay¬ 

ment of any additional fee, provided that he gives notice to the Registrar 
at least/owr«e«n days before the commencement of the e.xamination.” 

A Metropolitan Teacher.—The returns of the number of dissecting pupils 

was pubhshed in the Medical Times and Gazette last week, and is quite 

correct, notwithstanding the statement to the contrary published in the 
Standard. 

Dr. McM.—The prehminai-y examination m arts, etc., wih take place at 

the CoUege in December, and, it is ^stated, will be the last at that insti¬ 

tution. 

P. Malthus, M.D.—In Lenham Church, north of the chancel, on the tomb 

of Robert Thomson, Esq., it is stated that he was grandchild to Mary 
Honeywood, of Charing, who had at her decease 367 children lawfully 

descended from her—viz., 16 of her own body, 114 grandchildren, 228 in 
the thir d generation, and 9 in the t'om th. 

An Old Practitioner.—We believe that the Royal College of Phj'sicians has 
stiU the power, in vh-tue of the charter, to pay periodical visits to 

chemists’ shops for the pur-pose of ascertaining the quahty of their 

drugs; it is, however, confined to the City, and not the metropolis 

generally. The College was formerly in Warwick-lane, Newgate-street. 

Associate King’s ColZcyg.—You wUi find the subject mentioned in Dr. Budd’s 

lectures on “ Organic Diseases and Functional Disorders of the Stomach ” 

published in the Medical Times and Gazette, vol. xxvii. p. 363, et seq. 

Pensions for Poor-law Medical Officers. 

TO TillC EDITOR OF TilE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—As you have always supported the Poor-law Medical Officers, per¬ 
haps j'ou rvill rouse them up to look after then- own interests, as thej- have 
hitherto been so supine. I know what it is, from formerly having been a 
Poor-law Medical Officer mj-self, to have to put up with many tlungs that 
are very unpleasant to our feelings as gentlemen, and to be stigmatised as 
the “ parish Doctor”—a sort of inferior Professional person—when I had 
received an education to tit me for consulting practice in London, had I 
been inclined to settle there. I would therefore recommend every young 
man to tliink twice before he accepts a Poor-law Medical appomtment 
under the present regime. I think, if an alteration takes jilace, fuat then it 
should be offered to the very best men, as our London Hospital appoint¬ 
ments arc, and then I think it would be appreciated. 

One thing is especially necessary, which is, that gentlemen holding Poor- 
law appointments should be entitled to a pension afcci-twenty 3-eai-s’ service 
quite irrespective of age, to be increased every three, four, or five years* 
till they had completed the period of tliirty years’ service. This sum 
should be paid out of the Consohdatc-d Fund. It would amount to vei-y 
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little, and I am quite sure that no Englishman -would begrudge it. The 
Irish Bill is a perfect failure, for it fixes sixty years as the time to be 
entitled to a pension, -which is much too old, and the money is to be paid 
out of the parish rates, so that it -would be always, thrown up in the face 
of the p.arish Doctor that he was receiving a pension from the poor rate¬ 
payers. It behoves every Poor-law Medical Officer to bestir himself, and 
to write individually a letter to the Poor-law Board, complaining of the 
-wrongs to his class, and the Poor-law Medical Eefoi-m Association should 
at once send a deputation to the President of the Poor-law Board, asking 
him to bring in a Bill early next session to provide this pension for a 
most deserving class of men; and they must be determined that the next 
session shall not pass over without the Bill becoming law. They might 
form one themselves, with a graduated scale of pension, according to the 
number of years each Medical officer has served. I am quite sure that you 
have the interest of the Pi'ofession at heart, and -null assist them. 

London, October 27. I am, &c. Medicos. 

COMMUNICATION'S have been received from— 

Mr. T. Brvant : Dr. Lewins ; Mr. H. K. Hitchcock ; Mr. E. Hensman ; 

Mr. G. B. Partridge, of Calcutta ; Mr. J. F. Collingwood ; Dr. Gervis ; 

Mr. T. ‘WooDLCOMBE ; Mr. H. K. Gotten ; Dr. Fairbank ; Mr. H. M. 

SiMMONDs; Mr. T. Stokes ; Dr. Quinlan : Mr. Sampson Gamgeb ; 

Medicos ; Mr. R. Dedenham ; Dr. Fothbrbt ; Dr. J. A. Ross; Dr. 

Day ; Dr. J. P. Aldridge ; Assistant-Surgeon N. Alcock ; Dr. D. H. 
Stirling; Mr. J. Siiatto ; Dr. B. IV. Richardson; Dr. Felce ; Mr. 

Maunder ; Mr. Lowndes ; Dr. Elli,ston ; Dr. Palfrey ; Mr. Poole ; 

Mr. J. B. Curgenven. 

BOOKS RECEFV^ED— 

Novus Thesetetus; or. Sense and Science, by Dr. “W. H. Stone—Infant 

Life, by E. N. G.—"Wormell’s Elementary Course of Theoretical and 

Applied Mechanics—^Tuson’s Veterinary Pharmacopoeia—Wharton Jones 

on the Failure of Sight from Railway and other Accidents—Dr. Evory 

Kennedy on Hospitalism and Zymotic Diseases—California Medical 
Gazette, October—Shettle on the Pathology of Insanity—Stii-ling on Pro¬ 
toplasm. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

The Brighton Herald. 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOHY 

"during the Week ending Saturday, October 23, 1869, in 

tbe folio-wing large To-wns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2095 1462 1476 55-5 32-0 42-7 0-90 91 
Bristol (City) . 160423 36-1 114 76 •73 57-5 26-5 44-2 0-96 97 
Birmingham (Boro’) ,360S46j46-l 239 175 161 ... ... ... 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052199-7 368; 295 307 54-8 3.5-8 45-5 0-90 91 
Manchester (City) . 370S92j82-7 261 210 *192 54-9 29-0 41-5 0-54 55 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 92 60 41 58-5 28-5 41-5 0-58 59 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752,10-5 181 126 111 .54-6 32-0 42-5 0-30 30 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 79 71 73 57-5 30-0 42-8*0-33 33 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 183 129 151 55-0 32-0 42-9 0-39 39 
Hull (Borough) 126682 35-6 72 59 66 55-0 29-0 40-4 0 46 46 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 75 69 59 
Edinbirrgh (City) . 178002.40-2 116) 86 88 55-7 32-0 43-8 0-20 20 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 354' 268 263 56-3 29-8 4.3-9 0-16 16 
Dublin (City, etc.-t) 320762,32-9 159 158 126 55-6 31-7 46-9 0-29 29 1 

Towns . 6546.587, a5-5 4388 3244 3187 57-5 26-5 43-2 0-50 51 
Paris (City) iaS9S42 •. . 825 ... 

Week 
ending Week ending Oct. 16. 

Oct. 16. 1 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 605200 ... ... ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observatory, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometer 

in the week was 29-646 in. The barometrical reading increased from 

-29-15 in. at the beginning of the week to 30-33 in. on Friday, Oct. 22. 

The general direction of the -wind was N.N.W. and W.S.W. 

Note.—Tlie population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 

rate as between the censuses 1831 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 

ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 

instances be erroneous. 

• The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 

belonging to these cities who died in Workliouses situated outside the 

municipal boundaries. 

•t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
TFeek ending Saturday, October 23, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1061; Girls, 1034; Total, 2095. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1947-6. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 768 708 1476 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 629-6 597-2 1226-8 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

1349 

DEATHS IN SHB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

■Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. Diar¬ 

rhoea. 
Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 3 18 1 4 6 3 
North . 618210 i 3 38 1 17 12 13 ... 
Central 378058 1 27 7 3 4 .. . 
East . 571158 1 12 63 2 20 8 12 
South . 773175 1 8 87 7 19 9 13 ... 

Total . 2803989 3 27 233 11 67 38 45 

METEOROLOCY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer. 29-846 in. 
Mean temperature.42-7 
Highest point of thermometer.55-5 
Lowest point of thermometer.32-0 
Mean dew-point temperature.38-0 
General direction of wind.N.N.W. & W.S.W. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.0-90 

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK. 

October 30. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, Ij p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m. King’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, 1^ p.m. 

November 1. Monday. 
Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 

for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2J p.m. 

Medical Society of London, 8p.m. Mr. Jabez Hogg, “On a Case of 
Ectropium following a severe Bum.’’ Mr. Henry Lee, “ On severe and 
long-continued Pain relieved by the Removal of the whole of the 
Humerus.” 

Odontological Society, 8 p.m. Mr. Mummery, “ On the Evidences of 
Dental Caries among Ancient Races of Mankind and existing Savage 
Tribes.” 

2. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 
Anthropological Society, 8 p.m. L. Owen Pike, M.A., Vice-President, 

“ On the Methods of Anthropological Research.” 
Pathological Society, 8 p.m. Meeting. 

3. Wednesday. 
Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m. ; St. Mary’s, If p.m. ; 

Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s Ig p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Obstetrical Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Barnes, “ On Heemon-hage after 
Labour.” Dr. Hall Davis, “ On Puerperal Convulsions.” Dr. J. H. 
Aveling, “ A new Principle of Treatment in Prolapsus and Procidentia 
Uteri.” And other Papers by Dr. Madge and Dr. Mendenhall. 

4. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthopiedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
■University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Harveian Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Menzies, “On SmaU-pox in connexion 
-with Vaccination.” 

5. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, l-J p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
Western Medical and Surgical Socibty, 8 p.m. Meeting for the 

Narration of Cases and Exhibition of Specimens. 

EXPECTED OPERATIONS. 

London Hospital.—The folio-wing Operations will be performed on 
Saturday (this day) at 2 p.m.:— 

By Mr. Maimder—Lithotomy; Fistula; Tumour of Thigh; Wry-neck. 
By Mr. Couper—Lithotomy. 
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MEAT WITH FRUIT—GU1CH0^4’S MUSOULINE. 
The pulp of Raw Meat comhined ■with Fruit, in the form of Sugared Tablets, manufactured at the Monastery of Notre Dame des Domhes, France. 

Dr. C. M. Tidy, Joint-Lectm-er on Chemisti-y at the College of the London Hospital, having made an analysis of GDICHON’S MTJSCULTNE, 
reports that it contains about 51 per cent, of animal matter, the remainder being for the most part Sugar. Each Lozenge weighs on an average about 
28 grains—a little more than half of which, therefore, is Meat. 

The “ MTJSCITLINE” is strongly recommended as a nutritious Diet, and a powerful agent in overcoming debility consequent upon disease. 

Introduced into England by THOMAS TOMLESTSOISr, Chemist, 6, Lower Seymour-street, Fortman-square, London, W., of whom it may be 
obtained in Boxes, 2s. each; by post, 2s. 2d.; or 22s. per dozen, carriage free; and through aU Chemists. 

The visual Discount to the Profession. 

BOUDAULT’S PEFSINE. 
In 1854, after many experiments, PEPSI NE was obtained in a pure state by M. BOUDAULT, Chemist, 

and Dr. L. Corvisart, Physician to the Emperor Napoleon III, 
Boudault’s PEPSI NE was honoured with two Reports at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, and with having 

its formula inserted in the New French Pharmacopoeia. 
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OEiaiNAL LECTUEES. 
-o- 

LECTUEES ON EXPEEIMNTAL AND 
PEACTICAL MEDICINE. 

By BENJAMIN W. EICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S. 

ON HYDRATE OF CHLORAL, (a) 
[^Concluded from page 511.) 

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION. 
Effects on Animal Temperature. 

I OBSERVED in my experiments in August last, and reported 
the observation at the Exeter meeting of the British Asso¬ 
ciation for the Advancement of Science, that the administra¬ 
tion of the hydrate of chloral reduces the animal temperature. 
The fact is true, and has been corroborated by every experi¬ 
ment since performed, in aU by fifty carefuUy conducted ex¬ 
periments. In this line of research I have not rested content 
with taldng the temperature at long intervals or occasionally, 
but have had the thermometer in action during the whole 
period of narcotism; and, summing up the facts to this 
moment, I find that in birds and rabbits the temperature may 
faU five, six, and even seven degrees Fahrenheit, and yet the 
animal may recover. 

We have an extreme case of this kind before us now in the 
rabbit which is so profoundly narcotised; the temperature of 
that animal declined at one time full seven degrees. This, 
however, I would repeat, is an extreme case, the dose of the 
hydrate having been carried to the verge of danger; but so 
soon as the thermometer commences to rise the danger is over. 
In ordinary narcotism from the hydrate the decline of tempera¬ 
ture, at the minimum, is three or from that to four degrees. 
There would, in fact, be no difficulty in learning precisely 
the exact dose of hydrate required to bring down the 
animal temperature to a given degree, the temperature of the 
air and of the animal, together with the weight of the animal, 
being first ascertained; for the phenomena of the narcotism 
are just as steady and reliable as are other chemical phenomena 
when one understands them by taking the mere trouble to read 
and learn them off. 

Side by side with decrease of temperature is decrease of 
respiration. I am unable to determine whether the faU of 
temperature is sequential to the reduction of the muscular 
respiratory power, or whether it be the cause of reduced 
respiratory power. 

Administration by Inhalation, 
The hydrate of chloral, as we have seen in an early 

experiment, volatilises when subjected to heat, but it is 
not sufficiently volatile to be administered directly by the 
process of inhalation. I find, nevertheless, that a little 
may be introduced by means of the lung in a very simple 
manner. We have seen that the substance is very soluble in 
ethyUc ether. I make, then, a solution by dissolving as much 
as I can of it, or nearly so, in absolute ether, and with this 
compound I narcotise. The effects produced by ether alone 
are very transient, but when the hydrate is combined the sleep 
is prolonged half an hour in birds, and in other animals a much 
longer time. Here is a mouse which, after this mode of nar¬ 
cotism, has been asleep nearly two hours. In a globe of one 
hundred cubic inch capacity here before us I have diffused the 
ethereal solution of hydrate of chloral. I introduce into the 
globe another mouse. ' Within the minute the animal is 
narcotised. We must not remove it at once, or it will very 
quickly recover, but if we let it remain a little time it will take 
up sufficient hydrate to get a sleep that shall last for two or 
three hours. 

Action on Blood. 
When hydrate of chloral is added to freshly drawn blood, it 

acts like other readily soluble salines, preventing the process 
of coagulation. I place before you a specimen of blood thus 
held fluid and retained in the fluid state since the meeting of 
the Briti.sh Association at Exeter in August last. The blood 
has undergone a little decomposition, proving that the hydrate 
is not a persistent antiseptic. From the first this blood was 
quite fluid and thin, but the corpuscles were not immediately 
destroyed ; they were reduced in size and rendered crenate at 
the edge, hut they did not undergo solution until decomposition 
commenced. 

(a) Delivered on Tuesday, October 5, 

Ycl. II. 1869. No. 1010. 

If an excess of hydrate of chloral be added to freshly drawn 
blood, there is complete and sudden decomposition ; the fluid 
becomes pasty, and of iron colour, but remains soluble in 
waterthe corpuscles are entirely destroyed. The effects are, 
I had almost said, identical with those which follow upon the 
addition of formic acid to blood. These observations have 
reference to blood which has been drawn; on liring blood 
circulating in the animal system the changes named are never 
presented after the administration of a dose of the hydrate 
which is insufficient to kill outright; but when the dose is so 
large as to prove quickly fatal an approach to some of these 
changes is distinguishable—that is to say, the blood remains 
fluid, and the corpuscles are shrunken and crenate. 

One other observation is of moment. When the hydrate of 
chloral is first added to blood, the odour of chloroform from the 
blood is distinctly perceptible, and I have, in fact, been able, by 
mixing free quantities of blood and hydrate, to drive over and 
condense a few minims of chloroform from the vapour of such 
blood. It is clear, therefore, that blood possesses the property 
of decomposing the hydrate of chloral. I think, too, it is clear 
that the decomposition is effected by the alkali of the blood. 

Theory of Action. 
I am inclined on the whole to accept the theory of 

Liebreich as the most reasonable explanation of the action 
of hydrate of chloral, and as most in accordance with all 
the facts at present before us. The odour of chloroform in 
the breath of the sleeping animals, the fact that chloroform is 
eliminated when the hydrate is added to blood, together with 
the decomposition which ensues in blood when treated with a 
large quantity of the hydrate (a decomposition analogous to 
that which follows upon the addition of a formate or of formic 
acid), aU tend to show that blood within and without the body 
liberates chloroform. To these evidences in favour of the 
theory of Liebreich we may add analogy of symptom 
between the action of the hydrate and of chloroform subcu¬ 
taneously injected; for, on introducing chloroform subcutane¬ 
ously in birds, I have been able to produce the same kind of 
narcotism as we have seen to-day—narcotism preceded by no 
excitement, and succeeded by prolonged sleep, with the ex¬ 
treme muscular prostration, cataleptic in character, which 
follows on the administration of the hydrate itself. 

On the whole, then, I am bound at this moment, I repeat, to 
accept the theory of Liebreich as reasonable, but I hold myself 
at the same time open to correction after further research. 

Appearances after Death from the Hydrate of Chloral, 
AND ON Cause of Death. 

When hydrate of chloral is administered in sufficient dose to 
destroy life, the sinuses of the brain are found, after the death, 
distended with dark fluid blood; the membranes are injected, 
but the brain itself is free of congestion and is of natural colour. 
The same observation extends to the spinal cord. The muscles 
are dark in colour and filled with fluid blood, which flows freely 
from them when they are incised. The heart contains blood on 
both sides, and the ffistinctive characters of the venous and 
arterial bloods are preserved in respect to colour. The limgs 
are of pale white and contain blood, but are free from conges¬ 
tion. The changes in the blood itself have already been glanced 
at. The other organs of the body are left natural except the 
stomach, the inner surface of which is sometimes found, in 
rabbits, more vaseffiar than is natural. 

As to the cause of death I am at one with Liebreich in 
attributing it ultimately to paralysis of the heart. The heart 
seems to me to be the last organ which suffers, and the long 
duration of life which is seen in the presence of apparent death 
during the stage of extreme muscular prostration is due, I 
doubt not, to a continued although imperceptible action of 
the heart. 

Summary. 

The effects of hydrate of chloral may be summed up as 
follows:— 

(«) Deep and prolonged narcotism can be safely produced by 
the hydrate of chloral. 

{b) During a portion of the period of narcotism there may 
be complete anDesthesia with absence of reflex actions, and a 
condition in which every kind of operation fails to call forth 
consciousness. 

(c) During the narcotism there are intervals of apparent 
exalted sensibility. 

{d) In the transition from drowsiness to stupor there is no 
stage of muscular excitement, but in birds there is vomiting, 
as is common in the same animal in the second stage of nar- 

1 cotism under chloroform. 
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(e) During tlie narcotism produced by tlie substance there is 
invariably reduction of temperature. 

(/) The hydrate produces muscular relaxation, which re¬ 
laxation extends to the muscles of volition and alike to the iris 
and the muscular arterial system. From the condition of the 
muscles after death we may infer that this paralysis is in part 
due to change within the muscular structime itself. 

(y) The action of the substance on the nervous system is 
primarily on the sympathetic ganglia, afterwards on the cere¬ 
brum, and finally on the heart. 

{h) Recovery, when it takes place, is followed by no bad 
results. 

(^) In fatal cases the functions destroyed are:—1. The 
cerebral. 2. The voluntary muscular. 3. The respiratory. 
4. The heart. 

(y) The substance in small proportions arrests in some 
degree the coagulation of the blood, and in large quantities 
:etops the process of coagulation altogether. In large quanti¬ 
fies it also destroys the blood corpuscles and produces general 
destruction of blood, but the dose required to produce extreme 
narcotism need not be so large as to lead to serious derange¬ 
ment of blood. 

{k) The phenomena observed correspond with those observed 
under chloroform, and the balance of evidence is that they are 
the result of the action of chloroform. 

THERAPEUTICAL VALUE OF HYDRATE OF 
CHLORAL. 

The last point we have to consider relates to the therapeutical 
application of the hydrate. I may premise that the dose to the 
human subject varies, according to the age of the subject or 
according to the effects desired by the administrator, from 
seven grains to two drachms. For young children Liebreich 
recommends seven grains as the dose. For adults, if short 
intervals of sleep are required, from twenty-five to thirty 
grains may be administered, and may be repeated every two or 
three hours, by which a safe and continuous action may be 
maintained. In cases where more determinate effects are 
demanded at once, from one to two drachms may be given 
at once. 

The hydi’ate may be prescribed in solution with water. It 
must be well diluted—say in proportion of ten grains to the 
ounce of water, for it is pungent if not well diluted. The 
addition of a little tincture of orange, as suggested by Lieb- 
reich, is an advantage when the substance has to be swallowed. 
Altogether, I prefer administration by the mouth rather than 
by subcutaneous injection. The agent acts quite as well and as 
quickly when thus administered, and in the same dose. I also 
myself prefer to prescribe moderate and frequently repeated 
doses rather than one large dose. 

Liebreich, in his communications, recommends the hydrate of 
chloral for neuralgia and rheumatism, for convulsive cough 
and tetanus, for acute mama and delirium tremens, for gall¬ 
stones, for removing the pain of small Surgical operations, and 
for local application for the relief of local pain. In cases 
where there is gastric irritation, as from ulceration, he thinks 
it should not be administered by the mouth, but should be in- 
j’ected subcutaneously. He seems to have obtained the best 
results from its use in cases of acute mania and delirium 
tremens. 

We may ourselves draw the clearest indications of thera¬ 
peutical value from the experimental facts connected with the 
action of the hydrate which have been presented to us in 
•experiment. Let us sum up these facts. The hydrate ^ro- 
duces sleep, removes sensibility, brings down the animal tempera- 
ture, and causes extreme muscular relaxation. Taking these facts 
as our guide, we may reasonably put it to the test for the 
relief of various diseased states and conditions. 

1. Because the hjdtxa.ie produces sleep, it may be employed 
in cases of sleeplessness and excitement where opium or other 
narcotics are objectionable. It may thus be used in acute 
mania, in delirium tremens, and possibly during hysterical 
excitement. 

2. Because the hydrate relieves pain, it may be administered 
as a substitute for opium, or independently, in cases of suffer¬ 
ing from acute pain, as in neuralgia, rheumatism, cancer. It 
may also be used for the same intention in Surgical cases 
attended -with much suffering, and may be carried in such 
cases, when required, to the extent of rendering a painful part 
sufficiently insensible to admit of its being altered in position 
•or readjusted. We often have cases of painful disease of 
joints—strumous disease of the knee-joint, for example^—where 
An agent like the hydrate of chloral may become of the greatest 
service for the purpose just described. The same application 

may likewise extend to the treatment of compound fractures 
where it is important that the injured parts should be moved 
without the excitement attendant upon suffering. 

3. Because the hydrate reduces the anintal temperature, it 
may be tested, with every probability of advantage, in cases 
where there is rapid increment of heat—fever—with restless¬ 
ness and excitement. I select cases of Surgical fever as cases sin¬ 
gularly happy in illustration of this position. In examples 
where accident or Surgical operation is succeeded by heat of body 
with constant pain, sleeplessness, and tendency to delirium,! can 
imagine no treatment better than the administration of mode¬ 
rate and frequently repeated doses (say twenty to thirty grains 
every two hours) of the hydrate. Under its influence sleep 
would be induced, pain and excitement relieved, temperature 
brought down, and undue waste suspended. What is more, 
the tendency of the agent is to maintain the fluidity of the 
blood, and thus to prevent the most dangerous of all occur¬ 
rences in acute disease, separation and deposition of flbrine in 
the circulatory system, (b) 

4. Because the hydrate produces extreme muscular relaxa¬ 
tion, it may be reasonably employed in various cases. Medical 
and Surgical, where it is necessary to overcome muscular re¬ 
sistance or spasm. Thus it may be employed in tetanus, in 
cases where there is passage of gallstone, and, I should think 
with special advantage, in strangulated hernia. In this latter 
case it would have a double meaning. It might be employed 
not only for rendering reduction by the taxis easy, to the avoid¬ 
ance of an operation, but if operation were afterwards unavoid¬ 
able, it would tend to remove the pain of the operation and to 
be of service to the operator by sustaining relaxation. 

It is unnecessary for me to trouble you with further sug¬ 
gestive details. The physiological action of the hydrate 
of chloral understood, its applications will occur equally to all; 
I shall therefore be content simply to record that the external 
use of chloral for the relief of pain as recommended by 
Liebreich does not, according to my experience, correspond 
with its usefulness as an internal remedy. I find that when 
applied to the skin it creates some irritation, and in a typical 
case of superficial and local neuralgia, where I have employed 
it for a week with great care, it has had no effect in relieving 
the pain of the sufferer. 

I had intended in this lecture to have brought before your 
notice some exjDerimental facts bearing on the value of some 
chemical substances allied,in physiological action,'to the hydrate 
of chloral, but the hour has long expired, and I must reserve 
what has to be said on this matter for a future occasion. 
Meanwhile, it is but just to accord our warmest tribute to the 
genius and industry of the distinguished Professor in Berlin, 
Liebreich, who has placed in our hands so admirable and 
scientific a remedy as that we have discussed to-day. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-^- 

CLINICAL SUEGERT.—No. Y. 

ON DISEASES OE THE KNEE JOINT. 
By THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S., 

Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

The knee-joint is probably more frequently the seat of disease 
than any other articulation. In Hospital practice my own 
statistics tell me that it forms 40 per cent, of the joint cases 
admitted into Guy’s ; and in the out-patient department it is 
at least as common. The greater liability of the knee to injury 
than any other joint, and the thinness of its natural covering, 
together probably afford the true explanation of this fact, for 
there is nothing in the formation of the joint itself otherwise 
to account for its greater liability to disease than any other 
articulation. It is found slightly more frequently in male than 
in female subjects, my notes of cases showing that, out of 610 
examples, 318, or 62 per cent., were in male subjects, and 292, 
or 48 per cent., in female, the difference between the two being 

(b) Since this lecture was delivered, my friend Mr. 'Williahi Adams, 
struck with the above suggestion, and with the view of acting upon it, 
consulted me respecting a case of compound fracture and commencing 
surgical fever in a man under his care in the Great Northern Hospital. I 
recommended that the hydrate of chloral should be administered in doses 
of twenty-five grains every two or three horns until the temperature of the 
patient, which had risen to 102° Fahr., was reduced to the natural standard. 
The treatment was carried out by IMr. Adams with the most satisfactory 
results, and will, I trust, be reported upon by himself, in detail. 
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only 4 per cent, in favour of the male as to frequency; whereas 
in hip-joint disease we found it was more common in the female 
by 10 per cent. As to the limb in wliich the disease is found, 
it attacks either side in equal proportions. 

With respect to the period of life at which disease of the 
knee-joint is the most prone to appear, it seems, from the table 
I am. about to quote, that it does not occur at so early an ag'e 
as hip disease—that is, more cases of the latter, indeed nearly 
twice as many, are seen in children under 10 years of age than 
we find in the former, 32 per cent, of the whole number of 
cases of knee-joint disease and 62 per cent, of hip-joint disease 
appearing in subjects under 10 years of age. This difference 
between the two classes of cases is very remarkable, and seems 
to indicate that, if the knee-joint be more liable to disease from 
injury, the hip is more prone to disease from other causes. 

Table showing the jlges at which Disease of the Knee-Joint and 
Ilip-joint commenced. 

Ago. 
Number of cases 

of disease Per cent. 
Cases 

of 

Under 5 years 
of Knee-joint. 

. 9S 16 ) Qo 
Hip Disease 

Between 6 and 10 . 101 16-5 ) 32-5 61-9 

99 11 „ 20 . 160 26-2 23-8 
99 21 „ 30 . Ill 18-2 7-5 
99 31 „ 40 . 69 11-2 3-6 
99 41 „ 50 . 46 7-5 1 a 
99 51 „ 60 . 25 4T r 

Number of cases . 610 

It may be mentioned that 505 of the 610 cases were eollected 
during the period of my registrarship at G-uy’s, the remaining 
105 being from notes of cases that have passed under my own 
care since. 

It would thus appear that disease of the knee is more common 
than any other affection of the joints that we meet with in 
practice, and that it is met with in patients of a more mature 
age than hip disease. It may also be said with all truth that 
inflammation of the synovial membrane is more frequently met 
with in the knee than in any other articulation, whether in the 
form of acute, or subacute, or chronic effusion into the joint, 
or of the pulpy disease of the same membrane ; for synovial 
inflammation in one of its forms not only occurs more com- 
monly in the knee than in any other joint, but it likewise is 
met with more frequently in middle age or adult life than at 
an earlier period, childhood being more prone to disease of the 
bone than manhood. 

On the Pathology of Diseases op the Knee. 

The diseases of the knee-joint have no special pathology ; the 
same diseased actions that occur in the hip or in any other arti¬ 
culation are found in the knee, the formation of the joint in no 
single iioint favouring any special form of disease. Its more 
exposed position and the thinness of its coverings have been 
already alluded to as explaining the greater frequency of dis¬ 
ease of the articulation, and more particularly of synovial 
disease, but beyond these points the pathology of disease of the 
knee is identical with that of the hip, to which attention has 
been already drawn. 

Excluding the development of new growths, inflammation of 
the bone or of the synovial membrane in one of its forms is the 
essence of all the changes that wo meet with in practice, 
and so-called strumous or scrofulous disease of the kuee is 
as indefinite, unsatisfactory, or unmeaning a term as it is when 
applied to the hip-joint. The remarks we have already made 
in a previous chapter upon this point are as applicable here as 
they were there, and may be referred to with advantage. 

It is consequently unnecessary to go over again the ground 
we have already traversed when considering the general 
pathology of joint disease ; but looking at joint pathology in 
its clinical aspect, it may safely be asserted that it is in the 
knee-joint that the changes which the different parts entering 
into the formation of the joint undergo in disease are the best 
observed; it is in the knee that the student finds the best tj'pes 
of the different forms of disease, and can make out the clinical 
points by which one form of affection is to be distinguished 
from another. 

Any expansion of the articular extremities of the bones can 
be seen at once in the knee by comparing the sound with the 
affected limb. Any effusion into the synovial cavity can like¬ 
wise readily be made out on examining the affected joint side 
by side with the healthy one; and an enlargement of the 
bursEe, deep or superficial, is also readily to be diagnosed. 

In cases where two or more forms of disease are associated 
together, the difficulties of diagnosis may be somewhat greater! 

The climeal history of the case, together with its local features, 
win generally point to the true character of the affection, and 
thus help the Surgeon to a correct judgment. 

When the articular extremity of the tibia or femur is alone 
expanded, or when (which is more usual) both bones are 
enlarged, the joint assumes a special form that is at once to be 
recognised on comparing it with the sound hmb. The soft 
parts over the bone will be found healthy and movable, and 
there wiU be an absence o.f any effusion into the synovial cap¬ 
sule. Yet the joint will be clearly enlarged from the expan¬ 
sion of its bony elements, even to the extent of one or two 
inches beyond its fellow. To the eye and hand these changes 
are very characteristic. 

When effusion takes place into the synovial cavity from 
acute, sub-acute, or chronic inflammation, the changes which 
are to be seen by the eye and felt by the hand are no less clear 
than they are in expanded or inflamed bones, although they 
are very different. The S5movial membrane, when distended 
with fluid, ^ becomes much dilated; it presses forward the 
patella, which will be felt on palpation to float as upon a 
water-bed, and may be made to dip on pressure upon the con¬ 
dyles of the femur which lie beneath. The natural dimples 
or depressions which in health exist on either side of the patella 
will have disappeared, and in their place the bulging synovial 
membrane will be both seen and felt. The extensor muscles 
above the patella will likewise be raised by the distended sac, 
and the soft parts below the patella, down to its ligament, will 
likewise project. Distinct fluctuation will not only be felt 
across the joint from side to side, but will likewise be made out 
as readily in an oblique direction from above downwards. In 
fact, the outline of a knee-joint when distended with fluid is 
not only readily made out by the eye on comparing it with the 
sound hmb, but is as readily to be made out by the hand on a 
careful examination. 

The annexed drawing has been made to render these 
remarks more intelhgible, and weU iUustrates the peculiar local 
changes that synovial effusion causes. A healthy joint is 
placed beside it for comparison. 

Eio. 1. 

Fio. 1.—Drawing taken to illustrate the local effects of synovitis. 

In the pulpy disease of the synovial membrane the local 
symptoms by which the affection is to be made out are hkewise 
characteristic. We neither find expanded bones, nor dilatation 
of the synovial sac with fluid, such as we have already described; 
consequently we do not meet with any of the weU-marked 
symptoms to which attention has been drawn, yet we find 
others equally characteristic. We find that the different points 
of bone which are always to be felt in a healthy joint are some¬ 
what obscured, if not indistinguishable. We find that they are 
clearly covered in with a soft solid, not masked with effusion. 
We detect on palpation a doughy sensation over the articular 
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margins of tlie bones, and more particularly on either side of the 
patella. No fluctuation is to be made out as a rule, and "when 
it exists the fliud will clearly be in a thickened capsule ; if in a 
distended one, it will be altogether unlike the fluctuation of a 
joint simply filled with fluid. In fact, the local symptoms of 
the pulpy disease are as typical as are those of synovitis or 
inflamed epiphysis. A drawing of such an affection is here 
given to help the reader in understanding the above remarks. 

Fia. 2. 

Fig. 2.—Drawing taken to illustrate the external changes of a joint the 
subject of the pulpy disease of the synovial membrane. 

The difiiculty of diag-nosis in these joint cases is, however, 
felt when several tissues are involved together, and it is then 
that the clinical history of the case becomes of so much value 
to help the Surgeon. 

In a former paper these points have been briefly considered, 
and it is consequently unnecessary to repeat them here. Yet, 
to make what has been written more intelligible, it must be 
mentioned that, in cases of expansion of the bone, or of chronic 
inflammation of the cancellous tissue of the articiflar extremities 
of the bones, pain of an aching character—often regarded as 
a growing pain—will always be fomid to have preceded, for a 
greater or less period, the local changes to which attention has 
been drawn. 

That in effusion into the synovial membrane, as in ordinary 
synovitis, effusion into the articulation accompanies, or rapidly 
follows, pain, or the local cause of the complaint; and that, in 
the pulpy synovial disease, the local symptoms are, as a rule, so 
insidious that, beyond the enlargement and occasional increase 
of heat or aching of the joint, there are no well-marked or 
characteristic general symptoms. Nevertheless, it is to be 
remarked that, in these three classes of cases, which include 
everyfform of joint disease independent of new growths, whilst 
the local symptoms of each widely differ, the group of sym¬ 
ptoms which indicate each form are somewhat characteristic. 

We win now proceed to illustrate the different forms of 
disease of the Imee—quoting cases of simple synovitis, acute, 
subacute, and chronic synovitis, the result of a wound or injury 
to the knee, pulpy disease of the synovial membrane, and in¬ 
flammation of the articular extremities of the bones. 

_ I propose in this, as in the former article on hip disease, to 
divide the cases into parts. The first including cases of 
synovitis, pulpy disease of synovial membrane, and articular 
ostitis, jn which recovery took place with a sound joint. The 
secoyul including cases of the same classes of disease, in which 
recovery followed with a stiff joint, but without suppuration. 
The third-gd^xi will include cases of suppuration of the articula¬ 
tion, with its results; and the fourth will contain cases that 
have recovered wholly or in part, with anchylosis, the hmb 
being bent at bad angles, together with some remarks on 
the treatment of such cases; whilst the fifth part wiU be 
devoted to the treatment of knee-joint disease, more par¬ 
ticularly in reference to operative interference. 

CASE OF 

HLCEEATION OE THE NECK, 
APPAEENTLT MALIGNANT, PEOBABLY 

SYPHILITIC, (a) 

By HENEY HANCOCK:, E.E.C.S., 
Senior Surgeon to Qiaring-cross Hospital. 

A. S., aged 37, a plate-layer on the South-Western Eailway, 
was admitted under my care into Charing-cross Hospital, on 
May 4, 1869. He has always hitherto been a strong muscular 
man, but has lost flesh and strength lately. He has been 
temperate and healthy, with the exception of an attack of 
syphilis eighteen years ago, from which time until about three 
years since he has had nothing whatever the matter with him. 

Three years ago last Christmas, he worked on the railway 
as a plate-layer during bad weather, and tliinks he must have 
taken cold, as he then for the first time noticed a hard lump 
over the mastoid process of the left temporal bone. It dis¬ 
appeared in a day or two, but, for the next two years, whenever 
he caught cold, the sweUing returned at the same spot, but 
always subsided as before. About eighteen months ago it 
reappeared, and gradually increased in size up to the time of his 
admission, when his face and head presented a most unpro¬ 
mising appearance. His face was so much swollen that his 
left eye was completely closed, and the mouth pushed over to 
the opposite side. The whole of the left side of the head and 
face was enlarged, the ear standing out from the head, and a 
large excavated ulcer about three-quarters of an inch deep 
extended from below the zygoma, down in front of the ear and 
behind the angle of the jaw, spreading in an irregmlarly oval 
form over the left side of the neck, from within half an inch of 
the mesial line in front to within about an inch and a half of the 
mesial line behind, and from the mastoid process to the clavicle. 
The mischief did not encroach on the face except below the 
zygomatic process; but the cheek, especially that portion where 
the whisker grows, was hard, nodulated, taUow-coloured, and, 
together with the rest of that side of the head, flitted on 
pressure. 

The edges of the sore were hard, overhanging, sharply 
though irregularly defined, and of a deep reddish-purple 
colour, which extended also to the surrounding parts for nearly 
an inch. Its surface was almost smooth, and covered for the 
most part with grey foetid exudation. The movements of the 
lower jaw were so much impeded that he could not admit more 
than the point of a small tea-spoon between his teeth. The 
right side of his head and face were swollen, but not ulcerated. 
He says that ulceration commenced about thi’ee months before 
his admission. He did not suffer much pain during the day, 
but it became severe towards night, and subsided about five 
o’clock in the morning. He had great difiiculty in swallowing, 
and was much troubled with a convulsive cough. The general 
appearance of the mischief and the ulceration made me fear 
that the case was one of epithelioma; but, among other 
symptoms, the nocturnal exacerbation of pain and its uniform 
subsidence towards morning induced the hope that it was an 
unusual form of syphilis, or at all events influenced by that 
poison, and I accordingly ordered liq. hydrarg. biclflor. nx xx., 
decocti sarsse § j., thrice daily, and the following lotion to be ap¬ 
plied : —Chloroformij •, aq. destill. § j. M. After this treatment 
had been piur-sued for ten days, his mouth became painful, and he 
complained of weakness, w'hilst the appearance of the sore 
remained much the same. I therefore discontinued the mercury, 
and substituted—p, Pot. iod. gT. v., decocti cinchonm § j. ter die. 
He took this for three weeks, but without any improvement; 
on the contrary, he became much weaker. The discharge was 
so offensive that the neighbouring patients complained. I ac¬ 
cordingly ordered the carbolic acid lotion to be apphed to the 
wounds, and bags of powdered charcoal to be placed in his bed. 

June 25.—The sore seems to have an inclination to heal at one 
part, the edge becoming softer, but at the same time there is 
a corresponding tendency to spread in the opposite direction. 
He is unable to close his lips, and there is a constant flow 
of saliva from the right side of his mouth. He also complains 
of violent pain in his head and face, always beginning at eleven 
at night and disappeaiing suddenly at about three a.m. 

July 2.'—I determined to try the effect of bromine, and 
accordingly directed him to take tinct. hyoscyami, tinct. 
humuli lupuh, aa in xx.; ferri bromidi, pot. bromicU, aa gr. x.; 
decocti cinohonse g j. M., ter die. 

22nd.—A marked improvement has taken place. The 

[To he continued.) (a) Head before the Medical Society of London. 
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swelling of the face and head is greatly diminished, the surface 
of the wound has become clean, the wound itself is contracting, 
and its edges are softening. The attacks of 'pain are less 
frequent. 

Since the above date he has continued steadily to improve. 

DISLOCATION OF THE SHOULDER, WITH 
FEACTUEE OF THE ARM. 

EEDUCTION OF THE DISLOCATION JUST TEN AVEEKS AFTER.(a) 

By HAYNES WALTON, 

Surgeon to St. Mary’s Hospital, Surgeon in charge of the Ophthalmic 
Department of the same. 

In January of this year Mr. W. W., a stout man, very 
muscular and remarkably powerful, 48 years old, was brought 
to me as a private patient, with well-marked dislocation of the 
shoulder downwards, or in the sub-glenoid position. The hand 
and forearm were much swelled. He was in pain, which was 
increased by any movement of the limb. There was eHdence 
of the surgical neck of the humerus having been broken, pro¬ 
bably extra-capsular fracture, and the amount of callus showed 
that the union was irregular. 

History.—Just ten weeks before, Avhen at Gibraltar, W. W. 
fell into a drain which was being made several feet from the 
surface. Fracture of the arm was at once detected and treated. 
When the splints were moved in a month’s time, the dislocation 
was observed, but not recognised as such, and the patient came 
to England to obtain the adHce of a Hospital Surgeon. 

There are three points which I shall notice, the duration of 
the dislocation, the means that I adopted for its reduction, 
and the result. 

It is seldom that a dislocated humerus can be reduced so 
late as ten weeks after its luxation, and few Surgeons would 
make the attempt. When the patient is not in pain and the 
under movements of the arm are good, some have considered 
it wiser to leave the case alone, or to give more mobility to the 
new joint by forcible circumduction. But difslocations have 
been reduced after three months, the time usually assigned as 
the limit at winch success is hkely to be got, and OA'cn later than 
this. The pain which my patient endured was in itself suf¬ 
ficient reason why I should make an attempt to get the dis¬ 
placed bone to its proper locahty. It ■was evident that the 
ordinary method of reducing shoulder dislocation was inap¬ 
plicable here in consequence of the late fracture, especially 
as it had not united well. 

With the assistance of Mr. Owen, my House-Surgeon, and 
some of my pupils, this method was adopted. I padded the 
whole of the limb most carefully from under the head of the 
humerus to the ■wrist. I then applied a splint, a yard in length, 
along the inner side of the limb, another of the same dimensions 
on the outer side, and thoroughly fastened these throughout 
the whole extent by straps. The patient was placed on a table, 
and chloroformed. The dislocation apparatus was then used 
in the folloAving “u^ay :—A broad strap was placed across the 
shoulder, the ends carried doAvn over the belly and the back, 
and attached to a cord in a line -with the body. By this the 
scapula and the clavicle Avere fixed, and the body was kept 
still. A second and narrow strap Avas passed under the arm, 
and made to rest on the head of the humerus, and the extre¬ 
mities attached to a cord communicating with the pulleys 
behind the head of the patient. Extension was then made in 
the ordinary manner, while I used the splints as a lever to 
direct the bone in the desired position, and to apply the required 
manipulations for breaking down the adhesions. 

By this plan there was not the slightest pulling made on the 
bone, so that the fracture was not interfered Avith, nor was 
there any lateral pressure on the fracture, as the lever acted 
above it, while I had great power at my command. It was 
three-quarters of an hour before there were any evidences of 
success, Avhen unexpectedly, with a loud noise, the reduction of 
the dislocation was effected. 

As soon as the apparatus was removed, the arm was bandaged 
to the body, and kept in that position for a fortnight. The 
patient was at once relieved from pain. After the swelling of 
the shoulder subsided, and that of the arm and fore-arm, I 
allowed the limb to be used a little. 

Six weeks after my operation there was no external evidence 
of the past injury, and the arm could be used nearly as well as 
its fellow. Inability to raise it as high was the only difference. 
Nothing more was seen of the patient. 

ON THE CONDITION OF THE SEMINAL 
SECEETION IN DISEASE. 

By M. LIEGEOIS, 
Surgeon of the Hopital du Midi, Paris. 

{.Concluded from page 513.) 

“ In one case,” says M. Duplay, “ there existed an oblitera¬ 
tion of the globus minor of the epididymis on one side, and yet 
spermatozoa were absent in both vesicles. Tliis circumstance 
explains perfectly well the absence of spermatozoa in the vesicle 
corresponding to the lesion, but not at aU in the one of the 
opposite side.” 

M. Gosselin relates a case in which the epididymis of one side 
was indurated so as to form an obstacle to the injection of the 
duct. No induration on the other side, and yet there were no 
animalculce in either of the vesicles. 

If we unite these cases to those where the spermatic secre¬ 
tion is abolished or notably diminished (AV'hich refers to persons 
with tuberculous testicle of one side, or even to those where 
the local indmation seems distinct from any diathesis, like the 
patient observed by myself), we may say, the testicles are sym¬ 
pathetically united, or, to use the language of modern physio¬ 
logy, they are closely united by reflex ties. 

The testicles—contrary to all double organs of the economy which 
mutually support themselves, and which redouble their energy when 
the function of one of the two is impaired—affect between them¬ 
selves such a solidarity that the lesion ivhich strikes the one re¬ 
sounds upon the organic activity of the other, and attenuates it. 

Do we not find a proof of that sympathy in the epididymitis 
called a bascule ? An epididjmitis of one side developes itself, 
another appears in the opposite testicle, immediately lessening 
the intensity of the first, and which marches towards rapid 
resolution. 

Without doubt the same phenomena take place when a lesion 
of any kind, of recent or ancient date, attacks one single 
testicle. The organic activity suffers, in one and the other 
case, from the existing lesion of the opposite side. It is there¬ 
fore wrong to say the appearance of the second orchitis is 
subordinate to the diminution of the first. On the contrary, 
the diminution of the first is subordinate to the appearance of 
the second. 

A word remains to be said about syphihtic orchitis, also 
named venereal testicle. The seminal fluid in this disease, too, 
is deprived of spermatozoa when the affection is double. The 
patients, moreover, are generally impotent. Vidal de Cassis Avas 
the first to observe that these patients regained their virile 
faculties by means of the iodide treatment. M. Gosselin has 
noticed that not only do these patients recover their virile 
faculties from this treatment, but that also the spermatozoa re¬ 
appear in the seminal fluid. 

Godard says, not all persons suffering from double syphilitic 
orchitis are exposed to these troAibles, and he cites several 
observations to this effect. There is an affection of the testicles 
which sorely influences the spermatic secretion—arrest of 
development or accidental atrophy. The semen in such cases 
has rarely been examined; I only find two observations, one of 
Curling which was accompanied by azoospermia, the other of 
M. Laborde, and which treats of a maniac 26 years old who 
died in consequence of haAung cut off his penis. At the 
autopsy there was found a beginning of atrophy of both tesicles. 
The seminal vesicle of one side was filled with pus, the other 
with a serous liquid, spermatozoa being absent in both. 

I have examined the seminal fluid of six persons who pre¬ 
sented an atrophy of one of the testicles, and I have found a 
great diminution in the spermatozoa as A\’^ell as the virile 
faculties in every one. I have also observed four patients with 
testicles of small size, but not amounting to atrophy. The 
quantity of spermatozoa was normal in oidy one of these 
patients, they were greatly diminished in the other three. 
The same varieties exist in testicles of large size. The 
number of spermatozoa is not always in proportion to the 
volume of the organs. 

These results agree fidly with those obtained by MM. 
Duplay and Dieu from persons of old age. 

INFLUENCE OF DISEASES CONTIGUOUS TO THE TESTICLES AND 

THE EPIDIDATMIS. 

Wo shall study successively the influence of false membranes, 
hydrocele, and spermatic cysts. 

M. Gosselin is of the opinion that the false membranes 
developed from vaginalitis, Avithdraw from the testicles a 
certain quantity of the blood which should normally reach (a) Communicated to the Medical Society of London. 
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them, producing anaemia of the gland, the result of which is 
azoospermia. 

The same thing takes place, and by the same mechanism, 
when the two layers of the tunica vaginalis adhere to each 
other, or when new productions, tubercular especially, are 
formed in the interior of the testicle. 

I differ with Professor G-osselin in regard to this derivative 
circulation, in cases of peritesticular inflammation at least, and 
which he thinks produces azoospermia. 

The following case furnishes a good example of the point in 
question :—A man, 30 years of age, entered my wards with a 
complete gangrene of the teguments of the scrotum ; no cause 
for the disease, no infiltration of urine. The dead portions of 
skin soon became detached, and when the sloughs had been 
separated from the testicles, these were hanging to the deferent 
canal completely uncovered. Healthy gi-anulations formed 
over testicles and epididymis. I obviated the retraction of the 
skin surrounding the loss of substance, as much as possible, by 
the aid of straps and collodion. This man is yet in the Hos¬ 
pital, but he is perfectly cured. The cicatricial depression, 
occupjdng the place of the scrotal raphe, and the intimate 
adherence of the teguments alone betray the former existence 
of a lesion. There should certainly have been anamiia of the 
testicles in this case, and which, according to the theory of 
M. Gosselin, should have caused infertility. Put nothing of 
the kind. The seminal fluid (throe grammes), examined three 
months afterwards, contained spermatozoa in greatest quantity. 
The patient having had two nocturnal pollutions before the 
examination, it cannot be urged that the spermatic filaments 
had been secreted anterior to the lesion. 

It is evident, therefore, that the spermatic secretion was not 
interrupted. I must add that the beginning of the vas deferens 
of one side was considerably augmented in volume. 

hi. Dieu says certain lesions of the envelopes of the testicles, 
such as adhesions or partial thickening of the tunica vaginalis 
or tunica albuginea, with fibro-cartilaginous deposits, do not 
appear to exert any definite influence upon the spermatic 
secretions; for in identical cases I have sometimes found an 
absence, sometimes the existence, of animalculae. 

As to the influence of hydrocele upon the secretions of the 
gland, but few observations have been gathered. 

M. Duplay, who has had occasion four times to practise 
the autopsy of old men with double or simple hydrocele, has 
always found spermatozoa in the corresponding vesicle. There 
is an interesting observation in Eoubaud’s work on sterility, 
and which seems to prove that certain hydroceles may interfere, 
not with the secretion, but with the excretion of the seminal 
fluid. 

An individual with double hydrocele and no animalculee in 
his semen, was operated by the double puncture, after which 
the spermatozoa reappeared and his wife became pregnant. 
The hydrocele soon returned, and with it azoospermia. These 
same phenomena took place after two more pimctures, until 
finally the patient decided to accept what he had previously 
refused—an iodine injection, which not only cured his hydro¬ 
cele, but also his intermittent sterility. 

I have examined the seminal fluid of four subjects attacked 
with hydrocele. 

1. This case was cited under the head of bilateral epididy¬ 
mitis. It referred to a person with hydrocele of one side, and 
an epididymitis of the other. Two years later I practised the 
puncture of the hydrocele and found an induration of both 
epididymes, but more pronounced on the side of the hydrocele. 
The semen contained from five to twenty spermatozoa. 

2. A patient, 44 years old, -with double hydrocele of six 
years’ standing, cause unknown, entered the Midi Hospital. 
The seminal fluid (two grammes), before the puncture, con¬ 
tained from ten to twenty spermatozoa. Both epididymes 
were much enlarged. 

3. A patient, 51 years old, of feeble constitution, with largely 
developed double hydrocele, one four, the other of two years’ 
standing, entered for treatment. The seminal fluid contains 
from 100 to 150 spermatozoa. 

4. A patient, 57 years old, of good constitution, has had a 
blennorrhagic orchitis of the right side eight years ago, another 
on the left two years ago. A hydrocele followed each time. 
Both epididymes are found, after the puncture, very large and 
indurated. The semen (1-50 gramme) is thick, of syrupy con¬ 
sistency, no odour, opaline, contains some few spermatic granu¬ 
lations, but no animalcula. 

If we analyse these four cases, we find that three of the four 
hydroceles were spontaneously developed, and in these sperma¬ 
tozoa existed in spite of the epididymary indurations. I 
might have added two of these cases to the series of bilateral 

epididymitis, but I thought best to place them here in order to 
show more strikingly that the spermatic functions persist in 
epididymitis consecutive to hydrocele. It is evident that the 
epididymis in the observations just cited was not obliterated, 
because the inflammation, or rather the sub-inflammation of 
the serous membrane simply causes a plastic effusion into the 
loose celliflar tissue surrounding its circumvolutions. It certainly 
exercises a pressure upon these ducts, but it does not render 
them impermeable. 

These cases, added to the one which I have previously 
described of an individual, who in spite of the plastic infiltra¬ 
tion of the epididymis and the vas deferens, due to the granula¬ 
tions of the tunica vaginalis, still possessed spermatozoa— 
these cases, I say, evidently strengthen the distinction which 
I have established between the influence exercised upon the 
spermatic excretions by an epididymitis beginning in the 
interior of the duct, especially if of a blennorrhagic nature, and 
one where the inflammation takes place in the adjoining 
cellular tissue. 

Spermatic cysts of the epidid5rmis or serous cysts of the 
globus major do not interrupt the spermatic secretion. The 
spermatic cysts, however, are interesting to the Surgeon because 
of the spermatozoa which they contain. No one to-day doubts 
but that these elements come from the epididymary ducts in 
consequence of a rupture which has either preceded or followed 
the formation of the cyst. The liquid is generally of a milky 
appearance, and has been considered by many authors as 
characteristic of the presence of spermatozoa. 

If we filter this liquid, we find in fact that the portion which 
passes through, and which is deprived of filaments, is remark¬ 
ably transparent while the spermatozoa remain upon the filter. 
But these ej’^sts may also, when the spermatozoa are in small 
quantity, contain a very clear fluid, and there are testicular 
cysts filled with a milky liquid, which contain no aiumalcula. 
The coloiu’ in these cases is said to be due to fatty granulations 
and to nuclei, similar to those found in bilateral obliterations of 
the epididymes (Robin). It may also happen that this milky 
appearance is due, in a measure at least, to the presence of 
leucocytes. I have examined, only a few days ago, the fluid 
evacuated from one of these cysts. It was of a whitish blue, 
contained a large quantity of white globules, and an immense 
number of spermatozoa. The patient scarcely knew that he 
had anything abnormal about his testicles, though the cyst 
was nearly the size of a pigeon’s egg. .He says he fell thirteen 
years ago, the perineum striking a bar of iron. 

The physical character of these cysts is therefore insufiicient 
for a diagnosis; the aid of the microscope is necessary. 'The 
liqrrid is generally alkaline or neutral, and coagulates by nitric 
acid. The spermatozoa which they contain are dead ; some are 
intact, others have lost their shape, and sometimes we only find 
the remains of heads and tails. 

IXFLTJENCE OF THE DISEASES OF THE SPEEMATIC COED. 

What has been said of epididymary obliterations applies 
equally to those of the vas deferens, which nearly always 
coincides with it, but which may also exist separately. 

Brugnon and M. GosscHn have cited examples of these 
isolated obliterations ; they coexisted with an enlargement of 
the epididjonis. I have observed one case of double funiculitis 
and double epididymitis continuing even beyond the external 
ring. This person did not ej aculate the least quantity of fluid, 
though the erection and the venereal erethismus existed. It 
is therefore probable that the lesion in this case extended as 
far as the seminal vesicles. 

The atrophy of the vas deferens generally affects the duct 
in part or in totality, and transforms it into an impermeable 
fibrous thread. It is always accompanied by an absence of 
spermatozoa in the corresponding vesicle. M. Duplay has had 
occasion to verify this fact upon the cadaver. In other 
instances he has even observed the ossification of the vas 
deferens on aged persons and where the duct was not obKte- 
rated, but presented a rigid hollow tube, affording space 
enough for the passage of the spermatozoa. 

The seminal fluid has been very often inspected in varicocele. 
The observations which I have gathered agree in every respect 
with those of Godard. I have observed that the spermatic 
secretions were not in the least modified. I have not, it is 
true, observed any double varicocele of great size, but of eight 
unilateral cases of middling volume I have found no alteration 
in the seminal fluid. 

As regards the eneysted hydrocele of the cord, M. Duplay 
has noted, in his examinations of persons advanced in age, an 
absence of spermatozoa in the vesicle corresponding to the side 
of the disease. M. Dieu cites the case of an old man, 75 years 
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old, attacked ■with an. encysted hydrocele of the cord and a 
varicocele of the same side, where there was also an absence of 
spermatozoa. But as these observations have been made in 
persons of very old age, I do not consider them probatory. 

A very interesting question, but upon which unfortunately 
our documents are few in number, is the foUo'wing;—-What is 
the influence of a hernial bandage upon the secretion and excre¬ 
tion of the testicle ? Godard thinks the pressure on the cord 
exerts a deleterious influence upon the testicle, either because 
the retxim of venous blood is impeded or because the arterial 
circulation is intercepted. He cites the case of a vigorous man, 
32 years old, in whom the right testicle only had descended into 
the scrotum, and who had an artificial anus in the inguinal 
region of the same side. The testicle of this patient seemed 
to have undergone a fibrous degeneration, probably produced, 
adds Godart, by the use of the bandage which covered the 
opening. No syphilitic antecedents in the case. There was a 
complete absence of spermatic filaments. 

M. Piogey also cites an observation of sterility which he 
thinks was caused from pressure of a hernial bandage. The 
testicles of this patient had been retained in the abdominal 
cavity up to his eighteenth year ; the left one had remained in 
the ring. He has had t’wice gonorrhoea, and has worn for many 
years a hernial bandage over the right inguinal region. The 
spermatic cord of this side is indurated. The patient has never 
had any children—azoospermia. 

The above observations tend to show that hernial bandages 
influence the functions of the testicle and the spermatic cord, 
liable to produce atrophy of the one and obliteration of the 
other. I do not believe, however, that such is the result under 
ordinary circumstances. I have observed a young man 18 years 
old who, for seven years, had been wearing a doiible inguinal 
bandage for hernia. His testicles are of ordinary size, con¬ 
sistency, and elasticity. The seminal fluid—4 grammes—con¬ 
tained from 200 to 300 spermatozoa. 

2XFLT7ENCE OP SPEPvlIATOEEnCEA TJPOX THE SECEETIONS OF THE 

TESTICLES. 

I shall terminate by a few words on the character of the 
-seminal fluid in spermatorrhoea. 

Lallemand, who has paid especial attention to this subject, 
sa.ys:—“ As a general rule, when the evacuations are rare, and 
the seminal fluid still preserves its distinctive characters, the 
spermatozoa offer nothing remarkable as to numbers, dimen¬ 
sions, etc. But when the disease has lasted so as to influence 
the entire economy, the semen becomes more liquid, the ani- 
malcula less developed and less animated, although their number 
is not sensibly diminished. Lastly, when the individual is 
reduced to the last stage of dorsal consumption, the sperma¬ 
tozoa are no longer present, though the seminal fluid still 
xretains its characteristic odour. 

My o'wn observations (six cases) are not at all in accordance 
■with the description given by Lallemand. Azoospermia existed 
in only one of my patients. The other five, though the involun¬ 
tary emissions were frequent, and the virile faculties had mate¬ 
rially dimini.shed, though the affection had lasted from two to 
ten years, I have never found any change in the aspect, the con- 
eLstency, or the odour of the seminal fluid, not even in the 
number or the configuration of the spermatozoa. 

As to the subject with azoospermia, he was far from the 
marasmus described by Lallemand. 

He was a man 34 years old, of good constitution, married 
four years, no children. He had given himself to masturbation 
at the age of 13 ; seminal losses came on two years later, and 
when twenty-three years old, erections became very difficult. 
The erections have continued rare since his marriage, the emis¬ 
sions were brought on under the slightest erotic influence, and 
very often without these. The testicles are normal, the elements 
of the spermatic cord are intact; no spermatozoa under the 
microscope. The only solid elements which existed in the 
seminal discharge were fatty granulations. After having 
treated this patient for fifteen months with tonics and the advice 
to abstain from conj ugal connections, I found no change what¬ 
ever in his condition. 

This is the only instance in which I have remarked azoo¬ 
spermia, and where the testicles seemed healthy. 

Assuredly this observation cannot be ranked ■with those of 
M. Hirtz under the head of idiopathic sterihty. The diminution 
of the virile powers in my patient, the increase of the same 
powers in those of M. Hirtz, cstabli.sh a radical distinction 
between the two categories of patients, and which can only be 
explained b3'’ the anatomical structure of the seminiferous tubes. 

THE MEDICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL 
HISTORY OE EYZABAD, OUDE. 

By NATHANIEL ALCOCK, L.C.P.I., 
Assistant-Surgeon, 35th Regiment. 

Having kept, during a residence of more than eighteen months 
a daily record of the barometric, thermometric, and hygrometric 
conditions of the climate of the above station, and ha^ving at 
command the regimental documents sho^wing the exact occur¬ 
rence of disease during each month, I shall endeavour so to 
review the information thus obtained as to bring out such 
facta as can fairly be regarded in the light of cause and con¬ 
sequence. Though fully conscious of the difficulty of conveying 
by words any idea of an unknown climate, I yet hope, by the 
definite expressions furnished by meteorology, to bring the 
nature of the seasons within the conception of all, and thus to 
place some of those who may subsequently visit this part of 
India in a position to avoid many influences which experience 
has sho^wn to be baneful. 

For convenience of description I shall adopt the popular 
division of the climatic year into the hot weather, the rains, 
and the cold season, and allot to each the dates and duration 
authorised by observation—viz., to the hot weather from 
March 1-5 to June 15, to the rains from June 15 to the 
end of the first week in October, and to the cold season from 
October 7 to March 15. 

Throughout the three months of hot weather, life is sustained 
under the following circumstances:—The body is placed in an 
atmo.spheric medium heated during the first six weeks to an 
average daily maximum of 97’9'’, and cooled to a nightly 
minimum of 60-6'’, thereby being subjected to a variation of 
temperature of 37’3° in every twenty-four hours. Each cubic foot 
of air thus in contact with the surface, and Uke^wise used for 
respiration, contains 5-2 grains of vapour, which causes it to be 
a little more than one-third saturated ■with moisture, its relative 
humidity being 37‘6, complete saturation being represented 
by 100. 

During the succeeding six weeks, up to the advent of the 
rains, the average daily maximum is intensified by 10° (108-3°), 
and the nights are hotter by 15^° (76-2°), the mean variation of 
temperature being lessened by 6° (32-1°). The atmosphere is 
now one-half saturated with moisture (49-6), and the actual 
quantity in each cubic foot is increased by 3 grains (8-5). 

Such are the conditions, actual and comparative, under which 
the animal economy performs its functions during that part of 
the hot weather which succeeds the cold, and during that 
which precedes the rains, and is influenced by their approach. 
Of these the latter is the more sickly, and is Eke-wise the most 
unhealthy period of the entire year. Tlie number of cases of 
fever which occur from May 1 to June 15 exceeds considerably 
the average admissions for an equal time during either of the 
other seasons, being in the proportion of two to one over a like 
space during the rains, and five times as great as during an 
average six weeks in the cold weather. 

The admissions for derangements of the liver during this 
period exceed by one-fourth a hke average during the rains 
(the number treated in June being almost double that of any 
other month), and surpass by one-half the same average of 
time in the cold weather. Disorders of the stomach and bo^wels 
prevail in the ratio of 3 to 2 over a similar average in the rains, 
and of 10 to 3 beyond those of the cold weather. It is worthy 
of remark that these latter affections preponderate considerably 
during the months of May and July, being the one preceding 
and that follo^wing the month in which derangements of the 
liver are in excess. 

I shall now portray the climatic conditions of the rains and 
cold weather by the same expressions which I have used to 
convey an idea of the hot season, and shall then endeavour by 
comparison to draw some feasible inferences of the causes of 
the more prominent and important diseases. 

During the entire period of the rains, from June 15 to Octo¬ 
ber 7, the climate remains almost statu quo, the meteorologi¬ 
cal readings for the beginning of July diffeiing but little from 
those for the end of September, yet varying considerably from 
the season out of which so sudden a transition has been made. 
The average maximum heat is lowered by 13|-° (94-7°) 

The nights are hotter by more than one degree (77-1°), and 
consequently the diurnal range of temperature is lessened by 
14^° (17-6°). The humidity is increased by more than one- 
fourth, the air being now more than three-fourths saturated 
with moisture (77-1), and the quantity of vapour in each cubic 
foot augmented by more than two grains (10-7) The total 
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rai^all equals 68’4 incKes. TTitli the intervention of a neutral 
period, comprising the last three weeks of October, in which no 
rain falls, and the air is moist, oppressive, and hot, the change 
to the cold season comes on almost as rapidly as that from the 
Imt weather to the rains, and this, when fairly set in, is one of 
the most delightful climates in the world. Its average maxi¬ 
mum heat reaches only 81’3°, from which the nights are 
cooled down to an average of 50’4^. The air is a little more than 
one-half saturated with moisture, and yet contains but 4'9 
grains of vapour in each cubic foot. December and January 
are of course much cooler than the foregoing depicts ; but these 
figures represent the average of the climate from October to 
March. Since, then, in May and June the two most important 
diseases so remarkably preponderate, we may reasonably infer 
that in the atmospheric conditions of these months lies the 
cause of their respective prevalence, and accordingly we find 
that, coincident with the greatest development of fever, exists 
the highest average temperature of the whole year, combined 
with a relative humidity lower than that in any other month, 
with the exceptions only of March and April, and that, con- 
temporary witii tlie most frec^uent occurrence of derang'ements 
of the liver, there is an average temperature so high as to differ 
from the foregoing*by not quite half adegTee,but accompanied by 
a relative humidity higher than that of any other month, 
exclusive of those comprised in the rainy season. 

The occurrence of fever during these months respectively 
being as eight to seven, while twice as many cases of 
deranged liver came under treatment in the latter as in the 
fomer, it is ohidous from this, that intense heat is the 
chief factor in the production of both these affections, and that 
its power in disordering the liver is augmented by the addition 
of an excess of moisture. 

Now as to the causal relation of heat to fever. Tlie precise 
mode of the production of fever by heat, and its pathological 
results, have been defimtely laid down by Dr. Richardson in 
Ms very beautiful experiments “ On the Increment of Animal 
Heat. 

Id Dr. Richardson s lecture on this subject, published in the 
Medical Times and Gazette of May 8, are the following deduc¬ 
tions .— In sound states of health there will always be a 
slight increase of the mean temperature of the body durino- the 
Mat of Slimmer.” And again: “ I may state at once that, other 
things being equal, the power of an animal to live in a raised 
temperature^ is proportional to its power to convey away heat 
by evaporation of water. If we take care to impede the radia- 
tmn of heat from the body of an animal, we may produce fatal 
effects even from summer heat.” 

Of the S3Tnptoms arising from increment of animal heat, 
however pioduced, Dr. Richardson says:—“The first result 
upon such increase of heat is increase of involuntary motion— 
motion of respiration motion of circulation. It is an equalising 
process; it employs or uses up the force. W^hen the accumu¬ 
lation of heat is moderate and slow, the increase of motion is 
frequently succeeded by free elimination of water from the 
body ; indeed, this process once started, it is very difficult to 
sustain or advance increment of animal temperature ; 
but when the _ accumulation of heat is rapid and deter¬ 
minate, there is the opposite condition of dryness.In 
the following sentence he gives the key to the fuU 
reco^ition of the process of induction of fever “ Under 
a given accumulation of heat, about 7° or 8°, there is 
an act of contraction of the whole arterial system, and 
especially of the extreme or terminal parts of the arterial 
yessels, and, as a necessary consequence, diminished secretion. 
On this foUows accumulation of water in the blood, and upon 
tins often follows rapid accnmulation of fluid in tbe serous 
catties.” Since, then, the temperature of the body is some¬ 
what raised in summer, how much greater must this upward 
tendency be during an Indian hot season; and since, as I have 
shown {Medical Press and Circtilar,'M.B,Y(i]x 17) from observations 
on a temporarily hemiplegic patient simultaneously attacked 
with fever, the elevation of temperature on invasion of disease 
is in direct proportion to the previous nervous depression, it is 
easily intelligible how, in the system of a person already 
debilitated by prolonged and continuous exposure to a Mgh 
temperature, any accident of additional exposure, temporary 
exhaustion, or transient derangement, may cause retention of 
the originally slight excess of heat till sufficient is stored up to 
give rise to partial “ contraction of the terminal parts of the 
arterial vessels and diminished secretion,” which, in its turn, 
would powerfully accelerate the accumulation of animal heat 
tffi that point is reached at which fever is developed. Such, 
then, is the relation of temperature to fever. The affection 
thus produced has three names—gradual in accession, it is 
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termed fever; rapidly reaching a climax of extraordinary 
intensity in a person not exposed to the sun, it is called heat 
apoplexy; suddenly developed in one subjected to direct solar 
rays, sunstroke. 

That fever on the verge of becoming heat apoplexy can be 
held in check by the abstraction of heat by cold affusion is 
famihar to Indian Medical experience, and it is equally an 
acknowledged fact that heat apoplexy can by the same means- 
be brought back to a condition of fever. 
_ I have already shown, in the paper before alluded to, that 
in a total of eleven cases of heat apoplexy wMch occurred in 
the 35th Regiment during a three years’ residence in Mooltan, 
there is but one exception in which fatigue, intemperance, or 
disease had not depressed the vital powers prior to the attack, 
and from this it can be inferred how many valuable lives might 
be preserved to the State by the official publication of a code 
of rules for the guidance of officers commanding large bodies 
of men who have either recently arrived in India, or are 
persistently regardless of the effects of its chmate. 

Contraction of the arterial system, with its consequent 
fever, can also arise from the presence in the blood of various 
animal and other poisons, as malaria, and therein, together 
with the peculiarity of periodicity, lies the distinction of the 
fever wHch occurs in November from that which is met with 
in June. 

And now to consider in what way heat acts as the principal 
agent in the production of disease of the liver, and how it is- 
aided by moisture as its most powerful co-efficient. 

The pathological change in the liver of the Anglo-Indian is 
exactly analogous to that developed in the Strasburg geese for 
culinary purposes, and its cause identical—viz., confinement 
in a heated atmosphere with a too abundant supply of food.. 
The hepatic cells become loaded with oil, and fatty enlargement 
ensues. 

Physiology has recently taught that one of the most impor¬ 
tant duties of the liver is to furnish a highly organised secre¬ 
tion, charged with carbon and hydrogen, which is reabsorbed 
from the alimentary canal to be utilised as fuel for combustion 
in the lungs, thereby helping to maintain the temperature of 
the body against the immense demands for abstraction of heat 
by radiation and various other means, which are in constant 
operation in a cold or even temperate climate. On transition, 
then, from a temperate to a heated region, the atmosphere of 
which is nearly three-fourths saturated with moisture, the loss- 
of heat from the body by radiation and evaporation is reduced 
to a minunum; the consumption of heat fuel in the lungs is 
considerably lessened owing to the constitutional apathy- 
induced by the season, and, as a consequence, much of the 
reabsorbed bile remains unused in the blood. Duiing all this, 
English habits refuse to make any change in diet to meet the- 
altered^ conditions. The liver is charged through the portal 
vein with materials sufficient to prepare fuel for the support of 
bodily heat against an arctic winter, and biline accumulates in 
the blood till a copious diarrhoea relieves the system. This 
sometimes becomes a dysentery, but more frequently subsides, 
when its end is answered. 

In time, the supply of biline being refused by the lungs, 
while the elements for its manufacture are still forwarded from 
the intestines, the liver endeavours to effect a compromise by a 
defective elaboration of the material, and stores up some of its 
hydrocarbon constituents as oil in the hepatic cells. These 
become gradually distended, and nltimately the entire organ is 
enlarged. Such, then, is the manner in which heat, with the 
co-operation of moisture, gives rise to enlargement of the liver, 
and in no other way can the rapid diminution of size wMch 
often follows a return to a temperate climate be accounted for, 
since, were the adventitious deposit of a more org'anised nature 
or closely incorporated -with the hepatic structures, such a 
change would be impossible. 

From this is apparent what need there is of some alteration 
in -the diet of soldiers during the hot weather and rains in 
India, and how much the efficiency of a regiment might be 
increased, its invahd list lessened, and its death-rate lowered 
by the substitution of light claret for the rum and strong beer 
of the canteens. 

Aldershot. 

” Hon. M.D.”—A Birmingham newspaper recently 
annonneed the death of Thomas Newey, of Birmingham,. 
“Hon. M.D.” On reference to.the “Medical Register,” the 
“ Meffical Directory,” and various calendars, we could find no- 
mention of the name, but on turning to a local directory we- 
found the deceased described as “ Medical Botanist.” 
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EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
-1,-- 

UNIVEESITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

OPERATIONS. 

We ■went to see the operations at this Hospital on Wednes¬ 
day, October 27, and -were glad to find the list unusually 
attractive, including the ligature of the external iliac artery 
by Mr. Erichsen, and four cases of lithotrity by Sir Henry 
Thompson. 

The theatre ■was crowded ■with students, as it always is when 
there is anything to be done which is at aU out of the common 
run of operations, and the small area was, as is also usual on 
these occasions, somewhat inconveniently filled with senior 
students, apparently dressers and internes. There is here no 
“ front row ” for the use of these gentlemen, as there is at other 
Hosjiitals, so that ■visitors desirous of ■vie^wing the operations 
may either struggle upstairs and compete with the students 
for an uncomfortable bit of railing, or, if they are fortunate 
.enough to gain admittance into the area, they must here also 
trust to good fortune in securing a place on the bench, or, 
failing that, must swell the crowd of extra dressers and others 
at the back of the table. We have often wondered that at a 
Hospital with so large a number of students, and ■with such 
attractions to attendance at operations as are afforded by the 
capital clinical remarks of the Surgeons and the large number 
of interesting cases brought forward, the operating theatre has 
never been enlarged, or at least made better capable of accom¬ 
modating the mmierous students and ■visitors. 

In spite of these disadvantages, the method and quiet regu¬ 
larity observed during the operations deserve aU praise. On 
this day, for instance, there was no craning forward of anxious 
watchers in the area to the confusion of those above, who were 
too closely packed to be able to shift within ■view ; ■the House- 
Surgeon and his dressers, with the Sister (in the garb of an 
English Sister of Mercy) and nurse, aU. performed their parts 
■with quiet alacrity ; and a special attendant from the instru¬ 
ment-maker looked after the instruments. 

The first patient brought into the theatre was a cabman, 
aged 37, who had first noticed a large femoral aneuiism in the 
right groin four weeks pre^viously, and in whom Mr. Erichsen 
proceeded to tie the external iliac artery. Chloroform was 
administered by the Resident Medical Officer ■with Clover’s 
apparatus, which is now always used at tliis Hospital. As 
soon as the man was fairly narcotised, Mr. Erichsen com¬ 
menced, making the incision rather higher than usual, di^viding 
the external oblique muscle ■without a director, but using this 
guard when making the deeper incisions. The peritoneum 
came distinctly into view, ■with the gut shining through it. No 
■bleeding requiring interference occurred; the artery was speedily 
reached, and an ordinary stout whipcord ligatme put round 
it. In the course of his subsequent explanatory remarks, Mr. 
Erichsen said that the incision had been made higher than 
usual—so high, indeed, that he could have easily reached the 
common iliac vessel had that been desired—in order to get as 
far above the aneurism as possible, since tliis extended above 
Poupart’s ligament. He pointed out the various steps of the 
operation, and said that he would have employed the carbolised 
catgut ligature, as used by Professsor Lister, but that, on trying 
some of it before coming into the theatre, he had not felt 
satisfied of its strength, and, as the thread must be placed at 
the bottom of a tolerably deep wound, he thought it, on the 
whole, safer to trust to the usual whipcord. He mentioned that 
there was another aneurism in the Hospital, wliich might yet 
come before them in that place; but at present digital com¬ 
pression was being practised, the aneurism being in the popli¬ 
teal space, and he considered it right to give both compression 
and flexion a fair trial before subjecting the patient—a man 
aged only 23—to the risk of the graver alternative. 

The next case was one of a large firm nasal polypus, com¬ 
pletely blocking the orifice of the right nostril of a woman. 
Mr. Erichsen slit up the nostril along its junction with the 
cheek, and cut through the root of the growth -wfith scissors, 
afterwards closing the wound with wire sutures and collodion. 
We carried away a portion of the polypus for microscopic 
•examination, as it did not present the more usual gelatinous 
■appearance of these g^rowths. We found the bulk of it to 
consist of spindle cells, intermingled ■with which were 8.omp 

large cells of the myeloid kind, so that the structure resembled 
rather that of an epulis than of an ordinary nasal polypus, and 
it probably sprang from the periosteum covering the nasal pro¬ 
cess of the superior maxilla. 

Sir Henry Thompson’s four cases of lithotrity now put in 
an appearance in quick succession, and we were amused with 
the regularity and uniformity attending the introduction of 
these patients. The old men came do-vra one after another, 
each bearing his pillow, on which his buttocks were to be sup¬ 
ported, and carrying in his hand a pill-box containing the 
results of the former erushings. As each patient entered the 
theatre he was greeted by the Surgeon with the question “ How 
often have you been crushed ? ” followed by “ Have you your 
stone with you ? ” The contents of the pill-box were then 
displayed, the nature of the calculus being explained to the 
students whilst the man climbed on to the table and adjusted 
his pillow. Then the lithotrite was introduced, the stone 
instantly caught and crushed two or three times, and the 
loaded instrument gently ■withdra^wn, being quickly whipped 
out of the orifice, the only step in the process producing any 
demonstration on the part of the patient. The extracted frag¬ 
ments were then turned out on to a bit of blotting-paper, and 
added to the pill-box collection, and the patient carried back 
to bed. Three of the stones were of uric acid, occurring in men 
aged 65, 57, and 65 respectively, and the fourth was of urate 
of soda, in a man aged 69, who had been crushed already three 
times. The others had been before operated upon once, t^wice, 
and thrice respectively. In one instance where an enlarged 
prostate compficated matters somewhat, the man had suffered 
from slight febrile disturbance between the erushings. 

The last case was one of disease of the os calcis, in which 
Mr. Erichsen, ha^ving cut do^wn upon the bone by a X "Shaped 
incision, gouged out the carious portion, and smoothed do^wn 
the edges of the ca^vity ■with an osteotrite—a practice which, 
he stated, he invariably adopted when it could be done safely, 
as by this means an exceedingly useful foot might be secured, 
the disease being prevented from extending to the joint. 

We afterwards joined the throng of students who accom¬ 
panied Mr. Erichsen round his wards, and were much interested 
with many of the cases, some of which we shall hope to bring 
before our readers in extenso when they are completed. 

ST. MAEY’S HOSPITAL. 

Going round the Surgical wards of this Hospital with Mr. 
Haynes Walton’s class one day last week, we were specially 
struck with the excellent results of the system of continued 
irrigation as adopted by that Surgeon. One good example 
of the beneficial effects of this plan of treatment we have 
lately recorded in these columns. At the time of our report 
the man was making good progress towards recovery. He 
has since left the Hospital ■with a perfectly strong, albeit some¬ 
what curved, leg. Our readers may remember that the case 
was one of severe compound and comminuted fracture of the 
tibia, in wliich a large bit of the bone was broken off, lea-ring 
only a thin plate of the posterior surface of the bone un¬ 
detached at the bottom of a large wound. Although^ this 
wound took on an actively sloughing character, and the patient’s 
general health became seriously impaired, from the date of the 
commencement of tepid irrigation not only was aU or nearly 
aU pain removed, but the reparative process made such good 
way that the whole of the new bone was formed -with the 
ischarge of only a thin scale like a large thumb nail. 

There is at this moment in one of the male Surgical wards 
another good example of this treatment in the form of a very 
large ulcer nearly surrounding a man’s leg. The surface is 
now covered with bright healthy granulations, and an inch of 
sound cicatricial skin sm-rounds the sore]; but at the date of 
admission the ulcer was very much larger, the surface exceed¬ 
ingly foul, and the edges spreading rapidlj^. The phagedsena 
was checked, and the healthy action set in immediately on the 
irrigation being applied. 

We shall hope to present more of these cases to the notice of 
our readers at a future time. 

The plan of putting up fractures _ of the thigh suggested 
long since by Mr. W^alton, and exclusively used by liim in the 
wards, seems to produce such good results that we may mention 
here the chief points of the practice, although it has no longer 
any novelty to recommend it. The main defect in the ordinary 
long or “ Liston’s ” splint is that, extension being made from 
the tarsus, this part of the foot is apt to be elongated, and an in¬ 
convenient deformity is thereby induced. In order to prevent this. 
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Mr. TValton directs that, instead of the usual two equal notches 
in the bottom of the splint, the upper notch (in the position of 
the applied splint) shall he only one inch long", the lower one 
being' from seven to eight inches. The splint should be long 
enough to reach well up into the axilla from an inch below 
the sole of the foot, and carefully padded. The foot and lower 
third of the leg are then thickly padded with cotton-wool, so 
as to prevent any possible pressure on heel, external malleolus, 
or tendo AchiUis. The splint is now to be applied to the outer 
side of the limb, and a turn of bandage passed round the meta¬ 
tarsus and through the shorter notch, so as to fix the foot quite 
squarely in position. The bandage is then carried up over the 
ankle, and a turn or two round the leg above the malleoli and 
through the larger notch fixes the splint firmly to the leg, after 
which the bandage may be taken in the usual manner up to 
thelmee. The perineal band is next adjusted and counter¬ 
extension made, the splint being further fastened by a broad 
bandage passed round the pelvis between the great trochanter 
and the crest of the ilium, and the head of the splint kept in 
a comfortable position by a bandage round the chest, which 
may be altered by the patient to suit his own comfort. The 
thigh has thus no bandage covering it, although the whole 
apparatus is so fir^y fixed that the patient may be readily 
r^ed oyer on to his sound side without disturbing the limb. 
The perineal band may be removed by the end of a week, the 
muscles being then quite quiet. During the period of confine¬ 
ment to bed. the heel is never allowed to rest for long together 
m one position, pillows being shifted daily under the leg, so as 
to prevent any chance of the formation of that most tedious 
sore to cure, which results from a slough on the heel. 

We saw a curious case, also under the care of Mr. Haynes 
Walton, of a man, aged 35, who, three years and a half before, 
had sustamed a severe fall, in which he had lost one of his 
front teeth—the right upper lateral incisor. A few weeks 
later, after much pain and swelling in the upper jaw, an abscess 
lormed, and discharged through a small opening in the cheek, 
as well as through the alveolus of the lost tooth. The case 
was supposed to be one of caries of the maxilla, and many 
naval Surgeons treated the man under this belief, but without 
alleviatmg the symptoms. When he came under Mr. Walton’s 
care there was considerable swelling of the side of the face, 
much pam, and constant profuse discharge from a sinus in the 
nght cheek half an inch outside the nostril. The discharge 
from the^ alveolus had stopped, and the bottom healed over. 
On probing the sinus in the cheek, Mr. Walton was convinced 
that he detected the smooth hard surface of tooth enamel, and 
he accor^gly enlarged the opening and extracted with forceps 
a perfect mcisor tooth lying loose in the antrum. When we 
saw the man, eleven days after the operation, the wound was 
all but healed, and the pain and swelling quite disappeared. 

Many aro the expedients adopted in China to secure 
sympathy and money. Among the latest that have come to mv 
mowledge is the following :—I was called to see a patient at 
XUS own house who had amputated the little and ring fino-ers 
of his left hand with a hatchet. The circumstances were these, 
bhort of cash, and most probably having his opium bill due, 
he proceeded to^a money changer’s shop and protested before 
T^tnessGS, tiiG woiueii. of his house—of course sworn to perjury_ 
that on the previous day he had brought 30 taels to be changed, 
and. bad not received the exchange. In vain the bankers 
declared that they knew not the man—protested that he had 
deposited no such money. He threatened them with a lawsuit. 

mattGi’ to an issue he said, if they did not 
refund the cash he would chop otf two of his fingers, and this 
action would bring his case into court, and right or wi-ong the 
bankers knew that they would lose more by the pressure of the 
yamen officials, that most likely they would not be released 
from litigation until they had paid the uttermost cash, than by 
paying the comparatively reasonable demands of the patient 
They chose the less evfi, paid the man the money, and a 
consideration over and above for his heroic action and the loss 
of his fingers. His laziness and indifference were such that he 
piGadGd inability to attend at the dispensary. Surrounded by 
a houseful of women, perhaps his own private property, he 
^_ed in comfort, ease, and dirt, so long as the money lasted, 
^s ingenuity would then be taxed in devising other measures 
for the replenisliing of his coffers. He was one of the banner- 
men pensioners receiving a small monthly allowance from the 
Imperial exchequer—Mantchus by extraction, who are generally 
very improvident and contrast unfavourably with their more 
frugal, industrious, and persevering neighbours the Chinese.— 

Annual Heport of the Pelcing Hospital, by Dr. John Dudgeon. 
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HAMBEO’ SHEEET AT THE SHILLING DUTY. 

Experiexce shows that the facility of procuring liquids of high 

intoxicatmg power is one of the most effective means of de¬ 

moralising a population prone to drunkenness. And there is 

tliis bad feature about the use of distilled spirits—that whereas 

it is only the low and uneducated masses who will drink them¬ 

selves drunk upon beer or cider, the unlimited supply of spirits 

is a temptation to which the refined and educated may fall 

victims. Hence it is that in Scotland and America, where 

whisky is the staple drink, the so-called “ dipsomania ” is met 

with amongst ministers of religion and the like to a degree 

utterly unknown in England and France. Friends of tempei?- 

ance -will therefore give every facility for the use of light wine 

and of pure table beer, and will discountenance the use of 

spirits in any shape unless ordered as medicine. 

But our well-informed readers know very well that there is 

something worse than either pure wine or spirits simply. Ask 

Dr. Garrod or Professor Charcot, and they wfil say that though 

beer or cider may brutalise the ignorant, and though spirftS 

may inflame the fiver and madden the brain of those who 

drink to excess, yet it is the combination of iU-fermented 

liquors with sugar and alcohol which is the great promoter 

of gout even in those who are moderate and temperate. 

Amongst the various disguises under which the demon ardent 

spirits finds entry into the houses of women, is that of the 

cheap rascalities called Hambro’ sherries, whether sold as 

such or in the guise of Spanish sherry. These miserable 

concoctions, which are now to be had at almost every grocer’s, 

have, it is true, a little wfiie in them—wine too bad for 

sale, and unable to keep—but it is notorious, and it is con¬ 

fessed by the concoctors and vendors, that Hambro’ sherries 

are artificial mixtures of unsound wine, spirits, sugar, and of 

various ethers and essences to communicate what the poor 

simpletons who drink them call flavour and bouquet. For 

instance, in one of those scientific “treatises” which are 

becoming a fashion in trade, the Messrs. Gilbey give this frank 
description of Hambro’ sherry;— 

“Germany is essentially a_ natural wine-producing country, 
but recently large quantities of wine have been shipped to 
England from Hambro , and occasionally sold under various 
names, frequently as cheap Spanish sherry, this having been 
particularly the case at the time when the vintages in Spain 
and elsewhere were not as favourable as they have been of late 
years. By some houses, however, this Hambro’ wine was 
introduced under its proper namev and being, a useful white 
wine of low price and good strength, it has maintained a posi¬ 
tion in this country. In its original state Hambro’ sherry may 
DG best describGd as a lig'ht GGnuan ‘winG of poor quaKty, not 
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possessing in that condition sufficient preserving powers to 
render it suitable for shipment, or indeed for consumption as a 
natural wine in its own country. The Avine is of a similar 
description to that produced in many parts of France for the 
purpose of making brandy. To render it fit for exportation 
a sufficient amoimt of spirit and saccharine matter are added, 
thus converting it from its original condition of a natural 
wine to that of a preserved wine similar to Marsala sherry. 
Hamhro’ does not produce wine, but it has become an import¬ 
ant depot for the cheaper descriptions of the various wine- 
producing countries, while, being a free port and not subject to 
any excise regulations, it has special facilities in the preparing 
of wines for export.” 

JIabemus eonfitentein reum. Here we have the members of 

a wine firm writing as men of science, and confessing that this 

sbuff, which is occasionally sold as cheap Spanish sherry (though 

some houses are so virtuous as to give it its proper name), is 

wine—so far as it is wine at all—too vile to be drunk and 

unable to be kept. As Dr. Johnson once said of a stupid 

book, “ Sir, it has not vitality enough to j)reservo it from putre¬ 

faction.” 

The authors append a table of wine analyses by Dr. Dupre, 

from which we shall take the liberty of quoting two examples, 

one of a cheap natural wine, the other of Hamhro’ sherry of 

the same price. 
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Hock 15s. per doz. 
Hambro’ sherry 15s. p. doz. 

993-48 
993-02 

92-0 
160-8 

20-20 
35.31 

5-62 
3'47 

2-550 1 18'55 
O'OOO 40-33 

0-12 
27-00 

“ Note.—An ordinary wine-bottle holds about 1200 grams, and by multi¬ 

plying the above numbers (save the first) by 12, the number of grains of 

the different constituents contained in one bottle of wine are obtained.” 

There is no mistake about the matter here. Wine not fit to 

drink or to keep—added alcohol and added sugar—here are 

the elements of a mess, and this it is which is vended as 

Hambro’ sherry, and sometimes as Spanish sherry. The wine 

ipso facto unwholesome, the alcohol probably that coarse kind 

of jjotato spirit which gives the Hamhro’ wines what is known 

as the taste of tallow and which causes stupid headaches, and 

the sugar to supply pabulum for acid fermentation in the 

miserable stomachs of the drinkers. And this stuff is described 

as “useful (!) wine of low price and good strength.” Useful 

for what ? As a sham for shabby-genteel people to entrap 

their guests with ; or worse still, “ useful ” to delude some poor 

ignorant invahd who is recommended to drink wine, and who 

gets this abominable concoction instead. 

There are some further considerations which the politician 

and economist cannot neglect. The duties on distilled spirits 

yield more than fifteen millions to our annual revenue, and 

cannot be tampered with. Moreover, we may remind our 

readers that British spirits pay 10s. per gallon ; fortified wine, 

containing from 26 to 42 per cent, of proof spirit, 2s. 6d. per 

gallon; whilst wine containing no more than 26, the highest 

strength of natural wine, pays Is. per gallon. Now there is 

an agitation getting up for the reduction of all wines, so- 

called, to a uniform sliilling rate on specious pretences, such as 

that this reduction of duties would greatly increase consump¬ 

tion, and so forth. 

We hope that every one of our readers will use his influence 

with members of Parliament and in society to oppose the flood 

of universal spirit drinking which would foUow. But let us 

look at the arithmetical side of the question, for it will be im¬ 

possible to maintain the duty on spirits at 10s. per gallon if 

Hambro’ wines and those Spanish sherries which Messrs. 

Gilbey affirm to resemble them are admitted at one shiUing. 

A gallon of gin, proof strength, is sold for 17s., of which 

10s., at the least, represent the duty. 

A gallon of Hambro’ sherry, which may be fortified up to 

42, say 40 per cent., costs 7s. 6d. per gallon, of which 28. Od. 

represents the duty. 

If the alcoholic element in each were equally taxed, and if 

the gallon of gin were taxed the same as the Hambro’ sherry 

now is, it would pay only 6s. 3d., whilst the sherry, if taxed 

as gin is, would pay 4s. per gallon. If Hambro’ wine x^aid Is., 

gin should pay only 2s. 6d. To allow the spirit in these spurious 

Hambro’ wines to come in at a lower rate than the spirit in 

British gin pays, would be protection in the stupidest foi-m, 

fostering a vile spurious imitation and allowing it to come 

in at a lower rate of duty than is imposed on a genuine thing 

of English manufacture—to say nothing of the sugar. 

Certainly, if Hambro’ wine is let in at a shilling duty, it will 

be the cheapest way of drinking spirits. Two bottles, con¬ 

taining 80 parts of spirit, might be got for 2s. ; while one 

bottle of gin, containing 67 parts of spirit—i.e., 33 under proof 

—also costs 2s. 

What differences are made by a name! One portion of 

ardent spirits of home make, rectified and flavoured and 

sweetened and called “ Old Tom,” or “ Fine Cordial Gin,” is 

treated as the blackguard of the family. It is mulcted with 

10s. duty; people who retail it over their counter must jDay 

fifteen guineas for a licence ; the people who drink it are called 

dram-drinkers; they rank with cads, costermongers, and washer¬ 

women ; and after death their miserable livers are held uj) in 

terrorem as gindrinkers’ livers. But take half of the spirit in 

Old Tom, mix it at Cadiz or Hambro’ with a little boiled grape- 

juice and some ether, and call it “ Sherry ” or “ Spanish Port,” 

and it at once becomes respectable ; the customs welcome it at 

28. 6d.; you may retail at a licence of six guineas ; the wives of 

respectable people drink it ; country squires and Lady Bounti- 

fuls send it to the village sick; and financial j ugglers try to 

induce us to let it in at a shilling duty, as if it were vdne ! 

They might be flavoured, too, after importation, to resemble 

gin, which might increase their popularity. But, in good 

truth, there is no reason for any taxation whatever which 

does not contravene the proposal for reducing fictitious wines 

to the Is. duty. The lower duty on these wines, accomjjanied, 

as it must be, by a reduction in the spirit duties, would be a 

loss to the revenue. It would be an offensive and stupid piece 

of protection, and it would propagate the vile habit of drink¬ 

ing the worst spirits in the most unwholesome combination. 

Disease and vice would enter with every bottle of the noisome 

rubbish. 

EELAPSING FEVEK. 

Political, social, and physical conditions are inseparably linked 

together in the great circle of events which embraces and de¬ 

fines the welfare of communities. Each class of conditions 

depends to some extent upon, and derives its character from, 

the others. “ The sword, the famine, and the pestilence” stiU, 

as of old, typify this relationship. The commercial crisis of 

1866 inaugurated a period of depressed trade, from which at 

present we see no prospect of emerging. Men who earn their 

bread and support their families by their daily labour are with¬ 

out employment, and must either receive a sufficiency of State 

assistance or starve. The most perfect system of parochial 

relief, as administered in the metropolis, will not provide as 

efficiently for the nutritive requirements of these people as 

formerly they provided themselves ; stiU less wiU it give vigour 

to the desponding mind, which is the copartner of the Hi- 

nourished body. To add to the mischief, the price of provisions 

has been inordinately high. The price of wheat prior to last 

harvest averaged 72s., and meat is an article which many of 

the poor have been unable to obtain at all. Butchers carrying' 

on their trade in the less wealthy quarters of London assure 

us that this is telling very seriously upon their business, for 

that the poor, who formerly bought ^little, now do not buy 

at aU, and those who were good customers in their way 

content themselves mth little. If the physical and disease- 
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resisting powers of a population are in any degree dependent 

upon the quantity and quality of the food they consume, there 

can he no question that among the three millions of London 

there are thousands who, from no fault of their own, are pre¬ 

pared to become the easy prey to any common or uncommon 

form of pestilence. But apart from this ordinary result, which 

applies to morbid causes generally, destitution, which is only 

another name for famine, for an habitually empty belly and its 

sad accompaniments, opens the way for the inroad of one 

.special disease, which has passed under different names, such 

as synooha and famine fever, but is now known in Medical 

technology as the “relapsing fever.” Whether this condition 

is created by famine alone, whether it requires other conditions 

to be conjoined, or whether it is necessary that a specific virus 

should bo introduced from without, are questions we do not 

propose now to discuss. Certain, however, it is that from the 

■sick person a something proceeds which is capable of developing 

the disease in the healthy, and which operates, as, indeed, aU 

similar contagia operate, most certainly in the crowded, ill- 

ventilated, dirty, and miserable habitations of the lower classes 
of society. 

Mr. Simon, then, has done well in issuing a note of warning, 

in a circular which has been sent from the Privy Council Office 

to all the Metropolitan Medical Officers of Health. Helapsing 

fever, althougli as yet not much spoken about, has been exist¬ 

ent among the destitute poor of London ever since July of last 

year. The fact of the earliest cases received into the Hospitals 

being in Poles, some of them recently arrived in this country, 

taken in connexion with the fact that relapsing fever had been 

epidemically prevalent in East Prussia lying to the north of 

Poland since the end of 1867, and in Berlin and Silesia in 1868, 

render it probable that it is an imported disease, which has 

taken root in a soil prepared for its ready development, and is 

now scattering its seeds and cropping up in all qixarters of 

London. The first cases observed were in Whitechapel, but 

the 141 Hospital cases recorded .since the beginning of this 

year have been supplied from as many as twenty-five unions, 

as far apart as G-reenwich and Chelsea to the east and west, 

and as Hendon and Lambeth to the north and south. Mr. 

Simon adds that no estimate can be made of the numbers of 

persons who have passed through relapsing fever at their own 

homes. As none of the Hospital cases were fatal, it is pro¬ 

bable that little special note has been made of those other cases, 

where the distinguishing marks of a disease, of which nothing 

has been seen in the United Eangdom since 1855, may easily 

have failed to be recognised in a field of practice not very 

favourable to accuracy of diagnosis. 

But this is not all. 

“ Of all the results of the disease,” writes Mr. Simon, “the 
most practically important, as regards the community, is the 
protracted convalescence, with the long-continued bodily weak¬ 
ness of_ the patient, who, especially if scantily fed, may be left 
for an indefinite time too weak to earn his living, and a ready 
subject for other disease.” 

Dr. Murchison writes :— 

“ As the spread of relapsing fever and typhus is favoured by 
like conditions, and both diseases are restricted to the poorest 
classes of the community, it has been a common observation 
that an outbreak of relapsing fever has been followed by an 
increased prevalence of typhus. There are grounds, then, for 
apprehending that during the ensuing winter the poor of 
London may be visited not only by an epidemic of relap,sing 
fever, but by an increase of typhus.” 

From this point of view Mr. Simon very properly exercises 

his functions as the adviser of the central sanitary authority 

of the country in calling upon local boards to take precautions 

—not sanitary boards only, but boards of guardians also, on 

whom the material relief of distress is incumbent. We may 

hope, even against expectation, that this warning will not fall 

upon listless inattentive ears. It cannot be said that it is 

premature or unnecessary, although doubtless there will be 

plenty of vestrymen and guardians who wiU, as is customary 

with them, turn to ridicule the vaticinations of the “ Doctors.” 

It is quite proper for the Medical Officer of the Privy Council 

to remind the administrators of the sanitary laws of the ample 

powers conferred upon them ; but all such reminders are but 

as idle tales to persons whom nothing will urge into efficient 

action but a danger imminent to themselves. What has been 

done effectually to check the spread of scarlet fever in London ? 

Just as much, and no more, may be looked for as the practical 

reply to Mr. Simon’s appeal. To put the whole matter in plain 

language, it comes to this— Given an epidemic outbreak of 

contagious disease, the Medical Officers of Health of the 

metropolis might fairly engage to arrest its extension, if 

they were given with it the pecuniary means of doing so. 

Prevention of disease is another term for a free expenditure of 

money; it is a money question almost altogether. If the public 

expect to see our existent sanitary organisation jaroduce the 

results for which it was established, ratepayers must be pre¬ 

pared to defray the attendant expense. 

THE TENT SYSTEM IN GERMAN HOSPITALS. 

(Continued from page 146, Vol. I. 1869.) 

We have given a description of the tents and huts recently 

added to the civil Ho.spitals in some towns of Germany; we 

shall now survey the progress the system has made in military 

Hospitals. It is well known that the maj ority of the latter 

were originally buildings destined for some other purpose. In 

the old or eastern provinces of Prussia we frequently find 

soldiers’ barracks transformed into Hospitals, and in the 

western parts of Germany (Aix-la-Chapelle, Cologne, and 

other cities on the Rhine) the sick soldiers are accommodated in 

buildings which were formerly monasteries. These Hospitals 

have not always airy and well-ventilated wards; it was there¬ 

fore a wise act of the military authorities in Prussia to order or 

recommend the construction of tents. These are now found in 

perhaps a dozen of the larger provincial Hospitals (Gamison- 

lazarethe), and in the metropolis. Fortunately many of the 

old Ho,spitals can boast of beautiful grounds with fine old trees 

under the shade of which the tents find a place. They stand 

on the gravelly soil of the garden, and, where the ground is not 

quite even, we may occasionally find the bedsteads placed on 

bricks. The tents have recently been altered in size, and are 

not so large as the original ones. Their length is forty Prussian 

feet, (a) their width twenty feet, the height of the sides being 

five feet, at the top thirteen feet. Four poles, each fixed in a 

wooden cross on the ground, support the central beam, which 

is generally composed of three pieces. There are seven cohunns 

five feet high at each side. The roof slopes from the centre to 

the sides, and the former is of double canvas, the latter single. 

Two compartments five feet long are partitioned off at each 

end, and serve for attendant’s room and utensils. 

Air enters through two ventilators which are in the ridge, 

often provided with a cover to keep off the rain, but they are 

not always found. The sides may be removed, as they are only 

tacked on to the roof and fastened to the ground. That side 

whence the wind comes may be closed, the other one and 

the front being open. Contrary to the regulations, the tents 

are sometimes nearly closed, and then the air is bad. The 

number of beds is sixteen ; each patient enjoys 400 cubic feet. 

In very hot weather the tents are disagreeably hot, and the 

patients get wet when it rains very hard ; nevertheless it is 

rare that they get a cold—only a few cases of bronchitis are 

known to have happened in one or two of the tents. The 

ground where they stand has to be changed frequently, but the 

attendants (Lazarethgehulfen) are so well trained that they 

are able to construct a tent in little more than a quarter of an 

hour. The Siu’geons are almost unanimous that the results of 

amputations and other grave operations are extremely favour¬ 

able as compared with the operations in the Hospitals. The 

(a) One English, foot is eqnal to 1'029 Prussian. 
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■attendants confirm these statements, and the patients them¬ 

selves are generally very contented. Wounds often heal in a 

"vvonderfully short time. 

In vfinter time the tents cannot be used, and they are 

therefore replaced in some institutions by barrack Hospitals. 

These are ■wooden pa-vilions or (more recently) of -wood and 

stone, raised from the ground, only one floor high, ■with 

windows on each side, ample ridge ventilation, verandahs on 

one or more aides, and two or three largo tile-stoves with air 

ohaimels in the centre of the large ward. Two .sifiendid 

barracks (Barracken) of the kind are now rising from the 

ground near Kiel, where they form a remarkable feature of the 

jidlitary Hospital which is being built there on the corridor 

plan. We shall watch with great interest the development of 

these structures in the various institutions which are about to 

Jidopt or have recently constructed them. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The nomination of candidates for the representation of the 

Universities of Glasgow and Aberdeen took place in the Col¬ 

lege at Glasgow on Tuesday last. Mr. Archibald Smith, of 

.Jordan-hfll, was proposed by Mr. William Towers Clark, and 

seconded by the Rev. Dr. Eadie ; Mr. Edward Stratheam 

Gordon, Dean of the Faculty of Advocates, was iiroposed by 

Mr. Leslie, and seconded by Mr. C. D. Donald. The show of 

hands was declared to be considerably in favour of Mr. Gordon. 

A poll was demanded in favour of Mr. Smith, and is fixed to 

begin on Monday, November 15. It will last five days. The 

general opinion seems to be that Mr. Gordon is tolerably sure 

of election—a belief which has certainly ripened under the in¬ 

fluence of Mr. Smith’s studied protestations of ignorance of 

the subjects which are of the greatest interest to the Medical 

graduates. Mr. Gordon, we believe, has pledged himself in 

favour of an amended Medical Act. 

The verdict of the jury empanelled to inquire into the circum¬ 

stances of the death of Santa Nistri at the County Lunatic 

Asylum of Hanwell has rightly failed to satisfy the public. 

We cannot, however, blame either the jury or the coroner for 

the unsatisfactory nature of their conclusion, for it must be 

acknowledged that the letter of the e^vidence did not justify 

any but a doubtful one. Nevertheless the publication of the story 

has thruwn a heavy load of suspicion on the officials of the Han¬ 

well Asylum, which, in the absence of further public inquiry, 

must remain. As the history is a sliort one, we will tell it at 

the risk of the charge of repeating Avhat is already notorious. 

On October 11, a man, named Santa Nistri, was admitted into 

the HauweU Asylum. His left eye was bruised, but there is 

no e'vidence to show that he was otherwise injured. He was 

an unmanageable patient, and was placed in the padded room. 

On Sunday, October 17, he was dressed against his wiU by an 

attendant named Pile. It appears that he resisted vigorously 

—“biting and snapping-.” In order to dress him we are in¬ 

formed that the attendant Pile lay down beside him. It is 

also in evidence that on the same day Nistri fell on a stone 

floor, and also that while in the Asylum he fell over a mat on 

some railings. On the Sunday in question he had a shivering 

fit, and was ill. On Monday he was able to walk, but on 

Tuesday he was obliged to be carried. On Wednesday his 

wife and Dr. Hawkes, who was then sent for, visited him, and 

found him suffering from serious injm-ies. The follo^wing day 

he died, and the post-mortem examination revealed fracture of 

the sternum and a collection of matter under that bone, fracture 

of the third, fourth, sixth, and seventh right ribs, and of the 

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh left ribs; the left eye was very 

black and lacerated, and there was a large bruise on the left 

chest. The jury, “ after a short consultation, found that death 

resulted from injuries received, but how received there was no 

evidence to show, though the jury believed they were caused 

after the patient’s admission to the Asylum.” The opinion of 

Dr. Diplock, the coroner, seems to have been that the injuries 

were inflicted on the Sunday, and in his summing up he sug¬ 

gested the theory of the injuries ha-ving been caused by some one 

kneeling on the man’s chest. Dr. Hawkes said that he believed 

it was possible, though very improbable, that the injuries were 

caused by the fall. We do not, however, care to adopt 

especially any theory in the matter, for on no supposition is it 

possible to acquit entirely the staff of Hanwell. Supposing 

even that the inj uries were inflicted before Nistri came under 

their care, is it possible that a patient can be received at one 

of our largest lunatic asylums without undergoing examina¬ 

tion on his arrival by a Medical officer ? If there had been 

anything like an adequate Medical inspection, this at once 

would set at rest the theory of the pre-existence of the 

injuries. If there were not, the authorities of Plan well 

are seriously to blame. On the other hand, it would 

seem that a patient may remain suffering from eight broken 

ribs and a broken sternum in Hanwell during an unknown 

period of from three to nine days -without his injuries even 

being examined, to say nothing of diagnosed, by a Sui-geon. 

These observations lie on the surface. Deeper still, there is the 

grave suspicion of unwarrantable violence on the part of the 

attendants which the man’s condition reasonably suggests. In 

reference to this suspicion we would ask, where was the necessity 

for dressing Nistri against his ■will on Sunday morning ? Sm-ely 

to do so was to -violate one of the first canons of the non¬ 

restraint system. In a jpadded room the man would not have 

taken more harm than when falling about on a stone floor, or 

kicking, struggling, and biting with a keeper stretched beside 

him. Could the unfortunate have been worse cared for under 

the old strait-waistcoat system ? This is not the first time of 

late that the public have been reminded that the whole of the 

legal machinery for the protection of lunatics is not in perfect 

working, although two or three qualified Medical men have 

been prosecuted for receiving harmless patients without the 

consent of the Commissioners of Lunacy. We do not defend 

the practice of the private reception of lunatics, but we do 

say that there are also dangers in the opposite direction. At 

present the public have no adequate control over the manage¬ 

ment of our large asylums, and the inspection of those esta¬ 

blishments, as now conducted, is ineffectual to insure the 

decent care of the insane. If we are asked for the proof of 

our allegation, we need advance no stronger one than the case 

of Santa Nistri. 

The Chancellorship of the University of Oxford seems Likely 

to be conferred, -without a contest, on the Marquis of Salisbury. 

Mr. Selfe, the Thames-street magistrate, acting under the 

26th section of the Sanitary Act, has, at the request of Dr. 

Ellison and Dr. Woodford,, the Medical Officers to the Board of 

Works of the Poplar District, sent an Irish family, consisting 

of father, mother, and three children, all suffering under con¬ 

tagious fever, to the Fever Hospital. The 26th section of the 

Sanitary Act of 1866 pro-vides that “where a Hospital or 

place for the reception of the sick is provided -within the district 

of a nuisance authority, any justice may, with the consent of 

the superintending body of such Hospital or place, by order on 

a certificate, signed by a legally quahfied Medical Practitioner, 

direct the removal to such Hospital or place for the reception 

of the sick at the cost of the nuisance authority of any person 

suffering from any dangerous, contagious, or infectious disorder, 

being without proper lodging or accommodation, or lodged in a 

roomoccupiedbymorethanonefamily,or beingon board anyship 

orvessel.” In the case brought under the notice of Mr. Selfe, the 

fever-stricken family inhabited two rooms, -without furniture, con- 

jointly with another family, who had not been yet attacked. 

They refused to be removed, and the Medical officers, through 

Mr. Charles Young, the solicitor, applied to the magistrate for 

powers to remove them by compulsion. The only difficulty in 
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the magistrate’s way arose from the "wording of the section, 

which defines “ a Hospital or place for the reception 

of the sick -ndthin the district of a nuisance autho¬ 

rity.” Now, the Fever Hospital at Islington is not within 

the Poplar district. Mr. Sclfe, however, most laudably 

acted up to the spirit of the Act, if not to the letter, in 

signing an oi’der for the removal of the Iii.sh family, and in 

giving directions for its enforcement. This is said to be the 

first time this section of the Act has been put in force. 

An effort is being made to obtain the disused burying ground 

in the Gray’s-inn-road for a pleasure-ground for the parish of 

St. Andrew’s, Holborn, and the neighbourhood. We heartily 

wish it success. 

The approval the majority of the General Council of the 

University of Edinburgh, which met on Friday last, has given 

to the admission of women to Medical study in that University 

—a measure before resolved on by the University Court—must 

not be taken as an expression of the opinion of the Medical 

gTaduates. It is well known that the Profession of Medicine 

is in no degree represented in the meetings of the General 

Council of the University. But very few of the Medical 

graduates of Edinburgh reside in that city or its neighbour¬ 

hood; the larg-e majority are in other parts of the United 

Kingdom and the colonies. Could their votes have been taken 

on the subject, there is not a question that the admission of 

women to the Medical classes of the University would have 

been rejected. As it is, this innovation has been adopted and 

carried by a number of doctrinaire Scotch presbyters and 

lawyers, Avhose conception of what is a fitting occupation for 

“leddies ” has been formed without any practical acquaintance 

■with Medical studies or practice. One thing, however, is to 

cur minds clear. The Medical School of the University of 

Edinbui’gh cannot be both a school for women and a school for 

men. The University must elect which it will receive, for it 

AviU. soon find out it cannot receive both. The University of 

Edinburgh has derived a large number of its students from 

England. We venture to i^rophesy that if this commingling 

of the sexes is to continue that supply "wiU be cut off. What 

English father would send his son to a University to receive 

instruction, with a number of “ bonnie lassies,” from Professor 

Bennett on physiology--especiaUy in the present state of the 
Scotch mandage laAv ? 

The inquest on the late Mrs. Fowler, of Penge, has proved 

that if the public are to be protected from poisoning themselves 

by legislation, an act of far greater stringency than the 

recent Sale of Poisons Act must be passed. The case of 

Mrs. Fowler shows that a person may go into a chemist’s 

shop and ask for poison to kdl cats. His name is entered 

in a book, and he is supplied with five grains of strychnia. 

The law has been strictly complied with, and no further 

inquiries are made. The purchaser goes home, leaves the 

poison, and it is taken by his wife, who seems to have been 

fuUy aware of Avhat she was doing. It is clear that the mere 

entry of t’ne name of the purchaser does not check these occur¬ 

rences. Admitting the propriety of legislation, ought such 

poisons as strychnia to be sold "without a Medical certificate or 

prescription ? 

The Pathological Society on Tuesday night discussed the 

subject of “Foreign Bodies” in the alimentary canal in 

general, and in the appendix vermiformis cseci in particular, 

with peculiar gusto. The case which elicited the discussion 

"was one in which a pin had got into the appendix vermifonnis, 

Avhere it had crea.ted local inflammation, AA'hich had been 

foUoAved by abscesses in the liver. Some marvellous stories were 

certainly told on the occasion. The quotation of Mr. Skey’s 

remark that the appendix vermiformis was made to catch 

cherrystones dreAV from Dr. Dickinson a highly pictorial 

description of the mode in which nature prompts the inhabit¬ 

ants of Switzerland to disseminate the cherry along the moun¬ 

tain roads and passes of that charming country. Other speakers 

gave instances of the deglutition and passage of needles and gold 

plates "with artificial teeth, which, after they had been sub¬ 

jected to the juices of the alimentary canal, “ fitted better than 

ever.” But the chmax was reached by Mr. Arnott, who 

related the case of a woman who, like the child in “ Pick"wick,” 

“ rattled in the inside,” and whose caecum, after her death, was 

found to contain a number of cherrystones worn by constant 

attrition. It was impossible to cap this, and it closed the dis¬ 

cussion. The newspapers this week have contained an account 

of a woman at Grayton-le-Marsh who died of peritonitis, and 

whose stomach and oesophagus were found stuffed with hmnan 

hair. The history of the case was that for twelve years she 

had eaten her own hair. Collections of hair have been found 

in human stomachs before; they are not uncommon in the 

stomachs of ruminants, which relieve irritation of the skin by 

licking. 

The latest news of Dr. Livingstone is a letter from Dr. Kirk, 

of Zanzibar, dated September 7, 1869. Dr. Kirk has received 

a letter from Dr. Livingstone, dated Bangweloo, July 8, 1868. 

In that letter Livingstone "wuites :— 

“ I may say I have found what I believe to be the soxirces of 
the Nile, between 10=’ and 12=’ south, or nearly the position 
assigned to them by Ptolemy.” 

From Ai'ab accounts Dr. Kirk believes the “ sources of the 

Nile” referred to by Livingstone to be large lakes. 

In Dr. Eichardson’s lecture, delivered on Tuesday last, he 

showed that hydrate of chloral produces sleep when adminis¬ 

tered as an enema as weU as when given by the mouth or 

introduced subcutaneously. He also showed that butyl alcohol 

and chloride of amyl, when injected under the skin, produce a 

deep sleep similar to that from chloral. 

EOTAL COLLEGE OF S"aEGEOXS. 

The Calendar of this Institution—so gTeat an improvement on 

the old-fashioned list—contains much interesting matter. We 

find that, in the Council of twenty-four members, the metropo- 

litanMedical Schools are well represented:—Guy’s by *Mr. Cock, 

President; *Mr. Hilton, ex-President; and Mr. Birkett, Pro¬ 

fessor of Surgery and Pathology to the College. 8t. Thomas's 

Hospital by *Mr. Solly, Senior Vice-President; Mr. South, ex- 

President ; Clark, ex-Professor; and Simon. King's College 

Hospital by *Sir William Fergusson, Bart., Vice-President. 

University College Hospital by *Mr. Quain, ex-President, and 

Mr. Erichsen. St. Mary's Hospital by Messrs. "‘Lane and 

Spencer Smith. Charing-cross Hospital by Mr. Hancock, ex. 

Professor. The London Hospital by Mr. Curling. St. Bartho¬ 

lomew's Hospital by Mr. Paget, ex-Professor, and Mr. Holden; 

and St. George's Hospital by Mr. Hewett, ex-Professor. 

[Those "ndth an asterisk are members of the Court of Exa¬ 

miners.] In the Court of Examiners there are now three 

members no longer on the Council—"viz., Messrs. Skey and 

Partridge, ex-Presidents, and Mr. Adams. Mr. South is the 

only member of the Council who has t"wice filled the President’s 

chair; he is now, by the resignation of Mr. Swan, the only life 

member. The only Medical Schools not represented on the Coun¬ 

cil are the Westminster and Middlesex. Of the Fellows, there are 

by examination 389, honorary 210, and by election 730, making 

a total of 1329. As Members of Parliament, we find Messrs. 

Brady, Clement, DaLrymple, and Vanderbyl. In the Calendar we 

find a Mini.ster Plenipotentiary in Sir Kutherford Alcock, a Lord 

Bishop in Dr. F. T. McDougal, and a great number of magis¬ 

trates. Of the surviving FeUows and Members who have carried 

off the Collegial Triennial and Jacksonian Prizes, we find that Mr. 

Swan obtained two of the former and two of the latter. Messrs. 

Coote and Harley are the only other Collegial prize-essayists. Of 

those surviving who have carried off the Jacksonian Prize, we 

find Mr. Wm. Adams, Sir E. Alcock (two), Messrs. Annandale, 
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Bird, Birkett, Clay, Crisp (two), Crompton, Curling, De Meric, 

Downing, Gaskell, GrifSth, Heath, Hulke, Edwin Lee, Henry 

Lee, Poland, J. Smith, Swain, Sir H. Thompson (two), and 

John Wood. The writer in the Times on extraordinary 

longevity would find some wonderful illustrations of prolonged 

existence in members of our Profession, as shown in the 

Calendar of the Royal College of Surgeons of the present 

year. In a cursory glance we have found just half a score 

Members whose united ages amount to 946 years, giving an 

average of 94 years and rather more than seven months to each 

of these gentlemen. As such distinguished nonagenarians 

deserve to be handed down to posterity in the pages of the 

Medical Times and Gazette, we subjoin their names with the 

dates of their diploma, and if to these dates the age of 22 years 

is added it wiU be seen that the youngest must be 92, and that 

the oldest has reached the great age of 99 years. In alphabetical 

order, then, they appear as Henry Boys, 1796 ; Thomas Cooke, 

1799; W. W. Cox, 1795; Henry H. P. Ferris, 1797 (as this 

gentleman’s address is “Army,” are not the initials we have 

placed in capitals indicative of “ half-pay P ”); Samuel Grant, 

1799; Philip Haffe, 1795; Robert Lowe, 1792; Thomas 

Smith, 1794; James Williamson, 1799; and J. T. Wylde, 

1798. On the per contra side of this longevity we find 

that of the eighteen distinguished students in Human and 

Comparative Anatomy only half survive—viz., taking them in 

chronological oi’der, Messrs. '“W. A. HiUman, * John Williams, 

*E. C. Hulme, J. T. Arlidge, *D. H. Monckton, John Falconer, 

H. V. Carter, J. L. Lizars, and H. R. Silvester. [Those 

gentlemen marked with an asterisk ai’e Fellows of the College.] 

The deceased are—William Crozier, J. T. Quekett, James 

Dunn, S. R. Pittard, George Hansbraw, C. H. Hallett, 

G. R. Sldnner, J. H. Sylvester, and T. H. Stewart. Of the five 

gentlemen who have received the honorary gold medal of the 

College there are surviving Messrs. J. Swan (1825), G. Bennett 

(1834), and W. L. Crowther (1869). Of the olficers of the 

College, Mr. Stone takes the lead by seniority of service, 

having been appointed in 1832, followed by Mr. Chatto, 1853; 

Mr. Trimmer, 1859 ; and Mr. Flower, 1861. Altogether the 

Calendar of the College of Surgeons will be found to contain 

much interesting information. N.B.—We must not assume 

that all the above old gentlemen are alive ; only no notice of 

their death has reached the College. Perhaps their relatives 

will clear up this point. 

V 

THE NOMEHCLATiniE OF DISEASE. 

We understand that the Surgeon-General of the Army of the 

United States has at present under consideration the propriety 

of adopting the new nomenclature of disease drawn up in 1868 

by the committee of the Royal College of Physicians, London. 

The nomenclature hitherto in use in the United States Army 

has been substantially identical with that proposed by Dr. 

Earr. As the new nomenclature will be employed in the 

returns of our army and navy for 1869, it would be desirable, 

for the sake of comparison, that it should also be used in the 

American and Continental armies. 

BEAEDS AND MOUSTACHES IN THE NAVY. 

Just now, as the question of wearing beards and moustaches in 

the army at home is engaging attention, an order has been 

issued by which these appendages are permitted to be worn 

by all officers and men of the fleet, including the Royal 

Marines, when they embark for Indian service. The order, 

however, is imperative in one particular—\'iz., the use of the 

razor must be entirely discontinued, moustaches are not to be 

worn without the beard, nor is the beard to be worn without 

the moustaches. It is further stated that the permanence of the 

order is to depend on the neatness and cleanhness of the beards 

and moustaches of the wearers. “ The Admiralty,” says the 

Indian Volunteer Gazette, “ have thus set the military authorities 
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an example which they would do well to follow. They have in 

effect abohshed the old order by their subsequent instructions, 

but it would be as well if, hke the naval authorities at home, 

they would come forward and officially and entirely supersede 

the former senseless orders on the subject of beards and 

moustaches, and leave no doubts to disturb the minds of the 

wearers of these appendages.” Reform in the services is slow 

and unsatisfactory. There is too much “ red-tapeism ” and a 

too irresponsible and divided authority to hope for any change, 

however beneficial it may be, unless public opinion is brought 

to bear upon those in office. But it is difficult to imderstand 

how these officials can explain their reasons for withholding 

from the military a privilege which once was thought exclu¬ 

sively their own, when every civilian is entitled to it. 

FBTEE IN THE BAHAMAS. 

A COEEESPONDENT informs US that fevers, chiefly of the severe 

remittent type, but occasionally running into true yellow fever, 

have not been so prevalent as they are at present in Nassau 

since 1865. A considerable increase in this class of disease 

occurred during September among the civil population, the 

black troops, and the families of the European officers and non¬ 

commissioned officers. The troops have not been moved out 

into camp, there being no suitable ground available for them 

during the heavy rains. 

DEATH FROM HYDROPHOBIA. 

A CASE of this terrible, though happily rare, disease terminated 

fatally in the Meath Hospital, Dublin, on Thursday week. 

From information given by the unfortunate patient liimself, 

and from facts which subsequently came to light at the inquest, 

it would appear that the subject of the malady, a labouring 

man, named James Egan, was, one morning in the middle of 

July last, bitten on the right wrist by a dog which at the 

time presented undoubted symptoms of rabies. The wound 

was cauterised, and the man continued in good health up to 

Saturday, October 23, on which day he complained of uneasy 

sensations and pain in the vicinity of the original wound. 

These continued unabated until the following Tuesday morning, 

when he became unable to swallow fluids. On his admission 

to Hospital next day, it was found that the mere sight or 

sound of water produced no effect, but the attempt to drink 

ever so httle of it brought on spasmodic efforts of the most 

distressing kind. It was noticed at this time that the heart’s 

action was turbulent and excited, and that there existed an 

occasional irregularity in the rhythm of its sounds. Further 

than tliis, no physical condition was observed. During the 

ensuing night the patient became at times delirious, and in 

this state he continued for a period of twenty-four hours, 

when death put an end to his sufferings. 

DISLOCATION AT THE HIP. 

Reduction of dislocation at the hip-joint by manipulation is 

such a ready method, when compared with the old-fashioned 

process by pulleys, that any addition to the history of the sub¬ 

ject is valuable, as it may be turned to account and employed 

by Surgeons siugle-handed. Mr. Maunder tells us that he has 

lately effected reduction by manipulation in a child five years 

of age who had fallen downstairs some ten days previously. 

The signs of displacement on the dorsum were sufficiently well 

marked, but flexion and extension of the thigh within certain 

hmits were unusually free. Chloroform having been adminis¬ 

tered to incomplete anaesthesia, and the pelvis fixed by an 

assistant, the Surgeon, holding the knee mth the right hand, 

flexed the hmb forcibly upon the pelvis, at the same time rotat¬ 

ing outwards. From this the extremity was carried by circum¬ 

duction into a position of extreme abduction, and then, while 

being passed by continued circumduction towards extension, 

the head of the bone passed to the acetabulum with a jerk. 
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On another occasion Mr. Maunder reduced a similar dislocation 

in an adult without the aid of chloroform; but the drug is useful 

to prevent voluntary muscular effort. Mr. Maunder’s patient, 

who was submitted to amputation at the hip-joint for tumour 

of the thigh early last week, is progTessing favourably. 

SEA WATER IN LONDON. 

Foe a long time past various schemes have been proposed for 

supplying the inhabitants of London with sea water. One of the 

most notable of these was the suggestion of bringing seawater 

from Brighton by means of an aqueduct. The expense, however, 

was regarded as too great to be remunerative. A company has 

just been formed under the title of “ The London and 

Brighton Sea Water Company,” which has for its object 

to supply the metropolis with pure sea water, at so low 

a rate as to bring it within the reach of all. It is 

proposed to draw the water from the sea daily by means 

of a steam pump, then to filter it and remove sand and other 

mechanical impurities. The Company undertake to deliver 

daily, Sundays excepted, one gallon of water, at the rate of 

one shilling a week, and five gallons for four shillings and six¬ 

pence. For the present the delivery is limited to the western 

parts of London, but, if the demand is sufficient, other parts 

of the metropolis will be supplied on the same terms. The 

project, if properly carried out, is deserving of the support of 

the public and the Profession, and we hope it may be successful. 

It is unnecessary to enlarg’e on the value of the daily use of 

sea-water as a means of maintaining health and of sti’engthen- 

ing and invigorating the system. In the nursery its use is 

invaluable, and it is to be hoped that it will be generally 
resorted to. 

MEDICAL CLUBS AT PEESTON. 

The following circular has been addressed to the secretaries of 

the various friendly societies and clubs in Preston;—■ 

“ At a meeting of the members of the Preston Medical 
Society, held on July 16, 1869, the subjoined resolutions were 
unanimously adopted by the Medical men practising in this 
town :—• 

“ ‘ 1. That three sliillings be the minimum charge per 
member per annum for attendance on all friendly societies 
and clubs, for adult persons residing within the borough. 

“ ‘ 2. That no club Medical officer be required to attend club 
patients outside the limits of the borough, excejit on the pay- 
menf of mileage, as may be agreed on.’ 

“1 beg respectfully to inform you that on and after January 1, 
1870, my charg’es will be in accordance with the above.” 

It seems scarcely credible that any objection can be offered to 

these resolutions by the clubs, yet we hear it rumoured that they 

propose to bring in some qualified person to take the bulk of 

the societies. We cannot believe that any respectable member 

of our Profession will accept such an appointment. The result 

of the experiment in other phtces has not been successful, and 

has been somewhat humiliating to us as a profession. In 

Preston up to the present time clubs have only paid two 
shillings and sixpence a head ! 

THE DOCTOR ON THE STAGE. 

One of our contemporaries has published an article with the 

above title. It is difficult to understand for what jim-pose, 

unless, indeed, it be to eulogise Mr. Burnand and Mr. Eyder 

at the expense of Shakespeare. The writer singularly enough 

finds fault with Shakespeare that his delineations of the cha¬ 

racters of the. Apothecary in Borneo and Jidiet and the 

Physician in Macbeth are not so complimentary to our 

Profession as is the character of Dr. Mortimer in the Turn 

of the Tide. ^ How should they be, looking at the state of 

the “ Profession” in Shakespeare’s time ? We contend, how¬ 

ever, that the character of Macbeth’s Physician is honourable to 

us. He was evidently a man of observation and knowledge. It 

is true he says but little, and occupies a very small position in 

the play. But what he does say is to the purpose. His advice 

to the waiting-woman in the sleep-walking scene proves that 

he was a sensible man. What Physician of the present day 

could give better advice, so far as it goes ?— 

“ Unnatural deeds 
Do breed unnatural troubles; infected minds 
To their deaf jiillows will discharge their secrets ; 
More needs she the divine than the physician. 

Look after her; 
Eemove from her the means of all annoyance. 
And still keep eyes upon her.” 

So, when Macbeth puts the question— 

“ How does your patient, Doctor 1 ” 

He rej)lies— 

“ Not so sick, my lord. 
As she is troubled with thick-coming fancies 
That keep her from her rest.” 

And when Macbeth asked him if he could 

“ Cure of her that,” 

He replies—■ 

“ Therein the patient must minister to liimself.” 

What a contrast is there in all this to the drivelling' stuff 

uttered by the “Apothecary”! The reason is obvious; 

the Apothecary of the time of Shakspeare (always excepting 

the founder of the institution in Blackfriars)—and we believe 

he drew from the life—was a mere culler of simples, 

an illiterate tradesman, often poverty-stricken. But the 

Physician was a man of education, and usually of a 

good family. Shakespeare was contemporary with many 

of the most celebrated men who have belonged to us. In his 

time lived Boger Marbeck, the first Registrar of the College of 

Physicians; Dr. William Bayley, Physician to Queen Eliza¬ 

beth ; Robert Jacob, who was selected by Queen ELi.zabeth to 

go to Russia to attend on one of the royal fanuly, and a host 

of other able and learned men whose names and history are 

chronicled in Dr. Monk’s most interesting “ Roll of the College 

of Physicians.” Shakespeare, no doubt, had come into contact 

with some of these, and drew from the life, making allowances 

for the scene of Macbeth being in Scotland and its action 

having taken place a long time before. At aU events, this is 

certain : Dr. Mortimer, either in Macbeth or Romeo and Juliet, 

would have been as sadly out of place as “the Physician” or 

the “Apothecary” in the Turn of the Tide. By the bye, 

there is one anecdote -with reference to the question of Macbeth 

and the answer of the Physician which may be mentioned 

here. Dr. Johnson was lying iU in Bolt-court, and oppressed 

with that melancholy to which he was often a victim. Dr. 

Brockelsby was in attendance. Johnson quoted in full the 

question of Macbeth, “ Canst not minister to a mind diseased,” 

etc., and Brockelsby answered in the very words of the “ Phy¬ 

sician.” We have no ivishto“run down” the Turn of the 

Tide. It is an excellent piece. The character of Dr. Mor¬ 

timer is well drawn and' admirably acted, but we are siu’e 

nothing would be more offensive to Mr. Burnand than a 

eulogy upon himself which by innuendo speaks slightingly of a 

name which is idolised and revered by every Englishman. 

FROM ABROAD.—THE VELOCIPEDE IN COUNTRY PRACTICE-AQUA- 

PUNCTURE - M. KEISHABEE ON THE PARIS BIOLOGICAL 

LABORATORIES. 

i 

i 

I 

M. P. Matthieu, writing in a recent number of the Tribune 

Medical, calls attention to the great utility of velocipedes in 

country practice. Speed and Medical practice, he obseiwes, 

can scarcely be regarded as incompatible, and yet most iiersons, 

on first hearing of the velocipede, only regard it as boys’ jilay, 

little deserving of serious attention. He speaks from expe¬ 

rience in the matter’; and first, as to the difficulty of this 

description of equitation, he says it is quite imaginary. Of 

five velocipedists—the youngest being- 37 years of age—of his 

acquaintance, all acquired the art in about two hours. Once 

the habit of the exercise acquired, and it is performed, so to 

say, as instinctively as walking. On a level road it can be 
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pursued with the eyes shut as easily as possible. Even the 

lame are put on a par with others, for if one of the winches upon 

wliich the feet act is made a little shorter than the other, all 

goes on smoothly. There is no mode of locomotion attended 

with less danger, and the accidents that have happened have 

arisen from using badly made bicycles or preferring tricycles 

to these. The supposed advantage of these last in rendering 

the equilibrium more stable is quite illusory. After a few 

days’ practice this becomes established, as it were, in¬ 

stinctively, without any effort. As a practical machine, 

the two-wheeler is alone possible. The tricycle not only 

goes much slower, and cannot turn sharp without over¬ 

setting, but it is far more fatiguing and can only be 

manoeuvred on a broad level surface. The bicycle can follow 

the course of the carriages in the street. The fatigue this 

causes is far less than could be expected. Much depends upon 

the character of the road, but, as a mean, M. Mattliieu calcu¬ 

lates that for the same amount of route traversed there is two 

and a half times less fatigue caused than in walking. Although 

only the femoral triceps is actually brought vigorously into 

play, the action of the respiration and circulation is vigorous, 

and a “ hygienic moisture ” of the skin, if not sweating, is 

kept up. Walking causes imich more general lassitude, as 

might be expected, as the velocipede supports the general 

weight of the body, and the tassement of the spinal column 

which takes place at every step in walking is obviated. Certain 

it is that such fatigue as is produced is dissipated much sooner 

than that caused by wallring’. M. Matthieu calculates that a 

man of medium strength may accomplish without fatigue, 

on roads tolerably well kept, and in a not too hiUy district, 

eight leagues diem, at a medium speed of seven or eight 

miles per hour. Fifteen leagues a day and more may be very 

well managed. As has been said, much depends upon the road, 

as also on the wind. If the hills are steep, it may be necessary 

to dismount and walk, the velocipede becoming then a kind of 

moving wallring-stick. But once on the brow, the descent on 

the other side may be accomplished with far greater rapidity 

than would be safe on horseback. A bad state of the roads 

from mud, thawing, etc., offers a great obstacle ; but this will 

be overcome by future improvements. Already much good 

has resulted from surrounding the wheels with a band of 

caoutchouc, which it is said enables the velocipede to be used 

at all seasons, as the caoutchouc does not adhere to the mud, 

and easily yields to slight obstacles. If the inconveniences 

are thus not very serious, the advantages are obvious—viz., 

safety, speed, comfort, hygienic utility, and economy. To 

speak only of this last, the velocipede may replace the country 

Doctor’s horse or carriage if he hires in bad weather, and 

especially it may prevent the need of a second horse, and 

save 500 or 600 francs annually. There is also the economy 

of time to be considered. Every country Doctor knows what 

it is to have to wait for his horse or even to saddle it for an 

urgent night journey, and here he has a docile, patient beast, 

always ready. Again, many visits at short distances now made 

on foot might be thus ridden to at a great saving of time. 

M. MaUez has been trying in his clinic, in several cases of 

sympathetic muscular pain, the effects of a new and ingenious 

form of revulsion invented by M. Matthieu, and by him desig¬ 

nated “ Aquapuncture.” Attached to a forcing-pump is a 

leaden pipe with a filiform adjustment at its extremity. 

Pressure on the lever of the pump causes the penetration under 

the skin, through a capillary puncture, of some grammes of 

water which distend the subcutaneous cellular tissue, forming 

a small whitish spot, from the centre of which sometimes a 

droplet of blood issues. The first penetration of the cutis 

causes a sharpish pain; but this soon ceases, and in fifteen or 

twenty minutes the effused water disappears, leaving only the 

traces of a mere puncture, the pain having also disappeared. 

M. MaUez has employed it in some twenty cases. One of these 

was an example of severe sacro-lumbar muscular pains accom¬ 

panying ataxy of the bladder, with enlarged prostate. Twenty- 

eight points of aquapunctiu’e, made in the region of pain, were 

foUowed by immediate relief. Another patient suffering from 

prostatic discharge, with rachialgia, was instantly relieved after 

eight punctures in the perineal and four in the lumbar region. 

The other cases more or less completely resembled these both 

in the muscular and sympathetic character of the pain and in 

the speedy reUef—or, at all events, considerable alleviation 

—obtained, and that more rapidly and more completely than by 

faradisation or other means of revulsion. 

M. Krishaber, a writer weU acquainted with the state of 

science both in Germany and France, bears testimony to the 

activity with which physiological laboratories of the most com¬ 

plete kind are now being organised in Paris. At the Jardin 

des Plantes one is being prepared iinder the auspices of 

M. Claude Bernard, intended rather for experimental investi¬ 

gation than direct instruction, which will leave nothing to bo 

desired. A chef de travaux for each of the three chief sections 

of science has been nominated, the labours of all converging 

towards the same end—biological experiments. The laboratory 

of the CoUege de France has also been greatly improved, and 

wiU be devoted more dii’ectly to the instruction of pupils; or 

rather, owing to the liberality with which the institution is 

opened, to audiences desirous of instruction. The Faculty 

of Sciences and the Ecole de Medecine are also making the 

most laudable efforts to rival these bodies; and, as far as the 

laboratories and their appliances are concerned, they are quite 

on a level with, and in some particulars surpass, those of other 

countries. Nor are the men who are to render their teaching 

fruitful wanting’, as may be known from the work done when 

such powerful aids to its accomplishment did not exist. 

But in M. EPishaber’s opinion the great want now is the 

institution of numerous chairs. In Germany, he observes, 

from the very first year of their Medical studies, a certain 

number of the pupils pursue a direction as regards the acces¬ 

sory sciences which as surely conducts them to the professoriat, 

as a different direction pursued by others of their body leads to 

practice. Five or six years of study, and thi’ee or four, or 

even less, officiating as assistants, together with the production 

of some original work—which in such a medium is almost a 

matter of course—are the usual conditions for obtaining a 

chair. The multiplicity of schools and their scientific equality 

facihtate this; and the system of calling from chair to chair 

in the various universities, constituting a scientific and variable 

hierarchy, is an admirable stimulus to exertion. Every one 

has scope to show what he is capable of doing, and a proba¬ 

bility of a reward attending his labours. Not only does 

Germany in this way secure first-rate professors for her ovti 

chairs, but she supphes them for Eussia, Italy, and Switzer¬ 

land ; but such is the impulse now given to biological science 

that, notwithstanding the large number of Faculties, there is 

even in Germany a penury of chairs. Not that all is by any 

means as it should be in Germany, for Practitioners are there 

not infrequently insufficiently instructed, in consequence 

of the deficiency of the essential clinical element in the 

small schools, and in such a great deal too much is made 

of what is so pompously styled Physiological Medicine ; 

conclusions are drawn from hasty impressions, and there is an 

incessant chase after novelties of questionable practical appli¬ 

cation. But while we admire the abuudance, accessibility, and 

scientific position of the German schools, we need not be blind 

to their defects, or imitate their imperfections. It is certain, 
however, that the mere erection of laboratories, however com¬ 
plete and expensive, will never be of much avail unless steps 
be taken for the foundation of numerous chairs. Those who 
are desirous of pursuing a scientific career must meet with the 
encouragement which leads to material participation in the 
work in hand. The marshal’s baton must lie in the knapsack. 
Great difficulties may lie in the way of accomplishing the 
chano’es, but, whether effected or not, at all events the illusion 
must'not be entertained that aU has been done for the pro¬ 
sperity of science when biological laboratories have been created. 
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THE EXISTINO LAWS RELATING 
TO THE PROTECTION OF INCORRIGIBLE 

DRUNKAEDS. 

The modern proceeding' by commission de lunatico inquireudo 

is based upon no Act of Parliament whatever. It forms part 

of tbe ancient jm-isdiction or prerogative of the Crown. “ The 

whole prerogCvtive,” says Lord Chancellor Erskine, “ is this-— 

it falls to the king to take care of those who cannot take care 

of themselves.” 

It is singular that the term lunaticus, which, though derived 

from a vulgar error, gives the title to the modern proceeding, 

is not to be found in any form of the old writ, nor in the 

statute de prarogativa regis, 17 Edw. II. c. ix. x., defining that 

prerogative. The words of that Act are—“The Idng shall 

have the custody of the lands of natural fools {fattwrum 

naturalium). . . . Also the king shall provide, when any 

(that beforetime hath had his wit and memory) happen to fail 

of his wit {non fuerit compos mentis), as there are many pcr- 

lucida intervalla, that their lands and tenements shall be safely 
kept . . . to be delivered tmto them when they come to 
right mind {quando memoriam reeuperaverinf).” 

Lord Coke, in his commentary upon Littleton, thus speaks 
of the term non compos mentis .-—“Aon compos mentis,"' saith he, 
“ explaineth the true sense ; and caUeth him not amens, demens, 
ftiTvos'iis, liinaticiis, J^atniis, stultiis, oi* the like ^ for non compos 
mentis is most sure and legal.” 

The late Mr. Chitty, in his work on “ Medical Jurispru¬ 
dence,” published in 1834, says—“The words ‘unsoimd mind,’ 
‘ unsound memory,’ and ‘ non-sane memory,’ were in the older 
statutes and in the ancient law books indiscriminately used to 
signify not only lunacy (which strictly means a madness with 
lucid or sane intervals), but also any permanent adventitious or 
acquired insanity, as distinguished from idiocy, which usually 
meant congenital incapacity. The recent Act 11 G-eo. IV. and 
1 TV^m,. IV. c. Ixiv. and Ixv., in the enacting clause uses only 
the term lunatic ; but then a subsequent clause (sect. 2, the 
interpretation clause) declares that that term shall extend 
to any idiot, or person of unsound mind, or incapable of 
managing Ms affairs; and the last term may be taken 
as synon^ous to_ the preceding expression, or at least as 
a legislative exposition of the term unsound mind, or indeed 
as of stm more extensive signification—viz., any incapacity 
that has, in the opinion of a jui’y, rendered the individual 
unfit to be intrusted with the possession or management of his 
property, and rendering it essential, in their opinion, that a com¬ 
mission of lunacy should be issued against him, so that some 
person should be appointed to take care of In'm and his pro¬ 
perty, and this without actually finding that the party is an 
idiot, lunatic, or insane; so that in a legal view there are now 
four descriptions of mental incapacity—viz., first, idiocy; 
secondly, lunacy (where the individual is sometimes sane in all 
respects) ; tliirdly, insaniti, which may be either general or 
partial, in the latter case t jrmed monomania; and, fourthly, 
any such degree of imbeci 'ity as to incapacitate a party to take 
care of Ms o%on property; and in each of which cases the law 
interferes, at least as regards civfi. cases. Indeed, even before 
the last Act, Lord Eldon and Lord Redesdale, contrary, how¬ 
ever, to Lord Hardwick, considered that such a weakness as to 
endanger the care of property satisfied even the then more 
strict definition of the term unsound mind. But the express 
words of the last Act, “ or any person incapable of managing Ms 
affaii s, remove all doubt, and at all events practically 
afford to a jury the power of finding their verdict, so as to 
-authorise a commission of lunacy, whenever they think that the 

'pa.vij Yikb eYinced. such a degree of tveakness of mind as to be in¬ 
capable of managing his own affairs, so that now a jury need not 
be perplexed with any Medical technicality upon the precise 
nature or name of the mental infirmity, and a commission may 
now be obtained and supported, if a jury should think fit, 
against any person whose mental faculties are so enfeebled as to 
rend^ him incompetent to act for himself, without any precise 
mquiry whether he was born an idiot, or afterwards became 
insane, or has been enfeebled by old age, or by intoxication, 
or other means; and the substance of the question is, at least to 
a jury impanelled to inquire into the propriety of a commis¬ 
sion of lunacy, whether the party is capable of managing his 
own affairs.” (Chitty’s “Medical Jurisprudence,” pp. 343 
and 344.) 

Such Avas the opinion of one of the first lawyers of his day. 
That opinion Avas based not merely upon the recent Act (which 
was not an Act for regulating such proceedings, but an “ Act 
for Consolidating and Amending the Laws relating to Property 
belonging to Infants, Eemes-coverts, Idiots, Lunatics, and 
Persons of Unsound Mind”), but upon the preAuously expressed 
opinions of Lords Eldon and Eedesdale. Let us therefore 
refer to the opinions of those learned judges. 

In re Eidgway v. DarAvin (December 18, 1802), reported in 
8 Vesey, p. 65, Lord Eldon (Chancellor) said:—“ I have reason 
to believe that in Lord HardArick’s time the Coiut did not 
grant a commission of lunacy in cases in which it has since 
been gTanted. Of late the question has not been whether the 
party is absolutely insane, but the court has thought itself 
authorised (though certainly many delicate and difficult cases 
with regard to the liberty of the subject occur upon that) to 
issue the commission, provided it is made out that the party is 
unable to act with any proper and proA'ident management, 
liable to be robbed by any one, under that imbecility of mind, 
not strictly insanity, but as to the mischief caUing for as much 
protection as actual insanity.” “ In a recent case,” continued 
his Lordship, “ the party, Avhen he cotdd be kept sober, was a 
very sensible man; but, in a constant state of intoxication, he 
was perfectly incapable, and Avould have been constantly con¬ 
tracting insanity.” 

And so Lord Erskine (Lord Chancellor a.d. 1806), ea; parte 
Cranmer, 12_Vesey, 448, says :—“I think there ought to be an 
Act of Parliament, not from any defect in the jurisdiction, 
but on the immense moment that the Lord Chancellor should 
not assume an authority that does not belong to him by the 
ancient jurisdiction, and that may press sorely on the liberty 
of the subject. . . . The whole prerogatrie is this—that it 
falls to the King to take care of those who cannot take care of 
themselves.” And even so long ago as the time of Lord 
Hardwick (1744), he seems to have hinted at a desideratum 
which the subsequent statute appears to haAm sripplied. 

Ex parte Barnsley, Lord Hardwick said: “ Possiblj- the law 
may be too strict, and it might be useful in some cases that a 
curator or tutor should be set over prodigal or Aveak j)ersons, as 
in the civil law.” If Mr. Chitty’s vieAV is the correct one, it is 
entirely a question for a jury to decide whether the subject of 
a commission is “ capable of managing his oaati affairs.” It 
certainly was distinctly held by Lord Eedesdale in Carew r. 
Johnston, 2 Sch. and Lef. 280, that the words “non-sane 
memory” used in the Irish statute, 7 C-eo. II. c. xiv., include 
every sort of person of such description, whether idiot or 
lunatic, or incapable of manag-ing himself or his affaii's. It is 
true that Lord HardAvick decreed in Lord Donegal’s case 
(a.d. 1752) that, “ though a jury finds that one is incapable of 
managing his affairs, yet such a finding is not sufficient; 
but they must expressly find him to be of unsound mind.” But 
there has been an alteration in the law since his time, and 
commissions in the nature of those of hmacylxaYQ since been issued 
in cases where there is such an imbecility of mind as renders a 
person incompetent to the management of his affairs or liable 
to be imposed upon {ex parte Cranmer, 12 Vesey, 445, 447, etc.). 

We think an incorrigible drunkard clearly comes Avithin the 
definition of a person “ non compos mentis,” and certainly of one 
“ incapable of managing his OAvn affairs,” and as such might 
well be the subject of a commission in the nature of those of 
lunacy. Neither do we find this view controverted by the 
modern practice of the courts. The principal case supposed to 
favour the idea that occasional unsoundness of mind arising 
from^ accidental and temporary causes, such as excess in drink¬ 
ing, is no ground for a commission, was really decided upon 
altogether another ground ; for although the Lord Chancellor 
(Lord Cottenham) used the words just referred to, he qualified 
them afterwards as follows :—“ I refuse this petition because I 
find no sufficient evidence of unsoundness of mind at the time of 
the inquisition or at the date of the affidavits. New circumstances 
may possibly render an application proper at some future 
time.” The jiiry had in this case expressly found a verdict 
that “ J. B. was not a lunatic, but was of sound mind, and was 
sufficient for the government of himself and his estates,” and 
the application was for a new commission to issue notwith¬ 
standing. 

If, however, incorrigible drimkenness presupposes, like 
lunacy, although with lucid intervals, a continuing malady, 
and not merely an occasional unsoundness arising from excess, 
although excess may haA’e originally created the malady, then 
aU doubts upon such cases being fit subjects for a commission 
in the nature of that of limacy are at once removed. “ To be 
sane, the mind must be perfectly sound; otherwise it is un¬ 
sound.” (Per Sir J. NichoU in Dew v. Clark, 5 Euss. 166, 
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168, re\'iewed per Lord Lyndhurst.) If “ dipsomania,” then, 
be a condition which may he called a state of mind, 
originally induced by excess of drink, which morbidly incites 
to further excess by an uncontrollable impulse, and not 
merely the state of inebriety itself producing a temporary un¬ 
soundness of mind, we think there can be no difficulty, if the 
case is properly presented, in applying the law to the facts. 
“ In a commission, not of lunacy, but in the nature of a writ 
e/e lunatico inqnirendo, it must be remembered,” said Lord 
Eldon in Gibson v. Jeyes (6 Vesey, 272), “it is not necessary 
to establish lunacy, but it is sufficient that the party is in¬ 
capable of managing his own affairs.” The same principles 
that bring the dipsomaniac possessed of property within the 
jurisdiction of a commission in the nature of that de lunatico 
inquirendo, also throw protection around the pauper habitual 
drunkard, who, by a summary process, might be refeiTed to 
the Medical officer of the Union to report on his state of mind, 
and if reported a dipsomaniac, according to the definition 
before given, he would undoubtedly be entitled to that protec¬ 
tion to his person which is included equally with that to pro¬ 
perty in the exercise of the royal prerogative, the whole of 
which is this—“ It falls to the Crown to take care of those who 
cannot take care of themselves.” "W. 

HEALTH OE BOMBAY. 

Although the report of the Health Officer of Bombay for the 

first quarter of the present year presents an unfavourable 

contrast as regards the public health between that city and 

Calcutta and Madras during the same quarter, it still contains 

evidence of the beneficial resffits of improved sanitary conditions. 

The deaths for the quarter were 4888, more by 931 than for 

the same quarter of 1868, but less by 314 than the mean for 

the last ten years. The rate is equal to 'oQ per cent, of the 

population as given by the census, and it is made up as follows 

Per cent. Per cent, on 
per population, deaths for quaiter. 

Fever . -16 27T9 
Diarrhoea . -02 4-13 
Dysentery . -03 5-26 
Small-pox . -08 13-77 
Measles . . -03 4-38 
Cholera . . -04 7-10 
All other causes . -23 38-17 

•59 100-00 

Compared with the coiTesponding quarter of the preceding 
year, the deaths from fever, the disease of Bombay, are less by 
218, from diarrhoea 1 more, from dysentery 13 less, from small¬ 
pox 370 more, measles 189 more, cholera 346 more, and from all 
other causes 256 more. During the first quarter of 1868 there 
had been only one death from cholera, 303 from small-pox, and 
25 from measles, these being the diseases by which chiefly the 
increased mortality of the first quarter of 1869 has been caused. 
The Health Officer traces the increased prevalence of these 
preventible diseases to the usual causes—impure water, imperfect 
ventilation, inadequate drainage, impoverishing diet, and 
neglect of vaccination. In the presence of such unfavourable 
influences, the decrease of mortality from fever is at first sight 
rather remarkable, but may probably be accounted for by the 
general absence of the property of contagion in fevers of 
malarious origin, and by the epidemic prevalence of the other 
diseases. Notwithstanding the increased mortality from 
cholera during the quarter under report, as compared with 
the corresponding quarter of the preceding year, it is satis¬ 
factory to observe that, taking the average mortality from 
this cause during the first quarters for the last twenty years, 
there has been a decrease of nearly 300, also that the decrease 
in deaths from fever as compared with the same average has 
been 737. The Health Officer, Surgeon-Major Luinsdaine, 
observes that in the comparative death-rate by localities there 
are signs of change, and that althoxigh it would be premature 
to forecast the results of the year, there are strong grounds for 
hoping that the dawning improvement may be progressive. 

The opposition to vaccination by the natives of Bombay is 
strongly commented on by Mr. Lumsdaine, who, on the “ in-for- 
a-penny-in-for-a-pound principle,” argues that the native of 
Bombay, being already beset on all sides and in every turn of 
his daily life by legislative acts, schedules, and bylaws, the 
addition of one more statute rendering compiilsory not only 

the operation of vaccination, but the attendance of the vac- 
cinifer during the period when fresh lymph for the purposes 
of extension could be procured, could hardly increase his already 
hopeless bewilderment, or be, in fact, an appreciable addition 
to the legislative burden he already bears. This is a line- of 
argument which has not yet been employed against the Anti- 
Vaccination League in this country, however applicable it may 
be to their enlightened allies in Bombay. 

During the quarter there has been a commission upon water 
supplj--, but the report is not yet published. In the fort and 
Colaba, the native town and its surrovmdings, there is never 
any actual want of water, as there was formerly; but in less 
known and less cared-for districts the deficiency of water supply 
is of annual recurrence, and is most severely felt, and Mr. 
Crawford, the Municipal Commissioner, remarks that he looks 
with ggoat apprehension to the state of the town a year hence 
if something be not done to increase the supply. Mr. Lums¬ 
daine strongly advoeates the institution of public baths and 
washing-places for the native population; also that “ dipping- 
wells ” should be abolished, and the number of stand-pipes 
increased, and that the minimum supply of water should be 
thirty gallons per head, in order that waste should be amply 
provided for. 

The practice of burning refuse and filth has been consider¬ 
ably extended in Bombay, and with beneficial results as regards 
economy, and it is considered that, with proper furnaces and 
appliances, the process has, during the past year, been proved 
to be harmless in other respects. 

This is far behind the experience of certain advanced sani¬ 
tarians at Darjeeling and Calcutta, who, as we see by recent 
accounts, have succeeded in converting sewage into gas, which 
is stated to burn brightly. If this solution of the sewage- 
difficulty prove to be generally applicable, its importance can 
hardly be over-estimated. 

The report is illustrated by a seiies of diagrams showing 
the meteorological conditions of the quarter, which, when 
continued from quarter to quarter, will afford very valuable 
information as to the connexion between epidemics and atmo¬ 

spheric variations. 

SANITAEY CHAEACTEE OE THE 
MOUNTAINS OE COEDOVA AND THE 

ANDINE HEIOHTS. 

By Dr. SCRIVENER. 

{Concluded from jiage 526.) 

We have already spoken of the mildness of winter in these 
regions and of the little intensity of the cold. The mean- 
temperature of this season is between 32° and 34° Fahr. The 
heat is occasionally excessive in the summer months, particu¬ 
larly in January, but this is properly said of the plains at the 
foot of the mountains of Cordova, as many localities between 
them and the Andine heights are more or less cool by elevation, 
more or less sheltered by mountains, and vary very much in 
this respect. The mean summer temperature ranges between 
73° and 75° Fahr., but may reach to 96°, as we said before, in 
the plains. The temperature is apt to rise during the summer 
nio-hts four or five degrees, when there is a complete calm or 
an°entire absence of wind. The rainy season occurs during the 
autumn, but is irregular in its time of coming. It generally 
commences about the end of May or beginning of June, and 
extends to the end of September. It seldom rains more than 
two days together, and then the rain is not constant. The 
clouds gradually disperse, and the sun shines brightly in a clear 
blue sky. It is well known that the greater part of the rain 
which falls on the American continent is conveyed fronr the 
Pacific by north-westerly winds, and from the Atlantic by 
the north-east and south-easterly winds. Few observations 
have been made of the quantity of rain which falls in th& 
Argentine Confederation, but, according to Dr. Burmeister, the: 
rainfall in Tucuman, dui-ing his residence of eight months in 
that city, was 38-7 inches, and 8-7 inches during a twelve¬ 
month’s stay in the town of Mendoza, as seen in the foUo-ndng 

table:— ,, , 
Tucuman. Mendoza- 

Spring . 11-2 2-8 

Summer . 20-4 4-2 

Autumn . 7 1-7 

Winter . 0 0 

33-1 8-T 
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With regard to the other towns this can only be taken as 
approximate. Dr. Burmeister states that there is a very sensi¬ 
ble difference in the quantity of rain which falls to the west of 
the city of Tucuman, even at a short distance from it. 

During the months of July and August deciduous trees begin 
bo lose their leaves, and do not regain them till the spring; 
notwithstanding which the country presents a green appear¬ 
ance all the year round, as there is a great variety of evergreen 
trees, among which are the orange, lemon, and hme trees. 

The storms which in summer and autumn affect the region 
of the Andes are not unlmown in these lower districts, but 
first we shall say that those who prefer to seek their health 
upon the Andine heights instead of the mountains of Cordova 
will have to supply themselves with mules at Salta or Jupuy. 
The distance from the mountains of Cordova to La Quiaca, the 
northern boundary of the Argentine Confederation and com¬ 
mencement of the Bolivian territory or Andine heights, is 770 
miles or thereabouts. All along tliis tract of country the air 
is equally pure and equally adapted for consumptive patients 
ns on the Andine heights or cordilleras of the Andes. The 
position of the towns varies little in height from that of the 
mountains of Cordova, some 4000 feet or so above the ocean 
level. From Jupuy, the last northern town in the Argentine 
Confederation, or from the city of Salta, aU travel northward to 
Bolivia must be made by mules, as the road lies over lofty 
mountains, narrow plains, and deep ravines. The sky of the 
Andine mountains is pure azure, and the atmosphere is bright 
and clear, and is of such transparency as enables you to see 

■objects at a distance, making them apparently close at hand, 
although in reahty it would require a journey of several days 
to reach them. The climate is fine and healthy, and the 
Hghtness of the air produces an exhilarating eflPect and an 
increase of energy and activity. The guandeur of the mountains 
fills the mind with veneration, and awe. As the traveller 
advances onward into Bohvian territory, the ascent will be 
from 8000 to 12,000 feet above the level of the sea; a slight 
oppression will then be experienced in breathing, arising from 
the rarity of the air. Tliis oppression is more sensibly felt in the 
wet season, if the extremities become cold, and it is occasionally 

■combined with headache and sickness of the stomach, called in 
Quichua language by the name of zorochi, or sickness of the 
Puna. It is a curious physiological fact that the Indians of 
Bohyia do not suffer from the rarity of the ah’; that they are 
furnished by nature with more ample lungs, and with a fuller 
chest in proportion to their frame, and so admirably constructed 
as not to experience its oppressive effects. The city of Potosi 
is built on the far-famed mountain of that name—that is, at 
13,240 feet above the level of the sea. It is the highest 
inhabited spot on the enthe face of the earth, and though its 
climate is healthy, it is very disagreeable from its daily changes, 
as the four seasons of the year are experienced on the same 

, day. The early morn is excessively cold; the forenoon is mild 
and agreeable; in the afternoon between 2 and 4 the sun is 
scorching hot, and night extremely cold like morning. It is a 
fact well known to the inhabitants, that when penspiration is 
difficult in disease, whatever be the colour of a man’s com¬ 
plexion, recovery from it is proportionally difficult; and in 
these cases they abandon the town for the more genial climate 
of the valleys. The same remark applies to all the towns of 
high elevation. There are, however, many fine valleys in 
Bolivia and Peru which are sheltered from the winds by the 
surrounding mountains ; the temperature is warm and agree¬ 
able, the air is clear and transparent, and fog is never seen 
any more than in the higher ggoimds at any period of the year. 
Here patients have lived for years with one lung and with but 
little inconvenience. It may be easily conceived that in the 
elevated regions of Bolivia the effects of cold and rarefied air 
must aggravate affections of the pulmonary organs, especially 
pneumonia, which is not of infrequent occurrence, but it never 
degenerates into ulceration of the lungs; for says Dr. 
Scrivener, “ I never saw in Potosi, where I resided for a 
twelvemonth, and for a more protracted period in other towns 

■of Bolivia, a single case of phthisis pulmonahs ; neither did I 
hear of one in my intercourse with other Medical men. Those 
who have suffered from irritation of the bronchial tubes will 
experience a repetition of the complaint during the dry season 
in the Andine heights, arismg from the cold and freezing air ; 
they will find their circulation and respiration accelerated by the 
least exertion and the consequent congestion of the lungs; but 
they will find relief in deep respirations, which, by diminishing 
the pressure of the atmosphere, permit a greater expansion of 
flmds in the deep-seated organs, in proportion as the external 
eold drives the contents of the cuticular vessels back on the 
great centres of circulation.” 

“It is not cold alone,” observes the late Dr. Smith, “that causes 
resistance to an equal circulation by its dermal and pulmonary 
capillaries; but the air-cells themselves may be supposed to 
suffer contraction under an unusually light atmospheric 
pressure. In this way a preternatm’al distension and irregular 
action of the arterial and turgid condition of the nervous 
system evidently take place. The moimtaineer’s nimble step and 
ruddy countenance, indeed, bespeak a free and vigorous 
circulation, but the purple cheek and turgid eye and livid lip 
of the old Spaniard tell us surely of his exotic origin.” 

We shall not attempt to describe the grandeur of a storm in 
the Andes, a scene of surpassing magnificence which has 
engaged far abler pens—the sun like a fiery ball, the wide 
and frequent lightning, the thunder in deafening peals, the 
dark masses of clouds, the air charged with electricity, the 
powerful gusts of wmd, big di’ops or floods of rain. Those in 
autumn come with gales from the south, and the varied shapes 
and colom’s in the sky surpass aU power of description. We 
shall rather conclude our task by a review of the more constant 
of diseases that are found in this part of the globe. 

Uterine hsemorrhage is a complaint which occasionally 
attacks females in the mountain regions, but it is of more 
occurrence in the plains. Indian women have been seen during 
the war of Independence, who, notwithstanding the tedious 
marches of the mountainous districts, have given birth to a 
child, washed it in the first stream, and continued their joui’ney 
without losing a single day. 

Cerebral congestion is an occasional attendant upon inter¬ 
mittent and remittent fevers, of which I have seen cases in 
Potosi, La Paz, and Cochabamba. ,^These fevers are not 
endemic in those towns ; but those who have suffered from 
them in marshy districts and have come to reside in any of 
them, though in apparent good health, will occasionally be 
attacked again with the fever in the one form or the other, and 
with greater violence than in the marshy districts. 

“I suffered,” says Dr. Scrivener, “from intermittent fever in 
the town of Salta, situated in a beautiful valley, and surrounded 
with marshes, and where that disease is endemic. Six months 
after my arrival at Potosi, though enjoying good health during 
that period, I was again attacked with the fever with much 
greater violence than on the first occasion. The stages of the 
fever are much longer and more violent than in a cold climate.” 

Intermittent fever is generally of a' very dangerous character, 
and it assumes the form of pernicious fever or peniiciosa, ■by 
which last name it is known to the natives; the fever being 
higher than in the usual forms, the head more painful, the 
eyes turgid, and delirium frequent. A second attack of the 
fever occasions congestion of the brain, and terminates in death. 

Typhus fever is a common disease in the valley of Cocha¬ 
bamba and in many of the mining districts; it does not de¬ 
generate, as in many climates, from an intermittent fever, but 
is from its commencement a slow and continued fever. 

This typhus fever, when comphcated with gastro-enteric 
symptoms, is called by the natives tahardillo entripado ; and 
with pnemnonia, tahardillo entarhillado. It developes itself 
spontaneously, often suddenly, but is not contagious under the 
usual form of typhus. 

In no Cathohc country, perhaps, are there so many holidays 
as in the repubhc of Bolivia; there aU parties of every grade 
and station commemorate the gTeat saints and patronise their 
birthdays with appropriate festivity. The Indians, on these 
occasions, indulge in highly spiced dishes, and drink to excess 
their favourite liquors, cliica and brandy. They frequently 
pass the night in the open air up to their ankles in mud, 
regardless of the season of the year. They he down upon the 
ground when overcome with sleep, and, if in the wet season, 
win rise next morning chiUed with cold, and covered with snow, 
or soaked with rain, or, if in dry weather, half frozen with 
the night air. They now complain of headache or disorder of 
the stomach, of pulmonary symptoms, or chills, or rheumatic 
pains, which are accompanied with fever; they are, in fact, in 
the fij’st period of typhus fever, commencing with a strong 
and rapid pulse, and shortly passing to the lower type, charac¬ 
terised by a small, frequent, or irregular pulse, delirium, coma, 
subsultus tendinum, and attended with strongly marked pneu¬ 
monic symptoms or those of gastro-enteric comphcation, which 
distinguish it more particularly in the mountainous districts 
from its ordinary course in the lower lands. 

There are but few eruptive diseases in Bolivia, and I do not 
remember to have seen a case of small-pox. Measles, hooping- 
cough and scarlet fever are more common in the valleys than 
in the mountains; and the predisposition to these diseases is in 
proportion to the height of their localities. 

There are a great many cases of dropsy among the Indians 
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in tlie valley of Cochabamba; they arise from tbeir drinking 
to excess tbeir favourite bquors, cbica and brandy, at the cele¬ 
bration of the festivals of their very many saints, as aforesaid. 

It has been the report of travellers that cretinism is a disease 
to be found in the cordilleras of the Andes; but this is incorrect, 
as, during my long residence in those regions, I never saw or 
heard of a case, and if the disease had existed I should very 
certainly have seen it. Cretinism is endemic, it is true, in the 
towns of Salta and Jupuy, which lie in the Argentine territory, 
and is there attributable to the character of the water, which 
falls in minute rivulets from the sides of the snow-capped moun¬ 
tains, and goes to form the river which furnishes the inhabitants 
with their supply. 

The diseases incident to the inhabitants of the mountains of 
Cordova are much the same as those upon the Andine heights ; 
they are not so numerous, and perhaps not so severe, as those 
in Europe, which may be attributed to the pureness of the 
air, to the construction of the houses, which are spacious and 
well ventilated, with largo courtyards, to the cleanhness of 
the lower classes, and to living a great deal in the open air. 
The patient with phthisis will not here, as in other health 
resorts, “ have constantly before his imagination the phantoms 
of numerous victims, his predecessors in the same hopeless 
career, to cast the shadow of death upon a being already 
depressed in mind by disease and loneliness, and pining after 
the familiar sounds he may never see again.” On the contrary, 
he will be in the midst of all that is grand. A thousand 
magnificent objects wifi, excite his attention and divert him 
from his unliappy malady, on wliich he will not dwell, but rest 
confidently on the reasonable expectation of a recovery and a 
speedy return to his friends. 

PEOVIISrCIAL COHRSSPO HDSNCE. 

-o- 

lEELAND. 

Dublin, November 3. 

The annual distribution of honours awarded at the teranination 
of the preceding session, at Dr. Steevens’ Hospital and Medical 
College, took place on Saturday, 30th ult., in the anatomical 
theatre of the institution, Dr. Fleming in the chair. The 
following are the names of the successful competitors:—Cusack 
Medals and Exhibitions—Senior: Abraham Colies, Dublin. 
Middle : William Bookey, Carnew. Junior: John Bookey, 
Oamew. Surgical Clinical Prize and Medical Clinical Prize: 
Abraham CoUes, Dubhrr. Midwifery Assistantships : Mr. K. 
Swan, Mr. T. Flood. Certificates of G-eneral Attention and 
Proficiency at Terminal Examinations: T. Bayly, G-. G. 
Cooke, J. C. Little, D. Bice, B. A. Butherford, W. Symes, 
T. Taaffe, C. Turner, E. W. Wrightson. 

Dr. Fleming in the course of his address alluded to the fact 
of the senior Cusack medal having been won by the grandson 
and namesake of the eminent Surgeon, Abraham Colles, who 
was so long connected with Steevens’ Hospital, and he ex¬ 
pressed his hope that he would labour to walk in the footsteps 
of his ever-to-be-revered grandfather. He pointed out the 
great advantages which the students enjoyed in having Hospital 
and school united under the same roof, and he concluded by 
strongly impressing on them the necessity of cultivating 
clinical study incessantly and diligently. 

The ses.sion was opened at the Meath Hospital on Monday, 
the 1st inst., by Dr. Stokes, who selected for his theme the 
important subject of “ Medical Ethics.” Among the crowded 
audience were the Presidents of the College of Physicians and 
the College of Surgeons, the Earl of Dimraven, Drs. Churchill, 
Beatty, etc., etc. 

In the afternoon of the same day a meeting of the friends 
of the Mater Misericordite Ho.spital was held in the Board- 
room of the institution. The chair Avas taken by his Eminence 
Cardinal Cullen. The meeting was addressed by the chairman, 
the Lord Chancellor, the Earl of Granard, Sir James Power, 
Bart., Sir William Wilde, M.D., Dr. Stokes, Mr. Serjeant 
Dowse, M.P., Mr. Pirn, M.P., and others. It was stated that 
the south-eastern wing of tliis magnificent building, now in 
progress, would be finished and ready to receive patients on 
May 1, 1870, and that it was hoped that the western or second 
wing would be complete by May-day, 1880. In a Medical 
point of view it is probable that the most interesting fact 
mentioned was that of a recent innovation, well worthy of 
imitation in Dublin Hospitals—viz., the appointment of 

Assistant-Physicians and Surgeons, which was announced by 
Dr. Stokes in the following words:— 

“ The addition just made to the Hospital justifies, and I 
may say necessitates, the course already resolved upon by the 
authorities of the Mater Misericordise Hospital, of appoint¬ 
ing Assistant-Physicians and Surgeons. This has been done, 
following the example of some of the London Hospitals, and I 
am permitted to announce the names of the gentlemen selected 
for the first time for this honourable distinction. The Assistant- 
Physician is Dr. Christopher Nixon, and the Assistant-Surgeon 
Dr. Charles Coppinger. Both of these gentlemen were distin¬ 
guished puj)ils of the Hospital, and their appointment is a: 
natural and proper course. Medicine advances by experience 
on the one hand and discovery on the other. The senior 
Physician walks in the first path, the junior in the second 
and he is aided by all the instruments and all the improve¬ 
ments in diagnosis which are every day produced by modern 
science. Thus the one becomes the complement of the other. 
The j unior officer will act as tutor to the student, and the dis¬ 
pensary patients can be attended by him, who can at all times 
command the helj) of the Physician or Sui’geon in any case of 
difficidty. As regards the Medical charities of Dublin, I was 
glad to hear your Eminence say that, with one exception, they 
were not obnoxious to the charge of sectarianism; and it must 
be remembered that most of them were instituted and endowed 
at a time Avhen the Catholic element of society was in a state 
of groat depression. Your Eminence will agree with mo that 
the resolution requires httle further comment. Zeal and devo¬ 
tion are, I am proud to say, the characteristics of the Profession 
throughout the world. I may be excused, in the presence of 
the staflf, from expressions of eulogy, especially as two of them. 
Dr. Hayden and Dr. Cruise, have long been my trusted friends, 
and often counsellors; and I conclude by congratulating the 
devoted Sisterhood for haring secured the services of such 
gentlemen.” 

The fifteenth Medical session of the Cathohe University was- 
opened on Tuesday, the 2nd inst., by Dr. Quinlan, with an 
able address, which was, however, not Medical, consisting- 
exclusively of a zealous advocacy of the system of denomi¬ 
national education. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-^- 

HOT WATEB AND ITS USE IN CHOLEBA. 

Letter eeom Db. John Macpherson. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—Tour remarks on the use of hot water and on the changing- 
fashions of Medicine, in to-day’s issue, make me trouble you 
■with a few notes I have had occasion to make on hot water. 

Hot water appears to have been used among the Bomans 
not merely to dilute their wines, but also as a luxui-y at their 
banquets, taken very hot. I need not quote various passages 
of authors that have been adduced in proof. Suffice it to say 
that Bacon expressed his regret that the practice had been 
abandoned. “ Verulamus does marvel that it is so much gone- 
out of use.” Many authorities on mineral waters have not 
merely recommended thei-mal waters to be drunk hot, but 
have advised cold waters to be heated—a practice to be seen 
followed at some baths, but one not generally to be followed. 
I think that there can be little question in the case of thermal 
mineral waters containing no more, or possibly less, solid 
ingredients than ordinary drinking water, that the benefits 
derived from their use must be mainly attributed to their 
temperature, and to the quantity in which they are swallowed. 

Most of us have seen or heard of the use of cold water in 
cholera, and I have frequently seen it treated -with lukewarm 
water and common salt, but hot water does not seem to have been 
used of late years. Nevertheless hot water was very commonly 
exhibited by the ancients, and by European Physicians two 
hundred years ago in the forms of cholera wliich they had occasion 
to treat. I have thought it worth while to transcribe some of 
their remarks on the subject, especially as their theory appears, 
to be quite correct according to the current doctrines of ehmi- 

nation. 
“ The choleric affection is a painful rejection upwards and 

downwards of a bad humoui-, induced by its n-ritating presence. 
As in this complaint the evacuation of the peccant matter is, 
not at first to be repressed. Physicians begin by directing hot 
water to be drunk freely at the commencement. It makes the 
vomiting easier, dilutes and washes away the ricious humours. 
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and derives to tlie intestines. Aretseus writes—‘ If the 
patient vomits everything, we must have recourse to hot 
drinks; hut let the hot drinks be the very hottest.’ The best 
explanation of this is that the hot water is well suited to wash 
away the poisonous matter which is inclined to adhere to the 
walls of the intestines. And Forest considers that the object 
is not to produce vomiting, but to wash away the noxious 
matter.” Whatever may be the theory of its use, the employ¬ 
ment of hot water in cholera is at least as rational as many 

■other modes of practice in use. About the theory or practice 
■of elimination I shall say notliing, as whoever meddles with it 
gets inevitably into hot water. Finally, it has been said, 

Aqua caHda laxat, aperit, emollit, attenuat, fundit, et simul 
develiit et abluit.” The subject is one on which it would be 
easy to dilate, but I shall say no more. 

October 30. I am, &c. John Macpheeson, M.D. 

COEKIGENDUM. 

Letter from Mr. Berkeley Hill. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Q-azette.] 

"Sir,—In the notice with wliich you honoured an operation I 
performed recently for removing the whole tongue, the key 
mentioned as being so useful in drawing together the wire 
suture that held the divided halves of the lower jaw is attri¬ 
buted to Mr. Worthington instead of to Mr. Hugh 0. Thomas, 
-of Liverpool, whose invention it is, and who has been very 
successfrd in treating fractures of the lower jaw by wire 
sutures. May I beg you will insert this rectification ? 

November 1. I am, &c. Berkeley Hill. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 
-^- 

CLINICAL SOCIETY. 
Friday, October 22, 1869. 

Mr. Paget, President, in the Chair. 

The Presideht brought under the notice of the Society the 
case of a man who, with extensive necrosis of the occipital bone, 
had muscular atrophy of one side of Ins tongue. After removal 
of many pieces of dead bone from about the foramen magnum, 
the wasted side of the tongue increased in bulk to a considerable 

■extent. 

Mr. Spencer Wells exhibited a new clamp for ovariotomy, 
made for him by Mayer and Meltzer, which effects a circular 
compression of the pedicle, and appears to answer better than 
other clamps previously used. 

Mr. Marsh read notes of a case in which a Cleft of the Soft 
Palate had been cured by operation in a child sixteen months 
old. The patient was admitted into the Hospital for Sick 
Children in June last, and, as a preliminary step, incisions 
were made in the palate to divide the levatores palati muscles ; 
but an attack of diarrhoea which set in next day rendered the 
child for the time unfit for the operation. In August, however, 
the operation was performed. Chloroform was used, and the 
parts were brought into view by Mr. T. Smith’s gag. The 
edges of the cleft were pared, and then brought together with 
horsehair sutures. The arches of the palate were snipped with 
blunt-pointed scissors. The greater part of the wound healed 
in eight days, but a hole as big as a kernel of wheat remained 
where the soft j oinedthe hard palate. The author offered the case 
as a contribution to the data on which it might be determined 
at what age in childhood the operation for closing fissure of 
the palate should be undertaken. Experience was required to 
settle this question ; but it seemed reasonable to believe that 
the earlier the operation could be successfully performed the 
better would the child’s future power of articulation be. He 
referred to a statement made by Mr. Lawson Tait in the 
Lancet, to the effect that he had operated with success on a 
child nine months old—of this case, however, no particulars 
were given by Mr. Tait—and also to a case in which Mr. 
Frank Buszard, House-Surgeon at the Northampton Hospital, 
had closed a fissure of both the hard and the soft palate in a 
child six months old at a single operation. 

Mr. T. Smith was still uncertain as to the age at which men 
should operate. In forty-two operations of his own, half were 
under seven, the others earlier. In the very young he had 
experienced many complete failures. The operation on the 
hard palate generally succeeds, not so with the soft, the latter 

being subject to all kinds of contingencies. One cliild would 
put its hand in its mouth, another had mumps, a third scarla¬ 
tina,^ a fourth hooping-cough, and so on. Mr. Maunder had in 
one instance met with sloughing. The Avorst thing he had had 
to encounter was ulceration. 

Mr. Spencer Wells asked the result of the operation on 
speech. Wlien last he saw M. Nelaton that gentleman had 
given up the operation, as vulcanite palates did much better. 
In his own cases there was not much improvement. 

Mr. Smith could scarcely say, as he had chiefly operated on 

very young children, whose speech was not yet matured. The 
shape of the palate was important. In adults mechanical 
appliances seemed to do better, but, with the perseverance they 
implied, the same might have been said after an operation. 

A gentleman present said he had recently had a case where 
the obturator gave trouble up to the tenth day. After that 
there was little or no annoyance. The speech was much im¬ 
proved. 

Mr. C. Le Morgan related a case of Fracture of the Base of 
the Skull. The patient fell on his head in a state of intoxica¬ 
tion, was stunned, and had bleeding from the right ear. He 
gradually recovered, and Avas in about three weeks so well that 
he was desirous of going home. But he was then attacked Avith 
slight shivering, and became drowsy and lost his appetite. 
Soon after he Avas perfectly comatose, and had complete paralysis 
of the left side of the body. From this state he entirely recovered, 
and in about ten days he was nearly as well as before the attack, 
but he had severe pains in the head and restlessness. On 
August 3, he again became drowsy, and complained more of 
his head, and remained much in the same condition till the 
12th, when he was suddenly taken much worse and died. He had 
no return of paralysis. The skull was found to have a fissure 
at the base on the right side, Avith marks of old effusion of 
blood about it. There was an abscess in the under and outer 
part of the middle lobe, near the seat of fracture, which had 
ruptured shortly before death into the right ventricle. 

Mr. Callender asked if the speech was affected, to which 
Mr. De Morgan replied that there was paralysis of the tongue, 
but no hesitation about Avords. 

Mr. Barwell had notes of a case which was under the care 
of Mr. Green at St. Thomas’s Hosjpital, and was identical Avith 
this one in almost every respect. There was a large abscess in 
the frontal lobe on the left side. He considered the abscess 
secondary. 

Mr. De Morgan said the point was rather how the man 

could so perfectly recover after the formation of an abscess. 

Dr. Green thought it difficult to account for the facts, but 

thought embolism might have been produced by thrombosis of 

the arteries round the abscess. The congested cerebellum 
pointed at an attempt to set up coUatoral circulation. 

Mr. Callender thought there was pain only in injuries to 
the outer portion of the brain. 

Dr. Symes Thompson had seen an abscess involving the 
greater part of the brain, yet there was no pain or anything 
else till just before death. 

Dr. Oppert thought there was no pain except when the 
membranes Avere inAmlved. 

Dr. Greenhow related a case of Diphtherial Paralysis in a 

woman aged 21. The local disease had been most severe on 
the left side of the throat, and the paralytic symptoms, which 
successively affected the muscles of the fauces, tongue, lips, 
cheek, eyes, and limbs, Avere most strongly marked on the left 
side of the body. The patient was first treated Avith the 
tincture of percliloride of iron and with strychnia in the pro¬ 
portion of one-sixth of a grain daily, and was then galvanised 
from the knees to the feet and from the elbows to the hands on 
alternate days. She made a rapid and perfect recovery. Dr. 
GreenhoAv remarked, Avith reference to this case, that he had 
usually observed, when there was any marked difference 
in the intensity of the disease on the two sides of the throat, 
a corresponding difference in the severity of the paralytic 
symptoms on the two sides of the body. He had also noticed 
that the paralysis usually appeared to spread from the seat of 

the local disease to the fauces, tongue, lips, and other neigh¬ 
bouring parts, and thence to the eyes, trunk, and upper and 
lower extremities. In conclusion. Dr. Greenhow drew the dis¬ 
tinctions between diphtherial paralysis and the paralysis of 

motor asynergy (locomotor ataxy), Avliich have been compared 
by some persons; shoAving that, although the disorders of . 

movenient in the two diseases presented some similarities, 
they differed in many essential respects, arose from different 
causes, and ended, as a rule, in different results. 

Dr. Weber said that in his experience loss of sight followed 

paralysis of the throat and mouth, but preceded that of the 
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limbs, whilst the legs went quite as often before the arms as 
vice versa. In several cases over-exertion caused serious sym- 
■ptoms, but the paralytic intensity depended on the local 
intensity. He asked if paralysis was as frequent now as 
formerly; in 1862 it occurred in 6 per cent, of the cases. Since 
that time only two shght cases had occurred in forty-two. 

Mr. Nxjnn thought the defect rested with the sentient fibres 
rather than the motor. He thought diphtheria might waste 
itself in the periphery of the nerves. 

Dr. Baetjmlek had seen under Ziemssen a case much worse 
than that described. The mucous membrane of the larynx 
was insensible above the vocal cord. Electro-motility was 
diminished. A quarter of a grain of strychnine was given 
hypodermically. Ziemssen thinks the paralysis peripheral. 

Dr. Geeenhow had seen in some fatal cases paralysis of the 
heart, so that the pulse was only 24. 

OBITUARY. 
-o- 

ME. LOWE WHEELER. 

This gentleman, who died in July last at his house in the 
Overton-road, Brixton, was the fifth son of the late Mr. 
Thomas "Wlieeler, E.L.S., formerly apothecary to Christ’s and 
St. Bartholomew’s Hospitals. The name of Wheeler will 
always be remembered in connexion with the efforts which are 
allowed on aU hands to have been successfully made by the 
Society of Apothecaries to improve the education of the General 
Practitioner. Mr. Thomas Wheeler, the father of the subject 
of this notice, was a prominent member of that Society, and 
Ins acknowledged position as a botanist of great learning and 
ability, a successful lecturer on his favourite science, together 
with Ms position at St. Bartholomew’s and intimacy with its 
brilliant staff, then numbering amongst its members Abemethy, 
Sir James Earle, and Lawrence, were some of the circumstances 
which naturally led to a choice of the Medical Profession by 
Ms son. TJn'^oubtedly his father’s position gave him peculiar 
advantages in prosecuting Ms Professional studies. He filled 
the office of House-Surgeon at Bartholomew’s, and, after ob¬ 
taining his diploma at the College of Surgeons, he went to Paris, 
xvhere he resided for the purpose of continmng his studies in 
anatomy. Surgery, and chemistry, and where he was fortunate 
enough to cultivate an acquaintance and become on terms of 
intimacy with Thenard, Gay-Lussac, and Baron Larrey. On 
his return to England he lectured at the Giltspur-street 
School of Medicine on Anatomy and Surgery, but he retired 
early from active Professional life, and devoted his time to 
scientific pursuits. In his latter years, as a member of the 
Court of Assistants of the Apothecaries’ Society, he exercised 
his influence in the councils of that body in favour of the utili¬ 
sation of the means at the disposal of the Society for scientific 
purposes. Wo believe it is no secret that the Profession are 
in a great degree indebted to Mr. Lowe Wheeler’s inflvxence for 
the course of admirable lectures on spectrum analysis by Pro¬ 
fessor Roscoe to which the Society invited them. Mr. Wlieeler’s 
•course was cut short before he filled the Master’s chair, but we 
know that he looked forward to occupying it with pleasure, as 
it would have given Mm the opportunity of advancing the 
scientific interests of the Society, which were always uppermost 
in Ms thoughts. Mr. Wheeler died in Ms 72nd year. He was 
emphatically a truthful, sincere, and clear-headed man. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

Elemcrits of Chemistry: Theoretical and Practical. By W. 
Allen Miller, M.D., D.C.L., Profes.sor of Chemistry, King’s 
College, London. Fourth edition. Vol. III. London: 
Longmans. Pp. 976. 

The merits of Professor Miller’s text-book of Chemistry 
ure now so weU known that we need not do more than announce 
the appearance of the third volume, completing the fourth 
•edition. The most important alterations consist in the intro¬ 
duction of the metric system of weights and measures and the 
use of the centigrade scale of temperature as well as those 
more commonly employed in this country. The notation now 
employed is uniformly the new one, there being no barred 
symbols as in the last edition. Berzelius’s system of nomencla¬ 
ture has also been adopted—that is to say, the term potassic 
Mtrate is used instead of the Mtrate of potass, sodic sulphate 
for sulphate of soda, and so on. These changes, we need 
hardly say, were not only suggested, but absolutely necessitated, 

by the present state of chemical science, with which Professor 
Miller always keeps his readers au courant. To facilitate the 
adoption of these changes, a table of symbols and atomic 
weights as used in this volume is prefixed. 

Outlines of Chemistry; or, Brief Notes of Chemical Facts. By 
William Odlino, M.B., F.R.S., E.R.C.P., Vice-President of 
the Chemical Society, and Fullerian Professor of Chemistry 
at the Royal Institution. London ; Longmans. Pp. 468. 

This volume constitutes, so to speak, the essence of Dr. 
Odhng’s lectures at St. Bartholomew’s,^ being the notes from 
which the lectures were dehvered. Their use will do much to 
spare the student’s note-taking in the class, a process wMch, 
especially in chemistry, is apt to interfere with the^ attention 
necessary to master the experimental part of the subject. The 
sentences are not, properly speaking, sentences, seeing that, as 
a nde, they contain no verb, but rather condensed and curt 
headings. Organic chemistiy is not discussed at any length. 
But the student acquires, under the heading of carbon, some 
insight into its mysteries, the methyl and cyanogen compounds 
being there treated. But it is in the introductory chapters that 
condensation is most noticeable, for in a few pages ^ the author 
contrives to give the student a fair idea of symbolic notation, 
of volumes, atomicity, quantivalence, and of the theory of acids 
and salts—no easy thing to do with such a limited space. 'The 
nomenclature is not uMform, sometimes one set of terms being 
employed, sometimes another. The author rejects Kekule and 
Crum Brown’s system of symbolic notation. We cordially 
recommend the work to the student of chemistry. 

Chemistry, General, Medical, and Pharmaceutical; including the 
Chemistry of the British Fharmacopana. By John Attfield, 

Ph.D., E.C.S., Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Phar¬ 
maceutical Society of Great Britain, etc. London: Van 
Voorst. Pp. 624. 

Dr. Attfield’s work is sui generis, and combines many 
properties in a remarkable manner. It is a good work for 
beginmng the study of theoretical chemistry. It is the same 
as regards practical chemistry, for, beginning with the third 
page, we encounter full instructions as to the collection of gases, 
the bending of glass tubes, the kind of heat to employ, and so 
on. Nor does its usefulness stop here ; it is a valuable guide 
to practical Medical chemistry, and an admirable companion to 
the British Pharmacopoeia. It is rare to find so many qualities 
combined, and quite curious to note how much valuable infor¬ 
mation finds a mutual interdependence. It is difficult to say 
for whom the work is best adapted—perhaps for the student of 
pharmacy, with whose needs Dr. Attfield has a peculiar and 
intimate acquaintance; but, for those who have no gMde or 
teacher, the questions appended to each substance will constitute 
a valuable clue to the most important passages. The appendix 
contains much information, chiefly of a numerical kind, and 
the work is terminated by a very complete index. 

Fxercises in Piactical Chemistry. By A. G. Vernon Haecohet, 

M.A., E.R.S., Senior Student of Christ Church, and Lees 
Reader in Chemistry, and H. G. Mad.4M, M.A., F.C.S., 
Fellow of Queen’s College, Oxford. Scries I. Quahtative 
Exercises. Oxford: The Clarendon Press. Pp. 335. 

The volume just issued from the Clarendon Press is in¬ 
tended as a companion to the valuable and suggestive work on 
“ Theoretical Chemistry” by Professor Williamson. It consti¬ 
tutes a complete gmde to qualitative chemical analysis. Ample 
instructions are given to the student at every step, and the in¬ 
structions are fiu'ther enforced by excellent illustrations. The 
first portion consists of an examination of the principal gases, 
and of the principal radicles and their salts, whilst the second 
treats of the systematic analysis of a single salt. The appendix 
contains a variety of useful tables. Many useful practical Mnts 
are dispersed throughout the volume, wMch is one worthy in 
every respect of a place in the Clarendon Press series. 

It is proposed to amalgamate the Leeds Eye and Ear 
Infirmary with the Leeds General Infirmary, and to establish 
a special eye and ear department in the latter institution. 

It is so notorious that it is not worth while to pretend 
to conceal it, that not one graduate in Medicine, in one hundred 
in this country, can translate without aid a dozen lines of 
Virgil; not one in fifty but would be puzzled to give the 
genitive of some of the commonest nouns in the Materia Medica. 
As for the druggists, they do not pretend as a body to any 
knowledge of the “learned languages.”—PA/toWy/iM Medical 

and Surgical Reporter. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 

Eoyal College oe Physicians of London.—The 
following gentlemen were duly admitted Members of the College 
on October 28, 1869 :— 
Dalton, 'WiUiam, late of Cheltenham. 
Shearman, Edward James, M.D., Moorgate, Eotherham—olim Extra- 

Licentiate. 
Garlick, John ‘William, M.D., 6, Lord-st., Halifax—olim Extra-Licentiate. 

Eoyal Colleges oe Physicians and Sdegeons, 
Edinbtjegh.—Double Qualification-.—The following gentle¬ 
men passed their First Trofossiotial Examinations during tho 
recent sittings of the Examiners :— 
Yeld, Horace Parr, Carlisle. Broivne, W. R., Tasmania. 
Paterson, J. D., Glasgow. Bell, Hemy, Groomsport. 
Lmdsay, Eranois Woodley, Cork. 

The following gentlemen passed their Final Examinations, 
and were admitted‘L.R.C.P. Edin. and L.E.C.S. Edin. 
Bridgford, John Sawjm-, London. 
Keith, William Gregory, Colomho, 

Ceylon 
Saville, John George, Woolwich. 
Kelsey, Wdliam, Haxey. 
M'Manus, George Erederick Alex¬ 

ander, Vii'giuia. 
Flood, Alcxandei’ William, Danes- 

port. 

Mills, Daniel Ernest, Tenterden, 
Kent. 

M‘Donnell, Martin Ambrose, Ros¬ 
common. 

ShiiTes, David, Aberdeen. 
Gregory, William, East Indies. 
Dundee, John, county Antrim. 
Leland, John Smallman, county 

Roscommon. 

Eoyal College oe Surgeons, Edinburgh.—Mr. 
Qiristopher Camphell Bontliron, Buckhayen, passed his First 
I^Tofessionctl Examinations during' the October sitting's of the 
examiners ; and the following gentlemen passed their Final 
Examina,tions, and were admitted Licentiates of the College :—• 
Merrick, Alexander Stewart, Cork. 
Cameron, John. Now Pitsligo. 
Tomkins, Arthur Wellesley, Cork. 
Kelly, Bernard, Banagher. 

Lang, Alexander Morrison, Kii-kin- 
tilioch. 

Hogg, James, Liverpool. 
Einnie, Jolm Thom, Peterhead. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
October 28, 1869 

Cumow, John, Penzance. 
Hewhy, William Cooke, Ripon, Yorkshire. 
Kingsford, Percival, Stmbury, Middlesex. 
Kynaston, Albert Edward, Billingborough. 
Milles, George Ridley, St. Margaret’s, Kent. 
Smith, Arthiu' William, Halifax. 

The folloAving gentleman also, on the same day, passed 
his Eirst Professional Examination:— 

Willmore, E. W., Queen’s College, Birmingham. 

At the mcent competitive examination of Medical students 
for the prizes in Materia Medica and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 
annually given by the Society of Apothecaries, the successful 
candidates were:—1st, William Johnson Walsham, St. Bar¬ 
tholomew’s Hospital, a gold medal; 2nd, William AUnutt, 
King’s College, a silver medal and a book. 

. . appointments. 
*** . ® EJitor will thanli gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 

lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Dr.’ E.R.C.S.Ed.—Honorary Assistant-Surgeon to the Ladies’ 
Chanty and Lying-in Hospital, Liverpool. 

• Ceockett—Physician to the Royal Hospital for Diseases of 
the Chest, City-road. 

E^ck, James, L.R.@.P. and M.R.C.S.—Medical Officer to the Hobwell 
District of the Shoreditch Union. 

Moobb, Mr.—Surgeon to the Hospital for Women, Soho-square. 

Pabkee, Robebt Wm., M.R.C.S. Eng., has been appointed House-Sur- 
geon to the Stratford Dispensary, vice Dr. Oswald Baker, resigned. 

military appointments. 
19th Eoot.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon John Leader, to be Assistant- 

Surgeon, vice Hemy Walker, appointed to the Staff. 

31st _Eoot.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon Charles Edward Jones, to be 
Assistant-Surgeon, vice James Hector, M.B., whose appointment, as 
stated in tho Gazette of August 31, 1869, has been cancelled. 

60th Eoot.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon James Patrick Rooney, to be 
Assistant-Surgeon, vice Robert Owen Hayden, appointed to the Staff. 

Boot.—Assistant-Surgeon John Barlow Hannah, M.D., from 101st 
Eoot, to be Assistant-Sm-geon, vice John Carlaw, wdio exchanges. 

lOlST Poor—Assistant-Surgeon John Carlaw from 63rd Eoot, to be 
Assistant-Surgeon, vice J ohn Barlow Hannah, M.D., who exchanges. 

I^PAETMENT.—Asslstant-Surgeon Robert Owen Hayden, from 
tne tSOth Eoot, to be Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice James Patrick Rooney, 

Foot. Assistant-Surgeon Henry Walker, from 

poffiteftothemhFooL*^^ Assistant-Surgeon, vice Jolm Leader, ap- 

The transfer of Assistant-Sm-geon Alexander Ferrier Churchill, M.D., 
from the 31st Foot to the Staff, which appeared in the Gazette of 
August 31, 1869, to be vice Charles Edward Jones, appointed to the 31st 
Foot, and not vice James Hector, as therein stated. 

BIRTHS. 

Bied.—On October 31, at St. Leonard’s-place, York, the wife of -William 
Bird, M.R.C.S.E., of a son. 

Bull.—On October SO, at Hereford, the wife of Dr. Bull, of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 
Ashton—Sbevante.—On October 26, at the parish church, Quccasto-wn, 

L-eland, Gough Ashton, Staff Assistant-Surgeon, to Emily Margaret, 
second daughter of the late Lieutenant Charles Servante, R.N. 

Beodie—McEaelane.—On October 31, at All Souls, Langham-placc, 
London, David Brodie, M.D., of Columbia Lodge, Libertoii, Edinburgh, 
to Jessie Morrison, only surviving daughter of Archibald McEarlane, late 
of Edinburgh. 

Brown—Rolfe.—On October 26, at St. Helen’s Church, Charles Rowland, 
tliird son of Thomas Bro-wn, Esq., M.R.C.S., 16, Finshury-cii'cns, to Alice 
Eliza, eldest daughter of Mi-. Thomas Rolfe, of 10, Great St. Helen’s, 
City. 

Clover—Hall.—On November 2, at St. Margaret’s, Westminster, Joseph 
T. Clover, F.R.C.S., of .3, Cavendish-place, Cavendish-square, to Mary 
Anne, elder daughter of the Rev. T. G. Hall, M.A., of KingshursQ 
Paignton, Devon. 

Elto;,'—Elton.—On November 2, at St. Sa-viour’s, Maida-vale, Henry 
Nathaniel Elton, Surgeon-Major Bengal Army, to Mary Anne, eldest 
daughter of the late T. Marwood Elton, Esq., of 68, Povtsdo-n-n-road, 
and granddaughter of the late Henry Elton, Esq., of Winford-court, 
Somerset. 

Jones—Wybxjen.—On October 30, at St. George’s, Hanover-square, Pod- 
moro W. H. Jones, M.D.^, of 66, Harley-street, W., son of Dr. S. Hadeii 
Jones, of Stone House, Wellington, Saloji, to Clara, youngest daughter of 
the late James Wybm-n, Esq., of 38, Rorchester-ten-ace, Bayswater, and 
of Sm-hiton, Surrey. 

Larcombe—Greet.—On October 27, at Norham, Northumberland, Samuel 
Slee Larcombe, M.R.C.S., of Castle Cary, Somersetshire, to Louisa 
Greet, daughter of the late Thomas T. Greet, of Queenshorough House, 
Isle of Sheppy. . “ ’ 

Ne-sv—Walkee.—On October 28, at ReUon-lane Chapel, Halifax, Geo. YJ. 
New, Surgeon, 35, Hairington-square, London, to Elizabeth, youngest 
daughter of John Walker, Esq., of West-parade, Halifax. 

DEATHS. 
Harris, Isabella, widow of tho late Hemy Barham Harris, M.D., at 

Walthamstow, Essex, on October 20, aged 58. 

Lester, Charles Sloane, M.D., Surgeon R.N., at Blackhcath, ouNovem- 
her 1. 

VACANCIES. 
In the folio-wing list the natm-e of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in the Candidate, the person to whom application shoidd bo 
made, and the day of election (as far as kno-vvn) are stated in succession. 

Blackburn Infirmary. — House-Sm-geon ; must be legally qualified. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary. 

Brighton and Hove Dispensary.—Resident House-Surgeon ; must have 
both Medical and Sm-gical qualifications, and he reg-istered. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to the Chairman of the Committee of Management 
on or before November 29. Election on December 7. 

Cholsey New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. 
Applications and testimonials to J. T. Morland, Esq., Clerk to the Com¬ 
mittee of Visitors, at tho Asylum, Cholsey, near Abingdon, Berks, on or 
before December 16. 

Cleobury Mohtimee Union.—Medical Officer for the Second District of 
this Union. Candidates must possess the qualifications prescribed by 
the orders of the Poor-law Board, and be registered. Applications and 
testimonials to Mr. A. R. Trow, Clerk to the Guardians, Cleobury 
Mortimer, on or before November 5. Election on the 10th. 

Hospital for Sick Children, 49, Great ORMOND-STp.EE r, Y7.C.—House- 
Surgeon ; must have one qualification, and be unmarried. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before November 16.' Election 
the next day at 4.30 p.m., when personal attendance will be required. 

Leeds Dispensary.—Senior Resident Surgeon ; must have both Medical 
and Surgical qualifications, and be unmarried, and above 30 years of age. 
Applications and testimonials to Dr. Eddison, 19, Park-square, Leeds, 
on or before November 17. 

Lincoln County Hospital.'—Physician; must possess a Medical qualifi¬ 
cation. Applications and testimonials to Mr. J. W. Danby, Lincoln, on 
or before November 20. Election on the 22nd. 

Royal Kent Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary, J. Carrtar, Esq., Catherine House, Green¬ 
wich, on or before November 8. Election on the 19th at 8 o’clock p.m. 

St. Mary’s Hospital and Dispensary for Women and Children, 
ManchbStee.—Resident Medical and Surgical Officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretaiy on or before November 6. 

Spalding Union.—Resident Medical Officer for the Gosberton District of 
this Union. Candidates must possess the qualifications prescribed by the 
Orders of the Poor-law Board, and be registered. Applications and' 
testimonials to Mr. A. Maples, Clerk to the Guardians, Spalding, on or 
before November 8. Election the same day, when personal attendance 
will be required. 

Stourbridge Dispensary. — House-Surgeon and Secretary; must be 
L.R.C.P. Loud, and M.R.C.S. Eng. Applications and testimonials to 
the Secretaiy on or before November 11. Election on the 23rd. 

Sussex County Hospital.—House-Surgeon. AppUoations and test!-' 
monials to A. Veysey, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

Sussex County Hospital.—Dispenser. Applications and testimonials to- 
the Drug Committee on or before November 15. 
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Swansea New Hospital.—House-Surg’eon; must be legally qualified. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, 23, Gower-street, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

■Westminster General Dispensary.—Surgeon; must be M.E.C.S., not 
practising midwifery or pharmacy, and be registered. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary on or before November 22. 

Worcester General Infirmary. — House-Surgeon; must be legally 
qualified. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, 50, Eoregate- 
street, Worcester, on or before December 10. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
**• The area of each disti-ict is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
EESIGNATIONS. 

Isle of Wight Union.—T<Sx. H. B. Tuttiett has resigned the Godshill Dis¬ 
trict ; salary £80 per annum. 

Merthyr Tydfil Union.—The Merthyr Town District is vacant; area 3297; 
population 16,840; salary £25 per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Chapel-en-le-Frith Union.—Albert O. Haslewood, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., 
to the Castleton District. 

Dolgelley Union.—Hugh James Lloyd, L.B.C.P. Edin., L.F.P.S. Glas., 
L.S.A., to the Barniouth District. 

Freehridge Lynn Union.—John Henry Ashton,M.Il.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 
First South-Eastern District. 

■ Oldham Union.—Edward Drummond, M.D. Edin., M.E.C.S.E., to the 
Second District. 

Focklington Union.—Daniel Widdas, L.E.C.P. Edin., L.F.P. and S. Glas., 
L.S.A., to the Sutton-upon-Derwent District. 

Redruth Union.—Henry Harris, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Gwennap 
District. 

Ross Union.—^Benjamin M. Bradford, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Third 
District. 

Tiverton Union.—^William F. Teiny, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Tiverton 
and VJashfield District, and the Workhouse. 

We hear that Dr. E. Douglas Powell, of the Brompton 
Consumption Hospital and the Evelina Hospital for Sick Chil¬ 
dren, is a candidate for the Assistant-Physician’s post at Uni¬ 
versity College Hospital, which will be rendered vacant by the 
promotions consequent on Dr. George Harley’s resignation. 

Medical Club.—The members and their friends held 
their first dinner for the present season on Wednesday last. 
Sir W. Fergusson, Bart., took the chair, and was supported by 
Sir J. Gray, M.P., Sir C. McGrigor, Bart., Dr. B. W. Richard¬ 
son, Dr. Eorbes Winslow, Mr. Digby Seymour, Q.C., Colonel 
Seymour, Mr. Erasmus Wilson, Mr. Edwin Saunders, Dr. 
McEwen, Dr. de Meric, etc. 

The Woeking Men’s Fund of the Queen’s Hos- 
PITAL, Birmingham.—This fund, up to the end of October, had 
reached the handsome sum of £1511, and is daily increasing in 
amount. 

Geneeal Medical Council.—We are glad to 
announce that on Tuesday afternoon Dr. Humphry, of 
Downing College, was elected reiiresentative of the General 
Medical Council, vice Dr. Paget, of Cains, who has been elected 
President of that College. Mr. C. Lestourgeon was also 
nominated. Dr. Humphry polled 68 votes, Mr. Lestourgeon 15. 

A Venerable Lady.—Mrs.- Catharine Budd, aged 
ninety-one, the oldest person in North Tawton, Devon, was 
last week followed to her grave by her seven sons, six of whom 
are Physicians—C. Budd, of North Tawton; G. Budd, London; 
S. Budd, Exeter; J. W. Budd, Plymouth; R. Budd, Barn¬ 
staple ; W. Budd, Clifton, Bristol; and Mr. Octavius Budd 
being the principal mourners. 

Multiplicity of Returns.—Indian Surgeons com¬ 
plain grievously of the multiplicity of returns required of them, 
and of the greatly increased amount of office work. 

At a meeting of the committee of the Medical Club on 
Wednesday, Dr. Richardson proposed, and Mr. Edwin Saunders 
seconded, “ That Dr. Livingstone be elected an honorarymember 
of the Club, and that the Honorary Secretary be requested to 
write to Dr. Kirk, Zanzibar, conveying to him, for Dr. Living¬ 
stone, tho above resolution, and expressing the gratification 
which it will afford to the members and committee to offer to Dr. 
Livingstone a home at the Club upon his return to England.” 
Tho motion was carried unanimously. 

Odontological Society of Great Britain.—The 
first ordinary monthly meeting of tho session 1869-70 was 
held at 32, Soho-square, on Monday, November 1, at 8 p.m., 
the President, H. J. Barrett, Esq., M.R.C.S., in the chair. 
Dr. Ormerod related a case in which spasms of tho sterno- 
cleido-mastoidei muscles were cured by removal of diseased 
teeth by W. A. N. Cattlin, Esq. The President exhibited casts 
of a case of double harelip, giving particulars as to its treatment. 
Mr. Mummeiy then read an elaborate paper on “ The Evidences 
of Dental Caries among Ancient Races of Mankind and 
Existing Savage Tribes.” After some remarks from Professor 
Flower, the meeting adjourned. 

Cholera in the IGth in India.—Advices report one 
or two severe outbreaks of cholera in this regiment. It broke 
out in May, and carried off two men, three women, and four 
children, out of thirteen patients, in five days, spite of the fact 
that all the inmates were at once camped out. One man died 
on May 29; again, five cases and two deaths took place during 
the first week of August. 

At the evening meeting of the Anthropological Society 
of London, held on the 2nd inst., Dr. Beigel, V.P., in the chair, 
Mr. Pike read a paper “ On the Methods of Anthropological Re¬ 
search.” It was useless to speak of methods of research without 
some previous definition of the obj ects of research. Anthropology 
was the most practical and the most comprehen.sive of all the 
sciences: its great end was the discovery of the laws of human 
life, upon which must eventually be founded all education, all 
government, all colonisation, all social arrangements,^ all 
principles of right and wrong—so far as those principles might 
be independent of religion. The three things needful were 
observation, generalisation, and verification. The real diffi¬ 
culty in anthropology was to know what to observe, and how 
to verify. 

Statistics of the German Universities.--The 
number of universities in which the subjects are taught in the 
German language amounts to twenty-nine. Of these tliree are 
in Switzerland—viz., Basle, Berne, and Zurich; one in Russia— 
viz.,Dorpat; and one in Bohemia—^viz.,Prague, all consisting of 
four “ faculties”—Divinity, Law, Medicine, Philosophy—with 
the only exceptions of Munster and Braunsberg, wMch have no 
Faculty of Medicine. The note of interrogation is to signify 
that tho numbers of students or teachers are not known. We 
give only the statistics of the Medical Faculties. 

Name of University. 
Number 

of 
Number 

of 
Average number 

of students to 

Basle 
teacbers. 

? 
students. 

19 
one teacher. 

? 

Berlin . . 50 401 8 

Berne . 26 131 5 

Bonn . 18 209 11-6 

Braunsberg . . — — — 

Breslau . . 20 179 9 

Dorp at . . 17 137 8 

Erlangen . 12 75 6'25 

Freiburg V 52 — 

Giessen . ! 13 68 5-25 

Gottingen . 21 157 7-5 

Gratz ? 161 — 

Greifswald . 16 260 16-25 

HaUe . . 18 108 6 

Heidelberg . . 22 72 3-27 

Jena . 10 76 7-6 

Innsbruck ? 35 p 

Kiel ! 16 77 4-8 

Konigsberg . 
Leipzig . 

. 24 102 4-25 

. 33 191 5-79 

Marburg . 15 131 8*7 
Munich . . 40 230 5-75 

Miinster . — — — 

Prague . . 36 281 7-8 

Rostock. . 12 46 3-8 

Tubingen . 14 176 12-5 

Vienna . . 80 ? p 

Wurzburg . 20 246 12-3 

Zurich . p 55 ? 

Total number of Medical students . 3675 

Balliol College.—On November 29, 1869, there will 
be the following elections at Balliol College:—To a Scholar¬ 
ship on the foundation of Miss H. Brakenbury, “for the 
encouragement of the Study of Natural Science,” worth £70 a 
year for three years ; open to all such candidates as shall not 
have exceeded eight terms from matriculation. Tliis examina¬ 
tion will begin on Friday morning, November 19. Papers will 
bo set in the following subjects:—(1) Mechanical Philosophy 
and Pliysics ; (2) Chemistry; (3) Physiology. But candidates 
will not be expected to offer themselves in more than two of 
these. There will also be a practical examination in one or 
more of the above subjects, if the examiners tliink it expedient. 
Candidates are requested to communicate their intention to 
the Master of Balliol, by letter, on or before Friday, November 12, 
enclosing testimonials from their colleges or schools, and (if 
members of the University) certificates of their matriculation, 
and stating the subjects "in which they offer themselves for 
examination. The holders of any of the above scholarships or 
exhibitions will be allowed to reside either within or 
without the walls of the College. If resident within the College, 
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they will be subject to the usual CoUeg'e payments; if residing' 
out of College, they wiU pay to the College a deposit of £5, 
instead of £21, for caution money; and, yearly, a sum of £25 
for tuition, £1 for University dues, and 8s. for College dues. 

Deaths, and the State oe the Public Health, 
FOE THE Months of July, August, and Septembee.—The 
number of deaths registered in the third or summer quarter of 
the year was 114,654, or 15,848 less than in the same period of 
1868, when the jirevalence of diarrhcea in London and in other 
large towns raised the number of deaths considerably above 
the average. The rate of mortality in the quarter was 20 "77 
per 1000, and in the same quarter of 1868 it was 23-89, the 
fiyerage of the seeson being 20'63. Taking the eleven great 
divisions of the country as they appear in the tables, it will be 
seen that in London 19,207 deaths were registered, compared 
with 19,149 in 1868, and 16,567 in 1867 ; the mortality of the 
quarter was at the rate of 24'31 per 1000. Small-pox caused 
62 deaths, measles 337, hooping-cough 869, typhus 534, 
diarhoea 2644,_ summer cholera 192, diphtheria 85, and scarlet 
fever 1/70; tliis last disease was epidemic, and increased rapidly 
from 75 deaths in the third week of the quarter to 238 in the 
last week. Pew districts were exempt from this disease, but it 
was most fatal in the East districts, where 642 deaths were 
ascribed to it; in the West districts it caused 127 deaths, in 
the North districts 315, in the Central 247, and in the South 439. 

Medical Education.—The following authentic copy 
of an official document has been sent us from one of the 
counties of this State. We recommend it as a model form: 
Post Mortem 

-day of July, 1869. 
Alexander Montgomery, deceased; found upper portion of 

Oss Prontalis lacerated and entirely Anti-Anastimose, also the 
Ossa Parietals for half way back towards the Oss Occipital 
Anti-Anastimose, the entire wound being immediately along 
the coronal suture; from internal examination found buried 
deep in the Cerebrum two pieces of Stone which I removed 
therefrom. 

The whole of the above I certify to being true and correct. 

Philadelphia hledical and Surgical Iteporter.- 

Composition and Uuality of the Metropolitan 
Watees in Octobee, 1869.—The following are the returns of 
the Metropohtan Association of Medical Officers of Health 

Names of Water 
Companies. 

Thames Water Com¬ 
panies. 

Grand Jimction 
West Middlesex 
Southwark & Vaux- 

hall 
Chelsea 
Lambeth . 

Other Companies. 
Kent. 
New River 
East London . 

3 n g O Or ■ 
■31^5 

H p. 

Grains. 

17- 63 
16- 89 

18- 23 
17- 37 
17- 13 

28-97 
18- 30 
16-77 

Grains. 

0072 
0-064 

0-079 
0-069 
0-053 

0 041 
0-059 
0066 

Nitrogen. 

As 
Nitrates 

&c. 

Grains. 

0 049 
0-049 

0-069 
0-123 
0-129 

0-190 
0-066 
0-066 

As 
Ammo¬ 

nia. 

Grains. 

0-001 
0-000 

0-000 
0-002 
0-001 

0-000 
0-000 
0-000 

Hardness. 

Before 
Boiling. 

Degs. 

13- 2 
12-6 

14- 1 
13-4 
13-1 

20-1 
13-8 
13 30 

After 
Boiling. 

Degs. 

3-2 
3-0 

3-3 
3-3 
3-0 

6-0 
3-3 
3-4 

The average quantity of water suppUed daily to the metronolis durins 
toc’ ^°oi'‘^iiigto the returns 'of the Water Companie 
to the Medical Officers of Health, 106,740,029 gaUons, and the numte^o 

onffpSliSoaXir’^'' “ ““ ““ 

potash aotmg for three hours; and in the case of the metrwolitin water 
reqiS^ed by^it.^ orgamc matter is about eight times the amoLt of oxygei 
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it tijat qatstiond^ mut^ sljall hant xaxxt^.—Bacon. 

As we were going to press an account of the meeting in favour of Medical 
reform, held at the Medical Club, Spring-gardens, reached us, but too 
late for insertion this week. 

Dr. Beveridgds note and communication have been received. 

Dr. Sutton’s paper on Venesection is in the hands of the printer, and shnll 
appear shortly. The following are in type Krishaber on Polypus of 
the Larynx ; BeU Taylor on Cataract; Chapman on Spinal Ice-bags; 
Itoss on Death by Chloroform. 

L&c.—Willcook’s book is now obsolete. There is no work that gives a 
satisfactory account of the present laws regulating the Medical Profession. 

Ciuis will find in our present number a note on the existing laws of Eng¬ 

land so far as they relate to the case of persons who indulge in exces¬ 

sive drinking. This -will be followed by notes on the American law and 

practice, and by an attempt at a draft of a bill; but the subject is very 
difficult. 

A Union Surgeon.—The case would come under the category of “ extras.’^ 
The fee is three guineas. 

An Assistant.—Unless there is some specific contract to the contrary, a 

month’s notice is sufficient. The fee belongs to the principal, but, 

under the circumstances, it would only be just to award half of it to his 
representative on the occasion; but he has no legal claim upon it. 

A New Comer.—There is no fixed rule, but the new comer usually calls 
upon the resident Practitioner. 

A Guy’s Man.—The Hospitals of Guy’s and St. Thomas’s were, for a long 
period, united. The disruption took place during the Surgeoncy of Sir 

Astley Cooper. It is our intention to refer to this matter in detail orr 
some future occasion. 

A St. Bartholomew’s Student should address the governors. The com¬ 

plaint appears to have a just fomidatlon, and is one that should 
receive the attention of the Board. If our correspondent could obtain 

the general co-operation of his brother students, it would add gi-eat 
weight to the suggested application. 

Tub Sanitary Condition of Salisbury. 

TO THE editor OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—^As a Sui-geon resident in this city for many years, I am in a position 
to affirm that Mr. Middleton’s statements in the Times to which you aUude 
in your issue of the 30th ult., as to the sanitary state of Salisbiu-j-, are not 
altogether correct. Referring to my case-book for the last three years, I 
see that typhoid and scarlet fevers have been prevalent on several occa¬ 
sions, and that rheumatism and consequent disease of the heart are very 
common. I have every regard for our ancient city, and much has no doubt 
been done by zealous co-operation to improve its dramage, but much stBl 
remains to be accomplished, and we caimot flatter ourselves that an hygeic 
millennium has yet arrived, JMr. Middleton notwithstanding. 

Salisbury, Nov'cmber 2. I am, &c. A Surgeon-. 

Lector.—There is reason to believe that premature burial occasionally 

occurs in some parts of the Continent, where the law requires the burial 

to take place within twenty-four hours of death. In this coimtry it is 
most rare, if indeed it ever occurs, as we keep our dead until decomposi¬ 

tion has taken iilace to a considerable extent. The Jews, however, in 
all countries, acting under the Mosaic law, bury their dead at the expira¬ 

tion of a day and night. Some very cm-ious information on the subject 

is contained in a treatise just published by M. Ramboson. 

The Foot-and-Mouth Disease and Milk.—The question 'now being con¬ 

stantly asked is, “ Does the foot-and-mouth disease in the cow injuriously 
affect the milk of the diseased animal ? All that can be said at present 

in answer is, that there is no direct evidence on the subject upon which 
we can rely. A priori reasoning would lead us to infer that the milk 
must be more or less deteriorated, and some facts would lead us to 
the same conclusion. Thus, in the Times, a few days since, a writer 
stated that he had been able to trace ill-effects in two of his children 
to the milk in question; and several cases of a somewhat similar 

kind have come to our knowledge. The evidence in all these cases has. 

not, howev-er, been sufficiently conclusive to determine the “cause” of 

the “ effect.” In a case in which so grave a doubt prevails, the best 

course to pursue is not to use the milk of diseased cows. 

The Origin op Parr’s Life Pills. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—With reference to the notice of Parr’s Life Pills at page 534 of last 
Saturday’s Medical Times and Gazette, it should also he stated that the late 
Dr. Snaith, of Boston, was the reputed author of their formula. Dr. 
Snaith -was ecoentiTcand blunt, but clever, kind, andrespected. Mr. Ingram, 
at the time a poor but enterprising man, appealed to his fellow-townsman. 
Dr. Snaith, for pecuniary assistance, to enable hhnto start in some small way 
of business in London. Dr. Snaith, disceming the “ pushing ” man he had 
to deal -with, satisfied Ingram’s importunity, and saved his ewn pocket, by 
the pill formula. This anecdote has been current in Boston and the- 
country round for many years, and the truth of it was, I believe, never 
denied by the Doctor. I am, &c. Wm. J. 

Littlemore, November 1. 

M.D. and F.B.O.S.—It was the late Joseph Hem-y Green, President of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, who, on his examination before a Parliament¬ 

ary committee, said, “ We should as soou think of examining in theology 
as in Medicine.” Time works wonders. 

“ One Faculty.”—Many old Medical reformers, happily sm-viving, know 

that long ago Dr. Edwards Crisp openly and boldly proclaimed a 

Faculty of Medicine in each of the three kingdoms, and showed ho-w 

it might he formed in the London Medical Examiner and One Faculty 

Journal, vol. i. p. 32 et seq., 1850. Even so long ago as January 21,1837, 
a speech of Dr. Crisp’s was reported in the Lancet at p. 606 on the same 
subject. 

Histologist, Southampton.—-TAiQ term “protoplasm” is applied by Mold 

to the colourless or yellowish, smooth or granular -viscid substance, of 

nitrogenous constitution, which constitutes the formative substance in 

the contents of vegetable cells, in the condition of gelatinous strata, 

reticulated threads, and nuclear aggregations. It is the same substance 

as that formerly termed by the Germans “ Schleim,” usually translated 
in English works by “ mucus ” or “ mucilage.” 
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Dipsomania. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—With your permission, I would, make a few additional remark.s on 
>11118 important question. I have no desire to enter the Usta of gladiatorial 
psychology, to be derided, like many dons, by outside observers, in con¬ 
tentions for the settling the point whether this or that is a case of lunacy 
or dipsomania. I wish to look at drunkenness with the eye of common- 
sense as a fact, and not through the mystic glass of our Professional 
scrutiny. A drunkard, a lunatic, an idiot, a madman are all open to 
identification in their localities equally with the tinker or tailor, the parson 
or the Doctor; and this is the description of drunkard I fix my attention 
upon, and mark liim out for a legislation which shall reform him, or, at 
all events, stop him in his career of offensiveness and danger to others. 
The newspapers of the day teem with his brutahties and murders before 
the law as it now stands meddles wdth him. No doubt, imder drink, tem¬ 
perament has much to do with effect. One becomes quarrelsome, per¬ 
verse, and everything bad; anotlier, dronish and quiet. The first, being 
prominent, is the individual, I presiune, we all w'ish to deal with more 
liarticularly. It is of no use for such a character to say—“ I cannot help 
getting drunk, and, when drunk, am not responsible for my acts.” If 
cii'unkenness makes him for the time mad, however from habit he becomes 
weaker to resist the temptation, his guilt increases with the indulgence, or 
there is an end of all condemnation under law, human or Divine. I would 
nsk, cannot the police, or some public officer, be instructed to report 
habitual drunkards, so that, like lunatics, they may be sent to places 

■appointed for them—reformatorie.s, under probationary retention 1 I can 
easily believe that the very knowledge of such a restraint being held over 
them w'ould exercise a most salutary influence. I am, &c. 

Nailsworth, October 26. Thomas Stokes. 

COHrMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Mr. John H. Gornall ; Dr. Gray ; Dr. T. C. Allbutt ; Dr. Payrer ; 
Dr. J. Macpiieeson ; Dr. Baker ; Mr. K. W. Parker ; Mr. W. J. 
Marsh; Mr. J. L. Em ary ; Mr. Maunder; Mr. Berkeley IIill ; Dr. J. 
Flack ; Colonel Lane Fox ; Mr. C. J. Fox; Mr. C. L. Kemp ; Mr. 
Stude; Mr. J. W. Benson; A Surgeon; Dr. John Chapman; Mr. 
Arnott ; Mr. Gasxoin ; Mr. ‘Haynes Walton ; !Mr. J. Chatto ; Dr. 
Kelly ; Mr. H. Bewley ; Dr. Ross ; Dr. Letheby ; Mr. W. Bird ; Mr. 
J. Robertson ; Dr. H. G. Sutton ; Dr. J. J. Phillips ; Dr. Meere ; 

Dr. J. Matthews Duncan. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Bennet’s Winter and Spring on the Shores of the Mediterranean— 
Fenwick’s Medical Diagnosis—Report of the Sub-committee of the 
Association for Promoting the Extension of “ The Contagious Diseases 
Act” of 1866—Curweu’s Address delivered before the Medical Society of 
the State of Pennsylvania—W. and H. Hutchinson’s Pamphlet on an 
Improved Magneto-Electric Machine—British Joumal of Dental Science, 
November—Pharmaceutical Joiumal, No. 125—S^nond’s Address on 
Health—Edinburgli Medical Journal, No. 173—Odling’s Outlines of Che¬ 
mistry—Report of the Foochow Native Hospital and Dispensary— 
Strangeway’s Veterinary Anatomy—Monthly Microscopical Journal, 
No. 11—Edinburgh Medical Journal, November—Pi-actitioner, No. 17. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

L’Union Medicale—The New York Medical Gazette—Edinburgh Daily 
Review—Indian Volunteer Gazette—The Philadelphia Medical and Sm- 
gical Reporter. 

VITAL STATISTICS OT LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, October 30, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1077 ; Girls, 1102; Total, 2179. 
Average of 10 coixesponding weeks, 1859-68, 1989‘5. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 803 733 1536 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 631-3 615-8 1247-1 
Average corrected to increased population . 1372 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . i .1 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. Diar¬ 

rhoea. 
Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 2 16 5 3 6 5 ... 
North . 618210 i 6 40 6 12 7 ... 
Uentral 378058 4 28 i 7 10 3 ... 
East . 571158 10 76 2 15 11 11 ... 
South . 773175 1 7 69 3 14 6 8 ... 

Total . 2803989 2 29 2-29 11 45 44 34 ... 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer.29’850 m. 
Mean temperature '.40’0 
Highest point of thermometer.55'4 
Lowest point of thermometer.27’9 
Mean dew-point temperature..33'9 
General direction of wind.Variable. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.0'21 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, October 30, 1869, in 
the following large Towns :— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2179‘l462 1536 55-4 27-9 40-0 0-21 21 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 98 76 •76 58-9 29-5 42-9 0-48 48 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 217 175 170 55-0 30-4 41-7 0-36 36 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052] 99-7 366 295 309 53-2 33-1 46-3 0-69 70 
Manchester (City) . 370892:82-7 260 210 •220 55-5 28-0 40-0 0-54 55 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 91 60 67 56-4 -29-0 40-8 0-55 56 
Sheffield (Borough). 2.39752 10-5 207 126 126 54-0 30-5 41-1 0-16 16 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 92 71 63 56-1 29-0 39-8 0-35 35 
Leeds (Borough) 25.3110,11-7 1-94 129 136 57-0 30-0 42-0 0 42 42 
Hull (Borough) 126682'35-6 71 59 58 ... ... 
Nwcstl-on-Tvne, do. 130503 24-5 74 69 80 ... ... 
Edinburgli (City) . 178002:40-2 127 86 75 50-7 31-0 40-3 0-40 40 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 359 268 236 55-6 28-5 40-5 0-30 .30 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 32076-2,,32-9 131 158 127 55*0 32-7 43-8i0-36 36 

To-wns . 6546587,35-5 1466 3244 3279 58-9 27-9 41-6 0-44 44 
Paris (City) 1889842 . . . 880 ... ... 

Week 
ending Week ending Oct. 23. 
Oct. 23. 1 8 1 

Vienna (City) . 605200 ... I ... 1 ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observatoiy, Greenwich, the mean heigb.t of the barometer 
in the week w'as 29 850 in. Tlie barometrical reading decreased from 
3011 in. on Monday, Oct. 25, to29‘60 in. on Wednesday, Oct. 27. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 
The population of Cities and Boroughs in_1869 is estimated on 

the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is iirobable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

• The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boimdaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

November 6. Saturday (this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m. King’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, 1^ p.m.__ 

8. Monday. 
Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 

for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 

Medial' Society of London, 8 p.m. Dr. Sansom, “On a Case of Con¬ 
striction of the Mitral Orifice, with Cerebral Symptoms .simulating those 
of Typhoid Fever.” Mr. Wm. Adams, “ On Hip-joint Disease.”_ 

9. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, 1^ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. ^ 
Ethnological Society, 8 p.m. Mr. C. T. Gardner (of the Chinese 

Legation at Shanghae), “ On the aiinese Race, their Language, Govern¬ 
ment, Social Institutions, and Religion.” , , „ 

Royal Medical and Ciiirurgical Society, 84 p.m. Dr. Healo (of Win¬ 
chester), “ On the Physiological Rationale of Pneumonia and Bronchitis.” 
Dr. Waters (of Livei-pool), “ On the Treatment of Pneumonia.”_ 

10. Wednesday. 
Operations at University CoUege Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, li p.m.; 

Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 14 p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s I.4 p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Hunterian Society. 74 p.m.: Meeting of Council. 8 p.m.: Messi-s. 
Couper and James Adams, “ Cases of Amussat’s Operation.” 

11. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m.___ . 

12. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, 14 p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. __ _ 

EXPECTED OPEEATIONS. 

London Hospital.—The following Operations will be performed on 
Wednesday next, November 10, at 2 p.m.: _ ■ 

By Mr. Maunder—Tumour of Jaw; Trephinmg of Humerus; \ esico- 
Vaginal Ifstula. 
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CHOCOLAT-MENIER. 
(Manufactured only in France.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION EXCEEDS 5,000,000 lb. 

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment for 
, Breakfast known since 1825 ; defies all honest competition, 
^!«unadulterated, highly nutritious, and pure. 

Sold in Half-pound Packets. 

Wholesale, MENIER, 23, Henrietta-street, Strand, 
London. 

Eetail by all respectable Houses. 

LIEBE-LIEBIO’S NOURiSHHENT m SOLUBLE FORi, 
For INFAOTS, WEAK CHILDEEN, and CONVALESCENTS. 

Prepared by J. PAUL LIE BE, Apothecary, Dresden. 
No indigestible husk, no wood fibre, can derangn the child’s stomach, and no difiiculty in cooking 'will impede the salutary effects of Baron von 

Liebig’s formula. 
Sold by all Chemists. Wholesale from all Wholesale Drug and Patent Medicine Houses. 

Sole Wholesale Agents for Great Britain—A. and M. ZIMMERMAININ, 7, Pen-court, Penchnrch-street, E.C. 

MEAT WITH FRUIT.—GUICHON’S MUSGULINE. 
The pulp of Eaw Meat combined with Eruit, in the form of Sugared Tablets, manufactured at the Monastery of Notre Dame des Domhes, France. 

Dr. C. M. Tidy, Joint-Lecturer on Chemistry at the College of the London Hospital, having made an analysis of GUICHON’S MUSCULINE, 
reports that it contains about 51 per cent, of animal matter, the remainder being for the most part Sugar. Each Lozenge weighs on an average about 
28 grains—a Little more than half of which, therefore, is Meat. 

The “MUSCULINE” is strongly recommended as a nutritious Diet, and a powerful agent in overcoming debility consequent upon disease. 
Introduced into England by THOMAS TOMLINSON, Chemist, 6, Lower Seymour-street, Portman-square, London, W., of whom it may he 

obtained in Boxes, 2s, each; by post, 2s. 2d.; or 22s. per dozen, carriage free; and through all Chemists. 

The usual Discormt to the Profession. 

PARRISH’S CHEMICAL FOOD, 
OR 

SYR. FERRI PHOSPH. CO. (AMERICAN), 
Is imported Peesh eveet Month by his Sole Agents, 

P. & P. W. S Q U 1 R Ej 
CHEMISTS IN ORDINAEy TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCJE OP WALES. 

Mr. Squieb introduced into Medicine {Vide “ Lancet,” March 4th, 1839) 

SOLUTION OF BIMECONATE OF MORPHIA, 
Which has been employed by aU branches of the Medical Profession. 

Dr. !^ots thus writes of it;—“ I have taken it myself daily now for very nearly four years, and during that period I have frequently prescribed it 
in my private practice. The result of my observations on its effects on myself and others amounts to this—namely, that it disturbs the head less, that 
it ^stresses the stomach less, and that it constipates the bowels less, than any other preparation of Opium. I have taken every other preparation of 
Opium, but from none of them have I obtained the same degree of quiet rest that I have enjoyed from this Bimeconate of Morphia.” 

MURIATE OP AMMONIA LOZENGES 
Taken by persons suffering from Bronchitis. 

In Bottles 2s. each, 

to insure that it is genuine. 

ONLY SILVER MEDAL AWARDED 1867.—JUROR 1882. 

MORSON’S PREPARATIONS OF PEPSINE. 
(Poudre Nutritive, or “Pepsine Acide Amylacee” of the Prench Codex). 

Contains the active digestive principle of the gastric juice, purified and rendered permanent and palatable. Dose—15 to 20 grains. 

POKCX, - 
Aroncentrated and neutral preparation of Pepsine, free from any disagreeable taste or smeU. Dose—5 to 10 ggains. 

These preparations of Pepsine are carefully examined and tested by a professional Chemist, and certified to answer to the tests indicated. 
Every bottle containing the preparations named, and hearing the Trade Mark of T. Moeson and Son, is sold with a guarantee to that effect. 

PEPSINE WINE, PEPSINE LOZENGES, PEPSINE GLOBULES, 
Are convenient forms for the administration of Pepsine. 

S ^ C C H .A 3E?> ^ T E 13 'W H E ^ T EHOSEH^TES, 
A Dietetic Preparation, supplying an important deficiency in the ordinary Pood of Invalids and Children. 

Manufactured by T. MOHSON and SON, Pharmaceutical Chemists, 
31, 33, and 124, SOUTHAMPTON-ROW, LONDON, W.C. 

ASTRINGENT RED GUM LOZENGES, 
Taken for Relaxed Throat. 

In Bottles 2s. each. 

Each bottle has the Seal 
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OHiaiJTAL LECTURES. 
-o- 

A DISCOURSE 
DELIVERED IN THE THEATRE OF THE 

MEATH HOSPITAL 
On Monday, November 1, 1869, 

By WILLIAM STOKES, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., 
Regius Professor of Physic in the University of Duhlin. 

Gentlemen,—May I ask of you to refrain from expressions of 
approbation or dissent at anything-1 may say in this discourse ? 
Remember that ive are assembled in an Hospital, the house of 
the sick, and that everytliing which might distui’b the repose of 
the inmates should be religiously avoided. 

In discoui’ses of this kind, the speaker may often directly or 
indirectly be led to give undue prominence to such parts of our 
coercive curricula as he himself professes, and such subjects as 
those of anatom}'-, chemistry, and phvsiology may be too 
highly exalted as the A B C of Medicine”. 

These things are not the A B C of Medicine. We may 
know them all and be unfit to treat the most common case of 
disease. I am not going to tread the beaten ground of Medical 
education, but I take this opportunity of saying that, as 
Medicine deals with life, the amount of light thrown upon it by 
the study of that which has no life has been hitherto very 
small. Do not misunderstand me as undervaluing the studies 
in question. But I wish to show you that, at least as far as 
Medicine is concerned, they are subsidiary to a higher study. 

The ^ end of all is Professional fitness, and in regard to this , 
there is an influence greatly overlooked by our makers of 
systems of education. It is that of the practice of Medicine 
itself, under necessity. There are men who in their student 
days have been idle, neglectful of opportunity, deaf to advice, 
yet who manage somehow to get through a so-called test 
examination, and who, with the g-rowth of a more sober judg¬ 
ment, and under the silent influence of experience, become 
good and useful Physicians and Surgeons. To such men the 
power comes late, but it often does come. They learn every year 
things thafare in no curricula, subjects more important than 
any they have been examined in—charity, self-abnegation, 
courage, caution, reflection, patience, modesty—aU the while 
their minds tinctured "with a poignant regret for the time they 
have wasted, when they remembered not their Creator in the 
days of their youth. Their manners may be rugged, 
their extra-professional learning- scanty, but they may become, 
notwithstanding- their early habits, if not accomplished, at 
least conscientious and often successful soldiers, in the fight 
with disease and death. God forbid that I should counsel you 
to follow their example in your early days, but I mention this 
as a matter which should be more weighed than it has been by 
the framers of coercive systems of education, and more 
especially of examination. 

One word as to the duty of teachers, and this applies to 
those of other sciences as well as Medicine. It is not to convey 
all the facts of a subject to their hearers, but it is by precept 
and example to teach them how to teach and to guide themselves. 
If they succeed in this, they have done their duty in the lai-g-est 
sense of the word. 

In speaking of Professional fitness there is a subject which 
lies outside the formulised systems of education, and which 
deals with our conduct to society, to Medicine as a science, to 
our Profession as a calling, and to our brethren in practice as 
fellow-soldiers. 

The question of Medical ethics has not received the attention 
it deserves as a matter of instruction. We are compelled to 
devote ourselves to a host of subjects, among which the crown¬ 
ing one is but a unit; but who among us has been asked to 
think on those principles which make our Profession a calling 
for the gentleman and the Christian. From what professorial 
chair has such teaching- emanated ? We have the lectures of 
Gaubius, “De Regimine Mentis quod Medicorum est Habitus,” 
published at Leyden more than a century ago, which relate 
principally to doctrine; and those by Gregory on the “ Duties 
and Qualifications of a Physician,” published in 1788, deal¬ 
ing principally with the circumstances which retard Medicine 
as a science, though there is also much of value in regard to 
the manners and conduct of Ph3'sicians. We have, further, 
smaller works, such as those of Percival in 1792, of Petit of 
Lyons, and of Hooker, which mainly refer to what has been called 
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Medical etiquette, a term commonly misunderstood by the 
public. It may be said of aU these books that they are 
insufficient and rarely read. 

Medical ethics differ in no respects from ethics in general, 
and the term expresses only the applieation of ethical 
principles, or the laws of opinion as to right or -wrong, to a 
particular set of circumstances. Locke, in his “ Essay on the 
Understanding-,” indicates the three kinds of law to which 
human actions are referred in judging of their rectitude or 
obliquity—the Divine law, the civil law, and the law of opinion, 
or, as he calls it, reputation; and he adds, “ By the relation 
they bear to the first of them men judge whether their actions 
are sins or duties, by the second whether they be ci-iminal or 
innocent, and by the third whether they be virtues or -vdees. 
He shows that everywhere vice and blame, rfirtue and praise, 
go together, and are so united that they are often called by 
the same name. Thus Cicero says, ‘ Nihil habet natura 
praestantius quam honestatem, quam laudem, quam digpaitatem, 
quamdecus.’ ” After all, these laws of professional conduct are 
but the laws of morality, honour, and courtesy, and in many 
men of well-attuned minds there is little danger that they will 
be wilfully departed from. But our Profession is a large one, 
and composed of men of varied moral and intellectual quali¬ 
ties, of different ranks of life and degrees of education, and 
all may not follow the strait way. Therefore it is right that 
by its members, while they are in their youth, these things 
should be thought of, and we may hope that a part of the seed 
will fall into good ground, and bring forth some thirty-, some 
sixty-, and some a hundredfold. 

Our duties, which imply the application of these principles, 
are many and varied. The practice of such in our younger 
days prepares us for our more mature years, just as that of 
virtue and religion in this life prepares us for that which is to 
come. It is well remarked that habits, whether belonging to 
the body or the mind, seem to be produced by repeated acts, 
whether they be good or bad. As habits, such as those of envy 
or revenge, become part of our natiire by indulgence, so, on 
the other hand, those of charity and justice, of self-govern¬ 
ment and honour, are acquired by exercise. “ Thus,” a great 
writer says, “ by accustoming ourselves to any course of action 
we get an aptness to go on, a facility, readiness, and often 
pleasure in it. The inclinations which rendered us averse to it 
grow weaker, the difficulties in it, not only the imaginary, but 
the real ones, lessen. The reasons for it offer themselves, of 
course, to our thoughts on all occasions, and the least glimpse 
of them is sufficient to make us go on in a course of action to 
which we have been accustomed, and practical principles appear 
to grow stronger absolutely in themselves by exercise, as well 
as relatively -vsdth regard to contrary principles, which, by being- 
accustomed to submit, do so habitually and of course.” 

Therefore, looking forward to your mature life, its duties, 
and its trials, begin early to train yourselves, and be sure that 
these things and these habits are above all else necessary. 

As to the relations of the Profession to society, it has boon- 
too much the habit among us to find faidt with Govormnent 
and with the public, and there is a largo class among us who- 
seek to remedy the evil by complaints of injustice and by attempts 
at class legislation, which some call Medical politics. All this 
is a mistake; the Legislature will pass no law to serve the 
interests of a class, unless it can be shown that the public will 
be gainers thereby. These evils, admitting- them to exist, will 
not be remedied until, on the one hand, the public mind is 
better educated, and, on the other, the Profession become Avholly 
a profession, getting rid of the principle of trade—its members 
learning to be just and generous one to another, “ learning- 
what manner of men they are, where they ai-e going, and what 
is best to do rmder the circumstances.” And it is not until 
these things are learned that any change for the better can be 
expected. Meanwhile, the existence of such e\ils should rather 
stimulate us to the faithful discharge of our social duties, and 
I beseech of you to lay this to your hearts. 

A recent writer, after speaking of our advance in scientific 
power since the apostolic times, says:—“ Christ commanded 
his first followers to heal the sick and give alms ; but he com¬ 
mands the Christians of this age, if we may use the expression, 
to investigate the causes of all physical evil, to master the 
science of health, to consider the question of education with a 
view to health, the question of trade with a view to health, 
and, while all these investigations are made with free expense 
of energy, and time, and means, to work out the re-arrangement 
of human life in accordance with the results they give,” 

These are your duties to society ; you must be as soldiers in 
a field of battle—you must do good for God’s sake, whether it 
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be to tlie rich or to the poor, and not measure your needful 
exertions by the umount of any earthly reward. You must 
bear with fortitude the shghts that public ignorance may put 
upon you, and ever seek to be in the vanguard of social pro¬ 
gress. And you must labour to remain uninfluenced by pride, 
passion, or self-seeldng, or by any narrow sectarian feeling 
wliich would divide you from your fellow-man of any denomina¬ 
tion. This precept is of general application; yet, if there be 
a country in the world where it more requires to bo followed 
than another, it is our own loved and still divided Ireland. 

Now, as to our duties to oiu’ Profession as a science and a 
calling, httle weight is to be placed on collective movements 
for the declaration of grievances, for demanding protective 
laws, for the making of tariffs, or agitations for the phantasm 
of uniformity of education, or for estabhshing the minimum 
amount of knowledge necessary to obtain a hcence to practise 
on our fellow-creatures. Not thus is our Profession to be ad¬ 
vanced in pubhc estimation, and therefore dignity, but it is by 
each one of us resolving that during his life he wiU hold the 
honour of Medicine as a jewel intrusted to his safe and per¬ 
sonal keeping, and that to preserve that honour and to advance 
it is his clear and inviolable duty. Any one can indicate a duty— 
it is not all that even from their nature can perform it ; but if 
all did so act, the cumulative effect would be immeasurable. 

When speaking of practices which are the result of this want 
of consideration of the nature and character of our calling. Pro¬ 
fessor Smith, in his address to the British Medical Association, 
during its memorable visit to Dublin—an address which to have 
heard was the marking of an era in our lives—in speaking of 
•the fathers of Surgery in Great Britain and Ireland and on the 
'Continent, said :—“ Independent of the valuable information 
their wiltings contain, the works of the authors of the past 
generation further rej>ay the reader by the correctness of their 
style, by the terseness and succinctness, and, at the same time, 
the fulness and clearness of their descriptions. There is no 
inflated language, no giving to self an undue prominence, no 
•magnifying of trifles, no appropriation of merit that might not 
be justly claimed. They wrote with a pure object, the advance¬ 
ment of science and the benefit of mankind. There is still 
another important feature of these works: they are the result 

■of large and long experience. There was no hurrying into 
pi’int with some ephemeral production, no rushing into author¬ 
ship in the hope that experience would follow, no premature 
pubheation of cases that had not terminated, of operations 
whose final result was not known.” 

To use the words of Dr. Acland, “ No truer g-uide to the 
‘temper in which Medicine should be followed could be found 
than what then fell from the hps of the eloquent Professor 

»of Surgery.” If our young men were to ponder on these 
words, how much discredit would our Profession escape from ! 

The abuse of statistics to confirm particular views would 
cease, the climbing into notoriety by the alleged power of this 
or that remedy would become more rare, the extreme difii- 
culty of setthng the real value of any therapeutic agent would 
be admitted, dogmatism would become unknown, and jealousies 
disappear. 

A feature of some schools of the present day is irreverence- 
I do not mean in a religious sense, but as regards the respect 
•due to our noble band of predecessors. The disciples of some 
vain men affect to despise the past without knowing the past. 
How few of them know anything of the old Egyptian Medi¬ 
cine ! Which of them has read Hippocrates ? Which of the 
so-called anatomical school has studied Bonetus or Morgagni ? 
To confine ourselves to Medicine, how few have read John Peter 
Prank or Sydenham, Haygarth or Gregory! I will not enlarge 
on this topic, but only exhort you to cultivate the modesty of 
science, and to remember that among our predecessors there 
were great Physicians and Surgeons—great because they were 
good observers. This contempt for them, or this ignorance of 
them, is among the saddest things relating to Medicine that I 
Icnow. Even great men of the last generation are virtually 
declared to have been either bad observers or dishonest men. 
O shame, where is thy blush ! 

It is in the nature' of things that although the path to 
eminence is open to all it is not successfully trodden by all. 
Swift has said that “in every crowd there is room over their 
heads.” Now, there are two ways to distinction—one the 
wrong way, the other the right one, even though the former 
leads to a kind of success. Men climb into eminence, and men 
float into it; the first class are ambitious men, selfish, often 
nnscruprdous in the attainment of their object. They are false 
or true, as may serve their turn, and Medicine is their means. 

and not, as she should be, their mistress, loved, worshipped, 
and served for her own sake. 

Yet the Idstory of the Profession shows that it is not from 
this former class that the higher ranks in Medicine and Sur¬ 
gery have been recruited. Who wiU deny that the fathers of 
British, and Irish, and Continental, and American Medicine 
and Surgery were, in a scientific sense, moraUy worthy of their 
place ? 

Strive to imitate them, for they rose not by climbing, but by 
floating. Buoyed up by their zeal, their love of their science, 
their earnest, untiring, disinterested labour, they became rela¬ 
tively suj)erior to their feUows, until, by the voices of their 
brethren and the world, they found themselves in positions to 
which they never dreamt of attaining. 

And this leads me to' speak of one fruitful source of un¬ 
happiness and of discredit to the character of Medicine. I 
allude to the practice of controversy in general, but especiaUy 
as to priority in observation or discovery. It is proper that 
merit shoifid have its due, but the assertion of our right to that 
merit should rarely come from ourselves. It is given to few to 
make what may be called a master-discovery, such as that of a 
new world, of the law of graHty, of a new planet, the lav/s of 
light, the spectral analysis, or the preventive powers of vac¬ 
cination. But, in smaller matters, discovery as such is an easy, 
almost a necessary, result of investigation. AU physical and 
natural sciences advance by discoveries, one leading to 
another, and if we do make any new observation, if we are per¬ 
mitted to add another stone to the building up of the temple of 
science, it should satisfy us to be the means of laying it with¬ 
out demanding that our poor names be engraved upon it. The 
combatants in discussions of this kind excite no public interest 
beyond that which used to be attached to the gladiator in the 
arena, or the boxers in the ring, and men look on them with 
much of the same feehng. 

When so many minds are occupied at the same time in 
similar researches, it becomes more probable that the discovery 
of A. has been made simultaneously with that of B. than that 
B. appropriated the work of A. to himself. If the interest of 
science were subserved by these disputes, something might be 
said for them. In such angry controversies by insignificant 
men there is often betrayed a want of knowledge of Medical 
literature which would have shown that the discovery was 
made long before. Where this is not the case, where ignorance 
cannot be pleaded as their excuse, they may then be described 
as the mere camp followers of science, who live by plundering 
the dead. 

The circumstances which not seldom attend on the giving 
of Medical evidence in court are often a source of discredit. 
I do irot speak of diversity of opinion, for though the 
adage of “ Doctors differ ” becomes every day less and less 
applicable, yet good and even learned men may occasionally 
take opposite views of any question. But still the giving of 
Medical evidence often lo'wers our Profession in the eye of the 
pubhc, and, still woi’se, in that of the judge. 

Two causes contribute to this result—one, that the witness 
permits himself to become more or less a partisan ; the other, 
that with imperfect knowledge he volunteers and defends 
opinion. 

In the report of the State Medicine Committee of the General 
Medical Council, which was brought up this year, there are 
the answers to queries on this subject from many eminent 
authorities. 

I shall read extracts from letters by the present Lord Chan¬ 
cellor of England and the Lord Chief Justice Sir William 
Bovill in answer to the following queries:— 

“ What are the deficiencies you have observed in Medical 
witnesses P” 

“ How would you propose to remedy them ? by what educa¬ 
tion, legal and scientific ?” 

The Lord Chancellor, after objecting to the use of technical 
phrases in Medical evidence, and distinguishing as to the 
evidence of facts and of opinion, says (see Report, page ii.) :—■ 

“ A much more serious defect is common to all scientific 
■witnesses, engineers, surveyors, barristers (who are sometimes 
witnesses as to Scotch or other foreign law), no less than Medi- 
calmen, and this defect isone arisingfrom oursystemof e'vidence. 

“ A witness to facts knows that it would be base beyond 
measure to bend his e'vidence so as to suit the case of him in 
whose behalf he is called, and that his only duty is to state 
plainly, without colour or fencing, what he knows as a fact. 

“ But the ■witness who speaks to opinion is selected by the 
litigant, after communicating with many, perhaps, of the same 
profession as the witness, and when so selected is expected to 
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express a particular opinion. He honestly entertains it, I 
doubt not, when first selected, but then it is like the case of a 
counsel’s opinion : the counsel gives his opinion on the state¬ 
ment of facts submitted to him; perhaps after hearing the 
other side he would find the case wholly altered, and would 
say so. But the scientific witness called into court by a 
plaintiff is generally expected by plaintiff to support his case 
in cross-examination, when many views may be suggested that 
may really modify the witness’s judgment, and even after 
facts may have been proved that ought to modify it; and 
the witness too frequently acts in this manner. 

“ But every witness shoxild eschew altogether the notion of 
partisanship. He should be ready frankly and unreservedly 
to give his opinion, regardless of how it may tell. He is there not 
as an advocate, but in order to inform the court or jury accord¬ 
ing to his best judgment. 

“ In fact, I think the judge ought to call in scientific evidence 
(as in lunacy the Lord Chancellor and Lords Justices do) of 
his own selection, and I doubt whether any evidence of opinion 
on oath should ever be given. The jury would then see that 
it is opinion only; the witness would with more decorum defend 
his opinion, and would acquire the habit of beheving himself 
to be, not a partisan, but an expert, rendering his assistance 
the greater.” 

Sir William Boxdll observes (see Report, page xii.):— 
“ With reference to the sixth printed question, I may mention 

that the great misfortune and defect in Medical testimony 
liitherto has been that Medical men, like many other profes¬ 
sional witnesses, have been too much in the habit of making 
themselves partisans in endeavouring to suiDjjort the particular 
views of the parties on whose behalf they have been called; 
and this has led to conflicts of opinion, which sometimes have 
appeared not very creditable to the Profession. 

“ The remedy rests with the individual members of the Pro¬ 
fession.” 

To the same effect Dr. Alfred Taylor remarks :— 
“ Medical men would rebel against the proposition that they 

should be excluded from giving evidence at inquests or assizes 
until they had qualified themselves to pass such an examination 
as is here sketched out. And yet what can be more absurd 
than our present practice of selecting the Medical man who 
happens to live nearest to the body of a person found dead 
under suspicious circximstances to give an opinion on a number 
of matters on which he had never previously thought, or on 
which he had had no previous experience ? 

“ When a legal case of difficulty arises, a man does not select 
the nearest attorney for the purpose of removing it, or helping 
him through an action or indictment; but he takes the best 
man he can find—at any rate, a competent man, and one who 
has had experience in that particular department in which the 
question of difficulty arises. 

“ The truth is, the greater number of Medical Practitioners 
are disqualified from giving evidence in Medico-legal cases. 
They want experience, j udgment, logical accuracy, forethought, 
and all those qualities necessary for a Medical witness in a 
court of law.” 

Now, what should be the proper course to follow? The 
Medical witness must go into court untinged by partisanship 
with the plaintiff, the defendant, or with himself. He is there 
to give his opinion, careless of how it may tell. When he is 
summoned, as often takes place, in consequence of his having 
given an opinion upon an parte statement, it is in human 
nature that he will seek to defend that opinion, even though 
facts, which he learns in court for the first time, bo opposed to 
it. 'Therefore to give an opinion on a one-sided statement, 
and, in consequence, to be retained as a witness, is to be 
avoided; otherwise you run the risk of being doubly partisans 
—of the side which retains you, and again of yourselves. 

But a wider source of discredit is that our brethren give 
evidence on questions of opinion of which it would be better 
that they should confess their ignorance. 

In courts of justice it is too often held that, because a man 
happens to be a licensed Practitioner, he is therefore competent 
to deal with Medico-legal questions, and great evils are the 
result. There is hardly a day on which I do not see evidence 
as to the cause of death at inquests which is behind the state 
of knowledge. One would think that to determine the cause 
of death was a very simple thing. Dissection reveals a disease 
or an injury, a sworn opinion is given that this accounts for 
the death, and the inquiry is at an end. 

But the question remains whether, if the man died with the 
disease, he necessarily died of it. There are some diseases and 
conditions which are known to be incompatible ■with life, and 
the discovery of such would give a great probability that it was 

the cause of death ; but such cases are exceptional. Life can 
exist -with a vast amount of anatomical changes, both acute 
and chronic, and death occur without a perceptible lesion. In 
the present state of knowledge, to determine the cause of death 
by dissection alone is often impossible, so that the belief that 
these inquiries may end as well in the concealment as the de¬ 
tection of crime is justifiable. 

In how much better a position would the Medical witness 
stand who had the knowledge and the moral courage to say “ I 
cannot tell,” than he who swears to opinions on insufficient and 
unscientific grounds ! 

It is certain that the ordinary experience of practice does not 
qualify any of us to give an answer to a large number of ques¬ 
tions of legal Medicine. 

Hear what the representative of Irish Medicine says in 
addressing his class in tins Hospital:—“ But you are told that 
you may be called on to decide questions of Medical jurispru¬ 
dence which demand an accurate knowledge of chemistry; 
that you will be required to test poisons and detect them when 
accidentally or purposely mixed with food or drink. What 
should you do in such cases ? Why, do not undertake any in¬ 
vestigations of the land; refuse to make them, refer them to 
those who are competent to the task. Where wfil you find a 
man engaged in the practice of Physic fully capable of deciding 
such questions? What practising Physician or Surgeon is 
competent to enter at once upon an investigation of this nature ? 
I have lectured some three or four years on Medical jurispru¬ 
dence, and have bestowed a good deal of attention on the sub¬ 
ject, and yet, if called on to decide a case of poisoning, I would 
refuse, and say I was incompetent to the task. What, then, is 
to be done under such circumstances ? This is a matter of 
deep importance to society. It is of the utmost conseqxience 
that the wretch who poisons should not escape, and th.at the 
innocent should not suffer. It therefore behoves the Govern¬ 
ment to employ and pay persons capable of deciding such ques¬ 
tions. Then, and not till then, wiU the task be duly performed, 
and the, decisions be such as the public can look up to witli 
respect and confidence.” 

The subj ect of State Medicine, which includes Forensic, Psycho¬ 
logical, and Preventive Medicine, Medical topography, ana vital 
and sanitary statistics, thanks to the long-continued exertions 
of one enlightened member of the Profession, Dr. Rumsey, 
now occupies a prominent place in the consideration of the 
Profession, the Medical Council, and the Government. The 
Medical Council have appointed a State Medicine Committee 
under the presidency of Professor Acland, and a Royal Sanitary 
Commission has been formed, which has already taken a mass’ 
of evidence, especially on Preventive Medicine and the registra¬ 
tion of disease. It has been recommended by the committee 
of the Council that in any amended Medical Bill which may 
be prepared for Parliament it is desirable that the requisite 
permissive clauses for registering a qualification in State 
Medicine be inserted in addition to any of the qualifications 
sanctioned by the Medical Act. 

We may then confidently expect that ere long these great 
questions, the decision of which is so essential to the public, 
■will be settled in accordance ■with the advance of knowledge. 

We have touched on our duties to society and to our Pro¬ 
fession ; let us now briefly speak of the duties to our patients. 
These duties, as relating to the treatment of the sick, are best 
learned in those monuments of Christian charity, our Hospitals 
and dispensaries. Here I take leave to say that in the student s 
cai’eer, his clinical attendance and study cannot be begun too 
soon. It is held that the student should learn his anatomy, his 
chemistry, and his materia medica, before he enters the ^vards, 
but will these teach him to know the li'rfng,_whic'h it is his 
business to know ? Will this teach his hand, his eye, his ear ? 
But more. Will these things teach the look of a sick man, 
sympathy with the sick, charity to the sick, patience with the 
sick ? Will they soften his heart by witnessing their sufferings, 
or rejoice it by feeling their gratitude ? No, and yet these 
thing's are of more importance to the moulding of his character 
and to his future usefulness than any knowledge of the 
accessory sciences, and he cannot begin to feel their blessed 

influence too soon. 
We have heard much of the necessity of determining the 

minimum amount of knowledge that would justify the granting 
of a licence, and the Medical Council has long been pressed to 
declare it. Is the minimum amount of the moral qualities, so 
precious to all, to be determined also ? 

In relation to practice among the better classes it may be 
said that, outside Medical skill, one of the_ most essential 
qualities is that of secresy. As the rule, this has been long 
and well understood. Yet a few of our brethren, while observ- 
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ing strict _ honour in great things, have the habit of talking 
about their attendances. Nothing tends more to shake the 
confidence of the public than this, for it will be thought that if 
little things are talked about and made the tittle-tattle of a 
neighbourhood, greater matters will be so also. You will 
avoid this. Practice the bridling of the tongue, for not to your 
nearest and dearest should such things be revealed. The habit 
of talkativeness unfits men for the Profession, for, as has been 
well remarked, men cannot go on for ever talkiiig of 
nothing, and will come to reveal things of greater importance. 

But another example of talkativeness is to be noticed as a 
constitutional defect. It is that of thinhing aloud. It 
happens every day that organic disease remains long silent—■ 
that is, either wholly latent, unprogressive, and prod^uctive of 
slight, if any, symptoms. By accident it is discovered, and 
those who have this failing seem incapable of concealing it from 
the patient. The consequences are that they destroy his peace 
of mind, and do their best to convert an indolent into an active 
disease. It commonly happens to the Consulting-Physician to 
be addressed in this way, “ Sir, i have an aneurism of the 
aorta—or patency of the mitral valve—or tubercular atrophy 
of my lung—Bright’s disease—or encephaloid of the left lobe of 
the liver.” I could tell you terrible examples of the effects of 
such communications. 

There is a darker side to this picture. The declaration of 
the disease may proceed from the desire of showing a superior 
skill in diagnosis. This, is bad enough so far as the patient is 
concerned, but when done in the absence of the regular 
attendant, it becomes one of the gravest breaches of Medical 
ethics. 

One thing more as regards our patients. Do not hold 
that you have, so to speak, any proj)erty in them, or any 
right, real or implied, that you should be 'employed by them on 
a future occasion. Nor are jou to look for what is called 
Medical gratitude, and you will be saved many a heart¬ 
burning. You may have brought your patient through a 
terrible iUness, and exerted your best skill in the case; but 
another occasion arises in lus own person or that of one of his 
family. ^ If he by any circumstance is led to believe that by 
employing another the chances of cure will be increased by an 
infirdtesimal degree, you may bo discarded, and have no cause 
of complaint. It is unreasonable to expect that the smallest 
presumed chance of a favourable result should be given up for 
your sake, or in consideration of your former services. Pre¬ 
serve your own independence, be free from self-seeking, 
eschew servility, and the public will respect you the more. 
While you do your duty to your patients, hold them -with a 
thread of silk, of cobweb. 

In relation to society, iro high-minded man wiU ever touch 
on the subject of his success in practice ; and I would counsel 
you, when the belief in cxuackery is spoken of in mixed 
society, to remain silent. If you said that it would be well for 
all that the alleged cures brought forward were real, you 
will be met by the assertion that they were true, for in all such 
cases the public use the post hoc ergo propter hoc argument with¬ 
out seeing its fallacy. If you condescend to discussion you 
are set down as an interested witness. You will do well to 
remember, in reference to this matter, that there is a condition 
of the ndnd in which the reception of the false is preferred to 
that of the true, and, while in this condition, it will not be 
convinced of its error though one should rise from the dead. 
With the progress of education these things will cease to be, 
but meanwhile you will consult the dignity of your Profession 
by abstaining from such discussions. And do not think too 
hardly of those who reject legitimate Medicine; from Plato 
and Aristotle down we have examples of great men becoming 
irrational when they have touched on Medicine without a 
knowledge of its foundation—“ observation rendered fruitful 
by study.” 

In relation to our duties to our Profession, it is obviously 
right that in mixed societies, as it is at present constituted, we 
refrain from the discussion of Medical toj^ios. To bo able to 
speak of nothing but what pertains to our calling is to give an 
unfavourable idea of the Profession to the pubhe mind. A.nd 
this is another reason for insisting on a large and liberal edu¬ 
cation in arts by our young men. 

This outline—for it is but an outline of what our conduct 
should be—woidd bo wanting- did we not consider our duty to 
our brethren also. And here is the golden rule in all cases—■ 
first to consider the interest of our patient, next of our brother, 
and last of ourselves. 

There is no profession in which the motives, acts, and cha¬ 
racters of its membei-s can be more easily and, so far as con¬ 
cealment goes, more safely assailed. Therefore it behoves us 

aU the more to be on the watch over ourselves, lest, even 
though unwittingly, we inflict a stab in the dark. 

Professional honour is public safety; and if the skill of a 
brother comes in question before any of you, seek not to rise 
on the ruins of his reputation. While you do what is right, 
watch that_ if an error has been committed it be not ex¬ 
posed. This is another instance of the quality of secresy and of 
the value of not thinking aloud. A Little exercise of tact can 
effect all that is right to be done. I am making no charge 
against my Profession. On the contrary, I beheve it, looking 
at its temptations, singularly pure and chivah-ously honourable. 

All men, even the best, may err in judg-ment; but aU men, 
also, are given a ride in conduct from on high—“ Do ye unto 
others what ye would that they should do to you.” As the 
source of happiness consists in living not for self but for others, 
so success, with a satisfied conscience, depends on your think¬ 
ing more of your brother’s interest than of your own. 

If there be one class of Practitioners by whom more than 
another these precepts shoidd be observed, it is that of metro¬ 
politan Physicians and Surgeons. Patients resort to them from 
all parts of the country, often without notice to their Medical 
attendants, who may be hundreds of miles away. Here is the 
rule. Seek not to make property of such patients. Do not 
tell them they should have consulted you before. Do not invite 
them to correspond with you except through their attendant, 
and should you discover anything that has not been discovered, 
or should you see any reason for a change of treatment, write 
in the first instance your opinion to your country brother. 
This may be, and has been, sneeringly called Medical etiquette. 
It is but the conduct of a man and the morality of Medicine. 

The safety of the framework of Medical society depends on 
the adoption of these principles. Let us, while we profess 
Christianity, try to follow its moral precepts. 

But you yourselves may be injured. Bear it without murmur. 
Have no Professional quarrel, no matter what the offence may 
be. If a brother injures you, meet him as if nothing of the 
kind had happened, for when you are angry every man becomes 
your master, for you cease to be so yourselves. The Profes¬ 
sional quarrel may be attended by a desire for, and often an 
indulgence in, revenge ; but though evil be done, Ave are not 
to render evil for evil. “ You may be forced into a dark tre¬ 
mendous sea of cloud. Bind God’s lamp to your heart, and 
you will emerge.” 

A great authority says, “ What would be the consequence, 
malice or resentment towards any man hath plainly a tendency 
to beget the same passion in him who is the object of it, and 
this again increases it in the other. It is of the very nature of 
this vice to propagate itself.” Perseverance in the right course 
will make it easier and easier, and, wliile you preserve your 
own dignity to your enemy, you may at last convert him from 
being such into a fast and enduring friend. 

“Good my lord,” says Hamlet to Polonius, “will you see 
the players well bestowed?” Polonius answers-—“My lord, 
I will use them according to their desert.” Then comes the 
reproof—■“ Odds bodikins, man! better. Use every man after 
his deserts, and who shall escape wdiipping ? Use them after 
your own honour and dig-nity; the less they deserve, the moi-e 
merit is in your bounty.” 

“ Suppose,” says Bishop Butler again, “that you were under 
the apprehension of approaching death or the final judgment; 
that you were going to appear naked, and without disguise, 
before the Judge of all the earth, to give an account of your 
behaviour towards your feUow-creatures. Could anything 
raise more dreadful apxn-ehensions of that judgment than the 
reflection that youliad been implacable and without mercy to 
those who had offended you, without that forgiving spirit 
towmrds others, which, that it may be exercised towards your¬ 
self, is your only hope. A forgiving spirit is therefore abso¬ 
lutely necessary, as ever we hope for peace of mind in our 
dying moments, or for the Divine mercy on that day when we 
shall stand most in need of it.” 

Gentlemen, I have done. No one in this room can be more 
convinced of the insufficiency of this discom-se in relation to its 
subject than he wdio has addressed you. May you all long live 
to discharge the duties of your great and honourable Profes¬ 
sion with success, and “ in peace and goodwill to all! ” 

We learn that Sir John Gray, the niemhor for Kilkenny, 
accompanied by his son, sought and readily obtained permission 
to be present at the oral examination on Tuesday last. It is 
to be hoped that the hon. member saw reasons for modifying 
Ids strongly expressed opimon against the examinations at the 
Boyal College of Surgeons. 
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OBIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

TBE ALLEGED SALUBEITY OE SMALL 
HOSPITALS. 

By J. MATTHEWS DUNCAN, M.D. 

Small Hospitals are now said to afford to patients greater 
■ chances of recovery than large Hospitals. Cottages are said 
to afford still better chances than small Hospitals. Therefore, 
say the enemies of Hospitals, large and small Ho.spitals should 
be supplanted by a system of cottages. The reasoning is 
specious, but the proof rests mainly ■ on statistics. While I 
cannot admit the validity of the kind of statistical reasoning 
adduced against Hospitals, I purpose now to inquire how far 
mere statistical data confirm the view tliat small Hospitals 
are better than large ones. 

It will be readily and on all sides admitted that the data of 
maternity Hospitals offer us an excellent means of conducting 
this inquiry, and I propose to confine my observations to 
obstetrical data. There are various ways of pursuing the 
subject. To be comprehensive, I shall employ three methods. 
First, I shall examine the data of one small Hospital; second, 
I shall examine the data of a promiscuous collection of small 
Hospitals ; third, I shall examine the data of some liighly 
praised small Hospitals. 

The Data of one Small Hospital. 

In a question like that now before us, a careful and shrewd 
inquirer is sure, if he have a convenient example of a small 
Hospital, to examine its results first of all. Notliing is more 
convincing' to the man of common sen.se than what he person¬ 
ally knows and inspects. He cannot know many Hosriitals 
intimately, but he may know one. Now, for me, there is a 
convenient Hospital for the present purpose—namely, the 
Royal Maternity Hospital of Edinburgh. It happens to be 
particidarly valuable in the present crisis, remarkably appro¬ 
priate for my purpose, because it is under the care of a body 
of distinguished obstetricians, with Sir James Simpson, a con¬ 
siderable party in the jiresent question, at their head. This 
gentleman accepts a special yearly vote of thanks for his 
interference in the management of the institution and the, 
treatment of the patients. 

This Hospital is a small one, for it has only about 
twenty beds occupied at once, and its annual number of deli¬ 
veries is considerably below 300. The celebrated obstetrical 
.statistician. Dr. Churchill, says {JJuhliii Qaartcrly Journal of 
Medicine, August, 1869, p. 2.51) that, during the years 1844 to 
1868, there were in it 3824 deliveries and 62 deatlrs, or 1 in 61. 
During the year 1867, there were 259 women delivered in it and 
6 deaths, or 1 in 43. This is a very high mortality. The 
great Dublin Hospital, the largest in Great Britain, has, in an 
experience of above 100 years and above 190,000 cases, had a 
mortality of 1 in 72. During the famous mastership of Collins, 
lasting seven years, and an experience of above 16,000 cases, 
the mortality was 1 in 100. 

This looks dark for small Hospitals. One, that may bo 
called Sir James Simpson’s, presents a picture which would 
have deterred most men from asserting that small Hospitals 
are more salubrious than large ones. But all this does not 
settle the question; it only shows that smallness is a quality 
of an Hospital which offers no security for sujjerior so-called 
salubrity. It shows this irrefragably. Other individual small 
Hospitals might be cited to show the same thing. 

A Peomisotjous Collection op the Data of Small Hospitals. 

I am hap^iy to be able to refer to two such masses of statis¬ 
tical data, gathered respectively by Dr. Churchill, the ob¬ 
stetrical statistician, and by Le Fort, the enemy of Hospitals. 

Dr. Churchill’s collection is from eleven sources. It com¬ 
prises 27,300 cases. Among these were 405 deaths, or 1 in 67. 

How do small Hospitals look ? 1 in 67 ! The gi-eat Dublin 
Hospital mortality is 1 in 72. Drs. Collins, and Johnston, and 
Sinclair, in 28,528 cases, which they had in this large Hospital, 
had a mortality of only 1 in 123. But small Hospitals, ac¬ 
cording to Churchill, have a mortahty of 1 in 67. According 
to the same authority, largo Hospitals have a mortality of 1 in 
62. It is necessary, however, to remark that this last mortality 
of large Ho.spitals is only arrived at by Dr. Churchill including 
in his data figures derived from such institutions as are to bo 
found in Paris and St. Petersburg, having mortalities quite 
extraordinary, and far above anything known in this country. 

Le Fort’s collection is from 31 sources. It may be epitomised 
as follows:— 

Institutions receiving annually above 2000 lying-in women : 
300,503 cases; 12,244 deaths, or 1 in 23. 

Institutions receiving annually from 1000 to 2000 lying-in 
women : 39,885 cases ; 1444 deaths, or 1 in 27. 

Institutions receiving annually from 500 to 1000 lying-in 
women 14,393 cases ; 386 deaths, or 1 in 37. 

Institutions receiving annually from 200 to 500 lying-in 
women: 9755 cases; 299 deaths, or 1 in 32. 

Institutions receiving annually from 100 to 200 lying-in 
women : 4558 cases ; 126 deaths, or 1 in 36. 

Institutions receiving annually under 100 lying-in women: 
548 cases; 46 deaths, or 1 in 12. 

Wliat, then, does this Le Fort method of calculating tell 
regarding small Hospitals ? It makes them to be the worst of 
all. The smallest have the most frightful mortality. Naturally, 
Le Fort says, when describing the data which we have above 
given, “ the statistical researches are there, to prove that one 
must not seek the cause of the greater or less mortality of the 
lying-in in the size of the establishments, and that all Hospital 
hygiene cannot be reduced to questions of architecture. . . . 
It is easy to see, in running’ over the figures, that the relative 
mortality in the small and large maternity Hospitals does not 
formally plead in favour of the small establishments.” (‘Des 
Maternites,’ p. 75.) 

Whatever may be said of much of the reasoning that Le 
Fort has used, there can be no doubt of the wisdom of the 
passages we have just quoted. We leave them without fimther 
comment. 

The Data of Selected Small Hospitals. 

I take the selection made by Dr. Every Kennedy, because it 
is made by a friend of small Hospitals. I myself know of no 
data of small Hospitals that are reliable, else I would have 
taken them in preference to the selection of Dr. Every Kennedy. 
The cause of my want of reliance is simply the smallness of 
the number of cases collected. This circumstance damages 
Le Fort’s general collection, as well as Dr. Every Kennedy’s 
selection. 

Dr. Kennedy’s selected examples are the following:— 
“ Cottage Hospitals.—New Ross : 30 annually ; total 924 ; 1 

ill 185. Waterford (23 years): 115 annually; 1 in 295. 
Limerick; 367 annually ; 1 in 367.” {JDiiblin Quarterly Journal 
of Medical Science, May, 1869, p. 295.) 

Now this selection by Dr. Kennedy certainly has an aspect 
favoiu’able to the view that small Flospitals are very salubri¬ 
ous. But it must be scrutinised, and then objections to the 
validity of its evidence are easily found. 

It proves too much for the enemies of Ho.spitals, for the 
mortalities recorded are smaller than those in the practices of 
the best private Practitioners. Private practice can, I believe, 
nowhere show such fine results as these little Irish Hospitals. 
The Dublin Practitioners, as a whole, have a mortality above 
1 in 114. The Edinburgh Practitioners, as a whole, have a 
mortality probably nearly the same as their Dublin brethren. 
There must be something misleading in Dr. Kennedy’s selection. 
If it prove anything, it is that Hospitals are safer for lying-in 
women than the cottages or dens of the poor, the houses of 
the better classes, or the mansions of the rich. In short, it is 
a selection that does not command the confidence of the in¬ 
telligent obstetrician. There is plenty of evidence to prove 
that a mortality of 1 in 295 or 1 in 367 has never, on a large 
scale, been known in this world. 

The selection further presents us with too small numbers. 
The very small mortality shown in Dr. Kennedy’s selected 
Hospitals will certainly bo corrected, as time rolling on increases 
the numbers to judge by. The whole number of cases in the 
three Hospitals is probably about 4000. It is easy to extract 
from the gi’eat Dublin Hospital’s experience data of con¬ 
secutive years as splendid as those of the three small selected 
Hosjiitals, and which might be quite as justly applied to 
indicate its mortality as those of the three small Hospitals 
are held to indicate the salubrity or mortality of the little 
institutions; and the citation will serve as a good example of 
the danger of small selected figures. In 1807 and 1808, there 
were delivered in the great Dublin Lying-in Hospital 5176 
women; of these 25 died, or 1 in 207. 

In conclusion, then, we find that the statistics of Maternity 
Ho.9pitals afford no countenance to the notion that small 
Hospitals are better or more salubrious than large. Indeed, 
they at least appear to show that the reverse is true. They, 
however, indisputably prove that smallness is no guarantee of 
success or salubrity. 
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It is a matter of course that a small Hospital is likely to be 
more salubrious than a large one. A small family is more 
easily managed than a large one. But there is no evidence 
that the difficulties attending the management of a large 
Hospital or a large family are insuperable. And just as a man 
may not find it prudent to break up his large family into two 
or more establishments, so a community may not find it 
XJrudent to break up the mass of their sick poor, and lodge 
them in two or more small establishments, instead of one large 
Hospital. 

In an address published in a daily Edinbui’gh newspaper. 
Sir James Simpson speaks as follows (^Scotsman, October 27, 
1869, p. 7) :—“ When, ” says he, “ such a simple operation as 
amputation of the forearm is performed upon a poor man in the 
country and in his own cottage home, only about 1 in 180 dies; 
hut the statistics of our large and metropolitan Hospitals 
disclose the stern and terrible truth that, if these men had been 
inmates of their great wards, thirty of them, or about 1 in 6, 
would have perished.” 

All our cherished Edinburgh Hospitals depend mainly for 
their support on voluntary contributions. The sick poor are 
tended, Medical education is carried on. Can any further 
support be expected from that portion of the public who may 
unfortunately believe that the above quotation is even an 
approximation to the truth ? I have, in this short paper, tried 
to find out what is the truth as to large and small Hospitals in 
a department of Medicine with which I am somewhat familiar. 
My readers will then easily understand how sadly I deplore 
the appearance of such statements as I have quoted. I know 
nothing that, if only listened to, is fitted to be more injurious 
to the sick poor and to the Medical Profession. 

ABSENCE OE ONE KIDNEY IN A SINGULAE 
CASE OE BEIGHT’S DISEASE. 

By F. R. WILSON, M.B., Staff Assistant-Surgeon. 

No. 373, Private James Webb, 76th Regiment, aged 30, and of 
a worn unhealthy aspect, was admitted to Hospital at Col¬ 
chester on the arrival of the 76th depot in this command. He 
was then suffering from general anasarca, especially of the 
lower extremities, with slight puffiness of face and some 
dyspnoea. Constant dull pain was complained of in the lumbar 
region, where there was considerable tenderness on pressure. 
The stethoscopic examination of the heart gave negative re¬ 
sults, and the liver did not appear to be diseased. The urine 
was scanty, and of a dirty smoky aj^pearance. It was found to 
be profusely loaded with albuminates. Origin referred to a 
“ wetting.” The case was entered as Bright’s disease. The 
treatment was palliative and tonic, but only gave temporary 
relief, and on the fiftieth day after admission the patient died 
quietly in a state of uraemic coma, having been completely 
“ waterlogged” for many days preffiou.sly. 

The post-mortem examination was conducted thirty-four 
hours after death, and gave the following results;—General 
aspect; QEdematous swelling of entire surface of body, which 
was of a dirty tallowy colour. Head not opened. Thorax: 
The pericardium contained eight ounces of serum. The heart 
was pale and flabby, but the valves were not diseased. The 
lungs, though congested in the upper lobes, were here still 
crepitant, though in other situations profoundly cedematous. 
Abdomen : Liver of a dark coffee colour, and in a state of oily 
degeneration; weight three pounds and a quarter. Spleen soft 
and friable. The right kidney was apparently absent, but on a 
careful dissection of the connective tissue a minute, ductless, 
glandular-looking body was detected. It somewhat resembled 
in size and shape a flattened date, and appears to have repre¬ 
sented a rudimentary kidney. The left kidney was greatly 
enlarged, and on removal weighed over thirteen ounces. The 
capsule was readily detached, and on section the organ pre¬ 
sented a nearly uniform pale aspect, with apparent loss of 
distinction between the cortical and medullary portions. The 
characteristic amyloid reaction occurred with iodine. The 
pyramidal bodies towards their apices had nearly disappeared, 
being cleanly chiselled out, and leaving cavities of the size of a 
plum. At the back of the pelvis of the kidney a hard tumour 
existed, and on section this was found to contain a mulberry 
calculus about the size of an olive, but somewhat triangular in 
shape, with numerous spiculae over its surface, and completely 
encysted. It weighed exactly sixty grains. Only one ureter 
existed, but it was of large size. 

I have preserved the left kidney, the rudimentary right one, 
and the calculus. 

NOTE ON VACCINATION IN HOLLAND. 
By Dr. A. M. BALLOT, Rotterdam. 

Since the year 1799 there has been erected here (in Rotterdam) 
a society for the promulgation of vaccination. Asa subdivision 
thereof, in April, 1868, there was opened aparcvrtccfwoyew^. The 
first calf was sent to Brussels to Dr. Warlomont to be vacci¬ 
nated by him, and so Dr. Blanc, who promulgates everywhere 
animal vaccination, might have enumerated Rotterdam among 
the places where pares vaccinogencs exist. 

Dr. Bezeth, who, in our Medical journal, has inserted many 
articles on this subject, says that the experience acquired here 
agi'ees not with that acquired in other places. Hitherto the 
animal vaccine from calf on calf has lost in the end its action 
on man, so that it has been necessary to renew from time to 
time the lymph by vaccinating the calf with human lymph. 

When the child had been vaccinated with animal lymph with 
little success, when there were only very few pustules, the 
child was often revaccinated with lymph out of those pustules 
—a sort of Bryce’s test, and a combination of human and 
animal vaccination. 

Four times every week—twice with human and twice vrith 
animal vaccine—everybody can be vaccinated here gratui¬ 
tously ; and, on demand, everywhere over the whole country, 
the lymph is sent out also mthout remuneration. 

But not only in Rotterdam, but also in different places in our 
country, there exist societies on the same principles. 

It was the spirit of Jenner who inspired the society of 
Rotterdam to introduce here the animal vaccination. It was 
to yield as much as possible to the prejudices of that public, 
who have all sorts of scruples, only that the chief object—the 
vaccination—should be obtained. 

Amsterdam has followed the example of Rotterdam; a pare 
vaccinoyene has been opened in the Zoological Gardens. 

The variola mortality was in our country, in a population of 
3,500,000, in 1866, 1413 ; in 1867, 542 ; and in 1868, 143. 

Rotterdam. 

AMPUTATION OE THE AEM AT THE 
SHOULDER-JOINT EOE OSTEO-MYELITIS — 

DEATH EEOM PYzEMlA. 
By J. EATRER, M.D., C.S.I. 

The following case is an exceedingly illustrative one, not only 
as to the disease in the bone, but of the pysemic condition 
thereby induced. It shows how rapidly blood poisoning may 
result from ostco-myelitis, and how necessary it is that the 
Surgeon should be constantly on the alert, to detect the 
earliest symptoms,of constitutional mischief, lest the time for 
re-amputation may pass, and the patient be left in a hopeless 
condition, with lungs or other viscera disorganised, and beyond 
the reach of Surgical aid. 

The disease, I am happy to say, has been comparatively rare 
in the Hospital for the past eighteen months, and the present 
case is the only one that has occurred for a considerable time, 
showing, I think, that the diminution of the number of beds 
from 24 to 16 in each ward, and the introduction of other 
sanitary improvements, have had the effect of reducing this 
fertile source of pytemia and death. 

I do not assert that the hygienic improvements alluded to 
have been so effective as to remove all sources of surgical 
fever, or that the causes of blood-poisoning have altogether 
disappeared—far from it. I and my colleague Professor 
Partridge have observed that, whilst certain forms of disease 
that lead to toxsemia have diminished, such as osteo-myelitis, 
others remain as prevalent as formerly. Pyaemia from other 
sources still occurs; and that condition where death results 
from the formation of cardiac coagula is, if anything, more 
frequent than before. This is a subject on which I have 
previously recorded my views. 

The recurrence, occasionally, of a weU-marked case of osteo¬ 
myelitis and consequent pyaemia shows that the original 
causes, although much in abeyance, are not altogether extinct; 
and it also suggests the thought that even under favourable 
hygienic conditions, just as happens with other diseases, it 
may sometimes occur. To say that pyaemia only appears under 
unfavourable hygienic conditions, and in Hospitals, is to say 
more than the truth. I have known the most flagrant examples 
of it to follow operations in isolated cases, treated under the 
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most favourable circuioBtances, and where its causation could 
not be referred to any such origin. 

The diffused form of suppurative inflammation in the 
medulla of a bone may, like other morbid conditions, occur 
sporadically, and when the patient is placed under the most 
favourable hygienic conditions ; and therefore, after aU opera¬ 
tions involving section of bone, it is right to bear in mind the 
possibility of its occurrence, and to bo prepared to recognise 
and deal promptly with the earliest symptoms. The danger 
is of interfering when it is too late. This interference, as I 
have elsewhere pointed out, is nothing less than complete 
removal of the affected bone by amputation at or above the 
next joint, as amputation through the bone itself will rarely, 
I may almost say never, succeed in saving life. In an 
interesting work on pysemia, recently published by Dr. 
Braidwood, the following remark, among others, occurs:— 
“ Of late the origin of suppurative fever from osteo-myelitis 
has been promulgated by Professor Payrer, of Calcutta, but in 
support of this theory a very small amount of evidence is 
producible.” Dr. Braidwood can hardly have read what I 
have pubhshed, or have studied the cases I have recorded. I 
imagine he hasbeenfortunate enough to have had little experience 
of this disease in his Hospital practice, or he would not doubt 
that osteo-myelitis is a potent cause of pyaemia. I believe, 
indeed, there is none more certain or inevitable. Diffuse 
suppuration having occurred in the cancellated tissue and 
medulla of a bone, pyaemia is the certain result, unless that 
bone be altogether removed by a timely operation before 
blood-poisoning or embolism has involved the internal organs 
in mortal disease. But though I must unhesitatingly pro¬ 
nounce the evidence of my own experience to be conclusive on 
this point, I am not aware that I have anywhere stated or 
impHed that the group of pathological conditions somewhat 
incorrectly and vaguely, perhaps, called pyaemia, are due only 
or always to osteo-myelitis. Pew Hospital Surgeons, I imagine, 
have had more or better opportunities than myself of knowing 
that such is not the case, and that there are indeed many 
others. But I repeat that among them all none is more 
certain of giving rise to it, and none in which the condition is 
more hopeless, than in the pyaemia of osteo-myelitis, unless, as 
I have before said, it be early recogaiised and promptly dealt 
with. There are other points in Dr. Braidwood’s admii’able 
and thoughtful work, in which I cannot altogether eoncur with 
him; but, for the present, I need only refer to the one in question. 

B. L. B., a Hindoo boy of 9 years of age, was admitted on 
May 21, 1869, with a fracture of the radius and compound 
fracture and dislocation of the lower extremity of the right 
humerus. A portion of the artieular surface of the humerus 
had been removed before admission, and the denuded and 
irregular extremity of the bone protruded from a lacerated 
wound in front and to the inner side of the joint. The 
lower end of the humerus was stripped of its periosteum for 
about an inch; but as the denuded bone looked pink and 
healthy, only the rough and irregular articular extremity was 
removed just above the condyles. The ulnar nerve was 
found stretched over the protruding bone, and was in 
a doubtful state of vitality. The brachial artery had 
escaped injury. The end of the bone having been re¬ 
moved, the fracture was reduced, and the wound was dressed, 
tiie arm being placed on an angular splint on the radial side of 
the limb. His friends stated that fever came on daily in 
the afternoon, but on admission he was free from fever. 
The edges of the wound were partially sloughing. It was 
dressed with petroleum, a substitute for carbolic acid that I 
have been using freely lately and with very satisfactory results. 
Under this dressing the wound soon cleaned. On the 23rd 
water dressing was applied under the petroleum. He had also 
been taking saHnes when feverish, and quinine during the 
intervals. He was apparently doing well. On the 24th, in 
the morning, he had a rigor, and after it his temperature rose 
to 105° ; this fell to 102° in the evening. Again on the 25th, 
at 1 a.m., he had another rigor. The temperature again rose 
to 105°, but at 7 a.m. he was quite free from fever, and the 
temperature had fallen to 98°. On the 26th, he had another 
rigor followed by delirium, which lasted half an hour. The 
temperature rose to 103°. On the 27th he had another rigor 
at 4.30 a.m. Although the wound and the bone looked healthy, 
I felt satisfied that pyajmia was rapidly setting in, and I 
suspected the bone, notwithstanding its healthy appearance, 
might be the cause, and I regret that I did not act on that 
suspicion on the first rigor maHng its appearance. 

I amputated the arm on the 27th at 9.30 a.m. at the upper 
third, prepared to remove it at the shoulder-joint if necessary. 
•On dividing the humerus, tha^ looked perfectly healthy, I found 

the medulla full of pus, which evidently extended to the head 
of the bone. I at once amputated at the shoulder-joint. He 
bore the double operation well, and lost very httle blood. The 
fever gradually subsided by evening, the temperature falling 
from 103° to 98° at 5 p.m. The following morning he had a 
return of fever, but the temperature did not rise above 101°, 
the pulse remaining soft and weak. He did not improve after 
this; the pulse continued rapid, the respiration hiirried, and the 
temperature high (102° to 104°) until the 31st, when the tem¬ 
perature began to decline. He had no rigors after the 
operation, but he complained occasionally of a sense of 
chilliness. The tongue was generally coated and dry. The 
bowels acted freely, and diarrhcea set in on the 30th. The 
abdomen became tender and tympanitic, peritonitis evidently 
setting in. The respirations were quick and irregular, and on 
the 31st diarrhoea ceased. The kidneys acted well throughout. 
The urine contained no albumen and no phosphates, but a 
considerable quantity of bile pigment, and was shghtly acid— 
sp. gr. 1010. He sank, with hurried respiration and all the 
symptoms of cardiac coagula and of complete exhaustion, on the 
31st at 4.30 p.m. 

The post-mortem examination took place sixteen hour’s 
after death. Thorax: Bloody serous effusion in the left 
pleura and pericardium. Finn fibrinous decolorised clots 
in right cavities of the heart. The left cavities contained 
some frothy black blood. The right pleura filled with a puri- 
form fiuid. There was a patch of dead lung of about one and 
a half inch square and an inch deep at base of left lung, and a 
number of smaller patches, varying from the size of a pea to a 
sixpence, scattered throughout the Irmg. These were of an ash 
or puriform colour, surrounded by an areola of condensed and 
congested lung ti.ssue, some suppurating, all when eut into 
giving exit to feetid sanies and puriform fiuid. In some, when 
cut into, there was a dark nucleus. These are the so-called 
pyaemic abscesses, and are described as such by Dr. Braidwood 
and others. They certainly do present the appearance of an 
abscess in some cases, and when cut into real pus as well as 
puriform flmd may exude. The true pus is that which is 
formed round the dead tissue in the centre, when an effort is 
made to throve it off, just as in the case of the suppuration 
which takes place round the “ core” of dead areolar tissue that 
gives rise to a boil. The pus is the result, not the cause, of the 
death of the lung tissue. These local deaths are found also 
frequently in the liver and other viscera, and to those 
who have had the opportunity of studying them in this 
climate it seems odd how they can be confounded with 
ordinary abscesses, as is still so frequently the case. The 
surface of the lung was adherent to the parietes by a 
yellow puriform shaggy-looking lymph. The right lung 
contained a few patches of dead tissue, but not so many as the 
left. The left axillary vein was not thickened : it was healthy 
from the spot where it had been divided. Peritonitis of a low 
form was incipient. The bone was examined on the 27th 
directly after the amputation; a section was made from end to 
end of the pieces. The medulla was full of pus up to the line 
of the epiphysis, but there it stopped. Here and there, where 
the cancellated tissue had broken down, there were small 
collections of foetid pus of the size of a split pea. The arrest 
of the suppuration was remarkably well shown at the line of 
the epiphysis. Part of the shaft was stripped of periosteum, 
but where it remained it was found to be thickened. 

It appears to me that this is as typical a case of osteo- 
myehtis as we are likely to meet with. Unfortunately it has 
formerly been of very common occurrence here, and has given 
us ample opportunities of studying its pathology. That 
it is a certain cause of pyaemia there can be no doubt, 
and if it be not detected early and treated promptly the 
pyaemic (I use the conventional word) condition it induces is 
certain to cause death, and the post-moi'tem appearances in 
this case well illustrate the nature of the pathological changes 
that precede death. These changes are effusion into the 
thoracic cavities, the formation of fibrinous coagula in the 
heart and pulmonary circulation, and the death (not abscesses) 
of portion of the lungs, liver, and other viscera. 

Calcutta. 

The Vaccination Acts.—A man named John Turn- 
hill has been summoned, for the second time, to the Sheffield 
Police-court for neglecting to have his child vaccinated. He 
said his child had not been vaccinated, and “ never should be.” 
He was fined 208. and costs, or fourteen days’ imprisonment, 

and was ordered into custody. 
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EEPOETS OF HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGEIIY. 
-- 

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

CASE OF CROUP—TEACHEOTOMY—DEATH. 

(Under the care of Dr. GOODFELLOW.) 
The following case is of unusual interest. The history points 
in the first place to a long and severe attack of hooping-cough, 
which commenced before the child was twelve months old, and 
probably produced part of the collapse of the lung which was 
found to exist after death. The spasmodic attacks from which 
the child suffered for two years are peculiar, and might he 
supposed to have had some influence on the present attack, but 
the chloroform administered as an anti-spasmodic did not seem 
to effect any change in the symptoms. Again, the tube wUich 
was passed into the trachea was found after death to have de¬ 
tached and broken off the false membrane from the mucou.s 
surface of the trachea and pushed it aside, so as to permit the 
passage of a limited quantity of air by an indirect route to the 
orifice of the tube. This accident, no doubt, hastened the death 
of the child; still, it can scarcely be believed that it materially 
affected the chance of the child’s recovery, when we consider 
the extensive exudation of false membrane in the trachea and 
bronchi, and the very general collapse and emphysema of the 
lungs. 

Alice Gr., aged 3, was admitted into the Middlesex Hospital, 
under the care of Dr. Goodfellow, a little after midday on 
October 7. The features were almost livid, the respiration 
extremely difficult, the sternum being pulled in with each 
inspiration, and the pulse uncountable. It seems that when 
8 months old she was seized with hooping-cough, tvhich con¬ 
tinued 11 months. About a year ago she was observed to 
awake frequently with a shrill cry, accompanied with a crowing 
noise and difficulty of breathing. These attack^occurred with 
sometimes a week’s intermission. She was able after the attack 
to be up and play with other children. She had suffered for 
two years from ascarides. Tracheotomy was performed by Mr. 
De Morgan at half-past one, inhalation of chloroform having 
been tried without any apparent result, and followed by speedy 
relief. The face was no longer dusky, the pulse could now be 
counted, but was still quick (120), and the patient began to 
skep quietly at intervals. Carbolic acid, one part in fifty, "was 
ordered for inhalation by means of the steam pipe and curtains, 
and equal parts of dilute acetic acid and water to be used with 
a feather in cleaning out the tube. Linseed meal and mu.stard 
cataplasms were also put alternately to the back and front of 
the chest. On the following morning the child remained in 
much the same state ; she had slept at intervals, and taken a 
good deal of milk; her pulse was stiff (9 a.m.) quick, her respira¬ 
tion 48. _ She was ordered a powder containing half a grain of 
subchloride of merciiry and a tenth of a grain of tartrate of 
antimony, to be taken immediately, and a mixture of squills, 
nitric ether in hau,st. ammon. acet. every four hours. The little 
patient, however, did not seem to derive any benefit from these 
remedies, and towards everdng her respiration became again 
affected, the surface of her body became more and more dusky, 
and she died in convulsions at half-past six o’clock. 

^ I'l^® post-mortem examination was made by Dr. John IVTurray, 
nineteen hours afterwards. The fauces were reddened, but 
devoid of false membrane. The under-surface of the epiglottis 
and the lining membrane of the whole respiratory tract below, 
as far as the primary divisions of the bronchi, was more or less 
covered with false membrane. In moderately firm patches as 
far as tlie &st ring' of the trachea, from this downwards to the 
juirnary divisions of the bronchi it formed a complete cast, 
thick and fiimly adhei’ent to the raw and deeply injected 
mucous membrane. Rut for about half an inch above and 
below the opening made into the trachea during life the 
false membrane was detached and pushed away. At the lower 
end it had broken, and here there was a communication between 
the canal of the trachea and the tracheotomy tube. The false 
membrane about the commencement of the primary branches 
of the bronchi became looser and purulent, and more and more 
so as it extended to the minute bronchi, some of which became 
choked_ up. At the bifurcation of two moderately large 
bronchial tubes in the upper lobe of the left lung was found 
a piece of niembrane forming a plug, and preventing the 
entrance of air. Behind this the lung tissue was in a state of 
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considerable collapse. Rut this was not the only collapsed 
lung, for throughout the whole organ were found numerous 
portions of collapsed tissue of variable size. The intervening 
lung was in many places emphysematous. There was an 
apoplectic clot in the lower border of the left upper lobe of the 
lung, and in the right apex a hard, mostly cretaceous mass, the 
size of a filbert. The lung was here firmly adherent to the 
walls of the chest. Both lower lobes were also firmly adlierent- 
There was slight pericardial effusion, and over the base of the 
heart was a thin layer of lymph. The other organs were 
healthy. 

RHEUMATIC PERI- AND 
WITHOUT ARTICULAR 

ENDO-CARDITIS 
AFFECTION. 

(Under the care of Dr. MURCHISON.) 

_ The following interesting case we saw during Dr. Murchison’s- 
lusit:—■ 

. subject was a boy, who was admitted six w^eeks pre¬ 
viously on the fifth day of his illness. He was sent to the Hos¬ 
pital as a case of rheumatism, with feverish symptoms and 
pains ; but there was no swelhng of the joints and no muscular 
pain on movement. These pains disajipeared in two or three 
days, but the fever kept up increasing towards evening’. He 
had, however, no diarrhoea and no spots ; stiff it was thought 
not unlikely to be a case of typhoid fever. Up to this time his 
temperature had remained at 100° to 101°, and on the fourteenth 
day, when he began to convalesce, it was normal. On the 
twenty-first day his pulse was noticed to be ii’regular, and on 
examination on the twenty-second a pericardial to-and-fro 
murmur was detected, and, in addition, his pulse rose from 84 
to 100. The temperature, however, remained as before. These 
sj'mptoms lasted for several days without rise of temperature, 
but still there was no affection of the joints, and four or five 
days after the appearance of the pericarditis endocarditis super¬ 
vened. He is now, however, convalescing. 

Dr. Murchison remarked that the interest of the case was 
the latent character of the rheumatism. There was httle doubt 
but that it was a case of rheumatic peri- and endo-carditis. 
With tyiffioid fever you almost never get peri- or endo¬ 
carditis, but in rheumatism you may get the heart affected, as 
in the case of a woman in Seymour lYard, with unmistakable 
endo-eardial mui-mur, who came in three months after being 
discharged convalescent from acute rheumatism ; so this boy, 
if exposed to wet and cold, may get a rheumatic articular- 
affection. 

“DEEADNOUHHT ” HOSPITAL SHIP. 

A CASE OF ABSCESS IN THE ABDOMINAL WALLS, 

Foe the report of the following case we are indebted to Mr. 
Han-y Leach. 

Thomas M., aged 16, admitted into the Drcachwught 
Hospital Ship on April 5 last, with pain over the hepatic region, 
and, according to his own account, relaxed bowels for four 
days. These, the only prominent symptoms, appeared to have 
been caused by a fall that occxirred at play, when he was 
thrown violently against the capstan upon his right side. 
During the first sixteen days of residence in Hospital, he 
complained of persistent abdominal pains, want of sleep, and 
little appetite. No action of the bowels took place, and, in 
accordance with the practice adopted here in all cases of 
obstinate constipation, opium was given continuously in half- 
grain doses, with milk diet, and ffnseed poultices to the 
abdomen. On the seventeenth day, copious stools were passed,, 
the acute symptoms subsided, and the patient appeared to be 
convalescing rapidly up to the twenty-fourth day of residence, 
when a firm tumour, about the size of a hen’s egg, appeared 
over the left lobe of the liver, apparently connected with the 
abdominal viscera. This tumour in the course of the next week 
increased, reddened, and pointed, and during this last interval 
the bowels were relieved occasionally, the urine was normal, 
tongue clean, appetite good. Adhesion appeared to be well 
established round the tumotu’, which was then pimctured, and 
discharged gradually, during the following twelve days, a large 
quantity of healthy pus, with no peculiarity tending to indicate 
whether it had come from the abdominal walls, from the liver, 
or from any other -visceral organ. The bowels were at this, 
time A^ery irregular. The opium was continued at intervals, steel 
was given with mutton diet, and the abscess finally closed two 
months after the date of the boy’s admission. About nine or 
ten days subsequently he was attacked with aU the symptoms 
of peritonitis, was treated Avith calomel and opium, and, after-. 
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long and continuous accessions of pain, again improved. No 
other acute attack occurred up to the middle of September last, 
when he was discharged from Hospital, looking tolerably 
robust. There was then some hepatic enlargement, and a 
sense of dragging on the abdominal walls after any exertion, 
with occasional and very slight oedema of the lower extremities. 
In endeavouring to arrive at a correct diagnosis of the process 
of elimination, it appeared tolerably certain that all the thoracic 
organs were sound, and that there was no organic disease of 
the kidneys, pancreas, spleen, or intestinal canal. The history 
of the case negatives the supposition that the abscess was 
hepatic, for the boy is but 16 years old, has never suffered from 
dysentery, and never been out of London. No pus was found 
at any time in the alvine evacuations, and no bile in the pus 
discharged from the abscess. If, therefore, we arrive at the 
conclusion that the case is simply one of abscess in the ab¬ 
dominal walls, caused by a blow, it is not easy to account for 
the obstinate constipation that first occurred, and the subsequent 
.severe peritonitis. 

ST. BAETHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL, 
CHATHAM. 

ANEURISM OF POPLITEAL ARTERY—FAILURE OF 
TREATMENT BY FLEXION AND COMPRESSION 
—LIOATURE OF FEMORAL ARTERY—SUPPU¬ 
RATION OF SAC—AMPUTATION OF THIGH- 
RECOVERY. 

(Under the care of Mr. A. W. NANKIYELL.) 

R. M., a widow, aged 40, was admitted on July 4, 1868, with 
a popliteal aneurism in the left leg, the size of a hen’s egg, 
and with strong pulsation. The woman had not noticed the 
swelling for more than two months. There was no history of 
any blow, but the patient herself attributed the mischief to 
her practice of straining up on tiptoe to adjust linen on a 
clothes-line. It caused her considerable pain, especially upon 
any unusual exertion, as walking uphill, and had already 
acquired such dimensions as to increase the circumference of 
the affected limb over its fellow by an inch and a half. 

The limb was at once flexed and kept in that position during 
twenty-five days, tourniquets being kept on the femoral artery 
during part of the time ; but the pain continuing, and oedema 
of the foot and leg, with swelling of the thigh, coming on, the 
woman refused to submit to the treatment longer. On July 30, 
therefore, firm compression over the femoral was substituted, 
the whole limb being evenly bandaged. A week later 
(August 6), the tumour still increasing in size and pulsating as 
strongly as ever, the femoral artery was tied in the usual 
.situation, with the effect of considerably reducing the size of 
the tumour, the vitality of the foot and leg remaining good. 
The thread came away on the .fourteenth day (August 9), 
and the limb then measured an inch and a half less than at 
the date of the ligature; but even now the circumference over 
the centre of the tumour was four and a half inches greater 
than at the corresponding point of the sound limb. Ten days 
later (August 29) severe fever, heat, redness, and tenderness 
over the aneuri.sm, with free suppuration from the track of the 
ligature, proclaimed that inflammation of the sac had set in. 
Effervescent salines were prescribed and evaporating lotions 
applied to the tumour, but the symptoms increased in severity, 
fluctuation became well marked in the swelling, and on 
September 13, the discharge being now abundant and sanious, 
a tourniquet was applied over the femoral artery at the groin, 
and free incisions made into the tumour, releasing five ounces 
of sanious pus to the patient’s great relief. Poultices were 
then applied, and carbolic acid used as an injection to the wound. 

Next day the patient was in a very weak condition, an erysi¬ 
pelatous blu.sh covered the back paid of the thigh, the pulse 
was 120 and feeble, and eight ounces of foetid pus escaped from 
the wound on the removal of the dressings. The erysipelatous 
skin was painted with a strong solution of nitrate of silver, and 
wine and ammonia freely given. 

Two days later (September 17), the patient haUng rallied 
■somewhat, Mr. Nankivell proceeded to amputate the limb. 
This he did by the circular method through the upper third 
of the thigh. There was free bleeding from the enlarged 
vessels, but the flaps and bone at the point of division seemed 
healthy. Stimulants were continued on the return of the 
patient to the ward, and kept up during some days. The 
main ligature came away on the twelfth day, and from thence 
the woman made good progress towards recovery, in spite of 

the delay occasioned by the formation of a large bedsore. 
She went out with the stump quite healed on December 3. 

Examination of the amputated limb revealed a foul sloughy 
cavity, the size of an orange, at the upper part of the popliteal 
space, lined with a rough “ pyogenic” membrane, and filled 
with horribly foetid pus. 'The suppuration had extended 
upwards along the track of the obliterated artery. The 
popliteal surface of the femur was rough and denuded of its 
periosteum. 

ANEURISM OF FEMORAL ARTERY—FAILURE OF 
TREATMENT BY COMPRESSION—LIGATURE OF 
EXTERNAL ILIAC ARTERY—SUPPURATION OF 
SAC—AMPUTATION OF THIGH—DEATH. 

(Under the care of Mr. A. W. NANKTVELL.) 
J. E., aged 30, the wife of a marine, was admitted on 

October 21, 1868, with a strongly pulsating tumour, the size 
of a small orange, in the middle of the right thigh, causing 
much pain on exertion. She could remember no strain or 
other injury, and had only noticed the swelling for two months. 
The leg and thigh were smoothly bandaged, and a Skey’s 
tourniquet applied below the groin. Up to November 10 the 
tumour continued to increase in size, oedema of the foot and 
leg set in, and the superficial vessels enlarged considerably. 
The use of the tourniquet was continued ■until December 9— 
forty days—but the symptoms nevertheless increased in inten¬ 
sity, and, the skin becoming excoriated, all pressure was now 
removed, and the whole limb carefully bandaged and elevated. 

On December 19, two tumours could be felt, the one under¬ 
neath the sartorins, and the other three inches below Poupart’s 
ligament, both pulsating. The oedema of the leg and foot had 
disappeared. 'The external iliac artery was now tied by Mr. 
Nankivell. The ligature came away on the eighteenth day, 
and all seemed going on well, mitil on February 4, forty-seven 
days after the tying of the vessel, rigors, vomiting, headache, 
and some discharge from the track of the thread were noted. 
The rigors continued to recur, suppuration deep in the iliac 
fossa was detected, and a vent formed for the discharge by a 
tent inserted into the nearly healed wound. The aneurismal 
tmnourshad remained firm and small since the operation, but the 
intermitting febrile symptoms continued, and on February 18 
the patient was sent home for change of air. On February 25, 
however, she was sent to the Hospital, suffering from phlebitis 
and an abscess in the calf of the right leg, which was opened 
at once. 

During the first week of March the aneurism began again 
to increase in size, redness of the thin covering skin, pain, and 
fluctuation were noted, and on the following day the sac was 
opened, and a large putrid clot turned out, the wound plugged, 
and the woman taken into the Hospital. 

Two days later, Mr. Nankivell amputated the thigh three 
inches below the trochanter, but the patient continued to lose 
strength, and she died on March 13, 1869. 

ANEURISM OF FEMORAL ARTERY—LIGATURE OF 
EXTERNAL ILIAC—RECOVERY. 

(Under the care of Mr. NANKIVELL.) 
R. F., a labourer, aged 34, unmarried, was admitted on 

June 3, 1869, with an aneurism of the right femoral artery, 
the size of a large orange, extending from Poupart’s ligament 
downwards for four inches. There was no history of any 
strain or other injury; the patient’s notice had been first 
attracted to a swelling the size of a pea, he said, in the same 
position nine months before, since which time it had been 
steadily increasing in size, with pain chiefly in the knee, so as 
to disturb his rest greatly during the past fortnight. 

The circumfei’ence of the affected limb over the tumour 
exceeded the corresponding measurement of the sound thigh 
by five inches. The general health was good, but the whole 
limb was oedematous, and enlarged veins ramified over the 

tumour. 1 .1. 
Two days after admission, Mr. Nankivell hgatured the 

external iliac artery, making the incision an inch Iiigher than 
usual, and tying the vessel as high up^ as possible where the 
coats seemed quite healthy. The peritoneum was shghtly 
injured in separating it from the iliac fossa. 

Next day there was no pulsation in the tumour, good warmth 
of leg and foot. The wound partly healed by first intention; 
but six days after the operation (June 6) the patient complained 
of pain in the sac, the tumour beginning to increase in sme. 
Evaporating lotions were applied, but three ■weeks later bagging 
of pus in the track of the ligature was noticed, and there was 
distinct fluctuation in the sac. These symptoms, however, as 
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gradually subsided, but in spite of daily traction the ligature 
did not come away until July 29 (fifty-fourth day). The 
patient subsequently made a good recovery, and was discharged 
well on September 1-5, 1869. 
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THE REGISTRATION OF DISEASE AND THE 

DEPUTATION TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
POOR-LAW BOARD. 

The deputation which waited on Mr. Goschen, the President 

of the Poor-law Board, on Tuesday last, on the subject of the 

registration of disease, accomplished what Avas unmistakably 

a real success. Its object, as stated fully by the Chairman of 

the Committee which sent the deputation, was to lay a com¬ 

prehensive basis for the complete survey of disease, a survey 

of the course, the cause and the results of disease through¬ 

out the whole of England. This basis means the utilfsa- 

tion of the weekly returns of the Poor-law Medical officers. 

These gentlemen in their daily work report, from nearly 

3500 stations, on the conditions of disease affecting the 

poorest stratum of the community. It is calculated that 

in the course of the year not less than 3,000,000 cases 

of disease come under their observation, and are recorded 

by them. At present, however, the returns they have to supply 

serve no more than a local and a temporary object; they are 

written in order to render to the various boards of guardians 

of the union districts such particulars relative to the sick which 

it is necessary for the boards to have before them for the per¬ 

formance of their administrative duties. After this the 

returns are useless; they are the explicit and faithful accounts 

of the physical evils of the people, noted as they occur, but so soon 

as they are produced they are cast aside. Dr. Richardson, who 

about sixteen years ago first broached the idea of utilising these 

records of disease, said of them at that time that, wlfiletheymio-ht 

be consideredthemost important tables that had ever been drawn 

out by a large corps of scientific men, they were allowed to rot 

in obscure comers, or were sold as waste paper to be used by 

the shopkeeper as the wi-appers for wares and commodities. 

Up to the present time this same statement has been trae, and 

we are therefore bound to recognise as a national question the 

proposal for the utilisation of the returns for the general good, 

which at length seems to promise to be adopted as a practical 

measure. The plan itself, as it was placed before the Minister, 

is of the simplest kind. Each week, after the Medical officer’s 

return of disease has been before the guardians of the district 

in which the officer carries on his duties, a portion of the 

return is to be torn off, as a cheque is tom from a cheque¬ 

book, and is to be posted to a registrar of disease resident 
in the metropolis. The slip thus sent away (the duty 
of sending will be carried out by the clerk to the board of 
guardians) will contain all the information the registrar 
of the central office will require. It will give the facts 
of all cases of disease, of age, of sex, of commencement of 
disease, nature, termination. By it the central authority Avid 
be made at once conversant with the presence of epidemic dis¬ 
orders among the poor in all districts, their prevalence, the 
intensity, the mortality. By it he Avill in course of time learn, 
and in turn teach, the existence of the endemic maladies cf 
each locality, and by connecting his knowledge on this point 
Avith a further knowledge of the physical and social conditions 
of the locality, he will be enabled to put a mark on those per¬ 
sistent causes of local maladies which at this time are hidden 
or but obscurely known. 

These are adv-antages which have but to be mentioned in the 

briefest terms to be appreciated fiilly, and it is most satis¬ 

factory to know that they may be secured at a cost of labom* 

and time which is comparatively trifling. The board of 

guardians will lose nothing, inasmuch as the part of the 

return-book which they retain Avill still supply them with all 

the information they require; and the Poor-law Medical 

officer will lose nothing, inasmuch as he wiU merely have to 

perform the amount of work he now is obliged to carry out for 

a much less extended purpose. The additional cost belonging 

to the practical application of the registration scheme will 

consist, not in the supply of the returns, but in the processes ef 

their classification, analysis, and publication. For this work a 

central office will bo required, in which must be placed an 

efficient registrar and a competent staff of assistants, all pre¬ 

pared, by proper and efficient training, for their important 

labours. At once it occurs to the mind that the Registrar- 

General’s department is the place for this work; or, if not, 

a new department analogous in character. In time, if the 

plan is adopted and succeeds, it aat-II hasten the great change 

that must inevitably come, in the appointment of a Minister of 

Public Health, who will take his place in the House of Com¬ 

mons as a responsible chief haAung control over all the de¬ 

partments in which subjects relating to life, disease, and 

death are considered as subjects worthy the occupation and 

thought of the legislator. We have time on this occasion 

only to refer to the admirable tone in which Mr. Goschen 

met the deputation. The members of the deputation, 

who represented four large and influential societies in Medi-- 

cine—Auz., the Medical Society of London, the St. Andrews 

Medical Graduates’ Association, the Association of the 

Metropolitan Medical Officers of Health, and the Poor- 

law Medical Officers’ Association—must have experienced an 

agreeable surprise. The Minister was frankness itself; he 

aimounced unhesitatingly that “ in spirit he was entirely Avith 

them; he suggested the few difficidties winch seemed to lie 

in the Avay, not as discouraging the effort, but with the view of 

remoAdng all difficulties; he showed the most scrupulous care 

to avoid adding the least labour to the Poor-law Service, and 

took pains to grasp the whole question in a complete and prac¬ 

tical manner. We are convinced, in short, that if the basis of 

the registration of disease on the returns of the Poor-law 

Medical Officers be not carried out, as suggested, the fault will 

not lie Avith the present head of the Poor-law Department. 

CASES UNDER THE SANITARY ACT, 1866. 

We expressed last week oiir opinion that the arrest of con¬ 

tagious disease is a money question. But it is also a question 

of prestige. That is to say, if the public, and especially that 

class which comprises small lodging-house keepers and their 

lodgers, learn to believe in the power of the officer of health 

as entirely as they do in that of the relieving officer or the 

policeman, they avlU carry out without question the orders 

which they may receive. In this, way the matter becomes 
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les.s and less one of money, in so far as it obviates the necessity 

of rsconrse to law, with its proverbial uncertainty in all but 

expense. On this ground every instance in which a magistrate, 

on the application of a health officer, makes an order under 

the Sanitary Act, tends to familiarise people with the idea that 

when a Medical officer of health says that a specific thing shall 

bo done, he has the power to compel compliance. The habit of 

obedience grows in obeying. 

We have already recorded a case in which Mr. Selfe, at the 

Thames Police-court, signed an order for the removal of an 

Irish family, suffering from contagious fever, to the Fever 

Hospital at Islington. Although in that case the 26th sect, of 

29 and 60 Viet. c. 90, seems to have been subjected to some 

shght pressure, the pressure was in the right direction. 

The next case to which we would refer in illustration of our 

remarks occurred on the 13th ifit. Dr. Tripe, Medical Officer 

of Health for Hackney, made an application to the sitting 

magistrate at Worship-street for an order for the removal of 

certain dead bodies to the public mortuary. The bodies were 

those of some children who had died from infectious disease, 

and were lying in I'ooms which were used as sleeping-rooms 

by other persons. In one instance four persons slept in the 

room in which the corpse was lying. The orders were applied 

for under section 27, and were granted by the magistrate. 

Again, on the 22nd ult. James Tapp was summoned, before 

Mr. EUison, by order of the sanitary axithorities of Shoreditch, 

for removing, on October 13, infected bedding and clothing 

from his residence, where there had been scarlet fever, such 

bedding or clothing not having been disinfected or cleansed as 

required by sections 38 and 39 of the Act. The sanitary in¬ 

spector stated that on October 7 he served a notice requiring 

Mr. Tapp to cleanse and disinfect all bedding and clothing in 

the second-floor room. On calling upon two subsequent occa¬ 

sions he found that the notice had not been complied with, and, 

on October 13, he learnt that the defendant had removed the 

bedding without disinfecting it. There was then put in the 

certificate of the Medical officer of health to the effect that 

the disinfecting of the bedding would tend to prevent infectious 

disease. The defendant stated that there had been no fever or 

contagious disease in his house, but a notice was produced, 

which had been served on the Medical officer of health, show¬ 

ing that, in the room in question, two persons were suffering 

from fever. The defendant, who called no witnesses, was fined 

203., Avith the alternative of a fortnight’s imprisonment. 

The last case was at Clerkenwell Police-court, where Thomas 

and Hannah G-eorge, of Upper Bemerton-street, Islington, were 

charged with letting, without previous disinfection, a room in 

which there had been a case of fever. Mr. Layton, clerk to the 

Islington Vestry, appeared to prosecute, and said that these 

proceedings were taken under the 29th and 30th Viet., chap. 90; 

sect. 39, which enacted that if any person knowingly lets any 

house, room, or part of a house in which any person suffering 

from any infectious disorder has been to any other person 

without having such house, room, or part of a house, and aU arti¬ 

cles therein liable to retain infection, disinfected to the satisfaction 

of a qualified Medical Practitioner, as testified by a certificate 

given by him, such person shall be liable to a penalty not exceed- 

ing£20. From the evidence of the sanitary inspectorto the Vestry 

of St. Mary, Islington, and Mr. A. D. Harston, Medical officer, it 

appeared that on the 4th instant Mr. Harston went, by order 

of the guardians, to 76, Upper Bemerton-street, Caledonian- 

road, to attend two children. He examined two children, 

Thomas and Eliza, aged 3 and 6, and found they were suffering 

from scarlet fever. Three days after, Martha, aged 13, was 

also attacked, and she was so bad that he ordered her removal 

to the Fever Hospital, where she still remains. The other two 

children are now also under his care. Information was given 

to the sanitary inspector that scarlet fever had broken out in 

the house, and he inspected it and found the house 

an eight-roomed one, at the time occxipied by five 

families, consisting of four men, six women, and twenty- 

two chUdren. The children Avho had the fever were living- 

with their parents in two undergToxxnd kitchens. A Mrs. 

Lane moved away from the house at four o’clock on Saturday, 

the 9th, and at half-past four another family of the name of 

Broderick entered the rooms and took possession of them, the 

defendant not telling her when she entered the rooms that the 

last lodgers had been suffering from scarlet fever. As soon as 

it came to the knowledge of the vestry, Mr. Mayes served 

orders on the defendant to cleanse the rooms and stop the 

overcrowding. Dr. Ballard, the Medical officer of health, 

detailed the steps taken by him on being informed of the case, 

and referred specially to the efforts required to keep down 

fever in Islington, where it is spreading severely. 

The defendants alleged that they did not know that the 

children were suffering from scarlet fever, and, on the first 

hearing, the case was adjourned for the production of further 

evidence on both sides. Subsequently proof was given that 

the defendants were aware that the children had been suffering 

from fever. The vestry clerk observed that the defendants had 

made themselves liable to a penalty of £20, but, that, as this 

was the first case in the parish, the vestry did not wish to ask 

for the full penalty. The magistrate remarked to the effect 

that the sooner the amount of the penalty was made known 

the better it would be for the pubh'c. He inflicted a fine of 

20s. with 20s. costs, or fourteen days’ imprisonment in default 

of payment. 

ACTION FOR ASSUMED MALPRACTICE.—AN EPI¬ 

SODE IN AUSTRALIAN MEDICAL LIFE. 

Some time since an action was broug-ht against Dr. Edward 

Barker, Surgeon to the Melbourne Hospital, by the friends of a 

man named Donaldson, to recover damages for injuries result¬ 

ing from the Surgical treatment of the plaintiff whilst a patient 

in the MelboTirne Hospital. Donaldson was admitted into the 

Hospital with fracture of the patella, under the care of Dr. 

Barker, who resorted to the use of an iron ring in addition to 

the ordinary apparatus. From some constitutional condition 

the pressure was not well borne; inflammation, followed by 

gangi-ene, led to the amputation of the leg. For this alleged 

malpraxis the action was brought and tried. After much 

evidence, the judge summed up in favour of the defendant, 

and the jury gave a verdict accordingly. 

Now, on the trial no want of skill and no carelessness were 

proved—on the contrary, it was shown that all that could be 

done had been done for the plaintiff. 

The Professional brethren and friends of Dr. Barker in 

Melbourne subscribed to pay his law expenses, and to present 

him with a testimonial, which presentation took place on 

Augxxst 26 last. The testimonial consisted of a service of 

plate, accompanied by a purse of 240 sovereigns. The follow¬ 

ing inscription is engraved on the salver :—“ This service of 

plate, with a purse of 240 sovereigns, was presented to Edward 

Barker, M.D., F.R.C.S., J.P., by some of his personal and Pro¬ 

fessional friends, to recompense him for the loss, and as a 

memento of their sympathy for the anxiety, which he suffered 

in consequence of the unjust action brought against him by a 

patient in the Melbourne Hospital.—July, 1869.” 

Dr. Barker, it seems, notwithstanding that a jury, after a full 

and patient inquiry, had given a verdict in his favour, has been 

subjected to most severe criticism by a portion of the daily 

press of Melbourne. The Argus, amongst the most influential 

of these, indulges in some very ill-natured and unjust remarks. 

The writer sneers at Dr. Barker as one “ whose fondness for 

experimental surgery is well known;” he calls him the 

“ enterprising Surgeon,” etc. The writer, however, is willing 

to admit that no special comment is called for by the fact of his 

friends subscribing to pay his law costs; but hear what he 

says with respect to the testimonial 

“ Not content with paying the law costs of their fellow- 
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Professional, they must hold a semi-public meeting at Scott’s 
Hotel and present him with a service of plate, in addition to 
the amount of his costs. With every possible desire to agree 
with an intelligent jury, and acquit Dr. Parker of intentional 
neglect—with every inclination to congratulate the Melbourne 
Medical Profession upon their esprit de corps—we cannot com¬ 
prehend why a Surgeon who indirectly causes a patient to lose 
a leg should be presented with a seindce of plate. It may he 
that the Melbourne Medical Profession, viewing the matter 
with a severely Professional eye, considered that Dr. Barker’s 
conduct was worthy of the highest praise, and that if the 
lamentably inappreciative Donaldson had undergone enforced 
amputation of both legs, the value of the testimonial would 
have been doubled, while imagination refuses to fix the sum 
increased enthusiasm would have subscribed had the experi¬ 
ment succeeded in killing him outright.” 

How, it is difficult to conceive anything more illiberal and 

iUog-ical than this. The promoters of the testimonial felt that 

the mere payment of the costs was no recompense for the anxiety, 

the risk, the possible ruin to which Dr. Barker had been ex¬ 

posed. They felt, moreover, that the most effectual mode by 

which unjust actions ag'ainst Medical Practitioners could be 

prevented was to make the intended victim anything but a 

martyr. 

Looking at the frequency of trials for alleged malpraxis, and at 

the antagonistic attitude assumed by some journals to the de¬ 

fendants, we regard the testimonial to Dr. Barker with peculiar 

satisfaction. The Argus sneers at what it calls our esprit de 

corps in such cases. Let it sneer! We are content, under the 

circumstances, to be sneered at. However we may differ on 

many questions and quarrel amongst ourselves, we are all hut 

‘•atone” with respect to these actions. We repirdiate them 

when they are unjust, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hun¬ 

dred they are so; we subscribe to defend our injured brother, 

and, as far as possible, exercise our influence in his behalf. 

It is honourable to our Profession that it so acts. From lords 

downwards, in puhHc, in private, in after-dinner speeches, the 

members of our Profession are lauded and even “ puffed ; ” but 

when we have a ■wrong to remedy, when we have a grievance 

to redress, when we ask for protection from knaves and im¬ 

postors, we are compelled to depend upon ourselves. Let us 

act upon the principle, then, of union, and, whether it he that 

we have to defend ourselves or to assert our rights, assume for 

ours the Belgian national motto—Vunion fait la force. 

OFFICERS’ HOSPITALS. 

OUE military contemporary, the Broad Arrow, which since its 

establishment has exhibited a friendly and liberal spirit towards 

our Professional brethren in the public services, contrasts in its 

issue of the 30th ult. the thoughtful care which the Admiralty 

displays towards sick naval officers, with the almost utter 

neglect on the part of the W^ar Office of military officers 

requiring Medical attendance. It appears that, with the 

exception of a limited amount of accommodation for sick officers 

at the Royal Victoria Hospital, Hetley, the arrangements made 

for the unhappy sufferers from mental diseases, a temporary 

Hospital at Hongkong during the last expedition to China, 

and the Officers’ Hospital at Calcutta, which is described as 

being half Hospital, half boarding-house, and as ha-ving only a 

very languid existence, no attempt whatever has been made by 

the War-office authorities to pro\dde for the requirements of 

sick officers of the Army ; while on the other hand, at aU the 

more important naval stations, whether in the United Kingdom 

or abroad, there is in each of the Naval Hospitals accommoda¬ 

tion for a certain number of officers. There can be no doubt 

that similar an-angements would be highly prized by military 

officers, particularly those invalided from foreign stations, who 

from limited means or other causes cannot enjoy the advantages 

of skiUed-^ Medical treatment and nursing in their own homes 

or among their friends. We can, from our own experience, 

bear te.stimony to the discomfort and disadvantages with which 

invalided officers have frequently to struggle in London lodg¬ 

ings while undergoing Medical treatment. The rich of course 

can procui'e the most eminent Professional attendance, and can 

have every comfort, but the poor officer must put up with 

whatever he can get, and would gladly avail himself of the 

advantages of treatment, nursing, and attendance in the 

officers’ wards of the military Hospitals. The establishment 

of such wards would be beneficial not only to officers as indi- 

■viduals, but in cases of infectious disease requiring isolation 

would tend to insure the general safety of their regiments. Our 

contemporary also hints at the advantage of having some 

special means of observation in the cases of “ hard bar¬ 

gains ” Avho prefer “reporting sick” and “doing the 

Doctor” to undertaking' a disagreeable torn’of duty; but it 

would appear to us that if the Doctor is to be “ done ” the pro¬ 

cess would be quite as easy and effectual in Ho.si)ital as in 

quarters. There would be considerable hardship in compelling 

all sick officers to go to Hospital because some may be “ hard 

bargains,” and we believe that Medical officers Avho possess 

the necessary tact and firmness can escape being “done” 

themselves, and at the same time protect the interests of the 

service and of the public. 

FIELD SPORTS. 

Something of the “old Adam” yet remains in us which 

civilisation has not purged away. “ Grattez le Basse,” etc. 

More or less savagery happily underlies the polish of modern 

society. Our pagan forefathers hunted to get food, and we 

may believe that the exercise of their faculties in tracking their 

game was a source of gratification which was enhanced by the 

lirospectof food andclothing thatlaybeyond. A similar necessity 

rarely falls to the lot of the sportsman of the present day, but 

there are times and places where the omnipresent Enghshman 

has to rely upon his savage instincts or starve. It is well, 

then, that they have not been entirely polished out of him, 

that he can still find pleasure in the chase, and that the 

excitement of pursuit renders him blind to danger and insensible 

to fatigue. Nor has the civilised world little to thank the 

sportsman pure and simple for : 'witness the additions made by 

his order of late years to our geographical and ethnological 

knowledge. 

But it is not on this account that we uphold the propriety of 

field sports against the writer of a recent article in the Fort- 

nightly Beview. All the sermonisers and essayists that have 

ever abused field sports as a pastime have failed to con-vince 

us that they should he given up as improper and unchristian. 

We maintain that they are health-giving, perfectly proper, and 

not at variance ■with Christian morals. If, as argued by the 

writer referred to, they were based upon an inherent love of 

cruelty, even if we believed that they fostered an indifference 

to suffering or were opposed to the spirit of Christian civilisa¬ 

tion, we would say that they should be given up forthwith, and 

some other method bo discovered of procuring the healthy 

diversion and excitement ■with which they are associated, and 

on account of which they are followed so ardently by nearly 

all who have the means and physical capacity. As Medical 

journalists, we have a right to our say upon this subject. 

The writer of the essay dwells chiefly upon the immorality 

of fox-hunting, which he designates as “revolting,” as “wanton 

cruelty,” and as “ brutal,” and which he puts into the same 

category with bear-baiting, cock-fighting, badger-baiting, and 

the gladiatorial contests of ancient Rome. We are astonished 

that any man capable of sober reasoning should be so far led. 

away by the necessities even of a sentimental argument. To 

worry a poor beast to death for the sake of witnessing his suf¬ 

ferings, to derive a gratification from the sight of blood and 

the exhibition of brutal ferocity, is a sort of pastime which, 

under any name, is opposed to every good feeling of man’s 

nature. The. spirit of rehgion condemns it, and the law pro¬ 

hibits it. The sports refeired to are on all hands admitted to 

be revolting, wantonly cruel, and brutal. But ei'ery one knows 
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that the fox is not hunted with similar motives. A true sports¬ 

man, whether he piirsues the fish in the river, the bird in the 

air, or the fox upon the open country, makes it a point of 

honour to give his game fair play, to take no advantage of his 

intellectual inferiority, but to match instinct by instinct, and, 

where death is inevitable, to kill outright, and not to maim. 

The death and torture of his victim are not his object, nor is 

his success the chief source of his delight; the out-of-door 

associations of his sport are its chief inducements and the 

principal source of his diversion. He is a savage inasmuch as 

he is a man who for the time gives himself up to the pleasur¬ 

able pursuit of game, but he is a moral and Christian savage 

for all that. 

“ But,” says Mr. Freeman, “ Is it right to inflict and to seek 

pleasiu'e in inflicting needless suffering on any creature what¬ 

ever f ” We very much object to being entrapped in a syllogism. 

In the first place, we repeat that the sportsman does not seek 

pleasure in inflicting suffering; and in the next place, that he 

always strives to attain his object without inflicting suffering 

that can possibly be avoided. The terms “ necessary ” or “ need¬ 

less ” are relative and not absolute terms, and, as applied to the 

case in point, the question is whether the suffering inflicted is 

out of due proportion to the advantage sought and obtained by 

man. For to man and his requirements must the comfort and 

quiet enjoyment of all other animal existence be ever sub¬ 

ordinate—not to man’s requirements of food, raiment, and 

security only, but to those which arise less directly out of the 

necessities of his various modes of existence. On the one side, 

we may place the healthy exercise and excitement of the chase 

partaken of by the whole field, the promotion of a manly con¬ 

tempt of trifling dangers, and of a habit of dauntlessness, both 

of which are worth cultivation, and, on the other, the incon¬ 

venience of one of the lower animals whose life and convenience 

are subjected to man’s will and welfare. And as respects the 

cruelty of the form of death to which a coursed hare or hunted 

fox is subjected at the end, we doubt very much whether the 

instinct of the dog does not lead him to make a dispatch of his 

victim as speedy at all events, and probably as painless, as he 

would encounter at the hands of an indifferent shot. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAT. 

We think it will be generally admitted that the Poor-law 

Board have arrived at a wise and just solution of the St. 

Pancras Infirmary problem. In the first place none except 

blinded partisians have ever disputed the fact that the present 

Infirmary is inadequate in space, and that its construction and 

arrangement are very defective from a sanitary point of view. 

There is no doubt that the wards are and have been over¬ 

crowded, that the drainage and water-closet arrangements are 

exceedingly bad, that fever has at times been prevalent, and 

that, imfortunately, the life of one Medical officer, at least, 

has been sacrificed to the unhealthy condition of the In¬ 

firmary. All this has been asserted again and again by 

credible persons, and we have never seen it denied on any 

good authority. We therefore acknowledge the necessity 

of a larger and more healthy accommodation for the sick poor 

of St. Pancras, admitting it as the first point on which the 

Poor-law Board were bound to see that action was taken. On 

the other hand, the present President of the Poor-law Board 

has frankly acknowledged that the new Infirmary now in 

course of erection at Highgate, and the schools at Leavesden, 

both of which were commenced by the former board of 

guardians under Mr. Hardy’s Bill, are bn a scale of unnecessary 

grandeur, and that thereby burders have been thrown upon 

the ratepayers of the parish which circumstances did not 

necessitate or warrant. It is too late now to say that the 

present Infirmary might have been enlarged and purified, and, 

at a saving of a large sum of money, been made sufficient for its 

purpose. This is possibly and, we may add, probably true. But 

the expenditure has been begun, and the new building' is so far 

advancedthatthePoor-lawBoardhave been informed thatit may 

be finished in two months. Under these circumstances the course 

which the Board now authoritatively enjoins seems the only one 

which meets the exigencies of the case. They have determined 

to annex the St. Pancras parish to the Central London Sick 

Asylum District, and to use the new Infirmary as a sick 

asylum for the whole district. By this means the Board 

will provide 500 beds for St. Pancras, they will relieve the 

ratepayers of the same parish from a large portion of the 

expense of the new building and from a large part of the 

annual expenditure entailed by it, and at the same time 

they wUl put an end to the party warfare which is raging 

over the dead and dying in St. Pancras Infirmary. With 

regard to the Leavesden schools, the Poor-law Board acknow¬ 

ledge that the building will hold 250 more children than the 

parish of St. Pancras can at present supply—a tolerably 

convincing proof of the lavish way in wliich the former 

board of guardians spent the money of the ratepayers. They 

therefore recommend the guardians of St. Pancras to secure 

accommodation for the children by annexation of the parish 

to the Central London School District, and if this arrange¬ 

ment be acceded to, the Poor-law Board hold out a hope that 

they will be able to take the Leavesden buildings off the 

hands of the guardians. By entering into this scheme a 

saving of £24,000 will at once be made. We think that the 

desire to act justly to all parties which the Poor-law Board 

have shown is highly creditable, and that their scheme of 

adjustment will find favour with aU reasonable persons. As 

to the inquest which has been held upon a man who was re¬ 

moved to St. Pancras Workhouse Infirmary in an advanced 

stage of consumption, and who died next day, we would only 

say that the published report we have seen contains no account 

of the post-mortem examination, and therefore it is difficult to 

judge how far the verdict of the jury attributing acceleration 

of the man’s death to the state of the ward in which ho was 

placed is supported by the exact pathological conditions found 

after death. We have the evidence of Mr. Solly and Mr. Bru- 

denell Carter that the ward was very crowded, ill-ventilated, 

and noisome, there being only 600 cubic feet of air to each 

! patient. This state of things would undoubtedly depress the 

: vital powers, and the oxygenation of the blood would be pro¬ 

portionately diminished; but the post-mortem examination 

alone could prove to what extent organic changes or the sur- 

j rounding condition contributed to death. 

j At the above-mentioned inquest, the coroner, Dr. Lankester, 

I made some remarks upon the manner in which certificates of 

death are given by the Medical Profession. He said in reference 

to a certificate of death signed by Mr. Barnes, a district 

Medical officer, who had attended the deceased man previously 

to his removal to the St. Pancras Infii-mary :— 

“ Medical men w^ere not sufficiently careful in giving their 
certificates, as the present case showed, for Mr. Barnes did not 
see the man die, and he had not seen the man dead even. The 
certificates w'ere given in the loosest manner, and the wording 
of them was at fault, for nothing was given of what had 
occurred in the time between when the Medical man had 
seen the patient last, and when the patient died. In the 
certificate given by Mr. Barnes three days had elapsed, but it 
might have been June 1 that he saw patient in place of 
November 1, as in the three days since Mr. Barnes saw the 
man, that man might be murdered for aU Mr. Barnes knew, or 
the man might be still alive; but there was the certificate of 
death in either case. Now, the fact was, it was believed the 
death was accelerated by something which occurred in the 

workhouse.” 

Now we are bound to admit that Dr. Lankester’s charge 

again.st Medical men, especially Medical men engaged in 

public practice, has some foundation. Certificates of death 

are often signed by Medical officers to th3. out-patient 

departments of Hospitals and Dispensaries and by parochial 
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Medical officers without their either beinp: prc sent at the death 

of the patient or seeing the body. We cannot defend the 

practice. It is a bad one, and we recommend members of our 

Profession, when pressed to sign a certificate of the death of 

an out-patient who has been under their care and in whoso 

case they can have no reasonable doubt of the cause of death, 

supposing it to have taken place, to introduce the words “ I am 

told” before the words “that he died” in the ordinary certificate. 

The registrar is bound to have the testimony of an eye-witness of 

the death before he registers it. But, under any circumstances, 

the present machinery is very imperfect, and the registra¬ 

tion of deaths must be open to frauds. The great fault is, that 

the public demand for their own benefit from the Profession of 

Medicine work for which they refuse to give them the smallest 

remimeration. Nay, in Scotland they go further. They not 

only demand the work, but enforce it by penalties. There are 

two ways open to the Legislature of improving the system of 

certifying deaths. One—we thiidi; the best—is, after the 

manner of the French, to employ a permanent paid G-overn- 

ment Medical officer to certify in every district, who, on a 

death taking place, is bound to visit the house, view the 

corpse, inquire into the whole circumstances, if necessary 

see the Medical attendant, and, in cases of doubt, be present 

at a post-mortem examination. The other is to demand the 

like stringency from the ordinary Medical attendant, but to 

pay liim adequately for his certificate. If in the public in¬ 

terest a Medical certificate of death is worth having, it is ivorth 

paying for, and if a satisfactory certificate cannot be given 

uidess the Medical attendant has at least seen the coiqise, the 

public are bound to remunerate him for his expenditure of 

time and trouble. We do not defend loose certifying. Medical 

men ought sternly to refuse to give certificates of facts of 

wliich they cannot be sure, or at least they ought to word their 

certificates in the manner which we have suggested—a solution 

of the difficulty, however, wldch would greatly detract from 

the ostensible value of the certificate. But, on the other hand, 

neither the public nor the Government have any right to find 

fault with the quality of an article for which they refuse to 

pay. Since writing the above, we notice that several other 

inquests are being held on persons who have died in St. Pancras 

Infirmary, and that Mr. Barnes has written to the Times, 

stating his opinion that the death of the man in whose case he 

gave the certificate was accelerated by exjjosure in removal to 

the Infii'mary. 

In connexion with certificates of death, we notice that 

recently a refusal to give one by a Medical man of Sheffield, 

Mr. John Taylor, Assistant-Surgeon to the public Hospital, 

has given rise to some local discussion. Mr. Taylor was attend¬ 

ing a girl of 14 in typhoid fever, and had ordered her wine and 

beef. For a time these were supplied by the parish, but after¬ 

wards, in consequence of some bkmder on the part, as it seems, 

of the parochial authorities, the supply was cut off. The girl 

died, and Mr. Taylor, under the impression that her death was 

partly referable to the want of wine and nourislunent, refused 

a certificate, and recommended an inquest. This, however, was 

not acceded to by the coroner, and the matter was discussed by 

the Board of Guardians, who justified their refusal to give wine 

on the gTound that the girl ought to have been supplied by the 

Hospital. The father of the girl was in receipt of 15s. a week, 

but was in debt and difficulties, it was said, in consequence of 

previous illness in his family. An investigation by a coroner’s 

jury might perhaps have saved the discussions which have taken 

place ; but we cannot help thinking, if otu- artisans earning fair 

wages were taught to rely upon prudence and saving- rather 

than on the parish, in an emergency, it would be better for them 

and for the country. 

As our advertisement pages have announced, there is a 

vacancy in the post of Physician-Accoucheur to the Charing- 

cro.ss Hospital. We hear that there are likely to be two 

candidates—one Dr. J. W. Black, formerly an a.ssittant of Sir 

J. Y. Simpson, and the other Dr. Wiltshire, who has reeentiv 

sent in his resignation of the office of Medical Inspector to the 

Privy Council, and who, the Profession will remember, has put 

on record a unique case of ovariotomy successfully performed 

during acute peritonitis. We need hardly say that the post 

woidd be well filled by either of these gentlemen. The staff 

of Charing -cross Hospital and School has perhaps undergone as 

many changes as that of most of oui- Metropolitan Hospitals 

during- the last few years. But there is one depai-tment which 

remains ever the same. We mean that which ''ought to be in 

the hands of an Assistant-Surgeon—did such officer exist. 

We notice that the treasurer of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital 

has publi.shed an appeal to the xjublic and the governors to 

suspend their judg-ment on the charges recently brought 

against the management of the Hospital. He proposes to 

call a meeting of the governors at which ho will make his 

defence. 

The Gazette of Friday, Nov. 5, contains an announcement 

that the Queen has granted leave to accept and wear the 

insignia of the Order of theMedjidie of the Fifth Class to Dr. 

John Patterson. The order is conferred on Dr. Patterson by 

the Sultan in recognition of his services in the sanitary depart¬ 

ment of the Turkish Administration. Tuesday’s Gazette con¬ 

tains the announcement that Dr. Hooker, Director of tlie 

Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew, is to be made a Companion 

of the Bath. On the death of his father. Sir Wilham Plooker, 

Dr. Hooker, who had been Assistant-Director, succeeded to 

the Directorshij) of the Kew Gardens. He was formerly a 

Medical officer in the Na%^-. 

Mr. Gordon, the Conservative candidate for the XJniversitics 

of Glasgow and Aberdeen, has published a letter on Medical 

matters which can scarcely fail to be more satisfactory to the 

Medical constituency than his opponent’s avowal of ignorance. 

In the first place he thinks that a new Medical Act, which 

should prevent the assumption of Medical titles by quacks, is 

required. In reference to the payment of Poor-law Medical 

men, he is of opinion that a scale of payment might be framed, 

founded upon the number of paiipers and the extent of the 

district. He advocates the removal of the penalty by whicli 

the giving of certificates of death has been enforced in Scotland, 

and he thinks that the Scottish Poor-law Medical officers should 

not be removable by local Poor-law Boards -without tlie sanc¬ 

tion of the Board of Supervision. He promises to sujiport 

measures to remedy the just complaints of the Medical Profes¬ 

sion in these matters, and to secure greater attention to State 

Medicine and the laws of public health. He says that he is 

not ignorant of the grievances of naval and army Medical 

officers, and promises to give his best consideration with a view 

to their removal. Ho very wisely, as we think, postpones 

giving an opinion on the questions of the constitution of the 

Medical Council and the representation of the Profession. He 

thinks, however, that the Council should be constituted on a 

more popular basis. Mr. Gordon has at least endeavoured to 

inform himself on Medical politics, and by this alone, in the 

absence of a Medical competitor, he stands on a vantage-ground. 

At a meeting of the guardians of the Portsea Union on 

Wednesday, the 3rd, Mr. Bayne, in moving that the children 

be supplied -nith socks, said that Dr. Page had made a recom¬ 

mendation on the subject last -winter, but the board declined 

to grant it. 

“ Mr. Whitcomb seconded the resolution, which was opposed 
by the Vice-Chairman, who argued that chilblains had nothing 
to do with the absence of socks. His own children wore as 
good socks as could be obtained; but for three-fourths of the 
winter they had as bad chilblains as any children in the work- 
house had, so that socks would not prevent them. So far as 
the infants were concerned, he had not the least objection to 
their having socks ; but when the clrddren of many ratepayers 
who were struggling so hard to pay the rates were without 
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socks, he objected to every boy and girl in the house being 
supplied -with them. Could it be shown that socks were a 
preventive of chilblains, he would willingly support the resolu¬ 
tion. Mr. Palmer asked what the cost Avould bo. Mr. Bayne 
said each child would require two pairs, and the cost of these 
would be about Is. 3d.; and the governor stated that he .should 
require 500 pairs. Mr. Bayne admitted that socks were not a 
panacea for chilblains, but they were a great preventive. It 
was pitiable last year to see between 40 and 50 boys hobbling 
about, unable to get their shoes on; and if the guardians could 
2>revent this, he thought it their duty to do so. The resolution 
was carried, the Vice-Chairman being the only dissentient.” 

^Ve wish that some j)hilosophical guardian would move that 

an experiment be made to contrast the effect of socks and 

€>f an improved dietary. Socks certainly keej) the feet warm if 

wanu already, but it is equally certain that cold damp feet are 

made all the colder by socks damp with perspiration. It is 

richer blood and a more vigorous circulation that is wanted; 

.and we should like to know the result of giving socks to half 

the children, and half a pint of milk extra or an additional 

meal of bread and cheese and beer to the remainder. 

A case of death from chloroform is reported from Oxford. 

Two drachms of chlorofomi were administered to a young man, 

a student of Lincoln College, of 19, in order to the iierformance 

of a slight Surgical operation. The chloroform was admini- 

.stered on wool in a handkerchief. The post-mortem revealed 

a dilated heart with thin walls. It seems i>robable from the 

results of post-mortem examinations, that weak and dilated 

hearts are sufficiently common, even amongst robust young 

men, to lead to distressing accidents with chloroform, and that 

the weakness is not detectible by ordinary examination. Under 

these circumstances it is worth considering whether the mixed 

vapour of ether and chloroform suggested by a committee of 

the Boyal Medico-Chirurgical Society shoidd not be substituted.' 

The very interesting despatches from Dr. Livingstone read 

at the meeting of the Geographical Society on Monday bring 

us news of the gi'eat explorer and his discoveries up to July, 

1868. Dr. Kirk, however, as we mentioned last week, has re¬ 

ceived news of him as late as September, 1868. Our readers 

are aware that Livingstone’s new discoveries go far to confirm 

Ptolemy’s account of the ultimate sources of the Nile. To 

anthropologists, however, perhaps the most interesting morceau 

in Livingstone's despatch—like a lady’s letter—is the jpost- 

seript, which runs as follows:— 

“ P.S.—Always something new from Africa. A large tribe 
lives in underground houses in Rua. Some excavations are 
said to bo thirty miles long, and have running rills in them—a 
whole di.strict can stand a siege in them. Tne ‘ writings ’ 
therein, I have been told by some of the i^eople, are drawings 
of animals, and not letters ; otherwise I shordd have gone to 
see them. People very dark, well made, and outer angle of 
eyes slanting inwards.” 

The last weekly report of the Registrar-General announces 

that 241 persons, chiefiy children, died from scarlatina in 

London last week, and that the deaths during the previous 

thirteen weeks that ended on October 30 amounted to 2347. 

Appended to the report is a very able “ Memorandum ” on the 

means necessary to arrest scarlatina, which has been forwarded 

to the Registrar-General from the Association of Medical 

Officers of Health. The plan of disinfection and precaution 

laid down in the memorandum, if faithfully carried out in 

the houses of the rich, where drainage and sanitary arrange¬ 

ments are good, would undoubtedly suffice to arrest scarla¬ 

tina, but the Association confesses that in the houses of the 

poor it would jjracticaUy fad. They write :— 

“ Provided there be no unsuspected drain, sewer, gailley, 
waterclosct, pipe, or cistern, or other source whence the in¬ 
mates receive fresh infection, scarlet fever can be and is daily 
arrested in private houses by the above means carried out in 
detail; but only by persons having space, wealth, intelligence, 
and the wish to save life. It is far otherwise in the crowded 
houses of the poor, where the healthy a\-e mixed with the sick 
and even v.ith the dead.” 
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To fight the epidemic successfully amongst the poor, measures 

of jiublic hygiene are necessaiy, but they only serve imperfectly 

to mitigate the consequences of neglect and poverty, and there 

are many impediments even now in the way of their adoption. 

These, with the measures recommended, are well summid ui^ 

in the second section of the Health Officers’ memorandum. 

The very limited power for the removal of the sick conferred 

on the Health Officer by the 26th section of the Sanitary Act 

of 1866 is one great obstacle in the way of chocking thedise.ase. 

SUPEEANNUATIOX OF POOE-LAW MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

The following is a case which shows the expediency' of 

obtaining for English Poor-law Medical officers a boon similar 

to that recently extended to their Irish brethren. Tlio 

guardians of the Greenwich Union proposed to award a 

superannuation allowance to Dr. Hollingsworth, lately one of 

the Medical officers to that LTnion. It apjiears that for some 

time after his appointment by the guardians he had also 

followed private jiractice, but that, for several y'ears before his 

resignation, he had devoted himself exchisively' to his duties as 

district Medical officer. The Poor-law Board, when informed 

of the proposal, stated that it was doubtful whether, having' 

regard to the terms of the statute, the guardians could legally 

grant the retiring allowance, seeing that Dr. Hollingsworth 

had not, during the whole period of his tenure of office, given 

Ids entire time to his duties as Medical officer. We understand 

that the Poor-law Board jiropose to take the opinion of tlie 

Attorney-General on the question. 

THE UXIVEESITY OF GLASGOW AS A MEDICAL SCHOOL. 

De. Cowax, Professor of Materia Medica in the University' of 

Glasgow, this year delivered the introductory address. For 

his subject he selected the liistory of the Medical School con¬ 

nected Avith the LTniversity, and handled it both ably' and 

jileasantly. No passage in it, however, struck us so forcibly as 

that having reference to the income of the Infirmary, wherein 

it is stated that in 1868 the working men of Glasgow contri¬ 

buted for its support no less a sum than £5226. This not only 

shows their appreciation of the value of the institution, but, 

as Dr. Cowan say's, a high-minded independence, for, from the 

natiu'e of their occupations, the greater jiart of them are liable 

to become its inmates at any moment. To no class of the coin- 

munity are Hospitals more valuable than to artisans accidentally' 

injiu’ed. It is no degradation to go to a Hospital in case of 

severe Surgical injury or a fever, and it is right that they 

should make the institution self-supporting. Another matter 

of fact to which Dr. Cowan refers we strenuously endorse— 

that is, the insufficient acknoAvledgment of the labours in the 

Fever Hou.se whereby Dr. A. P. Stewart first distinctly and 

decidedly sejiarated and defined typhus and typhoid fever. 

Honour to whom honour is due. In this instance the worker 

has not had his due meed of praise. 

AEMT MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

At the first meeting of the Portsmouth Army Mcdico-Chirur- 

gical Society', on November 3, Dr. Gordon, C.B., the President, 

made some striking observations on the multijfiicity and im¬ 

portance of the duties performed by military Medical officers. 

They have to see to the quality of the raAv material by which 

the army is recruited. They are charged Avith the iireservation 

of the health of troops in all climates, at home and abroad, 

during epidemics, in the midst of war, and during milita.ry 

occupation of unhealthy stations. To carry out these duti a 

properly, some knowledge of geology and of m: teorology is 

requisite, for it is obvious that a damp climate, with extrenios 

of temperature and negative indications of the electrometer, 

would require measures unsuited for a dry equable climate Avith 

positive electricity. A knowledge of botany and chemi.stiy is 

required, in order that they' may judge of the wholcsomencs.s 
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and purity of food. These are mere preliminaries to the fact 

that they have to treat the sick in every known disease and 

injury, from the awfully great to the eleg'antly little; they 

must be Physicians, Surgeons, Apothecaries, accoucheurs, and 

sick nurses ; must do everything, from an amputation at the 

hip-joint, to managing the suckling of a new-born baby. The 

duties of the military Surgeon not only include all that may 

fall to the civil Practitioner, but much more of an entirely 

different order. They must treat their patients not in reference 

to their individual cases, but in reference to the general 

efficiency of the body to which they belong; instead of the 

patient discharging the doctor, the military doctor has to 

discharge his patients. In active service it is to the Medical 
officer that 

“ the general in command must look for an estimate of casual¬ 
ties by sickness, death, and invaliding, so that he may desire 
reinforcements from the mother country to fill the vacancies 
thus to be created ; to them he has to refer for the quantity and 
natirre of conveyance, accommodation, servants, medicmes, and 
appliances for Hospital purposes which should attend an army; 
and to them he must refer in regard to the mode of travellim^ 
best suited to non-effectives when being finally disposed of as 
invalids. To the exertions and the knowledge of Army 

Medical Officers the soldier is indebted for almost every im¬ 
provement in his condition that has from time to time been 
made. I have elsewhere dwelt upon some of the more import¬ 
ant of the advances in hygiene for which the sole credit is 
due to the officers of our department. It was at the urgent 
representation of an Army Medical officer that suitable 
barracks for our soldiers were erected ; that a definite propor¬ 
tion of cubic and superficial space per man was allotted; that in 
malarious districts upper-storied barracks were provided; that 
suitable rations m quality and variety were issued ; that cloth- 
ing has been issued with due regard to climate and nature of 
duties; that canteens were established with a view to check in 
some measure the terrible extent to which drunkenness pre- 
TOile(^ that suitable buildings as Hospitals were founded ; 
that Hospital diets were instituted with due consideration for 
the requirements of the sick; that a restriction, as far as 
practicable, was placed upon the amount of night duty, drills, 
and exercises to which the troops were subjected ; as well as 
many other improvements which I could enumerate. Nor 
must I omit to mention that many of the moral improvements 
which have of late years taken place in the condition of the 
soldier were first advocated by the IVTedical department—as, for 
example, recreation rooms, the gymnasium, temperance associa¬ 
tions, savings-banks, schools, and others, while among the first 
advocates of the abolition of corporeal puni.shments we find 
the name of an army Surgeon. Considering the greater efficiency 
as soldiers of married as compared with unmarried men, 
it is not to be wondered at that Army Medical officers 
have ever advocated the extension of liberty to marry 
among them, or that they have been among the foremost advo¬ 
cates of increased consideration to their wives and children.” 

Dr. Gordon next dwelt on the multifarious and important 

duties of the administrative branch of the Army Medical Ser¬ 

vice, the inspection of Hospitals, the analysis of hygienic and 

statistical reports ; the checking of the expenditure on medicine 

and extras in Hospitals, reporting on the construction and 

qualities of Hospitals, providing against the spread 

of epidemic disease, examining non-commissioned officers as 

dispensers, and the sitting on sick boards. 

“ He has to make arrangements in regard to the distribution 
of Medical officers in the district, to keep the roster of those in 
garrison, so that each shall serve in rotation, and no more to 
verify and sign the biUs submitted by Medical officers for travel¬ 
ling allowances, and to approve the pay bills of those who do not 
belong to regiments. He has to nominate Medical officers to 
accompany detachments, and to arrange, where occasion arises, 
for opening a Hospital for the treatment of their sick. He 
has, on occasions of garison field-days and public reviews, to 
make suitable arrangements for casualties that may occur. He 
has to check requisitions for medicines and instruments, and 
to superintend those sent in for the general supply of the 
district. He has to examine all instruments requiring to be 
Mpffired, previous to submitting an estimate for the purpose. 
He has to inspect regiments about to proceed on foreign service 
from the district, selecting men who are hkely to be efficient in 
the CQuutry for which they are destined. He has to see that 

troop-ships^ are properly provided with all Medical requirements 
before leaving the port, and that the Medical officers proceed¬ 
ing in charge are provided with all necessary requirements for 
performing their duties.” 

FEOM ABBOAD. -CONGENITAL CATAEACT SIMULATING SHOET- 

SIGHTEDNESS-ELECTEICITY IN PAETUEITION-PHOSPHOEESCENCE 
OP THE SEA. 

De. Joy Jefpeies, of the Boston Eye Infirmary, calls the 

attention of non-specialist Practitioners to an interesting sub¬ 

ject—namely, “ Congenital Cataract in Children simulating 

Near-sightedness.” The real nature of the affection, he says, 

is apt to be overlooked until it has attained a much older date 

than it ought to have before being submitted to treatment. As 

in congenital cataract most of the rays of light are obstructed 

in their passage through the central portion of the lens, a 

certain degTee of dilatation of the pupil facilitates their access 

through the lateral portions, and the child, while reading, 

seeking to avoid the stimulus of light in order to obtain this 

dilatation, turns its back to the window, contracts its brow, and 

partially closes its eyelids—that is, closely imitates the pro¬ 

cedures of a person who is near-sighted. So, also, to obtain a 

larger picture on the retina, or get the light sideways, he holds 

the book close to the eyes, exactly simulating what a near¬ 

sighted person without glasses must do. The opacity of the 

lens may be of such a character, or so far back in the lens, 

that the pupil, to the inspection of an unaided eye, may offer 

nothing abnormal, and the child may be pronounced as simply 

near-sighted. The ophthalmic Surgeon is therefore not con¬ 

sulted until much too late ; for, the earlier congenital cataracts 

are treated in children, the greater the chance of restoring and 

retaining useful vision. The cataract in the course of time 

becomes more difficult of removal, and the retina, deprived of 

its proper stimulus of light, does not undergo a degree of 

development proportionate to the rest of the eye. Conse¬ 

quently, if the pupil is successfully cleared by operation at a 

late period, and light thus freely admitted to the retina, the 

patient will not attain the same power of vision or apprecia¬ 

tion of objects which he would have done had he been operated 

upon earlier. 

“ This the ophthalmic Sui’geon too often sees, and he may 
even be blamed for not having accomplished what would have 
been a miracle. Again, I would repeat, the earlier they are 
done the better. The trustees of the Royal London Ophthalmic 
Hospital call the especial attention of the public to the necessity 
of bringing children for operation at an early period, instead 
of allowing their eyes to be damaged by delay. The average 
age of the last 500 cases brought there was seven years. To show 
the necessity of my directing Physicians’ attention particularly 
to this point, I may say that the average age of the patients with 
congenital cataract brought duiing the last four years to the 
Massachusetts Eye Infirmary was twelve and a half years^ 
Finally, I would again remind Physicians, when they notice 
the httle ones shunning the light and holffing the book near 
to the eye or sideways, and the parents complaining that 
they seem dull in learning their lessons, to remember that 
cataract, and not simply near-sightedness, may be the cause, 
although their eyes may look perfectly natural without ophthal¬ 
moscopic examination.” 

M. de St. Germain, at the last meeting of the Societe de 

Chirurgie, communicated the results of some experiments he 

has recently made at the Maternite on the application of elec¬ 

tricity in labour. Engaged to write an article for the “ Dic- 

tionnairo de Medecine ” on the Surgical and Obstetrical 

applications of electricity, and believing that little had been 

done in illustration of the latter, he undertook an investiga¬ 

tion himself. Although this had been pursued in only twelve 

cases, he found the action of the electrical current was so 

marked as to lead to what he believed some novel conclusions. 

He was informed afterwards, however, of the researches of 

Barnes and Radford in this direction in 1854, and of the favour¬ 

able opinion they entertained of the agent. His own conclu¬ 

sions are as follows :—“ 1. In no case have uterine contractions 

been induced where they have not already spontaneously com- 
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menced. Tiiia explains the discredit into which the electrical 

current has fallen as a means of inducing premature labour. 

2. Wherever laboiu' pains have commenced, occurring at in¬ 

tervals of fifteen or twenty minutes, on the application of the 

conductors to the lateral xiax-ts of the abdomen, we have con- 

i^tantly found, and that in about ten minutes, a remarkable 

increase of the uterine contractions. 3. We have also found 

that contractions so induced are much more jirolonged and 

more painful than others. 4. The dilatation of the os uteri has 

constantly taken place with rapidity. 5. A fact to be jiar- 

ticularly insisted upon, especially as it is not noticed by Barnes 

and Radford, is that the expulsion of the placenta immediately 

follows that of the infant, being either spon'laneously ^xrojected 

beyond the vulva or capable of removal without the slightest 

traction. 6. In two cases only the infant exhibited a slight 

bluish colour, but in these the cyanosis could bo explained by 

constriction. 7. To sum up, without partaking of the enthu¬ 

siasm exliibited by Barnes for the application of electricity in 

deHveiy at full term, we believe that this method deserves 

being submitted to a prolonged and severe investigation, and 

that, if new and nximerous trials confirm the results thus far 

obtained, the application of electricity as an agent in the rapid 

expulsion of the placenta must be considered as a gain.” 

M. Duchenin presented, at the last meeting of the Academie 

des Sciences, a memoir on the “Phosphorescence of the Sea,” 

in continuation of one presented in 1865. In the latter he had 

endeavoured to prove that there can be no doxibt that this 

phenomenon is due to the presence of myriads of infusoria—the 

Noctiluca miliaris. Seen by the naked eye, they resemble very 

small ova of fishes, “ and the more we disturb the water, the 

more these minute beings seem to be irritated, and during their 

rage they become phosphorescent.” Taking some of the water 

with him to Paris, the author found that he could always pro¬ 

duce phosphorescence by shaking the bottle containing it. 

Under the microscope, the infusorial characters of these ani¬ 

malcules become evident. We may always ascertain by their 

presence in the water during the day that there will be phos¬ 

phorescence at night. The infusoria, indeed, may ajjpear or 

disappear quite suddenly, and the luminosity of to-night may 

be quite absent to-moiTOw. 

Additional experiments confirm the fact of the production of 

luminositj in the dark by shaking the vessel containing the 

sea water. If the tube containing it be plunged into warm 

water, the luminosity is increased uj) to a temperature of 39’C., 

but on raising this to 41° the animalcules die, and the jihospho- 

rescence ceases entirely to appear. When exposed to great 

cold, the luminosity becomes more intense. This is also the 

case when diluted acid or alcohol is added, but it does not 

continue. The addition of as much as 50 jier cent, of fresh 

water does not diminish the Imninous power; but if the infu- i 

soria are suddenly transported into fresh water, the phospho¬ 

rescence permanently disajjpears. The Imninous power is 

preserved after the infusoria have been kept in com¬ 

plete darkness for a fortnight. The electric spark does not 

kill these minute beings as alcohol or acids do, but 

induces the conti’actions of their organs which give rise 

to luminosity. A curious fact in relation to this 

subject is the circumstance that it is very rare, dming the 

period in which the phosixhoresceuce is jxresent, that seawater 

baths do not cause, especially in young subjects and in those 

whose skins are delicate and susceptible, a kind of exanthem 

much resembling that caused by the sting of nettles. Several 

thousand of these infusoria were placed in a tube, and a few 

hours after some drops of the water containing them had been 

applied to the arm, an exanthem resembUng that of the 

bathers was produced. 

SMAiiL-POX has broken out with considerable virulence 
in the lower districts of G-rcenock. 

EEPOET ON THE TEACHING OF THE 
OUT-PATIENT DEPAETMENTS OF THE 

LONDON HOSPITALS. 

The following report has been undertaken entirely from an 

educational point of view. It has no reference to the vexed 

question of the general administration of the out-xxatient de- 

ixartments of our metropolitan Hospitals, or, at any rate, only 

so far as it aids or interferes with the usefulness of these de- 

jxartments as means of teaching jxractical Medicine. We have 

long been impressed with the belief that, in very many 

instances, the out-patient dejxartments in connexion with our 

Medical schools in London have not been utilised as much as 

they should and may he for educational purposes., No doxxbt 

very many difficulties stand in the way of this, soxxie arising 

fx’om the nature of the gexxeral administration of oxxr London 
Hospitals, and dependent oix the indifference or obstructivexxess 
of the governing bodies; but some also, and we think these are 
the chief ones, from want of system and organisation ixi the 
Medical schools themselves. 

We propose, as briefiy as possible, first to give aix accoxmt of 
the attempts that are at presexit made in the various metx’o- 
politan schools to give efficiency to the out-patient department 
as an educational instrument, and secondly to ]xoint out what 
we think may be further accomplished in this direction. We 
have pursued our inquiries in each Medical school under the 

following heads:— 
1. The nxxmber of Physicians aixd Surgeons in daily attend¬ 

ance on out-jxatients. 
2. The hours and average length of time of each attendance. 
3. What speciaUties are represented, and how frequently. 
4. The average number of patients seen by each oxit-patient 

Physician and Surgeoxx at each xfisit. 
5. The average number of students daily attendixxg the prac¬ 

tice of each out-patient Physician or Surgeon. 
6. The amount and kind of help afforded the out-patient 

Physicians and Surgeons in seeing patients by senior or other 

pupils. , . 1 1 , 
7. The amount of respoxxsibility and xndepexideixt actxon 

thrown on such assistants. 
8. Opinions of the Medical officers as to the natixre of the 

cases inost commonly seexi in out-patient xxx'actico, and their 
special fitness for teaching pxirposes. 

9. Amount and kind of teaching attempted xn the out- 
xxatient department of the school in qxxestion. 

10. Opinions as to its success or waxxt of success. 
11. Subjects (possibly) taught. 

(«) General Medical and Surgical practxce. 15) Diseases of women and childx'exx. 
c) Skin diseases. 
d) Dentistry. 
e) Aural Sxirgery. 
/) Ophthalmology and the use of the ophthalmoscope. 

g') Laxyngoscopy. 
()/) Surgical appliaxices and bandaging. 
(i) Pharmacy and theraxxeutics. 

12. Gexxeral suggestions. 
Our first investigations were made at the 

Middlesex Hospital, 

axxd we are glad to bear witness, iix this place, to the great 
axnount of earnestness, ability, and activity which characterises 
the clinical teaching in this Medical school. _ 

The following are the arraxigements for seexxxg out-patxexxts 

at the Middlesex Hospital, -i . v 
1 One Physician and oxie Sxu-geon attend daxly for ordmary 

Medical and Surgical practice respectively. The Physician 
fj-om 8 30 a.m. until about 1 p.ni.; the Sxxrgeon from 1 p.m. 

;xl about 3 p.ixx. j. nr j- i i 
I. AVith regard to the different braixches of Medxcal and 

•gical practice represented— ■ ^ -rs n 
a) Laryngoscopic demonstratxons are gxven by D Grcoxi- 

V as opportuxiitios ixresent theinselves. , nr xr u 
5) Ophthalmology and the ophthalmoscope, by Mr. Hulkc, 
rv Tuesday and Friday at 8.30 a.in. 
c) Diseases of the skin, every Thursday mornmg from 

a.m., by Dr. R. Liveing. , ^ j j 
d) Diseases of women and chxldren, every Wednesday and 

.ux’day at 1.30 jx.m., by Dr. Hall Davis. 
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(c) Special cancer department, every Thursday at 1.30, by 
Mr. Nunn. 

(/) Dentistry, every morning' at 9 a.m., by Mr. Tomes and 
Mr. Turner. 

3. Each Assistant-Physician attends two days in the week. 
One of these days is a heavy day, when new cases are admitted; 
the other is a light day, when no new cases are taken (save 
emergencies), and is reserved especially for teaching purposes. 
The average of new cases on the heavy day is about fifty, 
and^ these are admitted by governors' letters only. Each 
Assistant-Surgeon attends twice a week, but the work is 
equally distributed between the two days. The patients are 
admitted into the consulting-room one by one, so that there is 
no crowding, and each case is carefully examined, and the 
important features are pointed out to the class of students in 
attendance. Quite recently Mr. Amott has been appointed to 
give a systematic course of instruction in bandaging, etc., 
during tlie summer session, free of charge. 

4. With regard to the attendance of students, certain 
branches of Medical and Surgical practice are more attractive 
than others. 

About 10 per cent, of the students attend the general out¬ 
patient Medical practice, and about 20 or 25 per cent, the 
general out-patient Surgical practice. 

The ophthalmic department attracts about 40 per cent., and 
about the same number attend the department for skin diseases. 

5. Each Assistant-Physician has two clinical clerks, on whom 
no responsibility is thrown. They help the Assistant-Physician 
at his discretion. The same rule applies to the Surgical 
dressers. 

6. The cases most commonly seen in the out-patient Medical 
department, and which are most useful for teaching' purposes, 
are—a large number of cases of disease of the heart and lungs, 
diseases of the kidney, abdominal tumours, intestinal parasites, 
chronic poisoning by lead, mercury, etc., measles, scarlatina, 
small-pox, typhus fever. 

In the Surgical out-patient department most of the cases are 
useful for clinical teaching—as, for example, the simpler kinds 
of fractures and dislocations, abscesses, ulcers, tumours, all 
forms of venereal disease, strictures, hernia, etc., etc. 

7. Dr. Robert Liveing reports that the plan he has adopted 
for utilising the out-patient Medical department for teach¬ 
ing purposes is very simple, and is found to answer ad¬ 
mirably. The same system is, we believe, adopted by his 
coHoague, Dr. Greenhow. He selects aU the interesting 
cases that present themselves in his ordinary out-patient 
practice (about 10 per cent, of all those seen), and directs 
them to come to the Hospital on a special day of the 
week, and at a fixed time, at which time he attends with 
bis dps. The patients are admitted one by one, and carefully 
pamined. Each student has an opportunity of making an 
independent examination and diagnosis ; and, lastly, the Phy¬ 
sician points out any mistakes that may have been made. D“r. 
R. Liveing has adopted the same plan in the skin department 
with perfect success. The rooms appropriated to the out¬ 
patient department are, on the whole, pretty good. Each 
Assistant-Physician and Surgeon has the use of two rooms, in 
addition to the waiting-room. They are provided Avith a 
AA eighing apparatus and the usual means for testing urine, etc. 

St. George’s Hospital. 

1. There are two Assistant-Physicians and two Assistant- 
Surgeons, each attending two days in the week from 12 to 2.30 
or 3. Diseases of women and children are seen once a week 
(Thursdays, at 12) by Dr. J. Clarke. Ophthalmic cases are 
seen (by Mr. Power) twice a week, and demonstrations given 
Avith the ophthalmoscope. Aural cases are seen by one of the 
Assistant-Surgeons (Mr. Rouse) on Thursdays. Skin diseases 
are seen on a special day once a week in the summer by Dr. 
Barclay. 

2. The average number of patients seen by each Assistant- 
Physician and Surgeon respectively on their days of attendance 
is about 150; on some days more than 200 cases are seen. The 
new cases admitted each day are limited to twenty, except in 
the case of emergencies. The Physicians have one day in 
each week appropriated to men, and one to women. 

3. The average number of students attending the out¬ 
patient practice is not large—about four to each Physician or 
Surg'eon. 

4. The Assistant-Physicians are assisted in their work by an 
Assistant House-Physician, and the Assistant-Surgeons by an 
Assistant House-Surgeon. These are senior pupils who frequently 
have a legal qualification. These assistants, however, take )to 
new cases, and treat no cases independently of the Assistant- 

Physician. There are neither clerks nor dressers to the out¬ 
patient Physicians or Surgeons. 

5. The Medical officers consider that there is abundant 
material for teaching purposes to be found amongst the out¬ 
patients of this Hospital. Diseases of the heart and lungs and 
every kind of dropsy are mentioned as veiy common. 

6. Students are encouraged to examine patients, and their 
diagnosis is watched, and, if necessary, corrected. They are 
also instructed in methods of physical examination, and to 
recognise the value and significance of physical signs of disease. 
Four patients only are admitted into the consulting-room at a. 
time. Laryngoscopy is not taught in the out-patient room, 
but in the wards of the Hospital by the Resident Medical 
officers, and also by the Professor of Surgery in his regular 
course. The apartments pro-vided for the accommodation of 
the out-patient department are large and commodious. There 
is a large, comfortable, weU-ht, and well-warmed waiting-room, 
on one side of Avhich are the consulting-rooms ; these are well 
adapted to the purposes they are intended to serve. The room 
for ophthalmic and dental cases is exceedingly well arranged. 
Each out-patient’s prescription, with a brief record of the case,, 
is kept in the Hospital. The prescriptions are placed in 
numbered covers, and are kept in a rack placed in a convenient 
part of the out-patient department. The one thing to bo 
desired in this as in many other Hospitals is a more systematic 
and organised method of teaching in connexion with the out¬ 
patient department. 

MEDICAL EEFOEM MEETINO, 

On the evening of Thursdajq the 4th inst., a number of gentle¬ 

men interested in Medical reform dined together at the Medical 

Club mider the presidency of Dr. Bell Fletcher. The meeting 

had been hastily got up, but a considerable number of gentle¬ 

men assembled, not limited to those belonging- to the club. 
After dinner, 

The Peesident addressed the meeting on the subject of Medi¬ 
cal reform. He contended that in various Avays the present Act 
was inoperative, and gaA^e one instance of a qualified man in 
Birmingham, under whose cloak seven unqualified men practised. 
Another cause for dissatisfaction was the Council, which Avas 
imperfect, and in which the Profession ought to be more gene¬ 
rally represented. Medical education ought to be improA-ed. 
and one uniform qualification for practice oug'ht to be intro¬ 
duced. _ He then referred to the memorial which had been so 
extensively signed, and Avhich he was empowered to present to 
the Home Secretary. It only contained a statement of general 
principles, from which no one, he thought, could dissent. Ho 
wanted consolidation—to have one science, one art. Altered 
relations on the part of the corporations, too, were absolutely 
necessary. 

Dr. Loey Maesh thought the next session likely to be an 
important one to Medical men, and meetings like the present’ 
were highly desirable, that aU views might be ventilated. No- 
resolutions were to be proposed, discussion alone being re¬ 
quired. They desired to be neutral. It was proposed to have 
subsequent meetings and to have some member to introduce 
the subject, this to be followed by a discussion. 

Dr. Peossee James acquiesced in the scheme. He thought 
it would do good. 

^ Dr. Seaton thought education not a fair subject for legisla¬ 
tion—examinations were, if one pleased. With regard ta 
Medical matters and Medical education, a constant tinkering 
had been going on for years. For his part he thought it did 
not matter where the information came from, provided the 
student possessed it. The corporations ought, he thought, be 
imited. There should not be two separate professions of Medi¬ 
cine and Sm-gery, but two grades in one—viz.. Fellows and 
Members, the former alone (the seniors) to bo consulting men.. 

Dr. Chapman thought this was a petition to ask Parliament 
to help the Profession to do what it could better do itself. An 
Institute of Medicine had been founded many years ago for 
the same purpose, but had failed. Much had been hoped for 
from the Council, but it had done nothing. The ten thousand 
who had signed the memorial would do better by forming 
themselves into a body of their OAvn. Examinations ought tu 
be very strict, and men who have a genius for teaching ought 
to be allowed to teach. Small Hospitals were quite as good 
as large ones for practical teaching, but this was opposed to- 
existing monopolies. Many of those who now taught were no- 
teachers, but they had a monopoly, and Avould not give it up. 
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In the Profession prosecutions had g'enerally been used to put 
down rivals. The existing black list was no doubt deserved, 
but the same end might have been secured in a different way. 

Dr. O’CoNXOE said the object of the 1858 Bill, according to 
Mr. Couper, was to secure the representation of the body of 
the Profession. 

Sir John Gray said he had a notice on the papers of the 
House of Commons with regard to Medical reform, and he had 
come there that night as he wished to hear what the Profession 
thought ought to be done. He imagined that what was 
requisite was unity of action, not sweeping changes; above 
all, sound examinations. It was the interest of the public to 
have sound Practitioners. The rivalries of the various corpora¬ 
tions wei’e for their own good, not for that of the public. The 
Profession as a body was at fault in not long ago having 
insisted on the institution of sound practical tests. These 
corporations stood in the way of this again, and it v/as now the 
policy to disable them from mischief and do away with their 
rivalry in granting degrees. 

THE AMEEICAN LAAVS 
EELATING TO THE PEOIECTION OE 

INCOEEIGIBLE DRUNKARDS. 

Cue American cousins, with that practical good sense which 

distinguishes, at all events, their social legislation, have found 

no difficulty in dealing with a subject which seems to have 

sorely perplexed English Chancellors, and have wellnigh 

plunged into the abyss of absurdity that science which prides 

itself on being the perfection of human reason. According to 

the revised statutes of the State of New York (1831), “ when¬ 

ever the overseers of the poor of any city or town shall dis¬ 

cover any person to be an habitual drmikard, they may, by 

writing under their hands, designate and describe such 
drunkard, and, by written notice signed by them, require every 
merchant, distiller, shopkeeper, grocer, tavernkeeper, and other 
person residing within the city or town where such drunkard 
shall reside, or in any other city or town near to or adjoining 
such city or town, not to give or sell, iznder any pretence, any 
spirituous liquors to such drunkard; and if, after personal 
service of such notice, any person shall knowingly give or sell 
in any manner whatever spirituous liquors to any such 
drunkard, except by the personal direction or on the written 
certificate of some duly qualified Physician, he shall forfeit for 
every offence the sum of ten dollars for the use of the poor of 
the town where such drunkard resides.” 

Any person so designated as a dinnkard may, however, de¬ 
mand a jiuy to try and determine such fact. And if at any 
time the overseers shall be satisfied that such habitual drunkard 
has reformed and become temperate, they may revoke and 
annul any such notice giv(n by them or their predecessors. 
But by far the most important Act is that entitled “ Of the 
Custody and Disposition of the Estates of Idiots, Lunatics, 
Persons of Unsound Mind, and Drimkards.” We cannot do 
less than set out verbatim the first section of that Act. It is 
as follows;—“ The Chancellor shall have the care and custody 
of all idiots, lunatics, persons of nnsound mind, and persons 
who shall be incapable of conducting their own affairs in con¬ 
sequence of habitual drunkenness, and of their real and per¬ 
sonal estates, so that the same shall not be wasted or destroyed; 
and shall provide for their safe keeping and maintenance, and 
for the maintenance of their families and the education of 
their children, out of their personal estates, and the rents and 
profits of their real estates respectively.” 

The Act then proceeds to dii'ect that, “ whenever the overseers 
of the poor discover a person to be an habitual drunkard having 
property to the amount of 250 dollars, which may be endangered 
by means of such di’unkenness, it shall be their duty to make 
application to the Court of Chancery for the exercise of its 
powers and jurisdiction.” If such drunkard have property to 
an amount less than 250 dollars, such application to bo made 
to the Court of Common Pleas of the county, otherwise the 
County Court. Permission is given to the party proceeded 
against to traverse the inquisition, and take the opinion of a 
jury upon the facts, and an appeal lies to the Conrt of Chancery 
itself. There are other provisions contained in the Act which 
it is not necessary to quote here. We should not, however, be 
doing justice were we to conclude the subject without quoting 
from the very luminous judgment of Chancellor Walworth. 

[In re Ann Ljmeh—5 Paige’s Chancery Reports, p._ 120.) 
“ The Chancellor: The appeal in this case presents an impor¬ 
tant question as to the rights and duties of the committee of 
an habitual drunkard; and as to the power and control which 
this Court has over the persons of that unfortunate class of our 
fellow-citizens whose unnatural appetite for intoxicating liquors 
has rendered them incompetent to manage their property or to 
regidate their own conduct. . . . Previous to the 
revision statutes the Court had no control over the person 
of an habitual drunkard, but only over his estate, the 
power of the Chancellor, by the original Act of 1821, 
being confined in terms to the estate. But by the recent 
revision of the statutes the powers of this Court in relation to 
the persons as well as to the estates of habitual drunkards, are 
put precisely upon the same ground as the powers over the 
persons and estates of idiots and lunatics. This change in the 
statute was undoubtedly founded in wisdom, and in a spirit of 
kindness to this unfortunate portion of the community, as the 
protection of property is of but little conseqiience in compari¬ 
son with the salvation of its deluded owners, who may properly 
be considered as morally deranged. It is therefore of the utmost 
importance to them that the powerful shield of this Court should 
be interposed, not only for the protection of their property 
against those who would knowingly destroy both soul ^-nd body 
for the purpose of rioting upon the spoils of the victims of 
their cupidity, but also to remove them, if possible, from the 
thousand temptations which others, either intentionally or 
thoughtlessly, may place in their way. That the statute gives 
to the Court a perfect control over the person of an habitual 
drunkard, which it can exercise through the medium of a corn- 
mittee, I think there is no reasonable ground to doubt. It 
declares in the first place that the Chancellor shall have the 
care and custody of all idiots, lunatics, persons of unsound mind, 
and persons who shall be incapable of conducting their own 
affairs in consequence of habitual drunkenness, and of thffir 
real and personal estates — thus putting the persons of the 
habitual drunkard and of the lunatic, both as to custoay 
and safekeeping, upon the same footing in every respect. The 
control, therefore, which this Conrt may exercise over the per¬ 
son of an habitual drunkard is the same which it may exercise 
over an idiot or a lunatic. . . . Although the power of 
this Coru’t over the person of habitual drunkards is thus com¬ 
plete, it ought not to be exercised in such ^ a manner as to 
deprive them of their freedom unnecessarily. The power 
should be used on'y to protect them from injuring themselves 
or from being injured by others; to remove them from tempta¬ 
tion, and from the society of vicious companians, and, if p<^- 
sible, effect a reformation; and to restore them to their friends, 
and to the possession and control of their property, as good 
and virtuous members of the community.” This judgment, 
which was delivered on March 17, 1834, has remained un¬ 
questioned. Other States, such as Pennsylvania, New Hamp¬ 
shire, etc., had, previous to this period, adopted a like legislation 
on the subject, and we believe others have since followed in 

their course. _ 
The United States are probably quite as jealous of the real 

liberty of their citizens as is England of the liberty of her 
subjects. The English sovereign is emphatically styled in the 
old law books “Pater patriae,” but in this respect the Govern¬ 
ment of the United States would appear to have outstripped 
even the paternal Government of the mother country, if we 
may be pardoned in thus perpetrating an Irish bull. 

Surely it is not too late for our legislature to frame an act 
upon the model of that of America. It need be Kttle more 
than a transcript of the latter. The courts of the different 
States (see Commonwealth t’. Cox, in Ashmead s Pennsyl¬ 
vania Rep. vol. i. p. 71, in addition to the case of Lynch 
before quoted) have proved its practicability, and, havmg 
thus reduced theory into practice, we cannot help thinking that 
a leaf taken out of this book of our American cousins would 
supply a grievous defect in our own present legislation. A clause 
might be introduced saving the rights of all who are now 
privileged to sue out a commission, simply extending its opera¬ 
tion to those who are incapable of managing their own afeirs 
in consequence of habitual drunkenness, in addition to those 
other unfortunates to whom its protection has been hitherto 

confined. . i 
We cannot leave this interesting subject without glancing 

for one moment at a most valuable institution which owes its 
birth to the system of legislation before recorded; we mean 
the New York State Inebriate Asylum, established by an Act 
of the legislature, dated March 27, 1857, amending two 
previous Acts passed in 1854 and 1855, the object being “ the 
refonnation of the poor and destitute inebriate.” By this Act 
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the institution is incorporated, and thereby enabled to purchase 
and hold land in the State of New York, as well as every other 
description of property; and by sect. 9 the “ said institu¬ 
tion shall have power to receive and retain aU inebriates who 
enter said asylum, either voluntarily or by order of the com¬ 
mittee of any habitual drunkard. All poor and destitute 
inebriates who are received into the said asylum shall be em¬ 
ployed in some useful occupation in or about the asylum; said 
inebriates shall have all moneys accruing from their labour, 
after the expenses of their snpport in said asylum shall have 
been paid, which shall be sent to theii* families monthly; 
if said inebriates have no families, it shall be paid to him 
or her at their discharge from said institution.” And by 
sect. 10, “the committee of the person of any habitual 
drunkard, duly appointed under existing laws, may, in his or 
her discretion, commit such habitual drunkard to the custody 
of the trustees or other officers of said asylum, there to remain 
until he shall be discharged therefrom by such committee.” 

Such a piece of legislation requires no comment. It carries 
■vdth it its own recommendation. Suffice it to say that this 
institution has been a success in every sense of word. In 1868 
there were four such institutions in the United States : one in 
Boston, opened in 1857, called the Washingtonian Home; 
one in Media, near Philadelphia, opened in 1867, called the 
Sanatorium; one at Chicago, opened in 1868; and one at 
Binghampton, New York, to which we have just called atten¬ 
tion. It is somewhat consolatory to find a redeeming feature 
in the law of at least one portion of the United Kingdom. 
We find by the law of Scotland that “ a man who from drunken¬ 
ness,^ facility of temper, or any other cause, is liable to be stripped 
of his property by the necessitous or designing, has the power 
-of putting himself under trustees, without whose sanction no 
.act of hie can be valid. This is technically termed inhibiting 
.himself.” (Dunlop.) We would point to the spirit of 
American legislation on this subject as a fitting model for 
imitation. TfV. 

PROVINCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-o- 

SCOTLAND. 

{From a Contributor.) 
Edixbtjegh. 

I PROMISED to send you something about the use of carbolic 
acid in the Glasgow Infirmary, and I shall now try to give you 
a plain and unvarnished account of what I saw. I am familiar 
with all the large Hospitals in England and Scotland, and 
have seen the various modes of treatment adopted in them. 
WTiat I have seen in them I have seen in Glasgow—that is to 

■say, wounds present very much the same appearance aU over, 
whether they are treated with carbolic acid or not. I had at one 
time occasion to inquire into the estimate set on carbohc acid 
by our principal London Surgeons. They seemed to think it 
useful used as a disinfecting lotion, but did not find it possess any 
very remarkable quahties beyond this. What I saw in Glasgow 

■confirms this opinion. Whatever may be said about it, injuries 
there look very much as they do elsewhere. I remember we 
were told in London that to give carbolic acid a fair trial it 
should be used exactly as recommended by Professor Lister— 
that is to say, in the form of putty or paste—and that our bad 
results were due to this not being properly used. In Glasgow 
I saw no such past e, and was told that it was never used ; also 
that the carbolic oil was but seldom employed. Instead, a pre¬ 
paration of sheUac containing carbohc acid, either applied to 
cloth or separately like a sheet of gutta-percha tissue, is made 
use of. The watery solution is the chief agent, and it is used 
in the ordinary proportions. 

The Surgical wards are apart from the Medical, and are 
built so as so constitute two sides of a square. The number of 
beds available for Surgical purposes varies; when there is an 

■epidemic of fever—not a rare occurrence—an additional num¬ 
ber of beds are devoted to Medical cases, those for Surgical 
being proportionately diminished. I carefuUy examined the 
cases in Dr. Macleod’s wards. Every kind of injury was 
represented; some were being treated with carbolic acid, some 
were not. The watery solution was used, and the wounds 
mth it looked much like those without it. On the whole, I am 
inclined to think that the chief cause of the improvement said 
to exist in the Surgical wards depends on the great care with 
which the wounds are dressed. The dressings are removed 
by forceps, tlirown into a basket for the purpose, and carried 
away. The wounds are not washed with a sponge—they are 

syringed with carbolic acid and water, so that there is scarcely 
any risk of carrying contagion from one wound to another. 
Elsewhere I have seen the same plan adopted 'with similar 
success. 

In Mr. Lister’s wards my time precluded me from seeing 
more than one case. I watched the Surgeon from the beginning 
to the end of the dressing. A lad, apparently aged 16 or 18, had 
that morning been carrying some picks, such as are used in 
mining and quarrying, to the mouth of a coal pit in the neigh- 
bpurhood of Glasgow. His foot had slipped, and one of the sharp 
picks had penetrated his left side in a line with the nipple, but 
some distance outwards, and had passed apparently outwards 
and backwards. He had been brought to the Infirmary, and 
when I saw him he was much collapsed, and was hiccupping 'vio¬ 
lently. Mr. Lister examined the side carefully, declared that 
there was but little effusion into the pleura, that there was 
some emphysema, but not much. There was very little or no 
bleeding from thewound. Mr. Listerintroducedhisfinger, “pro¬ 
tected by the watery solution,” to ascertain Avhether or not the 
lung was injured. On withdrawal of the finger the wound was 
covered vrith a piece of cloth steeped in the carbolic acid 
lotion. Mr. Lister then said he did not see w'hy the man 
should not recover, if the wound did not putrefy, and it was 
therefore important to know whether it was likely that any 
germs had entered with the pick, and consequently also 
whether the pick had been used before or not. He called for 
the young man’s father and ascertained, much apparently to 
his relief, that the pick was newly sharpened. There was 
thus, said he, less chance of germs having been introduced 
along with the pick into the wound. He next debated the 
propriety of injecting carbolic acid into the pleural sac. The 
conclusion he arrived at apparently was that there was a risk 
of germs having entered, for his finger was again introduced, 
and into the wound and round' about his finger he injected a 
large quantity of carbolic acid and water, so that it conld not 
fail to enter the pleural cavity. While removing his finger he 
called uj)on a student to close the orifice after it -with a piece of 
cloth soaked in the watery solution. The wound was finally 
covered with a piece of gum copal with carbolic acid, not 
very strong, lest it should irritate the wound, I was told. Over 
this was a larger piece of the shellac and carbolic acid already 
alluded to, and this was bound down, except at one side, 
from which the blood and water was trickling, with ordinary 
adhesive plaster. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
Tuesday, November 2, 1869. 

Richard Quain, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

Mr. Eairlie Clarke brought a boy who had met with an 
accident last August, receiving a severe blow on the right side 
of the head, whereby the skuU was comminuted, two loose 
pieces of bone being removed at the time. The dura mater was 
exposed, and the brain protruded. The boy was collapsed, but 
rallied. The protrusion of the brain was ultimately reduced, 
and the wound healed over, having now cicatrised. His senses 
are perfect, and his faculties unimpaired. 

Dr. Robinson said such cases were not uncommon in military 
Surgery, cases being' on record of recovery after injuries of even 
greater extent. 

Mr. Hulke said Mr. Lawson had a somewhat similar case 
in Middlesex Hospital. The wound healed ; afterwards a swell¬ 
ing formed over the spot, whence watei-y flnid escaped on punc¬ 
ture. Another somewhat similar case he had himself seen at 
Lewes. 

Dr. Andrew exhibited a Malignant Tumour of the Cere¬ 
bellum taken from a woman aged 45. The left breast had been 
removed three months before death. She complained of riolent 
sickness and headache. She was fed for a time by enemata, 
but ultimately died. Several small tumours were found in the 
brain, two in the cerebellum. 

Dr. Andrew also exhibited a Cysticercus of the Brain re¬ 
moved from a man aged 32. On September 13 he was seized 
with sudden vomiting and pain in the back of the neck. His 
head was bent forwards, and there was shght intolerance of 
light. He had a discharge from his ear up to the time of the 
attack, when it ceased. He died on October 5. There was no 
change in the brain, but projecting by the side of the medulla 
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from the fourth ventricle was a bladder-like body which he 
assumed to be some kind of cystic worm. 

Dr. Andeew also exhibited a Tumour of the Pons Varolii 
removed from a boy. The symptoms began with retching and 
sickness. There was wasting, especially of the left side. The 
faculties were tmchanged ; the pupils fixed. 

In reply to Dr. Dickinson, Dr. Andrew stated that the eyes 
had been examined by the ophthalmoscope, and the veins found 
distended. 

Mr. Marsh showed a Polypus removed from the Pharynx of 
a child 9 years old, such being rare at that age. The central 
mass, as big as the finger, gi’ew and depended from the 
pharynx; two side masses j)rojected into the nostrils. Part 
had been pulled away. When the child was placed in the posi¬ 
tion for operating, no polypus could be seen in the nose, it 
having all dropped into the pharynx. It was torn away, and 
the structure found to be gelatinous. 

Mr. CoHPER exhibited a specimen illustrative of Stricture of 
the Rectum, for which colotomy had been performed. The 
woman harl suffered from the disease for five years, and when 
examined it was found that the rectum, for three or four inches 
from the anus, was totally disorganised ; beyond this was the 
stricture. She died from the effects of chloroform, vomiting 
after the opei’ation, when it was found that the disease was 
due to the after-effects of ovarian abscess. One of the ovaries 
contained much pus, and communicated with a sinus between 
the rectum and the uterus, where the pin was confined, but it 
had thence escaped by two passages, one extending into the 
rectum just below the stricture, which it had caused, and the 
other into the vagina. 

Dr. Payne showed a specimen of the Vermiform Appendix 
containing an ordinary black pin. This was removed from a 
woman aged 37, who had been under the care of Dr. Handfield 
Jones. One end of the pin was surrounded by a concretion in 
the vermiform appendix; the other, the sharp end, projected 
freely into the gut. There was not much change round the 
appendix, but its serous coat was thick and adherent to the 
csecmn. There was a large abscess of the liver, surrounded by 
several smaller ones, as in pyaemia. The portal vein was free, 
but there was a small abscess in the lung. In life there had 
been no very marked symptoms—some pain in the right side 
of the abdomen, with fever and rapid pulse, but no peritonitis. 
Another somewhat similar case had occurred under the care of 
Dr. Handfield Jones. An abscess in the liver was connected 
with the portal system, and the portal vein, as well as the supe¬ 
rior mesenteric, was filled with soft coagula. The vermiform 
appendix was dark-coloured, adlierent, and inflamed towards 
its extremity. TJiera was a sloughy cavity behind the head of 
the pancreas. Rigors had occurred on the second day of illness. 

Mr. De Morgan had a case whex-e a man complained of pain 
low down on his right side. He had rigors, and an abscess 
formed. This, when opened, was found to contain air, and a 
pin also escaped. The man did well. 

Dr. Dickinson thought that, as a ride, foreign bodies passed 
more readily than was imagined. He thought the masses 
most frequently discovered were faecal concretions rather than 
cherry-stones. Experience in Switzerland showed how readily 
cherry-stones pass through the gut. A child was brought 
to him which was said to have swallowed a pin. He 
ordered it to be fed with bulky food. The mother afterwards 
brought the pin, which was said to have been passed. 

Mr. Hulke said a man came to him complaining of pain in 
the rectum. On examination a needle and thread were found 
and removed. 

Mr. Cooper Rose said a patient of his swallowed accidentally 
four artificial front teeth. Three or four days afterwards they 
were passed none the worse. 

Dr. Murchison thought foreign bodies had more to do 
with inflammation of the .appendix than Dr. Dickinson would 
have us believe. In a ga*eat majority of instances foreigm 
bodies acted as a nucleus. 

Dr. Dickinson had found in them minute bodies, as hairs ; 
nothing more. 

Mr. Nunn said that in Middlesex Hospital a pin had been 
found in the omentum. 

Mr. Jabez Hogg said that in one case Mr. Hancock had cut 
down over the caecum and found a cherry-stone. There were 
no signs of abscess externally beyond tenderness. 

Mr. Arnott had seen in University College a woman in 
whose ciecum were some dozens of cherry-stones, so that when 
tapped they rattled on one another. After death dozens were 
found, many of which were now preserved in the museum. 

Mr. Maunder exhibited the lower extremity of a woman, 
aged 28, removed at the hip-joint. She had experienced dis¬ 

comfort in her knee for five years. Two years ago it began 
to get much larger. The whole extremity weighed 23 lbs. 
The patient was doing well. Ho would procure a section, and 
exhibit that to the Society. 

Mr. CouPER had twice removed tumours like this at the hip- 
joint, but their growth had been much more rapid. They 
occurred in young- people after six or eight months’ growth. 
Both recovered from the operation, but the man died a year 
after from cancer of the lung. In the girl the disease recurred 
in the stump, and she died six weeks after. 

Mr. Thomas Smith exhibited a fatty tumour, resembling a 
spina bifida, removed from a child aged 4 months. The mass 
was small at first, but grew to the size of a child’s head. An 
ulcer formed on its apex. It was tapped and found solid^ 
whereupon it was removed. 

Mr. Smith also exhibited an unusual form of Spina Bifida 
from a child aged six months. It was healthy, but pre¬ 
sented a large lumbar sweUing. There were no marks of cleft 
spine ; the sac seemed rather a hygroma. It was tapped, where¬ 
upon its nature was discovered; but a portion stiU. remained 
distended. The child fell into bad health, and died of spinal 
meningitis, when it was discovered that the swelling had con¬ 
sisted of two sacs, one within the other. The posterior and 
larger had been tapped, the anterior and smaller was entire. 
The larger he considered to be arachnoid, the smaller the distended 
canal of the axis. It was rather a specimen of two spiuse bifidie 
thairia compound one. The two forms ordinarily seen, here co¬ 
existed. 

Dr. Cayley showed a Larynx blocked up with excessively 
viscid mucus. The man had been suffering from bronchitis, and 
went out for a walk. He died quite suddenly. A small quan¬ 
tity of tobacco was found in the middle of the mucus. The 
two together had caused death. 

BIEMINGHAM AND MIDLAND MEDICAL 
INSTITUTE. 

Wednesday, November 3. 

BINDLEY ON THE MODERN DOCTRINE OF THER.4.PEUTIC3. 

At a meeting of the Midland Medical Society held in the- 
council-room of the Birmingham and Midland Institute on 
Wednesday, November 3, the following pathological specimens 
Avere exhibited:— 

Dr. Jolly showed a Testicle affected with Encephaloid Dis¬ 
ease removed from a man 34 years of age. The patient had 
been submitted to a mild merem-ial course, but without any 
amelioration of the symptoms. 

Mr. Wilders then showed a case of Excision of the Elboiv- 
The operation had been performed about three months, and the 
patient has an excellent arm, and is now following his trade 
as a harness plater. 

Mr. Jordan exhibited a case of Encephaloid Disease of the 
Head of the Tibia. Tlie limb had been removed at the junc¬ 
tion of the middle and upper third of the thigh by Teale s 
method. He also brought before the Society an Intra-uterine 
Polypus, the size of an orange, which he had removed with the 
ecraseur. The patient was very antemic from frequent haemor- 
i-hages. Nevertheless, she went on very well_ for some days 
after the operation, when symptoms of peritonitis set in, wliich 
gradually increased, and the patient died. There were no signs 
of inflammation about the uterus itself, but there was pus in 
the broad and lateral ligaments. 

Mr. West showed a Bursa Patellie which he had removed for 
chronic enlargement. The subject of this affection Avas 3ft 
years of age, and the disease had existed for ten years. It was 
carefully dissected out; no skin was removed, and the patient 
did well. Its weight was eight oiuices ; it measured twelve 
inches in circumference, eight inches transversely, and seven 
inches vertically. It was full of a yellow fibrinous material, soft 
and jelly-like, and contained very httle fluid. It is, Avith one 
exception, the largest hygroma on record. 

Mr. Bindley read a paper in support of “ The Modem Doc¬ 
trine that the Therapeutic Action of Drugs depends upon their 
Physical and Chemical Properties.” He first described the 
three phases through which modem therapeutics have passed 
—first, that of blind and unlimited faith in drugs; then that of 
utter scepticism; and, lastly, the present stage, in which they 
are gradually obtaining those clear and connected ideas in 
which aU sound knowledge consists. After a graphic sketch 
of the first and second, he said—“ Happily there were som& 
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.strong and sound men among us who were not carried away 
by the ebb and flow of this tide of error, whose minds, conver¬ 
sant with the exact and experimental sciences, had caught the 
true spirit of inquiry, and longed to impart something of the 
accuracy and exactness of these to their own favourite study 
of therapeutics. They saw, or thought they saw, that this 
could only be accomplished through the application of phj^sics 
and chemistry. They were assured that, whatever else the 
human body might be, it was a living machine wherein phy¬ 
sical and chemical processes were continually going on, that 
some diseases obviously arose from easily recognised errors in 
the chemistry cf the body, and that it was very probable that 
remedies administered for the alleviation and cure of disease 
operated in this way solely by virtue of their physical and 
chemical properties. If this could be worked out, and proof 
found that it was actually so, a foundation for a system of 
.scientific therapeutics would be laid, and in process of time, 
and by the united efforts of many minds, a superstructure 
raised that would be sound, reliable, and enduring.” After 
explaining the modern doctrine, and showing that it had its 
origin in the rapid expansion, within a few years, of physical 
and chemical science, he proceeded; “ And if it be a fact that 
^e changes and processes continually going on within us, both 
in health and disease, are the products of physical and chemical 
forces acting on the material constituents of our frame—and 
this is held to be so, with one or two exceptions, by our greatest 
physiologists—then it will follow that therapeutic action, if it 
be therapeutic, must be so because of its power to modify and 
control these same forces that have wrought the evils wo seek 
to remove.” Then followed an account of the physical quali¬ 
ties of medicinal agents, which come greatly in aid of their 
chemistry, their solubility iu water, and their power of diffusion 
in the body, and he said—“ It is to Dr. Bence Jones that we 
owe the discover/and complete exposition of a circulation in 
our bodies of equal, if not greater, importance than that of the 
mechanical or Harveian circulation of the blood. The experi¬ 
ments of Dupre and Jones demonstrated the existence beyond 
the blood circulation of a chemical circulation, by which the 
liquor sanguinis and diffusible substances dissolved in it pass 
through the walls of the capillaries into the textures of every 
part of the body ; that, in this way, the nutrition of the tissues 
is maintained, crystalloid medicinal substances are diffused into 
«very particle, and take part in the changes of matter and 
force that are proceeding there.” Until the disclosures 
made by these experiments, we possessed no definite 
knowledge of the diffusion of medicines after they entered 
the blood. We now know that crystalloid food or jnedicine 
passes through the walls of the capillaries, and through the 
membranes of the textures, and through cell-walls, as readily 
as though no membrane intervened between the blood and the 
parenchymatous or intracellular fluid; that by dialysis all 
crystalloid medicines act as directly on the textures as on the 
blood, and that no crystalloid medicine can be limited in its 
action to the blood alone.” Medicines do not lose their chemical 
properties by being brought into contact with the proximate 
principles of the Ijody—with the albumen, blood-corpuscles, 
fibrine, fat, and gelatine they meet with in its blood and tissues. 
Chemical affinity, we are taught, is, like every other form of 
force, indestructible; it must either remain unsatisfied or be 
lost in the production of chemical change, or of some new form 
of force. Many of the metals have a powerful affinity for 
albumen, and the salts of lead especially form ready compounds 
■with it in the tissues, producing insoluble albuminates. To 
this property is due the action of acetate of lead as an astringent 
and hfemostatic, and the mechanism of the process would appear 
to consist in its power of condensing the textures and con¬ 
stricting the blood-vessels in the parts affected. It is a 
mechanico-chemical process. This may be seen outside the 
body when lead lotion is applied to the eye in cases where 
there is an ulcer of the cornea. Other examples were adduced, 
and then another class of substances were spoken of, the 
chemistry of which is different, and, though not so demonstrable, 
is no less certain. Alcohol has the property of lessening the 
excretion of carbonic acid by the lungs, of urea by the kidneys, 
and of lowering the temperature of the body ; and it has been 
shown that it does so by diminishing the natural process of 
oxidation going on in the system. The anaesthetic effects of 
nitrous oxide gas are caused by its pi’eventing the oxidation of 
the nervous centres, and this chiefly by its depriving the blood 
of its supply of free oxygen. We have recently seen in the 
beautiful experiments of Dr. Richardson before the members 
of this Society that chloral is decomposed by the soda it meets 
with in the blood, and that chloroform is evolved—a very 
^lecisive proof that a given chemical substance is decomposed 

in the living body by virtue of pure chemical change, and that 
its therapeutic action is due to one of the products of that 
decomposition. The very curious and interesting fact, that in 
the alcoholic series the anaesthetic effects are in proportion to 
the amount of carbon contained, must not be omitted. The 
anaesthesia rose with the rise in the number of atoms of carbon. 
Thus ethylic alcohol, with a formula of C^HgO, is stimulant 
and anaesthetic only in large doses, while amylic alcohol, repre¬ 
sented by a formula of C5H12O—fousel oil and the hashish of 
the Russians—is overpowering and anaesthetic in a much higher 
degree. The part played by carbon in these organic compounds is 
a noticeable and important fact in the chemistry of therapeutics. 
Mr. Bindley then spoke of the work that is being done, and of 
the workers in this new field, and pointed out that to Dr. Bence 
Jones particularly, and also to Dr. Broadbent, is special honour 
due, for it is to their efforts mainly that therapeutics are now 
being removed from the thraldom of tradition and empiricism, 
and placed under the reign of law. In the rapid advances of 
physics and chemistry, and especially in the discovery of the 
law of the conservation of energry, they saw new methods of 
inquiry opened up, that might lead to the solution of some of 
the most difficult problems in Medicine, and, as more parti¬ 
cularly relating to our present subject, that of the mode of 
action, and uses of drugs in the treatment of disease. The 
physical forces that ride in the inorganic world are the same 
that are in operation in organised beings, both in health and 
in disease ; in health their action is unvarying, but in disease 
they undergo certain changes, either of increase, or of diminu¬ 
tion, or of quahtative modification, which by our remedies we 
attempt to control and to restore to the normal condition of 
health. Dr. Bence Jones is the great pioneer in this work in 
this country. He was not only the first to apply the new doc¬ 
trines, but he has also contributed most largely in working 
them out. His lectures on “ Some of the Applications of Che¬ 
mistry and Mechanics to Pathology and Therapeutics” are 
most instructive and fascinating, and contain, especially in the 
chapter on “ The Therapeutic Actions of Mechanical and Che¬ 
mical Forces,” a vast store of facts and suggestions of the 
greatest value and interest. The great charm of the doctrines 
he teaches is, that they offer something positive and definite in 
place of the vagueness and uncertainty that have hitherto cha¬ 
racterised most of our curative efforts. It is the influence that 
remedies exercise over the great processes of oxidation and 
nutrition that gives the leading character to his system, and 
upon this he bases his airangement of medicines. After an 
exposition of his eight classes of remedies. Dr. Broadbent was 
next spoken of as having the promise of a triumph to come by 
the very boldness of his attempts, and the strength of the 
claims he puts forth to place the foundations of therapeutics 
deep in the firm and durable structure of chemical science. 
With a keen philosophic insight, and a breadth of view hitherto 
unattempted, he traces relations between chemical groups of 
the elementary bodies and their therapeutic effects when ad¬ 
ministered in disease, and affirms that similarity of chemical 
properties implies, as a rule, similarity of physiological and 
therapeutical action—in other words, that chemical groups 
ought to form therapeutical groups. That in these views are 
embodied the fundamental principles of scientific therapeutics 
—the therapeutics of the future—will scarcely be doubted by 
any Avho have estimated the advance already made (although, 
indeed, it is but small) in the knowledge of the chemical action 
of drugs. Mr. Bindley concluded by an earnest appeal to the 
members of the Society to form from among themselves a the¬ 
rapeutical section for the special prosecution of these studies. 

Unwholesome Fish, weighing altogether twenty- 
one tons fifteen cwf., was seized during the last month at or 
near Billingsgate market, by the officials appointed by the 
Fishmongers’ Company. 

Great attention has been paid by the Chinese to the 
cultivation of all kinds of vegetable food. They have a greater 
variety, and a better succession, or rotation, of garden crops 
than almost any country in the Avorld. There may be little 
flavour, but there is plenty of succulent nourishment in the 
tithe which the Chinese gardener gathers from aU the orders of 
botany. Scurvy and purpurar have never been met with. The 
vegetable character of their diet gives a prominence to special 
disorders of the digestive organs, but its nutritive properties 
are increased by the quantity of leguminous substances with 
which, by a happy instinct, the Chinese have so highly charged 
their diet of rice and greens.—He^ort of the Hankoiv Medica 
Mission Hospital 1868. 
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NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

A Practical Manual of the Diseases of Children, loith a Tornmlarij. 
By Edward Ellis, M.D., Physician to the Victoria Hospital 
for Sick Children, etc. London : Churchill and Sons. Pp. 279. 

It has been Dr. Ellis’s aim to f^ve in these few pages 
an outline of those diseases to which children are liable. It is 
somewhat difficult to say how far he has succeeded. He has 
certainly enumerated most of children’s diseases, and he has 
contrived to say something of them all, but the knowledge 
conveyed is neither deep nor wide. Nevertheless, the author 
gives some hints, worthy of attention, as to the diet of children. 
Certainly, as to remedies. Dr. Ellis’s armamentarium is a full 
one—scores for each form of disease; and he has further ap¬ 
pended to the volume a short treatise on drugs and their 
■actions, with illustrative formulae. 

Phthisis and the Stethoscope ; or, the Physical Signs of Consumption. 
By Richard Payne Cotton, M.D., E.R.C.P., Senior Phy¬ 
sician to the Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the 
Chest, Brompton. Eourth edition. London: ChurchiU and 
Sons. Pp. 112. 

At this time of day there is not much to be said of Dr. 
Cotton’s work, except that experience has proved that it Avell 
fulfils its purpose—a concise and simple guide to the physical 
ffiagnosis of phthisis. The difficulty of diagnosing phthisis in 
its earlier stages is considerable, and this difficulty has been 
still further enhanced by a multifarious and complicated 
terminology. Were it only in clearing this up. Dr. Cotton 
has done good service. 

Xatural Philosophy Popularly Explained. Bj^ the Rev. S. 
Haughton, M.D., F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. 
London: Cassell, Better, and Galpin. Pp. 271. 

Most educated men feel, in spite of themselves, a con¬ 
tempt for what is commonly called popular science, and in¬ 
stinctively shun books having reference to such a subject. 
Should any such be induced to take up this manual by Pro¬ 
fessor Haughton, they cannot fail to be agreeably disappointed. 
Professor Haughton’s knowledge is something to be admired, 
and his mode of communicating it to others stiU more so, for 
here, in the few pages allowed to him, he conti-ives to give the 
student (something more is required than a mere reader) a 
wonderfully good idea of the most important facts relating to 
statics, hydrostatics, pneumatics, dynamics, hydrodynamics, 
acoustics, light, and heat. All those departments of physics 
which do not imply a knowledge of chemistry are, in point of 
fact, considered. The work is also illustrated with diagrams 
other than those conventionally employed, and with whicli one 
is bored ad nauseam. The work is on a numerical basis, but 
the mathematics required to understand it are neither very high 
nor very deep. Another peculiar feature of the book is the 
amusing scraps of learning (to use the word in its old sense) 
with which it is interspersed. Altogether, we know no intro¬ 
duction to natural philosophy to be compared with it. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-- 

University of London.—The following is a list of 
the candidates who have passed the recent Second M.B. 
Examination:— 

PASS EXAMINATION. 

First Division. 
Baxter, Evan Buchanan, King’s College. 
Buck, Thomas Alpheus, Guy’s Hospital. 
Des8(i, Ethelrid, University College. 
Dukes, Clement, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 

■Gowers, William Richard, University College. 
Hall, Francis De Havilland, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Marshall, Henry Flamank, Birmingham General Hospital and Univ. Coll. 
Rayner, Edwin, B.A., Paris, and University College. 
Snow, Herbert Lumley, Queen’s College, Birmingham. 
Btocker, James Reginald, Guy’s Hospital. 
Thomas, John Davies, University College. 
Willoughby, Edward Francis, University College. 

Second Division. 
Black, John Gordon, College of Medicine, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Blackley, John Galley, Royal Manchester School of Medicine. 
James, John, University College. 
Seccombe, Edward Hepbume, King’s College. 
Smith, Charles James Hardy, University CoUege. 

Eoyax College of Surgeons of England.—The 
foUowiilg gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations in 
Anatomy and Physiology at a meeting of the Court of 

Examiners on the 9th ir^st., and when eligible will be admitted 
to the Pass Examination : — 

Bell, William, student of the Edinburgh School. 
Brooks, J. E., Birmingham School. 
Cory, Robert, Cambridge and St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Deacon, H. P., St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Girdharlal Ratanlal Daphtary, Bombay. 
How, G. H., King’s College. 
Kiddle, Nelson, Guy’s Ho.spital. 
Macan, J. J., Cambridge and St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Mason, Richard, St. Thomas’s Ho.spital. 
Mayer, W. L., London Hospital. 
Renton, William, Leeds School. 
Shaw, B. J., St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Sheaf, C. A. E., Edinburgh School. 
Skinner, Edw:ird, Sheffield and University College. 
Tait, R. L., Edinbui-gh School. 
Thompson, Joseph, Charing-cross Ho.spital. 
■Whitaker, G. H., Glasgow and University College. 
■\Vhitington, C. E., Guy’s Hospital. 
Williams, Henry, St. Thomas’s Ho.spital. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thiu’sday, 
November 4, 1869 ;— 

Bennett, Fredk. Charles, The Close, Salisbury. 
Leigh, John Thomas, St. Ives, Hunts. 
Robinson, Charles Augustus, Kingston, Jamaica. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines: — 
Bumes, Henry Foster, North Mace Rectory, Cork. 

The followung gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination. 

Birt, George Comey, Guy’s Hospital. 
Pugh, Edgar Joseph, L'niversity CoUege. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
The Editor will thanlc gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 

lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any ne'W 
Appointments that take place. 

Burton, J. E., L.R.C.P. Lond.—Honorary Assistant Medical Officer to the 
Ladies’ Charity and Lying-in Hospital, Liverpool. 

ScoBKLL, T. E.—House-Surgeon to the Royal Lsle of Wight Inftrmaiy, 
Ryde. 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

Aomiralty, November 1.—Henry Loney has tliis day been promoted to 
the rank of Staff Surgeon in her Majesty’s Fleet, with seniority of 
October 21, 1SG9. 

Medical Department.—Staff Assi.stant-Surgeon George Tliomas Bourke 
to be Staff Surgeon, rice Daniel O’Donovan, M.D., placed upon half-pay. 
For Staff Surgeon Thomas Knox Bimie to be Surgeon, vice Edward 
M’Gill, lil.D., deceased, as stated in the Gazette of October 19, 1S69, read 
Staff Surgeon Robert Wyatt Meadows to be Surgeon, lice Edward 
MGUl, M.D., deceased, i'or Staff Assistant-Sui-geon Thomas StaweU 
Barry to be Staff Surgeon, vice Thomas Knox Birnie, appointed to the 
6Sth Foot, as stated in the Gazette of October 19,1869, read Staff Assistant- 
Surgeon Thomas StaweU Barry to be Staff Sui'gcon, aice Robert Wyatt 
Meadows, appointed to the 68th Foot. 

BIRTHS. 

Ea3te.s.—On November .5, at Albion-place, Hyue-park-square, the wife of 
Geoi-ge Eastes, M.B., of a son. 

Griffiths.—On October 24, at Swansea, the wife of T. D. Griffiths, M.B. 
Lond., of a daughter. 

McNab.—On November 1, at 29, Winckley-square, Preston, the wife of 
R. McNab, M.D., Staff Surgeon, of a daughter. 

Murray.—On November 9, at Toubury 'Wells, Worcestershire, the wife of 
'W. Berkeley Mmray, M.D., of a daughter. 

Russell.—On November 10, at Oalefleld House, Accrington, the wife of 
AV. S. Russell, M.R.C.8., of a daughter. 

Salter.—On November 4, at Malmesbury, WUts, the -wife of Dr. Salter, 
of a son. 

MARRLVGES. 

Addison—Bartlett.—On November 3, at St. John’s Cburcb, Notting- 
hill, Richard, second sou of George Addison, Esq., 15, Cumberland- 
terraee, Regent’s-park, to Ellen, elde.st daughter of WUUam Bartlett, 
F.R.C.8., Ladbroke Lodge, Notting-bill. 

Dbas—Macpiibrson.—On November .5, at Duncaim Church, Belfast, 
P. Maiuy Deas, M.B., M.S. Lond., Medical Superintendent of the New 
Cheshire County Asylum, to Mai-garet Ann Bowman, daughter of 
Colonel Maepborson, Staff Officer, Belfast, and granddaughter of the 
late Hon. Roger Rollo. 

Ogilvy—AViiite.—On Au,gu.Ht 12, at St. Peter’s, Fort William, Calcutta, 
John Fi'ancis, second son of Thomas Ogilyy, Esq., of Corrimonyq Glen 
Urquhart, Inverness-shire, to Annie Louise, eldest daughter of Jol^ 
Wliite, M.D., Civil Surgeon, of Moorshedabad, Bengal. 

"Wetherell—Newson.—On November 3, at St. Andrew s, Hasketon, 
Suffolk, James De CauUor AVetherell, youngest son of N. T. AVethereU, 
M.R.C.S., of Highgato, MidcUe.sex, to Hannah Amelia, only daughter of 
AVUliam Newson, of Hasketon, Norfolk. 

DEATHS. 

Asiiwin, Charles Manley, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., at Abergavenny, on 
November 3, aged 81. 
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ffie'youngest son of William Chippendale, 
of Q,uarry-hill, Tunbridge, at the residence of his father, on November 6, 
aged 37. 

Foster, Georgina Gregory, -wife of Michael Foster, M.D., at Page-heath, 
Bickley, Kent, on November 3, aged 28. 

Miller. Catherine Harriett, thebeloved wife of J. W. M. Miller, M.D., 
J.P., late of Calcutta, at Gloucester Hoirse, Southsea, after a protracted 
illness, on November 5, aged 40. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualifications 

required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Blackburn Infirmary.-—House-Surgeon; must be legally qualified. 
Applications and testimonials to the Secretary. 

Brighton and Hove Dispensary.—Resident House-Surgeon ; must have 
both Medical and Sm-gioal qualifications, and be registered. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to the Chairman of the Committee of Management 
on or before November 29. Election on December 7. 

Charing-cross Hospital.—Physician-Accoucheur; must have a degree 
from one of the universities recognised by the General Medical Council, 
and be F. or M.B.C.P. Lond. Applications and testimonials to the 
Secretary on or before the 30th inst. at 2 o’clock. 

Cholsey New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent 
Apphcations and testimonials to J. T. Morland, Esq., Clerk to the Com¬ 
mittee of Visitors, at the Asylum, Cholsey, near Abingdon, Berks, on or 
before December 16. 

East Ward Union.—Medical Oflicer and Public Vaccinator for the Work- 
house at Kirkby Stephen. Candidates must he registered, and possoi 
the qualifications prescribed by the Poor-law Board. Applications and 
testimonials to Mr. John -Whitehead, Clerk to the Guardians, Appleby, 
on or before December 4. Election on the 6th. 

Hospital for Sick Children, 49, Grf.at Ormond-stbeet, W.C —Honse- 
Sm-geon ; must have one qualification, and be immarried. Application.s 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before November 16. Election 
the next day at 4.d0 p.m., v\Iien personal attendance will be required. 

Leeds Dispensary.—Senior Resident Surgeon ; must have both Medical 
and Surgical qualifications, and be unmarried, and above 30 years of age 
Applications and testimonials to Dr. Eddison, 19, Park-square, Leeds’ 
on or before November 17. ^ , 

Lincoln County Hospital.—Physician; must possess a Medical qualifi¬ 
cation. Applications and testimonials to Mr. J. W. Danbv, Lincoln on 
or before November 20. Election on the 22nd. 

Liverpool Roy.4l Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Sup>erintendent. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to E. Gibbon, Esq., Royal Inflrmaiw, Liverpool 
from whom further information may be obtained. ^ ’ 

ST; James’s Dispen.sary.—Phj'sician; must be F. or 
M.HC.P. Lond. Applications and testimonials to the Becretarv 
69, Kmg-street, Regent-street, W., on or before the 13th inst. 

St. Pancras and Northern Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; 
must lia-ye both Medical and Surgical qualifications. Applications and 
tetimonials to S. S. Wigg Esq., 33, Gordon-street, Gordon-squmc, 
W .O.j irom wnom further mformation may be obtained. 

Sussex County Hospital.—House-Surgeon. Applications and testi- 
^ momaiS to A. Veysoy, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

Sussex County Hospital.-Dispenser. Applications and testimonials to 
the Drug Committee on or before November 15. 

Swansea New Hospital.—House-Surgeon ; must be legally qualified 
Apphcations and testimomals to the Secretary, 23, Gower-street, Swan¬ 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. , o Nvau 

Westbourne Dispensary and Maternity, 165, auEEN’s-EOiD Bivs- 
WATER —Resident Dispenser; must be legally qualified and duly re¬ 
gistered Apphcations and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 
lotii mst, 

Westminster General Dispensary.-Surgeon ; must bo M.R.C.S. not 
practising midwifery or pharmacy, and be registered. Applications and 
testimomals to the Secretary on or before November 22. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVIGE. 
*,* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
. RESIGNATIONS. 

^^s resigned the Hoxne Dislrict; 
area 6986; population 185/; salary £42 12s. per annum. 

resigned the Second District; 
aiea960, population 41,886; salary £120 per annum; no fees 

• AFPOINTMENTS. 

Wr^^^Dfstrio? Puglie, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to theLlan- 

StoTce Damerel PamA—Williain J. Anniss, L.E.P. and S. Glas., L.S A., 
to the Clowance District. ’ ’ 

Sir Watkin and Lady Wynn intend building a Cottage 
Infirmary at Euabon. 

The corner-stone of the 0,swestry and Ellesmere 
Cottage Infirmary was laid on Monday by Sir W. W. W-ynn 
Bart. ’ 

A Medical officer of tbe Dudley Union has certified 
in the case of a pauper, that be is suffering from “ bypocrisv 
and delusion.” J 

The Leeds Board of Guardians bavo caused 10,000 
copies of Dr. Lankester’s directions for arresting tbe spread 
of scarlet-fever to be circulated by tbe relieving officers. 

St. Thomas’s Hospital.-—It is not intended to appoint 
a successor to Dr. J. Eisdon Bennett at present, or, in fact, to 
make any new permanent appointment until the Hospital is 
removed to Stangate. 

We regret to observe, in tbe last Bombay mail, tbe 
announcement of the death from cholera at Pesbawur of Sur¬ 
geon Arthur Bell, of the 36tb Eegiment. Mr. Bell is tbe third 
victim among Medical officers of the jiresent epidemic of cholera 
in India. 

The Eoyal Academy.—Professor Partridge, F.E.S'.^ 
cominenced his annual course of lectures on anatomy at 
Burlington-house on Monday last, and will lecture every 
Monday up to December 13 inclusive. 

London Union Society.—The next meeting of this 
Society will be held on Wednesday, hTovember 17, at half-past 
seven p.m., in the Medical Library, University CoUeg’e. 
Subject for debate, “ Ought bishops to have seats in the House 
of Lords ?” Coffee wdll he provided at seven o’clock. 

The Sunderland Medico-Chirugioal Society has 
been dissolved and a new society formed under the same name, 
but with a different constitution. The officers are—President: 
John Davis, M.E.C.S. Eng. Vice-Presidents : George B. 
Morgan, L.E.C.S.I.; Charles Mattrass, M.D. ; and Henry J. 
Yeld, M.D, Secretary and Trcamrer: George S. Brady, 
M.E.C.S. Eng. 

Small-pox in America.—It is stated that small-pox 
is raging among the Indians at Montano and Idaho. Live 
hundred deaths have occui'red among the Grosventre tribe. 
The yellow fever has appeared at Puerto Principe. 

Presentation.—Mr. T. H. Colley, House-Surgeon 
to the Yarmouth Hospital, having resigned that appoint¬ 
ment after fourteen years’ zealous services, was invited 
to a meeting in the Town-hall, where the Mayor, surrounded by 
a large number of the governors of the Hospital, in eloquent 
terms presented Mr. Colley with a handsome gold watch and 
appendages, together with a purse of 250 guineas. 

Tiie Melksham Cottage Hospital.—This little in¬ 
stitution is progres-sing favourably. It is in some respects a 
model Hospital. The expenses are as follows :—The house has. 
been well fitted up and furnished at an expense of £62 17s. 5d., 
which has been raised chiefly by donations. The annual ex¬ 
penditure has amounted to £8-1 18s. lOd. It i.s remarkable what 
an amount of good has been effected by this very moderate 
outlay. 

Knotty Question.—The Conseil d’Etat, on 
Kovemher G;, 1673, was engag-ed in deliberating upon a grave- 
question. It was desired to know whether Surg-eons, their 
widows, or apprentices had any right to engage in the pur¬ 
chase of hair and the sale of perukes. A decree was issued 
denying such right, it being enough for them to concern them¬ 
selves in shaving the beard and in drawing'teeth.— Union 2Ied., 
November G. 

The Famine Fever in Whitechapel.—A conference- 
has just been held between a committee of the Whitechapel 
Board of Works and the Medical officers and guardians of the 
union on the subject of relapsing or famine fever, reported to 
he spreading in the parish, and to which tlie attention of the 
board was directed a short time back by Mr. Simon, of the Erivy 
Council. The decision came to was that at present adilitional 
accommodation for the reception of fever patients is uuneoe.s- 
sary, but, at the same time, authority was given to all the 
Medical officers to furnish extra nourishment to patients when 
they considered it requi.site. It was also decided that, iii the 
event of the disease spreading to any great extent, a suitable 
building shall he provided. The Medical officer of the parish. 
Dr. Diddle, reports thirty-nine deaths from typhus, typhoid, 
and relapsing fevers during the last three weeks, 

The Chesham Infirmary was opened a few days since 
for the reception of patients. The Bishop of Oxford preached, 
a sermon upon the occasion at Christ Church, Waterside, after- 
which he proceeded to .the Infirmary, and formally opened it 
hi the presence of several of the nohihty, clergy, and g'cntry 
of the neighbourhood. The cost of the Imilding (£850) was 
raised by subscription, towards which Lord Chesham gave 
£200, in addition to the site ; £26 was collected after the 
sermon. 

The Chicago Medical Society have been discussing the 
fitness of women to he Physicians. As might he supposed, 
there was. not much novelty in the discussion; but one Dr. 
Blake covered himself with glory by an ajrpropriate illustration. 
Some other Doctor had been arguing that nature evidently 
intended woman to he a mother, whereupon Dr. Blake retold,s 
that an assemblage of women might reasonably take “ the 
high priori, road,” and declare that nature did not fit man for 
the practice of Medicine, but created him to be a father. 
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Collegiate Examinations.—At tlie last primary or 
anatomical and physiological examination at the Royal CoUege 
of Surgeons, when thirty candidates presented themselves, it is 
stated that more than one-third failed to reach the standard, 
and were consequently referred to their studies for three 
months. That there was nothing very severe in the questions 
for the written examination, may he judged from the following 
submitted to the candidates on Saturday last—viz., 1. Describe 
the position, connexions, and structure of the Auriculo-vcntri- 
cular valves, and exjilain the mechanical function which they 
exercise in the circulation of the blood through the heart. 
2. Describe the sounds of the heart, and state the causes to 
which they are attributed. 3. Describe the diaphragm. 
4. State the means by which animal heat is produced and 
maintained in the human body. 5. Describe the course of the 
external carotid artery, and name its branches. Describe the 
course and distribution of the facial branch of the carotid; 
find mention the arteries with which it anastomoses. 6. Name 
the constituents of normal urine, and state their relative pro¬ 
portions. The candidates were requii’ed to answer at least 
four of these questions. 

Natural Science SenoLARsniPS at Cambridge.— 
Christ College offers scholarships and exhibitions (in number 
from one to four, and in value from £30 to £70 a year, 
according to the number and merits of the candidates) for 
natural science. The examination will be on April 5, 1870, 
and will be open to any one, whether a member of Christ 
College or not, provided his name is not on the books of any 
other College in Cambridge, and provided he is not of sirfRcient 
.standing for B.A.; it wUl be open, therefore, to aU under¬ 
graduates of Oxford, and to non-coUegiate students of 
Cambridge, as well as to all students who are not members of 
either University. The candidate may select for himself the 
subjects of examination, and must send lus name, etc., in to the 
master before March 29. Further information may be obtained 
from the Rev. W. Gunson, Tutor of the College. 

Mems. from Australia.—Dr. Matt, who was lately 
found guilty of manslaughter by a coroner’s jury, has been 
well supported by his Medical friends. The case in question 
was one of flooding; the woman succumbed. The Crown has 
very properly dechned to institute proceedings against Dr. Matt. 
—The Odd Fellows of Melbourne are subscribing a fund for 
founding a scholarship in the Melbourne University in compli¬ 
ment to Dr. Greeves, ffl Past Noble Grand.”—A subscription 
has been set on foot to make amends to Miss Evans (daughter 
of Dr. Evans, of Kilda) for her heroic conduct in remaining 
with Mr. Glover during an attack of small-pox. She is herself 
now slowly recovering from a most severe attack of that disease. 
—A case is recorded of the death of a child, twenty-one months 
old, resulting from the administration of the strong liquid 
ammonia in mistake for antimonial Abridged, from the 
Australian Medical Gazette. 

Scarlet Fever.—The Registrar-General has published 
a most important memorandum and table on scarlet fever in 
London in the Weekly Return dated November 8. During the 
ten years 1851-60, and during the years 1861-68 the deaths 
from scarlet fever annually to every 100,000 persons living in 
London were 94. During the forty-three weeks ending Octo¬ 
ber 30, 1869, the yearly rate of mortality per 100,000 was 152. 
When it is borne in mind that the scarlet-fever figures up to 
1859 included cynanche maligna and diphtheria, it is evi¬ 
dent that the disease had been slowly increasing for twenty 
years before the present fatal epidemic. During the thirteen 
weeks ending October 30 the number of deaths from scarlet 
fever was 2347. The distribution of the disease has been 
very unequal ; it has spared the west, and fallen with all its 
violence on the east. Even in Westminster, Chelsea, and 
St. Martin’s, the deaths have been below the average from this 
disease, whilst in Bethnal-green the deaths on 100,000 of the 
population were at the annual rate of 328, Stepney 291, 
St. George-in-the-East 289, Poplar 258, and Whitechapel 247. 
The south districts generally experienced a high rate of mor¬ 
tality ; thus, the mortality was at the rate of 283 in St. Olave, 
282 in Bermondsey, and 268 in Rotherhithe. The mortality in 
Greenwich was at the rate of 93, Lambeth 82, Lewisham 35, 
wliich is only a little lower than the favoured district of 
St. George, Ilanover-square, in the Avest. 

The Luton Board of Guardians recently decided to 
take no further legal proceedings against persons who had 
neglected to have their children vaccinated. In consequence of 
this decision. Dr. Stevens, Inspector of Vaccination under the 
Privy Council, attended the last meeting of the Board of 
Guardians, urged upon them the necessity of vaccination, and 

advised them to reconsider their preAuous determination. It 
was eventually determined to take the subject into considera¬ 
tion at the next meeting, and that every member of the board 
should have special notice. 

Society for Relief of Widows and Orphans of 
Medical Men.—The half-yearly general meeting was held on 
October 27 at the rooms of the Society, Berners-street. The 
chair was taken by the President, Dr. Burrows. A short state¬ 
ment was read by the secretary, from which it appeared ten 
members had been elected since the last general meeting ; five 
additional Avidows and twenty-one children had made applica¬ 
tions for relief. The actual receipts from January 1 to June 30 
had been £1608, the expenditure £1379 10s. The grants made 
to the widows and children amounted to £1250 10s. for the 
half-year, the expenses £129. There are at present fifty-six 
widows and forty-three children receiving assistance in sums 
vaiying up to £50 per annum for each widow, according to her 
need, and up to £25 per annum for each of the children. The 
President, after acknowledging a vote of thanks to himself and 
the court of directors, expressed his regret at the small attend¬ 
ance of members at the general meetings. Although it was in 
itself a proof of the confidence placed in the officers, still he 
much Avished the members would show more interest in the 
affairs of the Society by appearing in gi'eater numbers at the 
half-yearly meetings. 

Belfast Branch of the Royal MEDic.tVL Benevo¬ 
lent Fund Society of Ireland.—On Wednesday, November 3, 
the usual quarterly meeting of the local committee of this 
branch of the above excellent Society was held in No. 33, High- 
street, and at which Avere present Dr. Drennan (in the chan-), 
Dr. James Moore, Dr. Wilberforce Arnold, Dr. Whitaker, and 
the honorary secretary. Dr. Stewart. A sum of £830, it 
appeared, was distributed this year—the total number of appli¬ 
cants being 89, which exceeded any former year of those seeking 
the Society’s necessarily limited aid. Eleven of the applicants 
were Medical men, sixty-seven widoAvs of members of the Pro¬ 
fession, and eleven the children of those who had been Practi¬ 
tioners. The largest grant enabled to be given was £25 ; and 
are going doAvn to the small sum of £5, and yet gladly and 
thankfidly received. An elaborate and most satisfactory 
tabular statement of the distribution of the above-mentioned 
sum of £830 is embodied in the report, thus affording the 
fullest evidence, from the minute details it contains, of the 
great pains taken by the central committee in Dubhn, and the 
indefatigable honorary general secretaries at head-quarters, 
Drs. Wharton, M'Clintock, and Marks, that the funds placed at 
their disposal are administered in the most careful manner, and 
with a devotion of time to the worldng of the Society which 
redounds so largely to their true philanthropy and disinterested¬ 

ness. 

Anecdote of Louis.—M. Guardia, in an interesting 
series of articles in the Gazette Medicate on “ Surgical Manners 
of the 18th Century,” pubhshes a letter of Louis, the celebrated 
Secretary of the Academie de Chirurgie, in ansAver to one of 
M. Lemercier, who had asked his opinion as to Avhether a 
charge he made for attending a patient suffering from gunshot 
wound was a proper one. “ To speak frankly, I do not like 
this mode of payment, and never haA'^e resorted to it, and when 
any one asks me Avhat they owe me, I reply that I am not a 
shopkeeper. I leave every one to recompense the attention 
Avhich he has received as he chooses, according to his generosity 
and his means; and it has only happened to me on one occasion 
to have cause to complain of the honorarium that has been 
given me. A very rich man, whom I had cured of a paralysis of 
the bladder consequent upon retention, and in charge of whom 
I had left a pupil during two months, after twelve or fifteen 
days of assiduous care on my part, left a paper on my 
chimney-piece. After seeing him out, I Avas desirous to see 
whether his gratitude really corresponded to the compli¬ 
ments he had not spared, as words do not go for much 
Avith me. I was surprised to find only fifteen louis ^ in 
place of the forty or fifty which I had expected, seeing 
the wealth of my patient. I made no direct complaint, but, 
mutual friends haAing questioned me about the payment, I did 
not conceal from them my surprise and discontent. This 
transpired, and his lady called upon me one morning to tell 
me that she had learned A^dth pain that I had not appeared 
satisfied. ‘ Madam,’ I replied, ‘ that is of no consequence to 
me; every one in such a matter does as he chooses, and happily 
my position raises me above ingratitude. Your husband places 
too little value on his hfe, since he estimates it at so low a price, 
and in case of accident he Avill have to seek other help than 
mine. My consolation in aU this is that, had his operations (in 
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finance) been as badly remunerated as he has paid mine, 
be "would not ha"ve been in a condition to give me more than 
four louis.’ His vanity being piqued, he resorted to a pretext, 
saying that he had made a mistake "with respect to the packet 
he had left, "which "was intended for my pupil, etc., etc.” 

Health oe Scotland.—The deaths of 2188 persons 
were registered in the eight principal towns, of whom 
1091 were males and 1097 females. Allowance being made 
for increase of population, this number is fifty-four above the 
average of the month during the last ten years, but is 110 
below the number recorded in October last year. Tour males 
and four females had reached the 90th year of life, the two 
eldest of whom were males, both married, the one a railway 
contractor, and the other a carter, and both aged 98 years. 
During the third quarter of the present year in the whole of 
Scotland 16,532 deaths were registered, being in the annual 
proportion of 206 deaths in every ten thousand persons, or 2-06 
per cent. The average death-rate of the quarter during the 
ten previous years was 192 deaths in every ten thousand 
persons, or 1‘92 per cent., so that the mortahty has been very 
high during the quarter, though not so high as last yeav, when 
^e proportion of deaths was 209 per ten thousand persons. 
The English death-rate during the quarter was also slightly 
above its own average, being 207 deaths in every ten thousand 
persons, or 2"07 per cent., the ten years’ average of the 
quarter being 206 deaths in every ten thousand persons. The 
death-rate in the groups of town and rural districts closely cor¬ 
responded to the birth-rate in each, being highest where the 
^eatest number of human beings were massed together, and 
lowest in the sparsely inhabited rural districts. Thus for every 
thousand persons in each district, the annual death-rate during 
the quarter was27‘9 deaths in the principal to"wns, 22"9 deaths 
in the large to"wns, 19"9 deaths in the smaU towns, and only 
15’4 deaths in the rural districts. 

NOTES, QEEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
--- 

qttcstbmtfj mnclj s'gall leant mncl^.—Sacon. 

Urban ^ asks the "sv"hole of the members of the Profession to "write to 

“ Tribune,” Royal United Service Institution, 'WTiitehall, London, S.W., 

stating in each case the age and the number of days the "writer "was con¬ 

fined to the house in 1868 from sickness 'or accident. Tliis is "with the 
■vie"w of getting trust'woi'thy data for insurance against sickness. 

St. Bartliolomeio^s Hospital.—The GUy Press criticises an ai-ticle "which has 
lately appeared in the Times relating to the expenditure of St. Bartholo- 
me-w’s Hospital, -wherein it is asserted that £2000 per annum is spent on 

the patients at the London Hospital above what is spent at St. Bartholo¬ 
mew’s, whereas the GUy Press affirms that £3500 more is spent at 

St. Bartholomew’s than at the London. We need not go into these 
figures, but we may point to the miserable boxes in which the nurses 

live, about which there can be no mistake, although the GUy Press tries 

to make it appear that the account given of them is exaggerated. 

Dr. Marion Sims has dra'wn down on himself the "wrath of some of his 

New York brethren, through having written to a pubhc paper 

to say what he knew of the case of Miss Cushman, and the 
probabilities of her death as reported. We have before now ventured to 

mticise Dr. Marion Sims, but we think that, in the present case, criticism 
IS misplaced. It is not unbecoming in Physicians to communicate 

i^ormation which may tend to allay a groundless panic as to the health 
of a popular personage, and certainly Dr. Marion Sims has no need to 
advertise himself. His letter perhaps went more into detail than a 
fastidious taste would have dictated ; but that is aU. 

M.R. G.S., L.A. a.—Dr. Francis Hawkins, 32, Leicester-square. 

Ana.—Undoubtedly. 

diadems.—There is no fee for registration. Apply to the secretary. 

A Poor Patient.—No letter of recommendation is required; if the case be 

a fitting one for a Hospital, it wUl be admitted. Patients are received 
daily. 

Anxious should consult some respectable Surgeon. There is no Just cause 
for alarm. 

A Non-Professional Reader.—We were aware that the character of Dr. 

Mortimer was not original to the Turn of the Tide; but it is not on that 
account less creditable to Mr. Bumand. 

P. .Z-.—Mr. Wardrop was “ Surgeon to the King,” not Sergeant-Surgeon. 
We believe he was the only person who ever held such an appointment. 

It was quite distinct from Surgeon-Extraordinary. He met "with oppo¬ 

sition from all quarters; but he was so gi-eat a favourite "with the 

monarch that he asked for him in the last hour of his illness. But 

Wardrop was kept away by some frivolous excuse on the part of one of 
the persons immediately about the King. 

St. Thomas. Yes; Mr. B. Travers, Jun., was for some time Resident 
Surgeon at the Hospital. He subsequently went to Capeto"wn, resided, 
there a few years, returned to London, and practised in Dover-street. 

Thefts at Guy's. A. Guy’s man, who gives his name, "writes that 

“ Umbrellas, books, coats, dissecting-cases, etc., the property of students, 
are daily stolen from the Hospital—in fact, to such an extent has this 
practice arrived, that anytliing of value left out of sight or forgotten for a 
very slmrt time is, if not invariably, at least very often and generally, 
app^priated and lost for ever to the owner. I may just be permitted to 
mention a fact or two in outline, which I can at any time ffive in detail 
and substantiate, and which have occurred recently. 1. A copy of ‘ Heath’s 
Practical Anatomy’ was left in thfe Museum of the Hospital by a student 
on the same day he purchased it. He had occasion to leave the museum 
for a few mmutes, and, having omitted to write his name on the title-page, 
he round it was gone on his return. 2. Another gentleman locked up a 
copy of Elhs’s Demonstrations’ in a leather bag, which he left, during 
his absence at lecture, in the museum lobby, and on his retmri ids surprise 
may be magined when he found that the bag had been opened, relocked, 
and the book abstracted. 3. Several coats, umbrellas, and minor articles 
have already been lost this session; and as it can be proved that such acts 

committed by students in contradistinetiou to the porters and petty 
officials, I think it behoves me to free that class from any participation in 
the matter.” 

*** Unfortunately there is no club, school, or institution in which there is 

not a thief, or to wliich some thief may not get access. The only thing 
is to lock things up and keep a sharp look-out. It will sometimes happen 

mifortunately that a student steals ; but professional thieves abound ; 
they haunt all quasi-public places to which they can get access, and there 
sweep up unconsidered trifles. 

Magdalen” and the '‘Lancet.”—There appeared last week in the pages erf 
our contemporary, the Lancet^ a letter which, in the present state of 

public agitation concerning St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, we cannot allo-w 
to pass without some words of comment, fl’he communication to which 

we allude purports to be from “ An Unfortunate,” at present an inmate 

of the Magdalen Ward of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. She com¬ 
plains of the mode of examination to which she is subjected by 

the attending Surgeon — even the means adopted for holding the 
candle, whose rays are necessary to thi’ow light upon her ailments, meets 

•with her disapprobation; but the presence of the class of students during 
the visit of the Surgeon, the “suppressed titter” which stiikes her over¬ 
sensitive ear, and the greater attention paid to the better-looking 
patients, form the gravamen of her charge. We assume, of course, that 

the editor of our contemporary had thoroughly satisfied himself of the 

authenticity of the letter, but we are far from agreeing with him as to the 

propiiety of admitting it to his columns. By so doing he has become 

the channel of utterance of a very serious charge against the Brof essional 
morale of the Surgical staff of St. Bartholomew’s. Virtuous maids, 

wives, and mothers have occasionally to submit, in the presence of stu¬ 

dents, to Surgical examination and treatment very similar to that which the 

Magdalen correspondent of the Lancet finds so distas’e'ul; and our con¬ 

temporary, by publishing her letter, has apparently enlisted himself on 
the side of those who would exclude students from such parts of the 
practice of the Hospitals which they attend. We cannot think that such 
was Iris intention, but it is much to be regretted that the letter should 

have appeared. If it be tme that there are “ suppressed titters ” or any 
other unseemly conduct among the students of St. Bartholomew’s while 

in the wards, we are firmly convinced that the slightest hint to them on 

the subject from the Surgeons w'ould effectually prevent the continu¬ 
ance or repetition of such conduct. 

William Chtselden.~’L\& old military burial-ground attached to Chelsea 

Hospital, which has long been in a most neglected condition, is about to- 
have the numerous monuments properly restored and the gi-ound put in 

order as a garden. The tomb of Cheselden, the great anatomist and 
Surgeon, who did so much and worked so long for the Hospital, is among 

those which most need attention. This Surgeon’s memory, adds the 

Athenmum, deserves more respect than has for some years past been 
vouchsafed to it. 

A Private Practitioner is bound by the statute, under a penalty for non- 

observance of its provisions, to sign the certificate of successful vaccina¬ 
tion. He is not required either to obtain from, or send to, the 

Registrar the certificate in question. This is not the case "with a “ public 

Vaccinator” appointed by the guardians. The parents of a child 

vaccinated by a private Practitioner are compeUed to produce a form of 
a certificate and to forward it to the Registrar. 

A GoZiecior.—There is not, we beUeve, a portrait or effigy of any kind 
extant of Hewson, whose researches on the composition of the blood are 

so worthy of remembrance. A bust of this distinguished member of our 

Profession was, until a few years since, placed at the srunmit of one of 
the bookshelves of the Medical Society of London. The shelf and the 

bust disappeared when the Society left its house in Bolt-court to- 
seek a more congenial locahty. But our corrCiSpondent may still see in 

Medley’s pictm-e of the members of this celebrated Society, at their 

rooms in George-street, Hanover-squaro, the effigy of Hewson. It is a 
fact worth mentioning that Medley, who was one of the most successful 

portrait painters of his day, was the grandfather, on the maternal side, of 
the distinguished Surgeon Sh- Henry Thompson. He hved to a very ad¬ 

vanced age, and died some years since at Chatham, full of honours. It 

is a remarkable fact that he outlived all those he has so faithfully por¬ 

trayed by nearly twenty years. The youngest member of the Profession,, 
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for -whose likeness -we are indebted to Medley’s easel, in the picture now 
in Georg-e-stroet, is Hr. Babington, -who died many years before him. 

whose faultless pencil so accurately portrayed the “Apothecary” and, 

afterwards, the distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hoispital. A print of 

this remarkable picture can still be obtained at a very moderate price. 

Parochial Vaccixatios. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDIC.tL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

^iR,—In reply to your correspondent “ Alpha ” on the above subject in 
your number of October 23,1 beg to say that every parent is entitled to 
gratuitous vaccination by the public vaccinator if he desires it. Tlie 
reference to the two farmci-s in my previous letter was in reply to yoim 
correspondent who accu.sed us of “touting” for cases, and no doubt, if 
iir.-and I had not been on friendly terms with one another, such a 
charge would have been laid at my door. The reason of my being asked 
io vaccinate these children was evidently economy, and the desire to have 
lymph from a neighbour’s child. 

In reference to “ Alpha’s ” “ suggestion ” to me, I may say that it fre- 
•quently occurs that there are children whose parents I know, and who -wish 
their o-«-n Medical man to vaccinate; in this case I invariably inform him of 
the day when I shall be at my station, and give him fuU permission to 
select from my list the healthiest infant there, and let him take it to the 
patient’s residence, and of course charge her for the operation. This 
amounts to about the same thing as “ Alpha’s ” sugge.stion, and gives me 
less trouble. I cannot imderstand the idea of “ private vaccinators ” being 
“ in two cases out of three unpaid,” and it seems to be only fair that I slmuld 
receive the fee which he is unable to get. Your correspondent seems desirous 
to do away with “ public vaccinators ” entirely, and I should like to ask 
him how he proposes to keep up the supply of Ij-mph if such were to be the 
case; in my neighbourhood it is very common for neighbouring Medical 
men to apply to us for lymph, and they are not often disappointed. I 
beheve firmly that if the present system of “public vaccinators” were 
abolished there would be gi-eat ditfioulty in keeping up a supply of Ij-mph. 

I am, &c. 
A Public Vaccinator of Twenta'-tiiree Years’ Standing. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 
Mr. C. M. Ashwin ; Dr. G. IYiiyte ; Dr. T. D. Griffiths ; Mr. J. St. S. 

Wilders; Mr. J. L. Emary; Dr. J. E.Burton ; A Public Vaccinator 
OF Twenty-three Years’ Standing; Mr. Simson ; Dr. Eddison ; 
Messi-s. Co.xeter and Son ; Mr. H. N. Martin ; Mr. F. Smith ; Mr. 
Nathaniel Alcock; Dr. P. Campbell; A Guy’s Man; Dr. Stokes; 
Dr. Angus Smith; Dr. Eairbank ; Mr. Weightman; Dr. Yeo; Mr. 
F. R. Wilson ; Dr. J. M. Duncan ; Mr. J. Ciiatto ; Dr. B. W. Richard¬ 
son ; Dr. F. Hulke ; Dr. Sedgwick ; Urban ; Mr. J. F. Collingwood ; 
Mr. A. H. Safford ; Dr. Piiilipson ; Dr. M. J. MacCormack ; IVD. 

J. B. Blackett ; IMr. S. Russell. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 
New York Medical Gazette—Cases in Surgei-j- illustrating a New Method 

of Applying the Wire Ligature in Compound Fractures of the Lower 
Jaw, by H. O. Thomas, M.R.C.S.L.—Transactions of theChnical Society, 
vol. ii.—Halford on the New Treatment of Snake Bite—The Indian 
Medical Gazette, November—Child’s Essays on Physiological Subjects— 
Los Eaux MiniJrales Lithin^es. By Dr. Buez—Cowan’s Introductory 
Address at the Opening of the Medical Session 1869-70 in the University 
of Glasgow—Piiilipson on the Health and Meteorology of Newcastle and 
Gateshead, 1869. 

NEWSPAPERS RECER''ED— 

Melbourne Argus—The Sheffield Daily Telegraph—The Melbourne Daily 
Telegraph—The Australian Medical Gazette—Medical Press and Circular. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
jreeic ending Saturday, November 6, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1177 ; Girls, 1116; Total, 2293. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 2009'5. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... • 

890 
655-9 

882 
620-2 

1772 
1276-1 
1404 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 3 11 6 5 5 

North . 618210 ‘i 10 51 ‘i 21 9 7 ... 
Central 378058 2 27 10 3 ... 
East . 571158 4 17 78 4 17 9 io ... 
South . 773175 3 14 74 2 20 15 7 ... 

'Total . 2803989 9 46 241 8 74 41 29 1 ... 

METEOROLOar. 
From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer. 
Mean temperature. 
Highest point of thermometer. 
Liowest point of thei-mometer. 
Mean dew-point temperature.. 
General direction of wind.W.S 
Whole amount of rain in the week. 

. 29-751 in. 

. 46-6 

. 56-6 
. 35-7 
. 40-7 
.W.&W.N.W. 
. 0-27 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, November 6, 1869, in 
the follo-vving large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2293 1462 1772 66-6 35-7 46-6 0-27 27 

Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 125 76 •97 67-8 38-1 48-9 0-11 11 

Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 220 175 150 56-2 40-3 47-9 0-48 48 

Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 363 295 252 53-5 38-9 46-8 0-96 96 

Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 261 210 •192 54-0 35-0 46-8 1-56 158 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 87 60 66 54-5 38-2 47-1 1-61 163 

Sheffield (Borough). 239752 10-5 208 126 136 56-0 38-0 47-3 0-73 74 

Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 99 71 68 54-3 37-1 47-2 0-43 43 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 169 129 138 56-0 38-0 47-9 0 38 38 
Hull (Borough) 126682 35-6 85 59 60 56-0 35-0 43-8 0-56 57 
Nwcstl-on-Tvne, do. 130503 24-5 104 69 75 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002 40-2 134 86 82 55'7 .32-0 45-8 0-50 51 

Glasgow (City) 4,58937,90-6 338 268 258 54-8 33-8 45-2 jl'47 148 
Dublin (City, etc.+) 320762 32-9 148 158 122 55-5 35-6 47-8 0-60 61 

XOLiii oi 14 
Towns . 6546587,35-5 4624 3-244 3468 57-8 32-0 46-9 0-V4 75 

Paris (City) 1889842 921 ... ... 
Week 

1 ending Week ending Oct. 30. 
Oct. 30. 1 

Vienna (City) . 605-200' ... ... ... ... ... 

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-751 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
30-16 in. on Monday, Nov. 1, to 29-28 in. on Friday, Nov. 5. 

The general direction of the wind was W.S.W. and W.N.W. 
Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 

the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same aimual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

•t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS FOE THE WEEK. 

November 13. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9g a.m. 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

Eiing’s, 

15. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, li p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 

2i p.m. 
Medical Society of London, 8 p.m. Mr. Marshall, “On a Case of 

Vesicular Mole, -vs'ith Specimen.” Dr. H. Dick, “ On a New Knife fOT 
Surgical Operations.” Dr. Hawksley, “ On the Stetho-sphygmograph 
for Aiding the Physiological and Pathological Investigation of the 
Functions of Respiration and Circulation.” Mr. Teevan, A Case of 
Lithotomy.”  

16. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Oi-thopsedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 
Anthropological Society, 8 p.m. Mr. J. Campbell, “On Polygamy.” 

Mr. C. Hamilton, “ Customs of Kafii-s.” 
Pathological Society, 8p.m. Mr. J.D.HiLl, “Diaphragmatic Hernia.” 

Mr Barwell, “Ventral Hernia.” Mr. Nunn, “Dislocative Rheumatism” 
and “ Fibrous Tumour over Tibia and Olecranon.” Dr. Cayley, “ Fibrous 
Tumour of Ovary.” Dr. Legg, “ Cherrystones retained in Ileum. ’ 

17. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Ma,ry’s, li p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew s, Ij p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s l-i p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m.___ 

18. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London O^thalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthopiedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Harveian Society, 8 p.m. Mr. F. J. Gant, “ On the Treatment of Frac¬ 
ture of the Patella, with Four Cases.” 

19. Friday. 

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 
thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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MEAT WITH FRUIT.—GUICHON’S MUSCULINE. 

The ‘‘MUSCULINE" is strongly recommended as a nutritious Diet, and a powerful agent in overcoming debiUty consequent upon disease 
Introduced into England by THOMAS TOMLINSON, Chemist, 6, Lower Seymour-street. Portman-souare Tnndon w m.ease. 

obtamed m Boxes, 2s. each; by post, 2s. 2d.; or 22s. per’dozen, caWage free; a^ through’all cEste® ’ ’ ’ 

The usual Discount to the Pi’ofession. 

UBBUCK’S PURE OKIDE OF ZIH C. 
See Pharmaceutical Journal of May 1, 1856. 

Messrs. Baiss Brothers & Co. 
„ BaiTon, Haiweys, & Co. 
„ Battley & Watts. 
,, Burgoyne, Burbidges, & Co. 
,, Cox, Gould, & Co. 

Messrs. Geo. Curling & Co. 
,, Drew, Barron, & Co. 
,, Evans, Lescher, & Evans. 
,, Evans, Sons, & Co. 
,, Samuel Eoulger & Son. 

Messrs. Hearon, Squire, & Francis. 
,, Herrings & Co. 
„ Hodgkiuson, King, & Co. 
,, Hodgkinsons, Stead, & Treacher 
„ Langtons, Scott, & Edden. 

Messi-s. Preston & Sons. 
„ Southall, Son, & Dymond. 

Mr. James Woolley. 
Messrs. Wright, W. V., & Co. 

,, Wyleys & Co. 

BOUDAULT’S PEPSINE. 
j many experiments, PEPSINE was obtained in a pure state by M. BOITDAULT. Chemist 

and Dr. L. Corvisart, Physician to the Emperor Napoleon III. ^ 

Boudault’s PEPS I N E was honoured with two Reports at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, and with having 
Its formula inserted in the New French Pharmacopoeia. ^ 

,, The International Jury of the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867, awarded to Boudault’s PEPSI NF the okly 

Medal given for PEPSINE and its preparations. rELroilMt. me oaly 

Boudault’s PEPSINE is the only one that has been furnished to the Hospitals in Paris since 1854 

PEPSINE Wine, in bottles, Dose—a tablespoonful before each meal. 

PEPSINE Lozenges, in bottles, 3/. Dose—3 before each meal. PEPSINE Pills, in bottles, 3/, Dose—3 before each meal. 

Boudault’s PEPSINE or Poudre Nutrimentive, Dose—15 grains, sold in i oz. and I oz. bottles. 

All the above Preparations are guaranteed to be genuine which bear the label and seal of the 

Sole Agent for Great Britain, PETER SQUIRE, 277, Oxford-street, London, 

HOOPER’S “ 
WATER BEDS AND CUSHIONS, 

(obtained tlio only IPi'izie Ateclal, 180Si). ' 

USED BY 

THE ROYAL FAMILY 

and all 

CLASSES OF INVALIDS. 

also in 

H.M. ARMY AND NAVY,. 

AND THE 

INDIAN PRESIDENCIES. 

Full Length. Water Mattress. 
in sending an order the Width of the Bedstead should he stated. 

P’nmD'P’D A • ^vva.itjr maturess. 

aouriK, Operative and Manufacturing Chemist, 7,Pall-mall East, and M,arosTenor-street, louden 
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OEiaiNAL LECTHRES. 
-o- 

CLINICAL LECTURE 

ON SYPHILIS, ITS TREATMENT, 
AND ITS INELHENCE IN THE PRODUCTION 

OE TUBERCLE. 
By Dr. HERMANN LEBERT, 

Professor of Clinical Medicine m the University of Breslau. 

I. 

Gentlemen,—We have just now a case under observation 
which possesses many points of very great interest. It is that 
of a girl, eight years of age, intelligent, but taciturn and 
remarkably reserved for her age ; the girl’s mother also at first 
gives no sufficient account of her daughter’s disease. We find 
in the patient’s neck some rather large masses—enlarged, 
chronically inflamed, tubercular glands—and if we examine 
the glands of the whole cer\dcal region we find two kinds of 
glands, which are distinguished from each other by their 
appearance as well as by their position. Taking the two 
steriio-cleido-mastoidei muscles as the lateral boundaries, wo 
have in the enclosed space, particularly in the entire sub- 
maxillary region, but more scattered down towards the 
clavicles, single as well as groups of glands, which are hard, 
of the size of a bean or larger, are for the most part glued 
together by indurated connective tissue, and are swollen, 
which glands we at once recognise as those of chronic 
tubercular lymph-adenitis (scrofulosis). Of quite a different 
nature are the glands behind the two above-mentioned muscles; 
these are numerous, small, not exceeding five to six mm. in 
length, movable, rounded or oval, and elastic : they remind us 
of the enlarged glands found in syphilis. Now, in examining 
the mouth, our suspicions are at once confirmed, for at the left 
angle of the mouth we find deep rhagades, with a white fatty- 
looking base and yellowish-red edges ; a small fissured condy¬ 
loma may be seen on the left edge of the tongue ; both tonsils 
and the parts adjoining the arches of the palate are the seat of 
moderately deep extended ulcers of unquestionable sypliihtic 
characters. On having the child undressed, we find on her 
body only a very few roseolous spots, and some very small 
spots of commencing psoriasis. In the glands of both ingniinal 
re^ons we meet with the same two types as in the neck, with 
this difference, however, that there exists no marked dissimi¬ 
larity in size; the principal diagnostic feature being that those 
of the one set are movable and have the elastic consistence of 
.syphilitic glands the more marked, whilst those of the other 
set are inseparable from the connective tissue, and exhibit the 
characters of hard tubercular infiltrated glands. 

An examination of the generative organs shows the hymen 
to be ruptured, the labia intensely red and swollen, the posterior 
commissure of the vulva to have a peculiar sore with a 
depression in its centre, a lardaceous base with red circum¬ 
ference, indurated, like a hard chancre which is becoming 
transformed into a condyloma. On the outer smrface of the 
labia majora may be seen several condylomata, and around 
the arms are some particularly large ones. 

The general condition of the patient, her appearance and 
contour point to some commencing disturbance of the health ; 
appetite is tolerable ; bowels act regularly ; the patient coughs, 
and at the posterior part of the right apex prolonged expiration 
and an occasional rhonchus may be heard. 

We now acquaint the mother with the fact that a crime must 
have been committed on the child some time within a few 
months, at the outside within half a year. The mother says 
that nothing can be elicited from the child, but that a woman 
in the same house has taken the child several times to some 
gentleman who gave her something to eat; this man is said to 
have shot himself and to have been found to be syphilitic. It 
is not difficult to look upon this story as a fabricated or at 
least a falsified one, the intention no doubt being to lead us 
astray on a wrong tack concerning the origin of the disease. 

We might without difficulty at once ascertain the true origin 
of the mischief by putting the whole case into the hands of the 
public prosecutor—a thing which I did in one case at Zurich 
ton years ago, when the perpetrator was discovered and 
.severely puni.shed ; but I will not enter into the circumstances 
which at that time induced me to take such severe measures. 

Every one who examines closely the case under consideration 
is so shocked with its atrocity that it oug’ht without doubt to 
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be the subject of a prosecution, but yet to my mind this does 
not seem to be the best plan to pursue—for this reason, that the 
parents would have instigated a law-suit, and have spared no 
pains to gain the highest damages if anything were to be 
discovered by that means. Besides this, if we take the patient 
under our care as an out-patient—for her mother objects to her 
becoming an in-patient of the Hospital—she will be cured in a 
relatively short time. But if we give publicity to the case 
by means of the public prosecutor, a perturbance would be 
created in the life of the whole family ; the parents would be 
branded and possibly damaged in their business; the child 
would remain the subject of an undesirable attention from all 
who knew her; she could not be sent to school, would be 
shunned by everybody, and, being acquainted by an unfortunate 
accident with vice, she would at a later period be driven to 
prostitution. Furthermore, we have to do with the case simply 
as Medical men, and other considerations should not concern us. 

Now the question arises how we are to treat this disease. 
The student who is to attend the patient at her home proposes 
a course of inunction, to which in this case I give my approval. 
We shall during several weeks rub in sixteen grains of blue 
ointment, at first once daily, but later on morning and evening. 
In order that the ointment may be made to penetrate the skin 
of the child, the inimction will be performed in this way:—A 
piece of bladder is to be moistened, and then allowed to dry 
only so far that it may still remain soft; this bladder, when 
filled with cotton-wool, constitutes a tampon on which the 
ointment is to be placed, and by means of which it is to be 
rubbed in during about fifteen or twenty minutes at a time. 
The inunctions must be made at different places alternately, so 
as not to cause an eruption at any of the places. The child 
may be well fed, and may leave the room when the weather is 
fine. 

I now apply courses of inunction for constitutional syphilis 
much more frequently, and use with relatively less frequency 
the courses with pills containing sublimate or protiodide of 
mercury, which act very slowly, disturb digestion, and after 
long continuance produce in the mouth disagreeable after¬ 
effects, no longer of a syphilitic nature, which molest the 
patient, and in spite of all assurances make him uneasy. In 
former times, when, during a course of inunction, the patient 
was restricted to the temperature of a conservatory, and when 
the Physician not only did not prevent, but favoured salivation, 
andnearly starved the patient, inunction was, reasonably enough, 
an exceptional and a despised mode of treatment; such a deal 
of nonsense and irrationality was attached to it that the better 
class of Physicians avoided it whenever possible. As the 
result of my experience in this branch of practice, I give you 
the following principles :—Salivation is injurious by any mode 
of inunction; it is therefore to be avoided. The syphilitic 
patient is anaemic in consequence of his disease, and his nutrition 
is impaired; low diet and hunger, therefore, do not act 
beneficially, but have an injurious effect on the course of 
syphilis; the particles of mercury which evaporate from the 
inuncted spots into the air are particularly injurious, and cause 
salivation ; long seclusion in a small room at a lugh tempera¬ 
ture adds to the disease the sickening effects of confinement. 
It is also a great moral as well as material disadvantage to the 
patient to bo placed under a course of treatment which every 
layman recognises at once as anti-syphilitic. 

From this the following conclusions for the management of 
inunction may bo gathered, the correctness of which I can 
guarantee from experience. 

1. The application of mercury for constitutional syphilis in 
the form of inunction is by far preferable to the internal 
administration by the mouth or by hypodermic injections. 
The average quantity of blue ointment to be used daily is 
32 grains (2 grammes). 

2. In combination Avith treatment by inunction a nourishing’ 
invigorating diet must be ordered, avoiding everytliing which 
would disturb digestion; the patient may leave his room and 
be active, guarding himself against cold, getting wet, etc. 

3. Ptyalism is always to be avoided; this is most con¬ 
veniently effected by washing the mouth with common water, 

I by frequent bathing, and by the use of chlorate of potash 
i internally, and in the form of gargle, as soon as the first signs 
! of salivation become noticeable. 
i 4. By avoiding unnecessary fasting and perspiration, the 

patient can pursue his course vdthout attracting notice, cam 
1 continue it as long as possible or as is desirable, and repeat it 
i on any recurrence of the disease. 
1 5. In inveterate cases of constitutional syiffiilis, I often obtain 
! a very good effect from a combination of the internal use of 
' potassii iodidum with inunction. 
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6. TuberciJar^ affections of the glands and lungs are as 
little contra-indications for the use of inunction as is visceral 
syphilis. 

OBIGIHAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

CLINICAL SURGERY.—No. V. 

ON DISEASES OE THE KNEE JOINT. 
By THOMAS BKYANT, F.R.O.S., 

Assistant-Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

( Continued from page 540.) 
Paet I. 

ON DISEASES OP THE KNEE-JOINT IN WHICH 
EECOVERY TOOK PLACE WITH A MOVABLE 
ARTICULATION. 

Cases of Synovitis the Result of Wound oe othee Injuey. 

Case 1.—Siihaciite Synovitis of Knee following an Injury—Rapid 
Subsidence of Symjytmns and Recovery. 

Robert H., aged 30, a cachectic patient, came under my care 
811 May 23, 1860, for an enlargement of the right knee-joint. 
It had come on rapidly after a lack upon the part received six 
■weeks previously. Swelling -was the earliest symptom, -with 
pain and fever, and, ns these symptoms did not lessen, my advice 
■was sought. When I saw the man the knee-joint was distended 
to an extreme degree; the synovial cavity was filled with fluid, 
and bulged in all directions; it was so tense as to feel solid. 
Manipulation caused pain. The sMn was hot, and pulse 100. 
A^ splint was at once applied to the limb posteriorly, and a 
blister applied on either side of the joint. A little Dover’s 
powder was given at night, and quinine. In one week great 
improvement had taken place. The flmd in the joint had 
disappeared as if by magic, and all feverish symptoms and 
pain had gone. In another week strapping was applied, and 
by June 20 convalescence was declared. 

Case 2.—Subacute Synovitis of Knee-joint after Injury—Rapid 
Recovery. 

WiUiam W., aged 42, came under my care at G-uy’s Hospital 
on March 8, 1866, with a Imee-joint as tense as could well be 
from effusion of tvm weeks’ standing ; it had come on directly 
from an injury. The articxdation was much enlarged, and as 
liard as possible from effusion. There was some constitutional 
disturbance and local heat, but the latter was not severe. Two 
blisters were ordered, and iodide of potassium prescribed. In 
one week the symptoms had subsided, and in two the joint 

■was flaccid. In the foui’th week all signs of syno-vitis had dis- 
aj)peared. The joint was, however, strapped up to hasten the 

■recovery in the parts about, and the man was soon declared to 
be able to return to his work. 

Case 3.—Chronic Synovitis after Injury—Recovery. 
George W., aged 9, came imder my care on January 15,1866, 

Lor effusion into his right knee-joint of two months’ standing. 
It had been coming on gradually after a blow, pain and 
swelling appearing together. A bhster was ordered, and one 
grain of the iodide of potassium in g’entian three times a day. 
In three weeks the effusion had disappeared. The joint was 
-then strapped up. By March 5 he was cured. 
Case 4.—Synovitis of Knee-joint efter Punctured Wound with a 

Needle—Recovery ivith a Sound Joint. 
James J., aged came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 
Eebruary 15, 1866, for a subacute syno'vdtis of the right knee- 
joint. It had come on three weeks previously, the day follow¬ 
ing a punctured wound of the joint by a needle. A piece of 
the needle was said to have been left behind, the puncture 
having taken place on the inner side of the patella. When 
seen the joint was hot and swollen; it was also painful. No 
needle could be felt. The joint measured one inch more than 
its fellow. The limb was placed on a splint, and ice was ordered 
to be applied. In one week the symptoms had improved. In 
three all severe ones had subsided, and by March 20 the knee 
was pronounced cured. The splint was removed, careful use 
of the hmb being enjoined. On August 15 the child was quite 
well, the movements of the joint being perfect. 

Case 5.—Synovitisof the Knee-joint following a Punctured Wound— 
Recovery with a Movable Joint. 

(Reported by Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith.) 

Patrick E., aged 32, a flabby-looking shoemaker of tempe¬ 

rate hahits, ran an awl into his right knee when at work on 
March 8, 1862. The wound was above the patella to the out¬ 
side of the median line, piercing the vastus externus muscle 
near its insertion, and less than one inch deep. The accident 
happened at 11 a.m., and he continued to work without any 
inconvenience till the evening, though he had noticed the 
escape of a little “oily stuff” on 'withdra'wingthe awl. During’ 
the night, the joint became very painful, and continued so for 
about ten days. He kept in bed during this time, and a Doctor 
ordered him fomentations and poultices from the third day. 
About the middle of the second week the pain subsided, but the 
knee became very stiff, and on March 30 (three weeks after the 
injury) he was admitted into Guy’s Hospital imder Mr. 
Bryant’s care. 

On admission, the right knee was much enlarged, clearly 
from effusion into the joint and about it of a fluid and semi¬ 
solid nature. It was not painful even on firm pressiu’e, nor 
hot to the hand. It was in a semi-hent position, neither com¬ 
plete extension nor flexion being allowed. It was raised on a 
pillow, and fomentations ordered, quinine mixture being given. 

On April 12, aU signs of inflammatory symptoms having 
subsided, strapping was applied -vshth a mercurial ointment; 
and when this was removed after two weeks the swelling and 
induration had much subsided. It was then fixed upon a 
splint, and firm pressure employed -with a good result. In 
another fortnight, the man vsdsliing to leave the Hospital for 
family reasons, the knee was put up in a starch bandage, and 
he attended as an out-patient. In another month he was 
declared to be convalescent, fair mobility existing in the articu¬ 
lation. 

Remarks.—It -will be noticed that in this case mercurial oint¬ 
ment was employed with strapping. I have now for some 
time given up the former part of tliis practice, and have had 
no reason to regret it, believing that the success which attends 
the employment of strapping and mercurial ointment is due to 
the pressure exerted by the former, and has nothing to do with 
the mercurial application. 

Case 6.—Lacerated Wound of the Knee-joint—Recovery with 
perfect Movement. 

Henry 0., aged 23, a carman, was admitted into Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital in August, 1858, under my care. He had, prior to his 
admission, received an injury to his right knee-joint from a 
cartwheel which had passed over it obliquely, and produced a 
lacerated wound three inches long on the outside of the 
patella. Syno'vdal fluid escaped from the wound. The leg 
was placed upon a splint and ice applied, some Dover’s powder 
and a grain of calomel being given twice a day. The edges of 
the wound, having been cleansed, were brought together, and 
water dressing was applied. 

On the sixth day, the joint being much distended, and severe 
pain being experienced, leeches were applied, and a sixth of a 
grain of antimony given every three hours. After this the 
symptoms speedily subsided, a good recovery taldng place, the 
man walking out of the Hospital vvith a sound and perfectly 
movable limb. 

Remarks.—In the case I have just related, which I treated 
eleven years ago, it may be remarked that calomel was given. 
This was doubtless done in obedience to the advice I had re¬ 
ceived from my teachers, or rather before I had thrown off the 
prejudices of my Professional education. I have long aban¬ 
doned the practice, having no faith in its efficacy in checking 
acute inflammatory action. It may also be observed that anti¬ 
mony was administered in a later stage of the disease, and the 
result of the case is certainly a strong argument in its favour ; 
nevertheless it is not a practice which can be strongly recom¬ 
mended in all cases of inflammation of a joint the result of 
injury. It is to be employed only in acute cases occurring in 
strong subjects. Ice locally and opium internally are the best 
means for subduing local traumatic inflammations of joints not 
passing on to suppuration. Such cases, I venture to say, never 
require calomel, and rarely antimony. A splint should almost 
always be employed. When the acute symptoms have sub¬ 
sided and the chronic persist, the use of blisters in hastening 
the absorption of fluid is very great, and the value of iodide of 
potassium is also well seen. At a later stage, when the fluid has 
been absorbed and the syno'vdal capsule is loose and baggy, the 
value of pressure is very great, two layers of strapping well 
applied being of much value. 

I will now proceed to illustrate the subject of synovitis 
attacking the knee without any assignable cause. In the 
former scries a wound or injury was the direct cause in every 
instance ; in the present no such history could be obtained, the 
disease coming on by itself. 
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Cases of Syxovitis coming on without ant known Cause. 

Case 7.—Simple Synovitis in a Ghild—Mecovery. 
George H., aged 5, came under my care at Guy’s, on June 7, 

1866, for some cifusion into the left knee-joint. It had existed 
for two weeks, and had come on without any known cause. 
Manipulation of the part caused pain. The enlargement of 
the joint was clearly due to effusion into the synovial capsule, 
the general bulging of the sac on either side, above and below 
the patella, indicating this very positively. Tomentations and 
rest in bed were ordered, and tonics given. In one week the 
symptoms had improved, and in two more they had disappeared. 
The joint was then strapped up, and a good recovery followed. 

Case 8.—Chronic Synovitis of Knee-joint—Enormous Distension of 
Jo in t—Eeco very. 

Ellen G., a dressmaker, aged 26, came under my care at 
Guy's Hospital, on May 1, 1865, with a chronic inflammation 
of the right knee-joint of eight years’ standing. The disease 
had been accompanied with very little pain. The articulation 
was enormously distended with fluid, and was very tense; the 
soft parts and bones appeared to be uninvolved. The joint 
measured in circumference eighteen inches, or six more than 
the sound knee. Two blisters were apphed, and quinine with 
the iodide of potassium given. In six weeks the patient was 
nearly well. Strapping was applied, and on July 6 she was 
discharged cured. 

Case 9.—Synovitis of Knee—Extreme Tension of the Joint— 
Itecovery with Sound Joint. 

Horatio N., aged 3, was admitted into Guy’s Hospital under 
my care on March 5, 1859, for inflammation of the left knee- 
joint. It had been coming on for three weeks without any re¬ 
cognised cause, and for one Aveek had been associated Avith severe 
constitutional and local disturbance. When seen the joint was 
extremely swollen from fluid within the synovial capsule. The 
sac was so tense that it appeared as if it would burst or ulce¬ 
rate-—indeed, this symptom was so severe as to make me think 
of puncturing the joint and draAving off some of the fluid. 
The operation Avas, however, fortunately postponed. Hyd. c. 
cret. gT. j., pulv. Dover! gr. iij., were ordered three times a day, 
and a linseed-meal poultice was apiAliod, the limb resting on a 
splint. In a few days the fluid was absorbed, and the joint 
strapped up, a complete recovery taking place, the child leaving 
the Hospital in a month well. 

Case 10.—Subacute Synovitis of Knee-joint—E.xtreme Tension of 
Capsule-Rapid Absorption of Fluid. 

Mary W., aged 40, a healthy woman, came under my care 
at Guy’s Hospital on December 2, 1867, for an enlargement of 
her left knee-joint. It had been coming on for one month 
Avithout any assigned cause. Swelling was the earliest sym¬ 
ptom, accompanied with pain. Wlien seen the knee-joint was 
distended to an extreme degree, the capsule being so tense as 
to render it almost impossible to make any external impression 
upon it. The patella Avas floated well forwards. Tavo blisters 
were ordered, and iodide of potassium (gr. v.) in bark, and in 
one week the fluid had nearly gone, the synovial sac was 
quite loose, and all pain had disappeared. In another week 
the patient was conA'alescent. The knee was strapped up. 

Remarks.—In this case, as in the last, the tension of the 
synovial capsule Avas so great as to make me fear a bad result, 
and to entertain the idea of tapping the joint. The rapid 
absorption of the fluid in both instances was very remarkable, 
and the ultimate result satisfactory. This practice of tapping 
a distended joint is one in which I have had no personal expe¬ 
rience. I have seen it practised in a few cases Avith advantage, 
but have never had any under care which required it. Tlie 
two I have quoted are the only examples in which the practice 
was entertained, and in both it Avas well that it was postponed. 

In the treatment of all these cases simjile measures were 
employed. 

In the subacute cases fomentations to the part, Avith the 
limb kept quiet in a splint or on a pillow, with the iodide of 
potassium, combined Avdth tonics when the patient’s lAowers 
were feeble, were the chief means. 

In the chronic, the application of blisters, one on either side of 
the joint, Avith the iodide of potassium, are generally sufficient 
to effect a cure, the subsequent strapping up of the joint 
hastening its perfect restoration. Mercury in any of its forms 
is never needed. 

Pulpy Disease of the Knee-joint. 

Tlie cases of synovitis, traumatic or otherAAuse, that we have 
given may aU be described as examples of simple synovitis, for 
they were all characterised by effusion into the joint, and not 
by any permanent change of structure in the synovial membrane. 

In the gelatimform or pulpy disease Avhich we are now about 
to illustrate, this change of structure is the main pathological 
feature of the affection, the effusion into the joint being only 
secondary in importance. This pathological condition conse¬ 
quently gives rise to distinct clinical symptoms, making the 
affection a veiy definite one, and unfortunately a very difficult 
oile to cure ; for it is a truth Avhich all Surgeons Avill admit 
that patients who suffer from this affection are, for the most 
part, of feeble power, and that, although the disease is a 
curable one in a large number of cases, it is so only Avhen the 
patient is in a position to obtain good food, good air, and good 
treatment, while amongst the poor it too often goes on, 
although slowly, to suppuration and disorganisation of the 
joint. 

I propose to quote two cases to illustrate this disease, both 
being good examples of the affection. 

Case 11.—Pulpy Disease of Knee-joint.—Recovery tvith sound Joint. 

Eliza C., aged 3, came rmder my 'care on February 5, 1866, 
for disease of her right knee-joint. It had been coming on for 
one month Avithout any known cause. Pain and limping Avere 
the first symptoms, but, after three days a SAvelling was ob¬ 
served, and this had steadily increased. The joint became hot 
at times. 

On examination the part was much enlarged, measuring one 
inch more than the sound joint. It Avas hot to the hand, and 
painful on manipulation. The bones appeared to be natural, 
but between the different points and around the patella there 
was clearly a great thickening of the synovial membrane. 
There was no fluctuation in the joint, and the movements were 
natural. Rest was ordered, Avith fomentations and tonics. 

In two months all signs of existing inflammation had subsi¬ 
ded, the remains of such alone showing themselves. Strapping 
was then employed, and, in another three months, the joint was 
sound. 

Case 12.—Pulpy Disease of Synovial Membrane of the Knee-joint 
—Recovery tvith a Sound Joint. 

Mary T., aged 14, came under my care at Guy's Hospital 
on February 13, 1865, with the pulpy disease of the right knee- 
joint of six months’ standing. It had come on Avithout any 
injury, Avith pain and sweUing, and a gradual enlargement had 
taken place. When seen it was clear that the synovial cavity 
was expanded, and the membrane considerably thickened. 
There was not much increase of heat in the part, although the 
patient stated that, at times, the joint felt very hot. Neither 
was there much pain. The cartilages moved smoothly together. 

Fomentations were ordered, with rest and tonics, as quinine, 
and by March 23 all signs of inflammation had disappeared, 
the products of such an action alone remaining. The joint was 
ordered to be strapped up. 

By April 24 the thickening of the synovial membrane cover¬ 
ing in the points of bone had much subsided, and by July 10 all 
this thickening had disappeared. On August 30 convalescence 
was declared, and on Deeember 20 the report states that the 
girl was stiU well, Avith a good movable articulation. 

Remarks.-—In both of these cases the clinical symptoms which 
characterised the disease were of a typical nature—a gradual 
enlargement of the joint, Avith more or less pain, and periodical 
flushing of the joint with heat, being generally present. To 
the eye the affected articulation has likeAvise a special outline, 
a smooth uniform enlargement of the part being the most 
prominent feature, the points of bone which are generally to 
be reco.gnised by the eye being covered in Avith an inflammatory 
exudation. To the hand hkcAvise the special nature of the 
disease is as clearly manifested, for there is little, if any, 
fluctuation in the joint, but the soft parts beneath the sldn and 
between it and the joint are evidently thickened; they feel 
semi-elastic or doughy on manipulation, and the articular 
margins of all the bones are more or less covered in with this 
thickened tissue. The bones themselves Avill always be found, 
in uncomplicated cases, the same as in the sound limb. The 
old authors doubtless had this disease in their minds when they 
described the white swelling of a joint; for before the pathology 
of joint disease was understood the most prominent feature 
of any affection was, as a rule, taken as a guide for its name, 
and a white swelling of a knee-joint not inaptly describes the 
general aspect of the pulpy disease. 

What it is that determines the infiltration and organisation 
of inflammatory matter in the synovial membrane and sub- 
synovial cellular tissue of these cases is a question of difficulty. 
We certainly find the disease, as a rule, in the cachectic, often 
in the strumous, and frequently in the syphilitic, subject; for 
what w’as described by Colies, sen., as the syphilitie disease of 
the joint, was doubtless this affection in a syphilitic subject. 
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It is very frequently the direct result of a sprain, the synovial 
thickening appearing- gradually after the accident. When 
diagnosed, it cannot he too carefully treated ; for although the 
local symptoms at the first are not severe, they are very in¬ 
sidious, and when allowed to get ahead they are most obsti¬ 
nate to deal with, and too often destructive in their results. 
A sprain of a joint followed by thickening, attended Avith but 
little pain, is a clinical condition of a joint which too often 
means mischief. In the same way, as we have ah-eady shown 
in the hip, and will shortly show in the knee, a chronic aching 
of a joint without enlargement too often means chronic ostitis. 
Both conditions are generally remediable if recognised betimes 
and treated on scientific principles. Both are likewise the 
beginning of serious joint mischief, which will end under 
neglect in the loss of a joint, if not of a limb or life. 

One word, then, as to treatment. In this form of synovial 
disease absolute rest of the joint, with the limb raised, is a 
necessitjn A splint is, as a rule, required, although in the 
very early stage it is not essential; fomentations and strips of 
wet bandage to the joint should always be applied as long as 
any excess of heat or flushing of the joint with heat is ever 
felt, and when this local sign of chronic inflammation has 
subsided, there is no treatment equal to local pressure by means 
of strapping. When suppuration appears other questions of 
treatment will have to be answered. They will meet with due 
con,sideration when we come to diagnose the cases of siippurat- 
ing joints. 

At all periods of the disease the general condition of the 
patient must be considered. Tonics are always needed, and in 
children cod-liver oil, alone or combined, is jiriceless in value. 
Good food and air are of essential importance, and sea air, 
when it can be obtained, of great value. Mercurials are to be 
condemned; they depress power and do not hasten recovery. 

Amongst the poor—indeed, amongst all classes where iodine 
by inhalation is a want, and sea air is unattainable—in joint 
cases such as I have been describing, glandular affections, 
bronchocele, etc., I have for some years been in the habit of 
ordering’, with striking advantage, solid iodine to be placed in 
a perforated box which is to be left on the mantel-piece of 
the sitting-room and bedroom of the patient, the iodine slowly 
evaporating being in this way gradually inhaled, and the 
atmosphere purified and iodised. 

NOTES ON 

ACUTE RHEUMATISM WITH MILIARIA, 
AND ON 

SCARLATINA AIILIARIS WITH ACUTE 
RHEUMATISM. 

By F. ROYSTON FAIRBANB:, M.D. 

A.B. was recently under my care for an attack of acute rheu¬ 
matism, with the following history : — 

Age 28, married. Had scarlatina sharply fourteen years 
ago, has since had an attack of acute gastritis and also an 
attack of herpes zoster thoracis. Has for some months been 
the subject of great anxiety and annoyance ; at the same time 
the general health has been impaired by over-work. The 
present attack was brought on by exposure, for some hours, to 
unusually severe weather. He came home suffering severe 
pain in the left wrist and feeling generally very ill. A sham 
attack of acute rheumatism followed. The acute stage lasted 
ten days, when, after twenty-foiir hours of great constitutional 
disturbance, a patch of scarlet rash, in every resi^ect similar to 
that of scarlatina, made its appearance on the abdomen, during 
the day spreading over the trunk, neck, and upper extremities. 
The foUowflng morning the rash was covered with vesicles as 
thickly as they could be packed. About the neck, axiUae, and 
groins, many of them were as large as a threepenny piece. 
After three or four days, the vesicles were either broken down 
or beginning to dry up. At that time—the fifteenth day of 
the illness—emaciation and prostration were complete, so much 
so that I could nearly encircle the thigh wdth my finger and 
thumb, and he could not move his hand to his moiith; the 
urine coilld not be retained, and the bowels were confined, _ 
The back of the neck was so extremely tender that a swan’s- 
down pillow felt hard. The pulsation of the carotids caused 
pain in the ears. The j)ulse was 120 and irregularly inter¬ 
mittent, the first sound of the heart being accompanied by a 
“ bruit ” loudest at the apex. There was extreme restlessness 
during the day, and delirium and alarm on waking. The I 

perspiration was throughout unusually copious and offensive. 
The urine was loaded with lithates, at first red, afterwards 
pale. Under careful nursing he rapidly improved and made 
a good recovery, being able to walk ten miles in one day before 
a month was over. The systolic bruit disappeared during con¬ 
valescence. 

The treatment during the acute stage consisted of Vichy 
water (Celestine) ad libitum, opium to relieve pain, and 
simple diet. After the appearance of the rash, it was changed 
to compound infusion of gentian with ammonia, and wine and 
good food were given in small quantities every ten minutes 
night and day while awake. 

Remarks.—This case was one of unusual severity ; he had a 
very narrow escape indeed. Miliaria occurring during the 
course of any specific fever is usually not a matter of import¬ 
ance, but when it is coincident with an aggravation of the 
patient’s condition, particularly if there is an unfavourable 
previous history as in this case, it will, I believe, usually be 
found to indicate a speedy dissolution. But what I wish to 
call attention to in this case is the question of diagnosis. 
That a similar combination of general symptoms may occur in 
a case of undoubted scarlatina, the following case will show. 

Scarlatina Miliaris ivith Rheumatic Inflammation of the Joints. 
Mary P., aged 11, began to be ill on Thiu-sday, October 7, 

1869. The next day the rash of scarlatina was out all over 
the body. The day following there was also a thick crop of 
vesicles over the back, the upper part of the front of the chest, 
and on the legs, and in a less degree over the rest of the body. 
On the fifth day of the eruption there was severe pain and 
much swelling about the ankles and knees. The vesicles were 
either broken or opaque and white. The tongue was clean 
and red. Pulse 126; temperature 103-6"’Pahr. Urine copious, 
clear, sp. gr. 1-015 ; heat threw down a deposit of albumen to 
one-tenth. The throat was not ulcerated. 

Remarks.-—Now, if we compare this case with the former one, 
we find in both a scarlet rash, copious miliaria, and rheumatic 
inflammation of the joints, and a person, seeing them side by 
side, might well be excused for supposing- at &st sight that 
they were suffering from the same disease. But in the latter case 
there was a distinct history of scarlatina, while in the former 
there was a history of acute rheumatism for ten days before the 
appearance of the eruption, there was no sore throat, there 
was no epidemic about at the time, and the wife of the patient, 
who was in constant attendance irpon him, was confined during 
his convalesence without a bad symptom. The importance of 
a correct diag-nosis in such a case can hardly be overestimated. 

Lynton, North Devon. 

POLYPUS OE THE VENTRICLE OF THE 
LARYNX. 

REMOVAL AFTER SECTION OF THE 
THYROID CARTILAGE —CURE WITH COMPLETE 

PRESERVATION OF THE VOICE, (a) 

By Dr. M. KRISHABER. 

The diagnosis of the existence of a laryngeal polypus in 
itself is far from sufficient; it is necessary to know how 
these polypi differ one from another as to their structure 
and as to their external characters. It is a want of such 
precise distinctions which causes the destruction of a polypiis 
of the larjTix through the natural passages to be con¬ 
sidered by some one of the easiest things in the world, whilst 
others make a clean contrary assertion. This divergence of 
opinion is brought about by Surgeons looking on the polypus 
as merely a foreign body which they have to extract; they 
forget that it is an organised body, whose treatment depends 
above all on its organisation. The polypus can reproduce 
itself, gi-ow, multiply, and change its consistence, form, and site; 
it may inflame or bleed; it may soften, become spontaneously 
detached, and undergo many other modifications. Hence it 
follows that the mere removal of a polypus by the air-passages 
does not necessarily imply immediate cessation of symptoms. 
More than three-fourths of laryngeal polypi are papillary 
tumours which speedily die when seized, and may be readily 
extracted by the natural passages, as is indeed universally 
the case when their tissue is soft, but this is more difficult 
when they are dense, and quite impossible when the tumour 
is situated in the venti-icle of Morgagni. In the present 
instance both the latter difficulties had to be encountered. 

(a) Abstract of a communication made to tbe Surgical Society of Paris. 
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On December 2, 1868, M. Charles B., aged 38, came to my 
house. His voice was hoarse and his respiration noisy. He said 
he was often seized with a convulsive cough and a sensation of 
great uneasiness. His tint was pale and his body thin. Duiing 
M. B.’s story I noticed that his speech was interrupted at the 
end of each phrase by a long inspiration, wliich could bo heard 
some way off. By a laryngoscopic examination an isolated 
polypus could be seen, situated at the anterior attacliment of 
the true vocal cord so as to conceal a portion of that on the 
right side. The first examination was made during the 
strongest inspiration the patient could make. (Fig. 1.) But 
the tumour presented divers aspects according- to the move¬ 
ments of the rima glottidis. During profound inspiration it 
seemed to disappear, and it could only be seen about the size of 
a pea, with an irregular ovoid outline, its large extremity being 
directed backwards towards the arytenoid cartilages. If the 
patient attempted to emit a normal voice-sound, the tumour 
became enlarged, and then concealed two-thirds of the right 
vocal cord and about afourth of thatonthe oppositeside. (Fig. 3.) 
If then the patient tried to send forth a high note (the sound 
could not be produced, but if attempted so as to approximate 
to the utmost the vocal cords and to elevate the larynx) the 
tumour stretched out, so as to cover the greater part of the 
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chink of the glottis, its shape resembling a club slightly con¬ 
stricted below its enlarged extremity. (Fig. 2.) The sound 
produced was very hoarse, and the in.spiration immediately 
following on this mode of examination was louder and more 
oj)pressed than usual. Examining the larynx subsequently, so 
as to throw the light into the trachea, I distinctly perceived 
that the tumour, when it disappeared during profound insx^i- 
rations, did not faU, as one would have supposed, below the 
level of the vocal cords ; but, on an attentive examination of the 
mechanism of its disappearance and reappearance, I saw that 
most frequently, and to its greatest extent, it was placed on 
the right side of the ventricle of Morgagni, whence it issued 
wlien high notes were attempted. I could not make out its 
mode of implantation, but judged, from the mobility of the 
tumour, that it was implanted by a short pedicle in the bottom 
of the ventricle. Its colour was greyi,sh in parts, white in 
others. Its shape was not quite regular, but exactly enough 
defined to show that its texture was compact. The diagnosis 
was a fibrous polypus, with a short pedicle inserted into the 
right side of the ventricle of the larynx. 

The following are some of the particidars of the case:— 
Eight years ago the patient began to cough, at first slightly, 
afterwards more violently. He was better during the warm 
season of the year than in winter, when the cough became very 
frequent and convulsive. In the month of September, 1868, the 
symptoms, without any determinate cause, became aggravated, 
and M. B. applied to Dr. Jides Ruffey. Under energetic anti¬ 
phlogistic medication the symptoms improved somewhat, but 
the amelioration proved of short duration, and it was then 
Dr. Ruffey did me the honour of consulting me. I pointed out 
that there was only one mode of cure possible, and that it con¬ 
sisted in the extirpation or destruction in its place of the poly¬ 
pus. The patient consented to submit to whatever I should 
judge necessary. I at first attempted the destruction of the 
polypus by the natural passages, trying first to crush it, after¬ 
wards to remove it, and, joined to these attempts, its cauterisa¬ 
tion by means of nitrate of silver. But, although easily seized 

The opening was about four millimetres wide, and was too 
narrow fo allow me to see the interior without a strong arti¬ 
ficial light, especially as the cavity was filled with blood. I 

by the forceps, the polypus resisted all these trials, on accomit 
of its extreme deusity. In several of these operations, ending 
in removal of small portions (Fig. 4), such were the efforts I 
made that the forceps slipped, and violently struck the roof of 
the mouth. Inflammation of the organ followed, the voice was 
extinguished, the cough became more and more frequent, alarm¬ 
ing attacks of suffocation supervened at closer intervals. 

It still remained to attempt galvano-cautery, but I did not 
forget that the tumour Avas implanted in the ventricle of the 
larynx, and that I could only reach that portion which pro¬ 
truded diu-ing phonation. One can easily conceive the diffi¬ 
culty and danger of the galvano-cautery applied to a mobile 
tumour which tended to clisaxppear with each inspiratory move¬ 
ment. Under these circLimstances, a direct operation on the 
larynx or trachea was indicated. I put aside the idea of 
tracheotomy, as being oidy a palliative ojoeration, and deter¬ 
mined on laryngotomy, so as to be able to remove directly the 
polypLis which had resisted my reiterated attempts. 

M. B. was allowed some days for repose, but on Febrtiary 9 
I ijroceedcd, with the help of Dr.s. Ruffey and Planchon, to 
perform the operation. The patient was placed in bed as for 
the operation of tracheotomy, and an incision made from the 
hyoid bone to the inferior border of the cricoid. The thyroid 
cartilag'c was then divided from above downwards, exactly in 
the mesian line, by means of scissors. 
The upper two thii-ds were easily divided, 
but the lower third was ossified, so that I 
failed to open the larynx with ordinary 
scissors, and stronger ones had to be em¬ 
ployed, wherewith the cartilage was lite¬ 
rally fractured. This appears to me to 
be of im^Dortance with regard to the sub¬ 
sequent perfect cure of the wound -with¬ 
out any damage to the vocal cords. The 
thyro-hyoid and crico-thyroid membranes ^ 
were not injured. 

The larynx thus opened, one assistant 
separated the edges of the wound, the 
other holding the lamp behind me so as 
to throw the rays of light into the caAuty 
of the larynx. (Figs. 5, 6.) 

Fig. 6. 
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rajiidly plunged into the right ventricle a small forceps, seized 
the tumour, and, with a pair of curved scissors, cut 
it exactly atitsroot. (Fig. 8.) Immediately the breath¬ 
ing became normal, and, what is more remarkable, 
the cough instantaneously ceased. To assure myself 
of the integrity of the vocal cords, I requested the 
patient to sing over the scale. The notes were 
vibrating and sonorous, as if his larynx was in an 
absolutely normal state. I tried to approximate 

the edges of the wound by means of fine sutures, but was soon 
obliged to renounce that and other attempts, as violent 
paroxysms of cough, in spite of every obstacle, separated the 

edges of the wound. By de¬ 
grees, however, reunion took 
place from above downwards, 
and on the thirty-ninth day 
after the operation the edges 
of the wound were completely 
united. On March 23, forty- 
one days after the operation, 
M. B — — came to see me. 
He had all the appearances of 
perfect health. The cough 

t was gone, his voice perfectly 
normal, and his breathing per¬ 

fectly free. A laryngoscopic examination showed me the vocal 
cords free in a,ll their extent, freely separating during inspira¬ 
tion, and freely approximating during phonation. (Fig. 7.) 

Conclusions. 

1. There are cases of laryngeal polypi in which destruction 
or ablation by the natural passag'es becomes impossible. In 
such we may open the larynx directly, and obtain complete 
cicatrisation along with the cui'e of the disease. 

2. The mode of operation depends on the seat of the 

BLUmCT 

tumour and on its struc¬ 
ture. The larynx may 
be opened by its mem¬ 
branes or by its cartilages. 

3. In those cases where 
the polj-pus is seated in 
the ventricle of Morgagni, 
the section ought to be 
made through the thyroid 
cartilage, the opening thus 
obtained being sufficient 
for the removal of even a 
large polypus without sec¬ 
tion of the thyro-hyoid and 
crico-thyroid membranes. 
Section may be made with¬ 
out injuring the vocal 
cords, so that the voice re¬ 
mains intact. Suspected 
ossification of the carti¬ 
lage does not contraindicate 
the operation, although it 
retards cicatrisation. 

4. Laryngotomy, con¬ 
sisting of cutting through 
all the structures of the 
larynx, membranes, and 
cartilages, such as has 
been sometimes performed, 
ought to be rejected. 
When the laryngoscope 
has demonstrated the exact 
site of the tumour, it is 
enough to open the larynx 
at the exact spot. 

5. Of aU the modes of 
procedure hitherto em¬ 
ployed for the extraction 
of polypi, the operation 
I have narrated is that in 
which the incision into the 
larynx was least extensive. 
It is to this procedure I 
attribute the complete cure 
of the patient. 

The microscopic examination made by M. Banvier gave the 
characters of a fibrous tumour, containing a considerable 
number of glands. (Figs. 9 and 10.) 

CASE OE ABDOMINAL HERNIA— 
OPEEATION—EECOVEEY. 

By JOHN WOODMAN. 

lion. Surgeon to the Exeter Dispensary. 

Mrs. W., aged oO, wife of an hotel waiter, a very stout woman, 
has repeatedly had attacks of acute pain in the bowels, which 
generally yielded to purgative medicine; the abdomen was very 
large, and she always wore a bandage to support it. 

October 9, 1867.—Was called to see her, and found her 
suffering from, as I thought, one of her usual attacks. I ad¬ 
ministered an aperient which gave her slight relief. 

12th.—On examining abdomen, I found a swelling above the 
umbilicus, apparently between the recti muscles, which was 
soft and yielding, but which could not be quite got back by 
pressure ; still it did not feel like a strangulated hernia. 

13th.—The patient getting rapidly worse, and stercoraceous 
vomiting having set in, I asked Mr. Kempe, Surgeon to the 
Devon and Exeter Hospital, to see her, and he agreed with me 
in thinking an operation the only chance of saving her life. 
She willingly consented to our doing what we thought best; 
so, with his assistance and that of my neighbours Mr. S. Perkins 
and his son, the latter of whom kindly gave chloroform, I 
made an incision in the abdomen over the swelling of about 
six inches in length, in the direction of the linea alba, dividing 
the different layers on a director. On introducing my finger 
into the cavity of the abdomen, I could find no definite 
stricture, but several bands of lymph, which appeared to have 
drawn the intestine and the wall of abdomen together; these 
I broke down with my hand until I had freed the intestine. 
On further examination a portion of the ileum appeared full 
of hard knobs, which being felt through the omentum resembled 
scirrhus of that structiu'e, and made us fear that might exist; 
but from the sequelee they could only have been scybala. I 
brought the edges of the wound together with harelip pins, 
passed deep, and twisted sutui-es. The operation reheved her 
completely of pain and vomiting. The bowels were opened on 
the third day; there was no peritonitis, and the only difficulty 
in the after-treatment was that the great weight of the abdomen 
tended to tear open the wound. A twelvemonth after the 
operation she said she was better than she had been for years, 
and that it had entirely relieved her from the attacks of pain 
she had suffered from before. 

St. Sidwell’s, Exeter. 

EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SUHGEHY. 

--o- 

LONDON EEVIE HOSPITAL. 

BELAPSING FEVEE. 

Eelapsing fever has been for so many years absent from our 
shores that it is not surprising that considerable alarm has 
been excited by the present epidemic. It is a disorder, however, 
which is attended with but a small mortality, and it shows a 
state of want among the poor which it is necessary to alleviate, 
nor need it excite fears in the minds of the people generally. 

Many fevers carry off gi’eat numbers of those whom they 
attack, and the anxiety of a community is ever great when no 
one knows how soon he in turn may become a victim of pesti¬ 
lence. Eelapsing fever at present has been attended with fewer 
deaths than usual, for, with one doubtful exception, which has 
been registered as “famine fever,” not a single death has 
occurred as yet among those attacked. 

The present state of poverty in the poorer parts of the 
metropolis, consequent upon the stagnation of business and the 
want of employment, associated with an overcrowded and 
squahd population, afford conditions highly favourable for the 
occurrence of an epidemic like that which now prevails. 

The first case of this fever was admitted into the London 
Fever Hospital on Jtdy 4, 1868, and in a few days six more 
cases were admitted from the same locahty; they all came frem 
Whitechapel, from a verypoor and overcrowded neighbourhood; 
most of the patients were Polish Jews, and Dr. Murchison (in 
the report from which we have quoted the above facts) thinks 
that the disease had been contracted from Polish immigrants. 
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TJiis seems the more probable, as last year several cases occurred 
in East Prussia and also in Berlin. 

From July, 1868, up to May of this year no fresh cases were 
admitted at the Fever Hospital; but seven Polish Jews suffer¬ 
ing from this disease were in the German Hospital at Dalston 
between September and December of last year. As far as we 
are aware, no cases have been met with in other parts of Great 
Britain or Ireland. 

In Jlay last a few j)ersons fell ill, and since that time the 
epidemic has rapidly increased, more especially during the last 
few Aveeks. 

For the number of cases admitted into the Fever Hospital 
up to the present time, we are indebted to the kindness of Dr. 
Barber, the Resident Medical Officer, who most kindly gave us 
an opportunity of seeing the AA^ards, and showed us many points 
of great interest. 

The folloAAung are the admissions for each month :— 
Cases. 

May ....... 4 
J une ....... 3 
July.7 
August ....... lo 
September ...... 34 
October ....... 127 
Noyember (first fortnight only) . .104 

It is clear, therefore, that the epidemic is rapidly increasing, 
as the admissions for only the first half of this month are 
nearly as numerous as those for the whole of October. 

Besides those suffering from this disorder, there are upwards 
of 130 persons in the Hospital who haA'e scarlet, ty^Dhus, or 
typhoid fever, and a feAV also who have no fever at all, but 
remain there because they are too ill to be removed. 

The folloAving is a list of the cases in the wards on Novem¬ 
ber 15 :— 

Cases. 
Relapsing fever . . . . .160 
Scarlet fcA^er. . . . . .63 
Typhoid fcA-er ..... 40 
Typhus fever.27 

Total ...... 290 
The accommodation not being sufficient for the numerous 

patients Avho are daily coming in, aiTangements have been made 
for the construction of a light iron Hospital, which will be 
capable of holding nearly a hundred fresh cases. 

At present most of the patients who have relapsing fever 
are placed in two separate blocks of buildings on the western 
side of the Hospital. These wards are the same as those 
which were used in the cholera epidemic of 1866. Each block 
is one story high, and divided into two wards by a vertical 
partition, which extends to about half the height of the room, 
so that there is free communication between each ward, and 
also, by means of AvindoAvs and ventilators, with the external 
air. The male ward is heated by hot water-pipes, which are 

■affixed to the wall ail round; the female ward is in a more 
finished state, and is heated by two stoves in the centre of the 
floor. Each ward is capable of holding about thirty patients, 
so that the two blocks can now accommodate about 120 fever 
cases ; the rest are scattered about the main building. 

AH ages seem to be pretty equally represented; one man was 
72 years of age, and a Avoman aged 68 years had passed 
through the relapse and appeared quite convalescent. The 
youngest patient Avas an infant only fiA'’e months old; the 
mother was in for the same disease, and the child seems to 
have taken it from the parent, as it was suckled until the day 
before admission. The child did not seem very ill, although 
its temperature was above 103= F. The temperature may very 
often be high, although the pulse beat slowly. Dr. Barber 
pointed out one case in which the temperature was over 
102= F., while the pulse Avas only 60 per minute. 

The most prominent symptoms appear to be headache, 
jaundice, epistaxis, and a moist buttery tongue.^ In most 
the skin and conjunctivse have been of a sallow tint, if not 
decidedly yellow, but the urine has not been of a markedly 
high colour. A rash has been observed also, but not very con¬ 
stantly ; some had a kind of subcuticular mottling not unlike 
that met with in typhus, others a few rose-coloured spots, 
while many had small haemorrhagic dots about the size of a 
pin’s point; true petechice have not been met A\dth. 

Veiy few cases have had more than one relapse, and none 
more than two at present. The defervescence after the first 
pyrexial period has been generally associated with sweating ; 
that, following the relapse is less marked than the former. The 
relapse has generally taken place about the fourteenth or 
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fifteenth day, and is much less severe, as a rule, than the first 
attack ; the second relapse is much shorter, and may only last 
a few hours. 

Complications have not been at all frequent. Diarrhoea and 
constipation are both found. Some seem to have had bron¬ 
chitis, but in none was it a symptom of any extreme importance. 

The treatment of all the cases has been very simple. In the 
pyrexial stage merely a saline, consisting chiefly of nitre, is 
given, and during the convalescence steel and quinine are pre¬ 
scribed ; at the same time they are placed on a light and 
nourisliing diet. 

The patients have come from Amrious parts of London. At 
first they were chiefly found in Bethnal-green and Whitechapel, 
but since then a great many have come from Lambeth and 
St. Giles. 

In the neighbourhood of Drury-lane, in courts inhabited by 
a low Irish population, as Granby-court, and also in Great 
Wyld-street, numerous cases have occurred. From one house no 
less than thirteen cases have been sent to the Fever Hospital. 
Many of them seem to have lived A'ery badly, and spent the 
little money they had in drink instead of buying Avholesome 
food; many also seem to have caught the fever while working 
at hop-picking in Kent. 

Thus, while the disease is increasing around us, there is no 
cause for panic; but rather our efforts should be directed 
towards alleviating or altering those conditions of life which 
are such prolific sources of disease. Nor need we too rashly 
conclude that, from the analogy of preceding epidemics, it 
must necessarily follow that typhus AviU be prevalent. At pre¬ 
sent very feAV cases haA'e occurred, and now that our officers of 
health are so vigilant, it is less likely than heretofore that any 
case will be allowed to remain in a crowded alley to serve as a 
nucleus for a hotbed of disease. Yet it must be borne in mind 
that those who have been impoverished by previous bad living 
and debilitated by a recent attack of relapsing fever, typhus 
fever is more prone to attack than others; but in these cases an 
early remoA'al and the use of preventive sanitary measures Avill 
probably do much in preA'enting any serious spread of the dis¬ 
ease. At King’s College, St. Bartholomew’s, St. Mary’s, Mid¬ 
dlesex, and Westminster Hospitals, a few cases of relapsing 
fever are also to be found. 

A certain number of cases have also been treated by the 
parochial Medical officers. _ 
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1809. 

--- 

PROFESSOR LEBERT’S LECTURES. 

In bringing before our readers a series of clinical lectures by 

the foremost Continental Professors, we commence with Lebert, 

a man whose name is well known to all those English Practi¬ 

tioners who have kept themselves acquainted with the progress 

of pathology. Dr. Lebert has occupied a chair of Clinical 

Medicine both in Zurich and in Paris, and now he is Professor 

of Clinical Medicine in the University of Breslau. Tkis ex¬ 

plains why some of his most important works have been Avntten 
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in the French and. others in the German language. His chef 

d' ceuvre, “ Physiologie Pathologique,” two volumes, with an 

atlas in one volume, has been crowned by the prize of the 

Academy of Paris, and it forms one of the foundations of 

modem pathology. In 1847 Hr. Hebert’s researches on the 

analogy and diiferences between scrofulous and tuberculous 

diseases gained Portal’s Prize from the Academy of Medicine. 

His work on cancer was published in 1851; it contains an 

analysis of 467 cases observed by the author, and to his descrip¬ 

tion of cancer in every organ he adds a thorough account of 

aU the non-cancerous affections that may be mistaken for it. 

In his work on dermoid tumours, published in 1852, Hebert 

showed that the hair, teeth, bones, glands, etc., found in such 

tumours are not remnants of a foetus, but are neoplasms. 

Concerning the formation of these neoplasmata, he has laid 

down what he calls the law of “ plastic heterotopie,” by which 

any tissue or compound part of the body may become abnor- 

maUy developed in places where they are not normally found. 

A too extensive paper would result if we were to touch on 

all the works and essays published by Hebert: they amount to 

over one hundred, and extend over various important branches 

of Medicine, as well as of natural philosophy, including botany 

and zoology. But we cannot conclude these remarks without 

alluding to the prominent part Professor Hebert has recently 

taken in the question of the inoculation of tubercle. 

The characteristic features of everything which emanates 

from Hebert’s pen are profound learning, accurate observation, 

extensive experience, and a thorough acquaintance with the 

literature of the subject on which he writes. His style is at 

once graceful and forcible, and the clearness and distinctness 

with which he gives expression to his thoughts scarcely leave 

a doubt in the reader’s mind on any point he discusses. Hebert 

is a philosophical writer, borrowing conciseness from his 

thorough knowledge of logic, elegance from his acquaintance 

with literature, and building up all his propositions on a solid 

basis of well-observed fact derived from a very extensive expe¬ 

rience. The deep erudition of the German, the admirable style 

of the French, and the practical weight of the English are 
united in his person. 

THE AIE WE BREATHE. 

Under the title “ Town Air and Country Air ” we had occasion 

to refer to the fact that the inhabitants of unhealthy towns and 

the occupants of ill-ventilated dwellings do not suffer from 

deficiency of oxygnn in the air they breathe or from accumu¬ 

lation of carbonic acid, but from the presence of minute traces 

of impurities in the atmosphere by which they are surrounded. 

This fact (although a most fundamental one, and although 

obvious enough to chemists who have turned their attention 

to the chemistry of the atmosphere) bears an appearance of 

novelty, and requires to have a little fight thrown upon it. 

Many persons will regard it, at first sight, as opposed to the 

plainest and most elementary facts of chemical science. After 

the great discovery towards the end of the last centm-y that 

the atmosphere consists almost entirely of nitrogen and oxyg’en 

gases, and that, by combustion and respiration, oxygen is taken 

from the air and carbonic acid added to it, nothing could be 

more natural than to suppose that the atmosphere in favoured 

localities would be found to be rich in oxygen and com¬ 

paratively destitute of carbonic acid. Many of the earliest 

analyses of air taken from different parts of the country were, 

curiously enough, made by a fallacious process, and did actually 

lead scientific men to believe in the occurrence of great 

differences in the constitution of the atmosphere in different 

localities. The method adopted by Priestley for the analysis of 

the air was the absorption of the oxygen by means of binoxide 

of nitrogen and water—a process which is indeed capable of 

yielding tolerably accurate results when carried out properly, 

but which is liable to sources of error which were very im¬ 

perfectly understood in Priestley’s time. Accordingly, some 

sixty years ago it did actually seem to be a fact, vouched for 

by experiment and by theory, that a close and unhealthy 

atmosphere, such as was often met with, was an atmosphere 

very deficient in oxygen, and very much contaminated by car¬ 

bonic acid. Although the experimental bases upon which this 

conclusion rested have been long ago destroyed, yet nevertheless 

the belief survives even to this day in the form of a popular 

error, and not only as a popular error, but as an error shared 

by very many well-informed persons. For many years past 

it has been universally accepted by chemists as a thoroughly 

well-established fact that, whether a specimen of air be taken 

at the top of a high mountain or down in a valley, or whether 

it be taken from the middle of a continent or from the surface of 

the sea in the middle of the ocean, there is hardly any variation 

in the relative quantities of oxygen and nitrogen contained by 

it. The percentage of carbonic acid occrrrring- naturally in 

the atmospheric air in these so vastly different localities is also 

recog-nised to be never more than a mere trace. AU this is at 

the present day known and admitted by every chemist. But 

the investigation has been pushed further, and chemists are in 

possession of experimental data—ample in quantity and of 

unquestioned authority, although strangely rather lost sight of 

—proving that in fike manner there is no great difference in 

the relative proportions of oxygen and nitrogen, and that the 

carbonic acid is never more than a trace in atmospheric air, 

whether it be taken in the street of a town or in the open 

country, or whether it be taken from the interior of a crowded 

theatre, or from an iU-ventilated dwelling, or from out of doors. 

In order to convey an adequate idea of the constancy of the 

atmosphere under these conditions, we wUl cite the published 

analyses of Dr. Angus Smith, premising merely that they are 

corroboratedby other and independent observers, as, for instance, 

by Dr. Roscoe, who has made examinations of the carbonic 
acid contained in the air of close places. 

The amount of oxygen contained by 100 parts of aii- 

obtained from the undermentioned places is as follows :— 

From the sea-shore (Scotland) . . , 20-999 
„ summit of the hiUs .... 20-98 
„ suburbs of Manchester (wet weather) . 20-98 

do. do. . 20-96 
„ Manchester (fog and mist) . . . 20-91 
,, sitting-room which felt rather close . 20-89 
„ pit of a theatre 11.30 p.m. . . . 20-74 
„ gallery of a theatre 10.30 p.m. . . 20-86 

■„ backs of houses and closets . . . 20-70 

The amounts of carbonic acid contained in 100 parts of 
were as under :— 

From the hiUs in Scotland 
„ plain „ 
„ surface of Thames in Hondon 
,, parks and open places in Hondon 
„ Hondon (average) . 
„ streets of Manchester . 
„ neighbourhood of privies 
„ worst parts of theatres . 

0-0332 
0-0341 
0-0343 
0-0301 
0-0341 
0-0403 
0-0774 
0-320 

These figures are eloquent. According to them the atmosphere 

of Hondon does not contain more carbonic acid than the atmo¬ 

sphere of the country in Scotland. Sometimes even the air in 

the Hondon parks contains a trifle less carbonic acid than the air 

in Scotland. The air from a Manchester street contains only a 

trifle more carbonic acid than the air in the country—just 

about as much more as air in a Hondon park contains less. 

Even the worst part of the pit of a theatre contains only three 

parts of carbonic acid in 1000 parts of air. Unless, therefore, 

carbonic acid be very actively poisonous, we cannot look upon 

the degree of its accumulation even in the pit of an iU- 

ventilated theatre as the cause of the closeness of the atmo¬ 

sphere. On a future occasion we proj)ose to give some 

explanation of this constancy of composition, and of the kind 

of deductions to be drawn from minute alterations in the- 
atmosphere. 
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THE HOSPITALS AND THE POOE. 

We understand that the Poor-law Board have addressed the 

governors of some of the larger of the London Hospitals with 

the view of ascertaining whether they are prepared to 

receive and treat pauper patients. Some such arrangement 

appears necessary in order to secure proper accommodation for 

the sick poor in the metropolis during the coming winter. 

The authority for the proposal is to be found in section 16 of 

the Metropolitan Poor Amendment Act, 1869 (32 and 33 Viet., 

cap. 63), which enacts that “ it shall he lawful for any board of 

guardians, with the consent of the Poor-law Board, to enter 

into arrangements with any public general Hospital or 

Dispensary situate witliin the limits of the parish or union 

for which the said board act, to receive and treat pauper 

patients on terms to be arranged between the board of guar¬ 

dians, with the sanction of the Poor-law Board, and the autho¬ 

rities of the Hospital or Dispensary, as the case may be.” The 

authorities of the Hospitals communicated with have been 

requested to inform the Poor-law Board whether there is in 

the institution under their control any spare accommodation 

which they would be willing to appropriate for the reception 

of pauper patients, and, if so, what classes of cases would be 

suitable. It further appears that, on learning particulars of 

the number who could be thus accommodated, and of the terms 

on which their maintenance and treatment could be arranged, 

the Board will endeavour to effect satisfactory arrangements 

between the Hospital authorities and the guardians of those 

places in which additional provision for the sick poor is required. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

Me. Gladstone, sitting aloft, the Jupiter Pluvius of the hoiu’, 

has been raining a drenching shower of peerages, baronetcies, 

and knighthoods upon unwilling as well as willing heads. 

Only the edge of the gracious cloud, however, has overshadowed 

the Profession of Medicine. In the person of the President of 

the Eoyal College of Physicians, Dr. Alderson, the Profession 

have been honoured with a knighthood. We congratulate 

Sir James Alderson—whose courtesy and conduct in the 

presidential chair have won him golden opinions from his 

College—on his new style, e^ues auratus. 

It is understood that the Eoyal College of Physicians will 

return an answer to the recent educational missive of the 

General Medical Council in favour of a conjoint examination 

board for each of the three divisions of the United Kingdom. 

We never doubted the character of the reply that would be 

given by the College in Pall-mall East, foi\ as it has been 

said, it has everything to gain by the change. Earseeingmen, 

however, are beginning to talk of the difficulties which are in 

the way of joint action, even if the corporations can agree 

amongst themselves. Will the universities tamely submit 

to give up the right of licensing to practise Medicine 

throughout the United Kingdom, which was practically 

conferred on them by the Act of 1858 ? To say nothing of 

the immense difficulties w’hich are sure to arise in Ireland 

and Scotland, especially in the former country, where 

incongruous elements like the Queen’s University, the King 

and Queen’s College of Physicians, and the Dublin Apothecaries’ 

Company must bo amalgamated or neutralised, and to come 

nearer home, is it likely that the University of London, for 

instance, will readily consent that its graduates should only 

receive their hoence to practise from a board composed of 

representatives from the three corporations ? W^e must confess 

that we are not certain whether such a change as it affects the 

University would be of practical benefit to the public. 

No doubt that the one board system would produce a level in 

the Profession, but before it is adopted it is well to be sure that 

the process by which the level is produced will be one of 

levelling up rather than of levelling down. The only reason 

for change is that a high level should be obtained, not a dead 

mediocre one. In reference to the idea that Fellowships and 

University degrees should be only ornamental and no longer 

useful, and that the sole licence giving the right to practise 

should be for every member of the Profession one and the same, 

it may fairly be urged that what is merely ornamental will only 

be obtained or prized by the few, and that the character of our 

higher Medical examinations must suffer if the candidates are 

reduced to the rich and dilettante classes of students. We would 

have it clearly understood that we are not expressing an opinion 

against the plan of a conjoint board; on the contrary, we have 

always advocated a scheme of the kind. But it is only wise to 

estimate difficulties and to provide against the possible draw¬ 

backs of even the most promising project. 

At the time of our writing the election for the Universities of 

Glasgow and Aberdeen is virtually decided in favour of Mr. 

Gordon. When the poll was adjourned on Wednesday Mr. 

Gordon had polled 1025 at Glasgow and 1055 at Aberdeen, 

Mr. Smith 936 at Glasgow and 605 at Aberdeen. As the 

voting-papers on both sides were exhausted, Mr. Gordon’s 

majority of 539 could not be materially diminished. The poll 

was to close on Friday. There can be no doubt that Mr. 

Smith’s avowed ignorance of the political subjects in which the 

Medical graduates are specially interested has been one of the 

chief causes of the defeat of the Liberals. 

The Marquis of Salisbury has been elected Chancellor of the 

University of Oxford. 

A special meeting of the Governors of St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital is convened for Monday next, when the Treasurer, 

Mr. Foster White, will make his defence of the management 

of the Hospital. The Priuce of Wales will preside. The meet¬ 

ing takes place in the great haU of the Hospital at 12 o’clock. 

Until the defence is made public, common fairness requires 

that comment shall be abstained from. The most serious 

charge that has been suggested is that of excessive expendi¬ 

ture, and in particular of excessive expenditure in repairs. 

It is intimated in reply that the repairs charged refer not 

only to the Hospital, but to all the buildings upon the 

St. Bartholomew’s estates. Be this as it may, a clear 

statement is requisite to restore the public confidence. 

The other things complained of are matters of detail, of 

want of judgment, or of retention of old customs in the 

face of modern wants and ideas. Such are the admission of 

the enormous number of out-patients and the paucity of the 

staff to see to them, the misplaced economy in drugs, the bad 

accommodation for the nurses, and the like. And, in reference 

to these last-named matters, it is to be hoped that the Medical 

staff will come forward and show themselves to be not guilty 

of acquiescence in old and imperfect arrangements, and to be 

provided with a scheme for the reform of any abuses which 

lapse of time may have brought upon this venerable establish¬ 

ment. 

A Chair of Hygiene has been established at King’s College, 

and Dr. Guy has been appointed the first Professor. He will 

give his first course of lectures in January, February, and 

March, 1870. 

Mr. Bell Pettigrew, whose beautiful anatomical preparations 

attracted so much notice during his connexion with the 

Hunterian Museum, is a candidate for the offices of Pathologist 

to the Edinburgh Eoyal Infirmary and Conservator of the 

Museum of the College of Surgeons of Edinbiu-gh. In con¬ 

sideration of the pre-eminent claims which Mr. Bell Pettigrew 

has upon these appoiutments, Mr. Lawson Tait, who was also 

a candidate, has retii-ed in his favour. 

The following regulations for the admission of women to the 

study of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh have been 

issued by the University Court: — 
“1. Women shall be admitted to the study of Medicine in 

the University. 
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^ “ 2. The instniction of •women for the Profession of Medi¬ 
cine shall he conducted in separate classes confined entirely to 
■women. 

“ 3. The Professors of the Faculty of Medicine shall for this 
purpose be permitted to ha've separate classes for women. 

“ 4. Women not intending to study Medicine professionally 
may he adimtted to such of these classes, or to such part of the 
courses of instruction given in such classes, as the University 
Court may from time to time think fit and approve. 

“ 5. The fee for the full course of instruction in such classes 
shall be four guineas; hut in the event of the number of stu¬ 
dents proposing to attend any such class being too small to 
pro-ride a reasonable remuneration at that rate, it shall be in 
the power of the professor to make arrangements for a higher 
fee, subject to the usual sanction of the University Court. 

“ 6. All women attending such classes shall be subject to all 
the regulations now, or at any future time, in force in the Uni¬ 
versity as to the matriculation of students, their attendance on 
classes, examination, or otherwise. 

“ 7. The above regulations shall take effect as from the com¬ 
mencement of session 1869-70.” 

It ■will be seen that these regulations attempt to reduce the 

e'rils which must arise from the admixture of the sexes in 

Medical study in one and the same school to a minimum, and 

we shrewdly suspect that the fifth regulation is intended to 

make the whole scheme inoperative if it be found to militate 

against the interests of the Medical Faculty in the University. 

But, whatever regulations are passed, we hold that it is un-wise 

to educate the youth of both sexes in the arcana of an art and 

science like that of Medicine under the same roof. If women 

are determined to be doctors, no one -wishes to hinder them ; 

only let them have their separate schools and examining boards. 

We are firmly persuaded that the steps the University of Edin¬ 

burgh has taken in this matter are not in accordance with the 

•wishes of the Medical graduates of the University, and that 

either the whole scheme wiU prove a failure and be abandoned, 

or the attendance of male candidates for degrees on the Medical 

classes of the University -will be seriously diminished. 

The St. Pancras Board of Guardians have accepted the solu¬ 

tion of their difaculties proposed by the Poor-law Board. They 

only suggest that the Highgate Infirmary should be used for 

convalescents, instead of for the acutely sick; and they urge 

as a reason the injury which would be done to patients in acu1;e 

disease by a removal of three miles. And thus the squabble 

which has occupied so much of our o-wn and our contemporaries’ 

space seems to be coming to an end. Meanwhile, however, the 

Poor-law Board have undertaken an inqiury into the conduct 

of Ur. Ellis, the resident Medical ofiBcer, whom the present 

board of guardians are desirous of dismissing, and coroners’ 

juries have foimd that the deaths of several persons have been 

accelerated by breathing the foul air of the wards of the pre¬ 
sent Infirmary. 

A recent Pall-mall Gazette contains an article on the life of a 

Dorsetshire labourer and his family, the particulars of which 

are culled from a Blue-book that has just been issued. There 

is no doubt that the wages and consequent condition of farm 

labourers in the south-west of England have not risen with the 

general improvement in the pay of the labourer and the artisan 

elsewhere. Nine sluUings a week was the ordinary rate of 

wages for an able farm labourer in Devonshire and Dorsetshire 

thirty years ago, and the Blue-book informs us that in some 

parts of Dorsetshire it remains the rate now. The peasants 

can get no butchers’ meat, and, according to the evidence of a 

shepherd’s wife, with the exception of pork and mutton 

at 3d. a pound, “when a giddy sheep is killed on the 

farm it is good when sticked in time,” they taste no animal 

food. They make a broth of bread, hot water, pepper, and 

salt. Now, aU this in print seems deplorable enough, but 

•we know that it has been the condition of the peasantry in that 

^strict for a long period of years. Butchers’ meat is a 

luxury unkno-wn, and the above recipe is the same as 

that of the Devonshire “teakettle broth,” with the exception 

that the latter has a bit of butter and a little parsley. With 

all this, the West-country peasantry are a healthy and long- 

lived race. Some of the assertions in the Blue-book must, how¬ 

ever, we think, be taken cum gram sails. A woman whose hus¬ 

band gets 9s. a week says that she had to pay a Doctor’s bill of 

£7 Is. for a fortnight’s attendance. On behalf of our Profession, 

we must say that this story wants confirmation. According to the 

statement of the clerg3anan of Sturminster Marshall, a labourer 

•without a family cannot get work because the children who 

are able to work are hired with the father, and “ two boys can 

do as much work as a man, but their combined wages do not 

amount to so much.” We doubt the truth of this; no boy or 

pair of boys can do the work of a skilled labourer. No doubt 

that the people are badly paid, considering the present value of 

money, but they are healthier and happier than the ship¬ 

building population on the banks of the Thames. 

The earth treatment of obstinate wounds, which our readers 

may recollect has been spoken highly of in America, has also 

been tried in Melbourne, and it is said -with success. The 

treatment consists in the application of virgin soil to the 

surface of the wound. 

EELAPSIXG FEVEE. 

A SECOND report has been sent by the Medical Officer of the 

Pri-Ty Council to the London vestries with respect to the re¬ 

appearance of relapsing fever. Dr. Buchanan, one of the 

Inspectors of the Medical Department of the Privy Coimcil, 

has been charged -with the duty of reporting on the progress 

of this disease in the different districts of London. From this 

report we find that since the year 1855 no cases of this fever 

were admitted into the London Fever Hospital until last year, 

although 30,000 patients were treated there. The history of 

the present epidemic is given in our Hospital Beports this 

week, and from that it wiU be seen that since May the fever 

“ has steadily increased both in amount and in area of distribu¬ 

tion. In May cases occurred in Lambeth, Southwark, Ken¬ 

sington, and Whitechapel. In June three cases were sent 

to the London Fever Hospital, one from the West London 

Workhouse, one from a street in St. George’s-in-the East, and 

one from CamberweU Workhouse. The foUowing month some 

cases were admitted from Chelsea Workhouse, Bethnal-green, 

and IsUngton Workhouse. In August the fever seems to have 

spread more rapidly; St. Giles’s, Bethnal-green, and White¬ 

chapel were aU attacked, and many patients were sent to the 

different Hospitals. 

Thirty cases were admitted into the London Fever Hospital 

during September, and five, all from one house in Great Wyld- 

street, into King’s CoUege Hospital. In October 123 fresh 

cases were received into the Fever Ho.spital, 3 into King’s Col¬ 

lege Hospital, 1 into the German Hospital, 2 into Middlesex 

Plospital, and 1 into Bartholomew’s. In the first nine days of 

the present month 73 cases have been admitted into the London 

Fever Hospital, and a few into King's CoUege and other Hos¬ 

pitals. On the 10th inst. there were no fewer than 138 cases of 

the disease in the Fever Hospital, and on the 16th inst. the 

number had increased to 153. 

Up to November 9, 280 cases had been admitted into the 

various metropoUtan Hospitals, and to these must be added 

4 attendants on the sick at the Fever Hospital who have been 

attacked by the complaint. Very few nurses or inmates appear 

to have contracted the disease in the Workhouses or general 

Hospitals. At the present time (November 17) 308 persons 

have been attacked; but this estimate does not include 

those who have remained during the fever at their o'wn 

homes. Up to August 31, 26 houses had been attacked, and 

39 patients suffered; in September, cases were sent from 20 fresh 

houses, including 7 houses in districts not preriously attacked; 

and 39 fresh eases were admitted. In October the disease was 

met with in 76 houses, and 18 of them were in districts in which 

the fever had not appeared before ; 131 persons feU iU during 
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this month. Up to November 9, 34 fresh houses were attacked, 

but only 2 houses in districts which before had escaped the 

epidemic. Up to that time 73 people were attacked; since 

then the number has increased. 

DB. STOKES's ADDBESS. 

Feoh more than one quarter we have testimony to the value 

aud importance of Dr. Stokes’s address at the Meath Hospital, 

published in our last number. "With this opinion of its merits 

wo most cordially agree, and we trust that the address will 

bo Avidely read and the precepts inculcated in it deeply im¬ 

pressed oil the minds of our Professional brethren, and espe¬ 

cially of all who are entrusted with the regulation of Medical 

education. Of Dr. Stokes himself we need say nothing, nor 

need we, let us trust, bespeak consideration for anything he says. 

Still we would venture to enforce the principles he lays down. 

The Medical Practitioner should be a gentleman of education. 

He places amongst Medical qualifications morals first. A good 

Physician must be a good man. “ Charity, self-abnegation, 

courage, caution, reflection, patience, modesty”—these are 

things that must be learned, though found in no curricula. 

Medical ethics are the principles that make our Profession a fit 

one for the gentleman and the Christian. Professor Stokes 

follows in the wake of Hippocrates, Sydenham, and all the 

fathers of our art. He venerates experience ; he looks upon 

the Physician of the present day as a man of high ancestry, 

and rebukes that irreverence which neglects the mighty 

teachers of the past. The younger Practitioner will be in¬ 

structed by Dr. Stokes, the elder delighted. 

THE lATE ME. PEABODY. 

The Medical Profession fully shares in the public regTct at the 

decease of this great benefactor of the poor. It is generally 

understood that his health had been giving way for many 

months. A journey to the mineral Avaters of Vix’ginia faded 

to do good. On his return he seemed much prostrated, and 

exhibited a httle gout in one hand. The gout disappeared, 

but AAuth no general relief ; appetite was lost; no food could 

be taken but milk; and then there was a gradual strike of 

the vital organs ; the mind became clouded, the breathing 

sloAv; till at last he fell into a sleep—tranquil as an infant’s— 

from which he never woke. The body was embalmed under 

the special personal care of Dr. Pavy, and, having received 

honourable funeral rites in Westminster Abbey, Avill be con¬ 

veyed in the best ship of the British Nar^y to its final resting- 

place at Danvers, Massachussets. Heaven rest his soul, and 

send us many like him ! 

the cause of the BECENT typhoid FEVEB IX BEUSSELS 

ACCOEDIXG TO THE VIEWS OF M. VAX DEX COEPUT. 

The distinguished editor of the Journal de Mddecine,' Chirurgic 

et Fharmacie de Bruxelles has favoured us from his hand Avith a 

comment in appHcation of the views of Pettenkofer to somewhat 

enigmatical circumstances of this recent epidemic ; the same Avill 

be found repeated in the Bresse Medicate Beige. He considers that 

the general prevalence of the fever, its partial severity, and 

sudden decline on occurrence of heavy rains are all in complete 

accordance with the views of the Munich Professor. During 

the reign of the fever in Brussels, in consequence of the pro¬ 

longed drought of 1868, the subterranean level of the waters 

had subsided to such an extent that the city might, in fact, be 

considei-ed to stand upon a subterraneous, half-desiccated marsh, 

the emanations from which were sensible to the olfactories. 

The quantity of water which had fallen in 1866 amounted to 

797'48 mm., in 1867 it had diminished to 66.5'95, and in 1868 

it was not more than 533T7. Any explanation proceeding 

from the condition of the drains and water-supply is, according 

to M. Van den Corput, far less satisfactory than that which Ave 

derive from the subsidence of the ground water in a sc^l highly 

impregnated Avith organic debris. 

the DIPvECTOE-GEXEEAL of THE AEMY MEDICAL DEPAETMEXT. 

We are pleased to hear that the Council of the Royal College 

of Surgeons in Ireland have elected Sir T. G-albraith Logan, 

M.D., K.C.B., Director-General of the Army Medical Depart¬ 

ment, to an honorary Fellowship in their College. Thi.s marked 

compliment to the head of their Department will, no doubt, bo 

highly appreciated by Armj Medical officers, as a proof that, 

although engaged in a different sphere of action, they are not 

deprived of the approval and sjnnpathy of their Professional 

brethren in civil life. 

AXOTHEE MISTAJCE. 

The newspapers record another death from apoplexy, mis¬ 

taken by the police for drunkenness. A man Avas brought to 

the Brixton Police-station on Wednesday evening, charged 

with being drunk and incapable. He Avas locked up in a cell, 

but shortly afterwards, appearing unwell, a Doctor was sent 

for, and he was removed to his home, where he expired. 

There should be no excuse for these misadventures. A pohee 

Surgeon is attached to each division of the force, and in every 

case of the least doubtful character he should be sent for. 

SPIEITUAL PHYSIC. 

Spieitualism is said to be making great progress in France. 

The “clairvoyants ” here, when “under mesmeric influence,” 

prescribe for the various ailments to wMch humanity is subject; 

the “ spirituahsts ” in France are pursuing the same course. A 

certain Madame Fouquet communicates each fortnight, in the 

spiritual organ, certain new and sure remedies against al 

kinds of human disorders. For the jaundice, woodlice and 

other things stewed in Avhitc wine are recommended; for corn s, 

a mixture of alum and lard; for neuralgia, valerian and a 
foot-bath. 

UXDESCEIBED boxes IX THE SKULL OF FISH. 

As a time knowledge of the osteology of the fish’s head is said 

to be the foundation of, or key to, a right understanding of the 

skuU of all vertebrates, we are happy to announce any fact 

likely to aid this important branch of science. And we learn 

that Mr. Gulliver will soon fully describe and give engravings 

of cranial bones, hitherto nondescript, of the fish. Of these 

bones, Avhich the discoverer calls postfrontal ossicles, or expost- 

frontals, one is situated in a pit of each postfrontal. As we 

hear that preparations of them and other similar bones are now 

being made, we hope they aatII soon be exhibited, with the 

splendid series of piscine osteology, in the museum of the 

Royal College of Surgeons. 

LOXG IXCUBATION OF YELLOW FEVEE. 

A VEEY curious instance of much importance as regards the 

incubation of yelloAV fever has been recently pubhshed in the 

Gazeta Medica de Bahia. The Italian corvette Gaiscardo, on its 

arrival in that port and city, had yelloAv fever on board, ac¬ 

quired in Rio de Janeiro, and out of three sick Avith the fever, 

who were disembarked at Bahia, tAvo sooif aftcrAvards died. 

More than a month elapsed, Avhen a priest of the archiepiscopal 

seminary was seized Avith this complaint, though there Avcrc 

absolutely no other cases of it in the town. It then appeared 

that this ecclesiastic, having lived long in Rome, and having a 

good acquaintance with the Italian language, had been called 

in to confess the patients Avith yclloAv fever preAdously landed 

from the corvette, and Avho were at the time of his visit lying 

in the Hospital Caridade. The priest recovered, but the cadre 

of symptoms Avere unmistakably those of yellow fever, being 

verified by same Physician, Dr. Silva Lima, who had also 

diagnosed the disease in the subjects at the Caridade, and, in 

•fact, the disease was declared before the suggestion of the path 

of contagion Avas even hinted at. It follows from this observni- 

tion that the incubation of yellow fever may be as long as fortA-- 
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three days, which was the period of time comprised between 

the visit of the padre to the Hospital and the comm-encement 

of his attack. 

EESPONSIBILITY OF DETJGGISTS. 

A EATHEE important case came before the Coiu’t of Exchequer, 

sitting in Banco, on Monday last. An action had been 

brought by a gentleman and his wife against a druggist 

for injuries sustained by the wife through her having 

used a hair-wash sold and prepared by the defendant, and 

which turned out to be of a most noxious character. 

The wash in question was cither sold directly to the 

wife, or purchased for her by her husband, for the pur¬ 

pose of cleansing the hair. It turned out, however, that 

this wash sold and delivered bmnt the hair oif the lady’s 

head, and subjected her to great pain and inconvenience. This 

case now came on for argument by a demm-rer to the plaintiff’s 

declaration; the main question raised by the demurrer was 

whether a druggist so selhng or parting with a compound made 

up of dangerous materials was guilty of such negligence as 

to render himself liable for the eiul consequences resulting 

from the natural use of such compound. Their lordships held 

he was. 

EiaiJIDS OE GASES. 

In his Bakerian Lecture before the Royal Society, Professor 

Andrews discusses an interesting, if somewhat abstruse, sub¬ 

ject. He has found that each gas has a so-called critical 

point, a temperature above which it cannot be made to liquefy 

by pressure alone; nevertheless, very great changes in density 

may be brought about by very small alterations of pressure, 

the pressure being already to a certain amount. He has chiefly 

experimented with carbonic acid, to which ho assigns as a 

critical point a temperature of 30-92° C.; with a temperature 

above this pressure alone cannot cause carbonic acid to become 

a hquid, but after the pressure has reached a certain point a 

sudden and remarkable decrease of volume takes place. Never¬ 

theless, the condensed gas does not present the appearance of 

a liquid, although it has the volume of one. By great pressure 

Professor Andrews has been able to cause carbonic acid gas to 

pass uniformly and withoiit any breach of continuity from a 

condition described as that of a gas to that described as a 

liquid. His general conclusion is that a gas and a liquid are 

only distinct stages in the same series of physical changes— in 

other words, that no abrupt interval separates the one from the 

other, as has generally been supposed, but that the two are 

intimately and closely united. 

FEOM ABEOAD.—FEDEEATION MEDICAEE BELGE-DISCUSSION ON 

MEASLES—PEOPEETIES OE CHLOEAL. 

Dueing the last summer the Belgian Medical Association, like 

its congeners in Prance and England, held its annual meeting. 

Its grander title, “ Federation Medicale Beige,” has been given 

to it in consequence of its having been made up by the union 

of the various local Medical societies. According to the account 

of the meeting, which has been recently published, these, 

notwithstanding the secession of the societies of NiveUes and 

Liege, are now 34 in number, counting 900 members. The 

expenses of the “ Federation ” amounted in 1869 to 27,286 fr., 

leaving a balance in hand of 120,474 fr. It does not meet for 

the pnrpose of scientifle or Medical discussions, which take 

place in the respective local societies, but solely for the purpose 

of considering and improving the social position of the Profes¬ 

sion, which, according to several of the speakers, stands greatly 

in need of the support it receives from this union. At the 

present meeting the question of Medical reform in regard to the 

relations of the Profession and the State, the Medical service of 

the State railways, the reciprocal practising on each side of the 

frontier by the Dutch and Belgian Practitioners living in the 

vicinity, the Medical attendance on the poor, the establishment 

of a Medical Benevolent Fund, and the repression of 

charlatanism, both within and without the ranks of the Profes¬ 

sion, were among the subjects brought under consideration. 

At a meeting of the Paris Hospital Medical Society, 

M. Girard, of Marseilles, read an interesting paper “ On some 

Points relative to the History of Measles.” Between the 

months of February and June he had attended 108 cases in 

private pi’actice. Three of the patients were adults of the 

ages 35, 28, and 18, severe vomiting in these cases occurring’ 

during the days prior to the eruption, and only then ceasing' 

under the persistent employment of ice. All the 108 cases had 

been placed in more or less prolonged contact with a patient 

suffering from measles, or exhibiting the eruption the day 

after such contact. Between the period of such contact and 

the appearance of the eruption 16 days elapsed in 3 cases, 

13 in 5 cases, and 14 in the rest, the period being alike 

whether the subjects were kept isolated or allowed to con- 

tinuo the contact during the whole duration of the disease. 

Several cases, in which contact took place just before the eruption 

was about to appear, might have been regarded as examples of 

spontaneous origin but for the care taken in tracing the true 

nature of this. During the flrst week after contact the child 

eats and plays as usual, but towards the sixth or seventh day 

he becomes pale and restless, and his appetite is not in order. 

Sometimes there is slight fever, with or without a slight erup¬ 

tion on the cheeks. But these symptoms disappear, and the 

child appears to have regained his normal condition. Dm-ing 

the second week (and, in one case, six days prior to the eruption) 

reel 2}U)ictation (^pointille') of the velum palati may be observed, 

the appearance becoming more and more marked as the day of 

the eruption approaches. It has been seen in all the cases 

to which the author has been called sufficiently early, and in 

three of these before any other symptom indicative of measles 

existed. From the observations he has made, M. Girard arrives 

at the following conclusions:—1. Epidemic influence, without 

contact, does not exert the action usually attributed to it—a 

circumstance which allows of a more complete investigation of 

the action of transmission by contact. 2. Measles may be 

transmitted at its very commencement, or even during the 

period of incubation. Without denying that transmission may 

take place at a later period, it must be rare, and should be 

admitted only after we have examined the chain of events, and 

acquired a conviction that no contact had taken place. 3. In 

the immense majority of cases the period separating the moment 

of contact and the day of the eruption has been fourteen 

days. 4. In all cases in which the opportunity of observing 

has been offered, the initial symptom has been found to be a red 

punctated state of the velum palati. 

During the discussion which followed various speakers 

observed that the red punotation or rubeolic eruption of the 

velum palati had been noticed by many, but the peculiarity of 

M. Girard is Ms declaring’ it to be so early a prodromic sym¬ 

ptom. M. Girard said his attention was flrst called to it in 1849 

by Valleix, who had the observation from Louis, and ever 

since then ho has met with numbers of confirmatory cases. 

From the fifth to the sixth day after contact, and therefore 

seven or eight days prior to the eruption on the skin, on ex¬ 

amining the velum palati (which retains its normal appearance 

in the parts remaining free) we perceive a red punctation 

which persists imtil the period of eruption, and then, becoming 

confounded with the rubeoho angina, disappears with this 

three or four days after the cutaneous eruption. This puncta¬ 

tion exists before the child has any fever or premonitory 

catarrh, and while it is stiU amusing itself at play. M. 

Isambert stated that he never omits examining the jpharynx 

before the disease is fully declared, and he has never met with 

the condition described by M. Girard. He therefore cannot 

regard it as so constant and uninterrupted a sign as repre¬ 

sented. Nor can he, while admitting the possibility of con¬ 

tagion occurring’at the very comm'iicement of the affection. 
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believe that it ceases so soon to be operative as represented by 

M. Girard. M. Bucquoy also takes this view, and cannot 

think that all precautions are needless after the eleventh day. 

M. Archambault observed that the experience of the Hopital 

des Enfants Malades shows that the contagious period of measles 

is of far longer duration than that stated by M. Girard, the 

disease being’ communicable long after the eleventh day. In 

country districts, too, the disease is often found developed in 

the absence of cases still in the first stage of the disease. 

JI. Blachez, seeing the precision with which M. Girard’s facts 

are stated, can only come to the conclusion that things take 

quite a different course in this matter at Marseilles and Paris. In 

two of his own children a week only separated the commence¬ 

ment of the two eruptions; and the like occurrence is commonly 

observed. 

Communications still continue to be made to the Academie 

des Sciences on the subject of chloral. M. Bouchut states his 

belief that the contradictory results which have been obtained 

in the hands of different experimenters are to be imputed to 

the condition of purity or impurity of the substance employed. 

Chloral should be employed in the stats of solid hydrate ; and 

Avith a pure hydrate the results obtainable are rapid, obvious, 

and energetic, these being the most tranquil hypnotism and 

almost absolute insensibility. M. Bouchut’s communication 

may be thus summed up :—Hydrate of chloral is a powerful 

sedative of the motor and sensitive nervous system. The 

dose should not exceed five grammes for adults and one 

and a half for childi’en. It may be administered by the 

mouth, but its effects are more prompt when given by the 

rectum. Injected hypodermically, it gives rise to formid¬ 

able eschars. The urine during the sleep induced by 

chloral is neutral, and when boiled with Eehling’s hquor 

it does not reduce the salts of copper. But twenty-four hours 

after awakening, when it contains chloral, it is more dense, 

and reduces the salts of copper, so that a temporary 

glycosuria which does not exist might be suspected. The 

action of chloral is that of chloroform, but it is longer in being 

produced and lasts for a longer period. In some subjects it 

gives rise to an intoxication resembling that of alcohol, but hi 

nowise of so disgusting a character. In almost all it pro¬ 

duces sleep, which is rarely accompanied by hyperaesthesia, a 

deep anaesthesia being- present in the great majority of cases. 

This is usually in proportion to the quantity employed, and in a 

dose of from two to five grammes, according to age, it is com¬ 

plete enough to allow of the application of cauteries without 

pain being felt, and even of the extraction of teeth. As a thera¬ 

peutical agent it is a sedative in the A'iolent pains of gout and 

the severe suffering arising from nephritic colic or dental 

caries—in fact, the first of anaesthetics administered by the 

stomach. It is also the most prompt and effectual remedy in 

severe chorea, when the object is to arrest convulsions that 

menace the safety of the patient. 

M. Personue is also engaged in the investigation of the pro¬ 

perties of this interesting substance. Among other results ho 

has an’ived at, he has found that chloral given to dogs becomes 

partially transformed into chloroform under the influence of the 

alkalescence of the blood, as, indeed, was stated by Liebreich; 

and that after its administration in a pm-e state the presence of 

chloroform may be demonstrated in the blood and other fluids 

of the economy. If also we mix chloral with blood recently 

drawn from the vein, and maintained at the temperature of the 

body, no odour of chloroform is perceived; but if a ciirrent of 

air is caused to trar-erse the mixture, the odour is immediately 

apparent. Incontradiction to M. Bouchut, M. Personne main¬ 

tains that chloral is ncA’er met with in the urine, and of tliis 

he has no doubt whatever. .Is to the reduction of the cupro- 
potassic liquid mentioned in proof by M. Boucliut, it should bo 
known that, in coiisequence of the urates which it contains, 
urine will always reduce the copper, providing the ebullition 
be continued long enough. The pre.sence of chloroform, not 
even of glucose, is not requisite for thi.s. 

REPORT ON THE TEACHING OF THE 
OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENTS OF THE 

LONDON HOSPITALS. 

No Hospital can be better provided with conveniences for seeing 

out-patients than the 

London Hospital. 

The waiting and consulting-rooms are as commodious as 
those in the private house of a fashionable Physician, and 
the comfort of the patients is considered to the extent that 
two dressing-rooms are provided, one for males and one for 
females, on each side of the consulting-room, with a male 
attendant for the men and a female attendant for the women. 

1. The out-patient Medical staff consists of one Physician 
(Dr. Down) and four Assistant-Physicians. Two of the latter 
act as deputies, and attend in the absence of the senior 
Assistant-Physicians. The committee, however, have sanc¬ 
tioned an arrangement by which Drs. Jackson and Mackenzie 
give up one day each per week to each of the two deputies. 
There is a ride at this Hospital that every Assistant-Physician 
receives the title of Physician after seven years’ service. There 
has also been an arrangement made recently by which each of 
the Assistant-Physicians has ten beds for in-patients allotted 
to him. 

2. Special departments are well represented. The ophthal¬ 
mic by Messrs. Hutchinson, Adams, and Tay, two days in the 
week; diseases of the skin by Messrs. Hutchinson and Tay, 
on Wednesdays at 9 a.m.; the aural department by Mr. 
Rivington on Saturdays at 9.30 ; the obstetric department by 
Dr. Palfrey twice a week; the dental department by Mr. 
Barrett, on Tuesdays at 10 a.m.; laryngoscopy by Dr. Morell 
Mackenzie on Satudays. There are also special wards for 
ophthalmic cases and for cases of venereal disease. 

3. The average number of patients seen daily by each out¬ 
patient Physician and his assistants amounts to about 200, and 
by each out-patient Surgeon and his assistants to about 180. 

4. The number of students attending the out-patient Medical 
and Surgical practice varies considerably, according to circum¬ 
stances—i.e., whether anything is going on elsewhere, as opera¬ 
tions, clinical lectAires, etc.—so that there may be a roomful, or 
there may be but two or three. 

5. A considerable amount of valuable aid is afforded the out- 
j)atient Medical officers in their arduous work, and the arrange¬ 
ments made for this purpose differ from those of most other 
Hospitals, and deserve imitation. 

There are two paid clinical assistants on the Medical side, 
i and two on the Surgical side. Tliey are appointed for three 
I months, and are eligible for re-election, and they are 

paid at the rate of £40 a year. They are qualified 
men, and sometimes men of considerable experience. Dr. 
Hughlings-Jackson writes—“The one Avho has just ceased 
to attend Avith me is a Member of the London College of Phy¬ 
sicians.” The sum of £60 is also distributed jmarly in rcAvards 
to the most meritorious of the dressers in the out-patient rooms. 
No responsibility is throAvn on students either in examin¬ 
ing- or treating cases. They have, hoAvever, opportunities of 
testing urine, applying bandages and apparatus, etc., under 
the directions of the Physicians and Surgeons or their 
assistants. 

6. As to the nature of the cases Avhich present themseh'es 
in the out-patient room, and their fitness for teaching 
purposes, Dr. Hughlings-Jackson, speaking from a long- 
experience, observes :—“ I think the out-patient room fiu’- 
ixishes a splendid field for teaching, especially in cases of 
heart disease, phthisis, pleuritic effusions, chorea, rickets, and 
all such diseases. Most commonly it is the plan to learn mere 
symptoms quietly and accurately. I do not think, although I 
am aAvaro there are directly contrary opinions, that out- 
patiejit practice i.s of much A-alue in teaching treatment. 
I think students quicldy learn the symptoms of chest diseases 
in the out-patient room, and are made ready for understanding 
the complexities of the acute cases of chest disease seen in the 
Hospital AA-ards. Tliey learn imnimerable minor things—viz., 
to recognise common skin diseases; the difference betAveen 
syphilitic .and simple sore throat; the diagnosis of facial 
paralysis ; to distingui.sh betAveen loss of voice and loss of 
speech. I shoAV them ca.sts of the uriniferou.s tubes AA’hen I 
am lucky enough to find any dejmsited during the short time 
the visit lasts. (The committee hav-e recently provided us witli 
a microscope for the out-patient room.) I teach students the 
use of the ophthalmoscope in Medical cases—hoAV to tell the 
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paralytic walk from locomotor ataxy. I impress on them the 
little trifles (t) which All np the cre^flees of larger blocks of 
knowledge—snch as, for example, that iron makes the stools 
black; that arsenic sbould be given after meals; that ipe¬ 
cacuanha increases the action of rhubarb; that santonine 
causes coloured vision,” etc., etc. 

The Medical staff at the London Hospital certainly have very 
great advantages afforded them by the judicious liberality of 
the governbrg body; snd in many respects the arrangements 
for practical and teaching purposes adoiDted in this institution 
may serve as a model for most others. 

Passing from one end of London to the other, a great con¬ 
trast is presented in the out-patient department of 

S(. Ifary's Hospital. 
In the first place, the number of patients seems to be very 

much less than at the London Llospital or the more central 
schools, and, compared Avith certain other Hospitals, there 
appears to be a kind of languor about the Avhole department. 
Indeed, the rooms appropriated to some of the out-patient 
Medical officers are so small and ill-furnished that it Avould be 
perfectly impossible for them to carry out any systematic 
teaching to any number of students at one time, however much 
they might be disposed to attemiAt it. 

It would seem that in the construction of the apartments 
devoted to out-patient purposes in this institution, the idea of 
making the department subservient to clinical teaching was 
entirely lost sight of. The Surgical side is, however, rather 
better off in this respect than the Medical. 

1. There are three Assistant-Physicians and three Assistant- 
Surgeons, each attending two days in the week. The Phy¬ 
sician’s visit lasts about two hours and a half, the Surgeon’s 
about one hour and a half. 

2. The Physicians see, on an average, about a hundred cases 
each day ; the Surgeons not so many, only from six to seA'^en 
new cases daily. 

3. Very few students attend the out-patient Medical prac¬ 
tice—“ two or three ” and “ five or six ” the out-patient Sur¬ 
gical practice. 

4. Each Assistant-Physician has a clerk, who is a senior 
student, and he sees and prescribes for the chronic cases, under 
the supervision of the Physician. Each Assistant-Surgeon has 
also a senior student, who acts as dresser and clerk; he sits 
Avith the Surgeon, and takes cases indiscriminately-—usually, 
however, consulting with the Surgeon in all new cases. 

5. As to the cases most oommonJy met with, and which may 
be utilised for clinical teaching. Dr. Lawson mentions cases of 
“ bronchitis, phthisis, gastric catarrh, chronic endocardial cases, 
cases of menstrual derangement, a feAv renal cases, and a large 
proportion of cases of ‘ wanting food,’ many of them unfit for 
teaching.” The Surgical cases are here, as at all other general 
Hospitals, very useful for teaching purposes. 

6. The same Physician observes—“ I don’t attem^jt anything 
in the shape of systematic teaching. I occasionally comment 
on questions of diagnosis and therapeutics. There is not time 
for anything further.” On the Surgical side some attempt is 
made at classifying cases for clinical purposes. 

7. The special departments are well represented. Mr. 
Haynes Walton takes the ophthalmic cases ; Mr. Norton gives 
weekly demonstrations Avith the laryngoscope ; skin diseases 
are seen once a week by Dr. Handfield Jones and Dr. Cheadle ; 
diseases of women and children are seen by one of the House- 
Surgeons ; Mr. Norton also takes a special class in bandaging 
and the use of Surgical appliances. 

The patients’ prescriptions are kept in books, Avhich are 
retained at the Hospital, and which serve as records of the 
cases. 

We simply desire to remark, in connexion with this and 
certain other metropolitan Hospitals, that it cannot be right 
that the out-patient departments of our Medical schools should 
be practically little other than dispensaries. 

PEOPOSED LEGISLATION EOR THE PEO- 
TECTION OE HABITUAL DEUNKAEDS. 

Appended hereto is a draft of a short Act, after the model of 

the Act forming one of the revised statutes of the State of 

New York. As by the 28th and 29th Viet. c. 99, entitled “ An 

Act to confer on the County Courts a limited j urisdiction in 

equity,” the County Courts already “have and exercise all 

the power and authority of the High Court of Chancery in 

{inter alia) all proceedings relating to the maintenance or 

advancement of infants, in which the property of the infant 
shall not exceed in amount or value the sum of £500 ” (sec¬ 
tion 1), the bestowal of a like jurisdiction upon these courts in 
all proceedings relating to the care and custody of all idiots, 
lunatics, persons of unsound mind, and persons Avho shall be 
incapable of managing their OAvn affairs in consequence of 
habitual drunkenness, and of their estates, where their pro¬ 
perty does not exceed the above amount, is simple and per¬ 
fectly practicable. Should the specimen of an Act Avhich we 
have here sketched require any further clauses to facilitate its 
due operation, they could be easily added in committee. We 
have completed oiu’ task in presenting to the Profession a 
synopsis of a subject admitting of legislative interference and 
regifiation, and it now remains for the Medical Practitioners 
generally to say whether they will second our efforts, by seek¬ 
ing, in the, ensuing session of Parliament, the introduction of a 
Bill which shall at least bring this crying evil in a tangible, 
and, we venture to add, a practical form, before the attention 
and consideration of the British Legislature. 

AN ACT FOE EXTENDING AND APPLYING TO HABITUAL DEUNKAEDS 

THE LAW DELATING TO THE PEESONS AND PEOPEETY OF “ IDIOTS, 

LUNATICS, PEESONS OP UNSOUND MIND, OE INCAPABLE OF MAN¬ 

AGING THEIE OWN AFFAIES.” 

Whereas it is expedient that the powers, authority, and juris¬ 
diction now exercised by the Lord High Chancellor over the 
persons and property, as well real as personal, of all “ idiots, 
lunatics, persons of unsound mind or incapable of managing 
their own affairs,” should be extended over those incapable of 
conducting their own affairs in consequence of habitual 
drunkenness.” Be it therefore enacted by the Queen’s most 
excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consentof the Lords 
sj)iritual and temporal and Commons, in this present Parlia¬ 
ment assembled, and by the authority of the same, that from 
and after the passing of this Act the Lord Chancellor shall 
have the care and custody of aU persons who shall be incapable 
of conducting their own affairs in consequence of habitual 
drunkenness, and of their real and personal estates, so that the 
same shall not be wasted or destroyed, as effectually as, and 
subject to the like powers and provisions now exercised by him, 
in the case of “ idiots, lunatics, persons of unsoimd mind, or 
incapable of managing their own affairs,” and shall provide 
for their safe keeping and maintenance, and for the mainte¬ 
nance of their families and the education of their children, out 
of their personal estates, and the rents and profits of their 
real estates respectively. 

Section II. And be it further enacted that whenever the 
overseers of the poor of any parish, city, township, village, or 
extra-parochial place, shall discover any person resident therein 
to be an habitual drunkard, having property to the amount of 
£500, which may be endangered by means of such drunken¬ 
ness, it shall bo the duty of such overseers as aforesaid to make 
application to the Court of Chancery for the exercise of its 
powers and jurisdiction. 

Section III. And be it further enacted that if such habitual 
drunkard have property to an amount less than £500 the over¬ 
seers as aforesaid may make such application to the judge of the 
County Court of the district in which such habitual drunkard 
is at the time residing, which said County Court is hereby 
vestedj-with the same powers in relation to the person and real 
and personal estate of such habitual drunkard as are by this 
Act conferred upon the Court of Chancery, and shall in all 
respects proceed in like manner according to the respective 
rules of practice of the said courts, subject to an appeal to the 
High Court of Chancery. 

Section IV. And be it further enacted that application for a 
commission in such latter case shall be made to the judge of 
the said County Court, who may award the same to one or 
more persons, to inquire into the fact of such alleged habitual 
drunkenness, and the inquisition taken thereon shall be returned 
to the next court to be holden in the said district, which shall 
confirm or set aside the same. 

Section V. And be it further enacted that if the party pro¬ 
ceeded agamst shall traverse the inquisition on its return, an 
issue shall be directed by the court, which shall be tried in the 
same court, and the verdict thereon shall have the same force 
and effect as if rendered upon an issue awarded by the Lord 
Chancellor. 

Section VI. And be it further enacted that all appeals from 
any order, judgment, or decree of any such County Court 
made pursuant to the provisions of this Act, shall be filed and 
entered within three months after the making of such order, 
judgment, or decree, and shall be accompanied by a bond. 
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■\\dth such sureties as the court shall approve, to the opposite 
party, in the penalty of conditioned for the payment of 
such costs as shall be awarded against the appellant in case 
of the order, judgment, or decree being confirmed. 

Section VII. And be it further enacted that the expenses 
of the overseers of the poor, in conducting or defending any 
application imder this Act, shall be audited and allowed in the 
same manner as other expenses incurred by such overseers in 
administering or enforcing the laws relating to the poor. 

Section VIII. And be it further enacted that the enactments 
and provisions contained in an Act passed in the eleventh year 
of the reign of King George IV., and in the first year of 
the reign of Ms late Majesty Bang "William IV., entitled “An 
Act for consolidating and amending the Law relating ^ to 
Property belonging to Infants, Femes Coverts, Idiots, Lunatics, 
and Persons of Unsound Mind,” be extended and apphed to 
habitual drunkards in the same way as they are now applied, 
under the interpretation clause of the said Act, to infants, 
femes coverts, idiots, lunatics, and persons of unsound mind 
or incapable of managing their own affairs. 

Section IX. And be it further enacted that every committee 
of the estate or person of any habitual drunkard, appointed 
under this Act, shall be subject to the same rules and regula¬ 
tions, and be responsible for the discharge of the like duties, as 
now attach to the committees of the estates and persons of 
idiots, lunatics, persons of unsound mind, or incapable of 
managing their own affairs. 

Section X. And be it further enacted that in case any person 
adjudged under this Act to be incapable of managing Ms own 
affairs, in consequence of habitual drunkenness, shall be restored 
and become capable of managing Ms own affairs, his real and 
personal estate shall be restored to him, and his person dis¬ 
charged from the care and custody as aforesaid as effectually 
and in the same manner as persons at one time of unsound 
mind or incapable of managing their own affairs have hereto¬ 
fore been discharged from the like care and custody, and 
restored to their estates, upon proof afforded of their restora¬ 
tion, recovery, or capabihty of managing their own affairs. 

Section XI. And be it further enacted that any persons 
desirous of vohmtarily submitting themselves and their estate 
to trustees as committees of their persons and property, subject 
to the provisions of this Act, shall be permitted to make appli¬ 
cation for a commission to issue, and the inqmsition taken 
thereon shall have the same force and effect as if obtained by 
the overseers of the poor as aforesaid. 

Section XII. And be it further enacted that nothing in this 
Act contained shall affect the right of any person who may 
now apply for a commis.sion to issue on behalf of any alleged 
idiot, lunatic, person of unsound mind or incapable of 
managing his own affairs; but that such right shall extend, 
and hereby is extended, to commissions for inquiring into the 
fact of alleged habitual drunkenness, in consequence of which 
habitual drunkards are rendered incapable of conducting or 
managing their own affairs. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE CEREBELLUM. 

In a late number of the Anthropological Journal, Mr. T. S. 

Prideaux discusses Gall’s phrenological doctrines with reference 

to the functions of the cerebellum. Irrespective, however, of 

phrenology, Mr. Prideaux has recorded observations upon the 

physiology of the cerebellum which are of sufficient importance 

to be brought under the notice of our readers. The chief 

points of the author’s observations are these :— 

From experiments upon lower animals, Mr. Prideaux notices 
that castration does not diimnish the size of the cerebellum 
relatively to that of the cerebrum, but rather conversely—viz., 
that if any diminution at all occurred it was to be found, in the 
cerebrum. He also noticed that unilateral castration made no 
difference in the relative size of the lateral lobes of the 
cerebellum. Furthermore, he observed the larger size of the 
middle lobe, or vermiform process, in birds over that of the 
lateral lobes, and set himself to discover in what facidty it was 
that birds were deficient when compared with other animals, 
or what faculty they possessed that would account for this 
predominance of the middle lobe. The conclusion arrived at 
by the author is that the faculty which in birds is lacking 
is that of cuticular sensibility, whilst _ that faculty which 
they possess more than other ammals is that of balancing 
themselves in a mediiun of less specific gravity than that of 
their own bodies. 

In support of these two conclusions, he further searched for 
some class of ammals possessing the former faculty in an 
opposite degree, and considers that ho has found what he 
sought in the class of cetaceans. These animals possess .such 
an acute cuticular sensibility, that they are able to commuMcate 
vdth each other at long distances through vibrations of the 
water. In these animals the lateral lobes of the cerebellum are 
larger, in comparison with other nervous centres, than in any 
other aminal, with the exception of the bat. These facts 
appear to prove that the median and lateral lobes of the 
cerebellum have different functions, the former being the 
great ganglia of the nerves of muscular resistance, and the 
latter the great ganglia of the nerves of cutaneous sensibihty. 
These conclusions were further confirmed by an examination of 
the cerebellum of the bat. TMs ammal possesses the faculty 
of supporting itself in the air, and also possesses acute cuticidar 
sensibility, and in it both portions of the cerebellum arc 
largely developed, so much so indeed as to render the cerebellum 
larger, in comparison with the cerebrum, than in any other 
animal. Avoiding, as already stated, all phrenological dis¬ 
cussions, it may be added that Mr. Prideaux adds a pathological 
observation on the effect of wounds or other lesions of the 
cerebellum. The influence upon the sexual functions in these cases 
is accounted for by the author from the loss or impairment of 
muscular co-ordination or of cuticular sensibihty. 

The functions of cutaneous sensibihty and of muscular 
co-ordination have been attributed, conjecturally, to the 
cerebehum by some physiologists, but there has been no 
previous attempt at proofs, such as we are now indebted for 
to Mr. Prideaux. 

ON THE MEDICINAL USES OF THE SALTS 
OF ATEOPIA. 

Peofessoe BxJiGNET,(a) the eminent French pharmaceutist, has 

recently directed attention to the various uses of atropine, or 

atropia, as a general remedy, and not merely in affections of 

the eye. Two salts of tMs alkaloid are used in Medicine— 

namely, the sulphate and the valerianate of atropia. The 

former is to be found in our Pharmacopoeia, but is intended 

solely for ophthalmic use, atropia and its salts being regarded 

by British writers on Materia Medica as unfit for internal use 

in consequence of their highly poisonous action even in very 

minute doses. The valerianate is formed by mixing a cooled 
solution of atropia in ether with a cooled solution of valerianic 
acid, and from this mixture crystals of the required salt soon 
crystaUise. Acting on the long-established axiom in thera¬ 
peutics that a combination of two similar remedies almost 
always produces a greater and more rapid effect than an 
equivalent dose of either of the single remedies. Dr. Michea 
as long ago as 1853, made trial of tMs salt in “ affections of the 
nervous system,” and especially in cases of epilepsy. His 
account of the action of this salt was so favourable that a 
commission was appointed to investigate the subject, and their 
report was that valerianate of atropia is decidedly preferable 
to many of the so-called antispasmodics, and that it offered the 
ggeat advantage of replacing two drugs notoriously variable in 
their action—belladonna and valerian—by a combination of 
their active principles, which was far more steady and certain 
in its action. The method of admimstering it is in granules, 
each of wMch contains a miUigi’amme, or about th of a grain, 
of the salt. One granule daily is the proper dose to begin with 
in an adult, and in the course of a week a second granule may 
be taken daily. This is the maximum dose, any excess inducing 
dilatation of the pupil and disturbed vision. The author 
quotes the names of more than twenty Physicians who have 
written to confirm the value of atropia and its salts as thera¬ 
peutic agents. Taken internally, the salts of atropia have 
been found serviceable in the treatment of epilepsy, chorea, 
neuralgia, hysteria, tetanus, intermittent fevers, and those 
foims of disease of the respiratory organs in which the nervous 
system is specially involved, as asthma, hooping-cough, and 
certain forms of nervous bronchitis. 

It has been found by Bouchardat and Crosio that cases of 
severe neuralgia, in which opium, henbane, and sulphuric ether 
have failed to give relief, have yielded to the local application 
of an ointment composed of five centigrammes (three-fourths of 

(a) Nouveau Nictionnaire de Midecine et de Chirurgie Pratiques. Article 
“Atropine.” Tome IV. 1866. Paris: Baillu're. London:'Williams and 
Norgate. 
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a grain) of atropia and four grammes (about a drachm) of lard. 
Pescheux has reported a case of tetanus which he cured by the 
aid of subcutaneous injection of sulphate of atropia, andPehier, 
Richard, and other Prench Physicians have practised the same 
treatment with success in cases of severe localised pain. One 
part of sulphate of atropia may be dissolved in 100 of water, 
and from one to five drops injected. Slight symptoms of bella¬ 
donna poisoning sometimes exhibit themselves in these cases, 
but are merely transitory. The smaller dose should be first 
tried. 

As^ a caution to our ophthalmological friends not to let 
solutions of atropia fall into the hands of their patients, we may 
mention a case recorded by Behier, in wliich an old man drank 
a solution of sulphate of atropia (’OIS to 100 grammes of water) 
which had been prepared for the purpose of dropping into the 
eye to facilitate an ophthalmoscopic examination. The dose 
swallowed was one-fifth of a grain. The following were the 
most marked symptoms An acrid taste in the throat, slight 
embarrassment in the management of the tongue, muscular 
weakness, a difficulty in walking, which soon became an im¬ 
possibility, and disturbance of vision. Knowing’ the antago- 

(described by Graefe in 1862), 
w ’ V j drops of laudanum every ten minutes. 
Bach dose diminished the intensity of the symptoms. The 
patient took on the whole seventy-six drops—a dose which, if he 
had not previously taken the atropia, would undoubtedly have 
produced symptoms of poisoning by opium. 

rapidly increasing use of the ophthalmoscope will pro¬ 
bably cause a considerable augmentation in the number of cases 
ol poisomng by atropia. Liebreich (in 1863) remarked that the 
symptoms of poisoning consequent on the instiUation of atropia 
do not so much depend upon the quantity absorbed by the eye 
itsmt as iipon the quantity which makes its way through the 
aohryrnal passages into the nose, pharynx, and stomach. 
VVhen these lachrymal passages are completely obliterated, a 
strong solution may be applied to the eye for any length of 
time without inducing the slightest general disturbance. He 
consequently recommends that, in order to prevent as far as 
possible this mode of escape of the solution into the nose, etc., 
the patient should incline his head as forward as possible during 
the period of instillation, should blow his nose and gargle fre¬ 
quently, and should press one of his fingers against the inner 
angle of the eye, so that the lower lachrymal point should be 
drawn doivn. In cases where these rules cannot be attended 
o (as when a patient is confined to bed), he recommends the 

application of a smaUwire apparatus which effectually prevents 
the escape of the solution. Professor Buignet’s excellent memoir 
concludes with a description of this instrument and of the method 
oi applying it. 

REV^IEWS. 

1. ike MetJiode der wissenschaftlichen Darstellunq. Von Dr 
I • A. V. Haetsen. 

The Method of Scientific Exposition. By Dr. P. A. v. Haetsejj-. 

2. Entersuchtingen iiber Psijcholor/ie. Von Dr. F. A. v. Haetsen 

Psychological Researches. By Dr. F. A. v. Haetsen. 

3. Entersuchunyen iiber Logik. Von Dr. F. A. v. Haetsen 

Researches in Logic. By Dr. F. A. v. Haetsen. 

nifn ^o^P'^r^tively recent period abstract philosophy has, 
^ prevalent in the various braiclfes of 

science and an inquiry into the results of this tendency of 

than other- 
of this is obvious. A priori assumptions 

have very frequently been laid down as maxims, which no one 
was allowed to question, and research has been at once directed 

SieSc^ subjects of 
sc entific consideration, and which can advantageously only 
follow yanous prehmmary inquiries. Teleology has been the 
one_ great centre around which the philosophers of the most 
ancient as well as of modern times haye gathered. These men 

their studies, laying down laws, and either 
accommodate themselves to their contracted 

woilds, or the latter to their imaginary laws, furthermore 

fi,*° on such things as they considered 
to be beyond the range of human understanding, have in this 

for us7o"w ""f Metaphysics. There is little need 
ii?tbp,’Pn? philosophers of our times have not, 
ste?bPvol!^^f teleology and metaphysics, advanced one single 
S Sow “t times; and, if we know a great 
(leal more of the world s prehistoric condition than was known a 

comparatively short time ago, we are for this progress in 
knowledge by no means indebted to abstract jihilosophers, but 
to those who have taken the spade into their hands, have dived 
into the soil of different parts of the globe, and have drawn 
their conclusions from the remnants of a creation existent 
hundreds of thousands of years previous to our historic period 
—we mean the anthropologists. 

^ At present natural philosophy has taken the lead in scientific 
inquiry, she draws so much of philosophic speculation into her 
service as is necessary for her purpose, and she leaves the rest 
to those who like to dream in philosophic clouds. 

_To apply the serviceable part of philosophy to the practical 
sciences, Medicine included, it is necessary that we should ob¬ 
tain a knowledge of the method by which it may be pursued ; 
to this end literature has hitherto given ns no material assist¬ 
ance. Hence we consider it a great merit of the author of the 
wolks before us that he has pointed out the path in "which we 
are to go. 

The three works of which we have given the titles are inti¬ 
mately connected with each other; beginning with the method 
to be employed in making clear to others the results of scientific 
investigation, the author illustrates the method proposed by 
®'PP^yfo^ it to psychology, and he concludes with some general 
observations on logical propositions. 

He blames scientific writers for being careless of the forms 
in which they bring their researches before the scientific world, 
and he maintains that the employment of aesthetic language 
assists in giving greater clearness and precision to the expres- 
pon of ideas ; the principal point in the work first mentioned 
IS therefore an inquiry into the nature of distinct exposition 
and the laws by which it is governed. Interesting as this in¬ 
quiry is, it does not so much concern us as does that which 
forms the subject of the second volume—that on psychology. 
Tills professes to be merely a commentary on the standard work 
of Zimmermann ; but it is decidedly more than it feig'ns to be, 
and we consider its special merit lies in this, that it points out 
a scientific terminology for mental phenomena—a subject on 
which the most distinguished writers differ. The advantage of this 
applies more particularly to the German lang’uage, which 
possesses for the same phenomena different terms, the dis¬ 
tinction of which from each other is generally of the 
greatest clifiiculty. Herbert defines “volition” as some¬ 
thing quite different from that as given by Fechner; the 
connotations of “ emotion ” (g'efiihl) and “sensation” 
(empfinclung) are very indefinite; and Lindner uses “the 
idea (begTiff) in opposition to “conception” (vorstel- 
lung), whilst at other times he considers idea as belong¬ 
ing to conception. If we mistake not, the author has some 
sympathy with the school of Schelling, and therefore his 

fo many points to assume a somewhat poetic 
shape ; at all events it is indefinite. We allude, for instance, to 
his notions on the soul, which he is inclined to explain from an 
anatomical aspect, and which he locates in the so-called “ nceud 
vital close to the calamus scriptoriiis. The author is opnosed 
to those writers who look upon life from a materialistic stand¬ 
point, as Vogt, Buchner, Huxley, and others ; liis arguments 
on this and a great many other subjects are doubtless very 
ingenious, but we cannot say that he succeeds in making out 
any case on those points where anatomical facts come into con¬ 
flict with pure philosophy, and nevertheless nearly the whole 
volume consists of a discussion of such cases of conflict; the 
author, although a Medical man, seeming decidedly more partial 
to philosophy than to experimental science. 

Many of the c^uestions discussed in the second volume are 
naturally again brought before the reader in the third of the 
works above mentioned, but in the latter case they are treated 
by a purely logical method. It is not simpljr a handbook on 
logic which we have under consideration, but the volume con¬ 
sists partly of reviews of the writings of other authors— 
Giatry, John Stuart Mill, Maudsley, and others—and partly 
of disquisitions on several interesting’ subjects, as, for instance, 
on miracles. Here our author again stands on ivhat we con¬ 
sider the wrong side. ^ He protests against the usual method of 
denying the possibility of miracles because of their incom¬ 
patibility with natural laws. The natural law, he says, must, 
on the contrary, be derived from facts, and therefore we arc 
not entitled to say that the resurrection, for example, is con- 
trary to the laws of nature, because we are not acquainted 
^nth any natural law by which what is dead must remain 
dead. \Ve must, on the other hand, argue that the resurrec- 
tion IS not opposed to natural laws if cases are known in which 
toe dead have come to life again. So far so good ; but now 
he leaves the question whether such cases are well ascertained 
or not to historians. This looks like a petitio principii. Wo 
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must add that many considerations, not historical nor scientific, 
wll decide the belief of most minds on such a question. 

In conclusion we must state that, even if the author has 
failed in reconciling natural philosophy with purely philosophic 
speculation, he has decidedly succeeded in expressing- those 
ideas which he advances in a very lucid and pleasant style, 
and he has therefore succeeded in one at least of the objects 
for which his hooks were written. The author of “ La ViUe 
de Doux-Repos” is not Hkely to write a dull book. 

FOREIGN AND PROVINCIAL 
CORRES FONDENCB. 

-^- 

FRANCE. 

Dr. Feyraud on Regeneration of Cartilage. 

Paeis, November 10. 
Some recent experiments have been made by a young 
physiologist. Dr. Peyraud, of our city, on the regenerative 
faculties of cartilage by its perichondrium. In these experi¬ 
ments, though the microscope did not do aU, it nevertheless 
helped to establish what the eye, unarmed, could only have 
supposed and would always have doubted. 

It has long since been thought that the density of the inter¬ 
cellular substance of the cartilaginous tissue and the scanty 
amount of nutritive fiuid which consequently it can only 
imbibe, are the main reasons why cicatrisation of this tissue 
progresses so slowly, and why regeneration cannot take place. 

Redfem’s experiments, repeated about the same time in 
Prance by M. Broca, 1851, have sufficiently proved that the 
cicatrisation of cartilage takes place, but, as they thought, 
always by means of fibroiis tissue and never by cartilage. M. 
Ollier, who has also made numerous experiments upon both 
permanent and temporary cartilage, aU of which may be found 
recorded in his great work on the regeneration of bones, has 
noted in some of them the existence of a few cartilage cells 
situated in the fibrous cicatrix, close to the line of incision. 
These cells, however, were so few in number and so imperfect 
that they could only be recognised with the aid of a chemical 
reagent (tincture of iodine). M. Ollier consequently concludes 
with MM. Redfern, Broca, and Meunier, that the cicatricial 
tissue of cartilage is fibrous and does not undergo cartilaginons 
transformation. The result of his experiments upon the 
epiphysial cartilages of long bones were identically the same— 
that is to say, the gap was always filled by fibrous tissue. 

KoUiker holds the same opinion, and in his last edition of 
“ Human Histology ” he says—“ Cartilage shows no disposition 
at regeneration, and wounds of that tissue are not cicatrised by 
means of a cartilaginous substance.” 

M. Le Gros, in 1867, presented a mimoire to the Societo de 
Biologie defending the regenerative power of cartilage. His 
experiments consisted in simple incisions of the articular car¬ 
tilage, care being taken not to allow the air to enter the cavity 
of the joint, which was accomplished by displacing the integu¬ 
ments so that the opening in the skin did not correspond to the 
wound of the articulation. These experiments proved that 
cartilage cells gi-adually take the place of the fibro-ceUular sub¬ 
stance, which is the first to form the cicatrix. But the regene¬ 
ration was a failure whenever the operation was followed by 
suppuration. Of course, these experiments only suc'-'eded in 
young animals in whom nutrition is very active, for ii is well 
known that the more nutrition a tissue receives the more ajit is 
it to regenerate itself. 

The gTeat value of Dr. Peyi-aud’s researches consist in the 
fact that they have established not only the possibility of the 
regeneration of cartilage, but they have proved, beyond doubt, 
that this power lies exclusively in the perichondrium, and 
this permits of a parallelism between the specificity of this 
membrane and the periostenni. 

The animals experimented on were mostly young dogs, from 
2 to 6 months old, because the perichondrium at that age is 
very tliick, can be detached without great difficulty, and, as 
already observed, is more richly supplied with blood-vessels. 
The cartilage which is most suitable for these experiments is 
the costal cartilage. Those of the ear or nose give equal results, 
but require more care on the part of the operator. 

For those who wi.sh to repeat the experiments I would say— 
Make an incision parallel to the direction of the rib dovm 
to the perichondrium. Incise this membrane along the middle 
line of the anterior surface of the rib; pass a sharp spatula 
beneath the perichondrium, denuding it from the portion of 

cartilage to be removed, so as to leave an empty sleeve of 
fibrous membrane. 

The result of these experiments—over thirty in number— 
made by Dr. Peyraud, has been a perfect regeneration of the 
removed cartilage by cartilage. The chondroplastes were 
always more numerous and further advanced in their de¬ 
velopment at the circumference of the rib than in the centre. 
The two ends of costal cartilage had taken no part what¬ 
ever in the regeneration; these ends were found rounded 
off, cone-like, and calcified or ossified. Many of these speci¬ 
mens have been examined by some of our first microscopists 
(Vulpian, Cornil, Ranvier). Their exactness has also been 
verified at recent meetings of the Societe do Biologie and Societe 
d’Anatomie. The animals were sacrificed from one to six 
months after the experiments, so that the experimentalist was 
able to study the regeneration of the cartilage in all its phases. 

The same resections practised without preservation of the 
perichondrium gave negative results in each and every expe¬ 
riment. The perichondrium, therefore, or the anatomical 
element situated upon its under surface, regenerates cartilage 
j ust as the osteogenic sheet, situated beneath the periosteum, 
regenerates bone. 

BIRMINGHAM. 

Novembee 8. 
The working-man’s fund for the extension of the Queen’s 
Hospital has lately been largely increased by the munificent 
donation of £500 from Mr. Muntz. This, with the amount 
which has been already collected, makes a good round sum, 
and it is likely that much more will be received when the can¬ 
vass is completed, so that we may look forward to the more 
practical beginning of the work—in the shape of bricks and 
mortar—which Mr. Gamgee has taken in hand. Still, there 
are two opinions as to the wisdom and advisableness of such 
an undertaking, Avhich, in the eyes of many, smacks of the 
club-system on a gigantic scale, and which must tend, more or 
less, to deprive the general Practitioner of fees from the artisan 
classes; for we know that, when Medical attention can be 
obtained gratuitously, payment for it is quite beside the 
question. 

A second edition of Dr. Heslop’s sensational pamphlet has 
appeared. This can only be explained on the supposition that 
its author is determined to make himself popular at the ex¬ 
pense of his brethren. 

Dr. Robinson, the public vaccinator, has asked the guar¬ 
dians to defray the expenses of his vaccination station — 
a very reasonable request, seeing that an “ Act of Parlia¬ 
ment” expressly provides for such payments; but, with 
proverbial indifference and opposition to legislative enact¬ 
ments which affect the status of their Medical officers, they 
have ignored his request. This bears rather hardly upon Dr. 
Robinson, because, when he accepted the appointment, he was 
led to expect that it would be worth at least £400 a year, 
whereas it scarcely reahses £250, out of which sum he has to 
pay for the stations and employ “ scouts.” Dr. Robinson may 
not find it worth his while to continue in office unless liis post 
is made more remunerative, in which case the guardians will 
lose a most active officer, and the public a careful vaccinator. 

Dr. Richardson, of London, has been delighting us with his 
wonderful powers of describing the most intricate physio¬ 
logical processes with the rarest simplicity. Need I say that 
he was listened to by a large audience with the closest atten¬ 
tion, and, at the conclusion of his interesting and learned 
address, was loudly cheered ? 

Hospital Sunday h.-^s just passed; this year the collections 
were for the Queen’s Hospital. The returns which have been 
made up to the present time from the various places of worship 
show the largo sum of nearly £4000. Tliis is in excess of what 
was coUected for the same charity three years ago, and it will 
be a very acceptable addition to the exchequer of the Hospital, 
which, in a pecuniary sense, is never in a very fiourishing con¬ 
dition, although the institution ranks high in popidar opinion 
and is a first-rate clinical school for student.s, its officers having 
worked hard to secure for it this character. 

In spite of prognostications to the contrary, the outdoor 
Poor-law Medical relief arrangements work satisfactorily, and 
I hear of no complaints either from the Medical officers or the 
guardians. The former only complain of their inadequate 

payment. 
The Council of Queen’s College has published the following 

report, which sets forth the position and prospects of the 
College. It appears from it that the College owes its chief 
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means of sujjport to the Medical department; and snch, 
indeed, is the fact. Were the other sections of the College as 
■well fa'voured and administered to, the instit'ation 'would soon 
be out of debt:— 

“ The number'of students in attendance on the lectures of the 
Theological Department during the year has been from 20 to 
23 in the Medical Department during the winter session, 88 ; 
during the summer session, 60. In the year, six theological 
students have been admitted to deacons’ orders, by various 
bishops; and 42 Medical students have presented themselves 
for examination at one or other of the Examining Boards. 
There have been two or three students in the Arts Department 
during each term of the year, preparing for entrance into the 
senior branches of study. The Council has had the satisfaction 
of awarding, under the powers conferred by the Act, the 
academical rank of ci-vil engineer to Mr. E. W. Jones, son of 
Mr. George Jones. Surgeon, of this town; he having performed 
the^ exercises legally required previous to 1867. Proofs of a 
desire existing in various, quarters for a revival of the 
Engineering Department in the College, have been brought 
under the notice of the Council. Before, however, any step 
for extending the present arrangements can be safely recom¬ 
mended, the resources of the College ought to be greatly 
increased, and its financial position further assured. In -view 
of the urgent necessity of raising funds to pay off some portion 
at least of the large debt arising from the fiabihties of the old 
Corporation and from the costs of obtaining the new scheme, 
the Council has prepared an appeal to the pubhe. Donations 
have, up to the present date, been promised to the amount of 
£495 ; and annual subscriptions to the amount of £9 9s. The 
future progress and development of the College must very 
greatly depend upon the response made to this appeal. No 
instalment has been set aside from the income towards the 
sinking _ fund for eventual extinction of the College debt, 
because it has not been even yet possible to determine the exact 
total of the liabilities, and consequently the amount to be 
raised under the pro-visions of the Act is not yet fixed.” 

SCOTLAND. 

AXTISEPTIC SXm&EE'y. 

{From another Correspondent.) 

Anent the article in last week’s number of the Medical Times 
and Gazette (November 13), we feel it our duty, pohtely, but 
emphatically, to state that the facts(P) there adduced do not in 
any way embody the antiseptic treatment as pursued by Mr. 
Lister. In Glasgow Royal Infirmary carbolic acid is applied 
in some cases as an antiseptic, and in others simply as a de¬ 
odorising lotion ; and these two widely different classes of 
cases must on no account be confounded. This seems to be 
the chief obstacle in the way of a proper appreciation of the 
antiseptic treatment. No great value is attached specially to 
carbolic acid over others of that class as a disinfecting and 
deodorising lotion. As to the form of dressing employed, a 
very hmited intelligence might suggest that the “ paste and 
putty ” have given place to more convenient forms of dressing. 
We deny that the watery solution is the chief agent, it being 
only used as a temporary lotion while changing the dressings. 
Your correspondent, by confining his critical visit to Dr. 
Macleod’s wards, had surely httle opportunity for inspecting 
Mr. Lister’s cases. We think that correspondence on anti¬ 
septic treatment shordd be confined to those who have oppor¬ 
tunities of watching the practice. 

An Ex-Deessee of Me. Listee’s. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
--»j>- 

MIS-STATEMENTS OF THE STATISTICS OE THE 
EDINBURGH ROYAL MATERNITY HOSPITAL. 

Lettee feom De. Chaeles Bell. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—It has been said by high authority that “ he who 
spareth the rod hateth the child,” and by inverse reasoning, 
therefore, it is natural to conclude that he who spareth not the 
rod, whether justly or unjustly, must have an ardent attach¬ 
ment for the object of his affection. I have been led to this 
reflection by a series of unfair attacks made within the last few 
months by Dr. Matthews Duncan on the Royal Maternity Hos¬ 
pital of this town, the obvious tendency of which is to lower 
that valuable institution in the estimation of the public, and 
to disgust its Medical officers. 

In the last number of your journal, after some laudatory 
remarks in favour of himself as “ a careful and shrewd in¬ 
quirer” and “man of common sense,” Dr. Duncan proceeds to 
make a virulent attack upon the Maternity, stating that it is 
remarkably appropriate for his purpose—namely, the vihfying 
and defaming small Hospitals. By his remarks he leads the 
reader to suppose that he has personally inspected the 
Hospital, and that he is thoroughly acquainted with its 
character; but in place of this, however, his statements 
are founded on erroneous information obtained from the 
Fuhlin Quarterly Journal of Medicine for August, 1869. Had 
he "wished for correct statistics of the Hospital, he could easily 
have obtained them by applying to any of the Medical officers; 
but this seems not quite to have suited his purpose. There is 
one fact, however, which he refers to, and makes much of it— 
namely, that in 1867 the mortahty of the Hospital amounted 
to 1 in 43 ; but this high death-rate did not depend on puer¬ 
peral causes, or on the character of the Hospital, and it is 
most satisfactory to state that every married woman delivered 
in it that year returned home in a fit state to resume her 
domestic duties. If it was Dr. Duncan’s -wish to do justice 
to the Hospital and to judge of its usefulness by the statistics 
of one year, why should he have chosen the most unfavourable 
that has occurred for many years P Why should he not have 
fixed on 1857, Avhen the mortality was 1 in 245; on 1866, when 
it Avas 1 in 94; or even on the last year, when it was 1 in 80 P 

Knowing the peculiar condition of the Hospital and how 
iU it is supported by the public from narrow-minded pre¬ 
judice, it is singular that Dr. Duncan should have thought of 
comparing its statistics with those of the Dublin Hospital, 
which has every advantage an Hospital can have; yet I 
rejoice it stands the test well, for in place of its mortality 
being 1 in 31^ during the last fifteen years, as Dr. E. Kennedy 
states of the Dublin Hospital, the mortality of the Edinburgh 
Maternity Hospital amounts to only 1 in 65| during the same 
fifteen years. Sir James Simpson is fully justified, therefore, 
in “ accepting a special yearly vote of thanks for his inter¬ 
ference in the management of the institution and the treat¬ 
ment of the patients.” I am, &c. 

Chaeles Bell, M.D., 

One of the ordinary Physicians to the Edinburgh 
Royal Maternity Hospital. 

DISLOCATIONS. 

Lettee feom De. P. Campbell. 

[Our former correspondent did not, we think, confound the two 

classes of cases alluded to ; he merely described what he saw, 

but drew no inferences Avith regard to Mr. Lister’s mode of 

treatment. Undoubtedly, also, things formerly deemed 

essential to this mode of treatment—putty to Avit—are now 

abandoned as useless. Finally, does “Mr. Lister’s Ex- 

Dresser” mean to say that those only who have watched Mr. 

Lister’s practice are qualified to judge of the results of any 

particular mode of treatment P—Ed. Medical Times and 
Gazette.'] 

New Medical Mayor.—James D. Brown, Esq., was 
last week unanimously chosen Mayor of the toAAui and county' 
of Haverfordwest. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—On perusing your notice in last week’s issue of the cases 
of dislocation at the hip reduced by manipulation, under the 
care of Mr. Maunder, I was reminded of a similar case I had 
recently met with. 'The patient, a middle-aged female farm 
servant, was accidentally injured by a runaway horse. I saw 
her about an hour and a half after it took place, when the 
usual symptoms of dislocation of the thigh on the dorsum ihi 
were unmistakable, there being shortening of the limb to the 
extent of nearly two inches. MoAung her to the edge of the 
bed, and directing two of the other servants to keep the body 
and pelvis fixed, I grasped the thigh Avith one hand and arm, 
guiding the head of the femur on to the acetabulum with the 
other; then, forcibly abducting and rotating outAvards, com¬ 
bined with extension, reduction was speedily effected with an 
audible snap. No chloroform was admirdstered. 

As showing how some cases Avill do well even under adverse 
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circumstances, the following case may be of interest, should 
you deem it worthy of insertion. 

Sometime ago, a man about 60 years of age, when in a state 
of intoxication, fell downstairs one evening about nine o’clock. 
Next morning, about the same hour, having come to his senses, 
he called upon me with a compound dislocation of the last 
phalanx of the thumb backwards, the soft parts being com¬ 
pletely disrupted for two-thirds of the circumference on the 
palmar aspect, and the ends of the bones quite denuded and dry. 
I replaced the dislocated phalanx easily, appbed water dressing 
and a bandage. In a couple of days, to my agreeable surprise, 
the wound had healed by first intention—there was no subse¬ 
quent irritation, and the mobility of the Joint remained unim¬ 
paired, with the exception of flexion being temporarily cur¬ 
tailed. I am, &c. 

Bridge of Allan, November 8. P. Campbell, M.D. &c. 

THE BERRY DEFENCE FUND. 

Letter from Mr. 0. W. Berry. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—The remarks which appeared in your paper a few months 
since upon the iniquitous charge brought against me by a 
woman' whom I afterwards prosecuted for perjury, have been 
followed by numerous letters of sympathy and condolence 
addressed to me not only by personal friends, but also by others 
to whom I am perfectly unlmown. I felt bound to prosecute 
the wretched woman, not on personal grounds, but as a duty 
to the Profession to which I belong, some members of which 
have marked their appreciation of the course I jpursued by con¬ 
tributing to reimburse me with a portion of the heavy expenses 
it entailed. I have to acknowledge the receipt of the fund, 
amounting to £36 13s., and to offer my best thanks to the gentle¬ 
men who formed the eommittee for the trouble they have taken, 
and to the contributors for their sympathy and support. 

I am, &c. O. W. Berry, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. 
Wimbledon, November 17. 

PROFESSOR STOKES’S ADDRESS. 

Letter from Mr. John Coriiam. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—I have j ust read that admirable address delivered by Dr. 
Stokes at the Meath Hospital, and reported in your last number 
of the Medical Times and Gazette. The address ought to be 
reprinted and sent to every Medical man in the Idngdom. Its 
high tone of etiquette, based on truly Christian principles, 
cannot be too much extolled. I am, &c. 

Tunbridge, Kent, November 13. John Gorham. 

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS. 

Letter from Mr. L. P. Casella. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—Much interest having been taken for some time past 
in the use of clinical thermometers, and a great deal having 
been written respecting them, I think it but just towards at 
least three eminent men, as well as to myself, to ask your in¬ 
sertion of the following upon the subject. 

Of the length of time that thermometers have been used in 
Medical practice I need not say much. As far back as 1839, a 
delicate and sensitive instrument was made for the purpose, 
and, though it had not the advantage of being graduated on the 
stem, was, I doubt not, fairly correct. It was not self-register¬ 
ing, and being of round bore, the indications were so micro¬ 
scopic in size, for sake of sensitiveness, that it appears to have 
been but little used. 

At the time of the great Exhibition in 1851, my attention was 
first directed to an arrangement of a self-registering thermome¬ 
ter then exhibited for the first time by Professor Phillips, 
F.R.S., of Oxford, the principle of registration being by means 
of a speck of air extracted from the mercury of the bidb, and, 
after completion of the instrument, so placed as to detach any 
required length of mercury to be used as an index. So 
attenuated, however, is this air-speck as certainly to be less in 
amount than is known to exist in any other registering ther¬ 
mometer with which I am acquainted. The Professor’s speci¬ 
men (made, I believe, by himself) had only a small piece thus 
detached, and the instrument being also small, a most desirable 
and convenient form of portable registering thermometer was 

obtained. Strange to say, though much wanted, this exeellent 
discovery received buthttle notice at the time, except, indeed, the 
warm approval of a distinguished man, thelate John Welch, Esq., 
F.R.S., of the Royal Kew Observatory. As a meteorologist, 
Mr. Welch at once applied it to meteorological purposes, and, 
by detaching a larger portion of the mercury by the same 
means, at once adapted an ordinary thermometer for use as a 
registering instrument. In reporting to the Kew Committee 
of the British Association upon the instruments of the Observa¬ 
tory, Mr. Welch described the thermometers thus made as “ the 
most eonvenient form of all registering thermometers.’’ ^ Not¬ 
withstanding this, the principle met with strong opposition in 
quarters where it certainly should have been least expected. 
Mr. Welch, however, continued to use it exclusively at the 
Observatory, where, I believe, his original one may still be seen 
in daily use. 

Perceiving the great value of the instrument, I endeavoured 
to draw the attention of Medical men to its use as a clinical 
registering thermometer. I also tried others to whose especial 
requirements I believed, and still believe, it to bo admirably 
adapted, but beyond its slow introduction for meteorological 
piuposes, I am sorry to say, with but little success, for my 
friends in the Medical Profession quietly observed that their 
“ wants and apphances were already sufficiently numerous,” 
and that the plain instrument seemed to answer where such 
investigations were required. 

Having by the aid of some of our most eminent meteorological 
authorities thoroughly established the value of PhiUips’s prin¬ 
ciple for thermometric registration, its next value was found in 
applying it especially to the wants of the members^ of the 
Alpine Club. By these gentlemen, its convenient size and 
portability being appreciated, it was at once adopted, and has 
ever since been held by them as perfect for its purpose. 

At this time, and when Dr. Aitken, of the Royal Victoria 
Hospital, Netley, was directing Ids attention to the influence of 
heat on the human frame, the sight of one of these thermome¬ 
ters was, I believe, the chief cause of my introduction to that 
gentleman, and through his kind co-operation “the self¬ 
registering clinical thermometer ” was quickly and, I must say, 
most judiciously arranged, the length being about ten inches, 
for the double purpose of having the degrees expanded and 
keeping the graduations a sufficient length from the bulb. In 
non-registering instruments, it is obvious that a few inches of 
spare stem is indispensable, whilst in registering ones two or 
three inches is desirable for preventing beginners^ especially 
from shaking the index into the bulb, and thus uniting it with 

the other mercury. 
Like most other successes, this useful instrument soon found 

imitators of various kinds, adopting the term “original” to 
some little matter of detail, as if applicable to the whole regis¬ 
tering principle of the instrument, but worse than this, and 
more to be regretted, covering with the names of precision, 
etc., most serious defects, from want of experience in properly 
carrying out the registering principle of this simple, interest¬ 
ing, and valuable little instrument kno^vn from the first as 
“ Aitken’s clinical thermometer.” I am, &c. 

23, Hatton-garden, E.C., Oct. 19. Louis P. Casella. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 

EOYAL MEDICAL AND CHIEURaiCAL 
SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, November 9, 1869. 

George Burrows, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the chair. 

The President, Dr. Burrows, in a few words from the chair, 
welcomed the Fellows to their labours. He expressed a hope 
that this would be an active and prosperous session, especially 
as it was not at aU unlikely that it might bring about some 
important change in the constitution of the Society, and it was 
desirable that their work might bear comparison with that of 
former years, both in papers and debates. He showed them 
the new volume of Transactions, which would bo .speedily issued. 

Dr. James Newton Heale read a paper on 

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL RATIONALE OF PNEUMONIA AND BRONCHITIG. 

Pneumonia has always been described as inflammation of the 
substance of the lungs. The author ventures to doubt this 
conclusion, and to suggest that pneumonia may be one thing, 
and inflammation of the pulmonary tissue another. No doubt 
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can be entertained that the venous blood is sent to the 
lungs, not because the tissue of those organs requires blood 
of that particular kind, but because the body at large requires 
arterial blood ; and there seems no ground, either in pro¬ 
bability or fact, for supposing that the lungs need for their 
nourishment either a proportionately larger quantity of 
blood, or blood of a different character, than suffices to 
accomplish a like purpose in other organs of similar dimen¬ 
sions. But if the blood brought by the pulmonary artery to 
the lungs is not supplied for the purpose of nourishing its 
tissue, for what purpose is it sent there ? The blood reaches 
the lungs, firstly, in order that it should be rendered arterial 
in exact proportion to the requirements of the body at large ; 
and secon^y, that a particular force, comprised in the word 

should be excited in exact proportion to the degree 
in which the change from venous into arterial blood is accom¬ 
plished. It is abundantly clear that the quantity of blood 
carried to the lungs by the pulmonary artery cannot be in¬ 
creased or diminished by any supposed requirements of their 
tissue fora gveater or less supply of blood. The blood so con¬ 
veyed must be in strict accordance with the quantity of venous 
blood furnished by all the organs throughout the body taken 

will likewise be in precise relation 
mth the activity of function then exercised, and will in 
like manner exactly tally with the degree of “vitality” 
-which 18 m active exercise throughout the body at the 
same_ time. The degree in which the blood is being then 
arteriahsed furnishes the key to the whole chain of vital phe- 
nomena.^ Passing to the strictly pathological consideration of 
the subject, are we j'ustified in drawing’ the conclusion that 
pneumonia is identical with inflammation of the lungs ? The 

that a state of cirrhosis, either partial or general, 
i more nearly the condition of inflammation of the 

substance of the lungs than does that of pneumonia. There 
cannot be a doubt that the lungs do frequently become 

I ■ brought by the pulmonary artery, 
^ constitutes an early stage, and is indeed nothing 

else ^han pneumonia. Whence does that engorgement pro¬ 
ceed . Certainly not from a refusal of the tissue of the lungs 
to appropriate the blood, because if a supply of blood out of 
■all proportion to the quantity which that tissue could by any 
possibihty apply to the purposes of its nutrition were the 
cause of engorgement, it is clear that the lungs must at 
ail tunes be m such a state, because it is impossible that the 
tissue of the limgs could at any time appropriate to its own 
purposes a hundredth part of the blood brought by the pul¬ 
monary artery. When the lungs become engorged it is not on 
account of the failure of the nutrition of those organs, but 
because, from some cause, the venous blood, when brought to 

^ become arteriahsed. It is retained in the lungs, 
and these organs become engorged because the blood is not 
arteriahsed and transmitted onwards. Many causes are capable 
ot producing such a resulk 1. The lungs may be themselves 
m tault—e.y., some defect in their structure may prevent the 

. brought into sufficiently close contact with the 
air. 2. The blood may not be arteriahsed because the air, 
itself may be in fault. 3. The blood itself may be in fault—■ 
«.y., pus-globules, or tuberculous matter artificially intro¬ 
duced, may block up some of the smaher arteries, and pre¬ 
vent the blood reaching the plexus of the air-cells. 4. The 

^^’terialisation may result from a severance 
ot the continuity, whereby the capiUaries in the lungs may 
become disunited from those in the system at large, where 
the. functional changes in correspondence with the arteriah- 
sation in the lungs ought to take place, the vitahty which 

created by the concurrence of both being arrested, 
and the arterialisation fails in consequence. Numerous instances 
were cit^ of pneumonia by such circumstances as enumerated 
above. Trom the consideration of pneumonia, the transition to 
that of bronchitis is not difficult. Inasmuch as anatomical 
investigation conclusively proves that the plexus of the bron¬ 
chial membrane and its peculiar secretion are products of the 
pulmcmary blood-vessels, and not, as was long supposed, of the 
bronchial arteries, it follows that pneumonia and bronchitis 
must be nearly allied ; but inasmuch as the plexus of the air- 
cells, when the venous blood is converted into arterial, inter- 
venes between the blood sent by the pulmonary artery and that 
winch reaches the bronchial membrane, this circumstance 
creMes a very notable distinction between the two, and esta¬ 
blishes a patholog'ical difference of great importance. Beflec- 
tion upon the anatomical peculiarities of these blood-vessels will 
likewise show that the blood cannot be propelled into the plexus 
ot the bronchial membrane by the direct action of the right 
ventricle, since that force would be expended before the blood 

would reach the plexus of the bronchial membrane; and, more¬ 
over, the blood, after it has passed the air-cells, has the option, 
as it were, of reaching the left auricle by the veins, which carry 
the blood thither without traversing the plexus of the bron¬ 
chial membrane. Any cause which would have the effect of 
retarding the blood in its transit through the left auricle 
would, by impeding its onward flow, increase the quantity of 
blood which would flow through the plexus of the bronchial 
membrane, and thus have a tendency to produce congestion in 
that membrane. Numerous pathological instances illustrative 
of the above were cited, and the following conclusions were 
drawn from them:—-1st. That an increased function in the 
plexus of the bronchial membrane would conduce to diminish 
any accidental congestion in the left auricle; a copious discharge 
of bronchial mucus would be calculated to reduce any such 
congestion by the elimination of the fluid. 2nd. The increased 
activity of the function of the bronchial membrane, thus 
called into operation, would materially aid in overcoming the 
obstacle by bringing into play a largely increased aerating 
surface; in^ fact, the whole bronchial membrane would then 
become auxiliary to the air-cells, not only occasioning additional 
arterialisation of blood, but also causing an augmented supply 
of vital influence as the concomitant of such arterialisation, 
and so assist in overcoming’ the obstruction which caused the 
congestion in the auricle. In short, the membrane of the 
bronchial tubes is made, in such contingencies, to reinforce the 
action of the pulmonary capillaries, and to supplement its 
action in the creation of arterial blood and of vital force. The 
fundamental distinction, therefore, between pneumonia and 
bronchitis, is comprised in the fact that pneumonia is an 
affection belonging to the blood before it has passed through 
the air-cells, and while it is as yet wholly unarterialised; 
while bronchitis is an affection of the same” blood operating 
after it has passed the air-cells, and having, at least to some 
extent, become arteriahsed; and the morbid action pecuhar 
to bronchitis takes place while the blood is ramifying in the 
bronchial mucous membrane, and after that particular blood 
has escaped ah risk of pneumonia. 

Dr. Powell thought Dr. Heale confounded crupose -with 
epithehal pneumonia. 

Dr. ScHiJLHOE thought, were the theory true, we ought to have 
pneumonia more common as an accompaniment of emphysema 
than bronchitis. 

Dr. Watees could not agree as to the cause of pneumonia, 
nor yet as to the pathology of bronchitis. Pneumonia was in¬ 
flammation of the vessels of the ah’ sacs, and these nourish 
the sac and give rise to its inflammation. The citation of 
emphysema was most pertinent; were the theory true, pneu¬ 
monia must be common with emphysema. After bums the 
action was reflex, not mechanical. 

Dr. Heale said that in emphysema there was a greatly in¬ 
creased quantity of blood passing over the mucous membranes. 

Dr. A. T. H. Watees read a paper on 

OBSEEVATIOXS OX THE TEEATMENT OF PNELTMOXIA, WITH AX 

ANALYSIS OF CASES TEEATED BY THE AHTHOE. 

The paper was founded on the results of treatment in fifty- 
three consecutive cases of acute pneumonia treated by the * 
author in the Liverpool Northern Hospital, and was accom¬ 
panied by a tabular statement presenting the leading features 
of each case. Of the Age of the Patients.—IJnder 10 years 1 case ; 
between 10 and 20 years, 7 cases; between 20 and 30 years, 
25 cases; between 30 and 40 years, 12 cases; between 40 and 
60 years, 7 cases ; between 50 and 60 years, 1 case. All the 
patients were males except two. A large proportion of them 
were sailors. Many were strong, robust-looking men, whose 
previous health had been good, and in whom the disease had 
existed for a few days only before admission into the Hospital. 
The disease was single in 44 cases, involving from one- 
half to the whole of the lung; it was double in 9 cases. Of 
the single cases, the right lung was attacked in 20, the 
left in 24. Of the double cases, the left lung’ was most in¬ 
volved in 6, the right in 1. Both lungs were equally involved— 
viz., one half—in 2 cases. Of the Treatment.—Venesection was 
not practised in any case. Only 3 cases were cupped; and 
only 2 had leeches applied. Whenever antimony was given, it 
was in small doses—from one twelfth to one-fourth of a grain 
—except in 2 instances, in which it was given in doses of three 
quarters of a grain and a grain. In 33 cases—a large maj’ority 
of the whole—no antimony was given. In a large proportion 
of the cases some alcoholic stimulant was given early in the 
disease. In 30 cases alcoholic stimulants formed the main 
therapeutic agent; and in some of the most severe cases no 
other medicine was given. In 6 of the remaining cases stimu- 
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lants were given after a few days’ treatment by other means. 
The stimulants were given at regular intervals, frequently 
with food, beef-tea, or milk. In the instances marked by a 
very rapid pulse and gi-eat dyspnoea, brandy was given every 
hour, or every hour and a haif. Mercury—calomel with opium 
—was not given in any case. In one case blue-pdl was given 
twice a day for six days; but no soreness of the gums was 
produced. In no other instance was mercury given, except as 
a purgative in combination with some other drug. In every 
case nutrients were allowed freely—viz., beef-tea and milk from 
the commencement of treatment, and solid food as soon as the 
patient could take it. Of the Results.—Of the 53 cases, 1 died. 
In this case, after convalescence had apparently set in, and the 
pulse had fallen to 80, effusion into the pleura took place some¬ 
what suddenly and to a large extent, and death soon followed. 
The average diuation of the 52 cases that recovered, from the 
commencement of treatment to the period of convalescence— 
namely, when all active symptoms had subsided, when the 
pulse had fallen to a natui'al or nearly natural standard, and 
when the patient could take solid food—was 87; days. The 
date of the commencement of the attack was clearly ascer¬ 
tained in 41 cases. The average duration of these, from the 
onset of disease to the time of convalescence, was 11J days. 
The average number of daj'S during which the 52 patients 
remained in the Hospital was 24'3 days; but, of these patients, 
6 were kept in for a long time in consequence of impaired 
health from other causes besides pneumonia—namely, from 
rheumatic fever, tubercular symptoms and gangrene of 
the lung, great debihty, and emphysema. Excluding these 
6 cases, we have, as an average of the remaining 46, 20^ 
days. In reference to this average it should be borne 
in mind that the patients were, for the most part, not 
discharged until they had gained sufficient strength to be 
able to resume work. The results of these cases tend to prove 
that pneumonia is far from being a fatal malady, and that 
under a treatment which consists in supporting the patient, 
.and in abstaining from depletory or depressing measures, its 
mortality is low. Is one but Plospital cases have been tabulated, 
as these alone are available for public reference ; but the author 
stated that he had pursued a similar hue of treatment in cases 
met with in private practice. In conclusion, the aiithor re¬ 
ferred to the general principles of treatment wliich he adopted. 
The treatment adopted is not characterised by the exhibition 
of large doses of any of the so-cahed antiphlogistic remedies. 
Nourishment is never withheld if the patients can take it, and 
powerful purgatives are not resorted to. Stimulants are fre¬ 
quently prescribed at any early period of the disease, and they 
are often mainly relied on. General bloodletting was never 
practised, and local bleeding only occasionally (in five of the 
recorded cases). The author is of opinion that we possess no 
remedy which is specially and specifically curative of pneumo¬ 
nia. He occasionaUy prescribes antimony in small doses; but 
he thinks the cases are few in which it is useful, and that in 
no case should its .administration be prolonged. The jiropriety 
or impropriety of administering alcohol in pneumonia is 
one of the most important questions in connexion with 
the treatment of the disease. No fixed rules can be laid 
down on this point. Whether stimulants are to be given 
or not must be decided by the general features of each 
case. There can be no doubt that many cases of pneu¬ 
monia may bo conducted to a satisfactory issue without the 
administration of alcohol, and that there are cases in which 
alcohol aggravates the symptoms. At the same time there 
are also cases which are as decidedly benefited by it. To 
distinguish between these cases is sometimes difficult. When 
the pulse is very quick, the dys^^ncea urgent, and the disease 
extensive, the author never hesitated to prescribe stimulants 
freely. The author does not prescribe meremy—calomel with 
opium^—in the disease. He thinks that too high a value has 
been placed on mercury as a remedy in the stage of hepatisation, 
and that it possesses no special properties for promoting 
absorption of the effused (matters. It is useful as a purga¬ 
tive ; but if given with the view of producing salivation, 
it will generally be found prejudicial. Opium is useful 
in relieving the pain in the side which so often occurs 
in pneumonia, for allaying cough, and procming sleep. 
Ipecacuanha is ajiparently useful in some cases. The 
author frequently gives it with stimulants in the pneu¬ 
monia of children. Carbonate of ammonia, chloric ether, 
and bark are also often given by the author, either alone or 
in conjunction with alcoholic stimulants, and quinine as 
soon as the acute symptoms have subsided. Salines are not, 
as a rnle, administered. The administration of nom-i.shment 
forms an important element in the treatment of pneumonia, as 

well as of all other acute affections. In the early stages of a 
severe attack there is but little desire for food; and there is a 
risk, if the mere feehngs of the patient are alone consulted, 
that noin’ishment may be withholden too long. Beef-tea and 
milk may be safely allowed even in the acute stage, and as the 
case progresses the diet should be more liberal. In cases wliich 
require an early and free administr.ation of alcohol, nutrients 
should be given liberally from the first. The author believes 
that mild counter-irritation is useful in the early stages of an 
attack, and that, later, blisters are frequently of service. In 
conclusion, he observed that, informing an opimon of the most 
appropriate treatment in any case of pneumonia, regard must 
be had to the constitutional condition of the patient, the 
frequency and character of the pulse, and the antecedent 
circumstances of the patient, rather than to the amount of lung 
involved or the stage which the disease has reached. It is the 
patient, .and not .simply the diseased lung, that we have to treat. 

Mr. Wyatt asked if the temperatme had been taken, this 
being of importance with reference both to diagnosis and to 
treatment, especially with alcohol; also as to the period of re¬ 
solution. It was put down from three to four daj’S. He had 
never seen it so soon. 

Dr. Bitedox Sanderson referreii to diagnosis. The mere 
fact that a patient had pneumonia conveyed very little informa¬ 
tion. There were two kinds—that connected v,uth bronchitis 
(the catarrhal), and that more strictly einthelial. Catarrhal was 
most common in London. It was important to draw this dis¬ 
tinction ; and to do so short abstracts of the cases were wanted. 
This want of distinction constituted the great difficulty in 
estimating the treatment. 

Dr. T. Williams asked if resolution took place in all, if 
pleurisy was seen as a complication, and how far counter¬ 
irritation was tried. 

Dr. Heale thought the great thing was to restore the impeded 

circulation. 
Dr. Sansom thought alcohol of value, partly because it 

destroyed septic agencies, partly because it acted on the vaso¬ 
motor system of nerves. 

The President referred to the peculiarity of the statistics as 
proving pneumonia to be more common in the leit than in the 

right lung. 
Dr. O’Connor spoke of the diagnosis and treatment of pneu¬ 

monia, and extoUed the value of the signs derivable from the 

tongue. 
In reply. Dr. Waters said he had used the thermometer, but 

not in all. He said notliing of resolution. The nature of the 
case, whether simple or complicated, was shown in the table.. 
The pneumonia was mostly lobar. Blisters he had found 
useful in the latter stages. He was quite siue as to the .sides 
affected, and as to the diagnosis of each case. 

Aiter the meeting, Mr. Wyatt showed a new Regimental 
Tunic proposed for the Coldstream Guards. 

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
Wednesday, November 3. 

Dr. Gr-Aily Hewitt, President, in the Cliair. 

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows:—Dr. Gill, Mr. 
G. Rico Ord (Streatham), and Mr. Taylor (Earl’s Colne). 

Dr. Edward Jones, of Sydenham, exhibited an Anencephalous. 
Foetus, and gave particulars of the delivery. In addition to- 
the cranial deformity, there was also a spina bifida in the- 
cervical region. 

Mr. Worship, of Sevenoaks, exliibited a Small Extra-Uterine- 
Tubal Foetation, and gave fuU particulars of the symptoms, 
which preceded and followed rupture of the cyst, and an 
account of the post-mortem examination. The foetation had 
occurred in the right Fallopian tube. The uterus was lined 

with a decidua. 
Dr. Madge gave particulars of four cases of Congenital Im¬ 

perforate Vagina, and one case of Congenital Phymosis, occur¬ 
ring in the same family. 

Dr. Aveling read a paper on a New Principle of Treatment 
in Cases of Prolapsus and Procidentia Uteri. He proposed to 
cause the uterus to assume such an angle with the vagina that 
it could not readily enter and pass through it. In a case of 
complete procidentia which he cured by removing a portion of 
mucous membrane from the anterior va^nal wall, he found 
that retroversion had resulted, and he attributed the success of 
the operation to the di.splacement caused. He believed that 
the most useful pessaries were those which pressed upwards 
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the anterior vaginal pouch, and thereby caused slight retro¬ 
version. Displacement posteriorly to the extent of fifty degrees 
he believed to be sufficient to prevent prolapsus. 

Dr. Kotjth said it was a question with him whether Dr. 
Avehng s case, interesting as it was, was really a case of pro- 

u procidentia was very rare. Many of the so- 
^lled cases were cases of allongement, as described by Huguier. 
Huguier, in sixty-four cases of so-called procidentia examined 
through a course of fifteen years, had met only with two true 
cases; and he (Dr. Kouth) liad met with but three. In these 
cases of allongement he had almost invariably practised the 
jierineal operation; and this, he believed, succeeded mainly 
owing to the loss of blood sustained, which caused the uterine 
hjqiertrophy to diminish, helped by the long rest enforced. In 
Dr. Aveling-’s case this bleeding, which he thought so important 
an element in the cure, was very small as compared with that in 
the perineal or Huguier’s operation; and if the cm-e was only 
effected by inducing retrofiexion, and the uterus was much 
lengthened, the pressure on the sacrum must give rise to the 
troubles usually observed in retroflexion, and to a greater 
degree. 

Dr. Baenes observed that although Huguier’s description of 
apparent procidentia as real hypertroj)hio elongation of the 
uterus was correct in the great majority of instances, still he 
not unfrequently saw cases in wliich the whole uterus could be 
felt outside the vulva, enclosed in the everted vagina. In these 
cases the uterus was generally retroflexecl. 

The Peesidext was disposed to think that the retroversion 
must have existed before the operation was performed. The 
displacernent in question Avas, in his experience, a most trouble¬ 
some affliction for the patient. 

Dr. Eogees considered procidentia, as distinct from allonge- 
nient, to be not uncommon. He had operated in several cases 
after the mode suggested by Dr. Marion Sims, and mth the 
best results, the uterus remaining in its normal position. 
_ Dr. Avelixg, in reply, would only observe that it was not 
in cases of prolapsus caused by elongation of the cervix that 
he proposed this principle of treatment. 

Dr. Baenes then read a paper on Uterine Htemorrhage after 
Dabour. ^ The author endeavoured to define the co.iditions 
upon which arrest of haemorrhage after labour depended, the 
action of the remedies in common use, and the indications for 
resort to particidar remedies. The remedies almost exclusively 
used depended for their efficacy upon their power of excitino- 
contraction of the uterus. This presupposed nerve-force enough 
to respond to excitation; but when this was exhausted, remedfes 
failed. It became then necessary to seek a new pov.^er that 
would act under the condition of exhausted contractility. This 
was found in styptics like perchloride of iron, which acted by 
coagulating the blood in the mouths of the open vessels, and 
corrugating the inner surface of the uterus. Acting exactly 
where ordinary means failed, it was a neiv power to save 
women from dying of haemorrhage. Examining the action of 
eigot, compression of the uterus, and cold, he urged that these 
should not be trusted if they failed to act quickly ; for if they 
so failed it was probably because contractility Avas gone. If 
persevered in beyond this point, they did harm. Ergot and 
cold added to the depression; kneading might bruise the 
uterus ; all were apt to occasion some form of puerperal fever. 
The perchloride had in several cases been followed by death 
when used for injecting naevi; but this case was essentially 
Afferent from that of injecting the uterus. In his OAvn prac¬ 
tice he had observed three orders of cases. In the first all re¬ 
covered well, the haemorrhage being immediately stopped; in 
some of these death would almost certainly have ensued but 
fOT the remedy. In the second series recovery occurred, 
phlegmasia dolens supervening; but phlegmasia dolens was 
not unusual after severe haemorrhage, and s"ome of these cases 
would have died but for the remedy. In the third death fol¬ 
lowed, but the patients were moribund when the remedy was 
^plied—^it came too late. Here the remedy was transfusion. 
The practical lesson resulting from a review of these cases 
was to observe the rule he had laid down—not to persist too 
long in the use of cold, kneading, and other remedies, but to 
resort to the perchloride before collapse had set in. Dr, Barnes 
showed a convenient case, constructed by Krohne and Sesemann, 
containing a set of his dilators, a Higginson’s syringe with 
uterine tube, and a bottle for perchloride of iron. 

D^ Eogees could most cordially agree Avith every word of 
Dr. Barnes s admirable paper. He (Dr. Eogers) had first used 
the perchloride some fifteen years ago in post-partum htemor- 
rhage, having failed with a strong solution of alum. He had 
since then employed it five or six times, and, in every case, suc¬ 
cessfully, He thought Dr. Barnes had omitted the mention of 

galvanism, on which he placed some reliance, and which had 
been advocated by his late friend. Dr. Mackenzie. 

Dr. Clevel.ixd thought one of the difficulties in the treat¬ 
ment of post-partum haemorrhage consisted in determining 
Avhen the means in general use should give way to the remedy 
recommended by the author. It was difficult, too, when 
single-handed, to haA’e the patient, for ever so short a time, to 
jirepare an injection. He had himself used an 8 oz. india- 
rubber bottle, to which Avas easily attached a flexible male 
catheter. This could be used more readily than a Higginson’s 
syiinge, and with less risk of injecting air. He Avould inquire 
if the author had iised emetics, as ho had himself Avitnessed the 
good effect of vomiting on more than one occasion. He would 
also ask if the free use of stimulants, especially at the com¬ 
mencement of flooding, was not open to objection. 

Dr. Wyxn Williams Avas hardly prepared to hear that the 
knowledge of perchloride of iron as a styptic in these cases 
was as limited as the author supposed. He himself had used 
it for a long time, although not exactly in the same manner as ' 
the author of the paper, but in a Avay AAdnch he might call the 
ready method. This consisted in taking a sponge, on which 
some of the tincture of the perchloride had been poured, and 
passing it into the uterus through the holloAA^ of the hand 
already introduced, after, of course, preA'iously emptying the 
uterus^ of clots, and then sponging the interior of the uterus 
Avitli it, leaving it in the uterus, if seen fit, with a string 
attached. He thought this plan less objectionable than inject¬ 
ing a considerable quantity of fluid. The stains on the hands 
of the operator Avero readily removed by a solution of oxalic 
acid or salts of lemon. 

Dr. Beaxtox Hiciis most cordially agreed with the whole 
paper. He v,fished to add, hoAvever, a few remarks. In the 
first place he thought there AA^as a considerable difference in 
different cases as to the condition of the internal surface of the 
uterus after expulsion of the placenta. In some uteri examined 
after death, the large apertures of the sinuses described by many 
authors were absent. There were of course the arterial openings 
and those of their return A^eins—of considerable size certainly, but 
not very large. In others it would be found that the sinuses, 
in their oblique passage through the uterine walls, occasionally 
abutted on the lino of separation of the placental decidua. 
When the iilacenta Avas remoA-ed, then the feeble waU gave 
way, and severe loss Av’ould result, unless the uterus contracted 
quite firmly. In the former case it did not require that severe 
uterine contraction, and the iierchloride Avould readily act; in 
the latter it Avould probably be found that even the per¬ 
chloride would fail to arrest this great stream. Enormous 
g’ushes he believed to be the result of a preaccumulation which 
had been going on unobserved. To one class of cases Dr. 
Barnes had not alluded—viz., placenta prsevia, where the 
cervical zone^ was relaxed after delivery. In these the per- 
chloiide applied to this surface was of much value. In severe 
cases also of abortion, when the uterus had been emptied, he 
had used it frequently AA'ith complete success, and without any 
untoAvard result. IIo used a somewhat weaker solution than 
Dr. Barnes. 

Dr. Hall Davis could add his testimony to the value of the 
Eon solutions. He had used them for several years among his 
Hospital patients ; scarcely a week passed without his resorting 
to them._ Ho had used the pernitrato, the persulphate, and the 
perchloride, and had found them about equally efficacious. It 
Avas of the utmost importance before using them to empty the 
uterus of any contained clots, that the styptic might fairly come 
into contact Avith its internal surface. 

Dr. Plateaie referred to the importance of aiming at the 
prevention of post-partum haemorrhage, and urged the careful 
foUomng down of the contracting uterus with the hand. On 
tfie subject of the value of the perchloride, he could but add 
his testimony to that of the previous speakers. 

Dr. Ttlee Smith, after eulogising the paper of Dr. Barnes, 
said that he believed but few cases of dangerous flooding would 
occur if in all cases a full dose of ergot were given immediately 
alter the birth of the child. It would, in his opinion, be a vast 
improvement in obstetrics if the forceps could be substituted 
tor ergot as now often gii’-en during labour, and if the ergot 
Were administered liabitually at the moment of bEth, or while 
the head was passing the vulva. Besides the prevention of 
haemorrhage, subinvolution of the uterus would become less 
requent. This rule of giving ergot had been extensively fol¬ 

lowed by his advice, and with the best results, in India, where 
flooding was still more common than in this country. 

. feared that the styptic fluid might enter the 
circulation and produce thrombosis. He thought the principle 
good, but tha.t the sponge plan of Dr. Williams might be safer 
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than Dr. Barnes’s. He would have Eked to have heard some 
reference to transfusion. 

The President thought the Profession would be gratified in 
hearing, through the medium of tliis Society, the opinion of so 
many distinguished men on this important subject. After the 
decided opinions expressed in favour of the percldoride of iron, 
its use, so ably advocated by Dr. Barnes, would probably be¬ 
come more extended. As preventive of hcemorrhage he had 
great belief in pressure, and in fact the only cases in which he 
had seen hiemorrhage fatal under his ovra care were cases in 
which, unusual attention to the child being required, the uterus 
had not been uninterruptedly watched over. Transfusion, to 
which Dr. Aveling had alluded, was adapted for cases of a 
somewhat different nature, where the hiemorrhage had ceased. 

Dr. Barnes, in reply, said he had not forgotten either the 
subject of transfusion or prevention, but the problem set in this 
paper was how to deal with haemorrhage when present. With 
regard to electricity, he had preceded his friend the late Dr. 
Mackenzie in proving the power of faradisation in causing 
uterine contraction, but he had abandoned it because it was 
inconvenient, often intensely distressing to the patient, and 
inferior to other means. As to Dr. Hicks’s remarks upon the 
frequent absence of large openings of sinuses on the inner 
surface of the uterus, he reminded the Society that the obli¬ 
quity of the openings rendered it very difficult to find them ; 
and that Dr. Chowne and others, by injecting the vena cava 
backwards, showed that water would escape in torrents on the 
uterine surface. With reference to priority, he must say that 
he was surprised to hear such very general expressions of ap¬ 
proval of the treatment; but that it was not yet a recognised 
plan was proved by the absence of mention of it in our text¬ 
books. It appeared to have been first used by D’Outrcpont; 
it was pointedly recommended by Kiwisch in 1840 ; his own 
first publi.shed recommendation of it was in his Lettsomian 
Lectures on Placenta Praevia in 1857, and of course he had used 
it before that date. In conclusion, he exj)ressed his belief that 
the percldoride of iron would come into general use as a recog¬ 
nised plan of treating uterine htemorrhage. 

OBITUARY. 
-o-- 

SIR JAMES PRIOR, F.R.C.S., 

was for many years in the Medical service of the navy. He 
served off Greenland, and in the North Sea, in Afiica, in the 
East Indies, Brazil, and on the Eastern Coast of Africa. He 
was also engaged in the reduction of Heligoland, of the 
Mauritius, and of Java. He was Staff-Surgeon of the Chatham 
Division of Royal Marines, and was appointed in 1843 Deputy 
Inspector-General of Hospitals and Fleets. He was the 
author of a “Life of Burke,” a “Life of Goldsmith,” and 
some Medical works. The “Life of Goldsmith” attracted 
great attention at the time of its publication, and was gene¬ 
rally regarded as the best biography of the poet. Sir James 
Prior was an elegant scholar, and his “style” pure and 
classic. He was born in 1790, and was knighted in 1858. 

RICHARD GRIFFIN, F.R.C.S., J.P. 

Mr. Griffin, the indefatigable and courageous advocate of the 
Poor-law Surgeons of this kingdom, has ceased from his laboui-s. 
For a considerable time past he has been in bad health, and 
incapacitated for practice. He was formerly House-Surgeon 
of the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, and was subsequently 
Honorary Surgeon of the Dispensary and Infirmary of that 
town. He settled early in life at Weymouth, at which place 
he obtained a very extensive practice both as a general and a 
consulting Practitioner. He was in the Commission of the 
Peace. For many years he was Surgeon to one of the districts 
of the Weymouth Union, and it was in this position that he 
worked with such energy as a reformer of the Poor-law in 
regard to Union Sui-geons. He was not happily placed with 
the guardians of the district, and his efforts in the cause of the 
poo^ were often frustrated, and he was subjected to much 
annoyance. He, however, persevered against most formidable 
obstacles, and succeeded in forming the Poor-law Medical 
Reform Association, of which for several years he was chairman. 

The public career of Mr. Griffin was for several years the 
histoiy of Poor-law Medical Reform. He was the active spirit 
of the movement. His correspondence was truly overwhelming, 
yet he found time to give addresses, to frame petitions, and to 
collect funds for cairying on the war against injustice and 
prejudice. The readers of this journal will recollect with what 

frequency for several years communications were made to it by 
Mr. Griffin. He collected a mass of information on the ques¬ 
tion which he had so much at heart that was truly astonishing ; 
and much of this he condensed and offered to give as evidence before 
a Parliamentary Committee which had been formed to inquire 
into the matter. There is reason to believe that he was pre¬ 
vented giving this evidence by parties interested in keeping 
the abuses of the system secret. Mr. Griffin some time since 
became paralysed, and died on the 12th inst. 

In estimating his character, we must put in prominent relief 
his amazing industry, his dauntless courage, and his disinte¬ 
rested motives. He was an accomplished scholar—wrote well 
and spoke well. His failings were consequent in some degree 
on the very energy of his character. He was self-opinionated 
and obstinate, and “ bore no brother near the throne.” He 
wanted grasp of thought. He failed to do the good he would 
otherwise have accomplished by taking too exclusively a Pro¬ 
fessional view of the question at issue. He complained of the 
position of Poor-law Medical officers as a personal affair, and 
did not show, as he might have done, that society at large was 
as much interested in the matter as his Professional brethren. 
But he was well fitted for a reformer. He rendered important 
service to a large class of Medical Practitioners, amongst whom 
his name will always be remembered with affection and admi¬ 
ration. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 

DR. DIEULAFOY’S ASriRATEUR SOUS-CUTANE. 

I SEND you a plate representing Dr. Dieulafoy’s aspirateur sous- 
cutand, winch, what little I have seen of it, seems a very prac¬ 
tical instrument. The two cases in which I have witnessed its 
employment were, one an enormous effusion into the synovial 
cavity of the knee-joint 
from blennorrhagia, the 
other a hydatid cyst of the 
liver. The liquid was with¬ 
drawn in both cases without 
the least difficulty or acci¬ 
dent whatever, although the 
fiuid in the first was of a 
syrupy consistence. The 
great advantage of the in¬ 
strument, besides continued 
aspiration, is the very 
minute calibre of the trocar, 
a true capillary form, and 
which may be introduced 
into many organs without 
danger. The author recom¬ 
mends the instrument not 
only for the treatment of 
serous, purulent, or hae¬ 
matic effusions into natural 
or accidental cavities, but 
also as a means of diagnosis 
of such morbid collections; 
and it is in this latter capa¬ 
city that much service may 
be expected from its use. 
In deep-seated abscesses, 
for instance, where fluctua¬ 
tion is almost imperceqitible, 
or in collections where the 
nature of the liquid is not 
understood, and where an 
exact diagnosis is desirable 
before Surgical interven¬ 
tion, this instrument can 
be of great value. The 
lower cock, which upon 
being opened allows the 
aspirated fluid to escape 
from the barrel of the pump, 
also serves to aspirate a . . . . , 
medicamentous liquid in case an injection is deemed necessary. 
Thus, after withdrawal of the morbid liquid, an injection may 
be practised without removing either the trocar or the pump. 

PtnOT 

Female Doctors.—It is said that a woman is attend¬ 
ing Medical lectures inStewens’s Hospital School of Medicine, 

Dublin, 
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NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQHES. MEDICAL NEWS. 

TheS^clent s Guide to Physical Piaynosis. By Samtiel Fenwick, 
M.D., Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital, Co- 
Lecturer on Physiology at the London Hospital Medical 

London: John Churchill and Sons. Pp. 176. 
■ For Dr. Fenmek’s little work we bespiak a hearty 

welcome.^ It is essentially a student’s book, and ag-oodone too. 
it IS not intended to teach the refinements or the minutiDe of 
diagnosis that the student rarely wants. It proceeds on a 
simple and intelligible plan, something like that introduced into 
botany for a somewhat similar purpose, and wMch is commonly 
knewn as the dichotomous system; only it is not nearly carried to 
perfection here. ^ We proceed thus. The patient presents a certain 
symptom, the disease is so and so, or belongs to such and such 
a group—the patient docs not present the system in question, 
ths disease is not so and so, and it belongs to such and such 
another group. There are some capital diagrammatic illustra- 
tions^ (chiefly after Da Costa), not exactly depicting morbid 
conditions, but showing the conditions on Avhioh they, or rather 
their symptoms, depend in an exaggerated fashion. Of course 
every man has his own little peculiarities and specialities, so to 
speak; these are not completely absent from Dr. Fenivick’s 
production ; nevertheless they are not so manifest but that the 
author has good reason to be satisfied with his work, and the 
student vail have ground for satisfaction if he acquire and 
practise the tenets here taught. 

The Climate of the South, of France as suited to Invalids, toith 
Notices of Meditei rancan and other Winter Stations. By 

^ iLLiAMis, M.A., M.D. Oxon., Assistant-Physician to 
the Dosintal for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest, 
Brompton. 2nd Edition. London: Long'mans. Pp. 131. 
* Lhe second edition of this little work is considerably 

enlargeci both in size and scope. The first edition dealt with 
the bouth of France only; the present includes other Mediter¬ 
ranean stations, as those of Italy, Spain, and North Africa. In 
^ appendix an account is given of some summer stations, the 
Engadine and others. Metjorologioal considerations are 
prominently brought forward. 

Truth: a Libel by Law. The Case of Sharp v. Wilson. By 
L.F.P.S.G. Edinburgh: Henry Bobinson. 

For a good many reasons this book had been better 
unwritten. It contains the painful history of one of those 
quarrels between Medical men, primarily originating in petty 
1 rofessional jealousies. To such quarrels we must undoubtedly 
attribute the inferior position of our Profession as regards its 
influence on public affairs. We cannot aU unite, be the object 
what_ it may. The details of the case are painful beyond 
description. Alleged incapacity, said to result in dreadful 
suffering and loss^ of life, constitutes its theme. We cannot 
think that Mr. Wilson has been wise in publishing this book. 

f tHandbooTi^ by Mrs. Gascoigne. London: Longmans. 1869. 
Tvrla • 1 ’■f ^ Medical book, but it deserves a good word from the 
Modioal Profession, wno may do a good service to their patients by recom¬ 
mending n m any case where an amusing book may be amongst the aids 
to reoove^o It consists of a series of tales, remarkably w^eU written, with 
What It IS fashionable to call a strong Tcali,stic touch, and showing the 
author to be a keen hut genial and kindly observer of life and manners. 
Jhat winch we have to thank the author for is the flattering picture which 
she gives of our Pi'ofessiou in her impersonation of Dr. Harold, from 
W'iiose note-book the tales are supposed to be taken. It is decidedly 
bwpw®/®. flie tj-pical Doctor in the eye of the public is a busy^ 
Dustiiiif,, laige-liearted, pro.sperous man, never tired, never out of spirits 

confidence because of his sound common sense and 
k ndne^. With all the ills that harass our distressed fraternity, we may 
thank Heaven that people pay us at least in good words. 

■>»,-( Surgical Reporter. Philadelphia, IT S 
f quantity of original matter, and a variety ol 

amusmg and instructive quotations. The Paris correspondent is altogethei 
MeUs failed to extract the bulle! 

® Spencer AYells had nothing to dc 
vvicii tiie cas6. “ 

Dk. Halpord, of Melbourne, bus issued a pampblet on 
The New Treatment of Sn.ikebite,” for the use, as we uuder- 

staiid it, of the general pubfle. If so, it is too fuU of technical 
details as to cases, and so on. His plan of treatment is now 
weU known here as elsewhere, and we are glad indeed to find 
that in certain cases it has been successful; but undoubtedly it 
has not been universa.lly so. We have been always delighted 
to record Dr. Halford’s experiments and his successes, and we 
snail be equally so to hear more of the same kind. At the same 
time we must confess we do not like the tone of this pamphlet 
as i^ch. as we have that of some of Dr. Halford’s previous 

-- 

Royal College of Surgeon’s of England.—Tlio 
following gentlemen having undergone the necessary examina¬ 
tions for the diploma, were admitted Members of the College 
at a meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 16th inst.:— 
Barrett, Ashley William, Stepney, student of the London Hospital. 
Brodie, Edward Fitzgerald, L.K.a.S.P. Ireland, Dublin, of the Dublin 

School. 
Christian, John Griffith, Rhyl, North Wales, of St. George’s Hospital. 
Crisp, James Luke, South Shields, of the Newcastle School. 
Davie.3, Francis Pritchard, M.B. Edin., Birmingham, of the Edinburgh and 

Bnniingham Schools. 
Durham, Frederick, Northampton, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Elphick, Edward, L.R.C.P. Loud., Adelaide, South Australia, of Guy’s 

Hospital. 
Gaitskell, Edward Forbes, L.R.C.P. Lond., and L.S.A., Streatham, of 

Guy’s Hospital. . ’ ’ > 
Harris, James Alfred, Audley, StafPordshii'e, of the Edinburgh School. 
Hiron, John Hickman, L.S.A., Studley, AVarv.dcksliire, of the Birmingham 

School. 
Hobley, Simon Halford, L.S.A., Carnarvon, of King’s College. 
Hutton, Robert James, L.R.C.P. Edin., Lever-street, Islington, of St. 

Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Joy, Frederick AVilliam, L.R.C.P. Edin., Northwold, Brandon, of Univer¬ 

sity College. _ 
Laslett, Frederick William, L.R.C.P. Edin., Old Charlton, Kent, of Guy’s 

Ho-spital. 
Little, Charles Edward, Lynn, Noifolk, of Charing-cross Hospital. 
Mallam, AVilham Prior, L.R.C.P. Lond., Kidliug’ton, Oxon, of Guy’s Hos¬ 

pital. 
Page, Herbert William, Carlisle, of the Cambridge and London Hospitals. 
Rowland, Edwin Roger, Lind AYoking, St. George’s Ho.spital. 
Saunders, AVilliam Egerton, Peckliam, of Guy’s Ho.siiital. 
Seaton, Edward, Suifliton, of St. Thomas’s Ho.spital. 
Simon, Maximilian Flunk, Blaekheath, of St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Smith, Richard Thoma.s, Hebdon-bridge, Yorkshire, of University College. 
Snell, Enoch, L.S.A., Leeds, of University College. 
Solly, Stephen Francis, L.S.A., St. George’s-oircus, S.E., of AYestminster 

Hospital. 
Stables, AYalter AYilliam Godfrey, L.R.C.P. Edin., AYandaworth, of St. 

Bai'tholomew’s Hospital. 
Symons, Henry Edward, Stoke Newington, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Taylor, Frederick Eja-es, L.S.A., Norwich, of King’s College. 
Thompson, Philip, Penshaw, Dui’ham, of the Manchester School. 
AYalpole, Arthur Herbert, Noiwich, of the Newcastle School. 

The following gentlemen were admitted Members on the- 
17tli inst. :— 
Barker, Richard Henry, Himgerford, Berks, student of St. George’s Hos¬ 

pital. 
Bennett, Frederick Charles, Salisbury, of Universitj' College. 
Bolton, Jolin George Elliott, Mauritius, of University College. 
Brooks, Samuel Brewer, L.R.C.P. Ed. and L.S.A., Kirton, Lincolnshire, 

of University College. 
Clark, Andrew, L.S.A., Greenford, Aliddlesex, of University' College. 
Davies, AYilliam Bowen, Llandovery, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Derbyshire, Francis, Manchester, of the Middle,sex and Manchester Hos- 

liitals. 
Fisher, Frederick Alfred, Holloway, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
GiU, AYilliam, L.S.A., Torquay, of the London Hospital. 
Harris, Hem-y, Denmark-hill, of St. Thomas’s Hosnital. 
Harrison, Henry Frank Egbert, Fareham, Hants, of St. Mary’s Hospital. 
Hodges, YJilliam, Bristol, of the Bristol School. 
I’Anson, AYilliam Andi’ew, Newcastle, of the Newcastle School. 
Laivrence, Charles Hinds, L.S.A. and L.R.C.P. Ed., Adelaide, South Aus¬ 

tralia, of University College. 
Ley, John William, South Molton, of the London Hospital. 
Mayhew, Charles Heniy, L.R.C.P. Lond., Kingston, Jamaica, of King’.s 

College. 
Mitchell, Joseph, L.S.A., Leicester, of St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Norton, Herbert, Forest-hill, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Risdon, Alfred, Dolton, North Devon, of St. George’s Hospital. 
Roberts, Richard Lawton, Ruabon, N. AYales, of University College. 
Rosser, Walter, L.S.A., Bisca, Monmouthshire, of St. Thomas’s Hospital 
Towt, George Frederick Ewens, Crewkerne, Somerset, of the Charing-cross 

Hospital. 
A'achell, Charles Tanfleld, Cardiff, of King’s College. 

It is deserving of honourable mention that all the candidate.s 
passed on this occasion, and that only three were referred the 
previous evening. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursdav, 
November 11, 1869:— 

Fenton, George, Great Smith-street, Westminster. 
Sers, Robert Hanslip, Epperstone, near SouthweU. 

_ The following gentleman also, on the same day, passed 
his First Professional Examination:— 

Sleman, John, St. Mary’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
**,* Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Puh- 

lishing-oflice, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Burroughs, G. E. 
Hospital. 

L.~-Eesident Obstetrical Officer to Charing-cross 
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Gosse, CiiAULES.—HouEe-Surgeoa to the Koyal Westminster Ophthalmic 
Hospital. 

r.iTTLE, C. E., M.R.C.S.—Resident Medical Officer to Charing-cross 
Hospital. 

Towt, G. F. E., M.R.C.S.—House-Surgeon to Charing-cross Hospital. 

NAVAE AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 
Admiralty.—The following appointments have been made:—Dr. John 

J. U. Bremner, Staff Surgeon to the Royal Adelaide, additional, for 
service in the Eevenqe, to be appointed to the Zealous when recornmis- 
sioned; Jolm Buckley, Smgeon to the Ocean, additional, for service in 
the Rinaldo when commissioned ; Dr. Samuel Campbell, Surgeon to the 
Ocean, additional, for service in the Zebra when commissioned; Robert 
Atkinson, Assistant-Surgeon to the Dulce oj Wellington, additional, for 
service in the Donegal, to be appointed to the Ocean when recommissioned 
in China; Joseph V. N. Blake, As.sistant-Surgeon to OcWRoyal Adelaide, 
addition.al, for service in the Revenge, to be appointed to the i?eaZous when 
recommissioned; Dr. Gordon Price, Acting Assistant-Surgeon to the 
Ocean, additional, for service in the Rinaldo when commissioned; AVd- 
liam T. Paton, Acting Assistant-Surgeon to the Ocean, additional, for 
service in the Zebra when commissioned; George Murdock, Acting 
Assistant-Suigeon to the Royal Adelaide, additional, for service in the 
Revenge, to be appointed to the Zealous when recommissioned. 

Brevet.—The undermentioned officers, who have retired upon full pay, 
to have a step of honorary rank as follows :—To be Insiiector-General 
of Hospitals : Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals John Emilius 
Mayer, Madras E.stablishment. To be Deputy Inspectors-General of 
Hospitals : Surgeon-Maj or Hugh Francis Clarke Cleghorn, Madras Esta¬ 
blishment ; Smgeon-Major George James Shaw, Bombay Establishment. 

Medical Dep.aetment.—Assistant-Surgeon James Alfred Turner, from 
the Royal Artillery, to be Staff Surgeon, vice Thomas Clark Brady, 
placed upon half-pay; Staff Assistant-Surgeon Thomas J ohn Tucker to 
be Staff Surgeon, vice John Copeland Knipc, appointed to the 36tli Foot; 
Assistant-Surgeon James Bonnyman, M.B., from the 89th Foot, to be 
Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice Eugene M'Shane, placed on half-pay. 

36tu Foot.—Staff Surgeon John Copeland Khipe to be Surgeon, vice 
Arthur BcU, deceased. 

SOtii Foot.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon Alexander Long to be Assistant- 
Surgeon, vice James Bonnjnnan, M.B., appointed to the Staff. 

BERTHS. 

Miller.—On November 9, the wife of J. N. Mdler, M.D., Blackheath, of 
a son. 

Reykolds.—On November 11, at Pembroke Dock, the wife of Dr. Howard 
D. Reynold.^, of a son. 

Stevenson.—On November 16, at 21, Caversham-road, N.W., the wife of 
Thomas Stevenson, M.D., M.R.C.P., of a son. 

DEATHS. 
Garlick, John William, M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond., at Halifax, on Novem¬ 

ber 11, aged 69. 
Griffin, Richard, M.R.C.S., on Friday, November 12, at 12, Royal- 

terrace, Weymouth, aged 63. 
Hood, Emily Kate, only daughter of the late Dr. David Hood, H.M.’s 

Bengal Medical Service, at 7, Rue Chateaubriand, Paris, on October 31, 
aged 9 years and 8 months. 

Thompson, Elizabeth Maria, widow of J. Bowen Thomp.son, M.D., 
late of Beyrout, Syria, at the residence of her brother-in-law, Henry 
Smith, Esq., of Morden College, Blackheath, on November 14. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the natm-e of the office vacant, the qualifications 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary.—Assistant Resident MedicM 
Officer; must possess one legal qualification. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to the Secretary on or before November 30. 

Brighton and Hove Dispensary.—Resident House-Surgeon ; must have 
both Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Apphea- 
tions and testimonials to the Chairman of the Committee of Management 
on or before November 29. Election on December 7. 

CiiARiNQ-CROSs HOSPITAL.—Physician-Accouchem; must have a degree 
from one of the universities recognised by the General Medical Council, 
and be F. or M.R.C.P. Lond. Applications and testimonials to the 
Secretary on or before the 30th inst. at 2 o’clock. 

CiioLSEY New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. 
Applications and testimonials to J. T. Morland, Esq., Clerk to the Com¬ 
mittee of Visitors, at the Asylum, Cliolsey, near Abingdon, Berks, on or 
before December 16. 

East Ward Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Work- 
house at Kirkby Stephen. Candidates must be registered, and possess 
the qualifications prescribed by the Poor-law Board. Applications and 
testimonials to Mr. John iniitehead. Clerk to the Guardians, Appleby, 
on or before December 4. Election on the 6th. 

Lincoln County Hospital.—Physician; must possess a Medical qualifi¬ 
cation. Applications and testimonials to Mr. J. W. Danby, Lincoln, on 
or before November 20. Election on the 22nd. 

Liverpool Royal Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials to E. Gibbon, Esq., Royal Infirmary, Liverpool, 
from whom further infoimation may be obtained. 

Middlesex Hospital.—Resident Ob.stetric Assistant; must possess one 
legal qualification. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary at 
the Hospital on or before November 25. 

Ramsgate and St. Lawrence Royal Dispensary.—Resident Meffi^l 
Officer; must have both Medical and Surgical qualifications, and. be 
registered. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary on or beiore 
December 4. Election on the 6th. 

MARRIAGES. 

Blake—Alder.—On November 11, at Hurstbourne Tarrant, Andover, 
Thomas William Blake, M.R.C.S., second son of the late Thomas Blake, 
Esq., of Galway, Ireland, to Katherine Alice, yoimger daughter of the 
Rev. Gilbert Alder, Vicar of Hurstbourne and Rural Dean. 

Bryint—WiLLOCK.—On November 9, at St. Mark’s Chm-ch, St. Jolm’s 
Wood, William Hickes Bryant, M.R.C.S.E., son of the late R. Jennmgs 
Biwant, Esq., of Gascoyne-place, Plymouth, to Sophie, second daughter 
of the Rev. William A. Willook, D.D., Rector of Cleenish, county Fer¬ 
managh, and foimciiy Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. 

CoiTES—Smith.—On November 11, at the parish church of ^editon, 
Frederick William Coates, IiI.D., of Burford House, Malvern, eldestson 
of William Martin Coates, Esq., of Salisbury, to Mary i^atha, eldest 
daughter of the Rev. Charles Felton Smith, M. A., Vicar of Crediton. 

Croft°-Paxton.—On November 10, at the parish church, Bicester, John 
Heniy Croft, M.R.C.S.E., to Liddy, sixth daughter of Jonas Paxton, Esq., 
of Bicester, O.xon. 

Ev.ins—Gallagher.—On November 4, at St. Chrj'sostcm’s, Liverpool, 
Thomas Walter Evans, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S. A., of 11.5, nej'vvorth-strect, 
Everton, to Margaret, younger daughter of Wilham Gallagher, Esq., or 
Evertoii. 

Falkner—CODD.—On Nov. 10, at Riokmaiisworth, Herte, Heniy Falloier, 
fom’th son of Francis Falkner, Esq., of 15, Lower Fitzwilliam-steeet, 
Dublin, to Elizabeth (Thadie), eldest daughter of G. G. Codd, Esq., 
M.R.C.S., Riclimanswoi-tli. 

Goad—Johnstone.—On November 13, at All Saints’ Church, Leainingtqn, 
Horace Boileau Goad, Esq., of Cawnpore, India, eldest son of Major 
S. B. Goad, of Simla, to Fanny Matilda, fifth daughter of the late James 

Royal Free Hospital, Gray’s-inn-road.—Junior House-Sui’geon; 
must be M.R.C.S. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary on or 
before November 24. 

Royal South London Dispensary.—Honorary District Surgeon. Fur¬ 
ther particulars may be obtained of Mr. Hentsch at the Dispensary. 

St. George’s, Hanover-square, Dispensary, 69, Mount-street, Q-bos- 
VENOR-SQUARE.—Physician-Accouclieur; must he M.R.C.P.Ij. Appu- 
cations and testimonials to the Hon. Secretary on or before November 29. 
Election the next day at 4.-30 p.m., when personal attendance wiU be 
required. . 

St Pangeas and Northern Dispensary.—Resident Medical Officer; 
must have both Medical and Surgical qualifications. Apphcations and 
testimonials to S. S. Wigg, Esq., 33, Gordon-street, Gordon-square, 
W.C., from whom further information may be obtamed. 

South Shields Dispensary.—House-Smgeon ; must have both M^cal 
and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimomals to the com¬ 
mittee on or before November 25. 

Sussex County Hospital.-House-Surgeon. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to A. Veysey, Esq., Sec., Brighton, on or before November 24. 

SwANSE.A New Hospital.—House-Sui-geon ; must be legally quMified. 
Applications and testimoriials to the Secretary', 23, Gower-strect, o'W’an.- 
sea, on or before November 24. Election December 1. 

University College Hospital.—Assistant-Physician. Applieatiras and 
testimonials to the Secretary, John Robson, Esq., on or before Dccem- 

Westminster Gbnf.ral Dispensary.—Surgeon; must be M.R.C.S., not 
practising midwifery or pharmacy, and be registered. Apphcations and 
testimonials to the Secretary on or before November 2-. 

Johnstone, M.D. Ttr-n- 
Or AYES—Beatson.—On November 9, in Hound Church, Hants, William 

Grave,s, Anny . Medical Staff, to Maiy Tlieodora, eldest daughter of 
Geoi^c 8. Beatson, M.D., C.B., Inspector-General of Hospitals, and 
Honorary Physician to the Queen. 

Leeson—SquAREY.—On November 9, at Trinity Church, IVIniylebone, 
Hmuy Beaumont T.Aioson, M.D., M.A., F.R.S etc., of Bonchurch, 
Isle of Wight, to Maria Jane Squarey, of 13, Upper V impole-strcet, 

London. 
Miller—Youno.-Ou November 11, at St. Austin’s, Stafford, R. M.Mille^ 

M.D of Wolverhampton, to Theresa, third daughter of the late George 
Yomig, E.sq., of Saverlcy House, Staffordshire. 

Notter—McIllree—On October 21, at Trinity C’nm-ch, Montreal, James 
Lane Notter, M.B., Staff Assistant-Surgeon, of 
County Cork, Hcland, to Fanny, eldest daughter of J D MMllreC; Esq 
luspector-Graeral of Hospitals, and Prmcipal Medical Officer in the 

Dominion of Canada. . 
Rattray—Stuart.—On November 9, at Altamoiint, Blairgowi;ie, N.B., 

fam^aerk Rattray, M.D., of Coial Bank, Rattray, to Jessie Lomsa, 
elder daugliter of John Stuart, Esq., late of Bomba). 

Terry-Chai-man.—At Woodchmeh, Kent, Joto 
of Wittersbam, Kent, to Surah, widow of the late Y . it. Chapman, 

M.D., of Hastings. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
«,* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
RESIGNATIONS. 

Easlry Union.—Mr. John Sladden has resigned the Ash Disti’ict; area 
8037 ; population 2559 ; salary £50 per jmnum. _ menben 

East Ward Union.—T)x. Henderson has resigned the Kukby Stephen 
District; area 15,700; population 2709 ; salary £17 per annum. Also the 

Y'orkhouse ; salaiy £20 per annum. , wn.pi.Lnu<!P • salary 
Solihull Union.—'hUc. Thomas Lowe has resigned the Workhouse, salary 

£26 i)or annum. 

Sevenoaks t «ion.—Cliarles F. Gregory, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Sixth 

District. 

The Queen lias been pleased to confer the bonoiir of 
knighthood on James Alderson, Esq., M.D., E.R.S., President 

of the Royal College of Physicians. 
Public Aquarium at Brighton.—Steps have been 

taken for the erection of a large public aquarium at Brighton. 
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Dk. Leaked, m certain researclies lie lias made, and 
wnioli in abstract bave been publislied in the Proceedings of the 
Royal Society, has come to the conclusion that sulphocyanides 
not only occur normally in the saliva, but also in the urine, the 
blood, and the "white of egg. He found that its absence in the 
sahva corresponded "with an impaired condition of health. 

Dr. W. H. Stone has published, under the title of the 
“ Novus Theaetetus,” his introductory lecture delivered this 
year at St. Thomas’s Hospital. His text is “ Han the Measure 
of all Things.’ ’ It is a rare gratification to see signs of scholar- 
smp in a Medical address. But may vre be allowed to hint that 
the sermon was possibly a little too deep for the auditory ? 

New Fellow.—At a meeting of the Council of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, on the 11th inst.. Dr. Edward 
James Shearman, of Moorgate, Rotherham, was admitted a 
FeUow of the College, his diploma of Membership bearina- date 
February 3, 1843. 

Public Health.—The Council of King’s College, 
Lon(^n, have established a chair of hygiene, and have appointed 
Dr. Guy their first Professor. Arrangements will be made 
for a co"urse of lectures to be given during the second half of 

months of January, February, and 

A SPECIAL general court of the governors of St. Bar¬ 
tholomew s Hospital wiU be held on Monday, the 22nd inst., 

recent remarks in the public press respecting 
this Hospital As the matter is of public interest, a motion 
■^U 08 submitted to the Court that reporters be admitted on 
the occasion. 

There will be held at Christ Church, on Saturday, 
eceinber 18, an election to a Lees Readership in Physics, as 

•weH as to the Readership in Anatomy before announced. Can¬ 
didates must have passed aU the examinations required by the 
Umversity for the B.A. degree. The person elected will be 
reqmred to reside and to give instruction to undergraduates. 

£ ^®fii^ested to forward testimonials to the Dean 
ot Christ Ctarch on or before Monday, December 13, and to 
caU on the Dean on that day at 10 a.m. Candidates for the 
Lees Readership in Anatomy are also requested to send in 
testimonials, and to call on the same day. 

NATURi^ Science Exhibition at Cambridge.— 

bt. Jolin s CoUege offers an exhibition of the value of £50 a 
year for natural science. The examination will commence on 
April 29, 1870, and. wiU be open to all students who are not 

firTtSm”^ ^ mversity, as well as to undergraduates in their 

Medical Gtraduates’ Association — 

Session ivill be held at the Freemasons’ Taverr 
on Wednesday and Thursday, December 1 and 2. On Wednes- 
day at 7.30p.m a paper on “The Clinical Examination oi 
the Unne in relation to Disease,” by Dr. Black, of Chesterfield. 
wiU be read and discussed. On Thui-sday, at 5 p.m., the Pre: 
sident. Dr. Richardson, F.R.S., wiU deliver the Anniversarv 
Address, The Science of Cure.” Members of the Profession 
are invited to attend. The anniversaiy dinner -will be held at 
the same place on Thursday, at 7.30 p.m. 

MB George W. Daniell, 
M.R C.S Eng.; Denbigh, Evan Pierce, M.D. St. And. (fourth 

Clapham, M.D. Edin.; Devmport, 

Moore M d'^’sT A Hartlepool, George 
Mooie, M.D. St. And.; Ruthin, Josiah R. Jenldns, M.D. 
Aberd. (re-elerted) ; Smth Molton, Richard Ley, M.R.C.S. 
Eng ; Wells, Thomas Purnell, M.D. St. And. (re-elected for 

Hilles,''M'H Charles W. 

Dublin Chemical and Philosophical Club_The 
Club was held on Tuesday evening, 

the 16th inst., at the Queen s Institute, Molesworth-street. A 
novelty of the evening was the attendance of ladies. Much is 
said in the present day about the “ rights of women,” and 
there can surely be no more useful recognition of those rio-hts 
than the adimssion of the fair sex to such intellectual and 
nnnd-expandmg treats as those afforded by the annual meetings 
^ many of our scientific societies. The magnetic telegraph 
was in operation worked by ladies of the institute. Among 
other works of the institute exhibited were several beautiful 
epecimens of enamelhng in porcelam, wood engraving, and 
photograph coloimng. Numerous objects of interest were 
bought forward by Drs. John Barker, Reynolds, and Frazer • 
Messrs. F^tes, Woodworth, Tichborne, F.C.S., Draper Jolin 

SSm r* recently found in 
Ireland were sho"wn by Dr. Bailey. ^ 

_ Small-pox and Fever in Mile-end Old Town.—In 
his yearly report to the vestry. Dr. Matthews Corner states that 
dyiring the past year 104 patients were sent to the Fever Hos¬ 
pital and 3 to the Small-pox Hospital at the cost of the 
hamlet. In the pre"vious year there were 93 cases of fever and 
14 cases of small-pox. Most of these cases, if proper sanitary 
measures had been carried out, might have been prevented. 

Collegiate Examinations.—At the Pass Examina¬ 
tion for the diploma of Memhership of the Royal College of 
Surgeons on Saturday last, the following questions on Surgical 
Anatomy and the Principles and Practice of Surgery were 
subimtted to the 84 candidates, "viz.;—“ 1. Name the muscles 
(giving their attachments) by which deformity is produced or 
maintained in the following, affections, * "viz.:—1. Talipes 
equinus; 2. Talipes varus; 3. Talipes valgus. 2. Mention 
the causes which may produce extravasation of urine into the 
perinseum; state the direction it takes, and the reasons for that 
direction; state also the local and constitutional symptoms 
which attend it, and the treatment required. 5. Mention the 
structures which must be divided in the respective operations 
for hydrothorax, ascites, hydrocele, and fistula in ano. 
4. Describe the appearances of an ordinary syphilitic sore, and 
mention the different forms of secondary sypbihtic eruption. 
5. Describe the Surgical anatomy of the sartorius muscle in 
reference to deligation of the femoral artery. 6. Describe the 
local symptoms of acute periostitis (say of the tibia); state the 
possible results, and mention the treatment.” To those candi¬ 
dates who were not already in possession of a Medical degree 
or licence, the following questions on the Principles and Practice 
of Medicine were submitted, viz.:—“ 1. What are the symptoms 
and physical signs of effusion of fluid in the chest ? Describe 
the treatment of such a case by medicine; and if you have 
recourse to paracentesis, state your reasons for the operation, 
and the mode of performing it. 2. You are called to a person 
(of any age) in convulsions. How do you proceed to discover 
their cause ? and then what is your treatment ? 3. Enumerate 
the pi’incipal diuretic medicines in use. Give the preparations 
as contained in the British Pharmacopoeia, with their composi¬ 
tion and doses.” 

Health oe St. Marylebone.—Infectious Diseases. 
—Dr. Whitmore, in his report for October, says:—“I regret 
being unable to report any diminution whatever in this fatal 
and highly contagious epidemic. It is now generally prevalent- 
in all the parochial districts, and in those localities where we 
should most expect to find it—"viz., where the population is 
densest and most crowded. With two or three exceptions onlv, 
all the deaths from scarlet fever during the past month have 
occurred in houses which are let out to several families, each 
family occupying not more than one, or at most two rooms. 
In houses thus tenanted the freest possible intercourse exists 
amongst the inmates, children wander about the different room.s 
and play together on the landings and staircases, and no attempts 
whatever are made by parents to separate their sick and infected 
children from those that are healthy. When it shall please 
Providence that the present epidemic shall subside, it wiU be 
from no directly repressive efforts within the power of local 
authorities to adopt, but simply because the disease has expended 
itself, and the particular (^yyaxns or fermentation is at an end. 
Efficient measures of hygiene systematically carried out, such 
as good drainage, ample water supply, ventilation, cleanliness, 
&c., &c., may do something to mitigate symptoms and lessen 
the predisposition to contagious influences, but they will not 
suffice to arrest, in any material degree, the spread of such a 
malady as scarlet fever ; this can only be done by confinino- 
the contagion to the four walls of the sick chamber, and by 
keeping the patient isolated until all infection has entirely 
subsided. “ Salus populi suprema lex,” is a motto which can 
be best illustrated by efficient sanitary enactments ; it should 
be made a punishable offence to allow persons suffering from 
small-pox, fever, scarlatina, or other contagious malady to have 
any personal intercourse with the rest of the community; 
when that is done—^but not till then—we may expect a marked 
and permanent decline in the mortality from epidemic con¬ 
tagious diseases. The custom which prevails amongst the 
better classes, of removing children into the country by 
railway at an early period of convalescence from scarlet 
lever that is to say, at the time when the cuticle is peelin'^ 
from the hands, face, and other parts of the body, is most 
reprehensible, for at this particular time the contagion is pro¬ 
bably stronger than at any other period of the disease. Since 
my last report, scarlet fever has broken ont in York-court, and 
two deaths have already occurred from it; I therefore await 
with some anxiety the result of proceedings recently taken up 
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by the vestry in regard to certain houses in this court; and 
should it be found that the Act of last session of Parliament, 
gi\dng to local authorities the power of pulling down houses 
unfit for human habitation, can be efficiently and readily carried 
out, it will, I am pc rsuaded, do as much if not more to benefit, 
both morally and physically, the poor of this metropolis than 
any other sanitary enactment.” 

The First Vaccinator.—In the old churchjmrd of 
Worth, Dorsetshire, is a tomb with the following inscription, 
“Benjamin Jesty, of Do^vnshay, died April 16, 1816, aged 79. 
He was born at Yetminster in this county, and was an upright, 
honest man, particularly noted for having been the first person 
known that introduced the cow-j)ox by inoculation, and who, 
for his great strength of mind, made the experiment from the 
cow on his wife and two sons in the year 1774.” 

NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 
-- 

t'jat qntjtitnulb mutb s^all [earn mur^.—Bacon. 

Duilin.—Tlie prospectus of the Iris?i Medical Journal has been issued. Can 
Ireland support a weekly Medical journal in addition to the one she has 1 

Newcastle and Gateshead.—Dr. G. H. Phillipson’s foui'th annual report of 
the health and meteorology of the above towns is one of the most exhaust¬ 
ive kind ; the tables are models. 

Bristol.—Mr. Safford’s paper on Sanitary Police read at the meeting of 
Bristol has been printed separately. It is to be obtained at the Victoria 
Pres.s, 11, narp-alley, Farringdon-strect. 

The College op Suhgeons ix 1800. 

*5,^ The following, handed to us by a Medical literary antiquarian, is from 
a paper in the handwriting of Mr. Birch, one of the members of the 
Court of Assistants of the CoUegre of Surgeons in 1800 
From both these accounts it seems the quacks beat the regulars, because 

they understood best the weakness and vices of mankind. 
IVIien I have been in the country I have observed there has been plenty 

of surgery to employ any one they coxdd have confidence in; but, as the 
Professional people are engaged all might with midwifery, they are asleep 
all day to everything which requires thought. 

In.sanity requires much more looking after than is be.stowed upon it. 
The army and na\y require much better Surgeons than they are supplied 
with, and mates who are really qualified to be assistants to the Surgeons, 
not mere apothecaries’ jornmeymen. 

The whole attention of pupils is now directed to lectures; the mechanical 
parts of Surgery, which they should be first adroit in, is totally neglected. 
I know very many who have passed examination at the College who could 
not apply a tomiquet or bandage, or dress a patient after an operation. 
The dressings of most of the Hospitals are generally performed by the 
nurses ; few of the Surgeons take the trouble to know this. 

The practical part of Surgery wants much reformation. There is scarce a 
Surgeon in London who spreads a plaister at home. Truss-makers ride in 
carriages by their neglect, oculists make fortunes, fanaers pretend to be 
Surgeons, and Sm'geons descend to be faiviers. The offices of profit and 
dignity which used to be the rewards of well-earned reputation are bestowed 
upon men educated merely as apothecaries, and who have Siugery to learn 
after their appointments have taken place. Mr. Gunning’s letter ought 
to be read over once a year; it contains some judicious observations. The 
whole attention of the Court of Assistants seems to be absorbed by the 
museum, which, I think, will be the ruin of the College, while the improve¬ 
ment of practical Surgery is little attended to. 

The public and Parliament will not have reason to think highly of the 
Profession of Medicine after the bubble of the cow-pox. The CoUege of 
Surgeons never collectively gave their opinion about it, and therefore should 
claim an exemption from the censure most deservedly affixed to the intro¬ 
duction of a new disease, and all its fatal consequences, into the human 
frame. 

Dr. Ilulhe and other Correspondents.—We are at a loss really to understand 
the pro.spootus of “ The Professional and Commercial Pi-ovident Associa¬ 
tion.” Can it bo a joke ? Is it to be supposed that Medical Practitioners 
in country towns, or even in London, can bo found to act upon the pro¬ 
visions of the lithographed letter of Mr. P. W. Freeland, secretary 1 Let 
us see what these provisions arc. First, one Medical officer is to be ap¬ 
pointed in each town; if the town be large, two or more. Second, the 
officer is to supply Medical attendance and medicine to members. For 
each member he is to receive 7s. 6d. annually. But, then, observe, 
thirdly, “ the provincial Medical officer is required to pay on appoint¬ 
ment £3 for three fully paid-up shares.” But mark the consideration of 
the directors, “ without fmdher liability! ” We are informed, moreover, 
that each London Medical officer holds five shares ! WeU, ha\'ing given 
his name as provincial Medical officer, “ some good agents shall be set 
to work at once.” To do what 1 To canvass for members amongst the 
Medical officer’s or his neighbours’patients 1 If not, what for 1 We see 
great objections to this scheme, which embraces also money-lending in 
various forms, protection to employers in engaging clerks and assist- 
irnts, &e. As far as our Profession is concerned, it is easy to foretell what 
must bo the effect if the plan ever come to maturity. The members are 
to pay 5s. on admission, and “ subscriptions, according to benefits, from 
Ss. per month.” Wliy, the entire Medical practice of the country would 
be a seven-and-sixpenny club practice. We have already quite enough of 
club practice amongst the lower orders. We have no desire to extend its 
“ benefits ” to the middle and upper c’asses. 

Dipsomania. 

TO THE EDITOR OE THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 
Sib,—At the risk of being thought troublesome and forward, I venture 

to solicit a nook i^ain in your periodical for further remark. I have had 
much satisfaction in reading the law communications of your correspondent 
“ W.,” particularly the latter, which, it appears to me, fuUy meets the 
question; being American, too, no one here can object to it as interfering 
with the liberty of the subject. I am not aware that this American law is 
known at all in England, but anyhow it desen es to be made known and 
its example followed. The term dipsomania, which you have considered a 
bad designation, I would merely set up as conventional for want of a 
better, in the light in which we speak of any bad habit indulged—a mania for 
this or that indulgence. In making a law to reach the reckless and brutal 
drunkard, I would beg to mention another form of inebriety, less prominent 
and imseen, and more, I conceive, a physical than moral malady. I have 
known well-educated and estimable persons, perfectly correct and exem¬ 
plary for a time, subject at intervals] to giving way to drink. Fi’Om 
these repeated indulgences injury to healtli, circumstances, life, and 
the distress of friends have all followed, while Medical men and 
friends have been incompetent to interfere. I have been informed by 
a Physician conducting a large asylum, that several persons have been 
in the habit, when the drink fit came on, of putting themselves under his 
care until the cra\’ing for drink passed over, but that when under his care, 
and when the craving became more intense, they would use every artifice 
to induce the keepers to get wine or spirits for them. This fact, it 
appears to me, ought to bo sufficient to give Medical men and the friends a 
power to place such cases under legal restraint, pending circumstances. 

Nailsworth, November 15. I am, &c. Tiios. Stokes. 

Mr. John IKard [Plymouth] has forwarded to us a number of the Western 
Daily 3fercury containing an advertisement of a Professional work bj' a 
resident Practitioner, with the request—“ Please inform yoiu' readers 
how far this is consistent with Medical etiquette in advertising, a purely 
Medical book in a daily newspaper of general circulation.” The book i.s 
one of a truly scientific character, and upon that ground there is no 
just cause of complaint. The author of the book is quite at liberty to 
make his work known in any legitimate way. Aye do not see in what 
manner he has violated Professional etiquette in advertising as he 
has done. 

Sheffield.—Dr. Taylor has addressed a letter to the Sheffield Telegraph in 
reference to the case we commented upon last week, in which he vindicates 
his conduct successfully. He shows,'.that he gave notice by cert'£lc.ate, a 
fortnight before the death of the patient, of her “ urgent need of beef- 
tea and port wine, and, unless they are immediately supplied to her, I 
wiU not be responsible for her life.” He proves that he is correct with 
respect to the amount earned by the man and his family, which was a 
total of 133. a week ; and he proves that tliere is no rule of the Sheffield 
Hospital which authorises the issuing of wine from the Ho.spital stores. 
The Telegraph has an able and spirited leading article on the matter. 

Parochial Vaccination. 

TO the editor of the medical times and gazette. 
Sir,—I had no wish when I first wrote to you on the above subject to be 

led into any controversy; but there are some points in your correspondent’s 
letter of last Satm-day to which I wish to refer. 

I certainly had no idea that any parent, rich or poor, was entitled to 
parochial vaccination as a right; but if such be the case, I maintain that 
the public have a most unjust advantage given them over private vaccinators 
by the Government. 

I have in times gone by been both district and private vaccinator, either 
as assistant or principal, for nearly twenty years, and never experienced 
any difficulty in keeping up my supply of Ijunph. Occasionally when I 
have run myself out of lymph by vaccinating an unhealthy cluld, I have 
applied to some Medical friend for a fresh supply, and I trust there are but 
few Medical men who would refuse to help one in such an emei^ency. I 
cannot believe that private are less backward than public vaccinators in 
helping one another; and since, if my plan were carried out, more 
children would probably be vaccinated, it follows that the quantity of 
lymph at any given time in any district would be greater than at present. 
AVhence, then, the difficulty your correspondent imagines in the supply of 
fresh lymph 2 

I certainly, then, would do away with “ public vaccinators.” Nor do I 
think the public would suffer thereby. I repeat, in the words of your cor¬ 
respondent, “ Let every Medical man vaccinate the children he has brought 
into the world,” and if not paid by the parents send in his claim to the 
guardians, the district Medical officer operating on the childi-en of such as 
are attended by midivives. I believe this would give general satisfaction 
to all but the public vaccinators, and escape from vaccination be wellnigh 
impossible. 

Your coiTespondent talks as though I had accused him of “ touting.” 
I believe the word was used as an editorial remark in your paper in allusion 
to such tricks as I had exposed, before even yoiu- con-espondenthad replied 
to my ffi-st letter; but that this same touting does prevail amongst some of 
the public vaccinators there is unfortunately sufficient evidence to prove. 
Some time ago one of these philanthropic gentlemen called upon a patient 
of mine, and insisted on examining the arms of a child that I had vacci¬ 
nated, although he was told by the mother that the operation had been 
perfectly satisfactory, and, indeed, the certificate was offered for his in¬ 
spection. Luckily for liim the father was absent from home. In last 
week’s iaacet a much worse case still is recorded by Mr. Herbert; and 
doubtless throughout the country much injustice is done. Perhaps your 
correspondent will inform me what need we have of pubhe vaccinatoi's 
and what special qualifications they possess over othera. He says, as a 
matter of economy, some parents apply to him. Does this occur so often 
that the amount of fees received from this disinterested sort of practice 
outbalances the amount of friendship he shows his friend; for if it only 
occurs in the two cases he mentions the natural inference is that his fnend- 
ship is not worth the trouble of sending a couple of capillary tubes of 
lymph 1 Again, I do not suppose it will be denied that the certificate of 
vaccination of a general Pi’actitioner is at least of quite equal value to the 
form supplied by the public vaccinator. Where, therefore, is the faim^a 
your correspondent speaks of in his being able to monopolise the fees to the 
detriment of his qualified brother] There are, it seems, people nowadays 
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"who are well off, and who think it no disgrace on the score of economy to 
have their children vaccinated and the fees paid for out of the public 
purse; andif this is legal, surely every qualified Pr ictitioner ought in jus¬ 
tice to be able to send in his claim. Very possibly the private Practitioner 
has been but poorly paid, occasionally not at all, for a perhaps tedious con¬ 
finement, and then the public vaccinator steps in and legally claims a fee 
which would have done some little towards recompensing his less fortunate 
brother. 

In conclusion, I submit that the private Practitioner has a great advan¬ 
tage over the other in being able to judge as to the healthiness of the 
farnily belonging to the vaccinated child. There may be a history of 
Bypmhs unknown to the public man, and, although opinion is divided as 
to the power of infection from such source, it is, I think, wise to avoid 
lymph from such children. Taking all the circumstances I have mentioned 
into consideration, as well as the simplicity and justice of the scheme I 
advocate, and the increased care private Practitioners would take to see 
that aU the children they brought into the world were properly vaccinated 
from healthy subjects, I think I have made out a case for alteiing the pre¬ 
sent imsatisfaotory state of the Vaccination Acts. 

I am, &c. Alpha. 

O f writing the above, I find in page 693 of the Lancet of last 
Saturday that a public vaccinator admits that he revaccinated a child after 
it had been done recently by another man ; and fiudher it is proved that 
this revaccmation (which, it is" stated, was forced against the wish of the 
parent) was entered in his book for payment. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 
Whitmobb ; Mr. John Wabd; Mr. Balm anno Squire; Mr. John 

Simon; Alpha; Mr. E. W. Griffin; Dr. A. B. Sheppeed ; Mr. G. 
Gasmin ; Mr. "W. H. Cross ; Mr. John Gorham; Mr. C. Woodcock; 
Dr. H. D. Eeynolds ; Mr. T. Stokes ; Dr. H. Lawson ; Dr. Gervis ; 
Mr. Gulliver; Mr. J. Chatto; Mr. Wankltn; Mr. John Woodman; 
Dr. Yeo ; Dr. Angus Smith ; Mr. Weightman ; Mr. P. Le Neve Foster ; 
Dr. G. Scott; Mr. T. W. Evans; An Ex-Dresser op Mr. Lister’s; 
to. ^MPEST Anderson ; Professor Bentlet ; Dr. L. Sedgwick ; Mr. 

Dr. James Wilson; Mr. C. F. Maunder; Mr. 
G. E. E. Burroughs ; Mr. Charles Gosse. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Comer’s Report on the Public Health and Sanitary Condition of Mile-end 
Old Town—Duncan on the Mortality of afildbed—New York Medical 
Journal, No. 56—Ransome on the Measurement of the Movements of 
the Chest—The Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, No. 5, second 
sen^—The Liverpool Medical and Surgical Reports, vol. 3—Swain on 
the Knee-j oint—Marshall on Scarlet Fever. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

Natm’e—Western Daily Mercury—Academy—New York Medical Gazette 
—Edmburgh Evening Courant—Medical Pi-ess and Circular—Monti-eal 
Gazette. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, Koveniber 13, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1160; Girls, 1111; Total, 2271. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 19S3'6. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

841 
605-2 

848 
630-4 

1689 
1295-6 
1425 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTEICTS EROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop- 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. Diar¬ 

rhoea. 
Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 1 2 13 1 9 7 2 
North . 618210 2 4 45 4 10 5 5 
Central 378068 1 21 3 3 3 3 
East . 571158 5 11 60 1 27 7 5 
South . 773175 1 13 79 1 20 17 6 

Total . 2803989 9 31 218 10 69 39 21 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greemvich Observatory. 
Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature 
Highest point of thermometer . 
Lowest point of thermometer . 
Mean dew-point temperature . 
General direction of wind . 
Whole amount of rain in the week 

. . . 29-880 in. 
. 41-1 
. 56-0 

. . . 27-3 
. 35-0 

W.S.W., N.W.,&S.W. 
. 0-08 

APPOINTMENTS POE THE WEEK. 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, November 13, 1869, in 
the following large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London (Metropolis) 3170764 40-7 2271 1462 1689 56-0 27-3 41-1 0-08 8 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 121 76 *68 65-1 27-2 42-3 0-16 16 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 244 175 171 55-6 29-4 42-6 0-26 26 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 367 295 270 58-5 35-2 44-1 1-07 108 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 264 210 *207 58-0 23-2 39-9 1-36 137 
Salford (Borough) . 119360 23-1 94 60 66 54-1 24-2 40-8 1-32 133 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752'10-6 199 126 153 64-0 30-7 40-3 0-62 63 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 113 71 76 50-8 30-1 39-7 0-36 36 
Leeds (Borough) 253110:11-7 223 129 156 52-0 31-0 40-3 0 33 33 
Hull (Borough) 126682j36-6 84 69 67 66-0 26-0 37-1 0-56 57 
Nwcstl-on-Twie, do. 130503i24-5 95 69 69 
Edinbnig'h (City) . 178002 40-2 126 86 113 50-7 29-0 40-1 0-40 40 
Glasgow (City) 458937 90-6 310 268 289 50-0 24-4 39-5 2-37 239 
Dublin (City, etc.-f) 320762 32-9 171 168 151 68-3 26-8 43-9 0-56 66 

Towns . . ^. 6646687 36-6 4682 3244 3536 58-6 23-2 40-9 0-73 74 
Paris (City) 1889842 . . . 877 

Week 
ending WeekendingNov. 6. 

Nov. 6. 1 1 
Vienna (City) . 605200 ... 1 1 ... 

At the Ro;. al Observato^, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-880 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29-52 in. on T' esday, Nov. 9, to 30-27 in. on Friday, Nov. 12. 

The ge 'cr.a'- direction of the -wind was W.S.W., N.W., and S.W. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

November 20. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m. King’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, 1^ p.m. 

22. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, 1^ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2j p.m. ^ 

Medical Society of London, 8 p.m. Mr. De Mdric, “Syphilitic Ele¬ 
phantiasis.” Mr. Henry Lee, “ On some Hnusual Cases in Surgery.” 

23. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopredic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

Ethnological Society, 8 p.m. Sir George Grey, Bart., “On some 
Quartzite Implements of Palseolithio Type from the Drift of the Cape of 
Good Hope.” Dr. Leitner, “ On the Races and Languages of Dardistan 
hitherto undescribed.” 

Royal Medical and Chiruegical Society, 8J p.m. Dr. Wm. Meyer 
(of Copenhagen), “ On Adenoid Vegetations in the Naso-pharjmgeal 
Cavity.” 

24. Wednesday. 

Operations at Hniversity College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, Ij) p.m.; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s 1^ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Hunterian Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Moxon, “ On a Case of Paraplegia.” 
Socie-ty op Arts, 8 p.m. Meeting. 

25. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

26. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, I5 p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Clinical Society, 8J p.m. Dr. Chohneley, “ Case in which a peculiar 
Eruption appeared during the Exhibition of Bromide of Potassium.” 
Mr. Cooper Forster, “ Cases in which Torsion has been employed.” Dr. 
Oppert, “Cases Ulustrative of the Treatment of Syphilis by Hj-podermic 
Injection.” 

EXPECTED OPEEATIONS. 

London Hospital.—The following Operations will be performed on 
Saturday (this day) at p.m.:— 

By Mr. Maimder—Prostatic Lithotomy; Drilling of Humerus. 
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ORIGINAL LECTURES. 
--c- 

ON THE RELATION EXISTING BETWEEN 
TUBERCULOSIS AND SYPHILIS. 

By Dr. HERMANN LEBERT, 
Professor of Clinical Medicine in the University of Breslau. 

II. 

Gentlemen,—The last sentence of the former lecture—viz., 
that tuberculosis in constitutional syphilis not only does not 
contraindicate the treatment by means of mercurial iiuinction, 
but, with a few exceptions of rare occurrence, demands it most 
strongly—stands in contradiction to an important item in the 
codex of prejudices, which is too often called by self-pleasing 
practitioners “ experience ; ” and many patients perish in con¬ 
sequence of this baseless prejudice. 

The question is therefore self-suggesting—What relation 
exists between tuberculosis and syphilis ? 

To begin, we must first refer again to our case. Our little 
patient, 8 years of age, had neither scrofula nor tuberculosis 
before the commencement of her syphilitic disease; on the 
contrary, she enjoyed g-ood health ; she coughed occasionally, 
but never long or severely. The child’s mother was married a 
second time ; her first husband, the father of our patient, died of 
tuberculosis; two children died in their first year; the mother 
coughs occasionally and expectorates a little, but has no 
symptoms of tuberculosis. We may therefore assume that 
there existed in the child hereditary taint derived from the 
father; at all events, the rapid development of tubercular 
inflammation of the cervical and inguinal glands, as well as of 
the small disseminated deposits intherightapex,were occasioned 
by the syq)hilis. I have often observed that if any predispo¬ 
sition exists, syphilis awakens the dormant germs of tuberculosis, 
and causes its development. But I have made the same 
observation in certain individuals, whose antecedents, health, 
and conformation would by no means justify a conclusion in 
favom’ of the existence of any such disposition to tuberculosis. 

To my mind, therefore, this principle is certain, that 
syphilitic infection is not only able to develope an existing 
predisposition to tubercle, bxit, that it can cause tuberculosis 
without any such disposition. Tuberculosis must consequently 
be classed as one of those diseases which may be caused by 
syphilis. 

From a histological point of view the question is not easily 
solved, because the syphilitic inflammatory gmnmous deposits, 
from the size of a millet-seed to that of large infiltrations, may 
have such an appearance, and be of such microscopic structure, 
as to be undistinguishable from tubercular deposits. Irritation 
of the interstitial connective tissue of the organs along the 
tubes and ducts, of the vessels and glands, may likewise 
develope in both diseases in a similar manner. Nevertheless, 
tubercular deposits in the lungs and glands possess something 
so peculiar to themselves, that in their general appearance they 
deviate from these rules, by which at a different period 
syphilitic deposits are formed in those organs; otherwise, 
tubercle produced by syphilis differs in no particular from that 
which is independent of syphilis. Hence no cause exists for 
looking on these tubercles as gummous nodules ; both are 
governed by the same general law, that, in infection of the 
whole organism of an entirely different nature and mode of 
development, the more multiple may be the deposits formed in 
the different organs, the deeper the whole organism is affected 
by such infection. 

If those unhappy patients who become tubercidous in 
consequence of syphilis were left without anti-syphilitic 
treatment, the result would prove very iujmious to them, for 
they would be perisliing by the double effect, not only of the 
existing and increasing first cause of their illness, but also of 
the consequeuces peculiar to tuberculosis ; whereas, by means 
of anti-syphilitic treatment, I have seen marked improvement 
and permanent recovery in commencing tuberculo.sis of the 
lungs, and even in cases of extensive tubercular infiltration of 
the glands.* 

I will now make only a few remarks on infantilo syphilis, 
avoiding altogether the important chapter of congenital 
syphilis. 

In our out-patient department you have abundant oppor¬ 
tunity of observing how often recently acquired sypliilis occurs 
in children, and that even in the first year of infancy. In these 
cases we generally from the commencement meet with secondary 
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symptoms, condylomata, rhagades, rashes, ulcers on the mucous 
membranes, and so on. On close investigation, we usually find 
that the cliild has been affected in consequence of the 
negligence of a syphihtic mother or father, by sleeping in the 
same bed with them,by contamination vdth infecting secretions, 
etc. After the most searching examination wo can find in 
these cases neither congenital taint nor criminal infection. 
Amongst the higher classes, I sometimes find something 
similar through infection from a syphilitic wet nurse. The 
misfortune in such cases is that the slighter localisations remain 
unnoticed and get well, but many years after the wet nurse has 
left the family, syphilis manifests itself in deceptive forms 
which are often not recognised, but are mistaken for and 
treated as scrofula. Thus I have seen cases in which 
sypliilitic defects of the soft and hard palate, ozajna, and 
considerable change in the shape of the nose existed, and 
which, in considtation, I have recogmised as syphilitic at a time 
when restitutio ad integrum was impossible. It is for this reason 
that I frequently draw your attention to infantile syphdis, in 
order that you may not mistake it, and that you may learn to 
treat the ^sease at an early period, so as to prevent such 
unfortunate creatures from being maimed and branded by the 
ignorance of the Physician, and from having to endure a long 
and sad existence. Here, as in all departments of Medicine,, 
pathological physiology, the clinic, and therapeutics form an 
inseparable trio, each of which enhances the value of the others. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-o- 

ON RISE OE TEMPERATURE OF THE 
BODY AFTER DEATH. 

By NATHANIEL ALCOCK, 
Assistant-Sui-geon 35th Eegiment. 

Many must have reflected on the apparent anomaly that, when 
respiration had ceased, circulation stopped, and all existence 
been concluded, heat, the very essence of life, should be aug¬ 
mented, and wondered whether, as the last act of tissue 
metamorx>hosis was passing into the first stage of decomposition, 
any strange phenomenon of tissue change could be developed in 
transition which woidd give rise to an increased temperature. 

Dr. Aitken mentions a case of tetanus, recorded by "Wunder¬ 
lich, in which, “ shortly before death, the heat rose to 110’75°; 
at the moment of death the thermometer was at 112‘o^. After 
death the temperature still rose, and was found to be 113-8° an 
hour after the fatal event.” Elevation of temperature after 
death has also been observed in cases of cholera in India. 

Dr. Richardson has proved by his experiments that the heat 
of the internal parts exceeds that of the surface by 4'^, and 
frequently by more than 4'’, under ordinary circumstances; and 
in this seems to lie the explanation of the unnatural fact, 
since, as the occuiTence has only been noted in cases in 
which the interval from perfect health to dissolution has been 
very short, it is probable that at the moment of death the 
temperature of the interior of the body was at least above 
the highest reading at the surface, and that, in compliance with 
the laws of cooling, the transmission outwards of the internal 
heat raised the thermometer a degree at the surface. This is 
more remarkable, too, in cholera, where the icy coldness from 
morbid contraction of the peripheral vessels is succeeded 
by post-mortem warmth. It is then in reality a- cooling of 
the body, which in lingering death from protracted illness^ 
takes place gradually so as even to precede demise, but which in 
almost sudden dissolution from rapid disease does not begin till 
after death. It is but a repetition of the universal law in 
obedience to which the body hurriedly returns into space the 
vital spark of heat lent for a lifetime. 

Aldershot. 

Nail-pareks are a class of people found in Chinese 
cities who practise a lucrative trade. They are excessively 
weU up in their profession, and are therefore much patronised. 
Foreigners often call in their assistance. Several severe cases, 
the result of over-paring, have come to the Hospital. They 
seldom, if ever, require to extirpate corns or bunions, these 
affections being unknown to the Chinese. Their shoes and 
boots are made of cloth, rags, and paper.—T/ie Fifth Annual 
Report of the Felcing Hospital, hj Dr. John Dudgeon. 
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CASE OE ILEUS EELIEVED BY INFLATION. 
By aEORGE WHYTE, M.D. 

Thk follotving case of obstruction of the bowels may be of 
interest as showing the value of “inflation” for the relief of 
this very fatal disease. Tho remedy itself is as old as Hippo¬ 
crates, and very ea.sily administered. I was sent for on 
November 18 last to see a married woman of about 40 years 
of age who was suffering from obstruction of the bowels. On 
the 16th she had taken Jj. magnes. snlph., but without relief. 
She afterwards had an enema administered by a midwife, but 
tins came away in a short time almost clean. When I saw the 
patient she was complaining of severe pain over the abdomen, 
which was swollen and t^panitic. The pain, she said, began 
below and to the right of the umbilicus some days before she 
took the “ salts.” She put her finger at once on this spot, as 
it was more acutely painful than the rest of the abdomen. She 
had been vomiting a good deal, the matter brought up being 
stercoral, and she was still very much nauseated. The tongue 
was furred, brown, and dry ; pulse small and quick ; the urine 
was freely secreted. I ordered at once a large enema to bo 
thrown up slowly. This found a ready passage, but in a very 
short time came away clean. During the day she got other 
-two, one of which contained croton oil, but neither had any 
effect in relieving the obstruction. On the contrary, she 
graaually got worse, the pain gi’eatly increasing- and the 
vomiting becoming incessant and stercoral. One grain of 
solid opium was ordered every hour till the pain was relieved, 
and large warm poultices to be constantly applied to the 
abdomen. 

November 19.—Eceb ea.sier, but is still vomiting stercoral 
matter. Very wmak and anxious-looking; pulse small and 
quick. Another large enema was given, but without affording 
the slightest relief. I afterwards introduced a long tube into 
the rectum as far up as I co-old, and, having connected it with 
a small hand bellows, very slowly inflated the bowels, every 
now and then kneading the abdomen with my hands. The 
oxreration caused a good deal of pain, but I continued till the 
abdomen wms quite hard, and the patient began to vomit 
.severely, putting up along with the matters quantities of wind. 
On removing the tube she expressed herself as being much 
relieved, and in a very short time she had a free liquid evacua- 
±ion. The vomiting and pain ceased, and she made a rapid and 
complete recovery. 

Elgin. 

TWO CASES OF NEUEALOIA, WITH 
HEAVE COMPLICATIONS, 

TEEiTED SUCCESSFULLY BY MEANS OF 
THE SPINAL ICE-BAG. 

By .JOHN CHAPMAN, M.D., M.R.C.P., 
iPhjsieiaa to the Farringdon Dispensary. 

Qjgg 1.—Female acfed 40. Paroxysmal neuralgia of the head, face, 
mouth, throat, and extremities; sivelling and tenderness of the 
soalp ; convulsive twitchings ; numbness ; weakness of the right 
side; headache, dimness of sight, mental conftision, and loss of 
memory ; constipation of the bowels ; excessively frequent mictu¬ 
rition ; defective and painful menstruation ; prolapsus uteri; 
habitual coldness of the extremities. Recovery. 

January 25, 1808.—S. T., aged 40, married, consulted me 
at the Eai-ringdon Dispensary, on account of a remarkable 
complication of neuralgic troubles. She suffers from neu¬ 
ralgic paroxysms every day; they are worst in the head 
and face, but involve the four limbs also. The pain of the head 
is chiefly on the right side—reaching to the vertex, and in the 
forehead. She has often acute throbbing headache, and at the 
same time superficial shooting and burning pains over the 
scalp, wliich during the attacks is notably swollen—especially in 
the forehead, and very tender. The pain and burning heat 
often invade the roof of the mouth and the throat. During 
the paroxysms of “ plunging shooting pain,” as she describes 
it, she suffers from violent twitchings, which she says are 
“just like the cramp,” over the right side of the head and 
chiefly in the temple. The pain often extends along the right 
aide of the neck, arm, and fingers; has cramps in the left hand 
generally once or twice a day, and frequently in the night. 
When the pain passes down the aim, the muscles of the right 

leg, and especially the flexors of the toes, are also twitched or 
contracted, and the leg feels heavy. The left leg is now 
becoming affected in the same way. The patient says that 
when she gets up in the morning her forehead begins to swell, 
but without pain; that in about an hour afterwards the pain 
comes on, and usually continues excessively violent during 
about a couple of hours. Simultaneously with the swelling 
of the forehead, the sight of both eyes becomes dim ; the dim¬ 
ness lessens when the pain subsides. She says that the feel¬ 
ing in the roof of the mouth is “like the cramp,” that she 
feels a distinct twitching in the right side of it, and that 
drinking warm liquids pains her in that part. She complains 
that the hands and feet are frequently numb. Her sufferings 
have so affected her head, that her mind has become seriously 
impaired : she experiences great mental confusion and loss of 
memory; she says—“ I’ve frequently thought I should go out 
of my mind with my head. I can scarcely recollect anything. 
I’ve often given people wi-ong change at the counter (she keeps 
a small shop), and trembled so I’ve not known what to do.” 
Is in the habit of sitting for hours without speaking to any¬ 
body. When the attacks come on she dislikes her husband and 
children, and wishes them away from her. She began to suffer 
in the head about two years ago ; the attacks commenced with 
a burning pain at the top, gradually increased in severity, and 
during- the last twenty months she has never, she believes, 
passed a whole day without pain. She suffers from excessive 
coldness of the feet and knees. She finds that putting her 
feet in warm water relieves her head. Menstruation regular 
but extremly defective, and excessively painful. Suffers from 
prolapsus uteri, for which she began to have Medical advice 
two years ago. Makes water about every ten minutes in the 
daytime, and is obliged to get up frequently in the night to do 
so. This trouble has lasted about three years. Tongue fairly 
clean, bowels constipated. Pressure on the spines of the upper- 
cervical vertebrae causes overwhelming- pain, and also a distress¬ 
ing feeling in the roof of the mouth and downr the throat. 
When the pressure is applied on the third vertebra, it affects 
the throat lower down than does pressure on the first and 
second. Pressure on the lower cervical vertebrae does not 
cause pain, but there is gueat tenderness between tho scapula?, 
and pressm-e there causes her also to feel the distress in the 
throat, and induces great faintness. I prescribed as follows :— 
p, Mistur-oe cinchona? gj.; potassiiiodidi gr. ijss., bis die. Apply 
ice during forty-five minutes twice a day along the lower third 
of the spine. 

29th.—The pain in the head and arm is not quite so severe, 
and tho roof of the mouth is better. The patient thinks her 
feet “ have seemed once or twice to come warm, and they’re 
fuller than they were.” Treatment as before. 

February 5.—The burning pain at the top of the head, and 
the pain in the face, are less severe ; the pain in the arm, and 
the pain and burning in the roof of the month and throat, are 
again lessened, and she has less throbbing than before. I said 
to her-; “ The ice did not make your feet cold, did it P” “No, 
sir,” she answered, “ it did not; indeed, they are rather war-mer 
than they were—my hands too; and my appetite has been 
very good this last week. I have seemed better altogether. 
I’ve felt relief of the headache in ten minutes after I’ve put on 
the ice.” To continue its use during sixty minutes twice a day, 
as last ordered, but also to apply an ice-bag across the occi¬ 
put, from ear to ear, each morning an hour before the attack 
comes on. 

15th.—The swelling, as well as the pain down the front of 
the face, is lessened ; “ the cramping pains ” of the right arm 
are gone, there being only a “ numb feeling” left now. The 
patient finds that the ice-bag across the occiput gives her 
great relief. She has menstruated during the last week, and 
“ more plentifully than for the last two years.” The flow con¬ 
tinued during three days, and was accompanied with much less 
pain than usual. The ice was applied along the spine through¬ 
out the period of sixty minutes twice a day, as usual, and was 
found to be “ a great comfort.” She says, “ The ice is beauti¬ 
ful. If you are lying in bed vdth the ice on, it’s wonderful 
how warm your feet get! You don’t notice it so much when 
you’re up and about. My hands, too, are not so cold; I seem 
altogether very different.” Treatment as before. 

22nd.—The cramps in the hands are reduced to a “ slight 
trvitching onlythe patient is now obliged to pass water only 
three or four times a day, and she “very seldom” gets up in 
the night at all to do so. To continue the ice as before. 
P> Infusi calumbse gj. ; potassii iodidi gr. ij., ter die. 

27th.—The hands and feet are less numb, and the legs feel 
lighter; the headaches are steadily lessening, and the twitch¬ 
ings are nearly gone. Yesterday a paroxysm was cut short 
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within five minutes after the application of ice across the occi¬ 
put. She says, “ It’s wonderful the benefit I’ve received; I 
usedn’t to know scarcely what I was doing, now I am altogether 
much more clear.” To omit the medicine, and apply the ice 
along the whole spine twice a day during sixty minutes. 

March 7.—The paroxysms, which before treatment came 
on about 9 a.m., do not now come on till about noon. The 
numbness of the hands and left arm is much lessened. The 
light hand is well, and there is oidy very shght numbness in 
the left hand now. The left leg was both heavy and numb 
from tlie hip to the foot inclusive; now the foot alone is numb, 
and that only while she is walking. To continue the ice 
as before, p, Ferri ammonio-citratis gr. iv. bis die. 

14th.—The attacks now keep off mitil 3 or 4 p.m., and are 
less severe than they were a week ago. Bowels regular with¬ 
out aperients. She makes water not more than four or five 
times in the twenty-four hours. Treatment as before. 

21st.—The neuralgia of the head is stiU lessening, and the 
attacks do not reciu- tiU 4 or 5 p.m. “ The womb,” she says, 
‘•is much strong'er; it does not come down as it did.” Her 
head continues clearer. She says the ice makes her long to go 
to sleep in the daytime, but that her business prevents her. 
Treatment as before. 

28th.—The last two days have been passed wholly without 
pain; it is now two years since she had a like experience. 
Appetite improved; bowels open daily. She says, ” The ice- 
bag has, I think, regulated the bowels, for they were always 
confined, very often a week together. And I sleep better; 
not so heavy in the head. I used to be very heavy in the head. 
The numbness has quite gone from the hands.” Treatment 
as before. 

April 18.—Has now been several days without an attack; 
and when one occurs “it is merely a passing over the head,” 
and lasts only about fifteen minutes. She menstruated a fort¬ 
night ago, during a fuU week; the flow was much greater, and 
the pain much less than formerly. The numbness in the head 
is going, p, Ammonii bromidi, potassii bromidi, ana gr. v., 
ter die. Continue the ice as before. 

May 2.—Is in every respect better; has had only three 
attacks during the last fortnight; is stronger, and has better 
appetite and spirits than she has had for eight years before. 
She remarks: “ I really don’t think I shall ever be able to do 
without the ice—it is so comforting.” p, Ferri et quinite citra- 
tis gr. V. bis die. Continue the ice as before. 

13th.—Goes many days now without any pain at all in the 
head—is, in fact, “very nearly free from pain altogether.” 
Her mind is quite clear, and her memory so improved, that 
she says, “ I can recollect anything now.” She has, however, 
still some temporary swelling of the scalj) “most days.” All 
twitching, and nearly all numbness, have ceased. The right 
side, wliiuh has been very weak for seven or eight years, now 
seems a.s strong as the left, except when she walks far, or 
makes great exertions. She menstruated copiously last week 
and without any pain at all. p Syrupi ferri iodidi 3j. bis die. 
Ice as before. 

20th.—Continues quite free from pain. It is now tlu-ee 
weeks since she had a severe attack. Her sight is greatly 
improved. The numbness is gone entirely, unless when she 
walks. Her complexion, which was dark and sallow, is now 
remarkably clear, and she looks thoroughly well. She says, 
“Recovery from my long illness seems like as if I were 
waking from a dream; for I was scarcely conscious when I 
came to you first.” Treatment as before. 

I saw this patient a few times more during the summer. 
She continued free from attacks, and reported her health quite 
restored. 
Cane 2.—Female aged 32. Neuralgia of the four extremities, and 

of the left side of the chest; backache; headache ; excessive irri- 
tabilitg of the bladder; deficioit, intermittent, and painful 
menstruation ; bearing down of the icomb ; Icucorrhcea; ha¬ 
bitual coldness of the feet. Recovery, 
H. E., aged 32, a very intelligent woman, consulted me on 

January 4, 1868, at the Farringdon Dispensary on account of 
great pain in all the four limbs, but most especially in the 
fingers and toes ; of continuous pain in the left side over a 
fixed spot not larger than half a crown, and of a pain which 
she has had “ on and off” for years between the left shoulder 
and the spine and in the shoulder itself. She also complained 
of headache, which came on each morning; and of dreadful 
and almost continuous aching in the lower part of the back 
—so severe that often she coiild not stand upright. She was 
troubled mth exces.sive irritability of the bladder, varying in 
intensity, and often involving the necessity of urinating about 
every five minutes. This trouble has continued since her last 

confinement, which occurred about eighteen months ago. The 
menses were very scanty, lasting but two days, and needing 
the use of only two napkins. They stopped entirely during the 
day, and meanwhile she suffered great pain in the womb, and 
at the bottom of the back. They were preluded by leucorrhoea, 
“nearly as much,” she said, as her “regular discharge,” and 
continuing a day or two after it stopped. She also suffered 
from bearing down of the womb, and from habitual coldness of 
the feet. The bowels acted regularly. There was excessive 
tenderness along the lower half of the spine. I prescribed as 
follows: P Ammonii chloridi gr. v. ; infusi calumbse 3i.,bis 
die. Apply the lumbar ice-bag, placing the bottom of it on 
a level with the fourth lumbar vertebra, during forty-five 
minutes twice a day. 

11th.—The patient has used the ice only four times; but 
she reports the pain in the limbs to be so nearly gone that she 
has scarcely felt it since. Her back, she says, seems rather 
worse. Tlus opinion is, I apprehend, due to the fact that her 
attention is more exclusively directed to it, in consequence of 
the cessation of pain in her limbs. Bhe says she finds the ice- 
bag unpleasant in the daytime, but a great comfort to her at 
night. To use it at night only, and to continue the medicine as 
before. 

15th.—Makes water now about every hour. The pain in the 
limbs has not recurred. Is quite clear of headache. I now 
find that when she said she found the ice-bag unpleasant in 
the daytime she meant not while using it, but after she had 
taken it off : she then felt cold and uncomfortable. To use it 
in the daytime again as well as at night, and to apply it each 
time during ninety minutes. 

18th.—Has borne tlie ice quite well, and has experienced 
much comfort from it. The head and limbs continue clear of 
pain; the pain in the left side is less acute, and sometimes gees 
quite away ; that between the shorilders is better, and the pain 
in the back—her worst trouble—is wonderfully relieved; 
indeed, she has been clear of it for a whole day together. 
Appetite improved. Is near her menstrual period. To con¬ 
tinue the use of the ice as last ordered straight through the 
period, p Infusi cinchonse gj. bis die. 

22nd.—The pain in the side now leaves her entirely, though 
it recurs at times slightly. Her back is much better. She 
says, “ Not being able to get ice on Sunday, I quite missed it. 
It always makes me sleepy.” Treatment as before. 

February 5.—Began to menstruate on the 31st ult. ; the 
flow continued day and night during three days, and was much 
more copious than usual. She suffered less pain than she has 
done for a long- period before. She used the ice ninety 
minutes twice a day during each of the three days of menstrua¬ 
tion without any discomfort whatever. She says her back is 
wonderfully better ; in fact, the maladies for which she con¬ 
sulted me are, as she says, cured. She is now suffering from a 
slight cold, and a cough which has troubled her much during 
the last two or three days and nights. I requested her to 
omit the ice for a week, and to apply double-columned water- 
bag containing water at 120° between the scapulre when going 
to bed; but warned her to expect some return of neuralgia 

in the hands meanwhile. . 
loth.—She says she felt relief in her chest directly she lay 

down on the warm water-bag, that she slept well tintil four 
a.m., coughed a little the following day and not since. Has 
used the water-bag three nights. She says, “ Since leaving 
off the ice my feet have become cold again, my back is begin¬ 
ning to ache, a little pain has come back in my hands, and I’ve 
made a very ggeat deal of water again. I now ordered the 
water-bag to be used only if the cough should recur, and ice to 
be applied in one cell only of the lumbar ice-bag in the 
lumbar region. No medicine. 

22nd.—The cough has not returned, and therefore she has 
not used the water-bag. She says, “ I feel much better.” 
The feet have become warm again, and she has continued free 
from pain. She makes waterless frequentlyagain—viz.,atinter- 
vals of from ninety to one hundred and twenty minutes, and 
she says, “ I don’t have that distressing bearing-down feehng 
as I did. I feel the ice such a relief and refreshment for 
several hours after I have used it.’’ She reports, however, 
that she has again occasionally, but in a slight degree, the Md 
pains in the back, under the left shoulder, and also t^e 
limbs, especially in the hands. To apply ice in both cells of 
tliG lumbar-bti^—so tbat tbe bottom, of tbe ba^ slitill be on a 
level with the fourth lumbar vertebra—during ninety minutes 
twice a day. P Ferri et quiniie citratis gr. iv. bis die. 

26th.—The patient’s husband, who consulted me to-day, 
stated that his wife is so wonderfully better that he has not 
known her in such good health for ten years before. 
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Jiarch 14.^—She has not nsod the ice during" the last ten 
days. Continues, however, quite free from neuralgia. Has 
.suffered from a little cough for about a fortnight. On the 8th 
inst. had slight htemoptysis (while in church), and again yes¬ 
terday. Felt a fulness in the chest, at the right of the lower 
part of the sternum. She now tells me, for the first time, that 
.she spat blood twelve years ago. Pulse feeble and irregular. 
^ Acidi nitrici diluti ; quiniee disulphatis gr. j., ter die. 

!fSth.—Continues free from neuralgia. Hiemoptysis has not 
recun-ed, and the cough has subsided. ^ Syrupi ferri iodidi 
5j; bis die._ 

April 15.—Has slight pain beneath the left shoulder; in 
other respects feels well, though her appetite has fallen off a 
little. To apply a very narrow ice-bag (viz., the ten-inch, 
which is made for children) between the scapiilee during’ thirty 
minutes twice a day. ^ Quinite disulphatis gr. j.; acidi sul- 
phurici diluti inx., bis die. 

15th.—Has lost the jjain last complained of. To continue 
treatment last prescribed. 

May 6.—Pemains free from pain. The narrow ice-bag now 
produces a feeling of discomfort in the chest. Menstruated a 
few days ago. ^ She remarks that the menses, which used to be 
scanty, intermittent, and painful, are now copious, continuous, 
and painless. To leave off the use of ice and continue the 
medicine. 

13th.—Has had no recurrence of pain of any kind. The 
leucorrhcea which formerly preceded menstruation has quite 
ceased to do so; and all the other symptoms on account of 
which she consulted me have subsided. 

At this date the patient reported herself well, and therefore 
ceased attendance at the Dispensary. 

October 28, 1869.—She came again, in order to obtain 
advice for her child. She looked extremely well, and said that 
she had had no relapse, and that she had never enjoyed such ex¬ 
cellent health for many years as she had done since Mav, 1868. 

25, Samerset-street, W. 

DEATH EEOM CHLOEOEOEM. 
By J. ALEXANDEE EOSS, M.D., Ch.M., L.E.C.S.I., 

IEouss-Pliy.sician to the North Staffordshire Infirmary. 

The Medical and general public have no doubt heard ere this 
that another case has, I regret to say, terminated fatally from 
chloroform. It became necessary to perform castration on 
Alfred B., a miner, ag’ed 50, who was accordingly admitted 
into the Hospital. He had always been in good health except 
for some weeks, when he was affected, as far as I can learn, 
with melancholia, and was an inmate of a lunatic asylum. 
This was, I believe, some years ago, and since then he had 
complained little except occasionally of pain in the head and 
“ tinnitus aurium.” 

At 3 o clocx p.m. on Saturday, September 11, I proceeded to 
administer chloroform to tliis patient, using for the purpose the 
best Scotch chloroform, and employing as inhaler a piece of 
lint folded once and made into the cone or Phrygian-cap shape. 
I believe this to be the safest mode of administering’ the druo", 
as the loose texture of the material and the shape are bofh 
calculated to admit of the admixture of a larg’e proportion of 

There were present at the time two honorary Surgeons 
and an honorary Medical officer, the latter of whom continually 
kept himself informed of the state of the patient’s pulse, 
having his finger on it during the entire time. 'When 1 had 
administered the first dose, which consisted of about twenty 
drops, I proceeded to administer the second one, and, as I was 
about to apply it to the patient, I was warned to desist, as his 
pulse hS'd suddenly ceased. In an instant all apjiliances were 
brought into use for the purpose of restoring the patient—viz., 
ammonia, electricity, and Dr. Sylvester’s method of inducing 
artificial rcspiratioii, tiie tona^uG being* "well drawn forward 
These measures were persevered in for one hour, but without 
effect. 

The great efficacy of Dr. Sylvester’s admirable method was 
patent to all. Large volumes of air entered and were expelled 
from the lungs. Phlebotomy was also had recourse to at the 
bend of the elbow, and from the wound there flowed, by the 
aid of friction madG continuously in tbc same direction (from 

hand to the elbow), one ounce of intensely dark red blood. 
Before the efforts to restore life were given up, hypostatic 
congestion set in along the back and sides, and the cutaneous 
surface of the legs became mottled. 

The autopsy was made on Monday, September 13, when the 

following appearances were found:—On proceeding to examine 
the^ head, fluid bluish-red blood flowed from the preliminary 
incision; the same flowed from the vessels of the brain; the dura 
mater was adherent to the calvaria; the pia mater and arachnoid 
were of an opaque white colour, especially at the base of the 
brain, and a small quantity of thick sero-purulent matter 
escaped from the middle subarachnoid space when it was 
opened. The contents of the cranium otherwise appeared 
nonnal. The heart was a little larger than usual, and flabby, 
being also invested with a little more fat than is g’enerally 
found ; it contained a small quantity of fluid blood of the same 
dark colour in the chambers, and the substance of the walls 
also was dark red. The visceral and parietal layers of the 
pleur* were connected, but not closely, for the adhesions were 
siifficiently long to admit of extensive motion of the organs. 
The other viscera were normal. 

Ee-viewing all the ante- and post-mortem facts connected 
with the case, I am inclined to think that no organic disease 
played any important part with regard to its unfortunate ter¬ 
mination. 

True, there were morbid appearances found on the brain, but 
I remember well giving chloroform to a woman who had can¬ 
cerous deposits in almo.st every organ of the body, and a 
malignant tumour on the posterior part of the brain, and yet 
thL woman bore well the administration of the anaesthetic 
during a tedious operation, but died a few days afterwards. 

Next, the heart was found rather large and flabby. I believe 
that this state, however, was not the result of disease, but simply 
due to the riffor mortis being totally absent, or setting in im¬ 
perfectly, and remaining but for a short time. 

If we accept the theory that rigor mortis is due to the coagu¬ 
lation of the blood, which is a very tenable one, we shall be able 
to account for the flabby condition of the heart. 

1. Fluid purple blood flowed from every inci.sion at the 
autopsy. 

2. Some blood—and it was also purple—ran from the heart 
as it was being taken out, leaving the heart completely empty, 
there being no coag’xda. 

3. The cardiac walls themselves were very dark-coloured. 
4. The fluid which escaped from the lungs was also of the 

same colour. 

Now toxicologists maintain that chloroform produces para¬ 
lysis of the internal organs by acting on the nerve centres 
through the blood; this being’ the case, the heart ceases to 
contract, and remains in the dilated soft condition, no rigor 
mortis setting in with sufficient power to cause its contraction, 

There was no rigor mortis present at any time when I saw 
the dead body, and I visited it frequently. 

Indeed, we should expect beforehand that there would be 
little or no coagulation of the blood after death from chloro¬ 
form, as oxygen is the chief agent in promoting the action of 
the flbrino-genetic and the fibrino-plastic substances one upon 
the other; and it is, no doubt, this deflcient supply of oxvgen 
which causes the temperature of the body under chloroform to 
be lower than normal, for, the oxygen being in part absent, the 
chemical union between the carbon—the residue of the used-up 
tissues and the oxygen cannot take place so as to form carbonic 
acid, therefore one of the sources of heat is wanting. 

It is very probable that there are idiosyncrasies in some 
Iversons which render them peculiarly liable, independent of 
any disease, to death from chloroform, just as we And that one 
application of acid nitrate of mercury to a very limited sore 
in some persons, will produce violent salivation—that one dose 
of iodide of potassium will occasionally jiroduce all its train of 
symptoms in a susceptible person—and, to adopt a more homely 
example, that an individual sometimes becomes sick, or even 
dangerously ill, from eating shell-fish, or, more strange still, 
mutton. 

The patient to whom I administered chloroform a few 
minutes before the unfortunate one whose sad end is the 
subject of this report, has extensive disease of the heart, 
and next day I administered it to another patient, who has 
likewise very advanced cardiac disease. This patient was also 
very nervous, and, althoug’h he asked for chloroform, yet he 
was continually saying’ that it would kill him, and asked me 
repeatedly to feel Ms pulse, and put my hand on his heart. 
These patients bore it well. 

Professor Syme’s remarks on chloroform in the Lancet of 
January 20, 1855, and Dr. CrLsp’sin the same journal of June4, 
1853, are very practical. Both authorities tMnk that death is 
not so often due to disease of the heart as supposed. Dr. Cri.sp 
says that, of forty-two deaths collected by him up to that date, 
only “ five occurred to patients over forty years of age, and 
twenty deaths took place in patients^ under tliirty,” up to 
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TV'hich age it is a rare thing to find retrograde metamorphoses 
taking j)lace in the heart. 

The coroner’s jury brought in the following verdict in this 
case :—“ That the deceased had died from the effects of chloro¬ 
form, properly administered by duly qualified Practitioners 
for the purpose of rendering hhn insensible to pain while 
undergoing an operation.” 

Since sending the above report, I found an interesting com¬ 
munication on idios5mcrasies, by Mr. Nunn, in the British 
Medical Journal of January 11,1859. In it he records two 
cases in which poisonous symptoms took place after eating 
rice—one in which a lady suffered from “ swelling of the 
tongue and throat, accompanied by ‘ alarming illness ’ ” after 
eating egg ; another in wliich a lady experienced “ swelling of 
the tongue, frothing of the mouth, and blueness of the 
fingers,” from partaking of honey—and other instances where 
men have been more or less seriously affected from eating veal, 
.shiimps, etc. 

In Neligan’s “ Medicines,” by Macnamara, I find the follow¬ 
ing :—“ I have had under my care patients whom the smallest 
dose of assafcetida would make faint.The most 
remarkable idiosyncrasy with which I am acquainted existed 
in an individual whom I knew, who would fall down in a fit 
were any person to persevere in cracking his nails in his pre¬ 
sence. At the first sound his face became congested and hvid, 
and, were the operator cruel enough to persevere with the 
experiment, he would go off, almost as if in epilepsy, although 
at all other times free from any such tendency.” 

Now, if tilings which are “ human nature’s daily food,” as 
in the instances related by Mr. Nunn, prove to some persons 
not only injurious to health, but dangerous to life, is it not 
reasonable to suppose that chloroform, which is dangerous to 
life in all cases if not properly and cautiously administered, 
may occasionally find an individual who is peculiarly obnoxious 
to its influence ? 

EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-- 

MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL, CALCUTTA. 

(Cases under the cai'c of Professor PARTRIDGE.) 

CASE OF HYPERTROPHY OF SCROTUM COMPLI¬ 
CATED WITH INGUINAL HERNIA—OPERATION 
—DEATH. 

L. N. B., aged 34, a Hindoo, native of Cholamporo, near 
Burdwan, admitted into the Medical College Ilospital on 
November 23, 1867, with a large scrotal tumour. The growth 
was an example of the most common variety of scrotal 
hypertrophy, forming an ovoid symmetrically shaped mass, 
pendent from the pubic region, in which the penis was 
altogether embedded. The growth of the tumour commenced 
about thirteen years prior to the patient’s admission into the 
Hospital, and continued uninterruptelly from that time, its 
progress, however, having been somewhat accelerated during 
the last three years. During the whole time he was subject to 
attacks of fever, which were not, however, distinctly periodic. 
He stated that he occasionally experienced a sensation of a 
protrusion of the contents of the abdomen into the right side 
of the growth. On a careful examination of the neck of the 
tumom-, it was found that the hypertrophy of the .skin and 
subjacent tissues extended higher than is usual in such cases, 
involving the integument of the hypogastric region, and also 
extending into the folds of the groin, so that the position of 
the inguinal canal was rendered obscure ; no impulse could be 
felt when the patient coughed, but there was decided fulness 
in the position of the right spermatic cord. He was kept 
under observation for nine days. Chloroform was administered, 
and the tumoui- removed in the usual manner, on December 2. 
Great care was taken in making the incision in search of the 
right testicle, and a voluminous hernial sac was soon exposed 
to view. The hernia was carefully reduced, the sac dissected out, 
and the operation then completed in the ordinary manner. A 
plug of lint was placed over the external ring, and kept in 
position by a couple of iron-wire sutures, passed through the 
adjoining edges of the incision, and the wound was dressed 
with lint soaked in carbolic oil, a spica bandage being placed 
over all to maintain the pad in its proper position. The 

patient was carefully weighed immediately before and imme¬ 
diately after the operation; his weight before the operation 
was 10 stone 9^ lbs., and after 7 stone 11| lbs., showing a 
difference of 40 lbs. The tumour itself weighed after removal 
30J lbs., so that the loss from haemorrhage, draining of serous 
fluids from the growth, etc., during the operation, amounted to 
Of lbs. For six days the patient progressed most satisfactorily ; 
the wound as.sumed a healthy appearance, and granulation was 
fairly established, when, on December 9, he was attacked with 
diarrhoea, which continued for several days in spite of the free 
use of astringents. The plug_ over the external ring_ was 
removed on the 7th, or the 13th, in consequence of the straining 
accompanjdng the continual diarrhoea ; the hernia descended, 
and it was found impossible to maintain it in a reduced state 
without exercising a dangerous amount of ^ pressure on the 
surface of the wound. The diarrhoea continuing, the patient’s 
strength began to fail; the wound assumed a pale and flabby 
appearance; on the 18th, hiccough set in with slight abdominal 
tenderness, his pulse became small and feeble, he continued to 
sink, and at last died on the evening of the 20th. , At the time 
of his death the surface of the wound had assumed a sloughing 
character. On a post-mortem examination, the caHty of the 
abdomen was found to contain a small quantity of semi-piiru- 
lent fluid, and there were distinct evidences of low peritonitis, 
radiating from the position of the hernial sac ; there were 
recent exudations on the surface of the ascending colon, the 
lower portion of the ileum, and the peritoneum lining’ the pelvis; 
the great omentum was much thickened, and a portion of its 
lower border protruded into the hernial sac. The sac contained 
a quantit}'' of seini-purulent fluid, and there was considerable 
exudation about its neck. All the other viscera in the body 

were healthy. 

CASE OF HYPERTROPHY OF SCROTUM COMPLI¬ 
CATED WITH INGUINAL HERNIA—OPERATION 

—RECOVERY. 
S. R., a Hmdoo, aged 50, admitted into the Medical College 

Hospital on Ain-il 6, 1869, with a scrotal tumour of throe years’ 
growth. The tumour had been preceded for a period of seven 
years by a liyclrocelc ou tbe ri^ht side. At tlie time of bis 
admission, the tumour measured transversely^ twenty-nve 
inches in circumference at its widest part; its circumference, 
measured from the pubis to the perinseum, was thirty inches. 
No impulse on coughing could be detected in either groin, but 
there was a suspicious fulness around the right^ spermatic cord 
at the external ring’. Chloroform was administered, S'Ucl the 
tumour removed on April 10. On making the usual incision in 
search of the left testicle, no traces of testicle or pord were 
discoverable, the gland on that side apparently havmg never 
descended; on the right side a large hernial sac was discovered, 
situated behind the spermatic cord and tunica vagmahs. ihe 
latter structure was very much thickened, and distended with 
fluid, and the testicle when exposed was found to be mtich 
reduced in size. The contents of the hernial sac were carefully 
returned into tbe abdomen, but the sac itself, bein^ iimuy 
adherent to the deep scrotal structures, was found to be 
irreducible. The operation was completed in the usual _mannei\ 
Before dressing’ the wound, I attempted to close the inguinal 
canal on the principles advocated by Mr. Wood. Introducing 
my finger from the scrotal wound into the ing’uinal canal as a 
guide, I transfixed the conjoined tendon with a curved nee^e, 
bringing the point out near the fold of the groin. Threading the 
eye with one end of a long loop of wire, I drew the needle back 
through the scrotal wound, and then detached tnewre, 
introducing the needle through the inguinal canal, I transfixed 
the external pillar of the ring, bringing oiit the needle pomt 
through the same external orifice in the integument. ^ i then 
threaded the eye with the other end of the loop of wire, and 
drew it also back through the scrotal woiiiul; by traction on 
the two ends of the wire, the size of the loop in the groin was 
reduced to the dimensions of the finger of an assistant who 
held it. The two ends of wire were then firmly twisted together 
in the scrotal wound, and the piUars of the_ ring afterwards 
approximated by traction, and subsequent twisting oi the wire 
loop protruding through the integument of the groin. From 
the peculiar relation of the hernial sac to the spermaric cord 
(the cord being in front instead of behind), I hesitated tp make 
this traction very great, through dread of intcrferin^g mth the 
nutrition of the testicle, .so that the occlusion of the ingmnal 
canal was necessarily less perfect than_ it might have been. 
The wound was dressed as usual, -with lint soaked in carbohe 
oil. The patient suffered from slight febrile excitement for a 
few days, the pulse rising to 102, and the tem;^rature in the 
axiUa to 99°. The wire was removed ten days after the opera- 
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tion. By April 20 all febrile excitement had disappeared, the 
■wound began to gramdato healthily, and from that time his 
progress to wards recovery was uninterrupted. On May 14 the 
hernia again descended, Wt, as by that time the healing of the 
scrotal wound had considerably advanced, its descent gave rise 
to no untoward symptoms. The patient was discharged with 
the wound perfectly healed on July 19, 1869. 

This case is mainly interesting as being, I believe, the first 
successfid operation in a case of scrotal tumour comphcated 
■with hernia. More recently my colleague Dr. Fayrer has had 
another successful case, the particulars of wliich he will doubt¬ 
less pubhsh. 
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MEDICAL OPINION'S. 

If we were all logicians, and held no opudons but those which 

had been derived from a close induction from sufficiently nume. 

rous facts accurately observed in all their relationships, we 

should have arrived, if not at all the truths required for the 

practice of our art, yet at something like unifoi’mity of prac¬ 

tice. Truth being one and indivisible, an agreement in a scien. 

tific basis would do away ■ndth much of the discordancy in our 

notions as to the jmantia and Imdentia in disease; and it is 

simply because we are not logicians that tins Medical Utopia is 

so distant as it yet appears to be. The disagreements of Doctors 

are not confined to rival schools; men who profess to be guided, 

on the whole, by the same principles, are found sometimes 

utterly opposed in opinion when details of practice are in 

question; and it not rarely happens in such cases that the dif¬ 

fering parties each express their opinions with confidence. 

This is not a very satisfactory state of things, and it will be 

worth wliile briefly to inquire into its causes and origin—if 

only on this account, that we may thus obtain some assistance 

in the task which we aU have now and then to accomplish_ 

namely, the estimating, at their true value, the opinions of 
those about us. 

We have been led to this more immediately by the perusal 

of a curious and important document issued by the Indian 

Government, and purporting to be a report on the treatment of 

epidemic cholera, by Dr. John Murray, from information col¬ 

lected from Medical officers in the several presidencies and 

governments. It is curious inasmuch as Dr. IVIurray has, 

with great labour, gathered together and tabulated the opinions 

he has received, assigning to each opinion its numerical value 

according to the number of officers whom he finds holding it. 

It is important because it brings out into expression the varied 

opinions held, and so both suggests subjects for investigation 

and indicates roughly the method of inquiry, the places where 

the inquiry may be made with the greatest probability of suc¬ 

cess, and the sort of persons to whom it should be entrusted. 

Some extracts from the appendix to Dr. Murray’s report will 

show us how Medical opinions are sometimes formed:— 

1. The question is “ the influence of latrines on the spread 

of the disease.” The answer given by one Surgeon on a matter 

only to be determined by facts is as follows :— 

“ From my own experience I have never had reason to 
believe that cholera is communicable from the evacuations 
in consequence of any cholera poison they may contain. 
Believing, as I do, that cholera is caused by a poison in the air 
which acts primarily on the blood, I cannot understand how 
the poison of cholera can be in the evacuations. But granting 
that the cholera poison is in the discharges, is there any real 
e-vidence to prove that the disease is difffised by means of air 
and water ? Suppose we take 20 ounces of a cholera evacua¬ 
tion (by this I mean genuine ‘ congee water ’ evacuation, free 
from any bilious and faecal matter) and thoroughly evaporate 
it, what amount of sohd residuum, which doubtless ■will con¬ 
tain the cholera poison, if present, may we expect to obtain‘t 
And granting that this residuum contained the most ■rirulent 
cholera poison, is it according to common sense to believe that a 
poison so disintegrated and so thoroughly divided and sub¬ 
divided into the smallest quantities by the action of the wind, 
etc., could haAm the shghest influence for evil, and could cause 
cholera to break outo« a sudden amongst a poptilation spread over 
a large expanse of country ? Besides, would not cholera evacua¬ 
tions follow the rule of other animal matters (fluid and solid) 
when separated from the body—i.e., would they not putrefv, 
and would not the process of putrefaction thoroughly destroy 
any cholera poison they might contain ? Again, if a poison was 
generated by the putrefaction process, would this poison be the 
poison of cholera ? It is somewhere mentioned, in Copland’s 
‘ Practice of Medicine,’ I think, that during an outbreak of 
cholera in Warsaw^ some Medical men drank cholera vomit 
Avithout experiencing the slightest bad effects ; this proves that 
cholera poison is either not present in the matter ejected from 
the stomach, or, if it is present, that it cannot be absorbed by 
mucous membrane.” 

A Deputy Insj)ector-General equally influenced by his pre¬ 

conceived notions, and not taking the trouble to gather facts on 

the point at issue, Avrites thus :—“ I am clearly of opinion that 

cholera is not communicable in any of its stages, neither is it 

reproduced by evacuations. I look upon cholera as a disease 

of the nerAmus system, produced by a malaria arising in and 

from an unknown state of the atmosphere.” 

2. The question relates to the influence of trees in checking 

the dissemination of cholera. A Deputy Inspector-General of 

Hospitals again AArites thus :—“ The influence of trees in puri¬ 

fying the air is undoubted, and hence it assists in checking the 

spread of cholera.” Admirable reasoning! about as good as 

seems to haA’e led a Surgeon-Major to the contrary inference— 

“ I imagine cholera to be of tellimc (probably mineral) origin, 

and that the earth itself is a chief medium of conducting such 

a disease. 'VYhateA'er the hypothesis may be worth, one thing 

is certain, that cholera poison AviU travel contrary to and in the 

teeth of the strongest trade Avinds; and such a property seems 

to me incompatible with the suppofsition that trees will inter¬ 

cept it.” We may add, howeA'er, that, by other officers who 

comprehended the value of observation in determining a scien¬ 

tific question, some crucial instances are recorded indicating 

the value of trees in checking the dissemination of the disease. 

3. It is curious to observe how the opinions held by different 

officers, arising]out of the limited experience of each, differ. The 

question relates to the communicability of the disease and the 

importance of isolation. One Surgeon writes thus:— 

“ Of the communicability of cholera by personal contact I 
ha^ye been fully impi’essed since 1861, when I saw many cases 
of it in the 1st Nagpore Irregulars, and I was ■myself affected 
in this Avay. It repeatedly happened that Avhen a party of four 
or five men went to the funeral of a comrade, one or two were 
attacked wdth the disease soon afterwards, and in several this 
happened before they returned to their lines. In my own ease 
I withstood the disease until a case happened that was marked 
by some peculiar symptoms, and being very much interested in 
it, I not only handled the patient, but some of the soiled clothes, 
and was almost immediately attacked.” 

Another writes:— 

“ I have seen a soldier seized Avith cholera while counting 
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out before me tlie ai-ticles of clothing from the kit of a comrade 
tvlio had just died.” 

I’er contra, another officer writes thus ;— 

“ (Isolation.®) would be almost always impracticable and use¬ 
less unless the fact is established that the disease is propagated 
and communicable by direct contact. At Varna, during the height 
of the epidemic, where many hundreds of cases were congregated 
in one building leeider every circumstance most opposed to sanitary 
influence, a Medical officer and a fatigue party of men from 
each regiment were sent do^vn daily for a twelve hours’ spell of 
duty in the cholera Hospitals. These Medical men and 
attendants, exposed, as it were, to concentrated contagion, did 
not suffer themselves, nor did they disseminate the disease on 
return to their respective regiments.” 

Another, a Deputy Inspector-Greneral, writes— 

“ After witnessing many epidemics of cholera in India, I 
have never seen a case traceable to contagion, nor have any 
of the orderlies, or Medical officers, or attendants been attacked 
in the epidemics I have seen.” 

Yet either cholera is commuincable thus, or it is not. 

There must have been, on the one side or the other, a 

deficiency either in extent or accuracy of the observations for 

such opposite opinions to have resulted. 

4. One question relates to the relative value of chlorodyne 

and opium. A Surgeon in the Madras Infantry makes a 

<-lean breast and tells us—“ At the earnest request of 

4he magistrate wh# was in charge of the gaol, I gave 

chlorodyne a full and fair trial. Earl Russell’s letters to the 

papers had just then been published, and created a great 

feeling in favour of chlorodyne as a cure for cholera. I found 

no benefit whatever from its use.” Probably similarly moved, 

others tried this medicine with varying results-—some thinking 

it invaluable in the earlier stages for the checking of the 

diaiThoea, others api^arently preferring to give chloroform in a 

combination of their own concocting'. One speaks of chloro- 

-dyne as “ a very much over-praised drug. It stupefies the 

patient, deranges the stomach, and masks the symptoms.’ 

Somehow or other the opinions expressed on the value of 

clilorodyne on either side are extreme opinions—a common 

result when a bepufted popidar medicine is in question. 

We need not carry our extracts anyfm'ther. They are not 

iinade with any object of depreciating the report, for there 

-is a great deal in it well worthy of study and recollection for 

future use. One or two of the replies are amusing. Eor 

instance, in reply to a query as to the primary action of the 

cholera poison on the sympathetic system, one officer, whose 

philosophy cannot be sufficiently admired, says that “ this 

■theory, in the pi'esent state of the knowledge on the subj ect, is 

.'1,3 good as any other.” Another officer, speaking of shampoo¬ 

ing for the cramps, says—“ Native shampooers should be 

employed under a European, who should not himself shampoo ; 

he should have a glass of grog when coming on duty.” We 

shouldhke to know more of this gentleman, a Deputy-Inspector- 

•General who woidd provide a different sauce for the goose and 

the gander. 

THE AIR WE BREATHE.—II. 

Mention has been made of the extreme constancy of the 

composition of the atmosphere. The air on the open heath or 

on the seashore contains 20-999 per cent, of oxygen (by volume)^ 

the air of a close sitting-room 20'89 per cent., and that of the 

pit of a crowded theatre 20'70 per cent, of oxygen. In like 

manner fresh country air contains 0'03 to 0'04 per cent, (by 

volume) of carbonic acid, and the worst air in a theatre 0’32 per 

•cent, of cai'bonic acid. The question very naturally arises how 

is it that, notwithstanding the consumption of oxygen and pro¬ 

duction of carbonic acid by the processes of respiration and 

combustion, there is so very slight a change in the atmosphere 

of a crowded room ? The reply is that the cubic capacity of a 

room, and consequently the amount of air in it, is very vast 

in comparison with the actual quantitities of oxygen consiuned 

by respiration and by the combustion of the gas used for 

illumination. If the amount of atmospheric air required to fill 

any of the theatres be calculated and the quantity of oxygen 

consumed by the respiration of the audience, using known data 

for the calculation, it will be found that in three hours there 

cannot be a consumption of oxygen which is of sufficient 

magnitude to lower the percentage of that gas in the atmo* 

sphere very much below the number actually observed. In 

making this calculation it may be assumed that there is no 

ventilation whatsoever, and that the theatre once filled -with 

air remains hermetically closed for the whole three hours. In 

the actual case, however, the possibility of effecting a change 

in the composition of the atmosphere of a building is stUl 

further diminished by the effect of currents of air and of 

diffusion. 

With regard to the possible physiological effect of lowering 

the percentage of oxygen from 21'00 to 20'70, and of raising 

that of carbonic acid to 0'30, there are direct experiments 

showing that the feeling of closeness is not due to this change 

in composition. If we do nothing to a specimen of air except 

withdraw this quantity of oxygen and add 0'30 per cent, of 

pure carbonic acid, the specimen of air will not become close 

and disagreeable, and may be breathed for a time without any 

unpleasant sensations. The air to which the workmen in some 

soda-water works are exposed is often quite fresh and yet 

highly charged with carbonic acid. It is only when the pro¬ 

cess of discharging carbonic acid into the atmosphere is also a 

process for discharging other impurities into it that the peculiar 

closeness with which all persons are so familiar arises. 

Although, however, carbonic acid does not occasion the close¬ 

ness of id-ventilated rooms, stiU. the experiments of Dr. Angus 

Smith appear to show that the presence of this gas in abnormal 

quantities does produce a depressing effect on the human sub¬ 

ject, manifesting itself by a diminution of the pulse and an 

increase in the frequency of the inspirations. To produce these 

effects it seems to be necessary to have at least I'OO per cent, 

of carbonic acid in the air—a proportion much higher than is 

actually found in close rooms. Although the evils of ill- 

ventilation arise neither from deficiency of oxygen nor from 

accumulation of carbonic acid, but from the discharge of some 

kind of organic matter into the atmosphere, yet a slight de¬ 

ficiency of oxygen and an increase in the carbonic acid of the 

atmosphere being associated with this organic matter, we may 

usefully employ these analytical data as signs of the poUution 

of the atmosphere. Practically, for reasons which will at once 

sugg'est themselves to the chemist, little use is to be made of the 

slight lowering of the oxygen ; but we may very advan¬ 

tageously employ the increase'te. the carbonic acid, wliich, 

although a trifling percentage calculated on the air, is a 

large percentage calculated on the carbonic acid, and which, 

moreover, may be observed with very great ease and certainty 

by the employment of the admirable method introduced by 

Dalton, and recently improved by Pettenkofer. We wiU con¬ 

clude by citing, from a recent paper of Dr. Angus Smith s, 

some determinations of the carbonic acid in close atmo¬ 

spheres :— 

London, Strand Theatre, gallery, 10 p.m. 
„ Surrey Theatre, boxes, 10 p.m. 

„ )> P'™’ 

!’ Olympic Theatre, 11.30 p.m. . 
„ „ „ 11.55 p.m. . 
„ Victoria Theatre, boxes, 10 p.m. 

HaymarketTheatre,dress circle, 11.30p.m 

„ City of London Theatre, pit, 11.15 p.m. . 
Manchester Theatre Royal, gallery, 10.50 p.m. . 

„ Queen’s Theatre, pit 

A factory in Manchester 

Percentage of CO a 
(by volume). 

O'lOl 
O'lll 
0-218 
0-0817 
0-1014 
0-126 
0-0757 
0-252 
0-1358 
0-1026 
0-2860 
0-2830 
0-2900 
0-3000 
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For comparison we append determinations of the carbonic 
acid in the air which occupies the streets of London and 
Manchester:— 

London, Cheapside ..... . 0'0352 
?? M < • • • • • . 0-0398 
„ Newgate-street . . . . 0-0413 
„ Oxford-street ..... . 0-0344 
„ top of Monument .... . 0-0380 

Manchester, Market-street .... 
. 0-0405 
. 0-0374 

„ Deansgate(. . 0-0578 
Accumulation of carbonic acid is a sign of a close atmo¬ 

sphere, though not the cause of the closeness. 

THE ORIGIN OE SYPHILIS. 

The origin of any form of disease cannot fail to be of interest, 

and that of syphilis possesses this element in the highest 

degree. It is, we tliink, tolerably clear that syphilis did not 

exist in classic times, but it is perfectly certain that, towards 

the year 1500, it was widely spread, its characters were severe, 

and it attracted much attention not only among the Physicians 

of the time, but also among the public generally. Up to a 

recent date it was customary to refer its origin to the siege of 

Naples in 1495, but undoubtedly syphilis prevailed before that 

date; and the camp fever which decimated the army lying 

before that city, characterised, as the worst forms of typhus not 

unusually are, by the formation of buboes, was evidently con¬ 

founded - with the less known malady. The discovery of 

America by Columbus in 1493 has given, in the opinion of some, 

a clue to the mystery. That a disease so well marked in its cha¬ 

racters and it was even better marked then—as syphilis should 

suddenly spring into being is, to say the least of it, not easily 

accountable, but the notion of its acquisition from the Indians 

and its transmission to Europe by Columbus’s voyages would be 

readily intelligible. Intheyear 1867 there appearedin our columns 
a series of papers by Mr. Gaskoin strongly corroborative of the 

latter view, and we should not again have referred to the subject 

but for the appearance of a small German work (a) on the early 

liistory of syphiHs. The former portion of this work is chiefly 

devoted to an inquiry into the early treatment of syphilis, 

wherein the author shows the antiquity of the method of mer¬ 

curial inunction and other interesting matters, but the latter 

portion is occupied by a ci'iticism of Mr. Gaskoin’s papers 

above alluded to, and a somewhat violent attack it is. 

It will be at once seen that the whole aifair depends on dates. 

If syphihs existed before the departure or return of Columbus, 

the notion of its introduction from America falls to the ground. 

Now, if we are to depend on the date of one of the letters pub¬ 

lished by Peter Mai’tyr, and referring to the illness of one 

Arias Barbosa, Professor of Greek in the University of Sala¬ 

manca, we must admit the existence of syphilis in 1488, five 

years before the discovery of America and the retuim of 

Columbus; but the authenticity, or rather the date, of this is 

disputed. It wiU perhaps be remembered that Mr. Gaskoin’s 

conclusions depended greatly on the testimony of Diaz de Isla, 

a very early copy of whose work on syphilis, dating from 1539 

or earher, was discovered and commented on by Dr. Bonifacio 

de Monteja, of Madrid, in 1863. This author distinctly states 

that the disease was imported from America by Columbus. 

The question then arises how far this testimony is to be 

accepted, and on this point Einckenstein is strong that it is 

wortMess, and he further accuses Mr. Gaskoin of the want of 

a critical spirit in other evidence he has brought forward. 

Undoubtedly, in the names applied to the disease in various 
countries, there is indicated a want of exact knowledge as to 

iiltesten spanischen Nachrichten 
Gledioht des Pi-ancisoo Lopez de ViUalobos vom 

Malm deutsche Verse iibertragen von Dr. Eaphael 
^'^lY^t-docent an der kumgl. Universitat zu Breslau, 

easa and Spanish Accounts of this Dis- 
Villalobos of Date 1498, for the first time 

rinckenstein, Private Tutor in the 
University of Breslau. Breslau; E. Morgenstem.) 

its primary origin that tends to the belief of an endemic causa¬ 

tion; for had the disease been transmitted from America, its 

connexion with the discoverers could scarcely have failed to be 

generally remarked, and such, we Imow, was not the case 

among contemporary writers. Another difiiculty occurs in the 

confusion of one disease with another. ^Ye have seen above 

that petechial typhus was confounded with it; and such also 

was imdoubtedly the case with bad forms of itch. Then,, 

again, it must not bo forgotten that the earliest writers do not 

assign an American origin to the disease, whilst later autho¬ 

rities would doubtless incline to connect two such notable con¬ 

temporaneous events as the origin of syphilis and the discovery 

of America. The question, then, comes to be—How are we 

to account for the rise and extraordinarily rapid spread of the 

disease ? Those writers who deny the American origin of the 

complaint are obliged to fall back on one or other of two doc¬ 

trines eitherthatit prevailedfrom all time, orthat the condition 

of affairs at the time when it first made itself known was such, 

as to account for its appearance. Dr. Einckenstein adopts the 

latter thesis, and points out the extraordinary condition of 

Europe at that period. The southern portion was really one 

vast barrack. "Wars and rumours of wars everywhere pre¬ 

vailed, and these wars were, to a great extent, carried on by 

Eree Companions, men of the most reckless and loosest cha¬ 

racter. In high places, things were no better. Even the Papal 

chair was occupied by an incarnation of immorahty. In such 

a condition of affairs, men look for the origin of the disease; 

and in the marches of such enormous bodies of men, as well as 

in the expatriation of the Jews from Spain (according to some), 

they see the means for its rapid spread. In this opinion many 

of our modem syphilologists concur, two notably who 

have carefully inquired into the matter—Zeissl and Auspitz. 

And so we are once more at sea, and the origin of sypliilis 
remains undetermined. 

The former portion of Dr. Einckenstein’s book is also of 

great interest. In it he deals with the treatment adopted 

from time to time during the earliest days of the disease. 

Curiously enough, one of the very first writers on the 

subject, Juan Almenar, made use of the remedy now gene- 

rally in vogue, and that, too, in the way by many the 

most highly esteemed. It was perhaps from the confound¬ 

ing of the disease with the itch that Practitioners were led 

to employ a mercurial inunction. At all events, that form 

of medication was early adopted. Almenar employed an 

ointment containing suet, lard, theriaca, mithridaticum, mer- 

water of fumaria and scabiosa, with certain inactive in¬ 

gredients, and with this he seems to have been very successful.. 

The next writers were Gaspar Torella and Pedro Piiitor, of 

whom Pintor says that the disease is cured by itch salve—no 

doubt a mercurial preparation, and one whose use he carried 

further than did Almenar. Torella believed the disease to be 

of the nature of itch, but assigned to it a sexual origin. He 

also accordingly treated it by inunction. The next writer was 

Erancisco Lopez de Villalobos, who wrote his poem in the year 

1498. This poem, wliich Einckenstein translates, is remarkable 
in more ways than one, but especially for the exactness of its 

descriptions and the beauty of its lang’uage, being' one of the 

best samples of classic Castilian. This author also praises 

the use of mercury. Rodrigo Ruiz Diaz de Isla, who followed, 

is characterised as a quack and an ig’noramus. As has been 

already seen, he assigned the origin of syphilis to an American 

source (Girtanner), and is consequently styled by Einckenstein 

an “uncritical author ” and a “ foolish person.” Perhaps the 

statement that the vegetables in a garden where was hung the 

washing of one affected with venereal disease became similarly 

affected better entitles him to that designation. At all events,, 

he must have known how to get on in the world, for in a short 
time he had amassed 12,000 ducats. 

In 1529 (Erancisco Delgado) and 1539 (Nicolaus Poll) we 

have notice of a new mode of cure—that by guaiacum. The 

earlier authors already cited repudiated, or at all events were 
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silent as to, the origin, of syphilis in America ; but when the 

notion came to bo spread abroad, it was oidy natural to seek a 

remedy where the disease was supposed to have originated. 

The fact that guaiacum was brought by the natives to those 

inquiring after a remedy for the disease was supposed to 

indicate their knowledge both of the disease and its remedy ; 

hut the fact is that they used it for everything in the shape of 

disease, and not for any special malady. 

Soon after guaiacum sarsaparilla was introduced, and was 

used in the treatment of Charles V.’s gout. Vesalius speaks 

highly of its virtues (1542), and calls it a “Divine remedy in 

.syphilis.” Sassafras was also early introduced into Europe, 

and is spoken of by Nicolas Monardis, who died in 1588, when 

95 years old. 
Many other writers are cited by Dr. Einckenstein, but we 

think we have said enough to direct attention to a book which 

to those interested in such matters contains a mine of informa¬ 

tion. The author speaks strongly, and evidently feels strongly ; 

he evidently looks upon the doctrine that syphilis came from 

America as a rank heresy, to be combatted to the best of his 

ability. And that liis ability and learning are not small, the 

present volume is ample proof. 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

The Com-t of Examiners of the Society of Apothecaries have 

published two regulations of no small importance to the cause 

of Medical education which are to come into force at the end of 

the summer session of 1870. If recent discussions on Medical 

training and revelations of Hospital management have proved 

anything, it is that the resources of our Hospitals are not 

utilised for the purposes of clinical instruction as they ought to 

be. Under the present system it is quite possible that a student 

shall have “ walked ” a given Hospital during the prescribed 

Medical Sessions, that he shall have had his schedtdes regularly 

signed by the Hospital staff, and that he shall finally present 

himself for examination before one or other of the licensing 

boards without ever having made a physical examination of a 

patient’s chest or an analysis of urine. Clinical examinations 

can put but a partial check on this evil, and, at the best, they only 

expose deficiencies, and do not supply a remedy. In addition, 

therefore, to the clinical examinations which they instituted 

three years ago, the Court of Examiners have determined to 

demand from every student who presents himself for his final 

■examination proof that he has filled the office of clinical clerk 

under one of the Physicians of a recognised Hospital during 

the term of six weeks at least. W^e believe that this will prove 

one of the most important improvements in Medical education 

that have been made of late years, and we hope that the example 

that has been set by the Apothecaries’ Society will be followed 

by other examining boards. At first sight the period named 

as a minimum may appear short, but we understand that 

it has been fixed after a careful consideration of the resources 

of some of the Hospitals, and of the number of students who 

will require clerkships. It is also believed that the out-patient 

as well as the in-patient departments may be beneficially 

utilised for the purpose. The other regulation is also an 

exceedingly good one. The Court of Examiners, fully aware 

of the abuses to which the lecture system is open, have resolved 

that aU students shall produce evidence of having been 

examined at the class examinations instituted by their respective 

teachers in the various branches of Medical science. Both 

these regidations, as we have said, will come into force at the 

end of the present academical year. It is plain that if these 

measures are honestly carried out by the lecturers and Medical 

staffs of the London Hospitals, a very effectual impetus wffi 

have been given to Medical education, and the Profession will 

have to thank the Society at Blackfriars for another added to 

the long list of efforts it has made to raise to the highest 

possible mark the training of the English general Practitioner. 

As we stated last week, the Royal College of Physicians have 

not hesitated to declare their adhesion to the scheme of a joint 

and single examination for each division of the United 

Kingdom. At a meeting of the Fellows of the College on 

Wednesday resolutions in favour of the measure were adopted, 

and a committee was appointed with power to confer with the 

Universities and Corporations on the subject. This committee 

consists of the President, the Treasurer, the Senior Censor, Sir 

Thomas Watson, Dr. Burrows, and Dr. Quain. The following 

were the resolutions passed:— 

“1. That the time has now arrived when, full liberty being 
left to the universities and corporations to deal as they please 
with their honorary distinctions and degrees, an examining 
board shoidd be formed for each division of the kingdom, 
before which every person who desires a licence to practise 
Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery should appear, and be exa¬ 
mined on all subjects that may bo required by the Medical 
Council. Any higher distinctions or degrees he may wish to 
take should come after, and should be optional. 

“ 2. That every person examined and approved by the afore¬ 
said Board of Examiners in either division of the kingdom 
should receive a licence to practise Medicine, Surgery, and 
Midwifery, and should be entitled to register under the Medical 
Act as a Licentiate in Medicine, Surgeiy, and Midwifery. 

“3. That the course of study required, and the number and 
nature of the examinations to be undergone, be as nearly the 
same as possible in the three divisions of the kingdom. 

“ 4. That, inasmuch as the licence would confer the same 
rights and privileges of practice, whether granted in England, 
Scotland, or Ireland, the fees for the examinations and licence 
shotdd be the same in each division of the kingdom.” 

In the election for the Universities of Aberdeen and Glasgow, 

Mr. Gordon poUed 2120 votes, Mr. Smith 1616, giving a majo¬ 

rity for Mr. Gordon of 504. The result, which, we believe, 

depended mainly on the Medical votes in the two Universities, 

affords the strongest inducement to Medical candidates to come 

forward at any future election. It is clear that the two seats 

for the four Scottish Universities might be filled by Medical 

men, who would prove a valuable reinforcement to the small 

band of Medical men at present in the House. 

One of the most important scientific communications re¬ 

ceived of late years by any learned society is the report on the 

recent deep-sea explorations, made to the Royal Society on 

Thursday last week by Dr. Carpenter. Our space will not 

allow us to make an analysis of it, but we may mention one 

or two of the startling facts which the deep-sea dredging has 

brought to light. The explorations have been conducted on 

board H.M.S. Pomipine by Dr. Carpenter, Professor Wyville 

Thompson, and Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys. In the first place, this 

and former explorations have fully proved contrary to^ all pre¬ 

conceived opinions that life exists in wonderful variety and 

exuberance at enormous ocean depths, and that the temperature 

of the deep sea presents the most remarkable variations in 

degree. 
“ More remarkable still, it was found that a difference in 

bottom temperature between 32° and 47° existed at points only 
eio'ht or ten miles distant from each other, beneath a umioim 
siSface temperature of about 52% and that where this was the 
case in the cold area the bottom was formed of barren sand¬ 
stone mingled with fragments of older rock, and inhabited by 
a comparatively scanty fauna, of an arctic or boreal character, 
while in the adjacent warm area the bottom surface was 
cretaceous, and the more abundant fauna presented charac¬ 

teristics due to the more temperate climate.’ 

It is easy to see how tliis discoveiy gives to the winds many 

of our cherished ideas with regard to the succession of strata 

and of geological periods. 

“The upheaval of a few nules of sea bottom subject to these 
conditions would present to the geologist of the future two por¬ 
tions of surface totally different in their structure, the one 
exliibiting traces of a depressed, the other of an elevated 
temperature ; and yet these formations would have been con¬ 
temporaneous and conterminous. Wherever similar conffiRons 
are found upon the dry land of the present day, it had been 
supposed that the high and the low temperature, the formation 
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of chalk and the formation of sandstone, must have been 
separated from each other by long" periods, and the discovery 
that they may actually co-exist upon adjacent surfaces has 
done no less than strike at the very root of many of the cus¬ 
tomary assumptions with regard to geological time.” 

Well might Sir Charles LyeU call these discoveries almost 

revolutionary in their character. It has been hitherto the 

custom to talk and write about the dark caves and recesses of 

ocean, but aU this must be expunged from scientific writing 

and left to the poets. From the most profound depths—more 

than two thousand fathoms, nearly the height of Mont Blanc 

—animals of high organisation, and with perfect eyes, have been 

brought to the surface by the dredge. Sir Charles LyeU sug¬ 

gested that the light which these creatures evidently enjoy 

must be a phosphorescent one. Over the whole of the warmer 

areas explored, the bottom was found to be covered with globi- 

gerina deposit animals actively engaged in chalk formation. 

In the colder areas these are not found, but there we have bods 

of volcanic sand, with whole nations of echinoderms. Besides, 

from these great depths the dredge has brought up deUcious 

sponges and foraminifera, zoophytes, moUuscs, anneUds, and 

crustaceans. One hundred and twenty-seven species of mol¬ 

luscs not previously known to exist in British seas were made 

captive, and many of them belong to new species. Dr. Carpen¬ 

ter promises shortly to exhibit to the FeUows of the Royal 

Society specimens of aU the treasures of the deep wMch are 

thus wonderfully brought to Ught. 

A despatch has arrived from the Grovemor of Bombay 

stating that a satisfactory letter had been received from Dr. 

Livingstone, dated Ujiji, May 13, 1869. Six months ago, there¬ 
fore, the great traveUer was safe. 

TFe aie glad, for the sake not only of the overcrowded 

patients in the St, Pancras Infirmary wards, but also for the 

Bake of the pubUc and both parties of belligerents, that the 

Poor-law Board have refused to postpone the removal of the 

sick to the Highgate Infirmary, where they require the 

gua,rdians to have wards for the acconamodation of 170 

patients immediately prepared. This seems to be the only 

mo^ of settUng the interminable debates which the affairs of 

St. Pancras have engendered, and, as the Poor-law Board have 

determined that the new Infirmary is to be used, although for 

a much larger area than St. Pancras, it is much better for aU 
parties that there should be no further delay, 

"pie Poor-law Board have appointed Dr. John Henry 

Bridges to a temporary Poor-law Inspectorship in the metro- 

poUtan districts. Dr. Bridges fills the place of Dr. Mark¬ 

ham, who has been compeUed, by Ul-health, to take a six 
months’ holiday. 

From the address of Sir Roderick Murchison at the Geogra¬ 

phical Society on Monday last we are sorry to gather that the 

funds for the Faraday monument in St. Paul’s Cathedi-al are 

not yet forthcoming. It is a burning .shame to the present 

Government, and to Mr. Lowe in particular, that a monument 

to the greatest scientific worthy that England has produced in 

the present generation should not have been erected at the 

1*^ nation. But this is no reason that subscriptions 
should be kcking to do honour to the memory of Faraday. 

Men of science are not rich, but, as was said in reference to 

Sir Walter Scott, if everybody who has learned from Faraday 

was to give sixpence, his monument might suipass in mao-ni- 
facence any shrine in old or modern Europe. 

Scarlatina is slightly on the decrease. The number of deaths 
registered last week was 208. 

A gentleman has written to the Times to say that he has 

^en cured of incipient rheumatic fever by having been in the 

Midland Railway accident on the 17th inst. Certainly there 

are wonderful stories of the curative effects of fright in cases 

where the limbs have been set fast by rheumatism and other 

diseases. But in this case we have only the patient’s own and 

not a Medical diagnosis, which considerably diminishes the 
value of the story. 

The Soho-square Hospital for Women has been accused by 

a Sister of Mercy of extracting as much as six guineas per 

week from a lady “in straitened circumstances,” a patient in 

the new wing. The Chairman of Committee writes indig¬ 

nantly to deny the charge, but allows that the terms for ad¬ 

mission vary from one g'uinea to three and a half guineas per 

week; and the public are exhorted to subscribe to pay off the' 

debt on the new wing, because it is a charity. 

THE MEETING AT ST. BAHTHOLOITEW’S. 

We give in another column a condensed account of the meet¬ 

ing at St. Bartholomew’s, and of the statement made by the 

governing body in reply to charges of mismanagement. It 

is remarkable, after such a couleur-de-rose account as was 

given by the Treasurer of the state of the Hospital, that a set 

of resolutions should be proposed which seem to admit the 

charges made against the management; but the explanation is 

easy. Mr. White alone is responsible for the statement lie- 

made ; the resolutions were draAvn up by the House Com¬ 

mittee. But is not Mr. White sole ruler of the institu¬ 

tion ? It is true that there are four almoners and a Blouse 

Committee, but the latter never interfere, practically or ner- 

sonally, in the affairs of the Hospital. There is no ground' 

for thinking that there is any corruption or wilful mis¬ 

management; but it is evident that the Treasurer is not 

strong enough for the place, that he is too much of an 

autocrat, and that any future Treasurer must have this 

absolute power curtailed. Notwithstanding all that Miv 

White stated, it is clear to eveiy one that the Hospital 

requires much reform. This is more particularly the case with 

regard to the casual patients, who are admitted indis¬ 

criminately, and in such numbers as to render a proper 

attendance impossible within the time allotted for that purpose. 

Mr. White denies this, and produces evidence in favour of 

his denial, but it is well known that, as a rule, the out¬ 

patients of a large Hospital are not properly examined^ 

and this applies more particularly to St. Bartholomew’s. 

What may be the remedy for this it is difficult to suggest. 

Classification is now on its trial; the Treasurer thinks it will' 

fail. We shall see. It remains for the Medical staff to 

determine what shape the inquiry shall take. ^Fe trust that- 
it may be a full and satisfactory one. 

MEDICAL AEFAIES IN EDINBTTEGH. 

De. Pettigeew has been unanimously elected to the office of 

Pathologist at the Royal Infirmary. Among the more recent 

changes it may be mentioned that Dr. Grainger Stewart has 

been appointed Junior Physician, and Dr. Claud Muirhead and 

Dr. Thomas R. Fraser Assistant-Physicians, Avhilst the services 

of Dr. Sanders, now Professor of Pathology in the University, 

are stiU retained in connexion vuth the Medical Hospital. Mr. 

Spence ceases to be Senior Surgeon, but he is stiU to have wards, 

and is to continue to render important service to the Infirmary. 

Mr. Lister succeeds Mr. Syme in his wards. Dr. Joseph Bell 

and Dr. John Duncan have been appointed Assistant-Surgeons. 

Mr. Annandale, the former Assistant-Surgeon, has been pro¬ 

moted.^ Mr. Syme is to be Consulting Surgeon. The Executive 

Committee of the New York State Agricultural Society have 

conferred upon Dr. Andrew Smart its diploma, as a testimony 

to the learning, ability, and sagacity evinced by him in his 

investigations of the pathology of rinderpest, particularly in 

his microscopic investigations of its lesions, and in the plan of 

treatment so judiciously recommended. The annual dinner of 

the Royal College of Surgeons was held on Thursday se’nnight, 

Dr. Gillespie in the chair. Sixty gentlemen were present, 

including many distinguished visitors. 
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llELAPSING FEVEE. 

We understand tliat at the meeting of the Harveian Society of 

London to he held on Thursday, December 2, Dr. Broadbent 

utU read a paper on “Relapsing Fever.” The subject is one 

of special interest at the present moment, and Dr. Broadbent 

has had unusual opportunities of studying the disease in his 

capacity of Physician to the Fever Hospital. The officers of 

the Society have informed us that they will be glad to see any 

member of the Profession, ^though he may not belong to the 

Society, on the occasion. We have received several inquiries 

as to the published accounts of this fever, and we would 

strongly urge all interested in it to hear Dr. Broadbent on the 

subject, for thereby they will be saved both time and trouble. 

The meetings of the Society are held at the Stafford Rooms, 

Tichborne-street, Edgeware-road, at 8 o’clock p.m. 

well-eaemed peomotion. 

The War-office Gazette of the 23rd inst. contains the following: 

“ General Order by his Royal Highness the Field Marshal 
Commauding-in-Chief.—Her Majesty has been pleased to 
approve of the promotion of Staff Assistant-Surgeon Robert 
Waters, M.D., to be a Staff Surgeon, in consideration of his 
highly meritorious service during the recent epidemic of cholera 
at the Gambia.—By command, W. Paulex, Adjutant-General.” 

Dr. Waters entered the service on January 19, 1860, having 

gained a very high place at the final competitive examination 

atNetley. He has since seen a large share of tropical service, 

and had entered on his third year on the Gold Coast when the 

epidemic of cholera, during which he so much distinguished 

liimself, broke out. His zeal and ability were so marked that a 

considerable sum of money V7as voted to liim by the colonial 

authorities, with a special declaration of their approval. We 

are now glad to see that departmental promotion still further 

rewards him. 

COMMITTEE OP THE BEITISH ASSOCIATION ON THE TEEATMENT 

AND UTILISATION OF SEWAGE. 

At the Norwich meeting, a committee of the British Associa¬ 

tion was appointed to consider how best to treat and utilise 

sewage, and a small sum of money was granted for the fm’ther- 

ance of this design. By the time the Association had re¬ 

assembled at Exeter, so much information had been collected, 

and the prospect of doing good was so great, that the com¬ 

mittee was reappointed, and an increased sum of money placed 

at their disposal. This, nevertheless, only seemed to bring them 

face to face with the real difficulties in their way. So many 

experiments, gaugings, and observations—so many careful 

chemical analyses have to be made before any salutary end can 

be attained, that the committee, unable to fall back on the body 

of the Association, which is far too poor to admit of any great 

pecuniary outlay, are now forced to appeal to the general 

public for help to carry out their researches. They are willing 

to do what they can themselves ; but apparatus such as they 

require is costly, and, at the same time, absolutely necessary. 

“ It is suggested that the subscriptions of towns of different 
populations might be graduated somewhat in the following 
proportions:—Where the population does not exceed 10,000, 
£5 os.; between 10,000 and 25,000, £10 10s. ; between 25,000 
and 50,000, £21; between 50,000 and 75,000, £30 ; between 
75,000 and 100,000, £50 ; above 100,000, £100. 

“ All public bodies subscribing not less than £5 5s. will have 
the benefit of the information from time to time, as the results 
of the inquiry partake of a conclusive character, and will 
receive a cojiy of the Report of the Committee when published. 

“ The following are the names of the committee :—Richard 
B. Grantham, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., Chairman; 
J. Bailey Denton, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S.; J. Thornhill 
Harrison, Esq., M. Inst. C.E.; Benjamin H. Paul, Esq., 
Ph.D., F.C.S. ; Professor Wanklyn, F.C.S.; William Hope, 
E,sq., V.C. ; Professor William.son, Ph.D., F.R.S.; Professor 
MarshaU, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.; Professor Corfield, M.A., M.D.; 
M. C. Cooke, Esq.; and Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., 
Treasurer. 

IIONOEAEIUM. 

The Emperor of the French has addressed a very cordial letter 

to Dr. Ricord, thanking him for his attention. This friendly 

missive was enclosed in a gold snuff-box ornamented with 

diamonds valued at 20,000 fr. The messenger who carried the 

present took back the answer that the autograph would have 

been prized just as much without the elegantly jewelled 

envelope. The eminent teacher, observer, and Surgeon was 

born in Baltimore, Maryland, where he passed the first ten 

years of his life. 

FEOM ABEOAD.—CASE OF LETHAEQY—SCAELATINA IN PAEIS AND 

LONDON—A NEW FUNCTION FOE THE CEEVIX UTEEI. 

Undee the title “ Melancholic Stupor of a Lethargic Form,” 

M. Legrand du SauUe has recently published, in the Gazette 

des Hopitanx, full details of a remarkable case that came under 

his care at the Bicetre, and concerning which many erroneous 

statements had prevailed in Paris. Della F., an Italian, 32 

years of age, employed in a business house in Paris, was ad¬ 

mitted August 31,1868, having during three months previously 

exhibited the most exaggerated religious scruples and devotion, 

until at last he completely neglected his affairs, and exhibited 

unmistakable signs of insanity. He was very anxious to die, 

but feared being damned ; and the chaplain of the institution, 

having been allowed to have free access to him, was so impru¬ 

dent as to confess him, and administer extreme unction as to 

the dying. From that time he fell into a state of deep sopor, 

his pulse varying between 62 and 54, and his respiration 

oscillating between 38 and 48. He assumed the position 

of one dead, but was really semi-conscious, for when it 

was removed, he always replaced the sheet of the bed over 

his head, so as to cover it after the manner of a corpse. We 

cannot follow the details of the case, which are minutely given, 

and it will suffice to say that no means employed had any effect 

upon the lethargy, and that he lived till April 12, his state of 

imconsciousness lasting more than seven months, during all 

which time he was feii through the oesophageal tube. M. 

Legrand du SauUe pays a deserved tribute to the care and 

dexterity of the eleven internes who successively undertook the 

passage of this—altogether between 700 and 750 times—by 

mentioning that at the autopsy not the slightest abrasion from 

its use was discovered in the nares, pharynx, or oesophagus. 

The somewhat dependent condition of the Hospital Medical 

officers in Paris is shown by the fact mentioned that an animal 

magnetise!’, whose attention had been drawn to the case by the 

reports current concerning the “Bicetre sleeper,” was aUowedto 

try his hand at awakening the patient, not with the approval of 

M. Legrand, but at the request of M. Husson, Director of Medical 

Assistance. Again, when M. Legrand made an appUcation that 

M. Montmeja, the celebrated Medical photographist, should be 

aUowed to take a photograph of the patient, he received, after 

waiting three weeks for an answer, a refusal! The picture of the 

man in the corpse-hke attitude he constantly maintained, believ¬ 

ing himself, since the extreme unction, to be dead, could only 

be taken after death had reaUy occurred. The details of the 

autopsy are given at great lengih. The chief points observed 

were (1) the excessive decoloration of both the white and grey 

substance of the brain, the whole mass seeming as if it had 

been washed, the vessels being scarcely apparent, even in the 

grey substance of the striated bodies, the protuberance, and’h 

the cortical substance; (2) some of the convolutions were 

atrophied in isolated portions, furnishing tiu? umbilical depres¬ 

sions in the general contour of the cortical substance; (3) in 

the midst of the cortical substance, amidst the general anojmic 

condition, existed small islets of partial vascularisation, com¬ 

pletely separated from each other, and comparable in appear¬ 

ance to the spots of rubeola on the skin. 

In his monthly review of the prevalent diseases in Paris, M. 

Besnier says that in the month of October there wore received 
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in the Paris Hospitals bitt thirty cases of scarlatina, of which 

only two proved fatal; and he refers to former reports in proof 

of the remarkable benignity of this disease in Paris, at the same 

time that it showed such virulence in London and other capitals. 

The entire Hospital mortality from this disease, which was 

only 35 in 1866, descended to the extraordinarily low figure of 

8 in 1867 ! While, during' 1866, in Berlin, with a population 

only of 658,251, there were 264 deaths from scarlatina, and 

Vienna, with its 590,000 inhabitants, had 396 deaths, Paris, 

with its 1,825,274, only fm-nished 82 deaths. London, with a 

population not double that of Paris, had 1885—twenty-three 

times a greater number than Pa ris. During throe weeks of the 

present year 678 deaths from scarlatina Avere reported in 

London, Paris registering during the same period but 19 deaths; 

and in the last week, when this paper was prepared, there Avere 

229 deaths from scarlatina in London to 1 in Paris. 

“ Never, as we have before said,” writes M. Besnier, “ could 
a more striking confirmation be furnished of the fact Ave are 
incessantly endeavoiuing to bring into prominence—viz., the in¬ 
feriority of the pa,rt played by contagion properly so called, as 
compared Avith epidemic influence, in the development, transmis¬ 
sion, and propagation of the most contagious epidemic diseases. 
The contagious germ exists in Paris as AveU as in London, in 
the midst even of a still denser population, and consequently 
more apt to the generality of transmissions. It is incessantly 
deposited in reserve not only in the children’s asylums, but also 
in the general Hospitals; and, in order to become developed, it 
needs only one condition, absolutely unknoAvn in its nature— 
the epidemic influence—Avithout which the contagion becomes 
reduced to proportions which scarcely exceed those which we 
actually admit as regards typhoid fever and erysipelas. It is 
plain, then, that if contagiosity, in general, is a characteristic 
inherent to a certain order of diseases, the degree in which the 
contagious property is exerted has nothing absolute beyond the 
‘ epidemic influence,’ to which are closely subordinated the 
fecundity of the contagium and the indiAddualreceptivity.” 

IVT. Besnier states his great desire to obtain more precise 

information concerning the epidemic which now prevails in 

different parts of Britain. Wliat are the forms assumed by 

the disease, the classes especially attacked, the age and sex of 

the patients, the proportion of deaths to cases, the course of the 

epidemic in civil and military populations, in Hospitals, bar¬ 

racks, schools, etc. ? Are foreigners as readily attacked as 

members of the Anglo-Saxon family? What relations have 

been observed between scarlatina and other diseases ? Dinally, 

what are the medicinal agents e.mployed P and wh at prophylactics 
have been found of avail ? 

M. Despres, Surgeon of the Louroine Hospital, at the last 

meeting of the Academie de Medecine, read a memoir entitled 

“ An Investigation into some Points of the Anatomy and Phy¬ 

siology of the Cervix Uteri, the Glands of its Mucous Mem¬ 

brane, and a Function of the CerAux unconnected with 

Delivery. The following are his conclusions:—1. The 

cervix uteri contains glands distributed in bunches or 

ramified tubules, having their seat partly in the muscular 

substance of the uterus, like the prostatic glandules in the 

midst of muscular fibres. 2. These glands secrete a clear, 

viscid, albAiminous Liquid, analogous to the prostatic liquid, 

which issues from the cervix in an intermittent manner, giving 

rise to ejaculation on the part of the female. This “ Aiterine 

liquid ” issues slowly from the cervix, remaining within its 

caA’ity and at the os uteri. It has hitherto been improperly 

regarded as a variety of catarrhal flAud. 3. The object of 

ejaculation in the woman is to furnish a vehicle for the 

spermatozoa in order to insure their safe arrroal within the 

cavity of the uterus. 4. These glands of the cerA’ix become 

obliterated during pregnancy, and constitute cysts or Naboth’s 

ovAiles. But delivery replaces matters as they were by 

rupturing the cysts during its progress or during the sub¬ 

sequent retraction of the uterus. 5. The cervix of the uterus 

is erectile, entering into the condition of erection simul¬ 

taneously with the other erectile female org'ans, and partially 

opening to enable the uterine fluid to issue. 

MANA&EMENC OE ST. BAETHOLOMEW’S 
HOSPITAL. 

On Monday last the Council-room of St. BartholomCA\'’s Hos¬ 

pital Avas crowded with governors, presided oAmr by the Prince 

of Wales, to hear a statement from the Treasurer, Mr. Poster 

White, AAdth respect to some serious charges made against the 

management of the Hospital. These charges AA^ere, in sub¬ 

stance, that, firstly, the customary introductory lecture had 

been suppressed in consequence of a quarrel lietAAreen the 

Treasurer and the Medical staff; secondly, that the in-patients 

were treated in a niggardly way, and that the expenditure 

upon them was less than that of the London Hospital, a com- 

paratroely poor institution; thirdly, that the casual patients 

had increased very considerably of late year-s, and yet the 

management had done nothing to provide for their accommo¬ 

dation and treatment. It was complained that the Avaiting 

and consulting' rooms were deficient in accommodation; that 

the Medical staff Avas so limited that they could not, by any 

possibility, projAcrly attend to the patients, and that in some 

cases a b doubtful dose of medicine” might be administered 

from the “ brown jug,” and serious consequences might ensue. 

Fourthly, that the nurses Avere too few in nAimber, and cruelly 

overworked ; that they slept in cupboards under the stairs, and 

that there were not sufficient beds for them. These charges 

had been made in an unequiA’oeal manner, and with “ sensa¬ 

tional” touches, which had aroused the sympathy and in¬ 

dignation of the public. The Treasurer, in his somewhat 

laboured, egotistical, and over-oratorical speech, replied to 

all these charges, but he admitted the Hospital was by no 

means perfect. But he contended that the governing' body 

were most anxious to make it as perfect as possible, and were 

taking steps to remedy the defects which he acknowledged 

existed. In reference to the first charge, he emphatically and 

indignantly denied that any disag-reement existed betAveen the 

Medical staff and himself, and said the introductory address 

was dispensed Avith in accordance with a decision of the Medi¬ 

cal officers come to the year before, and with which he had 

nothing on earth to do. With respect to the second charge, he 

asserted that the in-patients of St. Bartholomew’s cost consi¬ 

derably more than those of the London Hospital. And what 

was the course pursued by the assailants of the Hospital when 

this had been demonstrated to them ? M’hy, thev turned round 

and abused the management for being too cxtrava.gant 1 As 

regarded the third charge, Mr. White entered into particulars 

to show what had been done to meet the call upon the institu¬ 

tion by the increasing croAvds of “ casual ” patients. A large 

and commodious waiting-room and consulting-rooms, framed 

according to the Avishes of the Medical officers, had been erected 

at a very great cost. In 1868 four new Medical officers had been 

appointed, and provided with every accommodation, and these 

four men acted where one had acted before. For the first year 

all went on well, no complaint having reached him either from 

the Medical gentlemen or the patients. But on the retirement of 

three of the Medical staff by rotation, their successors shortly 

after their appointment Avrote him a letter to say that the work 

imposed upon them was more than they could accomplish. He 

found, on applying to the three gentlemen who had retired, 

that they had found no difficulty in doing their duties fully 

and satisfactorily. That was bis answer to the complaint. 

With respect to the “ broAvn jug ” and “ the doubtful dose of 

medicine, he charged the writer of this statement as guilty of 

“ a foul and most iinjust aspersion,” and explained that in so 

large an institution they were obliged to manufacture medi¬ 

cine in great cj^uantities. But he contended that it was 

dispensed mth care, and in no “ doubtful doses.” In the 

casual rooms a system of classification of the patients had 

lately been adopted ; he had not much faith in its usefulness, 

but the result of the plan Avould shortly be announced. The 
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charge as regarded the nurses he met by saying that there 

■were eighty-three nurses, and they had eighty-three beds, and, 

on the average, each nurse had 700 cubic feet of space in her 

bedroom. He admitted that three out of the eighty-three bed¬ 

rooms had been circumscribed in the formation of the new 

wings of the Hospital. All the bedrooms were not such as he 

(«uld wish, but it must be recollected the buildings Avere 

erected 110 years ago. However, they were seeking for a plan 

to improA'o these rooms. Mr. White then entered into the 

cpiestion of the under-payment and overworking of the nurses. 

He contended that thei’o Avas no foundation whatever for 

this charge. They had lately, at great cost, relieved the 

nurses of many menial duties, such as scrubbing the 

floors; they had one day to themselves in eAmry three 

AA'eeks, and CAmry third Sunday. In addition to food their pay 

Avas eight shillings a Aveck, and after two years’ service this 

Avas increased by ninepence. They rose from nurses to be 

sisters, and each nurse had eight hours’ sleep every day, and, 

in cases of emergency, extra were engaged. AVith respect to 

the mortality amongst them, it liad been thirty-four in the 

last sixteen years, and twenty-seven of those had died from 

feA''er. A nurse never remained on duty Avhen she shoAA'od the 

slightest indisposition. Mr. AVhite then alluded to the call 

AA'hich had been made upon the managing body by the Medical 

officers for the establishment of a special ward for the treat¬ 

ment of ophthalmic cases; but this he did not entertain 

for a time, because it involved an outlay of £<5000. Yet the Avard 

Avas now begun. They had, however, made special provision 

for the treatment of diseases of the car, of deformities, and of 

diseases peculiar to women. They must Avork gradually, iin- 

j)roAm gradually. It Av^as an error to state that these improve¬ 

ments had been forced upon them by lAressure from without; 

they had been meditated for some time, and steps taken to 

carry them out Avith as little inconvenience as lAossible to the 

patients. Tdr. White then entered into an elaborate defence of 

himself against the attacks made upon him, in the course of 

Avhich ho said he received not a farthing for his services, and 

that the income of the Hospital Avas not, as had been stated, 

£18,000 a year, but £33,000. He concluded by moAung the 

following resolutions :— 

“ That it be referred to the House Committee to incpiire and 
report to a court to be specially summoned—firstly, what mea¬ 
sures can be adopted for the purpose of providing better 
sleeping accommodation for the nurses; secondly, whether it 
is expedient to adopt any and what steps in order to diminish 
the labour of the nurses and afford them longer periods of rest; 
thirdly, whether the arrangements lately made for the purpose 
of securing the more effective relief of casual patients are suf¬ 
ficient, and, if not, what further provision should be made for 
that purpose ; and, fourthly, Avhat coiirso can be adopted Avith 
a Anew to provide a coiiA’^alescent Hospital in the country for 
the in-patients of this institiAtion.” 

Air. AYhite assumed that his ansAvers to tlie charges made 
Avere complete. But there Avas no discussion, and consequently 
none of his statements were sifted. The real questions at issue 
AAmro left very much in their original positions. That the 
Treasurer fenced with his critics Avas evident to the meeting. 
A ll admitted his benevolence and disinterestedness as treasurer, 
“ acting Avithont any emolnmeut AAdiatever; ” but he failed to 
show that the Avork could not bo better done by a competent 
paid officer, who might, by judicious management, give thrice 
his salary to the institution. Ho failed to shoAV that, 
under a better system, the “ casuals ” might not be better 
attended to, and improper persons excluded from the casual 
wards. He did not succeed in showing that the nurses had 
not been subject to occasional overwork—nay, he bogged the 
question throughout, and so overloaded “facts and figures” 
by oratorical displays, that he Avearied his audience. 

AVhat is Avanted at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital is a treasurer 
AAdth limited power, but AAoth energy and time to devote to the 
really responsible and laborious duties of the office. Air. 
White is Treasurer of Christ’s Hospital, and in business; it 
is idle to suppose he can fill the office of Treasurer of St. 
Bartholomew’s satisfactoril y. 

THE EEGISTRATION OE DISEASE. 

AYe think it right to sketch summarily the history of plans 

proposed and measures attempted within the last thirty years 

to register cases of disease and accident among the poorer 

classes of society. This subject, it must be recollected, was by 

no means a new one even fifty years ago. Not to mention 

curious proposals published more than a century since, the 

Reports of AYillan in 1801, and of Bateman in 1819, on the 

diseases of London in connexion with the state of the Aveather, 

are models of enlightened observation and truthful record. 

In the General Sanitary Report of 1842, and in the evidence 
of Dr. Southwood Smitli before the Health of Towns Com¬ 
mission in 1843, suggestions AA^ere first made for the aid and 
supervision of Aledical relief afforded to the poor, including 
scientific records and periodical reports of the cases of sick¬ 
ness attended by the Union Aledical Officers, as essential to any 
effective sanitary organisation. 

In the striking report of Air. Baker, now Inspector of 
Factories, on the condition of Leeds, published by the Poor- 
law Commissioners in 1843, may be seen the following sug¬ 
gestions for the registration of sickness treated in Aledical 
charities:— 

“Of Avliat immense advantage,” he saj’s, “it would he to have cvei’y 
Medical charity placed under statistical regulation-s and responsible to the 
Home Office for their returns of cases admitted within then- AA-alls ! It is 
remarkable that it has not been long ago thought of sufficient importance 
to place them all under one kind of statistic discipline, embracing every 
particular connected with the inmates, both as to sex, disease, residence, 
local causes, wages, laboru’, etc.—facts Avhich would be useful beyond 
measm-e to the legi.slature, the philanthropist, and, above all, to Medical 
science. An ag-gregate detail of such cases would form a table of which it 
would be idle to calculate the value. In the House of IlecoA-ery at Leeds, 
for instance, tillAvithin two or thi-eo years, there has been no correct record 
kept of any case, and in many instances no record at all, either of the 
residences or the localities of fever. And yet hoAV essential it is that both 
these should be cori-cotly stated, and how useful it would be to trace each 
case to its origin, and developo the causes which are so fatal to human life ! 
Such a universal register would, in a few years, render a first-rate servico 
to everything relating to longevity, whether as connected with trades or 
occupations, or local influences or climate ; and, ns it Avould be quite inex¬ 
pensive, the opportunity is lost without excuse.” 

The eAudenoe taken by a committee of tbo House of Com¬ 
mons on Aledical Poor Relief in 1844 contains ]Aropoaals by Air. 
Rumsey for the uniform regi.stratiou of sickness affecting the 
pauper and labouring classes ; the returns from all sources 
affording Aledical aid at the public cost, or by associated effort, 
to be made periodically, and to be revised and published by 
authority; and all this with the double object of aiding the 
Aledical officers in their performance of duty and of supplying 
necessary information to boards and officers of health in the 
administration of preventive measures. He said (Evidence, 
9155);—“ A great mass of valuable facts, most important to 
the welfare of the sick and the progress of Aledical knowledge, 
is lost to the country from the Avant of a well-regulated system 
of reports under Aledical inspection.” He also quoted a letter 
Avritten shortly before that inquiry by the late Dr. AYalker, of 
Huddersfield, who proposed that to some Medical authority 
acting in every district of the kingdom, regular returns of sick¬ 
ness attended by the union Surgeons should be sent for exa¬ 
mination ; and that from these documents, aided by the returns 
of hospitals and dispensaries, that officer should draw up 
periodical reports of the health of the district. Dr. AYalker 
also Avished that the officers of Aledical charities, as well as 
union Aledical officers, might be instructed to observe the same 
nomenclatAirc and form of registration.” (a) 

Thus it appears that, more than a quarter of a century ago, 
the rcquiremenls of this subject Avere explicitly laid before the 
GoAmrament and Legislature. How long a time is required in 
this country for the jdainest principles to make even a slight 
impre.ssion upon the minds of those Avho direct pAibUc action ! 
How large the opportunity for a succession of labourers in the 
field of social improvement! Hoav little each seems to accom¬ 
plish in his day! 

Some returns, resulting from what must haA^e been a labo¬ 
rious and extensive inquiry, Avere laid before the above- 
mentioned Parliamentary Committee(b) by Air. Rumsey, 
shoAving that a A^ery larg'e proportion of the sick poor (intoAvus 
an immense majority) Avho Avere supplied with Aledical attend¬ 
ance, were relieved from other than Poor-laAv sources i.e., 
from Aledical charities, dispensaries, provident societies, clubs, 

! (a) See “Health and Sickness of Toavu Populations.” Pp. 20-22. 
London; Parker. 1810. 

‘ (h) Ibid. Appendix. 
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etc., etc.—and that any public registration of sickiies.s ought 
ultimately to include returns from at least all those institutions 
which are maintained at the public expense. 

Again, Mr. Liddle, who has acted so long and so ably as 
Medical Officer of Health in AVhitechapel, contributed an 
excellent paper in January, 1848, to the earlier “Journal of 
Public Health” (vol. i. pp. 92-95), in which he put forth a 
jiractical scheme, with tabular fonns, for the re.gular registra¬ 
tion of cases of sickness by Union Medical Officers. These 
deserve particular notice at the present time. 

Without venturing to assign priority to any individual, 
when doubtless many minds were simultaneously directed to 
the same obj ect, rve have now mentioned Southwood Smith, 
Walker. Baker, Rumsey, and Liddle, who were doubtless among 
the “first to broach the idea of utilising these records of 
disease ” ; and we now proceed to notice later efforts. 

A co-operative record of meteorological observations, with 
notes of prevailing diseases, appeared in the Journal of the 
British Medical Association in 1853. This scheme had been 
ably advocated by the editor. Dr. Connack, as also by Dr. 
Moffatt, Dr. Richardson, Dr. Burder, Dr. Barker, and others. 
The series of “Medico-Meteorological Observations” com¬ 
menced in October, 1853, and was regularly published in that 
journal for about three years. But these reports, though 
valuable in many respects, were in no sense a registration of 
sickness, nor did they profess to be such. They contained only 
the briefest reference to prevalent maladies in those districts 
from which meteorological reports were forwarded. In 1855, 
however, a somewhat nearer approach to a registration of 
disease was made in the Sanitary Beview, under Dr. Richardson’s 
direction. This enterprise was supported, with comparative 
success, by many earnest provincial contributors. An interesting 
account of its objects, proga-ess and results is to be found in two 
papers by Dr. Riohard.«on, one of which was published in the 
Epidemiological Transactions of 1858, and the other in the 
Transactions of the Social Science Association for 1861. But 
it must be said of these returns, valuable as was the informa¬ 
tion they afforded, that they were simply local notices of 
epidemic visitations recorded by gentlemen whose respective 
spheres of observation do not appear to have had any defined 
limits. The number of the cases of any disease seen by the 
single observer is rarely given. For some time only sixteen 
kinds of disease were noted, a few others being occasionally 
added at a later period. With the exception of four or five 
returns from the Epidemiolo^cal Committee of the East Kent 
and Canterbury Medical Society, the observations were merely 
those of individual Practitioners. The severity of the 
epidemics, as measured by their mortality, is very rarely 
recorded ; nor, of course, are any means afforded of determin¬ 
ing the ratio of the sick to the population or to the class. 

Other published plans and proposals which marked the year 
1855 may be traced, in great measure, to the impulse given to 
the observation of the zymotic class of diseases by the 
establishment of the Epidemiological Society in 1850. Three 
of these deserve_special notice:—1. A paper by Dr. Druitt(c) 
oir the daily registration of facts by Medical Practitioners, not 
only for their own instruction and advantage, but also “ to form 
the basis of an annual return to the authorities appointed to 
superintend the public health.” The same idea had led Dr. 
Hartshorue, of Philadelphia, about the same time, to devise for 
the use of private Practitioners a very simple tabular form of 
record, which was adopted by the Medical Society of the State 
of Pennsylvania, and recommended by its Academy of 
Natural Sciences. 2. A register of cases of disease observed 
in two of the London Hospitals, by Dr. Barnes, (d) with 
remarks on the etiology and character of the current 
diseases, and on the importance of publishing a periodical 
register of prevailing sickness. This very instructive and 
philosophical paper ought to be consulted by all who now 
take an interest in this question. 3. Dr. Richardson read a 
paper at the Epidemiological Society on March 5 of the same 
year, “On the Importance of recording the Progress of 
Epidemics, and on the best means of accomplishing this Object 
in England and Wales.” Wo do not find that this paper was 
planted at the time, but doubtless it formed the basis of that, to 
which reference has already been made, in the Egndemiological 
Transactions of 1858. 

Moreover, the subject was treated at length in Mr. Rumsoy’s 
Essayspn State Medicine ” (o) 1856—those on sanitary inquiry 

and administration having been, as we are informed, submitted 
lu a separate form to the General Board of Health in 1855. 

(c) Sanitary Review, vol. i. p. 15. 
(d) Lancet, Sept. 8, 1S55. 
(e) See o.spccinlly reraniks in p. 105 et seq., and in pp. 278, 270. 

In the essay on the Medical care of the Poor in England aji- 
pears the following passage :— 

“ The hard-worked and well-infonned Medical Practitioner, toiling in n 
popijous district under a hoard of guardians, can think only with vexation 
of time and labom now wasted in mere pencraft upon bundles of ruled 
paper, wliich serve no higher piu^pose than that of economical checks on 
poor-rate expenditure. 

“ How would his toil be lightened if ho knew that his little spring of 
facts and observations ever ran on to swell the mighty river formed by four 
thousand such contributions, and that the benefits which Medical science 
might confer upon Ids countrymen would be increased, perhaps a hundred¬ 
fold, by the collection of those retm-ns, their careful analysis and compari¬ 
son, and their general publication, all which might beseem-edby that com¬ 
plete and effective organisation to w'hioh he would then belong.” 

In a future paper it is proposed to notice the practical efforts 
which have been made subsequently to the pubheations to 
which we have now called attention, and then also we may 
review the progress and present aspect of the question. 

SMALL-POX IN INDIA, AND AS IT MIGHT 
BE IN ENGLAND. 

By W. J. MOORE, L.R.C.P., 
Surgeon Bajpootana Political Agency, and Superintendent-General of 

Dispensaries and Vaccination in Bajpootana. 

The Medical Times and Gazette of September 18, 1869, p. 355, 

contains an account of a woman bringing her child, “ covered 

with sores,” which she attributed to vaccination, for exhibition 

before the magistrates at Bow-street. Dr. Seaton reported the 

malady thus shown to be “eczema,” a skin disease which, 

we all know, when latent in the system, may be developed into 

activity by very many and different causes. It is not, how¬ 

ever, to di.souss this question I now venture to make this com¬ 

munication, Inrt to endorse your remarks on the case, which 

read as follows:— 

“ There is no doubt that eczema does occasionally follow 
eruptive fevers of the varioloid group. We have lately had 
an opportunity of seeing at one of the metropohtan Hospitals 
a case of unmanageable chronic eczema which followed con¬ 
fluent small-pox. It is only by impressing on the public mind 
the horrors of unmitigated smaU-pox—which, thanks to vac¬ 
cination, the present generation can scarcely realise — that 
people will be induced to put up with the minor and occasional 
evils of vaccination.” 

It is, indeed, fortunately quite true that the people of 
England cannot now conceive the effects of unchecked smaU- 
pox, and therefore as unfortunately correct that they are quite 
unable to estimate the blessings of vaccination. But those 
whose lots are cast in other lands may do both. During the 
present extraordinary anti-vaccine movement at home, it 
appears to me that some account of variola as it occurs in a 
country where vaccination is not practised, may prove of utility. 
Last year a wide-spread epidemic of smaU-pox visited India, 
and especially the native states of Rajpootana. The latter 
countries embrace an area of some 120,000 square miles, with a 
popiilation estimated at 10,000,000. Many of the native princes 
maintain vaccinators, but the number of operators, some forty 
to fifty, is totaUy inadequate to produce any appreciable general 
result. With the exception of the Boutpoor State (area about 
2000 square miles), situate in the north-east of Rajpootana, 
the whole of the extensAe province last named may be 
regarded as practicaUy without vaccination. During last 
season—1868-69—I marched, on duties connected with the 
inspection of the Medical institutions and of the vaccina¬ 
tion where existing, upwards of 1000 miles. I had, therefore, 
when in the different cities and villages, every opportunity of 
noting the ravages of unchecked small-pox; and I only wish 
those at home now joining' in the sceptical cry against vaccina¬ 
tion could have witnessed what I saw. Knowing small-pox 
only as it occui-s in Great Britain or in the Continental states, 
where the disease, even in epidemic years, is the exception, the 
anti-vaccinationists would have been somewhat astonished to 
find it, as I did, the rule in every household. There are 
numerous records, both Medical and lay, the veracity of which 
cannot be qxiestioned, showing the effects of small-pox in 
Great Britain in former years, when, as Macaulay states, the 
plague was less prevalent and fatal; and as it Avas previous 
to the introduction of vaccination in England, so it is noAv 
where vaccination has not been systematised in India. I con¬ 
fess^ there are no means, in the absence of recorded vital 
statistics, of estimating correctly the mortahty from small-pox 
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in Kucli districts in this countiy, but I have reason to 'believe 
the death-rate of those attacked is not less than in other 
countries ; (a) and when it is recollected that all are so attacked, 
the enormous mortality from this one cause becomes apparent. 
It is, indeed, quite exceptional to find any person, excluding 
the few vaccinated, who has not suffered from variola. 

^ During the recent epidemic, on visiting various towns and 
villages, I was literally surrounded by cases of small-pox. 
Those suffering from the malady in a minor degree were in the 
streets, generally children occupied in their accustomed play, 
or, if too ill, lying neglected on the ground ; and these rej)re- 
sented but a portion of the whole, the remainder, unable to 
leave their dwelKngs, awaiting death in the dark unventilated 
structures used as houses by the natives. Any person 
cognisant of the after-results of small-pox will at once per¬ 
ceive the amount of resulting suffering which must occur 
among those recovering from the immediate disease. The con¬ 
sequent effects on the eyes, the ears, the sldn, the limbs, the 
joints, the general constitution of the poor, the ill-nourished, 
and the exposed, at least equal in gravity the direct con¬ 
sequences of the disease. Rougldy speaking, from calculations 
based on marking the people passing through the streets of such 
cities as Joudpoor and PaUee, 10 per cent, have either totally 
lost the sight of one or both eyes, or have received greater or 
less permanent injury to the organs; and of these affections 
the great majority may be traced to small-pox. Similarly, 
affections of the joints, particularly contractions of the limbs, 
abscess, skin diseases, such as eczema, and other constitutional 
ailments arising from the same cause, are still more common. 
Lastly, from special inquiry I believe nearly 80 per cent, of the 
population are more or less “pitted” by smaU-pox. Un¬ 
checked variola is indeed a worse enemy than cholera. The 
latter is not always present, its epidemic bursts of violence 
are generally temporary, and its remote results scarcely appre¬ 
ciable. Small-pox is never absent, although more intense at 
some periods than others, and the secondary results are almost 
as destructive as the disease. Yet it is this terrible malady 
which the anti-vaccinationists would again permit to stalk im- 
checked among the population of England ! 

"With those who so perversely ignore the broad facts of 
small-pox being now comparatively unknown in various Euro¬ 
pean countries, and of its decline being in exact ratio with the 
extension and spread of vaccination, no other arguments will 
probably have much weight. OtherAvise, instances of the vac¬ 
cinated in a family alone escaping the disease, of vaccinated 
children lying in the same bed with small-pox patients yet 
not taking the malady, of whole Aullages AAdicre the population 
Avere vaccinated remaining unaffected Avith A'ariola all round, 
of extensAe districts similarly protected, triumphantly proof 
against the epidemic. But such instances of the Amluo of vac¬ 
cination—to be found in numbers in Indian official records— 
Avoidd simply supplement those series of facts adduced by 
various authors—Seaton, for example—and which it is difficult 
to srrppose those condemning vaccination are acquainted with, 
and Avhich they certainly cannot have studied. 

In a paper entitled “ Marwar, the Land of Death,” (b) being 
a topographical account of that semi-desert region, I remarked ; 
“ The people firmly believe variola to be under the control of 
the goddess Matha, in whose honour temples abound through¬ 
out MarAvar, and fairs are even held at Joudpoor. Near the 
latter city is a space of groAind filled with trees, called ‘ Kagli 
ka Bagh,’ and containing the ‘ Setla Deir ’ (or small-pox god’s 
shrine). In the month of March a ii/ela is held here in honour 
of Matha, and thousands of women and children attend with 
offerings for the goddess. The declivities of most of the 
numerous conical hills present either a reddened stone or 
temple devoted to Matha, with most probably an attendant 
Brahmin priest. Nearly every village has its goddess of small¬ 
pox in the immediate locality, and a large piece of ground is 
esteemed as holy, and called ‘Mathji^ka Than.’ . . . The 
pitting produced by small-pox is by some considered rather an 
addition to female beauty than otherwise, as black patches on 
the faces of English beUes in former years. Moreover, others 
imagine an attack of small-pox not proving fatal demonstrates 
the favour of the goddess on the fortunate individual.” 

The senseless procedure of these ignorant peoi^le does not 
appear less deA'oid of intelligence than the conduct of tliose 
Avho, Avith tlie advantages of education and of residence in a 
more ciAuliscd land, would noAv deliver Aip their country to the 
ravages of unchecked small-pox, Avho Avould see Englishmen 

(a) The death-ratio from small-po.x in the London Hospital for fifty-one 
years Aras 35 per cent.—Seaton. 

(b) Indian Annals of Medical Science, yol. xx. 

die from the malady as of old, who Avould pennit its after 
results to affect the eyes, the skin, the joints, the limbs, the 
constitution of Englishmen as it noAv does in India, who woidd 
in their OAvn or their children’s persons become fresh centres of 
infection and of danger to their felloAA^-creatures. 

Englishmen cannot be too thankful they live under a govern¬ 
ment able and Avilling to frame laAvs which protect the general 
public from the dangerous Auews of the obstinate, the pre¬ 
judiced, the silly, the monomaniacal, and the insane. 

THE LATE EXAMINATIONS AT THE EOYAL 
COLLEGE OE SUEGEONS. 

At the last examination for the diploma of Membership 

of the Royal College of Surgeons, Avhen eighty-six candi¬ 

dates presented themselves, it is deserving honourable men¬ 

tion that only eight Averc rejected, including one for not 

completing his examination, and one candidate Avas allowed 

to postpone his examination. It may be interesting to 

note that eighty-two gentlemen were admitted Members 

of the College during the past Aveek, all of Avhom were 

of course examined in Medicine, excejiting those already iu 

possession of Medical degrees, or licences obtained from the 

folloAving institutions, viz. :—The Societ}^ of Apothecaries, 23 ; 

L.R.C.P. Lond.,5; L.R.C.P. Edinburgh,!; M.D. Edinburgh, 

1 ; M.D. Philadelphia, 1; L.K.Q.C.P. Ireland, 1; M.B. Edin- 
bAUgh, 2; M.B. Aberdeen, 1; L.R.C.P. Lond. and L.S.A., 1; 
L.R.C.P. Edinburgh and L.S.A Lond., 3. At the examina¬ 
tions which have been going on during the present week for the 
Fellowship of the College, there were for the anatomical and phy¬ 
siological examination t Avon ty-threo candidates—viz., 7 seniors, 7 
juniors (Members of the College), and 9 who Avere not Members. 
Of the seniors there were 4 L.S.A. Lond., 2 L.S.A. Dublin, 
and 1 L.R.C.P. Lond.; of the juniors tiiere were L.R.C.P. 
Lond. and L.S.A. 2, M.B. Lond. 1, and L.S.A. 1. The 
following were the questions on anatomy and physiology 
“ 1. The tongue :—Describe its attachments, surfaces, muscles, 
ATSsels, and nerves ; state the special functions of each nerve. 
2. Describe the position and structure of the rectum; its 
relations to the peritoneum, and to other structru-es with which 
it is in contact. Mention the muscles wliich are connected 
Avith the rectum and infiuenco its function. State the source 
from AV'hich the bowel receiATs its supply of blood, and the 
mode in which the blood is returned. 3. Mention the different 
systems of A'essels by which fiuids and solids are supposed to 
be remoAmd from the tissues of the body and carried into the 
circulation ; and state in Avhat way the removal is supposed to 
be effected. 4. Explain how the sense of hearing is supposed 
to bo induced in man. Point out the purposes of the various 
structures and fluids which contribute to form the organ of 
hearing; and illustrate the subject by reference‘to the audi¬ 
tory apparatus of some of the lower animals, o. Describe the 
anatomical structure of skin, mucous membrane, and serous 
membrane; and state the particular functions AAdiich each 
is adapted to fulfil. 6. Describe the structure of arteries 
(large and small), of capillaries, and of veins; mention the nerves 
which siAjAply these vessels, and the mode of their distribution.” 
For the pass or Surgical and pathological examination, there 
were 18 candidates—-viz., 8 seniors and 10 jimiors. Of these, all 
except 2 had passed Medical examinations, and held the fol- 
loAAung degrees and licences—viz., L.S.A., 3 ; M.D. Edin. and 
L.S.A., 1 ; L.R.C.P. Lond. and L.S.A., 3; L.S.A. Dub., 2; 
L.R.C.P. Lond., 1 ; L.R.C.P. Edin., 1 ; M.B. Lond., 2 ; M.D. 
Edin., 1 ; M.D. and L.R.C.S. Edin., 1; and L.K.Q.C.P. Ire., 1. 
The folloAving were the questions for the Surgical and patho¬ 
logical examination :—“ 1. State under what circumstances 
and conditions it may be considered expedient to open the 
trachea. Describe the dangers and difficulties of the operation, 
the method of performing it, and the after treatment. 
2. Name the different causes which may produce obstruction of 
the bowels within the abdominal cavity (d e. excluding hernia); 
and describe the post-mortem condition of the intestinal canal 
above and below the scat of obstruction. State if any of these 
affections arc remediable by Surgical treatment; and if so, 
describe the treatment. 3. In a case Avhere coma supervenes a 
fcAV hours after an injury to the head has been sustained, Avhat 
would be your diagnosis as to the cause of the coma ? IIoav 

might the history of the accident and the symptoms giiide 
you to form an opinion as to the site of the lesion ? Under 
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what circiimstaiices Tvould operative Surg’ical interference he 
justified F 4. Describe the conditions (immediate and at a later 
period) ■which may probably ensue from a puncture of the 
femoral artery (say with a penknife) in the middle of the thigh. 
What treatment should or might be adopted in such a case ? 
5. Mention the differ ent morbid affections to which the prostate 
gland is liable ; and describe the pathological condition of the 
organ in each affection. 6. State in what forms of primary 
or of constitutional syphilis you would give mercury, and 
under what constitutional conditions you would -withhold it. 
State also in what class of cases iodide of potassium should he 
preferred.’’ The following were the questions in the Principles 
and Practice of Medicine:—“ 1. Aperson is suddenly seized with 
violent pain in the abdomen, rapidly followed by sickness and 
vomiting. What are the various forms of affection wliich such 
an attack may indicate ? how would you distinguish each form ? 
and what treatment would you have recourse to for its relief ? 
2. WJiat are the symptoms caused by poisonous doses of opium, 
belladonna, and aconite; and how would you treat such cases 
of poisoning, respectively ? 3. What are the preparations in 
the Brit. Pharm. 1867, into which these drugs enter, and the 
proportions in which they are combined F In what doses and 
for what purposes would you employ such preparations F” 

DE. EVORY KENNEDY ON HOSPITALISM 
AND ZYMOTIC DISEASES. 

Dueino the early progress of the discussion of the Obstetrical 

Society of Dubhn on the subject of Dr. Evory Kennedy’s paper 

“ On Zymotic Diseases as more especially Illustrated by Puer¬ 

peral Fever,” we had an opportunity, through the courtesy of 

the editor of the Dullin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, of 

presenting our readers with an abstract from the proof sheets 

circulated for the information of the gentlemen who had taken 

part in the discussion, or who intended to do so. It soon 

became apparent that the discussion would assume such an 

extent as would render it impossible for us, in the limited space 

at our command, to continue the abstract, but this we regretted 
the less, as the importance of the questions under consideration, 
and the ability -with which they were treated, assured us that 
the full rexjort, which has since ajrjjeared in the Dublin Quar¬ 
terly Journal of Medical Science,'wovlH be studied by aU inte¬ 
rested in the subject of Hospitalism. This is truly a wide 
subject, involving, as it does, the relative advantages of large 
and small Hospitals for general purposes, as well as for the 
reception of parturient women, of town and country practice 
as regards the results of operations, and of the various means 
I)roxiosed to insure the maximum of relief to sufferers, with 
the minimum of mortahty among them from causes within our 
control. There are also important educational considerations 
w'hich must not be overlooked. 

The importance of these questions is only equalled by their 
uifEiculty. The element.? which must be arrayed on either side, 
some to remain as x^ermaneiit factors and others to be elimi¬ 
nated during the process of solution, have latterly concentrated 
the attention of some of the most profound Medical philoso¬ 
phers of the day. As regards the que.stion of “large” or 
“ small “ Lying-in Ho.spitals,” or “ none,” the direction 
W'hich the decision Avill assume is already evident. It is 
no iieiv fact that the cong’reg'ation of large numbers of human 
beings in the crowded alleys and lanes of our great cities, in 
schools, factories, and barracks, exerts an influence inimical to 
health, and that it is only through the exerci,se of incessant 
vigihince in the carrying out of judicious sanitary arrange¬ 
ments that Ave can ex^iect to aA'crt or control epidemic diseases 
among communities so circumstanced. How immeasurably, 
then, is the difficulty increased Avhen each intlividual in a Hos¬ 
pital, already x^eculiarlj'’ susceptible of noxious influences, may 
become first the subject of communicable disease, and then a 
fresh centre for its further diffusion! Dr. Evory Kennedy, 
in the treatment of this part of his subject, appears to -us 
certainly -to^ have estabhshed the propositions into Avhich 
he ^ has diAddod it. By the tables and curAulinear chart 
Avmch he has employed in illustration of his ideas, he has 
shown liow almost invariably an increased amount of metria 
has occurred in the wards of the Eotunda Ljdng-in Hospital 
consequent upon or contemporaneously Avith an increa.sed 
number of deliveries. He has traced the history of that 
institution since its establishment—113 years ago—shoAving 
that for only tAventy years of that period has it been free from 

metria, and that for twelve years of that twenty it has been 
only partially free. He considers the contagion of metria to 
be cumulative in its effects, and to require a longer or shorter 
time to arrive at its full intensity or saturation, and in this 
way accounts for the interval occasionally observed between 
outbursts of the disease and that which he considers to 
be the most invariable, if not the only known cause, of its 
development—namely crowding—-which does not require a 
large number of patients for the production of its injurious 
effects, as has been shown by the exjierience of the Waterford 
Cottage Hospital and others the returns of which haA^e been 
liubhshed. 

Besides its cumulative character, Dr. Kennedy considers the 
poison of^ metria to be of a peculiarly obstinate and persistent 
nature, differing from that of other contagious diseases, which 
run their epidemic course, and then disappear. In consequence 
of this persistency, true metria, as regards its appearance in 
large lying-in Hospitals, has been gradually changing its type 
from the epidemic or sporadic to the endemic or indigenous 
form ; and,^ “instead of showing itself at intervals, as do other 
ejpidemic diseases, remains constant, and will continue to do so, 
as long- at least as those conditions which generate, cumulate, 
and develops it are permitted to exist.” 

In proof of _ the advancing rate of childbirth mortahty 
observable in lying-in Hospitals being limited to such estahhsh- 
ments, and therefore fairly traceable to some causes Avithin 
their walls. Dr. Kennedy quotes from the last report of the 
Registrar-G-eneral of England, that during the last twenty-one 
years the average rate of mortahty from childbirth in England 
and Wales was 1 in 200. In the healthier parts of England it 
was 1 in 232 ; in Wales, 1 in 164—a striking difference, which 
is ascribed to the relative civilisation of the districts. During 
the three last years in Englaixd and Wales it was 1 in 223. In 
contrast vdth this, the mortahty during the last fifteen years 
in the Dublin Lying-in Hospital of 1 in 31 certainly deserves 
the appeUation of “ gi-hn death-rate” which Dr.*"Kennedy 
apjAlies to it. 

_ We have now, as fully as can be done in the space at our 
disposal, given a sketch of the statements advanced by Dr. 
Kennedy in his original paper, and in his reply to the criti¬ 
cisms to which it Avas subjected. And so far we must say 
that we consider Dr. Kennedy to have fairly estabhshed his 
points, but ho has not, in our opinion, been by any means so 
successful in the nature of the remedy Avliich he suggests. In 
the xeresent state of our social system, hving- as we do in the 
midst of difficulties and embarrassments, for the obAdating- of 
which the means at our disposal are .so limited and imperfect, 
that expediency for the time being, rather than striving after 
Utopian perfection, has become in xAractical matters the chief 
rule of life, we can hardly hope to attain for parturient women 
of the lower classes the perfection of isolation which Dr. Kennedy 
asserts, and which we believe to be the only means of limiting 
the mortality from metria. Certainly not, so long as attendance 
on lying-in institutions, either large Hospitals or detached 
cottages or rooms, be a part of the curriculum of Medical educa¬ 
tion. It must bo remembered that a large proportion of the 
deaths in Lying-in Hospitals arises from the peculiarly diffi¬ 
cult and complicated nature of the cases AA'hich seek admission, 
and that, startling as the paradox may ax)pear, the statement 
o-f Drs. BristoAve and Holmes is on the whole correct, that a 
high death-rate indicates, as a rule, that a Hospital fulfils 
efficiently the purposes for AAdiich it Avas designed, and that a 
loAv death-rate, on the other hand, indicates, cccteris liciribus, 
comparative inefficiency. 

We should, on the whole, prefer the suggestion of Dr. W. S. 
Playfairof having lodgings in separate houses in the imme¬ 
diate Aucinity of the Llosx^ital, each consisting of two rooms, 
and each to contain two lying-in Avomen and one pupil nui’se, 
to Dr. Kennedy’s xhan of a number of detached huts Avitbin 
the enclosed space surrounding the present Rotunda Lying-in 
Hospital in Dublin. Gr-aat advantages Avould be deriA^ed from 
the^ facility of changing the rooms as often as may bo 
desirable, and, as Dr. Playfair remarks, such a system might 
be adopted in connexion Avith every ILospital AA'here there is a 
Medical school. 

It could hardly haAm been expected that a discussion such 
as Dr. Kennedy has been engaged in should have passed off 
Avithout some instances of Avarmth of feeling and expres¬ 
sion. Such, hoAveA'er, haA'e not been A'ery numerous or of a 
nature to lead to any permanent ill-feeling- betiveen those 
eng-aged. ^ Traces of the conflict, hoAvevor, may still be 
observed in the book which Dr. Kennedy has just published, 
containing his original paper and his reply, in an extended 
form, to the criticisms which he had to encounter. We 
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think we observe one of these traces in the dedication of 
the book to the Prime Minister, which we consider, tinder 
the circumstances, to have been unfortunate, particularly 
as it contains a little sting in its opening paragraph in the 
words “ a spirit and an interest knoivui as hospitalism.” This 
imputation of interested motives to his opponents would, we 
think, have been better avoided. The rather pedantic dragging 
in of four Greek words—^two in the dedication, and two in a 
note to the introduction, the latter being incorrectly trans¬ 
lated—(a) in a work dedicated to the Prime Minister, who is 
univer.sally admitted to know more than a “ mighty little 
Greek,” will hardly give that distinguished statesman a high 
idea of the scholarship of the author, whatever effect it may 
produce in his mind on the subject of hospitalism and Hospital 
endowments. The involved style of the introduction also lays 
the author open to criticism on his English, and is very diffe¬ 
rent from the fluency and skdl with which he can enter upon 
a v/ni race discussion. 

We observe that the copy of Dr. Kennedy’s book now before 
us is marked as “ second edition,” and we therefore feel some 
little surprise that a singular error should have been permitted 
to appear in his reply to Dr. Kidd in page 62. Dr. Kidd 
having stated that a change of system in the St. Petersburg 
Hospital, effecting a certain amount of isolation of parturient 
women, had resulted in seven years in reducing the percentage 
of mortality from 3T2 to 2-93, equivalent to T9 percent., or 1-9 
per 1000—a reduction which Dr. Kidd thought hardly ju.stifled 
all the expense and trouble, besides the inj ury to the efficiency 
of the Hospital—on this j)omt Dr. Kennedy joins issue with 
Dr. Kidd, and qixotes against him the opinion of Dr. Mapother, 
“ no bad authority,” that “ Dr. Kidd did not think the gain of 
2 in 31 worth the change made in the St. Petersburg Hospital. 
Sanitarians are proud of reducing a death-rate by 1 in 1000.” 
Now, although 1‘9 j)er 1000 may be a very considerable re¬ 
duction in a death rate, and enoxigh to justify a very large 
expenditure, we commexid to the attention of Drs. Kennedy 
and Mapother, for the third edition of the book, that a saving 
of txvo lives ixx thirty-foxir is slightly less than 6 per cent, or 
60 per 1000. Through a similar error in calcxxlation, cxxriously 
enough. Dr. Kennedy, ixx page 88 of his book, remarking on the 
Registrar-General’s Retxxrns, estimates the reduction of the 
death-rate from childbirth in Exxgland and Wales as 1 in 23, 
or 1‘31 per cent. The actual reduction during the last twenty 
3'ears from 1 death in 200 cases to 1 death in 223 can, by a 
simple calcxxlation in proportion, be shown to be only T1 in 
200 cases, or 'Oo per cent. 

SEDATIVES y. BLEEDING. 

{From a Correspondent.'] 

The Journal des Conjiaissanees Midicales republishes from the 
Gazette Medicate de Strasbourg an article by Professor Hirtz on 
the use of digitaUixe in the treatment of febrile rhexxmatism. 
This agent is used oix the axxthority of Traxxbe, who believes 
that the disease may be exxt short. The experience of Dr. 
D’Estelle is also addxxced, showixxg that he used digitalis with 
great success in thirteen cases. The pulse was redxxced in from 
txventy-foxxr to forty-eight hoxxrs, while from thiity-six to sixty 
were required to bring dowxi the animal caloric. It reduced 
the pulse in oxie case from 104 to 32, and the temperatxxre of 
the bod}^ to 93° Fahr. At the Hopital Lariboisiere twenty-foxxr 
cases have been sxxccessfxxlly treated in this Avay. Nothing is 
said aboxxt fatal results. The dumb millions nex-er speak. Ixx 
some instaixces the foxglove prodxxccd headache, sleeplessness, 
and A’-ertigo, and in one example deliriuxn and loss of memory. 
Ixx all the trials an iixfxxsion of the plant Avas ixsed, the 
cxxres liaxung been effected after from thi’ee to foxxr graixxs of 
the active properties of the drug had becix taken. The dixratioix 
of the disease under this treatment Avas from five to twelve days. 
There is ixothing ixeAV ixx all this, aixd it may be well to remind 
all Practitioners disposed to repeat these experimeixts that the 
xxse of digitalis is iipt to be attended by cxxmxxlative explosions 
of a A'ery dangeroxxs character. The same is true of aconite, 
veratrixxm Auride, hydx'ocyanic acid, etc. Since the fashion of 
the day has pronounced against the xxse of the laixcet, the 
administration of direct sedatives has become far too common, 

(.a) Zufiou and /xiaxVw, notAvitbstancling the habit of some Medical writei-s 
to the contrary, are respectix'qly more correctly translated “ I ferment ” 
and “ I pollute,” than, as given by Dr. Kennedy, “ to ferment ” and “ to 
pollute.” 

inducing oftexx fatal exhaxxstion and death before the disease 
for which they are prescribed has had time to x-un its coxxrsc 
and thereby demonstrate its own chronology. Sedatix^es strike 
directly at the vital powers, while bleeding only stops their 
sources of supply, and carrying either to excess is about the 
difference between bleeding a man to death and kixockiixg his 
brains oxxt xvitlx a xnallet. 

EEPOET ON THE TEACHING OF THE 
OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENTS OF 

THE LONDON HOSPITALS. 

lung's College Hospital. 
1. There arc three Assistant-Physicians (Drs. Dixffiix, Bixriiey 
Yeo, axid Kelly) and two Assistant-Surgeons (Messrs. John 
Wood and Henry Smith) attached to the out-patient depart- 
mexxt. Each of tlxese gentlemeix attends thx’ee days in the xveek. 
The hoxir appoixxted for seeing oxxt-patients is one o’clock. The 
length of time occupied by the xusit varies xvitlx the day, some 
days of the week being heavier than others. The earlier days 
of the week are especially heavy. The Assistaixt-Physicians 
are generally in attendance for a time varying from two hours to 
three houi’S and a half, the Sxxrgeons for a shorter time— 
viz., one to two hoxxrs. 

A very singular arrangement prex'-ails at this Hospital ixx the 
division of the oxxt-patient wox'k : the senior Assistant-Phy¬ 
sician, Dr. Dxxffin, attends four days in the week (one day 
being devoted to skin cases), aixd attends alone, and oxxe of 
these days—Monday—is certainly the heaviest of the whole 
week. The other two Assistant-Physicians attend together on 
three days of the week, two of these days—Thursday and 
Satxu’day—being certainly the lightest days of the week. 

The reason of this singularly xxxiequal division of laboxxr it 
is ixot easy to discover. Would it not be better for each of the 
three Assistant-Physicians to attend two days in the week, as 
is the case at other Hospitals ? 

2. Special branches of practice are represented in the follow¬ 
ing manner:— 

(«) Ophthalmic Sxxrgeiy, and demonstrations with the 
oxxhthalmoscope, by Mr. Soelberg Wells, on Txxesdays, Thxxx’s- 
days, and Saturdays, at 1. Mr. Wells also gives a clinical 
lecture every alternate Monday, at 3. 

{b) Cases of skin disease are seen by Dr. Duffin ex'ery Tues¬ 

day, at 1. 
(c) Diseases of women and children, by Dr. Playfair, on 

Monday, Wednesday, axxd Friday, at 12.30. 
{d) Dental Surgery, by Professor Cartwright, every Friday, 

at 1. 
(e) Laxyngoscopic demonstrations ax’e givexx by Dr. George 

Johnsoxx ev'ery Wednesday, at 2. 
3. The ixxxmber of patiexxts seen at each visit varies with the 

day, and there ax-o always here, as at other Hospitals, a far 
greater nxxmber of Medical thaix Sxu’gical cases. As many as 
200 Medical cases will often be seen dxxring the visit on Mon¬ 
days, and a nxxmber varying from 100 to 150 oix other days. 
The Sxxrgical cases vary from 70 to 90. 

4. The number of students attending the oxxt-patieixt prac¬ 
tice also xmries considerably, dexiending greatly upon what may 
be going on elsewhex’e. On operation days (Satixrday), for in¬ 
stance, scarcely a stxxdent will be found in the oxxt-patient 
rooms ; and during clinical lectiu’cs, of which there are a. great 
ixxxmber giv^en at the Hospital, the attendaxxce of students at 
out-patient practice is thimxed. Many mox’C attend the Surgical 
than the Medical practice. On some days as many as twenty 
to thirty studeixts may bo seeix attending tire out-^xatient Sxxr¬ 
gical practice. Aboxxt half this nxxmber will represent the 
average attendance on the Medical jxractice. 

On the tvhole, the students at this Hospital show a great 
AAillingness to work ixx the oxxt-iiatient department, and were 
nxeasxxx’es taken to promote organised and systematic instnxe- 
tion (aixd we xxnderstand that arrangements which have this 
object in view are in progress) the attendance of pujiils would 
doxxbtless be much greater than it now is. 

5. A coxisiderable amoxxnt of helji is afforded the assistant 
Medical officers in seeing oixt-patients. An Assistant Hoxxse- 
Physician and an Assistant House-Surgeon respectively assist 
the Physicians and Surgeons in seeing cases. Tlxese gentlemen 
generally possess a Medical or Surgical qualification. In 
addition to this, each Assistant-Physician has three clerks, and 
each Assistant-Surgeon nine dressers! These offices are all 
filled up after a competitive examination, and the competition 

for them is often sex^ere. 
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6. A considerable amount of responsibility is tliroAvn upon 
i he Assistant House-Physician and Assistant House-Surgeon. 
We presume that theoretically these gentlemen only act under 
the direction of the Physician or Surgeon whom they may be 
assisting, but practically they appear to act independently of 
them, and take old and ncAv, severe and slight cases equally 
Avith them, and without any consultation or communication. 
It results from this practice that ca'ses may and do attend this 
Hospital for many months together Avithout once seeing the 
Hodical officer under whose care they nominally are ! 

7. As to the na ture of the cases seen in the out-patient practice 
of this Hospital, we may report that examples of nearly every 
kind of disease, acute and chronic, are,in the courseof ayear,pre¬ 
sented by the patients of this dejAartraent—overwhelmed, how¬ 
ever, in numbers, as in all similar institutions, by trivial and 
chronic cases, pulmonary and cardiac disease in every form, 
pulmonary emphysema, with catarrhs and acute and chronic 
bronchitis, however, predominating—a large number of cases 
of phthisis, all forms of constitutional syphihis, dyspeptics 
innumerable, many interesting forms of paralysis, general and 
partial, progressive locomotor ataxy, progressive muscular 
atrophy, epilepsy, hysteria, leucorrhcna, disordered menstrua¬ 
tion, chlorosis, anaemia, etc. Most of these cases are of the 
greatest value for chnical teaching, if only properly grouped 
and classified. 

The Surgical cases are equally interesting and valuable for 
teaching purposes. Diseases of joints, diseases of bones, 
hydroceles, strictures, h8emorrhoid.s, fistula, tumours, ntevi, 
ulcers, abscesses, primary and secondary syphilis, hernia, 
gonorrhoea, the simpler fractures and dislocations—these are the 
cases most commonly seen, but nearly every form of Suroical 
disorder may be observed in the out-patient room in the course 
of a prolonged attendance. 

8._ As to the amount and kind of teaching attempted 
in this department, arrangements are in progress for im- 
proAung and systematising the instruction given in the 
out-patient rooms, the carrying out of which is delayed 
by the indisposition of one of the out-patient Medical staff. 
It is proposed that all those cases which present points of 
interest, and which can conveniently be utilised for clinical 
purpo^s, shall be selected from the general mass of patients; 
these will be seen by each Physician in turn on one day in 
the week, which day will be specially reserved for clinical 
purpo.ses. The Surgical cases afford so many more opportunities 
for brief commentaries and for direct teaching than Medical 
cases, that considerable success is found to attend the efforts of 
the_ Surgeons to impart instruction in this branch of out¬ 
patient practice. 

Speaking generally of the out-patient department of Kino-’s 
CoUegp Hospital, it seems to us to be characterised by a great deal 
of activity, and also by a great deal of noise. The manner of 
seeing patients, in the out-patient Physician’s room especially, 
is somewhat distracting. The Physician and his assistant sit 
at two small tables only two or three feet apart, and a crowd 
of patients (we have seen as many as twenty) are admitted into 
the room at a time, and arrange themselves in tAvo‘ groups 
around each table. A small torn screen is placed in one corner 
of the room, behind Avhich patients have to undress for exami¬ 
nation. The confusion of voices, shuffling of feet, opening and 
shutting of doors, and shouting of porters and others, heard 
from without, render such diagnostic exercises as percussion 
and auscultation severe trials of patience and acuteness re¬ 
markably creditable to those who undergo them. 

There is another point which deserves consideration in con¬ 
nexion Avith this method of seeing patients in groups. Is it 
^together decent, in the case of women, to put those questions 
which it is necessary in many instances to put and to have 
answered, in the presence and Avithin the hearing of a number 
of other women? or is it in good taste that long and detailed 
explanations of cases should be given before a curious and 
gaping assembly of patients ? In most other Hospitals patients 
are admitted into the consulting-room one by one, or, at any 
rate, not more than two at a time to each table. 

The out-patient staff at 

8t. Thomas's Hospital 

consists of one Assistant-Physician (Dr. Clapton), one As.sistant 
Obstetric Physician (Dr. Gervis), and two Assistant-Surgeons 
(Messrs. Sydney Jones and Croft). 

Dr. Clapton attends on Mondays and Thursdays at 1 p.m. to 
see male Medical out-patients, and on Tuesdays and Saturdays 
TO see femffle patients. Dr. Barnes sees diseases of women on 
-iidays; Dr.GerAus on Wednesdays, and children’s cases on 

Saturdays. Mr. Croft attends on Mondays at 12.30 to see men; 

on Fridays to see women; and on Saturdays to see cases of e}^ 
diseases. Mr. Sydney Jones attends in the same manner on 
the other days of the week. 

2. The average length of time of each attendance of the 
Assistant-Physicians is an hour and three-quarters or two 
hours; of the Obstetric Assistant-Physician, three hours on 
Wednesdays, an hour and a half on Saturdaj'^s. 

It is somewhat remarkable that at this Hospital the out¬ 
patient Surgical visit lasts longer than the Medical. Mr. Croft 
reports that three hours or three hours and a half is the aA'eragc 
time that his visit lasts. 

3. The specialities represented at St. Thomas’s are few, and 
greater efficiency in this respect may be looked for when thj.s 
Hospital is transferred to its new abode. 

(«) Ophthalmic cases are seen by both the Assistant-Surgeons. 
[b) Diseases of women and children and vaccination by Dr. 

Bames and Dr. Gervis. 
(c) Dental Sm-gery by Mr. Elliott. 
4. The average number of out-patient Medical cases seen at 

each visit is about 70, 15 to 20 of these being new cases ; dis¬ 
eases of women, on Fridays about 90, on Wednesdays about 
130 ; diseases of children, 90. 

A large number of Medical casualty cases are also seen by 
Mr. Whitfield. The average daily attendance of Surgical 
cases is 110 ; on Saturdays (eye cases), 40. 

5. As to the number of students attending the out-patient 
Medical and Surgical practice, it is represented as very variable, 
as at other schools. Dr. Clapton reports that on one day 
(Tuesdays) there wdl be as many as 20 or 30 ; on other days, 
5 to 10. In the room for diseases of women and children the 
attendance will vary from 2 to 10; in the Surgical room, from 
6 to 12, lectures, operations, and other cliniques interfering. 

6. Ho help is afforded the Assistant-Physician in seeing 
cases except the entry of the cases in the record-books, the 
examination of urine, etc., by students in attendance. 

In the case, however, of the Assistant Obstetric Physician, 
if he^ be obliged to leave early or should he be prevented from 
arrmng at the appointed time, the Resident Accoucheur—a 
qualified pupil and one of the highest prizemen—continues or 
commences seeing the patients, as the case may be ; his action 
is, of course, thus responsible and independent. On the Sur¬ 
gical side, the House-Surgeon “on minor duty” assists in 
seeing the old cases. Two dressers also are ahvays in attend¬ 
ance. All minor Sm-gical casualties are seen from 9 to 12 by 
the House-Surgeon on minor duty. He is assisted by two out- 
lAatient dressers. The House-Surgeon is limited in his pre¬ 
scriptions to aperients. Cases requu-ing further treatment are 
referred to the Assistant-Surgeon. Ho responsibility or inde¬ 
pendent action is throAvn on the House-Surgeon except in the 
treatment of the minor casualties. 

7. All the out-patient Medical officers agree as to the great 
usefulness of the cases seen in their department for teaclmio- 
purposes. ° 

Dr. Clapton observes that though many of the cases (and 
chiefly those seen by right of governors’ letters) are trivial in 
character, yet a large number are interesting and important, 
especially as they represent such affections as would form the 
bulk of cases coming under the care of a Medical man in prac¬ 
tice-such cases, for example, as nearly every kind of chest 
affection, struma, rheumatism, catarrh, renal affections, chronic 
poisoning by metals, chorea, dyspepsia, hver affections, and 
every kind of dropsy, also the various epidemic diseases. 

Dr. Gervis thinks that on the children’s days aU the cases are 
important, the demand for letters being considerably in ad¬ 
vance of the number granted. On the day for diseases of 
women tAvo-thirds of the cases are important and interesting. 

Mr. Croft remarks that “ without training in the out-patient 
department a student has not been fully prepared for the busi¬ 
ness of his life.” He considers the out-patient Surgical prac¬ 
tice as especially fit for brief, but valuable, clinical teaching. 

8. As to the amormt and kind of teaching attempted and its 
success. In the Medical department, besides the instruction 
which is given, as far as possible, in connexion Avith each case. 
Dr. Claj)ton gives a course of clinical instruction every Tues- 

especially adapted for clinical clerks. The subjects are 
cliiefly in connexion with semeiology, the description of the 
various regions of the body, the sounds of the heart or lungs 
in health and disease, etc. These demonstrations are illustrated 
by the mapping’ oiit of regions and painting of viscei’a on a 
healthy living subject, who is engaged for the purpose. This 
plan has been found to succeed, and appears to supply a great 
Avant. We commend it to general imitation. 

Dr. Gervis states that in the obstetric department every new 
case is used, as far as the nature or the interest of the case 
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permits, as a means of elucidating diagnosis, prognosis, and 
treatment. The old cases are attended to more rapidly, and 
only certain selected ones used for teaching and illustration. 
As to the Surgical teaching Mr. Croft states “ time and cir¬ 
cumstances only permit of the briefest instruction to pupils. 
The dresser, who remains with me, writes notes and prescrip¬ 
tions at my dictation, so long as time allows. I cause the pupils 
to examine cases and to give their opinions when a suitable 
case occurs. I have a microscope of my own on the table near 
me for use when it can be used to advantage. I am con¬ 
vinced systematic teaching might be most successful, as it is in 
the wards and theatre.” 

We have omitted to state that Dr. Bristowo takes a class for 
the study of skin diseases, that Mr. Croft gives special demon¬ 
strations during the summer on Surgical appliances and 
bandaging, in which the students are shown tlie use of the 
laryngoscope ; and that Mr. Whitfield superintends the 
instruction of the students in pharmacy and pharmaceutical 
manipulations. 

It is quite unnecessary to offer any remarks on the character 
of the apartments and the natm’e of the accommodation 
provided for the out-patients in this Medical school, as these 
are but temporary, and will no doubt be replaced in the new 
Hospital by commodious and perfectly adapted arrangements. 
As it is, it wiU clearly appear from the preceding statements 
that much activity in clinical teaching in connexion with the 
out-patient department prevails at St. Thomas’s even in its 
temporary home. 

FOBEIGN CORRESPOHDEHCE. 
-^- 

EEANCE. 

Tent Ifospitals. 

{From our Fart's Surgical Correspondent.') 

Thaxks to the efforts of M. Lefort and the assistance lent him 
by our Hospital administration (M. Husson), Paris has at last 
followed the example of Berlin and other cities in erecting Hos¬ 
pital barracks, and, what is better still. Hospital tents. The 
trial of this latter mode of hospitalisation especially has proved 
such a success that we doubt not other Hospitals will follow 
the example given by the Surgeon of the “ Cochin.” 

The enclosure of the St. Louis Hospital contains three 
barracks ; but as these wooden buildings offer many faults—for 
instance, danger from fire, immobility, want of perfect aeration, 
inequality of temperature, the absorption of infectious miasma, 
by the wood, etc.—M. Lefort was induced to try canva,s, by 
means of which the above inconveniences have been success¬ 
fully remedied. 

The Hospital tent is situated in the garden of the Cochin 
Hospital, some 300 yards distant from that establishment. It 
stands upon a slightly raised platform, made of cinders and 
old plaster, covered by a layer of gi-avel from three to four 
inches in thickness. The platform is surrounded by two wide 
bituminated gutters, slightly inclined for the reception of the 
rain-water running from the tent, leading to the sewer of the 
street at the back of the garden. The tent is twenty metres 
long by seven meti’es wide; the principal of the skeleton is 
formed of six square wooden uprights Tib metres above the 
ground, and giving attachment each to a strong rafter 
4'80 metres long. These rafters cross with those of the oppo¬ 
site side near the top of the roof, so as to form an X, with two 
very short upper branches for the support of the false roof or 
lantern. The wooden frame is covered by two sheets of cotton 
canvas. The outer one, having been dipped into a solution of 
sulphate of copper, is of a light green colour, transparent, 
impermeable to water, but permeable to the air. The inner 
sheet is white and conposed of two pieces, one for the ceiling, 
the other for the walls. Owing to the distance which separates 
file inner sheet forming the ceiling from the outer one forming 
the roof, an active circulation of air is kept up during the heat 
of the day, so that while the thermometer marked 49° Cent, in 
the sun in the months of July and August last, the temperature 
inside the tent remained between 24° and 20° C. on an average. 
This same disposition of the two sheets of canvas, by the 
mass of air imprisoned between them, also prevents too great a 
fall of the temperature in the tent at night. 

The adjustment of the several parts is as ingenious as it is 
simple; the arrangement of the canvas on the false roof 
insures a very liberal aeration even when every other part of 
the tent is hermetically closed. M. Lefort tells mo that eight 

experienced hands can put the tent up or take it down in little 
more than half a day. (See Fig. 1.) 

This tent contains eighteen beds, nine on each side, whicL 
are placed so as to leave room near the centre of each row of 
beds for the tables, with instruments, bandages, etc. 

Of all the grave accidents treated under the tent since the 
month of May to the end of October, not one single case of 
erysipelas or purulent infection, that bugbear of Paris Sur¬ 
geons, has come uj); but, on the contrary, rapid cui-cs were 
noted. This of course, challenges anything of the kind ever 
observed here. 

In front and on each side of the Hospital tent stand twe 
other smaller ones, intended as insulating tents. Their struc¬ 
ture, quite simple, is a marked improvement upon the American 
ambulance tent, which, owing to the inclination of its roof 
and inner canvas, takes up a great deal of unnecessary space, 
and which, for the want of openings near the top of the roof, 
affords but an insufficient aeration ; the outer canvas of the 
American tent, moreover, covers neither the gable ends nor the 
walls alongside of the beds, and thus leaves the j)atientfj 
exposed to the change of the night air. 

The framework of M. Lefort’s ambulance or insulating tent 
(see fig. 2) consists of two vertical poles united at the top by a 
vertical bar which .slides through a sheatli, formed by the inner 
canvas. The cross-bar or compass at each gable end is formed 
of two pieces which articidate in the middle and slide up and 
down on the vertical pole like an umbrella by means of an iron 
ring'. In this manner the sides of the tent can be raised to a 

Fig. 1. 

vertical line, thereby increasing the capacity of the tent._ The 
canvas being everywhere double, not only assures free circula¬ 
tion in day-time, but also prevents, as in^ the first, the rapid 
cooling of the atmosphere in the tent at night. 

This insulating tent measures five metres each way and 
accommodates five beds. It only weighs 200 pounds, and can be 
taken dovm or put up in the course of ten or fifteen minutes. 

The quickness with which these latter tents can be hauled 
and handled, the facility of placing them side by side and thus 
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converting them into regular “ Hospitaltents,” render them 
not only valuable adjuncts to a civil Hospital, but also, as M, 
-Leiort remarks, for tbe Tvounded in case of a civil "war * for 
says he, very naively, ilfant tout prevoir. ' 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-- 

MATERNITY HOSPITALS. 

Lettee eeom He. J. Matthews Duncan. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE—With reference to Dr. Charles BeU’s statements in 
your issue of to-day, I need scarcely say, 'while far from 
admitting* their accuracy, that they do not in any vray invali- 
date my argument. I am, &c. 

Edinburgh, November 20. J. Matthews Duncan. 

ANTISEPTIC SURGERY. 

Lettee eeom De. H. C. Cameedn. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—In remarking on a communication in reference to the 
antiseptic treatment in your last number, you say, “Un- 
doubtedly, also, things formerly deemed essential to this mode 
W treatment—putty to wit—are now abandoned as useless.” 
VViil you allow me to correct what seems to me the mistaken 
view iinpbed in this statement ? What was deemed essential 
"was not puuty, but a material which would act as a reservoir of 
carbohc acidfor a considerable lengthof time, and yet not irritate 
optick to the skin—a material which would be imper-vious to the 
^scharge and shed it into an outside cloth without itself beino- 
disintegrated or washed away. Seeing that the antiseptic lac 
piaster (an elegant preparation some time ago devised by Mr. 
Lister) lulfils all these conditions more than equally weU with 
the putty, and possesses none of its disadvantages, the latter 
has very properly been abandoned as less useful. Surely we are 
not to view any plan of treatment with suspicion because its 
nutlior makes most important imjirovements upon it. 

I am, &c. H. C. Cameeon, M.D., 
Extra Surgeon to the Dispensary 

-XT . Royal Infirmary. 
Glasgow, November 22. 

ON PROLONGED INCUBATION IN YELLOW FEVER. 

Lettee feom De. John L. Pateeson. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

•SiE, The Medical Times and Gazette of November 20 makes a 
tew comments on a case of yellow fever admirably related in 
a late number of the Gazeta Medica da Bahia by Dr. Silva Lima 
a distinguished Physician of that place, accepting it, as he had 
aone, as an instance of very jirolonged incubation of that 
disease—an incubation extending to forty-three days. 

• n is meant the period elapsing between the 
introduction of a poison into the system and the manifestation 

■of the symptoms of the resulting disease, I think the conclusion 
arrived at, contrary as it is to former experience, is also unwar¬ 
ranted by the preimses laid down in the case in question. 

buppose_ twelve persons, unprotected by a previous attack 
or by vaccination, exposed in an equal degree to the contagion 
of smaU pox; they wiU, if at all, catch the disease at very 
varying intervals from the time of their first exposure to the 
infection. Very different would have been the result if these 
twelve persons had had the virus violently introduced into the 
system by inoculation. All of them who thus, compulsorily as 
It were, should come under the influence of the disease—and 
that would probably be all the twelve—would manifest sym¬ 
ptoms of it at a definite period after inoculation, a period varv- 
mg at most to the extent of but a few hours. 

What does this teach us ? Simply what we are accustomed 
to see every day that innumerable efficient causes may prevent 
seeds from being sown in congenial soil, or impregnation from 

■taxing place, but once such has occurred, the sequence of events 
IS pretty nearly certain and uniform. 

Yellow fever is one of the most virulently contagious of dis¬ 
eases that IS to say, of those most certainly affecting persons 
eomng withm the range of its diffusibility, a range fortu- 

y very hunted, but, to counterbalance that, capable of very 
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great accumulative concentration of intensity; such accumu- 
lative concentration being more or less analogous in its effects 
to those of O' saturated as compared with a weak poisonous 
solution,^ The toxic principle of yellow fever, whatever that 
may be, is, moreover, like many other similar poisons, capable 
of a separate existence, and that, too, under favourable circum¬ 
stances for a period indefinitely prolonged. We are in this 
coimtry accustomed to see this daily exemplified in scarlatina 
and puerperal fever. This undeveloped viability—if you will 
permit me the expression—is perhaps greater in yellow fever 
tnan in any other disease, if we except those transmissible by 
inociffation. A considerable number of years ago, an officer 
died in the West Indies of yellow fever; his clothes were sent 
home to his parents in Cumberland. Soon after receiving them 
—several months, however, having elapsed since his death— 
two persons of the family, as well as the Medical man who 
attended them, died of yellow fever. 

In the^ case of inoculable diseases, we can fix within very 
narrow limits the period of incubation; the same thing is 
pc^sible, though perhaps with a less degree of certainty, in 
otherwise transmissible diseases, by ascertaining the shortest 
period within which the symptoms manifest themselves after 
the first exposure to the influence of the poison. 

By collating a large number of such observations, we have 
arrived at 'the pretty certain average of three days as the period 
of incubation of yellow fever. It is, therefore, I think, more 
logical to look upon the forty-three days of supposed incuba¬ 
tion, in the case in question, as resolvable into forty days of 
isolated or undeveloped 'viability of the poison, retained 

ill i-iie clothes of the priest, and the usual three days 
of incubation. 

E'ven so, the case is doubtless an exceptional one, and 
possible only under very favouring circumstances. What were 
these in the present case ? We may perhaps never know. Will 
you excuse me one guess The priest, in the seminary and in 
town, would of course wear his priest’s habit or tunic; in 
travellmg in the country, as we learn from the case he did 
soon after his interview 'with the affected sailors, he would, in 
all probability, wear, as is usual on such journeys, a lay dress, 
or at all events an old tunic. Did he, therefore, fold up the 
one he confessed the sailors in, and the poison along "with it, 
to be worn ag-ain only on his return to town ? 

, I am) &c. John L. Pateeson. 
Guernsey, November 21. 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF CHLOROFORM AND 
ETHER. 

Lettee FEOivi Me. Geoege Cowell. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

la ^^6 report in your last number of a case of death from 
chloroform at Oxford, you suggest the substitution of the 
imxed vapour of ether and chloroform for that of the latter 
alone. There are, ho'wever, difficulties in this "which practically 
lead to its speedy abandonment, and a return to the use of 
chloroform pure and simple. I would remind yom* readers of 
a plan which, I believe, was recommended by my friend Dr. 
Ernest Sansom. I have constantly found it to succeed most 
admii’ably. Chloroform is administered until the amount of 
anaesthesia requmed is produced, when ether is substituted, and 
by it the condition maintained for the necessary time. If the 
pulse has become soft from the influence of the cliloroform, it 
at once begins to improve on the inhalation of the ether. 

I am, &c. Geoege Cowell, F.R.C.S. 
Belgrave-road, November 18. 

INDIAN MEDICAL OFFICERS AND THE 
GOVERNMENT. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

^With reference to yom' admirable leading article on the 
above subject in the Medical Times and Gazette of September 25, 
you say “ the Government of India seem determined to do 
everytliing they can to annoy and disg-ust the Medical officers 
in their service.” This is undoubtedly true, as we all know to 
our cost. But allow me to ask what can we expect when the 
Imads of our department never take the slightest interest in 
the^ welfare of the Medical officers under them ; and in this, I 
believe, they are the only exception. How readily will a 
general officer invarmbly protect the interests of a combatant 
officer! So ■will ci'dlians stand up for their men. But when 
our unfortunate service is in question, principal Inspectors- 
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General think it, I presume, beneath the dignity of their high 
office to put their pen to paper on behalf of a junior. They 
know they can ca.sily find a snug berth for a relative or friend 
in which more than ample compensation can be made for such 
little grievances as alluded to in your journal, and with great 
fortitude let the rest of us “ go to the wall.” 

I am, &c. Veritas. 

Bombay Presidency, October 20. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 

-♦- 

CLINICAL SOCIETY. 
Friday, November 12, 1869. 

Mr. Erichsem, Vice-President, in the Chair. 

Dr. Henry Thompson communicated a case of Ascites 
successfully treated by Copaiba. G. AV., a coachman, aged 60, 
was admitted into Hospital under Dr. Thompson’s care on 
November 30, 1868, with ascites, puffy ankles, pulmonary 
oedema, and scanty urine without albumen. His health had 
been good till July, 1868. During the following three months 
various remedies were employed, quinine and iron amongst 
others, but his condition became worse and worse, the increase 
of liquid in the peritoneum being so rapid that paraeentesis was 
three times required. In March the administration of copaiba 
was commenced, the dose being gradually increased imtil 
fifteen minims were taken every six horu's. The improvement 
was immediate. The quantity of urine increased from fourteen 
ounces daily to several pints, and the belly measurement 
diminished from day to day. He left the Hospital convalescent 
on May 10, and is now in good health. In his comment on 
tliis case Dr. Thompson pointed out that although the quinine 
and iron may have contributed to the result, yet improvement 
commenced before they were given, and considered that the 
coapaiba acted beneficially as a diuretic. 

The Treasurer also communicated two cases of ascites with 
albuminuria similarly treated by Dr. Liveing. In one of these 
cases the ascites was associated with anasarca of the lower half 
of the body ; in the other there was no anasarca. Both patients 
had been ill for several months. Here, as in Dr. Thompson’s 
case, the beneficial action of the remedy (wliich was given 
alone) manifested itself in increased discharge of urine and 
diminution of the ascites and dropsy. Both patients left the 
Hospital with albuminous urine, but otherwise well. 

Dr. Clapton said the first case reported was similar to one 
which had come under his own care at St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
A man presented himself excessively distended with fluid ; he 
advised him to come into the Hospital, but the man refused and 
went home. His case was urgent, and Dr. Clapton supposed 
he was dead, when one day he made his appearance relieved of 
his dropsy. Wlien suffering greatly, he remembered the effect 
of copaiba on himself when suffering from gonorrhoea years 
before. He purehased a lot of capsules, which he took, and 
passed in consequence an enormous quantity of urine, so that 
he got well. To test tliis mods of treatment. Dr. Clapton gave 
the drug in five instances; two seemed improved, two injured, 
and one remained without much alteration. He therefore 
concluded that the drug was useful in some instances only, but 
that in most it was useless. 

Mr. Erichsen had seldom seen copaiba in Surgical cases act 
violently as a diuretic, although he had sometimes been struck 
with the quantity of water'passed under its influence. In ordi¬ 
nary cases of gonorrhoea it had no such effect. 

Dr. Powell thought, as a rule, diuretics did not affect ascites. 
Query; Did not the copaiba act directly on the vessels ? 

Dr. Greeniiow said copaiba was not useful in all forms of 
ascites, especially heart cases. In one to which he referred of a 
mixed character, copaiba notably improved the patient’s con¬ 

dition. 
Mr. J. J. H. Bartlett described a case of hereditary syplnhs 

appearing after vaccination, complica'ted "with paralysis of both 
arms. The case appeared to bo one of those in which the 
vaccinal fever raised the disease into activity, wliich, though 
present in the system, was dormant. The paralysis was not 
simply infantile, but wa.s most likely caused by some depo.sit 
high up on the spinal cord and on its membranes, and the 
lesion pi’ossed almost equally on both halves, as both arms were 
affected. The cases in which paralysis occurs in hereditary 
syphilis arc very rare, for none such are mentioned in thek 
works by Diday or Lancereaux. 

Mr. Barwell thought the case important with regard to 
vaccination. He had the other day seen a child with a suspi¬ 
cious eruption ; but he had also examined all the other children 
vaccinated from the same infant, and found them all healthy. 

Dr. Cholmeley pointed out that, according to existing regu¬ 
lations, vaccination was usually performed just at the period 
when infantile syphilis generally makes its appearance; in 
other cases vaccination acted as an iinitant, causing the evolu¬ 
tion of the disease, as was the case with other skin diseases. 
In the majority of instances the so-called syphilis from vac¬ 
cination was no syphilis at aU, or, being true syphilis, it was 
coincident, not communicated. 

Mr. Callender brought before the Society the history of a 
case in which colotomy was performed for the relief of cancer 
of the rectum, which illustrated the advantages gained by 
opening the colon in cases of this nature, and tended to confirm 
the statements made by Mr. Curling in the various communica¬ 
tions in which he has advocated the operation. The patient, 
after suffering from symptoms of cancer of the lower bowel^ 
was suddenly unable to pass fseces, and the descending colon 
was at once opened, with great relief of the urgent symptoms, 
and with entire removal of the great local pain from which the 
patient had continuously suffered. Two months after the 
operation he is quite convalescent. The discomfort from the 
artificial anus is practically none. 

Mr. Erichsen thought this one of those cases where Surgery 
did as much as it could do for human suffering. His attention 
had been early drawn to the relief afforded by colotomy when 
he was in Paris. There, as elsewhere, it had been shown to be 
impossible to overestimate the relief afforded by the procedure. 
There was no difficulty in the operation itself, in two other 
classes of cases the operation was more difficidt. These were 
when the colon was contracted, not strictured, and the opera¬ 
tion was performed to relieve the pain of defecation. Here the 
colon was contracted and deep-seated. AVhen the operation 
was successful the relief was great. Of the tliii'd class of cases 
he had only seen one survive any length of time. These were 
cases of imperforate anus with absence of the rectum. Here 
he had never done Amussat’s operation with success; but he 
had seen one which had been done in Mexico. The opening 
was closed by the pad of a spring truss. The patient was quite 

comfortable. 
In reply to a question, Mr. Callender stated that chloroform 

had been given, and well borne. 
. Mr. Cooper Forster had performed the operation four or five 
times. Generally the operation was very easy; once he had 
found it very difficult where the disease was high up. Had the 
incision been half an inch higher, it would have cleared the 
diseased portion. He used the vertical incision, which 'was 
more convenient than the hoiizontal one. In one case of im¬ 
perforate anus in which he had performed this operation, the 
child lived a year afterwards. Nevertheless he preferred 

Littre’s under such circumstances. _ . j • 
Mr. Erichsen said he imderstood the merit of introducing 

the vertical incision was due to Mr. Hilton. 
Mr. C. Moore thought many still shrank from the operation, 

but when it was performed the relief was very great. _ He 
had used the vertical incision, and had never operated with a 

contracted bowel. i 
Mr. C. Heath thought that if the bowel was not distended it 

was good to adopt Mr. Gowland s plan of inj ecting water. The 
operation was thus i*endered easier, pleasanter, and safer. 

Mr. Cooper Forster would like to knoAV about the anti- 
peristaltic action which took place in the ruider portion of 

the gut. , x-u i- 
Dr. Burdon Sanderson said the general notion now was that 

ordinarily the peristaltic action was dowiiwards, merely because 
the resistance was least in that direction; and that its direc- 

tion was regulated by resistance. 3 , . i x 
Mr. Arnott had seen an operation perfornicd by the trai^- 

verse incision where there was no distension, and,^ as the 
incision Avas small, there was great difficulty in finding and 

recognising the gut. , , , 
A gentleman present referred to a case he had seen -where 

Mr. Bryant had operated by means of an obhquo mcision. 
There was some difficidty in determining wluch was pen- 
toneum and which gut. The rectum had been mjected, but 

the Avater Avas returned. ^ , x- r „ a* 
Dr. J. PoLLoex referred to Dr. Bnnton s explanation of anti- 

peristaltic action. , . , 
Mr. Callender said there had been a general expression of 

feeling as to the utility of the operation. If Mr. Paget had 
been present,he would have referred to a caseAvhere he operated, 
and in which the g'ut was contracted* They adopted an oblique 
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incisioa at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. The rule was to look 
for the outer border of the quadratus lumborum muscle, and 
to cut down upon the gut which lay just below. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
Petee Maeshall, Esq., President, in the Chair. 

Monday, Noyembee 8. 

Me. William Adams read a paper 

ON THE TEEATMENT OE HIP-JOINT DISEASE. 

The author divided hip-joint disease, as it usually occurs in 
children from four to fourteen years of age, into three stages— 
the first stage extending from the commencement of the sym¬ 
ptoms to the formation of abscess; the second stage from the 
formation of abscess to the bursting or opening of the same; 
the third stage, the complete destruction of the joint, more or 
less extensive disease of the bone, dislocation, etc. The author 
referred to the belief that the disease began as a primary 
aifection in the cancellous tissue of the hone, entertained by 
the late Sir Benjamin Brorlie, or in the articular cartilage, the 
synovial membrane, or the round ligament, and alluded to the 
difficulty of determining this point from the ahseiioe of post¬ 
mortem examinations at this period. He believed that liip-joint 
disease usually commences in the romid ligament, as the result 
of an accident in which this ligament is Holently strained or 
partly torn, and that, from this spot as a centre, the disease 
extends to the rest of the synovial membrane, the articular 
cartilage, and, at a later period, to the bone, yet, in some oases, 
other structures might be primarily involved, the morbid 
process being then essentially that of piimary necrosis affecting 
the cancellous tissue of the head of the bone. As to treatment 
Mr. Adams referred principally to the first stage. Considering 
the destructive character of this disease to depend upon a low 
form of inflammation, chronic in its character, and associated 
with constitutional debihty and a strumous diathesis, Mr. 
Adams was opposed to the application of leeches, blisters, 
moxas, issues, the actual cautery, etc., as tending to exliaust 
the powers of the patient. Essentially, he rehed upon rest to 
the joint, Avith warmth and moisture constantly applied. He 
also opposed antiphlogistic treatment internally, and es¬ 
pecially the use of calomel, or what is called the alte¬ 
rative treatment, as tending to lower the constitutional 
powers of the patient, and relied upon tonics, with cod-liver 
oil, hypophospMte of lime, and iron. With regard to 
the means of securing rest to the joint—a paramount necessity 
—Mr. Adams was opposed to long-continued recumbency in 
bed or on the couch. Complete recumbency he thought neces¬ 
sary only duringthe more acute symptoms, with severe pain, when 
he used either the straight splint or the more modem plan of 
extension by weights attached to the leg, a method first em¬ 
ployed by Dr. Henry Gr. Davis, of NeAV York, as a remedy for 
the acute pain wliich occurs in some cases of liip-joint disease, 
and the complete success of which, in reheving the pain, was 
confimied by Mr. Adams’s experience. Generally, Mr. Adams 
employed a leather or gutta-percha splint, of larger size than 
orchnaifly used, and moulded to the side of the body and limb 
whilst the latter was held in the straight position, so as to over¬ 
come all muscular contraction, chloroform being administered, 
in some instances, whilst this was being- done. The first effect 
of such a sphnt, when properly made, was generally to relieve 
the pain, and this it did completely in most instances. The 
patient was then enabled to move about with the assistance of 
emtehes, and this Mr. Adams considered materially improved 
the general health, and, in so doing, benefited the disease. 
He never employed long-continued recumbency. 

Mr. Adams’s paper brought forward some interesting remarks 
from Messrs. Bryant, Gay, Bell, De Meric, and Dunn, Messrs. 
Bryant, Gay, and Bell advocating the passive treatment as 
recommended by the author of the paper; Messrs. De Meric and 
Dunn, the active, the latter especially mentioning the actual 
cautery, which he had found successful in three cases under his 
care; he had also watched the success of this treatment in the 
Scottish Hospitals, and in the practice of Mr. Eriohsen. 

A LABOUR test for able-bodied women in receipt of 
out-door relief is to be tried in one of the metropohtan unions. 
It is to take the form of making and repairing such clothing as 
may be required in the workhouse. 

Xov. 27, 1869. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 

-©■- 

THE PBOEESSIONAL AND GENERAL SCRIBBLING 
PAD. 

We have received a specimen of what promises to be an ex¬ 
ceedingly useful invention. Many a one has occasion to use a 
half sheet of paper, and for this purpose some save up the 
halves of letters and sucli like, others cutting a sheet of paper 
in half or using a special slip prepared for the purpose. This 
invention does away with the necessity of using such. The 
pad folds hke a book—on one side are several layers of blotting- 
paper, on the other half sheets of paper bound together as in a 
blotting pad except at the top. It is easy Avhen a few lines 
are scribbled to close the book, thus drying the writing, and to 
separate the half sheet from its neighbour beginning Avith the 
top, Avhereby a fresh surface is exposed. The cost of the pacj 
is a shilhng, and it is pubhshed by Jarrold and Sons, 
12, Paternoster-row. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITTQUES. 

An Elementary Course of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. 
Designed for the use of Schools and Colleges. By Richaed 
Woembll, M. a., B.Sc., Medalist in Mathematics and Natural 
Philosophy Loud. London; Groombridge. Pp. 234. 

*This work is one of a scientific series undertaken by 
Messrs. Groombridge Avith a special view to the requirements 
of the University of London. Sometliing of the kind Avas un¬ 
doubtedly needed, for there Avas nothing intermediate between, 
say, such a Avork as that of Lardner, Avhich, for such a purpose 
is noAvadays useless, and the treatises of Tait and Steel, Routh, 
Thomson and Tait, etc., Avhich contain more than is requisite for 
amere poll degree. This little work impresses us faA'ourably. The 
explanations are clear, and, Avhat is of considerable importance, 
the problems set for home Avork are numerous and, so to speak, 
typical. The Avork is well illustrated, the illustrations being 
mostly derived from foreign sources. (Of this, by the bye, the 
author says nothing.) It is further divided into sections, each 
corresponding Avitli one of the examinations of the University 
of London, and the work Avinds up with a list of the questions 
set in these subjects during several years jiast both in the B.A. 
and B.Sc. Examinations. 

Handbook of Thysiology. By W. S. Kiekes, M.D. Seventh 
Edition. By W. Moeeant Bakee, E.R.C.S., Lecturer on 
Physiology and Warden of the College at St. Bartholomew’s 
Hospital. London: Walton. Pp. 838. 

The first impression conveyed to the mind by the lu-esent 
edition of Kirkes’s Physiology is that it is distinctly bigger than 
was the last; the next impulse is to find out the constitution of 
the eiflargemeiit. Mr. Baker says, “ The chief difference, when 
compared Avith the previous edition, Avill be found to consist 
mainly of additions and rearrangements of old facts, and, it is 
hoped, a plainer e.vposition of them.” But one great cause of 
the increased size is the addition of ncAV illustrations. There 
can be no c^ucstion of the utility of illustrations in iihysiological 
works, and in certain situations they are absolutelyindispensable. 
Take, for instance, the development of the foetus; who among 
a thousand could understand the convolutions of the various 
membranes by a mere A’erbal description ? Mr. Baker did Avell, 
therefore, by adding in the previous edition the telling dia¬ 
grams of Dalton, and Ave are glad to see fm-ther additions of 
such diagrammatic illustrations, for these are frequently more 
useful for teaching purposes than the more complicated figures 
after nature. In a Avord, we are satisfied that the present edi¬ 
tion Avill preserve the high character the work has liitherto 
borne as a text-book. 

A Manual of Clinical Medicine and Physical Piagnosis. By 
Thomas PIawkes Tannee, M.D., E.R.S. Second edition, 
revised and enlarged, by Tilbdey Eox, M.D. Lond., Phy¬ 
sician to the Skin Department of University College Hos¬ 
pital. London : Renshaw. Pp. 35o. 

This little work we can honestly recommend not only to 
the student, but also to the Practitioner. It contains-a vast 
amount of information, as condensed as is possible, and the 
whole so arranged as to be easy of reference. Certain por¬ 
tions of it, as those referring to Medico-legal practice, to the 
examinations of persons proposed for life insurance, and the 
determination of feig-ned diseases, are more hkely to benefit the 
Practitioner than the student; but the hints as to case-taking. 
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the various symptoms and signs of disease, and the different 
modes of physical diagnosis, have a special value to the student. 
Dr. Tilbury Fox has performed his task well and judiciously, 
and the portions he has added have not only done much to 
modernise, but to increase the value of Dr. Tanner’s excellent 
original work. The volume ends with instructions as to the 
mode of examining chemically the principal fluids of the body. 
No rose without a thorn. The title-page is faced by a most 
villanous engraving, supposed to represent various urinary 
deposits, for which we know not who is responsible. 

Entozoa : Being a Supplement to the Introduction to the Study of 
Helminthology. By T. Spexcee Cobboed, M.D., F.R.S., etc. 

This forms a valuable addition to Dr. Cobbold’s previous 
volume, and embraces a special and general index, together 
with additions to the bibliography of entozoa, and a record of 
researches conducted since 1864, when the treatise first appeared. 
The most important chapters, perhaps, are those upon the 
history of the discovery of the trichina spiralis, on the suc¬ 
cessful feeding experiments with it, and on the nature of 
pseudentozoa found in diseased and healthy cattle. 

Myxoma, or Hypoplasia of the Villi of the Chorion. By Alex- 
ANDEE D. SiNCLAiE, M.D., Mcmb. of the Mass. Med. Soc., 
American Association, etc. Boston: David Clapp. 1869. 

Dr. Sinclair here records an interesting case which has 
occurred in his practice. It appears that no case whore the 
hypertrophy of the villi of the chorion has existed to such an 
extent as in the present instance has been recorded by patho¬ 
logists, although Virchow has described and figured a very 
remarkable specimen ; but the hypertrophy was very limited 
in extent, and confined to one of the cotyledons of an other¬ 
wise healthy placenta. A microscopic examination of Dr. 
Sinclair’s specimen showed the growths to consist essentially of 
cells, with here and there an indistinct fibroiis appearance. 
Fatty metamorphosis had commenced in the tissue, andno blood¬ 
vessels were found. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-«- 

UNn^ERSiTY OF LONDON.—The following are Lists of 
the Candidates who have passed the recent Second M.B. 
Examination for Honours ;— 

MEDICINE. 

First Class. 
Baxter, Evan Buchanan (Scholarship and Gold Medal), King’s College. 
^Thomas, John Da\-ies (Gold Medal), University College. 
-f-Gowers, William Richard, University College. I 
tStoolier, James Reginald, Guy’s Hospital. j ^ 

Second Class. 
Dukes, Clement, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Snow, Herbert Lumley, Queen’s Coll., Biimingham, and University College. 
Dessc, Ethelrid, University College. 
Rayner, Edwin, B.A., Paris, and University CoUege. 

Third Class. 
Marshall, Hemy Flamank, Binningham General Hospital and Univ. CoU. 
Willoughby, Edward Francis, University CoUege. 

MIDWIFERY. 

First Class. 
Thomas, John Davies (Scholarship and Gold Medal), University College. 
Baxter, Evan Buchanan (Gold Medal), King’s CoUege. 
Didces, Clement, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Stocker, .Tames Reginald, Guy’s Hospital. 
Eayner, Edwin, Paris, and University CoUege. 

Second Class. 
Snow, Herbert Lumley, Queen’s Coll., Binningham, and University CoUege. 
Gowers, WiUiam Richard, University CoUege. 
WUloughby, Edward Francis, University CoUege. 
Buck, Thomas Alpheus, Guy’s Hospital. 

FORENSIC MEDICINE. 

First Class. 
Stocker, James Reginald (Scholarship and Gold Medal), Guy’s Hospital. 
Bayner, Edwin (Gold Medal), Paris, and University College. 
Willoughby, Edward Francis, University CoUege. 

Second Class. 
Snow, Herbert Lumley, Queen’s Coll., Birmingham, and University CoUege. 

Third Class. 
Buck, Thomas Alpheus, Guy’s Hospital. 
Thomas, John Davies, University CoUege. 

Eoyal College of Surgeons of England.—The 
following gentlemen, having undergone the necessary exami¬ 
nations for the diploma, were admitted Members of the CoUege 
at a meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 18th inst. :— 
Baker, Henry Francis, L.S.A., Andover, Hants, of St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital. 
Bird, Themas, Liverpool, of the Liverpool School. 

• Obtained number of marks qualifying for the Scholarship, 
t Obtained number of marks qualifyii: g for a Medal. 

Gibbings, Alfred Thomas, L.S.A., Chichester, of King’s CoUege Hospital. 
James, James, Cardigan, of University CoUege Hospital. 
Kemmis, Henry Marcus, Dublin, of the Dublin School. 
Law, Alfred Roberts, M.B. Edin., Barnstaple, of the Edinburgh School. 
Lill, WilUam Frederick, L.S.A., Nottingham, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Milles, George Ridley, L.8.A., Yalding, Kent, of King’s College Hospital, 
Palmer, James Foster, Welby, Norfolk, of St. George’s Hospital. 
Pedler, George Henry, L.S.A., Forest-hUl, of King’s CoUege Hospital. 
Raynor, Arthur, Hull, of Univei-sity CoUege Hospital. 
Smart, David, L.R.C.P. Lond., Cranbrook, Kent, of_ St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital. 
Taylor, John, L.S.A., Sheffield, of Guy’s Hospital. 
T.aylor, Thomas, Seaton, Sunderland, of the Newcastle School. 
Thomas, LleweUjm Morgan, CamberweU, of St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Thome, WUUam Bezly, Leamington, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Walford, Edward, Ramsgate, of St. Geoige’s Hospital. 
Waterworth, Edward Allan, M.B. Aber., Newport, Isle of Wight, of 

St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Webster. WUUam, L.8.A., King’s Lynn, of King’s CoUege Hospital. 
Wood, John WUUam, Douglas, Isle of Man, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Wood, Richard, L.R.C.P. Edin., and L.S.A., Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, 

of Guy’s Hospital. 

The foUowing gentlemen were admitted Members on the 
19th inst. :— 
BeU, WiUiam, M.D. Edin., London-street, Fitzroy-square, of the Edin¬ 

burgh School. 
Hoadley, Robert, M.D. Pliilad., Halifax, YorkslUre, of Jefferson CoUege, 

Philadelphia. 
Hogg, Richard Bowen, L.S.A., Rotherhithe, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Lloyd, Robert Hodgens, L.S.A., Holloway, of We.stminstcr Hospit.al. 
Roberts, Arthur Copleston, L.S.A., Exeter, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Robertson, Frederick Marrant, L.S.A., Peckham, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Tyler, Edward Alfred, L.S.A., High.street, Manchester-square, of the 

Middlesex Hospital. 
Wall, Alfred Jolm, L.R.C.P. Lond., Bessborough-street, W., of St. Mary’s 

Hospital. 
Weame, Walter, L.S.A., Helstone, Cornwall, of Westminster Hospital. 

Fellowship Examinations.—The following Members of the 
Boyal College of Surgeons passed the Primary or Anatomical 
and Physiological Examination for the Diploma of Fellowship 
of the College, at a meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 
23rd inst., and, when eligible, iviU. be admitted to the Pass or 
Surgical and Medical Examinations:— 
Anderson, WiUiam, L.R.C.P. Lond. and L.S.A., Derby, diploma of mem¬ 

bership dated April 25, 1867, of St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Dobson, Nelson Congreve, Bristol, April 25,18G7, of St. Thomas’s Ho.spital. 
Horsfall, John, Leeds, May 22, 1806, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Mackenzie, George Welland, L.R.C.P. Lond. and L.S.A., WilUam-sti’eet, 

Lowndes-squarc, April 28, 1664, of tlie London Ho.spital. 
Pilcher, Jesse Griggs, L.S.A. Dub., H.M. Indian Army, Apiil 13, 1860, of 

the Dublin School. 
PUeher, WUUam John, L.S.A. Dub., Boston, Lincolnshire, April 13, 1860, 

of the Dublin School. . 
Robinson, John, L.S.A., Midliurst, Sussex, November 9, 1849, of Univer- 

sity CoIIg^o* 
Bundle, Hemy, Plj-moiith, April 26,1865, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Ryott, Frederick EUiott, L.S.A., Newbury, Berk-s, March 26, 1858, of the 

London Hospital. 
Steele, Cliarles, L.R.C.P. Lond., aifton, Bristol, November 14, 1860, ot 

the Bristol School. 
Thomas, WUUam, M.B. Lond., Birmingham, November 14, 1865, ot the 

ruilliiugiiaiii ucuvDi. , tt , 

Watson, James, L.S.A., Army, May 28, of 1858, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

The following gentlemen, not Member.s of the College, also 

passed the examination;— 
Banks, AViUam Mitchell, of the Liverpool, Edinburgh, and Gla.sgow Schools. 
Ball, James B., of tlie University CoUege and St. Mary’s Hospitals. 
BovdU, Edward, of Guy’s Hospital. 
Elkington, Ernest .iklfrcd, of the Bil-mingham School. 
Franklin, George Cooper, of St. Thomas’.s Hospital. 
Harrison, Napoleon Augustus Rogers, of Guy’s Ho.spital. 

It is stated that five candidates failed to acquit themselves 
to the satisfaction of the Court of Examiners, and were conse¬ 
quently referred to their studies for six months. 

Apothecaries’ IEall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 

November 18, 1869;— 
Bolton, John Geoi-ge EUiott, Mauritius. 
Buchanen, Walter, Chatham. 
Joy, Frederick AVUliam, University CoUege. 
Payne, Martin Hemy, Bridgewater. 
Sylvester, Henry Thomas, Bath. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination: 

Ci-aelde, Thomas Arthur, Guy’s Hospital. 
Pike, AVUliam Royston, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. , t. 
The Editor wiU thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 

lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 

Appointments that take place. 

hnmcnn.i., FREDERinc, M.B., C.M., etc.-Sui-geon to the Westn^ster 
General Dispensary, t>'.ce II. A. llueves, M.K.C.S., aiipointed Assistant- 
Surgeon to the London Hospital. 

rosTER, Henry.—Dispenser to the Hulme Dispensary. 
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Hockley, A., L.D S.—Honorary Secretary to the National Dental Hos- 
pital, m place of Mr. R. T. Hulme, resigned. 

Steele, Jos^h.D.D.S.—Dental Sui-geon to the National Dental Hos- 
pital, vice Ml’. R. T. Hulme, resigned. 

NAVAL AND MILITAET APPOINTMENTS. 
i appointments have been made:—John 

-^®®i®^®'^t-Surgeon, to the Resistance; John B. Isaac and 
J. D A. HMYey, Acting Assistant-Surgeons to the Ocean; Dr. Samuel 
OanybeU, Surgeon, to the Ocean, for service in the Sylvia; William 
Hoche, Surgeon, to the Ocean, for service in the Zehra, when com- 
mssioned; Edward B. Broster, Sm-geon, to the Vestal; Thomas P. 

, Warren, Sm-geon, to the Adventure ; Dr. James E. Sanderson, Assistant- 
burton, to the Royal Adelaide; Albert A. Mullin, Assistant-Surgeon, to 

L iheRoyed Q-eorge ; Thomas Coni-jf, Assistant-Sm-geon, to the Roscawen ; 
Joshua P Courtenay, Assistant-Surgeon, to the PemJrofe, for service 
with the Royal Marines at Deal. 

follouingappointmentshavebecnmade 5th Lancers: 
btau Assistant-Sm-geon Alexander NeUl, to be Assistant-Sm-geon, vice 
Weorge Carr Dunn, deceased. 21st Hussars: Assistant-Surgeon 
Lawrence Corban, M.D., from the 49th Poot, to he Assistant-Surgeon, 
wee J^n CoiBett, M.B., deceased. 38th Foot: Staff Assistant-Sm-geon 
John Henry Hughes, M.D., to be Assistant-Sm-geon, vice James Edward 

1 ’ to the Staff. 49th Foot: Staff Assistant-Surgeon 
Cmarles Wyat Watling, to be Assistant-Sm-geon, vice Lawrence Corban, 
M:.D., appomted to the 21st Hussars. 

Medical Dwaktment.—Staff Assistant-Surgeon Robert Waters, M.D., 
i qSii ^®si®tant-Sm-geon James Edward Clark, from 
) dhtfi T oot, to be Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice John Henry Hughes, M D 

appomted to 38th Foot. s > • , 

C.B., has been appointed Medical 
the District Mihtary Prison at .Mdei-shott, and has taken over 

the duties of that estabhshment from the 13th inst. 

BIRTHS. 
Bell.—Ou November 4, at Perry-hill, Kent, the wife of W. R. Bell, M.D., 

of a daughter. ’ ’ 

November IG, at Bournemouth, the v^ife of Wm. Stewai-t 
halls, M.D., of a daughter. 

Lownds —On November 18, at Egham-hill, Surrey, the wife of T. M 
Lownds, M.D., Surgeon H.M.’s Indian Aimy, of a son. 

Mahshalu—On November 6, at Bed worth, Yfarwiekshire, the wife of 
Fi-ancis Marshall, M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., of a son. 

’^of°Tf;7i2 Naval Hospital, Malta, the wife 
of Henry C. >\ood3, M.D., R.N., of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 

'wThomas’s Chm-ch, Lymiug- 
iS,’ Cameron, Esq., son of Charles Hay Cameron, 
Esq., late Member ^^the Council of India, to Annie Eisdell Chinery 
second daughter of Euward Ch-mery, M.D., of Lymington, Hants. ’ 

JamiS, Abmte“’ 

*^G*'com^h‘E-f “p October 16, at Debra, N.W.P. India, William 
’-17^ P'o’ son of Capt. Cornwall, R.N., of Bur- 

•Rani.^py” ’ SuiTey, to Emily Gertrude, eldest dauglitei- of Dr. 

eldest 

^M°Rcl““f Hickman Hiron, 
lU.K.o.b., R-fe.A., of Stiidlcy, Wanvickshire, to Julia,youngest dau<^liter 
of George Shelton, of Edgbaston, Ririniiigham. *-ULU^nter 

^afmenrDane®‘Tw.°V^^^ St. oiement Gane&, Henij Hannaford, second son of the late Josenh 

Rfhm^n'pJ- Augusta, second daughter of Willoughby Raimondi, solicitor, of Surroy-sti-eet, Strand. » meiignuy 

Shield—LAxcASTEB.--On October IS, at the Cathedral, Bombay John 

only daughter of the late Jolm WalieA,’ 

DEATHS. 

^of^ wL^^Bto^x-fm^^M'i^ yo™gest and dearly beloved child 
Nov^ber“?Sfy?ars."' ^^°^t-street, Grosvenoi-square, on 

„ D”Mi?'.,?:TpSroTK„Sb'/n *'■' rh™. 

vacancies. 

reqiLed^i^^e C®aud^l office vacant, the qualifications 
ma^ j L Pevson to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as knoivn) are stated in succession. 

Ipswich Lukatic AsYLUM.-Residc-nt Medical Superinten- 
.adffiksstd to Town Clerk’s office, Ipswich, 

! iR7n ' A 7^^^ onorhefore JanuaivlS 1 1870.. ,The Asylum will he ready for occupatioA in April or Maj^ ’ 

Dispensauy.—^Assistant Resident Medical 
Uincer; must possess one legal qualification. Applications and testi- 
monials to tti© Socrotary on or hefor© November 30. 

Hove Dispensary.—Resident House-Sm-geon ; must have 
both Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be registered. Applica¬ 
tions ancl testimonials to the Chairman of the Committee of Management 
on or before November 29. Election on December 7. 

Caecbr Hospital.—Chloroformist; must be a legally qualified Medical 
L lactitioner. Applications and testimonials to the Chairman of the 
Weekly Board, at the office, 167, PiocadiUy, W., on or before December 2. 

Charing-CROSS Hospital.—Physician-Accoucheur; must have a degree 
from one of the universities recognised by the General Medical Council, 
and be F. or M.R.C.P. Loud. Applications and testimonials to the 
Secretary on or before the 30th inst. at 2 o’clock. 

Cholsey New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. 
Apphcations and testimonials to J. T. Moi-land, Esq., Clerk to the Com- 
mittee m Visitors, at the Asylum, ChoLsey, near Ahingdon, Berks, on or 
before December 16. a j > 

East Ward Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Work- 
house at Kirkby Stephen. Candidates must be registered, and possess 
the qualifications prescribed by the Poor-law Board. Applications and 
testimornals to IVir. John Whitehead, Clerk to the Guardians, Appleby^ 
on or before December 4. Election on the 6th. 

Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of i-he Chest.—^Assistant- 
Physician; must he M.B. or M.D., and P. or M.R.C.P. Applications 
ana testimonials to the Secretary on or before December 15. 

Livebpool Royal Duxatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. Applica¬ 
tions and te^irnonials to E. Gibbon, Esq., Royal Infirmary, Eiverrjool, 
from whom fui’ther mformation may be obtained. 

Ra^^gate and St. Lawrence Royal DisPENSARY.—Resident Medical 
Oihcer; must have both Medical and Surgical qualifications, and bo 
^gistered. Applications and testimonials to the Secreta-iy on or before 
December 4. Election on the 6th. 

Royal Sotth London Dispensary.—Honorary District Surgeon. Fur¬ 
ther particulars may he obtained of Mr. Hentsch at the Dispensarj*. 

St. George’s, Hanover-square, Di.spensary, 59, Mount-street, Gr.os- 
venor-square.—Physician-Accoucheur; must be M.Il.C.P.L. Appli- 
cations and testimonials to the Hon. Secretary on or before November 29. 
Election the next day at 4.30 p.m., when personal attendance will bo 
requu-ed. 

University College Hospital.—Assistant-Physician. Applications and 
testimonials to the Seoretaiy, Jolin Robson, Esq., on or before Decem¬ 
ber 1. 

Worcester General Infirmary.—Resident Dispenser; must he legalBi 
qualffied to practise as an apothecary. Applications and testimonials to 
the Secretary on or before December 10. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 
*»* The area of each disti-ict is stated in acres. The population is 

computed acoordmg to the last census. 

RESIGNATIONS. 
Isle_ of Thanet Union. Mr. _ Henry Curling has resigned the Eamsgate- 

District; area 3335; population 15,262; salary £75 per annum. 
jseath ^ Union. Mr. J ohn J enkins has resigned the Glyncoi-rwg District: 

population 322; salary £10 per anniun. 
Selby Unioti.—hlx. Thomas Percival has resigned the Cawood Distiict; 

area 12,107 ; population 3505 ; salai-y £25 per annum. 
Soutlnuell f/aio?:.—The Lovfdham Distr-ict is vacant; area 15,831; popu¬ 

lation 4052; sala^ £38 per annum. 
Tynemouth Union. Dr. W. L. Emmerson has resigned the Tj-nemouth 

District; area 1826; population 16,560; salary £50 per annum. Also the 
Workhouse; salary £70 per annum. 

Weymouth Union. The Weymouth District is vacant; area 52; popula¬ 
tion 3ol5; salai-y £45 per amium. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
Rodmira Umoii.-Horace V. Sandford, L.B.C.P., L.P.P. and S. Glas., to 

the Second District. 
Christchurch Union.~Ja.mes Eitz Maurice, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 

Western Distnct and the Workhouse. 
Havmedqn Union.—B.emj miting, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Easle- 

mere District. 
Knighton Union.—Jolva. A. T. Cartwright, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 

Brampton Brian District. 

Royal College oe Surgeons oe England.—At a 
meeting of the Connen on the 11th inst., Ed-tvard James 
Shearman, M.D., M.R.C.P., of Moorgate, Rotherham, was 
admitted a Eellow of the College. 

Scarlatina is very prevalent at Greenock. 
The Ashford (Kent) Cottage Infirmary is to be opened 

for the reception of patients on January 1, and is to he 
designated “ St. John’s House.” 

Twenty-nine deaths from measles have occurred in 
Kilmarnock from the 1st to the 18th inst.; scarlatina has been 
prevalent there, but is now on the wane. 

The third annual meeting of the St. Andrews Medical 
Cra^ates Association is to be held on December 1 and 2, at 
tim Freemasons’ Tavern. The meeting- commences at 4 p.ni. on 
ihursday, December 1. At 5, Dr. Richardson, E.R.S., will 
deliver the anniversary address, “ The Science of Cure.” 

In Islington two children, Emily and Charles Earonius, 
have died from eating muscles. At Wolverhampton Hosiiital, 
Renjamin Perry died from chloroform administered previously 
to an operation to his wrist. He had, on two recent occasions, 
undergone the same treatment. 
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Medical EeforjM.—The memorial praying for the 
reform of the Medical Acts has received the signatures of 9800 
Practitioners in all jiarts of the tlu'ce kingdoms. 

The Middlesex IIospital Medical Society.—The 
first ordinary meeting of this Medical Society took jilace on 
Thursday, November 11, Dr. John Murray, President, in the 
chair, when Dr. Robert King read an excellent paper on 
“ Cells and Cell Development.” 

The Dundee Medical Society.—Dr. William L. 
Gibson, M.D., has been re-elected President of the Society. 
Dr. William Leavens White, M.B., has been elected Honorary 
Secretary of the Society, vice Charles Moon, M.B., resigned. 

The Vaccination Acts.—The Luton Board of 
Guardians have decided by a majority of one, after an exciting 
discussion, to enforce vaccination. 

De. W. S. Aitken, of the Glasgow Infirmary, died on 
Tluirsday of tv-phus fever, caught in discharge of his duties. 

SiiALL-Pox is more general at Devizes than it has been 
for many years; several amongst those who have it badly 
are reported to have been recently vaccinated. 

Relapsing Deyer.—There have been several cases of 
relapsing fever in Rose and Crown-Court, High-street, Islington. 
When Dr. BaUard, the Medical Officer of Health, visited- the 
court on Thursday, last week, he found twelve cases of re¬ 
lapsing fever, nine of which wore sent to the Hospital. The 
population of the court seemed to be in a state of starvation, 
or semi-starvation. 

AVest of England Sanatorium, AVeston-sijper- 
Maee.-—The first annual meeting of the governors of this insti¬ 
tution was held last week. The report was of a highly grati¬ 
fying character. The total immber of patients received had 
been 227, men 78, women 81, children 68—from Hospitals o9, 
from private Practitioners 168. The results had been—patients 
perfectly restored, 133; very much benefited, 42; partially 
benefited, 20 ; not benefited, 15 ; discharged for misconduct, 1; 
still under treatment, 16. Nine cases were refused as unfit 
for admission. The total receipts were £3140 10s. 3d., and the 
disbursements £3103. 

Police Diagnosis.—A fev7 clays since Erancis Ross, 
a sailor, aged 38, was found by a policeman leaning against a 
lamp-post in South Town-road, Yarmouth. The man was 
helifiess, and the constable therefore procured assistance and 
got him to the police-station, where he was duly charged as 
being “ drunk and incapable,” and locked up. He was soon 
found tobe dead ; and upon the post-mortem examination it was 
discovered that the poor fellow had died from a rupture of one 
of the vessels of the heart, and that there was no trace of 
liciuor of any description in the stomach. 

The National Cottage Hospital for Consumption 
AND Diseases of the Chest, Ventnor, Undeecliff, Isle of 
AA^ight.—Mr. Rrederick H. Leaf, a member of the General 
Committee, has offered to be at the cost of the erection of one 
of the houses of the third pair of buildings. The Committee 
hope that some equally benevolent person will come forward 
and undertake to build the other house, so that the pair may 
be forthwith commenced. 

University of Oxford.—The Pirst Examination in 
the Faculty of Medicine will beheld in the Museum on Decem¬ 
ber 7, at 9.30 a.m. ; the Second Examination on November 29, 
at 9.30 a.m. The examiners are—G. S. Church, M.D.; A. G. 
Vernon-Harcourt, A.M.; R. B. Clifton, A.M.; T. K. Chambers, 
M.D.; J. G. Ogle, M.D.; T. P. Teale, M.B., CoU. Reg. Chir. 
Soc.; H. AV. Acland, Prof. kled. Reg. The Examination in 
Natiual Science will be held on December 2, at 10 a.m. The 
examiners are—Robert B. Clifton, Edward Chapman, Joseph E. 
Pajme. Candidates for Honours are requested to attend at the 
above-mentioned time at the University Museum. 

The Aledical Officer of Health for Southampton, in his 
quarterly report from August 5 to November 3, ^ ‘‘ is 
not able to speak so favourably as to the healthy condition 
of the toAvn as on former occasions; but although the 
death-rate is heavier than I could wish, yet there existed 
no great amount of epidemic disease. The deaths for the 
quarter have been 306, which, divided by 13, our population 
being about 52,000, gives us a mortality of 23-38 per 1000. 
The deaths from epidemic and contagious diseases during the 
quarter have been as follows, and although the mortality from 
some of the diseases, especially diarrhoea and fever, may appear 
unusually great, the deaths were almost entirely confined to 
children under 1 year of age and very aged people:—Diarrhoea, 
43; gastric fever, 6; typhoid fever, 11; typhus fever, 3; 
scarlatina, 8; diphtheria, 2 ; hooping-cough, 5.” 

North Staffordshire Medical Society.—The 
amiual meeting was held on Thursday, November 18, at the 
North Stafford Hotel, Stoke-on-Trent. The retiring President, 
Mr. R. Garner, delivered the annual address. The following 
officers were elected for the ensuing year:—Fresident: Mr. 
John Alcock. Vice-President: Mr. Gamer. Treasurer : Mr. 
James Yates. Committee : Messrs. Folker, Acton, Greatrex, 
Spanton, andAVeaver. Honorary Secretary : Mr. J. M. Taylor. 
Diu-ing the past year six meetings have been held, the attend¬ 
ance on which has been somewhat larger than in previous 
years. The Society now numbers twenty-six ordinary and 

five honorary members. 
The Dispensary System at Colchester,—It is in¬ 

tended to establish a dispensary in this toum under the plan pro¬ 
posed by the recent Poor-law Act. The Colchester j\Iercury, in dis¬ 
cussing the proposition, argues that it will be of service to the 
poor, to the ratepayers, and to the union Medical officers. It shows 
the advantage of the dispensary system in Ireland, and con¬ 
trasts the condition of towns in which dispensaries have been 
established with those in which they do not exist. The cir¬ 
cumstances arc aU in favour of the dispensary towns. The 
Mercury tliinks the guardians, by the establishment of a dis¬ 
pensary, hai^e a noble opportunity of being economical and 
saving without being parsimonious and penurious, of doing 
a graceful act of justice to the Medical officers, and of generosity 
to the xioor, of relieving the ratepayers of a continually in- 
ci’easing burden, and of proving to their fellow-citizens that 
they can bo intrusted with a question involving some considera¬ 
tion for the present, but more for the future, and that they can 
in no small measure correct the bad working of a bad law. 

The Royal Society.—The annual meeting of Fellows 
will be held, as usual, on St. Andrew’s-day, the 30th inst., for 
the election of Council and officers of the Society, when the 
folloAving will be submitted:—President: Lieutenant-General 
Sabine, LL.D. Treasurer : W. Allen Miller, M.D. Secretaries: 
AYilliam Sharpey, M.D., and G. Gabriel Stokes, M.A. Foreign 
Secretary : Professor AY. Hallows Mfiler, M.A. For the other 
members of Council—Frederick Currey, M.A.; AYarren De la 
Rue, Ph.D. ; *Sir Philip De M. Grey Egerton, Bart.; Professor 
AYilliamHenry Flower; ^AYilliamHuggms; * J. Gwyn J effreys; 
John Marshall; *Augustu8 Matthiessen, Ph.D.; Captain George 
H. Richards, R.N.; the *Marquis of Salisbury, M.A.; ^Charles 
AYin. Siemens ; *John Simon; Archibald Smith, M.A.; *Pro- 
fessor H. J. Stephen Smith, M.A.; ^Professor John TyndaU, 
LL.D. ; and ^Professor Alexander AY. AYilliamson. The Fel¬ 
lows of the Society whose names are x>receded by an asterisk 
were not members of the last Council. 

Collegiate Proceedings.—From the last published 
report of the proceedings of the Council of the Royal College 
of Surgeons there is but little to_ transfer to our pages not 
already known by earlier information. At this meeting of the 
Council a letter Avas read from Mr. Robert Craven announcing 
that the Hull and East Riding School of Medicine was closed 
on July 31 last. The President declared that the vacancy in 
the Council caused by the resignation of Mr. Joseph Swan 
Avould not be filled up until the annual meeting of the Fellows 
in July next. The following divisions in the Council may be 
interesting * —On the motion for the confirmation of the previous 
minutes, it was moAud by Mr. Quain, and seconded by Sir 
AYilliam Ferg-usson—“ That it is the opinion of tliis Council 
that the resolution that the examination in general edu¬ 
cation should be entirely left to the national educational 
bodies recognised by the Medical Council, be not confirmed.. 
On the demand of Mes.srs. Charles Haivkins and Hewett, the 
names of those voting for and against it Avere directed to be 
entered on the minutes—viz.. Minority for the motion, 7 : 
Messrs. Hilton, Quain, SoUy, Lane, Birkett, Gay, and Sir 
AYilliam Fergusson; majority against the amendment 12: 
Messrs. Thomas and James Paget, Hancock, Curling, Clark, 
Hawkins, Hewett, Smith, Humiihry, Holden, and Erichsen. 
It was then moved by Sir AYm. Fergusson, and seconded by Mr. 
Hilton, that the folloAving resolution be not confirmed“ That 
it is the oxiinion of this Council that there should be instffuted a 
single examining board for each division of the United King¬ 
dom, before which every person who desired a licence to 
in-actise should appear, and by which he should be_ exammed, 
and that a diploma from either of such examimng boards 
should entitle the holder to practise Medicine,^ Sui-gery, and 
Midwifery in any part of her Majesty’s dominions. Ihe 
names were again demanded to be taken doAvn by Messrs. 
Hawkins and Hewett, when the minority for the motion was 
five_viz.. Sir AYilliam Fergusson, Messrs. _ Hilton, Quain, 
Solly and Gay. The majority against the motion was fourteen 
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—viz., Messrs. Thomas and James Paget, Lane, Hancock, 
Curling, CHrk Hawkins, Hewett, Smith, Birkett, Simon, 
Humphry, Holden, and Erichsen. The Council decided that 
the exaimnation passed by Mr. S. H. Cartwright when, in 1860, 
he obtained the Wameford Scholarship at Edng’s College, 

ondon, should exempt him from the preliminary examination 
for the Fellowship. 

Club, Birmin-giiam.—A meeting of 
the Medical Profession Avas held at the Council Eooni of the 
Midland Institute on Saturday last,'Dr. Bell Fletcher presiding. 
1 he object of the meeting waste obtain an amendment of the 
Medical Acts, which as at present constituted afforded no pro¬ 
tection to the public or the Profession. Mr. Sampson Gamgeo 
moved the foUowing resolutionThat the Provisional 
Committee of the Medical Reform Union be authorised to pre¬ 
sent the Birmingham Memorial to her Majesty’s Government 
m such a manner as they may deem best calculated to secure 
the object of the memoralists.” Mr. Manley was called 
upon to second the resolution, but objected to do so if the 
name of Mr. Dempsey, of Oldbuiy, Avas retained as one of the 
executive. Upon this a very irregular kind of conversation 
took place betAveen Mr. Manley, Mr. Dempsey, the chairman, 
and others. Mr. Dempsey having stated that he had signed 
the memorml, Mr. Manley said, “ Then I will have nothing to 
do with it I am, said he, “ not speaking on my own 
account. It may_ appear to some that this is a personal 
matter. It is nothing of the kind. I am speaking the views 
ot a very large proportion of my Medical friends.” This 
announcement Avas received with applause. After some dis¬ 
cussion on the matter, in which several gentlemen took 
part, the tolioAving conversation took place: — The Chair¬ 
man (to Mr. Dempsey) ; Did you sign this memorial ? 
Mr. Dempsey: Yes. The Chairman: Then it has this para¬ 
graph:— It is capable of proof that some legally quantied 
men haTO lent their names to persons Avithout quahhcation, to 
enable them to practise Medicine and Surgery without incurring 
habihty to prosecution. Such a proceeding is regarded as a 
fraud on the pubhc and the Profession, and it is suggested that, 
M greater powers be given to the General 
MeRcal Council to_ remove from the Register, and deprive of 
., P^^essional rights, qualified men who shall aid and abet 
illegal Practitioners. Mr. Dempsey; I think it is an absimd 
paragraph. (Laughter.) The Chairman; That is another 
thing. You have signed it? Mr. Dempsey: Yes. The 
Chairman: Then that was an absurd thing to do. Do you 

SnT “en who are not qualified to practise for 
to • He IS my assistant, and I have a right 

assistant who is legaUy 
^ahfied. The(^au;man: Where does he live, and Avho is he ? 

Ue‘ f * Oldbury. Mr. Manley replied that 
the name of the assistant was Holland, and that he had been 
several timea presented and punished for practising, not beino- 
quahfied. Mr Dempsey: I have also L assistant who fs 
quahfied, and I shall not give him up. We are obliged to have 

Wnr aspstant. Mr. Dempsey soon after left the room, 
before the meeting ys^as over. It Avill be recollected that Mr. 
Dempsey took Medical care of the Oldbury Clubs when the 
Practitioners of that neighbourhood had jointly and severally 

anp? w Bappointment. The paynient for attend^ 
ance, we beheve, has been much reduced. 

Obstetrical SociETY.-The opening meeting 
in th?HaT?/+bSatui-day evening, the 20th inst^ 
m tlm HaU of the King and Queen s College of Physicians 
Dr. Ringland, President, in the chair. In the wordJ of the 

College of Surgeons (Professor Macnamara), 
the assemblage exceeded in point of rank and number all 
previous meetings of the Society. Among those present was 
the venerable father of the College, Dr. Grattan admitted 
Licentiate )n 1814, and elected to the Fellowship in 1817. The 
President, in his adless, gave a very interesting sketch of the 

thJ o’bstatrie? P‘'^i’ticularlyin connexion with 
the obstetiical branch, in commenting on which Dr. Stokes 
observed that as Hospitals were some of the first fruits of 
Christiamty, it was remarkable that one of the earliest, the 
very second of the early Hospitals, was in Ireland, where, at 
Clonmacnoise, one was founded in the sixth century. At the 
cRse of the baUot_ the foUoAving were declared duly elected 
^cers for the en^ng yearPresident, Dr. George Johnston 
Vice^readents, Drs. H. Kennedy and G. H. Kidd; Treasurer’ 

Drs T F Atthill; Committee, 
dI McCH; WV ^ Denham, and MUfintock! 
nouncS^^e that the report just read had an- 
nounced the rehnqmsliment by Dr. Kidd of the office of 

Nov. 27, 1869, 

Honorary Secretaiy. The resignation of Dr. Kidd had been 
accepted with much regret by the Coiincfi, but they could not 
ask him to retain it, as he had already performed its duties for 
eight years, and had been anxious for the last tAvo or three 
years to give it up, and it Avas at the sole instance of the 
Council that he had continued to hold it. Dr. McClintock 

* 1 most complimentary terms noticed the services 
which Dr. Kidd had rendered to the Society, and con¬ 
trasted its present condition with the state in yffiich it was 
when Dr. Kidd became its Honorary Secretary. The num- 
ber of its members had increased sixfold, and its financial 
position had been improved in a most remarkable and satisfac¬ 
tory manner. Their success arose from the reconstruction and 
reorganisation of the Society since Dr. Kidd had come into 
office. It was mainly ^rough the judgment, common sense, 
and experience of Dr. Kidd that all opposition to the scheme of 
reorgamsation of the Society was overcome, and next to its 
founder, the Society was indebted to Dr. Kidd for its present 
floimshing state. Dr. McClintock then formally moved a vote 
of thanks to Dr. Kidd for his great serAuces to the Society 
during his tenure of office as Honorary Secretary. The 
moti^ Avas seconded by Dr. Denham, and unanimously adojited. 
Dr. Kidd, in retmming thanks, said that the most important 
element m the resuscitation of the Society was the formation 
ot a new code of by-laws, Avhich was proposed before he became 
secretary; and though he had taken an active part in carrying’ 
out the proposed plan, the gTeater portion of the credit was 
due to him who had suggested it—namely. Dr. McClintock. 

Atthill succeeds Dr. Kidd as Honorary Secretary. 
On Thursday evening, the 18th iiist., the President, Dr. 
Ringland, received the members of the Society, and a large 
number of visitors, at a very agreeable conversazione, at his 
residence in Harcourt-street. A deAuation from the custom at 
such receptions was the introduction of exceUent vocal music, 
which proved to be a most pleasing novelty. Among those 
present were the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, the Lord Mayor 
Elec^ the President of the College of Physicians, Dr. Banks ; 

College of Surgeons, Mr. Macnamara; 
the Vice-President, Dr. Walsh ; the Governor, Dr. Shea ; and 
the Deputy Governor, Mr. Harvey, of the Apothecaries’ Hall: 
Sir James Simpson, Bart., M.D.; Sir Dominic Corrigan, Bart., 
M.D.; Sir Wfiliam Wilde, M.D., etc. 

Tiie_ Obscurities oe Vaccinal Syphilis. — An 
academician of a mature age, during the recent discussion, 
made the foUoAving pertinent observation to M. Latour “ I 

noAAuse understand this sudden explosion of vaccinal 
syphihs observed only Avithin the last few years, after seventy 
years during which the virus remained free from any such 
contamination; nor can I comprehend how it is that these 
explosions always take place in the country in small centres of 
population, where syphilis is rare, and that they do not burst 
out with violence and frequency in large towns, as Paris for 
example, an active and permanent centre of syphilis.—• XInion 
lied. 

A Chinese Inquest.—On the third day after death, 
the body was taken by the police and laid out in the court 
preparatory to inspection, chairs and a table Avere arranged to 
command a view of the body, and at the same time to be 
sufficiently distant to insure immunity to the olfactory nerves. 
A small officer sat at the table and took down the depositions 
of the examinator, some carried pails of water, and others 
stood Avith burning incense in their hands, and kept replenishino- 
the incense fire which was placed between the body and the 
mandarins. ^ The first thing Avas to fill the body with water, 
after which it was washed, the epidermis being carried away 
in the process. As the body lay on its back the examiner 
commenced his manipulations with his chopsticks, probino- 
the head and face most carefully, and proceedin'’^ dcAAm the 
right and left sides of the body in the same careful manner 
paying particular attention to the joints of the arm, hand and 
loAver extremities. The ribs came in for a full share of atten¬ 
tion. After satisfying himself on the anterior aspect, the body 
was turned, and the same processes took place as in front 
These washings lasted half an hour, after which the examiner,' 
proceeding to the front of the table, gave in his report which 
Avas written down. The mandarins, the son of the deceased, 
^ ^ ^ years of age, with the examiner, went over the 
whole case again, particularly dwelling on the awkward 

^^^® ^®^^ hip-joint and on the scratches of the 
right hand. Before attempting this, the officials, who had 
before been partaking freely of snuff, now introduced roUs of 
pa,per into their nostrils, and with Avet towels in their hands 
a further prophylactic measure, which they held to their mouths’ 
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proceeded to the side of the body. After satisfying' themselves 
and the son of the deceased, the body was coffined, the necessary 
certificate^ gTanted, and the proceedings, terminated. During 
the examination I had a seat assigned me on the left of the 
chief mandarin, and was permitted to question the examiner 
of the corpse. The fracture was through the trochanter major, 
but he was unable to say whether it was a fracture or disloca¬ 
tion, his opinion inclining to the latter. Of the five men who 
were the occasion of this man’s death, it may here be added 
that the principal was strangled, throe banished for a nimiber 
of years, and one for life.— The Fifth Annual Fcim-t of the 
Peking Hospital, hg Dr. John Dudgeon. 

Medicine in China.—The report of the Foochow 
Native Hospital and Dispensary for 1868 is, on the whole, highly 
satisfactory. Subscriptions have been forthcoming on a liberal 
scale, and the institution has continued to receive the grant of 
H.M. Government. During the year about 4600 Chinese have 
been attended at the Dispensary, each of whom, the statistics 
show to have applied for relief rather more than t wice on the 
average. Numerous in-patients have also been admitted, many 
of whom have been supplied with food, etc., at the expense of 
the institution. The following extract from the report of the 
Medical officer. Dr. Beaumont, is curious and instructive:—■ 
“ The lepers of this place improve under Medical treatment, but 
they do not attend for a sufficient length of time to enable any 
definite conclu.sions to be drawn, and the recorded experience 
of those Physicians who have elsewhere practically studied 
this disease, should deter us from being sanguine as to the 
permanence of the relief apparently afforded. Having dis¬ 
covered that some of the patients used for burning in their lamps 
the cod-liver oil obtained from the Hospital, I now prescribe 
this remedy in the form of an emulsion, which, being non- 
inflammable, cannot bo thus fraudulently employed. We have 
fortimately had no pytemia, and there has been an almost 
uniformly good recovery after Surgical operations. The Chinese 
assistants deserve praise for the excellent manner in which 
they have fulfilled their duties.” 

NOTES, QIJEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

---i,- 

tVaf qucjfiaacflj stpall Icaru mueb.—Bacon. 

Laslon, G-cent Matcern.—Will oiir correspondent think -vvcll upon the 
liossihle dangers of carhoUc acid if extensively applied to the whole 
surface of the sldn ? 

C.—An apprenticeshix) i.s not required. 

Aota Bene.—Professional education dates from the entrance of the pupil to 
a Medical school. 

B. [Lincotnshire] is entitled to a fee of one guinea for every day he may 

attend the assizes, and also reasonable travelling expenses. 

I'orJ;.—lie must be registered, or the certificate ■will not he received as a 
legal document. 

I'. B.—The contract is binding. 

Cardolic Acid in Nicaragua. 

Valle-Menier (Nicaragua), Septembers. 

My dear Doctor,—At the commencement of 1867 the cholera began to 
siiread rapidly in this coiintiy, and did not decline until it had decimated, 
tluringfifteen months, all the “pueblos ” one after the other. 

I wrote to ]M. Monier, who, always full of kindness towards us, sent me 
from England 600 bottles of liquid carbolic acid, with which I caused all 
the corridoi'S and interioi-s of our houses to be watered every day (in the 
proportion of a tumbler full of acid in a garden can of water), and we 
•have had the happiness to be without a single case to deplore amongst our 
liopulation, which is never less than .300, whilst at N.andaime, an Indian 
village half a league from the Valle-Menier, several inhabitants were every 
day mtciTcd. 

i do not know if I ought to attribute tliis re.sult to the properties of 
carbolic acid which you inaise so much, but what I am sure of is, that the 
peiiod of my water coincides with that of the disappearance of intermittent 
fever, that dreadful scoiu'ge which attacks us four or five times yearly, and 
that all fleas, chiques, flies, etc., prolific vermin, which multiply indefinitely 
under om- beautiful sun, h.ave disapiieared completely from here. 

One becomes quickly accustomed to the odour of this acid, which, after 
all, is an agreeable one; this is at least our experience here. 

In agriculture cai-bolic acid renders me gi’eat serrice by driring away a 
particular species of ant.s which lodges itself in the porous wood of the 
chocolate plant after the jiruning of the trees. 

I mix a vciy small quantity with (ochre ground in oil, and apply this 
odorous colour Svith a brush, and the wound thus treated cicatrises healthily 
and quickly. 

The odour of the acid drives away the ants, and the colour peimits the 
vv.ater to slij) oil, which would otherwise rot the tree, and leave a hole 
tl'.creiu. (Signed) A. Schikfmann. 

To Dr. QuesneviUe, Paris. 

Philo.—It may be spelt either way. 

Alumnus.—It will mainly depend upon the result of the preliminary 
examination. 

B. D.—He can register the qualification ; but it will be necessary for him 
to make a distinct application to the Council on the matter. 

A Que.stion for Mr. Oaskoin on the Antiquity op Syphilis. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Amongst the canons of the ancient Catholic Church there is one— 
the 17th of the canons of the Synod of Ancyra in Galatia, held a.d. 315— 
which has been thought to te.stify to the existence of syphilis, or, in 
plainer terms, to the existence of some unclean malady communicable by 
sexual intercoui-se. It stands thus in the “ Clergyman’s Vade Mecum,” 
vol. ii. p. 65 (London, 1710) “The Holy Synod has charged that they who 
are guilty of bestial lusts, and have the leprosy that infect othera, should 
pray amongst them who stand exposed to the weather”—that is, should 
not be admitted within the church porch. 

The learned author doubts whether the word heirpuiaavrat refers to per¬ 
sons affected with cutaneous disease, and affecting others with that ffis- 
ease; or whether it is used metaphorically, in the sense of moral infection. 
But it is only by collecting and compaiing every passage relating to this 
deeply interesthig subject that the truth can be arrived at. 

I am, &c. S. T. P. 

Le.v.—^Mr. Dah’jmiifle is a member of Parliament. You ■will find a short 
biographical notice of Mr. John Dalrymple in the Medical Times and 

Gazette, vol. xxv. p. 471, and in the same volume, at p. 68, you will And 

our observations on the vote by proxy. 

A Candidate.—Unless already in possession of a Medical degree or licence, 

you will have to undergo an examination in Medicine for the Fellowship 

of the College of Surgeons. 

Portrait of I/cicsora. —With reference to a notice on this subject in a 

recent number of the Medical Times and Gazette, wc are reminded by an 

old con-espondent that there is one prefixed to the edition of his works 

by Mr. George GuUiver, re-engraved from an old copy in the possession 

of our correspondent. 

Portrait of Hewson. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—I observe, among the Notes and Queries of the Medical Times and 
■Gazette for November 13, that “ A Collector” is anxious to find a portrait 
of Hewson, whose researches on the blood are so worthy of remembrance. 
If there be any portrait, I think it will be found at Hexham, his birth¬ 
place. I well recollect his sister there; and were application made to 
Thomas Jefferson, Surgeon, at Hexham, the oldest Practitioner in the 
place, some mformation on the subject might be obtained. 

I am, «kc. William Turnbull, M.D. 
Huddersfield, November 20. 

County Administration Bill (119).—The following di'aft of a statement rela¬ 

ting to the position of gentlemen practising in the lunacy Medical ser¬ 
vice, is submitted for publication as the basis of a petition to the 

LcgLslatm'c:— 

“1. Th.at the lunacy Medical service authorised and consolidated under 
the Limatic Asylums Act of 1853 foi-ms a public department of ofiicers 
employed by the State, and prorided for out of the public rates and taxes. 

“ 2. Tliatthe JSIedical officers of public lunatic asylums in England have 
not the same rights and privileges as their brethren who have the charge 
of the sane poor in the workliouses and elsewhere under the Poor-law 
Amendment Acts. 

“3. That three members of a committee of visitors delegated by Wie 
sessions have the xjower of remoAung the Medical officer, and of appointing 
some other pereon in his place, as in their discretion they may think fit 
(16th and 17th Victoria, c.ap. 97, section 55), there being no provision made 
for an appeal to the Secretary of State, the Limacy Commissioners, or the 
Poor-laAV Board. 

“4. That no distinction in this re.spect is made between the chief Medical 
officers of asylums and tlie servants cmifloyed therein; that this omission 
is derogatory to them as members of a liberal Profession, suhr'ersive of 
their legitimate autliority as skilled adviser's of the committees, and engen¬ 
ders a sense of inferiority and subjection. 

“ 5. That the dependency occasioned by uncertainty of tenure and want 
of recognised public status is unjust to the indi-vidual officer as it is detri¬ 
mental to the public service; and that it is unreasonable to combine the 
responsibility of an officer AA’ith the inseemity of a servant. 

“6. That the Com-t of Common Pleas having ruled that officers of 
public institutions occupy them as servants and not as lodgers or tenants, 
thus disalloAving their claims for the franchise and deprmng them of 
civil and munioiiial rights, the assistance of Parliament is imperatively 
called for. 

“7. That as it is proposed to perpetuate this condition of things by 
transfcri'ing the power of dismissal of the Jledical officer to a secret and 
delegated committee, under the County Administration Bill, it is prayed 
that no Medical officer of any asylum maintained out of the public rates 
shall be hablc to dismissal without the authority of the Secretary of State 
being first obtained, and that after an impartial inquh-y into the officer’s 
alleged incapacity or misconduct.” 

Medical Certificates. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—In your paper of the 13th inst. my attention has been called to a 
paragraph amongst the leading articles relative to Die loose mode in which 
ceiditicates of dcatli are granted by Medical Practitioners. 

I can fully bear out the facts, so far as my observations have extended 
in this country, that not only ai'C certificates of death given without the 
actual personal knowledge of the party certifying them, hut also that the 
date of the “ last visit ” (when not known), and the durations of the 
“ primarj' ” and “ secondarj' ” diseases respectively, are put do-wn, in most 
cases, at random. In like manner the certificates of vaccination are fre¬ 
quently granted Avithout being personally aware Avhether or not the vesicles 
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are ‘‘sncoessftil,” in number of instances patients at a distance merely 
Kcndmp word that the vacouiation has taken effect, and upon that know¬ 
ledge the certificate is signed. As Medical men in country districts are 

P‘1;', oxtra for the trouble of vaccinating a child if they have presided 
at its bn-th, it follows that they will not put themselves to extra trouble 
tor tlie benefat of the State._ You toU thus observe that registration, as at 
present practised, is done in a slipshod sort of way, and cannot be taken 
as an authentic guarantee of the facts of the case. 

In order that registration may be more efficiently done, and that it may 
truly represent what was intended, I am of opinion that there should be a 
certitymg burgeon for districts (who also might be registrar), and who, in 
(^ses ot death, should personally visit the body—the information of the 
ilecease being communicated to him by the nearest relative, and by the 
undei-taker who may be employed to conduct the funeral, and that he 

make the necessary inquiries from the friends as to the age, etc., 
filling up the schedule, and asking them to transmit it to the Medical man 
1 attendance, with the request that the cause of death may 
be filled therein, and returned to the registrar within a prescribed number of 
i getting the cause of death filled in and the transmission 

’■■i? °®'’*'ficate to rest with the friends of the deceased. The duties of 
the Medical attendant would only be limited to the certifying the illness, 
and the visiting Simgcmi from pei-sonal observation that deathhad occun-ed. 

As regards vaccination, I think some such mode should also be adopted, 
het parmts have their children vaccinated by whatever Medical man they 
choose, but make it imjperative tliat the) Government inspector be made 
aware of it, so that he may call or have the child brought to him for 
inspection, and the certificate from him to be the only legal one. I have 
been told of Medical gentlemen who have given the certificates signed at 
the time of the yacemation, with a request that the friends fill in the date 
ittfioy (thevesicles) should happen to be “successful.” In the event of 
there being Practitioners of “ State Medicine,” might not this form one of 

I 'lope you will bring this matter before the Profession in 
order that it may be fully ventilated and remedies suggested, for I am 
lully persuaded that, unless Medical men are adequately paid for their 
trouble, or some .such mode adopted as suggested above, the registration of 
yacoination and deaths w'ill be, so far as facts and truth are concerned, “ a 
dead letter. i am, &c. A PnACTixioNEK is Scotland. 

COMiMIlNTCATIONS have boon received from— 

Mr. G. Cowell; Mr. W. J. Moire, of Eajpootana; Veritas ; A.D. O.; 

Mr. I'. A. Pulley ; iMi-. G. Gulliver ; Dr. J. TV. Cousins ; Dr. Pincken- 

stein; Dr. Matthews Duncan; Dr. Gibson; Mr. Edwin Van Mil- 

lingen ; Dr. Shearman ; TD. T. H. Brocklehurst ; TD. 0. TVest ; Dr. 

CRNBULL ; Quieens ; Mr. Hockley ; Dr. J. L. Paterson ; Dr. P. II. 

Pairb.ank; Dr. H. C. Cameron; A Practitioner in Scotland; Mr, 

E. L. CoPEMAN; Dr. TVilhklm TValdeyer ; Medicus ; Mr. TV. Richards ; 

Mr. James TVilson; Mr. T. Stokes; Dr. H. MacCoem.ac; Mr. T. 
Bryant ; Dr. Swetb ; Dr. Sutton ; Mr. TVanklyn ; Assistant-Surgeon 

Alcock ; Dr. Eumsey ; Dr. G. TVhyte ; Mr. J. Ciiatto ; A Subscriber 

OF Three Years ; Islington Gazette. 

BOOKS EECErVED— 

Bert sur la Eesph-ation—Thorbinn on Vaccination—Philadelphia Half- 
Yearly Compendium of Medical Science, part 4 — Dublin Quarterly 

Journal of Medical Science, No. 96—Norris on the Value of Perchloride 
of Iron in Post-Partum HiemoiTliage—Squarey’s Administration of 

Chlorofoim and Nitrous Oxide—People’s Guide to the New L.aw of 
Banlmiptcy. 

NETVSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Reporter—Edinburgh Daily Review- 
New York Medical Gazette—Aris’s Biimingham Gazette — Colchester 

Mercury—California Medical Gazette — Biimingham Daily Gazette— 
Scotsman—Medical Press and Circular. 

METEOROLOGY. 

^ From Observations at the Greentcich Observatorii. 
Mean height of barometer 
Mean temperature . •. 
Highest point of thermometer 
Lowest point of thermometer 
Mean dew-point temperatui'e 
General direction of wind . 
TVhole amount of rain in the week 

30-044 in. 
. 45-S 
. 6S',S 
. 2.S-9 
. 45-8 

TV.S.TV.&S.TV. 
. 010 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during- the Week ending- Saturday, November 20, 1869, in 
the following large To-\ra,s :— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London{Metropolis) 3170764 40-7 2186:1462 1859 58-8 28-9 45-8 0-10 10 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 141 76 *89 55-5 30-0 45-7|0-09 9 
Bii-mingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 2-29 175 163 53-8 31-1 46-6|0-14 14 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509062 99-7 437j 296 286 56-3 .38-1 47-4 0-17 17 
Manchester (City) . 370892:82-7 230 210 *237 56-3 33-0 45'8?0-17 17 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 91 60 64 55-71,31-9 46-lf0-21 21 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752:10-5 153 126 144 57-0j34-5 46-7, 0-04 4 
Bradford (Borough) 13S522Y1-0 105 71 64 60-6'34-6 48-2 0-01 1 
Leeds (Borough) 253110 11-7 232 129 138 68-0135-0 48-9 0 IS 18 
Hull (Borough) 126682:35-6 103 59 72 55-0 29-0 43-5 0-00 0 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 101 69 68 ... 
Edinbui-gh (City) . 178002:40-2 117 86 111 57-7 34-0 47-a 0-40 40 
Glasgow (City) 458937,90-6 326 268 320 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 320762 32-9 142 158 139 61-0 32-5 48-6 0-32 32 

Towns . . .^6546587 33-5 4592 3244 3754 61-o' 28-9 46-8 0-15 15 
Fans (City) . . 1889842 900 ... 1 

Week 1 1 
ending Week ending Nov. 13. 
S"ov. 13. 1 1 

Vienna (City) . 605200 ... 310 ... 1 ... |40-3 ... .. • 
At the Royal Observatory, Green-wich, the mean height of the barometei 

in the week was 30-044 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29-76 in. on Sunday, Nov. 14, to 30-35 in. on Thursday, Nov. 18. 

The general direction of the wind was TV.S.TV. and S.TV. 

A’ote.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in "Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries, 
t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMENTS EOE THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDON. 
Weelt ending Saturday, November 20, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1092; Girls, 1093; Total, 2186. 

Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1983-0. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average coiTected to increased population . 
Deatlis of people above 90 ... . 

945 
727-5 

914 
696-3 

i 

1859 
1423-8 
1566 

1 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

SmaU 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 
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Fever. 

1 
Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 7 15 10 9 5 
North . 618210 3 8 43 o ]4 15 4 
Central 378058 1 15 4 5 2 
East . 571158 1 16 69 1 24 14 9 
South . 773175 2 18 66 4 17 13 9 

Total . 2803989 6 50 208 1 7 GO i 54 1 29 

November 27. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m. King’s. 

2 p.m.; Charmg-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, IJ p.m. 

29. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 

p.m. 
Mf.dical Society of London, 8 p.m. Mr. Spencer Watson, “ On a Case 

of Traumatic Cataract with Glaucomatous S-vmptom.s.” Dr. John 
Cookie, “Further Notes on Pulsating Tumours of the Neck.” 

30. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, 1^ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopredic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

Fecember 1. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, G p m - 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Tliomas’s IJ p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Society or Arts, 8 p.m. Meeting. 

2. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Royal Orthopredic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. : 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Harveian Society, Tf p.m. : Special Council Meeting. 8 p.m.: Dr. 
Broadbent, “ On Relapsing Fever.” 

3. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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ORIGINAL LECTURES. 
-~o- 

LECTURES ON EXPERIMENTAL AND 
PRACTICAL MEDICINE. 

By BENJAMIN W. RIOHAEDSON, M.D., E.E.S. 

ON AETIEICIAL RESPDIATION. (a) 

Gentlemen,—-I ask your attention to-day to the study of arti¬ 
ficial respiration, the principle and the practice. I can indulge 
little on this subject in matters of history. Vesalius inflated 
the lungs of animals for the purpose, as it would seem, of re- 
establi.shing the action of the heart when respiration has 
ceased, but the attention of the Profession was most forcibly 
called to the process in the second half of the seventeenth 
century by the great physiologist Hooke, who showed before the 
Royal Society the experiment of restoring the motion of the 
heart in a dead animal by means of inflation of the lung. The 
experiment at the time was startling to the beholders, and was 
instructive in more directions than one. By it Hooke illustrated 
prominently the restoration of the action of the heart. He 
illustrated further the fact that in the transit of the blood from 
the right to the left side there is change from the arterial to 
the venous colour, when the lungs are undergoing inflation 
with air; and, lastly, he illustrated that actual inflation of the 
lung was not necessary if air were admitted in current, for he 
proved that if the surface of the lung were pricked with a 
lancet the blood which exuded was of arterial hue so long as 
air was being passed into the lung by the act of inflation. It 
is remai'kable how soon these experiments and provings of 
Hook passed out of recollection. William Hunter lectured on 
the lungs precisely as though he knew nothing about their 
function, and the practical process of artificial respiration up 
to which the researches of Hooke directly led was apparently 
not brought into use until long afterwards. Eothergill, I 
rather think, was the first advocate of the process, his recom- 
jnendation being for mouth-to-mouth inflation in the case of 
persons who were di’owned. In time the process began to be 
studied by the Royal Humane Society, and we are much 
indebted to that society for the efforts they have from time to 
time made to bring the method towards perfection. 

But even now the subject is little understood. The operation 
of inflation, the instruments required, the method of procedure 
have received little attention; and, in fact, I know of no work 
in which anything like a true and comprehensive article upon 
artificial re.spiration is to be found. Eor this reason the value 
of the process has been held in little repute on the one hand, 
while, on the other hand, it has been praised in terms of lauda¬ 
tion which are absolutely absurd. I wish in this place to give 
to the process its just value. 

Inventions of Methods. 

The interest taken by the Royal Humane Society to perfect 
artificial respiration led both directly and indirectly to the 
invention of easy and ready methods of carrying out the pro¬ 
cess. John Hunter was an early inventor. He constructed a 
double-acting pair of bellows, of which I have made a model. 
These, which we may call Himter’s bellows, act remarkably 
well; but they are clumsy, and could never be brought into use 
as instruments to be applied at a brief notice according to the 
daily wants of the Practitioner. The construction is simple 
enough. A common pair of parlour bellows are divided in 
the middle of the chamber by a diaphragm of wood, so that, 
in fact, two distinct chambers are formed, each of which, 
however, communicates with one common exit tube or pipe. 
The upper part of one of these chambers has an opening 
into the air, valved in such way that when the bellows are 
opened the air ru.shes into the chamber and charges it with 
fresh air. The upper part of the opposite chamber has also 
an opening into it, but this is so valved that air can only 
escape from it when the bellows are being closed. The exit 
or common tube is, lastly, valved in such a manner that the 
air from the chamber which fills with common air escapes by 
it when the bellows are being closed, while it admits air freely 
into the other chamber when the bellows are being opened. 

In using these bellows, the nozzle of the exit tube is placed 
in the nostril, and the bellows are worked in the ordinary way. 
Each time the bellows are expanded one of the compartments 
is filled with atmospheric air, the other with air derived from 

(a) Delivered on Tuesday, November 2. 
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Fig. 1. 

the cavity of the lungs. Whenever the bellows thus charged are 
closed, the pure atmospheric air is forced into the lung, and the 
impure air derived from the lung is driven into the outer atmo¬ 
sphere. In most of my earlier experiments I used these bellows, 
and with many satisfactory results. A pair of bellows aiTnilar 
to those invented by Hunter were afterwards brought out in 
France, and were called the “adnoptic bellows.” They were, 
I believe, for a time adopted by the Humane Society. About 
thirty years ago Mr. Read, the Surgical instrument-maker in 
Regent-circus, Piccadilly, invented a very ingenious apparatus 
for artificial respiration. In principle this apparatus was 
similar to the bellows of Hunter, but, instead of ordinary 
bellows, two brass syringes were employed, from one of which 
air was driven into the lung, wliile into the other air was 
received from the lung, both actions being produced by a 
single motion of the hand. Mr. Read’s apparatus was remark¬ 
able for the precision with which it worked, for, the pistons 
being graduated, absolute measured quantities of air could be 
introduced into and removed from the lung at pleasure. At a 
meeting of the Westminster Medical Society, the late Dr. 
Snow allowed his mouth and nostrils to be closed entirely so 
that his respiration might be sustained by the pure action of 
the syringe. The objection to the apparatus was its size; it 
could not be rendered portable for the common uses of the 
Practitioner. 

Owing possibly to the difficulty of making a portable instru¬ 
ment, the adoption of bellows and syringes feU into disuse. 
They have been supplanted in later times by the method 
known as the “ ready method” of Dr. Marshall Hall and by 
the more recent method of Dr. Sylvester. The systems of these 
observers are too well known to require description at length. 
In Dr. Marshall HaU’s plan a gentle movement of the body, 
from the front of the chest to the side, empties and resupplies 
air. In Dr. Sylvester’s plan a movement of the arms from and 
to the side fulfils the same purpose. It is to be admitted at 
once that by either method sufficient air is introduced into and 
removed from the limg to represent natural respiration per¬ 
fectly, while no mechanical injury can readily be infiicted on 
the lung structure. Further it is to be admitted that, in cases 
where no other means are at command, they are excellent 
methods, and one or other should always 
be resorted to. At the same time they 
are both open to an objection: they 
interfere with the movements of the 
heart. I find by experiment, that is 
to say, and the point will be bettor 
illustrated further on, that when the 
heart is brought down to a very feeble 
action, from suspension of the re¬ 
spiratory power, the slightest thoracic 
pressure is sufficient to arrest action 
altogether. 

Recognising this difficulty, I have 
myself within the last few months con¬ 
structed successfully a pair of bellows 
which act as well as the Hunterian 
model, and which have this advantage, 
that they can be carried in the pocket, 
and are, in fact, as portable as need be. 
The bellows consist, as you will see, of 
two india-rubber hand bellows, which 
may be joined together or may be 
separated according to choice. I usually 
have them joined. The bellows ter¬ 
minate in one common tube, which 
we will call the nostril tube, and each 
bellows contains four cubic inches of 
air. The bellows are so valved, that 
when, after being compressed together, 
they are allowed to expand, the one 
fills with common air, and the other, 
when the nostril tube is inserted in the 
nostril, is filled with air from*the lung. 
During compression, after filling, the 
air in the bellows containing pure air 
is driven into the lung, while the air 
in the bellows containing impure air 
is expelled into the common atmo¬ 
sphere ; one bellows is, in fact, ex¬ 
hausting, the other supplying. To 
the supply bellows is added a small bag 
or reservoir, very elastic; this pre¬ 
vents undue tension of air upon the 
lung. 

A, Feeding bulb. 
B, Resen-e chamber, 
c. Exhausting bulb. 
D, Nostril tube. 
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In applying these bellows I proceed in the following way 
I introduce the nostril tube into one nostril, so that it shall fill 
the nostril completely; then I close the other nostril with a 
grasp of the finger and thumb, and having carefully closed the 
mouth, I commence to inflate. If the chest of the' subject 
be small, as, for instance, the chest of a newborn child, I work 
both bellows at the same time ; but if the chest be large—the 
chest, for instance, of an adult man—I make five consecutive 
strokes with the bellows which fill the lung, and then three 
consecutive strokes with the bellows which empty the lung. 
In this way natural respiration is very carefully imitated ; the 
lung can be filled and emptied ten times in the minute, and no 
danger of mechanical injury from the action is incurred. 

Value of'Aetificial Eesfieatiou. 

The value of artificial respiration has been very differently 
pd I think very imperfectly, estimated. Some have considered 
it nearly useless, unless it has been applied immediately after 
the cessation of respiration. Others have assumed that it may 
be successfully employed several minutes after respiration has 
entirely_ ceased; the actual truth lies nearer to the first 
proposition; but even that, I find from experiment, may be ex- 
aggerated. Success or failure of success depends, in fact, on 
seveml circumstances, which require to be enumerated in 
detail, and which are best considered by naming the causes 
which lead to faille. Mrstly, then, if, from the mode of death, 
the heart has failed simultaneously with the respiration, a 
lapse of a veiy few moments suffices to render the process 
useless. I have, hlie Hook, seen the motion of the heart 

^ 1 inflation of the lungs, but never after a fuU interval 
ot thirty seconds of cessation on the right side. Secondly, even 
where the action of the heart maybe continued,if, from the cause 
ot death, the vessels of the pulmonary tract have undero-one 
contraction, the process is of little avail. Noav, in death from 
some common agents this contraction occurs; in death from 
chloroform, for example, we have constant evidence of the phe¬ 
nomenon, the lungs being left white and practically bloodless. 

action of the heart has positively ceased, 
the blood on the right side may have undergone coagulation, 
upon which the propelling power of the heart is exerted upon 
a mechamcal obstacle, and by necessity artificial respiration 
utterly fails. Fourthly, the blood, though it may circulate, 
may be in a condition^ unfavourable to oxidation, even in 
presence of air, and again artificial respiration may be useless 
however promptly applied. Lastly, in some forms of death 
there seems to occur a sudden and fatal change in the nervous 
centres, with the intimate nature of which we are as yet 
altogether unacquainted, but which determines as faithfully as 
when the medulla oblongata is mechanically injured. Thus 
in hmvne, value of artificial respiration is considerably 
limited. To insure its success, there must be motion of the 
heart, open pulmonary vessels, fluid blood, and natural 
condition of nervous centre. 

Modes of Death Favoueable and Unfayoueaele to Aeti- 

FICIAL ReSPIEATION. 

Great differences in the success of the process of artificial 
respiration follow on difference of mode of death. This fact 

-u® inferred from the conditions necessary to success 
wmeh have been stated above, but we have to turn to the 
details of practice to become fully alive to the whole of the 
truth in this respect. If you were to put in my hands half a 
dozen or more fluids or vapours by the action of which the 
animal life might be suspended, I could predict with much 
certainty in how many cases the application of artificial respi¬ 
ration would be eflicacious in restoring life. I wiU enumerate 
briefly some of the observations which seem to me to be clear 
on the point now in question. 

I notice, then, at first, that artificial respiration is most suc- 
cesstul when the agent which causes death by arrestino- the 
respiration is negative in its action. Thus the agents in form 
ot gas or vapour from Avhich recovery is most easily effected 
are mtrogen gas, hydrogen gas, nitrous oxide gas, marsh tras, 
and vapour of methyHc ether. After these come heavy car- 
bm'etted hydrogen, carbonic acid, andvapoiurof common ether, 
hrom death after the inhalation of any of these substances, 
recovery (as a general rule) may be secured if the natural 
respiration has not ceased longer than from 90 to 110 seconds 

artificial respiration is commenced, 
le reason why respiration is readily restored after death 

trom the administration of the agents I have named is, I think. 
Clearly irom the circumstance that the agents are more or less 

Received into the lung, and finding their way by 
diffusion into the blood, where they replace a portion of the 

gases belonging to the blood, they inflict no more injury than 
such displacement; they do not stimulate muscular action; 
they cause no contraction of vessel; they do not by their pre¬ 
sence produce any disorganisation of blood ; and they cause no^ 
molecular change in nervous centres. WFen, therefore, they 
destroy life, the process of destruction is due to changes inci¬ 
dent purely to jirolonged arrest of function, not to any chemi¬ 
cal change excited by the direct action of the agent upon the- 
structures with which it may come into contact. The immunity 
from death which occurs so repeatedly in the human subject 
subjected to the influence of nitrous oxyde gas, may be traced 
ill tliis way to the negative action of the gas ; the g-as does not 
combine, it does not disorganise, it does no more harm than 
the process of arresting respiration, for a brief period, by the 
gentle application of a garotte. 

The success of artificial respiration, even in those cases most 
favourable to its application, is not, however, uniform, but is 
modified by -various accompanying circumstances : for example, 
an animal with a loaded stomach, and, on the other hand, an 
animal long deprived of food, will in either case recover much 
less readily than will another animal of the same kind whose 
stomach is not distended, but who has recently had food, or is 
not exhausted from the Avant of it. Again, a young animal 
will recover more readily than one of middle age, and one of 
middle age more readily than one of advanced age. Further 
still, if the artificial respiration be carried on at a very Ioav or at 
a very high temperature of air, the success aadU be less perfect 
than if the temperature were at 60° or 65°. Lastly, and this, 
is a very interesting fact to remember, the perfection of residt 
wfllbe influenced in no small degree by the period of time that 
has been employed in producing the death. The rule in this 
respect is sharp, Avell defined, and it is to this effect that, na 
mechanical injury being inflicted on the lung, the rapidity of 
recovery is in proportion to the rapidity of the process of death. 
Hence for skilful_ experimental illustrations of the value of 
artificial respiration, the experimentalist cannot in reason, 
bring natural respiration too quickly to an end. If he cause 
the time of death to be prolonged, he Avill have much less 
chance of restoring respiration natiu’aUy, and when he has 
restored it he will find the animal recovering' very slowly. I 
see some new research as lying open based upon this curious 
obsei’A'ation—a research which may tend to illustrate the 
lingering effects of slowly developed diseases—but I am not 
prepared to dAA'ell on this subject now. 

Other negative agents than gases, I mean such agents as 
water, when by immersion) in them respiration is brought to 
a standstill, lead to increased difficulties. Whether this be by 
the entrance of a little of the fluid into the bronchial passages 
or by the pressure of the fluid on the body I am not quite sure, 
although I incline to the former view. At all events, I find 
that after clrowning artificial respiration is much less efficient 
than it is in the cases I have cited above, unless the tempera¬ 
ture of the air used for artificial respiration be considerably 
raised, say to 100° or 120° Fahr. ; then not unfrcqnently, 
recovery is rapid, from the circumstance, as I imagine, that the 
elevated temperature leads to quick evaporation of the Avater 
with which the bronchial surface is unnaturally charged. The 
observation suggests an important rule bearing on the treat¬ 
ment of the droAvned—namely, that attempts to restore respii'a- 
tion should, whenever practicable, be carried on in a warm air.. 
All receiving-houses for the droAvned ought to be provided 
with a special room Avhere the temperature of the air is raised 
and maintained at 120° Fahr. 

Vapom’s and gases containing chemical elements which do 
more than simply replace air, which produce direct or indirect 
functional distiirbance, are more serious obstacles to the success 
of artificial respiration. All the chlorides are in this 
way specially injurious, and the proportion of injury bears 
relation to the amount of the injimious agent present 
in the compound. Thus, keeping to the chloride series, 
chloride of methyl gas, while it is more determinate towards 
fatal action than any of the gases I have previously 
named, is less serious than bicliloride of methylene A’apour ; 
while the bichloride vapour is less dangerous than that of 
chloroform, and chloroform vapour is less than that of tetra¬ 
chloride of carbon. The increase of danger from these sub¬ 
stances is easily traceable. They not only cause insensibility, 
but they excite muscular contraction, and, what is more, they 
excite musciAlar contraction of blood-vessel, so that mechanical 
resistance to the circulation of the blood is a result. The ex¬ 
treme pallor of the lung- after death from chloroform is a 
striking demonstration of the tnith thus noticed. 

Wlren more active chemical agent.s than the organic chlorides 
are brought to bear on the respiration and produce arrest, the 
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consequences are still more serious. I refer to such agents as 
the vapours of nitric or hydrochloric acid, for now, in addition 
to the muscular contraction, there is change induced in the 
hlood—that is to say, the process of coagulation is quickened, 
and even before respiration has actually ceased, a fatally ob¬ 
structing coagulum of blood may be deposited in the heart or 
in the pulmonary circuit. 

I have not time to dwell longer on the various details which 
favour or oppose the success of artificial respiration. If I have 
succeeded in laying down general principles, I am content; 
the details will occur' to you all. 

Mode of Application of Aetificial Respieation. 

I will now* proceed to demonstrate, by one or two experi¬ 
ments, the best and most successful mode of apjilying artificial 
respiration. Eor this purpose we ivill subject an animal to 
the action of methylic ether gas, Avill allow it to go to sleej), 
.and then to inhale the gas until all respiration has ceased. 
We vvaU also so time the inhalation that the cessation of resiii- 
ration shall occur within f oiu' minutes from the coinmencemcnt 
of the inhalation. (The experiment was performed.) The 
animal has now ceased to breathe. I take then the pocket 
bellows and introduce the nostril tube into one nostril; next, 
seizing the side of the bellows which empties the lung, I make 
one or two strokes so as to empty the limgs of their contained 
air, and this done, I grasp both bellows and commence to fill 
and empty the lung vei'y gently, watching the effect produced 
upon the chest. (The process was continued for three minutes.) 
In tliis case I have no response, and my experience tells me 
that I shall have none. I have either by a little haste inflicted 
some mechanical injury on the structure of the lung, or I waited 
too long before I commenced the artificial respiration, so that 
the right side of the heart had time to become arrested. We ivill 
therefore, repeat the observation on another animal, taking 
care, after the respiration has ceased, to begin our effortiy 
towards restoration of life more speedily, and be more carefulhr 
delicate in manipulation. (The experiment was repeated /s 
proposed.) Now, the respiration ha,ving’ again ceased, I wfil, I 
as before, first empty the lung, and then alternately empty aLd| 
fill with air. (The artificial respiration was continued for abouVa 
minute and a. half, when the animal recommenced to breatl^^ 
naturally.) The animal, you Avill observe, of its own volition^ 
has made an inspiration, and now my efforts must instantly bo 
brought to a close. I withdraw the nostril tube, and leave the 
animal to its fate; the residt in nearly every case will be per¬ 
fect recovery. (The animal in this experiment continued to 
breathe as in sleep for some minutes, and before the close of 
the lecture had recovered. In both cases a rabbit was the sub¬ 
ject of observation.) 

Eevieiving tliis last experiment, let me iiarticularly call your 
attention to two practical facts applicable to all cases where 
the artificial method is resorted to, whether the subject be a 
man or a lower animal. The first fact is, that the introduction 
of air, after the emptj’ing of the chest, cannot be too gentle ; 
the second, that so soon as the natm'al respiration is set up, the 
artificial respiration must be allowed to cease. 

The demand for attention to these two details is based on 
the consideration of what I have elsewhere called the balance 
of the respiratory and circulatory systems. I mean by this 
the balance of pressure between the blood impelled into the 
pulmonary circuit by the right side of the heart and the air 
drawn into the air-passages of the lung by the action of the 
inspiratory muscles. In health this balance is perfect, and 
the integrity of the vascular structure of the lung depends 
upon the continuance of this perfection. If we break this 
balance by cutting off the supply of blood through the pul¬ 
monary artery, the respiratory movements remaining in^ full 
power, the result is undue pressure, or rather unresisted 
pressure, of air and emphysema. If, on the other hand, we 
break the balance by cutting off suddenly the supply of air, 
the motion of the heart continuing the same, the lung is 
left to the unresisted pressm'e of blood, and the result is 
congestion of lung. When Hooke’s famous experiment is 
under observation both these conditions of lung from rupture 
of balance can be demonstrated perfectly to the eye. 
Wien, then, from accidents leading to arrest or suspension of 
the respiration, the power of the heart is reduced to the lowest, 
when the organ all but ceases to beat, it is necessary to restore the 
respiration with so much gentleness that the two systems shall 
be restored. Press air forcibly into the lung at this moment, 
and rupture of the vascular structure is a necessary conse¬ 
quence. The point of practice, in brief, is simply to fan the 
little remaining current of blood which is making its way over 
the pulmonary surface for aeration, and so soon as ever the 

muscles of the animal take on the merest action, so as to con¬ 
tinue the process, to let them do the work without any 
artificial aid ; they will assuredly be equal in power to the 
embarrassed heart, and the two powers will soon be working 
upwards and in harmony. 

The whole meaning of artificial respiration, the whole value 
of it, may be truly and yet simply illustrated by the experiment 
of putting out and relighting a lamp. I take here the microscope- 
lamp, known usually as the Queen’s reading lamp ; I place 
a damper on the chimney when the light declines; I wait some 
seconds, and then, removing the damper, drive a little air 
through the chimney—and see, the flame revives. I repeat the 
process of nearly extinguishing the flame, and once more I give 
air; but this time I give the air more determinately, and the 
result is utter failure, so that now I have put out the lamp 
altogether. Childish as this experiment may be, it is one 
which should never be forgotten when artificial respiration is 
under practice; the remembrance of it tends to subdue the 
desire to effect more than is required. 

Quantity of Aie Requieed. 

It is a point of some moment to know the quantity of air 
which it is necessary to force into the lung at each movement 
by artificial respiration. I have therefore paid some atten¬ 
tion to this subject, and I find that for a man, the vital capa¬ 
city of whose chest shall be, say, 376 inches, the supply 
of air required for keeping up the residual air and mr 
supporting natural respiration is from twelve to fifteen cubic 
inches only. Here is an apparatus I_ have constructed 
for determining the amount of air which is removed and re¬ 
supplied by each completed respiratory movement of my 
chest. Tjw i"' t.of a tube closed at one end and 

immersed in a reservoir of water at the open end. The tube is half 
filled with water, and is graduated into spaces of five cubicinches 
each. I place these two tubes firmly in my nostrils and close 
my mouth, so that no air can enter or come from my lung 
except through the tubes. I conjoin the tubes and connect 
them with another tube, which passes into the measi^ing 
chamber. I breathe now in the ordinary way, without effort, 
and, as you will see, I displace, in expiration, barely thirteen 
cubic inches of water, and take up in inspiration t)3,rely utteen 
cubic inches of air. Fifteen cubic inches of air for the adult 
man at each inspiration is, therefore, a sufficient quantity for 
sustaining natural life, and it is sufficient to introduce mto the 
lull'’- at one time for the purpose of artificial respiration. With 
the°smaU bellows which I have placed before you, three pubic 
inchesof aircan bepiit into the lung byone strokeof thereceiving 
bulb : it is necessary, consequently, in using them on adults, to 
keep the nostril which is not occupied with the tube closed, and 
to close the mouth. Then, by making five ^rokes of the re¬ 
ceiving bulb, the chest will be gently and efficiently charged 
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with air. Three strokes of the emptying bulb may now be 
made, and the nostril being imclosed for a moment, the process 

. ^®hlling with pure air may again commence. Thus in the 
minute the chest may he charged with pure air ten times ; more 
is not demanded. In the case of young children both bellows 
may he worked at the same time, exactly as I worked them in 
the proce^ of restoring to life this small inferior animal. 

^efore I conclude the present demonstration I should like to 
point out that artificial respiration has yet to be carefully 
stumed as a means of _ cure in many other cases than those 
which are cases of accident and emergency. There are some 
very important known facts which prove that artificial respira¬ 
tion may be apphed successfully for keeping the animal 
orpnism ahve for considerable periods of time, when hut for 
ttes aid it would inevitably and rapidly die. The experiments 
of Morton and of MarshaU HaU relative to the value of arti- 
ncial respiration in poisoning from woorara are in point on this 
subject, as are also the suggestions of Brodie relative to the 
application of the process for the recovery of persons who are 
under the_ influence of a poisonous dose of opium. Here, 
moreover, is another relative fact which I can demonstrate very 

V ®?P™ent. I let two animals of the same size sleep 
nearly to death in air charged with the vapour of chloroform. 

I maTp^ bwactuaUy to death in the vapour ; the other 
same air, hut I supply the air artificially 

am ^ beUows and this animal does not die so long as I 
am supplementing its respiration. If I were to stop for half a 

W?atrTo?+h would stop, and there would 
vd+h “i^sples of respiration are dead already. But 

minutes sustain action iol many 
^ circumstances, 

on withdra’^g the chloroform and supiilying pure air only 
^ natural respiration and bring back life. ^ ’ 

wo^With +b?^® such as these maybe applied to our daily 
work with the greatest success now that the means of 

SswL'of “,7"^ command. In aU cases of ad- 
^ ®Moroforin or other anaesthetic we may, armed 

Btelllv te si'''’®’ immediate danger and remove it. 
(hs®^®®» ■'^Pere death is near, say from severe 

faSure of 0^’ e “n from 
• , of respiratory power, w-e may often save life bv caUinn- 
into play this simple artificial aid. ^ ^ 

Dec. 4,1869. 
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ON DISEASES OE THE KNEE JOINT. 
By THOMAS BEYANT, P.E.C.S., 

Assistant-Surgeon to Gruy’s Hospital. 

(Continued from page. 506. J 

Paet I.—Section 2. 

™E KNEE-JOINT IN WHICH 
RECOVERY TOOK PLACE WITH A MOVABTE 
ARTICULATION. v xn a IVLUVABLE 

Cases op Aetictjiae Ostitis op the Knee ending in 

Recovbey. 

Cases of traumatic as well as of idiopathic synovitis having been 
given, withothers of the pulpy disease, to iUustrate the cHnical 
symptoms by which these diseases are to be recognised and the 
treatment that should be pursued, I propose now to quote 

inte 7n articular ostitis of the bones entering 
into the foi-mation of the knee-joint, confining my attention te 
Bu^ cases as underwent recovery with a sound joint. 

One remark must, however, be made respecting these cases 
^d that IS, that the epiphysis of the femur is, as a rule, involved 
with the epiphysis of the tibia. The patella seems to be affected 
very rarely ; indeed, tlus bone, with its special synovial joint, is 
often excluded from disease where the larger synovial cavitiS 
and epiphpes are extremely affected. On the other hand, we 
occasionaUy find the patella involved in disease where the large 
joint is free. A typical case of this affection will be given with 
an illustration as we proceed. 

°f Knee-joint—jRecovery. 
at C W ^ :^®^®ate-looking boy, was brought tome 

n^^fit knee. It had been conrnig on for ten months. Pain in 

the part of a duU aching character was the first and only sym- 
ptom, the pain a,t times being more severe. It was always 
worse after he had been running about. In three months tL 
parents noticed the jomt was larger, and since then both sym¬ 
ptoms had mcreased. •' 

When seen, the epip^ses forming the right knee were genc- 
raUy much enlarged. They were as large as those of an liult. 

ioint, and all its movements 
were perfect and painless. Pain was excited at once when the 
boy sto^ or walked, or upon firm pressure being made over the 
bone The soft parts were healthy. The right knee measured 
nearly eleven inches, the left nine inches and a quarter. 

Absolute rest was ordered, the child on no account to put the 
foot to the ground, although he might move the joint. Eomen- 
tations were advised, with water-di-essing. Tonics also were 
given. ° 

In three months, there was much less pain in the joint, and 
firm pressure could be home. In another four months all 
symptoms of disease had disappeared. In August, 1868 
(twenty-seven months after his appheation), both knees were of 
tlie same size. 

CascY^.—Articular Ostitis-^Expansion of the Fynphyses of the 
Bones oHerinci vnto Formation of the knee-joint-—Fecovery. 

1 anny L._, aged 8 came under my care at Guy’s Hospital on 

ri b7‘'7 enlargement of the right knee-joint. 
coming on for three weeks after a blow, and was 

s.ociated with pain of a dull aching character, and periodical 
heat in the part. When seen the joint Avas clearly larger than 
IS e ow from expansion of the articular extremities of the 
bones, more particularly of the femur; it measured eleven 
inches, against nine and three-quarters on the sound side 
ihere was no effusion into the joint or thickening of the soft 
parts over the bone. The draAving well shows these points. Tho 

Di'aAving'mustrating' the local appearance,s of the knee-joint, the subiect 
or articular ostitis or expansion of the epiphyses. 

joint moved smoothly, without pain ; but firm pres.sure OAm 
the bones caused pain. Tho joint Avas hotter at night than the 
sound one. The child was directed to abstain fromAvalking or 
standing. Eomentations to the joint were advised, and tonics 
ordered. In six months the symptoms Avere much improved • 
the joint was much smaller, and could be manipulated firmly 
without pain ; all excess of heat had been absent for several 
weeks, and tho aching pain had ceased. In another six months 
the child was declared to be well. The epiphyses were still 
however, larger in the affected hmh than in the sound one ’ 
but free use of the hmb could be made. No relapse took place. ’ 

Case Expansion of Epiphyses of Knee from Articular Ostitis, 
Anthony T., aged 16, came under my care at Guy’s on 

January 30, 1868, for an enlargement of the right knee-joint 
it had been coming on for three or four years, and commenced 
with pain. SAvelling subsequently followed, or rather enlarge¬ 
ment, and this steadily progressed. Y/hen seen the epi¬ 
physes of femur and tibia were much enlarged. They formed 
tAvo globular masses. There Avas no effusion into the joint 
and all its movements were complete. Walking, however, or 
firm pressure over the bone, excited pain. At times the joint 
became A-ery hot. The right knee measured thirteen and a half 
iimhes, the left twelve. Eomentations were ordered, and 
directions given that the Aveight of the body should not be 
supported by the limb. Tonics Avere given. On April 22 the 
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parts were miicli improved. There had Leen no pain in the joint 
or extra heat for one month. On July 10 no signs of active 
disease could be seen. The epiphyses were still large; but it 
was clear that some years must elapse before complete recovery 
was secured. This boy was seen six months subsequently, and 
was still well. Has sister had been under my care for disease 
of the knee in 1865. 

Case 16.—Articular Ostitis—Expansion of the Articular Epi¬ 
physes of Bones of Knee-joint—Becovery. 

Frederick T., aged 4^, came under my care at Guy's Hospital 
on March 25, 1867, for some affection of his right knee. It had 
been the seat of a constant aching pain for many months, but 
the parents thought little about it, regarding the pains as 
growing pains. For the last few days, however, they had 
observed that the joint looked larger than the other. When 
he came under observation the right Imee was clearly much 
enlarged, but not from effusion into the joint or about the joint. 
The articular extremities of the bones were much expanded, 
the condyles of the femur being particularly so. There was 
increase of heat about the part, and towards night the mother 
stated the joint “burned.” The articulation moved freely and 
smoothly. Firm pressure over the bone caused p^iin. Fomenta¬ 
tions were ordered and tonic medicine, the child being directed 
not to stand or walk. No splint was reqiiisite. In two months 
all increase of heat had subsided, as well as the pain, and by 
August 15 the knee had clearly somewhat diminished in size, 
and there were at that time no symptoms of disease. On 
October 10 the child was quite well. On June 15, 1869, no 
change for the worse had taken place. 

Case 17. — Chronic Inflammation, of Epiphyses entering into 
Formation of Knee-joint—Becovery. 

Clara C., aged 8, came under my care on May 30, 1859, for a 
disease of the left knee of two years’ standing. When first 
seen the joint was much enlarged, evidently from expansion of 
the bones entering into its formation, but there was no effusion 
into the joint or evidence of any synovial disease; the joint 
moved freely. Firm pressure over the bones caused pain, and 
walking was attended with a hmp. Rest was ordered, but no 
splint. Tonics were given, and the joint was strapped up with 
Scott’s ointment. She remained under my care for one year 
and a half, and was discharged cured, the joint at this time 
having been restored to its normal size. Movement of the 
limb was allowed from the first, but the fiatient was not 
permitted to bear her weight upon it. 

Bemarlcs.—These cases of articular ostitis are only a few out 
of many that I might extract from my note-book to illustrate 
the early stage of the disease with its clinical sjuiiptoms, and 
the good effects of early treatment. It will bo observed that 
in every instance local pain of an aching character was the 
earliest sj^mptom, and that this pain in the majority of cases 
had lasted for many months before any perceptible change in 
the formation of the joint was observed by the patient or his 
friends. It is true that a Professional eye would probably have 
noticed some change at an earlier period had attention been 
drawn to the part, or had a comparison been made between the 
sound and affected joint. Stdl it was certain that no such 
alteration in size could have existed as we have already 
.shown occurs in synovitis or in the pulpy disease. The 
^eat clinical fact remains therefore to be remembered that 
in articular ostitis an aching pain, often miscalled “ grow¬ 
ing pains,” is the first symptom of the affection. The 
attention of the Surgeon having been directed to a joint 
in which this local pain has existed for many months, it will 
be well, perhaps, to consider briefly the local changes he may 
expect to find, for it is without doubt in the knee that they are 
seen to the greatest advantage, and that they can be made out 
with the greatest facihty. The affected joint, as has been 
already mentioned, should invariably be compared with the 
sound one. When articular ostitis exists, to the Surgeon’s eye 
it will bo readily made out that more or less expansion of the 
epiphyses exists. This expansion may be so slight tliat 
measurement will hardly make out the increase, yet to the eye 
it will be clear and evident. In other cases it will be so great 
that the circumference of the joint may be two inches or 
more greater on the affected side than natural. The skin 
over the bone at the same time will bo natural, and there 
wiU be no indications of effusion -within the synovial ca-rity, 
the local changes clearly being confined to the bones entering 
into the formation of the joint. It should be mentioned, }.-ow- 
ever, that to the hand the affected knee will feel hotter than the 
.sound one, and that although there mil be no pain on super¬ 
ficial pressure, deep pressure will excite suffering. The joint 
at this stage of the disease wiU move smoothly and freely, no 

signs of joint mischief existing. The symptoms, however, are 
enough to show that, if neglected and not arrested, the worst 
form of joint disease wiU, sooner or later, show itself; for 
suppuration of the joint, the result of articular ostitis, is,-ndth- 
out doubt, the most intractable form of joint mischief the 
Siirgeon has to deal with. 

Treatment.—What is the treatment that should be employed 
in the early stage of this disease ?—that is, when simple ex¬ 
pansion of the bone, with pain and heat, are the only local 
symptoms. How is joint complication to be avoided ? The 
cases I have given tolerably clearly indicate the answers to 
these questions. Walking or standing is positively to be 
interdicted ; anything hke pressure between or upon the affected 
bones is to be forbidden, for it not only excites pain, but it 
keeps up the disease. This point of practice is most essential. 
Fomentations with warm water, applied two or three times a 
day, and dressings of the joint with strips of bandage dipped 
into warm water, are also valuable local applications. 'They 
give comfort to the patient, and help recovery. They 
are the only local means I now use as long as extra heat 
exists in the affected joint. Blisters, moxas, or any counter- 
irritants I rarely employ, having found greater benefit from 
the practice I have just mentioned. When heat has gone and 
local pain disappeared, when clinical evidence tends to show 
that all inflammatory action has subsided, and the results and 
products of inflammation alone remain, pressm-e on the part as 
applied by strapping seems of great use. It not onlj^ gives com¬ 
fort to the patient, but appears to help the absorption of the 
inflammatory products and the subsequent cure of the disease. 
During this time constitutional treatment is not to be forgotten. 
Tonic treatment is, as a rule, needed, and in children the phos¬ 
phate of iron, in the form of the syrup, combined -with cod 
liver oil where it can be taken, is a favourite recipe. Where 
the appetite is bad quinine may be given, or any other form of 
tonic medicine. Good food should always be administered and 
pure air inhaled, the iodine in a perforated box being employed 
where the rooms are close and confined. Mercury is never 
needed as far as my o-wn experience has gone. 

Cases illusteating the Existence of Two or More of 

THE Affections that have been just described. 

In the preceding pages uncomplicated cases of synovitis, of 
pulpy disease of the synovial membrane, and of articular 
ostitis have been freely quoted, each affection having its o-wn 
local characteristics and manifesting its presence by tolerably 
definite clinical symptoms. Each case was uncomplicated -with 
any other affection, and happily ran its course, guided by Sur¬ 
gical treatment, to a successful issue. It must not, however, 
be thought that this uncomplicated condition always exists, 
for it unquestionably does not; daily practice too often proving 
that inflammation in one tissue, if not arrested in its early 
stage, will surely, sooner or later, involve another, and that 
when the disease is allowed to progress or cannot be stopped, 
all the tissues of a joint -will become diseased, if not dis¬ 
organised. It may, however, be stated that simple chronic 
synovitis may continue for many years -without causing much 
material change of structure in a joint, although in acute 
synovitis the most rapid disorganisation wo ever meet -with is 
a common result. Also that in the pulpy disease of the synovial 
membrane the cartilages may disappear and the bone become 
exposed; yet these changes will only occur when the pulpy 
tissue is breaking up and suppuration has taken place, the 
surface of the bone when affected alone showing evidence of 
disease. 

But when the bones are primarily affected, when articular 
ostitis has gone on untreated or uncontrolled, the synovial 
membrane will at some period of the affection show evidence of 
disease. It may be simply by excess of effusion into the syno¬ 
vial cavity, or it may be by the exudation of plastic lymph into 
the synovial membrane itself. When these complications occur 
the disease assumes a most serious aspect, for in too many cases 
it indicates the progressive nature of the affection, and fore¬ 
bodes a breaking up or disorganisation of the joint. These 
points will, however, be iUustratod at a later period. 

What I propose now to do is to quote one or two cases in 
which disease spread from the bones to the synovial membrane. 
In one case chronic synovitis manifested itself, in another the 
pulpy synovial disease. Yet in both a good recovery ensued, 
the joint recovering its normal conditions. 

Case l^.—Articular Ostitis of Knee, with Subsequent Synovitis. 
Louisa N., aged 9, came under my care at Guy’s Hospital in 

1864, -ndth chronic expansion of the epiphyses of the right 
knee. It had been gradually coming on for about a year, 
pain of an aching character being the only symptom 
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complained of. There was no effusion into the joint, althong’h 
the articulation mca.sured inch more than the left. By 
rest, fomentations, mid tonics, all heat, etc., subsided in about 
six months, and after two years there was little difference to 
be seen between the two joints. Too much exercise, however, 
upon it broug-ht on a swelling, w^hich was clearly a synovitis of 
a chronic nature, and this proved very difficult to deal with ; 
indeed, at the present time there is fluid in the part, but no 
osseous enlargement. 

Case 19.—Disease of the Ktiee-JoinU—Articular Ostitis and Pulpi/ 
Disease of the Synovial Membrane—Recovery with a Good Joint. 
Emma H., aged 7, came under my care at G-uy’s Hospital on 

March ^27, I860, with a disease of the right knee-joint of six 
months’ standing. It had come on with pain and limping after 
fatigue, and had^eularged only for about two weeks. It was 
hot at night. M hen seen, the joint was clearly enlarged. It 
measured in circumference nine inches and three-quarters, 
while the sound joint measured only eight and a quarter. The 
bones were evidently much expanded, and there was some little 
thickening of the soft parts over them. There was no effusion 
into the joint. 

Fomentations and tordcs did good for awhile; but some 
^ght relapse occurred, without any assignable cause, on 
June 12. This, how^ever, readily subsided, and evervthing 
went on well towards recovery. On November 12 the report 
states that there had been no increase of heat for three weeks, 
and the joint appeared to be nearly well. 

parts were ordered to be strapped up. From this time, 
with one or two slight relapses, everything progressed slowly 
but satiisfactorily towards recovery. On May, 1866, the joint 
m^sured only nine inches, this being nearly one inch less than 
it bad been. All signs of synovial disease had disappeared, 
and the inovements of the joint were perfect. The muscles 
also were in a good condition. 

In March, 1867 (two years after her first application), this 
child was brought to see me, and she was quite well, the parent 
stating that for the last four months tlie Umb appeared like the 
othef. 

Remarks.—The two ca.sesl have just briefly detailed illustrate 
very well the point I wished to bring forward—that articular 
ostitis uncontrolled may be followed by synovitis either of a 
simple kind or of the pulpy description. In the first case, the 
clinical history clearly indicated that the bone was the tissue 
primarily involved, for pain in the part and limping, without 
apparent enlargement of the knee, had existed for some 
months, and the swelling when it appeared showed itself some¬ 
what rapidly. ^ The bones were clearly made out to be enlai’ged, 
and the synovial membrane thickened, when the patient came 
under observation. In the second case the articular ostitis had 
existed for many months under ray own observation, and a 
chronic effu.sion into the knee-joint took place. The articular 
ostitis subsequently disappeared, the bones becoming of their 
normal size; yet the synovitis remained, and was very trouble¬ 
some. In both cases, however, the integrity of the joint was 
preserved, and a good recovery followed. 

SCIATICA: ITS IMMEDIATE 
EELIEF AND EAPID C DEE BY HYPODEEMIC 

INJECTION OF MOEPHIA.(a) 
By HENBY LAWSON, M.D., 

Assistant-Physician to 8t. Mai-y’s Hospital. 

The history of sciatica is, it must honestly be con¬ 
fessed, the record of pathological ignorance and of thera¬ 
peutical failure. It presents to us a blurred page whereon we 
find traced the results of confused reasoning, incomplete 
generalisation, hasty observation, and unphilosophic methods 
of treatment. From the circumstance that the affection itself 
is rarely fatal, it has failed to ainest the entire attention of the 
great masters of our art, and because of the fact that the 

(a) It may be as well to state that in advocating the method of treat- 
nmnt described in the following article I lay no claim whatever to ori¬ 
ginality. I merely give the results of my experience of a remedy which i.s 
as simple as it is effective. The application of the syringe to the hjmo- 
(lerimc method we owe, I suppose, to Hunter and Wood. The hj-podei-mic 
administration of morphia in sciatica was urged by Dr. Blakiston in these 
pages nearly fifteen years ago. It is too much the custom now-a-days to 
father upon a writer the discoveiy of a remedy or plan which he has 
merely taken secondhand from another, but which he may have been more 
sucoessfifi than his predecessor in populaiising; and writers themselves too 
1 roquently encourage the mistaken inference. This has happened so often 
f t late that one almost despairs of that moral I'eg'oneration in ?.l3dical 

Titers which leads to the discrinrination between reticence and candour. 

patient who is afflicted with it loudly demands relief, its treat¬ 
ment has seldom been pursued with that persistence in any 
one remedy which is so essential to the drawing of just and 
reliable conclusions. Being a disease) in which a sjunptom is 
essentially the leading feature, so far at least as our knowledge 
yet extends, it has been often confounded with other maladies, 
such as rheumatism and morbus coxse, and, being connected 
with a supposed degenerate condition of the nerve-trunks, 
it has been, with questionable justice, grouped with that 
vague class of diseases, neuralgia. Hence the reason Avhy we 
so frequently hear of obstinate sciatica, for it cannot be hoped, 
so long as no definite method is followed in either the study 
or the treatment of disease, that much in the shape of useful 
therapeutical re.sult is likely to be achieved. In sciatica, more 
perhaps than in any other malady of equal graHty, thera¬ 
peutists, it seems to me, have erred in not confining their 
treatment to the simple phenomena of the disease. Notwith¬ 
standing the one or two autopsies which are reported in our 
annals, and which throw a very uncertain light on the pathology 
of sciatica, indicating that there is an alteration of the neuri¬ 
lemma of the nerve, I think it will be admitted by those 
who wish to see Medicine based on a solid foundation of 
fact, that there is no convincing evidence as to the actual 
state of the sciatic trunk in this affection. I do not fear any 
contradiction in asserting that even now we know nothing of 
the pathology of sciatica. It is clear, then, that if this be so, 
any special line of treatment on a priori grounds of this kind 
has the doctrine of chances quite against its success. To my 
mind, it is no less clear that, in reference to the etiology of 
sciatica, we experience nearly an equal difficulty in laying 
down anything like a clear and comprehensive statement. And 
this, I opine, is true whether we regard the disease from the 
standpoints^ of sex, age, temperament—if I may be permitted 
the expression—state of nutrition, or occujiation of the sufferer. 
I am disposed to conclude provisionally, from a large number 
of cases pur et simple, that sciatica is a somewhat special affec¬ 
tion, and that its only relation to what are generally regarded 
as neuralgic diseases, such as the tic douloureux, etc., lies in 
the circumstance that in the two cases pain in the direction of 
nervous trunks is experienced, for in neither origin nor cha¬ 
racter of pain nor in the results of treatment can I see any¬ 
thing to warrant the association of sciatica with what is 
generally knovai as facial neuralgia. 

These, then, being my opinions—and they are opinions based 
on no hypothesis—it will be readily understood by those who 
admit them why the subject of this pajier has till of very late 
years proved one of the most tortming and intractable maladies 
in the long category of human ailments. To be brief, the 
simple fact that all we really know of sciatica—to wit, that it 
is a pain in the course of the sciatic nerve—^has been ignored 
is the reason why the disease has been so long deemed incurable. 
Men have had an abhorrence of what they call treating 
symptoms, and thus, forsaking the substance of unquestionable 
phenomena for the shadow of hypotheses evolved out of their 
moral consciousness, they have failed to cure a disease whose 
cure is now among the certainties of therapeutics. In my belief, 
the symptom of sciatica is, so far as we now know, the whole 
disease, and by arresting this symptom we remove the affection, 
I should be very sorry for a moment to allege dogmatically 
that sciatica is (nothing more than pain); (b) but the pain is all 
that we recognise of the disease, and I know that by removing 
the pain we in due time, with the utmost certainty, cure the 
disease, whatever its hidden nature may be. 

It may be as well, perhaps, at the outset to explain both 
why I have taken up sciatica as a subject for a communication 
to our leading Medical journal, and why I have expressed such 
very decided opinions as to the fallacy of the method of treating 
it hitherto in vogue, and the vast importance of attending to 
one symptom—that of pain. I must mention, then, that I am 
myself an old sciatica sufferer, and that in my own person I 
have supplied what I believe to bo the most obstinate and 
dangerous case of this affection that I am acquainted with. I 
shall give the details of my case among the records of typical 
instances at the end of this paper, but cn p)assant I may mention 
that the pain along the course of the sciatic persisted for more 
than six months ; that it first reduced me to the employment of 
crutches, and then absolutely prevented locomotion ; that the 

(b) En parenihlse, I may remark tliat pain must, upon all physical 
gremnds, be the expression of some minute abnormal molecular (pos.sibly 
imdulatory) change in the ti.ssue. Anjfihing, therefore, vhich removes 
the pain without production of other disadvantageous results must be 
beneficial. To argue, then, against the treatment of a symptom as un¬ 
philosophic is, it appears to me, to reason from premises which are not 
only unsound, but are clearl refutable. 
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limb became permanently flexed and terribly wasted; tliat 
nearly every remedy in the Pharmaccpocia, and many out of it, 
were tried in vain ; and that at last, under the advice of Mr. 
Ernest Hart, subcutaneous inj ection of morphia was attempted, 
and vdth the most sispnal and immediate success. Indeed, I 
am not outstepping plain matter of fact wlien I assert that to 
the method of treatment proposed and most patiently carried 
out by that gentleman I owe my restoration to health. Eor six 
months I had hardly known what sleep was, notwithstanding 
tne administration of opiates three and four times a day. 
Appetite was utterly lost; physical power was prostrate; mind, 
through long suffering, was enfeebled to that degree that I 
look back upon that period of my existence with astonishment 
and^ horror. I was, indeed, fast sinking into the grave, a 
victim to what the philosophy of modern Physic styled a 
symptom, and which it was not considered necessary to deal 
with in any but a secondary degree. Five minutes after the 
first injection of morpliia I experienced the only ease Ihad known 
for nearly seven months, and I need not say that by a continuance 
—necessarily protracted in so grave a case—I was in a few 
months restored to perfect health. From that moment I deter¬ 
mined to seek out cases of sciatica, and afford to the suffering 
that blessed relief from pain which only those who have gone 
tlii'ough many dreary nights of sciatic agony can realise. I 
have now accumulated over thirty cases of true scatica ; and 
Avhile I have found other remedies do less or more benefit to the 
leatients, I have never found any effect a cure and remove the 
isaiu except the salts of morphia, administered hypodermically 
and locally. They have never failed. In some instances they 
require to be maintained and persevered in; but they give 
instantaneous and effectual relief. They never impair nutrition 
—indeed, they promote it indirectly, and in recent cases they 
effect a cure so rapidly that the result seems almost like a 
charm to the pain-worii patient. I trust, therefore, that those 
who may at first sight think that my observations savour too 
much of confidence and are devoid of requisite caution, will 
remember that the circumstances of my own sufferings have led 
me to give concentrated attention to sciatica, and have taught 
me the necessity for, as the lawyers would say, “ confining 
iriyself to facts,” which perhaps in the case of any other 
affection I might have failed to do. 

General Characters of Sciatica. 

_ In describing the general characters by which the affec¬ 
tion may bo recognised, it is as well to begin with those 
which force themselves on the attention of the patient, and 
which ai-o sometimes called symptoms. I prefer to speak of the 
features of the disease in this way, as I think the term 
‘‘ symptoms” has many objectionable qualities which render it 
inexact; and I have no desire to coin a new word, seeing 
the lamentable superabundance of unpreciso technicalities with 
which the accepted terminology of Medicine hampers scientific 
progress. The indications, then, of disease which manifest 
themselves to the patient are primarily pain ; stiffness, soreness 
ov tenderness on motion or pressure, loss of muscular power, 
permanent contraction of limb, coldness of surface, and appa¬ 
rent amesthesia, may all or any subsequently present them¬ 
selves in cases of true sciatica; but pain is the chief, and in 
acute cases generally the sole peculiarity. In most works in 
which sciatica is dealt with, it is included under the head of 
neuralgia, and the general description of the pain is one of 
those specialisations which are so much to be regretted. 
Writers have had before their mind the type of neuralgia proper 
—tic douloureux—and out of this special form they construct the 
definition of sciatic pain. I call attention to this because it is not 
only an error in fact, but because it leads often to mistaken 
diagnosis. It is not at all true, save in rare cases, that the 
pain of sciatica is intermittent in the accepted sense of the 
word; nor is it correct to say, as some writers do, that it is a 
sharp, acute, thrilling pain like that of facial neuralgia. It is 
nothing of the sort. The pain in sciatica is, in bad ca.ses, of 
groat severity ; but it is a constant, heavy, absorbing pain—a 
pain on which the mind of the patient is unceasingly fixed—a 
l^ain which renders any prolonged posture quite impossible, 
and which is relieved, but only temjiorarily so, by change of 
position, and most distinctly when the patient is I’ecumbent, by 
flexing the whole limb. It is not a pain which compels the 
jiatient to rush from one side of his chamber to another in a 
state bordering on frenzy; but it is one which makes him 
peevish and irritable, which precludes liim from any continuous 
occupation, Avhether of work or pleasure, wliich is, so to speak, 
perjietually gnawing at him, and which completely deprives 
him of appetite. It is a pain which, as the patient will tell 
3"ou, runs along down tlie thigh — in one or two cases I 
have seen the direction reversed—but if you question him ' 

you will find that its course is not the rapid, darting, shoot¬ 
ing .current of neuralgia, but is simply a pain which ex¬ 
tends with moderate rapidity from one point to the other. 
But it is always a con.stant pain. It will often bo found that 
it is severe to a degree tiiat is intolerable, and sometimes it 
may seem even endurable, but these alternations, if they exist 
at all, will bo found most irregular, and they are most com¬ 
monly absent. As to the starting-point of the pain, there is 
no ride to be laid down. Mostly the upper third of the sciatic 
is the part complained of, but now and then the jiain is at first 
locatecl in the knee, or even in the ankle or calf, and some¬ 
times it begins almost at the ischiatic notch. In all cases, 
however, of pure sciatica, it is sure to be found after a while 
distinctly along the course of the sciatic nerve, beginning at a 
point about midway between the sacro-iliac synchondrosis and 
the gi'eat trochanter, and extending" along the outer side of the 
thigh to the knee-joint. It may at first seem to the Physician, 
from the replies of the patient, that the pain is worst at night, 
but a little careful observation vill dispel the idea. I would 
dwell on tliis fact, because in a large number of gonorrhoeal 
and sypliilitic cases the pains are decidedly more “racking” at 
nig"ht than in the daytime, and should be distingaushed from 
those of sciatica, if only for the reason that they are relieved 
by iodide of potassium, while the pain of sciatica cer¬ 
tainly is not. I have, indeed, seen a case of sciatica 
rendered materially worse by the administration of the 
iodide, which was given on a confused notion of the patho¬ 
logy already alluded to. It will soon be learned, at least 
from an intelligent patient, that the circumstance of his being 
left to the solo contemplation of his sufferings is the reason 
why the pain appears greater at night. If he lies down on a 
sofa dm-ing the daytime and tries to sleep, he wiU, as might be 
imagined, complain that his pain is worse than it was before, 
wdiile he was even partially diverted by conversation. If the 
pain has existed for some days, the patient will be found much 
lamed, and probably will be compelled to use a stick in walking. 
He will complain of pain in moving the Umb, and will be found 
walking on the toes in order to admit of that flexion of the 
limb wliich appears to give relief. Shoidd this state of things 
have continued for a fortnight or so, the flexion will have 
beeome permanent, extension will be impossible on the part of 
the patient, and forcible extension will be attended with much 
pain. If the case be an old chronic one, extension can only be 
effected gradually. Any attempt to straighten the limb would, 
I feel assured, be attended with rupture of tissue of a serious 
nature. 

Besides this peculiar pain—which, by the way, unlike that 
of facial neuralgia, comes on at first somewhat gradually, and 
by no means very severely—and the lameness already described, 
there are various other characters, which, though unperceived 
by the patient, are perceptible enough to the Physician. These 
are tenderness of particular parts on pressure, wasting of the 
muscles, coldness of the surface of the extremity, slight ames¬ 
thesia, and, in very rare instances, jiossibly complicated with, 
other nervous diseases, hyperaesthesia also. 

Of all these the most frequent, as they are the most readily 
recognised, are the tenderness and the wasting. Whatever may 
be the significance of tender points over the ver^ebrie in neu¬ 
ralgia projier, it must bo confessed that in sciatica, as a rule, 
this tendency to exhibit spinal points of _ tenderness is not 
shown. In some few cases where the pain is almost confined 
to the upper third of the nerve, and where the most sensitive 
part is apparently the point of exit, there certainly is found 
tenderness in a well-marked degree over certain lumbar and 
sacral vertebral. In the majority of cases, esjiecially^ where 
the disease has not had a career of many months’ duration, no 
vertebral soreness or “tenderness on pressure” can be detected. 
But it seldom happens in decided cases of this disease, in wliich 
the pain has lasted for some days, that tendei’ness in the direc¬ 
tion of the nerve does not exist. If the Physician follows out 
the course, of the nerve from above downwards, pressing firmly 
with his thumb, he 'will soon come to a point where the patient 
cries out that he is “hurt.” As I have already said, this will 
commonly be in the upper third of the course of the nerve, and 
wiU lie along a line of from two to four inches. In some cases, 
however, and particularly in those of long standing, the whole 
course of the nerve "will bo found very tender on pressure. 

Wasting of the limb is only found in protracted cases, where 
there has been lameness for a long time. In these it is exceed¬ 
ingly distinct. It is necessary to bear in mind the fact that the 
atrophy is the sequel to disuse of the limb, because it helps us to 
avoid some of those enticing, but dangerous, speculations anent 
tlie relation of the nutrition of the limb to the condition of the 
nerve. I have no desire for a moment to deny that the nutrition 
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of the muscles of the thigh may he dependent on the influence 
of the sciatic nerve, hut I think it is more in consonance with 
physiological fact and clinical experience to regard the nutri¬ 
tion of the muscle as the concomitant condition of its exercise. 
In cases of sciatica with lameness the muscles sometimes for a 
whole year or more are allowed to fall into disuse, and they 
waste away. In other cases of sciatica there is no wasting 
worth mentioning. The question is one of no mean import, 
since the hypothesis to which I object is urged in support of 
one stiU more visionary—viz., that sciatica is an affection of the 
central nervous system. 

Leaving theory aside, it wdll be seen in well-marked cases that 
there is very great flattening of the buttock of the affected 
side, and the whole of the flesh of the thigh iviU seem flabbier 
and distinctly thinner and less rounded in outline than that of 
the healthy Umb. The patient should be made to lie upon his 
beUy, and the difference between the two sides will then be 
apparent almost at a glance. In cases in which the wasting’ 
has not advanced very far the first thing which will strike the 
eye of the observer is, not the diminution of the muscle, but the 
apparent increase of the bony prominences, and especially of 
the sacro-ihac synchondrosis (a point of utmost importance in 
diagnosis, as I shall show wLen on this part of the subject); 
but a little trouble in comparing the “processes” and handling 
^e flesh of both sides wdll leave no doubt in the mind of the 
Physician. 

Anaesthesia is also ^ a sign of the disease present in cases of 
some duration. It is never marked in pure cases to any 
absolute extent, but if we take compass points and compare the 
cutaneous sensibility of the two limbs we shall obtain a weU- 
(ffavm balance of sensibility on the part of the unaffected 
trig’h. This indication is, if I mistake not, also urged by 
“ central mischief ” theorists in support of their doctrine, but I 
cannot see upon what grounds it is employed ; there is clearly 
diminished circidation in the whole limb, for reasons already 
stated,^ and I think we have in this condition a sufficient ex¬ 
planation of the phenomenon without evoking the grave 
hypothesis of degeneration of structure in the cord. 

Temperature is another point deserving’ of notice of the 
student of^ sciatica, though, of course, it is of Little value as a 
sign of this affection. If a delicate thermometer graduating 
fractions of degrees be carefully attached to the surface with 
adhesive plaster, and in tliis way the temperature of the two 
limbs be taken, the temperature “of the suffering limb will be 
observed to be lower by some fractions of a degree than that of 
the healthy one. This, again, is adduced in favour of central 
imschief, but, as I have said, it finds a sufficient exjilanation in 
tne disuse, diminisbed circulation, and hence generally de- 
creased nutrition of the whole extremity. It is not met save in 
those cases in which the pain of locomotion is so great that 
the leg is kept as far as can be in constant rest. 

(To he continued.] 

EEMAEKS SUGtGtESTED BY A CASE OE 
ENCEPHALIC HiEMOEEHAGE. 

By Dr. CLIFFORD ALLBUTT, 

Of the Leeds Infirmary, etc. 

In a large number of cases of encephalic heemorrhage, I have 
him my attention called to certain common symptoms of it 
which are, it seems to me, very hard to explain. They are 
not hard to explain on the conceptions of apoplexy which are 
passing^ away, (a) but they are hard to explain on those new 
conceptions of it which I hold in common with most modern 
aiffhors, and which Dr. Jackson has so well set forth in 

Reynolds s ATedicine. I shall best propose the question by 
some allusion to a case of apoplexy which I am now attendino’ 
occasionally. ® 

Mrs._-, aged 58, of somewhat full habit and lax fibre, but 
otherwise seeming healthy, had complained to Air. S. Hey 
during the past two or three years, of symptoms denoting’ 
maJ-nutrition of the brain. Her urine was not albuminous, 
but hm heart sounds suggested vascular degeneration, to which 
Air. Hey attributed her symptoms. They passed off under 
approjiriate treatment, and she seemed healthy until a few 
days ago. She then was seized with ordinary right hemiplegia 
with complete aphasia, the clot being of some size, but exer- 
cising no great pressure upon the hemispheres. At the moment 

supposition, that is, of determination of blood to the head, and 

when I now write, she has just safely weathered the reaction 
which Dr. Hughlings-Jackson would call “cerebral fever.” 
Her pulse was fifll, bounding, and running up to 120, more or 
less, and her temporatm-e ranged (at highest) about 102’5=. 
This state of dang’er we modified by repeated small doses of 
digitalis and the usual diet and regimen. 

This case showed very remarkably how necessary it is, in 
taking the heat of a hemiplegic patient, not to place the 
thermometer in the axilla of the palsied side. Though the in¬ 
creased temperature often seenin freshly palsiedparts is, I think, 
noticed by careful writers, yet it is not generally mentioned 
even in recent text-books, and it is not well enough known to 
insiue the practice of taking the heat on the eoimd .side. In our 
patient the temperature in the axilla of the palsied side has been 
from 1° to 2° F. higher than on the sound side; on my last visit 
we found the temperature thus :—Balsied side, 100’2° ; sound 
side, 98’6°. The day before Air. Hey tells me the difference 
was slightly greater. Had we not been aware of this, and had 
we taken the temperature on the palsied side, we might have 
been far misled. The radial pulse on the palsied side is softer 
and fuller, and the right cheek flushes. I shall discuss these 
and the many kindred facts of vascular paralysis at another 
time. Allow me now to ask why Dr. Hughlings-Jackson is so 
anxious to restore the expression “cerebral fever” to common 
use. Fever is a state of body sometimes arising after a disturb¬ 
ance of the whole body, sometimes arising after a disturbance 
of some part or parts of it; it may result, say, from the ab¬ 
sorption of scarlatinal poison, or, on the other hand, from 
injury to any such parts as the leg, lung, or corpus striatum. 
But, so far as I am aware, the quality of the fever, as fever, is 
uninfluenced by its mode of origin, and it consists universally, 
as I take it, in a very few definite phenomena of which eleva¬ 
tion of temperatiu’e is the chief. Whether it follow a general 
or a local disturbance, therefore, its nature is the same. But 
it may be m’ged, the phenomena of the fever remaining essen¬ 
tially the same, their modes of appearance may vary; for in¬ 
stance, the heat curves of fever following an inj ury to the leg 
may be constant, and different from the heat curves of fever 
following an injury to the lung, and both these may again 
differ consttintly from another uniform set of curves which 
indicate the fever following an injury to any part of the 
encephalon. Were this the case, it might be said that such 
terras as leg fever or encephalic fever conveyed accru’ate and 
distinct impressions—impressions more adequate and more 
definite than the word fever taken alone. But I have yet to 
learn that such is the case ; indeed, I know that lesion of the 
same part of the encephalon may give rise to fevers describing 
very different curves, while fevers of like curves may equally 
follow encephalic injuries and injuries elsewhere. Hence the 
adjective “ cerebral ” conveys to my mind no distinct or useful 
quaUfication of the word “ fever ” in any case ; on tie other 
hand it is obviously of great inaccuracy in another way, when 
applied to the fever following encephalic injuries not cerebral— 
following, that is, injuries of the cerebellirm or of the great 
central ganglia, as in the present case. I never, therefore, 
agreed with Trousseau’s attempt to revive the old French term 
cerebral fever for the reaction following’ encephalic lesions, as 
for similar reasons I should refuse to praise any leading' Eng- 
lishBhysician who should endeavour to restore the old-fashioned 
English term “ pleuritic fever ” for the reaction following mis¬ 
chief in the pleura. So much in the way of a little quarrel 
Avith _my generous and learned friend Dr. Jackson. The next, 
and, indeed, the chief question I wish to discuss in reference 
to the present case of Air. Hey’s, is that of “premonitory 
symptoms.” They differed little from such symptoms in other 
cases, and for this reason I wish to consider them. For three 
or four days before she was struck down, this lady had ex¬ 
hibited evidences of failure in the very parts which are now 
stricken.^ For instance, she misused words, and stoj)ped 
in the middle of sentences. It is clear that she did this, but 
no one could recall examples of it; indeed, it unluckily hap¬ 
pened at this time, that she was alone at home, with the ex¬ 
ception of her household servants. However, she certainly 
Avrote a letter to her husband three or four davs before her 
attack, which consisted of four or five lines, not one word of 
Avhich coifld be deciphered. The direction Avas legible and 
correct, except that she omitted the initials of her husband’s 
Christian names, the surname being Aratten alone. It 
seems probable, too, that at this time, three or four days 
before the fit, she Avas occasionally weak in the right arm, 
for the domestic who was in the habit of bringing the 
post bag to her noticed on one morning that she made no 
attempt to use her right hand, but unlocked the bag’ clumsily 
AA'ith her left hand. pSome peculiarities of manner and certain 
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unusu.al actions were noticed by other servants, and discussed 
by them, though they were stuiud enough not to send for her 
Medical adviser. 

At length, about five days after the first sjTuptoms of faiku’e, 
she was found in the earlj’ morning lying on her bed, hemi¬ 
plegic and speechless. There was no conclusive evidence as to 
the time she had lain there. Now it seems to me almost a new 
inquiry when I ask w^hat was the state of this poor lady’s 
brain diu-ing those four or five preceding days, but can any 
question bo more important, whether we ask it as pathologists 
or therapeutists ? What is the explanation of “ premonitory 
eynlptoms of apoplexy?” I do not mean such premonitory 
••symptoms as mere dizziness, etc., w'hich ai-e of a general 
■character, and may tvc-ll denote some general disturbance in the 
■encephalic cii’cnlation, but such special symptoms as language 
■failure, transient hemiplegia, etc., 'udiich seem to denote loss of 
function in certain definite masses of nerve tissue.^ How 
is it that these masses were so curiously arrested as if by a 
sense of their ooming injury? Say that their nutrition had 
long suffered by means of the diseased artery ■which was about 
to break.; stdl how curious that such a “ softening ’ and part¬ 
ing of fibres should, in this as in so many other cases, synchro- 
aaise with the coming destruction by luemorrhage ! Can it bo 
that l^ofore a massive hiemorrhage there ooze little preliminary 
bleedings into the tissues ? I scarcely think we have much 
evidence of this ; hsemorrhage enough to injure speech, destroy 
writing, and cause transient palsy, must be somethmg large 
.enough to amount to an apoplexy, and to give alarm in a lady 
•who 'had many people about her. Moreover, such repeated 
hiemorrhages, however small, must have had something of an 
ino-ravescent character about them, which _wuvs not the case 
here. I have two suggestions to make; one is that the vessel, 
before bursting, may^in cases with “premonitory symptoms,” 
become bulged aneurismally,(b) aaid so for a day or t-wo exercise 
an intermitting pressure upon surrounding parts; the second, 
and on many grounds the more probable one, is that a some¬ 
what sudden closure or j)lugging of the artery, with consequent 
arrest of distal nutrition, not infrequently accompames the 
trivin" way of the coats of the artery, and thus precedes 
the final rupture externally. It may be that some obstruc¬ 
tion in the artery, such as the displacement ot a bit of 
atheromatous or calcareous stuff, is often the actual cause of 
a hemorrhage by damming up the current in a _disea.sed vessel, 
which then yields at its weakest point, such point in too many 

•cases being not the i>lug.(c) The immense importance in thera¬ 

peutics 'of snort questions ^ raiseu, makes but 

another VSamp.o of the bearing of a true pathologv upon 
-^cotfesiul treatment. If this poor lady had been seen by Mr. 
Hey at the ■very first moment of functional failure, might she 
not have been spared the subsequent haemorrhage, or spared 
at least much of its violence ? 

JiEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PRACTICE 
IX 

MSDIOINE AND SUHGERY. 

-- 

ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

TWO GUNSHOT ACCIDENTS TO THE EYE IN TWO 
MEN—VISION LOST WITHOUT THE EYEBALLS 
HAVING BEEN DAMAGED EXTERNALLY. 

(Under the care of Mr. HAYTCES tVALTOX, Snrf?eon to the Hospital, and 
Surgeon in charge of the Ophtliahnic Department.) 

Two cab-drivers, accidentally shot about their faces with 
small shot, at a pigeon-shooting ground, by the discharge of 
the same gun, were admitted into the Accident Ward of St. 
Mary’s Hosiiital. Each man had shots about the sides of his 
head and face, and each had an eye wounded. Some of the 
shots were at once removed from both iiatients. In one of the 
men, aged 30, a shot had passed through the upper eyelid, 
and must have struck the outer iiart of the eyeball, but there 
was not any wound. The conjunctiva, ocular and palpebral, 
was red, and the ■vi.sion was nearly destroyed. In the other the 
lower eyelid had been drilled, but the shot had merely struck 
the sclerotica, marking it, but it had not entered ; the surface 

(b) I do not refer to the “milini’j'” aneurisms of M. Charcot. I have 
failed in all cases to find them, and Dr. Sankey, who ts so excellent an 
authority on such matters, tells me he has not found them. At the same time 
M. Charcot’s statements must have vei’j' gieat ■weight with all patliologists. 

(p) There was no hypertrophy of the lieart in the present case. 

of the eyeball was red, and sight seemed to be entirely lost. In 
both cases the pupils were clear and the irides active. The 
jiatients were kept in bed, and local cold applications ordered, 
with the occasional addition of opium to allay the pain. 

We gathered from Mr. Walton’s remarks at his visit that 
those were just the cases of which it used to be said that vision 
was lost from concussion of the retina, but that in fact it was 
due to some mechanical alteration within the eyeballthat 
there was no such thing as concussion of the retina without 
injury to that membrane any more than there was concussion 
of the brain without some injuiy to it or its coverings, which 
was readily discoverable when there was an opportunity 
afforded for the search. He had never seen vision^ destroyed or 
much damag'ed from a blow on the eye, or in its ■vicinity in the 
face or head, without being able to chscover some displacement 
of parts within the eyeball, or effusion of blood, or laceration 
or inflammation of the intra-orbital structures, and one or more 
of these he would no doubt find in each of these cases. In a 
few days, when the eyelids were less swollen, and the conjunc¬ 
tivitis dimini.shed, the patients were taken to the ophthalmo¬ 
scope room, their pupils dilated, and the eyes carefully 

examined. , 
The younger man’s sight had improved, inasmuch as_ he 

could now see object.s wliich were placed in a certain direction. 
Mr. Walton at once diagnosticated detachment of the retina--- 
a condition wliich was confirmed by the ophthalmoscope. The 
gi’eater portion of the retina on the outer side of the eyeball, 
corresponding to that part of the eye which was struck by the 
shot, -was detached, and the vitreous humour was a little hazy. 

AVithin the eye of the other patient was detected a large 
clot of blood lying not far beliind the crystalline lens, and 
which in all probability proceeded from the ciliary region. It 
is just here that blood is generally effused when it is extrava- 

sated from a blow on the eye. 
These cases possess value as showing how much damage may 

accrue to the eyeball from a blow on its surface, although the 
sclerotica be not penetrated. They also show the great im¬ 
portance of examining the eye, in every case of injury m 
which there is impaired vision, for diagnosis as well as tor 

^ T^ patient -with the detached retipa is irrecoverably damaged. 
Some German authorities say that when the retina is shghtJy 
detached by some traumatic cause it may fall kack mto its 

place, and Icaye Hsioft^scapcelj^^a^ectedi 

all. ii 
, can oe omy qmue excepuiu^tci, ........ ___ , 

little is separated. Detachment from idiopathic disease always 
increases. 

The patient ■with extravasated blood was recovering his vision 
from day to day as the clot was absorbed. Such cases do 
recover. Both men left the Hospital prematm-ely, and have 
been lost sight of. 

INELAMED IRREDUCIBLE UMBILICAL HERNIA IN 
A FEMALE. 

(Under the eai-c of Mr. HAYNES WALTON.) 

When a patient is brought to a Hospital "with a large 
umbilical protrusion, much inflamed, and very tender and 
jiainful, and 'with a history of vomiting, there is almost suf¬ 
ficient evidence of a strangnlated hernia. Nevertheless, with 
all these symptoms, strangulation may be absent. 

A middle-aged woman was can-ied into the ward, with an 
umbilical hernia as large as three fists, apparently made up of 
t-wisted lobes—a character of these hemice—■vuth a somewhat 
conistricted base, and with the symptoms mentioned above. Of 
the history very little could be learned, but it seemed probable 
that there had been a rupture for many years, a part of which 
sometimes returned into the abdomen. 

When Mr. Haynes Walton had examined the case, he 
declared it to bo one of inflamed irreducible hernia. He came 
to this conclusion because the inflamm.ation evidently had its 
origin iu the hernia, and there was not any abdominal peri¬ 
tonitis (although this would have soon followed); because, 
although the patient had been sick, it was for once only, and 
then merely the ordinary stomach contents ■w'ere bi’ought up ; 
and because there had been a small fluid evacuation not long 
since. He pointed out that an umbilical hernia of such a size 
was scarcely ever seen save in very large and very fat women, 
whose bellies were enormous, and he alluded to the general 
tendency displayed by the contents of these hemiae—chiefly 
omental—to become adherent. This was the third case of the 
kind which Mr. AYalton h.ad met ■with lately, tlie two others 
having occurred in private practice. They were aU so exactly 
alike that the description of one woidd serve for all. He 
dwelt particularly upon the importance of making a correct 
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^ag'nosis, because operations lu tbese cases are so frequently 
fatal. The coverings under the skin are yery thin, consisting 
merely of peritoneum and a layer of fascia, and recovery after 
the sac has been opened is almost unknown. In the present 
case a large number of leeches were applied to the swelling, 

er constantly to the part afterwards, 
blight laxatives were given, and the patient kept in bed in 
ordOT to relax, as far as possible, any tension of the abdominal 
parietes. The_ enormous abdomen was, with the same object, 
supplied on either side. Leeches were applied a second time, 
and the ice kept on more or less constantly during three weeks. 
In two days from the commencement of this treatment the 
active symptoms had abated. There was no longer pain, the 
tenderness was much lessened, and the swelling was perceptibly 
reduced. Improvement was noted from day to day. When 
the patient left the Hospital at the end of a month, there was 
left a hard thick mass projecting a couple of inches, which 
seemed to seal up the abdominal aperture. The bulk of the 
tumour, which had presented a twisted appearance, had com- 
pletely subsided, and left a puraeshl^e mags of contracted skin. 
J-iiG neriua must liave been purely omental. 

^hnt, as giving more steady and equable support. By 
December the union of the fracture was complete ; in January 
the splint was removed, and on Februaiy 3 the patient was 
discharged in excellent health, with a useful though necessarily 
much shortened limb. 

I am inclined to attribute much of the success in the 
treatment of this case to the steady use of disinfectants iii the 
dressings , the track of the ball, whilst permeable was carefully 
washed twice daily with a watery solution of carbolic acid, and 
the wounds were throughout the treatment dressed with a. 
mixture of carbolic acid and oil. 
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CASE OF GUNSHOT FEACTUEE OF THE 
THIGH—EECOVEEY. 

(Tinder the care of Professor PABTEIDGE.} 

A-’ ^ Mohammedan lascar, aged 25', admitted into the 
Medical College Hospital on February 11, 1868, with a gun- 
^ot fracture of the right femur. About eight p.m. on 
February 10, twenty-four hours before his admission into 
Hospital, while carrying a message from the tug steamer to 
wMch he belonged to the telegraph office on Saugor Island, he 
tnpped against the string: of a tiger trap, such as is often set 
across the jungle paths of the locality; the baU, an ordinary 
musket ball, passed through the right thigh, fracturing the 
bone about tbe junction of its middle with its lower tliird. and 
afterwards traversed the soft parts of the other limb anteriorly, 
■mthout, however, touching the bone. At the time of his 
admission he was in an extreme state of prostration, partly 
froin the haemorrhage and shock of the accident, and partly from 
the fatio-ue of the voTrno-R the river, a distance of upwards 

of eighty miles. On introducing my finger into the wounu ...x 
the^ right thigh, I found a nearly detached fragment of bone, 
which I removed; it embraced the whole thickness of the shaft 
of the femur, and measured about three inches in length. I 
could not detect any other loose fragments, nor did the ends of 
the bone appear to be splintered longitudinally; the great 
vessels were uninjured, and the contusion of the soft parts 
appeared to be confined to the track of the ball. Under these 
circumstances, I determined to endeavour to save the limb. As 
a temporary arrangement an ordinary long splint was applied, 
the’wound being previously dressed with carbolic oil; a stimulant 
mixture was ordered to be administered every two hours, and 
nutritious food to be given at short intervals. On the 13th the 
ordinary long splint was replaced by an interrupted long splint, 
leaving the site of the fracture easily accessible. For some 
days there was considerable local pain and swelling, great 
restlessness and high fever, the pulse rising to 136, and the 
temperature in the axilla to 102°; under the influence, however, 
of diaphoretics, morphia at bed-time, and occasional aperient 
enemata, these symptoms began to subside, and by the 18th of 
the month the greater part of the sloughs had separated, and 
the wounds were assuming a healthy appearance; by this time 
the pulse had fallen to 96, and the temperature to 100°. The 
wounds were dressed with carbolic oil, and the track of the 
ball syringed twice daily with a lotion containing two drachms 
of carbolic acid to the pint of water. A slight superficial bed¬ 
sore made its appearance about this time on the right buttock, 
but, being carefully attended to, did not spread. During March 
the patient continued steadily to improve, his appetite 
returning, the pulse falling to 96, and temperature to 99°, and 
the whole track of the ball becoming clean and granulating. 
In April the wound on the inner side of the thigh nearly 
healed, but the wound on the outer side had to be enlarged to 
give free exit to a local collection of matter. The pulse during 
this month fell to 72. In May a loose piece of bone was 
discovered; chloroform was administered, and the fragment 
removed. From this time he rapidly improved ; imion began 

between the fractured ends of the bone, and 
the discharge from the wounds rapidly diminished. In October 
an ordinary long splint was substituted for the interrupted 

Post-ofice Orders, and Prafts on .Army or Navy .Agents, should, 
be made payable to Mr. James Lucas, 11, hew Burlinaton— 
street, W. 
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THE STATISTICAL METHOD, AND SOMETHING 

BETTEE. 

In another column of this djiy's Medical Times ctnd Gazette, in 

the course ot a review oi jTj.r. excellent work outha 

knee-joint, will be found some observations on statistics, whibh' 

we should be very glad to see enlarged and illustrated by 

fiu-ther examples. Let us at present draw attention to the 

twofold division of the subject which our reviewer has laid 

down. The enumeration of facts is one thing, the drawing of;' 

inferences another. The enumeration is a thing which ought; 

to be done in every practical art, in faith that, as time.' 

advances, plenty of valuable inferences will come out 

self-evident from a number of instances so large that aE 

variations and errors shall neutralise each other. But it is 

certain that the accuracy and extent of the numbers collected 

in any statistical inquiry are by no means a necessary gua¬ 

rantee of the soundness and relevancy of the inferences which: 

may be attempted to be drawn from them. 

It is always a misfortune when statistics are appealed to 

prematurely. In the infancy of any art or condition, 

wliilst instances are few, they are liable to variations, and 

until operative processes are completed and perfected it is 

impossible always to avoid a series of unfavoixrable cases. 

Such were the first cases of ovariotomy, and such, probably, 

will be the fii'st of any new operation whatever. No con¬ 

ception can be condemned offhand because it cannot at once 

be realised. 

The first Thames Tunnel took years to complete, and cost 

nearly half a million; yet Brunei’s conception was a grand 

one. Tunnels were not condemned, and now with imjjroved 

“ operative procedures,” as the Scottish Surgeons phrase it, 

Mr. Barlow is finishing a Thames tunnel in a few months for 

less than a twentieth of the cost of the first. Neither a large 

number of initial failures, nor even a series of unsuccessful 

cases subsequently, ought to condemn an operation if the residt 

aimed at is a good one, and if in competent hands a series of 
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cases are recorded wliicli show that the operation need not he 

unsuccessful as a rule. We will urge attention again to what 

our reviewer says of the statistics of excision of the knee, and 

will add that this operation should not be judged of merely by 

the average mortality, be it I in 3 or 1 in 6, of a series of cases 

performed at different times by different people; but when we 

know that Humphry has had 39 cases with 2 deaths and 28 

recoveries with useful limbs, H. Lee 11 cases with 1 death, and 

Butcher 6 cases with no death, Ave learn what can be done with 

well-selected cases well treated by good Surgeons. 

The worst of an appeal to figures is, that they are capable of 

being sorted, cooked, and manipulated, so as “ to make the 

worse appear the better part.” Even so, when Moses and 

Aaron turned their rods into serpents before King Pharaoh, the 

king’s magicians did the same; and it is not always that evident 

truth, like Aaron’s rod, comes at once to swallow up the fictitious 

reptiles. In fact, there are some cases in Avhich the accumulated 

experience of mankind, backed by the knowledge of those na¬ 

tural laws, immutable by man, which modern science has made 

known to us, guides us to conclusions which statistics may 

confirm, but cannot rebut. If, for example, any number of 

instances were told us of “fasting women” so called, Avho 

went on for weeks without food, and rvithout losing weight, 

although they gave out a given quantity of urea, carbonic acid, 

and water daily, reason will force us to doubt the competency 

of the observers rather than believe in the failure of natural 

law. The same if the statistics of some old uiidrained town 

are alleged to prove the wholesomeness of breathing cesspool 

air, and drinking seAvaged well water. 

The same may be said regarding Sir J. Y. Simpson’s 

statistics of the comparative mortality of amputations in 

crowded Hospitals and in isolated dwellings respectively. Any 

one who looks at the matter from the standpoint of a know¬ 

ledge of natural law and some Hospital experience, will say, 

not that Sir J. Y. Simpson’s statistics are true, but that they 

must be true, and would be incredible were they other than 

they are. What is wanted is the “ catcris paribus ”—the 

assurance that two series of cases differ only in this—viz,, that 

one series has been operated on in air free from septic pollu¬ 

tion, and the other scries in a Hospital ward. The former 

cases must in a long series be more successful than the latter ; 

otherAvise all that modern science has taught us of the causes 

and effects of putrescence is a myth. 

The writer of these remarks never can forget his first Arisit 
to a Hospital. When ten jmars old, he was taken into a pro¬ 

vincial Hospital. The air of the place on entering was simply 

stunning. It was not that it could be smelled merely, but it 

could be tasted and felt—a compound of stinking feet, sup¬ 

purating Avounds, sour poultices, bad breath, night stools, 

and cooking, mitigated by the smell of the drugs in the 

laboratory. It was his priAulege to sec many a case of ery¬ 

sipelas in those wards in later years, and never could he be 

persuaded that Avhat was noisome to a novice could ever be 

Avholesome to anyone. Any attempt to .show that the emana¬ 

tions of any one Hospital patient can be harmless to any other 

Hospital patient, CA'cn though supported by statistics, may 

be fairly met by saying—We know Avhat Hospital air can 

do on the large scale; militaiy Surgeons have written in A’ain, 

and although some series of cases may be gathered in which 

the effects are scanty, or capricious, or at a minimum, we refuse 

to unlearn what reason, and natural law, and large experience 

teach of the unwholesomeness of Hospital air, though mitigated 

by cubic space, ventilation, and carbolic acid. 

THE OKIGIN OF SYPHILIS. 

OuB article on the origin of sjqdiilis haAung elicited some most 

valuable communications on the subject, Ave are tempted to 

again refer to Finckenstcin’s book. This author undoubtedly 

lays some stress on the letter of Peter JIartyr, in wliich are 

described the alleged syphilitic symptoms of Arias Barbosa, 

Greek Professor at Salamanca. The letter in question exists in 

the earliest edition of Martyr’s work, of date 1530, andMorejon 

says “ it cannot be later in date than 1488.” It is urged against 

its authenticity that there Avas no professor of Greek in Sala¬ 

manca before 1518; still, Barbosa is elsewhere referred to as 

“ Catodratico,” which does not differ greatly in sense from 

Professor. Other works, as one by Louis Bathoraano, and a song 

of an early date, also serve to bear out the conclusion that 

syphilis originated in Europe. Still, Finckenstoin rests his belief 

on other grounds, especially on the silence of the very earliest 

writers on syphilis—-Pintor, Torrella, and Almenar—as to its 

American oiagin ; whilst he shoAvs Diaz de Isla to be the 

reA'^erse of a trustworthy authority. Some of the earliest 

authors, again, assign a French origin to the disease. Sanchez, 

who long ago adduced Peter Martyr’s letter as all-important, 

ultimately gave it up, and it must be yielded that certain pas¬ 

sages in it sound suspiciously. Thus :—•“ Which the Spaniards 

call hubas, the Italians morbus GaUicus, some Physicians ele¬ 

phantiasis, and others still other names.” Hoav, the very name 

morbus Gallieus is of more recent date than 1488, whilst the 

general acquaintance Avith the disease argued is contrary to col¬ 

lateral evidence. One great difficulty is the confusion of scabies 

with syphilitic lesions. Thus, Avhen we are told that scabies had 

long prevailed in France, we do not knoAV A'.^hat to understand 

by the word. Torrella, in a somewhat doubtful passage, says the 

disease began in Albernia, whence it passed to Spain. Pintor, 

TorrcUa, and Almenar call the disease morbus Gallieus. Still 

all these arguments are, so to speak, side winds ; they do not 

carry conviction. It seems to us that something more is pos¬ 

sible. Various Englishmen are now at work unearthing the 

stores of Simancas—stores which have already yielded such 

wonderful corroborations and reversals of history. Slay they 

not find, if careful search be made among the documents relat¬ 

ing to the end of the fifteenth century, some manuscript or 

cipher relating to the introduction of a disorder Avhich, before 

the century ended, had attained to such magnitude ? 

But stni another formt of knoAvledge is suggested to us by 

Sir James Simpson’s classical researches into the early liistory 

of syphilis in Scotland. From burgh records ho has been able 

to collect five or six notices of the disease prior to 149/-93 

primitive but effectual measures of Medical police. The same 

sources might be searched in Spain, at Palos, SeAulle, and Bar¬ 

celona. But there is still another point worthy of attention. 

A few days after Columbus landed at Palos, Pinzon with his 

caravel and crew landed at Bayonne. W^ere it true that 

syphilis came from America, this place would Aindoubtedly have 

become affected at a very early date, and would have consti¬ 

tuted one of the foci for disseminating the disorder. We are 

not aware that any researches have been made at this spot, and 

the mode of investigation adopted by Sir James Simpson might 

vrith great benefit be employed here. 

PROFIT AND LOSS. 

In the last report of the Registrar-General there is to be found 

a table which has not yet, as far as we haA'e seen, received 

the public notice which its importance might [claim. It is 

entitled “The Mean Annual Rate of Mortality in England 

from each Class of Causes and from each Cause during three 

Periods of Five Years, and Rato of Mortality in the Year 1807.” 

The rate is expressed per million of persons living. It is 

worth while to study it Avith a aubav to discover in Avhat 

directions an advantage has been gained in our Avar against 

disease, and in what directions disease has gained upon us. 

Such an inquiry will have its value both in the way of 

encouragement and of wanung. 
Speaking generally, the result of the figures in Dr. Farr’s 

table may bo thus statedDuring the seventeen years the 

rate of mortality from “zymotic diseases” and also that from 

comstitutional disea.ses has been decreasing; that no very 
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decided improvement lias been observed in tbe rate of mor¬ 

tality from “developmental diseases,” -vvliile tliat from the 

heoerogeneous collection of maladies called “local diseases” 

has been on the increase, the final result being" that the rate of 

mortahty in the kingdom has on the whole been very little 

affected by either what we have been doing, what we have 
escaped, cr what we have suffered. 

But such a broad statement as this can neither satisfy a 

reasonable curiosity nor be fruitful in practical suggestions. 

We must go much deeper into the matter. We wiU cull from 

the table a list of diseases which have more or less distinctly 

been getting less and less fatal to our population, and another 

Lst of diseases whicL. seem to liave been becoming’ more and 

more fatal to it, and, as we do so, point out some of the probable 
causes of gain and loss. 

We will begin with the zymotic maladies. It is well known 

that this^ class of diseases is separated by the Registrar- 

(xeneral into four giwps—the “ miasmatic,” the “ enthetic,” 

the “dietic,” and the “parasitic” diseases. Of these it is 

worthy of aU remark, for it is one of the most distinctive 

leatures of the table, that the “miasmatic” diseases, on the 

whole, have been producing throughout the kingdom, at every 

successive quinquenniad, a smaller and smaUer number of 

deaths per million of population. In the three quin- 

quenniads, starting from 1850, the numbers were 5019, 4807, 

4-1.32, and, in 1867, 4005. The actual deaths registered 

from these causes in 1864 were 113,051; in 1865, 107,650 ; 

in 1866 (the cholera year), 110,059 (a smaUer number actuaUy 

tnan in either 1863 or 1864) ; and in 1867, 84,985. Now here 

IS a gain which it is impossible to over-estimate when we con¬ 

soler that the diseases grouped as miasmatic include the con- 

tigious fevers, winch make yearly a vast inroad, especially 

upon the^ young. But although there is an aggregate gain 

h?re, it IS only five or six special diseases that the gain is 

made upon. They are small-pox, typhus (iueluding other forms 

or continued fever), erysipelas, dysentery, diarrhma, and what 

has been desig-nated remittent fever. We wiU give the rates 

o mortality from the table we have referred to, supj)lementing 

-mm by the actual numbers dying from these diseases in 1864, 

looo, 1866, and 1867, as gathered from another table :_ 

Annual deaths per 
l,00c>,000 living. Actual deaths. 

Deo. 4, 1S69. 

5 years 
1S50-54. 

6 years 
1855-59. 

5 j'ears 
1860-64. 1864. 

Bfuall-pox ... 279-0 199-0 190-6 7,684 Tyi'-uus... ... 995-0 897-6 848-6 20,106 
2,104 
1,000 

16,432 
202 

ICrjasipelas ... 111-6 104-G S7-0 
Dj'.ientery ... 120-6 77-2 56-G 
Diarrhcea • 867-4 838-6 704-6 
Iveinittent fever 85-2 21-0 12-6 

1865. 1866. 1867. 

6,411 
23,034 

1,963 
1,072 

23,531 
80 

3,029 2,513 
21,104 16,862 

1,675 1,450 
1,093 9G2 

17,170 19,851 
123 86 

po.x. I his cannot be honestly referred to general hygienic 

improvements tlironghout the country, inasmuch as the latter 

imgnt be sujiposed to operate equally in the reduction of the 

otner disea,see in the above list, whereas the reduction of small¬ 

pox mortahty is out of all proportion to theirs, and is evidently 

Gue M some special preventive measure such as would be the 

more zealous manner in Vy-hich vaccination has been extended, 

x ei.ha,psthe reduction of remittent fever as shoivn in the table 

may he more apparent than real from the registration of the 

cU8ea.ss under some other head, such as typlmid, or from a more 

aGOiirate diagnosis. On other miasmatic diseases it appears 

y lat tnere has been a loss to the population. This seems to he 

ine case with scarlet fever and diphtheria (taken together), 

aifciiough the mortality has been lessening throughout the 

country year by year since the grand epidemic of 1863. And 

t.icn the great epidemic of 1883 was less fatal than that of 

18o3, five years before, allowing for the difference of population. 

n the table we are quoting from there does not appear dis¬ 

tinctly to have been a gain in the case of measles. The quin¬ 

quennial ratios of mortality veere 406-0, 412-0, 478-0, and the 

caitual mortality year by year from 1863 (a very unhealthy year) 

11,349, 8233, 8562, 10,940, 6588. Still the epidemic of 1866 

was less fatal than that of 1863, and in the non-epidemic year 

1867 the mortality was less than in the non-epidemic year 1864. 

Hooping-cough seems to have been increasing in its death- 

producing powers ever since 1850. Taking off as it does chiefly 

young- infants, tliis may be due to its ravages being exercised 

upon those spared by infantile bowel complaints. Notwith¬ 

standing some drawbacks, then, wo may congratulate ourselves 

on being able to show generally some reduction in the special 

kind of diseases against which the sanitary efforts of the last 

twenty years have been particularly directed. There is a great 

deal more to be done, however, even here, and we must hope 

that popular enhg-htenment will assist the progress to be anti¬ 
cipated from better legislation. 

It is curious to note that while a rapid increase of mortality 

as registered is indicated to have taken place from “ syphilis,” 

a diminution no less remarkable is indicated in the mortality 

from “ stricture of the urethra,” the most obvious permanent 

lesion resulting from gonorrhoeal attacks. The ratios quin- 

quenially from 1850 for syphihs are 37-2, 51-2, 63-6, and the 

annual mortality from 1863 onwards has been 1386 deaths, 

looO, 1647, 1662, and (in 1867) 1698, the last number being 

equivalent to a ratio of 80 per million of population. Tor 

urethral stricture the corresponding ratios are 13-4, 10-0, 9-4, 

and the annual mortality from 1863 183, 229, 244, 191, 197, the 

last number corresponding to a ratio of 9 deaths per million. 

Are we to infer that syphilis has been increasing among-st us 

at the rate wliich the above figures represent ? Before we 

diaw such a conclusion, it would be necessary to ehminate a 

most important circumstance connected with the registration 

of the cause of death^—namely, the immense strides which have 

been made of late years in our acquaintance with the pathology 

of sypliilis^and with the organic alterations which constitu¬ 

tional sypuilis brings about. These alterations are now 

thoroughly recognised in onr schools, and a knowledge of them 

is now rapidly spreading through the Profession. Diseases, 

theiefore, which would formerly have been registered under 

other terms, are now recognised as syphilitic, and registered 

accordingly. It is quite impossible to estimate the influence 

exerted by thi.3 fact upon the figures ;in Dr. Parr’s table. It 

is quite credible that in truth syphilis mai/ have been lessening 

amongst us as a fatal malady. The deaths from stricture of 

the m-ethra of coui-se are only male deaths. The reduction 

observed in the mortality thus registered probably shows as 

much improved treatment as an actual diminution of severe 

gonoirhoea among- our jDopulation. The fig-ures which Dr. 

Parr gives in reference to three of the “ dietic ” causes of death 
are very suggestive. 

Anmial deaths , . , ,, 
per millioii living'. -A-CtUcil uea-tlis. 

1850-4. 1855-9. 1860-4. 1863. 1864. 1866. 1866.1867. 

Want of hrea.9t-mnk 33-0 46-0 53-8 1163 1263 1410 1410 1437^^6? 
Purpm-a and soiu-vy 14-4 16-6 lO'O 409 S92 424 471 471 2^ 
Dehi-inm ti-emens . 2S-G 26-6 23 8 471 502 612 487 369 17 

Pirst, as regards the steady increase in our infant mortality 

from “want of breast mahk.” The ratio in 1867 was double 

that in the quinquenniad 1850-64. Surely this tells a sad and 

mournful talc, for it is impossible to believe that twice the 

number of our women are physically incapacitated from nursing 

their offspring. Illegitimacy alone will not explain it, for as a 

fact we have it on the authority of the Registrar-General that 

in this respect “ a gradual improvement is perceptible year by 

year.” Two conditions alone seem capable of explaining tho 

lesult of the calculations. One is that mothers in an increasing 

proportion are showing a preference for making money by 

their labour to performing their maternal duties; the other, 

that a certain class of mothers are increasingly careless of the 

lives of the beings to whom they have given birth. The prac¬ 

tice^ of baby-farming- is a groAving evil, and it would be inte- 

I'esting- to learn fi-om workhouse statistics or the experience of 

union Medical officers whether the mothers in lying-in wards 

of woi-kliouses more frequently than formerly deny to their 
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infants their natural nourishment in order to starve them slowly 

upon the bread pap which is ordinarily substituted under such 

circumstances. Unmarried mothers too readily learn the 

process by which the fountain of supply may be cut off. The 

increase of mortality from scorbutic diseases is too steady and 

obvious to be accidental; it points to a deficiency in the ali¬ 

mentation of the people which should draw upon it the atten¬ 

tion of the political economist. The steady reduction in the 

mortality from delirium tremens seems to show that inordinate 

drinking is a practice which is at any rate not an increasing 

one. It is a good and auspicious sig-n of the times. 

Passing’ on now to the class of “ constitutional” diseases, it 

is interesting and important to observe that, while a regular 

decrease in mortality has taken place in respect of phthisis, the 

most widely spread of the whole gToup, the contrai’y is ob¬ 

servable in respect of cancerous maladies. Tlius, the ratio for 

phthisis quinquennially from 1850, as given by Dr. Farr, is 

2811’3, 2617'6, 2566’4, and the annual mortality from 1863 is 

51,072, 53,016, 53,734, 55,714, and 55,042 in 1867, the ratio of 

the last per million living being 2595. For cancer the quin- 

quemiial ratios given are 302-2, 327’4, 368’8, and the annual 

mortality from 1863 7479 deaths, 8117, 7922, 8293, and 8545, 

the ratio per million in 1867 being 403. To cancer as a disease 

largely fatal to oru’ population the resources of State Medicine 

have not yet been applied. In fact, science has afiforded us 

hitherto no clue to the method in which they might be applied 

with any chance of success. The recent researches of Mr. A. 

Haviland will probably inaugurate a new era in this respect. 

Phtliisis has up to late years been not only the bane of our 

population, but the opprobrium of hygienics. Since the esta¬ 

blishment of the connexion between phthisis and dampness of 

soil, and the consequent importance of drainage as a proifii}'- 

lactic, we not only begin to see how its prevalence may bo still 

flurther lessened, but one probable reason wdiy the disease has 

been dimimshing its death-roll as works of this character have 

been extended through the country. 

It is difficult to offer any practical comment upon the rcisults 

of Dr. Farr’s calcrdations in respect of the heterogeneous class 

of “ local diseases.” The class itself is the cemetery in which 

wo inter as decently as may be our pathological and etiological 

ignorance, and hide from sight the results of folly, vice, and 

misery. The cause of death as recorded in this section is 

scientifically often about as true as the euphemistic inscription 

on the departed squire’s tablet in a country church. StiU there 

is some valuable information derivable from this part of Dr. 

Farr’s table, notwithstanding that imirroved powers of 

diagnosis wifi, account for a good de.'d of the apirarent improve¬ 

ment or the I’everse as respects the results appended to certain 

special forms of disease. However, we cannot undertake to 

sift all the wheat from the chaff. Our readers wifi comjrre- 

hend us when we state that improvement generally in the 

diagnostic powers of the Profession at large Avill account for 

such apparent results as the follovydug :—An increase in the 

mortality registered from aneurism, heart disease, liver disease, 

and nephria, and a diminution in that registered from such 

consequences or symptoms of disease as convid.sions, asthma, 

a,nd ascites. There are some diseases, however, registered in 

this section which we must supi^ose so trenchantly marked that 

the results appended against them must be regarded as tole¬ 

rably tmstworthy. Of such are the fofiowiiig (we rvifi jiut 

in brackets the successive qidnquennial ratios):—Increasing dis- 

ca.se8—epilepsy (105’8, 115’4, 122’8), diabetes (23’0, 24’8, 28’4). 

Decreasing diseases—stone (12’0, 11-0, 8’8). 

In the class of “developmental diseases ” wo find a most 

striking reduction, each five years, in the mortality registered 

from “promatiu’o birth,” the r.itios iter million being 

successively 1043’6, 737’0, 392-0. It is impossible to say with 

certabity how much of tliis is due to a more accurate registra¬ 

tion of the cause of death, to a greater amount of care 

bestowed upon these delicate plants, or to causes, social or 

physical, actually lessening the nixmber of children bom before 

their time. It is, however, Avorthy of remark that children 

dying from malformations, cyanosis, spina bifida, etc., have 

been becoming more numerous in proportion to the population in 

successive periods of five years. Probably the true explanation 

of the apparent diminution under the head of premature birth 

may be found in the ratios of deaths registered under the head 

of atr-ophy and debility. The quinquennial ratios are 697’0, 

1034-0, 1403-8, the ratios increasing, Avhile those against pre¬ 

mature birth were decreasing. At any rate, if the premature 

births have actually lessoned, no gain to the population seems 

to have resulted, in consequence of the compensation jiist 

alluded to. 

THE Yv^EEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAY. 

Two names were unintentionally omitted from the list which 

we published last week of the Committee of the Royal College 

of Physicians emj)owered to discuss with the Universities and 

other corporations the subject of a joint examination. Tliey 

were those of the Registrar (Dr. Pitman) and of Dr. Risdon 

Bennett, the representative of the College in the General 

Medical Council. The difficulties in the Avay of carrying out 

a scheme of the land seem to become greater the more narro'vly 

the subject is looked into. They are increased tenfold by the 

inclusion of the Universities, and yet to exclude such a body 

as the University of London from a joint board, whilst at the 

same time it is deprived of its light to grant licences to practise, 

would be an enormous injustice which Avill certainly never be 

perpetrated by a Government of which Mr. Loavo is a member 

Then, again, there can be no doubt that if the Universities are 

represented at the board, their siieeial function of granting 

degrees wifi be reduced to a minimum. Only the few wifi 

obtain these decorative titles, which Avifi confer no right to 

gain any tangible reward for the knoAvlcdge they prove their 

owners to possess. If, in order to prevent a falling- off in the 

number of Unh-ersity graduates and candidates for Fellowships 

of colleges, the standard of the pass examination for the licence 

to practise is kept low, the sole object of the scheme wifi bo 

defeated, and the Profession and public Avill be simiily 

losers by the change. On the other hand, if the standard i.s 

really a high one, the Universities and Colleges granting high 

diplomas Avifi be the real sufferers, and, we should think, are 

not very likely to bo Avifiing to become the scapegoats for all 

the sins and shortcomings of Medical education. The gaiii 

by the change must be very evident and very great to make it 

advisable to interfere with tlie usefulness and iirerogatives of 

such educational bodies as the Universities of the three 

kingdoms. 

The subject of the remuneration of the Medical Practitioncr 

is brought prominently before our readers in the letter from 

“A Constant Reader and Sub.9cribcr” which Ave publish in 

another column. Our correspondent Avrites from one of tliosc 

benighted^ rustic regions where still the bulk of the Doctor’.s 

income is made up by the mcdi-cino lie sends out. ’Phere is no 

doubt that the system still lingering in our correspondent’s 

district, which thirtj- years ago Avas universal, is in inanyrespects 

a very bad one, and has been made Averse by abuse ; but it is 

equally certain that tlio present generation of Medical men, by 

reforming it, have been terribly losers in iiockct. There can 

be no doubt that where it can be done, as in the higher class of 

practice in large towns. Medical men should be remune¬ 

rated for their skill and time only. But even in toAvns it is 

not possible that this should be tl-.c i>hm adopted in deaiing 

with the artisan and small tradesman class, unless the Medical 

Profession can afford to throw up many thousands a year, and 

to hand OA'cr the people in question to the tender mercies 

of the chemists and druggists. A man Avho is tire fatln r 

of a family, anl avIio earns tAvo pounds a veeek, can 
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not afford, wlien Iiis cliildreu have scarlatina, to pay a 

Doctor for liis visit and prescription and a druggist for 

his medicine. If the pharmaceutist is not to take the patient, 

the Doctor must supply the physic, and his charge must 

include it, for the patient cannot possibly pay separately 

and adequately for visits and medicine. Then, again, it will 

he long before patients in the lower and lower middle classes 

Will see the justice of paying the Medical man merely for 

attendance and advice. A practical dyspeptic English cheese¬ 

monger wants a remedy, and if the Doctor only gives him a 

little advice as to diet he is very likely to find his way to the 

(puack in the next street. Again, in sparsely peopled country 

districts a chemist and druggist could not five. The plan our 

correspondent proposes of charging an adequate fee for attend¬ 

ance and medicine is the one which we believe vsdU answer best 

in dealing with the educated classes. On the other hand, Avith 

honest poor people, who are not willing to lose their self- 

rospect by applying to the Poor-law Doctor or to Medical 

charities, we do not think that the Medical man in any way 

forgets his dignity when he gives his adAuce and merely charges 

for medicine, which has an undoubted money value not to bo 

measured by the mere cost of the ingredients. 

^¥e have received a report of two inquests held in St. Luke’s 

parish on children who have been attended in fatal illnesses by 

unquahfied practitioners. In one case the mother took the 

child to the shop of a Mr. Smith, a chemist, in White Cross- 
street. She said :—• 

“ When I took my child into Mr. Smith’s shop, I thought that 
he was a doctor, for there was over his shop-front the name of 
‘ Rumboll,’and on the door was the word ‘ Surgeon.’ I, be¬ 
lieving that he was Dr. Pumboll, paid him money, and allowed 
liim to prescribe for my child. 'The infant became Avorse, and 
on Monday Mr. Smith said to me, ‘ Take the child to Dr. Eum- 
holi,’ and I then for the first time ascertained that I was not 
dealing with a doctor. As the child was too ill to be removed 
out of the house, I went to Dr. Pumboll, and he gave me a 
mixtiu’e and three powders, and charged me 9d. for them. 
He refused to come and see the child unless I gave him another 
Is. 6d., and, as I had no more money, I was compelled to call 
in the parish doctor.” 

The other case Avas one in which an unqualified assistant to a 

Medical man attended a girl of eleven years of age, who died 

under his care. Doth eases illustrate the difficulty which Ave 

have already discussed in reference to Medical fees. There 

are thousands of people in London who neither wish to be 

pauperised by Medical charities nor to apply to the parish 

doctor, and yet who cannot afford to pay more than small sums 

for medicine. If these people are not to fall into the hands of 

the mere pharmaceutist, the Medical man who attends them 

must he content to receive the payments which they can make. 

I'/e need only appeal to the experience of many of our now 

Avemthy brethren to prove that the foundations of many 

lucrative practices have been laid in tliis low stratum of London 
society. 

We notice with regret that of 5567 boys who applied for 

service in the navy, and were examined on board the fiagship 

at Woolwich, Dr. C. K. Ord reports that 4410 were rejected as 

ineligible for the service. The boys are principally from the 

Juondon district. Of course they were not all rejected on 

account of physical defects. 494 were unable to read, and 169 

to write ; but 674 were under the standard of height, and 823 

under the standard of chest. The minimum for stature and 

chest measurements was, for boys between 14|- and 15, 

4 ft. 8|-in. and 27J in. respectively; and for boys between 

15 and 16, 4 ft. 10^- in. and 29^ in. 

The General Council of the University of St. Andrews have 

appointed a Committee to confer with the General Councils of 

the other Scottish Dniversities as to the expediency of restoring 

the degree of B.A., and of rearranging the curriculum of 

study. The University Court of St. Andrews have resolved to 

introduce chemistry into the ciu’riculum and examinations for 
the M.A. degree. 

Last week there were 219 deaths from scarlatina, amortahty 

shghtly greater than that of the preceding week. The East 

and South districts are suffering most. 

Dr. A. Wiltshire has written to inform us that, owing to 

official engagements which are not yet concluded, he is pre¬ 

vented becoming a candidate for the vacant obstetrical posts 

at the Charing-cross Hospital. The Council of the Hospital, 

we hear, have unanimously recommended Dr. J. Watt Black 

for the office of Obstetric Physician. This is tantamount to 

election. Dr. Snow Beck was also a candidate. 

Some of the patients sent from the St. Pancras Infirmary to 

the Charing-cross Hospital have been dismissed as unfit cases 

for a general Hospital. They are said to be suffering from 

ulcerated legs. It is reported that the St. Pancras wards of 

the new Infirmary Avill be ready for the reception of patients on 

Monday next. 

Dr. Wallichhas written a letter to the Times claiming for 

Sir J. Boss and for himself priority in discovering and making 

knoAvn the fact that animal life exists at great depths in the 

ocean—far beloAv the 300 fathoms supposed by the late Dr. 

Edward Eorbes to be its limit. 

Wliilst Ave Avrite the session of the St. Andrews Medical 

Graduates’ Association is being held at the Ereemasons’ 

Tavei’n. The meeting on Wednesday was signalised by the 

reading of an excellent paper on the luine by Dr. C. Black, of 

Chesterfield. The meeting Avill be brought to a close by a 

dinner, and an address from the President, Dr. B. W. Bichard- 

son, E.B.S., on “ The Science of Cure.” 

THE PLEA OP INSANITY IN CEIMINAL CASES. 

Some time since the plea of insanity in criminal cases came to 

be regarded Avith suspicion in consequence of attempting to 

carry it out in more than doubtful cases. We perceive that the 

man Martin, who mui’dered a woman in Southwark a short time 

ago, was acquitted on the ground of insanity at the Central 

Criminal Court last week. The plea was founded on the 

evidence of several persons which went to show that for several 

days before the commission of the act the prisoner had ex¬ 

hibited a low and dejected appearance. Dr. Harrington Tuke 

expressed his opinion that at the time of the occurrence the 

prisoner was not in a sound state of mind, and this was not 

incompatible with the fact that, immediately after the com¬ 

mission of the crime and at the present time, no symptoms of 

insanity might present themselves. The circumstances of this 

case corroborate Dr. Tuke’s opinion, and we are glad that the 

verdict was in accordance with that aspect of the case, for it 

is an admission against the lawyers’ vieAV of the subj ect that the 

“impulsive or moral insanity ” of Esquirol may be success¬ 

fully advanced in a proper case. Dr. Tuke gave his evidence 

in a manner which commends itself to our warmest approbation. 

BCULPTUEED STONES IN INDIA. 

OuE readers may remember the interesting work of Sir James 

Simpson on the early sculptures of Scotland, in wliich he 

points out the universality of a cup kind of marking apparently 

antecedent in date to the well-known spectacle ornament. He 

also diseoA’'ered an unmistakable representation of the mammoth, 

one of the most interesting archseological discoveries on record. 

Such sculptured stones and cup-hke markings have been found 

elsewhere, but they have hitherto heen supposed to be confined 

to countries formerly occupied by Celtic races. Becent dis¬ 

coveries in India, however, dispose of this theory. Mr. Bivett 

Carnac has found on the monoliths surrounding various 

large barrows in Upper India cup-markings, etc., cut out, of 

exactly the same character as those described by Sir James 

Simpson in his book on archaic British sculptures as found in 

the sepulchral monohths, etc., in this country. Lord Mayo is 

anxious that further investigations be set on foot in the matter 
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It is interesting to find thus the oldest, in all probability, stone 

sculpturing's of India to be tlie same in type and character as 

the oldest stone sculpturings of Europe. It breaks down at 

once the common idea that those cup-markings on the stones 

of Erance and Britain were Celtic, and gives them a more pre¬ 

historic character. 

SOKE LEGS. 

Now that the laxity of administration of the large endowed 

Hospitals is attracting much public attention, it may not be 

out of place to say a word or two about an unpretending little 

institution called “ The London Infirmary for Diseased and 

Ldccratcd Legs,” to show at what a small expense a great 

benefit may be effected. It is needless to remind our readers 

that the sore leg is the opprobrium of Surgery. It is sedu¬ 

lously refused admission into the general Hospitals, and is all 

but ig-nored in the out-patient departments. The infirmary for 

bad legs in Led Lion-square admits patients withoixt any letter of 

rcconimendation, and has been, since its institution in 1857, the 

means of curing many hundreds of the worst cases of ulcers 

and other diseases of the legs. The Surgeon is Mr. Thomas 

Westlake, whose name is honourably associated with labours 

and sacrifices for the relief of the sick poor. The expenses are 

wonderfully small, but the income does not meet them, and 

Mr. Westlake looks for support to his brethren and the public. 

We tliink he should receive that support, for he has carried on 

his exertions in a quiet Professional way, and has discarded all 

clap-trap and puffing; and he has, moreover, the goodwill and 

jjatronage of some of the most distinguished members of the 

Profession, and of Elorence Nightingale. 

FOOT-AXD-MOUTH DISEASE IX EUSSIA. 

The foot-and-mouth disease is very prevalent in some parts of 

Hussia. In the southern provinces it has enthely disappeared, 

owing, it is said, to the system of inoculation which is largely 

practised in those countries. 

FKOir ABKO.AD.—THE FEEXCII MEDICAD JOUEXALS AXD THE STAMP 

DUTIES—FECUNDITY OF PEOSTITUTES-ACUTE EANULA. 

Among the difficulties of Medical journalism in France the 

operation of the stamp law plays an important part. It must 

have often struck the readers of French Medical journals that 

there is a remarkable absence of writing on Medical politics 

and on social topics in their relation to the Profession, matters 

which form such prominent objects of notice with ourselves. 

But then w'e are not hampered with the operations of a 

troublesome stamp law with its Argus-eyed myrmidons ever on 

the look-out for delinquencies. Last week the Gazette 

Hebdomadal re, in relation to the remarks it had pubhshed on 

the discussion on infant mortality, received the following 

intimation from the superHsor of taxes that its appreciation 

must in future be confined within narrower limits;— 

“ Sir,—In your number for October 29 you inserted an article 
on the ‘ mortality of young infants,’ which treats the subject not 
only from its scientific point of view, but also from its economical 
point of view. Thus you enter into the consideration of the 
question of the intervention of the State in the choice of nurses, 

■of the aptplicatiou of the ordinance of 1842, the principle of 
pecuniary assistance, etc. I have the honour of calling your 
attention to the character of such a discussion, which is of a 
nature to subject your journal to the stamp duty.” 

“For our own part,” says the Union Midicah, “ we have not 
been so lucky as the Gazette to get off with an avertissement, for 
about six weeks ago a fine of 56 francs was imposed upon us on 
account of the publication of an article by M. Brierre do 
Boismont in reply to the attacks which have been made on the 
laws regarding lunatics. Our readers will therefore certainly 
understand and excuse the reserve and sobriety we exhibit on 
several important questions which are the order of the day.” 

The vaiious phases of prostitution being now the topic of 

the day, u'hcthcr in Profe.ssional or lay circles, we may cite a 

contribution by M. Lasegue, contained in the November 

number of the Archives Gc'neraies. It relates to “ Fecundity in 

relation to Prostitution,” the materials being derived from an 

elaborate examination of the lists of the Paris registered 

prostitutes. These, 3155 in number, of course constitute a very 

small portion of the women engaged in the business of prosti¬ 

tution ; but being all carefully .entered as regards their 

antecedents and procedures subsequent to registration, they 

furnish a means of investigating their fertility, attainable with 

such precision in no other class of women. Of the 3155 

women, 1628 had children neither prior nor subsequent to 

registration, 1158 had them both prior and subsequent to 

this, and 369 only subsequently. The 1527 JiUes-mires gave 

birth to 2403 Live children, 1485 before, and 918 after regis¬ 

tration. Considered in relation to their ages, the following- 

results were obtained. Between 15 and 19 years 53Avomen had 

no children, 15 had l,and 2 had 2; between 20 and 24, 343had 

none, 113 had 1, 29 had 2, 8 had 3, and 8 more than 3 ; between 

25 and 29, 544 had none, 207 had 1, 72 had 2, 37 had 3, and 

26 more than 3 ; between 30 and 34, 395 had none, 136 had 1, 

62 had 2, 20 had 3, and 32 more than 3 ; between 35 and 40, 

268 had none, 97 had 1, 44 had 2, 16 had 3, and 29 had more 

than 3 ; at 40 and above, 334 had no children, 139 had 1, 51 

had 2, 21 had 3, and 154 had more than 3. 

The following table presents, at a view, the comparison of 

fertile with barren prostitutes at their respective ages ;— 

Ages. , 1.5 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 and 
I’rostitutes .. 70 501 S86 G45 454 599 

Fertile 17 15S 352 2.50 18G 265 

Barren 53 343 544 395 268 334 

Moans . 4-01 2-01 105 1-09 1-04 1-03 

The means represent the proportion of prostitutes at the 

respective ages childless for 1 fertile in each ^category. Thus, 

in the second list, there are 2-01 childless women to 1 having 

1 or more children. 

At a recent meeting of the Societo de Chirurgie, M. Bou¬ 

chard related a case of “ acute ranula.” A woman eight 

months advanced in pregnancy, while swallowing a glass of 

wine, felt a tumour suddenly form in her mouth, wdiich in a 

few minutes had acquired a size sufficient to obstruct the pas¬ 

sage of air and threaten asphyxia. He found her in that con¬ 

dition, having both sides of the supra-hyoidean region greatly 

distended, and with a tumour the size of a large fowl’s egg, 

thrusting back the tongue, and filling the cavity of the mouth, 

excepting at a small space on the left side. The tumour was 

li\dd and fluctuating, and seemed to be caused by effusion 

under the mucous membrane. On making an opening into it 

with scissors, the discharge of a considerable quantity of 

white-of-egg-like fluid showed that the tumour really was an 

example of acute ranula. M. Forget, reporting on the case, 

said that he had also met with a similar case in a lady who, 

while eating, became the subject of a swclhng, which pre¬ 

vented her swallowing, and impeded respiration. On examina¬ 

tion he found the buccal floor raised up, but especially along 

the left side, giving it very mueh the appearance of a highly 

distended finger of a glove. A x’uncture discharged an albu¬ 

minoid fluid, and restored the normal movements in the parts. 

The patient had already experienced the same accident while 

eating three times within six months, but not to the same 

extent, the inconvenience caused being slighter, temporary, 

and disappearing spontaneously. In order to prevent the 

reappearance of the tumour, M. Forgot followed up an exten¬ 

sive incision of the wall of the cyst with cauterisation by 

nitrate of silver several times repeated. According to the 

researches of Mi Tillaux, ranula is due to the dilatation of one 

of the secreting conduits of the sublingual gland, which had 

become obstructed ; but M. Forget does not regard this gland 

and its appendices as the exclusive seat of ranula, which may 

arise in the canals of the submaxillar}- and parotid glands, 

which, like those of the mammary gland, and, indeed, all 

glandular apparatus, may undergo considerable dilatation. 
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M. Despres inquired wlietliei', in M. Bouchard’s case, oblite¬ 

ration Oi Wharton s duct had been found. In his opinion, the 

fact of ranula being produced by such obhteration has not 

been completely demonstrated. He has seen this canal 

obstructed by calculi so as only to leave a furrow on their sur¬ 

face for the slow issue of saliva, and yet no ranula has resulted. 

M. Giraldes observed that two forms of ranrda must be distin¬ 

guished, according as it has its seat in the submaxillary or sub¬ 

lingual gland. The dissections of MM. Tihaux and Guyon 

have done much to elucidate the origin of suhhngual cysts. 

In this form of ranula the tumour is always developed on the 

side of the buccal cavity, thrusting the tongue upwards and 

backwards, and very rarely depressing the floor of the mouth. 

In submaxillary ranula the tumour sjireads downwards towards 

the neck. M. Guyon observed, as to the doubt entertained by 

M. Despres of the simple obstruction of Warton’s duct being 

the origin of ranida, such obstruction has been incontestably 

demonstrated in several cases. M. Lefort adverted to the im- 

poitant distincdon laid doAvn by M. Giraldes between ranula, 

properly so called, and cysts of the submaxiUary gland. He 

had occasion to see a jpatient with a tumour under the tongue, 

prolonged under the ramus of the jaw and at the side of°the 

neck. Opened by the mouth, scarcely any hquicl flowed out, 

and jn’essure made on the part of the tumour which jjroj ected 

under the jaw caused none to issue. To evacuate the tumour 

it became necessary to make a puncture beneath the jaw, and 

tire liquid which flowed thence did not resemble that wHch 

issued from the buccal aperture. The distinction laid down by 

M. Giraldes is therefore of importance as regards indications 

for operation. M. Forget stated that he was quite aware of 

the difference between sublingual and submaxiUary ranula. 

He maintains, however, that the dilatation of Wharton’s duct 

may take place towards the mouth as weU as towards the 

neck, and that the hue of distinction between sublingual and 

submaxiUary ranula is not so weU marked as stated by 

I\f. Giicddes. Ho admits that ranula very rarely arises from a 

cUlatation of WUiarton’s duct, its cause iisuaUy being an obUte- 

ratiOn and consecutive ectasis of one of the numerous conduits 

of tne sublingual gland. The principal featme of interest in 

the present case was, however, its iUustration of the acute or 
suaden production of ranula. 

EEPOET ON THE TEACHING OE THE 
OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENTS OE 

THE LONDON HOSPITALS. 

Sf. Bartholomew''s Hospital. 

1. The out-patient staff consists of four Assistant-Physicians 
—two seniors (Drs. Southey and Church) and two juniors (Drs 
bree and Duckworth)—and four Assistant-Surgeons, also two 
.seniors (Messrs. CaUender and T. Smith) and two juniors 
(Messrs. WUlett and Langton). The senior assistant Medical 

in the week, the junior assistant 
ilecLical offleers only one clay in the week, so that there are in 
daily attendance an Assistant-Physician and an Assistant- 
Surg-eon. 

2; The length of attendance of each Assistant-Physician 
vanes from three to five hours. The hour of attendance is 
11 oO a.m. The average length of the attendance of the 
Assistant-Siu’g’eons is two hours. Their vi.sit commences 
at 12.30. 

3. With respect to the specialities represented. 
(ffl) Diseases of the skin, by Dr. Gee, on Fridays, at 1.30. 
(C Diseases of women, by Dr. Greeiihalgh, on Saturdays, at 9. 
(c) Aural Surgery, by Mr. T. Smith, on Mondays, at 1.30. 
(d) Orthopaedic Surgery, by Mr. Willett, on Fridays at 1.30. 
(e) Ophthahuic Surgery and demonstrations -with the oph¬ 

thalmoscope on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 12.30. 
(,/) Daryngoscopio demonstrations, by Mr. Langton, as 

occasions arise. 

G) Dental Surgery, by Mr. Coleman, on Fridays, at 9 a.m. 
4. As to the number of cases seen at each visit, it would 

aqipear that each Assistant-Physician, on an average, has a 
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daily attendance of 170 to 200 cases, about 28 of these bein>^>’ 
new cases, the Assistant-Surgeons from 80 to 100 cases, in- 
cluchng about 2.5 new ones. 

5. "Willi regard to the attendance of students, here, as else¬ 
where, the Surgical rooms attract many more students than the 
Medical from twenty to tliirty may commonly be seen attend¬ 
ing the Surgical practice, whereas only four or five wiU be 
found in the Physicians’ rooms. 

6. There is not much help afforded the assistant Medical 
omcers in seeing out-patients. Each Physician has a senior 
stuclent, often a qualified manj to help him. ITe is appointed 
or semeted by the Physician himself. Each out-patient Surgeon 
has three dressers, who prescribe, etc., under his directions, and 
who must be at least tnird-year’s men. Every new case is seen 
by the Physician or Surgeon himself. 

7. It win he seen from the preceding that no responsibility 
or independent action is permitted to those pupils who assist 
the out-patient Medical staff in their work. 

8. As to the nature of the cases seen in the ont-patient 
department it appears difficult to particularise, as almost every 
form of disease is met with here; but there can be no doubt 
whatever as to the great value and fitness of the cases for 
teaching purposes. 

9. The amount and land of teaching’ attempted in the out¬ 
patient department depends chiefly on individual effort. 

Dr. Duckworth states that he spends at least an hour on his 
out-patient day in teaching and making’ the men work for 
themselves under his directions, “ in examining tlie various 
cavities and viscera,” and in taking’ notes of cases. The 
stunents are also admitted to all the private examinations a.nd 
consultations with the Assistant-Surgeon in an adjoining room. 

Dr. Chiu’ch and Dr. Duckworth also hold two larg’e classes 
twice a week in the ward for elementary clinical instruction. 

Ml. ^Thomas Smith devotes himself especially to those 
students who are about to present themselves for examination 
at the College of Surg-eons, making some of them diagnose 
and others dictate the proper treatment of cases as they come in. 
Much the same methods ajipear to be adopted by the other out¬ 
patient Physicians and Surgeons. 

10. There can be no doubt at all as to the success which 
follows most of the efforts made in the direction of clinical teach¬ 
ing in the out-patient department of this Hospital. This is 
especiaUy evidenced by the large attendance of pupils who are 
prepa,ring to go up for examination, as mentioned in the pre¬ 
ceding paragraph. 

As this report is concerned solely with the educational aspect 
of the out-patient department, we have but little concern with 
the vexed, question of the admission and attendance on casualtw 
cases, which are unusually large at this Hospital. YvA would 
simply, however, observe thatif these cases are of use forteaching 
purposes in any moderate proportion, they ought not to be 
treated as casualties, but utilised in the regular way for the 
instruction of the pupils. As to the reported retention and 
treatment as casuals of interesting cases by the House- 
Surgeons and House-Physicians, and the drafting off of the old 
and chronic cases to the regular assistant Medical officers, it 
seems to us to be a course of action so offensive to these officials, 
and so unjust to the general body of students, as to be altoge¬ 
ther intolerable. We believe a temporary arrangement has 
now been made for the purpose of regulating’ the admission 
and distz’ibution of tnese casualties. Tzvo g’entlemen, one a. 
Member of the College of Physicians, and the other a Fellow of 
the College of Surgeons, attend daily and investigate all the 
cases as they present themselves, and dispose of them accordino- 
to their nature and necessities. ^ 

In conclusion, we vdsh to observe that there appears to b& 
everj possible disposition on the part of the out-patient staff,, 
which is a large and an efficient one, to make the best use, for 
teaching purposes, of the abundant and valuable material here 
at their disposal. The rooms in v/hich the out-patients are seen 
are commodious, quiet, and of good srie. 

Pdince Leopold has been suffering from a slight cold, 
but is now convalescent. 

^ The Poor-law Board has taken the new’ infirmary at 
Ilighgate out of the hands of the St. Pancras Guardians, and 
vested it in the managers of the Sick Asybaia District, com¬ 
prised of representatives of the parishes of St. Clement Danes, 
St. Anne (Soho), St. Martin-in-the-Fiehl.s, St. James (West¬ 
minster), St. Mary-le-Strand, St. Paul’s (Covent-garden), 
St. Giles’s-in-the-Fields, St. George’s (PJoomsbury), and 
St. Pancras. 

OUT-PATIENT TEACHING DEPARTMENTS. 
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SIE J. Y. SIMPSON, BAET., 
ON THE MORTALITY OF LIMB-AMPUTATIONS AS 

REGULATED BY THE SIZE OE HOSPITALS AND 
THE DEGREE IN WHICH PATIENTS ARE 
AGGREGATED OR ISOLATED. 

Ix previous comuiuiiicatioiis on Hospitalism, we have seen that 
in our larg-e metropohtan Hospitals, about 41 in every 100 
operated on die of those patients who are subjected to the four 
major amjjutatious of the limbs; v.diile in single or isolated 
rooms in country practice patients die under the very same 
class of operations to the extent only of 10 or 11 in every 100. 
We have collected evidence of the death-rate from these same 
four major limb-amputations in British provincial Hospitals 
of various sizes. If wo throw the whole facts thus collected 
into a tabulated foimi, the general results may be stated as 
follows 

Size of Hospital, etc. Death-rate. 

1st Series.—-In large and metropolitan British Hos¬ 
pitals, chieliy containing from 300 to 500 beds or 
upwards, out of 2039 limb-amputations 855 died, or 1 in 2'4 

^nd Series.—In provincial Hospitals containing from 
201 to 300 beds, out of 803 limb-amputations 228 
died, or . . . . . .. . . . 1 in 3‘5 

5rd Series.—In provincial Ho3i)itals containing from 
101 to 200 beds, out of 1370 limb-amputations 301 
died, or . . . . . . . . . 1 in 4’4 

4th Series.—In xjrovincial Hospitals containing from 
26 to 100 bods, out of 761 limb-amj)utations 134 
died, or . . . . . . . . . 1 in 5’6 

5th Series.—In provincial Hospitals containing 25 
beds or under, out of 143 limb-amputations 20 
died, or . . . . . . . . . 1 in 7T 

Cth Series.—In British private country practice, with 
the patient.s operated on in single or isolated rooms, 
out of 2098 limb-amputations 226 died, or . .1 in 9'2 

These data go to point out and establish the general fact or 
general law in Hospital hygiene, that the death-rate accompany¬ 
ing amputation of the limbs, and, as we may infer, the death- 
rate accompanying other Surgical operations, and many Medical 
diseases also, is regulated in a great and marked manner by 
the size of the Hospitals, and the degree of aggregation or 
segregation in which the patients are treated. But, like all 
other general laws in MoLlicine, this law is subject to many 
exceptions. Thus, a small Hospital, if overcrowded with beds 
and patients, becomes as insalubrious as a largo Ho,spltal under 
one roof. On the other hand, a large Hospital would be 
generally mide almost as salubrious as a small institution, 
provided few beds wore left scattered over its wards, and these 
wards svero Avell ventilated and often changed. But such 
exceptions only establish more securely the great and important 
hygienic law, that, in the treatment of the sick, there is ever 
danger in their aggregation, and safety only in their segrega¬ 
tion ; and that our Hospitals should be constructed .so as to 
avoid as far as possible the former, and secure as far as possible 
the latter condition.—Edinburgh Montlily Medical Journal, 
December, 1869. 

MEDioo-P.3yciiOLOGiCAL Assoclatiox. —At a meeting 
held on Thursday last week, in the hall of the Royal College 
of Physicians, Eliiiburgh, the Chairman, Professor Laycock, 
brought under the notice of the meeting the subject of clinical 
teaching of insanity, vdicn, on the motion of Dr. Sibbald, of 
the Argj-le District Asylum, seconded by Dr. Skae, of Edin- 
l)nrgh,Yt was resolved “Tiiat this meeting desire to express a 
strong opinion of the necessity of making the clinical teaching' 
of insanity imp ^rative in every Medical curriculum, and request 
the Secretary to send a copy of the resolution to the Medical 
E-iculties and University Coiu’ts of Scotland, the boards of 
examiners in Scotland, and the members of the Gener.al Medical 
Council.” Papers were afterv.mrds read by Dr. Take on 
the “ Cottage System of the Management of Lunatics;” by Dr. 
Clouston, of Carlisle, on the “Medical Treatment of Lunatics; ” 
bj’- Dr. Bence Thomson, of Perth, on the “ Hereditary Nature 

■of Crime ;” and by Dr. Ilowdeii, of Montrose, on the “Death- 
rate of the Insane.” 

Duiiixa the past f«)rtnight 3487 lbs. of meat Imvo boon 
•seized in the Loudon markets. Of these 2249 lbs. were di.s- 
•ea-sed, 460 lbs. wore putrid, and 592 lbs. came from animals 
which had died either of accident or disease. 

REVIEWS. 
-o- 

Injuries and Diseases of the Knee-joi)it, and their Treatment by 
Amputation and Excision Contrasted. The Jacksonian Prize 
Essay of the Royal College of Surgeons of England for 1865. 
By WiLLiAvc Paul Sw.vin, E.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Royal 
Albert Hospital, Devouport. 8vo. Pp. 252. London : 
John Churchill and Sons. 

It will be in the recollection of our readers that in the 
year 1860 the Royal College of Surgeons had announced the 
following as the'subject for the Jacksonian Prize Essay:— 
“ A Description of the Diseased Conditions of the Knee which 
require Amputation of the Limb, and those Conditions wliich 
are favourable to Excision of the Joint; with an explanation 
of the relative advantages of both operations as far as can be 
ascertained by cases properly authenticated.” It is also well 
known that the late distinguished young Surgeon, Peter Price, 
who had been for years the pupil and assistant of Mr. (now 
Sir) William Eergusson, and who had previously made himself 
well known by his practice and -writings in connexion with the 
subject, tried for the prize, and, in the words of one of liis 
biographers, “produced an essay on excision of the knee-joint 
which, for the fulness -with which the subject is treated, the 
vast number of facts brought together, the beautiful prepara¬ 
tions, drawings, and photographs which accompanied it, is 
unequalled in the records of conservative Surgery.” 

Nevertheless, the committee appointed by the Council, con¬ 
sisting, it is said, of three gentlemen who had scarcely any 
practical acquaintance with the treatment of disease of the 
knee-joint by excision, refused to award the prize to the 
author of the essay. Price, already lingering under a wasting 
disorder, had his end hastened by the disappointment attending 
the rejection of Ids work, which was published soon after his 
death. Then only was it fully seen with what indigrdty and 
injustice he had been treated. The Profession at large endorsed 
the truth of the remarks of his biographer just quoted. And, 
we suppose as some reparation for the grave wrong perpetrated, 
the Council five years later again invited gentlemen to come 
forward and compete for a prize on the same subject. 
Curiously enough, by a kind of retributive justice it fell to the 
lot of another d^istinginshed pupil of King’s College Hospital 
to write an essay which was thought worthy of the coveted 
award, and which is now before us. Some justice was done to 
the memory of Price by the posthumous piibhcation of Ids own 
es.say, but a much fuller amount by Mr. Swain’s beautiful and 
elaborate work; for he has gone over the very same groimd that 
Price had trodden, has handled the subject much in the same 
way; and although, from the lapse of time which has intervened 
betv.reen the publication of the two essays, Mr. Swain has been 
able to bring together a larger amount of facts, the conviction 
is carried to the mind that, whilst Swain has most deservedly 
earned the prize in 1865, the author of the essay for 1860 was 
treated in the most shameful and humiliating manner. We are 
sure that Price’s friends and relatives will be grateful to Mr. 
Swain for having been the medium of thus rendering' an act of 
tardy justice to the memory of that distinguished young 
Siu'geon. 

The work before us is divided into ten chapters, and, as in 
the case of Price’s essay, the first parts treat of the anatomy of 
the knee-joint, and of those diseases which are peculiar to this 
region, and which demand active Surreal interference. The 
greater portion of the essay—as in Price’s—is devoted to the 
con.sideration of the special question of excision of the knee- 
j oint, whilst a very limited portion is devoted to amputation of 
the thigh ; and we call especial attention to this fact, for, as a 
kind of excuse for the harsh treatment pursued towards Price, 
an attempt Avas made to show that the work Avas all about ex¬ 
cision, and refei'red to amputation oidy in a .slig'ht and secondary 

manner. 
Mr. Swain’s descriptions of the various diseases to wlnph the 

knee is subject are remarkably g'ood and clear, and yet vuthout 
prolixity. W^e Avould call especial attention to his picture of 
the chronic inflammation of the synOAual membrane as well as 
to the description of the gelatinform degeneration of the same 
tissue. We find that on the subject of tuberculosis of bone 
Mr. Swain is at variance AAuth Price, Avho averred that “ morbid 
deposits of true tuberculous material in the cancellous struc - 
ture of the expanded ends of bone is, so far as my OAvn ex¬ 
perience goes, an affection of common occurrence. Mr. SAvain 
remarks in reference to this point, “Price s extended study of 
knee-joint disease and the intelligence he brought to bear upon 
the subject demand extreme deference to any opinions he may 
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liave enunciated; but I cannot help feeling that in this matter 
he "was mistaken. I have never seen a case of pure tuberculous 
deposit in a joint^ end, and I believe that the ‘ gelatinous 
material which Price describes as in ‘ every respect analogous 
to pulmonary tubercle ’ is nothing more than the granulations 
filling the cancelli which I have before described.” (P. 35.) 

It is needless to remark that what is needed here is a de¬ 
finition of tubercle ; and that the word has been, and stiU is, 
used in so vague a way that two men of equal experience may 
mean different things by it. 

A chapter is devoted to the consideration of wounds, injuries, 
and deformities of the knee-joint, and some very interesting 
illustrations of these conditions are given. ° 

Mr.. Swain, haidng described the diseased conditions of the 
knee-joint, next passes to the consideration of excision and its 
advantages compared with those of amputation, and he gives 
us the latesu statistics, Avith the caution, “We cannot fail to 
remark how careful we should be in jumping at any conclu¬ 
sions drawn from statistical evidence.” W^e quite agree in the 
necessity of his caution, although avg suspect the author has 
unconsciously transgressed his OAvn rule. And here we feel 
provoked to say one word as to “ statistics.” In this much 
misused department of human knowledge there are two 
branches. First, there is the collection and enumeration of 
tacts; and secondly, the drawing of inferences from the figures 
so coUected. The first branch may be called naked or dry 
statisucs, and, when they are collected by persons who have no 
by-ends, are generally ,to be relied upon. Such would be an 
enumeration of the number of persons operated on at different 
times, by different Surgeons, in different places, from various 
diseases, or the like. The second branch deals Avith inferences 
and with comparisons, and it is here that the most astoundino- 
instances are met with of the credulity, or blindness, or one° 
sidedness ^ of so-called scientific men. Inferences are daily 
di-aAvn, Tnthout consideration or remorse, from scanty and in¬ 
congruous materials, and comparisons made of things which 
cannot be compared; for it is the essence of fair comparison, 
Avhen instituted for the purpose of determining the difference 
ot result which follows difference of cause, that the thino-s 
compared should be catens paribus—that is to say, that they 
should be alike in all particulars save those selected for the 
purpose of comparison. 

To return Mr. Swain gives a “statistical” account of the 
^ ^ cases of excision of the knee. From the year 

1/60 up to 1865, 316 cases are recorded, with 76 deaths—i.e., 
one in four; Dr. MacCormac, of Belfast, has since coUeeted 74 
cases, with 25 deaths, or one in three ; and Mr. Swain has col¬ 
lected 82 others, with 15 deaths, or one in five and a half. Take 
them altogether, the deaths are 116 out of 472, or 24-57 per cent. 
But granting the accuracy of these figures, they are dry, naked, 
barren, and worthless, as showing the chance of life after exci¬ 
sion of the knee, and they besides do an injustice to the opera- 
tion. lor Mr. Swain goes on to show, first, that these are the 
handiwork of British Surgeons, whereas Hodge, of Boston, has 
collected 208 cases with a mortality of 28-84 per cent., Hay- 
lelder, of St. Petersburg, 213 cases with a mortality of 30 per 
cent., and ho quotes four cases operated on in Paris in 1862Avith 
a mortality of 100 per cent. So that in the first place, accord- 
uig to Mr. Swain, the _ mortality varies Avith the country. 

econdly, he says it varies with the epoch, inasmuch as the 
ratio of deaths is smaller in some later series than in some earlier 
ones. Thirdly, it varies according to the Hospital and the skill 
and discretion of the Surgeon. On this last point we are quite 
at one Avith Mr. Swain, and Ave envy him the honest pride Avith 
which he A^ites—In Exeter, Plymouth, and Devonport 
together the knee-joint has been excised in no less than 43 
cases, Avith only 5 deaths and 4 subsequent amputations—a fact 

permitted to say, speaks well for the Surgery 
of the West. And, without any doubt, the Surgeons of the 
West have not yet reached the limit of perfection. 

We confess we feel mortified when we peruse Mr. Swain’s 
comparative statement of the results of amputation of the 
thigh, and find him, after quoting Mr. Bryant’s 1168 cases 
“ ^^P'ifs.tion of the tldgh with their mortality of 21-7 im-cent., 
o? o amputation for disease AAuth a mortality of 
^1-8, going back to Mr. Garrick’s table, dated 1862, of 1413 
oases of amputation with mortality of 30-71 per and draw¬ 
ing attention to “ this very considerable difference of 9 per 
^nt. of deaths,” as jf Garrick’s cases seven years ago vitiated 

ta^^av it is just the same as the difference between 
Ur^lacGormac’s cases of excision and his own ! 

Having given the most careful attention to the statistical 
part ot Mr. Swain’s work, we say positively that, valuable and 
necessary though it be as a part of Surgical history, it does 

not give one gram of support to excision over amputation. 
JNay, that the attempt to compare two such series of discordant 
and incongruous cases with a A-iew to practical results is fruit¬ 
less of necessity, and that the attonqit is injurious to the 
operation which it is meant to support. And iet us say that 
if we have dwelt thus long upon the fallacies of the statistical 
aigurnent, it is because Mr. Swain giA-es such plenty of 
materials for putting the case on a right issue that it is quite 
needless to put it on a wrong one. 

His whole book says most justly that the object of excision 
is a higher one; that it is the Surgeon’s duty to giA'e his 
patient the chance of saving his leg and foot; that the mutila¬ 
tion and shock are less; that the exposure of meduUa by 
saAvdng the shaft of a bone is presumablv more dangerous than 
the exposure of cancellous structure; that if there are failm-es 
after excision, so there are bad stumps after amputation ; that 
if excision fails, there is the option of removing yet more of 
the diseased bone, and of amputation as a last resource; that 
if the convalescence after excision be longer, yet that the 
patient does not wait for the operation so long as he does foi- 
amputation, and that a foot of flesh and blood is worth Avait- 
ing for. Then there is the “proof of the pudding,” the 
cases of good recovery; the fact Avhich daily experience 
teaches that deaths after operation depend more on incidental 
than on essential conditions, and that the skill and humanity 
of modei-n Surgeons will prompt them to avoid these causes of 
death, and aim at recoveries more numerous than even the best 
operators have yet shown. With solid arguments like these to 
rest on, Avhy resort to the treacherous reed of “statistics,’' 
falsely so called ? 

But we must hasten on, and follow the author as he describes 
the methods of performing excision very carefully and very 
plainly, and gives some very useful [hints regarding the de¬ 
tails. “It is very necessary,” he says, “to arrest all htemor- 
rhage before the limb is finally put up. I think wo are too 
sparing in our ligatures in this operation. Every bleeding- 
point of consequence in the soft tissues should be tied. I have 
frequently seen the most free haemorrhage from the cut edges 
of the periosteum. A careful search for bleeding points should 
be here made. A little patience and a stream of iced water 
Avill generally arrest oozing from the surfaces of the bones. It- 
is most distressing to the patient, and a fertile source of ill- 
success, to have to take doAvn the Kmb, reopen the wound, and 
search for bleeding vessels.” (P. 77.) 

The importance of absolute rest of the limb after operation' 
and the dire results of meddlesome interference, are insisted 
upon by Mr. Swain most forcibly, and we commend these 
remarks to every Surgeon. 

We are next treated to a description of those diseased con¬ 
ditions of the joint which require excision, and very properly 
Mr. Swain cautions Surgeons against its performance in in¬ 
stances where disease of the synovial membrane alone exists, 
or where acute suppuration has taken place, except under 
certain circumstances, and recommends it in cases where disease 
has extensively attacked the cartilages and bones. He also 
agrees with aU other good Surgeons that the operation should 
not be adopted where there is diffuse inflammation or suppura¬ 
tion in the ends of the bones. 

He devotes some space to the qiiestion of excision for trau¬ 
matic injury and deformity. He is of opinion that excision 
might be more frequently performed for injuries of the joint. 
As yet, however, there is not much experience to guide us on 
this matter. Deformity of the limb resulting from old disease 
of the joint is the last condition requiring excision Avhich Mr. 
Swain considers, and his remarks here are replete Avith sound 
judgment. He wisely says he would not urge the operation 
under such circumstances, but thinks that, at the earnest desire 
of patient or friends, the proceeding may be justifiable. More¬ 
over, he refers to instances where active disease has subsided, 
leaving, however, a deformed and useless limb, andAvhere, upon 
the receipt of injury, fresh morbid changes may be continually 
being set up. In these instances there cannot be a doubt that 
remoA-ing the diseased and deformed tissues in a block ia 
Avarrantable, and, indeed, such cases have furnished some of 
the best results. 

Mr. Swain concludes this important question by considering 
the constitutional conditions and age admitting of excision of 
the knee and re-excision, and makes this sound remark— 
“ When the constitution is enfeebled by other disease thanthat- 
in the joint, I think that the procedure which holds out the best 
chance of rapid recovery should be adopted. If, for instance, 
a strumous joint has reached that state of disease in Avhieh it is 
a constant source of trouble and annoyance, and if it seems to 
increase, a,s no doubt it frequently does, the irritation of 
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tubercle in the lung’, it should be removed; but rather by 
amputation of the limb than by excision of the joint.” (P. 138.) 
With regard to the age, Mr. Swain says it should never be per¬ 
formed in patients above 45 years of age. This is a good rule, 
but there may be some exceptions. He is, moreover, of opiidon 
that, as a general rule, excision of the knee should not be per¬ 
formed under 10 years of age, owing of eourse to the shorten¬ 
ing which is liable to occur, especially if the whole or greater 
part of the epiphyses has lieen taken away. Mr. Swain, in 
some few concluding remarks, shows him.self, we are glad to 
say, a warm advocate for re-excision in certain instances of a 
failure after the operation. 

The author has finished his task by devoting a chapter to the 
consideration of amputation for diseases of the knee; and 
having referred to the various methods, and discussed the 
merits of each, he comes to a similar conclusion with Price, that 
there are only two conditions of the knee-joint absolutely de¬ 
manding amputation—namely, acute suppuration and diffuse 
inflammation or strumous deposit in the ends of the bones. It 
is true Mr. Swain differs somewhat from Price as regards the 
proper mode of action in cases of extensive disease of the 
synovial membrane alone—Price recommending excision, our 
author hesitating about this; but before proceeding to ampu¬ 
tate he wisely suggests making an attempt to save the limb by 
an exploratory excision of the knee. 

A very valuable appendix will be found, in which are given 
the details of more than one hundred cases of disease of the 
knee-joint treated by various Surgeons, mostly by excision; 
and the work is embellished by numerous illustrations. 

We cannot conclude the notice of this most valuable essay 
without expressing our high admiration of it and congratu¬ 
lating the author on the great success he has achieved. 
Mr. ^ Swain was already weU known to us, and the pub¬ 
lication of this work will at once place him in the front 
rank of those distinguished provincial Surgeons who are an 
honour to their Profession and their country. We also con¬ 
gratulate the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons for 
making some reparation for the humiliation heaped upon Price 
whilst he was living, and upon his memory when he was lying 
in his grave, by awarding the prize to Mr. Swain, for we are 
sure, from Avhat we can judge of the spirit in which this essay 
is written, that the author himself will be the first to admit 
that he has only amplified Avhat Price had originated. Pie has 
gouQ over exactly the same ground which Price had trodden 
five years previously, and, whilst employing the same energy 
and intelligence, has been able to make use of more abundant 
materials than his predecessor possessed, and in this way has 
brought before the Profes.sion a moi’ecomprehen.sive and valua¬ 
ble essay. And it has fallen to the lot of Mr. Swain to accom- 
pUsh what it was not permitted for Price to do so thoroughly— 
viz., to dispel the doubts and uncertainties in which the ques¬ 
tion of excision of the knee-joint was involved, and to prove 
beyond aU question that the operation is one of the greatest 
improvements in modern Surgery. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
--- 

ON MEDICAL CHARGES. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Allow me, through your widely circulated columns, to 
address a feAV remarks to my Medical confreres which have 
been suggested by a consideration of the existing system of 
Medical charges in country districts, Avhere, in the year of grace 
1869, the amount of jncdicine supplied to the patient, is still 
made the basis of remuneration for Medical services. 

To quote the vmrds of Dr. Kirby in his brochure upon the 
“ Ready Method of administering Remedies,” “ under such a 
system it is clear that the Doctor must be underpaid or the 
patient overdosed.” The educated classes in our larger towns 
have long been familiar with a more just and rational 
system, based upon the principle that “ a Practitioner is 
evidently as justly' entitled to his fee when he prescribes food 
as phy'sic,” and the practice has become almost universal of 
charging so much per A’isit, “ including necessary medicines.” 
To imagine that such enlightenment exists throughout the 
country at large I apprehend to be a great mistake. I write to 
expose the existing system and to suggest a remedy. 

After a prolonged course of study, first as a pupil to a Surgeon 
in a large town, and .afterwards for nearly six years at a metro- 
XJohtan Hospital (whore, besides obtaining the ordinary Medical 

and Surgical diplomata, the writer graduated at the London 
University), Ifiudmyself, by a fortuitous chain of circumstances^ 
the purchaser of an ordinary general jjractice in a country 
district. AU. preliminaries arranged and introductions effected, 
I leave my city brethren to imagine my dismay at finding the 
folloAving system of charges to prevail. I take as an example 
the case of a respectable weU-to-do farmer, living between two 
and three miles from my residence. Every time this patient 
was visited he was charged thus—Iter, 2s. 6d.; mist, and pil., 
5s. 6d. That is to say, my predecessor Avas obliged to sujoply 
him Avith 5s. 6d. wortli of medicines at each visit in order to 
obtain adequate remuneration for his services. 

A further analysis of these separate items, 2s. 6d. and 5s. 6d., 
wiU more clearly expose the foUy and baseness of the system. 
1. Iter 2s. 6d. This means the fee for visit and mileage, for 
when the patient could not be prevailed upon to SAvalloAv the 
nauseous “mixture and pUls,” the charge was stiU only 23. Gd. 
Of course it implies that a patient must have a certain amounfi 
of medicine supplied to liim, that the mere Avorking expenses 
of the practice may be defra.yed apart from any charge for time 
and skill employed. How many journeys at 23. Gd. must a 
man make per diem to defray the hare expense of keeping tAVO 
horses, a gig in repair, paying farmer’s bUl, shoeing bill, 
saddler’8 bill, toU gates, wages to a man and boy, livery, asse.ssed 
taxes, stable and coachhouse rents ? for these are the expenses 
incurred in working the visiting part of the practice, omitting: 
all consideration of interest upon the large sum of money and 
long years of mental toil spent in study preparatory to the 
active practice of one’s Profession. ” 2. “ Mist, and pil. 5s. Gd., 
and I may add a lotion, or draught, or powder, jAlaster, or 
blister, whenever the patient can be prevailed upon to submit 
to the imposition, and for which equaUy extravagant charges- 
are wont to be made. The necessities of the case forbid the 
inquiry whether the patient requires such and such a medicinn 
—the real question, in bold English, is, “ How much can I make 
him swallow ? ” 

It is almost ludicrous to compare the few pence and few 
minutes spent in the preparation of these precious mixtures, 
pills, draughts, etc., and the fabulous sums charged for them, 
and to compare that again with the ridiculously small fee 
charged for “ Medical attendance and advice” which the tAvo- 
and-sixx)enny iter comprehends. Under such a system the Doctor 
is undei'paid unless he can contrive to make his patient swalloAE' 
a certain amount of medicine. How demoralising, unpro¬ 
fessional, and inexcusable! 

Let me proceed to suggest a more excellent way. My own 
plan last year was that generally adopted in toAvn practice— 
A'iz., to chai’ge so much per visit, “ including necessary medi¬ 
cines ; ” and this charge was based upon an average taken from 
the cliarges made in the practice under the old system. 

To take the case quoted above. My predecessor in effect 
argued—“ If I charge only 28. Gd. per journey, the patient must 
be supplied Avith 5s. Gd. worth of medicine to make it pay”— 
i.e., the average charge per visit for this particular case was 8s. 
But inasmuch as the patient was not always tractable, and 
objected sometimes to the flood of nauseous drugs, it would 
occasionally happen that the Doctor was obliged to content 
himself with “ iter 2s. Gd.” only. Allowing for an occasional 
contretem2)s of this description, I fixed the charge for the case 
referred to at 7s. Gd. per Ausit, “including necessary medi¬ 
cines.” 

Does this plan^thc system of fees so generally adopted in 
towns—meet the wants of every case ? Hardly. Notoriously 
not in pure Surgical cases, or where scarcely any medicine is- 
required; for in such cases, where none or scarcely any medi¬ 
cine is supplied, a patient Avill complain that the fees have 
been the same as when medicines have been regularly and con- 
tinAxously supplied. There is a sIioav of justice in this, though, 
of course, the answer is that the one must be set again.st the 
other—the attendance Avith small supply of drugs against the 
attendance with larger supply. The only true solution of the 
problem, to my mind, lies in the general adoption of the Con¬ 
tinental system, where eA'ery Medical man, of Avhatever grade, 
throughout the country writes his prescription, and the State 
sees to it that efficient and reliable pharmaceutists are provided 
in all districts. The Bractitioner charges a single fee for each 
visit, and gets rid of the bugbear of supplying medicines 
himself altogether. Of course it Avill be long ere conservative 
England will adopt such a simple plan, but much may be hoped 
for from a Department of State Medicine. 

Meanwhile need the present demoralising system of charging 
which prevails in country districts continue ? I think not, 
and after mature deliberation have adopted the folio wing plan. 
I separate entirely the tAvo existing elements of Medical 
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practice—viz., {a) Medical attendance and advice; {b) the 
dispensing and sup^Dly of drugs. I explain to my patients 
that were I in a town (where every facility exists for 
procuring perscriptions dispensed) I should not dispense 
at all myself, but write my prescriptions and charge 
a single fee “for Medical attendance and advice” for each 
visit, but to oblige them, situate as they are in a country dis¬ 
trict, I shall (dispense my own prescrif)tions, charging for the 
medicines mere druggist’s prices (which I have ascertained 
■from a resi)ectable provincial chemist), and charge a separate 
adequate and remunerative fee for “ Medical attendance and 
advice ” per se. The former would of course be fixed and 
invariable for whatever class of j)rivate patientj the latter would 
vary infinitely with his social position, the nature of the 
attendance, time spent, and di.stance travelled, etc. 

Trusting that you will be able to find space for this in your 
valuable journal, and that it may lead to some general dis¬ 
cussion ujjon the subject of Medical charges in s’eneral practice, 

I am, &c. A Constant Reaheb and Subsceibbe, 
November, 1869. 

MR aASKOIN ON THE OEIGIN OE SYPHILIS. 

ITo Uie Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

'SiE,—The first notice I have had of Dr. Einckenstein’s work is 
■derived from your issue of November 27, which is certainly 
very menacing .to_ views I venture to hold concerning the de¬ 
rivation of sypliiiis. I profess myself, however, as wholly 
willing to be convinced by .stronger argument. But that I may 
not seem to owe more than is necessary to Dr. Einckenstein, I 
have no option but to do what had been better done long since 
—viz., publish an English translation of the work of Villalobos. 
It is well known to a few of my friends in England and abroad 
that I have made such a translation, and whatever hesitation I 
may have had about publishing it is removed by present cir¬ 
cumstances. Although at this time I have pressing engage¬ 
ments,^ I undertake to lay it before the public in its present 
shape in the beginning of next year. In the meantime, my 
jealousy for the honoiir of Villalobos compels me to say that 
no author could be more than he explicit or assertive as to 
syphihs being entirely a new complaint, up to that time not 
mentioned in literature ; on this account he has been quoted 
fey an author and critic of great name as giving some degree 
of support to the view of its derivation from America. 

In page 647 of the same issue (November 27) there is a most 
interesting passage quoted from church archives in the fourth 
century which demands my attention. It is indeed a most re¬ 
markable passage ; were there many such, I should tremble for 
my opinion. So impregnable does it appear that I fear my 
reply will appear to many what is called special pleading, and 
especially to those who have not studied the ecclesiastical 
aspects of leprosy. 

The “learned author” gives the key to the solution. 
Guided by erudition, he doubts whether leprosy stands for 
cutaneous disease. Very _ likely “ the leprosy that infects 
others” was^a moral infection, or some ecclesiastical disability, 
but perhaps it was contagious venereal, of which there was a 
real superabundance in antiquity as w'ell as in the days that 
immediately preceded the outbreak of syphili.s; but neither 
venery nor venereal can produce syphilis without its proper 
antecedent. 

I do not say that the venereal diseases of the ancients 
are pOTfectly comprehended by what we see now. It would be 
unpliilosophical to assert that syphilis has never anywhere 
existed in the old continent. Still, I have never seen a de¬ 
scription of syphilis from an ancient author that satisfied me, 
but only what a German author, learned on tills subject, has 
called “ indications.” The old Physicians, our predecessors, 

• could describe disease fully as well as the moderns. My arg-u- 
ment is that they described syjihills thoroughly and completely 
•as soon as they had it to describe. 

I am, &c. Geoege Gaskoin. 

COLLECTION OE WORKS ON OPHTHALMOLOGY. 

Lettee fboji De. Hieschbeeg, of Beelin. 

[To tlie Editor of tbe Medical Times and Gazette.] 

,SiE,_ - hereby beg room in your esteemed j ournal for the fol¬ 
lowing- scientific notice:— 

J- Hirschberg, M.D., Berlin, 5 Ziethenplatz, having been 
appointed by the JFtoier mcclicinische Rundschau to give a 

•Dec. 4, iscj. 

complete summary of ophthalmology and a yearly r'e|'ort on 
the progress of ophthalmological science, begs to re(|ufe5t the 
authors on those subjects to forward to him their essays', wert-ks, 
etc., and especially those which have appeared in such jouriiM.s 
that have no extensive circulation in Germany, and will send 
them back if it is desired.” 

I am, &c. 
Berlin, Prussia, o Ziethenplatz. J. Hieschbeeg, M.D. 

THE EDINBURGH ROYAL MATERNITY CHARITY. 

Lettee feom De. Ciiaeles Bell. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—It is a matter of the utmost indifterence to me whether 
or not Dr. Matthews Duncan admits the accuracy of my state¬ 
ments in regard to the Royal Maternity Hospital of this city, 
so long as I am sati.sfied that they are correct; and I can defy 
him or any one else to disprove them. If Dr. Duncan’s argu¬ 
ments are not to be founded on facts, it, is a pity that he should 
have laid them before the Profes.sion. 

I am, &c. Chaeles Bell. 
18, Maitland-street, Edinburgh, November 30. 

OPHTHALMIC PRACTICE AT ST. THOMAS’S. 

Lettee feoh Me. S-vdney Jones. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—I am desirous of making more complete your othervy-ise 
very accurate report on the out-patient department at St. 
Thomas’s by adding— 

1. That eye cases are seen on Vdednesdays as well as on 
Saturdays; that on the former day from 80 to 120 cases attend. 
Erom your report it woidd appear that “ eye cases (40) ” are 
attended on Saturdays only. 

2. That oxihthalmoscopic demonstrations are given every 
Wednesday morning, and in the summer special evening 
ojilithalmoscopic demonstrations. 

3. That six beds are allowed to the Senior Assistant-Surg-eon 
for the purpose of illustrating the lectures given by him on 
Ophthalmic Surgery. 

The time selected (9 a.m.) for the seeing of eye cases might, 
with advantage to the xiatients, be altered, c.sxiecially during 
the winter months. Many come from long distances. ® 

I am, &c. 

Sydney Jones, M.B., E.R.C.S., 
Senior Assistant-Surgeon and Lectui-er on 

Anatomy and Ophthalmic Surgery at St. 
Thomas’s Hospital. 

THE ASSISTANT HOUSE-SLTRGEON AT KING’S 

COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Lettee feom Me. Heney Smith. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sin,—My attention has been drawn to the following statement 
in your report on the teaching of the out-patient departments of 
King’s College Hospital:— 

“ _A considerable amount of responsibility is thrown unon the 
Assistant House-Physician and Assistant House-Surgeon. We 
presume that theoretically these gentlemen only act under the 
direction of the Physician or Surgeon whom they maybe assist¬ 
ing, but practically they appear to act independently of them, 
and take old and new, severe and slight cases, equally with 
them, and without any consultation or communication. It 
results from this practice that cases may and do attend this 
Hospital for many months together without once seeing the 
Medical officer under whose care they nominally are.” 

I hope you will f)ermit me to state that your reporter has 
been misinformed regarding the position and functions of the 
assistant resident officers. So far as relates to the Assistant 
House-Surgeon, at least, I can answer for the fact that, whilst 
this gentleman, wffio is a M.R.C.S., and almost always one of 
our most distinguished pupils, is allowed considerable latitude 
in the discharg-e of his duties, it is distinctly understood that 
he does not see or send away any case of interest or importance 
without calhng- the attention of the Surgeon to it first; and 
although these gentlemen have considerable opportunities of 
setting at nought these instructions, I have never once had 
occasion to complain of such neglect. And as an illustration 
of this I may mention that I always permit my assistant to 
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perform the minor operations, such as tapping for hydrocele, 
phymosis, and catheterism (except in difficult cases) ; and 
such is the understanding between us, and, I may say, 
such is the invariable courtesy pursued, that the cases 
where such minor operations are urgently demanded are always 
set aside for me to decide upon previously. Thus it will be 
seen that, so far as the Surgical department is concerned, it is 
an error to suppose that the Assistant House-Surgeon “ acts 
indejiendently ’ ’ of the Surgeon in attendance. 

As regards the estimation in which the teaching of the out¬ 
patient department conducted by my colleague Mr. Wood and 
myself is held by the students, I may mention that the attend¬ 
ances of pupils during a week lately were exactly 180, thus 
giving an average of thirty pupils daily. When we take into 
consideration the fact that our new students did not number 
many more than thu'ty, that some of these may be engaged 
elsewhere, and that all may not ho diligent and anxious to 
learn, I tliiuk we may ho satisfied that our efforts to make the 
out-patient department available for teaching x^^^rposes are 
well apxjreciated by our pux)ils. I am, &c. 

Wimpole-street. Henry Smith. 

ILEUS RELIEVED BY INFLATION. 

Letter from Mr. E. J. Orford. 

[To the Eilitor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—Having’ observed in your last number a case of “ Obstruc¬ 
tion of the Bowels relieved by Inflation,” reported by Dr. 
Whyte, I venture to send you an outline of a case which hap¬ 
pened to me about two years ago. I was requested to see an 
elderly man, and upon visiting him, about 3 p.m., I found 
him suffering from obstruction of the bowels. He had pre¬ 
viously taken six doses of castor oil and tincture of rhubarb 
(each half an ounce), with no effect. The abdomen was swollen 
and tympanitic, and I at once administered a turpentine enema, 
which came away coloured, but without any solid matter. I 
next injected warm water, which returned nearly colourless. 
I then ordered warm fomentations to the abdomen, and 
returned in about two hours and repeated the enema, 
afterwards throwing up warm water, all of wliich returned 
colourless; there was no vomiting, and as I feared to excite 
that formidable symptom by administenng remedies by the 
stomach, I ordered croton-oil liniment to be rubbed in over 
the whole surface of the abdomen, and the fomentations to be 
continued. This was assiduously done dui’ing the night, one 
ounce of the liniment being used, and about 6 a.m. the following 
morning the bowels were copiously evacuated. They continued 
to act rather frequently for a day or two, but when that had 
ceased the patient was quite convalescent, and has continued 
in good health up to the present time. 

Shortly after, I mentioned the case to a neighbouring 
Practitioner of eminence, who thought my treatment rather 
“ heroic ; ” and as it seems to me that “inflation ” is open to 
the same objection in a greater degree, I should hke to have 
the opinion of yovu’ readers uxion the subject. 

I am, &c. 
Frederic J. Orford, M.R.C.S. 

Wellesbourne, Warwick, November 30. 

ON PNEUMONIA. 

Letter from Assistant-Siirgeon Welch. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 
Sir,—The presence in your last week’s issue of a summary of 
two papers read before the Royal Medical and Chirurgical 
Society—the one by Dr. Heale on “The Physiological Rationale 
of Pneumonia,” and the other by Dr. Waters on its treat¬ 
ment—leads me to forward you the following resume of the 
disease in question, based on a careful observation of 52 cases 
occurring during the winter of 1866-67 in the 1st Battalion 
22nd Regiment then stationed in New Brunswick, North 
America, and detailed at length in the Army Medical Reports, 
vol ix. p. 329. Of these 52 cases, in males between the ages 
of 17 and 34, and most of good stamina of system, the right 
lung was involved in 21, the left in 16, and both in 15. Of the 
extent of involvement of single lung compfication—one lobe, 
32 (19 right, 13 left) ; two-thirds of organ, 3 (1 right, 2 left) ; 
and whole lung, 2 (1 right, 1 left). Of the double pneumonia, 
in 13 the disease was limited to the lower lobes, and in 2 (both 
fatal) the whole of the right lung was involved, and uxjper and 
middle lobes of left. Of the fatal ca-ses (2), in one disease of 

the kidney existed of the granular form of degeneration, in the 
other the syistem was completely undermined by syphilis and 
drunkenness. 

The average duration of the cases from the first symptom 
of congestion to hepatisation of lung tissue was 3’4 days. 
Crepitans rcclux supervened after an average of two days’ dura¬ 
tion of consolidation, and an average of seven days ensued from 
this to restoration of respiration of normal character (with 
the exception of prolonged expiration), the average duration of 
cases from first symptom of systemic derangement to full re¬ 
covery being 17'2 days. Bronchitic complication occurred in 
the ratio of 54 per cent., pleurisy 59. 

A systemic derangement following chilling of the body, sug¬ 
gestive of arrested secretions, and associated with blood change, 
preceded the local lesion of the lung in all, and determined its 
extent; the onset of inflammation of lung tissue was associated 
with high febrile disturbance, and on the comxiletion of hexiati- 
sation active morbid change was exhausted. 

The temperature of the breath in one lobe involvement wa.s 
reduced to 86® F., in double pneumonia to 80°; in no case did 
the thermometer mark more than 103° on skin of epigastrium. 

Diminution of the chlorides of the urine was the rule, in 
proportion to the extent of lung implicated—partially or totally 
absent while hepatisation was in progress, and reappearing on 
its completion. 

Microscopic examination of the sputum and hmg tissue de¬ 
monstrated that hepatisation was consequent upon cell-prolife¬ 
ration in the air-vesicles (originating probably in those lining 
the interior), and restoration of x^atency of the latter by fatty 
degeneration of the cellular elements mainly removed by ab¬ 
sorption ; the fibrous tissue of the lung being also swollen out, 
granular, and with a great tendency to break up into fragments. 

The treatment pursued consisted in the relief of the pleuri.sy 
by cupping to the extent of three or four ounces, or by 
counter-irritation, in the restoration and increase of the secre¬ 
tion of skin, kidneys, and intestinal canal by diaphoretics, 
diuretics, and mild purgatives, especially by one-twelfth of a 
grain of antimony every four hours ; in obtaining sleep by nar¬ 
cotics ; in the relief of the accomxianying great thirst; and in free 
supportof thesystemby fluidhutriment and alcoholic stimulants. 
To get rid of the superadded dyspnoea of x>leurisy was clearly 
indicated, and nothing was so x>otent to effect tliis as cupping; 
the relief of the associated exhaustion of the nervous system 
by sleep narcoticaUy obtained was also strongly marked; and 
the asthenic and anaemic tendencies of the disease required to 
be anticipated by liquid nutriment and alcohol in proportion to 
the individual peculiarities of the case. No medicine was given 
for “ aiding absorption; ” when delayed, it was always a.sso- 
ciated with deficient stamina, and best rectified by medicinal 
tonics and dietetic means. 

For the arrest of pneumonia the natural history of tho 
disease points to a rapid restoration of the depurating organs, 
especially the skin and kidneys, as outlets from the system of 
the accumulated effete products, and consequent curtailment ot 
extent of involved lung. 

In uncomplicated pneumonia, the morbid action in the lung 
is essentially limited to the air-vesicles; the blood, incaxiable 
of arterialisation, is stagnant in the caxiiUary network, while 
cellular elements, rapidly x>Toduced, are gradually excluding- 
the inspired air. 

Is not the primary obstacle to the efficient performance of 
the respiratory function in pneumonia in the abnormally 
vitiated blood, and does not the excessive cell proliferation in 
the air-vesicles aid gTeatly in the removal of the offending 
material? Carefid study of the disease certainly siqiports 
these deductions, and indicates that if exiithelial pneumonia be 
considered an inflammation of the lung tissue, a groat 
modification of the morbid process embraced _ in the term 
inflammation must be allowed according to the tissue or organ 
of the body implicated. I am, &c. 

Francis H. Welch, 

Cork, November 24. Assist.-Surg., 1st. Bat. 22nd Rogt.. 

Academie des Sciences.—To fill the vacancy left 
among the corre.sponding members of tho Botanical Section by 
the death of Dr. von Martins, an election took place at the last 
meeting. The Committee sent up the following names On 
the first line: Pring.sheim (Berlin). On the second line, ex 
ccqm: De Bary (Halle), Bentham (London), Goeppert (Breslau),. 
Asa Gray (Cambridge, Mass.), Naegeli (Munich), and Parlatoro 
(Florence). Of forty-one voters. Prof. Pringsheim obtained' 
the suffrages of thirty-two. 
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REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 

-- 

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, November 16, 1869. 

Richard Quain, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

Dr. Moxon read a report on Dr. Tilbury Pox’s specimen of 
Madura Foot from India. He and Mr. Hog'g' ag'reed that it 
belonged to the second form described by Dr. Carter. It con¬ 
tained no fungus-like structure, hut rounded roe-like masses of 
doubtful origin. 

Dr. Bristowe reported nothing new with regard to Dr. 
Powell’s specimen of Lympho-sarcoma. 

Dr. Tuckwell (of Oxford) exhibited a specimen of Lympho¬ 
sarcoma of the Spleen and Lumbar Glands. The latter foimied 
a^ mass TOund the pancreas, and consisted of growths of various 

j enlarged, but its structure was not much 
attected. There was nothing in the mediastinum. The anterior 
surface of the stomach was dotted over with growths from the 
peritoneum. The kidneys were contracted and cystic. The 
patient was a middle-aged woman, who had long suffered from 
a large ulcer of the leg. Referred to committee. 

Mr. J. D. Hill showed a Diaphragmatic Hernia passing 
upwards through the oesophageal opening. The hernia was 
covered by a peritoneal sac, and looked as if the fibres of the 

spread out over it. The sac contained the stomach, 
with the great and less omentum, which were thus situatedinthe 
chest. The man had been ill twelve months, and finally could 
not swallbw, nor could a bougie be passed- He died of bron¬ 
chitis. There were three tumours in various parts of the body 
with a structure like scirrhus. Query : Was the stricture of 
the oesophagus of this nature, or was it congenital ? 

Mr. C.ALLEXDEE asked if the distribution of the vessels was 
normal, as this would tend to show whether the hernia was 
congenital or otherwise. 

Dr. Murchisoh did not understand how the stomach was in 
a sac covered by the peritoneum and oesophagus. 

Mr. Hulke wished to know where the oesophagus ended in 
the stomach. The specimen was referred to Mr. Arnott and 
Mr. Callender. 

Mr. Barwell exhibited the Ring of a Strangulated Ventral 
^ foreign patient who was brought exceedino-ly 

ill to Charing-cross Hospital. There was an abdominal tumour 
on the left side, a little above the umbilicus, and the inteo-u- 
ments were here darkened. The patient had stercorace?us 
vomiting, and exhibited a reducilile scrotal tumour with no 
signs of inflammation. He opened the sac, whence a dark 
fluid flowed, and the intestine was found to be dark with two 
ashy spots. There was coffee-grounds vomiting, and thouo-h 
the patient partially raUied, he ultimately died. The gut had 
passed through the muscle, and was there surrounded by a 
hard cartilaginous ring. 

Mr. Nunx exhibited certain casts of a case of Dislocative 
Rheumatism. The flexors had overcome the extensors, owin o- to 
softemng of the ligaments. This occurred at various ioints, 
the wrist, the fingers, and the ankles. 

Mr. Adams said these were merely the results of chronic 
rheumatic arthritis. 

Mr. Nu^ also showed certain Fibrous Tumours existino- 
over the Olecranon and Tibia on the same side of the body They 
resembled fibrous degenerations of the bursal sacs. As they 
were in the patient’s way, they were removed. There was 
nothing peculiar in his occupation. 

. showed a Fibroid Ovary with a large cyst in its 
intCTior. The case ^curred in the practice of Mr. Alderson, 
ot Hammersmith. The ovary con.sisted of two parts—fibroid 
and cystic and was that of a woman aged 60. It had orown 
three years The cystic portion had ruptured into the intes- 
tiim. I he hard part coiLsisted of fibrous bands with nuclei. 

Dr. JoHx Murray exhibited the liver, uterus, and append¬ 
ages of a woman eight months pregnant, aged 24, who was 
brought into the Middlesex Ho.spital drenched with blood from 
ante-partum haemorrhage. All means were tried to arrest the 
haemorrhage, but in vain. At length craniotomy was performed, 
as the os uteri would not dilate sufficiently to admit of turnino-. 
_ he, however, died a few hours afterwards. Extravasations of 

many of the serous surfaces, and into 
the tissue of the liver and ovaries. Her history was not that 

nom^^h extravasations were unusual, and 
pointed to the haemorrhagic diathesis. This would explain 

also the obstinate haemorrhage, which Avas not to be accounted 
for by any local disease. 

Ml. Le&g exhibited from the museum of University Colleo'e 
Hospital a specimen of Cherrystones referred to at a former 
meeting. The woman had suffered from her fifth year from 
colic. Once, after an enema, she passed many cherrystones. 
She first entered University College Hospital under the care of 
Dr. Walshe, when she vomited some fruit stones. Five outta- 
percha pills were given to see if they would pass, bu^ they 
would not. She was lost sight of for a time, but when she re¬ 
entered the Hospital, the sound produced on striking the stones 
was more decided, and a chinking was audible to bystanders. 
The sound was sometimes elicited from the left, sometimes from 
the right iliac fossa. After death, the caecum was found to bo 
very small, and the ileo-ciecal valve extremely narrow. Just 
above, the ileum was enormously dilated AAuth faeces, contain¬ 
ing a few cherrystones. Most of those found were lying higher 
up in the ileum quite free. They filled a pint measure, and 
were_ covered by an inky-looking compound. There was a large 
opening just above the valve commmiicating with another part 
of the ileum. 

Mr. Nimx said he remembered seeing in Cruveilhier’s plates 
something of the kind—a concretion haAung a dam.son-stone as 
a nucleus. 

Dr. Bristoave thought such concretions not very uncommon. 
Mr. T. Smith referred to a case Avhere colotomy was per¬ 

formed and many passed. 
Dr. Murchison asked if there was anything peculiar about 

the Avoman leading her to swallow cherrystones habitually. In 
Cruveilhier’s case there was a cancerous structure. 

Dr. Edwards Crisp thought gradual accumulation would 
account for so many being found. 

Dr. Buchanan said he saw the patient when she first came 
into University College Hospital. Dr. Walshe diagnosed the 
existence of the stones in the canal. He being, like most 
House-Physicians, rather presumptuous, fancied they were 
outside, and contrived the experiment of the gutta-percha 
pills to prove this. 

Dr. Adam exhibited a specimen of a Mitral Valve with soft 
Vegetations on its Margins and an Infiltrated Spleen, removed 
from a lady aged 48. She had long been Avealdy, and com¬ 
plained of coldness Avith shivering, followed by feverish attacks. 
There was then no OAudence of organic disease. By-and-by 
she got worse. Her temperatm-e rose to lOU—104"’ F. in the 
evening. Ascites came on, and she died seven months after 
the commencement of her illness. 

Dr. Anstie thought the case one of pyaemia connected with 
ulcerative endocarditis. 

In reply to Dr. Moxon, Dr. Adam said the mm’mur had been 
heard for two months. 

Mr. Hogg objected to the term vegetation, as likely to lead 
to confusion, when men talked so much noAv-a-days”as to the 
vegetable origin of disease. 

Dr. Moxon exhibited a specimen of Pulmonary Embolism. 
The patient, a male, came under the care of Mr. Birkett for a 
Avound of the foot. There was some erysipelas, but the wound 
ultimately healed. There was no oedema of the foot, but there 
was slight pain in the course of the vein. While apparently 
going on weU, the man suddenly died. After death the blood 
was found quite liquid except in the pulmonary artery, which 
was filled with a Avhite clot. The femoral vein showed an old 
phlebitis of months’ standing. This plugging Avas often seen 
in phthi.sis. 

Dr. PoAVELL had often seen plugging in phthisis, but no con¬ 
gestion or phlebitis. 

_ Dr. Moxon said there was no congestion, owing to the pecu¬ 
liar circumstances of the case. 

Dr. Fagge remembered a case where they watched for three 
weeks before oedema appeared after femoral phlebitis. 

In reply to Mr. HuUce, Dr. Moxon said he wished to convey 
the idea of bodily removal of the clot. 

Mr. Baravell drew attention to the femoral clot. 
Dr. Moxon said that its upper end was evidently fractured. 

The man had an erysipelatous attack five days before death. 
Referred to Drs. Murchison and Bzastowe. 
Dr. Whipham showed the Ribs and Heart of a Man de¬ 

stroyed by a pistol-shot wound of the left side. There Avas a 
large AVOund over the apex of the heart, which Avas blown 
clean away. Two bullets, veiy coarsely made, Avero lodged in 
the back. The lung was not much injured. 

Dr. Beistowe showed an Apoplectic Clot in the brain of a 
woman, aged 68, which had caused loss of speech. She was 
in the Hospital a month, and was gradually improAung so that 
she could say a few words, but soon broke down. She died of 
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bronchitis. The clot existed in the left cerebral hemisphere, 
involving the corpora striata and optic thalami, but the anterior 
hemispheres were not implicated. 

_ Dr._ Greenhow drew attention to the importance of dis¬ 
tinguishing the loss of the power of speaking and the loss of 
the power of language. 

Dr. Beistowe could not say which exactly; she recovered 
both slightly. 

ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL OFFICEES OF 
HEALTH. 

Satueday, November 20. 

Me. Liddle in the Chair. 

The Secretary, Dr. Vineit, stated the result of the recent 
interview with Mr. Goschen on the subject of the Registration 
of Disease. Mr. Goschen was favourably disposed towards 
their views. At a second meeting held at Dr. Richardson’s it 
was determined that a deputation should also wait upon the 
Registrar- General. 

Mr.^ Oeam, H.M. Inspector of Factories, and Dr. Steele, 
Superintendent of Guy’s Hospital, were proposed as associated 
members. 

Dr. Eallaed then read a paper 

ON SCARLET FEVER AND ITS FATALITY, AS AFFECTED BY AGE 

SEX, SEASON, AND EPIDEMICITY. 

Dr. Ballard premised that the remarks he was about to make 
were based upon a registration of disease in his parish of 
Islington extending over the twelve years 1857-1868, and 
including three epidemics. His tables gave a total of 2375 
pauper cases; malting 10,000 living his basis of calculation, and 
taking the whole and not merely the pauper population into 
account, his tables showed that under 5 years of age there were 
418 cases; from 5 to 10, 544; from 10 to 15, 224 cases; from 15 to 
20, 72 cases; 20 to 40, 24 cases ; and so on. He next gave the 
numbers for each year, and from these he proceeded to refute 
the statements of various authors on the subject of scarlatina. 
One author asserted that early infancy and extreme age were 
exempt from attack. Dr. Ballard had in his register a case of 
a child only 5 weeks old, and he had another as far advanced 
as 74 years of age. One author asserted that the liability to 
attack began towards the end of the first year of life. Dr. 
Ballard’s tables showed him a percentage of 2J under 
9 months old; they also indicated that children under 
10 years of age were most liable to attack, that the 
greatest prevalence was between the ages of 5 and .10, that 
scarlatina attained its maximum during the fifth year of life, 
being a year later than that of measles. From 10 to 15 a rapid 
decline of liability to attack was shown. His tables gave no 
in(Rcation of the period of first dentition or of second dentition 
being particularly liable. With regard to sex there was shown 
to be a slightly greater liability on the side of male children 
under the age of five, and on the side of females between the 
ages of five and ten, and subsequently. With regard to seasons, 
spring and winter were shown to be nearly alike in the 
liability to this disease; the numbers increased considerably in 
the summer, and attained their maximum in autumn. With 
regard to temperature the disease seemed more disposed to 
spread when the mean temperature was between 56'’ and eO”. 
With regard to the fatality of the disease this seemed to lessen 
from infancy, when it was greatest uj) to the age of 15, and 
onwards. The fatality was also greater in males than in 
females up to puberty, when the state of the disease became 
reversed. It was also shown to be least fatal in summer and 
most fatal in winter. In the first half of the year there was 
shown to be, on the whole, most fatality when the disease was 
least prevalent. Dampness in the weather seemed also to have 
much more influence in promoting fatality than even a low 
temperature. Dr. BaUard concluded with some remarks upon 
the influence of what is called “ epidemic constitution ” in 
determining the fatality of the disease. 

A short ^scussion on the subject of the paper followed, in 
wliich Dr. Tripe, the Chairman, Dr. Ilifte, Dr. Gibbon, Dr. 
Stevenson, and others took part, but the statements of Dr. 
Ballard remained unshaken. 

The meeting shortly afterwards adjourned. 

BiRMiNGirAM.—Mr. James Baldwin has forwarded to 
Mr. Sampson Gamgee a cheque for £100 for the Working- 
m.en’s Fund for the Extension of the Queen’s Hospital. 

HEW IHVENTIOHS. 

NEW CLAMP FOR HAEMORRHOIDS. 

Mr. Sydney Jones, feeling how unequally the clamps in 
present use press on all parts of the pile to be removed, has 
devised an instrument in winch the bars act in a perfectly 
parallel direction. This parallel action of the blades is effected 
by ifiacing the joint-screw at right angles to the blades. A 
scooping action is at the same time secured, so that the deepest 
part of the pile is seized and drawn forwards. On the upper 
surface the blades are sloped, so as to make their line of closure 
project bejmnd the general level. By this arrangement the 
removal of the pile by scissors can be more readily effected. 
The rack and screw for fixing the handles play very easily : the 

rack is curved, and, instead of being fixed, has vertical and 
horizontal movements. Of course, in the use of this clamp the 
ordinary curved scissors would not have availed ; their shape 
has been modified to adapt them to the curve of the clamp. 
The principle has been admirably carried out by Messrs. 
Schmidt and Robinson, of 267, Strand. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

On the Patholo(jy of Insanity, By R. C. Shettle, M.D., Phy¬ 
sician to the Royal Berks Hospital. London: Hamilton, 
Adams, and Co. Pamphlet. 

This is a paper read before the Reading Pathologieal 
Society as an introduction to a discussion, and is evidently the 
result of much labour on the part of its author. He enters 
into aU the investigations winch have been made as to the 
causation of insanity from the days of Pinel downwards. A 
previous paper on puerperal mania, by Mr. Walford, had given 
rise to some discus.sion, and Dr. Shettle selected his subject in 
accordance with what he thought most hkoly to promote debate. 

Tooth Extraction. A Manual on the Proper Mode of Extract¬ 
ing Teeth. By John Gorham, M.R.C.S.E., etc. London: 
Hardwieke. Pamphlet. 

This little book is likely to be of use. WTien a young 
man enters a surgery as apprentice, as is still sometimes the 
case, one of the earliest operations he is called on to perform is 
tooth-di-awing. Too often he is left to find out the rationale 
of the process by himself, not unfrequently at the expense of a 
good deal of suffering on the part of unfortunate patients, 
until he has attained to a kind of rule of thumb. Most books 
on dentistry are far too large to be put in such a one’s hands, 
but this little manual is just the thing; plain and simple in its 
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style, no one can fail to understand it, and its precepts cer¬ 
tainly seem to us, wlio do not profess to be profoundly skilled 
in dentistry, sound and good. 

Letts’s Medical Lrescription Copyist. 

4^#* This recent publication is a pocket-book of conyenient 
.size, containing all the presoriber needs for writing prescrip¬ 
tions and retaining a copy of them. We all have experienced, 
on many occasions at the houses of our patients, delay and 
vexation for want of pen, ink, and paper. Letts’s copyist 
renders us independent in the matter, and we have the dupli¬ 
cate prescription for reference. The convenience of the ar¬ 
rangement is so great that we feel assured that it will be 
adopted by the Profession, to whom we strongly recommend 
its use. 

Letts’s Medical Ledger. 

A very useful work for Surgeons in general practice. 
By its employment they will save themselves an infinite deal of 
trouble in bookkeeping. By a very simple arrangement the 
Practitioner can see at a glance all that is required for him to 
draw up his account. 

Letts’s Visiting-Lists. 

These convenient lists are of different sizes to suit diffe¬ 
rent sized pocket-books. We cordially recommend their use. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

-«- 

Wau Office.—The Seci-etaij of State for Wax has appointed Ih-ancis 
Baxter, M.D., B.E.C.S., Surgeon-Major, to be Visiting Sui'geon for 
Chatham, Gravesend, and Maidstone, under the Contagious Diseases 
Acts, 1866 to 1869. 

Medical Depabtjient.—Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals Thomas 
Guy, M.D., from half-pay, to be Deputy Inspector-Genei'al of HospitaD, 
vice John Mure, M.D., who retires upon half-pay. 

Beevet.—The imdermentioned Deputy Inspecfcors-.General of Hospitals 
who retire upon half-pay, to have the honorary rank of Inspector- 
General of Hospitals;—James Walker Chambers, M.D., and John 
Muie, M.D. 

BIRTHS. 

Herbeet.—On November 25, at Bradford, Yorkshire, the wife of Henry C. 
Herbert, M.D., H.M.’s 40th Regiment, of a daughter. 

MaokixVox.—On October 11, at CampbeUpore, Punjab, India, the wife of 
Assistant-Surgeon Charles Mackinnon, 20th Hussars, of a son. 

Picard.—On November 25, at 24, Abbey-road, N.W., the wife of P. TTirk- 
patriok Picard, M.D., of a son. 

Rhodes.—On November 20, at 5, Royal-terrace, Wejunouth, Dorsetshire, 
the wife of Charles Rliodes, M.D., of a son. 

Taxnbb.—On November 26, at Alfred House, Newington-causoway, Lon¬ 
don, S.B., the wife of John Tanner, M.D., M.A., LL.D., of a son. 

Waluch.—On November 28, at 11, Earl’s-terrace, Kensington, the wife of 
G. C. WaUich, M.D., of a son. 

Wilks.—On November 29, at the residence of Prederick J. Clouston Scott, 
Esq., Swansea, the vdfe of Dr. Platt Wilks, of a daughter. 

Wilson.—On November 22, at6, Montpellier-terrace, Chcltcnliam, the wife 
of Edward T. Wilson, M.B. Oxon, of a daughter. 

WoLFB.—On November 28, at 7, Shaftesbury-terrace, Glasgow, the wife of 
E. R. Wolfe, M.D., of a daughter. 

MARRIAGES. 

University of London.—The following are Lists of 
the Candidates who have passed the recent Examinations 
in Medicine and Surgery ;— 

JI.D. EXAMINATION. 

Entire. 
Casey, Edward, King’s College. 
Cavafy, John, Westminster Hospital. 
Clothier, Henry, University College. 
Eager, Reginald, Guy’s Hospital. 
Hilliard, Henry Charles (Gold Medal), Guy’s Hospital. 
Loy, Thomas Richardson, University College Hospital. 
Ridge, John James, B.A., B.Sc., St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
Tibbits, Edwai'd Thomas, University College. 

Logic and Moral Philosophy only. 
Coombes, Carey Pearce, St. Mary’s Hospital. 
Parsons, Henry Franklin, St. Mai-y’s Hospital. 
Richards, WiUiam. Alsept, King’s College. 
Thomas, Edward Wynne, University College. 

M.S. EXAMINATION. 

MicheH, Thomas, M.D., London Hospital. 

B.S. EX.VMINATION.—-PASS EXAMINATION. 

First Division. 
Dukes, Clement, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
November 26, 1869;— 

Gray, Robert, Armagh, Ireland. 
Oakes, Charles, Dudley-grove, Bayswater. 
Finder, John William, Horsforth, Leeds. 
Waterworth, Edward AUan, Newport, Isle of Wight. 

As an Assistant in compounding and dispensing medicines : — 

Sutcliffe, William Henry, Jersey. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their Eirst Professional Examination:— 

Noott, William Mathias, Middlesex Hospital. 
TothUl, Thomas Henry Frederick, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENT. 

*.»* The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub- 
lishing-ofB.ee, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Hope, Wilmam, M.B., M.R.C.P.—Physician-Accouoheui- to the St. 
CjeorgG s, Hanoyer-square, Dispensary, vice Di’. Lee, resigned. 

NAVAL AND MILITARY APPOINTIVIENTS. 

Aumi^lty.—The following appointments have been made:—Dr. John 
-R. liolman, Staff Si^’eon to the Dulce of Wellington^ for service in the 

to be appointed to the Ocean when reoommis.sioned; Erancis W. 
_aws, ^rgeon, additional, to the Duke of Wellington, for service at 

Lisbon Hospital; Matthew Trevan, Assistant-Surgeon, additional, to 
lioyal Adelaide, for service in the Revenge, to be appointed to the 

Aealous when recommissioned. The undermentioned ofiicei-s have been 
promoted to tlm rank of Surgeon in Her Maje-sty’s Fleet;—Charles 
Tbn!??^^TY^’ Borough Johnson ; Thomas Jameson, M.D.; 
ihomas Dunlop Alhson, M.D.; and Duncan McNab Johnston, M.D. 

Avery—Coley.—On November 30, at St. Anne’s, Wandsworth, William 
Howard Avery, of Stockton-grange, Shifnal, to EUen, only daughter of 
the late Jolm Coley, Surgeon, Bridgnorth. 

Blake—Alder.—On November 11, at Hurstboume Tarrant, Andover, by 
the father of the bride, Thomas William Blake, M.R.O.S. Eng., second 
son of Thomas Blake, Esq., of Galway, Ireland, to Katherine Alice, 
younger daughter of the Rev. Gilbert Alder, Vicar of Hur.stboui-ne Tar¬ 
rant and Rural Dean. 

Hiron—Shelton.—On November 23, at the parish church, Walcot, Bath, 
Jolm Hickman Hii-on, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., of Studley, Warwickshire, to 
Julia, youngest daughter of George Shelton, of Edgbaston. 

Malone—Hofpmeister.—On November 23, at Northwood Church, Anthony 
Malone, Captain R.M.L.I., to Eliza Carter, eldest daughter of W. C. 
Hoffmeister, M.D., of Clifton House, Cowes, Surgeon to the Queen and 
Royal EamUy in the Isle of Wight. 

Unwin—Wood.—On November 24, at the parish church, Wigan, John 
Brooke Unwin, L.E.C.B., to Elizabeth, only daughter of Thomas Wood, 
Esq., Wigan. 

DEATHS. 

Davidson, MAP.Gtabet, third daughter of the late James Davidson, M.D., 
Mari-schal College, Aberdeen, and widow of Colonel Thomas Wardlaw, 
45th Regiment B.N.I., at Bath, on November 23. 

Evans, George William, M.R.C.S., at his residence, HemcBav, suddenly, 
in the 67th year of his age. 

Eolliott, James, M.R.C.S., etc., at Stapeley Cottage, near Nantwich, 
Cheshire, in his 34th year, on November 25. 

Fhlchbe, Frederick Brookee, Siu’geon, at Orpington, Kent, on Novem¬ 
ber 24, in his 48tb year. 

Locking, J ohn, M.D., formerly of Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, at 17, Con- 
naugbt-square, Hyde-park, London, on November 20. 

Lyforu, Henry Sutton, Esq., son of Henry Gdes Lyford, M.D., late of 
Winchester, at Eyndhurst, on October 7, aged 46. 

Macarthur, Charles Baird, son of C. B. Macarthur, Surgeon, Dum- 
barton-road, Dlasgow, at Kim, Dunoon, N.B., on November 20. 

Sinclair, John De Bareock Dunbeath, fifth son of Donald Sinclair, 
M.D. Edinburgh University, at 1, Ljmdliurst-road, Beckham, on Novem¬ 
ber 26, aged 8 years. 

Verdon, Edward Howard, Esq., late of Oakley-square, London, and 
Sligo, at Dublin, on November 22. 

VACANCIES. 

In the following list the nature of the office vacant, the qualiflcations 
required in the Candidate, the person to whom application should bo 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Borough op Ipswich Lunatic Asylum.—Resident Medical Superinten¬ 
dent. Applications and testimonials to the Town Clerk’s office, Ipswich, 
addressed to “ The Lunatic Asylum Committee,” on or before January 15, 
1870. The Asylum will be ready for occupation in April or May. 

Cholsev New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—^Medical Superintendent. 
Applications and testimonials to J. T. Morland, Esq., Clerk to the Com¬ 
mittee of Visitors, at the Asylum, Cholsey, near Abingdon, Berks, on or 
before December 16. 

E.vst Ward Union.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Work- 
house at Kirkhy Stephen. Candidates must be registered, and possess 
the qualiflcations iircscribed by the Poor-law Board. Applications and 
testimonials to Mr. John Whitehead, Clerk to the Guardians, Appleby, 
on or before December 4. Election on the 6th. 

German Hospital, Dalston.—Honorary Medical Officers, an Honorary 
Physician, and an Honorary Assistant-Surgeon. They must both be 
natives of Germany, or prove themselves fully conversant with the Ger¬ 
man language. Candidates must produce a diploma from a British or 
foreign university. Applications and testimonials to the Honorary 
Secretary on or before January 3, 1870. 
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Horpitai. for Consumption and Disf.ases of the Chest.—As.sistant- 
Physician; must be M.B. or M.D., and F. or M.R.C.P. Applications 
and testimonials to the Sccretaiy on or before December 15. 

Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest.—Resident 
Clinical Assistant. Applications and testimonials to the Honorary 
Secretary on or before 6th inst. Attendance M-ill be required at 4 o’clock 
the following day. 

Liverpool Royal Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. Applica¬ 
tions and testimonials, on or before the 6th, to E. Gibbon, Esq., Royal 
Infirmary, Liverxjool, from whom fiu-ther information may be obtained. 

Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford.—House-Surgeon. Must have both Medical 
and Surgical qualifications. Applications and te.stimonials to the Com¬ 
mittee of Management on or before the 15th inst. The successful candi¬ 
date Mill be requii ed to enter upon his duties on January 1, 1870. 

Ram.roate and St. Lawrence Royal Dispensary.—Resident Medical 
Officer; must have both Medical and Surgical qualifications, and be 
registered. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary on or before 
December 4. Election on the 6th. 

Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport.—Jimior Honse-Surgeon; must 
possess a diploma of the Royal College of Surgeons of London, Edinburgh, 
or Dublin, and be registered. Applications and testimonials to the 
Hon. Secretary on or before December 10, 1869. Election on the 14th. 

Stourbridge Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; mnst be L.R.C.P. Loud, 
or L.S.A. Lond., and M.R.C.S. Eng. Applications and testimonials to 
the Secretary on or before December 14. 

Worcester General Infirmary.—Resident Dispenser; must be legally 
qualified to practise as an apothecary. Applications and testimonials to 
the Secretary on or before December 10. 

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE. 

*,* The area of the district is stated in acres. The population is 
computed according to the last census. 

RESIGNATIO^’■. 
A hevgavenwj Union.—Mr. Samuel H. Steel has resigned the Abergavenny 

District; population 12,629; also the Workhouse, sMary £100 per annum. 

APPOINTiMENTS. 
Sanburi/ Union.—Clarence L. H. Pemberton, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 

Cropredy District. 
Seisdon Union.—William Spackman, M.D. St. And., M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., 

to the Wombourn District. 
Stroud Union.—^ilfrcd S. Cooke, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Workhouse. 

The Royal Society.—At the anniversary meeting 
of the Fellows of this institution on the 30th ultimo, being 
St. Andrew’s day, the Copley medal was awarded to M. 
Henri-Victor Regnault, of Paris, already a recipient of the 
Romford medal of the same Society. The Royal medals vmre 
awarded to Sir Thomas Maclear, Astronomer Royal at the 
Cape of Good Hope, and Mr. Augustus Matthiessen, co-Lecturer 
on Chemistry at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, for their admir¬ 
able researches, the former in astronomy and the latter in 
chemistry. Few of our reader.s arc perhaps aware that Sir 
Thomas Maclear is a inemher of our Profession, having been 
admitted a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of Eng¬ 
land so long ago as December 1, 18Id, in the calendar of 
which institution he appears shorn of his well-earned title. 
The gentlemen nominated for seats in the Comrcil of the 
Society, a list of whom appeared in the Medical Times and 
Gazette last week, were duly elected. 

Royal College of Surgeoxs.—We are glad to state 
that at the examinations for the Eellow'ship of the College 
which closed on Friday last, a,ll the candidates, eighteen in 
number, -were successful; with the exception of one gentleman, 
all were Members of the College, and only twm had to go 
through an examination in Medicine, the other candidates 
possessing Medical degrees or licences. There were of this 
number:—M.D. Edin. and L.S.A. Lond., 1; M.D. Edin., 1 ; 
M.D. and L.R.C.S. Edin., 1; L.R.C.P. Lond., 1 ; L.R.C.P. 
Lond. and L.S.A., 3 ; L.R.C.P. Edin., 1 ; M.B. Loud., 2 ; L.S.A. 
Lond., 3 ; L.S.A. Dub., 2 ; andL.K.Q.C.P Ire., 1. The names 
of the successful candidates cannot he published until submitted 
to the Council for confirmation at its next meeting. We 
understand that for the preliminary examination in arts, etc., 
commencing on the loth inst., there are as many as 324 can¬ 
didates for the Membership, and 65 for the Fellowship of the 
College, a number much larger than has ever been known at 
the College of Surgeons ; and as there is not sufficient room- 
space in that institution for the proper examination of this 
large number, it has been decided to hold the meetings for that 
purpose at the Whittington Club, Arundel-street, Strand. 

Royal Irish Academy.—At the stated meeting of 
this body held, according to charter, on Tuesday evening, the 
30th ult., the Earl of Dunraven, F.R.S., V.P., in the chair, the 
Rev. Professor Jellett was, on the motion of the Rev. the Provost 
of Trinity College, seconded by Dr. Stokes, D.C.L., F.R.S., 
chosen to fill the office of Pre.sidcnt of the Academy, vacant by 
the resignation of Lord Talbot de IMalahide, E.R.S. 

Henry Harder, Esq.—We regret to record the death 
of Mr. Henry Marder, of Lyme Regis, at the age of 51 years. 
Mr. Marder had a good local reputation both as a Surgeon and 
a geologist. 

St. Vincent’s Hospital, Dublin.—Mr. Edward 
Ryan and Mr. Patrick Laffan, both students of the Medical 
school of the Catholic University, have, after a competitive 
examination, been recommended as house pupils in St. Vin¬ 
cent’s Hospital. 

A Mode of treating Tetanus.—Quite recently a 
patient wUo had become attacked by tetanus aft»r compound 
comminuted fracture of the little, ring, and middle fingers, 
was treated by section of the chief nerves of the arm. Mr. 
Maunder cut across the median, radial, and ulnar nerves in the 
lower fourth of the upper arm instead of amjmtatiug. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—At the usual monthly 
meeting of the Committee held on Tuesday at 11, New Bnr- 
lington-street. Dr. G. C. Jouson in the chair, the sum of £113 
was distributed in grants among sixteen cases; and as the 
state of the annuity depai-tment warranted it, it was'decided to 
hold another meeting on Tuesday next for the election of addi¬ 
tional annuitants. The Treasurer, Dr. Hare, gave notice that 
at the annual meeting he should move that for the future the 
Fund be called the “ British Medical Benevolent Fund.” 

Natural Science Scholarships at Cambridge.— 
Clare College offers a scholarship of the value of £50 per annum, 
tenable for tliree years and a half, for natural science. The ex¬ 
amination (in chemistry, with physics, comparative physiology, 
and geologj’) will be on March 30, and will be open to allstudents 
who are -willing to commence residence in October, 1870. In¬ 
formation may be obtained from the Rev. W. Rayner, tutor of 
the College. 

The folio-wing gentlemen were elected oflice-bearers 
at the last meeting of the Edinburgh Obstetrical Society:— 
President: Dr. Charles Bell. Vice-Fresidents: Dr. Menzies 
and Dr. Thomson, of Dalkeith. Treasurer : Dr. James Young. 
Secretaries : Dr. R. P. Ritchie and G. Stevenson Smith, Esq. 
Councillors: Dr. Matthews Duncan, Dr. Cochrane, and Dr. 
James Sidey. 

Aberdeen Medico-Chirurgical Society.—The fol¬ 
lowing office-bearers have been appointed for 1869-70. 
President: Dr. George Ogilvie. Secretary and Treasurer : Dr. 
Robert Beveridge. lAbrarian : Mr. William Eraser. Curator of 
Museum : Mr. R. Smith. Council: Dr. R. Jamison, Dr. William 
Keith, Dr. G. G. Brown, Dr. A. Fraser, and Mr. J. Corbet. 
Representatives to the North of Scotland Medical Association: 
Dr. G. Ogilvie, and Dr. R. Beveridge; ex officio, Dr. J. W. F. 
Smith, and Dr. A. Kilgour, elected. 

The adjourned election of a Physician to the Mnrroo 
Dispensary, Ireland, was held on Thursday, under the ausiiices 
of some 500 soldiers and police, when the mob limited their 
demonstrations to yeUs, etc. There were twelve governors 
present, of whom seven (three of them Roman Catholics) voted 
for the Protestant candidate. Dr. Keyes, and five (of whom two 
were Protestants) for the Roman Catholic candidate. Dr. 
O’Malley.—Guardian. 

The Medical Club.—The memhers of this Cluh seem 
to have learnt the lesson, so thoroughly appreciated by Eng¬ 
lishmen, that there is nothing like a good dinner for keeping 
up the feelings of good fellowship. The monthly dinners of 
the Club are always well attended and well managed, and con¬ 
sequently increase in popularity. These have been held now for 
some length of time. 'The second of the present season took 
place on Wednesday, the chairman for the occasion being Dr. 
Swettenham, Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals, who 
pressed upon the Medical officers in the army and nai’y the 
advantages which the Club affords to men like themselves who 
require a temporary home occasionally in town, and -wish to 
find in it something more of the social elements of home than 
can be got at an hotel. 

Dublin University Medico-ciiirurgic.vl Society. 
—The inaugural meeting of the third session of this useful 
association was held on Friday evening, November 26, in the 
Museum-buildings, Trinity College. The chair was occupied 
by Dr. Stokes, Regius Professor of Pliysic, President of the 
Society. The Auditor, Mr. F. C. Crossle, B.A., and gold mcdallLst 
of the Pathological Society, read the opening address, the 
subject of wliich ivms “Quacks and Quackery.” Having 
given an interesting historical review of the subject, the Auditor 
went on to deal with the expedients at present used by the 
many persons who trade upon the credulity of the public in 
Medical matter.?. As remedies to the great abuses resulting- 
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from quackery, the following were particularised in this able 
address:—1. The education of the minds of the public on 
hygienic pianciples and sanitary laws. 2. The closing of the 
press to quacks and their advertisements ; and 3. The moral 
effect produced by the conduct and knowledge of the members 
of our Profession. A vote of thanks to the Auditor Avas pro¬ 
posed by Dr. B. G-. McDoAvel, Professor of Anatomy, and 
seconded by Dr. Wharton. The following’ gentlemen sub¬ 
sequently spoke—viz., the Rev. Professor Jeilett, P.T.C.D.; 
Dr. Gordon ; Mr. W. E. Battersby, ex-Auditor of the Society; 
Dr. J. W. Moore, and Mr. Mackamara, President of the College 
of Surgeons. The Chairman then distributed the following 
jcrizes:—The Society’s first prize for the best essay, read during 
the previous session, to Reuben J. Harvey, Sch., B.A., Med. 
Sell. ; second prize for essay, to Erancis Crossle, B.A., Auditor; 
and the prize for Oratory to F. Crossle, Auditor. After some 
interesting remarks from the Chairman, the meeting adjourned. 

Pathological Society op Dublik.—The opening 
meeting’ of the thirty-second annual session of this Society 
took place on Saturday, the 27th nit., in the Anatomical Theatre 
of Trinity College, Dr. Alfred H. McClintock, President, in 
the chair. A specimen of “mj-xoma,” or mucous tumour of 
Virchow, was shown by Dr. R. McDonnell, and communica¬ 
tions were also made by Dr. E. H. Bennett, on xieculiar fibroid 
tumour; by Dr. Wharton, on rupture of the inferior vena cava, 
the result of a car accident; by Dr. James Little, on cirrhosis 
of the kidney ; and by Mr. H. Wilson, on suppuration of the 
eyeball. The President then declared the subject for competi¬ 
tion for the Society’s gold medal, which will be awarded in 
April, 1870, to be the “Diag’nosis and Pathology of Thoracic 
Aneurism.” The Society subsequently adjourned to transact 
business. The foUovvdng’ were elected officers for the session 
1869-70 ;—Fresideut: Ceorge H. Porter. Vice-Fresidents : 
Robert Adams; James Duncan; Sir Dominic J. Corrigan, 
Bart.; Thomas Beatty; James S. Hughes; Samuel Gordon. 
Council .’John J. Banks ; John Denham ; Christopher Fleming; 
John Hamilton ; Edward Hamilton ; Henry Kennedy; George 
Kidd; Robert Law ; Benjamin G. McDowel; Robert McDon¬ 
nell ; Alfred H. McClintock ; Joliffe Tufnell. Honorary Secre¬ 
tary : William Stokes. Secretary and Treasurer : Robert D. Smith. 
Secretary for Foreign Correspondence : Robert D. Lyons. The 
incoming President, Dr. George PI. Porter, ha'Gng taken the 
chair, a vote of thanks to Dr. McClintock was proposed by Sir 
Dominic Corrig’an, Bart., seconded by Dr. Beatty, and carried 
by acclamation. The proceedings then terminated. 

Dublin Statistical Society.—At the first meeting 
for the session of the above Society, held on Tuesday, Novem¬ 
ber 23, Dr. Robert M'Donnell, F.R.S., in an able paper, again 
called attention to the subject of “patronage and purchase in 
making appointments.” Having adverted to Dr. Mapother’s 
paper of the preceding session, Dr. M'Donnell stated his con¬ 
viction that it was very undesirable that appointments of Pro¬ 
fessional men should be made by boards composed solely of 
members of the Profession. He showed how the abolition of 
state sinecure offices has struck at the very root of the laws of 
primogeniture. “Men of great wealth and influence,” he said, 
“ not now, as formerly, able to proAude for a younger son by 
shoving him into a sinecure office, are driven to make some 
other proAusion for younger children. In the social ascendency 
struggle which must go in Ireland for many a day, it is obvi¬ 
ously the interest of one faction to adA^ocate systems in which 
patronage, purchase, etc., will come in. It is as obviously the 
interest of that faction now at the bottom of the social pyra¬ 
mid to advocate systems in which tests of industry and intel¬ 
ligence Avill be required—systems which will bring talent to 
the front, and enable a man, not backed by influential or aris¬ 
tocratic friends or money, to fight his way. Those who throw 
obstacles in the way of education, or who adopt money tests 
or systems of purchase, are not the friends of the native Irish¬ 
man, who, Avith a lively intelligence and a light purse, has the 
world before him.” Of nepotism. Dr. M‘DonneU spoke under 
two forms : (1) that exercised by an individual who has the 
sole power of appointment intrusted to him; (2) that 
practised by a coi’porate body. The first he illustrated by the 
appointments of officers in our courts of law; to illustrate the 
second, he referred to the “ honoured names which for genera¬ 
tions have been connected with some of our most valued Medi¬ 
cal institutions.” Of the first form he treated at some length; in 
connexion Avith the second he alleged among the “ special 
reasons Avhy small corporations of Medical men are even worse 
suited than similar bodies of other callings, for having confided 
to them the trust of appointing their colleagues,” the exist¬ 
ence of an element which, we believe and trnst, seldom or 

never comes into play, namely, “professional jealousy,” 
creating “ a positive interest in electing an inferior man.” To 
take the lowest groimd, Ave trust there are few so unwise—to 
take liigher ground, Ave hope there are stiU. fewer so base—as 
to act on such a principle. Dr. M'Donnell pointed oixt the dif¬ 
ference between the sale of a share in, for example, a “ proprie¬ 
tary Medical school”—which is unobjection.ablc—and in 
a charitable institution ; and also in the XDurchase of a resigna¬ 
tion where the out-going officer has, and where he has not, a 
voice in the appointment of his successor. In the former case 
“ to accept money is corrupt, it is selling not only the resigna¬ 
tion, but the vote.” Finally he referred to the case of “a 
charitable institution, an Hospital suj)pose, supported by 
voluntary contributions ; a large number, saj , 200 or 300 con¬ 
tributors of a certain amount, are governors, and they elect the 
Medical officers. A vacancy by death occurs on the Medical 
staff’, thei’eby a golden oppiortunity is offered to the gOA^ernors 
to get a sum of money for their charity. Six candidates, 
suppose, enter for the vacancy. They arc told that it is 
expected that the person elected is to give, say, £400 or £500 to 
the charity. The two best, let us suppose, being xioor, and not 
having the requisite sum at their disposal, retire. The other 
four, it is true, enter for the race, all cari’A'ing.equal Aveights ; 
the sum is an understood and fixed one. The governors are 
quite free to elect the best of the four, and thus they get a 
very fair Medical officer and a good lump of money into the 
bargain.” But he showed that such a proceeding is neither 
moral nor wise. In the first aspect it is “ charity ” at another’s 
expense, in the second £20 or £30 a year made u^) by a little 
more energy on the part of the gOA'ernors would be more useful 
to the institution than such an unequal and i>recarious income. 
Dr. M'Donnell concluded his able address in the following 
words :—Let not the honest men among the governors of our 
charitable institutions shut their eyes to the fact, that, whether 
there be five of them or 500, the sale of Medical ajApointments 
is wrong, eA^en although it be a sale apjAarently for the bene¬ 
fit of the charity over Avhich they jAreside. Of course, if they 
sell the j)ost of Medical officer and divide the Avhole or a jAart 
of the booty among themselves, this is a breach of ]Aublic 
trust. The remedy lies with the Court of Chancery, which 
might be put in motion to compel the Medical trustees to 
account for all the money received in the performance of their 
trusts. There are few persons who have the hardihood so far 
to outrage common honesty as to defend this amount of cor¬ 
ruption ; yet, strange to say, eA^en this has found its defenders. 
In conclusion lot me say that I am A^ery well aAvare of how 
imperfectly I have dealt with my subject. I trust, however, 
that I may have succeeded in xAointing out that purchase in 
some of its forms can no more be defended than bribery at an 
election. I would remind some of those able and distinguished 
men who on a former occasion before this Society advocated 
jAurchase in the case of Hospital appointments that they haA’o 
been misunderstood, and their authority has been cited in 
support of systems of purchase of which I cannot doubt they 
also would strongly disapprove. Althougli I admit that in 
this age, and with a society such as this, soundness of argu¬ 
ment goes further than authority, and that which is said has 

I more effect than who it is that says it, yet it is certain that the 
I weight of an eminent man’s name is often cast into the balance, 
( and the lighter the scale the more need for that kind of 

weight.” 

NOTES, QIJEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 

-^- 

tijat qnestioitet^ s'^all leant niitrlj.—Bacon. 

Dr. George Johnson’s paper on Cliolora shall be inserted next Areek. 

A Subscriber of Three Tears.—Yes, if the mirror is perforated; not othei’Avise. 

It Avould be inconvenient, and the ophthalmoscope could be obtained for 
a feAV shdlmgs. 

A. It. should apply to the Secretary at Apothecaries’ Hall, Blackfriars. 

XJnum.—Not if he had registered his attendance at the proper time. 

A Bibliopolisl.—The edition of Hippocrates in black-letter referred to is in 

the library of the Medical Society of London. 

Chirurgus.—The coroner Avas bound to hold an inquest in such a case. The 
Eegistrar Avould not have been justified in registering the death on the 
certifloate Avhich was given. 

AUquis.—Dr. Conolly’s “ Study of Hamlet ” may be obtained by order of 
any bookseller. It is not regarded as one of the happiest works of the 

author, but it is a most interesting and classical production. 
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<3kay’s “ An-atomy.”—a Suggestion. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Might I ho spared space in yoiir vahiahlc columns for a suggestion ? 
It is this, that the very valuable introduction on general anatomy in the 
present'edition of Gray’s “ Anatomy ” shoidd be published by Messx’s. Long¬ 
man in a sepai'ate form. I dare say there are many like myself who, not 
long since, pm’chased the fourth edition, and therefore arc not inclined to 
pui-chase the new edition for the sake of its introduction, but, at the same 
time, would not mind giving a few shillings for the part on general ana¬ 
tomy alone. I am, die. A Second Year’s Man. 

Candidate.—Tlie salaiy bears relation to the number of emigi'ants, etc. 

Application should be made to the Commissionci's of Emigration, Dukc- 
strect, Westminster. 

Libelled.—The sajrng attributed to Lord Mansfield that the “ greater the 

truth the greater the libel,” has always been regarded as a paradox. 

Whatever force the “ axiom ” might have had in the da3's of “courtly 

Mmu-aj-,” it has little or no application at the present time. The jm-y, 

and not the judge, determines whether the writings be libellous or not, 

and a defendant can “ justify.” If oiu- correspondent is not prepared 

for a searching investigation, he had better “ put up with the affront.” 

The case referred to was tried before Mr. Justice BuUer, and Er.skine 
defended. 

Protection of Drunkards. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—In the draft of an Act you propose to bo made aixplicable to the 
drunkard, I do not see any pro,vision, like that of the American, for inter¬ 
fering wth the personal liberty of the individual, but only with his pro¬ 
perty. If I am mistaken, will you kindly'allude to it in an editorial note ? 
If the personal liberty of the di-unkard could be restrained from temptation 
under the American law, it is evident that lie would bo taken from doing 
harm to liimself and others. The mere secmlty of his property would not 
at all touch the question at issue. I beg you xvill excuse tliis communica¬ 
tion. I am, &c. Thomas Stokes. 

Kailsworth, Xovember 23,1869. 

*»• The preamble of the draft Bill states it to be expedient that the 
“ powers, etc., now exercised by the Lord Chancellor over the pci-sons 

and proiiorty of all idiots, lunatics, etc., should be extended over those 

incapable of conducting their own affairs in consequence of habitual 

dimikemiess.” It proceeds to enact that, “from and after the passing 

of tliis, the Lord Chancellor sliall have the care and custody of aU persons 

who shall be incapable of conducting their own affairs in consequence of 
habitual drunkenness, and of their real and personal estates.” In every 
such case, where the property of such habitual drunkard is less than 

£600, the county com’t of the district in which he resides “ is hereby 
vested with the same powers in relation to the person and real and per¬ 
sonal estate of the said drunkard as are, bj' this Act, confen-ed upon 

the Com'tof Chancery, and shall, in all respects, proceed in like manner.” 

In the article upon the American laws, the very point raised by Mr. 

Stokes came before the Xew York Court of Chancery rmder the revised 
statutes of that State, and the Chancellor said, hi giving judgment— 

“ The appeal in this case presents an unportant question as to the power 

and control which this Court has over the persons of this unfortimate 

class, etc. . . . By the recent revision of the statutes, the powei-s of 

this Court in relation to the persons, as well as to the estates, of habitual 
drunkards are put precisely uiion the .same ground as the powers over 

the persons and estates of idiots and lunatics . . . That the statute 

gives to the Court a perfect control over the person of an habitual 

drunkard, which it can exercise tlu’ough the medium of a committee, I 
think there is no reasonable ground to doubt.” The di-aft Bill adopts, 

in all these respects, the ipsisshna verba of the revised statute of New York. 

M.A. can “go in” for theB.M., and afteiw'ards for the higher qualification. 

Sotanicics can obtain admission to the Apothecaries’ Garden at Clielsea by 

application to the Master of the Society of Apothecaries. 

A St. Pancras Parishioner.—We have read Mr. Jabez Hogg’s letter in the 
Pxanilner and London Review: it is a laboured and studied effort to 
“whitewash” the present Board of Guai-dians. With all liis special 

pleading, his copious extracts, and appeals to authority, he leaves the 

case much as he found it. 

Uterine H/EMORRIiage. 

TO the editor of tub medical times and gazette. 

Sir,—The following suggestions for the suppression of utei-ine lisemor- 
rhage I beg to communicate for the consideration ef your readers :— 

The act of perfoiming deep inspirations, by its tendency to draw both 
venous and arterial blood towards the cavity of the chest, weakens and 
diminishes the volume of the venous circulation. This, in cases of uterine 
hfomonhage, would, partly by enabling the sinuses to contract, duninish 
the loss of blood, or cause its suppression. The diaphragm also, being 
drawn downwards in each inspiration, has a tendenej'', during the latter 
stages of labour, by diminishing congestion of tlie viscera and assisting the 
abdominal muscles in expulsion, to hasten deliver}', or, after dehvery, to 
a.ssist the proper contractions of the uterus. The bearing-down efforts in 
labour should consist cliiefly in taking deep iii.spiration.s and prolonging 
the expu'ations, and not in holding the breath, which is attended with 
dRng'cr. 

Secondly, as the uterine sinuses terminate on each side of the body of 
the uterus, I would .suggest, instead of the old practice of applyhig the 
abdominal compress hi cases of uterine luemorrliage over the uterus, that 
it should be applied on each side, or in the ileo-lumbar regions, so as to 
comiiress these sinuses and insure the contraction of the uterus in the 
lateral diameter. I am, &c. W. C. 

University College.—Yoti will find Mr. Samuel Cooper’s course of lectm’ea 

on Surgery published in the J/edicaJ Times, vol. xvi. 

Thomas Guy, 5’.A.—Formerly the College of Surgeons claimed and obtained 

the bodies of all murderers executed at the Old Bailey. Tlus supply to 

the schools has been cut off by the interment of the bodies within the 

walls of the prison. We understand that action is about to be taken in 
the matter of the inefficient supply by the College of Siugcons. 

Dermatologist.—^ome little time ago there was a case of true leprosy in 
St. Jolm’s Hospital. Bontius states that.the disease was observed on the 

banks of the Ganges, where it was luiown by the name of Cowrap. 

Kaempfer noticed it in Ceylon and Japan. Some of the beautifully 
executed preparations presented by Professor Erasmus Wilson to the 
College of Sm'geons are now to be seen in tlie now cases provided for 

them, and amongst them we believe you will find illustrations of leprosy.. 

Child-bed Mortality. 

TO THE editor OF THE MEDICAL TI.MES .VXD GAZETTE. 

Sib,—^The question of hospitalism, which has been so ably discussed of 
late in your pages, is one of such overwhelming importance that it behoves 
every man who can to throw in his mite towards its elucidation. It is 
truly appalling to think of the death-rate, during fifteen years, being 1 in 
31i in Dublin Hospital, and 1 in 65.^ in Edinburgh Hospital, provided the 
cases were all of a fair average class. In order to be certain, however, how 
far this high death-rate may be owing to mere hospitaUsm as distinguished 
from other causes, it would be absolutely necessary to go over every death 
in detail, so as to ascertain from the naturo of the case what chances of 
recovery the same patients would have had out of Hospital. If pueiperal 
fever, which is a special Hospital disease, be thrown out of the list, the 
probabilities are that it wiU be found that most of the eases would have 
died anywhere. At any rate, this appc.ai-s to me the only true method of 
forming a correct estimate ; and if a scrutiny of this description places all 
the blame on hospitalism, the course of duty is plain. 

I have acted as Physician and Surgeon to the Coleraine Infirmary (ll.J 
beds) for the last fifteen years. One room of the Infiimary, with two bods, 
is specially appropriated to such midMufery eases as arc occasionally 
admitted to the house. During my term of office, 157 women have been 
delivered, and one of them died. This death, however, cannot properly be 
set down to the Hospital. The case was perfectly natm-al and easy, but 

-the woman died shortly after her confinement from the bm’sting of an 
abdominal tumom’, the nature of which was not correctly ascertahicd, as 
there was no post-mortem. I have now been thu'ty-one years in private 
practice. Diuing all that time I have had a large midwifery practice in 
every rank of life. I have no record of the number of my cases, but I have 
never yet had a single death. The chief causes which have contributed to 
this result are detailed in my letter published in your journal of 
November 25, 1865. I am, &c. James C. L. Carson, M.D. 

Coleraine, Ii'cland, November 27. 

Archceologist.—Lt is stated that Sir Theodore Mayemo took instraction in 

Mcdicme from Sir AYalter Raleigh. In early life the celebrated Sydenham 

loft Magdalen-haU, Oxford, to serve in the Parliamentary army. 

The Pharmacy Act.—^We have noticed the change. Our contemporai’y 

struck some terror into the minds of Surgeons in general practice by 

his extraordinary statements some months since respecting the above 

Act. lYhat a contrast does his last issue exhibit! It is, however, only 
an illustration of what Lord Castlereagh described as “ a man turning 

his back upon himself.” 

Rahere.—John Abemethy was elected President of the College of Surgeons 

in 1826, and of the Court of E.xaminors in 1821; judging from an 

interesting autograph before us dated July, 1829, it would appear that 
he resigned liis seat that year in the following ternrs:—‘ ‘ Mr. Abernethy 
havhig reason to believe that his health will not be reinstated so as to 

enable him to resume the arduous duties of a member of the Coui’t of 

E.xaminers of the College under so long a time that he does not feci 
justified in keeping out his successor for that term, he therefore begs 
to tender his resignation of the office of Examiner.—John Abemethy.” 

You w'illfind Mr. Macilwain’s life of Abemethy very interesting. 

Yellow Fever. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE, 

Sir,-I cannot conceive whence Dr. Paterson obtained his theories on 
yellow fever. He says that it is “one of the most vnadently contagious 
of diseases.” Even the upholders of the contagious theory allow that its 
contagious powers are low and inoperative, unless the poison is much con¬ 
centrated ; whilst, on the other hand, numerous observers, among whom 
I may name Drs. iJlaii’, La poche, Bults (of Demcrara), and. Condis (of 
Philadelphia) (with whose experience mine coincides), deny altogetliDr its 
propagation by contagion. During my freq^uent visits to the Yellow Fever 
Hospitals in the Havana and George-town (Demerara), Inever contracted 
the disease, nor did I hear of any in.stance of its spread amongst the Hos- 
pital attendants—indeed, Blair, in his treatise, says the surest way to catch 
yellow fever is to leave the clean airy wards and go live m the town. 

Then, as to the period of incubation, Dr. Paterson says that tlmee days 
is about the average. I think if that gentleman consults the writings oi 
any authorities upon the subject, he wall lind that the period, of incubation 
averages ten days, and frequently extencL to double tlmt tmie. In tact, 
such a short incubascence as three days is unusual, ihe following are 
examples in my own practice:— . • i i •„ 

A. B., stoker, seized with yellow fever six days after arrival of the ship 
in St. Thomas from the Havana; the voyage occupied five days. Ihcre 
was not any yellow fever at St. Tliomas, but it was wry severo in the 
ilavana. Period of incubation at least eleven days. This was a mild 

ottse, and recovered. , ,, , „ , , x- x. 
C. 1). a pas.senger, suddenly prostrated on the day of embarkation at 

St. Thomas for England; died with symptoms of virulent yellow fever 
within seventy-two hours. He had been a week in St. Thomas, winch was 
free from yellow fever; but tlu-ee days before he amved there he had slept 
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two nights in Jarmel, a dirty town in Hay ti, where yellow fever prevailed. 
Period of incubation at least ten days. 

E. F., a passenger, native of Port-au-Prinoe, and G. H., ship’s store¬ 
keeper; both fell sick three days before arrival at Southampton, and both 
died with black vomit; one the day after, and the other two days after, 
landing. 

In these cases the first symptoms appeared on the tenth day after leaving 
fit. Thomas, where yellow fever was epidemic. Incubescence at least ten 
days, probably longer. These are a few out of numerous instances J could 
cite. I may add, on no occasion did the disease spi'ead. 

Portsea, November 30. I am, &c. E. E. Power. 

P.S.—Eeading “Medical Opinions,” I am reminded that black vomit has 
been swallowed by enthusiastic theoiists with impunity. 

COIMTJNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. B. Kelly ; Mr. T. W. Blake ; Mr. 0. B. Macaethur ; Dr. Fayrer ; 

Mr. J. F. Collixgwood; A Constant Eeader and Subscriber; Dr. 

J. Young; Mr. C. F. Maunder ; Dr. H. C. Andrews; A Second Year’s 

Man ; Mr. W. Chenhalls ; Mr. ^Y. W. Eeeves ; Mr. John Gorham ; 

Dr. Hirschberg ; Mr. W. H. T. Power ; Dr. J. C. L. Carson ; Mr! 

J. D. Hill ; Mr. F. E. Wilson ; Dr. E. W. Foss; Dr. Wiltshire ; Dr. 

E. E. Power ; Mr. Thomas Bryant ; Dr. Clifford Allbutt ; Dr. 

J. Kent Spender; Mr. C. Orton; Mr. J. Chatto ; Dr. Yeo; Dr. 

Hope ; Dr. Felce; Mr. F. J. Orfoed ; Dr. Madden ; Dr. J. E. Wolfe ; 

Dr. J. J. Phillips ; Mr. J. Birt ; Dr. Lory Marsh ; Dr. Quinlan ; Mr’. 
Sydney Jones ; Mr. B. Wills Eichardson. 

BOOKS EECEIVED— 

Eeports of the Govemor, Chaplain, Prison Minister, and Surgeon of the 

Diverpool Borough Prison—Madden’s Observations on the Cure and Pre¬ 

vention of Puerperal Fever—Thomas’s History of Four Cases of Chronic 

In\ ersion of the Xj tcrus Gorham on Tooth Extraction—Amory and 

Webber’s Contribution to the Physiological Study of Veratrum viride 

and Veratria—British Journal of Dental Science, No. 1G2—Pharmaceu¬ 
tical Jom-nal, No. 126—Schroeder Van der Kolk on the Pathology and 

Therapeutics of IVIental Diseases, translated from the German by J T 

Eudall, F.E.C.S. Eng.—Spence’s Lectures on ISmgerj'—Grundzuge der 
Wissenschaft des Glucks, vonF. A. v. Hartsen—The Life and Letters of 
Faraday, by Dr. Bence Jones—Edinbmgh Medical Journal, December. 

NEWSPAPEES EECEIVED— 

Examiner New York Medical Gazette—Aris’s Birmingham Gazette— 

Eastern Post—Pulman’s Weekly News—Medical Press and Circular— 
Lincoln Journal—Brighton Guardian—Philadelphia Medical and Sur¬ 
gical Eeporter. 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the "Week ending Saturday, November 27, 1869, in 
the following large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 20»9;1462 1676 49-9 26-8 41-0 1-16 117 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 94 76 *73 51-7 23-5 39-9j0-33 33 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 229 175 199 50-1 28-6 39-6:0-18 18 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 338 295 289 51-2 29-7 86 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 300 210 •230 51-0 28-8 .38-.5 90 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 95 60 65 49-9 26-2 38-8'0-82 83 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752110-5 185 126 1.55 51-0 27-5 39-4jo-74 75 
Bradford (Borough) 138522 21-0 115 71 70 51-0 31-4 40-5 0-31 31 
Leeds (Borough) 253110111-7 156 129 139 51-0 32-0 40-6 0 24 24 
Hull (Borough) 126682135-6 71 59 58 45-0 25-0 .S7-9!n-Dfi 96 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503! 24-5 88 69 67 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002 40-2 133 86 84 49-7 29-0 .39-3! 0-30 30 
Glasgow (City) 458937; 90-6 377 268 308 48-4 23-7 36*3jo*99 100 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 320762:32-9 137 158 146 51-8 26-0 39-7 n-7ft 79 

ToYvns . . “. 6546587,35-5 4398 3244 3559 51-8 23-5!.39-4!o-fi6 67 
Paris (City) 1889842 ... 933 ... 1 ... 

Week 1 ... ... 
ending 

Nov. 20. 
Week ending Nov. 20. 

Vienna (City) . 605200 ... ... 1 ...1 
At the Eoyal Observato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 

in the week was 29'513 in. The barometrical reading decreased from 
30T8 in. at the beginning of the week to 29-03 in. on Monday, Nov. 22 

The general du-ection of the wind was variable. 
JYole.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 

the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rote as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
Dumicipal boundaries. 

■t Inclusive of some suburbs. 

yiTAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
JFee/t; ending Saturday, November 27, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1063 ; Girls, 1017; Total, 2080. 

Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68, 1972-9. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

852 
734-1 

824 
720-7 

1676 
1454-8 
1600 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS EROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. Diar¬ 

rhoea. 

West . 463388 3 19 1 7 7 4 
North . 618210 2 8 38 2 17 6 2 
Central 378058 2 17 1 8 5 1 
East . 571158 3 17 60 2 15 12 6 
South . 773175 ... 20 85 1 23 15 7 

Total . 2803989 5 50 219 7 70 45 20 

METEOROLOGYh 

From Observations at the Greenivich Observatory. 
Mean height of barometer.29-513 in. 
Mean temperature.41-0 
Highest point of thermometer.49-9 
Lowest point of thermometer.26'8 
Mean dew-point temperature.37-6 
General direction of wind.Variable. 
Whole amount of rain in the week.1-16 

APPOINTIMENTS FOE THE WEEK. 

December 4. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, 1^ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m. King’s 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Free, 1^ p.m. 

6. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Eectum, IJ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2i p.m. 

Medical Society or London, 8 p.m. Mr. Haynes Walton, “ On Sympa¬ 
thetic Ophthalmitis.” Mr. J. Sampson Gamgee (of Birmingham), “ On 
Compound Fracture.” 

Eoyal Institution, 2 p.m. General Monthly Meeting. 

7. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 
Ethnological Society, 8 p.m. Lieut. S. P. Oliver, E.A., “ Eeport on 

the Prehistoric Eemains in the Channel Islands.” Eev. W. C. Lukis, 
“ On the Megalithic Monuments of Brittany.” 

Pathological Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Murchison, “ Gall-stone impacted in 
Common Duct.” Mr.Hulke, “Effects of Impacted Calculi;” “Encysted 
Hydrocele.” Mr. Da-vy, “Injury to Tendon;” “Euptured Spleen.” 
Dr. Sutton, “Cyst of Stomach.” Dr. Crisp, “Diseased Ovaries in 
Fowl; ” “ Calculus from Bladder of Dog.” Dr. Kelly, “ Malformations 
of Heart.” Dr. Leared, “ Cancer of Lung.” Mr. Maunder, “ Nerves of 
Arm divided to arrest Tetanus,” etc. 

8. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, H P.m. ; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, \h p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Epidf.miological Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Blaxall, E.N., “On the later 
History of the Outbreak of Fever in Mauritius.” 

Hunterian Socif.ty. 7.4 p.m.; Covmcil Meeting. 8 p.m.: Dr. Daldy, 
“ On serious Spinal and iCerebral Symptoms associated -with Imperfect 
Development of the Cranium.” 

Eoyal Microscopical Society- (King’s College), 8p.m. Professor Eymer 
Jones, F.E.S., -‘ On Deep-sea Dredgings from the Vicinity of China and 
Japan.” 

Society of Arts, 8 p.m. Meeting. 

9. Thursday. 
Operations oX St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Eoyal Orthopiedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; 
University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

10. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, IJ p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
Clinical Society-, SJ p.m. Mr. Croft, “Case of Tumour remo\-ed from 

the Orbit.” Mr. Cooper Forster, “Cases in which Torsion has been 
employed.” And other Papers. 
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OEiaiNAL LEOTUEES. 
-o- 

0?r THE 

INELUEXCE OE PULMONAET STENOSIS, 
OF OTHER DISEASES OF THE HBAET, 

AND OF ANEURISMS 
OK TOBEECPXAE IKELAJIMATOET DEPOSITS IK THE 

LUKGS (tHBEECTJIOSIS) . 

By Dr. HERMANN LEBERT, 
Professor of Clinical Medicine in the University of Breslau. 

It has long been considered a kind of dogma that there exists 
a law of exclusion between the diseases of the heart and 
tuberculosis. I have always objected to any such general law 
in pathology, since a sufficient nmnber of exceptions is ahvays 
to be found to proliibit the framing of any sucli law; all that 
we can do is to speak of a general ride. The fact that diseases 
of the heart and pulmonary tuberculosis are not often met 
with together is generally true, and for this very reason an 
examination of the circumstances under which the two diseases 
co-exist is of importance. 

Thirteen years ago I drew attention to the fact, which was 
afterwards prominently brought forward by Bamberger, that 
I found tubercidar disease of the lungs in a fourth part of the 
cases of pericarditis observed by me ; some of these were cases 
of tubercidar pericarditis, others were of the simple sero- 
jnirulent and pseudo-membranous varieties; under these 
circumstances the inflammation of the pericardium is generally 
tlie consequence of tuberculosis, forndng oidj"- one of the 
consecutive inflammations of the latter. 

Of all diseases of the heart and vessels I know not one which 
is so frequently followed by tubercular inflammatory deposits 
in the lung's as is congenital pulmonary stenosis. A broad 
general distinction must be drawn between those diseases of 
the heart which may be consequent on tuberculosis, as 
pericarditis, myocarditis, fatty degeneration of the heart, etc., 
and those, which are of much more importance, in which the 
cardiac disease leads immediately to the production of tubercu¬ 
lar pneumomc deposits. 

I presume you are aware that I do not consider tubercle to 
bo an essentially new formation, but that I look upon the 
so-called tubercular affections as creeping chronic or subacute 
inflammation, in which, of course, local and general changes in 
nutrition, now of a mechanical, now of a cachectic n.atui'e, play 
un important part. 

Cases have already been published by previous observers, as 
Earre, Travers, G-regory, Louis, Creveld, and in recent times 
by Frerichs, Mannkopf, Duchek, Stolker, and myself, in which 
imlmonary stenosis has occurred in connexion with tuberculosis 
of the lungs of con.siderablo intensity. If we were to decide 
on the frequency of their co-existence according to the general 
routine of statistics, we should arrive at perfectly wrong 
conclusions. In the observations of the last century their 
coexistence was not mentioned ; in those of the early decades 
of the present century it has been but seldom referred to; 
while in the observations made during the last twenty-five 
years, according to an analysis wiiich I have prepared, over 
thirty par cent. {i. e., nearly one-third) of all the cases of 
tubercle in the lungs have been complicated with puhnonary 
stenosis. I have myself collected twenty-one cases of the kind, 
of which five only were observed before 1843, and sixteen 
between that year and 1867. Now it would betray a lack of 
all philosophic reason if one were to conclude that pulmonary 
stenosis has led to tubercidosis more frequently during the last 
quarter of a century than during the century and a half before, 
since no explanation can be more certain than this—that at the 
present time the post-mortem examinations are performed with 
much more care than was the case formerly, and that every 
studious observer in our days examines all the organs at each 
autopsy. I myself have observed that from the moment I 
turned my attention to this subject, the number of cases met 
•with has been increasing, and in future the proportion will 
still more increase. 

It is an interesting fact that, in the elaborately written 
histories of the cases, no mention has been made of hereditary 
taint or of tuberculosis of the parents. No other disease gives 
so large a proportion of cases of consecutive tuberculosis, and, 
since the pulmonary stenosis is generally congenital, since the 
tubercular deposits in the lungs form only after years, and 
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sometimes develops only after puberty, no doubt can exist on 
this point—that the affection of the lungs is the consequence of 
the disease of the heart. 

Neither can it be doubted that the pulmonary circulation is 
directly interfered "svith by the stenosis of the orifice of the 
pulmonary artery, and this it is which plays the principal part 
in the production of the tuberculosis. It cannot be argued 
that disease of the right ventricle would suffice, because such 
argument is refuted by the circumstance that I have never 
seen a case of disease of the tricuspid valve coexistent with 
tuberculosis of the lungs, nor do I know of any such case in 
Medical literature, except the one which was brought before 
the Medical Society in 1866 by Dr. Ebstein. In this case there 
was a congenital defect of the trienspid valve of such a kind as 
to impede, to a high degree, the entrance of blood into the 
pulmonary artery—viz., rudiments of the valve were present, 
but, besides these, a large membrane existed, partly connected 
■wdth the papillary muscles and the tendinous cords, by which 
the right ventricle had been divided into two halves, the one 
corresponding with the conus arteriosus, the other with the 
remainder of the ventricidar cavity; the two diidsions com¬ 
municated, through only one large oval and several small 
openings, in such a way, that at all events a gTeat impediment 
was afforded to the blood cun-ent in its course towards the 
pulmonary artery. An insufficient closure of the valve of the 
foramen ovale allowed the exit of part of the blood, which was 
stagnating in the right side of the heart, from the right into 
the left ventricle. 

We have already mentioned that a patent state of the foetal 
circulatory channels is a condition almost essential to narrowing 
of the pulmonary osteum, by which, it is true, mixture of the 
arterial with venous blood takes place in different ways. How 
bttle that mixture aids in the production of cyanosis may be 
seen from the fact that in twenty-one cases of pulmonary 
tuberculosis with puhnonary stenosis, collected by me, cyanosis 
existed only in twelve. Besides the patency of the foetal 
circidatory tract, a collateral pulmonary circulation, which 
remains always imperfect, is formed, jiartly by means of the 
enlarged bronchial arteries, by the arteria oosophagea, by 
branches of the subclavian, etc. ; notwithstanding this the 
cu'culation remains always inefficient, and particularly so in 
the ease of the lungs; it is from this cause that a relative 
smallness and imperfect development of the lungs are not 
unfrequently observed under such circumstances. The unequal 
di.stribution of blood in such conditions must be of particular 
influence in the production of tubercular deposits ; for in an 
advanced stage of other valvidar diseases the lungs are often 
gorged withblood, the imlmon ary artery eidarged at its origin, and 
numerous capillary dilatations are found in the terminal 
ramifications of the vessels; nevertheless this enormous en¬ 
gorgement does not lead to the production of tubercle. I 
would not lay too much stress on the abnormal inter-mixture 
of the venous and arterial blood, in cases of imlmonary stenosis, 
because that exists ivithin the whole body, and yet it is only 
in the lungs that tubercular deposits are first formed, and 
always to a greater extent. How important the prolonged 
influence of an irregular blood supply is on the development of 
these deposits, may be seen in that, although the disease be 
congenital, pulmonary tuberculosis terminates fatally for the 
most part in the second decennial period of life, those patients 
who five to their twenty-fifth year forming exceptions to the 
rule. Two other facts in connexion with these cases astonish 
us—-viz., on the ono hand the relatively slow course, and on the 
other the constant progress of this kind of puhnonary tubercu¬ 

losis. 
The left lung is generally most compressed by the much 

hypertrophied heart; in consequence of this the mechanical 
imiiodiinent to the circulation is considerably increased. Tliis 
observation accords with the circumstance, that the left lung 
exhibits alterations much more advanced and of greater intensity 
than does the right lung. A case communicated by me is an 
apparent exception ; in this case, the post-mortem exainiuation 
showed that the chang’es had taken place in connection with 
the rig'ht lung, and it was in fact this lung which was most 
diseased. The relative frequency and intensity of haemoptysis 
in such patients is most conspicuous, and is in accordance with 
everything above mentioned. In spite of the^ slow progress 
of the disease, the clinical phenomena exhibit not only 
the symptoms characteristi c of pulmonary tuberculosis, but 
particularly also the constantly pro^essive indications of 
destructive processes in the form of hectic fever and marasmus. 

Nor from an anatomical point of view is anything wanting 
to complete the circle of the progressive disease ; gTanulations 
composed of cells, smaller or larger infiltrations, disintegration 
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and formation of cavities, adhesions of and deposits of 
lymph on the pleura, the maximum amount of infiltration and 
cavity formation in the upper parts of the lungs, particularly 
of the left, are found. Wherever in other organs tubercular 
points of irritation have been discovered at the post-mortem 
examination, they have manifestly been of later date than the 
alterations in the lungs. 

The principal element in the production of tubercular 
deposits in these cases is, therefore, the mechanical impediment 
to the circulation caused by the irregular distribution of blood, 
aided not unfrequently by compression due to enlargement of 
adjacent organs. 

Something similar may occur at an advanced stage of largo 
aneurisms, particularly when filled with fibidnous lamime. 
I have recently in private practice seen a man who, during 
life, exhibited symptoms of disease of the aorta, in addition to 
which manifest progressive tuberculosis of the lungs, with the 
formation of cavities, came on at a much later stage; at the 
post-mortem examination was found a large aneurism of the 
aorta aseendens, of a solid feel, distended with numerous 
fibrinous masses, and exercising great pressure on the lungs, 
in which organs numerous disseminated tubercular-inflammatory 
spots, in the form of smaller and lai’ger infiltrations and cavities, 
existed. I have previously shown in my work on diseases of 
the vessels that, in aneurism of the aorta within the thorax, 
progressive tuberculosis of the lungs may be found not unfre- 
queutly, in about six per cent, of aU the cases. In this 
occurrence I formerly saw evidence only of this truth, that 
there is no_ such incompatibility between aortic aneurism and 
tuberculosis as has been generally believed, but it Avas not 
clear to me whether it was a mere accidental co-existence of the 
two diseases, or whether there was a close connexion between 
them. The latter hypothesis seems to become more and more 
probable ; for large aortic aneurisms impede the circulation in 
two ways—on the one hand, a direct pressure may be exercised 
on the pulmonary artery, on its ramifications, and on certain 
parts of the lung tissue \ and on the other hand important 
changes in the general nutrition and in that of the individual 
organs and tissues take place, which impart to the products 
of congestion and inflammation a more tubercular tendency, 
in the same way as is the case in diseases of the heart of long 
duration. To what extent such aneurisms may press on the 
pulmonary artery, has not rarely been seen at post-mortem 
exanunations. Dr. Peacock long ag'o collected the cases in 
which aortic aneurisms even burst into the pulmonary artery. 
A most remarkable case of this kind was brought before oiir 
Medical Society in 1867, by Dr. Abstein; in this case the right 
osteum arteriosum had been narrowed, and insufficiency of the 
semilunar valves of the pulmonary artery had been produced 
by the pressure of only a small aortic aneurism. I cannot 
abstain from communicating to you the principal points in 
that very rare and most remarkable case. 

The patient was a journeyman carpenter, 42 years of age, 
and was admitted into the Hospital for ulcer of the leg. Wlien 
in the Hospital, general anasarca came on ; albuminuria and a 
considerable enlargement of both ventricles, and a loud 
sometimes whiffingly ending bruit, were discovered ; with bruit 
lasted during the systole as well as during the diastole, and 
could be heard with undiminished intensity over the whole area 
of cardiac dulness, but was particularly loud between the fifth 
and sixth left ribs in the mammillary line. The impulse of the 
heart could neither be seen nor felt. 

The post-mortem examination confirmed the diagnosis made 
during Life—viz., of insufficiency of the aortic valves, the 
anterior of the semilunar valves being rolled up towards the 
wall of the aorta, in consequence of atheromatous deposit 
at its free margin j but its condition was otherwise normal. 
Immediately above the right half of the right semilunar valve 
of the aorta, a true aneurism was found, the size of a chestnut, 
perfectly answering to that form of aneurism to which 
Cruveilhier has given the name ampotile d bosselures. It Avas 
fiUed with tough laminated fibrine, and it tapered towards the 
right conus arteriosus, opposite the valves of the pulmonary 
artery, the right arterial osteum being in such a condition as 
scarcely to admit the tip of the little finger. The right segment 
of the pulmonary valves, with the exception of a small semi¬ 
lunar part at the free margin, and the left segment, with the 
exception oi the smaUer left half, were adherent to the 
corresponding parts of the endocardium of the conus arteriosus 
in consequence of adhesive inflammation. In this way a 
narroAving of the right osteum arteriosus and an insufficiency 
of the pulmonary valves were caused by the aneurism. Both 
sides of the heart were much enlarg’ed, the myocardium 
thickened, and in a state of fatty degeneration. 

Thus, the field for the possibility of tubercular inflammatory 
deposits in the lungs in consequence of mechanical impediments 
to the circulation becomes widened. But, in a similar manner, 
diseases of the heart Avithout such disturbances to the circulation 
may cause pulmonary tuberculosis, if their course be of such a 
nature as to produce comparatively rapid changes in the 
general nutrition. A woman suffers a long time from endo¬ 
carditis of the mitral valve, with evidence of simple catarrhal 
engorgement of the lungs; in the trochanter major of the 
thigh caries with very profuse suppuration comes on; this 
exhausts the patient very rapidly, and now in both lungs 
tubercular deposits are gradually developed, Avith disintegration 
and the formation of cavities. A cast-ironworker, of 31 years 
of age, five years ago had an attack of articular rheumatism 
for the first time, two and a half years ago for the second time, 
and in Debruary, 1867, for the third time. During this attack, 
the patient being in the Hospital, a protracted and severe 
pericarditis comes on, which terminates in symptoms of perfect 
adhesion of the pericardium; now, double pleuritis with 
considerable effusion and very slow absorption, Avith constant 
dyspnoea, continual rather high fever, with a temperature not 
excessively high, but yet constantly above the normal, and 
Avith irregular exacerbations, consecutively set in; patient 
becomes more and more feeble and emaciated; unmistakable 
symptoms of progressive tuberculosis of the lungs, particularly 
of the left, become prominent; a marasmic thrombosis developes 
in the left thigh; the urine contains now and then small 
quantities of albumen; and then the patient dies after foiu’ 
and a half months’ existence in a condition of the utmost 
feebleness. At the autopsy, besides pericarditis with adhesion, 
plem-itic effusion on both sides, and the other anatomical 
alterations of pleuritis, aU forms of tubercular changes are 
found in the lungs—viz., small nodules, lobular infiltrations, 
smaller and larger cavities, patches of peribronchitis, as well as 
granulations; somewhat larger deposits are found in the 
peritoneum and within the parenchjonatous organs of the 
abdomen, and yellov.^ infiltration into the different abdominal 
glands. 

The immiAnity of patients suffering from heart diseases from 
tuberculosis of the lungs remains, generally speaking, true, and 
particularly so Avith reference to non-congenital endocarditis, 
defects in the valves, and their consequences ; but, from what 
we have stated, it is eAudent that exceptions to the rule are 
numerous. The serious study of these may in time afford a 
contribution to the solution of the question concerning’ the 
nature of tuberculosis, a subject on which we are stiU in the 
dark in numerous particulars. At aU events, the points Ave 
liaA^e alluded to indicate that the necessity has arisen for the 
chnical teacher, as well as for the pathologist, to pay careful 
attention to the connexion between diseases of the heart and 
vessels and tubercular deposits in the lungs and other organs. 

OBIGMNAI. COMMUmCATIONS. 
■■ ' ■ ^ — 

CASE OP 

ELEPHANTIASIS OE THE SCEOTHM, 
COMPLICATED WITH HEENIA. 

By J. FAYEER, M.D., C.S.I., F.R.S.E., 
Professor of Surgei-y, and Senior Surgeon Medical College Hospital, Calcutta. 

Ea3i Beoma K., 30 years of age, a Hindoo, and a native of 
Bengal, district Burdwan, admitted into Hospital on July 30, 
1869, suffering from scrotal tumour, with inguinal hernia. 
About six years ago he had an attack of fever, preceded by 
pain and SAvelling of the right cord and general swelling of 
the scrotum. The fever subsided after three days, but the 
swelling continued, though shghtly diminished. After fifteen 
days had a relapse of fever, accompanied by the same symptoms, 
but aggrav'ated. Had several such attacks, pain and swelling 
increasing Avith each. Six months ago the pain became intense 
and continued. He gets fever bi-monthly, corresponding, ho 
says, with the lunar changes. The tmnour eAddently contains 
fluid, and is of the size of a medium-sized melon. Slight pain 
in penis, which is completely drawn into the scrotum. Has 
always lived in Kota Mavrcor, in the Bm-dwan district. 

The tumour was excised on July 31, 1869, and Aveighed 
4 lbs. 15^ oz. TAVcnty-eight hgatures were applied; he bled a 
good deal, and became A^ery low, requiring stimulants. Tumour 
Avas very Avascular. He was too low to be Aveighed immediately 
aftei’Avards. "Weight of patient before operation, 7 st. 8 lbs. 
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During the operation the hernial sac was sUghtly wounded, hut 
was stitched up at once. After the operation he became very 
feverish, which was checked by quinine and diaphoretics. 

This case was made over to Mr. C. A. Cordell, Assistant Apothe¬ 
cary to the Medical Colleg'e Hospital, by Dr. Fayrer, to dress, 
on AugTist 14, 1869. Surface of scrotum covered with purulent 
discharge, with slight granulations. There were excoriations 
on the right thigh and left hip, from tight bandaging and 
uucloanhness. Treated with carbolic oil dressing morning and 
evening externally, and occa.sional aperients, as required. Tonics 
thrice daily; good and nourishing diet. 

September 10, 1869.—The granulations very healthy, and 
wound contracting rapidly. 

October 5. — Scrotum steadily healing from last report. 
General health good. 

November 2.—The surface of the scrotum almost healed. 
General health good. 

The above case is interesting, being a combination of ele¬ 
phantiasis of the scrotum with scrotal hernia. The hernia was 
reduced, and kept back by pressure during the operation. The 
sac was slightly wounded, but no ^vil followed. The cicatrisa¬ 
tion is now almost complete, and the hernia is restrained to the 
external ring by the cicatrix. There was no symptom of peri¬ 
tonitis throughout the treatment. 

Calcutta. 

THE THEORY AND TREATMENT OE 
CHOLERA IN INDIA. 

By GEORGE JOHNSON, M.D., F.R.O.P., 
Physician to King’s College Hospital, Professor of Medicine in 

King’s College, London. 

I HAVE read with great interest a report reeently issued hy the 
Indian Medical Department on the treatment of epidemic 
cholera. The author of this report is Dr. John Murray, the 
Senior Inspector-General of Hospitals in India. It appears 
that printed questions relating to the nature and treatment of 
cholera were sent to the whole of the Indian Medical staff. 
Dr. Murray gives extracts from the replies to these questions, 
ana his own report may be looked upon as a fair representa¬ 
tion of the opinions and practice of the Profession in India at 
the present time. 

It is satisfactory to find, after all the controversies as to the 
nature and treatment of cholera which have occupied the pages 
of the Medical journals dnring the last few years, that the 
points of agreement amongst us are now far more numerous 
than the subjects with respect to which we differ. 

It appears from Dr. Murray’s report that there is a general 
Hgreernent amongst Indian Practitioners with regard to the 
following propositions:—Cholera is the result of a specific 
poison, a poison of so special a character that it is believed 
that, however bad may be the sanitary condition of a place, no. 
< 'holera will occ’jg without the introduction of the specific cholera 
germ. It is believed thatthe specific j)oison may enter the system 
citlier through the lungs with the air, or through the stomach 
uT-th the food, but more especially with contaminated water. 
Some striking instances, in which the disease was communicated 
bj’" drinking foul water, are given in Dr. Murray’s report. The 
poison, having entered the circulation, frequently occasions 
symptoms of depression and general malaise before the 
occurrence of the gastro-intestinal symptoms. It is generally 
admitted that the poison is eliminated through the ahmentary 
canal, and that the discharges contain the specific poison of the 
disease. 

Dr. Murray believes that the poison is also eliminated by the 
skiu, the lungs, the liver, and the kidneys ; but, so far as I can 
.see, he_ gives no evidence in support of this proposition. 

During the stage of collapse, the liver and kidneys, with 
tliejr suppressed secretions, obviously can render but little 
assistance, and if the poison were eliminated by the skin and 
the lungs, we should probably find the air of a cholera ward 
more noxious than, in general, it appears to be. In the mode 
of elimination and of communication, cholera is very like enteric 
fever, and very unlike typhus and small-pox. 

With regard to the nature of collapse. Dr. Murray makes 
not the slightest allusion to the theory of a drain of liquid 
from the blood being the essential cause of that condition. We 
may, therefore, infer that the theory in question has been 
abandoned by the Profession in India. 

The report contains numerous statements and sti-iking 
illustrations of the want of direct relationship between the 
degree of collapse and the amount of discharges. It is 

admitted that the discharges afford relief by removing the 
poison from the system, until reaction comes on; and altlmugh 
they may be so copious as to be exhausting, yet their sudden 
cessation is alarming, and their abrupt stoppage by opiates and 
astringents dangerous. 

The only proposition relating to the theory of cholera which 
Dr. Murray puts forth is the following“ The primary action 
of the poison depresses or paralyses the sympathetic and 
ganglionic nerves, and diminishes or suppresses the secretions 
of the organs supplied by them.” Now, with much respect 
for Dr. Murray’s practical skiU and experience, I venture to 
ask what evidence he can adduce that paralysis of the sym¬ 
pathetic diminishes or suppresses secretions. Surely the 
eHdence, derived from the experiments of Bernard, Brown- 
Sequard, and others, tends in the opposite direction, and goes 
to prove that paralysis of vaso-motor nerves causes an increased 
afflux of blood and a more abundant secretion. If Dr. Murray 
had referred to the profuse discharges from the alimentary 
canal as evidence that that portion of the sympathetic system 
is paralysed, it might have been difficult to disprove this 
proposition. But if the large afflux of blood to the stomach 
and intestines and the abundant secretions from the alimentary 
mucous membrane indicate paralysis of this part of the vaso¬ 
motor sympathetic system, the state of the pulmonary 
circulation in collapse affords conclusive evidence that there 
the vaso-motor nerves are in a condition the very reverse of 
paralysis. 

In accordance with this view, Surgeon-Major Farquhar 
suggests, in reply to Dr. Murray’s nervous theory, that the 
poison “ more likely causes a state of tonic spasm of the 
nervous system in part; at least, this is the more likely action.” 

Mr. Macnamara refers to an outbreak in which the seizure 
was so sudden that the “ men fell about like dead men and 
died in an hour or so, without vomiting or purging.” In such 
cases the onset of collapse is almost as sudden as an epileptie 
seizure; and as epilepsy is now acknowledged to be the result 
of the sudden contraction of the minute cerebral arteries, so 
cholera collapse is jirobably due to contraction of the minute 
pulmonary arteries. With reference to this theory of arterial 
contraction, epilepsy may be designated cerebral collapse, while 
cholera collapse is pulmonary epilepsy. 

Passing on to the question of treatment, there appears to be 
a general agreement that, during the stage of collapse, brandy, 
opium, and clilorodyne are many degrees worse than useless; 
they are po.sitively poisonous. Dr. Murray intimates that 
there is a close relationshij) between the increased use of 
stimulants during the last few years and the increased mortality 
from cholera in India; and he refers to one outbreak in which, 
under an unusually free use of stimulants, the mortahty was 
92 per cent. 

I now come to the only practical question with respect to 
which I differ from Dr. Muiray. He has great faith in opium 
and a great dread of purgatives in the diarrhoea stage of 
cholera. He dreads purgatives, because, he says, congee stools 
and collapse have often followed their use. He might with equal 
reason dread mustard poultices for sore-throat, because the 
eruption of scarlatina has often followed their application. 
Surely a Practitioner who believes, as Dr. Mm-ray does, that 
cholera is the result of a specific poison, should be cautious in 
attributing to a purgative or any other medicine the peculiar 
and characteristic symptoms of that disease. No prudent 
Practitioner would recommend saline or drastic purgatives in 
the early stage, or in any stage, of cholera; but it was long 
ago pointed out by Twining and other Indian Practitioners 
how unreasonable would be the conclusion that the choleraic 
symptoms which follow an aperient dose are the result of the 
medicine, which, in fact, had been given for the relief of the 
symptoms of malaise that so often attend the onset of the 
disease. 

I must give, in Dr. Murray’s own words, his reason for a 
trust in opium and a di’ead of purgatives in the diarrhoea stage 
of cholera“ The poison, or the secretion caused by it, is of 
an irritating nature to the mucous membrane of the intestines, 
and opiates soothe or lull the irritation during the period the 
poison is passing, while purgatives add to the irritation, and 
thus increase the power of the poison in causing collapse.” 
Dr. Murray admits that astringents which retain irritating 
secretions within the bowel are mischievous, and so, vdth 
reference to opium, he confesses that “the objections to its use 
are that it is apt to retain irritating matter in the bowels, and 
diminish or suppress the action of the liver and kidneys; but 
by keeping these points in view, and* counteracting them by 
calomel when necessary, opium is a most valuable remedy in 
this stag-e. There is danger of continuing it into the follow- 
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ing stage (the stage of collapse), when it would be ino.st 
injurious.” 

It is especially to be noted that, in Dr. Murray’s opinion, 
oiiium i.s useful only so far as it soothes the boAvel, lYhile its 
astringent action is injurious by retaining morbid .secretions. 
It is obidons, then, that if opium is to bo bsnelicial it must be 
given only in small doses, or it must, as Dr. Murray sug- 
g’ests, be combined witli calomel or with other evacuants. 
This, be it observed, is a very different theory and practice 
from that v/hieh pi-escribes opium for the express purjeoso of 
arresting the diarrhoea. If this be the true theory of the use 
of opium, we shall soon agTee cither to avoid it altogether in 
the treatment of cholera or to give it in .snch .small doses as 
shall be soothing v/ithont being dangerously astringent. AVe 
.shall then cease to hear or read of such cases as the following, 
Avhich was reported to me quite recently :— 

An ofnoer in India, having visited a cholera Hospital, was 
seized with diarrhoea. This was checked by a “ cholera idll.” 
The diarrhoea returned, and was a second time checked by 
cl'.lorodyne ; again it returned, and a third time it was checked 
by the “ usiral remedies.” From that time there was neither 
diarrhoea nor pain; but he went into collapse, lost his voice, 
was very vreak and sleepy, and so he died—died, as I believe, 
from the conjoint operation of opium and retained morbid 
secretions. 

This case affords a good illastration of Dr. Murray’s state¬ 
ment that “ the looseness is often checked for a time by brandy, 
opium, chlorodyne, etc. ; but when the disease proceeds to col¬ 
lapse, in cases where much opium or alcohol lias been given, it 
generally terminates fatally.” 

If, in tbe case of a mustard poultice or a turpentine stupe 
proving intolerably painful, it is more rational to remove tl;e 
irritant from the skin than to give an opia.to to lull the pain 
resulting from its continued application, is it not equa-U;/ 
reasonable, when irritating secretions annoy the intestine, to 
jiermit, and even to encourage, their escape by a. mild laxative, 
rather than to give an opiate, which, while it soothes the 
mucous membrane, may arrest all expulsive efforts, and thus 
leave the irritating secretions to act with increased energ'y 
when the effect of the opiate has ceased ? This appears 
to be tho opinion of some Practitioners of high rank and 
large experience in India. Thus, Deputy Inspeotor-G-eneral 
Saunders considers opium “ absolutely pernicious in every 
stage of cholera.” Deputy Inspector-General Chalmers says : 
— “Unquestionably in some cases a mild purgative with 
some carminative is found useful.” Surgeon-Major Macleod 
states as follows :—“ I have always found a purgative, oil or 
rhubarb with magnesia, or the ordinary senna draught, an un¬ 
failing remedy. Those who combine opium with such medicines 
under a vague idea of moderating their effects, will sometimes 
achieve success in .spite of the combination.” And Dr. Murra;^ 
himself admits that a laxative dose of rhubarb or castor oil 
may be useful in removing iiTitating secretions from the 
intestines. 
^ AUe know how uncertain is the operation of opium upon 
different individuals who are apparently suffering from the 
same forms of disease. In one case it is a pleasant soporific, in 
another the same dose causes obstinate wakefulness, while in 
a third it acts as a powerful cardiac depressant, and causes 
distressing nausea and faintness. Again, in cases of diarrhoea 
it may abruptly arrest tbe discharges, or it may prolong and 
increase the diarrhoea. I can conceive it possible that in some 
cases of the early stage of cholera opium may exercise a whole¬ 
some curative influence upon the nervous system, but it is 
acknowledged by those who most strongly advise its employ¬ 
ment that its use requires extreme care and watchfulness. 
There is no reason to believe that opium has the power to relax 
.arterial spasm. On the contrary, the fact that, in general, it 
diminishes all the secretions except that of the skin may pos¬ 
sibly be a result of its exciting contraction of the .small arteries, 
and this, perhaps, is in part the explanation of its aggravating 
the collapse of cholera. Dr. Murray’s report and its supple¬ 
ment abound in facts illustrative of the injurious action of 
opium in cholera, while on the other side I find positive ex¬ 
pressions of opinion as to its utility in the early stage of the 
disease, but this opinion confirmed neither by conclusive reason¬ 
ing’ nor by a definite statement of facts. 

The result of a carefixl study of Dr. Murray’s interesting 
report has been to strengthen my conviction that the only 
way in wliich opium can be safely and usefully employed 
in the early stage of cholera is in small doses, combined with 
a laxative, or as a soothing agent after the expulsion of the 
morbid secretions. On the other hand, the true use of 
evacuants, whether enrotics or laxatives, is not to increase the 

discharges from the blood, but to prevent tho accumulation and 
retention of morbid .secretions within the alimentary canal. 

SCIATICA; ITS IMMEDIATE 
EELIEF AND RAPID CDEE BY HYPODERMIC 

INJECTION OE MOIiPillA.(a) 

By HENRY LAA^^SOIST, M.D., 
Assi,5tant-Pl!y.sieian to St. Mary’s llospital. 

{ Continued from page 656.) 

Conditions undee which Sci.vtica deesents itself. 

It may be objected to tho employment of the term “natural 
history of ’ ’ a di.sease that it is too general, since it should iucludo 
the symptoms and pathology of the affection as well as the cir¬ 
cumstances accompanying them. On the other hand, the ex¬ 
pression “{etiology” appear.s equally unsatisfactory. I trust, 
therefore, that I may bo excused for treating of the questions 
included usually in these divisions under the heading of the 
general conditions of the maladj-. 

Sciatica being’ a disease of an essentially local character, the 
bodily circumstances wbich arc its companions are of a very 
varying character. Hence it is difficult to determine those 
which are constant. It i.s, however, possible to indicate a few 
of the more regular conditions under which the disea.se occtu’s; 
and firstly, as to ago. It is, I think, tolerably accurately laid 
down in most of our treatises that sciatica i.s a disease fromAvhicli 
the young possess an almost absolute immunity. It is essen¬ 
tially an affection which a,ttacks persons between 20 and 
GO. NeA’ertbeless, I have met Avitli one case of pure and well- 
marked sciatica in a boy of 14, whoAwis addicted to aggravated 
ha,bits of mast’orbation. But such cases are extremely rare, 
and the limits stated will be fo’und to be correct in at least 
nine-tenths of tho cases of sciatica j'Ur ct simple. It is not so- 
easy to sa.y whether it is more frequent in the old than in 
the adult or middle-aged, but if Ave take the age of 40 af? 
the pivot of tho scale it will be observed that the majority 
of instances occur between 40 and 20, and the minority 
between 40 and 60. Sex presents another determining conditioii 
of sciatica. AYomen are far less subject to this affection than 
men, I should say pretty nearly in the ratio of 1 to 3. The 
type of female constitution in AA'hicli sciatica is oftenest met is 
in the case of younger Avomen, that AAffiich ma,y be styled the 
“ leucorrhceal.” Patients suffering from disordered menstruation 
of various kinds, accompanied by “ the white.?,” occasionally 
contract sciatica, and I have not foirnd that the removal of the 
menstrual condition relieves the pain in the direction of the 
nerve. Under a course of chalybeate.? and proper injection the 
case generally gets Avell, quoad menstruation, and tho general 
strength is improA^ed—but the sciatica remains. Another type 
is that so familiar to those Avho liave charge of out-patients at 
our Hospitals. I refer to tho sallow, shriveUed-faced, bright¬ 
eyed, and flatulent old tea-drinkers. These-occur esiDeciallv 
among the Irish iropnlation ; they eat little more than a fcAV 
bits of bread in the t tventy-four hours, but they take tea (or 
rather a decoction of the leave,?) three and sometimes four 
times a day. These are sometimes seized with sciatica, and they 
constitute very troublesome cases. 

Astomenttd state, lean certainly offer no personal observa¬ 
tions of a positive character. Intelligent and stupid people 
seem alike liable to tbe disease. Something has been Amguely 
Avi’itten concerning the a-ssociation of sciatica with central mi.s- 
cliief, but, as I have statefi I apprehend that this is an 
assumption purely gratuitous and certainly unwarranted by fair 
induction. If we exclude from our consiclcration those obscure 
pains which accompanjr disease of the central nervous system, 
and which are certainly not sciatica as I understand it, then 
there is no justification for the ojiinion that there is central 
nerA’Ous mischief in this disease. 

Inheritance is a condition which certain writers—who, 
upon d priori grounds rather than on the results of clinical 

(a) It may be as v'eU to state that in advocating the method of ti’eat- 
rnent_ described in the foUoAving article I lay no claim whatever to ori- 
ginalit}'. I merely give the results of my experience of a remedy which is 
as simple as it is elfeotive. The application of the .syringe to tlie hjTJo- 
demiic method Ave oavc, I suppose, to Hunter and Wood. Tl:e liypodormie 
administration of morphia in sciatica was urged by Dr. Blakiston in these 
pages nearly lifteen years ago. It is too much the custom now-a-days to 
father upon a Avi’iter the discovery of a remedy or plan which he has 
merely taken secondhand from another, bnt Avhich he may have been more 
successful than his predecessor in popularising; and writers themseh’es too 
frequently encourage the mistaken inference. This has happened so often 
of late that one almost despairs of that moral regeneration in Medical 
Aniters which leads to the disoi’imination between reticence and candour. 
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experience, group sciatica and tic in the same category—■ 
have lately enforced with some emphasis, and which there¬ 
fore merits the attention of those who may in future study 
sciatica. For myself, I must say that the records of thirty cases 
leal ms to believe that there is nothing to support the idea 
1h it sciatica is inherited—indeed, quite the contrary. To be 
sure, if we were to include sciatica among the common neu¬ 
ralgias, and we were to ask each patient whether his father or 
mother had suffered faceacho, uve should get an answer in 
nearly every cass in the affirmative. Who has had a father or 
mother who has not had faceache (or toothache) ? But, I would 
a.sk, is this a legitimate method of accumulating Medical sta¬ 
tistics ? Is it not such statistics as these that give rise to the 
assertion that “ there is nothing’ so false as facts except figures ? ’ ’ 
Inheritance, then, in sciatica I hold to be no condition what¬ 
ever. 

Another somewhat unsatisfactory condition of sciatica is that 
which is sometimes given—tliat of unilaterality. To say that 
a disease is unilateral is simply to predicate that which may be 
said of nearly all our ailments. It is only a small proportion 
of human ills which are bilateral, and it happens unfortunately 
for the supposed character of sciatica that sciatica is in some 
few instances present in both limbs. It may be stated that the 
right leg is oftener affected than the left. We may dismiss this 
rdso as without useful sig’nificance. 

Tlie state of the alimentary canal appears to me to supply 
us with a condition which has some constancy. I find in the 
great bulk of my cases that the function of the digestive tract 
is much impaired. This disturbance would not be surprising 
in advanced cases of the disease, for in all such the pain, sleep¬ 
lessness, and anxiety gravely interfere with digestion. But I 
think it is worthy of note that in a very considerable number of 
cases, if the patient declares that for some time previous to the 
commencement of pain in the thigh he has suffered with “ dys¬ 
pepsia,” further inquiry will show that constipation, pyrosis, and 
hceinoiThoids have had their way for a long while. The presence 
of piles in cases of sciatica has been often pointed out, and the 
fact is worthy of more consideration than it has received. The 
vascular relations of the sciatic and the rectum may, I doubt 
not, have important influence on certain cases of sciatica, 
though the exact pathological nature of this influence remains 
to be worked out. 

Concerning conditions of diet, there is nothing to be said that 
can have any scientific Aveight. 

Finally, as to the condition of the nerve itself, as I have said 
in an earlier page, we are not justified, as seekers after truth, 
in jumping to the pathological conclusion which is, I regret to 
think, so dogmatically laid down in some of our treatises. 
Sciatica is a disease of no rarity, yet only one or two cases have 
occurred in which the nerve has been examined. From the 
results of observation in these, it is concluded that, in all 
sciatica cases, the nerve-sheath is inflamed, swollen, and filled 
with a gelatinous fluid.- But is this fair ? It is less absurd 
than the generalisation of that proverbial Frenchman, who, 
finding the barmaid of an English hotel red-haired, imme- 
iliately wrote down;—“English Avomen have red hair.” The 
matter is really a serious one, for not only is it damaging to the 
character of Medicine as a science, but it is attended with grave 
results to Medicine as an art. For what do we find ? Why, 
that one Physician, unquestioningly accepting this mere hypo¬ 
thesis, treats his cases of sciatica Avith iodide of potassium to 
absorb the gelatinous liquid of the nerA^e sheath, and 
thus to prevent the lameness which folloAvs pressure 
on the filaments ; and another who, for the same reason, 
tells us that he cures his cases by puncturing the sheath 
Avith a large needle, and thus alloAving the “ gelatinous fluid” 
to escape. We cannot question the Avorkings of the iodide, 
but I should certainly like to knoAV hoAv that Physician knoAvs 
when he has reached and perforated the sciatic nerve. It is, 
certes, a delicate little bit of operating. In conclusion, and 
cn pnrotihese, I must express my opirdon that the lameness in 
sciatica is not caused by pressure of the sheath benumbing the 
nervous filaments, as eontended by a distinguished Physician. 
I haA'e no doubt in riiy mind that the lameness is not the con¬ 
sequence of Avant of nerA’Ous power, but of disinclination on 
tlie part of the patient to move a muscle whose motion is ex¬ 
tremely painful, and, with this belief, I fail entirely to see the 
rationale of the administration of iodide of potassium. It is 
perhaps uiiAvise to offer any speculation as to the part of the 
nerve primarily attacked, but, if I may. be permitted to say so, 
1 haA'e a strong suspicion that changes of nerve structure com¬ 
mence in those delicate filaments AA’hich form such exquisite 
reticulations on the surface of the sarcolemma. 

{To he continued.'] 
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ON PEUEIGO. 
By ERASMUS WILSOU, F.R.S. 

A BESPECTABLE widoAV, aged 68, Avas brought to mo by her 
daughter on December 4, 1869, suffering under prurigo. Her 
Medical history is as folioavs She had always been healthy 
until the month of June in the present year, Avhen she had a 
short attack of ordinary summer cholera. On her recovery 
from the cholera, she Avas troubled with a papular pruritic 
eruption in the sternal groove of the front of the chest, and, at 
the same time, with pruritus of the fingers and hands; and 
the pruritus extended in a short period to the whole surface of 
the skin. Her skin is naturally sensitive, and she has never 
been able to wear flannel underclothing. 

At the present time, the skin of the Avhole body,_ with the 
exception of the face and scalp, is inflamed and irritable ; it 
is red, dry,Avrinklsd, broAA'nish in hue, hot, and harsh to the touch, 
someAvhat infiltrated, roughened by desquamation on the limbs 
and hands, and covered AV'ith black scabs, scratches, and 
bleeding spots, caused by tearing with the nails. In two 
situations these appearances are more abundant than elsewhere, 
possibly from facility of reaching them AA'ith the nails—namely, 
on the scapula5 and buttocks. But, Avith all this local mischief, 
there is little disturbance of her general health—scarcely more 
than a sense of weariness from loss of rest and nervous 
exhaustion occasioned by the A'iolence of the fits of itching. 
Her application for relief has reference to the pruritus of the 
skin, of which she complains bitterly. It comes on by paroxysms, 
and of these she may have as many as tAvelve in the course of 
the day; she considers herself fortunate Avhen she has only 
two or three. The itching is, in fact, a kind of torture. She says 
that her body feels at the time of the attack like a “ fire-coal; ” 
that the itching is maddening ; and, under the inpuise of the 
fiercest suffering, she tears—the term “scratches” is not 
strong enough—she tears her skin Avith her nails until the 
blood flows from the excoriations. She observes tliat formerly 
the skin rose into Avhitish knobs whenever she scratched, 
but that latterly the skin excoriates under the process, and 
shoAvs a tendency to desquamate, the desquamation extending 
to the palm of the hands and to the sole of the feet. She is 
correct in this observation, for the pathological state of the 
skin is undergoing a transition from the more chronic form of 
prurigo to the more active state of dermatitis Avith its 
accompanying exfoliation. 

The neurotic characters of the affection in this poor 
woman are so obA'ious as to be calculated to strike the attention 
of the most unobservant; nevertheless, she had been subjected 
to examination, and disgusted with the inquiry, as to the 
possibility of the dependence of the irritation on lice.^ Of 
coui'se no lice were found ; but, nevertheless, she Avas submitted 
to the action of a sulphur vapour bath three several times. The 
sulphur vapour ba ths very much increased her sufferings; they 
made the skin tender and stiff, and to them may be attributed 
the drifting into dermatitis, A\dth which the case i.s at present 
complicated. At no time have lice been discovered on her 
person, nor is there the least ground for any such suspicion. 
She resides Avith her daughter, Avith whom she is constantly in 
contact, and has free intercourse Avith her grandchildren ; but 
no lice have ever been detected in any of the family, and there 
are no symptoms of cutaneous irritation among any of its 
members. The case is plainly one well recognised by the best 
dermatologists—namely, prurigo—and is, very clearly, a 

cutaneous neurosis. 

HouSEisfaid’s Knee.—Our scientific contemporary, 
the Athenccum, informs us that Medical literature contributes 
a new term to the “ Slang Dictionary. That peculiar swelling 
of the knee Avhich used to be caUed “ housemaid’s knee is 
noAV, it is said, known among Surgeons as the “ ritualistic knee. 
We venture to say that no Medical man has had the bad taste 
to indulge in this sneer at other people’s religious practices. 

Vagrancy.—A proposal has lately been considered by 
the Leicester Board of Guardians that aU vagrants on admis¬ 
sion should have a bath, that clean linen should be provided 
for them, that they should be proA'ided with beds, and that 
their clothes should be disinfected. Mr. S. Thomas Clarke, 
M.B. the Medical officer, addressed a letter to the Board, in 
which he stated that every vagrant affected AA'ith skin disease 
was detained for cure; and he drew attention to the increase 
in the number of sick casuals that had taken place with the 
general increase of vagrancy. The proposal Avas referred to a 

committee. 
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mjUEIES OF THE SPINE. 
By CHAHLES OETON, L.E.C.P. Ed., M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., 

Physician to the ifTorth Staffordsliire Ziifirniaiy. 

I SEND the following cases and remarks in the hope of lessen¬ 
ing that division which exists at the present time in the Medical 
camp concerning the severity and dm-ation of the symptoms 
of those injuries of the spine where no lesion occurs, or is 
inappreciable, especially when such injuries are caused by 
railway accidents. Some Medical men seem to put hut little 
faith in the haggard looks of the patient, and moreover con¬ 
sider that the prospect of damages may have some effect on 
tne countenancG, while others take, perhaps, an exag’g’erated 
view of the dangers of the case. When such men meet, they 
necessarily differ to some extent. Now, if it can he proved that 
accidents shght in degree, causing httle inconvenience at the 
time of occurrence, are yet followed by serious consequences, 
by long" and lingering disease, it will go far, in my opinion, to 
prevent those differences between Doctors, a topic on which 
our legal brethren are never tired of dilating. Until lately 
my sympathies were wholly with the railway companies, who’ 
I used to think, paid heavily for “ symptoms,” hut the opposite 
conviction has been forced upon me. A gentleman of my 
acquaintance was injured in a railway accident, and was 
attended in London by some eminent Surgeons, who recom- 
inended him to come into the coimtry about five months 
after the accident. The journey down caused such a state of 
nervous prostration to supervene, that he was one month before 
he recovered from it, or rather, I should say, before ho became 
in as good a state of health as ho was before leaving London. 
About two months afterwards, when returning from the sea¬ 
side by rail, I aga,in attended him for an attack (his second) of 
haematuria. He is now quite unfit to work one year after the 
accident. However, I will only quote a few cases that have 
lately fallen iinder my observation, where the prospect of 
damages is nil, and where the individuals have nothing to "•ain 
but much to lose, by being idle, as they belong to the workiim’ 
masses. I purposely refrain from sending any railway accident, 
h or Oases 1 and 3 I am indebted to my colleague, Mr. Alcock, 
who kindly allowed me to make the following notes. 

Case !. T. S., aged 28, collier; admitted into North Staf- 
iordslure Infirmary on June 13, 1868, under the care of Mr. 
Alcock. States that he always enjoyed good health mi til five 
years ago, when a roof fell on his back (lower part), knocldno" 
him to the ground. Finding that he could not rise, he was 
carried home, and for three months after the accident he had 
no power to move the left leg. The loss of sensation in it 
doubtful—does not remember. Could not digest food for nine 
months afterwards. _ Has never been well since; always 
suffered much pain in lower part of back and bcUy. Has 
sunk in flesh and strength. 

Present Condition.—iluoh pain in back and belly. Slio-ht 
tenderness on pressure over third and fourth lumbar vertebrm. 
Can bend to pick anything off the floor, but cannot rise without 
much difficulty. Says his memory is not so good as formerly. 
Complains of numbness and tingling of the left thio-h and 
tmtching of both legs. Cannot vraik one mile on account of 
the severe pain in back which moving brings on. He had 
frequently been blistered; had had issues on either side of 
spine, and during’ the time he was in Hospital was repeatedly 
bhstered, and took iodide of potassium and ,cod-fiver oil. He 
was^ discharged after two months, no improvement whatever 
having taken place. 

Case 2 (from indirect violence).—H. H., female, aged 17, 
servant; admitted into North Staffordshire Infirmary under 
my own care, on March 20,1868. Always had good health up 
to time of accident; had been very stout; never had fits or 
convulsions during her childhood ; catamenia regular. 

Oil Eebruaiy 2o, 1868, she fell throug’h a cellar openin'’’, 
depth about six feet, on her right side and shoulder. She dfd 
not strike either her head, neck, or back; did not become in¬ 
sensible ; was able to get out of the cellar alone; and apart 
from being frightened and slightly shaken, did not feel much 
inconvenience. TVent on with her usual work, but soon became 
low and nervous, the slightest noise making her jump. Two 
weeks after tlie accident tlie first fit came on j the eyes were 
n^ed ; limbs highly convulsed. The fits becoming worse, and 
the girl much weaker, she was brought to the Infirmary one 
month after tlie fall, where the following remarks were noted 
down by the House-Surgeon, J. M. Taylor, Esq. 

IVteich 20. Patient complains of pain in cervical reffion, 
chiefly over fo'arth and fifth cervical vertebrio. During th(r day 
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has had frequent convulsive seizures, characterised by violent 
tivitchings of the arms and mouth, eyeballs turned upward.s 
under fids, and accomjianied by a moaning cry, and lasting’ 
from three to four minutes. Ordered pot. iod. gr. v., pot. nit. 
gr. V., aq. camph. §j.,three times a day. Blister to back of neck. 

26th.—-Convulsive seizures are less frequent during the night 
than during the day. She complains of soreness of the throat, 
with difficulty of swallowing ; breathing oppressed and the 
inspiration attended with a croAving’ sound, similar to that 
heard in laryngismus^ stridulus. The face and lips become 
livid, and she seems in danger of suffocation. At the end of 
each attack the skin becomes bedewed with perspiration, and 
a quantity of glairy mucus expelled from throat. One grain of 
calomel ordered to be taken every four hours. A gargle of 
chlorinated soda, and a mixture of chlorate of potash and 
tincture of iron. 

She remained much the same until April 9, when she suf¬ 
fered much from pain at the heart and palpitation. Blister 
to the region of the heart. Tinct. digitalis added to mixture. 

16th.—Palpitation and pain better. Blister to neck. 
Bromide of potassium and morphia. 

20th.—The breathing became much worse. Various inhala¬ 
tions tried. 

21st. So imminent did suffocation seem in every seizurn 
that ^ a consultation was called as to the advisability of per¬ 
forming tracheotomy. I was not present; the trachea, how¬ 
ever, was not opened. Six leeches Avere applied to the throat. 
Chloroform inhalations continued. Ordered pot. bromid., vin. 
ipecac., acid, hydrocyanic, dil. 

22nd.—Little or no better. Ordered tinct. conii 5ss. every 
feAv hours, to be increased by ten drops a dose. This apparently 
relieved her, but, thiidcing she would not recover, she determined 
to go home on April 28, although she was better at the time. 

She continued to improve, and was able to attend the 
Innrmary as an out-patient on July 8, when her condition was 
as follows : Tong’ue clean; bowels regular; catamenia regular;, 
pulse 103 ; respirations 32 per minute ; is much thinner ; voice 
husky; deep inspirations croupy; pain in side and stomach, 
severe across forehead. Thinks everything around her is moving 
about. Occasionally sees sparks and flashes of fight;. 
humming in the head ; giddiness, which she thinks woidd 
cause her to fall if she did not catch hold of something’. 
(Has since fallen.) The right arm and leg jump and tingle, 
and are weaker than the left. “ The right leg nearly throAvs 
me doAvn sometimes,” doubles under her. Cannot carry thina;s. 
The right limbs feel colder than left, not appreciable to the touch. 
The appetite, which used always to he good, is now very bad. 
Never feels hmigry, but constantly thirsty. Eood lies very 
heavy and makes her feel ill. Cannot read or seAV more than 
ten minutes at a time, the letters running’ tog’ether. Her 
memory^ is not so good as formerly. If she places anything 
out of sight, she does not recollect where to find it again. 
Ordered mix vomica and potassium (iodide). 

16th.—Not so well; fits six or eight in a day. Back very 
painful. Ordered bromide of potassium. 

_ 23rd.—Much trembling of right arm, and occasionally of 
right leg. Had eight fits on the 22nd, in which she was violently 
convulsed. 

August 20.-—Breathing has again become very difficult and 
croupy ; is obliged to be propped in bed. Blisters to the throat 
Avith relief. 

September 24.—Fits stronger, but much less frequent; other¬ 
wise much the same. 

Case 3.—G. P., aged 18. Had enjoyed moderately good 
health up to time of accident one year ago. He fell from a 
low roof. Did not hurt himself in any particidar part, and 
felt only that he had been shaken. He went to work for about 
a fortnight, and then began to complain of weakness and pain 
in the back and legs, the latter feeling benumbed, prickling, and 
jerking. Head felt fight. Could not bend his back. In three 
months he had nearly recovered, Avhen, unfortunately for him, 
one evening, as he was about to sit down upon a stool, it was 
removed, and he came to the ground on hi,s buttocks. He felt 
a great deal of pain at the loAver part of the spine at the time, 
and nearly fainted, but soon recovered, and felt little of it. 
He went to work the next morning as usual, and continued to 
follow his employment for a month, when he became so ill that 
he consulted Mr. Alcock. He suffered from pain in back and 
right hip and leg’, which was occasionally so severe as to di’aw 
him double sidcAvays. Becoming’ worse, he was admitted intO' 
the North Staffordshire Infirmary on March 26, 1868. When 
there, he complained of pain in back and right leg, which 
tAvitched, felt colder than the other leg, and, when touched, 
had little or no feeling in it. Fie could not stand on it, as the 
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inee gave -way and let him down. Lost flesh rapidly. He 
remained in the Infirmary nine weeks, when he was discharged 
hut very slightly relieved. 

Present Condition.—Twelve months after the first, and nine 
months after the second, accident, is pale and flahby-looking. 
Digestion had. Bowels constipated. Appetite variable, but 
all better now than they have been. Memory good. Sight 
not so strong. Pulse 118. Pain on pressure over the last 
lumbar vertebra. Can walk a little, but not a quarter of a mile, 
on his best days, and then only with great pain and difficulty. 
His body is bent at the hips, but the back is straight. Pie 
■cannot bend more, either to pick any article off the floor, or 
even to put his boots on. Cannot turn over in bed, or, if on 
his back, cannot raise himself mthout something to piJl at. 
.Suffers great pain from his back and right hip. The right leg, 
•and occasionally the left, jumps and snatches, and goes very 
■cold. There is always a feeling of cold and a pain in the back. 

Case 4.—I regret that this is so imperfect, but I only saw the 
man twice in the out-patient department, and, not having 
his name or address, I cannot trace him, but, in all ]Drobabihty, 
the case has ended fatally. He was a collier, whose apparent 
.age was 50, but he might have been younger. He was very 
■pale, and his appearance extremely haggard, his face deeply 
■furrowed, sldn loose and flabby. Prom being strong and robust 
he had nowbecome helpless and emaciated. He coiild barely drag 
his legs along, and they pained him continually, likewise his 
back. Appetite was gone, and what he ate he could not digest. 
Two years before he was pulling at a lump of coal, when he 
felt a sudden pain in his loins; thinking he had merely over¬ 
reached himself, he went on working, and continued to do so 
for a long time, hoping it would get better. 

Case 5.—K. M., aged 18, female servant. Always had good 
health; catamenia regular; has fainted from pain, or at the 
-sight of blood ; excitable ; never had fits or convulsions at any 
period of her life ; bowels were quite regular. She consulted 
me on January 13, 1869, v/hen she stated that she had fallen 
down some steps two months ago, hurting her head and back, 
but became quite well again in a fortnight. 

On December 31, 1888, she fell for the second time down the 
same steps—-all of them this time, twenty-four in number— 
hurting her head and back. She fainted at the time, and went 
to bed, where she remained for the remainder of the day. On 
the morrow, however, she felt well enough to recommence 
work, which she is still doing, but cannot go on. Her back 
feels straight and stiff; cannot pick anything off the floor, or 
turn round quickly, without it giving great pain. In bed her 
legs sometimes go stiff, and she cannot move them. When 
walking is obliged to stop very often on account of pain in 
back and legs, which jump and prickle, then go numbed. Her 
hands and feet have never felt warm since the accident. Head 
und eyes pain her; goes very giddy, and falls about against 
the chairs. On applying-pres.sure to the spine, there was tender¬ 
ness evinced in the lumbar region and upper dorsal. I recom¬ 
mended her to leave her place, and rest at home, and to attend 
me occasionally at the North Staffordshire Infirmary. 

Oil April 8 she was in much the same condition—tenderness 
on pressure over the same vertebra, and could not put her 
hands behind her without difficulty and iiain. 

The subject of “injuries of the spine” is one v.diich, though 
it has hitherto attracted but little interest from the great body 
of Practitioners, must in course of time arrest their attention, 
and receive from them that inquiry which its importance 
demands; for, in these days of excursions, there wiU soon 
be scarcely a spot in England, however rustic or remote from 
the great iron roads, that -wiU not have, at one time or another, 
some one who has been unfortunate enough to take part in a 
railway smash, and whose case may bring the Surgeon into the 
■witness-box. It is said to be difficult in some cases to establish 
the connexion between the symptoms and the accident where 
the former first show themselves long after the latter. A priori, 
one would imagine that the more severe the accident tlie sooner 
would the symptoms follow, and the more severe would they 
be. The above cases do not show such to be the case, but the 
interval, which is one of the lU'incipal bones of contention, 
was not groat in any of the cases. Of the severity and tedious- 
mess of the symptoms they give ample proof. Of Case 1 I t 
have not heard since he left the Infirmary, but after five years i 
he is not vei-y likely to recover. Case 2, after fourteen months, i 
is improving but slowly ; -sometimes better, sometimes worse ; | 
two or three, or even more, fits one day, then none for several 
days; quite unable, of course, for service. Case 3, eighteen ! 
months after the first, and thirteen after the second accident, 
is mailing slow but certain improvement. He can walk about 
the streets with a -stick. Case 4, which I considered slight, and ‘ 

gave four months for recovery, is no better at the end of four¬ 
teen weeks, but she is obliged to help at home. Treatment has 
consisted of bromide of potassium and tonics internally, ex¬ 
ternally bhsters, warm and cold effusions to the sjoine—the 
latter being attended -with more relief—and rest, the most 
imi^ortant of all. 
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MR. ACTON ON PROSTITUTION. 

Has the State any publio duty to perform with regard to 

prostitution ? On what basis does such duty rest ? To what 

legislative acts does it prompt ? These are questions with 

which we are brought again face to face by the issue of a 

second edition of Mr. Acton’s well-known book upon this 

subject. Our O'wn opinions are tolerably well kno-wn, and 

although, in placing before our readers, as fairly as we 

can, the views held by Mr. Acton, it will be impossible 

altogether to avoid their demonstration, we shall not now in¬ 

trude them more than appears absolutely necessary. The sub¬ 

ject is one of so much importance in its social, hygienic, and 

moral aspects, so thoroughly and, let us add, so honestly dis¬ 

cussed in the work before us—-discussed, too, in a spirit of such 

obvious plulantbropy—that, inbare j ustice even to one who thinks 

differently on some points from ourselves, it is incumbent upon 

us to give prominence for the time to those results which have 

elaborated themselves in the mind of this laborious and enthu¬ 

siastic inquirer. It is one perhaps surrounded by more diffi¬ 

culties than any other social question of the day; and if it 

were only on this account, we must hail every addition to the 

sum of our knowledge respecting it, and every new argument 

addiiced on both sides of the matter in controversy. 

When Mr. Acton first pviblished his standard word on prosti¬ 

tution, his watchwords were recognition, regulation. They now 

are recognition, prevention, amehoratio}i,wix^regulation the three 

last as consequences of the first. Twelve years have elapsed 

since his first edition, and during the latter part of this period 

a step has been taken by the Legislature which involves recog¬ 

nition as a principle, and to a certain limited extent has inter¬ 

fered, in the hygienic interests of some of our troops and sea¬ 

men, between the prostitute and her frequenters. The State 

thus being committed to the principle, and having acted upon 

it for the benefit of one section of the community, the argu¬ 

ment of Mr. Acton now is that a similar intervention should be 

extended to the whole, and that the Contagious Diseases Act of 

1866, which has recently been amended, should be made avail¬ 

able for the protection of the population at large, and for the 

amelioration of the unhappy lot of the prostitute. He advo- 
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be entrusted the working of amended bastardy laws and of 

the Contagious Diseases Act, the care of illegitimate children, 

and the amelioration of fallen women. 

“ My proposals,’’ he says in his preface, “ go to this extent, 
and no further—viz., to make the evil that we cannot repress 
as little injurious as possible. I desire to protect both society 
at large and the individual from the permanent injury at pre¬ 
sent inflicted by a highly contagious and viimlent disorder. I 
desire also to heal the sick prostitute and to cleanse her moral 
nat’ire. The State must, moreover, set its face against any one 
man or woman maldng a profit of another’s prostitution. . . . 
If, in spite of all the j)recautions that can be taken, the woman 
becomes a prostitute, om- next object should be to attempt to 
ameliorate her condition, so as to enable her to pass through 
this stage of her existence with as little permanent injury to 
herself and as little mischief to society as possible. This is the 
more important because I prove that the great mass of prosti¬ 
tutes in tliis country are in course of time absorbed into the 
so-caUed respectable classes.” 

There are some points on which we thoroughly agree with 

Mr. Acton. With him we would strive, by a better land of 

industrial education of young girls of the lower classes, to fit 

them for, and induce them to enter upon, domestic service, in 

which they would not only find fitting occupation, but be pro¬ 

tected to a great extent by wholesome supervision and control 

from temptation to err. We would foster every practicable 

project for improving the condition of their home, whether 

this be the cottage of the agricultural labourer or the tene¬ 

ment of the artisan in towns, in both of wliich promiscuous 

herding of the sexes of all ages is but too common, where 

ordinary decency can have no room for exercise, and where 

female modesty must of necessity be crushed in its bud. We 

would strive to make the seducer feel socially, if possible, but 

at aU events pecuniarily, and in a degree proportionate to the 

part he has had in the primary fault and to his moans, the 

responsibility he has morally incmred. We would prohibit by 

strict enactment the practice of “ making a profit by the pro¬ 

stitution of another,” and we would, above aU, prohibit the 

flagrant exhibition of vice and the open temptations to sin 

which disgrace our public streets and corrupt the unwary and 

unstable. But for the prevention of prostitution more than 

even this must be done. So long as there is male demand 

there will be female supply, and the principalj remedy against 

prostitution must be sought through agencies operating not 
irpon the latter, but upon the former. 

_ principal reason adduced for the regulation of prostitu¬ 

tion, such a sort of regulation as is providedj for by our 

Contagious Diseases Acts, is its adaptation for preventing the 

spread of venereal diseases among our population. The 

argument is mainly based upon hygienic grounds, and appeal 

is made to the success which has attended the operation not 

only of these Acts at certain of our military and naval stations, 

but in other places, such as Malta, where similar laws have 

been in force. We cannot, we do not wish'to deny that to a 

certain extent they have succeeded in suppressing venereal 

diseases in these places, but we must still be permitted to 

doubt whether other causes have not aided considerably in the 

result, and whether sufficient time has yet elapsed to permit of 

a final and conclusive opinion being formed upon the subject. 

Besides, it is not to be forgotten that the women are not alone 

to blame in the spread of these diseases, when the extension of 

the Act to the civil population is being considered. The civil 

male population is not subject to the discipline of the soldier. 

It has ah-eady been found necessary, in some of the military 

stations where the Act is in force, not only to make a periodical 

examination of common women, but also of the men, and 

this proceeding has been strenuously urged by high military 

a.uthorities as an essential supplement to the operations sanc¬ 

tioned by the statute. Indeed, it has been suggested that 

merchant seamen quitting their ships on arrival in port should 

not be permitted to mix with its population until subjected to ' 

a similar examination; but, were even this practicable, how : 

would reach the other 
dangerous male elements of our community? Again, it has 

been urged that clandestine prostitution will never fail to baffle 

all our endeavours to repress the extension of venereal affections. 

HoAvhere has regulation ^in the form of licensing^ been more 

completely systematised than in France, yet we are told by 

Mr. Acton himself that the authorities in Paris have failed to 

exeicise any control not only over large sections of superior 

professional prostitutes, but also over “vast hordes of the 

lowest class of strumpets who throng the low quarters and the 

villages of the Banlieue.” “But,” says Mr. Acton, “half a 

loaf is better than no bread;” “it is an objection of little 

weight, because the facts are clear that several thousands of 

women are thereby rendered physically harmless—that is t©. 

say, not merely a small, but a very large, amount of 

good is done.” Possibly ; but, curiously enough, in a note t© 

an account which he gives of an examination of f lics dcs 

maisons which he -witnessed, we have the following statement;_ 

“ I was informed that, on the day after these inspections, the 
houses are specially frequented by the public, in the belief that 
there is then less chance of contracting disease. It is therefore 
reasonable to suppose that, under the French system, many 
yield to indulgence whom the fear of the natural penalty would 
otherwise deter. In considering the advisability of introducing- 
health inspectors among the civil population in England, this, 
should not be lost sight of.” ’ 

The extension of the Contagious Diseases Act to the civil 

population cannot be discussed without reference being made 

to the Hospital accommodation required. We believe that rt 

"will be conceded on all hands that it is more than undesirable- 

to treat prostitutes as out-patients; for, in the first place, their 

cm-e is retarded and commoidy incomplete, and, in the second 

place, by continuing on the streets they continue to propagate 

disease. Beds, then, must be found for them somewhere. Mr. 

Acton thinks that for London and seaport use floating Hos¬ 

pitals might be provided, and that the annual cost per bed 

would be about £25. The suggestion is a good one, as there 

are plenty of old war vessels now serving no useful purpose. 

But in towns Hospitals would have to be built, either tempo- 

Ihe hope of a reduction in disease, or permanent; and 

apart from the first cost of these, the annual expense of keep¬ 

ing up the beds requisite for a population such as that of 

London would be, according to Mr. Acton’s calculation, from. 

£32,000 to £44,000. Ho suggests that, this being done, the 

beds in the civil Hospitals now occupied by females may be 

devoted to the sole treatment of males who may contract 

sjphilis, adding, with much reason—“If public institutions da 

not offer greater facilities for the treatment of men labourino- 

under primary symptoms and chancres, aU the precautions novr 

and hereafter to be taken to prevent syphilis spreading amono- 

prostitiites will be foiled by unsound men going about dis¬ 
easing them.” 

Mr. Acton severely criticises Mr. Simon’s report on this sub¬ 

ject, urging in a few minatory sentences that the Government 
having once put hand to the plough, must go forward. 

“Supposing,” he-writes, “the Goverimrent, at the suggestion of 
the Medical officer- of the Privy Council, refuse acquiescence in 
the proposal to extend the Contagious Diseases Act to the civil 
population, does not that gentleman see that on the Lock 
Hospitals in the different garrison toums will be thrown the 
duty of disinfecting all the prostitutes in England ? If Mr. 
Simon in his ^ official^ position does not foresee this, it remains 
for me, a civil Practitioner, to show the Government that such- 
must be the case. ... If Hospital provision is not made 
for the prostitute living outside the naval and militai-j- districts, 
every parish officer. Medical man, clergyman, or ratepayer has 
but to recommend a sick girl to enter one of the garrison towns, 
and the Government inspector, always on the look-out for such 
persons, -will at once take charge of her, in the interest of the 
army, if not in tha t of society, and then the expense will be 
shifted at once on the consolidated fund—and the ratepayer- 
will no longer have to complain that he ‘ pays the expense of 
making prostitutes clean for hire.’ ” 

There is a great deal of force in this. It is perfectly 

could any statute be framed wliich 
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evident that if, on fnrtlier experience, it be found that 

by the measures now adopted at a few stations, the country 

is really saved from the loss of military sertdce, every 

garrison town will have to be included within the operation 

of the Act. Our otvn notion is that in this way everything 

that can reasonably be desired will be obtained ; at any rate, 

such an extension would afford an official loophole for escape 

by the Government from what may, if Mr. Acton is right, 

turn out to be a dilemma. 

We have now done with Mr. Acton, not that we have 

exhausted the subject matter of his admirable volume of pains¬ 

taking- research, but because we wi.sh to say a word on our own 

account. "Whether or not State intervention be desirable in 

the regulation of prostitution, we maintain that the chief hope 

of amelioration lies in an improved moral tone of society, which 

must commence in its higher strata. There was a time in the 

memory of many of us when intemperance was a leading vice 

of the age. We have lived to see the day when, the di-andng- 

room being purified, drunkenness has become less prevalent 

among the lower orders of the people. Virtues and vices have 

botii a tendency to gravitation. Is it too much to expect that the 

■\nrtue of male chastity throughout our poi3u]ation may be pro¬ 

moted and extended by means siinilar to those which have 

succeeded in making us now a comparatively temperate people ? 

Is it too much to ask that the leaders of female society in the 

metropolis should make a beginning in this direction ? that 

they should refuse admission into their salons of the notorious 

profiigato or seducer, j ust as they Avould to the same man if he 

intruded his presence when debased by indulgence in the bottle ? 

that they should extend their disgust of the drunkard to the 

jnan whom they know to be living a sexually immoral life ? 

Till this is done, till the axe is laid to the root of the tree, we 

have little hope of destroying the vicious trunk by the mere 

lopping off of its branches. 

MEDICAL ETHICS IN AUSTRALIA. 

Some time since, it will be recollected, actions were brought 

asrainst the 2Ielbournc Aqc axAi Melbourne Leader iov]ibe\. 

The plaintiff was a person of the name of Jordan, who was 

the proprietor of an exhibition called the “ Anthropological 

Museum.” This had been held up to public reprobation by 

the editors of the above journals, and Jordan sued for damages. 

At the trial the only Medical witness who appeared on behalf 

of the defendant Avas Dr. Barker, of Melbourne, one of the 

Surgeons to the Hospital, and of high standing generally. It 

appears that Dr. Barker had attended Mrs. Jordan on several 

occasions, and at the trial referred to he was called for Jordan. 

The evddence given by Dr. Barker, and which was much criti¬ 

cised at the trial, was as follows 

“ As a Medical man, and having regard to the character of 
the exhibition, I don’t consider that there is anything 
improper about them (the models). I don’t think there is 
anything about the museum to justify the statement as to the 
accumulation of ‘ models and casts of the filthiest kind.’ In 
England I was House-Surgeon, and assisted at demonstrations 
in the dissecting-room at the University College Hospital, 
Oxford. I have not seen establishments at home hke this, but 
there was one like it got up here by Mr. Kueitmeyer, and 
exhibited in Hockin’s Assembly-rooms. There is nothing, in 
my opinion, in the exhibition to encourage pruriency, but 
rather the reverse. The models are suitable for the illustration 
of disease. I have knOAvn Dr. Jordan since he came out to the 
colony. I have never met him as a Medical man, but from 
what I know of him there is nothing about his character that 
is not respectable.” 

A meeting of the Medical Society of Victoria was held on 

September IG last, at AA-hich the subject of Dr. Barker’s CA-i- 

dence was discussed. The meeting passed a resolution in 

favour of the Age and Leader, and then a resolution was pro¬ 

posed expres.sing strong disapprobation of Dr. Barker’s cau- 
dence in support of “ a notorious r^uack.” Dr. Barker made a 

^ tatement, in which he spoke of the Avay he became acquainted 

with Jordan, that he luiew A-ery little of the museum, that he 

“ had reason to regret very much that he gave evidence at the 

police-coAU't in the case of Jordan v. Syme.” A somewhat 

stormy discussion followed this statement, and some personalities 

of a most offensive nature Avere resorted to. A motion was 

made to expel Dr. Barker from the Society, but this was nega¬ 

tived in favour of one which “ placed Dr. Barker’s explanation 

and expression of regret on the minutes of the Society.” 

Now, we think the Society acted with leniency towards Dr. 

Barker. It must be remembered that he is a representative 

man, and that he occupies important public posts in his Pro¬ 

fession. That he could have given such evidence in such a 

case at the police-court is indeed incomprehensible. It niAist 

be remembered that the “ exhibition ” was open to the public, 

was connected with a practice of the most objectionable kind, 

and was notoriou.sly a scandal to all Melbourne. What, does 

one of the chief Surgeons of Victoria see nothing objection¬ 

able in models of disease affecting mainly the genital organs 

being exhibited to the youth of the city indiscriminately f 

Mr. Barker must have singular notions of Professional and 

general propriety. However, he has expressed his regret, and 

that has been accejAted by his brethren of the Society. But 

we stiU think he has been treated with leniency—a leniency 

which we hops will not be regarded too lightly by any one 

who may in the future violate Professional ethics by giving- 

evidence in support of such a lUAisancc as the “ Anthropo¬ 

logical Museum ” of Melbourne. 

BRITISH SPIRITS DISGUISED AS SPANISH SHERRY. 

In a late leading article, as on many former occasions, we have 

urged upon our readei-s the essential distinction between Avine 

and spirits. By wine we mean the j)ure, dry, thoroughly 

fermented juice of the grape, with no heat, and little intoxi¬ 

cating power—a refreshing beverage of which Ave find the best 

specimens in the pure Avines of Prance, Germany, Hungary, 

and Greece. Spirits are met with in many forms. There are the 

gin, and whi.sky, and rum ; the class of “ liqueurs ”—i.e., spirits 

sweetened and aromatised ; the fortified ports and sherries of 

Spain and Portugal; and the abominable forgeries of Ham¬ 

burg, where, as a corrc.spondent at p. 701 assures us, they make 

“Avine” out of spirits and A'arious chemical concoctions, and send 

it to England to figure in the plausible lists of wine merchant.s 

and grocer wine-sellers as cheap sheri-y. As for port and sherry 

proper, they are useful medicines when old and mature. 

Unluckily, as the quantity of alcohol they contain is more than 

doubled, and as their fermentation is checked artificially, they 

cannot be otherwise than unwholesome if new, as cheap AA-ine is 

sure to be. Moreover, if it be granted that ardent spirits are 

unwholesome, and that, as matter of revenue and of policy, 

they should be taxed highly, we cannot see how they can be 

any the wholesomer, or why they should be exempt from tax, 

merely because they are exported to Spain or Portugal, there 

mixed with young Arine, to make it traA-el without turning 

sour, and then brought back to England in the form of Bhcrr3-. 

Now, there is a question we shoAild like to ask the advocates of 

a reduction of the duties on fortified Av-iiie. If we turn to the 

Blue-book “ Statistical Tables relating to Foreign Countries, 

compiled chiefly from the Official Returns of the various 

Countries, Part XI., London, 18G8,” Ave find, page 277, a return 

of the principal articles imported into Siniiii, from which avo 

extract the following :— 
. , . , , 1862. 186.8. 1864. 
Articlc.s unportc-a. Value in i calcs. Value in rcales. Value in rcales. 

Spirits, common and \ 24,322,doO 38,810,558 34,772,903 
unsAveetened j 

Now, reales count 100 to the pound sterling. Spirits may bo 

exported from London or Hamburg to Cadiz at about Is. Gd. to 

Is. 8d. per gallon. For the sake of round numbers, let us say 

that each gallon costs 2s.—that is, ten for £1. Hence in 1863 

the Spaniards imported 3,884,055 gallons of spirits. Noaa-, wc 
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crave leave to ask wliat did tkey do with this immense quantity ? 

Did they drink it ? If not, what did they do with it ? Did 

they use it to make cheap sherry, especially the hot ethereal 

flavoured liquids palmed off upon the ignorant as “dry sherry,” 

at 24s.; do. do. AmontiRado flavour, at 30s.; do. do. ManzaniUa, 

at 28s.; and the Rke ? When we see these now fiery potations, 

the Rnes of Horace occur to us involuntarily:— 

“ Post ignem eetherea domo 
Subductizm, maoies et nova febrium. 

Terris incubuit cobors.” 

THE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAY. 

It is announced in the London Gazette of Tuesday last that the 

Queen has been pleased to appoint Gleorge Hornidge Porter, 

Esq., hl.D., of kleath Hospiual and Gounty DuhRn Infirmary, 

and ex-President of the Eojml College of Surgeons, Ireland, to 

ho one of her Majesty’s Surgeons-in-Ordinary for Ireland. 

Wo congratulate Dr. Porter on receiving tliis wcR-earned mark 
of royal favour. 

It is understood that the scheme for the constitution 

of a joint Board of Examiners for a general licence to 

practise Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery wiR be accepted 

by the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. Tins wiR, 

in some measure, smooth the difficulties of which we sjpoke 

last week. It remains to be seen whether the Univer¬ 

sity of London, which confessedly has a larger stake in 

Medical examinations, will be induced to give its sanction to 

tho measure. The beRef that this University wiR not refuse 

its assent seems, however, to be growing. As we have on more 

than one occasion repeated, we trust, both in the interests of the 

Profession and the pubRc, that the merging of the different exa¬ 

mining bodies in one Board wRl not—by destroying that whole¬ 

some spirit of rivalry which has, at least of late years, distinguished 

some of them have the effect of reducing the pass examinations 

to a lower level than in the majority of instances has been of 

late years maintained. If the examination instituted by the 

joint board is, as it should be, of a high character, it cannot 

but have the effect, in a few years, of obliterating all distinctions 

ol grade and class in the Medical Profession. If, on the 

contrary, it only maintains a mediocre level, it wRl be of no 

benefit to the pubRo and tho Profession at large. A greater 

disi.ance will separate the general Practitioner from the “pure” 

than heretofore; for the sentiment of honourable rivalry, wliich, 

in some instances at least, has endeavoured to render the 

examination of the general Practitioner comparable with the 

examination of the Physician, wiR be lost, and there wiR bo 

nothing to supply its place, for it cannot be supposed that it 

will be to the interest of universities and colleges to render the 

examination for a general Roence as good in every respect as 

their own examinations for degrees and EeRowships. If, 

therefore, the present aiiparatus is to be swept away, it wiR be 

necessaiy that any new machinery should be provided with 

checks to prevent the examination of general [Practitioners for 

the only document which is to give them the legal right to 

practise sinking below the point to which it has graduaRy been 

raised by the efforts of rival institutions. Of course the due 

and j.uR representation of all existing examining bodies at the 

board^ could not faff to have a wholesome influence in this 
direction. 

From America we received our first specimens of Medical 

women. From America the first loud remonstrance on the 

part of Medical men against the intermingRug of the sexes 

in clinical study has just now reached us. Our trans¬ 

atlantic brethren have been the first to try the system, 

and a protest against it, signed by the Medical and 

jSurgical staffs of twelve Plospitals and Medical Schools 

and by between sixty and seventy Physicians practising in the 

city of Philadelphia, now Res before us. The protesters. 

amongst whose names will be found many of world-wide re¬ 

putation, speak in no measured terms of the utter indecency of 

clinical teaching in classes composed of both sexes. They show 

that in such a class efficient instruction can only be given at the 

expense of modesty. They write, in reference to Medical 
diseases:—■ 

“ A thorough investigation, as well as demonstration, in these 
cases—so necessary to render instruction complete and effective 
—is, by a mixed audience, precluded; whRe the cRnical lec¬ 
turer is restrained and embarrassed in his inquiries, and must 
therefore fall short in the conclusions vEich he may draw, and 
in the instruction which he communicates.” 

Whilst of Surgical practice they say;— 

“ In many operations upon male patients, exjiosure of 
the^ body is inevitable, and demonstrations must be made 
which are unfitted for the observation of students of the oppo- 
site sex. These expositions, when made under the eye of such a 
eonj oined assemblage, are shocking to the sense of decency, and en- 
taR the risk of unmanning the Surgeon, of distractmg his mind, 
and endangering the life of his patient. Besides this, a large 
class of Surgical cRseases of the male is of so deRcate a nature 
as altogether to forbid inspection by female students. Yet a 
complete understanding of this particular class of diseases is of 
pre-eminent importance to the community. Moreover, such 
affections can be thoroughly studied only in the cRnics of the 
large cities, and the opportunity for studying them, so far from 
being curtaRed, should be extended to the utmost possible 
degree.” 

The protest thus concludes :— 

“By the joint participation, on the part of male and 
feniale students, in the instruction and in the demonstrations 
which properly belong to the cRnical lecture room, the barrier 
of respect is broken down, and that high estimation of womanly 
quaRties, which should always be sustained and cherished, and 
winch has its origin in domestic and social associations, is lost 
by an inevitable and positive demoralisation of the individuals 
concerned, thereby entaRing most serious detriment to the 
morals of society. 

“ In view of the above considerations, the undersigned do 
earnestly and solemnly protest against the admixture of the 
sexes at clinical instruction in Medicine and Surgery, and do 
respeotfuRy lay these then' views before the boards of managers 
of the Hospitals in Philadelphia.” 

The document from which we have quoted so largely was 

adopted at a meeting of the University of Pennsylvania 

and of Jefferson Medical CoRege. Amongst the appended 

signatures are the names of C.arson, Leidy, StRle, Cross, 

Meigs, Da Costa, Ashhui-st, Weir Mitchell, and many 

more who are equaRy known in Professional circles and 

in Medical literature on both sides of the Atlantic. It 

is only fair to notice that “ Ann Preston, M.D., Dean, 

and EmeRne H. Cleveland, M.D., Secretary of the Women’s 

Medical CoRege, Philadelphia,” in reference to a “ recent 

disturbance between the young men and women Medical 

students at the Pennsylvania Hospital,” have pubRshed a 

report in which they state that, in their opinion, the special 

cRssases of men should be treated by men in the presence 

of men only, and the special diseases of women, where prac¬ 

ticable, by women, in the iiresenceof women only. But they 

naively state :— 

^ “ In nearly all of the great pubRc Hospitals, however, by 
far the larger proportion of cases suited for cRnical Rlustration 
—whether Medical or Surgical—is of those which involve no 
necessary exposure, and are the results of cRseases and acci¬ 
dents to which men and women are subject aRke, and which 
lady Pnysiciaus are constantly caRed upon to treat.” 

The ideas of these laches either on the subject of physical 

examination in disease, or else of what female modesty 

requires, must be, we think, in a remarkably rudimentary con¬ 

dition. Good female nurses are the ministering ang’els of the 

sick room. If ladies wish to be doctors, as long as they wiR 

get educated and examined apart from men we have no wish 

to hinder them; but the idea of young men and women 

examining- together in the same wards the chests and abdo¬ 

mens of male and female patients, and experimenting on their 

excretions, is simply revolting. Wo are glad that the Medical 
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men of Peimsylvania have come forward to protect at least the 

modesty of their own sex. We hope that their example will 

not be lost on the other, and we commend the whole position 

to the consideration of the Universities of Edinburgh and Paris. 

In reference to the claims of Dr. Wallich to the discovery of 

animal life at great depths in the ocean, and that gentleman’s 

complaint against Dr. Carpenter and the gentlemen associated 

wth him in the recent deep-sea explorations, that they had not 

given him full credit for priority, Dr. Carpenter has sent to the 

Times an extract from a letter published in the Aihenaum of 

December 20, 1868, Avherein Dr. WaUich writes :— 

“ I have to-day been favoured with a perusal of Dr. Carpen¬ 
ter’s revised and extended ‘ Preliminary Report in Deep-sea 
Dredgings,’ and feel great pleasure in being enabled to state 
that I consider my claims in connexion with the discovery of 
animal life at great depths in the ocean have now been clearly 
and fully recognised by liim.” 

It seems extraordinary that Dr. Wallich, after having made 

this avowal in a leading scientific jomnal, should again bring 

the same charge against Dr. Carx^enter. It is simply impossi¬ 

ble that every record of new observations should be burdened 

by a recapitulation of all that have preceded them, unless, 

indeed, scientific literature is to exceed in bulk and ponderosity 

all others. 

A somewhat remarkable case of suicide was reported last 

week. A journeyman tailor appears to have cut his throat in 

such a manner that the wound extended into the larynx, and 

is said to have “ divided the jrrincipal organs of the throat.” 

lie then ran some distance, got over a gate, and sprang into a 

canal, from which his body was taken a quarter of an hour 

afterwards. Blood was found on the spot where he had inflicted 

the wound, which was 2v inches long. 

We are sorry to notice, in the report of the case of Harris v. 

the Eondon and Brighton Railway Company, that a Medical 

man, Dr. Budgett, of the Commercial-road, laid himself open 

to the reflections of the court by what certaiirly, at first sight, 

seem to have been extravagant charges. Dr. Budgett was 

called in on June 24, and the following are reported to have 

been his charges for that day’s attendance;— 

“ Visit, os.; powders. Is. 6d.; mixture, 2s. 6d. ; examina¬ 
tion, os.; lint. Is. 6d.; lotion, 2s. 6d.; bandage,^ 2s.^6d. ; visit, 
os. ; ax^plication, 5s.; curatio, os.; second visit, 7s. 6d.; re^ 
peated mixture, 2s. 6d. ; repeated lotion, 2s. Gd.; total, £2 8s. 

The patient was a beershop-keeper’s daughter in Whitechapel. 

Her symx)toms seem to have been principally of an hysterical 

character, in which the jury could not be brought to believe, 

for they decided the case against her. Dr. Budgett claimed 

in all £220, and he said that ho charged on a higher scale 

because ho looked upon a railway comx)any as a rich patient. 

We knowthat immoderate charging is not a fault of the Medical 

Profession—in fact, they often demand less than they are 

warranted in charging. In dealing with accidents on rail¬ 

ways full charges according to an ordinary tariff ought cer¬ 

tainly to be made; but to heap up items for the purpose of 

making an exorbitant demand is contrary to Medical ethics. 

Wo do not say that this was the course pirrsuedby Dr. Budgett, 

but undoubtedly the case leaves a disaggceablo impression. 

Several persons have been fined at the Thames Police-court 

for infringement of the Vaccination Act. There is but little 

doubt that the compulsory clauses of the Act have had the 

effect of organising opposition to the enormous benefit offered 

by vaccination, and we must expect to have the whole matter 

redebated during the next session of Parliament. 

A case of supposed poisoning by opium has been recently 

tried at Leicester. A woman named Woodford was charged 

with poisoning her illegitimate child by administering opium 

to it. She Avas proved to have iilused the child on A'arious 

occasions, and the Medical Officer of the Onion workliousc in 

which she Avas, suspected, from the .symptoms Avhicli the child 

presented, that it Avas being poisoned hy opium. It was also 

XU’oved that she had obtained opium. The jury, however, did 

not think the evidence conclusive, and acquitted her. 

It is a very good thing that the students of I£ing’s College 

were not present in the dining-hall when the roof fell in, on 

Mondav last, or Ave should have had to record a catastrophe 

unparalleled in the history of colleges and schools. As it was, 

the hall was empty, and no one was hurt. We have seen no 

satisfactory explanation of the accident, beyond the supposi¬ 

tion that it was the result of the operations which are being 

carried on in connexion with the embankment and railway. 

THE DEESSING OF WOUNDS WITH DET EAETH. 

Whilst in this country the so-called antiseptic system of dress¬ 

ing wounds Avould seem to be carrying all before it, in America 

a system but little known in this country has had some 

enthusiastic advocates. Dr. Addinell Hewson, one of the 

Surgeons to the Pennsylvania Hospital and one of the princixial 

contributors to that Hospital’s reports, would seem to be of an 

inventive turn of mind. He first of all introduced paper as a 

substitute for lint, and this he praised highly, but he was not 

satisfied with his results, and introduced a new plan of dressing 

wounds with dry earth, x^Fobably taking the idea from the 

earth closets. With this plan he Avas also much enamoured, 

but a recent trial would seem likely to shake the faith of his 

followers. In June last a young woman, whilst intoxicated, 

flimg a burning kerosene lamp at a young man’s head; the lamp 

struck the wall just above him, exploded, and coA^eredhim Avith 

burning oil. He suffered severely, and was carried to the 

Pennsylvania Hospital, where he came under the care of Dr. 

Hewson, who ordered the burn to be dressed with dry earth 

daily. The patient soon complained of g'reat pain and irritation 

in the wound, and on remoA^ing the earth Avhich Avas crusted 

and baked by the discharge a large number of maggots were 

found in the raw surface. Alter this, axiparently, the wound 

was washed by a continuous stream of Avater, but tetanus set 

in, and death foUoAved. 
No doubt the patient died of the tetanus ; but how was this 

induced ? Some held that the original injury was slight, others 

that it was severe; Dr. HeAvson considered it mortal. On 

cross-examination Dr. Hewson admitted that the only effect of 

the earth would be to exclude air, and said that the x^J^^ssure 

of the earth dressing did not affect the tissues beneath. Dr. 

Hewson’s assistant, Avho euphoniously styles the dressing “ dirt 

dressing,” stated that he had adopted the practice “right 

through,” that it seemed to increase the pain, except when firet 

applied, when the patient said it felt cool. He had only obeyed 

orders, and would not have used tliis mode of dressing of his 

OAvn accord. 
No doubt Dr. Hewson acted in good laith, and thoroughly 

believed in what he did; but the result shoAA''s that the xirocess 

is unfortunate, and noAvadays, when Ave have got so many 

methods of dressing wounds, something else might be adopted 

wliich d priori, at aU events, is more likely to succeed. Not a 

few among us are coming round to the xiraetice of complete 

exposure of the wound from first to last, especially after ope¬ 

rations, and the results thus obtained in the hands of some ha,ve 

been very encouraging ; but were the germ theory in its totality 

true, such a plan Avould bo neither more nor less than exposing 

an innocent being to certain death. 

DE. BELL ON THE CONTAGIOUSNESS OF CHOLEEA. 

The following quotation is from a book called ‘‘ Neiv Tracks 

in North America,” by Dr. W. Bell. The facts it brings foi- 

ward will go a long Avay to disprove the non-contagiousness of 

party of gentlemen 
holera. 
“ The day after our arrival a hunting 

rrived from the East. They hud had very poor sport on the 
ray, and brought the unwelcome iieAA'sthat cholera had^broken 
uton the plains, and avcs raxiiely advaming Avrstwava. m'.o 
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38tli Eogiment of coloured troops had been ordered from 
I ort Leavenworth, in Eastern Kansas, to Fort Union, in Kew 
Mexico; just before starting, this terrible scourge showed 
itself^ among the soldiers. A regiment thus infected ought 
certainly not to have been allowed to traverse the country and 
spread the contagion; but all efforts to stop it proved of no 
avail, so that these troops brought death and mourning, first 
among the new towns and settlements and the railway employes 
along the Smoky Hill River, and then infected Fort Dodge and 
other places in Arkansas. In this latter district the hunting 
})art3’- came in contact with it, and suffered much from choleraic 
diarrhoea in consequence. While camped at Fort Lyon, the 
tcnt_ of our geologist and that in which I lodged happened to 
be situated next to the new arrivals, and we both suffered 
considerably from diarrhoea in consequence.” 

Dr. Bell is a graduate of the University of Cambridge, and 

was attached as Physician to this surveying expedition, and his 

statements must be accepted as a proof that cholera may be 

communicated by personal contact. Dr. BeU’s work is worth 
reading. 

O 

Slli WILLIAIM MAXSPIELD 02T THE ABjJOr MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. 

It is stated that, in the present depressed condition of Indian 

finance, among other measures of retrenchment proposed by 

Sir William Mansfield for the consideration of the Government 

of India is the reduction of the administrative staff of the 

British Medical service in India to its former utterly inadequate 

establishment of one Inspector-General and two Deputy In- 

spectors-Goneral of Hospitals for Bengal, and one Deputy 

Inspector-General each for Bombay and Madras. The present 

establishment in India has, since March, 1869, consisted of 

taree Inspectors-General, being one in each Presidency; twelve 

Deputy Inspectors-General—six in Bengal, three in Madras, 

and three in Bombay; there are in addition four Surgeons- 

Major in charge of districts—two in Bengal, one in Bombay 

for Kurrachee, and one in Madras for Rangoon. So long 

as a large Eui’oiDean force is necessary for the main¬ 

tenance of our authority in India, it would be an extremely 

short-sighted policy to reduce the Medical and sanitary super¬ 

vision of that force below the scale applicable to our army at 

home or in temperate climates. Such would be the result of 

Sir Wm. Mansfield’s suggestion, and we trust that the home 

Government may not be induced hastily to adopt measures 

which, however attractive the prospect of immediate retrench¬ 

ment to be effected by them may appear, would idtimately 

result in injury to the health and efficiency of our army in 

India. Although the proposed reduction might assist in 

temporarily relieving the embarrassments of the Indian Minister 

or Finance, it would, in addition to its injurious effects on the 

army in India, entail such detriment to, and actual breach of 

faith with, the Army Medical Department on the part of the 

Imperial Government, as would render the adoption of Sir 

W^m. Mansfield s vicariously economical scheme extremely 
questionable. 

CHOLEEA IN PESHAWUE. 

The British force at Peshawur has, from cholera alone, in the 

SIX weeks between September 12 and October 24, lost 93 per 

1000 of its total strength, equivalent to an annual death-rate 

of 810 per 1000 from this cause. In a garrison of 2160 men, 

there occurred during the above period 320 cases and 

202 deaths from cholera and choleraic diarrhoea. The 

mortahty was greatest in the 36th Regiment, in which it 

amounted to 126 per 1000 of the strength; in the 104th 

Regiment it was 81, and in the Royal Artillery 61 per 1000. 

Sanitarians and Physicians, while they stand abashed in the 

presence of such vast mortality, join in demanding how 

much longer are our troops to be quartered in unhealthy 

localities, to be swept off by disease the ravages of which their 

best efforts have been unable to diminish or avert ? Allahabad, 

Morar, and Peshawur have, as usual, been the principal suf¬ 

ferers during the present epidemic. Are the imperial neces¬ 

sities so urgent, and the financial resources and the population 

of tins country of the military age and class so inexhaustible, 

that they can continue to supply such frequently repeated 

demands upon them ? It is estimated that during the present 

epidemic of cholera the strength of a full regiment of British 

infantry has been carried off by it, exclusive of the deaths of 

officers, women, and children. 

OVAEIOTOatY IN SWEDEN. 

We have given in another column a table recently published 

by Dr. Sven Skoldborg, of Stockholm, which shows the results 

of all the cases of ovariotomy he has performed. His first was 

in November, 1866, the twentieth in October, 1869. Of these 

twenty cases there were seventeen recoveries and oidy three 

deaths. In four other cases an exploratory incision was made, 

death resulting in one of the foiu-. There was a fifth death in 

anotner case, which proved to be one of cancer. This gives a 

total of five deaths in twenty-five oxierations—a really brilliant 

success. When we consider how the extension of ovariotomy 

all over the world is due to the example set by Mr. Spencer 

Wells and Dr. Keith, and how freely the influence of their 

teacliing and practice is aclmowledged by Continental Surgeons, 

we must not forget, now that the operation is becoming so 

general here, how it was decried a few years ago, what a 

storm of opposition it triumphed over, and we may take just 

pride in its extension abroad as one of the g'reatest victories of 
British Surgery. 

I£E. DIDDLE ON LONDON IMPEOVEMENT3. 

Mb. Liddle, in his last quarterly report on the health of White¬ 

chapel, intimates that London improvements have begun at 

the wrong end, and there are many who agree with him. 

“ There are,” he says, some places in this district where 
the houses are so old, ill-constructed, and confined, that, from 
the want of efficient ventilation and of proper privy acccom- 
modation, persons occupying them cannot enjoy good health , 
and as it is impossible to improve these houses, they ought to 
be taken down._ They would soon be demolished if the same 
anxiety were displayed by the public authorities for the im¬ 
provement of the health of the people as such authorities now 
manifest in improving the traffic and embellishing the metro¬ 
polis. Upwards of six millions have been expended in orna¬ 
mentation and in traffic convenience, whereby the wealthy are 
principally benefited, but not one single street, court, or alley, 
where the poor are compelled to dwell, has been improved at 
the pubhe expense in order to advance the physical condition 
of the people. In the densely crowded streets in London, fever 
and other contagious or infections diseases are very seldom or 
never absent, and such diseases extend over the whole metro¬ 
polis when they prevail epidemically ; the whole community, 
rich and poor, then suffer alike from their influence. It 'is 
surely time that public attention should now be directed to 
this matter, so that something effectual may be done to improve 
the existing state of things. I may further add, that a great 
number of the houses in this district are used as common 
lodging-houses, which are under the inspection of the police, 
and are principally occupied by tramps and persons of the 
lowest class. There are also many of the houses which, from 
their almost inaccessible situations, afford shelter to thieves 
and vagrants, who make their way into London from aU parts 
of the country ; the former to obtain a larger field to carry on 
their depredations, and the latter to live upon the charity 
which is so indiscriminately bestowed by the unthinking 
members of the community. Almost the only persons who 
enter these abodes of wretchedness are the police officers, the 
relieving and sanitary officers, and the Medical officers of the 
Union.” 

association of medical officees of health. 

At the next meeting of the Association of Medical Officers of 

Health, at the Scottish Corporation Hall, Crane-court, Fleet- 

street, on the evening of Saturday the 18th, at 7.30 p.m., Mr. 

Acton will read a paper on “ The Contagious Diseases Act, and 

its Extension to the Civil Population.” 
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INEIAN IdEDICAL DEPARTMENT. 

"We hear on good autliority that it is not the intention of the 

Indian Government to call for candidates for service in the 

Indian Medical Department in February next. 

TOOTHACHE AMONGST THE ANCIENTS. 

One hy one our illusions as to the “good old times” vanish. 

Long had ive cherished an idea that at least decayed teeth were 

unknown to our hardy ancestors, and were the peculiar privi¬ 

lege of our frivolous civilisation. Mr. Mummery, in an able 

paper before the Odontological Society, has shown, however, that 

teeth were at times unsound even when the ancient inhabitants 

of the British islands lived on coarse meal or the produce of 

the chase. Mr. Mummery has examined all the ancient skulls 

within his reach in order to determine tliis point. Beginning 

with the long-headed race, who are the earliest known human 

inhabitants, and who have been supposed to be of a Basque 

type, he found few instances of real decay, not many of 

wearing down, and none of dental irregularity amongst sixty- 

eight Wiltshire skulls; whilst amongst the round-headed 

skulls from the same county, supposed to belong to the later 

Belgic immigrants whom Ciesar found in possession of the 

.southern part of the island, there were many more cases of 

caries, more also of wearing away, and some of irregvdarity, 

Vvhich Mr. Mummery believes to be indicative of a coarse vege¬ 

table diet and scarcity of animal food. Oddly enough, in York¬ 

shire the skulls of the earlier or long-headed race exhibited many 

signs of dental disease, both caries, wear and tear, and signs of 

abscess. As for the Romans in Britain, the practice of burn¬ 

ing their dead makes collecting of skulls by no means easy, 

yet out of 143 Britanno-Roman skulls 41 had carious teeth ; 

irregularity and abscess were also common, but not wearing 

away. No traces of stopping or of artificial teeth have been 

found. Amongst Egjqitian skulls wearing of the teeth is very 

common, from the gritty, sandy character of the flour, and 

caries is by no means unfrequent. There are no traces of 

stopping, and it seems that the art of dentistry was almost 

confined to the extraction of teeth. Mr. Mummery’s conclu¬ 

sion is that dental disease is not the exclusive privilege of a 

high state of civilisation. 

PROM ABRO.VD.—DIPHTHERIA IN BERLIN-THE DEBATE ON 

ANIMAL VACCINATION—PARIS REGISTRATION RETURNS. 

Dr. Albu recently read an interesting paper at the Hufeland 

Society on the epidemic diphtheritis prevaihng in Berlin. 

Since 1863 the disease and analogous affections have prevailed 

endemically in that city. According to the police mortuary 

lists, there died in 
From 

Diphtheria. 
From 

Croup. 
From 

Ang-inatons 
1863 . 269 275 96 
1864 . 235 184 104 
1865 . 325 187 70 
1863 . 220 119 75 
1867 . 291 184 45 
1868 . 1030 441 156 
Jan. to April, 1869. 361 161 33 

The ages prior to the fifth year wore especially liable, but aU 

ages have suffered from it. Before the fifth year there 

was no remarkable difference in the sexes, but after this 

females became of tenor the subjects than males. Thus 

in 1868-69 there were 181 females between five and ten 

to 128 males. The children of the poor inhabiting close 

dwellings, where contagion and inoculation were of easy 

occurrence, were especially the subjects. In two of the 

worst districts the deaths from diphtheria amounted to 

d2 and 48 per cent, of the whole mortality. The actual num¬ 

ber of cases during the present epidemic has not been ascer¬ 

tained with accuracy, but the mortality is supposed to bo about 

47 per cent. In accordance with Hirsch’s observation that in 

overy epidemic of diphtheria there are great varieties in 

severity. Dr. Albu found of 82 cases which came under his care 

10-98 per cent, were mild cases, 56-09 croupous cases, and 32-93 

typhous cases. He suggests that the first of these should be 

called diphtheroid, the second diphtheritis, and the third diph¬ 

theria. In the discussion which followed. Dr. Ziilzer declared 

that the police returns were not to be relied upon, and that the 

mortality of the disease was far higher than had been stated, 

it being usually from 70 to 80 jier cent. Moreover, the dis¬ 

tinctions laid down between diphtheria, croup, and angina 

were not sufficiently strict to render the returns reliable. 

The discussion on animal vaccination which began two years 

and a half since, and which would have worn out the endurance 

of any mortals less happily constituted than French academi¬ 

cians, terminated its lingering and, we are afraid we must add, 

its worthless, career amidst yells and cries which eye-witnesses 

could only compare with those heard at the recent Paris elec¬ 

tion meetings. A dozen voices voiciferating at once refused to 

yield to the frantic ringing of the President’s bell, who, tired 

out at last by his efforts, clapped on his hat, and declared the 

sitting closed. It was inferred, rather than rmderstood, that the 

thirty-seven resolutions of M. Depaul, the reporter, had been 

carried cn bloc. Tliis, indeed, was a grievance, although, 

perhaps, the only mode of preventing the discussion becoming 

literally interminable; for, Avhile those of the resolutions de¬ 

claring that the trials of animal vaccination had been success¬ 

ful, and that this is a valuable adjunct to the means we 

already possess, ivould have passed muster, others, in which 

groundless imj)utations were thrown upon Jennerian vaccina¬ 

tion, and assuming-, in the most free and easy way, the danger, 

reality, and frequency of vaccinal sypliilis, woidd never have 

got tlu’ough the ordeal of a separate discussion. As it is, they 

have had a hard struggle enough, for M. Guerin—certainly the 

ablest debater in the assembly, and gifted with a flow of lan¬ 

guage which, whether by friend or foe, can only be character¬ 

ised as terrible—laid bare the fallacies they contained, and 

showed their utter baselessness whether in science or in fact. 

But such reiteration of arguments, such repetitions of state¬ 

ments, and such prolixity of detail, whether on the one side or 

the other, could only be endured by those to the matter bred. 

Unfortunately, it would seem that we are not certain that 

the subject is yet done with, for as the Government have 

offered funds for further trials of animal vaccination, when 

the acceptance of these comes under the consideration of the 

Academy it is said that the whole question wiU be reopened. 

Moreover, another question haS been raised—viz., whether dis¬ 

eases may not also be conveyed through the medium of animal 

vaccination, and upon this point a debate is imminent. Indeed, 

it may almost be said to have commenced; for while M. Colin 

declares i\\ix,tcharhon, glanders, and farcy can be communicated 

through animal vaccination, M. Bouley utterly denies it. But 

M. Blot inquires, “ Are young animals ever the subjects of these 

diseases ? ” “ Most certainly,” replies M. Colin ; “ I have seen 

charhon in calves and heifers two or throe months old.” “ Cei-- 

tainly not,” exclaims M. Leblanc, “for in my long practice I 

never met with anything of the Mnd.” It is evident that, 

-with the normal amplifications and repetitions of French dis¬ 

cussions, we have here the material for a year or two s debate. 

So little satisfaction is felt at the results which have 

emanated from these prolonged discussions that the editor of 

the Union Medicalc has resolved to take the matter into his own 

hands, and intends addressing a series of queries to the 

Practitioners of all countries, as he believes that the whole truth 

on either side ha.s not come out at the Academy. The ansn eis 

he receives he pledges himself to report faithfully and inde¬ 

pendently. “ This,’ ’ he says, “ is one of the gravest of questions ; 

Medical opinion is held in suspense, and the public is all 

anxiety. All of us, great and little, ought to contribute our 

aid to the solution of this important social and hygienic problem ; 

and this is why, without any other object than to servo the 

cause of science, truth, and humanity, we propose to furnish this 
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means of publicity. The press, unless it abdicates its position^ 

cannot feel uninterested in such a question. Unirersal suffrage 

has become imbedded in our manners. Let us appeal to it.” 

A circular containing the queries in a simple form, and 

accompanied by directions, is to be forthivith issued. We 

recommend our confrere, in framing these, to consult Mr. Simon’s 

vaJuable “Papers on Vaccination,” founded on a similar set of 

queries forwarded to the elite of the Profession, both at homo 

and abroad. M. La-noix, the introducer of animal vaccination 

into France, highly approves of this proposal of the Union, and 

is ready to exhibit the results of his five years’ persevering- 

investigations, or, if deemed preferable, to offer every oppor¬ 

tunity for additional researches. 

A few years since, the Paris municipality commenced the 

publication of a Monthly Bulletin of Births, Marriages, and 

Deaths, and, although its system of classification and nomen¬ 

clature of diseases might be amended, it constitutes a very 

interesting and useful document. It contains, besides these 

mortuary returns, much valuable information in the shape of 

meteorological observations, tho price of food, the receipts of 

the octrois, and various questions bearing on public health. 

Tlie Medical press, however, having- represented how desirable 

it Avas that a more frequent statement of the deaths should be 

published as a guide to Practitioners, their suggestions were 

complied with, and a weekly supplementary bulletin Avas 

recently issued, glAung the returns of the deaths from some of 

the principal diseases. It was freely circulated throughout the 

Profession, and was deemed by most an acceptable boon. Not 

having been accompanied, however, by any explanation as to 

its supplementary character, it has met with a good deal 

of severe criticism on the part of some of the journals, avIio 

have pointed out its defective character, and in some instances 

have declined jAublishing it—a curious mode, indeed, of securing 

its amendment. Tho Archives Generates, while deprecating 

tliis step, calks attention to the omissions of important causes 

of death, such as phthisis, oj)erations, apoplexy, etc., and 

ridicules the referring these to the omnium gatlierwm of “ other 

causes,” while some fourteen or fifteen diseases only are 

specified. A writer in the Gazette des Ilopitaux explains that 

this criticism springs from its authors being ignorant of the 

existence of the monthly bulletin in which aU diseases are 

specified, and of the fact that the weekly bulletin is intended 

merely to make Practitioners and the Medical press aware of 

the movement of acute diseases, especially such as are endemic 

and liable to epidemic increase-^in fact, the zymotic diseases of 

the London tables. The weekly bidletin is merely an anticipa¬ 

tion of some of the facts to be more fully given in the monthly 

one, and is not intended to serve for statistical purposes. 

Endeavours have been made to form comparisons with the 

returns of the other capitals, but at present Berlin and London 

only have reciprocated these with regularity. Amendments 

in the construction of the returns are doubtless required, and 

will be made ; but the sharp criticism they have met with has 

arisen in a great measure from ignorance of the object with 

which they have been published. 

BLCIIE AS A HEALTH EESOET. 

So:xE inquiries have been made of us about Elche, in Spain, 

whither, somewhat to tho perplexity of his acquaintance, one 

or our most experienced diplomatists has betaken himself for 

his winter resort. From its privileges of climate and situation 

it is not at all unlikely, indeed, that this small place may soon 

obtain the rapid celebrity of Cannes. An entirely Mooi-ish- 

looking town, seven miles away from the sea, and situated in a 

forest of palms, in number past all computation, and many of 

them of enormous age—placed in the garden of Valencia, the 

most beautiful spot in all the earth, no place could be better 

adapted, as Dr. Francis has said, for “ those who, with impaired 

general health, reqxAii-e during winter months some remedy for 
tho wear and tear of mind.” 

If this was wcU said by him of Valencia, which was onco 
styled “ tho city of mirth,” it holds good of the entire coAintry, 
the gardens of Valencia and Murcia, the whole w-earing the 
aspect of cheerful fruitfulness. The saying of Cardinal de Betz, 
liolds true to the same extent—“ J’entrais dans le royaume de 
Valence, qui se pent dire non pas seulemont le pays plus sain, 
mais le plus beau jardin du monde.” It is tho Cashmere of 
Europe, one of the brightest spots in existence. 

Elche is the Jllice of the Romans; it wears a thoroughly 
oriental appearance; the Moorish houses with flat roofs, the- 
palms, the thoroughly delicious air, the absence of rain and 
fog, transport one in idea to the further Mediterranean shore ; 
only the Bedouin appears wanting to make the realisation com¬ 
plete. The ravine that courses through the town is spanned by a 
handsome bridge. The church is fine and curious, tho ceremonies- 
most strildng- and picturesque. There is high emxjloyment for 
the botanist and mineralogist in all the surrounding country, 
and very much in local history to interest and occupy th& 
litterateur. But the palms form the principal feature in the place; 
they grow to fifty feet, and tell as siu-e a tale about climate as. 
strict thermometrical data—not but that we desire and solicit- 
confirmationof thiskind. Thetreesareraisedfromdates; thefruit 
which they bear is a little inferior to those of the coast of Bar¬ 
bary. Dr. Francis has merely saidof Elche “that every European 
may well make some exertion to behold it.” Some miles further 
towards Murcia, through the forest, is the larger town of Ori- 
huela, of the same oriental character, AA-itli palms, square towers, 
and domes. The Segura, which divides the town, makes it quite 
independent of rain, as attested by the gigantic vegetation. 
The constancy of climate is the same; rain and fog are scarcelw 
known. The dusky peasantry in their bragas and striped 
mantas look like Greeks. The Alameda is a charming prome¬ 
nade. From Elche to Alicant across an extensiA^e plain the 
distance is thirteen miles. It lies in the southern part of the 
proA-ince of Valencia. Some capacity of putting- up Avith rough 
accommodation, and some knowledge of Spanish, Avould he 
necessary to the visitor. It is probable, if our S]pace admits, 
that we may early give some accounts of other health resorts 
in Spain of which we have more minute particulars than at 
present we possess of Elche, for which we are greatly indebted 
to the pages of Ford. 

STATISTICAL EE POET ON THE HEALTH 
OF THE NAVY FOE THE YEAE 1867. 

This report has this year been published rather earlier than 

usuad. It has been before us for some Avecks, but want of 

space has until now prevented us from noticing- it. Considering 

the length of time wliich must elapse, before tho immense mas® 

of material in the shape of the individual reports of the Medi¬ 

cal officers of our navy scattered all over the world can be re¬ 

ceived in this country, and then the amount of care necessary 

for their proper compilation, and for the selection of such parts 

as from their interest and importance are Avorthy of being pub¬ 

lished as official records, it ceases to be matter for surprise or re¬ 

mark that several months generallyintervenebetweenthe close of 

eachyearandtheaxipearanco of the report chronicling its events. 

That Dr. Mackay has efficiently discharged the task, to the 

performance of which he has devoted so much ability and zeal, 

is abundantly proved by the great value and interest of each of 

the annual reports which he has compiled. It also affords u® 
pleasm-e to observe that the lay and military journals are each 
year becoming more fully alive to the value of the vital statistics 
of our sea and land forces, and that it is noAV habitual Aidth the 
more influential of them to express their full appreciation of 
tho valuable services rendered by the Medical officers of the 
army and navy. 

The report noAv before us contains, if such be necessary, still 
further proof of the advantages to be obtained from the steady 
and intelligent application of hygienic rules, and affords satis¬ 
factory evidence of continued improA'ement in the sanitary state 
of her Majesty’s naA-y. The total force afloat in the year 1867 
Avas 51,000, and the total number of cases entered on the sick fist 
was 65,045. In estimating the ratio of cases, howeA-er, it was 
necessary, in consequence of defective returns from small vessels 
on the North America and West Indies, West Coast of Africa 
and China stations, to take the strength as 60,1 iO, giA’ing as the 
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ratio of cases 1298 jicr 1000 of tho force. The fall force, how¬ 
ever, is taken in calculating the invaliding- and death-rates, 
the returns on those points being complete. The total number 
of deaths was 587, of which 432 were from di,s8ase and 155 
from violence, giving a total death-rate of 1T5 per 1000, of 
v.'hieh S‘4 resulted from disease alone and 3 from violence. 

The total number invalided was 1492, which is in tho ratio 
of 29'2 per 1000 of force, being a decrease as compared with 
the preceding year of 5T per 1000. 

The average daily sick-rate of the total foree was 49‘5 per 
1000, being a reduction, compared with the preceding’ year, 
equal to 1-2 per 1000. The lowest sick-rate, 37'7, was on tho 
home station, and the highest, 73'3 on the West Coast of 
Africa. Each case was on an average 14T days under treat¬ 
ment, and each man spent 18 days on the sick-list, being less 
than in 1860 by half a day to each man. 

The West Coast of Africa retains its pre-eminence as the 
station on v.diich continued and remittent fevers most abound, 
and the greatest mortality from these diseases occurred on that 
station. On the Mediterranean, the South-east Coast of 
America, and the Australia stations there was an increase of 
mortality from enteric fever, as compared with the preceding 
year. On tho South-east American coast this form of fever 
may be said to be endemic in the River Plate ; in Australia 
it was contracted at Sydney, where it prevailed on shore, and 
was attributed to defective sewerage. 

Of sixty-one cases of yellow fever, fifty-four occurred on 
the North American and West Indian Station, five on the 
Pacific, and two on the West Coast of Africa. The propor¬ 
tion of deaths to cases indicates, as was the case in the previous 
year, that many cases of a milder form of the disease were 
not returned as yellow fever, and this is admitted by the 
Medical officers, some of whom only returned those as yellow 
fever which proved fatal. Wo may here remark that the 
appendix to the present rex^ort contains an exceedingly valuable 
and almost exhaustive treatise, by Dr. Donnet, Deputy In¬ 
spector G-eneral of Naval Hospitals, on this disease as it pre¬ 
vailed in the epidemic form in the Royal Naval Ilospital at 
Port Royal, Jamaica, during the latter part of 1866 and the 

year 1867- 
Small-pox in the ex)idemic form appeared in two vessels, 

the Vestal on the West Coast of Africa, and the Frincess Royal 
in China. On the latter station no fewer than thirteen vessels 
of the squadron were more or less affected by this disease. It 
is remarked that the risk incurred by ship’s companies in the 
Japanese and Chinese seaports of contracting small x>ox is 
very great, as the practice of the inocirlation of children is 
general among tho natives during the winter months, and that 
thereby small-pox is x^rodueed in the exoidemic form. As Dr. 
Mackay very justly observes, this indicates “ the necessity of 
every x^recaution being talcen to insure as far as possible the 
.safety of shix^’s comx^anies proceeding to that station, by 
ascertaining that every man is protected by effective vaccina¬ 
tion.” AVe have not yet learned, however, that the practice of 
revaccination of every man and boy entering the navy has 
become the rule of the service, as it has been in the army 
for many years with most satisfactory results. Until such be 
the case, we shall continue frequently to hear of epidemics of 
small-x30x in our vessels of war, particularly in those on 
foreign stations, where the unx')rotectod crews come much in 
contact with the natives, among v/hom the disease is naturally 
epidemic, or artificialljr xu’oduced by inoculation, as in China. 
AVe hope in time to see that Dr. Armstrong, the Director- 
Ueneral of the Naval Medical Department, will have given to 
tins subject the attention which its importance demands. 

Diseases of the heart and blood-vessels caused 640 ad- 
mi.ssions, or 12'6 x^sr 1000, 161 invalids, or 2'9 per 1000 (137 
being from functional and organic disea,ses of the heart, 3 from 
haemorrhoids, 18 from varicose veins, and o from aneuiism), and 
46 deaths; of the latter, thirty-six wore from diseases of the heart, 
and ten were from aneurism, being respectively 0-7 and OT per 
1000 of the streng-th. Compared with the preceding year, there 
was a slight increase in cases and mortality, but the invaliding 

rate was lower. i 
Of thirteen cases of cholera, six proved fatal, Oistnbuted as 

follows:— 

Home station 
South-east Coast of America. 
China . . . . ■ 
Irregular Force 

With reference to the ci)idcmic of 
Plate, Assistant-Surgeon Alexander M‘Donald,M.D., of II.M.S. 
Linnet, reports that in the city of Buenos Ayres, and in the river¬ 

Cases. 
2 
2 
6 
3 

cholera 

Deaths. 
0 
o 

3 
1 

in, the River 

side cities and provinces of the Argentine Confederation 
generally, the origin of the exoidemic “was clearly traceable to 
the military cainx^s in Paraguay, where both armies suffered 
very great loss during its visitation and it is an interesting 
fact that cholera was established in the ports of Corrientes, San 
Lorenzo, Rosario, and Buenos Ayres, which are in the direct 
route of the steamers, which were constantly running with 
provisions and stores for the army, and in the habit of calling 
at these x^orts without any attempt at surveillance or restriction, 
before it sx^read to any of the interior towns of the republic. 
Tne two fatal cases occurred on board the Sharpshooter, at Rio 
Janeiro, while the shix^ was in what ought to have been a dry 
dock, but in which, in consequence of defective machinery, the 
water not having been pumx)cd out after the expiration of six 
days had become very offensive. The dock was also un¬ 
healthily situated. Assistant G. AV. L. Harrison gives a full 
account of the circumstances under winch the disease appeared; 
also of the preventive measures, which were judicious and so 
successful that no other cases occurred, although diarrhoea had 
become rather xuevalent. 

Dr. Mackay remarks that “the immunity enjoyed by the 
vessels of this squadron, stationed as they were on a coast and 
even ux) rivers where the disease prevailed epidemically in the 
most virulent form, is very remarkable, and shows how much 
is to be gained by adopting the strictest pTecautiouaiy mea¬ 
sures while in its vicinity.” Among these were the stoppage 
of leave to go on shore, strict observance of personal and gene¬ 
ral cleanliness, the ax)x>lication of chloride of zinc where re¬ 
quired, abstaining from fruit, and using condensed water. 

There was a reduction in the cases of primary syphilis in 
the total force to the extent of 2-8 per 1000, but there was 
a trifling increase in the ratio of secondary sjqdiilis. There was 
also a slight increase in the ratio of cases of gonorrhoea. _ It is 
e.spscially gratifying to observe the progressive diminution of 
primary syphilis in the home ports, the Medical officers in 
which have generally evinced the desire to see the operation of 
the Contagious Diseases Act much extended. 

During the Christmas quarter of 1867 a rather extensive 
epidemic of enteric fever occurred among the Marines at head¬ 
quarters at Plymouth. Impure drinking water appears to have 
been the chief agent in the development of the disease. Ana¬ 
lyses of the water used by the ]\Iarines were made by Professors 
Abel and Letheby, and agreed in showing that it was charged 
with matters derived from surface drainage and from sewage, 
and was unfit for drinking pui-poses_. There were other local 
and temporary causes at work which xJi^oI>>ibly aided in the 

causation of the disease. 
The occun-ence of eighteen cases of jaundice among the boys 

on board the Inipreynahlc, the training ship at Devonport, 
twelve having been during the Christmas quarter, gives rise 
to some interesting observations on the difficulty of accounting 
for tho simultaneous appearance of a number of cases of this 
disease. No satisfactory reason has yet been assigned for such 
a singular xfiienomcnon, which, however, is said to be not un¬ 
usual among sailors. Only five deaths, or *09 x^^^ 1000, are 
attributed to suicide. As compared with the mortality from 
this cause in the army—amounting in 1867 to *34 per 1000 of 
the forces at home—tins proportion appears very low. It is 
difficult, however, to estimate how many of the 82 deaths re¬ 
corded in the naval report before us as having been caused by 

drowning may haa^o been suicidal. „ „ „ n i 
The appendix contains a paper by Staff-burgeon C. R. Urd, 

M.D., giving a detail of the examination of 6000 boys for ad¬ 
mission into^the navy, and contrasting the results with those 
of the recruiting for the army ; Dr. Donnet s account of the 
yellow fever at Jamaica; Dr. Rattray’s remarks on the dieting 
of seamen *, observations on the ventilation of ships, by Staff- 
Suro-eon Macdonald; an account of a visit to tho Mauritius 
during the exjidemic of 1867, by Surgeon F. H. Blaxall; and 
Medical and Surgical notes on the Royal Dockyard, Shcerness, 
by Staff-Surgeon R. T. C. Scott—all of gTcat interest, and we 
trust to be able shortly to notice some of them more fullj. 

The late Dr. Pekny.—At a meeting of tne managers 
; the Andersonian University, Glasgow, held on tho 3rd iust., 
le following minute was entered : “ The managci.s agreed to 
>cord in their minutes their sense of the loss the University 
ad sustained by the death of Dr. Penny, who had so ably 
lied the chair of Chemistry for upwards ot thirty years, and 
leir sincere sympathy with his widow and daughter nude i* 
leir great bereavement.” Tho secretary was instructed to s n 1 

copy of the minute to Mrs. Penny. 
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OVAEIOTOMY IN SWEDEN. 

CASES OF OVAEIOTOSIY PERFOEMED BY DE. SVEN SKOLDBEEG, OF STOCKHOLM. 

I.-—20 Cases of Completed Ovariotomy .'17 Recoveries, 3 Deaths. 

6 I Date of 
^ I operation. 

1 1836. Nov. 

2 1867. Jan. 

3! July 
4 Aug. 
5j Aug. 

Oj Nov. 

7 1868. April 

May 

^ Condition. 

10 

11 
12 

13 
14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

IS 
2C 

May 

June 

Aug. 
Aug. 

Sept. 
Dec. 

1889. Jan. 

June 
July 

July 

Aug. 
Oot. 

30 Single 

39 Married, no 
! children 

33 Single 
24 Single 
34 ^Single 

23, Single 
i 

55 Widow, 4 
! children 

49 Married, 8 
I children 

24 Single 

37 Widow, no ^ 
children | 

37 Single 
291 Single ...i 

28 Single 
32 Single 

so Married, 2 
children 

23 Single 
65 Married, 1 

cliild 
39 Widow, 1 

I child 
27 Single 
35 Married, 6 

children 

Number of tappings; Nature and Weight of Tumour; Length of Incision; Adhesions; 
Treatment of Pedicle. 

Preliminary tapping; unilocular cyst growing from the posterior surface of both the broad ligaments and 
of the uterus, 10’20 kil.; incision 10 c. m. ; no adhesions ; cautery and ligatures. 

1 tapping and prelimuiary t.; multilocular cysts, 19'12 kil.; incision 18 c. m.; very fii-m and extensive 
parietal, intestinal, and pelvic adhesions ; cautery and “ serre-nooud; ” both ovaries removed. 

9 tappings ; multilocular cyst, 14‘87 kil.; incision 13 c. m.; extensive parietal adhesions ; cautery 
Prehminary tapping; dermoid cyst 12’75 kil.; incision 23 c. m.; no adliesions; cautery and ligatures ... 
1 tapping; dermoid cyst, the size of an adult head; incision 8 c. m.; no adhesions; cautery . 

Preliminary tapping; colloid cyst, 20 kU.; incision 12 c. m.; parietal and omental adhesions; cautery 
and ligature. 

Preliminary tapping; multilocular cyst, 10'20 kil.; incision 10 c.m.; parietal adhesions ; cautery. 

Preliminary tapping; multilocular cyst, 4'25 Idl.; incision 13 c. m.; no adhesions; cautery and ligatures 

1 tapping and preliminary t.; multilocular cyst growing from the posterior sxirface of both the broad 
ligaments and of the uterus, 21'25 kil.; incision 10 c. m.; no adhesions; cautery and ligature.s. 

1 tapping and preliminai-y t.; multilocular cyst, 25'50 kil.; incision 15 c. m.; extensive parietal and 
pehde adhesions; cautery and ligatures. 

Preliminary tapping; multilocular cyst, 9 kil.; incision 11 c. m.; parietal adhe-sions; cautery 
8 tappings (ascites) and preliminary t. of the tumour; semisolid, multilocular cyst, the size of an adult 

head, surrounded by a large quantity of ascitic fluid ; incision 21 c.m.; no adhesions ; cautery. 
Preliminary tapping; multilocular cyst, 13'17 kil.; incision 11 c. m.; parietal adliesions ; cautery 
Preliminary tapiiing; multilocular cysts ; 14 Idl.; incision 10 c. m.; very firm parietal and pelvic adlie- 

sions ; cautery; both ovaries removed. 
2 tappings; multilocular cyst, 2P63 kil.; incision 15 c. m. ; parietal, omental, and pelvic adhesions; 

cauterj'. 
No tapping ; multilocular cyst, 3'40 kil.; incision 10 c. m.; no adliesion; cautery . 
2 tappings ; multilocular cyst, 14'87 Idl.; incision 12 c. m. ; parietal and omental adhesions ; cauteiy ... 

1 tapping; multilocular cyst, 12'75 kil.; incision 15 c. m.; extensive parietal adliesions; cauteiy. 

1 tapping; multUooular cyst, 9’35 kU.; incision 10 c. m.; parietal and omental adliesioms ; cautery 
No tapping; multilocular cyst, 8'50 kil.; incision 10 c. m.; parietal adhesions; cauteiy and ligatm-e 

Pesults. 

Becovered. 

Died, 3 hour.=, of 
exhaustion. 

Becovered. 
Becovered. 
Died, 6th day, of 

peritonitis. 
Becovered. 

Becovered. 

Died, 15th day,. 
of peritoniti.s^ 

Becovered. 

Becovered. 

Eecovmrcd. 
Becovered. 

Becovered. 
Becovered. 

Becovered. 

Becovered. 
Becovered. 

Becovered. 

Becovered. 
Becovered. 

II.—Cases where an Exploratory Incision teas made. 

Date of 
Operation. 

CD ; 
Condition. Historj’, etc. Besults. 

1867. June 

July 

1869. July 

Sept. 

SO Mai'ried, no 
ekildren 

48 Married, no 
1 oliildren 

44. Married, no 
oluldren 

42 Married, no 
1 children 

Multilocidar cyst; the operation abandoned in consequence of fii’m and extensive adhesions . 

DnUocular cyst with enormously thick waUs, gi’owing’ from the posterior surface of both the broad hga- 
meuts and of the uterus. 

Large soft, solid tumoiu', probably from the uterus . 

Ovarian cyst and cancer, surrounded by ascitic fluid; the tumour impossible to remove . 

Becovered. 

Becovered. 

Becovered. 

Died, 50hom'S, of 
peritonitis. 

Besult. 

III.—Case of Solid Ovarian Tumour {diagnosis made before the operation). 

Date of 
Operation. 

1'1808. Aug. 

.1 

12 

Condition. History, etc. 

Single ... Cancer of the right ovary, the size of an adult head, surrounded by ascitic fluid 

KEVIEWS. 

-o- 

A. Physician's Problems. By Chahles Elam, M.D., M.R.C.P. 

London: Macmillan. 1869. Pp. 424. 

Dn. Elam has here presented the public with the results of 
his thoug’hts on some questions of the day. The problems 
which he states are seven in number, and an essay is devoted 
to the elucidation of each one. They treat on subjects which are 
alway.s full of interest, such as the causes of the moral 
condition of man socially and individually, and those states of 
mind which seem to lie on the neutral ground between sanity 
and insanity, between waking and sleeping’. It is of the 
highest importance that the question of what we inherit from 
our parents should be taken into full consideration, both to the 
individual and to the State. How far is a man resj)on,sible for 
his moral nature ? How far can he improve himself or be im¬ 
proved ? Such are the questions which Hr. Elam proposes in 
his first two essays. 

In all nature we find, he says, two principles in operation 
similarity and diversity. In obedience to the former both 

bodily and mental qualities are transmitted from parent to 
cliild, and by the operation of the latter old characteristics 
die out of families, and new ones are admitted. Vice in one 
generation is sure to exhibit some effect in the next, in either 
bodily or mental infirmity, and renders the mental struggle 
to the offspring against evil more difficult. We are reminded 

Died, 20 hours. 

at the end of the first essay, on “ Natural Heritage,” that 
this is not to be construed into an attempt to do away vnth 
man’s responsibility, and that, however much evil he may 
have in his nature, he is not left incapable of good. 

In the second essay, on “ Degenerations in Man,” those 
causes are inquii’ed into which tend to deteriorate races, nations, 
and families. The chief are found to be bad situations for 
dwelling in, bad food, unhealthy occupations, the use of nar¬ 
cotics and stimulants, and the various epidemics which from 
time to time ravage countries. All these, vdth vice and ita 
immediate results, increasing in strength with each generation 
create the “ dangerous classes ” of society. The practical 
result of the essay is, that it is hopeless to attempt the cure of 
these classes without taking causes into the fullest consideration. 

The next essay inquires into the causes of “ Moral Epide¬ 
mics.” The chief one is found to be the imitative part of man’s 
nature acting in union with those predisposing causes of crime 
which have been pointed ont in former essays; while the press, 
the pulpit, the bar, the legislature, and science itself, are not 
foimd free from blame in exciting men to crime in their diffe¬ 
rent ways. 

“ Body r. Mind” is intended to upset the popular notion 
that hard brain-work is per se something incompatible with 
health of body. The failure in after-life and the early deaths 
of many men who have made a good show at school or at the 
university are shown to be due to a pre-existing taint in many 
cases, which would have carried them off sooner or later, hard 
worked or not. Doubtless the brain both may be and is over¬ 
worked in early life, and many men shorten their lives in this 
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way ; but the fault is to be laid to improper management, not 
of necessity to the ivork. 

“ Illusions and Hallucinations ” is the title of the fifth essay, 
which is intended to show that a man may have an hallucina¬ 
tion and yet not be mad. To it is appended an essay on the 
demon of Socrates, and one on the amulet of Pascal. Dr. Elam 
would make out that the demon Vv as but the voice of conscience 
personified. This is unsatisfactory, for it does not seem pro¬ 
bable that conscience should have warned Socrates which way 
to take in liis flight after the battle of Delium. 

The last two essays,on “Somnambulism ” and on “ Reverie 
and Abstraction,” deal with those states of existence in which 
the mind appears to be awake while the body is asleep. The 
sum total of the essays is, that we can know but little about 
these conditions. 

On the whole, wo must confess that “APhysician’sProblems ” 
is a disappointing book. ;The luxurious Macmillanesquo 
“get-up” of the book, with lines round each page and 
marginal notes to each paragraph, is very disproportionate 
to the results of the various investigations. Various points 
are passed over “ for obvious reasons,” in a way unbecoming 
in a writer who aims at a philosophical treatment of his 
subject. The Greek quotations would not have been less 
intelligible if they had been accented. 

With much that is good and true, there is much that is 
vague, discursive, and overladen with opinions which do duty 
for arguments. We have again read with gi-eat attention the 
essay on “ Moral and Criminal Epidemics,” and can only repeat 
our sentiments of disappointment. It begins with a rhetorical 
prelude, asserting the universal rule of law even over those 
occiirrences which seem most abnormal. It affirms the existence 
of moral epidemics, sweeping over continents and affecting the 
minds of men as plague and pestilence do their bodies, of 
vrhich religious wars may be taken as examples; and of criminal 
epidemics, such as forgery and murder-—more limited, but 
equally disastrous. This proposition is srxpported by quota¬ 
tions from new.'^papers of the year 1856, and from the address 
of the Recorder at the Old Bailey on March 3, of what year 
not stated. It is said also that a criminal epidemic raged in 
1856, but we have no account of its beginning or end. So far, 
all is exordium, rhetorical and appetising. We next come, as 
we hope, to business; for we find the author proposing “ to 
make use of the same calculus which we have seen to be of 
such signal service in phy.sical science”—that is, the collection 
of analogous instances and their analysis ; and, as the result, 
he promises to answer four questions, though it is in vain that 
we look for a formal categorical answer to any one of them. 
The “ collection of analogous instances ” is given in forty pages 
of miscellaneous examjdes, which show a wide and discursive, 
but by no means deep, kind of reading. We confess to a feeling 
of tantalisation when, after the exact scientific term calculus, 
wo find it stated as the earlie.stmoral epidemic that, “according 
to Maiuionides, the earth liad not been p80j)led 300 years when 
all tiu’ned with one accord to idolatry.” After the Flood, con¬ 
tinues Dr. Elam, there was a second falling away, including 
the falling away especially of the chosen j)eople to the v-^orshiji 
of the Golden Calf. Wo confess our astonishment at finding 
the Rabbi Moses Ben Maimon quoted as an authority for some¬ 
thing which took place “within 300 years” after the earth had 
been peopled. Perhaps the Rabbi may be invoked to tell us 
the exact date when the earth was first peopled. Page xipon 
page is filled with quotations respecting “moral epidemics,” 
including monachism, witchcraft, poisoning, and the like, down 
to Mormonism and spint-rapping. We gather that an infantile 
state of the popular mind is the predisposing cause, that educa¬ 
tion is the chief prophylactic, and that all that makes crime 
celebrated—the ballads, romances, sermons, andeven barristers’ 
speeches in defence of criminals—are the excitants and pro¬ 
pagators. The author quotes from Hecker and Forbes 
Winslow; but we do not learn much that we do not know 
already. Nothing, save the ridiculous appeal to Maimonides, 
shows research into authors not already wcU known. 

The choice of Dr. Elam’s subjects is creditable to him as a 
Physician’s problems; but, considering that some of the essays 
must have been wiitten thirteen years ago, we marvel much 
that he has not recast his materials, gone deeper into things, 
pruned his language, and aimed at greater precision and 
lucidity. We give him credit for being able to give the public 
a much better sample of a Physician’s problems than this 

volume gives. 

There has been an outbreak of cholera at Kieff, in 
Russia. A fatal case has also occurred at Orla. 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
--- 

THE NATURE OF TUBERCULOSIS. 

Letter from: Dr. W. H. Madden. 

Sir,—Twenty years ago I published a small work, entitled 
“ Thoughts on Pulmonary Consumption,” in which I endea¬ 
voured to trace out, with some minuteness of detail, the 
analogies which I believed to exist between tuberculosis and 
those diseases which are acknoAvledged to be the results of 
morbid poisons, and argued that they all should be included 
in the same category. At that time I stood very much alone 
in my opinions; it was, therefort;, with no little gratification 
that I read the other day, in the November number of the 
EcUnhurgh Medical Journal, Dr. Burdon Sanderson’s most able 
and interesting resume of “ Recent Researches on Tuberculosis. 
In that article I find the following paragraph:— 

“ In w’hat way do these facts as to the course followed by 
the infective agent aid us in arriving at a conclusion as 
to its nature ? I hold, with W^aldenburg, the material to bo 
solid matter in a state of extremely fine division, but do not 
agree with him in separating tuberculosis from the infective 
processes which constitute the specific infective diseases—e. g., 
small-pox, scarlet fever, glanders. By _ proving that the 
infective material is necessarily solid, not in solution, we esta¬ 
blish and strengthen the analogy with other infective diseases. 
It appears to me certain, from the experiments of Chauveau, 
that the contagium of small-pox is an insoluble substance, and 
exists in the state of minute particles, and that the contagia 
of vaccine, of glanders, and of ovine small-pox, are of a simi¬ 
lar nature. All our researches, therefore, tend to bring tuber¬ 
culosis into the category of infective diseases; but, on the 
other hand, they lead us to believe that the infective matter is 
infinitely more common, and that the conditions for its produc¬ 
tion are probably of much more frequent occurrence than 
those which generate the other morbid poisons.” 

A fuller or more perfect confirmation of my views, in the 
general, it would, I think, be impossible to desire. I^ say in 
the general, because the progress of science, both chemical and 
histological, has cut away much of the ground on which I 
rested. For instance, I adopted, because my own observations 
served to confirm, Lebert’s account of the peculiar tubercle- 
corpuscles ; but it now seems that no such bodies really pist. 
I do not, of course, pretend to contradict what the eminent 
histologists of our day so positively affirm, but I confess my¬ 
self considerably puzzled to make out what it was that we 
really saw. Assuredly these corpuscles were visible—1 
measured them, and drew them, and experimented on them 
with different chemical reagents, and believed that I could 
unhesitatingly distinguish them in any situation from all otner 
microscopical entities. But if this was a mere illusion, then, 
of course, all argument based upon it was also fallacious. _ 

Be this, however, as it may, and frankly acknowledging 
that the honour of demonstration belongs to others, not to my¬ 
self, I think I may fairly claim the credit of having, by a 
process of inductive reasoning, indicated at least the direction 

in which the truth was to be found. 
I am, &c. 

Torquay, December 1. W. H. Madden, M.D., kc. 

EPIDEMIC OF SMALL-POX AT DEVIZES. 

Letter from Mr. R. S. Tiiornley. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—In reference to a statement which appeared in the Medical 
Times and Gazette of last week, respecting the prevalence of 
small-pox in Devizes, I write to say that I have had about one 
hundred and fifty cases of small-pox, some very severe, but. 
the majority mild. I should think altogether there cannot 
have been less than two hundred cases in the town. The first 
I had was on May 28; it has been creeping about inpdioiisly 
ever since. In the severe cases not one had been vaccinated at 
any time; in the mild cases all had been at some time. Dining 
the last quarter I have vaccinated and revaccinated upwards 
of three hundred cases. On the first vaccination, where small¬ 
pox was prevalent in the house, several took the disease, and 
most of them had good vaccinal vesicles as well; in fact, the 
two eruptions ran their course at the same time, but the variolar 
was modified. In the cases of revaccination—and nearly all 
were successful so far as I observed (and I was very careful) 
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not one took small-pox. There lias not been a hatal case 
ill the town or neighhonrhoocl, but the disease has been 
prevalent in several neighbouring towns. Trom my own 
( xperieiicc I am sure vaccination (primary and secondary) is 
the effectual remedy for checking tliis loathsome complaint.” 

I am, &c. 
Eobeet S. Thoexlet, Medical Officer and Public 

Vaccinator 1st District Devizes Union, 
Devizes, December 7, 1869. 

NEW CLAMP FOE HAiiMOEEHOIDS. 

Letter prom: Messrs. Matthews Brothers. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

—In your paper of last week we observe the drawing and 
■description of a clamp for hsemon'hoids, which Mr. Sydney 
Jones states is superior to the clamps now in use, inasmuch as 
its blades press together more evenly. This desideratum has 
not been lost sight of in the clamp of Mr. ITenry Smith, with 
v/hich,_ from the letter-press, we should think that Mr. Sydney 
Jones is unacqrrainted, and is particularly pointed out in Mr. 
SrnitlJs Lettsomian Lectures, 1865, in the foUovdng- terms :— 

It is very essential for the right action of the clamp that 
t ae blades should be so constructed as to have their parallelism 
complete when they meet; otherwise some portion of the 
enclosed membrane may slip after the tumour or prolapsus has 
bren cut away.” As Mr. Smith insisted so strongly upon this 
point, our late father took especial pains to effect the object 
desired, and the clamps, before they are finished, are tried in 
such a manner that even very thin paper will not slip from 
their blades. 

The double joint in Mr. Henry Lee’s clamp is nearly the 
same as that employed by Mr. Sydney Jones; in other respects 
t le instrument resembles an old form of Mr. Henry Sniith’s 
clamp, which has since been improved in many respects. Mr. 
Sydney Jones has added a pair of scissors with a double curve 
to be used with his clamp, similar to those used for horse 
clipping. Sir Wilham Forgusson has invented a simpler and 
more effective pair of scissors, which has long been used for 
r mioHng hsemorrhoidal tumours by Mr. Henry Smith after 
the clamp has been screwed up. 

Apologising for intruding on your valuable space. 
We are, &c. Matthews Brothers. 

8, Portugal-street, W.C., December 7. 

REPOHTS OF SOCIETIES. 

-«- 

EOYAL IMEDICAL AND CHIEUEGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

,Ttn3SDAY, Noveioee 23, 1869. 

George Burrows, M.D., F.E.S., President, in the chair. 

Mr. Marshall communicated a paper by Dr. Wilhelm Meyer, 
of Copenhagen, on 

AUEXOir) VEGETATIONS IN THE NASO-PHARYNGEAL CAVITY ; THEIR 

PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT. 

There exists a peculiar form of defective speech, of);en accom¬ 
panied with imperfect hearing, which is found to be dependent 
on the presence of exuberant g-rowths or vegetations in certain 
li '.rts of the naso-pharyngeal cavity. These vegetations, when 
e Tamined microscopically, are found to be composed of the so- 
called “ adenoid ” tissue, and are accordingly to be regarded 
as overgrowths or morbid gxowths of the closed glandular 
^structures allied to the lymphatic glands found naturally in or 
beneath the mucous membranes of the phai-ynx, the fauces, and 
the base of the tongue. Hence the term “ adenoid vegetations ” 
is suggested for them. The presence of these vegetations in 
sufficient quantity impairs the power of pronouncing the nasal 
consonants, and gives a “ dead ” character to the speech. They 
.also impede respiration through the nose, and compel the 
patient to keep open the mouth, thus giving a vacant asj)ect to 
the face. If accompanied by deafness, the vacant look is still 
more remarkable. The nostrils are usually .compressed. Other 
signs and symptoms are present, and the affection is suffi¬ 
ciently serious to merit attention. The author has briefly 
described the naso-pharyngeal cavity, in order to define with 
accuracy the usual seats of these overgrowths. The charac- 
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ter of the vegetations themselves is next described. These vary 
in form and consistence in different situations, being sometimes 
cristate, and at others cylindrical or flat; sometimes they are 
solid and firm, and at others soft and highly vascular. The 
latter easily' bleed when examined with the finger. Their 
microscopical structure also varies slig-htly, the firmer kinds con¬ 
taining the most characteristic adenoid tissue. Their relation 
to the normal structures in the naso-pharyngeal mucous mem¬ 
brane is very apparent. Certain accompanying changes in 
the surrounding mucous membrane, the tonsils, the soft palate, 
and the nasal fossee, have been noticed, and must be taken 
into account. The symptoms depend on the seat and size 
of the veg’etations. Besides the peculiar effect on the speech 
and the oyien state of the mouth, the nostrils are flattened, 
so that the nose appears compressed. Moreover, the 
patient often has a deficient secretion from the nostrils, 
and sometimes blood accumulates in the mouth. Deaf¬ 
ness is occasionally combined with these symptoms. In using 
an ear-catheter in such a case, the stream of air entering- the 
tympanum is arrested temporarily, without anyr apparent 
i-cason; and sometimes a bubbling- sound is heard during insuf¬ 
flation. The diagnosis of such cases is, of course, partly 
dependent on the presence of the above-mentioned signs and 
symyitoms in a persistent or chronic form. These, however, may 
also indicate other affections of the nasal organs, such as 
chronic inflammation of the mucous membrane, and polypi, or 
chronic inflammation of the soft palate, or enlarg-ement of 
the tonsils. Hence, the physical examination of the parts con¬ 
cerned is indispensable asameansof diagnosis; and of these, touch 
is more easy and more sure than sight as a method of research. 
Digital examination of the cavity m-ay always precede, andnearly 
always supersede, the use of the rhinosoope. Very full and 
practical instructions are offered for conducting this examina¬ 
tion. The frequency of the occurrence of these adenoid vege¬ 
tations of the naso-pharyngeal carity has been tested, in 
Denmark at least, by careful inquiries prolonged over about 
eighteen months. The statistics of this affection are shown 
in a tabular form, and are otherwise explained. It occurs especi¬ 
ally-'inyouth. The causes of these vegetations are then briefly 
discussed, and especially their relation to deafness. As to pro¬ 
gnosis it seems possible that they may diminish or become of 
less mpinent as age advances; but this is uncertain. Their ireat- 
ment is, in the last place, fully discussed. They may be most 
easily and rapidly removed by a ring-shaped knife, mounted 
on a long slender handle, which is passed through one or other 
nostril and manoeuvred so as to sweep over the mucous surface 
affected 'wdth these vegetations. Tins proceeding is aided by 
the forefinger of the left hand passed over the tongue. Two 
or more operations are sometimes necessary'. The bleeding is 
free, but not excessive. Sickness sometimes suj)ervenes. A 
complete cure is usually accomplished—the voice becoming 
improved, the speech perfect, the nostrils expanded, the mouth 
closed ; the aspect of the face is changed, and any accompany¬ 
ing deafness is relieved As an auxiliary means, the use of the 
nasal douche is of great importance. Nitrate of silver, or the 
galvanic cautery, may also be employed, ■with or -without the 
previous application of the knife, according to special circum¬ 
stances, which are fully indicated. Many little practical details 
require to be attended to in order to insure success. To illus¬ 
trate the remarks and conclusions above detailed, two typical 
cases are described, together with the treatment employed and 
the results obtained. In conclusion, the real importauce of 
this local disease is enforced, as a reason for bringing it under 
the notice of the Profession in England. 

Illustrated photographs of patients, taken before and after 
the operation, with drawings of the vegetations, of their 
microscopic structure, and of the instruments used in removing 
them, are added to the paper. 

Mr. Savory could not help thinking that there must be 
great difficulty in distinguishing the adenoid vegetations of 
the Eutlior from enlargement of the many crypts and follicles 
and. ductless glands of the mucous membrane of the affected 
region. 

Mr. Thomas Smith felt much in accord with Mr. Savory. 
The frequency of the disease in Copenhagen rendered it 
probable that it v/as nothing more than common naso-pharyn- 
geal^ catarrh. The symptoms enumerated by the author are 
precisely those of that affection, and others have described as 
“ gi-anulations,” enlarg-ements of the ordinary follicles of the 
pharynx. Mr. Smith regretted the absence of Dr. Meyer, as he 
would have liked to ask him the size of the groveths. In all 
cases of cleft palate in young children, the so-called pharyngeal 
tonsil is very prominent; and Mr. Smith believed it to be a 
piroj ection caused by muscular effort to close the cleft. If this 
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projection be not a diseased growth, neither could the 
vegetations be so regarded. 

Mr. CiiEiSTOPiiEE Heath confirmed Mr. Smith’s statement 
about the presence and nature of the “ pharyngeal tonsil ” in 
cleft palate. His attention had been called to it by Mr. Coles, 
the dentist, who was a practised rhinoscopist. The size and 
relations of this projection might possibly explain some of the 
variations of success in operations intended to unite cleft palate. 

Mr. JoiiN Maesiiael referred to the absence of the author, 
and to his own responsibility as the introducer of the paper. 
He spoke of the excellence of the English in which it was 
written by Dr. J'.Ieyer himself, and to its pei-fect openness and 
freedom from mystery. Ho had himself seen much hyper¬ 
trophy or natural structures in the region indicated, but nothing 
that he could consider a morbid growth. The affection described 
by Dr. Meyer must, he thought, be more than a common 
catari-h, from its chronicity, and more than a simple hyper¬ 
trophy, on account of the liabihty to bleed. He had accom¬ 
panied Dr. Meyer to the Orphan School at Haverstock-hiU, 
where they saw 700 children, who were made to speak to them, 
and especially to utter the woi-ds “ cannon ” and “ command.” 
Dr. Meyer selected thirteen childi’en for further examination; 
and of these two as probably subjects of the disease. They 
certainly presented the characteristic faces, as described in the 
paper ; and there was certainly an evident obstruction to the 
finger behind the soft palate. No attempt was made to remove 
the growths, or to disiilay them by means of rhinoscopy. 

CLINICAL SOCIETY. 
Feiday, Novembee 26, 1869. 

Mr. Paget, President, in the Chair. 

De. Cholmeley brought before the Society the following 
case, ill which the cutaneous eruption which occasionally 
results from the administration of bromide of iiotassium pre¬ 
sented unusual characters:—H. C., a pallid, dark-haired 
Scotch lad, of Icuco-phlegmatic temperament, aged 13, was 
admitted into the Great Northern Hospital on August 30, 
1869, for epilepsy. The bromide of potassium was given in 
ten-grain doses three times a day, but without benefit. On 
September 20 Dr. Crucknell, who had charge of the patient 
during Dr. Chohneley’s absence from town, determined to try 
the salt in larger doses, and, beginning with fifteen grains, 
quickly increased it to twenty-five grains three times daily. 
Marked improvement as to the epilepsy immediately followed, 
but on September 26 an eruption appeared on the patient’s 
face and legs, and quickly became copious and very painful; 
at the same time there was general malaise, ivith pain in the 
head, and the fits became more frequent. The bromide was 
then discontinued, and nitrate of silver given. The eruption 
was described as being “ like varicella, but that the vesicles, 
instead of drying up, became in many places confluent, and 
the clusters thus formed showed a tendency to enlarge, and 
exhibited numerous points of suppuration.” When Dr. 
Chohneley again saw the patient—October 18—^he had a band 
of eruption up each side of the face and across the forehead, 
while the front and outer side of each leg was covered with it 
from knee to anlde. On the face it consisted of irregularly cir¬ 
cular, elevated, flattened, light-brown crusts, varying in sizefi’om 
a pea to a fourpenny-piece, s\irrounded by slightly red areolae, 
and so adherent that they could not be removed without 
causing bleeding. On the legs the eruption was in a more 
active condition ; the skin between and around the spots was 
virid red, exquisitely tender, hot, and painful, the pain being 
of a burning, tinghng character. Movement of the legs 
caused very severe pain ; the smallest spots, which were also 
the most recent, consisted of circular, elevated, conical vesicles 
filled with a milky-white semi-fluid matter, and seated on a 
slightly elevated hardened base ; the largest spots were from 
one to two inches long, irregiflarly oval or oblong, elevated, 
flattened on the surface, and covered with flaccid moist 
cuticle, or light-brown crusts, under which the surface pre¬ 
sented “numerous milletseed-hke yeUowish-red prominences.” 
Dr. Cholmeley had never seen a hke eruption, but from careful 
observation was convinced that it was a severe and confluent 
acne excited by the bromide of potassium. The eruption began 
by a minute, redhot, and tender pimple, on the summit of which 
there very quickly formed a small yeUowish-white, tense, 
conical vesicle, pierced by a hair; if the vesicle was ruptured 
and gentle pressure apphed, a smooth yellowish-white substance 
was obtained, which proved to be sebaceous matter with the 

bulbous root of the hair ; if the vesicle was let alone, it rapidly 
enlarged, and then was found to contain pus. The crusts of 
the older spots were partially dissolved by ether, which on dry¬ 
ing left a greasy stain, while the remaining portion of the crust 
was found to consist of epithelium and damaged pus-cells and 
blood-corpuscles. When the eruption had after seven weeks 
nearly died away, the bromide was again given in fidl doses, 
and on the sixth day the eruption began again to come out 
very actively, most on the legs, movement being again very 
painful. Dr. Cholmeley remarked that wliile it was well known 
that acne sometimes appeared dumig the exhibition of the 
bromide, it was not with us a very common occurrence. In 
France it seemed to be much more common, and some French 
Physicians, as Voisin and Falret, expected its occurrence in 
every case, at least, Avhere the patient was epileptic. Voisin had 
described five forms of eruption as induced by the bromide, and 
his fifth form closely resembled that in the present, only being 
much less copious. Voisin had seen six cases of it. But in 
France the bromide is given in much larger doses than with 
us, from 7 to 9, 10, and even 11 grammes being given daiN, 
and for long periods. Lastly, as showing the bromide to 
possess a stimulating power over the cutaneous structures. Dr. 
Cholmeley had seen an obstinate, long-continued acne disappear 
entirely while bromide of potassium was being taken for a 
nervous affection. 

Dr. Buzzaed was glad Dr. Cholmeley had brought this sub¬ 
ject forward, whilst he took shame to himself that, with 
abundant opportunit)’-, he could not give satisfactory statistics 
of the frequency of these eruptions. One day he had noted 
fifteen cases taking bromide ; eight presented eruptions at 
that time or had done so previously. These were mostly 
about the neck. Some presented a few patches only; others 
were severely affected. He saw none on the extremities. 
He had seen one case hke this as to the neck and shoulders 
only. He generaUy continued the bromide in spite of the 
eruption. The notion as to the good results depending on this 
eruption Avas incorrect. 

Dr. Tilbtjey Fox had seen acne disappear under the use of 
the bromide. He saw at the Epileptic Hospital some time 
ago a case of ecthyma very hkely from bromide. The dis¬ 
ease Avas undoubtedly a kind of acne, and the fluid contained 
in the pustules was similar to that found in moUuscum con- 
tagiosum. 

Dr. Beigbl had often seen eruptions in epilejAtics where no 
bromide was given, which, indeed, he thought comparatively 
rarely produced an eruption. He remembered seeing a case 
like this in an epileptic treated by the subcutaneous injection 
of morphia. 

Mr. Cheistophee Heath brought a boy before the Society 
who suffered from a congenital enlargement of the left side of 
the upper jaw. The parts were covei'cd by a varicose-like skin, 
and considerable deformity was the result. Both eye and 
mouth were distorted, but the teeth were regular and not 
impheatod in any Avay. He proposed bringing the boy before 
them again after operating. Beyond inconvenience there Avas 
no ill-consecxuence. 

Mr. T. Smith Avould differ little as to the nature of the dis¬ 
ease. They were quite used to see such enlargements of single 
bones in the fingers, the toes, or sometimes the foot generally. 
The teeth not being involved showed that a single bone only 
was affected. He thought the soft parts would shrink after the 
bone was removed. 

Mr. Callendee briefly referred to the perfect incorporation 
of the prai-maxillary Avith the true maxillary this uniform en¬ 
largement indicated. 

Mr. John Ceoft asked what gain Avould be got by remoAung 

the bone if there Avas no disease and the bone Avas not increasmg. 

Removal Avould not do much for the soft parts. 

The paper by Mr. Cooper Forster was postponed, liis draAV- 
ings not being completed. 

Dr. Oppeet related eight cases of Syphilis in wliich good 
results had been obtained by the subcutaneous injection of 
solution of corrosive sublimate. In four of the cases the 
symptoms had entirely disappeared. In one of the others it 
was necessary to discontinue the injections on account of tho 
local effects. In all of the cases the favourable action of the 
remedy showed itself Avithin a very sliort time after the com¬ 
mencement of the treatment. The toxical action of the drug- 
Avas observed in one instance only. In his comments on the 
cases Dr. Oppert drew attention to the special advantages^ of 
this method of administering mercury, as well as to the objec¬ 
tions to which it is liable. He recommends its employment in 
cases in Avhich other remedies have failed or cannot be applied, 
and particularly when the state of tho digestive organs forbids 
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the continued use of mercury internally. The local pain and 
the liability to the formation of abscesses at the seat of injection 
are the most important drawbacks. They are best avoided by 
restricting the quantity of sublimate injected each time to 
one-twelfth of a grain. 

Dr. Sandeesom asked why Dr. Oppert preferred the side of 
the chest, a situation generally inconvenient, and where the 
injection was especially likely to irritate the parts. 

Dr. Oppeet seemed to think this was because there required 
to be considerable room between the punctures. 

Dr. Beigel had tried the plan a good many times. It did 
no good where there ivere sores. It did good with psoriasis, 
but not with other eruptions. Such also was Lewin’s experience. 

A case of Addison’s Disease was exhibited by Dr. G-reenhow. 

NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

Lett IS s Medical Diary for the Year 1870. 

This is an improved edition of a Medical pocket-book 
which, even in its original form, supplied a want and obtained 
a large circulation amongst Medical men. The Medical 
Diary for 1870 is a well-arranged pocket-book for the entry 
of visits and engagements according to a fixed plan, also, 
by the information it contains, a very valuable companion. 
To prove this,^ it is only necessary to specify some of the 
things it contains. It gives tables of Professional fees ac¬ 
cording to the Manchester tariff; a table of baths and mineral 
waters, arranged according- to their ingredients; a table of 
poisons and antidotes ; a table of therapeutical equivalents— 
i.e., the quantity of the more active drugs contained in Phar¬ 
macopoeia preparations; a table of the contents of medicinal 
lozenges ; some rules for the hypodermic injection of remedies ; 
a table of the strength of spirits and wines ; a table of com¬ 
parison of the Fahrenheit with the Centigrade thermometer; a 
table of the chemistry of the urine ; tables of the weig-hts and 
measures of the Pharmacopoeia and of the metrical system. 
These will serve to show what a very useful book this Diary 
must prove to the Practitioner. It may be had in russia 
leather arrang-ed for the reception of Surgical instruments, and 
with plenty of pockets for memoranda. It is, then, a luxurious 
as well as useful pocket-book. 

other free to cut, cauterise, or catheterise, as the case may be. 
The mirror, situated at the extremity of the instrument and 
attached to the fixed branch, can 
be placed in any desirable posi¬ 
tion. The ring, which covers the 
cu’cumference of the mirror and 
which is in communication with 
the movable branch, can be sepa¬ 
rated from the mirror by simply 
approaching the two handles of 
the instrument; this raises the 
soft palate, and permits a greater 
amount of hght to reach the back 
of the nasal fossm and the open¬ 
ings of the Eustachian tubes. 

DP. DE SAIMT-GERMAIM’S 
SOUED FOR INTRA¬ 

UTERINE CAUTERISATION. 

This instrument is composed of a 
metallic tube, slightly curved, and 
divided into three separate canals, 
each opening separately, and each 
in relation with its corresponding 
bladder of caoutchouc. The large 
ampulla is charged with distilled 
water; the upper one with a solu¬ 
tion of nitrate of silver, the lower 
one with a solution of chloride of 
sodium. After introduction of the 
sound well up into the uterus, its 
cavity is first cleansed of mucus, 
by an injection of distilled water 
from the large ampulla ; this done, 
the solution of nitrate of silver is 
injected, and followed by that of 
chloride of sodium. The coating 
of insoluble chloride of silver thus 
formed may, in its turn, be ex¬ 
pelled by a fresh injection of dis¬ 
tilled water from the large ampulla. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 

--<>■- 

DR. DUPLAY’S RHINOSCOPE. 

OBITUAHY. 

-- 

JAMES HAVILAND. 

The Dndgwater Mercury contains the following- account of 
one of the oldest members of the Profession :—“ Our readers 
will learn with regret the decease of the above-named gentle¬ 
man, which event occurred on Thursday. Mr. Ilaviland was 
born at Bridgwater, October 1, 1788, and after studying his 
profession at the united Hospitals of Guy’s and St. Thomas’s, 
under Astley Cooper, Henry Cline, C. Chandler, and John 
Haighton, was admitted a Member of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, in London, when he was only nineteen years of age. 
He was immediately appointed to take charge of an outward- 
bound East Indiaman, belong-ing to the Honourable E.I.C. 
maritime service, and, before he had entered upon his twentieth 
year, set sail for Inclia as Surgeon to the iSir William Dul- 
tency, which had on board a large number of soldiers and sea- 
men._ Off the Cape of Good Hope his ship met with a 
hurricane, and whilst he was attending to a man who had just 
fallen from the mast-head, a tremendous sea was shipped, 
which threw a coil of cables over him, the blow from which 
broke and dislocated his thigh-bone. When, however, he had 
been removed to his cabin, he ordered the man whom he was 
attending to be brought to his side, and then he trepanned 
his skull and saved his life. The crews of aU the ships which 
accompanied the Sir William Dulteney had suffered severely 
from scurvy; but Mr. Haviland kept all on board his ship free 
from this direful sea plague by maintaining a constant sujqily of 
freshly grown mustard and cress, which the men were directed to 
grow for their own use in warm moist flannel, the result of 
which was that he did not lose a single soldier or seaman, and 
for this he obtained the thanks of the Board of Directors. In 
1809 he returned to England and commenced practice in Bridg¬ 
water, succeeding his uncle and g-randfather. In 1813, in con¬ 
junction -with his cousin, Dr. Haviland, afterwards Regius 
Professor of Medicine in Cambridge, he founded the Bridg¬ 
water Infirmary, in which work he was also ably assisted by 
his Medical colleagues. He acted as Surgeon to this institu- 
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tion for seventeen years. In 1815 he married Harriet Cobly, 
the sister of the eelebratcd historical painter, Benjamin 
Bobert Haydon. At the approach of the cholera to our shores 
in 1818, it was deemed advisable that the town should have as 
its chief magistrate a Medical man of great experience and 
sound judgment; and on this occasion the choice fell upon 
Mr. Haviland, who discharged his duties during the whole 
time this fearful epidemic raged at Bridgwater, in 1849, with 
great energy, judgment, and skill. From the manner in 
which he discharged his duties as mayor during this trying 
time ho was made a justice of the peace for the borough. 
ICvcr active, untiring, and skilful in his profession, he com¬ 
manded not only the affection, but the confidence, of his 
patients and friends; and died on Thursday last at his resi¬ 
dence, universally regretted and respected, in the eighty- 
second year of liis age. He was one of the oldest Members 
of the Royal College of Surgeons. He leaves a widow, three 
sons, and two daughters to mourn his loss.” 

EDWARD HOWARD VERDON. 
We record with sorroAV the death of this gentleman in Dublin, 
on November 22, at the early age of 2G, from an attack of 
malignant typhu.s, contracted by zealous attendance at the bed¬ 
side of a near relative in Sligo, to whom he had been summoned 
by telegram. 

"Mr. Verdon received his Medical education at the College of 
Surgeons, Dublin, where by his talents and agreeable manners 
he became a groat favourite. Subsequently he acquired much 
experience in the practice of the Sligo Infirmary. 

Owing to domestic affliction and the loss of both parents, the 
subject of our notice encountered obstacles and delay in obtain¬ 
ing his diplomas, but he had formed plans for passing his 
examinations early in the new year. Meanwhile he had as.sisted 
two gentlemen in private practice, aiid at the time of his decease 
was under an engagement with a Practitioner in London, by 
whom he was much esteemed and highly appreciated. 

A life of usefulness and prosperity had been hoped for by a 
large circle of friends, but it has been ordained otherwise. 

.JOHN HAYWARD, M.R.C.S.E. 
[To the Dditor of tlie Medical Times and Gazette.] 

g-iE _Thir.king that perhaps you would like to notice the death 
of the late John Hayward, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng._, of Rushall- 
cottage, Wiltsliiro, I send you just an outline of his case. 

Mr. Hayward had been in constant attendance on a child 
suffering from typhoid fever, and on November 9 was himself 
attacked with violent shiverings, vomiting, etc. On being 
visited, typhoid fever was at once diagnosed, and although 
aisited by almost every Medical man within several miles of 
his residence, and everything done which Medicine would 
permit, ho died on the 19th, after ten days’ illness, aged 45 
years. Mr. Hayward was most deeply and universally 
respected by everj'’ member of his Profession who kncAV liim, 
and as sincerely beloved by the poor of his parish, to whom he 
had CA'cr shown the most marked kindness. He was an old 
student of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, where he served the 
office of dresser to the late Sir William Lawrence. _ Mr. 
Hayward’s loss will be most deeply felt by every resident in liis 
parish for many years. I am, &c. 

Chaeles li. Laavhence, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S.E., etc. 
RushaU-cottago, November 25. 

MEDICAIj news. 

De.9sc, Ediolrid, M.B. Lond., Ivensinaton-gardens-jquaiv, of University 
College, April 21, 1869. 

Horsfall, .Tolm, Deeds, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, May 22, 1866. 
Keeling, James Hurd, IM.D. Edin. and L.S.A., Sheffield,' of the London 

Hospital, August 6, 1852. 
Loot, Charles Henry, L.K.Q,.C.r. Ire., Eoyal Engineers, of the Dublin 

Sohool, December 4, 1857. 
Liefde, John de, Tavistock-road, Covent-garden, of Guy’s Hospital, 

April 24, 1867. 
Mackenzie, George Welland, L.B.C.P. Lond., and L.S.A., William-street, 

Lownde.s-square, of the London Hospital, April 28, 1864. 
Pern, Alfred, L.R.C.P. Lond. and L.S.A., Botley, Hants, of St. Thomas’s 

Hospital, April 25, 1867. 
Pilcher, Je.3SG Griggs, L.S.A. Dub., her Majesty’s Indian Army, of the 

Dublin School, April 13, 1860. 
Pilcher, William John, L.S.A. Dub., Boston, .Lincolnsliire, of the Dublin 

School, April 13, 1860. 
Rand, John, L.S.A., BLackheath, of Guy’s Hospital, March 12, 1858. 
Robinson, John, L.S.A., Midhiu-st, Sussex, of University College, Novcm- 

ber 9 1849. 
Steele, Charles, L.R.C.P. Lond., Clifton, of the Bristol Sohool, Novem¬ 

ber 14, ISGO. 
Thomas, William, 5I.B. Lond., Binningham, of the Birmingham School, 

November 14, 1865. 
Watson, James, L.S.A., Army, of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, May 28,1858. 
Wigg, Henry Carter, M.D. Edin., Seymoru’-street, Hampstead-road, 

of University College, January 19, 1869. 

The following gentleman, not a Member of the College, also 
passed the examination :— 
Banks, William Mitchell, M.D. and L.R.C.S. Edin., Liverpool, of the 

Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Liverpool Schools. 

It is de.serving honourable mention that all the candidates 
passed the Examination. At the same meeting of the Council, 
Mr. Henry James Shirley, of Finchingfiekl, Braintree, Essex, 
having been elected to the Fellow.ship at a previous meeting of 
the Council, was admitt,ed as such, his diploma of Membership 
bearing date June 11, 1841. 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—The following Members of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, having undergone the necessary 
examinations, were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery at a 
meeting of the Board on the 7th inst.:— 
Boustead, Robinson, F.R.C.S. Edin. and L.S.A. Lond., her Majesty’s 

Indian Army, of the Edinburgh School, diploma of Membership dated 
July 2, 1858. 

Donovan, Humphry John,M.D. Queen’s University, Ireland, June 27,1868, 
Writtle, Chehnsford, of the Dublin and Cork Schools, not a member of 
the College. 

Roberts, Richard Lawton, Ruabon, North Wales, of the University Col¬ 
lege, November 17, 1869. 

It is stated that two candidates failed to acquit themselves to 
the satisfaction of the Board, and were consequently referred 
to their obstetrical studies for the usual period. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
pas.sed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
December 2, 1869 :— 

Chambers, John Louis, Hackney-road. 
Kavanaugh, Michael Thos., Beimondsey. » 
Magee, Jolm James, Park-street, Grosvenor-square. 
Owen, Simeon Holgate, Manchester. 
RavenhiU, Thos. Holmes, Birmingham. 
Thomas, Lleweljm Morgan, Camberwell-grove. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination:— 

Gibson, John Charles, King’s College. 
Hassard, John, Guy’s Hospital. 
Sutcliffe, John, St. Thomas’s Ho.spital. 

APPOINTMENT. 

Tno Editor wiU thanlc gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

-- 

University op London.—The following^ is the 
Candidate vvffio has passed the recent B.S. Hons. Examina¬ 
tions :— 

EXAJIIXATIOX rOR HONOURS. 
First Class. 

Dukes, Qoment (Gold Medal), St. Thomas’s Hospital. 

Royal College of Surgeons of England.—The 
following Members of the College having completed their 
examination for the Fellowshqj on the 26th ultimo, were re¬ 
ported to have acquitted themselves to the satisfaction of the 
Court of Examiners, and, at a meeting of the Council on the 
9tli inst., were admitted Fellows of the College, viz. :— 

Adams, James Edward, Fiasbury-circus, of the London Hospital, diploma 
of Iilembership dated November 14, 1865. „ , ^ . . c... m, » 

Andei-son, William, L.R.C.P. Lond. and L.S.A., Derby, of St. Thomas s 
Ho :pital, April 25,1867. 

Ritchie, C. Currie, M.D.—Honorary Physician to the Hulme Dispensary, 
Manchester. 

NAVAL AND MH^ITARY APPOINTMENTS. 

Sm-goons.—Dr. Thomas Carmichael, Assistant, to the Valoroas; Cliarle.s 
F. R. Murray, Acting Assistant, to the Ilonarch; and Dr. Thoma.s 
O’Sullivan, Acting Assistant, to the Valorous. 

Royau Artilhery.—Surgeon John Iiwine, M.D., having completed twenty 
years’ full pay service, to be Surgeon-Major, under the provisions of the 
Royal AVaiTant of April 1, 1867. 

17tii Foot.—Staff Sui-goon Thomas Knox Bimic to be Surgeon, vice 
Surgeon-Major Edward Baily Tuson, appointed to the Staff. 

24th Foot.—Surgeon John Coates, M.D., having completed twenty years’ 
full pay service, to be Surgeon-Major, under the provisions of the Roy.al 
Warrant of April 1, 1867. 

47th Foot.—Surgeon Francis Henry Macfadin, from tho 83rd Foot, to be 
Surgeon, vice Alexander Robert Hudson, M.B., who exchanges. 

83rd Foot.—Surgeon Alexander Robert Hudson, M.B., from the 47th 
Foot, to be Surgeon, vice Francis Henry Macfadin, who exchanges. 
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Medicai. Dbpaetment.—Surgeon-Major Edward Daily Tuson, from 17th 
Foot, to be Staff Surgeon-Major, vice Staff Surgeon Thomas Knox 
Dimie, appointed to 17th Foot; Staff Surgeon John Gorringe, having 
completed twenty years’ full pay service, to be Staff Surgeon-Major, 
under the provisions of the Royal Warrant of AprU 1, 1867 ; Assistant- 
Surgeon .Mexander Minty, M.B., supernumerary in the 90th Foot, to he 

A William Thomas Paliologus, promoted on 
7,0 L •^®®i®t'®'*^^"®urgeon George Beatty West, supernumerary in the 
_3rd l oot, to be Staff Assistant-Sm-geon, vice Thomas Stawcll Barrv', 
promoted on the Staff. 

T, AO BIRTHS. 
December 4, at 6, Stookport-road, Manchester, the wife of 

\Villiam Bates, M.D., etc., of a son. 

® the wife of John Bowes, 
E.R.C.P. Lend., of a son. 

On December 4, at No. 1, Queen’s-crescent, Haverstock- 
hih, the wife of Dr. S. Caldcleugh, of a daughter. 

OniBB. On December 4, at 37, Compton-terrace, Highbury, the wife of 
Arthur J. Cnhb, M.D., of a son. 

MET0ALFE.-^n December 4, at 56, Clifton-gardens, the wife of E. Met¬ 
calfe, F.R.C.S., of a son. 

SE.u,y.—On Decemte 1, at 4, Princes-street, Hanover-square, the wife of 
George J. Sealy, M.D., of Weybridge, Surrey, of a daughter. 

Holbeacii Un-ion.—Medical Officer for the Sutton Bridge District. Can- 
ffidates must have the qualifications prescribed by the general orders of 
Die Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to Mr. E. G. Avliff, 
Holbeach, on or before December 24. Election on the 27th. 

Hospital fob Consumption and Diseases of the Chest -Assistant- 
Physician; niust be M.B. or M.D., and F. orM.R.C.P. Application.s 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before December 15. 

Radoltffe Infiemaby, Oxford.—House-Surgeon. Must have both Medical 
and Surgical qualifications. Applications and testimonials to the Com¬ 
mittee of Management on or before the 15th inst. The successful candi¬ 
date will be required to enter upon his duties on January 1, 1870. 

Stourbridge Dispensary.—House-Surgeon; must be E.R.C.P. Loud, 
or L.S.A. Lond., and M.R.C.S. Eng. Applications and testimonials to 
the Secretary on or before December 14. 

Victoria Hospital for Sick Children.—Assistant-Physician ; must 
hold a degree in Medicine from a Briti.sh University, and not practising 
pharmacy. Applications and testimonials to the House-Sui-geon, at 
the Hospital, Queen’s-road, Chelsea, on or before the 15th. 

West Ham Union.—Medical Officer for the St. Mark’s District. Candi¬ 
dates must possess the qualifications prescribed by the general orders of 
the Poor-law Board, and will be requhed to reside in the District. Ap¬ 
plications and testimonials to Mr. F. E. Hilleaiy, Clerk’s Offices, Board- 
room, Leytonstone, Essex, on or before the 15th inst. Election the next 
day, at half-past 11 o’clock. 

1V1A.RRIAGES. 

Bell—RAiT.--On December 7, at Edinburgh, George WiUiani BeU, M.D., 
etc., to Sarah Jane Bland, widow of John Bait, Esq., Edinburgh. 

CUNYNGHAJIE—Ceabbie.—On December 2, at22, Royal-terrace, Edinbui’gh, 
Robert James Blau Cunynghame, Esq., M.D., Ci-onan, to Joana, 
daughter of John Grabble, Esq. 

Em.vARDS—Bowie.-On December 2, at Waloot Chm-ch, Bath, Lieutenant- 
Colonel Edwards, unattached, late 98th Regiment, to Flora Campbell, 
tim'd surviving daughter of the late William Bowie, M.D., Bath. 

December 2, at St. Nicholas amreh, Brighton, Tliomas 
A ell, Sunderland, to Susan, youngest daughter of the late 
James Smith, Esq., Palmer’s-green, London. 

Hotghton—Merry.—On December 1, at the Parish Church of Hemel 
Hempstead, John Campbell Arthm- Houghton, of Edgbaston, to Annie 
Mane, thu-d daughter of Robert Merry, M.D., of Marlowe’s House, 
Hemel Hemp.stead. ’ 

Richardson-S.1IAET—On November 30, at Cranbome, Dorset, the Rev. 
John Richardson, VicM of St. Mary’s, Hford, Essex, to Sarah Isabella, 
eldest daughter of T. W. W. Smart, Esq., M.D., of Chanborne. 

SsiiTH—Thompson —On December 1, at St. Sa\-iour’s Cluu-ch, Clielsea, 
Henry SmithjM.p., of Mary’s-ten'ace, Paddington, eldest son of 
the la,te W. H. Smth, D.C.L., barrister-at-law, of Lincoln’s Inn, to 
Cathenne, only child of the late John Thompson, Esq., of Holm Island, 
Morecambe Bay, Lancaster, and Montpelier-crescent, Brighton. 

^^®CH.--0^ecemher 3, at Trinity Church, Ratlnnines, Dublin, 
William Fredenck Wright, Esq., Militaiy Store Staff, to Anna, second 
daugnter of the late Dr. Robert Leech. 

DEATHS. 

Adam, John, retued Surgeon Madra.s Army, at Boulogne-sur-Mer, on 
December 3, in his 72nd year. 

Bowie, Dr. Robert, formerly of London, at Northcotc, near Melbourne, 
on October 2, in the S2nd year of his age. 

Bowra, Henry Goodeve, M.R.C.S., L.S.A. England, Captain of the 
Ii.on. ArtiUeiy Coi^any, London, late of Charterhouse-square and De 
Jjoauvou’ Town, at Havre-des-Pas, Jersey, on Hovember 26, aged 55. 

liLTLER, Louisa, widow of William Butlor, Esq., late Superintending Sur¬ 
geon Madras^Anny and yoimgest daughter of the late Captain James 
Mathews, 37th Madras Grenadiers. 

Cotton, Elizabeth, wife of Dr. Cotton, at 46, Clarges-street, Piccadilly, 
W., on November 27, aged 49. 

Brooker, M.R.C.S., at Oi’pington, Kent, on Novem¬ 
ber 24, m Ins 47th year. j. =. > > ^ ^ 

Hall, W., M.D., at Exeter, on December 3, aged 69. 

UAyiLAND, James, M^.C.S.E., and Justice of the Peace for the Borough 
01 Bridgewater, at The Square, Bridgewater, on December 2, aged 81 

HmiDLAND, Edward M.R.C.S., etc., at 6, Upper Portland-place, on 
December 8, in his G7th year. ’ 

Mercer, Dr. Isaac, of Kaiishof, near Darmstadt, on December 3, from 
the accidental discharge of a revolver, aged 37. 

the beloved wife of Lawrence Spencer, M.D., J.P., at 3, 
' * ^^^kley-square, Preston, Lancashii’e, on December 4, in her 59th year. 

Spencer, Walter Elwin, the beloved child of G. Owthwaite Spencer, 
montS^* John s-park. Upper Holloway, on December 1, aged 14 

Stone, Daniel, Surgeon, at Abingdon, on November 28, aged 51. 

VACANCIES. 
In the following list the natm-e of the office vacant, the qualifications 

roqiiu’ed m the Candidate, the person to whom application shoidd bo 
made, and t*ie day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Borough of Ipswich Lunatic Asylum.-Resident Medical Superinten- 
dent. Applications and testimonials to the Town Clerk’s office, Ipswich, 

Lunatic Asylum Committee,” on orbefore January 15 
18i0. The Asylum v/ill he ready for occupation in April or May 

CiiOLSEY New Pauper Lunatic Asylum.—Medical Superintendent. 
Applications and testimonials to J. T. Morland, Esq., Clerk to the Coni- 
nuttee of Visitors, at the Asylum, Cholsey, near Abingdon, Berks, on or 
beiore December 18. o j > 

Gmman Hospital, D^ston.—Honorary Medical Officers, an Honorary 
ihysician, and an Honorary Assistant-Surgeon. They must both be 
nauves of Germany, or prove themselves fully conversant with the Gei- 
fnrSoS produce a diploma from a British or 

umver.sity. Applications and testimonials to the Honorary 
&ecretaiy on or before January 3, 1870. ^ tue nonoiaiy 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVIOE. 
*,* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 
RESIGNATIONS. 

Oundle Union.—^Mr. Edward Webster has resigned the Oundle District • 
area 22,980; population 6705; salary £80 per annum, .llso the Work- 
house ; salary £30 per annum. 

Pewsetj Union.—The Fourth District is vacant; area 24,880; ponnlation 
3429; salary £60 12s. per annum. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
BavneUy Union.—WUliam Stewart, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.R.C.S. Edin., to 

the Worlihouse. 
Uppbty Union.—Erederio C. Cory, M.D. St. And., L.R.C.P. Edin., 

M.R.C.S.E., to the Buokhurst-hill district. 
Beading Union.—Heygate Henry Phillips, M.B. Duh., L.R.C.S. Ire., to 

the St. Giles District. 
Solihull U?iion.—Edward S. Page, L.F.P. and S. Glas., L.S.A., to the 

Workhouse. 

The Queen has been jileased to appoint George Hor- 
nidge Porter, Esq., M.D., of Meath Hospital and County 
Dublin Infirmary, and ex-President of the Eoyal College 
of Surgeons, Ireland, to he one of her Majesty’s Snrgeons-in- 
Ordinary for Ireland. 

Dr. Samuel Browne, E.K., has been elected Mayor 
of Belfast. 

Anderson’s University, Glasgow.—It has been 
decided that Dr. Clark (the late Dr. Penny’s assistant) shall 
finish the winter course of lectures, which he has conducted 
from the commencement ; and that the appointment of a Pro¬ 
fessor of Chemistry shall be postponed till the spring. 

Eoyal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh.—At a 
special meeting of the College, held on December 4-, Dr. James 
Pettigrew was elected Conservator of the Museum, in the room 
of Professor William E. Sanders, resigned. 

At an influential meeting held at the ISIidland Insti¬ 
tute, Birmingham, Mr. Kyimersley, stipendiary magistrate, 
in the chair, resolutions were passed in favour of the system of 
“ boarding out ” pauper children, and recommended its adop¬ 
tion in Birmingham. 

A Hospital for foreign seamen has been opened at 
Sunderland, with Dr. Abrath as its first Physician. 

It was determined at a special general court of the 
Sussex County Hospital, held last week, to erect a new museum 
and library, with pupils’ room and appertaining apartments 
and offices. 

Death oe Mr. A. B. Boyd.—This gentleman died at 
Hew York on September 19, at the age of 42. Mr. Archibald 
Boardman Boyd, who was a native of Lisnaskea, County 
Eermanagh, after completing Ms Medical studies in Liverpool, 
embarked in trade, became master of a coaster in the Pacific, 
and from 1852 was joint proprietor and editor of the Panama 
Star and Herald. 

Fatal Accident—The Dublin morning newspapers 
report that the wife of Dr. Lynn, of Shgo, was killed on last 
Saturday night by faUing down a flight of stairs. The un¬ 
fortunate lady’s foot caught in the stair carpet, and she was 
precipitated to the bottom of the flight. When she was taken 
up, it was found that her neck was broken, and that death 
must have been instantaneous. 

Longevity.—Dr. Casper, of Berlin, in liis work on the 
duration of human life, has given the following conclusions, 
from which it will be seen that members of our Profession have 
the shortest existence:—Medium longevity of clergymen, 65 ; 
of merchants, 62; of clerks, 61 ; of farmers, 61 ; of military 
men, 59 ; of lawyers, 58 ; of artists, 57, and of Medical men, 56. 
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The number of deaths from scarlatina during the last 
week is the liighest recorded in London this year—in all 21o. 
Thirty cases oeexured in the West district, 48 in the North, 19 in 
the Central, 60 in the East, and 88 in the South districts. Tlie 
disease would now seem to he creeping into Westminster, which 
has hitherto been remarkably free from infection. 

Odontological Society of Great Britain.—At the 
meeting' on Monday, December 6, Mr. J. R. Mummery, L.D.S., 
F.L.S., read the second and concluding portion of his paper 
on “ The Relations rvhich Dental Caries, as discovered amongst 
the Ancient Inliabitants of Britain and amongst existing Abo¬ 
riginal Races, may bo supposed to hold to their Food and 
Social Condition.” 

Typhoid fever, in a very virulent form, having been 
for some time prevalent at Spinkhill, near Eckington, to the 
great alai-m of the inhabitants, several of them sent a memo¬ 
rial to the Privy Council, who thereupon directed Dr. Thorne 
to make an inspection of the locality. The cause of the disease 
was soon discovered, the soil being satm’ated Avith animal and 
human filth to an extent rarely if ever seen, and all the 
wells j)olluted with drainings from ashpits, urinals, pigstyes, 
etc., so that there was literally no water in the place fit for use. 

Australian News.—At a very large meeting of the 
friends of the Honourable William Lodewyk Crowther, 
M.L.C., M.R.C.S. Eng., etc., held at the Alliance Rooms, 
Hobart Town, on September 27, an address was presented to 
him, together wdth a purse of 240 sovereigns, as a token of 
admiration of his public and private conduct. Mr. Crowther, 
who has been a valuable contributor to the Museum of the 
College of Surgeons, was recently presented with the Plonorary 
Gold Medal by the Council of that institution. — The explora¬ 
tion of the caves at Wellington, under the direction of Dr. 
A. M. Thomson and Mr. Krefft, is making good progress, and 
many remains of extinct animals, some of which are new to 
science, have been discovered. A trial shaft has been put down 
in the centre of the breccia cave to the dej)th of fifteen feet, 
and bones are still found. 

Caution to Dispensary Medical Officers.—At a 
meeting of the EangstoAvn (Co. Dublin) Dispensary Committee 
held on Tuesday last the Medical officers were reprimanded for 
“ having given evidence in open com’t of the relief afforded to 
poor xiersons, and for having permitted the Medical registry to 
be inspected by unauthorised persons.” The information was 
given in connexion with the Parliamentary revision of the 
boroug'h, and appears to have been volunteered. A letter from 
the Poor-law Commissioners to the Medical officers was read, in 
Avhich the following passage occurs:—“ You had no right 
whatever to give information acquired by you in your official 
capacity to persons unconnected with the dispensary committee 
or the board of guardians or unauthorised by them, and who 
Avere avowedly seeking that information for party purposes.” 

Friendly Societie.s and the Profession.—De- 
imties representing about -5000 members of friendly societies 
met last week at Preston to consider the position of those 
bodies with their Medical attendants. The meeting had its 
origin in a circular issued by the various Medical officers of 
the clubs declaring that they would not renew their contracts 
unless the yearly payment per member was increased, and 
mileage paid for. Now, the annual payment of a member Avas 
28., and this included attendance and medicine. The doctors 
insisted that the minimum should be 3s. To tins the clubs 
demurred. The strongest point in their opposition to the in¬ 
crease Avas that a great number of them belonged to two, 
three, or four clubs, and paid 2s. to each for the doctor. After 
a good deal of discussion, and some abuse of the Faculty, a 
committee was appointed “ to get all the information they 
could as to the Avorking of a Medical institution in view of any 
members that might be got to join together—tAvo thousand, five 
thousand, or ten thousand—and that they be also instructed to 
get up a plan as to what will be necessary and requisite for such 
an institution: the expense of doctors, hall, and drugs; and that 
they haA-epo AVer to summon anothermeeting when they have com¬ 
pleted their investigation.” This motion was seconded, and 
earned unanimously. Tlie nomination of the committee was 
the only other business transacted. The plan suggested by 
one speaker was that they should form “ a kfodical Union,” 
that a Medical hall should be established, with a properly 
qualified staff to attend to the members of these societies, and 
the whole to be under the control of a president, other officers, 
and a committee. It requires no foresight to predict the 
failure of such a scheme. The Preston societies Avill act with 
more wisdom by doing justice to their present Medical attend¬ 
ants, and agreeing to their most reasonable demands. 

The Lincoln County Hospital.—The celebration of 
the centenary of this excellent institution took place on Thur.s- 
daj'- se’nnight. After a sermon by the Bishop in the Cathedral, 
the dinner was held in the County Assembly Rooms, and was 
numerously and brilliantly attended. Lord BroAvnlow, the 
Lord Lieutenant, presided. After the usual loyal toasts, sub¬ 
scriptions were announced to the amount of nearly £3000. 

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—At tho 
general monthly meeting, on Monday, December 6, 1869, 
George Busk, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair, George Henderson 
Gibb, Esq., William Harbottle, Esq., John Henderson, Esq., 
Henry Musgrave Musgrave, Esq., were elected Members of 
the Royal Institution. The following lecture arrangements 
for the ensuing season were announced:—Professor Tyndall, 
LL.D., F.R.S.; Six lectures (adapted to a juvenile auditory), 
on Light; on December 28 and 30, 1869 ; January 1, 4, 6, and 
8, 1870. Before Easter, 1870.—Professor Humphry, M.D., 
F.R.S. ; Six lectures, on the Architecture of the Human Body ; 
on Tuesdays, January 18 to February 22. Professor Odling, 
F.R.S.: Twelve lectures, on the Chemistry of Vegetable 
Products ; on Thursdays, January 20 to April 7- Robert Scott 
Esq., M.A., Director of the Meteorological Office: Foiu* 
lectures, on Meteorology; on Saturdays, January 22 to Feb¬ 
ruary 12. Dr. Masters, F.L.S. ; Tavo lectures, on Plant Life 
as contrasted Avith that of Animals; on Tuesdays, March 1 
and 8. Professor Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. : Four lectures, 
Deductions from the Comparative Anatomy of the Nervous 
System; on Tuesdays, March 15 to April5. Professor Max 
Muller, M.A., LL.D.: Four lectures, an Introduction to the 
Science of Religion; on Saturdays, February 19 to March 12. 
Joseph Norman Lockyer, Esq., F.R.S. : Four lectures, on the 
Sun; on Saturdays, March 19 to April 9. ^ After Easter.-— 
Professor Blacliie; Four lectures, on the Principles of Moral 
and Political Philosophy; on Tuesdays, April 26 to May^ 1 i. 
Professor Tyndall, LL.D., F.R.S.: Seven lectures, on Physics ; 
on Thursdavs, April 28 to June 9. Professor Robert Grant, 
LL.D., F.R.*S. : Seven lecture.s, on Astronomy; on Satm-days, 
Aiiril 30 to June 11. Professor Seeley: Three lectures, on 
History ; on Tuesdays, May 24, 31, and June 7. 

Composition and Uuality of the Metropolitan 
Waters in November, 1869.—The foUoAAdng are the returns of 

the Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers of Health :— 
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Nitrogen. Hardness. 

As 
Nitrates 

(fcc. 

As 
Ammo¬ 

nia. 

Before 
Boihng. 

After 
Boiling. 

Thames Water Com¬ 
panies. 

Grand .Junction 
West IMiddlesex 
Southwark & Vaux- 

liall 
Chelsea 
Lambeth . 

Other Companies. 
Kent.... 
New River 
East London . 

Gi’ains. 

19T9 
18'04 

18-83 
18-93 
18-97 

27-47 
18-47 
18-96 

Grains. 

0-036 
0-057 

0-031 
0-0.36 
0-032 

0-027 
0-021 
0-042 

Grains. 

0-051 
0-049 

0-050 
0-091 
0-065 

0-069 
0056 
0-081 

Grains. 

0-004 
0-000 

0-000 
0-001 
0-000 

0-000 
0-000 
0-001 

Degs. 

14-6 
14-0 

14-3 
14-4 
14-5 

20-3 
14-0 
14-5 

Degs. 

3-4 
3-3 

3-4 
3-4 
3-5 

6-6 
3-6 
3-7 

The average quantity of Avater supplied daily to the metropolis m the 
preceding month was, according to the returns of the "Water Compames to 
the Medical Officers of Health, 103,363,482 gaUons, and the number of 
houses supplied was 469,594. This is at the rate of 32 6 gallons per head 
of the population daily. The daily supply in Paris, according to the last 
official returns, was SO'S gaUons per head of the population, and this 
includes the water to the public fountains and to the ornamental waters in 
the Bois de Boulogne and Bois de Vincennes. _ ... 

yote —The amount of oxygen required to oxidise the organic matteiA 
nitrites, etc., is determined by a st.andard solution of pci-manganate ot 
potash acting* for three hours ; and in the case of the metropolitan wateiH 
the quantity of organic matter is about eight times the amount of 0x5 gen 
required by it. 

Medical Reform Union.—A meeting of tbis Associa¬ 
tion wa.s held on Saturday last at the Council-room of the 
Midland Institute, Birmingham. Gentlemen from various 
towns and country districts Avere present. Mr. S. Gamgee, at 
the request of the chairman. Dr. Bell Fletcher, read a paper in 
which he referred to what had occurred at a late meeting of the 
Union in reference to the exclusion of a gentleman who had 
joined the Association from any executive office. Mr. Gamgee 
said his speech on the occasion referred to had reference simply 
to the incorporation of the Lnion, and he could not fibnk it 
desirable to exclude any legally qualified member of the Bio- 
fession Avho joins the great body of memorialists in petitioning 
Parliament for reforms iioav deemed essentially necessary by 
the great body of the Profession. When the time arrived for 
organising an executive for the Union, a careful selection must 
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be made, and tlie election conducted on true representative prin¬ 
ciples. Mr. G-amgee then said the Union had the support of the 
leading Practitioners of the district, and overtures of co-operation 
had been oiiieially made by the British Medical Association. 
There were sj^mptoms amongst the colleges and corporations 
that the memorial of the “Union” Avas producing effects 
■where they were most desirable. Mr. Gamgee then spoke of 
the irnportance of not entering at once into details, but to 
enunciate principles which were vital and essential. Details 
were necessary, but were susceptible of adaptation according 
to circumstances. It was now merely proposed to proceed 
with the organisation of the Phiion, and the chairman Avould 
be^ glad to receive the names of all those registered Prac¬ 
titioners who had not yet assented to the memorial. A great 
p)ublic meeting would after a time be held, of which due notice 
would be given. Some discussion took place respectmg the 
raising of funds, which, however, lapsed, and it was arranged 
that the meeting should be adjourned to a day to be fixed by 
the president. A fact was mentioned by Mr. Manley wliich 
is not creditable to us. Six thousand circulars were sent 
out on the subject of their finances, with a stamped envelojpe 
for reply; four thousand of these stamped envelopes were not 
returned. Tins is too bad. 

Scholarships and Exhibitions in Natural Science 
AT Cambeidge Uni'veesity.—The following is a list of the 
scholarships and exhibitions for proficiency in natural science 
Avhich are hkely to be offered at Cambridge during the 
ensuing year. This list is eminently valuable to intending' 
members of the University, as presenting at once a compre¬ 
hensive and concise account of the whole, free from the more 
precise and distributive detail necessarily entered into by the 
serial notices issued from time to time as vacancies occur. 

Trinity College.—One of the value of about £80 per annum. 
The examination (in chemistry, physics, and physical geology, 
including meteorology, and the elements of mineralog-y) will 
be held in Easter week, and will be open to all under graduates 
of Cambridge and Oxford. Further information may be 
obtained from the Bev. E. Blore, Tutor of Trinity. 

St. John’s College.—One of the value of £50 per annum. The 
examination (in chemistry, physics, and physiolog'y, with 
geology, anatomy, and botany) Avill take place on April 29 and 
SO, and will be open to all persons who are not entered at the 
University, as well as to aU who have entered and not completed 
one term of residence. In this College, moreover, natural 
science now is made one of the subjects of the regular College 
examination of its students at the end of the academical year, 
in May; and exhibitions and foundation scholarships will in 
consequence be awarded to students who show an amount of 
knowledge equivalent to that which in classics or mathematics 
usually gains an exhibition or scholarship in the College. In 
short, natiu'al science is on the same footing as classics and 
mathematics, both as regards teaching and rewards. 

Christ's College.—One to four, in value from £30 to £70, 
according to the number and merits of the candidates, tenable 
for tliree and a half years, and three years longer by those 
Avho reside during that period at the College. The examination 
will be in 1870, and will be open to the undergraduates of 
Christ’s College, to non-collegiate undergraduates of Cambridge, 
to all undergraduates of Oxford, and any students who are 
not members of either University. The candidates may select 
their own subjects for examination. Be.sides these, there are 
three other exhibitions perfectly open, which are distributed 
annually among the most deserving students of the College. 

Clmy College.—OsiB of the value of £50 per annrun. The 
examination (in chemistry, chemical physics, comparative 
anatomy and physiolog-y, and geology) will be on March 30, 
and will be open to students intending to begin residence in 
October. The candidates must show such acquaintance with 
classics and mathematics as will qualify them to pass the 
previous examination. 

St. Peter’s College.—One of the value of £60 per annum. 
The examination (in chemistry, botany, and comparative 
anatomy and physiology) will be in June, and will be open to 
all students who are no't members of the University, or who 
have not commenced residence in the University. 

Downing College.—One or more, according to the merits of the 
candidates, of the value of £40 per annum. The examination 
(in chemistry and comparative anatomy and physiology) will 
be in March, and will be open to all students not members of 
the University, as well as to all undergraduates in their first 
term. 

Sidney College.—Two of the value of £40 per annum. The 
examination (in heat, electricity, chemistry, geology, physiology. 

and botany) will be in October, and be open to all students 
who may enter on the College boards before October 1. 

Although several subj acts for examination are in each instance 
given this is rather to afford the option of one or more to the 
candidates than to induce them to present a superficial notice 
of several; indeed, it is expressly stated by the authorities of 
some of the colleges that good clear knowledge of one or two 
subjects Avill be more esteemed than a general knoAvledge of 
several. Candidates, esjjecially those who arc not members of the 
University, will, in most in.stances, be required to show a fair 
knowledge of classics and mathematics, such, for example, as 
would enable them to pass their previous examination. There 
is no restriction on the ground of religious denomination in the 
case of these or any of the scholarships or exhibitions in the 
Colleges or the University. Further necessary information 
may be obtained on application to the tutors of the respective 
Colleges. 

It may be added that Trinity College will give a Fellowship 

for natural science, once at least in three years, and that the 

authorities of most of the Colleges are understood to be vfilling' 

to award Fellowships for merit in natural science equivalent 

to that for which they are in the habit of giving them for 

classics and mathematics. 

Bazin’s Liniment in Pruritus.—Lime water and 
glycerine, of each 30 parts; oil of SAveet almonds, 60 parts. 
Especially recommended to relieve the pruritus ani so frequent 
in arthritis.— Union Mid., Nov. 23. 

NOTES, QIJEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
-0—- 

q-aesticucllj muclj sljalUcimi muclj.—Paeon. 

Dr. B. 'Wills Rioliardson’s paper on Poisoning by Tincture of Aconite has 
been reeeiA'ecI, and shall appear next Aveeh. 

Dr. Sutton’s communication on "Venesection is in tj^po, and shall appear 

next Aveek. 

We are glad to see that an attempt to introduce a gentleman practising 
homoBopathy on the staff of the Southampton Dispensary has failed. 

Liberality is a very excellent thing Avhen it is not extended to what is 

false, whether it be in rehgion, morals, or science. Homceopathy—as 
far as it is homoeopathy, and not scientific Medicine under its name—is 
an exploded system of delusion, and no one should be more thoroughly 

aware of this than the gentleman who endeavomed to foist a homoeopathic 

practitioner on the Medical staff of the Southampton Dispensary. 

SartoriiLS.—Certainly you are quite entitled to call yourself Dr., and to 

sign yourself M.D. Poreign degrees maybe registered if the Medica], 

Council think it proper to do so. 

Eably History op Sy'piiilis. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL ruiES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—In furtherance of yoiu suggestion of the search in municipal 
aroMves for the early traces of syphilis in England, I should recommend 
the town of Southampton as that in which the investigation should begin, 
for this city, if my memory serves me well, used to receive, by a special 
privilege once a year, a laden ship from Genoa, and it is not improbably 
through that path that syphilis entered England. 

7, Westbourne-park, December 6. I am, &c. George Gaskoin. 

Antiquity op Syphilis. 

to THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—As I see a discussion is proceeding in your columns as to the origin 
and antiquity of syphilis, allow me to call attention to a very ancient docu¬ 
ment indeed as evidence on this point—Adz., the 38th Psalm. In this David 
speaks of there being no soundness in his flesh nor rest in his bones because 
of his sin ; of his wounds stinking and being corrupt beoause of his foolish¬ 
ness; of Ms loins being filled Avith a sore disease, and of lus being feeble 
and sore broken; of his heart panting and his strength failing, and losing the 
sight of his eyes, while his friends stood aloof from his sore. In other psalms 
he speaks of his moisture being turned into the drought of summer, and he 
lays special stress on his pains affecting him specially in the night season. 
He also mentions that his enemies cast in his teeth that he is affected Avith 
a foul disease. Could there he for that age a more graiihic acoomit of an 
aggravated case of syphilitic cachexia with its manifestations in loss of 
health, palpitations of the heart, disturbed rest, osteocopio pains, fo'ul and 
probably phagedsenic ulcers over the surface of the body, and iritis or 
syphilitic glaucoma ? I am, &c. 

Fredk. E. "Wilson, M.B., Staff Assistant-Sui'geon. 
Colchester, December 6. 

*** All the arguments of our correspondent, and more, arc to he foimd in 

the papers by Mr. Beckett on the AutiquitVof Syphihs in the Philosophi¬ 

cal Transactions of the last century. Unhappiness is metaphorically 

represented as bodily pain ; hut if this is to he taken as real disease, in 

what river, may we ask, was King DaAud droAvning when he wrote the 

69th Fsahn ? Vide Bishop LoAvth on “ Hebrew Poetry.’’ 

A Pupil.—Yes. 

Mr. T. Jones.—A knowledge of the Welsh language is necessary. 

Vigilans.—The subject has not escaped our attention. 
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Publication op the Sick-rooji Secrets op Illustrious Personages. 

The New York Tribune, four weeks ago (October 11), published an 
“authoritative” statement ‘•.°or the first time in America,” that the 
Prcnch Emperor was afiiicted w'th a painful disease of the bladder, and, 
on one occasion, in order to got "elief fi-om the pain it caused him, had, 
without revealing his condition even to his Medical advisers, secretly 
bmTit his own back along the spine with a lighted candle. An “ authori¬ 
tative” statement on such a subject could, of course, hardly come from 
anybody but the Emperor himself, wiih whom the 'Tribune's coiTespondent 
is doubtless intimate, and wo were doing our very best to believe it when 
our contemporary announced (November 5) thht the story had been 
“directly confirmed” by another sto y which had just appeared “in a 
Philadelphia paper,” which had got it from afriend of Mr. George AVilkes, 
who got it in a private letter from Mr. Wilkes from Paris, who got it from 
a conversation with Dr. Brown-Sequaro, who saw it in an article “in a 
Paris paper,” supposed to have been vritten by a Physician, “ an able 
but dissolute man,” formerly employed by the Emperor, but dismissed 
for his bad habits, and now engaged in earning an honest penny by jiub- 
lishing his Profos.sional secrets. An “authoritative” statement which 
can be “ directly confirmed” in this way is certainly a very queer affair; 
but still, after reading this, nobody but a Pajmim or atheist could any 
longer doubt, and we frankly accept the story about “the fungus of the 
bladder.” But, then, what about the cauterisation with the lighted candle ! 
Wliat does the dissolute Physician say on this point 1 We long to believe 
this, too. Give us the bad man’s exact words.—The New York Nation. 

Ego can recover charges, both for medicine and attendance. 

A Patient, C. [lieform Club), Alpha, and Others.—Undoubtedly there aro 

objections to the publication in the newspapers of minute details of the 
ilhiess of private patients. We cannot, however, tliink that Mr. Seymour 

Haden is open to the strong remonstrance which our correspondent “ A 

Patient” has written for his publication of the history of the Arch¬ 

bishop’s malady. “A violation of the sanctity of the sick chamber” 

cannot properly be applied to the transaction. It is true the public do 

not care to know all the sjmptoms under which an “ illustrious ” patient 

labours ; they are content to be made acquainted with the simple fact of 
“better” or “worse;” but our correspondents may rest satisfied that 

the object of the publication of “sensational” articles is obtained when 

they are quoted. Announcements such as that in question are not always 

advisable. They may give pain in quarters least expected. We know 

that the friends of the late Lord Palmerston prohibited, at the eleventh 

hour, the publication of a narrative of the Medical aspects of his last 

illness, as calculated to wound the feelings of relations. Mr. Haden 
is a gentleman who has a high sense of honour and Professional eti¬ 

quette, and must be acquitted of all mean or unworthy motives in com¬ 

municating to a contcmporai'y the article to which our correspondents 

have drawn oiu: attention. 

Uterine H.ejioeri!Age. 

TO THE editor OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Allow me to suggest another method of suppressing uterine 
hremorrhago after delivery by inti'oducing into the uterus a bladder, ball 
of india-rubber or oil silk, with a double tube attached, through which, by 
attaching a sju inge to one of the tubes, the ball can be partly or completely 
distended, by keeping up a constant injecting current of cold water through 
the ball, wliich is allowed to escape by the other tube, through a stop-cock, 
as rapidly as it becomes warm. By cooling the water with a frigorific 
mixture, a great degree of dry cold can be applied to the interior of the 
uterus, which has advantage over the usual plan of applying cold, especially 
in preventing the contact of moisture, in being able to apply a constant 
degree of cold, and also pressure to excite the uterus to contract or to press 
on the bleeding vessels, according to the force of the injecting current. 
The construction of such an instrument is easy, so long as the_ principles I 
exiilain are understood. I also suggest in most cases, when this instrument 
is used, the application of warmth to the surface of the body. Byinjecting 
hot water tlnough the ball, drj' heat can be applied to the uterus in some 
cases of htemorrhage and disease. I am, &c. W. C. 

America.—Piles of American papers just received contain letters and lead¬ 
ing articles respecting the late outbreak of the students of the Phila¬ 

delphia Hospital against the admission of women to the lectures of that 

institution. 

Lincoln.—rho workhouse of Lincohi contains about 250inmates. Diarrhcea 

lately prevailed there; the well of the institution was closed for di-inking 

purposes, and the diarrhoea ceased. The workhouse is now drained into 

a ditch on the West-common, where the sewage remains polluting the air 

and endangering the health of hundreds of children who, in fine weather, 

play about that spot. Mr. W. J. Mantle, of Lincoln, in an able letter in 

the last nmnber of the Lincohi Journal, calls upon the guardians to take 
effective measures, not only to dispose of the sewage of the workliouse, 

but to drain the city completely and give it a proper supiily of water. 

Chloroform Inhalation. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—A letter in the Standard of Monday last, and the “ death from 
chloroform ” reported in your impression of the 27th ultimo, show that 
both the public and the Profession are uneasy concerning this invaluable 
and indispensable agent, and suggest to me the propriety of making some 
remarks on it, in the hope of eliciting the opinions of those whose 
e.xperience and opportunities exceed mine. 

The correspondent of the Standard proposed to lessen the dangers of 
chlorofonnby making its administration a “ distinct branch of the Pi-ofes- 
pion in other words, that a body of men should be trained in the use of 
it, “ who would never take their eyes from the countenance nor their 
fingoi-s from the pulse of the patient.” Now, while disapproving of a 
remedy in the direction of increasing the distinctions and specialities 
already too numerous in our ranks, yet his remedy is tome suggestive that 
indications of danger from this drug are too much sought for from pulse and 

countenance, and too little from respiration, believing, as I do, that danger 
more frequently is to be apprehended primarily from impeded respiration 
than from failm-e of the heart’s action, as shovm by failing pulse. 

I believe that a frequent cause of death under chloTOfoi-m arises from 
mechanical closure of the windpipe by gi-avitation of the tongue into the 
back of the mouth, and when this is the case restoratives in the form of 
electricity, etc., can be of no avail. I do not think that fatal i-csults arise 
from heart disease so often as is generally supposed, and I believe that 
heart-disease of even a decided kind is compatible with the safe use of 
chlorofonn. 

I ventm’e to add, also, that a frequent source of danger is want of 
confidence in the drug, leading to its being given in reported .small doses. 
On the other hand, confidence in it leads to its being given at the outset in 
a large dose, repeating it if necessaiy, and so to reach the ultimate condi¬ 
tion of insensibility with the least previous amount of excitement possible. 
I should consider it safer to begin with a dose of not less than 3j - for an 
adult, repeating it if necessary, than to begin with one of half the quantity 
with the certainty of having to go on repeating it. 

If you deem my remarks likely to be useful, I shall feel much obliged by 
your inserting them in your valuable journal. 

December 2. I am, Ac. A General Practitioner. 

Quacrens.—The Act of 1858 gives the right to be registered (and therefore 

of practice when registered) to all Doctors, Bachelors, or Licentiates of 

Medicine, or Masters in Surgery of any univensity in the United Kingdom. 

Any M.B. of the University of London, therefore, after registration, is a 

legally qualified Medical Practitioner. The question of what title should 

be assumed by or given to a Bachelor of Medicine was not touched in 

the article referred to. Bachelors of Medicine of Oxford and Cambridge 

have generally been styled courtesy “Doctors.” The University of 
London, not willing that its graduates should rest at the Bachelor’s 

degree, discountenances the extension of the same courtesy to them. 

The ch-cumstance, however, is merely adventitious. 

Registry of Sickness.—'Mr. Liddle says: “In a letter addressed to the 
Editor of the Journal of Public Health, and published in the number fo.’ 

July, 1848,1 drew public attention to this important subject, and urged 

the desirability of furnishing the Eegistrar-General with a weekly return 

of the cases of sickness occurring in the metropolis, so that he might bo 

able to publish it with the weekly returns of death. Such a publication 

would acquaint the public authorities and then- officers with the actual 
state of the health of the people. If such returns had been published, 

the numerous cases of relapsing fever, a disease fatal in the j)roport:on 

only of about 5 per cent, of persons attacked, w'oidd have called, at an 

early period, the attention of the public to the subject.” 

Hamburg Sherry. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—A short time back an article appeared in your valuable paper 
entitled “ Hambro’Sherry and the shilling duty,” which was penned in 
opposition to the lowering of the import duties on wine. 'Will you allow me 
space for a few observations on the subject 1 _ 

The writer of the article referred to treats the wine-duty question on the 
role merits of allowing Hamburg sherries to be imported at the proposed 
duty of one shilling per gallon, and omits to allow that it would be a great 
boon to our population if good wholesome vrines, such as Port, Sherry, 
Marsala, Tcneriffe, Tarragona, and other strong wines, were admitted at 
a lesser rate of duty. Wliilst admitting that the ardent spirit sold in such 
immense quantities in the form of sweetened gin or cordial is the curse of 
the lower grades of society, he infers that if Hamburg sherries of 40 degrees 
strength were admitted at one shilling duty the evil woidd bo increased by 
our poorer classes ffying to the much nastier and unwliolesome Hambui'g 
w'ines, because the alcoholic contents vended under that form would attract 
their attention as being cheaper. 

I much doubt this result, even were the figures quite correct as given. 
The writer was probably not aware that Hamburg factitious wines rarely 
contain more than 33 to 34 degrees proof sphit (equal to about 19 per cent, 
of pure alcohol), and that even now, if showing any suporfiuous strength 
when tasted and tested at the laboratory of the custom-house, they arc 
condemned for re-exportation, or charged with the spirit duty as sweetened 
compounds. . , ■ , 

I would cordially agi-ce with any suggestion conducive to keejing us 
clear of such abominations as factitious wmes, and, although an advocate 
for the one shilling duty on honest wines up to astrength of 36 or 38 degrees, 
I wish we could guard against the Hamburg trash. That this can be done 
by proper legislation there can be no doubt about—for instance, nothing 
is easier than to determine the presence of tartaric acid in wines ; all real 
wines contain it. Supposing it were resolved to admit only such inrms at 
the shilling duty as should contain, as a minimimi, i per cent, of tartaric 
acid, we should effectually exclude Hamburg sherry, because they do 
not contain, and cannot be made to contain, this essential vinous property, 
unless made from wine, when they would be less objectionable. 

I maintain, in contradiction to Messrs. Gilbey’s assertion, that the pre¬ 
sent Hambm'g wines have not cheap German wines as a basis but lu-e 
made with distilled water; hence Dr. Duprfi does not find any tartanc acid 
in his analysis, whilst in cheap hook (German wine) he detects 12>j per cent. 

All fetters on trade impede its natural development (which means that 
they prevent Peter from buying cheaply from Paul what the latter pro¬ 
duces). I am therefore in favour of the lowering of duty on wine, and I 
am happy to say that a gi-eat majority of Englishmen hold the same 
opinion, more particularly because it will be a stop towards bauishmg tlia^ 
horrible enemy—gin; but when it is conclusively proved that an article ot 
commerce introduced under an innocent name is in reahty jioison, such as 
Hambm'g sherry must be to a sick person, we shoidd mulct it so as to anni¬ 

hilate it. . , . j-i . 
Hamburg’ Sherries can be dealt ■with by Icg’islation. much more readily 

than home adulterations, because every gallon has to be cleared at the 
lustom-house. , ^ j.. 

Before concluding, allow me to call the attention of yoiu' readers to the 
act that if alcohol of pm-e quality is added during the vintage to ^e musts 
n moderate proportions, as is done in the South of Siiain, the Doiu'o, a^ 
iladeira, Marsala, &o., before the musts pass through theii- secondary 
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fermentation into -wine, this alcohol chemically combines -with the tvines, 
becomes digestible, and consequently less intoxicating than if taken in the 
distilled or diluted form. lam &c. 

London, December 6. ’ ’ p 

T/ie Medical Act. We do not expect much support from the general press 
in oim struggle for the attainment of an amendment of this measure. 
Aris s Birmingham Gaxette, ho-wever, in its last issue has a sensible lead¬ 
ing article on the subject, and concludes -with these 'word.s—“In all 
probability the amended Medical Act wiU only be attained after a severe 
struggle, and the memorialists, so ably represented by Dr. Bell Fletcher, 
■wUl do well to dismiss personal considerations, and close then- ranks in 
unselflsh earnestness. We look forward with no ordinary interest to the 
meeting of the Medical Profession to be held at the Midland Institute 
this afternoon, and a great deal depends on the public spirit and modera¬ 
tion of the speakers.” 

COjIMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

D^ C. C. PiTciriE ; Mr. R. S. Thoexlev ; Dr. J. K. Browne ; Dr. Imeay ; 

Dr. H. Letiieby; A General Practitioner; Dr. Russell; Mr. John 

Stroud ; Mr. F. Greatiibed ; An Old Subscriber ; Dr. Fayree ; Mr. 

Boverton Redwood; Mr. J. L. Paterson; Mr. T. Stokes; Medicus ; 

Dr. Wiblin; hL-. F. R. Wilson ; Mr. H. Lorenz Fbuerheerd ; Sar- 

TORIUS ; Dr. F. R. Fairbank ; Dr. Henry Bennbt ; Mr. J. F. Colling- 

wood ; Mr. J. B. Cuegenven ; Dr. J. N. Vinen; Dr. Crisp; Dr. G. J. 

Sealy; Dr. Loney; Mr. J. Williams; Dr. H. P. Ribton ; Mr G 

Gaskoin; Mr. Erasmus Wilson; Mr. Weioiitman ; Mr. Spencer 

Wells ; Mr. B. Nbwbatt ; Dr. Lawson ; Mr. T. M. Stone ; Mi-. 
Ap.nott ; Mr. J. Chatto ; Dr. E. Oldfield. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

The Working Man’s School (a paper read at the Manchester Educational 
Congress)—Practitioner, No. 18—Watson’s Essay on Vaccination: Its 
actual Value and attendant Dangers-Monthly Microscopical Journal 
No. 12—Finlayson on the Temperatiu-e of Children in Phthisis and Tuber- 
culosis--Die Addison’sche Ki-ankheit, von Dr. Averbeck—Australian 
Medical Gazette—American Journal of Insanity, No. 26—Transactions 
of the Odontological Society-Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with 
the Government of India—American Journal of the Medical Sciences No 
116-An Historical Reriew of the Nature and Results of Vaccination- 
Mun-ay on Small-pox, Cliicken-pox, and Vaccination-GiU’s Chemisti-y 
for Sohools-Acton on Prostitution, 2nd edition—California Medical 
Gazette, November-Gross’s Case of Poisoning by Three Grains of 
Atropia—Smith’s Physicians’ and Surgeons’ Visiting List and Pocket 
Diary, 1870. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

Nature—New York Medical Gazette—Animal World, No. 3—The Preston 
Gua,r^an-The PhRadelphia Press-The Philadelphia Daily Evening 
BuUetm-Birmingham Daily Gazette—New York Medical Record-Lei¬ 
cester Guardian—Medical Press and Circular—Sunderland and Durham 
County Herald. 

VITAL STATISTICS OE LONDO^JL 
JFeek ending Saturday, December 4, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1125; Girls, 1016; Total, 2141. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-6S, 1941*7. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week. 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

850 
742-8 

865 
736-2 

1705 
1479-0 
1627 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. Diar¬ 

rhoea. 
Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 5 30 1 9 4 Q 
North . 618210 2 6 48 17 19 3 
Central 378058 2 19 2 6 5 \ **• 
East . 571158 6 4 60 1 14 12 2 

<•« 

South . 773175 2 23 88 17 9 7 

Total . , 2803989 10 40 245 4 63 49 1 19 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 

during the Week ending Saturday, December 4, 1869, in 
the following large Towns:—■ 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London (Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 214lfl462 1705 46-6 24-0 34-2 0-80 81 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 112 76 '•101 48-5 18-9 34-6 1-59 161 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 214 175 193 47-2 25-1 34-2 1-14 116 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 332 295 263 46-0 23-4 33-8 0-35 .35 
Manchester (City) . 370892 82-7 244 210 *207 46-3 21-0 33-0 0-39 39 
Salford (Borough) . 119350'23-1 SO 60 72 46-5 •20-4 34-1 0-38 38 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752110-5 159) 126 1.54 45-5 23-5 34-6 0-61 62 
Bradford (Borough) 138522121-0 99 71 71 44-6 24-0 32-8 0-17 17 
Leeds (Borough) 2.5.3110! 11-7 230 129 140 45-0 24-0 34-6 0 61 62 
Hull (Borough) 126682:35-6 74 59 73 45-0 13-0 31-9 0-79 80 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503'24-5 70 69 65 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002|40-2 139 86 102 41-7 21-0 31-7 o-io io 
Glasgow (City) 458937190-6 327 268 317 .39-8 19-7 30-7 0-04 4 
Dublin (City, etc.f) 320762132-9 146 158 162 44-8 25-0 35-3 1-00 101 

. 

To-tos . . . 6546587 35-6'4367 3244 36.30 

10 
G

O
 13-0 33-4 0-61 62 

Paris (City) . .1889842 ... 846 ... . . 
Week 1 
ending Week ending Nov. 27. 
Vov. 27. 1 1 

Vienna (City) . 605200 ... 319 ... 1 ... 1 39-61 ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observato:^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29-719 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
29-22 in. on Tuesday, Nov. 30, to 30-08 in. by the end of the week. 

The general direction of the wind was variable. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

* The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINT]\IENTS POE THE WEEK. 

December 11. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9J a.m. King’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, p.m. 

13. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Rectum, Ij p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2J p.m. 

Medical Society of London, 8 p.m. Mr. R. W. Dunn, “ On a Case of 
Poisoning by Aconite.” Mr. Thomas Bryant, “ On Disease of the Knee- 
joint.” 

14. Tuesday. 

Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopaedic, 
Great Portland-street, 2 p.m. 

Anthropological Society, 8 p.m. C. Staniland Wake, F.A.S.L., “ The 
Race Affinities of the Peoples of Madagascar.” 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, SJ p.m. Mr. George Pollock, 
“ On Amputation at the Knee-joint.” 

lo. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, II p.m. ; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, IJ p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s li p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Society op Art.s, 8 p.m. Meeting. 

METEOROLOGY. 
_ From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer - nn.-r 
Mean temperature 
Highest point of thermometer 
Lowest point of thermometer 
Mean dew-point temperature 
General direction of -wind . 
Whole amount of rain in the week . 

29-719 
34-2 
46-6 
24-0 
29-6 
Varial 
0-80 

16. Thursday. 

Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Oplithahnic, 1 p.m.; 
Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; 

University College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

Harveian Society, 8 p.m. Mr. Curgenven, “ On Quinsy.” 

17. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, 11 p.m. ; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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ORiaiNAL LECTHRES. 
-©- 

LECTHEES ON EXPERIMENTAL AND 
PRACTICAL MEDICINE. 

By BENJAMIN W. EICHAEDSON, M.D., F.E.S. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL EESEAECH ON ALCOHOLS.(a) 

Gentlemen,—I ask your attention in the present lecture to 
some experimental demonstrations bearing upon the physio¬ 
logical action of the alcohols. No subject could possibly be of 
deeper interest to us as Practitioners of Medicine, for one at 
least of the series of chemical bodies with ■which "we are about 
to deal, common or ethylic alcohol, is brought daily under our 
consideration as a remedial agent, and the questions 'we are 
about to put are—What is the value of this agent, "what its 
immediate action on the economy ? These questions are essen¬ 
tially preliminary to practical application, and I shall treat them 
in that light—treat them purely and simply for the moment as 
though we had no practical ideas at all relative to application. 

At once_let me direct your minds to the precise title of this 
lecture, it is not upon alcohol, but upon “alcohols.” The 
Profession up to the present time has been content to study 
alcohol ag though it "were an isolated compound, and, indeed, 
imtil our days the chemists studied it after a similar mode. 
But the chemists "were first to move onwards, and to discover 
and teach the facts that there are several bodies in nature all 
of which are alcohols, and that the alcohol we use in daily life, 
in wine, spirits, beer, is but one representative of a large and 
active family of chemical bodies. I believe I am the first 
physiologist who has followed the chemists by endeavouring to 
discover the difference of action of the different members of 
this family; and as to-day I am still following the same course, 
the term the “ alcohols” is chosen as the most significant head¬ 
ing to the present effort. I have in no degree, it is true, come 
up with the chemists in their work, but I have kept in the 
track they have laid out, and for a few stages have done the 
best, in my way, to make progress. 

Physical Notes. 

Common alcohol, or, in more correct language, ethylic 
alcohol, is a compound of the elements carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen. It is composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen 
—thus C2H(jO. It is made, as is well knoAvn, by the fermenta¬ 
tion of sugar and after-distillation. Its physical properties 
are given in the second line of the follo'wing table. It is 
grouped in the table in its natural place -with five other 
alcohols which I have studied in relation to their physiological 
properties. 

Name. 

Methylic alcohol . 
Ethylic „ 
Propylic „ 
Butylic „ . 
Amylic „ . 
Caproylic ,, 

Alcohols. 
Chemical Vapour 

com¬ density 
position. 

CH4O 16 

C2H8 0 23 

C3H8O 30 

C4H10O 37 
CjHpO 44 

c6Hi;o 51 

Sp. grav. 
Boiling-point. 

Centi- Fahren- 
7ab6r 100 j c 

•814 

■ grade. 

60’ 

heit. 

140’ 

•792 78’ 172’ 

— 96’ 205’ 

•803 110’ 230’ 

•811 132’ 270’ 

•821 150’ 302’ 

The construction of ethylic alcohol in a chemical point of 
•vdew—in respect, that is to say, to the arrangement of its 
elements—is water (HjO), in which an organic radical called 
ethyle, composed of carbon and hydrogen (CjHj), replaces one 
atom of the hydrogen of the water. Thus:— 

^ I O water., | 0 ethylic alcohol. 

When ethylic alcohol is oxidised, it yields different com¬ 
pounds, according to the character of the oxidation. The 
result may be a simple oxidation of two atoms of the hydrogen, 
by wliich water is produced, and there is left with the water a 
fluid having the composition of C2H4O, called aldehyde; or, 
the oxidation carried further, an equivalent of oxygen is 
added -with the result of the formation of a compound 
CoH^Oo, acetic acid. Lastly, if the oxidation be intense, as 
it is in’this lamp, where we are burning alcohol, the carbon, 
which in preceding changes remains untouched, is directly 
oxidised, as well as the hydrogen, and the result is the produc¬ 
tion of dioxide of carbon or carbonic acid CO,, and water H.^O. 

Ethylic alcohol, studied in this simple manner, is, then, to us 

(a) Delivered on Tuesday, December 7. 

Yol. II. 1869. No. 1016. 

a type of other bodies, five of which are down in our table. In 
the destructive distillation of wood there passes over an alcohol 
which is commonly called wood spirit or naphtha. We have a 
very pure specimen of it now going roimd the room. This 
alcohol differs from common alcohol in that it is a compound 
in which an organic radical called methyle, CHj, replaces one 
atom of hydrogen of water. Thus:— 

HI CH 1 
jj I 0, water, jj® > O, methylic alcohol. 

This alcohol is called methylic alcohol; its composition is, as , 
seen above, CH4O, and its physical properties are placed in the 
table. When this alcohol is slowly oxidised, it yields, as we 
now know from the recent discovery of the illustrious chemist 
Hofmann, an aldehyde called formaldehyde. In the production 
of this compound two atoms of the hydrogen of the methylic 
alcohol are oxidised, forming one equivalent of water, H2O, 
and formaldehyde, CH2O, a gas. If the oxidation be carried, 
further still, an equivalent of oxygen is added, and the result 
is the formation of an acid called formic, CH2O2, which is the 
analogue of acetic acid. 

When methylic alcohol is oxidised rapidly, as in this burning 
lamp, which is trimmed •with it, the carbon and oxygen are 
both oxidised, and the products are dioxide of carbon or carbonic 
acid CO2, and water H2O. This alcohol, please observe, 
has in it only one equivalent of carbon. 

In the fermentation of potato fiour, and, in less quantity, 
in all alcoholic fermentations, we obtain a crude disagree¬ 
ably smelling spirit, which is called fusel oil. Hr. Vers- 
mann has been good enough to bring us a specimen of this, and 
you win see that indeed it does at first sight look Ike an oil. 
It is of the colour of linseed oil, and the odour is intolerable. 
By successive distillations, however, at different degrees of 
temperature, we can succeed in distilhng over from this un¬ 
promising liquor several varieties of alcohols. I will pass 
round four of these which have been distilled by Hr. Yersmann. 
They are the four alcohols named in the table after common or 
ethylic alcohol, and they are called respectively propylic, 
butylic, amylic, and caproylic. In all of them we have the 
same plan of construction as in common alcohol—that is to say, 
we have one atom of the hydrogen of water H2O replaced by 
an organic radical. In propylic alcohol this radical is propyle 
(C3H7) ; in butylic alcohol, butyle (C4H9); in amylic alcohol, 
amyle (C^Hn); and in caproylic alcohol, caproyle (CgHia). 
The change in each case is the same as in the case of ethylic 
alcohol. By oxidation of these alcohols we obtain in a similar 
manner corresponding aldehydes and acids. Thus propylic 
alcohol gives propionaldehyde C3H5O and propionic acid 
C3H6O2. Butylic alcohol gives butylaldehyde C4H8O and 
butylic acid C4H8O2. Amylic alcohol gives amylaldehyde or 
commonly called valeraldehyde CjHjoO and valerianic acid 
C5H10O2. Caproylic should also give an aldehyde C6H12O, 
and an acid, caproic, CeHj202; but these have not yet been 
directly obtained from the alcohols. 

Wlien the hea-vier alcohols are burned as we have them burning 
in these lamps, which are trimmed with them separately, we 
get, as from common alcohol, oxidation of carbon and hydrogen, 
and as products of such oxidation the dioxide of carbon or car¬ 
bonic acid (CO2) and water (H2O). But there is a difference 
in the process of burning, for now the oxygen in the common 
air is not sufficient to consume all the carbon, and the result is 
an escape or separation of free carbon, which becomes deposited 
as soot. See this in experiment. Before me are six lamps 
trimmed with the six alcohols, and all yielding flame. I com¬ 
mence to test the flame for free carbon by holding over each a 
cold white porcelain plate. Methylic alcohol and ethylic 
yield no deposit of soot on the plate, their carbon is all oxi- 
dised; propylic alcohol gives a faint deposit, butylic more, 
amylic more still, while the caproylic, so soon as I bring the 
plate near to its flame, yields a deposit which gives a layer of 

^^Bearing in mind this increase of carbon in each of the alco¬ 
hols from the methylic, please to carry the eye to the table in 
which the physical characteristics of each are explained ; you 
will then see that, in proportion as the carbon and hydrogen 
increase, there is produced in each case a fluid having ('" ith 
one apparent exception) a proportionate heavier vapour density, 
a heavier fluid density, and a higher boihng point. These 
differences, as I shall prove, modify phy,siolo^cal action. _ 

One more peculiarity requires to be noticed, and this physio- 
loo-ically is of great moment. Methylic and ethyhc alcohols 
are soluble in water in all proportions ; but wh^ we movo^ to 
the hi^-her alcohols this solubility is lessened. Butyhc alcohol, 
for example, is soluble in water in the proportion of one part to 
one and a half, while amyUc and caproylic are insoluble. 
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PHYSIOLOaiCAL ACTION. 

In considering' physiological action, I shall commence with 
common or^ ethylic alcohol, and I shall dwell on modes of 
administration; stages or degrees and characters of symptoms 
produced by alcohols ; effects on animal temperature ; mode of 
death, and post-mortem results in cases where death is a direct 
result. Changes of structure from the slow action of alcohol 
I must reserve for a future lecture. 

Ethylic Alcohol. 

—Ethylic alcohol can be administered in 
mfferent ways—by the mouth, by subcutaneous injection, by 
inhalation of vapour, and by inhalation in the form of spray • 
for the latter or spray inhalation, I employ the Seigele’s spray 
producer, made by ICrohne and Sesemann, in which a current of 
steam is driven by the heat of a spirit lamp from a small boiler, 
and the alcohol drawn up the capidary tube from its reservoir 
^ broken up into very fine spray. This little instrument is 
mvaluable in all cases where inhalation of spray is required. 
Eapnfity of action _ is most quickly secured by the method of 
subcutaneous injection, but this sometimes causes local irrita¬ 
tion, and on that account is so far objectionable. To meet the 
objection it is an advantage to dilute absolute alcohol with an 
equal quantity of water. Intoxication by inhalation of the 
vapour 18 a very slow process, even at a temperature of 80° Eahr. 
^ stages of Intoxication.^—In the progress towards complete 
intoxication under ethylie alcohol, however administered, there 
are, as under chloroform, four distinct degrees or stages. The 
first IS a stage of ^simple exhilaration; the second of excite¬ 
ment ; the third of rambling insensiblity, and the fourth of 
entire unconsciousness, with muscular prostration. The 
duration of these stages can be modified in the most remarkable 
degree by the mode of admiaistration, but whether they are 
developed and recovered from in an hour or a day, they are 
always present _ excejit in eases where the quantity of alcohol 
administered is in such excess that life is endangered or destroved 
mstantly. ^ 

Temgoerature. In the first or exhilarative stage, the temperature 
undergoes a, slight increase—-in buds a degree Eahrenheit, in 
rabbits half a degree. With the stage of excitement, durino- 
which tAere is vomiting in birds, or attempts at vomitino-, the 
temperature comes back to its natural standard, in the second 
stage it soon begins to fall, and during the third into the 
fourth stage the_ decline continues. In the third degree it 
reaches its &st minimum, and in birds comes down from five and 
a half to six degrees; in rabbits from two and a half to three 
degrees. In this condition the animal temperature often 
remains steady until there are signs of recovery—viz., conscious 
or semi-conscious movements, upon which there is a further fall 
of temperature of two or even three degrees. In this course of 
recovery I have seen, for instance, the temperature of a pigeon 
which had a natural standard of 110°, reduced to 102°. Esually 
vath this depression of force there is desire for sleep, and wfith 
perfect rest in a warm air there is return of animal heat ; but 
the retiirn is very slow, the space of time required to biino- back 

being from three to four times longer than 
that which was reqmred to reduce to the minimum. 

In these fluctuations of temperature the ordinary influences 
of «ie external air play an important part as regards duration 
of fluctuations, and, to some extent, as regards extremes of 
fluctuation. 

The introduction of alcohol into the body in frequent and 
smail^ quantities, so as not to produce any of the stages of true 
intoxication, is attended with a reduction of temperature 
lifted to one and a half degrees in small mammalia. The 
effect IS defimte as the result of the administration, and occurs 
under varying circumstances, before food, after food, and in 
atmospheres of different warmths. It is most defined when 
the ^cohol 18 adnunistered by the hypodermic method. 

^en the alcoholic sleep from ethyl alcohol is pushed to the 
fullest extent, a very long time elapses, after perfect uncon¬ 
sciousness IS developed, before the respiratory, circulatory, and 
even some of the voluntary muscles cease to act. The move¬ 
ment of the voluntary muscles is not, however, an act of con¬ 
sciousness it is not reflex, and it cannot be excited by the 
touch.^ it is_ usually an automatic movement, and will con¬ 
tinue in the limbs for a long time. At last nothing remams to 
give ev^ence of the continuance of life except the motion of 
the heart and diaphragm, the persistency of the action of 
which IS amongst the most curious facts in physioloo'v. The 
final act rests mth the heart: the heart continues to'contract 
when the breathing has ceased, and is fo’und contracting on 

L auricles and ventricles, on opening the 
7j ■wneix all the outward indications of motion are over. 

I notice particularly that prolonged tremors do not seem to 
be produced by the ethylic alohohol. 

Post-mortem jLppearances. — The appearances immediately 
after death frem ethylic alcoholic intoxication are very distinc- 
tive. The brain is found charged withfluid blood, and the sinuses- 
distended with exudation of serum in the ventiicles and in the 
membranes. The small vessels of the brain are greatly injected • 
the lungs are wliite, free from congestion, and ivell inflated 
wfith air; the heart is full of blood on both sides, and its own 
vessels are engorged; the liver is natural, and the gall-bladder 
is not distended; the inner smTace of the stomach, even 
when the intoxication is induced by the gradual inhalation of 
the vapour, is very much congested, and a strong odour of the- 
alcohol_pervades any contents that maybe in the stomach; the 
spleen is normal, and the alimentary tract below the stomach is 
normal; the kidneys are intensely congested, blood exuding 
freely from the cortical part in points or specks; the bladder 
is usually empty. ^ The blood on the left as well as on the right 
side of the heart is dark, but on exposure to air it soon reddens, 
and coag'ulation is firm. The corpuscles underg'o g'reat changes 
even before death : they are shrunken, crenate, and some are- 
elongated and flattened, with truncated ends. 

Methylic Alcohol. 
ITethylic alcohol, placed in our table in its proper place, above 

ethylic, may be administered in the same manner as ethylic, 
but it is much more easily administered by inhalation. It 
might be used as a general anesthetic in the place of chloro¬ 
form—1 mean by inhalation—but it is slower in its action. 

^ Carried to the full extent, the methylic alcohol produces four- 
distinct stages or degrees, the respiration in the third degree 
becoming blowing in character. With the foui'th degree there- 
is complete muscular prostration and amesthesia, but reflex 
movements may be excited unless the period of death be very 
near. The temperature of the animal body begins rapidly to* 
fan imder the i^uence of methylic alcohol, and often falls 
from the first without any preliminary rise. 

In birds (pigeons) I have found, when the third degree of 
insensibility is produced, that, in so short a period as ten 
minutes, the temperature is reduced four degrees, and that the 
decline of temperature continues during the whole period of 
recovery, reaching, at the lowest, a decline of eight degrees on 
Eahrenheit’s scale. The temperature begins to rise again 
about two hours after the first indications of recovery, but a 
period of from seven to eight hours is required to restore the 
body, under the most favourable conditions, to the natural 
temperature. In one case these effects of reduction of tempe¬ 
rature were observed, even when the external temperature of 
the air was 80° Eahr. 

When the administration of methylic alcohol is carried to 
the extent of destroying fife, the respiration and circulation 
cease almost at the same time ; but here ag'ain the heart slio’htly 
outlives the respiration. And, if a frog' which seems to have- 
oeeii killed outrig’ht by this substance be examined micro- 
scopicaUy after death, the circulation through the web of the- 
foot may be observed for more than an hour. 

On openmg thebody of an animal that has been destroyed 
by methylic alcohol, the heart will be found pulsating' several 
minutes after death; the heart contains blood on both sides,, 
and the lungs are charged with a little blood, so that they are of 
a pink colour. The brain is much gorged with blood, and the 
kidneys are congested. The blood itself undergoes little 
change; coagulation is sHghtly impeded, but a firm clot results, 
and the blood corpuscles retain their natural character. In 
respect to post-mortem apiiearanees there is thus a difference- 
between the two alcohols in respect to the condi-fion of the 
lung. Dr. Sedgwick has this moment brought into the room- 
a careful dissection of an animal, a rabbit, which has slept 
into death from the effect of an overdose of common alcohol. 
The dose in this case which has produced the fatal insensibility 
is two hundred and fifty grains administered at five injections 
by the hypodermic syringe. _You wfil see that both sides of 
the heart are in vigorous action, but the lung's are absolutely 
bloodless ; they are pure white in appearance. Had the death 
been from methylic alcohol, the colour would have been pink, 
because there would have been some blood still entering from 
the heart. Hence methylic alcohol is less fatal than ethylic. 
The circulating' andrespiratory systems fail more evenly tog'cther. 

The Heaviee Alcohols. 
We come now to consider the action of the heavier alcohols, 

those which on the table are placed naturally belov.^ the 
standard specimen, ethylic alcohol. We will pass over the 
propylic alcohol, because there is some difficulty in obtaining 
so perfect a specimen as would be absolutely reliable, and we 
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will advance to butylie, aiajdic, and caprojdic. So noon a.s wo 
arrive at these alcohols, we have an important physical dif¬ 
ference to consider as between them and the ethylio and 
methylic. The difference I refer to is that they are not, like 
the lighter alcohols, soluble in water. Notwithstanding, they 
enter the body in sufficient quantity to produce the most deci¬ 
sive effects. Each of the alcohols named may be administered 
by inhalation, by sj)ray, by subcutaneous inj ection, or by the 
alimentary canal; the first methods are jirolonged, the best is 
that by subcutaneous injection. These heavier alcohols, if 
they be administered slowly, produce also four degrees of sym¬ 
ptoms ; but the degrees or stages are much less clearly defined. 
'The first and second degrees are comparatively brief; the 
third and fourth j>rolonged ; but the parallel remains. They 
act in much smaller doses, moreover, as an ilffistration before 
us will show. Here are two guinea pigs—one large, the other 
small—the larger one being, within forty gi-ains, twice the 
weiglit of the smaller. Two hours ago to the smaller was 
administered subcutaneously fifteen grains of pure ethylic,to the 
larger, at the same moment and subcutaneoiisly, fifteen grains 
of pure amylic alcohol. See the difference : the small animal 
is unaffected; it was drowsy for twenty minutes or so, but now 
it is quite well; but the larger animal under the amylic 
alcohol, in what profound and senseless sleep it lies! It is as 
deeply narcotised and cataleptic as it would be lender the same 
dose of hydrate of chloral, and this state will last for eight or, 
it may be, ten hours, with ultimate perfect recovery. At the 
commencement of my last lecture I showed a similar result 
from butylic alcohol. Now in these cases an over-whehning 
dose of the narcotic alcohol has been given at once, and the 
8ymj)toms have passed to the fourth stage or degree quickly. 
But if the dose be smaller, there will be a prolonged third 
stage, during wdiich there are certain symptoms which do not 
belong to the intoxication produced by the lighter alcohols. 
One of these symptoms is a peculiar muscular tremor which 
occurs at intervals in a spontaneous manner, but which can be 
excited by a touch at any time. In the intervals when the 
-tremors are absent, there is frequent twitching of muscles. 
The tremors themselves are not positively muscular contrac¬ 
tions, but rather vibrations through the whole musciilar sys¬ 
tem, and arc connected with extreme want of true contractile 
power. "While they are present the temperature continues to 
decline, and a difference of a full half-degree may be observed 
Between, before, and after each paroxysm. When they are 
■once established they may continue, without further admini¬ 
stration of alcohol, for ten and twelve hoiirs steadily; and so 
slowly do they decline that I have seen them excited thirty- 
six hours after the deep intoxication. They subside by remis- 
■sion of intensity and prolongation of interval of occurrence. 

There cannot, I think, be a doubt that these tremors prodiTced 
in animals by the heavier alcohols are identical Avith the tremors 
observed in the human subject during the alcoholic disease 
hnown as delirium tremens. What the nature of the mus¬ 
cular movement is, what unnatural relationsliips exist between 
the nervous system, the muscles, and the blood—these are 
questions of singular interest. Involuntary, deAmloped even 
against the Avill; excited by any external touch that sets up 
vibration; attended AAuth great reduction of temperature, and 
remaining so long as the temperature is low, they indicate 
olearly an intense depression of animal force, a condition in 
which all the force that remains seems to be expended on the 
organic acts of life, on the support of the motions of the 
heart, muscles of respiration, and the fimctions of the secerning 
g-lands. 

While these symptoms of deep narcotism and muscular pro¬ 
stration are present as the result of the administration of the 
heavier alcohols, the most important modifications of animal 
temperature are also presented. From the first there is a fall 
of temperature, which continues up to the fourth degree of 
insensibility. The extreme of reduction of temperature re¬ 
quires to be seen to be fully accepted. Well, here is the fact 
now before us. The guinea-pig on the table, which is in such 
a deep and deathlike sleep, had a natural temperature of 
103^ Fahr. before the alcohol was injected. Bead noAV the 
temperature for yourselves; it is 80’ Fahr., so that an animal 
can actually liA'e when it has lost 23’ of natural heat. In 
cholera in the human subject I once saw the temperature fall 
to 81° Fahr., which woidd be 14° below the natural condition; 
hut here the fall is 23°, and yet with care the animal will re- 
coA'er without any more anxiety than if it were waking from 
natural sleep. "When, to the inexperienced, death Avould seem 
inevitable, when the respirations are not more than one per 
minute, recovery may be quite safe, and when it is pronounced 
and consciousness returns, eagerne.ss for food is the only ob¬ 

servable peculiarity. I could repeat this experiment AA'ith 
butylic alcohol, but to produce the same extreme effects I 
should require to employ about one-fifth more of the fluid; 
and I could repeat the experiment with the caproylic alcohol, 
but to produce the same effect I need not take so much of the 
•fluid by one-fifth. 

In these experiments wo see the influence of chemical com¬ 
position. We see that as the weight of the alcohol increases, 
as the carbon and hydrogen, but specially the carbon, in¬ 
creases, the narcotic action of the agent is increased. No 
lAlienomena can be steadier than these phenomena. 

When an animal is made to sleep into actual death by the 
administration of the heavier alcohols, the heart is commonly 
found containing- blood on both sides, and the lungs contain a 
little blood. The blood itself is dark even in the arterial 
circuit, and the venous blood is of dirty hue, and so viscid it 
flows slowly. Coagulation occurs, but the clot is loose, and 
yields much coloured serum. The blood-corpuscles are shrunken, 
crenate, or elongated with truncated ends where they lie loose, 
but they are mostly massed together in rolls, appearing as if 
they made in each roll one distinct cohmin; the fibrine sepa¬ 
rates in rods or bands, forming a coarse network very peculiar 
and distinct in character. The sinuses of the brain are charged 
with blood, and the brain, usually v/hite, is suffused Avith 
small dark points of blood. The Iddneys are congested. The 
muscles are dark, contain fluid blood, and for many hours re¬ 
tain the odour of the alcohol; they resist putrefaction for several 
days. The alimentary canal and other parts of the body pre¬ 
sent no appearance deserving special notice. 

EEVIEW. 

Beviewiug the facts thus noticed, we gather into a few 
heads the more distinctive results of our researches. We 
learn that there is a certain general character of action per¬ 
taining to all the alcohols so far as we have investigated, but 
that details of action differ according to chemical constitution 
■—that is to say, weight, center is paribus, intensifies action, and 
makes it more prolonged. Under all the alcohols animal tem¬ 
perature falls ; under all, when they are administered Avith suf¬ 
ficient freedom, motion and sensation are paralysed. The order 
of action on the various parts of the organism is uniform. The 
first action seems to be on the centres of voluntary motion, 
next on the centres of consciousness, grey matter of the hemi¬ 
spheres ; and next on centres of sensation, or those centres 
through which sensations are transmitted to the centres of con¬ 
sciousness. W^hen all these parts are underthe alcoholic influence 
the intoxication is complete; there is all but death. 

And yet this extreme intoxication is not near death is not 
near death for this reason, that those centres of power on which 
the movements of the heart and of the respiration depend re¬ 
main not unaffected, perchance, but so little affected that they 
are capable of sustaining a minimum life. The animal fire 
smoulders, but does not go out. In this particiflar of action 
lies the safety of common alcohol in respect to its immediate 
effects. Every profound intoxication would be a fatal cata¬ 
strophe were not this involuntary power of breathing and of 

circulating blood sxiecially retained. , . , 
You Avill ask mo naturally, before I leave this subject, Avhat 

is the mode of action of the alcohols. Do they arrest oxidation, 
or do they themselves undergo oxidation ? Are they sloAvly 
burned in the body, yielding the same products of combustion 
as are A-ielded by this burning lamp—viz., carbonic acid and 
Avater, or are they not burned at aU ? The evidence on these 
points is conflicting. On the one side, there is the evidence of 
Percy, Perrin, Lallemand, and Duroy, which goes to prove that 
ethylic alcohol is laid up in the tissues until it is eliminated by 
the urinary and other secretions; and again, there are the 
experiments of Thudichum and Dupre, wliich go to show that, 
although alcohol will pass off in the free state by the 
when the body is, in plain language, supersaturated AVith it, 
yet that the quantity found in the urine, after certain large 
amounts taken, bears no proportion to tho amoiint that ought 
to bo found if the whole Avere eliminated in the form in which 
it is taken, as alcohol. Dr. Thudichum’s book in Avhich he 
discusses this question, his report to tho Medical Officer of the 
Privy Council, which I place before you is such a model of 
industry, such a master-book in chemical physiology, that I 
would it Avere in the hands of every Practitioner in the king¬ 
dom, and assuredly the part which refers to a]cohol is deserving 
of special regard. For myself, I am satisfied that his facts 
are undeniable; but gi-anting this, I am not so certain 
the inference from them, that alcffiiol is consumed, is, in 
every sense of the term, right. Dr. Thudichum himself shows 
that alcohol does pass off at a certain stage of intoxication, by 
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dinner 'with. “ bad wine.’ 

argument yet presented 
th^ tlie alcohols throngh any gate that might distinguish 
them as apart from other chemical bodies. I can no more 

the urine, as alcohol, and we may therefore all ag-ree that such 
direct elimination is possible. But the Avhole is not accounted 
for by the finding; therefore some, a greater part, is con¬ 
sumed : that is the arg'ument. Before, however, we can 
admit the argument, we must knoAV hoAV much common 
alcohol the body Avill hold—as a cask, we may say, would 
hold it how much can be laid up and retained in combina¬ 
tion with the water of the tissues, and how long a time must 
elapse before a given quantity of alcohol is actually removed 
from the tissues by the kidneys and other emunctories. 
When we consider the greed with which alcohol drinks watei’, 
I fear, the element of time for ehmination being conceded, 
but little alooliol ‘would be found lost as so mucli consumed. 
My reasoning is based on the phenomena of alcoholic intoxica- 
tion. _ I pan deduce from them no evidence at any stage of 
mtoxication that there is increase of power in the organism. 
X admit in the first sta^e there is what is called excitement and 
a slight but brief increase of temperature ; but that does not 
occur to me as being anything more than the result of local 
^citation, the effect of a local irritant on the extremities of nerve. 
This stimulation, or excitement of sensibility, is, I think, a 
natural sequence of the application of an irritant to structures 
in which there is a nervous expanse to receive impressions, and 
with this effect all evidence of stimulation, to say nothino- of 
sustainment of jiower, ends. So soon as the alcohol makes^ its 
way into the organism and diffuses through the fluids, so soon 
there is depression, so soon respiration falls, carbonic acid gas, 
from respiration, decreases, and muscular strength, conscious¬ 
ness, and sensibihty dechne. 

• -fidea of active combustion of alcohols 
111 the Imdy, is the overwhelming fact of reduction of tempera¬ 
ture. Can an animal wliich is biuming faster than it oiio-ht to 
bui’ii grow colder than is natural, without the assistance of 
evaporation or other compensatory process ? 

I am prepared, notwithstanding aU this, to admit a certain 
oxidation of alcohol in the body. When the blood diluted with 
an alcohol brings round the weak spirit, in constant circuit, to 
the lungs, to expose it there to the air, it is next to impossible 
but that the same change will occur as would occur if the 
same diluted _ alcohol were exposed to air out of the body 
a slow oxidation with an acid as a prodnet. The free acid 
sweatmgs which follow a single alcohohc intoxication, the acid 
secretions from the intestines, the irritable condition of the 
heart,_ so like that which follows the injection of a soluble 
org-amc acid, all favour this view. 

I have dwelt on these points from their immediate relation 
to practice. The evidence of the Physicians is not less conflict¬ 
ing than the evidence of the physiologists. What shall we 
beheyeDr. Todd and his folloivers cure fever with alcohol. 
Dr. (jairdner, of Glasgow, treats fever with and without 
alcohol, and finds that he cures without better by far than 

contest on neither side, because I know that as 
yet Physicians have never prescribed alcoholic fluids with anv 
precision at all either in regard to quahty or quantity, the 
common alcohohc drinks being anything; but I am prepared 
to contest, if under scientific administration alcohol be found 
to cure fever, that the medicine acts by lowering temperature 

V^ste, not by sustaining as food sustains the body, 
i he alcohols are strictly anaesthetics, and, indeed, the first 

pubhshed case of Surgical operation under anaesthetic sleen 
was performed, in 1839, by Dr. Collier on a negro, Avho was 
rendered insensible by breathing the fumes of alcohol. But the 
ansesthesia is not commendable ; it is too slow and too prolons-ed. 
Methyhc alcohol, if it could be entirely purified and made 
inodorous, imght be used, and with methylic ether it would be 
the safest of agents, but as yet its inhalation is disagreeable. 

ihe difference of action of the alcohols as they follow in their 
senes and as the carbon increases is most striking. The sIoav- 

ness of action, the prolongation of action, step by step, from 
the fighter to the heavier compounds, is a fact as definite as 

curious is it that neither the 
methyhc nor the ethylic alcohols produce those tremors in the 
inferior ammals which we recognise and especially name from 
their occurrence in man, while the butyhc and the amyhc most 
effectively call them forth. _ Considering how much of the 

eavier kind of alcohol is distributed for consumption, especially 
amongst the lower orders, I think it is possible that the heavier 
fluids may be the cause of delirium tremens in the human 
subject, as they probably are the cause of that continued 
coldness, lassitude, and depression which follow the well-knoAvn 
dinner with bad wine.” 

accept them as foods than I can chloroform, or ether, or 
methylal. ^ That they produce a temporary excitement is true, 
but as their general action is quickly to reduce animal heat I 
cannot see how they can supply animal force. I see clearly 
hoAV they reduce animal power andean show a reason for using' 
them in order to stop physical pain, or to stupefy mental pain; but 
that they give strength—i.e., that they supply material for con¬ 
struction of fine tissue, or throw foice into tissues supplied by 
other material must be an error as solemn as it is Avide-spread. 

The true character of the alcohols is that they are agreeable 
temporary shrouds. The savage, with the mansions of his soul 
unfurnished, buries his restless energy under their shadow. 
The civihsed man, overburdened with mental labour or Avith 
engrossiug care, seeks the same shade; but it is a shade after 
all in which, in exact proportion as he seeks it, the seeker 
retires from, perfect natm-al hfe. To resort for force to alcohol 
IS, to my mind, equivalent to the act of searching for the sun in 
subterranean gloom, until all is night. 

As yet alcohol, the most commonly summoned of accredited 
remedies, has never been projierly tested to meet human 
diseases. I mean by this that it has never been tested as 
alcohol of a given chemical composition, of a given purity, and 
in given measm’es. Wines, beers, and spirits are anything's— 
compounds of alcohols, and compounds of alcohols with ethers 
and other foreign substances. It is time, therefore, now for 
the learned to be precise respecting' alcohol, and for the learned 
to learn the positive meaning of one of their most potent 
instruments for good or for evil, whereupon I think they will 
place the alcohol ’series in the position I have placed it, even 
though their prejudices in regard to it are, as mine are, by 
moderate habit, but confessed inconsistency, in its favour. 

OBiamAL GOMMUmCATIONS. 

VENESECTION TO EELIEVE DISTENSION 
OF THE 

EIGHT SIDE OE THE HEA.ET AND PASSIVE 
CONGESTION OE THE LHNGS. 

By HENRY G. SUTTON, M.B., 

Lecturer on Lathology and Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital- 

In tMs paper I hope to show the great relief, and, in some cases, 
continued improvement, thatAvas obtained from venesection, and 
I shall moreover endeavour to point out the kind of case which 
is hkely to be benefited by bleeding. During the last two years 
in the London Hospital I have had opportunities of Avatching 
the effects of venesection in oases where there was great disten¬ 
sion of the right side of the heart. The practice of bleeding 
irom a vein of the arm, or from one of the jug’ular veins, with 
the object of withdrawing blood from the right side of the 
heart, and so reheving great engorgement of the lungs, has 
strongly recommended itself to many Practitioners since it was 
so ably advocated by Dr. Markham in his Gnlstonian Lectures 
a few years ago. Nevertheless, while many Physicians have 
agreed on the principle of the operation, the practice has not 
been widely or generally resorted to, and the reason of this may 
perhaps be found in the great prejudice which has existed 
against bleeding, and in the want of data to show that great 
benefit has been obtained from it. In the cases here recorded, 
there was great distension of the right side of the heart, great 
engorgement of the lungs, and the patients were much bene¬ 
fited by venesection. 

The first case was that of William D., aged 48, admittecl 
into the London Hospital October 22, 1867. His filness had 
comrnenced three months before coming into the Hospital with 
swelhng of the abdomen and feet. On admission his urine 
Avas albuminous, his cough was troublesome, his breath was 
very short, the veins of his neck were much distended, and 
the expectoration was very frothy. 

Physical The cardiac dulness was not increased, 
excepting that it extended more to the right than normal. 
There was a loud systolic mitral bruit. Lungs : The perens- 
sion was flat, but there was no decided difiness in any part of 
the chest. EveryAvhere sibilant respiration was heard. He 
Avas ordered saline mixture with antimony every four hours. 
Six days after admission—that is, on Oct. 28, at eleven p.m.— 
his face was hvid and swollen, the veins of his neck were very 
much distended, there was great dyspnoea, and he stated that he 
coifid not go to sleep on account of the difficulty of his breath¬ 
ing. Sixteen ounces of blood were taken from the arm, and 
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lie expressed himself as feeling much relieved The veins of 
the neck "were less distended, and his countenance was much 
less distressed. His breathing continued easier after the bleed¬ 
ing, and the distension of the veins of the neck gradually sub¬ 
sided. 

Nov. 4.—He was much better; he still suffered from shortness 
of breath, but he had not suffered from great dyspnoea since 
he was bled. On listening to the chest there was still some 
sibilus, and there was evidence of disease of the aortic and 
mitral valves. 

The next case was that of Robert TV., aged 33, under my care 
while attendingforDr. Herbert Davies, Jidy 30,1&67. Onadmis- 
sion he was suffering from great dyspnoea, and he complained 
very much of pain in his chest. His heart was evidently much 
enlarged, for the cardiac dulness reached one inch and a quarter 
to the left of the left nipple, to the mid sternal line on the 
right, and as low as the seventh rib. All over the cardiac 
region a very distinct thrill was felt. A loud cooing heart 
murmur was heard all over the chest, but it was heard the 
loudest over the fourth costal interspace, close to the sternum. 
It was so loud that it could be heard distinctly on placing 
the ear about two inches from the che.st wall. Respecting the 
lungs, there was no dulness, but the expiration was prolonged, 
it was accompanied by sibilus, and there was crepitation at the 
bases of the lungs. The liver dulness reached two inches 
below the ribs, and its edge could be distinctly felt. He was 
ordered senega mixture three times a day. August 9, he said 
he felt better, but he complained that his breath was very short. 
On the 11th there was oedema of the feet and legs. In the 
■evening of this day his breath was extremely short, and he 
complained of a sensation of fidness in his epigastric region 
and in the neck. His pulse at 9 p.m. was 120 per minute and 
feeble. Respiration was 64 a minute. The veins of the neck 
were distended, but not very much so. Venesection was per¬ 
formed to 16 ounces, and while being bled he said that he felt 
much better. His breathing became easier and slower. Five 
minutes after the operation the respirations had fallen from 64 
to40aminute,hispulsefrom 120 to 90 a minute; he then said that 
lie felt a great deal better. Next day (the 12th) he was a great 
deal better, out of bed and in no pain. This patient continued 
muchthesameuntU-August 29, whenhis breathing again became 
difficult. On September 1 he complained of fulness about the 
throat, and at 9.30 p.m. his breathing became very short indeed. 
His respiration was 56 a minute, and his pulse was 120. He 
was again bled to about 20 ounces, and he expressed himself 
as feeling very much relieved. At one o’clock at midnight the 
respirations had fallen from 56 to 36, and his pulse from 120 to 
100. He remained much the same, and went out of the 
Hospital three or four days after the second bleeding. 

It is instructive to notice that in this case the patient was ap¬ 
parently suffering from disease of the aortic valves and great 
dilatation of the left ventricle; also from vesicular emphysema 
andbronchitis. There was great dyspnoea, but nomarked lividity 
of the face, and although the veins of the neck were distended 
they were not very much so. The first bleeding relieved him very 
much, and the second also, but the second not so much as the 
first. During the first bleeding the respiration fell from 
64 to 40, on the second occasion from 54 to 36. The patient 
got out of bed the day after the venesection as usual. He 
never showed any signs of syncope, nor complained of weakness, 
or other ill effects from the loss of blood. He expressed himself 
as having been much relieved by the bleeding, and he wished 
to have the operation repeated on two or three occasions when 
lie was suffering from great dyspnoea. 

The third case was that of a man aged 40, suffering from dis¬ 
ease of the mitral valves. He was under the care of Dr. Herbert 
Davies. While in the Hospital he suffered from great dy.spncea, 
which gradually increased until his breathing became ex¬ 
tremely difficult. He was bled from the arm to 12 ounces. 
As the blood flowed he expressed himself as feeling greatly 
relieved. He said that he felt as if a weight were being lifted 
from his chest and head. During the two following days he 
stated that he was much easier. Nevertheless, the improve¬ 
ment was temporary. He died three days afterwards. 

The fourth case was that of Charles N., aged 14, under the care 
of Dr. Ramskill. This patient was suffering from disease of the 
mitral valves and from dilated left ventricle, the result of an old 
attack of rheumatic fever. His urine was albuminous. There 
was considerable ascites and oedema of the feet and legs. His 
lips were livid, his .skin had a yellow tinge. He suffered very 
much from shortness of breath, and was unable to lie down in 
bed. While in the Hospital various drugs were ordered, but 
he gradually g’ot worse and worse. His breathing became 
more difficult and laboured. Leeches were twice applied over 

the region of the heart with some slight relief. Venesection 
from the arm to about 10 ounces was performed, and the 
patient’s breathing was considerably, although only very tem¬ 
porarily, relieved by the bleeding. 

The fifthcasewas thatof ThomasC.,aged 48, admittedinto the 
London Hospital May 21, 1867, under the care of Dr. Ramskill. 
On entering the Hospital he was found to be suffering from 
aortic regurgitation, emphysema, and acute bronchitis. His 
urine was albmninous. At 3 p.m. on the day of admission 
his face and neck were livid, his eyeballs projected, and his 
lips were bloated-looking. The veins of his neck were very 
much distended. His skin was perspiring and felt cold. Pulse 
was small, irregular, and quick. Respirations forty a minute, 
and his breathing was so laboured and quick that he could 
hardly speak. Heart: The apex beat was in its normal posi¬ 
tion. The rhythm was irregular, and the first sound was 
inaudible. Lungs: There was diminished resonance on both 
sides of the chest. The respiratory murmur was very feeble. 
The expiration was very much prolonged, and there was 
crepitation at the bases of both lungs. At twelve midnight 
on the day of admission he was much worse, his face was 
livid, his breathing gasping. His face was covered with 
cold sweat, and his pulse could hardly be felt. He was 
bled to 16 ounces, and at once he expressed himself as 
feeling relieved. His breathing in the course of an hour 
became much freer, and he was able to sleep a little. 
Next day he looked much better—he appeared altogether a 
different man. His pulse was still very irregidar and quick, 
but his respirations were slower. After this a diastolic aortic 
bruit was heard very distinctly. He continued to improve, 
and left the Hospital very much relieved. The physical signs 
when discharged from the Hospital showed aortic regurgitation 
and emphysema. 

The patient remained out of the Hospital about two 
months, and then came in again. His old symptoms had 
returned. There was a systolic and diastolic aortic bruit. 
Rhythm of the heart was irregular ; there were also physical 
signs of bronchitis. His liver was enlarged, his breathing was 
very short, and he complained of a sensation of fulness about 
the neck. He was in the Hospital five days, and did not 
improve. On August 11 his respirations were 30, and his 
pulse 110 a minute, and very feeble. At 10.15 a.m. he was 
bled to 15 ounces, and he at once said that he felt better. Two 
hours after the bleeding his respirations had fallen from 30 to 
20, and his pulse was fuller, 115 a minute. After this he ap¬ 
peared to be considerably relieved. Unfortunately the relief 
Avas but temporary; for five days afterwards he died suddenly. 
The autopsy in this case showed disease of the aortic valves, 
and ulcerative endocarditis just below and in the aortic valves. 
Both ventricles dilated. Nutmeg liver. Emphysema, and 
lungs very much congested, with evidence of infiammation of 
the mucous mombra,ne of the bronchial tubes. 

The sixth case was that of a costermonger, aged 62, under 
the care of Dr. Herbert Davies. He aj^peared on admission 
to be suffering from emphysema and broncliitis, and very 
great dilatation of the right side of the heart. He was extremely 
livid in the face. His face might fairly be said to be of a 
purple colour. The superficial A’eins were dilated. The 
dyspnoea was so great that ho coidd not lie down. He sat on 
the edge of the bed nodding, in a kind of stupor the whole day 
long. Expectorant medicines were tried without any relief, 
and finding that the difficulty of breathing was each day 
becoming greater and greater, I requested Mr. McCarthy, now 
one of my Surgical colleagues, to bleed him from the arm, 
and 14 ounces of blood were removed. The patient expressed 
himself much relieved by the venesection, and there was a 
marked decrease in the lividity. The dyspnoea Avas much 
relieved. He felt so much better that he insisted on being 
discharged from the Ho.spital, as his business affairs required 
his superintendence. In this case the bleeding gave very great 
relief. Before the venesection, the patient sat on tiie edge of 
the bod, was unable to walk, was extremely livid, and was 
apparently overpowered Avith sleep, or, in other words, in a 
state of stupor. A feAV hours after he was bled the stupor 
had passed away, the liAudity was much less mai’kcd, and he 
was able to Avalk about the ward. 

Tins patient left the Hospital very much relieved. After 
being out a few weeks, he again entered the Hospital in much 
the same state as when first admitted; he was again suffer¬ 
ing from great dyspnoea and was extremely livid. A few days 
after admission he Avas a second time bled from the arm ; the 
bleeding again benefited him very much, and he left the 
Hospital a second time. After about two months he a third 

I time came into the Hospital under the care of Dr. Andrew 
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Clark, but in a worse state than when he was first admitted. 
After a few days, he was a third time hied from the arm, but 
it did not atford him much rehef, and he died March 23, 1868. 

^utojjsy.—The body was wasted; face very livid; face, 
legs, and abdominal wall cedematous. The pleura over the 
left lung was very adherent at the base. The rig-ht lung was 
very emphysematous ; the air vesicles near the surface were 
much enlarged. The surface of the lungs felt soft and downy. 
There was one large bladder-like spot which seemed to con¬ 
sist of dilated air vesicles; it was about the size of a walnut. 
Left Lung : In the posterior and lower third, there was a 
large suppurating hydatid cyst. The cyst had a thick fibrous 
wall. Bronchial tubes contained a quantity of muco-purulent 
matter ; they were not dilated. Heart: The right ventricle 
was much dilated, and so was the tricuspid orifice. Left ven¬ 
tricle and its valves normal. 

The seventh case was that of Jane Gr., aged 55, who was in 
the London Hospital under the care of Dr. Ramskill, March 3, 
1868. On admission there were physical signs showing that 
the patient was suffering from dilated left ventricle and 
valvular disease of the heart. On the day of admission she 
was suffering very much from shortness of breath, and her face 
was livid. A sahne and antimony mixture was ordered to be 
taken every four hours, and she was dry-cupped over the chest 
posteriorly. Finding that she did not improve, but that, on the 
contrary, her breathing had become more laboured and difiicult, 
I asked the Resident Medical Officer, with Dr. Ramskill’s 
consent, to bleed the patient. He did so, and it relieved her 
very much. After the bleeding she improved considerably, and 
was able to move about the ward. On April 25—that is, fifty- 
three days after admission—she suddenly became very much 
worse, and she was then seen by Mr. Clouting, one of the 
House-Surgeons of the Hospital. 

Mr. Clouting has very kindly given me the following notes :— 
“ On April 25, about 4'45 p.m., I was suddenly sent for, in the 

absence of the Resident Medical Officer, to see this patient, who 
was said to have fainted in her chair while sitting up taking 
her tea. She was pronounced by the nurse to be dead. On 
seeing the patient, I was almost inclined to be of the same 
opinion. Her lips and cheeks were livid, her head was hanging 
back, and all her muscles were perfectly relaxed. She "just 
made one feeble attempt at inspiration. She was at once 
placed on the bed, her clothes loosened, and two ounces of 
orandy, mixed with about as much warm water, was injected 
into the rectum, and a mustard poultice was applied over the 
region of the heart. Artificial respiration was kept up for a 
quarter of an hour. At the end of that time she had somewhat 
revived ; she was breathing regularly, but the breathing was 
with difficulty sustained without artificial respiration. The 
j ugular veins were as large as a person’s finger, and persistently 
thstended. I then commenced to bleed her from the arm. At 
first the blood flowed with great difficulty, until about four 
ounces had escaped. After this the blood flowed more freely. 
About 14 ounces were withdra^vn, and then the bleeding was 
stopped. About an hour and a half after the attack the 
patient was sleeping quietly. From this time she gradually 
improved, and was sitting up in about fourteen days after¬ 
wards. This patient, five weeks after the venesection, died, 
and there was gangrene of the arm from which she had been bled. 

The eighth patient was a female, aged 27, in the London 
Hospital, Feb. 11, 1868, under the care of Dr. RamskiU, suflFer- 
ing from disease of the mitral valves. The physical signs of 
mitral disease were well marked. The day after admission into 
Hospital thereivas very gi-eat dyspnoea, oedema of the feet and 
logs. Face and lips were livid, veins of the neck rather swollen. 
Pulse was very feeble andoocasionallyintermitting. Venesection 
was performed to 12 ounces. She was much relieved by the 
bleeding. After the operation the countenance was much 
less anxious, and her face was much less livid; the breathing 
T\ras much easier. She appeared in every way better. She re¬ 
mained better until the 16th, and then the lividity returned, 
and she gradually got worse and worse, and died March 18. 
The autopsy showed great contraction of the mitral orifice, dis¬ 
ease of the mitral valves. The lungs were in the condition 
known as “ heart lung,” or splenisation. 

The ninth patient was a female, aged 36, under the care of 
Dr. RamskiU. She was admitted into the Hospital for acute 
bronchitis. On admission, she was lividinthe face, and suffered 
very much from shortness of breath. On the fourth day of 
admission, she was suddenly seized with extreme dyspnoea. The 
Veins of her neck were very much distended. Her sldn was Uvid, 
cold, and clammy. She was partially unconscious, throwing her 
arms about and apparently suffering great distress. The action 
01 neart was rapid and very irregular. Pulse was irregular and 

could scarcely be felt. She was bled from the arm to 16 ounces- 
The improvement was most marked ; she breathed much more- 
easUy, her pulse became firmer and regnilar, her distress abated, 
very much. Some slight dehrium foUowed the bleeding, whicL 
passed off after a night’s rest. 

This patient lived about six weeks afterwards, and she was- 
so sensible of the relief she had experienced from the bleeding, 
that she constantly begged to have the operation repeated. 
She said that she felt convinced that she would be cured by 
it. The autopsy in this case showed saccular and uniform dila¬ 
tation of the bronchial tubes, gangrene of the lung, puriform 
matter in bronchial tubes, and dilatation of the right side of 
the heart. 

In every one of these cases the bleeding was not resorted 
to until expectorant and other medicines had been tried and 
had failed. The patient’s condition having become more and 
more serious, venesection was performed as a last resource. In 
each case the bleeding gave great, and in some patients imme¬ 
diate relief. One patient was so sensible of the relief she had 
gained, that she frequently entreated that she might be again 
bled, as she felt convinced it would cure her. Another patient, 
as the blood flowed, expressed himself greatly relieved, and 
said that he felt as if a weight had been lifted from his chest 
and head. Another patient, while being bled, said he felt much 
better; and when I inquired of him next day if the bleeding* 
had done him any good, he replied that he believed it had 
saved his life. 

In some cases, directly after the venesection, there were sym¬ 
ptoms, both subjective and objective, to shoAv that the patients, 
had been greatly benefited by the blood-letting. One patient, 
suffered extremely from shortness of breath ; the veins of the 
neck were distended before the bleeding, and while the blood 
floAved he said that he felt much better, and liis breathing* 
became easier and sloAver. Five minutes after the operation the 
respirations had fallen from 64 to 40, and the pulse from 120 toi 
90 a minute. This patient continued better for tAventy days after 
the bleeding, and then his breathing again became very mirch 
oppressed. His respirations were 56, and his pulse Avas 120 a 
minute. He Avas a second time bled to 20 ounces, andhe expressed 
liimself as feeling much better and relieA*ed by the bleeding, 
and his respiration fell from 56 to 36, and his pulse from 120 to 
100. Another patient on the day of admission, at 12 midnight,. 
Avas suffering extremely from shortness of breath ; the breathing- 
was gasping. Face Avas liAud and covered with a cold clammy* 
sweat. His pulse could hardly be felt. He was bled to 16 ounces, 
and at once he expressed him.self as feehng relieved. His 
breathing in the course of an hour became much freer, and he 
Avas able to sleep, and next day he appeared altogether a 
different man. This patient left the Hospital very much 
relieved. After being out about tAvo months, he Avas agairt 
admitted ; his old sj''mptoms had returned, and he was suffering- 
very much from shortness of breath. He Avas bled a second 
time to about 13 ounces, andhe at once said that he felt better. 
Two hours after the venesection, his respii-ation had fallen 
from 30 to 20, and his pulse had become much stronger. One- 
patient was suddenly seized with extreme dyspnoea. All the 
superficial veins of the neck and upper extremities were much 
distended. Skin Avas livid, cold and clammy. She was partially 
unconscious. She was bled to 16 ounces. The improvement- 
was most marked ; she breathed much easier, the pulse became 
firmer and regular, and her distress abated. Another patient 
before the venesection was unable to wallt about the ward, was 
exceedinglylividandAinabletolie down in bed; he sat on the edge 
of the bed in a state of continued stupor. While being bled 
he said he felt easier, the lividity diminished; a few hours- 
afterwards he was able to Avalk about the Avard, the stupor 
had disappeared, and he left the Hospital A'ery much reheved 
three hajj-s afterwards. 

In every one of the patients the most urgent symptom was- 
very great dyspnoea, and in every case this symptom was 
much relieved by the venesection, and, as I have already- 
stated, the respirations in more than one case diminished in 
frequency. Five minutes after the bleeding, the respiration 
had fallen from 64 to 40, and on another occasion fell from 
56 to 36. In another patient the respiration fell from 30 to 20- 
a minute. In one case the pulse was before the venesection so 
feeble that it could scarcely be felt, and Amry irregular: directly* 
after the venesection it became firmer and regular. The pulse 
in one case was 120 before the bleeding, and a few minutes 
after it had fallen to 90. On another occasion the pidse was 
120 before the bleeding, and it fell to 100 after the bleeding. 
The lividity of the face was also greatly diminished by the 
venesection, and the veins of the neck were reduced in size. 

The benefit confen-ed by the venesection was not simply 
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confined to relieving the patient’s sutferings, for in three cases 
the patients’ condition was so much improved by the bleeding 
that they left the Hospital and were able to resume work; 
-one patient resumed his work for two months, another for about 
-■six weeks to two months. 

On an average about 10 to 15 ounces of blood were withdrawn, 
and only one patient appeared to suffer any ill effects from 
it, and in this patient gangrene of the arm followed the 
'venesection. Withdrawing the blood did not seem to weaken 
the patients; on the contrary, they obtained such relief 
that they appeared stronger than before the bleeding. All 
the patients were suffering from well-marked and advanced 
organic disease of either the heart or lungs. One patient was 
suffering from disease of the aortic and mitral valves ; one 
from disease of the aortic valves and dilated left ventricle, 
emphysema, and acute bronchitis ; three patients from disease 
of the mitral valves—one of these three patients had had 
rheumatic fever, and in the other two the morbid appearances 
in the mitral valves were such as are frequently seen in patients 
who have had rheumatic fever. One suffered from aortic 
Tegurgitation, vesicular emphysema, and acute bronchitis; one 
from an hydatid tumour in the lower part of the left lung, 
^vesicular emphysema, and dilated right heart; one from 
dilated bronchial tubes and gangrene of the Ixmg; one from 
•dilated left ventricle. 

Experience would appear to show that in cases where there 
is great distension of the right side of the heart, and the blood 
is unable to circulate freely through the lungs, the 
administration of stimulants, such as alcohol, does not produce 
any decided effect. The patient does not express himself much 
relieved by the stimulant, and usually the objective signs show 
that the patient is not benefited by it. My experience has led 
me to think that when patients are very livid, the veins of the 
neck very much distended, the breathing very laboured and 
quick, the pulse small and very feeble, and the skin cold, 
their condition is not much, if at all, improved by alcohol; 
whereas, on the contrary, patients in this state are very much 
relieved, and, as these cases show, may be for some time greatly 
benefited by venesection. 

I would here remark that although these cases show that 
wenesection gave greiit relief in some cases where there was 
acute bronchitis, yet the benefit to be obtained in such cases 
will probably depend to a great extent upon the amount of 
obstruction there is to the air entering the bronchial tubes. 
Y/here the patient is suffering from capillary bronchitis (so 
called), and the minute tubes are filled -with muco-purulent 
matter, venesection could probably little, if anything, benefit 
ilie patient, for the pus in the tubes would prevent the air 
reaching the blood, and death would take place from apneea. 
The same thing may be said with respect to Tlright’s^ disease, 
and especially where there is great oedema. There is in many 
eases of Bright’s disease evi&nce to show that the right side 
cpf the heart is distended, yet the mere withdrawing the 
blood from the right side of the heart would probably not 
benefit the patient much if the lungs are very oedematous and 
ffne bronchial tubes contain a large quantity of serum; and 
post-mortem examinations often show that the bronchial 
tubes are almost filled with serous fluid, and the lungs very 

cedematous. 
The cases that I have brought forward tend to teach that 

■we may expect benefit from venesection where there is disease 
of the left side of the heart, great engorgement of the lungs, 
and distension of the right side of the heart, in cases -where 
mitral or aortic valve disease is causing distension and dilata¬ 
tion of the right ventricle, especially if the aortic disease 
is accompanied by acute bronchitis, or in lung disease -which 
is accompanied by great lividity of the face and distension of 
the veins of the neck, sho-wiiig that the right side of the heart 

is distended. 
It has appeared to me that in cases of mitral disease where 

there is e-vidence of great engorgement of the lungs and of 
the venous system, we ought to bleed more frequently than we 
Boat present; for, although venesection may not benefit the 
patient for any great length of time, yet it will greatly relieve 
the distressing dyspnoea. It is well known that patients with 
mitral disease, sooner or later, frequently suffer from oedema of 
the lower extremities, from ascites; the veins of the neck 
become distended, the lips become livid, the face bloated 
and full-looking, and the complexion more or less yellow; 
the pulse is very small and feeble, and there is very great 
difficulty of breathing. These patients may have been 
benefited by iron, by digitafis, or by mercury ; but there 
/monies a time "wlieii aucli remedies fail to relieve these dis- 
tvcs.sinir symntoBis, and the breathing daily becomes more 

and more difficult, the pulse smaller and smaller. When the 
dyspnoea is urgent it appears to me that we ought to take ten 
or twelve ounces of blood from the arm, with the view of 
relieving the over-distended right side of the heart, the en¬ 
gorged lungs, and the over-distended left auricle. And, 
although the undue distension of these cavities may be only 
temporarily relieved, yet this relief may allow the muscular 
wall of the right ventricle, and probably of the left auricle, 
to recover some of their power, may enable them to propel 
the blood forward with greater force, and, in this way, make 
greater efforts to overcome the obstructed circulation in the 
lungs. 

It may be well to state definitively that venesection, as here 
advised, is not urged with a view to relieve congestion in the 
sense of inflammation, but simply to remove blood which is 
cumbering an over-worked organ. It is to relieve the right 
ventricle of part of its work. The patient can be no worse 
for want of blood which cannot be passed through the lungs, 
and the reports of the foregoing cases, as it seems to me, prove 
conclusively that the circulation became more -vigorous from 
the loss of a certain quantity of blood. Of course, such a 
remedy can only be temporary. No kind of treatment could 
be expected to cure the organic lesions from which the dila¬ 
tation results, and it follows almost inevitably that the condi¬ 
tions we ob-viate will surely return. But. saying nothing of 
the distress relieved, much temporary relief, in some cases for 
a considerable period, is great gain. And it is not too much to 
hope that, in cases where the urgent dy.spnoea is the result of 
some trouble suddenly superadded to organs long unsound— 
say bronchitis to mitral disease—so decisive a measure may 
assist the system to return, not to health, but to that state of 
comparative health which will enable the patient for some time 
to perform many of the duties of life. 

POISONINa BY TINCTUEE OE ACONITE. 
ABSENCE OF THE PULSE FOE THIETY-FIVE 

TO FOETY MINUTES—HYPODEEMIC INJECTIONS OF 
LIQUOE AMMONIiE—EECOVEEY. 

By B. WILLS EICHAEDSON, F.E.C.S.I., 
Examiner in the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, and Surgeon to the 

Adelaide Hospital, Dublin. 

Ix the first volume of this journal for the year 1869 will be 
found the account of some valuable experiments by Professor 
Halford, in which he injected the strongest liquor ammonise, 
diluted with two parts of distilled water, into the superficial 
veins of dogs that had been bitten by venomous snakes. The 
results of the experiments, as regards the saving of life, seemed 
so conclusive, that Professor Halford was led to propose venous 
injections of diluted liquor ammonise for snake poisoning in the 
human subject, and, at the same time, to suggest that 
ammoiiia injections might “perhaps be extended to opium 
poisoning, or to that resulting from infection, as in fever, 

cholera, etc.” 
Several cases of poisoning from the bites of venomous snakes, 

in the human subject, were treated in this manner, subsequent 
to the publication of Professor Halford’s suggestion; and, as far 
as I have been able to ascertain, -with such seeming success, 
that the injections and recoveries have all the appearance of 
bearing the relation to each other of cause and effect. 

Professor Halford recommends that the strong liquor 
ammoniee be diluted with two or three times its quantity of 
water before it is injected, and that from twenty to thirty 
drops be thrown into one of the larger veins. In the case here 
recorded, I did not deem it judicious to dilute the ammonia 
procured for me, having found that it was not a very strong pre¬ 
paration. He disapproves of throwing the injection merely 
under the skin, and believes that after the injection has been 
made, there is no necessity for resorting to the use of stimulants 

pp. 122 and 124). 
Taking the hint from his suggestion to inject hquor ammomm 

into the veins in opium poisoning, etc., I injected this flmd 
with the most satisfactory results in the following case, the 
ammonia having been, however, injected subcutaneously, and 

not into the vein as recommended by him;— _ 
On Thursday evening, November 12, 1869, I received an 

urgent message to visit Miss B., aged 25 years, who, while 
suffering* from severe facial neuralgia, swallowed through 
mistake^instead of atonic mixture, two tablespoonfuls of an 

aconite mouth lotion. ^ i, i • a n 
The mixture and the lotion being upon the dressing-table, 
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Miss B., in the hurry to get out for some shopping, swallowed, 
just after_ breakfast, two tablespoonfuls of the lotion, instead 
of an equivalent dose of the mixture, her mouth being at the 
time benyimhed by a previous use of the lotion as such. 

The mistake was made at 11 o’clock a.m. A cup of tea was 
next taken by her, and she left home in a few minutes. 
Several shops were visited on her way to the house where she 
intended to make most of her purchases, so that the latter was 
not reached until half-past twelve o’clock p.m. She had barely 
entered it when she became “ alarmingly ill, staggered on 
attenipting to walli, and was seized with a fearful benumbed 
tingling in the lower half of the back, then in the face and head, 
while at the same time the tingling in the mouth became more 
developed. The head felt as if it were distorted by the pressure 
of a vice, and a sensation of tightness across the nose and eyes 
was most distressing. In a few minutes more, the legs became 
so weak, and such tremor came over her, that she could not 
stand without assistance. She was conveyed immediately to 
the house of an acquaintance in the neighbourhood, her friends 
being under the impression that she was too prostrate for the 
drive home, a much longer distance. She was placed upon a 
sofa. The debility had become so great that she fainted on 
three or four occasions in attempting' to sit up. Benumbed 
tingling of both the upper and lower extremities commenced 
at half-past one o’clock p.m., and vision became very imperfect, 
a blackness, as she described it, having come over the sight. 
A little tune afterwards, vomiting of an olive-yellow-coloured 
flidd commenced, and was ahnost incessant up to seven o’clock 
p.m. Towards evening' she was greatly collapsed, and having 
fainted when in this state, her friends fancied that she had 
expired.” 

-Before I saw her she had been given brandy repeatedly, as 
well as acidulated drinks; but they were v^omited as soon as 
they reached the stomach. "Warm jars, also, were applied to 
the feet, and additional warm clothing was placed over her. 
There was no indication of mental aberration, and the bowels 
were undisturbed. I arrived at fifteen minutes to seven o’clock 
p.m., and found her in a most perilous state. The face was 
pallid, the pupils were largely dilated, and the extremities of 
icy coldness. Vomiting was almost constant, and loud eructa¬ 
tions were frequent. She had, as she expressed herself, “ a 
dreadful benumbed tingling' in the legs, arms, head, face, and 
in the mouth, the head feeling as if it were compressed by a 
vice.” The pulse was felt with difficulty at the wrists, and 
the heart s action was weak and irregular. I g'ave her 
immediately some warm brandy punch, and, in a few minutes 
afterwards, a mixture composed of aromatic spirit of ammonia, 
sydphuric ether, tincture of ginger, and camphor mixture. A 
sinapism was placed over the heart, and one upon the calf of 
each leg. The punch and the mixture were not retained upon 
the stomach. 

She was pulseless at ten minutes to seven o’clock, and the 
extremities were cold as death. The pupils were much dilated. 
The intellect continued unimpaired. 

It being obvious to my mind that death at the heart had 
commenced, I resolved to inject hypodermically twenty-five 
drops of liq. ammonite; but as the time that would be 
required to procure my own syringe might be a fatal loss to 
the patient, I sent to a neighbouring cutler, who was kind 
enough to send me one in a few minutes. 

Seven o’clock p.m.: I injected half a drachm of liq. ammonite 
under the sldn, corresponding to the insertion of the right 
deltoid muscle. 

Ten minutes past seven o’clock : Vomiting' not so frequent; 
but the stomach will not tolerate the stimidants. She con¬ 
tinues collapsed and very cold ; forehead covered with sweat, 

ol^-ssy, and pupils are much dilated; tongue pale and 
contracted; no trace of jmdse at the wrists ; intellect unim¬ 
paired. Injected half a drachm of liq. ainmoniEe under the 
skin of the O’utside oi the right arm, about midway between 
the elbow and seat of the first injection. 

Twenty minutes past seven o’clock: Vomiting' at longer 
intervals; still pulseless at the wrists, and no sign of return 
of warmth in the extremities ; complains constantly of the 
compressed and distorted feeling of the head; pupils have 
continued of the same size. Injected half a draclim of liq. 
ammonite under the skin of left infra-scapular region. 

Twenty-five minutes past seven o’clock: Pulseless. Injected 
half a drachm of liq. ammoniEe under the skin a little below 
the middle of the outer part of the left arm. 

Half-past seven o’clock: "While my fingers were applied 
over the^ course of the radial artery, at the wrist, searching for 
a pulsation, I fancied I felt a weak, ii'regular, thready beating- 

of the vessel. In a few minutes, this became no longer doubt¬ 
ful, but gradually stronger and stronger. 

Eight o’clock: Pulse fully established, but a little irregular;, 
vomiting has almost ceased; extremities warming; tingling" 
of the skin and compressed sensation of the head and face no- 
longer felt. The tingling, however, of the extremities, although 
not so decided, did not cease until half-past twelve o’clock next 
morifing; and that of the lower Lip continued mitil November 28- 

In cases in which death is to all appearanoe impending, I 
should nothke to lose time in trying to limit the injection to- 
the vein, as suggested by Professor Halford, and would rather 
take the chance of a sufficient quantity of the ammonia being 
absorbed from the areolar tissue before its local action takes- 
plaoe, the chief objection to this procedure. Of the four- 
injections made under the skin in Miss B.’s case, but one caused 
subsequent annoyance, the cutaneous eschar that resulted from 
it being about the size of one of our new halfpennies. There- 
being no doubt that the symptoms were caused by tincture of 
aconite, the important matter to ascertain was the quantity 
that had been taken. I therefore made the necessary inquiries- 
on the point, and learned that the lotion, if made according ta 
the directions for compounding it, should have contained one 
drachm and a half of the tincture in every fluid ounce. Of 
thislotion MissB. took two tablespoonfuls, as ah’eady mentioned- 

Whether or not the late appearance of the symptoms was 
owing to the tincture being a weak preparation, or to the fact 
that it had been taken immediately after breakfast, or even to- 
some peculiar idiosyncrasy, are matters for conjecture. At aH 
events, when they were established, they were of the most 
alarming- nature, and portended approaching death. 

Although I am fully sensible of the wonderful assistance- 
Nature renders to our art, nevertheless I believe that if she- 
had not been herself assisted in this case, she would have failed 
in maintaiifing life sufficiently long to allow the influence of 
the aconite to pass away. 

"Wlien we consider that none of the stimulants given by the- 
mouth were retained upon the stomach—that Miss B. was- 
almost pulseless at a quarter to seven o’clock, and j)idseless at- 
ten minutes to seven o’clock, and continued to be so until about- 
half-pastseveno’clock—and that during these forty-five minutes- 
she became weaker and weaker, colder and colder—the saving- 
of her Life may, I think, be fairljr attributed to the ammonia, 
subcutaneous injections, and for the folio-wing reasons :-— 
1. The vomiting', which had been almost incessant up to the- 
moment of the first injection, commenced to lessen in frequency 
immediately after it, and nearly ceased after the foirrth; 2. The 
disappearance of the pulse from the wrists at ten minutes to- 
seven o’clock, and its reappearance after the fourth injection ; 
3. And because none of the stimulants that had been given by 
the mouth were retained upon the stomach, any influence 
they may have exerted when descending to this Hscus, and for- 
the few moments they were in it, not being sufficient to prevent 
the prog-ressive failure of the circulation. 

In addition to the varieties of poisoning for which Professor 
Halford has recommended liq. ammonise injections, it appears 
to me well worthy of trial in poisoning by chloroform and in 
hydrophobia. Possibly, if life could be prolonged beyond the- 
time that death usually occurs in the latter intractable malady,, 
it mig'ht be averted. Whatever doubt may exist as to the- 
necessity of venous injections in a case like the one I have- 
just narrated, there can be little as to the advisability of in¬ 
jecting the veins in hydrophohia ; for, as the injections would 
probably have to be frequently repeated, such a multijplication 
of the cutaneous eschars it would be better to avoid. 

Sanitary Precautions.—Dr. Whitmore, in his report: 
for November, says : “ In the early part of the month I caused 
10,000 hand-biUs to be distributed from house to house in the- 
parish, containing directions for carrying out proper measures 
of disinfection in houses where cases of scarlet fever occurred, 
and from the great success which has attended the measures 
carried out by the inspector whom I have appointed to the 
duty, I venture to hope those directions will not be disregarded. 
I have also circulated bills containing printed extracts from, 
the Acts of Parliament, showing the penalties attached to- 
carrying- persons suffering from contagious diseases in any 
public conveyance, penalties to which both the driver of the- 
vehicle and the persons hiring it are both liable; these have 
been distributed at the different cab-stands, and have also been 
posted in various parts of the parish.” 

The annual concert of the Guy’s Minstrels came off 
on the evening of the 17th, at Guy’s Hospital. 
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COAIPOUND COMMINUTED 
ERACTURE OE IIBIA TREATED BY LONG- 

CONTINUED IRRIGATION. 
By S. K. COTTER, M.B., 

Assistant-Surgeon, St. Helena. 

Haitko lately liad a case which boro a strong- resemblance to 
one detailed in the Medical Times and Gazette of Jnlj^ 24, 1809, 
under the care of Mr. Haynes Walton, I beg- to send the 
particulars as follows :— 

A sapper belonging to 32nd Company Royal Engineers, of 
good general health, but not too steady habits, sustained a 
compound comminuted fracture of left tibia on November 25 
last, caused by a stroke from the fore hoof of a horse in full 
gallop. The fracture ran obliquely upwards and inwards from 
about four inches from lower end of tibia to about live inches 
above that. The upper fi-agment protruded in a sharp point 
for about an inch through the integument, four inches above 
external malleolus, where there was a large lacerated wound. 
The fibula also was fractured at this situation. Both bones at 
this situation had a thoroughly crushed feel. When seen an 
hour after the accident, the foot was doubled inwards at nearly 
a right angle, so as to present the sole of foot to the opposite 
ankle. Chloroform was administered, and reduction efiected 
by sawing off about three-quarters of an inch of the protruding 
end of tibia. Minute portions of loose bone w^ere also removed, 
and compresses of lint steeped in solution of carbolic acid 
applied to lacerated part, the limb fixed in metal splints, and 
placed in “ Salter’s sling-.” Continuous irrigation vras effected 
by means of a strip of lint hanging out of a vessel fixed a few 
feet over the limb. The fiuid used for this purpose was not 
merely water, but a very dilute solution of carbolic acid. 

Pulv. opii gr. ss. 4tis horis. 
November 26.—Got a fair amount of sleep last night. 

Pulse 84. 
27th.—Slept again fairly, but the face is fiushed, and he is 

restless; complaining of extreme thirst; pulse 84. 
28th.—Did not sleep so well ; restless; pulse 90 and weak. 
30th.—Paddings, etc., readjusted. He is still fiushed and 

restless ; slept indifferently; pulse 96. 1^ Mist, sennte co. 5 jss. 
Ft. haustus. 

December 1.—Bowels moved freely. 
2nd.-—Restless; fiushed; slept badly. A slight erysipelatous 

flush is apparent on leg, and slightly on outside of thigh. Also 
there is moderate hsemorrhage from the wound. Pulse 96 and 
feeble. Ordered 3 iv. brandy, w-hich induced sleep, and ammon. 
carb. gr. xL, tinct. cinch, co. 3 decoct, cinch, flavse ad 
3 viii. M., cap. 3]. ter in die. 

3rd.—Redness intensifying, and extending upwards to the 
hip ; thigh slightly swelled; bowels free ; tongue moderately 
•clean. 

5th.—Thigh considerably swelled; redness fixed. ^ 
9th.—Bowels again confined by reason of the opium, which 

he has been taldng every six hours. I,b Haust. ol. ricini c. 
ol. tiglii, senna mixture haHug failed. 

10th.—Bowels relieved ; slept badly ; tongue clean. 
11th.—An opening- has come in popliteal si^ace, and about a 

pint of pus was thereby evacuated. Pus continues to flow 
from it; swelling almo.st completely reduced by reason of this, 
nnd restlessness much abated. A bandage aj)plied down the 

thigh to the opening. 
12th.—A boggry feel on front of tibia in its middle third. 
13th.—Distinct fluctuation on front of tibia. A free incision 

made at lower end, and four ounces of pus evacuated with 
much relief. Popliteal opening discharging- profusely. 

15th.—Erysipelatous flush fading from the thigh; bowels 
regular; wound looks healthy ; no repetition of haemorrhage. 

18th.—Another abscess at outer side of popliteal^ space 
opened, and about two ounces of pus evacuated; opening in 
front of tibia still discharging. 

24th.—Erysipelatous flush has completely disappeared from 
both thigh and leg. Ammonia mixture discontinued. 11, Tinct. 

ferri perchlor. in. xv. ter in die. 
January 3.—Wound healing centrlpetally; gTanulations 

healthy; irrigation still continued, with occasional inter¬ 

missions, 
10th.—One of the splints removed; wound almost closed. 
26th.—The second splint removed; sling still retained; irri¬ 

gation discontinued since the 10th. The abscess behind the 
knee and that on tibia continue to discharge moderately. 

February 12.—Is able to hobble about with crutches; leg 

bandaged; union of bones seems firm, no shortening. His 
appetite and general health are both excellent. All openings 
in leg closed. 

27th.—Various small openings have come along the leg, and 
numerous spicula of bone, varying in length from an inch to 
a quarter, have been removed with a forceps. He is placed 
this day among the convalescents. 

Some circumstances rendered the result of conservative treat¬ 
ment doubtfirl—viz., the severe nature of the injuries, the ex¬ 
treme contusion and laceration, and, finally, the rather battered 
state of the man’s health at the time. The small addition of 
carbolic acid to the irrigating fluid no do-ubt aided much, if 
only to keep the limb clean and sweet, which latter is no trifle 
in this hot climate. The result is eminencly successful; there 
is not any shortening. The limb is perfectly straight, and the 
slight impairment of motion which remains is daily diminishing. 

ST. MORITZ IN THE ENGADIN. 

By F. GREATHEED. 

My attention has been called to a letter in your journal from 
your special correspondent; it is apparently the last of a series 
inserted under the head of “ Letters from St. Moritz in the 
Engadine” (it should be Eugadin). As my words have been 
quoted, I feel impelled in justice to myself to make some cor¬ 
rections and comments, which I trust to your love of fairness 
to insert. The Medical Times and Gazette of October 16 has only 
just fallen into my hands, or I should have replied sooner. 

Your con-espondent has seen fit to reproduce in print a por¬ 
tion of my remarks in the visitors’ book at Herr Badrutt s 
Engadincr Kulm Hotel. As I was known to be resident there, 
I can hardly think it was a courteous act to have done this 
without having consulted my -wishes on the subject. 

It is said byYim that the following statement of mine would 
not bear criticism—" That a temperaturc of 56° Fahr. would be 
unbearable in winter in the more humid climate of England. 
I wrote—“ Owing to the extreme dryness of the air, we never 
found our sitting-rooms comfortable above 56° Fahr., a tempe¬ 
rature that would be unbearable in winter in the more humid 
climate of England.” Is it not plain that I mean unbearable 
in a sitting-room in England ? If your correspondent takes 
the trouble to test the temperature of our English ^t^ing- 
rooms, he will find that it ranges usually above 60°. By the 
term " unbearable ” I do not mean a cold that could not pos¬ 
sibly bo borne, but simply that a temperature of 56° -woiild be 
found so far unbearable in England tbat a fire ■would imme- 

diately bo required and made. 
Whether it be an error of the oompositor or of my tran¬ 

scriber I do not know, but where my words stating the lowest 
winter temperature are quoted there is an omission of the 
minus sigu (—) before the " 18-5°,” and this renders my " viz., 
50V below freezing point,” unintelligible. 

The folloiving remarks call for some comments:— i cannot 
contemplate a winter residence in this valley, practically alrni^t 
shut oft’ from communication with the rest of the world, the 
gTound covered the ivhole time with several feet of snow, shut 
up in a stove-heated room for all but four hours a duy (and 
that on fine days), from which, however, one has to make 
periodical flights for five minutes every two hours for purposes 
of ventilation, without regarding it as a moenfied form of penal 

Engadin is less shut off fi-om_ communication in 
;he winter than in the summer, since sleighing is more rapid 
ind less clumsy than diligence travelling. Six hours_ in a 
sleigh will at anv time transport one to the mild region of 
Ihiavenna, whence the Riviera may _ be reached in fifteen 
lours. As to the snow, last vfinter its depth was two feet, 

some winters, but rarely, it may be four feet 
nore an impediment in the Engadin than in Canada, where, 
IS every one knows, the winter is a most cnjoya-ble and 
ivelv season. Amongst the Enga^ners there is an immense 
leaTof movement in the winter; they at least ^ ^ 
shut off from their neighbours; they take their little JioMay 
rips at this season doivn into other parts of S-witzerland, 0 
Italy and Germany, and it is in the -winter that they lay in 
sheil stores of provisions and wine for the simmer. About 
ifty sleighs cross the Julier, Maloja, and Bernina Passes 
'ach daffy. Balls, concerts, and theatric^s are the winter 
imuscmcnts of the Engadiners as of other Europeans, and to 
these may be added the invigorating ones of slcating, sleigh- 

tng, and shooting. 
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2. Your correspondent does not apparently advocate the 
necessity of phthisical patients breathing- constantly renewed 
air; otherwise he might perceive benefit in my plan of 
thoroughly ventilating a room. By the way, your readers must 
bear in mind that rooms abroad communicate immediately with 
each other, so that to pass from one to another is not such a 
severe form of “ penal servitude ” as the crossing of a passage 
or ascending a staircase might otherwise make it; but I look 
upon the constant airing of a room as equally necessary in 
other places, and under all circumstances. The stoves here, 
too, not being purely iron (for when iron they are thickly lined 
with stone) have not so injurious an effect as ordinary English 
ones, though, like them, they dry the air; this can, however, 
be remedied by placing a pan of water on them. Our “ stove- 
heated rooms,” as I noted, never exceed in temperature o6°Eahr. 

3. I would point out the inconsistency that objects, first, to 
our being “ shut up ” in a “ stove-heated ” room, and then to 
our “periodical flights ” every two hours. 

Lastly, your correspondent destroys the force of my meaning 
in using the word “ average” when he asserts we were out 
“four hours a day,” and adds in parenthesis, “ and that on fine 
days.” I wrote “ On an average we were out four hours daily.” 

days I was out seven or eight hours; others less ; and 
thus I drew a daily average. I cannot remember during the 
whole winter a single day on which I could not go out. 

In consequence of some sarcastic remarks of somewhat 
questionable delicacy, I am constrained to observe that I had 
during the winter the “ companionship ” of my sister ; there 
was in the hotel one other English lady, a friend, who was 
ordered to winter at St. Moritz by Dr. Hermann Weber, and 
who travelled with us. Your correspondent concludes I spent 
the winter agreeably because I had the society of “ three of 
my countrywomen! ” 

There is an error as to the duration of the stay of the other 
Eng'lish. So far from their leaving; before the winter was much 
more than half over, one family left on Eebruary 3, by the 
advice of the Doctor here, who feared their child might take 
hooping-cough, which had broken out in the village; the 
others left on March 8, and we on the 2oth.(a) Both began 
their winter season before we did. I have since heard that the 
invalids have in each case derived great benefit from their stay 
at Moritz, and these are the terms in which a member of one 
of these families writes of it:—November 23, .... It 
is such a comfort to see my husband so well and strong, thanks 
to bt. Moritz winter and Dr.-’s kind care. We can never 
be sufficiently grateful to him for his advice. Is Samaden just 
the same, and all the dear old places P You would hardly 
beheve what an affection I have for St. Moritz.” There is not 
much of dissatisfaction in such a retrospect. 

one who has derived the greatest benefit from testing 
this new system, I have no objection to being considered “ an 
enthusiast ” in my wish to commend it to others. Had your 
correspondent so suffered and so benefited, he might realise 
the feeling which now appears totally beyond his power of 
conception. But want of imagination need hardly lead him to 
mscredit and disregard facts that do exist, though unrecognised 
by him, and then to treat them as pretexts got up by the 
“wide-awake Swiss” to induce the “gulhble Englishman to 
spend his winters as well as summers amongst them.” So far 
from this being the case, it is with the greatest difficulty that 
the propnetor of the Engadiner Kulm at St. Moritz has been 
persuaded to keep his hotel open during the winter, and, 
indeed, the Engadiners generally strike one as rather averse to 
Winter invasion, appearing to look upon it as an encroacbment 
on their lawful holiday. 

In speaking of cases reported to have been cured by a winter 
residence here, your correspondent complains of the extreme 
meagreness of the data and of the absence of weU-authenti- 
cated information. If he had taken the trouble to put himself 
mto communication with the Medical men of the place. Dr. 
Berry and Dr. Briigger, he would have had no difficulty in 
obtaining the information, hut I have reason to know that he 
has formed his opinion without having done so. Further, he 
woffid easily have obtained the history of the various cases of 
Itahans who had benefited by their winter sojourn here, toge- 

cr^with my own and that of the son of the English clerg'yman 
place, who^ had been declared consumptive bv some of 

he first authorities in London, and who has been entirely 
re^ored to health by prolonged residence at St. Moritz. 

Before concluding, I can scarcely refrain from expressing 
my astomshment at the disparaging terms in which, in a pre¬ 

■wbo misstatement grew from the fact that one gentlemai 
middle of the ivinter, professedly only for a few weeks c 

his way elsewhere, left after a visit of between three and four weeks 

vious letter, your correspondent writes of the local Physicians, 
who have in cases of severe illness treated me and my fellow- 
countrymen with great skill. 

St. Moritz, Ober-Engadin, Suisse, November 26. 

EEPOETS OE HOSPITAL PEACTICE 
IN 

MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

-^- 

THE LONDON HOSPITAL. 

OPERATIONS. 

Wb attended at this Hospital on Wednesday, December 8, 
to witness the operations, but were somewhat disappointed to- 
find but a meagre list for this eminently “ operating ” Hospital. 
Owing, doubtless, to the near neighbourhood of the Thames,, 
with its docks and wharves, and also to the numerous large 
manufactories in the close vincity, a far larger number of severe, 
accidents and strangulated hernim are received here than in. 
any other institution in London. Indeed, the place has acquired 
a hardly enviable notoriety amongst the Wliitechapel natives, on 
account of its fine field for the display of Surgical skfil. Thus 
we remember hearing of a gentleman journeying down 
east in an omnibus, asking the conductor to “ set him down at 
the London Hospital,” and being considerably dismayed at 
the free translation of his request roared across the top of 
the vehicle to the driver, “’Ere, Bill, gentleman wants yer to 
stop at the slaughter ’ouse! ” And this reminds us of another- 
melancholy sign of the ingratitude of the poor towards an 
institution so full of comfort and blessing for them. We 
remarked to one of the Surgeons that there was scarcely a 
square inch of bandage on which the words “London Hospital ’” 
were not marked in huge blue letters, and we were informed 
that this had been rendered necessary by the constant pilfering 
of bandages by the patients. Moreover, every bottle in which- 
patients receive their physic has this pleasing legend upon if, 
in raised letters, “ Stolen from the London Hospital,” and we 
Avere assured that, in spite of this precaution, it is not uncom¬ 
mon to see these singularly characteristic bottles containing 
the vinegar which is so largely consumed at peripatetic oyster 
vendors’ stalls by the thirsty poor of the East-end. 

All three cases which were brought into the theatre were 
under the care of Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson. The first was a 
girl, aged about 15, with necrosis of the left tibia. Whilst the 
patient was being put under the influence of chloroform by 
means of a Skinner’s inhaler, Mr. Hutchinson pointed out to the 
students the nature of the proposed operation. He said that 
the girl had suffered from symptoms of necrosed bone for three, 
or four months, and although one could rarely teU whether a. 
sequestrum was loose or not by probing, and the rule, there¬ 
fore, was to wait some eight or ten months, yet that in this 
case one could do no harm by exploring, and one might greatly 
shorten the girl’s complaint if the bone were found loose. On 
cutting down upon the part, however, a large mass of necrosed 
bone was discovered quite firmly fixed, although already be¬ 
ginning to separate at its lower end. Carbolic acid lotion was 
therefore sponged into the wound, and this was brought to¬ 
gether again with strips of hnt in the same lotion, and a. 
bandage put over the whole. 

A man about 60 years old was next brought in, suffering 
from angular curvature of the spine and strumous testes— 
senile struma, as Mr. Hutchinson said it might be termed. It 
Avas explained that, besides the usual implication of the epi¬ 
didymis, the body of the right testis was also involved. 
Another point of interest was that a fungating mass AvhicE 
protruded through the lower part of the scrotum differed from 
the usual fungus of a strumous testis, in being made up of 
many smaUlobes, and in being unusually hard, suggesting'almosf 
the malignant nature of the disease. The incision was made be¬ 
hind, instead of the customary anterior vertical cut, and included 
the skin around the fungating mass. The cord was secured by 
a clamp before being cut thi’ough, the bleeding vessels tied, 
Avire Butm-es inserted, and the wound dressed Avith carbolie 
acid. The testis being subsequently cut across showed a larges 
strumous abscess Avith thick walls in the body of the organ, 
besides the disorganisation of the epididymis. There was no 
sign of malignant disease about it. 

The last case was that of a boy, aged about 15, who, Mr. 
Hutchinson said, had been the subject of what Mr. Simon has 
termed “necrosial fever.” In this disease—which is probably 
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a form of pycemia, and is usually met with in young people— 
severe febrile symptoms usher in a sudden attack of acute 
peritostitis, affecting several hones at once. In the present 
instance, the right humerus and left tibia had suffered. Mr. 
Hutchinson had already excised the elbow-joint, with a good 
result; and he mentioned, with reference to the tibia, that the 
prominent budding granulations projecting through holes in 
the skin over most of the shin were sufficient indication of the 
looseness of the dead bone, whilst the absence of great thicken¬ 
ing showed that the amount of necrosis was not great. The 
correctness of this opinion was proved when the soft parts 
were divided, and many thin spicula of bone ivere withdrawn. 
A small trephine was applied twice to the head of the bone, 
together with the free use of chisel and mallet to release some 
pent-in central necrosis. This wound also was afterwards 
dressed with carbolic acid lotion. 

Strangulated Inguinal Hernia in a Child, aged 3 years—Operation 
on the Fourth Fay—Recovery. 

(Under the care of Mr. MAUNDER.) 

"William B., a thin delicate-looldng clidd, aged 3, was admit¬ 
ted on November 23, 1869, with a tumour, the size of a bantam’s 
egg, in the right groin, and with symptoms of strangulated 
hernia. The rupture was not congenital, but had been induced 
when the child was eighteen months old. The bowel was then 
easily returned, and no truss had been worn afterwards. Tour 
days before admission, however, the swelhng reappeared, could 
not be reduced, vomiting and other signs of strangulation set 
in, and, after waiting for four days, the boy was brought to 
the Hospital. 

Taxis failing, Mr. Maunder at once cut down upon the neck 
of the tumour, hoping to find the constriction at the ring. He 
was, however, forced to open and slightly divide the neck of the 
sac before the bowel could be returned. The child recovered 
without a bad symptom, and, when we saw him on December 8, 
the wound had all but healed. 

HNIVEESITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

NECROSIS OF NEARLY THE WHOLE OF THE LOWER 
JAW—REMOVAL OF THE DEAD BONE, INCLUD¬ 
ING ONE CONDYLE—RECOVERY WITH PERFECT 

MOVEMENT OF JAW. 

(Under the care of Mr. CHRISTOPHER HEATH.) 

Egbert H., aged 22, from Aylesbury, was sent to Mr. Heath 
by Mr. Ceely with necrosis of the lower jaw. 

In August, 1868, he had typhus fever in Walsall Union, and 
during the attack the face became swollen, and discharged both 
externally and into the mouth. His teeth were all loosened, 
but none were extracted. In December he was passed on to 
Aylesbury, and came under Mr. Ceely’s care. 

On February 24, 1869, patient was admitted into University 
College Hospital under Mr. Heath’s care. The right side of 
the lower jaw was immensely swollen, and two inches below the 
angle was a sinus through which a probe passed up towards the 
base. Another sinus existed below the right canine tooth, and 
there had been a third below the left angle, which was now 
closed. The teeth were all more or less loose, and there were 
several openings in the gums, from which a most offensive dis¬ 
charge passed into the mouth. The man was well nourished 
and otherwise in good health, though he had when a child 
suffered from hip disease. On the day of admission, render 
chloroform, Mr. Heath extracted the molar teeth of the right 
side which were loose, and, having divided the gum, extracted 
a very large sequestrum, comprising the right side of the body 
of the jaw from the canine tooth to the angle, and containing 
the mental foramen. The hemorrhage was very free, but was 
checked by plugging the shell of new bone from which the 
sequestrum was taken. The plugs were removed on the second 
day, and the mouth syringed out daily with disinfecting lotion. 

On March 3, 1869, under chloroform, Mr. Heath cleared out 
some small fragments of necrosed bone left in the right angle 
of the jaw, and then proceeded to remove the necrosed portion 
on the left side, which extended as far as the second molar 
tooth. Mr. Heath attempted to save the incisor teeth, it 
appearing at first that the alv'eolus of that part of the jaw was 
not involved. It proved, however, that the disease had affected 
the whole thickness of the bone, and the teeth were necessarily 
sacrificed. "Upon removal of the sequestrum there was left a 
complete framework of new bone, with a deep groove extending 
from the right angle (which was quite hollowed out) to the 
second molar tooth of the left side. The mouth bled freely. 

but this was checked as before by stuffing with lint. The 
patient made a good recovery, and was able to return to the 
country in a week, the discharge having almost entirely ceased, 
and there being a deep groove in the new structures of the 
jaw from which the sequestrum had been extracted. 

On June 16 the patient returned, there being a portion of 
diseased bone on the right side. This Mr. Heath extracted, 
under chloroform, with some difficulty through the mouth, 
when it was found to include the angle and a great part of 
the ramus of the jaw. From this operation also the patient 
made a speedy recovery, and returned to the country, and was 
not seen again by Mr. Heath until October, when he returned 
with yet more necrosis, involving the remainder of the right 
ramus. This was removed with difficulty on October 50, and 
the man has not since suffered from pain or discharge, so that 
it seems that the whole of the dead bone has now been taken 
away. 

Perhaps the most singular feature in this case is the fact 
that the man has now (December) as perfect movement of the 
jaw as if no disease had existed, notwithstanding that at the 
last operation the whole of the right condyle was removed 
entire with about a third of the ramus. The repair has, in 
fact, been as complete as possible. When we saw the patient 
five weeks after the last operation, there was some fulness and 
prominence about the right angle of the jaw, and when the 
mouth was widely opened the lower jaw was drawn slightly to 
the right side ; but otherwise all the jaw movements were per¬ 
fectly performed without any pain or inconvenience, a deep 
groove in the gum, reaching from the right angle to the second 
left molar, alone remaining to show the former seat of such 
extensive disease. 
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e!trical Cintts anil 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1869. 

-<»—- 

HAEMOSTATICS. 

The animated discussion which followed the reading of Mr. 

Cooper Forster’s paper on torsion at the meeting of the Clinical 

Society last week proved, at least, that there is anything but 

unanimity of opinion on the subject of hsemostatics amongst 

the Hospital Surgeons of London. It is sufficiently remarkable 

that on so important and practical a point as the arrest of 

hasmorrhage there .should be such wide diversity of opinion as 

was displayed in the debate on Friday evening. We learned, 

for instance, that wliilst at Guy’s Ho.spital many of the operat¬ 

ing Surgeons had not used a ligature for two or three years, 

all the vessels being twisted, at St. Bartholomew s the ligature 

was the almost invariable practice, acupressure having been 

seldom employed in its place. At the London Hospital kir. 

Maunder had extensively employed torsion, and with excellent 

results; at St. Mary’s Mr. Gascoyen did not remember to have 

seen the practice once ; at University College Hospital Mr. 

Heath had used and been well-content with torsion, whilst at 
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the Middle.sex llosj^ital alone ivas any stand made for acupres¬ 

sure. Torsion had not been employed to any extent here, but 

Mr. Moore expressed himself as too well satisfied with the 

results of acupressure to need any other method. 

It will be interesting to search for the cause of the prevalence 

of so great a variety of ojiinions on a subject which has now 

been prominently before the Profession for some years. It is 

probable that the ligature was never wholly approved of, 

although in such universal use during so many years before 

the publication of Sir James Simpson’s work on acupressure. 

In the first place, it is an undoubted fact—and wo were sur¬ 

prised to find both Mr. Paget and Mr. Callender dissenting 

from it at the meeting-—that secondary haemorrhage does occa¬ 

sionally attend the separation of the thread. Every operating 

Surgeon must have seen more than one such occurrence, and 

perhajis no accident is more dreaded in Surgical practice. We 

have become used to the more than occasional fatal contreteMps 

attending the exhibition of chloroform, and both patients and 

Surgeons are willing to run the infinitely small risk for the 

sake of the undeniable comfort and advantages of the anjes- 

thetic; but a death from secondary haemorrhage is still re¬ 

garded by all with feelings of the liveliest dread and horror, 

and there can be no doubt that very many Surgeons would be 

only too glad to adopt any simple liiemostatio free from this 

rare but terrible risk. Por the rest it is clear that the 

ligature has received of late much unfair abuse. The 

promoters of acupressure went obviously too far in imput¬ 

ing to the thread j'pyiemia and erysipelas. It has been 

abundantly shown—and perhaps most clearly in the practice of 

ovariotomists tnat the distal portions of tied vessels become 

united with the surrounding living tissues, and eventually in¬ 

corporated with them. And the proposition that the ligatures 

are^ of no little value in affording- a vent for the discharges 

v/hich would otherwise collect in a stump is not fairly answered 

by the assertion that they are themselves the cause of the dis¬ 

charges they help to drain; for we have constantly seen in 

London ^whatever the Aberdeen practice may be—stumps in 

Wiiioh needles only have been empiloyed, failing to unite by first 

intention. And, on the other hand, it unquestionably happens 

that a wound often heals practically -without supepuration 

although ligatures are used. Still, it must be admitted that 

tii9 presence of threads in a wound does tend to retard perfect 

union, and few would refuse to disp^ense with them if they felt 

that the step might be taken -ftdth safety. It is a significant 

fact that acuperessure has been tried, and, we believe, fairly 

tried, in almost all the London Hospitals, and yet at the pre¬ 

sent moment it is hardly ever witnessed in any of our operating 

theatres. All seem to have been disappointed in it. Even Mr. 

Moore, who stood forth almost its only advocate in the Clinical 

Society, almost inva,riably ties his vessels in Hospoital pDractice, 

whilst Mr. CoopDcr Eorster, now so enthusiastic a champion of 

torsion, was equally warm in his praises of acupressure but 

three years since. So that it is probable that the admirers of acu¬ 

pressure have gone too far in their unquahfied praise, and that 

some very real cau.so,s exist for disapopointmeiit beyond the mere 

mechanical dilScuhies of the method. Indeed, we have our¬ 

selves heard of both secondary hgemorrhage and pyaimia fol¬ 

lowing the application ox needles in the pilace of threads. 

Now we aro not at all sure that torsion is not being as in- 

j udiciou.sly va-anted in its turn as was acupiressure. What can 

be simpiler and easier than the art o^tpdng a thread about a 

severed vessel i And yet we are told by the Surgeons of Guy’s 

that torsion is really far easier than dehgation. Of course, in 

practised hands any method becomes easy, but we are con¬ 

vinced, from personal experience, that torsion is not, at first at 

lease, an easy and infallible pirocess. We have seen again and 

agmn bleeding- pioints seized and twisted several times without 

the immediate arrest of the bleeding. It has been said that 

this results from the untwisting- of the elastic vessel on the 

removal of the forceps, and at the debate we are discussing Dr. 

Anstio attributed this elastic recoil of the unbroken vessel to 

the mistaken lenity of the operator in not using sufficient 

abruptness, humorously compearing- the perooess to that of 

t-wisting a bird’s neck. This explanation is probably the true 

one, and it is, at least, more satisfactory than Mr. Eorster’s 

unsupported assertion that such unt-ndsting of a twisted artery 

is physioaUy impossible. The method as used at Guy’s is to 

seize the opxen mouth of the bleeding vessel, taldng care not to 

include surrounding structures in the forceps, and vigorously 

and rapidly give it four or five tui-ns. Mr. Biyant described 

the sensation of rupture of the inner coats which varned the 

Surg-eon that the process was complete, and he gave a valuable 

liint as to the treatment of rigid and brittle atheromatous 

vessels. Being on one occasion vexed to find that three turns 

sufficed to break off a femoral artery so diseased, he caught 

the mouth again and twisted it twice only, feeling- the inner 

coats go with the second twirl, and the bleeding was effectually 

stayed. All the speakers appeared to practise what is known 

as “free” torsion—that is to say,the simple seiziu-e and twist¬ 

ing of the open mouth of the vessel without the aid of another 

pair of forceps holding- the artery hig-her up). The common 

objection to this practice has been that one is apt to loosen the 

artery in its sheath for some httle distance, and so, by tearing- 

the vasa vasorum, to run the risk of sloughing of the end of 

the artery. This does not seem to have been observed, how¬ 

ever, and we imagine that the reason is that the injured ex¬ 

tremity of the artery contracts adhesions with and derives 

vitality from the surrounding living tissues, just as does the 

part beyond the site of deligation, as we have already pxointed 
out. 

The argument urged with greatest force against torsion is 

that it has ah-eady had its day. All the present enthusiasm 

and zeal in its favour are but the echoes of louder praises 

sounded many years since; and when men are asked to revive 

an obsolete custom, they are apt to pause to inquire into the 

reasons for its disuse. It may be that the true answer to this 

arg-ument was furnished by Mr. Heath, Avhen he said that 

torsion needed before everytliing- good eyesight, that Surgeons, 

finding the difficulties of the method increase with increasing 

years, quietly returned to the old lig-ature, and that their 

pupils, seing- the change in their seniors’ practice, and not pxer- 

ceiving- the motive, themselves abandoned torsion. If tliis be 

the real cause of the failure of torsion in former years, wo look 

forward with confidence to a fairer trial now that the move¬ 

ment in its favour is confined ahnost v,Lolly to the young-er 

Surgeons. It is certainly not a little remarkable to find a 

singular unanimity prevailing amongst those who have recom¬ 

menced the practice. There is no lack of expxerience, for most 

of the speakers in the Clinical Society'who had pxractised torsion 

at all seemed to have employed it in at least six femorals and 

two brachials each, besides a very larg-e number of smaller 

vessels ; and yet all concur in expircssiiig- complete satisfaction, 

and many affirm that the procetiS is even better adapjed for 

large than for small arteries, since, with equal security in all 

cases, the larger vessels are more readily isolated and caught. 

Ue suspeco that what is required to convert Surgeons generally 

from the use of the lig-ature to either torsion or acupressure is, 

first, a scientific exposition and compiarison of the closing pro¬ 

cess in the various methods—a subject of great interest, to 

which we may refer on a subsequent occasion; and secondly, 

a number of recorded cases larg-e enough to show some definite 

difference in the results of the several practices. Once prove 

that secondary htemorrhage is less common, that the various 

lesions grouped under the name of pyaemia are less frequently 

met with, and that patients recover more speedily and faveur- 

ably after the employment of one pjlan than another, and 

surely neither long-estabhshed prejudice nor trifling difficulty 

in manipiulation will prevent Enghsh Surgeons from unhesi- 

tatingljr transferring their allegiance from the hgature to either 

of its struggling rivals. 
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SANIT..U1Y MATTERS IN NEW YORE. 

The good citizens of New York, with its million and a half of 

inhabitants, are setting us on this side of the Atlantic an ex¬ 

ample which we shall do Avell to ponder. They have taken in 

hand the task of malting their grand city a wholesome place of 

residence, and they are not doing their work by halves. It is 

only four years ago that a Citizens’ Association was organised 

with a Council of Hygiene and Public Health—a voluntary 

association, which, by individual sacrifice of time and personal 

efforts, succeeded in laying bare the conditions which were at 

that time degrading, physically and morally, the tone of their 

rapidly growing community. The volume of reports which 

the Association published, and which we had the pleasure of 

reviewing, was a model for all future reports of a similar cha¬ 

racter. The facts which this inquiry elicited were not allowed 

to remain barren. The Association asked of the people of the 

City and State of New York “ that the needed works of sanitary 

improvement be immediately begun by competent minds and 

competent hands.” The demand was met, as such demands 

deserve to be met, in a spirit of earnest determination. A 

metropolitan Board of Health was constituted, sanitary ordi¬ 

nances were made, and a large staff of Medical inspectors 

appointed, among whom the several districts of the metropolis 

were distributed. TVe have now before us the third of the 

annual reports issued by the Board of Health. It is a volume 

of 635 closely printed pages, containing an immense mass of 

most valuable information, and is most creditable to the body 

which has put it forth. 

What strikes us most forcibly in the pages of the report is 

the evidence it furnishes of the thoroughness of the work per¬ 

formed by the Board. We may illustrate this by one or two 

instances. It appears that it is one of the duties of the Bureau 

of Vital Statistics to keep an accurate register of what are 

there called “tenement houses”—that is, houses let out in 

rooms to distinct families. We in London ought to do the 

same thing, our several vestiy authorities being so empowered 

by our Sanitary Act. In New York the law exists, and is acted 

on. But more than this, in the same office a separate 

special history of deaths in tenement houses is made up 

week by week, and, the number and causes of deaths 

in every such house being thus recorded, sanitary maps 

are constructed for future use by the Board and its offi¬ 

cers. Over these tenement houses, thus kept strictly in con¬ 

stant view, a control is exercised of a very stringent character, 

as is evidenced by the fact that, during the single year to 

which the report relates, no fewer than 3756 actions for penal¬ 

ties were commenced by the Attorney of the Board for viola¬ 

tions of the Tenement House Act of 1867. We in London 

should do well if we copied the mode of procedure adopted in 

such cases. No time is lost in notices and repeated visits, as 

with us. When the report of an inspector is received showing 

a violation, it is at once laid before the Board, and a direction to 

commence a suit is obtained. Notice of this fact is then given 

to the owner or lessee, and he is allowed fifteen days in which 

to remedy the evil conqfiained of. If not remedied at the end 

of the time, an action is at once commenced for penalties. The 

violation of the Act is thus an oftence for which a penalty can 

be enforced. The result is that in at least three-fourths of the 

cases the evils are remedied before the suit comes on for hear¬ 

ing. Owners have to deal in New York with a central board 

determined that the law shall be obeyed, and not, as amongst 

ourselves, with bodies of men gathered from a class mostly 

interested more or less in the perpetuation of that very state of 

things which it is their business to alter. 

■Another illustration is found in the establishment of a system 

of “ permits” to parties engaged or desiring to engage in the 

various business pursuits which, if improperly or carelessly 

conducted, are, or arc liable to become, detrimental to the public 

health. In all cases applications for permits are referred to 

sanitary office.rs, and the Board bascsitsaetionupon tneir reports 

of personal inspections and their written statements as to the 

condition of the premises, the manner of conducting the busi¬ 

ness, and the character of the macliinory and appliances used 

therein, and such other facts as are necessary to a proper under¬ 

standing of the subject. As all permits are liable to bo revoked, 

this sanitary supervision secures the due attention to cleanli¬ 

ness and to the rules and regulations of the Board. Short 

work indeed is made of some of the more offensive 

businesses. Thus the very offensive business of bone- 

boiling has been banished from the built-up portions of the 

district. The number of fat-melting establishments has been 

greatly reduced; the business is only tolerated when conducted 

with steam-tight tanks and other modem appliances, and it is 

confidently predicted that at no distant day this business will 

be conducted in connexion with large slaughtering establish¬ 

ments only. At the time of the report of the Citizens’ Associa¬ 

tion cow-keeping under the most disgusting conditions was a 

standing nuisance in New York. We read now that the 

nuisance arising from the practice of keeping milch cows in 

dark, crowded, and unventilated stables, where they are fed 

upon swill from adjacent distilleries, has entirely disappeared 

from the city. During the next year it is intended to remove 

all the slaughter-houses now existing in the densely populated 

portions of the city, and to locate them in the immediate 

■vicinity of the rivers, while largely reducing their actual 

number. And all this is done by a democratic government. 

It dares and does what we, who pride ourselves on popular 

local government, dare not attempt. We should very soon 

hear such proceedings denounced as an arbitrary and unjust 

interference with private rights. 

There are two reports bound up in the volume to which wo 

must advert, both being of high scientific value. One is the 

report of the Registrar of Vital Statistics, which is illustrated 

by some well-executed graphic representations of the mortality 

and death-rate in their relation to atmospheric conditions, 

which deserve, as they must obtain, a very careful study. It 

is the counterpart for New York of our Registrar-Oenerai’s 

annual report, with the difference, however, that it is so con¬ 

structed as to have a more direct and immediate application to 

the sanitary needs of the district. It is the advantage gained 

by the direct subservience of the Registrar to the Board of 

Health. The other report is one which we must take an early 

opportvmity of summarising. It is an admirable report upon 

investigations relating to the Texas cattle disease with refer¬ 

ence to certain practical questions in hygiene. We need only 

say here that it wiU not lose by comparison with the scientific 

reports on cattle plague issued by our own Government a few 

years ago. 

TPIE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAY. 

The Gazette of Tuesday last contains the announcement 

that the Queen has been pleased to appoint WiUiam Walker, 

Esq., Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, 

to bo Surgeon Oculist in Ordinary to her Majesty for Scot¬ 

land, in the room of William Mackenzie, Esq., M.D., de¬ 

ceased. Mr. Walker is Senior Surgeon to the Edinburgh 

Eye Dispensary, and Siu’geon to the Eye V ards of the Royal 

Infirmary. We congratulate him upon the honour. 

Different countries have different manners and customs. It 

is not to be expected that strangers should appreciate the one 

or understand the other. W^e, therefore, will not commit our¬ 

selves to any expressed opinion as to the character oi the 

reasons for, or the manner of the dismissal of. Dr. M‘Dowel 

from the Surgeoncy of Sir Patrick Dun’s Hospital in Dublin. 

■\Vc only congratulate the Medical Profession here on the fact 

that in England such a proceeding would scarcely be possible, 

and we certainly wmre not prepared for its occuiTcnce so near 

Lome as Dublin. The following is a plain unvarnished talc cf 
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Dr. M'Dowel’s dismissal, and we believe it to be unprecedented 

in tbe history of Medical charitable institutions. In 1865 Sir 

Patrick Dun’s Hospital was converted into a Medico-Chirur- 

gical Hospital, the appointment to the post of Surg’eon was 

vested in the Board of Trinity College, and Dr. M'Dowel, 

Professor of Anatomy and Surgery, was elected to fill it. 

On August 14 of the present year a man named M‘Keown 

was brought to the Hospital, having fallen from a scaffold 

eight feet high. Dr. M‘Dowel was sent for, and at¬ 

tended immediately. He found the man perfectly con¬ 

scious—able to describe his accident—and presenting only a 

bruise over the right malar bone. Dr. M'Dowel says he 

examined the man carefully and gave directions as to treat¬ 

ment, but did not think seriously of the accident. The same 

evening the man became worse, and the resident pupH sent for 

Dr. M‘Dowel, who, however, was from home. The messenger 

then went for Dr. Butcher, another member of the staff, who 

saw the man on the same evening, and prescribed for him. 

On the following day (Sunday) no further message was sent 

to Dr. M‘Dowel, but Dr. Butcher, on the occasion of his visit- 

ing his own wards, again saw M'Keown. It does not appear 

that Dr. M‘Dowel received any intimation that his patient had 

been worse until his visit to the Hospital on Monday morning. 

The man, however, seemed then better, and the apparent 

improvement continued imtil Friday, when grave symptoms 

set in, and the man died on the following Monday, ten days 

after the accident. On the Tuesday before M'Keown’s death 

Dr. M'Dowel received the following letter from the Eegistrar 
of the Hospital:— 

“ Sir Patrick Dun’s Hospital, Dublin, August 17, 1869. 
“ Dear Sir, I am directed by the Board of Governors to refer 

to you as to the case of Jamas M‘Keown, and to ask for 
explanation in reference to the same. It appears that James 
M'Keown was brought into the Hospital on Saturday morning, 
suffering from a severe injury in the head, the result of a fall 
from a scaffold; that you attended the case in the discharge of 
your duty on his being brought in, and did not see him again 
until Monday morning, thus having left a patient, who was 
suffering from a grave accident, without the benefit of your 
attendance and care for a space of t^ro days. A.s the Board 
are of opinion that the interests of the poor patients reguire a 
daily attendance in all cases, and in cases of this kind even 
more than a daily, attendance, they think it their duty to refer 
the case to you, and ask for any explanation you can give to 
justify your absence. Tours faithfully, 

“Joseph MuxLEisr, Registrar. 
“ Benjamin G. M'Dowel, Esq., M.D.” 

The following is Dr. M'Dowel’s reply :— 

“ August 21. 
“ Gentlemen,—In reply to your letter of August 17, I have 

to observe that I entirely agree with the opinion you express 
as to the duties of Hospital Medical officers with regard to the 
poor. During all my Professional fife I have acted on the 
principle of bestowing on the sick poor the same attention and 
skill as on the sick rich. I have thus repeatedly visited two 
and three times daily urgent cases in Hospital, and have always 
given immediate attention to all requests to visit cases of a 
serious nature. 

“ As to the case of James M'Keown, I saw him on Saturday, 
soon after the accident he met with. Prom the state the man 
was in, and the account he himself gave of the accident, I did 
not regard his case as a serious one (I had given the resident 
pupils directions to send for me whenever they saw any 
necessity for doing so, and on Sunday, as there was no message 
from the Hospital, I concluded there was no necessity for my 
calling). Later in the day, on Saturday, however, M‘Keown 
became worse, and the pupil on duty very properly sent for 
Dr. Butcher, who prescribed for him; and as Dr. Butcher saw 
the case again on Sunday, and gave all necessary directions as 
to its treatment, the resident pupil did not send me any message 
to visit the man. I have to admit that I was guilty of an 
error of judgment in regarding the case as less serious than it 
proved to be, but this error may well be excused when I state 
that for four days no symptoms indicating any serious lesion 
showed themselves. It is now evident that the case will 
terminate fatally; but everything which could be done was 
done from the first, to avoid serious consequences, if possible. 

“ I am. &c. “ B. M'DcwEn.” 

To this the Board of Governors answered that they did not 

consider Dr. M'Dowel’s reply was satisfactory—that in their 

opinion the Surgeon should attend daily, and that an examina¬ 

tion of the books had shown that Dr. M‘Dowel had not been 

in the habit of visiting the Hospital on Sundays. They also 

intimated their intention of sending the correspondence to the 

Board of Trinity College. This the Board of Governors carried 

into effect, and the upshot has been that the Provost and 

Fellows of Trinity College, refusing to hold any investigation, 

although requested to do so by Dr. M‘Dowel, have summarily 

dismissed that gentleman from his office for what they are 

pleased to term “ irregular and insufficient ” attendance. It is 

to be borne in mind that the sole charge brought against Dr. 

M'Dowel throughout the whole correspondence is that of not 

having always visited the Hospital on Sundays. Now, as we 

have said, we do not presume to criticise this case. 'We do not 

know what the rules of Sir Patrick Dun’s Hospital may be; 

we do not know what was the exact natui-e of the contract into 

which Dr. M'Dowel entered when he undertook the office of 

the Surgeon ; we do not know what the phrase “ irregular and 

insufficient attendance” may mean in Dublin; but we do 

know that in none of our principal London Hospitals are 

patients visited by the Surgeons and Physicians on Sundays 

except under extraordinary circumstances. We know that in 

England the Medical and Surgical officers of public institutions 

are generally admitted to be better judges of how frequently 

they should visit their patients than are the lay governors, and 

we also know that to condemn a man of high position in the 

Medical Profession, and to dismiss him ignominiously from a 

public post without granting his request for a public inquiry, 

would, on this side of the Channel, be called injustice. 

A New York paper, the Hvcyiing Post, has attacked the 

Medical Profession of Philadelphia for their protest against 

the commixtm-e of the sexes in classes of Clinical Medicine and 

Surgery. The Evening Post says that in New York “ male and 

female students ” “pursue their science in undisturbed fellow¬ 

ship.” What is meant by “ undisturbed fellowship ” we do not 

know. But we learn from the same paper that the laws of the 

New York State prevent the exclusion of women from clinical in¬ 

struction, and that, even in New York, there is a party strongly 

opposed to the intermingling of the sexes. It is also a very sig¬ 

nificant fact that the Philadelphia Medical Society have deter¬ 

mined to exclude from their fellowship Professional men who 

meet women in consultation or give instruction in the Medical 

sciences to women. The evils arising from “ the lady-doctor 

movement” must be tolerably patent before the members of a 

scientific society would commit themselves to such a stringent 

measure of repression. 

The reports of two coroners’ inquests are before us, which, 

as they possess some features in common, we may notice 

together. In both a suspicion of poisoning was entertained by 

Medical men who saw the patients, but who had not been in 

attendance on them from the commencement of the respective 

iUnesses. In both the poison was supposed to have been in the 

medicine prescribed by the deceased’s ordinary Medical atten¬ 

dant, and in both a post-mortem examination and a thorough 

investigation of the case led the coroners’ juries to return a 

verdict of death from disease or natural causes. One of these 

cases occurred at Skewen, near Swansea. A woman named 

Rees was being attended by Dr. Ryding, of Neath, 

on account of choleraic diarrhoea. Dr. Ryding prescribed 

chalk, with five minims of laudanum, five minims of chloro¬ 

form, and a little capsicum and catechu every four hours. 

Dr. Riding saw the woman on Tuesday and Wednesday, and 

his partner. Dr. Thomas, saw her on Thursday morning. On 

the same day Dr. Griffiths, of Swansea, was asked to visit her, 

and he came to the conclusion, from her symptoms, that she 

was suffering under an overdose of opium. He wrote to Dr. 

1 Thomas to that effect. It appears, however, that she had not 
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tiiken any medicine containing opium for many hours before 

her death, and that she had only been supplied with eight 

doses in aU. The post-mortem examination showed a highly 

congested state of the rectum and part of the colon, engorge¬ 

ment of the vessels of the brain, and effusion of serous fluid 

into the lateral ventricles and between the membranes of the 

brain. In this case the verdict of the jury was “ Death from 

congestive or serous apoplexy.” In the other case, which 

occurred at Liver230ol, a Medical Practitioner—Mr. Irvine—was 

attending the wife of a licensed victualler for constant 

vomiting depending on liver disease. He had prescribed for 

her a mixture containing five minims of officinal prussic 

acid, ten minims of a sedative solution of opium, and half an 

ounce of creosote mixture, to he taken in water every four 

hours. It appears that this medicine was taken in larger doses 

than Mr. Irvine prescribed. After having been under treat¬ 

ment for several days the patient became suddenly worse, and a 

neighbouring Practitioner, Dr. Falloon, was called in. On 

his arrival he found the patient dead. He very properly re¬ 

fused to give a certificate, but the next day he wrote to the 

coroner a letter containing the following sentence:—“ How¬ 

ever it haj^pened, there is no doubt the woman was poisoned.” 

The post-mortem revealed extensive disease of the liver of 

apparently very long standing, on which inflammation had 

supervened, and this was held by Dr. Taylor, who made the 

post-mortem, to be amply sufficient to account for death. 

We offer no judgment as to whether in either of these cases 

.suspicion was reasonable, but we would strongly express our 

opinion that when a Medical man is called to a patient 

whom he finds to bo nnder the care of another Practitioner, 

and in a state which may admit of two interpretations, it 

is his clear duty not to breathe a word of suspicion to the 

friends or attendants until ho has first made known his 

doubts in consultation to the Medical man originally in 

charge of the case. Of course, this reticence, which should 

he absolute, need in no way interfere with the adoption of 

any remedial measures that may seem necessary or advisable 

for the safety of the patient. 

The present Government has further evinced its anxiety to 

foster the interests of science and to reward its cultivators by 

-abolishing one of the very few puhhe posts of honour and 

emolument Avhich have been hitherto regarded as prizes to be 

bestowed by the nation for successful scientific labour. It is 

announced that no reappointment to the office of Master of the 

Mint will be made. The chair of Newton and Graham is to be 

left empty. The present Deputy-Master, Mr. Freemantle, is to 

preside over the establishment, which is to be attached to the 

Treasury. 

The recent catastrophe at Fang’s College is traced, by a 

writer in the Builder, to the excavation of the foundations of 

the Thames Embankment, and to the pumping up of water by 

steam-engines, which was necessary to keep the foundations 

clear. The writer says that a perfect river of water has been 

pumped up and discharged from this subterranean source. 

The result has been “ gradual loosening of the permeable stra¬ 

tum, displacement of the smaller particles, consequent tendency 

of the larger ones to come down together, disposition of the 

whole water-supplying area to move—mieroscopically-—infi¬ 

nitesimally, maybe—but still with mathematical certitude.” 

He believes that, if the process be continued in the same way 

along the banks of the Thames, it is quite possible that St. 

Paul’s may be affected in the same way as Somerset-house. 

The case of Davies v. Remmett, which occupied a large por¬ 

tion of the law reports last week, was of great Medical interest. 

A gentleman brought an action against the landlady of a 

furnished house at Kensington for letting it to liim in a state 

unfit for occupation by reason of the bad state of the drains. 

There was ample evidence of the fact that the drains were in a 

very offensive state, and Drs. Habershon and Gull proved that 

the recovery of the plaintiff’s children from scarlatina was 

delayed, and the disease was aggravated, by the foid state of 

the air in the house. The jury, however, found a verdict for 

the defendant, the landlady, and they were perhaps justified, 

as it was proved that the plaintiff had not complained to the 

landlady or her agent at the time, and that therefore she had 

no opportunity of remedying the evil. We regret, however, 

in the interests of the public, that a precedent has not been 

established by which some check may be imposed on the prac¬ 

tice of letting houses in an unwholesome condition—a practice 

wliich, we know, is often the cause of disease, especially 

amongst domestic servants, who, occupying the basement, are 

most exposed to emanations from drains. 

CHOLERA IN PESHAWTJE. 

By later accounts from this station there appears reason to 

hope that the recent very severe epidemic of cholera may have 

been on the decrease. T7e regret to observe the announcement 

of the death of Assistant-Surgeon R. F. Maunsell from fever 

at Cherat, where he was doing duty with a detachment of the 

104th Regiment from Peshawur. He had only been in the 

service since October 1, 1867. 

LAEYNGOSCOPIC DEMONSTRATIONS. 

Professor Czermak, who is staying in London for a few 

days, gave some very interesting laryngoscopic demonstrations 

at the Hospital for Diseases of the Throat, on Thursday last 

week, in the presence of a large number of Practitioners. Besides 

many ordinary cases. Dr. Morell Mackenzie had placed at the 

disposal of the Professor several which particularly illustrated the 

different phases of syphilis and phthisis. In addition to this, 

there were cases of gTowths on the vocal cords, and of paia- 

lysis, and one in which one side of the larynx was atrophied. 

The advantages of the oxy-hydrogen light for demonstration 

were well exemplified. 

THE ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGIC-AL SOCIETY. 

The meeting of this Society on Tuesday evening was signalised 

by what we too seldom hear, though we long.to hear it more 

frequently, a good paper and a discussion worthy of a good 

paper. The subject was essentially a practical one, and such 

as was likely to call out our best Surgeons, of whom the author 

of the paper is one of the most esteemed. The paper was by Mi. 

George PoUock, its subject amputation at the knee-joint. Mr. 

Pollock gave his own statistics of the operation, exhibiting it in a 

most favourable light, and he cited comparatively those of others 

as well as his own as opposed to the results of amputation in 

the lower third of the thigh. The features of Mr. Pollock’.s 

operation are a long anterior purely skin flap, its base compre¬ 

hending two-thirds of the circumference of the thigh at the 

condyles, and its apex reaching five inches below the patella ; 

the other tissues cut at right angles to the length of the limb, 

and a very short skin flap behind. As was mentioned by one 

speaker, it is much to be regretted that Mr. Pollock was 

unable to separate cases of amputation at the knee proper 

from those of Carden’s operation, where the femur is divided; 

but foreign statistics mix the one so with the other that to 

separate them is impossible. Mr. Pollock and most of the 

speakers were strongly in favour of retaining the patcUa, 

even if it was partly diseased, as the diseased portion might be 

removed, and its retention serves to fill the gap in front 

between the two condyles, as weU as to supply a firmer 

origin to the quadriceps. Mr. PoUock also exhibited an 

admirable stump formed in this way, and a cheap form of 

foot invented for it, exceUent in its way. Curiously enough, 

Mr. Birkett said he would have done this operation much 

oftener had he not been told by the makers that it was scarcely 

possible to make a limb for the stump. As another speaker re¬ 

marked, this came of the instrument makers having such bad 
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stumps to deal with; they could not fit a good one. In the ordi¬ 

nary amputations through the thigh the sharp stump cannot 

bear the weight of the body, and the bucket of the artificial limb 

takes its bearings from the pelvis. Here the whole weight of the 

body could be borne on the broad condyles of the femur with¬ 

out any difficulty. Mr. Holmes referred to another operation 

introduced by an Italian, where the femur was cut through, 

and the divfided patella adjusted to it, as in Pirogoif’s amputa¬ 

tion at the ankle. He had done it once, but could not yet give 

the result. Several Surgeons referred the diminished mortality 

of amputation at the knee to the greater distance of the site 

of operation from the trunk, and for the same reason said 

they would prefer amputation through the head of the tibia 

to amputation at the knee. Altogether, the evening- was a 

most instructive one, and Mr. Pollock’s paper was most warmly 

applauded. 

DE. B. W. EICIIAEDSOIT OH THE SCIEHCE OF CIJEB. 

The address delivered by Dr. Richardson at the recent meeting 

of the St. Amdrews Medical Graduates’ Association contained 

much of wholesome doctrine, very necessary and suitable in the 

present state of therapeutical science. We do not endorse aU 

that ha advanced, and especially as to the low value which ho 

ascribes to individual experience we differ from him widely, 

but we heartily applaud the general tenor of his address, and 

acquiesce in many of his conclusions. Dr. Richardson took as 

his text the saying of Ambrose Pare, “ I treat them, God cures 

them,” but he only allows its truth in a certain transcendental 

sense, which we suspect was not that Avhich was meant by the 

honest Huguenot. Dr. Richardson says:—• 

“ The sentiment is specious, because of the many ways in 
which it may be interpreted; but for my part, after thinking 
over it for many years as a sentence supposed to embody the 
whole meaning or meaninglessness of physic, I am forced to 
tlu’ow it aside in a,Il interpretations of it except one, in which 
it becomes a flat truth—vdz., that we are all, as the procedures 
from a common divine power, the mere instruments of that 
power, so that the thing we effect is the real agency of the 
power itself by which we are and do.” 

If this, however, is the only and limited sense in wliich Pare’s 

saying has truth in it, the truth must apply not only to our 

cures, but to our failures. It seems a very startling proposition 

that when we fail we are “ the mere instruments of a common 

divine power, so that the thing we (fail to) effect is the (failure) 

of the power itself by which we are and do.” But this is the 

logical conclusion to be drawn from Dr. Richardson’s gloss on 

Ambrose Pare—-which gloss, however, carried into the region 

of morals, would be utterly fatal to any belief in man’s 

free wfil or free agency, or in good or evil in human conduct. 

V7e, on the other hand, can heartily endorse Dr. Richardson’s 

repudiation of the intei’pretation of Pare’s saying which makes 

it mean that what Medical men do in the treatment of the sick 

is not, in effect, action towards cure, but is something done for 

the sake of doing, the issue of cure having no absolute relation 

to our skill as curers. Such a view he characterised as con¬ 

temptible, false, and wicked. "We thoroughly agree with him. 

The Medical man who does not act with the sole intention of 

bringing about the recovery of his patient is a Physician only 

in name, whatever his attainments may be in diagnosis or 

pathology. Dr. Richardson divided the main part of his 

address into a consideration of the obstacles to and the methods 

for advancement in the science of curing. The chief obstacles 

to be removed he holds to be “ dogmatic generalisation—indi¬ 

vidual experience that cannot be made general experience 

patent to all who will learn it, and convincing to all, and fear 

of popular criticism and popular demand.” We might cross 

lances with him as to what seems to us a low estimate of the 

value of individual experience, of wliich all that is or can 

be real in the art of curing is and must be the legiti¬ 

mate fruit; but Ave must draw attention to the flat treason 

which he utters against the time-honoured goddess, the vix 

moclicatrix natura. He absolutely has lost all faith in her, if 

he ever had any. He says:— 

“ The vis medicatrix natures, what is that ? Is it a word 
or a fact P We dAveU upon it as if it were a fact; we dwell 
upon it as if it were a principle on which we can often rely 
altogether, and on which Ave can always rely to some con¬ 
siderable extent. Is this correct belief ? In my way of 
thinking the belief has in the abstract no basis whatever: 
by which I mean that nature goes her OAvn way Avithout 
putting out any hand to us for om’ special and particular 
aid. If nature Avere a curer, as is supposed, then all dis¬ 
eases were spontaneously curable, and aU other curers than 
herself were impostors. But nature pursues her way AAuth 
men as regardless of their infirmities as of their powers;, 
her general course being towards some grand and unknown 
end in which the individual sinks into his true insignifi¬ 
cance by the side of the vastness of her structure, work, 
design. The physical living being is born, and by the force of 
birth is launched into space; but from the moment it is on the 
earth it is under the physical influence of the earth. As when 
I take a stone and cast it into the air, it moves for a time 
against gravity, then finds a point in which there is almost 
balance between the initial velocity and the attraction, and 
anon begins in gentle curve to fall, until it has fallen and lies, 
dead; so man, passing through his curve, endowed Avith initial 
velocity or motion of life, is maldng- really and always towards 
the earth. He is Aveak, the earth is dragging him; he is faint, 
the earth has drawn him nearer ; he dies, the earth takes him 
to herself. I speak, of course, now only of the physical man.’ ’ 

AU Ave can reply is—Hoav does a cut finger heal ? Although, 

therefore, we do not accept aU Dr. Richardson’s positions, we 

can heartUy commend the scope, earnestness, and freedom from 

conventionaUty of his address. We are sure that our readers 

win find in it much and good material for thought. It wiU be 

pubUshed in the forthcoming volume of the Transactions of 

the Association. 

AMBEICAiSr IHDHSTEIES. 

Reom South CaroUna Ave have some interesting as weU as 

amusing accounts of the industrial resources of the State, which 

now seems to be emerging from the prostration caused by the 

fatal war. At the State Agricultural Rair held at Columbia, 

South CaroUna, a variety of new pursuits were iUustrated, but 

the one which seems to have carried aAvay the heads of the 

assembled people was the production of a textile fabric caUed 

ramie. This fabric, which under the above name is unknoAvn 

to us, is said to be already extensively used for mixing Avith 

silk and cotton. It has a fine Avhite and glossy appearance, 

and is produced, as flax and hemp is, from the stalk of a plant. 

This plant is perennial, and is usually propagated by the root, 

and it is said these are now seUing at a doUar a dozen. Once 

planted, it fives many years, throwing up from the perennial 

rootstock an annual growth of osier-Uke tAvigs. One enthu¬ 

siastic grower of ramie calculated he could make four times as- 

much by its cultivation as by cotton, although South CaroUna 

has always been the most famous cotton-growing- country in 

the world. Another gentleman was enthusiastic about cotton 

•—not its groAvth, but its manufacture. By detaUod calculation 

he shoAved that he coidd loroduce Ho. 20 cotton yarn, and lay it 

on the counters of New York merchants at five cents a pound 

less than the LoAvell spinners could do j but this is not aU, for 

the same enthusiast maintains that he can send it to Manches¬ 

ter at 4'7o cents less than they can make it there. Our Lanca- 

sliire friends must look to their laurels. Starch made from Irish 

potatoes is no great novelty, but a substance exhibited by Dr. 

M. R. Clarke certainly deserves a Avord. This was a manufac¬ 

tured honey which coidd bo sold at ten cents a pound, bee- 

made honey seUing at twenty. The manufactured honey, it is 

said, looks, smeUs, and tastes like the real thing. We wonder 

if it is a product of the nature of Hamburg- sherry. A Mr. 

Passmore exhibited a specimen of broAvn sugar made from the 

sorghum. This plant has long been used for the production 

of a sweet syrup ; the novelty lies in its crystaUisation. He 

says it can be made for 5 or 8 cents a pound, ordinary sugar 
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costing 1;5 to 17 cents. A specimen of oiiium, made in the same 
State, ivas exhibited, .and found of fine quality, but no price 
nms attached, and this, after all, is the main thing. Capital 
opium can bo made in England, but it does not pay. x\.n elec¬ 
tric fan for improving the flame of the kerosene lamp, another 
now textile fabric, okru hemp, native-made hay, and a variety 
of native wines, were also exhibited. The moral of all this is, 
to our minds, that South Carolina is to be no longer a solely 
cotton-growing country. The change in the condition of the 
blacks renders it necessary to seek some more lucrative crop, 
and the above attempts show in how many ways the more 
active of the inhabitants are attempting to attain their object. 
That the object is a just and commendable one all will admit, 
even altb.ough it entails on us coarser and dearer “shirtings ” 
and calicoes; but it also entails on us the necessity of looking 
elsewhere for a fabric which has been one cause of England’s 
greatness, and may possibly be one of the means of leading to 
her downfall. 

rP.OM ABROAD.—OVARIOTOMY, WITH REMOVAL OF THE ENTIRE 

UTERHS—STATISTICS OF THE LYONS HOSPITALS FOR 1868. 

At the meeting of the Academie de hledecine December 7, 
hi. Pean presented a patient who excited great interest on 
account of the nature of the operation she had undergone. 
Indeed, hi. Pean, one of Nelaton’s most distinguished pupils, 
has already c.stablished a high reputation as a famous operator. 
Eirst coming forward to establish, what had long been denied, 
the possibility of performing ovariotomy with success in Paris, 
he next introduced a patient to the Academy whose spleen he 
had removed, and now exhibits another, not only as an example 
of success ina complicated caseof ovariotomy,butof thefarmore 
remarkable fact of having undergone the removal of the entire 
uterus and its appendages. The case was, indeed, a complicated 
one, for there was a very large cyst of the left ovary, the uterus 
was greatly hypertrophied, mounting’ up above the umbilicus 
and containing a cyst, while a fibrous tumour occupied the 
right ovary, and a cyst the right tube. The existence of a 
movable fibrous tumour, independent of the cyst and of hyper¬ 
trophy of the uterus, was recognised prior to the operation; 
but in what iiroportions these lesions existed could not be 
ascertained by reason of tbe adhesions which united the 
various tumours to each other. Having exposed the 
ovarian cyst by a long incision, kl. Pean commenced, as is his 
custom, its removal piecemeal {inorcelant), employing his long 
cauterising irons heated to whiteness. Having in this way re¬ 
moved a notable portion of the cyst, he came uiion the uterus, 
enormous in size, soft, fiuctuating’ and adlicrent on every side. 
The adhesions evere very vascular, and any rupture of these 
gave rise to hmmorrhag'e, which had to be arrested by neated 
irons. Tlie only thing that seemed feasible was the removal of 
the diseased uterus at the same time -with the other tumours. 
M. Pean would not cut through the cervix, as this was exces- 

hypertrophied, equalling a fist in size, but carried his 
incision through the vagina. He next passed a double thread 
by the abdominal wound through the vagina from before back¬ 
wards, by means of which ho practised two ligatures. That on 
the left side comprised the great ovarian cyst, and the other 
embraced all the portion of the vagina corresponding to the 
uterus, together with the right ovary and tube. An incision 
was made just above the ligatures, and the parts comprised 
Avere remoA’ed by a considerable amount of traction, the double 
pedicle thus formed being brought in contact with the abdomi¬ 
nal parietes. This portion of the wound was not united, three 
caoutchouc t’ube.s being' inserted. The adhesions aa ere too in¬ 
timate to alloAV of tlie separation of the fundus of the cyst from 
the wall of the lesser pelvis. It was left in situ, but was spon¬ 
taneously discharged on the thirtieth day, by Avhich time sohd 
adhesions had closed up the A'agiual incision, Avithout leaving 
any perforation Avhere the ligatures had been. The recovery 

was complete, and when the patient was presented the opera¬ 
tion had been performed three months. 

From the Deport on the CiAul Hospitals of Lyons for 1808 
some figures may proA^e of interest. Of Medical patients there 
were admitted, during 1868, 9108, and of these 1680 died, 
being 1 in 5’37 at the Hdtel-Diou, and 1 in 6■ 55 at the Croix 
Dousse. This great mortality is in jiart accounted for by the 
overcroAvdiiig of the wards Avith chronic and fatal ailments* 
owing to the absence of a Hospital for incm-ables. In proof 
of tills, it is found that, of 1236 deaths at the HGtel-Dieu, 378, 
or 1 in 3’305, died of phthisis—a proportion very similar to 
that observed at Paris, where this disease accounted for 3028 of 
the 10,602 deaths. At the Croix Dousse 78 of the 483 deaths, 
or 1 in 5’50, Avere from phthisis. Among acute diseases the 
chief mortality arose from typhoid fever and pneumonia. Of 
187 cases of typhoid treated at the Hotel-Dieu, 43 died, or 23 
per cent., while at Paris 21 per cent. died. From pneumonia 
68 deaths ocemTed in 229 admissions at Lyons, or 31 per cent. 
—a proportion Avhicli, high as it is, is somewhat less than at 
Paris, Avhere 722 deaths occurred in 2259 cases, or 31’96 per 
cent. It Avould be interesting to ascertain the causes of so 
great a mortality from a disease which is so much less fatal in 
priAmte practice; but the returns furnish no data with respect 
to age, complication, duration of the disease, etc., whence some 
conclusions might be drawn. At the Charite Children s Hos¬ 
pital there were altogether 1826 admissions and 238 deaths, or 
1 in 7’67. There were 23 cases of croup, of which 17 under¬ 
went operation, 19 died, and 4 recovered. Diphtheria and 
scarlatina have been but little met with at Lyons, and assumed 
a mild character. 

At the Maternites the mortality varied much. Thus, at the 
Hotel-Dieu, there were but 6 deaths in 414 deliveries, or 1 in 
69, and at the Croix Dousse 5 in 219, or 1 in 43’80, while at the 
Charite there were 72 deaths in 1106 [patients, or 1 in 15’36 ; 
of these 72 deaths 57 arose from puerperal fever, and this great 
mortahty has occurred in spite of the opening of new wards 
for the prevention of overcrowding. The mortality of new¬ 
born infants has not been observed in the same proportion as 
that of the uccouchdes at the different Hospitals. Thus, at the 
Hotel-Dieu, there are returned 413 living infants to 18 dead, or 
1 in 22-44, at the Croix Dousse 203 to 7, or 1 in 28’14, and at 
the Charite 1048 to 85, or 1 in 12-33. Under the head of dead 
children are included those born dead and those Avhodie during 
the first week. At the Charite, of the 85 dead 78 were bom 
dead. Syphilis is especially the cause of these premature 
deaths. Among 1048 childi-en born liA-ing at the Chai-ite 24 
were syphilitic. 

The returns for the Surgical patients are given so imperfectly 
as to be of little use. At the Hotel-Dieu 326 deaths took place 
among 5152 j)atients, or 1 in 15’80, and 89 in 80/ at the Cha- 
i-ite Chffdi-en’s Hospital, or 1 in 9. The gi-eat mortality among 
the Surgical cases at this last Hospital is accounted for to 
some extent by the fact that many severe Medical cases are 
treated in the Surgical wards. The establishment of a creche 
for syphilitic cases has been attended -with very good effects, 
as, of 312 infants admitted, 203 have been cured, and 109 have 
died—a very encouraging result, Avhen the frightful mortality 
this disease usually produces in young infants is consider! d. 
The success is chiefly derived from the cases of the elder in¬ 
fants, the disease being excessively fatal during the first feiv 
days after birth. Of 30 infants admitted to the rrechc in 1868 
10 died, and usually Avithin the first Aveck after bii-th. Of th.o 
20 who were cured the ages varied from three months to a year. 

PliODESSOii Wilson, F.D.S.—This distinguished dei- 
matologist has just presented another large and most interesting- 
collection of illustrations of cutaneous diseases to the Hunterian 
Museum. These are in continuation of those already pm scuted 
to the same institution by Mr. Erasmus Wilson, and have r- - 
ference more particularly to sypliihtic and cancerous, as Avch as 
to the more common eruptions. 
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EEPOET ON THE TEACHING OF THE 
OUT-PATIENT DEPAETMENTS OF 

THE LONDON HOSPITALS. 

The out-patient department at 

Charing-cross Hospital 

is, in many respects, well represented. 

1. There are tliree Assistant-Physicians (Drs. Pollock, Silvei’, 
and Green) and two Surgeons (Messrs. ParwellandHird), with 
care of out-patients. One of the Physicians and one of the 
Surgeons attend daily, so that each of the Assistant-Physicians 
attends twice a week, and each of the out-patient Surgeons 
three times a week. 

2. With regard to special branches of Medical and Surgical 
practice— 

(«) Cases of sldn disease are seen twice a week hy Dr. 
Beigel, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1. 

{b) Diseases of women and children, by Dr. Watt Plack, 
three times a week, Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at 1. 

(e) Dental Surgery, by Mr. Parkinson, every day, except 
Saturday, at 9. 

(d) Laryngoscopy, by Dr. Silver. 
(e) Ophthalmology, and the use of the ophthalmoscope, by 

Mr. Hancock, at the Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, which 
is close adjacent. Dr. Silver also instructs the pupils in the 
uso^ of ^ the ophthalmoscope in appropriate Medical cases of 
brain disease, Bright’s disease, etc. 

_ 3. The average dally number of cases seen by each Phy¬ 
sician and Surgeon in the out-patient department varies 
according to the day of the week—in Medical cases from 130 
to 50; in Surgical cases from 60 or 60 to much fewer; in 
diseases of women and children about 20. 

4. The average length of time of daily attendance varies 
also according to the day. Dr. Pollock states that he is con¬ 
stantly occupied for four hours and a half on Mondays and 
for four hours on Thursdays seeing out-patients, whereas on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays Dr. Green is not detained longer 
than an hour and a half or two hours. Dr. Silver lectures at 
half-past three, and endeavours to finish seeing his patients bv 
that time. on 

_ The out-patient Surgeons’ visit lasts a much shorter time— 
viz., from one to two hours, or something much less. One 
o clock is the hour at which all the out-patient Medical officers 
attend. 

5. The number of students who attend the practice of the 
out-patient department is not great, four or five being the 
average. The reason of this is, that the students are dis¬ 
couraged from wasting time over useless cases. The cases best 
adapted for teaching are selected, and the patients instructed 
to come on special days at fixed hours. 

6. The out-patient Physicians have clerks, on whom, how¬ 
ever, devolves no responsibihty. 

7. As to the nature of the cases most commonly seen amongst 
the Medical patients. Dr. Pollock observes “that although a 
large number are of a most uninteresting description, there is a 
good attendance of useful and instructive cases. Among these 
latter we find phthisis, pneumonia, pleurisy, bronchitis, epi- 
lepsy, hysteria, gout, rheumatism, various forms of cardiac 
disease, cohc, diarrhoea, dyspepsia, cirrhosis of liver, amenor- 
rhoea, menorrhagia, constitutional syphilis, etc. All the above 
afford ample material for teaching, and are freely used for that 
purpose.” The Surgical cases are much the same as those seen 
at all other Hospitals—the minor accidents, ulcerated legs, 
abscesses, fistulse, hydroceles, strictures, tumours of various 
kinds, aU forms of venereal diseases, etc. 

8. As to the amount and kind of teaching attempted. Dr. 
Pollock takes “ a special class of clinical study on Thursdays.” 
Dr. Green has “ a special class for auscultation every Tuesday.” 
For this both out-patients and in-patients are available. He 
also has special demonstrations of cases occurring during the 
week on^ Saturday mormngs. Dr. Silver gives instruction in 
case-taking, superintending and correcting the note-taking 
both among out-patients and in-patients; he also gives demon¬ 
strations in the theatre as cases present themselves. Many of 
the best cases are drafted into the wards for clinical instruc¬ 
tion there. 

In these classes cases of lung and heart diseases are examined 
carefully, with a view of “ demonstrating the various morbid 
sounds that may be detected with the stethoscope, and their 
value as means of diagnosis ; to illustrate the various forms of 
"v atvular mischief, the seat of the ‘ bruit,’ its significance, etc.” 

Dr. Pollock complains that there is considerable “ apathy in 
the general body of students” with regard to attendance on 
out-patient practice, which cannot be fairly attributed “ to any 
lukewarmness on the part of their instructors.” Complaints, 
however, have been made to us that the out-patient Surgeons 
devote but very httle time to the work of teaching, and the 
accommodation and arrangements for seeing Surgical out¬ 
patients certainly seem scarcely satisfactory. 

Ur. Pollock suggests that “ one great difficulty in the way 
of utilising the out-patient department for chnical teaching is 
the large number of patients that attend, and who have to be 
seen and prescribed for by the Physician or Surgeon himself. 
This alone occupies so much time, that little is left for teaching. 
There is some httle delay occasioned by the patients being 
admitted into the consulting-room only one at a time, but I am 
quite convinced that this is the proper course to pursue.” The 
same Physician observes, with reference to any assistance that 
might be afforded the out-patient Medical officers by Pesident 
Medical Officers or advanced students, “Many of thepoor patients 
wait hours and hours in the hope of seeing Dr. So-and-so, and 
I beheve their disappointment is often very great when they 
are seen and prescribed for by some one else. Doubtless, 
however, such assistance would materially increase the oppor¬ 
tunities of successful teaching, by drafting off all the uninteresting* 
cases.” 

“THE NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOE THE 
TEEATMENT OF DISEASES OF THE HEAET. 

“ SHPPOETBD BY VOITJNTART CONXEIBUTIONS, AIDED BY STvrAT.T. 

WEEXLY PAYMENTS FEOM IN-PATIENTS, 

Neiomati-street, Oxford-street, W. Founded 1857. 

“President.—The Fight Hon. Earl of Dudley. 
Vice-Presidents.—Twelve noblemen, four bishops, several 

clergymen, and gentlemen. 
Patronesses.—Seven ladies of rank. 
Treasurer.—W. C. Jay, Esq., Cavendish-square and Pegent- 

street. 
“Honoeaey Medical Staff. 

Consulting-Physicians.—Dr. Eldridge Spratt, 3, Bolton-row, 
Mayfair; 0. J. Aldis, Esq., M.D., F.P.C.P., 45, Chester- 
square, Belgravia; P. Kmg, M.D., M.P.C.S., Queen Ann- 
street, W. 

Consulting-Surgeon.—Vacant. 
Physician.-—Dr. Archdeckne Duncan, 88, Gower-street, "W. 
Honorary Medical Superintendent.—HOr. Eldridge Spratt. 
Pesident Physician.—J. W. Moseley, Esq., M.D., M.P.C.S. Ed., 

and L.S.A. Lend. 
Honorary Pentist.—F. A. Eskell, Esq., 25, Hanover-square. 
Honorary Solicitors.—Messrs. Lewis and Lewis, Ely-place. 
Honorary Secretary.—J. E. Leese, Esq. 
Matron.-—Mrs. C. Cherry. 
Bankers.—Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, and Co., Lombard-street, 

and the Bank of England, Western Branch, to whom it is 
respectfully requested cheques may be crossed.” 

We have quoted pretty fuUy the title and office-bearers of 
an institution which is making, as we are told, great efforts 
to obtain money. Applications are made to persons in Liver¬ 
pool, and there appear to be some “ accredited receivers ” in 
Bath,_ Messrs. Pocock and Son, 24, Union-street, to whom 
donations may be paid. The prospectus speaks in glowing 
colours of the benefits of the institution; but though there is 
a list of contributions, there is no balance-sheet. It is true 
that the accounts are said to be audited by Mr. F. Arnold, of 
Fleet-street, and that they are open to the inspection of the 
governors. But we of the pubhc, finding appeals for money 
sanctioned by Lord Dudley and others, beg to ask Lord 
Dudley, or the Archbishop of York, or Mr. Jay, or Drs. Dun¬ 
can, King, or Aldis, or Messrs. Lewis and Lewis, to let us 
know how much they get, how much they spend, how the 
money goes, and who spends it, at the “National Hospital for 
Diseases of the Heart.” Of whom does the House Committee 
or Board of Managers consist ? We may ask other questions 
afterwards. 

An amateur performance for the benefit of the Birming¬ 
ham Hospital took place at the Prince of Wales Theatre on 
Friday last week. The house was crowded, and the performance.^ 
very successful. 
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INDIAN SANITATION. 

A “ Report on Measures adopted for Sanitary Improvements in 
India during tlie year 1868, and up to tlie month of June, 1869, 
together with Abstracts of Sanitary Reports for 1867, forwarded 
from Bengal, Madras, and Bombay,” has just been issued from 
the India Office.” The appendix contains a series of memoranda 
by the Army Sanitary Commission on the former report pub¬ 
lished by the Sanitary Department of the India Office in Sep¬ 
tember, 1868, on the sanitary measures adopted in India up to 
the end of 1867, and, on the whole, the present volume forms 
a most valuable addition to the series of reports published 
annually by order of the Secretary of State for India in 
Council. 

Having already noticed or given abstracts of most of the 
sanitary reports of each presidency at the time of their publi¬ 
cation in this country, particularly of that by Dr. Cutcliffe on 
.the Hurdwar cholera epidemic of 1867, as also of last year s 
India Office Sanitary Department Report, we shall now liniit 
our abstracts and observations to the more recent information 
on the progress of sanitary endeavours in India, and to the 
comments of the iD'my Sanitary Commission contained in the 
appendix. 

The Army Sanitary Commission, after a careful considera¬ 
tion of the history of the Hurdwar cholera epidemic of 1867, 
has come to the conclusion that it is most desirable that a 
special inquiry into the whole subject of epidemic cholera in 
the East should be undertaken. Eor this purpose a most 
elaborate code of “ Instructions for conducting an Inquiry 
into Cholera in India,” and copies of registers, have, with the 
concurrence of the Secretary of State for India in Council, 
been despatched to India for distribution to Medical officers, 
with directions that the special inquiry on the whole subject 
of cholera therein suggested should be at once instituted, and 
the results reported to the India Office in the form indicated in 
the communication from the War Office Sanitary Commission. 
The same form of register, as far as circumstances will permit, 
is to be used for the record of cholera cases in regiments ; and 
we find, accordingly, that the memorandum of the Army Sani¬ 
tary Commission and the form of register are published in the 
Army Medical Department Report for 1867. At some future 
time we may notice these instructions more fully; so merely 
say at present that, from our rather hurried perusal of them, 
they appear to have been framed with that nimia diligentia 
which has been found only too often to stand in the way of 
practical results. Drs. Cunningham and Lewis, of the Indian 
and British Medical Services respectively, having previously 
visited Germany, and having had interviews vrith Professors 
de Baiy at Halle, Hallier at Jena, and Pettenfoker at Munich, 
and having made themselves acquainted with the latest in¬ 
quiries into the nature of cholera and the microscopic charac¬ 
ter of the organisms to whose existence in the human body 
cholera has been attributed, proceeded to India early in 1868 
to inaugurate a series of investigations into the mode of origin 
and spread of cholera in the East. 

On the subject of the extent to which officers of health in 
India should be entrusted with executive authority, the Army 
Sanitary Commission has given an opinion which was trans¬ 
mitted to India by the Secretary of State on April 22 last. It 
is to the effect that, when theoretical and scientific knowledge 
on sanitary subjects are combined in one individual wdth 
executive ability, common sense, and temper, it might be advi¬ 
sable in certain localities that the possessor of such exceptional 
qualifications should be employed as the executive head of a 
health department—that is, the law might direct what is to bo 
done, and he might be intrusted directly with giving effect to 
the law, but that such powers could not safely be placed in the 
hands of men whose sole qualifications are merely scientific 
and theoretical. This combination of consulting and executive 
functions will be found most desirable and even necessary in the 
presidency towns and other great cities, where an officer with the 
necessary qualifications would, in fact, combine in his own person 
the powers of officer of health and inspector of nuisances; ^ he 
would have under his control all matters concerning cleansing 
of streets, impure wells, unwholesome trades, and nuisances of 
all kinds—everything, in short, in which the direction of labour 
for a given local object is concerned, and he would see it done. 
But in cases where new works, involving expenditure present 
and pi'ospective, are required, he would report either directly 
or indirectly to the executive engineering authority, who would 
then provide the plans and estimates for 6ubmis.sion to the 
municipal or other authorities. From the report of the Health 
Officer of Bombay for the quarter ending March 31, 1869, also 

at this moment on our table, we find that this subject of the 
executive functions of the health officer is one of the vexed 
questions of the municipal community of that city. The ex¬ 
ponents of native thought, and foremost among them is the 
Rao Sahib Vishvanath Narayen Mundlik, are of opinion that 
the health officer should not combine executive and inspec¬ 
torial functions. The Health Officer, by the way, in recording 
in extenso the above high-sounding titles, appears to enjoy the 
sensation of having to some extent avenged himself of his 
adversary, who had in plain terms defined the execiitive officer 
of health as “ a superintendent of halalcores (scavengers) on 
2000 rupees a month.” The liability on the part of _ an 
English gentleman of education and ability to the applica¬ 
tion of such a title, shows how necessary for a health officer in 
India are the ideal qualifications of common sense and temper 
insisted upon by the Army Sanitary Commission. 

In regard to district officers of health, when such are ap¬ 
pointed in India, the Army Sanitary Commission advises that, 
as a general rule, they also might “ have directly executive 
functions on all matters of cleanliness, examining wells, tanks, 
»&c., and ordering on the spot precautions for preserving purity 
of water ; but in all questions of works they should have simply 
to report their opinion to other authorities as to the necessity 
of such works for planning and execution.” 

The three reports on analysis of water in Bengal by Dr. F. N. 
Macnamara form the text for admirable papers by the Army 
Sanitary Commission and by Dr. Angpis Smith. Copies of 
these have been forwarded to the three Presidencies, with direc¬ 
tions that reports on the water of each should be prepared and 
transmitted to the Home Government. It is also suggested 
that the whole subject of water sources be at once taken up in 
India, with the view of devising some practical method for pro¬ 
viding troops and the civil population with pure water. It has 
been shown by the examinations already made that the best 
available sources of water in India are rivers, streams, and 
lakes, and it is suggested that in some places impounding re¬ 
servoirs might be constructed, and that in many cases an 
important source of supply for drinking and cooking pu^oses 
at military stations, would be found in the roof water of build¬ 
ings, if filtered and stored so as to avoid all possible means of 
contamination. It has been found in some instances that in 
India filtered water contained more organic matter than un¬ 
filtered, the impurity having been communicated by the filter. 
This was particularly the case with small filters wluch had 
been used too long without cleansing or removal. This is a 
matter to which, we believe, the Army Sanitary Commission 
has lately directed very anxious attention, with the result, as 
we are informed, of having come to the decision that, from the 
extreme difficulty or almost impracticability^ of thoroughly 
cleansing any of the filters in general use, particularly in 
numbers at remote stations, it would be adrisable to re-adopt 
—with the necessary modifications—for use in military stations 
in India the old-established and frequently condemned mode 
of filtration through freshly prepared charcoal and sand, con¬ 
tained in sets of earthen vessels arranged one above the other, 
the lowest vessel, not containing the filtering matenal, being 
the reservoir for the filtered water after having passed through 

the upper ones. , , . ,, ., n 
The connexion between the use of the highly lutrous 

water of Delhi and the production of the sore peculiar to that 
district is dwelt upon at some length. It is a remarkable tact 
that during the second year spent at Delhi by the right wing 
of the 98th Regiment, by whom the water of the river Jumna 
was used, the attacks of Delia sore dimimshed by nearly 
5 per cent., while in other corps using the lughly sahne well- 
water there occurred an increase of from 15 tp 27 per cent. 
Vfe understand, however, that Surgeon-Major _ Alexander 
Smith, of her Majesty’s British Medical Service, having 
devoted much time and study to the consideration of this sub¬ 
ject, inclines to the opinion that the Delhi sore is produced 
rather by the external than by tlje internal use of the impure 
well-water ; also, that microscopic exaimnation ot the tissues, 
in some instances, appeared to Dr. Smith to indicate a parasitic 

oririn for this troublesome disease. 
° Water Supply and Drainage of Calcutta. 
The Report of the Calcutta Municipality for 1868 has just 

been received. It is satisfactory to learn that the water supply 
works, commenced in January, 1867, by the contractors, Messrs. 
Brassey, Wythes, and Aird, are advancmg vuth a ra¬ 
pidity “ truly astonishing,” and that there is but little doubt 
that early in 1870 the inhabitants of Calcutta will bo m pos¬ 
session of the comfort of a plentiful supply of pure filtered 
water, derived, it must be admitted, from the Ga,nge8 some 
miles above the city, and liable to more extensive and revolting- 
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contamination than any water supply source in this country; 
hut with filtering’-beds and service reservoirs on a correspond¬ 
ing scale, there can he no doubt that the new water supply 
will be an immense boon to all classes in Calcutta. The new 
drainage works, commenced in 1864, have also been pushed on 
vigorously, and are advancing towards completion, and, so far 
as they have been tried, have answered their purpose, and have 
improved the sanitary condition of the areas into which thej'' 
hav^e been introduced. Nuisances have been diminished— 
public latrines hav^e been introduced for the poorer classes—the 
proper cremation of Hindoo corpses insisted on, and it m.ay now 
he confidently stated that no dead bodies arc thrown into the 
xiver from Calcutta. “ The justices confidently assert that any 
person who has been absent from Calcutta for a few years 
would, on his return now, be struck with the improved appear¬ 
ance and sanitary arrangements of all the southern portion.” 

There had, howev'er, been an increase of 1636 in the mortality 
as compared with the previous year ; the total number of deaths 
was 13,733. The excess is attributable to cholera, which had 
been more prevalent than in former years. The total deaths 
from aU causes in 1868 amounted to 31-9 per 1000, of which 
cholera caused 97 deaths per 1000. In 1867 the deaths from 
all causes were 28'1, and from cholera o'3 per 1000. 

Dr. Macrae, the officiating Health Officer, remarks that this 
death-rate for Calcutta does not contrast unfavourably with 
that of the great cities of Europe, and even of Great Britain, 
where the rate of mortality ranges from 23-39 in London to 
36-43 in Liverpool. 

The past five years have certainly been remarkable for the 
advance which has taken place in all sanitary matters in India, 
and will form a by no means unim230rtant era in the liistory 
•of oiu- connexion with and tenure of that country. The first 
step.s only have been taken, but they have been taken ener¬ 
getically and well, and there is every reason to hope that the 
improved sanitary conditions now inaugurated, may lead 
steadily onward to moral amendments, and eventually to the 
complete civilisation and ultimate self-government of India. 

REVIEWS. 
-^- 

On Chrome Bronchitis, especially as confiected with Gout, Emphy¬ 
sema, and Diseases of the Heart. Being Clinical Lectures 
delivered at the Middlesex Hospital. By E. H-ratit.am 
Geeenhow, M.D., E.E.C.P., Senior Assistant-Physician to 
the Middlesex Hospital. London : Longmans. Pp. 236. 

As Dr. Greenhow remarks, some diseases claim attention on 
account of their rarity and obscurity; others, again, by their 
frequency and consequent importance to the majority of Prac¬ 
titioners. He has assigned most justly the latter cause as the 
raison d'etre of his book, and he has treated of the disease in 
four phases—first, what we might call simple chronic bron¬ 
chitis ; and, secondly, as connected with or arising from gout, 
emphysema, and heart disease. Perhaps a more logical 
grouping might have been attained ; at aU events, this one is 
practical. 

First, then, of bronchitis arising from exposui-e or mechanical 
irritation. This group Dr. Greenhow reduces to a minimum 
by showing that in a great maj ority of instances there was 
seme family or personal history of other diseases predisposing 
to or connected -with the bronchitis—especially gout. Now we 
are somewhat inclined to believe that Dr. Greenhow jilaces too 
high a value on some of these concomitants. At one spot he 
says that acute bronchitis may arise from severe catarrh, but 
-when the disease becomes chronic, there is almost invariably 
found to exist also a predisposing cause; in another, “ even a 
mild attack of bronchitis may, esiiecially in persons whose 
health is otherwise not perfect, become the starting-point of a 
chronic broncliial affection.” Are we to hold, then, that the 
predisposing cause is almost invariably specific, or may it con¬ 
sist in health not otherwise perfect P We confess our qiredilec- 
tion for the latter view ; for we find chronic bronchitis quite 
as common in parts where gout is unknown as where it 
abounds. It is well known that if a series of men be exposed 
to the same_ cold, many will bo differently affected—one wfil 
have broncliitis, another rheumatism, a third neuralgia, and so 
on; but we apprehend that the bronchitis would be more 
readily induced by previous lung disease—say of the bronchitic 
kind than by anything else, just as -with the neuralgia and 
the rheumatism. 

That, however. Dr. Greenhow has been able to point out a 
large number of cases of specific bronchitis associated with 
gout, no one will seek to deny. And we should be the last to 

deprive him of this credit, for out of the ninety-six cases dealt 
■vvith no fewer than thii-ty-four had a gouty history, attached 
either to themselves or their relations. This, we think, read 
aright, means that gouty peoj)le are very liable to bronchitis, 
rather than that gout is one of the most common predisposing 
causes of bronchiti.s. Undoubtedly, however. Dr. Greenhow 
has shown that a connexion between the two does exist, and 
it is our business to utilise the loiowledge. There is one thing* 
Dr. Greenho-w might have done for us. In closely connected 
diseases the impress of the one is generally manifest in the 
other, and this is weU kno-v\UL to be the case with gouty 
dyspejisia—is there any such in goiity bronchitis ? Perhaps 
in Dr. Greenhow’s narrated cases there is a slightly greater 
tendency to periodic dyspnena than in the more common sort; 
is this the mark of the gouty impress ? It would, perhaps, 
seem to be so from what subsequently apjiears. But yet 
another point has been made by our author; he has shown the 
frequent^ association of scaly eruptions with both gout and 
broncliitis, in certain instances the one alternating vrith the 
other. All this is very interesting, and it is vei’y jiractical, and 
it does Dr. Greenhow great credit. 

The next subject is emphysema, which is well handled. 
First of all the views of Laennec, those of Gairdner, and those 
of Jenner afe reviewed. The first theory, that emphysema 
depends on inspiration for its xiroduction, is rejected. The 
theory that emphysema is always comjiensatory is also rejected, 
whilst it is admitted that, in certain cases, jisrtial emphysema 
does take place in the healthy portions of otherwise diseased 
lungs. The occasional origin of emjihysema in this fashion 
cannot be, we think, denied; at the same time, cases brought 
forward by Dr. Greenhow would seem to show that exjiiratory 
efforts, not necessarily coughing, acting on a somewhat degene¬ 
rated lung, -will produce permanent dilatation of the air-cells. 
It is evident, in this case, that the degeneration must be the 
primary source of the emphysema, and the author seeks its 
source also in the gouty constitution. But what is its nature ? 
It is easy to say fatty, because the insufficient nutrition -which 
the dilatation implies will necessarily follow. But what was 
the primary state previous to distension ? On this jioint Dr. 
Greenhow is silent. He says that the sjiecific nature of the 
primary change which renders the air-vesicles prone to dilatation 
inust vary, but that is aU, and it must not be forgotten that 
his theory necessitates such a degeneration, which is not the 
case -with Gairdner’s. Our author thus recognises three forms 
of emphysema, that depending on the unascertained degenera¬ 
tion—v'iz., constitutional or substantive emphysema—bronchitic 
emjihysema, and senile emphysema. Certain cases related in 
support of the first form of emphysema are hig-hly instructive. 
Of bronchitic emphysema the author recognises tv'O varieties, 
according as he imagines the lung to be degenerated prior to, 
or simultaneou.sly with, the development of the bronchial inflam¬ 
mation, or whether the dilatation of the air-sacs depends on 
jiurely mechanical causes. Then, again, these tivo causes may 
act in common. 

The two last chapters are occupied with a class of cases un¬ 
fortunately too well known and too hopeless—bronchitis asso¬ 
ciated with cardiac lesions, whether of the left .side or of the 
right side. They are kno-wn to aU Physicians, and although 
for the time being they not unfrequently get well, yet they 
almost invariably prejudice the sufferer’s chance of jmo- 
longed life. 

Now, as to the general character of the book, in our opinion 
it savours strongly of the Medicine of the age, careful clinical 
research, interspersed with imperfect therapeutic memoranda. 
To take two of the most painful features of the diseased con¬ 
ditions "which Dr. Greenhow has so thoroughly mastered— 
cough and dyspnoea—were there any means of beneficially 
influencing these without prejudicing the diseased condition, it 
would be a great boon to sufferers. But Dr. Greenhow docs 
not help us. Then, again, in dealing with bronchitis associated 
with heart disease, he does but hint at bleeding in connexion 
with one case where an attack of hcemoptysis afforded g-rer.t 
relief, whilst of another potent agent in a certain number of 
these cases—we mean senega—he says nothing. 

Spare the rod and sj)oil the child. We have criticised Dr. 
Greenhow’s work chiefly because we esteem it highly. The 
chajiters on gouty bronchitis, on emphysema, and on emphy¬ 
sematous bronchitis we especially commend to our reading 
brethren, who will find them both original and suggestive. 

The foundation-stone of the Eothorham Infirmary will 
be laid early in the new year, with Masonic honours, by Earl De 
Grey and Hipon, Provincial Grand Master of West Yorkshire. 
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CHLORAL. 

Letter from: Dr. Henry Bence Jones. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—A note which I have received from Professor Duhois- 
Reymond, dated December 12, contains the following passage, 
which may bo of interest to some of your readers :— 

“ Liebreich has recently added a very interesting fact to our 
knowledge of chloral. He takes three rabbits of equal size, 
and into one (A) he injects two grammes of chloral. Into 
another (B) he injects O'0015 grammes of strychnia. Into the 
third (C) he injects first the same dose of chloral, and, after the 
chloral has begun to act, the same dose of strychnia. (The in¬ 
jections are made under the skin of the back.) The chloral is 
injected in four portions, and the strychnia at once. Two 
grammes of chloral for a rabbit of 1'5 kilos, are equal to 100 
grammes for a grown-up man of 75 kilos, (a dose absolutely 
mortal). The rabbit (A) collapses very soon. Toucliing the 
cornea seems to cause contraction of the lids, and (A) dies after 
perhaps half an hour. The dose of strychnia administered to 
(B) is also absolutely mortal. After eight minutes the strongest 
tetanus ensues, and generally after twelve minutes the rabbit 
dies, and half an hour afterwards it already becomes stiff. 

“ Now, the new fact is this. The rabbit (C) which has re¬ 
ceived the dose of strychnia after that of chloral very soon 
revives; never shows a distinct attack of tetanus; one hour 
and a half after the beginning of the experiment gets upon its 
legs, and soon after will feed as though nothing had happened. 

“ I have witnessed the experiment up to the stage when A was 
dead, B dead and stiff with rigor mortis, and C rallying and try¬ 
ing to sit up. 

“ So we have the extraordinary fact of the action of chloral 
and strychnia interfering with one another, and strychnia 
proving an antidote in the case of chloral poisoning’. The 
reverse does not happen, because the action of strychnia is too 
rapid compared to that of chloral. The animal poisoned with 
strychnia dies of tetanus before the chloral is fairly brought 
into action. 

“ Liebreich was led to these experiments by the result of a 
strong dose of chloral admiuistered to a patient with idiopathic 
tetanus. The j aws, which had not been opened for a week, 
relaxed, and the patient could take some food. Eventually, 
however, he died.” 

I am, &c. Henry Bence Jones. 

NEW CLAMP EOR HHIMORRHOIDS. 

Letter from Messrs. Schmidt and Robinson. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

Sir,—Mr. Sydney Jones’s clamp, of which a description and 
drawing were given in the Medical Times and Gazette of Decem¬ 
ber 4, is so constructed that the edges of the blades are always 
parallel, from the point of greatest separation—say one inch— 
to that of perfect approximation. This perfect parallelism of 
the blades is not effected by Mr. H. Smith’s clamp, with which 
Mr. Sydney Jones was not unacquainted. The difference may 
be clearly seen by comparing the two instruments. The shape 
of the clamp described on December 4, and its scooping action, 
are of great advantage in its application. The shape of the 
scissors has been necessarily modified; although not simple, 
they are thoroughly effective. Apologising for tre.spassing on 
your valuable space. We are, etc. 

267, Strand, W.C. Schmidt and Robinson. 

Death of M. Eobinet.—This distinguished member 
of the Section of Pharmacy of the Academie de Mede- 
cine died on the 2nd of tliis month. Formerly president of 
the Academy, and then one of its vice-presidents and most 
active members, and holding various appointments in connexion 
with public hygiene, he continued, although in his seventy- 
third year, actively employed to the last. Indeed, the imme¬ 
diate cause of his death was the fatigue he incurred in repairing 
to the Pharmaceutical Congress held at Vienna. He was the 
author of numerous works and reports, and, at the time of his 
death, was engaged in analyses for the completion of Ids great 

JJictionnairc Itt/drographique. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 

-♦- 

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
Tuesday, December 7, 1869. 

Richard Quain, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

Dr. Murchison, on behalf of Dr. Bristowe and himself, read 
an elaborate report on Dr. Moxon’s case of Pulmonary Em¬ 
bolism. They were of opinion the obstruction had caused 
death, but they thought there was no sufficient proof of the 
motion of the clot from remote parts. There were many clots, 
not a single one, and these may have been minute emboli, or 
may have been the result of thrombosis. 

Mr. Callender and Mr. Arnott reported on Mr. J. D. HiU’s 
specimen of Diaphragmatic Hernia. Generally, they agreed 
with Mr. Hill’s description. The stomach was contained in a 
sac of the diaphragm. There was no evidence as to the time 
or cause of displacement. 

Dr. Murchison narrated a case of an Impacted Gall-stone, 
three-quarters of an inch long, situated at the end of the bile- 
duct. The patient was a lady, aged 45, and had been seen by 
a good many men before coming' to Dr. Murchison. Different 
opinions had been given, but there was a good history of gall¬ 
stones—colic, jaundice, etc. About Christmas last she had an 
attack of colic, -with a daily return till April, but there was no 
jaundice. She then became much worse, and jaundice super¬ 
vened and continued tiU October, when she was seen. After 
this she again became worse, and one day she felt as if something 
had given way, and she brought up some blood. After death 
the mucous membrane of the duodenum was found to have 
given Avay, and the end of the stone lay exposed in the duode¬ 
num. The cystic duct was enormously disteiided; probably 
the stone lay there tiU the jaundice finaUy supervened. 

Mr. Davy exliibited the Deep Plexors of the Fingers Cut 
across by Accident. The patient got quite weU, but the fingers, 
remaining useless, had to be amputated. Also the Ruptured 
Spleen of a patient who had been run over in the street, and 
brought to Westminster Hospital. One part of it seemed to 
have°been crushed off, and another to have been nearly sepa¬ 
rated. There were also four rents in the liver, and eight ribs 
were broken, but the lungs were not injured. 

Dr. Crisp exliibited a IJrinary Calculus of a rounded form, 
and weighing 400 grains, from the bladder of a Japanese dog. 
The remarkable circumstance connected with the case was that 
the animal was a female. A table containing a list of urinary 
calcuU from various animals was quoted, and one fact was 
mentioned that was thought to be of great practical import¬ 
ance—viz., that no uiinary calculus had been found in a purely 
carnivorous animal. Dr. Crisp believed that well-directed 
experiments upon the lower animals would tlirow much light 
upon the origin of renal and vesical calculi in the human sub¬ 
ject. He (Dr. Crisp) could produce generally fatal obstruction 
in the male sheep by a peculiar diet (sugar and beans), in con¬ 
sequence of a large amount of gravelly deposit in the bladder, 
although the presence of solid calculus in the uriuaiy bladder 
of this animal was extremely rare. _ 

Dr. Crisp also exhibited several specimens (in wax and in 
alcohol) of Imperfectly Formed Ova and of Diseased Ova in 
Hens kept in the neighbourhood of London, congested and in¬ 
flamed oviducts being a common causo of the first-named 

condition. 
Dr. Leared exhibited a specimen of Cancer of the Lung, from 

a labourer who had shown many of the symptoms of phthisis, 
but there was a tumour in the axiUa raising the scapula. Dul- 
ness gradually extended till death. The two upper thirds of 
the lung were very soft, looking hke encephaloma. They had 
found cancer cells in the sputa. Some of the ribs -syere absorbed 
by the mass at certain points. Referred to committee. 

Dr. Hilton Fagoe brought before the meeting a female 
exhibiting certain specimens of scleriasis, a link between keloid 
and morphsea. She had been some months ill, and had ex¬ 
hibited first some induration or thickening at the back of the 
neck. This had gradually extended to other parts, and now 
sti'etched over the cheeks and forehead, the arms and back, the 
chest and abdomen. The Avoman ivas rather older than -wa.s 
usual in such cases, but she presented a young appearance owing 
to the obliteration of the marks on the face. She had sensa¬ 
tion in these parts as usual. In front of each elbow was a 
unique band extending upwards and downwards—a cicatrix- 
hke structiu’c, as in Addison’s keloid. The patient wasimproA - 
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ing. The cuticle on the band was elevated, not smooth. She 
■was taking cod-liver oil, and had warm baths. 

Dr. Ceisp asked what relation this had to the bra’wny con¬ 
dition seen in some young children. 

Dr. Fagge had not seen it in infants—in them there was 
<Bdenia. Rasmussen’s notions as to these indurations were 
erroneous : he referred to quite another class of cases. 

Dr. Tilb'U'ey Fox said these cases had nothing to do with 
elephantiasis. The spots were brown, with anaesthetic centres. 
He thought the condition due to proliferation of the sub¬ 
cutaneous cellular tissue. 

Mr. Weebex Cooke showed a girl, aged 17, who at the age of 
4 broke her leg and had limped since, the limb not being pro¬ 
perly set. She had a curved spine and bad health. Three 
years ago there began a thickening of the skin of the left thigh, 
gradually extending downwards to the knee. The skin was 
very thick, and could be pulled out a long way from the muscles. 
The patient had at one time glycosuria, but had none now. 

_Dr. Tilbttey Fox thought that by-and-by all these affections 
might be brought into one group, designated by hypertrophy of 
the subcutaneous connective tissue. In this case there was not 
much contraction, and each case varies with this. The lymphatics 
might have something to do with it. 

Dr. Mttechisox said a similar case was recorded in vol. xvii. 
of the I’ransactioiis by Dr. TFright. 

Dr. Pye Smith exhibited a specimen of Suppuration of the 
Heart, removed from a subject in the dissecting-room. There 
were many small abscesses in the walls of the organ. There 
was also a large mass of connective tissue in the left hypo- 
chondrium, uniting the viscera. The centre of this was 
softened, and was something like a syphilitic lesion. The liver 
was puckered with deep cicati’ices, and the testicles appeared 
syphilitic. 

Dr. Pye Smith also showed the Spleen of a Chlorotic Girl 
who had suffered from diarrhoea and depression with excessive 
anfemia. ^ The immediate cause of death appeared to be diph¬ 
theritic inflammation of the colon. There was also a slight 
affection of the fauces. There were no symptoms of the latter 
during life. The heart was fatty. The spleen weighed 12 oz., 
and was dai’k, with light nodules scattered through it; these 
were about the size of a pea (some bigger), and looked like 
emboli, but were surrounded by no red halo. The Malpighian 
bodies ivere distinct. There was no affection of the Umphatics. 
Most likely the bodies were adenoid, and the disease an ansemia 
lymphatica. 

In reply to Dr. Mhechison, the exliibitor said the blood clots 
were pale. There were not many white corpuscles. 

Dr. Bastiax thought leucocythiemia alone enough to raise 
temperature. In a simple case, recently under Dr. R. Rey¬ 
nolds, the temperature was 100-101° Fahr. 

Mr. Dawsox exhibited a specimen of cystic disease of the 
brea.st from a woman aged 60. It had enlarged two years, 
and had attained such a size that mechanical support had to 
be adopted. Some parts of the tumour were dusky. Only two 
cysts were found in the centre of the tumour, apparently 
primary. 

Mr. Lawsox also showed a fatty tumour, removed from the 

margin of the anus, as the patient found it extremely incon¬ 
venient when sitting do'svn. 

Mr. Pollock exhibited for Mr. TFilks, of Salisbury, some 
specimens of diseased bone removed from the elbow by 
excision. The boy had fractured his humerus at the lower 
part; subsequently several pieces of bone were removed, but 
afterwards resection was had recourse to. The boy did well, a 
very large amount of bone being renewed. 

Dr. Thomsox Dicksox exhibited two specimens of Dura 
Mater from insane patients. In one the brain was wasted and 
the dura mater thickened. In the other the dura mater was 
thinned, and closely adherent to the skull. The falx was 
os.sified, and there were nodes on the occipital bone. This 
jjatient had been subject to outbrealcs. 

Mr. Pick showed a Tracheotomy Tube which had been 
Tetained. in situ for five years. In 1864 the patient had 
syphilitic laiyngitis, and laryngotomy was performed. On 
the twelfth day he could breathe by the larynx, but, being 
nervous, was allowed to retain the tube. This year he came 
with bronchitis, and it was found that the tube had not been 
moved for two years. It was taken away, and the man 
breathed well without it. Most of the tube -was gone. 

Mr. Nuxx thought the respiratory movements wore out the 
tubes. In one year a man had worn out five or six tubes. 

^ Mr. Hxjlke did not think friction necessary, as the plugs 
lormcrly used for the nasal ducts were frequently found to 

corrode in the same manner, so much so as to fall into the 
pharynx. 

Mr. Ceoft had seen a case in point corroborating this at 
St. Thomas’s. 

Mr. Pick showed a Fractured Humerus in which the fractured 
portion had been carried ujiwards and fixed at right angles 
to the bone. On it a new articulatory facet was -worn. 

OBITUAHY. 

-- 

EDWARD HEADLAND. 

The gi-ave has just closed over the remains of one of those 

members of our Profession whose career deserves to be 

recorded in our pages. Edward Headland was born at 

Tonbridge in 1803, and was educated at the gi’anunar school 

of that town, the head master of which at that time was Dr. 

Vicesimus Knox. Mr. Headland’s father, who was a gentleman 

of position, having died suddenly, Edward was throvm early 

on his own resources. Having served an apprenticeship with 

Mr. Morris, of his native town, he came to London, studied 

anatomy under the celebrated Joshua Brooks, and entered a 

student at St. George’s Ho.spital. 

He commenced practice in Featherstone-buildings, Holborn, 
removed thence to Guildford-street, and subsequently to Upper 
Portland-place, where he died, on the 8th inst., at the ag-e of 
66, having been actively engaged in the practice of his Pro¬ 
fession for forty-five years. Mr. Headland’s career as a Prac¬ 
titioner is identified with a wholesome change in the po.sition 
and practice of what was called at the time the “subordinate 
grade.” He commenced, as did aU his brethren, with 
“ physicking ” his patients “ d la Pennington,” -who was 
then in the full zenith of his fame. But he soon became 
disgusted -with this vicious and degTading system. He 
was one of the foremost, if not the first, to insist upon being 
paid for his services as a “ Physician and Surgeon,” and 
not for the medicine he supplied. This determination on 
his part was not so much the result of jiolicy as of a honest 
con'viction that the abuse of “ physicking ” was a serious evil to 
the pubb'e as well as to the Profession, for though he had no 
faith in drugs, he had great confidence in “ medicines.” His 
practice, therefore, in this particular was a model one. He 
employed medicine when he thought it necessary, but never 
resorted to it as a mere placebo or as a means of remuneration. 
Pie scorned all such paltry imposition on his patients. But in 
the result his mode of practice proved eminently serviceable 
to himself. He soon became known for his talents, acquire¬ 
ments, and independence of character, and at a comparatively 
early period in his career was one of the leading “ General 
Practitioners ” in the metropolis. If his predecessor, then in 
popular favour, was the “founderof homoeopathy,” Headland 
was one of its most strenuous and able opponents. This was 
due not more to his sagacity and powers of diagnosis than to 
his intimate and profound knowledge of therapeutics. This 
knowledge he enunciated in principles, and these he laid 
down with a precision and ability which entitles him to be 
regarded as a master in this branch of our Profession. Mr. 
Headland Avas a prominent Fellow, at one time President, of 
the Medical Society of London, which then held its meetings 
in Bolt-court, in the house bequeathed to the Society by 
Lettsom, to Avhom also he left his splendid library. At the 
time of which we are speaking, the Medical Society numbered 
amongst its Fellows some of the most distinguished members 
of the Profession, and Edward Headland was in the first rank. 
The debates were carried on with great spirit. In fact, it was 
the chief arena then open for the display of discussion in the 
Profession. The Medico-Chirurgical Society all but ignored 
debate, and the Westminster was so liberally constituted that 
it admitted to its ranks any Medical student Avho could obtain 
a recommendation and pay his guinea for admission. We 
have no desire to underrate the important part which the 
Westminster played in the progress of liberal ideas and of prac¬ 
tical Medicine; but the Medical Society was the “ House of 

•Commons” of the Profession, in which “constitutional” ideas 
were uttered and promulgated. Seldom was there a debate 
thirty-five years ago in which EdAvard Headland did 
not take part ; he was always clear in his exposi¬ 
tion of a subject, and at the same time a formidable 
opponent. In that assembly, though not the “Rupert,” 
he might be called the Ci’omAvell of debate. Energetic, cool. 
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often, sarcastic, he was listened to with profound attention 
and rc8i)ect; and it v/as no uncommon event to see the 
President doff his three-cornered hat, and vacate his chair, 
to answer, on equal terms, the accomplished and able orator. 
The writer of this sketch cannot refrain from paying his 
tribute of admiration to the kindness and independence of 
Headland at this period. The clever but imprudent Lambert 
had been shortly before expelled almost unanimously from the 
Society in consequence of his report of a case of lithotomy 
which had been performed at Guy’s Hospital by Mr. Bransby 
Cooper, and which had given rise to the celebrated trial 
of “ Cooper v. Wakley.” The writer, then a student, was the 
successor of Lambert, and obtained permission to report the 
proceedings of the Society on the condition that ho sat 
upon a back bench, and was to receive no assistance in 
his labours either from the Fellows of the Society or from the 
Secretary. At the present time, when every facility for report¬ 
ing is given, it is difficult to realise the wretched position of the 
reporter of that d:iy. Afraid to communicate in any way with 
the representative of a journal •which was then in such disgrace, 
the Fellows either shunned him, or treated him -with a studied 
coolness. The fir.st man to break through this cordon was 
Edward Headland, and the wi’iter of this tribute to his memory 
can never forget his kindness upon that occasion. He was 
anxious to got some information from Mr. Headland with 
respect to a paper he had read at the Society, and called upon 
him for that purpose at his house in Featherstone-buildings. 
He dreaded the interview. He had formed an opinion that the 
man he was about to visit was haughty and unapproachable. 
AVhat a mistake he had made! He ■was received not only with 
courtesy, but kindness; the assistance ho asked for was rendered, 
and a friendship -was formed which terminated only with the 
decease of the principal actor in the scene nearly forty years 
after. 

^V'e have said that Headland had great faith in remedies— 
it may be added in their special action—and he lost no oppor¬ 
tunity of proclaiming this, whether in public or in private. 
He gave the results of his experience to the world in his 
Fothergillian essay “ On the Action of Medicine in Disease,” one 
of the few “ essay.s ” which may still be studied with advantage. 
]Mr. Headland had liberal views in respect to reform, and, 
though he took no prominent part in the discussion of that 
subject, did much by the example he set in his own person to 
forward the cause. 

When Pennington retired from general practice he practised 
as a Physician; but Headland remained to the last in the 
“ subordinate ” grade, though, in truth, he had long ceased to 
dispense medicine or attend obstetric cases. The fact was a 
degree could add no lustre to his position, which was of the 
highest, and he was contented to remain, as was “ the Great 
Commoner,” amongst those with whom his life had been passed. 
This was owing probably as much to his pride as to his love of 
those -^vhose interests had always been identified with his own. 
Mr. Headland married in early life, and has loft two sons and 
six daughters. His eldest son Frederick is one of the Physicians 
of Charing-cross Hospital, and author of the well-known and 
able work on “ The Action of Medicines,” which has passed 
through several editions. His second son is I’ector of Broad¬ 
way, Dorset. Two of his daughters are married to Medical 

gentlemen. 
In pei'son, Mr. Headland was above the middle height, of a 

fine presence, and I’emarkably intelligent expression of features 
—albeit somewhat cynical. He dressed in the Professional 
style, and alwaj^s wore a white cravat. In estimating the cha¬ 
racter of Edward Headland, we must pay a just tnbute to his 
thorough independence, to his consistency, and to his integrity. 
He was independent, in the noblest sense of that word, when 
he was struggling with difficulties in his comparatively humble 
abode in Featherstone-buildings; he was indopeudent in his 
aristocratic house at the West-end, when ho, still a ‘•general 
Practitioner,” "was on equal terms with the first “ Physicians” 
and “ S'argeons” of the day. He was consistent in his deter¬ 
mination to a.ssert for those of his class a position which before 
his time they had never occu^Died. He was consistent in carry¬ 
ing out his opposition to the drugging sj’stem, with all^ its 
baneful consequences. His integrity was never called into 
question. To say he had no faults woidd be inconsistent with 
human nature. He was somewhat too dogmatical—somewhat, 
perhaps, obstinate, and even haughty; but those ■who knew 
him best will not fail to testify to his real kindness of heart, 
and his claim to be regarded as 

“ An honest man the noblest ■work of God.”, 
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NEW INVENTIONS. 

AN OPHTHALMOSCOPE WHICH MAY BE USED 
WITHOUT DARKENING THE ROOM. 

By enclosing the reflector and lens in a tube to the side of which 
is adapted a small paraffin lamp -with a large plano-convex lens, 
Dr. Beale has succeeded in arranging an ophthalmoscope which 
can be used in an ordinary room. The arrangement is such as 
to effectually exclude any diffused light or reflections from the 
space between the lamp and the mirror. The illumination is 
so strong that it is not necessary for the tube to fit at all 
accurately to the margin of the orbit, and, indeed, the instru¬ 
ment can be used quite successfully even if two or three inches 
traversed by daylight intervene. The reflector is fixed in the 
tube at the proper angle, and the lens is made to incline a little 
so as to remove the reflections upon either surface out of the 
field of vision. With this instrument the optic disc is at once 
brought into view without any difficulty, and as the lamp 
moves with the mirror and lens, inexperienced jDcrsons can use 
the apparatus successfully almost upon the first trial. The 
instrument weighs nearly a pound, but it can be made very 
much lighter. The lamp is the same as that which Dr. Beale 
has adapted to the hand microscopes he used for the demon¬ 
stration of objects in his lectures. For making ophthalmo¬ 
scopic drawings, the instrument can be fixed to a pillar and 
stand. The artist can work in daylight with very little effort, 
while the patient can retain the eye fixed in the proper position 
without exertion. 

The instrument has been made by Mr. Hawksley, of 
Blenheim-strect, Bond-street, who is now engaged in simplify¬ 
ing the arrangements, as much as possible, for carrying out 
some improvements and reducing the weight of the metalwork. 
Mr. Hawksley thinks the cost will be less than two guineas. 

COLMAN’S BRITISH CORN-FLOUR. 

We liave received specimens of a new article of food called 
Colman’s British corn-flour, pi’oduced by Messrs. J. and J. Col- 
man, a firm ■with the name of which our readers are all familiar. 
The floiu’ is perfect of its kind, pure, and of excellent qualitj-, 
and, as it is very easily prepared as a food, it is certain, we 
think, to find favour with the Profession and the public at large. 
It is said to be obtained from rice. It makes a good and 
palatable blancmange. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
-- 

llNiVEUSiTr OF Dublin'.—At the Winter Commence¬ 
ments held on Wednesday, the 15th iiist., in the Examination 
Hall of Trinity College, the following degrees in Jlediciue and 
Surgery were conferred by the Right Honourable Sir Joseph 
Napier, Bart., Vice-Chancellor of the University:—■ 

jbaccalaurei in Jlcdicind. 

Bird, Johannes Drought. 
Blenkinsop, Gulielmus Ilenricus. 
Gi-ant, 0-alielinus Cameron, 
levers, Eyre. 
Lett, Rioardus Alfrcdus. 

Parsons, Georgius. 
Baiusford, Ricardos. 
Smith, Oilbart. 
West, Ai'thm'us Annesley 
Woods, Oscar Tliomas. 

Jfagistcr in Chiraegid. 
lovers, Eyi'o. 

Doctor in Jlcdicind. 
Salaman, Selim Myer. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi¬ 
cine, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
December 9, 1869 :— 

Bossy, rUfred Frederick, Stoke Ne-wington. 
Ling, Edward Clayton, Saxmundham. 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their First Professional Examination:— 

Car-twright, J. TI., St. Tliomas’s Hospital. 
Diinstan, H., University College. 
Haines, A. H., Guy’s Ilo.spital. 
Hill, C. H., St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
Ling, J. M., University College. 
Longhurst, A. K., University College. 

Milner M. Moore, Resident Registrar and Chloro- 
formist to St. Mary’s Hospital, has been appointed Resident 
Jledical Officer in charge of the Lock wards at the Royal 
Albert Hospital, Devonport. J. F. C. 
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APPOINTMENTS. 

The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Dtle, D.H., Medical Officer to the Board of Guardians for the Belief 
ot the Jewish Poor—Eesident Medical Officer for three months to the 
New Infirmary at Highgate. 

PmmARD, Fp^derick, L.E.C.P., M.E.C.S., late House-Surgeon to St. 
Aflomas s B.ospital—Hesident Medical Oificer to the St. Pancras and 
Northern Dispensary, 

Eosser, W^ter, M.B., M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A.—House-Surgeon to St. 
Thomas’s Hospital. 

William, M.E.C.S.B., L.S.A.—House-Surgeon to St. 
Thomas’s Hospital. 

Thomas, Llewellym Moroan, M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A.—Eesident Accoucheur 
to St. Thomas’s Hospital. 

E.E.C.S. Eclin.—Siu'geon Oculist in Ordinary to her 
Majesty for Scotland, in the room of William Mackenzie, M.D., deceased. 

Williams, Charles—Assistant-Surgeon to the Norfolk and Norwich 
Hosintal. 

NAVAL AND MILITAET APPOINTMENTS. 

Admiralty.—The foUowing appointments have been made :—Thomas G. 
mlson. Surgeon, to the Valorous; Dr. Thomas Milne, Assistant-Surgeon, 
to the Duncan; WiUiam S. Eoche, Surgeon, to the Ganges; and Geo. E. 
Lawrenson, Assistant-Surgeon, to the Bogal George. 

Brevet.—Native Surgeon Moodeen Sheriff, to have the local and honorary 
rank of Assistant-Surgeon in India. 

BIETHS. 

Avelimg.—On December 6, at Holly-cottage, Homerton, the wife of 
Charles T. Aveling, E.E.C.S., of a daughter. 

Bmght.—On December 7, at Priessnitz, near Dresden, the wife of Dr. 
George Charles Bright, of a daughter. 

HimTOH.-On December 7, at 4, Eglinton-park, Kingstown, the wife of F. 
Holton, Sui'geon, 77tli Peg-iment, of a son. 

Jones.—On December 10, at Hyde Lodge, Clarendon-road, Watford, the 
wife of Greorge T. Jones, M.D., F.R.C.S., of a daughter. 

MAURiCE^On December 13, at Marlborough, Wilts, the wife of Dr 
James Blake Maurice, of a son. 

Monro.—On December 10, at 87, Gloucester-sti-eet, Belgrave-road, Pimlico, 
dangffier°^ James Monro, M.D., of Craiglockhart, Midlothian, of a 

0“ December 7, at Beaconsfield, Bucks, the wife of Dr. Ei-ederick 
d. Wacld, of a son. 

Abingdon Union.—Medical Officer for the Second Distiict. Candidates 
must be duly registered and possess the qualifications prescribed by the 

Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to 
Mr. B. ChaUenor, on or before the 18th inst. Election on the 20th. 

Amalgamated Eiiiendly Societies’ Medical-hall, Preston, Lanca¬ 
shire.—Medical Officer, Assistant, and Apothecary. Candidates for 
each vacancy to send their testimonials, with full particulars, to the 
Secretary, Mr. W. Jenson, 149, Eriargate, Preston, on or before the 
20th inst. 

Borough op Ipswich Lunatic Asylum.—Eesident Medical Superinten¬ 
dent. Applications and testimonials to the Town Clerk’s office, Ipswich, 
addressed to “ The Lunatic Asylum Committee,” on or before .January 15, 
1870. The Asylum will be ready for occupation in April or May. 

Bihtish Lying-in Hospital, Endell-street, Long-acre.—Honorary 
Physician. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, at the Hospital. 

Chp.steepield and North Derbyshire Hospital and Dispensary.— 
House-Surgeon and Dispenser; must he legally qualified. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary, kH. J. W. Learn, Newbould-road, 
Chesterfield, on or before January 4, 1870. 

Down District Lunatic Asylum, Downpatrick.—Eesident Medical 
Assistant; must be qualified and be unmarried. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to the Eesident Physician on or before December 30. Election 
on January 1, 1870. 

German Hospital, Dalston.—Honorary Medical Officers, an Honorary 
Physician, and an Honorary Assistant-Surgeon. They must both he 
natives of Germany, or prove themselves fuUy conversant with the Ger¬ 
man language. Candidates must produce a diploma from a British or 
foreign university. Apphoations and testimonials to the Honorary 
Secretary on or before January 3, 1870. 

Holbeach Union.—Medical Officer for the Sutton Bridge District. Can¬ 
didates must have the qualifications prescribed by the general orders of 
the Boor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to Mr. E. C. Ayliff, 
Holbeach, on or before December 24. Election on the 27th. 

St. Mart’s Hospital and Dispensary for Women and Children, 
Manchester.—Eesident Medical and Surgical officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications and he registered. Applications and 
testimonials to the Secretary, 41, John Dalton-strcet, Manchester, on or 
before the 31st inst. 

Sunderland Infirmary and Dispensary.—Junior House-Surgeon; must 
possess both Medical and Surgical qualifications and be registered. 
Applications and testimenials to the Secretary on or before January 2C, 
1870. Election on Eehruaiy 3. 

Westminster Hospital.—Eesident House-Physician ; must ho qualified 
to practise under the Medical Eegistration Act of 1858. Apnlications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 23rd inst. Election on 
January 4, 1870. 

Westmoreland Lock Hospital.—Sui’geon-Apothecai'y. Applications 
and testimonials to the Chairman of the Board of Guardians on or before 
December 21. Candidates to attend on the following day at 3 p.m. 

MAEEIACES. 

9, at the Parish ainroh, Preston, Lanca 
8. ClMke, M.D., Eoyal Artfflery, only son of the lat^ 

Predeiici H. Clarke, Esq., barrister, of Lmcoln’s-inn, to Janet Annie 
youngest daugliter of the Rev. Canon Pair, rector of Preston 

^ December 8, at St. Stephen’s Church, Shepherd’s 
bush, C. B. Beresford, elder son of Charles Cobhe, M.E.C.S.E., Wim' 

to Adela, daughter of George Matthews 
Esq., late of the Castle, Wexford. 

Jolt’s Church, Paddington, 

son of Cimrles Caussen, Esq., of Gardiner’s-place, Dublin, to Alicia 
Fenton (Alice), yomgest daughter of W. H. Bayley, Esq., of 25, Cam- 
bridge-square, Hyde-park, formerly of H.M. East India Civil Service 

JomiFFE-SHERwooD.—On December 8, at Rusthall Church, Tunbridge 
WellS’ John Jolhffe, M.E.C.S., E.N., to Catherine Owen Sherwood, 
oungest daughter of fte late Eev. AV. Sherwood, M.A., incumbent of 

bt,. James s, Bradford, Yorkshire, formerly Lieutenant Eoyal Navy. 

December 14, at St. Paul’s, Avenue-road, 
Hainp.stcad, John Stephenson, hamster-at-law, son of the late John 

Monteeal, Canada, to Margaret, eldest daughter 
oi the late Joseph Stirling Coyne. No cards, 

TravoR—Bokenham.—On September 22, at Tarapaca, Beni, Arthur Tudor 
M.E.C.S., M.E.C.P., son of the late Chancellor 

lievoi, of Bangor, to Enriquetta, eldest daughter of the late Dr. 
Bokenham, of Iquique and Tarapaca. 

DEATHS. 
B.^eley, Fanny, daughter of the late J. C. Badeley, M.D., of Cm 

Harlmgs, Chelmsford, on December 12, aged 22. > i 

B.«rett, Evelyn Clark, Esq second son of the late Samuel Barrett, 
^ed 22 ^ Suirey, at Bui'lmgton-house, Eastboui’ue, on Decembers; 

Berrell, Charles, M.B. Lond., Medical Superintendent of the Northamp- 

mDeeSr^r ° Cambridge-terraoe, Clapham-road, 

S-®-’ PJiysician-ExtraordinaiT 
Director-General of the Medical Department of the 

Navy, at the Hermitage, Barnes, S.W., on December 12, aged 67. 
CooPKR’ IsABEmA, the beloved wife of Sir Henry Cooper, M.D., of Hull 

suddenly, at Hornsea, near Hull, on December 12. ’ 

of the Eoyal Horse Guards, at his residence, 
banquhai, Dumfriesshire, on December 14, in his 85th year. 

Lander, Eaton, M.D., at New-house, Bromfield, Salop, on November 20 
of emphysema of the lungs, aged 47. «! , on xNovemoer 20, 

VACANCIES. 

^“rea^ifirid“?7«fp ^ *^® vacant, the qnalificatio: 
ma^ HDrl tlie person to whom apphoation should ; 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in suocessio 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICE. 
*»* The area of each district is stated in acres. The population is 

computed according to the last census. 

EESICNATIONS. 
Surton-upon-Trent Union.—Mr. C. A. Cope has resigned the Etwall Dis¬ 

trict; area 17,527; population 4153 ; salary £50 per annum. 
Highwortli and Swindon Union.—The Second District is vacant; area 

12,013; population 9622; salary £72 lOs. per annum. Also the Work- 
hou.se; salary £35 per annum. 

Kingshridge Union.—The Thirteenth District is vacant; area 6377; popu¬ 
lation 1219; salary £20 per annum. 

Anglesey Union.—Wm. Evans, L.E.C.P.Edin., M.E.C.S.E., to the Work- 
house. 

Gastle Ward Union .—Alexander Pole, M.D. St. And., M.E.C.S.B., to the 
Whalton District. James Marr, L.E.C.P. Edin., M.E.G.S.E., to the 
Ponteland District and AVorkhouse. 

ChippenTiam Union.—Edward M. Little, M.E.C.8.E., L.E.C.P., L S A 
Sutton Benger District. Thomas Kitchener, M.D. St. And., 

M.E.C.S.E., to the Pewsham District and the Workhouse. 
Tynemouth Union—Byron Bramwell, M.B. Edin., M.E.C.S.E., to the 

Tynemouth District and the Workhouse. 
Westhampnett Union.—Charles Osborn, L.E.C.P., M.E.C.S.E., L.S.A., to 

the South Bersted District. 

^ The examiners for the Eadcliffe Travelling FelloAV’shin 
give notice that the next examination for a Fellowship will 
commence on Monday, January 31, at ten a.m. Candidates 
are requested to send their names on or before Wednesday, 
January 19, by letter addressed to the Eegius Professor of 
Medicine, _ Museum, Oxford. H. W. Acland, C. Eolleston, 
B. C. Brodie, examiners for the Eadcliffe Travelling Fellowship. 

Medical Teachees’ Association.—List of Offioees 
AND Council foe the Yeae 1869-70. — President: William 
AUen Miller, M.D., D.C.L., F.E.S. Vice-Presidents : T. Edno- 
Chambers, M.D. ; Bernard E. Brodhunst, F.E.C.S. Tt 'casitrcr: 
Francis Sibson, M.D., F.E.S. Secretaries: Walter Eivington, 
F.E.O.S.; Henry Power, F.E.C.S. Elective Members : A. 
Whyte Barclay, M.D. ; William H. Broadbent, M.D.; John 
W. Bristowe, M.D.; J. Langdon Down, M.D.; G. G. Gas- 
coyen, F.E.C.S.; T. Henry Green, M.D.; A. Dupre, Ph.D.,; 
Headlam Greenhow, M.D. ; Christopher Heath, F.E.C.S. ; 
Timothy Holmes, M.A.,F.E.C.S.; CarstenHolthonse,F.E.C.S.; 
Eobert Liveing, M.D.; Charles F. Maunder, F.E.C.S.; T. W. 
Nunn, F.E.C.S.; John W. Ogle, M.D. ; Hyde Salter, M.D.; 
Alexander Silver, M.D.; Tilbury Fox, M.D.; Henry Trimen, 
M.B.; John Wood, F.E.O.S. 
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Exahixation in Arts, etc.—The preliminary exami¬ 
nation in Arts of candidates for the diploma of Member.ship of 
the Royal College of Surgeons commenced on Wednesday last, 
at the Whittington Club, and did not terminate until after 
6 on Friday. During these three days 382 gentlemen were 
examined—viz., 66 for the Fellowship of the College, and 
316 for the IMembersliip. The result of the examination, 
which was conducted by the staff of the College of Preceptors, 
cannot be made known for several weeks, owing to the very 
large number of papers to be read by the examiners. 

Royal College oe Surgeons.—The usual report of 
the proceedings of the Council was suspended in the hall of 
the College on the 16th inst., for the inspection of those 
Jlembers interested in the matter. From this report it appears 
that the Council decided, on a reference from the Committee 
appointed on August 12 last, that the word in resolution 
of August 12 last be understood to mean the consideration of 
the question of the conjoint action of all the English examin¬ 
ing boards under Schedule {A) of the Medical Act. Letters 
from the legal adviser of the College having been read in re¬ 
ference to Mr. Erichsen’s proposed addition to Section XVIII. 
of the by-laws, Mr. Erichsen, in pursuance of his notice of 
October 14, moved that the Fellows may meet in this College 
for the purpose of discussing matters afecting its interests or 
connected mth its management. The motion having been 
seconded by Mr. Holden, it was moved by Mr. Charles Haw- 
Idns, and seconded by Sir William Fergusson, as an amendment 
—“ That after the word Fellows the words and Ilemhcrs be in¬ 
serted, and that the words or connected with its management be 
omitted from such motion.” On the demand of Mr. Charles 
Hawkins and Mr. Spencer Smith, the names of those voting 
for and against the amendment were directed to be entered on 
the minutes—viz., minority for the motion, six: Mr. Hilton, 
Sir William Fergusson, Mr. Quain, Mr. Curling, Mr. Hawkins, 
Mr. Smith ; majority against the motion, ten : Mr. Solly, Mr. 
Busk, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Clark, Mr. Birkett, Mr. Simon, Mr. 
Flumphry, Mr. Holden, Mr. Gay, Mr. Erichsen. The 
amendment was consequently lost, a majority being against 
the same. Moved by Mr. Simon, seconded by Mr. Busk, as an 
amendment—“ That it is expedient that meetings of the Fellows 
and Members of the College in accordance with the provisions 
of the by-laws. Section XVIII., be from time to time held in the 
College, and that it be referred to a Committee to consider in 
what way facihties may best be afforded for the holding^ of 
such meetings.” On the demand of Messrs. Charles Hawkins 
and Spencer Smith, the names of those voting for and^ against 
the amendment were directed to be entered on the minutes— 
viz., majority for the motion 11. Mr. Hilton, Sir Wm. Fergus¬ 
son, Mr. Lane, Mr. Busk, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Curling, Mr. Clark, 
Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Smith, Mr. Birkett, Mr. Simon. Minority 
against the motion, 0. The amendment was consequently 
carried nem. con., and being put as a substantive motion on the 
demand of Messrs. Humphry and Gay, the names of those 
voting for and against the same were directed to be entered on 
the minutes—viz., majority for the motion 14—Mr. Hilton, Sir 
Wm. Fergusson, Mr. Lane, Mr. Busk, Mr. Hancock, Mr. 
Curling, Mr. Clark, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Smith, Mr. Simon, Mr. 
Humphry, Mr. Holden, Mr. Gay, and Mr. Erichsen. Minority 
against the motion 0. The amendment having therefore been 
carried nem. con. as a substantive motion, the original motion 
was not put. Mr. Henry Wooldridge, of South Yarra, Mel¬ 
bourne, admitted a Member on November 28,1834, was elected 

a Fellow. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—The following annui¬ 
tants were elected on December 7 from a list of twenty-one 
candidates, whose ages varied from 61 to 84:—1. M.R.C.S. 
and L.S.A., aged 66 ; married; afflicted with_heart and lung 
disease ; presented to one of the houses at Chippenham, given 
by Mr. Bailey ; recommended by Dr. G. C. Jonson, G. Curme, 
Esq., Dr. S. Dyer, Miss Carnegie, and Miss Druitt; annuity, 
£10. 2. Widow, aged 78, of a Surgeon in practice before 
1815 ; only income £10; relieved several times from fund, and 
has been on list of candidates more than five years; recom¬ 
mended by H. Sterry, Esq.; annuity, £20. ^ 3. M.R.C.S., 
aged 84 ; married; practised for many years in Kent; has 
had an annuity from sale of practice, which has ceased this 
year, leaving him without means; recommended by Dr. 
Samuel Hill; annuity, £20. 4. Widow, aged 67, of a L.S.A. 
who practised in Somerset; no income; living with married 
daughter, who is unable to do more than give her a home, 
vdthout further assistance ; recommended by Charles Smerdon, 
Esq., and William Cross, Esq.; annmty, £20. 5. Widow 
aged 79 ; husband in practicebefore 1815, in London; dependent 

on occasional help of friends ; suffers much with rheumatism, 
and tumour ; reheved from fund several times ; recommended 
by Dr. Felce, Honorary Secretary, Dr. CoUinson, and 
E. P. Young, Esq.; annuity, £20. 6. M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., 
aged 65, London; two daughters, 18 and 15; only income- 
from practice, averaging about 10s. per week; almost bhnd, 
and very lame ; assisted once from fund ; recommended by 
Dr. John Dixon; annuity £20. The fund has now 35 annm- 
tants, 13 having been elected during the present year. 

On Monday evening, December 13, Dr. Oppert read a 
paper before the Royal Institute of British Architects on the 
system of tents and sheds in Hospitals. He recommended 
them as appendages to existing or future Hospitals, but did 
not think they would supplant substantial Hospital buildings. 
He considered the present time, when an epidemic of relapsing 
fever existed in London, extremely opportune for dravAng the 
attention of architects to the advantages of such buildings for 
fever patients. Dr. Hardwicke read a paper on mortuaries on 

the same evening. 

Dr. Leo Ross will read at the Store-street Coiicert- 
haU, Tottenham-court-road, on Monday evening, December 20, 
at 8 o’clock, in aid of the funds of University College HospitaL 
Part 1.—Richard III., act 1, scene 4 (Shakespeare); The New¬ 
castle Apothecary (Colman); The Rapids (J. B. Gough) ; My 
First and Last Play—Scotch—(Delta). Par# 2.—The Raven 
(E. A. Poe); The Furlough—Irish—(Hood) ;’ The Charge of 
the Light Brigade (Tennyson) ; A Day with the Surrey Hounds 

(Thackeray). 
The Kingstown Dispensary Case.—In referring to 

this case last week, we naturally believed that the matter had 
terminated, and that the reprimand conveyed to the Medical 
Officers by the Board of Guardians, and the reproof contained 
in the letter of the Poor-law Commissioners, would have been 
deemed sufficient condemnation of an error in judgment. It 
appears, moreover, that Drs. Ledwith and Newland ^ had 
assigned as a reason for haring shown the books the opmion 
of Mr. Cope, Clerk of the Union, “ that every ratepayer was 
entitled to see them,” and, indeed, it would seem to be not 
unreasonable that those who supply the funds should have the 
power of ascertaining that these are not misapplied. Never¬ 
theless, an indignation meeting, convened by the Very Rev. 
Canon M'Cabe, P.P.V.G., who was eventually prevented by 
illness from attending, was held on Sunday last, in the 
Temperance-hall, Kingstown, at which the “ reprehensible 
transactions,” by which “ official partisans have been enabled 
to deprive the poor ratepayers of the protection of the 
franchise,” were denounced, and a sworn inquiry before the 
Poor-law Commissioners was demanded. The meeting was 
attended by four Roman Catholic clergymen, the chairman, 
and seven others of the Town Commissioners, etc. 

Army Medico-Ohirugical Society of Portsmouth. 
—A meeting of the members was held on Wednesday, the 1st 
inst.. Deputy Inspector-General Dr. Gordon, C.B. in the chan. 
After the usual preliminaries Surgeon Franklyn, Royal Artil¬ 
lery, read some remarks on a case of aneurism of the aorta in 
the person'-of a sergeant of the 12th Brigade. The tumour 
connected with that vessel had extended downwards into the 
abdomen, pressing upon the bodies of the first and second lum¬ 
bar vertebrse, and causing the absorption of a considerable 
portion of them, at the same time that it proj ected to such an 
extent backwards in the loins as to threaten to give way. 
The extent of the tumour where it thus projected was six and 
a half by five and a half inches, and a point of interest in the 
case was the circumstance that its subj ect had been able to 
tinue at his work up to a comparatively short time before his 
death. Sketches illustrative of the disease were handed round. 
Assistant-Surgeon O’Leary, honorary secretary, read a paper 
by Assistant-Surgeon Murray, R.A., on the advances in Sur¬ 
gery during the last quarter of a century. The author alluded 
to the benefits to Surgery due to chlorofonn, contrasting 
only the suffering of patients under operation, but their suMe- 
quent mortahty prior to and after the introduction of that 
agent; to local anaesthesia, whether by the application^ of 
ether spray as introduced by Dr. Richardson, or congelation 
after the plan of Dr. Arnott. He proceeded to advert to the 
operation for ovarian dropsy, first performed in 1823 by Mr. 
Ijizcirs, of Edinburg’lij tliGii for n. timG allowed, to fall into 
disuse, but more recently revived and now practised by several 
Surgeons of eminence, to the improved treatment ^ of aneurism 
in accessible situations by pressure, to the resection of joints 
as a substitute in certain cases for amputation, especially with 
reference to the knee joint, and in gunshot injuries generally. 
He referred to the operation of crushing calculi so successfully 
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performed by Sir H. Thomson as a gTcat improyement in the 
treatment as compared to the more severe operation 

or lithotomy, to the introduction of silver "wires in supersession 
of ordinary ^ sutures, to acupressure as a substitute for 
lig'atures to divided arteries, and to the treatment of wounds 
by water and other cleanly applications instead of by poultices 
and unguents as formerly. He remarked upon the injurious 
extent to which the administration of mercury had previously 
been pushed, and the improved system under which that druo- 
IS now administered, and concluded by observing that Medicine 
as a science had not, in his opinion, made such advances as 
feurgery. A brief discussion followed the reading of the above, 
and the proceedings terminated. 

John Hunter.—The foundations of Kensington new 
church are laid, and we are glad to hear of a movement the 
object of which is to perpetuate the memory of at least one 
Kensing-ton worthy by erecting a memorial window in his 
nonour in the church. We allude to Hunter, who not only 
purchased land and built a house in the parish, but there pro¬ 
secuted the researches which have immortalised his name. The 
Atlienceum calls on the Colleg-e of Surgeons and the Medical 
^ofession generally to aid in this object of doing honour to 
Hunter. The following interesting letter on the subject of 
discussion at Guy’s Hosjiital which proved fatal to our great 
pnysmlogist will no doubt be read with great interest; it is from 
the Hunterian. manuscripts in the possession of Mr. T. M. 
Stone, of the College of Surgeons :— 

‘‘ Sir, My three colleagues having o^iposed a resolution of 
mine respecting the pupils who enter under me at the Hospital, 
and hearing- that there is a custom against it as an argument 
in their tavour, I beg leave to submit the enclosed rea.sons for 
having deviated from that custom, and I take the liberty to 
ob,serve that the custom which they say has subsisted so long 
makes no part of the established laws of the charity, and has 
been gone into without the consent of the governors. I have 
transmitted these reasons to you for your deliberate perusal, 
that you may be enabled thoroughly to understand them when 
tney are read at the general court. 

“ Your most obedient servant, “ John Huntee 
“ Leicester-square, February 27, 1793.” 

The protest was read, and at a subsequent meeting one of his 
colleagues (Gunning) thought it necessary instantly and flatly 
to contradict a statement he was making, whereupon Hunter 
j 1 adjoining room, when with a deep groan he 
tell hfeless into the arms of Dr. Eobertson. 

Health oe^ Scotland.—The deaths of 2788 persons 
were recorded in the eight chief towns of Scotland during 
November, of whom 1366 were males and 1422 females 
Allowance being made for increase of population, this number 
IS 410 above the averag*e of the corresponding month of the 
last ten years, and is the greatest number registered durino- 
any month of Novemher since the Registration Act came into 
operation in 1855. Previous to this, the highest number for 
November was in 1865, when 2557 deaths were recorded. 

• Infant.—There is a wonderful account 
in afl the French papers of an astounding baby just dead, at 
^ i months, at St. Urhain, near Lyons. The stroiio-- 
est Medical evidence is said to be given that the child ivas so 
iughiy endowed "with electricity that all the persons in the 
same room with him received constant electric shocks. Its end 
was apparently painless, hut accompanied bj'- stiU more 
astounding,manifestations. At the instant of death luminous 
effluvia proceeded, it is affirmed by the doctors, from the body 
ot the child, which continued for several minutes after its 
decease. The case is supposed to he quite unprecedented in 
the world of science. 

Sarsaparilla.—That this root possesses all the virtues 
attributed to it has often been doubted, but in a recent wort 
by Captain A. J. Kennedy, K.N., on La Plata, Erazil, anc 
I arag-uay he pves the following amusing story of Genera] 
Urquiza, the former President of the Argentine Republic, 
showing its gi-eat virtueDining with the General, he was 
told by him that he attributed his good health to a particulai 

nc o watei he drank; and on Captain Kennedy expressing 
ms curiosity, some of this water was handed to him. It proved 

0 be a very strong-smelling compound, made up apparently ol 
mud and water in equal quantities ; and, when Captain Kennedy 
put it aown to settle, he was told it should be drunk while il 
was fresh. The look of the mud lyas bad enough, but the smell 
completed his discomfiture, and he put down the glass un¬ 
tasted, ivith unmistakable signs of disgust. Loud laughtei 

went round the table, and Iirquiza himself said, with a grim 
eimle “^Tes, of course it takes time to get used to it, but it is 
a nne thing*. The deep colour is caused by the sarsaparilla 
plant. I have been drinking* it for many years, and lind ifc 
yery wholesome. TVliat a capital advertisement for old Dr. 
Jacoh Townsend! 

_ Petrified Giants in America.—A giant eleven feet 
high was lately found lying in the soil, petrified, near Syra¬ 
cuse. He has been taken out and carried to that city. ‘His 
features are European, though his antiquity is probably older 
than any historic settlements. There is hut little doubt of its 
authenticity. ^ We suppose those who have sneered at the 
Bible for saying there were giants in those days, will now 
sneer at it as not being old enough to account for this speci¬ 
men. How every real discovery confirms the word of God I 
Other skeletons of giants have been found near Syracuse.— 
Zion’s Herald (Boston, U.S.). 

American Health Resorts.—Tlio Americans are 
beginning to ^find out health resorts nearer home than the 
shores^ of the Mediterranean and the Spas of Germany. The 
following is from a recent number of the Neiv York Eveninff 
East: “It only needs to be told what attractions are offered 
to persons in delicate health by certain parts of Florida and 
South Carolina, to make the number repairing- thither as great 
as the wild geese that bear them company and point out to 
them tne way. Magnolia, in East Florida, is one of the most 
desirable spots for a winter residence in the whole South. It 
is readily acces.sible by steamer from New York, by way of 
Charleston and Savannah, or by railway to Jacksonville, and 
thence by the river steamboats. The air is dry and pure ; the 
orange tree loves the soil; the woods are fragrant Avith the 
magnificent blossom wliicli gives its name to t,ho settlement; 
and no long, inclement seasons confine the invalid to the house. 
All this would he as notliing-if the comforts of civilisation Avere 
not at hand. But Magnolia has passed into the proprietorship 
of Messrs. Rogers and Harris, who have greatly enlarged and 
improA^ed the buildings, and furnished the rooms in the best 
style. Their care of invalids, in the excellence of the table 
and the general good conduct of the establishment, is praised 
by many weU-knoAvn Physicians of the North who have spent 
a AAunter at Magnolia. Mr. Harris i.s from YJorcester, Mas.s., 
and Dr. Rog-ers is from Pomfrot, Conn. Both know what is 
required for the comfort of northern people in delicate health, 
from experience in ministering to their Avants. For the infor¬ 
mation of invalids Avho may be thinking of a AAdnter trip to 
Florida, we maysaythat thowhole expanse for the best accommo¬ 
dations there is set doAvii at from $75 to $125 per month for 
each person. Aiken, in South Carolina, is another place much 
Ausited by northern invalids. It is easily reached by raih’oad, 
and lies eight miles east of Augusta, Ga., in a forest of pines. 
The climate here, from November to March, is lilre a long Indian 
summer. The sky is of the deepest blue, the air is sing-ularly 
tranquil and balmy, and severe frosts are almost unknoAAm. 
The hotel at Aiken has lately changed ha-nds, and is now a 
first-class house in every respect. The cost of living there 
we are unable precisely to state, hut it probably does not vary 
much from the figures given for Florida. 

Throat diseases have prevailed extensively throughout 
the year. The principal affection included under the above 
heading has been diphtheria. It has now scourged this city 
upAvards of a year, carrying off vast numbers and committing 
fearfffi ravages. Within a month lanes have been thinned, 
families swept away, and the population greatly diminished. 
Funerals are seen everywhere. The peoifle in large numbers 
are clothed in white—here the emblem of mourning—and the 
general and almost invariable answer to every question on the 
subject has been “ died of throat disease.” In a family, which 
came lately under observation, of 26 individuals, 24 were 
carried off in 27 days. In the beginning of the year it pre¬ 
dominated chiefly in the West, hut now it has extended to the 
East and South. Very few indeed of the number affected have 
applied for relief, partly owing to the great distances, the 
difficulty of transport, the foreign Surg-eon, the sex, the 
females being on the whole more frequently affected, but the 
chief cause has been the suddenness of the attack and the 
shortness of its duration before death closed the scene. All 
classes have been subject to it, hut probably more children have 
died than adults. In the West largo numbers between 3 and 
10 years of age appeared ; deaths have not, however, been con¬ 
fined to youth. Many at 50 and 60 years of age have also 
gone the way of all the earth.—T/ie Fifth jLnmuil Report of 
the Rching Hospital, hy hr. John Eudgeon. 
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NOTES, QUERIES, AND REPLIES. 
-<1-- 

tijaf cjucstbitcllj miulj sljull Icani muc^.—Bacon, 

Philadelphia.—Your instructions shallbe attended to. We are glad to find 

you have received the 3Iedical Times and Gazette Vfith such “marked 

promptness and regularity.” 

M. von Lippewerth, Heidelherg.—See Spencer Wells on Chloral, Medical 

Times and Gazette, Soptomher IS and October 2, and Dr. Eichardson on 

the same, October 30 and November 6. 

Indian Medical Department.—Ten vacancies are now announced as about to 
be filled up in the Indian Medical Service by competitive examination in 

Febi-uary next. The correspondent on whose authority we stated last 
week that there would not be any vacancies was evidently misinformed. 

A. Z.—There is a chapter on the subject in Copland’s Medical Dictionarj'. 

Studens {Guy's) should apply to the Secretary of the College. 

Beta.—There is no doubt on the subject. 

Lex.—Baker on Coroners; Taylor’s Medical Jurisprudence. 

M.D.—The by-laws of the College are clear upon the point. A FeUow 

cannot sue for his fees ; a Licentiate can. 

A?ixious {Birmingham) should apply to any respectable Sm'geon in liis own 

town. Advertiser’s should be avoided. 

Protoplasm, Chatham.—You will find an abstract of Professor Gulliver’s 

very interesting lecture on the “Red Corpuscles of the Blood,” etc., 

delivered before the East Kent Natural History Society on the 25th ult., 

published in the last number of our contemporary, Opinion. 

PaoposED Legisi..\.tion ifou Dbustkauds. 
A legal con'ospondent su^ests that any proposed Bill for the Protection 

of Habitual Druukards should contain a clause iifilicting a penalty on any 
one selling liquor to a person convicted of drunkenness. A Medical corre¬ 
spondent suggests the following addition to.'Section XIII.:—^And be it fur¬ 
ther enactedTthat any pei-son commonly known to be an habitual drunkard 
shall bo deemed a proper person to bo proceeded against, not only for the 
proper security of his property, but for his own security against the com¬ 
mission of any wanton or criminal acts, and for his own reformation.” 

Medicus.—^A legally qualified Practitioner, whether acting as principal or 

assistant, if in actual practice, is fully competent, under the clauses of 

the “Medical Witnesses Act,” to give evidence in the Coroner’s com-t. 

The framer of the Act vras too sensible a man to legislate in so bungling 

a manner as to disqualify a highly respectable and numerous class of 

his Professional brethren. The Coroner in the case referred to has mis¬ 

interpreted the words “ in actual practice.” 

America.—The Nation has a leading article on the late disturbance at the 
Philadelphia Hospital respecting the admission of women to tire classes 

in that institution. We cannot congratulate the Nation either on the 

taste or the animus which pervades its articles with reference to the men 

students of the Hospital. They may be wrong, but they are not justly 

liable to the s'n’eeping condemnation of the Nation. 

Norwich.—IhQ attempt to enforce a “law” respecting proxies at the late 

election of Assistant-Sm'geon to the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital was 

not in a good spirit. It appears tliat many of the proxies brought for¬ 

ward on the part of one of the candidates were ob 'ected to by a lawyer 

governor. The objection raised w'as “ that aU proxies bearing an adlie- 

sive stamp, and not having the stamp cancelled by the signature or 
initials of the voter and the date of the meeting being -written across it, 

were illegal, and the votes were null and void.” A discussion of con¬ 
siderable length took place on this motion being made, which resulted 
in its withdrawal. Technical objections of this kind should not be 

raised in elections such as that in question, and we are glad that the 

attempt to enforce a mere legal quibble signally failed. 

The HAniTtJAii Drunkard. 

TO TUB EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—^Inasmuch as the draft of an Act for the repression and reformation 
of this offender, proposed by you, would be efficient for the same purposes 
as the American, it must deserve the support of the Profession and all 
persons desirous of preventing the evil consequences of drimkenness. To 
deny it would be equal to let a blind man walk over a precipice, or, more 
truly, an infuriate inm-der a wife or child, when both, by a bold and sum¬ 
mary interference, may be prevented. The question, however, arises, how 
shall your draft after the American model be put in process to receive the 
Professional, public, governmental, or parliamentary attention necessarj'to 
make law of it? The Right Hon. J. Stansfeld, at the Anchor dinner, 
Bristol, recently intimated that the Government contemplated some 
measure to deal with tliis evil; if so, no doubt they would bo glad to have 
their hands strengthened from without. In London, the gi-and centre of 
our Professional rule and reputation, would not some public demonstration 
by meeting, or having a petition numerously signed, subserve this object 1 
I merelv bog leave to allude to some plan of the kind—not to dictate, but, 
at the same time, I would lugo that any legislation falling short of the 
American in at once summarily dealing with the individual known as a 
druulcard in the same manner as a lunatic not allowed to be at large, would 
be of little or no use whatever. Oiu- Vaccination Act, for w'ant of the 
boards of guardians being ;ordered to carry it out, is a gi-cat failui’e, after 
t’ae m’lnifold emplojnnent of Parliament upon it. The registrars vyho send 
out their commands to parents to have their children vaccinated might just 
as well send a printed card of compliment and invitation, pcrhaiis with 
more effect. I am, iS:c. 

Nailsworth, Dec. mber G. Thomas Stokes. 

Nauticus, Plymouth.—The late Dr. Bryson succeeded Sir John Liddell as 
Director-General of the Naval Medical Department. The latter gentle¬ 

man succeeded Sir 'William Burnett. 

Dermatologist.—Professor Erasmus Wilson will commence his course of 
lectm’es on cutaneous diseases on Monday, January 31, 1870, in the 

theatre of the Royal College of Surgeons. No programme has yet been 

published. 

Argus, M.D., Llandudno.—There have been many similar cases. The work 
alluded to, a copy of which is now before us, is entitled—“ A Relation of 
a very extraordinary Sleeper at Tinsbury, near Bath, with a Dissertation 

on the Doctiine of Sensation, the Powers of the Soul, and its several 

Operations, together ivith Physical Causes assigned for this Strange 
Phenomenon. By William Oliver, M.D., F.R.S., and of the College of 

Physicians, London. Printed for A. BeU, at the Bible and Cross Keys, 

in Comlnll, 1707.” 

A Former Competitor.—There were no competitors for the Jacksonian 

Prize on the Structure and Diseases of the Lacrj-mal Passages, etc., in 

1861. Mr. John Wood, F.R.C.S., of King’s College, obtained the prize 

in the same year for his adnurable essay on the Best Method of Effecting 

the Radical Cure of Inguinal Hernia. Write to Messrs. Churchill and 

Sons. 
The late Mr. Davis, of Bramsiiott. 

TO THE editor OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—Permit me space for a few lines. Few people can realise the labours 
of a Medical man situated in the midst of a large rural population, or the 
dangers to w'hich he is exposed in the performance of his, mostly, Samari¬ 
tan duties. The life of such a one who has laboured hard in his Profes¬ 
sion for the poor and needy for many yeai-s, Mr. F. V. Davis, of 
Bramshott, Hants, has been suddenly cut off in the midst of a career of 
usefulness, leaving a widow and eight children (the youngest but three 
weeks old) totally unprovided for. 

Any assistance from a benevolent public, addressed to the Rev. Edward 
Greene, D.D., Liphook, Hants, or to C. Hewett, Esq., 'Union Bank, 
2, Prinees-street, London, will be gratefully acknowledged. 

I am, &c. N. Stevens. 
1, Alexandra-villas, King Edward-road, Hackney, Dec. 13. 
P.S.—Conti’ibutions will be acknowdedged in your columns. 

Ilomceopathy v. Science.—^A correspondent, apropos of certain remarks 

of ours, writes thus:—“I have just been reading Professor Ringer’s 

work on therapeutics, which I remember was much lauded at the 

time of its appearance in the Medical Times and Gazette, and I had 

come to the conclusion that homesopathy is being very extensively adopted 

under the name of scientific Medicine.” Now, after regretting that our 
coirespondent has not had recourse to Dr. Ringer’s book earlier, and 

taking the opportunity of again “ lauding” the book as one of the best 

of its kind notwithstanding its faults, we shall take the trouble of reply¬ 
ing to our correspondent, as the.se sort of remarks are becoming very 

common. The foundation of homoeopathy is. the law of similars that 

like cures like—a law which, as certain enthusia.sts would have it, is uni¬ 

versal a-s the laws of gravitation. Superadded to this nowadays, although 

Hahnemann himself did not always practise it, is the homoeopathic dose, 
which is closely associated with the superstition of dyuamisation i.e., 

that the very process of tritiuation and subdirf.sion increases the potency 

of the drug. Now, supposing that all homoeopaths are agreed to the 

doctrine of similars (if not they are not hommopaths), this is far from 
being the case as to the dose, some recommending doses not far different 
from those of orthodox Practitioners using the mother tinctures or the 

first or second dilutions, otliei-s using high potencies, doses of dccilUonths 

of a grain. It is plain, therefore, that the question of dose, apart from its 

being a sm-aU one, is not a liomoo.opatliic dogma. Now let us see how stands 
itwithDr. Ringer. The head and front of his oft’endinglies in his use of ipe- 

cacuan wine in one-drop doses frequently repeated as a remedy for sickness 

and secondly in his preference for small doses of other remedies, also 

frevquently repeated, as of calcium sulphide in tne scrofulous sores of 

children. He orders one grain to be dissolved in half a pint of water, a 
teaspoonful to be given every hour. Now, in both of these instances the 

benefits arising from the medicine are matters of e.xperience, for we are 

not called upon to decide whether this is or is not good practice. Drop 

doses of ipecacuan wine either do or do not cure sickness. If they do, as 

practical men we are bound to use such or similar treatment in suchlike 
cases. Are we to be called homoeopaths on that account! Certainly not. 

AVe have all along held that as matters now stand, whatever may here¬ 

after turn up, the basis of therapeutics is an enlightened empiricism, the 

exercise of which is something very different from beingbomid hand and 

foot by an untruthful dogma. 
Do homoeopaths use bromide of potas.sium in epilepsy ? A.s.suredly 

they do, altliough it is in direct opposition to the doctrine of similia 

.similihus (by the bye, we have heard that some clever homoeopath has 

discovered that it is, after all, simile, similius, or simillimum we are not 

sure which—to epilepsy. , ■ j. 
Again, certain remedies have been called homoeopathic. Against 

such appropriation we vehemently protest. Is a man to bo proscribed 

from giving quinine in ague because the homoeopaths as.scrt it to be 

homoeopatliic to that disease ?. Such a notion is preposterous. And if, 

as they would seem inclined, the homoeopaths lay claim to all medicines 

which arc specific or approximately so, and we arc to be hindered from 
prescribing such, the doctrine of homoeopatliic remedies to be used ex¬ 

clusively by homoeopaths becomes simply ridiculous. 
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Oiling a Gristly Stricture. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

Sir,—^About four years ago I attended a patient for wbat has been termed 
old gristly stricture” of the urethra, about its membranous part. It 

^ most formidable character, and, to make matters worse, he him¬ 
self had forced a false passage, and was bleeding profusely. This was the 
22*^2 u had happened with him, from using an old rough “sound” 
that had somehow got into his possession. The state of things was such 
at last that, despite aU the means that could be thought of—warm bath, 
opium, etc.—it was found impossible to relieve the bladder, the stricture 
being impassable. Before using the knife or the trocar, I determined to 
try a method which it had struck me would be pretty sure to succeed in 
Euch cases. I got our watchmaker to drill me a hole about large enough 
TO admit an ordinary pin in the very extremity of a medium-sized catheter. 
Kemovmg the wire and stopper, I &led it with fine oil. "Wliile the patient 
lay on his back in bed, I passed the instrument on to the stricture. Ee- 
mwing the forefinger from the open end of the catheter, I allowed the oil 

stricture for two or three minutes. I then apphed the least 
possible amount of pressure to the instrument, and it found its own way, 

manner, through about an inch or an inch and a 
stricture that had many times previously given me trouble enough, 

and then on mto the bladder, much to the mutual satisfaction of Sm’geon 
and patient. I should be glad if others would give this method a trial 
when, or even before, all other means fail, as they so often do in our Hos¬ 
pitals. I am, &c. 

St. Just, Cornwall, November 25. William Chbnhalls, M.E.C.S. 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. T. D. Griffiths ; Dr. Fleming; Dr. Andrew O’Flynn; Mrs. Tiieo- 

B. Young ; Mr. T. Bryant ; Dr. Whitmore ; Dr. Fayrbr ; 
^r. Ml. Ml. CoPKi^N ; Mr. M. von Lippbwerth ; Dr. Sansom ; Mr. N. 
Stevens; Mr F. G. Passmore; Medigus; Messrs. W. Oliphant and 
MO.; Mr. S. W. Fbarn ; A Scientific Doctor ; Mr. D. H. Dyte ; Dr. 
AT. Hughes; Mr. T. Stokes; Mr. C. Williams ; 

Moore; Colonel Lane Fox; A Constant Header; Mr. 
E. W. Stewart ; Dr. Charles Kidd ; Mr. F. Pollard ; Messrs. L. 
Beaman .^d ; Dr. Arthur Mitchell ; Dr. Felcb ; Dr. H. Bence 

.Tones; Dr. W. Eickards ; Dr. B. Wills Eichardson ; Mr. J. 
Hutchinson ; Dr. F. E. Wilson ; Dr. Lionel S. Beale ; Mr. J. Chatto ; 

^.B.Eedwood; Mr. T. M. Stone; Mr. J. F. Clarke; Dr. Gervis 

ur. ±s. Ward Eichardson ; Dr. Macpherson ; Dr. De Hartsen. 

BOOKS EECEIVED— 

Eoth on Paralysis in Infancy, Childhood, and Youth—New York Medical 
Journal, No. 57—Lewis on the Pathology of Bright’s Disease—Moore’s 
Kesults of Sanitation in India—Stokes on Medical Ethics—Beared on 
Digestion—Cottam’s Observations on the “Goodenough” System of 
^oein^g Horses—Eeport on the Sanitary Condition of St. Pancras 
Workhouse Infirmary—Boom’s Catechism of the Decimal, Albert, and 
Metric Systems of Weights, Measures, and Coins—Macnamara on 
Asiatic Cholera—Joumal of the Scottish Meteorological Society. 

NEWSPAPEES EECEIVED— 

Cambrian—NorfoUc News—Indian Medical Gazette—Aris’s Birmingham 
Gazett^Westininster Weekly Times—Liverpool DaEy Courier—Nor¬ 
wich iMercury—Medical Press and Circular—New York Medical and 
burgical Eeporter. 

BIETHS and DEATHS Eegistered and METEOEOLOGT 
during the Week ending Saturday, December 11, 1869, in 
tbe following large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 
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London(Metropolis) 3170754 40-7 2267 1462 1759 49-8 28-6 39-2 0-43 43 
Bristol (City) . 169423 36-1 115 76 *108 49-2 26-5 37-2 0-19 19 
Birmingham (Boro’) 360846 46-1 285 175 174 47-8 30-4 37-5 0-18 18 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 509052 99-7 379 295 293 49-1 32-2 38-0 0-33 33 
Manchester (City) . 370892182-7 258 210 *271 47-0 32-0 38-8 0-25 25 
Salford (Borough) . 119350 23-1 89 60 74 46-6 30-5 38-1 0-28 28 
Sheffield (Borough). 239752; 10-5 180 126 187 47-0 29-0 38-2 0-25 25 
Bradford (Borough) 138522:21-0 100 71 83 48-2 31-0 39-9 0-20 20 
Leeds (Borough) 253110!11-7 198 129 123 48-0 34-0 39-2 0 37 37 
Hull (Borough) 126682 35-6 84 69 71 46-0 31-0 38-1 0-43 43 
Nwcstl-on-Tyne, do. 130503 24-5 91 69 74 46-0'32-0 39-7 0-44 44 
Edinburgh (City) . 178002,40-2 144 86 126 48-7 27-0 37-7 0-40 40 
GlasgoAV (City) 458937190-6 334 268 378 48-3,124-0 35-5 1-47 148 
Dublin (City, etc.+) 320762 32-9 175 158 152 50-8132-0 40-9 0-36 36 

1 

Towns . 3546587 35-5 4699 3244 3873 50-81 24-0 37-Oj 

o
 

o
 40 

Paris (City) , 1889842 ... - . . 882 1 ... 

Week 1 1 

ending Week ending Dec. 4. 
Dec. 4. I 1 1 

Vienna (City) . 605200 ... ... 1 ... i ... 1 ... 1 ... 

At the Eoyal Observato^, Greenwich, the mean height of the barometer 
in the week was 29‘886 in. The barometi-ical reading decreased from 
30'40 in. on Monday, Dec. 6, to29’25 in. on Saturday, Dec. 11. 

The general direction of the wind was E.N.E. 

Note.—The population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 
the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same annual 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. 

• The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. 

APPOINTMNTS POE THE WEEK. 

VITAL STATISTICS OP LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, December 11, 1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Births of Boys, 1136; Girls, 1131; Total, 2267. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1859-68,1915-5. 

DEATHS. 

Males. Females. Total. 

Deaths during the week..... 
Average of the ten years 1868-67 . 
Average corrected to increased population . 
Deaths of people above 90 ... . 

954 
729-2 

805 
733-1 

"i 

1759 
1462-3 
1608 

1 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS EROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Whoop¬ 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. Diar¬ 

rhoea. 
Cho¬ 
lera. 

West . 463388 3 13 3 15 4 2 
North . 618210 3 5 43 1 11 13 4 
Central 378058 2 17 4 5 1 
East . 671158 i 12 66 17 9 3 
South . 773175 7 13 70 4 24 9 3 

Total . 2803989 11 35 209 8 71 40 13 ... 

METEOROLOGY. 

From Observations at the Greenwich Observatory. 

Mean height of barometer. 29-886 in. 
Mean temperature.. 
Highest point of thermometer.| | 49-8 
Lowest point of thermometer.28-6 
Mean dew-point temperature.. 
wneral direction of wind.E.N.E. 
Whole amount of rain in the week..' 0-43' ' 

December 18. Saturday {this day). 
Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, I5 p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 85 a.m.; Eiing’s, 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Eoyal Fi-ee, 2 p.m. 
Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers of Health, 7i p.m. 

Meeting. ’ ^ 

20. Monday. 

Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 
for Diseases of the Eectum, 1^ p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 
2^ p.m. 

Medical Society of London, 8 p.m. Dr. Beared, “ On Sulpho-cyanides 
in the Blood and in the Urine.” Dr. Farquharson, “ On Longevity and 
Premature Decay, -with special reference to our Military Population.” 

21. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopsedic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m.; Eoyal Free, 2 p.m. 
Ethnological Society, 8 p.m. Pi-of. Busk, F.E.S., “ On an Ancient 

Calvaria assigned to Confucius.” Major MUlingen, F.E.G.S., “ On the 
Koords and Armenians.” Dr. Gustav Oppert, “On the Kitai and 
Kara-Kitai.” 

Pathological Society, 8 p.m. Dr. Moxon, “'Thrombosis of Inferior 
Cava, with Embolism of Pulmonary Ai-tery; Congenital Absence of 
Eight Kidney.” Dr. Clapton, “ Perforating Ulcer of Stomach.” Mr. 
Sydney Jones, “Aneurism of Aorta, with Caries of Clavicle.” Sir Wm. 
Jenner, “ Mass of Hair from Stomach.” Dr. Whipham, “ Cystic Disease 
of Kidney.” Dr. Dickinson, “Pyehtis,” etc. 

22. Wednesday. 

Operations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, Gp.m. ; 
Middlesex, 1 p.m.; London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew’s, 1 j p.m.; Great 
Northern, 2 p.m.; St. Thomas’s p.m.; Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. 

Society of Arts, 8 p.m. Meeting. 

23. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central London Ophthalmic, 1 p.m.; 

Eoyal Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; 
Umversity College Hospital, 2 p.m. 

24. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, G p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

-♦- 

NORWEGIAN NOTES. 
By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S., 

Senior Surgeon to the London Hospital, Surgeon to the Moorfields 
Ophthalmic Hospital and to the Hospital for Diseases of the Skin. 

(Qontinued from page 246.) 

Aftee a long interval from the interruption of other pursuits, 
I must resume and finish my Notes. I have hitherto avoided 
the most interesting feature in the Medical history of Norway. 
It was the wish to see Leprosy on a large scale, and to visit the 
regions in which it originates and prevails, that chiefly attracted 
me to that country. I saw a few lepers at Christiania, and 
many at Bergen and at Molde, and at the latter two places I 
visited special Hospitals for their care. It has seemed more 
nonvenient to reserve the notes which I made at these different 
places for mention together, rather than to take up the same 
topic repeatedly in connexion with each place. The subject of 
leprosy has received such a large amount of attention from the 
Medical Profession of Norway, and of other countries also, 
that I can scarcely hope, as the result of such a short visit, to 
be able to gather anything new. The impressions which I 
formed may, however, be of some interest to the English Pro¬ 
fession, and if, as regards my friends in Norway who have been 
long familiar with the disease, I succeed in avoiding the display 
of ignorance, it is, perhaps, as much as I can expect. 

At Christiania I conversed with Prof. Boeck and Dr. Bidenkap 
on the subject, and from the latter received much information, 
as he had not long before been employed by Government in 
investigating it. I may here state that leprosy is unknown 
in Christiania, excepting as an imported disease. Cases are 
brought from the leprosy districts to the Christiania Hospital 
for the instruction of students. I pressed my friend Dr. 
Bidenkap closely as to what he thought were the characteristics 
of the “leprosy districts” which made them productive of the 
disease while the neighbourhood of Christiania was not so. 
He admitted that it was a proposition of extreme obscurity, 
and after we had confuted the hypothesis of general defect of 
civilisation, he expressed a suspicion that it must be due to some 
telluric emanation. From Dr. Bidenkap’s map (see his report 
on leprosy) made to illustrate the regional prevalence of leprosy, 
1 have had the appended woodcut, with some slight alterations, 
copied. By its aid the reader will easily appreciate the chief 
facts as to the distribution of the disease. He will see that 
the parts which are shaded dark to imply its endemic prevalence 
are all situated on the west coast, and that they do not extend to 
the most southern nor yet to the most northern part. A 
district beginning a little above Stavanger, and extending 
uorthwards a few hundred miles, is the one which chiefly suffers. 
Let me ask especial attention to the fact that this is the district 
upon wliich the Gulf Stream strikes. The harbour of Chris¬ 
tiania, although much south of Bergen, is frozen up in winter, 
whilst that of the latter place is kept open by the influence of 
the warm tropical water. Mexican drift is sometimes found 
on the west coast north of Bergen, nearly as far as the 
North Cape. Let us remember in passing that leprosy is 
endemic also in the Gulf of Mexico. 

It win be observed, in looking at the map, that the dark 
shading does not pass far inland. Leprosy is met with almost 
exclusively in the islands, the coast border, or the sides of 
the long arms of the sea, which, under the name of fjords, run 
inland. It is yet more closely restricted to the borders of 
these salt-water lochs than the shading of the map might 
suggest, since in many parts the population is scarcely met 
with anywhere else in the district. The shading covers the 
parish, but in many instances all the parish, excepting the 
borders of the fjord, is uninhabitable mountain. At Bergen 
and at Molde, the largest and most important-looldng buildings 
in the town are leper Hospitals. At Molde there is but one, 
whilst at Bergen there are no fewer than three. At Trondhj em 
there is also a large establishment, but this I did not see. To 
me of far more prominent interest than the investigation of the 
details of its pathology was that of the possible or probable 
cause of the disease. Some years ago, from an examination of 
IJubUshed facts, and of a few cases which had come under my 
own observation, I was induced to express my conviction that 
a fish diet is the only agency which can plausibly be alleged 
to explain the local prevalence of this most peculiar malady. 
In my Norwegian visit I kept tliis speculation in view, and 
with the result of finding my conjectiu’e much strengthened. 

VoL. II. 1869. No. 1017. 

The opinion of most of those with whom I conversed was 
that poor food, uncleanly habits, and extreme hardship in the 
way of exposure to weather, are the real causes. All admit 
that it is transmitted hereditarily, and all deny that it is 
contagious ; some believe in hereditary transmission so strongly 
as to hold that at the present day it is almost the only cause. 
Ag'ainst tliis notion, however, we have the fact that leprosy 
can be produced in immigrants who have come from districts 
which are exempt, and who are of perfectly healthy family. 
These instances are few in number, but they are undoubted. 
Dr. Bidenkap mentioned to me several, and one in which a very 
short residence in the Bergen district had sufficed. I hope he 
will be induced to publish full details of this last, as it is 
certainly very exceptional. At Bergen I found aU authorities, 
and Dr. Danielssen especially, very unwilling to admit that 
leprosy could easily be induced in immigrants, and the fact that 
such instances are rare was illustrated by the circumstance 
that the same case was mentioned to me by several different 
Surgeons. It was that of a German officer, who came to live 
nea.r Bergen, and after some years passed into undoubted 
leprosy. One of my informants cited this case in proof that 
low civilisation was the cause of the disease. “ The fellow,” 
said he, “ degraded himself—if indeed a German officer could 
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degi’ade himself—he took to drinking, he lived with the fisher¬ 
men, and he lived as they did, and he got leprosy, as he well 
de.served to do.” We may note that the better-class inhabitants 
of Bergen have no more fear of becoming lepers than have 
those of London. They consider the disease to be essentially 
one connected with poverty and privation. That it is not so in 
every individual instance is very evident, for we see children 
and^ young persons in apparently good health, and not as yet 
subjected to any ill influences, become its subjects ; but in these 
instances the doctrine of hereditary transmission explains the 
event.^ The temptation to believe in this opinion is certainly 
great if we restrict our attention to leprosy in Norway only. 
The Norwegian peasantry undoubtedly lead hard lives. But 
we must remember that leprosy is precisely the same disease 
when it is met with in the tropics, and that in the Gulf of 
Mexico and many other places it affects those who have not 
been exposed to any kind of privation. A case which I recorded 
in the first volume of the London Hospital Meports is, to my 
mind, conclusive against any belief in “low civilisation” as 
the real cause of leprosy. A robust Scotch captain traded for 
thirty yeara backwards and forwards to Jamaica. He lived 
comfortably, was cleanly in his habits, and never stayed longer 
in the Mexican Gulf than about six weeks at a time. Yet he 
became the subject of leprosy in a form as well characterised 
as that of any inmate of St. Jorgen’s at Bergen. It must be 
observed that the entire district in which leprosy is found in 
Norway is remarkably productive in fish, of which it exports 
immense quantities. Ships from all parts frequent the Bergen 
harbour to receive her salted fish. Bergen has, indeed, two 
^hts to show in which probably she can beat the world—^her 
rish-market and her Leper-house. 

{To he continued^) 
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1869. 

-- 

ANNUS MEDICUS 1869. 

It seems to be more than probable that the year 1869 wlU be 

noted in the annals of our Profession, in England, for having 

seen the real and active commencement of very large and 

weighty changes in its educational policy and management. 

Indeed, almost throughout Europe the year has been remark¬ 

able as a period of unusual excitement and change in national 

life and government; and speakers and writers wiU, according 

to their diversities of education, temperament, and habits of 

life and thought, draw widely differing pictures of it. Some 

will describe it as a period of feverish agitation and unhealthy 

excitement, of irregular and abnormal growth and develop¬ 

ment, or of great degradation, in the Medical sense of the word ; 

while others will glowingly depict it as a time of glorious 

progress, of superlatively vigorous and healthy growth, of 

grand and true development in the highest and fullest meaning 

of the term. Happily, we have here nothing to do with all 

this, except in so far as it may serve to j)oint out what we may 1 

perhaps be permitted to call the political epidemic constitution 

of the year, and so may help, in some degree, to account for 

the wave of commotion and desire for change which has so- 

widely and deeply affected us as a profession. Few men woidd 

be bold enough, we imagine, to prophesy what will be the full 

outcome of all the agitation among us, but it will probably 

largely alter, or reform, if that word be more plea.singr the- 

constitution of our little Parliament, the Medical Council; 

and it will almost certainly effect a great revolution in the 

number and arrangement of our examining bodies, in the 

requirements of Professional education, and in the internal 

management of our Medical schools. As in the larger 

instances above alluded to, the movement in the direction, of 

change and reform has drawn force and weight much less from 

the central authority than from the outside—i.e., has come- 

from the Profession at large much more than from the 

General Medical Council of Education. 

The twelfth annual session of the General Medical Council 

began on July 1, and lasted ten days. The President, in his;. 

most admirable opening address to the Council, clearly a-nd. 

forcibly pointed out what seemed to be the most important- 

and ui’gent work before it—the establishment of a joint- 

examining board for each division of the United Kingdom.. 

He remarked also that the Committee on Medical Education 

had arrived at a similar conclusion; and one of the first- 

subjects for the consideration of the Council was a most im¬ 

portant letter from, or at least written by command of, the 

Lord President of the Privy Council, in which his Lord- 

ship expressed his wish to assist the Medical Coxmcil 

to obtain an amended Medical Acts Bill, but stated 

that he did not feel that he could undertake to bring any 

Bin before Parliament, “as a measure recommended by 

the Government,” unless it covered all the ground whern 

amendment of the Medical Act is wanted. His Lordship,. 

“ considering that the Act had been in operation more than terr 

years,” presumed that a fair judgment could be formed of its< 

success and merits as a whole, and “ would be glad to have the 

fullest possible explanations with the General Council on this- 

larger a.spect of the case.” The Lord President further ob¬ 

served that he had been advised that the Act was seriously 

defective, “ as not providing for a satisfactory and uniform 

minimum standard of admissibility to the Medical Register,., 

and as not enabling the General Council to issue regulations in 

this respect;” and he recommended this s-ubject to the parti¬ 

cular consideration of the Council, “ with a view to his being- 

favoured with any recommendation which the Council may be- 

disposed to make in regard of it.” And, lastly, his Lordship 

invited the Council to consider whether it would be desirable 

to make any change in its own constitution as established 

by the Act of 1858. 

The Council also received a communication from the Gariocli 

and Northern Medical Association recommending alterations 

in the constitution of the Council so as to secure “the direct- 

representation of the Profession therein,” and referring to “the- 

admitted evil of so many examining boards (nineteen in num¬ 

ber) conferring diplomas by equally numerous and sometimes 

conflicting examinations.” The Council was also requested te 

receive a deputation to present a memorial on the same sub¬ 

jects from some five thousand members of the Profes.sion. 

Thus, at the very be,ginning of the session the Council was 

informed that these subjects were being specially considered 

by the Profession, and was advised of the wishes of at least a 

very large number of the Profession with regard to them ; and a 

member of the Government requested the advice and guidance 

of the Council in the preparation of an Amended Medical Acts 

Bill, with a clear intimation as to the direction in wliich he 

thought some amendments needed. Th:re seemed, there¬ 

fore, good grounds for expecting that the Council would be 

inspirited into decided and vigoroiis action, such as would give 

us clear and solid hope of seeing a large and statesmanlike 
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Amended Medical Acts Bill introduced into Parliament next 

year as a Government measure. But the Council did not show 

itself equal to the opportunity. A committee on the amend¬ 

ment of the .Medical Acts was aj)pointed, and all the doemnents 

above mentioned, with some others, referred to it, and on the 

last day of the session its report was received and considered by 

the Council, but with what seemed to the Profession a very 

lame and impotent conclusion; for only some parts of the 

report were adopted, and those by no means unanimously, and 

then the Council agreed to send it to the Lord President with 

the information that it had been considered, but not, as a whole, 

adopted. The report itself, with the debate on it, was published 

in our number for July 17, and the perusal of the whole will 

have probably convinced all readers that the Lord President of 

the Privy Council would feel that he had got a singularly poor 

and weak answer to his letter, and that, should ho still wish to 

frame an amended Medic.al Act, he must look for clear and de¬ 

finite aid and guidance anywhere rather than to the General 

Medical Council. 

But though so little was done by the Medical Council during 

their session towards obtaining the reforms which seem most 

necessary, much has since been effected outside that body, and 

has been acliieved in part, no doubt in consequence of the 

opinions expressed in the opening address of the President and 

by Committees of the Council. The College of Surgeons have 

d.ecided on refusing their dij)loma to any one who either does 

not possess a licence in Medicine or does not pass an 

(examination in Medicine instituted by the College. The 

College of Physicians have disinterred an old Act giving them 

power to examine and license in Surgery as well as in Medi- 

(Cine, and have obtained the recognition of their licence as 

•qualifying in both subjects. And the Court of Examiners of 

the Society of Apothecaries have resolved that, after the 

summer session of 1870, all students shall be required to pro¬ 

duce evidence of their having been examined at the class 

•examinations instituted by their respective teachers in the 

various branches of Medical science, and that every student 

who presents himself for his final examination must show that 

he has acted as clinical clerk under one of the Physicians of a 

recognised Hospital during a term of six weeks at least. 

Most important steps have also been taken towards effec¬ 

tively working out and carrying into practice the at present 

popular idea of one conjoint examining board for each divi¬ 

sion of the United Kingdom, or, to reproduce a convenient but 

somewhat slang term, “ the unification of examinations. The 

College of Surgeons and the College of Physicians have both 

pronounced in its favour, and the latter have appointed a com¬ 

mittee to confer with the Universities and corporations on the 

subject. The Syndicate of the University of Cambridge have 

also taken the subject into consideration, and have passed a 

resolution in its favour, and their resolution is worth repro- 

liucing here, as showing briefly and clearly what the foundation- 

idea is. They have resolved that if any scheme is brought 

forward for establishing conjoint examining boards for each 

division of the kingdom on a satisfactory footing, or for pro¬ 

viding in any other satisfactory manner for a uniform system 

of examination throughout the United Kingdom, “which 

every person who desires a licence should be required to pass, 

and which should be independent of the several examinations 

which the Universities or other licensing bodies may think 

fit to continue for honorary distinctions and degrees, the Syn¬ 

dicate is prepared to recommend the Senate of the University 

to acquiesce in such scheme,” and to co-operate with the Medi¬ 

cal Council in carrying it into effect. The University of Oxford 

has come to a similar decision; and it is said that the Uni¬ 

versity of London will take a like course. *We may add to all 

tills that the memorial, which we have mentioned as having 

been presented, signed by more than five thousand members of 

the Profession, to the Medical Council, has since been pre¬ 

sented, with seme ten thousand signatures, to the Lord Presi¬ 

dent of the Privy Council; and that just lately the Executive 

Committee of the Medical Council have had an interview with 

his Lordship, with the object of pressing upon him the necessity 

of an Amended Medical Acts Bill. The committee had pro¬ 

vided for his Lordship’s information a resume of the working of 

the Medical Act, and the deeds of the Medical Council during 

the eleven years of its existence. This ably drawn document 

will doubtless be useful, as pointing out the weak places in the 

Act of 1858, and the chief difficulties which the Council have 

had to encounter; and though it may be thought that the 

couleur de rose has been rather freely used in depicting the 

achievements and labours of the Council, we are not at all 

disposed to complain of that. It would be rather niggardly 

and hard to find fault with such a body for forming a some¬ 

what high and enthusiastic idea of its own usefulness. 

These facts are sufficient to prove the existence of the active 

and widely spread demand for reforms which we have men¬ 

tioned as one of the most remarkable characters of the Medical 

year. With this movement we have no slight sympathy, as 

many of our articles during the year have shown, and we are 

glad to note the great amount of agreement that prevails as to 

the kinds of reform most urgently needed. But though we 

have given proofs enough that we are not of those who dread 

any and every change because it is change, we certainly are 

not of those who think that— 
“ All change is good—whatever is, is wrong." 

And, while we hold that it is highly desirable to make some 

alteration in the constitution of the Medical Council, and we 

strongly advocate the principle of the one examination board 

system, we also hold that the land and extent of the changes 

to be made, and the mode of making them, demand the utmost 

consideration and care. This most especially applies to the 

most important of all the demanded reforms—the establishment 

of a joint board or one faculty system. That this will shortly 

be somehow effected seems almost certain, and we earnestly 

desire and hope that it may turn out a great improvement as 

well as a great reform; but, to insure this, groat judgment and 

skill must be exercised. The possible advantages of the system 

are, we believe, very great, but the difficulties in the svay of 

securing all those advantages are by no means slight. One 

most important point to determine is—How shall the members 

of the joint board be appointed ? Another; How many mem¬ 

bers shall there be ? And, again, to mention only one more 

difficulty: In what way are the claims of the existing licensing 

boards to be met ? We hold that they are entitled to the 

fullest aud gravest consideration, and must be most honestly 

and fairly recognised and appreciated. 

A fuU report of the session of the Medical Council was given 

in our pages at the time; we will here only notice that, to the 

great regret of the Profession, and of the Council itself, its 

President, Ur. Burrows, felt obliged, towards the end of the 

session, to resig^n the office he had filled with such admirable 

ability, judgment, and courtesy. The honour of succeeding 

him fell, by the unanimous choice of the Council, upon Ur. 

Paget, of Cambridge. 
The time of the Houses of Parliament was too much taken 

up by the Bill for disestablishing and disendowing the Irish 

Church to allow of their bestowing much attention on the 

legislative wants and wishes of our Profession, but sufficient 

opportunities occurred of proving the value and importance of 

Medical representatives in the House of Commons. A Pharmacy 

Act Amendment Bill was passed, and, thanks to the ability and 

firmness of Ur. Brewer, member for Colchester, the mischievous 

and ill-considered 17th clause of the original Act was so 

amended as to completely remove medicines ordered by legally 

qualified Practitioners from the category of poisons as defined 

by the Act. The Medical Officers’ Superannuation (Ireland) 

Bill was also passed—a first and valuable instahneiit of justice 

to Poor-law Medical officers. 
The annual meeting of the British Medical Association was 
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held at Leeds, and was, even compared with the meeting at 

Oxford last year, a marked success, though a gloom was east 

over it by the family afiiiction which, to the gTeat regret of all, 

deprived the Association of the presence of its President, 

Dr. Chadwick, from immediately after his able address 

on the first evening till the close of the meeting. The 

addresses in Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery were given 

by Sir WiUiam Jenner, Mr. Nunneley, and Dr. Peatty, 

and were well worthy both of the authors and their 

audience. Among the many able and instructive papers read 

during the meeting was a very excellent one by Captain Galton 

on the construction of Hospitals, and it excited a discussion 

on “Hospitalism,” which was carried on in the various sections 

till the close of the meeting. A paper warfare on the same 

subject has been sldlfully and actively carried on in the Medical 

journals throughout the year, and has shown that able and 

acute observers hold such different opinions as to whether 

Hospitals are necessarily unliealthy, and as to what makes or 

may make them unhealthy, that we fear the Profession do not 

as yet feel much enlightened on the matter. It may perhaps, 

however, be held as indubitable that the concrete or aggrega¬ 

tion system of Hospital construction—^the “palatial ” system— 

must for the future give way to a separated—^isolated—or 
“pavilion” system. 

The British Association for the Advancement of Science held 

a successful annual meeting at Exeter. The papers on Medi¬ 

cine were not very numerous, but the position of Medicine as 

a science and art was worthily and ably upheld. Perhaps the 

most interesting event of the meeting to us was the introduc¬ 

tion of chloral, and the report on it by Dr. Eichardson. 

Numerous notices and reports on the properties and uses of 

this medicine, from English and foreign sources, have appeared 

in our columns since the Exeter meeting, and though its worth 

is not yet by any means determined, it seems most probable 

that it will prove to be a valuable addition to our weapons of 

warfare against pain and disease. 

The Social Science Congress was held at Bristol. Dr. Symonds 

presided in the Health Department and delivered an admirable 

address, besides giving an able paper on drunkenness. Dr. 

Budd contributed a valuable, paper “ On the Prevention of 

Infectious Diseases,” and there were instructive and interest- 

ing papers and discussions on infanticide. Hospital manage¬ 

ment, and other important subjects. The ladies took an active 

and able part in the handhng of some of the matters dealt 
with. 

We have already mentioned some of the most important 

actions of the Colleges of Physicians and of Surgeons during 

the year, and there is not much to be added about them. 

The annual hst of new Eellows of the College of Physicians 

came out as usual m July, and though some of the names in it 

were greeted with general applause, it cannot be said that, as 

a whole, it excited less dissatisfaction than usual. 

It will be remembered that the friends of the late Dr. Baly 

founded a medal to be awarded from time to time, in memory 

of his talent, to distinguished physiologists, and the responsi¬ 

bility of making the award was entrusted to the Council of the 

College of Physicians. This year it was awarded for the first 

time, and general surprise was felt when it became known 

that the recipient was Professor Owen. No one will dispute 

Professor Owen’s pre-eminence, throughout Europe, in natural 

history, in anatomy and palaeontology, but we imagine that the 

Baly medal was intended as a mark of honour for those who 

had distinguished themselves in the study of human physiology, 

and we have understood that it was meant that it should be 

given, every second year, to the physiologist who had most 

distinguished himself “ in the two years particularly ” preced¬ 

ing the award, and it seems difficult to make this description 

apply to Professor Owen. 

At the election into the Council of the College of Surgeons 

Mr. Solly was re-elected, and enjoyed the distinction of being 

placed at the head of the poll, but the two other vacancies were 

filled by new men, Messrs. Erichsen and Gay. Mr. Solly is 

especially to be congratulated on his success, as without it he 

would miss the honour of being President of the College, for 

which he stands, we believe, next on the list; and Mr. Gay’s 

success was especially gratifying because he has not the prestige 

and support derived from being attached to any Medical School 
or large Hospital. 

Early in the year Mr. Erasmus Wilson made the Council of 

the College the munificent offer of a donation of £5000, and a 

valuable collection of models of diseases of the skin, on condi¬ 

tion of their founding a Professorship of Dermatology, and the 

College wisely accepted the offer, and appointed Mr. Wilson as 

their first Professor. 

The various Medical societies have been active and flourish¬ 

ing, doing good work, and doing it weU; but the most interest¬ 

ing and noteworthy event of the year with regard to them is 

the proposal made by the Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical 

Society for the amalgamation of the Royal Medical and Chi¬ 

rurgical, Pathological, Epidemiological, Obstetrical, and Clinical 

Societies, and the Medico-Psychological Association, into one 

society, to be called “ The Royal Society of Medicine.” The 

scheme prepared, and, after very full discussion, accepted by 

the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, has been con¬ 

sidered, and accepted as a basis for amalgamation, by the 

other bodies above mentioned, and a united committee, con¬ 

sisting of delegates from each society concerned, has been 

appointed to hammer the scheme into a satisfactory working" 

state, and has ah’eady held two or three meetings. We heartily 

hope the idea may be successfully carried out, and think that 

the Eellows of the parent society, the Royal Medical and Chi¬ 

rurgical, deserve great praise for their readiness to give up 

their time-honoured name, and merge their separate existence 

into that of a new society for what they hope and believe,, 

and we think with good reason, will be a great stimidus and 

help to the advancement of the science and art of Medicine. 

The changes in the personnel of the various metropolitan 

Hospitals and schools have been rather numerous, but we- 

noticed all or most of them at pag-e 327 of our second volume, 

and need not repeat them here. We may add, however, that,, 

since that notice. Dr. Scott Alison has resigned his office of; 

Physician to the Brompton Hospital, and has been succeeded 

in his post by Dr. Symes Thompson, who was the senior 

Assistant-Physician. 

University College and King’s College have each established 

a chair of hygiene, and by the former Dr. Coi-field, EeUow of 

Pembroke College, Oxford, a highly promising alumnus of 

University College Medical School we believe, has been 

appointed the first professor, and by the latter Dr. Guy, a 

well-lmown master in the subjects he will have to teach from 
his new chair. 

In May the Middlesex Hospital Home for Nursing was opened 

by her Royal Highness the Princess Teck. It contains accommo¬ 

dation for about sixty nurses, each being provided with a 

separate and comfortably furnished apartment. There are- 

also a large refectory, kitchen, bath-rooms, etc., and four rooms- 

to be used as wards for sick nurses. It is hoped that the 

comfort and completeness of the institution may help to induce 

ladies, and a superior class of women generally, to come forward 

and undertake the important and most honourable duties of 
nursing. 

The Atkinson-Morley Convalescent Hospital, beautifully 

situated near Wimbledon, has been completed. It will contain, 

we believe, about one hundred patients. St. George’s Hospital 

must be considered as highly fortunate in possessing such an 

annexe for its convalescent patients. 

In June an important addition was made to the Medical 

charities of London by the opening of the Evelina Hospital 

for Sick Children, which was built and fitted up by Baron 

Ferdinand de Rothschild in memory of his late wife. It i.s. 
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placed in the midst of a dense and needy population, has been 

admirably planned and constructed, and has a distinguished 

and able staff. IVhen fidly occupied it "will contain, we 

believe, 100 beds, but at present wards for 30 or 40 beds only 

have been opened. The founder of the Hospital supplies the 

whole funds for the efficient working of the charity, and it is 

intended, we understand, that it shall be permanently endowed. 

It is a “ general ” Hospital, or a Hospital for Children in 

genei-al, only a portion of the beds being appropriated for those 

■of the founder’s own people and nation. It would be an 

impertinence to add any words in praise of such a munificent 

and liberal act. 

A gi’oat outcry has been raised against the management. 

Medical and general, of the grandest of our old endowed 

Hospitals, that of St. Bartholomew’s; and it is undeniable 

that there is not a little to j ustify the discontent that has been 

expressed. The management, or rather mismanagement, and 

abuse of the out-patients’ department appear to be such as to 

deserve severe criticism and animadversion, while the whole 

internal economy and arrangements of the institution would 

probably be much benefited by more responsible and public 

supervision. It is a most wealthy and noble charity, but while 

its scientific and social appliances and arrangements appear to 

be in some respects rather behind the age, its expenditure is 

extremely large. Guy’s Hospital, with an average of about 500 

beds always occuj)ied, costs, we believe, about £30,000 a year, 

while St. Bartholomew’s, with an average of only about 50 more 

beds, shows an expenditure of £40,000. No one will think of 

accxising any of its officers of any wilful waste or misuse of its 

funds, but it would probably be much better that the head of 

an executive of such an important and wealthy institution 

should be a salaried officer, not a gratuitous worker, and 

therefore, by custom, less subject to supervision and critical 

remark. St. Bartholomew’s is the oldest, grandest, and most 

famousof all oimMedical institutions, andoughttobeperfect and 

complete as a Hospital and as a Medical School; its managers 

ought to be able to face the world “ sans peur et sans reproche,” 

and it is to be hoped that the present agitation, somewhat 

excessive and unjust though it may be, will help to make the 

noble old charity all that can be desired. 

If Ireland does not absorb aU the time and energies of the 

British Parliament next year, we shall probably have some 

fresh attempt at legislating on vaccination. The present 

Gompulsory Vaccination Bill does not seem to work well, and 

certainly does not work smoothly. We hold that no parent 

has a right to refuse to his children the degree of protection against 

small-pox which vaccination most undoubtedly affords, and 

no one has a right to run the risk of making a centre from which 

small-pox may spread ; but the present generation know almost 

nothing of the dangers, loathsome characters, and disfiguring 

powers of smaU-pox, while the ignorant and prejudiced take 

every opportunity of magnifying the possible objections to, and 

of inventing fables against, vaccination, and the true Briton 

has a holy and active horror of doing anything “ on compul¬ 

sion ; ” consequently much agitation, in which the half- 

educated and even the fairly educated join, has arisen against 

Jenner’s invaluable boon to humanity, and cases are constantly 

occurring of legal proceedings for refusal to permit infants 

to be vaccinated. No doubt every possible security oug-ht 

to bo provided to insime that vaccination shall bo performed 

with care, judgment, and skill, and vaccinators should have 

oonsiderablo latitude in choosing the time for operating, and 

in dealing with prejudice and ignorance ; and if any amended 

vaccination bill can insure all this, we shall gladly welcome it. 

Our editorial labours have been gladdened now and then 

through the year by our having to record some dignity, 

honour, or pleasant public reward won by some Professional 

brother. The promotion of the Army Medical Director- 

General from the Companionship to be a Knight Commander 

of the Bath gave general satisfaction. Sir Thomas Logan 

having already won popularity and esteem from the depart¬ 

ment over which he presided. Inspector-General of Hospitals 

and Fleets George Bum, M.D., Inspector-General of Hospitals 

G. S. Beatson, M.D., Deputy-Inspector-General of Hospitals 

H. H. Massy, M.D., and Staff-Surgeon-Major G. Saunders 

have been made Military Companions, and Inspector-General 

of Hospitals and Fleets J. G. Stewart, M.D., a Civil Companion 

of the Bath. We congratidate these gentlemen on their well- 

deserved honours, but we should greatly have liked to have 

seen a little more liberality, and, we may add, a little more 

justice, shown by an extension of the list. Especially, we 

should have been glad to have seen the name of the late Naval 

Medical Director-General included in it. Dr. Bryson was a 

faithful and hard-working public servant, and received but 

scant honour and shabby treatment from the Government. It 

is now, alas! too late for any attempt to repair any in¬ 

justice done him, for we have just lately had, to our 

regret, to record liis death. He retired from the office 

of Director-General of the Medical Department of the 

Na\y in April, 1869, and has been succeeded by Dr. Arm¬ 

strong, C.B., a very able, more popular, and, we will 

hope, a more fortunate officer. Dr. J. F. Arthur, of the 

Madras Army, has been granted the distinction of the Com¬ 

panionship of the Star of India; Dr. Hooker, of Kew, has 

received the well-merited honour of the Companionship of the 

Bath; and her Majesty has gratified the Profession by con¬ 

ferring the honour of Knighthood on the highly esteemed and 

respected President of the Royal College of Physicians, Dr. 

Alderson. Considerable judgment and discrimination have 

been shown in the appointment of Dr. Wilson Fox, of Univer¬ 

sity College Hospital, as Physician-Extraordinary to the 

Queen; of Dr. Laycock as Physician-in-Ordinary, and Mr. 

Walker as Oculist-in-Ordinary, to the|Queen in Scotland; and 

of Dr. Geo. H. Porter as Surgeon-in-Ordinary to her Majesty 

in Ireland. The people of Bolton have done themselves honour 

by determining to erect a statue of Dr. Chadwick as a mark of 

gratitude for the benefits conferred on them by himself and his 

wife ; and out of many gratifying instances of testimonials pre¬ 

sented to Medical men we may note that the late Dr. W. Elliot, of 

Stratford, received, on his retiring from practice, a present of 

£1287 and a carriage and horse as a token of the respect and 

affection of his patients. The diploma of the Honorary Fel¬ 

lowship of the Obstetrical Society of Leipzig has been con¬ 

ferred, in most gratifying terms, on our valued and eminent 

contributor, Mr. Spencer Wells; and the Medical staff of the 

Privy Council has been strengthened by the aj^pointment of 

Dr. Buchanan and Mr. J. Netten Radcliffe as Inspectors under 

its Medical department. And, lastly, we must not omit to 

notice that Sir Dominic Corrigan has received a highly flatter¬ 

ing and well-deserved honour from the erection of his statue 

in the hall of the College of Physicians of Ireland. We had 

nearly forgotten to mention, and it would have been a grave 

omission, that plans have been formed, and are being warmly 

supported, for establishing scholai’ships, or some like memorials, 

in acknowledgment of the eminent labours and services of the 

late Dr. Marshall Hall and the, happily, still living Dr. Sharpey. 

To turn from this imperfect list of honours and rewards to 

a sadder subject—more sad at least for those of us who remain 

still to carry on the battle of life—we have had week by week 

to record the names, at the least, and often to give brief obitu¬ 

aries, of those who have left us to join “ the many.” Too often 

have we had to mention the deaths of very young men, struck 

down on the very threshhold of their Professional career, as 

Mr. T. H. Morris, of Spalding,who was taken at the age of 25 ; 

Mr. E. Howard Verdon, who fell a -victim to typhus fever at 

the age of 26 ; Dr. W. S. Aitkin, destroyed by the same pesti¬ 

lence ; and, alas! Mr. Alexander Bruce, who, after a short career 

of singularly brilliant promise and rich performance, also suc¬ 

cumbed to that malady at the age of 27. Fever, “ caught in 

th? performance of Professional duty,” has also taken from xis 
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men of older standing and more proved worth in the conflict, 

as Dr. Stephen H. Games, and Mr. J. S. Smyth, who died of 

typhus, and Dr. W. H. Colborne, who, with Messrs. P. Awdry 

and James Hayward, died of typhoid. Some have fallen, 

dee^aly and widely sorrowed for, in the full assurance of Pro¬ 

fessional success, as Dr. H. G. Wright, of London, and Maurice 

H. Collis, M.D., of Duhhn ; or, after a bright and promising 

beginning, have been forced by iU-health, or by sore trial and 

affliction, to try other climes than ours, and have there laid 

them down to rest, as Mr. T. Callaway, Mr. Alexander 

Edwards, and Dr. H. E. Eastlake. Many again, though 

they have died in harness, still manfully and success¬ 

fully fighting to rescue from disease and death their 

threatened prey, have not fallen till they had harvested of the 

labours of their youth, and were nearing more or less closely 

the threescore-and-ten years named by the Psalmist as the 

ordinary limit of human life; of these were Sir J. F. Olliffe, 

M.D., Mr. T. Orton, Mr. H. Blaker, Drs. Joseph BuUar and 

W. BuUar, Dr. James Begbie, Dr. J. Johnstone, of Birming¬ 

ham, Dr. W. P. Brodribb, Dr. Yearsley, Mr. Richard Griffin, 

and Mr. Headland. And not a few had Uved on, honoured 

and respected, with “troops of friends,” far into ripe old age; 

among whom we may mention Mr. Joseph Hodgson, who died 

at the age of 81, “James of Exeter,” at 88, Mr. C. Wing at 

76, Dr. Cooksworthy, of Plymouth, at 78, Dr. Peter Mark 

Roget at 90, Mr. Lowe Wheeler and Mr. G. Wakefield Mac- 

murdo at 70, Sir James Prior at 79, Mr. James Haviland at 81, 

and the Rev. W. Clark, M.D., at 81. Here we mnst content 

ourselves with tins bald list of names, but in our columns have 

appeared from time to time notices of the lives, laboui-s, and 

successes of these and other of our brethren over whose deaths 

we have grieved dnring this passing year. And we have had 

also to record the loss of several of the most eminent and 

honoured of our brethren in other lands, as Professors Purkinje, 

Heyfelder, and GrisoUe, Dr. Cerise, M. Paul Guersant, and 

Dr. C. D. Meigs. 

For ourselves, we have anxiously striven to make our readers 

fuUy cognisant of everything of importance or general interest 

in the Medical world; to leave them in igmorance of no advance 

in the science and of no improvement in the art of Medicine ; 

to point out in what directions thinkers and workers are most 

active, and what special fields of work seem to give most pro¬ 

mise of harvest; to show where true light seems to be breaking 

in upon the dark places of Medical knowledge, and to warn against 

mistaking the ignes fatui of hasty generalisation, presump¬ 

tion, and charlatanism ; and, further, going outside the Medical 

world, to inform our readers of, and, if necessary, to comment 

on, aU events in the world of general science, or in public life, 

which may specially interest them, or by which they may be espe- 

ciaUy affected. To do these things nearly as fully as we wish 

to do them, and to make our journal all that we desire it to be, 

tasks our powers and energy to the ntmost, and demands more 

than all the time and space we can command; still, thanks in 

great measure to our valued co-workers and contributors, 

we are able to feel no little satisfaction and some pride in 

looking through our volmnes for tins year. We have had the 

gratification of continuing the very able courses of leetiues 

“On Diseases of the Nervous System,” by Dr. Wilks; “On 

Obstetrical Operations,” by Dr. R. Barnes; and “On the Ger¬ 

minal or Living Matter of Living Bodies,” by Dr. Lionel Beale. 

We have begun a course of “Lectures on Clinical Surgery,” 

by Mr. T. Bryant, and a course of “ Clinical Lectures ” by Dr. 

Hermann Lebert, the celebrated Professor of Clinical Medicine 

in the University of Breslau. We have been able to continue 

Dr. B. W. Richardson’s “ Lectures on Experimental and Prac¬ 

tical Medicine.” We have given abstracts of the Lettsomian 

Lectures by Mr. W. Adams, of Gresham Lectures by Dr. 

Symes Thompson, and of lectures at the Royal Colleges of 

Physicians and of Surgeons; and important lectures of many j 

others of our most eminent workers, such as Dr. George j 

Johnson’s lectures “ On the Physiology of Coma and Anaes¬ 

thesia,” Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson’s lecture “ On Erythema 

Nodosum and on the Doctrine of Abortive Exanthems,” Dr. 

Letheby’s “ On the Method of estimating Nitrogenous Matters, 

in Potable Waters,” Dr. B. Ball’s lectnres “ On Diseases of 

the Joints connected with Progressive Locomotor Ataxy,”' 

a clinical lecture by Professor Richet “ On Excision of the Knee- 

joint,” and lectures by Dr. Stuiges, Professor J. Fayrer, and 

Professor Stokes. Our columns have been enriched by nume¬ 

rous able and valuable “ Original Communications ” on subjects 

of importance and interest, but we can only find sj)ace to men¬ 

tion a few them here—as papers on “ The Pneumothorax: 

occurring in Phthisis,” and on other subjects, by Dr. Douglas 

Powell; “Notes of Interesting Sui’gieal Cases,” by Professor 

J. Fayrer; “ On the Early Progress of Army Sanitation in 

India,” by Dr. C. A. Gordon ; “ On Craniotomy and Csesariau 

Section,” by Dr. T. Radford; “ Speculations conceming Herpes 

Zoster,” by Dr. Broadbent; “On Loose Cartilages in the 

Knee-joint,” by Mr. A. Poland; “A Contribution to the 

Clinical History of Chorea,” by Dr. James Russell; “ Ou 

Lumbar Colotomy,” and other subjects, by Mr. C. F. 

Maunder; “ On the Excretion of Urea in Exanthema¬ 

tous Typhus, in its relation to the Fever,” by Professor S. 

Rosenstein, of Groningen; “ Notes on the Physiology and. 

Pathology of the Nervous System,” by Dr. Hughlings- 

Jackson; “ A Case of Paralysis of the Hypoglossal Nerve,, 

followed by Sloughing of the Tongue,” by Dr. E. Ballard; 

“ On the Comparative Mortality after Resection of the Hip- 

joint in France and in England,” by Dr. R. R. Good; “On 

Impure Water as a Cause of Excessive Mortality fronr 

Cholera in Holland,” by Dr. A. M. Ballot; “ On Aphasia,” bjr 

Dr. F. Bateman ; “ On the Behaviour of the White Blood- 

ceUs in Inflammation of the Kidneys and Lungs,” by Professor 

Axel Key ; “ On Low Fever in Spain,” and “ On the Origin of 

Syphilis,” by Mr. George Gaskoin; “Human Hair in the 

Stomach,” by Dr. T. Inman; “Norwegian Notes,” by Mr. 

Jonathan Hutchinson; “ On the Condition of the Seminal 

Secretion in Disease,” by M. Liegeois; “ On Hydrate of 

Chloral and its Use in Practice,” by Mr. T. Spencer 

Wells and Dr. Bence Jones; “Observations on the Diffi¬ 

culty of Diagnosing, in some cases, Pysemia from Rheu¬ 

matic Fever,” by Dr. H. G. Sntton; “ On the History 

and Practice of Vaccination,” by Dr. H. Blanc; “Leprosy 

in Norway,” by Dr. D. H. Stirling ; “ On the Alleged 

Salubrity of Small Hospitals,” by Dr. J. M. Duncan; 

“Remarks suggested by a Case of Encephalic Hsemorrhage,”’ 

by Dr. Clifford Allbutt; “ On the Theory and Treatment of 

Cholera in India,” by Dr. George Johnson; “ On Prurigo,” by 

Mr. Erasmus Wilson; and papers by Mr. C. L. Bradley, Dr. 

T. Weir Mitchell, Mr. J. D. Hill, Drs. R. Beveridge, J. Braken- 

ridge, D. Mackintosh, H. Lawson, and J. H. Symonds, and 

Messrs. T. Johnstone, B. Wills Richardson, H. Hancock, 

J. H. Salter, Lawson Tait, W. R. Swain, Haynes Walton, 

Professor Billroth, Professor Wurtz, and other well-known 

teachers and Practitioners. 

The “Hospital Reports” have reflected the practice and 

teaching of the most eminent and the most active and “ in¬ 

quiring” of our Hospital Physicians and Surgeons, and have 

contained accounts of rare or in any way especially interesting 

cases in the London and provincial Hospitals. As far as was 

possible notices and reviews have been given of the most note¬ 

worthy books and essays which have been published at home 

and abroad, and we have endeavoured to find space for 

abstracts of the proceedings of the various Medical societies, 

but these bodies are so numerous that to give even very short 

notices of all their meetings would require the issue of a 

weekly or fortnightly supplement to the journal during the 

active season. We have happily been able to continue the 

interesting and admirably written resume of, and commentary 

on, passing events called “ Topics of the Day,” which. 
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•witil otlier “ notes ” from at home and abroad, hare supplied 

our clients with a very pleasant, useful, and instructive kind of 

“ light reading.” From time to time our pages have also con¬ 

tained valuable and ably written short essays or notices on a 

variety of interesting and important subjects, such as “ The 

Principal Applications of the Graphical Method to Biology,” 

the “ Progress of the Population in France,” “ The London 

University Examinations,” “ Ranke’s Physiology of Man,” 

“ The Blood-corpuscles and their Physical Properties,” “The 

Laws of Beauty and Proportions of the Human Figure,” 

“ The Air we Breathe,” “ The Cholagogue Action of Mercury,” 

“ Dr. Burdon Sanderson on the Inoculation of Tubercle,” and 

so on. 

In our editorial articles we have commented, advised, encou¬ 

raged, or warned whenever the honour and interests of theProfes- 

sion were especially concerned ; and have given as “ editorials ” 

notices and commentaries on various subjects and theories of 

the day. Among them we will mention articles on “ Pro¬ 

fessor Owen’s Conclusions in the Science of Life,” “ Professor 

Huxley on Physical Basis of Life,” “ The Water Discussion,” 

“National Registration of Disease,” “ Ventilation and Infant 

Mortality,” “MiU on the Subjection of Women,” “Thomas 

Markby on Medical Women,” “Demoniacal Possession and 

Miracles in the Nineteenth Century,” “Life Assurance,” 

“Laws relating to Drunkards,” “Yellow Fever in Cuba,” 

“ The Origin of Syj)hilis,” and many other subjects, with 

fm-ther some “comments” on articles of diet, as “Liebig’s Ex¬ 

tract of Meat,” “ Eggs,” “ Hambro’ Sherry,” and so on. 

We most gratefully acknowledge the large amount of help 

and support we have received from the Profession in our endea¬ 

vours to merit the confidence they have placed in us, and to 

keep the Medical Times and Gazette worthy of the high position 

it has so long enjoyed as a Medical journal. We hops that our 

efforts in the future will deserve and meet with the same re¬ 

wards ; and, in conclusion, we heartily wish our brethren, at 

home and abroad, a merry Christmas and a happy new year, 

“ and many of them.” 

PERIODICAL EXAMINATIONS OF SOLDIERS FOR 

VENEREAL DISEASES. 

Ax “Army Sm’geon” addresses us on this subject with 

reference to an article in the Medical Mirror of the 1st inst., 

which strongly advocates the reintroduction of the system of 

periodical inspections of soldiers for venereal diseases. Our 

correspondent urges that, notwithstanding a slight increase in 

this class of disease in troops serving at home during 1867, 

the statistical returns of the army show that since the aboli¬ 

tion of the custom of personal inspections the annual ratio of 

admis.sions for venereal diseases per 1000 has steadily decreased 

from 369 to 291, the ratio of men constantly sick from the 

same cause has decreased from 23’69 to 17'13 per 1000, and the 

loss of service of the whole army at home, from 8‘6 days in 

1860, was, in 1867, only 6-2 days. He therefore argues that 

the experiment of doing away with these objectionable inspec¬ 

tions has stood the test of time. He further attributes the 

decrease in venereal diseases in great measure to the fact that 

since the inspections were discontinued the responsibility of a 

soldier’s having syphilis was transferred from the Surgeon to 

the soldier himself, and that the prospect of punishment for con¬ 

cealment of disease has been, and would therefore continue to be, 

a sufiiciently powerful motive to induce the soldier to look after 

himself, instead of trusting to the necessarily hurried and 

superficial inspection by the Surgeon, bis success in eluding 

which was oftm considered to be a good joke against the 

Doctor for barrack-room circulation among his comrades. 

Our correspondent does not object to the occasional inspection 

of soldiers under certain circumstances, such as the arrival of a 

regiment from abroad at a station where the Contagious 

Diseases Act is in force, or from a home station not under such 

regulation, or after a march from one protected station to 

another through unprotected towns. In the case of soldiers re¬ 

joining from furlough, at a station under the Act, the inspection 

is not only advisable, but necessary, and he states it to be the 

rule ill all well-regulated regiments; an unusual prevalence of 

venereal diseases also may occasionally render inspection 

necessary. 

With those exceptions he strongly objects to the inspection 

of soldiers for the detection of venereal diseases as having been 

proved by the experience of the last ten years to be un¬ 

necessary, (a) He also maintains that by having given the 

soldier a false sense of security, in the idea that if he were not 

sufficiently diseased to be detected by the Surgeon on inspection, 

he must be sufficiently well to indulge his sensual appetites) 

the tendency of the system of personal inspections was to increase 

the spread of disease. 

Our correspondent further asserts that the abolition of 

these inspeetions in 1858 was one of the measures of im¬ 

provement in the terms on which Medical officers and recruits 

were expected to enter the army, both of better classes and 

in greater numbers, and that their reintroduction would be a 

distinct breach of contract with those who entered the ser¬ 

vice since that time. The great majority of Assistant- 

Surgeons in the Army belong to that class, and on them 

would, in most instances, devolve the degrading duty of 

making the periodical inspections. Even Surgeon-Major 

Wyatt, who, from the importance which he attaches to per¬ 

sonal inspections, may well be termed the apostle of the 

system, stated in his evidence before the committee of the 

House of Commons that he delegates the disagreeable duty 

to one of his Assistant-Surgeons; and, if he does so, can 

more be expected of other regimental Surgeons, the vast 

majority of whom believe the inspections to be unnecessary ? 

We are inchned to agree with our correspondent that an 

Assistant-Surgeon who, iinder the circumstances, might decline 

to make the required inspection, would bo maintained in his 

right to do so by the opinion of the Profession and the general 

public. 

If inspections become again the rule in the army, the only 

way to insure to them any degree of efficiency woidd be, as 

“Army Siirgeon” asserts, to make them thoroughly and 

minutely—they should include not only the organs of genera¬ 

tion, but the whole surface of the body. This, however, would 

require such an expenditure of time on the part of the 

Medical officer, and of consequent waiting on the part of the 

men, as woidd render the maintenance of discipline and 

respectful demeanour among the latter a matter for the con¬ 

sideration of the military authorities; and the reqidsite 

attributes for this purpose not being vested in the Medical 

officers, the necessaxy parade shoxdd be under the command of 

a combatant commissioned officer—^the officer of the day, for 

instance, or the adjutant of the regiment. When aU this 

has been done, what security have we attained against the 

introduction of disease among women from other and far 

more numerous sources, amongst whom no means whatever are 

in force for the repression of venereal diseases ? The recruit¬ 

ing returns of the army show that 16 per 1000 recruits arc re¬ 

jected for venereal diseases in one form or other. ^Vemay from 

this fact form an estimate of the prevalence of such diseases 

among the class from which recruits come. There is no I’easou 

whatever to think that, even supposing venereal diseases to 

have been thoroughly eradicated from the army and navy, a 

sufficient stock of the old leaven would not be found among 

the civil male population to keep up the disease in all its loath¬ 

someness among public women. 

We have given “Army Surgeon” a fair amount of space to 

(a) It is also worthy of notice that at Aldershot, since the introduction of 
the Contagious Diseases Act in 1867, the percentage of pro.stitute8 found 
diseased on examination has diminished from 70 to 10. In the face of such 
a fact it can hardly be maintained that there has been much concealed 
disease among the soldiers. 
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express liis views on this matter in the hope that they may 

have some influence in averting the proposed reintroduction of 

jieriodical inspections of soldiers. There certainly appears to 

he some inconsistency in the Legislature having last year 

abolished flogging in the army in order to maintain the self- 

respect of the soldier by sparing the back of the one black¬ 

guard in the 1000, while during this year a committee of the 

House of Commons recommends the reintroduction of personal 

inspections, which involve all soldiers and Medical ofiicers in 

mutual and unnecessary degradation.'] ^ 

TPIE WEEK. 

TOPICS OP THE DAY. 

A EBOEHT interview between the Executive Committee of the 

Medical Council and Earl Do G-rey and Eipon on the subject of 

an amended Medical Act did not afford much promise of 

•Government aid during the coming session. In fact, it is 

pretty well known that the hands of Goveriunent are likely to 

be more than full. Lord De Grey and Eipon intimated that 

the Government would prefer at present leaving matters of 

reform to the spontaneous efforts of colleges and examining 

bodies. In the meanwhile it is understood that the committee 

appointed by the Eoyal College of Physicians are steadily 

working in the direction of a conjoint board. How far their 

efforts are hkoly to be successful it would be premature to 

guess. But we hear of meetings between delegates from the 

College of Physicians and the leading officials of the Eoyal 

College of Surgeons and the Society of Apothecaries. At the 

same time, it is well known that there are difficulties in the 

way which can only be overcome by great skill and forbear¬ 

ance. We have already pointed out the dangers of failure 

which are inherent to any scheme of joint examination, and 

it is only by giving full representation to the different elements 

of the Profession in the board of examiners that it can be hoped 
they win be avoided. 

The drama of the Welsh fasting girl, which was regarded in 

the first instance by all reasonable persons as a farce, has ended 

tragically. Pour nurses from Guy’s Hospital who were sent to 

Avatch her, said that she literally fasted for eight days, at the 

enaof which time she died. The watching began on December 9, 

and was terminated by the death of the girl at 3 p.m. on 

December 17. On December 11 she is reported to have been 

not looking so well, but up to the 14th she is said to haAi-e 

.amused herself with reading- and to have ajopeared cheerful. 

She slept at intervals; her cheeks appeared flushed. On 

December 11 the nurses obsei'Amd stains of excrement on the 

girl s dress. On the 13th she is reported to have passed a 

large quantity of urine, and on the 14th and. 15th a smaller 

quantity. For three days before her death her extremities 

Avere cold, and during the last two days she Avas restless, 

throwing off the bed clothes, and tossing her arms about. 

She asked for no food, and made no confession of deceit. No 

attempt was made to force food upon her, but it seems she was 

offered it by her uncle on the day of her death. “ She made 

no reply, but appeared to g-o off into a fit.” On the same day, 

Avhen the child was sinking, her father refused to alloAv Mr. 

Davies, the Surgeon Avho attended her, to give her food, but 

afterwards said that he mig-lit do so. Mr. Davies did not, how¬ 

ever, “as it Avas too late.” An inquiry is being held by the 

local coroner, and a post-mortem examination has been made 

by Messrs. Thomas and Phillips. At the tune of our going to 

liress the inquest is proceeding, but we extract the following 

report or Mr. Thomas’s evidence given at the first day’s 

s..tting from the IPistern Mail of December 22:—■ 

“Mr. James Thomas, Surgeon, Newcastle-Emlyn, was the 
said:—On Monday,in conjunction with Mr. 

I mllips, in the presence of Dr. Lewis and other gentlemen, I 
exammed the body of Sarah Jacobs, said to be about 12 years 
and SIX months of age. It measured about 54 inches, was plump 

and well formed, and showed indications of puberty. I 
opened the head and found the membranes of the brain con¬ 
siderably injected Avith blood, which in all probability happened 
a few hours before death. The substance Avas not very vascular, 
but perfectly healthy and of proper consistence, and there was net 
the slightest difference between the sides of the brain. An incision 
was then made from the top of the chest doAvn to the lower part 
of the body, which displayed a fine layer of fat, from half an 
inch to an inch thick, there being fat all through the incision. 
The chest—lungs, heart, and great vessels—were perfectly 
sound and healthy, containing very little blood. I then came 
to the most important part of the inquiry—that of the aliment¬ 
ary canal, and my first obserAmtion was that there was not the 
slightest obstruction from the mouth to the termination of the 
gut, which included about 33 feet. The stomach was opened, 
and it contained about three teaspoonfuls of semi-g-elatinous 
fluid, as if ithadbeenmixed with a little bile, having a slight acid 
reaction withlitmuspaper. The whole of the small and large intes¬ 
tines were then laid open, and the small ones were empty, but in 
the colon and rectum there was about half a pound of excrement 
in a hard state (which Avas produced for the jury to examine, 
if necessary); the liver was healthy, with the gall-bladder con¬ 
siderably distended with bile, the kidneys and spleen perfectly 
sound, and the urinary bladder perfectly healthy—in fact, as 
far as eyes could see, no malformation or disease, judging 
from the healthy appearance of the organs. My theory is that 
death resulted from want of nutriment and sustenance.” 

It would be a departure from our custom to comment at length 

on this case until the public inquiry has terminated. All we 

can say at present is that it is impossible not to regard it with 

indignation. The poor hysterical child who is dead was not the 

chief person to blame. The facts of her having breathed for two 

years and passed urine prove undeniably that she must have 

taken food. That she denied the fact is only a common symptom 

of hysterical disease, and that she found persons in her father’s 

house to humour her and assist her in the deceit is not surprising 

when it is remembered that she attracted sightseers who paid 

or made her presents. Those who are most to blame are the 

educated gentry and Professional persons in the neighbourhood, 

who, instead of scouting the idea of anything but hysteria and 

fraud in the case, lent their aid, by talking and AAniting in a haE- 

credulous fashion, in spreading the girl’s reputation as a living 

wonder. If a Physician had in the first instance told 

the parents that simulating fasting was a well-known 

phase of hysteria, and that the proper treatment was to intro¬ 

duce a tube into the stomach or rectum, and to feed her 

thereby, and had insisted on seeing Iris presci-iption carried 

into effect, or, in case of opposition, had appealed for power 

to a magistrate, the poor girl’s life might have been 

saved. Instead of this we have had silly people kept on 

the qui vive for two years by sensational paragraphs in Medical 

and other papers—then “ a committee formed to investigate 

the case,” and nurses sent down from a London Hospital to 

Avatch her, with what result has been seen. The whole thing 

is as great a national disgrace as it would be to try a woman 

for witchcraft by the ordeal of drowning. 

Before a final opinion is formed as to the truth of the 

charges brought against the St. Pancras Guardians and the 

real condition of St. Pancras Workhouse Infirmary, we think, 

in fairness, an able report by Dr. T. Stevenson, the Medical 

O-ffleer of Health for the parish and a Lecturer at Guy’s Hos¬ 

pital and Examiner in Forensic Medicine in the University of 

London, on the sanitary condition of the Infirmary should be 

read. Dr. Stevenson paid several visits to the Infirmary by 

the request of a special committee of vestrymen. His visits 

were made both during the night and day, and were on each 

occasion unexpected by the authorities of the workhouse. He 

shows that in most of the wards means of ventilation were pro¬ 

vided by apertures in the Avindows, provided Avith hinged lids, 

which may be shut or opened at pleasure ; and by zinc 

gratings in the ceilings communicating with air shafts for 

the escape of foul air. The air shafts communicate with 

the ash-pit of a double furnace, by Avhich a draught is, 

or may be, constantly kept up. The sources from which 
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tlie wards obtain air are three—by means of doors from 

clean airy staircases; from the external world by win¬ 

dows and ventilating apertures; and from the water-closets 

and scuUeries. This last source depends on holes made in 

the doors of the sculleries and waterclosets for the purpose 

of ventilating them, and, as the closets are provided with 

external windows, wliich are open, air is constantly blown 

through them into the ward. This construction, however, 

is the result of the recommendation of a Medical Poor-law In¬ 

spector, and is not chargeable on the present board of gaiardians. 

We cannot follow Dr. Stevenson through the details of his 

report. He gives a short description of each ward, and of 

the condition in which he found it. In some he found 

the ventilation only too great for the comfort of the patients, 

in some he found it defective, but he found all the wards neat 

and clean; and of the odours he notices some were no worse 

than those of stale tobacco, dimier, and siilphiir ointment. 

The worstj smells he noted were those proceeding from 

waterclosets with perforated doors. In summing up his 

report he says emphatically, “ On no occasion were the 

wards ‘beastly’ or ‘highly offensive.’” The guardians, 

openly accuse Dr. EUis, the resident Medical officer, of having 

purposely ventilated the wards through the waterclosets by 

closing the ward windows on the occasion of the visits of 

gentlemen who were invited to inspect, and they produce 

statistics to show that there has been a decrease rather than 

an increase of mortality in the Infirmary under the present 

regime. The charges against Dr. EUis wiU be inquired into by 

a Poor-law Commissioner. 

Deaths from relapsing fever have occurred in the London 

Fever Hospital, in Bethnal-green, Westminster, IsUngton, and 

Clapham. The MetropoUtan Asylums Board have determined 

to erect another temporary Fever Hospital at Hampstead 

capable of holding 160 patients, one being already erected 

and occupied behind the London Fever Hospital. Scarlet 

fever seems at last to be on the decrease. The week before 

last the deaths were thirty-six less than the number registered 

in the previous week ; last week they were twenty-three less 

than in the week before it. 

A nurse in the Children’s Hospital, Ormond-street, has 

poisoned herself by di-inldng off some beUadonna liniment 

instead of brandy. After taking it she became giddy and 

wanted to go for advice to the House-Surgeon, but her feUow 

nurse thought she was intoxicated and advised her not to go. 

She soon became insensible, and, although actively treated, 

died. It appears that the bottle was labeUed. 

The flint-implement makers—whether men or “ the missing 

link ”—appear to have been ubiquitous. We recently heard of 

these weapons having been found in the Cape Colony, where 

none of the existing races use them, and now Messrs. Hamy 

and Lenormant have written to the Academy of Sciences 

announcing that a large quantity of wrought flints, of well- 

known types, have been discovered in Egypt. These gentle¬ 

men suppose that there was “ a factory of the Neolithic 

period ” on a plateau near the valley of Biban-el-Molouk. 

THE IIAIN DEAIXAGE SCHEME AND THE HE^VETH OF BAKKING. 

It is interesting to find that the report recently published 

by Mr. Rawlinson, the eminent engineer appointed by 

the Board of Works to inquire into the aUeged pollution of 

the Barking Creek by sewage contamination from the Main 

Drainage OutfaU Works, coincides in almost every particular 

with that of our special commissioner whom we sent down five 

months ago for the same purpose. It appears that the stenches 

complained of by the inhabitants arise principally from the 

defective drainage of the to^vn, the deficient water supply, and 

the consequent contamination of the soil with sewage from 
their own dwellings ; or, as our commissioner tersely summed 
up his very complete report, by stating that, in his ojpiniou, 
“ the memorialists’ Barking is worse than their biting.” 

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
-•-- 

M. LIEDEOIS AND MR. CURLING. 

Lettee feom M. Liegeois. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Thanks to your Paris Surgical correspondent, my 
memoire“ on the condition of semen in disease,” read before 
the Imperial Society of Surgery, has found a place in your 
estimable journal. 

In the historical sketch of this memoire, I had thought to 
have rendered justice to all; but I learn since, through your 
correspondent, that some of Mr. Curling’s researches on the 
same subject have entirely escaped me. I consider it my duty, 
therefore, and a pleasure at the same time, to repair this fanit, 
and, as Mr. Curling veiy justly suj)poses, this forgetfulness 
was quite involuntary on my part. 

In fact, I knew nothing of Mr. Curling’s paper, “ Observa¬ 
tions on Sterility in Man,” i^ublished in the British and Foreign. 
Medico-Chirurgical Review (April, 1864). Having quite recently 
read the article, I am happy to have fiu-nished another proof 
in support of Mr. Ciu’ling’s views on the same question. 

I was also ignorant of the fact that Mr. Curling had made 
investigations on the condition of semen in old people. How¬ 
ever, I must observe that the first edition of Mr. Curling’s book 
on the Testis, in which the author treats this subject, bears 
date 1843. The translation of Wagner’s work by A. Hubenets 
[Histoire de la generation et de deteloppement), in which 
observations are cited of men aged 60 and 70 with zoospenna, 
dates back to 1841. The priority as to the demonstration of 
spermatoza in old people seems, therefore, to belong to Wagner. 

In terminating I wish to say that Mr. Curling’s letter is by 
no means clad in the form of a demand, but to which, in tlio 
interest of scientific truth, I attach great importance. 

I am, &c. Liegeois, 

Paris, December 18. Surgeon to the Midi Hosiiital. 

MEDICAL CHARGES. 

Lettee feom De. Feedeeick J. Beown. 

[To the Editor of the Medical Times and Gazette.] 

SiE,—Since one of your correspondents invites discussion on 
the question of Medical charges, I ask permission to make a 
few remarks. I desire to enunciate three principles —■ 

1. Remuneration is a commercial action, and its rate is 
dependent on “ supply and demand.” In trade the maxim is 
openly acknowledged, but in professions it is concealed. If a 
Surgeon be not satisfied with the honorarium given him, he will 
not attend a second time, thus necessitating patients to give 
according to expectation; and this is a commercial action as 
much as a specified charge. 

2. Medical charges are in direct proportion with social status, 
in consequence of deference to rank. Time is expended in 
social amenities and in attendance for satisfaction of patients, 
rather than for Professional reasons. 

3. The charges to the poor that preserve their independence, 
ought to be in just proportion to the amount paid by contract 
with clubs and provident dispensaries. 

It is necessary to the well-being of the community that all 
classes should have the option of private individual Medical 
attendance, and of that by contract (whether public or private). 

The disproportion that now exists between the two systems 
of attendance is unjust. A balance ought to be struck between 
prepayment and the chance of little or no illness in the one 
case, and part payment (with the chances of no payment) and 
actual illness in the other case. 

The ready-money system rvonld obrdate losses by debt, but 
this system is only partic.Uy practicable, even w'hen the man is 
in work, for nursing and exti’a nutriment for the sick member 
of the family augment the weekly expenses of the poor man. 

It appears to me that a small charge for advice and medicine 
(irrespective of number of visits), not exceeding 5 per cent, of 
income for the year, is the best mode of charging for attendance 
on the poor. ; 

If it be necessary to specify visits, or if there be very little 
attendance in a given case, I advise that one shilling be charged 
to labourers, and one shilling and sixpence to artisans inclusive 
of medicine. A kind-hearted Surgeon will make his lill 
suitable to the means of his patient, whatever may be the 
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jittendai^e, and on no account will lie “ distrain,” lest Medical 
attendanco be regarded as a curse instead of a blessing. 

I am, &c. Feedeeick J. Beown. 

Eoclicster, December 16, 1869. 

REPORTS OP SOCIETIES. 
--- 

EOYAL MEDICAL AND CHIEIJEGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, Decembee 14, 1869. 

Geoege Bueeows, M.D., F.B.S., President, in the chair. 

Me. G. D. PoiiocK read a paper on 

AMPUTATION AT THE KNEE-JOINT. 

The author commenced by drawing attention to the cir¬ 
cumstance that amputation at the knee-joint had not been 
very favourably entertained until within the last thirty years, 
and that only very lately had it been much advocated. Having 
himself performed the operation in several cases with satis¬ 
factory results, he desired to bring his experience before the 
Society. 

After referring to the practice of Mr. Syme and of Mr. 
Samuel Lane, the author proceeded to say that, in the con¬ 
sideration of amputation tlirough the joint, two conditions 
must be borne in mind—first, if there be disease of the joint 
and ulceration of the cartilag’es after the leg is taken off, the 
articular surfaces of the condyles and patella should be 
removed; secondly, if no disease of the joint exist, but 
amputation be requisite on some other account, then the 
articular cartilage should be left intact. 

The author related the particulars and results of eight cases 
in his own practice, and quoted communications received from 
other English Surgeons. From various sources he had been 
able to coUeot 48 cases operated upon in England. These 
showed a gross result of 36 recoveries and 12 deaths. A 
collection of American cases showed 32 recoveries and 13 
deaths, thus giving a total mortality of 26‘88 per cent. 

After some further account of American experience in the 
matter, the author proceeded to describe the improvement 
suggested by Mr. Carden, of Worcester, of making the flap of 
skin taken from the front of the leg. He himself approved of 
the suggestion. The anterior flap should be long enough and 
broad enough to cover the whole cf the exposed end of the 
femur. It should be so broad at its base as to be at least two- 
thirds of the ch’cumference of the joint, the posterior flap at its 
base forming the other third. The author lays stress upon the 
anterior flap being of sufficient length (at least five inches 
below the lowest point of the patella), and is inclined to leave 
the patella in the flap when the joint is healthy. When it is 
diseased, he recommends the removal of the articular surface 
alone. The comparison between the stump usually obtained 
after amputation through the thigh, and that obtained after 
amputation through the knee-joint, is very much in favour of 
the latter, which is never conical or retracted, and is superior 
in strength and fitness for locomotion, in comfort and freedom 
from pain, and in capabihty to bear weight and endure exertion. 
It is also more easy to adapt a good serviceable artificial leg 
to such a stump. In conclusion, the author thought the facts 
he had brought forward, although not enough to lead to 
positive conclusions, were enough to commend the oj)eration to 
the favourable consideration of the Society. 

Mr. Holthousb said Mr. Pollock had not alluded to a case 
which had been under his care. It was not a favourable one. 
The patient was a brewer’s drayman, who had compound frac¬ 
ture. Some operation was required, and he determined on 
amputation at the knee-joint, as the risk was less than in am¬ 
putating the thigh. He made a long anterior flap. The 
patient died not long after the operation. He had had no 
opportunity of performing the operation since. He agreed as 
to the impropriety of removing the cartilage. 

Mr. Beudenell Caetee stated that Mr. Fenn, of Derby, had 
long performed the operation, and had induced him to do so 
also. He had amputated at the knee some three or four times, 
generally in bad smashes, where union failed. He said nothing 
as to his success, as he had kept no notes of the cases. The 
stumps were good, and the wounds healed quickly. 

Mr. James Lane said they had got some way towards setthng 
the question ; hitherto their grounds had been insufficient. 
Safety was not the only advantage ; the stumps were better 

and bore weight better, especially as, with amputations through 
the thigh, the bearings of the leg had to bo taken from the pelvis. 
A long- flap was an essential point, and it should be taken from the 
hardened skin, just as the flap for amputation at the ankle should 
be taken from the heel. The cartilages of the patella should not 
be moved, their presence being of great advantage vdth regard 
to pyiemia, the cartilages being non-absorbent. He hoped that 
other and similar operations, as through the wrist and ankle, 
would be estabhshed. He concui-red in making the flap long, 
and it should be broad at the lower part, otherwise the condyles 
would be exposed. He had seen suppuration extend up the thigh 
in front, most lilcely in the synovial pouch. Free incisions were 
required, but there was no ultimate bad result. The flaps do 
not adliere to the condyles, and the patella is generally mov¬ 
able. The patient does not rest the limb on the patella, which 
is dra-wn up in front, but on the broad condyles of the femur. 

Mr. Holmes said the operation had one other advantage in 
giving the patient greater length of limb, better leverage, and 
better attachment of the extensors ; hence he can walk better. 
This was strongly dwelt on by an Italian Surgeon who had 
proposed, when any of the bones had to be cut, to do so above 
the condyles, and then apply the patella as in Pirogoff’s opera¬ 
tion. Ho had performed the operation, but the patient was 
not yet quite well. As to the stump after amputation at the 
knee, he had examined it in a child who had been operated on 
and afterwards died of a lung affection. In it the patella was 
quite movable, and the cartilage unaffected. The mortality 
with it was less. His own cases had been bad, half of them 
having died from disease previously active. 

Mr. Baewell asked the ratio of cases where there was abscess 
in front, as it was desirable to avoid openings after amputation. 
Saving the mucles was also important. 

Mr. Biekett would have done the operation oftener had he 
not been deterred by the mechanicians, who said it was almost 
impossible to fit the stump. In one case, alluded to by Mr. 
Pollock, a sudden and extraordinary blanching of the flap 
occurred during the operation, and the part subsequently 
sloughed. The patient died of pysemia. In another case the 
operation had not been quite satisfactory', as the posterior flap 
was too short, and prolonged cicatrisation followed. He 
thought the best incisions would be shorter laterally, almost 
hke the old circidar operation. 

Mr. CooPEE Foestee had done the operation t-wice, but it was 
difficult to get suitable cases. If one could get a portion of the 
tibia, that was better still, though amputation at the knee- 
joint was good. He had done the old-fashioned circular 
operation, and had been well pleased with the result. There 
was not more than three-quarters of an inch of cicatrix. One 
natiu-ally preferred severing ligaments to the carpenter-like 
plan of sawing bones. 

Mr. Thomas Smith had done the operation four times. One 
patient died of mahgnant disease; three recovered with excel¬ 
lent stumps. As to an artificial limb, makers had been so long 
accustomed to bad stumps that they could not make for good 
ones. The wound in this operation was mostly of integ-ument 
and ligaments ; only two heads of the gastrocnemius were cut, 
and only three vessels, the two sural and the popliteal. There 
was less shock with it than with amputation of the thigh. 
He -wished cases of amputation at the knee-joint purely had 
been separated from Carden’s operation. In the latter the 
cutting of the bone imported an element of danger. The 
operation was safer than through the thigh, but more danger¬ 
ous than through the leg. 

Mr. Callendee said that, according to Sir James Simpson’s 
statistics and his own, the death-rate given to-night was 
rather too low; it was about 28 per cent. Amputation through 
the knee was safer, because fui-ther from the trunk. It was 
true the integument alone was chiefly cut, but the gveat 
tendons had some influence, especially with regard to the sup¬ 
puration which follows and sometimes goes along them. 

In reply, Mr. Pollock said the suppuration generally ex¬ 
tended into the front rather than behind the stump, usually in 
the space between the condyles. The cartilage, when exposed, 
became covered-with granulations. Since the paper was written 
he had done his ninth case, which had gone well so far. He 
preferred the flap to the circular operation. 

Dr. Easpail.—The late Paris election added one imn 
to the literatui-e of -wit. “ Pour qui votez-vous ?” asked an 
elector of another. “Pour Easpail,” was the reply. Now 
Easpail invented a preparation of camphor as a panacea. So 
the second elector rejoined, “Pour Easpail? Qu’en ferez- 
vous ?” (Camphrez-vous ?) 
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OBITUARY. 

-♦- 

WILLIAM BAGa. 

It is with much regret that we have to record the death of a 

gentleman who, although not a member of the Medical Pro¬ 

fession, was for many years identified so closely with Medicine 

that his name will be remembered by many as a “ household 

word ; ” we allude to the eminent anatomical and physiological 

as well as Surgical artist, William Bagg. Mr. Bagg held a 

high reputation among authors and publishers for the care 

and accuracy of his drawings, and we are able to bear witness 

to the demand incessantly made by him upon those for whom 

he was engaged for opportunities of having before him the 
actual objects which he.was required to delineate, or the means 
of drawing them from nature for himself. The very last time we 
saw him at his work, not many weeks ago, he was sauntering 
through the haUs of the Museum of the College of Surgeons, 
returning from the execution of a sketch for Mr. Holmes. 
Besides being a clever artist on wood, stone, steel, and copper, 
as well as at the easel, he possessed great mechanical ingenuity, 
and has loft more than one work behind him displaying his 
capabilities as a cunning artificer in wood and metals ; he 
was an adroit and elegant swordsman, a certain shot with a 
rifle—a piece of his own construction, and a devotee in his 
leisure moments to the “ gentle craft.” 

His earliest Medical work was his illustration by wood 
engravings of Quaiu’s “ Anatomy,” which Avas shortly 
followed by Liston’s “ Practical Sm•g•erJ^” He was an especial 
favourite AAuth Liston on account of his mechanical ability, and 
occasionally ventured to suggest improved methods of opera¬ 
tion, greatly to the amusement of that distinguished Surgeon ; 
but of Liston, and indeed of all who employed him, he 
possessed the entire confidence, and a subject once handed OA^er 
to Bag-g Avas regarded as tolerably certain of accomplishment in 
the best method that human intellect could deAdse. After these 
his first works he illustrated the “Anatomist’s Vade-mecum ; ” 
he drew on stone the portraits of diseases of the skin of 
Wilson, and engraved many plates on copper and steel for the 
same author. The illustrations of Bamsbotham’s “ MidAvifery,” 
Carpenter’s “Physiology,” and Sir WilliamFergusson’s “Sur¬ 
gery,” are other examples of his labours, of which a detailed list 
would run to a considerable length. At his death he left 
beliind him, still unfinished, many drawings for Holmes’s 
“ Surgeiy,” upon which he was engaged at the time of his last 
illness. 

The immediate cause of his death was peidtonitis, resulting 
apparently from chronic ulceration, and possibly perforation, of 
the ctecum or colon. For upwards of twelve months he had 
suffered from slight dysentery, Avith faintness in the morning 
and loss of appetite; but the symptoms wore so slight that 
he made no complaint with regard to them, and he Avent to 
the seaside in the autumn Avith the expectation of recovering 
his strength. Five weeks before his death, he had been suffer¬ 
ing with lumbago, and throe weeks later was suddeidy seized 
Avith abdominal pain, for which he took a dose of castor oil. 
The oil acted freely, but its operation was succeeded by siclaiess, 
and during the efforts of Ammiting he experienced an intense 
pain in the right iliac region. His OAvn impression was that 
the pain was attributable to strangulated heniia, and he sent 
for Sir Henry Thompson, who returned the bowel without 
resistance. The pain, howcA^er, continued in a subdued form, 
and Avms accompanied with inflation of the bowels, a rod dry 
tongue, and pulse ranging betAveen 110 and 130, and these 
symptoms contiiuied until his death from exhaustion, which 
happened a fortnight after his sudden attack. Besides Sir 
Henry Thompson, Avho Avatched him through the Surgical 
period of his case, he was attended by Dr. Murchison, Dr. 
Boyston, Mr. Erasmus Wilson, and Mr. Foster. 

Although Mr. Bagg had nearly completed his sixty-sixth 
year, he Avas young for his age, and still fresh in his capability 
for application and labour. He breathed liis last on December 20. 

John William Hayes, of Old-strcet, was on Tuesday 
last brought before the magistrate at the Clerkenwell Police- 
court, charged A\dth unlawfully pretending to bo a Surgeon. 
The nrisonor treated an infant who died, and he gave a cer¬ 
tificate of death in the name of a regular Practitioner. He 
was fined £10, and £3 3s. costs, or two months’ imprisonment. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 

-o- 

HALFOBD’S WHEATEN BISCUITS. 

(14, Down-street, Piccadilly.) 

We have already expressed our commendation of the use of 
Avhole wheaten meal as a part of the diet of most persons. It 
has two good qualities. In the first place it acts as a 
mechanical stimulant to the intestines, and causes them to moA'e 
with regularity, and thus it takes the place of the aj)erient 
pills, the mineral waters, and many other contrivances Avhich 
the dwellers in towns and persons leading a sedentary life are 
otherwise compelled to resort to. In the next place it supplies 
the earthy pho.sphates which give firmness to the bones. 
This may be supposed, in conjunction with other hj'-gienic 
treatment, to conduce to SAveetness of breath, straightness 
of legs and soundness of teeth — qualities which every 
parent desires to see enjoyed by liis children. But wheaten 
meal is not a pleasant food in all fox’ms, and, even in the 
shape of brown bread, is apt to be cloying and indigestible. 
In the biscuits before us, the Avhole wheaten meal is compacted 
into a mass like short piecrust, Avhich readily breaks doAvn in 
the mouth, and mixes Avith the other articles of aliment. These, 
we believe, if discreetly used, will supersede many a box of 
family pills, besides being uncommonly relishing with a bit of 
Stilton. Mr. Halford, who has undertaken the manufacture, 
is, we believe, of a family that has contributed more than one 
well-known member to the Medical Profession. 

VOUVBAY, A SPABKLING WINE FBOM THE 
TOUBAINE. 

[Arthur II. Browning, Agent, Lewes.) 

Otje readers are well enough aware that as all red French 
wine is not “ claret,” nor yet all German Avine “ hock,” so not 
all the sparkling Avines handed round at feasts are “ cham¬ 
pagnes,” though they be dignified by that name. They know, 
further, that a good honest wine that is not ashamed of its own 
name, nor afraid to stand on its own merits, is better than a 
sprurious article bedizened with a title wliich it has no right to. 
Such a Avine is the Vouvray, an avowed product of the West of 
France, which is capable of satisfying most jxeople who want 
the wholesome and agreeable stimulation of a sparkling Avine, 
and who are not so foolish as to despise a thing because it is 
not outrageously dear. There is no doubt that, for exhilara¬ 
tion under temporary depression, a sparkling wine is as effec¬ 
tive and wholesome as it is agreeable—during convalescence 
from fevers, for instance, and Avhen the appetite of aged and 
feeble persons is failing. The sagacious Medical Practitioner 
who attends persons of moderate means Avill be glad to re¬ 
commend them a Avine that Avill suit the stomach as well as 
the pocket. The agent receives the wine via Dieppe and 
Littlehampton, and is conveniently situated for trade through¬ 
out Sussex. 

SPARKLING WINE FBOM MAINE-ET-LOIBE. 

We feel bound to notice an admirable specimen of sparkling 
Avine which Ave received long enough ago to enable us to report 
that it has good keeping qualities. It is a good, clean, palat¬ 
able, unpretending wine, Avhich will take the place of cheajx 
champagne. Any one who desires the economic advantage ot 
buying first-hand, may address M. Ackerman Laurance, a St. 
Florent-sur-Thouet, Maine-et-Loire, France, and may reckon 
on having a sound sparkling wine at very moderate cost. 

AULDANA WINE. 

Whilst Avriting these casual notes on Avine, wo must call our 

readers’ attention to the Auldana from South Australia, both 

red and AA-hite—the former smooth, full-bodied, and eminently 

nutritive. 

A Hint to Widow Ladies.—A widoAV lady, writing 
to the Secretary of the Benevolent Fund of the French Medipal 
Association, suggests that as one of its chief objects is to giA"0 

succour to poor widows of Medical men, AvidoAvs in mode¬ 
rate or in easy circumstances would do well to come forward 
to its aid with even small annual subscriptions. She states that 
she is quite ready to subscribe herself, and does not doubt that 
many others only want to have their attention drawn to the 
matter to induce them to follow her example. 
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NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET CEITIQUES. 

A Treatise on Asiatic Cholera. By C. Macnamaea, Siirg-eon to 
tlie Calcutta Oplithalmic Hospital. London: John Cliurchill 
and Sons, Hew Burlington-atreet; Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 
and Co.; Bombay: Thacker, Vining-, and Co. 1870. 8vo. 
Pp. 557. 

Maonamara, after fifteen years’ consecutive labour 
in the endemic area of cholera, has given a history of that dis¬ 
ease from the earliest ag-es down to the present day in a style 
of scholarly and philosophic research which places the work now 
before us in the foremost rank of contributions to the litera¬ 
ture of cholera. At the present moment the author’s opinion 
as to the probable infltience of the Suez canal as a means of 
transit for cholera from India to Europe is of considerable in¬ 
terest and importance. He expects that without the greatest 
caution small vessels passing through the canal from India will 
inevitably be constantly importing the disease into Europe, as 
they have done into Persia and along the Persian Gulf. Should 
this be the result of the labours of IMl. de Lesseps, his claims 
on the gratitude of mankind will be considerably diminished. In 
a work containing such a large amount of information an index 
IS of great assistance, and we liope to see one supplied to Mr. 
Macnamara’s book when it appears in a second edition. 

The P/iysiciaii s and Surgeon's Visiting Lists, Diary Almanac, and 
Booh of Engagements for 1870, upon a plan furnished to the 
pubhshers by Eeancis SEYMOira Haden, Esq. Twenty- 
lourth year. London: John Smith and Co., Medical 
Stationers, 62, Long-acre. 

*** We welcome another annual issue of this estabhshed 
tavourite. It is adapted to the wants of every member of every 
Imanch of the Profession, general and special, and furnishes 
the most useful index to work already done, and to work that is 
still to do.^ The tables are useful, especially that for calculat- 
ing gestation; but, of course, a convenient and portable book 
must not be expected to be a cyclopsedia of general information. 

A Manual of Diet for the Invalid and Dysioeptic, with a Feio 
Mints on JSfursing. By Ditxcax Titenbe, L.P.C.P., Medical 
Officer of St. Peter’s District, Islington. London : Churchill. 
1869. 

A very useful little book, written in good taste. Its 
value is enhanced by a collection of excellent receipts for sick 
cookery. We would suggest, however, that in any future edi¬ 
tion the author should omit his remarks on the medicinal 
treatment of dyspepsia, as the work is intended for popular 
use. ^ Suppose a patient should employ the wrong prescrip- 

MEDICAIi NEWS, 

Eoyad College oe Physicians oe London.—At an 
extraordinary meeting on Wednesday, the 22nd inst., the fol¬ 
lowing gentlemen, having* conformed to the bylaws and regu¬ 
lations and passed the required examinations, had licences 
granted to them to practise Physic, including therein the 
practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery :—■ 
Abbott, George, Guy’s Hospital, S.E. 
Austen, Josiab, Surgeon K.N., Yale House, Nainsgate 
Crook, John Evelyn, M.D., Northfleet, Kent. 
Hily, Joseph Harding, Kingston-Bagpuize, Abingdon. 
Hardey, Edward Peirce, 35, Westbourne-grove, W. 
Han-is, Kobert, 1, Darnley-road, Hackney, N.B. 
Hamson, Henry Prank Egbert, St. Mary’s Hospital, ^Y 
Inman, Robert Matthews, Redboum, St. Alban’s 
Knight, Thomas, M.B., Brill, Bucks. 
Litolifleld, Henry Robert CampbeU, Augusta-villa, Twickenham, S W 
Miller Frederick Montague, Claremont-villa, Stoke Newington-road, N 
Robertson, Frederick Marrant, Guy’s Hospital, S E 
Budge, Charles King, 2, Redland-vale, near Bristol. 

^^Nottm^lSl-gSe^W^^^^ Assistant-Surgeon Army, 2, Ladbroke-road, 

Sloman, Samuel George, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, E.C. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following gentlemen 
passed their Examination in the Science and Practice of Medi- 
Mne, and received Certificates to practise, on Thursday, 
December 16, 1869 :— 

Barnes, Edgar George, Hammersmith. 
Drew, George Frederick Augustus, Plymouth. 
Lmg, John Milford, Saxmundham. 
Napper, Albert Arthur, Cranleigh, Guildford. 
Palmer, Frederick Stephen, Brixton. 
Pearse, Francis James, St. George’s-square, S.W 
Sheard, WilUam, Alford, Lincolnshire 

The following gentlemen also, on the same day, passed 
their Eirst Professional Examination;— 

Clark, Frederick, St. Thomas’s Hospital. 
WiUcooks, Isaac, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

*** The Editor will thank gentlemen to forward to the Pub¬ 
lishing-office, as early as possible, information as to any new 
Appointments that take place. 

Hootohd, TnovAS S., late House-Surgeon to the London Hospital.— 
House-Surgeon to the Training Hospital, Tottenham. 

Symons, Henry Edward, M.B.C.S.E.—House-Surgeon to St. Bartholo¬ 
mew s Hospital. 

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS. 
War Office.—The following appointments have been madeAssistant- 

biu’geon Joseph Marmaduke Taylor, from the Royal ArtiUery, to be 
Assistent-Surgeon, vice J ohn Astley Bloxam, resigned; December 22. 
2nd Dragoons : Surgeon Peter Nevill Jackson, from 31st Foot, to be 
burgeon, vice Surgeon-Major John Mullins, who retires upon half-pay ; 
December 22. 31st Foot : Staff-Surgeon Thomas John Tucker to be 
burgeon, vice Peter Nevill Jackson, appointed to the 2nd Dragoons ; De¬ 
cember 22. 92nd Foot: Staff Assistant-Surgeon Frederick Lyons, M.D., 

Assistan^t-Surgeon, vice Samuel Black Roe, M.B., promoted on the 
btafl; December 22. Medical Department: Assistant-Surgeon Samuel 
Black Roe, M.B., from 92nd Foot, to be Staff-Surgeon, vice Thomas John 
Tucker, appomted to 31st Foot; December 22. 

Brevet.—Surgeon-Major John MnlUns, half-pay, late 2nd Dragoons, to 
have the honorary rank of Deputy Insxiector-General of Hospitals ; De¬ 
cember 22. 

Commissions Signed by Lords Lieutenant.—County of Carmarthen.— 
^t Administrative Battalion of Carmarthenshire Rifle Yolunteers : 
David Rees Watkins, Gent., to be Surgeon ; December 17. 6tli Car- 
marthenshii'e Rifle Yolunteer Corps : Honorary Assistant-Surgeon Ben- 
janun Thomas to be Assistant-Surgeon ; December 17. 

BIRTHS. 

I^eocmber 13, at HoUy House, RawtenstaU, Lancashire, 
the wife of Dr. E. Bucknill, of a daughter. 

COT.RBY.—On Dec. 15, at Lismore, county Waterford, Heland, the wife of 
Dr. CuiTey, of a son. 

U-RIFFITH. „ inst., at Portmadoc, North Wales, the wife of 
Samuel Griffith, M.D., of a son, stillborn. 

Rotinson.—On December 17, at Kinsale, Holand, the wife of Frederick 
Robinson, M.D., tcots Fusilier Guards, of a son. 

moDHOuSB.—On December 19, at Ranelagh Lodge, FuUiam, the wife of 
Thomas James Woodhouse, M.D. Loud., P.R.C.S., of a son. 

Allin—Robinson.—On December 9, at Hazelwood, near Kingsbridn'e 
Devon, .John Wesley AUin, M.R.C.S., only son of the Rev. J. Alhn, of 
Bridgend, Wales, to Hannah Peek Robinson, eldest daughter of the late 
Charles Robinson, Esq., Auckland, N.Z. 

Saints’ Church, Hull, Edwin 
DuIM’M.R.C.S.’L.R.C.P.’of Dover, to Caroline Wollaston, daughter 
of the late J. B. Knocker, Commander R.K. 

Shoreham, Sussex, Eugene John 
Hart, M.R.C.S., son of the late Edward Hart, Esq., to Clara Jane> 
eldest daughter of Thomas aates, Esq., of Hew Shoreham. 

Miller—Cream.—On Deceinber 21, at St. Mark’s, Sui-biton, Walter Wil- 
ham MiUer, M.D^ of Eye, Suffolk, to Emily, widow of the late Charles 
Cream, Esq., of Eye, 

Batson. On November 6, at Dinapore, Lieutenant H. O. 
Woodhouse, lOoth Light Infantry, son of the late Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. Pi.. Woodhouse, Bombay Army, to Lydia Charlotte Batson, youngest 
daughter of the late Stanlake Henry Batson, M.D., Surgeon-Major, 
retn-ed, Bengal Medical Service. > o j » 

CatheoW’ George, Siu-geon, late of 42, \Yeymouth-3tre0t, Portland-place, 
at Stoke Lodge, Bucks, on Dec. 15, in his 83rd year. 

CHAPMAN’ George, Surgeon, at Lingfleld, Suivey, on the 14th inst., in Ms 
oUbix yoax'. 

PoEHBY, Charlotte, widow of the late Richard Formby, M.D., at 
bhorroeks-hill, Formby-point, Liverpool, on December 17, aged 82. 

Moore, George, M.R.C.S., etc., late a Resident Surgeon of the General 
JJispensai'5', Bmmmgliam, on boai'd t\\Q ITexucastle, on Ixis voyage to India 
on Oct. 3, aged 24. - j o > 

RiraHBE, Ann Gower, wife of James G. Rusher, Surgeon, at Pershore, 
Worcestershu'e, onDec. 14. > d > , 

Seaele, George Clive, eldest son of George Clive Searle, Surgeon, 
Milner-sqnare, Islington, on hoard the Benown, on his voyage to the Cape, 
on October 26, aged 27. 

Smith, Nathaniel, P.R.C.S., late of Chfton, at Weston-super-Mare, on 
December 20, in Ins 88th year. 

VACANCIES. 
In the foU9wing list the nature of the office vacant, the qualffioations 

req^'ed in the Candidate, the person to whom application should be 
made, and the day of election (as far as known) are stated in succession. 

Borough of Ipswich Lunatic Asylum.—Resident Medical Superinten¬ 
dent. Apphcations and testimonials to the Town Clerk’s office, Ipswich. 
Yo Tke Lunatic Asylum Committee,” on or before January 15, 
1870. The Asylum will be ready for occupation in April or May. 

BmTisn . Lying-in Hospital, Endbll-.strebt, Long-acre.—Honorary 
Physician. Applications and testimonials to the Secretary, at the Hospital. 
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CnAHiN'G-ri!os3 Ho.spiT.vi. (West Stuand).—Registrar. Mu.st be qualilicd 
and registered. Applications and testimonials to H. Woolcott, Esq., 
Sooretary, on or before January 19, 1870. 

CaESTEKFIEr.D AND NoRTlt DERBYSHIRE HoSPITAI. AND DiSPENSARA’.— 

House-Surgeon and Dispenser; must be legally qualified. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary, Mr. J. W. I’earn, Ncwbould-road, 
Cliesterfield, on or before January 4, 1870. 

Dop.kino Union.—Medical Officer for the Upiier District. Candidates 
must have the qualifications prescribed by the general orders of the 
Poor-law Board. Applications and testimonials to Mr. M. Smallpiece, 
Clerk, Guildford, on or before Januaiy 5, 1870. Election on the Gth. 

Down District Dun.vtic Asylum, Downpatrick.—Resident Medical 
Assistant; must bo qualified and be unmarried. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to the Re..!ident Physician on or before December 30. Election 
on January 1, 1870. 

German Hospital, Dalston.—Honoraiy Medical Officers, an Honorary 
Physician, and an Honorary Assistant-Surgeon. They must both be 
natives of Germany, or prove themseh’es fully conversant with the Ger¬ 
man language. Candidates must produce a diploma from a British or 
foreign university. Applications and testimonials to the Honoraiy 
Secretary on or before January 3, 1870. 

Gloucester Counta' Asa'lum.—Junior Medical Assistant. Must possess 
one qualification, and be registered. Applications and testimonials to 
Mr. E. Toller, at the Asylum. The duties will commence about the 
middle of January. 

Hospital for Wo.men, Soho-square.—House-Physician. Must be M. or 

L.E.C.P., or a graduate in Medicine of some University. Applications 
and testimonials to the Medical Committee on or before the 31st inst. 

Middlesex Hospital.—Surgical Registrar. Must be M. or F.R.C.S.E., 
not engaged in general practice. Applications and testimonials to the 
Secretary, on or before January 8, 1870. 

St. Mary’s Hospital and Dispensara' for Women and Children, 

Manchester.—Resident Medical and Surgical officer; must have both 
Medical and Surgical qualifications and be registered. Aiiplications and 
testimonials to the Secretary, 41, John Dalton-strcet, Manchester, on or 
before the 31st inst. 

Sunderland Infirmary and Dispensara'.—Junior House-Surgeon ; must 
possess both Medical and Surgical qualifications and be registered. 
Applications and testimenials to the Secretary on or before January 28, 
1870. Election on February 3. 

University of London.—Assistant-Registrar. Applications and testi¬ 
monials to W. B. Cai-penter, Esq., 17, SavUe-row, W., on or before 
March 1, 1870. The duties will commence on May 1, 1870. 

Westminster Hospital.—Resident House-Physician ; must be qualified 
to practise under the Medical Registration Act of 1858. Applications 
and testimonials to the Secretary on or before the 23rd inst. Election on 
January 4, 1870. 

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICE. 
APPOINTMENTS. 

Atherstone Union.—William McBeath, M.D. Ireland, M.C. Iieland, to the 
Polesworth District. 

Bourn Union.—Benjamin L. PoAvne, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Billing- 
Borough District. 

Isle of Thanet Union.—Robert Hicks, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the Rams¬ 
gate District. 

North Witchford Union.—Thomas O’Connor, M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A., to the 
■Third District. 

Eoyal College of Surgeons.—The Jacksonian Com¬ 
mittee of the present collegiate year, like that of the last, are 
likely to enjoy a .sinecure, seeing that up to the moment of 
g'oing to press not a single essay had been sent in for the 
Jacksonian Pidze of twenty guineas, on “Aneurism by Ana¬ 
stomosis, the various Forms of this Disease, and the different 
Methods of Treatment.” No award for this prize has taken 
place since 18G7, and, as the pecuniary value for the next and 
succeeding years will be reduced from £21 to between £9 and 
£10 (the amount of the dividend recewed from the trust), it is 
not likely the number of competitors will be increased by 
Christmas, 1870, Avhen the subject of the essay will be 
■“Haemorrhagic Diathesis, and Spontaneous and Accidental 
Haemorrhage,” a subject of much interest. The Collegial 
Triennial Prize is open imtil Christmas, 1870, and consists of 
the John Hunter Medal, executed in gold to the value of 
fifty guineas, or, at the option of the successful author of 
the dissertation, of the said medal executed in bronze with an 
honorarium of £50. The subject for the prize is “ The Anatomy 
jind Physiology of the Organs of Taste and Smell in the 
Mammalia,” to be illustrated by preparations and drawings. 
No award for this prize has taken place since 1858. 

Apothecaries’ H.vll, Ireland.—Tlio subject for the 
next annual prize, to be competed for May 2, is “ The Metals 
in the British Pharmacoiioeia, their Chemistry, Pharmacy, and 
Toxicology.” 

British and Germ.vn Spirits disguised as Spanish 
SiiERnY.—“ Brandy is scarce and dear, and for common wines I 
hear Berlin .spirit is being imported ; and, knowing the prejudice 
Avliich exists in England among wine merchants against Cadiz 
wines so fortified, and seeing that the operation can be per¬ 
formed on your side at a great saving of c.xpense, I do not fancy 
the import will be large or the speculation a lucrative one.”— 
lUine 'Trade llcviciv. 
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The new North Staffordshire Infirmary has been 
formally opened by the Duchess of Sutherland. 

Dr. Lankester held an inquest on Wednesday, on an 
old AV'onian who died in St. Pancras Workhouse on Monday in 
consequence of having administered to her a dose of calomel 
which was intended for a young patient. The deceased was 
suffering from carbuncle. The jury returned a verdict of 
death from misadventure. 

Bad We.\ther in Iceland.—We have had a verj^ 
cold summer, as the Greenland ice lay outside in the north and 
east from the end of March to August 20—a very unwelcome 
guest at this time of the year. I have noted the storms as 
usu.al. Of these, during the period, the storm about the middle 
of September was the most violent I can remember to have 
occurred here. Its dmution was almost unexampled; for it 
may be said that it bleAv continuously at sea, outside from the 
coast, from the 10th to the 22nd of the month, although there 
were occasional lulls here at Stykkisholm. A sliip which lay in 
the harbour was obliged to cut away her masts—a circumstance 
which is unexampled here. The great cold had a veiy bad 
effect on the groAvth of grass, especially on the east and north 
coasts, and all kitchen vegetables have miscarried this season. 
With one or two exceptions, this unwelcome visitor has annu¬ 
ally shown itself here since 1859.—A. 0. Thorlacius, Esq., 
Sti/kJciskolm, Iceland. 

Anthropological Society of London.—At the 
ordinary meeting held on the 14th inst.. Dr. Charnock, V.P., 
in the chair, Mr. Wake read a paper on “The Eace Affinities 
of the Madecasses.” The agreement of the Hovas with the 
other inhabitants of Madagascar in language and customs 
forbids us to refer the former to Malayan origin. Moreover, 
the division into dark and light tribes is found in the Malayan 
Archipelago, and also in South Africa. Comparison of physical 
and mental characters, and of customs and superstitions, shows 
that the dark Madecasses, the Kafirs, and the Papuans, all 
belong to the same race. By a similar comparison, an analogous 
affinity between the Hovas, the Hottentots, and the Malays (as 
representative of whom the paper took the Siamese), can be 
established. The South African relationship of the Madecasses 
is supported by the verbal and grammatical affinity of the 
Malagasy to the Kafir and Hottentot dialects, which are shown 
to be related between themselves, and also to the Polynesian 
dialects. The aiTangement of peoples on the African area is 
opposed to the idea of a continental origin of the Madecasses, 
while their numerous African affinities prevent their being 
traced to a Malayan source. The Madecasses are more really 
autochthonous than any other race, except the aborigines of 
Australia, and probably Madagascar was connected with both 
the African Continent and the Ma,lay Archipelago, when it was 
first inhabited by man. The inhabitants of Madagascar 
possess the domestic ox, sheep, and fowl, and are skilled in the 
smelting and working of iron, and this island was probably 
the seat of man’s primitive civilisation. 

NOTES, QUEEIES, AND EEPLIES. 
-^- 

fijat qatsfiainll) imidj slpdl learn nnu^.—Bacon. 

®«* We have received no r&sponse whatever to our queries regarding the 
“ National Infirmary for Diseases of the Heart.” We again ask where a 

balance-sheet of the receipts and expenditure's to bo seen, and who are 
responsible for this expenditure. The last annual report boasts of the 

conveniences of the wards. How many iiaticnts have been treated in 

these wards during the past year ? 

Dr. A. M. Ballo'ls curious and interesting paper on buttermilk as food for 

infants shall appear as soon as possible. 

A Scientific Practitioner.—Next week. 

Ml- Haynes Walton’s short clinical lectures on the Diagnosis and Ti’eat- 
ment of Eye Disease, delivered in the out-patient room at St. Mary’s 

Hospital, will appear immediately. 

Dr. Campbell on Gallstones, Dr. Maepherson on the Fatality of Cholera 
in India, Pi’ofessor Fayrer on Ligature of the External Iliac Artery, and 

Dr. Russell on the Treatment of Chorea with Cliloral, aie in the printers’ 

hands, and shall appear as soon as possible. 

Duplay's Rhinoscope may be procured of Mr. Hawksley, instrument maker, 

Blenheim-street, London, W. 

A General Practitioner.—Yon will find Letts’s klcdical Diary and Letts’s 

Ledger most useful. By using them half the trouble 'of bookkeeping is 

removed. The diary also contains capital tables for calculating mid¬ 

wifery and vaccination engagements. The editor has bewtowod great 

pains onit'to make it a complete vade-mecum for the busy Practitioner. 
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How TO Age Spirits. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 
Sir,—The following advertisement appeared a few months back in the 

papers circulated in the wine trade :— 
“Improved Prune “Wink 

“ Por Pining, Maturing, and Colouring WinesandSpirits. 
“ Testimonials. 

“ Distillery, Melbourne, 1867. 
“ Gentlemen,—I have experimented with the ‘ prune wine ’ on two 

samples of whisky with very satisfactory results. In one instance the 
spirits were fresh from the still, and the improvement was very marked. 
The acrid fiery taste entirely disappeared, the flavour became mellow and 
pleasant, and I should have no difficulty in placing spu’its so treated at 
once on the market .... as the advantage of converting raw spirits 
into a mercTianlahle commodity is obvious enotigb.” 

IVould any of your readers give their opinion as to the effect of this 
article upon new spirits so far as the consumer is concerned 1 Does it 
destroy or merely cover the fusel oil contained in new spirit ? The marvel¬ 
lously low figure at which we see old spirits advertised favours the im¬ 
pression that such agency has been employed—whether for the good of the 
diinking public your readers will perhaps state. I am, &c. 

One who has hitherto allowed Spirits to acquire Age. 
Brecon, December 17. 

Jo\n Hunter.—In the notice last week respecting the death of our great 
physiologist, tlu'ough the printer’s eiTor, it is made to appear as taking 
plaie at Guy’s instead of St. George’s Hospital. 

31.D., Southampton.—We understand that the remains of the late Mr. 
; Peabody wore embalmed by Dr. Pa-ST- 

Wine and Alcohol. 

to the editor of the medical TIMES AND GAZETTE, 
your last issue appeal’s an article stating large quantities of raw 

Biiints are exported from this country to Spain ; and you challenge advo- 
cates ot a reduction of duty on_ foreign strong wines to state how the 
bpamards use this spirit. _Your informant seems unaware of the enonnous 
exportation of common wines from the southern ports of Spain to South 
America. The quantity of Spanish wine exported to the River Plate, 
Brazil, etc., exceeds 100,000 pipes per annum ; supposing that 5 or 6 per 

added, the quantity of spu-it required would be 5000 to 
6000 pipes, or, in round numbers, 600,000 gallons. Your inquiry is thus 
answered. > o -i j 

me to repeat vrhat I quoted in my last letter (published in page 
701 of j’our issue last Saturday)—that spirits added to the must during 
fermentation combine so thoroughly with it as to become part of the wine, 

digestible. I do not maintain that all spirits used in Spain 
are thus employed, but by far the largest proportion is. Wines, such as 
low-class sherries, which may receive extra additions of alcohol after the 
vimage, are generally common, and fetch but low prices in this country. 

i our remarks touching age in alooholised wines are very just; but awell- 
lernmnted wine with smaU and judicious additions of spirit becomes 
speedi^ drinkable, almost as soon as natural Prenoh wines, and surely 
your Medical contributors cannot object to the de.sirableness of affording 
an opportunity to the less .wealthy classes of Great Britain of obtaining 
such wines as described at moderate cost. It should be borne in mind the 
present import of 2s. 6d. per gallon represents an ad valorem duty of 100 
fier cent, on the first cost of good w’holesome Tarragona wines, the con¬ 
sumption of which would not have increased to about 20,000 pipes if the 
wine was not really nutritious and of honest quality ; unfortunately, it 
WiJI not keep its soft flavoiu’, its chief recommendation to the public, 
unless fortified to a moderate extent. I am, &c. B. 

32, Mark-lane, City, December 17. 
F. clearly admits all that ive allege as to the nature and composition 

of common sherry. We ask again why the gin drinker should be taxed 
and the sherrj’ drinker escape ? 

^■ If fho attendance on the servant was at the specific request of the 
ma.ster, and this can be proved, the charges can be recovered against the 
master by an aotion-at-law. It is necessary, however, that the “ con¬ 
tract” should be clearly proved. A master is not liable for Medical 
attendance on his servant merely because he “sends for the Doctor.” 

Causes op Prostitution. 

to the editor op the MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 
Sir,-—I have read your article on prostitution [fileAical Times and Gazette, 

Deccniber 11, 1869) v/ith the interest which the subject and method of 
treatmg deserve. Allow me to make a few remarks on your conclusion; 
I mean on the following lines :— 

much to ask that the leaders of female society in the metro- 
polis_ should make_ a beginning in this direction ? that they should refuse 
admission into their salons of the notorious profligate or seducer, just as 
they would to the same man if he intruded his presence when debased by 
indulgence in the bottle ? that they should extend their disgust to the 
druimard’ to the man whom they loiow to be living a sexually immoral 

fhis is done, till the axe is laid to the root of the tree, we liave 
little hope of destroying the vicious trunk by the mere lopping off of its 
branches.” 

An exaggerated tolerance towards “debauches” may be one of the 
causes which induce the evil. I think, however, there are more important 
causes which deserve mentioning. 

I'irst I mean the fact that, in many people, the sexual passions are too 
highly developed andtoo early awakened. With regard to this, some changes 

9’^.'-’ manner of living, our diet, choice of books, etc., and in education 
of cmldren, may be necessary. 

Another cause is the exorbitant luxm-y of women, which causes that 
relatively a small number of men are able to allow themselves the luxury 
of mai-riage. Here it seems that the imperfect education of women is to 
be accused. 

Another important cause of prostitution are the defootuosities of the 
laws on marriage in most countries. On tliis snbject I have read a very 
mteresting little publication of M. Paul Lacombe (Librairie des Auteurs, 
I^m’is). It may be useful to direct your attention and that of your readers 
to mis valuable publication. lam, &c. F. A. Haetsen. 

Pan, December l l. 

Chloral as a Solvent of Gall-stone. 

{From a Correspondent.') 
This aneesthetic agent, introduced recently by Liebreich, of Berlin, may 

be given, in doses of from twenty to forty4ve drops, every sLx or eight 
hours as a solvent of cholesterine contained in the gall-bladder. When 
chloral, absorbed into the circulation, comes in contact with the alkalies of 
the blood, the terchloride of formyl, which it contains in a nascent state, 
is instantly released, and this pure chlorofomi, earned by the portal veins 
directly to the acini of the liver, thus mingles with the recently secreted 
bile, and passes through the hepatic duct into the gall-bladder. It would 
be desirable to use a purer cMoral than tliat generally to be found in the 
shops. If gall-stones are wrapped in folds of the intestinal mucous mem¬ 
brane, as sometimes happens, it would be better to give pui'c Edinburgh 
chloroform in doses of from twenty to forty droiis. 

The Privileges of Assistants. 

TO the editor of tub medical T1.MES AND GAZETTE. 
Sir,—Would you kindly tell me the etiquette of the following case ? I 

wish to suppress names, so will caU the persons interc.sted A. and B., A. 
being the assistant, B. the principal. A. has been with B. upwards of two 
years, and consequently many people like A. very much, some few stupid 
ones even preferring him to B. Amongst that number is a Mrs. G., who 
was expecting her confinement; she. engaged A. to attend her. He called 
this morning about 11 a.m., found her in labour, told her that he would be 
back shortly, and went to see a few patients in the town. On A. reacliing 
home he found that he had been sent for, and that B. had gone. He, A., 
went immediately, expecting that B., knowing the patient prefeiTedhim, 
would say, I will leave the case in your hands, Mr.- But on the contrary 
A. was told that he need not wait, that he, B., would attend to it. What I want 
to know is whether “ might is right ” in such a case, or, if not, what would 
be etiquette. I am afraid there are a great many assistants ti’eated in the 
same way as myself, who would be glad to know what is right and proper. 
Hoping for an answer in your next, I am, &c. A. 

*** Without any doubt B. had a perfect right to do as he chose; and A., 
as his assistant, has no choice but to submit. As a matter of com'- 
tesy, or good feeling, or private arrangement, B. might have allowed 
A. to attend this confinement ; but courtesy and good feeling are 
mutual and insubstantial wdthal, and cannot be iirovided for ia 
any arrangement between master and assistant. A. ought to know 
enough of human nature to feel that (no principal likes his subordinate 
to be too popular, or be anything else than second fiddle. It is the same, 
not only in businesses and professions where the arrangements are 
voluntary, but in the Army, Navy, and Church, in which the status of 
the inferior officers is defined by law. Not long ago we were tailring 
with a clergyman who had, some time since, resigned the curacy of a large 
AVest-end parish. He said that at one time he was in great repute 'ndth. 
a noble family ; the lady had conceived herself greatly benefited by his 
ghostly ministrations, and entrusted him with large sums for distribu¬ 
tion amongst the poor. Soon she asked him to come regularly night and 
morning, to say prayers with the family, and act as their domestic 
chaplain, and receive a substantial addition to his income. Our friend 
was delighted at the proposition, but said he must mention it to the 
rector, which he did, and, to his disgust, was told by the rector that he 
would think it over and ivi’ite himself to Dady-. So he did, recom¬ 
mending another of his curates for the job. Our friend thought himself 
ill-used, and apipoaled to the present Archbishop of Canterbury, then 
Bishop of London ; but it was of no use. He had to learn that the persons 
who have the resiionsibility have the choice of executants—much more 
must this be so in the case of a private Practitioner and his assistant. 

F.U.S.—The founder of the Croonian lecture on Muscular Motion at the 
Royal Society was Dr. Croone, an able anatomist in extensive practice in 
London. He was elected Reader in Anatomy to the Company of Surgeons 
in 1670, an appointment he held until liis death. 

Grenadier Guards.—The late Mr. Gnthrie, who died on May 1, 1856, was 
succeeded on the Com-t of Examiners by the late Mr. Joseph Hodgson. 
Neither gentleman made any bequests to the College of Surgeons. 

The Effects of Alcohol on Animal Temperature. 

TO the editor of the medical times and gazette. 

Sir,—1 have read with the greatest interest Dr. Richardson’s lecture on 
alcohols, and, seeing good reason to dissent from some of his conclusions, 
may perhaps be allowed to show sufficient e\ddence for so doing. 

Dr. Richardson says that after the administration of ethyhc alcohol, at 
no stage of the intoxication is there “ increase of power in tlie organism.”' 
That “ against the idea of active combustion of alcohols in the body is the 
overwhelming fact of reduction of temperature.” That, “ speaking honestly, 
I cannot, by the argument yet presented to me, admitthe alcohols tluough 
any gate that might distinguish them as ap.art from other chemical bodies. 
I can no more accept them as food than I can chloroform, or ether, or 
methylol. That they produce a temporary excitement is true, but as 
their general action is to reduce animal heat, I cannot see how they can 
supply animal force and “that they give strength—i.e., that they supply 
material for construction of fine tissue, or tlirow force into tissues supplied 
by other material—must be an error as solemn as it is wide-spread.” 

Now, as the experiments made by Dr. Richardson, when viewed in the 
light of recent physiological research, point to opposite conclusions, and at 
the same time explain in the most satisfactory manner the anomalous-, 
action of alcohol in regard to temperature, it seems strange to me that 
facts which tend so much to illustrate tliese difficulties should not even be 
deemed worth mentioning. Dr. Beale, in a recent work on life, force, and 
matter, details facts relative to the action of alcohol which cannot be 
ignored. For example, it is well known that alcohol, when applied to the- 
tissues, hardens them, constricts their pores, and renders them less, 
permeable by fluids, etc. It is also equally true that if we seriously 
diminish the quantity of pabulum which passes througli the walls of the 
vascular system, we must lessen in like proportion all the ordinary pheno¬ 
mena of life in an organism. To go no further at present with these 
plain facts before us, had we never seen or heard of a single dose of alcohol 
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buying been given to any animal, there v oull not be much difficulty in 
conjecturing that if given in large doses cr small doses often repeated, 
or in smaller doses -n-hen it is directly bijected into the circulation, 
it should produce its ordinary effects—lessen considerably the amount of 
pabulum permeating the tissues, proportionally lower the temperatru-e and 
the natural force of the body. On the other hand, if alcohol be given in 
sufficiently small doses, or if we regard the animal in that stage after a 
large dose, before sufficient alcohol has washed through the tissues to pro¬ 
duce its usual results, knowing it to be oxidisablo—indeed, as much so as 
ordinary food in the state it is sent into the circulation—it would not be a 
far-fetched conjecture to say, under these conditions, alcohol will increase 
the temperature and force of the body. Dr. Kichardson’s experiments 
entirely support these views. He is not willing to admit increase of force 
under any circumstances. 

Does Dr. Richardson seriously affirm that neither in his experience nor 
in that of any other, after partaking of a moderate quantity of good wine, 
there is such a thing as increased power of faculties, mental and physical ? 
The best way to reply to such an assertion is to use Bishop Butler’s 
aigumcnt as to the existence of free will—we know that it is. How can 
Dr. Richardson con-elate loss of force with decrease of heat, and decline 
to believe in increase of force, wdiile he admits in certain cases the tem¬ 
perature is raised by the administration of alcohol 1 If, however, W'e go 
further with Dr. Beale, the foregoing conclusions are not only forced upon 
us, but much valuable information is gained in regard to the therapeutic 
action of other agents in the human oi’ganism. I may be permitted hero 
to say that since the publication of Dr. Beale’s little work I have seen 
and exhibited to others preparations showing some of the most interesting 
phenomena delineated in his book, all of which, I feel bound to say, arc most 
faithfully pictured. Any person with a good microscope who chooses to 
work in this direction with an unbiassed mind will inevitably arrive at Dr. 
Beale’s conclusions from personal observation of unmistakable facts. 

I am, &c. 
Maidstone, December 18. W. Smyth, L.R.C.P. 

Ohio.—Mr. Lee uses from 10 to 20 grains of calomel. 

A. X.—Lrmiley’s Manual for Poor-law Medical Officers. 

L.S.A., Southampton.—You wiU find an accormt of the utter failm-e of 

“ Dr. Vv^arburg’s fever drops ” in the Medical Times, vol. xxvii. p. 171. 

Z>r. O'Flaherty, Clapham-road.—Tuo man is an arrant quack. It was the 

celebrated Coleridge who said “ There unquestionably ought to be a 
declaratory Act withdrawing expressly from the St. John Longs and 
other quacks the protection wliich the law is inclined to throw around 

the mistakes • or miscarriages of the regularly educated Physician.” 

(“Table Talk,” vol. ii. p. 97.) 

The Apothecaeies’ Licence. 

TO THE EDITOE OF THE MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE. 

SiK,—You would oblige me very much by repljing to the following 
questions in your next issue of the Medical Times and Gazelle:— 

1. Does the licence of the Apothecaries’ Hall, London, qualify the holder 
of it to practise as an apothecary in Ireland 1 

2. Will a candidate, who is a Licentiate in Midwifery of the College of 
Surgeons, Ireland, as w’ell as a graduate in Medicine of a University, be 
examined in midwifery for the Licence of the Hall 1 

3. Will such a candidate be examined in chemistiy, botany, or pharmacy I 
4. Must a candidate for the licence of the Apothecaries’ Hall, London, 

produce a certificate of having been.a pupil to a L.S.A., or is it sufficient 
that he has been a pupil to any registered Practitioner 1 

December 18. I am, &c. L. H. A. 

[1. Yes, if registered. 2. We believe not. 3. Not if a holder of a British 

degree of M.D. 4. We believe that a pupilage to any registered general 

Practitioner would be accepted.] 

COMMUNICATIONS have been received from— 

Dr. J. C. L. Caeson; Dr. Geipfith; Me.ssrs. Letts, Son, and Co.; Dr. 
F. J. Brow'n ; Mr. C. Reeve ; F.; Mr. B. H. Paul ; Dr. Thomas Steven¬ 

son ; L H. A.; Dr. W. Smyth ; Dr. Joseph Rogers ; Mr. Berkeley 

Hill ; Dr. E. L. Fenn ; Dr. T. Symp.son ; A Scientific Doctor ; A.; 
Dr. Clough ; Dr. S. Griffith ; A Country Practitioner ; Mr. T. S. 
Hosford ; Dr. H. Osborn ; Dr. W. A. Guy ; Dr. P. Campbell ; Dr. 
George Johnson ; Dr. Law'son ; Mr. J. Ciiatto. 

BOOKS RECEIVED— 

Hill’s Essentials of Bandaging, second edition—Die epidemische Diphthe- 
ritis, von Dr. Alban Lutz — Bourne’s Indian Works and English 
Engineers—Cahfomia Medical Gazette. 

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVED— 

New York Medical Gazette—Shepton Mallet Journal—Aris’s Birmingham 
Gazette—Western Mail—The London Mirror—North British Daily Mail 
—Medical Press and Chcular—Winchester Herald. 

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON. 
Week ending Saturday, December 18,1869. 

BIRTHS. 
Bh-thsof Boys, 1145; Girls, 1084; Total, 2229. 
Average of 10 corresponding weeks, 1869-68, 2004'0. 

DEATHS. 

Deaths during the week .... 
Average of the ten years 1858-67 . . 
Average corrected to increased population 
Deaths of people above 90 . . • 

Males. 

793 
714-8 

Females. Total. 

773 
686-1 

1566 
1400-9 
1541 

DEATHS IN SUB-DISTRICTS FROM EPIDEMICS. 

Popula¬ 
tion, 
1861. 

Small 
pox. 

Mea¬ 
sles. 

Scar¬ 
latina. 

Diph¬ 
theria 

Wlioop- 
ing- 

cough. 
Fever. 

Diar¬ 
rhoea. 

CIio- 
lera 

West . 463388 5 11 2 9 7 4 • •• 
North . 618210 2 2 40 16 9 3 
Central 378058 1 4 8 1 2 3 
East . 671158 4 8 61 2 16 9 1 ... 
South . 773175 1 7 66 4 20 17 3 ... 

Total . 2803989 8 26 186 8 62 44 14 ... 

BIRTHS and DEATHS Registered and METEOROLOGY 
during the Week ending Saturday, December 18, 1869, in 
the following large Towns:— 

Boroughs, etc. 

London (Metropolis) 
Bristol (City) . 
Birmingham (Boro’) 
Liverpool (Boro’) . 
Manchester (City) . 
Salford (Borough) . 
Sheffield (Borough). 
Bradford (Borough) 
Leeds (Borough) 
Hull (Borough) 
Nwcstl-on-TjTie, do. 
Edinburgh (City) . 
Glasgow (City) 
Dublin (City, etc.t) 
Total of 14 large 

Towns . 
Paris (City) 
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3170754 40-7 2229 1462 1666 55-8 33-8 44-7 1-23 124 

169423 36-1 109 76 *96 56-7 31-9 45-2 2-54 257 

360846 46-1 247 176 199 56-6 31-5 44-1 2-25 227" 

609052199-7 
370892182-7 

326 295 321 56-4 34-2 44-3 1-81 183 

244 210 *232 .55-0 30-0 41-2 2-75 278 

119350 23-1 78 60 73 55-9 30-4 41-4 2-54 257 

239752 110-5 178 126 158 55-2 30-0 41-8 2-76 279 

138522 121-0 91 71 80 
2 22 

--- 
253110 11-7 226 129 146 55-0 31-0 41-7 224 

126682 35-6 74 69 70 53-0 28-0 38-9! 1-77 179 

130503 24-5 86 69 66 54-0 33-0 40-710-96 97 

178002140-2 146 86 124 55-7 320 41-3 0-80 81 

4.589.37,90-6 355 268 351 53-6 .31-5 39-9 2-32 234 

320762 32-9 141 158 148 59-0 33-5 43-7 1-31 132 

6546587 35-6 4530 3244 3630 59-0 

o
 

CO 42-2 1-94 196 

1889842 955 
Week 
ending 

Dec. 11. 

... , ... 

Week e ndin 

1 
gDec. 11. 

606200 ... ... ... 1 ... s ... 1 ... 

At the Royal Observatory, oreen-mcn, rne mean nmgiii- 
in the week was 29-360 in. The barometrical reading increased from 
28-77 in. on Thursday, Dec. 16, to 29-75 in. on ^d.^. ^ec- U. 

The general direction of the wind was W.S.W., S.W., and S.B.W. 
Note.—TAio population of Cities and Boroughs in 1869 is estimated on 

the assumption that the increase since 1861 has been at the same aiinimi 
rate as between the censuses 1851 and 1861; at this distant period, how¬ 
ever, since the last census it is probable that the estimate may in some 
instances be erroneous. _ 

• The deaths in Manchester and Bristol include those of paupers 
belonging to these cities who died in Workhouses situated outside the 
municipal boundaries. 

+ Inclusive of some suburbs. __ 

APPOINTIMENTS POE THE WEEK. 

December 25. Saturday {this day). 
King’s, Operations at St. Bartholomew’s, Ig p.m.; St. Thomas’s, 9^ a.m.; 

2 p.m.; Charing-cross, 1 p.m.; Royal Free, 2 p.m. _ 

27. Monday. 
Operations at the Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mark’s Hospital 

for Diseases of the Rectum, l.J p.m.; St. Peter’s Hospital for Stone, 

p.m. ___ 

28. Tuesday. 
Operations at Guy’s, IJ p.m.; Westminster, 2 p.m.; National Orthopffidic, 

Great Portland-street, 2 p.m.; Royal Free, 2 p.m. TnvAuilfi. 
Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Tjuidall, On Light (Juvenile 

Lectm-es). ___ 

29. Wednesday. 
Ooerations at University College Hospital, 2 p.m.; St. Mary’s, If P-ra. t 

^Tiddlesex 1 -D.m.' London, 2 p.m.; St. Bartholomew s, H P.-™- i 
Northern, 2 p.m.; ’st. Thomas’s P-™- > Ophthalmic Hospital, South¬ 
wark, 2 p.m.; Samaritan Hospital, 2.30 p.m. __ 

30. Thursday. 
Operations at St. George’s, 1 p.m. Central ’ J } 

Royal Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m; West London Hospital, - p.m.. 

University College Hospital, 2 ^ni. Tin-ht” f Juvenile 
Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. TyndaR, On Lioht ^duvenue 

Lectures]._____ 

31. Friday. 
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic, p.m.; Central London Oph¬ 

thalmic Hospital, 2 p.m. 
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477 
Coloiur -blinduess, M. Galczowski’s views on the 

nature of, 201 
Colotomy, discussion on, at the Clinical Society, 641 

cases of, 280 
Conium, action of. Dr. John Harley on the, 473 
ConoUy, Dr. acquittal on a charge of man¬ 

slaughter, 106 
Dr. John, Memoir of, by Sh James Clark, 

review, 205 
Consumption Hospital, Brompton, cases treated 

at the, 218 

Contagious Diseases Act, report of the committee 
on the, 193 

operation of, in the Army during 1867, 2.30 
observations on Mr. Simon’s opinions as to 

the extension of the, 383 
and the Devonport Surgeons, Mr. Bulteel on, 

420 
working of, at Devonport, Mr. Swain on the, 

420,461 
debate on the, at the Social Science Congress, 

433 
Mr. Acton on the extension of the, 684 

Contagious Diseases (Animal) BiU, Dr. Brewer on 
the, 224, 233 

Convulsions, puerperal. Dr. Mmray on ten cases 
of, 216 

Cooke, Dr. WiUiam Bishop, death of, 237 
Cookworthy, Dr. Joseph Collier, death of, 367 
Coombs, Dr. case of vertical dislocation of the 

patella, 79 
on lead in cider, 488 

Copper, effects of, on the system. Dr. Clapton on 
the, 476 

Cork, Gueen’sCoUcgeFaculty of Medicine, 1869-70, 
341 

Corn-flour, Colman’s British, 725 
Coroners and post-mortem examinations, observa¬ 

tions on, 10, 226 
inquests of, in workliouses, question of hold¬ 

ing, 520 
fees to Army Medical officers, question of, 5i 
report for IVIiddlesex, 196 
legislation for, in Australia, criticised, 226 

Corrigan, Sh D. misrepresentation of foreign de¬ 
grees by, a “ Graduate of Erlangen” on the, 
180 

Cottage improvements and puericulture, Mr. 
Cliadwickon, 173 

Cotter, Dr. case of fracturetreatedbyinigation, 711 
Cotton, Dr. Phthisis and the Stethoscope, review, 

587 
Cousins, Dr. case of hsemoiThagic diathesis, 277 
CoweU, Mr. on the combined administration of 

chlorofonn and ether, 640 
Cranium and its dcfoimities. Dr. King on the, 25 
Crania of habitual criminals. Dr. Wilson on, 260 
Creches, use and abuse of, M. Husson on the, 468 
Ci'iminals, habitual. Dr. NUson on the imbecility 

of, 260 
Crisp, Dr. on Carmichael prizes, 269 
Croup, tracheotomy in, fatal case of, 572 
Cuba, yellow fever in. Dr. Poggio on, 516 
Customs officers, health of. Dr. Dickson’s report 

on the, 357 

D 
Davidson, Dr. introductoiy address at the Liver¬ 

pool School of Medicine, 445 
Davis, Mr. F. V. of Bramshott, death of, 729 
Day, Mr. W. H. on vaccination past and present, 

265 
Death, certificates of, vide Certificates 
Debenham, Mr. on the present epidemic of scar¬ 

latina, 534 
Deglutition, sensitive nerves in, Dra. Waller and 

PrCvost on the action of the, 286 
Degrees, foreign, “A Graduate of Erlangen” 

on SirD. Corrigan’s misrepresentations con¬ 
cerning, 180 

British and foi’cign. Dr. Hitehman on, 298 
Delirium tremens treated by chloral, Mr. Chap¬ 

man’s case of, 419 
Delstanche, M. visit of, to M. Kclaton, 107 
Demarquay, M. on the properties of chloral, 358, 

417 
Demoniacal possession and miracles in the nine¬ 

teenth century, 8 
De Morgan, Mr. ease of amputation for malig¬ 

nant disease of femur, 189 
Dempsey, Mr. and the Profession in Bhming- 

ham, 646 
Dendroidal forms of minerals, Dr. Heaton on, 292 
Despres, M. on a new function of the ccirrlx uteri, 

632 
Devizes, epidemic of small-pox at, Mr’. Thornlcy 

on an,693 
Devonport, Royal Alber-t Hospital, letter of the 

Medical officers of the, 177, 522 
the dispute of the Medical officers of, and 

the Admiralty, 388 
the Contagious Diseases Act and the Sur¬ 

geons of the, Mr. Bulteel ou, 420 
W’orking of the Contagious Diseases Act at, 

Mr. Swain on the, 429, 461 
Diabetes treated by opium. Dr. Pary’sease of, 117 

following injm-y to the head, Dr. Renaud’s 
case of, 475 

Diathesis, theory of. Dr. Brakenridge on the, 77 
Dickinson, Dr. on enlargemeirts of the viscera in 

rickets, 394 
Dickson, Dr. report on the health of customs’ 

officers, 357 
Surgeon Edward Thompson, death of, 396 
Dr. Samuel, obituary notice of, 502 

Dieulafoy, Dr. aspimteur sous-cutani of, 615 
Digitalis in rheumatic fever, 637 
Diphtheria, paralysis after. Dr. Greenhow’s ease 

of, 559 
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Diphtheria epidemic at Berlin, 689 
Dipsomania, Mr. Stokes on, 507, 563, 619 

vide. Drunkards 
Disease, vide Reg’istration 
infectious. Dr. Budd on the prevention of, 4.39 
results of the analysis of causes, by the 

Registrar-General, 659 
Disinfection of Formosa,” 413 

Dislocation of the shoulder, with fracture of the 
ai-m, case of, 541 

of femur in hip-joint disease, illusteations of, 
OA A ' ' 

reduced by manipulation, case of, 551 
Dissection, scarcity of subjects for, “ F. R. C. S.” 

on the, 19 
observations on the, 351, 467 
results of an inquiry concerning the, 359 
operation of the Anatomy Act in relation 

to the, 385 
Dr. Burton on the, 419 

Doctor, the family, decay of the influence of the, 
A ' 

on the stage, 552 
Doctors (women) vide Medical Women 
Drainage, metropolitan, and state of health at 

Barking. 256 
pipes, poisoning by, microscopic fungi from, 

397 X o , 

Dveadnottglu Hospital ship, cases 
572 

treated in the, 

Driffield Cottage Hospital, cases treated at the, 190 
Drowning, restoration after. Professor Howard 

on, 369 
artificial resphation after. Dr. Richardson on, 

649 ’ 
Druggists, responsibility of, enforced by law, 6C4 
Drugs, action of, in relation to their physical and 

chemical properties, Mr. Bindley on the, 585 
sham, at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, 392 

Druitt, Dr. on contamination of water in cisterns. 
364 

on the natural histoiy of intemperance, 501 
Drunliards, treatment of, by the State, Dr. 

Sj'monds on the, 427, 440 
Mr. Stokes on the, 506, 563, 675 

laws relating to the protection of, 554 
laws in the United States as to, 583 
proposed legislation for, 606, 729 
habitual, Mr. Stokes on, 729 

Drunkenness in India, 456 
natural history of. Dr. Druitt on, 501 

Diysdale, Surgeon A. R. death of, 367 
Dublin, letter from, 528, 556 

University of. Medical pass-lists of the, 23,726 
rules and regulations of the, 321 
School of Physic at, 1869-70, 340 

College of Surgeons, Professor Macnamara’s 
address at the, 528 

Duehenin, M. on the phosphorescence of the sea, 
5S1 

Duck, Miss, on Hospital management, 440 
Duncan, Dr. Matthews, on the alleged salubrity 

of small Hospitals, 569, 640 
Dr. C. Bell on the statements of, 610 

Duplay, Dr. new rhinoscope of, 696 
Dupuytren, inauguration of the statue of, 522 
Dura mater, fungus of the, Mr. Lawson Tait on, 

427 
Dui-ham University, rules and regulations of the, 

for Medicine, 305 

E 
Ear, suppurative dLscharges from the. Dr. von 

Troeltsch on, 231 
Eastlake, Dr. Henry Edward, death of, 644 
EcchjTnosis, importance of, as a symptom, 7 
Edinburgh, letter from, 584 
Edinburgh University, the chair of clinical Sur¬ 

gery of the, 102 
competition for the, 109 
the vacant chairs in, 351 
rrdes and regulations of the, 314 
.session of 1869-70, 339 
regulations of the, for the admission of 

women, 601 
Edinburgh, Royal College of Physicians and Sur¬ 

geons of, rules and regulations of the, 317 
Royal Maternity Hospital, Dr. C. Bell on the 

statistics of, 610, 668 
Dr. Duncan on the, 640 

Education, Medical, report of the Medical Council 
on, 68 

observations on the, 169, 219 
residts of British and Continental, com¬ 

pared, 414 
Elam, Dr. A Physician’s Problems, review, 692 
Elche, in Spain, as a health resort, 690 
Electrical action. Dr. Richardson’s lecture at the 

Polytechnic on, 183, 373 
coil, Mr. Olley on Dr. Richardson’s experi¬ 

ments with the, 240 
shock, death from. Dr. Richardson on, 373 
infant, 728 

Electricity, voltaic, in relation to physiology, Mr. 
Bridgman on, 260 

in parturition, M. de St. Germain on, 580 
Elephantiasis scroti complicating hernia. Dr 

FajTcr on a case of, 673 

Elephantoid (sypliilo-) hypertrophy of the leg, 
case of, 487 

Elk, the, an inhabitant of British forests, 356 
EUis, Dr. Edward, Manual of Diseases of Children, 

notice, 587 
Emboli as a cause of amaurosis. Prof. SteUwag v. 

Carion on, 201 
Embolism, pulmonary, specimen of, 671 
Emigrants, proportion of deaths among, 605 
Endowed Hospitals, observations on the, 353 

duties of trustees of, 494 
Engadin, letter's from St. Moritz in the, 228, 360, 

471 
Mr. Greatheed on the, 711 

Enterotomy in intestinal obstruction, cases of, 280 
discussion on, at the Clinical Society, 641 

Epidemics, Dr. Budd on the prevention of, 439 
Dr. Symonds on the propagation of, 441 

Epigastrium, kick on the, followed by fatal peri¬ 
tonitis, 3 

Epiglottis in relation to longevity. Sir D. Gibb on 
the, 293 

Epispadias, plastic operation for, 413 
Epithelioma, carunculae mjn-tifoi'mes mistaken 

for, 41 
Epsom College, proposed estabhsliment of scholar¬ 

ships at the, 357 
Ethnological Society, notices of meetings of the, 

25 
Eulenburg, Dr. Die hypodermatische Injection der 

Arzneimittel, review, 627 
Evans, Mr. George 'William, death of, 672 
Evidence, Medical, Dr. Stokes on, 667 
Ewen, Mr. Heni’y, death of, 396 
Examinations, Preliminary, Bodies authorised to 

hold, 29 
joint board for, the Branch Council for 

Scotland on a, 30 
report of Committee of the Medical 

Council on, 36, 69 
action of the Queen’s University, Ireland, 

concerning, 40 
at the Queen’s University, Ireland, report of 

Medical Council on the, 36 
analysis of the results of, in 1868, 74 
scheme for the joint board for, 686, 733 

Examining Medical Bodies, rules and regulations 
of the, 301 

Exanthemata, incubation of the, M. Girard on 
the, 225 

Excision of the cla-viole, Mr. Lane on the, 395 
of the foot. Dr. Fayrer’s case of, 125 

Mr. Jayakar’s case of, 513 
of the knee. Prof. Richet on the, 243 
of thehip-joint, Mr. Bryant on, 454 

Mr. Oldham’s case of, 248 
Eye, gunshot woimd of the, Mr. "Walton’s two 

cases of, 657 

F 
Fagge, Dr. on dissecting aneimsm of the aorta, 

393 
_ introductoi-y lecture at Guy’s Hospital, 406 

Fairbank, Dr. on rheumatism with miliaria, 596 
Faraday, Prof. Mr. Lowe on the question of a 

monument for, 63 
FaiT, Dr. address on State Medicine at the 

British Medical Association, 146 
Mr. A. on a case of urticaria after vaccination, 

370 
Fasting girl, death of the, 738 
Fauvel, M. on the prevention of the mortality of 

infants in France, 523 
Fayrer, Professor, case of fatal local peritonitis, 3 

ca,ses of treatment of stricture by Holt’s 
instrument, 45, 94 
excision of bones of the foot, case of, 125 

on his operations for hernia, 447 
case of syphilo-elephantoid hypertrophy of 

the leg, 486 
case of fatal osteomyelitis after amputation 

at the shoulder, 570 
case of elephantiasis scroti complicating 

hernia, 678 
Feeding-bottle for infants, 477 
Femur, fractures of the, Mr. 'Walton’s mode of 

putting up, 545 
g'Mshot fractm-e of the, case of, 658 
di.slocation of, reduced by manipulation. Dr. 

Campbell’s case of, 610 
malignant disease of the, Mr. De Morgan’s 

case of, 189 
Fenwick, Dr. Guide to Physical Diagnosis, notice, 

616 
Fergusson, Mr. David, obituary notice of, 236 
Fettes, Mr. on amputation in severe accidents, 188 
Fever, relapsing, cases of, at King’s College Hos¬ 

pital, 431 
slight moi-tality from, 520 
Mr. Simon’s circulars respecting, 620, 603 
observations on the prevalence of, 547 
at the Fever Hospital, 598 

typhoid, pathological anatomy of, Professo 
Hoffmann on the, 264 

epidemic at Brussels, 286 
at Brussels, Dr. "Van den Corput on the 

origin of, 603 
traumatic and supxDurative, transfusion in, 45 

Fever, yellow, vide Yellow 
Hospital (London), cases treated at the, 598 

Ffoliott, Dr. John, death of, 421 
Fibrinous concretions in tlie heart, Mr. Gaskoin’s 

case of, 276 
Field-sports, Mr. Freeman’s views on, 577 
Fillet, the" whalebone, 450 

Mr. Debenham’s, 479 
Finokenstein, Dr. on the history of syphilis, 628, 

659 
Ph'th, Mr. and Dr. Palfrey, question of Medical 

etiquette between, 4®1, 506 
Msh, undescribed bones of the cranium of, 603 
Fletcher, Dr. on amendment of the Medical Act, 

533 
Flint, Mr. Richard, death of, 478 
Folliott, Dr. James, death of, 672 
Foot, extensive excision of bones of the. Dr. 

Fayrei'’s case of, 125 
partial amputation of the, Mr. Woodman’s 

case of, 218 
caries with excision, Mr. .Tayakar’s case of, 513 

Foot-and-mouth disease, vide Cattle 
Force, chemical and vital. Dr. Broadbent on, 251 
Forde, Dr. W. Beimett, acquittal of, on an unjust 

charge, 150 
Foss, Mr. William, death of, 644 A 
Fox, Dr. Cornelius, on clinical thermometers, 459 

Deputy Inspector-General Dr. Thomas, death 
of, 367 

Mr. Henry Era.smus, death of, 396 
Fi’acture, comi^ound, of the tibia treated by irri¬ 

gation, ca.ses of, 99, 711 
of the fomui', Jlr. Walton’s mode of putting 

up, 645 
gunshot, case of, 658 

of the patella. Sir. Hutchinson on, 366 
compound. Dr. Aldridge’s case of, 513 

of the base of the skull, case of, 249 
Sir. De Slorgan’s ca.se of, .558 

France, Hospitals and Hospices of, in 1869, 25G 
census of, in 1866, 417 
South of, letters from the, 265, 527 
infant mortality in, SI. Fauvel on the, 523 

Freeman, Sir. views of, onfield-sports, criticised, 
576 

Fulcher, Sir. Frederick Brooker, death of, 672 
Fungi from drainage pipes, poisoning by, 397 
Fungus of the dru-a mater. Sir. 'lait on, 427 
Fyzabad, Oude, Sir. Alcock on the Sledical his¬ 

tory of, 543 

G" 

Galezowski, Dr. Diagnostic des Maladies des Teu.v 
review, 201 

Gall-stone, impacted, specimen of, 723 
chloral as a solvent of, 744 

Galway, Queen’s College, Medical Faculty, session 
1869-70, 341 

Games, Dr. Stephen, obituary notice of, 366 
Garlick, Dr. John William, death of, 617 
Gamer, Sir. on the brain of the negro, 292 

on the homologies of the extremities of the 
horse, 292 

Garrett, Sliss, on Sledical seholar.?liips for women, 
298 

Gascoyen, Sir. on the treatment of sjphihtic uilis 
■without mercui’}', 114 

Gases, liquefaction of. Dr. Andrews on, 604 
Gaskoin, Sir. on a case of polypus on the left side 

of the heart, 276 
on sulphites in foot-and-mouth disease, 298 
on the propagation of elephantiasis by vacci¬ 

nation, 475 
on the origin of syphilis, 668, 700 

Geere, Sir. R. death of, 421 
George’s (St.) Hospital, teaching of the out¬ 

patient department, 682 
Sledical School, exhibitions and prizes at 

the, 334 
Dr. Wadham’sintroduotory lectureatthe, 

403 
distribution of prizes at the, 479 

Germ theory of putrefaction. Sir. Nunneley’.s 
criticism on the, 164 

Germinal matter of hving bodies. Prof. Beale on, 
42, 213 

German universities, number of Sledical students 
at the, 561 

Gibb, Su’ Duncan, on an obstacle to longevity, 293 
on the diminished longevity of the Jews, 293 

Gibson, Dr. F. W. death of, 367 
Glacier des Bossons, discovery of human remains 

in the, 197 
Glasgow, death-rate of. Dr. Gairdner on the, 105 

letter from a visitor at, 363 
University of, rales and regulations of the, 317 

as a Sledical School, Dr. Cowan on, 579 
session of 1869-70, 340 

Anderson’s University, session 1869-70, 340 
Godfrey, Mr. Nathaniel, death of, 54 
Goitre in Savoy, improvement in relation to, 505 
Gonorrhoea, clinical statistics, SI. Lefort on the, 52 

cold water in. Sir. Simmonds on, 534 
Good, Dr. De la liesection de VArticulation Coxo- 

femorale, review, 362 
Gopaul Chunder Roy, case of engorged heart 

treated by veuescotion, 488 
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Gordon, Deputy-Inspcotor, on ai'my sanitation in 
India, .3,95, 166 

on drunkenness in India, 456 
on tile duties of military Medical officers, 579 

Gorliam, Mr. Tooth Extraction, notice, 671 
Gould, I)r. on the anthropological statistics of 

American soldiers, 251 
Gray, Sir John, opinions of, on Medical reform, 

discussed at the Medical Council, 30 
Mr. Hemy, and T. Holmes, Anatomy, notice, 

502 
Great Northern Hospital, ea.ses treated at the, 219 
Greathecd, Mr. on St. Moritz in theEngadin,711 
Greaves, Mr. George, obituary notice of, 388 
Greenhow, Dr. Chronic BronchitiSj review, 722 
Griffin, Mr. Richard, obituary notice of, 615 
Guersant, M. Paul, obituary notice of, 491 
Gunshot wounds of the eye, Mr. 'Walton’s cases 

of, 657 
of the thigh, case of, 658 

Guy’s Hospital, note on teaching operative Surgery 
at, 114 

Jledical School, appointments offered at, 
334 

Dr. Pagge’s introductory lecture at, 406 
distribution of prizes at, 407 

H 
Hfcmaturia, endemic. Dr. Harley on, 394 

„ Htemorrhagic diathesis. Dr. Cousins on a case of, 
' 277 

Haemorrhage, uterine, post partum. Dr. Barnas 
on, 614 

“ W. C.” suggestion for the suppression 
of, 675, 701 

Htemorrhoids, Mr. Jones’s clamp for, 671, 723 
Messrs. Matthews on clamps for, 694 

Htemostatics, discussio.i on, at the Clinical 
Society, 713 

Haines’s patent block-tin pipe encased with lead, 
530 

Hair, accumulation of, in the stomach, case of, 6 
H-air, Dr. Archibald, death of, 726 
Hale, Assistant-Surgeon Albert Egerton, death of, 

53J 
Hall, Dr. W. death of, 697 
Hambi’o’ shen-y at the shilling duty, 546 

“ E.” on, 701 
Hancock, Mr. case of ulceration of the neck, 540 
Hanwell Asylum, fraotiu’es found in a patient of, 

549 
Harcourt, the Rev. Vernon, on the solution of 

uric acid calculus, 482 
Exercises in Practical Chemtstrj', review, 559 

Harley, Mr. and the case of Mary Allen at St. 
Pancras, 49, 8;3, 415 

Dr. John, on endemic hasmaturiaat the Capo, 
394 

The Old Vegetable Narcotics, review, 473 
on the conversion of the Greek v, 528 

Hartley, Mr. on a charge of neglect, 23.3 
Hartsen, Dr. von, scientific works of, reviewed, 608 

on causes of prostitution, 744 
Haughton, Rev. Prof. Natural Philosophy Ex¬ 

plained, notice, 587 
Haviland, Mr. Jiimes, obituary notice of, 697 
Hayward, Mr. .lolm, obituary notice of, 697 
Head, injury of, with paralysis of cranial nerves, 

ca^e of, 249 
diabete.s following. Dr. Renaud’s case of, 475 

Headland, Mr. Edward, biographical sketch of, 724 
Heale, Dr. on the physiological rationale of pneu¬ 

monia and bronchitis, 611 
Health, Metropolitan Medical Officers of, vide 

Asjociation 
Heart, malformations of the, specimens of, 529 

engorgement of the, treated by venesection, 4SS 
displaccinent in pneumothorax, 218 
translLxed by a needle, case of the, 532 
poljTius on the left side of the, Jlr. Gaskoin 

on a ca.se of, 276 
rheumatic aifection of the, without articular 

disease, c.ase of, 572 
diseases of the, in relation to tuberculo.sis. 

Professor Lebert on, 677 
venesection in distension of the right .side of 

the. Dr. Sutton on, 706 
Ho.spital for Diseases of the, queries as to the, 

720 
Heath, Mr. Practical Anatomy, notice, 502 
Heaton, Dr. on dendroid.al fonn.s, 292 
Hemiplegia, curious case of, .3.50 
Hemlock, poisoning by. Dr. Kane’s case of, 379 
Herbert Ho.spit il, new scheme for the, 50 
Hernia, inguinal, radical cure of, by Wood’s 

operation, cases of the, 6 
I’rof. Fayrer on the operation for the, 447 

complicated with hypertrophy of the scrotum, 
fai.al ca-scs of, 625 

Prof. Fayrer on a case of, 679 
strangulated inguinal, hr a child, ease of, 713 

hypodermic injection of morphia in, 21 
ventr.al, specimen of, 670 

diaphragmatic, specimen of, 670 
umbilical, inflamcd'irrcducible, case of, 657 

Herpes cireinatus, M. Hardy’s formula for, 208 
zoster ophthalmicus, fahal case of, 13 

Heslop, Dr. and the Birmingham guardians, 356 

Heslop, Dr. and the Poor-law Medical Officers, 465 
on provision for sick children of the poor, 386 

Dr. Taaffe on the proposals of, 393 
on attendance on the sick poor, 391 

Hewitt, Dr. Frederick Hughes, death of, 421 
Hewson, William, portrait of, 590, 647 

Dr. A. on dry-earth dressing of wounds, 687 
Heyfelder, Prof, death of, 208 
Hill, Mr. Gardiner, and the non-restraint qrrestion, 

287 
Dr. Nesbitt on, 364 

Hill-stations in India, Dr. Gordon on the, 3,95,168 
observations bn the employment of the, 103 

HUlier, Dr. case of congenital hydronephrosis, 394 
Hilton, Mr. case of iliac aneurism treated by com¬ 

pression, 365 
Hip-joint, disease of the, Mr. Bryant on, 1, 76, 

93, 214, 34.3, 453 
Mr. 'VVilham Adams on the treatment of, 

642 
excision of the, Mr. Bryant on, 454 

Mr. Oldham’s case of, 248 
dislocation of the, reduced by manipulation, 

case of, 551 
Hirschberg, Dr. application of, for works on the 

eye, 668 
Hitchman, Dr. on British and foreign degrees, 298 
Hoffmann, Prof. Untersuchungen ilber die patholo- 

gischen Verdndcrungen der Organe beim Ab- 
dominaltgphus, review, 264 

Holden, Mr. Human Osteology, notice, 502 
Homoeopathy, the New School of, 423 

versus science, 729 
Horse, homologies of the limbs of the, Mr. Gamer 

on, 292 
Horses in Belgian mines, 277 
Horsley, Mr. ease of intussusception of the 

caecum, 534 
Hospital Practice in Medicine and Surgery, Re¬ 

ports of, 6, 98, 189, 218, 249, 279, 349, 382, 
412, 4.30, 463, 489, 545, 572, 598, 625, 657,712 

the Beaujon, Paris, cases treated at the, 7 
the General, at Bergen, Mr. Hutchinson on 

the practice at, 187, 245 
the new, at Berck-sur-Mer, 197 
the General, Bumingham, cases treated at 

the, 350 
Medical College, Calcutta, cases treated at 

the, 625, 658 
General, of Christiania, Mr. Hutchinson on 

the practice at, 167 
Consumption, Brompton, cases treated at the, 

218 
Royal Albert, Devonport, vide Devonport 
Dreadnought, cases treated in the, 572 
Driffield Cottage, cases treated at the, 190 
Edinburgh Royal Maternity, vide Edinbm-gh 
Fever, cases treated at the, 598 
Great Northern, eases treated at the, 219 
Guy’s, the te.aching of operative Surgery at, 

114 
for Diseases of the Heart, queries concerning 

the, 720 
King’s College, cases treated at, 382, 412, 430 

the out-patient system at, 637, 668 
Deeds, New General, Dr. Chadwick on the, 133 
Liverpool Southern, cases treated at the, 491 
London, cases treated at the, 7, 712 

the out-patient system at the, 605 
Middlesex, cases treated at the, 189, 249, 289, 

572 
out-patient system at the, 581 

Ophthalmic (Royal London), cases treated at 
the, 279, 349 

St. Bartholomew’s, vide Bartholomew’s 
St. George’s, the out-patient system at, 582 
St. Mary’s, cases treated at, 100, 545, 657 

the out-patient system at, 606 
St. Thomas’s, the out-patient system at, 638, 

668 
for Diseases of the Throat, accoimt of the 

practice at the, 98 
University College, cases treated at, 249, 490, 

545, 713 
Hospitalism and zjunotic diseases. Dr. Kennedy 

on, 6.36 
and childbed mortality, Dr. Carson on, 675 
in relation to the mortality after amputations, 

Sh’ J. Simp.son on, 665 
Hospitals, endowed, observations on, 353 

duties of trustees of, 494 
management of. Miss Duck on the, 440 
the purcha.se system at, in Dublin, 12 

Er. M'Donnell on the, 675 
lying-in. Dr. Kennedy on, 636 

Dr. Carson on, 675 
sma’l, alleged salubrity of, Dr. Duncan on 

the, 569, 640 
London, reiiorts on the out-patient depart¬ 

ments of the, 581, 605, 637, 664, 721 
relations of, to the Poor-law Board, 601 
children’s, Dr.s. Heslop and Taaffe on, 386, 393 
and Ho.spices of France in 1869, 256 
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at the Loudon Hospital, 120 
at St. George’s, 479 
at St. Thomas’s, 422 

“ Profit and loss,” 659 
Proportions of the human figm-o. Dr. Gould on 

the, 251 
Prosser, Mr. E. A. S. on failure of prosecution 

under the Medical Act, 113 
Prostitutes, fecundity of, M. Lasegue on the, 633 
Prostitution in Faris, M. Lefort on, 391 

laws concerning, in England, 497 
Mr. Acton on, 683 
Dr. Hartsen on, 744 

Prurigo, Hebra’s cases of, 44 
Ulr. Erasmus Wilson on a case of, 681 

Fuericulture in relation to cottage improvement, 
Mr. Chadwick on, 173 

Puerperal convulsions. Dr. Murray on ten cases 
of, 216 

Pugh, Mr. Eichard, death of, 504 
Pulmonary stenosis in relation to tuberculosis, 

Prof. Lebert on, 677 
Pulverizer with continued cm-rent, Capron’s, 203 
Pulvermacher’s galvanic chains, 21 
Furkinje, Prof, death of, 208 
Purcell, Dr. death of, 478 

Dr. Charles Gore, death of, 297 
Putrefaction, germ theory of, Mr. Nunneley’s 

criticism on the, 164 
Pyaemia, diagnosis of, from rheumatic fever. Dr- 

Sutton on the, 347 

Q 
Quadri, Professor, death of, 258 
Queen’s University, Ireland, report of Medical 

Coimcil on examinations of the, 36 
refusal of, to comply with the recommen¬ 

dations of the Medical Council, 40 
pass-lists of the, 503 
rules and regadations of, 322 

College, Birmingham, IMedical session, present 
. position of the, 203 

disputes at the, 391 
scholai’ships and prizes of the, 327 

E, 
Eadesyge, non-existence of, 98 

disappearance of, 167 
Eailway injuries, question of compensation fer, 

222 
aim and book rest, 530 

Eansford, Mr. James LigUs, drowned in the 
Carnatic, 421 

Eanula, acute, discussion on, 663 
Eeform, Medical, meeting for, 582 

meeting of the Union for, 699 
Eegistrar-General, results of analysis of causes 

of death by the, 659 
Eegistration of students in 1868, 73 

of deaths, returns of Brussels, 121 
of Boston, 121 
of Paris, observations on the, 391, 690 
of Scotland, vide Scotland 

of disease, memorandum on the advantages 
of, 85 

deputation to Mr. Goschen concerning, 57 4 
account of the various plans for the, 633 
Mr. Liddle on a former proposal for, 701 

of births, necessity of compulsory, exempli¬ 
fied, 128 

Eclapsing fever, vide Fever 
Eemuneration, Professional, “ A Constant 

Eeader ” on, 661, 667 
Eenaud, Dr. on diabetes following injury of the 

head, 475 
Eespu-ation, movements of, instrument for the 

record of. Dr. Sanderson on an, 291 
amount of air required for. Dr. Eichardson 

on the, 651 
artificial. Dr. Eichardson on, 649 

Eheumatic fever and pyiemia, diagnosis of. Dr. 
Sutton on the, 347 

on the emplojment of digitalis in, 637 
Eheumatism with miliaria. Dr. Fairbank on, 696 
Eliinoplastic operation, secondary, by Mr. Wood, 

413 
Ehinoscope, Dr. Duplay’s, 696 
Eichardson, Dr. on research with the induction 

coil at the Polytechnic, 183, 373 
Mr. Olley’s observations on the experiments 

of, 240 
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Eiohardson, Dr. painless knife of, tlie Times Car- 
respondent on the, 203 

coiTeetion relating to the, 2.3G 
on the physiological action of the methyl 

series, 259 
on the physiological action of hydrate of 

chloral, 290, 294,’509, 537 
on artificial respiration, 649 
physiological research on alcohols, 703 
on the science of ciu'c, 718 
Dr. Wills, case of poisoning hy aconite, 709 
Mr. John Ashton, death of, 449 

Eichet, Prof, on excision of the knee-joint, 243 
Eickets, enlargement of the xiscera in the. Dr. 

Dickinson on, 394 
Eioord, M. on vaccinal syphilis, 358 

honorarium to, from the Emperor, 631 
Eoherts, Dr. E. D. testimonial of Liverpool stu¬ 

dents to, 202 
Eohinet, M. obituary notice of, 723 
Eoget, Dr. obituary notice of, 395 
Boss, Dr. on the conjoint occurrence of measles 

and scarlet fever, 411 
case of death from chloroform, 624 

Eopes, Dr. Francis, death of, 449 
Eubidge, Dr. obituary notice of, 381 
Eubio, Dr. on the employment of carbolic acid, 

114 
on ants in tropical practice, 121 

Eutherford, Prof, introductory lectm-e of, at 
King’s College, 449 

S 
St. Germain (Dr. De), somid for uterine 

cauterisation, 696 
Salford, Dr. Sysons’ sanitary report on. 422 
Salisbmy, dimiirished mortality of, Mr. Middleton 

on the, 522 
Salivary glands, action of emotion on the, 297 

“ A Siu’geon” on the, 562 
Sander'son, Dr. on an instrument for recording 

respiratory movements, 291 
investigation of, concerning the inoculation 

of tubercle, 492 
Sanitary measures, utility of, explained, 10 

condition of cottages, IVIi'. Chadwick on the 
improvement of the, 173 

Act, prosecutions under the, .575 
Scabies, great prevalence of, in Norway, 44 

treatment of, 245 
Scarlatina, outbreak of, at Ascension, 357 

occurrence of, conjointly with measles. Dr. 
Eoss on the, 411 

preventive action of Medical Officers of 
Health in, 464 

peculiarities of the present epidemic of, 534 
prevalence of, in London, 579, 589, 618 
prevalence of, in London and Paris, compared, 

632 
miliaris with rheumatism. Dr. Fairbank on, 

596 
in relation to age, sex, etc. Dr. BaHard on, 

670 
Scheffler, Dr. Theory of Ocular Defects, review, 

201 
Schiflmann, Dr. on carbolic acid in cholera, 647 
Scirrhus of the pancreas, case of, 491 

of the tongue, operation for, case of, 490 
Scholarships, Medical, for women. Miss Garrett 

on, 298 
Schools, London Medical, introductory lectures 

at the, 399 
Briti.sh and foreij^, compared, 414 

Sciatica, hsTpodermic injection of morphia in. Dr. 
Lawson on the, 654, 680 

Scotland, defective education in, petition of the 
Medical Council on the, .50 

registration retmus, 208, 2,58,350,461, 590,728 
North of. Medical Association, meeting of the, 

225 
examining bodies in, rules and regulations 

of the, 316 
Scleriasis, Dr. Fagge on a case of, 723 
Scrivener, Dr. on the Audine heights a.s a sanitary 

resort, 525, 555 
Scribbling-pad, a useful, 642 
Sea, exploration of, at great depths. Dr. Carpenter- 

on the, 629 
Semen, condition of, in disease, M. Lidgois on the, 

246, 274, 380_, 511, 541 
Serpentine, cleansing of the, 466, 468 
Sewage, committee on the utilisation of, 637 
Sheffield School of Medicine, session 1869-70, 339 
Sheppard, Dr. Batliing, notice, 89 
Sherry, Spanish, British spirits disguised as, 685 

Hambro’, at the shilling duty, 546 
“F.” on, 701, 744 

Shettle, Dr. Pathology of Insanity, review, 671 
Shook, question of, in operations, Mr. Fettes on 

the, 188 
Shortsightedness simulated by congenital catai-aot. 

Dr. Jeffries on, 680 
Shoulder, dislocation of, with fracture of the arm, 

case of, 541 
amputation at the, followed by fatal pyarmia, 

case of, 570 
Shuttlcworth, Dr. onHydres as a health resort, 265 
bick-room secrets of great people, 701 

Sight, occasional .sudden failure of, case of, 349 
Sigmund, Prof. v. on hypodermic injections in 

sj-phihs, 496 
Silver, Dr. introductory lecture at Chai-ing-cross 

Hospital, 412 
Simmons, Mr. on cold water in gonorrhoea, 534 
Simon, Mr. letter to the Medical Council, 29 

on the extension of the Contagious Diseases 
Act, 383 

Simpson, Sir J. on the mortality after amputa¬ 
tions in Hospitals, 665 

Sinclair, Dr. Myxoma of the Chorion, notice, 643 
Skerry, Dr. Charlo.s, death of, 367 
Skiildberg, Dr. cases of ovariotomy, 689, 692 
Skull, passage of an iron shaft thi-ough the, case 

of, 45 ° . 
fracture of the, at the base, with recovery, 

case of, 249 
Ml-. De Morgan’s case of the, 558 

Small-pox as it is in India, Sui-geon W. J. Moore 
on, 634 

epidemic of, at Devizes, Mr. Thornley on an, 
693 

Smeth, Dr. De, on the decay of the “ family Doc¬ 
tor,” 437 

Smith, Dr. Angus, researches of, on the pollution 
of air, 495, 600 

Dr. Protheroo, on a new obstetrical belt, 115 
Mr. Harmar, on erysipelas after vaccination, 

265 
Mr. Hemy, on the out-patient system at 

King’s College, 668 
Mr. Nathaniel, death of, 742 

Smyth, Mr. J. Seaton, of Liverpool, death of, 363 
Mr. W. on tlie effects of alcohol on the tem¬ 

perature, 745 
Snaith, Dr. Frederick, death of, 89 
Snake-bite, Dr. Halford on, 616 
Social Science Association, vide Association 
Society, Ai-my Medico-Chirurgical, notices of 

meetings of the, 118, 727 
Clinical, reports of meetings of the, 117, 476, 

558, 641, 694 
London Medical, notice of meeting of the, 

642 
Medical and Cliirurgical, vide Medical 
Obstetrical, reports of meetings of the, 115, 

499, 613 
Pathological, vide Pathological 
Western Medical and Surgical, notice of 

meeting of the, 396 
Socks and shirts, poisonous, observations on, 172 

Dr. Madden on, 203 
Soldiers, question of inspection of, for detection 

of syphilis, 194, 737 
diet of, in India, Assistant-Surgeon Alcock 

on the, 235 
bedding of married, rules for the, 518 
American, anthropological statistics of. Dr. 

Gould on the, 251 
measurements of, 252 

Spectroscope, examination of animal substances 
by the, Mr. Lankester on the, 293 

Spectacles, orthoscopic, Mr. Carter on, 366 
Spender, Mr. Pathology and Treatment of Ulcers, 

review, 17 
Spina bifida, unusual form of, 585 
Spinal cord, diseases of the, the ophthalmoscope 

in, M. Bouohut on, 14 
Spine, fracture of, trephining in, Mr. Nunneley’s 

observations on, 156 
injuries of the. Dr. Orton on, 682 

Squire, Mr. on chlorodyne and liquor chloroformi 
compositus, 87 

State Medicine, report of the Medical Council on, 
34 

Dr. Farr’s address on, 146 
“ L. A.” on the requi.sites for, 269 

“ Statistical method, and something better,” 658 
Stephenson, Mr. James, death of, 120 
Stench-trap, AntUl’s, 205 
Stirling, Dr. on leprosy in Norway, 514 
Stokes, Prof, address at the British Association, 

223, 258 
Dr. address of, at the Meath Hospital, 565, 

603 
Mr. Thomas, on dipsomania, 507, 563 

on protection of drunkards, 675, 729 
Stomach, fluctuation in the, detected, 7 

hair accumulated in the, case of, 6 
Stone, Dr. V. case of conservative treatment of 

injured thumb, 189 
Dr. W. H. introductory lectm-e at St. 

Thomas’s, 407 
Mr. Daniell, death of, 698 

Stricture, cases of, treated by Holt’s instrmnent. 
Dr. Fayi-er on, 45, 94 

oiling a gristly, Mr. Chenhalls on, 730 
Strychnia, alleged poisoning by, 355 

poisoning by, -with recovery, 491 
Students, Medical, results of registration of, in 

1868, 73 
number obtaining qualifications in 1868,74 
advice to, 325 
the modem, 328 
advantage of note-taldng by, 370 
returns of, for 1869, 493, 521 

number of, at the German universities, 561 

Stuiges, Dr. chnical lecture on ijneumonia, 271 
Subjects, scarcity of the supply of, vide Dissection 
Suez canal, sanitaiy condition of population on 

the, 269 
in relation to cholera, 467 

Sulphocyanides, Dr. Beared on the, 618 
Supra-renal capsules, disease of the, fatal case of, 

219 
Surgeons, Eoyal College of, of England, rules and 

regulations of the, 308 
pass-lists of the, 89, 119, 149, 587, 616, 

635, 643 
Fellowship pass-list, 643, 697 
Licentiates of the, in Dental Surgery, 173 
Licentiates of the, in Midwifery, 697 
examination papers of the, 90, 589, 618, 

635 
election into the Council of, 11 

Mr. Erasmus Wilson on tlie, 54 
additions to the Hunterian Museum of 

the, 25 
banquet to the Fellows of the, 53 
annual report of the, 390 
proceedings in the Council of the, 469, 

623, 645, 727 
in 1800, Mr. Birch on the, 619 , 

Eoyal College of, Edinbiu-gh, debate concern¬ 
ing the, ill the Medical Council, 39 

rules and regulations of the, 318 
pass-lists of the, 562 

Eoyal College of, in Heland, rules and regu¬ 
lations of the, 323 

session 1869-70, 341 
reopening of the school of the, 528 

Siu-gery, operative, teaching of, observations on 
the want of, 82 

at Guy’s Hospital, note on the, 114 
conservative. Dr. Stone’s case of, 189 

Sutton, Dr. on the diagnosis of pysemia and rheu¬ 
matic fever, 347 

on venesection in distension of right side of 
the heart, 708 

Swain, Mr. Injuries and Diseases of the Knee- 
joint, review, 665 

on the working of the Contagious Diseases 
Act at Devonport, 429, 461 

Swan, Mr. retirement of, from the Council of 
the College of Sm-geons, 422, 521 

Symonds, Dr. on State treatment of drunkards, 
4-27,440 

address of, at the Health Section of the Social 
Science Congress, 441 

Syplulis, amount of, in the army dm-ing 1867, 230 
the inspection-of soldiers for detection of, 194, 

737 
on legislation for the prevention of spread of, 

413 
vide Contagious Diseases Act 

Dr. Finckenstein on the origin of, 628, 659 
antiquity of, “ S. T. E.” on the, 647 

Mr. Gaskoin on the, 668, 700 
Assistant-Siu-geon Wilson on, 700 

deaths from, the Eegistrar-General on the, 
660 

congenital cases of, Mr. Hutchinson on, 43,97 
relation' of, to tuberculosis, Prof. Lebei-t on 

the, 621 
treatment of. Prof. Lehert on the, 593 
treatment of, under lock and key, 44 
ti-eatment of, in Norway, Mr. Hutchinson on 

the, 43, 97, 245 
Prof. Sigmund on hypodermic injections in, 

496 
Dr. Oppert on, 636 

Syphilisation, congenital syphilis after cases of, 43 
treatment by, in Norway, 44, 245 

T 
Taaffe, Dr. on Hospitals for sick children, 393 
Tait, Dr. Lawson, case of reduction of inversion 

of the uterus, 116 
on fungus of the dura mater, 427 
on the foot-and-mouth exanthem, 506 

Tanner, Dr. Practice of Medicine, review, 146 
and Fox, Manual of Clinical Medicine, notice, 

642 
Tauch, Mr. William,, death of, 396 
Taylor, Mr. vexatious prosecution of, under the 

Medical Act, 104 
Dr. Alfred, on a case of poisoning by junket, 

233 
Teale, Mr. on the antiseptic method, 266 
Teeth, caries of the, among the ancients, 689 
Teething in relation to feeding. Dr. Norton on, 

116 
Temperature at great depths, Mr. Sj-mon’s in¬ 

vestigations on the, 13 
animal, rise of, after death, Mr. Alcock on, 

621 
effect of alcohol on the, 744 

Tent Hospitals, M. Husson on, 220 j,- 
at the Cochin, 186 
the German, 548 

at the St. Louis Hospital, 639 
Testicle, influence of diseases of the, on the 

semen. Dr. Liegeois on the, 274 
Tetanus, fatal case of, after extraction of teeth, 

422 
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Tetanus treated by section of nerves, 673 
Therapeutics, modem, doctiine of, Jlr. Bindley on 

the, 585 
Thermometers, clinical. Dr. Fox on, 460 

Mr. Casella on, 611 
Thomas’s (St.) Hospital, view day at, 110 

out-patient system of teaching' at, 638 
ophthalmic practice at, Mr. Sydney Jones on 

the, 668 
Medical School of, prizes and appoint¬ 

ments offered at the, 336 
Dr. Stone’s inti’oductory lecture at, 407 
distribution of prizes at, 422 

Thompson, Sir Henry, Pathology and Treatment 
of Stricture, notice, 22 

Dr. Henry, case of ascites treated by copaiba, 
641 

Thomley, Mr. on epidemic small-pox at Devizes, 
693 

Throat, Hospital for Diseases of the, practice at 
the, 98 

chronic sore, treated by nitric acid. Dr. 
Mackintosh on, 188 

Thiunb, injm’od, treated by conservative Surgery, 
case of, 189 

Tibia, compound fracture of the, treated by 
irrigation, cases of, 99, 711 

Tidmar.sh, Dr. Richard, death of, 237 
Tidy, Dr. introductory lectm'e at the London 

Hospital, 443 
Tobacco, amaurosis from smoking, case of, 279 
Todd, Rev. James Henthom, D.D. obituary 

notice of, 22 
Tongue, removal of the whole, Mi\ Hill’s fatal 
V case of, 490, 558 
Topham, Dr. note of, concerning Liston, 364 
Torsion, discussion on, at the Clinical Society, 

713 
Transfusion in traumatic and suppurative fever. 

Prof. Huetcr on, 45 
Ti'cphining, question of, Baron LaiTCy on the, 79 
Trinidad, epidemic of yellow fever at, 297 
Tropical fruits and flowers, erroneous opinions 

concerning, 503 
Troeltsoh, Prof, von, on Suppurative Otitis, review, 

231 
Tuberculosis, influence of syphilis in producing. 

Prof. Lcbert on the, 593, 621 
pulmonaiy stenosis in relation to, Pi'of. 

Lcbert on, 677 
inoculation of. Dr. Sanderson’s researches 

concerning the, 492 
nature of. Dr. Madden on the, 693 
vide Phthisis 

TufneU, Surgeon-Major, and the Dublin Mflitaiy 
Ih'ison, 105 

Turner, Dr. Manual of Diet, notice, 742 
Tj’phoid fever, vide Fever 

u 
Ulcers of the Lower Limbs, SH. Spender’s 

Manual, review, 17 
United States, discussion on the condition of the 

Profession in the, 85 
population of the, 286 
soldiers of, vide Soldiers 

Universities, Gei-mau, number of Medical stu¬ 
dents at the, 561 

University College Hospital, cases treated at the, 
249, 490, 545, 713 

Medical School, scholarships and prizes 
offered at the, 336 

Uric acid, quantitative determination of, 483 
calculi, solution of, Mr. Harcourt on the, 482 

Uterine hfemorrhage, vide Haemorrhage 
Uterns, new fimction of the cervix of, M. Despres 

on a, 632 
M. deSt. Germain’s sound for cauterising the, 

697 
chi'onic inversion of the, treated by pressure, 

case of, 116 
prolapse of. Dr. Aveling on, 613 
removal of the entile, M. Pcan’s case of, 719 
vide Haemonhage 

V 
Vaccination past and present, 222 

Mr. Day on, 265 
protective power of. Dr. E. Snow on the. 111 
erysipelas, death following, inquest in a case 

of. 111 
Dr. BaUard on, 204 

Vaccination,erysipelas after, Mr .J.H.Smith on, 265 
. Dr. Yarrow on, 364 

educational status for, 329 
parochial touting for, “.lUpha” on, 370,506, 

619 
a “ Public Vaccinator ” on, 450, 591 

compulsory. Dr. Bakewell on, 381 
observations on, 735 

propagation of elephantiasis by, Mr. Gaskoin 
on the, 475 

eczema following, case of, 365 
luHcaria after, Mr. Farrer on a case of, 370 
“animal,” Dr. Blanc on, 87, 291, 377, 423 

discussion on, at the French Academie de 
Medicine, 286, 368, 689 . 

in Holland, Dr. Ballot on, 570 
syphilis from, diiflciilties in relation to, 121 

M. Ricord on, .358 
obscurities of, 616 
observations on, 641 

V.accinator, the first, 619 
Vaccine lymph, human and bovine, compared. 

Dr. Blanc on, 291 
Vais, waters of, account of the, 22 
Velocipedes in coimtry practice, 552 
Venesection in distension of the right side of the 

heart. Dr. Sutton on, 707 
in engorgement of the heart, 488 

Verdon, Mr. Edward Howard, death of, 697 
Vermiform appendix, foreign body in, specimen 

of, 585 
Vienna, Lying-in and Foundling Hospitals of, 

described, 18 
lunatic asylums of, 19 

Vinall, Dr. Charles, death of, 604 
Vine, the new disease of the, 390 

w 
'Wadham,Dr. introductory lecture at St. George’s, 

403 
Walker, Mr. introductory address at the West¬ 

minster Hospital, 444 
Walton, Mr. case of dislocation of the shoulder 

with fractiuc of the ann, 541 
Water-supply Commission, observations on the 

reports of the, 48, 281,361 
the Registrar-General on the, 127 

in Southwark, remarks on the, .354 
contamination of, by house-cisterns. Dr. 

Druitt on the, 364 
Waters, metropolitan, compo.sition and quahty, 

25, 209, 450, 562, 699 
observations on the, 250 

Waters, Dr. A. T. H. on treatment of pneumonia, 
612 

Assistant-Surgeon Dr. Robert, promotion of, 
631 

Wathen, Mr. on pliers for cutting starch bandages, 
210 

AVatson, Dr. T. E. death of, 478 
Mr. George Heniy, de.ath of, 54 

Welch, Assistant-Surgeon, on tifty-two cases of 
pneumonia, 669 

Wells, Mr. Soelberg, Treatise on Diseases of the 
Eye, review, 112 

Mr. Spencer, made Hon. Fellow of Leipzig 
Obstetrical Society, 195 

on the emplojTnent of cliloral, 346, 408 
circiUar clamp of, 530 

Western Medical and Surgical Society, notice of 
meeting of the, 395 

AYestmaoott, Dr. on the whalebone loop, 116 
Westminster Ho.spit.al Medical School, prizes 

offered at the, 3.36 
Mr. Walker’s introductorj' address at, 444 

Wheeler, Mr. Lowe, obituary notice of, 559 
Wliitby, Dr. letter on poisoning by junket, 233 
Whitby, opening of the Prudlioe Convalescent 

Home at, 397 
Whitfield, Mr. Henry, death of, 89 , 
Whyte, Dr. case of ileus treated by inflation, 622 
AVilliaras, Dr. Ejdon, case of femoral anemism, 

218 
Dr. C. T. Climate of South of Fi-ance, notice, 

616 
Staff Surgeon-Major Thomas, death of, 504 

Wilson, Mr. Erasmus, letter on the election of 
the College Coimcil, 53 

case of prurigo, 681 
Mr. James, Truth a Libel, notice, 616 
Dr. on the crania of habitual criminals, 260 
Dr. F. R. case of absence of kidney in 

Blight’s disease, 570 

AVilson, Staff Assistant-Surgeon, on the antiquity 
of syphilis, 700 

Wines, new light, comments on, 289, 741 
vide Sherry 

Wing, Mr. Charles, obituary notice of, 236 
AVitnesses, Medical, unfair position of, Dr. Bate¬ 

man on the, 173 
Wolfe, Dr. plan of, for extraction in cataract, 112 
Women, Medical, vide Medical 

Medical scholarships for. Miss Garrett on, 29S 
Wood, Dr. Andrew, defence of the Medical 

Council by, 515 
Woodman, Mr. cose of partial amputation of tho 

foot, 218 
Wools, Ml-. Contribution to the Flora of Australia, 

notice, 416 
Wormell, Mr. Theoretic and Applied Mechanics, 

notice, 642 
AVounds, antiseptic treatment of, vide Carbolic 

acid 
electrical sound for discovery of metallic 

bodies in, 202 
dry-earth dressing for, 687 

AVright, Mr. Constantine, death of, 207 
Dr. John James, death of, 396 

Y 
Yarrow, Dr. on erysipelas after vaccination, 364 
Yearsley, Dr. biographical sketch of, 87 
Yellow fever, outbreak of, at Bio Janeiro, 239 

in the West Indies, 494 
in Cuba, Dr. Poggio on, 516 
prolonged incubation of, 603 

Dr. Paterson on, 640 
Mr. Power on, 675 

z 
Zymotic diseases and hospitalism. Dr. Kennedy 

on, 637 
analysis of deaths from, for seventeen 

years, 660 
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properties, hut free BUliGlSNOY WIHESi What more valuable therapeutic agent than a pure Wine rich in Aromatic 

from an excess of Alcohol and Sugar ? Such is PIOT FRERES’ EEATT'N'E, 44s. per cloz. 

That the judicious exhibition of easily assimilated Tonics and non-intoxicating Stimulants in the form of Wine pure and generous, yet very moderately 
alcoholic, is often more efidcacious than all the fortiflants in the Materia Medica, is a truth that has become generally recognised -svith the advanced minds 
of the Profession; and which of the various juices of the Grape is calculated to be of the most active benefit—insJead of the least harm—ia a question 
that demands the serious consideration of every Practitioner. 

The qualities that render Burgundy emphatically the Wine for Invalids in this climate are its richness in aromatic properties, its freedom from 
acidity, and its comparatively great powers as an exhilarating and sustaining stimulant in proportion to the small quantity of alcohol it contains. 

PIOT PEERES have the pleasm-e to submit upwards of thu-ty varieties of Burgundy Wines, and offer every facility and assistance to members 
Of the Medical Profession m selecting the Wines best adapted for various diseases, constitutions, and temperaments. 

PIOT PREEES, Growers and Factors of Burgundy Wines. London Depot, 2S2, Regent-street, W. 

PURE CHOCOLATE. 
COMPAGNIE COLONIALE DE PAEIS, 4, Pall-mall, S.W. 

“We have examined a variety of the chocolates of the Compagnie 
Coloniale, and found them to consist solely of cocoa of superior quality 
and sugar.”—Lancet. 

_ The chocolates of the Compagnie Coloniale boast themselves with 
justice on high quality, careful preparation, no admixture save sugar, and 
moderate price.”—Medical Times and Gazette. 

Sold hy all the principal Souses. 

EIGOL 

See THE LAN 
“In tlj 

ei 

See MEDICAL 
“ This 

Sold in Tin Cases 

MUSTARD PLASTER. 

MUSTARD LEAVES 
•iness, Efficiency, and Convenience. 

are as portable as a Card-case. 
They have been adopted by the Administration of the Paris Hospitals, and by the Imperial Navy of France. 

IgoUot we have, it is believed, a reliable and very ready means of obtaining the 

68 
ntage of being portable, cleanly, convenient, and effective.” 

ihemists and Druggists. Special prices for Hospitals and Charitable Institutions. 

, HENRIETTA-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN. 

Internattonal (JHxijffittion, X862.—Efje oitlg fHetial 
roE 

WATER CUSHIONS AND BEDS 
WAS AWARDED TO 

W. HOOPER, 7, Pall Mall East, and 55, Grosvenor-street, London. 

Full Length Water Mattress. 
In sending an order the Width of the Bedstead should he stated. 

Circular Water Cushion, for sitting on. Crescent Water Cushion, for the Sacrum. 

ELASTIC BAGS, for applying dry cold or dry heat, maintaining their elasticity tmder all temperatures, from zero to 212'’Fahr. 
WATERPROOF SHEETS, INDIA-RUBBER URINALS, ENEMAS, &;c. 

USED BY 

THE ROYAL FAMILY 

AND ALL 

CLASSES OE INVALIDS. 

ALSO IN 

H.M. ARMY AND NAVY 

AND THE 

INDIAN PRESIDENCIES. 
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